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Abies balsamea, an insect attacking, 759
Abies commutata, 106 ; Douglasii, 106,

409, 440 ;
(Picea) bifolia, 465

Abraxis grossulariata, no
Abutilon Thompsoni, 51
Acacias at Kew, notes on the, 814
Academy, notes at the Royal, 589, 619, 651
Adders, toads and snakes, 463, 568
Adelaide Botanic Gardens, the, 656, 759 ;

a new conservatory for the, 693
Adiantum gracillimum, 171 ; Hendersoni,

796 ; Seemanni, 396 ; macrophyllum
glaucum, 620

Adulteration of Seeds Bill, 8r
Aerides cylindricum, 536 ; Vandaruni,

591
Agaricus ascophorus, 503
Agaves, a group of, in M. Thuret's gar-

dens, 502
Agave americana, 594, 662 ; Celsiana,

759
Agricultural statistics, 240
Ailantus excelsa, 471
Albert Hall, floral decorations at the, 567
Albuca (Eualbuca) glandulosa, 814
Algeria, the Tobacco harvest in, 5GQ
Aloe ferox and other succulents in M.

Thuret's garden, 243
Aloe (Pachidendron) drepanophylla, 814
Aloysia citriodora, old plants of, 629
Alpine plants, stealing, 759
Alsace Cucumber, 493
Alstrbmerias, notes on, 239
Amalfi, South. Italy, notes from, 86
Amarylhds, bulb-like seeds of some, 594
Amaryllis at Meadowbank, 662
American blight insect, the, 789
American plants at KnaphiU, the, 717
American Potatos, 754
American swarm signal, the, 787
Amorphophallus Rivieri, exhalation of

water from the leaves of, 79
Anderson, Mr. James, presentation to,

311
.

'

Anemones on the JNIediterranean coast,

144
Anemiopsis califomica, 114
Angrfecum EUisii, 278
Animals, plants that eat, 303, 340, 405,

527. 790
Annuals for early flowering, 89 ; hardv,

505
Anobium striatum, or Death Watch, 86
Antliarhinus signatus, 691
Ant-flies, and other insects, 566
Anthurium cuspidatum, 42S ; Patini, 524;

WaUisii, 429

Apiary :—American swarm signal, the,

787 ; how I winter my bees, 467 ; on
the swarming of bees, 275 ;

glass Wood-
bury hive, the, 371 ; '*hive of hives,"
the, 307 ;

Itahan bees, 666 ; nadiring
system, the, 787 ; swarming season,
the, 787 ; swarming, what is, ,787 ;

work for March, 307 ; April, 530 ;

May, 626 ; Yates' round-topped hives,

431

Apple of literature, the, 4:59, 491
Apple, Redleaf Russet, 118
Apple stocks, notes on, 600
Apple tree mussel scale, 531
April, lines on, 467
Apricots, blossom and prospects, 472
Aralia fastigiata, 179 ; Sieboldi, flowering

of, 85, 115
Araucaria excelsa wintered in open air,

629
Araucaria imbricata, 535, 563, 759
Arbours or bowers. 305
Ardross Castle, 272

Aroids at Kew, the, 141, 335
Artichokes, Jerusalem, on heavy land, 19
Arum italicum, germination of, 470
Arums, notes on, 523
Ascot, the Royal Nurseries at, 43, 75
Ash and Oak, leafing of the, 823
Asparagus beds, making with Seaweed,

504
Asparagus, early forcing, 18
Aspidiotus conchiformis, 531
Aubrietia Campbellii, 663
Aucuba berries, 436
Aucuba japonica at Regent's Park, 400
Aucubas, 504
Aucubas, fertilisation of, 563 ; large, 472
Auricula Society, the National, 470
Auricula, the old yellow, 629
Australia, Mulberry trees for, 562
Avenues, richly coloured, 716
Ayres, Mr. W. P., death of, 119
Azaleas and Camellias, 367
Azaleas, Indian, hardiness of, 750
Azalea linearifolia, 662

3AINES, Mr. T.,

ISo
noir and portrait of,

Bamboo, the, 506
Bamboos, hardy, 725 ;

poison in, 573
Bangalore, notes from, 402
Barked Elm trees, 281, 313
Barrow, a spring, 536 ; Chinese, 632
Basket case, a disputed, 2S1
Bast mats, 74
Batemania armillata, 780
Bath and West of England Society, 316
Bedding, carpet;- with hardy plants, 528
Beerschoten, Holland, gardening notes

from, 623
Bees and Wistaria sinensis, 566
Bees, how I winter my, 467 ; Italian, 666
Beetle, the Colorado Potato, 144, 209,

210. 438, 502, 503, 59S
Begonia Emperor, 796
Begonias, hardy hybrid, 440
Belfast, the Royal Botanic Garden at,

817
Belvoir, the spring garden at, 564
Berberis Aquifolium, 566
Beurr^ Clairgeau Pear tree, grown in

Jersey, 140
Beihnal Green, the new garden at, 661,

761
Biological instruction at Oxford, 502
Birch rod, the, 401
Birds and Crocuses*, 665
Birmingham and Liverpool, notes by the
way, 41

Birthplace of the Duke of Wellington,

592
Black Monukka Grape, on crossing the,

84, it6
Bladder nut, forced flowers of the, 207
Blight, American, the, 789
Blue flowered Hortensias, the, 375
Boilers at Manchester, 718
Boletus, living on, 436
BoUea Patini, 8

Bombyx neustria, 413

Books, notices of :—Aird's Civil Laws of
France to the present time, 143 ; Al-
phand's Description, Culture, et Usage
des Arbres, 307 ; Belgique Horticole,

15) 499. 595 I
Bernardin's Classified

List of Vegetable Oils and Fats, 47 ;

Botanical Locality Record Club's Re-
port, 15 ; Botanical Magazine, in,
206, 467, 659 ; Bulletin de la F^dt5ra-

tion des Socidt^s d'Horticulture de
Belgique, 15 ; Burbidge's, the Narcis-
sus, 568 ; Cassell's Child's Bible, 467

;

Cogniaux et Marchal's Les Plantes Or-
nementales, i feuillage panachd et

colorie, 307 ; Concordia, 659 ; Cooke's
Fungi Britannici exsiccata, 531 ; Cox's
Address to the Psychological Society

of Great Britain, 722 ; Dupont's Les
Bois Indigenes et Efrangers, 499 ;

Eichler's Bluthendiagramme, 754 ;

Fish's Pruning, Grafting and Budding
Fruit Trees, 722 ; Floral Magazine,

275 ; Flore des Serres, 627 ; Florist

and Pomologist, the, 307, 595 ; Gar-
dener, the, 627 ; Gartenflora, 15, 206,

' 467, 595 ; Geographical Magazine, 275 ;

Goeze's Beitrag zur Kenntniss der
Orangengewachse, 14, 47 ; Gordon's
Pinetum, 403 ; Gbschke's DasBuchder
Erdbeeren, 371 ; Goschke's Die Ra-
tionelle Spargelzucht, 435 ; Hartwig's
Aerial World, 79 ; Heath's Fern Para-
dise, 47 ; Hertz's L'Explorateur, 175 ;

Hibberd's Amateur's Rose Book, 15 ;

Hogg's Fruit Manual, 595, 627 ;

Hooker and Baker's Synopsis Filicum,

339 ; Hooker's Flora of British India,

339 ; I. Giardini, 15 ; Illustration

Horticole, 15. 467 ; Jennings' Orchids,
and How to Grow Them in India and
other Tropical Climates, 275 ; Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 46 ;

Journal of Botany, 206, 467 ; Journal
of the Linnean Society, 595 ; Lawson's
Ten Years of Gentleman Farming, 14 ;

Lockyer's Primer of Astronomy, 175 ;

Lubbock's British Wild Flowers con-
sidered in Relation to Insects, 143 ;

Markham's Progress and Condition of
India, 403 ; Meunier's La Terre V4g6-
tale. 499 ; Micrographic Dictionary, 15 ;

Miller, the, 499 ; Mullen's Twelve
Months in Madagascar, 786 ; New
Quarterly Magazine, the, 47 ; Nichol's
Forty Years' of American Life, 499 ;

Page's Economic Geology, 174 ; Pax-
ton's Cottager's Calendar of Garden
Operations, 339 ; Paxton's Calendar of
Garden Operations, 499 ; Pfeiffer's

Nomenclator Botanicus, 722 ; Regel's
Descriptiones Plantarum novarum et

minus cognitarum in regionibus Turke-
stanicis, no ; Reichenbach's Xenia Or-
chidacea, 307 ; Revue de 1' Horticul-
ture Beige, 467, 627 ; Sachs' Lehrbuch
of Botany, 569 ; Sachs' Text-Book of
Botany, Morphological and Physio-
logical, 658 ; Saskatchewan and the
Rocky Mountains, 79 ; Smiles' Lives of
the Engineers, 15 ; Sowerby and John-
son's British Wild Flowers, 111,627;
Spooner's History, Structure, Economy,
and Diseasesof tlieSheep, 79 ; Spruydt's
Le Jardin Potager Complet, 275 ;

Spruydt's Le Jardin Potager, 371 ;

Suttons' Amateurs' Guide, in; Sutton
on Laying Down Land to Permanent
Pasture, 175 ; Tchihatchef's transla-

tion of Grisebach's Vegetation der
Erde, 659 ; Transactions of the Arbo-
ricultural Society of Scotland, 659 ;

Van Eeden's Album Van Eeden, 47 ;

Villa Gardener, 627 ; Warner's Select
Orchidaceous Plants, 79 ; WeddelVs
Quelques Mots sur la Th^orie Algo-
lichenique, 27^ ; Weinhold's Introduc-
tion to Experimental Physics, 435 ;

Wood s Insects Abroad, 46 ; Wood's
Out-of-Doors, 371 ; Yarrells History
of British Birds, 79

Boston Squash, the, 20
Botanical collectors, 279, 631
Botanical geography, elementary lessons

in, 8, 76, 138, 202, 366, 431, 495, 594,
621

Botanical instruction at Harvard, no
Botanical problems. Dr. Cohn on, 210
Botanical work, prizes for, 470
Botanic gardens, the Adelaide, 656, 759 ;

Belfast, the Royal, 817 ; Calcutta, the,

244 ; Edinburgh, the, 16
Botanists, Lancashire operative, 525
Botany of the Islands of Finistere, 333,
365

Botany, Sachs' text-book of, 690
Botany, systematic, report on the recent

progress and present state of, 112
Bougainvillea at Bangalore, the, 181

Bouquet girl of the Paris Jockey Club,
the, 404

Bouquet of spring flowers, a, 470
Bowers or arbours, 305
Bragg, Mr. W. R., death of, 213
Brandis, Dr., portrait and memoir of, 13
Brassia brachypus, 136
Brazilian drugs, 724
Brazil, notes on, 498
Brisbane Botanic Garden, 759
British climate, some remarks on the

fickleness of the, 408
British plants in bouquets, 725
Broccoli, early winter, 18 ; hardy varieties

of, 505. 562
Brome, transmutation of Wheat into, 599,
723

Broomesbarrow Yew, the, 535
Broomfield, the Orchids at, 338
Brown, Mr. Robert, 827
Brussels v. Amsterdam Horticultural

Exhibitions, 436
Brugmansia lutea, 502
Buckley, Mr. Wilbraham, death of, 119
Budding Gooseberries, 114
Buds, a study of, 568
Buds on roots of Peach trees, 146
Bulb season of 1874, the, 75
Burnett, Mr. T., death of, 149
Burnet moth, the, 755, 819
Burrs on Elms, 726
Button-hole, an early spring, 245

Cabbages, grafted, 244
Cabbage root-gall weevil, 819
Cacti and Agaves, Frank Buckland on,

534
Calcutta Bota;nic Gardens, 244
Calanth& Veitchii, 50
Caledonia, New, the Yam feast of, 492
California Redwoods, 507
Calliandra Saman, 724
Calluna vulgaris, mop-like growths of, S3
Cambridge, Mass., U.S;, notes from, 14
Cambusmore, notes on, 171
Camellia reticulata, 563
Camellias and Azaleas at the Paradise

Nursery, 367
Camellias flowering out-of-doors, 630,

691
Campanula turbinata, 821
Canary seed, on the cultivation and

traffic in, 598
Canna indica, 402
Canon Hall Muscat, the, 791
Canterbury Bells, 824
Caoutchouc, fresh sources of, 437
Capercailzie, notes on the contents of the

crop of the, 108
Carboniferous fruits, 506
Cardamine trifolia, 503
Cardamom, the, 406
Cardiff Castle, the hardy vineyard at,

462
Carling Sunday, 340
Carlowrie, effects of the frost on the trees

and shrubs at. 367
Carnations, Pinks, &c., 796
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Carnivorous and sensitive plants, 303,

340, 405, 527, 790
Carolina Rice in India, 406
Carpet bedding with hardy plants, 528
Cashmere, the Daily Telegraph on, 437
Catalogue of garden plants, a systematic,

594
Cattle ropes, Cingalese, 279
Cats, Nemophila insignis and, 535, 599
Cattleya bogotensis, 144 ;

gigas, 171
Ceanothus, grafted plants of, 470
Ceanothus, synopsis of the genus, 687
Cecil Oak, the, 249 •

Cedar of Lebanon, the, S24
Cedar, the stock of, 634
Celebes, intended explorations in, 822

Celery, roots from the leaf-stalk of, 207
Celery, Colonel Trevor Clarke's, 114 ; the

Sulham Prize Pink, 408, 439, 440
Celosia pyramidalis, 82 ; on the culture

of, 527
Cereals, fertilisation of the, 237 ; origm

of, 12 ; transformation of, 533, 567,

623, 686, 694
Ceutorhynchus assimilis, Sig
Ceylon, Colombo to Kandy, 785
Cyclamens, Mr. Little's, 306
Chamasrops Fortunei, 527 ; humilis, 438
Charcoal, kilns for, 313
Charlotte Rothschild Pine-apple, the, 20
Chatsworth — see Special Supplement
issued with No. 78

Cheiranthus Marshallii, seedlings from,

310
Chemical works and trees, 651
Cherry, the double white-flowered, 600
Chess (Bromus) and snakes, 115
Chess, transmutation of Wheat into, 182

Chicory, essence of, 439
Chicory imported into New Zealand, 724
Chicago Botanic Gardens, 178
Chinese wheelbarrow, a, 632
China, mountain plants from Northern,

598
China, the tea produce of, 432
Chiswick, Pelargonium trial at, 469 ; the

bedding Pansies at, 780
Chlorops lineata, 498
Christmas trees, 19
Chrysanthemum catananche, 693
Chrysomela viridula, 210
Churchyard plants, 725
Chusan Palm, the, 527, 566
Cigars, manufacture of, 406
Cinerarias, double, 40S, 535, 632 ; Mr.

James', 568
Cinchona succirubra in Madeira, 438
Clarendon Park, Gooseberry and Currant

training at, 207
Clematis alba magna, 6S5 ; Grand

Duchess, 796 ; Lord Nevill, 728 ; mon-
tana for spring decoration, 665

Clematises, the new, 790 ; Messrs. Jack-
man's exhibition, 602, 684 ; as exhibi-

tion plants, 560
Clematis stocks, 146
Climate, change of, in Scotland, 278
Chmatic changes, 210
Climate for Doryphora, the, 591
Climate, some remarks on the fickleness

of the British, 408
Closets, dry earth, 468
Cocoa-nut, the home of the, 626
Cologne International Horticultural Ex-

hibition, 278, 438, 'S34) 630, 759, 790,
820, 821

Colax jugosus flowering at Glasnevin, 210
Colorado, Conifers from, 402
Colorado potato beetle, 209, 210, 438,

502, 503. 598
Coleman's Flora Hertfordiensis, 436
Coleus, 402
Collioure, P3rrenees orientales, notes

from, 434
Colour, Primroses changing, 563, 600
Columellia sericea, 758
Combinations of flowers, chance, S20

Committee, Scientific, of the Royal
Horticultural Society, subjects brought
before the :—Achillea MillefoUum, galls

on the leaf of, 633 ; ammonia, absorp-

tion of, by the leaves of plants, 118;
ant-galls on the leaf-stalk of Melasto-
macese, 247 ; balls formed by the

leaves of Caulinia, 314 ; Bambusa
gracilis, flowering of, 376 ; buds on the

roots of the Peach, 117 ; Cabbage,
early St. John's, 536 ; Chestnuts of

1873 preserved fresh, 118 ; Cinerarias,

double, 118, 247 ; Coccus on Tricho-

piha, 727; Colorado beetle, the, 118,

473, 536 ; Conophallus bulbifer, 795 ;

Copper-web fungus, 247 ; Cucumbers,
vibrios in the roots of, it8, 314 ; Cya-
thus Thozeti, 117 ; Cycads, insect on
seeds of, 633 ; Cyclamen, monstrous,
iiS, 376 ; Datura arborea, 247 ; Elm
buds, 536 ; Encephalartos, seed of,

attacked by an insect, 536 ;
filter,

cotton wool as a, 633 ; Fuchsia pro-

cumbens, 247 ; fungi, fertilisation of,

377 ; fungus growing on the body
of a caterpillar, 314 ; fungi in ant

hills, 376 ;
graft hybridisation, 118

;

grub in Pears, 727 ; Hedychium
Gardnerianum, fruiting of, 377 ;

Hellebores, seedling, 537 ; Hibiscus

rosa sinensis, fruiting of, 118, 727;
honeydew, 117 ; Hypoxylon ostraceum,

726 ; insect destructive to Orchids, 247 ;

knots on Vines, 117 ; Larch disease,

727, 795 ; lichens on trees, the effects

of, 314 ; Lychnis, apetalous, 727 ;

Mistleto parasitic on itself, iiS
;

Myxomycetes, circulation in, 473 ;

Narcissus, fruiting of the, 376 ;

Oidium on Apple blossum, 727 ; Opium
blight, 376 ;

packing plants for trans-

portation, 727 ; Palm roots, diseased,

247 ; Paraguay Tea, 795 ; Peach
blister, 795 ; Peach shoots, diseased,

536 ; Pears, cracked, 118 ; Peziza

lanuginosa, 536 ;
phenological pheno-

mena, 377 ; Phylloxera, 118, 633 ;

Polyporus betulinus, spawn of, 314

;

Poplars, diseased, 473 ; Portugal
Laurel, diseased, 473 ; Potatos, grafted,

536 ; Potatos, diseased, 795 ; Potato
disease, new, in Algeria, 118, 247

;

Priniroses, Oxlips, &:c., 536 ; Primrose,

sport in, 314 ; root pruner, an undesir-

able, 795 ; rust on Pear leaves, 795 ;

Scotch Fir, disease of the, 376 ; Seville

Longpod Beans, 247, 537 ; Strawberry,
the Plymouth, 633 ; Sycamores, Pears,

&c., leaf-galls on, 726 ; Tea leaves

affected with a lichen, 247 ; Telfairea

pedata, 473 ; Telfairea pedata albino,

leaves of^, 726 ; terrestrial radiation,

247 ; transmission of seeds, 633 ; trap-

door spider, 795 ; tubers in the interior

of a Potato, 247 ; Turnip, inverted

leaves of, 473 ; Wallflowers, malformed,

^33 ;
yeast, reproduction of, 376 ; Yew,

female flowers of, destroyed by an
Acarus, 536 ; Yew, galls on the, 633 ;

Yews, galls on, caused by Tetranychus
Taxi, 726

Como, Lake, notes from, 14
Comte de Kerchove, the garden of the,

336
Compton's Surprise Potato, 821
Conifers, 792 ; rare, 105, 148, 464, 752
Conifers for chalk land, 19, 52
Conifers from Colorado, 402
Conifers as grave plants, 725
Conservatories, curved roof, 824
Conservatory of Count Kerchove, the,

376
Conservatory, heating a, 52
Co-operative gardening, 600
Cordiceps sinensis, 342
Corners and holes, 749
Cornwall, May-day in, 600
Cornwall, notes from a garden in, 334,
234

Correa cardinalis, 19
Costus afer flowering at Kew, 503
Cotton, cultivation of, at Kouron, 178
Couve Tronchuda, 462
Cowslip, the, 695
Cramb, Mr. A., memoir and portrait of,

719
Cranberry, the, 142, 663
Craspedia Richea, flowering at Kew,

661
Cratsegus, a monograph of, 759
Crinum brachynema, 473
Crocus aureus, 243 ; Imperati, 117

;

nivalis, 17S
Crocuses and sparrows, 634, 665
Croton Disraeli, 473
Cryptogamic Society for Scotland, 565
Crytorhynchus lapathia, 662
Cuba, the forests of, 820
Cuckoo, habits of the, 786
Cucumber, the Alsace, 493
Cucumber, DanieU's Duke of Edinburgh,

601
CuUum, Lady, death of, 248
Curmeria picturata and Gunnera bre-
phogea, 246

Currajong, the, in North Wales, 51
Curiosities of grafting, 789
Currant bud mite, 659
Currant galls on Oak, 765
Curved roofed conservatories, 824
Cutbush & Sons' spring show, 442
Cycads in cultivation, the, 470
Cyclamen persicum, 400 ;

persicum
giganteum, 179

Cyclamens for sitting-rooms, 406
Cyclonema myricoides, 279
Cymbidium elegans, 429
Cyperus papyrus, notes on, 78
Cypress and column in the grounds of

the Seraglio, Constantinople, 48
Cypripedium caudatum at Melchet

Court, 210
;

japonicum, 624, 665 ;

spectabile and pubescens. poisonous
qualities of, 210

Cytisus Adami, 758

Dacrydium cupressinum, 630
Daffodil, the wild, 338, 375, 408, 439

;

the true double, 500, 535, 562, 532

Daffodil of our gardens, the great double,

471
Daffodil and its varieties, the, 500 ; its

double varieties, 471
Dahlia cultivation, 595
Dahlias, early blooming, 472
Dahlias, German, 399, 437
Daisies, double, notes on, 619
Daisy, white Globe, 537
Dallam Towers, Westmoreland, the gar-

dens at, io3
Dallwitz, the old Oaks at, 755
Dandelion : is it a cultivated root? 827
Dangan Castle, 592
Darwin, Mr. Charles, as a horticulturist,

308
Deep planting of trees, 436, 662
Deidamia Thompsoniana, 790
Dendrobium amoenum, 305 ; crassinode
Barberianum, 683 ; marmoratum, 492

;

I'hodopterygium, 6S4 ; tetragonum, 82
Dendrochilum glumaceum, 410, 438
Derbyshire, fruit prospects in, 632
Deutschlands Flora, the, 406
Dictionary, the Ivy in the, 42
Digging and dunging about fruit trees, 21
Dioncea muscipula, 790 ; Dr. Balfour's

observations on, 790
Disa grandiflora grown by Mr. Denning,

440
Discovery of the germination of Ferns,

116

Diseased Palm roots, 409, 472
Divining rod, the, 116
Doronicum caucasicum, 503 ; for ribbon

borders, 562
Doryphora, the climate for, 591
Double white Cherry, the, 600
Double flowers, 532
Doum Palm, the, 84
Do varieties wear out? 16

Down House, Blandford, the Orchids at,

304
Downing, Mr. Charles, portrait and
memoir of, 139

Drac^na, a new species of, 146
Dracaena hybrida, 537
Dress, a tropical travelling, 792
Drimia Haworthioides, 366
Drimys Winteri, 470
Drosera capensis, 410
Droseras, do the leaves of, eat flesh ? 405
Drugs, Brazilian, 724
Dry earth closets, 504, 632

Easter flowers, 397
Eaton HaU, the glass corrider at, 16

Eccentricity of growth, the, 279, 338,

409. 437
Echinocystis lobata, 147
Echites peltata, notes on, 136
Edinburgh Botanic Garden, the, 16

;

open-air vegetation at, 238
Edwards, Mr. George, death of, 825
Effects of close pruning, the, 50
Electro-culture, 82
Ellon, the large tree at, 312
Eim trees, barked, 281, 312
Elm trees at Hillfield, falling of, 437
Elms in Windsor Great Park, dangerous

condition of the, 792
Elms, old line of, at Kew, 629
Emigration, 44
Encephalartos Altensteini, 79
Encephalartos, notes on the genus, 401
Epidendrum leucochilum, 780
Epiphyllum truncatum, 50
Epiphyllums at Chatsworth, 50
Ergot on the Rye-grass in New Zealand,

5t
Eriospermum albucoides, 716 ; calcara-

tum, 716
Erythronium giganteum. Goo
Eucalyptus, the, 279
Eucalyptus amygdalinus, 338 ; colossea,

238, 823 ;
globulus, 37S ; in Algeria, the,

662 ; in the Belfast Botanic Garden, 278
Eucalyptus, the oldest in France, 692 ;

and the frost, the, 147, 182 ; hardiness

of the, in Ireland, 210, 247, 662 ; the

mania for planting the, 179
Eucharis amazonica, 76
Euonymus japonicus aureo-variegatus,

hardiness of, 114
Euonymus radicans, 662
Euphorbia jacquinieeflora, 50
Evergreens, transplanting, to

Exhibition plant, the Clematis as an, 560
Exhibitions, horticultural, 563

Fairchild lecture, the, 114
Fallowfield, the Orchids at, 280
Farm, the :—Agricultural statistics, 240;
land drainage, 53 ; new forage plant, a,

86 ;
poultry yard, the, 23 ;

roots, value

of, 86 ; seed operations, 53 ; Wheat
midges, 23

Farms in Porto Rico, 8i3
Fashionable street scene in Yedo, 694

Ferns, discovery of the germination of,

116 ; on the growth of Fern spores, 86
;

raising from spores, 597 ; Tree Ferns
at Kew, 142 ;

on the west coast of
Norway, 751 ; on transmitting, 138

Fertilisation of cereals, 237
Fielders, Mr. B., death of, 248
Field experiments, 503
Fig, propagating the, 210
Fig Sunday, 310
Finist^re, botany of the islands of, 333,

365
Fir, the Spruce, origin of, 40
Fir timber, when to cut, 472, 668
Fish, Mr. D. T., memoir and portrait of,

Five-rayed stars, 534
Floral decorations at the Albert Hall,

567
Flora of Mauritius and Seychelles, 82
Florists' Flowers:— Carnations, Pinks, &c.,

796 ; Cineraria, the, 568 ; Dahlia, the,

595 ; Pansies and Violas, blue, 819 ;

Pinks, 241 ; Polyanthus, the fancy, 434 ;

Roses, new, 49S ; double Tulips, 14
Flower, the fading (from the Japanese),

143
Flower festivals in Yedo, 12
Flower garden, a perpetual, 563
Flower mission, the, 566
Flower sermon, the, 662
Flowers, a bouquet of spring, 470 ; chance
combinations of, 820 ; the closing of,

340 ; double, 532 ; Easter, 397 ; fer-

tilisation of, by insects, 113 ; hardy
market, 171 ; of May, 557 ; mid-
summer, 813 ; the opening of, 375 ; the

preservation of, 668 ; the scents of, 755 ;

spring, notes on, 410 ; sweet-scented,

44 ;
symmetry of, 79

Flowers of trees, on, 496
Flowers which expand at certain hours,

52, international.

502
Fly-traps, 663
Foliage for Rose buds, 375
Food, vegetables as, 564
Forage plant, a new, 86
Forecourt gardens, 22, 730
Foreign fruits, 756
Forest trees, on summer pruning, 439

Forestry :—Cover beating, no ; coverts,

improvement of, 174 ; cutting timber,

339 ; felling timber, &c., 46; fires

in woods, 726 ; importations of

timber, 143 ;
peeling operations,

602
;

plantmg operations, 241, 306,

434 ; Russian forest reports, 79 ;

seed planting, 530 ; snowstorms, damage
done by, 753 ; timbers, durability of

New Zealand, no ; underwood cutting,

402

Forests of Cuba, the, 820
Forest trees, planting, 306
France, the oldest Eucalyptus in, 692 ;

Watercresses in, 567
Freesia Leichtlinii, 591
Fremontia californica, 75S
Fringed v. round petals, 409
FritiUaria (Monocodon) acmopetala, 621

;

(Amblirion) dasypbylla, 653 ;
(Mono-

codon) macrandra, 715
Frost, Mr. P., portrait of, 117
Frost, the severe, in January, 147; spring,

791, 822 ; in the end of May, 754

;

effects of the late, on trees and shrubs

at Carlowrie, 367 ; late, 723 ; and the

Eucalyptus, 147 ; effects of the, in

January on vegetation near Farnhara,

116 ; effect of, upon the Stock, 179
Frost marks on vegetation, the, 628
Fruiting of young Pines, the, 408
Fruit Manual, the, 664, 723
Fruits, carboniferous, 506 ;

new, of 1874,

40; prospects, 502, 600; in Staffordshire,

631 ; in Derbyshire, 632
Fruit blossoms, on the protection of, 372 ;

504
Fruit trees of a large size, successful lift-

ing of, 83
Fruit trees, digging and dunging about,

21 ; on planting young, 52
Fruits, foreign, 756
Fungi, the cause of disease, real or sup-

posed, 182
Fungi, a review, a gossip, and a con-

fession, 398
Fungus hunting and fungus study, their

charms and influences, 461
Fuchsia Dominiana, 527 ;

procum.bens,
23S ; Riccartoni, 312 ; origin of, 245,

279 ; hardiness of, 410 ; serratifolia, 1S2
Fuchsias, notes on, 179, 206, 245

Galega officinalis, analysis of, 86
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

Gardeners, inferior, 725 ; London jobbii

20
;
pretended, 114
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Gardeners, note-book for younj^, 304
Gardeners' portraits, 19
Garden at Bethnal Green, the new, 66r

Gardens, town and suburban, Violas for,

399
Gardens, opening, on Sundays, 693

Gardening, co-operative, 600 ;
landscape,

176, 276, 506
Gardens at Hong Kong, the Government,

595
Gardenia Stanleyana flowering at Kew,

374» 440
Garnishing purposes, leaves for, 114

Garston Vineyard, the, 3T2, 434
Geographical distribution of plants, 566
Geoncma gracilis, 474
German laised Dahlias, 437
Germination of Holly Berries, the, 313
Ghellinck de Walle, death of Mr. Ed-
mond de, 531

Ghent, notes on horticulture at, 137
Gladioli, new, for 1875, 147 ;

prices of

new, 2S0
Glass, toughened, 244, 534, 820

Glass manufacture, 108

Gleichenia rupestris, fine specimen of,

404
Gloriosa superba, 090
Goeppert, Dr., honours conferred on, 436
Gooseberries, budding, 114
Gooseberry and Currant training at

Clarendon Park, 207
Grafted Cabbages, 244
Grafting, curiosities of, 789
Grafting on the Quince Stock, 246
Grain, transmutation of, 633, 660, 723
Grape, the Madresfield Court, 375, 40S
Grape, crossing the Black Monukka, 84,

116
Grapes, on judging, 75:, 791
Grapes, notes on, 338
Grape rooms, 439
Grape Vine, singular sport upon a, 21
Grass, substitute for, in shady lawns, 184,

245, 250 ; for sandy soils on the sea
coast, 331 ; the melting of snow on
long and short, 22

Gravel walks, 84
Gray, Dr. J. E., death of, 334
Greenhouses, rating nurserymen's, 181,

246, 310, 311, 281, 338
Greenhouse, heating a, 85
Greenhouse plant culture, 10, 139, 782
Green Rose, the origin of the, 20
Green Maize, 793
Greyia Sutherlandi, 51, 654
Grevillea robusta, 402
Growthj eccentricity of, 079, 338, 409)

439
,

Growth of timber, 147
^" Gunnera brephogea, 246

Gunnersbury, the Orchid-houses at, 790
Guernsey, Pears, 146

H

Hailstorm, a, 791
Haiti, notes on. 529
Half-hours at Kew, 141, 335, 814
Halliday, Mr. John, memoir and portrait

of, 401
Hamamelis arborea, 146
Handbook, the official, of New Zealand,

438
Hanbury, Mr. D., death of, 429, 502
Handsworth Nurseries, the, 654
Hardiness of Euonymus japonicus aureo-

variegatus, 114
Hardy hybrid Begonias, 440
Hardy market flowers, 178
Hatfield, salad culture at, 80
Hawthorn trees, old and remarkable,

683
Heat as influenced by height above sea-

level, 138
Heating, 630 ; a conservatory, 52 ; a
greenhouse, 85

Hebeclinum ianthinum, 43S
Hedges, with Lilacs, 662
Hedychium Gardnerianum, fruiting of,

461
Helensburgh Horticultural Association,

the, 506
Hellebores, new hybrid, 524
Herbarium, Berlin, the Royal, no, 436
Heterotropa asaroides, 179
Hibiscus rosa sinensis, fiuiting of, 313
Hillfield, falling of old Elms at, 437
Hind, Mr., death of, 373
Hive, Neighbour's glass, Woodbury,
371 ; the "hive of hives," 307 ; Yates'
round-topped, 434

Hoeing, the importance of, 626
Holiday in Norway, notes of a, 7, 39, 73,

135, 169, 201, 233
Holes and corners, 749
Holly berries, germination of, 313
Holly trees, size of old, 51
Home of the Cocoa-nut, the, 626
Honduras, the timber of, 724
Hong Kong, the Government Gardens
„at, 595
Hortensias, the blue-flowered, 375

Horticultural and Botanic Gardens in

India, 274
Horticultural club, the new, 438, 726
Horticultural exhibitions, 563
Horticultural shows at South Kensing-

ton, 563
Houlletia Lowiana, 116
Hoya Paxtoni fruiting, 540
Hyacinth Alphonse Karr, 527 ; Etna,

473
Hyacinths and Tulips, 80
Hybrid Pelargonium, 115
Hybrid Rhododendrons, 815
Hybrids, Wheat and Rye, ^96
Hydrangeas, in Covent Garden, 691
Hydrophyllacete, the North American,

662
Hymenanthera crassifolia, 237

Impurity in the Tulip, 503
India, culture of Carolina Rice in, 40S

;

horticultural and botanic gardens in,

274; progress and condition of, 406
Indian institute, the proposed, 404
Ingestrie Hall, Irish Yews at, 50
Ingram, Mr. W., portrait and memoir

of, 336
Insects, ants, flies, and other, 566
Insects, fertihsation of flowers by, 113
Insects, the increase of injurious, 50
International horticultural exhibition at
Amsterdam, 404 ; at Brussels, 374

International flower shows, 501
Inverlochy Castle, 274
Iris iberica as grown in the States, 306
Iris (Pogoniris) rubro marginata, 524
Irish habitat of the Maidenhair Fern,

278
Irish Yews at Ingestrie Hall, 50
Italian bees, 666
Ivy in the dictionary, the, 42
Ivy, the Irish, for growing under trees,

693

Jaborandi, note on, 406, 439
Jacobi, General, death of, 149
Japan Pear, the new, 106, 147, 182
Japan, notes from, 205
Japan, view in Nagasaki, 534
Japanese vegetable wax, 205
Jatropha australis, the, Australian physic

nut, 84
JoKnson, Mr, G., with nnemoir and por-

trait of, 239
Jonesia asoca, 113
Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, the, i3

Judd, Mr. D., memoir and portrait of,

784
Judging at Manchester, i3

Judging Grapes, on, 751, 791
Juniperus virginiana, 566

Kaxdy to Colombo, 705
Kawau, Auckland, notes from, 306
Keele Hall, scarlet Rhododendrons at,

622
Keens' Seedling and other Strawberries,

116
Kew, half-hours at, 141, 335, 814 ; the
temperate-house at, 758

Kilns for charcoal, 3r3
Kingsley, Canon, death of, 149
Knap Hill, the American plants at, 717
Kniphofia Macowani, 823

Labels, zinc, 146
Labels and training sticks, 822
Laburnum, forced, 565
Ladles and spoons, wooden, 50
Lagoon in Brisbane Botanic Garden, 759
Lai Eagh, show at the, 278
Lambton Castle Vines, the, 561
Lamp, the paraffin, 20, 85, 147
Land, on the drainage of, 52
Landscape gardening, 176, 276, 596
Lancashire operative botanists, 525
Lancashire Orchids, 691
Lapageria rosea alba, hardiness of, 146
Larch, the, 182
Larch disease, the, 748
Lasiandra macrantha, on the culture of,

782
Lathyrus tuberosus, 374 ; sativus, 821
Lawn mower, the Studiey Royal, 406
Law Notes :—Action against a seed mer-
chant by the Agricultural and Horticul-
tural Co-operative Association, 379 ;

action by a florist against the London
Parcels Delivery Company, 819 ; action
for damage done by fowls to a garden,
796 ; basket case, a disputed, 281

;Dom Louis I., King of Portugal v.

Carruthers and another, 411 ; Oldroyd

V. Mylton, 379 ; salesman's action
disputed, a, 241

Laxton's Supreme Pea, cooking the pods

Leaves for garnishing, 114
Leaves, the absorption of water by, 662
Lebanon, tlie Cedar of, 82.f.

Lecture, the Fairchild, 114
Leeds Horticultural Garden Company,

the, 51
Leek bulbs, 536
Lemon and Citron trees, disease of, in

Sicily, 566
Lent Lilies, 301
Leptotes bicolor, 247
X Libonia penrhosiana, 181,502
Lilacs, hedges with, 662
Lilies, Lent, 301
Lilium, monograph of proposed, 80
Lilium auratum, 400 ; Hansoni, 728
Lilies, seedling, 407, 440
Lily of the Valley, the pink, 374
Limekiln heating, 20 ; the cost of, 755
Lindley medal, the, 180, 207, 313
Lindley and the Orchids, 302
Linnean Society, anniversary meeting,

694
Linnean Society of New South Wales,

the, 82
Linum trigynuni, 375
Lippia cegyptiaca as a turf plant, 662
Liquids, cooling apparatus for, 566
Lisianthus princeps, 410
Literature, the Apple of, 459, 491
London jobbing gardeners, 20
Loquat, on the hardiness of the, 85
Lords and Ladies, 523
Lucombe Oak, the, 207
Luton Hoo, the conservatory at, 205
Lyeli, Sir Charles, death of, 281

M
Macrozamia plumosa, 652
Madras, notes from, 173
Madresfield Court Grape, 375, 408
Magellan, plants from the Straits of, 245
Magnolia conspicua, 565
Maidenhair Fern, an Irish habitat of the,

278
Maitrank, 715
Maize, notes on, 665 ; on the culture of,

567 ;
green, 793

Manchester, boilers at, 718
Manchester, the judging at, iS
Manchester show, Roses at the, 690
Manchester and South Kensington con-

trasted, 408
Manilla bast and Raphia bast, 238
Marantas, synonomy of, 822
Martinezia erosa, 474
Martynia proboscidea, 306
Masdevallia caudata, 170 ; Chimsera, 40 ;

Gustasi, 461 ; heteroptera, 590 ; me-
lanopus, 136, 314 ; muscosa, 460 ; Nyc-
terinia, 106 ; polysticta, 40, 656; severa,

170 ; Shuttleworthii, 170 ; simula, 8
;

spectrum, 429 ; trochilus, 504 ; Veitchii,

179
Mats, bast, 74
Mauritius, the Pouce Mountain, 432
May, a frost in the end of, 754
May-day in Cornwall, 600
May flowers, 557
Mealy bug, 1S5
Medal, the Lindley, 207, 313
Medicinal plant, anew, 114
Mediterranean coast, Anemones on the,

144
Melon, Read's new hybrid scarlet-fleshed,

244
Merionethshire, vegetation in, 149
Metal glass, 534
Metropolitan Floral Society, 144
Metroxylon filare, 496
Midsummer flowers, 813
Milkwort, names of the, 593
MiUa (Eumilla) Leichtlimi, 234
Miller, Mr. W., memoir and portrait of,

465
Miltonia Warscewiczii, 340, 375
Mistleto, 33S

;
parasitic on itself, 18, 178

Moles, 755
Moor Court, Herefordshire, 172
Morello Cherry training at Scone Palace,

84, no
Mosses, a plea for, 204, 560, 782
Muscat, the Canon Hall, 791
Mulberry trees for Australia, 5G2
Mulberry, pecuhar seedling variety of.

Mushroom culture in tan, 84
Mushroom, a monstrous, 312
Myosotis dissitiflora, 238, 281, 338 ; as a

winter pot plant, 207
Myrtle tree, the Oregon, 506

N

Nagasaki, Japan, view in, 534
Napoleon's tomb at St. Helena, 593
Narcissus, double white, damping off,

754

National health and wealth, 468, 504

Natural History :—Abraxis grossula-
riata, in ; Anobium striatum, the Death
Watch, 86

; Antliarhinus signatus, 691 ;

Aspidiotus conchiformis, 531 ; Burnet
moth, the, 755, 819; Cabbage root-gall
weevil, the, 819 ; Ceutorhynchus
assimilis, 819 ; Chlorops, 498 ; cuckoo,
habits of the, 786 ;

moles, 755 ; mussel
scale, the, 531 ;

pests, summer, in

Iheir winter quarters, in ; slugs, 435 ;

Tetranychus Taxi, 691 ; thrush, our
song, 175 ; toad, our common, 410 ;

toads, snakes, and adders, 463, 5G8
;

wasps, 691, 755, 786

Natural phenomenon, 535
Nectarine, the Welbeck seedling, 48, 690
Neglected plants : Couve Tronchuda, 462
Neighbour's glass Woodbury hive, 371
Nemophila insignis and cats, 535, 599
Neodryas densiflora, 492
Nepenthes intermedia, ri8
New Zealand, the official handbook of,

438 ; reclamation of sand wastes in, 750
Norway, notes of a holiday in, 7, 39, 73,

135, 169, 20I, 233
Norway, terns on the west coast of,

751
Note-book for young gardeners, 304
Notes by the way : Birmingham and

Liverpool, 41
Notes on Haiti, 529
Notes on a South Shropshire garden, 822
Nurserymen's greenhouses rating, i8r, 281
Nursery stock, railway rates for, 632
Nurseries, the Handsworth, 654
Nymphgea gigantea in the Brisbane Bo-

tanic Garden, 757

Oak and Ash, leafing of the, 823
Oak, the Cecil, 249 ; the Shelton, 317 ;

the Lucombe, 207
Oaks, notes on old, 271
Oaks, the old, at Dallwitz, 755
Oak Day, Royal, 6S3
Oats, transmutation of, into Wheat, 533
Oats and Wheat, 567, 623, 694

Obituary ;—Ayres, Mr. W. Port, 119 ;

Bewley, Mr. T., 505 ; Bragg, Mr. W.
R., 213; Buckley, Mr. W,, 119;
Burnett, Mr. T., 149 ; Edward, Mr.
G., 825 ; Endres, M., 605 ; Fielders.

Mr. B., 249; Gibson, Mr. John, 85;
Jacobi, General, 149 ; Kingsley,
Canon, 149 ; Lyell, Sir Charles, 2S1

;

Masters, Mrs., 53; Rollisson, Mr. W.,
S25

;
Saunders, Mrs. W., 764; Thomp-

son, Mr. C. Norval, 22 ; Thuret, M.,
668 ; Turnbull, Mr. A., 119 ; De Walle,
M. Edmond de Ghellinck, 531 ;

Weaver, Mr. T., 149

Ocaiia, notes from, 142
Odontoglossum Andersonianum , 814 ;

compactum, 492 ; x Murrellianum,653
;

praenitens, 524 ; ramosissimum, 396 ;

tetraplasium, 55S ; vexillarium, 748 ;

Warscewiczii, 270 ; Warscewiczii and
Phalaenopsis, 313; Weirii, 461

Oldroyd v, Mytton, 379
Omphalodes verna, 438
Oncidium annulare, 396 ; Carderi, 748 ;

curtum, 728 ; dactylopterum, 6S4 ;

hebraicum, 780 ; rostrans, 748 ; tectum,

780
Onions, rot in, 66<,., 690
Ooshooia, Fireland, notes from, 371:

Orange blossoms, 591
Oranges, commerce in, 406
Oranges, imports of, 693
Orchids, the, and Liodley, 302
Orchid-houses at Gunnersbury, the, 790 ;

at Messrs. Veitch's nurseries, 400
Orchids at Bromtield, the, 338 ; at Fallow-

field, the, 280 ; some Lancashire, 691 ;

in the London nurseries, the, 374 ; at

Rangemore, 40S ; at Whitchurch Rec-
tory, 178, 565

Orchids, prices of East Indian, 502
Orchids, terrestrial, and their odours,

Oregon Myrtle tree, the, 506
Origin of cereals, 12
Ornamental pieces of water, 406
Ornithogalum (Heliocharmos) sororium,

74
Orobus vernus, 400
Otto of Roses and Rose culture, 202
Oxlip, the true, 239, 338, 716 ; what is

an, 51

Palm, the Chusan, 566, 527; the Doum,
84

Palm grove in the Jardin d'Essai, Algiers,

529
Palm Sunday, 395
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Palms at Kew, notes on, 742
Palm roots, diseased, 409, 472
Pampas grass, 472
Pandanus, cones of, in the Kew Museum,

533
Pansies, bedding, 723 ; at Cliisvvick, 694,

780
Pansies and Violas, blue, 819

Panaloya, sketch on the River, 112

Papered wood hangings, patent, 534
Paper protectors, 245, 631, 600

Papyrus, notes on the, 78
Paraffin lamp, the, 20, 85

Parsons, Mr. A, portrait and memoir of,

601
Paths and edgings, 474
Paul's, William, spring show, 442 ;

Rose

show, 604
Pavonia Wioti, 790
Peaches and Nectarines, on the culture

of. SS9
Peach trees, buds on roots of, 146

Pearson's Golden Queen Vine, 690

Pear, the new Japan, 106, 147, 182

Pear, Zephirine Gregoire, 24s
Pears, Guernsey, 146

Pears, testing the quality of, 340 ; six

recommended, 470 ; twelve, as pyra-

mids, S98 ; six, for Wales, 471 ;
new

and httle known, 430 ;
prohferous, 14B

;

grafting on the Quince stock, 312

Pear tree, Beurre Clairgeau, grown in

Jersey, 140
Pear trees, pyramidal, 566
Peas, early, 50, 722, 791, 823 ;

early, in

Durham, 75s : cooking the pods of

Laxton's Supreme, 112 ;
wrinkled

marrow, 244
Peas and Strawberries, Mr. Laxton's, 822

Peas, sweet, 753
Peat, the constituents of, 249
Pekin, a street scene in Tartar City, 663

Pelargonium l'Elc5gante, 790 ;
Triomphe

de St. Maude. 629 ; Wilfrid, 796
Pelargonium trial at Chiswick, 469
Pelargoniums, hybrid, 83, 115
Pelargonium Society, the, 244, 468

Pelargoniums, fancy, at the Botanic Show,

824
Pelargoniums, a novelty in, 436
Perpetual flower garden, a, 563
Pescatorea Dayana candidula, 342
Pests, summer, in their winter quarters.

Petals, fringed v. round, 409
Petunias, diseased, in South Italy, 86

Phalaris canariensis, 598
Phalasnopsis casta, 590 ; leucorrhoda,

301, 366; Schilleriana var. immaculata,

429
Phatenopsis variations, 685

Phenological phenomena, 470
Phenomenon, natural, 535
Philadelphia, International Exhibition at,

470. 56s ., ,

Phloxes, spring-blooming, 722

Phormium tenax variegatum flowering,

693
Phylloxera, the, 18, 75B
Physic-nut, the Australian, 84

Physiology, a review of the progress of,

493, 526
Picea bifolia, 106 ; concolor, 563 ;

con-

color var. violacea, 465 ;
magnifica,

los, 752 (the cut is by error called P.

nobilis

Pilewort, notes on the, 236
Pine-apple, 791 ; the Charlotte Roths-

child, 20, SI
Pine sucker fruiting young, 37S, 408

Pine-apples, number of, exported from

the Azores in October, 1S74, 18

Pinguicula, the, 822, 790
Pinks, Carnations. &c., 796
Pinks, forcing, 790
Pinks, notes on, 241

Pinus aristata, 106 ; austriaca, 207 ; 1

austriaca in Scotland, notes on, 106

;

deflexa, 106 ; flexilis, 106
Pittosporum Tobira, 789
Planes, notes on the cultivation of, 427
Plane trees on the Thames Embankment,
48

Plaintain and Banana, the, 567
Planting, deep, 662

Planting young fruit trees, on, 52

Plant life, on the phenomena of, 747
Plant, a new medicinal, ir4

Plants at the Bath and West of England
exhibitionini874, 373 ; that eat animals,

303, 527 ; a systematic catalogue of

garden, 594 ;
exhibition of new, 728;

formation and distribution of the vas-

cular bundles in, 79 ;
geographical

distribution of, 566 ; Col. Yule's notes

on the history of, 310 ;
mountain, from

Northern China, 59^ ; new of 1B74, 9 ;

sensitive and carnivorous, 527 ;
for a

shady border, 185 ; from the Straits of

Magellan, 245

Plants, New Gakden, described ;—

Adiantum macrophyllum glaucum, 620 ;

A. Seemanni, 396 ;
Aerides vandarum,

591 ; Albuca (Eualbuca) glandulosa.

814 ; Aloe (Pachidendron) drepano-

phylla, 814 ; Anthurium cuspidatum,

42S ; A. Patini, 524 ; A. Wallisii, 429 ;

Batemania armillata, 780; BoUea

Patini, 8 ; Brassia brachypus, 136

;

Cymbidium elegans, 429 ;
Dendrobium

crassinode Barberianum, 683 ;
D. mar-

moratum. 492 ; D. rhodopterygium,

684 ;
Drimia Haworthioides, 366 ;

Epidendrum leucochilum, 780 ;
Erio-

spermum albucoides, 716 ; E. calcara-

tum, 716 ; Fritillaria (Amblirion) dasy-

phylla, 633 ; F. (Monocodon) acmo-

petala, 621 ; F. (Monocodon) macran-

dra, 715 ;
Hellebores, new hybrid, 524 ;

Iris (Fogoniris) rubro-marginata, 524 ;

Macrozamia plumosa, 652 ;
Masdevallia

caudata, 170 ; M. Gustavi, 461 ; M.
heteroptera, 590 ; M. melanopus, 136 ;

M. muscosa, 460 ; M, Nycterinia,

106 ; M. polysticta, 40 ; M. severa,

170 ; M. Shuttleworthii, 170 ;
M.

Simula, 8 ; M. spectrum, 429 ;
Milla

(Eumilla) Leichthnii, 234 ;
Neodryas

densiflora, 492 ; Odontoglossum An-

dersonianum, 814 ; O. compactum,

492 ; O. MurrelUanum, 653 ; O. prasni-

tens, 324 ; O. ramosissimum, 396 ; O

.

tetraplasium, 338 ; O. Warscewiczii,

270 ; O. Weirii, 461 ; O. vexillarium,

748 ;
Oncidium annulare, 396 ; O.

Garden, 748 ; O. dactylopterum, 684

;

O. hebraicum, 780 ; O. rostrans, 748 :

O. tectum, 780 ;
Ornithogalum (Helio-

charmos) sororium, 74 ; PhalEenopsis

casta, 590 ; P. leucorrhoda, 301, 366 ;

P. Schilleriana var. immaculata, 429 ;

Platycerium Willinckii, 302 ; Poly-

stichum lepidocaulon, 202 ;
Scilla

(Ledebouria) Macowani, 748 ;
Stapelia

(Tridentea ?) olivacea, 136; Stenosper-

matium Wallisii, 558 ;
Stephanolirion •

narcissoides, 234 ; Tulipa Eichleri, 620 ;

Vanda bicolor, 620 ; V. undulata, 202

Platycerium Wallichii, 74 ; Willinckii,

302
Pleroma elegans, on the culture of, 10

Plum, the Prince of Wales. 494 : causes

tending towards its destruction, 535,

562, 632
Primula nivea, 306
Protecting materials, 440
Poisonous qualities of Cypripedium spec-

tabile and C. pubescens, 210

Pollen, the protection of, 663
Polyanthus, the fancy or mottled, 434, 327

Polygala vulgaris, the names of. 593
Polygonatum multiflorum, 303
Polystichum lepidocaulon, 202

Pomme de Terre, or the noble tuber, 32

Pomologist, lines to an eminent, 699
Poplar weevil, the, 662

Popular errors, 112

Porto Rico, farms in, 818

Portugal, the king of, v. Carruthers and

another. 411
Portugal Laurel, a standard, S30

Postal union, the general international,

Psidium, the new perfume, 244
Pyrenees, notes from the, 434
Pyrethrum Golden Gem, 793

822
Potato beetle, the Colorado, 144, 209,

210, 438, 502, 303
. c.

Potato, a new, 32 ;
Compton s Surprise,

821 ; Lee's, Hammersmith, early Kid-

ney, 408, 439, 440 ;
the Royal Ashleaf,

243
Potato disease, the, 18 ;

the new, 820,

821
Potato grafting, 82, 374
Potato crop of 1874, the, ilS

Potatos in Algeria, 82 ;
American, 734

;

notes on, 52 ;
pedigree seedling, 791

;

relative cropping qualities of, 37S ;
the

storing of, 274 ; substitute for forcing,

311 ; weights of, 112
;

proposed exhi-

bition of, 178, 244, 374, 333, 398, 601.

632, 663
Potentilla fruticosa, an invading weed,

114
Potherbs, 666
Pouce Mountain, Mauritius, the, 432
Poultry yard, the, 22

Pretended gardeners. 114

Primula altaica, 179, 279; cortusoides,

327 ;
cortusoides amoena, 179, 631,

668 ;
denticulata, 601 ;

elatior, 338 ;

intermedia, 327 ;
japonica, 669, 792

;

Parryi, 21, 664 ;
pulcherrima, 438 ;

sinensis fimbriata, 278 ;
veiticillata and

japonica, 630
Primrose by a river's brim, a, 624

Primrose, the first, 402
,

Primrose, double crimson, hardiness ot

the, 206
Primroses, blue, 791 ;

changing colour,

563, 600
Primroses, hardy, 438; high-coloured,

80 ; seedling, 693, 733
Primula seed, on covering, 399
Prize gardens v. prize vineries, 31

Protecting materials, 472
Proliferous Pear, a, 148

Pruning, the effects of close, 30

Pruning, summer, of forest trees, 439
Prunus triloba, 327

Quince stock, grafting on the, 246, 312

Radish, its culture and characteristics,

the, 781
Railway rates for nursery stock, 632
Rangemore, Orchids at, 408
Ranunculus ficaria, 236 ; ficaria, var.

calthifolius, 179
Raphia bast and Manilla bast, 238
Rare Conifers, 103, 464, 732
Rating nurserymen's greenhouse, a new
phase of, 246, 310, 311, 338

Reduvius, use of turpentine by the, 281

Redwoods, California, 307
Renanthera coccinea, 30
Reports (see Societies) ;

Rheum nobile, 460 ;
palmatum, var.

tanguticum, 179, 399
Rhododendron Countess of Haddington,

400
Rhododendron growing on the trunk of

an old tree, 114
Rhododendrons, hybrid, 813
Rhododendrons flowering early, 32
Rhododendrons in Melbourne, 210

;

in Cornwall, 393 ; scariet, at Keele

Hall, 622 ; the uses of, 233
Ribes sanguineum, origin ot varieties,

207
Rice, culture of, in India, 406
Richly coloured avenues, 716
Rivina humilis, 19, 148

Rockwork for all seasons, 391
Rod, the Birch, 401
Roella ciliata, on the culture of, 139
Rod, the Divining, 116

RoUisson, Mr. William, death of, 823
Romanzoffia sitchensis, and R. unalas-

chenis, 594
Romneya Coulteri, 2S0
Roof conservatories, Messrs. Barr &

Sugden's, 780
Roots from the leaf-stalk of Celery, 207

Root pruning by water voles, 824

Roots, value of, 86

Rose buds, foUage for, 373
Rose culture and otto of Roses, 202

Rose, origin of the green, 20
Rose, II. l^ Captain Cliristy. 5^7 ;

Cathe-

rine Mermet, 593 ; Tea, Duchess of

Edinburgh, 303 ; H.P. Hippolyte

Jamain, 777; H.P. Star of Wallham,

633 ; H.P. St. George, 30
Roses, new, 20 ; notes on new, 498

Roses, climbing, 313 ;
hybrid perpetual,

723 ; when, how, and to what extent

shall we prune, 242 ;
at the Manchester

show, 690 ; the wars of the, 629 ;
red

rust on, remedy for, 827

Rosemary, the, 269
Rot in Onions, 663, 690
Rothamsted, the seat of J. B. Lawes,

Esq., 720
Royal Academy, the. 631, 619

Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institu-

tion, 334
Royal Botanic Gardens, Cape of Good
Hope, 342

Royal Horticultural Society, the, 80, 146,

170, 177, 2o5, 2o3, 236, 281, 309, 311,

340, 367, 404, 407, 408, 396, 599, 628,

660, 684. 692, 718, 724, 726, 752, 737,

783, 788, 792, 822, 824; accounts of

the, 722 ; a proposed new Council for

the, 820 ; Mr. Lindsay on the history

of the, 346
Royal nurseries. Ascot, the, 43, 75
Royal Oak day, 683
Rush, uses of the common, 634
Russian forest reports, 79

Sachs' Text-book of Botany, 690

Salad for winter and spring, 33S

Sallet herbs and Sallet dressings, 35S

Salesman's action disputed, a, 241

Salix Sadleri, 18

Salvia tubifera var., 114
, . ,,

Sand wastes, reclamation of, in New
Zealand, 730

Sanguinaria canadensis, 527

Saponaria ocymoides, 724
Sarracenia purpurea, growing out-01-

doors at Glasnevin, 14S

Saxifraga peltata, 661 ;
Stracheyi, 470

Schedules, interpretation of, 440

Science, an apology for, 178

Scientihc Committee, subjects brought

before (see Committee, Scientific, ivc.)

Scilla (Ledebouria) Macowani, 748 ;

peruviana, 306 ; a bunch of, 662

Scone Palace, Morello training at, 84,

116

Scotland, change of climate in, 278

Scotland, the weather in the west of, 82

Seaweed, making Asparagus beds with,

504
Seedling Lilies, 440
Seed merchant, action against a, 379
Seed sowing, 303
Senecio macroglossus, 633, 749 ; the

double purple, 790
Sensitive and carnivorous p'ants, 327
Sequoia (Wellingtonia) gigantea, 18

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtii, 21

Shelton Oak, the, 317
Sheffield and horticulture, 690, 734
Shows, flower, 20, 32, 82

Shropshire, South, notes from, 149, 632,

822
Sicily, disease of Lemon and Citron trees

in, 366
Skeleton leaves, 178
Slugs, where to find and how to destroy,

434
Smell, detective sense of, 631

Smith, Mr. G., portrait and memoir of,

45
Snakes and chess, 113
Snakes swallowing their young, 112, 113

Snakes, toads, and adders, 463, 368

Snow, the melting of, on long and short

grass, 22

Societies, Reports of:—
Alexandra Palace Rose Show, 824
Amsterdam Horticultural, 338
Bath and West of England Society's

Meeting at Croydon, 730
Bitterne and West End Horti-

cultural. 796
Blackburn Horticultural, 698

Crystal Palace, 728

Cutbush & Son's Exhibition, 442
Devon and West of England Botani-

cal and Horticultural, 730
East London Amateur FloricuUural,

377
Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-

cultural, 440, 824
Leeds Horticultural, 793
Leeds Professional Gardeners'

Friendly Benefit Society, 149
Linnean Society, 796
Manchester Botanical and Horti-

cultural, 377, 570, 666

Market Gardeners', Nurserymen, and

Farmers' Association, 22, 183

New South Wales Horticultural, 601

Paul's, Mr. William, Rose Show, 602

Reading Horlicultural, 729
Rojral Botanic, 442, 569, 0O2, 697,

794
Royal Horticultural and Agricultural

of Antwerp, 474
Royal Horticultural :—Meeting of

Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Com-
mittees, 117, 247, 314, 376, 472. 536,

633, 726, 79^ : annual general meeting,

211 ; adjourned annual general meet-

ing, 342 ; special general meeting, 693 ;

adjourned special general meeting,

761 : evening lectures, 86, 149, 182
;

great summer show. 727
Royal National Tulip Society, 729
Spring Show, 442

Soils and subsoils, 316
Sorrel, the wood, 779
South Kensington, horticultural shows at,

563
South Kensington and Manchester con-

trasted, 408
Southport winter garden, the, 430
Sport upon a Grape Vine, a singular, 21

Sparrows and Crocuses, 634
Spirasa palmata. 470
Spores, raising Ferns from, 397
Spring barrow, a, 336
Spring flowers, 410
Spring decoration. Clematis montana

for, 663
Spring garden at Belvoir, the, 364
Spruce Fir, origin ot the, 48

Squash, the Boston, 20

St. Helena, the Vale of the Tomb, 592

St. Petersburg, notes from, 14, 142

St. Thomas, trade of, 17B

Staffordshire, fruit crops in, 631

Stangeria paradoxa at Kew, 114

Stapelia (Tridentea?) olivacea, 136, 206

Staphylea pinnata, 178

Stapehea;, notes on, 399
Stars, five-rayed, 304
Stenospermatium Wallisii, 338
Stephanophysum Baikiei. 243
Stephanolirion narcissoides. 234
Stephanotis floribunda, fruiting of, 19

Stinging tree ot North Australia, the,

248
Stock, effect ot frost upon the, 179

Stock, variegation in the leaves of the,

and the results of grafting, 8i

Stoke Park, Slough, notes on, 397

Stone breakers, 207
Storing Potatos, 274
Strawberry culture in pots, 399, 632, 665,

691, 723. 755, 792, 822, 823
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Strawberries, Keens' Seedling ami other,

116
Strawberries and Peas, Mr. Laxton's, 822

Street scene in Tartar City, Pelcin, a, 663
Streptocarpus Saundersii, 375
Streptocarpus, notes on, 245
Studley Royal lawn-mower, the, 406
Succulents, banks of, in M. Thuret's

garden, 208
Succulents. Aloe ferox, iS:c., 243
Sulham prize pink Celery, 408, 440
Summer pests in their winter quarters,

Summer pruning, 439
Sundews, the, in Australia, 249
Sunshine, the amount of our, 822
Swarm signal, American, 787
Sweden and Norway timber, 406
Sweet Nancy, the, 471, 599
Sweet-scented flowers, 44
Switzerland, the wood industry of, 506
Symmetry of flowers, 79
Syra, principal produce of, 406

Tacca artocarpifolia, 59S

Tan, Mushroom culture in, 8;
Tapioca, 249
Tea culture in Japan, 598
Tea produce of China, the, 432
Terrestrial Orchids and their odours, 536
Tetranychus Taxi, 659, 691
Thomson, Mr. C. N., death of, 22

Thrush, our song, 175
Thuret, M., death of, 663
TiUandsia musaica, 115
Timber felling, 46, 339
Timber, growth of, 147
Timber in Norway and Sweden, 406
Toad, the common, 410
Toads, snakes, and adders, 463, 568
Tobacco harvest in Algeria, 566
Tobacco, home-grown. 407
Toxicophl^ea Thunbergii, 310
Trade Memorandum : Dunbar & Co.,

305
Transmitting Ferns, on, 138
Transmutation of Wheat, 115 ; of grain,

633 ; of cereals, 660, 686, 723
Transplanting evergreens, 10, 246
Treatment of ornamental trees, 823
Tree, the King's Retreat, removal of the,

374
Tree, Rhododendron growing on the

trunk of an old, 114
Trees, chemical works antl, 051 ; on

flowers of, 49'5 ; deep planting of, 436 ;

ornamental, 566 ; remarkable, 145 ; on
securing newly planted, 278 ; treatment

of ornamental, 823
TropEGolum Minnie Warren, 146
Tropical travelling dress, a, 792
Tulipa bcetica, 6go ; Eichleri, 620 ; syl-

vestris, 504
Tulip bulbs, diseased, 534, 594, 694
Tulip, impurity in the, 503
Tulips, new, 84
Tulip, thehistory of the. 636
Turnbull, Mr. Archibald, death of, 119
Turnips, the tap-roots of, 317
Turpentine, use of, by the Reduvius, 23 £

Underly Hall, the seat of the Earl of

Bective, 466
Upton House, Dorset, 654
Urtica gigas, 248
Utricularlaclandestina, carnivorous habits

of, 340

V

Valeriana, a golden leaved, 527
Vanda bicolor, 620 ; suavis, 824 ;

undulata, 202
Varieties, do they wear out, 16, 51, 82,

148 ; origin of Ribes sanguineum, 207
Vegetable physiology in, 1874, review of

the progress of, 4G2, 493, 526
Vegetables, a few good, 19
Vegetables and fruit, culture and use of,

342
Vegetables as food, 564
Vegetables, new, of 1874, 74 ; notes on,

439
Vegetation in Merionethshire, 148 ; open

air, at Edinburgh, 238 ; the frost

marks on, 628
Venus' Fly-trap, on the discovery of, 306
Verbena, culture of the, 408
Veronica pectinata. 630
Verschaffeltia melanochcete?, 438

Villa Garden, the :—Annuals, hardy,

505; balcony gardening, 731 ; Beans,

French and Runner, =505 ; bedding
plants, 571 ; Broccoli, Cabbages, &c.,

37S ; Crocuses, 87 ; Cucumbers, 474 ;

Cucumber bed, 118
;
cutting bed, 797 ;

Daisies, &c., 87 ; forecourt gardens, 22,

730 ; fruit trees, watering, mulching.

and syringing, 797 ;
greenhouse, the,

52 ; hoeing, the importance of, 626
;

kitchen garden, the, 52, 378 ; lawn, the,

87 ; outdoor gardens, 87 ;
paths and

edgings, 474 ; Peas, 505 ;
planting,

314; Potatos, 379 ;
Primula cortusoides

amojna, 668 ; Primula japonica, 66g ;

pyramid and bush Iruit trees, 797 ;

Rhubarb, 87 ; Roses, 668 ; Roses,

cUmbing, 314 ; seed sowing, 282, 505 ;

soil, preparation of the, 282 ; summer
pruning— stopping and thinning, 797 ;

wall trees, winter pruning of, 21.0;

watering, &c., 603 ; window gardening,

']l\ ; wintering plants, 411

Vine growing in granite dust, 630
Vine mildew, 210
Vine, Mr. Hunter on the, 499
Vine, Pearson's Golden Queen, 690
Vine roots and wireworms, 600, 755
Vineyard, the Garston, 312, 405. 434
Vinevard, the hardy, at Cardiff Castle,

462
Vines, Alicante and Black Hamburgh,

662
Vines bleeding, remedy for, 310
Vines, new, 312 ; the Lambton Castle,

561
Viola for town and suburban gardens,

the, 399
Viola pabescens, 630
Violas and Pansies, blue, 819
Violets, Mr. Lee's, 503
Violet (NeapoUtan) culture in pots, 503
Violet Victoria Regina, 439, 23;.

W
Wales, North, the Currajong in, 51
Walks, gravel, 84
Walls, on the covering of, 147
Wall trees, winter pruning of, 150, 240
Wars of the Roses, the, 629
Wasps, 691 ;

queen. 723, 755
Watercress beds, 665
Watercress in France. 567
Water, ornamental pieces of, 406
Water, the absorption of, by leaves, 652
Water voles, root-pruning by, 824
Weather in the west of Scotland, the, 82
Weather, severity of the, in January, 20
Weaver, Mr. T. , death of, 149
Weather, the severe, in January, 85
Webster, Mr. John, memoir and portrait

of, 528
Weevil, the Cabbage root-gall, Stg

Weevil, the Poplar, 662
Welbeck seedling Nectarine, the, 48, 690
Wellington, Duke of, the birthplace of

the, 592
Wellingtonia gigantea, 50
Western New York Horticultural Society's

subjects for discussion, 144
Wheat and Rye hybrids, 496
Wheat and Brome, 722 ; and Oats, 567,
623

Wheat, transmutation of, 115, 182, 599
Wheat midges, 22

Wheelbarrow, a Chinese, 632
Whitchurch Rectory, Orchids at, 565
Williams* Mr. B. S., Azalea and Camellia

houses, 368
Winter Cucumber, the Alsace, 493
Winter garden of the Comte de Kerchove,

the. 336
Window gardening, 340
Wmdsor Great Park, dangerous con-

dition of the Elms in, 792
Winter and spring, salad for, 338
Winter, gains and losses of the past, 563,

6oo, 690
Wireworms and Vine roots, 755, 790, 600
Wistaria sinensis and bees, 566
Wood, the consumption of, in France,

24+
Wood hangings, patent papered, 534
Wood industry of Switzerland, the, 50(3

Wooden spoons or ladles, 50
Wood Sorrel, the, 779
Wortley Hall, the gardens at, 717

Xeroxes, species uninjured in the opan
air, 146

Yam yeast of New Caledonia, the, 492
Yedo, flower festivals in, 12

; a street

scene in, 694
Yew bud, mites from a, 659
Yew, gall on, 659
Yew, the Broomesbarrow, 535
Yews, removing, 43S
Yucca, &c., the, 492
Yucca glonosa var. angustifolia, 83

Zebra-wood, 750
Zdphirine Grt^goire Pear, 245
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Abergavenny, grotesque Oak near,

270
Abmxis grossulariata, 11

1

Adiantum gracillimum, 173 ; macro-

phyllum glaucum, 620, 621 ;
Seemanni,

396. 397
Aerides cylindricum, 537
Agaricus ascophorus, hymenium of, 503
Agave densiflora in the garden of M.

Thuret, 503
Aloe ferox and other succulents at An-

tibes, 242
Alsace Cucumber, the, 493
Anemones, scarlet, on the Mediterranean

coast, 145
Angrascum EUisii, 277
Anthurium cuspidatum, 428 ; Patini,

525 ; Wallisii, 429
Antibes, Aloe ferox, &c., at, 242 ; bank

of succulents at, 208
Antliarhinus signatus, 691

Ardross Castle, Ross-shire, view of, 273
Aspidiotus conchiformis, 531
Avenue at Moor Court, Herefordshire,

173
Azalea-house at the Victoria and Para-

dise Nursery, 366

B

Baines, Mr. Thomas, portrait of, 180

Barrow, a new spring, 536 ; Chinese, 632
Balh Exhibition, group of plants at the,

373
Beehives, a swarm signal for, 787 ;

Pet-

titt's, 307 ; the glass Woodbury, 371 ;

Yates' round-topped, 433
Belfast Botanic Gardens, show grounds

in the, 821

Bethnal Green Museum Garden, plan of

the, 760
Beurr^ Clairgeau Pear tree at St. Law-

rence, Jersey, 140
Boarstag Oak. near Holt, the, 275
Bocydium tintinnabuUferum, 47
Bollea Patini, 9
Bombyx neustria, 413
Botanic Gardens, Hong Kong, Rhodo-

leia Championi in, 597
Bougainvilleas at Bangalore, 181

Brandis, Dr., portrait of, 13
Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Nymphsea
gigantea in the, 757

Buds, a study of, 569
Buds produced from the pith of Seakale,

247
Bur Oak, near Ripple, 271
Burr on Elm, 727

Calluna vulgaris, mop-like growths of,

83
Camellia-house at the Victoria and Para-

dise Nursery, 366
Castle Marton, an old Oak near, 270
Celery stalk rooting, 207
Ceylon, view at Kaigalle, in, 789
Charcoal kilns, 313
Chatsworth, old ^Peach trees at, 816

;

view in the rock-garden at, 817 ;
the

Strawberry-house at, 814 (see also

"Special Supplement" issued with

No. 78)
Clematis alba magna, 685 ; montana,

665
Clematis, the, as used at the Crystal

Palace, 565
Column and Cypress in the grounds of

the Seraglio, Constantinople, 49
Conservatory at Luton Hoo, 205

Conservatory roof, Messrs. Barr &
Sugden's, 781

_
_

Constantmople, view m the grounds ol

the Seraglio at, 49
Cowslip, the, 695
Cramb, Mr. A., portrait of, 720
Crystal Palace, staircase decorated with

Clematis at the, 561

Cucumber, the Alsace, 493
Currant bud mite, 659
Currant galls on Oaks, 765
Cypripedium caudatum grown at Melchet

Court, 21 r

Cypripedium japonicum, 625

Daffodil, the true double wild, 503
Dalham Tower, Westmoreland, view of,

109
Dangan Castle, the birthplace of the

Duke of Wellington, 592
Dirwin, Mr. C, portrait of, 311
Dendrobium amcenum, 305
Disa grandifiora, 441
Downing, Mr. C, portrait of, 140
Dress, a tropical travelling, 792
Drimia Haworthioides, bulb of, 366

Eaton Hall, glass corridor in the

gardens at, 17 ; the Euchiris-house
at, 77

Echinocystis lobata, fruit of, 147
Elm, burr on, 727
Encephalartos villosus, 400
Eucharis-house at Eaton Hall, 77

FASHtONABLE quarler of Yedo, view in

a, 693
Fiih, Mr. D. T., portrait of, 656
Forest of Dean, the Newland Oak in the,

271
Freesia Leichtlinii, 590
Frost, Mr. Philip, portrait of, 117

Gall on Yew, 659
Garden, Bethnal Green Museum, plan of

the, 760
Ghent, winter garden at, 337
Gibson, Mr. John, portrait of the late,

85
Glass corridor in the gardens, Eiton

Hall, 17
Gleichenia rupestrls, 405
Grape Vine, singular sport upon a, 21

H

Halliday, Mr. J., portrait of, 4or

Hawthorn, a tall, near Lenchford, 688
;

many boled, near Garstone, 638 ; old,

near Wyck, 683 ; old scraggy Thorn,
near Richmond, 689 ; old Thorn at

Apley Terrace, Salop, 609 ; old pros-

trate Thorn in Downton Park. 689
Hedychium Gardnerianum, fruit of, ^6i

Hellebore, a new hybrid, 524
Horse Chestnuts at Moor Court, 177
Holt, the Boarstag Oak, near, 275
Hymenanthera crassifoUi, 237
Hymenium of Agaricus ascophorus, 503

Ingram, Mr. W., portrait of, 336
Ivies, V-shaped, on walls at Offington, 43

Japan, a river scene on the west coast

of, 629
Japan Pear, the new, 106

Japan, view in Nagasaki, 533
jardin d'Essai, Algiers, Palm grove in the,

529
Johnston, Mr.^G., portrait of, 239
Judd, Mr. D., portrait of, 785

Kallima paralekta, 47
Kilns, charcoal, 314

Lake at Moor Court, 177
Lime walk at Rothamsted, the, 721
Luton Hoo, the conservatory at, 205

M
MACROZAMtA plumosa, 653
Martinezia erosa, 473
Ma^devallia Chimasra, 41 ;

polysticta,

656
Mauritius, view of the Pouce mountain

in. 433
Mediterranean coast, scarlet Anemones
on the, 145

Metroxylon filare, 497
Miller, Mr. W., portrait of, 465
Mites from a Yew bud, 659
Moka district, Mauritius, a sugar planta-

tion in the, 437
Moor Court, Horse Chestnuts and lake

at, 177 ; house and avenue at, 172
Mushroom, a monstrous, 312

N

Nagasaki, Japan, view in, 533
Napoleon's tomb at St. Helena, 593
Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus, the true

double, 501
Newland Oak, Forest of Dean, 271

NymphiTsa gigantea, in the Brisbane
Botanic Garden, 757

Oak, a grotesque near Pershore, 270
Oak, an old, near Castle Marton, 270
Oak, the " Bur," near Ripple. 371

Oak, grotesque, at Abergavenny, 270
Oaks, Currant galls on, 765
Offington, V-shaped Ivies on walls at, 43
Oxlip, the, 717

Palm grove in the Jardin d'Essai, Algiers,

529
Palm roots, diseased, 405
Papyrus on the Anapo River near Syra-

cuse, 81

Parsons, Mr. A., Portrait of, 601

Pasquiel
;
portage below the falls of Tipi-

tapa, Nicaragua, 113
Peach trees, old, at Chatsworth, 816
Pear, a Beurri^ Clairgeau, at the Vineries,

St. Lawrence, 141
Pear, a proliferous, 148
Pear, the New Japan, 106

Pekin, a Tartar City street scene, 661

Pershore, grotesque Oak near, 270
Pescatorea Dayana var. candidula, 343
Pettitt's " Hive of Hives," 307
Phenax auricoma, 47
Picea bifolia, 464 ;

concolor, 464 ; magni-
fica, erroneously named nobilis, 753

Plants, group of, at the Bith Exhibition,

373
Platycerium Wallichii, 75 ; WilUnckii,

303
Polystichum lepidocaulon, 203
Potato, tubers inside a, 247
Pouce Mountain, Mauritius, view of the,

433
Primrose by a river, a, 624
Proliferous Pear, a, 148

Pruning, root, by a water vole, 824

Queen's corridor at the Crystal Palace

decorated with Clematis, the, 565

Rana bufo, the common toad, 4T1
Rheum nobile in its native habitat, 460
Rhodoleia Championi in the Hong Kong

Botanic Gardens, 597
River scenery on the west coast of Japan,
629

Rock-garden at Chatsworth, view in the,

817
Roof conservatory, Messrs. Barr & Sug-

den's, 7S1
Root pruning by a water vole, 824
Romneya CouUeri, 280
Rothamsted House, view of, 725 ; the

Lime walk at, 721

St. Helena, vale of the tomb, 593
Seakale, buds produced from the pith of,

247
Senecio macroglossus, 749
Shanghai wheelbarrow, a, 632
Smith, Mr. G., portrait of, 45
Sphasna sinensis, 314
Sport upon a Grape Vine, a singular,

Spring-barrow, a new, 536
Stapelia olivacea, 137
Star, diagram of a five-rayed, 504
Stenospermatium Wallisii, 558. 559
Strawberry-house at Chatsworth, 814
Study of buds, a, 569
Succulents, bank of, at Antibes, 208
Sugar plantaiion m the Molca district,

Mauritius, 437
Swarm signal for beehives, a, 787
Syracuse, Papyrus on the Anapo River,

near, 81

Tail-piece, a, 115
Tartar City, Pekin, a street scene in,

66r
Toad, the common, 411
Tropical travelling dress, 792
Tubers in the inside of a Potato, 247
Turnip, inverted growth of, 472

Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale, view
of, 469

V

Vale of the Tomb, St. Helena, 593
Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Camellia

and Azalea houses at, 368. 369
View at Kaigalle on the Kandy Road,

Ceylon, 789
View in the winter garden of Count Ker-

chove, 376, 377
Vriesia regina, 235

Water vole, root pruning by a, 824
Webster, Mr. J., portrait of, 528
Wellington, Duke of, birthplace of the,

592
Wheelbarrow, a Shanghai, 632
Winter garden of Count Kerchove, views

in the. 337, 339. 376, 377
Woodbury glass hive, the, 371
Wood, diagram showing mode of growth

of, 147

Yates' round-topped hive, 433
Yedo, view in a fashionable quarter of,

693
Yew, gall on, 659
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

pO REIG N SUBSCRIBERS
J- are particularly requested, 7i}hen sending Post Oj^lce

Orders througli the Post Office, to Advise the Publisher that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders should be vtade payable at the King
Street Office, Cozmlt Garden, London, W.C.

Tie " Gardeners' Chronicle " In Am erica.

HE. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONT
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,

IncIuJing postaRe to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

an.1 25 cents e.'cchange—payable in advance.

Agents :-Messrs. M. COLE AND CO.. Dr.wer No. 11,

ALl.inta Post Oflice, Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia ; and

Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia ;

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
OF LONDON—Gardens, Regent's Park, N.W.

ARRANGEMENTS for 1S75.

EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS — WEDNES-
D.WS. M.arch ii, April 28.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS from George Jackman &
Sin Wokiir.: Nurserj-, Surrey—Daily, May i to May 24.

EXHIBII'ION of ROSES from the Nursery of Mr. W.
P.uil, Waltham—Daily, May 3 to May 10.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS—WEDNES-
DAYS. May 26, lune 16.

EXHIBITION of FRUIT and CUT FLOWERS—WED-
NESDAY, June 30.

SPECIAL EVENING FETE—WEDNESDAY, July 14.

SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars to be obtained
at the Gardens. WILLIAM SOWERBY, Secretary.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the Members
of this Society will be held at the BEDFORD HOTEL,
Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, Janu.iry 14, 1875. for
the purpose of Receiving the Report of the Committee and the
Accouiits of the Institution for the present year, and Electing
Officers for the Ensuing Year, and for the purpose of Electing
Two Pensioners. The Chair will be taken at 6 o'clock. The
Ballot will Close at 8 o'Clock precisely.—By order.
December 18. EDW. R. CUTLER, Sec.

P.S.—The Voting Papers have all been sent out, any Member
not having received one is requested to make immediate appli-

For tne best Vegetables see

QUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for
KJt 1875. Large edition and coloured plates, is. post free.

Miniature edition, 31/. post free.

For the best Flowers see

QUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE forO ,875.

For the best Cucumbers and Melons see

lUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for

For the best Potatos see
QUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for

SUTTON AND SONS, Th
875.

n's Seedsi
, Readii

To the Trade.-Wholesale Seed Catalogue.

HURST AND SON beg to inform their
Customws that their LIST is now ready, and has been

posted to all. Any one not having received it will oblige by
applying s

M

L ILIUM AURATU M.—The annual
importations front Japan have now arrived. The bulbs

this season arc in the finest condition possible. Price I2i-., xZs.,

30J. , and Ais. per dozen.

Mr WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

R. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,
Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur. Three First-

class Ceitificates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-

tions, &c, , see large advertisement at p. 5 of this week's Gar-

deners' Chronicle.

HURST AND SON, 6. Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.—A Consign-
ment just arrived, in fresh and good condition ;

also

fresh SEED of PICEA GRANDIS, P. AMAUILIS, and

P. NORDMANNIANA.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and R.-ire

Plants, King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

PLANTS for WINTER FORCING.—
Any one desirous of Successfully Forcing Flowering

Plants during the coming Winter Months, should apply at once

to JOHN ST.ANDISH and CO. fora LIST of their PL.^N'IS
specially prepared and adapted for this purpose.

Royal Ni ' ' "
'

-

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

GARDENIAS.—Twenty fine plants, 2 feet to

( feet, to be SOLD a bargain, either separately or in one

A. PK-A.Tr, Horticultural Depot, Lewisham, S.E.

Fruits Cultivated in the United Kingdom.

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Knowefield

i, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

E. WILSON
NUR Ml

S E R P E L L

Irc'hant, Plymouth.

To the Seed Trade.

NUTTING AND SONS' WHOLESALE
GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED CATA-

LOGUE is now published and may be had on application.

Seed Warehouses, 60, B.arbic , E.C.-

SPHAGNUM or PEAT MOSS. — Fresh
Sphagnum Moss, 105. 6rf. per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the v.arieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

sEMPERVIVUM BOLLI, \s. (>d. and
21. 6{l. per packe^.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Norwood Nursery, Beverley.

WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT
FLOWERS.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Norwood Nursery. Beverley.

Notice.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON'S Wholesale
CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FARM SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Seed Warehouses, 75, 76, and 77, High Street, .and 57, Queen
Street, Hull.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c.
The best material in which to grow the above is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price li. per bushel, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY. Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Woiks,
Farm l^ane, Walham Green, S.W.

/^OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000
V-^ bushels, cheapeit in the Market. Free on to rails. Price
and sample on application. Tenders received for 50 and loo
bushels.
H. WRIGHT. Fibre Merchant. 4. Peterborough Terrace.

King's Road, Fulham, S.W,

WANTED, Seedling LARCH, i-yr. and
2-yr.: Seedling ALDER, r-yr. and 2-yr.: Seedling

BEECH, i-yr. and 2-yr: HORNBEAM, i-yr. and 2-yr. State
price per roo.ooo, for cash.

r. IHORNTON, Heathcrside Nursery, Bagshot.

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having been
SUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

FLORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES,
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO.,

who give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterling

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

Now ready,

(BARTER'S VADE MECUM, the hand-
V.^' somest Catalogue of the year, containing five new
coloured Illustrations, and nearly 200 Drawings of the Best
Vegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price IS., post free. Gratis to customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.. The Royal Seedsmen, 217 and
238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Fruits.—To the Trade.

THOMAS S. WARE can supply Maiden
APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES ; Standard Pears

and Cherries ; Dwarf-trained Pears, Apples, PLUMS, and
NECTARINES. Prices, low, on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED.—
A large quantity of the above, best Bedfordshire seed,

nett growth of 1874, now on olTer. For price apply, stating

quantity required, to

WOOD AND INGR-^M, Seed Merchants, &c., Huntingdon.

Asparagus, Asoaragus, Asparagus.

SPECIAL OFFER of the above, two, three,
and four years old.

Price per 100 or looD on application.

ROBERT NE.\L, The Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

Vines,

BS. WILLIAMS has a large and fine stock
• of FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the

best kinds. Prices on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N.

ROSEBERRY BRUSSELS SPROUTS,
extra selected. Lowest price on application.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, Seed Merchant, Hull.

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale Special
• Priced LIST of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and

wdl be forwarded, post free, on application. It includes all the

best English and American sorts in cultivation, and the prices

Seed Potatos.

T THORNTON has a carefully selected and
• clean-grown stock of the above to offer, in quantities,

of about twenty leading varieties, grown on sandy soil. Price

per bushel or per ton on application.

Heatherside Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

THE NEW AMERICAN POTATO,
THORBURN'S EARLY PARAGON.

Combining more superior qualities in a higher degree than

any of the early sorts of late mtroduction.

For Sale by all the leading London Seedsmen.

H
No Reasonable Offer Refused.

ORSE CHESTNUTS (looo), 5 to 6 feet.

ENGLISH OAK. (looo). 4 to i feet, all well rooted.

WILKIN. Tiptree. Kelvedon.

Large Sycamores and Poplars.

THOMAS S. WARE can offer well-grown
POPLARS, of sorts, le to 20 feet—the Lombardy are

handsome, well-weathered trees. SYCAMORE, 12 feet ; also

Standard LIMES. Price on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey.

MINIER, NASH AND NASH'S Wholesale
CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FARM SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had upon application. Friends who
have not received a copy will please write.

Seville Longpod Bean.—Note, for (^d. read is. gd.

to. Strand, London, W. C.

IANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Strong
blooming roots. 2S. per dozen, \2S. 6d. per loo, package

free. E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

lOLETS.—LEE'S VICTORIA REGINA,
very strong, 6s. and qs. per dozen.

To THE Trade. —E.itra choice POLYANTHUS SEED,
superb strain, 5s. per oz. Also, LEICESTER RED CELERY,
true, IS. per oz. Cheaper in quantity. Postage extra.

B. R. DAVIS, Seed Warehouse, Yeovil, Somerset.

Roses. Fruit Trees, &;c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, Jtc. is unusually fine this

s'*ason A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Roses.—To the Trade.

THOMAS S. WARE can still supply strong
well-rooted PLANTS in Standards, Halfstandards, and

Dwarfs; also Common MOSS and CLIMBERS. Price on

application.
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

HE beautiful NEW ROSE ST. GEORGE,
and theWELBECK SEEDLING NECTARINE ate

figured in the Florist and Pontologist for January, 1875.

Price \s, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C,
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T)ROTHEROE AND MORRIS,
HOKTlCOLTUliAL and MAKKET GaRDUN AUCTIONEERS

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, and at Leyton-

btone. E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

MR. TAMES ERASER, HORTICULTURAL
and Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer. May-

; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser,

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER and THRIPS,
O &c.. ANTIDOTE.—.S«"<l>(fe. See former advertisements.

"PODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Xli Agrnt and General Commission Agent, iis. Fleet

Street. E.G.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &o.

J. BLACKITH and CO., late Betham
& Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower

ifci Street. London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the

K.

C,
Thar

Window Glass, Slieet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E .G.

In Llciuidatlon.

TO NURSERYMEN and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession,

an old-established BUSINESS of a NURSERYMAN,
SEEDSMAN, and FLORIST, .situate at Thirsk, Yorkshire.

The Stock-in-Trade, which is of a general character, to be

taken at a valuation. There are several thousand feet of glass

(belonging to the landlord), adapted for the growth of Grapes

and Stove and Greenhouse Plants, with Propagating Houses

and Cold Pits. The principal Houses are heated with hot water.

The Vines are now in a fruit-bearing state, and the Pits are well

constructed for growing Cucumbers and Melons.

An energetic man will find this an excellent opportunity to

establish himself in business. Thirsk is on the main line of the

North-Eastern Railway, and distant from the Station i mile.

For particulars, and order to vie\v,^pply
'

fSolicitois

't Thirsk.

Coelogyne crlstata.

S. YATES has pleasure in announcing
that his CCELOGYNE are. as usual, very fine ; they

are just bursting into bloom. R. S. V. has ten or twelve plants

with near too spikes, and 500 or 600 bulbs on each pot, a portion

of which he offers at Twenty-five Guineas each, for cash only.

He has a large stock of Plants from Three Guineas each.

Sale, December 28, 1874.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1875.

F

.... THOMAS SCOTT, Trustee ;

Messrs. SWARBRECK and RHODES.
Thirsk, Yorkshire, Dec. :r, 1874.

OR DISPOSAL, cheap, a West End SEED
and FLORIST BUSINESS. Splendid position. Low

rent. Convenient Shop and House.
L. D., Gardeners Chromcle Office, W.C.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from los. to 25J. per acre,

atui-al condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep ;

cular espectmg

Fitzroy Sqii

SALES BY AUCTION.

10,000 Splendid Bulbs of Llllum auratum.
just arrived from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C.. on MONDAY, January 4, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely. 10.000 magnificent Bulbs of LILILIM
AURATUM. just arrived from Japan, in the finest possible

condition, being quite as plump and firm as English-grown

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Rare Lilies.

C. STEVENS has received
instructions from the New Plant and Bulb Company,

Colchester, to SELL by AUCTION
King Street

M^--
^-

Covent Garden, 'W.C., on MONDAY,
Tanuary a at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, several thousand of

LILIUm'XURATUM, just arrived from Japan ; togetherwith

a large assortment of LILIES and PERUVIA:
including Amaryllis Harrisoni, Freesia Leichtlinian

Colchicum speciosum from 'the Caucasus, Liliur

Dalmaticum, and the rare and beautiful L. Neilghe

Southern India, L. Wilsoni, Yucca augustifolia, and

of Cypripedium japonicum
On vi

BULBS,
the lovely
Krameri,

RJ
Celosia pyramidaUs plumosa.

S. YATES is now sending out SEED of

iqualled strain of the above. Many plants may
yet be seen here in gorgeous bloom, from which the Seed was

gathered. He warrants it true and ripe. Sealed packets. 31.

and ss. each, on receipt of Post Office Order. R, S. Yates
possesses the entire stock (which is very limited) saved by him,

having none to dispose of to the Trade. A plant may be

inspected here yet in as brilliant plumage as it was four months

ago. The flowers were cut off the eight plants of Celosia exhi-

bited by him at the Pomona Palace for four days, placed in jars

of water, and are yet perfectly fresh and brilliant.

December 28, 1874.

Planting Season. 1874-76.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
Invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFERS, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

removal.
. , , ... ,

Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks^

The Nurseries, Dumfries, N.B.

FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL
TREES DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

ROSES. GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Our Stock of the above is one of the largest in Scotland. The

Trees .and Shrubs are of all ages and sizes, and are well adapted

for extensive Planting, or giving immediate effect in the Forma-

tion and Improving of Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

Placed CATALOGUES iree on application.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Seed and Nursery

Establishment, Dumfries^

LADIOLI — GLADIOLI.
—Our AUTUMN C.-VTALOGUE is now ready, and

ill M. Souchet's (.and others) NEW VARIETIES for

the present season. Also collections for E.xhibition or_ general

purposes, all at the most reasonable prices

bulbs. Delivered free in London, Edinburgh,

LISTS, as usual, sent to all Gardene
application to Messrs. MERTENS A^

Walbrook, London, E.G., or to ourseb

ANT. ROOZEN and SON, O
HolLand.

SIXTEEN

Gold,. Silver, and Bronze Medals,
With Valuable Money Prises,

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1S75, for

THE BEST SPECIMENS OF

New Varieties of 'Vegetables, Flowers,
and Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. Sutton in 1875.

Further Particulars may be hai on application to

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

H

G
.vith cood

_ Glasgow,
and Amateurs free, on
CO., Walbrook House,

Haarlem,

s FECIAL TRADE OFFER.
ASPARAGUS, strong, 2-yr. and 3-yr., 151. to 201. per

GOOSEBERRIES, strong, i6s. per 100. [1000.

CURRANTS, strong. 12J. per 100.

FILBERTS and COBS, strong, 40s. per 100.

ROSES, strong. d,vnrf. 351. per 100.

,, half-Standards, 60s. per 100,

,, Teas, in pots, own roots, tflS. per too.

PYRETHRUMS, all the best named double varieties,

in 48's. well established, 40J. per 100.

PHLOXES, all the best named varieties, 40J. per too.

PENTSTEMONS, best named varieties. 20s. per 100.

ANTIRRHINUMS, best named varieties, \is. p. 100.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a fine collection, 301. p. 100,

DAHLIAS, pot roots, fifty varieties, 25 for looi.

GLOXINIAS, 20i. per too.

ACHIMINES, twelve varieties, 81. perioo.

VERBENAS, good show and bedding varieties, named

FERNS, Hardy and Greenhouse, 40J. per 100.

KELWAY AND SON, The Nurseries, Langport,

ANDSOME SPECIMEN CONIFER
TREES.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6, 7. S. to 10 feet, very
handsome.

lUNIPERUS CHINENSIS, s, 6. to 7 feet.

PICEA L.A.SIOCARPA. 1. 4. to 5 feet.

„ NORDMANNIANA, 4, 5, to 6 feet.

„ PINSAPO, 3 to 4 feet.

,, NOBILIS, 3 to 4 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3, 4, 5, to 6 feet.

,, BENTHAMIANA, 3to4feet.

„ CEMBRA, 3, 4, to 5 feet.

„ JMACROCARPA, 3 to 4 feet.

,, SABINIANA, 3, 4,to6feet.
RETINOSPORAS, 3, 4, to 6 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3, 4, to 6 feet.

THUJA LOBBII, 5, 6, 8, to 10 feet, splendid specimens.

„ AUREA, I, 2, 3, to 4 feet, and as much titrough; superb
specimens.

„ GIfJ.A-NTEA, 4, 5, to 7 feet.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3, 4, 5, to 6 feet.

These Trees are all beautifully furnished and handsomely
grown, and, having been repeatedly transplanted, can be lifted

/ith large balls of
Cranston'

Address : CRANSTON

applici

! Acr! Hereford.

MAYOS.

Garden Seeds.

PHARLES SHARPE and
\J Seed Merchants, Sleaford, beg to intimate th,

WHOLESALE 'CATALOGUE is now ready, and
forwarded Post Free on application.

/CHARLES S

wilt be forwarded Post Fr< 1 applicatk

the First Prizes, for

Open Competition,

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—CUTLER TESTIMONIAL.

—The Committee beg to intimate that Subscriptions will be

received until January 8, and that the Testimonial will be pre-

sented after the Annual General Meeting on January

J T. BURNELL fWa' ~ " "

Co.. 79. Southwark S

T TAYLOR (Webber & Co.

Garden Market, W.C).

New Apple-Lady Hennlker.

E'WING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk
Nurseries, Norwich, are now sending out strong maiden

plants of this splendid novelty, which obtained a First-class

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, November 12,

1873. Circulars, with testimonials and full description, will be

forwarded, gratis and post free, to applicants. Price 7J. ^d.

each, or three for 20s. The usual Discount to the. Trade.

Catalogues ! Catalogues !

!

EWING AND CO.'S PRICED, DESCRIP-
TIVE, and ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES are

now ready. Rose Catalogue, and Fruit Tree and General

Nursery Catalogue—both are forwarded gratis and post-free

to applicants^

GLADIOLI. — All
Eleven Yeari

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society

Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagator

United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the

with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to appl)

Selections left to us, 25 for 21J., 25 for 42^.

1051., 25for 210S.

Blooming Bulbs of

choicest varieties, loaJ. per 100.

The Royal Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

Seed Fotatos.

HARLES SHARPE and
SPECIAL LIST of SEED POTATOS is m

and will be forwarded Post Free on applicalion.
C^

CO.'S

for Sale in the

worth growing,

5 for 63^., 25 for

idlings, saved from the

THE HANDSOMEST SEEB CATALOGXTE

•^^'ia ^ EVER PUBLISHED.

Specialities.

PEA—Turner's Emerald.
,. Sutton's Emerald Gem.
„ Maclean's Best of All,

„ Williams' Emperor of the Mairows,
„ The Prince.

BEANS—Minster Giant Long Pod.
CABBAGE—Sharpe's Selected Nonpareil,

,, Wheeler's Cocoa Nut.
CARROT—Sharpe's Selected Altringham.
POTATOS—Sutton's Hundredfold Fluke,

„ Red-skin Flourball.

SWEDE—Sharpe's Improved Large.
MANGEL—Sharpe's Selected Large Yellow Globe,

,, Sharpe's Selected Giant Long Red.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the above to offer to

the Trade. Fine pure stocks. Price upon application.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,

SEED GROWERS AND MERCHANTS. SLEAFORD.

The Most Practical Work on Gardening yet

PUBLISHED is

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE for AMATEUR
GARDENERS-Spring, 1875.

The Planting Season.

LARGE TREES.—Limes, Horse Chestnuts,
Giant and English Elms. Sycamores, Norway Maples,

Upright and other Poplars, Bedford and Ccerulean Willows,

Weeping and Cut-leaved Beech, Turkey Alders, &c. Fine

Trees for immediate effect. For particulars and prices apply to

EWING AND CO., The Roval Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

Noio ready, price is. postJ

A thoroughly practical and
Amateur or professional Gardt

choice Kitchen Garden and Flc

beautifully illustrated letterpress, with C'

the successful management of the Kitcht

throughout the year ; also two superbly fii

The whole in an illuminated cover of the

and workmanship.

The London Review says—" Thi:

garden catalogue we have ever seen

are inimitable. Messrs. Daniels, the

justly feel proud in issuing such a compli

catalogue as this

have already

Gratis to Customers.

iprehensive Guide for the

containing a select List of

Seeds ; ninety-six pages of

ith complete directions for

and Flower Garden
ihed coloured plates.

lost exquisite design

3st beautiful

the coloured illustrations

d growers, may
[ truly valuable

"whfch wll enhance the high reputation they

deservedly gained."

DANIELS BROTHERS, Seed Growers,

THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
NORWICH.

F?-om the CoU-... _

" We have received ' Sutton's Spring Catalogue and Amateur's

Guide,' an admirable and exhaustive catalogue of root, fruit,

and flower seeds, grown by the great firm at Reading. Ihis

handsome book is illustrated with some beautifully executed

plates. The directions given in the case of each are clear and

concise and of great use to amateur and professional gardeners.

They raise the work above the level of a trade catalogue XO that

of a work on gardening.

Price \s., post free.

"Sutton's Amateur's Guide " is beautifully Illustrated with

several coloured plates and hundreds of engravings. It is,

without exception, the most practical work on Gardening

^r=r SUTTON'S miniature amateur's guide,
price 3<^. ,

post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
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KNIGHT'S NEW PEA,
DUKE of CONNAUGHT.

This is a really useful new Pea. of a branching habil. about

3 feet high, and very prolific—well adapted for second and

general crops; also for late sowing, as it is never affected by

mildew. It is a fine exhibition and market Pea.

Quarts, s^.y Pints, 2s. 6cl.

THE OXONIAN PRIZE ONION.
A very iuperior white Onion, growing to an immense size,

quite surpassing the white Spanish, both in mildness of flavour

and quality of bulb. Ripens early. Has obtained ist prize

wherever exhibited.

Ffr Packet, \s.

- NUTTING & SONS,
Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

,dy, jy be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFER^E.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and E.xisting Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, Chnstie's Self-Protccling Late White. — This
valuable liroccoH has been raised by Mr. Christie of

Aswarby, aiid is pronounced by all who have seen it as the

finest self-protecting late Broccoli in cultivation, Sec
Tostimonials. Sold only in scaled packets, \s. dd. each.

BORECOLE, Variegated Triple-curled, extra selected,—This
stock includes all the best varieties for decorative purposes,

tra selected.—Price
per

CELERY, Dixon's X L Red.—A verj- strong grower, early,

hardy, remarkably solid and crisp. Has obtained a First

Prize wherever exhibited during last season, and is acknow-
ledged to be a very decided acquisition. Price is. 6d. per

CUCUMBER, Burnett's Perfection.—Growing from 24 to 30
inches long, fine flavour and very productive. Price is. dd.

per packet.
CUCUIVIBER, RoUisson's Telegraph.—True, handsome, and

very prolific. Price i^. per packet.

LETTUCE.—Dixon's Champion Green Cos still maintains its

well-known reputation as being the largest and most
delicious Lettuce in cultivation. Price Gi/. and is. per packet.

PEA, Dixon's Yorkshire Hero.—My slock of this magnificent

variety of the wrinkled Marrow is grown from the original

stock introduced by me a few years ago. It is exceedingly
prolific, having as many as sixty or seventy pods on a single

stem. The Pea, of a most delicious Marrowfat flavour, is

fourteen days earlier than Veitch's Perfection, and with-

stands the effects of mildew better than any other variety.

Price IS. 6d. per quart.

TURNIP, Silver Ball.—A superb white, solid root, fine shape,
llesh tender and delicious ; very select stock. Price is. per
ounce packet,

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, The Yorkshire Seed
Establishment, 57, Queen Street, and 75, 76, and 77, High
Street, Hufl.

'ySfAMi- Ia '%Gwtovdads,
J'( id Pota lo s^ cxfultn %o\ s 2/,^

l^t^miktivi '^iSx) list '^sV f'iU ,

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF SEEDS.

Messrs. JAMES VEITCH and SONS have to request the favour, that in the event of

any of their Customers or Friends not having received the above, they will kindly inform them,

when a copy shall at once be sent.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SEEDSMEN TO TEE QUEEN.

SEEDS OF FIBST QUALITY ONLY.

John & Charles Lee's
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875
Will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Please to Write if not received in the First General Distribution.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, W.

THE LAWSOI lUESEEIES,
EDINBURGH.

The Extensive Stock of

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees,

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
FRUIT TREES, &c.,

Is this Season in Splendid Health, and will be Sold at

Moderate Prices.

Catalogues on Application, and Special 0_ffers will be made for Large Contracts.

THE LAWSON SEED 7n D NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH AND LONDON.

London Address : io6, SOUTHWARK STREET, S.K.

To Qardeners.

Qardeiurs are jnoU respectfully Invited
to ViiU

HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESiliU, Manager. .

SELECTED and HOME GROWN SEEDS.

John Cattell

Descriptive k Illustrated Catalogue

SEEDS for the KITCHEN tlARDEN,
SEEDS for tl>e FLOWER GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FARM,

Is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Also,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, and -TREES and SHRUBS.

NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
WESTERHAM. KENT.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
111 Fifty of the most Popular and finest hnown

Hardy Kinds,

.Sturdy, Bushy Plants, li to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Cirri. igc Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of tliese are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of llwir

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogtie free on application to

ANTHONY WATEREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

COTTINGHAM POMOLOGICAL
NURSERIES {Established 1788).

SPECIAL OFFEE.
ARBOR-VIT^, American, 4 to 5 feet, ^oi. per 100; 5 to 6 feet,

„ LIBO'c'EbRUS DECURRENS. 1% to 2 feet, iSi. per

dozen ; 2 to 2j^ feel, 205. per dozen ; 2J3 to 3 feet,

255. per dozen : 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per dozen,

t^old variegated (Hiinese, ij^ to 2 feet, 245. per dozen.

„ ELEGANTISSIMA, i to iVz foot, 24s. per dozen.

,, SEMPERAUREA, 9 to 12 inches, i&. per dozen.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 2 to 3 feet, i8i. per dozen.

„ VARIEGATA, i to iji toot, 24^. per dozen.

CEDRUS AFRICANA, 3 to 5 feet, \%s. per dozen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA AUREA VARIEGATA
r to rJ4 foot, 24^. per dozen.

JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per dozen.

,, VIRGINIANA, 3 to 4 feet, 6i. per dozen.

,, DRUP.ACEA, ijl to 2 feet, 30^. per dozen.

PINUS CEMBRA, 3 to 4 feet. i8i. per dozen.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3 feet, 60s. per i

Irish,

IVY. gold T
LAUREL.

. per dozen, 8ai. per i

12 inches, 12s. per dozen.

1 to I J^ foot, ts. per 100 ;

D 3 feet, 12s. per la

\% foot, i6s. per ] i}i 1 feet,-

. P9
Cofchic, r to 1% ft., lOj. per 100 ; iji to 2 ft., I2i. p. ic

LIGUSTRUM SINENSIS, 3 to 4 feet, 301. per 100.

„ JAPONICUM, i% to 2 feet, sos.Ter 100.

PRIVET, Evergreen, line, 3 feet, 30s. per jooo.

FIR, Austrian, 2 to 3 feet, 40s. p. looo; 3 to 4 feet, 30s. p. loc

QUICK, or THORNS, ex. ex.. 20s. per 1000.

BEECH, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. per 1000.

OAK. English, 5 to 7 feet, 40s. per roo.

SYCAMORE, 6 to 8 feet, 20s. per roo, |

BEECH, Purple, 5 to 7 feet, 75s. per 100.

LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet, 201. per 100.

WILLOWS, American Weeping, fine, i2i. per dozen.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, ijs to 2 feet, 50s. per ic

BOX. Tree, 2 to -iM feet, 231. per 100,

DEUTZIA SCABER, 3 to 4 feet, 30^. per 100.

SNOW BERRY, 3 to 4 feet, ros. per 100.

ROSES, Climbing, 4 to 6 feet, 40s. per 100.

PEARS, Standard, 12s. per dozen, 751. per 100.

PLUMS. Standard, fine. 15^. per dozen, iocs, per 100.

POTATOS :—Myatt's, {fi per ton ; Rivers' Ashtop, i,% per toi

Veitch's Kidney, {,\a per ton ; Beech House Prolifi

best round Potato grown, ;^io per ton ; Mona's Prii

Kidney. £.\f3 per ton.

N.B.-Their NURSERY and SEED CATALOGUES m.a

be had on application.
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VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, .tnd ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PbANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

Home Grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• make special offers to the Trade of their hotne-grown

choice selected stocks of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN
SEEDS of this season's growth. They have been harvested
ill very fine condition, and are quoted low in price.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, in pots,
for Forcing ; strong pyramids and bushes, in fine fruiting

condition.
ROSES (a choice selection) for Forcing or Greenhouse, strong

plants, in 6 and 8-inch pots.
STANDARD ROSES, very fine.

Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworch, Herts.—

(Great Eastern Railway.)

T SCOTT'S FRUIT TREES cover many^ • Acres, and form the most complete Collection in the
World, consisting of 2200 sorts of Pears, 1400 sorts of Apples, and
other kinds in proportion, amounting in the whole to over
5000 sorts. CATALOGUES, gratis, sent to all applications ; or
SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, post free, for si. bd., the most
uplete work upon Fruit "Trees in the English Language.

Me

J SCOTT'S TREE and SHRUB
• CATALOGUE is replete with information about Trees,

&c. It enumerates the names and gives descriptive notes of one
of the best and well-grown Collections in the West of England.
Parties intending to Plant should send for a copy, supplieti
gratis, as are also the SEED and BULB CATALOGUES ; and

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, at 5s. id., free by post.

TheNu Mei

Vines, Vines, "Vines.VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh. Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,
Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield
Court, Mrs. Pince. Bowood Muscat, White Tokay. West's St.
Peter's. Trentham Black. White Frontignan ; 2S. bd. to 5^. each ;

a few e.vtra strong canes, 65. id.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

NEW and RARE LILIES, AMARYLLIS,
&c.—Our Consignments are now arriving, in excellent

condition, comprising Lilium auratum, very larj^e'; L. exlmeum,
L, japonicum, L. Wilsonii, L. Krameri, L. tigrmum splendens.
very large : Cypripedium japonicum. &c. A small Consign-
ment of the r.are and beautiful LILIUM NEILGHERRICUM
has arrived. Our Peruvian Bulbs and Amaryllis have come over
in splendid condition. CATALOGUES on application.
The New Plant and Bulb Company, Lion Walk, Colchester.

Bouvardlas—Vreelandil, Jasmlnlflora. So.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH .AND CO.'S

Stock of the above beautiful Winter-flowering Plant is

exceptionally fine this season. 155. to i8j. per dozen, fine pLahts.
They are now sending out the New BOUVARDIA HUM-

BOLDTII CORVMBIFLORA, which is a great acquisition, in

Ne-w Grape.—"Venn's Black Muscat.WDODDS, having sold all his strongest
• plants of the above splendid GRAPE, begs to thank

his friends who have ordered it, and to inform those who have not
that he has a few well-ripened Canes, which he can offer at 31.?. id.
and 25J. each, delivered to order on receipt of Cheque or Post-
ofiice Order on Bristol, payable to
WILLIAM DODDS. Gladstone Villa. Bishopston, Bristol.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS, &c. Plants indigenous to Australia New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX. &c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents. Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO.. Cox's Quay.
T Ti

3 Street. London. E.G.. for transmission.
ND CO. . Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Darling

I South Wales. (Established 1827.)

s TRONG FOREST TREES.
LARCH. 2 to 3. and 2^ to 3K feet.

SCOTCH. 2 to ,%, 1% to 3. and 3 to 3M feet.
SPRUCE, 2 to 2j^. 2K to 1. and 3 to 4 feet.
OAKS. English, 3 to 4, 4 to s. and 5 to 6 feet.

The above, with other sorts, are all strong and good, and
there is a considerable quantity of each size on offer. Apply
JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nu Sto

, Staffordshir

(CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
V>' 1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published.

and will be forwarded on application

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 187s)DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TRfiES
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS. SHRUBS

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS Address
CRANSTON AND MAYOS. King's Acre Ni

Hereford.

ROBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice
of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock ofHARDY SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNAMEN-

TAL TREES. ROSES. RHODODENDRONS and CLIMB-
ING PLANTS. &c.. which are now in first-class condition for
removal. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

Wandsworth Common Nursery. Surrey, S.W,
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham

Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS (Tasmanian
Blue Gum).-SEEDS of the Blue Gum and other

Tasmanian and Australian Forest Trees and Shrubs, can be
obtained of

C. F. CRESWELL. Wholesale and Retail Seed Merchant
Hobart Town. Tasmania

;
or at his Branch Establishments'

478. George Street, Sydney. New South Wales ; and 37'
Swanton Street. Melbourne. Victoria.
Price LISTS sent gratis to any part of the World on application.

PEAS, the best sort:

BEANS, the best sorts

FRENCH BEANS. Runners
BEET, the finest in cultivation

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BROCCOLI, the finest sorts ft

CABBAGE, best sorts..

SAVOY
CARROT, for summer and wir
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red
COUVE TRONCHUDA .

.

ENDIVE..
CRESS
CUCUMBER, the bi

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS have every confidence in recommending
the undernarned, as the very best and cheapest selection of

VEGETABLE SEEDS for all seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the

most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our loj. bd., 15^.,

42J-., 63J., and ^\s. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

7 quarts
2 ditto

2 ditto

I ditto

4 ditto

I ditto

t ditto

LEEK
LETTUCE
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest s

ONION, spring and
PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best..- ..

RADISH
SPINACH, summer and
SALSIFY
SCORZONERA
TURNIP, fine sorts for

VEGETABLE MARROW
SWEET and POT HERBS
RAMPION
TOMATO

I packet

I packet

5 diitr
4 ditto

1 packet

Ir. Lawrence was satisfied with Messrs. Jefferies' supply of Garden Seeds for the past season,

1 of 1875. The Celery, Jefferies' Cirencester Red, was the hest Mr. L. has had for a long time."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES 6d. each, Presejited to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.

N E ^^^ R O S E S.

SEEDLING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE,

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).
First-class Certificate awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society at the Grand National Rose Show, July r, 1874.

First-class Certificate awarded at the Oxford Rose Show, June 25, 1874.

This fine New Rose, which has been the attraction of all I full, and perfectly formed, standing out bold and erect ; habit

during the past season, was raised from Prince Camille de I strong and vigorous, producing flowers on every shoot. As
Rohan. Its colour is the richest vermilion shaded with bright an exhibition flower it will undoubtedly take a very prominent
carmine, and well retained throughout. Flowers very large, ' position.

N.B.— Orders are now beijig hookedfor Plants to he sent out in the Spring o/iBy$, price Ts. 6d. each.

NEW HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE,

CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's).
As a Crimson Bedding Rose this variety surpasses every other 1 of flowers all over the bed from June till November. Colouracarlat

Rose for brilliancy of colour and continuous blooming ; its habit and crimson, very effective and lasting, clean glossy foliage, and
ofgrowth is moderate-and shoots short-jointed, producing a mass | free from mildew; introduced as a Bedding Rose only.

Strong Plants ^s. 6d. each
;
30J. per dozen.

CLIMBING
CLIMBING PERPETUAL ROSE,

JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).
A sport from Jules Margottin ; flowers exactly similar to its I but branching aa freely as an evergreen Climbing Rose. A great

parent ; a free and vigorous climbing habit ; not in a robust form, I acquisition as a free growing perpetual climbing Rose.

St/'ong Plants 35. 6d. each.

Address: CRANSTON & MAYOS,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

"GENUINE SEEDS ONLY."

James Veitch & Sons f
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

ILLUSTBATBD PBICED CATALOGUE
OF

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875,
Containing LISTS of NOVELTIES, HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, and

other GARDEN REQUISITES, is now Published, and will be
forwarded. Post Free, on appplication.

It containsfull descriptions of thefollowing Novelties, and other Choice Seeds

:

— *

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

BEAN, Premier Runner
CAULIFLOWER. Veitch's Autumn Gis

CUCUMBER, " Tender and True"
MELON, Eastnor Castle Green-flesh

PEA, CulverweU's Prolific Marrow .

.

FLOWER SEEDS.
BLU.MENBACHIA CORONATA..
CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS (selected) ..

CINERARIA, New Double
COCKSCOMB, " Glasgow Prize ".

.

RICINUS GIBSONII

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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MR, LAXTON'S NEW PEAS FOR 1875.

HURST & SON
Have pleasure in offering the following four

varieties of Mr. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS,

all of which have been selected for their high

quality, flavour and distinctness, three of them

having received First-class Certificates from

the Royal Horticultural Society after the great

Chiswick trial in 1872 ;^

UNIQUE.
This is a very handsome and prolific Dwarf Early Pea,

wilh long, deep-green coloured pods, of the same habit

and coming into use at the same time as Little Gem, and

may be briefly described as a Dwarf William the First.

Received a First-class Certificate.

Price 7s. dd. per sealed quarter-pint packet.

DR. HOGG.
*' A very handsome Pea. The earliest green wrinkled

Marrow, very sweet and of excellent quality, pods being

very well filled and of a beautiful deep green colour,

like the Ne Plus Ultra."- VuU Proceedings 0/ the Koy.jl

Horticultural Society/or 1872.

"No higher recommendation could be given to it

than to introduce it as a competitor of Ne Plus Ultra."
'

' To sum up the whole it is a fine Ne Plus Ultra, coming

in one week after Dillestone's."— Hogg's Gardeners

Year Bookfor 1873.

Height 3 feet, habit and type of Sangster's No. i.

Awarded a First-class Certificate and received its name
at the instance of the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horlioullural Society.

Price ys. 6d, per sealed quarter-pint packet.

SUPPLANTER.
"' A cross between Veitch's Perfection and Little Gem

—the earliest of the Veitch's Perfection type
;
plant very

robust and vigorous, producing very large broad pods

n pairs. A large, handsome, and very prolific Pea,

which received a First-Class Certificate."

—

Proct-edings of

the Royal Horticultural Society fnr 1872.

"Appropriately named, lor it is a large, handsome,

and very prolific Pea, and will take the place of many
others."

—

Hogg's Year Book, 1873.

This Pea is of fine quality, and is also first-rate for

exhibition, having been shown by Mr. R. Gilbert during

the past season, in three of his Prize Collections of Peas.

Height 3 feet.

Price ^s. per sealed quarter-pint packet.

CONNOISSEUR.
A remarkably distinct and very late wrinkled, bright

green seeded Pea, raised from Ne Plus Ultra, pro-

nounced by the Royal Horticultural Society to be of

very excellent quality. Height 6 feet.

Price ^s. per sealed quarter-pint packet.

HURST AND SON can also supply :

FILLBASKET.—Unquestionably the most prolific

and best Market Pea yet introduced. First-class

Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 2J. (:id. per sealed half-pint packet.

LAXTON'S No. 1. — The earliest blue wrinkled

Marrow.

Price 2S. ^d. per staled half-pint packet.

m" C-i.0 -^ill be offered in Four Prizes at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Shoiu ok yuly 7 next, for Si-x Varieties of
Mr. Laxion's New Peas sent out by us tit 1872, 1S73, a/r^ 1874.

50 pods of each. These Prizes will also bt repeated at the

Society's Provincial Exhibition in 1875.

S^ ,,>:^?S^>3^£2^.

"p L A N T I N' G SEASON.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, ENGLISH OAK, and .ill other

FVEK<.
.ill I Ilnllit

I ill,; best and most esteemed

uU, ti,L newest and best varieties

—

irieties in 2000 well ripened canes for

I planting out,

. variety, including large quantities of

:s, &o.
CONIFERS, includinE Plcea Nordmanniana, &c.
ORNAMENTAL TREES and Phnts of all sorts,

".* The whole in very great quantity and stout vigorous
condition, with fine mots for safe removal.

Priced LIST .and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON ft SONS, Newton Nurseries, Cheater.

tfS" The "Newton" Nurseries are within eight minutes'

«alk, by the new read, from the Chester Railway Station.

RNAMENTAL HEDGES.
IHUJA LOBBII, 4 to 5 feet, 90s. per 100 : s to 6 feet. looj.

per 100. This tree forms a most beautiful evergreen fence.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 2^ to 3 feet, 751. per 100; 3 to 4

ENGLISH YEW, 2 j< to 3 feet. 75^. per 100 : do., very bushy.

3 to 3J4 feet. 1005. per 100.

AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^. 5 to 6 feet, sos. per loM. ; 6 to

7 feet, 60s. per 100.

LAUREL, Common, 2li to 3 feet, zos. per 100, jCq per 1000.

,. Portugal. 2 to 2'/ feet, 50?. per 100.

PRIVET OVALI FOLIUM, 2 to 3 feet, 51. per 100.

,, Common Evergreen, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. to ^os. per 1000.

LAURUSTINUS, transplanted last spring, bushy. 50J. per 100.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, iji to 2 feet, 60s. per

100 : 2 to 2^ feet, 7$s. per 100.

BOX, Eroad-lcaved, I'/i to 2 feet, 21J. per too ; 2 to z\i feet,

Cranston's Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Address : CRANSTON .and MAYOS.

4000 Double-flowered Chinese Primrose.

EG. HENDERSON and SON can now
• offer of the above, strong healthy New Plants, of 1S74

f^rowth, including Atro-rosea, Blushing Beauty, Exquisite.

Empress. Emperior, Lilac Queen. King of Purples, Magenta

Queen, Magnifica, Mrs, Eyre Crabbe, Pearl Blossom, Princess

of Wales, rubra grandiflora, &c. Twelve varieties, from 30s.

to 42s. and 6oy.

PRIMULA JAPONICA, mixed v,arleties, 9^. each, 6s. per

dozen in six colours, raised from selected varieties, is. 61I. each.

AUBRIETIA HENDERSONI, the finest variety in growth

and colour, strong plants, 2S. each, i8s. per dozen.

DAISY, Flower of Spring, hcautiful and effective, pure white,

with elegant gold-blotched leaves, is. each, ps. per dozen.

VIOLETS, White Czar and Victoria Regina, is. 6d. each.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM (from 3000 plants), mixed colours,

gs., I2S., and i8s. per dozen ; collection to name 21s. and 30s.

^''iRlS K/EMPFERI, Edward George Henderson and

Andrew Henderson, the most beautiful of all the Ins group.

LEUCOJUM VERNUM, the true Spring Snowllake, with

fragrant, large. Snowdrop-like flowers, dwarfer in habit than

other species, is. 6d. per dozen, 8s. per 100.

MVOSOTIS RUPICOLA, the most beautiful of Forget-me-

not^ IS. 6d. each.

The Trade supplied on usual terms for all the above.

For full descriptions see CATALOGUE 155-

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

R UIT TREE GARDENS and
ORCHARD PLANTATIONS.

PYRAMID PEARS, handsomely grown, hearing trees on

Quince stock. Upwards of 100 varieties, and all the

choicest kinds : i8s, to 247. per dozen, £^ to jSIio per 100.

PYRAMID and BUSH APPLES, 15s. 10 iSs. per dozen. £$

PYRAMID .andEUSH PLUMS, i8s. lo 30s. per dozen, i;6

PYRAMTD'antTBUSH CHERRIES, 18s. to 24s. per dozen,

STANDARd"apFlES (Dessert. Culinary, and Cider), i8s,

to 24,1. per dozen, £j to £10 per 100.
, „ , „

STANDARD PEARS (Dessert, Baking, and Perry), iSs. to

24s. per doz. , .£7 to i;io per 100.

STANDARD PLUMS, i8s. to 24-'- perdoz., Arw^iop. 100.

DWARF-TRAINED PEARS. PLUMS, CHERRIES, and

.\PPLES. :10s. to 42s. per dozen. ^ „
GOOSEBERRIES. CURRANTS, RASPBERRIES,

STRAWBERRIES, &c.

Trade prices to Nurseryqien and Market Gardeners on

Cranston's Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Address : CRANSTON and MAYOa

O R E S T TREES.
ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per

BEECH, 3 to 4 feet, 40s. .

IIRCH, s to 6 feet, 60s. per

SUPPLANTER.— First-class Certificate.

HURST & SON, 6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.Ct

CHESTNUT, Ho . .

HAZEL, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per 1000

POPLAR. Black, 2 to 3 feet, 35s. per 1000

,, Lombardy, 7 to S feet, 20s. per 100

.. Ontario, 8 to 9 feet, 35s. per 100
, , .

FIR Scotch, 2 to 3 feet. 30s. per 1000
; 5 to 6 feet. 5s. per 10

SPRUCE. 2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 100; 3j2 'o 4;.. feet, 40s. per ;

SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet. 40s. per 1000; 6 to 7 feet, 12s. per 1

.\RBOR-VIT.'E. American, 3 to 4 feet, 20s. per 100

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet. 14°^ P" i°o

ABIES BALSAMEA, 3 to 4 feet, 30s. per 100

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, I'A foot. 15.1. per 100

COrONEASTER MICROPHYLLA. 15s. per ico

IVY. Irish, fine for edgings, 8s. per 100

LAUREL, 2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 25s. per 100

., Portugal, i}i to 2 feet, 35s. per 100

L.\URUSTINUS, iK to 2 feet, 45s. per 100

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2'A to 3 feet, .£10 per 100

PINUS AUSTRIACA. 2 to 3 feet. 12s. 6rf. per 100 ; 3 to 4 le

25,t. per 100 ; 4 to 5 ft-, 35s. p. 100 ; 5 to 6 ft., 45s. p. i

.. INSIGNIS, 3t0 4feet, 75s. per 100

ROSES, Standard Perpetual, £6 per 100.

,, Dwarfs, £i per too

Tea, in pots, 15s. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, 1% to 2 feet, 20s.

?5S, per 100; 4 to 4ji feet, 50s. per 1.^

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 4 feet. 90s. per 100

DAVISON ANii WHITTEM. White Cross, Hereford.

o; 2j.«t0 3 foet.
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Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-Ieaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

THE GAINSBOROUGH SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
Dixon's X L Celery—Is. 6d, per packet.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON, Seed
Grower and Merchant, Lord Street, Gainsborough, having

grown a quantity of this, one of the finest Red Celeries extant,

begs to offer it to those who are particularly fond of this

vegetable. It is very crisp and delicious, and a sort that when
once tried will be well appreciated, as it is very early and will

stand forcing better than any other variety.

The usual discount allowed to the Trade.
On account of the short crop of this Celery early orders are

requested.

J. E.DIXON, Seed Merchant, &c.. Lord Street, Gainsborough.

Standard Oalcs, &c.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near ZwoIIe,

Netherlands, offers several thousand well-grown transplanted

Standard OAKS, from 12 to 14 feet, at is. 3</. each, franco

Rotterdam and Harlingen.
ROSA MULTI FLORA DE LA GRIFFERAIE, stocks,

ROSA MANETTI, stocks
Samples can be

Nurseries. Tottenham, near London,
Mr. T, S. WARE'S, Hale Farm

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from,

PLANES. OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR. CANADENSIS NOVA. 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to

23 feet high, and stout in proportion.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking.

Surrey. S.W.

WELLTNGTONIA AUREA
VARIEGATA,

Planted by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales at Sandringham.
Planted by H.R.H. the Princess of Wales at Blenheim.
Planted by H.R.H. the Dukeof Edinburgh at the Vice-Royal

Planted by H.E. the Earl Spencer at AIthorpe._

And by the leading Noblemen in the United Kingdom.
Splendid plants, finely rooted, 5 feet high, and covered with

Golden Variegation, at .£55^.; smaller, ^3 3s., ^£225. ,and/i is.

CIRCULARS, with List of Prizes taken, and Testimonials

received from the leading Comferas Growers of Europe, can be
had on application to

R. HARTLAND, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

November 26.SPECIAL OFFER
To the Trade Only. i. rf.

RASPBERRIES. Red Antwerp . . per looo 30 o
LAURUSTINUS, in pots, very bushy per 100 25 o

CHESTNUT. Horse, 9 to 10 feet 35 o
ASH, Mountain, 5 to 6 feet .. .. per 1000 30 o
THORN ACACIA, 6 feet .. .. per 100 18 o
LABURNUIVI, English, 6 feet 20 o
LILACS, very bushy .. .. .. .. .. 12 o
RIBES SANGUINEA, very bushy 12 o
MOSS ROSES, very bushy =i o
AUCUBA JAPONICA, very bushy . . .. .. 30 o
BOX. Handsworth, 2 feet 20 o
PRIVET, ovalifolium, 2 feet 5 o
VIRGINIAN CREEPERS 10 o
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, e.vtra .. .. 25 o
SPIR/EA FILAPENDULA PLENA .. ,. iS o
DICKSON IA ANTARCTICA, extra .. .. 84 o

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Seed Merchant and Nursery-
man—Nurseries, Woodhouse Hill, Hunslet ; Seed Establish-

ment, 44, Vicar Lane, Leeds.

DUNG'S NONSUCH PEAS may be had
of the following Seed Merchants, namely :—

Messrs. Carter. Dunnett & Beai.e,

237 and 238. High Holborn, London, W.C.
Messrs. Henrv Clarke & Sons,

39, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Messrs. S. DixoN & Co.,

48A, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.

Messrs. HuRST & Son,
6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Messrs. Nutting & Sons,
60, Barbican, London, E.C.

Messrs. Ponsford & Son,
Brixton and Camberwell, S.

Messrs. H. Potter & Son,
Viaduct House, and Farringdon Market,

London, W.C.
Mr, H. S^TrTH,

61, High Street, Worcester.

Mes.srs, F. & A. Smith,
West Dulwich, London, S.E.

i\Iessrs. R. Tanton,
Borough End, London Bridge, S.E., and

Epsom, Surrey.

iMessrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins & Co.,
Southwark Street, London, S.E. ; and of

Charles Young,
Balham Hill, London. S.W.

MON RO'S
DUKE OF EDINBURGH CUCUMBER.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE, ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

SEPTEMBER 3, 1873.

J. MONRO begs to say that the undermentioned firms have had Seeds

of the abovenamed Cucumber direct from him :

—

Dickson & Robinson .. .. Manchester

Phillips .. .. ., .. Coventry

Daniels Brothers Norwich

Cooper ., .. Fleet Street, London

Carter & Co. London

Abbott Ardleigh, Essex

Monro.. .. .. .. .. Luton

Nutting & Son London

GiBBS .. .. .. .« •. Jersey

Cranston & Mayos.. ., „ Hereford

Dick Radcliffe & Co London

.. Cheadle, Manchester

, Bedford

Lawson Seed Company .. .. London
Watkins Bishop's Stortford, Herts

Sutton & Sons . . . . . . Reading

Harrison .. .. .. .. Maidstone

BuNYARD & Sons .

.

. . . . Maidstone

Oakley & Watling .. .. Southampton

Cooper . , .

.

. . . . Derby

Elcombe & Son Romsey

Fisher, Holmes & Co Sheffield

Hurst & Son.. .. .. .- London

G. & W. Yate.s Manchester

Bolton & Co. London

Pritchard . . .

.

.

.

. . Shrewsbury

Cattell Westerham, Kent

Burgess, Kent & Sons .. .. Stoke-upon-Trent

Crossland .. .. .. .- Richmond, Sheffield

Holmes Lichfield

Thornburn&Co .. New York

Robinson Hexham
Veitch&Sons Chelsea

Hewitt Birmingham

TooGOOD . . Southampton

Lawson Seed Company . . . . Edinburgh

Hampston .. .. .. .. Kirton-in- Lindsay

Wood & Son Marestield. Sussex

Troughton Preston

M'Kenzie Liverpool

J. & C, Lee Hammersmith

Paul & Son Cheshunt

Francis .. Hertford

Jackson & Son Kingston-on-Thames

Kay Finchlev

Pine-Apple Nursery Company .. London

Shorling Rabley. Herts

Bird Downham
Davis & Co Liverpool

E. G. Henderson St. John's Wood, London

Shaw, Stamford & Bowden . . Chester

Pearson Chilwell, Nottingham

Sampson .. .. .. ,. Yeovil, Somerset

Samson & Co. .. .. .. Kilmarnock

Hogg & Wood Coldstream, Dunse

Castleton . East Kent

G. E. Elliot Huddersfield

Hamaford Teignmouth

Cutbush ., .. .. .. Barnet

GoDDARD .

.

.

.

. . . . Edgware, London

Standish ,. .. .. .. Bagshot

Bell & Son NorwicK

G. & F. Goodwin Sheffield

Barr & SuGDEN London

Harrison & Son Leicester

Reid & Co Aberdeen

KiNGHORN Richmond

Monro .. .. .. ., .. Covent Garden, London

Miller.. Andover, Hants

Turner Slough

CoRNWELL .. Barnet

Bull Chelsea, London, S.W.

Dickson & Co Edinburgh

OsBORN & Sons .. . .. Fulham, London, S.W.

J. & M. Yates Stockport

Felton & Sons .. .. .. Birmingham

Austin & McAsLAN Glasgow

Jeffries & Sons Cirencester

Clarke., .. .. .. .. Oakham
Meredith Liverpool

Williams HoUoway, London, N.

Stanfield & Son Todmorden

EoMtJND Philip Dixon . . . . Hull

Monro Melbourne, Australia

Wells Osborne Park, Barnet

Backhouse & Son York

Legerton Aldgate, London, E.

Kerr Langholm

Little & Ballantvne .. .. Carlisle

Methven Edinburgh

Kemp Welch Bristol

Keynes Salisbury

Munro Brothers Inverness

Cutbush & Son Highgate, London, N.

Cooling . . Bath

J. & R. Thynne Glasgow [ford

Blandford Dorset Nurseries, Bland-

B. W. Knight Battle

G. Watling Lewisham

Wright. W East Retford.

Crews, N St. Helens. fampton.

Perkins & Son, J Market Square, North-

J. MONRO
Begs to thank the 102 Firms that have favoured him with

Orders for Seeds of his New Cucumber, MONRO'S DUKE OF
EDINBURGH, and as every Seed has been selected by himself, and

put into Sealed Packets with his Signature on each Packet, he can

Warrant them True and Sound.

A further List of Firms purchasing Seeds will be published shortly.

Electros of House, gs. Electros of Fruit, 6s.

JOHN MOINRO, POTTER'S BAR, N.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT PRIZE

GARDENERS, GENTLEMEN,
AMATEURS, and OTHERS,

During the year 1875, is

THE CARTER CUP,

VAIiTTE FIFTY GUINEAS,
And win be awarded at the

Summer Show of the Royal Horticultural
Society,

FIKST PRIZE-The "CARTER CUP," Value FIFTY
GUINEAS, to become the absolute property of the
Employer to whom the Prize may he awarded,
also Ten Guineas for the Gardener.

SECOND PRIZE—Seven Guineas.

THIRD PRIZE-Flve Guineas.

FOURTH PRIZE—Three Guineas.

Best Collection of Vegetables, 24 Dishes,

% peck Carter's Early Premium Gem Pea.

M ., James' Prolific Pe.i.

M „ G. F. Wilson Pea.

H >• Hartly's Pedigree Windsor Bean.
% ,, Carter|s White Advancer French Bean.
J^ ,, Carter's Champion Runner Beans.

K .. Blue Peter Pea.

K .. Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea.

% ,, Carter's New Mammoth Long Pod Bean.
*Carter's New Fern-leaved Parsley, and Little Heath

Melon.
* Owing to the difficulty that would be experienced in getting

this Parsley to perfection in time for the show any other good
curled variety will be eligible.

Conditions, &C.—All vegetables to be grown \ty botiA Jide
Gentlemen's Gardeners or Gentlemen Amateurs, and in the open
ground, excepting Cucumbers and Melons.

Many valuable Prizes are also offered at the other Meetings
of the Royal Horticultural Society during the year by TAMES
CARTER ,\ND CO. See Schedule.

FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS SEE

^aA:tDiJ

VADE MECUM for 1875.
The Handsomest Catalogue ever Pubhshed.

Price Is., Post Free.
gratis: to purchasers.

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, 'W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1875,

A HOLIDAY IN NORWAY.

THE incidents attending a voyage across the

North Sea to the coast of Norway arc

not generally of a character to e.xcite any
particular interest. Leaving the track of coast-

ing vessels, even the small excitement con-

tributed by a passing ship is seldom afforded,

the cold, clear, metallic waves present but few

evidences of marine life ; occasionally the spout

of a whale maybe seen, and sometimes a school

of porpoise, but the passage is often made with-

out the appearance of one or the other, and
until approaching the coast very few sea birds

are met with. Steamers going from Hull to

Bergen call at Stovenger, a fishing-town, built

on the side of a promontory, in the Stovenger

Fjord, and, like many other Norwegian coast

towns, built down to the water's edge, the houses

and warehouses are of wood,and painted yellow,

white, or a reddigh brown, and, seen from the

steamer, the town has a freshness and neatness

that is very pleasing ; but a very short inspec-

tion of the place suffices to remove the idea of

exceptional propriety, the streets are narrow

and ill-paved, and on the land side the

houses have by no means a clean or in-

viting aspect. Small and unimportant as

the town appears, its trade is by no means in-

considerable. The catch of herrings off the

coast averages 300,000 to 400,000 barrels, and
a tonnage of 27,000 tons entered, and 31,408

tons departed from the port according to the

last returns. In pursuing the voyage along the

coast, one of its great natural features and
advantages is presented in the fringe of rocks

and islands, which extend for 1000 miles, and
form a great natural breakwater, within which

vessels ride with comparative ease, however

stormy the sea may be , without. After a

short stay at Stovenger, the voyage was
continued until we reached the city of Ber-

gen, which is situated at the head of a

fjord, and about 25 miles from the North

Sea, Mountains of great altitude tower up
majestically, and except on the side of the

fjord almost encompass the place. To this

fact, and the proximity of the city to the sea,

and the western breezes that come from the

sea charged with moisture, may be attributed

the very heavy rainfall of 73 inches.'* The posi-

tion of this western capital of the country gives

it special advantages, the branches of the fjord,

on the banks of which it is built, penetrate far

into the interior, and it is easy of access from
the sea, the -waters of which are at all times

open. Its trade in cod-liver oil and stock-

fish is considerable, and it has the aspect

of a particularly well-to-do and even opulent

city : it contains about 25,000 inhabitants. It is

remarkable that the first Treaty of Commerce
which England entered into with any foreign

nation was contracted with King Hakon Hakon-
son in 1217, Bergen being then the principal

trading city. The Museum is an imposing

building, of modern erection. Some of the

departments devoted to natural history are

exceedingly well filled, and, as might be ex-

pected from the extent of the coast, and the

opportunities that exist for forming a collection

in the well known enterprise and industry of

Norwegian fishermen, the divisions that illus-

trate the products of the northern sea are rich

in specimens, and the fish and corals are well

preserved. Some of the sections devoted to

ornithology are remarkable for the beauty of

the objects they contain. The collections of

gulls, ducks, eagles, hawks, owls, grouse, and
game birds, may be distinguished as being of

exceptional interest, and in the instance of the

rapacious birds the numerous examples tend

to show that a domain still exists in Europe not

altogether overrun with civilised extermin.ators.

It was no slight disappointment to find that the

collection of minerals was boxed up, and in the

cellars of the Museum, and unattainable.

An enclosed space of ground, with trees and

shrubs planted in large beds, cut out in the

coarse and ill-kept turf which covers a large

portion of the ground, is the public garden and

promenade of the city. Seats are placed by the

side of the walks that are carried through the

enclosure, and, rough and unadorned as the

place is, the trees and flowers that are placed in

it give some interest, as serving to show that

the climate does not offer insuperable impedi-

ments to the cultivation of many trees and

plants, and to a much greater indulgence in

horticultural pursuits than the city at present

sanctions. The garden affords examples of

Lime, Sycamore, Cherry, Lilac, y4;sculus, Vibur-

num, Crataegus, Maple, Elder, Laburnum, and,

of Conifers, Picea Nordmanniana, Abies alba,

Abies cephalonica ; and in the few scattered

flower-beds were Roses, Pseonies, Spira?as,

Veronicas, Campanulas, Phloxes, and Iberis.

A few well-kept private gardens of modest

proportion may be seen, but many spaces of

what should be garden ground are given up to

weeds which in so rainy a place doubtless

assert themselves with great determination.

In one well-managed little garden I saw Zin-

nias, Asters (German), Stocks, Auriculas,

Nemophila insignis, Potentillas, and Roses
;

and in the garden attached to the summer
residence of Carl Konon, Esq., were Hybrid

Perpetual Roses growing vigorously, and in the

fruit garden were rows of Red Currants just

ripe—.August 10— Gooseberries, Raspberries,

and Strawberries, all healthy and in bearing

condition. In the kitchen garden the Potatos

were in bloom and exhibited no sign of disease.

The masses of primitive rock which crop out

here in all directions on the hill-side, show that

no slight difficulties attend the cultivation of

the soil on the declivities about Bergen.

Facilities exist for travelling to all parts of

Norway from Bergen, and to travellers pro-

ceeding southward the small steamers which

make voyages up the many branches of the

fjord are particularly convenient. Starting

early, the steamer Voss carried me up through

the ever-changing and lovely mountain scenery

that enclose the fjord to Bolstroden. I was so

fortunate as to meet on board Mr. Neilson, the

Director of Telegraphs, and Lieutenant Lund,

who was proceeding with a party of engineers

to survey a new line of country for a railway,

projected to cross the country between Bergen

and Christiana; these gentlemen readily afforded

all the information in their power concerning

the geology and natural history of the country.

Crossing from the station of Bolstroden to the

Lake Evenger, a distance of 2 or 3 miles,

I was somewhat disappointed, finding only the

ordinary plants that would be encountered in a

walk in England. A characteristic Norwegian

boat, pointed at each end, built of fir, and pro-

pelled by two men pulling a pair of sculls,

took me to the head of the lake, and my first

experience of the carriole was gained in travel-

ling from Evenger to Vossevongen, a station

situated near a fine lake and amidst grand

mountain scenery. In a country which is so

much dependent on the products of its own soil,

and where climatic obstacles are added to the

physical difficulties presented by the conforma-

tion of the country, seen in its mountains, lakes,-,

rock-strewn valleys, agricultural operations are
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necessarily pursued during tlie short summer
season with great assiduity, and but few

natural advantages are neglected, and many
contrivances are brought into action to facilitate

the gathering of the crops of hay, barley, and

oats. Thus in every small meadow a frame-

work of stakes and cross-rails is seen, on which

grass is hung as soon as cut, and so dried. In

the cornfields poles are placed at intervals about

the fields, on which the small sheafs of corn are

strung one above the other, the ears outwards.

Vossevengen is a convenient station for an

excursion to Ulvig, a village at the head of one

of the branches of the Hardinger Fjord, and to

the Voring Foss, a celebrated waterfall. After

resting one night at the fairly good house of

Mr. Fleischer, I started for Ulvig, proceeding

along a very good road lined by woods of Scotch

Pine, with occasional masses of Spruce. Some
of the woods had very much the appearance of

well arranged English plantations. Down in

deep gorges a river rushed dashing into foam

against the black slaty rock which bounded it
;

mountains, their crests covered with snow, rose

up against the sky, and every turn of the road

brought to view some new and picturesque

feature in the landscape. The mountain sides

and valleys are covered indiscriminately with

natural forests of Fir and Pine ; intermixed

with these, or growing where they fail to thrive,

are seen Birch, Populus nigra. Alder and Juniper,

sometimes Mountain Ash. In situations

adapted for a farmstead, opea green spots are

seen parcelled out in small fields, and placed

in the midst is the house of the peasant farmer

and owner. The rails for the hay and poles for

corn are seen on every farm. Potatos are

universally cultivated, and were in bloom the

middle of August. Saw-mills of very simple

construction, the motive-power of which is a

stream of water diverted from the main current

and turned upon the wheel, are of frequent

occurrence.

The Scotch Pine appears to thrive in damp
valleys, and to grow equally well on the moun-
tain sides. In a country where the preservation

of fme limber is not considered, and the needs

of each small proprietor govern the course of

action he pursues with reference to timber, as

may be expected, but few examples of either

Pine or Fir of any size or matured development

are met with. Finer examples of these Nor-

wegian trees may be found on almost any Eng-
lish estate than their native woods afford. Im-

mature and decrepid specimens, left on account

of their inferiority, are prone to produce cones

more abundantly. These trees become the

parent stocks of future forests, and thus de-

generacy goes on. It is commonly remarked

that Norwegian timber is less in size than in

more ancient times. It would be a prudent

and proper course for the Government to insist

on the preservation of a few acres of the best

trees in each district, as seed parents for future

forests ; but perhaps the process of exhaustion,

whichhasbeengoingon from time immemorable,

is approaching that period when the tribe of Firs

can no longer be produced by the sparse, over-

taxed soil : and according to the lessons that

modern farming gives us, and of which even

remote geological periods furnish examples,

such a time must arrive. William Ingram,
Belvoir.

{To he coitiinued.)

New Garden Plants.

BOLLEA PATINII.

This very remarkable plant, v^hich is now figured

for the first time, is the first described species of an
entirely new genus, founded by Professor Reichen-

bach ; it is named in honour of its discoverer, Mr. C.

Patin, who found it in 1873 in the forests of New
Grenada.
The plant from which our illustration (fig. l) is taken

lately flowered in the choice collection of G. Herriott,

Esq., Cholraeley Park, Highgate, to whose courtesy

we are indebted for the opportunity of figuring it.

The plant was described in the Gardeners^ ChroniclCy

1874, vol. ii., p. 34.

MASDEVALLIA SIMULA, n. sp*

Quite a little wonder of beauty in colours. The
flower has a purplish upper sepal, with many pellucid

honey-coloured bars. The base of the inferior sepals is

purplish, the anterior part is honey coloured. It is

near M. Molossus, Rchb. f., and, like that, it has a
ghost flower. Those species are among the Masde-
vallias what the mastiffs are among the dogs. It was
discovered by Mr. Chesterton in New Grenada, and
has already flowered twice in the Royal Exotic Nur-
sery of Messrs. Veitch. It is the Troglodyte among
Masdevallias. If amateurs would like to admire its

charms they would have to arm themselves with very

powerful eye-glasses, the flower just equalling ia size a

poorly-fed fly of our windows. H. G. Rchb, f.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

I._On the Heat of a Place as produced by
Latitude.

The distribution of plants over the world at the

present time depends principally upon three causes,

which are :—
I. Climate, or the way in which heat and moisture

are at present spread over the globe.

II. The influence of man in spreading some kinds,

and voluntarily or involuntarily restricting the dis-

tribution of others.

III. Their past history, or the times and places when
and where they have been created or differentiated,

and the way in which sea and land, heat and moisture,

have been distributed in former times.

First, then, we have climate to consider under the

two heads of heat and moisture. The distribution of

heat over the world depends upon three causes, viz. :
—

1. The position which a place occupies with

regard to the sun whilst the earth makes its annual

revolution.

2. The distribution of the masses of sea and land

in its neighbourhood.

3. Its height above sea level.

This first paper will be devoted to the consideration

of the first of these three points.

A circle is always spoken of as divided into 360
degrees. For the earth, in the direction from the

equator to the pole, we call these degrees of latitude.

Taking the round of the circle in the direction in

which the earth moves upon its axis in its daily rota-

tion from east to west, we call them degrees of longi-

tude, and begin to count from Greenwich. Between
the equator and the pole at each end we have a quarter

of the circle, or 90^. At the spring and autumn
solstices—that is to say, near the end of March
and of September—the sun is directly opposite

the equator as it makes its daily circuit, and day
and night are equal all over the world. But the

axis of the earth—a line drawn from pole to pole

—

changes its position with regard to the sun, and to

the path of the earth's orbit from day to day. This
produces only a small difference in the relative positions

of the sun and the equatorial regions, but a great differ-

ence in the relative positions of the sun and the

country round the poles, This movement of the

earth's axis is what produces the great difference

which in this country we see and feel between winter

and summer. At midsummer the earth moves round
the sun opposite a line 23^° north of the equator,

which we call the tropic of Cancer. At Christmas it

moves round the sun opposite a line 23,';'' south of

the equator, which we call the tropic of Capricorn.

Within these tropics the sun at mid-day is always

nearly overhead. It rises and sinks without any
interval of twilight, and there is very little difierence

in heat and light between one season and another.

At midsummer the sun is directly opposite a line

23^° north of the equator, and consequently so much
nearer all points north of the tropic of Cancer, and
so much further away from all points south of the

tropic of Capricorn. At midsummer we get in the

southern part of the north temperate zone nearly as

much heat as they are getting at the equator, and in

England the day is twice as long as the night. At
this time, as viewed from the north pole, the sun

does not sink below the horizon for several months
together, whilst the heat and light which the northern

Dense casspi

apice cucullato-

unifloro ; bractea spathacea ancipiti acuta pedicello subduplo
breviori ; floris cyatho quarta infima connato ; sepalo superiori

triangulo cucullato apice lineari, dorso carinato ; sepalts laterali-

bus ima basi connatis gutturosis, dein oblongis apice caudatis ;

caudis brevibus laminam non cequantibus, intus trabeculato cal-

losis ; tepalis brevibus subquadratis, margine anteriori angu-
latis ; labello bene unguiculato, lamina transverse oblonga.

hemisphere is getting in excess the southern hemi-
sphere has lost, and for just as many months at the
south pole the sun is never seen. At Christmas, on
the contrary, the sun moves round the tropic of
Capricorn, and the condition of things is reversed.

Their summer is our winter, and their spring is our
autumn. At Cape Town it has been shown, by a series

of observations continued through several years, that
on the average the hottest day in the year is the 4th of
January, and the coldest the 6th of August. So that

the heat which any place in the world gets, and the
course of its seasons, depends largely and primarily

upon latitude. The difference between being exposed
to a sun shining overhead for twelve hours, and for

eight hours to a sun whose rays strike the earth with
a moderate degree of obliquity, makes a greater differ-

ence than there is between a midsummer day in
England and a Christmas day in England.

By geographers the earth is commonly treated as
divided into three zones of heat and latitude—a torrid,

temperate, and frigid zone. The torrid zone is the
district that extends upon both sides of the equator to

the two tropics. Over every place within this central
belt of 47° of latitude in breadth, the sun is directly

vertical at some period of the year, and never far from
overhead at mid-day at any season. The temperature
of this torrid zone does not vary in the shade from a
daily average of from 75" to 90° of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer from one end of the year to the other. The
principal difference in heat is not between summer and
winter but between day and night, between shade and
exposure. At Bombay, in 18" north latitude, the
daily temperature in the shade rises to an average of
85* at I o'clock in the afternoon and sinks to 75" at

6 o'clock in the morning. In exposed places of course
the heat registered in the shade is enormously
increased. In the full blaze of sunlight it often rises

on the ground to 120" or 130°. It was mea-
sured by Sir John Herschel at the Cape up
to 159°. In the arid regions of Central Australia
Captain Sturt says that it is sometimes so hot that a
match dropped on the soil instantly catches fire.

For purposes of botanical geography it is very im-
portant that the great difference between shade tem-
peratures—which are those that are always given in

tables—and the heat that is reached in exposed places,

should be carefully kept in mind,

Humboldt invented a plan of connecting together
upon a map those places which have the same average
annual temperature in the shade, by what he called

isothermal lines or isotherms. These isothermal lines

run round the world nearly, but by no means exnctly,

parallel with the lines of latitude. The isotherm of the

equator is about 82° Fahr., and they do not sink more
than 5° to the tropic in each direction. The temperate
zone reaches from 232" from the equator to 234" from
each pole, so that it is 43° of latitude broad in each
hemisphere.

For purposes of botanical geography and climate
it is needful to divide the temperate zone of geo-
graphers into two—a warm temperate or sut-
tropical and a cool temperate zone, because the
climate within its bounds varies so greatly. In the

north hemisphere Europe, Asia, and Americi
all extend beyond the cool temperate zone into

the frigid or arctic zone ; in the southern hemi-
sphere Africa, Australia and New Zealand do
not stretch beyond the warm temperate zone,

and the South American continent does not
nearly reach the arctic circle. As we cross these

temperate belts in the direction of the poles these
isothermal lines fall rapidly, the fall growing faster

and faster, and the lines consequently closer and
closer, as we get into more polar latitudes.

The average annual temperature of Naples is 63°,

of Paris 51°, of London 49", of Stockholm 42°, of St.

Petersburg 382". In central Europe one degree of lati-

tude further north is equal to the lowering of average
annual temperature one degree of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer. In England the difference in the temperature
of the air in the shade between day and night amounts
to 13° or 14°; on the ground in the night the minimum
is 7° or 8° below that of the air, and in exposed places

the daily maxima are on an average 20° above what
they reach in the shade. In the north temperate
zone, through the influence of the Gulf stream, the
temperatures of the western shores of Europe are
raised all through the year materially above their

proper average—a circumstance which in England
makes a great difference in our daily comfort.
Virginia, where the annual temperature is 56°, is

opposite Lisbon, where it is 62^ Quebec, where the
annual average is 42", is 5° of latitude south of
London, where it is 49'', and is opposite the south of
France. We may safely say that in Britain we get,

month by month through the year, 10° pf heat
brought from the tropics by the Gulf stream, and
added to what we get direct from the sun.

But this lowering of the yearly averages is only one
point of difference between the temperate and torrid

zones. As we cross the temperate belt in the direction of
the arctic circle, the difference in heat and light between
summer and winter grows greater. It is not until we
get at least 10° across it that we ever get snow or ice
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or hoar-frost at sea level. In the warmer half of the

temperate zone the thermometer never sinks below
32°, and there is no such thing as winter in the sense

of a check to vegetation. As we proceed northward,

through tlie cooler half of the temperate zone snow
and ice become more and more abundant, and con-

tinue for a ktnger time, till at the arctic circle we
reach a belt where the period of vegetation does not

last for more than three months out of the twelve.

The arctic zone is reached in the northern hemi-

sphere by land in all the three great continents,

but in the southern hemisphere only by the perpetually

snow-bound, plantless, antarctic continent. Through-
out all its southern, and the greater part of its northern,

NEW PLANTS OF 1874.

TiiE New Plants of the year which has just passed

away present, as wc took occasion to mention last

week, nothing which stands out pre-eminent as mark-

ing an era in plant introduction. Many good things

of average merit have, however, been acquired, so that

those to whom novelty presents especial charms will

have little cause to complain. We propose, as usual, to

jiass the more important acquisitions under review.

Stove plants of the flowering class have been rein-

forced by such subjects as Aphelandra fascinator,

of a family which seems to be again making way in

popularity—the IJromeliads—and itsorangeand yellow
flowers are particularly attractive. Two of the An-
thuriums referred to are New Grenadan—A, flori-

bundum, with erect lance-shaped oblitiue leaves, and A.
Patinii, with the leaves of nearly the same shape but
deflexed, both having the spathes pure white, and
forming neat and interesting, if not specially showy
novelties. The new white-spathed form of A.
Scherzerianum (t7. C. 1S74, i. 501, fig. 103), which
has been called both A. .S. Williamsii and A. S.

album, is likely moreover to beome a fine decorative

plant when it becomes thoroughly established. A very

curious Asclepiad, called Decabelone elegans, has

Fig. I.—bollea patinii.

area, there is perpetual snow and ice ; man cannot
live there, plants cannot grow there, and at the very
pole it is supposed that the average annual tempera-
ture sinks to Fahrenheit's zero. It is only in a limited
part ol the arctic zone, principally in a tract in Lap-
land that comes under the favouring influence of the
Gulf stream, that any cultivation can be carried on,
and that any considerable population can permanently
reside.

At .Spitzbergen, in latitude 76°— So°, the sun
never rises above the horizon from October 22 to
February 22 ; the average temperature of the three
warmest months of the year, taken together, is 34°,
and the whole period of vegetation does not last for
more than six weeks—beginning in an average year
late in July, and continuing through August and end-
ing when September begins. J. G. B,

Medinilla amabilis (C C. 1874, i. 372, fig. 81),

Lasiandra lepidota, Pitcairnia Andr^ana, and two or

three white-spathed plants referred to Anthurium.
The Aphelandra hails from New Grenada, and is a

very showy plant, apparently of free growth ; its

foliage is effectively barred with silvery veins, and its

cone-shaped spikes of flowers are of the most brilliant

scarlet. The Medinilla, which comes from the Indian

Archipelago, is bold in habit and remarkable for its

angular winged stems ; it has good and ample foliage,

and immense panicles of numerous purplish rose-

coloured flowers, which are erect, and in this respect

abundantly different from M. magnifica, which it other-

wise resembles, Lasiandra lepidota is another acquisi-

tion from New Grenada—that interminable mine of

plant wealth, and has large carmine-red, pale-centred
|

blossoms. Pitcairnia Andreana is a showy member 1

been introduced from Angola ; it is an ally of Sta-

pelia, and has succulent, leafless, spiny-angled stems,

and narrow bell-shaped flowers 3 inches long, of a

lurid yellow, with brownish purple streaks and spots.

Of handsome-leaved Stove plants the gems are

certainly Mr. Bull's Bertolonia superbissima and Mr.

Van Houtte's B. Houtteana, which appear to be

better constitutioned than others of the same family,

and have a certain degree of resemblance to each other,

but the first has the rosy spottings confined to the spaces

between the ribs, and intermixed with innumerable

dots of the same colour, while the latter has fewer

and more uniform spots, and lines of rosy hue along

the course of the ribs. Under this head (because

grown principally for their curious foliage) we must

record the two most interestmg plants of the year,

Sarracenia Moorei, and S. Stevensii, the former a
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hybrid between S. Drummondii and flava, the latter

between S. purpurea and flava, and both decided and
well-marked intermediates between their respective

parents. Saxo-Fridericia subcordata, or Rapatea
pandanoides {G, C, 1S74, i. 275, fig. 65), an intro-

duction from the Amazon country, is quite a novelty

to cultivators, and belongs to the order Rapateacex,
hitherto not represented in our gardens ; its distichous

leaves, with a broad equitant base, narrowed spiny

petiole, and ribbon-Uke blade (coloured red while

young), give it a very distinct and curious appearance.

Ofanother class is the South Sea Island Ficus Parcellii,

which has large herbaceous-textured hairy leaves, and
is very effectively variegated with creamy-white and
green, disposed in angular blotches, after the style of

marking seen in Abutilon Thompsoni. Other dis-

tinct variegated stove plants are Croton (or Codireum)
variegatum ovalifolium and volutum, the former

remarkable for its flat, oblong-oval, blunt-ended

leaves, the latter for having its leaves rolled under in

a volute, both being handsomely marked with a yellow

costa and veins. Spathiphyllum pictum is a pretty

mottled-leaved Dieffenbachia-like Aroid ; while

amongst Dractenas, Realii, princeps, and Hendersoni,

the latter having its leaves streaked with white and
pink, are amongst the most desirable.

Palms, which continue in high favour as decorative

plants, have received an accession almost as elegant

as Cocos Weddelliana itself, in Geonoma gracilis, a

Brazilian species with slender pinnate leaves ; while

in iVIartinezia granatensis (a garden name), from New
Grenada, we have almost the opposite extreme in a

dense-growing dwarf broad-lobed species, the erose

blunt apices of which are more or less undulated.

The plant exhibited as Alsophiia australis Williamsii

(ff. C, 1874, i. 725, fig. 154), whatever may be its

origin, and that is as yet obscure, is a stately addition

to our greenhouse Tree Ferns, its long tripinnate

evergreen fronds having naturally a decidedly drooping

character. Pleocnemia Leuzeana (6". C, 1874, ii.

354, fig. 74), is, if possible, a still more elegant Fern

of arborescent character, having ample spreading

triangular fronds, with tripinnate division, and with

the pinnules so set on below the upper edge of the

rachis that a distinct ridge- and-furrow aspect is given

to the surface of the fronds. This is from the

Philippine Islands, and is probably the form which
has been called Cumingiana.

Orchids have kept up their numbers, but have not

reached up to the standard of excellence of last year,

when we had to chronicle Odontoglossum vexil-

larium. Some of the more interesting of this

year's acquisitions are hybrids, for which we have to

thank the Messrs. Veitch and their staff of assistants.

Thus, X Cattleya Veitchiana is a fine cross of theirs

between C. lobata and crispa, with the large rosy pink

flowers and yellow disc of the first, combined with the

rich purple-crimson lip colouring of the last ; x Cypri-

pedium Arthurianum is C. insigne improved by being

crossed with C. Fairieanum ; x Lcelia flammea is a

very handsome cinnabar-orange form, bred between L.

cinnabarina and Pilcheri. Dr. Ainsworth has also

given us a very pretty hybrid Dendrobe, in x Dendro-
bium Ainsworthii {G. C, 1874, i. 443, figs. 93-4),

obtained by the inter crossing of D. heterocarpum

and nobile, and whose white flowers are prettily

blotched with amaranth. One or two other pretty

Dendrobes have been imported, e, g.^ D. Boxallii,

from Moulmeim, allied to crystallinum, with white

flowers having the sepals and petals tipped with purple;

and D. amrenum from the Himalayas, with small white

flowers tipped with magenta, and having a delightful

fragrance of Violets. Another imported gem is Mas-
devallia amabilis, a New Grenadan species, in the way
of M. Harryana, and in which the flowers are of a

rich ruby-crimson, and have straight short tails an

inch or two in length. Many other additions have

been made to this rapidly extending genus, but none
of the rest rank above second-class as ornamental

plants, though they highly commend themselves to the

favour of the curious. M. Morren figures under the

name of Trichopilia suavis Lamarchce, an exceedingly

beautiful form of that species, in which the flowers are

very large, white, richly spotted with deep rose.

Excluding succulents and Cycads, new Greenhouse
plants have not been abundant, nor of a very striking

character. Boronia elatior, with pinnate leaves and

deep rose flowers, is, perhaps, one of the most
interesting ; and in Erica Chamissonis we have one of

the globose, bell-shaped, pendulous-flowered Heaths,

with lively rose-coloured blossoms. Begonia Fro^belii

is one of the group of tuberous-rooted species, which is

beginning to play an important part in our garden

decoration, and has yielded us many fine hybrids.

The species now under notice is from Ecuador, and
has obliquely-elliptic radical leaves and very beautiful

scarlet flowers. B. octopetala, from Peru, has been

reintroduced in an improved form, with large white

flowers, scarlet instead of green on the outer surface.

The new hybrids of this genus are amongst the most

important novelties of the year ; and experience so far

goes to show that they will be valuable for flower-

garden purposes, as well as for pot-culture. The fine

Liliaceous genus Blandfordia has abo yielded to the

hybridiser a new form in x Blandfordia flammea

elegans, which has been raised between B. flammea
and Cunninghamii. In Echeveria Peacockii we
gain a welcome addition to that very ornamental

group of succulents, the plant consisting of a densely

rosulate tuft of about fifty very glaucous leaves, and

a scorpioid spike of from thirty to fifty orange-red

flowers—it is from New Mexico. Among Cycads,

Cycas media, which has been introduced from Queens-

land, grows seventy feet high, with a crown of long

pinnate leaves ; and Macrozamia plumosa—from the

same country—has small, ovate, woolly stems,

surmounted by very elegant, spirally-twisted, erect

pinnate leaves, the pinnce being very narrow linear,

and from 6—8 inches long.

Several welcome additions have been made to the

Hardy or Half-hardy Perennial list. In the variety of

Iris Koempferi named E. G.eorge Henderson {G. C,
1S74, ii. 45, fig. 11) we gain a remarkable "double"
Japanese Iris, with six broad flat spreading segment's

of a deep violet-purple, with golden rays. Pentstemon

humilis is a charming little Rocky Mountain plant,

with deep blue flowers.

The most welcome of the additions to the hardy

bulbs are Brodisea volubilis ; Crinum Moorei, a grand

thing, suggestive of the Belladonna Lily, and hardy

in Ireland; Fritillaria pudica {G. C, 1874, i. S31,

fig. 174), Lilium avenaceum {G. C., 1S74, ii. 231,

fig. 49), remarkable for its strongly reflexed perianth
;

and L. Washingtonium purpureum {G, C. 1874, ii.

522, fig. 67), the latter a particularly interesting plant,

quite unlike any of the more familiar Lilies.

Lastly, among Hardy Trees and Shrubs we note the

following as being specially desirable :— Aralia

Maximowiczii, a Japanese species, with erect spiny

stems, and large palmately five to seven lobed serrated

leaves; Clematis Flammula roseo-purpurea, a chance

seedling, probably a hybrid, with rosy-purple flowers ;

Pyrus Maulei {G. C, 1874, i. 756, fig. 159 ; ii. 74^,

fig. 144), a charming new Japanese Quince, whose pro-

fusely developed bright orange- red flowers aiesucceeded

by roundish oblong golden fruit ; Retinospora obtusa

aurea gracilis, a fine hardy evergreen, with elegant

pendulous branches, freely variegated with golden-

yellow ; Robinia Pseud-Acacia pyraraidalis, with

the habit of the Lombardy Poplar ; and R. P.

pendula, with that of the drooping Sophora japonica,

two fine ornamental trees. Finally, Wistaria

multijuga, which is said to be intermediate in some
respects between W. sinensis and pubescens, but to be a

desirable ornamental woody creeper on account of its

long racemes of lilac and purple flowers, which are

described as being upwards of 2 feet in length. T. M.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—XIX.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Pleroma elegans. — When this plant was first

flowered in this country, now more than thirty years

ago, it made quite a sensation, its unrivalled rich

purple blossoms were the admiration of all who saw

it—and no wonder, for, when seen either by itself, or

in company with other flowering subjects, it has few

rivals. It is, however, when the plant, well-flowered,

stands beside something complementary in colour to it,

say a good example of AUamanda, or a nicely-bloomed

Cassia corymbosa, that it is seen to advantage. Vet

so distinct is it in colour and habit, that there is not a

plant with which I am acquainted, of any colour,

either in the conservatory or on the exhibition stage,

that it does not harmonise with, and that is not im-

proved by its presence. The individual blossoms do

not last very long on the plant—some three or four

days from the time they open—yet this is compensated

for by their being produced in succession and de-

veloped in clusters of three to half-a-dozen on the

points of the shoots. When cut, their duration is

somewhat similar, but if taken from the plant when

half open, there is no flower in existence that is more

telling in a bouquet to be seen by daylight. Under

the influence of artificial light the flowers lose much
of their lustre, consequently they are not to be recom-

mended for use under such conditions. It is found

indigenous in the Organ Mountains, so will bear a

little more warmth than some greenhouse plants ; in

fact, its cultivation has been attempted in the stove,

but so treated it does nothing but grow, never getting

enough rest to ripen its wood preparatory to flowering.

The plant is easy of propagation, growing freely

from half-ripened cuttings, taken off at any time of the

year they can be obtained in such condition : all

they require is to be inserted in the usual way in silver

sand in a moderate heat, and kept a little, but not too

close, or the leaves will receive injury, and be liable

to fall off. It will grow well in either peat or loam,

yet I prefer the latter where it can be had of good

quality, containing plenty of fibre : in such it grows

stronger and shorter-jointed, with a greater disposition

to flower freely than in peat. There is one thing the

plant is subject to suffer from—too much exposure

to strong sunlight ; in fact, we often see it grown
well in an old-fashioned house glazed with small glass,

and with the accumulation of dirt under the laps usually

found in such structures. When it is grown in a very

light house it must be slightly shaded in bright

weather, otherwise its leaves become so much dis-

figured as to seriously interfere with its appearance,

even when well-flowered—I have seen this occur in

bright March weather. Neither should the plant be in

the winter time submitted to so low a temperature as

the generality of greenhouse stock will bear : 40" in the

night is low enough for it. If nice, stout, healthy

plants in 6-inch pots are obtained in the autumn and
wintered in a temperature as above indicated, with

just sufficient water given to keep the soil in a healthy

condition, towards the beginning of March the roots

will be sufficiently active to admit of their being moved
into pots 3 inches larger ; add to the loam one-sixth

clear, sharp sand, drain well, and pot firmly, placing

the plants where they will be a little close, without

exposure to the sun's full rays.

This Pleroma possesses what plant-growers call a

good habit, not being too much inclined to run up with

a few straggling branches ; but, to insure the requisite

equality of strength amongst the shoots from the com-
mencement, the centre one should be cut back suffici-

ently to cause an equal disposition of the sap in all the

branches near the base ; the omission of this, in the

first stages of the plant's existence, destroys its after

symmetry, as, if the shoots near the base are weak
they soon perish, to an extent not usual in most plants.

Train all the strongest shoots to the outside of the

pot, which will cause the weaker ones to gain strength,

any that appear to take the lead must have their points

pinched out all through the summer. As the weather
gets warmer use the syringe in the afternoons, damp-
ing the under as well as the upper surface of the

leaves, as the plant is sometimes, although not often,

affected with spider. By the middle of June, if they

have made their wonted progress, they will again re-

quire potting, giving another 3 inches of root-room,

using soil similar to the first ;
grow them on as earlier

in the season, giving them the necessary attention in

respect to water, which they require in greater quan-

tities than most hard-wooded greenhouse plants, con-

sequent upon their freer growth, and much greater

evaporating leaf surface ; continue also to shade
sufficiently to preserve a healthy condition of the leaves.

The shading will have to be accommodated to the

character of the house, that is, whether it is very
light or otherwise. Admit sufiicient air every day
to induce short stout growth, and by the end of

August discontinue the use of the syringe, giving

more air and less shade. Keep through the winter,

as before advised, in a night temperature as near 40°

as may be. The plants must be tied into shape, which
will be easily done, from their natural symmetry. In
the spring, at the same time as advised last year,

repot, if they have plenty of roots, giving them a
3-inch shift, and treating as in the preceding season in

respect to stopping, shading, and watering, closing the

house with a little sun upon it, and at the same time

maintaining a sufficiently humid condition of the

atmosphere in the evenings by using enough water on
the stages and paths. The plants will not require a

second shift this season, and by the middle of July
should receive a full complement of air day and night.

By the middle of August remove them to the open
air : but here they must not be submitted to the direct

action of the sun. They should be placed on the

north side of a tall hedge or trees, where they will

not receive more than the morning and evening sun.

Syringe them whilst here on the evenings in bright

weather. Before they are thus turned out they must
have sufficient sticks put to them so as to properly

secure the branches, otherwise they will be liable to

break with the wind. Do not let the plants remain
out later than the middle of September, or they might
be seriously injured by frost, and it is unnecessary to

risk them, for the month's exposure will have suffi-

ciently ripened their growth to induce their flowering

freely in the spring. Winter as before, keeping them
well up to the light. Tie Ihem into the required

shape, and as early in the season as there is danger of

their suffering through the effects of the sun, either

shade slightly, or remove them, to where they will not

be exposed to its mid-day influence.

In respect to flowering, there is no particular time

through the spring and summer that it can be exactly

calculated upon, as in the case of some plants—much
will depend upon the situation where it has been win-

tered. It is not a plant that can be hurried on ; if any
excitement were attempted by heat it would run into

growth, and not flower at all. I have had it in by
the beginning of June, and on other occasions not

until the end of August. When in flower the plants

can be removed to the conservatory, where they will

be very effective. Place them where they will not be

too much crowded. They will last here for a month,

after which they should be removed to the growing

house, and have any shoots that are unduly taking

the lead shortened back. If they have flowered

early in the season they will have sufficient

time before winter to make growth for the
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next year's bloom, in which case they ought to

be moved into pots 3 inches larger, and in the autumn
turned out for a few weeks, and then tied and
wintered as before, but so treated they never bloom
so profusely as if allowed a season's rest. More
commonly they are only flowered every other year,

in which ca-^e the plants should be shortened back
somewhat freely after flowering, then placed in a

house where they can be enabled to make some growth
without any attempt at pushing, as they will have
time sufficient the ensuing summer to grow into a

large size. When so treated they had better not be

potted until the spring, giving them as heretofore a

3-inch shift, and subjecting them through the summer
to the same treatment as advised in their early stages,

as to shade and water, as also in exposing them out-

of-doors ; but this season they may be placed out by
the end of July, at which time, if all has gone well

with them, they will be large enough for any purpose
they may be required, even to exhibit in the company
of the best and most select collection of plants, in

which there are few more telling subjects.

After this flowering they should be cut to within

a foot or 15 inches of the base, placed in a growing
temperature, and syringed overhead every afternoon

until the end of August, when they should have plenty

of air, and the syringe should be withheld ; it will not

be necessary to place them in this state out-of-doors,

for under any circumstances they cannot be expected to

flower much, if any, the ensuing season. In the

spring give them a pot 3 inches larger, encourage
growth through the summer, and turn them out in the

open air as before advised to ripen ; train so as to

keep enough young shoots to furnish the base of the

plant with green healthy growth. This will be facili-

tated no doubt by the production of a number of

shoots from the crowns of the plants, which the cutting

back will have caused them to produce. After flower-

ing this time it is as well to discard them for younger
stock, which it is more satisfactory to bring on, par-

ticularly as it is such a free grower, making as much
progress in a single season as many plants do in two

;

besidesyounger plants always have a fresherappearance.

All that is necessary is, each year, to provide a few
young ones to replace those that are made away with,

for it is naturally such a good grower that unless very

badly treated it rarely goes off or gets out of health.

On this account it is a fitting subject for new beginners

in the cultivation of hard-wooded plants, while as a
subject for general decorative purposes it cannot fail

to give satisfaction.

It is seldom attacked by insects, sometimes red
spider will make its appearance, but this will not

occur if the syringe is employed as advised. Scale,

either brown or white, will live upon it, if communi-
cated from other plants, but in case the plants become
infested with either of these insects, it is better to

destroy them, as the leaves are too soft to bear
dressing with any solution strong enough to kill the

insects. T, Baines.

TRANSPLANTING EVER-
GREENS.

There does not appear much diversity ot opinion

among planters as to the proper time for planting

deciduous trees and shrubs, as most are agreed that

early autumn is the best time for that purpose.

Deciduous trees may be planted from the beginning of

November to the end of February with varying success,

but the earlier they are planted after the fall of the leaf

the less check will they receive, and the success will be

in proportion to the earliness of the period at which the

operation is carried out. It is erroneously supposed by

many that deciduous plants are dormant during winter,

and that the roots are in a state of rest and inactivity.

That they are so in a degree I readily admit, but

Nature is never wholly at rest, either in the animal

or vegetable worlds, for no sooner do the leaves of

one season burst forth than she is busy bud-forming and

preparing for the next ; and these buds go on slowly

but continuously increasing all through the winter, till

they burst forth in the spring. If the roots of deciduous

trees were entirely at rest during winter, the drying

winds and frosts would rob the trunk and stems of all

the stored -up sap, and the trees would cease to exist.

Evaporation goes on from the stems and branches
of trees in the same ratio as it does from any other
surface equally exposed to the weather, and the roots

are ever at work to supply the demand. Any one
who has had experience in transplanting large de-
ciduous trees will have observed the beneficial effect

that results from binding bands of hay or moss round
the trunks and branches. This is because it keeps the
bark plump by preventing the action of frost and
drying winds from robbing the tree of its stored-up
sap, till the roots get to work to send up a fresh supply.
If the bark is allowed to shrivel and become con-
tracted, the channels for the flow of sap are impeded,
and the growth of the trees is checked for years.

As to transplanting evergreens, I note that Mr.
Saul recommends autumn for that purpose, and speaks
of spring as unfavourable on account of drought which
then prevails, accompanied by frosts and drying
winds, but this state of weather applies more to

February and March, which are of all others tlie most
unfavourable months planters have to contend with,
as the winds usually then prevailing are much more
searching and drying than at any other time in the
year, and generally prove more fatal to autumn-
planted stuff, than any of the summer months are to

that planted in spring. The case of Laurel cuttings
put in in September is no proof that autumn is the
proper time to plant evergreens, as it takes a long
time for the callus to form before an emission of
roots can take place, and the long months of

winter give time for that process to go on
before spring calls all vegetable life into activity.

Laurel and all cuttings of evergreens are always
inserted deep in the ground to keep them moist
and plump, and to lavour this but few leaves
and a small portion of wood are left above-ground for

the weather to act on, and they are always put in the
most sheltered spots that can be found for them. I

think the species of Derberis are about the worst
evergreens to transplant ; they rarely succeed if moved
in the autumn, but if caught in the spring just
as they are beginning to move, success is certain. If
spring planting holds good in this case with one of
the worst subjects we have for removal, it must be
equally so with others, and points to that season as
the proper time for the operation. My experience
has led me to choose April as the month of all others
for transplanting evergreens, as just at that time the
atmosphere is generally in that genial state of sunshine
and shower so favourable to vegetation. At that
season evergreens naturally shed a portion of their old
leaves, and rapidly form young ones to replace them,
and it is a well-known fact that these greatly aid the
formation of roots. In winter, after a long con-
tinuance of wind frost, we frequently see old estab-
lished evergreens killed or greatly injured, and in

such winters it is impossible for those recently trans-
planted to struggle through. The only excuse or plea
in favour of autumn planting is that labour is more
abundant, but if we take into consideration
the losses often entailed through planting late

in the autumn, and having the labour over again
in the spring, I think the saving will be found greatly
in favour of the latter. If the winter should turn out
moist and mild, evergreens may be transplanted as
successfully in the autumn as deciduous trees and
shrubs, and the last few winters have been exceptional,
having been exceedingly mild and favourable to suc-
cess ; but it would be unfair on this account to con-
demn spring planting, as the summers have been
exceptional, too, for dryness—so much so, that old-
established trees have suffered severely, and I admit
that it has been a work of labour to save those
recently transplanted. Nevertheless, it is much easier
to protect them from severe drought, by giving an occa-
sional syringing overhead, than it is to save them from
the scathing blasts of winter. If there is not sufficient

root at that time to pump up a supply of sap to

replace that taken out of them by the winds and
frosts, they stand but little chance, and appear in the
same unfavourable condition for withstanding cold as
a half-starved animal would be.

If I were obliged to plant evergreens in the autumn
I should advocate .September and October as the limit

of time for the operation, as later than that they stand
but little chance of making sufficient root to carry
them successfully through even an ordinary winter.
The dryness of an ordinary summer is much more easily

counteracted than the cold of winter, for if the fresh

transplanted stuff receives a good watering before the
roots are entirely covered in, and is then finished off

with the dry earth without further watering, and after-

wards covered over with a good heavy mulching of
half rotten litter, they will require but little after

attention. I attach the greatest importance to a good
mulching either for spring or autumn planting, and
look on it as almost indispensable to success, as it

secures a uniform state of moisture, and with such
protection root- action sets in rapidly, assisted by
the daily increasing warmth. I had to super-
intend the planting of a large number of ever-
greens in the autumn some years ago, and
although every care was taken, very few survived
the winter, and they were dried through and through
by the wind frosts. These shrubberies we replanted
the following April, and, so far as my recollection

serves me, we did not lose a single plant, although
many were of large size. Evergreens present, on
account of their leaves, a large surface for the
atmosphere to act on, and if cold frosty winds
prevail, evaporation goes on more rapidly from their

surfaces than can be kept up by the limited root-

action of an autumn transplanted plant, as roots are

formed much more slowly at that season than during the
early summer months. I therefore advocate April as

the proper time for transplanting evergreens. What
say others of your correspondents ? J. Sheppard,
Woolverstoiu Park,

I-KJRTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875

JAM.M.V.

:ty. Soutli Kensington. Mc
it. Floral, nrnj Scicnlific O
-Leeds Huliiciiltural (Jardcns Company.

and M.uiager, J:

) and ri.—Leeds HuiiiciiUnral (Jardcns Company. Spring
Flower Show. .Sec, and ^^ulager, James Ilirbcck,

103. Hyde Park Road, Leeils,
5 -Manchester liotanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

iMeetini; In the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.
'.—Royal Horticidtural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of l-'riiit, Floral, and Scientilic Committees. Hyacinth
Show.

Street, Glasgow.
r.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Spring Show,

Sec, W. Sowerby.
AriiiL.

?.—Royal Horticultural Societjr, South Kensington. Meeting
of P^ruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

1.— Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show.

*-.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-
. tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

r.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findhay.

ILw.
o 24.—Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Special E.\hi-
bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

-Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees, Pot Rose
Show.

-Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. B.alfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

^o 21,— Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's
Annual National E.thibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.
Manager, Bruce Findlay.

-Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, Y. W. Wilson.
-Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.
-Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

2.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Great Summer

r6.--Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. .Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.
Midsummer E.xbibltion. Sec, F. G. Doogall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

16,—Roy.al Horticultural'Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

19.—Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.
2+.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Great Summer

Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row. Dublin.
30.—Royal Botariic Society, Regent's Park. Exhibition of

Fruit and Cut Flowers. Sec , W. Sowerby.
30. and July i,—Spalding Horticultural Society's Annual Show.

Hon. Sec, G. F. Barrell.

JULV.

7.— Royal Horticultural Society;, South Kensington. RIeet'mg
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committee. Cut Rose Show.

8 and g.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.
Special Evening Fete and Exhibition of Roses, Floral
Decorations, .>tc, Manager, Bruce Findlay.

14.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Evening Fute.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

14.—Woodford Horticultural Society's Third Annual Exhibi-
tion. Hon. Sec, S. J. Taylor, Woodford.

15 and 16.—Wimbledon and District Horticultural add Cottage
Garden Society's Annual E.thibition. Hon. Sec, P.

Appleby, s. Linden Cottages, Wimbledon.
21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meet-

4.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meet-
ing of Fruit and Floral Committees.

6 and /.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.
Exhibition of Carnations, Picotees, New Plants, &c
Manager, Bruce Findtav.

iS.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit and Floral Committees.

26.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Autumn E.vhi-
bition. Sec. A. Balfe, 28. Westland Row, Dublin.

26.—Wantage Horticultural Society's Annual Show. Sec
W. Caudwel!, Wallingford Street, Wantage.

I.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit and Floral Committees. Dahlia Show.

2, 3, and 4.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.
Exhibition of Fruits, Vegetables, and Autumn Flower.;.
Manager, Bruce Findlay.

7.—Crystal Palace. Autumn E.vhibition of Fruit and Flowers.
8.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Autumn Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall. 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

15 and 16.— Royal Caledonian Society. International Fruit and
Flower Show in Edinburgh. Sec, J. Stewart, 5, Alva
Street, Edinburgh.

October,

Meeting

—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Chrysanlhe-
inum and Fruit Show.

-Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Private Winter
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

December.
-Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.
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FLOWER FESTIVALS IN
YEDO.

One of the most agreeable characteristics of the

people of Japan is the lively sensibility they exhibit to

the beauties of Nature, and the pleasure they experi-

ence in witnessing the rich display of vegetation which

the well-known fertility of their soil each year affords

to them. At each of the many pretty spots in the

neighbourhood of Yedo from which a beautiful coitp-

(TcEil may be obtained, numerous tea-houses and light

temporarily-built sheds of Bamboo are erected, to

which old and young resort in the fine weather, in

order to enjoy the beauties of the landscape. The

greater number of the suburban houses are surrounded

by well-tended gardens, and even in the narrow and

confined streets of the town, little garden plots, or

perhaps pots only, of flowering plants and shrubs in

endless variety of form may be seen, which are changed

according to the season of the year, and in the order

of succession of the flowers. The adornment of the

temples with shrubs and flowers forms no unimportant

part of the religious festivals. The principal temples

are usually surrounded with pleasure gardens, and the

skilful adaptation of the conditions of the ground, and

the choice and grouping of the trees, and the happy

effect of the architecture of the buildings in its rela-

tions to the surrounding plantations, frequently exhibit

a refined artistic sense.

The influence of the changing seasons of vegetation

is largely felt by the people of Yedo, and flower

festivals occupy a prominent place among the recrea-

tions of all strata of the population. The introduc-

tion of the spring season is indicated in February by

the coming into blossom of the cherished Japanese

Plum tree. At this season the houses and altars are

decorated with its beautiful blossoms, which closely

resemble those of our Apricot, though exhibiting,

from the greater care expended upon the culture, a

larger variety of shape, colour, and size. The people

of Yedo visit in crowds the localities most distinguished

for the beauty and number of these trees. Among
these Kamedo and Omusai on the left bank of the

Ogawa, the large river upon which Yedo is built, and

Tabata, on the road to the villages of Odsi and Sun-

gita, on the south side of the town, are at this season

the most popular. At the end of April the country

wears its most charming aspect. The evergreen trees

assume their new foliage, a vast number of shrubs and

trees burst into blossom, and chief of all these the

Cherry tree. This tree is very largely planted, and

thrives especially at Askayama, a mountain plateau,

from which a lovely view is obtained. The grounds

here—among the largest and most beautiful in Yedo

—

exhibit themselves at this season in their greatest

splendour. The snow-white blossoms of the Cherry

offer a glowing contrast to the dark green colour of

the surrounding foliage, and afford for many weeks a

scene of gay and animated movement. In many
parts of the grounds, and more especially close

to the chief entrance gate, a large number of

simple tea-houses constructed of Bamboo are

raised. Everything is at its best in this season.

The houses are decked with flags and gay-coloured

lanterns, and sellers of food, confectionery, and chil-

dren's toys throng the spot in great numbers, and

from morning until night the grounds are filled with

crowds of visitors of every age, appearance, and con-

dition. In many of the tea-houses music is played

and dances are performed by girls and children

;

young and old refresh themselves with tea, Cherry-

blossom water, sake, and the fragrant weed ; and

on all sides pleased countenances are seen, and sing-

ing and laughter may be heard. The effect of the

entire scene is to produce the pleasantest impression,

for though occasionally an intoxicated person may be

met with, the pleasure of the festival is rarely dis-

turbed by misconduct or intemperance.

In the month of June the Fudsi (Wistaria sinensis)

comes into bloom. This is a shrub of a climbing

nature, and is much cultivated in gardens and in the

vicinity of temples, where a stem about 2 inches in

diameter may be seen supporting a thick umbrageous

roof of a superficial area of from 2 to 3 square metres.

When a Wistaria bower is decorated with all the

wealth of its massive branches of butterfly-hued

flowers, it forms a truly charming retreat, and spots

in which the tree has been most largely planted

—

Kamedo, for example, where the trees surround and

shade a piece of water—form the favourite resort of

the Yedo people at the flowering season. Pic-nics

are held under the branches of the trees, and the

beauties of the flower are frequently commemorated
in verses which are written upon slips of clean paper
and hung upon the boughs. Lovers, too, resort to

the Fudsi as to an oracle, and fastening their biilet-

doiix to the buds, read a presage of the realisation of

their hopes according to the period of their fall.

Shortly after the Fudsi, the Ajame, and Hama
Scorbu of the Iris family come into flower. At this

period Horikiri in the vicinity of Mukoshima exhibits

a spectacle rarely to be met with of its kind. Irises

of the loveliest hues and in endless variety of form

crowd the ponds and flower-beds. House-boats filled

with pleasure- seekers dot the ample stream, and on

the river-side road people may be seen, all alike

bound to the Iris gardens, where, seated in the tea-

houses or bowers which crown each little hill, they

enjoy the charming scene, its agrimens being in no
small degree heightened by music and conviviality.

The late autumn is not without its festivals,

towards the end of October the Kiku (Chrysanthe-

mum indicum), chief favourite of all their cherished

flowers, attaining its full bloom. This lovely Com-
posite is cultivated in all its numerous classes with

particular care and attention, and the variety of its

flowers in colour, shape and size, is very great. Pre-

sumably from its similarity to the sun, the Kiku has
been adopted in the Imperial escutcheon as emble-
matical of the Mikado's house. The effigy may be
observed upon weapons, porcelain and lacquer-ware,

and even the parti-coloured cakes which it is usual

to present to the guests at the Imperial Court bear it.

One of the five popular festivals (Goseku) which
originated in the earliest days, and are universal

throughout the country, bears the name Kiku-no-setzu,

or *' Period of Chrysanthemum bloom," or Festival

of the Gold Flower. This festival is observed on the

ninth of the ninth month, according to the old

Japanese calendar, and occurs usually in the latter

half of the month of October.

For more than thirty years past, flower exhibitions

of a very original description have existed at Yedo,
and there, though playing an important part in the

recreations of the people, possess no religious significa-

tion. Among these exhibitions, those which took place

this year at the great temple of Asakusa, and in the
garden suburbs of Sugamo and Somei, are especially

deserving of attention.

The temple enceinte of Asakusa, situated upon the

Golden Dragon Hill, near to the chief river, is a rally-

ing point to the tradespeople of Yedo. The various

attractions to sight-seers are here combined. A French
circus, a stereoscopic panorama, a building fitted up
with a variety of electrical apparatuses, a remarkable
waxworks, and rare animals may be seen ; whfle

jugglers perform their wonderful tricks, and story-

tellers, jesters, and soothsayers exercise their attrac-

tions upon a pleasure-loving public. Objects for sale

are displayed in numerous booths, such, for instance,

as cheap ornaments, children's toys, &c. In fine

weather the grounds are crowded with visitors from
town and country, while walking or flying among
them are numbers of fowls 'and pigeons which are fed

by the pious worshippers at the temples. Within, a

garden is situated, where one of the before-mentioned
sights is exhibited for a trifling fee. Here may be
seen bushes or shrubs cut so as to represent the

figures of individuals or groups, mostly of the size of

Nature, the faces being made from paper and painted,

while clothes, fans, and weapons are formed by
suitably trained leaves and flowers—in fact, in just

such a manner as a mosaic is created by the combi-

nation of a number of bright coloured stones. Skil-

ful though the work of these figures may be they are

far excelled in originality of invention and careful exe-

cution by the products of the gardeners of the suburbs

of Sugamo and Somei, who, relying upon the attrac-

tion of a special chefd'irin're to bring them customers,

expose to view some curiously-trained plant in such a

position as to challenge the attention of the passer-by.

Among these may be seen the often described Japanese
dwarf trees in flower or fruit bearing descriptions,

many of them with leaves markedlwith spots or stripes,

and a numerous selection of deformed dry stumps of the

Plum tree, the Mune so dear to the Japanese horticul-

turist. These flower-figures are most numerously
represented in Dango Sanka in the tea-house grounds,

their proprietors seeking by this means to add to the

other attractions of their hostelries.

For nearly a month these tea-houses, favoured by
fine weather, are filled with crowds of joyous guests,

and a long holiday reigns of which the sellers of toys,

cakes, and fruits do not fail to avail themselves. The
exhibitions in the gardens are also numerously attended,

and the behaviour of the visitors, while testifying to

the pleasure excited by the flower-tableaux, evidences

also the deep-rooted sympathies of all classes of the

people with the clever productions of theu: national

art-gardeners. The "Japan Mail.

THE ORIGIN OF CEREALS.
The late Dr. Lindley hazarded the opinion that

the cereals, notwithstanding the dissimilarity of what
botanists call their fruits, may have had a common
origin, and may have sprung from one kind of grain.

The heads of Barley so much resemble the heads or

ears of bearded Wheat that an ordinary observer

would say they were very near akin, and it is a fact

bordering on the miraculous that the cereals are

only of annual duration, and our daily bread is

dependent upon seed-time and harvest ; so that we
should look in vain to the roots or stubble of last

year for a single grain of Wheat ; thus, then, as years

roll on there is left no evidence that waving corn,

being an annual plant, had flourished in this place or

in that. The line between Maize and Wheat seems
well defined, but if the illustrious botanist above
named is to be heeded it is not a hard-and-fast line ;

and such has been the cavilling about the origin of

species that even the citadel of Mansoul itself, as

John Bunyan would call it, has been so battered

with scientific blows that the godlike face of the

Caucasian variety of the genus hoino is in danger

of being allied to the beast whose soul or spirit is

said to go downward to the earth.

Wheat is often found in the wrappings of Egyptian

mummies, and Mummy Wheat, said to be raised

from such, has been advertised frequently. This, if

it could be depended upon, would be good evidence

of the character of the corn of those days, and
the mode of threshing out the corn by oxen tread-

ing on it tells us that it was Wheat and not

Maize that could be so trodden out. [Prof. Heer
indicates two varieties of Barley and six sorts of

Wheat, in addition to other cereals, as having been

found in the lake-dwellings of Switzerland B.C.

1000—2000?] In the case of the Cedar of Lebanon,

spoken of so often in Holy Writ, we get evidence

on the spot of their descendants, and so of the

Olive, the Vine, &:c. ; but in the case of an annual

grass there is no such evidence to be got, for

the precious bread corn lives not from year to

year like some of the tufted grasses, every year

getting better established, but has a short life of one

summer only. We read indeed that the Egyptians

harrow the seed into the mud of the Nile in Sep-

tember, and in March following have their harvest

—

only seven months from their seed-time. When
Macaulay's artist from Australia comes to be mounted,

as no doubt he will be, on one of the arches of London
Bridge, sketching the ruins of St. Paul's, he will

doubtless find evidence of a city having stood there,

but of the hundreds of beautiful annuals that now
adorn the gardens round London one half at least

would be irretrievably lost, realising the poet's views

of the Deserted Village—

" Near yonder church, where once a garden smiled,

And still where many a garden flower grows wild."

No one seems able to fix the native habitat of the

Wheat plant ; its history is lost in dry antiquity, so

that we look in vain about the confines of the Old

World for any starting point or reliable information

respecting the origin of our grain plants, although

they have all along played an important part in

keeping the world alive. We know when the tubers

of the Potato were first turned to account as food for

man and beast, and we have chronicled the arrival on

our shores of the leaves of the poisonous drug.

Tobacco ; but although the polite heathens had a

special divinity to watch over their corn crops, the

corn field, like Moore's "garden of beauty," was

but '
' carelessly watched after all. " Ceres, the

daughter of Saturn, was accredited to com and

tillage, and that lady (goddess, I beg her pardon) has

not left a rack behind to tell the tale of her cereals

in their infancy, Loudon says the Zea Mays was
introduced into this country a little over 300 years

ago from America. Its importance in that country

is well known, from the hundreds of cargos im-

ported into this country from the New World. The
unripe seeds are used in America just as we use

green Peas here. I am much obliged by the Editors'

comments in setting me right on the score of Maize

being unknown in Holy Writ. I wrote asking for

information on points of great importance, viz., what

is known of the botany of the sacred books of the Old
and New Testaments, and I am sorry to find so little

light thrown upon the subject up to this date, and
feel much obliged by the writers that have taken the

matter up for what they have done. A. Forsyth.
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DR. BRANDTS.
The botanical career of Dietricli lirandis began

early in life. lie was but thirteen years of age wlien

in 1S37 his father took the family to Greece, where

he commenced his pursuits under Dr. Fraas at

Athens. During his sojourn there he frequently

accompanied his venerable relative Link on excur-

sions ; these were not confined to the mainland but

extended to the islands, and gave Dr. Brandis great

opportunities for cultivating his natural passion for

botanical researches, every moment of leisure being

assiduously devoted thereto. lie never left the house

without his botanical apparatus, and never came back

without bringing some additions to his herbarium.

C'n the return of the family to Bonn in 1859 this

Bonn, where he had the advantage of being under

the guidance of Treviranus. Here he took his degree

of ! )octor in Philosophy, and was soon after attached

to tlie University as botanical lecturer, and continued

to occupy that position to the period of his departure

for India.

His researches in vegetable physiology gained him
a great reputation among the botanists of (iermany,

and many of those who pursued tlieir studies under

his instruction, and enjoyed the benefit of accompany-

ing him in his scientific excursions, cherish a gratefid

recollection of the pleasure and advantage they

derived froin his lectures and demonstrations.

In 1S55 the post of Conservator of Forests in

British Burmah became vacant on the resignation of

Dr. M'Clelland, and Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-

vinces, to organise a more efficient and methodical

conservancy.

In 1S64 he was appointed Inspector-General of

Forests to the Government of India, which post he
has held ever since. From 1864 to 1871, with the

exception of 1865, when he was on leave in h'.urope, 1 >r.

Brandis annually made long tours of inspection in the

different forests ; in fact his official duties during tliese

years were so arduous as to compel him almost entirely

to abandon scientific pursuits.

In the latter part of 1S71, Dr. Brandis' health gave

way, and he returned to F.urope on sick certificate. In

March, 1872, he was directed by Her Majesty's Secre-

tary of State for India to complete for publication tlie

Forest Flora of Norlh-wcst and Central India (com-

menced by the late Dr. J. Lindsay-Stewart, M.D.).

Dr. brandis, Inspectoe-General of Indian Forests.

herbarium formed no small portion of their luggage,

the facilities of transport at that time being very

defective. During the next four years he pursued his

studies with great ardour at the Gymnasium at Bonn,

and was always distinguished as the foremost of his

class; and, notwithstanding his delicate health, he never

ceased to enrich his herbarium. In 1843 he proceeded

to Copenliagen and resided with his grandfather

Brandis, the well-known physician, then attached to

the Court of Denmark. He entered the Natural

History Classes of the University, and became a pupil

of the celebrated Professors Schouw and Oersted, the

latter of whom took especial interest in the pursuits

of the young and ardent botanist, nor did he cease to

the day of his death to be his friend and counsellor.

From the University of Copenhagen he proceeded to

that of Gottingen, where he studied under Grisebach

and Lantzius-Benmga, and subsequently to that of

General of India, ever on the search for merit, having

heard of the distinction Dr. Brandis had acquired in

Germany, caused it to be intimated to him that if he was

disposed to accept the office it was at his service. The

prospect of ex tending his favourite researches to this

magnificent field was too tempting to be resisted, and

the offer was at once accepted. Dr. Brandis con-

tinued to occupy this position for eight years, with

great benefit to the interests of the State, by the

success of his efforts to preserve the valuable Teak

forests from extinction through reckless improvidence

and mercantile cupidity. During this period the im-

proved system of administration was apparent, both

in the nett money returns and in the timber available

to the public.

In 1S63 he was promoted to a post of more enlarged

usefulness and greater importance, and was directed

to proceed to Oudh, the North-west and Central Pro-

This work {lately reviewed in this journal, see pp. 395,

426, vol. ii., 1S74) will do Dr. Brandis infinite credit,

the identification and description of species, and the

botanical part generally, being entirely the result of his

independent researches. During the last two years he

enjoyed the privilege of working at Kew, and of con-

ferring with Dr. Hooker, Mr. Bentham, Professor

Oliver, Mr. J. G. Baker, and other botanists. He also

had the assistance of his friend and coadjutor. Dr.

Cleghorn, who had been for many years associated with

him in the Forest Department of India, and to whose

efforts mainly Indian forest conservancy owes its very

existence.

In April last Dr. Brandis resumed his duties, and is

now inspecting the forests of the North-west Hima-

layas. In these lines we have but imperfectly noticed

the important services which Dr. Brandis has rendered

to the Government of India by organizing a depart-

ment such as the Woods and Forests.
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Jfowign Comspnbeiitt.

St. Petersburg.—In your list of portraits of

garden plants given in the number for December 5,

mention is made of a Panax sessiliflorus, Pancher, a

native of New Caledonia, and described in the Rante

Hortkole. There seems to be some confusion here,

as the true Panax sessiliflorus is a native of Amooria,

and was described in 1857 by Ruprecht and Maxi-

mowicz [Melaiig. Biologiqucs del'Acad.des Sc. de St.

Petersb. 1857, 426). This latter plant is quite hardy

here, and forms one of the best acquisitions we have

had for a long while. P. W. [Panax sessiliflorus of

Ruprecht has been referred by Seemann to Acantho-

panax sessiliflorum {Revis. Hederac. p. 102). We have

no personal knowledge of the New Caledonian plant.

Eds ]

CoMO.—In a recent number of the Gardeners'

Chronicle reference is made to the blooming of Aralia

Sieboldi in the temperate-house at Kew. A plant in

my garden here has also bloomed. It is in the centre

of a bed (cestello) formed of Alternantheras, i,Lobelia,

Mesembryanthemum, &c., and in August last threw

up a fine panicle of white flowers. L. T.

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.— I enclose photo-

graphs of Agave schidigera, vthich has lately flowered

at Brookline. The plant differs in some 'particulars

from the one figured in the Botanical MagarAne, tab.

5641. Horticulture has during the last ten years

taken a seat here, and is making solid progress. C. S. S.

Florists' Flowers.
The fine old varieties of Double Tulips still

hold their own against the new improvements, so

called, of the past ten years. If any one desired to use

a double variety that would make him a gorgeous

densely-flowered bed, he would employ that finest of

all the double varieties, the grand old Tournesol. If

he wanted the most effective double variety for pots,

he would select the same. Of dwarf growth, and

bearing cerise-red flowers deeply edged with gold, of

prodigious size, and showy in the extreme, it is diffi-

cult to imagine how this particular flower can be sur-

passed. The raiser of it deserves a monument to his

memory, if it was necessary to add anything to the

flower itself. Old Rex Rulirorum holds its own,
notwithstanding that green tips occasionally show
themselves on the bright red petals. Then there is

La Candeur, with its stiff dumpy habit of growth and
lateness of flowering, and yet standing alone as a

double white Tulip, without a rival to dispute its

claims. I well remember when Mr. Stuart, formerly

of Nuneham Park Gardens, used to employ these

three Tulips on the terrace garden to form masses

of colour in spring in beds carpeted with Daisies

;

his practice was to plant Tournesol and Rex Rub-
rorum 2 inches deeper in tlie soil than La Candeur, and

by this means get them in bloom together. An ex-

cellent quartette is formed by the addition of Couronne
Pourpre, a rich deep crimson self-flower, of great

beauty and large size. Duke of York, dark rose,

bordered with white ;
Extreinite d'Or, rosy bronzed

feathered with orange ; Gloria Solis, in the way of

Tournesol, but inferior to it ; Murillo, pale rose and
white ; Overwinnaar, striped with purplish blue,

and Yellow Rose, are second-rate as compared with

those just named. There are two fine self-coloured

varieties, as yet somewhat expensive, that are remark,

ably good, viz., Imperator Rubrorum and Yellow
Tournesol. The former is of a scarlet-crimson hue,

very bright and fine ; it is decidedly earlier to flower

than the red Rex Rubrorum, and is without the defect

of the green tips among the petals. The Yellow
Tournesol is a fine self form of that well-known
variety, and makes a grand display either in beds or

pots. Mariage de ma Fille is an early Tulip, and it

appears to be a double form of one of the late flowering

florists' varieties. If grown in the border, the stems
should be secured to stakes. The flowers are charm-
ingly flaked with rose on a white ground.

Of newer double varieties there are Couronne des

Roses, pale rose, and pink on the edges, very pretty

;

Rose Agnea, a bright crimson self ; Soleil d'Or,

very like Yellow Tournesol, and with a tendency to

become stained on the base with age ; and Turban
Violet, pale pinkish violet with dark base.

But little novelty has shown itself among the single

varieties this season, which is perhaps not to be won-
dered at, seeing what splendid varieties we already

possess. The most promising appear to be the fol-

lowing :—Admiral Regnier, bright carmine-rose, fea-

thered and flamed with white, very pretty ; Asselyn,

an intense carmine self, and a fine hue of colour ; De
Kaiser, a very nice dwarf Tulip, deeper in colour,

and fully twelve days later than La Belle Alliance,

which is one of the earliest to flower ; and scarlet

Pottebakker, which, being at least ten days later than
the rest of the varieties in the Pottebakker section,

can scarcely belong to them. It cannot, at least as

seen this season, b; termed an acquisition. R. D.

Ten Years of Gentleman Farming at Blenner-
hasset. By William Lawson, C. D. Hunter, and
others. Longmans.

This is one of the most amusing and instructive

books we have read for a long time. Amusing because
in spite of the mishaps recorded by the authors they
are invariably good-humoured and disposed to laugh
vi^iih those who laugh at them—instructive because
full of warnings and cautions to rash experimenters
whether in political economy or practical agriculture.

With perfect candour the authors relate the results of
a costly experiment at farming on co-operative prin-

ciples, of estate management under the direction of a
committee of co-operators chosen by universal suffrage

without any particular regard to their special know-
ledge of farming. Were it not for the evident good
faith and excellent intentions of the promoter of this

scheme the whole thing would read like a farce. The
excellent spirit, however, which animated him and
the frankness with which this record of failure is

written engender a feeling of great respect for the

good hearted experimenter.

The Blennerhasset establishment existed for ten
years. " It included a farm, extensive farm buildings,

a market garden, artificial manure works, steam-
ploughing machinery, a laboratory, a free library, a
free school, and several grocery shops." These were
all established by Mr. Lawson, not only for his own
benefit, but also e-peclally ior that of his labourers.
'* I want you," said Mr. Lawson, " to feel no longer
that you are working for me, but that you are really

working with me, as cultivators of the soil, with a view
to participation in the profits, if we can make them."
Et was hardly likely that any profits would be made
when the labourers assembled in "parliament" to

discuss what they should do, and were paid for the

time spent in debating whether they should do any-
thing at all. "This parliament or industrial council

was thrown open to anybody in the village to come in

with their conflicting and confusing advice." An
amusing instance of this is given in a case where the
increase of wages was the matter under discussion.

The men-voters hesitated, and took into consideration
whether the concern could honestly afford the in-

crease ; and when a limit was proposed to be put to

their wages, tliey voted for it,—not so the women
;

one only out of thirteen entertained the slightest

doubt on the question, and the rest of the twelve at

once voted in favour of increasing their own stipend.

How the farm was carried on, what extravagancies
were committed, what blunders made, what accidents
befel the steam-ploughs, may be read in the candid
pages of the book, which we commend to the notice
of our agricultural and amateur readers. In spite of
the financial want of success, the good effected indi-

rectly by Mr. Lawson must have been very great.

Co-operative societies, dispensaries, schools, reading
moms, established by him, or through his agency, or
that of the "public good department," testify to this.

It is impossible also but that the standard of intelli-

gence among the labourers must have been raised, and
even the progress of agriculture largely, if indirectly,

benefited by the Quixotic experiment. So far then,
we are far from looking at the Blennerhasset Farm as

an entire failure. There was a strong principle of

benevolence, a strong desire to benefit his fellows, in

all that Mr. Lawson did, and these have not failed.

As to the financial loss, that, we imagine, is of
secondary consequence in this case.

We regret we cannot find space to insert some details

concerning the farming operations and the reports on
various manures, which give a permanent value
to the book. We may, however, find a place for

the following extract from the section relating to the
garden:—

" In February, 1864, the garden was first laid out. and
soon afterwards a small plantation and hedge were
jjlanted around it, Ry November, 1000 Gooseberry
bushes and many hundreds of fruit trees had been
planted, Mr. Lawson engaging his father's head gardener
to plant every one with his own hands. Things evidently
looked well at this time, for in December, when his
father's steward valued the estate, the 16 acres of garden
land were estimated at ;^iSo per acre.

"Meantime marketing was begun, but proved rather an
expensive mode of sale ; the cost of man, and horse, and
tolls often amounting to nearly one-fourth of the sales.

But sometimes it was worse ; for in June, 1865, a man
was sent to Silloth, a watering place 10 miles to the
north, where good prices were obtained for vegetables
and fruit ; but night came and he did not appear. Next
day a second man was sent to find him, and though he
\vas successful, the cause of the delay and the cheapness
of the sales were never clearly explained.

"Strawberries and Rhubarb proved the most paying
crops

;
for the farm generally grew better Potatos and

Cabbages than the garden did. Why, it is difficult

to say—the chemist claiming that his chemical manure,
which the farm used largely and the garden but little,

was the cause of superiority, and others attributing it to
soil and rotation.

" Subjoined is a list, rejecting fractions for brevity, of
the annual sales of the more important products :

—

Annual Sales
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ment at Lisbon. In the first place the genera of the

Aurantiacece are briefly discussed, and the geogra-

phical distribution of the group given. Unfortunately

this part is disfigured by many typographical errors.

Then the genus Citrus itself comes under considera-

tion, and the author gives a good summary analysis

of the principal writings on this subject, together with

his personal knowledge of the numerous forms in culti-

vation. The views of different writers respecting the

number of species represented by the cultivated varie-

ties, and other questions, are carefully examined,

showing great industry and research, but containing

little that is new to the English reader.

With regard to the history of the introduction and

dispersion in Europe of different varieties and species,

we find many interesting paragraphs, a selection

from which may serve to supplement the article by

"B. M.," at page 740 of the last volume. On the

question of the exclusively Asiatic origin of the Seville

or bitter Orange, he quotes several Portuguese authors.

Andie Alvares de Almada says in his Tractado dos

Rios dc Giiiiic, cap, xv,, "the river Toto waters

numerous Orange trees which grow on its banks," and

farther on he adds, "the rivers Tonglecu, Butibum
and das Alliantjas exhibit luxuriant fruitful shores,

clothed with many Palms and Orange trees.'* Also,
" Opposite Cape Ledo, which forms the extremity of

the Serra Leito, there are two small well-watered

islands, called Bravas, which produce quantities of

Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, Bananas, and other fruits.

"

Almada wrote this in 15S0. He resided at Cape
Verde, and was practically acquainted with the coast

of Guinea. The monk Fernus Guerreiro, in his

Kciacocs quotes a letter dated February 20, 1606,

respecting Serra Lea?, addressed by Bartholomew
Andre to the King, in which he says "Respecting
Orange trees of all sorts I will say nothing here, for

the forests are full of them." Another monk, BaUhaser

Tebbes, says that Congo was celebrated for its

Oranges. Several other quotations to the same effect

are adduced, so that whether or not the Orange tree

is indigenous in West Africa, it is exceedingly unlikely

that the Portuguese introduced it. Respecting the

celebrated Golden Apples of the Hesperides, the

investigations of recent writers seem to show that they

were Quinces, and not Oranges, as commonly
assumed. At all events, the celebrated bas-relief in

the medical garden at Rome, in which Hercules is

sitting on a stone and leaning against a tree, repre-

sents a Quince tree, and not an Orange tree.

On the introduction of Orange trees into Portugal,

the author quotes the Elucidario do P. Santa Rosa
de Viterbo, whose records are dated 1262 and 1374,
and who affirms the general opinion that Oranges
were not grown in Portugal until after the doubling

of the Cape of Good Hope, to be erroneous, as at the

time the so-called Chinese Orange was introduced,

plantations of Orange trees had been in existence in

the kingdom for several centuries. The celebrated

geographer, Edrisi, who finished his great work in

1 154, speaks of the abundance of Oranges in Morocco.
Other evidence of the early cultivation of the Orange
is adduced, but there is no doubt that in all instances

the bitter, or Seville Orange is intended, and there is

nothing to substantiate the belief that the sweet
Orange was known in the Peninsula at that time.

Jacques de Vitri {1200), speaking of the fruits of

Syria, after mentioning Citrons and Lemons, describes

the Oranges as of a bitter taste, from which we may
infer that the sweet Orange was unknown to him,
both in Europe and also in the country through
which, in all probability, it passed on its way to

Europe. Here is the quotation ;
—"In parvis autem

arboribus quredam crescunt alia poma citrina, minoris

quantitatis frigida, et acidi seu pontici saporis, quce

poma; orenges ab indigenis nuncupantur."

The exact date of the introduction of the sweet
Orange cannot be given with certainty, but there is

no doubt that it was known in the beginning of the

reign of Don Manoel (1550). When the celebrated

traveller and missionary. FatherJordan (Jordas), passed
through Asia in 1330 the sweet Orange had probably

not reached Europe, or at all events was not very

widely spread ; for, from his " in India menor, in

quibusdam partibus, limones .... dulcissimi

sient zuchara, et alii limones acerbi sicut nostri," it

appears that he there first became acquainted with the

sweet Orange. From the context and other circum-

stances Dr. Goeze thinks that Oranges and not Lemons
are intended, though the word Limones is employed.

The Editor of Roteiro de Vasca de Gama relates that

when the Portuguese ships arrived at Bombay in 149S,

two Malayan boats brought them baskets of the most
delicious Oranges, which were much better than those

then known in Portugal. His words lead us to the

conclusion that sweet Oranges were meant. But the

presence of the sweet Orange on the east coast of

Africa at that period does not rest entirely upon the

meaning of a more or less ambiguous phrase, for

Duarte Barbosa, who wrote twenty years later, reports

that both sweet and bitter Oranges were plentiful in

Bombay. If the former had been entirely unknown
to him in Portugal he would doubtless have expressed

his svirprise at meeting with a new fruit ; hence it is

quite evident that the sweet Orange was spread over
Portugal at the beginning of the sixteenth century.

The true Chinese and the sweet Orange are often

spoken of as one and the same thing, but the superior

Chinese variety of the sweet Orange was not intro-

duced into Portugal till about 1630. Through the

Jesuit missionaries very glowing accounts of the

superiority of the Chinese Oranges reached Europe.
Naturally the Orange-producing countries were
anxious to secure the Chinese variety ; and Portugal

was so fortunate as to obtain it first. From Duarte
Ribeiro de Macedo we learn that l^on Francisco

Mascarenhas brought an Orange tree to Lisbon, which
had come by way of Goa from China. The superiority

of this new variety was soon apparent, and the

Portuguese trade in Oranges increased accordingly.

To retain the foremost position in the trade, a law was
passed in 1671 strictly prohibiting the exportation of

Orange trees of any sort. The introduction of this

variety by the Portuguese probably gave rise to the

general opinion that they were the first to import the

sweet Orange. On this point the Monk Antonio do
Sacramento gives us some interesting information.

When on his journey to Jerusalem through Alexandria

he visited the garden of a rich Mohammedan, who
pointed out as a great rarity a Chinese Orange tree

under the name of Portugal Orange. Chinese Orange
afierwards became the general term for all sweet
( )ranges, and the Chinese varieties received the name
of Portugal Oranges. The Chinese Orange must have

been propagated by grafting in the earliest time, for

the exportation of the fruit was permitted ; and,

therefore, we may assume that the authorities enter-

tained no fears of its being propagated in other

countries from seed.

As mentioned above, both sweet and bitter Oranges

existed on the east coast of Africa at the time when
the Portuguese sailed round the Cape of Good Hope

;

and they were soon established in the various Portu-

guese possessions, Madeira, the Azores, Cape Verde

Islands and Brazil.

Pereira describes the true St. Michael Orange as a

small, seedless fruit, but Dr. Goeze during his stay

in the Azores in 1S66 could not discover that it was
known to the growers.

Speaking of the Mandarin Orange he says the

Tangierine is often mistaken for it, the former being

rarely met with in cultivation, whereas the latter is

widely grown. Recently some of the growers have

recommended grafting the Tangierine on the Mandarin,

in order to obtain stronger growth and larger fruit.

For upwards of twenty years the Orange plantations

have been devasted by an epidemic disease, respecting

which Goeze gives us some interesting details, but we
have left no room for further extracts. There is,

however, one fact worth mentioning. The only

means of at all successfully combating the disease

is by grafting, and using seedlings of the common
bitter Orange as a stock, which is another proof

of the gradual wearing out of varieties continuously

propagated by cuttings, ikc.^ where there is no in-

fusion of fresh vigour, but a sort of artificial prolonga-

tion of the life of one and the same individual. H,

The last number of the Belgique Horticole con-

tains coloured figures of Vriesia Malzinei and Canis-

trum viride (two striking Bromeliads), of which we
shall have more to say on another occasion, and of

Dendrobium Falconeri var., which has flowered in the

collection of M. Oscar Lamarche, of Liege. Notices

of Maranta leuconeura {sp. «.), of Opuntia Rafinesquii

and Vriesia regina follow. Of this latter plant we
hope shortly to publish an engraving from a photo-

graph kindly forwarded to us by M. Antoine, of

Vienna. The remainder of the number is occupied

with scientific and practical information of a descrip-

tion which gives this journal so high a place in garden

literature.

In the last issued number of the Illustration

Horticole we find coloured plates of Masdevallia

Trochilus, Dracaena Casanova; (a very handsome form,

of compact growth, with purplish leaves edged with

red), and Cypripedium Schlimii, var. albiflorum. M.
Andre details the following plan, devised by M. Mas,

for protecting Vines from frost, and which we men-
tion here as the plan may be applicable to other

things. It consists simply in making a hole at the

base of each Vine, and then coiling the whole cane

within it. The warmth of the soil is said to be

sufficient to preserve them from frost.

The October number of the Garienjlora con-

tains coloured figures and descriptions of Freesia

Leichtlinii, a yellow-flowered Iridaceous plant, grown
in some gardens under the name of Sparaxis Thou-
berti, and of Amaryllis (§Hippeastrum) Roezlii, a

Bolivian species, closely allied to A. equestris. An
uncoloured lithograph is devoted to Polygonum
tomentosum (Willd.), a tropical species.

The November number of 1 Giardini (Milan)

has a coloured figure of ICcheveria retusa flori-

bunda, a form with a rather dense panicle of scarlet

flowers. The number in question also contains the

first part of an Italian translation of Professor Sorauer's
treatise on the diseases of plants.

The last volume of the Bulletin de la FeJh-a-
tion des Sotrit^li-s d''Horticulture de Belgiijue is before us.

A large portion is as usual taken up with official re-

|)orts of the several societies constituting the Federa-
tion, together with a list of the gardeners selected to
receive at the hands of the Government "decora-
tions," of the first or second class respectively. Then
follow biographical notices and portraits of Lambert
Jacob-Makoy, and Gilles Francois Godin. A large
space is occupied with a description of the " Floralia

"

at Ghent in 1873, and translations of articles that ap-
peared in our own columns and in those of our con-
temporaries are given. Then follows a report on the
London Parks, addressed to the Minister of the
Interior by M. Oscar Cus, graduate of the School of
Horticulture at Gendbrugge, illustrated by lithographs
showing the arrangement of the flower-beds, (S:c. The
author's criticism on our fruit culture is not flattering.

"Nowhere about London," says he, "have I seen
fruit trees which by their form and good pruning rival

those of Belgium. In most nurseries, not to say all,

the young trees are massacred by routine gardeners
destitute generally of the rudiments of knowledge of
their art, and that is not astonishing when it is remem-
bered that there are neither schools of horticulture nor
public lessons on the pruning and training of fruit trees."

This is sweeping criticism, and to some extent it is

just, but before accepting it as wholly so we should like

to,know more as to the average produce and value of the
fruit produced from equal areas in the two countries.

We should not be at all surprised to find, after alt,

that we compare favourably in these points. With the
writer's remarks on the absence of training schools

we entirely concur, and have over and over again
lamented the deficiency. M. Cus devotes special sec-

tions of his report to our methods of cultivating Holly-
hocks, Tree Mignonette, Roses (the Manetti, it

appears, is not much used in Belgium, owing to its

slow growth and short duration), Cyclamens, &:c.

The volume terminates with a reprint of Professor
Morren's useful Correspondance Botanujue^ to which
we have previously referred.

The concluding portion of the new edition of
the Micrographic Dictionary (Van Voorst) has just

been issued. This work has long been indispensable

as a work of reference, and in its new guise will be
specially valuable.

Mr. Murray has published a new edition of
Mr. .Smiles' Lives of the Engineers^ one of the most
interesting and instructive series of biographies that
has ever been written. No more acceptable present
could be made to an intelligent lad with a taste for

mechanics than these elegant little volumes.

It seems quite a matter of course for new
Rose books, and new editions of old Rose books, to
appear, and we cannot wonder at it, for while the
popular homage to the Rose seems to grow by what
it feeds on, the books which aid in this matter are

each in their way good. The Amateur's Rose Book
Jby Shirley Hibberd), of which a new edition has
just been published by Messrs. Groombridge, is an
"all round " book of great merit, and one which may
be consulted by the amateur as a reference book on
any subject on which he may require information,

with the assurance that he will, as a rule, find all he
wants. Another book, an old friend, comes before
us for the fourth time. We allude to Mr. W. Paul's

Observations on the Cultivation oj Roses in Pots,

including the Autobiography of a Pot Rose. All we
need say of it is that we are glad to see it whenever
it comes, and trust to see it again and again. One of

our greatest horticultural triumphs is manifested in our
exhibitions of pot Roses, to which nothing of a like

kind on the Continent can be compared. We ought
not to forget that the initiative was set by the Horti-

cultural Society of London, and among the very first

to practise and preach (and thoroughly in both cases)

was Mr. W. Paul. May his exhibitions and his

editions increase !

The Botanical Locality Record Club, an asso-

ciation with an unfortunate title, but one capable of
doing good work, as is evident from the document
before us, has just issued its Report for 1S73. It con-

tains a record of localities for wild plants not heretofore

noted, and in this way will contribute to the more
perfect knowledge of the distribution of our British

plants. The attention of members is particularly de-

sired to be given to variations and sub-species, so that

ultimately the local conditions favouring these forms

may be elucidated, as well as the range in altitude and
distribution of our commoner plants. The statements

of the collectors are authenticated by specimens
forwarded for the Club herbarium, and precautions

are taken to prevent the extermination of rarities.

Such an association has obviously the means of bring-

ing to light many interesting facts connected with the

botanical geography of Britain in its wide sense and
apart from mere plant-collecting, and at present its

operations have been but commenced. Anotlier

season will, we trust, find the association in good
working order.
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IN a recent number of the New York Tribune

—for advance sheets of which we have to

tender our thanks to the Editor—Dr. ASA Gray
has raised once again the question so warmly
debated in our own columns some thirty years

ago—"Do Varieties Wear Out.? or tend

to wear out ? " Of course, the question was not

definitely decided, or it would scarcely be raised

again now. Nor do we think it at all likely

that our knowledge is sufficient to enable us to

give a definite answer to it at the present time.

Still, the general diffusion of Darwinian ideas

at present tends to put the matter in a new
light, and affords a justification for re-opening

the question. The main advocate of the theory

that varieties do degenerate and die out was no
less a person than Thomas Andrew Knight.
He,as LlNDLEVrecords in his Theory ofHorticul-

ture, " finding that the orchards of Herefordshire

no longer contained healthy trees of certain

varieties of Apples, which were said to have
flourished fifty years before, and failing in his

attempt to restore health to such varieties by
grafting, ass umed that old age had overtaken

them, and that they were incurable." Knight's
theory was accepted by many cultivators, among
others by the late William Masters, of Can-

terbury, who, in an article in our columns (1S53,

p. 373), adduced evidence in favour of Knight's
views, which was considered by Lindley to

be the best evidence up to that time brought

forward in favour of Knight's hypothesis. Mr.
Masters showed that several varieties of

Apples, such as the Golden Pippin, Lemon
Pippin, Winter Nonpareil, and others, used to

be grown in large quantities in the neighbour-

hood of Canterbury, and cites cases where, in

spite of all precautions of grafting on new stocks,

planting in fresh soil, the acquisition of trees

grown on a different soil and the like, failure

ensued, though other sorts were grown mth good
results.

" The whole experience of my life," writes

Mr. Masters, "shows that in no instance,

although I have, under my father and myself,

sent out thousands of these trees, in no instance

to my knowledge is there a tree living that has
acquired a size agreeable to its age, or in a con-
dition likely ever to form a large tree ; and, let

it be remembered, that some of these older

varieties were the largest trees in the old

orchard." In the nursery, grafts taken from the
old Golden Pippin, placed on no matter what
stock, soon showed their weakness, and in the

third year, or even sooner, canker set in. From
these facts Mr. Masters arrived at the conclu-

sion that, as the trees formerly did well, while

latterly grafts taken from them did not do so,

and as neither climate, soil, nor situation occa-

sioned the change, it must be due to degeneracy

of the variety. With such opinions it is no wonder
that Mr. Masters became (and remained to

the end) an adherent of Knight. On the other

hand, he quotes Speechley's dictum that
" Apples properly planted will retain their good
qualities so long as sun and earth endure."

Lindley was of Speechley's opinion, and
controverted Knight's views, so did Downing
and De Candolle. Admitting the facts

brought forward, they rejected the reasoning

and inferences drawn from them.

It was actual disease, not mere degeneracy,

that was propagated by grafting in such cases

as those related by Mr. Masters. " But change
the circumstances, place the plants under more
favourable circumstances, keep off the cause
of the evil and the evil will gradually

disappear, as has actually occurred when
carried to better climates than our own." We
are inclined to think LiNDLEY here has the

best of the argument, and for this among other

reasons— If varieties die out and degenerate so

rapidly, how is it that so many remain ? Rib-

ston Pippins, to all appearance, are as good as

ever they were ; and numberless instances will

occur to the practical horticulturist of varieties

of great age which are as healthy and produc-

tive as ever they were. But, as Dr. Gray well

puts it, the tendency of scientific thought now-a-
days would be much more favourable to the

notion that varieties may die out than it was in

pre-Darwinian days. Two questions, or rather

the answers to them, will, as Dr. Gray says,

cover the whole case. First, will races propa-

gated by seed, purely bred and not crossed, con-

tinue indefinitely, or will they run out in time

and at last lose their distinguishing charac-

teristics ? Without presuming to pronounce
definitely Dr. Gray yet leans to the opinion

that they do not do so, since the older a race is

the more reason it has to continue true, the

presumption of the unlimited permanence of old

races is very strong.

The second question is, will varieties propa-

gated from buds, cuttings, grafts, tubers, &.C.,

neces sarily deteriorate and die out ? As we
have seen. Knight answered this question in

the affirmative, and was not without supporters

among practical men. And now Dr. Gray him-

self brings forward considerations in support

of this position, and his conclusions are so im-

portant that we will not run the risk of distort-

ing them, but will give them in his own words,

the more particularly as we believe the view he
takes is a novel one, and one which bears not

only on the question under review but also on
that of Bud Variation or Sports :

—

" Finally, there is a philosophical argument which
tells strongly for some limitation of the duration of non-
sexually-propagated forms, one that probably Knight
never thought of, but whicli we should not have expected
recent writers to overlook. When Mr. Darwin an-
nounced the principle that cross-fertilisation between the
individuals of a species is the plan of Nature, and is

practically so universal that it fairly sustains his infer-
ence, that no hermaphrodite species continually self-

fertihsed would continue to exist, he made it clear to all

who apprehend and receive the principle that a series of
plants propagated by buds only must have a weaker hold
of life than a series reproduced by seed ; for the former
is the closest possible kind of close breeding. Upon this

ground such varieties may be expected ultimately to die
out ; but ' the mills of the gods grind so exceedingly
slow,' that we cannot say that any particular grist has
been actually ground out under human observation.

" If it be asked how the asserted principle is proved or
made probable, we can here merely say that the proof is

wholly inferential. But the inference is drawn from such
a vast array of facts that it is well nigh irresistible. It is

the legitimate explanation of those arrangements in
Nature to secure cross-fertilisation in the species, either
constantly or occasionally, which are so general, so
varied and diverse, and we may add so exquisite and
wonderful, that, once propounded, we see that it must be
true. What else, indeed, is the meaning and use of
sexual reproduction ? Not simply increase in numbers

;

for that is otherwise effectually provided for by budding
propagation in plants and many of the lower animals.
There are plants, indeed, of the lower sort, in which
the whole multiplication takes place in this w.ay, and
with great rapidity. These also have sexual repro-

duction ; but in it two old individuals are always
destroyed to make a single new one 1 Here propagation
diminishes the number of individuals 50 per cent. Who
can suppose that such a process as this, and that all the
exquisite arrangements for cross-fertiUsation in her-
maphrodite plants, do not subserve some most important
purpose ? How and why the union of two organisms,
or generally of two very minute portions of them, should
reinforce vitahty, we do not know and can hardly con-
jecture. But this must be the meaning of sexual repro-
duction,

" The conclusion of the matter from the scientific

point of view is, that sexually propagated varieties or
races, although liable to disappear through change, need
not be expected to wear out, and there is no proof that
they do ; also, that non-sexually propagated varieties,

though not liable to change, may theoretically be expected
to wear out, but to be a very long time about it."

On the opposite page we present our readers
with an illustration (fig. 3) of the interior of a glass

corridor in the gardens of the Duke of Westminster,
at Eaton Hall, near Chester, and which was prepared
from a photograph kindly supplied to us by his

Grace's head gardener, Mr. Selwood. The corridor
is 3S5 feet long, 10 feet wide, and iS feet high (from
floor to apex). The back wall is planted principally
with Camellias, the roof being festooned with Rhyn-
chospermum, Lapageria (alba and rosea), Clematis,
Bignonia, Mandevilla, Lonicera, Cobcea, Tropssolum,
Roses, etc. It is kept at an intermediate temperature,
and at present contains an attractive display of such
flowers as Eranthemum pulchellum, Justicias of sorts,

Poinsettias, Thyrsacanthus, Epiphyllums, Salvias of
sorts, Libonia, Tree Carnations, Primulas, Cytisus,

Camellias, &c. We shall shortly publish another
striking view of a plant-house in this princely esta-

blishment.

We wish every success to the efforts now
being made to extend that admirable institution, the
Edinburgh Botanic Garden. As a training

school for botanists and horticulturists it has rendered
immense services, and nothing but increased space
and augmented means are required to make it even
more useful to botanists, gardeners, and specially

foresters. From a document before us we learn that

the Botanic Garden of Edinburgh was founded in

1670 by Sir Andrew Balfour and Sir Robert
SiBBALD, and was at first specially devoted to the
cultivation of medicinal plants in connection with the
School of Medicine. The first site was in the vicinity

of Trinity CoUege Hospital. The Garden was after-

wards transferred to Leith Walk, and in 1820 to its

present locality in Inverleith Row. The ground at

present occupied by the garden embraces 27 acres,

and contains a series of hothouses and conservatories,

a large Palm-house, and an extensive collection of
herbaceous plants, shrubs, and trees, all arranged for

the purposes of study. The number of students who
visit the garden is very great. Tlie class for the last

three years has consisted of upwards of 300 students
(in 1S74, 354). The lectures given in the class-room
of the garden are illustrated by numerous specimens.
The number of these specimens required last summer
amounted to S6,ooo. On one day, when there was a
competitive examination as well as a lecture and
demonstrations, the cut specimens supplied numbered
7000. The School of Design at the Royal Institution

is also provided with flowers from the garden. In
order to supply these demands, and also to ensure
practical work for students, much greater space is

required than is at present available, both as regards

garden and class-room accommodation. The shrubs
and trees have encroached so much on the ground
necessary for the herbaceous plants, that not only is

the supply of the latter limited, but the plants them-
selves are injured by shade. The arboretum (even in

its present young state) is now so crowded, that it is

absolutely necessary, for the sake of the trees as well
as for the benefit of students of botany and arboricul-

turists, that additional ground should be acquired. An
opportunity of thus improving the garden is now
afforded. At present Inverleith Grounds, which adjoin

the Botanic Garden on the west side, are unoccupied
by buildings, and the Fettes Trustees, to whom they
belong, are willing to give them to Government at a
fair valuation. The sum asked is a feu of ^^35 per
acre. There are 20 acres which could easily be made
available, and could therefore be secured for ^700 per
annum, or the feu might be redeemed by purchase.
An opportunity of enlarging the garden, and of
supplying the want of an arboretum, is thus presented,
of which advantage should certainly be taken. It will

be a serious matter if the adjoining grounds are feued
for building purposes, as thereby the amenity of the
garden will be much impaired and the vegetation
injured by the smoke from the houses. It should also

be taken into consideration, that if the trees in the
park are cut down a most injurious effect wiU be pro-

duced on the garden by the removal of the excellent

protection against the westerly gales which is afforded

by them. If the present opportunity is lost, it is

doubtful if the Government will ever have it in their

power to purchase the ground, as it will in all proba-
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Fig. 3.—glass corridor in the gardens of his grace the duke of Westminster, eaton hall.
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bility be occupied ere long by buildings. This might
ultimately involve the expenditure of a much larger

sum, by necessitating the removal of the garden to

another site. We earnestly hope that the Govern-
ment will seize the opportunity now afforded them,
and if they would, as they might, make provision for

practical instruction in the physics and physiology of

vegetation, as well as in the practical departments of

horticulture and tree culture, the University of Edin-
burgh would become as famous for its school of horti-

culture and forestry as it now is for its departments
of medicine and botany.

We have received, through the kindness of

Professor Westwood, the following communication
relating to The Phylloxera, from the pen of
Professor Forel, of the Academy of Lausanne :

—

" I have been so fortunate lately as to make an obser-
vation of considerable importance relating to the Phyl-
loxera. This insect, which was discovered by you in 1863
in some vineries near London, has lately made its appear-
ance among some Vines in the Commune of Pregny, in

the Canton of Geneva. On inquiry, I found that the

Vines were first attacked in 1870, On making inquiries

in the neighbourhood, I ascertained that Baron Roths-
child had planted in his vineries Vines received from
England ; and quite lately I have ascertained that the

Phylloxera is present in two vineries planted in 1869. at

such a distance one from the other that the insect could
not of itself pass from one to the other ; I concluded
that the Phylloxera was introduced in 1869 from the
English vineries. Upon one pomt alone I am in doubt
— the plants attacked by the Phylloxera in the houses^of
M.DE Rothschild are indeed weaker than the others, but
they are far from being in a dying condition ; they have
resisted the disease much better than other Vines culti-

vated in the open air, and which I suppose to have been
attacked afterwards. Whence does this relative immu-
nity arise? Is it to be attributed to the particular

varieties, Black Haniburgli, IVIuscat, and Alicante? Can
it be due to the abundant manure placed at the foot of
each Vine? Can it be owing to the system of culti-

vation in vineries ? It is in order to arrive at a conclusion
upon these points that I take the liberty of addressing
myself to you, and to ask if in the vineries of England
the plants attacked by the Phylloxera can resist its evil

effects as those of M. de Rothschild have done.

We have received further communications
from Mr. Goodacre and " W. S.," and from
Messrs. CorELAND & Doran, Stretford, with refer-

ence to the judging at the late show at the Pomona
Palace, Manchester, but which, as the subject is of

but little interest to our readers generally, we cannot
insert in full. Mr. Goodacre denies Mr. Potts'
statement that there was an exhibition from Ire-

land, or that there were West's St. Peter's Grapes
in his collection, that variety not being grown at

Elvaston. He writes — ** My Pines were not

damaged in any way ; and, if the judges had doubted
their weight, they should have examined them, and also

have tested the quality of the other fruits." ** W. S."
says—"After the judges' remarks in your last issue

it is too late to say nothing was good enough to win.

Black Hamburghs even as good as at midsummer, and
no medal ! And were not the other varieties as well

represented? It is a fact that the plant judges had
the power and did award two medals. My own
notes differ widely from those of Mr. Potts respecting

the Elvaston collection, except in one particular

—

namely, the crown of one of the Pines being deformed
—but what of that ? Surely some of the foreign Pines
would also have been much improved by recrowning
had such an act been legal in the British Isles."

Messrs. Copeland & Doran claim that they were
the exhibitors of the six splendid Black Jamaica Pines,

averaging 41b. each, to which our correspondent,
" W. S.," alludes, and which were judged by Mr.
Smith and his colleague Mr. Potts to be inferior to

six foreign Cayennes, worth in the market about lOi.

each, and they cannot understand how Mr. Smith
reconciles his practice in this instance with the theory
of judging which he professes.

The Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society informs us that the dates selected for holding
the five evening meetings of the Fellows and others

interested in horticulture, at which papers will be
read by speakers of acknowledged reputation in the
scientific world, and discussion invited on details of

the science, are as follows:—January 13 and 27;
February 3 and 24 ; and March 10, at 8 p.m.

We are informed that Mr, Wm. Paul's great

show of Roses in pots, pictorial trees, Pelargoniums,
&c., will this year be held in the Royal Botanic
Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, from May 3 to 10,

inclusive.

The present spell of sharp wintry weather
serves to call attention to the necessity that exists for

protecting the tender kinds of Early Winter
Broccoli from the effects of frost. Sometimes whole
plantations become irremediably injured through
exposure ; and the probability that we may have a
prolonged and unusually severe winter points to the

necessity that exists for mitigating its effects as much
as possible. Some gardeners pull up their Broccoli

by the roots as soon as they turn-in ready for use, and
remove them to an airy shed, and suspend them from
the roof till wanted. By adopting this means they
are preserved from injury from frost, or from rotting

through exposure to heavy and continuous rains ; and
they remain in a good state of preservation for eight

or ten weeks, and are then fit for table use. This
appears to be preferable to, and at the same time
safer than, the old plan of lifting these plants and
laying them in, in a slanting direction, with their heads
towards the north.

A very good plan for obtaining Early
Forced Asparagus is adopted by Mr. J. Tegg, the

gardener at Bearwood, near Reading, which, though
neither original nor strictly novel, yet serves to show
how this much-esteemed vegetable can be had
unusually early in the season. In the month of
October Mr, Tegg forms in his early vineries a deep
bed, fenced with ordinary Hazel or Ash hurdles, and
within this is placed, to a considerable depth, a bed
of fermenting material, such as leaves and dung, in

about equal proportions on the bed, surfaced over
with rotten dung, and in this are placed good roots,

planted so thickly as that one overlaps the other, and
rich old soil is worked in well among the fibres. A
bottom-heat of from 50^ to 55° is sufficient ; but in

order to insure high-flavoured and coloured Asparagus,
it is necessary that the temperature of the air be
lowered as much as can be afforded soon as it fairly

breaks through the soil. Three inches of soil, or

thereabouts, is sufficient to produce Asparagus of a
nice green colour ; but if white is preferred, that is,

well bleached, the soil must be increased to S or 9
inches in depth, and light and air excluded from con-
tact with it as much as possible.

Among the many ill-fated passengers who, it

is believed, perished by the burning of the ship Cos-

patrick recently, in the region of the Cape of Good
Hope, was Mr. J. C. Marsh, for some years gar-

dener to J. O. Bacchus, Esq , of Leamington, and
well known as an exhibitor of stove and greenhouse
plants. Ferns, &c. , at the various horticultural exhi-

bitions held in that district. At the Midland Counties
Exhibition, held at" the Lower Grounds, Aston, in

July last, Mr. Marsh exhibited in several classes,

and materially assisted the display made on that occa-
sion. In company with his wife, who is supposed to

have perished with him, he was on his way to New
Zealand, to fill a capacity as farm bailiff.

Mr. George Thomson, whose general
management of the pleasure-grounds at the Crystal

Palace has given such great satisfaction, and whose
bedding-out last summer gained almost universal

commendation, has, we are pleased to hear, succeeded
to the management of both the indoor and out-door
departments of that establishment.

The December number o( the American Ag-rz-

cuUurisi contains a view of the Horticoltural
Hall in process of erection at Philadelphia, in con-
nection with the International Exhibition to be held
in that city in 1S76. The Horticultural Hall is one
of five buidings respectively entitled the Industrial

Hall, the Machinery Hall, the Agricultural Hall, and
the Art Gallery. The Horticultural Hall is a hand-
some structure of glass and iron, 310 feet in length by
160 feet in width, giving an area of a quarter of an
acre. The main central portion is to be arranged as

a conservatory, while at the sides and ends will be
placed hot and greenhouses, dining-rooms, &c. A
Victoria-house, orchard-houses, vineries, (S:c., will

also be in juxtaposition. The surrounding grounds
will be planted as an ornamental pleasure-ground,
wherein representative American forest and fruit trees

will be planted. The arrangements are entrusted by
the Centennial Commission to a National Horticul-

tural Society organised for the express purpose.

A new part of the yoiirnal of the Royal
Horticultural Society has just been issued. It con-
tains a classified list of the Passifiorese grown in

European gardens, by Dr. Masters, with illustra-

tions ; an article on the Hollyhock mildew, by Mr.
Berkeley ; one on a pink sport of Gloire de Dijon
Rose, by Dr. Masters; and a paper on pollen-eating
flies, by Mr. Bennett. Then follow reports of the
Chiswick Board of Directors, including an account
of the results of the trials of bedding Pansies, bedding
Pelargoniums. Mr. A. F, Barron contributes a
valuable report on the varieties of broad Beans and
Potatos grown for trial in the garden, and an inte-

resting paper on the crosses raised between the Black
Monukka and the Black Hamburgh Grape, the object
being to obtain a Grape which should be as nearly
seedless as the Monukka with the flavour of the
Hamburgh. Fifteen varieties have been thus raised
and fruited, all having more the character of the
male or pollen-parent (the Monukka), than of
the Hamburgh, as far as foliage goes. As to the
fruits great differences exist : eight have white
berries, six have long or ovate berries, and seven have
round fruits, part of each being black and part white.

Three are very early, and two are very late, and, with
one exception, they are all small. Two of them have
small berries, resembling the female parent (Ham-
burgh), with the leaves of the Monukka. One
resembles the Monukka in the shape and appearance
of the berries, but it is a coarse late Grape. Two of
them have proved seedless, like the Black Monukka ;

but the berries are round, and the one white, the
other black. Practically, we learn, the results are in

their present stage useless. We hope, however, these
experiments will be continued and extended. The
great and sudden variability developed by a first cross

is a familiar phenomenon to hybridists, and, so far

from being looked on as discouraging, should be con-
sidered as a sign of promise and a harbinger of ultimate
success. We greatly regret that circumstances pre-

vent the more frequent publication of the Journal, the
contents of which are of a valuable character. The
trial reports and records of experiments at Chiswick
are especially valuable, inasmuch as they can hardly
be publish ed elsewhere.

A new horticultural establishment has been
founded at Pallanza, Lago Maggiore, by the [Marquis
Federico della Valle di Casanova, in con-
junction with M. Linden. The title of the establish-

ment in question is "Succursal dello StabiUmento
d'Introduzione e d'Orticultura di J. Linden." It will

be seen that the nursery over which the Marquis
Casanova presides is a branch of M. Linden's esta-

blishment at Ghent, and is destined for the more
ready introduction into Italy and Southern Europe of
the novelties imported by M. Linden, and also for

trials of hardihood and so-called acclimatisation,

According to the Illustration Horticole^ the
first seedling Wellingtonias (Sequoia gigantea) raised

from seed ripened in Europe have been grown by M.
Thil, near Epernon.

A new species of Willow, called by Dr.
Syme Salix Sadleri, was discovered in August,

1874, by the gentleman whose name it bears, during
an excursion of the Scottish Alpine Botanical Club to

Glen Callater, Aberdeenshire. In habit the plant is

like S. reticulata, but the leaves differ in shape and
texture from those of that species, the under side not
being hoary. In the same neighbourhood Mr, Sadler
was so fortunate' as to find Carex frigida of Allioni in

abundance, plants of which are now growing in the
Edinburgh Botanic Garden. Figures and descriptions

of these interesting additions to our native flora will

be found in a forthcoming number of the Transactions

ofthe Mdin'jiirgh Botanical Society.

-— We see that some of our Belgian friends are

welcoming the idea of a horticultural club as a desirable

meeting-place for foreign horticulturists on their visits

to London.

—— We learn from a Belgian correspondent that

the King of the Belgians is about to erect a vast

circular conservatory in his .park at Laeken, from the

designs of M. Balat.

We have received from Mr. CoRDEROY, ot

Didcot, some specimens of Misleto parasitic on
itself. The young seedlings have, in fact, attached
themselves to the parent branches just in the same
way that they usually do to branches of the Lime, or

other tree. Mr. Cdrderoy mentions also a varie-

gated form, produced as a sport, and alludes to other

variations in habit, similar to those which have been
described in our pages at different times, and especially

in 1873, at p. 1703, fig. 340.

We find from the Ciiltivador^ a publication

devoted to horticulture and agriculture in the Azores,

that the number of Pines exported during the month
of October from the Azores was 664, of which 323
were despatched to Bristol, 219 to London, 99 to

Hull, and only 23 to Lisbon, though the Azores are

a Portuguese possession.

According to the Belgiqne Horticole, the King
of Italy has conferred the honour of Commander of

the Order of the Crown of Italy on MM. Linden and
Ronnberg, and that of Chevalier on MM. Bernard,
Dalli£:re, Kegeljan, and Morren. The imme-
diate occasion of these honours was the International

Horticultural Exhibition at Florence.

M. Denis, of Lyon, according to the Revue
Horticole, has devised a plan of destroying the Phyl-

loxera, and which he deems a good one. In the winter,

when there are no herbaceous shoots, the base of the

stem is laid bare to a depth of lo to 12 inches, and
boiling water, mixed with a small proportion of tobacco

juice, poured into the hole round the stock. Farm-
yard manure, or by preference sheep's dung, is then
added, and the hole filled up with soil.

The methods adopted to prevent injury from
spring frost to the young Vines in France are pro-

tection by means of laths supported on posts, forming

a sort of roof. This plan is partially adopted in the

Burgundy and Cote d'Or districts, but is costly and of
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only partial efficacy. In other cases the whole Vine

is covered up with netting, a more effectual but a

costly process. Straw mats, in the form of extin-

guishers, are also U'^ed with advantage, as they are

inexpensive and readily made, and serve as protectors

against hail as well as frost. Dense fumes from the

burning of gas tar are also made use of as a preserva-

tive, but as the direction of the wind may change,

removal of the brasiers becomes necessary—too trouble-

some an operation to render this plan a desirable one
to follow. Other preservative means are the burying

of the rods, as mentioned previously.

We have received from Mr. Carruthers a
communication in reply to Professor Dyer's observa-

tions in our last number, and in which Mr. Car-
ruthers maintains the validity of his position and
the correctness of his views, and contravenes those of

Professor Dyer, especially on points connected with

the history of the Potato Disease. On the main
point at issue both controversialists are substantially

agreed, viz., that it is to Mr. Bericeley that we in

this country are virtually the most indebted for what
we know of the Potato fungus. Because there were
strong men before him, it does not follow that we
should ignore Agamemnon himself. The further

continuance of the controversy in its present lines

would, we believe, be productive of more harm than
good, and would, we are sure, be distasteful to our
readers. We must therefore, decline to insert any
further correspondence on the subject.

MM. Nardv & Co. have established at Sal-

vadour, near Hycres, a nursery, which, from the

reputation of its iounder and its climatic advantages,
will probably prove of importance in the introduction

ofnewplants. MM. Nardy liberally offer to botanists,

directors of botanic gardens, horticultural societies,

and the like, the opportunity of using their grounds as

trial grounds for testing the hardiness and applicability

of new plants, and promise to report progress regularly

to those interested.

Jerusalem Artichokes on Heavy Land.—These
are poor the first year after planting, but the second year

they furnish good, large, fine-flavoured tubers. I'his

excellent tuber seems to be increasing in demand in

families, and in cold heavy-soil districts a difficulty

arises in keeping up a supply, and hence it is a decided
advantage to let the tubers remain in the ground the
first winter after planting, well protecting the surface

with stable dung, which may be taken off in spring
partly, and the rest allowed to rot and feed the tubers
if the ground is poor. Invariably this tuber is planted
in any out-of-the-way place, sometimes acting as a
screen to an unsightly object, which is all very well,

provided the soil is good ; but when grown on the
same spot for some years it dwindles away, and scarcely

produces any tubers at all. They should be planted on a
trenched line of ground, and allowed plenty of room
between them—2 to 3 feet. Where they are wanted
to any extent, and especially when, with good cook-
ing, they are considered rkhcrcJu-^ they should have
quite as much care and culture beUowed on them as
Potatos, Although they are far from being as mealy
as some Potatos, they are nevertheless as good, and
quite as easily swallowed, and do not require any
more water on the table for assistance than does the
Turnip—which reminds me of a joke. A friend ask-

ing a merchant whether the Potatos she was buying
were mealy, replied: "Be sure and have plenty of
water on the table, or ye'll all be choked on eating

'em." Of course the Artichoke requires no such
assistance, any more than the Turnip. H. K. F.

Gardeners' Portraits,—Since you commenced
the series of portraits of British gardeners, it has
occurred to me that in several instances the accom-
panying account of their lives and career has been far

too short. The lives of many gardeners are full of
anecdote. I think it would add greatly to the
interest of your portrait gallery if you were a little

more exacting in requiring a more detailed account of
the career of each individual. The lot of a gardener
is peculiar and entirely different from that of most
other men ; our lives are devoted entirely to producing
luxuries, other people's lives are devoted to making
money. Had I brought to bear the same amount of
assiduity and perseverance which I have found neces-
sary as a gardener on any other trade or profession,

the chances are that to-day, instead of only being a

working or serving gardener, I might have been a

miilionnaire, employing gardeners having far greater

abilities and much more general information than
myself. In the solitude of our lives we devote our-

selves during the long evenings to study of all sorts,

whereas in towns most men of business spend their

time on the surface of gay society. No doubt by-and-
by you will publish a book of our lives, which will

be very interesting. One of the Craft.

Conifers for Chalk Land.—I am at this time
trenching ground for planting Conifers, and as the

soil is of a very chalky nature and much exposed to

the west winds, I shall feel greatly obliged if some
of your numerous correspondents would kindly give

their experience as to what sorts are best adapted to

give general satisfaction in such a situation. I am
anxious to plant only such varieties as are likely to

thrive and do well. I find Pinus insignis, Pinus

Cerabra, Abies Douglasii, and Picea lasiocarpa, posi-

tively refuse to grow on the chalk. Pinus austriaca,

as a rule, thrives well in exposed situations : will it do
equally well on chalk ? "J. I'. Holwell.

A Few Good Vegetables.—Here are a few
vegetables which ought to find a place in every
garden. They are the kinds which I mainly depend
on for a supply, having proved them more satisfactory

than others. Of Kidney Beans for out-of-doors I

prefer Negro Long-podded ; it is early, prolific, and
produces Beans throughout the season. In the past

season, with the aid of one thorough watering and the

old leaves trimmed ofT, the early lot kept on bearing
till October, when they were destroyed to make room
for another crop. An excellent vegetable, seldom
seen, is the Cottager's Kale ; the sprouts which form
on the stem after the heads are cut off are superior to

anything else amongst Kales in February and March.
Amongst Cabbages, Wheeler's Imperial is a grand
sort for spring use ; it requires sowing later than
others : in an open season, like last, seed sown in June
will produce heads from November on to Christmas.

Little Pixie is a very *'good thing"— it may be
planted as thick as Coleworts. Enfield Market should
be grown to succeed Imperial. Of Carrots for general

crop we like James' Intermediate Scarlet. Amongpt
Celeries, .Sandringham Dwarf White and Major
Clarke's Solid Red will give satisfaction. Of Lettuces
we confine ourselves to few sorts—All the Year Round
and Neapolitan, both grand Cabbage Lettuces and
thoroughly reliable, as are also the two following Cos
—Hick's Hardy White and Paris White. I have
grown Alexandra White Cos two seasons, but could

see no distinction betwixt it and the last-named.

Hick's Hardy is admirably adapted for autumn sow-
ing ; Hardy White Dutch Cabbage is a worthy com-
panion to it. James' Keeping and Brown Globe are

the most serviceable Onions. I tried the Queen last

season, but got very little of it to germinate— it will be
a good thing, sown early, to come in after the late kept
Onions are past. French Breakfast Radish is a very
mild-flavoured and excellent sort. Veitch's Red Globe
Turnip is a very superior sort, large, tender fleshed, and
stands well. Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf and Veitch's

Improved Karly Ashleaf Potatos are both excellent

sorts, and very suitable for small gardens ; Myatt's is

not such a handsome Potato nor so prolific as the

other, but the tubers grow close together, and small

tubers are generally conspicuous by their absence.

Coldstream Early is an old and fine round sort.

Amongst Cucumbers I like the true Telegraph best.

Pearson's Long Gun is a very handsome and prolific

summer variety, which will most likely be supplanted
by Tender and True, if it comes true from seed. This
fine variety is merely Telegraph in a very enlarged

form, and it is not possible to say more in its favour.

Marquis of Lome has been holding a false position

since ever it was sent out ; it is about as ugly a fruit as

can be conceived, and yet it has very often been placed
before better sorts at provincial shows. Tomatos have
had a fine addition in Hathaway's Excelsior, which is

incomparably the best variety I have had to do with,

the skin being smooth, very thin, and without corruga-

tions ; it is also superior in flavour to other sorts.

When well grown the fruit attains a larger i^ize than
Earley's Defiance and Orangefield Dwarf, and if there

be any difference in point of earliness between it and
these varieties it is very slight indeed. Trophy, though
producing very large fruit, is not really worth grow-
ing, being very thick-skinned, and in flavour very
inferior. What difference is there between this sort

and Hepper's Goliath ? A variety named Munn's
Seedling, very like Excelsior, was exhibited in a col-

lection of vegetables at the 1873 Chrysanthemum show
at South Kensington. Is Munn's Seedling in the

trade? Peas are like Potatos, in that there is much
difference of opinion concerning them. I note the

following as being suitable for smiU gardens—Little

Gem, Ringleader, G. F. Wilson, Veitch's Perfection,

and Maclean's Premier. These are all dwarf, pro-

lific, and fine-flavoured sorts, with the pods filled as

full as they will hold. As an instance of the mild-

ness of the season up to the time the present cold

weather set in, it may be interesting to state that Peas

were being picked in the south of Scotland in the
second week of November. Pods were filled and fresh

flowers developed up to the time the frost set in, but
not in quantity sufficient to make up a dish. R. P. B,

Correa cardinalis.—This is a fine winter-flower-

ing plant, worth a place in every collection where
scarlet flowers are needed. It does best in a planted-

out state, and although it is admittedly a slow grower
in a pot, in this way it grows freely, and makes long
slender shoots a yard or more long, which at this

season are laden with its long scarlet flowers, which
come in very useful at times, and more especially now
when flowers are scarcer than at any time of year. It

is really a brilliant, commendable plant, worth atten-

tion, n. A'. F.

Christmas Trees.— Can those whose trade it is to

provide Christmas trees and other amusements for

the young at our great annual festival, take an idea

from Nature when she decks all vegetation in a mantle
of silvery sheen ? To all who saw the trees and
hedges a few days since, when they were literally

bedecked with the frosty crystals, the thought must
have been present that it was surpassingly beautiful.

Probably since that severe hoar-frost of Christmas
Eve, i860, there has not been seen such a wondrous
coating of frozen vapour on our trees as was seen but

the other day ; and it will be a matter for regret if the

skill of the artist, or the art of the photographer, has

not committed some of those examples of transitory

beauty to a more lasting existence. Of all our large

trees the Elm seemed to stand out in the most perfect

beauty, its small and abundant spray permitted the hoar-

frost to be seen to the greatest possible extent. The
Birch, Beech, and other fine-sprayed trees were also

exceedingly beautiful, and in all cases the effect was
enhanced when some lofty fellow lifted his head singly

against the murky sky, thus rendering up its beauties

to the utmost. Beautiful as were the evergreens

under the frost. Deodars, Wellingtonias, and all the

varied forms of the Pinus tribe, none equalled in

beauty the fine-sprayed deciduous trees ; and if

these latter refuse during the winter to lend the

charm of leafiness, they at least amply compensate in

special beauty on such an occasion as this hoar frost.

What I would suggest is this : cannot our confec-

tioners or toy merchants offer to our children at the

Christmas festivity genuine deciduous trees coated or

silvered over with some substance that shall make
them exact copies of the tree in a state of Nature, as

seen so recently. This would be something at once
novel and striking, and yet not unnatural, seeing that,

according to our common notions of Christmas weather

asjt ought to be— notions that have received a rudesup-

port during the past fortnight—vegetation should be
either covered with hoar-frost, or be laden with the

weightier snow. How would this silvery rime glisten

in a strong artificial light, sparkling and reflecting all

the rays that gas and fire emitted !—how pleasing,

too, would be then the contrast of coloured toys, bon-

bons^ and the thousand and one little nick-nacks that

make up the dressing of a Christmas tree. The whole

would create a sensation for the young not easily

forgotten. Such deciduous trees as would be needed

for this purpose could be easily obtained at our nur-

series ; and, indeed, if it became a special branch of

trade, without doubt special means would be taken to

produce trees suited for the purpose. A. D,

Rivina humilis.—We have had various opinions

as to the most suitable plants for decorative purposes,

but few, if any, I think, can come up to the old but

lovely Rivina humUis when well done. In a hurried

visit to the gardens at Colwich Abbey some short

time since, I saw a half span-roofed stove, 30 feet by

10 feet, in which plants principally for decorative

purposes were grown, but excelling all others was the

Rivina humilis, plants from 6 inches to 2 feet high,

and all laden with the brilliant drooping racemes of

scarlet berries—such a sight as is rarely met with at

this dull season of the year. Such plants cannot be

too extensively grown for decorative purposes. If

Mr. Bradshaw, the intelligent gardener, would kindly

give us, through the pages of the Gardeners Chronicle^

his mode of treatment of such plants, I have no doubt

it would interest many of your numerous readers,

E. GihnaHy Wootton Gardens,

Fruiting of Stephanotis floribunda.—I observe

your correspondent's, Mr. Harry Hepburn, article in

last Saturday's Gardeners' Chronicle requesting infor-

mation regarding the fruiting of the above creeper,

which he supposes to be uncommon. I beg to inform

him that we have fruited it either five or six times,

and have raised a quantity of young plants on two

different occasions from seed of our own ripening. We
had on one season three pods on one plant, two of

them being on the same stem. We have a fruit_ at

the present time on a plant, which has been growing

there for upwards of twelve months, and is only just

showing signs of changing to ripeness. The others,

which I raised the seedling plants from, were on the

plants about the same time. The pod we now have

is about 4 inches long by 2 inches in width. I attri-
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bute our success in, seed-bearing to the plants being

kept in a cool airy situation while in flower. John
Webster^ Gordon Castle.

Would some of the correspondents of the

Gardeners* Chronicle, who have lately mentioned

that they have been fortunate enough to fruit speci-

mens of the Stephanotis floribunda, be obliging

enough to spare one specimen for modelling ?

Fac-simile models were taken of the outside,

and also of the internal arrangement of the fruit,

for the museum at Kew, from the specimen lately

mentioned as exhibited by the Horticultural Society

in the Gardeners^ Chronicle, but this would not afford

more perfect casts, and another model is much
desired for scientific purposes. If any of the corre-

spondents who might be kindly disposed to spare a

fruit, would mention it to *'C)." in the Gardeners^

Chronicle, the direction and the carriage for the parcel

would be gratefully forwarded at once. O,

Limekiln Heating.—Mr. John Cowan is not

quite correct in stating that the system of limekiln

heating used by him has nothing in common with that

originally invented by me, for his, like mine, consists

of a boiler heated by a limekiln. They differ strikingly

indeed in detail, but Mr. Cowan's ''improvements"
may probably in time make them less unlike. He
also errs with regard to the chimney. I never stated

anywhere that I did not use one, and in point of fact

I had one attached to my first kiln years before his

" invention " was patented, Alex, Colles^ MillMount

^

Kilkenny.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—It gave me great pleasure to read the earnest

appeal of Mr. Fish on behalf of the widow of Mr.

JohnScobie. "While he was gardener at Holland House
I was employed there as journeyman, and experi-

enced many acts of kindness from him. I now feel

glad to be able to give a helping hand to his widow,
and I beg most earnestly to second Mr. Fish's appeal,

and trust that those who knew Mr. Scobie, and are

subscribers to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution,

will give their votes in favour of the widow, and so

assist in placing her above actual want, H, Beasley,

JScton, Northafnpton,

The Severity of the Weather.—Those who
have deferred transplanting evergreens will have
reason to congratulate themselves, as we are now get-

ting very severe weather, the thermometer having
registered 17'^ of frost on the morning of the 24th,

25" on the 28th, and 20" on the 29th. This part of

England has not been visited by such severe frosts

since the winter of 1860-61, when the glass went
down to zero. The winter of that year will be
remembered as a very fatal one for many kinds of

evergreens. Euonymus, Laurustinus, S weet Bays,

and even common Laurel, were then killed to the

ground. At that time the frosts were accompanied
by that pernicious blast—a cutting north-easter—that

dried everything to the core. Fortunately for vege-
tation just now, the air is very still ; and plenty of
snow having faUen previous to the frost, everything is

well protected. This protection of snow is doubly
valuable, as most things continued growing very late

this season, owing to the soaking rains and splendid

weather that prevailed in the autumn after such a dry
summer. The barometer is still rising, with every
appearance of a continuance of sharp weather. Every
berry-bearing plant will soon be stripped, as thousands
of fieldfares have made their appearance, clearing all

before them. I do not remember ever seeing them in

such numbers before, and their appearance now points

to very severe weather in Norway, y. Sheppardy
Wooherstone.

New Roses.—I too, like your correspondent,
"Old Subscriber," have grown Cheshunt Hybrid, and,
strange to say, my experience is totally different from
his, for almost every shoot had a bloom on it. Nay
more, when I was at the Cheshunt Nurseries last

summer I saw it in all conditions—standards, half

standards, dwarf, and on its own roots, and in

every case it was covered with bloom. I consider it

to be a very attractive and useful Rose. My opinion
of Madame Lacharme is better than that of your cor-

respondent, and indeed of most Rose-growers, and I

should say wait for another season, and see what it is

on cut-back plants. Perle de Lyon I have not grown,
but I am told it rarely opens well. D. Deal. [Mr.
Geo. Paul sent us the other day a nice bloom and bud
of Cheshunt Hybrid, . taken from two plants plunged
out-of-doors up to a day or two before the frost.

Eds.]

The Paraffin Lamp.—In your issue of Novem-
ber 7 last, '*W. H. T." ^states that he can carry
coloured Pelargoniums through the winter by merely
burning a small paraffin lamp. I should like to see
what " W. H. T." has to state now that we have had
a continued frost, with the thermometer registering
20° within the last few days : how are the Tricolors
looking now? Perhaps some other correspondent
who has tried, or is now trying the system, will be
able to throw some light on this subject, J. %

Flower Shows.—Mr. Shuttleworth's letter of
December 26, which I suppose is intended as a reply

to mine of the 19th, though it entirely fails in being so,

requires a few remarks from me. The question at

issue is not whether I or he is "immaculate." But he
believes it to be wrong for persons to wait until others

have staged their plants, so that they may see what
best to do, and, if necessary, to put more than one
plant in a pot; he believes also that the judges
are ineflicient, and is of opinion that because
a man has not grown Ferns he knows nothing
about them. Mr. Shuttleworth's opinions are

—

I. It is wrong to wait for others to stage before

doing so yourself. To this I reply that he did so at

Bath, 1S73, and at Kensington, 1S74. 2. It is objec-

tionable to put more than one plant in a pot. This
he did at Bath, 1S73. 3. That the judges are in-

efficient, and a man who has not grown Ferns is

incapable of telling a good lot from an inferior one. I

am of opinion that the judges are selected with care,

and from a large class of proved men. Why should
not a man who has passed most of his time growing
Heaths, Azaleas, and Pelargoniums, be able to tell a
well-grown Fern from a bad one ? The question with
a judge is, not which is the rarest or newest, but which
is the handsomest, best grown, and best adapted for

general cultivation. These are the objects which
horticultural societies have in view when offering the

prizes, and I doubt if there are any gardeners (pro-

perly so called) that have had Ferns to grow, who have
not found them the easiest things they had to manage.
1 was not aware of Mr. Shuttleworth's great triumph
over me in every competition for Mr. Bull's cups. I

always thought it was his purse that beat me, not his

cultivation. Before my first purchase for the purpose
I had three of the plants ; in February, 1S73, I bought
sixteen plants for £;^6 los. The price will tell their

size. I grew these on, and selected from them for

Kensington, and at Bath showed some of the others.

Having nineteen at first I do not see why I needed
fortifying at Bath. Now I have grounds for suspect-

ing that Mr. Shuttleworth gave more than that for one
of his plants, and double for the remainder. This I

do not complain about, he was quite at liberty

to do so, only it detracts from the triumph.

When speaking to my employer about purchasing the

plants, he left me at liberty to spend what I chose ; but
I said if I couldn't get the cup by buying small plants

and growing on I would go without. I am not aware
that I attacked the judges at Bath the moment the

card was on, for I was not in the tent at the time,

nor that I got a *' severe reprimand from Mr. Parker."
I spoke to him about it when I went into the tent,

and he, being annoyed, retorted, but said nothing

that affected me. The other judges I did not know,
nor do I to this day—though even if I had given

vent to words which on reflection I should not have
done, through being " shocked and scandalised," Mr.
Shuttleworth has felt the same, and might excuse it

in a younger man. Mr. Shuttleworth then says, "this

is the man who is tolerated as a judge," but he does

not give a single reason why I should not act in such

a capacity. On the contrary, he says I am " immacu-
late ; " surely these are the kind of men we want as

judges, though I don't lay claim to the title. Mr.
Shuttleworth in his first letter writes of "favouritism,

tricks, dishonesty, and ignorant judging." Now these

are serious charges, and if founded on fact will bear

publishing, and if not they ought not to have been
made. J. Croucher, Sudbury House, Dec. 26, 1S74.

• If you will turn to your issue of June 14
last, you will find at p. 816 a short letter from

me. I wrote it in consequence of your reporter

having stated, in his account of the show held the

previous week at South Kensington, that some of my
cup plants were staged in my name, the inference

being, of course, that they were not really my own.
Now, that report was written, after his defeat, by Mr.

Croucher—[Mr. Croucher was not the writer of the

remarks in question, Eds.]—so he informed my own
servant when they met at Bath ; and he added that I

had no occasion to have written my letter to you above
mentioned, though how any honourable man could

allow an insinuation of such gross dishonesty to rest

upon him uncontradicted for a moment I confess I

cannot see. I certainly could not. T. M, Shuttle-

worth, F.R.H.S., Hoiiick House, Preston, Dec. 29,

1S74. [Will Mr. Shuttleworth say how long the

identical plants shown by him for Mr. Bull's cup at

the June exhibition last year, had been in his possession

previous to the day of competition ? Eds.]

The Boston Squash.—At a season of the year

when the common dishes of vegetables on our tables,

exclusive of the universal Potato, are a constant varia-

tion between varieties of the Cabbage tribe and
Turnips, it is a relief to turn to anything that offers at

once variety and a most pleasant dish. This is found
in the Boston Squash—one of the large round Ameri-
can kinds that has been largely grown in this country,

but still not nearly so extensively as it deserves. This
Squash is distinguished by its tall, erect leaf-stalks,

round cup-shaped leaves and long robust vines. The
fruits are Apple-shaped ; skin greenish-yellow, much

netted ; flesh deep golden-yellow, and when cooked,
of a sweet marrowy texture, and devoid of that

stringiness so common to the white Marrow. Apart
from its colour, which is of little moment when a good
dish is in question, I think it to be by far the best of

all summer-eating Marrows. But its real merits are

most forcibly displayed in midwinter, when it is quite

as nice as at any other time. If grown in good ground
the fruit will come to a large size, and if these be
gathered when about two-thirds ripe, just before the
skin is firmly set, they are easily cut up, peeled, and
cooked, and constitute a most acceptable dish, espe-

cially when, as during the past severe weather, other
vegetables are scarce. A. D.

Charlotte Rothschild Pine-apple.—This is afree
fruiter, and an excellent Pine in every way; but what
I wish to call attention to is this—that it seems to

start easier into fruit at this season than any other

variety. Starters at this season come in at the win-
ning-post at a time when they are most wanted as a

rule, viz., May, and this is why I think we have in this

Pine-apple an advantage over most other kinds. We
have a quantity, that were potted in lo-inch pots in

May this year, now putting forth their embryo fruit

freely. My opinion is, that it will in time entirely

outrun the Queen Pine for general supply ; for,

although it is a little stronger or longer in the leaf

than her majesty, it has fewer leaves, and can be
grown, consequently, quite as closely together. More-
over, as far as I can judge, it matures its fruit quite as

soon, or sooner, than the Smooth Cayenne or Black
Jamaica. Henry Knight, Floors.

The Origin of the Green Rose.—There appears
to be some uncertainty in regard to the origin of this

Rose. It is a sport from Rosa indica (the China
Rose of England and Daily Rose of America). It was
caught in Charleston, S.C, about 1S33, and came to

Baltimore through Mr. R. Halliday, from whom I
obtained it, and presented two plants to my old friend,

Thos. Rivers, in 1S37. The first clustering Rose was
also found in Charleston and sent to Noisette, of Paris,

and there founded the Noisette family of Roses.

R, Buist. Rosedale Nurseries, Philadelphia.

London Jobbing Gardeners. — In looking
through a recent number of the Gardeners^ Chronicle

I see that reference is made to the London jobbing fra-

ternity, and from many years' practice I can quite con-
firm all your contributor says. Now how to remedy this

evil is rather a difficult point, and if you or any of the
numerous readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle could
show the way to get over the difficulty I am sure

every one would be pleased, as at the present time
men who know how to do their work decently

are scarce. I really believe that one half of the

so-called "gardeners" are men who, having at one
time or another done two or three weeks' work in a
garden when men were scarce, and who found they

could "make" more at gardening (?), at once set

up for themselves, to the great detriment of

the men who know their business ; and as no good
workman will work under price, these self-styled

"gardeners" get the largest share of the work,
many of them at the present time charging as low as

3^, ^d, per day. I do not wish to praise myself,

neither do I want to hurt or "run down" others,

but had I a garden, rather than employ this class

of men I would pay them to keep away. I have
generally two men at work for me, and men I can

trust, but if extra help is wanted in the fall or spring

I generally cannot get decent workmen, although I

give 4J'. per day. The men that are really wanted are

those that have a fair knowledge of their work, are

sober, and can at a pinch do a little in laying out

;

by saying, a little, I mean that they can] do the work
under competent supervision. Take the whole of the

men who are gardeners (?) in the London district, I

do not suppose that half of them can do so simple a
job as Box planting, and the style of putting

in tiles is simply hideous—not a true line anywhere ;

and as to being level—well, there is nothing to be
compared to it. Now, at the same time there are

scores of men who do their work well, and, as a con-

sequence, never lack work ; but, in proportion to the

"duffers," their numbers are few. In the nurseries,

too, great difference exists in men, but as in all cases

they are under good supervision, no very ordinary

man is required long. I am not alluding to

others than "jobbers." At present inside men
don't trouble the public. I think, however, that the

men should have /\s. per day, as ^d. per day and the

profit from the plants supplied is certainly enough—

a

shilling a day from each man being certainly too

much. From this cause I think the men object to

stay in a nursery longer than they can procure a
situation, and, in consequence, both the customer and
nurseryman lose in the end. Now, I really do not

see anything to prevent the inhabitants of towns being

as well served as those in the country who keep

regular gardeners, if the mode of application were

regularly carried out. A rise of wages is not desired,

neither a reduction of the hours of labour ; the only

requirement that I can see, is to get competent men
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to do the work. We do not want the best men, men
who liave a staff of under-gardeners and labourers,

but wliat we want is some of the under-gardeners (not

boys) who can do their worl;. The only way I can

see out of the difficulty is to form a union of gar-

deners—masters and journeymen, and admit only

those men who can do their work in a manner to

bear inspection. Let there be a council in each

large town of masters and men, and one in

each county—the town council to be composed
solely of masters and "jobbers," and the county

councils of head and under gardeners, in equal

numbers. By this means bad workmen (and those I

mentioned in the first part of my letter are bad) would
be weeded out, and people employing men would be

better served. Many ways of trying the men will

readily be suggested, one, for instance, would be by
certificate from the chief of the garden where the man
had been employed, and by other means. The chief rule

to be borne in mind should, however, be that on no

account should strikes be allowed, and while a small

sum should be paid for entrance and annually, to pay

expenses and assist brothers in bond jid^ distress or

illness, not one farthing should be paid as strike

money, or where a man was discharged for mis-

behaviour or abusiveness. The advantage to be

gained by dividing the country into counties is

that in each county the same rate of wages
would be kept up, without reference to any
other county, and the masters and men being equal

would protect each other's interests. The preced-

ing is the best method that I can see to adopt, but at

the same time some of my fellow-readers may be able

to propose a better plan ; and although I am aware

that the malpractices of the many incompetent men
referred to have cast a shade on the few competent men
who do work as "jobbers," and which causes the

whole of us to be looked on with an eye of contempt,

I do not see why the subject should not be aired a little.

As you are doubtless aware, we cannot all be head
gardeners, nor would it be advisable for us to be so ;

neither is it right that gentlemen who employ men to

do garden work should be imposed on by a parcel of

fellows who work most in the public house, and when
outside spoil everything they lay hands on. And
after drawing my letter out so long, I suppose I must
cut it short, and subscribe myself, A Hater of
Imposition.

Prize Gardens.—I fully concur with your corre-

spondent as to the advisability of offering a prize for

the best managed fruit and vegetable garden. Grapes
are the luxury of the few, but the production of the

outdoor fruits should by all means be encouraged, as

contributing more to the common weal. How would
this be compatible if vineries and fruit gardens were
included in one prize ? Is it a general rule that where
the vineries are in a high state of cultivation, the

same proportion of care is exercised on other parts

of the garden ? From some examples I have seen I

should say the reverse. Where the houses supply so

much fine fruit the outdoor productions are little

thought of. Would it not also cause some difficulty

in the judging ? Whereas, if there were a separate

prize for each, one would feel sure then that each was
the best in its way. E. 0. M.

Primula Parryi.—This Rocky Mountain Prim-
rose is, by the collectors, said to be one of the rarest

and most beautiful of the alpine plants of those'

regions. The leaves are lanceolate, entire, and some-
what leathery, 6 to 10 inches long. The flowers are
borne on stalks 9 to 12 inches high, and generally

look one way (toward the north) ; they are large and
handsome, varying in colour, some being of a deep
magenta, whilst others are lilac-purple, and some lilac.

It was introduced into our English gardens about five

or six years ago by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, but,

I believe, was soon lost again, until about two years
ago, when it was reintroduced by Messrs. Backhouse &
Son, of York, at whose nurseries it has continued to

thrive well, and has flowered the last two summers.
It proves not to be so difticult to manage as was sup-
posed when it was first introduced. The plant in its

native habitat is found by the sides of mountain
streams tightly wedged between stones, its roots

frequently penetrating down to the water. Now, if

we take into consideration for a moment the condition
of a plant growing in such a situation, it is quite obvious
that the first essential under culture for the full develop-
ment of the plant is moisture. And as it is found, also,

at such a great elevation {some 5000 to 8000 feet above
the level of the sea), it will not only be the roots of
the plant that will be constantly supplied with water,
but at that elevation the atmosphere is so heavily
charged with moisture that the whole plant, during
its growing seaion, will always be moist. As an
illustration of this I may mention that I have found
Hymenophyllum Wilsoni on exposed rocks, on one
of our mountains in the North of England, at an
elevation of from 2500 to 3000 feet, although I need
hardly say that this miniature is essentially a moisture-
loving Fern, being generally found clinging to rocks
near small waterfalls. If the above described con-
ditions are imitated as far as circumstances will permit

in the culture of this Primrose, it will be found to

grow freely. The soil most suitable is stiff loam,

with an admixture of peaty bog, or well-decayed leaf-

mould, compressed quite firm when the plant is

placed in it. R. P.

Singular Sport upon a Grape Vine.—Will you
kindly allow me to relate the following somewhat
remarkable circumstance in connection with the

Trebbiano and the Golden Champion Grapes ? The
Trebbiano is a well-known white variety, pro-

ducing large handsome bunches, not remarkable

for high flavour but exceedingly valuable as a

late keeping sort ; while the Golden Champion,
on account of its fine appearance, great size of berry,

as well as of bunch, and its by no means inferior

quality when well grown, will no doubt for long

be admittance into most choice collections. The
fruit, however, seldom keeps well for any considerable

time after it is ripe, consequently it is unadvisable to

associate it with late keeping varieties, its great draw-

FlG. 4-

, Stem of West's St. Peter Vine ; u, Showing where it was
grafted with Black Alicante : c, Showing height of front

wall ; D, E, The Black Alicante stem grafted at the point
r with G, Trebbiano. H. Golden Champion (removed),
and I, Rtr. Pince's Black Muscat. K indicates the position
on the Trebbiano rod where the bunch of Golden Champion
was produced.

back being its unfortunate propensity to become
spotted as soon as, or even before, it becomes quite ripe.

It is not, however, of the merit or demerit of this

remarkable fruit that I am about to write, but merely
to narrate what appears to be a very remarkable cir-

cumstance in connection with it, which is as follows.

Some twenty or more years since a house here was
planted with the variety of Grape known as West's
St. Peter, and some seven years afterwards several

of these Vines were grafted with the Black Alicante

and the Lady Downe's varieties, and some time after

this one Vine was re-grafted with three distinct

varieties, viz., Trebbiano, Golden Champion, and
Mrs. Pince — each variety forming distinct rods
which were annually pruned according to the spur-

ring system, and during several years each rod con-

tinued to produce its respective kind of fruit. Last
January, however, when the Vines were pruned, on
account of the fruit of the Golden Champion variety

not keeping so well as the other sorts which the
house contained, this rod was cut out altogether
at .a point some inch or two below its union with the
Alicante variety, on which it had been grafted, as is

shown in the accompanying rough sketch, leaving
only the rods of the Trebbiano and the Mrs. Pince
varieties upon the Vine ; both of which varieties
have produced their respective kinds of fruit during
the present season as usual, excepting that the
Trebbiano rod produced upon one spur a bunch of
the true Golden Champion variety, true as to size and
form of berry, and of bunch, colour, flavour, and even
to the characteristic spot. This bunch was produced
about the middle of the rod, or about 8 feet from
where it is united to the Alicante stock, so that several
bunches of the true or ordinary Trebbiano variety are
produced below, as well as above, this very unlooked for
production, which appears difficult to account for ; but
it naturally suggests the question, viz., can it be
ascribed to the circumstance of the Golden Champion
variety having for several years grown upon the same
stock as the rod of the Trebbiano, which has produced
the bunch in question ? And if this be admitted, it

still seems very strange that this, or a similar result,

should not have been developed during the years when
the Golden Champion sort actually existed upon the
plant. It would, doubtless, be very interesting to
know if anything similar to this has ever come under
the notice of others of your many readers and corre-
spondents, whether in the case of the Grape Vine, or
among any other kinds of fruit trees. It would also
be interesting to many to know something of the
origin of the Golden Champion Grape—as to whether
it was originally the result of a sport, and if so from
what variety? or, if it was a seedling, from what
variety was it raised ? Possibly Mr. Thomson may
kindly furnish this information. P. Grirre, Culford,
Bury St. Edmunds. [A remarkably interesting case,

but not unparalleled, if our memory serve us right.

We shall revert to the subject shortly. Meantime
here is another proof that the scion does affect the
stock even as the stock affects the scion. Eds.]

Digging and Dunging about Fruit Trees.—
Where I first began my gardening career, it so hap-
pened that a change of gardeners took place ; the new-
comer being a very energetic man. Finding the out-
door fruit trees in a similar condition to what " H. M."
had to contend with (see p. 52S), he set us at once
to work to remove all the old soil out of a Peach
border to the depth of about 2 feet, the border being
about 150 feet by 12—commencing at the front and
working the soil out behind us to be taken away, with
the exception of about a foot and a half of the surface
soil, which was mixed with the new, for placing on the
surface again. The border contained only poor light

soil, with a yellow, stiff, and also poor rocky subsoil,

through which the roots were trying to penetrate :

hence the starved condition of the trees. Proceeding
with our work, we carefully preserved all the roots both
good and bad, until we had worked all the soil out
with forks, keeping the desired depth, which allowed
the soil to fall from among the roots with greater
facility. After the old soil was removed, it was
replaced by turf, cut some months previous from a
meadow, mixed with a little dung (not leaf-mould)
taken from a farmyard. When we came up to the
level for the roots to be laid down, we spread them
openly and evenly, leaving only the best, which were
very few for such large trees. We then put the same
compost above the roots, treading the whole firmly,

and lastly the old fine soil on the top, which com-
pleted the task. The following spring the trees broke
out with renewed vigour, looking all that could be
desired, but I did not remain to see the first year's crop.

However, on paying my late master a visit last year,

he informed me that they were now all he desired,

producing heavy crops of the finest and best-flavoured
fruit. A Young Gardener.

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtii.—P'ew winter-
blooming plants excel this, either for usefulness, con-
tinuity of bloom, or general effect. Its pleasing,

shining, bright green leaves set off the feathery scarlet

flowers to great advantage. The habit of the plant,

too, is all that can be desired, and as it will stand well
in a temperature of 50" to 55" during the winter, its

value is much enhanced on that account. Serico-

graphis mixed with Libonia floribundaand x L. penrhos-
iensis form a charming group for jardinieres or stands,

as they associate well together—the latter forming a

capital edging on account of its dwarfer habit.

X Libonia penrhosiensis is a true cross, partaking

equally of the characters of the Sericographis and
Libonia floribunda. [It is the more interesting as

being a cross between two distinct genera. Eds.]
The leaves and habit are exactly those of the

Sericographis in miniature, while the flowers

resemble those of the other parent. These three

plants are indispensable for winter decoration, and will

add a charm to any house. The .Sericographis should

be propagated early, so as to get strong useful plants

during the summer, and afford them time to mature

their growth, as late struck plants seldom flower well.

As soon as the plants go out of bloom they should be
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placed in a brisk, moist heat for a week or so, to get
them into free growth, when the tips may be taken off
and inserted in cutting pots, and if placed in a close,

moist heat they will strike freely, after which they
should be potted in small pots and nursed carefully
on in moist, gentle heat. When well rooted, the
points of the shoots should be pinched out, so as to
induce a nice bushy growth ; and after break-
ing again they should be placed on light airy
shelves till the middle or end of May. If well-
rooted at that time, they should be potted on
into 48-sized pots, and gradually hardened
preparatory to being placed in cold frames to com-
plete their summer's growth. Here the pots should
be plunged in half-spent leaves, and the plants kept
well syringed once or twice a day according to the
state of the weather. If syringed and shut up early in
the afternoon the growth will be rapid, so that by the
end of July they may receive their final shift into 6 or
S inch pots, according to size and strength of plant.
During September the plants will be much benefited
by having the lights drawn off for a few hours in the
day, as this will harden and mature the growth and
induce a good head of bloom. The Sericographis is

not at all subject to insects, except scale and mealy-
bug, and these seldom occur unless they are grown in
too much heat, or near other plants already infested.

If either of these insect pests occur, nothing but a
careful sponging of the whole plant will rid them of
their presence. The soil most suitable to grow the
Sericographis is an equal mixture of loam and peat,
with a dash of sand. By the end of September the
plants should be removed to a cool stove or warm
greenhouse, where they will soon begin to show
bloom, and if kept in a temperature of from 50° to

55°, they will continue flowering the greater part of
the winter. If large plants are required, it will be
necessary to save some of the old ones after blooming.
After they are cut back, they should be kept rather
dry till they break again, when they must be carefully
shaken out and repotted in small pots, to be shifted
on, and treated as recommended for young plants as
growth proceeds. J. Sheppard, Wolvciston.

The Melting of Snow on Long and Short
Grass.—Mr. Fish has started a very interesting sub-
ject for inquiry. Trevious to reading his remarks
on the above, I had observed how rapidly the snow
was disappearing from certain parts of the garden
here compared with others. In every case where it

was melting most rapidly it was where it lay on the
bare undisturbed soil, and this led me to the opinion
that it is there acted on by heat escaping from the
soil beneath, as well as from the atmosphere above.
I think that the fact of the snow melting faster on
the long grass than on the short may be accounted
for by the rush of heat escaping from the ground
where the surface has not probably become cooled to
the same extent as the other, owing to the slight pro-
tection afforded by the longer grass ; and the snowy
particles, lying somewhat loose and hollow, would
allow the air either from above or below to act more
readily on it. That on the short grass would lie more
compact, and would consequently form a better non-
conductor than the more scattered atoms, presenting
considerably more surface. I have often noticed that
snow melts sooner on bare ground than it does if

there is anything to cut off contact and intercept
the escape of heat, and there may be other than
mechanical reasons for what your correspondent ob-
served. Do plants absorb heat ? If so, this will
account for snow lying longer on grass than it does
on bare ground. Before the snow fell I had mulched
a good many newly planted fruit trees, and I found
that the snow lying on the mulching thawed much
more slowly than it did on the ground immediately
adjoining. This shows that the warmth is thus kept
below for the benefit of the roots, instead of being
allowed to escape into the atmosphere. Trenching is

generally supposed to add to the warmth of the soil,

but on ground recently broken up, a yard deep, the
snow is thawing very much slower than on that which
is undisturbed. It may be that during the operation of
breaking it up it had parted more rapidly with the
stored-up heat than it would otherwise have done.
W. P.

Reports of Societies.
Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Farmers'

Association.—The usual quarterly meeting was
held at the committee rooms, Bedford Head Hotel,

Covent Garden, W. Haward, Esq., in the chair.

An application was made by Mr. W. Brandon for the

reward offered by the Society for the detection and
conviction of any person stealing goods or provender
from the waggons of members in their transit to

or from the London markets, on behalf of his carman,
for defecting a policeman taking some Celery from his

waggon. The policeman, it appeared, was on duty
at the time, but would not let the carman take his

number, and being obliged to return to his horses, he
could not detain him. Upon inquiries being made at

the station, it was statecl that the policeman had

decamped, and has not been heard of since. The
committee decided to award the sum of one guinea to

the carman. Application was also made by Mr. G.
W. Alderson, for the reward to be given to Detective
Boalwright, of the V, division, for the detection and
conviction of his carman in stealing goods from his

waggon. The committee granted the reward of two
guineas, and hoped it would have the double effect of
putting carmen on their guard and policemen on the
alert, although in the first case the policeman was the
thief, and not the carman. Several new members
having been proposed and elected, the question of the
alteration in the Borough market was postponed for

fuller particulars. M. C.

©bituatg.
We regret to have to record the death, on Decem-

ber 23, of Mr. Charles Norval Thompson, only
son of the late Mr. Robert Thompson, of Chiswick.
Inheriting a large share of his father's abilities, and a
most industrious worker, Mr. Thompson possessed a
wide and varied knowledge of all subjects appertain-
ing to horticultural pursuits. He was for a few years
in the Excise Department of the Civil Service, but his
tastes lay not in gauging spirits, and he afterwards
entered the office of Messrs. James Veitch & Sons,
Chelsea ; subsequently becoming sub-editor of the
Journal o/ Horticullure, which post he held for the
last fifteen years. Modest and unassuming in dis-

position, Mr. Thompson gained the respect and esteem
of a large circle of friends, who now regret his early
death. He died somewhat suddenly on the afternoon
of the 23rd ult., aged about forty years, leaving a
widow and four children, who are, we are sorry to
say, but slenderly provided for, to mourn his loss.

Forecourt Gardens.—In dealing with this sub-

ject in a previous paper, the remarks made had
reference to gardening as it is, and may be, in many of

the oblong strips of ground fronting the houses that

line some of the main thoroughfares on either side.

That much more in the way of real ornamental gar-

dening can be done in these gardens than is now
generally accomplished is placed beyond doubt. An
occasional attempt at something higher than the usual

aspect of decorative gardening proves this conclu-

sively.

In many of the less modern parts of London, such

as Old Brompton, can be seen lines of quiet streets

that are simply connecting links between main
thoroughfares, without being considerably used for

the purposes of traffic. A kind of respectable gen-

tility pervades such streets ; the forecourt gardens

which belong to the houses are in the main shut in by
high walls instead of open railings ; the gardens are

as a rule kept clean and neat ; there is almost certain

to be a tree or two or some evergreen shrubs, the

proverbial sooty and attenuated Privet, and a few

other evergreens of sorry appearance. In these small

enclosed spaces, the trees, where they are present,

effectually prevent anything like free and healthy

undergrowth of shrub and plant. If the trees

are to be maintained, aught else must be to

a great extent sacrificed, and one would be

sorry to lose the trees, as their leafy garniture in

summer does much to relieve the naked monotony
of lines of brick or stuccoed dwellings, without

much claim to architectural beauty. If there is

sufficient space below the branches overhead, let a

small circular bed about a foot in depth be made
and edged with a sloping bank of turf, choosing, if

possible, that of a thick texture from a light sandy

pasture in preference to that taken from stiff land,

in which case the grass grows thin and rank, and
soon gets bare. In this bed could be planted a nice

bushy plant of Aucuba japonica, which invariably

does well in an enclosed shady place. The marbled
and blotched leaves of the Aucuba will contrast well

with the green hue of the turf, and if occasionally

sprinkled overhead in warm weather, and well

watered in dry weather, it will add much to its

appearance and well-being. The remaining part of

the ground-work of the garden might be planted with

the Irish or Algerian Ivy, and against the walls could

be placed the Cotoneaster microphylla, Pyrus japonica,

Escallonia macrantha, Ceanothus azureus, and Jasmi-
num nudiflorum, alternated with a few of the hardy
summer-flowering Clematises. It would, perhaps, be
somewhat presumptuous to suppose that all these

would do well, but their well-being in a great mea-

sure depends on the attention they receive. If left to

grow untrained and wildly, if suffered to lack water in

dry weather, and starved for want of some necessary

stimulus when the soil becomes impoverished, the

plants must of necessity decline and decay. A little

careful attention works wonders, even when plants are

growing under disadvantageous circumstances.

The foregoing remarks are intended to be sugges-

tive rather than authoritative as to how such gardens

can be planted. The subjects, as well as the arrange-

ment, can be varied, supposing that position and fit-

ness be considered. It is not well to have a rigid

uniformity in the planting of gardens, a stereotyped

sameness palls on the taste, and becomes monotonous
and very irksome.

There is yet another type of town or forecourt

garden that is eminently capable of being made a
sweetly pleasant thing to look upon ; that is, the

gardens attached to many handsome villa residences in

the pleasantest suburbs of London. The Clapham
and Brixton Roads, the Kentish Town Road, parts

of Highbury, Canonbury, Stoke Newington, Hackney,
&c., furnish abundant illustrations in point. Already
many of such gardens, being cultivated according to

the custom of contract with some local nurseryman,
are nicely done during the summer months, but are

left bare and tenantless during the winter. This is

much to be regretted, for a naked grass plat and bare

beds are as much out of place at midwinter as in the

middle of summer. What has always struck us as

being a charming garden, cheerful alike in winter as in

summer, can be seen in the Kentish Town Road, near
to the foot of Highgate Hill. A fair sized oblongstrip

of land reaches from the house to the pathway skirting

the road ; it is wholly laid down with grass, excepting,

of course, the pathway leading to the front door, and it

is planted entirely with evergreens, both plain-leaved

and variegated. The fence in front is of brickwork,
about 2 feet in height, with an iron palisading fixed

on it, next this is a low Laurel hedge, and then the
turf. The centre bed is in the form of a raised mound,
with two tiers of border, one above the other, that

can be planted ; it is edged and lined wfth turf, and
at the top there is a specimen evergreen. This bed,
with its tiers, is filled with Aucubas, Euonymus,
Laurustinus, Bay, Portugal Laurel, Hollies green
and variegated, common Laurel, Bo.x, and Rhodo-
dendrons, all nice compact symmetrical specimens,

and so arranged as that the Aucubas and variegated

Hollies and Euonymus freely alternate with the

green-leaved types. Specimen evergreens, large and
small, the size answering to the place they fill, are

dotted about the grass plats ; and as the grass is

always kept closely trimmed and swept, the dead
leaves picked off the plants, aud their growth kept

within bounds, and all well watered when required,

this little garden has at all times \ an exceed-

ingly
,
cheerful appearance. Ivies and certain

creepers line the walls, and cover the lower portion

of the walls of the house also. There are spaces

in these beds ot shrubs to plant a few tender

flowering plants in summer, and some bulbs, &c., in

winter for blooming in early spring. On the whole,

perhaps, there is no better arrangement for a London
forecourt garden of this character than the one just

described, if it be only intelligently worked out and
properly maintained. There is always something
refreshing to feast the eyes on, and at the hottest part

of the year it has a surprisingly cool and pleasant

appearance.

There is one feature that used to characterise town
gardens in former years of anything but a highly satis-

factory character—the employment of statuary and
vases. They are now being pretty generally abolished,

and we witness the substitution of green-leaved trees

in their stead. A witty and clever, but anonymous
writer has laid down the doctrine, paradoxical as it

may appear, that no man or woman has a right,

within the bounds of law, to do anything he or she

chooses or pleases with his or her own ; and he goes

on to say— " Neither has a man any right to do what
he pleases with his garden. Has a landlord any

title to let a house with a garden to a tenant known
to possess a cartload of the ugliest and most
lumpish vases that have ever been turned out

of clay ? If not, what damages may the land-

lord of the house next-door be liable to, unless

he will serve a distringas^ or a fieri facias, or some-

thing else that is potent upon his new tenant to com-

pel him to arrange his vases round his dining-room,

or round his bed, or anywhere, so that he may have

private enjoyment of them, and respect the eyesight
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of his neighbours. Vitriol works are nothing to

these vases, with which some people speckle their

grass. They are of all sizes, and, of course, perfec-

tion of disorder is the sense of order that has governed

the arrangement. The pipkins are laid, near the

house, and the further we go the bigger they grow

—

none being on pedestals—until we come to the big

boilers at the bottom of the garden." The force of

wit has perhaps laid a little undue colouring on this

imaginative picture \ there are yet elements of truth

in it that were very true a few years ago, but it is

none the less certain that the display of gewgaws of

this character is fast ceasing so be an aspect of

London gardening.

The Farm.
The Poultry Varp.—The early winter season is

often one of much difliculty to amateur poultry

keepers. Round country homesteads many of the

summer growths remain loaded with clinging leaves,

the hedges abound with Briars and Ferns dripping

with wet, the grass is long, matted together, and

sodden, whilst the roads are muddy and full of puddles,

and in the yards the ground Is often in little better

order. If the fowls are permitted to roam abroad

they get chilled and soaked, and confinement at home
is as bad for their health In other ways.

Some comfortable accommodation to which the

fowls may have access at will on wet days is highly

desirable, especially for the stock of the lady amateur,

as the days on which she will be most unwilling to

face discomforts of weather are precisely those on

which her dependents will most require an eye to

their comforts, and, failing her superintendence, they

are very likely to go short of necessary care.

The difficulty of management varies in some degree

with the breed. Black Spaniards are comparatively

easy to manage, for where they can be allowed the use

of some warm shed or outbuildin? abutting on a bake-

house or boiler in regular use, they will probably

retire early to their perches and roost dry and warm
without giving trouble. Cochins, on the contrary,

from their feathered legs, are particularly difficult to

keep dry and clean, and high-bred Dorkings are

sufferers from cramp and various illnesses induced by

chills, whilst any young broods necessarily require a

constantly watchful eye.

Now is the time when the run of a farmyard, with

its adjacent sheds, is particularly valuable. The fowls

may then be safely let out on a wet morning, and can

dispose of themselves comfortably throughout the day,

and where there are young broods the hens may be

cooped under shelter, and the chickens will probably

thrive far better than in the dirt and confinement of a

small pen ; but where this protection, with its warmth
and various food is not attainable, an open shed,

where wood, or old barrels, or any dry lumber is

stored, which the fowls may perch on so as to keep
their feet from being wet and chilled, is a valuable

help, especially if a sheaf or two of threshed straw can

be thrown for them to nestle in.

Where nothing better can be arranged, it is worth
while to have two or three rough logs placed in the

yard for them to perch on, so as to keep their feet

from being constantly on the sodden ground, and also

to give them a little wholesome exercise in flying up
and down to their temporary perches. If, however,

the arrangements are such that any young broods

must necessarily be confined to their pens, it is of the

greatest importance to remove the hens regularly about

the same time in a morning, for a five minutes' run in

the yard, whether the weather is wet or dry. If this

matter is not attended to the hens' health will pro-

bably suffer, but the chickens certainly will, from the

accumulations of foul matter, and the necessarily

accompanying foul smells. Whether in the chickens'

pens or the sheds for the full-grown poultry, all

matters of cleanliness should be most scrupulously

attended to at this season ; all drips of wet from the

roofs should be carefully stopped, as also leakage
across the floors from outside gutters, and the accumu-
lations of dirt being greater now than in the summer,
from the longer confinement of the poultry,the eye of
the overlooker should especially be directed to the due
use of brooms and scrapers, to throwing down lime

and dry rubbish where necessary, and also to making
sure that the little heaps of hay (which add so much
to the comfort of the fowls for nestling in) are dry.

If these are neglected, and allowed to remain as wet
masses, they are only a cause of mischief.

The amateur who loves his pets needs only an
occasional hint to secure their comfort, but where the
fowls are kept in the way too often seen in country
farmyards, and which the poultry maids are too apt

to return to unless well watched, some improvement
is requisite. Here the shed and the contained small
pens may be found coated with filth, apparently never
disturbed from one year's end to another, and the

damp, the smells, and the legions of fleas, which
might defy even the wormwood of Ragusa, requi5.es a

practical ac(|uaintance with them to be appreciated.

Here a middle course in poultry treatment would be
a great improvement. On going into a farmhouse
you may find the back kitchen with fowls in every
place where they have no business to be, and
occasionally coming to an untimely end in the
boiler, a couple of hens as snug as possible in the

kitchen fender, and another sitting a batch of eggs in

a drawer. But still, when the feathered gentry are

turned out, there is no better accommodation for

their comfort than the almost pestilential hole above
described, dangerous in its neglected state alike to

the fowls and their owners.
The various diseases to which fowls are liable from

cold and wet and want of good housing, when suffi-

ciently developed to appear under a distinctive name
may be generally classed under the heads of consump-
tion, bronchitis, catarrh, roup, cramp, and rheumatism,
especially induced by the fowls being allowed to run
in the wet grass early in the day. In all crises the

preventive treatment is the same—warm and dry
lodgings and nutritious food ; but the cure, when
once disease is developed, is a much more difficult

matter.

In consumption and roup it is recommended by
good authorities to sacrifice the affected fowl, the
consumptive tendency being a taint in the breed, and
the roup infectious in the yaid. In the other diseases

the cure and the preventive treatment correspond.
The best that can be done is to provide dry lodging
with sunny exposure, and freedom from draughts

and drips, and plenty of warm nooks to nestle in, a

possibility of dry outdoor exercise, and nulrilious and
varied food, with the addition. In the case of catarrh,

of some stimulant to the diet. A little pepper dusted
over the food is said to answer well at times.

Commonly, however, instead of a developed form
of some recognised disease, the fowls only look
thoroughly miserable and spiritless, their feathers

draggled, tails hanging down, and no heart in them to

stir about for warmth or food. In this state of things

a good meal of waste bits of meat, with some
rough bits of sinew and gristle amongst it,

which they can fight and struggle over, is an excel-

lent prescription to begin with. The amount of

animal food swallowed does good, but the fighting

and struggling over the large pieces is almost more
beneficial, restoring circulation, and {so to say) mental
energy, enabling them to help themselves ; a dry shelter

where they can get their wet plumage into order
is the next step, and in especially bad cases it

is well to put the invalid fowl with some hay in a

covered basket large enough to hold It comfortably in

some warm room, a corner of the kitchen away from
the fire for instance, or if very wet to dry it with
warm cloths.

A little bread soaked in beer is also a good thing

for rousing a batch of fowls too moping with the

damp to take care of themselves, and a dish of fresh

milk just a little warmed is beneficial as a variety;

but the whole secret of successful poultry keeping in

bad weather lies in constant care and thought. There
is always some delicate fowl requiring attention, or
some matter of diet, whether of food or clean water,
equally requiring an eye, and the proper housing
equally will need daily supervision. Whilst the worse
the weather, the more chilling, wetting, and unin-

viting it may be to the amateur, and especially to the
lady amateur, so much the more necessary is it in the

same proportion that they should personally be on the

spot to counteract its effects amongst their poultry. 0.

Wheat Midges.—The yearly amount of injury

usually caused to our Wheat crops by these minute
insects, and the enormous amount of harm of which
they are capable when left unchecked, makes some
attention to them at the present season highly desirable,

as now is the time when their larvre are but too often
thrown aside in myriads in heaps of chaff left undis-
turbed through the winter, thus affording a secure and
suitable shelter for the grubs till the time of their

change in the early summer. If any one will be at

the pains to stoop down and examine the chaft and
dust which are accumulated after threshing on an
ordinary barn door, he will see the mass sprinkled
with small orange or scarlet larvae of various shapes
and shades of colour, according to the amount of

drying they have undergone, and in them see, at the
same time, the germ of next summer's crop of Wheat
midge, a minute dipterous fly, Cecidomyia trltlci or
Lasiopteryx obfuscata, as the case may be.

In my own observations in Gloucestershire, the fly

proved to be the L. obfuscata, but in the large mass
of observations which have been made by various
naturalists in England, Germany, and America, the
fly referred to is apparently the Cecidomyia tritici.

The Wheat midge larvce are variable in colour {yellow,

lemon colour, orange, red, or bright red), about a line

in length, and pointed towards the head ; the tail is

blunt and tuberculated, so as to assist the progression
of the grub, and in the more advanced stage of larval

growth it is to be found cased in a transparent mem-
brane. As far as I am aware, the larva: of C. tritici

and L. obfuscata are indistinguishable.

The pupa of the C. tritici is staled by Kollar and
Kirby to be reddish in colour and pointed at both
ends. The developed female fly hardly exceeds an
eighth of an inch in the spread of the wings, and is

ochreous In colour, with yellowish white iridescent
wings longer than the body.
The Lasiopteryx obfuscata Is of similar size, but

easily distinguishable by its black colour, and by the
double fork of the median nerve of the wing.

For a detailed account of the time of appearance
and oviposition of the female C. tritici, and the early
habits of the larvic, the observations of Kirby in the

'

Transactions of the Linnean Society^ vol. v., p. 97, can
hardly be surpassed in precision and clearness of
description. He mentions the appearance of the
"Tipuln?" (Cecidomyre) in myriads on June 3, and
continuing till the end of the month, the insects

usually not coming out till about seven o'clock in the
evening, the process of egg-laying proceeding vigor-

ously about eight, and the flies disappearing again
about nine.

He observes that these countless hosts appeared to

be entirely composed of females, and in one case
noticed as many as twelve ovipositing at once in one
ear of Wheat, and by careful watching he succeeded
in making out the minutin: of oviposition, even to the
passing of the eggs down the tube of the exserted ovi-

positor, following one another like minute air

bubbles, whilst the extremity (the " aculeus," as he
terms it) was steadily inserted in the floret. This
insertion of the aculeus appears only too firmly effected

occasionally for the security of the Wheat midge, as

Mr. Kirby notices its withdrawal as now and then im-
possible, and its proprietress consequently firmly fixed

at the mercy of the first passing enemy. On June 7
the eggs were observable in a floret {oblong, trans-

parent, and pale buff in colour), and after June 1

7

many larva:^ were noticeable on the plumose stigmata,

and with their heads burled in the summit of the
germen. The whole passage, of which the above Is

but a slight sketch, is given at p. 263 and the follow-

ing pages in Curtis* Farm Insects, and is well worth
careful study.

The injury caused by the Wheat midge larva; lies in

the abortion of the grain, and its precise cause has
given rise to much speculation. The food of the
larva; appears to be the pollen of the anthers ; but
how, where so many loose grains exist, none of them
should effect their appointed task of the fertilisation of
the grain, is a curious subject of investigation. The
consumption of the moisture on the stigma—a possible
secretion on the larva: themselves acting on the stigma
or the anther dust in some way detructive to the
fertilising principle ; or again, the destruction of the
essential organs of production by the nibbling of the

larvce, have all been suggested as the cause of abor-
tion, but whatever the detaU of the method of injury

may be, the result Is often very serious.

Looking over the notes of various observers, the
result of loss is given as, in one case, two to six grains

in an ear ; in another, a third of the crop ; and Pro-
fessor Henslow mentions Wheat midge larva: being
present in almost every ear of the fields under his

observation, and his calculations give the presence of

834,952 larvce and pupae of the Wheat midge in seven
bushels of chaff and barn-floor sweepings.

The vitality of the larvx is extraordinary, dried and
shrivelled specimens threshed out of the Wheat

.

appearing little the worse, either in appearance or
power of movement, on the application of moisture

;

but, nevertheless, there is great difficulty in rearing

them to development In artificial circumstances; and
my own experiments, continued through a winter and
spring with every possible care, failed In producing
any appreciable result as long as the larvae were
placed with artificial surroundings. Under other cir-

cumstances, however (and unfortunately in the very
arrangement too often made in small country farms),

they prosper perfectly, and I have seen them thus
developed in myriads. If any one wishing to ascertain

the point will go about three o'clock in the afternoon,

early in June, to some wheat-chaff heap, which has
been left lying untouched during winter in some shady
spot, he will probably see almost a cloud of minute
flies hovering close over it, settling and making short

flights, and only waiting a light wind to waft them in

all directions ; and here also, as far as my own
impressions go, are to be found the preliminary stages,

which Mr. Kirby regrets as missing in his own obser-

vations. He mentions the entire absence of the male
fly In the swarms appearing in the evening, and
suggests its previous disclosure from the pupa as a

necessity of the social economy of the insect ; and
from my own observations I should conjecture the

pairing to occur almost immediately on hatching from
the pupa, and that the short subsequent duration of

the life of the male accounts for its absence in the

swarms on the growing corn.

In my own observations the insects proved to be
the Lasiopteryx obfuscata {Agricultural Gazette^ for

August 20, 1S70), and their numbers were enormous,

such as would have made it well worth while to be at

the cost of a man's labour for a couple of hours to put

a stop to the rapidly developing mischief.
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It is some little trouble certainly to get rid of masses
of chaff ; but whilst the custom remains unchecked of
allowing these heaps to accumulate through the winter,

there, in the favourable shelter, will the nurseries of
"Wheat midges still exist, fostering and rearing this

destructive insect to the detriment of the neighbour-
hood, whilst, by a little attention being paid to burn-
ing, rotting, or in some way thoroughly destroying the
chaff with its contents, we should get a sure diminu-
tion of the number of Wheat midges, instead of an
arrangement especially adapted for their propagation.
O.

5 TA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, December 30, 1874,
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In sweeping, use good stiff half- worn birch brooms, and

if moss is at all troublesome, give a good dressing of

fresh slaked lime or wood ashes, or both combined.

Shrubbery and herbaceous borders should be dug over

as deeply as the nature of the soil will allow, and

where it is intended to grow any of the strong gross-

feeding plants, such as J\icinus, Sola>in!Hs, Carinas,

ll^ii^aiidias, &c., a good dressing of manure should be

dug in. Most of the herbaceous plants will be greatly

benefited by the same treatment, or by stirring the soil

deep, so as to allow their roots to ramble in search of

moisture— they will last in bloom much longer : Phloxes

especially delight in a deep rich soil. Such plants as

Jlemerocallis, It is, /"/^j'^^-Z/Vz and other strong growing

herbaceous plants soon outgrow the space allotted

them, and white digging the borders, advantage

should be taken of the opportunity to re-arrange or

reduce them to proper limits. J. S/ieppard, IVoolvcr-

stone.

Seeds of sub-tropical plants, such as UMea, Canna^
Fefdinanda, IP i^^andiay and So/anums, should be

sown, and placed in a good brisk, moist heat, as soon

as possible, so as to afford time to grow them to a

good size before planting out. Any old plants of the

above that have been kept for propagating should

now be pruned, and plunged in bottom- heat, to

induce them to throw out side-shoots for cuttings.

./I ra/ia /*apyri/era inciesLStshtst from the root. The
large fleshy portions of these should be cut into

lengths of 2 inches or so, and placed in pans or pots

of sandy loam, and plunged in heat, where they will

soon break and form nice plants. Araiia Sieboldi

should be obtained from seed, as it is slow in giving

cuttings. Where the stock of succulents is likely to

be short, the fleshy leaves of such things as Echevcria

tn^allica, Pac/iyphitan bracteosnm, Kleinia rcpens^

Cotyledon Umbihais, &c., should be put in at once in

dry heat, where they will soon root. If suflicient

leaves cannot be procured for this purpose, seeds of

any sown now will make nice plants by bedding-time
if grown on in gentle heat. Carpet-bedding is

coming much into favour, and most of the low-grow-
ing succulents are indispensable to work out the

different patterns, and their rigid outlines associate

well with the architecture of a garden, y. Sheppard,
Woolversiotie Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The character of the structures which are

extensively employed in the cultivation of this kind of

fruit at most places is such as to render during the
winter months the performance of certain indispens-

able operations, such as repotting or transferring the

plants, or the renewing of beds with fresh materials

which contain them, solely dependent upon favourable

climatal influences for its accomplishment. As such
opportunities happen with great uncertainty, and are

not of frequent occurrence generally at the season

referred to, the forthcoming requirements in that

respect should be considered, so that whatever may be
wanting to enable the work to be proceeded with should
be in readiness, that at the proper time it may be
executed with despatch, as much more injurious effects

result from Pine plants being out of their proper
quarters than is generally supposed. With a little

forethought such matters can be accomplished before-
hand at times when external operations are impeded
by natural causes {as is the case at the present time).

In pot culture the soil, if properly prepared {which is

by hand), occupies considerable time in preparation.
If this material is in proper order for potting, it should
be got ready for that purpose in quantity sufficient to
meet all demands for the next three or four months,
provided it be kept together where it will not become
parchingly dry. Pots and crocks should also be pre-
pared, and tan or other fermenting materials should be
at command. A good heap of tan in a dry shed will

give the needful supply of that material in a warm
state, an expedient which is very desirable during the
cold winter months. Let the temperatures, as before
indicated, continue in force, excepting under the pres-
sure of severe cold outside (which is now the case);
the minimum degrees as noted will then suffice. Con-
tinue to examine all plants which are in pots weekly,
or fortnightly at the most, and water as usual with
weak manure water at about the temperature of the
bed whenever necessary. This important matter in

connection with cultivation should never lack atten-

tion at any season, as the rapidity with which Pine-
apple plants are developed and the fruit brought to
perfection at the present day demands an active con-
dition at the roots to be maintained throughout the
whole process. There are a few sorts which are an
exception to this rule, amongst which may be named
the Queen and Black Jamaica as being prominent in

that respect. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.
Cucumbers.—The weather is now, and has been for

the past few weeks, "very slow" for Cucumbers,
rendering the greatest care and attention necessary to
maintain a healthy and fruitful condition. It is in

such weather as this that we discover the form of
house that best adapts itself to the winter require-
ments of the Cucumber, and we should provide
accordingly. My own experience is that "roomy"

houses are quite unsuitable for winter work, and that

small lean-to's, about 10 feet wide and 9 feet high,

built at an angle of from 35° to 4:)°, having four rows
of 4-inch hot- water pipes run till ough, are the struc-

tures that produce the best supplies. Be careful

not to over-excite the plants, either by extra sharp

firing, or by repeated doses of strong liquid manure
;

on the contrary, let everything go on quietly and
evenly, and especially the temperatures, for it is abun-
dantly proved that great disparities in the tempera-
tures, or sudden fluctuations in the same, will result in

a plentiful supply of yellow and stunted fruits, and
other evils. The night temperatures should not fall

below 68'^
; employ night coverings to secure that

end. Be sparing in the supply of moisture ; at the

same time avoid a too dry atmospheric condition, and
take care the roots do not suffer, consequent on the

sharp firing. Continue to pick of! all male blossoms,

and do not suffer the foliage and wood to overcrowd.

It would be an advantage, too, to fertilise the female

blossoms every day or two, during a continuance of

this weather. Directions for Melons will be given in

the next Calendar. Ihos. Simpson^ Btoomjield,

Answers to Correspondents.
Answer to Double Acrostic (p. 808, 1874) : GothiC

;

AsH ; RobuR ; DourO ; EdeN ; Naomi ; ExotiC
;

RimmeL ; ScythE

—

Gardeners Chronicle. CEdipus.

Books : T. W. We are not aware that any of the many
treatises on Cucumber growing are now in print.

There has been no recent issue.

"God tempers the Wind to the Shorn Lamb" :

\V. W. B, This quotation is from Sterne's Tristram
Shandy.

Hardy Heaths: T. J. Marshall. You cannot get

seeds of these ; but you may furnish your proposed
beds with plants from the Surrey nurseries, such as that

at Knap Hill, where peat-earth plants are extensively

grown.

Insects : J. R. The caterpillars sent are the destructive

larvas of the moth Agrotls segetum. The ground round
the roots attacked must be carefully stirred and looked
over. The grubs are easily seen, as they do not go
deep into the ground. The snail is a rare species,

Testacellus ; salt will destroy it. /. O. IV.

Names of Fruits : George Crowder, Ochtertyre,

We believe the Apples sent to be the true Blenheim
Orange ; but how very difl'erent are they grown in

your northern latitude ! They are quite acid, or

entirely wanting in flavour, and mostly out ot the
usual normal form.

—

CharUs Dillen. r, may pro-
bably be Besspool, a finely-flavoured fruit ; 2, Wmter
Strawberry. A. f. We do not recognise the Apples
sent. .-/. O. Walker. 4, London Pippin

; 3, Fearn's
Pippin, probably, but with an unusually long stalk

;

I, 2. not known.

Names of Plants : H. Hughes. Six specimens is our
limit at one time, as we constantly give notice, yet

you send twelve, i, Pteris argyreea
; 2, Asplenium

marinum
; 3, Asplenium Fabianum

; 4, Gymnogramma
tartarea

; 5, Ptens serrulata ; 6, Hypolepis distans.

—M. J. I, Hypnum tamanscinum ; 2, H. trique-

trum ; ^, H. purum
; 4, Dicranum scoparium.

—

W. H. A/. Stephanophysum Herbstii.— G. T. S. Ilex

Aquifolium scotica, certainly.

—

H. and S. Strepto-
carpus Rexi.

Vine-stems Dying: M. W. We cannot assist you in

determining the cause of your Vines dying. It must be
due to some local [cause. The stems have perhaps
been injured in some manner.

1^^ Foreign SaBSCRiBERs.—We are requested by the
Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers who send
Post Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time, stating that they have
done so.

•»* Correspondents are specially requested to address'

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors." and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher.

Catalogues Received, — Benjamin S. Williams
(Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway,
London, N.), Descriptive Catalogue of Flower, Vege-
table, Agricultural Seeds, &c.—^James Carter & Co.

{237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C), List of

Novelties for 1875—Vick {Rochester, New York), Floral

Guide for 1875 — Richard Dean {Ealing, London, W.),
Catalogue of New and Choice Potatos, also his Cata-
logue of New and Choice Primroses, Polyanthuses,
Daisies, Hepaticas, &c.

COMM
J.I

[arhets.
COVEMT GARDEN, December 31.

A very quiet week, both in the wholesale and retail

markets, business being much influenced by the weather,

which has caused a little advance in the price of rough
outdoor produce. Apples in bulk still making very low
prices. St. Michael Pines good and plentiful. Thos.

Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

Apples, per K-sieve 1

Chestnuls, per bush, ic

Gr.ipcs. Entjlish.p. lb.

Artichokes, Fr., each o 8-
Asparagus, English,

per bundle ..10 c~i
— French, p. bund. 2 o-

Bean.s, French, p. 100 2 o-
Beet, per doz. .. 10-
Broccnli.p. bundle., o 9-
Hriis. Sprts.

, p. bush. 12 o-
C.hl.,iKCs,perdoz. ..10-
Cair.ts, p. bundle ..06-
CauiillowLTs.per doz. 2 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Cucumbers, each ..20-
Endive, per doz. .,10-
Herbs, per bunch .. o a-

Potatos ;—Karly Shaws,

Melons, each
Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Omngcs, p. 100

t

pSp''pl»s?p. lb.

I Walnuts, p. bush.

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Leeks, per bunch .. <

Lettuces, per doz. .. ;

Mushrooms, per pott. :

Onions, young, bun. <

P.irsley, per bunch., t

Parsnips, p. doz. . . 1

Radishes, per bunch. 1

— black. Turnip, do.

Seakale, per bundle :

Shallots, per lb. . . .

Salsify, per bundle ..

Tomatos, per doz, .

.

Turnips, per bundle. (

Early Myatt's, 14,0s. : Early
; and Early Uons,

Flowers.

z sprays
Camellias,
Carnations, 12 blooms 2 0-40
Chrysanthem., 12 bl, 30-60— 12 bunches .. g 0-18 o
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 03-06
Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 10-20
Eucharis, per doz. .. 9 0-15 o
French Lilac.p.bun. 10 o-t5 o
Heliotropes, 1 2 sprays 06-10

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums, 12 spr.
— Zonal, 12 spr.

Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes

Roses, indoor, p. doz.
— French, do. .

.

Stephanotis,i2 sprays
Tuberoses, p. doz. .

.

Violets, per 12 biui. .

.

N Pots.

Bego

Chrysanthen
Cyperus, do.

Dracsena terminalis
— viridis, per doz.

Epiphyllums, each

do.

Fic elastic

,
per do:

i 0-12 Q
I

Heath;
.

I 0-18 o
I

Mignonette, do.

, o- 9 o
I

Myrtles
I 0-12 o Pelargoniums,
: 0-30 o

j

per doz.

0-24 o I — Scarlet, do
6-36. Primula sinens
6- 7 6

j

Solanums, do.

,do;

SEEDS,
London: Dec. 30. — In consequence of the holidays,

the business passing on our seed market has during the
past week been exceedingly limited. All descriptions of
red Clover seed are held with considerable firmness.

With icgard to Alsike and white Clover seeds choice
samples are still very scarce. Trefoils continue in fair

supply at late rates. We have a moderate inquiry for

foreign Italian. Bird seeds show no change since our
Ust. In feeding Linseed a fiiir trade has been doing.
Very high prices are asked for new spring Tares. The
cold weather has increased the demand for boiling Peas
and Haricot Beans. Mustard and Rape seed move oft

slowly at recent currencies. John Shaw 6* Sons^ Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, E. C.

CORN,
At Mark Lane on Monday little activity prevailed in

the trade. Fine descriptions of Wheat were held for the
extreme rates ot Monday last, but inferior produce re-

mained neglected. Barley was firm, and good malting
qualities experienced a steady sale. Malt was rather

dull, but not cheaper. Oats were abundant and difficult

to move, though rates were maintained in all instances.

Maize, being in a very few hands, commanded very full

prices. Beans and Peas were purchased sparingly on
former terms. The flour trade was very slow, and prices

were unaltered.—The market on Wednesday was firm,

and extreme rates were paid for all classes of Wheat.
Barley was a little more sought after, and rather disposed
to improve ; but Malt was dull, and a very moderate
demand prevailed for Oats or Maize. Beans and Peas
were steady, and recent prices were well supported for

flour.—The average prices for the week ending Decem-
ber 26, 1874, were: Wheat, 44^. Qd.\ Barley, 44?. 5^.

;

Oats, 2gf. 4./.; and for the corresponding week m 1873 :

Wheat, 61J. M.; Barley, 44^. bd ; Oats, 26s.

CATTLE.
There was a large supply of beasts at market on

Monday, but a dull trade, consequently prices generally
were lower. Sheep were also plentiful and buyers scarce.

A few choicest qualities made nearly as much as of late,

but on the average prices were decidedly lower. Trade
was very dull for calves, at lower prices. — On Thursday
the supply of beasts far exceeded the demand ; only a
few choice animals were wanted, and they were lower in

price. Scarcely anything was done in sheep. Choice
calves were dearer, and more activity was observable ia

milch cows.

UAY.
Good supplies were on offer at Whitechapel, but there

was also a brisk demand, and a fair clearance was
effected at fully late rates :— Clover, best, 120s. to 128J. ;

inferior, 8oj. to loos. ; hay, best, 114^. to 120s. in-

ferior, JOS. to goj. ; straw, 351. to 40J. per load. Cum-
berland Market quotations': — Superior meadow hay,

120s. to 128^. ; inferior do., gcu. -to 112s. ; superior

Clover, 120s. to 130J. ; inferior do., iooj. to 112s. ; and
straw, 40J. to 45^^. per load.

COALS.
At Wednesday's market there was a large supply on

offer, and the price fell i.v. 6d. per ton.
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—

WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing,

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES'
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P HAT E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.

C/irt!V;«rta—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Z)!><;rfor—JAMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.

Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., 3s., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Kussia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITV of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, .at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

G

Russia Mat Mercliants.

MARENDAZand fisher, 9, James Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, have a large Stock of Archangel,

Heavy and Close-woven ST. PETERSBURG MATS, and all

kinds of DUNNAGE MATS, RAFIA FIBRE, &c.
N.B.—The best Heavy St. Petersburg Mats are most suitable

for covering purposes.

FIFTEEN THOUSAND ARCHANGEL
BEST MATS, and 15,000 ST. PETERSBURG MAIS,

just arrived ; also a Parcel of SECOND-HAND good MATS,
for Covering or Packing, cheap. Prices, &c.,on application to

WM. PETERS, 44, Tenter Street South, Goodman's Fields,

near Minories, E.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

si:;e of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. looi. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and 5os. ; superior close Mat, 45J. 50s., and 555. ;

PACKING MATS, 20s., 30.1., and 35s. per 100; and every

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Tie Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe In tlie 'World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fixed as the common pipes, and are much superior : may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily

imjointed and refi-xed at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard .

.

.

.

. . 3J. 4^rt'.

3-inch Pipe, per yard . . . . . . 2s. sy^d.

2-inch Pipe, per yard . . . . . . is. Srf.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to

T. G. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer, Loughborough.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. 4^. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVASS—
2 yards wide .

.

. . i^. lorf. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3s. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3s. lod, per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD. Manager, ^^\, King William Street.

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

DANIELS'

DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

THE FINEST CUCUMBER IN CULTIVATION.

This magnificent variety, sent out by us last

season, is undoubtedly the grandest ever offered

to the Horticultural Public. It is a fine pearl-

white-spined variety, of a beautiful rich green

colour, which it retains to the last. It is a re-

markably shy seeder, immensely prolific, and of

a quality for table that is not to be excelled. It

grows rapidly to the length of 30 to 36 inches, being at the

same time tender and crisp, and of the most beautiful pro-

portions. For exhibition this variety will be found to have

no equal, and for general use cannot be surpassed.

In Sealed Packets, 2s. 6d. and 5s. each. Price to the

Trade on application.

£10 IN PRIZES
Will be given by us as follows, at the Grand Provincial Meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society in 1875 ;

—

£5 for the best Brace ; £3 for the second best Brace

;

and £2 for the third best Brace.

Burgess, Kent & Co.
Cannell, Mr. H
Carter, Messrs. James & Co
Cooper, Mr. J
Cooper, Mr. Robt.
Ckosland. Mr. B.

77/1? followine, Firms have already ordered

:

—
Erfurt, Prussia.

Nurseryman and Seedsman,
Weston-super-Mare.

Bull, Mr. Wm King's Road, Chelsea, London,
S.W.

PenkhuU, Stoke-upon-Trent.
Nursery, Woolwich, S.E.
High Holborn, London, W.C.
Hadleigh, Suffolk.

Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Richmond Nursery, Sheffield,

Dawson, Mr. S St. John Street, Peterborough.

Dean, Mr. Richd . . Nursery, Ealing, Middlesex.

Debron, Mr. Robt. .. .. West End, Ely, Cambridgeshire.

Denver, Messrs., & Son .. ..82, Gracechurch Street, London,
E.C.

Dickson, Messrs. F. &A., & Sons 106, Eastgato Street, Chester.

Dickson, Messrs. James, & Sons 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Dickson & Co 43 and 45, Corporation Street,

Manchester.

Downie, Laird & Laing . . Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Halstead, Mr. J Holme Nursery, Todmorden.
Heinemann, Mr. F. C Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Er-

furt, Prussia.

Hurst, Messrs., & Son .. 6, Leadenhall Street, 1 Potten, Mr. Wm
London, E.C.

|

Kennedy & Co Nurserymen and Seeds-
] Saltmarsh, Messrs., & Son.

z

Electrotype!.

men, Dumfries.
Priestgate, DarlingtoKent & Beydon

Lawson Seed & Nursery
Co. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . Edinburgh.

Lawson Seed & Nursery
Co. .

.

. . . . . . London.
Little & Ballantyne

Low & Co., Messrs

MiNiER, Nash & Nash

Nutting & Son

OsBORN & Son

PiDDUCK, Mr. S
Pine-apple Nursery Co. .

.

Platz, Messrs. C, & Son ..

Nurserymen and Seeds-
men, Carlisle.

Clapton Nurseries, Lon-
don, E.

29, Upper Head Row,
Leeds.

Seedsmen, Strand, Lon-
don, W.C.

Seedsmen, 60, Barbican,
London, E.C.

Nurserymen and Seeds-
men, Fulham, Lon-
don, S.W.

Sandwich, Kent.
Maida Vale, London, N.
Seedsmen, Erfurt, Prussia

Samson, Messrs., & Co.

Slater, Messrs., & Sons ..

Smith, Messrs. Wm., & Son.

Smithers & Crichton,
Messrs.

Snell, Mr. W. P

Stansfield, Messrs. A., &
Sons

Sutton, Messrs., & Son
Taplin, Mr. James .

.

Thorp, Mr. B.

Veitch, Mr. R. T
Waite, Burnell & Co. ,

Messrs.
Willcox, Mr. J
Williams, Mr. B. S.

Wrench, Messrs. Jacop, &
Son

Nurseryman, Sissing

hurst, Sussex.

Right St., Chelmsford.
Nurserymen and Seeds-

men, Kilmarnock.
Malton, Yorkshire.

Nurser)'men and Seeds-
men, Aberdeen,

Bunhill Row, Finsbury
Square, London, E.C,

Seedsman, Ely, Cam-
bridgeshire.

;, Todmorden.
Seedsmen, Keading.
High Street, Oxbridge.
Union Street, Halifax.

High Street, Exeter.

Southwark Street, Lon-
don, S.E.

Albion Street, Spalding.

Paradise Nursery, Hol-
loway, London, N.

London Bridge.

DANIELS BROTHERS, The Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment, Norwich.
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CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.,

MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATEEIALS,
THE BEST WOEKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PEACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.

GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

NO CHARGE FOR PLANS AND ESTIMATES.

HENRY ORMSON,-
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND GO'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c,
MAW .AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Co.x's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London. E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

THE THAMES BANK IR
COMPANY

(Successors to LvNCM White),
Old Barge Wharf. Upper Ground Street, London, S.E,

ERECT HOT-WATER APPARATUSES compli

Pric. .-ippli

kinds. PIPES and CONNECTIONS

ps for Catalogue.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
t» Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES. FOUN-
TAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS. RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to
30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of
Drawings, -jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS. Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Eoslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

"^HE above and many other PATTERNS
- ""' made in materials of great durability. The pl.i'

.tre especially suited
for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
.Slugs or Insects, take up
little room, and, once put
down incur no further

,. ..
labour or expense, as do -*

^''?D"rN,7x?^V'.^o'„'i?"^^''"'="''>' ''^'"S much cheaper.GARDEN Vases, fountains, &c., in Artificial Stone,

^'P' 'vJSSl'v'"''
°f superior finish, and m great variety ofdesign.F ROSHER AMD CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street^ Blackfnars, S.E.; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road. E.

nA^^JSi.'
i"'' '"OOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

EJ<^?I,?P^E'*S »"'' PROPAGATING BOXES
: also for

BRICKS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

(^RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
V-' for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c. . from
3S. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other

J fe,"""'^ "f ?'=at durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes
and Tiles of all kinds. Roofing Tiles m great variety. Slates,
Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merch.inls.
See addresses above.

QILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as

vJ^u
j'?s'''^<J Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by pc''.aiiuii. oampies oi oana iree oy post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rookeries tKENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Comhill, London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

J. G. SMEATON k CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, b'c..

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Estimates for every Description of Horticultjirai

Structure. Consultations in all farts of the Kinj^dont.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Pri , De' riptir

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT

: 72. CANNON STREET,
LONDON, E.C; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG S: Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES
;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of /kree

and one-fifthpounds ofcoal ^zx horse-power per hour.
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Garden Wall Wiring

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to
have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls,

ength, andall others for

kept perfectlycause all the Wires
of the Raidisseur.

very much stronger Wire can I

be drawn out of the horizontal Hi

being superior
durability.

For -Neatness,—

I

tight, without the u;

For Strength,—Becaus
used, therefore not liable

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Becai
it is not so likely to be eai

thin Wire, as used in the French syslei
The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1306 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

GALVANISED WROUGHT IRON

FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS,
For the Purpose of Training Fruit Trees

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
and as recommended by Mr. W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new

work, " The Parks, Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."
By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the

walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.
The Tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system The arrangement is so simple thit
It can easily be applied to any Walls bj inexperienced hands

I RICES Of il IfERIALS —
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS foi Tightening the^Vi

One of these required for each Line of Wire.

No. 900. 4.r. per doz.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, id. per dozen
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS 2j per doz

GALVANISED WIRE, gj. id. and 31. per loci yards.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS, with full particulars of the above
and of FITTINGS for ESPALIER TRAINERS, on very

ical principles, free on applic

BARNARD, BISHOP & BARNARDS,
NORFOLK IRONWORKS, NORWICH.

The "Victoria" Hot-water Circulator.

ri
"
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THE COWAN COMPENSATING HEATING COMPANY, LIMITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's valuable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
1. In most Cases it SAVES the ENTIRE COST of FUEL. | 3. No Night Attendance is required.

2. The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any ^ There is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced.
other System. I

^

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen

in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby ; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,

the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart. ; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones

Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :—
" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in

use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided

success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will

prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your

Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return ;
by the

old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. I find our chalk is of an inferior

quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating

Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873; BELFAST, 1874; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBURY^lBANKy LONDON, E.C.

C I 1 t i> teJ It Mr Leys Nursery Croydon

LASCELLES' PATENT CURVED STRUCTURES
Are constructed entirely of Wood, Bent on his Patent Principle, whereby each Bar forms a complete truss. They are strong, light, cheap and durable.

DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES, WITHOUT CHARGE, ON APPLICATION TO THE PATENTEE,

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, BUNHILL ROW, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.G.
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fpHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
A Weekly Illustrated Journal for

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.
Published by

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W,C.

Price ifd., post free i,Yid.

T'"'
HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
gives Weekly Reports of the Metropolitan and chief

Country Corn and Meat Markets ; Manure and Seed Markets

:

Wool, Coal, Hop, Hay, and Vegetable Markets, and the Cheese
Markets of Derbyshire, Somersetshire, Cheshire, and Glasgow.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Tenant Farmer's Journal, and has published, during

the past year, Contributions and Communications from Land-
lords and Tenant Farmers in fifty-six Counties in England,
Scotland, and Ireland.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Weekly Reporter of the proceedings of all Agri-

cultural Societies, and has during the past year reported the

Meetings and Discussions of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
the Bath and West of England and Southern Counties Agri-
cultural Association, the Yorkshire and all other County Agri-
cultural Societies, Chambersof Agriculture, and Farmers' Clubs.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Weekly Illustrated Agricultural Journal, and has

published during the past year nearly 500 Engravings, in-

cluding Woodcuts of Agricultural Machines, Portraits of
Noteworthy Agriculturists, Plans of Cottages and Farm
Buildings, Portraits and Diagrams of Particular Cattle, Sheep,
and Pigs, Illustrations of Colonial Agricultural Life Illustra-

tions of Plants, Drawings of Veterinary and other subjects,

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a record of the Progress and Improvement of the Agri-

cultural Machine Manufacture, and has publislied. during t874.

Illustrated Reports of the following Agricultural Machine fac-

tories :—Messrs. Howard, of Bedford: Messrs. Clayton & Shut-
tleworth, of Lincoln ; Messrs. Ashby, Jeffery & Luke, of
Stamford ; Messrs, Aveling & Porter, of Rochester ; Messrs.

Barford & Perkins, of Petei-borough : Mi-. Boby, of Bury
St. Edmunds ; Messpi. Burgess & Key, of Brentwood ; Messrs.
Carson & Toone. of Warminster: Messrs. Cottam, of London :

Messrs. DeninK, ,.f Chriid : Messrs. Carrelt & Sons, of Sa.v-

mundhani : M>..-,. II -Iv .• -.n. .1 i;i,iiiham: iMr. Le
Butt, of lin. I .! I :.-li..ll & Co., of
GainsboruHul, I

'..!:
I

; .Messrs. Page
& Co., of l;.-.ir..,.| ,

-!. :
, .

I
.

.
of lliinLm-y;

Messrs. Reeves & c.
,

\\\ ...
I I : .1 i i, , I 'roctor

& Co.. of Lincoln : .M. I .

'
"

M.-ssrs.

Woods, Cocksedge ,^ 1 1 -1 r
1 :

i m i I .1 n.ird S;

Bishop, of Norwich ;
lii.- DiH..! '\\,ij,-'ji i

. , .m i
1'. Ucidnig

Agricul tui-al Implemenl Co.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Weekly Record of the Progress of Agricultural

Science, and has during the past year published commu-
nications from Professor Baldwin, of Dublin ; Professor
G. T. Brown, of the Veterinary Department of the Privy
Council; James Caird, C.B. ; J. A. H. Caird : W. Car-
ruthers, F.R.S., Consulting Botanist to the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England: J. Bailey-Denton; H. Evershed
:

Dr. J. H. Gilbert, FR.S. ; James Howard, of Bedford:
H. Kains-Jackson : H. M.Jenkins, F.G.S,, Secretary to the

Royal Agricultural Society of England : W. Bence Jones ; the

late Lord Kesteven : J. B, Lawcs. F.R.S. : the Late Lord
George Manners, M.P. : J. J. Mechi : Rev. W. J. Pope;
J. P. Sheldon, of Derbyshire: W. Smith, of Woolston

;

Augustus Voelcker, Ph.D.. F.R.S. , Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and to the Bath
and West of England Society; R. Warrington, F.C.S. : Rev.
G. Wilkins.ofWi.K: Willoughby Wood ; Professor Wrightson,
and many others.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Record also of Foreign Agricultural Progress, and

has pubfished Periodical Communications from its Correspond-
ents in Foreign Countries, in Australia, the United States,

Canada, France, Geimany, Hungary, Austria, South America,

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
contains Weekly Articles and Reports, Illustrated when

necessary, relating to the Poultry Yard, the Forester, the Bee-
keeper, the Garden, the Household, and the Weather.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a full Record of all Matters relating to the Shorthorn

Breeder and Live Stock generally ; and, during 1874, it has
published Reports of the Herds and Flocks at Holker, Underley,
Audley End, Havering, Lightburne, Witham-on-the-Hill,
Killerby, West Dereham, Wexford, Kingsfort, Wateringbury,
Weeting Hall. Carlton Court, Dunmore, Warlaby, Steyning,
Taverham Hall, Hove, near Brighton, County Cork, &c.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Journal of Veterinaiy Practice and Experience, and

has contained during 1874 weekly articles by its Veterinary
Editor, besides frequent reports from Veterinary Inspectors at
the leading Live Stock Markets.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the strenuous advocate of Security for the Capital

employed in Cultivation, the Removal of Restrictions upon the
Cultivator, the promotion of Professional Agricultural Educa-
tion, and the increased acknowledgment of the commercial
principle along with good neighbour-nood, as properly regulat-

... T, .,..?__.,_.... .r r. _.,-_.. „j <^
-nd of Master

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
of 1875 will continue to Report, with promptitude and

care, all Agricultural Markets, Society Meetings, and Agri-
cultural Machine Improvements. It will contain weekly
Articles from Correspondents in England, Scotland, Ireland,

and Foreign Countries. It will contain Illustrated Reports of
all matters connected with our Live Stock, our Plants, our
Poultry, Bees, Gardens, &c. It will contain articles descriptive

of Estates, Farms, Herds, and Flocks. It will contain weekly
articles on the Social Relations, the Sciences, the Business
Transactions, the Practical Details of Agriculture. It professes

no Party Politics, but it will not hesitate to discuss any subject
affecting the position or relations of those whose Professional
Organ it desires to be. It will be found absolutely Independent,
excepting only of such rules as govern honourable men ; and
nothing which affects the interests, whether of the Landowner,
the Tenant Farmer, or the Labourer, will be excluded from its

columns.

GAZETTE

T

THE AGRICULTURAL
VOLUME for 1874

Can be had at 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C,
Price l-L -zs.

It contains an unequalled Agricultural History of an eventful

agricultural year, and a large quantity of information of perma-
nent agricultural interest.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
A Weekly Illustrated Journal for

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.
Published by

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Price ^d., post-free ir^^d.

Price IS. 6d., free by post, qs. lod.

HHE NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE
L for JANUARY.

Canada : An Emigrant's Journal. , By Lewis Parker.
Nathaniel Hawthorne. By George Barnett Smith.
The Mad Willoughbys. By E. Lynn Linton.
English Flower Gardens. By Archibald Banks.
Notes of Travel in Portugal : Supplementary Chapter. B3'

John Latouche.
Sir Philip Sidney. By Henry Kingsley.
A Tragedy Queen : A Tale. By John Dangerfield. Author

of "Gr;
London: WARD, LOCK,

aternoster Row, E.C.
TYLER, Warwick Ho

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVE RTISER.

Contents :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS .and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Suboription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
^ Single Copies, 4d. ; Stamped, sd.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New Soutli
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL.
London .... Mr. George Street, 30. Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Streeet, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d., Post Free 4a.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agriculttiral Almanac.

Office ; 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London

Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1874.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS,
HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUB.S.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 3(/., Post Free. 4^.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

This Month ivill be Published a T^eiu and
greatly Enlarged Edition of

GORDON'S PINETUM:
Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present known,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY,
and SYNONYMS,

Comprising a considerable number of New and
Undescribed Kinds

;

With elaborate Inde-xes of both Scientific and
Popular Names.

In One Volume, %vo, Cloth, Price iSj.

*,* The former Edition, now extremely
scarce, was published at 16^., the Supplement
at 6j'.,both of which are included in the present
with considerable additions.

London ;

HENRY G. BOHN,
18, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C

A NEW VOLUME COMMENCES IN JANUARY.

THE FLORIST AND POMOLOGIST
A PICTORIAL MAGAZINE OF GARDENING.

Monthly Is. ; Annual Subscription 12s., or Pree by Post, 13s.

Two finely Coloured Plates issued with each Number.

Established as the '"'' Florist ^^ in 1848.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is a Popular Monthly Magazine of Gardening in all its Departments-
It supplies the class of information required by Garden Amateurs, as well as by Professional and Com-
mercial Gardeners. It keeps its readers informed as to the Novelties which may interest them, and instructs
them as to the best forms of Garden Practice.—The subjects for the Coloured Plates are selected with the
greatest care, and the drawings are made by the leading Floral and Botanical Artists ; while as the Letterpress
is contributed by some of the most distinguished Practical and Scientific Horticulturists of the day, the sound
practical character of the information contained in its pages is assured.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST may be obtained through any Bookseller or Newsagent, or direct from
the Publisher,

MR. EDWARD H. MAY, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURJ3AY, Januakv 2, 1875,

Full and Compicle Calendar of

FARM OPERATIONS FOR JANUARY.
Okicinal Articles on UnL-.\l.au-,tiid Improvements-How to

Tell the Age Lv Dcntitimi (Illuhlraledi-Broaj's Uar Horse
Slloe(Illvistrriliin - Poulliv M <n;i rinrnl f .r ihc Month—
Fr..sli An uM W.oii. L'IniInn • ^

-'; \ i.s-Agricul-
tiu.il M,,..l ,v llllii-ii.iit.ll I

I
,

..
. Movement—

I'hc l.udjci Ircc, ..i Ntu- ,:. ,: I

I

., -I iiichcster—

T^;iiaiil-Ki^ht--rrulits ul" I ui.iiii, .. I
• ). ndent upon

Labour—Common Law for Farmci s-Shorllmrns at Holker
Hall—Future Tenant-Right—The Labourer : his Grievances,
&c. -Also a Memoir, with Portrait, of the late

Dr. THOMAS ANDERSON, F.R.S.E.

HoMH AND Foreign Correspondence on a Large Number
of Subjects.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of
Counties in Great Britain and L-eland,

Rei'Orts op Societies. Farmers' Clubs, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian — The Poultry Yard—The Garden of the

Farm—The Hnusehold-The Beekeeper—The Wealher—
Reports of Markets — Notices of Books — Miscel-

New Works now Ready.
BOTANICAL MAtiAZINE. Figures and

Descriptions of New .and Rare Plants. By Dr. Hooker,
C.B., P.R.S. Vol. foria74, Seventy-two Coloured Plates, ^is. :

Monthly, with SI.v Coloured Plates, 3^. 6f/. ; Annual Sub-

l.i'ii:REISSUE of the THIRD SERIES in Monthly Vols. 425. :

to Subscribers for the entire series, 36^. each.

FLORAL MAGAZINE. New Series,
enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the

choicest New Flowers for the Garden, Stove, or Conservatory.
By W. G. Smith, F.L.S. Vol. for 1874, Forty-eight beautifully
Coloured Plates, 426-. ; Monthly, with Four Coloured Plates,

3^. dd. \ Annual Subscription, 42^. Handsome cloth cases,

gilt and black-blocked, for binding the vols., is. 6J. each.

ORCHIDS ; and How to Grow them in
India, and other Tropical Climates. By Sami'el

Jennings. F.L.S., late Vice-President of the Agri.-Horti-
cultural Society of India. Royal 4to, Part XI., with Four
beautifully Coloured Plates, 5s. To be completed in Twelve
Pans.
L. REEVE AND CO., 5 , Henrietta Street. Covent Garden. WA:.

FLORAL PLATES. Beautifully coloured,
6if. and 1^. each. New Lists of 700 varieties, one stamp.

BOTANICAL PLATES. 6d. and u. each,
beautifully coloured. List of 2000, one stamp.

L. REEVE AND CO.. 5. Henrietta Street. Covent Garden. W.C.
Price 61/. monthly.

THE GARDENER ; a Magazine of Horti-
culture and Floriculture, containing Original Articles

by some of the pcincipi^I Practical Gardeners of the Day.
Edited by David Thomson, author of " Handy Book of the
Flower Garden." " Handy Book of Fruit Culture," &c.

The Number for January contains ; Stoke-holes, Boilers. &c.
(with lllustratior,)—Ornamental Trees and Shrubs—About
Plant Growing : Size of Pots—Stove Plants for Exhibition-
Gardening Fashions—French Bean Forcing—Notes on Cymbi-
dium—A few Caltleyas worth Growing-Large Bunches of
Grapes—Notes on New and Rare Ferns—Hints for Amateurs :

January—Potatos and Rotation of Crops—Gossip about Plants
—Popular Greenhouse Plants—Judging. &c. , at Horticultural
Shows—Pearson's Golden Queen Grape—Plants for Table
Decoration—Raisin de Calabre and other Late Grapes—Winler
Use of Hardy Succulents—Obituary—Calendar—Notices to
Correspondents.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. 37. Paternoster
Row. London, E.C.; and 45, George Street. Edinbureh.
Orders received by all Booksellers.

rrORTICULTURE.—The following Works
J-X. (by THO^L\s Rivers) may be had by post at the prices

quoted :
—

THE ORCHARD HOUSE ; or Ae Cultiva-
tion of Trees in Pots. Fifteenth Edition. 3s. 6if.

THE MINIATURE FRUIT GARDEN
;

containing Directions for Root Pruning, &c. Seventeenth
Edition. 3^.

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE ; con-
tainingtheHistorj'andCuItureofRoses. Tenth Edition. 4s.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sa ridgeworth, Hei

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. P,y the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery]
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Fri

Offio

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
BURVENICH, E. PvNAEKT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

WANTED, a PARTNER, or a FLORIST
NURSERY to be DISPOSED of, containing five new

Houses, all heated with Hot-water Pipes and stocked with the
choicest of Florist Plants for Cut Blooms, &c. ; Dwelling-house
attached. Nineteen years Lease unexpired. Distance seven
miles from London. For further particulars direct to

W. H., Gardeiurs' Ckrmicle Office, W. C.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, in a northern midland county,
an experienced ASSISTANT, with a view to Partner-

ship, if suitable.—.Apply by letter, stating age, experience, and
if married, to A. B., Messrs. Nutting & Sons, 60, Barbican,
London, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, without children; to live at the Lodge.

Must understand the Management of Vines. Houses, Fruit,
and Flowers.—Polwithen. Penzance, Cornwall.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, who thoroughly undcrst.inds Vineries,

Greenhouses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening : a married
Man without incumbrance, or only two children, preferred.
Wages 25s. a week, with house. ~G. C. G., Brockhampton
Park, Andovcrsford. Gloi

WANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly
understands his profession in Greenhouse and Garden ;

must be middle-aged, married, and without incumbrance.
Wages -iis. per week, fuel and room.—Apply any evening at

5, King Street Eas

WANTED, a good GARDENER and
WIFE, to live in the house ; active, industrious, and of

good character. Good wages to competent, intelligent persons.
—Full particiilais to C. C, The Beacon, West End Lane, N.W.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a married
Man, without family (age 30 to 45). Must he a first-

class practical Man. State wages. Also a young Man
required, .as UNDER GARDENER.—C. H., Post Office,
Kingston, Surrey.

WANTED, a WORKING LANDSCAPE
GARDENER, able to prepare Plans, and willing to

fill up his time in the Nursery. Applicants to state experience
and wages required.—FISHER, HOLMES, AND CO.,
Handsworth Nurseries. Sheffield.

WANTED, a good WORKING GAR-
DENER ; must be a good Grower of Strawberries —

Mr. JAMES TURNER, 37, George Slreet, Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, a good, plain GARDENER,
married, but without family : he would have to Milk a

Cow or two. Wages £,\ a week, and cottage free.— E. C,
7S, Upper Thames Street, City, E.C.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, not
under twenty-six years of age, who thoroughly luider-

stands the Growth of Stove and Greenhou.se Plants, i^vc, also
In and Outdoor Pruning and Tving. None but competent
RIen need apply.—J. CALLWOOD, Alderley Pnrk, Crewt;.

WANTED, a FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR, married. Must be a good Plantsman. and one

used to Market-work preferred, or a good Second Man.
Cottage on the premises.—Apply, by letter, staling wages
expected. &c.. to RICHARD BIGGS, the Nurseries,
Lewisham. S.E.

WANTED, for one of the principal London
Nurseries, the best GENERAL PROPAGATOR that

can be found. A permanent situation and good salarj' given to

a suitable Man.—Apply, in the first instance by letter only, to
A. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Propagate
and Grow Soft-wooded Plants for Market ; also one to

Propagate and Grow Stove Plants.~T. C. PAGET. Royal
Nurseries, Clapham, S.W.

Traveller.—Seed Trade.

ANTED, by a London House, an experi-
enced Man as TRAVELLER. He must have a

thorough knowledge of the Trade, and a preference will be
given to one that has travelled previously. This is a good
opening for an energetic, persevering Man.—Apply, stating
amount of experience. G. M.. Gardeuers' Chronicle OiUce, W.C.

w
WANTED, a young MAN, in the Houses.

Must have been in on^ of the large Nurseries, and
accustomed to Plants. Wages 215. per week.— Personal appli-

WANTED, a MAN (married preferred),
experienced in Growing Bedding and other Plants for

Sale. — Apply, stating wages required, to W. FOSTER,
Nurseryman, Stroud.

Seed Trade.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS,O 108, Eastgate Street. Chester, REQUIRE a JUNIOR
ASSISTANT.—Apply, in own handwriting, stating age,
experience, and salary expected.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN and CLERK.
Must have a good knowledge of the Retail Seed Trade,

Book-keeping, and of the Value of Plants.—Apply, by letter
only, stating references, age. and salary' expected, to FLORIST,
5, Percy Villas. Church Road. Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, a SHOP PORTER, in a London
Seed Warehouse—an active intelligent Man. to Fill

Drawers. Sic, Wages 305. Permanent situation. — Apply.
stating amount of previous experience, to L. &L, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE i^ 'l N E - A P P L e" N^'u r' s'Fr Y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send t'ull particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married;
has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession in

all its branches, including the Forcing of Fruits. Vegetables,
and Flowers, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Good
character. — GARDENER, Mr. Eaton, Sheepstead, near
Abingdon ; or Read Hall, near Whalley, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Head). — The Advertiser,
middle-aged, married, one child, who has devoted over

nty years to Gardening in its various branc"hes. will pay five

'ho wdl procure him a s

Head Gardener, where several Men arc kept. Wages not und
^70 per annum. References good.—Y. R. T., 28, Bute Strci
Luton, Beds.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no
family.—Henry Godfkkv, Nurseryman, Stourbridge,

can with confidence recommend the above to any Lady or
Gentleman, as being well up in his profession, having had great
experience in Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, Kitchen and Flower Gardening ; also as being nn
industrious, sober, and well-conducted Man. Testimonials can
be had from present and former employers.— H. H.. as above.

GJ.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Has a
' thorough knowledge of iht: profession in all its braiichas,

including all kinds of Fruit and Plant Houses, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, Early and Late Forcing, and a First-class
Grower of Orchids. Seventeen years' first-cTass character, and
highest testimonials.—X. V. Z., J. Ivery & Son, The Nurseries,
Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER(Sin(1;le).—Age 28; thoroughly
understands Greenhou.ses, Emit Trees, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening. Nine years' experience. Four years'
good character.—G. A. , Post Office, West Wlckham, Kent.

/;< ARDENER (Second), in a good Esta-
VJ blishmcnt.—Age 26. Good character and first-class

references.— S. G., 13, Elizabeth Place, Koehampton, S.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; several
years' e.vperience. Good character.—T. KNIGHT, The

Nursery, Warwick Road, Stratford-on-Avon.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
. man's Establi.shment.—Age 24 ; %vell up in Pines. Vines,

and Early and Late Forcing ; also the Cultivation of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. Eight years' experience. Good references.

—J. W. B. , Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

FOREMAN, in a Seed .Shop or Nursery in or
ncir London.—Age 26, married. Good experience and

reference.—W. IJ. FJ.. Spriging Nursery, St. Albau's.

FOREMAN, or SECOND, in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23. Good references.

—

C. M.. Hardwick Gardens, Ellesmere, Salop.

PROPAGATOR. — A young Man, several
years' experience in all departments. Good reference as

to character and ability. Has had a charge.—A. B., Belmont,
Strandtown, Belfast.

PROPAGATOR, of Soft-wooded Plants.—
Age 25. Good character as to ability. &c. Seven ye.irs"

experience.—T. H. C, Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

s
To tbe Seed Trade.

HOPMAN, or MANAGER.- Fifteen years'
experience in all branches of the Trade.— H. S..

HOPMAN, or ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
A young Man. of character and ability in the Seed

Trade. First-class testimonials.-T. B., Gardeners Chronicle
Office, W.C.

s

FARM BAILIFF, or STEWARD.--The
Advertiser (age_40. married) desires a re-engagement ; has

had nineteen years' experience on Light and Heavy Soils,

Breeding, Rearing. Buying, and Selling of Stock. Wife could
manage Dairy and Poultry. Highest references given.

—

X. V. X., St. Cyres, Exeter, Devon.

KI N A H A N/ S . L L . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." Sec article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170. Piccadilly, W.

Lea a Perrins' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs " the only good Sauce."

Improves the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for

piquancy and flavour. ^^_^^

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and
Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London : and sold

by all Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

FREEDOM from COUGHS in ten minutes
is given by Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.

12.086 Cures have been published in the- last year of A-sthma,
Consumption, Bronchitis. Colds, and all Disurders of the Breath
and Lungs. In Hysterical. Nervous, and Heart Complaints
they are unfailing, while in Rheumatism and Nervous Pains
they act like a charm.

Sold by all Druggists at \s. \%d. per bo.x.
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A NEW AND PERFECTLY DISTINCT
AVRINKLED PEA,

SUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD
Far superior to any of the present tall wrinkled varieties.

NOTICE—This splendid New Pea, together with the other valuable Novelties introduced and \j?^=^^^-^''
offered by Messrs. Sutton this season for the first time, can only be obtained direct from them.

Parcels value 20s. and upwards Carriage Free,

M^\^^,rAy^%

BUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD MARROW PEA Price, 5s. per Quart.
This New Wrinkled Pea is of a distinct type, and far superior to any of the

present tall wrinkled varieties. We have had it under trial for the past 6 years,

while getting up a sufficient stock to offer to the public, and every season its decided

superiority has become more manifest when growing alongside all the best sorts.

The leaves, stems, pods, and peas possess the peculiar glass-green colour of our
Em<irald Gem, but it is a wrinkled variety, growing to the height of 5 feet, and coming
in for use at the end ofJune and beginning of July. It is more robust in habit than

any of the 84 sorts grown in our experimental grounds last year. From its earliest

stages of growth its distinctive character is at once apparent, and it resists drought

1^^ At the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, South Kemlri^ton, July 7, 1875, xi

Wrinkled Feas, to include Suttons' Giant Emerald A/arr

uperiorand mildew in a remarkable manner. In productiveness it is unequalled, and f
,

to any of the high-priced varieties recently sent out. The pods are from 4 10-4^ inches
in length, and hang very thickly, in pairs ; they contain from eight to ten fine peas.
The flavour is delicious ; and the Peas come to table with the same beautiful green
colour that characterises the entire plant.

This fine Pea is recommended by the principal Horticultural Authorities
in the country. A Coloured Plate of the above, also Coloured and other Illustra-

tions, with full particulars of other valuable Novelties for 1875, appears in
SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE. Price is., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

fer Silver and Bronze Medals, with valuable Money Prizes, for Six Dishes 0/
,
Duchess ofEdinburgh, and Duke of Edinburgh.

SUTTON & SONS, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
Editorial C^

Printed by \Vi

said Willi
"

should be addressed to " The Ed'
Richards, at the Office of Messr

,
at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. P;

Agent for Manchester—JoH.N Hevwood,

Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London. W.C.
Agnew, & Co,, Lombaid Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and PubHshed by the
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OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

The Council have undertaken to hold FIVE EVENING
MEETINGS for LECTURES, at which Fellows and others
interested in Horticulture are invited to attend, on JANUARY
13 and 27, FEBRUARY 3 and 24, and MARCH lo.

Professor W. T. THISELTON DYER will Lecture on the
Growth of Ferns from Spores, on WEDNESDAY EVENING.
January 13, in the Council Room at South Kensington, at 8
o'clock P.M.

LAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW, AUGU.ST 10,
1875.—Amount oftered, ;£363. Prizes for 8 Flowering Plants,
6 Fine Foliaged Plants, and 6 Ferns, £ts. Schedules ready by
the end of January.

Secretary, J. STOLLARD, Clay Cross, Chesterfield.

Now Beady,
CARTER'S VADE MECUM, the hand-

somest Catalogue of the year, containing five new
coloured Illustrations, and nearly 200 Drawings of the Best
Vegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price IS., post free. Gratis to customers.
JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and

238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,
Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur, Three First-

class Certificates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-
tions, &c., see large advertisement at p. 5 of last week's Gar-
deners' Chronicle.
HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

-Illustrated CATALOGUES on
application to

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

ALL the BEST NEW ROSES for 1875.—
Extra fine, strong, well-grown, and most vigorous plants

of the above will be ready for delivery in March.
WM, WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, near

Ucklield, Sussex^

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES. FRUIT TREES, S:c., is unusually fine this

season A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Roses.—To the Trade.

THOMAS S. WARE can still supply strong
well-rooted PLANTS in Standards, Half-standards, and

Dwarfs; also Common MOSS and CLIMBERS. Price on
application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

GlANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Strong
joming roots, is. per dozen, izr. 6d. per 100, package

free. E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

FOR SALE, for want of room. Two large
ORANGE TREES, 8 feet in height, with fine heads.

Also, Two large CITRONS, 8 feet in height. All are in good
health, and suitable for a Conservatory. Apply at tile Office of

Mr. WRIGHT, Dacre Road, Lee, Kent. S.E.

Large Sycamores ana Poplars.

THOMAS S. WARE can offer well-grown
POPLARS, of sorts, 12 to 20 feet—the Lombardy are

handsome, well-weathered trees. SYCAMORE, 12 feet ; also

Standard LIMES. Price on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham,

ARGE TREES, suitable for immediate
i effect planted on Lawns, for Avenues, &c. LISTS of

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

No Reasonable Offer Refused.

HORSE CHESTNUTS (1000), 5 to 6 feet.

ENGLISH OAK (1000), 4 to 5 feet, all well rooted.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Scotch Fir (true Native).

MR. J. J. MARRIOTT begs to offer the
above, twice transplanted, 12 to 18 inches, very fine,

r+r. per 1000. BIRCH, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000. EVER-
GREEN PRIVET, 2 to 3 feet. sos. per 1000.

Highfield Nursery, Matlock, Derbyshire.

Fruits.—To the Trade.

THOMAS S. WARE can supply Maiden
APPLES, PEARS, and CHERRIES ; Standard Pears

and Cherries: Dwarf-trained Pears, Apples, PLUMS, and
NECTARINES. Prices, low, on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS has a large and fine stock
• of FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the

best kinds. Prices on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N,

ASPARAGUS, forcing.—Several thousand
fine strong crowns to be Sold, cheap. Price and parti-

culars on application to

R. FENNESSY and SON, Nurserymen, Waterford.

w ANTED, i-yr. and 2-yr. seedling
HAWTHORN QUICK. Send samples and price to

rssrs. CRANSTON and MAVOS, Nurseries, King's Acre,
Hereford.

WANTED, Six Standard and Six Dwarf-
trained MOORPARK APRICOT TREES, of four or

five years' growth ; must be healthy and well rooted. State

GEORGE LAMB, Blylhe Street. Woodb^rough Road,
Nottingham.

WANTED, HOLLY BERRIES. State
quantity, with lowest price.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANTED, LARCH, transplanted, 12 to
18 inches ; also i-yr. and 2-yr. seedlings. Send samples

and prices to

WITTY AND SON, The Nurseries, Cottingham, Hull.

WANTED, strong i-yr. seedling LARCH.
State quantity and lowest price, to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, The
" Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having been
SUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

FLORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES,
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER AND CO.,

who give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterling

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

s
For the best Vegetables see

UTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for
875. Large edition and coloured plates, is. post free,

ure edition, ^d. post free.

For the best Flowers see

lUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for

S
For the best Cucumbers and Melons see

UTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for
875.

s
For the best Potatos see

UTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

L ILIUM AURATU M.—The annual
importations from Japan have now arrived. The bulbs

this season are in the finest condition possible. Price 12^., i3j.

,

305 , and 425. per dozen.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Surplus Stock of Roots

HYACINTHS, NARCISS, TULIPS,
CRl^CUS. at a very low price, to clear out.

HY. CLARKE and SONS, 39, King Street, Covent Garden.

CAMELLIAS. — Cut flowers for Bouquets
during January and February. Price per hundred

wanted. Address
P. JOIRIS ET FR6RE, Horticulturists, Libge, Belgium.

WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT
FLOWERS.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Norwood Nursery, Beverley.

EMPERVIVUM BOLLI, is. 6d. and
2^. 6d. per packet.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Norwood Nursery, Beverley.

s

E.
Nu

WILSON
(1^

S E R P E L L
te Pontkv).
Seed Merchant, Plymouth.

Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Knowefield

rlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

A
Flower Seeds.-To the Trade.

WENZEL BROTHER S' Wholesale
CATALOGUE of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS is

now ready, and will be forwarded post-free on application.

WENZEL BROTHERS, Seed Growers and Merchants,
Quedlinburg, Prussia.

LAWN TURFS for SALE—10,000 or more,
of first-class herbage, 6s. per loo, delivered at Railway

Station in London. Address
Mr. JONES. Arundel Hotel, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

PLANTS for WINTER FORCING.—
Any one desirous of Successfully Forcing Flowering

Plants during the coming Winter Months, should apply at
once to JOHN STANDISH and CO. for a LIST of their

PLANTS specially prepared and adapted for this purpose.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.—A Consign-
ment just arrived, in fresh and good condition : also

fresh SEED of PICEA GRANDIS, P. AMABILIS, and
P. NORDMANNIANA.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S. W.

THE NEW AMERICAN POTATO,
THORBURN'S EARLY PARAGON.

Combining more superior qualities in a higher degree than
any of the early sorts of late introduction.

For Sale by all the leading London Seedsmen.

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale Special
• Priced LIST of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and

will be forwarded, post free, on application. It includes all the
best English and American sorts in cultivation, and the prices
will be found very moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

poCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this
^-^ season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

id. per bushel, delivered free to any Railway, Samples free.

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works, High St.. Battersea, S.W

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000
bushels, cheapest in the Market. Free on to rails. Price

and sample on application. Tenders received for 50 and 100
bushels.—H. WRIGHT. Fibre Merchant, 4, Peterborough
Terrace, King's Road, Fulham. S.W.

Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus. &c.
The best material in which to grow the above is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price IS. per bushel, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Sleam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W,
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SALE BY AUCTION.

Extensive Importation of Odontoglossum Alexandrse
(BLUNTII).

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, January 11, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of choice ORCHIDS, in

good condition, from New Grenada, including 500 Odontoglossum
Alexandra (Bluntii), 250 O. gloriosum, 60 O- Roezlii, strong

plants of O. hastilabium, Cattleyas from a new locaUty, Cattleya

TrianKi, C. MendeU, lonopsis pulchella grandiflora, Oncidiup
Weltoni.and a very beautiful Comparettia ; also 10,000 splendid

Bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from Japan, in

the finest possible condition, being quite as fresh and plump
as English-grown Bulbs.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

RODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and General Commission Acent, 112, Fleet

Street, E.G.

M
Wood Engravimg.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and
Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age,

being FARMERS.POLICEMEN, MECHANICS, MINERS,
LABOURERS, and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS,
on payment of the following rates :—Twelve years and not

exceeding forty, ^5 ios.\ one year and under twelve, £1 15^:.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

TO BE LET,about 30 Acres ofFREEHOLD
LAND, in the Parish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London, and
particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks
and a small stream running through the centre.

ALEX. BELL, Esq., 5, Regency Square, Brighton.

TO BE LET, or SOLD (on the South Coast),
a piece of LAND, 100 by 175 feet, covered with Glass,

fitted with Hot-Water Apparatus throughout ; at the present

lime well stocked with Grapes, Pines, &c. Capitally adapted
for a Nurseryman.

T. P., Gardcmrs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from 105. to 25^. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and
Cattle.- For PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W. , Architect to the Estate.

BEECH, 3 feet, very fine and well rooted,
IS. 6d. per 1000.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries. Barnstaple, Devon.

Vines.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS have a large stock of strong, short-jointed, well-

ripened FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the

leading kinds. _ Prices on aijpl'

The"Upto: . Chester.

To the Trade.

HUGH LOW AND CO. have to offer dwarf
maiden PEACHES, NECTARINES, and MOOR-

PARK APRICOTS by the 100.

Clapton Nursery, London, E.

MINIER, NASH AND NASH'S Wholesale
CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FARM SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had upon application. Friends who have
not received a copy will please write.

60, Strand, London. W.C.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double :

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

NUTTING AND SONS having now posted
their Annual Wholesale GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL

and FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE, and complaints being
made of non-delivery, any of their friends not having duly
received it, on application one shall be immediately forwarded.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.

Home Grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• make special offers to the Trade of their home-grown

choice selected stocks of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN
SEEDS of this season's growth. They have been harvested

in very fine condition, and are quoted low in price.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

The Nurseries, Dumfries, N.B.

FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL
TREES, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS,

ROSES, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.
Our Stock of the above is one of the largest in Scotland. The

Trees and Shrubs are of all ages and sizes, and are well adapted
for extensive Planting, or giving immediate effect in the Forma-
tion and Improving of Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

Priced CATALOGUES free on application.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Seed and Nursery
Establishment, Dumfries.

"VriOLETS.—LEE'S VICTORIA REGINA,
» very strong. 6^. and 95. per dozen.
To THE Trade. — Extra choice POLYANTHUS SEED,

superb strain, 51. per oz. Also, LEICESTER RED CELERY,
true, IS. per oz. Cheaper in quantity. Postage extra.

B. R. DAVIS, Seed Warehouse, Yeovil, Somerset.

Bouvardlas—Vreelandll, jasmlulflora, &c.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.'S
Stock of the above beautiful Winter-flowering Plant is

exceptionally fine this season. 15,^. to i8j. per dozen, fine plants.

They are now sending out the New BOUVARDIA HUM-
BOLDTII CORYMBIFLORA, which is a great acquisition, in

fine strong plants, 245-. to 36,?. per dozen.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, in pots,
for Forcing ; strong pyramids and bushes, in fine fruiting

ROSES (a choice selection) for Forcing or Greenhouse, strong

plants, in 6 and 8-inch pots.

STANDARD ROSES, very fine.

Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.—
(Great Eastern Railway.)

ROSES.—Fine Standard and Half-standard
Roses of the following Proved New Varieties now ready :

—Etienne Levet, Fran?ois Michelon, Madame Maria Courlet,
Monsieur Claude Levet, Madame Hippolite Jamain (H.P.),
Souvenir John Gould Veitch, President Grevy, Niphetos,
Madame Hippolite Jamain (Tea), Souvenir Paul N6ron,
Catherine Mermet ; and all the Old Varieties.

VERBENAS.— Fine Stock Plants of the leading ' '

be supplied by
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

s TRONG FOREST TREES.
LARCH, 2 to 3, and 2^ to 3^ feet.

'

SCOTCH, 2 to I'A, 2^ to 3, and 3 to 3K feet.

SPRUCE, 2 to 2^. 2K to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, EngUsh, 3 to 4, 4 to s, and 5 to 6 feet.

The above, with other sorts, are all strong and good, and
there is a considerable quantity of each size on offer. Apply to

JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nurseries, near Stone, Staffordshire.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1783.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

.and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Ni
Hereford.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS (Tasmanian
Blue Gum).—SEEDS of the Blue Gum, and other

Tasmanian and Australian Forest Trees and Shrubs, can be
obtained of

C. F. CRESWELL, Wholesale and Retail Seed Merchant,
Hohart Town, Tasmania : or at his Branch Establishments,

478, George Street, Sydney. New South Wales ; and 37,

Swanton Street, Melbourne, Victoria.

Price LISTS sent gratis to any part of the World on application.

Planting Season, 1874-75.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFEIVE. HOLLIES, LAURELS. DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

removal.
Then- NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

RCHARD PLANTING.—Stong Standard
APPLES, strong Standard Table and Perry PEARS,

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained PEARS. A choice Collection of

ROSES : strong Common, Colchic, and Portugal LAURELS ;

LAURUSTINijS, BOX, YEW, and other Evergreens ; Ever-

green and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS ; Scotch and Spruce
FIRS : CHESTNUT, LIMES, and other Forest Trees, up to

12 feet. Prices on application.

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road,
Cheltenham.

GLADIOLI— GLADIOLI.
—Our AUTUMN CATALOGUE is now ready, and

contains all M. Souchefs (and others) NEW VARIETIES for

the present season. Also collections for Exhibition or general

purposes, all at the most reasonable prices consistent with good
bulbs. Delivered free in London, Edinburgh, or Glasgow.

LISTS, as usual, sent to all Gardeners and Amateurs free, on

application to Messrs. MERTENS and CO., Walbrook House,
Walbrook, London, E.G., or to ourselves, direct

—

ANT. ROOZEN and SON, Oveiveen, near Haarlem,
Holland.

THE GAINSBOROUGH SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
Dixon's X L Celery—Is. 64. per packet.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON, Seed
Grower and Merchant, Lord Street, Gainsborough, having

grown a quantity of this, one of the finest Red Celeries extant,

begs to offer it to those who are particularly fond of this

vegetable. It is very crisp and delicious, and a sort that when
once tried will be well appreciated, as it is very early and will

stand forcing better than any other variety.

The usual discount allowed to the Trade.
On account of the short crop of this Celery early orders are

requested.

J. E. DIXON, Seed Merchant. &c. , Lord Street. Gainsborough.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to lo and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock ofCommon Green Hollies alone occupies s acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of
ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK. &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham
Green, London. W.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat ofAlexandria,
Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield

'

Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat. White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trentham Black, White Frontignan : zs. 6ii. to 5J. each ;

a few extra strong canes, 6s. 6(/,

WM. CLIERAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

to the Queen.

SEEDS OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY.
JOHN AND CHARLES LEE'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE ©f KITCHEN GARDEN and
FLOWER SEEDS for 1875 will be fonvarded, post free, on
application. Please to write if not received in the First General
Distribution.

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment,
Hammersmith, London. W.

FOR SAL E.—A large quantity of the
following to be sold, cheap, as the ground must be

cleared, viz. :

—

Beech, ^ feet

Birch, Weeping, 6 to 8 I

Laurel, common, 2 to 6 feet

., Portugal, zj^ to 3 feet

Limes, 8 to 10 feet

Oak, 4 to 6 feet

Poplar, Black, 8 to 10 feet

Box, Tree.
Chestnut, H(
Fir, Spruce,
Hollies, Green, 9 inches to 2 ft. |

Privets.

50DO large Purple Peri'Avinkle.

Price on application to

W. HANDSCOMB, Nurseryman, Aspley Guise, Woburn, Beds.

Shaw House Nursery Grounds, Melfaoume.

THE CLEARANCE SALE, belonging to
Mr. Robinson, will take place on TUESD.AY, January lo.

The Stock consrsts of over 1500 fine HOLLIES, from 3 to 8

feet high : SCOTCH FIRS, 3 to 5 feet ; OAKS, 5 to 8 feet ;

SPRUCE, 4 to 7 feet; ALDERS, LIMES. ELMS, and
BIRCH, 5 to 7 feet ; upwards of =oo,ooo QUICKS of various
growths : a large quantity of large healthy ASPARAGUS
ROOTS for forcing ; VICTORIA RHUBARB ROOTS, for

transplanting ; STRAWBERRY ROOTS of the best market-
garden kinds. Melbourne, Jan. 6, 1875.

Special Offer to the Trade.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle,

Netherlands, offers several thousand well-grown, transplanted.
Standard OAKS, from 12 to 14 feet, at is. ^d. each, franco
Rotterdam and Harlingen. _

_ \
Maiden APPLES on Doucin, best varieties, guaranteed true

to name, 30s. per 100.

GUNNERA SCABRA, strong plants, 40s. per 100.
Samples can be se=n at Mr. T. S. WARE'S, Hale Farm

Nurseries, Tottenham, near London.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 ofthese fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am .acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to
22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

PLANTING SEASON.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, ENGLISH OAK, and all other

Forest Trees.
QUICK, and all other Hedge Plants.

COVERT PLANTS in great variety.

FRUIT TREES, including all the best
varieties—quarter of a million trees.

ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, the newest
100,000 to select from.

VINES, all the leading varieties

fruiting in pots and for plantii

EVERGREENS in great variely,"includii

all the choicest Hollies, &c.
CONIFERS, including Picea Nordmanniana, &c.
ORNAMENTAL TREES and Plants of all sorts.

*.,* The whole in very great quantity and stout vigorous
condition, with fine roots for safe removal.

Priced LIST and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.
5g" The "Newton" Nurseries are within eight minutes'

walk, by the new road, from the Chester Railway Station.

To the Trade.

TOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
t^ the following ;

—

BOX, Green, fine and bushy, t% to 2 feet, lis. per 100.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i to x% foot, iZs. per 1000.
LAURELS, Common, 2% to 3 feet, Zos. per 1000.

,, Portugal, i^ to 2 feet, tqos. per 1000.

OAK, English, fine Standards, 7 to g feet, 40J. per 100. [1000.

PRIVET, Evergreen, strong, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet, iSi-. per
YEW, English, fine, 2 to -2% feet, 25^, per 100 ; ditto, 2% lo

3 feet, 35.f. per 100.

BLACKTHORN, strong, transplanted, 14^. per 1000.

WHITETHORN or QUICK, strong, transplanted, 85. per 1000!
CURRANTS, Red, extra fine, 60^. per 1000.

„ Black, extra fine, Soj. per 1000.

NECTARINES, fine dwarf-trained, 30^. perdozen.
ROSES, fine Standards, 3 to 4 feet stems, 70^. per 100 ; ditto,

2 to 3 feet stems, Sos. per 100,

ROSES, on Manetti, 30^. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

.nd most esteemed

; and best varieties

—

well ripened canes for

large quantities of
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SPLENDID NEW APPLE,
' LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO.. Norwich. Circulars on
applic.ition.

Tile following Nurteryuien Iiave been siipplit

J. Veitcii & Sons, Chelsea,
Thos. Hewitt, Solihull.

J. & C. Lee, Hammorsraitl
D. Ward, Wisbech.
H. & F. Sharpe, Wisbech.

J. Harrison & Sons, Leicei

'riios. Suidtl, Heaton Mersey.
Watts & Son, Northampton.
Thos. Perkins. Northampton.

J. Bird, Downham M.arket.

J. Krettingham, Beeston.
Osborn & Sons, Fnlham.
Geo. Berry, Ipswich.
Simon-Louis Frtres, Metz.
R. Smith, Worcester.
Stewart & Mein, Kelso.

Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon.
R. Bradley & Sons, Halam.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons,
Chester.

Geo. Swailes, Beverley.
Wm. Knight, Hailsham.
Fisher, Holmes & Co., Shef-

field.

J. Cattcll, Wcsterhai

H. Shaw, Sheffield.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle.

John Scott, Merriolt.

Daniel Bros.. Norwich.
G. Smith, Birkenhead.
W. Crowder, Horncaatle.

Jas. Dickson & Sons, Chester.

Thos. Laws, Beccles.

J. S. Schiebler & Sohn, Celle.

Cocks Bros., Donnington,
Spalding.

W. Potten, Sissinghurst.

B. S. Willi.ams, HoUoway, N.
W Ireland, Pilton, Barnstaple.

Carter & Co., Forest Hill, S.E.
Ivery & Son, Dorking.
P. & E. Transon Frtres,

Orleans.
R. Mason, Windlesham.
W. R. Harrison, Maidstone.
Cranston & Mayos, Hereford.

W ELLIN GTONIA
VARIEGATA.

Planted by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales at Sjndringham.
Planted by H.R.H. the Princess of Wales at Blenheim.
Planted by H. R. H. the Duke of Edinburgh at the Vice-Re;

Lodge.
Planted by H. E. the Earl Spencer at Althorpc.
And by the leading Noblemen in the United Kingdom.
Splendid plants, finely rooted, 5 feet high, and covered w

Golden Variegation, .at {,$ 51. : smaller, li 31., ^2 2j. , and .^i

CIRCULARS, with List of Prizes taken, and Testimoni
received from the leading Conifers Growers of Europe, can
had on application to

R. HARTLAND, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.
November 26, 1874.

GLADIOLI. —All the First Prizes, for
Eleven Yenrs in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal
Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the
United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the varieties worth growing,

with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to applicants.
Selections left to us, 25 for -zis., 25 for i,is., 25 for 63^., 25 -for

iow..25for 2iar.

clooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the

The Royal Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

p O T AT O S Tax PLANTING.
The undersigned has just imported from one of the leading

Houses of New York more than 100 barrels of American New
POTATOS. which he offers to the Public for cash until the
present Stock is sold.

of 14 lb. Perc

Snowflake
Eureka..

Nonesuch
Early Gem
Brownell's Beauty or Ver-

mont Beauty ,

.

.,06
Compton's Surprise . . ..06
Extra Early Vermont . . o 6

King of the Earlies . . ..04
Climax . . .

.

, . 04
Late Rose . . ,

.

..04
Alpha - .. 12 o

Retail prices of the English grown
I peck bags. ^d. \ 2 do, ^d. ; i bush, "jd. ; 4^^ bush, sacks

s. 4'/^£/. each. Remittances to accompany all Orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY.

Wholesale and Retail (Seed) Potato Grower and Merchant,
Peterborough.

N.B. Trade Prices of Imported and English grown on appli-
ation. This advertisement will not be repeated.

applic

WRIGHT'S GIANT WHITE CELERY.
—This is quite a distinct pure white variety ; it is very

crisp, and of excellent flavour, combining a robust, compact
habit, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily.
Heads of this variety have been grown weighing from 8 to 10 lb.

each, and can be highly recommended for exhibition, private or
market purposes. \s. per J4 oz, packet.

WRIGHT'S RED GROVE and WHITE GROVE
CELERIES.—These possess all the good properties of the
Giant White, but do not grow quite so large, is. per % oz
packets. The usual discount to the Trade.

The following fourteen firms have secured supplies of the
above for this season, for which I beg to thank them, soliciting
extended patronage :

Hurst & Son, London.
Cooper, Robt., London.
Daniel Bros., Norwich.
Dickson, Brown & Tait, Ma

Chester.
Dixon, E. P., Hull.
Holmes, Ed.. Lichfield.
Brotherton, Wm., Leeds.

CUCUMBERS.—Wright's Wond..., .._ ^....,
Wright's Improved, black-spine

; these'will grow 24 to^3o inclies
long, are very prolific and of mild, good flavour. Pearson's
Long Gun, Rollinson's Telegraph, Berkshire Champion.
Improved Sion House, Masters' Early Prolific, js. per packet.

Lowest price quoted per 100 seeds on application.

W. WRIGHT. Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Market
Square, Retford, Notts.

Lawson Seed Co., Edinburgh.
Downie, Laird & Laing, Edin-

Drummond & Son, Sterling.
Howden & Co., Inverness.
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.
Finney, S.. & Co., Newcastle.
Umpleby, Geo., Leeds.

white-spine, and

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDI FLORA. -Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in

the older snrls, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Electa and horizontalis, separate or mixed, i.t. and 25. Cd.

per packet.
STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.—Fine variety from the

Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing in a high dcgi-ee the delightful fragrance of this beautiful
climber, is. 6a. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain,—Seed saved from
one of the best collections in the kingdom. i,r, (>d. per

double' petunia, large nowering.—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.

Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order.
Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and

FLOWER SEEDS.

JOSEPH SMITH, Jun., Moor Edge
** Nurseries, Tansley, near Matlock, begs to offer at p. 1000 :

—BROOM, i-yr ^s.; White, 2-yr., ^s. PRIVET, i-yr., 4^.;
2-yr., 6s.; i to ij^foot, iss.; 2 to 3 feet, 20.J.; 3 to 4 feet, 25s.

ASH, I to i^ foot, 14^.; 1^4 to s feet, iS^.; Mountain. 1% to 2
feet. i8,f. : 2 to 3 feet. 2zs. ; 3 to 4 feet, 27J. : 6 to 8 feet. 80s. ; 8 to

10 feet, 120^. BEECH, i to il4 foot, iBs.; x% to 2 feet. 25^.;

2 to 3 feet, 30^. BIRCH, 5 to 6 feet, 100s. CHESTNUT,
Horse, 3 to 4 feet. sor. ; 4 to 5 feet, 80^. ELM, 1% to 2 feet,

I2S. ; 2 to 3 feet, i8s. ; Scotch, iH to 2 feet, 20J-. ; 2 to 2K feet,

25^. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30J. LIMES, i to ij^ foot, 35s, ; 2 to 3 feet,

6o.r.; 3 to 4 feet, 80s.; 4 to 5 feet, 100s. MAPLE, Norway, 2 to

3 feet, 301.; 4 to 5 feet, 40J.: 8 to 10 feet, loos. ACER
NEGUNDO, I to iM foot, 12^.; i^A to 2 feet, 18^. PINUS
AUSTRIACA, I to i^ foot, 15s.: i^ to 2 feet, sos.; 2 to 3
feet, 30.?.; 3 to 4 feet, loar. POPLAR, Italian, 5 to 6 feet,

50s.; Ontario, 2 to 3 feet, 20s.; 4 to 5 feet, 35s.; 5 to 6 feet,

60s.; 6 to 8 feet. loos. WILLOW, Bedford, I'A to 2 feet, 15^ ;

2 to 3 feet, iSs.; 3 to 4 feet, 25s.; 4 to 5 feet. 30s.; 6 to 8 feet,

6oj-.; 8 to 10 feet. Soj. SYCAMORE, 4 to 5 feet. 35s.; 5 to 6
feet, 60J.; 6 to 8 feet, loos. SPRUCE, i to iK foot, 12s.; 2 to

2I4 feet, 25s.; 2% to 3J^ feet, 40^.; 3 to 4 feet, 7,5, per 100,

QUICK. 2-yr., transplanted, Zs. ARBOR-VIT/E. 1% to 2

DENDRONS. &c. LIST of General Stock free.

Special Offer to Noblemen, Gentlemen, the Trade,
And OTHERS engaged in PLANTING.

WITTY AND SON have the following
cheap FOREST TREES. FRUIT TREES, ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS to ofier, which are all fine

transplanted stufi :

—

ASH, Common, 3 to 4 feet, 3&J. per 1000.
Mo' ) feet, . per I

., Weeping, fine, 18s. to 245. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, 251. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, 15s. per

100 : 6 to 9 feet, 2oi', per 100.

WILLOW, Kilmarnock, i8j. to 24,s. per dozen.
,, American, fine, 12J. to 42.?. per dozen.

LABURNUM. 5 to 6 feef. 20s. per 100.

ARBOR-VIT.^, American, 5 to 6 feet, 60s. per too ; 6 to

7 feet, Soj- per 100.

,, Siberian, 3 to 4 feet, 50.1. per 100.

LAUREL, Portugal, 25< to 3 feet, $os. per 100; 3 to 4 feet,

YEW. Irish, 3 to j feet, 60s. per 100.

,, Common, 2J4 to 3 feet, 60s. per 100.
LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, 2 to 2^ feet, 50J. per 100.
HOLLY, Common. 1% te 2 feet, 50?. per 100.
BEREERIS DARWINII, 3 to 4 feet, 75^. per 100
LAURUSTINUS. in pots, 50^. to 75J. per 100.
IVY. variegated, in variety, 12 to 18 inches, 12^. per dozen.
PEARS, Pyramid, fine fruiting trees, yss. to loos. per joo.
APPLES, do., do., 7SS.

" '^

PLUMS, do., do., 755. t

CHERRIES, do., do., looj. per i

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, sorts, W. per ioo, 90^. per 1000.
QUICKWOOD, 12 to 18 inches, lo^. 6d. per 1000 : 18 inches

to 2 feet, 165. per 1000 : 2 to 2% feet, 255, per 1000.
MYATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS, true, ^7 per ton.

CATALOGUES may be had free on appHtr,^^,. ^^,. ^, ., s, Cottingham, Hull.WITTY AND SON, The Nu

NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, Christie's Self-Protecting Late White. — This
valuable Broccoli has been raised by Mr. Christie of
Aswarby, and is pronounced by all who have seen it as the
finest self-protecting late Broccoli in cultivation. See
Testimonials. Sold only in sealed packets, is. 6d. each.

BORECOLE, Variegated Triple-curled, extra selected.—This
stock includes all the best varieties for decorative purposes,
for garnishing, the embellishment of the flower garden and
the dinner-table. Price 61/. and is. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Roseberry, extra selected. -Price
IS. per ounce.

^CELERY, Dixon's X L Red.—A very strong grower, early,
hardy, remarkably solid and crisp. Has obtained a First
Prize wherever exhibited during last season, and is acknow-
ledged to be a very decided acquisition. Price is. 6d. per

CELERY, Dixon's Mammoth White.—The best White extant.
Price 6d. and is. per packet.

CUCUMBER, Burnett's Perfection.—Growing from 24 1030
inches long, fine flavour and very productive. Price is. 6d.

CUCUMBER. Rollisson's Telegraph.—True, handsome, and
very prolific. Price is. per packet.

LETTUCE.-Dixon's Champion Green Cos still maintains its
well-known reputation as being the largest and most
delicious Lettuce in cultivation. Price 6d. and is. per packet.

PEA, Dixon's Yorkshire Hero.—My stock of this magnificent
variety of the wrinkled Marrow is grown from the original
stock introduced by me a few years ago. It is exceedingly
prolific, having as many as sixty or seventy pods on a single
stem. The Pea, of a most delicious Marrowfat flavour, is

fourteen days earlier than Veitch's Perfection, and with-
stands the effects of mildew better than any other variety.
Price IS. 6d. per quart.

TURNIP, Silver Ball.-A superb white, solid root, fine shape,
flesh tender and delicious ; very select stock. Price is. per

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON. The Yorkshire Seed
Establishment, 57. Queen Street, and 75, 76, and 77, High
Street, Hull.

N OW READY,

POPULAR COLLECTIONS

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

VEGETABLE= SEEDS
PRODUCE A CONSTANT SUPPLY
OF THE BEST VEGETABLES
Al I THE YEAR ROUND

N? I Suitable for aCottage Garden. i2|6
j

N"01 r^'^CK/A/G r.p£Cj 211-
I

wo^hSUITABLE FOR SMALLGaRDENS 3||6

N?*l Suitable for Medium Gardens ^f
N°5| ' ( PA Cf</A/G ^^^£) 63

N?6 SuitableforaLargeGardem 8+;

•20I- VALUE AND UPWARDS
CA fi/?/A G£- /:rf?^^

IMPORTANT
Clergymen, Employers, Landowners,

Army Officers,

SECRETARIES of SOCIETIES.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS

COTTAGERS', ARTISANS',

SOLDIERS' GARDENS.
I Collection for 2J. ^d.

12 Collections for aSj'.

60 Collections for £^ isx.

120 Collections for /13.

240 Collections for £2.'-^.

20s. Value Carriage Free.

FLOWEB SEEDS.
I Collection (12 varieties) for is. 6d.

12 Collections for 17s. 6d.

60 Collections for 85?.

120 Collections for £Q ^s.

240 Collections for /"15.

20s. Value Carriage Free.

These Collections are Intended for the exclusive

use of Cottagers, and are worthy the attention of

all who desire to increase the comfort of the

Working Classes.

CARTER'S
VADE MEGUM,

The Handsomest Seed Catalogue ever published,

Price Is., Post Free.

GRA T/S TO PURCHASERS.

CABTEBS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

237 and 233, HIGH HOI.BORN, LONDON, W.C
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s FECIAL TRADE OFFER.
ASPARAGUS, strong, 2-yr. and 3-yr., 155. to 20^. per
GOOSEBERRIES, strong, ibs. per 100. [1000.

CURRANTS, strong, iji. per 100.

FILBERTS and COBS, strong, 401. per 100.

ROSES, strong, dwarf, 35^. per 100.

„ half-standards, 60s. per 100.

,, Teas, in pots, own roots, 40^. per 100.

PYRETHRUMS, all the best named double varieties,

in 48's, well established, 40s. per loo.

PHLOXES, all the best named varieties, 401. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, best named varieties, 201. per 100.

ANTIRRHINUMS, best named varieties, 12s. p. 100.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a fine collection, 301. p. 100.

DAHLIAS, pot roots, 100 varieties, 25^. per 100
GLOXINIAS, 20i. per 100.

ACHIJMENES, twelve varieties, 8s. per 100,
VERBENAS, good show and bedding varieties, named,

FERNS, Hardy and Greenhouse, 405. per 100.

KELWAY AND SON, The Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i^ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Cdyyiage Free io aiiy Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY,

HARRISON'S
" KING KOFFEE " SAVOY.

The quickest grower, the neatest shape, and best colour

of all Savoys. (See Correspondents of the Press.)

Pricey \s. per packet.

CELERY " Leicester Red,"
Is the best of all Red Celeries.

Price IS. per packet.

Thefollowing Firms have been supplied with c

Atherton, E. T., Nurseryman
and Seedsman, Chatteris.

Buryari, Thos., & Son, Mald-

Bolton & Co., Wood Green,
London, N.E.

Brotherton, W.. Covered
Market, Leeds.

Butcher, J. , Stratford-on-

Backhouse & Sons, York.
Cole & Sons, Withington,

Manchester.
Cooling, E., Derby.
Clarke, W. G., Wellington,

Dickson & Robinson, Market
Place, Manchester.

Dickson and Turnbull, George
Street, Perth.

Dyer, S., Bridgewater.
Dickson, Brown & Tate, Man-

Dixon, W. E. , Beverley.
Downie, Laird & Laing, Edin-

Felton & Sons, Birmingham.
Hurst & Sons, 6, Leadenhall

Street, London, E.G.
Holmes. E., Lichfield,

Henderson, E. G.. & Sons,
St. John's Wood, London,
N.W.

Hopwood & Sons, Chelten-

Harrison, J., Darlington.
Hewett, T. N. & S., Birming-

Hogg & Robertson, Dublin,
Jackson, T., & Son, Kingston-
on-Thames .

Knighton, F. R., Richmond,
Surrey.

Lawson Seed Company, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle.

Lee, J., & Co., Hammersmith,
London, W.

Lowe & Co., Wolverhampton.
Osborne & Sons, Fulham, W.
HoHver, West Hartlepool.
Pine-apple Nursery, Maida

Vale, London, W.
Pearson, J. R. , Exchange Row,

Nottingham.
Rollisson & Sons, Tooting.

London, S.W,
Radclyffe. D.. & Co., High

Holborn, London, W.C.
Raper, Regent Street, Leam-

ington.

Randall, Exeter.
Stuart & Mein, Kelso.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Sheppard, Bedford.
Scott, Yeovil.
Tucker, Bridgewater.
Veitch, R. T., Exeter.
Williams, B. S., Upper Hoi-

loway, London, N.
Waite, Burnell, Huggins &

Co. ,Southwark Street, S. E.
Watkinson, H., Market Place,

Manchester.
Welch, Kemp, Clifton, Bristol.

Wheeler, Geo., Warminster.

HARRISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

^^
"

" — ° Sons

lOS^Sasfgxife §l;rat
',

PAUL & SON'S ROSES,
GROWN AT THE "OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT,

One of the Traditional Homes of the Rose.

Messrs. Paul & Son
RESPECTFULLY SOLICIT EARLY ORDERS FOR

ROSES IN ALL FORMS.
The Stock for Sale is by far the finest ever produced at these long-

celebrated Nurseries, and the plants are thoroughly grown, healthy,

vigorous, and well ripened. The undernamed prices will be found

really reasonable, and comparatively cheap for really good plants.

PAUL & SON'S DESCRIPTIVE ROSE CATALOGUE
Contains a septennial review of the New Roses as sent out in the past seven years, special notes

on New Roses of the year, and Cultural Directions for the Rose year. LIST sent post free on

application.

PRICES OF ROSES FOR 1874-1875.
STANDARDS, fine stems and heads, of best kinds only, as grown here, iZs. per doz., £y per loo.

STANDARD ROSES, newer kinds, 24^. to 30.?. per dozen, ;£lo per 100.

DWARF STANDARDS, Hybrid Perpetuals, I2j. per dozen, goj-. per 100.

DWARFS, Hybrid Perpetuals, older kinds, on Manetti or on Seedling Briar, \os. to l^s. per doz.,

7 5 J. to £6 per 100.

DWARFS, on Manetti, Hybrid Perpetuals, newer sorts, lis. to 30J. per dozen, £j 10s. per 100.

DWARF TEAS, i8.f. to 21s. per dozen, £7 los. per 100.

Extremelyfine and well ripened this season.

DWARFS, new varieties of 1874, 36J. per dozen.

SPECIAIi KOSES, raised here at Cheshuut.
TEA, or HYBRID TEA, CHESHUNT HYBRID.—Of this deservedly favourite Rose we had,

at the commencement of the season, 2000 plants, showing our estimate of its value. It is

still finely in bloom here, and is valuable in all ways, more especially as a free autumnal
climber. Standards, zs. (>d. ; Dwarfs, 2s.

H.P. REYNOLDS HOLE.—The finest dark maroon Rose yet raised, which has a good vigorous
habit and free flowering character. Standards, 2^. dd. ; Dwarfs, 2s.

H.P. WILSON SAUNDERS.—A grand novelty. A peculiarly free perpetual crimson Rose.
Standards or Dwarfs, Jj. each.

H.P. THE SHAH.—The brightest-coloured garden Rose yet obtained. Standards or Dwarfs,
3.?. i>d. each.

ROSES CULTIVATED IN POTS, speciality of the Old Nurseries,

ROSES—Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, established for forcing or pot culture :

—

EXTRA FINE PLANTS, in 8-inch pots, 42J. per dozen.

QUARTER SPECIMENS, in 9 to lo-inch pots, 6oj. to 84^. per dozen.

SPECIMEN ROSES, \2s. to 105J. each.

ROSES ON OWN FlOOTS.
SORTS, as Special Lists, in 48's, lis. to iSj. per dozen, loos. per 100.

FRUIT TREES.
Of Espalier Palmetti-Trained Fruit Trees- for Walls Paul & SoN hold a very large Stock, with

from two to six tiers of branches. 3^-. (>d. to 7^. f>d. each.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS, NEW AND OLD.

We will be glad to send. Post Free,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES and HARDY GROWTHS,

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT of NEW HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.

An Inspection of the Stock, which is large andfine, and unimpaired, not having been weakened
by fre^uint Auction Sales, is invited.

Close to London i Cheshunt Station forty minutes from Bishopsgate, one mile from the Nurseries.

ADDRESS IN FULL-^

PAUL AND SON, THE "OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT,
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VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jolnted and well ripened; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing: ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 53, Market Place, Manchester.

SMITHERS AND CRICHTON beg to
inform their Customers that their Wholesale Trade

CATALOGUES have all been sent out. Should any not have
copy it will at once be forwarded, post free, on

npplica
Wholesale Seed Warehouse,

chapel, London, E.
o, Commercial Street, White-
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NOVELTIES OF STERLING MERIT.

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN DIRECTING ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING

NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
TENDER AND TRUE CUCUMBER.

Cucumber was raised by Mr. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourne, Esq.,

It is a seedling from Telegrapb and Blue Gown, combining the good qualities of both these

fine kinds.

It is very symmetrical in shape, with scarcely any neck, and grows to a length of about 24 to

30 inches. The colour is of a beautiful deep green shade, and the flavour is excellent. U
free bearing variety, of very strong constitution, and is equally suitable both for winter and si—
use. It received a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society on May 3,

and was awarded ist prize at each of the spring shows for the past three

first honours at Birmingham on July 7, " ' "
'^" '*" "" '"'

It also gained

competition with twenty-one other kinds.

Price, 3 J", dd. perpacket.

CULVERWELL'S PROLIFIC MARROW PEA.
This remarkably fine late Pea has been placed

well. Gardener to Mark Millbank, Esq., Thorpe Perr

Mr. Culverwell describes it as one of the finest late Peas grown for productiveness, as it bears

pods from within a short distance of the e:round to the top of the haulm, and thus the crop lasts a

long while. The pods are straight, pale green, and contain from five to six exceedingly large

peas of excellent quality. It is of strong and robust growth, from 5 to 6 feet in height.

We have letters from Mr. Westcott, Raby Castle, Darlin^on, and Mr. Saul, Stourton Park-

Knaresborough (to whom it was sent for trial), speaking of its wonderful quality. The former

says, "There is not the slightest doubt in my mind of its being the greatest acquisition among
Peas that we have had for many years past, and truly deserving the term ' new and distinct," the

flavour quite equalling, and if possible surpassing, the world-wlde-famed variety Veitch's

Perfection," Mr Saul speaks of it as follows : "It is a most deliciously-flavoured Pea, and its

great merits when known must soon cause it to become a standard variety of the very first-class."

The ripe seed is very large, bright green, wrinkled, and very distinct in appearance.

Price, 5^. per quart.

CAULIFLOWER, VEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT,
This extremely valuable variety is perfectly distinct from any other sort. The heads are

magnificent, beautifully white, large, firm, and compact, and, being thoroughly protected by
the foliage, remain longer fit for use than any other kind.

Price
J

\s. (^d. perpacket.

PREMIER RUNNER BEAN.
A very distinct Ruimer Bean, growing from 4J4 to 5 feet high, and producing continuously a

large number of pods, in appearance like those of a Dwarf Trench Bean ; very tender, and invalu-

able for table purposes.
The Editors of the Gardoters Chrvnicle, in reviewing the Novelties of i368, speak of it in

the following words :
—

" Amongst Runners, Premier is a decided acquisition, a true Kidney Bean,
with a running haulm, and consequently a continuous bearer."

We extract the following description of this variety from TJie Garden of March 14, 1S74,

p. 230:
—" Premier is really a runner form of the Dwarf French Bean, and when grown with a

large number of other kinds at Chiswick it was considered sufficiently meritorious to receive a
First-class Certificate, and since then, in its peculiar form, it has net been excelled. The plant

grows to a height of about 5 feet, and does best on ordinary pea-sticks. It commences to crop

close to the ground, and continues to bear heavily until the winter. The green pods are very

tender and delicious when cooked, and it is altogether a really useful garden vegetable."

Price, ^s. per quart.

EASTNOR CASTLE GREEN-FLESH MELON.
This splendid Melon, a hybrid between Beechwood and Victory of Bath, was raised by

Mr. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. It has been exhibited at several of the principal shows
during the past season, and has been universally admired. It was also in Mr. Coleman's First

Prize Collection of Fruit, exhibited at the great Birmingham Meeting, July, 1874.

It takes its netting, colour, and depth of flesh from Beechwood, and ripens off pale yellow.

It is a free grower, free setter, and bears a profusion of fruit, generally averaging about 3 or

4 lb. in weight.
When exhibited at the Royal Botanic Society, where It gained the First Prize on

June 24, 1874, it was acknowledged to be the deepest green-fleshed and best flavoured Melon

Price, 2s. 6d. per Packetsr shown.

FLOW^ER SEEDS
BLUMENBACHIA (CAJAPHORA) CORONATA.

This very pretty plant was introduced by us from Peru, through our late collector, I\Ir. Pearce. It is a dwarf,

shrubby-growing annual, forming handsome tufts about x% foot high by about i foot through. The flowers, which are

borne in great profusion, are of a striking orange-red colour, coronal-shaped, and are about 54 inch deep by x% inch in

diameter.

Mr, Worthington Smith, in describing the stinging hairs of this plant in the Gardeners' Chronicle, of September 6,

1873, p. 1211, commences his article thus :
—"The presence of danger always renders beautiful objects still more fascinating.

' The Rose, with all its thorns, is best of all.' This is the reason why the beautiful plant of Blumenbachia coronata,

exhibited by Messrs. Veitch at the Royal Horticultural Society, proved so attractive to many a visitor in the Council-

room. The beautiful habit and fine large orange-coloured flowers of this plant were fascinating enough in their way, but

the label, requesting no one to touch it on account of its stings, completed the charm."

A Coloured Plate of this plant was given in the Floral Magazine for November last.

Price, \s. 6d. per packet.

RICINUS GIBSONII.
A very fine dark-leaved variety of this useful group of sub-tropical plants. It grows from 4 to 5 feet high, has a fine

branching habit, and particularly distinguishes itself from every other variety by the mtense deep red colour of its foliage,

reminding one of some of the dark leaved varieties of Amaranthus, which are so much grown for the purpose of giving

colouring and effect to groups and masses. It will undoubtedly take a high position in the sub-tropical garden on

account of its bright hue, which is retained during the whole of the season. It is in every way so distinct and fine a kind

that we have considered it worthy of being named after Mr. Gibson, late of Hyde Park, who has done so much for the

advancement of sub-tropical gardening in this country. It was imported by us from" the Philippine Islands.

Price^ IS. dd. per packet.

CELOSIA HUTTONII.
This very beautiful plant was introduced by us through our collector, the late Mr. Hutton, after whom we have named

it. It is of compact pyramidal form and bushy habit, profusely branched, each leading branch being tipped with a small

spike of bright crimson flowers. In colour the plant resembles the well-known Ireslne Lindeni, the upper surface of the

leaf being of a deep claret colour, while the under side is of a bright crimson shade. It grows to a height of r J^ to 2 feet,

by about x% foot in diameter, the leaves measuring 3 to 4 inches long by ^ to 1% inch wide at the broadest part. As a

bedding or sub-tropical plant it will take a high rank, from its fine habit and rich and effective colouring.

Price, IS. 6d. per packet. Blumenbachia (Cajaphora) 1

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, now published, Post Free on application.

special Offer to the Trade of this Season's Novelties and other Choice Seedsforwarded on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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The Finest White Spine Cucumber

SUTTONS'DUKEofCONNAUGHT.

Notice.—This splendid New Cucumber, together with the
ither valuable Novelties introduced and ofiered by Messrs.
JUTTON for ilic first time this season, can only be obtained
iirect from them ind bear their Tr-;de Mirk

Ai L Good'; C\rriAGE Free

SUTTONS'
DUKE of CONNAUGHT CUCUIVIBER.

This remarkably handsome Cucumber was raised by one of
the most eminent Manchester growers, from whom we have
purchased the entire Stock of Seed.
We-have no hesitation in recommending it as the very best

and handsomest white-spined variety in cultivation. It is per-
fectly level, from 22 to 26 inches in length, very uniform, with
a bright green skin, well covered with bloom, spine scarcely
discernible, and the fruit is very slightly ribbed. Its great
recommendation, however, is its wonderfully small handle, not
more than J^ to i inch in length; this gives it a beauty of form
not possessed by any other Cucumber, and shows its decided
superiority for exhibition and table purposes. It is remarkably
productive and of delicious Havour.

In addition to the First and Second Prizes at the Manchester
Grand International Exhibition, 1873, First Prizes have been
awarded for it during the past three years wherever exhibited,
which includes the following Shows ;

—

Manchester- Botanic. I East Cheshire,
Marple Horticultural. Stockport.
Middleton Horticultural,

|
Rochdale,

Bowden, &c., &c., &c.

Price 3.T. 6d. per Packet.

For Testimonials and Particulars of othei

SUTTONS'
Spring Catalogue and Amateiir's Guide for 1876,

The most practical work on Gardening yet published, as se

Opinions nf the Prc.s^. P.caiitifully illustrated with sever;

Coloured Plates and upwards of three hundred Engravings.

Price IS., gratis to cttstomers.

SUTTON ft SONS.
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN. READING, BERKS.

SATURDAY, JANUARY c^, 1S75.

A HOLIDAY IN NORWAY.
(Continuedfrom p. 8).

APPROACHING Vasenden, the road de-

scends by bold, sweeping zig-zags down
a fearfully grand gap in the mountains, the

cleft sides of the gorge rising black and
threatening, and becoming more awful and
oppressive in their shadowy vastness as we de-

scend more deeply into the valley. A waterfall

at the head of the gap falls in a great white

sheet over the rocks, and roars in a succession

of cataracts down the abrupt declivity. Enor-

mous masses of rock choke the space on each

side of the road. Wild Raspberries grow abun-
dantly amongst these fragments of rock. From
Vasenden it was necessary to relinquish the

carriole, and to take a horse (pony in our com-
prehension of the fact), as the roads across the

mountains to Ulvig are too precipitous for

carriages. A Norsk horse can climb a moun-
tain and go over stony ground better than it

can travel on a level road, at least, in my expe-

rience of riding, the only time a horse fell with

me (or that others made false steps) was on
smooth roads. Going over a somewhat bare

and desolate region towa-rds Ulvig, the crests

of the hills above being covered with snow, the

vegetation on the sour black peaty soil was not

striking or varied—dwarf Willow, Vaccinium,
Calluna vulgaris, occurring more abundantly
than other forms. I was tempted to dismount,

and clamber over some rough ground, on seeing

a whitish plume of flower hanging from the face

of a black mica slate precipice; on reaching it

I found it to be Saxifraga Cotyledon. I subse-

quently discovered the same plant in great

profusion, and gathered specimens of it with

delight. Tufts of the Parsley Fern grew by the

rocks that skirted a small mountain lake further

on the road.

Reaching Ulvig, I found a very good resting-

place at Madame Wilhelmson's, which was not

unwelcome after a tedious ride and walk en-

cumbered with a knapsack and travelling bag.

Very early on the following morning I took a
boat to go to Eide Fjord, a sail that occupies

from three and half to four hours. On landing

and inquiring for a horse to take me to the

Voting Foss, I learned that the hotel was
full, that every animal was taken up ; visitors

from the yacht moored off the place had also

swelled the number of excursionists to this

noted foss, and there was nothing for it but to

walk, or give up the visit to the waterfall. I

chose the latter course, and re-engaged the

boatmen to pull me back to Ulvig. The won-
derful beauty of the scenery that encompasses
this branch of the^Hardanger Fjord, the loveli-

ness of the day, the sparkling purity of the

rippling waters, made the voyage up the

inland sea one of unmixed enjoyment. No
words can convey an adequate idea of the

grandeur of Norwegian scenery, and even

the pencil but imperfectly represents its glories.

On each side of this fjord the rocks, in endless

diversity of form, rise grandly from the water,

sometimes precipitously, often in bold sweeping

slopes ; Pines cluster on the hill-sides in every

possible spot, and where a little ledge or less

abrupt slope occurs, there the farmer has fixed

his dwelling ; there we see the closely-shaven

grass, every blade of which is treasured ; the

plot of Barley, the field of Oats, and outbuild-

ings enough to secure all the produce of the

farm, for stacks are never made as with us, and
everything is housed in Norway. Boats and
nets tell us that the waters afford a harvest as

well as the land.

At the head of the fjord, the bay round
which Ulvig is situated is encircled by moun-
tains, the most prominent rising to a height of

5200 feet. This and others about it are capped
with snow, which, slowly melting, send down
ceaseless torrents, that run like lines of silver

down the steep sides of these frowning masses
of rock. At Ulvig during the summer the roar

of falling water is continuous ; there is a very

fine waterfall and a succession of cascades at

the head of the fjord, one of which is spanned
by a wooden bridge, and along the sides of the

broken stream saw-mills are placed, each mill

having its own conduit. The water-power avail-

able for machinery in Norway is enormous ;

much of it is readily accessible, and it may pro-

bably be more utilised as coal becomes more
precious.

Returning over the hills that intervene between
Vasenden and Ulvig I saw, while traversing this

solitary and sterile region, some mountain sheep,

free, active, handsome creatures, with little of

the stolid stupid fatness about them that charac-

terises our advanced breeds ; they had a half-

wild and watchful, wary look, as if scenting the

mountain air had given them dim visions of

ancient freedom.

The boy who accompanied me to take back
the pony I rode, left me for a short time, and,

returning, brought me a handful of Multebar,

Rubus arcticus—a fruit that would surely pay for

cultivation in Norway, as it will grow and thrive

in these upland situations, and on soil so adverse

to ordinary hardy fruits. The northern slope of

the range has a straggling growth of Pine,

Birch, and Alder upon it, amongst which, with

tinkling bells, I saw a herd of cows feeding on
the scant herbage that was afforded by the

poor and often swampy ground.

Waiting for a fresh horse at the station, I

went into the family-room to sign the day-book

and take shelter from the rain, which had begun
to fall. A line of wooden bedsteads occupied

one side of the room. The cradle, within reach

of the chief bed, was a wooden box, suspended

by cords to the thin end of a long pole, which

was fastened to the rafters above. Avery slight

pull caused the hensky to spring rapidly up and
down, imitating the movement ofa mother's arms

more naturally than our rocking cradles.

After a night's rest at Vossevingen I started

for Gudvingen. The intervening stations are

not inviting, but the country presentsmany scenes

of savage grandeur. Just after leaving Twinde,

the rocky bed of the river is contracted, and is

spanned by a simple bridge of wood, beneath

which pours a volume of foaming water, pitching

down a fall with a great roar and rush. It is

most tantalising not to be able to carry off

pictural recollections of such charming bits of

river scenery. In Norway, if a man sketches,

he must travel slowly, and be prepared to linger

at unexpected spots. He should have a tent

and ample provisions. An angler must remain

by his river, a sportsman must go to the moun-
tains, an ordinary traveller, with limited time,

and a desire to see as much as possible,

must push on. The last arrival at stations

sometimes a distance of 10 miles from similar

houses, often has but a poor chance of lodging

or entertainment. I have the picture before me
of two wet and weary pedestrians, who came to

the Vossevingen Hotel late one evening, and

were, owing to the crowded state of the little

place, sent away without rest or refreshment.

Travelling in Norway is rendered less

fatiguing and more enjoyable by the excellence

of the public roads. The labours of the engineers

employed in the task must have been enormous,

in carrying out some of the great works that

have rendered stations before inaccessible to
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vehicles of easy attainment. Tiius to reach

Gudvingen, which is situated at the lower end

of a profound valley close to a branch of the

Sogne Fjord, a road has been carried from the

heights above by a series of gradually sloping

curves, by which the traveller can descend with

his carriole, without the least danger, to the

comparatively level road that is formed along

the lower part of the valley. No tourist in

Norway should fail to visit Gudvingen. Before

the descent is accomplished the view of the

mountain region, which this great rift in the

hills opens up, is magnificent. To the right and

left of the sloping road waterfalls pour over the

black cliffs, and, uniting, form the river that

runs down the valley. Enormous blocks of

granite, gneiss, quartz, and porphyritic rock lay

tossed about, seeming the theatre of the sudden

disruption of the subterranean world. The dark

walls of rock rise up to a giddy height, and

appear to gather in vastness above the wonder-

ing gazer, and dwarf him into pigmy proportions

the more he descends to the lower depths of the

gorge. It is awful and awe-inspiring to stand

at the foot of a great black cloud-crested rock,

that rises before you like a veritable presence.

The element of danger adds to the sublimity of

the scene. The masses scattered about, which

have been hurled from its greatest heights, tell

you that danger lurks in its craggy frown. The
ceaseless splash ol waters from the melting

snows show that agencies are at work that even

these masses of rock cannot resist ; and the

tiny cascade that falls like rain-dust from its

crest, is scoring time-marks that surely forbode

decay and destruction. The great masses of

rock that are scattered about the valley are

covered with what may be likened to miniature

forests, composed of the most beautiful mosses

and lichens ; these afford a protective covering

to the stone, preserving it from the decay

to which exposed surfaces are liable.

Leaving Gudvingen with the utmost regret

the following day, the obligation being enforced

by the arrangenrents of the steamer, which

only calls once a week, I passed down the

Sogne Fjord, and landed at Lierdalsoren in the

afternoon. A crowd of carts and carrioles met

the vessel, but delays and difficulties occurred

in securing a suitable conveyance, and late in

the day, with several English tourists, I started

on my journey to the FiUe Fjeld. A glorious

salmon river bounded the road for some dis-

tance. Changing my horse at Blaaftoten, I

push:d 0.1 with all possible speed towards

H usum, but the abruptness of the ascent made
the way long ; though every hill gained, and every

turn of the road brought the finest imaginable

mountain scenery into view. At one point I

saw some distinct river or lake terrace, formed

evidently when this region was at a lower level

than it is at present. There are other and

similar evidences of a gradual upheaval of large

areas in different parts of the country ; but the

night closed in, and as it was quite dark when we

reached the station, it was no slight disappoint-

ment to find that the house was full, and that

not even the accommodation of a floor could be

afforded, and we had no choice but to change

horses and proceed towards the next station.

There are some impressions which are never

effaced, and this journey through scenery of

such savage grandeur, magnified by the sombre

shadows of the night, and often rendered

terrible by the roar and rush of waterfalls and

foaming rivers, dashing in white foam hun-

dreds of feet below, or sometimes from the top-

most cliffs above the narrow road, that seemed

itself oftentimes suspended in mid air, is one

that can never be forgotten.

Murray describes the scenery which the

obscurity of night only allowed me imperfectly

to realise. " The road continues to ascend, the

torrent thundering close alongside all the way.

TJie falls and cascades which this gtreara makes

are most numerous, and afford fine subjects for

the sketcher. Some of the peasants' cottages

are particularly picturesque. They are built of

solid trees on foundations of rock, generally one

storey high ; when more, a gallery is made out-

side. The roofs are constructed with planks,

overlaid with Birch bark, and then covered all

over with turf. The church of Borgund, a

singular and interesting edifice, built in the

eleventh or twelfth century, is passed on this

road. The road keeps the bank of the river

almost all the way, and runs through a magnifi-

cent pass, at times so narrow that the road is

blocked out of the face of the perpendicular

rock. In one place it passes through a cleft in

the rock, just wide enough to allow a carriage to

pass. In a narrow part of the pass the road is

carried across the stream a great distance above

it. The views both up and down are very fine."

At 3 A.M. we reached Husum, and found,

fortunately, that we were in advance of the

rush of travellers. After resting here for a few

hours, I again mounted my carriole and con-

tinued on my way, influenced by the thought

that, as many tourists were behind, any delay

would deprive me of the accommodation I

required near the fjeld, and my companions

were urged by the desire to secure horses

to carry them well on towards Christiania.

Keeping by the banks of the Lierdals Elf the

road goes through a magnificent pass ; huge

masses of rock lie scattered beneath the moun-

tain, like relics of the earlier world. Approach-

ing more nearly the plateau of the fjeld the

scenery becomes more savage in its grandeur

—the wastes of snow come nearer, vegetation

becomes more alpine in character, trees have a

stunted and weather-worn look, and horses and

travellers are not sorry to rest for a short time

at Maristuen. This station is 3900 feet above

the sea. Looking round at the great snow-

covered wastes there seemed little to tempt one

to linger, and I decided to proceed to the next

station. William Ingram, Belvoir.

(To he continued.)

New Garden Plants.
Masdevallia polysticta, Rchb. f.

This novelty has just flowered in two places—at

the Royal Exotic Nursery of Messrs. Veitch, and at

the garden of Donaueschingen belonging to the Prince

Carl Egon zu Furstenberg, under the able manage-

ment of Herr Hofgiirtner Kirchhoff. It produces

numbers of flowers at once, and if there are very many
spikes at once in a mass it may well deserve the name
of a gem. I must, however, state that all the three

inflorescences I have obtained are of the variety with

very numerous small dark brown spots on a white

ground colour, while that variety whioh has few great

dark spots may better explain M. Roezl's allusion to

Odontoglossum nrevium. I have it in my herbarium,

and hope it may appear among the, no doubt, rather

numerous imported specimens. H. G. Rchb. f.

NEW FRUITS OF 1874.

In the fruit department the acquisitions during the

past year have not been quite so abundant as usual.

The season, although extremely trying during the

early part to the fruit cultivators, was not on the whole

an unkindly one for fruits in general. But for the

frosts in May the crop of fruit everywhere would have

been excessive, and, as a consequence, helped by the

succeeding dry summer, very inferior. The crop of

Plums was perhaps more affected by the cold spring

than any other fruit, and that of Strawberries by the

excessive drought. There were, indeed, excepting in

such favoured spots as the county of Kent, scarcely

any good Strawberries last year. We have, therefore,

no new varieties of this most popular fruit to call

attention to, but we would just remark, eii passant, as

a most noteworthy fact, that the wirming Strawberry of

the past season was Sir Joseph Paxton. Its great size

and beauty made it conquer at almost every exliibitior.

In Apples, the number of new seedling varieties

submitted for public opinion has been unusually

great. There has not, however, been any of very

startling merit. The variety amongst Apples is now
so great, and the quality so good, that it is extremely

difficult to secure any advance. We must here note,

if not as a novelty as a very important addi-

tion to our pomological knowledge, the fruiting,

or the observation of the fruiting, for the first time in

the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick of the true Pommier du Paradis (the French

Paradise Apple). This is the stock so much used in

France as a dwarfing stock for Apples, and about

which there has been so much controversy in our

columns during the past few years. The fruit is of

medium size, pale yellow, with a flush of light rose

on the exposed side, and would pass muster very well

in a basket of Keswick or Manks Codlin. It ripens

early in August, and is then of very good quality ; so

that not alone is it valuable as a stock, but it is also

worthy of cultivation as a useful fruit on its own
account. It may be described as precocious in every

sense of the word. It flowers and fruits at a very

early stage, and induces the same habit or character

in any variety grafted upon it. It blossoms early in

the season, which is rather a demerit, and is one of

the earliest sorts to ripen.

Of Pears we have not many to notice, yet here is

one of sterling merit—Lucy Grieve, anEnglishseedling,

raised by Mr. Grieve, of Culford Hall. It is not unlike

a small Glou Morceau, and is of equally good quality.

The following, although not exactly new, yet have

stood so prominently forward this season as worthy

of extensive cultivation that we think well to mention

them, viz., Pitmaston Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre

de I'Assomption, and Souvenir du Congr^s. We
must not forget to mention, either, the Pyrus Maulei,

the fruit of which we were introduced to for the first

time last season. It is a sort of Quince, the ripened

fruits of which make an excellent marmalade.

It is doubtful, however, whether it will be most

appreciated as a useful fruit or as an ornamental

plant.

Amongst Melons we had many claimants, and size

actually carried the day. The biggest Melon we
have ever seen was the most remarkable, and was
certainly not the worst in quality. To Mr. Groom,

of Stradbroke Hall, Suffolk, we are indebted for this

great mountain, being no less than 18 inches in length.

It is stated to be of African origin, and is worthy of

preservation for hybridisation purposes, for the intro-

duction of some new blood into our present very

abundant class of "turnips." For another novelty in th.?

fruit line we have to thank Mr. Woodbridge, of Syr.<

House, for the Musa Champa, a variety of paradisiaca,

from Trinidad. This is a very free fruiting sort, and

considered of superior flavour to Cavendishii, and so

is extremely welcome.
Lastly we come to by far the most important intro-

duction of the past year, and again it is amongst

Grapes — and again have we to thank our inde-

fatigable friend, Mr. Pearson, for his splendid new
Grape, Mrs. Pearson. This delicious Grape is of the

same origin as Golden Queen, which was noticed last

year. It is a seedling from the Alicante crossed with

Ferdinand de Lesseps, and so partakes of a good deal

of the peculiar Strawberry-like flavour of that variety.

The bunches are large ; berries of medium size,

roundish oval, of a fine amber colour ; the flesh firm,

juicy, and exceedingly rich. This may be noted as

one of the finest white Grapes yet introduced. It has

not only been awarded a First-class Certificate, but

received Mr. Alfred Smee's prize as the best new fruit

of the year. There is another newish Grape of

considerable excellence, which, although it has

been already noticed, we may again advert to

as coming this season more especially before

the public—we allude to Venn's Seedling Black

Muscat. This is of the character of the well-

known Muscat Hamburgh, and is stated to inherit

all its good qualities without any of its defects. If

so we need nothing becter.

MASDEVALLIA CHIMERA.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle for May 16, 1874,

p. 639, will be found a figure and description of the

"night-bird,"—Masdevallia nycterina, a plant illus-

trated and sold by M. Linden under the name of the

" true Chimaera," but, as my friend Prof. Reichenbach

has conclusively shown, the coloured plate and plant

alike are altogether chimerical. I certainly cannot

agree with the Professor that M. nycterina is a

"miierable thing" (G. €., 1873, p. 1238), but that

it should ever be figured and sold as the true Chimcera

is certainly most improper. The present picture of the

actual Masdevallia Chimera (fig. 5.) will serve to set

some dubious points at rest regarding the two species

here mentioned, for, howevermuch theymay seem ahke

in the descriptions, they are very different things in

the life. Chimseras and "night-birds" are noto.

riously ugly, discordant, fascinating, and not to be

trusted ; they bewitch mortals, and have an occult

influence over terrestrial affairs, and in this respect the

two Orchids under consideration and the mythological

monsters resemble each other.
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No one who sees M. Cliim.xra for the first time can
say it possesses any intrinsic beauty of its own, for its

aspect is grotesque and whimsical in the extreme. The
prolonged extremities of the sepals are the snakes'
tails of the dreadful Chimxra itself, and the abundant
hairs are the bristles of its horrible flaming mouth.
M. Chimtcra is like certain sounds, odours, colours,
and persons familiar to all thinking people, disagree-
able in themselves, yet possessing irresistible hidden
attractions to which one is ever bound to return.
Who is not familiar with certain themes in the music
of Beethoven or Schubert, disagreeable, discordant,
and stirring in themselves, yet the very notes one is

always wishing to hear again. The same holds good
with odours : certain scents (as the aroma of the
Trullle) are to many persons actually hateful, yet the
odour has such a peculiar fascination when once
smelled that it must always be returned to. It is the
same amongst tastes, colours, forms, persons, and all

other things—things not in themselves positively
ugly and offensive, but deficient in pure beauty and
consonance, the deficiency being made up by some
irresistible attraction, to wdiich most people are
bound to submit. M. Chimtera will always be
esteemed for its peculiarities : the flowers are yellowish
with deep reddish brown markings, and densely clad
on the interior surface with long hairs ; they remind
one of acrobats walking on stilts with a balancing
pole, and the front view of a flower is not unlike a
twisted clown's face distorted with a grimace. The
accompanying figure was taken last month from a
living specimen in Mr. Bull's collection at Chelsea,
obtained from that " stronghold of Masdevallias, the
United States of Columbia." W. G. Smilh.

MASDEVALLIA CHIM.ERA.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
BIRMINGHAM AND LIVERPOOL.

So recently have the generiil complexions and
contents of the Botanic Gardens at the above-named
places been described in the columns of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, that a new notice of them would, at present,

be quite superfluous. Wherever horticulture is exten-

sively and skilfully practised there is always plenty,

neverSieless, that remains to be talked of another

time, for the simple reason that to see everything at

once is quite impossible, and more particularly because
every day something diflerent is developed. I never
visit a fine and well-managed collection of plants

without feeling that in Nature a good garden is just

what one of those grand old achievements in Greek
marble is m Art—a thing inexhaustible in its lines of

beauty ; and this feeling having just been experienced

anew, both in Birmingham and Liverpool, I can-

not refrain from jotting down some half dozen of

my observations. Going again and again to such
gardens, it becomes almost amusing to discover how
much we have missed when we have thought we were
securing the whole. To get it all at once, we very

soon become aware, is no more possible than to com-
prehend the classic sculpture at a glance. Everyone,
of course, has found this out. To let the mind rest

sometimes upon the fact is, nevertheless, a salutary

course. I specially commend it to the consideration

of every young gardener, who, because he was born

with eyes, considers himself entitled to say that he can
** see," and who imagines that the world of plants is

to be viewed as easily as a cow eats grass. Another
and yet larger class might profit perhaps by the appli-

cation of the principle. The prospectuses of our

great and fashionable schools are accustomed to give

at the end of the proffered banquet a list of *' accom-

plishments," charging extra for them. They appear

to me always to forget one of the most important of

human accomplishments, viz., the art of learning to

see. Happy the day when it shall reckon with the

music and the dancing, and be followed with the inti»

mation, " These lessons given in the garden and the

fields ;" for there is no place where this delightful and
most practical art is acquired so well—where seeing, that

is to say, is discovered to consist not in simple casting

of the eyes to the right and left, but in minute and
thoughtful observation of delicate outlines, and the

adjustment of parts, plus their symmetry, varying

tints, and illustrations of adaptation of means to ends.

Many people fancy that the power of seeing comes
" by Nature." The principles do, the rudiments, and

the suggestions ; but exactness and completeness are

every bit as much a result of careful and patient

culture as accuracy is in performance on the piano or

the harp. Rightly regarded, it demands as much
culture even as the power of working out arithmetical

calculations, problems in mathematics, or right con-

clusions in applied logic. Turning over the elaborate

pages that tell of Oxford and Cambridge examinations

for our sons and daughters, I find, I acknowledge

gladly, some little recognition of the need above referred
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to, in the shape of questions in book-botany and book-

geology. But the genuine art of seeing has yet to be

made a practical one, and to receive its fitting place.

Like the Hne upon line, precept upon precept, coun-

selled of old, it needs thoughtful look upon look, and

years of culture. By-and-by, it is to be hoped it will

rank wilh all sensible teachers, as a bomi fide branch

of the true "higher education;" meanwhile the

practical gardener should remember that he enjoys

an immense advantage in being provided with the

opportunity of daily practice ; and he is inexcusable

if from thoughtful experience he does not count it as

one of his privileges. No tutors or lesson-books are

so efficient in regard to seeing as trees and flowers,

while we think we are observing only leaves and
petals, we are in truth learning to see quicker and
further as regards the world in general. The enjoy-

ment of a second visit to a good garden, yea, of a

third visit, and a fourth, carries with it accordingly a

twofold value and interest ; it is not only a new har-

vesting of special facts and ideas, but the eyes go out

with livelier aptitude for all that is worthy of other

kinds. And thus am I brought round again to my
special object—the noting of one or two things

recently observed in the above-named storehouses.

At Birmingham it was very interesting to find in

full flower that very curious North American shrub or

small tree, the Hamamelis virginica. Introduced

from Florida or Canada as far back as 1736, and,

perhaps, formerly more common than at present, it

is, nevertheless, in our own age quite a rarity, though
found in the lists of some of the leading nurserymen
•—Messrs. Osborn, of Fulham, for example. In its

native country the Hamamelis attains the stature of

20 to 40 feet. The leaves are large, simple, and
ovate. The innumerable gay yellow flowers come
out, singular to say, just when the foliage is about to

fall, and, if the season be tolerably mild, remain

as a pretty and conspicuous decoration of the bare

branches for a considerable period. Hence, in the

advanced flowering stage, the tree reminds one of the

Cornus mascula, of which it is an almost exact late

autumn repetition, corresponding even in the dimen-
sions and sessile character of the flower-clusters. The
parts of the flowers are all in fours, as in the

Cornus, but here the petals are at least an inch in

length, and somewhat twisted, reminding one of the

corolla of the Strophanthus. The name is one ot

those old classical ones which have led, with impetu-

ous authors, to many droll misstatements. Literally

it signifies "blooming in company with the Apple
tree," and, probably, was correct enough in its original

application. But what that was is entirely unknown,
and when Linnceus bestowed the name upon the

American genus it was probably with no other design

than to utilise an idler. The writer responsible for it

appears to be Athenreus, that delightful old author of

the third century, who, in his " Deipnosophists," or
" Dinner-table Philosophers," introduces us to bound-
less wit and wisdom, art, poetry, and everything else

that constitutes the "feast of reason and the flow

of soul," preserving much of the antique that would
otherwise have become totally obUterated, and in the

middle of it this pretty name, Hamameli*.

In one of the Fern-houses, where so many curious

little gems lie nestled together, Mr. Latham pointed

out a plant of Brainea insignis that had been raised

from the spore. The circumstance is interesting from
the fact of Mr. Smith, late of Kew, having failed

to get anything more than barren prothalli, and leads

one to inquire whether the prothalli of Ferns may not
perhaps be like the Ash tree—some of them bisexual,

others exclusively male. Most of the grand Tree
Ferns at Birmingham were also raised from the spore,

say about eleven years ago, the spores coming from
English-ripened sporangia. Looking at these magnifi-

cent plants, the question arises in one's mind whether
it would be any more than a simply right and fair

matter of business, when a curator or a gardener is

inducted into his office or situation, for the money-
value of the collection of plants entrusted to him to be
taken by some competent professional ; and the same
to be done again when he resigns or quits, or even
periodically during his tenure of responsibility. Com-
mercial men and merchants " take stock " at definite

times, with a view to determining what they have
gained or lost, and were a similar course pursued in

gardens it might be useful. How enormously the

money-value of the Birmingham plants has been
raised, for instance, by Mr. Latham, would then

become apparent to the proprietors. Nothing can be
more beautiful than the Tree Ferns at Edgbaston

—

Alsophila excelsa, Cyathea meduUaris, Cibotium
regale, C. spectabile, Dicksonia antarctica, D. arbor-

escens, &c.—their fronds displayed so perfectly against

the light, while their great unrolling croziers declare

them, as everywhere else, the veritable archbishops of

the Cryptogamia. Lovely, again, is the spectacle

alongside of the mingled scarlet- crimson of the Lapa-
geria, and the rich violet-purple of the Pleroma. By
means of an ingenious network of strings Mr. Latham
fills the space overhead with their beautiful flowers, the

effect being that of the descending fires of a good sky-

rocket. One of the Lapageria plants is this year

quite loaded with green seed-pods—a circumstance

the more remarkable since its neighbour is totally

without. What a heavy flower it is ! Plenty of

flowers are substantial, but the Lapageria would do
to put in scales. Not far from it is a very interesting

object in the shape of a young Cocoa-nut Palm—say,

rather, the nut in a state of advanced germination.

How pleasant it would be if gentlemen's gardeners

would look as sharply after such things. They would

be sure to invite attention, and bring credit. The nut

in question was a common one, bought in the market-

place.

Carnivorous plants have of late been so greatly in

favour that the slightest observation in regard to

them has its value. Mr. Latham's plants of Nepenthes,

though not large, are in excellent health ; and very

interesting must it be to the Birmingham people to

observe that all the young and unopened pitchers are

half full of limpid fluid, showing plainly enough that

the contents are neither dew nor rain, nor yet derived

from a watering-pot, but a genuine secretion from the

plant itself. On tasting the fluid, it appears to be
uniformly acidulous, or as if a few drops of lemon-

juice had been let fall in. This, perhaps, is exactly

what we ought to expect, the juices of plants being

far more commonly acidulous than of any other

flavour. I have often wondered why Linnceus gave to

this genus the name of Nepenthes. Every reader of

classic story remembers that when Telemachus reached

the court of Menelaus, tired and famished, the

beautiful Helen gave him " nepenthe " to drink. No
one has ever been able to say what this nepenthe was,

though no doubt one of the "drowsy syrups of the

East." For my own part, I should have valued under

such circumstances a cup of good Souchong

—

" Tired Nature's sweet restorer, balmy Tea."

Johnson defines Nepenthe as "a herb that drives

away sadness." Linnreiis, perhaps, intended to refer

to the tankard-like structure, so like, also, in the

original species to a hot-water jug with its lid. Some-
times I am disposed to think that old Homer may
have meant by Nepenthe no physical beverage, no,

not even tea, but the sweet graces of Helen's queenly

and consummate hospitality and welcome, touching,

as they did, her guest's inmost feelings of love and
reverence. If so, Nepenthes is well applied to its

present owner, for assuredly no plant of botany appeals

more strongly to our sense of the admirable and the

unique. A plant of Dion^ea was also very interesting,

from the fact of one of the leaf-traps, though half-

decayed, retaining within its clasp the flattened corpse

of a large fly—one, apparently, of the kind commonly
called "meat-flies." The insect had palpably been
put to death in identically the same manner as the

wretched victims of the mediasval punishment called

the "iron shroud," opposing plates of iron being

worked by mechanism in such a way as to squeeze the

poor wretch to death. Over this matter of carnivorous

plants another thing was suggested anew at Birming-

ham. Every one who cultivates Ericas has noticed

how flies are captured by the species with glutinous

and sticky corollas. If they do not eat or digest,

these Ericas, at all events, kill and destroy. I should

like to see this department of the carnivorous- plant

question handled as carefully as the more obvious one

has been, not omitting the consideration of the beha-

viour of the sticky-surfaced species of Silene, which from
time immemorial have borne the English name of

"Catchfly." Drosera dichotoma, at the time ofmy visit,

was beautifully decked with its fleeting diamonds. In

this particular species the vernation appears to be truly

circinate. Is the vernation correctly described as

being so in the Droseras generally ? So far as I have

had opportunities of observing, the blade of the leaf

seems to be simply bent or doubled down, a very

different thing from being incurved. Hooker and
Bentham, in the Genera Plantarum^ p. 661, say " cir-

cinate, except in one species ;
" and Dr. Hooker

seems to approve of Le Maout and Decaisnc's

"coiled up." I conclude, therefore, that the term

circinate includes with these high authorities the con-

dition I refer to, but it is certainly very different from

the incurving of Fern-fronds, and of the inflorescence

of the Boraginaceos and the Phacelias. Accepting the

term as correctly applied to the leaves of the Drose-
racci^, is it not a little curious that one example, and
scarcely more, of the circinate is found among the

exogens here in the Sundews, among the endogens
in the Palm trees, and among the cryptogamia in

the Ferns ? A very curious plant in full bloom in the

Birmingham garden the other day was Calceolaria

Pavonii.

I have left myself scarcely room to speak fairly and
justly of the present state of the Liverpool garden.

Details of the new and singular I must reserve till

another time. Suffice it here to say that the splendid

promise for the future which was so soon developed
after the completion of the new conservatories, has

in every way been perfectly fulfilled. The new growth
has been everywhere rapid and brilliant, and, as to be
seen at the present moment, it is difficult to conceive

anything more luxuriant, graceful, or vivid. What
has been said above of the increased money-value of

plants under good management, has illustration every

bit as marked and conspicuous in those which at

Liverpool are looked after by Mr. Richardson. Mai-
pighia glabra has just been blooming here very pro-

fusely. Aloysia citriodora, grown as a little standard,

is quite a picture, G., Nov., 1874,

THE IVY IN THE DICTIONARY.
We shall never reach the beginning of things, but

we shall never cease to try. The primary passion of

all intellectual life is the endeavour to "find it out,"

and the passion is sustained by the oft-recurring fact

of new truths being brought to light. In any case,

however, the knowledge only carries us back a step

or two

" Upon the great world's altar-stairs

That slope through darkness up to God."

If the chemist, the statist, the astronomer, lose them-
selves—as they delight to do—in the inquiry about

the co-ordination of form and force, and the naturalists

are in no certain way guided by the light of Nature
alone towards the genesis of organic forms, shall we
not sympathise with the poor philologists who have
equally hard tasks, though all their problems come
within the "human period," and are for the most
part pro-historical? If we were to question the

ethnologists and all of that ilk about the names of the

plants in the Christmas wreath, and the association of

those names with the qualities and ideas of the plants,

and the intentions of the minds by whom the names
were invented, how we should puzzle them, and com-
pel them to lurk near the Mistleto to find relief.

Anything about Scalds and Runes and Druids is

appropriate just now, and so long as the Ivy is green

in the hall, we may ask it to serve us as a Bean-stalk

whereby to clamber into giant-land or fairy-land, or

any other land that is a Utile less real than the one

that daringly distinguishes December 25 as quarter-

day ! My amusements have lain that way many
years. The Christmas garlands have transported me
to all times and all climes, and I hail their hanging

up as a signal for a reverie that shall leave in my
memory some pleasant dream long after they are

taken down. I begin now, when I see everybody

busy in adorning the place with leaves and berries

and everlasting flowers, to propound conundrums that

nobody can answer. Why is anything what it is ?

That is the essence of all conundrums. Why, for

example, is Ivy called Ivy ? There must be a reason

for it. The name in some way is as truly a natural

fact as the plant—of that I feel certain.

I hold that originally the names of things were the
mind's pictures of the things themselves. In due m
time I shall hope to prove this in a work extending

|

to several quarto volumes. For the present I want
the reader to catch hold of the idea and ponder it.

We will suppose we have got a philosophical founda-
tion, and it therefrom follows that the proper name of

anything is suggestive or descriptive of its character.

This, you will say, takei us back to Adam naming
the creatures. All the better. Indeed, I don't mind
if it takes us back to chaos, or beyond. We were
taught at school that our great progenitor named the

creatures by a descriptive system. Genuine philology

is founded on Genesis ii. 19, 20, for therein the de-

scriptive or characterising nomenclature is presented

as the foundation of human knowledge.
The question, then, arises, " How shall we get at

these names?" They must be more or less buried

in living languages, as probably they are living in

dead ones. I take the word " Ivy" wherewith to

amuse myself in this ridiculous speculation, and I am
at once pushed into a comer by the chorus of Caliope

and Clio, "How do you spell it?" Thus am I

drifted back again to speculate on the origin of the

letters. But a happy thought occurs : letters represent

things in the same way as words do, and letters are

words more or less, as well as the raw material for

word-manufacture. The capital " I " is a man stand-

ing erect— the simple pronouncing letter contains

within itself, for the imagination at least, all the

poetry, and all the history, and all the philosophy

and experience of the world. We must be content

with the relative when the absolute is beyond reach ;

and so I propose to look at the latest dictionaries and
the oldest alphabets in hope of discovering it the word
Ivy will illustrate my theory of the origin of names.

Of the Greek name we know nothing. I am well

aware the student of Greek, fresh from the classic

coach, can tell me all about it, and, in fact, I have
Schrevelius on my desk, and fifty more such books
within reach. The question is, " Can we, in the

Greek references, identify the plant ? " You will

refer me to Thrcophrastus, who discourses of two
kinds of Ivy : one that creeps 'i\\(, {3, iS, 6), which
may be the veritable plant ; and another, that grows
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as an independent shrub, producing flowers abund-
antly, the iciao-os (6, I, 4), which cannot be an Ivy,

and is probably a corrupted name. Permit me to

play conjuror : suppose the copyist to have thus

written when he should have written Kiados^ and you
liave, instead of the Ivy, the Cistus, with which the

description strikingly agrees.

In the Latin we appear to be (juite out of the fog.

It is called, lledera, and that seems to me a thoroughly
descriptive yet essentially poetic name. Those who
are familiar with the fundamentals of philology will

allow me to annihilate the II as a nuisance, and put
K in its place. Presto ! The Ivy, a federal plant, a
vegetable brotherhood ; it consists not of one stem,
but many, and it is really distinj^uishable for this

quality of throwing up stems from below to an extent

that few trees are capable of. Here we seem to have
obtained a glorious confirmation of the proposition

that the name of a thing is the mind's picture of it ;

the tongue being the painter, and sounds taking the
place of colours,

I wonder why Linnaeus named the Ivy, Hedera
Helix ? I once thought he must have regarded it as
*' creeping like snail unwiUingly to school.*' But the
snail is not the helix in the ultimate analysis of words

;

it is simply helix-like in growth ; it increases spirally,

every new growth being a new coil, or 'd\i^. Any
creeping plant is iKixpi'O^os {T/ieocri^us, ii., 7S), and
whatever twirls or rolls about is fiAiVo-w. The Ivy is

a twining, winding, spirally-growing plant, very pro-

perly Hedera Helix, the snail-like federation, the india-

rubber contortionist brotherhood !

But you will ask about the homely word Ivy, How
old is it, and what does it mean ? I really think the

dust of ages can be swept off the word without diffi-

culty, and it will then appear as a true mind's picture

of our bonny plant. The Ivy grows like an I. It

grows like a V. It grows like a V. Does any one
doubt it? Go and search for Ivies that the hand of
man has never touched, and you will find them all i's

and v's and y's. Other letters may be represented by
the plant, but we have to do only with such as come
consistently within our cognisance. The Italians and
Spaniards follow classic models ; the first call the Ivy
Eikra^ the second call it Hicdra, By those nations it

is regarded as the federal plant, and it might become
for them a suitable symbol in their struggles after

nationality. The French call it Licrre, the friendly

plant, the emblem of family ties, the binder, embracer,
pluribiis umim. The Germans call it Epheit^ which is

undoubtedly Runic, as there can be no doubt our own
word Ivy is. Thus, change the e to i, the ph to z',

and the eu \.o y, and /z^ stands confessed. The Dutch
have stuck to the descriptive nomenclature best of all,

for they call it Klimop^ and this is more graphic,

though less fanciful than the classic name, for although
the federal character is manifest, the tendency to climb

up is much more manifest ; and what the word loses

in warmth it gains in factual characterisation.

The tendency of the Ivy to assume the V form may
be illustrated by an appeal to Nature anywhere. In
all my travels "from Ind to the northermost pole,"

in search of Ivies, I have seen none so strikingly

V-shaped and Y-shaped as the hundreds of wild Ivies

that adorn the boundary walls of OlTington, near
Worthing, in Sussex {fig. 6). These, indeed, are, in

their way, as interesting as the Ivy-clothed Thorns that

make a wondrous Ivy garden of a scarp of the Under-
cliffe, near St. Lawrence, in the Isle of Wight.

If any theory of words and letters is worth a rap,

it will bear confronting with archaic types ; and I

propose, for the sake of the argument solely, that we
assume (without regard to fact) that in four good
types the word Ivy consists of four letters. As a
hypothetical arrangement must suffice for a hypotheti-
cal spelling, the following arrangement will serve the

purpose :

—

1 F G
Here every letter is like an Ivy, more or less.

Thus, you see, we may not only propound a propo-

sition that takes us back to the beginning of things
;

but by selecting and inventing material the proposition

may be established in a way to satisfy all, except the

stubbornly sceptical and the extravagantly cantanker-

ous. Shirley Hibbcrd, in "Pictorial \Vorld."

THE ROYAL NURSERIES,
ASCOT.

TuESE extensive nurseries are situated about a mile

from the Ascot Station, on the London and South-

western Railway, the road winding its way by the

side of the far-famed Ascot race-course. The grounds

are also in near proximity to the Royal residence of

Windsor. There is considerable difference in the

nature of the soil, yet most of it is of a strong peaty

character, well calculated for the growth of most trees

and shrubs, but particularly such as are evergreen, as

also the different species of Coniferii^. The nature of

the soil is such that any plants, even up to those of

large size, can be moved with their roots almost intact,

offermg facilities for replanting with little check that do

not exist in the case o( soils of a heavy retentive nature.

The surface being almost flat, and fully exposed,

a hardy vigorous constitution is naturally imparted to

the stock generally. Near the centre of the nursery is a

large numtier of forcing and other houses, devoted

to the growth of plants for sale, and to the production

of quantities of the choicest descriptions of cut

under the year to some 2.\ feet in height, and nearly

as much through—dense bushes, clean, healthy, and
covered with bloom buds, fast swelling. Gardenia
flower:^ are not gathered in the winter season until

fully expanded ; in the summer they are cut in the

bud state, on account of their liability then to lose

colour. On the stage round the house wero stood
hundredsof plants of Adiantum scutum [(ihiesbreghtii],

which is held in great estimation for the bottom fringe

or base of bouquets. Over these outside stages and
the path running betwixt them and the central pit

the roof is wired, and on this is grown Stcphanotis

planted in each corner of the house ; on the outside

of the path fronting the surrounding stage, thus

economising space, was planted a continuous row of

Pteris senulata, intermixed with the variegated

I'anicum, both so useful for cutting.

The next house, similar in size— 55 feet by 15—has

also the centre pit filled with hundreds of Gardenias
similar to the last ; the surrounding stage occupied

by Adiantum Farleyense, Bouvardia jasminiflora,

B. Vreelandii, B. Humboldtii, Poinsettias, and Azalea
amccna. These flowering plants, except the Gardenias,

were as near the giass as they could be placed without
touching it—an absolute necessity where, as here, a

night temperature was being kept up of 70". Those
who act upon the principle of false economy In

having an insufficiency of heating power should see

this house with its twelve rows of 4-inch piping, which
some would consider more than necessary, yet those

who garden for profit are not likely to make mistakes

flowers, which are required for the London establish-

ment.
The indoordepartmentsof this nursery differ widely

from those of others generally met with ; for, in

addition to the ordinary stock generally grown, par-

ticular attention is paid to the cultivation of enormous
quantities of a limited number of specialities, in the

shape of plants found to be the best adapted for

producing such flowers for cutting as are held in the

highest estimation for bouquets, table decorations,

&c., in which Messrs. Standish & Co. do a large

trade. It is more particularly to the system of culture

practised in the production of these that this notice

will be confined. The houses and pits, collectively,

are plainly, but substantially built, with nothing to

intercept or absorb the light, every ray of which,

from the sun's rising to its setting, is available. This

is of great importance in flower-forcing, for, with few

exceptions, the duration of a forced flower when cut

will depend veiy considerably upon the amount of

light it has received in the different stages of its

development.
The first house is span- roofed, 55 feet by 15 feet,

with a central pit running the entire length, filled with

dung and leaves. Here, as in all cases through the

establishment where fermenting material is used,

leaves are added in sufficient quantities to prevent

excessive heating. In these pits a little of this mix-

ture of dung and leaves is regularly added to keep up

the heat. The beneficial effect of the presence of

this ammonia-charged bed was fully apparent in the

size (for their age) and general appearance of the

plants occupying the central pit, which was filled

with Gardenias, struck last Christmas and grown

UFFINGTON.

on this head. Steplianotis is here again grown over

the paths. The next house is also span-roofed,

65 feet by 18. This is used as a cool stove, in which
are brought into flower quantities of Azaleas, amongst
which were a number of the double white variety,

A. Borsig, which Mr. Standish finds to be the best

for early forcing, large in size, and very early. The
flowers when cut stand much longer than the single

sorts. The estimation it is held in here may be
judged from the fact of 2000 plants of it being grown.
In the centre of the house was a row of fine Dracaena
australis, in the front of which were quantities of
Azalea narcJssiflora, another double white variety

that forces well : 2000 of this sort are also grown. The
roof is almost covered with the New Zealand white-

flowered Clematis indivisaand Jasminumgrandiflorum,
also bearing white flowers about the size of J. Sambac;
the blooms are cut in the bud state for bouquets.

Planted out right and left of the doorway, in the

corners of the house, were very large plants of Bou-
gainvillea glabra, laden with dense wreaths of flower.

Fine as is this Bougainvillea, even grown as a pot

specimen, still it is never seen, so confined, in anything

approaching the condition it assumes when planted

out ; one peculiarity about it is that when its roots

have full liberty to roam about, it will bloom fieely

with a much lower temperature than when confined to

a pot. Where cut flowers are required in quantity

and continuously, a plant of this Bougainvillea should

have a place ; so treated, in a house where an inter-

mediate temperature can be kept up, it will not

fail to afiEord a supply of its lovely mauve-coloured

bracts for eight months in the year. Its colour is

such that it is suitable for associating with almost any
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other flower. In this house were most of the newest

sorts of Azalea, and on shelves quantities of Cyclamens,

all white varieties. Here also were numbers of Aspa-
ragus decumbens, a bulbous-rooted climbing plant,

with finely subdivided leaves, very useful for decora-

tive purposes. Entering the next house, which is

25 feet by 15, we find more Azaleas and quantities of

Roman Hyacinths, Narcissus, Rhynchospermum jas-

minoides. Stags-horn Pelargoniums, and on shelves

almost touching the glass the double Pelargoniums
Victor Lemoine and Marie Lemoine ; also numbers
of plants in small pots of the narrow-leaved Myrtle,

put in here to push young pale green growth, which,
when strong enough to stand in a cut state, is used
for bouquets. Small Oranges in pots are put in heat
every fortnight through the winter to keep up the
supply of this flower. In this house were a number
of the best coloured varieties of Coleus, the leaves of
which are used for laying flat on the cloth in dinner-

table decorations.

The adjoining house, 65 feet by 18, is used as a
general stove. In this ivere a number of large plants

of Stephanotis and quantities of Eucharis amazonica
undergoing the drying process by withholding water
until the leaves flag a little, but not so as to injure

them ; they are thus treated for a month, after which
water is given, when they throw up flowers in abund-
ance. The plants are subjected to this alternate

resting and flowering three times a year, and are kept
well mulched with cow-dung. In this house was
another favourite plant for the production of sweet-

scented white flowers, Jasminum Maid of Orleans,

the blooms very double, as large as a Pompon Chry-
santhemum, and highly perfumed : here also were a

number of the new Crotons and Ixoras, the elegant
Aralia Veitchii, and the old white-flowered Pavetta
Caffra, with flowers something like small bunches of
Ixora. On the side shelves were quantities of Dracjena
Cooperii and others ; Peperomia resedfcflora, the
white Mignonette-shaped flowers of which are most
useful for bouquets when Lily of the Valley and Hoteia
japonica are over ; the red-spathed Anthurium Scher-
zerianum, /Echmea splendens, a first-rate dwarf table

plant in or out of bloom ; Hoya bella, the flowers of

which are well adapted for bouquet-making ; the fine

winter-blooming Calanthe Veitchii, and the equally
useful Euphorbia jacquiniajflora, a small bunch of
which is often drawn through the centre of a flower of
Eucharis amazonica in floral arrangements. T. Baiiies.

(To Iv co,i/!iincd.)

SWEET-SCENTED FLOWERS.
Thirty years ago I published a small volume cm

the sweet-scented flowers and shrubs cultivated in the

gardens of Great Britain {Flora Odorata : Orr & Co.,

1843). The volume has long been out of print, but
as recent investigations into the functions of scent and
colour have given a new interest to the subject, it

seemed worth while to make a classified list of the
species mentioned in that forgotten work, and
which were there partly arranged in an alphabetical
manner.

It will be observed that the catalogue is limited in

several ways. It does not include stove or greenhouse
plants, nor wild plants which are never cultivated, nor
agricultural plants, nor pot-herbs. A few species are
included whose scent resides in the leaves and not in

the flowers, because it was intended for the help of
amateur gardeners. Opinions may diff'er as to the
sweetness of some of the odours, but I give the list

entire, with the nomenclature of that period. It was
no doubt imperfect even at the time, and probably
many more species might now be added by any one
familiar with the gardens of the present day. There
can scarcely be less than 5000 species, hardy and
half-hardy, cultivated in English gardens, and 217,
which is the number in this list, seems to be but a
small proportion of fragrant ones.

The following observations suggest themselves in

looking through the list :

—

That scent is associated with flowers of all colours.
That, nevertheless, the order Campanulacese and

the genus Gentiana are unrepresented, and that the
flowers of these groups are chiefly blue.

That scarcely any order can claim fragrance as a
universal character.

That in many genera one species only will be
firagrant, while all the rest are scentless.

That by cultivation and hybridisation fragrant
varieties may be developed from scentless stocks.

DrcoTV

Clematis Flammul.^
florida

,, Sieboldii

Paionia edulis
Platystemon californic

Berieridetc.

Berberis vulgaris

,, Aquifolium

NymJ/Jueticetp.

Nymphaja odorata

MagiioUaceie.
Magnolia graiidiflora

„ glauca
, , conspicLla

macrophylla

Cnici/ero!.
Cheiranthus Cheiri
Hesperis matronalis

Criici/ene.
Konlga maritima
Iberis odorata
Schizopetalon Walkei

Rcsed^uciE.
Reseda odorata

V'iolaccie.

Viola odorata

,, tricolor, cult, v;

Caryophyllccr.
Dianthus pkimarius

,, Caryophyllus
„ barbatus

BytiH
Hermannia fragrans

,
, odorata

Tiliacecc.

Tilia europsea

Vitacece. -

Limm

Pittospoi

PittO-sporum Tobira

RutacetE.
Bictamnus Fraxinella
Diosma ericoides

Rlunnncte.
Ccanothus americanus

Leg?iiiimos(e.

lilex europajus

Cyti s scopanus

„ „ var. odoratiasimus

„ Laburnum
,, ,, var. odoratus

Wistar
Glycine Apl

;rophylla

Lathyriis odoratus
Coronilla glauca

„ argentea
Acacia armata

„ suaveolens

Rosacea.
Crata:gus Oxyacantha

,, Pyracantha
Pyrus domestica
Eriobotrya japonica
Prunus Laurocerasus

,, lusitanica

Rubus odoratu
tifoliaRos;

Potentilla fruticosa

Spirsca Ulmaria
„ frutex [salicifolia]

„ hypericifolia

Agrimonia odorata

Calycantlictc.

Calycanthus floridus

Chimonanthus fragrans

Philadeiphcc€.

Deutzia scabra
Philadelphus coronarius

Grossnlaceic.

Ribes auraum prsecox

CEnolhera odorata

„ tetraptera
„ triloba

AfyrtacetE.

Myrtus

Passi/ic
Passiflora

Caprt/oliace^.
Sanibucus nigra
Viburmnn odoratissimum
Caprifolium Periclymeniti

,, gratum
„ tiexuosum

R ubiaces.
Asperula odorata

Monocotyledons.

_
Dipsace^.

Scabiosa atropiirpu

I-Ii;liclirysuni fragrans

Staehelina dubia

Ericncea:.
Andromeda floribunda

Rhododendron odoratu

m

,, „ var. odorata
Bejaria racemosa
Erica suaveolens

,, odorata

yasmtuca:.
.

I odoratissimum

., Sambac
Nyctanthes arbor-tristis

Oleinea;.

Olea fragrans
Syringa vulgaris

„ persica

Asclejiiadcic.

-Asclepias syriaca
Peripioca grseca
Hoya

Convolviilacct.

Tpomcea Bona-nox
Cuscuta \

Heliotropium peruvianui

„ europaeum

Petunia nyctaginiflor^

Datura ceratocaulon
Nicotiana noctiflora

„ persica

„ imdulata

Scrophnla rtnc<r.

Mimulus moschatus
Erinus fragrans
Buddlea globosa

LabiaftC.
Lavendula Spica
Thymus vulgaris

Monarda fistulosa

,, didyma
„ purpurea

Verbenac€{€,

Verbena teucrioides
Aloysia ciiriodora

Prbniilaccce.

Primula Auricula, cult.

,, vulgaris

„ elatior

Cyclamen persicura

Nyctagine^.
Mirabilis longiflora

Thymeh-m.
Daphne odora

„ Cneorum
„ Mezereum

A ristolochieie.

Asarum virginicum

A jncnti/ercE,

Salix pentandra

J, amygdaljna

d'cJiidacca.
Platanthera bifoHa
Gymnadenia conopsea

Irtdeee.

Crocus suaveolens

Eabiana pUcata
„ disticha

,j sambucina
angustifolir

„ alatus

,
, trichonemifolius

Hesperantha cinnamomea
„ falcata

„ radiata

„ angusta

„ graminifolia.

., pilosa
Ixia columellaris

„ odorata

'I flexuosa
Tritonia odoratn

squalida
Watsonia marginata

A nmryUide<e.
Narcissus papyraceus

,, Jonquilla

„ Tazetta
„ Poeticus

Galanthus nivalis

Leucojum vernum
,, sstivum

Sternbergla colchicifoHa
Chhdanthus fragrans

LiliacC(e.

Hemerocallis flava

Lilium candidum
Muscari moschatum
Hyacinthus non-scriptus

,, orientalis

Convallaria majalis
Anthericum fragrans
Bulbine alooides

„ pugioniformis

,, frutescens
Lachenalia fragrans

Aroidete.

Calla sothiopica

F. T. Mott, F,R.G.S,

EMIGRATION.
The loss of the Cospatrkh^ with her hundreds of

men, women, and children, by fire in the open sea is

a terrible lesson when calmly contemplated from

cause to effect. It becomes fearfully so when we look

at the loss of life as in some measure the outcome of

the recent struggle between the farm labourers and

their employers, so that when we ask the question,

Where are the belligerents ? we are answered that the

farmers are still to be found alive and happy in their

homes, grumbling, as is their wont, to keep the land-

lords from raising their rent, and to keep the labourers

content with as little wages as can be agreed upon.

But what of the turn-out labourers who were sacrificed

to the Moloch of the Union ? Whatever good they

may have achieved, or in what they may have bene-

fited others, they themselves, after beating the bushes,

have certainly not bagged the game. Without

blaming any one, we can honestly say that had there

been no turn-out of labourers, the living freight of the

Cospatrick would have now been filling up "the
short and simple annals of the poor," instead of swell-

ing the roll of names of those that the sea shall have

to give up of the dead that are in her.

But it is not to the subject of the agricultural

labourers that I now wish to call attention, but to the

horticultural side of the question. I read in the

Banffshh'e journal that some young gardeners, who
had been well instructed by their master, the gardener

at Fyvie Castle, Aberdeenshire, and who had gone to

America, and "done well" there, wished to show
their gratitude to their late master, and accordingly

had sent him, by the hands of a farm labourer who
was homeward bound, a valuable silver stand some 3
or 4 feet high, and other gear of the same metal—

a

gift equally honourable to the givers as to the re-

ceiver. Being single men of good moral character,

trained to outdoor labour, and well able to see what

land was capable of yielding, and with habits of

economy, order, and cleanliness, they could hardly

fail to do well wherever the raw materials of their

craft could be subjected to cultivation ; and their

history illustrates the North countryman's sagacity,

for the thrifty Scot will thrive, like the limpet on the

rock, by sticking to business.

Emigration has often been made a scapegoat to

hide the indolence and irregularities of individuals,

by carrying them to the wilderness where no one cares

to chronicle events. Some twenty years ago a gardener

applied to me to beg for him, that he might take him-

self and his wife and family to Australia. He had

lost his situation, and his begging from friends and

acquaintances had become a nuisance. I reasoned

with the man that he was too old, and too much
encumbered with young children to go such a voyage,

but the secret of this affair of sending nine souls to

Melbourne, Australia, lay in few words. I was in

earnest, but my emigrant was not so, but wanted to

get a good haul of goods and money, and had no

intention whatever of leaving England. As, how-

ever, a large sum, to pay the passage and provide

necessaries for the voyage, and something to begin

life with at the Antipodes, had been put into my
hands, I was in duty bound to see him off; and it

was his tact to let the vessel go, but not the goods

;

but I had the satisfaction to see honesty prevail, for

he paid the heavy penalty of transportation for his

deceit. Little did I know at the time that he had done

a mock emigration in London at least once before.

Some years after I learnt from a successful navvy,

who had realised several large nuggets of the "root

of all evil," that my emigrant had buckled on to hard

work, and become gardener to the navvy, at the fair

recompense of /i per day. More than one fresh

impetus unknown here is given to industry in

Australia, for in the first place there is a high

premium (20^. a day) for skilled labour by way of

reward for well doing ; and there is moreover a

certain punishment, by Lynch law, for evil doers who
might wish to live upon the community without con-

tributing aught to the common wealth. When such

parties are found sheep stealing, it has been the habit

to shoot them without any formality, beyond the fact

of their being taken red-handed j and as the modern
institution yclept the workhouse had not been intro-

duced, the idler could only either fall back upon his

mother earth, and work, or die.

Another gardener of my acquaintance after railing

loudly against British institutions, rates, taxes, and

want of liberty, set about bettering his condition, and
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sold his " fixings ;" and in an evil hour left England
for New York, accompanied by a young, industrious

wife and one child. On arriving there he found some
30,000 (be the same more or less) in the same predica-

ment as himself—wanting work ; and when he had
worn the shoes off his feet on tramp, trying to get

work and bread for the bare life, he wrote home to

his friends to send him, for the love of God, as much
money as would pay his passage home again, for he

had seen nothing so good as an English workhouse
since he left. He returned a wiser man, and, tauglit

by adversity, took service thankfully in the "Old
Country," and reckoned tl'.e relieving oilicer, the

guardians, and all who work the machinery of the

poor-law, to be employed, if not on " Heaven born
cliarity," at least on a near relation tliereto, where
property is taxed, and where it is made compulsory
on the well-to-do to keep those who are unable to

support themselves.

Such an example may well point a moral, if it does
not adorn the tale, for the pigheadedness of some
persons is so strong that nothing but adversity, suffer-

ing, and ruin will convince them of their errors, and
those who take to Atlantic travel may well say
*' broad is the way.'^ Good resolutions and solid

lessons of instruction have, however, been made and
hammered into dull heads when the landsman has
made ** his home upon the deep."

Magistrates have often remarked that if culprits

had only done half as much for virtue as they have
been compelled to suffer for vice, they might have
been ornaments to society. Most people suffer a good
deal for want of money, and well he may who cannot
pass a gin-palace or a tobacconist's shop without con-
tributing to each, as well as to his own misery. One
of the greatest ornaments to a certam northern city

consists of a splendid hospital, built and endowed by
a man whose perseverance in the practice of saving
money enabled him after a long life to leave a monu-
ment to his memory, for which thousands have blessed

him ; and although he had his eccentricities {which
are more to be admired than imitated), it is well to

let a angle young man know what unwearied perse-

verance, when well directed, can do to make money.
The gentleman in question, in order to save fire,

carried a hamper on his back up and down "his room
in the uppermost storey," and thus warmed himself
when the weather was not severe enough toneccessitate

a fire being made ; and as a weaver occupied the room
under his "garret," he left an opening in the floor by
way of ventilator, but really to get the benefit of the

weaver's light, and thereby save the cost of candles or

lamp. It is easy enough to save money when a man
makes the best use of his time, and does not bury his

talent in the earth. The way my American emigrant
missed it, was in not trying the experiment of going
to America when he was single, as in that case only

halfthe expenses would have been incurred, and— mark
it well— it is hard to make headway against an early or

an improvident marriage, for, says the old adage,
** Not only choose a proper mate, but proper time to

marry," not to mention Moore's remonstrance anent
trifling youthful time away

—

" The time that's lost in wooing,
In watcliing and pursuing,
The light that hes in woman's eyes
Has been my heart's undoing."

The success of some of my gardening friends has
been in their specialities : one has got a name for fruit

culture, another for his knowledge of succulents,

while Orchids, Roses, Camellias, &:c., have their pro-

fessors and their students. One important post was
held for many years by a gardener whose speciality

was a knowledge of mosses and lichens. Cobbett
mastered grammar in French and English under the

most unfavourable circumstances, but afterwards
floundered in the mazes of botany and in attempting
to master horticulture and arboriculture. Cobbett's
Locust tree still bears his name, and his famous ice-

house, designed in Yankee style, and built of sticks

and straw all above ground, is still unique, and of
which he said that, if it failed as an ice-house, it would
be a pattern for a pig bed to all future time. Cobbett's
example adds another proof that there is no royal

road to horticulture, and seven years of hard study
under good masters may be counted a near cut to

make a well-educated youth into a good gardener.

The biography of some of my acquaintances, who,
like Cobbett, wanted to get credit for horticulture

without taking the trouble to school themselves in

its discipline for a few years, might save gardeners

and their employers from grievous disappointments.

He is the best friend of the young gardener who
does not flatter him by saying that his task will be an
easy one and free from care, or that by a voyage to

America or to Australii he will find gold growing
upon trees in those distant lands. If I can only con-
vince one man in time of the folly of such hopes, and
of the snares and traps that he may be likely to fall

into, I shall not have related the tale in vain. My
two emigrants have indeed paid dearly for their

experience, and their cases should be a wholesome
warning to others, Alex. Forsyth^ Islington SquarCy
Salfoni.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—IX,

Gkokge Smith.

TiIK accompanying portrait is that of Mr. George

Smith, the talented head gardener at the Vice-Kegal

Lodge, Phffinix Parle, Dublin. Mr. Smith was born

in Perth in 1S25, and while a boy was employed in

tlie nursery there for about four years. At the age of

seventeen he was apprenticed to Mr. Dodds, the gar-

dener at Scone Palace. This was an excellent school

for a young man, Mr. Dodds being a thorough-going

horticulturist, doing well whatever he took in hand.

"The following incident," writes Mr. Smith, **is

characteristic of him :—The Potato disease was at the

time making such havoc as to threaten the entire
;

extinction of that esculent. In order to secure a

fresh start, upon untainted ground, a considerable belt

of plantation was cut down, the roots grubbed out

and the ground well trenched over. Seed Potatos

were procured from a high-lying neighbourhood and I

started into growth, the shouts being broken off and I

potted separately into 4-inch pots, grown on into

sturdy plants, and then transferred to the prepared

ground. But alas for ' the best laid schemes '
! The

disease appeared on these quite as soon as upon any

other in the neighbourhood. After an interval of

thirty years we are stranded high and dry on the same
|

mysterious difficulty. The only hope of success

appears to be in the direction of new varieties with

strong constitution. At Scone, gardening as a

mechanical art was carried out with great precision.

To be able to nail a large Morello Cherry tree quickly,

with the branches radiating with the regularity of

rays of light, and to be a thorough proficient with the

scythe, were with Mr. Dodds indispensable qualifica-

tions for the diploma of a regularly qualified " blue

apron."

"In 1S46 I removed to Whittingame, in East

Lothian, then under the management of Mr. Rintoul,

an anxious hard-working man, with a large extent

of ground to keep with a very limited number of

hands. This he did, however, with very great

credit to himself. I do not know if ribbon borders

have made as great innovations in that quarter as

elsewhere, but at that time a good old-fashioned

herbaceous border ran the whole length of the

kitchen garden, with standard Roses at intervals,

and there were yearly sowings of the best hardy

annuals. When well filled and trimly tied up

as it was, it formed a very pretty and interesting

feature. The endless profusion of bedding stuff has

led us somewhat into the position of a young spend-

thrift parting recklessly with good old substantial

friends, and taking up with new and often indifferent

acquaintances. Our modern style of bedding will no

doubt hold its ground for some time to come, but it

must be toned down, and instead of flaunting red and

yellow everywhere, accommodation must again be

found for many of our old friends, together with new
forms in the shape of succulents, subtropical

plants, &c. In 1848 I removed to Gosford House,
East Lothian, the seat of the Earl of Wemyss, and
acted as foreman under Mr. Addison, who was then
in charge of the garden.

"In 1850 I went to Eglinton Castle, and served as

foreman under Mr. Sharpe until 1852. In the spring

of that year the late Earl of Eglinton became Viceroy
of Ireland, and the position of gardener at the Vice-

Regal Lodge falling vacant the same year, I was called

on to fdl it. In a large establishment like this a
plentiful supply of fruit being of primary importance,

I set to work at once to endeavour to make two blades

of grass grow instead of one. There are nine vineries,

extending 500 feet in length by i8 feet in width. The
original width was 12 feet, the additions being made
to portions of the range from year to year until the

whole was completed about seven years ago. I have
recently seen strong heavy loam recommended for

giving sustained fruitfulness to the Vine. This must
be taken with a * grain of salt.' My acquaintance
with this material has been, perforce, rather too
extensive. The surface of the Phcenix Park is com-
pose 1 of a hazel loam—answering admirably to the

words 'strong and heavy,' and inasmuch as it w.as

the only available material, it formed the chief

ingredient in the making up of our borders. Having
a good supply of old building materials in the way of

hard lime rubbish, it was incorporated with the loam
to the extent of nearly one-third, in order to make
up for the absence of sand, and to get rid of some of

the loam's superabundant strength. On taking up a

lump of this compost, after a few years' use, instead

of disintegrating readily it clung together, and on
pressing the foot upon the border there was no per-

ceptible yielding or elasticity. For the last few years

I have thrown our heavy friend overboard, and
adopted a relative of his from the Wicklow mountains.

" In the making up of the borders, instead of exca-

vating the entire area in the old orthodox fashion,

and filling in the whole border at once, we begin by
planting upon a flat ridge just as much as will keep

the roots going for one year, and then make annual

additions to this, just as much as the roots can take

possession of—say about 2 feet. The advantage of

this is twofold. In the first place the roots can be

examined annually, and the strong growers that are

inclined downwards can be raised towards the surface,

and laid on fresh fibrous material, in which they

ramify with great rapidity ; and in the next place

where material of the right sort is expensive or diffi-

cult to be got, as it is here, it is like paying into a
friendly society : a small yearly instalment is all that

is necessary to secure the best results. In order to

save time, I have sometimes been induced to plant

Vines two or three years old, but this is a practice we
had always reason to regret. Our best results have
been obtained from eyes started in January, grown on
smartly, and planted out in May, guardmg carefully

against any check until they have fairly taken with

the border.

" I have had an opportunity here of testing the

utility of bottom-heat for Vines. No. i house is con-

structed on the principle recommended by Mr.
Fleming, of Trentham, about eighteen years ago,

namely, that of supporting the border upon a series

of brick arches, and thus forming chambers under-

neath for fermenting materials. The only difference

in our case lies in the size and length of the arch,

which is 7 feet 6 inches in breadth by 4 feet 6 inches

in height, and extends into the house to within 2 feet

of the back wall. The Trentham arches were 3 feet

6 inches wide by 2 feet 9 inches in height, and if I

mistake not were carried only to the front wall. The
large size of the arch makes the changing of

the fermenting material an easy process, while

the heating power is much more effective. Our
outside border is covered with shutters of corrugated

iron, galvanised. The Vines (Black Hamburgh) are

planted inside, the roots running both ways. We cut

from this house on April i a good crop of medium-
sized bunches—black as a Sloe. It is interesting to

notice the colouring process going on. Under circum-

stances of favourable root-action, as in this case, it

goes on quickly and regularly all over the house, no

green berries being left behind, and the colour is laid

on thickly, after the style of the Kempsey AUcante.

No. 2 house is also furnished with bottom-heat, but

in this case it is supplied by hot water. This is less

troublesome to work than the other ; but there is

always a certain amount of apprehension regarding a

fracture in the pipes or other break-down after the

border is filled with roots. As utility is the object

aimed at, bunches averaging from 2 lb. to 3 lb. are

found the most convenient for combining quantity

and quality, and we take as many of these as is con-

sistent with the production of good-sized berries and

a decent colour. Our bunches seldom exceed the

weight mentioned, but from what has recently

transpired in this direction, I confess to certain

misgivings as to my standard of ambition ; and sundry

resolutions have been formed to run up fresh canvas,

and go before the gale.
" My connection with the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety of Ireland commenced about 1854, the Earl of
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St. Germains being then Viceroy. Lady St. Germains,
wishing to support the Society, requested me to

become an exhibitor, but, unfortunately, there were
absolutely no plants to show. However, a beginning
was made with Gloxinias, Cineraria^:, and herbaceous
Calceolaria?, and then Pelargoniums and stove and
greenhouse plants were added. In growing Pelar-

goniums I started with the principle of abolishing

stakes, which had become very unsightly, and tied the

plants down instead of tying them up, taking as the
model of the plant a well-developed Dahlia flower, or

three-fourths of a ball. Some of my plants measured

5^ feet in diameter, resembling a tolerable-sized hay-
cock. The rapid improvement in Pelargonium grow-
ing induced the Society, in 1859, to offer a cup for

them (a rarity in those days), which has been con-
tinued ever since. Of late years the exhibition of
stove and greenhouse plants, and of fruits, has been
our principal bond of connection with the Society.

" It is somewhat interesting to compare notes on the
progress of horticulture during a campaign of twenty
years. The prize list and the tent accommodation of
twenty years ago, as compared with the present
resources of the Society, may be taken as a tolerably

fair criter ion of the change. Not that exhibitors were
scarce in 1S54, but their various groups had as yet
assumed but nlmtile proportions, and staking was
obtruded eveiwhere. By-and-by, however, one
class of plants after another came to the front, re-

modelled as to form, and so altered in dimensions that

tent accommodation was not to be found for them.
There are one or two classes, however, that have not
improved of late years, which is much to be regretted.

Orchids, for instance, were better grown a few years
ago when really fine groups were staged, but the
breaking up of various good collections in the vicinity

of Dublin has led to a kind of Orchid famine on show
days. Heaths, again, seem to have died out in a
gradual way, being too slow growers for the fast times
in which we live. Fruit growing has undergone
a vast change for the better, not only as regards
quality, but also in reference to the number of its

patrons. Though we cannot boast of such Erobding-
nagian bunches of Grapes as are produced on the
other side of the water, yet we can point to good
samples for both size and quality. We can also
rejoice in the widespread love for the cultivation of
fruit and flowers, with its ameliorating and human-
ising influences, and which is mainly due to t!ie

stimulus and encouragement given by the Society.
There obtrude, however, feelings of regret, as memory
brings back the recollection of clever enthusiastic
men, who have contributed largely by their zeal and
abilities to the general advancement, but who have
passed away."

Forestry.
January 3.—When the ground becomes covered

with any considerable depth of snow, and the stems,

branches, and leaves are loaded, the ordinary opera-

tions of forestry are suspended, and it becomes a
matter of no small concern to the forester how to

employ the workmen to the best advantage, not
only in their own, but p.lso in their employer's

interest.

Extent, locality, the order in which the estate is kept,

and the means at command, have each their specific

influence in determining how the workmen are to be
employed during a protracted snowstorm. Those
who have a great number of men to keep employed
all the year round, require always to exercise very con-
siderable forethought, so that any sudden change of

weather may not at any time seriously interfere with
the regular routine of work. A memorandum of the

various sorts of work most suitable to be done in wet,

windy, frosty, hot, cold, or snowy weather should
always be kept, and ready at hand for reference.

Deer, rabbits, and hares are now very hurtful to
trees and shrubs, and should therefore be vigilantly
looked after by a suflicient staff of careful men.
Messrs. Davidson & Co.'s (Leith) "composition for

tree protection " is what we use, and it is the best and
cheapest known to us. PloUy, Laurel, Laburnum,
and Common Ash, require more attention than most
other plants, while Box, Rhododendron, Privet, and
Spurge Laurel, are seldom if ever injured in severe
snowstorms. As regards employment, this, however,
only constitutes a small item ; hence, others must be
sought.

The roots of wind-fallen trees can with due advan-
tage be grubbed, blasted, and removed during severe
snowstorms—beginning with those in the policies,

and most under view, and extending the operation as
means and circumstances subsequently suggest. Not
only are the upheaved roots of wind-fallen trees un-
sightly in appearance, but they almost invariably con-
stitute a permanent harbour for rabbits, rats, and
other vermin ; hence the manifold reasons for remov-
ing them.
The work is frequently let by contract, either at so

much per stool, grubbing, blasting, and loading, or by
measurement at ^s, to 10^. per cord. The cord of roots

is usually set up 14 feet long, by 3 feet 3 inches high,

and 3 feet 3 inches wide, solidly packed. For fuel,

the roots are worth at least the grubbing price, and
are used in heating greenhouses, churches, burning
lime, tiles, &c., as also for common domestic pur-
poses of heating and cooking.
The roots of old Pine trees, grown on hard gravelly

soils, are unsurpassed for combustibility and efficiency

in fire lighting, being full of resin ; nor are the hard-
wood roots less valuable as common household fuel,

as they burn strong, clear, and bright, especially if

stacked up to dry twelve months or so before being
used.

The largest and best timber upon an estate is gene-
rally thrown by means of the felling saw, both because
it is cheapest done, and because it saves a portion of
the timber that would otherwise be wasted if the trees

were cut with the axe instead of the saw. Timber
merchants have also a decided objection to axe-felled

timber, even when cut by first-class axemen, and
refuse giving such high prices for the timber so cut.

Saw-felling is, therefore, the rule, axe-felling the
exception. The stools of saw-felled trees remain fresh

and sound many years longer than axe-felled ones. At
three years the latter is often farther decayed than the
former at ten years. When the site of an old planta-

tion has to be replanted, the undecayed roots form a
great barrier to its success, as those too well know who
have them to deal with. The only practicable way
of meeting the requirements of the case is to go
over the old stools from whence the trees had been
previously cut with the saw, and with the common
long felling axe hollow or scoop out the top of the
stools. To those who have never seen timber felled

with the long axe, and the stool left in a basin-like

shape, the scooping of stools maybe altogether mis-
understood and its advantages unappreciated. The
process is very simple, and the expense comparatively
small : a good axeman will scoop from twenty to thirty

stools in a day, leaving each capable of holding from
a quart to a gallon of water. The first shower of rain,

or melted snow fills the basin of the stool, which
usually remains till summer drought evaporates it,

but it is difficult to say whether the process of decay
is not rather promoted than retarded by the basin
being alternately filled and emptied of water. Our
more immediate object in introducing the stool scoop-
ing practice here is in order that idle hands may be,
not only filled, but employed to great advantage—for

there is no labour or process known to us whereby
the roots and stools of an old Fir or Pine plantation
can be so quickly, cheaply, and efficiently got clear

of as by scooping or hollowing out the stools so as to

induce the water to stagnate in them in the way
recommended ; and the work is such as can be equally
well done in a snowstorm as in fine weather. C'. Y.

Mic/iie, CuUen.

lotias of §o0ks.
Insects Abroad : /v/w^ a Popular Account of

Foreign Insects, C^c. ^^ the Rev. J. G. Wood,
M.A., F.L.S. Longmans, Svo, pp. 7S0.

We do not know any book in which the amateur
entomologist can obtain so thorough a general know-
ledge of all sorts and conditions of insects as in this

thick and richly-illustrated volume. Tribe after tribe

in systematic order is enumerated, and illustrative

specimens of each described. In this manner no less

than S60 insects have been described, and 600 figured.

The descriptions and figures leave nothing to be
desired on the score of accuracy and artistic finish.

By merely turning over the pages and inspecting
the woodcuts, the reader may obtain an insight into
the morphology of insects, the variations in shape and
size of the same organ in different insect?, and its

adaptation to various purposes which he could hardly
glean so readily, and certainly not so rapidly, from
more pretentious treatises.

By an extract or two we can indicate, better than
by any other means, the general style of the work.

" Among the Homoptera variety of form seems to run
riot, and we have in the present instance (fig. 9) one of
the most singular forms that could be imagined. Any
one unacquainted with entomology could hardly believe
that it really was an insect, and not the creation of some
fantastic manufacturer of sham insects. It is a native of
Mexico. The general colour of the insect (Phenax
auricoma) is pale green, but it has upon its liead a crest
of long, soft, silken, gold-coloured hair. The whole
under surface of the body is covered with a white downy
secretion, which looks as if the insect had been hastily
made from cotton-wool. The long fibres that trail

behind the insect are of similar material, and look very
much as if they had been made of cotton-wool loosely
twisted between the hands "

(p. -jy]).

Another Homopterous insect, rejoicing in the name
of Bocydium tintinnabuliferum (fig. S), is remark-
able for the thorax,

"in which part eccentricity of form seems to have
reached its utmost limits. Bocydium tintinnabuliferum

is a native of Brazil. Although the largest of the exten-
sive group to which it belongs, it is but a little creature,
being about as long as a common housefly, but not so
stoutly made. [By the way, it is a pity some scale of
magnitude does not accompany the illustrations.] The
colour of the body is pale brown, while that of the thorax
with its extending appendages is black. The form of
these appendages can be better seen by reference to the
illustration than by description. The four round little

knobs look very much ^like hawk-bells, and have given
rise to the long specific name, which signifies ' bell-

bearer;' they are covered with long black hairs."

Our last illustration (fig. 10) refers to a butterfly

which, when at rest, so completely resembles a leaf as

frequently to escape observation. There are many
species of Kallima, most of which are remarkable for

the manner in which the colouring, as well as the
shape of the closed wings, resembles that of a leaf.

The upper surface of the Kallima Inachis is mostly
brown, the tips of the upper wings being black, and
orange-dun bands running diagonally across them.
The following extract is taken from Mr. Wallace's

work :

—

'' This species was not uncommon in di*y woods and
thickets, and I often endeavoured to capture it without
success, for, after flying a short distance, it would enter
a bush among dry or dead leaves, and however carefully
I crept up to the spot, I could never discover it till it

would suddenly start out again, and then disappear in a
similar place. At length I was fortunate enough to see the
exact spot where the butterfly settled, and though I lost

sight of it for some time, I at length discovered that it

was close before my eyes, but that in its position of
repose it so closely resembled a dead leaf attached to a
twig, as almost certain to deceive the eye, even when
gazing full upon it. I captured several specimens on the
wing, and was able fully to understand the way in which
this wonderful resemblance is produced.
"The ends of the upper wings terminate in a fine

point, just as the leaves of many tropical shrubs and
trees are pointed, while the lower wings are somewhat
more obtuse, and are lengthened out into a short thick
tail. Between these two points there runs a dark curved
line, exactly representing the midrib of a leaf, and fronr

this radiate on each side a few oblique marks, which well

imitate the lateral veins. These marks are more clearly

seen on the outer portion of the base of the wings, and
on the inner side towards the middle and apex, and they
are produced by strias and markings which are very
common in allied species, but which are here modified
and strengthened, so as to imitate more exactly the vena-
tion of a leaf.

" The tint of the under surface varies much, but it is

always some brown or ashy colour, which matches with
those of dead leaves. The habit of the species is always
to rest on a dead twig, and among dead or dried leaves,

and in this position, with the wings closely pressed
together, their outline is exactly that of a moderate
sized leaf, slightly curved or shrivelled. The tail of the
hind wing forms a perfect stalk, and touches the stick

while the insect is supported by the middle pair of legs,

which are not noticed among the twigs and fibres that

surround it. The head and antennae are drawn back
between the wings, so as to be quite concealed, and
there is a little notch hollowed out at the very base of
the wings, which allows the head to be retracted sufti-

ciently. All these varied details combine to produce a
disguise that is so complete and marvellous as to astonish
every one who observes it ; and the habits of the insects

are such as to utilise all these pecuharities, and render
Ihem available in such a manner as to remove all doubt
of the purpose of this singular case of mimicry, which is

undoubtedly a protection to the insect. Its strong swift

flight is sufhcient to save it from its enemies when on the

wing, but if it were equally conspicuous when at rest it

could not long escape extinction, owing to the attacks

of the insectivorous birds and reptiles that abound in the

tropical forests. A very closely allied species, Kallima
Inachis, inhabits India, where it is very common, and
specimens are sent in every collection from the Hima-
layas. On examining a number of these, it will be seen

that no two are aUke, but are the variations

corresponding to those of dead leaves. Every tint of

yellow, ash, brown, and red is found here, and in many
specimens there occur patches and spots formed of

small black dots, so closely resembling the way in which
minute fungi grow on leaves that it is almost impossible

at first not to believe that fungi have grown on the

butterflies themselves !

" If such an extraordinary adaptation as this stood
alone it would be very difficult to offer any explanation
of it ; but, although it is perhaps the most perfect case
of protective imitation known, there are hundreds of

similar resemblances in Nature, and from these it is

possible to deduce a general theory of the

which they have been slowly brought about."

-— Mr. S. Kurz has recently published in the

yournal of the Asiatic Society of Bengai some *'' Con-
tributions towards a Knowledge of the Burmese Flora,"

in the shape of a classified list of Burmese plants, with
occasional comments. The present instalment extends
from Ranunculacere to Geraniace^e, and is principally

of a descriptive character. The following extracts,

relating to tropical forests, and to those of Burma in

particular, are of general interest :
—

" The distinction between evergreen and deciduous
forests must always be the leading one in tropical

countries, and such forests differ always most con-
spicuously in their vegetative components.

" The former are divided into the littoral forests (tidal
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and Mangrove), the result of saline influence ; further into

swamp forests, the product of superabundance of fresh

water and heavy inundations during rains. Then come
the tropical forests, which are more regulated by moisture

and amount of shade than by substratum, although great
I

differences (not so much habitually as specifically) are
j

observable in those that grow on permeable or on half- I

permeable strata, on silicious sandstones or on meta- I

morphic or permeable laterites, the latter rich in purely
|

Malayan types, the former poorest of all (with those :

growing on limestone in Tenasserim I am not

acquainted). The last sort of evergreen forests are

the hill-forests, rather confusedly huddled together by I

me, but sufliciently distinguished for present re- i

requirements. The lower damper ones of these are a
modification of the tropical forests below them, while

the drier ones consist chiefly of Tines, Oaks. Ericinece,

&c., and pass soon into the temperate forests, which
contain a great number of winter-deciduous trees, but
are not represented in Burma, except on a few peaks
above 6500—7000 feet elevation. Here the slope and
resultant amount of light and moisture, and not so much
the quality of rock, are the principal regulators, at least

so it is on the metamorphic and older formation, while

limestone, &c., will form exceptions. Higher up the

influence of elevation modifies and changes vegetation

according to well-known laws. The leaf-shedding or

deciduous forests form the other Urge class of Indian

forests, and cover in these regions a greater area than

the former. These grow either on impermeable strata,

such as compact calcareous sandstones, and form then

the "dry forests," where Catechu trees and several

Hindustani, trees and arboreous Euphorbias find their

home, while higher up on the crests of the Vomah they

become formed almost exclusively of an arboreous Hip-
tage, often accompanied by several rather temperate
forms, like Heracleum, Vaccinium, Hymenopogon, &c.

On laterite and gravelly strata, and also on very stiff

plastic clay, grows another variety of forest, called by
me the open forests. Those growing on the first named
strata are especially interesting, and are generally known
to the Burmans as the 'eng ' or ' ein ' forests, so named
after the prevailing tree, Diplerocarpus tuberculatus

;

here the botanical rarities of Burma are scattered, and
catch the eye the more readily that the surrounding

forest is open and the soil-clothing rather scanty.

Higher up in the hill tvi% forests (which grow on laterite

formed by decomposition of older rocks, or on debris

of them), the eng-tree is often replaced by other kinds of

wood-oil trees (chiefly Diplerocarpus costatus and obtu-

sifolius) ; while those open forests that occupy the stiff

clay at the base of the hills are characterised by the

absence of eng.
'* The last variety of deciduous forests are the mixed

forests (as they are called by the forester) in which Teak

The Ferii Paradise \^ to be the title of a forth-

coming work from the pen of Mr. Francis George
Heath, author of The Ewj^lish Peasantry. Mr.
Heath's new book, which will be published by Messrs.

Hodder t^ Stoughton, purports to be *' a plea for the

culture of Ferns." It will include descriptions of

ferny rambles through the green lanes, the woods,
and the glens of Devonshire—"the home of our

native Ferns."

The Album Vatt Eeden, published by Van
Eeden, floribts, of Haarlem, is a half-yearly publica-

tion, forming an annual album of a dozen handsome
chromolith plates, intended apparently for displaying

in the seed shops, for the purpose of augmenting the

sale of bulbs. They consist entirely of Dutch bulbs

and bulbous plants, and form exceedingly effective

pictures. The plants figured in the Album for 1874
are Crocosmia aurea and Anemone japonica Honorine

Jobert, a group of bizarre Tulips, Lilium tigrinum flore-

pleno, double Tulip Yellow Rose, a fine-looking flower;

Lilium candidum, Iris reticulata, Hyacinths La Tour
d'Auvergne and Grand Lilas ; Cyclamen Atkinsii, in

The current number of the Nc-iu Quarterly
Magazine (Ward, Lock & Tyler) contains amongst
other goo'l reading an interesting account of the farm-
ing and social experiences of an emigrant in Canada

;

a capital paper on the agriculture of Portugal, by
Mr. John Latouche ; and a vigorously written protest

against the modern system of bedding-out by Mr.
ArchibaM Banks. In the latter, however, we find

plenty of evidence that the author is not quite master

of his subject, and while thoroughly sympathising

with his intentions, we think it is a pity he did not

make himself belter ac<|uainted with gardens and gar-

dening, and with gardeners too, before he put pen to

paper. Wlio that knows anything of Knglish gar-

dens and their owners—as distinguished from the

Jack-Towel garden of the suburban amateur, with its

solitary greenhouse, would write such nonsense as the

following:—" Where is your pride gone, gentlemen,

who are owners of gardens, that you permit this

clean sweep of every green thing from your flower

beds at the end of autumn? Have you no pioper

spirit left, that you submit to be dictated to by a ser-

vant, who ' makes a desert and calls it a garden *—who,
when you want the sight or the smell of a flower at

Christmas, shows you into a damp and stuffy green-

house, reeking with stale tobacco smoke, the abode
of greenfly and red spider, and crowded with five

thousand miserable little flowerless cuttings !
" Were

Mr. Banks a gardener in a good establishment he
would learn soon enough that, as regards fashions, he
would have to take the cue from his employer, who
has a position to maintain, and usually is not in the

habit of being dictated to. Again, Mr. Banks
tells us that "the English gardener has a high

repute all over Europe ; the Scotch gardener

is confessedly the best in the world "—a state-

ment which contains as much truth as the following,

from the same page :—" A modern English gardener

requires an education which is nothing less than scien-

tific, and, as every one knows, his salary in large

establishments is higher than that of many professional

men." ! The latter statement would be highly gratify-

ing to us, if only it were true. Unfortunately, how-
ever, in many large establishments the salary and
emoluments of the gardener are not so good (in

proportion to the intelligence of the two men) as

those of the family butler ; and in very many cases

are not equal to the wage of a town artizan's

labourer. But reading further on that the Winter

Aconite and Christmas Rose are "tuberous plants,"

FlG. 9.— PHENAX .\URICOMA. Fig. 10.—kallima taralekta.

s chiefly found, almost always accompanied by pyenkadu
(Xylia). The upper ones grow either on permeable sili-

ceous argillaceous sandstone, as in the case on the Pegu
Yomah, and the trees are then usually very lofty, or on
metamorphic and other older strata in Martaban, and in

this case they are richer in species, but lower in growth,
often accompanied by trees which are very rare in the
Yomah, such as Pterocarpus, Temstromiaceae, &c. The
lower mixed forests occupy the alluvial lands of the
greater rivers, and gradually pass into the savannah
forests and the true savannahs. Along the larger choungs
in the hills, where alluvial deposits spread out to a larger

extent, similar savannah forests recur on a small scale, but
much better grown, and, especially by favourable exposure,
much mixed up with trees that are missed in the plains,

such as Erythrina lithosperma, Bischofifta javanica, &c."

three colours ; early Tulips, White Pottebakker and

Proserpine ; Fritillaria imperialis maximus. group of

Anemone coronaria, very handsome ; and Narcissus

i maximus, moschatus, and nanus minimus. The plates

', are large and exceedingly well executed examples of

i
chromolithography, but they ought to be so, being

i charged at the rate of one shilling each plate. This

I art of chromolithography has now reached a very high

degree of perfection, and the Belgian artists are par-

; ticularly successful in their delineation of flowers, &c.

j

In the notice of Goeze's Beitra^ zttr Kenntniss

\
der Orangengeivachse, in the last number, for the word

I

'* Bombay " read " Mombaz," otherwise the sense is

1 destroyed. H,

and that "the Pomegranate" seldom flowers with us

except it be treated " as a creeper," we are constrained

to say that, by his imperfect knowledge of the subject

on which he treats, Mr. Banks has, we fear, done

more to injure the cause he advocites, than to promote

a much needed reform,

, M. Bernardin, the Curator of the Commercial

Museum at Melle, near Ghent, has just published a

second edition of his Classified List of Vegetable Oils

and Fats, which serves to give an idea of the

immensity of the resources (to a large extent im-

perfectly developed) which Providence has pUced at

the disposal of mankind.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

January.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

Fedruarv.

17,—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of f'ruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

March.

3,—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

ID and II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Eirbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacinth

34.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society,
Spring Exhibition. Sec, F. G, Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show,
Sec, W. Sowerty,

April.

7.—^Roj'al Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring E.'ihibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.
27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., In the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec. , W. Sowerby.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1875.

appointments for the ensuing week
Monday,

Tuesday,

Sale of Imported Orchids and Lilium aura-

Sale of 250 Pens of Choice Poultry and

Wednesday, Jan. 13
( Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

IN a recent article we alluded to Professor

Caspary's paper on the Origin of someuf
theVarieties ofthe common Spruce FiR,and
the fastigiate varietyof the Oak. The chief point

of interest in these inquiries is, whether certain

known seminal varieties of different plants are

capable of reproducing themselves from seed,

giving rise to new races having the value of

species, and in their turn giving birth to other

new races, and so on ad infinitum. It is argued

by some that, although plants may vary to a
great extent, there is a certain fixed limit beyond
which they will not go, and that the progeny of

seminal varieties is not constant, frequently

showing a reversion to the original parent.

There is no doubt that this actually does take

place, and that there is a limit, though perhaps
not fixed, to variation within the period over

which the observations of man extend. But
everything remains to be done in this branch of

inquiry, that is to say, so far as absolute and
irrefragable proof is concerned.

Almost all botanists who have much experi-

ence of living plants, and more particularly of

the same species in a wild state and under culti-

vation, admit that it is impossible to draw up
descriptions of species or forms that will exactly

define, or rather include, all that must even-

tually come under each of them, unless we
go so far as to distinguish individuals. The
best description written can only be looked upon
as a guide to the characteristics of a certain

form or aggregation of forms. In the case of

plants from unexplored countries, descriptions

are frequently based upon specimens taken from

a single individual, and some, or all, of these

descriptions may have to be modified to include

the next batch of specimens. On the other

hand, the descriptions of the plants composing
the flora of a country so thoroughly explored as

our own, apply to forms that in many instances

are rarely exactly matched, or they are more
comprehensive, and include a certain range of

variation of types more or less unequal in value.

All who have formed a collection of dried British

plants have a certain number of specimens

which cannot be referred to any described

critical species, they do not satisfactorily agree

with the descriptions or the authentic speci-

mens upon which the descriptions were based;

and they can only be said to belong to such

or such a set of things. Nevertheless, the study

of minute differences is profitable, indeed, pro-

perly directed, of the utmost value from a

scientific point of view.

A gradual evolution of species is not an
attractive theory to those who look for mathe-
matical precision in descriptive botany, but it

is a fact beyond question that no two plants

can be found exactly alike in every detail.

How far variation may go is still, probably,

an open point, and can only be guessed at,

hence the importance of directing our inves-

tigations into this channel, and carefully

and impartially recording all facts, what-

ever their bearing. Preconceived notions

should not in any way mfluence the inquirer

after truth, otherwise he may fail to discover it.

The history of many of the forms of plants in

cultivation is only imperfectly known, and con-

sequently of no importance in support of this or

that view. Let us, then, pay more attention to

this interesting subject.

One of the trees most fertile in giving

birth to new forms is the false Acacia, Robinia
Pseud-Acacia. It was introduced into France
upwards of 200 years ago by ROBIN, after

whom it was named. The original plant stands,

or did stand a few years ago, in the Jardin
des Plantes at Paris. For many years there

was no further importation, and this one tree,

if we may rely upon our authority, gave birth

to the multitudinous forms now in cultiva-

tion, many of which, it is averred, come true

from seed to a greater extent even than seed
from the parent tree ; but grafting is so uni-

versally practised to propagate forms obtained
in this way, that our information is too meagre
to be considered of absolute value.

Professor Caspary's article on the origin of

the upright Oak has given rise to the foregoing

remarks, for he, as we have already stated, does
not believe in the origin of forms equal in value

to what we term species, though he recognises

the importance of tracing out the parentage of

varieties, and determining their stability from
seed, &c. To this end he has collected all the
evidence he could respecting the origin and
propagation of Ouercus fastigiata. Like the

varieties of the Spruce Fir alluded to in a
former article, the upright Oak appears to have
sprung up independently in several different

and distant locahties.

The earliest information Caspary has found
respecting this tree is in the fourth volume of

the Hanau'ischen Magazin for the year 17S1,

where there are two figures of it, one in and one
out of leaf. A description is given of a speci-

men 100 feet high growing in the forest not far

from AschaiTenburg. Nothing is known of
course of its actual origin, but it is stated that
it showed a tendency to develope an irregular
form of branching on the north side, and a
large branch was shot off. At that period
(17S1) it was believed to be upwards of 200
years old, and it was regarded as a freak of
Nature, because many fruitless attempts had
been made to raise it from seed. All the plants
raised from its acorns resembled the common
Oak. To the writer of the article in question
this was the only specimen of the upright form
known,

The next account of this tree is in the Flora
der IVefteraii of Gartner, Meyer, and
Sherbius, in which work " the beautiful Oak of
Harreshausen" is mentioned, and described
as a remarkable variety of Q. pedunculata, all

attempts to propagate which, whether from
seed or by grafting or budding, had been futile.

Further information respecting the same tree

was given by Bechstein in the fourth edition

of his Forstbotani/c, 1821, and in the Gardeners'

Chronicle in 1842.

The result of Professor Caspary's investiga-

tions is that the upright Oak can only be pro-

pagated with certainty by grafting, though it

may sometimes come true from seed. The
specimen above mentioned still exists, and is

regarded as the mother of all of the same
variety cultivated in Germany.
Lamarck, in his Encyclopadia (17S9), gives

the first account of the upright Oak in the

Pyrenees and Navarre, and names it Q. fas-

tigiata. L0ISELEUR-DESL0NGCHAMPS(A't7«J/«rt?<

Diihaniel (1819), vii. 178, t. 57) figures it, and
says that it occurs in the Eastern Pyrenees and
the Landes ; but De Candolle did not consider

it indigenous. Professor Casp.ary thinks it pro-

bable that these also descended from the tree

above mentioned, as it is stated in the first

named article referring to it, that during the

Seven Years' War a French General placed a

guard over the original tree to protect it from

injury, and sent acorns of it to France. Accord-

ing to Tenore the upright Oak is also found in

Calabria.

Evidence from various sources confirm what
has been said before, that some, at least, of the

seed comes true ; but further information'

respecting the age of the tree in different

localities, its constancy from seed and other

particulars, especially whether the females of

the fruit bearing specimens are fertilised by;

pollen from the same tree, are points deserving

the attention of those in a position to contribute

to our knowledge.

One fact more we may set down. The
Denmark Oak of carpenters, O. sessiliflora,

is considered by many botanists as a variety of

O. Robur—O. pedunculata being another

variety of the same species—but the timber of

the two is so different that it can always (?) be
distinguished, and their distribution favours the

idea of their being races rather than varieties.

The Seraglio, or the Serai Boorvoo, at

Constantinople is the ancient palace of the Osmanli
Sultans, and was their state residence until Sultan
Mahmood ceased to live there. The enclosures of
this far-famed palace occupy the area of the ancient

city of Byzantium, on the extreme point of the eastern

promontory between the Bosphorus and the Golden
Horn. The situation is lovely, but the buildings

which remain are the remnants which escaped the
great fire of August 12, 1S63. The ancient palace
was originally built by Mohammed II., and continu-
ally added to by his successors. The Gardens and
Parks are now in a rather wild but picturesque state.

Close outside one of the entrances, that to the north-

east of the winter harem, is a magnificent column,
surmounted by a Corinthian capital, forming an
admirable contrast to a fine Cypress tree adjacent to

it. What column this is seems doubtful, and it is not
mentioned in the guide books (Murray, &c.). It is

possible that it may be the one known as Marcian's

Column : if so, this would give the date of its erection

in 454 A.D., over 1400 years ago. Murray says that

the column of Theodosius is of the Corinthian order.

Within the Seraglio is the magnificent treasury of the

Sultans, the accumulated stores of jewellery of past

ages, also the armoury, once the ancient church of

St. Irene. In the grounds of the Seraglio are deer

and other animals from foreign countries. The mosque
in the distance, whose dome and minarets appear, is

that of Valideh Terkhan, Sultan, and is close by
the great bridge of boats on the Golden Horn. For
the sketch from which the illustration (fig. 11) on
the opposite page was prepared we are indebted

to Captain S. P. Oliver, R.A., who made it on
the spot, whilst awaiting the examination of his

firman to enter the treasury and armoury on October

23, 1S72.

The current number of the Florist and Porno-

logist contains a beautifully coloured plate of the

Welbeck Seedling Nectarine, which was raised

by Mr. TiLLERY a few years ago, and is the result

of a cross between the Balgowan and Elruge varieties.

The fruit is described as being as large as those of

Balgowan, and the skin almost wholly covered with

dark red, the shaded parts showing a little watery or

pale green ground colour, while the most exposed parts

are of a very deep purple-red, sometimes slightly

speckled. The flesh is greenish-white, red and free at

the stone, full-flavoured, very juicy, rich and sugary.
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The flavour is brisk yet luscious, and altogether it is

regarded as one of the very best of Nectarines.

The Gardeners^ Magazine, which has like our-

selves (see p. 749, vol. ii. 1S74) recently called attention

to the mischievous results likely to follow the absurd

method offastening the Plane Trees on the Thames
Embankment, learns that they were not strapped

up by the beadle, as our contemporary had imagined,

but by the engineers in the employ of the Metropolitan

Board. "This is satisfactory, because, as a matter

of engineering, the work is perfectly satisfactory, the

trees being absolutely immovable, no matter how
strongly the stormy winds may blow. Bat from
another point of view the case is worse than we
thought it ; for, if the aid of science is to be invoked
in the cause of tree murder, the Board of Works may
acquire dreadful notoriety in the ignoble art of

dendricide."

One of the prettiest features of the great

conservatory at Chatsworth during the autumn and
winter months is the grand display of Epiphyllums
of the truncatum type. When it is explained that there

are numerous monstrous hanging baskets filled with

them, and that one side bench, for the entire length of

the building, is almost wholly occupied by them, some
faint idea of the pictural effect of these plants may be

realised. The baskets are large, probably a yard in

diameter, and are covered at top and bottom with the

Epiphyllum, so that in the blooming season they are

a mass of bloom. On the stage they are grown in

pots, some as dwarfs, some as standards, and some
worked on stocks trained up the rafters. Amongst
the most striking varieties were violaceum grandi-

florum, Ruckerianum, spectabile superbum, and
Bridgesianum. There were also when we saw them
some promising seedlings, and Mr. Speed has taken

up the crossing of these plants, in the hope of gaining

improvements on existing kinds.

Nowhere, we suppose, is Renantiiera coc-
ciNEA to be seen in such perfection as at Chatsworth.

In our journeyman days it was considered a wondrous
feat to get the Renanthera to blossom at all, so

obstinate was it supposed to be under artificial culti-

vation. At Chatsworth the plants had not, we
were told, been out of blossom for four years, and
that they had blossomed abundantly the panicles

(past and present) attached to the stems bore evidence.

The Chatsworth plant has several stems, which grow
up to a considerable height, in the great conservatory.

This Renanthera appears to have a decided preference

for growing on Birch poles, and in the case referred

to the roots have acquired great vigour, and cling

with remarkable tenacity to the surface of the Birch

wood.

Amongst the specimens of Wellingtonia
GiGANTEA growing near the great conservatory at

Chatsworth, is one which might well bear the name of

var. PENDULA. We have noticed it on different occa-

sions as being very distinct. It is paler in colour than the

other Wellingtonias of the ordinary form which grow
near to it, and has all the smaller spray most grace-

fully drooping. The variety appears to us to be well

worth perpetuating if, as would probably be the case,

plants from cuttings would assume the same habit.

T, M.

Mr. William Paul's new hybrid perpetual

Rose St. George is the subject of the first coloured

plate in the Florist and Po7nologist this month. It is

a rich dark globular Rose, of robust habit and
hardy constitution, has spendid foliage, and flowers

freely. It is stated to be the offspring of Black Prince,

a Rose not yet so widely known as it deserves to be.

During the past autumn we saw at Blythe-

fieldj the seat of Eord Bagot, a very remarkable

illustration of the Effect of Close Pruning on the

constitution of a plant, as compared with a free exten-

sion of its growth. In one part of the pleasure grounds

was a Hornbeam hedge ot considerable age, and about

S feet high, presenting the usual appearance of a

hedge of this kind, that is to say, the individual trees

bore a thicket of slender twigs, and their stems

were perhaps barely as stout as one's wrist. From
some cause or other the end tree of this line of Horn-
beams had been allowed to grow unmolested, and

while the constantly pruned plants were no larger than

above indicated, the freely grown tree was a fine

umbrageous specimen with a thick trunk, and a head

at least 40 feet high. It formed a capital illustration

of the truth, that constant repression is exhausting.

There is, of course, nothing very remarkable in the

fact recorded, nor does it teach any new lesson, but

the accidental juxtaposition of the hedge and the tree

brought out in strong contrast the different effects of

the two systems of pruning.

M. BuviGNlER, writing to the Courrier de

Verdun^ in reply to a certain correspondent, who states

that the Small Birds' Protection Act would have no
influence on the Increase of Injurious Insects,
says that he believes he can adduce positive facts to

prove that the prohibitioA to kill small birds will

result in serious and even dangerous consequences,

and have just the opposite effect to that expected by
the promoters of the measure. There are useful

insects as well as useful birds, and we ought to pro-

tect the one as well as the other, up to a certain

point. An important thing to ascertain, as M.
BuviGNiER observes, is, what insects the insectivorous

birds devour. He maintains that, with the exception
of the cuckoo, none of our birds eat the hairy cater-

pillars, and nearly all those which devastate our
gardens belong to the hairy class, and therefore have
nothing to fear from the birds. The birds, instead of

clearing off the caterpillars, attack the natural enemy
of the latter, the ichneumon fly, and thus the cater-

pillars increase in the same ratio that the ichneumons
decrease. A case in point is cited. In 1S38 there

was quite an invasion of caterpillars, and trees

were as bare of foliage in June as in winter, M.
BuviGNiER succeeded in partially saving his orchards
by keeping up a constant warfare against them. When
they went into the chrysalis state he carefully collected

all he could find. These were kept with the inten-

tion of destroying the butterflies as they issued from
them, and setting the ichneumons at liberty. The
result was that, out of upwards of 600 chrysalides,

only three had escaped being punctured by the fly,

and in 1839 there were very few caterpillars. Since

the interdiction to kill small birds has been in force,

caterpillars have increased enormously from year to

year and the ichneumon has become rarer, and the

consequence is that scarcely a leaf is left on the trees

at the end of May. This state of things, he predicts,

will continue until such time as the equilibrium

between the two insects is restored, and this cannot
happen so long as the birds are protected. This
revives a subject that we have often advocated before

in these columns, and that is the study of the mutual
relations of plants and animals, particularly insects,

birds, moles, ilvc. lU-paid gardeners will exclaim,
*' What ? another subject !

" Well, it is quite time j

a good gardener must have a very varied stock of

knowledge,

We glean the following facts respecting the

manufacture of Wooden Spoons or Ladles, from
Mr. Weschniakoff's Notice sur VHat acttiel de VIn-
dustrie domestique en Rusiia, It is computed that

30,000,000 of wooden spoons are annually turned out
of hand. The three governments, Nijni-Novgorod,
Kostroma, and Viatka, alone produce half of this

number, amounting in value to a sum of about
125,000 roubles. The district of Semenow, in Nijni-

Novgorod, is the centre of this industry, sixty villages

producing 3,000,000 pieces per year, valued at

20,000 roubles. Poplar, Aspen, Maple and Box,
are the woods used for this purpose. Wooden
spoons fetch from 6 roubles 50 kopecks to 25 roubles

per 1000. The first operation consists in cutting the

wood into the proper lengths, and making up into

bundles. These bundles are sold in the markets, and
are often procured from long distances. The second

stage is forming the bowl of the spoon, the third,

shapening the handle, and the fourth and last, dyeing

them of a yellow colour.

In the pleasure-grounds at Ingestrie Hall, near

Stafford, are growing some splendid specimens of

Irish Yews, which are at least 20 feet high, and as

much through. They are quite a feature amongst the

other fine specimens of arboreal vegetation with which
this antique residence is embellished. At the same
place is a well-grown Araucaria imbricata of from 25
to 30 feet in height.

The Epiphyllum truncatum may be em-
ployed in a variety of ways as a decorative plant. At
Knowsley we saw tufts of it ornamenting the roof of

a plant stove. It was worked on the Pereskia, which
was first trained as a creeper and then grafted at

intervals with the Epiphyllum. The masses of flower

were very effective, and all the more so, perhaps,

from their appearing to grow out of nothing, the

Pereskia stem not being at all prominent.

Among Early Peas that can be recom-
mended for the earliest sowing, one of the most useful

is Multum in Parvo. This belongs to the late Dr.
Maclean's valuable strain, though it was distributed

by Messrs. NuTTiNG & Sons, and not by Mr. C.
Turner, who sent out most of Maclean's seedlings.

It is a very early dwarf wrinkled marrow, growing
from 12 to 15 inches in height, of hardy constitution,

bearing freely a good supply of well-filled pods. It

is almost superfluous to state that the Peas are deli-

ciously flavoured when cooked. It is sufficiently dis-

tinct from Little Gem to be classed as a variety ; is

a taller and more robust grower, has larger pods, and
produces more of them : when supported by a few
small sticks the crop is increasedly valuable. The
London market gardeners, naturally enough a conser-

vative class, but cautious also in what they select to

grow, are beginning to appreciate the value of this

early variety for market purposes; and those who have

tried it assert that the crop taken from a given piece
is as large as that gathered from the Early Emperor,
Sangster's No. I, or any other early variety of that

type, while it fetches a larger price. By some of them
Carter's First Crop Blue Pea is also favourably
mentioned for market purposes, being fairly early, a
good cropper, and of commendable flavour. It also

is a dwarf-growing variety.

Euphorbia jacquini^flora almost stands
alone for the incomparable beauty of its cerise-scarlet

flowers, arranged in such elegant wreaths, at this sea-

son of the year. At an evening party not long since,

where the beauty of flowers, among other pleasant
agencies, minii^tered to the delight of the company,
this beautiful stove Euphorbia was singled out for

especial praise. Such a warm glow of colour as the
flowers present appears to be especially acceptable
when snow and ice and frost of unusual severity hold
Nature in a state of repose. The flowers, though
small, are individually very exquisite in form and
colour, and being produced with much profusion on
the elongated branches the plant throws up at this

time of the year, and the leaves being also of elegant
form and of a transparent green, it has come to be
much used by ladies as wreaths for the hair. The
flowers are set on at the base of the leaves in short

spikes of three or four to a dozen buds, and as all

regularly face in an upward direction, they form a
wreath of great natural beauty. It is a grand plant
for stove decoration at mid-winter, and it can be met
with as specimens 6 to 7 feet in height, with from
twelve to twenty leading branches, each starting from
the base, and at the blooming season crowded with
flowers. For winter decoration the Euphorbia, when
appropriately managed, is scarcely second to any other
plant known to gardeners.

We are informed that Mr. QuiLTER intends
holding a large horticultural exhibition at the Lower
Grounds, Aston, Birmingham, on Thursday, July i,

and the Friday, Saturday, and Monday following, for

the benefit of the Midland Institute Building Fund.

We are informed that the presentation of a
Testimonial to the Secretary of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution, Mr. E. R. Cutler, con-
sisting of a silver tea and coffee service, &c.,
subscribed for by the members of the Institution,

will take place at a supper, to be held at Simpson's
Tavern, Strand, on Thursday next, January 14, after

the annual general meeting. The chair will be taken
at half-past 8 o'clock by Dr. Hogg.

Sir Thomas D. Acland, Bart., M.P., was
summoned before the magistrates at Exeter, on
January I, for neglecting to have the hedges trimmed
and the trees lopped in various parts of his estate

at Killerton. In defence, the honorable Baronet said

his father was fond of preserving the picturesque
features of the Devonshire lanes, and, out of respect

to his memory, the trees and brushwood had been
left in their natural growth. An order was made by
the magistrates for he removal of the cause of com-
plaint,

At the meeting of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Benevolent Institution, held
at the Society's offices, 26, Charles Street, St. James',
on the 5th instant—present, Messrs. Cantrell (chair),

Battcocic, Johnson, Marten, Shaw, Scott, and Wag-
staff—after the transaction of the ordinary business

of the monthly meeting, cheques to the amount of

^^1917 for the payment in advance of the quarterly

pensions were drawn, and the Secretary stated that

since the last election fifty-four fresh applications had
been received at the office, bringing up^the total

number to about 200.

We have received from Mr. S. A. WOODS,
gr. to E. W. Walker, Esq., Berry Hill, Mansfield,

some particularly fine spikes of Calanthe Veitchii,
C. vestita rubro oculata, and C. vestita luteo
oculata, together with the following note, which
speaks for itself :

—
" I have to-day cut off between fifty and sixty spikes

of Calanthes, which have been in bloom from about the
third week in October. Although considerably past their

best, I send you two spikes of each variety [named
above], most of them having had from twenty to thirty

expanded flowers on a spike at a time. They have been
growing, from the time they were potted last Febmary,
at the back of one of our Pine-stoves, where the
temperature during the summer months was from
70° to 80", and at times, with sun-heat, up to
35^ and 9o'\ They were well supplied with water,
and about twice a week with guano-water, until

they began to show their flower-spikes, when it was
gradually withheld. The temperature during the winter
months has been from 65^10 70°, and occasionally below
65' during the very cold weather. In the autumn of
1S73 we removed a lot of Calanlhes which had been
grown in the same house to a span-roofed house, where
the temperature was kept at 60° by day and 55° at night

;

but though the bulbs were as strong as the present

ones a great many of the flowers came deformed, and
did not last so long as these have done."
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The Leeds Horticultural Gardens
O'Mi'ANV have just issued a Schedule of Prizes for

the first spring exhibition, to be hekl on Wednesday
anil Thursday, Marcli 10 and 1 1. The Secretary and

Manager is Mr. James Birheck^

—- The showy and interesting plant, Crevia
SuTUERLANDi, which Ur. Harvey at first placed

in Saxifragacea;, but which has since found a rest-

ing place in Sapindacerc, is a native of the rocky

mountainous country about Port Natal. It would
seem, from a letter recenily received by Dr. H<iokkk
from Mr. H. Boi.us, F.I..S., late of GraffReinet.tliat

the tree is deciduous, and that the flowers appear

before the leaves. Mr. J. H. McLea, saw it at

Macamac, on the east slopes of the Drakensbergen,

in June of last year, when its bright red or crimson

flowers were crowded at the ends of the branches, and
only one leaf of tlie previous year remained hanging
under the racemes. Some of the specimens seen were
from 10 to iS feet high.

The appearance of Ergot on the Rve-grass
iu New Zealand has been causing great consternatioi

among the stock owners, the fungus having spread very

rapidly, and over a great extent of the cjlony, during

the past season. It has seriously alTected the cattle

and horses pastured on Rye-grass, and the increase of

Iambs has been impaired to a considerable extent.

The effect on the animals is to produce giddiness, con-

vulsions, and p:iralysis of the hindquarters, sometimes
terminating fatally. jVfter being attacked, the sheep,

if removed to pasture on natural grasses, mostly

recover. Steps are being taken in the colony to

consider the best means of arresting the progress of

the pest.

-A new ]5eriodical is announced to appear on
the 15th of every month, entitled the Texiik Mann-
f<uiurc'>% a monthly review of the cotton, woollen,

silk, and linen trades. It will deal separately with

tlie raw materials, machinery apparatus, tools and
proctsses employed in their conversion, and with the

manufactured products. Mr. Emmott, of 13S, Fleft

S'.reet, is the publisher.

?^omc Corrcspontience.

Prize Gardens versus Prize Vineries.—I agree

with Mr. Melville's remarks in your issue of

December 26, that it would be much better in

the interest of horticulture generally that the whole

of a garden establishment should be taken into

consideration in judging, and not the vineries

alone. Grape growing, of course, is one of the most
important duties a gardener has to perform ; but to

judge of a gardener's abilities, or to represent the

merit of a place by the quality of one of its

vineries, I consider altogether too narrow a basis to

start upon. It is well known that in successful Grape
growing as much or more depends on soil and situa-

tion as on skill and superior knowledge. There-

fore, it would be very difficult indeed to arrive at a

correct conclusion as to the relative merits of different

cultivators. I take it that the principal aim and
object of the promoters of the scheme is to

advance the science of gardening by rewarding
superior merit wherever it may be found. There
are many difticulties in the way, which I hope may
be found not to be insuperable. The chief one
that presents itself to me is this : the best kept place

may not reflect the most credit on the gardener, inso-

much that one gardener may be obliged to manage a

place with half the expense and strength that another

does, so that the same standard of perfection cannot

be expected. If this comparative difiicultycan be got

over, I see no others more difficult for the Royal Horti-

cultural Society to surmount, than those which meet
the Royal Agricultural Society in adjudging the

prize to tenant-farmers' farms. If such a scheme can

be established, I shall be glad to become a subscriber.

0-ii'eii Thomas^ Drayton Manor Gardens.

What is an Oxlip ?—Tn the early spring of 1S64

I brought from the meadows a tuft of Primroses, just

showing the bloom-buds, which I divided into four

and planted in my garden. At the same time a Cow-
slip, similarly divided, was planted. I may add that

my garden runs east and west, and on the south side

there is a Whitethorn hedge, having a 2 feet border ; on
this border the Primroses were pbntetl. The enrden

quuter opposite was planted with Ci-.rrunt and (iojsc-

berry bushes in alternate rows; and here the Cowslips

wereplanted,thegarden pathway running between them
and the Primroses. As the spring advanced the latter

opened into bloom, but showed poor, pale, pin-eyed

flowers. The Cowslip was rose-eyed, but not remark-

able for size or depth of colour. The whole grew

vigorously and bloomed profusely, and ripened much
seed, which I permitted the plants to shed, as in a

natural state, the ground being kept clear of weeds.

The following spring there were many seedlings,

showing both Primroses and Cowslips. I noticed

many of the latter were at some considerable distance

from the parent plants. The next spring (1S66) these

seedlings bloomed in abundance ; the Primroses as

Primroses in every instance, but with much diversity

of form, size, and sh,ade of colouring in the flowers.

Among the Cowslips there was equally as much
diversity in form of the flowers and in the colouring,

and there were also several with very large pips, but

Cowslips notwithstanding. There was also two

Oxiips (Lady Fingers in the vernacular of our place),

as fine as I ever saw growing in meadow hedgerows.

In the succeeding spring (1S67) there were hundreds

of seedlings blooming, both Primroses and Cowslips
;

amongst the former there were two or three Oxiips,

but these were very unlike the OxHps on the Cowslip

side, the flowers being very round and flat, more so

than in the Primrose ; the colours were also paler,

having but little vigour, the stems being short and but

few pips on the crown. With the Cowslip seedlings

this season there were numbers of Oxiips, vigorous,

and in colours from the brightest gold to the palest

lemon. The Cowslips, too, I observed, were travel-

ling fast northward across the garden, and did not

cross the path towards the Primroses ; and at no time

have I seen a Cowslip blooming with the Primroses,

but I have seen the latter with the former blooming

profusely ; but I am pretty nearly certain that these

are the progeny of the Oxiips, as it is in close proxi-

mity to them that the Primroses are found. The
Cowslips have now about died out. I saw but one

sickly seedling in the spring of 1874; the year pre-

ceding I did not observe one. With the Primroses

it is otherwise, these having extended themselves on

their border east and west, blooming every spring with

the utmost profusion, being then like a bank of Prim-

roses in a wood. The Oxiips, too, appear to be an

enduring race of plants, as there are still remaining

several fine clumps of them. I believe the two first

(those that appeared in 1866) are still in existence,

never having been disturbed. One of these last

spring threw up more than twenty trusses of bloom,

and was quite a picture among the Currant trees for

a considerable time. The 0.xlip, I find, is not like the

Cowslip, soon getting out of bloom. In the autumn

of 1S69 I planted a high-coloured Polyanthus with the

Cowslips, also a similar plant with the Primroses.

From this time a race of seedlings (coloured) sprang

up, the Cowslips showing the deepest colouring, many
of the seedlings being of a dark, ruddy crimson, others

inclining to scarlet—the Primroses, showing a blue

tint where coloured, never getting beyond a deep

violet, with every intermediate shade below, many of

them having in the centre of the outer edge of the

petals a light spot. I fancy, too, that planting the

Polyanthus among the Cowslips has had something to

do in respect to their dying out, as there are still

several healthy clumps of coloured Cowslips, which

bloomed profusely last season. \V. H. T.

Do Varieties Wear Out?—I have often thought

about this subject, and from my observations have

been inclined to doubt it. The Golden Pippin Apple

is generally brought into such discussions. I knew it

thirty years ago : the tree was old, and bore freely,

and is alive now. In the garden here there is a tree

about ten years old, which grows vigorously, in fact

is the healthiest in the place, and crops abundantly

with elegant fruit ; it has grown so fast that within

three years I have had to cut half the growth away.

The subsoil is brick earth, with a substratum of sharp

sand, which keeps the ground well-drained. I should

like to know if propagators of Camellias have found

them to be more difficult to grow than fifty years ago.

Many Heaths have been kept by cuttings for some

years, have they become more liable to disease ?

We find the old varieties of Pelargoniums grow as

freely as ever, viz., P. scutatum, elatum, dentatum,

citriodorum, &c. As to cross fertilisation I may
mention that in 1S67 some pollen was obtained from

Chatsworlh to impregnate the Victoria regia at Kew :

some were impregnated with their own pollen, and

some with the foreign. The result was that those

in which their own pollen was made use of were more

proUfic of seed, and the plants from them grew the

strongest the next spring. Though they were raised

in the same tank, sown the same day, and potted off

at the same time, the plant for 186S was selected

from those raised by means of their own pollen.

y. Croucher, Sudbury House, Jan. 4.

The Charlotte Rothschild Pine-apple.—This
is certainly a most desirable variety to cultivate, by

reason of us rubust o.ntilu^ioii aud its Iret-fruaviig

character. We are now cutting fine fruits of this

variety from plants which were rootless suckers at the

end of last February. In these respects I (luite

concur in the opinion of your correspondent in last

week's issue, but, with regard to the time stated

for the fruit to attain perfection—namely, starters at

the present season to be ripe in May— 1 differ very

much, because the fruit requires at least a month
longer to ripen perfectly than the i,)ueen or Provi-

dence, and these sons usually occupy about eijjhteen

weeks after the fruit is visible. A considerable num-
ber of plants of this kind have fruited here, at

different periods iu the year, which varied in weight

from 4 lb. to gj lb. each. So far my experi-

ence does not warrant such sanguine expectations

about it as being a suitable sort to ripen in May and

June ; as some of the Iruits of it, which ripened at

that period, indicated plainly cracks in the fruit,

which very much disfigured them : neither do I for

one moment entertain the opinion that, with all its

excellencies, it will supersede that old and sterling

variety, the Queen, even for general supply. As an

autumn and winter fruiting variety it should be in every

collection. Geo. Thos. Milis, Wycombe Abbey, Jan. 4.

The Currajong in North Wales.— I have sent

you a twig of the Currajong now in bloom at Colwyn,

North Wales. It was cut, with the other flowers sent,

on Saturday last, though here we had on the previous

Thursday night over 15' of frost. I could have cut

many more flowers, such as Virginian Stock, Migno-

nette, Roses, and lots of common things, but had

barely time to cut even what I did. The Currajong

is about 10 feet high, and as straight in the stem as a

Larch, which in form (though of course not in foliage)

it somewhat resembles. It is scarcely conceivable

that it should ever become a shrub. The plant in

question is only four years old, and was raised from

seed sent from Tasmania. I should be obliged by

your opinion as to whether it is the Currajong (Pla-

gianthus) [Yes. Eds.]. Vou will observe that Ozo-

thamnus rosmarinifolius has produced seed here.

.Alfred 0. IValker, Chester. [The flowers received

from our correspondent were Aralia Sieboldi, Chrysan-

themums, Stocks, Aster grandiflorus, Leptospermum

scoparium, Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, &c. Eds.]

Size of Old Holly Trees.—A correspondent,

writing in the Gardeners' Chronicle some few weeks

ago, wished for information regarding the size of Holly

trees in other parts of the kingdom in comparison

with one of which he gave the dimensions. Being

busy at the time, I could not then give attention

to it. For his satisfaction I would now beg to inform

him that this place (Gordon Castle) has long been

noted for its fine old Hollies, and that many of them

must be several hundred years old. Numbers of

them are divided into stems nearly close to the ground

of three, four, or five each, and could not be properly

measured as one tree unless quite close to the surface,

which I do not consider fair measurement for the

trunk of a tree. There are, however, numerous

examples of clean straight stems, one of which I

measured a short time ago and found its girth at 3 feet

above ground was 7 feet 9 inches, and again at 10 feet

it was 7 feet 6 inches ; another at 2 feet above ground

girthed 8 feet 6 inches—this being the smallest part,

as immediately above it began to divide into differ-

ent stems, and could have been measured to show a

much higher figure. I measured at the same time an

old Alder, at 3 feet above ground, which girthed

15 feet 2 inches. This is perhaps nearly as rare in

regard to size as the Holly. J. Webster, Gordon Castle.

Abutilon Thompsoni.—This plant was, for a

time, much sought after, but from personal observa-

tion it is now generally seen standing neglected among

a lot of plants which are shortly to be thrown on the

rubbish heap to make room for something newer.

When thus seen it is certainly a wretched-looking

object, not worth! ts room. In my opinion, however,

it ought not to be discarded yet, as with very little

trouble it can be made to brighten conservatories,

greenhouses, drawing-room stands, &c., through the

dull winter months. It is easily propagated in a

gentle bottom-heat in the spring, and may be treated

similar to other bedding-plants, and used with them

for "dotting" among Iresine, Coleus, &c. If the

best of these are carefully lifted as soon as conve-

nient, they will be found very useful, however leggy

they may appear. Good plants may be had with

special treatment ; the following I would recommend,

being a sure method to obtain better foliage than is

generally obtained by pot-culture. At the end of

May or early m June a bed with a south aspect should

be prepared for them by merely mixing a quantity of

leaf soil or decomposed dung with the common
garden soil. The plants required should have been

previously pinched back hard often enough to obtain

five or six shoots. Plantabout iS inches apart each way.

They should be watered occasionally, and a trowel

frequently run at about 3 inches distance around

them ; this will check a too luxuriant growth, and also

fmble the operator to lift the plants with a good

ball, which shaaia b^ done brfore the fro.ts set in
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(this is not really necessary, but is advisable, the

Abutilon being semi-hardy). When potting use pots as

as small as convenient ; the soil in which they were
growing will be good enough. They should then be

watered, kept close, syringed, and sliaded a few days,

and the operation won't affect them. Old plants

should be cut down in the spring and treated much
the same as above. They will all prove very useful

either for their beautiful foliage or their curious flowers,

which are produced freely through the winter, pro-

viding the plants are in a moderately warm and airy

position. IV, /.

A New Potato.—What ! another variety added
to the thousand and one already in commerce ? Yes

;

and that a very desirable one, if we are to believe the

following witty story, which I heard related when
travelling in a railway carriage the other day, and
where Potatos formed the subject of a long conversa-

tion :

— '* Have you not heard of the new * Rocca
mirabilis ' Potato from California ? " said Mr. D.

"No," was the reply ;
" what is it like ? " " Oh ! it

is an immense cropper, and grows as large as a long

Vegetable Marrow, but it won't boil!" "Won't
boil?" interrogated a fellow passenger, " then, I fear,

it will never come into general use." "But it will

bake beautifully," said Mr. D.; "and the most re-

markable thing connected with it is that, when it is

cut open, there is found in the middle a nice piece of

butter, pepper, and salt." I need hardly say this

announcement was received with a general burst of

laughter. T. S.

Conifers on Chalk Land.—Your correspondent

*' J. V. Holwell," p- 19, ni^y take heart that the list

is not so restricted as may at first appear. I take it

that the whole is not pure chalk, but more or less

strongly mixed with it after trenching. From some
experience in the matter, I can recommend the follow-

ing as certain. In the first batch, i.e., when the chalk

is in greatest quantity, plant Pinus austriaca and its

cogeners P. pyrenaica, Laricio, and romana. Add
Cupressus Liwsoniana and nutkatensis, Juniperus

virginiana andchinensis, Thuja Lobbii, and common
Yew. All these will thrive and grow with fine dark
colour on fresh trenched and pulverised chalk. Next
in order (with reference to the chalk apparent in

earth) plant Cedar of Lebanon and C. atlantici,

Wellingtonia gigantea, Picea cephalonica and P.

Pinsapo, and if there is one comparatively sheltered

corner plant a Pinus excelsa : it will enjoy the chalk

though it cannot stand the west wind—Pinus Pinaster

can. do so : act accordingly. Any of the above, sin-

gular to say, I have found to thrive better than the

common Scotch Fir under the circumstances. The
list may be very much extended, and not—mark—with

plants "dragging out" an existence, but "happy"
and comfortable. Let planters of Conifers on chalk

trench early, and allow the whole to mellow, and in

every case if possible give a little assistance, if only a
barrowload of good earth, till the plant has taken to

its new quarters, and, a^ a rule, do not plant large

plants from a diflerent soil. A. McI,

Heating a Conservatory.—I should be obliged

to *' H. K., Sussex," who wrote in the number of

Dec. 26, 1S74, about heating a conservatory, if he
would state the cause of the "vapour entering the

room"—if from the pipes bursting or what, and the

kind of stove that he alludes to. I am about to have
one put in a room to heat a conservatory, so

wish to know more particulars before I do so. I do
not see how a cylinder boiler could emit a "foul
vapoar " unless it burst. C. Oakeley^ Monmouth.

Rhododendron Flov/ering Early,—Yesterday,

in making my way through several inches of snow to

a Rhododendron bed, I found, to my surprise, that

the intense fro5t has not delayed the coming out of

one of the buds, which is rather more sheltered than

the rest. It is a rose-coloured variety, and, I believe,

Chinese. It always flowers early, but this year before

Christmas it had one bloom out, which kept many
weeks in the house and fully expanded. E. O. M.,
Jan, 5.

Planting Young Fruit Trees.—The season for

planting young fruit trees having arrived, it has
occurred to me that a word or two as to their manage-
ment may be useful to some of your numerous
readers. The usual practice with many on receiving

their trees from the nurseries is to cut them hard back,
leaving only a bud or two on each shoot, thus sacri-

ficing at once a year's growth, as the tree at the end
of the following season will be much in the same state

as when received from the grower. This practice of be-
heading young trees cannot be too strongly condemned,
as it serves no useful purpose whatever. The object in

planting a tree is to fill the allotted space on the wall
or trellis, and to get it thoroughly established in a fruit-

bearing state as quickly as possible. Instead of cut-

ting back, every inch of wood, if ripe and firm, and
properly situated, should be laid in, so as to form the
main branches or frame of the future tree. If it is in-

tended totrnninthe fan-shape, an equal portion of

the branches should be trained to the right and left,

so as to keep the middle of the tree quite open, as
that part is sure to fill. In spring, all buds except
those properly situate should be removed, and those
left to form the tree should always be on the upper
side of the branches, as it is impossible to have a
handsome-shaped tree if this is not observed. Many
are of opinion that it is necessary to cut a young fresh-

planted tree hard back to get it to break properly ; but
if planted in suitable soil, and duly cared for, the
lower buds will be found to start almost as freely as
those at the extremity of the shoot. On receiving the
trees from the nursery the roots should be care-

fully examined, and any broken or mutilated part
cut away . with a sharp knife. In planting, it

is not necessary or desirable to renew the whole
of the border, as it is much better to do this

piecemeal as the trees require it. A semicircle of

5 feet or so, and 2 feet 6 inches deep, will be found
quite suflrcient for the first year. This hole should
be partly filled with good sound, yellow loam, with-
out a particle of manure or other admixture. Leaf-
mould, or any other decomposing vegetable matter,
should never be allowed near the roots, as it is sure to

lead to the formation of fungus, and ultimately the

entire destruction of the tree. This has more to do with
failure in fruit growing than many imagine, and want
of success is too frequently attributed to other causes

when it should be sought for at the roots, for if these

are not active and healthy, no treatment the top can
receive will lead to satisfactory results. The roots

should be carefully spread out and covered with fine

soil, afterwards filling up with the rougher portions,

gently treading the same as the operation proceeds.

The surface should then be mulched over to protect

the roots from the action of frost in winter, and in a

uniform state as to moisture during the summer. If

the roots are shaded in this way, one or two good
waterings will carry them them through the driest of

seasons, and it is surprising how soon plants thus

treated become established. It is the greatest mistake
possible to allow a fresh-planted tree to flag or suffer

in any way for want of moisture, either at the root or

in the atmosphere, and the former is almost certain to

be the case if not well mulched over. If allowed to

flag, the bark is sure to become contracted, and the

growth of the tree much impeded in consequence. To
counteract the exhausting effect a dry state of the

atmosphere has on all fresh-planted trees, they should
be well syringed at least once a day till they become
fully established. Treated as above, I have been
able to fill with one small young Peach over loo square
feet of trellis in three years with good fruit-bearing

wood. y. Shi'ppard, Woolverstone.

The Noble Tuber or Pomme de Terre.—As I

have practised autumn planting most successfully for

three years it is right that I should give necessary

cautions. Do not plant cut sets but whole tubers, or

worms and centipedes may cause great havoc. Do not

plant till the earth is thoroughly cold, or the sets may
sprout and come up, if the pre-Christmas weather is

mild. I began planting October 2S and finished on
November 9. In warm gardens Potatos should not

be planted till alt fear of premature growth is over. I

do not recommend autumn planting in strong ground,

that seals like asphalte. If the Potatos have sprouted
the scions must be taken off. Plant the tubers 4
inches deep and cover them in the trench with grassy

furze (I use this) or clean straw. I plant the Potatos

22 inches from rank to rank, and 9 inches or a foot

from tuber to tuber according to their size. My lands

this seasons were quite covered with tubers. The tubers

used are toogoodforapigbutnot good enough for table.

Those of the size of a bantam's egg I plant 9 inches

apart, and those of the size of a hen's egg a foot

apart. The sorts I use are, for earliness, Royal Ash-
leaf, Veitch's Ashleaf, and Gryffe Castle, an ad-

mirable white, round Regent. It is a short haulmed,
early ripening York Regent ; and I believe it and
Turner's Union to be two of the best in the white line

that are not kidneys. My late dependence are Lap-
stone and its two congeners—all ripe by August 7

—

Yorkshire Hero and Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid.
The two former have white flowers and the last blue
flowers. It will be a "hard nut to crack" to beat
the above. As soon as the skin adheres firmly to the
tuber dig. Never mind whether the haulm is de-

cayed or not ; the tubers ripen a little in store. The
late Potatos last till new ones come in ; and they
were so good that my servants preferred them to the

new Potatos. There appears to be a gx^^Xfurore for

large Potatos ; but, even if the sort is good, a mid-
sized tuber is always better in quality than a large one.

For poor people, who depend on quantity, I specially

recommend Sattons' Red-skinned Flourball. The
crops hereabouts of this sort have been wonderful,

and, as far as disease is concerned, this sort this year

has signally escaped disease. It might not be so

another year, for disease depends much upon circum-

stances. It is a great mistake to suppose that

Potatos freshly raised from seed have immunity from

disease, A Potato, whether freshly raised from seed

or otherwise, may escape one year, and the next year

be the most diseased of all. My object in autumn
planting is, not to escape disease, but to utilise tubers,

which, if grown out in store, would be useless. I
believe that the growing out in store before planting

has done more than anything to weaken the constitu-

tion of the noble tuber. I have much pleasure in

highly recommending Mr. Fenn's Bountiful. It is as
rich as, but an earlierripener than the Salmon Kidney.
It is the best quality new Potato that I have eaten for

many years. His hybrid from Hero and Onwards is

also a Potato of great excellence ; I advise a trial of

it, I believe it is called Alice Fenn. It is distinct

in flavour, being midway between that of a round
and kidney. His Rector of Woodstock is a beautiful

round level.white Pptato. Next year I shall be able

to speak of it more definitively ; it is perfect in shape,

and well worth a trial. One object of my autumn
planting is this : the Potatos do not appear above
ground till frosts are nearly over. When mine are

just peeping the March-planted Potatos are a foot

high, and the May hoar frosts commit sad havoc.

When mine peep I snub them by just covering them
with earth, and so escape. I thus get more results

from my kidneys than poor people do from their

round deep-eyed " whoppers," W, F. Radclyffe,

Okejord Fitzpaine.

Flower Shows.— Allow me to deny the truth

of Mr. Croucher's assertion, that I put more
than one plant in a pot at Bath. He is "not
aware" of my great triumph over him, he is "not
aware" that he attacked the judges, "he does not

see " that he needed fortifying at Bath. I pass over

this, and ask him to deny point-blank that he did

fortify himself, I happen to know rather more
about it than he imagines. He may possibly not have
written the offensive remarks I referred to, but if

he prompted them to your reporter [which we
deny, Eds.], directly or indirectly in any way, he is

equally the author. Why did he claim the " merit

"

of having written them ? [Mr. Croucher denies having
done so. Eds.] To satisfy your editorial request

—which ought never to have been made—^and to

prevent my silence being misconstrued, the following

is, I believe, an exact list of the twelve cup plants I

showed in June last at South Kensington :—Curculigo

recurvata'striata, Macrozamia corallipes, ditto spiralis

eburnea, Pandanus Veitchii, Vriesia reticulata,

Dracaenas Sherpherdii and melallica, Guilielma utilis,

Cyathea Burkei, Encephalartos villosus ampUatus,

Maranta Makoyana and Dcemonorops palem-
banicus. I showed the first eight (the same
plants I mean—let us have no misunderstand-
ing) in 1873, a year previously. I bought the

Cyathea in August of the same year, received it at

Golden Hill, Leyland, on September 12, and exhi-

bited it in June, 1S74—nine months afterwards. The
Encephalartos and Maranta I bought early in 1S74
{together, if I remember right), and I showed them
both at Manchester in May. The D;:emonorops I

bought shortly before the June show in London (had
it been the day before no matter) ; I picked it up in a

nursery, and showed it because it was a little larger

than mine of the year previous. Let me add that I

have never written a word against the practice of buy-

ing plants for exhibition. Constituted as schedules are

at present, it is perfectly fair ; everybody who requires

to do so does it, and it is thoroughly understood. I

wrote against incompetent judging, dishonesty, and
tricks, having seen plenty of all, and possessing the

moral courage to speak out like a man at any cost to

myself, T. M. Shuttleivorth, F. R.H. S. , Hcnv'uk

House, Preston, ^an. 5. [We have sent Mr. Shuttle-

worth's challenge to Mr. Croucher, as it has no general

interest for our readers. Our request, which we claim

the right to have made, was, by some misadventure, not

quite so definite as we intended. It was meant to

refer to the exhibition of June, 1S73, when it is alleged

that Mr. Shuttleworth bought certain plants on the eve

of the show day, and showed them in, competition.

According to Mr. Shuttleworth's views, above ex-

pressed, this is "no matter," but at any rate it is not

plant-growing, and gives a manifest advantage to the

longest purse ; and this is what Mr. Croucher and
other correspondents, whose letters we have not pub-

lished, complain of as being unfair. Eds.]

The Greenhouse.—As an invariable rule at this

season of the year, when the shortest days prevail, the

weather is cloudy and foggy, and there is a marked
absence of solar light. In ordinary greenhouses but

little fire-heat is employed, and only when the weather

is very frosty, to keep out the effects of this wintry

visitant. It is not well to employ any more artificial

heat than is absolutely necessary for this purpose, as

it has the effect of exciting plants that should be kept

at rest. The ordinary occupants of a greenhouse at

this season of the year are in the main bedding plants,

and all that is required is that they exist, and to do
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this they will require but little water, and artificial

warmth only when absolutely necessary,

Kven at a season of the year when there is but little

in the greenhouse that may be termed attractive,

cleanliness is of as much importance as if the house
was filled with costly llowering plants. The glass

at the sides and on the roof should be kept clean,

so as to admit all the light possible, and shelves

and pits should be similarly cleansed ; the damp
always hangs about deposits of dirt, and it should
be remembered that a dirty house is not merely
an evidence of an untidy gardener, but most commonly
also of a bad plant grower. A frequent turning round
and moving of the plants not only benefits them, but
betrays and gives opportunity for the destruction of any
hidden insects—a desirable end, which cleanliness and
attention in every shape have much to do in effecting.

It is difficult to give definite directions as to the

temperature to be maintained in a mixed greenhouse,
the mixture of plants being frequently of a very

incongruous character. There will be plants that are

nearly hardy, such as the Zonal Pelargoniums, and
which, if well-established in pots, and pretty dry at

tlie roots, will withstand several degrees of frost with-

out harm. As safe advice on the subject of tempe-
rature in houses that can have the assistance of fire-

heat, we say let it range from 40° to 50°, but at the

same time avoid firedieat as much as possible. In the

event of a continuance of damp, foggy weather, a

little fire, however, is often highly beneficial, doing
much good in keeping the house free from damp.
When applied for this purpose, air should be given on
that side of the house farthest from the quarter where
thewind, if any, blows, as has already been enforced in a

recent paper. Whereveritis practicable, as is often the

case in small structures, apply outer coverings as a
protection against frost, rather than light fires on
every doubtful occasion ; but the substitution of the

one for the other requires a steady and watchful

attention, which will be amply repaid in the

way in which some descriptions of plants will

thrive in the one case, as compared with their

progress when subjected to the drying influences of

the flues or pipes. As a matter of course in such a

spell of severe frost as that we have just had to bear,

no cold house without the means of artificial heating
by fire or hot-water pipes could have stood any chance
against the invader. Many persons have, during the

past three or four years, when the winters have been
comparatively mild, managed to winter their plants

without much loss or harm, by the use of a portable

stove of some kind, a lamp burning mineral oil,

&c. Alas ! many a house, with its occupants blasted

and ruined to a great extent, testifies to the incom-
petency of such appliances to stand against the

attacks of old Winter when he comes in force,

accompanied with unusually severe frost like that

which we have recently experienced, and which
penetrated into warm and cold corners alike, posi-

tions supposed to be impenetrable being surren-

dered from sheer inability to hold them. Owners
of cold houses saw the enemy invading every nook
and cranny ; temporary protections were extemporised
without avail, for the march of destruction could not be
arrested. Fortunate were those who, having kept
their plants dry, to a great extent mitigated the elTects

of the visitant frost. If not already done, the plants

should be gone through at once ; all decaying leaves,

and they are unfortunately many, removed ; and the
house thrown open altogether as soon as a few bright

hours present themselves, watering every plant that is

dry, and then trusting to time. We have seen a house—
one of the unfortunately unhealed structures built now-
a-days—not to grow plants in, but to ornament (?) a
modern villa— in which the recent frost was so intense
that Veronica Andersoni variegata. Acacia lophan
tha, and a few other plants were killed outright ; but
the Zonal Pelargoniums, Primulas, and a few other such
plants, though touched about the leaves, are yet living
and apparently secure. But no one must hallo till

he is clear of the wood ; plants that have had to
stand such a frost as that of the closing days of 1S74
may appear sound for weeks to come, and then, by-
and-by, when the awakening forces of Nature begin to

rouse themselves to action, may give up the struggle
and their existence together.

Kitchen Garden.—All villa gardeners esteem
an early crop of Radishes. If there is any part of the
garden that affords a warm bed, on a sunny sloping
aspect, let a few Radishes be sown there at once if

the ground be unoccupied. Fork it over, crumble
the soil to pieces, and, as soon as workable, make a
thin sowing of Wood's Early Frame Radish, and cover
the seed with fine soil to the depth of about a third of
an inch. Then cover with a thin layer of short straw,
to protect the surface and prevent the seed being taken
by the birds. Turn it over occasionally, to keep it

from rotting next the soil ; and as soon as the seed
leaves appear- remove the covering by day when fine
and sunny, but replacing it at night. At this stage
the birds must be kept from the seed plants, as the
grain-loving propensities of some will induce them
to work havoc among the growing crop, unless pre-
vented by some timely interposition.

The Farm.
The Drainaci-; of Lanii is properly done in

winter time, when the surface is not occupied by

growing crops, when the land is softer and more easily

cut, and wlien labourers are more likely to be ob-

tained. At from 3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet deep in

homogeneous soils, to any greater depth which may
be required to tap any gravel bed or other subter-

ranean reservoirs of water causing the springs or

surface wetness which it is desired to remove— 2-inch

pipes are laid, with a sufficient slope to ensure their

efficacy, in rows not nearer than is necessary to

ensure the drainage of the interval. Where springs

exist, owing to which a large surface is kept wet, a

large pipe or other conduit may be required. When
the wetness is just an occasional water-logged con-

dition owing to the rainfall, then 2-inch pipes are

laid both in old furrows and in parallel lines down
the slope, about 4 feet deep, and from 6 to 10 or more

yards apart, according as tlie ground is more or less

stiff, and the climate more or less wet. These

parallel minor drains taken down the slope deliver

their water into a main drain connecting them all at

foot, which, by a 3 or 4 or 5 inch pipe, carries the

whole water drainage of the field to a bricked out-

fall. Drains cost from &!. to io</. per perch

(5i yards) for digging 4 feet deep and filling in again

over the tiles, which should in every case be placed

by hand. Tiles cost from iSj-. to 25.1. per 1000

for 2-inch pipes, and with carriage they may amount

to any sum from 28^. to 30J-. per 1000 in the field.

Add cost of direction, cost of outfalls, &;c., and even

when the interval is as much as 40 feet, involving only

about 60 perches per acre, it will now cost at least,

if not more than, .^5 an acre to effect thorough drain-

age. The return, however, will amply repay the cost.

If money is borrowed for the purpose from any land

company, to be paid off in twenty-five years by an

annuity of 7 per cent., the annual charge will be ^s. an

acre for an outlay of ;r^5, and the improvement effected

is often materially greater, few soils being worth less

than 10s. per acre increased rental after draining, and

some soils are worth 20^. per acre more rental. But

the labour question has destroyed all the old land-

marks of charges, and it is now very difficult to define

cost per acre in consequence.

The tillage operations possible in January some-

times include the breaking-up of old turf land, and

the ploughing-up of clover and corn stubbles, if that

has been delayed till now. In the North the plough-

ing up of lea intended for Oats proceeds, and when
dry, the ploughing up of land cleared of Turnips,

whether intended for spring Wheat or for Barley.

There, too, when free from frost, every exertion will

be made now to secure the remainder of the Swedish

Turnips, storing them in ridge-shaped pits, or, which

answers equally well, and saves labour and straw for

covering, in broad flat pits, any width and length, but

not exceeding 18 or 20 inches deep, putting a little

clay on the sides of the pits to keep the straw from
blowing. In case land to be fallowed has not been
ploughed, the sooner it is done the better. Our best

farmers dislike to plough in the spring, as the land
always works best when sown on the fine and weather-
beaten surface. Putting farmyard manure on the

young Clovers is proper for this month. This need
not be spread till after the frost. The subsoil plough
will be of great service, and ought to be kept going in

every instance where it is needed. Upon heavy soils

it is well to plough down manure at this season.

Seed Operations.—When land is in good con-
dition, and the season dry and open, the latest

sowings of winter Wheats may be still conducted.
Peas are sown in market gardens for early summer
crops of green Peas in January—the land being dry
and rich. It is a good plan to sow in drills 12 or 15
inches apart, and cover with the hoe, letting the raised

drill stand as a shelter for the young row. Beans,
too, may be planted this month in dry and early

situations. The threshing of grain, pulse, clover, and
grass seeds, should be done during this and the suc-

ceeding month. This is a labour question, both in

preparing and delivery, and is best done when labour
is plentiful, as it prevents the displacement of labour
in other busy periods of spring and summer. Thresh
and prepare Clover seeds for market. The Agricul-
tural Gazette.

On the 31st ult., at St. Peter's Street, Canterbury,
Catherine Ann, widow of William Masters,
Esq., in her 82d year.

S /'A TE OF riUi Wl£A THER A T BLACKIIEA TJf, LONDON*
For the Wekk bnoino Wednesday, January G, 1875.
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Eccles
Calcelhorpc
Marlborough College.

Hull
Silloth

Carlisle

Nottingham .

.

Bristol

WeybriHge Heath
Somerleyton .

.

Streatley, Norwich
Bradford

Sheffield

Wolverhampton
Liverpool and Leeds .

.

Hirmingham
Blackheath
Portsmouth
Sunderiand and Bywoll
North Shields ..

Osborne and Barnstaple
Tniro
Helston

Thus the temperatures varied on December 30 from

5° at Hull to 37° at Truro, and on the 31st from 7j°

at Eccles to 39° at Helston. The average for the

week from the usual stations was I3i'. The mean
range of temperature in the week was 294°, the greatest

range being at Sunderland, 38°, and the least at

Liverpool, 20j°. The mean high day temperatures

ranged between 384° at Sheffield and 29° at Notting-

ham, with a general average of 325'. The mean low

night temperatures varied from 261° at Bristol to 14°

at Hull, with an average value of 2o|°. The mean

daily range of temperature in the week was 12J',

varying from lyi" at Sheffield to l\" at Bristol. The

mean temperature of the air for the week from all

stations was 26|°, being 145° below the value for the

corresponding week in 1872, I7j° below that of 1S73,

and I2.i° below that of 1874 ; the highest in the week

occurred at Bristol, 3oJ°, and the lowest at Norwich

and Hull, 22° respectively. The cold weather was

felt severely everywhere, excepting in Cornwall and

Devonshire.

Rain fell on two days, and snow on one or two days

in the week at most stations, varying in amount from

l\ inch at Portsmouth—three-quarters of which fell on

January 2—to ftve-hundredths of an inch at Norwich ;

the average fall over the country being three-quarters

of an inch.

The weather during the week was dull and the frost

severe, but on l<"riday night a thaw set in, and since

it has been fine and mild.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures ranged

between 454° at Glasgow and 39' at Dundee ; the

lowest temperatures varied (rom 183" at Greenock to

5° at Perth ; therefore, the severe cold weather has

been felt in Scotland, but not with greater severity

than in the midland, northern, and eastern counties of

England—their averages being 42;?' and 13!' respec-

tively. The mean range of temperature in the week

was 294'. The mean temperature for the week was

261° being 22^' below the value for the correspond-

ing' week in 1S74 ; the highest in the week happened

at Aberdeen, 30J' ; and the lowest at Perth, 2ii.

Rain or melted snow was measured to the amount of

I inch at Dundee and Aberdeen, but only to the

amount of a quarter of an inch at Perth ; the general

average over the country was three-quarters of an

inch.
^

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 52.^ ,
the

lowest, "24,5°, the mean, 36°, and the rainfall, 0.37

inch. ^____

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—A plant or two ol Allamaiida, the

freest flowering of which is that called A. Chehoni, as

also of Bougainvillea glabra, from among those put to

rest earliest in the autumn, should now be started ; this

does not refer alone to such plants as are required for

the exhibition stage, but also for home use. The

system of deferring the growth of these continuous-

blooming subjects until later on is a mistake, inas-

much as it tends to shorten their season of flower-

ing. If the plants have been treated as advised

through the autumn, their wood will now be hard and

ripe, and they should be cut back as the size of

the specimens permits, in all cases cutting out all weak

half-ripened shoots ; this latter especially refers to the

Bougainvillea, as the object should be rather to get a

fair number of vigorous young shoots than a quantity

of small ones, which will be the case if this weak

wood is not in great measure removed. The soil will

probably be very dry, and previous to the removal of

any the whole ball should be soaked for some hours in

tepid water, so that all the earth that has to be removed

can be got away without mutilating the roots. Upon

this in a great measure will depend their early flower-

ing, as if the roots are very much broken, it natur-

ally requires more time to get the plants up in strength.

About one-half the whole ball should be removed.

For Allamandas, strong yellow loam, with one-sixth

of rotten stable manure, such as that from an old hotbed,

carefully sifted so as to detect all worms—if dried, so

as to destroy these, all the better ; add sand, more or

less, according to the nature of the loam, so as to

admit the large quantities of water which these plants

in the summer season require passing freely through

it. In potting ram the soil quite hard ; for Allamattdas,

it can scarcely be made too solid. The Bougain-

villea will grow in either peat or loam"; if the latter is

good it is preferable, and add one.fifth of manure and

a little more sand than is required for the Allamandas,

neither do they need potting so hard. In the case

of Allamandas and Bougainvilleas it is better to cut

back and repot at the same time than to wait for them

to break growth after cutting in before potting, as is

usual with most plants. This Bougainvillea, started

thus early, will flower three times during the season,

if well managed.
If the earliest lot of Roses, prepared as previously

advised, were now placed in a little moist heat

without pruning, they will shortly furnish a quantity of

useful flowers. These should be followed by a second

lot pruned in the ordinary manner before they are

taken inside; for this purpose nothing is so well adapted

as the Tea varieties. The following are a few of the most

esteemed amongst the best growers for the London
flower market, in following which, any one growing

for a private establishment will not be far wrong. At
the head of the list stands the white variety, Niphetos ;

Madame Falcot, pale yellow ; Monsieur Furlado,

sulphur-yellow ; Sommiir d'Elise, white ; and the

old but beautiful Dei'oniensis. These, with a few of

the freest-blooming hybrid perpetuals, will be found

most useful in furnishing a succession of flowers, and,

combined with the regular indoor winter-blooming

subjects, will go far to meet the increased demand for

winter flowers that exists in most places, large or

small. Regularly introduce to the forcing-pit, if such

exist, if not, to the stove, or any other structure

wherein there is heat, more Jlyacinlhs, Narcissus,

Earl]' Tulips, and Crocuses. These should not be

allowed to remain in the bed of ashes or other mate-

rial in which they are plunged, too long, so as to

become drawn. When the pots have got well filled

with roots, and the tops have pushed an inch or a little

more, they should be removed to a cool house,

and the light partially excluded from them for

a few days, when they may gradually be inured

to it, and placed near the glass, so as to prevent the

leaves getting drawn, for if this takes place it much
impairs their use for any purpose. The unsightly,

drawn condition of the leaves and weak flower-stems

often met with completely spoils the appearance of

this class of plants. When put in heat, if possible,

bulbs should occupy a shelf near the roof, within a

short distance of the glass. It is not alone the maxi-

mum of available light they receive in such a position,

but here there is always a motion in the air to an

extent that does not exist elsewhere in the house, and

which exercises the best influence in producing stout,

sturdy growth. A few pots of Lily of the Valley,

according to the demand, should be regularly brought

into heat. This most prized of winter-forced flowers

can scarcely be had in too large quantity either for

conservatory or room decoration, on the plant or for

cutting ; but English-grown roots bear no comparison,

especially for early forcing, with such as are imported

from Germany and Holland. The crowns being all

selected scarcely any fail to flower, which is anything

but the case with ordinary home-grown roots, as many
a gardener has experienced to his great disappoint-

ment, especially in early forcing, even when carried

out with care. In flower forcing it should always be

borne in mind that, with very few exceptions, the less

heat a plant is subjected to the longer its flowers will

last, and that the more light it receives the greater

substance they will have, which also has a very

considerable influence upon their endurance, con-

sequently there should not be any undue hurry

with the plants now, especially the earliest forced,

when their energies are most dormant, accompanied

by a minimum of light. T. Baines, Soulhgak, N.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—So much has been written on the culture

of the Vine, that it really seems difficult to say any-

thing, or give any instructions, Calendarial or other-

wise, that have not previously been given. I shall,

however, in these notes, confine myself strictly to my
own practice in its culture, and as that practice has

been fairly successful, I will indulge the hope that

some Vine growers, and amateur cultivators especially,

may perhaps get a wrinkle from my treatment. I re-

commend the adoption of the following rules :—First,

to plant none but proved good kinds ; next, to avoid

over-cropping ; next, avoid extremes in temperature,

more especially during the earlier stages of growth ;

and lastly, avoid starvation. Vines are, if I may so

express it, ravenous plants, and will take any amount

of food, if of the right kind ; for instance, they never

tire of good loam, containing a judicious admixture of

half-inch bones, only they must have plenty of water

also ; of this latter element, if the drainage is good, it

is almost impossible to give them too much. I am
convinced that most of the failures in Grape growing

arises from a too scanty supply of water ; but should

the drainage be defective, then the mischief done by

over-watering is incalculable—so look to the drains.

If ripe Grapes are desired by the beginning of June,

the Vines should be started forthwith, premising that

the house has been thoroughly cleaned, whitewashed,

&c., and if the Vines had any insects on them last

season, they, too, should be washed, or rather painted

with Gishurst Compound, 8 oz. to the gallon of

water, and reduced to the consistency of paint by the

addition of soot, sulphur, and clay. A bed of ferment-

ing material (leaves and litter) inside the house will

help the Vines to break more kindly than would
otherwise be the case. If the roots are outside re-

course must be had to the old hotbed style of heating,

i.e., unless there are heated or chambered borders,

of which I have a very low estimate. The maximum
temperature at this stage, even with sun-heat, should

not exceed 64°, with a minimum of 45°. Syringing

will be requisite on sunny days only. Houses from
which the Grapes have been cut should be imme-
diately pruned, and the mode of pruning I recommend
is a modification of the " cut to the best bud system."

That is, I elect to cut to a plump bud, but at the

same time to keep as near as possible to the main
stem. In course of time the Vines get .very long

spurs by this plan, and to some may appear

unsightly, but it is a very easy matter to run

up a new rod and begin again. All loose bark
should be picked off (not scraped), and the Vines
painted with the before-named composition ; the

border also should receive a top-dressing of good
loam, having previously taken off 2 or 3 inches of the

old soil. Where Grapes are still hanging look fre-

quently over them, and remove any bad or decaying

berries, as a preventive against decay. The Grapes
should be thoroughly ripened, and an equable tempe-
rature maintained, say as nearly as possible to 45*. If

the houses are wanted for plants, the Grapes may be
cut with a piece of the wood attached, and placed in

bottles of water in any dry room. Lady Downe's cut

in January kept quite plump till June, served in this

manner, last year. \V. Wildsmilh, Heckfield.

Figs.—Where Figs are required very early they

are best grown in pots, and if they can get the advan-

tage of a slight bottom-heat in a bed of fermenting

leaves or tan, with the temperature never exceeding
65° or 70°, they will ripen fruit early in May. I find

the Early Violet, Early Prolific, Negro Largo, and
Col de Signora Bianca Figs the best for early

forcing in pots. In starting Figs in pots at this early

period the temperature by fire-heat should not exceed

50°, and in the day-time by sun-heat from 60" to 65°.

Syringe the trees twice a day in favourable weather

to keep down red-spider—a great pest to the foliage

of Figs. I generally paint my Fig trees with the

same mixture as the Peaches and Nectarines in the

autumn after the leaves have all dropped, and this

helps to keep the red-spider in check, if persevered

with year after year. Figs grown in pots require

plenty ot light and all the sunshine they can get, so

should not be placed in houses too much shaded with
other fruit trees. In the early Fig-house, where the

trees are permanently planted out, forcing may be
commenced in the middle of the month. See that

the house is now, therefore, shut up and properly ven-

tilated, as in the late severe frost fire-heat must have
been applied to keep the trees safe from its effects.

William Tillerv.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The favourable change after the late severe weather

will now admit of pruning being followed up, and,

where not already completed. Apples and Pears, where
grown as pyramids, bushes or cordons, should be first

attended to, so as to admit of the borders being cleaned

up. In pruning it should be especially borne in mind
that many of our best Apples and Pears produce their

finest blooms on the terminal points of the last year's

growth, and therefore pruning in too closely should be
avoided, except in the case of over-gross shoots. But
if root pruning and summer-stopping of the stronger

shoots has been attended to, there should be little

use for the knife at this season, except to thin out

wood or spurs where too thick, and especially in the

interior of the tree, so as to admit a due amount of

light and air. When the flower-buds are very thickly

set it is well to thin them considerably, so as to give

additional strength to those lefi. An overcrop of

bloom is not desirable, as the energies of the tree are

frequently too severely taxed in its production to

admit of the fruit setting or swelling properly after-

wards. Should American blight or scale in any form
have attacked the trees they should be dressed over

the affected portions with Gishurst Compound, or

common linseed oil, is equally elTective. The
severity of the weather has been productive of

much damage by birds to the buds of Plums, Goose^

berries, &c. The pruning of these should, therefore,

be deferred for a time, until the buds can be more
plainly seen. Pruning and nailing, or tying-in when
the walls are wired, should also be proceeded with.

Apricots especially are better pruned early, as the

wounds have more time to heal, and are consequently

less liable to gum than when pruned after the sap

gets into action. The same remarks also apply to the

Peach and Nectarine, save that these should have been

pruned some time since, the nails and shreds removed,

and the shoots tied from the walls, so as to retard the

trees from coming so early into bloom. Where neces-
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sary to make fresh plantations of bush fruits, Rasp-

herrit'S, &c., the ground should be prepared by well

manuring and trenching, so as to be in good condition

for planting next month. \V. Cox.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The refuse which accumulates from various sources

in different departments in a large garden is consider-

able. This, when concentrated and well incorpor-

ated with decayed vegetable matter and a slight

admixture of quicklime, forms one of the best ferti-

lising agents that can be employed for many purposes

in this important department. The incorporation of

the materials in question does not everywhere com-
mand sulTicient attention, considering its value as a

fertiliser, which contributes so much towards main-

taining the Kitchen Garden (especially) in the highest

condition of cultivation at so little cost or additional

labour. At such times therefore as when, from the

effects of frost or other causes, the progress of ordinary

operations is interrupted, attention may with profit be
directed to those materials which constitute the refuse-

heap—by turning them, and taking out such as is fit

for use (a heap of which should always be kept in

readiness), and by adding a little quicklime to what
remains, well mixing it together, in order to accelerate

decomposition and to furnish further supplies of

valuable stuff as speedily as possible. While outside

operations are restricted by the force of existing cir-

cumstances, all indoor matters should be pushed on
vigorously, and where ther^ are pits and frames with
fermenting beds, which are extensively used at most
places for producing early vegetables, these should be
seen to now. In order to cope with the demand for

certain kinds of vegetables, such as Pms, Poiatos, &c.,

when they first come in for use, it is advisable to sow
plentifully in order to meet the requirements. As
soon as practicable sow a good breadth of early Peas:

for hardiness and earliness combined Laxton's Wi/liaf/i

the First is to be recommended for borders and the open
quarters, and Little Can for sowing or planting out

at the base of south walls. Longpod Beaiis may al;o

be planted as far as practicable. Forward operations

now as much as possible, as with the advancement of

the season pressing matters in all directions will in-

crease that could not admit of being postponed. Give
regular attention to Cauliflowers and Lettuces which
are in frame or handlights; strive to keep them sturdy

by removing the sashes or top entirely at 35", excepting
during wet weather when they should be tilted.

Forcing Department.—It is a matter of primary
importance here to have at all times during the season

a supply of warm fermenting materials at hand to

meet current requirements as they become necessary.

Introduce fresh supplies of roots of .^j/(7;-fl_^7/j-, Sea/cale,

and Rhubarb^ also CJiicory for salading where it is ap-

preciated as such ; and continue to maintain the supply

of Mustard and common and Australian Cress by
making sowings of these occasionally, and also French
Beans, On prepared beds, where the soil has become
warmed, sow in drills Earlv Horn Carrots and
Radishes in alternate rows about 3 inches apart. One
of the earliest and best Radishes for this purpose is

Suttons' M'hitc Forcing, Potatos which are growing
freely should be earthed up when requisite ; here the

earliest crop of these are obtained from large unused
Pine pots, the result being highly satisfactory. Three
sets are inserted in each, and they are advanced in the

Peach-houses. This is also a suitable place to start

sets for succeeding crops ; place them, not too thickly

together, on a layer of leaf-mould, and slightly cover
them with it also. Where good salads are constantly
required the Lettuce and Endive for this purpose should
be afforded a pit with the means at command to fully

exclude frost, and where air can be abundantly sup-
plied when favourable for so doing. G. T, MileSy
IVycombe Abbey.

<!Huquirtcs»
He that •piesiioueth much sfuitl team ;«/^7i.—Bacon.

34. JUNIPERUS DRUPACCA.—Can any of your readers
favour me with a few ripe fruits of Juniperus drupacea^
Though cultivated here and there, I cannot learn that

any one has a fruiting specimen. D. Hanbury, Clapkam
Common, S. W,

Answers to Correspondents.
FUNGU-S : E, Sankcy, Guildford. Your fungus was a

Boletus in a state of decay, and thoroughly permeated
by another fungus as a parasite, viz., Sepedonium
chrysospermum. You will see it described in your
British Flora, vol. v., part ii., p. 350.

Mouldy Vines : George Harnett. We see nothing
particularly the matter with your Vines, beyond the
ordinary black mould produced from aphides, &c.,
and encouraged by damp. Your Vines are, in short,
dirty. Wash them well with soft soap, sulphur, &c.,
after being pruned, and keep a drier atmosphere about
them whilst ripening.

Names of Plants: H. Hughes. 7, The leaf of some
pinnate flowering plant, qmte indeterminable

; 8,

Platycerium alcicome
; 9, Pteris cretica albo-h'neata

;

10, Aspleniurn fontanum (Ilalleri) ;*ii, Pteris tremula
;

12, Sparmannia africana.

—

G. G. A. Dendrobium
moniliforme. — //. Dxdalacanthus nervosus. - J.
Dalechampia Roczliana, var.

—

M. Polygonum, spe-
cimen too bad to v\^mc.~~Surgical. i, Iiuonymus
radicans, var. ; 2, AristotcHa Macqui

; 3, Kuonymus
japonicus variegatus

; 4, indeterminable
; 5, Griselinia

lucida ; one without a number, Kscallonia floribunda
;

y. G, I, .\therosperma moschata?—send flowers; 2,

Leucopogon lanceolatus, both greenhouse plants.

—

//. T. I, Gymnogramma Laucheana ; 2, Asplenium
bulbiferurn

; 3, Cheilanlhes hirta
; 4, Adiantum cu-

neatum ? (send belter specimen)
; 5, Adiantum Capil-

lus-Veneris.

Pomona Palace Show : J. Potts. The mistake has
already been corrected by another correspondent.—
J. S. We cannot afford space for any further

discussion of the matter.
VcGF.TAnLF.s : T. P. If young gardeners will under-

take the responsible duties of a chief while "they
know little or nothing of kitchen gardening," surely
no one is to blame but themselves if they have to leave
in disgrace through the bad management of their

department.
Ventilating Hothouses : L. J. No ; there is no

better or other way of opening the sashes than by
sliding them down. But this can be done very easily

by a connecting rod and machinery ; the sashes should
also be fitted with six small castors, or rollers, three on
each side, to make them slip more easily down.
Simple machinery for this purpose could be supplied
by any respectable hothouse builder.

Vines : Inside Borders versus Outside : A. H

.

Clough. In cold, damp localities. Vines should all be
planted in inside borders ; and also for very early

forcing, and for late keeping Grapes. The advantages
of inside borders are these :—The roots are more at
command

; they can be kept warmer in the one case,

and also drier, for the better keeping of the ripe fruit.

But it must be borne in mind that inside borders
require a far greater amount of attention, and more
skill in management, especially in respect to watering.
For general purposes, and for all ordinary Vine grow-
ing, the Vines succeed best, last longest, and require
the least amount of skill and attention, when grown in

outside borders. We therefore prefer the latter.

I^° Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the
Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers who send
Post Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the
Publisher at the same time, stating that they have
done so.

•#* Correspondents are specially requested to addressi
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-
tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the
staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being posted as early in the
week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements
should be addressed to the Publisher.

Catalogues Received.—James Veitch & Sons (Royal
Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.), Cata-
logue of Garden and Flower Seeds, Horticultural
Implements, &c.—Carter {High Holborn, London),
Vade AJecum for 1875.—Dickson, Brown & Tait

(43 and 45, Corporation Street, Manchester), Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.—C. Sharp
& Co. (Sleaford). General Catalogue of Seeds, &c.

—

John & Charles Lee (Royal Vineyard Nursery, Ham-
mersmith, London, W.), Catalogue of Kitchen
Garden, Flower Garden, Farm Seeds, &c.—Chase
Brothers & Woodward (Rochester, New York),
Illustrated Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds.
— Barr & Sugden (12, King Street, Covent Garden,
W,C.). Descriptive Spring Catalogue of Choice Seeds
for the Flower and Kitchen Gardens.—W. H. Rogers
(132, High Street, Southampton), Descriptive Priced
Catalogue of Seeds and Miscellaneous Garden Requi-
sites.—F. Sander & Co. (St. Albans), Coniferce, Tree
and Shrub Seed Catalogue.^The New Plant and
Bulb Co. (Colchester), Retail List of Lilies, Orchids,
Plants, Seeds, &c., received from Japan.—Dickson
& Robinson (23, Market Place, Manchester), Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—Francis &
Arthur Dickson & Sons (Upton Nurseries, Chester),
Catalogue of Fruit Trees.—Dick Radclvffe & Co.
(129, High Holborn, W.C.), Seed List for" 1875.

Communications Received. — H. H. —J. M. D.—W. S. —
A. P.—J. W.—Antony.—J. S.—E. P., Gand (many thanks).— F. G. (acddenlally delayed).—M. L.—H. T.—W. W.—
J. H.—J. D.—W. I.—W. L.—Amateur.—E. Sankey.—C P.
—S. B. D.— L. H. G.—A. F.

larhtts*
COVENT GARDEN, January 7.

We have but slight alterations in the prices to notice
this week. Trade is very steady. Thos. Taylor, Whole-
sale Apple Market,

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr., each o 8-

Asparagiis, English,

— French, p. bund. 2 o-
Beans, Frcncli, p. icx. 2 o-
Beet, per doz. .. 10-
Broccoli, p. bundle .,09-
Brus. Sprta,

, p. bush. 6 o-
Cabbagcs, per doz. ..10-
Carrots, p. bundle ..06-
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Cucumbers, each ..20-
Endive, per doz. ..10-
Herbs, per bunch ..02-

Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o-
Leeks, per bunch ..02-
Lettuces, per doz. ..16-
Mushrooms, per pott, i c-
Onions, young, bun. o 4-
Parsley, per bunch., o 4-
Parsnips, p. doz. ,.09-
Radishes, per bunch, o 2-
— black. Turnip, do. . .

-

Seakale, per bundle i 6-

Shallots, per lb. . . o 3-
Salsify, per bundle ..16-
Tomatos, per doz. ..10-
Turnips, per bundle, o 6-

Applcs, per J4-sieve
Chrstnitt';. per bush.
(;r.,p-.:, K..;-lt}.,p, \\

A/alcas, p. 12 sprays
Camellias, iz blooms
Carnations, 12 blooms
Chrysanthem., 12 bl.

— 12 bunches .

.

Cyclamen, 12 blooms
Kpiphyllums, 12 bl.

[•'rench Lilac.p.bu'n.' "i

He! i'jtropes, 1 1 spray

; o- I 6
I

Melons, each .

.

I 0-20 o ' Nuts, Cob, p. 11).

.... ' Oranges, p. 100
,0-80 Pears, p. doz.
;
0-12 o ' Pinc-appk-s, p. lb

Walnuts, p. bush

s, iio.r. ; Early Myatt's,

; and Early Dons, 1204'. p'

-VERS,

06-10

Bei:;oiiias, per doz. ..

l^nnardias, do. .

.

Clirysantliemums,do.
-ypcn , do..

nn terminalis

F.piphyllums, each .

I''icus elastica

a, per doz. .

! 0-30 o

.Mignonette, 12 bun. ,

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 1— Zonal, 12 spr. <

Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes . . :

Roses, indoor, p. doz, :— French, do. .. :

Stephanotis.iz sprays 1

'I'uberoses, p. doz. . . :

Violets, per 12 bun...
;

N Pots.

Heaths, in var., doz. i:

Mignonette, do. .. /

Myrtles .. do.
Pelargoniums, dble..'

per doz, .

,

. . 1

— Scarlet, do. . . (

Primula sinensis, do. ,

Solanums, do. . . (

SEEDS.
LONPON : Jan, 6.—Our agricultural seed trade con-

tinues quiet but firm. Fine purple samples of new
English red Clover seed are scarce, and command high
rates. In foreign descriptions the tendency of values is

upwards. For Trefoil seed there is an improved in-

quiry, and quotations are quite £\ per ton higher. In
Alsike and white Clover seeds the business doing has
been too limited to cause any alteration in price. Im-
ported Itahan keeps steady. Owing to continued
scarcity, Canary seed is again .some ioj. to i^^. per
quarter dearer. To-day's quotations for ordinary
foreign seed is 180J. per quarter. For Hemp seed is.

perqr. more money is now asked. Good black Rape
seed is in short supply. For both white and brown
Mustard seed the demand at present is very small. Of
home-grown Linseed the supply offering is scanty. The
high rates demanded for new spring Tares hinder busi-
ness. Blue boiling Peas are firm at the recent advance.
John Shaw k^ Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Ma rh Lane,
E.C,

CORN
At Mark Lane on Monday, in consequence of the mild

temperature, some degree of weakness prevailed. In
Wheat, dry descriptions realised recent currencies, but
damp and inferior produce was neglected. Barley was
about as dear as on Monday last, with little inquiry.
Malt was without change in price. Oats were somewhat
dearer on the week, but not readily purchased. Maize
supported late prices, and no change occurred in either

Beans or Peas. For flour there was a slow demand, and
prices were, if anylliing, inclined in buyers' favour.—On
Wednesday the market was dull, and quotations rather
easier on the whole. The supply of Wheat was short,

and its condition being somewhat damp, there were very
few sales effected. Barley was also ditTicult to move,
and scarcely any inquiry prevailed for malt. Sound Oats
were steady, as also was Maize

; but in the value of

Beans, Peas, and flour, a slight downward movement
was apparent—Average prices of corn for week ending
Jan. 2 :—Wheat, 44J. id. ; Barley, 44J. bd. ; Oats.

29.^. 7(/. For corresponding week in 1874 :~ Wheat,
dis. 2,d. ; Barley, 4+i. 4^/. ; Oats, 251. ^d.

CATTLE,
At Iho metropolitan market on Monday there was

a shorter supply of beasts than expected, but the
demand was very limited. Prices were lower, and it was
difficult to effect a clearance. The number of sheep was
not excessive for the day, yet it was difficult to clear out
at reduced quotations. Very few calves were on offer,

consequently prices were not lower. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 3X. Zd. to ^s., and 55. 8.^. to 6s. ^d. ; calves,

4^. ^d. to 6s. 8d.
;
pigs, 4^^. 411'. to 55. ^d. ; sheep, 4s. Sd.

to 5^., and 5;. 8d. to 6s. 4.?'.—On Thursday trade for

beasts was excessively dull, except for the few choice
qualities on offer. Of sheep there were very few, and
scarcely any trade. Choice calves were scarce and dear,

and trade for milch cows was dull.

L/AV.

The supplies of fodder offered at Whitechapel were
large, and trade was rather flat, at the following prices ;

—Prime Clover, loos. to 124J. ; inferior, 85^. to 95.^. ;

prime meadow hay, gos. to ii^s. ; inferior, 555. to j^s. :

and straw, ^y. to 40i'. per load. Cumberland Market
quotations:— Superior meadow hay, ii4j-. to 120J. ;

inferior, gos. to gSs. ; superior Clover, 120J, to i30J-.
;

interior, loo.*'. to ioSj. ; and straw, 42.1. to 46s, per load.

PO TA TOS.

Borough and Spitalfields reports arc to the effect that

only moderate supplies of Potatos are on sale, and the

trade is slow, at the following prices :— Regents, toos. to

125J. ; Victorias, iios. to 120J. ; Flukes, i^os. to 140^. ;

and Rocks, 70.^. per ton.— Last week's imports consisted

of 405 tons from Dunkirk, and 150 tons from Antwerp.
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CojIpLETB COLLECTIOJ/

ChoiceyEGETABLE Seeds,

tlze best ve^etables^
all t/teyear^QUiid,

This Collection is especially suited to the " Amateur's'

Garde'i, and contains the following excellent varieties:

Endive.Peas, Suttons' Ring-
leader and other

best sorts .

.

Beans, the best sorts

,, French .

.

Beet, Suttons' Im-
proved Dark Red ,

.

Borecole or Kale, best

Brussels Sprouts, Sut-

tons' Matchless .

.

Broccoli, Suttons' Su-
perb, Early White, -

and other best soils

Cabbage, Suttons' Im-

Savoy, best sort

Carrat, do.

Cauliflower, do.

Celery, Suttons' Sut-

Cres; . and
Cucumber, best

Leek, Musselburgh .

.

Lettuce, Suttons' Su-
perb White Cos

Mustard
Melon .. ..^ ..

Onion, Suttons' Im-
proved Reading

Parsley, Suttons Im-
proved Curled

Parsnip, Suttons' Stu-

dent
Radish, finest sons .

.

Turnip, Suttons' Snow-

et and Pot Herbs 2 pkl.

3 Pl^ts.

I pkt.

The Most Practical Work on Gardening
yet Published is

Jmateurs

"We have received ' Suttons' Spring Catalogue and Amateur's

Guide,' an admirable and exhaustive catalogue of root, fruit,

and flower seeds, srown by the great firm at Reading. This

handsome book is illustrated with some beautifully executed

plates. The directions lor the cultivation of the various seeds

given iu the case of each are clear and concise, and of great

use to amateur and professional gardeners. They raise the

work above the level of a trade catalogue to that of a work on

gardening."

Price I.S., Mi free.

"Suttons' Amateur's Guide "is beautifully Illustrated

several coloured plates and hundreds of engravings. I

without exception, the most practical work on Garde

extant.

&Uitrru/oom

ME. LAXTON'S
NEW PEAS, 1875.

/ith

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

t
UNIQUE iD«aifl First-olass Certificate.

To tlie Trade.

F SANDER AND CO. have just to hand,
• in fine condition :

—

LATANIA EORBONICA. Si. per lb.

PHCENIX DACTYLIFERA, 151. per lb.

SABAL ADANSONI, ys. per 100 seeds.

.. PALMETTO, 3J. per 100 seeds.

YUCCA WHIPPLEI (Engelmann), new, extra, 6s. p ,0 seeds
,, ANGUSTIFOLIA (Pursh), roj. td. per 100 seeds

CORDYLINE NUTANS, =os. per 1000 seeds.
ABIES iCOMMUTATA (Parlatore), quite new, and one ot

the most beautiful of its tribe : leaves of a most bril-
liant silvery-white hue ; 10s. 6{i. per 1000 seeds.

,

,, \VEEE1ANA, very rare, 6s. per 100 seeds.
PICEA GERARDIANA, very rare, 7s. 6d. per cz

„ PARVIFLORA, very rare, 15J. per oz
CHAlNIiECYPARIS LEPTOCLADA, 5s. per 100 seeds.

Our Wholesale CATALOGUES of PALM SEEDS, CONI-
FERyE, TREE, and SHRUB SEEDS, VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS, gratis and post free.

New and Rare Seed Growers and Merchants, St. Albans.

New Edilionfor i?,T^, price \s., postfree.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,
SEED MERCH.VNTS,

SLEAFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE.

SHARPE'S
IMPROVED LARGE SWEDE,

OUR OWN GROWING.

This carefully selected Szacife produces the Heaviest

Crop of any Variety itt Caltivation.

SUPPLANTEE.— FiTBt-class Certificate.

US' Fcr particulars of these, with Connoisseur, see previ

''""•'""""" HURST & SON,
6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C,

Bulbs Unequalled for Quality.

Wholesale and Retail Price on application to

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,
SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORD.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1875.

SIXTEEN

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,

With Valuable Money Prhcs,

WILL BE OFFERED PV

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875, for

THE liEST SPECIMENS OF

New Varieties of Vegetables, Flowers,
and Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. SUTTON in 1875.

Further Particulars may be had on application to

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NEW AND CHOICE SEEDS, 1875.

CELERY— Bretllc Red, a sort grown nearly by all, and raised
by one of the market gardener's here, and considered
the very best Celery grown, is, t}d. per packet.

LETTUCE^Martin's Rlammoth Cos. a very crisp and superb
kind, very large, and better in flavour than Malta.
\s. per packet.

BROCCOLI -White Perfection, a truly valuable middle season
hardy kind. \s. per packet.

„ Gardeners' Friend, a very late and very large variety, and
a great acquisition, is. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.—Our improved Roseberry. 15. per
packet.

MELON—Wood's A I. This splendid variety of Melon is the
result of crossing Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere with
the old Golden Perfection. It has a pale green flesh of
great thickness and exquisite flavour, with a beautiful
golden skin the thickness of paper, and thickly netted,
and is also a remarkably fine setter. It has always
obtained the highest honour wherever exhibited, and

The MAGNUM BONUM (211.) SELECTION ofGARDEN
SEEDS which we supply has always given the greatest of
satisfaction. OtherCollections, 301., 40J,, 635-. and 84^., carriage

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

100 Mixed ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, &c., 3 to
6 feet high, 25^. per 100.

500 do., 3 to 6 feet high, xxos. per ico.

100 do. , 3 to 6 feet high, £,xo per 100.

LAURELS, common, bushy, i to ij^ foot, Ss. per 100 ; 1% to

2 feet, S^. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, \-iS. per 100 ; by the
1000 cheaper.

FIR, Austrian, i^ to afeet, 40J. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 50.1.

s ELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.
BROCCOLI

cultivatio

injury.
^ ,

BRUSSELS SPROUTS-Scrymger's, extra selected. Price

-Witty's Conqueror, the best late Broccoli in

cultivation ; has always stood the severest winters without
injury. Price \s. td. per packet.

lusr-"'" "

CELERY— Laing's Mammoth Red (true), the finest and best
Red Celery in cultivation. Price 6*^. and is. per packet.

CELERY—Wright's Grove Red, an excellent variety. Price
\s. per packet,

CAULIFLOWER—Vcitch;s Autumn Giant; this valuable
variety is perfectly distinct from any other. Price is. td.

per packet.
PEA—Burnell's Market Gardener ; a most desirable Pea,

earlier than Laxlon's Supreme, and not so tall, more pro-
lific ; pods well filled, eight to ten Peas in each. Price
2^. dd. per quart.

BEANS— Sir Joseph Paxton, dwarf French ; one of the earliest

and best in cultivation. Price is. 6d. per quart.
N.B.—Priced CATALOGUES may be had, post free, on

application to

"POREST TREES.
ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 30J. per 1000
BEECH, 3 to 4 feet, 401. per looo
BIRCH. 5 to 6 feet, 60s. per 1000
CHESTNUT, Horse, 6 to 7 feet, soj, per 100
HAZEL, 3 to 3 feet, 30J. per 1000
POPLAR, Black, 2 to 3 feet, 35J. per 1000

„ Lombardy, 7 to S feet, 20s. per 100

,. Ontario, 8 to g feet, 35J. per 100
FIR. Scotch, 2 to 3 feet. 30J. per 1000

; 5 to 6 feet, 8j. per 100
.SPRUCE. 2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 100

; 3^2 to 4J^ feet, 40J. per 100
SYCAMORE. 2 to 3 feet, 401. per looo: 6 to 7 feet, i2j. per 100
ARBOR-VIT^. American, 3 to 4 feet, 2ar. per 100
CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet. 140s. per 100
ABIES BALSAMEA. 3 to 4 feet. 30s. per 100
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, iK foot. 15s. per too
COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA. 151. per too
IVY, Irish, fine for edgings. 8j. per 100
LAUREL, 2 to 3 feet, 15^. per 100 : 4 to 5 feet, 25s. per 100

.. Portugal, I J4 to 2 feet. 35J. per too
LAURUSTINUS, \\i M 1 feet. 45s. per 100
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2% to 3 feet. £10 per 100
PINUS AUSTRIACA. 2 to 3 feet. 12J. 6rf. per 100

; 3 to 4 feet.

251. per too : 4 to 5 ft., 351. p. too ; s to 6 ft., 451. p. 100

.. INSIGNIS. 3t0 4feet, 75i. per 100
ROSES. Standard Perpetual, £6 per 100.

., Dwarfs, .^3 per 100

,, Tea, in pots. 15s. per dozen.
THUJA LOBBII, i^ to 2 feet. 20s. per 100; 2;< to 3 feet,

^5r. per 100 ; 4 to 45^ feet. 50;. per 100
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 3 to 4 feet. 90s. per too

DAVISON AND WHITTEM, White Cross. Hereford.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABUISKED 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA. SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

O DAMS' MANURES'
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150.000

Acres of Land.

C//<!i>;«<ri/—ROBERT LEEDS. Castle Acre. Norfolk.
Managing: Director—JAMES ODAiMS.

Sub-Manager and Secretary—C.T. MACAD.AM.
Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London. E.C.
Wester.v Counties Branch—Queen Street. E.xe[er.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Asents.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1859, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, \s., 35,, and lOJ. Sd
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS
FROM

SELECTED STOCKS.

CATALOGUES for 1875
NOW READY.

THE LAWSOI SEED & lUESEEY COIPAIY
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E,,

AND

GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.

MILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at \s. bd. per bottle

—

\s. lott. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITV of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their
Russian friends to .send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

Ruasla Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James Street,
Covent Garden, W.C., have a large Stock of Archangel,

Heavy and Close-woven ST. PETERSBURC, MATS, and all

kinds of DUNNAGE MATS, RAFIA FIBRE, &c.
N. D.—The best Heavy St. Petersburg Mats are most suitable

for covering purposes,

FIFTEEN THOUSAND ARCHANGEL
BEST MATS, and la.ooo ST. PETERSBURG MATS,

iust arrived : also a Parcel of SECOND-HAND good MATS,
for Covering or Packing, cheap. Prices, &c.,on application to

WM. PETERS, 44, Tenter Street South, Goodman's Fields,
near Minories, E.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.-ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. looj. : PETERS-
BURG. t>o.i. and 80^. : superior close Mat, 45J. sor. , and 55J. :

PACKING MATS, 20s., 301.. and 35s. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarlierB.

MAW AND GO'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

THE THAMES BANK IRON
COMPANY

(Successors to LvNCH White),
Old Barge Wharf Upper Ground Street. London. S.E.,

ERECT HOT-WATER APPARATUSES complete, or
supply BOILERS of all kinds. PIPES and CONNECTIONS
at Wholesale Prices.

Price List on application, or six stamps for Catalogue.

CANTHARIKOPHO,
COCKROACH AND BEETLE POISON.

Destroys Rats and Mice.

Sold everywhere in Tin Boxes. By post, is, yi. and is, lod. each.

E.

HE HYDRA
A New Thermometer for Registering Cold and Heat.

Price I2S. 6d.

R. AND J. BECK, 31, Cornhill, London, E.C.

T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa.\ton, and the
late Professor Lindley. &c. . &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.xed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNIISG
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING. 2 yards wide. 11. 4^. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVASS—
2 yards wide .

.

. . ir. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide ... .. 3r. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3^. lo*^. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo."
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill. London. S.E,; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39.*, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE. Slc. from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.
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^SA^ILLIAM PARHAM,
Northgate Works, BATH, and 280, Oxford Street, LONDON,

PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
Glazed without Putty on Channelled Rafters, securing almost entire immunity from Breakage of Glass, extreme

Facility for Repairs, and absolute Freedom from Drip.

lUustrated CATALOGTJES and PRICE LISTS for Four Stamps.

PORTABLE LAWN CONSERVATORY.
With W. P.'s Patent System of Glazing, panelled wood sides in place of

Brickwork, open-jointed floor and lattice staging: Cast Iron moulded rain-

gutter, down-pipes, Finiais and Cresting ; opening Lights on each side and
top Ventilators under gla2ed super-roof. It is removable by a Tenant-at-will.

Price, with 21-oz. Glass, 18 feet by 12 feet, by 7 feet at eaves, ^70.
with 21-oz. Glass, 24 feet by 14 feet, by 7 feet at eaves, £<)i,,

GALVANIZED WALL WIRING AND ESPALIERS.

Raidisseurs. Eyes.
4^, per dozen. dd. per dozen. 2^. (>d. er 100 yards

A Certain Crop of Ft u it in

of Frost zj secund by
j

PARHAM'S
I

PATENT GLASS COPING
For Sheltering Fruit Trees.

The Patentee has sent out many miles
of it during the past three seasons, and
additional orders have each year been
received from those who have tried it

Price—Per foot run, with 21-oz. glas,s

With the iron framework painted,
2 feet, 2^. 6d. ; 3 feet wide, 3.^. ^d

With the iron framework galvanised,
2 feet, 3J. ^d. ; 3 feet wide, 4^. grf.

From Mr. F. Saunders, Gardoie? to

Sir Wm. Miles, Bart., Leigh Court,
Bristol, October 23, 1874.

" Sir,—I have much pleasure in saymg
the Wall Coping you erected here in
April, 1872, has given the greatest satis

faction. Many of the Peach trees, at
that time apparently worthless, are now
in full vigour, and have borne extra-

ordinary crops this season, the fruit being
unusually fine, and of excellent flavour.

I have recommended it to several gentle-
men, who, I believe, will give it a trial."

PATENT PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
Glazed

riftei

Patent) without putty

Price— Including two wood ends to each length.

Long. Wide. I Long. Wide.
6 feet by 2 feet .

.

. . ^i 10 012 feet by 3 feet
12 feet by 2 feet .. .. 2 15 o 6 feet by 4 feet
6 feet by 3 feet .

.

. . 2 2 o | 12 feet by 4 feet

CUCUMBER OR MELON FRAMES.
Glazed w ith 21 oz. glass (under W. Parham s Patent) without putty.

Price—Complete with ij^-inch red deal sides, and 2-inch lights.

Long. Wide. I Long. Wide.
4 feet by 6 feet, i light .. £1
8 feet "by 6 feet, 2 lights . . 3

12 feet by 6 feet, 3 lights . . ^

THE COWAN COMPENSATING HEATING COMPANY, LIMITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's valuable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
In most Cases it SAVES the ENTIRE COST of FUEL. I 3. No Nigit Attendance is required.

The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any ^^ T\i.&re, is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced,
other System. I

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen

in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby ; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,

the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones
Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :

—

" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in

use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided

success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will

prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your
Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return ; by the

old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. I find our chalk is of an inferior

quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating

Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE" AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBURY, BANK, LONDON, E.C
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Established 1S56.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
'ILLIAM H. HONEY'S

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
any mineral oil.

w
To Burn Kerosene <

ifort four hours

)u beyond
at a cost of one penny
They require no attentic

replenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses,
tories, halls, bed-rooms, &c.
They will not injure the n

exotics, nor are they in

injurious to the health.

Prices, in block tin, 30.

505. Copper, with glass,

and heat. 55^. Either w
receipt of Post-olTice Order.

To be seen in operation at

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET, W.

Catalogue free. No agents appointed.

. give light

TRIAL OF HOT-WATER BOILERS.

Winter is tlic Season to Test tlie Effieicncy of

a Hat-Water Apparatus.

At the Pine-Apple Nursery the Hot-Water

Apparatus, on the " One Boiler System," is

allowed to be the most perfect of any in the

World. The Hothouses are equal to 3000 feet

in length, and the Winter Garden Conservatory

is 100 feet by too feet. The Hot Water
circulates through 12,700 feet of Cast Iron Pipe.

Gardeners are most respeetfully invited to

Visit and Inspect tlie whole.

THE
PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,

32, MAIDA VALE, EDGWARE ROAD,
ST. JOHN'S WOOD, W.

TIE THAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trnde ;

upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).
Seep. 666, lS'j.^,Gardcners' CJironicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 187:

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every ARriciiltural County in England.

Eor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,
71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

STEVEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle. Staffordshire.

GALVANISED -WROtrGHT IRON

FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS,
For tlie Purpose of Training Fruit Trees

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM,
and as recommended by Mr. W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new

work, " The Parks. Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the

walls are not injured and no harbour is afforded to small insects

The Tying of the Fruit Trees s effected in one hfth of the time

required by the old system The arrangement is so simple that

It can easily be appl ed to any Walls b> inexperienced hands

No. 900. 4J-. per doz.

galvanise:) \\ \I I WTS f,J per dozen.

GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS, js.perdoz.

GALVANISED WIRE. 2S. 6,/. and 3J. per 100 yards.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS, with full particulars of the above,

and of FIITIISIGS for ESPALIER TRAINERS, on very
il principles, free on application to

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, EC

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, .which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

^|^_ to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

ted for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37 III I I' W LLL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.

No. 46<z. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49^. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and S4<i. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54i. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Esse.-i.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 39J. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for CoiUng up Long Lengths of Hose for

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &o., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES'
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS.
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c Particulars taken in any part of tht Country. Ptans and Estimates fumislud.

ILLUSTRATED OATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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THE FKENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, &C.,

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.
"^^^^^^^^SS^,
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J. G. SMEATON & CO.,

Borticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT. WATER AND STEAM.HEATING
ENGINEERS, b-c,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Estimatesfor every Description of Horticultural

Structure, Consultations in all parts of tlte Kingdom,

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

w. H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Bu LDER F nsb ry S e-im Jo ne y Wo ks

121 Bunh II Row London E t

H
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SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d., Post Free 4(1.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

Office : 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

rPHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
-•- ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London

Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and

HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 'id., Post Free 4.d.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BURVENICH, E. PYN.4EKT, E. RoDIGAS, and H. J. VaN
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 105. per annurn.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
Uustrated.

Free by post for se

Office, 171, Fleet Str

ORTICULTURE.—The following Works
(by Thom.\s Rivers) may be had by post at the prices
quoted :

—

THE ORCHARD HOUSE ; or the Cultiva-
tion of Trees in Pots. Fifteenth Edition. 31. 6if.

THE MINIATURE FRUIT GARDEN ;

containing Directions for Root Pruning, &c. Seventeenth
Edition. 3^-.

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE; con-
taining the Historyand Culture of Roses. Tenth Edition. 4^.

THOiWAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

T/iis Month will be Published a New and
greatly Enlarged Edition of

GORDON'S PINETUM:
Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present known,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY,
and SYNONYMS,

Comprising a considerable number of New and
Undescribed Kinds

;

With elaborate Indexes of both Scientific and
Popular Names.

In One Volume, Svo, Cloth, Price iSj.

*,* The former Edition, now extremely
scarce, was published at ids., the Supplement
at 6i'.,both of which are included in the present
with considerable additions.

London :

HENRY G. BOHN,
18, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

A NEW VOLUME COMMENCES IN JANUARY.

THE FLORIST AND POMOLOGIST
A PICTORIAL MAGAZINE OF GARDENING.

Monthly Is. ; Annual Subscription 12s., or Free by Post, 13s.

Two finely Coloured Plates issued with each Number.

Established as the '^Florist" in 184S.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is a Popular Monthly Magazine of Gardening in all its Departments.
It supplies the class of information required by Garden Amateurs, as well as by Professional and Com-
MEKCiAL Gardeners. It keeps its readers informed as to the Novelties which may interest them, and instructs

them as to the best forms of Garden Practice.—The subjects for the Coloured Plates are selected with the

greatest care, and the drawings are made by the leading Floral and Botanical Artists ;
while as the Letterpress

is contributed by some of the most distinguished Practical and Scientific Horticulturists of the day, the sound
practical character of the information contained in its pages is assured.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST may be obtained through any Bookseller or Newsagent, or direct from
the Publisher,

Mr. EDWARD H. MAY, 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS,
Published ey

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.
Price Fourpence j Post Free, Fourpence-Halfpenny.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
gives Weekly Reports of the Metropolitan and chief

Country Corn and Meat Markets ; Manure and Seed Markets :

AVool, Coal, Hop, Hay, and Vegetable Markets, and the Cheese
Markets of Derbyshire, Somersetshire, Cheshire, and Glasgow.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Tenant Farmer's Journal, and has published, during

the past year. Contributions and Communications from Land-
lords and Tenant Farmers in fifty-six Counties in England,
Scotland, and Ireland.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Weekly Reporter of the proceedings of all Agri-

cultural Societies, and has during the past year reported the

Meetings and Discussions of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
the Bath and West of England and Southern Counties Agri-
cultural Association, the Yorkshire and all other County Agri-

cultural Societies, Chambers of Agriculture, and Farmers' Clubs.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Weekly Illustrated Agricultural Journal, and has

published during the past year nearly 500 Engravings, in-

cluding Woodcuts of Agricultural IVIachines, Portraits of

Noteworthy Agriculturists, Plans of Cottages and Farm
Buildings, Portraits and Diagrams of Particular Cattle, Sheep,
and Pigs, Illustrations of Colonial Agricultural Life Illustra-

tions of Plants, Drawings of Veterinary and other subjects.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Record also of Foreign Agricultural Progress, and

has published Periodical Communications from its Correspond-
ents in Foreign Countries, in Australia, the United States,

Canada, France, Germany, Hungary, Austria, South America,

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
contains Weekly Articles and Reports, Illustrated when

necessary, relating to the Poultry Yard, the Forester, the Bee-
keeper, the Garden, the Household, and the Weather.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a full Record of all Matters relating to the Shorthorn

Breeder and Live Stock generally ; and, during 1S74, it has
published Reports of the Herds and Flocks at Holker, Underley,
Audley End, Havering, Lightburne. Witham-on-the-Hill,
Killerby. West Dereham. Wexford, Kingsfort, Wateringbury,
Weeting Hall, Carlton Court, Dunmore, Warlaby, Steyning,
Taverham Hall, Hove, near Brighton, County Cork, &c.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Journal of Veterinary Practice and Experience, and

has coiitained during 1S74 weekly articles by its Veterinary
Editor, besides frequent reports from Veterinary Inspectors at

the leading Live Stock Markets.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the strenuous advocate of Security for the Capital

employed in Cultivation, the Removal of Restrictions upon the
Cultivator, the promotion of Professional Agi-icultural Educa-
tion, and the increased acknowledgment of the commercial
principle along with good neighbour-hood, as properly regulat-

.i__ r._i_. l; r T—ii__j -^^ Tenant and of Master

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a record of the Progress and Improvement of the Agri-

cultural Machine Manufacture, and has published, during 1874,
Illustrated Reports of the following Agricultural Machine fac-

tories :—Messrs. Howard, of Bedford ; Messrs. Clayton & Shut-
tleworth, of Lincoln ; Messrs. Ashby, Jeffery & Luke, of
Stamford ; Messrs. Aveling & Porter, of Rochester ; Messrs.
Barford & Perkins, of Peterborough ; Mr. Boby, of Bury
St. Edmunds ; Messrs. Burgess & Key, of Brentwood ; Messrs.
Carson & Toone, of Warminster; Messrs. Cottam, of London ;

Messrs. Denings, of Chard ; Messrs. Garrett & Sons, of Sax-
mundham ; Messrs. Hornsby & Son, of Grantham ; Mr. Le
Butt, of Bury St. Edmund's; Messrs. Marshall & Co., of

Gainsborough; Messrs Nicholson, of Newark; Messrs. Page
& Co., of Bedford ; Messrs. Samuelson & Co., of Banbury;
Messrs. Reeves & Co., of Westbury ; Messrs. Ruston, Proctor

& Co.. of Lincoln ; Messrs. Tuxford & Co., of Boston : Messrs.

Woods, Cocksedge & Co., of Stowmarket ; Messrs. Barnard &
Bishop, of Norwich ; the Bristol Waggon Co., and the Reading
Agricultural Implement Co.

T^
HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE

is a Weekly Record of the Progress of Agricultural
Science, and has during the past year published commu-
nications from Professor Baldwin, of Dublin ; Professor

G. T. Brown, of the Veterinary Department of the Privy .

Council: James Caird, C.B. ; J. A. H. Caird ; W. Car-
rirthers, F.R.S. , Consulting Botanist to the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England: J. Bailey-Denton: H. Evershed

;

Dr. J. H. Gilbert, F.R.S. : James Howard, of Bedford;
H. Kains-Jackson ; H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S., Secretary to the
Royal Agricultural Society of England ; W. Bence Jones ; the
late Lord Kesteven ; J. B. Lawes, F.R.S. ; the late Lord
George Manners. M.P.

; J. J. Mechi ; Rev. W. J. Pope ;

J. P. Sheldon, of Derbyshire ; W. Smith, of Woolston

;

Augustus Voelcker, Ph.D., F.R.S., Consulting Chemist to
the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and to the Bath
and West of England Society ; R. Warrington, F.C.S. ; Rev.
G. Wilkins, of Wi.v ; Willoughby Wood ; Professor Wrightson,
and many others.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
of i875_ will continue to Report, with promptitude and

care, all Agricultural Markets, Society Meetings, and Agri-
cultural Machine Improvements. It will contain weelfely

Articles from Correspondents in England, Scotland, Ireland,

and Foreign Countries. It will contain Illustrated Reports of
all matters connected with our Live Stock, our Plants, our
Poultry, Bees, Gardens, &c. It will contain articles descriptive
of Estates, Farms, Herds, and Flocks. It will contain weekly
articles on the Social Relations, the Sciences, the Business
Transactions, the Practical Details of Agriculture. It professes
no Party Politics, but it will not hesitate to discuss any subject
affecting the position or relations of those whose Professional
Organ it desires to be. It will be found absolutely Independent,
excepting only of such rules as govern honourable

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
VOLUME for 1S74

Can be had at 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C,
Price £i 2s.

It contains an unequalled Agricultural History of an eventful
agricultural year, and a large quantity of information of perma-
nent agricultural interest.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.
Published by

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.
Price Fourpence ; Post Free, Fourpence-Halfpenny.
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fJIHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, January 9. 1875,

Original Articles on Judging of Live Stock—Economy of

Hay and Roots—Tenant Right—Parasitic Diseases of

Stock (Illustrated)-A Horseshoe for Frost—Poultry Feed-

ing for January—Who Invented Octagon Hives ?—Gravel
Walks— Potatos—Acklom's Carcase Vans (rUustrated)

—

The Working of the Irish Land Act—Agricultural Notes on

1874—The Late Mr. Edward Holland—The Earl of Lons-

dale's Prize Shorthorn Ox (with Portraits)—Common Law
for Farmers—Shorthorns at Holker Hall—The Farming of

the Future—The Panton Herd, &c.

HuMF. AND Foreign Correspondence on Weaning Calves

—The Mangel Crop—Cattle Feeding—Cheap Steam and

Dear Horse-Power—The Shorthorn Herd Book— Destitute

Parents—The Earth Closet in the United States-Swine in

Hungary—Canadian Prize Implements, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers* Clubs, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—The Beekeeper—The

Garden of the Farm—The Weather—Reports of Markets

—Notices of Books, &c.

Price 4f/. ; post free, A,%d. Published by William Richards,

at the Office. 7. Catherine Street. Strand, W.C.

In Imperial 8vo, printed on fine toned paper, with Eleven
Illustrative Plates,

THE NATURAL PRINCIPLES of
LANDSCAPE GARDENING. Post-free 7^. 0^., from

Joseph ForSVTH Johnson, Landscape Gardener, and Curator

of the Royal Botanic Gardens. Belfast.

SIMPKIN AND MARSHALL, London ; Mr. JOHN
HEYWOOD. Manchester.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 55. , cloth,

TEN YEARS of GENTLEMAN FARM-
ING at Elennerhasset, with Co-operative Objects. By

W, Lawson. C. D. Hunter. F.C.S., and others.

London : LONGMANS .i.nd CO.

Price 6(/. monthly.

THE GARDENER; a Magazine of Horti-
culture and Floriculture, containing Original Articles

by some of the principal Practical Gardeners of the Day.
Edited by David Thomson, author of " Handy Book of the

Flower Garden," " Handy Book of Fruit Culture," &c.

The Number for January contains : Stokeholes, Boilers. &c.
(\vUH Illustration)—Ornamental Trees and Shrubs—About
Plant Growing : Size of Pots—Stove Plants for Exhibition-
Gardening Fashions—French Bean Forcing—Notes on Cymbi-
dium—A few Cattleyas worth Growing—Large Bunches of
Grapes—Notes on New and Rare Ferns—Hints for Amateurs :

January—Potatos and Rotation of Crops—^Gossip about Plants
—Popular Greenhouse Plants—-Judging. &c., at Horticultural
Shows—Pearson's Golden Queen Gmpe—Plants for Tabic
Decoration—Raisin de Calabre and other Late Grapes—Winter
Use of Hardy Succulents—Obituary—Calendar—Notices to

Correspondents.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, 37, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C. ; and 45, George Street, Edinburgh.
Orders received by all Booksellers.

Notice.

ENLARGEMENT of "THE COUNTRY."
—Owing; to the rapidly-increasing demands upon the space

of THE COUNTRY, a Journal of Rural Pursuits, the Pro-
prietors have determined to permanently enlarge the paper to

thirty-two pages weekly, without extra charge.
The Journal contains Articles, News, and Reports upon

Fishing, Shooting, the Kennel, the Stable. Natural Science,
Travel, Emigration, Farming, Gardening, Cage Birds, Bees,
Poultry. Pigeons, Rabbits, Cricket, Racing, Athletics, Aquatics.
Golf, Tennis, Billiards, and other sports, and illustrations are
frequently given.

The enlargement will take place with the commencement of
the Fourth Volume, on January 7. Subscriptions : Quarterly.
sj. 8(/.; Half-yearly, ^s. i,d.: Yearly, \os. 3d., post-free. The
present is the best possible time to begin a subscription.

Office: 32, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, a PARTNER, or a FLORIST
NURSERY to be DISPOSED of, containing five new

Houses, all heated with Hot-water Pipes and stocked with the
choicest of Florist Plants for Cut Blooms, &c.; Dwelling-house
attached. Nineteen years Lease unexpired. Distance seven
miles from London. For further particulars direct to

W. H.. Gardeners Ckroticle Office, W.C.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKMAN, for
a small Country Nursery in Lancashire, Co take Charge

and act in absence of Proprietor. IMust understand Budding
and Grafting and all Nursery-work. Not particular to age, but
to sobriety.—WILLIAM TROUGHTON, Seedsman, Preston,
Lancashire.

Wanted, a gardener, to take charge
of a London Square Garden. Wages 25J. a week.

—

Apply, by prepaid letter, with references, to D. D. , Mr.
Procter's, 8g, Chiswell Street, E.C.

Wanted, a gardener (Single-
handed), able to Milk.—State references, &c., by

letter, to GARDENER, Messrs. J. F. Reid & Nephew's
Advertisement Office, 14, George Street, Mansion House, EC.

WANTED, a good GARDENER and
WIFE, to live in the house ; active, industrious, and of

good character. Good wages to competent, intelligent persons.
—Full particulars to C. C, The Beacon, West End Lane. N.W.

WANTED, a WORKING LANDSCAPE
GARDENER, able to prepare Plans, and willing to

fill up his time in the Nurserv. Applicants to state experience
and wages required.—FISHER, HOLMES, and CO.,
Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

WANTED, Man and Wife ; the former as
UNDER GARDENER, able to Drive, and make him-

self generally useful ; the latter as good pUain COOK. Both
to board in tnc house.—Address, stating age, wages, &c., Mrs.
HUDSON. Crowhorough, Sussex.

wANTED, a first-class PROPAGATOR,
;cially for New and Choice Plants, also a general
if Stove and Ilard-wooded Plants. Must also be

Upper HolIoway.N.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR, chiefly for
Soft-wooded Plants, and to take Charge of Four Green-

houses, Florist Flowers, &c.-.-Apply. stating reference and
wages required, to H. ADDISCOIT, Nurseryman. Exeter.

Nursery Foreman.

WANTED, for a Provincial Nursery of
6 acres, a thoroughly reliable FOREMAN. Must be

well versed in all departments of the profession, steady, and
industrious.—Apply, by letter, giving references, and stating
wages expected, to H. J., The Lawson Seed Company, 106,
Southwark Street, London, S. E.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a good, active,
energetic, methodical, steady, sober, and industrious

Man, who has a good knowledge of Out and Indoor Nursery
Work, and who can Grow Pot Plants and Vines well ; also take
the general Management of Men, under the Master. A good
Penman requisite.—Apply, stating terms, to JOHN SCOTT,
Merriott, Somerset.

WANTED, a MAN who thoroughly under-
stands Growing for Covent Garden, Hard and Soft-

wooded Plants. Wages ^os. a week.—Apply, by letter, stating

age, references, &c., H. J. ROSE, Oak Hill Nursery, Surblton,

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, a thoroughly
energetic and experienced young Man, who understands

the Retail Trade in all its branches. Good character indispens-
able.—Apply, stating terms, references, age, &c. , to Messrs.
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre, near Hereford.

WANTED, a young MAN in the Houses,
where Fruit and Flowers are grown for Market. Wages

jCi per week.—Personal application only at the Office, Mr,
WRIGHT, Ducie Road. Lee, Kent, S.E.

To Florists' Assistants.

WANTED, an active, industrious young
Man as SECOND HAND : also a young LADY, in

the Cut Flower Department. Good salary to competent hands.
—Apply, by letter, stating age. reference, and salary, to
W. HOOPER, Florist and Seedsman, 88, O.-iford Street, W.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, to
Work in the Garden and attend to one Cow. Wages

171. per week.—G. WHEELER, The Gardens, St. John's
Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W.

WANTED, in the Country, near London, a
married MAN, without family, to look after Horse,

Cow, and Garden, and to make himself generally useful. Wages
£t per week, and free cottage.—Apply by letter to R. I.,

r, Basinghall Street, E.C.

BS. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise
• Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N., is in WANT

of a JUNIOR CLERK.—Address, in firs
"

handwriting, stating age, e.xperience, &c.

WANTED, a Man as CARPENTER,
PAINTER, &c., in a Gentleman's Establishment; he

must have held a similar situation previously. A permament
situation to a steady, honest, deserving Man. Wages 24J. a
week, with a rise.—Apply, with copies of testimonials, to R,
GREENFIELD, The Priory, Warwick.

WAN T PLACES.
To Gardeners In 'Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Conjpany,
Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head). — Has a thorough
knowledge of the profession, and has been for the last

eight years in three Noblemen's places, where Early and Late
Forc'mg of all kinds of Fruits, Plants, &c. , has been extensively
carried on.—H. W. P., Post Office, Putney, Surrey, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married,
one child ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of Pines,

Vines, Peaches, &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Hot and
Cool Orchids, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Meadow Land,
and Stock.—J. ASKHAM, Joldw'ynds, Wotten, Dorking,

GARDENER (Head).—Robert Sowerby,
Jun., for the last nine years Head Gardener to Sir

G. O. Wombwell, Bart., Newburgh Park, Yorkshire, is at
liberty to take the Management of a first-class Establishment.
First-class reference.—Long Street, Easingwold, Yorkshire.

/r:iARDENER (Head).—Married ; under-
VJ stands the Management of Vines, Pines, Peaches, Melons,
Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, Good character from present and previous
employers.—C. H., The Gardens, Maindiff Court, Abergavenny,
Monmouthshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Has a thorough
knowledge of Fruit, Flov/er, and Kitchen Gardening,

Woods and Pastures, Building Rockwork and Ferneries. Four-
teen years in last situation.—WM. ADCOCK, 124. Sandring-
ham Road, Dalston, London, £.

GARDENER (Head), where iwn ,„ three
are kept.— Age 30, married, two ^1 ' ! 1 nials

extending over twelve years in good > ! Nuling
upwards of three years as Head Gardcii'-i m 1. 1 ,1 , will
be submitted to any Lady or Gentleman rcqunint; llie services
of the above. Persons in want of a thoroughly trustworthy and
efficient Man would not, in this case, be disappointed.—A. B.,
71, Wellington Road, Forest Gate. E.

GARDENER (Head, W0RKiNG).--Age 29,
married

; thoroughly understands Early Forcing, Grapes,
Peaches, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and Stove and
Greetihouse Plants. Three and a half years' character.

—

E. W., Post Office, Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Has a
thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches,

including all kinds of Fruit and Plant Houses, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, and Early and Late Forcing, Seventeen
years" practice.—J. HANKINS, i, Wilton Cottage. Grove

GARDENER (Second), in a good Establish-
ment.—Age 23; understands Vines, Pines. Cucumbers.

Melons, Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Nearly eleven
years' ^ood character from present and late employer.—J. S.,
Maindiff Court Gardens, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire.

GARDENER (Under), or FOREMAN in
a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden, where three or

four more are kept. —Age 20. Good reference.—W. E.

,

44, Mornington Crescent, Hampstead Road, N.W.

ARDENER (Under), or JOURNEY-
MAN, in a large Establishment.—Age 21. Can be well

recommended.—W. B., Post Office, Tamworth.
G
GARDENER and STEWARD.—Respect-

able. Nine years with present employer.—W. T. H.,
29, Bernard Street, Southamption.

ROPAGATOR.—Fifteen years' experience
in Roses. D.ahlias, Bedding Plants, &c. Good Packer.—W. L., 16, Winchester Street, Salisbury, Wilts.

ROPAGATOR, &c.—Middle-aged
;

thoroughly understands Propagating, and ha

Highgate'Hill, N.
-C. A., "48, Brunswick Road,

PROPAGATOR (first-class) and PLANTS-
MAN, principally Soft-wooded ; also well up in the

Management of A2aleas, Camellias. Vines for fruiting in pots,
&c. First-class reference.—W. B., West-End Cottage, West-
End, Mortlake, Surrey, S.W.

PROPAGATOR or FOREMA N.—
Thoroughly understands Hard and Soft-wooded Plant.s.

Good reference as to abilities. —A. B., 12, Croydon Road^
Penge, Surrey,

FOREMAN. — Age 27 ; thoroughly
acquainted with the profession in all its branches.

Twelve years' experience. Good testimonials.—C. J. G., The
Furlong, Warminster, Wilts.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 26 ; understands Vineries, Stove and

Greenhouses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good
lal.—J. L., Maindiff Court Gardens, Abergavenny,

sHOPMAN.—Age 26. Nine years in the
London Tr.ade. Good references,—J. £., 41, Roupell

Street. Cornwall Road, London, S.E.

SHOPMAN, or WAREHOUSEMAN, in a
Seed Establishment.—Eight years' e.xperience. Good

references.—D. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

To tlie Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND SHOPMAN.—
Age 26. Eleven years' experience. Good references.

—

G., Post Office, Kins Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

IMPROVER, in a Nursery.—Age 19. Three
years' experience.—Apply, stating wages, to W. H.,

Wickham Bishops, Essex.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works ;— EustonRoad, and Camden Town, London. N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,

Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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NEW POTATOS FOR i875

JOHN CATTELL
With the greatest confidence, recommends the following as something superior,

by himself from over 300 Seedlings, raised seven years since—special attention

those only with moderately strong growing haulm, abundant croppers, very

flavour. The constitution of all is good, resisting the attacks of disease

varieties, and as store kinds they cannot be surpassed, yet equally good at

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell).

A medium early

variety, with mode-

rately strong growing

haulm ; tubers of a

medium useful size
;

very handsome in

shape ; eyes nearly

level with the surface
;

they having been selected

having been paid to select

white, floury, and superior

better than many other

ing time.

very white, floury, and

excellent flavour.

Received. First-class

Certificate from Royal

Horticultural Society,

September 10, 1874.

Price, per 7 lb., ts.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell).

A second early

kind, moderately strong

growing haulm, very

productive, and large

handsome tubers
;

white, floury, and fine

flavour.

Price, per 7 lb., /i,s.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell).

This is also a second early variety, with moderately strong growing haulm
;
good cropper,

very white, floury, and fine flavour. Price, per 7 lb., 4j'.

A few of each having been placed in the hands of Gardeners for trial, the following is the opinion expressed by them :—

Mr. F. Bridger. Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord De L'Isle, Penshiirst Phue.
states:— " I find Eclipse Potato floury, white, and flavour exquisite ; cannot be better.
Reliance, very floury and white ; a first-rate Potato

;
good in all its points."

Mr. H. Wood, Gardener to W. Tipping, Esq., Brastcd Park, states that^
•' Eclipse IS very white and floury ; a most splendid Potato. Advancer, white and
floury, with a very fine flavour. Reliance, very white and floury ; a most splendid
Potato

; I can recommend it as first-class."

Mr. Bolton, Gardener to W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Combe Bank, Sundridpe,
states that—'' Eclipse Potato is mealy, white, and good flavour. I consider it fit for

any gentleman's table. Reliance, very mealy and good flavour."

Mr. J. E. Rose, Gardener to J. Kitchin, Esq., Z)«;Mrf<j/« .•—" The three samples
of Potatos you sent me for trial are by far the finest quality I have ever eaten,

especially Eclipse ; they are like balls of flour, very white, and a splendid flavour. I

think they cannot fail to give satisfaction on every gentleman's table."

NURSERY AND SEED ESTABLISHMENT, WESTERHAM, KENT.

Sole Wholesale Agents in London—

MBSSBS. HUEST & SON, 6, LEADENHALL STBBET.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The Editor : " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

J w,"
by WILLIAM RicHAKDS^ at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Agnew. & Co., Lombaid Street, Precinct of Whltefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

d William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satukdav, January 0, 1875.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glas£OW.
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Importaxit Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

P'O R E IG N SUBSCRIBERS
-* dr.' PARTICULARLY REQUESTED, ivlufl SCttdiitg Pcst 0_^ice

Orders thniigh the PoH Office, to Advise tlw Publisher that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders should he made payable at the King
Street Office, Coreul Garden, London, JV.C.

T
Tbe " Qaxdenera' Cliroiiicle " In America.
HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold,

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the tim

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :-Messrs. M. COLE and CO., Drawer No. i

Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia ; ar

Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

Notice to Subscribers.

n^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
J- may be had DIRECT from the OFFICE, on payment
IN ADVANCE at the following rates, including postage to any
part of the United Kingdom :

—

Three Months .. 51. ii%d. \ Six Months ,. iii. nrf.
Twelve Months . . £,1 3^. ick/.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION.
£,1 6j, for 12 Tnonths, including postage to—

Australia I Canada I Jamaica I West Indies
Belgium | France | New Zealand

| United States
j^l lOJ. i^d./or 12 months^ includingpostage to—

Austria I Holland I Portugal I Spain
China

|
India | Prussia | Switzerland

£i l+i. Zd.for 12 months, including postage to—
Russia

] Italy
|

Denmartc
Post Office Orders to be made payable toWilliam Richards

at the King Street Post Office.
'

Offio I, Wellington Street, W.C.

CLAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW, AUGUST 10,
1875.—Amount oftered, L^^l. Prizes for 8 Flowering Plants^
6 Fine Foliaged Plants, and 6 Ferns, {,t,. Schedules ready by

New Catalogues.

"P)OWNIE AND LAIRD, 17, Frederick
-i—' Street, Edinburgh, beg to intimate that their CATA-
LOGUES of AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS
ROSES, GLALIOLI, &c., are now published, and may be had
tree on application.

Buttons' Complete Collections of Seeds
OR THE NOBLEMAN'S GARDEN,

105J. and 635. each. Carriage Free.F
FOR THE GENTLEMAN'S GARDEN,

42^. and 31^. 6</. each . Carriage Free.

"POR THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN,
-^ 2IJ'. (Carriage Free) and 15^. each.

FOR the COTTAGER'S~and ARTIZAN'S
GARDEN -Price, for a Single Collection, 21. M.

;

I dozen and under 5 dolmen, 28*. per dozen ; 20 dozen and over
25f. per dozen. Particulars on application.

'

U T T O N AND SONS,
The Queen's Seedsmen,

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,
Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur. Three First-

class Certificates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-
tions, &c. , see large advertisement at p. 6g of this week's Gar-
deners' Chronicle.

HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New. Rare, and
Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c.

,
post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

Fruits Cultivated In tbe United Kingdom.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knowelield

iries, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

A
E. WILSON SERPELL

(late Pontfy),
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Plymouth.

SEMPERVIVUM BOLLI^ \s. 6d. and
2S. 6,i. per packet.

WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT
FLOWSRS.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Nrnvood Nursery, Beverley.

Roses. Fruit Trees, fee.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending
purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

OSES. — Illustrated CATALOGUES on
applicalion to

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

UBEROSES.— To the Trade. Splendid
(Jiiality, Now ready.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London. W.C.
T
BARTO, VALLE AND CO., have just

received, in good condition, their DOUBLE ITALIAN
TUBEROSE ROOT.S. 3^. 60'. per dozen.

21, Haymarket, W.C.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs piu-chasing really first-
class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

FOR SALE, about 100,000 transplanted
QUICK ; and about 100,000 2-yr. seedling QUICK. For

sample and price, apply to

LEWIS ROLFE, West Row, by Soham, Sufli>lk.

QUICK, QUICK.— About One Million of
Feast's celebrated, transplanted, Fen-grown WHITE-
THORN QUICK for Sale. For Prices applyDAWBARN BROTHERS, 8, Bury Court, St. Mary A.\e

City, E.G.

w'ANTED, HOLLY BERRIES. State
quantity, with lowest price.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.wANTED, MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
Send samples and price per looo to

sssrs. CRANSTON and MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

wANTED, 10,000 transplanted CRAB
STOCKS, strong.

ROBERT F. DARBY, The Cirencester Nurseries.

T\7'ANTED, 1000 Variegated ELDERS,
» » 2 to 4 feet, or higher ; must be strong plants. State

lowest price to
JOSEPH ROBSON and SON, Bank Foot Nurseries,

Hexham, Northumberland.

WANTED, strong transplanted LARCH,
3 to 3 J^ feet ; ASH, 3 to 4 feet.

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nu
Hereford.

WANTED, LARCH FIRS, ij to 2 feet, and
2 to 3 feet. Samples and price to

JOHN PERKINS and SONS, 52. Market Square.
Northampton.

P O T A T O S. —Wanted to purchase —
-*- Hundredfold Flukes, American Early Rose, Early
Fortyfolds, and Bath Kidney. State price per ton to
D. B. AND SON, 16, Queen's Crescent, Haverstock Hill,

London, N.W.

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having been
SUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

FLORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES,
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO.,

who give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterling

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

Now Ready,

CARTER'S VADE MECUM, the hand-
somest Catalogue of the year, containing five new

coloured Illustrations, and nearly 200 Drawings of the Best
Vegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price ir.
, post free. Gratis to customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and
23S, High Holborn, London, W.C.

To the Trade.
pARTER'S WHOLESALE CATALOGUEVV of new and choice Vegetables, Flower Seeds, Potatos.

published. A duplicate copy will be

applii
yet have received >

JAMES CARTER, DUNNF.TT and BEALE, 237, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

To the Trade.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS. — A fresh
_
importation of the Seed of this well known valuable Gum

tree, just arrived, in good condition. Quantity very limited.

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street , E.C.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, loo
cuttings sent post-free for ^s. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-
bedding plant^ever introduced

;
quite hardy.

Choice New Seeds for 1875.

SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS

)w ready, containing much useful information. Post free
pplication.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

w Flower Se eds.—To the Trade.
ENZEL BROTHER S' Wholesale
CATALOGUE of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS is

ready^and_will be forwarded post-free on applit

"VTEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,J- 10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery Woking

Surrey.

No Reasonable Offer Refused.

HORSE CHESTNUTS (looo), 5 to 6 feet,
ENGLISH OAK (1000), 4 to s feet, all well rooted.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

ARGE TREES, suitable for immediate
effect planted on Lawns, for Avenues, Sc. LISTS of

EWING AND CO., Nonvich.

L
T3EECH, 3 feet, very fine and well rooted,
^-^ 7s. 6d. per 1000.
WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilion Nurseries. Barnstaple. Devon.

Vines.

TjlRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
-L SONS have a large stock of strong, short-jointed, well-
ripened FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the
leading kinds. Prices on application.

The ' Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

pEACHES and NECTARINES (large),
-L 5 feet stems, trained for house, clean and healthy ; heads
from 8 to 9 feet through : full of fruiting wood ; were removed
last year. Names and price on application to

PERKINS AND SONS, Park Nursery, Coventr;-.

P LEN D I D NEW APPLE,
"LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING AND CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

s

Older Apples.
TflRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
A- SONS can supply extra strong Standard Cider Apples
best Normandy sorts. Size and Price on application.

The " Upton " Nm-series, Che;

A SPARAGUS, forcing.—Several thousand
-^i- fine strong crowns to be Sold, cheap. Price and parti-

R. FENNESSV and SON, Nurserymen, Waterford.

HENRY'S HYBRID LEEK, genuine, in
"- 'id packets, is. each ; the largest and hardiest Leek

DOWNIE . LAIRD, Edinburgh.

Seed Potatos.HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale Special
• Priced LIST of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and

will be forwarded, post free, on application. It mcludes ail the
best English and American sorts in cultivation, and the prices
will be found very moderate.

Seed Growing E.stablishment, Wisbech.

THE NEW AMERICAN POTATO,
THORBURN'S EARLY PARAGON.

Combining more superior qualities in a higher degree than
any of the early sorts of late introduction.

For Sale by all the leading London Seedsmen,
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, January 19, at half-

cast 12 o'clock precisely, first-class SPANISH, from Mr.

G H. Chilcott; COCHINS and DORKINGS, from Mr.

Gilbert : Dark and Light BRAHMAS, from Mr. Dowsett

:

and a variety of other cTioice POULTRY and PIGEONS from

the yards and lofts of well known breeders and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Trees, Shrubs, Bulbs, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden W.C, on WEDNESDAY, January 20, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a fine assortment of Dwan-
trained PEACHES, NECTARINES. PLUMS. PEARS, and

APPLES ; a great variety of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Roses,

Herbaceous Plants, Gladioli, Liliums, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilies, Seeds, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Govern Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, January 21, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 4500 magnificent Bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan in the finest possible con-

dition, being quite as plump and firm as English-grown Bulbs

;

also a quantity of other scarce Lilies, Brodia^a volubilis,

Hesperoscordium lacteum, &c : and a quantity of CEDRUS
DEODARA, and other CONIFEROUS SEEDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
Horticultural and Market Garden Auctioneers

and Valuers, gS, Gracechiu-ch Street, City, and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER and THRIPS,
&c. .ANTIDOTE.—So«(iyfrf«. See former advertisements.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, Sheffield.

RODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and General Commission Agent, 112, Fleet

Street, E.G.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, So.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Government Eml^atlon.
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—

Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age,

being FARMERS.POLICEMEN, MECHANICS, MINERS,
LABOURERS, and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS,
on payment of the following rates ;—Twelve years and not

exceeding forty, £^ loj.: one year and under twelve, ;£? 15^.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

O LET, a good and well-stocked FRUIT
and VEGETABLE GARDEN, near Canterbury ; excel-

lent soil and well supplied with water ; two forcing-houses and

commodious modern cottage, containing five rooms and offices.

Garden measures about i acre. Apply to

Miss HALES, Hales Place, Canterbury.

TO BE LET on Lease, or the Freehold
Sold, a NURSERY, containing several Houses of

modern construction, now supplying the Market with Cut

Flowers, and with good connectio

Apply for address, by letter.

Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.
W. DICKSON, Centrt

TO BE LET, about 30 Acres ofFREEHOLD
LAND, in the Parish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London, and
particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks

and a small stream running through the centre.

A. B. , .1^, Regency Square, Brighton.

TO BE BET or SOLD, a small Florist,

Seed, and Market Garden BUSINESS in Huntingdon-
shire. Stock cin be taken at a valuation. House attached.

Apply to D. ROSE, The Nursery, Ramsey, Huntingdonshire.

TO BE LET, or SOLD (on the South Coast),
a piece of LAND, loc by 175 feet, covered with Glass,

fitted with Hot-Water Apparatus throughout ; at the present

lime well stocked with Grapes, Pines, &c. Capitally adapted
for a Nurseryman,

T. P., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from tos. to 25.J. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and
Cattle. For PAMPHLET containmg full particulars respecting
this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London. W.. Architect to the Estate.

QEAKALE, extra strong, for forcing, %qs.

SEAKALE, strong, for forcing, 60^. per 1000.

SEAKALE, for planting, 30s. per 1000.

For cash with order, only.

R. LOCKE, Alexandra Nurseries, Red Hill, Surrey.

JOSEPH TREMBLE and SONS, Penrith,
Cumberland, have to offer :—50,000 fine selected Bay

LAURELS, Dwarf and Standard Portugal LAURELS, prices

furnished. E.\tensive NURSERY STOCK of all kinds,

FOREST TREES, unusually fine, and HEDGE PLANTS, at

special low prices.

New Roses for 1876,

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of the above to offer, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1874.

Ready early in March.
Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

Genuine Garden Seeds. . , ^ ^ , ,_
JOHN LAING'S Descriptive CATALOGUE

of VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, IMPLEMENTS, and GARDEN REQUISITES
for this season, is now ready, and will be sent post-free on

application.

Stansteaii Park and Rutland Park N
London, S.E.

1, Forest Hill,

OrcMds.

FOR SALE, a Collection of ORCHIDS,
numbering about seventy species or varieties, and about

200 plants. The plants are of medium size, and would constitute

a good nucleus for any one commencing the cultivation of these

plants. For price apply to

Mr. KINMONT, E.\otic Nursery, Canterbury.

OrcUds.

FOR SALE, a CHOICE COLLECTION,
the Property of a private Gentleman in Yorkshire. Cost a

few years ago (.^ia, will he sold for ;£so, as the Orchid-house is

wanted for another purpose. For particulars apply to

KERR AND FOTHERINGHAM, Nurserymen and Seeds-

men, Dumfries.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

diSFerent colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

LILIUM SZOVITZIANUM.—An importa-
tion of this extra fine Lily (rich citron colour, spotted

with black), has just arrived, in splendid condition. Price

according to size, 18^., 245., 30S., 40s., per dozen: 150J., 20a?., 250s.

per 100. Discount to the Trade. Please order immediately.

E. H. KRELAGE and SON, Horticultural Establishment,

Haarlem, Holland.

Notice to the Trade.

CULLINGFORD'S MAGNUM BONUM
PEA (Cutbush & Son's).

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are sending out this well proved

thoroughly first-class Pea, in sealed packets only.

Quarts, 2j. id. ; pints, li. td. Trade price on .application.
^

Firms ordering a supply \vill be advertised in the Gardeners

Chronicle of the 30th inst.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

NUTTING AND SONS having now posted
their Annual Wholesale GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL,

and FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE, and complaints being

made of non.delivery, any of their friends not having duly

received it, on application one shall be immediately forwarded.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.G.

VINES, e.xtra strong leading sorts, close-

jointed and well ripened : SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.
Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post frec-

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23. Market Place, Manchester.

SMITHERS AND CRICHTON beg to

inform their Customers that their Wholesale Trade

CATALOGUES have all been sent out. Should any not have

received a copy it will at once be forwarded, post free, on

appli
Wholesale Seed Warehouse,

chapel, London, E.

Commercial Street, White-

Home Grown Agricultural and Garden Seeda.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to

• make special offers to the Trade of their home-grown

choice selected stocks of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN
SEEDS of this season's growth. They have_ been harvested

ill very fine condition, and are quoted low in price.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, in pots,

for Forcing ; strong pyramids and bushes, in fine fruiting

condition.
ROSES(a choice selection) for Forcing or Greenhouse, strong

plants, in 6 and 8-inch pots.

STANDARD ROSES, very fine.

Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.—
(Great Eastern Railway.)

"P OSES.—Fine Standard and Half-standard
-LV Roses of the following Proved New Varieties now ready :

—Etienne Levet, Francois Michelon, Madame Maria Courtet,

Monsieur Claude Levet, Madame Hippolite Jamain (H.P.),

Souvenir John Gould Veitch, President Gr^vy, Niphetos,

Madame Hippolite Jamain (Tea), Souvenir Paul Neron,
Catherine Mermet ; and all the Old Varieties.

VERBENAS.—Fine Stock Plants of the leading

be supplied by
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &a.
The best material in which to grow the above is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price I.J. per bushel, or 6fi?. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000
bushels, by far the cheapest and best in Market. Free on

to rails. Price and sample on application. Tenders received.

H. WRIGHT, Fibre Merchant, 4, Peterborough Terrace,

King's Road, Fulham, S.W. _^„
COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000

bushels.—Wanted twelve Country Agents to whom H. W.
can consign a truck-load at a time, considerably under all other

Makers' prices, carriage paid.

H. WRIGHT, 4, Peterborough Terrace, King's Road,

Fulham, S.W.

Propagating

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this

season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

Ad. per bushel, delivered free to any Railway. Samples free.

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works, High St., Battersea, S.W.

TJASPBERRIES, Carter's Prolific, warranted
JLK) true ; 20,000 strong rooted Canes of this excellent sort

for Sale.

THOMAS LEWIS, Jail Lane, Cudham. Kent.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing, to be Sold,
cheap ; also many thousand FRUIT TREES, ROSES,

&c., in fine condition for removing. The land is required for

building.

J. WILLER, Rectory Nursery, Crystal Palace Road, East

Dubvich, S.E.

ROSES, ROSES, ROSES.—18,000 surplus
stock of Dwarf Roses, 6j. per dozen, 35^. per 100, ;^i5.

per 1000 ;
good strong plants, and true to name. Packages and

packing free. Discount to the Trade. Terms cash. List of

sorts post free on application.

C. ALLEN, Stone Hills Nursery, Heigham, Norwich.

HE ASPATRIA AGRICULTURAL
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY (Limited).

The Committee are prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS for

the supply of Agricultural Seeds for the coming season.

Quantities sold last year ;—100 quarters Perennials, 50 quarters

Italian, no cwt. Clover Seeds, 30 cwt. Turnip Seeds.

For further particulars apply to the Secretary,

Aspatria, Carlisle, January 9. HENRY THOMPSON.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS (Tasmanian
Blue Gum).—SEEDS of the Blue Gum, and other

Tasmanian and Australian Forest Trees and Shrubs, can be
obtained of

C. F. CRESWELL, Wholesale and Retail Seed Merchant,
Hobart Town, Tasmania ; or at his Branch Establishments,

478, George Street, Sydney. New South Wales ; and 37,

Swanton Street, Melbourne. Victoria.

Price LISTS sent giatis to any part of the World on application.

Coelogyne crlstata.

RS. YATES has pleasure in announcing
• that his CCELOGYNE are, as usual, very fine ; they are

just bursting into bloom. R. S. Y. has ten or twelve plants

with near 100 spikes, and 500 or 600 bulbs on each pot, a portion

of which he offers at Twenty-five Guineas each, for cash only.

He has a large stock of Plants from Three Guineas each.

Sale, December 28, 1S74.

Celosia pyramidalls plumosa.
TD S. YATES is now sending out SEED of
Jl V« his unequalled strain of the above. Many plants may
yet be seen here in gorgeous bloom, from which the Seed was
gathered. He warrants it true and ripe. Sealed packets, 3.J.

and 5^. each, on receipt of Post Office Order. R. S. Yates
possesses the entire stock (which is very limited) saved by him,

having none to dispose of to the Trade. A plant may be
inspected here yet in as brilliant plumage as it was four months
ago. The flowers were cut off the eight plants of Celosia exhi-

bited by him at the Pomona Palace for four days, placed in jars

'ater, and are yet perfectly fresh and brilliant.

Sale, December 28, 1874.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of

ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK. &c.
Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham

Green, London. W.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies s acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

THE GAINSBOROUGH SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
Dixon's X L Celery—Is. 6d. per packet.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON, Seed
fJ Grower and Merchant, Lord Street, Gainsborough, having
grown a quantity of this, one of the finest Red Celeries extant,
begs to offer it to those who are particularly fond of this

vegetable. It is very crisp and delicious, and a sort that when
once tried will be well appreciated, as it is very early and will

stand forcing better than any other variety.

The usual discount allowed to the Trade.
On account of the short crop of this Celery early orders are

requested.

J. E. DIXON, Seed Merchant, &c. , Lord Street, Gainsborough.

LADIOLI — GLADIOLI.
—Our AUTUMN CATALOGUE is now ready, and

contains all M. Souchet's (and others) NEW VARIETIES for

the present season. Also collections for Exhibition or general
purposes, all at the most reasonable prices consistent with good
bulbs. Delivered free in London, Edinburgh, or Glasgow.
LISTS, as usual, sent to all Gardeners and Amateurs free, on
application to Messrs. MERTENS and CO., Walbrook House,
Walbrook, London, E.C, or to ourselves, direct

—

ANT. ROOZEN and SON, Overveen, near Haarlem,
Holland.

Planting Season. 1874-76.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best
varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity
of SPECIMEN CONIFERS. HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

TheirNEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat ofAlexandria,
Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield
Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat, White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trentham Black, White Frontignan ; zj. dd. to 5^-. each ;

a few extra strong canes, 6j. (id.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.
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QTRONG FOREST TREES.
LARCH. 2 10 3, and s'l to 3^; feel.

SCOTCH, = 10 :i\i. 2% to 3, and ? to 3M f«t.

SPRUCE. .- 10 2;<. s'A to 3, and 3 to 4 fc".

OAKS. Kiifili^li. 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

The .-ibovc. with other sorts, arc all strong and good, and
there is a considerable quantity of each size on offer. Apply to

JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nurseries, near Stone, St.affordsliirc.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
,78s.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :—
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUH of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Ni

Hereford.

Special Offer to the Trade.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottenham Nurseries, Dedernsvaart, near Zwolle,

Netherlands, offers several thousand well-grown, transplanted.

Standard OAKS, from 12 to 14 feet, at i.r. 3^. each, franco
Rotterdam and Harlingen.
Maiden APPLES on Doucin, best varieties, guaranteed true

GUNNERA SCABRA, strong plants, 40s. per 100.

Samples can be seen at Mr. T. S. WARE'S, Hale Farm
, Tottenham, near London.

s,

To the Trade.
DYER can supply, in large quantities

LARCH. 2'/ to 3 feet, fine.

SCOTCH, ij< to 2 feet.

BEECH, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

OAK, English, transplanted, 8 to 10 feet,

MULBERRIES, Standards, very fine.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, Bridgwater.

R OBERT F. DARBY oilers :

SYCAMORES, 10 to 12 feet, fine trees for Avenue
or Park specimens.

NORWAY MAPLE, 8 to 9 feet.

HORNBEAM, 5 to 6 feet.

BEECH, 4 to 5 feet.

SPRUCE FIRS, 3 to 5 feet,

applli

The . C: Nu

Shaw House Nursery Grounds, Melbourne.

THE CLEARANCE SALE, belonging to
Mr. Robinson, will take place on TUESDAY, January 19.

The Stock consists of over 1500 fine HOLLIES, from 3 to 8
feet high : SCOTCH FIRS, 3 to 5 feet : OAKS, s to 8 feet :

SPRUCE, 4 to 7 feet; ALDERS, LIMES, ELMS, .and
BIRCH, 5 to 7 feet ; upwards of 200.000 QUICKS of various
growths : a large quantity of large healthy ASPARAGUS
ROOTS for forcing . VICTORIA RHUBARB ROOTS, for
transplanting ; STRAWBERRY ROOTS of the best market-
garden kinds. Melbourne. Jan. 6. 1S75.

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have received

a First-class Certificate :

—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6s. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell), price is. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 4s. per 7 lb.

The Set 12s. for cash with order. Trade price on appHcationT
See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardener!^

Chrotticle for January 9. 1875.
Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application
Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST AND

SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

NEW DWARF SILVER-VARIEGATED
GERANIUM, "LITTLE TROT. "—This very distinct

Geranium was raised by Mr. Davis, The .Cemetery, Maidstone,
and is placed in W. Potten's hands for distribution. The dwarf,
compact-branching habit of this variety, and its broad, clear
white margin, will make it invaluable for edging or panel work.
Its average height is about 6 inches. The flowers are a deep
scarlet. It has been admired by all who have seen it, and re-
ceived a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural
Society, August 29, 1874. W. P. can highly recommend this
Geranium as being one of the most distmct and useful varieties
of its class yet offered. It will be sent out the first week in
May, 1875. Price 21. (d. each, 241. per dozen ; the usual
discount to the Trade. Orders are now being booked, and will
be sent out in rotation at the above date.
WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst,

Staplehurst, Kent.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.T IMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,J—^ girting 4 to 3 Inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 ofthese fine Trees to select from

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet
HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to le feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, iS to 20 feet.—This new
variety of PopLar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring i3 10
22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery Wokin"
Surrey, S.W, ' °'

FGEE begs to offer as follows for cash
• withorders;—Splendid Double Scarlet BACCHEN'S

DAISIES,^ very early and sho\yy, 2^. per 100^., 15s. per 1000
Hen and Chicken do. , a curiosity, 2s. 6d. per 100, 20s. 6d. per
1000

:
Crown orVictoria do. , exceedingly large variegated flowers

¥iT?ffiJ?S' f- ^" ,'°°° '«=a'"''"l new flowering PYRE-IHKUMS, is. per doz., 40J. per roo, most gorgeous sprine
plant grown ; extra fine strong ASPARAGUS PLANTS fo?
forang, ^s. U. per 100 ; do. for planting, from 11. td to w
per 100. CABBAGE and CAULIFLOWER PLANTS &c'GOLDEN FEATHER PVRETHRUM, new seed u ner
pz. White SPANISH ONION, all new and genuin4,S. per
lb. Choice stocks of SEED POTATOS, and other seeds in
any quantities, cheap and good.
Seed and Nursery Establishment, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire

New and Genuine Seeds Only.

ISAAC B RUNNING AND CO. beg to
.announce that their Illustrated and Descriptive CATA-

LOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER, and FARM
SEEDS, containing a selection of the choicest novelties of the
season, together with the most approved older varieties, is now
re.ady. and will be forwarded gratis and post-free to all

applicants.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., The Yarmouth Seed
Establishment, i. Market Place, Great Yarmouth.

Carnations, Plcotees, and Finks.

TSAAC BRUNNING AND CO. beg to
J- announce thai they have this season a very fine and
extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong Plants of wliicli

are now ready for sending out. List of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated Seed CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of C:AR>fATIONS,
S;c., contains 6 pair of choice Show Carnations, 6 pair of choice
Show Picotees, re pair of Show Pinks, and 12 choice mixed
Carnations and Picotees for borders. Carriage and package free

on receipt of Post Office Order. Half the above quantities, 11 j.

Address, ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth
Nurseries.

Hollies, Rhododendrons, Forest Trees, jcc.

GFARNSWORTIl, The Nurseries,
» Matlock, begs to oftcr the following TREES, also other

NURSERY STOCK, at low rates :—
ASH, Mountain, 3 to 5 feet, 20s. per rooo.

FIR, Scotch, 15 inches to 2 feet, 16^.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i to 1J5' foot, 50J.

OAK, English, 3 to 5 feet, 25^.

PRIVET, Evergreen, 3 to 5 feet, 20s.

HOLLY, i-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, 25s.

QUICK, strong, 145.

HORNBEAM, 3 to 5 feet, 30J.

RHODODENDRONS, j-yr. seedlings, is.; 3-yr. and 3-yr.

bedded, 25^.: 8 to 12 inches, Soj.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 4 to 6 feet, 8j. per 100.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 2 to 3 feet, 8s.

POPLAR, Balsam, 6 to 8 feet, is.

LIMES, from layers, transplanted, 4 to 5 feet, i6s.
; 7 to 9

feet, 40s.

LAUREL, common, i to i.\i foot, is.; I'A to 2 feet, 9s.; 2

to 3^ feet, 14s.

ARBOR-VIT,e, Chinese, 2% to 3ii feet, ss. per dozen.
LAUREL, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet, Ss.

"PLANTING SEASON.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, ENGLISH OAK, and all other

Forest Trees.
QUICK, and all other Hedge Plants.
COVERT PLANTS in great variety
FRUIT 'TREES, including all the best and most esteemed

varieties—quarter of a million trees.

ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, the newest and best varieties—
100,000 to select from.

VINES, all the leading varieties in 2000 well ripened canes for

condition, with fine roots for safe removal.
Priced LIST and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.
fl^ The "Newton" Nurseries are within eight minutes'

walk, by the new road, from the Chester Railway Station.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS AND SON beg to offer
the following ;

—

BOX. Green, fine and bushy, ij^ to 2 feet, 12s. per 100.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA. i to ij< foot, zSs. per looo.
LAURELS, Common, 2^4 to 3 feet, 80s. per 1000.

,, Portugal, tl4 to 2 feet, 100s. per 1000.
OAK, English, fine Standards. 7 to 9 feet, 40J-. per 100. [1000.
PRIVET, Evergreen, strong, transplanted, 2 to 3 feel, i8s. per
YEW. English, fine, 2 to 2% feet, 255. per 100 : ditto, 25k to

3 feet, 35s. per 100,

BLACKTHORN, strong, transplanted, 14s. per 1000.
WHITETHORN or QUICK, strong, transp^nted, 8^. per 1000.
CURRANTS, Red, extra fine, 6as-. per 1000.

,, Black, extra fine, Sos. per 1000.
NECTARINES, fine dwarf^trained, 30^. per dozen.
ROSES, fine Standards, 3 to 4 feet stems, 70s. per 100; ditto,

2 to 3 feet stems, 6oi", per 100.

ROSES, (9 Manetti, 30^. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all
engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is oflFering. at very reduced prices, an
immense stock ; amongst other things the following may he
worth notice :

—

Spiraja palmata, by the

Rhododendrons, hybrid named,
with buds, I to 2 feet

,, Californian, with buds,

,, hybrid seedling, with
buds, I to 2 feet

Andromeda floribunda, flower-

ing, 1 to I J^ foot

Kalmia latifolia, bushy, 9 to
15 inches

Skimmia japonica, bushy, 9 to

15 inches
PIcea Nordraanniana, 4 to 6 feet

Arbor-vitK, American, 4 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8
feet

Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet

Berberis Darwinii, i to 3 feet

MahoniaAquifolia.gloisinches
Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual.

known

Elm, English and American,
3 feet

,. Black Italif

feet

Sycamore, purple and
gated, 6 to 10 feet

Laburnum, purple and
mon, 6 to 8 feet

Chestnut, Scarlet and c

Horse, 6 to 9 feet

Sorbus domestica andhybrida

3 feet

5 feet

Almondj fruiting, 6 t

Birch, silver, 8 to 14 leei

Thorn, Paul's new double
scarlet, 4 to 8 feet

ariety, 4 to 6Thon

Oak, English and Turkey, 6 to
8 feet

Special quotations for small 01

CLEMATIS, all the best known kind:
1000 QUINCE STOCKS.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey

feet

Deutzia crenata flore pleno
to 6 feet

Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet
Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet

Sedum spectabilis
Peaches, Pears, and Plur

dwarf-trained, inbest variel

Gooseberries, in best varietit

Currants, in best varieties

Peaches and Nectarin
maiden, in best i

large quantities on applic

€0^ I/ErTB CoLI/ECTIOjNf

CflOrCEyECiEfABLE SeEDS,

all l/ieyeaj^^Quncl.

Tliii Colicclijii a especially iuitcd to llic ' Aiiiulc.

Ganfcii^ and contains the best sorts only.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1875.

SIXTEEN
Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,

]Vith Valuable Money Pn-es,

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875, for

THE BEST SPECIMENS OF

Ne'w Varieties of Vegetables, Flo'wers,
and Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. SUTTON in 1875.

Further Particulars may be had on application.

The Most Practical 'Work on Gardening
yet Publislicd is

MATEURS

Ftvm the Co ClR

" We have received ' Suttons' Spruig Catalogue and Amateur's

Guide,' an admirahle and exhaustive catalogue of root, fruit,

and flower seeds, grown by the great firm at Reading. This

handsome book is illustrated with some beautifully executed

plates. The directions for the cultivation of the various seeds

given in the case of each are clear and concise, and of great

use to amateur and professional gardeners. They raise the

work above the level of a trade catalogue to that of a work on

gardening."
Price \s., Post free.

"Suttons' Amateur's Guide "is beautifully Illustrated with

several coloured plates and hundreds of engravings. It is,

without e.vception, the most practical work on Gardening

extant.

uMrnA/o(niA
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN. READING.
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MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may he had on application,

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varielies ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

SELECTED and HOME GBOWN SEEDS.

John Cattell

Descriptive & Illustrated Catalogue

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FARM,

Is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Also,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, and TREES and SHRUBS.

NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
WESTERHAM, KENT.

v
f

- To Gardeners.

^^r Gardeners are most respectfully Invited^^^v to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN bIeSTER, Manager.

KNIGHT'S NEW PEA,
DUKE of CONNATJGHT.

This is a really useful new Pea, of a branching habit, about

3 feet high, and very prolific—well adapted for second and

general crops ; also for late sowing, as it is never affected by
mildew. It is a fine exhibition and market Pea.

Quarts^ ^s.; Pints^ is. 6d.

THE OXONIAN" PRIZE ONION.
A very superior white Onion, growing

quite surpassing the white Spanish, both it

and quality of bulb. Ripens early. H;
wherever exhibited.

Per Packet, \s.

nildness of flavour

obtained ist prize

NUTTING & SONS,
Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C,

THE HANDSOMEST SEED CATALOGTIE
iSa^.^ EVEK PUBLISHED. jS^'^

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE for AMATEUR
GARDEN ERS-Spring, 1875.

Now ready, price is. postfree. Gratis to Customers.

A thoroughly practical and comprehensive Guide for the
Amateur or professional Gardener, containing a select List of
choice Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds ; ninety-six pages of
beautifully illustrated letterpress, with complete directions for
the successful management of the Kitchen and Flower Garden
throughout the year ; also two superbly finished coloured plates.

The whole in an illuminated cover of the most exquisite design
and workmanship.
The London Review says—" This is the most beautiful

garden catalogue we have ever seen, the coloured illustrations

are inimitable, Messrs. Daniels, the eminent seed growers, may
justly feel proud in issuing such a complete and truly valuable
catalogue as this, which will enhance the high reputation they
have already so deservedly gained,"

DANIELS BROTHERS, Seed Growers,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEF.

SEEDS OF EIEST QUALITY ONLY.

John & Charles Lee's
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875
Will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Please to Write if not received in the First General Distribution

.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, W.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

Thomas Methven & Sons
BEG TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

Descriptive Priced Catalogue of Kitclien Garden and Flower Seeds,

IMPLEELENTS, &c., for 1875,

Is no'd) ready, and may be had. Post Free, on application.

EAST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE STOCK (true), in three colours. In packets, i^.,

2S. 6d, , and 5J. each colour.

SNOW WHITE WALL-LEAVED EAST LOTHIAN STOCK.—One of the finest novelties
introduced for many Seasons in the Intermediate Class. The purity of the white shows up well upon the
grassy green foliage, and it bears the large truss and enormous tlowers of the East Lothian varieties. In
packets, u., 2j. 6(/., and 5J.

SEED -WABEHOTTSES:
15, PRINCES STREET; and NURSERY GATE, LEITH WALK, EDINBURGH.

SEEDS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

William Pauls
illustrated catalogue of select vegetable and

FLOWEE SEEDS
Is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Many sorts are home-grown, and all are selected from the most celebrated Stocks at home and
abroad, to secure to his Customers the best quality that can be obtained.

The following can be specially recommended :-

PAUL'S CRIMSON BEET
„ IMPROVED NONSUCH BEET
„ „ TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER
,, SELECTED CURLED PARSLEY

HILL'S BROWN COS LETTUCE
„ JUNE BROCCOLI
,, DWARF CAULIFLOWER
,, INCOMPARABLE CABBAGE

SUPERB DWARF HEREFORDSHIRE CAULIFLOWER.

per packet.

PAUL'S NURSERIES AND SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

THE LAWSOI lUESEEIES,
EDINBURGH.

The Extensive Stock of

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees,

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
FRUIT TREES, &c..

Is this Season in Splendid Health, and will be Sold at

Moderate Prices.

Catalogues on Application, and Special O^ers will be made for Large Contracts.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH and LONDON.

London Address : 106, SOUTHWARK STREET, S.E.
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Mr. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS for 1875

HURST & SON
Have pleasure in offering the following four

varieties of Mr. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS,

all of which have been selected for their high

quality, flavour and distinctness, three of them

having received First-class Certificates from

the Royal Horticultural Society after the great

Chiswick trial in 1872 :
—

UNIQUE.
This is a very handsome and proHfic Dwarf Early Pea,

with long, deep-green coloured pods, of the same habit

and coming into use at the same time as Little Gem, and

may be briefly described as a Dwarf William the First.

Received a First-class Certificate.

Price ys. 6d. per sealed quarier-pint packet,

DR. HOGG.
*' A very handsome Pea. The earliest green wrinkled

Marrow, very sweet and of excellent quality, pods being

very well filled and of a beautiful deep green colour,

like the Ne Plus Ultra."— Vide Proceedings of the Royal
Horticultural Societyfor 1872.

"No higher recommendation could be given to it

than to introduce it as a competitor of Ne Plus Ultra."
*

' To sum up the whole it is a fine Ne Plus Ultra, coming
in one week after Dillestone's." — Hog^s Gardener s

Year Bookfor 1873.

Height 3 feet, habit and type of Sangster's No. i.

Awarded a First-class Certificate and received its name
at the instance of the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Price ys. 6d. per sealed quarier-pint packet.

SUPPLANTER.
"A cross between Vcitdi's Perfection and Little Gem

—the earliest of the Veitch's Perfection type
; plant very

robust and vigorous, producing very large broad pods
n pairs. A large, handsome, and very prolific Pea,

which received a First-Class Certificate."

—

Proceedings of
the Royal Horticultural Society for 1872.

"Appropriately named, for it is a large, handsome,
and very prolific Pea, and will take the place of many
oihtis."— Hogg's Year Book, 1873.

This Pea is of fine quality, and is also first-rate for

exhibition, having been shown by Mr. R. Gilbert during
the past season, in three of his Prize Collections of Peas.

Height 3 feet.

Price <,s. per sealed qnarter-pint packet,

CONNOISSEUR.
A remarkably distinct and very late wrinkled, bright

green seeded Pea, raised from Ne Plus Ultra, pro-
nounced by the Royal Horticultural Society to be of
very excellent quality. Height 6 feet.

Price 5J. fer sealed quarter-pint packet.

HURST AND SON can also supply :

FILLBASKET.—Unquestionably the most prolific

and best Market Pea yet introduced. First-class

Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

Prict 2s. 6d. per sealed half-pint packet.

LAXTON'S No. 1. — The earliest blue wrinkled
Marrow.

Price 2J. 6d. per sealed half-pint packet.

^ j^io will he offered itt Four Prizes at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Shout on fuly y nejct, for Six Varieties of
Mr. LaxtoKS New Peas sent out by us in 1872, 1873, and 1874,
SO pods of eaek. Tluse Prizes will also be repeated at the
Society's Provincial Exhibition in 1875.

HURST k SON, 6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OK

CHOICE FLOWER, VEGETABLE AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

GARDEN REQUISITES and HORTICULTURAL
ELEGANCIES,

•ady^ gratis and post free, on application to

DICK BADCLYFFE & CO.,

!9, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

HARRISON'S
KING KOFFEE " SAVOY.

The quickest grower, the neatest shape, and best colour

of all .Savoys. (See Correspondents of the Press.)

Price^ IS. perpacket.

CELERY " Leicester Red,"
Is the best of all Red Celeries.

Price IS. perpacket.

Thefollowing Finns have been supplied with one or both i

Atherton, E. T., Nurseryman
and Seedsman, Chatteris.

Bunyard, Thos., & Son, Maid-

Eolton & Co, , Wood Green,
London, N.E.

Brotherton, W. , Covered
Market, Leeds.

Butcher, J., Stratford-on-

Backhouse & Sons, York.
Cole & Sons, Withington,

Manchester.
Cooling. E., Deiby.
Clarke, W. C, Wellington,

&' Robinson, Market
Manchester.

Dickson and Turnbull, George
Street, Perth.

Dyer, S., Bridgewater.
Dickson, Brown & Tate, Man-

Richmond,

Laird & Laing, Edin-

Felton & Sons, Birmingham.
Hurst & Sons, 6, Leadenhall

Street, London, E.C.
" Lichfield,

Henderson, E. G. . & Sons.
St. John's Wood, London.
N.W.

Hopwood & Sons, Chelten-

J., Darlington.
Hewett, T. N. & S., Birming-

Hogg & Robert SOI

Jackson, T.,& Soi

Knighton, F. R.,

Lawson Seed Company, South-
wark Street, London, S.E.

Little & Ballantync, Carlisle.

Lee, J., &Co. , Hammersmith,
London, W.

Lowe & Co., Wolverhampton.
Osborne & Sons, Fulham, W.
Holiver, West Hartlepool.
Pine-apple Nursery, Maida

Vale, London. W.
' Pearson, J. R., Exchange Row,

London, S.W.
Radclyffe. D., & Co., High
Holbom, London, W.C.

Raper, Regent Street, Leam-
ington.

Randall, Exeter.
Stuart & Mein, Kelso.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Sheppard, Bedford.
Scott, Yeovil.
Tucker, Bridgewater.
Veitch, R. T., Exeter.
Williams. B. S., Upper Hol-

loway, London, N.
Waite, Burnell, Hugglns &

Co., Southwark Street, S.E,
Watkinson, H., Market Place,

Manchester.
Welch, Kemp, Clifton, Bristol
Wheeler, Geo., Warminster.

HARBISON & SONS,
SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, li to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATEREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SURREY.

ittd^tak) s','^0AxhAv "loots h{:

(JaN6W]:QU''.fN(wts£Axe5 ^
lb8,6asiaafe Stm^V
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NUTTING'S
"MULTUM IN PARVO" PEA.

A first-class Early Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow Pea, an

improvement on Little Gem, exceedingly prolific, the

haulm being covered with broad, well-filled pods, of an

excellent flavour, ready for use only a few days later

than Sangster's No. i, highly recommended as one

of the best and most useful early Dwarf Peas in cultiva-

tion. Height, 12 to 16 inches.

NUTTING & SONS,
SEED WAREHOUSES, 60, BARBICAN,

LONDON, E.G.

NEW AND CHOICE SEEDS, 1875.

CELERY—Brettle Red, a sort grown nearly by all, and raised
by one of the market gardener's here, and considered
the very best Celery grown, is. 6d. per packet.

LETTUCE—Martin's Mammoth Cos, a very crisp and superb
kind, very large, and better in flavour than Malta.
ij. per packet.

BROCCOLI—White Perfection, a truly valuable middle season
hardy kind. i^. per packet.

.MELON-Wood's A i. This splendid variety of Melon is the
result of crossing Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere with
the old Golden Perfection. It has a pale green flesh of
great thickness and exquisite flavour, with a beautiful
golden skin the thickness of paper, and thickly netted,
and is also a remarkably fine setter. It has always
obtained the highest honour wherever exhibited, and
pronounced by the best judges to he the handsomest
and best Melon ever coming under their eye. Our
stock is very small, every Gardener that we have yet
seen having ordered it, 2s. 6d. per packet.

The MAGNUM BONUM (21^.) SELECTION ofGARDEN
SEEDS which we supply has always given the greatest of
satisfaction. Other Collections, 30J., 4,0s., 6^5. and 84^,, carriage
free.

FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

100 Mixed ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, &c.
3 to 6 feet high, 25^. per 100.

500 do., 3 to 6 feet high, iiar., or 21s. per 100,

1000 do,, 3 to 6 feet high, 2005., or zos. per 100 taking the 1000.

LAURELS, common, bushy, i to ij^ foot, 6s. per 100 ; iJ4 to
z feet, Si-, per 100; 2 to 3 feet, xzs. per 100; by the
1000 cheaper.

FIR, Austrian, 1% to zfect, 40J, per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 50J.

per 100, &c. Apply to

for their General Nursery andSeed CATALOGUES, which may
be had on application, and also Trade Lists of Seeds and Trees.

Nursery and Seed Grounds and Warehouses, Cottingham, and
61, Market Place, Hull.

EVERY ONE
Who has a Garden should read

The Handsomest Catalogue ever Published.

Price IS. to Non-Pnrchasers.

^ " I have to thank you for your beautiful Book, just received,

and hope to avail myself of the advantages it offers."—F. L.
Gblung.

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

237 and 338, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

GLADIOLI. — All the First Prizes, for
Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal

Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the

United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the varieties worth growmg,

with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to applicants.

Selections left to us, 25 for 21 j-., 25 for 42^'., 25 for 63^., 25 for

1055,, zs for 210J.

Blooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the
choicest varieties, looj-. per 100.

The Royal Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

Camellia Blooms, and Other Choice Cut Rowers.

MESSRS. LUCOMBE,PINCE AND CO.
can now supply the above in any quantity.

Exeier Nursery, Exeter.

ESSRS. LUCOMBE, PINCE AND CCS
£i, £1^°, ;£i5. ^i £,^0M

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
Messrs. L. P. & Co.'s 30?., 425., and tos.

COLLECTIONS OF
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

M
Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

ESSRS. LUCOMBE, PINCE AND CO.'S
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES

OF

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS,
OF

FRUIT TREES,
OF

ROSES,

NEW, RARE, and POPULAR PLANTS,
AND OF

CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS,
ire now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY. LONDON. N.

Complete Collections of Eltclieu Garden Seeds,
^o suit Gardens of various sizes, 21^., 42^., 635., and 84^. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^^ pkt
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) . . per pint 2 6
BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra r 6

., Perkins' Leamington 16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf . . 10
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. .. i 6

CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red f the two best in) i o
,, Williams' Matchless White \ cultivation ..]" 10

CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26
,, Tender and True, new 36
,, WooUey's Improved Telegraph 16

ENDIVE, WUliams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, BurneU's Alexandra White Cos . . . . 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed .. .. .. .. ..16
,, Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum z 6

Mr. Laxton s NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain .. .. ij. 61^. and 2 6
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new r 6

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. id. , 2s. U. ,

3s. td. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. t^., 21. id.,

3S. id. and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is. 6a'.,

2S. id., 3s. id. and 5 o
COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize(savedbyMr.NIcLachlan) 2 6
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .

.

,. saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new
,, ,, nana cosrulea, new ..

PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties

PENTSTEMON. Cyananthus Brandegei, new .

.

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain
PHLOX DRUMMONDII, grandiflora splendens, new.
PRIMULA, Williams' superb stram, red, white, or

mixed . . .

.

is. id. , 2s. id., 3s. id. and
RICINUS GIBSONII, new
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours

VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain

VIOLA CORNUTA. Admiration, new
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering

„ dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in coUections
as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson g Sons.
106 Eastgate St.& n^^^rr^T^ry
TheUpton Nurseries \ji\U 1 JuIV.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds;
'^Postjree. otvAppUcatimv. /

Qiiautyvunsurpas s ed:^;

CHARLES SHARPE & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, '

SLEAFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE.

SHARPE'S
IMPROVED LARGE SWEDE,

OUR OWN GROWING.

This carefully selected Swede produces the Heaviest

Crop of any Variety in Cultivatioji.

Bulbs Unequalled for Quality.

Wholesale and Retail Price on application to

CHAKLES SHABFE & CO.,
SEED GROWERS, SLEAFORD.
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RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
OF

CIRCULAR GLAZING.

Circular Roofs can be Glazed tuith ordinary Straight Sheet or Rolled Plate

Glass, ivithout any expensive bent Glass.

No more bent Glass will be requiredfor any Circ2clar or Curvilinear JVork,

when this system is thoroughly kuoivn.

The Great Circular Roofs of the Royal Aquaritim and Winter Garden at

Westminster are to be Glazed on this System.

Illustrated Catalogues and Books of Designs can be had from the Inventor and Patentee,

Mr. WM. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, westminster chambers, victoria street, london, s.w.

THE COWAN COMPEWSATIHG HEATIN6 COMPANY, LIIVIITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's valuable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
1. In most Cases it SAVES the EXTIBE COST of FUEL. I 3. No Night Attendance is required.

2. The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any ^ There is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced.
other System. I

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen

in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby ; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,

the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart. ; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones
Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :

—

" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in

use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided
success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will

prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your
Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return ; by the

old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. I find our chalk is of an inferior

quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating

Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873; BELFAST, 1874; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBURY, BANK, LONDON, E.g.
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NOVELTIES OF STERLING MERIT.

fi^'^ "-\.

'-vi

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN DIRECTING ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING

NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
CUIiVERWEIili'S

PKOLIFIC
MABROW PEA.
This remarkably fine late Pea

has been placed in our hands for

distribution by Mr. Culverwell,

Gardener to Mark Millbank,

Esq., Thorpe Perrow, Bedale,

Yorkshire.

Mr. Culverwell describes it as

one of the finest late Peas grown
for productiveness, as it bears

pods from within a short distance

of the ground to the top of the

haulm, and thus the crop lasts

a long while. The pods are

straight, pale green, and con-

tain from five to six exceedingly

large peas of excellent quality.

It is of strong and robust growth,

from 5 to 6 feet in height.

We have letters from Mr.
Westcott, Raby Castle, Dar-
lington, and Mr. Saul, Stour-

ton Park, Knaresborough (to

whom it was sent for trial),

speaking of its wonderful qual-

ity. The former says, "There
is not the slightest doubt in my
mind of its being the greatest

acquisition among Peas that we
have had for many years pa^l,

and truly deserving the term
' new and distinct,' the flavour

quite equalling, and if possible

surpassing, the world - wide -

famed variety, Veitch's Perfec-

tion," Mr Saul speaks of it as

follows: "It is a most delici-

ously-flavoured Pea, and its

great merits when known must

soon cause it to become a stand-

ard variety of the very first

clas«."

The ripe seed is very large,

bright green, \vrinkled, and very
''— "—• " appearance.disti

TENDER AND
TRUE

CUCXTMBER.

This splendid new Cucum-
ber was raised by l\Ir. Douglas,

Gr. to F. Whitbourne, Esq.,

Loxford Hall, Ilford.

It is a seedling from Telegraph

and Blue Gown, combining the

good qualities of both these fine

It Is very symmetrical in shape,

with scarcely any neck, and

grows to a length of about 24 to

30 inches. The colour is of a

beautiful deep green shade, and

the flavour is excellent. It is a

free bearing variety, of very

strong constitution, and is

equally suitable both for winter

Price, 5-r. psr quart. _L"L\-i:inVliLL'S PROLIFIC MARUDW TEA.

First-class Certificate from the

Royal Horticultural Society on

May 3, 1S71, and was awarded

I St prize at each of the spring

shows for the past three seasons.

It also gained first honours at

Birmingham on July 7, 1874, in

competition with twenty- one

other kinds.

Frice^ 3J. (id. per packet.

CAULIFLOWER,
VEITCH'S

AUTUMN GIANT.

This extremely valuable va-

riety is perfectly distinct from

any other sort. The heads are

magnificent, beautifully white,

large, firm, and compact, and^

being thoroughly protected by

tlie foliage, remain longer fit for

u?;c than any other kind.

Pricey \s. 6d. perpacket.

PREMIER RUNNER BEAN.
A very distinct Runner Bean, growing from ^% to 5 feet high, and producing continuously a

large number of pods, in appearance like those of a Dwarf French Bean ; very tender, and invalu-

able for table purposes.

The Editors of the Gardeners Chronicle^ in reviewing the Novelties of 186S, speak of it in

the following words :
—" Amongst Runners, Premier is a decided acquisition, a true Kidney Bean,

with a running haulm, and consequently a continuous bearer."

We extract the following descriptioii of this variety from Tlie Garden of March 14, 1874,

p. 230 :
—" Premier is really a runner form of the Dwarf French Bean, and when grown with a

large number of other kinds at Chiswick it was considered sufficiently meritorious to receive a

First-class Certificate, and since then, in its peculiar form, it has not been excelled. The plant

jjrows to a height of about 5 feet, and does best on ordinary pea-sticks. It commences to crop

close to the ground, and continues to bear heavily until the winter. The green pods are very

tender and delicious when cooked, and it is altogether a really useful garden vegetable."

PricCy ^s. per quart.

EASTNOR OASTLE GREEN-FLESH MELON.

This splendid Melon, a hybrid between Beechwood and Victory of Bath, was raised by

Mr. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury. It has been exhibited at several of the principal shows

during the past season, and has been universally admired. It was also in Mr. Coleman's First

Prize Collection of Fruit, exhibited at the great Birmingham Meeting, July, 1874.

It takes its netting, colour, and depth of flesh from Beechwood, and ripens off pale yellow.

It is a free grower, free setter, and bears a profusion of fruit, generally averaging about 3 or

I lb, ght.

V/hcn exhibited at the Royal Botanic

June 24, 1874, it was acknowledged to be the

ever shown.

Price, 2s. 6d. per Packet.

iety, where it gained the First Prize on

pest green-fleshed and best flavoured Melon

For other Varieties of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, see ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE. Post Free on application.

special Offer to tlie Trade of this Season's Novelties and other Choice Seeds now published andforwarded on applicatiott.

KOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

The date or locality not having been fixed for

the Provincial Show this season,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
e, in reply to repeated

enquiries, that

HY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOR VEGETABLES,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, on WEDNESDAY,
July 7, i87S-

SCHEDULE of PRIZES and CONDITIONS.

FIRST PRIZE—The " CARTER CUP," Value FIFTY
GUINEAS, to become the absolute property of the
Employer to whom the Prize may be awarded,
alBO Ten Guineas for the Gardener.

SECOND PRIZE-Seven Guineas.

THIRD PRIZE-Flve Guineas.

FOURTH PRIZE—Three Guineas.

Best Collection of Vegetables, 24 Dishes,

peck Carter's Early Premium Gem Pea.

,
James' Prolific Pea.

, G. F. Wilson Pea.

,, Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Bean.

,, Carter's White Advancer French Bean.

„ Carter's Champion Runner Bean.

„ Blue Peter Pea.

„ Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea.

, Carter's New Mammoth Long Pod Bean,
Carter's New Fern-leaved Parsley, and Little Heath

Melon.

First Prize-Two Guineas, Seconfl Prize—One Guinea,
For 6 Dishes of Peas

{^3 peck of each variety), to include

—

Carter's G. F, Wilson, James' Prolific Marrow, Carter's Hundred.
fold or Cook's Favourite, Carter's Commander-in-Chief,

Forparticulars see
'

' Schedule ofthe Royal Horticultural
Society," or apply to

ifcet^teXJ
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOJ.BORN. LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY i6, 1875.

A HOLIDAY IN NORWAY.
(Cml„n.ed/rm:, /: .,o.)

THE great sources of supply of the river

system of the country are the lakes that

are found in the mountain plateaus. Constantly

fed during the summer by the melting of the

masses ol snow that wintry storms accumulate,

their overflow, increased by the many subsi-

duary torrents that fall down the mountain

slopes, form the streams that pour their waters

simultaneously into the valleys. The waters

that are gathered in many and wide-spreading

pools on this fjeld, are the sources of two rivers

that flow east and west. The eastern river, the

Beina Elf, finds its way to Christiania Fjord
;

the Lierdals Elf flows in the opposite direction

until it joins the south-east arm of the Sogne

Fjord. A mountain farmstead, or scaler, is

passed shortly after leaving Maristuen. As all

kinds of farm produce must be housed in

Norway this necessitates many buildings—in

this instance they are rough, rude, and dirty.

The cows, horses, goats, and sheep, are driven

ill at night. Watch tires are lighted, and the

men sit up to keep off the bears and wolves

that are prone to make attacks on unprotected

animals. The skulls fastened to the outside of

the sealer, and the skins constantly seen within

the houses, are assurances that the dwellers in

these mountain farms effectually resist the

onslaught of these predatory animals.

From its contiguity to the fjeld, and as a

point for excursions to various places of interest,

Nystnen possesses advantages which may
justly commend it to the notice of travellers.

The accommodation at thestation, though homely,

is generally sufficient, and when the lake trout

can be secured it is luxurious. Kanute Janson,

the owner of the farm land, is a fine specimen

of his class ; his son, who manages the posting,

speaks English, and is a careful driver and

good guide and adviser. At the commence-

ment of the ascent of the mountain that towers

above the station—which I lost no time in at-

tempting— many familiar English plants are

met with, but here, at the foot of the slope, there

is little chance for plants, for no space, how-

ever small, that affords herbage, escapes the

notice of the provident farmer, and marks of

the scythe, which is a small tool adapted for

cutting short swathes, frequently occur on the

mountain side, often to the discomfiture of the

botanical explorer.

Interspersed amongst the alpine herbage the

Harebell on its delicate stalk waves its bright

blue flower bravely in the wind ; the large size

of its blossoms and the vigour of the plant

show how much it is at home on the mountain

side. Euphrasia (Eyebright) asserts its privilege

to be seen on its native hills ; it is not the

humble and obscure, grass-overgrown plant we

find in our pastures, but lifts its bright little

blossoms fairly above the herbage amongst

which it grows, in profusely blooming clusters.

Ling (Calluna vulgaris) appears again and

again, wherever vegetable decay has mixed with

the rocky debris and given it the soil it loves
;

examples of Geranium, Potentilla, Rhinanthus,

Alchemilla vulgaris and alpina, are frequently

met with. Silene inflata and Linaria vulgaris

present themselves as familiar friends ;
in most

hollows masses of Aconite occur, and whole beds

of Epilobium montanum give quite a flush of

crimson to the hillside Gentiana purpurea

grows in tolerable abundance, and the little

bright blue Gentiana campestris peeps out from

tufts of protecting grass. Stellarias show their

little starry white blossoms from the foot to the

summit of the mountains ; on the swampyledges,

where silty soil has been washed down, and

through which trickles little rills, I found

charming tufts of a crimson-blossomed Sedum,

and more in the water way ; and amongst the

shady stones another of larger growth, bearing

reddish-brown and orange coloured flowers ;

near it a Viola like pedata. One little lingering

blossom of Saxifraga oppositifolia caught my
eye : it abounds in many places in Norway.

Lychnis Flos-Cuculi was high up the hill-

side and along ledges of shaly rock, and

in the wet places beneath them dwarf mountain

Willows grew thickly. Above these fringes of

shrub, and where a less abrupt declivity had

allowed a peaty soil to collect, I disturbed a

number of fieldfares whilst feasting on the

abundant berries of Vaccinium Myrtillus, which

grew in masses in this and similar congenial

spots adjacent. Higher up towards the summit

of the mountain I discovered a charming little

Lychnis, a dwarf L. Flos-Cuculi, but brighter and

more compact in habit of growth. Ascending

still higher I found the rocks carpeted with a

dense growth of mosses and lichens, which had

spread over every block, giving their own rich

colouring, and triumphing in very nuinbers and

beauty over the magnitude of the inert masses

they covered and protected. Sterile and deso-

late as these mountain summits appear from' a

distance, as they are more nearly approached

and examined they show multitudes of forms of

life, which, though exposed to the intensity of

storm and vicissitudes of clinicate, yet rejoice in

health and vigour. 1 observed that the few

grasses that grew on these alpine heights have

stalks that are flexible, tough, and smooth, as if

varnished, so that no moisture could rest upon

them, and no wind break them.

Standing on one of the huge blocks of meta-

morphic rock that, dislocated from its bed by

some great convulsion, gave me the commanding
point I desired, I gazed with delight on the

glorious prospect that opened before me. As far

as the eye could reach mountain rose above

mountain, many of them capped with snow, and

bearing far down their sides glistening fields of

gleaming white
;

great fleecy cumulus clouds

sailed slowly over the fjeld, and sometimes

dipped down and bathed the mountain tops with

rainbow-tinted vapour. The air is raw and

cold on such heights, and, heated by the exertion

of the ascent, I soon felt its penetrating cha-

racter, and turned reluctantly away from a scene

in which the solemn grandeur of Nature was so

apparent. The descent was a little perplexing,

but was accomphshed, and when iny specimens

were duly cared for I borrowed Kanute Janson's

boat, and pulled across the Utzavand, a lake

celebrated for its trout. The range of hills on

the side opposite to the station seemed to dip

down on easily accessible slopes, and much
more snow rested upon them than on the range

north of the station-house.

To one unaccustomed to mountain climbing

nothing is more deceptive than the appearance

of the surface of a mountainous district looked

at from the distance of even half a mile. Green

unbroken slopes appear to stretch away from

ledge to ledge, smooth and free from any im-

pediment to an easy ascent ; a nearer acquaint-

ance soon reveals a very opposite state of things
;

the close smooth vegetation of the distance

becomes a tangled scrub of dwarf Alder, Willow,

Juniper, and Birch. You turn to a spot free

from the tangled vegetation that has barred

your passage, and find that one of the many

mountain streamlets has spread over it, and it

is simply a bog. Clambering along through

brake and across bog, you presently find your

path arrested by a deep gully, down which
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roars a torrent. It requires all the tact and

judgment at your command to make your way

over this obstacle, and often your upward course

is stayed by a precipitous wall of rock which

must be tediously skirted. I encountered all

these, which 1 dare say are only ordinary diffi-

culties, and often met with by alpine travellers,

and at length reached the elevation where snow

in masses still rested on the mountain slopes

and in deep hollows, and all about it 1 saw, by

the pressed and flattened shrubs and the

decayed herbage, how much farther the snow

had reached. Lichens, mosses and Ferns were

just reviving, so recently had the snow left them.

Making my way down I met with Betula nana.

Azalea procumbens, Salix glauca, and S. her-

bacea ; Vaccinium Myrtillus and uliginosum

occurred plentifully, but otherwise the vegeta-

tion was less rich on this than on the hills to

the north of the lake. Regaining the point at

which my boat beached, with more difficulty

than 1 had anticipated—no path to lead or

person to guide being discoverable on this

lonely hillside— 1 returned to Nystnen to find it

invaded by a hungry band of tourists, who

speedily cleared the larder of what little pro-

vision it contained. I am afraid Janson

thought my pursuit of wild plants a sad waste

of time. The cultivation of land for profit

—

farming, in fact—has a tendency to narrow the

feelings of interest in the broader field of natural

history ; restricted to a few objects that nnder

cultivation give profitable results, all other

plants are classed in the category of weeds, and

treated accordingly by the majority of farmers

both at home and abroad.

That any one should care for and take the

trouble to collect the plants that grow wild and

neglected on the hillsides was a constant source

of surprise and amusement to the boys, as well

as men, who sometimes rode behind my carriole.

But when I chipped fragments of rock, and

carefully deposited them in my collecting bag,

I am afraid that I was credited with an amount

of eccentricity that approached lunacy. My
proceedings were duly related to the station-

keeper, and the heavy bag handed out with

unmistakable grins, in which the feelings of

contempt and pity were mingled. Ahhough

proud of their country, and fond of it as men

can be, they (the agriculturally inclined) would

willingly agree to a general levelling of hills,

and, from familiarity with their mountain

scenery, their fjords, waterfalls, and foaming

torrents, they are often unconscious of the

features of grandeur and picturesque beauty

they possess. Fine hills, and hard to get up, is

the qualilied praise some of them are willing to

agree to. William Ingrain, Belvoii:

{.To be caiiliitued.)

long. Bracts small, lanceolate. Perianth | inch

deep, the divisions pure white with a broad streak of

green down the back, the three outer oblong, i inch

broad, the three inner narrower. Filaments equal,

deltoid, i inch long ; anthers minute. Ovary oblong,

nearly half as long as the perianth, deeply 6-angled
;

style J inch long, obscurely tricuspidate at the

sligmatose lip. J. G. B.

BAST MATS.

New Garden Plants.

Ornithogaluji (Heliociiarmos) sororium,

SclioU&' Kotschy, CEsler. Hot. lVochai.,^Jahr, 3, 105.*

A native of the Cilician Taurus, discovered by

Kotschy, sent by Leichtlin to the Kew collection,

where it flowered early in January, 1875. A
species of the umbellatum group, like exscapum

in its sessile corymb of flowers, but quite different in

leaf and in its shorter permanently erect pedicels. All

the twenty-three species of this section are so near to

one another that only botanists will appreciate the

diffcrencr, so th.it it is not a novelty of much horti-

cultural interest.

Leaves 5— 6, contemporary with the flowers, forming

arosette surrounding and much overtopping the corymb,

2—4 inches long at llie flowering time, \— 4 i''"^h broad

at tlie base, from which they are gradually narrowed to

the point, destitute of hairs both on surfaces and

edges. Corymb quite sessile, crowded, 6— 8 flowered,

flowering pedicels J—3 inch long, the pedicels re-

maining short and erect, reaching finally an inch

Foliis 5—6, erecto-patentibus lineari-lanceolatis glabris

canaliculatis 3—4 poll, longis corymbo duplo eminentibus ;

corymbo sessile : 6—8-floro pedicetlis diutine erectis 6—12 lin.

longis ; bracteis lanceolatis ;
jDerianttlii 9 lin. longi segmentis

extei-ioribus oblon^is interioribus lanceolatis : filamentis del-

.toideispeiianthio triple brevioribus ; stylo brevi apicc stiginatoso

^reviter tricuspidato.

—

Ba/a-r, Linn. Jouru. 13, 264.

These useful articles rise in price for an inferior

quality from year to year, and gardeners are obliged

to contrive all kinds of substitutes, none of which

answer the purposes so well through all changes of

weather. Judging from Mr. Werekha's report of the

forest products of Russia, and Mr. Weschniakoff's

account of the domestic industries of the same coun-

try, bast mats are likely to become dearer, and their

production is not considered conducive to the prosperity

of the provinces where they are made. The working

of the bark of the Lime tree is 'chiefly carried on in

the Governments of Viatka, Nijni-Novgorod, and

Kostroma, and in some parts of those of Simbirsk,

Tambow, and Penza. About 400,000 mats are

annually exported from the port of Arkhangel alone.

Besides the Governments above mentioned, large

quantities of mats are manufactured in those of Minsk,

Mohilew, and Vitebsk, from whence they are exported

by way of the Baltic and Black Sea boats. The

exportation from the latter Governments reaches about

a million and a-half mats per year. The home con-

sumption cannot be given in exact figures, but there

is no doubt that it greatly exceeds the quantity

exported. The manufacture of mats is mainly a

domestic industry. The peasants employ their spare

time from agricultural labour in the maceration and

separation of the liber into slips, and in plaiting the

latter into mats, which are purchased wholesale by

commissionaires. In the Governments of Nijni-

Novgorod, Viatka, Kostroma, and Minsk this industry

assumes the proportions of small factories in some

places.

Lime trees from twenty-five years of age are fit for

decortication for the manufacture of mats ; when
younger, not more than from five to ten years old,

their liber is used by a large number of the inhabitants

of Russia to make their foot-gear (lapli). In localities

where the Lime is not sufficiently plentiful to supply

the wants of the inhabitants in this respect, it is

replaced by the bark of the Willow and Birch. It is

estimated that the number of pairs of shoes (laptl)

annually made from the liber-bark of these trees is

not less than one hundred millions. About one

quarter are manufactured from the bark of the Birch,

which is taken from about half grown trees. For each

pair of lapli the bark of four stems about 7 feet long

is required ; thus for this purpose alone 400,000,000

trees are annually cut down in Russia. This enormous

destruction of young trees must act very prejudicially

against the future of sylviculture in Russia. Indeed,

in the Government of Kostroma, one of the principal

centres of this industry (including, of course, the

manufacture of mats), the Lime forests are already all

destroyed, so that the materials to carry it on have to

be procured from other districts, for the inhabitants

are loth to give up an occupation which has been con-

tinued for centuries.

The bark is removed in the spring or early summer,

about three weeks being devoted to this part of the

work. The entire bark is also employed for roofing,

making boxes, cordage, baskets, &c.

The value of the mats exported to Europe in 1S71

amounted to 296,951 roubles.

entire plant, as will be seen from the woodcut of it, is

most elegant. The Moulmein P. Wallichii differs

from its ally above-named in the character of the

sorus or broad patch of spore-cases, which in P. grande

is solitary on the frond, and occupies a broad, ovoid-

reniform space in the upper edge of the disc, in

the axis between the two dichotomously parted

branches of which it is composed ; while in

P. Wallichii there are two sori to each frond,

the frond being first biparted, and then each divi-

sion bearing a roundish sorus on a projecting lobe

in the sinus between its two branches. Thus, in

P. grande the fructification occupies the solitary

primary sinus near the base of the frond, while in

P. Wallichii the primary sinus is barren, and the

sorus occupies the two secondary sinuses instead.

The Rev. C. Parish, by whom specimens were sent

to England, describes the fertile fronds as varying

from I foot to 2 feet 4 inches in length, the plant pro-

ducing two fronds each hot season, one falling towards

the tight, the other towards the left. In P. biforme,

another species of the same group, the soriferous

patch occupies a distinct, stalked, sculiform disc,

occupying the sinus of the basal fork of the fertile

fronds. T. M.

PLATYCERIUM WALLICHII.
This fine species of Elk's-horn Fern was first pub-

lished by Sir W. J. Hooker in our volume for

1858 (p. 764). The plant had about that time

been imported from Moulmein, and was producing its

fertile fronds bo'h in the collection of Lady Dorothy

Ncvill and of Messrs. Vcitch. It appears to have

continued till now a rare species in gardens. Mr.

Williams, of Holloway, in whose collection the

accompanying sketch (fig. 12) has been made, has,

however, again imported it, and as it is an extremely

elegant plant, and perfectly distinct, we may hope

that it will become more widely spread than has

hitherto been the case.

It is, of course, a stove Fern, with very much
the general habit and character of P. grande ; that is

to say, having the sterile fronds erect, with copious

dichotomous segments, while the fertile ones, which
are also dichotomously divided into much more elon-

gated segments, are drooping. The contour of the

NEW VEGETABLES OF 1874.

O F new vegetables brought under our notice

during the past year, the list is not a very extended

one. This is partly owing, no doubt, to the extremely

unpropitious character of the season, which, especially

during the early spring and summer months, was very

trying to the vegetable classes. The great cold of

May, with the succeeding great drought, almost

totally ruined the Pea crop, and greatly injured many

others. Of new Peas, therefore, of which in some

previous years we have had such an cmbaTras dt

rkhtsses — the difficulty being to select the most

deserving—we have this season but few aspirants.

True, our great and indefatigable seedsmen present

us with about the usual quantity of new names, which

as a rule may be taken to represent carefully selected

stocks of the most approved forms, and in this way

they may be quite as valuable to the grower as though

quite new and distinct. As examples of these we

may note Suttons' Bijou, of the Little Gem type ;

Duchess of Edinburgh, and Young's Nonsuch, of the

Ne Plus Ultra character; also Duke of Connaught.

Ofa newer form, somewhat in the character of Laxton's

seedlings (Dr. Hogg type), we have Carter's Com-
mander-in-Chief, and a very good sort. The greatest

novelty is that called Suttons' Giant Emerald Marrow

This is said to be a marrow Pea, having the peculiar

non-glaucous or glabrous green foliage of the old

Dinecroft Rival {Emerald Gem).

EroaJ Beans were introduced to our notice some-

what prominently by the trials of the Fruit Committee

at Chiswick. In this class a very remarkable variety

comes forward, although not exactly new, having

been for some time known to our seedsmen, but, from

the difticulty of obtaining seed, never introduced to

the public. We allude to the Seville Long Pod of

Mea-srs. Vilmorin. This is earlier by some two or

three days in coming fit to gather, and produces very

long pods, but it is not a heavy cropper. It will

prove a most desirable variety to cultivate for very

early work and for exhibition purposes. Of other

good Broad Beans, Carter's Mammoth Long Pod,

and Hardy's Pedigree Windsor (a sort of inter-

mediate form between the Windsor and Long Pod),

merit our attention. As a desirable variety to culti-

vate we may mention Beck's Dvvarf Green Gem, and,

as a highly effective decorative plant, the old Red-

Blossomed.

Kidney Beans were, on account of the dry, cold

season, a very unsatisfactory crop. Of Runners,

Dean's Exhibition Runner is a very fine selected

stock of the old white Dutch or white-seeded Scarlet

Runner. Of Parsleys, we have a singularly pretty

variety in Carter's Fern-leived, the leaves being finely

cut, and not curled, as in the more ordinary forms.

Celeries next invite our attention. We last season

remarked upon the general excellence of Leicester

Red, and this season have to confirm it. It may be

said to be identical with Major Clarke's. Of the same
type w^e have Wright's Improved Grove Red, but

producing somewhat shorter and stouter heads.

Carter's Incomparable Crimson may be described as a

fine dwarf red sort. Of white varieties Wright's Grove

White is an excellent sort, of the same type as the

Grove Red or Leicester Red. Another excellent

white Celery will be found in Veitch's Solid White,

the leaves of which are very distinctly cut.
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Amongst the Brassica tribe there is not much to

notice. Messrs. Hurst ofTer u=;"a new Broccoli, named
King of the Broccoli*^, but of which we h.-ive no infor-

mation. Messrs. Harrison oftcr us Savoy King
Koffee, a selection of the Gem type, a very excellent

one in Savoys, the plants occupying little space but

producing a large qu.intity of eatable matter. In

Onions there is not much to notify. Messrs. Cutbush
brought forward a very promising sort, named 0-=.car,

apparently selected from the White Globe, but having

the reputation of being a better keeper. Cantello's

Prize is another sort, recommended as larger and
superior to the Reading or White Spanish. In

Cucumbers, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh has many
believers. It is of the character of Marquis of Lome,
and to those who like big Cucumbers it may be

welcome ; and Messrs. Sulton offer us another,

named Duke of Connaught— the Royal Dukes, &c.,

being seemingly in favour just now for Cucumber
nomenclature. In Tomatos we have one decided
gain in Carter's Green Gage, a pretty, round, golden-

yellow fruited sort. Why, in the name of all

Tomatos we would ask, should this be called Green?
A more misleading name as to the true character of

the Americans. Of this year's introductions we would
first especially note Snowflake. The tubers of this

are of a long ovate form, the eyes very full, skin rough

pale straw, the most handsomely formed of all, and
of excellent quality. Another acquisition will be

found in Bliss' Dwarf White, now named Alpha,

which is a round form, and one of the very earliest.

Mr. Farquhar, of Fyvie Castle, Aberdeen, gives us

another, evidently of American origin, named Early

Dimmick. This is a second early, and a great

cropper; the tubers are large and of fine quality.

Our English raisers are not behindhand either,

Messrs. Cattell bringing forward no less than three

new kidney varieties, Eclipse, Reliance, and Advancer
—the first named being a particularly fine sort, of very

fine quality. The great English Potato king, Mr.

P'enn, has been working more quietly at home this

past season. Bountiful, the prettiest red kidney in cul-

tivation, is the only one that comes out from his store.

We have inspected many seedlings of exceeding

promise, but which, being yet unnamed, we have no

means of identifying ; and thus we close our record of

the gains of the past year with much cause for thank-

fulness, showing, as they do, that the gardening of

Fig. I2.~PLAtVCERIUM WALLICUII.

the fruit could not well be found. As to quality it is

said to be amongst Tomatos what the Green Gage is

amongst Plums, and no better recommendaton is re-

quired. It is a most prolific bearer. To Messrs.
Vilmorin we are indebted for another new Tomato,
the striped fruited ; this is interesting as a curiosity, the
fruits otherwise being of the ordinary type.

In Potatos the commonest, yet withal the most im-
portant of the vegetable classes that come directly

under the control of the gardener, we have again to
notice some very important additions. It is not many
years ago since our American cousins introduced us to
the first of their wonderful 'Taters, and just see what
a revolution they have caused ! On the exhibition
tables frequently no other than American varieties are
to be found. They are unmistakably great croppers,
and of fine taking appearance. We cannot say that
in point of quality they are always so superior, yet
we can say from personal experience that some of
the best Potatos we tasted during the past season
were of the American sorts. In rich heavy lands
they are, as a rule, of inferior quality, but on light

lands, and in dry seasons like the past, these free-

growing great cropping Potatos are of the utmost
value, a good crop being secured where such as the
Ashleaf, Lapstone, and Regents would be very poor.
We dislike a crop of small Potatos nearly as much as
a crop of coarse tubers—a good word, therefore, for

the present day is not at a sLandstill, but, as in the

past, ever on the march forward.

THE BULB SEASON OF 1874.

In taking a brief glance at the bulb season just

closed we are better able to arrive at correct ideas

respecting the extent of its transactions than has been
the case for some years past. If the weather keeps
open bulbs will be wanted as late as February, but
when the frost sets in the bulb trade closes, and this

year has been no exception to the general rule. Ab
we have before remarked, the financial condition of

the country influences the demand for bulbs in a

much larger degree than it does the other requisites

of floricultural display ; and, as there have not been
any startling additions to commercial prosperity

during the year just closed, neither has there been
any largely increased demand for these spring-flower-

ing luxuries.

Taking the principal bulbs seriatim, and beginning,

as the catalogues generally do, with Hyacinths, we
have to record a very good demand for the named
varieties, especially those with white flowers. The
sale of single sorts has largely increased, while that

of the doubles shows a considerable decrease. Thi-.

latter circumstance owes its existence in some measure

lio the fact that scarcely any double flowers are staged

at the spring exhibitions, besides which no new
varieties of any note have been brought out during

the j)ast two years. [Much more to the fact that few
or none of the doubles produce close symmetrical
spikes. Eus.] Hyacinths for bedding, although
largely m demand, have not exceeded last season's

sales ; the continuance of the frost is in a great

measure the cause of this. As in all cases the quality

of the bulbs was above the average, the prospects

of blooming are very hopeful.

Tulips present scarcely any variation compared with
last year's sales ; the large demand for the popular
bedding varieties still continues, despite the high prices,

which a temporary scarcity renders necessary.

Narcissi.—A considerable increase in the demand
for these showy flowers has taken the place of the

steady decline visible during the past four years ; the

Polyanthus varieties have been especially in request.

Crocus.—Sales have not been above the average ;

the heavy rains in October and the early frost are

doubtless the cause of this.

Snowdrops^ owing to the prevalence of a disease

amongst them, were very scarce ; the demand has far

exceeded the supply.

Miscellaneous articles generally have met with a
fair share of public favour ; they are too numerous to

be particularised.

One of the most striking features connected with
the season has been the very unusual demand for

bulbs producing white flowers. Lily of the Valley,

Hoteia japonica, white Roman Hyacinths, and every-

thing else that will force easily, have been qvite at a

premium.
The spring exhibitions have already been fully com-

mented upon in your columns, and some good hints

were thrown out by several of your correspondents at

the time, which I trust have not been lost upon those

who have had the compilation of the schedules for the

forthcoming displays. I should like to see some good
prizes offered for new varieties of Tulips, with a view
to the introduction of something new in colour, com-
bined with adaptability for forcing.

Taken as a whole the season must be considered
very satisfactory. It affords ample evidence of the

growing taste for the beautiful, and at the same time

a laudable desire to bridge over the gulf that has,

until very lately, separated the last floral beauties of

autumn and the first bright flowers of early summer.
Doubtless ere long we shall have our gardens bright

and beautiful "all the year round;" raisers and
growers will combine and do their best to direct the

forces of Nature into the requisite channels, and
winter, instead of being a state and time of absolute

lethargy and barrenness, will be the time for Nature
to put on a new and varied robe, none the less cheer-

ing and beautiful because it differs from the gorgeous
mantle which is her summer garb. .S". B. D,

THE ROYAL NURSERIES,
ASCOT.

{C.nclii.L-.l hvm t. 44.)

The Rose-house, 60 feet by 15, at the time

of my visit—the midtile of November—was filled

with plants for winter flowering. Instead of using

a number of varieties, but very few find a place

here, and these such as are found to best answer

the purpose by producing the greatest number

of blooms of the most desirable colours and shape.

Full-blown Roses are here useless, the long-shaped,

close, half-opened buds are what is required. Teas

are principally used, and amongst them Niphetos

stands at the top, white or straw-coloured, free-flower-

ing, and a vigorous grower ; Madame Falcot, yellow,

fine, and a good grower ; Monsieur Furtado, sulphur,

free, and fine ; Souvenir d'Ehze Vardon, white, with

pale yellow centre, one of the best forcers ; Devoni-

ensis, Boule de Neige, II. P., pure white, stout petals

and good habit, and not subject to mildew [this is not

our experience out-of-doors] ; Madame Lacharme,

H. P., white, shading to rose, a fine forcing sort.

The above are the kinds principally used, most of

them on their own roots. Fairy Roses are also largely

employed in the bud.

Adjoining is a 55 feet by 15 lean-to house, with a

north aspect, filled with Camellias—many of which

were planted out— mostly white sorts, a dozen of

which are wanted for one coloured flower. The

inside of the glass was slightly smeared with white

paint, which in a house of this description and so

placed is all the shade required. The next is a narrow

house, 50 feet by 12, in which, amongst other things

of a mixed description, were .1 number of moderate-

sized plants in pots of Alalia : eboldii, in full bloom,

bearing very large panicles of white flowers a foot or

more in length ; they will last for a month, in which

state it is one of the best autumn conservatory sub.
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jects. As a room plant it has few equals ; even in a

town it will bear the confinement of a hall for months

with comparatively little light ; altogether it is one of

the most useful plants grown.

From this we enter a house, 55 feet by 20, the

centre stage filled with Heaths, Dracophyllums,

Hedaromas, Epacrises, Kennedya ovata alba, and

hundreds ol Calla (Ricliardia) £ethiopica, for flowering

at Christmas ; double Pelargoniums, a small-flowered

crimson coloured variety named Major Trevor Clarke,

and the white-bloomed National.

The next house, 55 feet by 20, was filled with Tea

Roses that had not been pruned, but brought in to

open their already formed buds. Many of these were

large plants, and all elevated up to the glass. Inter-

spersed amongst the Roses on the side stages were

quantities of the white-flowered miniature plant

Oldenlandia Deppeana, which can be had in bloom

all the year round by keeping it in a little heat

through the winter.

After these are a number of low, long, narrow

houses, the first of which is 75 feet by 10. In it were

2000 Carnation Miss Jollifle, a very dwarf, free-

flowering variety ; colour pale pink. The plants are

struck in May, moved on during the summer into

7-inch pots, and in this size kept. Through the winter

they receive a little warmth and air, and are kept

close to the glass. They produce on an average

during the winter fifty flowers each. Some of the

spikes had on them a dozen blooms in different stages.

The following April they are moved into pots 3 inches

larger, in which they are grown through the summer,

and bloomed the following winter, after which they

are destroyed, getting too hard to flower freely. The

blooms of this variety are in great demand. It is a

very dwarf, stout grower. La Belle is considered here

the best white. Prince of Orange and Ascot Yellow

the best yellows. Garibaldi and Dragon, fine red

sorts, are also grown in quantity.

From this we come to another house, 75 (eet by 10,

filled with winter-flowering Pelargoniums. The sorts

principally grown are the red variety. Brilliant

;

Madame C. Keteleer, Smith's White, and Alba plena.

Adjoining is another long narrow house, 75 feet

by 10, in which were Azaleas and a quantity of the

elegant drooping white-flowered Cytisus filipes

grafted on the common Laburnum, 3 feet high. So

grown it makes a most charming decorative plant.

Amongst the Azaleas were a number of the white

variety, Reine de Portugal ; it is a later sort, that

succeeds A. Borsig. The roof of this house is

covered with Marecfial Niel Rose. The next house,

similar in size, 75 feet by 10, was filled with

Adiantum cuneatum, in 6-inch pots.

Near to this, in course of erection, is a lean-to house,

120 feet by I2, for Camellias. This has a northern

aspect, not, as might be supposed, erected against an

existing wall, but altogether built facing this direc-

tion, simply on account of such being found the

best for Camellias ; this is a circumstance that should

not be lost sight of by growers of these plants—all

the houses here devoted to their culture being of a

like description, with this aspect.

In front of and adjoining these houses are some

long narrow pits, one of which was filled with the

miniature Myrtle, Jenny Reitenbach ; it is a small

but apparently very free grower ; the plants struck

last May were completely covered with flower-buds

from top to bottom.

In others were Neapolitan Violets and Cyclamens.

Here also is the pit used for Tuberoses; this is a

plant that many private growers do not succeed well

with. The pit they are here grown in is sunk some

3 feet below the ground level. The wall is pigeon-

holed from the bottom up to the level, and then

carried up solid some 2 feet higher. In this the bulbs

are plunged; round the outside is a 3 feet cavity,

formed by an outer wall, this is kept filled with fer-

menting material : by this means the bulbs can be

supplied with a gentle bottom-heat, and the surface

kept comparatively cool by giving air liberally, the

object being to induce root-action before top-growth

commences. Water is withheld until they have formed

roots freely and begun to grow, after which they will

bear more heat and moisture.

Wenowcometo some houses in which are grown Bou-

vardias, the flowers of which are so much in demand

{or bouquet-making. The first of these is So feet

by 15. In this house was the free-flowering B. Vree-

landii, B. jasminiflora, and B. Humboldtii corymbi-

flora ; taking it altogether this last is no doubt the

finest variety in cultivation. It is an excellent grower,

deliciously scented, and a continuous bloomer ;
the

flowers are as large as the old B. Humboldtii, and pro-

duced in bunches of a dozen. The individual blooms

are 3 inches long in the tube ; they are used singly,

to stand above and relieve the even surface of

bouquets, and for this purpose a thin wire is pushed

up the inside of the tube, and the stalk of the flower

fastened to it : this is to keep them in their wonted

position, and to prevent their falling over. In this

house were over 2000 plants in fine health ; they are

kept near the glass, and moderate stove-heat is used all

through the winter, without which they do not bloom

freely. The adjoining house is So feet by 10, also filled

with Bouvardias, many of which were the American

pink variety. Bride. The above four sorts are the best

in cultivation, and, where fragrant flowers are con-

tinuously in demand, are indispensable. The path of

this, as most of the other houses (which are all span-

roofed, unless where stated to the contrary), runs down

the centre ; here it is composed of trellis-work, beneath

which is a pit 2\ feet deep, in which are started the

immense quantities of Lily of the Valley forced, than

which in London there is no flower in greater demand.

This pit is filled with dung and leaves.
^

Fifteen

selected crowns of the Lily are placed in a 4S-pot and

plunged 6 inches over-head in the fermenting material,

which is kept up to 85°. Here they stop eight days,

in which time the tops make 2 inches of growth;

they are then removed to the next house, which is

75 feet by 10, and is one of four used in spring for

propagating. A path runs down the centre. On one

side is a stage running the whole length, on the other

is a pit fitted up in the usual way with lights ; in this

the Lilies are plunged in dung and leaves. Here they

are kept for seven or eight days, and air given, the

first two or three days they are slightly shaded if

the weather is bright ; they are then moved to the

stage at the opposite side of the path, where they are

very soon ready for cutting—the house all the time

being kept up to 70' in the night. The first are ready

by the end of November, and for this earliest work

the roots are procured from Germany ; their earlier

matured growth permits of their being forced before

the Dutch-grown roots. In this house were 800

newly-grafted plants of the fine new Azalea Sigismund

Rucker, and a quantity of Cyperus laxus, a good

decorative plant for use in vases and similar purposes.

Another of these propagating-houses, 80 feet by 10,

was filled with Poinsettias. The old stools, when they

have started about the end of May, are planted out in

a pit upon 3 feet of dung and leaves. By the end of

August they have made very strong growth, these are

half cut through with a sharp knife 3 inches below the

top of the shoots ; in eight days the remaining portion

is cut through ; each is then placed singly in a 6o-

sized pot, and moved into the propagating-house, and

as soon as rooted it is transferred to the stove, and kept

there until it flowers, some being placed in a cooler

temperature for succession. If any of the plants have

an appearance of getting too high they are again half

cut through, allowed as before to remain for a time,

then taken ofT and struck, after which they make
beautiful dwarf plants, flowering when not more than

S inches or a foot high.

Another propagating house is 75 feet by 12—one

side of it was filled with double white Primulas.

This is far more useful for cutting than the single

varieties, the flowers standing so much better, yet it

is a plant that gardeners frequently find a difficulty in

managing, through its disposition to damp off at the

collar, this generally occurring through a mistake in

its cultivation of leaving a portion of the stem bare

above the soil, in which state it is almost certain to

rot off. The way it is here treated is, in the spring,

when moving into larger pots, to sink each plant down

so that the soil comes up amongst the bottom leaves :

so treated it roots freely, and will quickly break up

small crowns, which are divided and potted singly,

keeping them well down. Here also were a quantity

of Camellia stocks for working and grafted Rhodo-

dendrons. This brings us to another 75 feet by 12

house, in which was a quantity of Pelargonmm album

plenum, and the new white variety, Ascotiensis—a sort

that is expected to do good service for cutting on

account of the length of time the flowers stand. Here

also were numbers of the Japanese Acers, and the

free and continuous flowering Abutilon Boule de

Neige. In the next house, similar in size to the last,

was a quantity of grafted plants of the variegated

Japanese Daphne, quite hardy, and as fragrant as

D. indica, and many hundreds of newly struck

Hydrangeas.
This leads to another house, 40 feet by 12, m

which were winter flowering Orchids, such as Odonto-

glossum pulchellum, Ccelogyne cristata, Dendrobium

nobile, and Cypripedium insigne. Tuberoses, Adian-

tum pubescens and Selaginellas : the roof covered

with Stephanotis.

The next is a retarding house, and was filled with

climbers in pots in quantity, such as Tacsonia Van
Volxemii, Clematis indivLsa, Rhynchospermum jasmi-

noides, &c. The adjoining house, 70 feet by 12, was

occupied with Adiantum cuneatum, Isolepis gracilis,

Lomaria gibba, Ficus elastica, and dwarf Palms.

We now enter another (70 feet by 12) retarding

house, occupied for the time being with Hymeno-

phyllums, flexuosum, demissum, &c. ;
Trichomanes

radicans, Lomatia elegantissima, a Fern-like hard-

wooded Protead, with most elegant leaves ; and the

most singular pink-flowered Azalea linearis, as unlike

an Azalea as anything could be imagined—the petals

of its numerous flowers (produced in bunches of a

dozen together) being much more like a Japanese

Chrysanthemum ; it is ujed for lightening up the

surface of bouquets. Here also was the beautiful new
evergreen shrub, Azara microphylla, which, should it

turn out quite hardy, will be one of the finest plants

in cultivation for covering walls ; the new Stauntonia

hexaphylla, said to be a good conservatory plant, pro-

ducing very ornamental fruit ; the fine blooming

Nerine Fothergillii, a plant not nearly so well known
or so often met with as it should be—a much finer thing

than the Guernsey Lily, the flowers deep crimson,

which are produced freely.

Near this are eight pits, each 50 feet in length,

which are filled with Cinerarias, the white Pink Lady

Blanche, Aralia Sieboldii, Tea Roses, Veronica sali-

cifolia, Azalea amosna, the hardier varieties of Palms,

Japanese Maples, and Desfontainia spinosa. Two
other pits, each 45 feet long, complete the glass

erections ; these are warmed from the boiler that heats

the Gardenia houses, and are used for forcing things

that do not require so much heat as these.

From this notice, which I have endeavoured to make

as clear as possible, it will be seen that Mr. Standish

keeps no secrets as to the manipulation and general

cultivation of the large quantities of plants here grown

for general decoration, and especially for the pro-

duction of cut flowers. Although for the latter the

number of different things employed may appear small,

yet they comprise nearly all that are in general request

in the London flower trade, and convey some idea of

the present fashion in these matters. As will be seen,

the prevailing colour in demand is white, nine-tenths

of the whole being of that colour, with a little blue,

pink, and red, although it frequently happens that

some particular flower is required—even such things

as half-ripe Blackberries have been specially stipu-

lated for as forming part of a bridal bouquet.

In the outside nursery Rhododendrons are largely

grown, as also deciduous and evergreen trees, and

shrubs. Conifers, fruit trees, Roses, and general

nursery stock. T. Baiiies.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA.
The illustration (fig. 13) gives a view of the

interior of the Eucharis-house in the gardens of the

Duke of Westminster, at Eaton Hall, Chester, taken

from a photograph kindly sent us by Mr. Selwogd.

As regards the contents of the house, the illustration

speaks for itself; but we may mention that at Eaton

Hall there are three houses devoted entirely to the

culture of Eucharis and Pancratium. One has just

done flowering, the second is now coming into perfec-

tion, and will be followed in turn by the third. The
first house will be full of flowers again in April and

September, and so on in rotation.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

{Coiitiytuedfromp. 9.)

II._On the way in %vhich the Distribution

OF Sea and Land Influences the Dis-

tribution OF Heat.

It is estimated that at least a third of the heat of a

vertical sunbeam is absorbed in traversing a cloudless

the atmosphere before it reaches sea level. The more

obliquely the beam is received at any point of the

earth's surface the greater is the proportion of the

heat that is lost. The remainder is absorbed in the

air, and although it helps to keep up the general

temperature, its effect is to a great extent lost in the

upper regions. If there be any haziness or cloud in

the air, the effect of the sunbeam on the earth's sur-

face is lessened. In a cloudy sky nearly the whole

effect of the sun's heat is spent in warming the air and

evaporating the clouds. From this it results that the

heat which any tract of country gets depends largely

upon the habitual cloudiness or clearness of its atmo-

sphere. Out of 197,000,000 square miles of the

earth's surface, 145,000,000 are at the present time

taken up by sea, leaving only 52,000,000, or rather

more than a third, for the land. Heat acts upon land

and water in very different ways. Upon the land the

surface in a hot sun becomes intensely heated, but the

heat does not penetrate far below the surface, and is

not stored up for future use. In Britain the extremes

of temperature during the year, which in the air in the

shade show a difference of 70°, 80°, or even 90°, are, at

3 feet below the surface, not more than 15° or 20°

apart, at 25 feet only 3° or 4°, and at a depth of

50 feet are reduced to nothing. But the heat which

falls upon the sea is differently treated. It pene-

trates the surface to a moderate depth, and is

absorbed internally. Water is eminently a non-

conductor of heat, so that what is received into

its substance is diffused again mainly by agita-

tion, and as this, however violent at the surface,

diminishes fast as we sink downwards, the heating-up

of a great body of water is a slow process. At a cer-
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tain depth, varying with latitude, the sea is at a

uniform temperature of 39° all through the world. At

the equator this temperature is reached at a depth of

7200 feet. Rising in level gradually it reaches the

surface in latitude 56°, the parallel of the Shetland

Islands, and there, superficial currents apart, the sea

is of a uniform temperature at all depths. Going

towards the poles this isotherm of 39° sinks again

below the surface, and at the arctic circle has already

reached again a depth of 7000 feet. So that taking

the 56th parallel of latitude in both hemispheres as a

boundary line, the sea is divided into three basins

—

one equatorial, in which the temperature falls from

above to below, and two polar basins, in which the

temperature rises as we descend. The average

general temperature of the superficial sea at any

parallel of latitude does not differ appreciably from

tions, in moderating alike the cold of winter and

the heat of summer. In this way we get the climates

of the temperate zone separated into two classes

—

insular climates, marked by acomparatively smalldiffer-

ence between winter and summer (or, as it is called in

technical meteorology, a small hiberno-cestival varia-

tion), and continental climates, in which terrestrial

radiation has full sway in both directions, and the

difference between summer and winter is large. The
influence of nearness to a large mass of ocean is modi-

fied by the habitual cloudiness or clearness of the

atmosphere of the country, and by the prevalent

direction of the wind ; but, as the same nearness to

the sea which cuts off the extremes of temperature

tends also to produce cloudiness, this does not much
affect the actual result. Britain furnishes a typical

illustration of an insular climate, and there is even an

cnce between January and July 54^ At Montreal
the annual average is 44°, and the difference between
January and July 52^. On the north-west shores of

Hudson's Bay the annual average is 11", and tire

difiercncc between January and July 70". At Yakutsk,
where in the heat of the great Asiatic continent

occurs the most extreme case of a continental climate

that is known, the diderence between January and
July is said to rise to 100°. We have examples of

climates neither characteristically insular nor conti-

nental in Spain, France, and Palestine. South of

the tropic of Capricorn there are only 4,000,000 of

square miles of land, against 28,000,000 north of the

tropic of Cancer, and, as in the southern hemisphere

the land is cut up into three pieces, the difference

between insular and continental climates has little

scope to operate in the south temperate zone ; but

in the north temperate zone it amounts to this—that

whilst in the insular climates the coldest month of the

Fig. 13.—eucharis house at eaton hall, the seat of the duke of Westminster.

that of the annual average of the air in the shade

at the same place. At the equator it is scarcely ever

known to rise above 85° in the day and to sink below

83° in the night. As we advance into the temperate

zone, where there is a great difference between the

heat of the air at different seasons, the sea exercises

an important influence. It absorbs heat during the

day and gives it ofl during the night. It absorbs heat

during the summer, and gives it out during the

winter, and thus lowers the temperature of the

summer and raises that of the winter in its neighbour-

hood. It was found from a series of observations made

by Dr. Cooke at Scarborough during 1853-4 that the

average temperature of the sea was 54° above that

of the air in the shade in December, that it was 7°

below it in July and August, and that the two were

upon an equality at the end of October and the end

of February. We find that, in actual practice on a

broad scale, the sea exercises a very important influence

in cutting oflf the extremes oftemperature in both direc-

appreciable difference in the annual range of tempe-

rature between the west side of the island, which is

nearest the great mass of the Atlantic, and the eastern

counties, which are nearest the European continent

and comparatively small German Ocean. In Cornwall,

Devonshire, and the west of Ireland, the annual tem-

perature is 51°—52°, the difference between January

and July, 20°—21°, and between the average of the

three months of summer and the three months of

winter, 14°— 15°. At Greenwich the annual average

is 49°, the difference between January and July 25°,

and between summer and winter, 20°. In the

northern island of New Zealand the annual average is

52°, and the difference between January and July 14°.

At Cape Town the annual average is 59°, and the

difference between January and July 16°. But take a

tract in the interior of one of the great continents, and
mark the difference : at St. Petersburg the annual

average is 384°, and the difference between the three

months of summer and the three months of winter 46°.

At Moscow the annual average is 39°, and the differ-

year falls only'S^ or 10° below the annual average,

and the warmest month rises only 8* or 10° above it,

in the continental type of climate the difference

amounts to 25°, 30°, or even 40° or 50° in each
direction.

These are all average temperatures in the shade

;

but there is another point which it is important for

us to consider in this connection, and that is the in-

fluence which the sea exerts in cutting off those

extreme falls of temperature in winter which are so

harmful to plant life. To take an illustration from

England, it was found that during the exceptionally

cold night of the Christmas of 1 860 the thermometer

sunk at Helston to 32°, at Ventnor to 24°, at Scar-

borough and Liverpool to 16°, at Whitby to 10°, at

Shields to b\° ; but inland, at Wakefield, to 2° below

zero, at Manchester to 3° below zero, at York to 4°

below zero, and at Nottingham to 8° below zero.

Here the mitigating influence of nearness to the sea

is found to be considerable, but it does not seem to

extend more than a few miles inland.

The following list, the figures in which represent

monthly average temperatures at sea level, will give
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an idea of the heat of the world, as influenced by lati-

tude and nearness to the great ocean masses :—

Nubia .

.

Gold Coast .

Sladagascar .

Ceylon..
Mocha .

.

North Brazil .

North Temficratc Zoni;.

Europe and Africa.

Barbary States

Central Europe, from Black St

Baltic
England
Moscow
Christiania, Upsala. Stockholr

Archangel
Iceland

Palestine .

.

Pekin
Bogolowsk, foot of Ural
Yakutsk

America.
New Orleans
Baltimore
Montreal
Fort Vancouver
North-west shore of Hudson's Bay

Scmth Temfcrale Zone.

Valparaiso
Buenos Ayres
Cape Town . .

30—36
36—45
13—50

50—59
a6

5
—40

Cape Horn . .
\

^^

Spltzbergen .

.

I

Tornea, Lapland
Kotzebue's Sound .

.

East coast of Greenland
Arctic Siberia, 130°—140" E. longi-

THE PAPYRUS.
(CyrERUs Papyru.s, Linn.)

Probably few persons in this country are prepared

to regard the Papyrus as a European plant, yet it has

long been known to occur in many parts of Sicily, and

it is more than likely that it is from this source rather

than from the East that the specimens in various

botanic gardens have been ultimately derived.

The illustration (fig. 14, on p. 81) is copied from

a photograph, taken on the Anapo River, near

Syracuse, for the use of which the Gardener! Chronicle

is indebted to the kindness of my friend, Mr. E. R.

Lankester, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford.

The following description, written by E. O. Fenzi

a few years ago (Gardeners' Chronicle, 1870, p. 314),

gives a vivid impression of the beauty of the river

with its banks clothed with Papyrus thickets :
—

" Starting from Syracuse in a small boat, I crossed

the magnificent harbour which bears its name, from

the mouth of the Anapo. . . . Winding up the

course, which slowly carried to the sea a large volume

of excellent water, I soon reached the confluence of

the Cyane stream. . . . Gliding more than rowing

on the deep blue water I arrived where the stream,

widening into deep marshes, is covered as far as the

eye can reach with dense bushes of Papyrus. Nothing

can equal the elegance of these plants, their roots

drowned in the tepid water which slightly agitates

the feathery foliage which crowns their slender

stems.
" Tlie Papyrus grows here to the height of from

12 to 15 feet, and under such a favoured climate new

suckers are continually growing up to take the place

,of the older stems, which may be either broken by

the wind or exhausted after their seeding."

In Sicily, according to Parlatore (Me>n. preseni'es

par divers Savants, tom. xii.), the Papyrus is now

only found on the eastern side of the island, namely,

at Syracuse and Milili, a place at no great distance,

along the Cantara River, on the northern side of

Etna, and at Spaccaforno, the extreme southern angle.

Formerly it grew at Palermo, in the small lakes

formed by a little stream, which derived from it the

name of Papireto. Numerous writers mention Cala-

bria also as a locality on the mainland, but Parlatore

finds no corroborative evidence to confirm this state-

ment, which seems to have originated with Micheli.

According to Strabo it grew on Lake Trasemene, near

Perugia, but some other Cyperaceous plant is supposed

to have been confused with it.

Parlatore has endeavoured to show that, while the

Sicilian plant was identical with that which occurs in

Syria, it was distinct from the true Papyrus of the

Nile. This view has not gained general acceptance

amongst botanists, and it is difficult to resist the con-

clusion arrived at by Professor Oliver, that "the

alleged differences are trivial and inconstant" (Keio

Gardens' Guide, 25th ed., p. 21). They mainly,

indeed, consist in claiming for what may be called

the Mediterranean plant (Cyperus syriacus. Pari.), a

spreading inflorescence like a mop, with very short

linear leaflets (btacteoles) subtending the spikelets
;

and, in contradistinction, for the Nile plant (Cyperus

Papyrus, Pari.), a close besom-like inflorescence,

with very long Ijracteoles, which are also more

numerous.
As, however, in very many other cases, these

characters began to break down when applied to a

large series of specimens. Parlatore supposed that

the Syrian plant was distinct from the Egyptian. He
had only seen the plant from near the coast (Jaffa).

Bruce had found it on the upper waters of the

Jordan, and had identified it there with the plant

he had found in Abyssinia (Travels, vol. vii., p.

115). This was also the conclusion adopted by

Professor Babington in a communication to the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society (February 26, 1866). He
stated that the Papyrus of the plain of Gennesaret and

of the marshes of Hiileh, by the Lake Merom in the

north of Palestine, is not the plant found at Syracuse

and on the coast of Palestine, but is identical with

that which grows in an extensive swamp or shallow

lake connected with the White Nile, at about the

seventh degree of north latitude. These identifica-

tions are also accepted by Tristram in his Natural

History of the Bible, pp. 433, 434.

No doubt some differences of habit will, as in every

other plant, be produced by diflerences in the local

conditions of growth. The way in which the Papyrus

grows at Hiileh is very remarkable. An account of it,

from which the following particulars are extracted,

was given by Macgregor in the Jlluslrated London

Ne-MS (April 24, 1S69).

Three rivers, each born full grown—the Hasbany,

the Leddan, and the Banias—converge in the plain of

Iluleh and unite in a small lake, called in the Bible

"the waters of Merom." The Leddan spreads almost

at its birth into a hundred streams and gets lost. The
Banias and Hasbany unite to form a stream which

runs south about 3 miles and then spreads into a

morass. "On this is a vast floating forest of Papyrus

and cane, perfectly dark inside. I could never pene-

trate more than 3 feet . . . Many of the stalks of the

Papyrus are as thick as my arm. The water perco-

lates below and through the spongy mass, and there

loses at least half its volume by absorption and

evaporation. This impassable barrier is about a mile

wide."

Of course the significance of the geographical dis-

tribution of the two forms of Papyrus is altogether

destroyed when we find ourselves forced to admit

that both occur in Syria, and to abandon Parlatore's

view that the Nile Papyrus was essentially a tropical

plant ; and the () priori probability of their being

really distinct is still further diminished, if we agree

with Parlatore that it was introduced from Syria into

Sicily not earlier than the tenth century. His reason

for this belief is that, while the Syrian Papyrus is

mentioned by Theophrastus and other classical

writers, the Sicilian Papyrus is never found noticed

in literature till the travels of Abn-Haucal, an Arab,

who made a voyage to Palermo in the tenth century.

Ovid, in his Metamorphoses, speaks of Cyane, where

the Papyrus is now so abundant, but he is silent about

the Papyrus itself. However this may be, an inspec-

tion of the series of specimens from Sicily in the Kew
Herbarium show conclusively tliat the length of the

bracteoles is extremely variable, and that, trusting to

that character, both species might be identified from

Sicily as well as from Syria. African specimens, on

the other hand, show that the mop-headed inflor-

escence is by no means wanting in them, so that,

trusting to that character, both species might be iden-

tified in Africa also. It may be doubtful what degree

of authority should be attached to the drawings illus-

trating Sir Samuel Baker's recent book, Ismailia, but

it is noteworthy that wherever the Papyrus is intro-

duced it is always with a mop-headed inflorescence

like that attributed by Parlatore exclusively to

Cyperus syriacus (see, for example, the view of the

White Nile, facing p. 1S9 in vol. i.). It is extremely

probable that the difference in the spread of the heads

is largely due to the age and maturity of the particular

specimen. As, therefore, the two forms everywhere

seem to co-exist, the presumption is that tliey are not

really distinct, and that the Papyrus of the Nile, of

Syria, and of Sicily, are all one and the same species.

I may also say that I have found more than three

bracteoles to the rays in a Sicilian specimen.

The Papyrus was first cultivated in a botanic garden

by Cajsalpinus, who introduced it to Pisa from Sicily.

L'obel saw it here and identified it with the plant

described by Theophrastus and Pliny (Adversaria

nova, 1575, p. 38). He gives a figure, with besom-

like heads, which, however, it is tolerably certain

must have been taken from the SiciUan plant, not-

withstanding that he describei it as Papyrus nilotica.

This figure was copied by Matthioli, Bauhin, and

other botanists of the sixteenth century. Parlatore

thinks that the Sicilian plant has done duty in all the

botanical gardens of Europe for the Egyptian. If his

views were well founded all the cultivated plants

should have short bracteoles. Lamark, however,

expressly states (in the Encyclopidie methodique) that

the form in cultivation in his time at the Jardin des

Plantes had the bracteoles longer than the rays of the

umbel.

In Africa the Papyrus probably forms a character-

istic member of the Tropical African flora. It was

found on the White Nile, as already stated, by Bruce,

and there are in the Kew Herbarium specimens col-

lected in 9° 50', N. lat. by Petherick. In Hooker s

Niger Flora, p. 551, it is stated to be "very

abundant on the banks of the Lagos, a river near

Accra (Don), where it was also found by Barter."

There are also specimens at Kew from the Congo,

and, what is a remarkable extension of its range, from

Delagoa Bay, collected by Forbes.

Pliny describes the Papyrus as a plant of the

Euphrates Valley, and Guilandini corroborates

him, but whether the true plant grows there

or not still appears to remain in doubt.

From the remarkable but well-known fact that the

Lotus (Nelumbium) has disappeared from the whole

Nilotic region within historic times, and that the

Papyrus is not found beyond 9° N. lat., Schwein-

furth arrives at the conclusion (Bull, de t Inst. Egypt.,

Dec. 19, 1873) that the climate of Egypt has lost the

characteristic features which formerly united it with

that of tropical Africa, and that the natural produc-

tions of the country have gradually become more

northern.

This is not strictly accurate, even as to the range,

for Bruce found the Papyrus at Lake Zina in Abys-

sinia, in 12° N. lat. It is hardly credible that Egypt

should have ceased to be able to support a plant which

flourishes in Sicily and Syria. It seems much more

probable that both it and the Nelumbium never were

indigenous to Egypt proper, but that the Papyrus was

introduced from Nubia and cultivated. The reason

of its disappearance is probably to be sought, not m
any change of climate, but in the physical conditions

of the river—perhaps the periodical rise and fall of its

waters—not enabling it to hold its ground without

human intervention.

The earliest figure of the Egyptian Papyrus is that

given by Prosper Alpinus, 1640 {De Plantis ^gpytt,

p. III). He simply alludes to it as a plant of the River

Nile (estplantaflnminis Nili), and that the Egyptians

call it Berd. 'Bruce found it in the last century

in Lower Egypt. According to Delile it occurred at

Damietta, and Savary speaks of it as growing near

Lake Menzaleh as well. Bromfield, however, searched

there in vain for it (Letters from Egypt and Syria,

p. 235), and elsewhere (p. iSo) "he speaks of the

rumour of the Papyrus still lingering in the vicinity

of Lake Menzaleh, proving, it seems, a mistake ;

another species having been confounded with the true

Papyrus of antiquity." M. Figari (quoted by Parla-

tore) believes this to have been Cyperus dives.

Bruce was of opinion that the Papyrus was only an

introduced plant in Egypt. It did not appear to

him to have been a plant that could have existed in

the Nile, or, as authors have said, been proper to it

" Its head," he says, "is too heavy, and in a plain

country the wind must have too violent a hold of it.

The stalk is small and feeble, and likewise too tall

;

the root too short and slender to stay it against the

violent pressure of the wind and current : therefore, I

believe it never could be a plant growing in the Nile

itself, or in any very deep and rapid river."

Savary (Lettres sur V Egypte, p. 323) quotes a pas-

sage from Strabo, according to which those who had

the manufacture of a writing material from Papyrus

were careful to restrict its growth to a very few places

in Lower Egypt. It is owing to the fact that it was

—

if this account be true—never allowed to become very

plentiful that the way was prepared for its final extir-

pation. It seems probable, therefore, that the Papyrus

lingered down to the last century in the marshes of the

Nile delta, and is now finally extinct in Lower Egypt.

But this fact seems to afford no secure basis for

Schweinfurth's generalisation as to a deterioration of

the climate.

Du Petit Thouars discovered a Cyperus in Mada-

gascar which has been described as a distinct species

—Cyperus madagascariensis—by Willdenow. It is

closely allied to the Papyrus, if indeed it be more

than a slight variety of it. The same form also

occurs in Mauritius, but is probably naturahsed there.

This extension of the species is more especially

interesting, seeing that the African distribution ex-

tends so far south as Delagoa Bay. W. T. Thiselton

Over.
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Botanical Notes.

In llie Judldin of the L'nincan Soc'tely of I'arls,

M. de Lanessan continues his observations on the

Formation and Distrihution of the Vascular
lliTNDLFS in Pl-ANTs, and succeeds in showing by

numerous illustrations Ihat M. Van Tieghem's dictum,

that an organ is not to be considered as an independ-

ent foliar organ unless it receives directly from the axis

a vascular bundle, is subject to too many exceptions

to be accepted as axiomatic. On the other hand, it

appears to us that M, de Lanessan lays himself open

to a similar charge, when he says "that the study of

the arrangement of the vascular bundles of the adult

plant cannot lead to any result in the determination of

the morphological nature of any particular organ."

At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society of

Paris, M. Kamey callei attention to the Exhala-
TION of water (rom the Leavts of Amorphophallus
Rivieti (figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1873, p. 609).

The plant was grown in a pot in a dry room and
allowed to suffer for want of water. Water was
then supplied abundantly, and after an interval of

from two to four hours, all the lobes of the leaves

showed near their points a drop of water, which dis-

appeared subsequently as if reabsorbed by the plant.

This is analogous with what has been previously

observed in another Aroid (Colocasia).

Professor Eichler, of Kiel, has lately pub-

lished the first part of a volume on the Symmetry
OK Flowers, under the title of BUdhendriagramvie
(\Villi;ims & Norgate). The work is intended to give

in a concise form the plan of construction of the

flower in the principal natural orders of plants. For

each order a diagram is given, showing the disposi-

tion and relative position of the several organs. The
text contains an explanation of the diagram?, together

with other information. We propose on a future

occasion to refer at greater length to this volume,

which is one of first-rate importance as regards vege-

table morphology.

M. Chabaud, in the Bulletin of the Central

Horticultural Society ofFrance^ records the Fruiting
for the second time at Toulon of EnCEPHALARTOS
Altensteini. The flowers were fertilised with the

polltn of a species of Macrozamia. Fruits were
formed, but no embryo, though the seeds were
otherwise perfect. The same absence of embryo
characterised the seeds or fruits of Stangeria paradoxa,

which fruited some time since in the collection of

Mr. Wilson Saunders.

Forestry.

The Russian forest reports, from which we have

already given some extracts, contain many interesting

paragraphs, from which we select the following :

—

The construction of boats and various kinds of

river-craft (orms an important branch of industry.

Every year upwards of loo.coo vessels of different

descriptions descend the water-ways of Russia. Very

few of them make the return voyage, but are demo-

lished for fuel or building purposes after reaching

their destination. More than two million roubles

are annually spent on wood for renewing or com-

pleting vessels for river navigation. Scotch Pine and

Norway Spruce are usually employed for this pur-

pose, but recently, the value of these timbers having

increased, the Aspen is used for lining barges, parti-

cularly in the Governments of Mohilew and Minsk.

Sawing is now done to a great extent by steam. In

the Government of Arkangel there are six steam saw-

mills solely occupied on Pine timber for exportation

to England. About eighty saw-mills are constantly

employed cutting out timber for exportation, at least

two million trees annually falling for this purpose.

Resinous products are a source of considerable

wealth, and in many parts, especially in the Ark-

angel, Volgoda, and Kostroma governments, their

collection and preparation is the chief employment of

the inhabitants. In the North, where forests are

abundant, the trees are drained to death in from ten

to fifteen years, in the same wasteful manner practised

in the Pine forests of the Landes of Gascony during

the last century. The tar, both for home consumption

and exportation, is obtained for the greater part by a

very primitive process, a hole being made in the

earth and a rude furnace constructed. But, within

the last few years, seveial factories have been estab-

ished, not only for the extraction of tar, but al?o for

the preparation of various refined articles belonging

to this class. It would be difficult to ascertain the

quantity of tar consumed within the empire, but

something like 7000 tons are annually exported.

Under the name of goubki the following Boleti are

exported, viz., obtusus, undulatus, and laricis. In

1871 about 9350 lb. of this article were exported.

Recently the Aspen, which was considered as a

tree of a very little use, has become of great import-

ance in the manufacture of paper. In 1S71 there

were ten manufactories in Russia, and two in Finland,

occupied in grinding the wood by means of hydraulic

mills. The low price of this wood, the facility with

which its pulp is blanched for making paper, and the

increasing high price of rags, promise a grand future

for this industry, especially as the forests are rich in

reserves of the Aspen, and it renews itself without

the aid of man. The annual value of the wood con-

sumed within the empire is estimated to amount to at

least 265,450,000 roubles. The railways use wood
for fuel to the amount of 7,200,000 roubles yearly.

ilotircs of Uoofts.

The Aerial World : a Popular Account of the

Phenomena and Life of the Atmosphere. By G.
Hartvvig, M. and P. D. Longmans,

We have frequently had occasion to allude to the

publications of Dr. Hartwig, and to speak in favour-

able terms of his efforts to interest the general reader

in some of the more important natural phenomena, their

causes and effects. Good, however, as have been the

author's works on the polar world, the sea, the

tropical world, &c. , we are of opinion that he has

been even more successful in the present case. A
treatise on meteorology is to most folk but dry read-

ing, but Dr. Hartwig has contrived to construct a

book which may fairly be styled " meteorology made
easy." It was no part of his plan to write a scientific

treatise, but to make public, in an agreeable, yet

accurate form, the results gained by modern investi-

gation into the nature and phenomena of the atmo-
sphere. Accordingly we have in Dr. Hartwig's pages

chapters devoted to the composition and qualities of the

air, the force and direction of winds, the nature of

clouds, waterspouts, fogs, dew, rain, snow, storms,

cyclones, electrical phenomena, &c. The concluding

chapters are devoted tothe balloon as a scientific instru-

ment, and as an observatory in time of war. The illus-

trations are numerous and for the most part good and

appropriate, but we fail to recognise an Orchid in the

cut at p. 409, entitled " Orchids growing on dead

trunk," and which, if we mistake not, has done duty

elsewhere. The work as a whole is one which, judged

from its own standpoint, deserves our warm recom-

mendation.

The History, Structure, Economy, and Diseases
of the Sheep. By W. C. Spooner. Lockwood,

1874.

It would hardly have been necessary for us in this

place to do more than announce the publication of a

third edition of Mr. Spooner's admirable little book

on the sheep, were it not that sundry questions

relating to hybridism and cross-breeding have

lately been attracting the attention of some of our

cultivators. We believe that the rules and prin-

ciples which have been deduced (rom experience in

the animal kingdom will apply equally well, all due

allowances being made, among plants. It may not

be without value, therefore, to condense in a few

words what Mr. Spooner says about cross-breeding

among sheep. A Pelargonium is not a sheep,

decidedly, but it shares with the animal a number of

qualities and functions, and it cannot be without

interest to compare the two. In trying to improve a

breed of sheep, says Mr. Spooner, the qualities of both

parents must be considered, with a view of correcting

as well as perpetuating good qualities. It must be

acknowledged, however, that in the majority of cases the

influence of the male parent preponderates, so that the

offspring shows more of the characteristics of the sire

than of the mother, though this rule is not without

exceptinn. This is perfectly in accordance with Dr.

Denny's views on the Pelargonium. To render cross-

ing successful, says Mr. Spooner, we should endeavour

to find "some affinity of constitution between the

improvers and those we wish to improve."

No raiser of hybrid Vines or florists' flowers will

contest that dictum. We fancy, however, that greater

objection would be raised to the statement that "a first

cross between a superior and an inferior race is, as a

gener.al rule, very successful, producing animals

approximating in most respects to their more improved

parents, but after the first cross the breed often

deterioT.^tes.

"

Among plants the first cross is often productive of

a very large and often misshapen progeny, srmie of

which may possess desirable properties, and may in

time he improved ; but as to the majority, but Utile

favourable can be said. In any case the raiser of

plants will agree with our author that "crossing is an
experiment sometimes succeeding and sometimes fail-

ing in producing a proper combination of the qualities

of both parents. Judgment is shown in selecting the

successful and rejecting the others." It was by
judicious crossing and careful selection that Bakeweil

ultimately produced from a great variety of flocks of

difl'erent characters the celebrated breed of New Lei-

cester sheep. Having gamcl what he wished,' he
altered his plan, and, instead of continuing to cross,

took every means to secure the purity of his flocks by
in-and-in breeding. With regard to the latter pro-

cess, it must be remembered that the circumstances

and conditions are so different in the human race and
in animals^in which latter case every care is taken to

secure the health and/ihvsnjneof both parents—that no
fair analogies can be drawn. Certain it is that close

intermarriage in the animal kingdom is far from being

prejudicial to the issue, as a rule ; and were circum-

stances different it need not necessarily be so among
the human family.

Among plants we do not think we have sufficiently

numerous or authentic data to decide the question ;

but in the case of Wheat, for instance, in-and-in

bleeding can hardly be injurious.

We conclude this notice by citing a sentence from

Mr. Spooner, the principle of which should be acted

on as far as possible by every hybridiser. Though
crossing may be practised with impunity, or even

advantage, "yet no one sliould do so for the purpose

of establishing a new breed unless he has clear and
well-defined views of the objects he seeks to accom-

plish, and has duly studied the principles on which it

can be carried out, and is determined to bestow for

the space of half a lifetime his constant and unremit-

ting attention to the discovery and removal ol

defects."

• Mr. Murray promises for the ensuing season a

new book by Mr. Darwin, called Inieclivorous and
Climbing Plants. According to the Athenecum, it

will consist of two parts, the first of which is devoted

to a discussion of the sensitiveness of the leaves of

Drosera, Dionaia, Pinguicula, &c., to certain stimu-

lants, and of their power of digesting and absorbing
animal matter ; the second to the habits and move-
ments of climbing plants. Three books of travel are

also on Mr. Murray's list t

—

The Caucasus, Persia and
Turkey in Asia, being a journey through the Caucasus

to Tabreez, Kurdista)!, do~wn the Tigris and Euphrates

to Ninei'eh and Babylon, and across the Desert to

Palmyra, by Baron Max Von Thielmann, translated

from the German by Mr. C. Heneage ; The Land oj

the North Wind, or Travels among the Laplanders and
Samoyedes, and along the Shores of the White Sea, by
Mr. Edward Rae ; and The Hawaiian Archipelago,

Six Months among the Palm-Groz'es, Coral-Reefs, and
Volcaiws of the Sand-Mich Islands, by Isabella Bird.

Of Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants

(Reeve), Parts II and 12 have recently been issued.

It is to be regretted that this fine work, the most

attractive now publishing of all the books devoted

to this most attractive race of plants, should make its

appearance at such uncertain and distant intervals

that one never knows when to be on the look-out for

it. From the size of the page, Mr. Fitch's sketches

are most effective, and the execution of the illustra-

tions is, in most cases, quite satisfactory. The num-

bers before us contain a splendid plate of Oncidium

varicosum Rogersii, drawn Irom Messrs. Veitch's

specimen plant (the plate lettered O. verrucosum) ;

Lrelia pumila, the Cattleya marginata of many collec-

tions ; Masdevallia Veitchiana, a plant which no

artificial colouring can reproduce ; Ljelia anceps

Dawsoni, remarkable for its chaste and elegant

colouring, and which is still very rare ; the singular

Batemannia Burtii, well represented from Mr. Huine's

plant ; and finally, a grand figureof the lovely x Catt-

leya exoniensis, one of the earliest and finest of the

Messrs. Veitch's hybrid Orchids, and one in which

the colouring of the lip is most superb. It was

obtained by crossing Cattleya Mossi.-e with Lrelia pur-

purala, and combines the best features of each.

• The first volume of the reissue of Yarreirs

History of British Birds (Van Voorst), under the

editorship of Prof. Newton, is now completed. It is

needless to say anything in commendation of so well

appreciated a book.

Messrs. Edmonston & Douglas, Edinburgh,

will shortly publish, in one volume, demy 8vo, with

illustrations on wood by Whymper, Saskatcheiaan and

the Rocky Mountains ; a diary and narrative of travel,

sport, and adventure during a journey through the

Hudson's Bay Company's territories in iSsgand i860.

By the Earl of Southesk, Kt., F.R.G.S.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

March.
• —Royal Horticultural Society, South KenMngton. I\Teeting

of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

) and II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring

Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

i.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.'s Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.

'.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
r^f Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacuuh

^.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Spring Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

[,—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

Al'KIL.

^—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

[.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show,

.

; —Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

?.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

SATURDAY, JANUARY i6, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tuesday, Ja:

r Royal Horticultural Society : Mcelii:

Fruit and Floral Committees, at n
WrdnesdAY, Jan. 20-i Scientific Cunm;'

< Hardy and Ornamental Tn

IN the midst of disquieting rumours concern-

ing the future of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, which, whether partially true

or wholly false, shake public confidence and

prevent useful development, it is satisfac-

ory to have to announce the inauguration, on

Wednesday last, of a series of Evening

Lectures on Horticultural Subjects

at South Kensington. These lectures were

suggested by the present Secretary, Mr.

W. A. Lindsay, to the Council, and were by

that body at once sanctioned, as likely to tend

to the fulfilment of what should be the main

object of the Society—the advancement of

horticulture. The remarks with which the

Secretary prefaced the inaugural lecture were

much to the point, and evinced a just apprecia-

tion of the claims of science in general, and of

horticulture in particular. At no time, he

remarked, was horticulture, whether as a science

or as a practical art, of more importance than

at present. Very appropriately and very

dexterously did he remind his audience that

life, whether manifested in the plant, in the

insect, in the animal, was one and the same

throughout all Creation, and reached its climax

in man. A knowledge of the simpler life

in plants is, therefore, an essential prelimi-

nary to an acquaintance with the life history of

animals and of man. Continuing in this vein

Mr. Lindsay had no difficulty in finding an

excuse—not that any such was needed—for the

establishment of a series of evening lectures at

South Kensington. The noise and confusion

incident to the general meeting, the mass of

routine business to be got through, the distrac-

tions caused by those who come rather to see

and be seen, than to listen to learned disserta-

tions, the time of the meetings, which prevent

young gardeners and others with business

avocations from attending—all these were urged

as reasons for the course adopted by the

Council. It was pointed out, in addition, that

though amongst practical horticulturists the

most cherished traditions are those con-

nected with Chiswick, yet South Kensington

was not destitute of a horticultural history prior

to the estabUshment of the Society in that

locality. One of the most celebrated nursery

gardens—that of London & Wise—occupied,

in fact, the site of the Kensington garden,—

a

nursery established in the reign of Charles II.,

and which maintained a well-merited reputation

for a long series of years. Allusion was also

made to the services which the Society had

rendered in past times to horticulture by the

despatch of collectors to various districts, and

by the introduction, through their agency, of a

very large number of useful and ornamental

plants. With such prefatory matter did the

Chairman introduce Professor Dyer, the lecturer

of the evening.

The Professor, taking up in a measure the

strain of the preceding speaker, soon made it

apparent that plants had a life of their own as

marvellous as that of animals. It is the general

recognition of this fact that is doing so much at

present to restore botany to a position whence

it ought never to have fallen. For some

years botany was taught and studied as

if it consisted merely in the determina-

tion of variations of the external form

of particular parts, in the application of

uncouth names to those variations, and of

equally unfamiliar names to individual plants

distinguished one from another by the diversities

just mentioned. All the time this, and little

else but this, passed current for botany, it is

no wonder people of intelligence sneered at it

as an agreeable pastime, and held it in no

esteem as an intellectual exercise, and but

slightly for its practical utility. Nowadays,

thanks in no small measure to Mr. Darwin,

this has been changed. An intelligent purpose

and a definite end is seen to underlie even the

most apparently trifling and minute variations.

The special subject chosen by the lecturer

to illustrate his remarks was the development

of Ferns from spores. With great clearness

Professor Dyer sketched the growth of the

spore into a small green plate or prothallus, the

formation of reproductive organs of two sexes

on the prothallus, and the subsequent growth of

a perfect plant the ron as a direct consequence

of the contact of the spirally-coiled ciliated fila-

ments of the antheridium or organ analagous to

the anther, with the cells of the pistillidium, or

organ analogous to the pistil of flowering plants.

The possibility of effecting artificial hybridisa-

tion was thus made manifest, and allusion was

made to the cases in which this is supposed to

have taken place naturally, as in many Gymno-
grammas, iS:c.

To those who had already a general familiar-

ity with the details described, the most novel

and interesting portion of Professor DYER'S

remarks were those relating to the history of

the subject prior to the remai'kable discoveries

of Naegeli and Suminski. The share which

MORISON, the Oxford botanist, and, later, Dr.

Lindsay, took in sowing the spores of Ferns

and studying their development is, we are con-

fident, very little known even among professed

botanists ; and while referring the reader to our

report of Professor Dyer's lecture in another

column, we may thank him for unearthing

historical details which have been well-nigh

forgotten. It is curious to learn that while Sir

Thomas Millington was among the first to

discover the proper function of the pollen, and

in all probability in the Oxford Botanic Garden,

MORISON was the first to sow the spores of

Ferns and watch their germination in the same
academic garden. The Oxford garden derives

additional claims to the respectful attachment

of English botanists from this circumstance.

Pending the realisation of what has been the

dream of so many interested in horticulture,

both in and out of the several Councils of the

Society, viz., the establishment of a thorough

school of horticulture, scientific and practical.

in connection with the Society, great good might
be done by carrying out a more modest pro-

gramme. Of this the series of lectures which

has furnished us with a text may well form part.

How valuable, for instance, would be a series

of practical demonstrations of the proper way
of pruning fruit trees, such asaregiven annually

in almost every rural district in France—prac-
tical demonstrations, accompanied by sound
explanations of the " reason why." We have
mentioned pruning as a good subject for

rational demonstration, but it is only one

among many which might be so treated at little

cost to the Society, and to the great benefit of

young horticulturists and amateurs.

We have received from Mr. Elwes a pro-

spectus of a Monograph of the genus Lilium
which he proposes to publish, with the assistance of Mr.
W. Hood Fitch as the artist. Messrs. Wilson,
Max Leichtlin and Baker have one and all most
liberally placed at Mr. Elwes' disposal their speci-

mens, notes, and drawings. A splendid series of oil

paintings in the possession of M. Leichtlin will

serve to illustrate those few species which it is

impossible to obtain in a living state. It is proposed
to publish a series of folio plates uniform with those

of Mr. Bateman's " Monograph of Odontoglossum,"
which will be drawn on stone from life by Mr. Fitch,
coloured by hand in the best style, and accompanied
by a complete account of the native countries, culture,

varieties, and history of all known Lilies. These will

be issued in parts containing eight plates each, at the

price of one guinea per part ; but this cannot be done
in a manner worthy of tlie subject without the support

of a large number of subscribers. The work will be.

commenced at once, and completed in six parts, which
(unless new Lilies are discovered in the meantime)

will, it is thought, be sufficient to include all the

species, as well as many of the finest varieties. Each
part will also contain a large engraving, reproduced

from a photograph, of the scenery of the countries

where Lilies are most abundantly found—as Japan,

the Himalaya, and California. Woodcuts and
coloured drawings of the bulbs, seed pods, &c., will

be added. Subscribers' names should be sent to

H. J. Elwes, Esq., 6, Tenterden Street, Hanover
Square, London. We earnestly hope that this

spirited proposal will meet with the encouragement

which it merits.

Hyacinths and Tulips in flower in consider-

able numbers have for a few weeks past appeared in

our flower markets, and in the windows of the shops

of the flower dealers. Certain varieties are selected

because somewhat precocious, and the bulbs—keep-

ing those of each variety separate—are planted as

thickly as possible in shallow wooden or zinc trays in

about 3 inches of fine soil, and the boxes placed in a

brisk bottom-heat. In a month or so the coloured

flowers begin to show themselves, and two or three

bulbs of equal height and of a similar stage of develop-

ment are placed in a 48-pot, and they perfect their

flower-spikes without appearing to receive any check.

They can also be planted in drawing-room boxes,

jardinets, vases, &c, , or mingled with other plants in

more elaborate displays. Tulips and other early-

flowering bulbs are similarly treated, but in the case

of the Tulips certain varieties are specially selected,

such as the Van Thols, Yellow Prince, Tournesol,

White Pottebakker, cS:c. They are simply pulled up
from the boxes, and the dense tufts of roots potted in

soil as in the case of the Hyacinths, two, three, or

four occupying a pot, according to its size. In some
cases two white and two scarlet, or two yellow aird

two scarlet, are placed in a pot, affording bright con-

trasts. Many thousand bulbs are yearly grown in this

way. The easy and rapid manner in which they can be
got into flower enhances the value of their brilliant

hues at the dead season of the year,

In the description of the Hatfield Gardens,
given in the Special Supplement of the Gardeners'

Chronicle some time ago, the writer commented espe-

cially on the immense quantity of salading planted out

there, and described it as growing by the acre ; and
indeed he was right, for the consumption daily is some-
thing enormous. Some idea of the quantities used
may be formed when we state that 5000 heads of
Celery are grown, together with a quarter of an acre

of Chicory, and Endive and Lettuce by the tens of

thousands. In five days, in mid-winter, the consump-
tion of Endive has been 800 heads, independent of

Lettuce, Chicory, Corn Salad, Cucumbers, the

different varieties of Cress, &c. The call for Parsley,

we understand, is also very great, and CherviJ is

almost daily required in quantity.

Apparently the high-coloured Primroses of

the vulgaris type which have been raised of late years

show a precocity not exhibited by cultivated plants

of the common Primrose of the fields. There can
now be seen in the seed grounds of Mr. R. Dean,
at Bedfont, a bed of strong seedUngs raised from
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some of the most approved types, that are rapidly

coming into flower, while established plants that

flowered last spring for the first time have continued

to throw up their flowers since October last. It

seems matter for regret that such charming bright

blossoms should be furnished at a season of the year

so ill calculated to show them off to the best advan-

tage ; at the same time it demonstrates the value of

the Primrose in the mixed border. Tufts of Prim-

roses in February and March, even if cradled in the

storms that sometimes prevail at that season, are yet

welcome objects, and they gild the lengthening d.ays

with the bright promise that the tardy springtime

cannot be much longer delayed.

At a recent meeting of the Central Horticul-

tural Society of France, M. Lemoine of Nancy con-

tributed a note on the appearance of VARIEGATION IN

THE LEAVES OF THE Stocic, after and in consequence

siflora vitifolia (Tacsonia Buchanani of some gar-

dens) was engrafted on a stock of the variegated

P. quadrangularis. The scion or graft now begins to

show variegated leaves. In this case it is the varie-

gated stock which has induced variegation in the

scion, while in the preceding instances it was the

graft which communicated to the stock the tendency to

produce variegated leaves. These are excellent illus-

trations of the reciprocal influence one on the other of

scion and stock, of which we have had occasion to

record several instances, and which seem to us to

afford conclusive evidence of the incorrectness of

the old notion, still held by some gardeners, that

the stock has no inlluence over the scion, and vice

MM. Baltet, of Troyes, took the Prix

d' Honumr for a collection of 350 varieties of fruit at

the October exhibition in Paris, MM. Baltet's

was passed to Mr. Bligii for his contribution. Mr.
Talmage gave notice that at the next meeting he

would read a paper on the Cyclamen, and Mr. Beach
said that he would read a paper in March on the culture

of the My-icinth.

We earnestly hope that the provisions of the

Adui.teratiiin oI' Seed 1!ii,l, which was passed

some year or two since, may be put in force whenever
necessity arises. Still more do we hope that the good
feeling and moral influence of the trade may suflice to

knock this hydra on the head without resort to legal

penalties. Respectable seed-houses should endeavour

to maintain, not only their own good character, but, so

far as in them lies, the respectability of the trade.

In the Monthly Report oj the American De-

partment ofAgriculture iotOclohei, 1874, Mr. Taylor
gives his notes on the cause of a disease known as the

p- ' \:^: U'-

Fig. 14.—the i'AI'Ykus as growing on the anai'o rivek, near Syracuse : I'Rom a i'Hotograi'H. (for description, see r. 78.)

of the engrafting upon it of a scion with variegated

leaves. Two cases are cited, the stocks being diflferent,

the scion the same, in both cases. The stocks were fur-

nished by a variety of Passiflora Raddiana (kermesina

of gardens), and by Passiflora Imp^ratrice Eugenie

(supposed to be a hybrid between P. coerulea and P.

Decaisneana or P. alata). On both of these stocks

was grafted a variegated scion of the variety known as

P. quadrangularis aucubiKfolia. The graft was effected

e}i placage^ marched, consequently the branch of the

stock above the graft was not cut away but allowed

to remain. From this branch, above the graft,

branchlets were produced which bore variegated

leaves. Cuttings were taken from them, and the re-

sult is that two variegated varieties have been pro-

duced, which will be distributed by M. Lemoine in

the ordinary way. M. Lemoine remarked that the

variegation was most intense on those shoots issuing

from a green stock, the graft on which, though alive,

had never grown, and had even lost its leaves after

two or three months. M. Lemoine further cited

a converse illustration, where a scion of Pas-

Pears, Peaches, and other fruits were arranged in

alphabetical order. The collections of M. Crou.\
and of M. Jamin contained respectively 550 and 400
varieties, for which gold and silver-gilt medals were

awarded.

A handsome Silver Medal has been for-

warded, through the Italian Ambassador, by the Royal

Tuscan Horticultural Society, to some of those gentle-

men who took part in the Botanical Congress at
Florence.

. • At a meeting of the Sevenoaks Gardeners'
and Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Society,

held on the evening of Jan. 6, Mr. Bligh, gr. to

A. Swanzy, Esq., read a paper on the Culture of
Flowering Begonias, in which he traced their

introduction, and fully explained his mode of culture,

and the best varieties for cultivating for general and

exhibition purposes. Some discussion ensued as to

the treatment for exhibition plants, in which several

members took part, and ultimately a vote of thanks

Cranberry Rot or Scald. We have already alluded

to the very large scale on which Cranberries are culti-

vated in the New England States, and have pointed

out how easy it would be to establish a similar culture

in many parts of Scotland, Ireland, Wales, or even in

some parts of England, at present left wholly uncul-

tivated. Due precautions must, however, be taken to

ensure that there be no stagnant water in the bogs

where they are cultivated, else the soil becomes sour

and charged with sulphuretted hydrogen, the roots

become diseased, and the fruits rot. The circulation

of water and thorough drainage appear to be essential

to success. To give some idea of the extent to which

Cranberry culture is practised in New Jersey alone we
may add from the report in question the following

particulars :

—

" The recent statistical report of N. R. French to

the New Jersey Cranberry Growers' Association shows

the entire acreage in New Jersey, under regular cultiva-

tion, to be 4969 acres. Average cost at three years

from setting (the fruit-bearing age), 334-50 dols. per

acre, making total investment 1,662,130 dols. Crops in
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this State have been, in 1871, 58,839 bush. ; in 1872,

03,322 bush. ; J873, 116,409 bush. The averaije

iiiarket prices have been in l)ie years named, 3.42 dols.,

3.21 dols., 2 93 dols. respectively. Abating i dol. per

bushel from market price for cost of picking and market-

ing would make the crop of 1873 worth, on the vines,

224,716 dols., or 13I per cent, on the entire investment.

"The New Jersey fniitage in 1B73 was most boimtiful,

but 40 to 50 per cent, was destroyed by the rot. This

season the average fruitage upon old plantations is

believed to be 30 to 40 per cent, below last year, but the

rot on these has not been so severe. New bogs have

suffered most, as usual, the entire crop in many cases

being lost. Allowing for increase of acreage, we think

the entire crop of the State must be 25 per cent, below

that of a year ago.
** The crop on the eastern portion of Cape Cod is

very light, and in many districts almost an entire

failure. The western portion and the adjoining islands

have good crops. The other Cranberry districts cf

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, nearly all of them,

have good crops. The few plantations on Long Island

and other portions of New York have good crops.
" The fruit not affected by New Jersey rot seems

sound and solid, promising to keep well."

• M. RocER, in the Biilldin of the Central

Horticultural Society of France, declares that from

a priori reasons it must be impossible to Graft a scion

on the Tuber of a Potato, but, as we doubt ihe

correctness of his premises, we prefer to rely for the

present on the experiments of Mr. Fenn, which we
have seen, and which appear to us in some particulars

to contradict M. Roger's preconceived ideas.

We have been favoured with the following

copy of a letter addressed to Professor Asa Gray by
Mr. Jean Sisley, of Lyons, on the subject of the

Wearing out of Varieties :

—

*' In reply to an article which you published in the

Neii^ 1 'ork Tribune, and in which you have done me the

honour to quote me, I take the liberty of pointing out

to you that there are in my opinion two incontestable

facts— tst, the unity of life under all circumstances
;

2d, that every individual is a variety.

"From this it follows, that throughout the universe,

and through all created beings, life is transmitted in the

same way ; that every being that is born must die, and
re-enter into universal life, to give place to others of its

species, or in a more perfect condition than itself : that

variability is everywhere manifest : that there are not

two leaves of the same tree that resemble one another

identically : that there are not two beings exactly alike,

even in the case of twins ; that the seeds of the same
plant, of the same capsule, never reproduce identically

the parent plant : and that no one of them is ever

identically the same as others, even amongst annual

plants.
" If this be true, man cannot by artificial means per-

petuate what Nature has made variable ; man has not

the power of changing natural laws.
" Can those who say that man can by artificial means

indefinitely prolong the existence of a variety (indi-

vidual) furnish any proof of it ? Is the life of man long

enough to enable him to know the duration of the life

of a plant ? We know that annual plants die as soon

as they have accomplished the act of their reproduction,

and that is all. Has the duration of the life of perennial

plants been studied ? I think not.

"An objection may be raised to the extinction of

varieties, that Nature has provided a large number of

plants with the power of continuing their existence by
suckers, tubers, or rhizomes. But as Nature has,

side by side with this means of reproduction, placed

that of the continuation of the race of the species

by seed, I conclude that the first method can only

be temporary, and that the second permits us to

conclude that Nature does not desire the perpetuation

of the variety, because it would be in contradiction with

the law of variability. Why does man study the laws of

Nature? Why does he endeavour to penetrate their

mysteries, if it is not to apply them to his wants ? Of
what use would that knowledge otherwise be to him ?

It is a useful thing, therefore, for man to know that varie-

ties cannot be perpetuated. Knowing this, man avails

himself of the means that Nature otTers to him to rege-

nerate varieties and improve races. It is this which is

being done instinctively and unconsciously for the Potato

and for various fruit trees, and which is done every day
in the different branches of horticulture

"

According to some recent researches of M.
Mayer, of Heidelberg, Plants have the Power of

Absorbing, by their leaves, carbonate of ammonia, in

vapour or in solution in water. The nutrition of a

plant by means of ammonia absorbed in the manner

above mentioned, may induce a more vigorous growth

and increases the proportion of organic matter. The
amount of absorption varies greatly in different parts

of the same plant. Although plants can be made to

absorb ammoniacal gas artificially, it does not appear

that in a natural state they absorb ammoniacal gas

from the air in quantities large enough to be appre-

ciable. The roots constitute the only medium through

which plants receive the nitrogen which is indis-

pensable for them, the quantity absorbed by the leaves

being too minute to be of any practical importance.

A tree that deserves to be planted more exten-

sively is the Lucomee Oak, Quercus Cerris, var.

subperennis. At the present time, after the cold

weather we have experienced, it holds its foliage and
looks as cheerful as at the beginning of autumn. The
leaves are a bright glossy green, and otherwise like the

ordinary Q. Cerris, though they may be a trifle thicker.

There is a fine specimen of it at Kew, in the " Sion
Vista," just within the Botanic garden, on the right-

hand side entering from the pleasure grounds. If this

be merely a seminal variation, as Loudon states

—

"raised by Lucomhe, a nurseryman, at Exeter, from
seeds of the species, about 1762"— it is rather per-

plexing. But it seems far more probable that it is of

hybrid origin.

According to M. BoiSDUVAi,, the Potatos in

Algeria have been very severely injured by the larva

of a Tineinous moth belonging to the genus Bryo-
tropha, and called B. solanella. The insect deposits

its eggs on the young shoots of the Potato, the cater-

pillars, scarcely thicker than a hair, penetrate into the

tuber, which they tunnel in all directions. No remedy
is at present known for the ravages of this new pest,

which is fully described in a recent number of the

Bulletin of the Central Horticultural Society ofFrance.

In view of the forthcoming Flora of the

Mauritius and Seychelles, which Mr. J. G.
Baker, of the Kew Herbarium, is now at work upon,

the following notes from a letter of Mr. John
Horne, of the Botanic Garden, Mauritius, addressed

to Dr. Hooker, may be of interest. Mr. HoRNEhas
but recently returned to Mauritius from a three months'

tour in the Seychelles group. The islands visited byhim
were Mahe, Praslin, Silhouette, Felicild, La Digue,

Aux Frigates, St. Anne's, and Aux Cerfs—all of

which were thoroughly explored botanically, the

result being the collection of about 300 species, the

bulk of which, Mr. HORNE says, he had not seen

in his previous tour in 1S71. These collections are

to be sent to Kew, indeed a portion of them is on

its way at the present time ; and though many of the

species will doubtless not be new to that establish-

ment, they may prove interesting in a geographical

point of view. Another point of interest is that of

the similarity of the flora of one part of the world

with that of another, and perhaps a widely distant

one. Thus Mr. Horne thinks at a glance, without,

of course, considering the subject minutely—oppor-

tunities for which will be presented when the speci-

mens are worked up at Kew—that the flora of the

Seychelles will be found to have closer affinities to

the floras of Madagascar, East Africa, Southern

India, the Malay Islands, and Polynesia or Oceania,

than to those of either Mauritius or Bourbon. The
collections before referred to do not contain a single

plant which is confined to the islands of Bourbon,

Mauritius, and the Seychelles. Numbers of the

same genera and species are of course common in all

these islands, but are equally common in other

countries. On the other hand, the largest portion of

the genera and species of the Seychelles are also

common in all or in many instances to one or other of

the first four places mentioned above—namely, Mada-
gascar, East Africa, South of India, and the Malay

Islands. Illustrations of this are to be found in Camp-
nosperma zeylanicum, an Anacardiaceous tree of

Ceylon, which is amongst the commonest plants

in Seychelles. Dittelasma Rarak, a Sapindaceous

tree of 50 or 60 feet high, common in the

Malay peninsula and Southern China, is also abun-

dant in the Seychelles, while the Madagascar and

East African species are exceedingly common ; and of

the Oceanic or Polynesian flora ; which likewise has

many representatives, may'be mentioned Barringtonia

speciosa and B. racemosa, both trees belonging to the

Myrtacere ; Calophyllum Inophyllum, a very useful

Guttiferous tree, growing to a height of some 80 or 100

feet ; Heritiera littoralis, a Sterculiaceous tree ; Cordia

subcordata, and others. Two or three species of

Calophyllum are indigenous to Mauritius, but C.

Inophyllum is not amongst them. Again, several

Oceanic genera and species, though common in Sey-

chelles, do not occur in Mauritius. The geological

formations of the several countries as well as the

oceanic currents may probably affect the distribution

of plants. Seychelles, Madagascar, East Africa,

Southern India, and many of the Malay and Polynesian

Islands are granitic, and during the whole or greater

part of the year a strong sea current passes Seychelles

from the east. Interesting as this group of islands is,

Mr. Horne points out the great desirability of a com-

plete exploration of the large and more popularly

known island of Madagascar. He thinks that when
the plants Jof this island are better known many
will be found there that are now considered peculiar

to Seychelles. So satisfied is he as to the great in-

terest and value of the Madagascar flora, that he

strongly recommends any young man who wishes to

make a name for himself to devote a year or two

to exploring and collecting the plants of Madagascar.

We learn from the Sydney A/a// that a meeting

was held in that city in October last, to consider the

advisability of forming a society for the cultivation of

the science of natural history in all its branches. It

was resolved after some discussion that such a society

should be formed, under the name of The Linnean

Society of New South Wales, and that the officers

should consist of a President, Vice-President, Secre-

tary, Treasurer, and a Council of six. The following

gentlemen have been requested to accept the respec-

tive offices:—President, Mr. Macleay ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Sir. W. Macarthur ; Secretary, Captain

Stackhouse ; and Treasurer, Mr. Burton
Bradley.

Dendrobium tetragonum, a very distinct

and interesting species, is now in flower in the Orchid-

house at Kew. It is chiefly remarkable on account

of the tetragonal pendulous stems, which are produced

in a dense fascicle. They have a globose tuberous

base, from which they are slender for one-third to

three-fourths of their length, then gradually thicken

to rather more than the size of a pencil, and bear at

the extremities two or four elliptical lanceolate leaves.

The flowers are borne in short racemes of from one to

six, usually terminal, but sometimes axillary on the

thicker portion of the stem. The two lateral sepals

are curiously twisted. From the tip of these to that

of the dorsal sepal the blooms are 4 inches across, and
though of a dull yellow appearance, yet from their pro-

fusion in this instance they make some attempt at dis-

play. It is a native of Moreton Bay, whence it has

been received by the Royal Gardens, and also by the

M essrs. Rollisson, from one of whose plants it was
figured in the Botanical Magazine of 1S72. On a

block in a cool house it is easily made to flourish.

A jubilee /;V(? will be held, from April 4 to 7

inclusive, at Antwerp, by the Royal Horticultural and

Agricultural Society of that city. The exhibition is

open to British exhibitors. One hundred and twenty-

four classes are mentioned in the schedule. The
exhibition promises to be one of importance. Baron

CoNSTANTiN DE Calers is the President, and M.
Althonse de Cock Secretary.

The Royal Horticultural Society of
LliGEwillholditstwenty-thirdexhibition on MarchaS
and 29. Ninety classes are comprised by the schedule.

The President is M. O. Lamarche de Rossius, and

the Secretary Professor Edouard Morren.

At a meeting of gardeners and nurserymen,

held at the George Inn, Ashford, Kent, on the 7th

inst. , it was decided to form a Gardeners' and

Amateurs' Mutual Improvement Society for that

district.

Jome Correspnknce.
The Weather in the West of Scotland.—The

change of weather in the West of Scotland came rather

rapidly, beginning with the last quarter of the moon
and going on steadily. The ice in the Clyde was of

much greater thickness than I had estimated, some of

the blocks nearest the water's edge measuring 1 2 inches

thick. There has been no such sample in this quarter

for fourteen years. So far as I can estimate, most

of the choice shrubs and trees have escaped nearly

uninjured, showing clearly that the frost of December

24 and 25, I S60, amounting to 45° below the freezing

point, was mainly instrumental in doing the vast

damage among Conifers, Laurels, (S:c. In Scotland

generally the frost during last December has been

continuous and severe, accompanied in many districts

by a heavy fall of snow and dense fog. James
A nderson, Meadowhank Nursery, fan, 6.

Electro-culture. — Just two years ago, in the

pages of this Journal, I gave an account of an experi-

ment, in reference to "galvanism in plant cases,"

upon Cress-seed, showing that while a healthy and

luxuriant growth took place around the negative pole,

at the positive pole the seeds sprouted "heels up-

wards," made very little growth, but were impeded

with fungus mycelium. Soon after the appearance of

this announcement I received a communication from

Paris, where the subject appeared to have excited

some degree of attention, and has evidently not been

lost sight of, for in the current number of the

Monthly Journal 01 Microscopic Science I find the

following paragraph, proving that the principle of

action is not confined to the vegetable kingdom
alone, but that it is equally applicable to animal life,

and hence there is little doubt but that it is one of the

general laws of Nature, the cultivation of which may
be turned to very great practical advantage :

—" Action

of electricity on frog's spawn.—M. Onimus, in a

recent communication to the Societe de Biologie, of

Paris, states that by electrifying the eggs of the frog,

the development of those which are in connection

with the negative pole will be accelerated, whilst the

hatching of those in connection with the pos?tive pole

will be either retarded or stopped." IV. A. Bridge

man, Noncich.

Flower Shows.—Mr. Shuttleworth, in his letter

of the 9th inst., appears to have adopted the legal

motto, "Win, tie, or wrangle." He has made
serious charges ; and, though boasting of " courage,"

has not yet mustered sufficient to plainly expose *hat

'
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he has "seen plenty of." A general charge is inde-

finite, and does not give managers or secretaries of

horticultural societies any opportunity to explain

or refute the assertions made. If Mr. Shutlleworth

wishes the evils he complains of remedied, he ought to

say where and when they liappened, " lil<e a man." As
to the challenge, allow me to say that I cannot accept

it, having no desire to drag plant growing or showing

down to the level of horse-racing, though even racing

men buy yearlings and grow them on. y. Ciouchei;

gr. to J. T. Peamk, Esq., Sudhiry Hotisf. [Mr.

Croucher having exercised his right to reply, this dis-

cussion must now cease, so far as our columns are

concerned. Eds.]

Yucca gloriosa var. angustifolia.—We have a

\'ucca gloviosa var. angustifolia pushing forward its

bloom. The spike is about 15 inches in length, on a

stem of nearly 3 leet, elevated nicely above the centre

leaves. We gave it a "cap" of straw, during the

late severe weather. Is not this a rare occurrence ?

[
lMo. Eds.] Harr'nott C^ So/is, LeiicsUr,

Calluna vulgaris.—Some time since Mr. S. J.
Salter forwarded to us some singular specimens of

Calluna vulgaris, which were subsequently exhibited

at the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and which we have now the opportunity of

figuring. The peculiarity consists in the densely
tufted branchlets, which form ball-like masses (fig.

15, A, c). In one instance (fig. 15, e) the
branchlets have lengthened, but have assumed a
downward direction. This vatialion was found

in great abundance near Poole Harbour, in Dor-
setshire, We do not remember to have seen it

before, nor is it, so far as we know, in any of the

nurseries. We have not been able to discover the

cause of ihis singular growth, to do which would pro-

bably necessitate an examination, on the spot, of

specimens in various stages of growth, and especially

when very young. It is conceivable, however, it

may have been caused by insect puncture in the first

instance, as in the case of the not dissimilar growths

so common in the Birch ; or it may be the result of

some check to growth arising from browsing of cattle,

frost, or exposure to wind, though, if the latter were
the cause, we should not expect to see so uniform a

shape.

Celosia pyramidalis.—I send you with this some
cut blooms of Celosia pyramidalis, that you may see

how valuable they are as decorative plants at this

season of the year, provided the strain obtained is a

good one [as yours appears to be, from the specimens
received. I'^DS.]. For supplying cut flowers they are

unrivalled, as few things equal them in lasting

qualities, and their light, elegant, drooping habit and
fantastic forms add a charm to a vase of flowers quite

unapproachable by anything else at this seasoru For
dinner-table decoration they are unsurpassed, as they

are of the most symmetrical form, and the rich plumes
droop over in the most graceful manner, and form a

pledsing contrast to the white cloth, silver, and all the

itceteras of a well-appointed dinner-table. To have

them in perfection at this season of the year they

should be sown in heat in April or early in May, and

as soon as the young plants are large enough to

handle, they should be pricked out in light rich soil,

and replaced in gentle moist heat for a fortnight or so.

after which they will be fit to pot off singly in small

pots. They should then be replaced in gentle moist

heat, and sufficiently near the glass to prevent them
from becoming drawn. As soon as the roots fairly

touch the sides of the pots they should be shifted on
into larger, continuing to use a moderately light, rich

compost, as before. If convenience exists for plunging

them in a bed of gently fermenting material, the

growth will be more rapid ; but they must have suf-

ficient space between them to keep the bottom of the

plants well furnished, or their beauty will be spoiled,

as they will not produce their inflorescence down to

the pot, or assume that perfect pyramidal form that

add5 so much to their beauty. If grown in a house,

care must be taken that they do not become dry at the

root, or receive a check in any way, or red spider will

be the result. To prevent the attacks of this pest they

should be heavily syringed and closed early on the

afternoons of bright days. As soon as the nights

become cold they should be moved to a nice light

position in a cool stove or temperate house, where

they will continue in beauty all through the winter.

If wanted for summer decoration the seed should be

sown now, and the plants grown on in cool stove heat,

with plenty of light and air to keep them stocky.

ICven for summer decoration they have few equals, and

add variety to the ever-recurring Fuchsia, Balsam,

Zonal Pelargonium, &c. J. Slie/ifai'i/, U'oolverslone.

Successful Lifting of Fruit Trees of a Large

Size. — Samuel Batesen, Esq., of Cambusmore,

Sutherlandshire, had occasion to lift some of the fruit

trees in his garden some three years ago. Several of

the trees were of rather large size, and the following

method was adopted. About the first week in August a

trench was cut round the trees, and the strong roots,

as far as practicable, were cut back, and the ends

seared with a red-hot iron. Some finely sifted soil

mixed with leaf-mould was placed round the roots, and

the trenches filled in again. The trees were allowed

to stand till the following March, when they were

lifted, and it was then found that all those strong roots

that had been treated as above had emitted a large

number of small rootlets. The trees were then care-

fully replanted and properly staked, and the success

has been most complete. I trust to have something

more to say by-and-bye about this beautiful place.

Jo/in Dmutiie, West Coales, Edinburgh.

Hybrid Pelargoniums, &c. —My attention has

been directed to some letters in the Gardiiters'

Chronicle on the crossing of Geranium pratense (the

blue field Geranium) with the Zonal Pelargonium

Madame Vaucher. Will you, therefore, allow me a

small space in your journal to say a few words on the

subject of various crosses from my own experience ?

There can be no doubt with regard to my seedling

Pelargonium, Mrs. lUingworth, being a true crojs

between G. pratense and Madame Vaucher ; the

habit is diflferent and more bushy than Madan-.e

Vaucher, the leaves are unlike any Zonal, the clusttr

of bloom is large, the colour pale pink, and the petals

closely copy silver paper in texture, hanging down

and giving the blooms a distinct and elegant appear,

ance. Another variety, Hebe, differs in having the

colour a brick red, and this variety proved very hardy

out-of-doors last summer. Several varieties have a

bluish-pink tinge. A Urge number of the seedlings

are white, many had evidently not taken the pollen

of G. pratense, and scarcely difl^ered from Madame
Vaucher, yet Pixy, Puck, Leda, and Liberatnx,
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though all white-flowered, are most certainly crosses.

The two first-named have the individual blooms very

small ; Leda will stand a month's incessant rain with-

out its colour changing from a pure white, whilst

Madame Vaucher, with a week's rain, will be quite

pink. Liberatrix is a grand white flower, but has

not yet been planted out-of-doors. I cannot under-

stand why so many persons believe that seedlings

take more after the male than the female parent
;
in

my experience only three plants out of 200 had the

leaves and habit of G. pratense, and out of nearly

ICO seedling Fuchsias, using fulgens as the male, only

one had the leaves of that variety. Three months

ago I gathered a number of seeds from Fuchsia fulgens,

which had been crossed with Delight and other

varieties with white corollas, also a number from

various varieties that had been crossed with fulgens,

so that this summer I hope to strengthen my views.

From a number of years' experience, I have formed

the opinion that the habit of a plant and the form of

its flowers takes after the female plant, whilst colour

is given by the male. For many years, where prac-

ticable, I have always used a white-flowered plant of

good habit for the female, impregnating it with

coloured male pollen in order to produce new tints.

By carrying out this plan I raised the Imperial Blue

Pansv, and, by persevering in the same manner, do

not despair of raising a blue Pelargonium. Last

summer I was exceedingly successful in raising new

varieties of Fuchsias and Pansies. By crossing Fuchsia

Sedan with F. fulgens, using the former as the female

parent, a cross was obtained which has been named

Polyhymnia, having orange-scarlet flowers of large

size, a small leaf, and an excellent habit ; it is so

remarkably distinct and pretty that it must become a

general favourite. Another cross, named Concordia,

with a strong habit, has the tube and sepals scarlet

and the corolla purple and very large, the sepals

curving in a very graceful manner ; a third, Fortuna,

is deep scarlet, with a large purple corolla; and a

fourth, Titania, using the small-leaved variety

pyramidalis as the male, has the flowers scarlet with

a mauve coloured corolla : this variety is quite

unlike anything else yet raised. Turning to Pansies,

out of over thirty very fine varieties (carefully crossed)

having strong vigorous habits and large well-formed

flowers, the following may be mentioned :^ohanna,

a rich dark blue-purple ; Harmonia, deep blue (a

splendid flower) ; Nysa, intense blue ; Thyra, lavender-

purple self (a splendid flower) ; Polyhymnia, a lavender

sell; Diana, pale blue; Brunhilda, black self;

Sylvia, clear blue self; Daphne, lavender self;

Gerda, dark blue ; Olympia, a many coloured fancy
;

Galatea, blue and white fancy ; Camilla, purple and

white fancy ; Melpomene, pink and white fancy

;

Pomona, white self with bright blue eye (a splendid

flower) ; Clytie, lavender and straw-coloured fancy,

(a splendid flower) ; Iphigenia, white with blue

centre (a splendid flower) ; Flora, a muchimproved Im-

perial Blue ; Conservative, another improved Imperial

Blue ; Princess Teck, a rich crimson-scarlet, purple

and white fancy (a splendid flower). The above

seedling Pansies have resisted seven weeks' intense

frost unprotected, their constitution being as good as

Imperial Blue. Mr. Pearson of the Chilwell

Nurseries has my Pelargonium Mrs. Illingworth,

and Fuchsia Polyhymnia, so that the public will soon

be able to judge for themselves as to their claims.

Allow me to point out that when a flower has been

impregnated it needs no protection from insects, as

no second impregnation will take place; care is,

however, requisite before this operation, and all

stamens should be cut from the female before they

have ripe pollen, or the colour of crossing will be

lost, indeed some flowers require dissection, as the

pollen is mature before they become expanded. E. J.
Lmve, HighMd House, Jan. ii.

Morello Cherry Training at Scone Palace.—

Mr. George Smith (p. 45), in alluding to Scone

Palace gardens in the year 1S42, says, at Scone

gardening as a mechanical art was carried out with

great precision ; and adds that "to be able to nail a

large Morello Cherry tree quickly, with the branches

radiating with the regularity of rays of light, and to

be a thorough proficient with the scythe, were, with

Mr. Dodds, indispensable qualifications for the

diploma of a regularly quaHfied 'blue apron.'"

Perhaps it may be gratifying to Mr. Smith to know

that the same good points in the proficiency of a well-

trained young gardener are, and have been for many

years, strictly observed by Mr. Dodds' almost imme-

diate successor, Mr. Halliday. Having had the

pleasure of serving under the latter gentleman for

some time, I may be permitted to say that nowhere

in Great Britain or Ireland have I seen such large,

well-trained, and particularly well-furnished Morello

Cherry trees as those growing in Scone gardens. I

am speaking of seven years ago, and, if I remember

rightly, they were growing and trained against a wall

(north), iS feet high, in what was there and then

known as the South Garden ; and I may here add

that the wall was furnished almost to the ground with

regular and well-trained shoots. The trees seemed to

be more long-lived there than in many other places

which I am acquainted with. The bothy at Scone is

one of the most comfortable and picturesque in the

kingdom, and was erected in 1 866, the old one having

been previously destroyed by fire ; but fortunately the

young men escaped with their lives and property.

Scone has produced many eminent men, including

Messrs. Fish, Douglas, Smith, &c., and I am sure

that the old reputation of the place will lose nothing

while in the care of Mr. Halliday. H. IF. Ward,

Longford Caslle, Sarum.

Gravel Walks.—The severe weather we have

had has heaved walks to their foundations, and

advantage should be taken of this to remake such

as are not satisfactory, or to break up and turn such

as are mossy or discoloured. If they are properly

made, there will only be a small portion of fine gravel

on the surface, and care should be taken not to dis-

turb them too deep, so as to break up the coarse

gravel beneath. In forming new walks, or remaking

old ones, it is of the utmost importance to start with

a good foundation, as success in forming a good firm,

dry walk that will be serviceable in all weathers

depends principally on this. The soil should be dug

out to the depth of from S inches to a foot, and a

drain laid along each side, so as to be connected with

gratings to take off the surface-water, as this should

never be allowed to soak into the walk. Any kind

of gravel-walk is tolerably firm in fine weather, but

one of the principal attractions of a garden at this sea-

son is to have walks that can be used when others are

dirty and uncomfortable. After the drains are com-

plete, half the depth dug out should be filled up with

some good rough material, such as clinkers from iron-

works, broken bricks, or rough stones. The former

are preferable, as they present a good deal of rough,

angular surface, that helps to bind and solidify the

bottom, and prevents the annoyance of worms break-

ing through to discolour or disturb the surface. If

chalk or lime cobbles can be obtained, suEflcient to

fill up all the interstices, it should be shaken in among

the rough material ; and where chalk cannot be

obtained, fine binding gravel or burnt clay may be

used as a substitute. It is the greatest mistake pos-

sible to have the rough material lie loose and hollow,

as a firm walk can never be made on such a foun-

dation. Many put in a rough, loose bottom, thinking

to drain the walk, whereas water should never pass

through, but he carried oft the surface by properly

formed drains. If the bottom of a walk lies hoUoiy,

it is Impossible to have a hard, firm surface, as it will

shift under the foot or roller, and never bind pro-

perly. After forming a thoroughly sound bottom as

above, proceed with the next layer of stony gravel,

not sifted too fine, and if this is sandy, or lacks bind-

ing material, a little fine dry marl or chalk should be

added. The top 2 or 3 inches should be finished off'

with very fine stones, having just sufficient binding

material left in to keep them together. Make
thoroughly level, and roll down while dry, and after

this advantage should be taken of wet weather to

ply the roll till they are thoroughly settled and solid.

One of the principal attractions of a garden in the

winter season are walks that may be used with com-

fort, and if made as above they will always be dry

and firm, and not subject to weeds, moss, or worm-

casts. J. Sheppard, Woolverstom Park.

Jatropha australis, the " Australian Physic-

nut."—Under these names I have several times rnet

with an evergreen conservatory shrub, concerning

which the owners could give me no further informa-

tion. Among other places where I have observed it

are the Liverpool Botanic Gardens, and the green-

house at Alton Towers. It exists also in private

collections at Arundel, Dukinfield, &c. In De Can-

doUe's Prodromus the name is mentioned as belong-

ing to something which had not been identified. This

state of affairs being uncomfortable to me, I recently

forwarded a specimen of the plant in question to Pro-

fessor Oliver, confident that the resources of the Kew
herbarium would enable him to determine it. With

his accustomed courtesy and promptitude. Professor

Oliver replied immediately, and for the sake of pos-

sessors of the plant who care for accuracy in their

labels, I now make public the facts. This so-called

jatropha is not even a member of the Euphorbiacea:.

The proper name is Sterculia diverslfolia, Don, or

perhaps the variety occidentalis, referred to in Ben-

tham's Australian Flora. Don gives as a synonym

heterophylla, Cunn. MS. The specific name is well

deserved, some of the leaves being lanceolate, with a

very wide base ; others in various degrees trifid, the

lobes of the largest being 3 inches in length. They

are leathery and glabrous, provided with long petioles,

and alternate. Don seems never to have seen the

inflorescence, and the plant does not appear to have

blossomed in any of the collections where I have seen

it. Leo Grindon, Manchester.

Crossing the Black Monukka Grape.—In 1870,

at the instigation of Arthur Trollope, Esq., of Lin-

coln, I tried to effect a cross between the Black

Monukka and Esperione Grapes. Mr. Trollope is an

extensive grower of hardy Grapes, and was de

of obtaining a seedless hardy early Grape for his col-

lection. I took the greatest pains in effecting the

cross, making the Black Monukka the male and the

Esperione the female, and was rewarded with seven

plants from the seeds sown. Three of these plants

fruited last year, but none of them produced seedless

Grapes, the bunches and berries being smaller than

the Esperione, and their colour black. The berries

were all round, like the Esperione, except on one

plant that produced many seedless berries, but those

perfect with seeds on the same bunch were oval, and

like the shape of the Monukka. Like the cross which

Mr. Barron effected between the Monukka and Black

Hamburgh (p. iS), some of my plants showed a con-

siderable likeness in their foliage to the Monukka,

being deeply lobed like it. None of the varieties I

have yet fruited are worthy of cultivation from this

cross, and will be discarded. The late Lord Kesteven

(Mr. TroUope's brother) sent me last autumn a white

variety of Grape from Persia, said to be seedless,

which if found to be so when fruited may prove worthy

of cultivation. The Black Monukka I have fruited

for several years, having had it from the Horticultural

Society when first sent out. I have found it to be all

that Mr. Barron writes in its favour, as to flavour and

distinctness from any other variety grown. Here it is

much esteemed for using in jellies, its long bunches

furnishing no end of little ones, which can be cut oft

for that purpose. Along with the Monukka and

Esperione seedling Grapes I was more successfu last

year in fruiting a seedling plant from a cross between

Lady Downe's Seedling and West's St. Peter's. This

variety, inarched this spring on a Lady Downe's in a

late vinery, promises to keep as long as that variety,

with the fine vinous flavour of West's St. Peter's.

Last year it kept till the end of April plump and good

although in a pot. It is very distinct in its appear-

ance, the young wood being of a light purple colour,

as well as the midribs of the foliage, anil the bunches

present the same peculiarity of Lady Downe's in com-

ing with a shoulder nearly as large as the bunch itself.

IVillian Tillery.

The Doum Palm.—With reference to the use of

the fruits of the Doum Palm (Hyphsene thebaica, see

Gardeners' Chronicle, pp. 743, 814, vol. ii., 1874), Imay
perhaps be allowed to say that a quantity has recently

arrived in this country, shipped from Bombay, with a

view to their being applied to similar purposes as the

vegetable ivory. Ttie hard, bony substance of the

Hyphcene, which is used in the East for rosaries, beads,

&c. , is, however, so small in proportion to the size of

the fruit, that it is doubtful whether they will ever be

profitable in a commercial point of view, though I am
told that it is intended to import a quantity, with the

"gingerbread" or rind removed, for the purpose of

testing the market. John R. Jackson, Ktw.

Mashroom Culture in Tan.—It may be of

interest to some of your readers to know that Mush-

rooms can be grown in tan. I have grown them

with great success for three years following in tan

which had been used for hunting horses to trample on

through the summer, and of course there is some of

their manure incorporated with the tan. The genial

heat that the tan gives renders it one of the best

materials that can be used for the growth of Mush-

rooms. When well beaten together with the horse-

dung, "and in sufficient quantity," I find the beds

are more productive and last longer than with all

horse-dung. The beds are, in fact, masses of cluoips

with as many as from twenty to fifty in each, which

could be and were often taken up whole. Some may
ask, Does not tan produce unwholesome fungi ? With

me, and used in the same way, there is no fear, for I

have not found one spurious one. As to flavour, they

were pronounced by those who partook of them to be

very savoury and delicate. It must not be inferred

that I recommend tan alone, but let a quantity be put

in a loose box, or any other suitable place where a

horse is shut up for a time, so that its manure is well

incorporated with the tan, then use it when in a nice

friable state, neither wet nor dry ; if too wet the

spawn will not run so well, and if too dry the beds

will not keep in bearing so long. My experience

leads me to think that tan will be much sought after

when its goodness is more known to Mushroom
growers, for I believe it to be superior to all droppings.

Charles Penford, Mej'nell Langley, Derby.

NewTulips.—At p. 14, under the heading Florists'

Flowers, there is an article about Tulips, wherein
" R. D." states that nothing remarkable in Tulips

has appeared of late. Permit me to inform him that

last year two new species flowered with me, of which

the one, Tulipa Elchleri of Kegel, is a very pretty

species, and the other, Tulipa Greigi of Regel, will

outvie anything existing in this genus, as well in

compact growth, size of leaf and flower, and coloration

also. Indeed, the plant will be the mother of

a new generation. The same will be exhibited in

London in April next, and it will be worth while

walking a few miles to see it. Max Leichtlin, Baden.
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I^adiii. [Our correspondent referred to new garden

varieties, such as were imported with other Dutch

luilbs. Eds.]

The Late Severe Weather.—Although we have

liiil such severe weather, few things appear to have

MilTered any ill-effects. This may, I thinl<, be

accounted for by the slill state of the atmosphere, as

the air was scarcely moved, and the snow remained

» liere it fell, nestling at the axils of the leaves, and

snugly covering the crowns of plants. There was an

alisence of sun, too, and the temperature did not rise

sufficiently high during the day to melt the rich cover-

ing of snow, so that plants were not subjected to

alternate thaw and severe frost, generally so fatal to

s.-ip-vessels. The fact of the thaw taking place during

tlie absence of sun and light was much in favour of

vegetation, and to those combined causes plants have

Kew, says that it flowered with him at Como in the

open air. Permit me to state that it flowered here in

the open air last autumn, and was quite unprotected.

It developes numerous heads of bloom every year, but

this is the first instance in which it has fully expanded

them. The plant stands in the open ground, along

with miscellaneous shrubs. I send you some wild

Primroses, gathered on the side of the road on the

loth inst. Frederick Tymons, LasHtt Hill, Drum-
conira, Co. Dublin.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

—

Will you kindly permit me to thank, through this

channel, the many friends who have sent their proxies

or promises to insure the election of Mrs. John
Scobie as a pensioner of the Gardeners' Benevolent

Institution ? I trust her election is safe ; but either

way I am equally grateful to the many friends—known

worthy of note that this same plant, although having

young shoots made in the autumn several inches in

length, has come out of the severe weather through

which we have just passed (juite uninjured, although

the thermometer on two mornings recorded 20** of

frost. I think the Loquat may be planted out in

shrubbery borders with comparative safety. A. Dean,

Bedjont.

©iXtttarjf.

We chronicle, with sorrow, the death of Mr. JOHN
GmsON, which took place at his residence, Argyll

Lodge, South Kensington, on the morning o( Monday
last, the nth inst. In him horticulture loses one of

her most worthy sons, and the younger race of

gardeners one of their brightest exemplars. Mr,

THE LATE JOHN GIBSON.

escaped much better than could have been expected,

taking into consideration the late growth everything

made, and the severity of the late frost we have had.

It is early yet to judge fully of the effects, but it is

satisfactory to find that Broccoli have entirely

escaped, and these rarely stand over 20' of frost.

DracEena australis left out, and the stem protected by
a hayband, is dead ; Eucalyptus globulus are all killed,

and fevers may rage with their accustomed virulence,

so far as this tree is concerned, as it will never become
established in this climate. Although Laurus nobilis

has escaped, the common Laurel shows many brown
leaves, and appear to have suffered a good deal in

places. Laurustinus are a little cut, and Berberis

Darwinii are much disfigured and shedding their

leaves, but a month or two must elapse before the full

effect of the frost shows itself, J. Sheppard, Wool-
verstonc.

Flowering of Aralia Sieboldi.—In your number
for the 2d inst. a correspondent from Como, com-
menting on the mention in a previous number of the

flowering of Aralia Sieboldi in the temperate-house at

and unknown to me personally—who responded to

my appeal. D. T. Fish.

The Paraffin Lamp.—For "J. J.'s" information

I beg to state that I have kept coloured Pelargoniums

through the last five winters by merely burning a small

paraffin lamp. We have had continued frost, and the

thermometer as low as he mentions, and the tricolors

are looking as well as ever they did in any of the pre-

ceding milder winters. G. IK, Aberdeenshire.

Heating a Greenhouse.—In reply to Mrs.

Oakeley, I beg to say that the vapour referred to in

" Heating a Conservatory " was simply carbonic acid

gas with the smoke, the fatal effects of which have

more than once been felt in gardeners' apartments.

The peculiarity in this instance was its descending a

chimney after gaining the open air, //, K., Sussex.

Hardiness of the Loquat.—During last year I

mentioned a young plant of the Loquat that was
growing in the open ground in a garden near here as

having proved itself so far perfectly hardy. It is

Gibson had for some time past been afflicted with
paralysis, which unfitted him for any public duty, and
the appointment of Superintendent of Hyde Park,

which he had held since his removal from Battersea,

was a few months since given to his son, Mr, J
Gibson, jun., who had since the commencement of

his father's illness been entrusted with his duties.

Mr. Gibson was born in 1S15, and was consequently

in his 60th year. He commenced his career as a
gardener under his father, at Eaton Hall, near

Congleton, and was in 1S32 apprenticed to Mr.

(afterwards Sir Joseph) Paxton, at Chatsworth. Sub-

sequently in 1835 he was sent by the late Duke of

Devonshire to India, for the purpose of obtaining

plants of the Amherstia nobilis, and Orchids. Of
this journey someaccount will be found in our volume

for 1872, accompanied by Mr. Gibson's portrait, here

reproduced. In 1S37 he returned to England, and

was appointed foreman of the exotic plant department

at Chatsworth, remaining there until 1849, when he

was appointed to the superintendence of Victoria

Park, then in course of formation, the additional

charge of Greenwich Park being made over to him
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two or three years after. This park he remodelled,

making all the new drives, roads, and footpaths, and

draining the whole place. lie was also very actively

engaged with the late Sir R. Mayne in suppressmg

that great evil—Greenwich Fair. In 1855 he was

called upon to undertake, as well, the laying-out and

planting of Battersea ; this he did, until he was re-

removed there altoeether, which took place in 1857.

Shortly after this, Kennington Park, or, as they were

then called, the Kennington Common Improvements,

were entrusted to him, and afterwards Chelsea Asylum

grounds, and those attached to Chelsea Hospital, which

latter he entirely laid out as they are at present.

Battersea Park, however, which he always spoke of

as his favourite work, occupied his attention till 1871,

when he was appointed to the charge of Hyde Park,

with the Green Park, St. James's, and Kensington

Gardens attached. This prominent office he filled,

with the entire approbation of those in authority,

until his health broke up, and the affliction which

has now terminated his days fell upon him.

In addition to the'above-n mel oftices, Mr. Gibson

was called upon to take temporary charge of other

parks, &c., when vacancies have occurred; and we

are informed that at one time, with one exception,

the whole of the Metropolitan parks were under his

charge.
• , l

To Mr. Gibson we are in great degree indebted for

the change in public taste, which has enabled us to

break away in some degree from the monotonous

formality of modern flower-gardening, and which he

effected by bringing the beauties of plant-form into

equal prominence with those to be derived from the

contrast or harmony of the colours of their flowers.

His works will form a lasting memorial.

Jforagii CoiTfspoitknte.

Amalfi, South Italy : Disease in Petunias.—

We were given some seed ol very fine double

Petunias, and were most successful in raising

several varieties. We had bushes 3 feet in height

in flower all summer and autumn planted in the

beds. I took cuttings from them, and gave them

shelter in winter, growing them in good garden

mould. They throve well for two years. Last winter

all the plants died from disease, which begins with

the leaves getting yellow, and having a smell like the

Grape disease. The points of the hairs on the under-

side, when seen with a microscope, are black, instead

of being bright white. These leaves fall off, and

those that come on are small and hard, of a peculiar

green, the roots begin to shrivel up, and the plant

dies. Is this disease known in Britain, and if so,

what is the cause and the remedy ? I have tried

sulphur on the leaves, and mixed with the earth—in

vain ; also sifted earth and various mixtures of leaf-

mould and silver sand. The plants get the disease

more in the pots than in the ground, but this year I

lost many in the beds. This summer I set to work with

fresh seed, and raised more than twenty varieties, and

by the end of September had over 100 fine plants from

cuttings. I have not twelve left now. .V. [We should

be glad to know if our home or foreign friends have

observed a similar disease. It is not known to us.

Eds.]

The Farm.
New Forage Plant.—For some years past I have

been making experiments upon a plant which has

been proposed as a substitute for Clover on Clover-

sick land, and generally as a green fodder plant

similar to, but more robust and producing larger

growth upon poor soil than Lucerne. It is a legu-

minous plant, known as Galega officinalis, and,

though European, it is not a native of this country.

It is hardy here, as it is in the greater part of Europe.

Though it is very enduring, and yields immense cuts

of green fodder, it is not, so far as I can learn, very

acceptable to sheep or farm stock, while its analysis

is rather disappointing on account of the abundance

of woody fibre present. The plants analysed were

cut on June 10 last, the seed examined having been

gathered in September, 1872.

.Aiia!yA o/CaL-ga officinalis.
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posiiion, suitable, and apparently requisite for the

safe transition of the larva from the egg to its future

shelter. The form ot the egg varies from a perfect

lemon shape to a more or less irr-^gular oval, corru-

gated for the most part, but not invariably all over,

the small raised round spots being placed with great

regularity, so as to give the smooth surface of the egg

from which thty rise the appearance of an even net-

work of bands, each spot having a depression in the

centre, and the number being approximately thirty-

two in the circumference of the egg about a third

from the extremity. Complete de\elopment of the

c )ntained larva appeared to take place in twenty-one

days from the date of laying, and under favourable

circumstances exclusion from the egg took place about

the twenty-fifth day, but where the egg was unsuit-

ably placed for the passage of the larva into its future

food it remained, through breaking the egg-shell, help-

less within, or, if removed, equally helpless without,

as far as its own unassisted efforts were concerned,

towards forming its larval burrow.

Where the egg had been placed naturally by the

female beetle, the greater part remained firmly fixed

as a prolecting cap over the boring of the larva—the

sides of the egg-shell, and of the hole in which it was

glued, apparently giving points of resistance necessary

for the support of the grub in beginning its mining

operations, for in another case a fully-developed larva

placed on the surface of some similar material was

totally unable to make any progress towards forming

a tunnel for itself till a little hole was bored for it to

start in ; then, having been placed with its head in

the cavity, it at once went downwards, working itself

forwards rapidly and steadily.

The larva is white, with brown eyes and tips to

the mandibles, six short legs, the head somewhat

sunk in the preceding segment, the body sparingly

sprinkled with long soft hairs, and the tail incurved
;

but in the only instance in which I was able to watch

a specimen in the act of burrowing, it did not then

preserve the incurved form, but stretched itself

s raight out while working.

The ticking noise resembling the movement of a

watch, popularly supposed to mark the hours of some
member of the household drawing to a close, is most

wearisome, and so plainly audible in the deep stillness

accompanying the long, sleepless nights of severe

sickness, that it is no wonder a superstition should

have arisen where there was little knowledge to

account for the measured sound. It is, however, very

far from being a fact that

" A kettle of scalding hot water ejected.

Infallibly cures the timber affected ;

"

for the cause of the noise is the beetle, not the

maggot, and at the first disturbance it is much more
likely to have fallen to the floor than to have re-

mained to be scalded. As far as my own expetience

goes of death-watches, they will only cease the

noise (save a temporary breaking-ofl) at their own
pleasure. The cause ot the noise appears to be the

search for a mate, the moiits ('/-tva/^Ly/ in the case of

the Anobium striatum, as described by Latreille,

being merely a stroke of the mandibles on wood,
the signal of the beetle under observation being

answered from within the piece of timber. [In an old

house in the country we have frequently succeeded in

making the insects appear by tapping on the wood in

imitation of the noise made by the beetle. Eds.]

A good practical remedy for the real evil, caused

by the borings of the larva;, is most difficult to find,

but some good might be done by taking the matter in

hand in its very earliest stages. The attacked wood
when in farm out-buildings is often left entirely alone,

the evil of course multiplying itself year by year,

and where attended to in other cases is often left

alone till the dust falling from chairs, rafters, or

whatever it may be, has attracted attention, and some
application, turpentine, whitewash, oil, whatever
may be preferred, is rubbed or washed over—the fluid

by no means necessarily penetrating down the minute
holes, or saturating the wood sufficiently to effect the

desired purpose. If instead of this the preservative

applications were thoroughly well applied to any
wood likely to be attacked, directly the beetles made
their first summer appearance they would probably
answer much better. [In the case of a handsome
Bamboo carving soaking in a solution of corrosive

sublimate (poison I ), such as is used for dried plants,

has proved quite successful. Eds]
The female beetle when in captivity exercises so

much care in her choice of a spot for oviposition that

when at liberty it is very unlikely she would choose
one so prepared as to be unsuitable for her purpose,
and as in this case (unlike that of many other insects)

it appears necessary to the continuance of the exist-

ence of the larva that the egg should be so secured to

the wood, which is to be both the shelter and food of
its tenant, as to facilitate its first passage into the
hard substance, the result would be the destruction of
the beetle in embryo. As far as I could gather from
careful observation, it appeared that where the female
beetle laid in unsuitable circumstances the larva was
Unable or unwilling to leave the egg, and it remained

within, breaking the shell, and moving restlessly

about day after day. If removed and laid on material

similar to that bored by a larva under natural circum-
stances of exclusion, it was stilt perfectly unable to

form a home for itself till a little hole was pierced for

it, and it was inserted conveniently for its future

operations in the cavity, and all seemed to point to

the ease with which the wood liable to attack might
be made distasteful for her purposes to the beetle

bent on oviposition, and that eggs laid elsewhere
would perish. O.

Cfee iilla iarkn.
(tUTDOuK Garden.—The weather succeeding the

spell of sharp frost which waited on the advent of

the opening year, has not proved favourable to gar-

dening operations out-of-doors, notwithstanding there

are many things requiring the attention of the gardener

at this season of the year. It is warm, moist, and

miserable, the soil sticking like clay
;

gravel paths

soft and yielding ; trees of all kinds as slimy as eels ;

while the cultivator turns his wistful eyes to the clouds

for signs of a break in their dense surface, and the

springing up of a breeze that shall scatter them, give

birth to a drying air, and make the face of Nature not

only a little pleasanter, but a little less moist also than

we have seen it of late. But it is such weather as this

that always follows a frost ; the mud and slush that

succeed a thorough thaw is infinitely worse than that

which we associate with the dullest days of November.

The Lawn. —
• The time for action cannot be

far distant, and there is ample work waiting to be
done. The grass plat wants a new face put on it.

Now that the snow has passed away the brown grass

looks as if a deluge had passed over it, and there are

various deposits left there which give it an untidy

appearance. Bring the broom first of all into requi-

sition, and sweep the surface hard ; and then pass

the roller over it ; and while the turf is thoroughly
saturated with moisture, it will yield to the superin-

cumbent pressure, and the sward will become hard,

firm, and level as soon as drying weather sets in.

If there are appearances of humps or mounds rising

above the ordinary level of the lawn, allow the roller

to rest on them for a time, or beat them down with
the back of a spade, or with a turf-beater. If they
will not go down open the turf carefully, take out a

little of the soil, relay the grass, and conquer the

obstacle in that way. In like manner, where there

are evidences of subsidence, open the turf and put in

some nice fresh soil tUI the surface is brought up to

the ordinary ground level.

It is necessary at least once a year to pare down
the edges of the turf round borders, beds, and by the
side of paths, to keep them neat and tidy. There is

a constant tendency on the part of the grass to grow
out, and trench on the boundary of the beds. Worm-
casts are thrown up, soil is washed down to the turf,

and the roots lay hold of it and make a vigorous
growth. In most cases when the grass of a lawn is

neglected it will be observed that it grows rankest at

points where it comes into close contact with the soil

of the beds. A turfingiron, as it is termed, reminds
one of an old cheese-cutter with a long handle. Any
one with the knack of using this tool can pass it

rapidly along the edge of the turf, cutting away about
an inch and a-half or so, and maintaining an even line.

In cutting, the knife should be very slightly (only very
slightly) slanted towards the bed. A crooked or
fitful line made by the cutter gives the edges
a rough and uneven appearance. Every bit of this

turf should be gathered up and treasured, for it is of
great value for potting purposes. Wheel it away to

the compost yard, and lay it by in a heap to rot, and
by-and-bye it will give excellent soil for Hyacinths,
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and many other things grown
in pots through the summer. In cutting the grass
edges to paths, an ordinary garden line should be
used when the path is straight. The line should rest

on the turf, but be pulled quite tight at each end ; but
the operator must be careful not to cut it with the
edging iron. Our practice is to trim our grass edges
twice a year in this manner—iu January or February,
when the weather serves, and again in August. The
early cutting allows room for the permanent line of
Crocuses, which margins our beds, to Howcr and make
their growth.

Crocuses.—If any one would see Crocuses in per-
fection let them adopt this method. In the first

instance, let a trench from 6 to 8 inches in depth be
dug about 4 inches from the turf, and at the bottom
of this trench put a good layer of leaf soil ; then plant
the Crocuses, mixing purple, lilac, striped, white and
yellow together, and allow them to remain undisturbed
for five or six years, or even for a longer period of
time. Permanent lines of Crocus flower earlier than
those planted in the autumn, and with a wondrous
profusion of bloom. What if the rich crop of grassy

^
foliage that follows the harvest of blossoms of the

*' happy and beautiful Crocus" does grow a Uttle

rank, it is not obtrusive, and the foliage soon ripens
and dies away ; or the sarnc plan can be adopted that
one sometimes sees in country gardens, where the
leaves of the Crocuses are tied into knots in a neat
and tidy manner.

Daisies, &c.—There is another simple matter con-
nected with the outdoor garden that requires immediate
attention. A spell of frost hasa loosening efTect on many
ordinary border plants, such as Daisies, Pansies, and
others too numerous to mention ; the consequence is,

theplants are raised up slightly abovethesoil, and when
a thaw comes followed by rain the soil subsides, but
the plants are left bare at the roots ; and when the
worms begin to work about them ihey are either

thrust out of the soil altogether, or so exposed that

when warm drying weather sets in they suffer and
die. Alt these should be gone over in the beds and
borders, and the soil pressed down firmly about the
roots, 3o as to make them secure. Then, when this

is done, let advantage be taken of a drying day or two,
and the soil about the plants be stirred on the surface,

and some top-dressing added if necessary. Beds and
clumps of Daisies are fast coming into flower, for it is

one of the earliest to bloom ot our pleasant spring
flowers, and occasional top-dressings of a rich soil

does the plants much good. When the Daisy throws
out fresh roots, they are produced from what is

termed the collar of the plant, /.<?., where the stem
joins the roots, and they are therefore near the sur-

face, hence the value of top dressing to keep them
growing.
Rhubarb.—By means of a simple contrivance,

blanched Rhubarb can behad early in the season, ifthere
be convenience for pushing it on into growth. We have
seen excellent forced Rhubarb grown in a shed, by
simply fitting up a bed of soil at one end of it, to the
depth of iS or 20 inches, and by lifting some roots
of the earliest Rhubarb in the open ground, planting
them in the prepared bed, covering them up with
some litter, and then they will soon start into growth
and throw up their stalks. When leaves are used
they are apt to get infested with woodlice, but a little

oversight will soon keep them under. Rhubarb grown
in this way seems doubly welcome— first, because it

is obtained before the ordinary supply furnished by
the garden is ready ; and secondly, because the fact

that it is grown by the cultivator adds a double zest

to his enjoyment of it. It is not absolutely necessary
to keep Rhubarb entirely dark, but it is best to keep
it as dark as possible. In like manner some Seakale,
which is considered a great delicacy early in the sea-
son, might be grown, but, unlike the Rhubarb, it

should be kept quite dark and free from air. Perhaps
it would be best to leave the Seakale in the open
ground, and force it there, by placing some .Seakale
pots over it, and then covering them up with dung
and leaves. The Seakale pots—at least the old-
fashioned ones in use a quarter of a century ago
were roomy, and allowed a free growth of the crisp
blanched stalks ; and that greater delicacy. Asparagus,
can, by a little scheming, be had quite early. Let an
old crate or box 2 or 3 feet in depth be procured, and
filled with leaves and dung suflicient to give forth a
mild bottom-heat, and over this place a thick layer of
good soil, to the depth of 3 or 4 inches. Then pack
m as thickly as possible in a single layer some good
roots of Asparagus, and fill in the soil well about the
same till they are covered to the depth of at least

2 inches. Unlike the Rhubarb and Seakale, Aspa-
ragus needs plenty of light and air; and if the box or
crate could be placed in an early vinery, in which the
Vines are being pushed on into growtli, the develop-
ment of this popular vegetable will be much accele-
rated. Nice green stalks are to be preferred for table
to long blanched white stems, though the latter are
generally assumed to be the most tender eating.

^artreir #|?eratbiTS.
(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Tying

and training should, as time is available, be got on
with before the season is so far advanced as to inter-
fere with other work. Other matters will be of a
routine character, simply attending to watering when
required, the admission of air when the weather is

such that it can be given without injury, and a diligent
look-out as to the weather when the wind is in the
direction to bring frost.

Heaths.—So(t-wooded autumn-flowering varieties of
the hyemalis type do not usually receive treatment in
their different stages of growth, subsequent to bloom-
ing, such as to give them the best chance of surviving
longer than the season when they are intended to
flower, far the greater number dying as soon, or not
long after, they have bloomed ; but, nevertheless, an
effort may be made to keep them going, and if they
can be got to start fairly into growth in the spring
they sometimes will live for years. After they have
flowered do not let them remain standing closely
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together, but give them a good light situation, and do
not over-water, yet at the same time it must be borne

in mind that the soft-wooded Heaths cannot bear to

be allowed to get so dry at the roots as the hardest-

wooded sorts. The latter will now begin to swell

their flowers, and must not besufTeredto get over-dry,

otherwise it will sometimes have the effect of crippling

the buds. Finish tying in this department as early

after the present time as possible ; the plants will look

much better when they flower, in consequence of a

considerable time intervening betwixt their being tied

and their blooming, from the leaves and points of the

shoots having time to assume a natural position.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants.—Autumn-
struck cuttings of Pelargoniiij/is of the show section

should, as soon as they have filled their small pots

with roots, be potted on into larger ; from 4 to 6 inches

in diameter will be large enough for them the first

season, according to the size of the plants, or the

vigorous nature of the variety : use good loam well

enriched with rotten dung, and a little sand, such as

has been advised for the larger plants. Any that have
not had their points already pinched out, should now
be stopped, so as to induce them to break ; such as

have made several shoots should be trained so as to

lay the groundwork for the future plant. Keep the

whole stock, large and small, free from greenfly by
fumigation. Herbaceous Calceolarias should be moved
into larger pots as they require it, not allowing them
to get pot-bound before giving them more root-room.

The soil can scarcely be too rich, and if a good quan-

tity—one-fourth—of well-rotted leaf-mould is added,

they will do all the better in it. Few plants are more
subject to greenfly, and they are impatient of severe

smoking j consequently, must never be allowed to get

much infested with the aphides before they are fumi-

gated. Slight and frequent applications are the

safest with these and Cinerarias^ the large under-

leaves of which are injured if submitted to a strong

dose of tobacco-smoke. There is no better plan than

to always keep in readiness some tobacco-water in a

vessel sufficiently large to admit the heads of such

plants as the above being dipped as soon as they are

found to be affected, which is much better than allow-

ing the pest to spread over the whole before means are

taken to destroy it. The useful decorative Cam-
panula pyramidalis^ both the blue and the white

varieties, are worthy of more general cultivation ; sown
early in the spring they make, if well attended to,

fine flowering plants in about sixteen months. Plants

sown last spring, or grown from suckers, should now
have a light situation, and not on any account be al-

lowed to become stunted for want of pot-room. Keep
Kalosanthes close to the glass. For ordinary decorative

purposes, they are the most useful grown in 6 or 8-

inch pots. Do not at this season over-water them,

yet they must not be allowed to get so dry as to injure

their bottom leaves, which will occur if the soil

becomes too dry.

Priinula japonica.—To do this plant well it requires

very liberal treatment, using rich soil, and giving it

plenty of pot room. The soil should be good loam,

with one-fifth rotten dung and leaf-mould in equal

proportions added, and a good sprinkling of sand.

Plants that have filled their pots with roots should

now have a liberal shift into soil of the above descrip-

tion. They will then flower strongly and well late in

the spring. Such as are intended to bloom earlier

should be well supplied with liquid manure ; they will

bear it tolerably strong.

Chryianthemiim cuttings should at once be put in

and struck. Select such as are moderately stout, and
not drawn, placing a couple in a 60-sized pot. They
will root freely in a house where the temperature is

from 45* to 50°. They are better not covered with

bell or hand-glasses, as under such they become
drawn, and the leaves subject to damp. They should

not be placed on dry shelves, but ought, if possible,

to stand on a moisture-holding surface, such as ashes

or sand. T, Baines^ Southgate^ N.

Orchids.—The temperature to be maintained

during January is the same as that recommended for

December. Water must be poured over the floors

and benches, to create moisture. Phalanopsis on blocks

will require frequent syringing; those growing in baskets

or in pots should be examined every morning, and

have the surface kept damp. Saccolabiurn retusurn

and many of the Vandas will now be showing flower.

Cockroaches and woodlice are extremely fond of the

young spikes, therefore place poison about the house

and use Potatos cut in half and hollowed out to trap

the woodlice. Plants of Calanthe vestita that have

gone out of flower should be kept dry until they again

start into growth. Many of the plants that have been

at rest for some time will possibly show signs of growth

towards the end of the month ; it is a good practice

to place them in the warmest part of the house for a

week or two previous to their being potted. Dendro-

biu7?is that are showing flowershould receive a moderate

supply of water at their roots ; they will require

an increase of heat and light to encourage the flowers

to grow. Odontoglossums and Oncidiujjis' will be

coming into flower about this time ; they must be well

supplied with water at their roots, otherwise the bulbs

will shrivel. Any new or rare plant which it is

desirable to grow into a specimen as quickly as pos-

sible, rather than to induce it to bloom for a season,

should be encouraged to grow by placing it in

more heat and moisture. If any of the pseudo-

bulbous Orchids have more than three or four

old bulbs, and only one leading growth, the

plant should be cut in two between the bulbs ; but be

quite sure the eyes are sound before you cut them,

otherwise you will lose the back bulbs altogether.

The best time to operate on them is just as they are

showing signs of growth. Miltonias generally break
freely enough, except M. Candida g7-andiflora ; this

sometimes requires cutting to produce back breaks.

Let all the potting material be ready, as recommended
last month, as repotting and top-dressing must be

proceeded with next month ; also have some hard

wood in readiness for blocks. G. Baker^ Clapha?ft

Common^

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Parterre and Mixed Garden.— Should we
get a continuance of weather unfavourable to outdoor
work, labour may be profitably employed in preparing

a good stock of neat stakes of different sizes, suitable

for such things as Ricinus, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and
other large growing plants, and smaller sizes for

Gladioli, Phloxes, &c. If not already done, the

plan of proposed arrangement for the summer bedding
should be got out and decided on. By doing this

early it will afford a good opportunity of preparing

the beds properly for their intended occupants. For
such things as Calceolarias^ Violas^ Verbenas, and
other moisture-loving plants, the beds should be

specially prepared by trenching at least 2 feet deep,

and if the soil is at all light, with porous subsoil, add
a good dressing of stiff loam or clay and some rotten

manure, and mix these in with the bottom foot or so of

soil. Unless the beds contain very poor soil, trench-

ing will be sufficient for such things as Pelargoniums^

as they produce their flowers more freely when not en-

couraged to make too much growth, but nevertheless

the trenching will be found of great service, as it

enables them to root deeply, and withstand the effects

of drought. Beds intended for the bronze, tricolor,

or gold-leaved section, should be more liberally

treated, as these are grown for the beauty of their

leaves, and require rich feeding in order to develope

them to perfection, and to bring out their colour. This

class will now require a little more warmth to start

them into growth to afford a supply of cuttings, as

these form the best plants to grow on for the following

year. Golden Chain is still the most effective of all the

yellow-leaved section, but the plants should be at

least a year old before they are turned out, and be

planted in deep rich soil. A rough estimate of the

quantities of the respective kinds of bedding plants

should be got out, and if there is likely to be any

deficiency, stock plants should be set to work at once

to give a supply of cuttings. The beautiful soft

lavender-coloured Ageratum, Imperial Dwarfs propa-

gates very freely in spring, and a few stock plants

placed in moist heat now will afford any quantity of

cuttings. Our stock last winter was only six plants,

and from these we propagated nearly 2000. Seedlings

are never satisfactory, as they are very irregular in

height, and spoil the uniformity of the bed. Spring

struck Verbenas^ too, are much to be preferred, as

they grow on without a check, and soon cover the

bed. A few pots put to work now in gentle heat will

soon give a supply of cuttings. J, She^pard, Wool'

verstone Park,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—In the progress of plants which are swelling

ofif fruit, and those which are required to make growth

and start into fruit speedily, very much depends upon

proper attention and good treatment at this season,

because so little assistance is obtained from natural

causes. Unvarymg attention should be given to

artificial help in this way ; syringe what available

surfaces are considered fit for it twice every day, and

moisten the pathways, &c., as they need it; the

plants should also be syringed overhead occasionally

early in the afternoon, when the axils of the leaves

become dry. At some places it is usual to syringe

the surface of the bed between the plants, but this

practice is attended with so much danger from the

water which is used in that way being conveyed to

the collars of the plants by the leaves, and over-

saturating them with moisture there, that it is best

left alpne. Evaporating troughs are likewise used,

which are cast or fixed on the heating apparatus :

these, being filled with manurial or other water, are

almost incessantly kept steaming away ; this vapour,

which is oftentimes produced by highly heated pipes,

or that which rises from the troughs when the

quantity is very much reduced by evaporation, is of

such a nature as not to be likely to prove bene-

ficial to vegetation ; therefore the practice has for

a long time been discontinued here in those houses

where high temperatures are maintained, without in

the slightest degree aflfecting ordinary results. Fruit-

ing plants and starters should now have a mean tem-

perature of about 7o°» varying it 5" according to

external aspects ; with sunshine open the house at

So" or 85°, and close it at about that degree—at the

same time utilise sunshine for heating purposes as

much as possible whenever practicable. About the

commencement of next month another lot of Queens
or other kinds should be started, to supplement the

supply of fruit from those plants which are already

introduced for that purpose. Beds having hot-water

pipes under them can soon be made fit to receive

such plants, but it is not the case where fermenting

materials alone are used ; this matter should be seen

to at once, and 85° to go° should be obtained for

this purpose. When plants which have been kept
somewhat drier are to be started, if the heat in the bed
is well up, see that the balls of the plants are made
thoroughly moist, so that with additional heat root-

action may directly take place. A night temperature

of from 58° to 65° will be suitable for other stock, and
from 5° to 10° more in the daytime, according to

circumstances. Geo. T. Miles, IVycombe Abbey.

Melons.—If not already done, sow at once for the

first crop. The seeds may either be sown singly in

small 6o's, or a dozen seeds may be placed round the

edge of a 32-pot, to be afterwards potted off into 6o's.

In either case the pots should only be about two-
thirds filled, covering the seed about half an inch, and
be placed in a brisk bottom-heat of from 75° to 80°,

top-heat 70°. A mixture of leaf- mould and light loam
in equal proportions, with a moderate dash of sharp

river or road sand, pressed gently down, will form a
nice porous compost for the young rootlets. The
pots should be well drained for this early sowing. I

have studiously avoided recommending any particular

sort, and, with your permission, will adopt the same
course during the ensuing year, for long experience

has taught me that it is not the variety, so much as the

treatment, that results in a well- finished and richly-

flavoured fruit. T. Simpso?i, Brootnfield Lodge.

Cucumbers.—Never, perhaps, was the wisdom of

getting the plants out and well established before the

very short days set In more manifest than this year,

when the weather has been such as to render their

progress at the best but very slow. The autumn
fruiters, however, which were sown early in Sep-
tember, are yielding very good supplies. It is now
that Cucumbers realise a high price. The tempera-

tures advised, and the directions as to watering and
atmospheric moisture, in the last Calendar, should

still be maintained. Continue to cut over the foliage

once or twice a week, removing weakly and exhausted

growths, and lay in from time to time as much of the

young bearing wood only as will ensure every leaf

receiving a due proportion of light Still keep a sharp

eye for canker, and do not omit to apply a moderate

dusting of flowers of sulphur weekly. The autumn
fruiters will, under favourable conditions, and such as

I have advised, yield a good supply for the next three

months or more ; those, therefore, who have fol-

lowed my advice, and who possess the necessary

structures, will have no necessity for making further

sowings at present. Those, however, who do not

indulge in winter Cucumbers, but require a supply

early in spring, had better sow a few seeds forthwith,

observing the same conditions as are laid down for

Melons. It will now take six or seven weeks between

sowing and planting out. T, Simpson, Broomfield

Lodge.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The Mushroom House.—The earlier Mushroom-

beds, which may have produced abundant crops, will

now be showing signs of exhaustion. Where there is

good drainage and the materials were not too greatly

decomposed at the time the beds were made up, it 13

possible to resuscitate the waning vigour of the beds by
giving to each a good soaking of water heated to

about 100° Fahr., and into which about one pint of

common salt to every six gallons of water has been
well stirred. At the same time the temperature

of the house should be maintained at not less than 80°

if possible. Beds in full bearing should be surface

sprinkled frequently with tepid water, but care

should be taken not to allow the bed to become too

wet, or soddened with moisture ; because if such a
condition is brought about, it will too forcibly induce

decomposition, and even if the delicate mycelium be

not destroyed, which is not at all improbable, the

crop will cease to be as abundant as it should be.

Later beds, which are just beginning to produce their

crops, must be treated very carefully at this particular

season of the year in regard to watering. I( the beds

are known to be formed of light, somewhat dry

materials, and especially if they are placed im-

mediately over pipes or flues, and hence are in no
danger of becoming, and remaining too wet, they

will require watering frequently and freely ; other-

wise at such a stage a very moderate amount only

must be given, and that must be warmed, and its ap-

plication be followed by a slight increase in the tem-

perature. When beds are in bearing give air daily

for an hour or so, along with abundant light, as this

enhances both their flavour and the quantity or per-

manency of their texture, which is quickly exemplified
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under the cooking process, by all who test these

against those drawn up in dark, airless structures

or situations. It is admissible to use good thick

coverings of dry warm hay upon all beds placed in

positions wliere a sufficient supply of artificial heat

cannot be insured. William Eartty.
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7.—Overcast; dull, and mild throughout.
8.—Overcast ; duU ; a little rain fell between 9 .

If A.M. Overcast in afternoon and evening.
9.—Fine ; nearly cloudless about noon. Fine in al

In the suburbs of London the reading of the

barometer at the level of the sea decreased from
30 inches at the beginning of the week to 29 95 inches
by the morning of the 3d, increased to 30 oS inches
by the evening of the same day, it then decreased to

29. So inches by the evening of the 4th, a^aiu increased
to 30.17 inches by the morning of the Sih, and then
decreased to 29. SS inches by the end of the week.
The mean reading for the week was 30 inches, being
0.18 inch lower than that of the preceding week.
The mean daily readings were all in excess of their

avera<;es except that of the 4th, which was 0.07 inch
in defect.

Tire highest temperatures of the air al 4 feet above
the ground ranged between 51I' on ihe 4lh and 41^^
on the 7ih, lire mean for the week being 47°. The
mean of the seven low night temperatures was 4o4%
the extreme values being 44' on the 4th and 38° on
the 8th and 9th. The mean daily range of tempera-
ture was 6.i°, ranging from 9.^° on the 6th to 2j° on
the 7th. The mean daily temperatures of the air were
all above their averages, the values being :— 3d,

46°.4; 4lh, 47° 6
;

5th, 45°. 6 ; 6tb, 44°.7; 7th,
40°.5 ; Sth, 39°,7 ;

9th, 4i°.6 ; and their departures
in excess of their respective averages were 9". 7, Ii°.2,

9°.4, 8°.7, 4°.2, 3°.4, and 5°. 3. The mean tem.
perature for the week was 43°. 7, being 7°.3 above the
average for the corresponding week, as deduced from
sixty years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with
blacktned Inrlb in vacuo, placed on grass in sun's
ray.5, were 74° and 90° on the 5th and 6th but on the
7th and Sth it did not rise higher than 45°. The
lowest reading.s of a thermometer on grass, with its

bulb fully exposed to the sky, were 34^° on the 6lh,
and 55° oii the 5th, Sth, and 9th, and the mean for
the several low readings was 36^.

The weather during the week was generally cloudy,
dull, and mild. The direction of the wind was
generally S.S.W., and its strength gentle. Rain fell

on five days, the amount being 0.27 inch.

In England the extreme high temperatures observed
by day ranged from 514° at Bristol to 45° at Hull,
the general average all over the country being 49!°.
The extreme low temperatures observed by night
varied from 2,91° at Bristol to 32° at Manchester, with
a general average of 36°. The mean range of tem-
perature in the week from all stations was I3j°,
varying from 174^ at Manchester to 11° at Hull.
The mean of the seven high day temperatures ranged
between 48^° at Bristol and 4li°at Nottingham and
Hull, the general average being 45^°. The mean of
the seven low night temperatures ranged from 414° at
Bristol to 354° at Hull, with an average value of 38^
The mean daily range of temperature in the week
was 7,;°, the greatest range being at Eccles, 93°, and
the least at Nottirrgham, 5^°. The mean temperature
of the air for the week was 414°, being 3' above the
value of the corresponding week in 1874, 5j° below

that of 1S73, and \" above that of 1872; it was
I5J° above the mean temper,-iture of the preceding

week, the highest in the week occurred at Bristol,

443°, and the lowest at Hull, 38^°.

Kain fell on the first three days of the week at

most stations, varying in amount from eight-tenths of

an inch at Bristol to one-tenth at Leicester, the

average fall over the country was four-tenths of an

inch.

The weatlicr during the week was dull and very

mild ; the sky was generally covered with cloud.

In .Sciiiland the highest temperatures ranged betwccrr

52^° al Lcith and 45° at Dundee and Aberdeen, the

lowest temperatures varied from 32^° at Glasgow to

29° at Perth, their respective averages being 494° and

3li°. The mean range of temperature in the week
was 8,J°. The mean temperature for the week was
40l°, the highest being at Glasgow, 424°, and the

lowest at Dundee, 38°. Rain fell at Greenock to the

amount of 2 inches, but at Aberdeen four-tenths of an

inch only was measured. The average fall over the

country was I4 inch nearly.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 58°, the

lowest 264°, the mean 464°, and the rainfall o. 1 1 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(Enquiries.
He ihat quesHoneth much sfiall learn iiiuch,—Bacon.

35. FiNocHiA,

—

R. T. S., Co. Cork, wishes to

know where he can get seeds of this plant. He does
not see it mentioned in any catalogue at his command.

Answers to Correspondents.
Annuals; Amateur. The following twelve sorts of

annuals are, on the whole, early to flower, of dwarf
growth, and bright and distinct in colour :— Candy-
tuft (While Rocket and dark crimson), Collinsia

bicolor, C. violacea, Eucharidium grandifiorum, Go-
detia Whitneyi, Leptosiphon rosaceus, Nemophila
insignis, N. maculata, Saponaria calabrica, Silene

pendula, and Virginian Stock. They should be sown
in the new ground, where they are to flower, as early

in March as possible. The Stocks and Asters to suc-

ceed the annuals should be sown in prepared beds, in

a cold frame, or in shaliow boxes, and placed in a

greenhouse. !f they could be once transplanted pre-

vious to being placed out in the border, to succeed
the annuals, the plants would be all the better for it.

BuOKS : //, H. Cuthill on market gardening, and W.
Paul on pot Roses. Briars are obtained from itinerant

collectors who traverse the country to obtain them,

BouvARDiA'5 : IK. Wood. We cannot name garden
varieties. ' No. i appears to be Hogarth.

Cocoa-nut Refuse : G. IV. Most plants root very

freely into this substance, and it forms a very good
suhsiituie for leaf-mould in all light composts such as

may be used for newly struck cuttings of soft-wooded
pUnts, seedlings, ike. Ferns root well into it, but for

potting such plants as these and others of a more
permanent character, it requires a proportion of the

usual potting soil to give it body, and plenty of grit

should be used. It is not to be recommended fur

Orchids, nor for plants like Heaths, which require a

special compost.

Dahli.vs ; A Young Amateur. Divide each old root

into two or more parts, each having a portion of the

bud-producing '* collar " and a good sound tuber

firmly attached. Pot each into a rich open compost,
and place them in a light airy temperature of 45'^.

Do not hurry their growth, but when this begins keep
only the strongest shoot on each, and induce it to

grow as robust as possible up to planting-out time.

Double Acrostic : H. H. B. Anticipated. See
p. 25, January 2.

Gakuenia Buds Failing : D. Cameron ^ Son. The
cause of your Gardenia buds turning brown is pro-

bably due to a too languid root-action, resulting from
an insufficiency of warmth at this season, when the

plants require an additional incentive to activity. We
fear the loss is irremediable, otherwise we would
recommend you to raise the temperature to 60'' by
night, and 65' by day, with frequent sprinklings over-
head, when the manure-water already given may be
assimilated by and aid them, not otherwise.

Glazing : J. H. Howard. If a working model is for-

warded we shall then be in a position to express an
opinion on the matter, but obviously cannot do so
unless we see the system. You might also send a
model to one of the meetings of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society for exhibition.

Heating Greenhouses: Amateur. You should fix

sufficient pipe to warm the Iiouse by means of a stove
placed in an enclosed case just outside the house, or,

if a gas stove can be employed and the products of
combustion certainly carried out of the house, the
stove itself might stand inside in some convenient spot
not too contiguous to the plants. We have no faith

in heating by means of stoves only placed inside the

house.

Hedges : Amateur. 'The best and quickest growing
evergreen for a hedge fit to afford the shelter you
need, is the Holly, which would do well in your heavy
soil, if well drained and well worked and enriched, so
as to make it friable previous to planting.

Hollyhocks, Pelargoniums, &c. : A Young Ama-
teur. Place 6 inches of ashes in the frame, upon

which again place slates, and stand the pots on these.

Place also an external covering over the glass at night,

leaving a little air at the back all night, whilst the

lamp is burning. Water sparingly, and let every

plant which requires it be brouglit out of the frame

and receive a good soaking before it is returned,

IIuLLY Leaves; J. S., Wanoick. They may be
gathered any time when in good condition. We will

name them if you are moderate in your demands. We
do not know of any book on drying flowers.

Insects ; S, U. No. 2 is terribly infested by the Ihrips :

give it three or four good fumigations with tobacco

smoke at intervals of three or four days, and watch

afterwards to see they do not reappear. Or you may
dip the head of the plant, if removable, in some of the

insect-destroying washes, as Abyssinian Mixture or

Fowler's Insecticide. It has been in too dry, if not

too hot. an atmosphere. We do not see that No. 3
has sustained any injury. The dying offand curling of

the fronds are quite likely to have arisen from drought
at the root, especially if the position " near hot-water

pipes " is a new one for it.

Magnolia grandiflora : G. S. Yes.

Mummy Wheat : R. O. M. There is so much decep-

tion and mystification about this, lliat we are extremely

sceptical about the maticr. Is your straw Wheat-
straw at all ? We suppose not, from your description.

Names of -Plants: H. Huntley, i, Cypripedium
venustum ; 2, C. barbatum. — .'l«/tJ«_j'. Helleborus

niger, — New /.ealand. Lotus tetra'gonolobus, an
introduced plant.

—

James Garaway fr" Co. Rubus
australis, var. cissoides.— //. T. No. 4 proves to be
a small-pinnuled form, or starved condition, of Adian-
tum Capillus-Veneris.

Orange Trees : J. S. We can only attribute the

simultaneous fall of the leaves, along with the blooms,

to the probable fact that during the pist summer the

ball became too dry, and that possibly it has never

been thoroughly soaked through since. If you have

any doubt on this point, place and puddle clay

around the outsides of the tubs, and give many water-

ings in such manner that the water may be forced to

percolate down through the very centre of the soil of

the ball.

Propagating Thujas, &c. : S. G. S. Arbor-vitse

and similar evergreen trees can be propagated by
cuttings, put in in summer iu a cool frame, and
when callused removed into heat ; but the process is

slow and altogether too tedious for an amateur.

Rainfall : J. D., Mendip Hills. Symond's British

Rainfall is probably what you want.

Roses: A Lover of Roses. In your case, we fhink it

would be worth the expense to build a Rose-house

such as you describe ;
but as to what it would cost to

build such a house in your locality, we cannot say. A
local builder would be the best authority.

^^ Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the
Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers who send
Post Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time, stating that they have

done so.

•jj,* Correspondtnts are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communicalions intended for publica-

tion to the '

' Editors, " and not to any member of the

staJT personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or /o file supply of Ike Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

; Received.—E. P., Ghent (accuse de recep-

tinn).-S. G.-J. E. L.-J. E. H.—R. B.-G. W.-W. H.—
W P —W. S.—W. W.— I. R. T.—J. P. L.—R. — G. W. Y.
— S E.—D. T. F.—J. H.-G. S. (shall be glad to hear from

ynn).-J.T. G.

markets.
COVEiVT GARDEN, January 14.

The market remains much the same as last week. Im-

ports are heavy from France, comprising salading,

Arlichokps, Apples, and some first-rate Easter Beurre

Pears. The latest cargo of St. Michael Pines came in

capital condition, realising fair prices. Thos. Taylor^

Wholesale Apple Market.

Artichokes, Fr.. each o 8-

Asparagus, English,

per bundle ..80-
— French, p. bund. 2 o-

Beans, French, p. 100 2 o-

Beet, per doz. . . 1 o-

Broccoli, p. bundle ,.09-
Bnjs. Sprts., p. bush. 6 &
Cabbages, per doz. ..10
CaiTots, p. bundle
Cauliflowers, per di

Celery, per bundle
Cucumbers, each
Endive, per dor.

Herbs, per bunch

6- <.

HorseRadish.p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Lettuces, per doz. .. 16-,.
Mushrooms, per pott. 10-26
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-06
Parsnips, p. doz. . . 09-10
Radishes, per bunch. 02-04
— black. Turnip, do. ..-06
Seakale, per bundle 16-20
Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
Salsify, per bundle .. 16- -.

Tomatos, per doz. . . 10-30
Turnips, per bundle. 06-09

Apples, per Ji-sieve

Chestnuts, per bush, i

Grapes. English, p. lb.

: o- 1 6 Melons, each .

.

. 0-20 o ' Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

I

Oranges, p. 100
0-80 Pears, p. doz.

8 0-12 o Pine-apples, p. W
....

I

Walnuts, p. bus!

ws, iioj. ; Earlv Myatt'=i,

, : and Early Dons, i per
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Cut Flowers.

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays :

Camellias, 12 blooms :

Carnations, 12 blooms

:

Cyclamen, 12 blooms <

Epiphyllums, 12 bl. :

Eucharis, per doz. . . (

French Lilac.p.bun. ic

Heliotropes, 1 2 sprays c

Mignonette, 12 bun. .

Begonias, per doz. .

,

Bouvardias, do.

Chrysanthemums, do.
Cyperus, do. .

.

Dracaena terminalis
-^ viridis, per doz.

Epiphyllums, each .

.

'>.d.

6 0-12 o

2 0-24 o

Pelargoniums, 12 !

— Zonal, 12 spr. 09-16
Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes . . 30-40

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60
-^ French, do. . . 20-36

Stephanotis,i2 sprays 9 0-15 o
'I'uberoses, p. doz. . . 20-40
Violets, per 12 bun. . . 30-60
N Pots.

s. d. s. d.

Heaths, in var,, doz. 12 0-30 o
Mignonette, do. . . 40-60
Myrtles . . do. 30-90
Pelargoniums, dble.

,

per doz. . . . . 6 o-ia o— Scarlet, do. . . 60-90
Primula sinensis, do. 40-80
Solanums, do. .. 6 0-18 o

SEEDS.
London : Jan. 13.—We have to report an improved

demand for agricultural seeds. Cable advices from New
York describe the Clover market as somewhat excited,
and values hardening. All descriptions of red Clover
seed, of both Continental and English growth, are held
here with great firmness : choice purple samples com-
mand high rates. No noteworthy alteration has taken
place since our last in the position of either Alsike or
white Clover seed. Trefoils met a fair inquiry at recent
currencies. Present quotations, while showing a con-
siderable reduction from opening prices, keep very
steady. In Sanfoin seed a strong advance has been
established. French Itahan exhibits no alteration.

Perennial Rye-grasses are obtainable at moderate rates.

The unprecedentedly high prices now realised for
Canary seed constitute quite a feature of our market, a
further advance of ^^i per quarter having taken place
during the past week. German Hemp seed is in mode-
rate request. Feeding Linseed must be noted 2j. to 35.

per quarter dearer. Mustard seed, both white and
brown, is still cheap and neglected. Owing to an in-
creased inquiry, Rape seed is held at is, to 2/. per
quarter more money. Spring Tares being in very short
supply, are rapidly advancing in price. John Shaw dr*

Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane^ B.C.

CORN.
Owing to the subsidence of frosty weather, the trade

at Mark Lane on Monday was depressed. Dry Wheat
receded from ts. to 2J. per quarter, while damp and
inferior parcels were nominally from zs. to 5^. cheaper.
Barley was dull, and less money had to be accepted for
grinding and distilling qualities. Malt was slow of sale
and lower to sell. Sound Oats were 6d. per quarter
higher on the week, but inferior corn was somewhat
easier in price than on Monday last. French Maize gave
way IS. per quarter. Beans and Peas were weak, and
flour was flat, but not materially so.—On Wednesday
the market was very thinly attended, and Wheat sold
with difficulty at the reduced rates current on Monday,
Barley and Oats were pretty steady, and Maize suffered
no further relapse. Beans and Peas were rather lower,
and the value of flour, both English and American, had
a downward tendency.—Average prices for the week
ending January 9 :—Wheat, 45J. id. ; Barley, 44^^. Zd.

;

Oats, 30J. id. For the corresponding week in 1874:

—

Wheat, 62s. id. ; Barley, 43^. iid. ; Oats, 2Bs. id.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was not

an over-supply of choice quality beasts. Trade was
dull, but at scarcely any reduction in price. In sheep
business was more active at rather higher rates. There
was no alteration in the trade for calves. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 3J-. 8rf. to 5^., and 5^. 8d. to 6s. ^d. ; sheep,

5^. to ^s. 6d., and 6s. to 6s. Zd. ; calves, 4J. ^d. \o6s. Zd.
;

pigs, 4J. 4*/. to sj. ^d. — On Thursday trade was dull,

but choice beasts were not lower in price. For sheep
Monday's quotations were scarcely altered. Calves were
more plentiful, and prices gave way a little. Business
was dull for milch cows.

HAY.
There was a full supply of fodder at Whitechapel, but

trade was steady, and a moderate inquiry pervaded for

the better descriptions. Prime Clover realised from
loof. to 124J. ; inferior, 85^. to 95J. ; prime meadow
hay, 90J. to 114J. ; inferior, 555. to 75^. ; and straw,

335. to 40.f. per load. Cumberland market quotations :

—Superior meadow hay, 112.S. to 120J. ; inferior, 90J. to
105J. ; superior Clover, i20j'. to i30j-. ; inferior, 100^. to
I12S. ; and straw, 40J. to 44J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets report moderate

supplies of Potatos on sale, and trade slow at the sub-
joined currency :—Regents, 95J. to xios. per ton ; Vic-
torias, looj. to i2CLr. ; Flukes, X20j. to i40j-. ; Rocks,
60s. to 7SJ.—The imports of foreign Potatos into London
last week amounted to 64 barrels from New York, 737
bags from Antwerp, 731 from Boulogne, 53 tons from
St. Julien, 25 bags Rotterdam, 25 tons and 902 sacks
from Dunkirk, 4 bags from Gravelines, and 43 tons from
Dahouet.

COALS.
In the market on Monday *' best " house coals fell 6d,

per ton, whilst " seconds " were unchanged. Hartleys,
however, declined 6d. per ton. No further alterations
were reported at market on Wednesday.

SPECIAL OFFER
To the Trade Only. s. d.

RASPBERRIES, Red Antwerp .. .. per 1000 30 o
LAURUSTINUS. in pots, very bushy .. per 100 25 o
CHESTNUT. Horse, 9 to 10 feet 350
ASH, Mountain, 5 to 6 feet .. .. .. per 1000 30 o
THORN ACACIA, 6 feet per 100 18 o
LABURNUM, English, 6 feet 20 o
LILACS, very bushy . . .. 12 o
RIBES SANGUINEA, very bushy 12 o
MOSS ROSES, very bushy 21 o
AUCUBA JAPONICA, very bushy 30 o
BOX, Handsworth, 2 feet 20 o
PRIVET, ovalifolium, 2 feet 50
VIRGINIAN CREEPERS 10 o
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, extra 25 o
SPIR^A FILIPENDULA PLENA 18 o
DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA, extra 84 o

WILLIAM RUSHFORTH, Seed Merchant and Nursery-
man—Nurseries, Woodhouse Hill, Hunslet ; Seed Establish-
ment, 44, Vicar Lane, Leeds.

OELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.
BROCCOLI — Witty's Conqueror, the best late Broccoli in

cultivation ; has always stood the severest winters without
injury. Price i^. 6d. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Scrymger's, extra selected. Price
IS. per ounce,

CELERY—Laing's Mammoth Red (true), the finest and best
Red Celery in cultivation. Price 6d. and is. per packet.

CELERY—Wright's Grove Red, an excellent variety. Price
IS. per packet.

CAULIFLOWER—Veitch's Autumn Giant; this valuable
variety is perfectly distinct from any other. Price i.r. 6d.
per packet.

PEA—Burnell's Market Gardener; a most desirable Pea,
earlier than Laxton's Supreme, and not so tall, more pro-
lific ; pods well filled, eight to ten Peas in each. Price
2^. 6d. per quart.

BEANS—Sir Joseph Paxton, dwarf French ; one of the earliest

and best in cultivation. Price is. 6d. per quaxt.
N.B.—Priced CATALOGUES may be had, post free, on

application to
WITTY AND SON, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Cottingham,

Hull.

FECIAL TRADE OFFER.
ASPARAGUS, strong, 2-yr. and 3-yr., 15.J. to 20J. per
GOOSEBERRIES, strong, 16s. per 100. [1000.
CURRANTS, strong, i2.r. per 100.

FILBERTS and COBS, strong, 40?. per 100.
ROSES, strong, dwarf, 353'. per 100.

„ half-standards, 6oJr. per 100.

,, Teas, in pots, own roots, 40?. per 100.

PYRETHRUMS, all the best named double varieties,

in 48's, well established, 40J'. per 100.

PHLOXES, all the best named varieties, aos. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, best named varieties. 20J. per 100.

ANTIRRHINUMS, best named varieties, 12^. p. 100.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a fine collection, 30J. p. 100.

DAHLIAS, pot roots, 100 varieties, 25J. per 100
GLOXINIAS, 20i. per 100.

ACHIMENES, twelve varieties, Zs. per 100.
VERBENAS, good show and bedding varieties, named,

125. per 100.

FERNS, Hardy and Greenhouse, 40J. per 100.
KELWAV AND SON. The Nurseries. Langport. Somerset.

To Planters and tHe Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices ;

—

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to lo feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to ID feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, ^]i to 4 feeL
E.totic and Vau.\hall Nurseries, Canterbury.

Special Offer to Noblemen, Geutlemen, tlie Trade,
And OTHERS engaged in PLANTING.

WITTY AND SON have the following
cheap FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS to ofter, which are all fine

transplanted stuft :

—

ASH, Common, 3 to 4 feet, 30^. per 1000.

„ Mountain, 8 to to feet, 205. per 100.

,, Weeping, fine, i8j. to 24s. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, 251. per 1000 : 5 to 6 feet, 151. per

IOC : 6 to 9 feet, 20s. per 100.

WILLOW, Kilmarnock, 185. to 24J. per dozen.

,, American, fine, 12J. to 42J. per dozen.
LABURNUM, s to 6 feet, 2oi. per 100.

ARBOR-VIT^, American, . s to 6 feet, 60s. per 100 ; 6 to

7 feet, 80J. per j<x>.

„ Siberian, 3 to 4 feet, $os. per 100.

LAUREL, Portugal, 2% to 3 feet, 50J. per too; 5 to 4 feet,

YEW, Irish, 3 to i feet, 601. per 100.

,, Common, 2]^ to 3 feet, 60s. per 100.

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, 2 to 2% feet, 50J. per 100.

HOLLY, Common, ili to 2 feet, 505. per 100.

BERBERIS DARWINII, 3 to 4 feet, 751. per 100.

LAURUSTINUS, in pots, sos. to 75J. per 100.

IVY, variegated, in variety, 12 to iS inches, 12s. per dozen.

PEARS. Pyramid, fine fruiting trees, 75s. to looj. per 100.

APPLES, do., do., 75^. to looi. per too.

PLUMS, do., do., 75J. to loos. per 100,

CHERRIES, do., do., loar. per too.

CURRANTS, Black, los. per too, 90J. per 1000.

GOOSEBERRIES, sorts, 101. per too. 90s. per 1000.

QUICKWOOD, 12 to iS inches, loi. ed. per 1000 ; 18 inches
to 2 feet, 16s. per 1000 ; 2 to 2% feet, 25^. per 1000.

MVATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS, true, i;? per ton.

CATALOGUES may be had free on application to

WITTY AND SON, The Nurseries, CottSigham, Hull.

A SPARAGUS PLANTS from imported
-i^ Seed in any quantities :—Conover's Colossal, 2-yr. old,
3^. per 100, 26J. per looo ; 3-yr. old, 4^. 6d. per 100, tps. per
1000. Giant, 3-yr. old, 2^. 6d. per 100, 22.1. per 1000. No
charges for packages on retail orders. Wholesale prices on
application. Remittances to accompanv all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY. Seedsman, &c., Market Place,

Peterborough.

Monro's Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber.

J MONRO begs to inform the Trade that he
• has supplied the Steam Printing Works of H. M.

PoUett, 12, Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, London, E.C.,
with ELECTROS of HOUSE and FRUIT, where they can
have either inserted in Catalogues without the expense of pur-
chasing Blocks. A further List of Firms that have been
supplied with Seed will be published in the Gardeners'
Chronicle for February 5.

WELLINGTONIA AUREA
VARIEGATA.

Planted by H.R.II. the Prince of Wales at Sandringham.
Planted by H.R.H. the Princess of Wales at Blenheim.
Planted by H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh at the Vice-Regal

Planted by H.E. the Earl Spencer at Althorpe.
And by the leading Noblemen in the United Kingdom.
Splendid plants, finely rooted, 5 feet high, and covered with

Golden Variegation, at ;£5 5s. ; smaller, ;f3 3i. , £,2 2s. ,3.iid£iis.
CIRCULARS, with List of Prizes taken, and Testimonials

received from the leading Conifers Growers of Europe, can be
had on application to

R. HARTLAND, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.
November 26, 1874.

TAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
t^ George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in
the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in coloiu". Sown in
January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Erecta and hori2ontaHs, separate or mixed, is. and ss. 6d.
per packet.

STEPHANOTIS FLOR IBUNDA.—Fine variety from the
Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful
climber, is. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from
one of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 6d. per
packet,

DOUBLE PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.
Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Oflice Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

JOSEPH SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge
^ Nurseries, Tansley, near Matlock, begs to offer at p. looo :—BROOM, i-yroj.; White, 2-yr., ^s. PRIVET, i-yr., 4^.;
2-yr.. 6s.; i to ij^ foot, 15^.; 2 to 3 feet, 20s.; 3 to 4 feet, 25s.
ASH, I to iK foot, 14s.; i}i to 2 feet, iSs.t Mountain, ij^ to 2
feet. i8j-; a 103 feet, aas.: 3 to 4 feet, zjs.; 6 to 8 feet, 80s.; 8 to
10 feet, 120s. BEECH, i to 1% foot, i8j.; i^ to 2 feet. 25^.;
2 to 3 feet, 30^. BIRCH, 5 to 6 feet, loor. CHESTNUT.
Horse, 3 to 4 feet, 505.; 4 to 5 feet, 80s. ELM, 1% to 2 feet,
I2S. ; 2 to 3 feet, 18s. ; Scotch, ij< to 2 feet, 20s. ; 2 to 2j^ feet,
25^- : 3 to 4 feet, 30s. LIMES. 1 to 1% foot, 35.1. ; 2 to 3 feet,
60s.; 3 to 4 feet, 80s.; 4 to 5 feet, 100s. MAPLE, Norway, 2 to
3 feet, 30J.; 4 to 5 feet, 40s.; 8 to 10 feet, 100^. ACER
NEGUNDO, I to 1% foot, i2S.\ i% to 2 feet, 18s. PINUS
AUSTRIACA, I to iK foot, 155.; i^ to 2 feet, 20^.- 2 to 3
feet, 30s.; 3 to 4 feet, 100s. POPLAR. Italian. 5 to 6 feet,
SOS.; Ontario, 2 to 3 feet, 20j-.: 4 to 5 feet, 35^.; 5 to 6 feet,
60^.; 6 to 8 feet. 100s. WILLOW, Bedford, 1% to 2 feet, 15s ;

2 to 3 feet, x8s.; 3 to 4 feet. 25s.: 4 to 5 feet, 30J.; 6 to 8 feet,
60s.; 8 to 10 feet. 80s. SYCAMORE, 4 to 5 feet, 35s.; 5 to 6
feet, 60s.; 6 to 8 feet, 100^. SPRUCE, i to 1% foot, 12s.; 2 to
2% feet, 25.?.; 2% to 3J^ feet, 40s.; 3 to 4 feet, js. per 100.
QUICK. 2-yr., transplanted, 8s. ARBOR-VIT.^, 1% to 2
feet, 60s.; 2 to 3 feet, 8oj.; 3 to 4 feet, 120s.; 4 to 5 feet, 150J.;

5 to 6 feet, 25W. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 9 to 12 inches,
20s.; 1 to iK foot, 30J. TREE BOX, i to ij4 foot, soj.
LAUREL, 9 to 15 inches, 30?. : i to 1% foot, ±os. RHODO-
DENDRONS. &c. LIST of General Stock free.

NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, Christie's Self-Protecting Late White. — This
valuable Broccoli has been raised by Mr. Christie of
Aswarby, and is pronounced by all who have seen it as the
finest self-protecting late Broccoli in cultivation. See
Testimonials. Sold only in sealed packets, is. 6d. each.

BORECOLE, Variegated Triple-curled, extra selected.—This
stock includes all the best varieties for decorative purposes,
for garnishing, the embellishment of the flower garden and
the dinner-table. Price 6d. and is. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Roseberrj-, e.xtra selected.—Price
i.r. per ounce.

_CELERY, Dixon's X L Red.—A very strong grower, early,
hardy, remarkably solid and crisp. Has obtained a First
Prize wherever exhibited during last season, and is acknow-
ledged to be a very decided acquisition. Price is. 6d. per

CELERY," Dixon's Mammoth White.—The best White extant.
Price 6d. and is. per packet.

CUCUMBER, Burnett's Perfection.—Growing from 24 1030
inches long, fine flavour and very productive. Price is. 6d.
per packet.

CUCUMBER, Rollisson's Telegraph.—True, handsome, and
very prolific. Price is. per packet.

LETTUCE.—Dixon's Champion Green Cos still maintains its

well-known reputation as being the largest and most
delicious Lettuce in cultivation. Price 6d. and is. per packet.

PEA, Dixon's Yorkshire Hero.—My stock of this magnificent
• variety of the wrinkled Marrow is grown from the original
stock introduced by me a few years ago. It is exceedingly
prolific, having as many as sixty or seventy pods on a single
stem. The Pea, of a most delicious Marrowfat flavour, is

fourteen days earlier than Veitch's Perfection, and with-
stajids the effects of mildew better than any other variety.
Price 15. 6d. per quart.

TURNIP, Silver Ball.—A superb white, solid root, fine shape,
flesh tender and delicious ; very select stock. Price is. per
ounce packet.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, The Yorkshire Sesd
Establishment, 57, Queen Street, and 75, 76, and 77. High
Street, Hull.
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F O R E S T TREES.
ASH, 2 to 3 feet, los. per looo
BEECH, 3 to 4 feet, 40^, per 1000
BIRCH, 5 to 6 feet, 6ar. per 1000
CHESTNUT, Horse, 6 to 7 feet, sos.

HAZEL, 2 to 3 feet, 30J. per 1000
POPLAR, Black, 2 to 3 feet, 351. per :

,, Lotnbardy, 7 to 8 feet, los. per ic

,, Ontario, 8 to 9 feet, 35s. per 100
FIR, Scotch, 2 to 3 feet, 30.?. per 1000

.

SPRUCE. 2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 100 ; 3 J^ 1

SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet. 40J. per 1000; 6 to 7 leet. i2i. per too

ARBOR-VIT.*, American, 3 to 4 feet, 20!. per 100

CEDRUS DEODARA, 2 to 3 feet. 1401. per 100
ABIES BALSAMEA. 3 to 4 feet, 301. per 100
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, .!•< foot, 15s. per 100
COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA, 15J. per 100
IVY, Irish, fine for edgings, 85. per 100
LAUREL, 2 to 3 feet, 15^. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 255. per 100

,. Portugal. iK to 2 feet. 35J. per 100
LAURUSTINUS, 1% to 2 feet, 45s. per loo
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 2^ to 3 feet, £,10 per 100
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 2 to 3 feet, 12J. td. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet,

25s. per 100; 4 to 5 ft., 3SS. P- 100 ; 5 to 6 ft., 451. p. 100

„ INSIGNIS, 3t0 4fcet, 75J. perioo
ROSES, Standard Pjrpetii.al, £,(> per too.

„ Dwarfs, C'i per too
.. Tea. in pots. 15^. per dozen.

THUJA LOBBII, iM to 2 feet, 201. per too ; 2>^ to 3 feet,

35^. per 100
; 4 to 4^ feet, 505. per 100

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 4 feet, 905. per 100

DAVISON AND WHIITEM. White Cross. Hereford.

T H H D R

T

A New Thermometer for Registering Cold and Heat.
Price I2J-. i)d.

D J. BECK, 31, Cornhill, London, E.G.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA. SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.
6, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H ATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.

C/M/r;/m«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Mmasing Director—JAUES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— tog, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

/^ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
V>^ many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red
Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, u., 3^., and lOJ. dd.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Filirous Peat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting. £(> 6s. per Six-

ton Truck-load.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. New Holland Plants, Slc. £5 5s. per Six-ton Truck-load.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-Eastern Railway, or
Farnborough, South-Western Railway.

WALKER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

MILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. td. per bottle— i,j. 10^. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries. &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiflany, and other Netting. Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street, E.G., late 376, Strand, W.C.

THE FINEST BROCCOLI IN CULTIVATION,
COOLING'S MATCHLESS.

George Cooling
Begs again to offer Seed of the above now well known Broccoli. It has taken its rank as one

of the finest self-protecting varieties grown, coming into use immediately after Snow's Winter

White, with immense pure white heads of a pyramid shape, very close, and of a delicious flavour.

It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society when first exhibited,

and has upon several occasions since been shown and Specially Commended, and again obtained

the First Prize in a strong copipetition at South Kensington last spring.

Price I J. bd. per packet.

Price to the Trade per Hundred Packets or per Pound on application.

GEORGE COOLING, NURSERYMAN AND SEEDSMAN, BATH.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England,

TOHN JEFFERIES and SONS have every confidence in recommending
^ the undernamed, as the very best and cheapest selection of
VEGETABLE SEEDS for all scasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the
most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our loj-. dd., 15^-.,

\2s., 63^-., and 84J'. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

PEAS, the best sorts for succession .

.

BEANS, the best sons
FRENCH BEANS, Runners and Dwarfs .. ijipint
BEET, the finest in cultivation i packet
BORECOLE, or Kale 2 ditto
BRUSSELS SPROUTS , ditto
BROCCOLI, the finest sorts for succession .

.

4 ditto
CABBAGE, best sorts 4 ditto
SAVOY 2 ditto
CARROT, for summer and winter use . . .

.

5 ounces
CAULIFLOWER i picket
CELERY, white and red 2 ditto
COUVE TRONCHUDA i ditto
ENDIVE I ditto
CRESS 3 ounces and I packet
CUCUMBER, the best varieties

C. Lawrence, Esq., says:—

'

LEEK . . . . . . . . , . .

.

I packet
LETTUCE 3 ditto
MUSTARD 4 ounces
MELON, choicest sorts .. .. .. .. i packet
ONION, spring and autumn 3 ounces
PARSLEY, extra curled 1 packet
PARSNIP, best i 5u„ce
RADISH 5 ditto
SPINACH, summer and winter 4 ditto
SALSIFY I packet
SCORZONERA i ditto
TURNIP, fine sorts for succession 3 ounces
VEGETABLE MARROW i packet
SWEET and POT HERBS 2 ditto
RAMPION

! ditto TOMATO I ditto

,
says:—'' Mr Lawrence was satisfied with Messrs, Jeflferies' supply of Garden Seeds for the past season.

3r the se.-ison of 1875. TheCelcry.Jefiferies' Cirencester Red, was the best Mr. L. has had for a long time."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES ed. each, Presented to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.

WANTED, about 250 feet of 2-inch HOT-
WATER PIPE.

W. F. AND F. C. BOFF, Horthampton P.irk Nursery,

r>
U S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of

t ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering
and Packing-Second sized ARCHANGEL, looi. ; PETERS-
BURG, 6as. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 45^. 50^., and 55^.

:

PACKING MATS, 20J., 30s., and 351. per 100; and every

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and s. Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on appHcation.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London. E.C.

T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle a»d Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a. fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide. 1.1. 4^. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVASS—
2 yards wide . . . . is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3.^. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3J. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E,; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
V^ and FORCING-HOUSES, made of the best Red Deal,

glazed with 15-ounce Sheet Glass, painted four times :—20 feet

by 12 feet, ^40; 30 feet by 12 f«et, ^60 ; 40 feet by 15 feet,

aSs ; 50 feet by 18 feet, jQiio. The above prices include

delivery and fixing. Plans and Estimates free on receipt of size

required.
R. STEVENS, Horticultural Builder, Bromley, Kent,

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate 2opissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

CANTHARIKOPHO.
COCKROACH AND BEETLE POISON.

Destroys Rats and Mice.

Sold everywhere in Tin Boxes. By post, is. T,d. and is. xod. each.

ludestnictlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,

AW AND CO'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post fi-ee on
ion ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

M
Labels—Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 3J. 6d. per looo, or 30^. per 10,000 : if eyeleted,

4^. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3^. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free ni London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

By Appointment to, and Under tlie Distlngulslied

PATRONAGE of. HER MAJESTY.

SMITH'S IMPROVED METALLIC
LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a \Vhite Metal, with

RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of vatious shapes and

sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.
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SIR J. PAXTON^S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Tg^ SM EATON & CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, ific,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Esiijjiatesfor every Description of HoriicTtlturai

Stntcture. Consttltations in all parts of the Kingdom.

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

TJis Koyal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL W^g^ PATRONAGE.

TOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),O Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to
^o inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of
Drawings, -jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

RoBlier's Garden Edging Tiles.

1HE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited
for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little room, and, once put

incur no further
labour or expense, as do

"grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfnars, S.E.: King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BO.KES : also for
FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTA L
for Conservatories, Halls

3s. per square yard upwards. Pattern She
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for sele

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other
Stable Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Dram Pipes
and Tiles of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates,

PAVING TILES,
s. Balconies, &c., from

, of plain or more

Cen: ,&c.
F. ROSHER .

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Lond. on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER and CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Garden Wall 'Wiring.

RHOLLIDAY, PRACTICAL WiREWORKER,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, London,

W., bsgs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system ofWiring Walls, as

being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides : making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and ConservatoryWirework.
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.,

MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WOBKBLANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.

GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Flans and Estimates.

HENRY OEMSON
Horticultural Builder and Hotwater Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Notice.

(ZTy Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT M.AKERS,
NURSERY.MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London P.apers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Euii.oisn, Finsbury Ste..im Joinery Works.

121 Bunhill Kow I ondon E C

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.'s

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.
THE MEDAL FOR MERIT

At the Vienna Universal Exhibition^ 1S73,

Was awarded
to Messrs. J. B.
Brown & Co.,
for excellence
and pcrfcLtion

workmanship,
... large extent of

'^1 production, and

^^ produ.

p>,
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THE THAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most ccmplete Stock in the Trade
; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

("ATLAS DO.LEn."J

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" B(

Seep. 666, iZ-j^^Gardeners Ci

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (B:

1874).

ngham, 1S72).

EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with W.-iter-

way End and Smoke Consumer.
"TUBUIjAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE C.AT.ALOGUE, 4th Edition.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Aijricultural County in England.
For particubrs apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, Cornhill. London. E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,

''PHE THAMES BANK IRON
-«- COMPANY

STEVEN S*

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For lUuslralions. with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers.

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

COAL CALORIGEN,

Height, 36 inches : dia-

GAS CALORIGEN,

Height, 28 inches ; dia-
meter, 14 inches.

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of
combustion is entirely
excluded from the Conser-
vatory, while a constant
stream of warmed, not
burnt, fresh air is intro-
duced. The " Coal Stove "

consumes the smallest
amount of Fuel

—

2d. per
:m bemg the average cost. It will be found very valuable
the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp Buildings, Conservatories,
fices, &c. Exhibited at the Exhibition of 1871 (Department

of Scientific Inventions).
Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.. 36, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

Offii

ESTABLISHED 1 856.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
"TX/'ILLIAM H. HONEY'S

'

'

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
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SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

Office : 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club,

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London

Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1874.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and

HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 3(/., Post Free \d.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :—

INTERCOLONIAL ant! GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH .and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, J^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Olifiice—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL.
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Streeet, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings,

Edinburgh , , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .*.. W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

This Month will be Published a Neiu and
greatly Enlarged Edition of

GORDON'S PINETUM:
Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present known,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY,
and SYNONYMS,

Comprising a considerable number of New and
Undescribed Kinds

;

With elaborate Indexes of both Scientific and
Popular Names.

In One Volume, ?>vo, Cloth, Price 18s.

*,' The former Edition, now extremely

scarce, was published at i6.r., the Supplement
at 6j-., both of which are included in the present

with considerable additions.

LONDON :

HENRY G. BOHN,
18, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

New Volume Commences in January.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST : a
Pictorial Magazine of Gardening. Monthly, 15.

; yearly,
12s. ; or free by post, 135. Two finely-coloured Plates are issued
with each Number. Established as the " Florist " in 1848.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is a Popular Monthly
Magazine of Gardening in all its Departments. It supplies the
class of information required by Garden Amateurs, as well
as by Professional and Commercial Gardeners. It keeps
its readers posted up as to the Novelties which may interest
them, and instructs them as to the best forms of Garden
Practice ; and as the Letterpress is contributed by some of
the most distinguished Practical and Scientific Horticulturists
of the day, the sound practical character of the information con-
tained in its pages can be vouched for.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is issued on the ist of
every Month, and may be ordered through any Bookseller or
Newsagent, or direct from the Publisher,

Mr. EDWARD H. MAY, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

HORTICULTURE.—The following Works
(by Thomas Rivers) may be had by post at the prices
quoted :

—
THE ORCHARD HOUSE ; or the Cultiva-

tion of Trees in Pots. Fifteenth Edition. 31.61/.

THE MINIATURE FRUIT GARDEN
;

containing Directions for Root Pruning, &c. Seventeenth
Edition. 3J.

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE; con-
tainlngtheHistoryandCultureof Roses. Tenth Edition. 4J.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS,
Published by W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Price Fourpenoe ; Post Free, Pourpenoe-Halfpenny.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
gives Weekly Reports of the Metropolitan and chief

Country Corn and Meat Markets ; Manure and Seed Markets ;

Wool, Coal, Hop, Hay, and Vegetable Markets, and the Cheese
Markets of Derbyshire, Somersetshire, Cheshire, and Glasgow.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Tenant Farmer's Journal, and has published, during

the past year. Contributions and Communications from Land-
lords and Tenant Farmers in fifty-six Counties in England,
Scotland, and Ireland.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the Weekly Reporter of the proceedings of all Agri-

cultural Societies, and has during the past year reported the

Meetings and Discussions of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, the Highland and Agricultui-al Society of Scotland,

the Bath and West of England and Southern Counties Agri-

cultural Association, the Yorkshire and all other County Agri-

cultural Societies, Chambersof Agriculture, and Farmers" Clubs.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Weekly Illustrated Agricultural Journal, and has

published during the past year nearly 500 Engravings, in-

cluding Woodcuts of Agricultural Machines, Portraits of

Noteworthy Agriculturists, Plans of Cottages and Farm
Buildings, Portraits and Diagrams of Particular Cattle, Sheep,

and Pigs, Illustrations of Colonial Agricultural Life Illustra-

tions of Plants, Drawings of Veterinary and other subjects.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Record also of Foreign Agricultural Progress, and

has published Periodical Communications from its Correspond-

ents in Foreign Countries, in Australia, the United States,

Canada, France, Germany, Hungary, Austria, South America,

and India.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
contains Weekly Articles and Reports, Illustrated when

necessary, relating to the Poultry Yard, the Forester, the Bee-

keeper, the Garden, tlie Household, and the Weather.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a full Record of all Matters relating to the Shorthorn

Breeder and Live Stock generally ; and, during 1874, it has

published Reports of the Herds and Flocks at Holker, Underley,

Audley End, Havering, Liehtburne, Witham-on-the-Hill,

Killerby. West Dereham. Wexford, Kingsfort, Wateringbury,

Weeting Hall, Cariton Court, Dunmore, Wartaby, Steyning,"

Taverham Hall, Hove, near Brighton, County Cork, &c.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Journal of Veterinary Practice and Experience, and

has contained during 1S74 weekly articles by its Veterinary-

Editor, besides frequent reports from Veterinary Inspectors at

the leading Live Stock Markets,

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is the strenuous advocate of Security for the Capita!

employed in Cultivation, the Removal of Restrictions upon the

Cultivator, the promotion of Professional Agricultural Educa-
tion, and the increased acknowledgment of the commercial

principle along with good neighbour-hood, as properly regulat-

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a record of the Progress and Improvement of the Agri-

cultural Machine Manufacture, and has published, during 1S74,

Illustrated Reports of the following Agricultural Machine fac-

tories :—Messrs. Howard, of Bedford ; Messrs. Clayton & Shut-
lleworth, of Lincoln ; Messrs. Ashby, Jeffery & Luke, of
Stamford ; Messrs. Aveling & Porter, of Rochester ; Messrs.
Barford & Perkins, of Peterborough ; Mr. Eoby, of Bury
St. Edmunds ; Messrs. Burgess & Key, of Brentwood ; Messrs.

Carson & Tooiie, of Warminster ; Messrs. Cottam. of London :

Messrs. Denings, of Chard ; Messrs. Garrett & Sons, of Sax-
mundham ; Messrs. Hornsby & Son, of Grantham ; Mr. Le
Butt, of Bury St. Edmund's; Messrs. Marshall & Co.. of

Gainsborough : Messrs Nicholson, of Newark ; Messrs. Page
& Co., of Bedford; Messrs. Samuelson & Co., of Banbury;
Messrs. Reeves & Co., of Westbury ; Messrs. Ruston, Proctor
& Co.. of Lincoln; Messrs. Tuxford & Co., of Boston ; Messrs.
Woods, Cocksedge & Co., of Stowmarket ; Messrs. Barnard &
Bishop, of Norwich ; the Bristol Waggon Co., and the Reading
Agricultural Implement Co.

HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
is a Weekly Record of the Progress of Agricultural

Science, and has during the past year published commu-
nications from Professor Baldwin, of Dublin ; Professor

G. T. Brown, of the Veterinary Department of the Privy
Council

: James Caird, C.B. ; J. A. H. Caird ; W. Car-

ruthers, F.R.S., Consulting Botanist to the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England; J. Bailey-Denton; H. Evershed ;

Dr. J. H. Gilbert, F.R.S. ; James Howard, of Bedford;
H. Kains-Jackson ; H. M. Jenkins, F.G.S., Secretary to the

Royal Agricultural Society of England ; W, Bence Jones ; the

late Lord Kcsteven ; J. B. Lawes, F.R.S. ; the late Lord
George Manners. M.P. ; J. J. Mechi ; Rev. W. J. Pope;

J. P. Sheldon, of Derbyshire; W. Smith, of Woolston;
Augustus Voelcker, Ph.D.. F.R.S., Consulting Chemist to

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and to the Bath
and West of England Society ; R. Warringtoi

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
of 1S75 will continue to Report, with promptitude and

care, all Agricultural Markets, Society Meetings, and Agri-
cultural Machine Improvements. It will contain weekly
Articles from Correspondents in England, Scotland, Ireland,

and Foreign Countries. It will contain Illustrated Reports of

all matters connected with our Live Stock, our Plants, our

Poultry, Bees, Gardens, &c. It will contain articles descriptive

of Estates, Farms, Herds, and Flocks. It will contain weekly
articles on the Social Relations, the Sciences, the Business
Transactions, the Practical Details of Agriculture. It professes

no Party Politics, but it will not hesitate to discuss any subject

affecting the position or relations of those whose Professional

Organ it desires to be. It will be found absolutely Independent,
excepting only of such rules as govern honourable men : and
nothing which affects the interests, whether of the Landowner,
the Tenant Farmer, or the Labourer, will be excluded from its

GAZETTETHE AGRICULTURAL
VOLUME for 1874

Can be had at 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

It contains an unequalled Agricultural History of an
agricultural year, and a large quantity of information of perma-
nent agricultural interest.

itful

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
A WEEKLY' ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL FOR

LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS.
Published by W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Price Fourpence; Post Free, Fourpence-Halfpenny.
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rpHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. January i6, 1875.

Contains

—

Original Articles on Forecisting—Cattle Feeding in G.ilway

—Sheep Scab—Indiarubber Horse Shoe (Illustrated)—Den-

tition—Purity of Poultry Blood— Italianising an Apiary-
Hardy Ferns — Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated) —
Manure Factories—Three Years' Imports—Catt!e Feeding

in Scotland—Working of the Irish Land Act—Tenant-
Right—The Prospect of Sport for 1875-Coursing—Rating

of Woodlands—Relations of Master and Servant—Peasant

Farming—The Shorthorn Society—Farming of the Future

—The " Striking Club " in Sussex—Imports of Food and

Manure, &c. Also Portrait and Memoir of

Mr. THOMAS HUSKINSON,
President of the Institution of Surveyors for 1874-75.

Home and Foreign Corkespondence on the Wisbeach
Steam Cultivation Company and Mr. Smith—Difficulties of

Stock Farmers—High Rents in Scotland—Carbonic Acid

and Plants—What are Tenants' Improvements?—A Cheap
Deodoriser for Farmers' Stables—A Light Elevator-

Wheat for Permanent Pasture—Winter in Canada— French
Agricultural Notes, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard-The Beekeeper—The

Garden of the Farm—The Weather—Reports of Markets,

Price ^d. : post free. ^lAd. Published by Willi
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street. Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a PARTNER, or a FLORIST
NURSERY to be DISPOSED of, containing five new

Houses, all heated with Hot-water Pipes and stocked with the

choicest of Florist Plants for Cut Blooms, &c. ; Dwelling-house
attached. Nineteen years Lease unexpired. Distance seven
miles from London. For further particulars direct to

W. H., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a
steady, industrious, working Man and good Kitchen

Gardener. Wages 26.^. weekly, with residence, coals and light.

—Apply to the SUPERINTENDENT, County Asylum,
Prestwich, Manchester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, al Hope
Nursery, a GARDENER , must understand the Grow-

ing of Plants, Grapes, Cucumbers, &c. , for Market. Wages Ji\
per week ; constant employment. Testimonial and age required,
—JAMES KEITH, Hope Nursery, Dumple St., Scarborough.

WANTED, a good plain GARDENER and
WIFE, without family, to live on the premises; must

be active, sober, industrious, and good general character. Age
about 40.—Address, with full particulars, to C, Timothy Brig-
den, Seedsman and Florist, 52, King William Street, City, E.C.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
pious young Man, age about 22: must understand Fruit

Houses, and be willing to help in the General Work of the
Garden.—W. PRIOR,~Butterly Hall, Alfreton.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a young Man,
about 25 or 26 years of age, who understands the Plant-

ing of Trees and Shrubs, able to take the Charge of 100 Men,
and keep an accurate account of the time of the same,—Mr'
G. A. SIMS, Waddesdon, Aylesbury.

To Market Gardeners and Otliers.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, in
a large Market Garden, where eight or ten men are

kept,—J. BRAMBY, Cherry Orchard, Bestwood Park, Arnold,

T\7"ANTED, as PROPAGATOR, for the
» T Glasgow Botanic Gardens, a single Man, who has had

experience m one of the leading nurseries.—Apply with refer-
ence, to ROBERT BULLEN.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR, principally
soft-wooded ; one who can Graft Roses, &c., preferred.

V°,™'%,."'°'^ "PPly "ho has not held a similar situation.—
J. HOUSE, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough.

WANTED, a good GENERAL PROPA-
GATOR and GROWER of Soft-wooded Plants, Ferns

Stove Plants, &c. ; must be a successful Grafter and Grower of
Roses and Clematis, and be well acquainted with Plants gener-
ally. — Apply, stating terms, references, &c. , to R. H.VERTEGANS, Chad Valley Nurseries, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

TTTANTED, a MAN who can Propagate and
T T Grow Clematis for E.xhibition — he would have the

charge of a unique collection. The position would be perma-
nent. He would have the honour of bringing out a valuable
lot of new ones, and he would be required in about three weeks

;:;l'5l^;.H,°"'5'^'
"ages, age, and references, to CHARLES

WOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

TyANTED, a single MAN, with a practical
7,T ,

''"o^^'lstige of Kitchen Gardening, and some knowledge
of Hothouses. To live in the bothy.—Apply stating wages ejc-

BRASSICA, Post Office, High Street, Tunbridge Well'

TyANTED, a young MAN in the Houses,
T T where Fruit and Flowers are grown for Market. Wages

Ai per week.—Personal application only at the Office Mr
WRIGHT, Dacre Road, Lee, Kent, S.E

'

TJTTANTED, in a small Nursery, an activeIT and industrious young MAN, with a good knowledge

r l2'!l.xV?^&???,'S"-"'
Km's- -State experience and wages,

Loirfon N W •• ^°^^' ^'- '"'""^ ^°°'''

WANTED, a young MAN, with good
experience in Plant Growing, for the House Depart-

ment, Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Wages 185.

per week.—Apply to W. B. LATHAM.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN to
assist in the Houses. &c.—Annlv by letter only, stating

, S.W.

WANTED, a handy MAN on an Estate,
who can do Painting, Carpentering, &c.—Apply by

letter only, stating abilities and wages required, to EDWARD
KERRY, Wool Exchange, Coleman Street, City, E.C.

Second Clerk, SbopmaB, and Salesman.

MESSRS, PAUL AND SON, The pid
Nurseries, Cheshunt, have a vacancy for a qualified

person to act as above. Age preferred, 20 to 25.—Apply, stating

wages, age, and experience, by letter only.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, for a
large Seed Establishment in the South of Ireland. He

must be a First-class Man, of thorough business habits, with
good address, and be possessed of general experience in the

trade.—Apply, stating age, expectations of salary, and other
particulars, to M. L., Gardeners^ Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
—Mckenzie and sons (Limited), Seed Merchants,

Camden Quay, Cork.

King's Lynn Cemetery.

APPLICATIONS are invited for the Office
ofCURATOR, vacant by the decease of the late Curator.

The Salary will be £,-2 55. per week, the Curator keeping the
Cemetery in good order and finding the requisite labour, and
also keeping the Accounts connected with the Office and the

Register of Interments.
Particulars of the duties of the Office may be had of the

Town Clerk, King's Lynn, to whom applications for the Office,

in the handwriting of the Applicants, and with Testimonials of
Character, marked "Application for Curatorship," are to be
sent, post free, before, or on TUESDAY, the 26th instant.

By Order, H. ARCHER, Town Clerk.

King's Lynn, January 6, 1875.

WAN T PLACES.
To Gardeners in Want of Situations,

TW
HCKE^CHARACTEKS^WJL,.

^^^"j^'e '"n^U R°S^FrY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,—Mr. J. G.
BoLViG, a young foreign Landscape Gardener, passing

some time in London, wishes to make Plans for Flower Gardens
in different styles. Specimen drawings are exhibited in the
Royal Horticultural Society's Council-room, and will be shown
by applying to Mr. BOLVIG, 6, Orchard Street, Kensington,
London, W.

GARDENER (HEAD).— J. W. LAURENCE,
Gardener to the late Right Rev. Dr. Sumner, Bishop of

Winchester, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring an experienced Man.—Farnham Castle,

GARDENER (Head). —Age 34, married,
four children ; has a thorough knowledge of the profession

in all its branches. Has been in Gardens eighteen years, and
with last employer four and a half years. Can have an excel-
lent character.—W. P., Post Office, Cirencester.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married.—
J. Spaven, four and a half years Manager at the Royal

Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court, offers his services to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a 'trustworthy and efficient

servant.—8, Queen's Road, Teddington, Middlese,\, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no
family. A successful Grower of Grapes, Pines, Peaches,

and Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also a good Kitchen Gar-
dener. Good reference. State particulars.—GARDENER,
Denham Rec'ory, Uxbridge, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head).-^J. Anderson, The
Gardens, Streatham Grove, can highly recommend a

young Man, in the above capacity, to any Lady or Gentleman
requiring the services of such. Age 25.—J. C, The Gardens,
Streatham Grove, Norwood, S.E.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 40 ; has a
thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches, including Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables, can also take the Management of Grass and
Arable Land. Twenty years' experience, acquired in first-class

Establishments. Testimonials can be had from present and
previous employers.—W. FAIRLIE, Ascot Wood, Staines.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no
children ; is open to re-engagement to any Lady or

Gentleman wishing to secure the service of a respectable and
experienced Man in all matters pertaining to Gardening. Wife
would gladly assist any Lady in care of Schools or Religious
Work ; capable of presiding at the Organ at Church Christian
family preferred.—A. B., 95, Adrian Terrace, Ifield Road,
Brompton, S.W.

/r^\RDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
V^ —Age 38, married, no family ; understands the profe.ssion
in all branches. Good character.—WM. CROUCHMAN,
Bishop Cottage, Sandeycombe Lane, Twickenhan

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
— Age 25 ; accustomed to Vines. Peaches, Melons,

Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.— H. H.,
7, Well's Lane, Streatham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, WORKING).—Age 38,
married, no family ; understands the profession in all its

branches. Good character.—ALPHA, Post Office, Bracknell,
Berks.

(^ARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Has a
Vj thorough knowledge of the profession, including all kinds
of Fruit and Plant Houses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Nine years' experience. Satisfactory reasons for leaving piesent

bituatton.—W.. Post Office, Brighton Road, Croydon.

GARDENER (Under), where six or more
arc kept. —Age 21.—C, Robinson Bros., Lower Tooting,

Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Under), age 21.—A Clergy-
man can recommend a young Man as above, or to take

Charge of a small Garden and Greenhouse.—Rev. W. H. Y.
,

North Moreton, Wallingford.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).
—Age 22. Eighteen months' good character. — W.

BURNHARI,Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.

GARDENER and STEWARD.—Respect-
able. Nine years with present employer.—W. T. H.,

29, Bernard Street, Southamption.

IJIOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Age 23; understands Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons,

Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Nearly eleven
years' good character from present and late employer.—J. S.,

Maindiff Court Gardens, Abergavenny, Monmoulhshire,

ASSISTANT, &c., in the Houses, in a good
Nursery.—Age 21 ; has been used to General Work.

Four years' experience.—Address, stating wages, G. W. , Milford
Villa, Oxford Road, Bournemouth.

To Head Gardeners.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden.—Young, respectable.—J. T. M., Post

Office, Deaconsfield, Bucks.

To Head Gardeners.

IMPROVER.—A Gentleman can thoroughly
recommend an active persevering young Man as above.

He is leaving present situation for further improvement.—For
further particulars address R. F., Wolsey Grange, Esher, Surrey.

AP P R E N T I C E,—Wanted to place a
respectable Youth, age 17, in a good Garden, as above,

for one or two years. A Premium will be given.*—W. E., Post
Ollice, Aylesbury, Bucks.

QHOPMAN (Head). — Scotch. Has had
^^ nineteen years' e.vperience in England and Ireland.

—

G. R., 10, Lower Mountjoy Street, Dublin.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND SHOPMAN, in
the Seed Trade.—Age 26. Eleven years' experience.

Good references.—G. , 3, Hemming's Row, St. Martin's Lane,
Charing Cross, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.

TRAVELLER, or MANAGER.—Age 36 ;

has had a practical knowledge of the Seed Trade in all its

branches for the last eighteen years. First-class references.

—

Apply by letter to ADVERTISER. Post Office, Great Neston,
Cheshire.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point, We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article

in the Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London. N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation,

Lea & Ferrlns' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs " the only eood Sauce."

Improves the appetite, and aids digestion. Uiu-ivalled for
piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA y^

Beware
s of LEA /

. PERRINS' SAUCE.
Imitations,

I PERRINS on all Bottles and

Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London ; and sold
by all Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache. Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 173, New Bond Street, London,
W.

: and of all Chemists throughout the World.

NO MEDICINE for the CURE of
ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION, and COUGHS was

ever attended with such speedy and unfailing success as Dr.
LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS. In every periodical
may be seen testimonials of their wonderful efficacy. In
Hysterical, Nervous, and Heart Complaints they are unfailing,

and in Rheumatic and Nervous Pains they act like a charm.
Sold at IS. iHd- per box by all Druggists,
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THE BEST AND MOST DISTINCT PEA OF THE SEASON.

\ /

-
1

If-^

SUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD MARROW PEA.
The above engraving is from Specimens grown in Messrs. Suttons' Experimental Grounds in 1874.

1^^ This splendid New Pea^ and the other valuable Novelties offered by Messrs. Sutton this Season, can only be obtained directfrom thetn, and each Packet
will bear their Registered Trade Mark.

This' New Wrinkled Pea is of a distinct type, and far superior to any of the present tall wrinkled varieties. We have had this Pea under trial for the past six years,
while getting up a suflicient stock to offer to the public, and every season its decided superiority has become more manifest when growing alongside all the best sorts. The
leaves, stems, pods, and peas possess the peculiar glaucous green colour of our Emerald Gem, but it is a wrinkled variety, growing to the height of 5 feet, corning in for

use at the end of June and beginning of July. It is more robust in habit than any of the 84 sorts grown in our experimental grounds last year. From its earliest stages of

growth its distinctive character is at once apparent, and it resists drought and mildew in a remarkable manner. In productiveness it is unequalled, and superior to any of the
high-priced varieties recently sent out. The pods are from 4 to 4^ inches in length, and hang very thickly, in pairs ; they contain from eight to ten fine Peas. The flavour is

delicious ; and the Peas come to table with the same beautiful green colour that characterises the entire plant.

Price, 53. per Q,uart.

Thefollowing are the opinions ofsome of the most eminent Gardeners in the kingdom, who have tried Suttons' Giant Emerald Marrow by the side ofother sorts :

From Mr. William Paterson, Gardeiier to Her Majesty the Queen, Balmoral Castle.

' I find your ' Giant Emerald Marrow Pea' is an excellent cropper and of very fine fiivour."

om Mr. William Whalley, Gardener to His Grace the Archbisfwp of Canterbury^
Adding-ion Park.

" Your ' Giant Emerald Marrow Pea ' is one of the best, if not the best, we have grown, and
s going to be a first-class Pea. It is free from mildew, where nearly all the others are more
less afiected."

I Mr. Jo [ Town to tlte Right Hon. the Earl of Glasgow, The Garnson,
Millport.

" I consider your ' Giant Emerald Marrow' to be altogether a splendid Pea ; quite distinct
;

decidedly an acquisition."

From Mr. John Malcolm, Gardener to the Most Noble tlte Marquis of Chobnondeley,
Cholntotideley Castle.

" Vour ' Giant Emerald Marrow ' is a Pea with a beautiful light green foliage, very prolific,

large podded, and will make a capital Exhibition Pea."

1^^ At the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, South Kensington, July 7, 1875, we offer Silver and Bronze Medals^ and valuable Money Prizes, for Six Dishes of
Wrinkled Peas, to include Suttons' Giant Emerald Marrow, Duchess of Edinburgh, and Duke of Edinburgh. Furtherparticulars on application,

SUTTON & SONS, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING, BERKS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnhw, & Co., Lombaid Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, January 16, 1875.

Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow,
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°" WEDNESDAY EVENING, Januar;V7 at

Now Ready,
BARTER'S VADE MECUM, the han.1-v-^ s;"!"' Catalogue of the year, containine five newcoloured Illustrations, and nearly ,00 Drawings of the BestVegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price 15., post free. Gratis to ciistomirc

.i^if^SLnrn^^^.C^'-' WaTSLn, 237 and

To tie Trade.
QARTER'S WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
»^ f ""? ='"d choice Vegetables, Flower Seeds Potatosand Farm Seeds is now published. A duplicate copy win ul

Spli4!°on'^J
"'" """""'' >" "^^ «ceive7one,™

H^lWn'^L'iSo'^T^C.''''''''^'" "~" ^^^LE, 237, High

Seeds for the Kitchen and Flower Garden.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE is

ready, and can be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Sl.>ugh.

To the Trade.
" APAGERIA ROSEA SUPERBA, y. 6d.
-i to 71. M. each.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery, Lichfield.

BEECH, 3 feet, very fine and well rooted,
^s. M. per 1000.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, Barnstaple, Devon.

ARGE TREES, suitable for immediate
•i efltect planted on Lawns, for Avenues, &c. LISTS of

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

LARCH, very fine, 3 to 35 feet, 30J. per
1000; 1^4 foot. iss. per tooo. All other sorts of FOREST

TREES che.ap.

H. JACKSON. Blakedown, Kidderminster.

LARCH, LARCH, LARCH—from 2
high, all recently transplanted ; cannot be

and such as is rarely met with in the Trade,
samples on application to

W. F. PIPER, Parkstone Nurseries, near Poolc

to 6 feet
surpassed.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, a, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

s
No Reasonable Offsr Refused.

COTCH FIRS, 2000, 4 to 5 feet ; WYCH
ELM, 1000, 6 to 9 feet : ASH, looo, 4 to 6 feet.

G. WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

Strong Spruce Firs and Lime Layers.

SPRUCE FIRS, 2 10 3i feet, loj-. to i^s. per
100 ; splendid LIME LAYERS. S.t. to 12s. per 100.

About 15,000 each of the above, fine stuff", at
JOHN WRIGHTS, Nurseries, Pontefract, Yorkshire.

Special Offer.

BERBERIS AOUIFOLIA, i to 2 feet, £1
per 1000. SCOTCH FIR, 3 feet. £^ per 1000 ; 4 to 5

feet, £3 per 100.

H. CLARK, Wing Nursery, near Oakham.

Choice New Seeds for 1875.
SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS

now ready, containing much useful information. Post free
application.

JOHN SCOTT. The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

TTENRY'S HYBRID LEEK, genuine, in
J.J_ sealed packets, is. each ; the largest and hardiest Leek
in cultivation.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, Edinburgh.

BTo Market Gardeners and Others.
RUSSELS SPROUT SEED, in large or

, o'.??i!,1"='""""- First-rate stock. For price apply to
J. SMITH AND SON, Market Gardeners, Sipson near

Slough
: or Covent Garden MaAet, W.C.

F
Vines.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS have a large stock of strong, short-jointed well-

ripened FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the
leading kinds. Prices on appl'— -

The Uptc i, Chester.WTurf.ANTED, good common TURF for Lawn.

byletter'^lo"
'''"'""''" ''"'" """" °^ '^''"'^' ^""- ^PP'>'

C. H. P.. Summerfield, Bickley, Kent.

TX7"ANTED, Eight dwarf-trained APRICOT
T T (young) trees, in fruiting condition. Stale price and(young) trees, in fruiting

Lord Fitzgerald, Oakley Court,
T. LOCKIE, Card

Windsor.

VyANTED, 2000 Black Italian POPLARS,
'^ ' 9 feet.

^V. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

WANTED, about twenty thousand 3 feet
LARCH.

J. E. DIXON, Seed Merchant, &c., Gainsborough

WANTED, LARCH FIRS, ij to 2 feet, and
Tr^..x, „ 2 to 3 feet. Samples and price toJOHN PERKINS and SONS, 52, Market Square.

iNorthampton. '

TyANTED, strong transplanted LARCH,
cLnSTON^-n^ 'ii^^'cis^^K^^I's'-ic'ie^urseries. near

Hereford. '

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having been
successful in RAISING NEW

Tj^LORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES
-V .are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO.who give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterlincvalue and merit.

w'aienuii.

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

The Best and Most Distinct Wrinkled Pea Is

SUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD
MARROW.—" The greatest novelty in Peas is that called

Sultons' Giant Emerald ^farTOW." Vide Gardeners' Chrouidc.
January 16. Price 5r. per quart.

The Finest White-Spine Cucumber is

OUTTONS' DUKE of CONNAUGHT.—
^-^ " I am quite sure it cannot be surpassed." Shirley
Hibberd, Esq.

The Best Scarlet-fleshed Melon is

UTTONS' HERO of BATH.— "As an
e.\hibitioii fruit it is unc<iualled.

"s
Special Frizes for

MESSRS. SUTTONS' NOVELTIES will
be offered at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875.

Particulars on application to
U T T O N AND SONS,

The Queen's Seeds.mek, Reading.s
MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,

Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur. Three First,
class Ceitificates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-
tions, &c., see large advertisement at p. 69 of last week's (7,7;--

deners' Chronicle.
HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

New Catalogues.
OWNIE AND LAIRD, 17, Frederick

burgh, beg to intimate that their C.VT.A-
LOGUES of AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS,
ROSES, GLAHOLI, &c., are now published, and may be had
iree on application.

UICK, QUICK.—About One MilIioi7~of
Feast's celebrated, transplanted, Fen-grown WHITE-
THORN QUICK for Sale. For Price?apply to

DAWBARN BROTHERS, 8, Bury Court, St. Mary Axe,

D

City, E.C.

FOR S.A.LE, about 100,000 transplanted
QUICK; and about loo.ooo =-yr seedling QUICK. For

sample and price, apply to
LEWIS ROLFE, West Row, by Soham, Suffolk.

UBEROSES.— To the Trade. Splendid
Quality. Now ready.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, "W.C.

T
"DOSES. —Illustrated CATALOGUES on
-^ ^ application to

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

BOSES, Standard, very fine, best kinds only,
good heads, straight stems, {,-, los. pe- —

n. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderi

WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT
FLOWERS.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Ncrwood Nursery, Beverley.

EMPERVIVUM BOLLI, \s. 6d. ^
•zs. 6d. per packet.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Norwood Nursery, Beverley.

s

E.
Nu

WILSON SERPELL
(late PoNTEv),

N AND Seed Merchant, Plymouth.

TjiOR SALE, GRASSES (British).—A first-
-- class Collection, nearly one hundred specimens in excel-
lent preservation, all botanically named, on canvas and framed
Apply, in the first instance, to

GRASSES, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

A
Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom.DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
.LIT'TLE AND BALLANTYNE. KnoweWd

Nurseries, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

H,,^
To the Trade.UGH LOW AND CO. have to offer dwarf

PARK^lTc^ff^ftt^'io^.^"*'''^'^^' ^"^ ^"«'^-

Clapton Nursery, London, E.

FOR CASH—20,000 RED GRAPE
(Warner's) CURRANT. 501. per 1000 • sooo Dobsons

Seedling GOOSEBERRIES, 60s. per 1000 strong ,-vr tree=
Apply to & J J .

.

Mr. M. NEWMAN. The Elms. Harlington, W.

J
Extra Strong Fruit Trees.OHN LAING has to offer a splendid lot

of Friiuini. Standard, and Pyramid PEARS, to be S„ld
cheap, as the ground must be cleared.

Stanstead Park and Rutland Park, Forest Hill, S.E.

Q E A K A L E for Sale, good forcing and
,-^..^,P!?"i'SS' "'^^ '-y-' =->T'. =""1 3-yr. ASPARAGUS

: andGLOBE ARTICHOKES, per dozen or 100 Forprice ,<ic

J. COOPER. Balfour Cottage, Fiilham Fields, S.W. '

MThe Primula House in
ESSRS. SUTTONS' GROUND.S, at
Reading, is well worthy of a visit. The magnificent

strains of distinct and novel colours of those now growing for
this season's seeding surpass those which attracted so much
attention at Reading last year.
SUITON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, January 26 at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 300 Pens of choice POULTRY and

PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts, of well known breeders

and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Biiltis.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, January 27. at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a great variety of HARDY
TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES. HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, &c.; also a quantity of LILIUMS, GLADIOLI,
and other BULBS from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M^
Wood Engraving.

W. G. SMITH, Artist and
Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

RODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and Genek.vl CoM.iliSbiON Agent, 112, Fleet

Street, E.C.

Window Glass, Slieet Lead, Faints, ftc.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

GoTemment Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single IVfen and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of ag^,

being FARMERS.POLICEMEN, MECHANICS. MINERS,
LABOURERS, and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS,
on payment of the following rates :—Twelve years and not

exceeding forty. ^5 ios.\ one year and under twelve, j^2 \%s.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

. , .0 BE LET on Lease, or the Freehold
i Sold, a NURSERY, containing several Houses of

modern construction, now supplying the Market with Cut
Flowers, and with good connection.

Apply for address, by letter, to W. DICKSON, Centre

Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

TO BE LET, about 30 Acres of FREEHOLD
LAND, in the Parish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London, and
particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks

and a small stream running through the centre.

A. ?.. , 5, Regency Square, Brighton.

TO LET, a good and well-stocked FRUIT
and VEGETABLE GARDEN, near Canterbury ; excel-

lent soil and well supplied with water ; two forcuig-houses and
commodious modern cottage, containing five rooms and offices.

Garden measures about i acre. Apply to

Miss HALES. Hales Place, Canterbury.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from \os. to 255. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and

Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W.. Architect to the Estate.

ROSES ! ROSES ! ROSES 1—Fifty choice
Perpetual Roses, strong plants, best varieties, sent to any

address on receipt of Post Office Order for 2i.y., package

included.

JAMES WALTERS, Mount Radford Nursery, Exeter, Devon.

Special Offer.

TT'INES, VINES, VINES.
\ _i5o good Planting Canes, true to name. Price ;^i5 the

lot, cash. ^
T. S. LANSDOWN, North Wilts Nursery, Swmdou, Wilts.

Roses, Fruit Trees. &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES. FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,

Purple, and other mixed sorts, good, strong autumn-struck

Plants, in store-pots, with plenty of good cuttings, at is. per

store-pot. Terms cash, package mcluded,
Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington. N.

OR SALE, about 26 sacks of Myatt's
Prolific Kidney, and about 36 sacks of Suttons' Red-skin

Flourball POTATOS. For price apply

Cider Apples.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS can supply extra strong Standard Cider Apples,

best Normandy sorts. Size and Price on application.

The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

P LE N D I D NEW APPLE,
"LADV HENNIK.ER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

s

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double
;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

SPARAGUS, for Forcing, to be Sold,
cheap : also many thousand FRUIT TREES, ROSES,

&c., in fine condition for remo\'ing. The land is required for

building.

J. WILLER, Rectory Nursery, Crystal Palace Road, East

Dulwich, S.E.

Flfty-tliree Cases of LUlum auratum.

A GENTLEMAN has consigned to him
from Japan (to arrive ne.\t week). Fifty-three Cases of

LILIUM AURATUM, conuining on an average 200 Bulbs in

each, which he is desirous of disposing of at once, at purchaser's

risk. Will be sold per case, or cases in one lot, to be delivered

at the Docks. Offers requested. Apply to

ROBERTSON and CO., 5, Newman's Court, Cornhill, E.C.

OrcUdB.

FOR SALE, a Collection of ORCHIDS,
numbering about seventy species or varieties, and about

200 plants. The plants are of medium size, and %vould constitute

a good nucleus for any one commencing the cultivation of these

plants. For price apply to

Mr. KINMONT, E.xotic Nursery, Canterbury.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

TOHN LAING'S Descriptive CATALOGUE
eJ of VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS. IMPLEMENTS, and GARDEN REQUISITES
for this season, is now ready, and will be sent post-firec on
appication.

__ ^ .„.,,„, „...__
j.^^^^^ JJ;^_

s
To the Trade.

EAKALE, extra strong, for forcing, ?>os.

per 1000.

SEAKALE. strong, for forcing, 6ai. per 1000.

SEAKALE, for planting, 30^. per 1000.

For cash with order, only.

R. LOCKE, Alexandra Nurseries, Red Hill, Surrey.

New Boses for 1876.

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of the above to offer, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1874.

Ready early in March.
Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

VINES, e.xtra strong leading sorts, close-
ioinled and well ripened : SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

NUTTING AND SONS having now posted
their Annual Wholesale GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL,

and FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE, and complaints being

made of non-delivery, any of their friends not having duly

received it, on application one shall be immediately forwarded.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.

I ILIUM SZOVITZIANUM.—An importa-
-i tion of this extra fine Lily (rich citron colour, spotted

with black), has just arrived, in splendid condition. Price

according to size, 185., 2fr.,3oj.,40j., per dozen ; 150.1., zoos., 250J.

per 100 Discount to the Trade. Please order immediately.

E. H. KRELAGE and SON, Horticultural Establishment,

Haarlem, Holland.

Home Grown Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to

• make special offers to the Trade of their home-Frown

choice selected stocks of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN
SEEDS of this season's growth. They have been harvested

ill very fine condition, and are quoted low in price.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

SMITHERS AND CRICHTON beg to

inform their Customers that their Wholesale Trade
CATALOGUES have all been sent out. Should any not have

received a copy it will at once be forwarded, post free, on

Wholesale Seed Warehouse, 20, Commercial Street, White-

chapel, London, E.

Notice to the Trade.

CULLINGFORD'S MAGNUM BONUM
PEA (Cutbush & Son's).

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are sending out this well proved

thoroughly first-class Pea, in sealed packets only.

Quarts, is. 6<f. ; pints, is. 6d. Trade price on application.

Firms ordering a supply will be advertised in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of the 30th i

Highgate N , London, N.

T o THE TRADE.
PEARS, dwarf, horizontal-trained, of sorts, extn

CHERRIES, dwarf-trained Elton and Morello, <

PLUMS, dwarf.trained Victoria, extra fine.

Prices on application.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
Nurseries, Chester.

' Uptoi

YEWS.—About 2000 well rooted and grown
plants for Sale, from 3 to 4 feet high ; they are as good as

any one ever wished to see—cannot see better in Surrey,

according to age, &c. Well adapted for hedges

plants. Price 8oj. per 100.

JOSEPH SPOONER, Goldworth, Wokmg.

MARECHAL NIEL, GLOIRE de DIJON,
and CUmbing DEVONIENSIS, Standards—a few

hundreds to offer to the Trade.

WANTED, a few extra strong CANES of FOSTER'S
SEEDLING, BLACK ALICANTE, and BUCKLAND
SWEETWATER VINES, true.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham,

THE NEW AMERICAN POTATO,
THORBURN'S EARLY PARAGON.

Combining more superior qualities in a higher degree than
any of the early .sorts of late introduction.

F'or Sale by all the leading London Seedsmen.

Seed FotatoB.HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale Special
• Priced LIST of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and

will be forwarded, pobt free, on application. It includes all the
best English and American sorts in cultivation, and the prices
will be found very moderate.

Seed Growins Establishment. Wisbech.

JL I N D E N ' S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rate, and
Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Eucalyptus globulus (A.uBtrallaii Blue Gum).

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
expects to receive in a few days a consignment of SEED

of this well-known EUCALYPTUS, from, Messrs. Thomas
Lang & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Melbourne. Prices
on application. ^

ENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near
Bcdale, Yorkshire, offers :^

FIRS, Spruce, very stout, i^ to 2 feet, 255-. per looa
„ Scotch, very stout, i% to 2K feet, 10s. per 1000.

POPLARS, Black Italian, 2 to 4 feet, 20s. per 1000.
OAKS, English, 2 to 3 feet, 30J. per 1000.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ROSES.—Fine Standard and Half-standard
Roses of the following Proved New Varieties now ready :

—Etienne Levet, Francois Michelon, Madame Maria Courtet,
Monsieur Claude Levet. Madame Hippolite Jamain (H.P.),
Souvenir John Gould Veitch, President Gr^vy, Niphetos,
Madame Hippolite Jamain (Tea), Souvenir Paul N6ron,
Catherine Mermet ; and all the Old Varieties.

VERBENAS.— Fine Stock Plants of the leading varieties can
be supplied by

JOHN KEYNES. Salisbury.

ROSES, ROSES, ROSES.— 18,000 surplus
stock of Dwarf Roses, 65. per dozen, 35^. per too, ^15

per 1000 ; good strong plants, and true to name. Packages and
packing free. Discount to the Trade. Terms cash. List of
sorts post free on application.

C. ALLEN, Stone Hills Nursery, Heigham, Norwich.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of

ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK. &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham
Green, London, \V.

H

Pelargoniums for the MlUlon.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 40J. per too ; 23^. for 50 ; or 15J. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. E.\tra strong plants at gj. and
121. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

Gilbert's Melons.

GILBERT'S GREEN-FLESH, First-class
Certificate, 1873. is. per packet.

GILBERT'S Selected VICTORY of BATH, First-class

Certificate. 1870. u. dd, per packet.

GILBERT'S SHAH! of PERSIA, scarlet-flesh, excellent
flavour. \s. 6d. per packet.

Six First-class and Special Certificates have been awarded to
Mr. Gilbert for Melons.

Trade terms on application.

W. AND J. BROWN. Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Stamford.

Surplus Nursery StocK.

THOMAS PERKINS ofters the following,
being extra fine, well-rooted, transplanted stuff:

—

MAHONIA AQUI FOLIA, i2 to i3 inches.

LAURELS, Portugal, 12 to 18 inches.
'

PRIVET, Evergreen. I^ to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, i to iK foot, and 1% to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN, fine transplanted, of sizes.

LIMES, Standard.
OAKS, English.
MAPLE, Norway, and
BIRCH, Silver.

Samples and prices on application to 43, Drapery, Northampton.

THE GAINSBOROUGH SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
Dixon's X L Celery—Is. 6(L per packet.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON, Seed
fj Grower and Merchant, Lord Street. Gainsborough, having
gro\vn a quantity of this, one of the finest Red Celeries extant,

begs to offer it to those who are particularly fond of this

vegetaUe. It is very crisp and delicious, and a sort that when
once tried will be well appreciated, as it is very early and will

stand forcing better than any other variety.

The usual discount allowed to the Trade.
On account of the short crop of this Celery early orders are

requested.

J. E. DIXON. Seed Merchant, &c. . Lord Street, Gainsborough.

EAT.—For Sale, a few hundred tons of
excellent Peat. Apply to

Mr. TARRY, "Golden Farmer," Bagshot.

Propagating.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this
season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

id. per bushel, delivered free to any Railway. Samples free,

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works, High St.. Battersea, S.W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000
V^ bushels, by far the cheapest and best in Market. Free on
to rails. Price and sample on application. Tenders received. '

H. WRIGHT. Fibre Merchant, 4. Peterborough Terrace,
King's Road. Fulham. S.W.

Hyaclntlis, Tulips, Crocus, &c.
The best material in which to grow the above is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price i^. per bushel, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

go bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S,\V.
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MACLEAN'S GEM PEAS—Surplus stock
pure bccd. Nelt growth 187J. Price 21s. per bushel;

or in EXCHANGE for pure Seed ofVeitch's Ashleaf or Rivers

Ashleaf POTATOS. Samples on iipplicatinn.

LEVESQUE, SON, and LEVESQUE, Seed Growers.

Jersey.

ORCHARD PLANTING.—Stong Standard
APPLES, strong Standard Table and Perry PEARS.

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained PEARS. A choice Collection of

ROSES : strong Common, Colchic, and Portugal LAURELS ;

LAURUSTINUS, BOX, YEW. and other Evergreens ;
Ever-

green and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS : Scotch and Spruce

FIRS ; CHESTNUT. LIMES, and other Forest Trees, up to

12 feet. Prices on application.

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road,

Cheltenham.

GLADIOLI — GLADIOLI.
—Our AUTUMN CATALOGUE is now ready, and

contains all M. Souchet's (and others) NEW VARIETIES for

the present season. Also collections for Exhibition or general

purposes, all at the most reasonable prices consislent with good

bulbs. Delivered free in London, Edinburgh, or Gla.5gow.

LISTS, as usual, sent to all Gardeners and Amateurs free, on

application to Messrs. MERTENS and CO., Walbrook House,

Walbrook, London, E.G., or to ourselves, direct—
ANT. ROOZEN and SON, Oveiveen, near Haarlem,

Holland.

Special Offer to tbe Trade.

AM. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
• Tottenham Nurseries. -Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe,

Netherlands, offers several thousand well-grown, transplanted.

Standard OAKS, from 12 to 14 feet, at is. 31/. each, franco

Rotterdam and Harlingen.
Maiden APPLES on Doucin, best varieties, guaranteed true

GUNNERA SCABRA. strong plants, 40J. per 100.

Samples can be seen at Mr. T. S. WARE'S, Hale Farm
, Tottenham, near London.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

ey6S,ofBlackHamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,

Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield

Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat. White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trentham Black, White Frontlgnan : 21. id. to 5J. each ;

a few extra strong canes, (w. 6</.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldficld Nursery, Altrlnchani.

Marechal Iflei and other Roses from* Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Ivry-sur-Seipe. near Paris, beg to offer good and strong

plants of MARECHAL NIEL. dwarf, from the ground, {,^ los.,

in pots i,n i6i-. , per 100 : Standards, /s : and other TEA
ROSES, Standards. 1$ : Dwarfs. {.^ i6i. PAUL NERON,
Dwarfs, £,1 8s.: Stnadard Perpetuals. our own selection,

splendid heads and plants, C\ to .£5 : Dwarf Perpetuals, our

own selection, strong plants, £^i to C^ 8s. per 100. SOUVENIR
DE LA MALMAISON, on own roots grown in pots, £2 per 100.

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings.

T 6VEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
J—^ Ivry-sur-Seine. near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GL.^DIOLI. to the prices ;

—

Gladioli, seedling, hrst-rate, 8s. per 100, ^3 per 1000 ; mixed
white, I2S. per 100; do. red, laj. per 100; do, yellow, 24^. per

100 ; do. rose, \is. per 100 : per names, too, 10 sorts, 8s. per

100 ; 25 sorts, 14s. per 100 ; 50 do., ;Ci to £,1 : 100, ;^2 to £,S,

and imwards, accordmg to the novelty of the- sorts, all in good
tJowenng bulbs. English Cheques or Post Office Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

Bare Opportvinlt?.
NEW and VERY SCARCE TREE FERN SPORES from

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND.

JH. LEY, having just received an importa-
• tion from Ills Collector, can supply good packets, with

directions for sowing and rearing, at 3s. 6<? , 5s. , and 7s. dd.

'The fronds from which three sorts have been obtained are

new species, the other four sorts are Cyathea dealbata (silver),

C. medullaris, Alsophila McArthuri, Dicksonia fibrosa, and a
small quantity of Dicksonia squarrosa. Should be sown now to

obtain nice plants before autumn.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon,
N.B.—Twelve choice PALM SEEDS, in distinct sorts, 55.

TREE FERNS, for Conservatory, with
magnificent large heads, will be Sold at the following

low prices, to make room : — Dicksonia antarciica, trunk
X foot 2 inches, 31^. td.\ ditto, trunk 3 feet 3 inches, very
stout, 63J. : D. squarrosa, trunk i foot 5 inches, 42,1.; ditto,

trunk 3 feet 3 inches, 75J. : D. fibrosa, trunk 2 feet, 63,1. :

Lomaria cycadcefolia, trunk i foot 2 inches, 425. ; L. gibba
major, huge plant, trunk 1 foot 8 inches, 315. dd.; L, gibba,
tnmk 2 feet, icw. (id. ; Cibotum princeps, trunk 7 inches, 21J,

Also a splendid specimen Platycerium grande, 4zr. ; Asple-
nium nidus avis, 15^.

J. MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley.

NEW JAPANESE FRUIT, ORCHIDS,
LILIES. AMARYLLIS. &c.—Our first consignment of

Japanese Orchids is in excellent condition, including Aerides
japonicum. Calanthe Sieboldi, Angreecum falcatum, Goodyera
japonica, &c. ; also the new fruit, the Persimmon, in the four
best varieties of Japan ; also Lilies—L. auratum. very fine, and
many rare sorts ; Peruvian Bulbs and Amaryllis in excellent

condition. A few Bulbs left of the scarce and beautiful
Lillum neilgherense,

CATALOGUES can now be had.
THE NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion

Walk. Colchester.

HoUiea, Rhododendrons, Forest Trees, &c.

G EARNSWORTH, The Nurseries,
• Matlock, begs to offer the following TREES, also other

NURSERY STOCK, at low rates ;—Sycamore, 5 to 6 feet,

twice transplanted. 6s. per 100. Ash, Mountain, 3 to 5 feet, aoj.

per 1000. Fir, Scotch, 15 inches to 2 feet, i6j-. Berberis Aqui-
folia. I to 1% foot, 50^. Oak, English, 3 to 5 feet, 255. Privet,
Evergreen, 3 to s feet, 201. Holly, i-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, 25^.

Quick, strong, 14^-. Hornbeam, 3 to 5 feet, 30^. Rhododen-
drons, 3-yT. seedlings, 5J. ; 3-yr. and 3-yr. bedded, 25^.; 8 to li
inches. 8oy. Chestnut, Horse. 4 to 6 feet, Zs. per loo, Pinus
austriaca, 2 to 3 feel, 8j-. Poplar, Balsam, 6 to 8 feet, Zs. Limes,
from layers, transplanted, 4 to 5 feet, i6s. ; 7 to 9 feet, 401.
l-aurel, common, i to 1% foot, 8^.; i% to 3 feet, qs.\ 2 to 3^
feet, 14J. Arbor-vitae, Chinese, ^% to z% feet, %s, per dozen.
Laurel, Portugai, 3 to 4 feet, Zs,

Planting Season, 1874-76.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of inlendine Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and bc^t

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFERS, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS. ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

removal.
Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application-

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
,785.—The following CATALOGUES arc just published,

and will be forwarded on appIic.^t^on :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

TRONG FOREST TREES.QTR O N G FORI

SPRUCE. 2 to 2}^, 2K to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, English, 3 to 4, 4 to 5. and 5 to feet.

The above, with other sorts, are all strong and good, and

there is a considerable quantity of each size on offer. Apply to

JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nurseries, near Stone. Staffordshire.

s,

To tue Trade.

DYER can supply, in large quantities :

LARCH, zli to 3 feet, fine.

SCOTCH, ij'2 to 2 feet.

BEECH, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

OAK, English, transplanted, 8 to 10 feet.

MULBERRIES, Standards, very fine.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, Bridg^vater.

GEORGE GRAY and SON, of The Nur-
series, Brox, Chertsey, Surrey, are selling some of the

finest ROSES in the Trade, of all the various heights, from 9^.

to 15^. per dozen; 6m. to 1155. per 100; cheaper by the 1000.

Their Collection consists of all the best new and old varieties.

G. G. & Son have received numerous Testimonials, and
among other valuable ones they have the following from the

Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fltzpaine, who says: "Your
charges are most reasonable, and your stock is good."

Catalogues free. No charge for packing.

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have roceived

a First-class Certificate :—
ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6s. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell), price i,s. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 41. per 7 fe.
_

The Set i2j. for cash with order. Trade pnce on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeners'
Chrofiicle ior Januaxy Qj 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.

Sole Wliolesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and
SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

NEW DWARF SILVER-VARIEGATED
GERANIUM. " LITTLE TROT."—This very dls^nct

Geranium was raised by Mr. Davis, The Cemetery, Maidstone,
and is placed in W. Potten's hands for distribution. The d\»^rf,

compact-branching habit of this variety, and its broad, clear

white margin, will make it invaluable for edging or panel work.
Its average height is about 6 inches. The flowers arc a deep
scarlet. It has been admired by all who have seen it, and re-

ceived a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural
Society, August 29, 1874. W. P. can highly recommend this

Geranium as being one of the most distinct and useful varieties

of its class yet offered. It will be sent out the first week in

May, 1875. Price 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen ; the usual
discount to the Trade. Orders are now being booked, and wHl
be sent out in rotation at the above date-
WILLIAM^ POTTEN, Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst,

Staplehurst, Kent.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES; OCCIDENTAL, 12 to x6 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feel.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES. 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree 1 am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to
22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

L A N T I N G SEASON.
LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, ENGLISH OAK, and all other

Forest Trees.
QUICK, and all other Hedge Plants.

COVERT PLANTSin great variety.

FRUIT TREES, including all the beat and moat esteemed
varieties—quarter of a million trees.

ROSES, Standards, Dwarfs, the newest and best varieties

—

100,000 to select from.

VINES, all the leading varieties in 2000 well ripened canes for

fruiting in pots and for planting out.

EVERGREENS in great variety, including large quantities of
all the choicest Hollies, &c.

CONIFERS, including Picea Nordmanniana, &g.
ORNAMENTAL TREES and Plants of all sorts.

*»* The whole in very great quantity and stout vigorous
condition, with fine roots for safe removal.

Priced LIST and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS. Nevton Nurserias, Chester.
^^ The "Newton" Nurseries are within eight minutes'

walk, by the new road, from the Chester Railway Station,

COLLECTIONS "CHOICE
VEGETABLE&FLOW^

These Collections are especially suited to Cottageie',

Artizans', atid Soldiers' Gardens ; and Messrs. Sutton

have pleasure in supplying Ihem at greatly reduced

prices, in the hope that every one interested, in the

social condition of the Working Classes will co-operate

with them in extending the valuable influence which the

culture of Flowers and Vegetables has on the home-life

of the Cottager, Artizan, and Soldier.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Price for a Single Collection 6<f.

Pert </.

For I dozen and under 5 dozen Collections . . 28 o

For 5 ,, and ,, 10 ,, ,, .• 27 °

For 10 ,, and ,, 20 ,, ,, .. 26 o

For 20 , , and over . . . . . . • . 25 ®

0/ie dozen fdckets and upwtrds sent Carriage Free

to any Station in England,

SUTTON S'

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Price for a Single Collection IS. bd.

Per dozen—s. d.

For 1 dozen and under 5 dozen Collections . . 17 6

For 5 ,, and ,, 10 ,, ,, .. 17 Q

For 10 ,, and ,, 20 ,, ,, •• 16 6

For 20 and over '5 "

SUTTON & SONS,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE SEED POTATOS

For Planting.

SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Is now ready, and may be had Gratis and

Post Free.

I^.B.—Potatos as well as Seeds Carnage Free

SUTTON & SONS,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING,
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To GardenerB.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited

to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W..

Where it is anticipated they wiU be

highly gratified.

JOHN E ESTER, Manager.

HABRISON'S
"KING KOFFEE" SAVOY.

The quickest grower, the neatest shape, and best colour

of all Savoys. (See Correspondents of the Press.)

Price, IS. per packet.

. PLANTING SEASON

RHODODEITDRONS
WILL BE SUPPLIED,

In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i| to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and belter Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY "WATEK.EK,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING. SURREY.

THE HANDSOMEST SEED CATALOGTJE

j^i^^tJA EVER PtTBLISHED. ^
*^^

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE for AMATWR
GARDENE^S-Spring, 1875.

Noio ready, price ts . post free. Gratis to Customers.

A thoroughly practical and comprehensive Guide for the

Amateur or professional Gardener, contannnf a select List of

ctolce Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds ;
mnety-slJC pages of

beautifully illustrated letterpress, "'!l\=°™P'f^^.^'""rarden
rh, successful manasement of the Kitchen and Flower Garden

hroughout the year" also two superbly finished coloured plates.

The whole in an illuminated cover of the most e.xquisile design

and workmanship. _ r .-r i

The Londci Revie^o says-" This is the nl"s teau 'l\,

uarden catalogue we have ever seen, the coloured illustrations

fre inLiUabff Messrs. Daniels, the emiuent s«d sr-««;,"f^
iustly feel proud in issuing such a complete and truly valuable

catalogue as this, which will enhance the high reputation they

liave already so deservedly gained."

DANIELS BROTHERS, Seed Growers,

THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
inr, ^^

NORWICH.

CELERY " Leicester Red,"

Is the best of all Red Celeries.

Price \s. perpacket.

Thefollmeing Firms have been supplied with one or both

:

iiw.^.^.>n, E. T., Nurseryman

and Seedsman, Chattens.

Bunyard, Thos., & Son, Maid-

Bolton & Co. , Wood Green,

London, N.E.
Brotherton, W., Covered

Market, Leeds.
Butcher, J.,

Stratford-on-

Backhouse & Sons, York.

Cole & Sons, Withington,

Manchester.
Cooling, E., Derby.
Clarke, W. G., Wellington,

Somerset.
Dickson & Robinson, Market

Place, Manchester.

Dickson & Turnbull, George

Street, Perth.

Dyer, S., Bridgewater.

Dickson, Brown & Tate, Man-
chester.

Dixon, W. E.. Beverley. ,

Downie, Laird & Laing, Edin-

burgh.
, .

Felton & Sons, Birmingham.

Hurst & Sons, 6. Leadenhall

Street, London, E.G.

Holmes, E., Lichfield,

Henderson, E. G.. & Sons,

St John's Wood, London,

N.W.
Hopwood & Sons, Chelten-

J,,
Darlington.

Hogg & Robertson, Dublin.

Jackson, T., & Son, Kingston-

on-Thames
Knighton, F. R., Richmond,

Surrey.
Lawson Seed Company, South-

wark Street, London, S.E.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle.

Lee, J. , & Co. , Hammersmith,
London, W.

Lowe & Co., Wolverhampton.
Osborne & Sons, Fiilham, W.
Holiver, West Hartlepool.

Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

Pearson, J. R. , Exchange Row,
Nottingham.

Rollisson & Sons, Tooting,

London, S.W.
Radclyffe. D., & Co., High
Holbom, London. W.C.

Raper, Regent Street, Leam-
ington.

Randall, Exeter.
Stuart & Mein, Kelso.

Siilton & Sons. Reading.
Sheppard, Bedford.

Scott, Yeovil.

Tucker, Bridgewater.
Veitch, R T., Exeter.

Williams, B. S., Upper Hol-

loway, London, N.
Waite, Burnell, Huggins &

Co.. Southwark Street, S.E.

Watkinson, H., Market Place,

xj.,...-:mn 1 I inriin^ton Manchester.
.

SewmT N St sTsirming- Welch, Kemp, CUfton, Bristol.
newciL, 1. i». «.

,
o

I wK«1*.r n^n . Warminster.Wheeler, Geo.', Warminster.

HABBISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

Cli£ska/.

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
106 Eastgate St.S rtTTpCTTTR
TheUptonNurseries \jTiU 1 £.IV.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds^

f
Postfree otvAppUcatiorL. f

Quality*unsurpassed

.

BBLECTED and HOME GROWN SEEDS.

John Cattell
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

Descriptive k Illustrated Catalogue
OF

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FARM,

Is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Also,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, and TREES and SHRUBS.

NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
WESTERHAM, KENT.

MAURICE YOTJNG'S

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Is now ready, and may be had on appHcfltion,

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.xisting Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

A^/^rp;4^^^

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,

COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C

PRINCE'S
DWARF ROSESJ^CTLTIVATEDJEEDLING BRIAR.

r-iTABrF PRINCE ote^i;ri;.rf^i;ni^ed Twenty-five finest ExWbition and Garden
GEORGE PR^NCE^ofe^^^

.^ ^r^n ri^rs, for ,5^., PJ^f-^r' '^

ANNIE WOOD,
BARON HAUSSMANN,
COUNTESS of OXFORD,
DEVIENNE LAMY,
DR. ANDRi:,

DUG DE ROHAN,
DUPUY JAMAIN,
EMILIE HAUSBERG,
GLOIRE DE SANTENAY,
DUCHESSE DE MORNY,

LA FRANCE,
L'ABBlft BRAMEREL,
MADAME A. BUREAU,
MADAME LAURENT,
MDLLE. E. VERDIER,

MDLLE. T. LEVET,
MARIE BAUMANN,
MARIE RADV,
MARQUISE CASTELLANE,
MONS. NOMAN,

MONS. WOOLFIELD,
MONS. PAUL NERON,
REINE BLANCHE,
VICTOR VERDIER,
MARfiCHAL NIEL.

Also the following Twelve newer vars. for 25... package included :-

T,r,.„.xTMTj nilPIIV (Level) 1
MADAME LACHARME.

'

AUGUSTS REGOTARD. ETmNNE DUPUY (Levet),
^^^^^^ ^^ SCHWARTZ.

CLAUDE LEVET, fI HAVRE ^^- VEITCH,
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH (Bennet) 1

LE HAVRH,

PIERRE SELETSKY,
ANNA OLIVIER (Tea),

MAR^CHAL NIEL.

N.E.-AU Orders wiU now be executed the day after their receipt.

O X F O E D,
14 MARKET STREET,
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PAUL
GROWN AT THE

& SON'S ROSES,
'OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT,

One of the Traditional Homes of the Rose.

Messrs. Paul & Son
RESPECTFULLY SOLICIT EARLY ORDERS FOR

ROSES IN ALL FORMS.
The Stock for Sale is by far the finest ever produced at these long-

celebrated Nurseries, and the plants are thoroughly grown, healthy,

vigorous, and well ripened. The undernamed prices will be found

really reasonable, and comparatively cheap for really good plants.

PAUL & SON'S DESCRIPTIVE ROSE CATALOGUE
Contains a septennial review of the New Roses as sent out in the past seven years, special notes

on New Roses of the year, and Cultural Directions for the Rose year. LIST sent post free on

application.

PRICES OF ROSES FOR 1874-1875.
STANDARDS, fine stems and heads, of best kinds only, as grown here, i8j. per doz., £] per lOO.

STANDARD ROSES, newer kinds, 24J. to yis. per dozen, ^^lo per 100.

DWARF STANDARDS, Hybrid Perpetuals, I2j-. per dozen, 90J. per 100.

DWARFS, Hybrid Perpetuals, older kinds, on Manetti or on Seedling Briar, io.f. to 15^. per doz.,

75J-. to £(1 per 100.

DWARFS, on Manetti, Hybrid Perpetuals, newer sorts, i8j. to 30J. per dozen, £y IQS. per 100.

DWARF TEAS, i8i. to 21J. per dozen, £j los. per 100.

Extremelyfine and well ripened this season.

DWARFS, new varieties of 1874, 36J. per dozen.

SFECIAIi BOSES, raised here at Cheshunt.
TEA, or HYBRID TEA, CHESHUNT HYBRID.—Of this deservedly favourite Rose we had,

at the commencement of the season, 2000 plants, showing our estimate of its value. It is

still finely in bloom here, and is valuable in all ways, more especially as a free autumnal
climber. Standards, 2s. 6d. ; Dwarfs, 2S.

H.P. REYNOLDS HOLE.—The finest dark maroon Rose yet raised, which has a good vigorous
habit and free flowering character. Standards, 2s. 6d. ; Dwarfs, 2s.

H.P. WILSON SAUNDERS.—A grand novelty. A peculiarly free perpetual crimson Rose.
Standards or Dwarfs, 5^. each.

H.P. THE SHAH.—The brightest-coloured garden Rose yet obtained. Standards or Dwarfs,
3^. 6d. each.

ROSES CULTIVATED IN POTS, speciality of the Old Nurseries.

ROSES—Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals, established for forcing or pot culture ;

—

EXTRA FINE PLANTS, in 8-inch pots, 42J. per dozen.

QUARTER SPECIMENS, in 9 to lo-inch pots, 6oj. to 84^. per dozen.

SPECIMEN ROSES, 42^. to 105J. each.

ROSES ON OWN ROOTS.
SORTS, as Special Lists, in 48's, 12s. to i8j. per dozen, looj. per 100.

FRUIT TREES.
Of Espalier Palmetti-Trained Fruit Trees for Walls PAUL & Son hold a very large Stock, with

from two to six tiers of branches. 3^. 6d. to 7^. 6d. each.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS, NEW AND OLD.

We will be glad to send. Post Free,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES and HARDY GROWTHS,

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT of NEW HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.

An Inspection of the Stock, which is large andfine, and unimpaired, not having teen weakened
by frequent Auction Sales, is invited.

Close to London ; Cheshunt Station forty minutes from Bishopsgate, one mile from the Nurseries.

ADDRESS IN FULL—
PAUL AND SON, THE "OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT.

New and Genuine Seeds (CarriagelFree).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HULLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds,

) suit Gardens of various slices, 2ij.
.
4'^^., 63J. , and 84^,-, cat

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS. Pc^ pkt.

FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolilic Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6
HROAD BEAN, Weslbury Prize (new) . . per pint 2 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16
,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. • .. I ft

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. .. I 6
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation ..f 10
CUCUMBER. Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26

,. Tender and True, new 3 ^

,, Woolley's Improved Telegraph 16
ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, Burnell's Alexandra White Cos ., .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16

,, Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
,. Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

,, Cnllingford's Magnum Bonum.. .. .. ..26
Mr. Laxtons NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA. new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. ij. W. and 2 6

.id.. .(d..

CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, i

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice

„ . bd. and
. id., 2S. id..

3^. id. and
irain, li. id..

COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize (saved by Mr.
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping \

,. saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new

PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties

PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Brandegei, new ..

POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, grandiflora splendens, new.

PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed is. id. .^s. id., y. id. and
RICINUS GIBSONII, new
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton. new

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours

VERBENA. Eckford's superb strain

VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering

„ dwarf yellow. Belvoir Castle variety

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c.,

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE i

on application.

I collections

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

NEW AND CHOICE SEEDS, 1875.

CELERY—Brettle Red, a sort grown nearly by all, and raised

by one of the market gardener's here, and considered

the very best Celery grown, is. td. per packet.

LETTUCE—Martin's Mammoth Cos, a very crisp and superb

kind, very large, and better in flavour than Malta.

IS. per packet.

BROCCOLI -White Perfection, a truly valuable middle season
hardy kind. i.f. per packet.

,, Gardeners' Friend, a very late and very large variety, and
a great acquisition, -zs. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.—Our improved Roseberry. u. per

MELON—Wood's A i. This splendid variety of Melon is the

result of crossing Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere with

the old Golden Perfection. It has a pale green flesh of

great thickness and exquisite flavour, with a beautiful

golden skin the thickness of paper, and thickly netted,

and is also a remarkably fine setter. It has always
obtained the highest honour wherever exhibited, and
pronounced by the best judges to be the handsomest

and best Melon ever coming under their eye. Our
stock is very small, every Gardener that we have yet

seen having ordered it. 2S. (>d. per packet.

The MAGNUM BONUM (21^.) SELECTION ofGARDEN
SEEDS which we supply has always given the greatest of satis-

faction. Other Collections, 305. , 40J. , 63^-. and 845^. , carriage free,

FOREST TREES. SHRUBS, &C.

100 Mixed ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, &c.

3 to 6 feet high, 255. per 100.

500 do.. 3 to 6 feet high, iios.. or 22s. per 100.

1000 do., 3 to 6 feet high, -zoos., or 20J. per 100 taking the 1000.

LAURELS, common, bushy, itoi'^foot. fo. per 100: T^to
2 feet. 85. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, izj. per 100 ; by the

1000 cheaper.

FIR, Austrian. 1% to 2 feet, 405. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 50J.

for their General Nursery and Seed CATALOGUES, which n.ay

be had on application, and albO Trade Lists of Seeds and irecb.

Nursery and Seed Grounds and Warehouses, Cottingham, and

61, Market Place, Hull.
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GLADIOLI. — All the First Prizes, for
Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal
Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the

United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the varieties worth growing,

with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to applicants.

Slftlections left to us, 25 for -zts., 25 for 42^., 25 for 63^., 25 for

low., 25/01" 2IOJ-

Blooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the

choicest varieties, 1005. per 100.

The Royal Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

Present Prices of
NGLISH GROWN POTATO S,

For Planting, 1875. Cash only.

Per Peck Per Per Sack
of Bushel of of

14 lbs. 56 lbs. 16 stones.

E

Rivers' Royal Ashtops
Ashtops, dd sort

Myatfs Prolific

Bre'see's Prolific

Fortyfolds
Bresee's Peerle5»s

Early Rose .

.

Late Rose
Paterson's Victoria .

.

?at«rson's New Prince

Regents
Red-skinned Flourball

Climax .

.

Early Goodrich
Mona's Pride Ashtops

Any other

5 6
30

this List at Market Prices.

Not bound by these quotations after t!ii present Stock is sold.

New sacks, u. ^Yzd. each ; 2 bush, bags, \od. each ; i bush.

do., -jd. ; peck bags, -^d. ; 2 peck do., 6d.

Remittances to accompany ail orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY,
Wholesale and Retail Seed Potato Grower and Merchant,

Market Place, Peterborough.

NUTTING'S
MULTUM IN PARVO" PEA.

A first-class Early Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow Pea, an

improvement on Little Gem, exceedingly prolific, the

haulm being covered with broad, well-filled pods, of an

excellent flavour, ready for use only a few days later

than Sangster'S No. i, highly recommended as one

of the best and most useful early Dwarf Peas in cultiva-

tion. Height, 12 to 16 inches.

NTJTTING & SONS,
SBED WAREHOUSES, 60, BARBICAN,

LONDON, E.G.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

270 Ac. extent) :
Bagshot, Surrey.

Seed Establishment and London Depot,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
CLOSE TO THE MANSION HOUSE

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a succession of

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultiiral Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very ejttsnsive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergreen and

Deciduous (of all sizes),

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

Buyers are imited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Cataloguei oUdinahle on appiicaiioK.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Forest Trees, when taken in quantity, charged at a

proportionately reduced price.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
All saved by Mr. Betteridge this season, and including every variety

sent out by him.

As see Copy of Letter by Mr. Betteridge, enclosed with each Pacl^et supplied through

BETTERIDGE'S

NEW VARIETIES.

Duke of Edinburgh,

Grand Duchess

Marie,

Cantab,

Infiproved Oxonian.

These superb varieties, which were sent outby us last

year for the first time, have given great satisfaction,

notwithstanding the unfavourable season. Each variety

is perfectly symmetrical in form, with a delicately quilled

centre, surrounded respectively by crimson, pink, light

blue, and dark blue guard petals.

. per packet 2 6

BETTERIDGE'S

INTERNATIONAL

PRIZE

COLLECTIONS

ASTERS.

These well-known Collections of Asters have this sea-
son fully sustained their reputation of being the finest

Quilled Asters in cultivation, and they cannot be too
highly recommended.

Mr. Betteridge has again consigned to us a full supply
of New Seeds, which we offer to our Customers with
every confidence.

Eighteen beautiful varieties

Twelve ditto
Six ditto
Mixed

Duke of Edinburgh .

.

Grand Duchess Marie
(Duchess of Edinburgh)
Can^tab
Improved Oxonian .

.

Tlie Collection, of Fonr Varieties, Sj. Mixed .

.

.

.

. . per packet

N.B.—Purchasers of the above will obtain every sort sent out by Mr. Betteridge this season. The Collection
of 18 varieties is much improved, and includes the new and beautiful crimson with pale guard petals sent out this

year for the first time—see Mr. Betteridge's letter.

Please sbserve our Trade Mark on every Parcel, and Copy ofMr. Betteridge's Letter accompanying the same,

SUTTON & SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING, BERKS.

THE LAWSOI IFESEEIES,
EDINBURGH.

The Extensive Stock of

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees,

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
FRUIT TREES, &c.,

Is this Season in Splendid Health, and will be Sold at

Moderate Prices.

Catalogues on Application, and Special O^ers will be made for Large Contracts.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH and LONDON.

London Address : 106, SOUtHWARK STREET, S.E.

AMARANTHUS HENDERI.
Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen^ and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

This Amaranthus, from its hybrid origin, may be considered as a strain of entirely new varieties, and lias a

range of colours never before seen in any class of plants. Height, from 2 to 5 feet. Growth elegantly pyramidal,

being thickly furnished with side shoots ; the stems and branches are ruby red or claret colour. Leaves /to 12 inches

long, which when seen against the light admirably sets off the varied tints. Each plant has its own distinct colours :

BicOLOR.—Orange splashed with Carmine, Madder and Sage I and Aureoline, running into Olive Green ; Carmine,

Green, Carmme and Orange, Carmine and Russet, Lemon Madder, and Sage Green.

splashed with Carmine, Chrome Yellow striped with Carmine. Monocolohs.—Deep Carmine, Lake, Purple Madder, Light

Tricolors.—Orange, Carmine, and Green ; Rose Madder I Carmine, Yellowish Carmine, Vermilion, Rose Madder.

Tliese are the finest ornamental foliaged ever bro7{gkt defo?-e the notice of the Public.

Four pages of description, &c., may be seen in the Florist for February, Testimonials and Print of Plant
free on application.

Packets 2s, 6d. each, Sealed with the Raisers* Name— ** Hender & Son.'

BEDFORD NURSERY, PLYMOUTH.
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s FECIAL TRADE OFFER.
ASPARAGUS, strong, s-yr, and 3-yr., 151. to aos. per

GOOSEBERRIES, strong. i6i. per 100. [1000.

CURRANTS, strong. laj. per 100.

FILBERTS and COBS, strong. 40^. per 100.

ROSES, strong, dwarf. i%s. per 100.

„ half-stantfards, 6ay. per too.

„ Teas, in pots, own roots. \os. per 100.

PYRETHRUMS. all the best named double vsnetioc,

in 48's, well established. 40J, per icX5.

PHLOXES, all the best named varieties, 40J. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, best named varieties, 2cw. per too.

ANTIRRHINUMS, best named varieties, i2J. p. 100.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a fine collection, 30J. p. 100.

DAHLIAS, pot roots, too varieties, 251. per too

GLOXINIAS, joj. per 100.

ACHIMENES, twelve varieties. 8s. per too.

VERBENAS, good show and bedding varieties, named.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all

engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is offering, at very reduced prices, an

immense stock ;
amongst other things the following may be

worth notice :

—

Spirxa palmata, by the dozen.

Rhododendrons, hybrid named,
with buds, ito 2 feet

„ Californian, with buds,
I to 2 feet

nth

Andromeda floribunda, flower-

ing, 1 to iJ4 foot

Kalmia latifolia, bushy, 9 to

Skimmia japonica, bushy, 9 to

Picea Nordmanniana, 4 to 6 feet

Arbor-vitae, American, 4 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8

feet

Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet

Berberis Darwinii, i to 3 feet

^lahonia Aquifolia. g to 15 in.

Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual.

Almond, fruiting, 6 to i

Birch, Sliver. 8 to 14 feet

Thorn, Paul's new double
scarlet, 4 to 8 feet

Thorns, in variety, 4 to 6
feet

Deutzia crenata flore-pleno, 4
to 6 feet

Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet

Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet

Sedum spectabilis

Peaches, Pears, and Plums,
dwarf-trained, in best varieties

Elm, English and American, Gooseberries, in best varieties

8 to 10 feet Currants, in best ^

Oak, English and Turkey, 6 to Peaches
8 feet maidei

Special quotations for small or large quantities on application.

CLEMATIS, all the best known kinds.

A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 50J. per 1000.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

Poplar, new silver, 6 to 8 feet

,, Lombardy, 6 to 14 feet

„ Black Italian, 6 to 12

feet

Sycamore, purple and varie-

gated, 6 to 10 feet

Laburnum, purple and com-
mon. 6 to 8 feet

Chestnut, Scarlet and common
Horse, 6 to 9 feet

Sorbus domestica and hybrida.
5 feet

jfeet

SEEDS OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY.
JOHN AND CHARLES LEE'S Descriptive
fj Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and

FLOWER SEEDS for 1875 will be forxvarded, post free, on

application. Please to write if not received in the First General

B MALLER, The Nurseries, Lee, and
Lewi.sh.am, .S.E., begs to offer the following, .all of which

are fine, healthy stuff :—
LAURELS, Common, 2 feet, 12J. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet,

jo.t. per 100.

CURRANTS, Black, strong, xis. per too.

GOOSEBERRIES, Lancashire Lad, 121. per 100,

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 8 to 10 feet, stout and straight,

., Scarlet, Standards, C^ per 100.

POPLARS, Lombardy, 8 to 12 feet. 50J. per 100.

„ Abele, 8 to 10 feet, 50s. per 100.

ROSES. Standard, {.t, per 100.

WRIGHT'S GIANT WHITE CELERY.
—This is quite a distinct pure white variaty ; it is very

crisp, and of excellent flavour, combining a robust, compact
habit, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily.

Heads of this variety have been grown weighing from 8 to lo lb.

each, and can be highly recommended for exhibition, private or

market purposes. \s. per % oz. packet.

WRIGHT'S RED GROVE and WHITE GROVE
CELERIES.—These possess all the good properties of the

Giant White, but do not grovi- quite so large. \s. per % oz.

packets. The usual discount to the Trade.

The following fourteen firms have secured supplies of the

above for this season, for which I beg
extended patronage

1 thank them, solit

, & Son, London.
Cooper. Robt., London.
Daniel Bros., Norwich.
Dickson. Brown & Tait, Man-

Chester.

Dixon, E. P.. Hull.

Holmes, Ed., Lichfield.

Brotherton, Wm., Leeds,
ing & Sons, London.

Godwin, F. G., Sheffield.

Lawson Seed Co., Edinburgh.
Downie, Laird & Laing, Edin-

Drummond & Son, Sterling.

Howden & Co., Inverness.
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.
Finney, S-, & Co., Newcastle.
Umpleby, Geo., Leeds

CUCUMBERS.—Wright's Wonder, fine white-spine, and
Wright's Improved, black-spine ; these will grow 24 to 30 inches

long, are very prolific and of mild, good flavour, Pearson's

Long Gun, Rollinson's Telegraph, Berkshire Champion,
Improved Sion House, Masters' Early Prolific xs. per packet.

Lowest price quoted per 100 seeds on application.

W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Market
Square, Retford, Notts.

Now Ready, Gratis and Post Free, on application^

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF VEGETABLE, FLOWER AND
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

Garden Requisites and Horticultural Elegancies.

ERFURT DWARF BRUSSELS ^jf^'T'^SfSR^i^SBHKi 1 'F ERFURT PRIZE ONION, rj. per

SPROUTS, dd. and is. per packet. ^ jilylSwBSi^jyr^HBal \3^ packet.

ERFURT CAULIFLOWER, finest in ^^^S^S^^wS^S^^^r^ HEPPER'S SENSATION TOMATO,
cultivation, 15. and is. 6d. per pkt. ^T^ TnTff^MflBllP^WlT^i^^'^ ^'^- ^"^ ^^' "^^ packet.

ASPARAGUS ERFURTER RIESEN, '^'#3^^^PB^ CABBAGE, ERFURT EARLY
I J. «. per ounce. y^^^ * ''" "' WHITE, eo". per packet.

Complete Collections of Vegetable Seeds, 10s. 6d. to 63s. each.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS-ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS

SELECTED STOCKS.

CATALOGUES for 1875
NO IV READY.

THE LAWSOI SEED & lUESEEY COIPANY
(LIMITED),

io6, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.,

AND

G E O B Q.i IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.

GLOXINIA S.—Twelve finest named
Gloxinia.^, 21J., very large roots, fit for exhibition this

spring, including many sorts not yet in commerce : smaller

size, los. fxi. per dozen. Packed and delivered free to London
on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEV, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

CALADIU M.S.—Twelve finest sorts, 2u.,
including many of the hcst introductions of late years;

large roots, fit for exhibition this year, or smaller size, los. 6d.

and 15J. per dozen. Package and delivery free to London on

receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

ACHIMENE.S.—Thirty-six corns.in 12 finest

sorts, los. f)d. : or loo corns, in 24 finest sorts, 2r. Free

sURPLUS STOCK of the following to be
sold cheap :

—

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and LANUGINOSA.
IVIES, Variegated, in pots.

BAYS, Sweet, well rooted, 2K feet.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA, bushy, 6 to 12 inches.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 9 feet.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 5 to 7 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, i to 4 feet.

ROSES, Climbing, extra strong.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA,
HEATHS, hardy, best varieties.

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUM and PRyECOX,
a mass of bloom-buds.

AZALEAS, Indian, in great variety,

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, CNEORUM, and
MAJOR.

RHUBARB ROOTS, Linna:usand Victoria, strong.

For prices. &c. , apply to

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurserym.an, Orraskirk.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
3w ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.

C/m!?-zto«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Mauagine- Director—JAUES ODAMS.
Suh-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Wf.steen Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be h.ad of the Local Agents.

GISHURST COMPOUND.
many of the leading Gardeners :

Used by
, against Red

the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.

Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, i^., 35., and lOJ. fid.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

ILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at ij. kd. per bottle

—

\s. lorf. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

KU S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looi. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60J. and 80^. : superior close Mat, 45^. 50J. , and 55J. :

PACKING MATS, 201., 30J., and 35J. per 100; and every

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and s. Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Slats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street. Shoreditch,
London. E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Garden*:, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.ved

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING. 2 yards wide, \s. ^d. per yard.
"FRIGI DUMO" CANVASS—

2 yards wide .

.

. . u. \od. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3^'. per yard.

4 yards wide ., .. 3^. \od. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads. Forest Hill. London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY,
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Special Offer to Noblemen, Oeutlemen, tbe Trade,
And OTHERS engaged in PLANTING.

WITTY AND SON have the following
cheap FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES. ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS to ofter, which are all fine

trinsplanted stuft :

—

„ Alountain. 8 to lo feet, 20J. per 100.

,. Weeping, fine, 185. to 24s. per dozen.
SYCAMORE, % to 4 feet, 251. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, 151. per

too ; 6 to 9 feet, 20s. per 100.

WI LLOW. Kilmarnock, i8j. to 24^. per dozen.
., American, fine, 12J. to 42s. per dozen,

LABURNUM, 5 to 6 feet, 20s. per too.

ARC0R-VIT7E, American, 5 to 6 feet, 60s. per too ; 6 to

7 feet, 80s. per 100.

,. Siberian, 3 to 4 feet, 50^. per 100.

LAUREL, Portugal, 2j4 to 3 feet, 50s. per 100; 3 to 4 feet.

YEW, Irish, 3 to 4 feet, 60s. per 100.

,. Common, 2^ to 3 feet, 60s. per 100.

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, 2 to i% feet, 50s. per too.
HOLLY, Common, i J4 to 2 feet, 50s. per 100.

HERBERTS DARWINII, 3 to 4 feet, ^%s. per too.

LAURUSTINUS, in pots, 50s. to 75s. per too.

ivy, variegated, in variety, 12 to 18 inches, i?s. per dozen.
PEARS, Pyramid, fine fruiting trees, 75s. to loos. per 100.
APPLES, do., do., 75s. to loos. per too.

PLUMS, do., do., 7SS. to loos. per 100.

CHERRIES, do., do., loos. per 100.

CURRANTS. Black. los. per 100, oos. per 1000.
GOOSEBERRIES, sorts, los. per too, 90s, per 1000.

QUICKWOOD, 12 to 18 inches, 10s. 6d. per 1000 : 18 inches
to 2 feet, i6s. per 1000 : 2 to 2j^ feet, 25s. per 1000.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS, true, ,£7 per ton.

CATALOGUES may be had free on apphcation to
, SON, The Nurseries, Cottfngham, Hull.WITTY .

To Planters and tbe Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS AND KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts, Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.
ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sons.
OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2J4 to 4 feet
Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

TAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
^* George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in
the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in
January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Erecta and horizontalis, separate or mixed, 15. and 2,1. 6d.
per packet.

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.—Fine variety from the
Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful
climber. \s. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from
one of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 6d. per

double" PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.
Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

To tbe Trade.

JOHN PERKINS and SON beg to offer
^* the following :

—

BOX, Green, fine and bushy, iJ4 to 2 feet, 12J. per 100.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, 1 to ij^ foot, i8j. per 1000.
LAURELS, Common, 2^ to 3 feet, Zos. per 1000.

,, Portugal, ij^ to 2 feet, locxr. per 1000.

OAK, English, fine Standards, 7 to 9 feet, 401. per 100, [1000.
PRIVET, Evergreen, strong, transplanted, 2 to 3 feel, i8j. per
YEW. English, fine, 2 to zj^ feet, 255. per 100; ditto, 2% to

3 feet, 35s. per 100.

BLACKTHORN, strong, transplanted, 14^. per 1000.
WHITETHORN or QUICK, strong, transpfanted, 85. per rooo.
CURRANTS, Red. extra fine, 60s. per 1000.

,, Black, extra fine, Zos. per 1000.

NECTARINES, fine dwarf-trained, 301. per dozen.
ROSES, fine Standards, 3 to 4 feet stems, 70J. per 100 ; ditto,

2 to 3 feet stems, 6ar. per 100.

ROSES, on Manetti, 30^. per 100.

52, Market Square, Northampton.

s ELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.
BROCCOLI— Witty's Conqueror, the best late Broccoli in

cultivation ; has always stood the severest winters without
injury. Price zs. 6d. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Scr>'mger's, extra selected. Price
i.r. per ounce.

CELERY—Laing's Ma;nmoth Red (true), the finest and best
Red Celery in cultivation. Price 6d. and is. per packet.

CELERY—Wright's Grove Red, an excellent variety. Price
IS. per packet.

CAULIFLOWER—Veitch's Autumn Giant: this valuable
variety is perfectly distinct from any other. Price is. dd.

per packet.

PEA—Bumell's Market Gardener : a most desirable Pea,
earlier than Laxton's Supreme, and not so tall, more pro-
lific ; pods well filled, eight to ten Peas in each. Price
IS, C)d. per quart.

BEANS—^Sir Joseph Paxton, dwarf French ; one of the earliest

and best in cultivation. Price is. fid. per quart.

N.B.—Priced CATALOGUES may be had, post free, on
application to

WITTY AND SON, Niu-serymen and Seedsmen, Cottingham,
Hull.

MR. LAXTON'S
NEW PEAS, 1875.

DNTQUE (Dwarf) —First-class Certificate.

DR. HOaC—First-class Certificate.

SUPPLANTEK.—First-class Certificate.

aST F^r particulars e/ these, luith Connoisseur, see previa.

^''^"'""""' HURST & SON,
6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION. — At a General

Meeting of the Subscribers to this Institution, held on January
14, for the purpose of ELECTING TWO PENSIONERS on
the Funds, the following was the result of the Ballot :

—

CANDIDATES.

Name.
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IMPORTANT_ANNOUNCEMENT.

The liate or locality not hiwin^ been fixed for
the rnn'incial Show this season,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, in reply to repeated

enquiries, that

IIY .SPECIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE riirV liUINEAS,

THIRTY PObNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOB VEGETABLES,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, on WEDNESDAY,
July 7, 1875.

SCHEDULE of PRIZES and CONDITIONS.
FIEST PRIZE-The " CARTER CUP," Value FIFTY

GUINEAS, to become the absolute property of the
Employer to whom the Prize may be awarded,
also Ten Guineas for the Gardener.

SECOND PRIZE-Seven Guineas.

THIRD PRIZE-Five Guineas.

FOURTH PRIZE-Three Guineas.

Best Collection of Vegetables, 24 Dishes,

^ peck Carter's Early Premium Gem Pea.

% „ James Prolific Pea.

V< .. G. F. Wilson Pea.

]4 „ Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Kcan.
li ,, Carter's White Advancer French Bean.
h< ,, Carter's Champion Runner Bean.
'< ,, Blue Peter Pea.

l/i „ Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea.

jl ,, Carter's New Mammoth Long Pod Beau.
Carter's New Fern-Icavcd Parsley, and Little Heath

Melon.

First Prize-Two Guineas, Second Prize—One Guinea,
For 6 Dishes of Peas

{}4 peck of each variety), (o iuclnde—

Carter's G. F. Wilson, James' Prolific Marrow, Carter's Hundred-
fold or Cook's Favourite, Carter's Commander-in-Chief.

For particulars see "Schedule ofthe Royal Horticultural
Society," or apply (&

^a^€tDiJ
THE ROV.^I, SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2},, 1S75.

EARE CONIFERS.

WE lately received from Messrs. F. Sander

and Co., of St. Albans, a few speci-

mens of cones and branches of Conifers

discovered by M. Roezl, and forwarded to

them by liim. The locality where they were

found is not mentioned by these gentlemen, but

from the species we are safe to give it as New
Mexico. The specimens so received, they have

kindly sent for our inspection and opinion, and

as they prove to be both rare and curious, our

readers will probably be glad to have some note

of them.

Those who remember the deluge of pseudo-

new species sent by M. Roezl from Me.xico

some sixteen or seventeen years ago, when

upwards of one hundred species were manufac-

tured out of half a dozen, will naturally look

with doubt and hesitation upon anything new
coming from the same quarter ; and we do not

deny that when we read who they came from

we clothed ourselves with a double armour of

distrust. We soon found, however, that the

present envoi had nothing in common with the

old ones ; the number of species was small,

which in itself was a good sign, and although

nothing was absolutely undescribed among
them, all were interesting and rare.

The first species is that named Abies (Picea)

CONCOI.OR. Its history is brief It was found on

the mountains of New Me.xico by Engelmann,

and was described by Ciordon in the first

edition of his Pineticin as having leaves much
resembling those of Picea grandis, but with both

faces of the leaf of the same colour. It was said

to be a tall tree with cylindrical deciduous cones,

but " nothing further was known " of it. Parla-

tore, who had received specimens (at least of

the cones) from Engelmann, preserves it as a

good species, and had we been writing two

years ago, before seeing the character of grandis

(a variety of which we now take it to be),

when growing wild in its native country, we

should have done the same thing. The distin-

guishing characters by which Parlatore sepa-

rates it from grandis are that the leaves are

concolorous both above and below—white, turn-

ing greenish with age, and often marked -on

each side by a middle rib—" the bracts of the

scales of the cone a third shorter than the

scales, larger than in P. grandis, and not emar-

ginate or mucronate." To these we may add

that he notes (in which he is supported by the

specimens now under examination) that the

leaves, though long and flat, are slightly curved

in the falcate fashion of nobilis. In no other

respect is any difference indicated. Now, so

far as we examined the single cone that we

have before us—which we only did partially,

for we did not like to tear the whole

cone to pieces, and therefore confined our

examination to a few of its topmost scales

—the bracts of the scales are identical with

those of P. grandis, and the cone in size

and appearance is also exactly the same.

We incline to think, therefore, that there must

either be some amount of variation in the form

of the bracts, or that in soine way Parlatore has

been deceived m his estimate of their size and

appearance, lie that as it may, we can see no

difference. Next as to the leaves : the most

striking feature in them—namely, their mealy

white appearance—is one that is common to

grandis all over the mountains alongside of the

alkaline- wastes between the Rocky Mountains

proper and the Sierra Nevada. There this mealy
aspect is the prevailing feature over the whole of

the vegetation. Almost everything partakes of it,

and in certain parts grandis has it too. The
olive, semi-transparent hue of the young shoots,

which is characteristic of P. grandis in this

country, is, although often present, by no means
their commonest phase. They become white,

and, in the more barren places, the leaves take

the same hue. We brought home specimens

(now in the British Museum) from plants the

whole of which were every whit as white as

the leaves of P. concolor now sent home by
Roezl. There only remains the slight curving

of the leaves to distinguish concolor from

grandis, but even this is not unknown in grandis.

We have seen great variation in this respect,

generallythe leaves lying out quite flat, herring-

bone fashion, but sometimes standing up and

curving more or less.

Of course it may be said that such specimens

belong perhaps to concolor, and that both

species may occur in the places to which we
refer, but the fact that no American botanist

has recognised it there, and that grandis stands

without any allied species in the floras of

Utah and Colorada, where these white varieties

of grandis are common, is sufficient to negative

any such idea. As a marked variety, however,

it is deserving of cultivation, and it will be of

much interest to see whether the young plants

retain the character of their parents, or come

up as grandis pure and simple.

Picea magnikica.—This is one of the most

provoking species, so far as we are concerned,

that we have ever met with. We described it

as a new species in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Proceedings of 1S62, from a cone in

the possession of Messrs. Low, of Clapton,

and from young plants reared by them.

The cone, scales and bracts, were those of a

gigantic amabilis, so much so that, from the

figures which we gave, Parlatore has quoted it

as a synonym of that species ; and other

botanists of eminence, judging only from these

figures, have come to the same conclusion.

We had scattered fallen leaves, but no dis-

played foliage, to go by—only the immature

foliage of seedlings, both different from amabilis;

but the mature foliage afterwards turned out to

be so exactly like that of nobilis that we
acknowledge ourselves unable to tell from the

trees without the cone which are nobilis and

which magnifica. If we could see them in the

seed-leaf we could tell, tor magnifica has a

young state quite peculiar to itself— liker a Spruce

than a Picea ; but that very soon wears off, and

the livery of nobilis comes on. It is a clear

case of the voice being the voice of Jacob, but

the hands being the hands of Esau. Being so

much puzzled with this curious transformation,

we latterly, when we have been pounced upon and

carried off to say whether a plant is magnifica

or nobilis
—"for you, having described magni-

fica, are of course sure to know"— have taken to

indulging sceptical notions in regard to our own
offspring. May not Messrs. Low of Clapton

have made some error in their sowing ." While

they thought and told us that they had sown

the seed of this cone like a gigantic amabilis,

inay it not have been the seed of true nobilis .''

But then the curious young stage—so different

alike from nobilis and amabilis—how was that

to be accounted for ? It was therefore with

great satisfaction that we found in this envoi of

Roezl specimens of magnifica—both scales and
mature foliage, the foliage as distinctly that of

nobilis as is that of the young plants growing

in this country, and the cone corresponding

with that which we described. We have here

therefore the curious anomaly of a species with

the foliage of nobilis and the cone of amabilis,

and the reader will reinember that there is no

resemblance between the two cones—that of

nobilis being compact and bristling with pro«
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jecting bracts, while the bracts are differently

shaped and not visible in the cone of amabilis.

It may be an example of the creation ofa species

by hybridisation, in which, instead of a general

melangi;, the chief features of each parent have
been preserved unaltered.

PiCEA BIFOLIA.—We described this species

at the same time and place as magnifica, from
specimens in the Kew Herbarium. The cone
is something like that of amabilis, or rather

a medium between it and Pattoniana ; and
Parlatore, we imagine from this similarity,

has reckoned it, too, as a synomyn of

amabilis. The leaves, however, are wholly dif-

ferent (there are two kinds of leaves, whence the

name), and the mature ones are short, thick,

curved, and stumpy—more in the line of nobilis

than amabilis. Whatever it be, it is certainly

not amabilis, and it would appear at all events

that it is sufficiently well discriminated to have
allowed M. Roezl to recognise it and send it

home.

Abies comjiutata.—This is one of the Men-
ziesii race, and we see that the specimens also

bear the title of A. Menziesii argentea. It has

a handsome silvery gleam on the foliage, and
we should think this must prove a valuable

addition to the species of this race grown in

Britain, if it stands our climate. Parlatore has

doubtless rightly united Lindley's A. micro-

sperma from Japan to A. Menziesii. We should

have no great disinclination to go a little farther,

and regard the other Japanese species, Alco-

quiana, as well as the present species also, as

varieties of it ; but whether species or variety

its beauty will remain the same.

Abies Douglasii. — Of course we do not

quote this species as a novelty or rarity. We only

note it for the locality. We have no information

as to the size or vigour of the trees from which
the specimens are taken. No doubt they will

be of the smaller sized kind, the great giants,

reaching to 200 or even 300 feet in height, being

confined to British Columbia, while those in

the Rocky IVIountains and southwards into

Mexico are said not to exceed 90 feet in height
;

still we can vouch for it that many in the

Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, high up

and on the sides of hills where little nourishment

or moisture was to be had, still reached an

enormous height and size. The bark of these

trees when they are old is of a peculiar charac-

ter, like dark brown cocoa fibres felted together.

Every different species has a different character

of bark, and we would suggest to Dr. Hooker

that a collection of 6 foot slabs of bark of differ-

ent trees in the museum at Kew would be not

less instructive than, and render more complete

the information given by, the array of woods

which are there displayed.

PiNUS DEFLEXA.—This was first described

by Dr. Torrey in the United States Mexican

Boundary Report, vol. ii., p. 209, where he

speaks of it as being closely allied to P. rigida

of the Atlantic States, but is sufficiently distinct;

and being unable to refer it to any Californian or

Mexican Pine hitherto described, he described

it under this name. Parlatore puts it among his

doubtful species. For ourselves we have no

doubt that it is one of the climatal varieties of

Pinus ponderosa. Its leaves are indistinguish-

able from those of ponderosa ; and although the

cone is slightly different, the base being nar-

rowed towards the stalk, still the difference is

not greater than occurs in several of the other

admitted varieties of ponderosa, e.g., Beards-

leya, Craigana, Jeffreyi, Benthamiana, or Sin-

clairiana. There is one great character which

we have never seen to fail for ponderosa in its

native country, and that is, its colossal columnar

trunk, rising like an Ionian pillar, and seeming

almost as thick upwards of too feet up as it is

at the bottom. This is specially quoted by

Torrey as a character of deflexa, from the notes

of the collector ;

—" A handsome tree, with an

even columnar trunk." The trunk is also in all

cases seamed with great large scales or plates

2 or 3 feet in length, but Torrey is silent as to

the bark.

Pinus klexilis.— One of the erroneous im-

pressions of which we were disabused by a visit

to the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada is,

that Pinus fiexilis was a low-growing, scrubby

Pine, not entitled to much favour. It no doubt

is, in some places very high up in the

mountains, when exposed to cold and severe

blasts, reduced to little more than a trailing

shrub a foot or two high, wandering over

the ground, and with its foliage so densely

packed that a man could almost walk over

it ; but in less trying situations it is a fine

object, generally gnarled and twisted, tossing its

limbs freely abroad, and with a rich dark

foliage. It reminded us of the Scotch Fir, but

had not its peculiar shape, nor had its limbs its

ruddy hue. It is not, however, distinguished in

any way for size, usually not exceeding the

dimensions of a Scotch Fir.

Pinus ARISTATA. — This is another species

which braves the whirlwind and defies the blast.

right, I need not add that my botanic feeling does
the greatest justice to any small things, yet I cannot
praise trifles as being showy. It is clten difticult

enough to judge of the value of plants from mere
flowers, dried scraps, or horrible caricatures, which
pretend to be genial masterpieces. H. G. Rclib. /.

NEW JAPAN PEAR.
Some time since, on the occasion of describing

Pyrus (Cydonia) Maulei, we gave a list of the species

I of this genus, chronicled up to that time as natives of

i

Japan. Thatlistcertainlydoesnotincludethesubjectof

our illustrations (figs. 17, 18), and which was originally

figured in the American Agriculturist for December,

1871. For our knowledge of it we are indebted to

the publication just mentioned, to Mr. Quinn, of New
Jersey, and to Dr. Thurber, to whose courtesy we are

indebted for the specimens from which our drawing

was taken. It is a question whether it should be

j

called an Apple or a Pear, for while the tree has the

[
wood, leaves, and habit of growth of a Pear, the

fruit has the shape of an Apple and the odour of a

(Quince." The leaves are very large, and are stated

to remain on the tree late in autumn, and to assume as

brilliant a colour as the Maple. The tree is there-

fore valuable as an ornamental tree, and bears [abun-

Fig, 17.—NEW JAPAN I'EAK.

It was described by Engelmann a few years ago

from specimens obtained from Pike's Peak. It

has five leaves in the sheath, not more than an

inch in length. Seeds and specimens were in-

troduced into England some ten years ago.

The branches had every appearance of being

very slow-growing ; and, so far as we have seen

of the young plants raised from the seed, that

character has been quite sustained. Andrew
Murray.

New Garden Plants.

Masdevallia Nycterinia, Rclib.f.

Mr. Smith does not understand how it is that I

have little admiration for his pet, M. Nycterinia. I

have already stated that I have never had a chance

of seeing such a beautiful flower as that represented

by our highly valued artist, though I happened to see

several flowers on the very same plant in Mr. Day's

excellent collection. After all I must add, that when

I write for collectors and amateurs I must look at the

things as they do. When I was a young beginner I

thought it was very easy to make these gentlemen

admirers of Stelids and Pleurothallids, of green Epi-

dendra, brown Acampes, and dirty Maxillarias. I

was utterly mistaken. I remember well how Dr.

Lindley was amused at it. " Vous ne les changerez

jamais," was his answer; for when he was very gay

he used sometimes to speak French. He was quite

dance of fruit, which "makes the most deHcious

preserve, with a positive Quince flavour." The fruits

with which we were favoured had a very peculiar

musky flavour, without the acidity of the Quince.

There are stated to be two varieties of it, differing in

the fruit, which in the one case is bright green with a

few russet splashes, and in the other of a " fine

golden russet with conspicuous white dots." It is

supposed to have been derived from Japan, where,

according to Mr. Thomas Hogg, both forms of the

fruit are common. This pomologist considers it spe-

cifically the same as the Sand Pear (Pyrus sinensis),

an opinion, however, from which we, though under

resarve, venture to express our dissent.

NOTES ON PINUS AUSTRIACA,
&C., IN SCOTLAND."

I MOST gladly give you what information I possess,

as well as my experience of the P. austriaca. I

believe I induced the late Mr. Lawson to bring to

Scotland seeds of this tree. I corresponded for him

with Professor Pless, at Vienna, having passed some

time at Vienna (1S25), and visited the district where

the " Schwarzkiefer " grows. I then thought over the

possibility of introducing this beautiful Fine to Scot-

land. Being a zealous planter, I arranged with Mr.

Lawson to have the first crop of plants, and accord-

* Read by Sir John Murray Naismyth at the January

meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society.
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ingly, in the spring of 1836-7, I planted forty Scots

acres, mixing the Tyrol Larch with austriaca. In

the spring of 1S52 nearly the whole of this young

wood was burnt, in consequence of workmen smoking

whilst making a road in this part of the wood. Mr.

Lawson, however, made a great mistake in planting

the P. austriaca on a very high and exposed part of

my hills. What remains of this wood has never suc-

ceeded well ; they are mere sturdy stumpy trees, and

are year by year dying out. Subsequently I planted

very extensively over my woods (which average Soo

of the district between .Samaden and Silva-plana. lie

had formerly had the charge of a great district of

forest in the Rhine country—the Eifel. lie told me,

in .answer to my inquiries as to his knowledge and

experience of P. austriaca, that the tree had been

largely introduced into the German forests of Thurin-

gia, Taunus, Eifel, Schwarzwald, and the Pomeranian

forests, and that it had been found to give way after

thirty to forty years ; the timber also was considered

quite inferior to P. sylvestris, owing to the super-

abundance of //izr; (resin), in fact, it could hardly be

aware, I think, that the first Ijarches planted in

Scotland were here ('Dawick, Stobo, N. B. ), brought
by my grandfather from Tyrol as seed, and put out
in 1725 !— (this is an authenticated fact)—six years
before tliosa at Dunkeld.

These great trees are now sadly torn, one lately

(October 21-22), but the great one was torn in

1S20, and one magnificent tree is quietly dying out.

All my young Larch plantations I raised from seed
sent me by Appclius & ICichel, from Erfurt. I am
convinced that one cause of the so-called Larch
disease arises from want of timely thinning, as well

"\ '\\\ V""""

to 1000 feet above the sea), as well as through the

lower grounds. The result of my experience is that

P. austriaca will never make a lofty tree in this hilly

country. Even in its limited habitat (in Lower
Austria, between Vienna and the Summering Moun-
tain Pass) it is always a low-growing, and never a
large tree.

This tree, as you probably know, is so rich in resin

(called by the Germans hari) that its chief use in the
country where it grows is for lighting the houses.
The wood is split into very thin "laths," and about
2 feet long, kept in bundles, and used as candles. I

.passed a whole summer in the Upper Engadine, and
while there made the acquaintance of the head forester

sawn or worked. I find this information sadly true.
Those I have planted in my hill woods, mixed with P.
sylvestris, have attained no size for their years, and are
almost without exception dying off ; the foliage seems
to wither and brown, the tree exudes low in the trunk
a quantity of resin, and those I have cut down have
with diliiculty been sawn, owing to the amount of
resin.

When passing an autumn (1S63) at Ischl, in Upper
Austria, I had the same information given me by the
Emperor of Austria's head gardener, who, I remem-
ber, was busy transplanting some large specimens of
P. austriaca (October); he told me they were merely
ornamental, and did not succeed on the mountains.
In Mr. McNab's pamphlet on the change of our
climate, he alludes to the Larch. Mr. McNab is

as from home-grown seed. I have thinned my Larches
early and gradually, always insisting upon having room
for sun and air to the roots, and I have never had any
disease.

As to the Arve, or P. Cembra, I have pruned some,
and find they do not bear it so well as the austriaca.

They are growing very luxuriantly, but for some years
past have been sadly injured by the boring beetle.

The P. ponderosa, of which I have one large tree, is

a miserable-topped unsightly tree, and is especially

preferred by the borer.

The P. pyrenaica has almost entirely failed with me.
Being a Spaniard, it lacks sun in Tweedale. The true

P. uncinata grows a pretty diminutive tree. The tree

named by nurserymen in their lists as P. uncinata is

nothing but the P. Mugho. John Murray A'aismyth.
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ON THE CONTENTS OF THE
CROP OF THE CAPERCAILZIE.*

Having occasion recently to examine the crops of

several Capercailzie, with reference to their destruc-

tiveness to forest trees, it has been suggested that

the results of my examination of one or two of

the crops might be of interest to the members of this

Society, and in accordance therewith I have drawn
up the following short notes.

In the crop of a male bird, which I examined on

November 15, 1S73, I found the contents to be as

follows :—203 points of shoots of Scotch Fir with the

leading bud entire, some of the shoots being fully

3 inches long, and 2 inches wide, measured across

the leaves as taken out of the crop ; eleven pieces of

young wood, i| to 2.^ inches long, and about an inch

in circumference at the thick end, each having some
leaves attached but no terminal bud ; and fifty-two

buds: making in all the enormous number of 266
shoots and buds of Scotch Fir, besides a large hand-

ful of detached single leaves of the same, devoured by
one average-sized bird at a single meal. The bird

weighed 1 1| lb., the crop weighing 9 oz., and measur-

ing 6 inches in length, 5 inches in breadth, and 3
inches in depth; its circumference being 15 inches

the longest way and \z\ inches the shortest. The
leaves, buds, and shoots, were all quite fresh and
green, apparently selected with good taste from
healthy growing trees,

I examined the crop of another rather small male
bird on April 16, 1874, and found the contents to

consist entirely of the young shoots, buds and leaves

of Larch, excepting three small bits of lichen, pro-

bably picked off the same tree. I counted five pieces

of young shoots, each over an inch long, and the ex-

traordinary number of 918 buds with or without leaves

attached, and an ordinary sized teacupful of tender

young leaves. The contents in this case were very

moist and sticking together in small bundles, but

separated easily. All were plump, juicy, and fresh,

evidently the produce of a free healthy growth. The
bird weighed 9^ lb., its crop when full weighing

7^ oz., the weight of the contents being 6i^ ounces.

Its length was 4^ inches, breadth 2| inches, depth 2\
inches, and circumference, the longest way 12 inches,

the shortest way 7^ inches.

By the above analyses of their crops, which are

similar to many I have examined in the winter and

spring, it will be seen that where Capercailzie are

very numerous they must do considerable injury to

Larch and Scots Fir plantations, although their food

is by no means confined to the produce of those trees,

as at other seasons I have examined crops which con-

tained {besides Larch and Scots Fir) various sorts of

berries, such as Junipers, Mountain Ash, or "rowans,"

haws, hips, Brambles, Cranberries, Blackberries, &c.,

generally mixed with a few leaves of the same plants

;

and sometimes the leaves and buds of Birch, Hazel,

and Oak, but the latter is rare. In July and August

I have found some crops filled with nothing but the

young tops and bloom of heather. Erica cinerea and
E. Tetralix, both species generally intermixed, neither

seeming to be preferred. In birds of the first year

there is generally found a large quantity of Fern fronds

and less of the Scots Fir, which at all times after-

wards seems to form their staple food. The Fern
fronds are almost wholly the common Polypody {Poly-

podium vulgare), but occasionally T have found small

quantities of the male Fern (Lastrea Filix-mas) the

Lady Fern {Athyrium Filix-fceraina) and Lastrea dila-

tata. Barley and Oats are also found in the crops of

birds when got in the neighbourhood of cultivated

land, but I have never found them in any quantity

;

and in all the specimens I have examined, young or

old birds, I have never found a single morsel of Spruce

Fir, although the bird is said to feed freely upon it in

Norway.

From ray o^vn observation, and in reply to inquiries

I have made of people who are in the habit of ob-
serving the Capercailzie feeding in the northern
forests, I believe it prefers to feed upon the healthy
young "sappy" growth of vigorous trees, and they
have been known to return to the same tree day after

day until they had completely denuded it of its

healthy young buds and points of shoots ; however, I

believe cases of such severe injury are rare, and, gene-
rally speaking, if the birds are not too numerous, the

injury they do is trifling compared with the great

pleasure and gratification of seeing such a magnificent

' Read at the January meeting (14th inst,} of the Edinburgh
^otanical Society,

bird again becoming common in the forests of our
native country. M. Dunn., Dalkeith Palace Gardens.

Mr. Dunn opened before the meeting the crop of a

female Capercailzie which had been shot in Perthshire
the previous day. The crop was filled with the
leaves and buds of the Scotch Fir.

GLASS.
It is now, I should think, twenty years ago that I

witnessed a new process for making glass, which

was invented and patented by Mr. Bessemer {the

Bessemer), and by which the manufacture was ren-

dered less costly by at least 50 per cent. I went

over the experimental factory in Agar Town, saw

the whole machinery, simple, ingenious, and complete,

from the first preparation of the " metal," the melt-

ing, annealing, and perfect completion of the article,

some of which I saw and handled.

The process differed from the usual and present

mode of making glass in this respect : instead of

putting the crucible containing the raw material on
the fire, the fire was made to go into the crucible,

by which simple reversal of the manipulation time

and fuel were economised in the proportion that five

hours bear to sixty hours. The crucibles employed in

fusing the " metal " are made of very non-conducting

material—Stourbridge clay, and are of enormous
thickness, so that when placed over the fire days and
nights elapse before the heat gets through the pot,

and fuel is consuming all the time. By the improved
process, a large rotating fan, charged with heated air,

conveyed like an immense blow-pipe a flame of in-

tensest heat direct upon the " metal," and the pot

was heated only, as it were, incidentally. This super-

heated blast,, of some 20 feet or more in length, after-

wards expended its heat in other duties, as in keeping

up the temperature of the annealing ovens. A
very ingenious plan was employed for lifting

and tilting the crucible. Beneath, the crucible was

supported upon the pistons of an hydrauhc press : by
letting in a small stream of water, and which could be

regulated by a tap, the massive vessel with its con-

tents was gradually raised into the spot where the
immense tongue of flame was playing ; this was
slowly and surely accomplished by the pressure of
water, and it could be arrested at a moment. When
the metal was sufficiently melted, the crucibles were
lifted at the back edge, and thus tilted on to a metallic

slab in front. The molten "metal" was then rolled

out into sheets by passing under rollers ; thence it

gradually travelled down an inclined plane, and was
received at the other end on to waggons which were
u?ed to transfer it to the annealing ovens. These
rollers and metallic slabs were kept cool by currents

of cold water passing through them. The glass thus
made was rolled glass—rough plate ; but the prin-

ciple of melting could of course be applied to blown
glass such as is used for ordinary glazing.

Such, briefly, was what I saw, and now I want to

ask, what has become of this process^? I was given to

understand at the time that the patent was bought up
at a goodly price by a well-known glass manufacturer
for the purpose of burking it. A commercial coup—
a coup de coinmerce—I suppose, it must be called.

Such a process of making glass was calculated to

revolutionise the whole trade ; of what use henceforth
would be all those cumbrous furnaces, and those im-
mense buildings, if glass could be made like this ?

Every appliance in the already existing manufactories,

all the details, all the machinery, mechanical and
human, would be at once rendered obsolete. So the
spirited proprietor of one of the largest works bought
the invention out of the way, satisfied with the profits

he could make in the old mode ; and doubtless the

talented inventor accepted the cash with another sigh

over his last offspring, strangled before it could cry,

and kept the money to nurture the next bantling that

was to come from that fertile brain.

But what has all this to do with the Gardeners^
Chronicle ? Surely this is obvious. Most of your
readers, I feel certain, would hold up their hands for

a reduction in the price of glass ; and if this patent

had not been suppressed there is no reason why
glass should not now be had at ^s. the 100 feet, or

ifrom that to 15J., according to quality; but beyond
the smaller or personal importance of the question

there is a much wider and higher one, and even a
national interest, in the production of a cheap glass,

so essential to health, by introducing light and clean-

liness into our homes ; while the whole science of

horticulture, and therefore botany—and therefore

many economic sources of national wealth—would be
enhanced by the increased facilities which a cheap
glass would give to both scientific investigators and
mercantile producers.

The patent has long ago expired. It would be a
good speculation for a company to take up the plan,

and start a factory. IV. H, 0.

DALLAM TOWER,
WESTMORELAND.

This place, the seat of G. E, Wilson, Esq., is

beautifully situated on the banks of the River Bela,

eastward from and near the head of Morecambe Bay,

into which the river empties itself a little lower down.
A more lovely situation could not well be selected. The
mansion, a large, substantial stone building (fig. 19),

fronts northwards, overlooking the river, which, when
the tide is in, forms a broad expanse of water. Coming
up into the park, eastward lies an extensive and finely

wooded park of magnificent land, with broad open
glades ; the ground rises in this direction gradually

far away until is reached the wood-clad summit, which
stretches right and left, forming an elaborate frame-

work to the enclosed landscape. Here and there, on
a judiciously selected elevated spot, are clustered a

few trees, groups of the Scotch Fir {Pinus sylvesfris),

the dense black-green foliage of which contrasts well

with the paler tints of the neighbouring groups of

deciduous Limes and Beeches, still further brought out

by noble round-headed Chestnuts. The land here,

mostly resting on the limestone rock, is extremely

fertile, necessarily dry and free from stagnant water,

yet everything looks fresh and green even in drysumnier
weather. The high ridge in this eastward extremity

of the park, besides the fine effect it produces, affords

a most welcome break to the eastern blasts that come
sweeping down from the higher hills in the winter
season. Westward, at some three-fourths of a mile
distant, lies the bay, with its magnificent sheet of
water, in calm weather placid as a mirror, yet when
lashed by the western gales its rolling waves come
surging in as if intent on engulphing everything that
opposed them j but the effects upon vegetable life of
these breezes off the bay are of a totally different

nature to what is experienced off" the open sea, where
the salt-laden gale stunts and dwarfs almost the whole
vegetable family. The nature of the land, here undu-
lating on the surface, breaks the force of the wind ;

almost everything in the shape of timber trees, ever-
green and deciduous shrubs, thrive most luxuriantly ;

things of a half-hardy character, such as Fuchsias,
Hydrangeas, Myrtles, and numbers of others of
similar nature seldom feel the effects of the mild
winters. On the opposite shores of the bay, in the
direction of Coniston, the view is most extensive,
stretching awayto the more western and distant hills :

the eye here takes in one of the finest agricultural
districts in the kingdom, including Furness, so famed
for the corn-growing capabilities of its red ore-im-
pregnated soil.

At the westward end, and connected with the
mansion by a glass-covered colonnade, stands the
conservatory ; it is an irregular shaped structure built

of iron with a curvilinear roof, which is nicely clothed
with Passifloras, the Jasmine-leaved Bignonia, Tac-
sonias, and other similar things. The centre is occu-
pied by Tree Ferns, Cordyline australis, and others of
commanding appearance, filled in with the usual
blooming plants, such as Lilies, specimen Fuchsias,
Pelargoniums, &c. The plants are arranged naturally,

most of them standing on the floor, or on very low
irregular shaped stages, and have a pleasing effect.

On the southern front of the mansion is a terrace
running the whole leagth of the building, over
So yards, bounded on the side opposite the house by a
stone balustrade sloping into a deep narrow valley
laid out as a lawn. Here is one of the most beautiful

bits of combined Nature and Art that could well be
imagined ; it slopes gradually from east to west, with
an irregular outline at the opposite side, and which
rises almost perpendicularly for several hundreds of
feet, the whole surface of this slope being covered
with fine trees intermixed with evergreens and inter-

sected by lengthy walks completely shaded and form-
ing an agreeable retreat in hot weather and for even-
ing promenade, under the thick dense foUage. At
the bottom of this lawn, on the south side from
the mansion, are some of the most perfect specimen
trees of Weeping Beech and Ash ; sheltered as they
are here, growing in the best soil, they assume a
character only to be attained where such favourable
conditions for their growth exist : they not only come
down to the turf, but the branches lie thickly upon it

for a considerable distance, care being taken that in
mowing they are not injured in the least. At the
foot of the terrace is a small flower garden, filled with
bedding plants and dwarf Roses: this has a very
beautiful effect, not being too large. The space it

occupies is not more than a twentieth of the green
surface out of which it is cut ; the plants used are of
such subdued colours as not to be offensive, even to
the most fastidious eye in these matters, contrasting
most favourably with the overdone flower gardens too
often met with, which fill the whole possible space,
leaving no room for the all-essential broad grass margin,
the absence of which always puts one in mind of a
big gaudy picture, with all the canvas filled with

»
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glaring colours and minus a frame. This garden was
planned and made by Mr. Sarple, Mr. Wilson's

gardener, and does much credit to his taste.

Eastward in this valley are planted coniferous

trees, forming a small pinetum ; tliey comprise many
of the most popular kinds, one especially exemplifyng

the mild nature of the climate—Cryptomeria japonica,

which here grows most luxuriantly dense, and as

green as the grass from the surface of which it springs

;

it escapes unscathed from the effects of winter. The
soil here as to quality is similar to the generality in

the neighbourhood, but where this Cryptomeria and

its congeners are grown it is rather shallow, conse-

quently they do not make such rapid growth, but are

less likely to suffer from frost. The greater portion

of both deciduous and evergreen trees and shrubs that

will withstand our winters even in the south of the

kingdom thrive here.

Proceeding from this point southwards, by a con-

tinuation of broad Yew and Holly shaded walks, at

some distance, is situated the walled kitchen garden,

wherein are the different plant and fruit-houses.

It occupies a similarly sheltered position to the last,

and is divided from it by the high-lying ridge already

into stone sockets, which prevents their rotting better

than if simply inserted in the ground ; from these I

light rafter-shaped bars extend under the wall-plates,
I

these are secured in their places with tie-pieces of
\

timber, and the whole is covered with inch mesh
wire netting. Strawberries thus enclosed, as well as '

the fruit on the walls, are securely out of the reach of

the marauding songsters ; the only objection to the plan

is its first cost. Early vegetables do well in this gar- i

den, and in summers like the last such things as

French Beans and Lettuce, that through thu season I

have been very difficult to manage in some parts of I

the country, have succeeded well here ; but in the I

early autumn, from its confmed position, Peasmihlew '

seriously. At the western extremity of the garden is

an orchard of considerable extent, filled with bush
i

and standard trees in good bearing condition : adjoin-

ing this, and separating it from the kitchen garden, are

the houses, the first of which is a moderate sized plant

stove filled principally with fine-leaved subjects,

mixed with Ferns, Palms, Dracaenas, Alocasias, and
Marantas, amongst which was a very fine example of

M. Veitchii, and Agave filifera.

Next to this is a stove in which was a grand plant

umbrella fashion, with heads about a foot in diameter,

loose and airy, with its flowers hanging beautifully

at the under-side of the head. They were in 6-inch

pots, with straight thin stems, and were altogether

the best and most effective plants for the purpose I

have met with. With these were a selection of the

best of the new flowering Begonias.

At a short distance are the vineries, lean-to, with a
south-eastern aspect. The first is 40 feet by 20. It has
been planted two years. In it were Madresfield Court
Muscat, bearing a few good bunches showing no symp-
toms of cracking ; Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Black Ham-
burgh, T.ady Downe's, and Golden Champion—the

latter good in both bunch and berry, but here inclined to

crack. After all that has been said about this Grape,
it is evident that it deserves a belter character than

it received after its first being tried. I have seen it in

at least a dozen places through the autumn, in all of

which it was bearing very fine fruit in both bunch and
berry, and while the roots were principally inside, or

under such control as to keep them dry, as also the

atmosphere of the house, there were no signs o
cracking, but where the reverse of these condition

existed it suffered materially. The Vines in the hou

Fig. 19.—DALLAM TOWER, WESTMORELAND, THE SEAT 01" G. E. WILSON, ESQ.

noticed, and is also bounded on the south-west

by similar high ground rising abruptly. To form

this ganlen on the south side has been no small

afl'air ; the rock in some places has had to be quarried

to the depth of 12 or 14 feet, and removed to a con-

siderable distance ; it is indeed rather too much shel-

tered almost on every side by the high-lying ground

by which it is enclosed ; this, and its proximity to the

sea, as will be supposed, gives it an almost immunity
from spring frosts, but there is a difficulty in getting

summer-growths matured in such things as Peaches,

which consequently do not bear satisfactorily ; Apri-

cots, on the other hand, from the humid nature of the

country where indigenous succeed better, as also Figs
;

Pears likewise do fairly on the walls ; Plums succeed

moderately. A quantity of Apples on Paradise stocks,

and Pears on the Quince, were planted three years

ago, but the results are yet to be learnt. Few varieties

of Strawberries will succeed well in this part of the

country, most of them making too much leaf :

those which do best are Veitch's Eclipse and
President. Birds exist here in such numbers
that it was found impossible to deal with them
in the ordinary way. A portion of the borders

have been enclosed with a durable wooden frame-

work against the walls, as high as, and similar in shape
to, a range of lean-to houses: the upright posts are let

of the lovely Hoya bella, 4 feet by 4, and Bougain-

villea glabra, finely in flower ; some good Orchids,

amongst others two very fine plants of Ln^ilia pur-

purata ; the beautiful winter flowering C<Tlogyne
cristata, very strong, some of the bulbs measuring

4 inches in length. There are also in this house a

number of winter flowering Dendrobiums, Cypripe-
dium caudatum, several plants of Anthurium Scher-

zerianum, Stephanotis flonbunda, a fine specimen of

Nepenthes Rafilesiana, and an extraordinarily well-

grown and finely coloured example of Croton inter-

ruptum—a plant not often seen in good condition.

The next is a large span-roofed general plant

house, filled with mixed hard and soft-wooded green-

house subjects, consisting of Daphnes, Heaths,

Acacias,- Kalosanthes, and a very fine lot of half-

specimen Azaleas, comprising good sorts, such as

Brilliant, Prince of Orange, Madame Ambroise Ver-

shaffelt, and Roi Leopold. Here also was a good
plant of Sarracenia flava, doing beautifully in this cool

situation. Associated with it was one of the finest

coloured plants of S. purpurea I have ever seen, and
in the same corner Dionrea muscipula and Cephalotus
folHcularis doing equally well. Here, likewise, was a

number of the best table decoration plants imaginable.

They consisted of Abutilon megapotamicum, grafted

at about 18 inches upon A. Thompsonii, and trained

were in fine condition, carrying a few bunches each,

yet not too many, so as to injure them. The wood
was strong and thoroughly ripe, with the foliage

large, green, and free from spider. They are planted

inside, and the roots occupy the whole of the inside

of the house. The front wall is on arches, with a

12 feet border outside.

Adjoining is another house, similar in size to the

last, and also two years planted with Muscats. These
have done equally well, carrying about four bimches

each, which they were finishing beautifully ; they had
made plenty of good strong wood that was ripening

as early as the fruit, promising well for another year.

The next is also a vinery, similar in size to the two
preceding, filled with very old Vines ; these are

planted outside, and are very nearly worn out. Mr.

Sarple has in this house made a new inside border

and planted young vines, to make way for which the

old ones are being gradually cut away as the new
ones require room, and will ultimately be removed
altogether, and the outside border remade. All the

borders are covered in the autumn before the heavy

rains come on, which is here necessary. In the pits

used for bedding plants in winter were remarkably

fine crops of Melons : Victory of Bath is the sort

most held in esteem here. The p^ace altogether is

well kept, reflecting very great credit on Mr. Sarple
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whose care and attention are alike to be seen in each

department.
Southwards from DiHam Tower, at the distance of

about a mile, on a hill of considerable height, rising

immediately from the bay, is to be seen a most re-

markable natural curiosity. On the side of the hill, and

extending for a considerable distance towards its sum-

mit, the,surface is composed of rock, channelled and

worn as if (and no doubt) by the action of water, all

at one time evidently having been in one gigantic

piece, like a huge flag covering the surface, but by

some violent upheaving of the earth the whole has

been lifted up, which has had the effect of breaking

it into pieces of some 4 to 8 or 10 feet square, to the

depth of 6 or S feet. These fissures are almost regular

in size, from 3 to 6 inches wide ; the entire surface is

free from any covering o( earth, sand, or loose mate-

rial of any kind, and consequently denuded of vege-

table life, except in the fissures, where in some places

there are a few Ferns, native Heaths, grasses, and

similar vegetation. It is altogether one of the most

singular examples of Nature's gigantic handiwork

probably to be seen in the country, and is visited by
many who are interested in geological pursuits. T,

Baines.

Forestry.

Now that the snow is nearly gone the ordinary

operations can be proceeded with, but, as is often ex-

perienced, there are many duties which the forester

has to discharge by no means very intimately con-

nected with practical forestry, and, for the sake of

those who may feel disposed to murmur at having to

do things not belonging to their so-called profession,

I will briefly indicate from time to time a few which

we not unfrequently have to discharge, and which after

due reflection will be seen to come more properly

under the forester's duties than under that of any other

employe.

Cover heating for game is an employment for which

the woodmen are almost invariably called out, and,

generally speaking, the young men like the job very

well. It seldom extends over a few days, tlie shortest

and most wintry in the season ; with it, there is an

amount of excitement which many people greatly

enjoy. Much, however, depends upon the nature of

the cover itself, and the treatment the men receive,

whether they will like or dislike the employment,

and, as they are usually under the direct command of

the gamekeeper while on duty, their pleasure or dis-

comfort mainly depends on him. On some estates

Whin or Furze greatly abounds, on others the covert

is composed chiefly of Bramble and Briars. When
the latter abound outer clothes of sheepskin leatlier

ate essentially necessary for the beaters. Hat, coat,

breeches, leggings, and gloves must all be of leather,

as ordinary moleskin or corduroy, not to speak of

tweed or cloth, would be literally torn to fragments

in a few hours. Each man is also provided with a

strong clasp pruning knife in his pocket, a long staff

in his hand, and a game bag upon his back. Thus

equipped he enters the covert lithe and strong, but

before half a mile's travel he is very much exhausted.

To those who have never roughed a real tangle of

Bramble and Briar covert, or know what it really is,

the use of a large knife can scarcely be imagined, but

to those of us who have had to cut our way inch by

inch, and roll out when walking was impossible, the

use of the knife is a well realised fact.

Every beater is instructed to lift and carry all the

dead game he finds, and, to encourage them in this,

a premium is usually given for each head in addition

to the usual pay. Dinner or luncheon is always pro-

vided for the beaters at a certain hour and known
place, and, being more savoury than their ordinary

fare, adds another, and by no means unimportant,

attraction to the covert beating.

When the general covert beating is over, the wood-

men's services are still further required by way of

ferreting, digging out, and killing rabbits and rats,

both of which classes of animals are highly injurious

to forest produce ; hence the forester's interest in

having them killed down, especially as they are in-

creasing all over the country to an alarming extent.

Ln'ellin^ Dvkes.—Before planting and other pressing

work begins all old turf dykes should now be levelled,

and holes filled up, so as to get rid of ever^ rabbit, for

unless they are completely eradicated all successful

forestry is impossible.

We commonly let the levelling of old turf dykes

by contract, and pay from loi-. to i6j-. per 100 yards

lineal. The former price is sufficient when there are

no roots or Whins to contend with, and the earth is

thrown equally to both sides, but when tree roots

ramify in the earth and Whins have to be cleared off

before the spade and mattock can be applied, the

latter is sometimes barely sufficient.

Roads.—Shooting roads should now also be pro-

ceeded with as weather and other circumstances will

permit, for there is no season of the year when the

gamekeeper ii more wiUing to let the forester have

freedom in the woods than between the covert shoot-

ing and the time when hatching commences. He
should, therefore, prosecute with all diligence the

clearing of Whins, and forming of rides and road-

ways in the woods.
Various modes have to be adopted in forming

shooting roads, according to the state of the ground
and kinds of herbage and trees upon it. Where
Heath abounds as under-cover and trees as top

growth, we cut the latter first and clear them off,

and with a strong Whin scythe mow tire Heather
and rake it off. In cutting roads through masses of

Whins, we prefer cutting them close to the ground
with a hand-bill, letting them lie upon tlie stools one
year, in order to promote decay or weaken the roots,

and afterwards clear them off, when they soon decay.

Fifteen feet is a common width for shooting roads, but

they are made of various widths, from 10 feet to

20 feet, according to circumstances or wish of the

proprietor. Some prefer sacrificing trees to game,
while others would rather lose a shot than cut down
a tree. C. V. Michie.

A valuable report on the Durability of Ne^u
Zealand Timbers^ drawn up by Mr. Kirk, has been
forwarded to us, and from which we shall probably

extract some portions at a future time. The trees

especially mentioned are the Kauri (Dammara
australis), which produces the most valuable timber

;

various species of Podocarpus, of which P. Totara is

the best ; Dacrydium cupressinum, Phyllocladus

trichomanoides, Libocedrus Bidwillii, Leptospermum
ericoides, Vitex littoralis, various species of Fagus and
Metrosideros, Eteocarpus dentatus, Sophora tetrap-

tera, and several others, including Fuchsia excorticata,

which furnishes timber large enough for house-building

purposes.

Jforeign Carrespanbeiite.

Royal Herbarium, Berlin, W. Friedrich-
STRASSE, 227 : January i8. — I was pleased to

find in your numbers 47 and 50 of the last year so

full an abstract from my preliminary notes on the

botany of the Libyan desert and its oases. I shall

feel much obliged to you if you would kindly allow

me to make a few corrections. Most of them con-

cera the spelling of Arabic names, which I accommo-
dated in my paper, of course, to German pronun-

ciation. They would, in consequence, I am afraid,

be pronounced very incorrectly by Eaglish readers

—

thus it will be preferable to spell
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Before proceeding to Dr. Kegel's defence we may
briefly notice the other contents of this part. The
descriptions of new plants from Turkestan arc mixed
up with those of various garden plants obtained from
all parts of the world, a conspectus of tlie species

Encephalartos, and an enumeration of the species of

Primula found in Russia and Mandschuria. A large

proportion of the new plants from Turkestan belong

to the genera Astragalus and Oxytropis. The follow-

ing new species of Primula are described :— P. Kauf-

manniana, Thian-shan and Turkestan ; P. Fedschen-
koi, Turkestan ; P. Maximowiczi, North China ; and
P. Olgic, Turkestan. Then follow some amended and
amplified descriptions of plants recently figured in the

i7arknJlora.

We now come to the "supplementary remarks to

my enumeration of the species of the genera Tulipa
and Vitis."

Dr. Kegel says, **. Various botanists, whose opinions

carry considerable weight with them, have accused
me of having too freely combined the species of
Tulipa and Vitis : but a fresh investigation of the

genera has convinced me of the contrary, and that

iubtead of having distinguished too fe-v species,

I have admitted too many, especially in the genus
Tulipa."

He goes on to argue that our ideas of species and
forms in an unprejudiced examination are essentially

biassed or formed from the nature and extent of the

material under investigation ; and, what is quite true,

specimens from one or few localities are quite insuf-

ficient to illustrate the extent to which a species may
vary. In the absence of intermediate or transition forms,

species are frequently founded upon extreme forms
of one and the same species. Cut numerous specimens
from various localities, extending over the entire

geographical area of a species, present us with the

manifold deviations we are accustomed to see in culti-

vated plants. Systematists of the old school either

excluded cultivated specimens in drawing up their

diagnoses of species, or, like Schrader with the genus
Berberis, made a species of each indiviciual. And it

was a pretty generally received notion that North
American plants must necessarily be specifically

different from those of Europe or Asia, and this

opinion long prevailed, in spite of the facts to the

contrary cited by Asa Gray, Maximowicz, and
by Kegel himself.

Respecting the Tulips, Dr. Kegel states he had
extraordinarily rich materials at his disposition, which,
he maintains, fully jusiified him in reducing many
so-called species, based upon such inconstant cha-
racters as colour and size, to T. sylvestris. Moreover,
he thinks T. saxatilis, Sieb., should share the same
fate, and his T. sylvestris, L , fi turkestanica, would be
more correctly placed as a form of T. biflora. T.
Schrenkiana, Kegel, is, doubtless, the wild form of

T. Gesntriana, whose bulb'Coats were described

chiefly from cultivated specimens, and .supposed to be
different.

" Respecting T, suaveolens, it maybe observed that I

subsequently had an opportunity of examining speci-

mens from the Caucasus, and I see no objection to com-
bining T. altaica, Pall., and T. strangulata, Reboul,
Willi it. Further, I saw no specimens, or very incom-
plete ones, of T. Didieri, Jord. ; T. Lehmanniana,
Merklin

; T. soogdiana, Bge. ; T, armena, Boiss. ; and
T. Sibthorpiana, Sm. ; so that I could not form any
opinion respecting these species. Finally, T, Haageri,
Kegel, is one of the handsomest forms of T. sylvestris,

which must be piaced near T. sylvestris Orphanidea.
"Coming to Vitis, it has been urged upon me that the

Asiatic and American species of this genus are certainly

specifically distinct from each other. Rut Asa Gray, the
best qualified judge of North American plants, who has
also thoroughly studied the flora of Japan, unites
\'. Thunbergii to V. Labrusca ; and I can only reiterate,

that not only is there no specific difference between these
first species, but also between the Asiatic and American
forms of vulpina. I am only in doubt whether V.
amurensis and V. nestivalis should not be regarded as
transition forms of V. vulpina to V. Labrusca."

Other critics have objected to the union of certain
forms (V. heterophylla, & Maximowiczi, and V.
Labrusca, c ficifolia and d sinuata), because they are

constant under cultivation. But who would affirm

that the cut-leaved varieties of Alnus incana, A.
glutinosa, Betula alba, Tilia parvifolia, Sambucus
nigra, &c., are not forms, but good species? Although
non-sexually propagated they retain their respective

characteristics, and the forms of Vitis mentioned are

non sexually propagated. Dr. Kegel adds that Maxi-
mowicz informs him that these forms, with deeply-
divided leaves of both species, are usually confined to

shady places in Japan, where he had the opportunity
of observing them ; and seen in their native habitats,

nobody could doubt their being merely varieties.

Further, Dr. Kegel contends that there is a gradual
transition in the varieties of V. Labrusca and
V. vulpina with acute sinuses to those with rounded
sinuses, and the non-sexually propagated cut-leaved
varieties of V. vinifera are admitted without ques-
tion. Finally a comparison of the floras of North
America and North-east Asia is instituted, and
palaeontology is also cited in support of the argument.

In a great measure we can accept the views held by Dr.
Kegel ; but we should probably not agree as to tlie

origin of the forms. But the great points, so far as

descriptive botany is concerned, is to draw a medium
between excessive division and aggregations of forms.

Carried too far either iVay, no useful result is gained.

The January number of the Botanical Mai^a^

zinc opens with a double plate of a very striking

I'^ucalyptus, E. cornuta, which flowered in the course

uf the summer in the temperate house at Kew, The
name cornuta was evidently given from the long horn-

like calyx, like that of an Eschscholtzia, and which
assumes a brilliant red colour, and the upper portion of

which ultimately falls off. The plant is a native of

South-Western Australia. Crocus Byzantinus, a figure

of which follows next, is a fine autumnal species with

pointed perianth segments of a purple colour. Jamesia
americana is a hardy deciduous shrub, with terminal

panicle of white flowers, which has lately flowered

with Mr. Ellacombe, at Bitton. Blumenbachia chu-

quitensis is a handsome Peruvian hardy herbaceous

plant, closely allied to B. coronata. It was introduced

by Mr. Pearce to the establishment of Messrs.

Veitch. The last plate in the present number repre-

sents Odontoglossum maxillare, a plant of which was
recently exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society.

By the aid of photography and the Dallastype

process, Messrs. Sutton .i Sons have reproduced their

Amateurs Guide in a very neat form, in the smallest

possible size, and at a considerable reduction in price.

The type, though clear, is painfully small.

The ninth part of Sowerby and Johnson's
British Wild Flcnvers {Van Voorst) brings the work
up to the genus Senecio, Though of little scientific

value, the small coloured figures are useful as

reminders.

^4

i^aitural ^listorg.

Summer Pests in their Winter Quarters.
—There are a number of destructive insects which

may be reckoned on with tolerable certainty each year

as summer guests, always raising a disturbance when
their unwelcome presence is perceived, but yet which,

during the winter season, when they are quietly

maturing in nooks and corners for the summer
campaign, though in many cases visible, and in others

so presumably present that the appropriate remedy

might be applied, are generally left in peace, and not

bemg then aggressive are not then attacked.

When summer comes, with its masses of flowers,

swelling fruit, and luxuriant leafage, a large portion

of the plant is hidden from minute observation, and
diflicult to reach without causing injury to the coming
crop. Sometimes it is almost impossible to do battle

effectually with the insect destroyer, and the very

conditions of existence point to the probability of the

ordinary means of continuance of the insect being

such as cannot without some degree of diftTCulty be
counteracted.

When the Cabbage butterflies appear, a pinch is

generally at the service of any unlucky specimen
which comes in reach, but during the winter the
chrysalis may hang unscathed, wherever it may have
found convenient to attach itself ; and here, to begin
with, some good might be done by a thorough brush-

ing down of rough shed walls, clearing out corners,

and especially looking well into all the nooks in rough
woodwork, behind badly-fitting doorposts, under bars,

and all other favourite lurking places.

The pupa may be generally described as somewhat
club-shaped, obtusely pointed at the larger end, more
gradually narrowed to the caudal extremity, by which
it is hung to the little lump of web that it wove in its

larval stage ; the length about an inch, and the colour

a dull greenish, striped with yellow and spotted with

black. Hung motionless on a wall, the chrysalides

make little show, but gathered in a mass, a minute's

inspection, with a little disturbance, will show them
full of vitality, even in their endeavours to regain

a point of attachment, fixing themselves firmly

to each other by the caudal processes, sometimes as

many as three at a time, and so securely as to allow

of being raised and held in the air by one of the group

independently of any web or threads. These pupie
change from the larval state in the autumn, and
remain undeveloped till the following April or May,
and meanwhile a thorough search indoors and out,

and the destruction of all that are found, would
diminish the summer attacks much more than the

desultory attempts at capture of such as may chance
then to flit by on the wing as recognised destroyers.

Another unwelcome visitor is the Gooseberry and
Currant moth, Abraxis grossulariata, often known as

the magpie moth, which in the larval state is the

cause of great mischief. The moth is usually distin-

guishable by its white wings with yellow band, and

^^ ,m-

Fig, 20.—,\nRAxrs gros'iiil.xri.

blotch at the base of the upper ones and black
blotches on both pairs, but it is variable in the

extreme in its markings. It appears about midsum-
mer ; the egg is deposited on Gooseberry and Currant

bushes (as far as its garden selection is concerned),

and the caterpilar, after feeding some weeks on the

leaves, spins the edges of one of them together, and
having also taken the precaution of spinning the leaf

to its twig (thus securing it against the autumn fall)

waits sheltered within its folds for the return of spring,

when emerging it attacks the new leaves and changes
to a chrysalis, in a slightly spun cocoon, in May.
When occurring in numbers the attack of the larva

is almost sure to be fatal to the Gooseberry crop of

the year if left unchecked, and the application of lime,

hellebore powder, and all the other remedies, not

certain cures for the evil, are apt to do at least no
good to the growing fruit, whilst a survey of the

bushes during the winter months may do all that is

requisite. A careful search beneath the Gooseberry

branches will most likely show some dried leaves

hanging solitarily from them, and if these are opened
they will most likely be found to contain the cater-

pillar. Even where the moth was of rare occurrence

I have found the dried leaves hanging exactly as so

well described by Newman, in his account of this

insect in his History of British Moths. The bushes

should be gone over during the winter, and these dead

leaves carefully removed and destroyed, and after the

picking and winter pruning is concluded the top earth

should be removed from beneath the busber, to the

depth of about 3 inches, so that all stray larvns may
with certainty be also removed. The operations

would not take long, and would assist much towards

saving the summer crop.

The under sides of Apple boughs form another

starting-point for unbounded summer mischief from

American blight ; the parts exposed to sight are

cleaned and dressed most carefully with whatever may
be thought desirable, but it is no easy matter to get a

good view of the under-side of an espalier bough

a little way from the ground, and without care some
masses are left untouched, and with warm weather

out comes the white, woolly testimony to the renewed

presence of the insect in quantities of places utterly

impossible to reach without great injury to the tree

when again in leaf. Where from their position the

branches cannot be examined all over, it is highly

desirable to wash Gishurst Compound (or whatever

remedy may be preferred) well in with a brush into

every spot where the disease may possibly lurk, an
old tooth-brush being a most effective instrument for

the purpose, as from its small size and the bristles

being at right angles to the handle it can do its work
thoroughly where the eye cannot penetrate. Trunks
of trees aflfected with Coccus (especially the Welling-

ton Apple, which may sometimes be found with the

bark nearly covered with mussel scale for several feet

above the ground), walls in front of which aphis have

been prevalent—and in which consequently the eggs

abound, which during the winter carry on the race

instead of the viviparous production of the summer

—

and any spots in which a little reflection would point

out insect pests as in all likelihood finding a shelter,

should now be well scrubbed, dressed, or cleaned in

whatever may be the most effective method. Whilst

the winter still lays them open to operation, and by a

little careful consideration carried out in general atten-

tion to future attacks whilst still in embryo, they

might be greatly diminished with infinitely less labour

than is spent on many a useless attempt to lessen them
when in full progress in the summer months. O.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

Meeting

ilific Committees.

Makch.

3 -Royal Hoiticiiltural Society. South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit. Flor.^1. and Scientific Committees. -
_

10 and 1 1 —Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spruig

Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leed.s.
, „ . , ,,, ,

16 —Manclester Botanical and Horticultural Society s Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.
_

17 —Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacinth

Si—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

SpriSg Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning

Street, Glasgow.
. r, 1 o • ci

31 —Royal Botanic Society, Regent s Park. Spruig Show.

Sec, W. Sowerby.
ArRlL.

- —Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-

dendron Show. . T^ ,
-,

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland, ^pnng Exhibi-

Sec, A. Balfe. 28, Westland Row. Dublir

-Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. E.Mhlbi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,

Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent':

Sec, W. Sowerby.

Park. Sprii

Ma
I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by iMr. G. Jackraan.

]2 —Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

Show. _ , „
20 —Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Slimmer

Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfc, =S. Westland Row, Dublin.

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society s

Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden. Old TraiVord.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.

22.-Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.

26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer E.vhibi-

tlon. Sec. W. Sowerby. „, .

26.—Roy.al Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientilic Committees

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1875.

Monday,

Tuesday,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Anniversary Meeting of the Eiitomologic

r Royal Horticultural Society : Lecture

8 P.M.

Wednesday, Jan. 27.^ Sale of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Frencll

I
Roses and Dulcli Bulbs, at Stevens

L Rooms.
. „

Fkiday, Ian. 29- Sale of Scientific Hooks, at Stevens' Rooms
'

, ^ r Sale ol Hardy and Ornamental Trees and
Satukday, Jan. 30^ Shrubs, Bulbs, fiic, at Stevens' Rooms.

IT is very curious to see what vitality Popular

Errors have, and how large an amount

of proof is required to disestablish a prevalent

belief. This arises sometimes, amongst other

things, from the difficulty of furnishing sufficient

proof, arid more often from the inability of some

people to understand the nature of proof when

it is set before them. Such people very natur-

ally set the evidence of their own senses before

any proof that other people can lay before them.

With the most perfect good faith, people of

unquestionable veracity will sometimes cling to

the evidence of their senses, when that evidence

is known by all other persons competent to

judge to be worthless. Thus it is that many

popular errors are perpetuated, and so long as

human nature remains what it is will continue

to be so. While good observers and well-trained

reasoners may thus be excused for entertaining

a great deal of scepticism, yet, on the other

hand, it must not be forgotten that there is such

a thing as being too sceptical.

It is not long since that the alleged injurious

relation of Berberry bushes to Wheat was looked

on by scientific men as a myth. Yet further

knowledge has proved the essential correctness

of that which was once esteemed a gross popular

error. Caution, then, is as incumbent on the

man of science as on the untrained observer,

and, indeed, much more so.

Two subjects which have lately been revived

in our columns maybe taken in illustration of

our remarks. One of these is the oft-revived

story of the TRANSMUTATION OF SOME OTHER

Gra!'^s into Wheat, or vice versa, in reference

to which, in spite of the numerous cases which

have been alleged, not one has stood the test of

inquiry and investigation. All have proved

myths, misapprehensions, or hoaxes. And yet

the same story crops up again and again with

slight variation, and we dare say a large number

of worthy, respectable witnesses could at any

time be brought forward to speak to the fact, as

they would term it, and to laugh at the scepti-

cism of the botanists.

The other subject which the rotating wheel

has again brought to the surface is the old

question, whether Vipers can or do Swallow
THEIR Young ? Mr. Meehan has lately revived

this question, and he cites his own youthful ex-

perience in support of the occurrence, and also

of the statements in the twenty-second volume

of the Proceedings of Ihe Aimrican Academy.

An amateur zoologist (ominous appellation

under the circumstance) refers us to a large

array of testimony collected in America. Far

be it from us to dispute the veracity of the testa-

tors. We in England have had, not long since,

too notorious a series of instances of the falli-

bility of testimony—even the accumulated testi-

mony of great numbers of honest witnesses— to

venture to speak disrespectfully of any honest

witness, however sceptical we may be as to the

worth of his testimony. It happens, however,

that in this snake question a large amount of

evidence was afi'orded in our own columns in

the year 1 848, when much space was devoted

to it. Numbers of writers, some anonymous,

others well known, testified to what they had

actually seen or thought they had seen. Never-

theless, as will be found on referring back, a

small minority, but one including such names

as LiNDLEY, HENSLOW, BrEE, WESTWOOD,
and an eminent zoologist (see 1S48, p. 603),

expressed their decided scepticism, and pro-

posed various tests to prove the correctness of

the assertions, not one of which, so far as we
can find, was ever put into practice. In spite

of overwhelming numbers of ordinary and
honest observers, -we prefer to adhere to the

opinions expressed by a minority of professed

naturalists and anatomists. Unless some

correspondent,. American or otherwise, can

bring forward something more than mere asser-

tion—something beyond the evidence of his own
eyesight—we must beg to remain among the

sceptics. Anatomists can very well understand

how, when a viper's body has been laid open

by the rude dissection of a spade or a hedge-

stake, that the oviduct might well be con-

founded with the stomach, and the young vipers

be supposed to be in the latter when they were

really in the former. But that does not explain

the reiterated testimony of observers who

declare positively they have seen the young

vipers, often of some inches in length, enter

the mouth of the parent. We confess our

scepticism on this point, though we own we do

not fully understand what are the appearances

which have induced so many people in America,

as in Europe, to come to such a conclusion.

Some old readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle

may perchance remember the " tail-piece

"

which Dr. LiNDLEY appended at the conclu-

sion of the long series of articles on this sub-

ject to which we have referred, in our volume

for 184S, but, as it may cause some amusement

to a new generation of readers, we reproduce

it at p. 115.

The River Panaloya is the stieam which con-

nects the Lake of Managua with the great Lake of

Nicaragua, and close to its outlet from the former

lake, which is 156 feet above the level of the Pacific,

falls over a ledge of volcanic rock some 13 feet high,

forming what are called the Falls of Tipitapa, and

naturally obstructing the navigation of the stream. It

is usual, therefore, when ascending the Panaloya River

to take the canoe out of the water at a place called

Pasquiel, below the falls, and transport it on acaretta

drawn by oxen to the lake above the falls. Whilst

waiting for his canoe, "The Sue," to be transported

thus, Captain S. P. Oliver, R.A., made the accom-

panying sketch (fig. 21) of a picturesque "rancho"

on the wooded banks of the river. Plenty of Brazil-

wood, which is used for dye purposes, was collected

here ready for transport to the coast. Tliere are

numerous "haciendas" in this neighbourhood, with

numerous herds of cattle, houses, &c., whilst the

waters swarm with fish and alligators. The trees

abound in macaws, with brilliant plumage, and

innumerable humming-birds, whilst monkeys and

iguanas are seldom out of sight. The hammocks in

the rancho are generally occupied through the heat of

the day, as the climate within 12° of the equator is

enervating at most times. North of the river is what

is called a "jicaral," or tract of country overgrown

by Jicara (Crescentia Cujete), or Calabash tree, with

long thin worm-shaped branches covered with few

leaves, but bearing an additional vegetation of bright-

leaved Bromeliacea;, whose tufts often appear like the

blossoms of the tree.

We have received another letter from Mr.

T. M. Shuttlewortii on the subject of Flower
Shows ; but while we decline to reopen the question,

we may,' in justice to Mr. Shuttleworth, say that

he positively denies having bought plants on the eve of

the show for the purpose of exhibiting at South

Kensington in 1873.

We have before us a copy of Mr. Bentham's
"Report on the Recent Progress and Present
State of Systematic Botany," read before the

Biological Section of the British Association at

BelfasL As might have been expected, this is

a highly interesting and important document,

from a botanical point of view. Its object is

sufficiently expressed by its title. After giving a

slight, but valuable historical sketch of the sub-

ject, Mr. Bentham treats of the principal methods

by whicli the progress of systematic botany may most

appropriately be advanced— viz., by the preparation

of "Ordines Plantarum," or general expositions of

the natural orders as in such books as Lindley's
Vegetable Kingdom, Le Maout's and Decaisne's
Traill de Bolanique ; 2, "Genera Plantarum," or

descriptions of the genera, of which the best illus-

tration is the work of this name published by Mr.

Bentham himself in conjunction with Dr. Hooker ;

3,
" Species Plantarum," or descriptions of the species

of plants of which De Candolle's ProJromus is the

best example ; 4, Monographs of separate orders and

genera, such as Lindley's Genera and Species of

Orchids, &c. ; 5, Floras or histories of the plants of

particular countries; 6, Detached miscellaneous de-

scriptions of species. tJnder each of these heads Mr.

Bentham explains what should be the general

melhod of treatment, so as to secure completeness,

conciseness and uniformity of method, with consequent

facility of coinparison. Mr. Bentham's opinions

and counsel will be valued by all who know the
.

extent of his services to science and the profundity of

his knowledge of systematic botany—so much so, that

anything like criticism would seem an impertinence.

We shall on a future occasion probably revert to this

subject, and make some comments on the last section

of Mr. Bentham's essay.

The following persons are recommended by

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

to be appointed to the offices of President, Treasurer,

Secretary, committee-men of the Expenses Committee,

and auditors of the Society, at the annual meeting on

February 9, 1875. President : Right Hon. Viscount

Bury, K.C.M.G. Treasurer: Mr. Bonamy Dobree.

Secretary ; Mr. W. A. Lindsay. Expenses Com-
mittee-men : Sir Coutts Lindsay Bart. ; Sir Alfred

Slade, Bart. ; Mr. Bonamy Dobree. Auditors: Mr.

P. M, Leonard, Mr. Henry Liggins, Mr. Conrad H.
Pinches. The ordinary vacating members of the

Council are J. A. Hardcastle, Alfred Smee,

F.R.S., J. Herbert Tritton ; and the Fellows

recommended by the Council to fill these vacancies

are Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, William Long-

man, and J. D. Chambers. Lieut. -General Hon.
Sir Alexander H. Gordon, K.C.B., has given notice

of his wish to resign, and the Council propose Fre-

derick Campion to fill the vacancy.

Having a desire to see other amateur growers

of Succulents come forward at the ensuing exhibi-

tions, Mr. Peacock has determined not to compete

during the year, in the hope of bringing out the reserve.

The Revue Horticole speaks of a peculiar

seedhng variety of a Mulberry, raised by M. Brun,
and which is remarkable for its extremely dwarf tufted

habit. During three years the stem has not attained

more than about 18 inches, while other seedlings of

the same batch have in a like period attained a height

of 9 or 10 feet. Now, in the ninth year of its

existence, the dwarf variety has a stem of less than

6 feet. 'The leaves are large, and retain their tufted

character. Apart from its curiosity, the dwarf variety

is important in relation to the plan of rearing silk-

worms in the open air, a plan alluded to by us in

1873, p. 773, and recommended as a remedial or
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• We are informed (hat the competition for the
Carter Cui' mul other prizes oflerccl in the schedules
of the Royal Horlicullural Society by Messrs. James
Carter & Co., for competition at the Society's great

provincial show, has now been arranged to take place

on July 7 at the Society's gardens, .South Kensington.

The Federation of the Horticultural Societies

'of Belgium offers I'ri/.es I'OR Essays on .some one or

other of the following subjects :

—

1. Past history and sketch of the present condition of
horticulture in Belgium.

2. C'omposition and analysis of arable soils, especially
of soils used in gardens, such as peat, leaf-n)Ould, humus
compost, &c.

3. Kssay on construction, warming, and ventilation of
glass houses.

4. ICssay on market g.rrdcning, and especially on the
forcing of Mushrooms,

16. Kssay on the diseases of the I'ear in Belgium.
17. An essay on the nutrition of plants, particularly

of dicotyledonous plants.

18. The action of light on vegetation ; influence of
latitude, altitude, of glass, and of different colours.

19. .Structure, growth, and functionB of the roofs.

20. Transpiration of plants, relation of ihe quantity of
water evaporated to the different circumstances of vege-
tation.

21. Kehation of soil and vegetation in riclgium.

One of the French horticultural journals

assures its readers that we in this country are in the
habit o[ cooking the pods of LA.vroN'.s Supreme Pea.

We are not aware of this, but have often lamented
the waste of serviceable food incurred by llirowing

away in all cases the pods of peas.

The Miiv York Tribune publishes the results

of a competition among Potato growers, originated
in the spring of last year by Messrs. B. K. Blis.5 &
Sons, of New York, who offered premiums to a con-

Compton's has given not less satisfaction as a Potato
of the highest quality, and that Brownell's Beauty,
the newest of the three, has made ' a most splendid
record,' not only giving 'much the largest returns,'
both from the single pound and the quarter acre, but
eliciting ' mwnimous praise of all cultivators.'

"

_ JONKSIA A.SOCA is flowering beautifully in the
Kew Palm-house. It is a handsome tree, allied to
Browne,!, having foliage of the same character, but
with flowers that differ from being without petals.
They are produced in clusters on the old as well as the
young wood. No one at first sight would think of
referring it to Leguminos.x-, the order to which it

belongs. The calyx is tubular, with a four divided
spreading limb, and, but for the long stamens, would
resemble an Ixora corolla, which it quite equals in
showiness, and resembles in colour, being of the same
orange-yellow as some of the varieties. It is called
Ushoka by the Bengalese, and is planted widely
throughout India ; in the Mauritius also it is culti-

FlU, 21.—I'ASnUIEL : roRTAUE LELOW THE FALLS 01' TU'iTAI'A, NICARAGUA.

5. Theory of manuring, with indications of the best
method of renovating an e.-iliau3ted soil, and of the best
rotation to follow so as not to exliaust llie soil, and at
the same time to derive all the advantage possible
from it.

6. The botanical and horticultural history of a genus
or family of plants cultivated in Belgium.

7. Catalogue of grafts and resinni: of facts concerning
the reciprocal influence of stock and scion.

8. Essay on insects injurious to plants grown under I

glass, remedial measures, &c. I

9. Diseases to which the Spruce Fir is subject in Bel-
'

gium—noxious insects, fungi, &c.
I

10. An ess.ay on flower-forcing, together with an
j

account of the present state of our knowledge on points :

of vegetable physiology bearing on premature flowering.
11. A horticultural and botanical monograph of the

I

Ferns grown in Belgium.
|

12. A horticultural and botanical monograph of the
Conifers best suited for Belgian woods.

13. An essay on the use o manures in the culture of
ornamental plants.

14. The best methods of heating ai d ventilating glass
houses.

15. A criticism of the work of Van Mons, with a
resume of his works and opinions, with the necessary
bibliographical references.

siderable amount, hoping "as much to stimulate
interest in improved methods of cultivation as to
induce an extended trial of varieties, in the dissemi-
nation of which they were interested." The varieties
specially selected were Extra Early Vermont, Comp-
ton's Surprise, and Brownell's Beauty, the prizes being
awarded to those who raised the largest quantity from
I lb. of seed, and on a quarter of an acre of ground re-

spectively. The largest quantity obtained from i lb.

of Extra Early Vermont was 70S lb.; from Comp-
ton's Surprise, 900 lb. ; and from Brownell's Beauty,
lOlS lb. The largest produce of a quarter of an
acre of Extra Early Vermont was 6247 lb. ;

of Compton's Surprise, 7350 lb. ; and of
Brownell's Beauty, 8899 lb. " The committee-
Messrs. Geo. Thurber, F. M. Hcxamer, and P. T.
Quinn—assure us that, while abstaining from comment
on the 'astounding yields from single pounds,' a
' most careful and scrupulous investigation ' has fully

satisfied them of ' the correctness of the statements.'

Of the merits of the Potatos, as developed under this

later and more extended test, it is said that there is

general acknowlegment of the superiority of the Ver-
mont as an early variety, both for market and table,

in ,fact, ' the earliest and best in cultivation ; ' that

vated for the flowers and foliage. Some Japan
species are said to have flower clusters, 6 to S inches

across. Surely some of these would be worth intro-

duction.

The Fertilisaticv of Flowers by In-
sects is the subject of the lecture to be given by Mr.

I A. W. Bennett, F. L. S , at the evening meeting of

j

the Royal Horticultural Society, on Wednesday next.

Some of the American journals have recently

1
been commenting upon the disastrous Climatal

]

Effects following Disafforestation. Mr. F.
! Hubbard, Biillettn oftlu Tornv Solanic Club, refer-

ring to some previous observations on this subject

I affecting the island of Santa Cruz, by Mr. L. Merri-
' man, says that the final depopulation of this beautiful

I

island seems now to be written indelibly among the

decrees of fate. Already some twenty-seven years ago
Mr. Hubbard observed that this island was slowly but

surely becoming a desert waste. He mentions the

j

efforts of a planter to reclaim some of the lost land,

which were all to no purpose, as they were made too

late. Cura9oa is quoted as another instance. For-

merly it was a "garden of fertility," now it is an
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almost perfect desert ; fresh-water is a luxury, though

"almost within siglit is the coast of the Spanish

Main covered with the rankest vegetation, and watered

with copious rains." These calamitous results ought

to be a warning to the authorities in our possessions

in the same region, or we may be confronted with the

same serious consequences.

Salvia toiiifera var., a plant but little

grown, is very attractive in the conservatory at Kew ;

there it has been in flower for many weelis, and has

taken the attention of several to whom it was new.

As a winter-flowering plant it is of great value, from

the long continuance of bloom. The flowers are small

but of bright colour, much like Azalea amcena, and

shown off well by the dark foliage. In addition to

this it has a good branching habit, far better than that

of Salvias in general. The leaves are ovate acuminate,

with a serrated margin, quite glabrous, and about

4 inches long. It is sometimes grown as S. lantani-

lolia. Though a tolerably good name, it should not

be used, as it belongs to a distinct species, having the

leaves and young stems covered with soft hair. Our
plant, on comparison with herbarium specimens, agrees

well with one from Texas, contributed by Dr. A.

Gray, and named as above by Mr. Bentham. It

was figured in the Refiighim as S. Goudotii, to which

it was perhaps best referred at the time. The flowers

are rather smaller than those of that species, and the

leaves broader. No genus can more easily be culti-

vated than Salvia, yet several fine species appear to

have been in gardens that are now lost, or at least

rare. S. formosa, S. fu'gens, S. mexicana, and S.

sagittata may be mentioned as plants which perhaps

many would be glad to hear of.

A general meeting of the subscribers to the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution was
held on January 14, for the purpose of electing two

pensioners on the funds, and the following was the

tesult of the ballot :

—

Name.
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prepared for the table appears white, witlitheexception

of a clear red spot at the base of the leaf-stalks, the

said spot disappearing in the innermost ones. Kyer

since we have had it we have, for curiosity, tried

some other tort against it yearly, and have found it

appreciably belter than any we have yet met with.

I have allowed Mr. Collins to grow a batch of it for

Messrs. Vcitch yearly, and, if any doubt exists on

the subject, I recommend the trial of Messrs. Veitch's

seed, which will be found undoubtedly pure. It is a

small, neat, solid sort, not fit for exhibition purposes,

but of undeniable excellence where the "proof of the

pudding " is in question. R. T. Clarh; Torquay,

yaiiiiarv 18.

Hybrid Pelargonium, &c.—Allow me to correct

a misprint in my remarks on this subject in last

week's Gardineis' Chromdc, viz. :
" or the colour ol

crossing will be lost," should be " or the labour of,"

&c. In speaking of the habit ol ,the plant and

form of the flowers taking after the female whilst

colour is given by the male, it should have been

added, "if we use a white flower for the female, and

a coloured one for the male." For if the female will

produce a more or less similar plant to itself and

we merely wish to obtain a new colour, by using a

white-flowered female, any change in colour which

we obtain by using a coloured male will be given

by the male. If Fuchsia " conspicua " be crossed by

Fuchsia "fulgens," the progeny will have small

leaves, whilst il Fuchsia "fulgens" be crossed by

"conspicua," the progeny will have the large leaves

of F. fulgens. This example will make what I mean
perfectly clear. E. J . Lowe.

Aralia Sieboldii.—The Aralia Sieboldii appears

to be meeting attention from several correspondents,

not only in England, but Ireland as well. Allow
me to state that we grow it here in quantity, in vases,

beds, and also under a north wall ; and in whichever

position planted it llowers without the slightest pro-

tection, and I am so satisfied with its perfect hardi-

ness that I intend to plant several at an elevation of

930 feet above sea level, where we have a plantation

of Rhododendrons doing remarkably well, and set

with thousands of bloom buds. I v/ould also remark

that some of our Aralias are 3 feet 6 in. in height, and

5 feet in diameter. G. DodJ, IVooilstock Park, Inland.

Snakes Swallowing their Young.—"R." in-

quires for the overwhelming evidence as regards the

snake. My own observation was made when a

youth. Not to burden this note by long quotations,

I feel safe in saying " R." will agree with me that the

evidence as regards true snakes is overwhelming if he
will examine it in vol. xxii. of the Proceedings of lite

Amerkaii Association, a copy of which lie may see at

the library of the Royal Society, or in those of the

Royal Institution, the Royal Geographical Society,

Museum of Practical Geology, Royal Astronomical

Society, or India Office, or in the libraries of some
of the Manchester scientific institutions. As to

the occasional viviparous condition of the common
toad (Bufo vulgaris), I have to fall back on my
memory of the popular literature of thirty years ago,

which I think does not deceive me in my statement. I

believe it was then regarded as settled beyond dispute,

not only that the toad, but lizards, and probably some
ophidians, had this power of adapting themselves to

circumstances. Very closely allied species were found

oviparous or viviparous, and all the physiological

differences found in either case were, that while in the

oviparous condition the eggs were ejected from the

ovarium at once into the water, in the viviparous condi-

tion they were simply thrown into the oviduct, where
the heat and moisture of the body took the place of

solar power. These varying modes of hatching the

eggs seem characteristic of species of Bufo. B.

obstetticus assists the sun by carrying the eggs on her
back, thus adding her own slight warmth to that of

the water or atmosphere. Zootoca vivipara always
brings forth its young alive, while I think it was
proved that I .acerta agilis was sometimes oviparous

and sometimes viviparous. I believe our American
lizards are usually oviparous, but I have seen Phryno-

soma cornuta caught in the dry desert of Colorado, and
boxed by one of my companions, be the mother of a nice

little family twenty-four hours afterwards. I did not see

tliem being born, but unless, like the snakes, she had
the young down her throat when caught, I feel safe

in saying they were born alive. There seems no diffi-

culty in regard to impregnation, as suggested by your
correspondent, as the fluid can be readily absorbed by
the oviduct. It is, as "R. " says, not my "special

domain ;" but yet I think the investigators in that field

are hardly aware how great this power is. It fell to

my lot to discover that in one of our common insects,

Reduvius novenarius, turpentine is placed by the insect

on the mouth of the duct, thence drawn into the

ovarium, and each egg coated therewith during depo-
sition, both as a means of fastening the block of eggs
together, and of protecting them from enemies. [Where
is this extraordinary statement recorded? Eds.] It is

not the place to quote here, but " R." may find in the

best modern works on the subject that even in much

higher organisms than toads contact is not absolutely

essential to impregnation. In the toads the fluid is

more often than not ejected on to the back of the

spawn-bearer, and can as readily find its way into the

oviduct as anywhere else. But more than this, it was

stated in discussions at the time referred to, that there

was no impossibility in actual contact when such

action was desirable. I think, in a species of

Urodela, it was found that icnpregnation was some-

times by actual contact, and sometimes not. In

my own life it has been my endeavour not to rest

satisfied with other people's experiments, but to

endeavour to repeat them. At the time of the dis-

cussion referred to, I watched the toad very carefully,

but could never find any in the actual bringing forth

of their young alive. I found, however, that the

young toads, when brought forth in the ordinary tad-

pole state, were never smaller than the mature tad-

pole. Among my toads, which I kept in caves and

cellars entirely secure from contact with water, I

often found little toads no larger than early frame

Peas, and I am sure, from tlieir small size, these never

were tadpoles, even had it been possible for them to

have emerged from a v/atery nidus. Still, "might
not the eggs have been deposited in the damp crevices

of the mortared walls?" I don't know. I feel at

least that I might have as good a right, from the

analogies and possibilities I have submitted, to ask
" might they not have been hatched in the oviduct ?"

These are tlie leading grounds for the statements

I made. If proved to be untenable, I trust " R."

will at least acquit me of having lightly made them.

Thomas Meehan, Gcrmantozutt, Philadelphia, U.S.,

Dec. 20, 1874.

Snakes and Chess,—Your correspondent, Mr.
Marshall, Ely, in the Gardeners' Chronicle larXi&z. 12,

1S74, in his strictures upon Mr. Meehan's remarkable
statement in regard -to the transmutation of Wheat into

Ches^, seems to assume that the belief that snakes

swallow their young is as unfounded as that of the

changing of Triticum into Bromus. The botanical

question I will not discuss, but if that is as well sup-

ported by evidence as the snake story, it has more
foundation than I supposed. In February, 1S73,

Professor G. Brown Goode, of the Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Middletown, Connecticut, in a communi-
cation to the Ajnerican Agriculturist, asked for any
observations that would aid in settling the question

—

"Do snakes swallow their young?" In November
of the same year Professor Goode, in a com-
munication to that journal, gave in a condensed
form the results of his inquiry, which he had
presented in detail in a paper read before the American
Association in the .previous August. He received over

eighty letters from persons residing in twenty-four

different States and territories, all these being written

by farmers and persons in rural life of sufficient intel-

ligence to subscribe to an agricultural journal. Pro-

fessor Goode says :
" The total number of testimonies

in my possession is 104: fifty-eight saw the young
enter their mother's mouth ; nineteen heard the

mother warn them by a sharp whistle [!], hiss or

click ; thirty-two who saw the young enter killed the

mother, and found them living within her ;" and
various other details are given. While I am as

thorough a disbeliever in the Chess transmutation as

your correspondent, I shall be forced to admit its

truth whenever Mr. Meehan or any one else brings

such an an array of evidence to support it as that pre-

sented by Professor Goode in respect to the snake

(|uestion. Amateur Zoologist, Lodi, Dec. [In the case

of testimony of this kind, weight is of greater moment
than number. Eds. J

Tillandsia musaica. — This handsome plant

(figured for the first time in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

at p. 487, vol. ii., 1874) is as yet very scarce in

Europe. Mr. Wallis and Mr. Roezl both sent over

some boxes, but very few of them arrived alive. In

I S73 I brought a few boxes over with me ; some plants

came over well, but many died after unpacking. It is,

no doubt, one of the prettiest of stove epiphytes,

particularly as regards the variegation on the leaves,

which is of all known colours. I promised to send

Mr. Bull some dried flowers, for none had been seen

in Europe, and he was doubtful whether it was a true

Tillandsia. After my return I collected some flowers,

and forwarded them, with a sketch, and it has now
been ascertained to be a variety. This plant flowers

in January or February, when it throws up the spike,

and flowers but once, after which the plant does not

produce any more leaves, but keeps its colour as

before. When the flower is gone, it produces below

the stem a stolon 10 or 12 inches long, on which the

leaves and roots form, the roots taking hold of the

first tree or Palm they reach. The flower-spike is

12 to 15 inches high, of a flesh colour, changing to a

brilliant scarlet as it reaches maturity. The flowers

are close together, and thick, like wax, from an inch

to an inch and a half long, about twenty to twenty-five

flowers forming a bullet-shaped inflorescence, which

stands upright on the spike. In the place where this

plantgrows moisture isabundantduring the whole year,

but I observed that they grew m.jre vigorously where

well ventilated than in the thick forests. It is only

found in one small district, at a height of about

5000 feet, and, as it is a scrambing plant, the trees

and Palms are covered with them from bottom to

top. Some ol the plants, when not within reach of

a tree to climb up, have five or six branches,

forming quite a shrubbery ; and I noticed that

they do quite as well this way, growing in a kind

of leaf-mould to an enormous size, the leaves being

4 inches broad. Where I cut some plants off, I found

in about a year that the trunks had produced a lot of

young ones, forming large tufts of beautiful plants.

Very large specimens can be formed in this way for

decorative purposes, covering walls, rockwork, or

Tree Ferns, and, where moisture can be conserved,

would make a beautiful display. I have some plants

in my garden growing amongst rocks, fully exposed

to the sun ; they do very well, and keep a beautiful

colour. Seed is very difficult to obtain, and the

season when it is well ripe must be carefully noticed,

as it sometimes damps off by the excessive wet.

It is very likely I shall have the chance of getting

some of it if I pay great attention to it after the

flowering season is over. All the plants that have

been sent as yet have damped off, very few having

arrived in good condition ; but I think a stock of it .

might be obtained by means of seed. There are

several varieties amongst them, some being light

green and darkly variegated, others of a brownish

colour ; some have long and some short leaves.

There is no doubt it is one of the most elegant deco-

rative plants ever introduced. The charming and

remarkable variegation of the leaves, like illegible

writing, will soon cause it to gain great attention for

decorative purposes. Albert BruchmfilUr, Ocaiia.

Transmutation of Wheat.—Your correspondent,

Mr. W. Marshall, misapprehends me in regard to

the Brome-Triticum mattter. What was the use of

my asking to have the specimen referred to the Micro-

scopical Committee, if I were satisfied that it was as

it appeared ? I confess I was puzzled. I was sure,

as 1 expressed myself, that the usual explanations-

such, for instance, as the Barley one offered by Mr.

Marshall—could not account for it. To show how in-

genious was the trick, I may say that a leading

scientist of Laporte, Indiana, was first imposed on,

then the members of the Indiana Geological Survey,

and many of their scientific acquaintances. It was by

them sent to the Academy ot Natural Sciences, to

which it was simply my duty as a member of its Bota-

nical Committee to present it. Some thirty members
handled and examined it, and even the chairman of

the microscopical section, who is one of the best

vegetable biologists in the United States, had the spe-

cimen in hand two weeks, and had made microsco-

pical sections and drawings of the various parts before

he discovered the trick. All these gentlemen were

puzzled, as I was, but it does not follow that

on that account we are to be charged with being

transmutationists. I still think that the course I took

in the matter was the wisest one. It was the means

of exposing a trick, which, by a note from Professor

Asa Gray, I believe has been played by the party

practising it for some years past. It would have been

better, of course, if my remarks and the exposure of the

fraud could have gone together, but it is the practice of
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the Philadelphia papers to publish reports of the

weekly meetings of the Academy of Natural Science,

and rather than trust to the regular reporters, who make

sad work of scientific subjects, I made myself the brief

abstract for the use of the Trilniyie. Thos. Meehan.

Crossing the Black Monukka Grape.—I beg

to inform you that, in 1S63, I had an idea that a

seedless Grape of improved quality might be got

from the Llack Monukka, and in September of that

year, as soon as the fruit was ripe, I sowed nine seeds

of it ; three of them came up, but one damped off, the

other two both fruited. They had small oval berries,

one white, the other black, and bolh had perfect

seeds, but the berries were so small that they were not

worth saving. In the same vinery at that time seven

other varieties of Grapes were growing, and as I

generally draw my hands gently over all the bunches

when in flower, I have no doubt but the Black

Monukka got fertilised with some of the other varie-

ties. 1 have several times since tried to raise seed-

lings from the same source, but have only managed to

get one to grow, and it has not yet fruited ; it has

deeply lobed leaves like the female parent, and so had

the two that fruited. Charles Rass, We!ford Park,

Newbury.

Morello Cherry Training at Scone Palace.

—

I was pleased to see (p. 84) that Mr. Ward, who had

been more recently at Scone than Mr. Smith, gave a

good account of the fine training of the Morello Cherry

trees still carried on there. I helped to nail them in

Mr.' Seattle's time, along with my lamented friend,

Mr. Robert Fish. Mr. Beattie was more particular

about the training of the Morellos than of any other

of the wall trees. I remember him once finding fault

with a young man whose nailing did not please hirti.

" I would rather grub it out by the root than have it

left in that state. Begin and unnail it, and see if you

cannot mend it." And mend it he did. This was a

lesson he never forgot. I remember Mr. Sinclair, a

nurseryman from London, calling at Scone while we
were nailing. He said they were the best trees he

ever saw. I have never seen any like them myself in

all my travels. But, in addition to good training of

trees and good mowing with the scythe, is there not

another qualification indispensable for the diploma of

a regularly qualified " blue apron ?" I think there is,

and it is the being able to dig well. Some years ago a

friend of mine, who had been a Scone man, was work-

ing in a large London nursery ; a gardener who was

me with said, " Mr. J., can you change your hands at

digging ? " " Oh I learned that years ago." " Well,

we are the only two among all the men in the nursery

that can do it." My friend stated that there were

young men there waiting for foremen's places, where

they would be expected to direct others who did not

even know how to hold Ihe spade properly, much less

change their hands. The (act is, many young men
think if they get into the houses they are all right.

In the opinion of many it is infra dig to go to the

kitchen garden. These are not the men to make
gardeners. W. Htitcheson, The Gardens, Ll;oyitdu,

my experience during a twenty-five years' sojourn

that country, as well as from report of the natives.

Iris stvlosa Athamanta sicula

jioide:

Cyclamen africanum
Scilla obtusifolia

., parviflora

Lepidium acanthoctadui

Delphinium pentagynun
Cistus albidus slightly in-

,

Alliv

juredj
Magydaris tomeiitosa

Plants from other countries :

—

Ferula c

Erodiiim Munbyaniiin
Anagallis coUina
Ranunculus macL'ophylhi

Medicago orbiculari'^

Ornithogahim ba:ticiim

Viola Munbyana

reticulata

:us Sieberi (in flower)

Imperati m flower)

lis rubella

lobata
pentaphylla
Howiei

Sp; ixis pulcherriir

tricolor

Iberis gibraltanca

Triteleia uniflora

Omithogah
flower)

Eucalyptus globul

The Potato Crop of 1874.—Having on Septem-

ber 12, 1874 (p. 339), promised to give an account of

the keeping qualities and number of bushels per acre,

I may state that we had 150 bushels on i J acre, all of

which keep first-rate. We find no bad ones in the

following sorts :— Paterson's Victoria, York Regents,

Red Flukes, King of Flukes, Scotch Downes, which

is a good cropper and keeper ; Red Regents being the

only one showing any signs of disease. Of the Flour-

ball we took 20 bushels from a '

' clamp " last week all

sound, but they will neither boil nor steam. Where
people have the convenience to house their Potatos X

would strongly recommend them to do so. We have

a large house which for many years, although large,

had but little room in it. Four years ago we had

bins or stalls put in, holding each about 20 bushels,

with sliding boards at one end. We can now look

over our Potatos on wet days with pleasure. There

is a great quantity of bad Potatos in this neighbour-

hood this year where they have been left in the ground

late. In planting Potatos during the last three years we
have ploughed the land after stubble, and as soon as it

was cleared got our manure, put it on the land, then

ploughed again when dry, and about the middle of

March well worked the ground, ridging with double

ridge-plough, filling in with crooked fork or manure

drag. T. Capers, IVoodcote, Jan. 12.

Effects of the Late Frost on Vegetation near

Farnham.—During the week ending January i the

thermometer in this neighbourhood registered 17° of

cold, the ground being at the same time covered with

3 or 4 inches of snow. It will perhaps interest some

of your readers to look over the following list of plants

which have withstood the effects of this severe frost

with immunity. The species comprised in the first

list are natives of Algeria, principally on the coast line,

where the thermometer rarely descends below freezing

point, and snow does not lie on the ground more than

once in twenty years on an average—at least such was

This last named species suffered slightly, but the

plants were only put in the ground in October last.

The following plants were uninjured in a cold

frame, but with a coating of about 3 inches of snow

on the glass :

—

Lachenalla tricolor 1
Ophrys tenthiedinifera

Oxalis fillcaulis ., speculum

arenaria .. scolopax
"

oregana I

Saxifraga globulifera

;; tricolor Poterium ancistroides

Lilium Wallichianura I

Anagyns fretida

The last plant was killed in the open ground. In a

cool greenhouse, where the thermometer descended

several nights to 25° Fahr., all the Zonal and flower

Pelargoniums were uninjured, about twenty species of

Cape and Brazil Oxalises were untouched, but Oxalis

crassa and O. cernua were evenly stricken. The

water in the saucers (left on purpose) was a solid mass

of ice. G. Muiiby, The Holt, Farnham, Jan. iS.

Keens' Seedling and other Strawberries.—

Thanks to "R.P.B." (p. 593, vol. ii., 1S74), the

recent controversy about Strawberries seems at last

to have been brought upon the right ground, as there

is no doubt but that it is chiefly due to the inherent

conservatism of Englishmen that such Strawberries

as Keens' Seedling, Black Prince, Eleanor, and Elton

Pine, are still so extensively grown. Nobody will

deny that these kinds have had certain merits, and

fully deserved their popularity as long as they were

improvements on sorts which were in gardens previous

to their introduction ; but there is no fruit which in

modem times has been so much improved as the

Strawberry— a well-known and acknowledged fact

wilh all intelligent and impartial lovers of this

delicious fruit. I have grown Keens' Seedling,

Elton Pine, and Black Prince, ever since 1S49,

and still reserve for them a small place for the sake

of comparison, but many years have elapsed since I

picked a single berry olT them, except in cases where

I wished to show my friends what Strawberries were

thirty years ago and what they are now ! I have grown

Strawberries as a specialiiy for more than twenty-

five years, in strong as well as in light soils, and in

various climates and situations, and can, therefore,

speak from personal experience. Keens' Seedling, I

repeat, was a fine Strawberry, and I well recollect

how proud I was when I picked the first fruit of it

twenty-five years ago, but since then we have

obtained far superior kinds, thanks to Messrs. Brad-

ley, de Jonghe, Dr. Roden, Mr. Powell, and others,

which place Keens' Seedling utterly in the shade.^

The principal faults that I always find with Keens'

are its small size after the first gathering, and further,

its softness when quite ripe, and then only has it

flavour and sweetness. I must here mention a Straw-

berry wliich, although evidently of British origin, seems

but little known, and which I have only derived two

or three years from Mr. Krelage, of Haarlem—1 mean

Dumbarton Castle, sent out by Mr. Lawson. This I

would recommend to all admirers of Keens' Seedling,

as I consider it very nearly the same with the excep-

tion that it has none of its faults. The plant bears a

close resemblance to Keens', but its fertility is such

that I have this year increased it considerably. The

fruit is of even, uniform shape and size, and it ripens

quite as early as Keens'. Perhaps some of the

Scotch readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle might

favour us witli an account of its origin ? Pre-

sident is a very fine Strawberry, large, hand-

some and of good flavour ; but it lacks the firm-

ness and rich colour of Sir Joseph Paxton, which, on

the other hand, is a trifle later. " R. P. B." is quite

right in saying of Dr. Hogg that it is the sweetest of

all Strawberries. Fairy Queen, however, is a worthy

companion to it in this respect. The latter bears

very profusely, and forces well. Frogmore Late Pine,

a noble fruit, has, it is true, a little acidity, but is of a

pleasant vinous character ; and in that respect it is like-

wise far superior to Elton and Eleanor, which without

the addition of sugar are scarcely eatable. The

following is a selection of twenty of what 1

consider the best Strawberries, to which several

others of more recent introduction, and as yet not

fully proved, may be ultimately added :—Early :

Early Prolific and Duke of Edinburgh (Dr. Roden),

President (Green), Sir Joseph Paxton (Bradley),

Fairy Queen (Powell), Guenivere, (Mrs. Clements).

Medium season : Carolina superba (Kitley), Dr.

Hogg (Bradley), La Constante (De Jonghe), British

Qaeen (Myatt), Mr. Radclyfife (Powell), Her
Majesty (Mrs. Clements), Lucas, (De Jonghe), James
Veitch (Gloede), Sabreur (Mrs. Clements). Late :

Cockscomb and Frogmore Late Pine (Powell), Sou-

venir de Kieff (De Jonghe), Ascot Pine-apple (Stand-

ish), Unser Fritz (Gloede). Ferdinand Gloede, Eppen-

dorf, Hamburgh,

Houlletia Lowiana.—I was very much surprised

to see, at p. 484, vol. ii., 1S74, of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, a description of this new species. I found

it here in 1S69, when I was travelling for Mr. Hugh
Low, and sent him a lot ; but it has not been men-

tioned since. So far as I know, no other collector

had been in the place where I found this plant ; it

only grows in one district, beside a small stream,

amongst sterile, mountainous rocks, in a loamy clay.

The position is a little shaded, although some of the

plants are exposed to the sun the whole day. It will

stand a moderate heat, but as it grows at a height of

about 4500 feet, an intermediate house is best suited

to it. Ic commences flowering here in the months of

January or February, when the weather begins to be

dry and sunny. The plant does not grow in strong

tufts. The bulbs are small, the flower-spikes rise

from the young bulbs to a height of 3 or 4 feet, and

the flower is light yellowish in colour, large, and

agreeably scented. A single plant, when in flower,

fills the house with an aromatic perfume. To the first

lot I sent over I gave the name of H. Lowei,

as I knew that it was not known; and now that

Professor Reichenbach has got a flower he has

determined that it is a Houlletia, and named it in

honour of Mr. Low. When I first found it I sent a

sketch and some dried flowers to Mr. Low, but he at

first thought it was a Peristeria, and until now nobody

knew what it really was. I introduced another lot

last year, but as nobody had seen the flower, they

scarcely covered the freight, being sold and given

away as of little value. I have found another rarity in

the same genus, the flower of which assumes a very

large size. It flowers very freely, and has an agree-

able odour. There is at present none of it in Europe.

Albert Bruchmuller, Ocana.

The Divining Rod.'—On this subject (1S74, vol.

ii,, pp. 483,' 5S1) the following extraordinary coinci-

dence should be mentioned, whether " to give the devil

his due," or for other reasons. When the late

James Veitch, sen., had planted his nursery in

the neighbourhood of the city of Exeter, he was

anxious to get a good supply of water close to

the ranges of glass, and sunk several wells without

finding water, until the thing began to look serious,

as it had already become expensive. His atten-

tion was called to the use of the divining rod at

this stage of the work ; but he only smiled at

the idea of such agency. However, after hearing

what wonders had been wrought by this forked

Willow wand, he hired the devil's imp, and had

tire ground pointed out where he should dig for

water, and this only a few yards from the spot

where repeated trials had been made. The well-

sinker set to work and found an excellent supply of

water, which twenty-five years ago was pumpedupon to

supply the wants of the nursery, which were very great.

I had never heard before of such a means for indicat-

ing the presence of water, and as I had the informa-

tion direct from Mr. Veitch himself I could not lielp

thinking that it was a singular ^coincidence. Many
years ago a gentleman in Scotland broached the

theory that the water veins lay in the direction of

north and south nearly, and by sinking wells in the

direction of south or north of existing wells the sprmgs

would be tapped, and he instanced the case of a law-

suit being tried for taking the supply of water from a

water mill although a mile of distance and a high hill

lay between the neighbours. Now if this theory could

be substantiated, it would take the divining rod out of

the hands of the quack, and put it into the hands of

men who could "render a reason" for what they

did. In the parish where I was born, the wells cer-

tainly lay in the direction of north and south or nearly

so : the most northerly well was on high ground and

rocky, there being a stone quarry a little way from the

spring ; and from this point there were six or seven

wells southward nearly in a line. A. Forsyth.

Discovery of the Germination of Ferns.—

I

am afraid the remarks which I made the other night

at the Royal Horticultural Society are hardly adequate

to the prominence which you have been kind enough

to give them. What you have said, however, makes

me the more anxious to correct one or two points in

which I find I was not entirely accurate. They are not

of much importance, but if scientific history is worth

studying at all, it is well to be exact about it. Your re-

report makes me attribute to Columna all the ci priori

reasons for believing that Ferns had seeds, which Ray

gives in the first volume of his Historia Planiarum,

p, 132, 1 find, however, that two of them belong to
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Gerarde (1597). Quoting Johnson's edition (i6j6),

p. 1 129, I find that he says under Fihx mas lemota

pinnulis dentatis (Lastroa dilatata) :

— " Neere the old

plants I have oliserved very many small young plants

growing, which came by the falling of the seeds from

those dusty scales : for I believe all herbes have seeds in

themselves to produce their kindes. Gen. i., u and
12." What Columna said on the matter is contained

in a curious book, of which there is a copy in the

Lindley Library— Recchi's Nova Plaularum A:iima-

Hum d Mineralhim Restii Mexicnni Historia (164S).

This was based upon the collections and drawings of

Mexican plants belonging to Franciscus Hernandez,

of whom nothing seems to be known, except

that he was in Mexico at the close of the

sixteenth century, and spent a considerable

sum of money in having plants drawn. He carried

with him to Madrid seventeen volumes, all of which,

except five, perished in a conflagration in the Escurial.

To Recchi's work Columna added a kind of appendix

of annotations, and it was not without some difficulty

that I hunted down in the middle of a kind of pane-

gyric of his friend Cresius, his remarks about Ferns.

I will quote what he has to say :—" Et si Rusco

Hypoglosso et Lauro Alexandrime floras et fructus in

summo foliorum constituit conspicuos ;
quid merum

in Filiceis et capillaribus si in eorum dorso non tarn

conspicuos sed parvos adeo (natura) nasci voluit."

Colunma argues, from the presence of comparatively

large flowers on the upper side of what he supposed to

be the leaves of Ruscus, that those on the under side

of the leaves of Ferns might well be very small. He
then proceeds to describe Ccesius' observations on

what he took for the seeds of Ferns (doubtless the

spore cases). As I stated, W. Cole (1669) first

actually examined the spores of Ferns. His observa-

tions were communicated to Hooker, and I have not

had an opportunity of examining them in the original.

Ray quotes them in his Historia (I.e.), and I believe

that I was mistaken in attributing the first notice of

the hygroscopic movements of the spore cases (pro-

ducing their disruption and the consequent shedding

of the spores) to Ray rather than to Cole, from whom
apparently Ray quotes it. Lastly, Dr. Lindsay

appears to have been anticipated in the discovery of

the prothallus. According to Hofmeister {Higher

Cryptogams, p. 257) this was observed in 17S8—the

year preceding Lindsay's communication to Sir Joseph
Banks—by Ehihart. W. T. Thisdton Dyer.

Crocus Imperati.—This lovely little flower is

just now in full bloom with me, taking precedence

even of the Aconites, and keeping pace with

Helleborus niger. I know of nothing more exqui-

sitely delicate than the blending of its colours, and

I know of no spring flower which approaches it. I

have for some years past been nursing up my small

stock of bulbs, and have saved enough at last to

plant a small round bed, which, if spared till next

spring, I hope to see a perfect mass of fawn-colour,

purple, and mauve. There is a white variety of this

beautiful species, said to be not uncommon on the

hills round Naples, which ought to be in all our

gardens, and which I shall be deeply grateful if any

botanical dweller or sojourner in Naples will send

me. I get fonder of this beautiful gtnus every year

I live, in fact I may say I have a violent attack of

Crocus on the brain. If I were a richer man I would
follow the excellent example of my friend, Mr.

Elwes, and publish a monograph of all known Croci;

perhaps some day, when my ship comes in, I may

;

meanwhile, there are a good many species whose
acquaintance I have yet to make. If home duties

did not prevent me I would go off' at once and dig

them up and bring them home to this chalky corner

of Bucks, which will grow Croci, and grow them well,

though it is terribly trying to floral life in general.

Will all good Samaritans in foreign parts, who know
a Crocus when they see it, kindly remember that a

bulb or two of the following spring-flowering species

will be received with unspeakable gratitude by a

botanical beggar who lives at Drayton-Beauchamp
Rectory, near Tring?

—

Crocus duysanthub, Roumelia,
Asl.-i Minor

>i
gafgaricus, Asia Minor

,, biflorusAdami.Caucasus,
Crimea

,, biflorus nubigeiius, Asia
Minor

,, suiiveolens, Val d'lnfer-

,, b.-maticus, Hungary,
Transylv.inla, Croatia

' ^igenus. Steppes
ofOdei

Daln-

Ua Sieberi exiguu&,|Tran-
sylvani.T

Carpetanus, Spain
reliculatus etruscus, Tus-

can Macemma
, Anatolia

Toniraasinianus,

vitellinus, Palestine

,, Balansa, Smyrna
syriacus, Aleppo
Fleischer!, Asia Minor
hyemalis, Palestine

,, Gaillardoti, Anti-Le
banon range

From February till the end of April these species are

all more or less in bloom. H. Harpur- Crave, Drayton-
Beaiiehamp Rectory, Tring, January \^. [Mr. Berke-

ley, in his remarks at the meeting of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, alluded to the precocity of Crocus
Imperati in his own garden, where it also preceded
the Eranthis ; and we learn that Mr. Parker and
Mr. Barr both have had it for some time in flower.

Eds.]

BRITISH GARDENERS.—X.

PiiiLrp Frost.

The British gardener whom we introduce to our

readers this week—Mr. Philip Frost, of Dropmore—
was born at Moreton Hampslead, in Devonshire, on

July 10, 1804. His father, who was a farmer's son,

became in 1S07-S gamekeeper and park-keeper to

I<ord Grenville, at lioconnoc, in Cornwall, and about

the year 1S17 the son became employed, under

the forester, Mr. William Pond, in the shrubberies,

plantations, and nursery grounds, in the winter

months planting on waste lands, in summer chiefly in

the nursery, and in early autumn in the young planta-

tions, clearing Brambles and removing superfluous

leaders from young trees.

" On November 29, 1822," writes Mr. Frost, " I

started from home for Dropmore, where I was first

put in the flower-garden, which was not then of so

much note as it is now. I soon moved into the frame-

ground, where I thought there was more to be learnt.

In 1S26 I left Dropmore and went to Colonel

Howard's, Ashtead Park, near Epsom, under Mr.

Hislop. Lady Grenville objected very much to my
leaving, and desired me to write and state how I liked

it. I found I was rated and treated as a common
labourer, but I thought I deserved something better,

and soon obeyed her ladyship's request, the result

being an intimation to return to Dropmore immedi-

ately and resume my old place. In 1827 I was made
foreman of the frame-ground, and at that time we had

a vinery to force, which is still producing excellent crops.

We had also Melon and Cucumber frames, in very

great extent, and it was a fight who should excel.

The neighbourhood of Windsor stood prominent in

Cucumber-growing, and Gould, Weedon, Patrick,

and many others strongly competed for the lead. In

the year 182S I wished to go, for improvement, into

a kitchen-garden, and accordingly left on March 20
for Caen Wood, making a sacrifice of 6j. per week
by so doing. In a short time the foreman, John
Milne (a nephew of Mr. Milne, of the Fulham Nur-
series), left, and I was promoted to the position of

foreman of Caen Wood garden. In June, 1829, I

had the offer of a situation in Derbyshire, but went, in

preference, to the Botanic Garden, Chelsea, as fore-

man under Mr. Anderson. I soon gained his con-

fidence, and the improvement I made in the plants

was noticed by Sweet, Haworth, and others, who
were in the habit of visiting the garden. I raised a

new stock from cuttings, which had not been done for

years. In the autumn of 1832, Lord Grenville had

reasons for dismissing Mr. Baillie, my old master, and

told me that he would take me in preference to any

one he knew. I must here add that Lord Grenville

offered me a botanical work before I left in 1828, and

accordingly gave me Sprengel's System of Vegetables,

andSchultes' Mantissain Volumen Terlium, Systemaiis

Vegetabiliiis, Caroli a Linni. I was much interested

in English botany, and at that time knew most of the

wild plants of this neighbourhood. Lord Grenville had

each volume put in two parts, and bound, interleaved,

with my name printed on the cover. I took charge of

the garden here in January, 1833. In October, 1834,

I planted the first trees here— five Deodar Cedars.

Tlie largest is now Co feel high, and measures in

diameter of branches 52 feet, the girth of the trunk at

3 feet from the ground being 9 feet 7 inches. From a

note of Lord Grenville's, I learn that the seed of the

finest .\bies Douglasii was sent here in December,

1827, which settles a point I was not clear about. A
gentleman from Whiteknights measured it a short

time since, and made it 106 feet high. The finest

Araucaria is 60 feet high (see Gardeners' Chronicle,

1S72). There were three A. Douglasii plants

raised from seed sent here from the Horticultural

Society's garden. One has been cut down, and

there are now two growing, but the tree that has

had the most attention is a long way the finest—

a

proof of the method of top-dressing I have adopted

being beneficial. There has not been much glass

erected since I have had charge—in fact, only a

range of Peach-houses 150 feet long, which has pro-

duced magnificent fruit. There are two vineries
;

one here when I came, still going on, the other,

planted in 1825, producing excellent fruit and splendid

crops. The trees I have planted since 1833 will bear

inspection, especially when the nature of the soil—

a

sterile gravel—is taken into account."

Our readers will remember that in December, 1872,

the friends and admirers of Mr. Frost presented him
with a handsome silver cup, of the value of ;f25, on
which were engraved the portraits of two of his

more remarkable nursings—Araucaria imbricata and
Abies Douglasii, together with an annuity purchased

with the sum of about ;^200. Long may he live to

enjoy it, and to care for the wants of the magnificent

trees at Dropmore.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural ; Jan. 20.—W. A. Lind.

say, Esq., in the chair. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley,

after the usual preliminary business had been com-
pleted, called attention to the subject of the awards

made by the F'ruit and Floral Committees, and
observed that though there were many interesting

plants from Mr. Wills, Messrs. Veitch, and others,

and a fine collection of Cycadaceous plants from Mr.

Bull, there was not much that required remark. The
Rhododendron shown by Mr. Baker, gr. to Ambrose
Bassett, Esq., which was supposed to be R. niveum,

was really R. argenteum, a species described in Dr.

Hooker's Himalayan Journals, and figured in the

Botanical Magazine, tab. 5054. With regard to the

late severe weather, Mr. Berkeley hoped that the

experience of others had proved as favourable as in

the case of his own garden in Northamptonshire, which
is about 500 feet above the sea level, and in which,

owing to a good covering of snow, all the plants seemed
to have escaped unhurt, and are nowdoingwell. He was
pleased to find lately two patches of Crocus Imperati

in full bloom, thus proving to be rather earlier than

the common Aconite, and of easy culture : it ought to

be in every garden. It is perhaps the most beautiful

of the genus, and increases rapidly. A Snowdrop
had that day been received from Tweedside, which
was very early ; in his own garden there would be

none for another week. Flowers of Aponogeton dis-

tachyon were also shown by Mr. Parker, which had
been developed in the open air ; and specimens of

Corbularia cantabrica in full blossom had been re-

ceived from Algiers by post. Mr. Bull sent an

Arisieraa, doubtless a variety of A. Wightii, as it

diflered slightly from it in colour only, the spadix in

Mr. Bull's plant being deep purple and in the typical

plant yellow. Mr. Berkeley then mentioned other

objects of interest that had been before the Scientific

Committee, and the meeting adjourned.

Scientific Commitiee. — Dr. J. D. Hooker,
C.B., Pres. R.S., in the chair. This meeting was
well attended, and numerous subjects were brought
forward for discussion.

Honey Deio.— Mr. Alfred Smee stated that his

"manufactory of honey dew "by means of aphides
was in full operation. This will probably be brought
forward on a subsequent occasion.

Buds on Roots of Peach TVsf.—The Rev. M. J.
Berkeley read a letter from Mr. Andrew Murray, en-

closmg a specimen of the root of a Peach tree with
adventitious buds proceeding from it. The tree from
which it was taken was understood to be retarded

and stunted in its growth.
Knots on Vines.—Mr. Berkeley also exhibited speci-

mens of Vine rods with large burr-like excrescences

growing from them, and suggested that it would be
desirable to ascertain whether the production was
due to the attacks of a fungus like the Exobasidium,
known to produce swellings on the leaves of Rhoden-
dron.

Cyathus Thozeti.— A. beautiful little fungus from

Australia, whence it was sent by Baron Miiller, was
then exhibited under this name,
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Double Cineraria,—A specimen was shown, from
Mr. Bennett, gr. to the Marquis of Salisbury at Hat-
field, and where the flowers were nearly or entirely

absent, and replaced by small green scales—a most
undesirable variation for horticultural purposes.

Vibrios in the Roots of Cv.ciivibers.—A conversation
took place on this subject, with reference to the figure

of these creatures in a recent number of the yonrnal
of Horticulture. It was stated that the anim.il was a
species of Gelenchus, but little known to naturalists.

Mr. Berkeley had seen a similar occurrence in the
roots of Gardenia. [See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1872,
vol. ii., p. 302. Eds.].

Chestnuts 0/ i^T^, preserved fresh. — Mr. Alfred
Smee e-xhibited Chestnuts of the growth of 1S73 which
had been preserved simply in dry sand in a flower-
pot placed in a dry garden shed. On cutting one
open it was found to be quite fresh, and the embryo
in a good condition. This supplies a valuable hint
to those concerned in sending Chestnuts to India and
elsewhere. Dr. Hooker stated that the English
Chestnuts he had sent to India in sacks had not
germinated, but those that he sent from Italy had
done so.

Phylloxera.—Professor Dyer called attention to the
letter of Professor Forel, of Lausanne, to Professor
Westwood, which has already been published in our
columns (p. 18, 1875).

The Colorado Beetle,—Professor Dyer also alluded
to the recent prohibition enacted by the German
Government against the introduction of Potatos from
America, so as to avoid the importation of the beetle.

[Our Government refused to prohibit the entry
of American Potatos, on the ground that "it does
not appear that the eggs or larvK of the beetle have
been or are deposited or conveyed in the tuber of the Po-
tato," Eds.]. Mr.AndrewMurraysaidthathehadseen
prodigious quantities of the beetle in Canada, where it

made great havoc with the leavesand haulm, on the latter

of which the eggs were deposited. The Tomato was
similarly affected. The species of Solanum originally

attacked was a prickly-leaved species. Mr. McLachlan
stated that the ravages of the beetle were first observed
in Mexico, from whence it had extended and was still

extending. Dr. Hooker commented on the singular
circumstance that a semi-tropical beetle should be
enabled to resist the severe winters of Canada. Mr.
McLachlan, in reference to this point, noted the
appearance of quantities of the winter moth, Cheima-
toljia brumata, a night or two after the recent frosts.

Cracked Pears.—From Mr. Webb came some speci-

mens of Pears (Beurre d'Aremberg), which had cracked
and grown together again. Mr. Webb stated that

with him Pears often cracked to the core and grew up
again, so that the split was only perceptible by two
lines in the skin. The cracks generally appear after

rain, following upon drought.

New Potato Disease in Algeria.—Mr. Alfred Smee
alluded to the destruction wrought by a Tineinous
larva already reported on in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Luminous Fungus.—The Hon. Sir H. Gordon
forwarded a luminous fungus, a species of Marasmius,
from the Seychelles.

Fruiting of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis. — Professor

Thiselton Dyer stated, with reference to the fruiting

of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis—which had been stated,

on the authority of Dr. Cleghorn, not to take place

even in India—that he had received a note from
Mr. H. Gorrie, of Mauldslie Castle, Carluke, N.B,,
to the effect that in 1S71 and 1872 the plant had
fruited with him after being artificially fertilised, and
that he had raised plants from the seeds. The flowers

of the seedlings were larger than those of the parent

plant.

Absorption of Ammonia by the Leaves of Plants,

—Professor Dyer called attention to some experiments
of M. Schloessing, who has shown that plants absorb
and assimilate the ammonia of the atmosphere in the

way that has been supposed, but not before demon-
strated. He grew two plants of Tobacco in the same
soil under bell-glasses, supplying both with fresh air.

In one case h.e added some sesquicarbonate of ammo-
nia in very dilute solution, placed at the bottom of

the apparatus each day. Between July 31 and Sep-
tember 14, 1,93 grm. of ammonia was volatilised in

the atmosphere of one glass, while the other glass

received none. Analysis then showed that the plant

which grew in the ammoniated atmosphere contained

2.22 per cent, of nitrogen, and the other one only

1.77 per cent., the former being the normal quantity.

Although the ammonia must have been absorbed by
the leaves, its nitrogen did not remain in them, but
was diffused throughout the plant, including the roots.

(Academy, Nov. 14, 1S74, p. 540.)
Mistleto Parasitic on Itself.—Dr. Masters showed

specimens from Mr. Corderoy, of Didcot, in which
young seedling Mistletos had grown upon the branches

of the parent plant.

Graft Hybridisation. — Some conversation then

ensued as to the possibility of dividing two buds so

evenly as to allow of the adhesion of the two halves

of different buds. While it was theoretically not im-

possible, the committee thought the practical difiicul-

ties in the way would be too great to be surmounted.

Monstrous Cyclamens.—Some specimens of Cycla-
mens, in which the flowers were borne in stalked
umbels mixed with leaves, and also in the axils of
alternate leaves, were shown. They were obtained
from plants growing at Chiswick.

Floral Cojimittee.—Mr. B. S. Williams in the
chair. There was a full attendance of members
to-day, but a paucity of subjects for adjudication.
The largest contributors were Mr. W. Bull. Mr.
John Wills, of Onslow Crescent, and Messrs. Veitch
& Sons. Mr. Bull's contributions consisted of a very
fine group of Cycads, including beautiful specimens
of Encephalartos Lehmanni, E. horridus, E. Alten-
steini, and several forms of E. villosus ; Dion
edule, Macrozamia spiralis, M. corallipes gyrata,
M. plumosa, and Zamia furfuracea. A vote of
thanks was awarded. From Mr. Wills came a most
attractive group of plants, composed of Orchids,
Dracjenas, Palms, Ferns, and Lycopods, Aralias,

Marantas, &c. ; and Messrs. Veitch had a particularly

fine collection of Cyclamens, and a smaller group of
Primula sinensis kermesina flore-pleno. In both

,
cases the thanks of the committee were voted. The
only certificate awarded was one of the first class to

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for x Nepenthes intermedia,
a hybrid between N. Rafllesiana and an unnamed
species with spotted pitchers. N. intermedia has
oblong pitchers, spotted and barred with red. Mr.
Baker, gr to Ambrose Bassett, Esq., showed a cut
flower of a Bhotan Rhododendron, which proved to

be R. argenteum. Its very pretty flowers are white,
campanulate in shape, forming a close stiff truss.

Cut flowers of Aponogeton distachyon, scented like

the Hawthorn, or Odontoglossum gloriosum, and pro-
duced in the open air, were shown by Mr. Parker,
of Tooting. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son sent a
few seedling Hippeastrums, and from the Society's

garden, Chiswick, came a small group of Primulas.

Fruit Comjiittef..—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S,,
In the chair. But little of general interest was shown
at this meeting, which was well attended. Mr.
G. T. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe
Abbey, showed five remarkably fine Charlotte Roths-
child Pine-apples, weighing together 35jlb., and
received a Cultural Commendation. Votes of thanks
were accorded to Messrs. Stuart & Mein, of Kelso,
for a small but interesting collection of Apples, grown
in the State of Michigan, U.S.A. ; and to Mr. James
Batters, gr., Chilworth Manor, Romsey, for a good
fruit of the variegated Pine-apple. A Cultural Com-
mendation was also awarded to the Rev. W. Broom-
field, who sent a meritorious collection of Apples,
grown in the neighbourhood of Kelso. Mr. Batters

also sent a nice dish of new Potatos, and one of

Mushrooms, and a good dish of the latter was also

contributed by Mr. John Stirling, Park House, Swan-
sea. Mr. Bennett, Hatfield, showed fruits of the

Telegraph, Improved .Syon House, Masters' Prolific,

and Monro's Duke of Edinburgh Cucumbers, princi-

pally to illustrate the very free-bearing character of

the latter. A First-class Certificate was awarded to

Mr. Cox, gr. to F. Clarke Hills, Esq., Redleaf,

Penshurst, Kent, for a seedling Apple named Redleaf
Russet. It was raised from the well-known Golden
Knob, which it somewhat resembles, but is flatter and
of a more even golden russetty colour. The flavour

was said to be particularly good.

Clje W\\h iarben.
Cucumber Bed.—If a Villa, or perhaps it would

be best to be comprehensive and say Amateur Gar-

dener, is proud of any achievement in connection with

his garden it is that of growing his own Cucumbers.

If he can manage to have some nice bunches of

Grapes in his small vinery, and is able to cut a few

nice Cucumbers in his frame or pit, he becomes locally

quite an authority in gardening matters, and he is

pretty well sure to be proposed on the committee of

the horticultural society of the place.

Cucumbers require constant attention'; they cannot

be planted out as one would a Currant bush, and then

be left to take care of themselves ; they will not take

care of themselves, they must be taken care of. They
require close attention, they require to be kept grow-

ing, healthy, and vigorous, in a moist regular heat ; a

check from the cold, an injury through neglect, will

undo all the precious work of the previous weeks.

Next to growing Cucumbers of the short, prickly,

or ridge type out-of-doors during the summer, the

most elementary form is that of the old-fashioned

dung-bed, and this is the one that must be resorted to

in the case of ordinary Villa Gardens. The earlier in

the season that the culture of Cucumbers is com-
menced the more difficult does the process become to

those that are in the alphabet of this part of their

garden work : there are greater alternations of tem-

perature to contend with j a frequent absence of solar

light and heat ; and there is also a copious rainfall,

which lowers the temperature of the bed at a time
when the bottom-heat is most wanted. Still,

Cucumbers can be and are grown in this way very
creditably indeed, and notwithstanding the dllTicuUies

that beset the cultivator.

When Cucumbers are grown on the old-fashioned
hotbed the labour of the preparation of the material
which forms the bed, by frequent mixing and turning
before it is in a fit condition to be made into a
hotbed, must be undergone. Then when it is made
up there comes a pause, when the cultivator anxiously
waits for the time when the burning heat has sub-
sided and the noxious gases have escaped, and the bed
is reduced to a sufficiently low temperature to admit
of the plants being planted out.

The best materials out of which to construct a
Cucumber bed are fresh stable dung and leaves, about
two-thirds of the former and one of the latter. Some
gardeners prefer to dispense with leaves altogether,

others advocate their use to the extent of one-half.

Fresh stable manure, that which has lain together for

two or three weeks, is preferred to any other kind of
manure. Let it be thrown up together, so as to
reduce any rankness of the manure before the bed is

made ; but rank manure need not be rejected, as it

can be used to go at the bottom of the bed, and what
the gardeners term "sweetened manure" may be
placed on the top of it, by way of completing the bed.
The mixing together of the materials out of which the
bed is to be formed is a matter of some moment,
simple as it may appear. Let them be collected and
brought to the place where the bed is to be built up,
and then let them be well shaken out as loosely as
possible, and if the stable manure be dry, as it some-
times does when lying in a confused heap, let

plenty of water be thrown over it as the mixing pro-
ceeds. It should then be left in a tidy heap, and in
the course of a week or so it will have generated a
considerable quantity of active warmth through the
moist dung. It should then be thoroughly turned
and well shaken, and the same process will require
to be followed after the same interval of time, when
the bed can be made. In building it up, let

the space it is to occupy be first decided on, and then
lay the manure so as to cover it. The sides should be
built up evenly and regularly, and all the material be
well shaken out ; it should also be piled up high, as

it will subside considerably in a week or two. The
invariable rule is to have the bed slightly slanting away
to the front, say about a foot lower at this part. As
the dang is piled up in even layers, it should be
thoroughly beaten down as the work proceeds, the sides

of the bed being as regularly built up as a wall, A newly
formed bed should be 4 to 4^ feet high at the back, and
not so deep by a foot in front. It is customary with
some cultivators to mix in with the dung the pieces of
turf obtained by using the edging iron on grass plats,

and anything of a like character, for the purpose of

moderating the fierceness of the fermentation that

always takes place when dung is thrown up together ;

and over the manure a layer of turf is placed, with the
grassy side downwards, before the soil in which the
plants are to grow is placed on it, "The first con-

sideration," states Mr. J- Simpson, of Wortley Hall
Gardens, " is the selection of a site for the bed, which
should always be in a dry and sheltered situation. No-
thing extracts the heat so rapidly as cold winds ; indeed
where a hotbed is made up annually, it is better to

have it sunk two-thirds in the ground. It would be
preferable, in fact, to have it wholly in the ground ;

but, as the bed will settle down at least one-third of

its height during the summer, the frame would get

below the ground line, which would be inconvenient.

For a frame 9 feet by 5, the pit needs to be 14
feet long and 10 feet wide, and if the bed be
intended to last eight or nine months it requires

to be 4 feet deep, which, allowing one-third of the

bed to be above ground, gives a total depth of

6 feet of fermenting material. If the pit be double-

boarded with strong rough deal, so as to form a
2-inch cavity all round between the earth and the

sides of the bed, the heat will last a considerable time
longer, as the cavity prevents the bed being robbed of
its heat by the cold earth." These remarks contain some
excellent suggestions, and the idea of a sunken per-

manent pit is a good one, as it can be made serviceable

at all times of the year. In the cases of small gardens,

where space is a prime consideration, the bed
must be put in the most convenient position

;

but wherever it is possible to do so it is a good
plan to fence it in, in some convenient corner of the
garden. A compost and frame yard shut in by a

Privet, Laurel, Hornbeam, or any other hedge that

will screen it from cold winds, and by shutting it

off from other parts of the garden prevent it from
interfering in any way with the love of order that is

always felt by a tidy gardener, is most desirable.

The building up of the bed completed, the frame
should be placed in position at the top of it. An ordinary

two or three light Cucumber frame is some 2 feet in

depth at tlie back, and rather more than half the

depth in front ; and it is often recommended that after

it is placed in position, in addition to keeping the

lights shut down close, some covering, such as loose
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liltcr, sliouM be piled up round the frame, so as to

economise the heal, as well as to assist it in spreading

itself equally through the body of the bed. " Ker-

mentation sometimes goes on but slowly in a well-

trodden bed, if it be not protected in cold weather ;

but the temperature once raised to the required degree

can be eaKily kept from falling by a little care and

attention."

No one must dream of putting the plants into

the frame directly the bed is prepared in the w.ay in-

dicated, as the rank heat given forth in the first

instance would soon burn them up. The cultivator

must wait for a few days till there is a pretty steady

warmth of about 75'. Uut the provision of the plants

one to each light will be required—should have been

arranged for previously, so that they may be at hand

when the bed is ready for them. It will be obvious

that, if the bed is to be used to raise the plants as well

as to grow them into fruiting, valuable and important

time will be lost. Unless there is other convenience

for raising the seeds, or if the kind offices of a neigh-

bour cannot be enlisted, recourse must be had to a

nurseryman or neighbouring gardener for the plants

required. A little forethought is wanted, so that the

plants shall be ready for placing out in the bed as

soon as it is ready to receive them.

©t(tuarg.
Mk. WiLr.iAM Port Ayres, whose name is well-

known amongst horticulturists, died, after a lengthened

and severe illness, at Carisbrook Villa, Forest Hill,

on the 14th inst. His father, Mr. Richard Ayres, occu-

pied a somewhat prominent positionin the profession in

the early part of the present century, and there is a

contribution of his in i S20 to the Transactions of the

HortiaiUwal Society of London (iv. 306) referring to

fruiting specimens of the genus Citrus which had been

exhibited by him from the garden of E. M. Mundy,

Esq., of Shipley Hall, Derbyshire, at a meeting of

the Society held on February l5, 1S19. Mr. W. P.

Ayres was educated for his profession in the Horticul-

tural Society's garden at Chiswick ; and about

1844-6 we find him occupying the position of gar.

dener to James Cook, Esq., of Blackheath, and

exhibiting no small amount of ability as a cultivator

both of hard-wooded show plants and of fancy Pelar-

goniums. Subsequently he became a nurseryman and

florist at the same place, and at that period was very

successful as a raiser of new fancy Pelargoniums,

being, indeed, one of the first to give a decided im-

pulse to the improvement of that flower. Business

did not, however, prosper in his hands, and
for several years he reverted to his old profes-

sion as a gardener. Some few years later he

removed to Nottingh.im, and while there was

partly engaged in gardening, and partly as editor

of the horticultural portion of [he Nottingham Guar-

dian. Here he brought out his patent imperishable

hothouses, for the manufacture of which works were

established at Newark, and subsequently in the

neighbourhood of London, at Brockley, near New
Cross. Mr. W. P. Ayres was a man of undoubted

ability both as a gardener and a writer, and was
formerly a not infrequent contributor to our columns ;

but never attained to the influential position in the

horticultural world which his abilities would have

warranted one in expecting. He was the author of

a treatise on the Cultivation of the Cucumber^ and
Co-editor of the Gardeners' Magazine 0/ Botany.

We have also to record the death of Mr.
WiLiiRAiiAM Buckley, of Tooting, which took

place, after a long and painful aiHiction, on the iSth

inst. When we first became acquainted with him,

now more than a quarter of a century ago, Mr.

Buckley occupied a confidential position in the well-

known nursery establishment of the Messrs. Rollis-

son. This position he continued to fill till within a very

short period of his becoming incapacitated by an

attack of paralysis, which has, after some twelve or

fifteen months, terminated fatally. Mr. Buckley was
a most worthy and estimable man, with a knowledge

of garden plants equalled by very few men of the

present day. He was an occasional contributor to our

columns and to those of other journals.

From a Perth newspaper we learn of the

death, at the good old age of eighty-five, of Mr.

Archihald Turnbull, of the firm of Dickson &
Turnbull, nurserymen, Perth. Born in 1789 in the

county of Roxburgh, Mr. Turnbull completed his

education at Perth, where he first went to reside in

1803, subsequently joining his uncle, Mr. William
Dickson, in the nursery and seed business, which has

now been carried on under their names for nearly half

a century. By the death of his uncle in 1835, Mr.
Turnbull succeeded to his property at Bellwood, and
continued to conduct the business with great spirit

and professional ability. Mr. Turnbull was in early

life a captain in one of the local militia regiments, and
afterwards joined the Perthshire Yeomanry ; he was
a Commissioner of Supply and a Justice of the Peace,

a Director of Murray's Royal Asylum and of the

City and County Infirmary, and for many years was

Chairman of the Parochial Board of KinnouU. In

1829 he filled the office of City Treasurer, and retained

his seat at the Council Board until the passing of the

Municipal Reform Act of 1832. As one of the

original promoters of the Perthshire Horticultural

Society, Mr. Turnbull took great interest in its pro-

sperity, and frequently contributed to its annual exhi-

bitions ; and by his death on January 19, resulting

from a severe attack of bronchitis, the local institu-

tions of Perth have lost a warm and generous friend.

The Paris horticultural journals announce the

death, on December 31, of M. Couktdis-Gerard,
whose treatise on market gardening is a model of its

kind, and whose attainments and character entitled

him to a high place among horticulturists.
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E. ; Charles Green, Holmesdale Road, Reigate

;

Peter Grieve, Culford Hall, Bury St. Edmunds
;

W. E. Gumbleton, Belgrove, Queenstown, Ireland
;

Andrew Henderson, Wellington Road Nursery, St.

John's Wood, N.W, ; George Jackman, Woking,
Surrey ; Daniel Judd, Hawkstone Park, Shrewsbury

;

W. B. Kellock, Stamford Hill, N.
; John Keynes,

Salisbury, Wilts ; Francis R. Kinghorn, Sheen
Nursery, Richmond, Surrey

; John Laing, Stanstead

Park Nursery, Forest Hill, S.E.j Frederick Q. Lane,

Great Berkhampstead, Herts ; Charles Lidgard,

Albion Road, Hammersmith, W. ; Maxwell T.

Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Mount Avenue, Ealing, W.;
A. Mclntyre, Victoria Park, Hackney, E. ; Charles

Noble, Bagshot, Surrey ; Nathaniel Norman,
Crescent Road, Plumstead, S.E, ; Robert Parker,

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.; Anthony Parsons,

Danesbury Park, Welvvyn ; George Paul, Cheshunt,
Herts

; J. D. Pawle, Wray Park Road, Reigate

;

Charles Pilcher, West Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.;
Alexander Roger, Era House, Surrey Lane, Batter-

sea, S.W.; Alfred Salter, 11, Pembroke Road, Ken-
sington, W. ; George Smith, ToUington Nursery,

Hornsey Road, N,
; John Standish, Royal Nursery,

Ascot, Staines; Zadok Stevens, Trentham Hall,

Stoke-upon-Trent ; Charles Turner, Royal Nursery,

Slough ; George Westland, Witley Court, Stourport.

Fruit Committee. — Chairman : Henry Webb,
Redstone Manor House, Redhill, Surrey. Vice-

Chairmen : George F. Wilson, F.R.S., Heatherbank,
Weybridge Heath ; Rev. George Kemp, 41, Wey-
mouth Street, Portland Place, W. ; John Lee, Royal

Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W. Pomological

Director, Robert Hogg, LL.D., F.L S., 99, St.

George's Road, Pimlico, S.W.—Peter Barr, 12, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C; E. J. Beale, F.L.S.,

Stoneydeep House, Teddington Grove, S.W. ; George

E. Blenkins, 5, Sandford Place, Cheltenham ; George

Bogue, The Gardens, Gorhambury, St. Albans
; John

Cox, Redleaf Gardens, Tunbridge ; W. Coleman,
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury ; Robert Cooper, 152, Fleet

Street, E.C. ; A. Cramb, Tortworth, Wooton-under-
Edge ; Francis Dancer, Little Sutton, Turnham
Green

; J. Douglas, The Gardens, Loxford Hall,

Ilford, E. ; John E. Lane, Great Berkhampstead j G.

T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey, High Wycombe ; W.
J. Nutting, jun., 60, Barbican, E.G.; William Paul,

Waltham Cross, N. ; John R. Pearson, Chilwell,

Nottingham ; John Peel, Cambridge House, Twick-
enham, S.W. ; Thomas Perkins, Warren House Gar-

dens, Stanmore, N. W. ; Thomas Record, Vinters

Park Gardens, Maidstone ; T. F. Rivers, Sawbridge-

worth ; George Sage, The Gardens, Ashridge Park,

Berkhampstead; Alfred Smee, F. R.S., 7, Finsbury

Circus, E.C; T. Speed, Chatsworth, ChesterHeld

;

David Thomson, Drumlanrig, Thornhill, N.B. ; H.

J. Veitch, F. L.S., Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

S.W. ; James Frederick West, Lynmouth Lodge,

Reigate
; John Woodbridge, Syon House Gardens,

Brentford, W. Secretary : Archibald F. Barron,

Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick, W.

^artrtiT operations.
(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stoves.—The length of time through the

season that most stove plants that naturally flower

over a considerable part of the year can be had

in bloom, is consequent upon not giving them

too long a [rest ; if they are subjected to a little

more heat, so as to get them moving as soon

as the days begin to lengthen, their flowering season

is so far lengthened. Tliis is also better in every

way than a long rest, and submittmg them suddenly

to an excessively high temperature. If the stove at

the close of the present month is kept some 5°

warmer in the night, with a corresponding rise by

day, or more when there is a little sun, it will induce

many plants to move gently that will thereby have a

much longer flowering season ; but before any growth

is excited everything possible should be done to

exterminate or reduce as low as can be the worst

species of insects, such as mealy-bug and scale.

Where either of these, especially the former, are

allowed to get to a head, it is impossible to grow

stove plants as they ought to be. The continual

brushing and sponging to remove these pests disfigures

the leaves, and destroys quantities of the newly-

formed, undeveloped flowers. The facilities for

destroying insects when the plants are compara-

tively at rest is also such that as much can

then be effected in a short space of time as would

take immeasurably longer when there is a consider-

able amount of young growth. There is also at this

season usually more time at disposal to carry out this

kind of work. Keep stm'e Begonias at the driest end

of the house, and do not allow them to get wet over-

head with the syringe, as moisture in this way makes

them soft and tender, and the flowers of short dura-

tion when cut. The useful winter-flowering Aphe-

landra cristata, and the dwarf brilliant-coloured A.

Roezlii^ will now be coming into flower ; give them
also a light situation, and as little humidity in the

atmosphere as can be without keeping it too dry for

the general stock. If in cutting the flowering shoots

of Euphorbia jacqiiiniesjlora there is not too great a

length of the current season's growth removed, they

will push out a fresh lot of flowers, but keep the plants,

as hitherto advised, as near the glass as possible with-

out their absolutely touching it, as on this depends
their flowers having their fine deep colour, and lasting

when cut. To secure this the best method of treating

this plant through the winter is to tack thin strings

across the roof sash-bars 6 inches asunder, then stand

the plants so that their blooming-shoots will lie up
against these strings, then tack more similar strings

under the shoots ; this keeps them so that their leaves

and flowers do not touch the glass, yet not more than

the depth of the sash-bar away from it ; so treated the

flowers are of the finest possible colour, and will stand

when cut in wet sand or water for a week, instead of

being, as often grown, worthless through flagging in

a few hours. Keep Gardenias at the warmest end of

the stove, and supply them with sufiicient water at

the root, yet not too much, for if the roots were to

get injured thereby the buds would fall. Amaryllis.

—Recent additions to this fine family of plants have

been such as to make them of still further import-

ance. Their easy growth and moderate size are such

as to commend them to general cultivation, for with

fair treatment there is little danger of losing them ;

although in reality many of them are greenhouse

plants, still the ease with which they can be brought

into flower in heat during the winter, and the fact of

their being of more use as decorative subjects during

this season than later, when greater plenty of bloom-

ing plants are in, makes it desirable to nov/ place

some in heat. If they have been kept cool and quite

dry, soak the balls by plunging the pots in a vessel of

tepid water for some hours, until the soil is moistened ;

if they are then placed in a temperature of 60° in the

night—a few degrees more or less will not matter

—

they will soon throw up flowers. Any Gesncras of

the zebriita and exonimsis type, that are now opening

their flowers should not be kept warmer than just suffi-

cient to enable them to open, otherwise they are of little

use for conservatory decoration. Even where such is

kept at an intermediate temperature, the large

bulbed species, such as G. Cooperii and G. Donkclaariy

if they have been dried off in the autumn, may now
be started, potting them similarly to Gloxiiiias, and
placing them in the warmest end of the stove. If it

is desirable to increase these plants, it can be done by

dividing the root similarly to Gloxinias. In flower-

forcing it is necessary to calculate a considerable

time beforehand as to the probable requirements and

supply, otherwise the result is likely to be either a

profusion or scarcity, the best way to avoid which is

to introduce into heat a few plants at a time and

often ; with this view some Genistas and Acacias

should at once be placed in the forcing pit or cooler

end of the stove. Acacia armata and A. Drum-
mondii are well suited for this early work, being com-

pact habited plants, and naturally inclined to open

their flowers without being subjected to strong heat. A
fesv Gloxinias may now be potted and placed in heat

:

if there happens to be a scarcity of any variety, and

a few large bulbs exist, they will bear dividing, simi-

larly to cutting a Potato for planting, but each piece

must have a portion of the central buds attached to

it. After potting at once place them in heat. I have

known these bulbs seriously injured by being left in the

new damp soil in a cold potting shed for two or three

days. Some. lchinienesmz.y alsonowbe put in ; these are

best started in broad shallow pans, and, after they have

made an inch or two of growth, pricked out into the

pots or baskets they are ultimately to occupy. Mix

one-fourth sifted leaf-mould with the soil the bulbs

are started in ; this will enable their removal to the

flowering pots without injuring their roots materially.

Keep Bouvardias in a warm temperature, which will

not only cause them to flower freely but to push

lateral growths, which will succeed the principal shoots

in blooming. The glass, especially the roof portion

in stoves, soon becomes obscured, more particularly in

the winter season, when little air is given, not only

from accumulations of soot and dust on the outside,

but also on the inside from the slimy conferva: that

form upon it. Another good washing outside and in,

similar to such as advised in the autumn, will be of

very great use in admitting all the light possible.

T. Baines.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Where, fromunavoidable circumstances, the planting

of young fruit trees has been deferred, no time should

be lost in making the necessary preparations for their

reception. In the formation of a new garden, or for

orchard planting, if the ground has not been previously

trenched it will be better at the present to take out

holes of 6 to 8 feet diameter, turning out the top spit

round the side of the hole and afterwards trenching

up the bottom to a depth of 18 inches, but should

this be heavy clay or gravel a portion should be re-

moved and a good layer of stone or brick refuse,

or other suitable material placed in the bottom, so

as to form an efficient drainage, without which
it is hopeless to expect young trees to continue in a
healthy vigorous state of growth. Means also must be
taken for the thorough drainage of the ground gener-

ally, otherwise taking out holes as above recommended
is liable in retentive soils to form receptacles for the

retention of water about the roots. Most, or indeed
all, hardy fruit trees may be successfully planted

during the next month, or even later, providing care

is taken to expose the roots to the air as short a time
as possible. Indeed, in cold or late soils, where not
well drained or otherwise ungenial, it is questionable

whether, in the case of young ttees removed from the

shelter of a nursery quarter, spring planting is not
preferable to autumn, unless the latter can be done
sufficiently early to admit of the formation of fresh

roots before absorption of heat ceases. In either case

much will depend upon the necessary attention as to

mulching and watering during the first summer after

planting. Pruning and nailing wall trees should be
followed up as fast as possible, as every day now
brings an addition of work, which cannot be deferred

where the well keeping of a garden of any pietensions

is duly cared for. Dessert and other Cherries should
be washed with a composition of some kind pre-

vious to nailing in. Gishurst Compound is among
the best, but these mixtures are so numerous
that the selection is best left to the decision of

the operator or his assistants. Prune and stake

Raspberries where not already done, and prepare
by well trenching and manuring ground for fresh

plantations when required. Many methods of growing
this useful fruit are now in practice ; where a little

expense at the commencement is not an object

place strong straining posts, 5 feet high, of iron or

wood, at either end of the rows, which should be 5 feet

apart ; and to these fix three wires, at iS inches apart,

the lowest 2 feet from the ground. The plants should
(hen be put in 2 feet apart, and two rods trained up-

wards from each stool, which will leave them I foot

apart for bearing. After pruning, staking, and tying-

in established plantations, the ground should be
cleaned if necessary, and well mulched with half

decomposed manure, but on no occasion fork or dig

between the rows except in the case of newly made
plantations, when a light summer crop, as Lettuce,

Spinach, &c., may be taken for one season only,

William Cox.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Now that the weather is milder forcing

will be comparatively easy work, and should be

pushed on during all such spells of mildness, as it is

always adviseible to proportionately reduce the forcing

temperature the moment there is a reduction of such

outside. A " cut-and-dried line" temperature at

which to maintain forcing-houses is wrong in prin-

ciple, and, if practised, must end in disappointment.

Our aim ought rather to be how best to maintain the

most equable temperature compatible with the state

of the weather outside. In very early houses the

Grapes will be ready to thin, in doing which the

variety of Grapes being operated upon should be kept

inmind, and those kinds producing the largest berries be

most thinned. Experience alone can teach how thin

they ought to be, or how many bunches each Vine

ought to carry. It is always good policy to err on

the side of having what is termed a thin crop, which

invariably finishes off well, whilst a heavy crop fre-

quently comes to grief through shanking and other

ills. Disbud the Vines in succession-houses as soon

as the best "shows" can be distinguished, of course

taking off the weakest shoots, and leaving one shoot

only to each spur. Pinch out the joint of the shoots

two or more joints beyond the fruit ; but should

there be plenty of space for foliage without over-

crowding, several joints beyond the fruit may be left

with advantage. Discontinue syringing, but keep the

floors and walls damp, and otherwise maintain a

healthy growing atmosphere. In starting later houses

the preliminaries should be—thorough cleansing, top-

dressing of borders, and watering the same with tepid

water. Late Grapes still on the Vines will require

almost daily attention. So long as the weather is

damp it will be advisable to keep up a little fire night

and day, giving air whenever practicable. Grape

rooms deserve to become more general, as, if properly

managed. Grapes keep better and need less attention

when cut and bottled than if hanging on the Vines.

Moreover, the Vines, are at rest, and can be pruned

and cleaned, and the house put in order for another

season's crop. W. Wildsmith, HickfieUl.

Figs.—The Figs in pots, if started in the beginning

of the month, will now be showing their young shoots,

and the sturdier they can be kept by plenty of light

and air, combined with a slight bottom-heat, the

greater will be the chances of gathering a satisfactory

early crop. The best and richest flavoured crop of early

Figs I ever grew in pots was of the White Marseilles

variety, grown on the flue of a Pine pit, where the

little trees had plenty of light and heat. The pots

were placed each on four bricks on the top of the flue,

and the trees watered frequently with weak liquid

F

i
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manure, and syringed twice a day to keep red-spider

down. The ni^ht temperature was never below 60*

when their forcing commenced in February, and the

day temperalure fiom So" to 85°. Where Figs are

permanently planted out in a house and required fur

early forcing, they mu^t now be pruned and dressed,

and when forcing commences duly kept syringed twice

a day, should the weather be favourable. The night

temperature may range from 50° to 55' when the

forcing begins, and in tiie day-time from 70° to 75°

with sun-heat. William Tillery, Welbcck,

TiiK Orchard House.— It may be necessary to

say here that the cultural directions which will be

attempted to be given under this head are intended

to apply only to the orchard-house piir d simple;

that is, to structures which may vary to any extent as

to form and dimensions, but all so far alike in being

destitute of any means of increasing their internal

temperature, otherwise than by the prevention, to

some extent, of radiation by their roofs, &c., and by
like means the retention of solar heat transmitted to

them by the sun's rays during the day. The posses-

sion of heating apparatus of any kind would neces-

sarily constitute such structures, to some extent at

least, forcing houses. The advantages which the

orchard-house olTers for the cultivation of fruit trees

over open-air cultivation are very considerable and
now generally known. The fruit trees grown in these

houses may be either grown in pots or planted in pre-

pared borders or beds of soil. In most cases it is

advisable to follow, to some extent, both systems of

culture, that is, to have a portion of each kind of fruit

tree planted out, as well as a portion in pots. If

all such trees, whether planted out or in pots, have
been attended to as has been recommended in former
Calendars— viz. , surface dressed, mulched, &c., and in

some instances pruned and dressed, while those in

pots will have been placed somewhat close together,

and the pots surrounded and the surface well covered

with hay or dry litter of some kind, to prevent injury

by severe frost— if all this has been done, the trees

may be allowed to remain in their present position for

some time longer ; but as the weather is now very

mild, the soil in the pots should be examined, and if

found to be very dry water should be given. In most
instances, however, the Utter with which the pots are

covered will have had the effect of preventing the

soil from becoming very dry, and in these cases water
will not be required until the blossom-buds begin to
swell. To prevent, as far as possible, such buds
from doing so prematurely, the ventilators of the
house should be kept open by night as well as by day,
closing only when the thermometer falls under the
freezing point, and again opening the same during the
day, unless the frost is intense and the sky obscured.
It is of importance to prevent, as far as possible, the
lenaperaiure of the house being raised to any great
extent by the bright sunshine which usually accom-
panies sharp frost, and which would, if the house
should be kept close, be sufficient to disturb that state

of quietude which it is desirable to preserve in the
trees during the entire month of January at least.

Although it is quite true that our summers are barely
of sufficient length to ripen some of our best late
Peaches, kc, even with the assistance of glass, yet it

would, nevertheless, be unadvisable to allow such
trees to be excited into growth at an earlier period
than can be avoided, on account of the danger which
is to be apprehended from late spring frosts ; for
although the blossoms of fruit trees in orchard-houses,
on account of being kept dry, can generally bear with
impunity a very considerable amount of cold, yet such
depressions of temperature as sometimes occur very
late in the season (such as that of the night of the loth
of last March, when the thermometer fell to 13°, or 19°
of frost), are calculated to endanger the fruit crop,
even when under the protecting influence of a glass
roof. P. Griei'e^ Culford, Bury Si. EdmiimVs,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The injurious effects resulting from a severe frost like

that we have recently experienced is often too speedily
estimated. It will doubtless prove so in many cases
this season, particularly where gardens are located in
valleys, which at this time of year abound with
moisture. Such is the case here, and doubtless we shall
ultimately suffer considerably in this respect : already
Broccoli plants in quantity are only fit to be removed
to the refuse heap. After the departure of such
severe weather certain crops will require immediate
attention ; foremost amongst these will be the winter
plantings of Lettuce. These are very liable to be
disturbed at the roots by the operation of severe frost,

and as being a crop which is everywhere indispens-
able and most generally esteemed it should have
immediate attention, and all those plants which are
likely to suffer by being loosened should have the
soil pressed firmly round them again. Globe Arti-
chokes will likewise want looking over, and the de-
cayed parts removed from them at once, and so will
all other kinds of winter stuff. It is a common prac-
tice in some places to have Globe Artichoke roots
lifted and stored away from the effects of severe frost.

This is quite unnecessary if they are properly protected

with ashes round the surface of the roots. For this

purpose a mixture of wood ashes is preferable.

These are likewise most valuable for other purposes
in this department, and therefore should be obtained

by burning such materials as accumulate and are

only fit for that purpose, and when reduced to this

condition they should be stored away in a dry place

in readiness for ordinary ure, such as the dusting of

Pcas^ Radishes^ Turnips^ iv:c. As spaces of ground
become vacant, which Rosselie Coleworls^ Savoys^

Early Bnascls SproulSj and Celery have occupied,

these plots, if deemed necessary, should be well

manured, and at this season be properly prepared.

None should be turned over less than two spits deep, if

the depth of soil will admit of its being done, not

necessarily bringing to the surface soil which is not
desirable there. Deep cultivation in combination
with good surface mulchings of manure are the best

means to be employed for producing vegetables of the

finest quality and in quantity under any conditions.

If a sufficient breadth of autumn sown Cabbage plants

are not already planted out, it should be attended to

in suitable weather ; these plants will provide young
tender heads when earlier planted ones are gone or
otherwise have become hard and only fit for soups.

Forcing Deparlment.—Turn over and refresh with
new materials fermenting beds where Asparagus roots

have become exhausted, and introduce fresh roots ; this,

the best of all iorced vegetables when properly managed,
is oftentimes much deteriorated in quality through not
being well aired. Pits having movable lights are

best adapted to its requirements; these should always
be kept off when the external temperature is 50°. To
obtain it from December until March, fermenting beds
at from 70^ to 80" are most suitable, with the means
to introduce a little artificial heat when needed for

ventilation purposes. As soon as Radishes are up, and
onward until rough leaves are formed, these must be
well ventilated. Early Carrols will require constant

attention. Slugs will be very destructive to these if

they are not carefully sought. Various kinds of small
seeds must shortly be sown, and soil in a proper state

for this purpose should be at hand.

—

G, T, MileSj

Wycombe Abbey,

He that gucstioiteth muck sluill li-arn muck.—Bacon.

[Many enquiries which reach us would be more suitably

answered by those of our correspondents whose expe-
rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to
those of the questioner. These we propose, in future,

to gather together for facility of reference ; and as
fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would
fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a
bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-
spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting

much valuable information. Eds.]

36. Egyptian Wheat.—^ Correspondent asks where
he can obtain a few good seeds of the Egyptian Wheat,
'iViticum compositum f"

Answers to Correspondents.
Azaleas : Constant Reader. Our answers to your

questions are— i, no ; 2, when the blooming season is

over, and the plants ready to be started into growth
;

3, good sound tibry peat, with sand according to its

texture.

EUCHARIS AMAZON-irA : F.Deiiman. You will find all

the information you require in our volume for 1872,

pp. 289, 509.

Fernery : F. W. Glaze with rough plate glass.

Heating Conservatory : Old Subscriber. If you
wish to retain the flue you might have a saddle boiler
fixed over the present furnace, and the pipes carried
alongside the flue ; but you had better ask some one
accustomed to such work to inspect the house, and
advise you thereupon. Any of the hothouse-builders
or boiler-makers who advertise in our columns would
do this for you, and give an estimate of the cost.

Na.mes of Fruits : 5. E. Grapes : The berries were
much bruised when received ; the white one had be-
come nearly brown. It is most probably Muscat of
Alexandria, or perhaps White Tokay. The black one
is the Alicante.—y. C. //. 9, Yorkshire Greening

;

11, Northern Greening; 6, Dumelow's Seedling.

—

J. E. Nelson. 2, Northern Greening
; 3, CalviUe

Blanche
: 5, Scarlet Nonpareil : 16, Coe s Golden

Drop
; 14, Sturmer Pippin

, 10, ir, Glou Morceau

;

12, Uvedale's St. Germain.
Names of Plants : E. J. D. Momordica balsamina,
webelieve.— r. .9m/«. Cotoneaster frigida.—5. y. If
you will send fair specimens, we will name them for
you

;
but we cannot attempt it with such miserable

scraps.

—

D. H. Rhododendron arboreum album, or a
white seedling of the arboreum type ; Grevillea juni-
perma.

—

G. P. S. Linum trigynum ; the other is some
Pleroma, but indeterminable in the state sent.

—

M. J. H. I, Selaginella Schottii ; 2, Blechnum occi-
dentale

; 3, Polyslichum coriaceum
; 4, Selaginella

tevigata
; 5, Cyanotis vittata ; 6, Phlebodium aurenm.

Plant Growing : John Bates. All in good time.

Scale on Ferns : M. J. K. There is no better plan
than persistently to brush off the insects, and wash
the plants wuh any one of the many insecticides from
time to time recommende4 in the Garden Operations

and other departments of the paper. If the scales are

old, and full of egg, do this with the plant on its side

and the fronds over a vessel of water.

Vine Disease; 11'. S. P. The nodules on Vine

branches arc not uncommon. The cause is unknown.
I.ike the analogous knots on Pelargoniums, they pro-

bably arise from some anomalous development of a

leaf-bud. It does not appear that thty are always

injurious, as healthy branches are sometimes developed

beyond them. M. J. D.

1^" Foreign Sun.scRinEKS.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers who send

Post Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time, stating that they have

done so.

*.* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—William Rollisson & Sons

(Tooting), General Seed Catalogue, comprising also a
List of Seeds of Subtropical Plants.—William Drum-
mond & Sons (Stirling), Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds.—Alfred Legerton (5, Aldgate, London,
E.), Special Trade Catalogue of Garden, Agricultural,

and Flower Seeds.—J. Berger, Spence & Co. (75,

Mark Lane, E.C.), Weekly Chemical, Mineral, and
Metal Report.—Dicksons & Co. (i, Waterloo Place,

Edinburgh), Descriptive Catalogue of Select Fruit

Trees, &c.—The Pine Apple Nursery Company (Maida
Vale, Edgware Road, London, W.), Catalogue of

Kitchen Garden, Farm, and Flower Seeds, Tools, &c.

—The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (i,

George IV. Bridge. Edinburgh, and 106, Soulhwark
Street, London, S.E.), Descriptive Catalogue and'

Order Sheet for 1875.—Downie & Laird (17, South
P'rederick Street, Edinburgh), Descriptive Catalogue

of Garden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, Imple-

ments, &c.—James Dickson & Sons (108, Eastgate

Street, Chester), Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower

Seeds, Tools, Implements, &c. — Wenzel Brothers

Quedlinburg, Prussia), Extract from their Trade
Catalogue ol Choice Flower Seeds, &c. — Masters &
Kinmont (Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canter-

bury), Catalogue of Kitchen Garden and Flower

Seeds. — John Cattell (Westerham, Kent), Spring

Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Floricultural, , and
Agricultural Seeds.—V. Lemoine (Rue de I'Etang.

i Nancy, Meurthe-et-Moselle, France), Catalogue of

New Florists' Flowers.

Communications Received. — Mrs. Homan.—E. S. D.

—

A. B.— I. H.—H. H.—W. S.—E. S. (we are unable to judge
without a knowledge of the locality).—J. M. (i^(/. or srf. per

rod).—J. P. G. S.-F. D.-T. K.-R. B.-G. W.—W. H.—
A. C. (thanks).-J. W. M.—A. F.—G. E.

DEATH.—Archibald Turnbull, Esq., of the firm

of Messrs. Dickson cS Turnbull, Nurserymen and Seeds-

men, Perth, died here this morning at 2.20. Bellwood,

Perth, January 19.

COVENT garden; January 21.

There is scarcely any change worth notice, the open
weather enabhng the growers to lo.ad up the outdoor

produce sufficiently for the demands of the trade. Retail

orders and business generally is dull ; none but the best

samples of English-grown Pines now command any

price, in consequence of those from St. Michael's coming
very good. Inferior Apples are scarcely saleable. Thos.

Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

The choicest descriptions of fruit and vegetables

in the retail markets may be quoted as follows :—Sea-

kale, 2j. bd. per punnet ; Asparagus, ioj. per bundle

:

Mushrooms, ss. to \s. bd. per basket ;
Pomeloes and

Shaddocks, 61. to i2j. per dozen ; Bananas, y. to 41.

per dozen ; Easter Beurrt< Pears, is. to J2J. per dozen
;

and Pines, (ss, to 8j, per pound.

Apples, per J^-sieve i o- i 6
|
Melons, each .

.

Chestnuts., per bush. 10 0-20 o Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Grapes, English, p. lb. 40-80 Oranges, p.— Mu

Medlars', per doz. .

.

8 o Pears, p. doz. . . 30-60
Pine-apples, p. lb. . . 30-60
Walnuts, p. bush. ..16 o- ..

Vegetab

Artichokes, Fr. , each o
Asparagus, English,

per bundle . . S
— French, p. bund. 2

Beans, French, p. 100 6
Beet, per doz. . . i

Broccoli, p. bundle . . o
Brus. Sprts. . p. bush. 6
Cabbages, per doz. . . i

Carrots, p. bundle . . o
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2

Celery, per bundle . , i

Cucumbers, each . . 2

Endive, per doz. . . i

Herbs, per bunch . , o

Potatos :—Early Shaws, iios. : Earlv Myatfi
Regents, 1205. ; and Early Dons, 120^.

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04

Mushrooms, per pott. 10-26

Parsley, per bunch., o 4-

Parsnips, p. doz. .,09-
Radishes, per bunch, o 2-

— black. Turnip, do. . .
-

Seakale, per bundle i 6-

Shaltots, per lb. . . o 3-

Salsify, per bundle ..16-
Tomatos, per doz. ..10-
Turhips, per bundle, o 6-
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s. d. s. d.

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays 16-30
Camellias, 12 blooms 20-60
Carnations, 12 blooms 20-40
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 03-06
Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 10-20
Euchziris, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o

French Lilac, p. bun. S 0-12 o
Heliotropes, 12 sprays o 6- r o
Mignonette, 12 bun, 40-60

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. . . 9 0-18 o
Chrysanthemums, do. 4 o- g o
Cyperus, do. .

.

. . 6 0-12 o
Dracaina terminalis 12 0-30 o
— viridis, per doz. 12 0-24 o
Epiphyllums, each .. 16-36

s.d. s.d.

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 16-30
— Zonal, 12 spr. 09-16

Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes . . 20-40

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60
— French, do, , . 20-36

Stephanotis, 12 sprays 9 0-15 o
'I'uberoses.p. doz. .. 20-40
Violets, per 12 bun. . . 30-60

IN Pots,
s.d. s.d.

Heaths, in var., doz. 12 0-30 o
Mignonette, do. •• 40-60
Myrtles .. do. 30-90
Pelargoniums, dble,,

— Scarlet, do, ..60-90
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o- 8 o
Solanums, do, . . 6 o~i8 o

SEEDS,
London: Jafi. 21.—The seed trade now exhibits a

marked increase of activity. In all descriptions of red

Clover seed a good business is now doing at improving

rates. Telegrams from New York speak of an advance

there of ij-. to 2j.percwt, Similar firmness characterises

the French and German markets. Of home-grown red

the quantity as yet offered is inconsiderable. White

Clovers and Alsikes are also held for more money. Some
quantity" of Trefoil seed has lately changed hands at full

rates. For extra fine samples as much as 31J. to 32,?.

per cwt. is asked on our market. Orders now come to

hand for French Italian. A little more has been doing

in perennial Rye-grasses. Spring Tares are in strong

request, and being exceedingly scarce, find buyers at

2J. to 3J'. per quarter more money. Large Scotch Gores

realise long prices. In Mustard seed there is no altera-

tion. Rape seed continues scarce and is dearer, still

higher rates are paid for Canary seed : to-day's curren-

cies are nearly quadruple those ruling two years since.

White Millet is selling on moderate terms. In Linseed

the tendency of values is upwards. John Shaw 6= Sons,

Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane^ E.C.

CORN.

At Mark Lane on Monday the supply of English
Wheat was not large, and the condition bad. The best

samples met a dull sale at is. to -zs. per quarter decline

from the rates of this day week. Inferior and badly
conditioned samples were unsaleable. For foreign

Wheat quotations were reduced is. per quarter on old
and IS. to zs. on new. The flour trade was dull, and
prices lower. Malting as well as grinding sorts of
Barley were depressed. English Beans and Peas were
rather cheaper. Maize was lower, and Oats ts. dearer

on the week.—On Wednesday trade was destitute of

life. There was only a moderate supply of Wheat, and
its condition had somewhat improved, but deahngs were
not more numerous, nor were the rates obtained any
higher than on Monday. Barley was as dear, so also

was Oats, but Maize, Beans, Peas, and flour were
weaker, if not actually lower.

CATTLE,
The general aspect of trade on Monday at the Metro-

litan Market was very quiet. Of English-fed cattle the

proportion of really prime was short. For a few excep-

tionally choice beasts of handy weight, 6s. 6d. was
*'said"to be paid, but many prime beasts were sold

2d. to 4rf, per stone under that figure. For sheep, ex-

cepting choice qualities, prices were lower. Calves

were scarce and dearer. Pigs met little inquiry. Quo-
tations ;—Beasts, 3J. 8d. to 5^,, and 55. 8d. to 6s. ^d.;

calves, 4s. 4(/. to 6s. ^d. ;
pigs, 4s. ^d. to $s. ^d. ; sheep,

5J. to $s. 6d., and 5^, Sd. to 6s. Bd.—Trade in beasts was
slow on Thursday, and little alteration was noted in

prices. For sheep, prices were not higher. High rates

continued for choice calves ; but for milch cows trade

was unaltered.

BAY.
Supplies of fodder continue large at Whitechapel, at

the following quotations :—Clover, best, 1155. to 120s.

;

inferior, Bos. to 905. ; hay, best, 1055. to ii2j. ; inferior,

60s. to 70J. ; straw, 33^^. to 40^. per load. Cumberland
Market quotations :—Superior meadow hay, loBs. to

ii6j. ; inferior, goj-. to g8s. ; superior Clover, ii8j. to

126s. ; inferior, 98J. to io8j. ; and straw, 38^^. to 42^.

per load.

POTATOS,
The Borough andSpitalfields markets report moderate

arrivals of Potatos, and that trade is slow at about late

rates. Regents, gos. to 1105. per ton ; Victorias, 105.?.

to iiss. ; flukes, 1255. to 145J. ; rocks, 60s, to 7Ss.—
Last week's imports into London amounted to 1160

tons and 3691 bags from Dunkirk, 12,617 bags from
Antwerp, 576 bags from Ghent, 169 tons from St. Brieux,

992 sacks trom Boulogne, 171 tons from Calais, 3 bags
from Hamburg, and 10 bags from Rotterdam.

COALS.

There was no alteration in prices at market on Mon-
day. Business ' was steady. On Wednesday trade

continued steady, at previous rates.

Jleduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Faint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD. Manager, 39A, King WiUiam Street, London, E.C.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may he SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,
71, Co'rhhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

THE THAMES BANK IRON
COMPANY

(Successors to Lvnch White)
Old Barge Wharf. Upper Ground Street, London, S.E.,

ERECT HOT-WATER APPARATUSES complete, or

supply BOILERS of all kinds. PIPES and CONNECTIONS
at Wholesale Prices.

Price List on application, or six stamps for Catalogue.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

J. G. SMEATON &. CO.,

Horticiiltural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, &'c.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Estiifuitesfor every Description of Horticultural

Structure, Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom,

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

CANTHARIKOPHO.
COCKROACH AND BEETLE POISON.

Destroys Rats and Mice.

Sold everywhere in Tin Boxes. By post, is. ^d. and i^. lo^. eac

IndostruotlbJe Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CCS PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and :Speciinens, sent, post free on

application ; also -Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,
4 inches long, -^s. 6d. per 1000, or 30?. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,
4s. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3J, per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

By Appointment to, and Under tlie Distingulslied

PATRONAGE of, HER MAJESTY.

SMITH'S IMPROVED METALLIC
LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free,

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, &C., FOR

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.
Bt\3»m\Xm\\^\^%Vi>^^^«iM

Prices on applic

J. B. BROWN AND CO., 90, Cai

Garden "Wall Wiring.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as

being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For ^featness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,

it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and ConservatoryWirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

as above.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures,

nS/^ (limited) >s*^

fLIVERPOOL]
.NAYLOR STREET^

Is in use over many thousand miles,

And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest

Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies,

it forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON.

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAIi and FIELD HURDLES,
With Ronnd or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,

Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s P.atent Self-locliing Joints, which

form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and

perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,

and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE—

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTERi S.W,

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.
w.

t. Estimates given on ipp'li'cation for GREENHOUSES and

CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.
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CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.,
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSE D BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.!
CENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HENEY OEMSON
Horticultural Builder and Hotwater Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE THAMES BAIK lEGI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).
See p. 666, i8y4,Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872)

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

gechaeFhouses
AND FRUIT TREE PROTECTORS.

It T 1 1 I

No 2 Patent Comhined Olass Dnd Nftv irlt VJ\\\

Protectoi
Th s Lomb e 1 I rot tor i. b rr J i <

per foot r n or IN 1

No. 3.—Rendle's Patent Glass Wall Screen.
These Screens can be supplied at 155., 1S5. , or 205. per running

foot, according to the height of the wall and the width of the

border OR in this ua\

No 4. -Rendle's Patent Fruit Wall Orchard House
These Houses, for convertingeMStin? Fruit Walls into Orchard

Houses can be supplied at :ar ^4^ 26^ to 30J per running

foot, according to the height of the wall or width of the border

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Illustrated CATALOGUES antl BOOK of DESIGNS can

be obtained from the Patentee and Inventor,

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.
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T
A New Thermometer for Registering Cold and Heat.

Price I2S. id.

R. AKD J. BECK, 31, Cornhill, London, E.G.

MIE above and many other PATTERNS
'

I materials of great durability. The plainer
sorts are especially suited j :^mv/...mecBc:=^KITCHEN GAR- ^tsSgSgS^

IS they harbour no feH^t^^^
Insects, take up

) further
labour or expense, as do ^^^^11^

" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very d urable and of superior finish, and m great variety of design.
r. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for
FO.KLEV'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illu.51 ,ed Price Lists free by post.

o
The Trade supplied.

TILES,RNAMENTAL PAVING
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies

per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of pi:

, from

elaborate designs, with prices, sent for seL
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other
Stable Pavnig of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes
a^nd Tiles of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates,
Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

'
TRIAL OF HOT-WATER BOILERS.

IVinler is the Season to Test the Efficiency of
a Hot-Water Appai-atus.

At the Pine-Apple Nursery the Plot-Water
Apparatus, on the " One Boiler System," is

allowed to be the most perfect of any in the

World. The Hothouses are equal to 3000 feet

in length, and the Winter Garden Conservatory

is 100 feet by loo feet. The Hot Water
circulates through 12,700 feet of Cast Iron Pipe.

Gardeners are most respectfully invited to

Visit and Inspect the whole.

PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, maida vale. edgware 'road,

st. john's wood. w.

Established 1856.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
"ITTILLIAM H. HONEY'S
'

*

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
To Bu

They will burn for twenty-four hours
at a cost of one penny for three hours.
They require no attention beyond

replenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses, conserva-
tories, halls, bed-rooms, &c.
They will not injure the most tender

exotics, nor are they in any way
injurious to the health.

Prices, in block tin, 305. ; in copper,
SOS. Copper, with glass, to give light
and heat, ^^s. Either will be sent on
receipt of Post-office Order.

To be seen in operation at

WIIililAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET, W.

C^t1! iRue free No a^enti appointed

Q 'P "P T7 T? T\r G

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

and Boiler Works, Ne

a

J O N E S'S
PATENT

L" S. BOILER.

This boiler, which has now had a good trial, presents advantages that other boilers do not
possess. Instead of a large portion of the heat being absorbed by the brickwork setting, or passing
direct up the chimney, before the heated particles emitted from the fuel in process of combustion
have properly done their work, as is the case with many other boilers at present in use, this

boiler, by its peculiar, yet simple, construction, as well as by a judicious arrangement of flues,

obtains the full amount of heat from the fuel before the products of combustion pass into the
chimney. Compared with the old Saddle and other boilers, it is computed that it will do nearly
twice the amount of work with the same amount of fuel. The cost of setting is less, as is also the
space occupied, and the boiler being made in wrought instead of cast iron, thereby avoiding its

liability to crack, renders it one of the best boilers yet brought out.

For the rapidity with which heat can be got up in one or any number of houses it is unsur-
passed, and the following extracts from Testimonials received from persons accustomed to the use
of hot-water apparatus will prove that the expectations raised for this boiler have been fully

realised.

J. Jones & Sons beg to state, in conclusion, that they are prepared to send to any part of
the country, at a moderate charge, to take particulars and prepare plans and estimates for hot-

water work of every description ; or they will, on receipt of full particulars by post, send
estimates, &c., free of charge.

The Patent " Double L " Saddle Boiler is made in sizes to heat from 300 to 10,000 feet of
piping, and can only be obtained from the Patentees.

All communications respecting prices of boilers, &c., should be addressed

—

J. JONES AND SONS, Hot-Water Engineers,

6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW TESTIMONIALS
IN FAVOUR OF

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE BOILER.
From Mr. J. Aitkin, Gardener to W. Stuart, Esq.

"Aldenham Abbev, Watford, JuJie s,\Zj2.
" Concerning the working of your Patent ' Double L' Saddle

Boiler, I have only to say that it gives entire satisfaction, and,

although a small one, it heated the 700 feet of 4-inch piping

nearly all the winter. I had seldom to use the other Boiler that

is attached to the pipes ; it also reqnu-es a considerable deal less

fuel than the old Saddle, which is of some importance at the

present price of coal ; it also heats much quicker than any Boiler

I ever had to superintend."

From Mr. J.' W. Abrahams, Gardener to N. M. Forbes, Esq.

"TiLDURSTow Lodge, Godstone, December 30, 1871.
_

" I have proved your ' Double L' Saddle Boiler, and find it

everything that could be needed. I am of opinion that the

Boiler is able to drive as much more Piping as it is now required

to do. It is the kind of Boiler I should recommend to all

Gardeners for Forcing Houses, as you can get both a quick

heat and a regular heat ; in fact, 1 believe it to be the best

Boiler I ever had to deal with."

ExtractJrom Second Testimonialfrom iJie above.

May 29, 1S73.
" The' Double L 'Saddle Boilers, as wallas theapparatus in the

Stove House, answer exceedingly well, and give whatever heat

I require—from 80° to 90° day ornight—with very little trouble

From Mr. R. Willmott, Gardener to C. Dorldante, Esq.
" The Gardens, Aldershot Park, May 26. 1873.

"The ' Double L' Saddle Boiler and Apparatus erected by
you has given me great satisfaction, zs, it does its work quickly

and economically, and requires very little attention. I consider

it a great improvement on the old Saddle Boiler ; in fact, I

prefer it to any other boiler we have."

Front Mr. J. Sims, Gardener,
" BoviNGDON House, Hemel Hempstead, /?(^t-^;«^^r 18, 1871.
" I have given your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler a fair trial

during the severe weather we have had, and am well satisfied as

to its being a great deal more economical than the old Saddle,

and will do ttie same amount of work with about half the

quantity of fuel."

From Mr. D. Robertson, Gardener to Rev. Dr. Ainger.
" Whitton Tower, Rothburv, June 3, 1S73.

" Your ' Double L " Saddle Boiler Is giving great satisfaction.

We have had a severe winter, the houses are old, and conse-

quently very open, and yet it has kept them at the proper tem-
perature from 10 P.M. to 8 A.M., which would be very hard on
any other boiler that I am acquainted with, considering the size.

"

Fro}n Mr. Chai
: Hi

Young.
L. S.W., May -2^, 1873.

r trial"Having given your Patent 'Double
at my Nurseries, I beg to say they are most satisfactory. I (

sider them the best in use, and without doubt the most econo-
mical of all boilers ; they will burn the refuse of other tubular
boilers I have in work."

From Mr. R. Thompson", Gardener to H. Crawshay, Esq.
" Langland Bay, near Swansea, 7«w 5. 1873.

\ our Double L ' Saddle Boiler I like very much. I have
worked it regularly bince it was fixed, and I find it to be a very
powerful, and, at the same time, an economical Boiler.
also pleased with the m:
their working throughi
better. This I consider
charge to regulate the heat

Front Mr. TAtison, Garde}
" Fox-lev

" I have given your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler a iair trial,

and it gives every satisfaction. It is the quickest heating boiler

I have had under my charge, and burns the least fuel."

ler in which the pipes are fixed, and
t. The stops could not possibly be
good point, as it enables the person in

he pleases."

rr to the Rev. G. H. Devonport.

r Hereford, '^u?te 4, 1873.

From Mr. H. Br s, Gardener to J. T. Belk, Esq.

tK, Middlesboro*. May 28, 1873.

Gardener to J. W. Hallewell, Esq.
I Court, Stroud, May 30, 1873.

" I have given your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler a fair trial,

and have found it give every satisfaction. It acts admirably
with a small amount of fuel, which is a great point at the pre-
sent price of fuel. I consider it the best 1 have used, and the
most economical."

From Mr. J. McCullum
" Stratfo

" I have thoroughly tested the efficiency of your Patent
' Double L' Boiler, and I am so satisfied with its heating powers
that I can recommend it with confidence. When properly
managed I Jind it one of the most economical Boilers I ever
used."

From Mr. W. Beech, Gardener to Sir J. W. Hartopp.
" KiNG.swooD Warren, Epsom, May 30, 1873.

" The two ' Double L* Saddle Boilers you put in here for the
Hot-water Apparatus are working very satisfactorily."

From Mr. S. Pettit, Gardener to F. Sartoris, Esq.
" Rushden Hall, Hicham Ferrers. May 20, 1873.

"Your "Double L' Saddle Boiler has had a good trial this

last winter, and does its work first-class, with comparatively
little fuel, considering the work it has to do."

J. JONES & SONS,
HOT WATER ENGINEERS,

BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.
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THE COWAN COMPENSATING HEATING COMPANY. LIMITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's vahiable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
1. In most Cases it SAVES the ENTIRE COST of FUEL.
2. The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any

other System.

3. No Wight Attendance is required.

4. There is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced.

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen
in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby ; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,
the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart. ; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones
Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :

—

•

" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in

use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided
success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will

prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your
Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return ; by the
old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. 1 find our chalk is of an inferior
quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating
Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBLFRY7"bANK^ LONDON, E.G.

BOULTON & PAUL (late w, s. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials
used Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or
Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation Style, Dimensions. &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Cons^irvatories, Greenhouses, Peach
Houses, Forcing Houses, &c.. Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON k PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS -GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.
The yiidges at tin Royal Horticultural ^o, ut) s Gteat HUeting lattly held at Bir: iMe'nm itonouu^^d tlu>e tobclvli, Ih, 1,^1 a„ I moit

_ "se/ulartultso/thi Imdthiy,!,, sa-w andawarJedth,!,! llu u-il.^ tmu

Now Ready, our NEW LIST of prices, irnu-iming full description and .1 number of Woodcuts clearly sl.oiving the
PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GRO0ND VINERIES.-Instead of having

fir,?,' :: f^ "k,; '';L? iS" .''.&^<",-,°;-. r^'l ^"-fflto^Ae fmme or each l,gh,, thereby doing away with continual b?,
length, ,. feet by 3 teetw.de; thus" proving thetn tobe"reall"y"po;;.able"'

'"'^" "'-"" """"' """"" """^ """ "'"'"'""" '""^''^'' "'

PATENT UNHTERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick WaUs, for use ai Spanroof Pits •

and a variety ofotherthmgs too numerous to mention. Far iufcrior to anything 0/ tlu- kMyet offered.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Gardeners' Chronicle, February 6, 1873.

The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners, and if
any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst

t ignorant of their great

1 which these handy ar

; or slide loose glass
;lass and loss of time.

5 may be applied. Free by Post.

f time it is necessary to attend t(

litable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Meloj

would appear that they

Floral World,
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantase-^

by W. S. Boulton & Co.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with ji-oz.) ready for immediate deliverj'.

Cash Prices, carnage paid to any station in England
when orders amount to 6oj. and upwards.

Height at back, 24 inches
; at front, 13 inches ; sides

ij inch thick
; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass
is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with
an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed wlUi 2l-oiuice.

unquestionably that manufactured The gla

Gardeners' Magazine, May 25, 1872.
Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in wfiich they may be

iployed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
Every convenience is provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and

IS firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light .. /i 17 6
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights . . 350

12 feet long by 6 feet v/ide, 3 lights . . 4176
16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights .. 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 17 6
24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights .. 976
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

to oiir Works. We cannot be held responsible for damage in
transit : every care being taken in packing, breakages are seldom
heard of Cash or reference respectfully requested with trans-
mission of all first orders.
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SECOND EDIT/ON, NOW READY,

Frlce 3a., Post Free 40.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.
Office : 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

npHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
-*- ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of
Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London
Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1S74.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and
HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and
PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrdtions, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 3^., Post Free 4^.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

In Imperial 8vo, printed on fine toned paper, with Eleven
Illustrative Plates,

THE NATURAL PRINCIPLES of
LANDSCAPE GARDENING. Post-free ^s. ad., from

Joseph Foksvth Johnson, Landscape Gardener, and Curator
of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfast.

SIMPKIN AND MARSHALL, London; Mr. JOHN
HEYWOOD, Manchester.

Prospectus.

A MONOGRAPH of the GENUS LILIUM.
By Henrv J. Elwes, F.Z.S., F.L.S. Illustrated by

\V. Hood Fitch. Esq., F.L.S.
Lilies, which are among the most beautiful and graceful

plants that adorn our gardens, have for the last few years re-

ceived an unusual though not unmerited share of attention and
admiration from all lovers of flowers in England and on the
Continent. Owing to the exertions ot Mr. G. F. Wilson,
F.R.S., Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden Baden, and others,
many beautiful species a few years ago quite unknown in

Europe have not only been introduced in a living state, but
have become general favourites. The confusion which so long
prevailed in their nomenclature has now been entirely cleared

up by Mr. Baker, of the Royal Herbarium, Kew, whose
elaborate papers in the Gardeners' Chronicle and Proceedings
0/ i/ie Liiiueari Socieiy ha.ve desciihsd all the known species,

and shown us what may be scientifically considered as species

and what as varieties. It appears to me, then, that the time has
come when a work devoted to the illustration of these general
favourites may be presented to the public without fear of its

heing superseded, as many similar Monographs have been, by
fresh investigations.

I should not have ventured to undertake such an important
work had it not been for the unusually favourable circumstances
in which I am placed by the never-to-be-forgotten kindness of
my friends Messrs. Wilson, Leichtlin, and Baker, who have
one and all most liberally placed at my disposal their specimens,
notes, and drawings. A splendid series of oil-paintings in the
possession of Mr. Leichtlin will serve to illustrate those few
species which it is impossible to obtain in a living state.

I have also been fortunate enough to enlist the services of Mr.
Fitch, the well-known and justly celebrated artist of the
" Botanical Magazine," whose talents as an artistic and accurate
delineator of plants are probably unecjualled in England.

I therefore propose to publish a series of folio Plates uniform
with those of Mr. Bateman's " Monograph of Odontoglossum,"
which will be drawn on stone from life by Mr. Fitch, coloured
by hand in the best style, and accompanied by a complete
account of the native countries, culture, varieties, and history

of all known Lilies. These will he issued in Parts containing
eight Plates each, at the price of One Guinea per Part; but
this cannot be done in a manner worthy of the subject without
the support of a large number of Subscribers.

The work will be commenced at once, and completed in Six
Parts, which (unless new Lilies are discovered in the meantime)
will, it is thought, be sufficient to include all the species as well

as many of the finest varieties. Each Part will also contain a
large engraving, reproduced from a photograph, of the scenery

of the countries where Lilies are most abundantly found—as

Japan, the Himalaya, and California. Woodcuts and coloured
drawings of the bulbs, seed-pods, &c., will be added ; and it

will be my endeavour to omit nothing which can add to the
beauty and value of the work both to botanists, horticulturists,

and the general public.

Specimens of the illustrations and letterpress will be issued
shortly, and may be seen at the principal libraries in London
and elsewhere, as well as at the offices of the Garde?ters'

Chronicle, T/ie Garden, the Zoological Society, the Linnean
Society, and several of the principEu nurseries in England and
abroad. They will also be sent for inspection, if desired, on
application to H. J. ELWES, 6, Tenterden Street, Hanover
Square, London, W., where the work will be published, and
where intending Subscribers are requested to apply by letter,

giving their full names and addresses.

New Volume Commences in January.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST : a
Pictorial Magazine of Gardening. Monthly, xs.

; yearly,
12^. ; or free by post, 135^. Two finely-coloured Plates are issued
with each Number. Established as the " Florist " in 1848
The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is a Popular Monthly

Magazine of Gardening in all its Departments. It supplies the
class of information required by Garden Amateurs, as well
as by Professional and Commercial Gardeners. It keeps
its readers posted up as to the Novelties which may interest
them, and instructs them as to the best forms of Garden
Practice ; and as the Letteri'RESS is contributed by some of
the most distinguished Practical and Scientific Horticulturists
of the day, the sound practical character of the information con-
tained in its pages can be vouched for.

The FLORIST and POMOLOGIST is issued on the ist of
every Month, and may be ordered through any Bookseller or
Newsagent, or direct from the Publisher,

Mr. EDWARD H. MAY, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the yournal ofHorticulture
Office. 171, Fleet Street, E .G.; or to the Author.

This Month laill be Published a New and
greatly Enlarged Edition of

GORDON'S PINETUM:
Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present l^nown,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY,
and SYNONYMS,

Comprising a considerable number of New and
Undescribed Kinds ;

With elaborate " Indexes of both Scientific and
Popular Names.

In One Volume, Sva, Cloth, Price \Zs.

*,* The former Edition, now extremely-
scarce, was published at i6i-., the Supplement
at 6^., both of which are included in the present
with considerable additions.

London :

HENRY G. BOHN,
18, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVE RTISER.

C0NTENT.S :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has awide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4^^. ; Stamped, ^d.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL.
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.G.

Mr, F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Streeet, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham.. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... 'W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above OfBces

for the use ot Advertisers.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, January 23, 1875,

Contains

—

Original Articles on Manuring Young Seeds—" Muck "—
"Rot" or "Bane" among Sheep — Value of Eggs—

A

Year's Experience of Poultry Keeping—Bee Keeping in 1874
—Poultry Keeping in Small Premises—Vegetable Seeds

—

Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated) — Cheese-making in

Factories — Tenant-Right — Agriculture in 1874—Barley
Growing^Common Law for Farmers—A Dorset Flock
(Illustrated)—A Walk over Mr. Mechi's Farm—Sugar Beet
as Cattle Food—Farming in Wales—Memoir of the late

Edmund Holland, Esq., with Portrait, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on—How Can We
Produce more Corn Profitably ?—The Last and Previous
Year's Imports of Agricultural Products Compared—Agri-
cultural Education and the " Elementary Education Act "

—

Labourers' Cottages— Neglect of Drain Outlets and Water-
courses—A Light Elevator—Economy of Hay and Roots

—

Four-Acre Farming—Woolston and Steam Cultivation, &c.

Reports of Societies, Farme

The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—The Beekeeper—The
Garden of the Farm—The Weather—Reports of Markets,
The Household—Miscellaneous—Obituary, &c.

Price i,d. ; post free, 4^^d. Published by William Richards,
,1 the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Belglau.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
Burvenich, E. Pvnaekt, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent, Post paid 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Notice.

ENLARGEMENT of "THE COUNTRY."
—Owing to the rapidly-increasing demands upon the space

of THE COUNTRY, a Journal of Rural Pursuits, the Pro-
prietors have determined to permanently enlarge the paper to
thirty-two pages weekly, without extra charge.
The Journal contains Articles, News, and Reports upon

Fishing, Shooting, the Kennel, the Stable, Natural Science,
Travel, Emigration, Farming, Gardening, Cage Birds, Bees,
Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, Cricket, Racing, Athletics, Aquatics,
Golf, Tennis, Billiards, and other sports, and illust

frequently given.
The enlargement will take place with the comm<

the Fourth Volume, on January 7. Subscriptions : Quarterly,
25. 8d.: Half-yearly, 55. 4d.; Yearly, zos. Sd. , post-free. The
present is the best possible time to begin a subsrriptlou.

Office : 33, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper oflers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of everj^ article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Sd. per square inch. Translation in-

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

WANTED, a PARTNER, or a FLORIST
NURSERY to be DISPOSED of, containing five new

Houses, all heated with Hot-water Pipes and stocked with the
choicest of Florist Plants for Cut Blooms, &c. ; Dwelling-house
attached. Nineteen years Lease unexpired. Distance seven
miles from London. For further particulars direct to

W. H.. Gardeners' Chrojdcle Office, W.C.

Wanted, a Nursery Foreman.

HCANNELL is open to engage a thorough
• practical MAN, to Superintend in the Formation of an

entirely new Nursery. It is very necessary that he should be of

good address, well acquainted with the Management of Labour,
and able to work up large quantities of Soft-wooded Plants, &c.
To any aspiring young Man, determined to persevere, with a
fair amount of education, and possessing a good character, this

is a rare chance, and valuable opportunity to improve his posi-

tion. Liberal salary, with cottage, and every encouragement
given to one really worthy.—Application, in the first instance,

to be made in own handwriting, stating age, reference, and
what experience, &c.—The Nursery, Woolwich, S.E.

Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company, Limited.

WANTED, a practical GARDENER to
take entire Charge of the Grounds, to act as Secretary

and Manager, and generally to carry out the objects of the

Company, as defined in their Articles of Association. Salary to

commence at ;£ioo, with house (rent and tax free).—Applica-
tions, with testimonials, to be sent to the Chairman of the

Horticultural Gardens Company, Limited, Hyde Park Road,
Leeds, on or before February 5.

WANTED, a well experienced and practical
MAN to take the Charge and Management of an ex-

tensive Range of Forcing Houses where Fruit—Grapes princi-

pally—will be grown for Market. Must have a sound, practical

knowledge of his business, and be a person of respectability,

energy and judgment. Habits of sobriety strictly indispensable.

Salary will progress according to ability. State age, if married,

with full particulars and salary required, with testimonials as to

competency and character. House on the place.—W. H. W,,
Gardejters' Chronicle Office. W.C.
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WANTED, by a Clergyman, a GARDENER
who thoroughly understands his work ;

small Conser-

vatory and Vinery Wages Zi per week. Highest character

required.—Apply to Rev. M. A., King's Langley Vicarage,

Watford, Herts.

WANTED, a GARDENER, at a Gentle-
man's Residence (6 miles from London), principally to

single Man prefeired-
- •

Vfages
—Apply, f J,

send full particuhirs to CHEMIST. 47, Old Broad Street, E.C.

Laundry. Wages according to uualificatic

of a cottage.—Apply, personally, between 10 and 12 o'clock ;

WANTKD, a good WORKING GAR-
DENER to Manage Flower and Kitchen Garden

single-handed. Wages 21^. i)er week, without vcsidence.—

Apply hy letter, with full particulars, to H. K. P., Post Office,

Chcrtsey, Surrey. _^^^^^
WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER,

principally to attend to the Houses. He must thoroughly

tmderstand Flowers and Conservatory-work, and have filled a

similar situation before. Wages a^j.-^AppIy, personally, before

n o'clock, or, by letter, to R. I!., 42, Lee 'rerr.ace, Blackheath,

Kent, S.E.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
strong, useful youn;; Man (.about 24 years of age), with

a good knowledge of gardening. Wages i.(S. , to rise to 15^.,

per week.—Mr. SNIITH, The Gardens, Fairfield Court,

Henley-on-Thames. 0.\on.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, an
active, industrious young Man, chiefly for Kitchen

Garden and Pleasure Grounds. Wages i8.r. per week.—Apply,
with particulars as to reference, &c., to J. ANDERSON, The
Gardens, Streatham Grove, Norwood, S.E.

WANTED, as GARDENER, and to take
Charge ofa small Farm (pasture), an industrious, sober,

and trustworthy Man. Must be able to milk, and understand
cattle. Wages 20J. per week, with house and coals.—G. E. S.,

Messrs. Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons. Chester.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in a Gentle-
man's Garden, an active, industrious, single Man. He

must be a good Plant Grower, and understand Forcing-houses.

A JOURNEYMAN is also WANTED.— For terms apply to

Mr. AYSON, Oxton House, E.veter.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a WORK-
ING FOREMAN and PROPAG.ATOR, married.

Must be a good Plantsman. and used to Growing Soft-wooded
Plants, Mushrooms, and Cucumbers for Market. Liberal wages
to a competent Man. — G. STRU'O'ON, Baker's Farm,
Harlesden Green, Willesden, N.W.

Foreman of Glass Department.
WANTED, a Person well qualified for the

above situation : must be a man of first-class character,
well up in Plant-growing and Propagation, energetic, and a
first-class Salesman. Salary, .^100 per annum.—Apply to Mr.
JOHN SHAW, 29. O.-^ford Street, Manchester.

OSBORN AND SONS are in WANT of a
first-class GENERAL PROPAGATOR, and for the

^es of o thoroughly energetic, capable Man they are pre-
to give a liberal aoto.y. -coiiiii.ui,;t«i:oi..,, in the hrst

tee, to be made by letter addressed to The Nursery,
Fulham, S.W.

WANTED, a young MAN to take Charge
of a Plant Stove and Conservatory, to Superintend

Dinner-table and other Plant Decorations, to Make Bouquets,
&c. A steady person of good taste indispensable. Also an
IMPROVER. — EDWARD BENNETT, Hatfield House,
Herts.

WANTED, a MAN, to Grow Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Fenis, and Vines in pots. —

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

WANTED, a MAN who can Propagate and
Grow Clematis for Exhibition — he would have the

charge of a unique collection. The position would be perma-
nent. He would have the honour of bringing out a valuable
lot of new ones, and he would be required in about three weeks.
—State, at once, wages, age, and references, to CHARLES
NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

WANTED, a young MAN, for Garden and
Pleasure-ground Work. Wages i6j. per week ; to live

in bothy with other young Men.—Apply, stating age and refer-
ences, to JAMES BATLEY, The Gardens, Wentworth Castle,
Barnsley, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a steady, trustworthy MAN,
experienced in Grafting, Budding, Planting, and General

Nursery-work. Wages 24J. — R. THORNHILL, Bowdon
, Bowdon, Cheshire.

WANTED, as IMPROVER, in an estab-
lishment where the usual work of a large garden is

carried on, a respectable young Man. A Premium expected.
—GARDENER. Mr. Turner. Royal Nursery, Slough, Bucks.

To Florist's Assistants.

WANTED, an active young MAN, about
eighteen or twenty, who has some knowledge of the

business.—Apply by letter, stating age, reference, and salary
expected, to W. HOOPER, Florist and Seedsman, 88, Oxford
Street, W.

WANTED, a CLERK, and to assist in the
Seedshop when required.—Address, stating experience

and wages expected, to THOS. DAVIES and CO., Wavertree
Nursery, near Liverpool.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
a young Man, of strict integrity and perseverance.

—

Apply, stating age, wages required, with references, to
THOMAS PERKINS. 42 Drapery, Northampton,

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
Good references required. — Address, stating age.

WAN T PLAGES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T"''HE''''''lM^NE-APPL'E'"N"uirsE°RY
COMPANY devon special attention to this important

matter-proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, plca.se send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN liESTEU, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—A young Man. Can be highly recommended.

—H. H., 10, Grove Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

ARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.— Married ; well up in all its branches. Good

reference.— B. D., Post Office, Reigale, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age aS, married, no
fam^ily : thoroughly practrcal.- Two years' good character

from last employers.—X. Y. Z., McRonald's-Nursery, Chichester,

G

GARDENER (HEAD).— J. W. "Laurence,
Gardener to the late Right Rev. Dr. Sumner, Bishop of

Winchester, is at liberty to engage with any Noblenian or

Gentleman retiuiring an experienced Man.—Farnham Castle,

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser will

give C'2 to any person who can help him to obtain a situa-

tion as above. Has first-class testimonials.—F. G. H., Mr.
Bird's, Uoreham Road, Warminster, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head),—S. Garland is at
liberty to engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring

the services of a practical and trustworthy Gardener, or as Gar-

dener and Bailiff on a moderate-sized Farm. References good.

— S. GARLAND, Hammerwood, East Grinstead.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 29, married, no
incumbrance : thoroughly understands Stove and Green-

house Forcing, and General Gardening. Highest recommenda-
tions. Wife could act as Cook.—W. P., i, Providence Place,

Rusthall, Tunbrldge Wells.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married ;

thoroughly practical in all branches, also in the Laying-
out of New Grounds, and the Management of Land and Stock.

"Ten years' unexceptionable reference. — G. D., Post Office,

Bromley, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly prac-

tical Man.—Age 38, no incumbrance. First-class character

from present empIoyer.—ALPHA, Mr. PuUinger, Seedsman,
High Street, Shirley, Southampton.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 30; thoroughly
understands the Early and Late Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references. — W.
SEDGLEY, The Gardens, Charlecote Park, Warwick.

GARDENER (Head), age 3S, married.—
J. 5PAVEN, four and a lirflf years Manager at the Royal

Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court, offers his services to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient

servant.—8. Queen's Road, Teddington, Middlesex, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession, can
take the Management of Grass and Arable Land, Stock, &c., if

required. Fifteen years' good character from present employer.
No objections to abroad.—T. W., Mr. G. Cooper, Nurseryman,

GARDENER (HE.A.D).—Age 3^, married
;

understands the culture of Pines. Vines, Strawberries,
Cucumbers, Melons, &c.,also Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and the Management of Land
if required. First-class references.—F. D., Post Office, Ching-
ford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—A thoroughly
energetic practical Man ; fully understands the profes-

sion, including all kinds of Fruit and Plant-houses. Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, Forcing. &c. Eighteen years' experience.
Good testimonials. No objection to any part of England or
Ireland,—H. J,, Post Office, Torre, Torquay.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33. Seventeen
years' experience, acquired in flrst-cIass Establishments.

Would not object to a place where choice Fruits, &c. , are
extensively cultivated for Market purposes. Nearly three
years' character. — G. HAMOND, Oak Hill Nursery,
Surbiton, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 45, married ; thoroughly understands the profes-

sion in all branches. Seven years' personal character.—W, R.,
14, Bolton Row, Curzon Street, Mayfair, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married : understands the profession in its various

branches. Good references.—C. B. J. VENABLE, Post Office,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Has a
thorough knowledge of the profession, including all kinds

of Fruit and Plant Houses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
and Early and Late Forcing. Seventeen years' practice. With
highest testimonials.— J. HANKINS, i, Wilton Cottage. Grove
Road, Acton, W.

GARDENER. — Middle-aged, married, no
family ; understands Forcing .and Kitchen Gardening

all its branches.-W. HENWOOD, Cothill Pits, Abingdon.

GARDENER.—Age 23; understands Vinery,
Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—Please

state wiiges, &c., to T. BUDD, Post Office, Chislehurst, Kent.

G^ARDENER. — Married ; well up in the
Management of Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Good reference.—J. R, , Paddock Wood, Brenchley, Kent

GARDENER (good Single-handed), or
PROPAGATOR and GROWER in a Nursery.—

Practical experience with Hard and Soft-wooded Plants.—
il. T., T. H. Lyon, Lichfield Road, Aston, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 40, married
no incumbrance : thoroughly understands the profession.

Excellent character. Wife as Cook or Laundress.—THOMAS
ADAMS, Griffins Hill House, Selby Oak, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Second).—A^e 22, single ;

accustomed to Houses, forcing Vines, Melons, &c.
Good practice with Bedding and general work. Good chara ctcr.a practic

. G., Mr, Cooper's, Birkhead's Road, Rcigate, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under), in a good place,
where Forcing is carried on.—Age 19 ; has had experience.

I reference.—W. M. D., Spriging's Nurseries, St. Albans.

FOREMAN, to any Nobleman or Gentleman,
—Age 24 ; has a thorough practical knowledge of the culti-

vation of Vmes, Pines, Peaches and Melons, Stove and Green-
house Plants ; is well versed in the forcing department, and
thoroughly understands the management of iMowcr and Kitchen

Gardens. Four and a half years' experience. Good testimonials

can be had from present and previous employers as to cliaracter

and ability.—R. J. INGRAM. The Gardens, Thornes House,
near Wakefield.

FOREMAN. — Age 27; has a thorough
knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, and

Forcing in General. Good references.—A. B., Mr. McKane,
Upton, Chester.

FOREMAN, or SECOND.TnTlarge^Estab-
lishment where Forcing and Plant Growing are carried on

with spirit. —Age 23 ; has been Foreman for two years in present

situation. Highest references.—Sute wages to F. HILL,
Uffington, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

To Nurserymen, &c.

GENERAL FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR,
&c.—Age 30, married.—JOHN KELLETT', Malton,

Yorkshire.

TO NURSERYMEN and GENTLEMEN.
—The Advertiser, age 40, is desirous of an engagement.

Is competent to Prepare Designs and Estimates for Landscape
Gardening, Horticultural Buildings, Planting, Road Making,
Draining, and Ground Work in General, and Superintend the

same. Great experience.—ALMA, Mr. Abbott's, 46, East-
cheap, London, E.C.

HOPMAN, or SHOPMAN and CLERK.—
1 years* experience. Good references. — W.,s

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.—Young. Many years' experi-
ence. Good references.—O., Post Office, York.

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
—Age 22 : seven years* experience. First-class references.

-P. G. L., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

RAVELLER,or NURSERY MANAGER.
Mr. T. Fox, who has represented the Messrs. Roliisson

& Sons throughout the United Kingdom for nearly si.x years,
and who is thoroughly well acquainted with both the Wholesale
and Retail Customers throughout such, begs to inform the Trade
that he will be open to a similar engagement (or as above) after

March 25 next. No objection to any part. First-class refer-

ences from the Messrs. Roliisson. — The Nurseries, Tooting,
London, S.W.

SALESMAN and TRAVELLER.—Has had
many years' experience in the Seed Trade.— H. G. H.,

4. Livingstone Terrace, Dalyell Road. Brixton, S.E.

ARDEN LABOURER. — Middle-aged,
married, without family. Good character.—Please state

wages, &c., to J. WEBB, Post Office, Chislehurst, Kent.

SSISTANT (TEMPORARY), for Overtime
or Nightwork. -Advertiser, who has two days weekly

and a few hours daily, would be glad of engagement. Fifteen
years' experience.—J. J,, Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C.

BAILIFF (Working). — Married, without
incumbrance ; has had great experience in the Breeding

and Rearing of First-class Shorthorned Cattle. &c. Good
references.— T. M., 24, Union Street, Burton-on-Trent.

KI N AH A N'S . LL
This celebrated and most delicii

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES

WHISKY.
How spirit is

quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Gratefal—Comfortlns.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to,attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion : and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.. 172. New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World,
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GENUINE HOME-GROWN SEEDS,
The best and most distinct Wrinkled Pea is

ii;\^i|iii

-^
\ii-'f

SUTTONS' GIANT EIVIERALD MARROW,
Price, 5^". per Quart.

This Pea is far superior to any of the present tall

wrinkled varieties, and while under trial its decided

superiority has become more manifest. The leaves,

stem?, pods, and peas, possess the peculiar glaucous

green colour of our Emerald Gem, but it is a wrinkled

variety, growing to the height of 5 feet, and coming

in for use. at the end of June and beginning of July.

It is more robust in habit than any of the 84 sorts grown

in our experimental ground last year. In productive-

ness it is unequalled. The pods are from 4 to 4-J inches

in length, and hang very thickly in pairs ; they contain

from 8 to 10 fine peas. The flavour is delicious, and

the peas come to table with the same beautiful green

colour that characterises the entire plant.

From the "Gardeners' Chronicle,"
January 16, 1875.

"NEW VEGETABLES of 1874—THE GREATEST
NOVELTY IN PEAS IS THAT CALLED BUTTONS'

GIANT EMERALD MARROW."

CAEKIAGE FREE.

'i

CojVIFLETB CoLLECTIOJnT

ChoiceVegetable Seeds,
Jo jarodicce n szipply of

t/ie best vecfetableSj
all f/iejrear7'ound.

^y^^'^ /S PER CE NtV

g^ This Collection is specially sidted to a

Geiitlematis Garden.

Other Collections, price 105^.,* 63.?.,* 31J. iid.*

2U.,* iSJ'., and \is. 6d. each.

' Carriage Free. -

Royal Horticultural Society, 1875

AND VALUABLE MONEY PRIZES.

Will be offered by SUTTON and SONS
at the various Meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society during 1875, for the best

specimens of new varieties of Vegetables,

Flowers, Fruits, and Potatos, introduced by

them in 1875.

Full particulars may be had on application.

The best White Spined Cucumber is

BUTTONS' DUKE of CONNAUGHT.
; among sg tAwarded First and Second Pri

Grand International Exhibition, Manchester,

Price, '^s. 6d. per Packet.
This is the very best and handsomest white-spined variety

in cultivation. It is perfectly level, from 22 tu 26 inches in

length, very uniform, with a bright green skin well covered with
bloom ; spine scarcely discernible, and the fruit is ver>' slightly

ribbed. It is remarkably productive and of delicious flavour.

From Shirley Hibberd, Esq., Stoke Neiuiftgtofi.
" Suttons' Duke of Connaught Cucumber is quite tender and

deliciously flavoured. For hcaitty and qieality I avi quite sure
it caftiiot be surj>assed.

"

The most Practical "Work on Gardening yet published is

8UTT0N8' MINIATURE AMATEUR'S GUIDE,BUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,
Price IS., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

Buttons' Amateur's Guide is beautifully Illustrated with several

Coloured Plates and nearly 300 Engravings.

From the " Court Circular."
" We have received * Suttons' Spring Catalogue and Amateur's Guide. This handsome

book is Illustrated with some beautifully executed plates. The directions for the cultivation of

the various seeds are clear and concise, and of great use, both to amateur and professional

gardeners. They raise the work above the level of a trade catalogue to that of a work on

gardening.
'"

Price 2d., Post Free.

Buttons' Miniature Amateur's Guide is beautifully

Illustrated throughout.

/'^w-v //(f "Western Morning News," yrt^/^^rtry 15, 1875.

"Two or three weeks since I noticed the 'Spring Catalogue and Amateur's Guide '—the

King of the Seed Catalogues—issued by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, the Queens Seedsmen, of

Reading. There is now lying before me a miniature copy of this work reduced in perfect

facsimile by photo-lithography, every line distinctly legible, and a perfect little gem. Messrs.

Sutton have thus c 1 their extraordinary enterprisi

SUTTON & SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING, BERKS.
Editorial Ci

Printed by WlLLl
said William Richai the Office, 4r, Wellington |treet,^Parish of St. Paul's, Covent G-^-^m the g^id^Coun^ty^^^

^,^^^^^_
Afent for Manchester— John ]
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers,

PO RE IG N SUBSCRIBERS
-^ ar, PARTIC1I.AKM.V KEOi'ESTED. mheu scuti,,^ Post Oi7i<e
Onltrs through the Pa^l OOice. to Advise the I'iMishcr th,tt
they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.
Post Office Orders should be made f>ayable at the Kiw

Street Office, Coveut Garden, London, IV.C.

Th» "Gardeners' Cbronlcle" in America
fJIHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to
which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,
and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :-Messrs. M. COLE and CO.. Drawer No 11
Atlanta Post Office. Atlanta. Fulton County, Georgia and
Mr. C. H. MAROT, 8,4. Chestnut Street, Philadelphia;
through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

Notice to Subscribers!
n^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-* maybe had DIRECT from the OFFICE, on payment
IN ADVANCE at the following rates, mcluding postage to any
part of the United Kingdom :—
Three Months .. 51. -Li^d.

| Six Month.s .. nj. nrf
Twelve Months .. .£r -js. lorf.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION.
£1 ds. for 12 months, including postage to

AuSTR.ALlA
I

Canada
|
Jamaica

j West Indie<;Belgium
|
France

| New Zealand
| Uni'tkd States

£1 10s. ^d.for 12 months, includingpostage to—
Austria

|
Holland

| Portugal
| SpainChina

|
India

|
Prussia

| Switzerland
£1 141. id.for 12 months, including postage to—

Post Office Orders to be made payable toWilliam Richards
at the King Street Post Office.

j^ilhards,

Office^^tOVellington Street, W C
X)OYAL HORTICULTt7RAirtociETy
,T; r~'^''f

"'"'
^Y'^^J'^G MEETING will take place in

%rSrrTr""n.\L'°wt„^hrSef.7'B?:R,^^El°E''v^|rs'''

RLi^V\"u'^losED™^«' - ^^u^^s of" mslisl;

RYSTAX~PALACE:rrcANARY~^,S
.
CAGE-BIRD SHOW, February ,, to .8

Entries close February 3. Schedules on aoolication to

« • Pns, Z-^- W'.LSON Natural History Department.

cen?. adduionll.
' ""'

'
February S, and charged 23 per

GRAN D^TORAir~FETErYORK

-

JUNE 16, 17, and 18
PRIZES nearly /550. Schedules on application to

13. New Street, York. JNO. WILSON. Secretary.

(^ANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN^
TxHTmTT''r{l

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
si J 1 'TiP'^ =" GRANTHAM, JULY 7 and 8 NEXTSchedules of Prizes ready shortly.

"u o ^..rL^i.

MT^r,^„„
Tbe Primula JBouse In

'

ESSRS. SUTTONS' GROUND.S, at
Reading, is well worthv of n vicit tk „ -c

.Irs-eafont'Lldin"" "°'^'"°F"
\"^°- n-^o^^.ng f"

It LJi,fn^ "» ^- ^ surpass those which attracted so muchattention at Readme last year
""n,u

_SUTTON andSONS, The Queen's Seed.™- ^-^-

c

O MARROW "^TH
*^'ANT EMERALD

j.*nuary ib. i'ncc 5,^. per quart. *

A
Nursi

F

Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom.DESCRIPTIVE LIST, bv
LITTLE and BALLANTVNE, Knowefield

:ries, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

OR SALE, BOX EDGING, 5000 yartis.
For sample and price apply to

P. ROBERTSON HARTRIGGE, Jedburgh.

WILSON SERPELL
• (late Pontev),
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Plymouth.

Pterls cretloa albo llneata.
Tjr_ STROUD has a large stock of the aboveXJ- • to offer to the Trade. Several thousand just ready for
potting into 48's. Price on application.

Green Lanes Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

sEMPERVIVUM BOLLI, is. (,d.
zs. 6d. per packet.

WILLIAM E. DIXON. Norwood Nursery. Beverley.

and

WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT
FLOWERS.

WILLIAM E. DIXON, Nrrwood Nursery, Beverley.

CTANDARD MARECHAL
, NIEL,kJ Chmbing DEVONIENSIS. and GLOIRE de DIJON.

strong—a few hundreds to offer t
" WOODTHORPE, Mu

• the Trade.
Nursery, Sible Hedingha

ROSES. -Illustrated CATALOGUES on

EWING'Al'D''co",'°Norwich.

"DOSES, splendid Standard and Dwarf.—-LU Extra strong ROSES, in pots, for Forcing. Special
prices to the Trade upon application
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

npUBEROSES.-To thelv^ Splendid
-*- Quality. Now ready.

HOOPER ani) CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

T
Calautne vestlta rubro cculatiu

O be SOLD, cheap, a large quantity of the
above, flowering Bulbs. Apply to

S. WOOLLEV, Nurseryman, Cheshunt, Herts.

TCj^OR SALE, about 100,000 transplanted
-»- QUICK

; and about 100,000 z-yr. seedling QUICK. Forsample and price, apply to
LEWIS ROLFE . West Row, by Soham, Suffolk.

QUICK, QUICK.-About One Million of

THORN^nmr^'r "^J'SP'"'", Fen-grown WHITE-
i HORN QUICK for Sae. For Prices anolv to^EAWBARN BROTHERS, 8, Bury Court, It^ Mary Axe,

D/^TTr»T,T,
^^'" Catalogues.

OWNIE AND LAIRD, 17, Frederick
Street, Edinburgh, bee to intimate that th^ir TATA-

R^?^J?l^r^?fi,^°rft','='?LTulAL and FLOWER SEEdIROSES, GLALIOLI, &c.. are now published, and may be had
Iree on application.

T?XCELLENT TURF for SA1.E.--•—

'

Apply, 32, Bromley Common, Kent.

WANTED, one million each, i-yr. LARCH
and QUICKWOOD. Samples and price toMA1?TIM C^^XT Tr M*^

"MARTIN AND SON, Hull

rjHESTNUT PLANTS.-Wanted, 3000
f^hi^r^A^r,'' j.~!=i'„?pi'_"'!''

'='>"""" pi-'^. f-m 3 to 5

Tunbrldge. Kent,

feet high. Apply, stating pn^^ i-j

MARTIN. Park Farm. Leigh

WANTED, young RHODODENDRON
_

PONTICUM STOCKS, of various sizes Sendsamples, post paid, and price to

Dellem 'v^.i °V'"^,?'^^V'T','^'=K, Tottenham Nurseries,iJedemsvaart, nearZwolle, Netherlands.

WT^NTED, healthy and well rooted TREE
VI BOX, State height, and price Der 100 tn_G^EORGE ST.4OTON,kAPla?e?1^

TV^NTED, a few~^(iod""^trong Canes of

viNES-true''
"^^BURGH and BLACK ALICANTE

Es«x^^°°°^"°'*^^'
^^"'"° ^'"'^'y- Sible Hedingham,

T\7"ANTED, Two Dwarf-trained PEACHES
' » - bearing Trees. State sorts, size, and price to

E. COOLING. Derby.

W^liXr?.^' ,

st™"g~trai^lanted APPLE
kinds

^'"''^^S, also strong FOREST TREES of various

_RICHARD SMI-TH^Nurseryman, Worcesi
Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having beenSUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

LORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO

'

valSe^Lnd merk

'

"'^ ^'"^ "' "'°'' '*"" "= °f sterling

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

CTo tlio Trade.
ARTER'S WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
of new and choice Vegetables. Flower Seeds. Potatos

and Farm Seeds is now published. A duplicate copy will be
ny friends that may not yet have received one, onposted

applies

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT
Holborn, London, W.C.

BEALE, 237, HighCNow Ready,
ARTER'S VADE MECUM, the hand-
somest Catalogue of the year, containing five new

coloured Illustrations, and nearly 200 Drawings of the Best
Vegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price IS., post free. Gratis to customers

I'^H^^H 'h?''''^? ^T ^Sr;?*" ^"y''' Seedsmen, 237 and
238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

T LINDEN'S Establishment for the
„* .."''"'"«i°"0f New and Rare Plants, Ghent Belgium
English CATALOGUES of Palms. Orchids, New Rare and

Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c. post'free
Agents- Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON," 5, Harp

Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

J
Extra Strong Fruit Trees,OHN LAING has to offer a splendid lot

of Fruiting, standard, and Pyramid PEARS, to be Sold
cheap, as the ground must be cleared.

Stanstead Park and Rutland Park, Forest Hill S E

Vines.
Tj^RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &

^PSS,}','^.!'-f^?J"'^''
'^"* "f s'™ng. short-jointed, well-

ripeiied FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the
leaduig kinds. Prices on application.

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

^.,. ., ^, Special Offer.VINES, V I N E S, V I N E S.
' —150 good Planting Canes, true to name. Price ,£13 the

lot, cash.
^

T. S. LANSDOWN, North Wilts Nursery, Sivindon. Wilts.

VTINES, e.\tra strong Fruiting and Planting.
, ,

"T-Leading varieties,' thoroughly ripened without bottom-
tieat. lances upon application
JA.MES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

pEACHES and NECTARINES, magnifi-
c, ,95"' Dwarf-trained, including all the best leading sorts.
Splendid Trees, most beautifully trained.

TiYi^u ^""^^ '"'° SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,
Uckfield, Sussex.

pEACH, NECTARINE, and APRICOT
-L TREES for Sale.—The above are handsome dwarf-trained
3-yr. trained on wall, fruit bearing, with splendid roots. For
price apply to

EDWAkD THOMAS, Harold Nursery, Sittingboume, Kent.

APPLE,
Norwich.

QPLENDID NEW
f^ "LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING
Circulars on applic

CO.,

BTo Market Gardeners and Otliers.
RUSSELS SPROUT SEED, in large or

T <;»'??-l'.,'}"*"""='-
first-rate Stock. For price apply to

J. SMITH AND SON, Market Gardeners, Sipson near
Slough

: or Covent Garden Market, W.C.

TTENRY'S HYBRID LEEK, genuine, in
. .

sealed packets, is. each ; the largest and hardiest Leek

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, Edinburgh.

J
Choice New Seeds for 1876.

SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-
. • LOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
is now ready, containing much useful information. Post free
on application.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

W, T y?^°"*'' *^«»' W-eymouta Pines.
ILLIAM FLETCHER can supply the
above, 6 to 9 feet, good roots, and well furnished looi

per 100. Ottershaw Nursery, Chortsey. Surrey,

VEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8, 9
. , 10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted ' ' '

g^ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

J^ARCH— 150,000, 6 to 12 in,, transplanted,

WM. SMITH an"d'sON, Aberdeen.

suitable for immediate
IS, for Avenues, &c. LISTS of
D CO., Norwich.

"DEECH, 3 feet, very fine and well rooted,
-^-^

js. 6d. per looo
WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries. Barnstaple. Devon.

"POR SALE, 20,000 LARCH, full 12 to iS
,^ inches. Apply to
JOSEPH GREEN. The Nurseries. Garforth. near Leeds.

C
Seeda for the Kitchen and Flower Garden.
HARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE ig

ready, and can be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Sioiigh.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Coniferous Tree Seeds and Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, February i, at half-

past 1= o'clock precisely, a great variety of CONIFEROUS
TREE SEEDS, 120 CYCAS REVOLUTA, 3000 Bulbs of

LILIUM AURATUM in good condition, and a great variety

of other LILIES from Japan.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY, February 3, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, Hardy and Ornamental TREES and SHRUBS,
LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, ANEMONES, RANUNCULI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

HanweU, Middlesex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

MR. J. DOMONEY has received instruc-

tions to OFFER for SALE by AUCTION (in conse-

quence of the death of the late Proprietor), at the Mart, Token-

house Yard, E.C., on THURSDAY, Fetruary 18, at i o'clock

punctually a valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, consisting

of a Dwelling-house, known as Floral Villa, with Nursery,

Garden, Hothouses, Greenhouses, Lights, Grape Vines, &c.

Three-fourths of the Purchase Money may remain on Mortgage

Particulars and conditions of Sale to be had of IMrs. GATES,
on the Premises ; of Mr. REGINALD VINING. 16, Furnival s

Inn, E.G.; at the Mart, and the Auction eer, 16, Furnival's Inn.

Preliminary Notice of

FORTHCOMING SALES,
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

FEBRUARY 17.—BURY STREET, Edmonton, N. By
order of Messrs. Jaffa & Co. Clearance Sale of Green-

house Plants and Trade Utensils.

FEBRUARY iS and 19.—PARK NURSERY, Richmond

Road, Kingston-on-Thames. By order of the Executors of

the lale Mr. Bruce. The whole of the Nursery Stock,

Greenhouse Plants, several Greenhouses, Pits, and Fittings

thereto, together with the Utensils-in-Trade.

FEBRUARY 23.— EXOTIC NURSERY, Tooting, S.W.

By order of Mr. R. Parker. A large quantity of thriving

Nursery Stock, in fine condition for removal.

FEBRUARY 25.-FRIMLEY PARK NURSERY, Frimley,

Surrey. By order of Mr. J. Holder, a portion of the land

being required for building purposes. A quantity of General

Nursery Stock, consisting of a fine assortment of Evergreens

and Coniferx, Ornamental Forest and Fruit Trees.

Full particulars of the above Sales may be had of the

Auctioneers and Valu ^ ^' '"

18, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS,
HoETicuLTURAL aiid Makket Garden Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, and at Leylon-

stone E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER and THRIPS,
iO &c ANTIDOTE.—.S<i»d^tfe See former advertisements.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Worlley, Sheffield.

ODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and General Commission Agent, 112, Fleet

E.G.
R
Str

Window Glass. Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and

Sinule Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of .age,

being FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of

the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

^5 TO^. : one year and under twelve, jC2 155.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-

General 3, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

Persons having Houses, Businesses, Estates, and
other Property to be LET or SOLD, will find the

MIDDLESEX REGISTER an excellent

Medium for obtaining Customers for the same. Property

is inserted in the "Register " free of charge, on forwarding full

particulars to the Ofiii

E. P. NEWMAN, Auctioneer, Valuer,

Agent, 41, High Street, Uxbridge, Middle
Hon md Esl

Standard Limes and Euonymus japonlca.

THOMAS S. WARE can supply a few
hundreds of clean grown LIMES, 10 feet :

EUONY-
MUS JAPONICA, 161. to 60s. per 100. TARRAGON and

other HERBS. Prices on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.E.

TO BE LET, about 30 Acres of FREEHOLD
LAND, in the P.aiish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London, and

particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks

and a small stream running through the centre.

A. B. , 5, Regency Square, Brighton.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants

from single pots, 12s. per 100 : rooted cuttings, clean^ and

healthy, 6j. per 100, 50s. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

To the Trade.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS. —A fresh
importation of the Seed of this well-known valuable Gum

tree, just arrived, in good condition. Quantity very limited.

Price on application to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

TRONG FOREST TREES,
well transplanted, good roots.

ALDER, BEECH, BIRCH, CHESTNUT,
SCARLET LIMES, OAK, POPLAR, SYCAMORE.

Sizes and prices on application to

W. JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Tbe Best Cucumber.

GARAWAY'S ACME—a cross between
Telegraph and Wilson's Prolific : very handsome, ex-

tremely productive, and ol excellent flavour. The best Cucumber
for general cultivation, -zs. 6t/. per packet.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down, Bristol.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,

Purple, and other mixed sorts, good, strong autumn-struck

Plants, in store-pots, with plenty of good cuttings, at \s. per

store-pot. Terms cash, package included.

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from los. to 25s. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and

Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14. Fitzroy Square,

London, W. . Architect to the Estate.

WANTED, to PURCHASE, or HIRE, a
small COTTAGE and GROUND, suitably situated for

a Florist ; or a sra,all Business taken. Address

E. D. , Hill Farm, Chertsey. Surrey.

Caution.

AG. GILMORE, being NO LONGER in

• the SERVICE of J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery,

Croydon, it is requested that NO ACCOUNTS be PAID to

HIM, and that all Letters be Addressed to J. H. LEY.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 405. per 100; 25s. for 50 ; or 15s. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at gr. and

I2S. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

SEAKALE, extra strong Forcing and
Planting. Prices upon application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo
cuttings sent post free for -is. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced
;
quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

CELOTjYNE CRISTATA—the finest known
white Orchid—now blooming. Upwards of 200 flowers cut

daily. Good home grown plants, 75. 6d. each. Price per dozen

or 100 to the Trade on application. A few specimens twenty-

five to fifty guineas each.

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S.,The Nurseries, Epsom,

Pansles Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOCiUE of the above, and other Florist^ Flowers, is now

ready, and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand

Pansies, establi-shed in pots, will be sure to bloom well if planted

at once. The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

FOR the SALE or PURCHASE of AGRI-
CULTURAL and KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS-on

offer. Scarlet Runner and Long Pod BEANS, Redman's
Imperial and Sangster's No. i PEAS. Ea« Ham, Enfield

Str. , Hu

WPOTTEN'S SEED LIST is now ready,
• and will be sent post free to all applicants. W. P. has

a large stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and
PRIMIJL.AS, strong healthy plants, in 4S-pots, from the very

best strains, 4s. per dozen : extra strong, 6s. per dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, good plants, in 3-inch pots,

3s. per dozen, 20s. per 100.

Camden Nursery. SIssinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Fifty-three Cases of Llllum auratum.

A GENTLEMAN has consigned to him
from Japan (to arrive next week), Fifty-three Cases of

LILIUM AURATUM, containing on an average 200 Bulbs in

each, which he is desirous of disposing of at once, at purchaser's

risk. Price for a single case, 60s. ; 12 cases, 555. each : 40 cases,

or the lot, 50s. each. Delivered at the Docks. Apply to
. „„ »,

'i Court, Cornhill, E.C.ROBERTSON and CO. , s. Ne

New Eoses for 1875.

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of the above to offer, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1S74.

Ready early in March.
Manor Farm Nursery, St.apleford, Salisbury.

Orchids.

FOR SALE, a Collection of ORCHIDS,
numbering about seventy species or varieties, and about

200 plants. The plants are of medium size, and \vouId constitute

a good nucleus for any one commencing the cultivation of these

plants. For price apply to

Mr. KINMONT, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

s

FRUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES, APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, from

7«. per 100. GOOSEBERRIES, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from tor.

to iss. per 100. CURRAN'TS, 3-5''. and 4-yr,, from 6s. to los.

per 100. Catalogues on application to

T. EVES, Gr.avesend Nurseries. Established 1810.

ASPARAGUS, for Forcing, to be Sold,
cheap : also many thousand FRUIT TREES, ROSES,

&c., in fine condition for removing. The land is required for

building.

J. WILLER, Rectory Nursery, Crystal Palace Road, East

Dulwich, S.E,

Eoses, Fruit Trees, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

R OSES, Dwarf, on Seedling Briars.—
100 distinct varieties, H.P. and Teas .. £s os.

Lombardy and other Poplars.

THOMAS S. WARE can supply the above
_ from 10 to iS feet, well furnished trees ; also BALSAMS.

New Silver, and Black Italian, 10 to 12 feet. Prices on

application.
Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham , London, N.E.

Orchid 8,

AMATEUR'S COLLECTIONS, adapted
to those beginning the culture of this class of Plants, or

to those already having a good collection, can be supplied in

strong, healthy specimens, at 42s., 635., 84s., and 126J. per

dozen. Package and delivery to London free, on receipt of

cash with order.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

N.B.—Plants put in, gratis, to compensate for carriage beyond

London.

25 Tea Roses, dist

12 New Roses of 1874, including Captain
Christy and Duchess of Edinburgh . . i is.

WILLIAM CORP, 54, High Street, Oxford.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

Phlox (Herbaceous), Paeonies, Pyrethnuns.
SPECIAL OFFER.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

low ready, and will be sent free on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

MACLEAN'S GEM PEAS.—Surplus stock,
pure seed. Nett growth 1874. Price 2iy. per bushel,

or in EXCHANGE for pure Seed of Veitch's Aslileaf or Rivers'

Ashleaf POTATOS. Samples on application.

LEVESQUE, SON, and LEVESQUE. Seed Growers,

Roses, Roses, Roses.

WILLIAM FLETCHER has a great Stock
of the above to olTer, Duai'f, budded low on the

Manetti, consisting of Madame Lacharme, Princess Beatrice,

Coratesse d'Oxford, Baroness Rothschild, Alfred Colomb,
Duke of Edinburgh, and all other well-known varieties. Also

the New Varieties of 1873. Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey, SuiTey.

Home Grown AgrlcuUural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are now prepared to
• make special offers to the Trade of their home-grown

choice selected stocks of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN
SEEDS of this season's growth. They have been harvested

in very fine condition, and are quoted low in price.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ILIUM SZOVITZIANUmT—An Importa^
tion of this extra fine Lily (rich citron colour, spotted

with black), has just arrived, in splendid condition. Price
accordingtosize,i8,r. ,24s. ,305. ,405., per dozen ; 1501., 2001., 250^.

E.
Haarlem, Holland.

Vines, Vines, Vines.

VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,

Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Ores Colman, Madresfield

Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat, White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trcntham Black, White Frontignan : 2s. 6d. to 5s. each ;

a few extra strong canes, 6s. f>ii.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Twelve Choicest Stove or Greenhouse Ferns, 21s.,

OR SMALLER SIZE, I2j., including many
very rare varieties. This is the best time to buy Ferns,

as the young and delicate fronds are not yet started, and they

will consequently travel better. Package and delivery free to

London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEV, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price IS. per bnshel, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

30 bushels »nd over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — Fifty
large Truck Loads, each truck crammed to hold 300

bushels, free on to any rails. No other charge than £-2 15 per

H. WRIGHT, 4, Peterborough Terrace, King's Road.
Fulham, S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE — 3000
bushels, by far the cheapest and best in Market. Free on

to rails. Price and sample on application. Tenders received.

H. WRIGHT, Fibre Merchant, 4, Peterborough Terrace,
King's Road, Fulham, S.W.

Propagating.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this
season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

^d. per bushel, delivered free to any RaiKvay. Samples free.

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works, High St., Battersea, S.W-

PEAT for SALE, in Large or Small Quan-
tities, at Chiselhurst. Kent. Can be put on the South-

Eastern or London, Chatham and Dover Railways. Apply to

Mr. T. LANSBURY, Hook Farm. Burnley Common, Kent.

PEAT.—For Sale, a few hundred tons of
excellent Peat. Apply to

Mr. TARRY, " Golden Farmer," Bagshot.
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SEEDS.-GENUINE.-ALL OF FIRST QUALITY
AND OF PRIZE STRAINS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE FOR 1875
HAS NOW BEEN ISSUED.

If by mistake any of his Customers have not received a copy one shall be forwarded on application.

E.STABLI.SHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'.S ROAD, CHELSEA
LONDON, S.W.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.

All saved by Mr. Betteridge this season, and including every variety

sent out by him.

As see Copy of Letter by Mr. Betteridge, enclosed with each Pacl<et supplied through

BETTERIDGE'S

NEW VARIETIES

Duke of Edinburgh, y ^
Grand Duchess

Marie,

Cantab,

Improved Oxonian.

These superb varieties, whicli were sent out by us last

year for the first time, have given great satisfaction,

notwithstanding the unfavourable season. Each variety

is perfectly symmetrical in form, with a delicately quilled

centre, surrounded respectively by crimson, pink, light

blue, and dark blue guard petals.

. . per packet 2 6Duke of Edinburgh ,

Grand Duchess Marie )

(Duchess of Edinburgh) ) " "

Cantab
Improved Oxonian .. .. ,,

Tlu Collation oj Four Varieties,

N.B.—Purchasers of the above will obta

2 6

a 6

1^^^

BETTERIDGE'S

INTERNATIONAL

PRIZE

COLLECTIONS

ASTERS.

These well-known Collections of Asters have this sea-

son fully sustained their reputation of being the finest

Quilled Asters in cultivation, and they cannot be too

highly recommended.

Mr. Betteridge has again consigned to us a full supply

of New Seeds, which we offer to our Customers with

every confidence.

Eighteen beautiful varieties

Twelve ditto

Six ditto . . . . ,

.

Mixed

3 6
2 6

per packet i o

1 every sort sent out by Mr. Betteridge this season. The Collection

of 18 varieties is much improved, and includes the new and beautiful crimson vidth pale guard petals sent out this

year for the first time—see Mr. Betteridge's letter.

Pla Trade Mark on every Parcel, and Copy cf Mr. Betteridge's Letter accompanying the same.

SUTTON & SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING, BERKS.

THE LAWSOI lUESEEIES,
EDINBURGH.

The Extensive Stock of

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees,

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
FRUIT TREES, &c.,

Is this Season in Splendid Health, and will be Sold at

Moderate Prices.

Catalogues on Application, and Special Offers will be made for Large Contracts.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH and LONDON.

London Address : io6, SOUTHWARK STREET, S.E.

T o THE TRADE.
PEARS, dwarf, horizoiilal-trained, of si ^^»xv.j i.««.., ..v,...-^, , , extra fint,

CHERlilES, dwarf-trained Elton and Morello, extra fine.

PLUMS, dwarf-trained Victoria, extra fine.

Prices on application.

FItANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "UptonV
Nurseries, Chester.

VINES, e.xlra strong leading sorts, close-

jointed and well ripened -, SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ;

ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON ANU ROBINSON, 23, Market PLice, Manchester.

H

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUT HUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at .1 moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurserie s, London, N.

Eoses-Tery Fine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE can still ofifer strong
plants of St-indard, Half-Standard and Dwarf, H.P. and

other Roses ; also strong Climbers of sorts. Prices on appli-

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

ENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near
Bcdale, Yorkshire, offers :

—
FIRS, Spruce, very stout, iK to 2 feet, 25J. per 1000.

,

,, Scotch, very stout, iK 10 1% feet, 20r. per 1000.

POPLARS. Black Italian, 2 to 4 feet, 20s. per icx)o.

OAKS, English, 2 to 3 feet, 305. per 1000.

Eucalyptus globulus (Australian Blue Gum).

TOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
^J expects to receive in a few days a consignment of SEED
of this well-known EUCALYPTUS, from Messrs. Thomas
Lang & Co. , Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Melbourne. Prices

on application.

Seed Fotatos.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale Special
• Priced LIST of SEED POTATOS is now ready, and

will be forwarded, post free, on application. It includes all the

best English and American sorts in cultivation, and the prices

will be found very moderate.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Genuine New Seeds

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of

ROSES, CLIMBERS, NURSERY STOCK, &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnliam
Green, London, W.

SMITHERS AND CRICHTON beg to
infoi-m their Customers that their Wholesale Trade

CATALOGUES have all been sent out. Should any not have
received a copy it will at once be forwarded, post free, on
applic

ial Street, White

J

s

OHN NELSON, Nurseryman, Heeley,
near Sheffield, bee;s to offer the following at per loo :~

CHERRIES, Standard, extra strong .. .. f,€> lo

,, Maiden, extra strong .. 2 lo

PEARS, Standard and Pyramid, extra strong .. 6 10

APPLES, Standard, extra strong 50
GENTIANA ACAULIS, nice clumps i 10

A liberal allowance to the Trade. 1"

TRO N G FOREST TREES.
LARCH, 2

SCOTCH, 5

SPRUCE, !

OAKS, English, 3 to 4, 4 t

The above, with other sorts, are all

there is a considerable quantity of each s

JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nurseries, ne; Sto)

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 187s).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

ROSES.—Fine Standard and Half-standard
Roses of the following Proved New Varieties now ready :

—Etienne Levet, Francois Michelon. Madame Maria Coiu-tet,

Monsieur Claude Levet, Madame Hippolite Jamain (H.P.),

Souvenir John Gould Veitch, President Gr€vy Niphetos,
Madame Hippolite Jamain (Tea), Souvenir de Paul N6ron,
Catherine Mermet ; and all the Old Varieties.

VERBENAS.— Fine Stock Plants of the leading varieties can
be supplied by

JOHN KEYNES. Salisbury.

Planting Season, 1874-76.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFER^E, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of ivhich are in excellent condition for

removal.
Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and wiU be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks^ ^^^
^^i^o^ QPRING SEED GUIDE, 1875.—
tp^J^O Messr.s. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,
^kS^S The Queen's Seedsmen, Carlisle, have now issued

their handsomely Illustrated GUIDE, and a copy can be had

dn application.

London Office, 36, Mark Lane, E.G. I
and Seed and Nursery

Establishments, Carlisle,
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WELLINGTONIAS:—
100, 3 feet high .

.

. . ^s. ^. each

50, 5 to 6 feet high . . 9J. each

20, 7 to 8 feet hifjh . . 12J. td. each

10, 9 to 10 feet high . . 15J. each.

All well formed plants, from seed, and constantly removed;
grown by a gentleman who has more than he requires. Address

H. GAMBELL, Sharstead Court, Sittingbourne.

CABBAGES.—For Ewes and Lambs, Sheep
and Cows, or Garden Purposes, nothing can surpass Gee's

fine selected Enfield Market : best grown. Good plants now
ready, 3.T. per 1000, in any quantities ; also fine Red Dutch do.,

for pickling, sj'. per 1000.

Superior Bedfordshire-grown Seed POTATOS, and SEEDS
of all kinds, PLANTS. ROOTS, &c., cheap and good. Refer-

ences given to the leading Agriculturists, &c., of the day.

Terms, Cash with Orders from all unknown Correspondents.
Large buyers liberally treated with.

FREDK. GEE, Seed Grower, &c., Biggleswade, Beds.

The Gainsborough Seed Establlslimeiit.

BUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE
TURNIP.

DIXON'S IMPERIAL URONZE-TOP SWEDE.
DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE TURNIP.
WHITE GLOBE TURNIP.
GREEN-TOP YELLOW TURNIP.

All good stocks, and true to name.
The Subscriber having grown more of the above than he

requires, will be glad to send samples and prices on application.

JOHN ETHERINGTON DIXON, Seed Grower and
Merchant, Gainsborough.

GLOXINIA S.—Twelve finest named
Gloxinias, 21J., very large roots, fit for exhibition this

spring, including many sorts not yet in commerce ; smaller

size, lar. t4- per dozen. Packed and delivered free to London
on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

CALADIUMS.—Twelve finest sorts, i\s.,

including many of the best introductions of late years ;

large roots, fit for exhibition this year, or smaller size, los. 6ii.

and 15s, per dozen. Package and delivery free to London on
receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery. London Road, Croydon.

A CHIMENES.—Thirty-six corns,in 12 finest
-^-*- sorts, 10s. 6d. ; or loo corns, in 24 finest sorts, 21. Free
by post on receipt of Post Office Order.

J. H. LEY, Roval Nurtiery. London Road, Croydon.
N.E.—CATALOGUES free on application.

Roses.

GEORGE GRAY and SON, of The Nur-
series. Brox, Cliertsey, Surrey, are selling some of the

finest ROSES in the Trade, of all the various heights, from 9^.

to rs^. per dozen ; 60s. to 115^. per 100 ; cheaper by the locx).

Their Collection consists of all the best new and old varieties.

G. G. & Son have received numerous Testimonials, and
among other valuable ones they have the following from the
Rev. W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fitzpaine, who says: "Your
charges are most reasonable, and your stock is good."

Catalogues free. No charge for packing,

Marechal Niel and other Roses from Fans.

T :£VEQUE and SON, Nurserymen,
M—l Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer good and strong
plants of marechal NI EL, dwarf, from the ground, ^2 10^,

,

in pots jCz ids., per 100; Standard.^, £$ ; and other TEA
ROSES. Standards. ^5 ; Dwarfs. £2 16s. PAUL NERON,
Dwarfs, £-2 8j, ; Standard Perpetuals, our own selection,

splendid heads and plants, ^4 to £s ' Dwarf Perpetuals, our
own selection, strong plants. £-ilol-i^s. per 100. SOUVENIR
DE LA MALMAISON, on own roots grown in pots, ^2 per 100.

Gladioli from Fans, per Karnes and Seedlings.

AND SON, Nurserymen,
near Paris, beg to ofTer splendid, healthy,

and good' flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices:

—

Gladioli, seedling, hrst-rate, 8^. per 100, £5 per 1000; mixed
white, I2f. per 100 ; do, red, le^. per 100 ; do. yellow, 24^. per
100 ; do. rose, 12J. per 100

;
per names, 100. 10 sorts, ^s. per

100; 25 sorts, 14J. per 100
: 50 do., ^i to £2 ; 100, £2 to £6,

and upwards, accordmg to the novelty of the sorts, all in good
flowering bulbs. English Cheques or Post Office Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

uiiiuiuii iruxu

T ^VEQUE
JM Ivry-sur-Stlne

Gilbert's Melons.

GILBERT'S GREEN-FLESH, First-class
Certificate, 1873. us. per packet.

GILBERT'S Selected VICTORY of BATH, First-class

Certificate, 1870. is. 6d. per packet.

GILBERT'S SHAHi of PERSIA, scarlet-flesh, excellent
flavour. IS. td. per packet.

Six First-class and Special Certificates have been awarded to
Mr. Gilbert for Melons.

Trade terms on application.

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Stamford.

HollleB. Rhododendrons, Forest Trees, &c.

GFARNSWORTH, The Nurseries,
• Matlock, begs to off'er the following TREES, also other

NURSERY STOCK, at low rates :—Sycamore, 5 to 6 feet,

twice transplanted, ds. per 100. Ash, Mountain, ^to 5 feet, 2or.

per 1000. Fir, Scotch, 15 inches to 2 feet, its. Berberis Aqui-
folia, I to ij^ foot, 50J. Oak. English, 3 to 5 feet. i^s. Privet,

Evergreen, 3 to 5 feet, -zos. Holly, i-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, 25s.

Quick, strong, 14^. Hornbeam, 3 to 5 feet, 30J. Rhododen-
drons, 3-yr. seedlings, 55.; 3-yr. and 3-yr. bedded, 25^.: 8 to 12

inches, 80s, Chestnut, Horse. 4 to 6 feet, Zs. per 100. Pinus
austriaca, 2 to 3 feet, 8s. Poplar, Balsam, 6 to 8 feet, 8s. Limos,
from layers, transplanted, 4 to 5 feet. i6s. ; 7 to 9 feet. 401.

Laurel, common, i to 1% foot, 8s.; 1% to 2 feet, 9s.; 2 to 3"^
feet, 14s. Arbor-vitse, Chinese, %% to z% feet, 5.S. per dozen.
Laurel, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet. 8s.

Fibrous Peat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting. ;£6 ds. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c. l^ 5J. per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-
Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway.

WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough Station, Hants.

Spbagnum, or Feat Moss, for Orchids.

RESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj-. 6^,

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.
F

BETTEEIDGB'S PEIZE ASTEES,
INCLUDING EVERY VARIETY YET INTRODUCED BY Mr. BETTERIDGE.

BETTERIDGE'S

NEW VARIETIES.

Duke of Edinburgh,

Grand Duchess

Edinburgh,

Cantab,

Improved Oxonian.

BETTERIDGE'S

INTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIONS

ASTERS.

CAUTION.—£izcA packet of these Asters is impressed with our Trade Mark, laithout which none are genuine.
Per packet

—

s, d,

DUKE of CONNAUGHT (offered this season for the first time by us). The entire surface

is of a pure vivid crimson colour, with pale guard-petals ; one of the most brilliant

flowers ever introduced .. .. •• •• •» •. .. .. .. ..26
IMPROVED OXONIAN, rich purple, with pure white eye 10
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH, rich crimson, with pure white eye 16
DUKE of EDINBURGH, bright rose, with pure white eye 16
18 splendid varieties, riclteridge's Exhibition Aster the collection 3 6

12 splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster
,, 26

NOTICE.— The Seeds we offer include every variety sent out by Mr. Betteridge, and are

obtained direct from him this Season.

^CkAytDt^ THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.

SEEDS OF FIEST QUALITY ONLY.

John & Charles Lee's
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875
Will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Please to Write if not received in the First General Distribution.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, W.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

JOHN JEFFERIES AND SONS have every confidence in recommending
the undernamed, as the very best and cheapest selection of

VEGETABLE SEEDS for all seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the
most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our \os. 6d., i$s.,

42.r., 63J., and 84i'. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

. . 7 quartsPEAS, the test sorts for

BEANS, the best sorts

FRENCH BEANS, Runners and Dwarfs
BEET, the finest in cultivation

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BROCCOLI, the finest sorts for

CABBAGE, best sorts..
SAVOY
CARROT, for sum
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red z ditto

COUVE TRONCHUDA i ditto

ENDIVE I ditto

CRESS 3 ounces and I packet
CUCUMBER, the best varieties 2 ditto

C. Lawrence, Esq., jiiyj:
—"Mr. Lawrence was satisfied

and will continue thei

r and winter i

[ packet

LETTUCE
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest s

ONION, spring and
PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best .

.

RADISH
SPINACH
SALSIFY
SCORZONERA
TURNIP, fine S(

VEGETABLE MARROW i pack

packet

packet

. . , 5 ditto
and winter 4 ditto

. . I packet

SWEET and POT HERBS
RAMPION
TOMATO

dth Messrs. Jefferies'

:

3 ounces

ditto

"for the season of 1873. The Celery, Jefferies' Cirencester Red,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES 6rf. tack, Prese7ited to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.
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NUTTING'S
. "MULTUM IN PARVO" PEA.

A first-class Early Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow Pea, an

improvement on Little Gem, exceedingly prolific, the

haulm being covered with broad, well-filled pods, of an

excellent flavour, ready for use only a few days later

than Sangstek's No. i, highly recommended as one

of the best and most useful early Dwarf Peas in cultiva-

tion. Height, 12 to 16 inches.

To be had of all Nurserymen ami Seedsmen.

NUTTINO & SONS,
SEED WAREHOUSES, 60, BARBICAN,

LONDON. E.G.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
r*RIZE]yiED*^AI.SEEDS

.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i^ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage 'Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY -WATEBER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

lEED OATS.—Messrs. LITTLE
D BALI.ANTYNF. have lo offer some

lie samples of Black Tartarian and Whitt Potato
Barley, itc.

Royal Seed and Nursery Establishments, Carlisle.

To Osurdeners.

Gardeners art most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

r\ Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

SELECTED and HOICE GROWN SEEDS.

John Cattell

Descriptive & Illustrated Catalogue

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FARM,

Is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Also,
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of ROSES, FRUIT

TREES, and TREES and SHRUBS.

NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
WESTERHAM, KENT.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now readyy and may be had on application,

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

li^itd; fotalo s ,'tio}uJUAv'T6oU h^'i

Citesfco/.

CamatlonB, Flcotees, and Pinks.

"SAAC BRUNNINC; and CO. bes to

are°n'owready°fra
together with I Hi

choice Show Pi

this Sca.son a very fm
t; to ofTirr. strong plants of which
i.lST of Varieties and Prices.MM \!(i(;UE, on application.
M M'> , uf CARNATIONS,

Ml I h nv Pinks, and twelve
.Dices for iKjrders.

1 receipt of Post Office Order.

: Yarmouth Nurseries.

Carriage and package
Half of the above quantities, its.

ISAAC liRUNNINO and CO.

CHEAP AND WELL GROWN
FOREST and FRUIT TREES,

SHRTJBS, &c.
Per .0O-.C ,. rf.

4,000 Standard and Pyramidal PEARS, extra fine,

7S.t to 5 o o
4,ooo Standard and Pyramidal PLUMS, extra fine.

ASH, 2 to 2'A feet

t feet

per

i,o;o PINUS AUSTRIACA, i!^ t02^ feet, per io<

i.ooo SCOTCH FIR, 3t0 4fect .. .. per io<

i.coo LARCH, 2 to 3 feet per loc

,000 THORNS, or QUICKWOOD, 151. per 1000

1

,000 SYCAMORES, 4 to 6 feet .. .. per io<

,Qoo Purple BEECH, 5 to 7 feel

,000 PRIVET, 3 feet per loc

1,000 American ARBOR-VIT/E, 3 to 6 fegt sol. I

,000 THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 2 to 3 feet ..

,,000 THUJA GIGANTEA, . tosfeet.. 601 I

,000 CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA,2 to 3feet

,000 ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA
1,000 AUCUBA JAPONICA, fine

.,000 TREE BOX, fine, 2 to 3 feet

,000 DEUTZIA SCABER, 3 to 4 feet .

.

,000 Red CEDARS, 2 to 3 feet

r.ooo Golden TREE IVIES, 1 to ij^ foot, fine..

>,ooo Common LAURELS, fine, from 205. per

.,000 LAURUS CAUCASICA, i to 2}^ feet,

;,ooo „ COLCHICA, I to 3fcct .. ifi. to i 10 o

1,000 White LILAC, 3 to 4 feet, bushy .. .. 200
•,000 LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, 2 to 2<A feet s 10 o
:,ooo ,, SINENSIS, 2 to 3 feet .. iio o
500 PHILLYREA, 3 t0 4 feet, bushy .. per doz. o 12 o

>,ooo English YEWS, 2 to 3 feet . . . . 50s. to 3 15 o
1.000 Irish YEWS, 3 to 4 feet 500
,000 Chinese JUNIPER, 3 feet 500
CATALOGUES, with prices, on application. Shall be happy

)to 5

» for quantit

NEW and GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
The new MELON, Wood's No. i. having only a few packets

left, will not be offered again. See particulars in last week's

paper.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. — Collections containing

25 quarts of Peas, &c., 63^., carriage paid. Other collec-

tions, 31S., 31J. 6d., and 42^.

Wholesale and Retail CATALOGUES on application.

Nursery Grounds, Seed Warehouse, &c., Cottingham.

Hull Establishment, 6i, Marker Place.

Francis ©Arthur ,

Dickson s Sons.
106 Eastgate St.& r<TT„cTri?
TheUptonNurseries Vyllrl^ O 1 lltlx.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegeta])le & Flower Seeds,
FostfreeotvAfipUcatiotv. /

Quality"Unsurpassed.

J. L I N D E N'S
ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE."

Avrarded a Kedal for Merit at the International Exhibition of 'Vienna in 1878.

The First Volume of the New Series of PIllustration Horticole, in English, is now ready, and contains the following thirty-six beautifully

coloured Plates, Royal 4to :

—

Camellia Don Pedro, Ceroxylon andicola, Oncidium fuscatutn, Anthurium floribundum, Lasiandra Lepidota, Pritchardia pacifica, Epidendrum Catillus, Dracaena bellula,

Aphelandra fascinator, Oncidium Sarcodes, Carludovica imperialis, Dieffenbachia lancifolia, Camellia Pietro Boutourlin, Geonoma gracilis, Odontoglossum brevifolium,

Azalea Mde. Gloner, Dendrobium infundibulum, Azalea Marquis Corsi, Livistona Hoogendorpi, Azalea MacMahon, Galeandra Devoniana, Rombergia MorTemana,

Cattleya gigas, Tillandsia tessellata, Masdevallia trochilus, Dracaena Casanova;, Cypripedium Schlimi var. albiflorum, Sciadocalyx Luciana, Theophrasta imperialis,

Camellia Miss Minnie Merrit, Fourcroya Lindeni, Dracaena Troubetzkol, Clavija Rodekiana, Spathiphyllum heliconnefoliuin, Cordyline densicoma, Kentia Balmoreana.

Price of the Volume, 30s., sent post free to any part of Great Britain.

A Specimen Monthly Number mill be sent free for twelve penny stamps to those persons who may be desirous offorming their own opinion

of the great merit of this Publication.

J. LINDEN'S Establishment for the Introduction of New and Rare Plants, 52, Rue du Chaume, Ghent, Belgium.

Agents: Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, HARP LANE, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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TO PLANTERS.
JA8. BACKHOUSE & SON

BEG TO OFFER THE UNDEKMENTIONED

TREES AND SHRUBS
For Present Planting :

—

ACACIA, Common, 3H to 4J4 feet, ^s. per 100; 6 to 7 feet,

15J. per 100.

,ASH, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 21s. per 1000, 3J. per 100.

„ Mountain, 5 to 6 feet, 4o>s. per 1000, ts. per 100 ; 6 to

7 feet, 55^. per 1000, 8^. per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, goj. per 1000,

BIRCH, 4 to 5 feet. 35J. per 1000, 5^. per 100 ; 6 to S feet, -jos.

per 1000, loj. td. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 25^. per loo.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 5 to 6 feet, 90^. per 1000, i+r. per 100 ;

6 to 8 feet, -273. 6d. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 505. per 100.

„ Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, 24^. per dozen.
ELM, Wych, 6 to 8 feet, i2j. 6d. per 100.

„ English, from seed, t%, to 2% feet, 20s. per 1000, 3^. 6^.

per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 25^. per 1000, 4^. per 100 ; 3 to

4 feet, 30s. per 1000, 5J. per 100.

„ „ extra transplanted, 5 to 7 feet, 50^. per 1000, 7,?. per 100.

>t ). grafted, 4 to 6 feet, 40^. per 100.

„ various ornamental sorts, 6 to 8 feet, 100s. per 100.

HAZEL, 4 to 6 feet, 5M. per 1000, 6s. per 100 ; i^ to 2K feet,

21J, per 1000, 3J. per 100.

HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 feet, 35^. per 1000, 55. per 100 ; 4 to

5 feet, 5&J. per 1000, 7^. 6d. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, e^s. per

LIME, 4 to 5 feet, 20J. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 3&r. per 100.

MAPLE, Norway, 3 to 4 feet, 45^. per 1000, 6a. per 100 ; 5 to

7 feet, 60s. per 1000, 7^'. 6d. per 100.

„ Ash-leaved, 6 to 7 feet, 55^. per 100.

POPLAR, Abele, 2 to 3 feet, 12s. 6d. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 305.

per 100 : 6 to 8 feet, 50?. per 100.

„ Black Italian, 3 to 4 feet, 32s. 6d. per 1000, 5^. per 100 ;

6 to 7 feet, 50^. per 1000, 75. 6a. per ico ; 7 to 8 feet,

60^. per 1000, 9^. per 100 ; 8 to lo feet, 15^. per 100

;

12 to 14 feet, 5or. per 100.

„ Ontario, 7 to 8 feet, 16^. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet. p-SS. per

100 ; 10 to 12 feet, 50s. per ico.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 2H to 3% feet, 150,. per 1000, 20J.

per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 50^. per 100.

These are extra transplanted, very hushy^ andfine.

PINUS MONTANA, 6 to 9 inches, 25^. per 1000, 4^. per 100

;

IS to 21 inches, i,os. per 1000, 6^. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 15-r.

per 100. Well adaptedfor coverts.

S4^CAM0RE, 7 to 8 feet, 20s. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 35J. p. 100.

WILLOW, Bitter, 3^^ to 4K feet, 35^. per rooo, 5^. per ico ;

5 to 7 feet, -js. 6d. per 100.

CONIFERS.
ABIES DOUGLASII, 2 to 3 feet. looi-. per 100, 15^. per do7.:

3 to 4 feet, 150^. per 100, 21s. per dozen.
CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 2 to 3 feet, 15J. per dozen ; 3 to 4

feet, 241. per dozen.

„ DEODARA, I to 1% foot, Sor. per 100, i-zs. per dozen :

2 to 3 feet. 24s. per dozen.

CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS, 2 to 3 feet, 185. per dozen ; 3
to 4 feet, 3ar. per dozen ; 4 to 5 feet, s&j. per dozen.

These are all iuell-fur7iislu:d,fine plants.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2 to 3 feet, 155. per dozen : 3
to 4 feet, 21J. per dozen.

JUNIPERUS TRIPARTITA, x% to 2 feet, 40s. per 100, 6^.

per dozen ; 2 to 2^^ feet, 805. per 100, 12s. per dozen.

PICEA NOBILIS, 2 to 2j4 feet, 36^. per dozen ; 2>^ to 3 feet,

$QS. per dozen ; 3 to 4 feet, 65^, per dozen ; 4 to 5 feet, oar.

per dozen.

PINUS AUSTRIACA (see above).

,, CEMBRA, 2 to 2>< feet, yns. per 100, 5^. per dozen ; 2><
to 3 feet. 40J. per 100, 7^. per dozen.

RETINOSPORA LEPTOCLADA, 6 to 9 inches, %os. perioo,

„ PLUMOSA AUREA, 6 to 9 inches, 8c«. per 100. \is. per
dozen

; 9 to 12 inches. 130J. per 100, 185. per dozen.

THUJOPSIS DOLABRATA, 6 to 9 inches, 50^. per 100,

75. 6d. per dozen ; 12 to 18 inches, 150J. per 100, 24^.

per dozen.

„ ,, VARIEGATA, 9 to 12 Inches, 15J. per dozen ; 12 to

j8 inches, 24J. per dozen.

SHRUBS.
ARBOR-VIT^, American, 4 to 5 feet. 40^. per 100, 6s. per

dozen ; 5 to 6 feet, sor. per 100, -js. per dozen.

BLACKTHORN or SLOE, 30^. per 1000, 4^. per 100.

BOX, Tree, Standards, fine heads, 42^. per dozen,

BROOM, i-yr., fine, 25s. per 1000, 45. per 100.

,, transplanted, 9^. to 12^. 6d. per 100.

CYDONIA JAPONICA, 60s. per 100, 9^. per dozen.

ELDER, Common, los. 6d. per 100, 2j. 6d. per dozen.

EUONYMUS JAPONICUS RADICANS VARIEGATUS,
25^. per 100, ^s. to 6s. per dozen.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA, fine,

8ar. per 100, 125. per dozen.

INDIGOFERA FLORIBUNDA, very beautiful, and quite

hardy, 4&1. per 100, 6^. per dozen.

LILAC, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 100, 3^. per dozen ; 3 to

4 feet, 255. per 100, 4s. per dozen.

„ White, I J4 to 2 feet, 15^. per 100, 3^'. per dozen ; 2j^ to 3^^
feet, fine, 25J. per 100, 45. per dozen.

,, of sorts, 20s. per 100, 4s. per dozen.
PRIVET, Evergreen, e^ to 3% feet, strong, 35^. per 100, 4^.

per dozen.

„ Oval-leaved, 2 to 3 feet,40j-. per 100, 5s. per dozen : 3 to

4 feet, gas. per 100, 6s. per dozen.

RHUS GLABRA LACINIATA, fine. gs. to 15^. per dozen.

SNOWBERRY, strong, 10s. 6d. per 100. 25. per dozen.

SWEET BRIAR, strong, 8^. per 100, 2s. per dozen.

SHRUBS, Flowering, of sorts, 21J. per 100, 4s. per dozen.

,, „ „ extra strong. 305. per 100. 65. per dozen.

ROSES.
STANDARDS, of sorts, fine, 105J. per 100, 15.?. per dozen.
HALF-STANDARDS, of sorts, fine, 90^. per 100, 14^. perdoz.
GLOIRE DE DIJON, Standards or Half-standards, i8j. per

MARECHALNIEL, Standards or Half-standards, 21^. perdoz.

^ Descriptive CATALOGUES of TREES. SHRUBS,
and ROSES, sent on application. Cash or reference requested

from -unknown correspondents.

JAS . BACKHOUSE & SON,
NURSERIES, YORK.

Terms to the Trade on .xpplUation.

^g SUTTONS' ^^
CHOIO;E GLADIOLI.

NEW
SUTTONS

COLLECTIONS OF GLADIOLI.
These collections have been specially selected with

the greatest care, so as to include as many colours as
possible.

FINE VARIETIES, Suitable for Garden
Decoration.

100 roots, in 50 beautiful varieties .

.

, . ^^5 o o
. . 2 10 o

..ISO

..060
CHEAPER, but SHOWY VARIETIES.

25 roots, in 25 choice varieties ., ••^o 17 6

^2 „ 12 ..
|_.

..090
In addition to these assortments for ordinary uses, we

have prepared the following Collections, which include
the finest show varieties only :

—

STJTTONS' CHOICE EXHIBITION
VARIETIES.

25 splendid varieties, our selection ., ..j^2 o o

FINE MIXED SEEDLINGS.
Finest Mixed, from Mr. Banks' Prize Collec-

tion ,. .. per dozen, 5^. ;
per 100 _^i 15 o

Fine Mixed French Seedlings ,, per doz., 3J,;

per 100 I I o
Good Mixed .. per dozen, 2s-.; per 100 o 12 6

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE SEED POTATOS

Por Planting.

SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Is now ready, and may be had Gratis and

Post Free.

N.B.—Potatos as well as Seeds Carriage Free.

SUTTON & SONS,
. THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Eltcben Garden Seeds,

to suit Gardens of various sizes, aij., 43^,, S^s., and 84s. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, per pkt
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s.J.

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6
BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16

,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' IVIatchless Red (the two best in) i o

, , Williams' Matchless White "J cultivation . .
]" 1 o

CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26
,, Tender and True, new .. .. ,, .. ..36
,, Woolley's Improved Telegraph ., .. ..16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-Heshed 16

,, Gilbert's Green-fleshed .. .. .. .. ..16
,, Williams' P.iradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' .Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

,, Cullingford's Magnum Bonum.. .. ., ..26
Mr. La.-ston's NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSO.A LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI. new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain .

.

. . li. M. and 2 6
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA. new.. .. ..16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, i.t. &/. , 2s. 6<f.

,

CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. id.. 21.' Id.. ^

3s. ad. and 5 o
CINEBLARIA, WeatheriU's extra choice strain, ij. id..

or. 6d.. 3s. 6d. and 5 o
COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize(saved by Mr. llcLachlan) 2 6
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties . . 16

„ saved from the finest erect varieties . . . . ..16
MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new . . ..16

,, ,, nana ccErulea, new .. .. .. ., ..16
PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties .. i o
PENTSTEMON, CyananthusBrandegei, new .. ..16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMONUII.grandiflorasplendens, new. i 6
PRIMULA, Williams' superb stram, red, white, or

mixed .. .. .. is. 6d.. zs. 6d..^s. 6d. and 5 o
RICINUS GIBSONII, new i 6
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new ..16

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours 2 6
VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain .. ....16
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new .. 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering . . . . . . . . . . ..10
,, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety .

.

.

.

..10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS. &c., in collections

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

3 feet

nd hybrida

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all
engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is offering, at very reduced prices, an
immense stock ; amongst other things the following may be

Spirara palmata, by the dozen,
,
Poplar, new silver, 6 to 8 feet

100. or 1000 „ Lombardy, 6 to 14 feet
Rhododendrons, hybridnamed,

1 ,, Black Italian, 6 to 12
with buds, I to 2 feet feet

„ Califomian, with buds. Sycamore, purple and varie-
I to 2 feet gated, 6 to 10 feet

„ hybrid seedling, with Laburnum, purple and com-
buds, 1 to 2 feet

I mon. 6 to 8 feet

Andromeda floribunda, flower- Che;
ing, I to ij^ foot ' H

Kalmia latifolia, bushy, g to Sorbus di

15 inches
Skimmia japonica, bushy, g to

Picea Nordmanniana, 4 to 6 feet

Arbor-vitx, American, 4 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8

feet feet

Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet
j
Deutzia crenata flore-ple;

Berberis Darwinii, i to 3 feet to 6 feet

Mahonia Aquifolia. g to 15 in.
;
Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet

Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual, ' Briar, sweet. 2 to 3 feet
best known varieties Sedum spectabilis

climbing, best known Peaches, Pears, and Plums,
dwarf-trained, in best varieties

Gooseberries, in best varieties

Peaches and Nectarines,
"

maiden, in best \

Almond, fruiting, 6 to 10 feet
Birch, silver, 8 to 14 feet
Thorn, Paul's new double

scarlet, 4 to 8 feet

variety, 4

Elm, English and American,
8 to 10 feet

Oak, English and Turkey, 6 to

Special quotations for small or large quantities on applic

CLEMATIS, all the best kno^vn kinds.
A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 50s. per 10c

. _ CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

The date or locality not having been fixed for
the Provincial Show this season,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
c, in reply to repeated

enquiries, that

BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOB VEGETABLES,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, on WEDNESDAY,
July 7, 1875.

SCHEDULE of PRIZES and CONDITIONS.
FIRST PRIZE-The "CARTER CUP," Value HFTY

GUINEAS, to become tlie absolute property of tbe
Employer to wliom tue Prize may be awarded,
also Ten Guineas for the Gardener.

SECOND PRIZE-Seven Guineas.
THIRD PRIZE-Flve Guineas.

FOURTH PRIZE-Tbree Guineas.

Best Collection of Vegetables, 24 Dishes,

\i peck Carter's Early Premium Gem Pea.

K ,. James' Prolific Pea.

a „ G. F. Wilson Pea.

li „ Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Bean.

a ,, Carter's White Advancer French Bean.

J^ „ Carter's Champion Runner Bean.

a „ Blue Peter Pea.

5^ „ Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea.
54 ,, Carter's New Mammoth Long Pod Bean.

Carter's New Fern-leaved Parsley, and Little Heath

First Prize-Two Guineas, Second Prize—One Guinea,
For 6 Disbes of Peas

(J; peck of each variety), to include—
Carter's G. F. Wilson, James' Prolific Marrow, Carter's Hundred-

fold or Cook's Favourite. Carter's Commander-in-Chief

forparticulars see "Schedule ofthe Royal Horticultural
Society, " or apply to

êty€(l>L4i

. THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,
837 »nd 238, HIGH HOI-BORN, LONDON, W,C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY lo, 1875.

A HOLIDAY IN NORWAY.
{(:o„li„ueJ/rcmp. 74.)

TN the descent from the fjelds, the roads
-*- generally pass a succession of lakes, and run

by the side of rivers that sweep grandly along,

becoming torrents when the valleys narrow, and
dashing down over broken rocks, when such

impediments intervene, forming cascades of

great beauty. The rush and roar of these

tumultuous waters scarcely leave the ears of

the traveller for days together. Going from

Nystnen to the next station, Skogstad, on the

southern descent from the Fille Fjeld,the scenery

is superbly grand ; majestic rocks rise on each

side of the road, many of them torn and rent,

and showing in their dislocated and precipitous

heights that the forces Time brings to bear on

the hardest rock are mightier than even the

strength of hills of gneiss or granite. One very

striking and picturesque waterfall occurs be-

tween the two stations ; it is not remarkable for

its height or the volume of water it precipitates,

but it presents a series of broken and tumultuous

falls that are more pleasing to the eye than

others of more Niagarian proportions. Seen

from one part of the road a black mass of rock

forms a background, that throws out the broken

masses of stone amidst its sparkling waters most
effectively.

Advancing southward the country becomes
more thickly wooded, the hill-sides being covered

with Firs. There is an extensive natural forest

of Spruce approaching Vongs from the north
;

the finest specimens are on the lower sweeps of

the mountains, and where there are accumula-

tions of detrital matter. The trees have a

naked and drawn-up appearance, the branches

are shorter and more rigid, and the branchlets

have not that graceful pendulous sweep that

characterises the growth of the same tree in

English woods. Many trees were thickly hung
with cones, but the starved and stunted speci-

mens were generally the most prolific cone

bearers.

Approaching Vongs the road is carried along

the shores of a large lake. The enormous masses

of rock that cover a considerable space ofground

between the mountain heights to the right, and

the lake through which the road has been made,

seem to indicate, by their dislocation and exten-

sive distribution, a more sudden and violent

disturbing cause than atmospheric action. They
form a feature of great interest and beauty

associated with the lake ; delicate Ferns grow

amongst them, choosing the moist and shady

spots. Saxifraga oppositifolia occurs in great

abundance, growing in the shale and on the rocky

ledges. The spot altogether seemed a most

promising one for the botanical explorer.

Several valleys converge in the large, open,

cultivated space in which the scattered hamlets

of Vongs and Tune are situated, the lake

occupying the lower portion of the valley. The
very small stockingless lad who was my
skydsgiit from the last station, left me at the

parsonage to return to his home. The wind was
cuttingly cold, and I could not but think that it

was hard for both boy and horses—the former to

face the long, dark, difficult road alone, ill clad

and probably hungry ; the poor little fellow

clutched my hand gratefully when I gave him,

in addition to his fee of six skillings, a little

cake of chocolate.

Installed in the guest chamber of Vongs

Pracstigard, and privileged to enjoy the society

and hospitality of the excellent rector of the
place, the Rev. Otto Konow—whose perfect
F.nglish made one forget his nationality, when
not recalled to it by his truly Norwegian obser-
vance of the laws in force amongst a noble
people, that make a stranger guest the honoured
person of the house— I enjoyed many opportu-
nities of obtaining glimpses of the domestic life

of the people, which as a mere passing tourist

I could not otherwise have possessed.
The wind, passing over the great fields of

snow to the north of this place and rushing
down the valley over its very cold waters, is of
a peculiarly penetrating character, and a plaid,

my constant companion, was an insufficient

covering. A fall of snow took place one night
during my stay, a warning of the gradual and
near approach of the long, dreary winter. Much
chilled in the day by the keen mountain air, I

was glad, to 'go for warmth into the priest's

kitchen, and while there I saw preparations
going on for the farm-servants' supper. A large
saucepan, partly filled with water, simmered on
the fire, into this a buxom maiden ladled
barley meal, vigorously stirring the mess after

each addition ; when sufficiently thickened it

was carried to the table, and each person, with
a wooden bowl of sour milk before him, helps
himself, dipping each spoonful into the bowl
of milk before carrying it to his mouth. This
is the favourite food of the people—they pre-

fer barley meal, for its staying and satisfying

qualities.

Asking for the localities most likely to afford

rare plants, I was directed to the Syndes Fjeld,

and on the morning following my arrival at

Vongs, mounted on a fine old mare, I started
on an excursion to a mountain within this

district, called Helestrandberg. The first part
of the way led up the hill south of the place.
The track was rugged and abrupt, and through
an extended thicket of Alder, Birch, and dwarf
Willow

; portions of this belong to different

farms. The boughs, of Birch principally, are
cut and thrown into the yards in the winter, and
with the sweepings of the stable, form the sole

food of the store cattle. Several streams had to

be crossed, but the mare picked her way warily,
feeling for secure stones on which she might
place her feet, and landing me always in safety.

Her foal, which accompanied us the whole way,
trotted along, sometimes before, sometimes
behind, occasionally scrambling into the wood,
always having to pick its way amongst stones.

Such a training, begun so young, tends to make
the Norwegian horses what they are—unrivalled

for rough mountain roads. The frequent passage
of horses along this track had worn away the
soil, and the great stones which everywhere
encumbered the ground made constant watch-
fulness necessary on the part of the faithful

beast I rode. Most of the masses of rock stood

from I to 2 feet above the ground, and the

passage through them was often narrow, and
the way wound round about to avoid blocks of

unusual size. A few flat boggy spots occurred,

and through these the mare floundered uneasily.

Crossing the summit of the mountain the

descent was still amongst stones, and most
perilous. Presently we came to an open space

of grass and amongst haymakers. The road
then led along the steep side of a hill that rose

from a calm, clear, mountain lake. Sometimes
the path narrowed to a sheep track, and touched

the verge of declivities wliere a single false step

would have been certain destruction. Open
spaces of grass occur all along this mountain

side, near which are sheds or seatirs, in which

hay is stored and the dairy people lodge.

Our destination gained—the mare hobbled

with twisted Birch, which is used everywhere

instead of rope—the foal fraternising with an-

other of the same age— I started with a boy to

guide me in my quest for plants. The mountain

side, up which we commenced the ascent, was
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steep, some portions loose shale, others covered

with a compact growth of Juniper, which here is

flat and smooth, as if pressure by a weight of

snow had given it the form it grows in. Little

s'reamlets in several places trickled down the

channels the water had worn in the hard shaly

rock, and then in drier places large areas

appeared covered with Bilberries, Vaccinium

Myrtillus, so evenly that we could glide down
over the thickly grown masses ; the refreshing

berries could be gathered by handfuls, and
very pleasant it was to sit surrounded by grand

mountain scenery in this rarely trodden spot,

and feast on fruits that ever-provident Nature

has given in such profusion even to such wilds.

We were able also to add the fruit of Rubus
Chamasmorus and that of the wild Strawberries

to our dessert. When the rock cropped out,

forming little cliffs, I found Saxifraga Cotyle-

don ; in moist spots Sedum purpureum ; amongst

broken rocks Saxifraga oppositifolia occurred

abundantly. On various parts of the mountain

slope I collected specimens ofAstragalusalpinus,

Papaver nudicaule, Gentiana purpurea and

campestris, Trifolium procumbens, Viola biflora,

Arabis petraea, and several Drabas and Are-

narias. Alchemilla alpina and vulgaris fringed

the little streamlet, and the graceful Equisetum

clustered in damp spots ; masses of Euphrasia

appeared again and again, and the graceful

Harebell, so large and striking as to invite

frequent notice. In peaty spots Empetrum
nigrum and Calluna vulgaris gave variety to

this beautiful garden of Nature, and various

handsome dwarf Salices afforded a little cover,

from which the fieldfare flew noisily as we

invaded its haunt.

The fieldfare seems pretty generally dis-

tributed over Norway, certainly no bird is

more commonly met with ; and its cry recals

English scenes and early winter, of which these

migrating birds are the harbingers to us ; the

first heavy fall of snow depriving them of the

berries they subsist upon on their native hills

they take their flight across the North Sea, and

on their arrival clear our Hollies, Hawthorns, and

hedges of berries. Securing the mare I started

on my homeward journey, not caring to be

benighted on the mountain tract, the difficulties

of which seemed sufficiently perplexing in day-

light. I was glad again to reach the Rectory,

and to please the rector by assuring him that

my excursion had been eminently satisfactory.

Corn mills enclosed in small square wooden

sheds are frequently seen, one succeeding

another, by the side of mountain streams ; these

little mills, so primitive in construction, and per-

taining to each household, really seem to be the

next step from the quern hand mill of our

forefathers. A scattered population without

the advantage of roads may find it convenient,

with water-power so closely at hand, to possess

separate mills for each farm or household, and

it is in accordance with the principles of inde-

pendence and self-helpfulness that this system

is pursued, but in a village or scattered hamlet,

one good mill, under the supervision of a pro-

fessed miller, would do the work better, and
would be a great saving of time and material.

The independence of action and position

enjoyed by the peasant proprietors is still

further confirmed in them by the possession of

home resources, which, developed by their own
industry and skill, render them as little

dependent on the outer world for the necessaries

and even luxuries of life as any men living in

a civilised or uncivilised country can be. The
food they require is produced on their farms, in

the shape of beef, mutton, bacon, with milk,

cheese, and butter. Barley, Rye, and Oats

afford them meal. The wool of their sheep is

spun and woven by themselves into a coarse but

serviceable cloth, the dyer alone being called in

to give the tint of colour required. The skins

of their slaughtered animals are variously em-

ployed : those of the sheep form the covering

for their beds, and of the calves and oxen are

converted into leather for boots, in the making
of which many are expert. Flax is grown on
some farms, and affords the material for linen.

Hops are cultivated, and used in making their

beer. Fish they can often catch, or buy at a

cheap rate
; game they can shoot. The Potato,

which is very generally grown, affords them, by
distillation, a raw, coarse spirit. They shoe

their own horses, and in this they have much to

learn. Wood is at hand, and adapted for furni-

ture, which they make daring the long months
of winter, so that the world may fight, commerce
be prostrated in luxurious capitals, navies

abolished—the Norwegian bonder can still

afford to be indifferent. The seasons each in

turn give him work and give him food, and he
is blessed with health, strength, and content,

and a love of Gamle Norge.
There is one drawback to this picture. The

possession of all these advantages, while it

encourages independence, tends, I fear, to

narrow the sympathies, and isolate men from
that community of interest and feeling which is

beginning to draw together in amicable rela-

tions the widely-scattered nations of the world.

Those farmers who have a majority in the

Legislative Assembly represent the non-pro-

gressive or obstructive element in the national

councils, and they are impatient of any measures
that tend to alter a state of things they find

sufficiently satisfactory. Great and enlightened

measures, that embrace the whole community
in prospective benefits, often fail to meet with

the support that men more highly educated
would more readily appreciate and sanction.

Williavt Ingram, Belvoir.

(To he continued.)

New Garden Plants.
Stapelia (Tridentea ?) OLiVACEA, iu sp* Fig. 24,

The plant here described and figured, like nearly

all its congeners, is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, whence it was sent to Kew and to myself in

April, 1874, by Dr. J. Shaw. It flowered at Kew in

September last, and seems to be identical with a plant

known to Stapelia cultivators by the garden name of

S. eruciformis, but which has not hitherto been de-

scribed. It differs from all the other described Sta-

peUEe in its slender, almost entire-angled (/.<?., neither

toothed nor tubercled) smooth looking stems and
olive-brown flowers. The following is a description

of the plant.

Stems erect, branching at the base, minutely puber-
ulous, 3—5 inches high, %

—
\ inch thick, tetragonal,

angles obtusely rounded, with an impressed transverse

line at the base of the minute erect adpressed
puberulous teeth, greyish green, the impressed lines

and the spaces between the angles darker ; when fully

exposed to the sun and allowed plenty of air the plant

becomes blotched with rich purple. Flowers in pairs,

from the base of the younger branches. Peduncles short,

2—3 lines long, puberulous, green ; calyxt 5-partite,

puberulous, lobes 2

—

2,\ lines long, subulate. Corolla

rotate, very foetid, about \\ inch in diameter, deeply

5-fid, without puberulous, dull green ; witliin glab-

rous, deeply and closely rugose, dark olive-green, the

rugosities brown ; lobes ovate acute recurved,

5-nerved, fringed with white hairs. LigulcC somewhat
spreading, narrow, deltoid, subulate, I \ lines long,

dark purple-brown, with a smooth polished central

stripe extending from the base to the middle. Alae
and rostra dark purple-brown, the former falcate-

subulate erect, \\ lines long, the latter acerose erect,

24 lines long. N, E, Browii^ Herbarium., K^u.

Masdevallia melanopus, Rchb.j.

This little gem has just flowered at Donaue-

schingen in the garden of the Prince Carl Egon von

Fiirstenberg, under the excellent management of

' Siapdia olivacea. N. E. Br. Ramis erectis gracilibus,

minute puberulis, 3—spoil. longis, cinereo-virentibus purpureo-

maculatis, tctragonis, angulis obtusis sub-integris, ad dentorum
lineolis transversis impressis notatis, dentibus

tis appressis ;
pedunculis exparte inferiore ramorum

inatis 2—3 lin. longis, puberulis, viridibus ; calycis

puberiili segmentis subulatis 2—zK •'" longis; corolla foeti-

dissima diametro i'/^ poll., profunde quinquifida, extus sordide

viridi puberula ; intus glabra, rugosissima, tenebrosa olivaceo-

brunnea : lobis ovatis acutis recurvis, 5-nerviis, albo-ciliatis ;

ligulis subulatis acutis purpnreo-brunneis cum zona verticali

centrali polita ; alis falcato-subulatis acutis erectis \% lin.

longis ; rostris acerosig erectis 2% Un. longis, omnibus purpureo-

brunncis.

Herr Hofgiirtner Kirchhoff. The tails of sepals are

yellow, the sepals white with purplish dots, in the
way of those of M. polysticta. The lip has three
longitudinal keels, and is far more blunt than it

appeared to be in the dry sp-jcimens. //. G. Rchb,/,

Brassia bracuypus.*

A very interesting novelty, introduced by Messrs,

Bickhouse from Ecuador. It is in the way of Brassia

glumacea, but is very dislinct both in the lip and the
very short ovary. The flowers are yellowish, with
brown spots. The lip is whitish, with brownish cin-

namon bars and blotches, and the callus is yellow.
//. G. Rchb. f.

ECHITES PELTATA.
In the last part published of the Adansonia Mr.

Saldanha furnishes some notes on the useful plants of

Brazil, among others Echites peltata. This plant,

according to his account, possesses medicinal proper-

ties of a very powerful and extraordinary nature, and
is in great repute with the inhabitants of the province

of St. Paul. It belongs to the Apocynese, and
abounds in tannic acid, which renders it exceedingly

astringent. An infusion of the leaves, or even the

whole plant, is employed to reduc e swellings in dif-

ferent parts of the human body, but more particularly

in cases of excessive enlargement of the testicular

glands. Its action is said to be so powerful that it

occasionally causes these organs to disappear alto-

gether. This singular property being so rare,

Mr. Saldanha thinks it his duty to call the atten-

tion of botanists to it ; and this interesting fact,

he says, explains the origin of the common name
by which it is known in St. Paul, where it is

called Cipo capador—literally, emasculating climber.

Though the writer of the notes in question does

not appear to have been aware of it, this plant

is not unknown in our gardens ; but we have not

succeeded in finding any allusion to its medicinal

properties, either in books or on the labels accom-
panying the dried specimens in the herbarium at

Kew. Mr. Benlham refers it to MandeviUa, and in

habit and the form of the flowers it resembles the

more familir M. suaveolens, but the nearly orbicular,

unilaterally peltate leaves are from 4 to 6 inches in

diameter, and the flowers are yellow. It was figured

in 1848, in the Flore des Serres, vol. iv., plate 390

;

and there is a specimen at Kew from Gay*s herba-
rium, labelled ** Jardin des Plantes, serres ckaudes,

Paris, 1854,"
A very slender climbing plant, bearing a name

similar in signification, grows in the Tijuca Moun-
tains, near Rio de Janeiro, and possesses similar pro-

perties, as Mr. Saldanha has himself been able to

verify. This is a species of Eupatorium, closely

allied to, if not actually the same as, E. ayapana, says

Mr. Saldanha ; but in this he is doubtless mistaken,

for Mr. Baker, who is elaborating the Compositae for

the Flora Brasiliensis, has seen no specimen of this

species from the region in question, and there are no
native specimens of it in the herbarium at Kew.
The only habitat known is on the Rio Negro, one of
the tributaries of the Amazon, The history of the

true E. ayapana is rather interesting, and we will

briefly relate it here. It was introduced by the

French into the Island of Mauritius as long ago as

1797, on account of the high repute of its medicinal

properties. The only specimen in the herbarium at

Kew is from Bojer's Mauritian collection, but there is

an original letter from Puerari of Copenhagen to

Gouan of Montpellier respecting this plant, a few of

the leaves of which were sent with the letter, but do
not appear to have been preserved. In this letter

Puerari says he has identified E. ayapana with E.
triplinerve, and he was quite correct. Puerari's

letter is without date, but it was in cultivation in

Europe at the beginning of the present century.

Ventenat, in his illustrated work entitled Jardin de la

Malmaison, 1S03, gives a good figure of it, and a

long acconnt of its virtues. The natives of the right

bank of the Amazon, he says, have long regarded it

as an excellent sudorific and a powerful alexipharmic,

and Mr. Alibert made some experiments with it and
found it highly antiscorbutic. Respecting its powers
as an antidote in cases of bites of venomous reptiles,

we are told by Descourtilz, in his Flore Pittoresque et

Medicate des Antilles^ vol. iii., plate 203, that, although

its powers had been greatly exaggerated, it was realty

an efficacious remedy. He says that the fresh juice,

applied in cases of bites of venomous animals shortly

• Brassia brachyPus, Rchb./. Pseudobulbis oblongis ancipi-

tibus parvis ; foUis oblongo-lanceolatis bene acutis ;
pedunculo

crasso densius florido ; bracteis ligulatis acutis spathaceis ovaria

pedicetlata duplo superantibus ; ovario incurvo ; sepalis ligulato-

caudatis ; tepalis falcate caudatis brevioribus ; labello ovali

lobulato apice aristato ; callis contiguis clavatis geminis a basi

versus discum pilosis: callo parvo conico extrorso utrinque

extus juxta apicem calli.
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after llie accident, efTects a rapid cure, putting an end

to all alarming symptoms at once. Uut, unfortunately,

none of these vaunted remedies have hitherto borne

the lest of thorough investigation. As a sudorific

and antiscorbutic it was formerly in great request in

Mauritius, but whether still used there medicinally

we have not been able to ascertain. W. B. H.

AT GHENT.
[Condudcdfrom p. 772, ii., 1874.)

On the outskirts of the town a lorg, straight, deep-

cut canal is bordered wilh straight roads and rows of

trees. The length and breadth of tlie whole are con-

siderable, and it is called by courtesy the Alice Verle

—the Green Alley— although, of ail the tints of the

rainbow, green is often the least prevalent. Each
road, on the side furthest from the canal, is bounded

by lines of houses, by public buildings and private

dwellings, some of pretentious, some of modest, pro-

portions, but all, or nearly so, encased in the preva-

lent coat of white paint. Alorg the line most distant

from tlie town more than one horticultural establish-

after and so highly prized by great people for their

great places throughout the eastern half of Europe.
Whether round-headed, or pyramidal {en couronne

or en pyi'amities)^ they are not formed without long

time and untiring care. "How old may that Laurier

tree be?" we inquired. *' Really I cannot tell you,"

was the reply. "Perhaps it is as old as you are."
*' Certainly older ; my father began to train it before I

was born." We cannot, therefore, wonder if prices,

even at first hand, range high. At the end of a long

railway journey, with packing and other incidental

expenses, and land carriage, perhaps, at the end of

that, such standards necessarily become expensive

ornaments, only to be indulged in by the rich, espe-

cially as they require roomy house accommodation to

protect them from the frost of those regions during

winter.

De Coninck's establishment professes to have
always in hand—and is sure to be able to hunt up and
supply any forms and sizes it may not have in hand

—

a rich collection of Bays {Laurus nobilis), grown with

heads and as pyramids. Details are communicated to

inquiring customers. Handsome specimens may be

had from 40 to 300 francs the couple. A nice pair of

Fig. 24.—stapelia olivacea.

ment is to be found. We enter that of M. Frederic

de Coninck, Allee Verte, No. 222, and find the

same practical mode of doing business, although on a
larger scale than the compressed and narrow nurseries

of the really small growers, and the same willing and
unceremonious reception. At the season for lifting

and transplanting stock, housing pot plants, and
sending ofT orders, a commercial garden cannot be
very trim ; but we suspect that in this, as in the other

Ghent establishments, the grand object is utility

rather than show—multiplication and growth instead

of display. The propagator's business is necessarily

confined to the raising, rearing, and disposing of as

many promising young subjects as he can. The hor-

ticulturist proper, who receives them, has then to

take up and continue the task, and, if he fulfils his

office efficiently, it is he who reaps the fruit, in the

shape of exhibition prizes, friends' admiration, and
private personal enjoyment. Ghent gardeners are

like the rearers of animal live stock ; they bring their

produce up to a certain point, and then, in most
instances, hand over what they have raised to others

to fatten, finish off, and bring to its f^ll completeness.
In most instances, not in all ; in some cases they

are obliged to do it themselves through long years

of untiring patience—witness the standard Bay and
Laurustinus trees already mentioned, so much sought

Laurustinus, with good heads, ranges from 40 to 75
francs. But these works of art and objects of con-

noisseurship (exactly like pictures, statuary, and
gems), bear completely fancy prices, dependent on
the peculiar merits of each individual specimen.

Some few are perfect ; many are deteriorated by flaws

and faulty weak places. In accordance with the trite

expression, they must be seen to be appreciated in

respect to their money value. Not a few old speci-

men evergreens in boxes have a history of their own,
which would stand them in good stead at a sale, not

to mention the circumstance of unusual age. The
Ghent Botanical Garden some years ago possessed

(certain of them may be still surviving) a number of

very old trained small-leaved Myrtles, which were
really only lumber and an incumbrance there. They
would readily have fetched money if offered for sale,

and have been snapped up by the lovers (or the fur-

nishers and providers of the lovers) of standard Bays
and such liktf. But the statutes or constitution of the

garden absolutely forbade their being sold. So they

were stuck about, poor aged things, anywhere and
anyhow, to pine away neglected in their helpless

decrepitude—the Director preferring their room to

their company, their place being wanted for things

more serviceable in botanical instruction. And yet

the age and singularity of those Myrtles invested them

with great interest. If by any possibility the old

historical Orange and Pomegranate trees which decor-

ate in summer the Tuileries Garden were put up for

sale by public auction, who can guess what prices

they would fetch ? Certainly something more than an
inconsiderable trifle.

It is useless to criticise taste, when it is supported
by long-establibhed fashion. Demand will create

supply, which people who have their living to gain by
trade furnish, as a matter of course. The love of

standard evergreens in boxes is extending, amongst
the same class of customers, to other things besides

Bays and Laurustinus, and now calls for standard

Rhododendrons. To meet this, and gratify his Russian
and German friends, M. de Coninck makes Rhodo-
dendrons stirtige^ by grafting choice varieties on clean

straight stems of R. ponticum 3 or 4 feet high", which
form exceedingly floribund heads, that are kept in

symmetry and shape by being stretched on frames, or

merely attached to rings of wire. These plants are

found to flower better than dwarfs ; they are less liable

to injury by frost, and cleaner, being out of the reach

of bespatterings of dirt from heavy rains. Again, the

Ghent nurseryman furnishes the young subject ; time,

and the gardener's]care must do the re^t. But we can
imagine the beauty, on a terrace, of a long line of old,

thick-stemmed, large-headed, many-hued Rhododen-
drons in full bloom, alternating with or faced by well-

grown respectable-sized Myrtles, Laurustinus, or Bays.

Of course at De Coninck's there are houses, full to

overflowing. Room is made for a few illustrative

plants in a more advanced stage of growth, kept at

home in the midst of the general commercial turn-

out, the exodus of emigrants into foreign lands and
gardens, to show what the youngsters will be like

when they come of age. Besides, it would be hard

indeed if a nurseryman could not keep a few favourites

for his own pleasure and satisfaction. There are a

Tree Fern or two, a variegated Phormium tenax or

two from 50 to 100 francs apiece (more than they are

worth, as far as beauty is concerned), Magnolia pur-

purea, var. Lennu ; but the majority are small things,

vegetable babes just beginning to feed themselves and
go alone. Here is a lot of weaned Dracaena congesta

stuck upright on shelves (to save space) so imme-
diately one above the other that they are more
like a book-case than a stage for plants to stand

on. Then we step into a warmer nook, where
Drac?2na terminalis versicolor is bred by dozens and
scores. The Egyptians hatched chickens in ovens

—

the Ghentese propagate plants in stoves. Thus whole
shelves are edged with very presentable seedlings or

sporelings of Blechnum brasiliense in little pots

plunged in the fibrous material with which those

shelves are covered. *' What is the price of those ?
"

we ask. '
' Twenty-five centimes each. " Twenty-five

centimes ! Who could resist the opportunity of treat-

ing oneself to a couple of Tree Ferns at 7.\d- a piece?

1 could not. But other pretty small things are not

wanting, such as Anthurium Scherzerianum, an Aroid
with a bright red spathe, and many others whose
beauties are still only possible and potential. Out-of-

doors the nursery grounds contain useful stock

—

Erythrinas two years old, Roses, and a multitude of

hardy plants, which M. de Coninck enumerates in a
catalogue — French, with a few explanations in

English.

The name of M. Emile de Coninck, the son, is

honourably connected with a literary enterprise—the

journal (CHorticulture Pratigiie^ p^MiSpar la jetmessc

horticole^ which, as long as it existed, may be pro-

nounced a success, even if not commercially remunera-
tive. It was a creditable endeavour, on the part of the

young Ghent gardeners, to ventilate questions and
communicate information connected with their profes-

sion, something after the manner of the Home Corre-

spondence of this Journal. I find in it a pretty

popular synonym, though a little too long, for our
'* Forget-me-not " Myosotis, namely, "The more I

see you the more I love you." Towards the close of

its career it changed from a quarto to an octavo or

pamphlet form, and offered to subscribers for a year

the privilege of two advertisements gratis of ten lines

each. But the world is wide, Ghent is limited, if not

small, and the horticultural youth had to leave their

homes to seek their fortune or complete their educa-

tion. One after the other the contributors were dis-

persed—some in one hemisphere and some in another,

but almost all, like Scotchmen, "going South," to

brighter regions, whither unknown flowers and Ferns,

future ornaments of our plant-houses, invited them.

Contributors, however willing, cannot conveniently

post "copy" from Amazonian forests or Himalayan

hillsides, and so M. de Coninck, left alone to bear

both the editorship and the authorship, was obliged to

let the journal drop, his time being fully occupied by
horticulture in its various branches.

A sight to see, of quite different interest to the

establishments where plants are on sale, is the garden

of the Burgomaster, the Count de Kerchove, and

especially his winter garden—a vast glass structure,

mainly filled with admirable specimens of Palms and

Tree Ferns. Here is Phosnix reclinata aurea, which

the gardener boasts to be worth 5000 francs, or
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;i^200 ; Alsophila elegantissima, truly most elegant

;

A. excelsa, looking quite at home, on account of the

little seedling Ferns growing on its stem. Abutilon

marmoratum gives variety. Amongst smaller things

a tuft of Adiantum cuneatum, the pride of the

gardener, growing in a pot or tub, measures not less

than 5 or 6 feet in diameter. But this gardener has

set his heart on his work and on his employer's
horticultural reputation. His French vocabulary is

somewhat limited, but he is well up in the botanical

names of all his charges. It is delightful to note how
he lays stress on and shows off all the fine points of a

plant, raising it in his arms, when not too heavy to be
lifted, turning it in all directions in every favourable

lignt, and evidently loving and admiring it himself, at

least as much as any of his visitors possibly can.

A Todea superba, bearing eighty-five fronds {if

green were mourning, what a fine bunch of hearse-

plumes this would make !), is taken out of the atmo-
spheric vapour-bath contained in its case, set on the

ground to be approvingly inspected, raised aloft, made
to revolve slowly on its axis, and then carefully

restored to its case again, to join its companion, Todea
Wilkesiana. It is a pleasure to be shown things by

so sincere an enthusiast. But to the Count himself

the thanks of strangers are due for the liberal permis-

sion to visit his garden on no harder condition than
signing an album.
The winter garden is a costly structure (164 feet

long, 65 broad, and 46 high, in round numbers), and
expense is not spared in procuring valuable novelties.

Its entrance (when you are once inside the glass) is

original, simulating the mouth of a natural grotto, on
each side of which are stairs of rough stone conducting

to a picturesque look-out above, the whole now draped
with Ferns and drooping plants, and improved by
time and the loss of its newly-constructed rawness.

This is only the portal or introduction to a tropical

grove containing winding walks and pools of water.

A spiral staircase leads to a gallery encircling the

whole, from which you look down upon a striking

mass of exotic vegetation.

Besides this, there are smaller structures for small
things, pleasant to behold, such as Amaryllis crispa,

with its pretty pink flowers, and Actiniopteris radiata,

a singular Fern, of which seedlings have been obtained.

There is what is called an infirmary for sick Palm
trees, in which the patients seemed to us in quite a
consolatory state of health. Glass walls show that

fruit is not disregarded, and a bed of Lily of the Valley
in the kitchen garden indicates that sweets are mixed
up with usefuls. E, S. D. [We hope shortly to

publish some illustrations with a full description of
this noble winter garden, which has been more than
once incidentally mentioned in our columns, but
which amply merits the more detailed description we
shall shortly give. Eds.]

TRANSMITTING FERNS.
At a recent meeting of the Agri-Horticultural

Society of Madras, Captain Henderson communicated

the following account of his method of transmitting

Ferns from India to England :—
The most natural, reliable and successful of all

modes is probably the Wardian case, with which we
are all familiar ; but the expense is so great as to

deter all but the very wealthy from resorting to it, to

say nothing of the risk and trouble entailed upon
sending a large case of plants through the Suez Canal,

Another mode which has been recommended, and in

some cases tried with success, is that of selecting

tolerably young hardy roots, then partially drying

them, and sending them home packed in dry moss or

cocoa-nut fibre. On reaching England they are

(speaking generally) subjected for a short time to a

high degree of temperature, with subdued light and

copious moisture, with the result of resuscitating a

large number of them. This plan I have more than

once adopted, but the measure of success has not been

such as to satisfy me, for though a certain number of

the hardier kinds, with vigorous succulent root-stocks,

usually survived the journey and made handsome

plants, the greater number were too delic-ate or capri-

cious for the experiment, and these were not unfrequently

the most rare and desirable. It therefore occurred to

me that the pattern post could be made available for

the transmission of all but the most bulky specimens,

and I was the more induced to give it a trial in con-

sequence of the following fact. In the autumn of

1870, when residing at Ootacamund, I undertook to

supply to the gardens of the Agri- Horticultural

Society at Madras some hundred varieties of Ferns,

and with that object in view proceeded to the

Wynaad and down the Carcoor Ghaut, whence I sent

three large tin boxes full. The Ferns were carefully

uprooted, with a little earth adhering to the roots, and
made up separately in moss, and immediately before

despatch copiously watered ; the boxes were sparingly

perforated with air holes. The first two boxes reached

Dr. Bidie without mishap on the fifth or sixth day,
and succeeded as well as could be expected in that

climate. Through some unfortunate mistake, however,
the third and most valuable box was detained at the
Pothanore Railway Station for upwards of a fort-

night, and finally reached Dr. Bidie on the twenty-
sixth day after despatch. The contents were, however,
found to be in fairly good order, and Mr. Henry
succeeded in growing a good number of them.
Now, be it observed, that these plants were packed
for only a journey of a week at the most,
and also that another week would have sufficed

to take them to England, Acting on the experience
thus obtained, I transmitted from Darjeeling, in the
Himalayas, both to England and to Ootacamund, a
considerable number of valuable Ferns through the
pattern post, and with almost uniform success, the
failures being in nearly every case due to some fault of
my own and not attributable to the system. My
modus operandi is as follows :—I select young but
healthy roots, and removing them with great care
from the soil, I leave only a very small portion
indeed adhering to them. I then envelope each in fresh

long-stapled moss, tightly bound round, and then cut-

ting ofl all the fronds, Ipackthem *'heads and tails" in

a tin box, such as oatmeal, mustard, &c., come out
from home in, and perforate a number of holes for the
admission of air. For transmission to Bombay an
outer covering is required, which is there removed,
and the parcel is conveyed to England by the P. and
O. steamers within a month. Dr, Moore, the Curator
of the Royal Botanic Garden at Dublin, reports that

the experiment was a great success.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY,

{Continuedfrom p. ;8.)

III.

—

On Heat as Influenced by Height
ABOVE Sea Level.

The ocean of air in which we live covers sea and
land alike, and reaches over the top of the highest

mountains. In our latitude at sea level it balances a

column of mercury 30 inches in height. The weight

of the column of atmosphere that presses on each

square inch of the earth's surface is calculated at

between 141b. and 15 lb, avoirdupois. A cubic foot

of dry air weighs 1} oz., so that were the atmosphere

of equal density throughout, its top would be reached

in about 5 miles, a height which is exceeded by the

Andes and Himalayas. Such, however, is not its

real constitution. Each stratum of air, as we ascend

from the earth's surface at sea level, bears only the

weight of the column above it, and being less and less

pressed, occupies therefore more and more room in

proportion to its weight. This gives us a ready means
of measuring heights by the barometer. It is found

in round numbers that the column of mercury falls an

inch when we climb a hill of the height of 900 feet,

and we may easily see by means of the clock-like

faces of our ordinary barometers that there is a change

in the level of the column of mercury equal to the

twentieth part of an inch when we carry the instru-

ment from the ground-floor to the top storey of a house

50 feet in height. With the decrease in the density of
the air there is also a regular fall in its temperature.
Upon first consideration it would seem likely that the

nearer we got to the sun the hotter we should be, and
that the tops of the equatorial mountains ought to be
the hottest places in the world. But in quitting the
earth's surface we are quitting the neighbourhood of a

heated body which is fast diffusing its heat by radia-

tion, and are interposing more and more of a medium
obstructive of heat between ourselves and the heated
surface. It is probable that the temperature of the

inter-planetary spaces reaches a degree of cold far

beyond what our utmost conceptions can enable us to

realise. We have already seen that in the equatorial

zone in clear weather twice as much of the heat of the
sun's rays is received by the earth as by the atmo-
sphere. A large proportion of this is difTused near
the great mass of the earth and there absorbed. By a
great number of observations which have been made
to settle the question, we learn that the rate of
decrease in temperature as we ascend mountains may
be fairly stated at one degree of Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter for every 300 feet of elevation. So that in the

middle of the north temperate zone an elevation above
sea level of 300 feet makes a place as much colder as

if it were 70 miles further north. A hill in Surrey
1000 feet high has the same temperature as a place at

sea level in Northumberland. A hill in the Mediter-
ranean basin 10,000 feet high, like Etna, has the same
average temperature as a place near sea level on the

arctic circle. This circumstance is well illustrated by
the fact that even within the tropics when we climb a
mountain that is high enough we reach a zone of
perpetual snow and ice. This circumstance modifies

extremely the heat which different parts of the world

possess in virtue of latitude, and makes the distribu-

tion of heat, in its relation to the spread of plants, not

a matter that is complicated in its principles, and
therefore hard to understand, but one in the applica-'

tion of which it is needful to learn and bear in mind a
crowd of details.

In regions, therefore, which are equatorial by lati-

tude, we pass through zones of climate corresponding

to the warm-temperate, cool-temperate, and arctic in

latitude before the snow-line is reached, and in this

way sometimes get in a limited tract of country all the

variations in average annual temperature which there

are in the whole world, each zone inhabited by the

plants that are fitted for that particular climate.

The zones of heat, therefore, as they really apply
to the earth's surface, may be sketched out and cha-

racterised as follows, beginning with the warmest and
proceediiig outwards and upwards towards the poles

and the mountain-tops :—
1. // Torrid or Intertropical Zone, including all

the land within the two tropics up to about 5000 feet

in height, with an average annual temperature of 75"

to 82°, and summer rising but little above, and winter
falling but little below the annual average.

2. A Warm-iLinperate, or Subtropical Zone, in-

cluding all the country at sea level to where snow and
ice come to the extent of making a winter which is

really appreciable in the sense of a check to all vege-
tation. In the southern hemisphere this includes

Natal and all Cape Colony except the hills, all extra-

tropical Australia and Van Diemen's Land except the

hills, the whole of New Zealand except the hills, and
in America, La Plata, Buenos Ayres, the southern

provinces of Brazil, and the whole of Chili, except

the Andes. In the northern hemisphere it extends in

Europe to about the 45th parallel of latitude, but in

Asia and America scarcely beyond 35°, reaching up
to about 5000 feet in the eastern, and 3000 feet in

the western Himalayas, but not beyond them to thi

Tibetan plateau. So that north of the tropic

Cancer it includes the southern half of California,

North Mexico, Texas, the Southern United States,

Barbary, Egypt, and the rest of the Mediterranean
basin, Asia Minor, Persia, the northern half of

Arabia, the southern half of China, and India except

the Peninsula. In tropical Africa the hills of the

head of the Nile, Guinea, and Abyssinia reach into it

and beyond it ; in tropical America the mountains of

Brazil and Guiana reach into it, and the Andes fai

overtop it ; in Asia the Neilgherries and hills of Ceylo!

reach into it, and those of Java and Sumatra overtop'

it ; and in Polynesia those of the Sandwich Islands

far overtop it. The average annual temperature may
be said to vary in round numbers from 75° to 60°, or

even 55°, with the warmest month rising in the conti-

nental climates of the northern hemisphere (Barbarj',

Arabia, Gangetic plain) to nearly or quite as high as

in the torrid zone, and the coldest month (January

or July, as the case may be) not sinking below an

average of 45° or 40".

3. A Cool-temperate Zone^ with an average annual

temperature of from 60'^ to 40", a winter low enough
at sea-level to give a decided check to all vegetation,

and a summer rising at least high enough to ripen the

common cereal grains, Wheat, Oats, Rye, and Barky.

In the northern liemisphere it stretches at sea-level

from about the 45th parallel of latitude in Europe,

and the 35th parallel in Asia and America, up to the

arctic circle. So that it includes Iceland, the British

islands, the Scandinavian peninsula, Denmark, the

northern half of France, all Central Europe north of

the Alps and Carpathians, the whole of the great

Russian empire, except a narrow arctic belt, the great

central plateau of Asia, the northern half of China,

Japan, in America a large part of California, the

Northern United States, Canada, and the British

possessions up to the arctic circle. In the southern

hemisphere it includes at sea-level only Patagonia,

Terra del Fuego, and a few small islands, such as the

Falklands, Marion Island, and Kerguelen's Land. In
the zone warm temperate by latitude a great many
mountain ranges rise into it ; in Europe the Pyrenees,

Sierra Nevada, Apennines and the hills of Corsica

and Greece ; in Africa, the Atlas and peaks of the

Canaries; in Asia, the Himalayas up to 10,000

—

1 2,000 feet ; in America, the Andes of Mexico and
their northern continuation in the Rocky Mountains

;

in the southern hemisphere, the Andes of Chili and
mountains of Cape Colony, New South Wales, Vic-

toria and Van Diemen's Land ; and in the inter-

tropical zone, the Andes, Camaroons, mountains of
Abyssinia, and the head of the Nile, and some of the
Malayan and Polynesian peaks.

4. An Arctic-alpine or Frigid Zone, extending at

sea-level from the arctic circle to the region of per-

pectual snow, with an average annual temperature of

from 40° down to 32° or 30°, with its upper limit

upon the mountains the line of perpetual snow, and
its lower the line where cereal cultivation commences.
In arctic latitudes this zone has a very short period of

vegetation, but this character does not apply so fully

where it forms a belt upon mountain ranges rising

out of the warmer zones. In Lapland there is a little

corn cultivation within the arctic circle \ but here thg

P
n
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heat is raised by the same exceptional circumstances

that make the climate of Britain lo^ warmer than
corresponding; latitudes in America. In the Himalayas
and tropical mountains the snowline is 15,000— 17,000
feet above sea level ; on the Al[is, Caucasus, Apen-
nines and Pyrenees, 9000— 10,000 feet ; in the south

of Norway 5000 feet, and in Iceland and Lapland,
2000—3000 feet. In the Andes cereal cultivation

ceases at 12,000— 13,000 feet, in the Himalayas at

10,000— 12,000 feet, in the Alps and Pyrenees at

5000 — 6000 feet, and in Britain at 1500—iSoo feet.

5. A Zone of Perpetual Sn<>'0 ami Ice, into which
no vegetation reaches, extending at sea-level round
the two poles, and into which stretch a long sweep of
the Andes, Himalayas, Alps, Rocky Mountains,
Dovrefeld, and the peaks of Mount Kilimanjaro,

the Sierra Nevada, Pyrenees, Balkan, Caucasus,
Altai, Lebanon, Ararat, and many more northern

ranges.

The following list of heights and diagrams are

intended to help the mind to realise the details of the

area and distribution through the world of these

zones of heat :

—

Approximate Heights of Mountain Ranges, 6^f., in

English Fed.

Europe and North Africa.—Alps, 15,739; Pyrenees,
XI, 168; Auvergne, 6188; Sierra Nevada, 11,483;
Apennines, 9521 ; Corsica, 8767 ; Ktna, 10.874 ; Greece,

8538 ; Carpathians, 9912 ; Schnehatten, Norway, 8120
;

Ben Nevis, 4380; Snowdon, 3557 ; Iceland, 5115 ; Pass
of St. Bernard, 8iio ; Atlas, 11,400 ; Peak of Teneriffe,

13,172 ; Pico, Azores, 7613.
Temperate Asia. — Kinchinjunga, Sikkim, 38,178 ;

Mount Everest, Nepaul, 29,000 ; peak north of Cabul,

20,232; plateau of Tibet, 11,500; great plateau of
Central Asia, 4000; Caucasus, 18,493 I

Ararat, 17,112
;

Altai, 11,062; Horeb, 9517; Sinai, 7498 ; Ural, .S397 ;

Ladak town, Tibet, 9915 ; D.irjeeling, 7165 ; highest

villages in Kvunaon, 13,000 ; Aleutian Isles, 8593.
Temperate North Amcrica.—Wonnt St. Elias, Rus-

sian America, 17,850 ; Fremont's Peak, Rocky Moun-
tains, 13,570 ; Mount Jefferson, Rocky Mountains,

15,000 ; Mount Whitney, California, 15,000 ;
great

plateau of California, 6000 ; Alleghanies, 6476 ; White
Mountains, New Hampshire, 6428.

Temperate South America.—Aconc^gn^, Chilian

Andes, 23,910 ; Mount Stokes, Patagonia, 6400 ; Mount
Sarraiento, Terra del Fuego, 6900 ; Mount Erebus,
antarctic continent, 12,400.

Attstralia and New Zealand.—Mount Edgecumbe,
New Zealand, 9630 ; Mount Egmont, New Zealand,
8840 ; Victorian Alps, 6500 ; Mount Kosciusko, New
South Wales, 7176 ; Mount Lindsay, Queensland,

S700.
South Africa.—'Table Mountain, 3816 ; Winterberg,

7000 ; Sneewbergen, Graaf Reinet, 7000— 8000.

Tropical Africa. — Mount Kilimanjaro, 20,068
;

Abyssinia, 15.008; Madagascar, 11,506; Bourbon,

8340; Camaroons, 13,760; Fogo, Cape Verdes, 9154;
Fernando Po, 9469.

Tropical Asia and Polynesia.—Adam's Peak, Ceylon,

6152; Mount Slamat, Java, 11,930; Mount Ophir,

Sumatra, 13,840 ;
Mouna Roa, Sandwich Isles, 13,953 ;

Neilgherries, 9000 ; Pulnies, 8000.

Tropical America.—PopocatepI, 17,717 ; Orizaba,

17,374; Volcan de Fuego, Guatemala, 13.160; Rora-
ima, Guiana, 7450; Chimborazo, 21,424; lUimani,

Bolivia, 21,140; Sahama, Peruvian Andes, 22,350;
Titicaca plateau and lake, 12,847; Quito plateau and
city, 9543 ; Mexico plateau and city, 7570 ; Santa Fe
de Bogota city, 8730 ; Central Brazil, 7800 ; Blue
Mountains, Jamaica, 7277 ;

post station of Rumihuasi,
Peruvian .\ndes.

Height up to which Vegetation is not cheeked by Winter'^ UPper
Boundary of Warm-icmperate, or Snhiropical Zone.

—7. G. B,

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—XX,
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Podia ciliata.—This is a native of the Cape ; it has

been long grown in a few collections of hard-wooded
plants, but from its very distinct general habit, and
the uncommon colour of its flowers, it seems strange

that it has not been more frequently met with, especi-

ally as used for general decoration—its flowers, from

their very unusual colour, associating well with almost

any other plants. It is a free grower, but requires to

be carefully looked after in respect to mildew, to

which it is very subject, especially in the winter

season, if kept in too low a temperature ; in fact, to

attempt to winter it in a chilly damp atmosphere is to

court almost certain destruction. There is one pecu-

liarity natural to this plant that some persons object

to, its very small leaves are produced in tufts upon
the weak thread-like shoots, and to each little bunch

is one, a sort of guard-leaf, much longer than the rest,

which whilst still young, and a full year or more

before the others decay, turns brown, but is still re-

tained upon the plant—giving it a rusty appearance ;

and if the plant is ill-grown, or kept too cold through

the winter, this rusty appearance is increased. When,
however, a well-flowered example is met with, its

remarkable white purple-tipped blossouT^, covering

the surface almost so as to touch each other, efTectu-

ally hide any brown appearance the foliage may have.

The plant never attains a size such as to render it

unfit for growing, even where the room at command
is limited. It requires good fibrous peat to grow it

well, with one-sixth of sand added. It is a free-rooting

subject, much more so than its general appearance

would lead to suppose. Those commencing its culture

should select healthy plants in C-inch pots ; at the end

of February or beginning of March, move them into

pots 2 inches larger, give 2 inches of drainage, and

pot firmly, placing to them at the same time sufficient

sticks for their support, running the sticks as far as

possible into the new soil so as not to injure the roots.

The plant will flower in even the smallest state, but

whilst young the flowers should be removed as soon as

formed. This is generally all that is required in the

shape of stopping, as it is a very even grower, not

often making any over-strong shoots, but if such
should appear they must be shortened back. Admit
no side air for two or three weeks, and keep the stage

on which they stand damped during sunny weather,

shading a littlewhen very bright, but do notsyringe over-

head. The plants, if all goes well, will quickly take

to the new soil. Attend to them properly with water,

but on no account give it before it is required, as this,

in common with most plants indigenous to the Cape,
is impatient of too much moisture at the roots. Keep
in a good airy house or pit near the glass, for it is

especially a light-loving subject, that will not do well

if crowded or shaded by other plants. Close the

house early in the afternoon whilst the sun is on the

glass through the spring months ; through the summer
admit plenty of air during the daytime, continuing to

damp the stages and sides of the pots when the house

is closed, but do not wet the plants overhead, for they

are in no way benefited thereby, and the effects of

water on the young growth renders it more liable to

mildew.
By the end of July some of the strongest plants may

probably have so far filled the pots with roots as to

warrant a second potting ; but in the case of any but

the strongest it will not be required, and had better

not be attempted, for if the roots do not exist in suf-

ficient numbers, so as to enter this new soil in quantity

before winter, it is apt to get sour, thereby inducing
an unhealthy condition from which few plants will

after recover. Give the most vigorous a 2-inch shift,

using, as before, good peat, with a similar proportion

of sand, as advised for the early potting. By August,
most likely, they will set flowers upon the points of

all the shoots ; these, as soon as formed, should be
picked off. By the middle of August discontinue early

closing, and leave air on in the night during the suc-

ceeding month to ripen up the growth. Keep them
quite cool through October, after which the house
must be closed during the night, or the plants may
get chilled. Most likely they will again show bloom,
which must be picked off, or it would come in at a

time when of little use, and seriously interfere with the

next season's growth. They must be wintered at the

warmest end of the hard-wooded house, if there is not

other accommodation for them ; but they will do
much better if they can be placed where they can re-

ceive from 40° to 45° in the night, until the tempe-
rature is brought up to that by solar heat, as this

subject cannot bear without injury so low a tempera-

ture as many plants indigenous to the same country.

Tie them nicely, so as to keep their branches in the

required position, for it is naturally procumbent in

growth, and if not tied up it will lie over the pot in

a way calculated to both receive injury and have an
unsightly appearance. Again, about the beginning of

March, repot ; the strongest will bear movint; into

pots 3 inches larger ; to such as are weaker do not give
more than a couple of inches more room. Now, as

the plants get stronger, use the soil a little more
lumpy— it wdl do broken about the size of Walnuts,
As before, tie the branches out to the rim of the pot

;

after potting treat as in the preceding season as to

moisture, and keeping the house for a few weeks a

little closer, until the roots have begun to take to the

soil, as also in closing with sun-heat and moisture.

It is now time to decide what is to be done with
the plants in regard to allowing all or a portion to

flower. If the whole are grown simply for decorative

purposes, then it is best to allow them to bloom,
which they will do freely from the points of every

shoot. If some are refjuired to be grown on larger,

these should without delay again have their flowers

removed as soon as they are formed. Those that are

allowed to flower may, when in bloom, be removed
to the conservatory, placing them where they will

receive plenty of light and not be overcrowded ; as

soon as they have done flowering remove them" back
to the hard-wooded house, and pick all the old flowers

off. This is a matter of the greatest importance with
this plant at all times, but more especially if they are

allowed to open any during the autumn or winter ;

for if not immediately removed after they have de-

cayed, they begin to mould, and will kill almost every
shoot right back as far as the season's growth, and
very often destroy the plant. This is a singular pecu-

liarity to which this Roella is subject under cultiva-

tion ; no doubt owing to the natural condition of the

wood not being calculated to resist the effects pro-

duced by the confined atmosphere of a plant-house,

which causes the flowers after they have closed to

become mouldy.
After blooming, grow them on with the others

that have not been allowed to flower, treating them
as in the preceding season in every way, except that

none will this second season require another pot.

As autumn approaches, give them again more air day
and night, so as to mature the wood ; but not even
when they get large must they be fully exposed to the

open air, as the plant does not well bear such treat-

ment, the exposure only aggravating the rusty appear-

ance of the leaves, without in any way benefiting it.

A full crop of flowers will no doubt be again formed
this autumn, which should be removed, wintering the

plants in a temperature similar to such as recom-
mended the previous season, near the glass in a light

house. In the spring, about the same time as hereto-

fore, repot again, giving them a pot, as before,

3 inches larger, which is as large a shift as this plant

ever requires. After they are moved, give them the

same treatment as advised for the preceding seasons ;

they will this year make nice you^g flowering speci-

mens, and may be allowed to bloom either for con-

servatory decoration or for exhibition if required,

where the plants, from their uncommon colour, are

always effective. If wanted for showing later in the

season, say about August, by taking all the flowers off

in the spring they will set a second crop later on, which
will come in about the time indicated. Through the

autumn and winter keep as in the past years, tying

them nicely into shape ; pot as before, and at similar

time in the spring. This season, if all has gone well

with them, they will be large enough to exhibit in any
collection of plants, if they are required for such pur-

pose ; and for the time to come let the general routine

of their culture be similar to what has been advised

through the early stages of their existence.

In the cultivation of this plant one of the principal

things to be guarded against is mildew. Whenever
this makes its appearance sulphur should at once be
applied. The plant is little subject to the attacks of

insects. If it stands so as to touch others that are

aflected with brown scale, or under a plant upon
which this insect exists, it will get upon it, but does
not increase fast, and it can be easily kept down by
going over the plant with a small brush at time?.

This is the only insect I have ever seen it troubled

with, T, Baines. Southgate.

CHARLES DOWNING.
America is not supposed to be so far advanced in

horticultural taste as England is. Tliis, if tme, is not

owing to any lack of love for it, but to the continually

changing circumstances of Americans, which indicate

the imprudence of large investments in gardening

establishments that would fail to protect one in a

rainy day. This may be remedied in time ; in the

meanwhile the pomological branch of horticulture has

progressed amazingly, and it is doubtful whether a

knowledge of fruits, or of fruit culture, is so widely

and so intelligently extended in any part of the world

as in America to-day.

Much of this state of things has been brought about

by the public-spirited efforts of men who have

laboured continually, with no thought of adequate
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remuneration, but from a desire to be useful in this

particular field, and to do what they can to make

others work as they do. They have local pomological

and fruit growers' societies in almost every State, and

often several in a State, to the meetings of which in

the depth of winter large numbers of people go often

hundreds of miles, at a cost of from perhaps twenty-

five to over a hundred dollars, simply to communicate

to one another what they have learned in fruit culture.

Besides this there is a national society, which

meets every two years, and to which numerous

members go, olten coming from over 2000 miles

to the meetings at their own expense, and

with nothing to give or gain but a knowledge of fruits

and their culture. Foremost among these men, and

especially foremost in the generous disinterestedness

and hardy wild flowers. In 1834 he took his younger
brother, A. G. Downing, into partnership with him,

which was continued till 1839, when the latter

retired in order to devote his whole energy

to landscape gardening, which, under his enthusiasm

and enlightened teachings, took a tremendous start

in the United States. His tragic death in 1852 will

long be remembered in America as a great blow to

this delightful art, while to all lovers of beautiful

flowers Torrey's tribute of the pretty Lobeliaceous

genus, Downingia, will be always a grateful recollec-

tion. A few years before this sad event, however, he

sold out his nursery interest to Mr. Saul, and devoted

himself wholly—say, about 1850— to collecting trees

and grafts of all the fruits of America, for the purpose

of testing tlieir qualities and correcting their nomen-
clature—a monstrous work for one man to undertake.

In l86g the "march of improvement," very rapid

tura! meetings or gatherings, his entrance being often

marked by enthusiastic applause.

A BEURRE CLAIRGEAU PEAR
TREE.

I SEND you a photograph (see fig. 26) of a Beurre

Clairgeau Pear tree growing at my place here, which is

considered by every one who has seen it to be a most

remarkable tree, even for Jersey, where most of the

varieties of Pears come to a greater perfection than in

England. It was planted eight years ago against my
fruit room, and the second season produced one fruit

weighing i^ lb. Since then it has continued bearing

magnificent Pears each season, and I have never

picked one from it weighing less than i lb. in weight*

CHARLES DOWNING.

With which he pursues the subject is Charles Downing,

whose portrait we give to-day. From some of his

American friends we gather that he was born at New-

burgh, Orange Co., New York, on July 9, 1S02,

where he was educated primarily in the common

school, and finally at the Academy. His brother,

the elegant writer, A. J. Downing, tells us in one of

his charming works that he was born in a garden

amidst fruits and flowers on the banks of the Hud-

son, and it is presumable the same may be said of the

subject of this sketch. His father had a nursery at

Newburgh, and at the early age of thirteen he was

taken from school to work in the nursery ; although

he continued to attend the school a certain portion of

each year till lie was eighteen years of age— a method

of combining useful practical knowledge of life with

literary attainments common with Americans. In

1822 he started the nursery business in Newburgh on

his own account, paying especial attention to fruits

in America, put a street through this grattd specimen

orchard, but not before he had been able to test

1800 varieties of Apples, over 1000 Pears, and an

army of Plums, Cherries, Peaches, and other fruits.

He still resides with his good wife, but no family, on

a small property near the scene of his former labours.

His literary labours have been confined to fruits.

In 1857 he revised his late brother's work, the Fruits

and Fruit Trees of America ; and in 1859 was issued

another edition, with so much new that it may be

considered an original work. The book embraces

over 1000 pages. In 1S72 another extensive supple-

ment was issued. This is all that he has pubhshed in

book form, but American horticultural and agricul-

tural literature abounds with articles on pomological

subjects with the familiar initials " C. D.," most of

which— indeed, probably all—is freely contributed.

Personally Mr. Downing is retiring in disposition

;

and though his friends—all the world—can easily get

all the information he has from him, he can never be

prevailed on to make any public remarks. Yet there

is not a man in America more welcome at horticul-

Last year 1 had the surface earth carefully removed

and replaced with good turfy loam from a meadow,
and this season [1874] the tree was allowed to bear

35 Pears, which, when gathered, turned the scale at

564 lb. I may add that the tree is grafted on the

Quince, and that the soil is a good sandy loam. At
our show in October last all the leading varieties of

Pears were exhibited in a manner worthy of notice.

Indeed, some of the Pears quite ran out of character

as regards size, and astonished our best judges. Fifty

Chaumontelles were shown weighing more than 60 lb.

(English weight), and the 100 containing this fifty were

sold for £'] \os. I picked myself from five small

pyramidal trees of General Todtleben eighty fruits,

weighing 85 lb.; and the other varieties, such as

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre Bachelier, Doyenn^
du Comice, and Triomphe de Jodoigne, were equally

large. Jajnes Potid^ The VinerieSf St. Lawrettce^

Jersey, Noi'ember, 1874.
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HALF-HOURS AT KEW.—I.

Without preface or apology, we will at once

make our way to the grand Tropical Conser-

vatory, immediately on the right as we enter the

gardens from Kew Green, This house diflers so

entirely from the structures usually devoted to

shrubs, that ever existed in Europe ; hence the term

greenhouse, which, as understood by gardeners,

signifies a temperate conservatory. Now it is filled

with plants from tropical climes, and, in the somewhat

inelegant language of the garden, would be termed a

stove,—a name we intend to eschew. This being our

favourite among the numerous conservatories at Kew,

young gardeners obtain their technical knowledge
;

and as the stay of the majority of them is limited to

one, or at the outside two years, changes in the staff

arc continually taking place, consequently the diffi-

culties in the way of attaining perfection in the culti-

vation of plants. Under more favourable

stances—more permanent skilled men—we beli<

Fig. 26.—a beurre clairgeau pear tree at the vineries, st. Lawrence, jEKSEy.

the shelter of exotic plants, that we may be par-

doned for pausing a moment to admire it. In the

earlier editions of the Guide it was called " the archi-

tectural greenhouse,"—a name appropriate enough,

for, though plain in style, it has an imposing effect.

It is one of three that formerly stood in the gardens of

Buckingham Palace, and was removed to Kew in

1836. Formerly it was the home of perhaps the

finest collection of Proteaceas, and other Australian

we ought to be able to say something to justify this

preference, especially as many gardeners condemn it,

and say that it is not suitable for plant growing.

True it is not adapted for plants of dwarf habit, or

such as need all the light we can possibly give them
;

but look at the health and luxuriance of many of its

present occupants, and say whether it is not admirably

suited for a certain class of plants. It should be

remembered that Kew is a kind of school, in which

that this and other collections in the establishment

could be greatly improved. In support of our state-

ment respecting the suitability of this buildmg for

plants, we may recall the world-wide fame of the

Australian collection it formerly sheltered.

But to come to the consideration of the prmcipal

types of the vegetable world it now contains. The

greater part of the plants before us represent three

families, namely, the Aroidea-, Palme.x-, and Filices

The first of these families is represented m England
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and Ireland by the familiar Lords and Ladies, or

Cuckoo-fruit ; and a common window plant of the

same family is the Trumpet Lily, or Lily of the Nile,

as it is sometimes incorrectly termed. We mention

these examples to familiarise our readers with what

may be termed the Aroid type ; even the uninitiated

in botany will at once perceive the striking resem-

blance the inflorescence {not flowers, as popularly

termed) of many of the plants bears to that of the two
species above named. This kind of inflorescence we
shall shortly explain. There is also a general cha-

racter about the foliage of these plants not easily

mistaken, though not so evident as the form of

inflorescence.

The Palmeoo, or Palms, are here represented

chiefly by one genus of miniature species and young
plants of others, which have scarcely assumed their

characteristic features. Of Palms in general we shall

speak more fully on some future occasion, when we
invite our readers to accompany us through the

magnificent groves of these majestic plants in the

conservatory devoted more especially to their culture.

Filices, or Ferns, are present only in the arborescent

form. Tree Ferns exhibit the same characters of

fructification as our native species of humbler growth,

the numerous genera being distinguished by curious

and elegant modifications of an almost homogenous
structure.

In addition to the families named, various others

are represented by one or more forms, but we have

directed attention at starting more particularly to

those three groups, because they constitute the pro-

minent features and the bulk of the vegetation of this

tropical garden.

We may now examine some of the details of the

scene before us. To do this profitably we must set

about it systematically, but this does not preclude us

from enjoying the general effect. On entering and
casting our eyes above and around to take in a general

view, we are struck with the elegant foliage pendent

on either side from the girder supporting the some-
what lofty roof. Tracing the cable-like slender stem
of one of them downwards to a very small pot we
find it labelled Chamredorea elatior. Chamxdorea
constitutes an exclusively tropical American genus of

Palms. About fifty species are known, many of

them, however, only imperfectly, as they are usually

dioecious—that is, with the male and female flowers

b)rne on distinct plants. Taking this genus in its

widest sense, the size and habits of its species are

sufficiently characteristic to enable us to distinguish

them. They have exceedingly slender, reed-like,

annular stems, rarely attaining the length of C.

elatior, and frequently not more than 5 to 10 feet,

bearing a plumed head of pinnate or entire leaves.

The name Cham^Tedorea is from
x°-!^°-'- (chamai), on

the ground or dwarf, and Swpea (dorea) a gift, said to

be given to these Palms because their nuts are easily

reached ; but we have not the book at hand in which
it was first published to confirm this. M. Wend-
land, who has probably a more extensive knowledge
of Palms than any botanist of our day, refers the

species usually considered as belonging to this genus
to several different genera. Dr. Hooker, Bottmual
Magazine, plate 608S, under C. geonomaaformis,

revives the name Nunnezharia, which was given to

this genus a few years earlier, and, according to the

rule of priority, must take the place of the familiar

and more euphonious Chama;dorea. Dr. Hooker
mentions, in the same place, that the plant figured

is said to have borne alternately male and female

flowers. This statement is worth noting, as it is by
no means improbable, for within the last few years

several instances of the same phenomenon have been

reported" from the South of Europe, where many
Palms flourish in the open air. About a dozen

species of these charming little Palms will be found

in various parts of the house we are in. One of the

handsomest, and one that has long been known in

gardens, is C. Ernesti-Augusti. It rarely exceeds 6

feet in height, and its slender, flexible stem is sur-

mounted by a crown of broad wedge-shaped leaves,

about 2 feet long, and more or less deeply divided

into two lobes. The branches of the inflorescence

remain on the plant long after the small red flowers

have fallen, and ultimately change to a beautiful bright

red, giving the plant a highly ornamental appearance.

C. elegans has pinnate leaves, and is of a lighter and
more graceful habit. It is needless, and it would tire

our readers, to mention all the species by name, but

many of them are equal in beauty and grace to those

described.

There is, however, one more to which we cannot

forbear directing attention, though, possibly, it may
not be a true Chams^dorea. It is named C. glauci-

folia, and is remarkable for its long, slender, finely-

divided, pinnate leaves, of a glaucous green colour.

Now a word by way of recommendation of this

attractive genus of miniature Palms. It will be seen

that they love shade, and a moderate degree of heat is

sufficient for most of them. Another advantage they

possess for an ordinary conservatory is their small size

;

so many of the Palms have very large spreading

leaves, and grow to ^ considerable height, and soon

become too large even for the largest conservatories

usually found in private establishments. It is only

within the last decade or two that Palms have received

the attention in this country they deserve, and, unfor-

tunately, many of those sent out by our nurserymen

are fast-growing species of large stature. We would
recommend amateurs to consider this point when
purchasing.

As we shall have to speak more in detail of Palms
when we visit the large Palm-house, we will content

ourselves now with naming a few other genera, present

here as young plants. Phytelephas macrocarpa, the

vegetable ivory Palm, from New Grenada, whose
dense white hard seeds are used in making toys, &;c.

;

Pritchardia pacifica, a handsome fan-leaved Palm,
from the Pacific Islands j Diplothemium cosrulescens,

from Brazil (observe the elegant manner in which the

segments of the unfolding leaves are disposed) ;

Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii, Seychelles ; Stevensonia

(Phcenicophorium) grandifolia, Seychelles; and Cocos
flexuosa, an exceedingly elegant species of the Cocoa-
nut genus.

There is another family so closely resembling the

Palms in the foliage of some of its members, that they

might easily be mistaken for true Palms. We allude

to the Cyclanthece, a small group sometimes associated

with the Pandanere or Screw Pines. We have here

two genera of this group—Carludovica and Cyclanthus.

The flowers of these plants are arranged in very dense

cylindrical spikes, which, when young, are enveloped

in large leafy bracts—not a single spathe, as in the

Palmece. Carludovica palmata and C. rotundifolia

will be found facing the door by which we entered.-

The young leaves of the former species are used to

make the celebrated Panama hats, further details of

which will be found in the Guide, and specimens in

No. 2 museum. This is an almost stemless species,

but some of them are lofty climbers. The genus was
dedicated to Charles IV., King of Spain, and Louisa

his queen. Cyclanthu?, from kuicXos (cyclos), a ring

or circle, and h.u8os (anthos), a flower, in allusion to

the arrangement of the flowers, is remarkable as show-
ing the transition from undivided to divided leaves.

C. cristatus, at the opposite end to which we
entered, on the bench to the right hand, has simple

leaves, traversed longitudinally by two prominent

lateral ribs instead of a central midrib, as we usually

find. In some other species of this genus the leaves

are divided down to the leaf-stalk or petiole into two
segments.

We will conclude our visit with a view of the mag-
nificent Tree Ferns which occupy the centre of this

house. First of all let us go to the west end and
admire an incomparably beautiful and healthy speci-

men of Cyathea insignis, a native of Jamaica, with

fronds 10 or 12 feet in length, the stipes or stalks of

which are clothed with long, silky, shining, silvery

grey scales. This splendid Fern is alone worth a

journey from London to Kew. But here are also fine

examples of C. arborea and C. serra, from the same
region. C. arborea is a very handsome species, some-
times met with in gardens under the name of elegans.

C. serra differs widely from the other two, in its much
more slender stem and smaller fronds, besides other

less evident characters. One or two specimens of this

species have grown so tall, that even in this house it

has been necessary to lower them below the level of

the floor. An experiment is being tried with these

specimens to induce them to produce roots from a

certain part of the stem, in order that the part beneath

might be removed, and the plant, as it were, renewed

;

but so far it does not appear to have succeeded. This

genus is the most numerous in species of the genera

of Tree Feins, and the species are widely dispersed in

the tropics, extending to the Pacific Islands and New
Zealand. The name is from Kuados (cyathos), a cup,

from the form the involucre (which covers the spore-

cases on the under side of the frond) assumes in some
species. Angiopteris evecta is an enormous stemless

Fern, from tropical Asia. There are two varieties

here, or, as they are considered by some botanists,

species. Sir W. Hooker referred the numerous forms

of this Fern to one species, whilst De Vriese, a Dutch
botanist, made sixty species of the same ! IF. B. H.

OcANA : Nov. 20, 1874.—Many scientific men

and illustrious horticulturists know well tlie place

called Ocana, in the United States of Columbia, for-

merly known as New Grenada, about So leagues

from BarranquiUa, a town of about 18,000 inhabitants,

and where about a dozen steamers have been estab-

lished to carry on the import and export trades : the

boat runs up the large River Magdalena, reaching

Ocafii in about four days. At about half-an-hour's walk

from the steamer you reach a small village called

Puerto Nacional, where provision must be made for

the journey to Ocaiia, a distance of 18 leagues, which

takes about two days' easy riding. This town was

founded in the year 1572 by Francisco Hernandez, a

Spaniard, who settled among the Carates Indians, at

a place called Santanade Hacari, about half-an-hour's

ride from here. The Indians conspired together to kill

him ; he escaped, however, and shortly afterwards

founded the town of Ocanr, which he named New
Madrid. Tlie town now contains about 8000 inhabi-

tants, and the State of Santander, in which it stands,

has in agriculture and other industries made far greater

progress than any of the other States in this country.

Approaching the town, the aspect is somewhat

dreary—all around are naked mountains and hills with

little or no vegetation. The houses are built in the

Spanish style — low and whitewashed, with small

windows and large doors, under wide corridors.

The two small rivers, Rio Grande on the right, and

the Cuebrada Seca on the left, come down from the

mountains behind the town, supplying the town with

water as clear as crystal. The town is situated at an

elevation of about 5600 feet, and is surrounded by

mountains, which reach to a height of Sooo feet. The
mountains to the west are clothed with luxuriant

vegetation and an almost impenetrable forest. To the

east the forests are found less, beginning at about a

day's journey from here.

Several of the earlier, and even more recent, bota-

nists and naturalists, sent out either by some scientific

society, botanic garden, well-known firms, or men
who take great interest in the progress of scientific

horticulture, know this place well ; they have explored

the deepest and thickest forests for many miles around

here, and quantities of good plants, principally

Orchids, have been sent from here for many years.

The people still remember many of those who have

pissed here, as Mr. J. Linden, L. Schlim, Warsce-

wicz, F. Engel, II. Blunt, Brown, G. Wallis, "A.
B.," B. Roezl, A. Wheeler, &c. Louis Schlim was
one of the first to explore the mountains around here,

and there are few places that I have visited where the

people have not told me he had been there too. He
passed his time most industriously, but was never

recompensed for his labour, and the chagrin caused by
this ingratitude brought him to the tomb at an early age.

The climate of Ocaiia is very mild, fresh, and
healthy ; the medium temperature is from 15° to 18°

Reaumur nearly the whole year round, being neither

too hot nor too cold. The summer begins in the

month of December, when the sky is of a deep blue
;

at night the stars shine so brightly that you can see

your own shadow, and it never becomes so dark but

that you can see. During this month everywhere is

festivity and enjoyment, crackers and other fireworks

being let off every night. The bells of the churches

are ringing from early morning till late at night, and
great processions, accompanied with fireworks, pass

slowly through the streets ; the people have such an
aversion to work this month that it is diihcult to get a

boy to bring water for household purposes.

The principal exports are Coftee, about 100,000

sacks ; medicinal plants. Onions, Aniseed, hides, &c.

Peruvian bark has lately become an important item.

The importations are gradually increasing, amounting
at the present time to about 2,000,000 dols. worth of

various European merchandise.

I do not think that for healthiness any other part of

the world can be compared to Ocaiia, it is, in fact,

one continual spring. At present there are only five

foreigners here. In my next letter I will give a {tvi

remarks on the culture of Coffee and other vegetable

productions. Albert Bruchmiiller.

The Cranberry.—I think that the Cranberry
plant might, as you remark in a leading article, be
grown with great advantage in the bogs of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, judging from ray late investi-

gation into the cause of Cranberry rot. Vines can be
purchased in this country at 3 dols. per barrel

(12^.), and if the bog land were properly pre-

pared, would yield a handsome profit to the cultiva-

tor, and give considerable employment to the poor of

the respective named countries. I am a native of
Perth, Scotland, and, therefore, understand pretty

well the character of the climate. The very high
temperature here, up in the nineties, is what induces

the great fermentation in the bog land, and causes

rot by destroying the healthy growth of the plant. I

intend following up the subject in another paper and
more at length. Thonuu Taylor^ Was]Lington, U.S.,

Nov. I, 1874.

St. Petersburg : Jan. 21.—For the last fort-

night we have had the thermometer never above
—20° Fahr. {52° of frost !) The windows of our
rooms are covered with ice, although by means of our
stoves we contrive to maintain an equable tempera-

ture of 66°, or even 68° F., in spite of which we sutler

from the outer cold. We are not in much appre-

hension for our plants, as they are covered sufficiently

thickly with snow to escape injury. W.
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Forestry.
The remarkable feature in the timber Irade of tbe

last year is the increase in the quantity of lower

quaUty good:-, and the small sizes that are now
becoming so common, which some lew years back

would not have been worth the labour expended on

them, if not absolutely valueless for buildinj^ pur-

poses, Waney and sappy as such dimensions must
necessarily be, yet they are produced by some of the

most extensive mills both in Norway and Sweden
;

indeed, they form a considerable proportion of the

manufacture of the former, and manage to fmd buyers

in this country, though for what such dimensions are

really applicable it would be hard to determine.

From the reports of our correspondents it appears

that complaints are pretty rife as to the indifference

displayed by some shippers in the way contracts

made during the last season have been carried out j

the departure from the clauses as to quality, sizes,

and quintities, causing great dissatisfaction. The
merchant here has little or no check on the importers

beyond the character of the house with which he

deals, but we are sorry to say that many large firms

abroad are not so particular in carrying out their

engagements now as formerly, considering that it is

mainly the repute of the high classification of their

goods that gains them the preference.

From advices we learn that the prices of stocks for

F. O. W. shipments will be at least 30 per cent,

lower than they were offering this time last year, but

this seems a great come-down. We hear of goods
actually disposed of for spring delivery at this reduc-

tion from a reliable source, but before we can adopt

this as the general decline we shall await further cor-

roboratitm.

From the sources whence we draw our supplies of

timber we observe no diminution in the imports

during the past twelve months, and the returns, with

the exception of Sweden, compare favourably with

those of the previous year. In the face of such an

inactive season as that of 1S74. the quantity of timber

brought into the country, of all kinds (hewn, split, or

sawn), reached the enormous total of 6,252,641 loads,

or, in round numbers, six millions and a half,

amounting in value to ^20,265,956 ; as against 1873,

5.487,113 loads, valued at ,,^17,206,876, showing an
excess in favour of 1874 of 765,528 loads, and in

value more than three millions of pounds sterling

;

and this is most remarkable when we take into con-

sideration the apathy displayed by the merchants here

from the opening of the season till its termination.

Contradictory as this appears, yet it is easily accounted
for when we reflect on the vast quantity of timber

that has not gone into circulation, now stored at the

various large depots—a supply without parallel.

The dock returns which we publish of the stocks

now lying on the premises give a total quite amazing,
and this at the present time, there is very little doubt,

represents so much dead capital, which under ordinary

circumstances would not be lying dormant. At this

time of the year it usually happens that the docks and
timber yards are pretty full, and rightly so, as during
the winter, while the consumption goes on, the supply
from abroad ceases during an interregnum of some
months, and on the home stocks we generally rely to

keep us going until such time as fresh cargoes can
come forward ; but the quantity now is far more than
sufficient for any possible demand that can be created

during the period named. And it is not only to

London, but to the whole of the United Kingdom
that this applies ; and this fact must seriously affect

the spring prices, as in many instances the holders of
the goods in London and elsewhere, if not obliged to

realise to meet their engagements, will rather sink
their profits and interest than hold over while such
uncertainty about future prices prevails bothhere and
abroad.

The quantity of wood exported from Sweden and
Norway into this country during the year just expired
shows a decrease from that imported in 1^73, of hewn
timber. So, 000 ; manufactured, 14,000. The dif-

ference, it can be seen at a glance, is mainly on the

square timber, and not so much on deals ; thus it

leads us to the inference that the stocks out there
were not so heavy as the year before, especially of
hewn logs. The next year we may expect still less

square wood from thence, as the law affecting the
cutting of wood under 9 inches will be in full opera-
tion : hence it is pretty certain to react on the supply
of the larger, as the quantity of undersized balks have
been very considerable, and when out of the market
the value of the bigger trees will be proportionately
enhanced.
The supply from Germany for 1874 shows an in-

crease of 36,616 loads or thereabouts, while from
Russia we get the largest difference in favour of the
past year of all the other countries, viz., 156,000 loads

hewn, and of manufactured 183,000, or in round
numbers 339,000 loads, without taking into account

staves, which show even a greater difference. British

North America, which in 1S73 imported not much
more than half the quantity of manufactured wood as

that from Sweden and Norway, last year sent us

1,076,188 loads, as against 1,530,526 from the Scan-

dinavian ports. The difference in favour of 1874 over

1S73 may be briefly summed up thus ;

—

Russi;i 339.000 loacU.

Hrltisli North Americ.i .. .. .. 232,332 ,,

Germany ., ,. .. .. .. 36,616 ,,

Total 607.9,

607,948—very nearly the surplus 1873 showed over

1S72, with the exception that Sweden in 1873 nearly

doubled what slie supplied the previous season, and

was by far the largest contributor ; while from the

above summary she is entirely omitted, importing, as

we before observed, less last season by about 90,000

loads. Although still holding the pride of place,

Sweden is very nearly this time equalled by our

American supplies, while in monetary value the

approximation is not so marked— the total value of

the wood imported from Sweden and Norway being

^{^5.982, 720, while that from British North America

is .1^5,497,104, for a greater proportion of wood in

comparison than the previous year. This, no doubt,

is owing to the production on a large scale in Sweden
and Norway of prepared flooring boards, the demand
for which was pretty well maintained throughout last

year.

The total value of all wood imported into Great

Britain amounted to ;^20,265,956. Timber Trades

yournaL

liotirfS of Books.

On British Wild Flowers considered in Rela-
tion to Insects. By Sir John Lubbock, Kart.,

M.P., F.R.S. (Nature Series.) Macmillan & Co.,

1S75.

Thanks to Mr. Darwin's writings, and to the lecture

delivered by Sir John Lubbock at the Belfast meeting

of the British Association, the fertilisation of flowers

by the agency of insects can now be included within

the domain of popular science ; and we have here

a very pleasant and readable survey of the present

state of our knowledge as far as relates to British

wild flowers. Without claiming any important

original observations of his own, Sir John Lubbock

sums up the results arrived at by other workers in the

field, especially Sprengel, Axell, Darwin, Hildebrand,

Delpino, and the two Midlers ; a specially interesting

portion of the volume, and one which the author's

scientific knowledge well enables him to popularise,

being the description, illustrated with numerous

drawings, of the arrangement of the hairs on the

thighs and bodies of various classes of insects, by
which they are enabled to carry the pollen from

flower to flower.

With reference to the historical part of the subject,

we may remark that, while ample justice is now done

to the acuteness and accuracy of Sprengel's observa-

tions in his Be/rttchiung der Blumeii durch Insekten^

u)id die gegaiseitigen anpasntngen beider^ published in

1793, *he greater number of writers have almost

altogether lost sight of the still earlier researches in

the same field of Kblreuter, who published his Vor-

laufige Nachricht von einigen das Geschlecht der

PJianzen betreffctiden Versuchen und Beobachtungcn^

in 1 761. In this little treatise Kolreuter records his

observation that the pollination of the castor-oil

plant is largely due to insects ; and further that,

especially in the case of Irideoe, in which he first

detected the true stigmatic surface, the structure of the

various parts of the flower clearly shows that the pollen

can reach the stigma neither spontaneously nor by the

action of the wind. Again, we find but little recog-

nition of the light held up during the " dark ages
"

that intervened between Sprengel and Darwin, by
Andrew Knight, who clearly propounded, in 1799,

the doctrine that "no plant self-fertilises itself for a

perpetuity of generations "—a theorem which, although

Darwin fully credits it to Knight, is attributed, even

by Hildebrand, to Darwin.

On the volume before us we have only one slight

remark to make in the way of criticism, and that is a

regret that Sir Jolni has introduced the terms *' proter-

androus " and " proterogynous" instead of *' pro-

tandrous " and " protogynous." A philologist might
possibly prefer tlic former, but we are not purists in

the matter of scientific terms ; and the latter have
become so generally accepted in both ICnglisli and
German literature, besides being less cumbrous, that

we think tiiey may fairly be allowed to stand. A few
slight errata would naturally disappear in a second
edition, and a very critical reader might demur to the

statement that I'lumbago europaa is " allied " to

Plantago mojur. The little volume is one for which
the reputation of the autlior will doubtless secure for

it as large a circulation as it deserves ; and we trust it

may be the means of awakening in many a family

circle an intelligent interest in this interesting branch

of natural history.

The Civil Laws of France to the Present
Time ; siipplenieiilei/ by Noles illuslmtive of the

Analogy bel-aveii l/u- A'li/es of the Code Nafolcon and
the Leading Principles of the Roman Law.' By
David Mitchell Aird, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, of

the Middle Temple. London : Longmans.

This handy volume, dedicated by permission to the

Lord Chief Justice of England, is a translation of the

famous Code Napoleon, so far as it relates to civil

law. It is not within our province to criticise it from

the legal point of view, but a code which is so clear

and comprehensive as to have been very widely

adopted by other nations, and which embodies in a

form adapted to modern civilisation the principles of

the Roman law, has an interest about it which all

intelligent readers may turn to practical account.

Mr. Aird's volume is divided into three books— I. Of
Persons, containing eleven chapters ; 2. Of Property,

containing five chapters
; 3, Of the Different Modes

of Acquiring Property, containing twenty-nine chap-

ters. The analogy existing between the Roman and
French law is shown by explanatory notes at the foot of

the page. We quote a portion of the section relating

to " Party Walls and Ditches" as being a topic of

interest to our readers, and also as furnishing an

illustration of the style of the book, which we
commend to the general reader as giving an insight

into the principles upon which right and wrong are

governed.

*'All ditches that separate two estates are presumed
to belong to both owners, if there is no deed or sign to

the contrary. It is a proof that the ditch is not in com-
mon when the bank or earth is thrown up on one side

only, and then the ditch is deemed to belong to him on
whose side the earth is thrown up. A party-ditch is

kept up at the expense of both parties. Every hedge
that separates two estates is deemed in common unless

only one of the estates is enclosed, or a deed or pre

scriptive right proves the contrary.
'* Trees of large growth cannot be planted except at

given distance from each estate prescribed by rules

relating to tliem, or by usual and well-known customs ;

and in the absence of rules and customs, large trees

must not be planted nearer than 6 feet from the line

separating two estates, and half the distance for other

trees and live hedges. When planted nearer, the

adjoining owner may order them to be pulled up.

An owner whose property is overhung by the branches

of his neighbour's trees may compel him to cut off such

branches ; and if the roots encroach upon his property

he has a right to remove them.
" Trees growing in a party-hedge are, like the hedge,

deemed in common, and either of the owners may insist

on their being cut down."

THE FADING FLOWER.
(FitOM THE Japanese.)

I wandered where the sweetness of summer made com-

pleteness.

And all the woods were blushing with the fiery glow

of flowers,

When softest winds were blowing, and songful streams

were flowing,

And sped, alas I too swiftly the honey-laden hours.

I found amid the splendour a little bud so tender

I trembled with a thrill of joy I ne'er had known
before

;

Like one in a sad story who turns a page of glory,

Or shipwrecked sailor nearing a smooth Palm-planted

shore.

With pride beyond all telling I bore it to my dwelling.

And placed it where it shone like star in nights

engulphing gloom.

And there through years of gladness, or weariness and

sadness.

It filled with Heaven's own lustre the lonely httle

room.

Now, though its leaves grow crisper, and cruel voices

whisper
The flower has lost its beauty and groweth dim and

old, . . .

To me it beams as brightly as when first it quivered

In morning's dewy freshness, when the distant hills

were gold. Kajin, in "Japan Mail."
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1S75.

Fedrl'arv.

17.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, fleeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees,

March.

3.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

10 and II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road. Leeds.
16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manacjer, Bruce Findlay.
17.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacmth
Sho

ety.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Soring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

April. -

7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
oF Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-
tion. Sec. A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

a;.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, So., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal^ Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec. , W. Sowerby.

May.
I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.
12.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition, Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

14 to 21.—Jlanchcster Botanical and Horticultural Society's
Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.
Manager, Bruce Findlay.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.
26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1S75.

Monday,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f the Entomological Society, at

, Seeds, Ferns, Cycads^&c, at
' Rooms.

Tuesday Feb z-T
^^'"^ °^ 3oo Pens of Poultry and Pigeons,

' ' I ^ ^"^ Stevens' Rooms.
Horticultural Society : Lecture at

Wednesday, Feb. 3-^ Cn1/'!^r t j ou t, t- . t' ^\ Sale of Irees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees,
OSes, Bulbs, &c., at Stevens' Rooms.

Thursday, Feb. ,[— Meeting of the Linnean Society, at 8 P, M.

SATDRDAV. Feb. 6 { ^-t t.l°'t\'i°f"''
">™''^' '^""'^' '"''

C Meeting of t

J 7 P.M.

1 Sale of Lilies,

I Stevens' Ro
r Sale of
I at Stei
f Royal i

"1 Sale of
( Roses,

FOLLOWING the example of the German
Government, that of Belgium has enacted

a decree forbidding the Importation of
American Potatos. This is so serious

and important a matter that we trust our
entomologists will be enabled to tell us defi-

nitely whether or no such precautions are

necessary. The presumed necessity arises

from the scourge occasioned in many of the

States of the American Union by the ravages

of the so-called " Colorado bug." This insect,

which was described in our columns, p. 55,

vol. i., 1874, was apparently first introduced

from the southern districts of the Roclcy

Mountains, where it feeds on a prickly-leaved

species of Solanum. From this starting point

it has gradually spread over the American con-

tinent from west to east and from south to north.

In such profusion does it occur that at the last

Scientific Committee meeting Mr. Andrew
Murray stated that from one haulm in Canada
he could have collected two handfuls of the

beetle. Neither the dry heat of the south-

western States, nor the intense cold of a
Canadian winter checks its progress. Brood
after brood is produced during one and
the same season. The eggs of the insect are

deposited on the under-surface of the leaves,

where, in the course of five or six days, the

larvae are hatched, and commence their work of

destruction. After some seventeen days the

grub disappears below the soil, there to become
a chrysalis or pupa, which, in its turn, developes

into the perfect insect.

When once a field of Potatos has been
attacked, all hope of a harvest must be given
up ; in a few days it is changed into an arid

waste— a mere mass of dried up stalks. Against
the ravages of this destructive pest, Paris-green

—an arsenite of copper and highly poisonous—
is employed. It is dusted over the haulm and
destroys the insect, but is too dangerous a

remedy to be safely used. Handpicking is the

sole resource yet known, and this must not only

be inadecjuate, but is stated to produce serious

inflammation on the hands.

Now comes the question. Are we in this

country likely to make the acciuaintance of this

most undesirable visitor ? We cannot but fear

that we are, nevertheless we do not think the

case is one for panic— even if that be ever
admissible.

When our Board of Trade was memorialised
on the subject, they returned for answer that as

the larvfe or eggs of the Colorado beetle are not

deposited on the tubers, there was no reason to

forbid the importation of American seed
Potatos. The pupae might, however, be intro-

duced v/ith soil adhering to the tubers, and in

otherways, so that an immersion of all American
tubers in a solution of sulphate of copper, and
thorough washing, might at least be used as a
matter of precaution. There is but little fear

of the insect being introduced with the haulm,
as that so speedily rots and decays that it is

rarely, if ever, sent over even as package.

For most of what we know definitely about
the beetle and its habits, we are indebted to

Mr. C. V. Riley, the State Entomologist of
Missouri, and we cannot do better than repeat
what this eminent entomologist has published
on the subject. It will be seen from Mr.
Rilev's remarks that there is little fear of im-
porting the insect with the tubers, though other
sources of infection are, unhappily, abundant.

" That there will be danger," says Mr. RiLEV,
" of the insect finding its way to Europe when
once it reaches the Atlantic seaboard, no one
can doubt, for the impregnated female will live

for Aveeks, and even months, without food,
especially in the spring and autumn, when they
also take most readily to wing. Such females,
alighting on outward bound vessels, may easily

be given free passage to European ports, and,
as they will be apt to land without pass-
ports, it would be well for the authorities

to look out for and prevent such unwelcome
incursions. I do not think that there is danger
of the insect being carried across the ocean in

any other way, for Potato plants on which the
eggs or larva: might be carried are not articles

of commercial exchange, and seed Potatos do
not, as a rule, harbour the beetles. Let our
European friends profit by our sad experience
with this insect, and, taking time by the fore-
lock, endeavour to prevent its introduction into
their Potato fields. The end will best be
accomplished through the agricultural and hor-
ticultural societies, which should make provision
for the dissemination of correct information con-
cerning the pest. A small card, giving a coloured
figure of the beetle, or of all stages of the in-

sect, setting forth the disasters which would
follow its introduction, and appealing to the
reader to assist in preventing such a calamity,
would do good service, if posted in the cabins
of vessels plying between the two countries, in
the warehouses and seed-stores of seaport
towns, and in the meeting-rooms of agricultural
societies." Some such simple means of fami-
liarising the public with a possible enemy
should be adopted in a country like Ireland,
which will perhaps be the first to receive the
pest, and would suffer most from it.

We learn that in addition to the Silver Medal
forwarded through the Italian Embassy by the Royal
Tuscan Horticultural Society, Dr. Moore, of Glas-
nevin, has also received two very handsome gold
medals, one of which is, we believe, intended to be
in recognition of raising his famous hybrid Sarra-
cenia—the first successful attempt of the kind, and the
other to mark their sense of Dr. Moore's kindness as

well as ingenuity in transporting safely from Dublin
to Florence the fine specimen of the Lattice plant of

Madagascar—Ouvirandra fenestralis, which was quite

a novelty in Italy, and an object of much interest at

the Congress.

The illustration we give this week (fig. 27)
represents a view, taken in early spring, in the grounds
of the veteran botanist, M. Thuret, of Antibes, on
the shores of the Mediterranean, near Nice. Neither
photography nor the art of wood engraving can ade-
quately represent the gorgeous glow of this mass of
Anejiones. If green turf, in our English sense of the
term, be wanting, or nearly so, in the delicious Medi-
terranean regions, the residents have at least no slight

compensation in tlie Anemones, the Squills, the
Gladioli, tlie Irises, the Ornithogalums, the Tulips,

and the many splendid plants which in succession
occupy what would with us be the lawns. Lest our
artist may be credited, by those who have never seen
Anemones growing wild in this profusion, wiih
exaggeration, we may add that the engraving is an
accurate transcript from an exquisite photograph
taken by M. Bornet, who is as skilful with the
camera as with the microscope, and for which we are
indebted to the kindness of M. Thuket.

The twentieth annual session of the Western
New York Horticultural Society was opened on the
6th inst., under the presidency of Mr. P. Barry.
The practical nature of the discussions may be
gathered from the following list, which we extract
from a Rochester paper :

—

1. How can the fertility of large orchards be most
economically maintained ?

2. Wliat variety of Apples, according to the latest
experience, can be recommended for extensive market
orchards in Western New York, for shipping?

3. Will the experience in Pear culture thus far in
Western New York justify the Society in recommending
the planting of large orchards for profit ? Can dwarf
Pear trees, or Pear trees on Quince stock be recom-
mended for profitable culture? What varieties can be
recommended to be grown as standards, for profit, and
what as dwarf?

4. Would it be advisable for societies or individuals
interested in Pear culture to combine in offering a large
reward for the discovery of the cause of the disease
known as " fire blight," and a practical remedy for the
same?

5. What is the best kind of package for shipment of
Pears to distant markets ?

6. Can this Society so far influence coopers as to have
all fruit barrels made of legal size ?

7. Can any action be taken by this Society to induce
railroad companies to transport fruit on the same terms
as any other farm product ?

8. Can unity of action be secured among fruit growers
for the destruction of the Codlin moth ? What reme-
dies for that and other insects injurious to Apples have
been tried, and with what results ?

9. Can the Blackberry be recommended for extensive
cultivation as a market fruit, and if so, what variety?

10. Has the introduction of new varieties of fruit

within the past twenty years been productive of any real

advantage to the public?
11. What new varieties of fruit have given promise of

superior merit in 1874 — Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum,
Cherry, Grapes, and small fruits ?

12. Planting country roads, streets, boulevards, &c.,
what are the most suitable trees ? What the proper dis-

tance apart ? Should the trees be planted in single or
double rows, and be all of one sort, or mixed up, to pro-
duce the best eftect ? What the best time for plant-
ing ?

13. Plantations for shelter—What trees most suitable,

and what the most judicious arrangements as regards
shelter and picturesque effect ?

14. What are the best Magnolias for general planting
in Western New York, and what the most favourable
time for transplanting them ? Does it increase the hardi-

ness of the Chinese Magnolia to work them on the native
species—acuminata,

15. What varieties of the Clematis have proved hardy
and otherwise desirable for planting in Western New
York?

16. As an average in years, which is most profitable

—

raising fruit for market, or raising farm crops and
domestic animals ?

17. What general selection of fruits, and proportions
of each, would be best to keep up a yearly family
supply ?

18. Wliat method should be adopted to secure
improved varieties of fruits and vegetables ?

• The rare and chaste Cattleya bogotensis
is now in flower in Mr. Miciiail's collection at Chol-
meley Park, Highgate. The flower measures fully

6 inches in diameter, with petals and sepals crisped,
and of the purest translucent white, the latter being
3 inches long by 2 broad. The lip is also white, and
beautifully stained in the interior with lemon-yellow.

The committee of the Metropolitan
Floral Society have made arrangements for hold-
ing an autumn exhibition of flowers at the Alex-
andra Palace, on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 24
and 25, 1S75, and "although, owing to the disas-

trous ifire which destroyed the building, they have
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been unable to hold an autumn exhibition for the past

two years, as they had arranged to do, they hope that

the very liberal schedule now presented wdl bring

together as fine, if not a finer, collection of cut

flowers than they have ever had. In order to induce

exhibitors to come forward they have delcrmmed to

abolish all entrance fees, trusting to the liberality of

all growers of fioiists' flowers to help them by sub-

sciibing to their general funds. The committee have

sions :—No. i, girth at the base, 2S feet 10 inches ;

at 4 feet from the ground, 19 feet 4 inches. No. 2,

at 4 feet from the ground, 17 feet 7 inches. No. 3,

at the same height, 20 feet. These trees are planted

in the park at about too yards apart, and so that

their positions form a triangle. Their heads are very

symmetrical, each with a spread of about 100 feet m
diameter. In one of the deer paddocks adjoining the

park is a twin Oak, one of the stems of which girths

II feet 9 inches in girth, and was quite too feet long ;

the middle portion was quite decayed, leaving only

about I J inch sound wood on the outside—this made

a clean sweep of everything in its way in falling.

There is an avenue of Spanish Chestnuts just

inside the park, containing many specimens of re-

markable size, and some with very curiously twisted

stems ; also another avenue of Planes and Limes,

specimens of the former exhibiting the most grotesque

27._sCAtiLE-r ANEMONES ON THE MEDITEKKANEAN COAST. (SKE 1'. I44 )

also determined to increase the value of their prizes

for Auriculas and Carnations, which will be competed

for at the Royal Botanic Society on April 28, and the

Royal Horticultural Society on July 21.

We have 'n thank Mr. Eyles for the follow-

ing particulars relating to Remarkable Trees
observed in tlie course of his professional visits to

country seats as a landscape gardener. At Cowdray
Park, Midhurst, the scat of the Earl Egmont, there

are three very remarkable Oak Tkees, having straight

stems about 20 feet high, and of the following dimen-

18 feet, the other 17 feet 8 inches ; the two together

measuring at the base 32 feet 10 inches. They

appear to be from one root, the heads forming a

symmetrical whole, with a spread of branches quite

100 feet in diameter. There are also two remarkable

Cedars of Lebanon, growing on the lawn in front of

the mansion, measuring 16 feet 3 inches in diameter

at 3 feet from the ground ; and a Silver Fir in close

proximity, measuring 12 feet 4 inches at 3 feet from

the ground. This tree cannot be less than from 100

to 120 feet high, and perfectly straight. A similar tree,

which was blown down in the deer paddock, measured

forms of growth, and many of the latter being of

large size, and covered with tufts of Mistleto. A
lover of arboriculture would find these trees well

worth inspection.

• During the severe frost we (Irish Farmers'

Gazette) saw the fine mass of Sarracenia purpurea

which has now been growing out-of-doors for some

years in the bit of artificial bog in the Glasnevrn

Botanic Gardens, with its toes (roots) literally in an

ice-pail, the water surrounding it being completely

frozen, and skaters disporting themselves alongside it.
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We have seen it since nearly submerged, apparently

enjoying its cold bath, and looking quite hale and

happy, refusing alike to be either frozen or drowned.

In fact, it is evidently one of the hardiest of hardy

plants.

The hardiness of Lapageri A rosea alea has

been put to a severe test at Gunnersbury, during the

severe wintry weather that characterised the opening

year. A vigorous shoot from a plant growing along

the roof of a small span-roofed house thrust itself

through an opening in the woodwork, and was nailed

on the outside of the house on an open north aspect.

Not a trace of injury appears to have been received :

the shoot appears to be "as fresh and healthy as any

inside the house, notwithstanding the exposure during

such inclement weather.

We learn from Mr. Green, of Holmesdale

Road, Reigate, late gardener to W. W. Saunders,

Esq., that some of the species of Xeroxes have been

uninjured in the open air, though exposed to 20° of

frost. At Kew, X. longifolia has also remained unin-

jured, though, curiously enough, it has succumbed at

Reigate.

We are requested to state that the Rev. H.

H. DoiiBRAIN, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent,

is the secretary to the fund for providing assistance

for the family of the late Mr. C. N. Thompson—late

sub-editor of the Journal of Horticulture. We trust

that for the sake of the memory of the Thompsons
(father and son), and for the sake of the sore-slricken

family of the latter, Mr. Domcrain's labours will not

be light.

M. J. GiRAKD-Coi., of Clermont Ferrand,

France, sends us a specimen of a very neat and inex-

pensive Zinc Label for plants, and which is highly

spoken of for durability. They are in use in many of

the principal establishments of France,

We understand that Mr. Smythe, who for

for the last nineteen years has had the management
of the gardens at Elmham Hall, Norfolk, will shortly

retire from that post, in consequence of the death of

his late employer, Lord Sondes. Mr. Smythe
has given great satisfaction while at Elmham, and we
trust he will soon meet with an engagement worthy

of his abilities.

A handsome silver epergne or centrepiece has

recently been presented to Mr. Alexander Jones,
for five years hon. secretary to the Ealing, Acton,
and Hanwell Horticultural Society, by the

subscribers to the same, in recognition of his great

services to the Society during that period. The pre-

sentation was made by the Piesident of the Society,

• the Right Hon. S. H. Walpole, M.P., on the occa-

sion of a complimentary dinner to Mr. Jones at the

Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly. The table decora-

tions, which were of an extremely elegant and appro-

priate character, were kindly supplied by Mr.

John Wills, who also furnished some fine exotic

flowers with which to embellish the epergne.

' According to M. Clos, the cultivation of

the Potato was begun in France at Arras in 15SS, by

Ch. de l'Ecluse (Clusius). In some districts of

France it was not till after 1832 that their cultivation

became general, a landlord of Soreze having had to

compel his tenants to grow Potatos on pain of

eviction.

A fine NE^v and undescribed species of
Drac.ena is flowering in the Palm-house at Kew,
and will doubtless shortly be published. This speci-

men is about 12 feet high, a single stem support-

ing a fine crown of leaves, from among which spring

several axillary panicles. The leaves are more than

a yard long, linear-lanceolate, and spread with a

gentle curve, showing on the under-side an orna-

mental pale yellow quill-like midrib. The panicles

are erect, with spicate branches, either single or in

twos or threes, from the same point, bearing small

flowers in dense fascicles. They are pale yellow, and

have a peculiar but not agreeable smell. It is most

likely an African species : a plant sent by Mr. G.

Mann, in 1862, is apparently the same. The nearest

relative is D. fragrans, native of Guinea and Sierra

Leone, of which a fine specimen near at hand is

coming into flower. Of this the panicles are all ter-

minal, with few branches, and reddish heads of

flower-buds. The leaves are about 2 feet in length,

and are without a coloured midrib. It may be worth

remark that D. latifolia is frequently cultivated for

D. fragrans.

The subject of the next evening lecture at the

Royal Horlicultural Society, to be given on February

3, is announced to be Fungi as causes oe Disease,

REAL or supposed, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley'.

At a general meeting of the Highland and

Agricultural Society, held on January 20, it was

announced, in connection with the forestry depart-

ment, that the premiums awarded in 1874 were a

medium gold medal to each of the following :— I, L.

Bayne, forester, Kinmel Park, Abergele, North

Wales, for a Report on Planting Exposed Land

;

2, R. Hutchinson, of Carlowrie, Kirkliston, for a

Report on the Cedrus Deodara ; 3, A. Gilchrist,

forester, Urie, Stonehaven, for a Report on Natural

Coppice Wood of other species than Oak ; 4, J.

Nisbet, Probationer for II. M. Indian Forest Service,

Hanover, for a Report on the Soils and Subsoils

suited for the various Species of Forest Trees ; 5,

W. Gilchrist, forester, Cluny Castle, Aberdeen, for a

report on the same subject. The premiums to be

offered during the present year are :—On Extensive

Planting by Proprietors, ;^io; on the General

Management of Plantations by Practical Foresters,

£\o ; on Planting on Peat Bog, ;f5 ; on Forest Trees

of Recent Introduction, ^5; on the Value for

Economical Purposes of Corsican Fir, /j ; on the

Pinus Pin.ister, or Cluster Pine, £<-, ; on the Effects

Produced on the Various Species of Forest Trees by

Smoke from Public Works, /5 ; on Charcoal-pro-

ducing Plants, £<i ; on Perthshire Woods, Forests,

and Forestry, £,\o\ on Ross-shire Woods, Forests,

and Forestry, .£10 ; on the Utilisation of Waste Pro-

duce of Forests and Woodlands as Matter for

Making, either Separately or in Combination with

other Substances, an Artificial Fuel, £\o.

An amusing but very natural mistake is made

in a recent number of a French scientific journal, when
speaking of Owen's College, Manchester, which is

gallicised into the "College de Saint-Ouen." What
will our go-a-head Manchester friends say to this

speedy canonisation of the founder of their new
university ?

. From Messrs. Veitcii we have received

(January 23) flowers of the pretty and singular

Hamamelis areorea, figured in our vol. i., 1S74,

p. 1S7. That it should flower so early is an addi-

tional recommendation.

5?omc Contspcmtimce.

The Royal Horticultural Society. — The
present Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

came into office with the belief that their predecessors

had exaggerated the difficulties of the Society, and

that they were sacrificing the Society's interest in

arranging with Her Majesty's Commissioners, in con-

sideration of relief from rent and debenture interest,

and something for horticulture, estimated to amount

in all to about ;rf5400 a year, to admit exhibition

visitors free. They then adopted the opposite theory,

that the difficulties of the Society had not been fully

shown to them. My object now is not to "cry over

spilt milk," but—as the Council and all connected with

the Society must feel, after the late sweeping retrench-

ments both at South Kensington and at Chiswick,

that, especially as far as horticulture is concerned, the

prospects of the Society are melancholy—to urge a

change which I believe would conciliate country

horticulturists, and make them join and support the

Societv, and which would not injure the recreation

ground of the resident Fellows. This is to let the

resident Fellows and those wanting the use of the

gardens pay their present subscription, but to admit

country and other horticultural Fellows to Chiswick

at all times, but at South Kensington to sho\ys and

meetings only, charging them a guinea subscription,

I believe that if this plan was properly worked by

country committees, thousands of new Fellows would

join, and then the Society would be a national one.

Unless some means are taken to bring about this

result, immensely valuable land, bought with the

people's money, cannot long be allowed by those who

are responsible for its use for public objects to con-

tinue of the very small public use the South Ken-

sington gardens now are. George F. Wilson, Heather-

bank, We)'bridge Heath. [We believe that some such

proposal as this will be made by the Council to the

ensuing general meeting, but till we have more defi-

nite information, we forbear from comment. Eds.]

Guernsey Pears.—It will, no doubt, interest

growers of English fruit to hear that the six Pears exhi-

bited by me at Kensington, which weighed together

nearly 20 lb. , and one single Pear of which reached,

when fresh, up to 5 lb. with a girth of 20 inches, the

whole grown on one small cordon tree, have been pro-

nounced by the best Continental judges to be " very

remarkable specimens." In the words of the Editor of

the Eevue Horticole, "It is a fact unparalleled," with

other flattering commendations as to culture which I

need not repeat. In addition to this many letters from

English growers express their convictions that a single

Pear of the size mentioned has never yet been seen,

and, as a judge at the three largest shows ever held,

and acquainted with most novelties in fruit culture for

many years, such is my oivn opinion. What, how-

ever, I value most is the fact of these Pears having

been grown on a diagonal cordon, a system I have

advocated for many years—having, in fact, given it the

name "diagonal" as more determinate than the

French "oblique," which is too vague—and being

convinced that the diagonal is far more suited for our

climate than the horizontal, which last some style

"toy cultivation." Be that as it may, no doubt, as

Professor Decaisne said to me when reporter at the

Paris Exhibition of 1867, " Whit, have you, too,

gone into the ' corkscrew ' culture ? Good as it is in

its place, it will never do for national use." No doubt

this great authority was right, and possibly, in time,

we shall get to abolish pruning altogether. At any

rate we all agree that some considerable change is at

hand. Neither the huge fan-trained trees of our

grandfathers, nor the thin cordon alone, will fill our

future expensive walls, that is to say, if these then

exist, and be not superseded by cheap glass. Nor
will our cultivation of standard trees be the same ; for

my part I have generally given it up, except for

Apples. But more of this at another time. What I

feel bound to add here I do with some regret, but,

as it concerns exhibitors of fruit it should be said,

names being suppressed. Against the recommenda-

tions of the dealer at Covent Garden, and at a sacrifice

by loss of sale, I was induced to forward the Pears to a

provincial show. There was no classfor them, as I knew
(a strange omission), but I trusted to their merit being

recognised by the judges—well known men too. It

would excite wonder abroad, and will now to others

here, to know that not the slightest notice was taken

of my Pears ! The largest Pear was slightly specked

near the stem, and is now ruined by the journey, the

others are not much better. This is discouraging to

exhibitors, and I mention it as a caution to them.

Of what use is it to send to long distances objects so

precious, if, for this orthat reason, all the risk is useless?

There is this great advantage in a central society, like

the Royal Horticultural, that its decisions are uni-

formly fairer and more liberal, and that they are

accepted with greater confidence, not only here, but

abroad. And, truly, as my departed friend Hoyle

used to say, "Judges require cultivation quite as

much as flowers or fruits," Liberavi animam meam

!

Thomas Srfhau/.

' Variegated Bedding Tropaeolum Minnie
Warren.— I am quite at a loss to understand why
the extremely beautiful, easily cultivated, and in every

way most thoroughly satisfactory foliage bedding

plant, whose name I have placed at the head of this

paragraph, is hardly ever seen in our gardens, where,

were its beauty and great merits but once known,

I cannot but think it would soon become a general

and universal favourite. This charming plant was raised

as far back as 1869 by Mr. Cattell, of Westerham,

and when shown the next year at South Kensington

was most deservedly awarded a First-class Certificate

by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. It is accurately figured in the ninth volume

of the Floral Magazine, plate 506, and is there

described in the following terms :
—" It is, as will be

seen in our plate, exceedingly dwarf in character, in

fact of a regular Tom Thumb habit of growth ; the

ground colour is green, blotched and broadly edged

with pale cream, which bleaches out to pure white as

the leaves reach maturity. It is perfectly constant in

its variegation, and very seldom produces blossoms—

•

another great merit in a foliage bedding plant."

When, however, it does bloom and is allowed to

seed, the seedlings come quite true to the beautifully

variegated character of the parent plant. \yhen

bedded out with a line of Iresine Lindeni on either

side, the contrast produced between the two has a

most pleasing effect. IV. E. G.

Buds on Roots of Peach Tree.—In your

notice of the Scientific Committee in last Satur-

day's Gardeners' Chronicle it is stated that a letter

was read " from Mr. Andrew Murray, enclosing

a specimen of the roots of a Peach tree with

adventitious buds proceeding from it." It was

not stated if the tree in question was on its own
roots, or had been budded on a Plum stock. If the

latter, there is nothing extraordinary in the fact,

Plum roots being ordinarily planted for the production

of young stocks. C. L., Honuslow.

Clematis Stocks.—It may not be generally

known that the root of the Clematis Vitalba (the

Traveller's Joy), so common in many of our hedges,

affords the best stock for grafting our garden species

of Clematis on. As the season is fast approaching for

the operation, a line or two may be useful. The
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root, which is about as thick as a finger, and devoid

of fibres, runs some yards into the bank. Unearthing

it is not easy, but this done it only requires to be
placed in bottom-heat for some ten days to quicken it.

Lengths of 3 inches answer best ; and it is somewhat
singular that after the graft has taken the root changes

its habit, and throws out a profusion of fibres, after

which the graft makes a very rapid growth. April

seems the most suitable month for the operation.

I have a specimen of C. montana, grafted last year at

that time, which has made 3 yards of hard wood,
B, Pi(t'ard, Hand Ilempskad.

Covering of Walls.—The time is fast approach-
ing when wall covering will be required. After an
experience of seventeen years, I find that nothing is

so well adapted (expense and efficiency considered) as

Hessian. I have had to renew it twice in that time,

and now it wants a third. During all these years I

never missed a crop of wall fruit, excepting two
seasons, owing to the covering being left off while I

was absent only one night each season. Last year

there was a fine "set" of standard fruit, but the

destroying breath of April 29 made a clean sweep—not
a Plum was left, and but a sprinkling of small fruit ;

whereas Nectarines, Peaches, Pears, and Plums were
not only abundant, but of fine quality. I remember
I sympathised with the writer of the " Notes from a
Lancashire Garden." If he had only used as much
Hessian as would cover his walls, he would not have
had to lament a lost crop. I have often thought
how improvident it is to lake the trouble and spend
money on walls about ten months of the twelve, and
take a great deal of care to get the branches straight,

&c., for against John Frost there is no protection-
helpless, they are left to his merciless power. D.
Biic/uiiian, Dyrham Park.

The Late Severe Frost.—I have been anxiously
wailing to find some account of the doings of the
last new boilers during the late severe frost. Some
six years since I put up a large conservatory, a plant

stove, and a Fern stove, and I thought, having new
houses, I would have one of the newly-invented
boilers, which I did—a tubular. It began to work
about October, and worked very well till the last

week in November. We had a very sharp frost at

the time, and I must tell you that this boiler had
2500 feet of 4-inch pipe to work— 700 feet as mains
before entering the houses. One night one of my
men came, and called me in the middle of the night
to say the boiler was leaking, which I found was the
case, and all had to come out for new bars. Still, I

had my fancy for the new boiler, and thought I would
try it again. I had the new bars put in, and the boiler

went all right for a time, when it leaked again. I

still could not but think that this new system was
better than the one, and I had another put in.

The next winter came on, and it burst again just

before the end of the year, with sharp frost at the
time. Then I began to think I had ridden the hobby
long enough, and decided to go back to the father of
tubulars. 1 then had a duplex boiler put in, three
winters ago, and it has done its work first-rate through
the late severe frost. It takes much less fuel, and gives
me plenty of heat ; so no more new inventions for me.
Ihmy Heplmin, Scarisbrkk Hall, Ormskirk.

Parafifin Lamps.—"J. J.," in your issue of the
2d inst., inquires how I am getting on with coloured
Pelargoniums. Well, there is not much the matter
in respect to frost, although on the night of the 30th
ult. the thermometer had been down to io\ I cannot
say so much about damp, but as my plants—that is,

the pots—stand on the common garden soil with, as
it were, only a glass roof over them, it is not very
surprising that some few should succumb. Another
season I shall make an attempt to lessen this. I
enclose two or three leaves to show you that I have
some colour still. W, H. T. [In very good colour for

the season. Eds.]

Echinocystis lobata.—No family offers greater
beauty and variety in its seed-vessel and seed than the
Cucurbitacex. One of the most elegantly shaped
water-bottles we possess was doubtless modelled from
one of the numerous forms of fruit of Lagenaria
vulgaris. And in the way of mimicry, what is there
more perfect than the Orange Gourd ? The seed-
vessel of many Cucurbitacece does not open in any
way to free the seeds, but in such cases it is usually
vf^ry fleshy and decays rapidly after it is ripe. Others
open in various ways. Thus the fibrous fruited Luffas
open at the top in as many pores as there are cells,

and the Squirting Cucumber, Ecballium agreste, parts
from the peduncle at the base when ripe, and ejects
the pulp and seeds with considerable force. Hanburia
inexicana has a large prickly fruit, which bursts in a
similar manner to the last. The seeds are large, and
we are told that the Mexican squirrels are very fond
of them, but owing to the fruit being armed with
prickles they cannot open it, and therefore wait in the
morning for the sun to burst the ripe ones. Zanonia
has a very curious mode of dehiscence, the top
of the fruit spUtting into three triangular lobes,

which are finally turned inwards into the cavity

of the fruit. The fruit of which I send a

sketch (fig. 28) belongs to Kchinocystis lobata, a

native of North America, where it bears the name of

Wild balsam Apple. Like Luilfli this has a fibrous

endocarp of very beautiful structure, which opens at the

top by two pores ; but here the outer coating or

epicarp parts at the top into five equal segments,

which are gradually rolled back, allowing the seeds

FlG. 28.—FRUIT OF ECaiNOCVSTIS LODATA.

to fall out through the opening in the top of the cells,

the fruit being pendent. The fruit is 2-celIed, and
each cell is 2-seeded, the seeds being attached at the

base of the cells. On removing the epicarp and a
layer of network-like fibrous tissue, the fibrous frame-

work of the two cells parts of itself to the base. The
fruit is described as bursting open with elasticity and
irregularly, that is, in different species; and.it is pos-

sible that the mode of opening shown in the above
sketch is not normal. Mr. Jackson of the Kew
Museum has kindly examined fruits of the same
species preserved in glycerine, from which it appears
probable that normally an operculum or lid is thrown
ofT, but the seeds are not expelled. My fruit was
taken from the wall at ]s.ew before quite ripe, and
placed in a cardboard box, where a few days after-

wards I was surprised to find that it had opened in

the manner I have tried to show. //.

Growth of Timber.—Having recently topped
some branches from a group of Elms here, I was
much struck with the fact that in each case almost all

the expansion of growth in the stem of the branch
was on the lower side. I send with this samples
of this growth cut from two branches, each about
6 inches in diameter next the stem, the portions sent

having been cut off about a yard from the base of the

branch. The branches grew out from the main stem
nearly at right angles, and on the south side of the

group. The trees are vigorous and healthy, and
fully exposed to both sun and wind. The nature of
this growth may not be peculiar, but although I have
done much topping in my time I do not remember to

have noticed it before. The heart-wood of the branch
is about one-fourth of the diameter from the upper
side of the branch, and round it is each year's succes-

sive growth of new wood clearly defined ; but whilst

at the upper side the layers are crowded into an inch
in thickness, on the lower side they expand, and
are in some cases a quarter of an inch in breadth.

Fig. 29.—GROWTH (

Then again the bark, whilst fairly even all round, is

smooth at top and very rough and uneven on the
underside. Is this the usual growth of the
Elm, or not ? And, if the latter, what has
produced it ? Alexander Dean^ Bedfont. [This
phenomenon was explained in an article in our
volume for 1S5S, from which we take the following
extract, which will explain all that Mr. Dean wishes

to know :
—"A tree grows near the north wall of a

high liouse. On the side next the house—namely,

the south side of the trce^there is least timber, while

on the opposite or north side there is most. The
figure (29) represents a circular wood, with four

trees standing on its circumference at the cardinal

points, the interior of the wood being crowded. At
N, the principal formation of timber will be on the

north side of the tree, at W. on its west side, and at

E. on its east side. If a tree grows singly, without

any hindrance to its regular development, it will have

the same quantity of foliage on each side, and the pro-

duction of timber will be as uniformly concentrical as

could be represented by successive circles drawn by a

pair of compasses. In all these cases the excess of

timber on the south side does not take place. No
doubt at the point S. on the circle, which represents

the south, most timber will be formed on the south

side, but without any greater difference than will be

found at E., N., and W." Eds.]

New Gladioli for 1875.—Having lately become
possessed of a well known florist's catalogue, I find in

it a list of new Gladioli for 1875, and from the high

prices some of the varieties are charged at, that gor-

geous flower must now be very much improved. On
reckoning up the cost of twenty-four of the highest

priced sorts in the list, I find it comes to the astound-

ing amount of £1-1^ is. ; and with the disease still

rampant which attacks this bulb, I should like to see

these new varieties exhibited before adding any of

them to my collection. On analysing the names of

the highest priced sorts, bulbs of the Duke and
Duchess of Edinburgh are charged £^ and ^ I each

respectively ; but it would have been more loyal and
graceful to have made the Duchess the highest priced

one of the two, unless a set-olT is intended by
there being a Grand Duchess in the list at £1 los.

There are two saints, male and female, namely St.

Jerome and St. Marguerite, priced at £1 $s, and
£1 loy. each respectively. Don Carlos figures at

£l los., and Marshal Serrano at the modest sum of

2s. 6d. each ; but no doubt Don Alphonso will be in

the list next year. The Duke of Brittany, Due and
Duchesse de Magenta, Madame Danget, Dr. Proud-

ham and De Tristrary, Lescar, Gosson, and Ambo,
all range from £2 los. to £1 5f. each bulb. After

reading the prices of the above varieties it is refresh-

ing to turn to our old raiser of novelties, Souchet,

who when he ventured to charge I5J". for a bulb of

Michel Ange, was regarded as taking the advantage

of British growers of the plant. Argus.

The New Japan Pear.—Believing your drawings
of this Pyrus at pp. 106 and 107 of your last impression

to be correct, as you have made it from Dr. Thurber's
specimens, I have little doubt that you are correct in

dissenting from Mr. Thomas Hogg's opinion, that

the new Japan Pear and Pyrus sinensis are identical.

But does he mean that they are simply varieties of

one species ? In comparing a specimen of P. sinensis

I now enclose to you with your drawing of the new
Japan Pear, it will be seen that the two are dissimilar

in almost every respect. [Ves.J P. sinensis is not so

robust in the wood ; the buds are more slender and
pointed; the leaf-stalk is shorter; the leaves are more
obtuse or cordate, smaller, and the edges not so deeply

serrated. The leaves do not turn red in autumn, but
retain their bright glossy green till the end of January,

and in mild winters till spring. The young leaves

and shoots are, however, of a delicate rosy brown
tint when first developed in spring. It is a very bad
bearer, no trees having fruited in our nursery during

the last ten years, although some have attained a

height of 15 feet. In the Bristol nurseries it never

fruited while our foreman was employed there ; it

cannot, therefore, deserve the character of an abun-

dant bearer. Loudon describes it as having "almost
evergreen leaves," "bearing insipid, apple-shaped,

warted, very gritty fruit." Let us hope that the

"new Japan Pear" will be a welcome addition to

our collections, C. Lee^ Hou7tslffii}.

The Eucalyptus and the Late Frost.—

I

observe your correspondent, Mr. Sheppard, of Wool-
verstone, states that Eucalptus globulus were all killed

by the late frost. This is not the case here. I raised

three in heat last spring, and planted them out in a

shrubbery sloping to the south. They have grown
fast, making from 3 to 5 feet, and though the young
shoots or tips are injured, yet the main and side stems
do not appear to be hurt, and the trees appear to me
as if they would quite revive later on. Mine were
wholly unprotected. With reference to the hardinesj

oftheLoquat, which your correspondent, A. Dean,
of Bedfont, mentions, I have had a Mespilus japonica

(which I believe to be the Loquat [?]) planted here

against a south wall for several years, and it has never
suffered. True, it has not as yet flowered, though I

wish it would, for the flowers in the South of France
hive a marvellous fragrance. Can any of your corre-

spondents tell me whether the Pepper tree will live in

our climate ? It is a wonderfully pretty tree, with its

graceful foliage and coral berries hanging like Cur-

rants in bunches. It is to be seen in every garden in
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the South of France, and is well worthy of cultivation.

I have some seeds just pushing through, in heat of

course. John ]V, Malleson, The Hennitage, Trigham,
near Rochester,

Do Varieties Wear Out?—It would, I believe,

interest many of your readers if some one well

acquainted with tropical botany would inform them
through your columns what they know of the Banana
in reference to this subject. The late Canon Kingsley,

in his Letters from the Tropics^ says: — *' The
Banana is wild nowhere now on earth. It has
distant cousins, but no brother kinds. It has been
cultivated so long that, though it flowers and fruits, it

seldom or never seeds, and is propagated entirely

from cuttings. It has been cultivated so widely, that

it girdles the whole earth, and has girdled it as long

as records go back." Do the Musas show any signs

of deterioration ? If not, it would seem that, in this

case, the ordinary mode of propagation can be dis-

pensed with without 111 effects. Richard Bin7ts,

Ulverston,

Rare Conifers.—I am so sorry, after reading in

your issue of the 23d inst. Mr. Murray's notes on
"Rare Conifers," and particularly his missing "off-

spring," Picea magnifica, that I am compassionately

moved, with your permission, to describe it to him,

that he may, without much difficulty, be enabled to

take it from among the nobilis, to which he, on his own
confession, long ago assigned it. Of course I do not

mean to gainsay what Mr. Murray has written in con-

nection with the up-grown plants which he long ago
described, when they were yet in their infancy so to

speak, namely, that "we acknowledge ourselves un-

able to tell from the trees without the cone which are

nobilis and which magnifica
;
" but this much I can

state, without fear of being contradicted, that within

the last few years thousands of seedlings have been
raised in Britain and Continental Europe from seeds

grown in cones identical in size and other botanical

peculiarities with the one described by Mr. Murray in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Proceedings of

1862 as P. magnifica. Mr. Barron, of this nursery,

is in possession of just such a cone, which he received,

along with 100 seeds of P. amabilis, falsely so-called,

from the hands of the late Mr. Hugh Low, of Clap-

ton, in January, 1S57. From those seeds he managed
to raise a goodly number of seedlings, also about

thirty young plants from seeds which he extracted

from the cune which was presented to him. The
seedlings of both lots were specifically the same, but
entirely different from seedling nobilis. The seeds

were identical with those which we sow from year to

year as P. amabilis, but which invariably turn out to

be P. magnifica. They are somewhat longer than

the seeds of P. nobilis, in about the same proportion,

perhaps, that the cone is longer than that of P.

nobilis. We have in this nursery plants of P. mag-
nifica, varying in heights from l^ inch to 9 feet ; but

the one species' relationship is easily recognised in all

the stages of development, from the smallest to the

largest, and I find that the same species of plant was
known to me fifteen years ago, in the Messrs. Dick-

son &; TumbuU's nursery, Perth, Scotland, as P.

nobilis, var. robusta, and a year or two subsequently

as P. magnifica ; but why it was called robusta I

never could see, for it has not proved itself so robust

as P. nobilis. The following comparison of the two
species, in both their young and mature or aged
states, may possibly help Mr. Murray to recognise his

missing "offspring," and at the same time assist

others, who may have a greater practical and even
moneyed interest in them, in determining the difTer-

ence existing between the two much-confounded
species :

—

P. magnifica, one year old.—Seed leaves from seven to

nine in number, and from 1 inch lo li inch long, thin,

rather sharp pointed, bluntly ridged, and entirely

covered with a glaucous bloom on the upper face ; flat,

and of a dull green colour on the under face. Mature
leaves from i inch to r inch long, narrow, and tapering

from about The middle to a rather sharp point, flat, or

more properly slightly convex, never channelled, and
covered with faint stomata along the middle of the

upper face ; convex and entirely covered with very faint

stomata on the under face.

Picea magnifica, mature. — Leaves slightly falcate,

incurved, blunt pointed, never emarginate, and some-
what four-sided, from | inch to \\ inch long, by
-y^ inch broad, slightly adpressed to the stem, and turned

upward ; ridged and covered with faint glaucous stomata

on the upper face ; ridged with two pale but rather

broad bands on the under-face.

P. nobilis, one year old.—Seed leaves from five to six

in number and from i inch to \\ inch long, rather broad

and flat, convex and covered with a faint whitish bloom
on the upper face ; flat and of a glossy-grass green

colour on the under face. Mature leaves from \ inch

to I inch long, rather blunt pointed, flat, and dis-

tinctly channelled from base to point, with faint tracings

ofstomata on the upper face ;
slightly convex and over-

spread with clear white stomata on the under face.

Picea nobilis, mature or aged.—Leaves linear, falcate,

incurved, blunt pointed, often slightly notched, from

\ inch lo I:} inch long, by nearly \ inch broad, com-

pressed, so much so as almost to hide the bark from

view except on the underside of the branches ; chan-
nelled for about three-quarters of their length, and of a
rich bluish-green above ; slightly keeled and with two
and sometimes four distinct silvery bands below.

Further comparison of the two species here is unneces-

sary, as the differences in the buds, colour of the

bark, and the habits of the two trees are very slight.

And after all that has been said about them, it will

be seen that the distinguishing character of the leaves

is their relative shape, those of P. magnifica being
four-sided, while those of P. nobilis are rather flat,

and invariably grooved for three-fourths their length

on the upper face—a character, by the way, which
Mr. Gordon in his Pijietiun and its supplement
entirely overlooks. I herewith send a photograph of

P. magnifica and P. nobilis, which, if you see fit, you
can make use of. Mr. Barron sent a cone similar to

the one named magnifica on the carie to Dr. Hooker,
who, I understand, named it P. magnifica. George

Syitie^ Elvasion Nurseries, Bo^-rowash. [The photo-
graph corresponds with that of P, magnifica sent by
Messrs. Sander, Eds.]

Proliferous Pear.—I have sent you a curiosity

that was cut from a pyramid Pear tree here to-day

during the process of pruning. I should like to know
what you think of it. Do you think that the one

bud was part fruit and part wood bud, and formed

that monstrosity of a fruit and the shoot at the

same lime? Or do you Ihink that it is an ex-

crescence of the wood ? It is evidently fruit, as

FjG. 30.— I'ROLIFEKOUS PEAR.

the tomtits have commenced eating it. C. Orchard^

The Gardens, Coomhe House, Croydon. [The speci-

men sent is very like the one figured at fig. 30. The
edible portion of the Pear is now well-known not to

be the true fruit, but a swelling of the branch enclos-

ing the true fruit (the core). Eds.]

Rivina humilis.—This plant is held in great

esteem here, both by ray employers and myself,

for furnishing the mansion and the embellishment

of the stove and conservatory, the bright berries

harmonising with any other colour they may be put

against. If for a single specimen what is more lovely

than a plant in a 5 or 6- inch pot, furnished to the

bottom with berries and leaves, or for a group to make
the Rivinas predominant, mixing a few white

Primulas, Poinsettias, Calanthe Veitchii and vestita

kinds, a Draccena in the centre, a Fern, Isolepis

gracilis, and a few Adiantums ? In a group like this

it tells gloriously. For the dinner-table I think it

unsurpassed, the light above bringing the pendulous

racemes out so well—if a little Panicum variegatum

or Selaginella be placed under the plant, so much the

better. The treatment I give them to obtain plants

to answer this purpose is to pot seedlings, which may
be taken in abundance from the pot of the old plant in

early spring. I prefer seedlings to cuttings, as you can

make a more compact plant of them. Pot them in

light soil, in 3-inch pots, grow them on quick in a

moist heat, and when 4 or 5 inches long take the top

off them, repot in a stronger compost, and grow on

quick, pinching all the flowers off, shading a little,

syringing freely, and generally affording the generous
treatment, which all decorative plants are subjected

to, especially in the dull and cold part of the year,

A. Bradshaw^ Calwich Abbey Gardens.

Vegetation In Merionethshire, North Wales :

Jan. 21.—Snowdrops, Aconites, and yellow spring

Crocus, in flower. Olea europ^a has stood unin-
jured ; Dicksonia antarctica, planted by a high rock,

had the tips of the fronds browned j Primula suaveolens
and P. Parryi coming away strong. The above at

Tyn-y-coed, near Barmouth. Laurus Camphora,
the tips oi young shoots browned ; Benthamia fragi-

fera, a large plant, S feet high, quite green and unin-

jured ; Grevillea juniperina, a large plant, in full

flower : at Aberia, near Penrhyndendrealh. Thomas
Shorit,

Notes from South Shropshire.—The severe
frost with the thick covering of snow that locked up
the earth during the last days of December disappeared
soon after the new year commenced, and no mischief
seems so far to have been done to the shrubs which are
the glory of this garden. Better situated and sheltered
than many others the Deodaras, Taxodia, Araucaria,
Cupressus Lawsoniana of several varieties, includ-

ing the lovely viridis erecta, as well as the Arbutus,
spread out their branches with a grace and luxuriance

of growth that prove how well the soil and shelter

suit them. The garden extends along the edge of the
river for about 300 yards in length and receives the
full benefit of the mid-day and afternoon sun, while the

cruel north and easterly winds are shut out by high
ground that ends in a bluff 300 feet or more above us
crowned by thick woods and narrowing our space very
picturesquely, especially where the red sandstone rock
pushes forward towards the river, as if to show the
cascade that leaps 70 feet down Its face, almost covered
with moss and Ivy, and forming a picture in its

natural beauty, when the setting sun illuminates with
its richest glow the rocks and foliage, that is hardly to

be surpassed. The source of the cascade Is but a i&Vf

yards from the edge of the clifif over which it falls ;

the water, clear as crystal, contains so much lime and
earthy matter that the moss which grows so freely in

its spray is soon encrusted, and in course of time con-

solidated Into stone, that becomes hard and durable

and is sought after by builders of rockwork, who
admire its peculiar structure. The supply is con-

stant, and seems to vary very little, whether in

summer or'winter, in wet seasons or dry. Halfway
down the cliff another spring fills a tank that lies 4

embowered in Bamboo and other grasses, and might
be a bath for a Naiad, and then both cascades meet-
ing in a pool formed at the foot of the cliff, join in a
stream that tumbles in a series of cascades to the

river. Once upon a time a more prosaic occupier of
the ground utilised this picturesque prodigality of
water privileges, and erected a water-wheel, which
the oldest inhabitants remember, and speak of with
reverence and awe as " the biggest wheel that ever

was made," and built a mill which no doubt did work
in its way, but the wheel has long been rust, and the

mill, like many more picturesque ruins, served as a
quarry for the materials of a house ; and now grassy

terraces, planted with Roses and Rhododendrons,
occupy the site, presenting a more agreeable though,

perhaps less profitable object to the eyes of those

who stroll through the grounds. The front windows
of the house look Into a retired part of the garden. In

which a fountain, supplied from one of the springs

above, plashes lazily, and where the water-hens that

breed here in safety search industriously for food,

jerking their short tails wllh quaint coquettish airs.

My people know that these birds here are as sacred

as the Ibis was to the Egyptians, aud theyseeAi to be
aware of the respect In which we hold them. In

front of this part of the garden the river expands into

a pool, about equal to S acres in area, and about

30 to 40 feet in depth, varying with the state of the

weather. Here in the summer evenings we sit and
watch for the salmon, which every now and then stir

the waters in a way that excites the ardour of every

fisherman who sees them, but I have never knowd.

any one who could persuade one of these giants of the

river to take a fly in this pool. We are now looking

forward with hope in our garden, mingled with fear

that the present mild temperature will be followed

by many pitiless frosts that will frustrate our work.

Already the blackbirds and thrushes are making the

whole neighbourhood full of song, the yellow Aconites

are gay, and the Snowdrops beginning to whiten the

borders. Primroses, which are self-sown in all the

out-of-the-way spots, are opening here and there—the

yellow leafless Jasmine in its full beauty, and the

Pyrus japonica is opening its crimson flowers. In the

greenhouse our Primulas and Cinerarias are in great

beauty, the latter are rather more forward than

we intended, and our Roses are already open-

ing. Among these Safrano is a great favourite,

because of the uninterrupted succession of gold bru-

nette buds (I hope your lady readers will accept the

new colour) which she furnishes throughout the year

;

and though last, not least, Souvenir de laMalmaison :
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these I consider our true perpetuals. Our Vines are

now dormant ; to tliem we do not give any heat

until quite the end of February. In the kitchen

frarden we planted some Potatos before Christmas,

finding that so planted the year before produced better

than what were set at the usual period. We shall see

if the severer season lately experienced makes any
difference. S., Jan. 20.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Jait. 27.

—

Evening Lec-

ture.—Sir Alfred Slade, Bart., in the chair. The
subject of the lecture on this occasion was, " The
Fertilisation of Flowers by means of Insects," and
the lecturer, Mr. Alfred W. Bennett, M.A., B.Sc,
F. L. S., commenced by giving a historical sketch

of our knowledge of the existence of sexes in

plants. After a brief reference to the very slight

indication of any recognition of the phenomenon
in the writings of the ancients, he spoke of the

first distinct acknowledgment of the part played by
the pollen in fertilisation found in Nehemiah Grew's
writings in 16S2, closely followed by Camerarius in

1694, and Vaillant in 1717, the new doctrine being,

however, strongly contested on philosophical grounds
by Tournefort in 1700, and Pontedera in 1720. It

may be said to have been firmly estabUshed beyond all

question by the writings of LinnL"eus, commencing in

1729, especially by \{\% De Nupliis d Sexti Plantarum,
and Sponsalia Plantarum. The first discovery of the

fact that a certain number of hermaphrodite flowers

are not self-fertilised must be attributed to Kdlreuter

in 1 76 1, who distinctly asserts this to be the case with
all Cucurbitacea?, all Iridere, and not a few species of

Malvace?3 ; and he correctly refers the agency in fer-

tilisation, partly to the wind, partly to insects. This
was followed in 1793 by the better-known and often-

quoted work of Sprengel, who brought more accurate

powers of observation to bear on the subject, and
arrived at the general law that ** Nature does not
intend any hermaphrodite flower to be fertilised by its

own pollen." From this time the subject appears to

have slept for nearly half a century. Treviranus,

Schultz.Schultzenstein, the elder De Candolle, and
Caspary, all doubted the correctness of the conclusions

at which Sprengel had arrived ; while a few con-
firmatory observations were made by more accurate
observers, as Andrew Knight in 1799, who pro-
pounded the theorem that " no plant self-fertilises

itself for a perpetuity of generations "
; and Robert

Brown in 1S33, in the case of Orchidea; and Ascle-
piade^. Attention was again first prominently called

to the subject by Darwin's writings, especially in his

work on the Fertilisation of Orchids, published in

1S62, since which time an immense mass of facts has
been collected, fully bearing out in the main the

correctness of Kblreuter's and Sprengel's observations,

and which is to be found in the writings of Darwin,
llildebrand, S. Axell, Delpino, Miiller, and Lubbock.

The lecturer then proceeded to describe the various
modes in which cross-fertilisation is secured in the

vegetable kingdom, viz., diclinism, or the separation

of the sexual organs into different flowers (moncccious
or dioecious), giving as illustrations the Hazel, Aucuba
japonica, and Vallisneria spiralis. Dichogamy, or
maturing of the sexual organs in the same flower at

different times, whether protogynous (Plantago,
Scrophularia) or protandrous (Geranium, Caryophyl-
lacece, Labiatae, Campanulaceae). Dimorphism and
trimorphism (Linum, Primula, Oxalis, Lythrum).
Special contrivances for preventing self-fertilisation

(e.g., Salvia, Marcgravia). He then concluded by a
reference to the purpose of colour and scent in flowers,
and especially to that of variegation as a guide to
insects in searching for the nectary ; a point to which
attention was called so long ago by Sprengel, and well
illustrated in the case of the Pansy.

Leeds Professional Gardeners' Friendly
Benefit Society : Jan. 13.—The eighth annual
dinner of this flourishing Society took place on the
above date, about eighty members of the Society
being present. Mr. George Hemming, the president
of the Society, occupied the chair, and Mr. Henry
Kilvington, the vice-president, the vice-chair. Let-
ters of apology were read from the Mayor of Leeds
(H. R. Marsden, Esq.), H. Oxley, Esq,, J. P., and
other gentlemen of influence. Amongst those pre-
sent were the Vicar of Leeds (the Rev. Dr. Gott),
Councillors Jackson and Stead, Mr. J. W. Jones,
Mr. Curtis, and others. After the usual loyal toasts
had been duly honoured, Mr. Councillor Jackson
proposed, " The Bishop and Clergy of the Diocese."
Dr. Gott, in responding, said it afforded him very
great pleasure to meet so many of the gardeners of
Leeds that evening at their annual gathering. All
such objects as the Society aimed at always had his
warmest approval. He was glad to know that, in
addition to the advantages of a benefit society, much
other good was being done by there being read at the
Society's monthly meetings papers or essays on sub-
jects relating to gardening, which he thought would

tend to infuse a higher standard of education among
gardeners than is generally to be found in any other

body of tradesmen ; indeed, gardening seemed to him
to stand apart and above other trades, and to rank as

a profess ion. The great responsibility thrown upon
gardeners, the great variety of work they had to per-

form, the discoveries that were continually being

made, must all tell immensely on the character of the

gardener, and help to elevate him above the ordinary

trades.

Mr. Councillor Stead, in proposing "The Town
and Trade of Leeds," said the toast he had to propose,

if not the toast of the evening, was at all events nearly

allied to it, because on the prosperity of the town
and trade of Leeds hung in some rae,isure the con-

dition of its gardening. As our business men prospered,

so would they always long to devote a portion o(

their gains to the pleasing pursuit of gardening, and
thereby contribute to improve the condition of its

gardeners. He always had a strong love for garden-

ing, and as he now held the position of Chairman of

the Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company, he felt

more than ever interested in the welfare of gardeners

and gardening. Leeds, being fortunate in the position

in which it is situated, is able to compete successfully

in^many important branches of industry, particularly

in iron, woollens, and leather. In gardening matters

there is also evidence of progress. This Society, he

thought, was accomplishing a good mission. The
Corporation had also done something towards encou-

raging gardening by purchasing the magnificent park

at Roundhay. The Society of which he had the

honour to be chairman was using its best endeavours

towards carrying out a high class of gardening, and

he begged to take that opportunity to thank the gar-

deners of Leeds for the valuable assistance they had
already given the company. If they all co-operated

they had good reasons for being hopeful that garden-

ing, along with other branches of industry, would
continue to advance on the road to prosperity.

Mr, William Rushforth, nurseryman and seeds-

man, Leeds, responded. The Secretary (Mr.

William Sunley) read the report, from which
we learn that the income of the Society for the

past year is ^144 iSj-. 2W., the expenditure

during the same period is ;^Ii6 9^. (i\tt., leaving a

balance in favour of the Society for 1S74 of/2S Si. &/.

,

which, added to the savings of the seven previous

years of ;^405 3^. 4.i</., makes a total placed to the

credit of the Society of ;6433 \2s. o\d. During the

past year seven honorary and eight ordinary members
have been enrolled, making a total of thirty-one

honorary and 136 ordinary members. During the

same period the Society has lost by death two
members and one member's wife ; also three members,
in consequence of very grievous aftliction, are now
receiving the stipulated allowances for continued ill-

ness. The committee gratefully acknowledge the

very liberal support accorded to the Society by its

honorary members, which in a great measure enables

it to refer to the pleasing fact that, notwithstanding

the Society having had to meet heavy claims of

sickness, infirmity, and death, lis prosperity con-

tinues. The committee has been much gratified

in noting the good attendance of members at the

Society's monthly meetings, the interest excited by
the papers read thereat, and the discussion result-

ing therefrom, which must be the means of diSusing

much useful information amongst all. To the younger
members of the Society the committee gives its most
earnest and pressing invitation to attend these meet-
ings regularly, so that they may be able to contribute

and receive their due share of the advantages to be
derived by the readings of those papers, and of the

discussion to which they give rise.

Mr. R. Featherstone, responding to the toast of
" The Professional Gardeners'Friendly Benefit Society,"

stated that the report for the past year demonstrated
some of the good accomplished by the Society. He was
confident that all members who had the privilege of

attending the monthly meetings would support him in

testifying to the great pleasure and benefit they all

derived from the reading of the papers alluded to.

The Society, as the head of gardeners and gardening
in that district, owned many members of distinguished

abilities in their profession who were pledged to do
their utmost to upliold the honour and welfare of the

Society. There was, therefore, good reason to antici-

pate that the future course of this Society would con-
tinue to be as prosperous as the past had been.

©fittttatp.
Died on January 15, aged 46 years, Mr. Thomas

Burnett, gardener to Sir Sydney H. Waterlow,
Fairside House, Highgate. Mr. Burnett commenced
his gardening career at a very early age, leaving

school at thirteen, and spending the early part of his

time in different places in Devonshire, and a very
important part of it with the late Mr. Veitch, of

Exeter, grandfather of the present Messrs. Veitch of

Chelsea. Possessing great aptitude for learning his

business, he became head gardener at an earlier age

tlian usual, commencing at Ashby Court, Tiverton.

During the two years he was there he entirely re-

modelled the place, showing his ability as a landscape

gardener and an artist. Fron", tl?ence he went to

Lord Boston and Lady Molyneux, near Slough. The
next six or seven years were spent at Baynaid's Park,
Surrey. Thence he removed to Downshire House,
Rochampton, for three and a half years. These were
places of great extent, and where gardeners of ordi-

nary temperament would have rested ; but Mr. Bur-
nett had not yet realised his ambition, for although a
great lover of gardening generally, his ambition was
to be more amongst exhibiting. This he soon com-
menced after going to Peterborough House, Fulham
{\V. Terry, Ks([.). Here he grew as fine a collec-

tion of Orchids as has been seen round London for

many years, especially in a short time, as the
Horticultural, Botanic, and Crystal Palace Shows
testified, and those that had the pleasure of visiting

Peterborough House at that time will not soon forget :

the collection of Ana^ctochilus included perfect

marvels of cultivation. But no doubt this proved to

be to him a fatal mistake : confining his attention so
much to the hothouse soon broke down his constitu-

tion, and after struggling for six years he was com-
pelled to resign for some less exacting position. This
he readily obtained at Fairside House, Highgate,
where, although no more suitable position could have
been selected for an enfeebled constitution, combined
as it was with the utmost indulgence shown by his

employer, he finally gave way, after struggling for two
years. B,

Died suddenly, on Thursday afternoon [last,

Jan. 21, in his 72d year (shortly after leaving his home
in St. Swithin Street, in good health and spirits), and in

the garden he had tended with undeviating care and
ability for upwards of forty years, Mr. Thomas
Weaver, gr. to the Rev. The Warden, Winchester
College. Mr. Weaver was thoroughly practical and
most persevering in the attainment of general as

well as professional knowledge. His services

were highly valued by the late and present

Wardens, both of whom he had the honour of
serving, and by those residents who sought from
him information upon the botany and ento-

mology of the neighbourhood, he being at all

times willing to impart his very accurate and exten-

sive knowledge on these subjects to all enquirers.

Nearly half a century ago he was with the late Mr.
Baxter at the Oxford Botanic Garden, and it is pro-

bable that while there he acquired a taste for British

botany, which to the end of his days was a source of
great pleasure to him. It must not, however, be
understood that his love for plants was confined to

those of our own island, for in the Warden's garden at

Winchester are many of his pets in the way of good
exotic hardy herbaceous plants, of which he was an
ardent admirer. A few years back Mr. Weaver was
a not unfrequent contributor to the horticultural

papers, and a successful exhibitor at the Southampton
and other horticultural shows. W. H* B.

By the death of Canon Kixgsley science
loses an ardent admirer and a faithful expositor.

Though not profoundly versed in geology or botany,
he succeeded by his vigorous, accurate, graphic word-
painting in instructing and interesting a large class of
readers who could not otherwise be reached. His
descriptions were simply magnificent : witness his

accounts of Tropical Vegetation in his At Last. His
Town Geology also is a masterpiece in its way. Vigour
and truthfulness were as characteristic of the man as of
his style. Several years since, at the instigation of thelate

Professor Henslow, Mr. Kingsley was an occasional

contributor to these columns, and we have to regret

that his ill health and premature death have prevented
him from fulfilling a promise to renew and extend his

connection with this journal,

We first learn the death of General Jacoki,
which occurred early in November last, through a brief

biographical notice (in Dutch) of the deceased from the
pen of M. de Jonge van Ellemeet {Albano von Jacobi^
levonsberigt door de ^ojige von Ellemeet), General
Jacobi was a grandson of the celebrated philosopher
and theological writer, F. H. Jacobi, a contemporary
of Goethe during the early and middle periods of
his life, and a warm supporter of the Kantian philo-
sophy. Van Ellemeet draws his materials partly
from personal knowledge, and partly from a memoir
by Lieut. -General Baron von Troschke, in the
Militair JVockaiblatt, Nov. iS, 1S74. He is de-

scribed as a highly-gifted man, a brave soldier and a
true friend. His military talents were recognised and
acknowledged in the highest quarters. But it was
as an amateur botanist and horticulturist that we in

England knew him—an amiable unassuming man,
who devoted his leisure time to botanical pursuits out
of pure love for the beauties of Nature. Agaves and
other succulent plants were his favourites. In 1S64

he commenced publishing, in Otto's Hamlmrger
Garten und Blutnenzcitungy a monograph of the

genus Agave, under the title of Versuch einer Systema-

iischen Ordmmg der Agaven^ which was continued and
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completed in the Ahhandliiiigendtr Schlesischeii Gescll-

schaft fur valnlanJisthe Cu'.lur. For this work he

very modestly claimed no scientific value, describing

it as an attempt to devise a classification suitable for

horticultural purposes. There is little doubt, how-
ever, that he possessed a far more extensive practical

knowledge of the genus than any living botanist, and
it was 'simply a want of scientific training that pre-

vented him from producing a monograph of more
lasting value.

Winter Pruning of \Yall Trees.—We have

now reached, in the order of the seasons, that time of

year when wall trees, such as Apricots, Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums and Cherries require to have their

winter pruning done. For some time past a great

rainfall has taken place, which has much retarded

gardening operations in ihe open air, but as some
settled weather may now be looked for, advantage

must be taken of every favourable opportunity to get

the pruning of wall trees performed. As a rule.

Villa Gardens are bounded by walls, which may be

tiimed to account for fruit culture. There are none

so lofty as those which are found in fruit gardens, for

the simple reason that tall walls would exclude from

small gardens too much light and air. There is a

certain disadvantage in having low walls, for the

simple reason that they do not admit of a free de-

velopment of the trees ; a certain restriction must be

applied to them, which calls for the exercise of some

skill in so treating the trees as that they shall produce

fair crops of fruit. Walls not more than 5 to 6 feet

in height are frequently met with, and there is the

additional disadvantage of having the trees planted

in such soil as may compose the border ; too

frequently of a character not well suited to them. In

planting Villa Gardens at the outset it suffices to

plant—the appropriateness of the soil is not con-

sidered ; the garden must be furnished in some way,

and the commission goes forth to plant, and too fre-

quently this is done in a careless and imperfect

manner. Many difficulties thus beset the fruit cul-

tivator, and the wisest thing to do is to endeavour to

make the best of these discouraging circumstances.

Apricots.—In the case of this popular fruit, it is

always best that the branches should be properly

regulated in the autumn after the fall of the leaf. All

weak branches are practically useless, and they should

be removed ; and when Apricots are in a soil that

induces a strong growth, much superabundant wood
is produced, and this should be removed also. Strong

shoots require to be shortened back, especially if they

are likely to prove unfruitful ; one consequence of

cutting back will be to cause them to send forth

young growth in the spring, that will supply fruiting

wood the following year if attended to during the

summer. Old wood that is either naked or barren

should be cut quite back, leaving, however, enough
of the stem to send forth shoots to lay in during the

summer to take the place of the wood removed, as

just recommended. " In general, strong and vigorous

branches or shoots should not be shortened so much
as those that are weak and slender, except for the

purpose of filling up a vacancy. In pruning, you
should detach the branches from the wall, and when
properly cut or shortened to the required length they

may be again secured regularly and neatly." This

passage enshrines one of George Glenny's golden rules

for fruit cultivation.

The Peach.—The Peach produces its fruit-buds

from the wood of the previous year's growth ; it is

therefore obvious that it is the duty of the cultivator

to maintain such an even supply of fruitful shoots as

will secure a good crop each year ; at the same time

the tree must not be over-cropped, or its productive

powers will be weakened in consequence. The main
branches of a Peach tree on a wall should be from

12 to 15 inches apart, and from the upper sides of

these branches the fruiting wood should be encouraged

tD grow, and those shoots that in the following season

will be looked to to produce fruit must not be too

much crowded ; as a rule gardeners like to have them
several inches apart, but much depends on the variety,

position of the tree, its age, and the soil in which it

is growing. After all, a great deal of the success

which attends on fruit tree culture depends on the

observance of many little things that are taught by
experience : the school of experience gives an excel-

lent training, and the young cultivator, enthusiastic

and hopeful, but yet inexperienced, will do well to

get advice from some practised gardener from time to

time. It is impossible to lay down general rules that

will cover all the experiences of the cultivator or the

requirements of the cultural process.

In many Villa Gardens round London, where clay

abounds, the Peach makes a strong, gross, and what

some of the old gardeners appropriately termed a
*' watery " growth ; alluding to its soft and immature
character—such wood is practically useless for pro-

ducing fruit. Where trees in such a condition of growth

are also against low walls it is necessary to almost

entirely renovate the trees at intervals of five or six

years, by cutting away the main branches, and by
laying in young wood out of which to construct a

bearing tree.

In regulating the length of the fruiting shoots at the

time of the winter prnning, regard must be had to

their strength ; and when a tree is trained on the

nearly horizontal fan-shape (on low walls, the branches

must of necessity be trained in this direction), the

fruiting shoots should not be more than a foot long,

and they should be cut back to a wood-bud, i.e.^ a

bud that will produce wood only, and not blossom.

The blooming buds are generally produced towards

the base of the shoots, the merely wood-buds towards

the extremities of them. In order to keep up a

succession of such shoots, the cultivator should train

a young shoot from the base of the fruiting shoot each

year during the summer, which shoot should not be

stopped but allowed to grow, and may extend a {f^
inches beyond the space it is required to fill ; it

should then be shortened by pinching out the point of

the shoot.

The hints here given as to the cultivation of the

Peach on walls applies also to the Nectarine, though
the latter is not so commonly planted in Villa Gardens
as the latter.

It is well once in two or three years to loosen all the

shoots of the trees from the fastenings in the walls,

and give the lines of mortar betn^een the bricks a

dressing of whitewash, and at longer intervals point

the walls with fresh mortar. Large holes are frequently

made in the walls by nailing, or by drawing out old

fastenings, and in these holes slugs, small snails,

and other insects are apt to secrete themselves ; and
there they are, ready at hand to work great injury to

the ripening fruit, especially during a fall of rain,

when the ripening process is being perfected.

(Llje Meatljtr.
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Young plants of new varieties that it is desirable to

grow on ijuickly should be put in heat, so as to give

them as long a season's growth as possible, by which
means they will make double the progress that would
result from simply allowing them to start later on
with solar heat.

Camc/iias, where planted out, are very often

allowed to get so crowded as to become an absolute

thicket, growing into each other. Where such is the

case, if they have got at all thin and straggling, head

a portion of them in, and let them make a season's

growth, taking them up and putting them in pots or

boxes : the plants so treated will not only make fine

specimens, but their removal will allow room for those

remaining to develope themselves much better. Let

the whole be gone over with a hard brush and sponge,

giving them a careful cleaning before the insects begin

to breed and the plants commence to grow. If there

is any appearance of the bed being exhausted, remove
a little from the surface, without injuring the roots of

the plants, and renew with good fresh soil. Camel-

lias in pots should also at this time be well cleaned

from insects, and their leaves sponged as recommended
for such as are planted out ; and if any are suffering

from want of additional loot-room, they should very

shortly be potted so as to get their roots in the new
soil before the shoots begin to grow, for if not potted

until growth has commenced, it will, as would happen
with most kinds of plants, injure their season's growth
considerably. In potting Camellias it is necessary to

be very careful to make ihe new soil quite as hard

as the old ball (which in the case of these plants

generally gets much harder than with most things),

for if this is not attended to, the water will

run through the new soil, leaving the ball a hard

dry mass, which would quickly reduce the plants to a

bad state. It is no bad plan in potting Camellias, to

leave the new portion of the soil round the rim of the

pot half an inch higher for a few months, so as to

compel the water to pass through the ball : it can

afterwards be removed.

Soft-WOODED Greenhouse Plants. — Plants

of Fiu/isias used last year, and that were dried off in

the autumn, if not previously pruned, should at once

be attended to, cutting them well back, and placing

them in a little heat. When they have made some
growth, repot ; these will flower earlier than the

summer-struck plants, and will be very useful to pre-

cede them. If LiiUs have been placed in dark
situations, under stages, or other places where there

is not much light, see that they do not remain in such
after they have pushed their new growth above the

soil even ever so little, or they will in a very short

time be so drawn as to be seriously injured : remove
them at once to the full light, keeping the soil just

moist.

Consdvaiory.—The whole of the different subjects

that are here permanently planted out should be gone
over and cleaned from the accumulations of dust that

more or less gets upon the leaves, especially in the

winter season, when there is little use of the syringe

or garden engine to remove it ; this is especially the

case if the plants happen to be affected with
scale. The glutinous excrement deposited by these

insects upon the leaves catches the dust, which,

if allowed to remain, hastens their decay, as

well as impairs the general health of the plants.

There is no better season for giving them a

general and thorough cleaning than the present,,before

they begin to grow. If they are affected with either

white or brown scale let the whole of the wood and
leaves be gone over with sponge and brush. The
conservatory climbers at the same time should be
regulated, cutting in such as require it much closer at

this than at any other time during the year, and,

where mealy bug and scale exist, giving as thorough
a cleansing as possible. This is necessary at the

present season, for if advantage is not taken
of the reduced bulk of the plants to be
gone over, through their being cut in, and with no
young tender growth upon them, such an opportunity

will not occur again during the year. Where it can
be done, take them off the wires, and steep them in a

solution of insecticide as strong as the leaves will bear
it, going over the whole with the hard brush. W^here
Acacias are grown, and are at all affected with white
scale, the pest increases so fast upon them as to require

incessant|labour to keep it down, while at the same time
it will get upon every plant that is stood under them.
The best thing to do with plants of this kind so affected

is to head well back, and dress them several times
with strong insecticide, before they have time to break
into fresh growth. It takes a considerable time to go
over the permanent plants in a house this way, but it

is a saving of labour before the end of the season.

The house at this season, before the principal spring-

flowering subjects come in, is usually thinner than at

any other season of the year, giving a good opportunity
for cleaning it well. If the glass is washed, the
shelves well scrubbed, as also the floor and internal

fittings, the appearance will be much improved.
Where the plants temporarily used here are arranged ^

in groups in as natural a way as may be, the arrange- f

mcnt should from time to time be varied, which
imparts more interest to the place.

Conservatory borders are generally very limited in

space for the roots of the different subjects that have
to exist in them, and if not assisted with new soil they
become so exhausted that the plants in time get poor
and become an easy prey to red spider and other
pests. The best way to remedy this is to remove a

couple of inches of the surface soil each season, re-

placing it with such as is rich and new. T. Bahies^

Sotithgate, N.

Orchids.—A rise of 5^ in the temperature may
now be given. The East Indian house may be kept
at 70" by day, allowing 5' more with the aid of the

sun ; the night temperature should be from 5' to 10°

lower than by day. The moisture of the air must be
proportioned to the heat, an increase of temperature
must be accompanied by an increase of moisture ; air

should be given in fine weather, and where practicable

it should be made to pass over the hot-water pipes
;

it then becomes warmed before it reaches the plants.

There is no need of top air being given at present,

as every lap in the glass is a ventilator. Above all,

avoid cold currents of air coming in contact with the

plants. Potting may now be proceeded with
;

Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vandas, and Caraerotis are

amongst the first to be seen to. Previous to potting

the plants should not receive any water for a few
days ; the old materials are much more easily removed
from the roots than when in a wet state. Plants that

do not require shifting should have as much of the old
material taken from the roots as possible, as by doing
so it frees the plants from many insects— the wood-
louse especially is generally very close to the surface

;

on the other hand the cockroach secretes itself

amongst the crocks. Where b:- Kets are used
these must be examined ; if thf ,how any signs

of decay, it is better to transfer the plant
to a new basket than to trust to it until it becomes
rotten : it is not wise to trust to a basket more than
two years ; when plants get into vigorous growth it is

not an easy matter to transfer them into other baskets
without injuring their roots. The most material point

to be considered in potting is, that the pots should be
well drained ; potsherds of a suitable size should be
used, filling two-thirds of the pot, and placing them
edgewise, as when placed in that way it enables the

point of the stake to be forced between them ; by that

means it is kept firm ; it also allows the water to pass
off freely. All species delight in a great amount of
moisture at certain periods of the year, but they will

not thrive without good drainage. The plants must
be made firm by staking, the sphagnum must be made
firm and clipped over neatly with the shears

;
give

the plants sufhcient water to keep the sphagnum m a
fresh state. It adds to the appearance of the plants

to cover over the moss with the common Selaginella

or any small creeping plant with small leaves. Stan-
hopeas should be examined, and if they have become
dry they should be dipped into a tub of tepid water,

so that the whole mass may get a good soaking.

Flowering plants which are placed in a dry atmosphere
should not be neglected in the matter of watering,
sufficient only to prevent shrivelling being given.

G. Baker., Clapham Common.

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Neatness and
order are requisite in every department of a garden,
but in the flower garden this requires the most vigilant

attention. Instead of having sec times for performing
certain work, as is too often the case, the eye should
be ever on the alert to detect any defect, and when
observed the order should follow instantaneously for its

removal. A good deal of the pleasure of a garden
is derived from the manner in which it is kept, and
any one having an eye for neatness and order is not
slow in detecting a fault in this respect. A small
affair, such as a few scattered leaves, a weed or two
in the walk, an uneven piece of turf, or a trodden-
down edging, will mar the beauty of the best garden
ever made. Worm-casts are a great disfigurement
on grass, and these should be kept down by constant
sweeping and rolling, or by destroying the worms that

cause it. This may be done, or their numbers
greatly thinned, by using clear lime-water when they
are near the surface, as occurs after heavy rain. A
bushel or so of lime is sufficient for 150 gallons of
water. If poured on quickly through the rose of a
water-pot it will soon bring them to the surface,
when they can be picked up and destroyed.
Lawns containing extraneous plants, as Daisies,

Cro7ufool, Plantain, tSic, should now be gone
over, and such weeds carefully removed, as they
are a great disfigurement, and spoil that rich

velvety appearance so highly prized in a well-kept
lawn. The best way of destroying the above weeds
is to dig them entirely out. A simple tool for this

purpose may be made out of a piece of iron about an
inch or so wide and an eighth thick. This should be
sharpened and have a swan-neck bend, so that it may
be used as a lever to prize the weeds out by the roots.

The late dry summer has been very trying for Box

and other like edgings. Look over these, and make
good any defects. If the soil is found to be unsuitable
to the growth of Box, by being deficient in calcareous
matter, some fine chalk should be added before
planting.

Continue to place in heat all stock plants re-

quired for propagating purposes, and keep such things
as Colens, Allcrnanthcras^^z., near the glass, so as to
have plenty of light. If the stock is likely to be
short, shift on the plants in light rich soil to get them
into free growth. Plants in cold pits are liable to damp
at this season. It is poor economy to winter things in

these structures, as the expense of mats or any other
covering involving breakages, &c., far outweighs the
cost of pipes and fuel. If plants have to be wintered
in such structures they should be frequently and care-

fully looked over, and every decayed leaf removed.
Advantage should likewise be t.'\ken of every dry
sunny day to change the air ; on the other hand, they
should be kept closed if the external air is at all damp.
The practice is too common of putting air on these
structures thoughtlessly, and without reference to the
state of the atmosphere. This is often the case, too,

with plants wintered in houses, when in reality little

or no air is required during the winter season, unless

accompanied with gentle fires for the purpose of dry-
ing the atmosphere. There is generally sufficient

air in winter passing through the laps, and most
plants will be found to do much better than by
having large volumes of cold air rushing in.

Hollyhocks should now be planted, so as to give time
to get them strong and well-established, to insure a
good spike of bloom. Seedlings of these can be
obtained at a cheap rate, and are generally but little

inferior to named varieties. Before planting out, the
soil should be prepared by digging a hole 2 feet or so
in diameter, and as much deep, thoroughly enriching
the same. If the manure is at all rank, it should be kept
near the bottom of the hole, and not allowed to come
near the collar of the plant, as it is apt to cause
canker. Before forking or digging mixed borders,
the clumps of bulbs or herbaceous plants hidden
beneath the soil should be sought out, and marked by
driving neat and lasting pegs of oak or strong galva-
nised iron wire to prevent them being destroyed. If

the latter are made with a circular loop at top they
are very neat, and when not in use can be threaded
and taken care of. Advantage should be taken of
bad weather to have a stock of such things made.
7. Skeppard, Woolverstone Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The fact of ripe Pins-apples being obtain-

able at all seasons in the year, renders its accom-
plishment necessary where they are required, which
necessitates successions of plants being started at
various times during the year. To supplement
the batch of autumn-potted suckers which was
put into fruiting-pots about last October, it

will about this time be necessary to select

another lot from those plants which remained
at that time, and which have been so far wintered in

7 and S-inch pots, choosing out of these the most
vigorous and the best-rooted plants for the same pur-
pose ; and the plants which remain after this selection

is made should be reserved until the spring potting
time, when they should be shaken out and disrooted,

and be subjected to the same treatment as those
suckers which will then be started, thus completing
the mode of treatment to which suckers which are

potted in the autumn are subjected here. Presuming
that the best fibrous loam which is procurable is

already prepared for potting in the manner as advised
in former Pine Calendars, and in a fit condition for

use, proceed with shifting these plants, keeping them
well down in the pots, to admit of a copious supply
of water being given them when necessary, and firmly

ram the soil round the balls of the plants, which will,

with the force of a brisk bottom-heat, speedily in-

duce root-action, and soon establish the plants in the
new materials. For the present, a mean temperature
of 63' will be suitable for these plants, and also for

those which were potted last autumn, with about 85"

at the roots. See that the heat in those beds where
plants are starting into fruit does not exceed 90" or
95° at the base of the pots, or the consequences
arising from it will be most injurious to them. Ten-
inch pots are most suitable for Queen plants and
varieties of similar habit, and u and 12-inch ones for

those of more robust growth. After the pots are

crocked a free dusting of wood-ashes or soot should
be applied on the crocks, to prevent the ingress of

worms to the soil. G. T, Miles, U'ycombe Abbey.

Cucumbers.—The weather is still very dull, which
necessitates all the more need of a close and vigilant

attention. An absence of sun for the past few weeks
has had the effect of producing foliage somewhat
weak and flimsy, despite the greatest care and atten-

tion, and it needs no philosopher to discover that

when the foUage is in this condition the energies and
capabilities of the plants are very much weakened,

and .the fruits correspondingly stunted. This is, of

course, an undesirable state of things, and the means

which are calculated to successfully grapple with such
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an evil are briefly tliese—viz., a steady and even

mean of 70° to 72° ; a very moderate supply of mois-

ture in the atmosphere and at the roots {excepting

where hot-water pipes are in close proximity to the

latter, when they must of necessity have more) ; very

little excitement by way of liquid manure or other

stimulants ; and a modicum of air at the top at every

favourable opportunity. A portion of the old soil,

which may have become sour or exhausted, might

also be removed with a small hand-fork from the

roots, and previously warmed compost added, press-

ing it down fairly tight. The Cucumber delights in a

firm bed. Giving air, let me remark, must be done

with judgment and caution just now, and should

never be practised with a view of lowering the tem-

perature ; that is done by regulating the hot-water

valves. The primary object of giving air just now
should be to permit the escape of stagnant heat and
moisture, to be replaced by the ingress of fresh air.

The external thermometer should stand at 53°j or

thereabouts, before much air is admitted. Continue

to remove male blossoms, or anything else which is

likely to generate damp, and fertilise the female

blossoms every day while the weather is so dull.

Beware of canker at the collar and in the old

growths, and do not allow the preparation of dung
and soils to escape attention. Thos, Simpson, Broom-

field Lodge^

Answers to Correspondents.

Air Roots on Vine Stems : James Broion, These are

generally supposed to be produced through the proper

roots being in a somewhat cold and wet border, whilst

the top or stem itself enjoys a warm humid atmo-

sphere ; a little more bracing atmosphere in the house

would tend to check their growth. They do no harm,

only their presence betokens unhealthy action of the

roots, and that of course means ultimately unhealthy

Vines.
Chilian Beet : S. J. What is called the Chilian

Beet, and also Beta chilensis, is no doubt a coloured-

leaved form of the Beta Cicla, or Sicilian Beet. Hence
the name " Chilian " is probably a mere corruption of
" Sicilian."

French Bean : J. A. Shaw, It is a sort of " callus
"

— the result, probably, of injury.

Gardening Books : Ehor. Thompson's Gardeners'

Assistant, M'Intosh's Book of the Garden, The New
Practical Gardener, Handy Book of the Floiuer

Garden.

Grapes, the Keeping of : f. B. Your Barbarossa
Grape stalks are shrivelling up, we should suppose
through the complete ripening of the stem ; notliing

particular the matter. When you cut the bunches and
place the stalks in the bottles, place them in a dry

room, the bottles lying a little on one side, so that the

bunch itself may be suspended clear and free.

Jute Carpets : R. N. H. Jute stair-carpets can be

bought, at 3^/. per yard, at Cox Brothers, Camper-
down Linen Works, Dundee.

Keeping Grapes : Ebor. Cut the bunches off the cane

with a portion of the shoot carrying them, and insert

them in bottles of rain-water in which a small piece of

charcoal has been placed. Let the bottles then be

placed a little on their side in a dry room.

Mulberry Trees : C. R. We do not understand

your question. Mulberry trees are generally planted

like other trees, where suitable places can be found for

them.
Names OF Fruits: A. F. S. Your Apple is Dume-

low's Seedhng or Wtllington.—y. E. H. The Apple
is unknown : appears to be some American sort ; Pear:

Ne plus Meuris.—y. K, Pcake. Pears : i, Passe

Colmar : 2, Jean de Witre
; 4, Beurre dAremberg

;

5, Winter Crassane ; 6, 7, Beurre Diel.

Names of Plants : E. L. D. Hypnum tamariscinum.
— T. B. Linum trigynum.— //. G. W. The orange-

red flower is Aphelandra aurantiaca, the other Rhip-

salis salicornioides.

—

P.H,G. We have not succeeded

in identifying your Orchid yet, but will try again.

—

Subscriber, Dublin. The Berberris is probably B. aris-

tata
;
your specimen is too poor to enable us to name

it for certain. The shrub is Sophora (Edwardsia)

grandiflora var. microphylla.—/^. B. Lycaste Barring-

toniEe.

Notice to Leave : W. There is no established

custom that we know of. If you are paid weekly, you

must give, or take, a week's notice, unless there is an
agreement between you and your employer to the con-

trary. In agreements a month's notice on either side

is usually agreed upon.

Palm Roots Diseased : Geo. Walker. The large

white patches on the roots of your Livistonia are not

due to fungus agency. Under the microscope they

are seen as a protrusion of the cellular tissue, which is

in a very diseased state.

CoMMUNirATioNS RECEIVED.— Subscriber, Dublin.—A. F. S-

—J ScoU (next week).—A Carse o' Gowric Man.—G. Dodd-

-G. B.^-j. M. H.— F. F.—B.

Michael's in tine condition, the fruit ranging from 3 lb.

to 6 lb. each, Thos. Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

COVEl^T GARDEN, January 28.

A moderate amount of business current just now.

Supply good, both home-grown and Continental, the

latter including salading from Paris, and good Easter

Beurri^ Pears in considerable quantities. We have also

received a very heavy consignment of Pines from St.

Apples, per J^-sieve

Chestnuts, per bush. ]

Grapes,English, p.Ib.

— Muscats, do. ..

Lemons, per lOo
Medlars, per doz. ..

Artichokes, Fr., each o 8- .

Asparagus, English,
per bundle ..12 c-15

— French, p. bund, z o~ .

Beans. French, p. 100 6 o- .

Beet, per doz. .. 10-2
Broccoli, p. bundle,. 09-1
Erus. Sprts., p. bush. 6 o- .

Cabbages, per doz. . . 10-2
Carrots, p. bundle .. 06-0
Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-6
Celery, per bundle , . 16-2
Cucumbers, each ..40-6
Endive, per doz. .. 1 o~ a

Herbs, per bunch . . 02-0
Potatos :—Early Shaws,

Regents, 120J. ; .

Melons, each .

.

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Oranges, p. 100
Pears, p. doz.
Pine-apples, p. lb.

Walnuts, p. bush.

HorseRadish, p. bun. 30-51
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-0-
Lettuces, per doz. .. 16-..
Mushrooms, per pott. 10-2
Onions, young, bun. o 4- o (

Parsley, per bunch.. 04-0*
Parsnips, p. doz, . . 09-1*
Radishes, per bunch. 02-0.
— black. Turnip, do. . . - o i

Seakale, per bundle 1 6- 2 <

Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
Salsify, per bundle .. 16- ..

Tomatos, per doz, . . i o- 3 <

Turnips, per bundle, o fi- o <

Early Myatt's
id Early Dons,

Cut Fl

Azaleas, p. \i sprays 16-3
Camellias, 12 blooms 20-6
Carnations, 12 blooms 2 o- 4
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 03-0
Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 10-2
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12
French Lilac, p. bun. 7 6-to
Heliotropes,i2sprays 06-1
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-6

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. i 6- 3 (

— Zonal, 12 spr. o 9- 1 (

Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes .. 20-41

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 o- 6 <— French, do. . . 2 o- 3 (

Stephanotis,i2 sprays 9 0-15 <

Violets, per 12 bun. .. 20-41

Plants in Pots.

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do, • . 9 0-18 o
Chrysanthemums, do. 40-90
Cyperus, do... .. 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 12 0-30 o
— viridis, per dor. 12 0-24 o
Epiphyllums, each . . 16-36
Ficus elastica .. 16-76

Heaths, in var,, doz. 12 0-30 <

Mignonette, do. .. 4 o- 6 (

Myrtles .. do. 30-91
Pelargoniums, dble.

,

SEEDS.
London : Jan. 28.—Considerable activity has pre-

vailed during the past week in the agricultural seed

trade. All descriptions of Red Clover seed have met with

greatly increased attention, and a general advance of

values of from is. to 2s. per cwt. has been established.

Por anything choice in new English holders are particu-

larly firm in their demands. Advices received per cable
from New York describe the Clover market as exceed-

ingly strong. Alsikes and white Clovers keep steady.

A good trade has sprung up for Trefoil seed, and rates

have increased fully _^2 per ton; in fact, nearly all the

articles dealt in on our market now realise more money.
Foreign spring Tares in especial show a rapid and re-

markable rise of several shillings per quarter. Extreme
scarcity is the explanation of the unusually high cur-

rencies now ruling. For large Scotch Gores we have a
good inquiry. Rape seed, being in short supply, still

tends upwards. The demand for Mustard seed is now
somewhat less sluggish. White Millet seed is dearer,

and meets with larger consumption, on account of the

extravagant cost of Canary seed. Higher quotations for

foreign Italian come to hand from the other side. John
Shaw 5f Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, E.G.

CORN.
On Monday at Mark Lane on Monday all classes of

produce were greatly affected by the weather, and trade

was dull. In \Vheat, prices underwent a further reduc-

tion, amounting in some cases to 2s. per quarter. Barley

was from is. to 2s. cheaper on the week. Malt was

without appreciable change from Monday last. Rather

higher rates were occasionally given for really sound
Oats. Maize was fully is. lower on the week. In

Beans and Peas holders submitted to a fall of is. per

quarter ; and the quotations for flour were in favour of

the bu>ers. Canary seed, eagerly sought after, advanced
to ^12 per quarter.—The market was somewhat firmer

on Wednesday, but Wheat did not recover. Barley was
difficult to move, and but little business was done in

malt. In Oats, slightly higher rates were asked for

sound descriptions. Maize was dull, and Beans and
Peas sold quietly at Monday's rates. Flour was steadier,

but not higher.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending Jan. 23 :—Wheat, 43J. gd. ; Bariey, 45r. 3;/. ;

Oats, 2gj. ?>d. For the corresponding week in 1874 :—
Wheat, 63J. 3f/. ; Barley, 46J. 51/. ; Oats, zjs. lod.

POTATOS.

The arrivals of Potatos to the Borough and Spital-

fields markets are on a moderate scale, and the trade is

very slow, at the following quotations:—Regents, 85J.

to 115^. per ton ; Victorias, looj. to 125J. ;
flukes, 120J.

to 135-^., rocks, 60s. to 755.— Last week's imports into

London consisted of 20,893 bags from Antwerp, 2271

bags and 508 tons from Dunkirk, 319 bags from Rotter-

dam ; III tons Dahoust, 316 bags Ghent, 1065 sacks Bou-

logne, 3 bags Brussels, and i bag from Ostend.

COALS.

NEW DWARF SILVER-VARIEGATED
GERANIUM, "LITTLE TROT."—This very distinct

Geranium was raised by Mr. Davis, The Cemetery, Maidstone,
and is placed in W. Pollen's hands for distribution. The dwarf,
compact-branching habit of this variety, and its broad, clear

white margin, will make it invaluable for edging or panel work.
Its average height is about 6 inches. The flowers arc a deep
scarlet. It has been admired by all who have seen it, and re-

ceived a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural
Society, August 29, 1874. W. P. can highly recommend this

Geranium as being one of the most distinct and useful varieties

of its class yet offered. It will be sent out the first week in

May, 1875. Price 25. 6d. each, 2^5. per dozen ; the usual
discount to the Trade. Orders are now being booked, and will

be sent out in rotation at the above date.

WILLIAM POTTEN, Camden Nursery, Sissingburst,
Staplehurst, Kent.

Six Beautiful Orchids, 213.

FOR WINTER and SPRING FLOWER-
ING no class of plants can compete with Orchids, their

culture being extremely easy, and the flowers very lasting.

The above are of distinct varieties, and are sent package and
delivery free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or
Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Graceful Palms, 21g.

EALTHY YOUNG PLANTS, to grow on
for Table decoration, and will be ready in about six

; or fit for immediate use, including many choice and
re kinds, 635., 84.1., and lofir.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Flowering Stove Plants, 21s.,

TNCLUDING ANTHURIUM SCHER-
J- ZERIANUM, ALLAMANDA CHELSONI, and
other equally fine sorts, in nice plants. Package and delivery
free to London on receipt of Post Office Cr k r o: Cheque.

J. H, LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

H
ery

Twelve Ornamental Foliage Plants, 21s

,

INCLUDING many of the finest and newest
varieties of ALOCASIAS, MARANTAS, CROTONS,

&c., well established, clean, and healthy plants, to grow on for

specimens. Pack.ige and delivery free to London on receipt of
Post Office Order or Cheqne.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

At Monday's market the price of house coals gave

way IS. per ton. Quietness characterised Wednesday's

transactions, with no further change in prices.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be ftirnished at

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weepin.g, 6 to lo feet stems, .good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2'/ to 4 feet.

E.\otic and Vau.ihall Nurseries, Canterbury.

Surplus Nursery Stock.

THOMAS PERKINS offers the following,
being e.\tra fine, well-rooted, transplanted stuff ;—

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA, 12 to 18 inches.

LAURELS, Portugal, 12 to 18 inches.

PRIVET, Evergreen, i^ to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, i to I'A foot, and 1'/ to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN, fine transplanted, of sizes.

LIMES, Standard.
OAKS, English.
MAPLE, Norivay, and
BIRCH, Silver.

Samples and prices on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton.

NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, Christie's Self-Protecting Late "White. — This
valuable Broccoli has been raised by Mr. Christie of
Aswarby, and is pronounced by all who have seen it as the
finest self-protecting late Broccoli in cultivation. See
Testimonials, Sold only in sealed packets, i^. 6d. each.

BORECOLE, Variegated Triple-curled, extra selected.—This
stock includes all the best varieties for decorative purposes,

for garnishing, the embellishment of the flower garden and
the dinner-table. Price 6rf. and is. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Roseberry, extra selected.—Price

CELERY, Dixon's X L Red.—A very strong grower, early,

hardy, remarkably solid and crisp. Has obtained a First

Prize wherever exhibited during last season, and is acknow-
ledged to be a very decided acquisition. Price zs. 6d. per

CELERY,' Dixon's Mammoth White.—The best White extant.

Price 6d. and is. per packet.

CUCUMBER, Burnett's Perfection.—Growing from 24 1030
inches long, fine flavour and very productive. Price i.j. 6d.

per packet.
CUCUMBER, Rollisson's Telegraph.—True, handsome, and

very prolific. Price is. per packet.
LETTUCE.—Dixon's Champion Green Cos still maintains its

well-known reputation as being the largest and most
delicious Lettuce in cultivation. Price 6d. and js. per packet.

PEA, Dixon's Yorkshire Hero.—My stock of ihis magnificent

variety of the wrinkled Marrow is grown from the original

stock introduced by me a few years ago. It is exceedingly
prolific, having as many as sixty or seventy pods on a single

stem. The Pea, of a most delicious Marrowfat (lavour, is

fourteen days earlier than Veiich's Perfection, and with-

stands the effects of mildew better than any other variety.

Price IS. 6d. per quart.

TURNIP, Silver Ball.—A superb white, solid root, fine shape,

flesh tender and delicious ; very select stock. Price is. per

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, The Yorkshire Seed
Establishment, 57, Queen Street, and 75, 76, and 77, High
Street, Hull.
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and best varieties—

PLANTING SEASON
LARCH. SCOTCH KIR, ENGLISH OAK, and all olhcr

Forest Trees.

QUICK, ami all fil.M- TI. .1 -r l'l:,nls.

COVKRT PLAN I iv

FRUIT TREK- Hk: best and most esteemed

ROSES. .StandaiJ , 1ia..i1.,, ilic i.eivcs

100.000 to select from.
VINES, all the leading varieties in 2000 well ripened canes for

fniitinfl in pots and for planting out.

EVERGREENS in great variety, including large quantities of

all the choicest Hollies. &c.
CONIFERS, including Picea Nordmanniana. &c.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and Plants of all sorts.

*•' The whole in very great quantity and stout vigorous

condition, with fine roots for safe removal.

Priced LIST and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

itiT The "Newton" Nurseries .are within eight minutes'

walk, by the new road, from the Chester Railway Station.

Planting Season —Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with

well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of

more than sooo of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES. OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS. 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES. 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR. CANADENSIS NOVA, iS to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

Notice to the Trade.

PULLINGFORD'S MAGNUM BONUM
V^' PEA (Cnlhush «: S^m's).

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are sending out this well proved
thoroughly first-class Pea, in sealed packets only.

t,)uarts, 2^. tid, \ pints, \s. 6d. Trade price on application.

Firms wJio have received a sii/>fiiy tius Season :—
Messrs. Hawcroft & Watkins, 14, Tavistock Row, Covent

Garden, W.C.
Messrs. Hurst & Son. 6. Leadenhall Street, E.G.
Messrs Bolton & Co.. Wood Green. N.
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, W.
Messrs. H. Clarke & Son, 39, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson S: Son. St. John's Wood, N. W.
Messrs Harrison ,>i S,,n, Leicester.

Messrs. Sti'AKt ,t Mil-;. K.K.,. N.B.
Mr. Edward Tavi..!.-, M,,li..n

Mr. R. Conli K. 1, . I l.;et Su .el. E.C.
Mr. B. S. Williams. Upper Uulliiway. N.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

FOR SALE, in consequence of a death, at a
very low price, the following, viz.:—

600 good strong STRAWBERRY PLANTS, for forcing-
Keen's Seedling and Sir C. Napier.

400 dozen GERANIUMS, for bedding.
A few ORCHIDS and STOVE PLANTS.
100 dozen ECHEVERIA SECUNDA and SEMPERVIVUM,

good large plants.

600 dozen rai.xed kinds of BEDDING PLANTS.
A few strong FRUITING PINES (Queens).
A good stock of CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, and

PELARGONIUMS.
Apply to Mr. H. DOWNING, Mickleham, near Dorking,

NEW JAPANESE FRUIT, ORCHIDS,
LILIES, AMARYLLIS, &c.—Our first consignment of

Japanese Orchids is in excellent condition, including Aerides
japonicura, Calanthe Sieboldi, Angraicum falcatum, Goodyera
japonica, &c. : also the new fruit, the Persimmon, in the four
best varieties of Japan : also Lilies— L. auratum. very fine, and
many rare sorts ; Peruvian Bulbs and Amaryllis in excellent
condition. A few Bulbs left of the scarce and beautiful
Lilium neil,gherense.

CATALOGUES can now be had.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion
Walk, Colchester.

Rare Opportunity.
NEW and VERY SCARCE TREE FERN SPORES from

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND.

JH. LEY, having just receiveti an importa-
• tion from his Collector, can supply good packets, with

directions for sowing and rearing, at 35. dd , 5s. , and ts, 6d.

The fronds from which three sorts have been obtained are
new species, the other four sorts are Cyathea dealbata (silver).

C. medullaris. Alsophiia McArthuri, Dicksonia fibrosa, and a
small quantity of Dicksonia squarrosa. Should be sown now to
obtain nice plants before autumn..

J. H. LEY. Royal Nursery. London Road, Croydon.
N.B.—Twelve choice PALM SEEDS, in distil 5S-

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street. Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot : flowers much larger than in
the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Erecta and horizontalis, separate or mixed, is. and 2S. 6d.
per packet.

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.—Fine variety from the
Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful
climber. 15. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize slrain.-Seed saved from
one of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 61/, per

DOUBLE PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.

Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Ofiice Order.
Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and

FLOWER SEEDS.

Mc

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CAT TELL v/'ah the greatest

confidence recommends the following, which have received

a First-class Certificate :—
ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6s. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell) price 4*. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 4s. per 7 lb.

The Set 121. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeners

Chronicle for January 9. 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.

Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and
SON. 6. Leadenhall Street. E.C.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

T O T H
TEA ROSES, in pots.

''^HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, fii

T R

pla

A D E.

Man

bWARF-TRAlNED PEARS, leading sorts. i8s. per dozen,

BLACK HAMBURGH VINES, strong, well-ripened canes,

4^. each : extra strong fruiting canes, 6s. each.

HOLLYHOCKS, named varieties, autumn-struck plants,

'"CARN-VITONS and PICOTEES, fine plants, and select

named varieties, -jos. per 100 pair.

Cash prices.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down, Bristol.

/^LADIOLI. — All the First Prizes, for
VT Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal

Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELW.IY and son,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the

United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the varieties worth growing,

with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to applicants.

Selections left to us, 25 for 215., 25 for 42J., 25 for 63^., 25 for

Blooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the

choicest varieties, ioo.r. per 100.

The Royal Nurseries. Lan.gport, Somerset.

sURPLUS STOCK of the following to be
sold cheap :

—
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and LANUGINOSA.
IVIES, Variegated, in pots.

BAYS, Sweet, well rooted, 2« feet.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA. bushy, 6 to 12 inches.

CUPRES3US LAWSilNIANA. 4 to g feet.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA. 5 to 7 feet.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 1 to 4 feet.

ROSES. Climbing, extra strong.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA.
HEATHS, hardy, best varieties.

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORU.M and PR.iCO.X,
a mass of bloom-buds.

AZALEAS. Indian, in .gre.at variety-

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, CNEORUM, and
MAJOR.

RHUBARB ROOTS, Linnausand Victoria, strong.

For prices. &c.. apply to

ISAAC DAVIES. Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

s ELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.
BROCCOLI — Witty's Conqueror, the best late Broccoli in

cultivation : has always stood the severest winters without
injury. Price is. 6a. per packet.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Scrymger's, extra selected. Price

1^. per ounce.
CELERY— Laing's Mammoth Red (true), the finest and best

Red Celery in cultivation. Price 6d. and i^. per packet.

CELERY—Wright's Grove Red, an excellent variety. Price
IS. per packet.

CAULIFLOWER—Veitch's A
variety is perfectly distinct

per packet,

PEA—Burnell's ^^llket Gardener; a most desirable P
earlier than Laxton's Supreme, and not so tall, more p
lific : pods well filled, eight to ten Peas in each. Pr
2^. dd. per quart.

BEANS— Sir Joseph Paxton. dwarf French : one of the carii

and best in cultivation. Price 1^. 6d. per quart.

N.B.—Priced CATALOGUES may be had, post free,

application to

WITTY AND SON, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Cottingha
Hull.

O S E P H SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge
, Tansley, near Matlock, begs to ofl'er

ASH, I to lyi foot, 14J.: i\i to 2 feet, iSs.; Mountain, i\i to 2

feet, 18s.: 2 to 3 feet, 225.: 3 to 4 feet, 2-js.: 6 to 8 feet. 8oj.; 8 to

10 feet. 120J. BEECH, r to 1% foot, 181.; I'/i to 2 feet, 2W :

2 to 3 feet. 30S. BIRCH. 5 to 6 feet. looi. CHESTNUT,
H<3rse, 3 to 4 feet, 50s.; 4 to 5 feet, 805. ELM, i}4 to 2 feet,

I2S. ; 2 to 3 feet, tZs. ; Scotch, 1^ to 2 feet, 20J. : 2 to 2^ feet,

25i ; 3 to 4 feet, 30J. LIMES, I to 1% foot, 35s. ; 2 to 3 feet.

60s : 3 to 4 feet. 8oj. : 4 to 5 feet. loos. MAPLE, Norway. 2 to

3 feet, 30J. : 4 to 5 feet, 405.; 8 to 10 feet, looj. ACER
NFGUNDO, t to 1% foot, 12.!.: 1% to 2 feet, lis. PINUS
AUSTRIACA, t to i'4 foot, rss.; I'A to 2 feet, 20s ; 2 to 3
feet, 30s.: 5 to 4 feet, 100s. POPLAR. Italian, s to 6 feet,

50J. ; Ontario, 2 to 3 feet, 20i. ; 4 to 5 feet, 35J.; 5 to 6 feet,

60s.: 6 to 8 feet, toos. WILLOW. Bedford. I'A to 2 feet. 15,1.;

2 to 3 feet, iHs.; 3 to 4 feet. 25J. : 4 to 5 feet, 305.; 6 to 8 feet.

60s.; 8 to 10 feet. 8oi. SYCAMORE. 4 to sfeet, 35^.; 5 to 6
feet, 60s.; 6 to 8 feet, loos. SPRUCE, t to ij< foot, 12J. ; 2 to

2'/^ feet, 25J. ; 2^ to 3^2 feet, 40s.; 3 to 4 feet, 7J. per too.

QUICK. 2-yr., transplanted, 8s, ARBOR-VIT/E, I'A to 2

feet, 60s.; 2 to 3 feet, 80s.: 3 to 4 feet, 120S. ; 4 to 5 feet, 150s.;

5 to 6 feet, 250s. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 9 to .2 inches,

zo.t.: I to i;; foot, 30s. TREE BOX, i to I'/i foot, 50s.

LAUREL. 9 to 15 inches. 30s.; i to ly. foot. 40J, RHODO-
DENDRONS. &c. LIST of General Stock free.

Special Offer to Noblemen, Gentlemen, the Trads,
And OTHERS engaged in PLANTING.

WITTY AND SON have the following
cheap FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNA-

MENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS to ofter, which are all fine

transplanted stuft :

—

,. Mountain, 8 to to feet, 20s. per 100.

Weeping, fine, 18s to 24s. per di

A ^mD L* , ,„ . faSYCAMORE, I
feet.

. per
15'. per 6 feet.

WILLOW, Kilmarnock, i8s. to 24s. per dozen.

., American, fine, izs. to 42s. per dozen.

LABURNUM. 5 to 6 feet. 20s. per 100.

ARBOR-VIT^. American, 5 to 6 feet, 6oj. per too ; 6 to

7 feet, 80s. per too.

„ Siberian, 3 to 4 feet, 50s. per too.

LAUREL, Portug.al, 2^4 to 3 feet, 50s. per too; 3 to 4 feet,

65s. per 100.

YEW, Irish, 3 to 4 feet, 60s. per 100.

.. Common, 2j^ to 3 feet, 60s. per too

LIGUSTRU.M JAPONICUM, 2 to 2!^ feet. 50s. per too.

HOLLY. Common. iH to 2 feet, 50s. per 100.

BERBERIS DARWINII, 3 to 4 feet, 75s. per 100.

LAURU.STINUS, in pots, 50s. to 75s. per 100.

IVY. variegated, in variety, 12 to t8 inches, 12s. per dozen.

PEARS. Pyramid, fine fruiting trees, 75s. to loos. per too.

APPLES, do., do., 755. to loos. per 100.

PLUMS, do., do., 751. to loos. per .00.

CHERRIES, do., do., toos. per 100.

CURRANTS. Black. 10s. per 100. 90s. per 1000.

GOOSEBERRIES, sorts, 101. per 100. 90s. per 1000.

QUICKWOOD, 12 to i3 inches, los. 6d. per 1000 ; 18 inches

to 2 feet, 16s. per 1000 : 2 to -2% feet, 2Ss. per looo.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC POTATOS, true. .£7 per ton.

CATALOGUES may be had free on applu ' -
WIITY AND SON. 'ihe Nn s. Cottingha , Hull.

To the Trade.

HOLLIES, transplanted, good stout stuff,

moved last year, healthy, and beautifully rooted, 50s.

YEWS, ditto, ditto, ditto, 50s. per 1000. [per 1000.

BERBERIS DARWINII. i-yr., 2as. per 1000.

,, „ bushy, r to 2 feet, los, per roo.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA, i-yr., 6s. per 1000.

.. .. FASCICULARIS HYBRIDA. i-yr.. 10.L per 1000.

PINUS .\USTR1ACA, i to 2 feet, stout, twice transplanted,

,, LARICIO, true, i to 2 feet, thrice moved, 8s. per 100.

HAZEL, stout, transplanted, i)i to 2 feet, 30s. per 1000.

ACACIA, quartered. 5 to 6 feet. 20s. per loo.

LABURNUM, quartered, 5 to 6 feet, 20s. per 100.

ROSES. Cabbage, on own roots, strong, ly. per too.

,, common Moss, 20s. per 100.

,, H.P. Baroness Rothschild, dwarf, very fine, 501. per too

other good sorts, 35s. to 40s. per 100.

,, Standards, best known kinds. 85s. per 100.

PINUS INSIGNIS. 1!^ foot, stout, moved last sprin;

I fool, do., 25s. per i

t, .OS. per too.

5 feet, very

EXCELSA, 1 foot, do., 25s. per 100. [per 1

PR1VE:T, lapan,
ARBOR-VIT.'E, A

plants, 50s. per 100.

ROSES, Climbing, of sorts, 20s. per roo.

RIBES, Scarlet, and others, 2 feet, 20s. per too.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, very strong, with stems, 20s. p. too.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, nice shaped plants, being

grown singly on the ground, i to 2 feet, 30s. per 100 ; these

were moved in spring of last year.

PEARS, Williams' Bon Chre'tien, strong Standard, lOos. per ico.

PLUMS, strong Standard. 75s. to loos. per 100.

ROSES, Half-standard, fine, 65s. to 75s. per 100,

GEORGE GRAY AND SON,
Nurseries. Erox. Chertsey. Surrey.

In Liquidation.
GUILDFORD NURSERY. WHITFIELD, near DOVER.

THE TRUSTEE of the ESTATE of
Mr. C. F. BURBRIDGE. Nurserv.man (in liquida-

tion by arrangement), desires to inform Gentlemen about to

plant, and the Trade, that in order to effect a speedy clearance

of the well grown and thriving

NURSERY STOCK,
comprising over ro,ooo healthy SLandard, Pyramid, and Trained

Fruit Trees ; 30,000 Forest Trees, of sorts ; 25,000 thriving

Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs and Conifera2, including fine

specimens of Wellingtonia gigantea, Deodara, &c , choice

variegated Hollies ; 8000 Scotch, Spruce, and Larch Firs :

1500 Ornamental Trees of the choicest and rarest species ; 9000

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes ; 3000 Raspberry Canes ; 4000

Fruit Stocks : 8000 Dwarf and Standard Roses, including

many of the latest varieties : 5000 Manetti Stocks ; 2000 Shrubs,

Ivies and Creepers in pots, Herbace-ms Plants. &c- ; also the

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including Exotic Ferns, Camellias, Azaleas, Primulas, Cine-

rarias, Cyclamen, Genistas. Heaths, Arums, Libonias, Solanumf,

Fuchsias, Geraniums, Foliage Plants, &c. ; 10,000 Bedding

Plants, 1000 Myosotis, 500 Roses in pots, a fine collection of

Tricolor Geraniums, &c. He is prepared to Sell the same
By PRIVATE TREATY,

in large or small quantities, at greatly reduced prices.

To all those about to plant this Sale ofl^ers an exceptional

opportunity, as the Stock cannot be surpassed cither for variety

For prices apply to Mr.

Au , Ne r.ridg , Do

THE HANDSOMEST SEED CATALOGUE
^ e^ Ml EVER PUBLISHED. ^'^3^

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE for AMATEUR
GARDENERS-Spring, 1875.

Now ready^ price \s. po^t free. Gratis to Customers.

A thoroughly practical and comprehensive Guide for the

Amateur or professional Gardener, containing a select Li-st of

choice Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds ; ninety-six pages of

beautifully illustrated letterpress, with complete directions fur

the successful management of the Kitchen and Flower Garden
throughout the year ; also two superbly finished coloured plates.

The whole in an illuminated cover of the most exquisite design

and workmanship.
The London Review says—" This is the most beautiful

garden catalogue we have ever seen, the coloured illustrations

are inimitable. Messrs. Daniels, the eminent seed growers, may
justly feel proud in issuing such a complete and truly valuable

catalogue as this, which will enhance the high reputation they

have already so deserved ly gained." ^
DANIELS BBOi?HERS, Seed Growers,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT.
V- - NORWICH.
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Wheelers'
Little Book

FOR i875.

" The Catalogue of Seeds sold by J. C. Wheeler & Son, of

Gloucester, appears to us to deserve notice, because of the stand

which its authors make, in common with ourselves and others,

against the useless incomprehensible seed lists of the day. In

this, as in all matters of taste, there will be a difference of

opinion as to the relative qualities of varieties : yet the mass of

buyers who have no fancies, but who disHke being perplexed,

and are satisfied with what is excellent, will greatly prefer a

Short Select Seed List to an interminable labyrinth of names,

which, for the most part, represent nonentities or rubbish.

Messrs. Wheelers' ' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy

their expectations."

The above was written by that eminent authority, Dr. Lind-

ley, twenty years ago ; we still adhere to our original plan of

keeping the lists of the different varieties as short and select as

possible, 50 that an order given almost at random from our

Catalogue will secure something good and select.

It has grown, however, until it is almost a misnomer to call it

a " Little Book," but this growth has been principally and

gradually effected by the number of illustrations we intro-

Our neW edition for 1S75, for instance, contains eight beiuti

fully coloured drawings of the newest and choicest

of Calceolaria, Cineraria, Cyclan
Primula, and double Zinnia, dra

ington G. Smith expressly for

eight coloured drawings, it

tions, and much descriptive ma
great improvement on all previoi:

It abounds with cultural hints and instructions, and is got up

expressly for our numerous customers throughout the kingdom,

to whom it is sent gratis. Afew extra copies are printed, which

may be obtained on application, post free, for dd. each.

n, Mimulus, Pansy, Petunia,

n from nature by Mr. Worth
ur book. In addition to the

ninety-two other illustri

er ; so that altogether it is a

editions.

J. 0. WHEELER & SON,

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

RTIZANS
COLLECTIONS "CHOICE
yEG£TABLE&FLOWER

^ SEEDS.:
^

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Price for a Single Collection . . o-s. 6d.

Per dozen—.r. d.

For I dozen and under 5 dozen Collections . , 28 o
For 5 ,

, and , , 10 ,

,

,

,

. . 27 o

For 10 , , and , , 20 ,

,

,

,

. . 26 o

For 20 ,, and over .. .. .. ,, 25 o

One dozen packets a?id upwards sent Carriage Free

to any Station in England.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Price for a Single Collection . , u. 6d.

Per dozen— s. d.

For I dozen and under 5 dozen Collections .

.

17 6

For 5 ,, and ,, 10 ,, ,, ., 17 o
For 10 ,, and ,, 20 ,, ,, .. 16 6
For 20 and over 150

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

6. Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N IT RO- P H O S P HATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.

C/M;r;niia—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.
Mmmging Birectrpr—JAMES ODAMS.

Sub-Manager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.
Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 185s) .

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to ROBERT NEAL,
Nurseryman and Contractor, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outHved many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, zs., 3.?., and ro.s. (id.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

"OICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
X\i HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most
PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined with COMPLETE
PROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON.

GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS
FROM

SELECTED STOCKS.

CATALOGUES for 1875
NOW READY.

THE LAWSOI SEED & lUESEEY COIPAI
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.,
AND

GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.

!<

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING,

Superb

New Mignonette,

Prizetaker.

THE UNIVERSAL

PLANT

FOR 1875.

Price per ounce on

application.

For Pot, Vase,

Open Ground Culture

Unrivalled.

SEALED PACKETS !

DIRECTIONS

FOR

CULTURE,

Post free, 30 Stamps,

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SEED MERCHANT,
BOROUGH END, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.
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ET. ARCHER'S « FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c., &c. ,„„,
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and

Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO " NETTING. 2 yards wide, li. ^. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . k. lorf. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3^- io</. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo."
Stanstead and lirockley Roads. Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and

of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.-REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

ARDEN REQUISITES.—Tobacco-paper,
Powder, Insecticides, Raffia, Labels, Tools, Bouquet-

papers, and Fancy Goods of every description, at lowest prices.

POOI.EY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C.
N,B.— P. & Cii.'s new Priced LIST is now ready. A copy

will be sent, post free, on receipt of Trade Card.

CANTHARIKOPHO.
COCKROACH AND BEETLE POISON.

Destroys Rats and Mice.

Sold evcrpvhere in Tin Boxes. By post, 15. 311'. and t.r. io</. each.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
Manufacturer of TERRA COITA VASES, FOUN-

TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withst.and frost, and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Roy.al Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, "jd, each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

U S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. looi. : PETERS-
BURG. 60J. and 80^. : superior close Mat, 45J. sctf. , and 55J. ;

PACKING MATS, 201., 30s., and 35^. per 100: and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS,
Importei

the only
consequenc; of Mais ill London, have,

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed thei

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.-ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of evci'V class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. 'ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Clarden. W.C, Importers of ARCH-

ANGEL and all kinds of ST. PETERSUURG MATS,
RAKtA FIHKE, &c. Tanned GARDEN NETTING,
Tarred TWINES, TIFFANY, &c., .always in stock.

N.B.—Special terms for large buyers.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at i.f. 6(/. per bottle— is. \od. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO., Norwich.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles,

jrA^tj

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

By Appointment to, and Under the Distinguished
PATRONAGE of, HER MAJESTY.

METALLIC

1HE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great dur.ability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited
'for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little room, and, once put
down incur no further
labour or expense, as do

" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Art1lici.il Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Read, Chelsea, S.W.: Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL ^PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any R.ailway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rocke
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at loi

N.l
CO.

A lil

Addresses see above,
icuted by Rail or to Wharves.
lUnt to the Trade.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS.

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchmenti
4 inches long, 3^. tti. per looo. or 3ar. per lo.ooo : if eyeleted,

4^. per looo. Vellum Cartridge. 4 inches long, 3^. per
ro.ooo. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Post.age Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO.. Label Works. Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements

for

for

The above Labels—which have just be

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a

adopted for the

^hite Metal, with

s, and are of various shapes and

sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

St ratford-on-Avon.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \d, per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a

Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiflany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C, WRIGHT, 20. Lime Street. E.G., late 376, Strand, W.C.

Garden Wall Wiring.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace. Netting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to' call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as

being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be

used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal Ime

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,

it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired

on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system

being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and ConservatoryWirework.
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fendng, &c., maybe had on application

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS
WHITFFRIARS STRFET, LONDON EC

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTINO HYDRAULIC RAM
Tl s useful Self act ng Apparatus which works day and night w thout need ng attention w 11 raise water

to any height or distance without cost for labour or mot ve po ver where a few feet fall can be obta ned and is

suited for supplying Public or Pn\ate Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

Mo. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Powtr. [Gardens, &c.

Vo. 46,2. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Mo. 49a'. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

"Jo. 50 and Sifi. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description,

^o. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.
No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Worlt for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES-
VATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS.
lYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &o., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates /urnisked.

ILLUSTRATED OATALOOUES CAN BE HAD ON AFFLIOATIOH.
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Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards,
SurERIOR QUALITV. GALVANISED AFTER MaDE.

NEW PATTERN %vith Diagonal Stays.

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide ; 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included with each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
Prices of Materials.

Per dozen—.j i
Galvanised Raidis&enrs for tightening the wires (one

required for each line of wire) .. .. .. . 40
Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts (two required for each

hneofWire) .. .. .20
Galvanised Wall Eyes 06

Galvanised Wire, is., is. 6d., and 3^. per 100 yards

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the abo e and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical princ pies
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 20s. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. J. THOSCAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Messrs, J. B. Brown & Co.'s

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.
THE MEDAL FOR MERIT

At ike Vienna Universal Exhibition^ i873j

Was awarded
to Messrs J B
Brown & Co

,

for " excellence
and perfection
in material and

Prices per Lineal
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J. G. SMEATON & CO.,

Horticultural Architecta and Builders,

HOT. WATER AND STEAM-HEATING

ENGINEERS, &'c.,

HARV/OOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

fi/ans and Esiiviaiesfor every Description o/ Horticultural

Structure. Consultaiious in ail parts of the Kingdom.

HEATING AND VENXrLATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

STEVEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, h.-is proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectiial, and Lasting IJoiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER. Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

TIE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAM
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every ARriciillural County in England.
For pariiculars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Corn hill. London. E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

GEORGE'S yATENrCALORIGEN,
Warming and Ventilating Small

Conservatories.

COAL CALORIGEN,
If: 6j.

Height, 36 inches : dia-

OAS CALORIGEN.

Height, 28 inches ; dia-
inches.

ely
xcluded from the Conser-
'alory, while a constant
itream of warmed, not

luced. The "Coal Stove"
smallest

- -- of Fuel

—

2tl. per
average cost. It will be found very valuable

ri^the Nursery^or Sick Room, Damp Buildings, Conservatories,
(DepartmentExhibited at the Exhibit!

of Scientific Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimc

y F. EARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen
This Stove introduces a strong

burnt) fresh

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).
Seep. 666, i^y^,Gardeners CI '

"

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Bi

•iclc.

PATENT -EXCELSIOR'

;ham, 1872).

BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPITVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Street, Cheapside,
urrent of warmed

E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1S56.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
ILLIAM H. HONEY'S

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
To Burn Kerosene or any mineral oil.

They will burn for twenty-four hours
at a cost of one penny for three hours.
They require no attention beyond

replenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses.
. bed-r , &c.

They will not injure the most tendei
r are they in any way
the health.

Prices, in block tin, 30^. ; in copper,
Copper, with gla.ss, to give light

and heat, 55^. Either will be sent on
"ptofPost-ofTice Order.

To be seen in operation at

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET. W.

Catalogue free. No agents appointed.

THE COWAN COMPENSATING HEATING COMPANY. LIMITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's valuable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE
1. In moat Cases it SAVES tte ENTIRE COST of FUEL.
2. The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any

other System.

SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
I

3. No Night Attendance is required.

4. There is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced.

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen

in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby ; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,

the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart. ; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones

Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :—
" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in

use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided

success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will

prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your
Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return

; by the

old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. 1 find our chatk is of an inferior

quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating
Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBURY, BANK, LONDON, E.C.
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SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d., Post Free 4cl.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

Office : 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London

Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1874.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and

HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 'id., Post Free i,d.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

OR SALE.—Five Volumes of the " GAR-
DENERS' CHRONICLE" of the years 1870 10 1874,

All Ihorotighly clean nnd in perfect condition. — Address to

]J. J., Mr. Phipps, 37, Star Alley, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

New .and Enlarged Edition now ready, price i^., post-free,

PERMANENT PASTURES, by M. H.
Sutton, F.R.H.S., &c., Reading ; a Practical Work on

Laying Down Land to Permament P.astiire, and on the Improve-

ment of Grass Lands. To which is added an Original Treatise

on Cultivated Grasses and Clovers, by Sutton & Sons, Illus-

trated with Engravings and a Coloured Geographical Map.
London : LONGMANS and CO.

Inst publi.shed, the Second Volume (in 4to oblong, handsomely
bound) of the Work entitled

LES PLANTES ORNAMENTALES a
FEU1LL4GE PANACHE et COLORE (The Orn.i-

mental Plants with V.ariegated and Coloured Foliage), published

by Ai.EXis Dalliere. It contains thirty Plates, twenty-five

of which are splendidly Chromolithographed. Price i6j. per

Volume, payable in advance, or on delivery, A few copies

of the first Volume are still in hand.
Subscriptions received by the Editor, ALEXIS DALLIERE,

Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium ; or by Messrs. R. SILBERRAD
and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Maimder's Popular Treasnrleg.
Price 6s. each ivork.

Each " Treasury" complete in One compact Volume, fcap. 8vo,

of about 900 pages, comprising about 1800 columns of very

legible type. Price 6^. cloth, or QS. 6(i. bound in calf

Cheaper Editions, thoroughly revised.

LINDLEY and MOORE'S TREASURY of
BOTANY, or Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable

Kingdom : with =o Steel Plates .and 274 Woodcuts. In Two

AUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITE-
RARY TREASURY, -with 1000 New Articles by J. Y.M

Jou

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREA-
SURY, corrected and extended by the Rev. G. W.

Cox, M.A. Price 6s.MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL
HISTORY; a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature-

Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of GEO-
GRAPHY, Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and

Political. Price 61.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOW-
LEDGE and LIBRARY of REFERENCE. Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of BIO-
GRAPHY, reconstructed by W. L. R. Gates. Price 61.

AYRE'S TREASURY of BIBLE KNOW-
LEDGE. With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.

-,6s.

London: LONGMANS . I CO.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHlilRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BURVENICH, E. Pvnaekt, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of Jhe Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

'

Price One Shilling,

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST.
Each Number contains Two Coloured Plates.

Contents of the Febbuary Number :

—

Two New Show Pelargoniums. Coloured Plate.

Culture of Wall Fruits. Chapter I. By Mr. J. Cox.

Schizostylis coccinea. By Mr. W. Denning.
Solanum humile. By Mr. H. Knight.
The Cucumber Disease. Illustrated.

Vriesia splendens. By Mr. J. W. Laurence.

High-Priced Meat—Fruit to the Rescue. By Mr.
D. T. Fish.

Garden Work for February. By Mr. G. Westland,
Mr, J. Powell, and Mr, W. Earley,

Late Pears, By Mr, M, Saul,

Souvenir du Congrfes Pear, Coloured Plate,

New Peas. By Mr. J. Webster,
Seasonable Remarks on Florists' Flowers. Illustrated.

The New Fruits of 1874.

The Effects of, the late Frost. By Mr. J. Clark.

New Pear-shaped Melon. Illustrated.

Garden Gossip. Illustrated.

Obituary,
Published Monthly, is., with Two Coloured Plates. A New

Volume just commenced.
London : 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

A Second Edition, price 6d., of the January Number of

THE GARDENER, a Monthly Magazine of
Horticulture and Floriculture, will be published next

week. Edited by David Thomson, Author of" Handy Book
of the Flower Garden," "A Practical Treatise on the Culture

of the Pine-apple," " Handy Book of Fruit Culture under
Glass,"

WM. BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and London.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, -which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, S.-f. per square inch, Translation in-

Ten per cent. Discount for si.x months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of R.\CES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET .and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally,

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS,
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES,
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS,
THE FASHIONS, DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCI.A.L NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M.\IL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4^/. ; Stamped, s^.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL.
London .,., Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Streeet, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr, R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol lames & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings,

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Oflices

for the use of Advertisers.

Notice.

{By Apfoiiitmcnl to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

SSI, Fleet Street; E.C.

rPHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. January 30, 187s,

Contains

—

Original Articles by upwards of 40 Contributors, including

many of the leading Farmers and Flockmasters in England,

Scotland, and Ireland. The subjects treated of are :

—

Farm Work for February—" Fluke " in Sheep—Messrs.
OllendorfTs Peruvian Guano Works (Illustrated)—Cheese-

making in Factories—February Work for Foresters—The
New Tenant-Right Bill—The Waterloo Cup—Parish Offices

—The Agricultural T enancies Bill — Rougholm and its

Shorthorns—The Labourer's Cottage, &c, A Memoir and

Portrait is given of

The Right Hon. Dr. LYON PLAYFAIR, C.B., M.P,, F.R,S.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on the Shorthorn

Herd Book-On Rearing Calves—Cobbett's looo-fold

Acclimated Indian Corn—Irish Land Act—Mr. Mechi and

Contract Work—Destitute Parents—Thick Sowing in the

Good Old Times—Beetroot for Cattle Feeding—Tenant
Right—The Rating Act—Mr, Mechi, and the Undrained

Clays of Essex—Hallett's Pedigree Cereals—Canadian

Horticultural Experience—Barley Cultivation in Canada

—

Disasters in the Argentine Republic, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

REroRTs of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, &c.

Also^
The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—Forestry—Notices of

Books—The Garden of the Farm—The Weather—Reports
of Markets, The Household—Miscellaneous—Obituary, &c.

Price 4ct. : post free, ^%d. Published by William Richards,

t the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev, J, Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new?

erected for the purpose at Chiswick, Fourth Edition,

ated.

WANTED, a PARTNER, or a FLORIST
NURSERY to be DISPOSED of, containing five new

Houses, all heated with Hot-water Pipes and stocked with the

choicest of Florist Plants for Cut Blooms, &c,: Dwelling-house"
attached. Nineteen years Lease unexpired. Distance seven

miles from London. For further particulars direct to

W. H,. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W,C.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Etablished Nursery Business,

J[
the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, Gardeners'
Chronicle OSiC^.W.C.

PARTNERSHIP (FL9RIST).—An industrious
and highly respectable Florist is willing to take a desirable

Partner (Active or Sleeping), with a view to increasing his

present satisfactory (self-made) Business, 20 miles south of
London. Purchase-money about ;£5oo.—T, M, JENKINS,
Solicitor. Board of Works, Tavistock St., Covent Garden. W.C.

To Gardeners 'Waiting for Situations.

WILLIAM WOOD AND SON have now
VACANCIES in their Nursery for TWO or THREE

GARDENERS waiting for places.—WM. WOOD AND SON,
The Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield, Susses.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, in
Surrey (about 30 miles from London) : will have three

under him. Must understand Forcing, Grapes, Conservatory,
and the General efficient Management of Gardens.—R-, Messrs,
Barr & Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden, W,C,

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Garden, a
HEAD GARDENER,—W, H, MICHAIL, Esq.,

Cholmeley Park, Highgate,

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, experienced with Vines and Stove Plants,

Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c, : one who has been in a good
single-handed place preferred. Age about 30.—Apply by letter,

stating w.ages required and all particulars, to J. S., Hall-keeper,
o, Mincing Lane, E,C.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a steady,
married Man : must understand Glass, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, also to Milk. Boy kept.—Y, Z., Bramley
Post Office. Guildford.

WANTED, a thorough GARDENER,
Single-handed ; must understand his duties in all

branches, and the Management of Stove Plants. A single man
preferred.—Apply, by letter, to D. W., Post Office, Epsom,

Leeds Bortlcultnral Gardens Company, Limited.

WANTED, a practical GARDENER to
take entire Charge of the Grounds, to act as Secretary

and Manager, and generally to carry out the objects of the
Company, as defined in their Articles of Association, Salary to

commence at ;Cioo, with house (rent and tax free).—Applica-
tions, with testimonials, to be sent to the Chairman of the
Horticultural Gardens Company, Limited, Hyde Park Road,
Leeds, on or before February 5.

WANTED, a Man and Wife, without young
children — the Man, as GARDENER, must under-

stand thoroughly a Vinery and Greenhouse ; the Wife as
LAUNDRESS, Wages together ,£80 a year, and excellent

House, -Address, Rev, C, LAWRENCE, Rectory Croft,

Darlington,

WANTED, agood UNDER GARDENER,
with a general knowledge of Gardening. Wages j6s.

per week, with lodging.— G. PECKHAM, Beech House,
Ringwood, Hants.
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WANTED, 20 miles from London, a respect-
able Couple, withoiil children—the Mall as experienced

GARDENER and FLORIST, well understanding the care of

fine Slirubs ; a good Second Gardener and Lad under him. Unex-
ceptionable character required. If understanding the manage-
ment of Land an additional man will be given.—D. V., Post

Office, Dorking, Surrey.

WANTED, in Shropshire, a WORKING
HEAD GARDENER, to take charge of a good sized

Walled Garden, small Vinery, Greenhouse, &c., with two Men
under him. Wages C^ \s. per week and a cottage rent free.

—

H. P., care of Messrs. Houghton & Co., New Bond Street,

London, W.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
Young Man, to Attend to Houses, Fires, &c. : one

that has had a little experience. No bothy or premises.

—

Apply, stating age, references, and wages expected, to E.

WILLL'^MS." F.arnborough, Banbury.

WANTED, a steady, active, young Man, as
SECOND GARDENER, to work inthe Houses.

Must be experienced in Fruit and Plant Growing. Liberal

wages given. Good references required. — R. P., Post Office,

Hyfieet, Weybridge, Surrey.

WANTED,, a SECOND GARDENER,
who has a good knowledge of the general routine of a

Garden as well as Plant Growlui; under glass.—Apply by letter,

with particulars, A. H.
, 55, Bread Street, Birmingham.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE : Man must
thoroughly imderstand Gardening, and be able to look

after Horse, Cow, &c. ; Wife to look after Poultry, Dairy, &c.

Cottage would be found.—E. F., 197, Upper Thames Street,

London, E.C.

WANTED, as FOREMAN for the Houses,
a trustworthy, energetic, common-sense young Man, not

under 24, single ; must have held a similar situation, and have
been accustomed to the Management of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, both Soft and Hard-wooded, also the Forcing of Vines,

Peaches, &c., and Gardening generally.—State full ^articul

WANTED, an INDOOR NURSERY
FOREMAN. -Must be well up in the Grafting and

Propagation of Conifers, Rhododendrons, &c. : also general

indoor Nursery Stock. Liberal wa^es will be given to an
energetic, sober man.—Apply in own hanjmiting to JOHN
KELLEFT, Wellington Nursery, Heaton Chapel. Stockport.

Foreman of Glass Dapartment,

WANTED, a Person well qualified for the
above situation : must be a man of first-class character,

well lip ill Plant-growing and Prop.agation, energetic, and a
fir^t-class S.alesman. Salary, Jiioo per annum.—Apply to Mr.
JOHN SH.WV, 20. Oxford Street. JLinchester.

I To Market Gardeners and Others.

I

^TrANTED,a\VORKING FOREMAN, ina
VV largeJIarketGarden.whereeightortenmenarekept —

J. BRAMBY, Cherry Orchard, Bestwood Park, Arnold, Nolls.

"ITTANTED, a MAN, to Grow Stove and
' T T Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Vines in pots. —

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

WANTED, a young MAN to assist in the
Houses- must have some knowledge of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.—J. GILBERT AND SON, Nurserymen.
Ipswich.

WANTED, a steady, sober, and active
young MAN, well acquainted with the work of Green-

houses : one accustomed to Growing for Market preferred. -A

pood stock of VINES, from eyes, for planting, of the leading
klii.k —H. BOYCE, Clapham Road Nursery, S.W.

AVANTED, for the Country, an active young
MAN, to Groiv Flowers, Melons, &c. He would be

lied also to look after a horse and carriage. Must be neat
, work.—Address, stating wages, to R. P. M., 42, W.arwick
;t. Regent Street, W.

WANTED, TWO or THREE good and
Steady MEN, who thoroughly understand Nursery-

work in its various branches.—Apply, stating wages required
:ind where last employed, to JOHN FRETTINGHAM,
Si,ipl.;fnrd Nurseries, Nottingham.

A\7 ANTED, an experienced INVOICE
CLERK. Salary, ,C8o per annum,—Apply by letter

ating experience, to E,, Barr & Sugden, 12, King .Street,

Garden. W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
for a retail Seed Shop ; must have a good knowledge

I 'f LJit- Trade, and be quick and accurate at the counter. State

I

..^e and experience, with terms. — RICHARD SMITH,
>| Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T'""h¥"* pYn e'-'a ppl'e '"n^u r"sFr y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITITATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
grevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
aiadise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N,

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAIN(; can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of HEAD GARDENERS, or GAR-
DENERS .and BAILIFFS, for First-rate Establishments or

Single-hand situations, can be suited, and have full particulars

by applviiis .u Slaiistcad Park and Rutland Park Nurseries,

Forest lilll. I...ii.l"n. S,K.

To Head Gardeners, Bailiffs, and Foresters.

JOHN LAING, having filled many important
situations lately, is now OPEN to INSERT in his Register

the NAMES of First-class GARDENERS, BAILIFFS, and
FORESTERS who are in Want of Permanent and Comfortable
Situations.— Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Ni
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

/^ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
V-^ Gentleman.—The Dowager Lady Sondes will be very
gl.ad to highly recommend William Smythe, who has had
charge of the Gardei s at Elmham Hall, Dereham, for nineteen

ye.ars, and of those at Lees Court, Kent. He is leaving through
the death of the late Lord Sondes, and will be disengaged early

in April.—W. SMYTH E, The Gardens, Elmham Hall, Dereham.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married.—
J. Spaven, four and a half years Manager at the Royal

Kitchen Gardens, Hampton Court, offers his services to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient

servant.—8, Queen's Road, Teddington, Middlesex, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—S. White, The
Gardens, Highwood House, can highly recommend a

young Man (age 28) in the above capacity to any Lady or

Gentleman requiring the services of such.—G. L. , The Gardens,
Highwood House, Hendon, N.W.

G"
ARDENER~7Head).—Has a thorough
knowledge of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening,

Woods, Pastures, and Building Rockwork and Ferneries. Four-

teen years in last situation.~-WM. ADCOCK, 124. Sandringham
Road, Dalston, London. E.

f^ARDE NER (Head). — Middle-aged,
VJ married, no incumbrance ; has a thorough knowledge of

Gardening in all its branches. Can be highly recommended
from late and previous employers. No objection to Land or
Stock, or to t.nke Charge of House in absence of Family.—S. P.,

2, Pelican Terrace, Newbury, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 29, married;
thoroughly experienced in every branch of the profession.

Has been a successful e.\hibitors of Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants, and E.votic Ferns, &c. Excellent testimonials

and references from both present and previous employers.

—

NICHOLAS GERMAN, 70, Duke Street, Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married,
no incumbrance ; twenty-five years' experience in forcing

all kinds of Fruits, F^Iowers and Vegetables : is also a gooti
Kitchen and Flower Gardener.—D., 13, Church Road, Ham-
mersmith, W.

GJ.ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married,
^ one child ; thorough experience in Early and Late

Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening in all its branches.
Fifteen years' e.\perience (five years as Head Gardener). Good
character.—TheChi'det, Lindfield, Susse.v.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 3:,
married ; thoroughly understands Forcing Vines, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Six years' good character, and highest reference.—A. M..
Albion Cottages, West Hill, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, single

;

thoroughly understands Vinery, Greenhouse, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—T. C. BAINES,
Town Hill, Lindfield, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 30. single; thoroughly practical in all

branches of the profession. Five years' good character.

—

Bishops Hail Gardens, Lambourne, near Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head) and BAILIFF, or
BAILIFF and COACHMAN.—Knows Town, and is

thoroughly competent to take the entire charge, by contract, for
all labour, &c. Wife is a good Dairywoman and Laundress.
Four years' character and twenty-five years e.xperience in all

three capacities.—A. B., 4, Royal Terrace, Richmond, S.W,

GARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Age 27 ;

understands the Forcing of Vines, Melons, Cucumbers,
Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—G. M., Quorndon,
Loughborough.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married ; well up in all the departments of In and Out-

door Gardening, and thoroughly trustworthy. Fifteen years'
experience. Excellent references.—C, Mr. Stansficld, Kersal
Moor Nurseries. Manchester.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26. First-class references.

—

H. G., 13, Elizabeth Place, Roehampton.

G.ARDENER (SECOND).~Age 21 ; six years'
good experience.—C. B., Newton Hall, Dunmow,

GARDENER (Second), or ASSISTANT
in the Houses.—Age 22 ; well up in Plant Growing.

Four years' good character.—R. A., St. Margaret's Nursery,
Ipswich.

GARDENER (Under).— Age 19. Good
character—W. W., 19, Comb Road, Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under), age 19, — The
Advertiser wishes to recommend to any Head Gardener

a well-educated Young Man, with three years' experience in

present and former places.—K, G., The Gardens, Pepper Hall,
Northallerton, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23. Good
recommendation from last situation.—H. H., 6, Albert

Road, Nunhead, Peckham Rye, S.E.

GARDENER.—Age 25 ; has a good prac-
tical knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and

Stove, Fruit, and Plant houses.—A. L., 18, Redford Place, Old
Dover Road, lilackheath, S.E.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 27 ; twelve years* experience. Good

testimonials.—C. G., Mr. White, liagshot Park, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the Houses,—Age 23. Can
be well recommended.—W. J. G,, Mr. George Welb

King Street, Twickenham.

OREMAN, or SECOND, in a large Estab-
lishment where Forcing and Plant Growing are carried on

with spirit. —Age 23 ; has been Foreman for two years in present
situation. Highest references,--State wages to F. HILL,
Uffington, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

ARM BAILIFF.—Married, one child;
thoroughly experienced; Wife capital Dairywoman or

Poultrywoman if required. Good references. State wages.—
E. BRADLEY, Adwell, Tetsworth, Oxon.

TRAVELLER, or NURSERY MANAGER.
—Mr. T. Fox, who has represented the Messrs. Rollisson

& Sons throughout the United Kingdom for nearly six years
and who is thoroughly well acquainted with both the Wholesale
and Retail Customers throughout such, begs to inform the Trade
that he will be open to a similar engagement (or as above) after
March 25 next. No objection to any part. First-class refer-

ences from the Messrs. Rollisson. — The Nurseries, Tooting,
London. S.W.

IMPROVER, where there are two in bothy.

—

Has had two years in Houses.—Mr. TODD, Stowe,
Buckingham.

ARDEN LABOURER. — ^liddie-aged,
married, without family. No objection to Cows. Good

character.—Please state wages, &c., to J. WEBB, Post Office,
Chislehur! Kent.

WANTED, by an energetic, persevering
Man, a permanent situation as SALESMAN and

TRAVELLER, or any other position of trust, or to act as
Assistant to the Principal. Has a sound knowledge of the
Nursery Business, both in and out-of-doors, and well under-
stands the general routine of th; Nursery Office. Has a good
connection, and can find security to any reasonable amount.
References unexceptionable.—G. E. R., i, Longley Road

SHOPMAN (Second), or SHOPMAN and
SALESMAN.—Several years' experience in the Seed and

Plant Trade in all branches. First-class references.—W. D.,
Post Office, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To tbe seed Trade.

SHOPMAN.-—Age 30; many years' experi-
ence. Good references. ~ SEEDSMAN, Gardeners'

Chrmide Oflice, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
PACKER.—Good Basket, Bundle, and Case

Packer, Good references from late employers.—G. W.

,

ID, New Park Road, Bri.\ton Hill, S.E.

K INAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, so. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful-Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
th« operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a cireful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." Sec article
in the Civil Serrnce Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. HOM(EOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town. London, N.W .

Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA."TilNNEFORD'S FLU
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

Lea & FexTlna' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by connoisseurs "the only good Sauce."

Improves the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for
piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.

5 of LEA AND PERKINS on all Bottles andand see the 1

Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London : and sold

by all Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

For Asthma and Disorders of tlie Chest and Lungs
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR is

admirably adapted to Ease the Breathing, Loosen the
Phlegm. Abate Fever, Allaying all Irritation in the Delicate and
Susceptible Coating of the Throat and Chest, and the Imparting
of Tone and Vigour to the Respiratory Organs, whereby they
are enabled to discharge their functions freely, and thus to over-
come ail difficulty of Breathing arising from a Cold, Foggy or
Impure Atmosphere, and to throw oft those insidious attacks
which too often lay the groundwork of Consumption, Sold by
all Chemists. —
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IMPROVED

VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES, &c.

The Best and most distinct Early Pea. THE BEST

White Spine Cucumber.

The editor ofthe Gardeners' Magazine
says {see issue of Jan. 23, 1875) :~

*'The best new Cucumber we do not doubt is

Suttons' Duke of Connaught. n large white-spined
variety, surpassing in form and productiveness Kirk-
lee's Hall Defiance, which has been the best white-
spined variety hitherto. The form is as near perfec-

tion as we ever expect to see ; and we must regard the
Duke of Co n ha one of the fin pe h p 1 ;

very fine

SUTTONS' EMERALD GEM. Price, 2s. 6d. per Quart
This invaluable and distinct first early Pea is now acknowledged to be the best variety for first gathering. It is perfectly distinct from

every other early Pea ; the haulm, foliage, and pods being of a bright glaucous green colour. It comes in at the same time as our Ringleader,

which was previously the forwardest Pea in cultivation. It is more prolific and has larger pods than any other early variety, and the peas

are of a dell"
" "

From Mr. Geo. Milp-ord, _ T)u: Gardens, Egerton^ Lodge, Gem than ever. \ find it to be a first-class early Pea in every respect*

Aitg.

1 cultivation,

s marrowlike flav

Geo. Milfo
le Emerald -G

ductive and of good flavour."

From Mr. J. Bon'e, The Gardens, Ashdo^un Park:—"Your
Emerald Gem is equal to Ringleader for earliness, better filled pods,

good flavoured, and quite distinct from any other variety."

From Mr. A. Ingram, Head Gardener to His Grace the Duke
of Northumberland, At/gr/st ii :

—"I think more of your Emerald

the s

ellent fiav

sof

A. Havter, St. Giles' Gardens, August i8 :

—

i the forwardest Pea that I know of, and I consider

e than your Ringleader."

SUTTONS' DUKE of CONNAUGHT.
Awarded First and Second Prizes among 59 e

variety

Manchester. 1873.

Price, ^s. 6d. per Packet.
the very best and handsomest white-spined

fi cultivation. It is perfectly level, from
[iches in length, very uniform, with a bright

green skin well covered with bloom ; spine scarcely

discernible, and the fruit is very slightly ribbed. It

is remarkably productive and of delicious flavour.

From M
nerald Gei

^ Sixteen Gold^ Silver^ a7id Bronze Medals, and Valuable Money Prizes, will be offered by Messrs. Sutton/??- the Best Specimens of the
Novelties sent out by them in 1S75, ^l theforthcoming meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Full particulars may be had on application,

SUTTON & SONS, ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor : " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bkadburv, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, January 30, 1875.

Apent for Manchester— John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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RYSTAL PALACE.—ANNUAL SHOW
of CANARIES and BRITISH and FOREIGN CAGE

BIRDS, SATURDAY, February 13, to THURSDAY,
February iS. Post entries till S.MURDAY, February 6.

PETERBOROUGH FLOWER SHOW
will be held on MONDAY. August 2.

F. G. BUCKLE, Secretary.

To tbe Trade.

CARTER'S WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
of new and choice Vegetables, Flower Seeds. Potatos,

and Farm Seeds is now published. A duplicate copy will be
posted to any friends that may not yet have received one, on

"Tames carter, dunnett and beale, 237, High
Holborn. London, W.C.

Now Ready,

CARTER'S VADE MECUM, the hand-
somest Catalogue of the year, containing five new

coloured Illustrations, and nearly 20a Drawings of the Best
Vegetables and the most Beautiful Flowers.

Price \s.
,
post free. Gratis to customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO., The Royal Seedsmen, 237 and
23a, High Holborn, London, W.C.

JL I N D E N ' S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New. Rare, and
Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
L-^ne, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

VINES, extra strong Fruiting and Planting.
Leading varieties, thoroughly ripened without botloir

SONS, Newton N' Che:

Special Offer.

TT^INES, VINES, VINES.
\ —150 good Planting Canes, true to name. Price £.1^ the

lot, cash,

T. S. LANSDOWN. North Wilts Nursery, Swindon. Wilts.

Vines.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS have a large stock of strong, short-jointed, well-

ripened FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, of all the

leading kinds. Prices on application.

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

few thousand
; inches, well-rooted,

rAND G. LOWE have
. CAUCASIAN LAURELS, etc

) offer to the Trade ; 30J. per i

1 Lane Nursery, U.\bridge.

THOLDFORTH and SON have fine
• furnished and well-rooted PORTUGAL LAURELS,

from it0 5feet,tooffer cheap, or EXCH.^NGE for other Nursery
Stock : also good Standard ROSES, from 65s. to 70^. per 100.

The Nursery, Saunders' Lane, near Woking Station. Surrey.

LARGE TREES, suitable for immediate
effect planted on Lawns, for Avenues. &c. LISTS of

EWING and CO.. Norwich.

LARCH— 150,000, 6 inches to 12 inches,
transplanted, fine.

WM. SMITH and SON, Aberdeen.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

w Weymouth Fines, Weymouth Pines.

ILLIAM FLETCHER can supply the
above, 6 to 9 feet, good roots, and well furnished, locxr.

per 100. Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey, Surrey.

PINE PLANTS.- For Sale, 100 fine Fruiting
and Succession Plants, very healthy and clean. For

price, &c. , apply to

Mr. E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

Choice New Seeds (or 1875.

r
SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-

• LOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
now ready, containing much useful information. Post free

1 application.

JOHN SCOTT. The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

HENRY'S HYBRID LEEK, genuine, in
sealed packets, is. each : the largest and hardiest Leek

LAIRD, .Edinburgh.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT POTATO.-
14 lb., "js, ; 7 lb.

, 4^. Price on application.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nurser>'. Altrincham.

FOR SALE, about 30 bushels of MYATT'S
ASHLKAF POTATO, fine seed.

G. HOLLIDAY. Castle Farm. Blechingley, Surrey.

To Market Gardeners and Others.

BRUSSELS SPROUT SEED, in large or
small quantities. First-rate stock. For price apply to

J. SMITH AND SON, Market Gardeners, Sipson, near
Slough ; or Covent Garden Market, W.C.

WANTED, a few good strong Canes of
BLACH HAMBURGH and BLACK ALICANTE

VINES—true.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedlngham,

WANTED, Strong transplanted APPLE
STOCKS, also strong FOREST TREES of various

kinds.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANTED, young AZALEA PONTICA
and RHODODENDRON PONTICUM STOCKS,

of Y.arious sizes. Also fresh ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA
SEED. Send samples, post paid, and price to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Ni
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle. Netherlands.

WANTED, 6000 ALDERS, 4 to 5 feet
high ; and looo SPANISH CHESTNUTS, 4 to 5 feel

high. State lowest price for cash,

J KEELER, Nurseryman, Eeckenham, Kent.

WANTED, LARCH, 3 to 4 feet ; ALDER,
3 to 4 feet. State price and quantity to spare.

FISHER, HOLMES and CO., Handsworth Ni
Sheffield.

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having heen
SUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

FLORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES,
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO.,

who give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterling

value and merit.

New and Rare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

c
Seeds for the Kitchen and Flower Garden.
HARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE is

ready, and can be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, bluugh.

New Catalogues.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, 17, Frederick
Street, Edinburgh, beg to Intimate that their CATA-

LOGUES of AGRICULTURAL and FLOWER SEEDS,
ROSES, GLALIOLI, &c., are now published, and may be had
tree on application.

QUICK, QUICK.—About One Million of
Feast's celebrated, transplanted, Fen-grown WHITE-
THORN QUICK for Sale. For Prices apply to

DAWBARN BROTHERS, 8, Bury Court, St. Mary Axe,
City, E.IJ^

To the Trade.

CHAMy€DOREA ELEGANTISSIMA, in
fine condition. 8j. per lOO seeds.

F. SANDER AND CO.. New and Rare Seed Importers and
Glowers, St. Albans.

Calanthe vestlta rubro oculata.

TO be SOLD, cheap, a large quantity of the
above, flowering Bulbs. Apply to

S. WOOLLEY, Nurseryman. Cheshunt. Herts.

Caladiums.

JOHN LAING'S COLLECTION includes
all the finest sorts, new and old. Price per dozen or lOo

on application. Special quotations to the Trade.
Stanstead Park. Forest Hill. S.E.

ROSES, splendid Standard and Dwarf.

—

Extra strong ROSES, in pots, for Forcing. Special

prices to the Trade upon application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

OSES. — Illustrated CATALOGUES on
application to

EWING AND CO., Norwich.
R
WHITE CAMELLIAS, and other CUT

FLOWERS.

SEMPERVIVUM BOLLI, \s. td. and
IS. 6d. per packet.

FOR SALE, BOX EDGING, 5000 yards.
For sample and price apply to

P. ROBERTSON HARTRIGGE, Jedburgh.

Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom.AD E S C R 1 P T I V E LIST, bv
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knowefiefd

Nurseries, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

EACHES and NECTARINES, magnifi-
cent Dwarf-trained, Including all the best leading sorts.

Splendid Trees, most beautifully trained.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,
Uckfield, Sussex.

UMBARTON CASTLE STRAWBERRY.
—A very superior variety ; see letter on Strawberries in

Gardeners' Chronicle of 23d ult. Plants 5J. per too.

SMITH AND SIMONS. Nurserymen, Glasgow.

B

S

EDMAN'S IMPERIAL PEAS. — For
Sale, about 5 qrs. of the above. Prices on application.

W. BRYANT. The Nursery, Rugby.

To the Trade.

PEAR, CHERRY, MAHALEB STOCKS.
Apply to

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

PLENDID NEW APPLE
' LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

Extra strong Fruit Trees.

JOHN LAING has to offer a splendid lot
of Fruiting. Stand.ard, and Pyramid PEARS, to be Sold

cheap, as the ground must be cleared.

Stanstead P.ark and Rutland Park, Forest Hill. S.E.

UCUMBER PLANTS.—Strong plants of
RoIIisson's Telegraph and Blue Gown. i.r. each, 9?. per

en, packed in boxes made on purpose. Bo.v and packing,
6d. per dozen, is. per hatf-dozen and undei

c
F. W. COOPER, Florist, Hu tingdo

Johnstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb
EARLIEST and BEST in CULTIVATION

for open ground ; it has a splendid colour, and excellent

for forcing. Strong roots, ir. each. Trade price on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee. N.B.

QEAKALE, e.xtra strong Forcing and
^^ PUantlng. Prices upon application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

The Finest Broccoli in Cultivation.

COOLING'S MATCHLESS.—Every grower
of this invaluable vegetable should have it. Per packet,

li. 61/. post free.

GEORGE COOLING, Seedsman, Bath.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Edmonton.
CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS and OUTDOOR EFFECTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by Messrs. Jaffa & Co. to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Bury Nursery,
Bury Street, Edmonton, Middlesex, N., ftve minutes' walk
from the Low Level Station, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of two specimen
Stephanotis, a very'handsome specimen Double White Camellia,
in tub, 9 feet by 8 feet, and another. Double Red, equally large ;

2600 Ericas and Epacris, large quantities of Cyclamens, Primulas,
Callas, Spirsea japonica, and Lily of the Valley in pots ; thou-
sands of scarlet and variegated Geraniums, Pelargoniums,
hardy Ferns, &c.; together with a useful Cart, Horse, Harness,
Barrow, Chaff-cutting Machine, sundry Hot-water Piping,
Pumps, 300 feet Slate Shelving, Hand-lights, Garden Tools,
and numerous other effects. The stock is now on view.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auc-
tioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C., and
Leytonstone, E.
The NURSERY TO BE LET, apply to the Auctioneers.

Kingston-on-Tliamea.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY

STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GREEN-
HOUSES, UTENSILS in TRADE, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the E.xecutrix of the late Mr. Bruce

to SELI^ by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
Park Nursery, Richmond Road, Kingston, Surrey, three
minutes' walk from Kingston Station, London and South-
western Railway, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, February 18
and 19, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the whole of the
valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a considerable
number of fine specimen Coniferae, in variety ; small Thuja
aurea and elegantissima. &c ; a quantity of large Fruit Trees,
in bearing condition : fine Yucca gloriosa, &c. ; also many
thousands of choice Greenhouse Plants, consisting of 600 Ericas
of sorts, a valuable collection of Succulents, also Twelve Green-
houses, measuring from 25 to 65 feet long by 10 to 14 feet wide ;

2000 feet of 2, 3, and 4-inch Hot-water Piping, Four Boilers,

250 feet of Slate Shelving, quantity of Bricks, Spring Van,
Tumbril Cart, useful Horse, Barrows, Ladders, Two Stacks of
Firewood, Lights, Chaff-cutter, Ninety Bell-Glasses, and
quantity of Loam, Peat, and Manure, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues had on

the Premises ; of R. B. WHEATLEY, Esq.. Solicitor, 7, New
Inn, Strand, W.C. ; of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—Messrs. P. & M. respectfully announce that they have

been instructed to offer by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart,
Tok^nhoiise JYard,jrit>% E.C.. at an early date, the valuable

isisting of about

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

have received instructions from IMr. R. Parker to SELL
by AUCTION, without reser\'e. on the Premises Exotic
Nursery, Tooting, S.W., on TUESDAY, February 2^ at 11
for 12 o'clock, a large quantity of EXTRA NURSERY
STOCK, remarkably well grown, and in excellent condition
for removal, comprising some thousands of Border Shrubs,
consisting of the choicest Evergreens and Conifera; in cultivation,
and admirably adapted for effective planting ; likewise a quan-
tity of beautifully furnished Thuja aurea, and unusually hand-
some Yucca recurva for potting ; Laurels, fine bushy Rhodo-
dendrons, well set, and numerous others ; a rich assortment of
Ornamental Trees, Acer Negundo var., &c. ; some fine Fruit
Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses of sorts, and a quantity of
Hardy Climbers in pots, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers. 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G.. and Leytonstone, E.

Frimley, Surrey.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
a portion of the Land being required for Building Purposes

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Holder to SELL byAUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Frimley Park Nursery.
Frimley, on THURSDAY, February 25, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
precisely, a large quantity of well-gro\vn NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a general assortment of thriving Evergreens,
Conifera; and Deciduous Shrubs, including 10,000 Common
Laurels, i to 4 feet ; quantities of Privet, Arbutus, Yews,
Arbor-vltae, Pinus of sorts, Wellingtonias, Thujopsis, and
Cupressus, &c., a con.'^iderable number of Ornamental and
Forest Trees, also some Standard Rhododendrons and selected
Fruit Trees, together with a beautiful assortment of Standard
and Dwarf Roses, and a quantity of strong Quick.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Preliminary Notice.
IMPORTANT to FLORISTS, BUILDERS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will include in their Periodical Sale of Properties, to be
held at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard. City, on March 18, a
small but valuable PLOT of LAND, having a frontage of
61 feet to the high-road, by a depth of about 200 feet, with an
eight-roomed DWELLING HOUSE, SHOW HOUSE,
GREENHOUSES, and other outbuildings standing thereon.
Lease unexpired fifty-two years. Ground rent £^ti is.

Particulars had of the Auctioneers.
The property is situate on the high-road, in the best part of

Sydenham.

Near Liverpool.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of a very important SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to offer by PUBLIC

AUCTION, about the latter end of MARCH, in one Lot the
valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE known as Meredith's Vine-
yard, Garston, near Liverpool, comprising 6 acres, i rood,
32 poles of valuable Building Land, with the convenient modern
detached Dwelling-house

; also the extensive ranges of Forty
Greenhouses, Vineries, &c., heated with three miles of piping
on the best modem hot-water principles ; also the whole of the
luxuriant fruiting Vines, &c. ; full particulars of which wilt
appear in future advertisements.
N.B.—The whole of the choice STOVE, GREENHOUSE

and BEDDING PLANTS will be SOLD by PUBLIC
AUCTION on the Premises as above, due notice of which wdi
be given.
Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street,

City, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, Kintr Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, February 10, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely. Hardy and Ornamental TREES
and SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Fine specimen Greenhouse Plants.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, February 11, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, six large and splendid Specimen
CAMELLIAS, of pyramidal outline, 8 feet high, in tubs,
beautiful in foliage and buds, of Belgian growth, such as are
seldom to be bought in trade collections, and surpassing those
generally offered in public sales ; also extra fine English speci-
mens. Superb plants of AZALEAS, on stems, in tubs, with
globe-shaped heaps, full of flower-buds at every point, and
equal to hundreds of blossoms. Magnificent PALMS and
DRAC^.NAS, suited for large conservatories and outdoor
summer decoration, well adapted for public buildings; also
other choice Drac^nas and YUCCA Plants, &c. Also a
Collection of healthy ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including
the best of Cool-house kinds, and a few choice Warm-house
species, including—
Cattleya Dowiana I Oncidium Phalsenopsis
„ chocoensis Cypripedium caudatum roseum
.. gigas

,, Schlimii
Mesospinidium volcanicum | Masdevallia Davisii
Odontoglossum Roezlii

| ,, Denisonii
„ vexillarium „ Lindeni

Pescatorea Dayana
lum maxima

| Saccolabium Crookshanki
&c., &c.

the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Imported Orchids.
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII. &c., FLOWERING
PHALvENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA and P. AMABILIS
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street
Covent Garden. W.C, on Friday, February 12, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, CHOICE IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
consisting of 300 fine healthy plants of Odontoglossum Roezlii,
many of them of large size ; fine plants of Oncidium Weltoni.
Cattleyas from the Province of Cauca, Cattleya Mendelli,
C. Trianei, Odontoglossum triumphans, &c. ; also, twenty fine
established plants of Phala:nopsis amabilis, and twenty P. Schil-
leriana, all with flower-spikes ; also a small collection of
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, the property of a gentleman
and an importation of- LILIUM AURATUM, just amved
from Japan in the finest possible condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Californian Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, February 15, at half-
past 12 o'Clock precisely, a quantity of CALIFORNIAN
LILIES and other BULBOUS FLOWERING ROOTS,
including several hundred of each of the following :—L. Hum-
boldtli, L. Washingtonianum, L. Pardalinum, Bloomeria aurea,
Brodisea coccinea, new Calochortus and Cyclobothra from
Peru. Bolivia, the Cape and other localities; Lapageria alba
plants, with various other Hardy Garden Bulbs suited for the
present Season ; a variety of other Rare Seeds and Bulbs, and an
importation of Lilium auratum, just arrived in fine condition
from Japan ; Canadian and American Plants, Hardy Cycla-
mens of sorts, some in flower; Tree Pzeonies, Belladonna Lilies,
Amaryllis, hardy kinds ; Double American Tuberoses, Begonia,
choice bulbous kinds ; Tropseolum tricolor Gerardi, in
flower, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cranhrook, Kent.
BLACK CURRANT and PLUM TREES

MESSRS. WINCH have received instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve on

FRIDAY, February 12, commencing at 12 o'Clock, upon the
Premises at Hartridge Farm, Cranbrook, 5000 Naples BLACK
CURRANTS, 24,350 Dutch ditto, and 240 PLUM TREES (all
choice sorts).

N.B.—These Trees are all

will be actually sold without

Hanwell, Middlesex.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

MR. J. DOMONEY has received instruc-
tions to OFFER for SALE by AUCTION (in conse-

quence of the death of the late Proprietor), at the Mart Token-
house Yard, E.G., on THURSDAY, February 18, at i o'Clock
punctually, a valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, consisting
of a Dwelling-house, known as Floral Villa, with Nursery,
Garden, Hothouses, Greenhouses, Lights, Grape Vines, &c.
Three-fourths of the Purchase Money may remain on Mortgage
at 5 per cent.

Particulars and conditions of Sale to be had of Mrs. GATES
on the Premises ; of Mr. REGINALD VINING. 16, Furnival's
Inn, E.G.; at the Mart, and the Auctioneer, 16, Furnival's Inn.

MESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
Horticultural and Agricultural Auctioneers

AND Valuers. Romford and Grays, Essex.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.n J. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham
V^* & Bl.ackith, Co.\'s and Hammond's Quays, Lower
Thames Street, London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and

Wood, is. Ulildmay Grove, London. N.

RODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and General Commission Agent. 112 Fleet

Street, E.G.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, So.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reducedron application.

87, Eishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Persons having Houses. Businesses, Estates, and
other Property to be LET or SOLD, will find the

MIDDLESEX REGISTER an excellent
Medium for obtaining Customers for the same. Property

is inserted in the "Register " free of charge, on for\varding full

particulars to the Offices of
E. P. NEWMAN, Auctioneer, Valuer, House and Estate

Agent, 41, High Street, U-\bridge, Middlesex.

fyo BE LET, on LEASE, Rent /20 per
w 1, l^'"''-^ '^T''"

=°''^':'''i="' HOUSE, with ij< Acre of good
Walled-in Garden and small Greenhouse: well suited for a
r lorist. Apply,

T. PANNELL. High Street, Lower Mitcham. Surrey,

TO BE LET, about 30 Acres ofFREEHOLD
LAND, in the Parish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London and
particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks
and a small stream running through the centre.

A. B.
, 5, Re,gency Square, Brighton.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

fyO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640J- Acres and upwards. Freehold, from lo^. to 25J per acre
Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep ancl
Cattle. For PAMPHLET containfng full particulars respecting
this Property, apply to

r o

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., FS.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W., Architect to the Estate.

Standard Limes and Euonymus japonloa.
nPHOMAS S. WARE can supply a few
-L hundreds of clean grown LIMES, 10 feet EUONV-
*'.U^^I'^?,'?,?"=A. i6j. to 6o«. per roo.' TARRAGON and
other HERBS. Prices on application.

Hale Farm Nursery. Tottenham. London, N. E.

HHome Grown Mangel Wurzel and Turnip Seedr~
AND F. SHARPE are prepared to make

• special offers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS
all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest Quality'
Prices very low. *

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ITCHELL'S CHAMPION of ENGLAND
BROCCOLI.-The best late White ever grown all new

seed, will be sold in K. M, and i lb. packages, at loi.' per lb
sent to.any part on receipt of Post Office Order, made payable'

'

JOHN MITCHELL. Rend er's End, Middlesei.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet
^ Purple, and other mixed sorts, good, strong autumn-struck
Plants, m store-pots, with plenty of good cuttings, at li per
store-pot. Terms cash, package included.

Islington Nursery. P.ark Street, Islington. N.

New Roses for 1875.
TTENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
J--«- of the above to offer, of his usiml matchless quality at
the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1874Ready early in March. '

DESCRIPTIVE LIST le.idy, and post free"' Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

Pansles—Show, Fancy, and Bedding.
'T'HOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
-- LOGUE of the above, and other Florist Flowers is now
ready, and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand
Pansies, established m pots, will be sure to bloom well ifplanted
at once. The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nurser;', Tottenham, London, N.

S'
TELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA—loo

free for 2j. 6rf. This is quite distinct
tainly the best yellow carpet-from Golden Feat!

bedding plant ever introduced
; quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Fl,
Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E

Pelargoniums for the MUllon.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
t; TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong
Plants, distinct sorts, at 4M. per 100 ; =51. for 50 ; or 151. for =5.Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at as and
I2S. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V-j' Price i.r. per bushel, or ^d. per bushel for quantities of
20 bushels and over.
DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works

Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—10,000
bushels, ready bagged, must be cleared. Price on appli-

c
cation. Large truck, holding 300 bushels, free .

T)EAT for SALE, in Large or Small Quan-
-*- titles, at Chiselhurst, Kent. Can be put on the South-
Eastern or London, Chatham and Dover Railways. AddIv to
Mr. T. LANSBURY, Hook Farm, Burnley Common.Xent.

B
Fibrous Peat.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting. £.6 6j per Six-— Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c. ^£5 5s per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater. South-
Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western RailwayWALKER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for OrchidspRESH SPHAGNUM M O S S, loj. erf.
-^ per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

A
Caution.

G. GILMORE, being NO LONGER in
the SERVICE of J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery,

Croydon, it is requested that NO ACCOUNTS be PAID
HIM, and that all Letters be Addressed to J. H. LEY.

Caution.

AG. GILMORE, having LEFT the
• EMPLOY of J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London

Road, Croydon, REQUESTS that NEITHER CORRE-
SPONDENCE nor CASH be addressed or fonvarded to him
there, but to his (A. G. Gilmore's) Private Address,

I, Longley Road, Croydon.
]
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Eucalyptus globulus (Australian Blue Gum).

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
expects to receive in a few days a consignment of SEED

of this well-known EUCALYPTUS, from Messrs. Thomas
Lang & Co. , Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Melbourne. Prices

on application.

Rosea—very Flue Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE can still offer strong
plants of Standard, Half-Standard and Dwarf, H.P. and

other Roses ; also strong Climbers of sorts. Prices on appli-

Hale Farm Nur> enh: ,
London. N.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CAT.\LOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate prii

Highgate N

WELLINGTONIAS:—
100, 3 feet high .

.

. . 3^. 6*/. each

50, 5 to 6 feet Iiigh .. g^. each

20, 7 to 8 feet high . . 12^. dd. eacli

lo, g to 10 feet high . . 15^. each,

Al well formed plants, from seed, and constantly removed ;

grown l>v a genUeman who has more than he requires. Address
H. GAM BELL, Sharsted Court, Sittingbourne.

JOHN NELSON, Nurseryman, Heeley,
near SheOield. bees to offer the following at per loo :

—

CHERRIES, Sland.ard, e.\tra strong .. .

.

x;6 lO
.. Maiden, extra strong 2 lo

PEARS. Standard and Pyramid, e.'itra strong .. 6 10
APPLES, St.and.ard, extra strong so
GENTIANA ACAULIS, nice clumps, .

A liberal alio to the Tr.ade,

VINES, e.xtra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing : ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place. Manchester.

To PLANTERS.—A CORRECTION.—
PRIVET, Evergreen, 2^ to 3j< feet, strong, 35^. per

PRlVE'l', Oval-leaved, 2 to 3 feet, 405. per 1000, 5^, per 100
;

3 to 4 feet, 50J. per 1000, 6.?. per 100.

For other kinds of TREES, SHRUBS, .and ROSES see
last week's advertisement.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, Nurseries, York.

O THE TRADE.
PEARS, dwarf, horizontal-trained, of sorts, extra fine.

CHERRIES, dwarf-trained Elton and Morello, extra line.

PLUMS, dwarf-trained Victoria, extra fine.

Prices on application.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "Upton"
Nurseries, Chester.

New Grape.

VENN'S BLACK MUSCAT. — This
Splendid Grape has all the good qualities of the Black

Hamburgh with the rich full flavour of the Muscat of Alexan-
dria. Good well ripened Canes, 31J. td. each. Usual allowance
to the Trade. Post Office Orders payable to

WILLIAM DODDS, Gladstone Villa, Bishopston, Bristol.

DAVISON AND WHITTEM'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS (Carriage

Free), unsurpassed in quantity and quality, to suit Gardens of
various sizes. No. i, ^3 : No. 2. C-^ ; No. 3. 30s. ; No. 4,
20f. ; No. 5, 15.1. See priced Catalogue, free on application.

Seed Merchants, Library Buildings, Hereford.

BMALLER, The Nurseries, Lee, and
• Lewisham, S.E., begs to offer the following, all of

which are fine, healthy stuff:

—

LAURELS, Common, 2 feet, 12J. per 100
; 3 to 4 feet,

3o.r, per 100.

CURRANTS. Black, strong, xis. per 100.

GOOSEBERRIES, Lancashire Lad, \is. per 100.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 8 to 10 feet, stout and straight.

,, Scarlet, Standards. ^6 per roc.

POPLARS, Lombardy, S to 12 feet. 501. per 100.

,, Abele, S to 10 feet, y>s. per 100.

ROSES, Standard, l^ per 100.

Marechal Nlel and other Rosea from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer good and strong

plants of MARECHAL N I EL, dwarf, from the ground, ^2 loj.

.

m pots £,1 i6j., per 100; Standards, £^\ and other TEA
ROSES, Standards, £^ : Dwarfs. Li \ts. PAUL NERON,
Dwarfs, £,1 Ss. ; Standard Perpetuals, our own selection,

splendid heads and plants, £\ to ^c, ; Dwarf Perpetuals, our
own selection, strong plants, £2 to ^281. per 100. SOUVENIR
DE LA MALMAISON, on own roots grown in pots. ^2 p^r 100.

Gladioli from Fans, per Names and Seedlings.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Ivry-sur-Seine. near Paris, beg to ofier splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices:

—

Gladioli, seedling, first-rate, 8.t. per 100, ,£3 per 1000 ; mi.xed
white, 1-25. per 100; do. red, j-2s. per too; do, yellow, 245-. per
100; do. rose, i2i-, per 100; per names, 100, 10 sorts, Zs. per
100; 25 sorts, 141. per 100 ; 50 do., ^i to ££'. 100, ^2 to ^6,
and upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts, all in good
flowering bulbs. English Cheques or Post Office Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, FUCHSIAS,
GERANIUMS, FLORIST'S FLOWERS, &c.—Chry-

santhemums in all the new and good varieties, 35. per dozen, 205.

per 100. Fuchsias, from the best sorts, 3s. per dczen, 20J. per
100. Geraniums, autumn-struck Zonals and Nosegays, strong
and well-rooted, twelve varieties, best for pots, i,s. ; bedding
varieties, -zs. per dozen, 15^. per 100. Twelve beautiful named
Antirrhinums, 4J. Twelve fine Pentstemons, i,s. Twelve
Phloxes, 4J. td. Twelve Pinks, 4^. Twelve Pansies, 45. Twelve
Carnations and Picotees, ds. Twelve Coleus, 35. Twelve fine

Show and Early-flowermg Pelargoniums, 6jr. and fjs. All the
above are named and good varieties. Trade prices on application
WM. CLlBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

T BE SOLD, 50,000 Spanish CHESTNUT,
to tS inches : 30,000 ASH, i to 3 feet ; 20,000 LARCH,

Mr. G. CHORLEV.Midhurst.

s UTTONS' EARLY RACEHORSE
POTATOS—almut i ton for sets. Apply to

Mr. MANN, White End Park, Chesham, Uucks.

FOR SALE—three fine Specimen IXORAS,
hest sorts; and one CORDVLINE INDIVISA. For

particulars, &c., apply to

AUSTIN AND McASLAN, 76, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, .and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

RUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES, APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, from

7SS. per 100. GOOSEBERRIES, 3.yr. and 4-yr., from loi.

to 151. per 100. CURRANTS, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 6s. to 10s.

per 100. Catalogues on application to

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries. Established 1810.

Orchids.

FOR SALE, a Collection of ORCHIDS,
numbering about seventy species or varieties, and about

=00 plants. The plants are of medium size, and would constitute
a good nucleus for any one commencing the cultivation of these
plants. For price apply to

Mr. KINMONT, l.v.lic Nursery, Canterbury.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.
WILLIAM ISADMAN offers Purple, White,

Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants
from single pots, 12s. per 100 : rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6j. per joo, 50J. per loco, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gr.avesend.

Wonersii Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. W. VlRCiO AND SON can still

supply Large qnantites of all kinds of FRUIT TREES.
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting ;

extra Strom; QUICK.S, SCOTCH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER, BIRCH, &c.

YEWS.—About 2000 well rooted and grown
plants for Sale, from 3 to 4 feet high : they are as good as

any one ever wished to see—cannot see better in Surrey,
according to age, &c. Well adapted for hedges or ornamental
plants. Price Zos. per roo.

JOSEPH SPOONER, Goldworth, Woking.

Notice.

SEEDS, SEEDS.—Now on view, SAMPLE
GROWTHS of 1S74, at

TANTON'S SEED WAREHOUSE, Borough End, London
Bridge, S.E.

.^..„.. ..,^ .

Fi
CATALOGUES free,

cent, discount and carriage free.

Lombardy and other Poplars.
1H0MAS S. WARE can supply the above
. from 10 to 18 feet, well furni.shed trees ; also BALSAMS,
w Silver, and Black Italian, 10 to 12 feet. Prices on
.licalion.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.E.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season- A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending
purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

s TRONG FOREST TREES,
well transplanted, good roots.

ALDER, BEECH, BIRCH. CHESTNUT.
SCARLET LIMES, OAK, POPLAR. SYCAMORE.

Sizes and prices on application to

W. JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

To tie Trade.
"PUCALYPTUS^ GLOBULUS. —A fresh

applic

rSON. 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Orchids.

AMATEUR'S COLLECTIONS, adapted
to those beginning the culture of this class of Plants, or

to those already having a good collection, can be supplied in
strong, healthy specimens, at 42J,, 63^., 84^., and 7265. per
dozen. Package and delivery to London free, on receipt of
cash with order.

J. H. LEV, Royal Nursery, Croydon.
I N.B.—Plants put in, gratis, to compensate for carriage beyond
London-

Vines, Vines, Vines.VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh. Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,
Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield
Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat, White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trentham Black, White Frontignan : 2s. 6d. to 5s. each ;

a few extra strong canes, 6s. 6d.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

s TRONG FOREST TREES.
LARCH, 2 to 3, and 2^ lo 3K feel.

SCOTCH, 2 to 2^, 2H to 3, and 3 to 3K feet.

SPRUCE, 2 to 2}^, 1% to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, Enghsh, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

The above, with other sorts, are all strong and good, and
there is a considerable quantity of each size on offer. Apply to

JOHN HILL, Spot Acre Nurseries, near Stone, Staffordshire.

Roses—Special Trade Offer.

RICHARD LOCKE has a great Stock, on
Manetti. budded low. Fine plants and leading sorts,

2SS- per roo, £11 per 1000.

Planting SEAKAI.K, ««. per 1000. For cash only.

Ale.xandra Nurseries, Red Hill, Surrey.

New Dwarf Bllver-vanegated Geranium, Little Trot.

TXT" POTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS for
» T • the above, as advertised in X^o. Gardeners' Chronicle-,

January 30. Those who wish to secure good plants should
Order Early. See report of Chiswick trials in the Gardeners'
Magazine, January 30.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplchurst, Kent.

rrnOMAS S. WARE'S new' Spring CATA-
-1 LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

Roses, Roses, Roses.

WILLIAM FLETCHER has a great Stock
of the above to offer, Dwarf, budded low on the

Manetti, consisting of Madame Lacharme, Princess Beatrice,
Comtesse d'Oxford, Baroness Rothschild, Alfred Colomb,
Duke of Edinburgh, and all other well-known varieties. Also
the New Varieties of 1873. Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

Ottcrshaw Nursery, Chertsey, Surrey.

Twelve Choicest Stove or Greenhouse Ferns, 21s.,

OR SMALLER SIZE, I2j., including many
very rare varieties. This is the best time to buy Ferns,

as the young and delicate fronds are not yet started, and they
will consequently travel better. Package and delivery free to
London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY. Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Cabbage Plants! Cabbage Plants!
TRUE to NAME.

ESSRS. W. VIRG9 AND SON can now
supply any quantity of strong—

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. 31. o</. per iood
EARLY BATTERSEA 31. 6rf.

NONPAREIL 31.6^.
ENFIELD MARKET 31. 6rf.

RED PICKLING 51. orf.

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

30TAT0S for SEED, all true to name, at
moderate prices :

—

M

Hundredfold Fluke
Red-skin Flourball

American Early Rose
American Late Rose

1 Rlyatt's Ashleaf.
3n application to

. SONS, Seedsmen, 39, King Street,

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FROMOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of
ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK, &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham
Green, London. W.

GRAPE VINES from EYES.—Well ripened,
short-jointed, fruiting and planting Canes of most of the

best kinds, including Black Hamburgh, Victoria Hamburgh,
Gros Colman, Lady Downes. Muscat of Alexandria, Airs.
Pince's Muscat, Duchess of Buccleuch, Madresfield Court, &c.
Price 3s. dd. to 7^. t>d. each.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

NEW APPLE — PEASGOOD'S NONE-
SUCH.— Handsomest, and one of the largest autumn

Apples in cultivation (Sept. to Dec). First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Fruit Committee, Sept. 18, 1872 ; First-class

Certificate, Crystal Palace Show, Sept. 8, 9, and 10, 1874.
Strong Maidens, 7^. dd. each ; Dwarf-trained, \os. 6d. each.
Trade terms on application.

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

Planting Season. 1874-75.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best
varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity
of SPECIMEN CONIFER/E, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c. , all of which are in excellent condition for

removal.
Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
17S3.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,
and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (187^ and 1875).
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford.

AMARANTHUS HENDERL—Fo
-ti- description. S:c.. see F/„ris/ .,„,f P„„u,hg,\t f.jr February
which contains four pa.:;t^ of Tcsiimoni.il.* and c Ipini.ms of the
Press — t;<!n(V«tVl' C/irjun/,; (;,,r,/,;.:;s' J/.,_g<,r.,;„; Th
Garden, Joiininl oj llorlkicltiiye, and local papers on the
" Dejeuner ; " also Testimonials from the Gardeners of th
principal Seats in the West of England. For full particular
and Coloured Illustration of Plant, see our CATALOGUE
for 1875, gratis on application. Per packet, 2S. 6d., sealed with
the raiser's name.

W. RENDER AND SON, Bedford Nursery, Plymouth.

spONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS.
^^ —This Giant American Asparagus is described as pro-
educing heads from 14 ^o i^/i inch in diameter.

" I have now much pleasure in saying that in point of size

this is a colossal variety ; it far exceeds the Giant or Battersea."
— Vide Gardeners' Chronicle, May 9, 1874.

[
Good plants, 3^. 6d. per 100 ; extra strong, 55. per 100.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.
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To Gardeners.

Gardeners are rnost respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

^N Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

NEW HYBRID BEGONIAS.
THE FOLLOWING NEW BEGONIAS

belong to the handsome-flowered, bulbous-rooted section,
and are most desirable acquisitions, as they succeed and bloom
well in an ordinary Greenhouse. The Bulbs being similar to
those of Gloxinias, and now dormant, can be sent by Post :

—
ANACREON, deep crimson, a beautiful flower, very long

petals, qs. 6d.
BRILLIANT, very rich bright orange, a fine showy flower,

CARDINAL, magnificent variety, fine large flowers of a rich
deep magenta-rose, 7^. 6d.

CAROLINE, deep rosy pink, with broad petals, $5.
CLIMAX, deep rich rosy carmine, broad outer petals, qj.

CORSAIR, rosy salmon, profuse bloomer, 5^.
ENSIGN, bright pink, a very elegant variety, ^s
GEM. cream colour, the reverse of the petals pink, $s.
GLITTER, vivid orange-scarlet, extremely showy, -js. 6d.
HERMINE, bright orange cinnamon, very distinct, 55.
LOTHAIR, deep rose, a fine flower, with short broad petals,

^s. ed.
'^

LUCINDA, fine flowers with long petals, of a deep rose colour,

MAGNET, light pink, the reverse of the petals deep pink, 5^MAZEPPA, light cream colour, tinted with orange-pink, 55.PHYLLIS, delicate sulphur colour tinted with pink, ^s.
SERAPH, soft pink suflTused with rose, 5s.

§oS??i^^-' }"^^^ P".^H' ^ ^^"^y P''«"y colour, sf.
IKUJAN, light rosy pink, very distinct, 5J.

The entire Collection of the above Eighteen Varieties for
Four Guifieas.

Seed of the above New Begonias, separate kinds, 2s. 6d.
per packet ; mixed, 3^. 6d. per packet,

WILLIAM BXTLL, F.L.S.,
ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries (270 Acres in extent) near Earshot, Surrey.

Seed Establishment and London Depot,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
CLOSE TO THE MAtJSION HOUSE STATION.

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a succession of

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season. In splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergreen and
Deciduous (of all sizes),

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable on application.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Portsi TreeSf when taken in quantity, charged at a

proportionately reducedprice,

'^ " ° " Sons

&^!J^ QEED OATS.—Messrs. LITTLE
y^WDX O AND BALLANTYNE have to offer some
^^fe^jg^^ fine samples of Black Tartarian and Wliite Potato
Oats, Chevalier Barley, &c.

Royal Seed and Nursery Establishments, Carlisle.

,., SUPPUfo , ^b 5UPPl/fo

Cheate/(^.

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

SPECIAL FEBRUARY LIST

GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c.,

/s now ready, and may be had, gratis andpost
free, on application.

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

;OTTACEIlS«^ilRTIZMS
COLLECTIONS 'CHOICE
yEeETABLE&FLO

SEEDS.

CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Price for a Single Collection . . q.s. 6d.

Per dozen

—

s. d.

For I dozen and under 5 dozen Collections . . 28 o
For s ,, and ,, 10 „ ,, .. 27 o
For 10 ,, and ,, 20 ,, ,, .. 26 o
For 20 ,, and over 25 o

One dozen packets and upwards sent Carriage Free
to any Station in England.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Price for a Single Collection , , u. 6(f.

Per dozen—s. d.

For I doEen and under 5 doEen Collections . . 17 6
For 5 „ and ,, 10 ,, ,, ,, 17 o
For 10 ,, and ,, 20 ,, ,, ., 16 6
For 20 and over is o

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson s Sons.

Tlie Upton Nurseries i/MLb 1 LK.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
F?- I'ost/ree on A/jph'catiott.

'^. Qualityjrunsurpassccl

.

Cheap, Healthy, and Well Grown Trees

and Shrubs,

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS
OF THE VERY FINEST QUALITY.

Seed Merchants aiid Nurserymen,

COTTINGHAM, and 6i. MARKET PLACE, HULL,
(Established 1788),

Have pleasure /« ijiserting thefollowing Testimonials

:

" December 22, 1874.
"Mr, Martin: Sir,— I am happy to say that, nothwithstand-

ing the past excessively dry season, the 25,000 Ornamental and
Fruit Trees, Shrubs, &c., that I bought of you have done
remarkably well. Had I not planted any Pinus austriaca (which
do not like the soil here), I should scarcely have had any tu

make up this season. A. W."
The Shrubs and Trees werefrom 3 to -zofeet high.

"December 28. 1874.
"Mr. Martin: Sir,—I am able to say that, after having

bought Seeds, Plants, and Trees, of your firm for fifty-four

years, I have no reason but to speak in the highest terms of the
quality of the same which you have always supplied to me.

GENUINE and NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
The 63s. Collection of Garden Seeds contains 25 qts. of Peas, &c,

Other Collections, 21.S. , 31 j'. td., and 42,1,, carriage paid.

Catalogues ofSeeds and Trees on application.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
WILL BE SUPI'LIED,

In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known
Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i4 to 2 feet high, at

£10 per ioo,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of thei

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATES.ER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, VV.C.
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GLADIOLI.— All the First Prizes, for

Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition.

olTrred at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal

Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the

ribin? all the varieties worth growing,

, gratis to applicants.

., 25 for 42J,, 25 for 63J., 25 for

United Kingdc...
CATALOGUES, de-....

with Instructions for Cuiti

Selections left
'

1055., 25 for 210J.

Blooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the

choicest varieties, ioo5. per loo.

The Royal Nurseries. Langport, Somerset.

SELECTED and HOME GBOWN SEEDS.

John Cattell

Descriptive k Illustrated Catalogue

SEEDS for the KITCHEN GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FLOWER GARDEN,
SEEDS for the FARM,

Is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Also,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, and TREES and SHRUBS.

NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
WKSTERHAM. KENT.

THE HANDSOMEST SEED CATALOGUE
•a*^ ilk EVER PUBLISHED.

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE for AMATEUR
GARDENERS-Spring, 1875.

Now rcady^ fr. . poUfn Gratis to Customc,

A thoroughly practical and comprehensive Guide for the

Amateur or professional Gardener, containing a select List of

choice Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds ; ninety-six pages of

beautifully illustrated letterpress, with complete directions for

the successful management of the Kitchen and Flower Garden
throughout the year ; also twg superbly finished coloured plates.

The whole in an illuminated cover of the most exquisite design

and workmanship.
The London Rcviciu says—" This is the most beautiful

g.irden c;it;ilogne we have ever seen, the coloured illustrations

arc inimitable. Messrs. Daniels, the eminent seed growers, may
justly feci proud in issuing such a complete and truly valuable

catalogue as this, which will enhance the high reputation they

have already so deservedly gained."

DANIELS BROTHERS, Seed Growers,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

NORWICH.

Now ready, ^^rails and post free,

DiCK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

pillzeMed^)ALSeed s

HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

^«)QEED POTATOS-
llMmf *^ ••iiid Kclail, in .my .iiianlily

.
applic

MTl'LE AND 13ALLANTYNE,
Merchants. Carlisle.

Seed Growers and

Red-Bkln Flourball Fotatos.

HAND F. .SHARPE particularly recommend
• this variety for Field Cullivation, being, without doubt,

the heaviest cropper grown. Fourteen tons ter acre have

been produced tnis season on ordinary marsh land, and it will be

larRely grown for Cattle-feeding purposes in lieu of Mangels and

Kohl Rabi. It is perfectly free from disease, and the quality

is very fine. Itlieeps well until May or June. F"or price, Sc,
apply to ...
H. AND F. SHARPE.Seed Growers, Wisbech. Cambridgeshire.

c
Notice.—For CaaH.

ARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS,
HERBACEOUS PLANTS. &c.

BUY J. HUNT'S ONE GUINEA COLLECTION.
i8 Pair= of finest Show CARNATIONS and PICO-

TEES, to name
12 Choicest PINKS, to name
6 True old CRIMSON CLOVE
6 GAZANIA RIGENS
6 VIOLETS. The Czar
12 Finest HERB.\CEOUS and ROCK PLANTS,

i and Williams'6 SWEETWJLLIAMS, from Hu
finest Scotch strains

All of which are strong, healthy, and well-rooted plants.

Apollo Nurseries, Caistor Road. Great Yarmouth.

FOREST
DRONS, &

Birch, lo to 12 feet

Chestnuts, Horse,

Privet, oval-leaved

SHRUBS, RHODODEN-
;, , transplanted— a large quantity for Sale.

i8^. p. loo I Laburnum, common, 8 to lo

. to 5 feet, feet. 15^-. per loo
Laurel. Portugal, 2 to 3 feet,

i-yr.

I

Rhododendror
3-yr. . from2 feet, 36^. per 1000

Sycamore, 3 to 5 feet, i8.f.
.

1000 : 6 to 8 fcet,6oj. p. 1000
1

CATALOGUES free.

HENRY DERBYSHIRE, Darley Hillside Nursery,

Matlock, Derbyshi 1

ORCHARD PLANTING.—Stong Standard
APPLES, strong Standard Table and Perry PEARS,

Pyr.imid and Dwarf-trained PEARS. A choice Collection of

ROSES ; strong Common, Colchic, and Portugal LAURELS :

LAURUSTINUS, BOX, YEW, and other Evergreens ; Ever-

green and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS : Scotch and Spruce

FIRS ;
CHESTNUT, LIMES, and other Forest Trees, up to

12 feet. Prices on application.
^ , . ^ .

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road,

Cheltenha

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.-Magr.ifi-
cent and distinct strain : leaves broad and fleshy, recurving

almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in

colour. Sothe older sorts, very brill

January or February, they bloom the following

:ed, : ind . (>d.

Fine variety from the

;ry joint, and possess-

e of this

.^nd h.

per packet.

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.
Mauritius, flowering profusely at

ing in a high degree the delightful frag

climber, i^. 6(i. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSiCUM, Prize strain.—Seed s:

one of the best collections in the kingdom, i,

double' PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produ

percentage of splendid double flowers of great si/^c, ^hu

charmingly varied shades of colour, ts. 6d. per packet.

Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Ofiice Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and

FLOWER SEEDS.

utiful

I large

MONRO'S DUKE
CUCUMBER.— First-cl;

cultural Society, September 3, 1873.

For list of 102 Firms that have bd
the above-named Cucumber direc

Gardeners' Chronicle, January 2 ;

Firms have been supplied :

—

Smith, Worcester
Carbon, Peterborough
Burnell, Huggins & Co., Lon

of EDINBURGH
, Certificate, Royal Horti-

1 supplied with seeds of

from J. Monro, see

nee then the following

Taylor, Lynn
Rutley & Silverlock, London
Perkins, Thos., Northampton
Eoyce, Stockwell
Dickson, Brown & Tait, Man

Small, Ilkeston
Gebrlider, Wenzel, Prussia

Godfrey, Stowbridge
Rawlins, Liverpool
Drummond & Sons, Stirling

Gill, Bradford
Barbour, Castle Carey
Paul. Wm., Waltham Cross

Alderson, T. W., London

Dickson & Son, Chester
Horsnail & Reynolds, Stroud
Botherton. Leeds
Garaway & Co., Bristol

Dyer, Falmouth, Cornwall
Dean, Ealing
Lee. Hammersmith (2d order)

Downie & Laird, Edinburgh
Fisher, Holmes & Co., Shef-

field

Robinson & Co., Edinburgh
Little & Ballantyne (2d order)

Farquharson. Wrexham
Roberts, Denbigh
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee
The Lawson Seed Co., London

(2d order)

WPOTTEN'S SEED LI.ST is now ready,
• and will he sent post free to all applicants. W. P. has

a larRe stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and

PRIMULAS, strong healthy plants, in 48-pots, from the very

best strains, 4^. per dozen : extra strong, 6j. per dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. good plants, in 3-inch pots,

y. per dozen, tos. per 100.

Camden Nursery. Sissinghurst, Staplchurst, Kent.

Seedsmen i^^myi. to tSe Queen.

SEEDS OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY.
JOHN AND CHARLES LEE'S Descriptive
fj Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and

FLOWER SEEDS for 1875 ^'" *"= forwarded, post free, oil

RB. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
• and NtiHSERVMAN. Belfast.

NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
from the grower.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove. Greenhouse, Con-

servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees,

and Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Hedging Plants

and Underwood.
Seeds, Plants, &c., carefully packed for export to all parts of

the \

SEEDS.-GENUINE.-ALL OF FIRST (QUALITY
AND OF PRIZE STRAINS.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE FOR 1875
HAS NOW BEEN ISSUED.

If by mistake any of his Customers have not received a copy one shall be forwarded en application.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

.rid.

IS' CATALOGUES Post-free c applic

SPRING SEED GUIDE, 1875.—
Messrs. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE,

i; Queen's Seedsmen, Carlisle, have now issued

leiy Illustrated GUIDE, and a copy can be had

"London Office. 36, Mark Lane, E.G. ; and Seed and Nursery

ablishments, Carlisle.

CABBAGES.—For Ewes and Lambs, Sheep
and Cows, or Garden Purposes, nothing can surpass Gee's

fine selected Enfield Market ; best grown. Good plants llow

ready, 3.?. per 1000, in any quantities ; also fine Red Dutch do.,

'"superi'or^BidfOTdsWgrown Seed POTATOS, and SEEDS
of all kinds, PLANTS. ROOTS, &c., cheap and good. Refer-

ences given to the leading Agriculturists, &c,, of the day.

Terms, Cash with Orders from all unknown Correspondent:.

Large buyers liberally treated with.

FREDK. GEE, Seed Grower, &c., Biggleswade. Beds.

Holllea,Rhododendrons, Forest Trees, &c.

GFARNSWORTH, The Nurseries,
• Matlock, begs to offer the following TREES, also other

NURSERY STOCK, at low rates :- Sycamore, 5 to 6 feet,

twice transplanted. 6j. per 100. Ash, Mountain, 3 to 5 feet. 20s.

per 1000. Fir, Scotch, 15 inches to 2 feet, 161. Berberis Aqui-

folia, J to i\!. foot. SOI. Oak. English. 3 to s feet, 25J. Privet,

Evergreen. 3 to 5 feet. iios. Holly, i-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, 255.

Quick, strong. 141. Hornbeam, 3 to 5 feet, 301. Rhododen-

drons, 3-yr. seedlings. 5s.; 3-yr. and 3-yr. bedded, 251.; 8 to 12

inches, 8oi. Chestnut. Horse. 4 to 6 feet, 8s. per 100. Pinus

austriaca, 2 to 3 feet, 81. Poplar, Balsam, 6 to 8 feet, 8s. Limes,

from layers, transplanted. 4 to s feet. i6s.; 7 10 9 feet. 40s.

Laurel, common, i to i^i foot, 8s.: i)^ to 2 feet. 9s : 2 to 3>4

feet, 14s. Arbor-vita;, Chinese, 2)^ to T,Vi feet, 5s. per dozen.

Laurel, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet. 8s.

AZALEA INDICA — VAN HOUTTE'S
-TX. SEEDLINGS, in fine bushy heads, full of buds, from

8 inches to i foot in diameter :

—

JOHN GOULD VEITCH, 8 to 10 inches, 40s.

SIGISMUND RUCKER, 10 inches, 20s.

PRINCESS LOUISE, 10 inches, 2cs.

D.\PHNE. from 11 to 13 inches, 12s.

BARONNE DE VRIESE. from 11 to 13 inches, 12s.

COMTESSE DE BEAUFORT, from 11 to 13 inches, izi.

MARQUIS of LORNE, from 11 to 13 inches, 12s.

MRS. WRIGHT, to inches, 12s.
.

BARON GEORGE DE ST. GENOIS, 10 inches, 12s.

LOUISE DE KERCHOVE, 10 inches, I2S.

GEORGE LODDIGES, 10 inches, 12s.

&W A whole set, ,£7.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS—
In bud. per dozen, 16s.

In bud, per 25 varieties. 32s.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS—
In fine varieties, from three to eight buds. 2S 61/. to 30s. per

dozen : in twenty-five varieties, .£3.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

New Potatoa for 1876.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest

confidence recommends the following, which have received

a First-class Certificate :—
ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6s. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (C-ittell). price 4s. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 4s. per 7 lb.

The Set 12s. for cash with order. Trade price on application

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeiteri

Chronicle for January 9, 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.

Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST AND

SON, 6, Leadenhall Street. EC.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham Kent.

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fruit Bushes.

No. I Collection includes—

20 EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
25 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
21 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
=5 CURRANTS, of sorts.

35 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

,0 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for Xs 5J.

No. 2 Collection,

Double the above, with greater variety.

Two hundred and sixty fine plants for Aio.

Carriage paid to London.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, Exotic Nursery, Onterbuiy
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Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all

engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is offering, at very reduced prices, an
immense stock ; amongst other things the following may be
worth notice :

—

Poph .r, new silver, 6 to S feet

Lombardy, 6 to 14 feet

Black Italian, 6 to 12

SpirEca palmata, by the dozen.

Rhododendrons, hybrid named,
with buds, I to 2 feet

„ Californian, with buds,
I to 2 feet

,, hybrid seedling, with
buds, I to 2 feet

Andromeda floribunda, fiower-

ing, I to ij^ foot

Kalmia latifolia, bushy, 9 to

Skimmia japonica, bushy, 9 to

Picea Nordmanniana, 4to 6 feet

Arbor-vitai, American, 4 to 8 ft.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 8

feet

Fir, Spruce, 3 to S feet

Berberis Darwinii, i to 3 feet

Mahonia Aquifolia. 9 to 15 in.

Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual,
best known varieties

„ climbing, best known
varietiesl^s^^ ^T"^ ~:Z^

Elm, English and American,
8 to 10 feet

.Oak, English and Turkey, 6 to
8 feet

Special quotations for small or

CLEMATIS, all the best known kind;

A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 505. per 1000.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. "WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

feet

Sycamore, purple
gated, 6 to lo feet

Laburnum, purple and
mon, 6 to 8 feet

Chestnut, Scarlet and
Horse, 6 to 9 feet

Sorbus domestica and hybrida,
6 to 10 feet

^

Almond, fruiting, 6 to 10 feet

Birch, silver, 8 to 14 feet

Thorn, Paul's new double
scarlet, 4 to 8 feet

Thorns, in variety, 4 to 6
feet

Deulzia crenata flore-pleno, 4
to 6 feet

Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet

Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet

Sedum spectabilis

Peaches, Pears, and Plums,
dwarf-trained, in best varieties

Gooseberries, in best varieties

Ciurants, in best i

Peaches and
maiden, in best ^

large quantities on applicatic

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds,

) suit Gardens of various sizes, i\s., 425., 63J., and 84s, ch.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^,. pkt.

FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6

BROAD BEAN, Westbnry Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra i 6

Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. . ..16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o

CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant ,. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in ) . i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation . .
j" 10

CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh . . ..26
,, Tender and True, new 36

Woolley's Improved Telegraph 16
ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16

,, Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
' WiUiams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour . . 16

ONION, Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum 26
Mr. Laxton's NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWEE SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new 26
AURICULA, finest shov

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain ..

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA,
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb si

CYCLAMEN, Willi;

TS. 6d. and

I. fid.'.^s. 6d.',

id., 21! 6d.,

3^. 6d. and
r. 6d.

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choi - -.

2J. 6rf.
,

3J. 6(/. and 5 o

COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize(savedbyMr.McLachlan) 2 6

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .

.

16
,, saved from the finest erect varieties 16

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new .. ..16
,, ,, nana ccerulea, new .. .. .... ..16

PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties .. 10
PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Erandegei, new .. ..16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMONDII, grandiflora splendens, new. i 6

PRIMULA, Williams* superb stram, red, white, or

mixed i^. 6rf., 25. 6rf., 3J. 6(/. and 5 o

RICINUS GIBSONII, new t 6

STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new .

.

16
East Lothian . . per collection of three colours 2 6

VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain 16
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new . . 2j. 6.5?. and 3 6

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering 10
dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety 10

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATAXOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application. ^ ___^

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

SEED P O T A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. ;

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
HYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD {for Forcing).

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
L-ATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK.

AMERICAN VAKIETIES
EARLY ROSE,
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

EN AND FIELD SEEDS

SELECTED STOCKS.

CATALOGUES for 1875
NOW READY.

THE LAWSOI SEED & lUESEEY COIPAIY
(LIMITED),

io6, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.,
AND

GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.

BETTEEIDGE'S PEIZE ASTEES,
INCLUDING EVERY VARIETY YET INTRODUCED BY MR. BETTERIDGE.

BETTERIDGE'S

NEW VARIETIES.

Duke of Edinbiu-gh,

Grand Duchess of

Edinburgli,

BETTERIDGE'S

INTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIONS

Cantab,

Improved Oxonian.

CAXJTIOTif.—Each packet of these Asters is impressed with our Trade Mart, without which non
Per packet-

DUKE of CONNAUGHT (offered Ihis season for the first time by us). The entire surface

is of a pure vivid crimson colour, with pale guard-petals
;
one of the most brilliant

flowers ever introduced

IMPROVED OXONIAN, rich purple, with pure white eye

DUCHESS of EDINBURGH, rich crimson, with pure white eye

DUKE of EDINBURGH, bright rose, with pure white eye .

.

i8 splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster

12 splendid varieties, Betteridge's E!diibiti( I Aster
the collection 3 6

NOTICE. The Seeds we offer include every variety sent out by Mr. Betteridge, and are

obtained direct from him this Season.

^CkJlytlJlJ^ THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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LASCELLES' PATENT
Mr Le> N rbe \ Cro>d

CURVED STRUCTURES
Are constructed entirely of Wood, Bent on his Patent Principle, whereby each Bar forms a complete truss. They are strong, light, cheap and durable.

w.
DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES, WITHOUT CHARGE, ON APPLICATION TO THE PATENTEE,

H. LASCELLES, 121, BUNHILL ROW, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.G.

THE COWAN COMPENSATING HEATING COMPANY, LIMITED.

This Company, having purchased from the Dromore Patent Heating Company Mr. Cowan's valuable

Patents for the United Kingdom, is now prepared to undertake the Erection of Apparatus on that System in

all parts of the Country.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:-
1. In most Cases it SAVES the ENTIRE COST of FUEL. I 3. No Night Attendance is required.

2. The Heat is maintained more steadily than by any
\ a mT. c > -wr , «. o_ n j j

other Svstem
' ' 4. There is no Smoke or Unpleasant Smell produced.

THE SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED.

Full Particulars of this System, Testimonials, and Opinions of the Press, can be seen
in the Company's Illustrated Pamphlet, which can be obtained, post free, on application.

The Company has an Efficient Staff of Engineers, and sends at any time to

inspect places where the idea is entertained of Erecting the Apparatus.

The System has lately been adopted at Hazelwood, Herts, the seat of Lord
Rokeby

; Stackpole Court, the seat of the Earl of Cawdor ; Ripley Castle, Yorkshire,
the seat of Sir H. D. Inglby, Bart. ; Langleybury House, Herts, the seat of Jones
Lloyds, Esq. ; and at many other places. Also Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, says :

—

" I now most cordially beg to congratulate you on the glorious success of your Heating Apparatus (now in
use at Hatfield), which is working most satisfactorily, and which has exceeded my expectations. It is a decided
success, and more cannot be said in its favour. Should it continue to work in the manner it now does, it will
prove a great boon here, and start a new era in the heating of horticultural buildings generally. By your
Compensating System we have for every barrow of coals thrown into the kiln some substantial return; by the
old system the returns were ashes, and the trouble of clearing them away. I find our chalk is of an inferior
quality to some I have seen in the neighbourhood, but we have plenty of heat."

The Company also undertakes the Erection of all other kinds of Heating
Apparatus, and of Horticultural Buildings.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

Office: 4, LOTHBURY, BANk7 LONDON, E.C
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Carnations, Plootees, and Pinks.

TSAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
J- announce that they have this Season a very fine and
extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of whicii
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with IlUistrated SEED CATALOGUE. on appHcati

choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, lu.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Nurseries.

Planting Season —Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

AJl being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to
22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

Six Beautiful OrcMds. 21s.

FOR WINTER and SPRING FLOWER-
ING no class of plants can compete with Orchids, their

culture being extremely easy, and the flowers very lasting.

The above are of distinct varieties, and are sent package and
delivery free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Graceful Palms, 21s.

HEALTHY YOUNG PLANTS, to grow on
for Table decoration, and will be ready in about six

months ; or fit for immediate use, including many choice and
very rare kinds, 635., 845., and io6j.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Flowering Stove Plants, 21s.,

TNCLUDING ANTHURIUM SCHER-X ZERIANUM, ALLAMANDA CHELSONI, and
other equally fine sorts, in nice plants. Package and delivery
free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Ornamental Foliage Plants, 213.,

INCLUDING many of the finest and newest
varieties of ALOCASIAS, MARANTAS, CROTONS,

&c., well established, clean, and healthy plants, to grow on for

specimens. Package and delivery free to London on receipt of
Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Snowflalcfl.THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and free
FROM DISEASE. Messrs. Daniels Bros, have just received a
consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,
and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carriage free to any address :—3^. td. per lb. ; 7 lb. , 21^. ;

14 lb., 42J. ; cheaper by the cwt.
DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal

Norfolk Seed Establishment, Norwich.

POTATOS for PLANTING.—Special offer
to the Trade (for cash) of the undermentioned, in the

following quantities :—Myatt's Prolific, by the sack, ton, or
10 tons ; Red-skinned Flourball, ditto ; Bresee's Peerless, ditto

;

Climax, ditto ; Paterson's Victoria, ditto : Early Goodrich,
ditto; Bresee's Prolific, ditto; Jdona's Pride Ashtops, by the
sack or ton ; Fortyfolds, ditto; Early Rose, ditto; Hundred-
fold Fluke, ditto : Early Don. ditto ; Regents, ditto.
IMPORTED AMERICANS, by the pound, stone of 14 lb
or hundredweight, viz.:—Snowflake, Extra Early Vermont,
Eureka, Compton's Surprise, Brownell's Beauty, Early Gem
Nonsuch and Late Rose. ASPARAGUS PLANTS :—Con'
nover's Colossal, 2-yr., by the 100, icxxi, or 10,000 ; Connover's
3-yr., by the 100 or 1000 ; Giant, 3-yr. and 4-yr., by the 100 or
1000 ; 6-vr. forcing, by the 100 or 1000. Prices on application to

CHRISTMAS QUINCEV, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant, Market Place, Peterborough.
N.B.—Peterborough being a central town there is easy com-

munication to all parts of the country.

RIGHT'S GIANT WHITE CELERY.
—This is quite a distinct pure white variety ; it is very

crisp, and of excellent flavour, combining a robust, compact
habit, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily.
Heads of this variety have been grown weighing from S to 10 lb.

each, and can be highly recommended for exhibition, private or
market purposes. \s. per Yz oz, packet.

WRIGHT'S RED GROVE and WHITE GROVE
CELERIES.—These possess all the good properties of the
Giant White, but do not grow quite so large, ij. per % oz.

packets. The usual discount to the Trade.

The following fourteen firms have secured supplies of the
above for this season, for which I beg to thank them, soliciting
extended patronage :

—

Daniels Bros., Norwich.
Dickson, Brown & Tait, Man
Dixon, E. P., Hull, [chestei

Holmes, Ed., Lichfield.

Downle & Laird, Edinburgh.
Drummond & Son, Sterling.
Hqwden & Co., Inverness.
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.
Finney, S.. & Co., Newcastle.
Umpleby, Geo., Leeds.

CUCUMBERS.—Wright's Wonder, fine white-spine, and
Wright's Improved, black-spine ; these will grow 24 to 30 inches
long, are very prolific and of mild, good flavour. Pearson's
Long Gun, Rollisson's Telegraph, Berkshire Champion,
Improved Sion House, Masters' Early Prolific. \s. per packet.

Lowest price quoted per 100 seeds on application.

W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Market
Square, Retford, Notts. "

'

" \
, .

'

HEELERS'
Choice Seeds.
WHEELERS' TOM THUMB is the

smallest and the best CABBAGE LETTUCE. Large
packet, ij. ; small packet, dd., post free.

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM is the largest
and the best COS LETTUCE. Large packets, ii.;

small packet, bd., post free.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.
—Very early and excellent. Large packet, i.r.; small

packet 6d., post free.

HEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE

HEELERS' FIRST EARLY PEAS.-
The earliest in cultivation, is. 6d. per quart.

w
per pec

w
WHEELERS' GUINEA COLLECTION

of GARDEN SEEDS is a Marvel of Cheapness, as it

contains a liberal supply of some of the very Choicest Seeds in
cultivation, and is delivered, carriage free by rail, to any part
ofthe Kingdom.

Especial attention is called to the fact, that Wheelers' First
Early Peas, Wheelers' Tom Thumb, and Kingsholm Cos
Lettuce, Wheelers' Cocoa-Nut and Imperial Cabbage, are
included in the Guinea Collection, and that this is the cheapest
and most economical method of purchasing really choice Garden
Seeds.

WHEELERS' GARDEN ORDER SHEET
contains the Lowest Prices of the choicest Garden

Seeds, Flower Seeds, and Seed Potatos in cultivation ; with
columns ruled ready for the quantities required to be filled in :

thus rendering the usual troublesome matter of making out a

WHEELERS' CHOICE GARDEN
SEEDS and POTATOS, to the value of sou. and

upwards, are delivered. Carriage Free by Rail, to any part

J. C. WHEELER & SON,

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

PRINCE'S
DWARF ROSES,

CULTIVATED SEEDLING BRIAR.

George Prince offers the undermentioned
Twenty-five finest Exhibition and Garden vars.

of ROSES, in splendid plants, for 2Ss.,

package included :

—

ANNIE WOOD. MADAME LAURENT,
BARON HAUSSMANN, MDLLE. E. VERDIER,
COUNTESS of OXFORD, MAD. CHARLES CRAPE-
DEVIENNE LAMY, LET,
DR. ANDRlS, IMARIE BAUMANN,
CAMILLE BERNARDIN, MARIE RADY.
DUPUY JAMAIN, MARQUISECASTELLANE,
EMILIE HAUSBERG, MONS. NOMAN,
ELISA BOELLE, MONS. WOOLFIELD,
ETIENNE LEVET, MONS. PAUL NERON,
LA FRANCE, REINE BLANCHE,
EXPOSITION DE BRIE, VICTOR VERDIER,
MAURICE BERNARDIN, MARfiCHAL NIEL.

Also the following Twelve newer vars. for 25J.,

package included :

—

AUGUSTE REGOTARD,
CLAUDE LEVET,
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH (Bennet),

ETIENNE DUPUY (Level),

ETIENNE LEVET,
LE HAVRE,
MADAME L.-^CHARME,
MAD.\ME GEO. SCHWARTZ,
ANTONIA DECARLI (Tea),

THOMAS MILLS,
ANNA OLIVIER (Tea),

MARECHAL NIEL.

14j MARKET STREET, OXJORI?.

Rare Opportunity.
NEW and VERY .SCARCE TREE FERN SPORES from

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND.

JH. LEY, having just received an importa-
• tion from his Collector, can supply good packets, with

directions for sowing and rearing, at 3^. 65,, 5J. , and "JS. i)d.

The fronds from which three sorts have been obtained are
new species, the other four sorts are Cyathea dealbata (silver).

C. medullaris, Alsophila McArthuri, Dicksonia fibrosa, and a
small quantity of Dicksonia squarrosa. Should be sown now to
obtain nice plants before autumn.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.
N.B.—Twelve choic'e PALM SEEDS, in distinct sorts, 51.

L ILIUM AURATUM.—This splendid
flower, unsurpassed by any other in beauty, is specially

recommended to Florists and Gentlemen Amateurs ; it is suit-

able for Outdoor or Conservatory Decoration, and, although its

price has hitherto placed it beyond the reach of many, lovers of
the beautiful need no longer hesitate, as the Advertiser has
received consignments from Japan which enable him to offer

them at very moderate prices. Splendid bulbs -zs. 6d., is. 6d.,

and qd. each. Address, by letter only,

J. W. H. GRAY, Agent, Melford House. Lordship Park.
Stolte Newington, N., who will punctually forward all orders.

CONIFERS SEED, New and Rare,
collected by M. RoezI in November, 1874 :~

ABIES HOOKERIANA, A. Murray.—According to M.
Roezl this fine Conifer attains the height of 100 feet : its

branches are long and pendulous, resembling the Deodar
Cedar, but of a much more graceful habit—a description
fully confirmed by Mr. Lobb, who also compares it to the
Deodar. RI, Roezl says that he found it, without excep-
tion, in northern aspects, never fully exposed to the sun,
and he believes it prefers shady situations. Price 35. 6d.

per 1000, I5J-. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS (Strobus) MONTICOLOR, Douglas.—Sixty per cent.

good. 3.J. 6d. per 1000, 15^. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS (Pinaster) CONTORTA, Douglas. — This species
grows in swampy places in the lowlands of California, and
forms dwarf compact trees, with tortuous branches. On
the mountains where M. Roezl encountered it, and where
he collected the seeds, it forms stately trees of 100 feet In

height ; the wood is, owing to Its elasticity and durability.

much sought after. Seed of excellent quality, 90 per cent.

good, price 3J, 6d. per 1000 seeds.

We also offer the following, collected by M. Roezl, in October,

1874 ; many of them familiar to, and ably described by, M.
E. Ortgies, of Zurich : see Gardeners' C/ironicie, Decem-
ber II, 1874; and Mr. A. Murray's article, January 23,
1875:-

PICEA CONCOLOR, Engelmann : 2^. 6d. per 100, £1
1000, £4 per 5000 seeds.

,, „ var. violacea, Roezl: zs. 6d. per 100, £1 per 1

£4 per 5000 seeds. -

„ BI FOLIA, Murray: js. 6d. per 100, J2S. per 1

£•2 los. per 5000 seeds.

„ DOUGLASII. var. glauca, Roezl: i.r. per 100, Bs.

1000, £t los. per 5000 seeds.

ABIES COMMUTATA, Parlatore : 4^. per 1000, 15^.

PINUS ARISTATA, Engelmann: 6s. per 100 seeds.

„ FLEXILIS, James : i^. 6d. per ico, 12s. per 1000 sec

,, DEFLEXA, Torrey: n. per 100, 8s. per 1000 seeds.

PICEA LASIOCARPA VERA: 2s. per 100, 16^. per i

per

„ „ MACROCARPA: i

£-2 10s. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS LAMBERTIANA: . per 100, ys. 6d. per 1

In Liquidation.
GUILDFORD NURSERY. \VHITFIELD, near DOVER.
THE TRUSTEE of the ESTATE of

Mr. C. F. BURBRIDGE. Nurseryman (in liquida-

tion by arrangement), desires to inform Gentlemen about to

plant, and the Trade, that in order to effect a speedy clearance
ofthe well grown and thriving

NURSERY STOCK,
comprising over 10,000 healthy Standard, Pyramid, and Trained
Fruit Trees ; 30,000 Forest Trees, of sorts ; 25,000 thriving
Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs and Conifer^e, including fine

specimens of Wellingtonla gigantea, Deodara. &c., choice
variegated Hollies ; 8000 Scotch, Spruce, and Larch Firs

;

1500 Ornamental Trees of the choicest and rarest species; 9000
Gooseberry and Currant Bushes ; 3000 Raspberry Canes ; 4000
Fruit Stocks ; 8000 Dwarf and Standard Roses, including
many of the latest varieties

;
5000 Manetll Stocks ; zooo Shrubs,

Ivies, and Creepers in pots. Herbaceous Plants, &c ; also the

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
Including Exotic Ferns, CameUias, Azaleas, Primulas, Cine-
rarias, Cyclamen, Genistas. Heaths, Arums, Libonias.Solanums,
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Foliage Plants, &c. ; 10,000 Bedding
Plants, looo Myosotis. 500 Roses in pots, a fine collection of
Tricolor Geraniums, &c. He is prepared to Sell the same

By PRIVATE TREATY.
In large or smalt quantities, at greatly reduced prices.

To all those about to plant this Sale offers an exceptional
opportunity, as the Stock cannot be surpassed either for variety
or condition.

For prices apply to Mr. C. F. BURBRIDGE, at the
Nursery; or to Messrs. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD,
Auctioneers and Sur\'eyors. at their Ofiices, New Bridge. Dover.

GLOXINIA S.—Twelve finest named
Gloxinias, 21s., very large roots, fit for exhibition this

spring, including many sorts not yet in commerce ; smaller
size, los. 6d. per dozen. Packed and delivered free to London
on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

CALADIUMS.—Twelve finest sorts, 2iJ.,
including many of the best introductions of late years ;

large roots, fit for exhibition this year, or smaller size, ids. 6d.

and 155. per dozen. Package and delivery free to London on
receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

CHIMENES.—Thirty-six corns, in 13 finest
sorts. Id. 6d. ; or loo corns, in 24 finest sorts, 21. Free
: on receipt of Post Office Order.
H. LEY, P.oyal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.
Nifi.-CATALOGUfiS free on application.

A
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

lines'**

T/w date Of localily not liaving been ftxxd for
tlic Pi'ovineial i^lio'iV this season,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, in reply to repeated

enquiries, that

rV SI'KCIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
rOB VEGETABLES,

WILL TAKC I'LACE AT

SOUTH KENSINGTON, on WEDNESDAY,
July 7, 1875.

SCHEDULE of PRIZES and CONDITIONS.
FIRST PRIZE-TUe " CARTER CUP," Value FIFTY

GUINEAS, to become the absolute property of the
Employer to wliora tbe Prize may be awarded,
also Ten Guineas for the Gau'dener.

SECOND PEIZE-Seven Guineas.
THIRD PRIZE-Flve Guineas.

FOURTH PRIZE-Three Guineas.

Best Collection of Vegetables, 24 Dishes,

^yi peck Carter's Early Pre I Pea.
U '

,, James' Prolific Pea

H „ G. F. Wilson Pea,

'/i „ Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Bean,

ji ,, Carter's White Advancer French Bean.
5^ „ Carter's Champion Runner Bean.
5I „ Blue Peter Pea.

}i „ Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea,

)i „ Carter's New Mammoth Long Pod Bean.
Carter's New Fern-Ie.ived Parsley, and Little Heath

Melon.

Plrst Prize-Two Guineas, Second Prize—One Guinea,
For 6 Dishes of Peas

(J^ peck of each variety), to include—

Garter's G. F. Wilson, James' Prolific Marrow, Carter's Hundred-
fold or Cook's Favourite, Carter's Commander-in-Chief.

[orparticulars sec " Sctiedule oftlte Royal Horticultural
Society," or apply to

^oA^tDui
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

837 and 838, HIGH HOI,BORN, LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY d, 1875.

A HOLIDAY IN NORWAY.
(Contimiedjromt. 136.)

ALTHOUGH dressed in a suit of plain

homespun cloth, and very often seen with

all " the defilements and defacements of labour,"

the pride that seems especially to belong to the

possessors of hereditary estates is shown by the

peasant farmer in considerable self-assertion in

all political matters, in a manly and independent

bearing, and in the jealous maintenance of his

social position. Assisted in the work of their

farms by men styled housemen, who occupy a

portion of land as tenants, holding it under

lease for two lives, and paying their rent in

labour, the distinction that exists between the

peasant landowner.and his associate is seldom

forgotten so far as to permit of intermarriages

between their respective families. A long and
pure descent is claimed by many Norwegian
bonders, and to illustrate how far this pride of

lineage is cherished and its records preserved

I may relate the following anecdote :—A young
priest, fresh from college, who could have known
little of the people amongst whom his lot was
cast, said ironically on some festive occasion,

when the principal men of the parish had
assembled, that he supposed it not impossible

that even amongst the present company some
descendants of the ancient nobility might be
found. He was seriously answered, that of the

persons then present he alone was probably the

only one who had no claims to suchjdistinction.

The ordinary enclosed farms that came under

my observation in meadow and under plough

seemed to average from 40 to 60 acres. Attached

to all farms is a certain extent of woodland and
mountain pasture, the latter relieving the home
farm for three months during the summer, and
the former affording a supply of leaves and
brushwood, on which the store stock are mainly

fed during the winter season. Bere or Barley,

Oats, and Rye are generally grown. Potatos,

which occupy the place of Turnips in their

system of farming, appear on every farm ; the

ordinary brandy of the country is distilled from

this crop, with an admi.xture of malt. The hay

crop is one of great consideration, and the

utmost care is exercised in making it ; it is

dried on rails erected expressly for the purpose,

and is with other crops securely housed in

special sheds, or more often in lofts above the

cow-house and stabling. Such farms as I have

mentioned will maintain a family, supplying all

reasonable wants. Farming in Norway is not

conducted on the manufacturing principle, as it

is in England, very little, if any, of the produce
being sold.

The dwelling-houses and outbuildings, which

appear numerous in proportion to the extent of

the land, are built of Fir poles, notched and
laid end to end, the interstices being filled with

moss ; sawn boards are, in the better class of

houses, nailed on each side of the rough poles
;

the roof is formed of boards laid on the rafters,

on which Birch bark is placed overlapping, on

this are placed sods and sometimes slate—in

either case the roof is tolerably impervious to

wet and cold. The similarity of construction of

all farmhouses and buildings over so great an

extent of country seems to show that the people

are satisfied that they have discovered the best

and readiest system of construction that can be

devised.

The mountain regions are the great grazing

grounds of the country during the summer

months. Farmers mark their sheep, and drive

them to the hills to roam at will over the

immense ranges of pasture, forest, and moss-

covered rock ; the animals naturally congregate

in large llocks, and graze with that degree of

system practised by animals enjoying liberty. The
young beast stock also range with but little

supervision, and the horses have etiual liberty,

but the cows are accustomed to graze near, or

rather within call of the sealer, and to answer
the summons to be milked ; the milkmaids
reward them by giving them a handful of salt.

The girls who live in these mountain farms

make cheese and butter : the whey or butter-

milk is boiled, and sent down in tubs on the

backs of horses, once or twice a week. This is

the drink of the work-people : I found it

detestable.

There is something congenial to the habits

of even domesticated animals in the wild free

life enjoyed on the mountain pastures. I was
assured that horses, beasts, and sheep, acquire

so great a fondness for their mountain life, that

when the summer-time comes round it is with

difficulty that they can be retained on the home
farm, and if one happens for convenience to be
left, he escapes and follows his companions on
the first opportunity. The sweet fresh pasturage,

and the invigorating mountain air, have doubt-

less much to do with the fondness the animals

evince for the hills. The cultivated part of the

country amounts to one forty-second part.

Forests cover one-fourth ; the rest is mountain,

portions of which afford herbage and moss, the

latter supporting considerable herds of reindeer,

so that in the farming economy of the country

the land reported to be barren and uninhabit-

able represents pasturage for the greater por-

tion of live stock for three months in the year.

In its general aspect, Norway presents the

most unpromising conformation of surface for

farming operations that can well be conceived.

Mountain ranges, virith plateaus whose altitude

precludes cultivation, and from which rise

mountains that reach an elevation of S300 feet

above the sea, prevail generally throughout the

country. Except in the South, the mountain

tops are covered with snow for the greater part, if

not all the year ; their slopes, when not absolutely

inaccessible, are far too rocky and abrupt for

farming settlements. The deeper valleys that

intersect these mountain ranges, and which

ramify with the contortions of the hills, are

channels up which the sea sends its tides

;

above the level of these fjords are other water-

worn valleys, which convey the overflow of the

mountain lakes, subsidised by countless streams

that in varying volume leap from the hills as

waterfalls, or rush foaming down the mountain

side—the impervious primitive or metamor-

phic rocks that are characteristic of the country,

not permitting the absorption of the melting

snows or the summer's rains. There exists,

therefore, a very extensive superficial area that

presents physical as well as climatic difficulties

of a character not to be surmounted by the

most enterprising cultivator. With few excep-

tions, the homestead of the Norsk farmer is

built on the lower slopes of the hills, where, in

fact, the wash of the rocky surfaces, in broken

stone and silty soil, has accumulated to a suffi-

cient depth for the operation of the plough ; or

on the embanked levels of loamy soil, the

deposit left by ancient rivers, or when rich

lacustrine alluvium is met with, or where mo-

raines are spread out at the embouchure of

glacier-grooved and expansive valleys, forming

suitable sites of scattered hamlets and little

farms.

The farms are generally parcelled out in

fields, the necessary subdivisions being effected

by loose stone walls, or fences made of poles

placed in the ground without shortening, two

cross-bars secured with twisted birch bands,

holding sawn or split rails, which are laid so
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close as to touch, and in a sloping position

;

such fences appeared to me prodigal of wood,

and less secure than our ordinary post and rail

fence. Quick hedges are rare ; no rails are

required in these fences, and they have the

merit of great simplicity.

After making several excursions about Vang.

I proceeded on my journey southwards, and I

may here mention that I dispensed with the ser-

vices of a guide, and never sent 3.forbad or mes-

senger to order horses, and I do not think I

lost time or horses by the avoidance of a

Custom strongly enforced by guide books ; I

found that " First come first served " was the

rule.

Oilo, the first station after Vang, is charmingly

placed, and has a good trout stream Avithin

sight. Continuing the journey, the stations of

Skee and Riun were successively taxed for

horses, and the day's journey was finished at

Frydenlund. Evidences of glacial action are

frequently met with in the course of a day's

journey in this district ; the greater partof the

enclosed yard of the station is of rock smoothed

down and rendered almost level by the great

ice river that had at some remote period

polished its surface. It is seldom such mighty

operations of Nature, resulting in the degrada-

tion of mountains, are conjoined with so sinall

an effect as that involved in the fashioning of

an inn yard. There is a gradual ascent from

Frydenlund, the road being carried along the

side of a range of hills : far down, and at the

bottom of the two ranges of mountainous

heights which enclose this profound valley, a

stream rushes, sometimes widening to the ex-

tent of a lake, in which islands covered with

Fir trees every now and then are seen— some-

times pouring its waters over rocky channels,

always lending a charm which bright moving

water alone can give to the richly wooded land-

scape. Just before gaining the summit of the

ascent, the view north looking up the valley

comprehends an extensive range of snow-covered

mountains, part of the Fille Fjeld, and under

certain aspects of light and shade the prospect

is exceedingly grand. The road in many places

has been widened by blasting the exceedingly

hard black crystaUine rock, of which the moun-

tain is composed at this elevation. The road

is carried across the summit of this range : on

one side Fir woods stretch away far and wide

into the dim distance, and amongst the woods

nearest the road immense rounded masses of

rock, like the hulls of upturned ships, stand out

in bold relief in the forest sea of deepest green.

Broad expanses of boggy land, opening some-

times in wider pools, extend in one direction,

aquatic plants in the bogs, and mosses and

lichens, replace all other vegetation, and the

country at this elevation has a dreary, cold,

cheerless aspect. William Ingram, Bclvoir.

{To be continued.')

New Garden Plants.

MASDEA'ALLIA ShutTleworthii, n. sfi.
*

This appears from dried materials to be a rather

nice thing-among the Masdevallias of the second order

of beauty. The upper sepal is yellowish, striped with

nine longitudinal dark port-wine-coloured nerves.

The lateral sepals are quite covered inside with

innumerable small port- wine- colour dots over a yel-

lowish ground. The long tails may be yellowish or.

green. The whole expanded flower is a little larger

than that ofM. triangularis. It was discovered in the

United States of Columbia by Mr. Shuttleworth, one

of the collectors of Mr. W. Bull, and has been

dedicated to' him. B. G. Rchb.f.

Masdevallia caudata, Linil.

I am sometimes surprised by hearing my English

acquaintances speaking in a sneering tone about

M. caudata. That species will, no doubt, one day

prove to be one of the most elegant of those of second-

class merit. I have never seen any specimen grown in

Europe, and know just nothing about its being here.

I am very suspicious that the M. caudata of my
English acquaintances is the M. coriacea, Lindl., by

no means a splendid plant, and, I am sorry to say, of

a very unpleasant smell. H. G. Rchb. f,

Masdevallia (Saccilabiat.e) severa, n. sp*

This Masdevallia is rather near M. Chimrera and

Roezlii. It comes nearer the last, but appears to be

sufficiently distinct by its lateral sepals being straight,

not divaricate ; by all the sepals being narrower, and

having all their asperities both on the surfaces or on

the border from very short bristles, not from warts.

The colour appears to be a vivid maroon, or rather

port-wine-brown, with very numerous small transverse

whitish (yellowish ?) bars, which gives it a rather gay

appearance. I have at hand good flowers dried by

M. Roezl, and others obtained from M. Patin, the

young Belgian traveller. Lately I obtained a sketch of

dried flowers, sent from the United States of Columbia

by Mr. Shuttleworth to Mr. W. Bull. We may
therefore well watch Mr. Bull, to see whether he will

not suddenly show this interesting plant. //. G.

Rchb. f.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Rei'okt of the Council to the Annual
General Meeting on February 9, 1875.

[In submitting this report the Council request the earnest

attention of the Fellows to the concluding state-

ments upon the financial position of the Society. It

is hoped that there will be a good attendance at the

annual meeting on February 9, when the Society's

financial position will be discussed.]

The Council, in presenting their report for 1874-5

to the Fellows, have great pleasure in again com-

menting upon the magnificent displays which the

Society s shows have produced. The amendments

introduced into the schedule, together with the reduc-

tion in the number of the shows, have both contributed

to this result, and in no instance more remarkably

than in the concluding exhibition of the season, when

the collection of fruits and Chrysanthemums trans-

cended almost all similar collections of former years.

The more purely scientific work of the Society has

again been attended witli success. The experiments

made at Chiswick form, as usual, the subject of a

supplementary report. The meetings of the Scientific,

Fruit, and Floral Committees have been well attended,

and the work done considerable.

The Council have established a series of evening

meetings for the discussion of horticulture. They are

convinced that the comparatively small attendance at

the ordinary meetings arises from the inconvenience

of the hour rather than any indifference to them on

the part of the Fellows, and they, therefore, consider

that evening meetings may be considered of value

both by the Fellows and others engaged in the pursuit

of horticultural science.

In the course of the past summer the Council re-

ceived an offer from Messrs. Prince, the proprietors of

Prince's Club, of a large sum by the way of rent for

the privilege of constructing a skating rink in the

Society's gardens under certain conditions. Whilst

considering this offer, the Council gave weight to the

following points :— I. That the present expenditure of

the Society cannot he maintained upon its present

income, and that some increase would have to be

made in the Fellows' subscriptions, or additional

sources of income be provided. 2. That the large

majority of the Fellows would prefer to give up the

absolute use for a time of a small portion of their

ground rather than pay an increased subscription.

3. That a great number of Fellows would be likely

to accept the opportunity of subscribing to a very

popular amusement brought to their own doors, and

that many persons would be induced to become

Fellows in order to obtain the privilege of so sub-

scribing. 4. That Messrs. Prince proposed to erect

the rink at their own cost, to reserve three days of

the week for those Fellows who should subscribe to

it, to conduct the rink in concert with the Society's

officials, and to pay sums of money as rent amounting

on the average to ;£'iI00 a year. The advantages

thus offered appeared to the Council to be opposed by

few countervailing objections, and they came to

the conclusion that they ought not to let slip so ad-

mirable an opportunity of increasing the income of

the Society. It is true the scheme had nothing to do

with horticulture directly, hut it would have been a

* Masiel'alUa Shidtlcworthii, Rdib. /., n. s/.—PeriRonio

nperto ; sepalo summo semiovato ; sepalis lateralibus semi-

oblongis acutis, omnibus in caudas ipsis bene longii

tepalis supra basin angustam subito dilatatis ligulatis

ligulato-panduratis, aptce tricrenatis, antice basi iiiflexo au

latis ; carina obliqua per paginam ; labello basi subcord;

pandurato obtuso,
"

'' "'"

medio antico c nlai

• MasdevallM stlvra, Rchb./., n. iyl.—Folio maxlmo a b.isi

petiolari spatulato oblongo acuto subacuminato :
pedunculo

valido apice trifloro (plurifloro ? homochronice ?) I
sepalo summo

triangUlo caudato : sepalis lateralibus altius cralius, dimidlo

liberis triangulis, porrecto subparallelis ; caudis ipsa sepala

Kquantibus ; limbo ac disco obpilos brevissimos scabrldis ;

tepalis ligulatis apice dUplicatis denticulatis ; labello cuneato-

oblongo, basi bilamellato ; lamina limbo implicito denticulate

subcalceata ; nervis omnibus cariuatis ; columna acuta.

great indirect benefit, tending to set more of the

Society's funds at liberty for the direct advancement
of horticultural science.

In this last respect the Council had before them the
example of Her Majesty's Commissioners for the
Exhibition of 1851, who have considered the sale on
building leases of land which they had acquired for

purposes connected with science and art a legitimate

manner of advancing those interests. The mention of
Her Majesty's Commissioners introduces the one
difficulty which lay in the way of the skating rink.

The Council had no power to sub-let any part of the
ground held of the Commissioners, but Messrs. Prince
were ready to accept of a "licence to use " without a.

lease. But in addition to this the Commissioners have
power to prohibit any proceeding of the Society with
regard to the gardens which shall not be of a horti-

cultural nature. The Council felt that to communi-
cate with the Board of Management on this subject

would be useless, seeing that the Board had declined
to discuss with them the Society's affairs ; but the
earliest opportunity was taken of bringing the matter
to the notice of the Commissioners at their meeting
on December n. It was finally resolved to acquaint
Messrs. Prince fully with the exact terms on which the
gardens are held, and if they were willing to proceed
the Council would then undertake such arrangements
as they were competent to make. Messrs. Prince,
alter examining the Society's documents, entered into

an agreement, and commenced operations. It was
confidently expected that in view of the many diffi-

culties which the Society had encountered in conse-
quence of the onerous engagements originally made
with the Commissioners, and in consideration of the
many concessions made to them from time to time in

support of the International Exhibitions, no inter-

ference would take place. Such non-interference
would have been at least consistent with the expres-
sions of amity towards the Society with which the
refusals to co-operate with the Council had been
accompanied. Accordingly, for the first four or five

weeks no objection was offered. The officials of the
Commission were well aware of what was in course of
erection, and conversed about it to the Society's

officials. Messrs. Prince spent a considerable sum in

furthering the undertaking, when suddenly the Com-
missioners came to the conclusion that an interference

was convenient, and intimated that they were about

to file a bill in Chancery to test the legality of the

Council, and to litigate all disputed points with the

Society. The Council having repeatedly received

this threat for two years, and having taken the highest

legal opinion as to its status, and as to all other points

in dispute, cannot feel any regret that the relations of

the two bodies should be at length brought before

the public. They are satisfied that not only will

their own bona fides be vindicated, but that a public

discussion will redound to the credit of the Society.

The Council have now to call the earnest attention

of the Fellows to the state of the Society's finances.

It has been impossible to make any serious reduction

in the debt to which the Council called the attention

of the Fellows in their last report. Indeed, since the

accession of the present members to office, the Council

have been called upon to pay debts previously ignored

in the published accounts of the Society. Sir Trayton
Drake advanced prior to i860 .^1000 to the Society at

interest ; no interest had been paid since 1S64, and
although the matter had been before 1S73 brought to

the Council's notice by legal proceedings, no settle-

ment had been effected. The Council have succeeded

in compromising this claim by a payment of ;^6oo.

There was also a claim by Mr. Cooper of ;!^Io5,

which the Council have settled.

It has become evident to the Council, as already

stated, that the ordinary revenue of the .Society can-

not support its expenditure. Several reductions have

been made which will prevent any increase of liability

in 1875;* but this course is looked upon by the

Council as wholly unsatisfactory. The question as to

whether the Society is to remain at South Kensing-

ton is brought into prominence by the necessity of

paying rent to the Commissioners in 1S76, so that

the local Fellows {and neighbourhood) must now
make up their minds definitely either to risk the loss

of the gardens at South Kensington or to subscribe

more largely. The Council feel that any increased

subscriptions ought fairly to fall upon those who use

the gardens most frequently, and to whom their loss

would be most serious. Those Fellows who live at

a distance and support the Society on account of its

being the national representative of horticulture ought

not, in the Council's opinion, to be further I axed for the

maintenance of the South Kensington Gardens. To
this end the Council are prepared to suggest a scheme

for increasing the annual income of the Society should

the above policy be accepted, and will call a special

meeting for the purpose of submitting their scheme to

the Fellows.

In conclusion, the Council feel it their duty to

* In particular, reductions have been made in the staff

:

prizes will only be offcied at the most important shows, those

in May, June, July 7 and 2t, and October. Other extensive

reductions have been temporarily sanctioned,
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remind llie Fellows that whatever opinion they may
have as to the desirability of retaining the South Ken-
sington Gardens, the Society is bound to do its utmost
to maintain its lease, if only for its obligations to the
Life Fellows, and, above all, to the debenture-
holders. If Iler Majesty's Commissioners should suc-

ceed in an attempt to get the lease avoided, the pro-
perty would be released of its debt to the debenture-
holders, who would thus lose the whole of their

^50,000 originally advanced, or be obliged to accept
such a dole as the charity of the Commissioners might
induce them to offer.

Klil'ORT 01' THE ClIISWICK BoARD OF DIRECTION.
[Feuruary, 1S75.]

The Chiswick Board of Directors have to report,

that the operations in that establishment during the
past year have been chiefly directed to the general

maintenance of the garden, the experimental trials of
vegetables and llowers, the supply of plants for the
decoration of the gardens and conservatory at Ken-
sington, and the provision of seeds and plants for dis-

tribution to the Fellows. As regards the latter, the
new plan which has been adopted in lieu of the
ballot, of allowing the Fellows to select a certain
number of plants from a list provided for the purpose,
has been found convenient to work, and, as they
believe, has given greater satisfaction to the recipients.

During the year the garden has been supplied with
water from the waterworks, which has proved a great
advantage, both as to convenience and economy of
labour. The immediate cause of this supply being
laid down was the failure, during the dry period
with which we were visited last summer, of the wells
upon which the water supply had formerly depended.

In the Floral department the distributions to
Fellows have consisted of 42,684 packets of flower
seeds, 3643 plants selected from the distribution list

by Fellows, and 42S packages of cuttings and bedding
plants. The garden at Kensington has been supplied
from Cliiswick with 13,936 plants for the decoration
of the conservatory

; 56,627 plants have been used in

the summer bedding arrangements, 3164 plants in the
bedding provided for the spring season, and S4S7 plants

for autumn bedding.

The comparative trials of new flowers which took
place last year were devoted to Pelargoniums and
bedding Pansies, and reports of the results, drawn up
by the floral director, will be found in the last number
of the Society's Jouiiial. The number of varieties of
Pelargoniums planted out for these experimental pur-
poses was 293, while eighty-three sorts, chiefly con-
sisting of the rose-pink varieties, were grown in pots
under glass, in order to ascertain which varieties were
the best adapted for that mode of cultivation.

Amongst the former, nine new certificates were
granted, and in twenty-four cases the previous certi-

ficates were confirmed, on a comparison of the newer
with some of the best older varieties. In the pot trial

six new certificates were awarded, and the previously
granted certificates were confirmed in the case of five

others.

In the case of bedding Pansies, 139 varieties (some
of them of the fancy class) were received and planted.

The Floral Committee awarded eleven certificates, and
suggested that the best varieties should be grown again
and examined earlier in the season. In accordance
with this suggestion, Mr. Barron is preparing to plant
out an entire bed of each of the selected varieties.

So far as this year's limited means will allow, these
interesting trials will be continued as heretofore.

The [Vegetable] trials which were made during the
past season in the garden at Chiswick were a continu-
ation of the examination of the Potatos which was com-
menced last year, and an investigation of complete col-

lections of Broad Beans, Kidney Beans and Celeries.

Of Potatos, 1 58 varieties were dealt with which had not
been included in the trial of the previous season, and
of these five received First-class Certificates. In the

trial of Broad Beans there were forty-seven varieties,

of which a full report will be found in the Society's

ycnrnal ; but on account of the dry, cold season the

Kidney Beans, of which 113 varieties were sown,
proved a failure, and it was determined not to proceed
with any examination of them till another year, when
a second attempt will be made. The trial of Celeries

was a very successful one. Fifty reputed sorts were
sown, and these were reduced after careful com-
parison to eighteen, of which six were distinct red
varieties, and twelve distinct white.
The vegetable trials which are contemplated for

1875 are Kidney Beans and Onions.
The subjects most worthy of remark in relation to

Fruits which have come before the board this season
are a set of seedling Vines raised by crossing Black
Monukka and Black Hamburgh, with the view of

obtaining a seedless variety with the quality of the
Black Hamburgh—the result of this experiment will
be found in the journal—and the other is the fruiting

of the Pommier de Paradis for the first time in this

country. The result of this is, to determine the
distinct individuality of this variety, and to prove that
it is not only valuable as a dwarfing stock, but that its

fruit is one of great excellence as a dessert variety.

CATTLEYA GIGAS.
Tins plant was spoken of and illustrated in the Car-

dencrs' C/ironicU^ No. 46, 1S74. Having not only been

the discoverer of this most wonderful Orchid, but also

sent it three times to M. Linden and to Messrs.

Veitch of Chelsea, I am enabled to say something

about it ; and I think it only fair that my services as

its discoverer should be known.

When travelling in the year 1868 from Medellin

to Krontino (in Columbia, South America) I had the

great pleasure to meet with Cattleya gigas, just when
most desiioui of discovering a novelty. I confess I

had become tired of observing that a long series of

different forms, hitherto met with, proved to be mere
varieties of one type, as C. quadricolor, C. Trianx,

and C. chocoensis.

When I discovered this brilliant Cattleya, just after

having most fortunately met with, Odontoglossum
vexillaiium, I found also a fine yellow-blooming

Cattleya, probably a variety of C. Dowiana, not to

mention hundreds of other valuable plants, gathered

on that and other trips to the same place. Frontino

since that time has became famous as a rich Orchid

producing field. Mr, Chesterton went there subse-

quently, especially charged with the mission of ac-

quiring a great lot of Odontoglossum vexillarium ; and

in the year 1S71, M. Koczl, on account of M. Linden,

arrived there in order to bring home large quantities

of both Orchids and many other plants.

In the year 1S72 another supply from my hands

reached Brussels ; and finally, in the year 1S73, for a

third time, I directed my steps to Frontino. It was
then for a stay of about eight months, during which I

undertook many rambles in all directions.

Another traveller, M. Patin, exploring at the

same time the State of Antioquia (to which Frontino

belongs), availed himself of my discoveries. Con-

sequently, Frontino has become through me a true

cornucopia to Orchid seekers. The inhabitants of

Frontino—I may be allowed to state here as a mark
of gratitude—in consideration of my activity and the

services rendered to them, conferred a great honour

on me by calling a street and a square after my
humble name. There is now in Frontino a WaUis
Street, and a Wallis Square !

But to return. I have to express some doubts

whether the Cattleya brought in by M. Roezl is really

C. gigas, as a great many plants imported by him
came from Amalfi, a more easterly point, and about

So miles distant from Frontino. The same may be

said of all that were sent by Mr. Evvans from

Antioquia, which were sold. I saw the flowers of this

Amalfi Cattleya, and I recognised a different but like-

wise fine species, introduced by me three years ago
from Medellin and the Cauca Valley. It is not yet

determined, but dried specimens and sketches are in

the hands of our learned Orchidiograph, Professor

Reichenbach, and we shall have in a short time a full

description of it. It has a delicate rose colour, the

margin of the lip being nicely cut out ; two large

yellow spots, like a pair of shining eyes on each side

of the lip, constitute the most characteristic feature.

The place of the true Cattleya gigas is in the imme-
diate vicinity of the little town of Frontino, where it

grows in thick forests, and also in the tops of high
trees. The elevation above the sea is about 4000
feet, and the best-flowered plants were found in a

shady situation, of course in a rather temperate
climate. I believe your temperature statements are
too high, and I should propose 65° to 70' in the
night, and 70" to 80" in the daytime, as being more
convenient. The rainy season, properly speaking, is

not distinguished in that part of the Cordilleras.

Certainly you will be astonished to learn that I

observed twice during my last stay at Frontino a hail-

storm, the hailstones being nearly as large as a

Flazel-nut. But I don't mean by this observation that

it is a severe climate.

The extremely long blooming of C. gigas deserves
to be mentioned here. I enjoyed the sight of the

fine flowers during a period of three weeks. A
sketch of a full-flowering spike of this plant was sent

to Professor Reichenbach, and which gives an idea of
its great beauty. To draw a conclusion from the

differently situated localities, as well as the differences

of elevation which C. gigas is growing in, I should be
inclined to suppose that there are some three or four

varieties in the large stocks existing in the stoves of

Brussels and Chelsea,

I was often told while in Frontino of a black-

flowered Cattleya, as occurring on a certain place
thereabout, and which was visited by me. If there

can be any reliance placed on this statement, we
might suppose it to be a dark violet-painted—an
atropurpurea form. GusCavus WaUis, Botanical
Traveller,

ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle for January 3, 1874,

p. 14, will be found the original description of this

most elegant Fern, from the pen of Mr. Thomas
Moore, where the botanic state of the fronds, pinnules,

sori, indusia, rachis, &c., are described in terms as

correct and compact as the generic name itself.

For some months previous to the publication of

this description the plant was known to horticultur-

ists, and since that lime Mr. Williams has gradu-

ally increased his stock, and more recently made the

Fern public by an illustrated advertisement, so that

now the plant is well known by name, if not by
aspect, to all interested in new plants.

As Adiantum gracillimum has been already so well

described botanically in these columns, I may well

be excused for writing a few lines less botanical than

popular, regarding perhaps the most elegantly grace*

ful of all, known Maidenhair Ferns. A too close

description of anatomy and habit considerably detracts

from the ideal character of a first-class and delicate

beauty like Adiantum gracillimum. An anatomical

description of the "bronchial tubes" of Dante's
" Beatrice," or an account of what Goethe's " Mar-
garet " was in the *' habit " of eating for "supper,"

would considerably lessen the ethereal beauty of these

heroines.

The size and habit of an individual frond of Mr.
Williams' new Fern is shown in our illustration (fig,

31), but the pinnic themselves are often so small as to

be no more than a thirty-second, or even a sixty-fourth

part of .an inch across ; in fact, a full grown plant at

times exactly looks as if it were covered with the finest

green dust, or emeralds, or drops of glittering water
finely balanced on the slenderest of slender hairs.

As seen at its best in Mr. Williams' houses devoted
to new plants, this Fern has been not inaptly com-
pared with a small and elegantly refined fountain

covered with pellucid drops. If such a "Maiden-
hair" Fern could ever have its spray-like fronds

associated with a maiden at all, it would be the
" Maiden of the Mist " in Sir Walter Scott's Anne 01

Geierstein, or, better still, the exquisite Undine of De
La Motte Fouqut'. Compared with other Adiantums,
it is in its parts the sin.alle5t of the small, with an
elegance and refinement it is impossible to reproduce
in wood engraving. If Adiantum farleyense is like

the growl of the diums when the terrible one-eyed
giant is announced in Handel's "Acis and Galatea,"
then A. gracillimum is like the innumerable, endless,

tinkling midsummer-night's fairy-bells heard in Men-
delssohn's "Wedding March." Its fineness is like

the fineness of some grasses, as Briza minor, but com-
bined with a lightness, elegance, and emerald trans-

parency never yet possessed by any grass, or indeed
any Fern other than Adiantum gracillimum itself.

W. G. Smillu

CAMBUSMORE,
Seeing Mr. Downie's note at p. S3 on the success*

ful lifting of a large Apple tree at Cambusmore,
I am induced to send you a few particulars of this

estate, which is the residence of Samuel Bateson, Esq.

It is a beautifully situated house, nestling in the midst

of rocky surroundings and native Birch wood?.

Extensive views of the most varied and beautiful

description are seen from the mansion, the most pro-

minent of which are some of the mountainous rocks

of Sutherlandshire, its fine woods and cultivated

fields, in the midst of which is spread out the lovely

estuary called Little Ferry. In looking over the

garden there I observed several things truly worthy
of notice. The standard Roses were most wonderful

specimens of successful cultivation. On November 3
Gloire de Dijon had large numbers of very fine

flowers in perfection, as well as many of the best

sorts of hybrid perpetuals, the flowers of which were
exquisite in colouring. The Lilium auratum is used

here as a line or ribbon ; it grows most luxuriantly,

and at the above date many of them were throwing

up flower-spikes, while others were in the full deve-

lopment of their beauty, and the colours perfect.

Another plant largely used there, the common white

Heath, Erica vulgaris alba, had been most effective.

Grown in a front line, and with perfect uniformity as

to size and shape, it had been one mass of pure white
throughout the whole autumn. Bedding plants are

grown extensively, and in all the fashions and styles

of^the day are they (planted out. They grow and
flower most abundantly under the judicious arrange-

ments of the Hon. Mrs. Bateson, who takes much
interest in all that concerns the garden, ably assisted

by the care and skill of Mr. Gordon, the painstaking

gardener there. T,
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MOOR COtJRt, HEREFORD-
SHIRE.

Moor Coukt, the residence of the Rev. James

Davies, President of the Woolhope Club, is ap-

proached from the Leominster and Kington Road

through a broad avenue of Elm trees, somewhat more

than half a mile in length. The road through this

noble avenue makes a considerable descent towards

the house. The avenue is spacious in breadth, as it

should be, that the tall forms of the Elms may be seen

cinnamon-coloured slems harmonise so well, or

whether, when the winter has left bare the handsome
rugged forms of these old trees and the Scotch Firs

are fully seen, it is extremely interesting and pictur-

esque.

There are other fine and lofty Elms in the approach

from the lawn meadow, in girth 12 feet, 12 leet i

inch, and 12 feet 9 inches, which must have formed
originally one side of another avenue approaching the

house from the south, since an old map of the estate,

in the possession of Mr. Davies, shows four avenues

from the four quarters : it is a quaintly painted map of

a hundred years ago. No trees of the avenues from

kept so by clipping. The way in v/hich this hedge

has been varied and concealed, leaves nothing to be

desired. The great bane of Herefordshire, the horrible

west wind, i? effectually turned aside by it.

A Deodar Cedar, of good and graceful character, is

growing well toward this side of the lawn. It has

been planted thirty years at least, is now some 30 feet

high, and its trunk has the circumference of 3 feet 9
inches.

On the east side, and slightly to the south too, a

grand belt of lofty Elms, closely planted together,

forms beneath them that wilderness of pleasant shade

which should be close at hand in every well-considered

F!G. 31.—ADIANTUM GRAClLLlMt'M. (SEE i'. ifl.)

to advantage, and that the Small Ibliige of tte tfe6

may receive those grand masses of light for which it

is so well adapted. This fine avenue is certainly the

most striking feature of the estate. It has been

planted at different times, but the trees have all

attained the characteristic features; Below the second

gate the Elms on each side are here and there alter-

nated with Lime trees, and towards the end approach-

ing the fish-ponds and the house, Scotch Firs, in

support of the Elms, form, as it were, a double

avenue. The Elms are the finest in the valley, but they

are drawn up into very picturesque forms. This part

of the avenue is very striking ; and whether the dark

foliage of the Firs is seen in marked contrast with the

light green leaves of the Elm, with which their bright

tile edst dnd *esl; i'erdain, tlnless, jietchance, the one

from the west is represented by an Elm in the garden

field or paddock by the canal, 14 feet I inch in cir-

cumference. In this paddock is the finest Wych Elm
to be found in Herefordshire. It is a remarkably

well-grown, eVen-balanced tree ; its trunk is columnar,

with fine northern buttresses, and at 5 feet from the

ground it has a measurement of iS feet 10 inches in

circumference ; it keeps its central axis well up into

the tree, and its branches droop well on every side, as

is the wont of this graceful tree.

The garden in front of the house is shut in from the

west, in the most effectual manner, by a row of Yew
trees, meant to be clipped originally, doubtless, and

by a hedge of the most substantial character, which is

pleasUre-gtoUnd. An e.<ceilent finish is given to the

cluster by a fine Silver Fir, which towers above them
all, to reach the height of some 120 or 125 feet, and
which can be seen from a considerable distance by
those who travel the high road from Pembridge to

Kington. Its fine bole—would that it could be more
shown towards the lawn—gives the large circum-

ference of II feet 9 inches at 5 feet from the ground.

It is a grand tree, and gives its character to the

grounds, as such a tree must ever do.

A critical eye—one that rejoices in broad sweeps of

greensward—never tires in watching the varied effects

of sunshine and cloud upon it, and ever admires afresh

the charming lights and shadows from the oblique

rays of a rising or setting sun upon its smooth green
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surface. The home grounds of Moor Court are too

much closed in by trees. It longs for vistas, not only

to let in broad bands of skylight, but also to admit

much more of the wide space of outer lawn, which is

now shut out. A small opening has been cut through

to the east with excellent effect—albeit the boughs
are yearly dropping down and spreading out to con-

tract it.

Through the opening to the east an Oak of pic-

turesque form—and made more so by a dead bough
or two— is let into the view. The bole has a circum-

ference of 14 feet I incli. There is seen from this

opening, also, a Seijuoia Wellingtonia, which is grow-

ing well, of which it may be interesting hereafter if

accurate notes be now given. It has been planted

twelve years, is now i6 feet in height, at I foot from

the ground tiie trunk measures 2 feet 7 inches, and it

has a foliage diameter of S feet.

In the middle of a meadow, called in old maps
Drummercraft, the Anglo-Saxon Donne Croft—(/(?///;«;

able"—trees that make a timber-dealer's eyes sparkle,
" quartering 2 to 24," and running their boles well up

into their branches, "useful for everything." Occa-

sionally, as in the Veld meadows, one falls in with a

pollard that gives off 15 feet in girth, but beyond those

which have already been given there are no trees

remarkable for great size.

fn the course of his perambulations your com-
missioner came upon a young plantation of 1-arch to

the north of the valley, hard by the farm of Cot more.

He was reminded by it of a fine plantation of Oak he

once met with, where the trees, some thirty years old,

all of them sent up straight boles from 20 to 30 feet

high without a branch, and on enquiring how they

had been educated in this very proper manner, he was

told that they were self-sown acorns in a young planta-

tion of J^arch. This indeed has long been a recog-

nised method of growing <.)ak timber. The crop of

Larch is first gathered at intervals, and a still more
valuable crop of Oak remains on the ground. It is

too, are certain double grooves in the turf cut in an
angular form, and carefully renewed from time imme-
morial. A Mulljerry tree occupies the centre, to

which they all tend. This tree is of no great size, but
rugged and gnarled enough to be of considerable age.

What were the lawn games these turf grooves indi-

cate, and who played them ? It may be that they
were not intended lor any games, but simply indicated
paths to be trimly shorn, leaving triangular plots

within their lines which were suffered to grow more
wildly. It is said that such was the case at an old
mansion of Flemish character in Surrey, where, and
where only, the same converging turf tracts as at
Moor Court are to be seen. The house itself, altered
and enlarged again and again, tells nothing more
than may be surmised from its secluded position in

the valley. As might be expected, however, some
rays of light are thrown upon its history by
the legal records and documents connected with it,

[The sketches (fig. 32, p. 173, and fig. 33, p. 177)

Fig. 32.—moor court : house, and tart of'avenue of large old walnuts.

prediohiniy the Master's Meadow—and fronting the

house, are a dozen Walnut trees. They form a short

avenue, as if at one time they, too, were intended for

an approach to the house. As they are thus seen in

perspective they form a very handsome group, with

Iof[y heads, strong gracefully-spreading branches, and
the pale deeply furrowed bark peculiar to the

Walnut.
The oldest and largest trees are nearest to the

house, and gave these dimensions in girth :— 10 feet

9 inches, 9 feet 9 inches, 12 feet 3 inches, 11 feet

8 inches, 10 feet 7 inches, and S feet 7 inches, and
were judged to be from 60 to 70 feet in height.

At the beginning of this century they were in great

danger. Walnut wood for gun-stocks was in urgent

demand, and a long price was offered for these trees,

but the late Mr. Davies resisted the temptation. He
valued them too highly as ornamental trees to lose

them at any price, and so "Diana's Grove" was
spared.

That the valley is admirably adapted for timber
growing the measurements of the trees already given

prove, and still more clearly does a walk through it,

for it abounds in Oaks that are already getting " size-

not now intended, however, to recommend with

old Tusser

—

" Sow acornes ye owners that timber do love,"

though this might be done, but it is suggested that

young Spanish Chesnut trees should be planted in the

many places where the Larch has failed. Let those

Spanish Chesnuts be thus properly educated, too, and
then, if tree for tree, and space for space, they are

not one-third more valuable than the Larch in the

year 1890, your commissioner will iorfeit a silver

threepence if the fact is proven to him on the spot.

"If you are planting for profit, on good ground,"
said an old Herefordshire timber-dealer in a confiden-

tial way, " plant sweet Chestnuts." They are much
quicker in growth, and up to thirty years old are

more valuable than Oak itself.

There are, too, attaching to the place certain signs

of a lost history that give it a pecuhar interest. What
means that small canal, t) propos to nothing, that

runs straight along the paddock and under the carriage-

road, being an artificial continuation of the Carl

Brook, which runs from EUdon and Lionshall

through the Moor Court meadows? On the lawn.

which illustrate this article were taken expressly for

us by "our artist," while the article itself is a
condensation from a description in the volume of

the Transactions of the IVoolhope NattiraUsis' Club

for 1S70. Eds.]

JjOrfign Cumspiibciite.
Madras,— Gardeners ifi hidia.—Situated as I am

at present, many hundreds of miles away from my
brethren in the craft, I cannot now meet and discuss

w ith them, as I used to do weekly in my younger days,

the various methods of culture pursued, and the different

amount of success each had under very varying cir-

cumstances as regards appliances and situation. One
privilege I still enjoy (thanks to a cheap post)—

I

can weekly read your journal ; and allow me to thank

you for publishing the portraits of British Gardeners.

I think it is a step in the right direction ; and it will

lead to much good by directing and educating the

minds of those young men who, in the course of

Nature, must fill the more prominent situations ere
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many more years roll over our heads. Nothing gives a

greater incentive to activity in young aspirants than

reading and learning what has been done, and that from

no greater, and often from a much less, advantageous

starting point than they have had themselves. This

naturally creates a desire to be up and doing—to try

and achieve something of the same success themselves,

and I daresay many a young man may even dream of

surpassing those who have gone before him.

Perhaps I am a little before my tale, then let us

turn back to No. 45 of 1874, p. 583, and see what we
can glean there in the young men's favour. I would

ask Mr. Fowler if he does not attribute to the very

act of writing that string of names, useless as it may
hive appeared at the time, his after-success in life?

To a great extent it fostered a power of observation,

and called into practice method, for want of which

many a young man is wrecked on the sands of Time.

I say, teach our young men to observe—teach them
punctuality, in doing so you teach them their own
ignorance ; and if once a person feels he is ignorant, in

ninety-nine cases out of the hundred you make him a

better man, a better gardener, a better and more useful

member of society, and a truer man to himself.

I have no desire to gainsay your remarks at p. 493
(1874). it is but natural to look forward with fear.

' Trust in God, and keep your powder dry," was the

advice of a great General to his men. Then let each

of us do what we can, and while doing so be more

hopeful for the future. Young men of ability in any

profession are generally backward, and do not, as a

rule, show to advantage at first ; how much more so in

a profession like gardening, where there is so much
deep thinking, and so much to learn ? I admit horti-

cultural societies and schools in general do little lor

the young men. I would go a step or two further, and

siy that head gardeners do not take the interest they

ought in young men. Employers— I do not say all, but

75 per cent.—take no interest in the young men ; and

from my own experience I feel certain if you were to

ask these employers to allow their head gardeners to

contribute to the pages of your journal their experience

and autobiography, you would get a negative reply.

In the face of all this discouragement the young man
who sticks to the profession and reaches the top of

the ladder, deserves great praise. It is a well-

known fact that many of our best men desert the

profession either for a more lucrative calling, or in

disgust at what is perceived ahead. I think the pub-

lishing these memoirs of British Gardeners will give the

young and persevering man a beacon ahead—in fact,

I think the more public everything can be made
the better. The publishing of the awards at horticul-

tural exhibitions is often of interest to others as

well as to the winner of the prize or certificate.

Although not now growing Grapes, I have

observed with pleasure an establishment taking first

prizes and cultural commendations for Grapes at

many of the London shows, as well as at provincial

ones, whose Vine borders I made, thereby convincing

me of the correctness of the operations then performed.

I read my diary notes each time I observe the occur-

rence with a new pleasure, and, like Mr. Fowler, I

have to thank a strict master, not exactly for these

notes, but for enforcing the rule of entering every

day's work at night, and examining me strictly on

the same monthly.

Young men are, therefore, not quite or wholly

to blame for the position they hold, if they are not

quite up to the mark of their forefathers ; to a certain

extent indeed it is these very forefathers who should

feel ashamed of their want of interest in the young

and rising generation of gardeners, or shall we put it

down to the changes of the times ? It has often been

remarked that Scotchmen make better gardeners than

Englishmen ; whether such be the case or not I shall

leave facts to bear witness—sufficient for my purpose

to take the saying as it is. I account for it in this

wise, and I feel I shall get many who will bear me out

in the assertion, that children are more under the con-

trol of their parents in Scotland than in England, and

like good soldiers accustomed to discipline they leave

their father's houseand enter as apprentices—under per-

haps a very strict master, and one who often has not got

a large establishment to look after, and is therefore all

the more able to look after the new comer, and see that

proper ideas are instilled into him, and that he is taught

to keep his eyes open to all that is going on around

him. The mind of the young gardener is similar to the

young sapling, and while it is tlie duty of the gardener

to train the latter, it is equally his duty to teach and lead

the former. In bygone years gardeners were as one to

ten now-a-days, and every young man who thought of

making gardening his profession was regularly

apprenticed, and taught what it was to his interest

to know then, as well as in his after-career.

There was none of that loose system that prevails

now. I refer to the practice of taking in young men
as day labourers, and after a year or two in a garden,

passing them out as journeymen gardeners, without

any scientific training of any kind—to the disparage-

ment of journeymen gardeners, not only in a scientific

point of view, but in a pecuniary point also. Take
the properly apprenticed and trained young man of

the present time, and compare him with the

young man of twenty-five years ago, and I, for

one, have no doubt as to which side the balance

will lean—most certainly in favour of the present and

rising generation of gardeners. Look at our gardens

both at home and abroad, and let the oldest among
your readers, who knew what they were twenty-five

years ago, come forward and tell us if there is not a

vast difference, and that for the better—and many of

these gardens are under the direction of compara-

paratively young men. Why should we as profes-

sional men be retrograding, while all other learned

professions are pushing ahead, and none but the

ablest intellects can find employment ? Given a fair

remuneration, I fear not but the skilled labour and

the brains to direct it will be equal to the demand.
Chemistry and laboratory work are other branches

in which young men are far behind the times ; but,

much as you are behind your Continental brethren,

you are as the full-grown man, and we out here as

mere babes and sucklings. In India, with our

immense resources and our vast forests, untrodden

except by wild animals, it is a national disgrace that

we are where we are. We can do nothing here—

a

handful of Europeans, with no voice in our country's

aflairs ; with the appellation of interloper hanging over

us ; and the Government, although pretending to do

all in its power to forward and develope the resources

of the country, actually putting obstacles in our way.

If one requires a few acres of land here, he has to pay

more for it than he would do for a better article in the

colonies, and there are many other little hindrances

too numerous for detail here.

I observe from the daily newspapers that some indi-

vidual—well-meaning I have no doubt—is trying to get

up an emigration agency to people certain districts of

India with labourers from Scotland. My advice to the

labourers is to stay where they are, or to go where they

can work and will get paid for it. Here we can give

them from 61/. to is. per diem, and stigmatise them
as interlopers. No ; India is not the place for the

day labourer. With brains and a little money India

is the place for middle-class men ; and those who do

not know what to do with their sons, the learned pro-

fessions being overstocked in the mother country,

should teach them botany, agriculture, horticulture,

and other sciences, and with a little ready capital and

a firm determination to abide by their choice, these

are the men India requires. There is plenty of labour,

as, I doubt not, you are all aware, having but lately

had to open your purses in aid of a famine, simply

because India is undeveloped.

I am afraid I have wandered a long way from my
subject ; to return, we have only to look to the

Coffee-producing districts of Southern India and

Ceylon to see the great necessity for scientific and

practical training. At one time we have the Coffee

borer killing out whole estates, and men losing their

all. Next we have what is called locally leaf disease,

believed to be a fungus. We have another variety of

disease^men over- avaricious, fancying they cannot

have enough of land, opening out large tracts of

country, and only half cultivating the same. The
want of training, both practical and scientific, is very

evident in this reckless and ruinous proceeding. If

he that so acts had been taught that one acre well

kept and well cultivated would tell very much better

on the balance-sheet than an acre treated otherwise,

he would have stopped and considered before so acting.

The Coffee borer has died a natural death. I am
sorry to have to record it, but we know now about as

much concerning the borer as we did before it scourged

the Coffee-producing districts. If we had had two or

three practical and scientific men like Dr. McNab
among us, we might have been able to meet the

borer halfway when he betook himself to our Coffee

gardens, and, politely asking him to retire, have saved

our Coffee trees, and, what is more, our fortunes. In

the meantime the leaf disease runs its course. We
believe we have found out it is a fungus, or, properly

speaking, it has been found out for us ; but no remedy
has as yet been found practicable—a sad state of

affairs, calling loudly to our paternal father, the

Secretary of State for India, for redress. H. M. J.,

Madras.

Forestry.

Now that covert-beating in most places is over,

no time should be lost in doing what is to be done

in permanently improving the coverts and benefiting

the woods and plantations generally. Every forester

knows from experience that the time placed at his dis-

posal by the gamekeeper for carrying on the various

departments of his work is by far too limited. So

much is this the case, that on many large estates,

with comparatively few hands to do the work within

the time prescribed, it is utterly given up in despair.

In woods devoted to game it is essential that the

drainage be strictly attended to, both for the sake

of the game that inhabits them, the under- cover itself,

and the health of the limber trees. Nothing will

cause hares, pheasants, and partridges so completely
to desert the covert as a wet state of the ground, and
no improvement will more effectually attract and draw
them back, as that of draining and drying it. Any
directions here given for draining must necessarily be
brief and of a very general character, as almost every
acre, if not every drain, requires to be made in a way
and manner peculiar to itself. We put the drains at

various distances apart, from 10 to 20 feet, sometimes
even less and sometimes considerably more. The
depth and width, too, must necessarily vary as greatly

as the distances apart. In ordinary plantation drain-

age, we usually put the drains 20 feet apart, 20 inches
deep, 30 inches wide at top, and the width of a
common shovel at bottom. Such drains, when free of
roots or large stones, are cut, and the excavations
spread, at "Js. 6ii. per 100 yards. Ground very soft

and smooth on the surface can be done for 6j-., but
they as olten cost Sj-. per loa yards on unfavourable
ground. It is not, however, draining for new plan-
tations, but keeping in order drains already existing,

or deepening and extending them, that is now under
immediate consideration and requiring attention.

Perhaps no department of work performed by the
forester is so difficult to execute satisfactorily as that
of drainage, in policies and plantations contiguous to
the mansion. Open surface drains are unsightly, and
close tile drains choke with the roots of trees, and
speedily go wrong. To overcome these difficulties, by
adopting means at once cheap and efficient, has taxed
the minds of foresters more than any other with which
we are acquainted. When appearance is only of
secondary importance, and the situation such as to

admit of common open drains and ditches being made
and kept open, nothing is simpler than drainage where
proper and sufficient fall for the water can be obtained.
Where appearances, however, are the first considera-
tions, and everything must accord with the rules ot

modern taste, close drains in some form or other
become essential. Having tried various plans of con-
structing close drains amongst trees and shrubs where
common open drains were inadmissible, we find the
following answers best of any we have employed.
The drain or ditch is cut of sufficient size to form a
path 2 to 3 feet wide at bottom, and from three to six

times wider at top, according to depth. The earth

thus thrown out of the drains or ditches is so dis-

posed of as to form mounds or convex ridges between
them, and these ridges and slopes, when closely

planted with evergreens, either trees or shrubs, pro-

duced not only a splendid effect in a year or two, but
the plants in the newly-stirred and deep soil grow
with great rapidity, far outstripping those on ordinary

flat natural surfaces.

Particular attention should be paid to the line of

the ditches in marking them off, so that they may as-

sume agreeable and natural curves, especially where
exposed to view. In policies, shrubberies, arbore-

tums, &c., straight lines must be carefully avoided,

as any such would impart an artificial appearance to

that which is intended to appear natural. The ditches

may be cut to any desired depth, but, if possible, so

deep at least as to reach a hard and firm bottom. In
the centre of the ditches a narrow rut is cut from 9
inches to a foot deep, sufficiently large to receive a
round tile, or "mug and sole." For ordinary pur-

poses a 3-inch pipe is sufficient, but if there is much
water a 4-inch tile may be required, and in some
cases even a large "mug and sole."

The loose soil having been removed, makes the

bottom of the ditch a firm, dry footpath, free from rank
grass or herbage of any kind, and less attractive to

the roots of plants than it would otherwise be, as

they always run where the soil is best. The tile

receives all the water, and keeps it both out of sight

and at a depth where it cannot injure the plants.

When the trees or shrubs grow up on each side and
close to the ditch, it presents the appearance of a well-

designed serpentine walk winding through the plot or

group. If at any time the roots do reach the pipe-

drain, its depth from the surface being so small it can

be lifted, cleaned, and relaid, at comparatively trifling

expense. Drains in game coverts, whether of large or

small dimensions, may with advantage be laid with

tiles, so as to avoid the necessity of deep surface

drainage. C. Y. MichUj Cullen.

Economic Geology; oi-j Geology in its Rdations to

the Arts and Manufactures. By David Page,

LL.D,, &c. Blackwood & Sons. Pp. 336.

A good text-book on this subject has long been a

desideratum, for with the exception of some publica-

tions of Professor Ansted, of limited scope, and now
somewhat out of date, we do not recall any general

treatise on the subject, though portions of it have been

dealt with from time to time by various authors. The
general scope of the present work may be gleaned

from a summary of its contents, which comprise, first,

some general remarks, and then, in succession,
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chapters on the nature of soils, mineral manures, the
valuation ofland for agricultural or mining purposes, on
building stones and cements, on the making of roads,
canals, docks, railways, and wells. Mining operations
and the '

' getting " of fuel—peat, coal, petroleum, c&c.

,

are also dealt with. Lastly, a very extensive and mis-
cellaneous group of subjects occupies several cliapters,

and is devoted to various raw materials—gems, ores,

<Jtc.—which are employed in commerce and the arts.

Under the head of soils and subsoils, the author
points out the dilTerence between the soils of disinte-

gration, resulting from the wearing away of the rock
on which they rest, and soils of transport— the waste
and decay of distant rocks transported by water, ice,

or other agencies. The subsoil i.^, of course, attended
to with special reference to drainage, though but too
little mention is made of the earth- temperature to
which the roots of plants are subjected. The author
proceeds to show how the defects of any given soil

may be corrected by admixture with other soils of a
more fertile character, or by drainage.

l^r. Page's illustrations are all taken from agriculture,

and herein we think he has not done well, in ignoring
or overlooking the teachings of horticulture. We
believe in most matters relating to the management of
the soil, according to varying circumstances, the gar-
dener is, as a rule, far aliead of the farmer. Indeed,
he can scarcely help being so, for the conditions and
limited space under whicii the gardener works give
him a great advantage. Be this as it may. Dr. Page
would, we believe, have been enabled to point his

moral much more effectively had he treated the
question of sod in its relation to garden-culture as
well as to field culture. The principles are the same
in the two cases, but practice is much more perfect in

the garden than in the farm. While saying so much,
we do not overlook the fact that great advances are
requisite in our knowledge of geology as applied to

gardening and fruit growing. The quantities, and
specially the qualities, of fruits are particularly
influenced by geological conditions. The ordinary
geological maps are of very little service to practical
men in these particulars. What is really wanted is a
geological survey and map of the surface soil and sub-
soil of every farm and garden. We do not know any
department of applied science which more stands in
need of thorough investigation than this of the relation
of the garden soils to garden plants and garden
culture.

It may well be imagined that in dealing with so
large a number of subjects, Dr. Page is unequal in his

treatment of particular subject?, but he has succeeded
in bringing together a great mass of very useful infor-

rnation, and much of it, too, which is not readily acces-
sible or generally known.
How many of us, we wonder, know what Bath

bricks are, whence they come (it is almost needless to

say that they have nothing to do with Bath !), what
Tripoli, rotten-stone, crocus, and a score of other
things in daily use, really are and whence obtained.
The reader will find abundance of this kind of infor-

mation in Dr. Page's volume, which we commend
accordingly to his notice.

Mr. Martin H. Sutton has reprinted from the
Journal of the RoyalAgrkulUtral Society his essay On
Laving Z>OK'n Land to Permanent Pasture, and has
added to it a geological map of Great Britain and a
brief description of the principal agricultural grasses,

with woodcut illustrations. We imagine the propor-
tion of particular grasses recommended for particular
soils if, to a considerable extent, arbitrary. Why, for

instance, should a large quantity of one particular

grass be used on the clay lands of one formation and
a different quantity on the clay land overlying another
formation, other things being equal, especially when
the total quantities per acre recommended are identical

for each formation ? There is an appearance here of
over-refinement which we do not think the present
state of agricultural geology warrants.— The first number of a new French journal,

devoted to the subject of geography in its scientific

and commercial aspects, has been forwarded to us. It

is entitled LSF.xflorateur, and is edited by M. Hertz,

and, so far as the maps and charts are concerned, by
M. Maunori, Secretary of the Geographical Society of

France. Among the articles we find one by Dr.

Rouher, on the geographical range of Wheat culture,

which is very interesting, and from which we hope to

make room for some extracts on a future occasion.

Among items of news we note a proposal for the con-

struction of a railway, compared with which the diffi-

culties of making the Channel tunnel would seem to

be utterly insignificant. The scheme, proposed by
Mr. John A. Lynch, is nothing less than a railway

passing eastward from Western Europe through
European and Asiatic Russia, Siberia, China, Kamls-
chatka, over Bthring's Straits, Alaska, across British

North America from west to east, and so to the United
States !

Mr. J. N. Lockyer's Primer of Astronomy,
published as one of Macmillan's Science Primers, is an

admirable elementary book, which should find a place

in all schools. Messrs. Macmillan are doing excellent

service by the publication of this valuable series. All

those that we have met with have been exceedingly

well adapted for their purpose.

ilatural HHstoru.

Our Song Thrush.—No British song bird is

hailed with more delight in early spring than the

throstle, or song thrush. Its song is more flute-like

and melodious, without being coarse, than any other

of our early songsters ; but I do not wish, in this

brief sketch, to draw the attention of our readers so

much to the song as to the other remarkable qualities

of this bird. It has been remarked that the reason

why many birds sing is because of the spirit of emula-

tion ; this is, perhaps, open to question, although

many instances might be cited to prove this theory.

An aged friend of mine, who kept several birds in his

humble cottage, prided himself last summer on a song

thrush which he had reared from the nest ; this cer-

tainly was a noted songster. I several times walked

past his house, solely to listen to his thrush. Karly

one morning another bird of the same species sat on

the topmost bough of a tall Ash tree, opposite the

cottage, and sang with great vigour for an hour or

two. The caged thrush listened attentively, and, at

first, tried to sing louder than the wild bird ; how-

ever, the latter excelled the tame bird, and, to quote

my friend's words, "he was silenced completely."

Strange to relate he could never be prevailed upon to

sing again, but from that day he pined and drooped,

and in a few weeks died.

Although it may be, and is, I believe, often ex-

ceedingly jealous, yet I do not know a more affec-

tionate bird. During a severe frost a few years since

I found a young thrush crouching beneath the hedge-

row in our garden, apparently dying trom hunger; I,

from motives of pity, took it into the house, warmed
and fed it. Perhaps it was grateful for this little kind-

ness, however it was very affectionate, not only

towards myself, but to others. The following spring

I placed a nest, containing four unfledged young of

the same species, in its cage. It tended these most
assiduously and carefully ; if it could not find any

food suitable for the tender things it was very uneasy,

and each night until they left the nest it sat beside

them to keep them warm. Had this bird been a

female not much wonder would have been excited,

but, being a male, it was thought, by all who knew
of the circumstance, very remarkable. When the

young were reared, and removed from its cage, it

commenced feeding a flock of chickens. It had
watched my sister doing this, and calling them for

food, when it afterwards imitated the well known
call, "chuck, chuck;" when the mother hen with her

brood came beneath the cage, it manifested its joy by
peculiar guttural sounds, whilst putting its own food

througti the bars and throwing it to the floor. Feel-

ing compassion for it we afterwards placed beneath its

fostering care a young blackbird, which it also reared.

The following extract, from the Journal of a

Naturalist^ p. 2oS, exhibits its affectionate nature :
—

"We observed this summer two common thrushes

frequenting the shrubs on the green in our garden.

From the slenderness of their forms, and the freshness

of their plumage, we pronounced them to be birds of

the preceding summer. There was an association

and friendship between them that called our attention

to their actions ; one of them seemed ailing or feeble

from some bodily accident, for, though it hopped
about, yet it appeared unable to obtain a sufficiency

of food. Its companion, an active sprightly bird,

would frequently bring it worms or bruised snails,

when they mutually partook of the banquet, and the

ailing bird would wait patiently, understand the

actions, expect the assistance of the other, and ad-

vance from its asylum upon its approach."

In some of our popular ornithological books it is

stated to be very hardy ; this is, without doubt, an

error, for I know no bird which suffers more. In

severe frosty weather I have often found them dead

and dying. After several weeks' frost they become

so emaciated as frequently to be nothing more, if I
may be allowed to use the common expression, "than,
skin and bones." In these hard seasons I have
observed Ihem busily engaged, along with fieldfares

and blackbirds, feeding on the root of the Arum
maculatum on the borders of Aston Woods, Cheshire.
I should imagine they would not touch this food, ex-

cept compelled from starvation, because of its strorg
pungent taste ; 1 have never seen them feeding on
these tubers except in frosty weather, for I have dug
up and exposed them iu hedgerows where these birds

frequented, but they pass them by unnoticed in open,
mild seasons. White, the Selborne historian, says
the thrush and fieldfare are both tender birds, and
suffer much in hard frost. During the late severe
weather the fieldfare was the first to show signs of
suffering. In a short walk one day over our stubble
lands I found several dead. Then the thrush began to

feel its efifects, so as to become very tame. I never
saw them so near our house as during Christmas,
1S74 ; in fact they were caught by boys in the street,

but the blackbird appeared to be as hearty as usual.

It is often supposed that thrushes congregate in small
flocks in winter ; this error has arisen by mistaking
the redwing and fieldfare for the thrush, although we
have seen thrushes mingle with a flock of redwings.
1 have observed a Hock of thrushes just lately, but I

have no doubt they had migrated from Norway.
The British throstle is a solitary bird, seldom mingling
with its own or any other species.

Our bird is anything but a vegetarian from choice.
Many mistakes have been made by their admirers
feeding them too exclusively upon Hemp seed and
bread crumbs. When wild, its chief food, when it

can be procured, is the garden snail. In reference to

diet they differ widely from their near ally, the homely
blackbird, who would rather enjoy himself in either a
Currant or Cherry tree, instead of toiling along the
walls to find snails and worms. The thrush is thus
often blamed unjustly—when seen in gardens it is at

once pronounced a thief. It ceases to sing from about
Midsummer ; during August, which is the most silent

month in the year, we occasionally hear young birds

warbling ; the old birds sing a little in September. I

do not know if I can fully prove a theory which I

have now held for some years, that the best and finest

song thrushes (/'.(*., the best songsters) are to be found
amid lovely or wild sylvan scenery. I do not appre-
hend that any one will, for a moment, question the fact

that there is a vast difference in the song of these birds,

although the notion is common that the song of any
species of bird is the same everywhere. I do not
doubt but that the strongest and healthiest females
select as their mate the best singer which is to be
found in the district (thus a fine and healthy progeny
are reared), a bird who will morning and evening
select the highest bough in the wood to pour forth his

rich melody. The Manchester bird-catchers resort to

the Derbyshire vales iu early summer, where they
secure many good songsters, and although they are

plentiful nearer home, yet the Derbyshire bird will

realise a far higher price, and pays them well for the

journey, &c.

Another remarkable thing connected with this well-

known bird is its habit of nesting year after year in the

same locality—if it is successful in rearing its young it

will, if alive, prepare a nest in the same tree the fol-

lowing spring. I knew a pair which built their nests

three successive seasons on the branch of a Cherry
tree nailed against a cottage. The hen bird, in this

instance, became so tame that she would allow the

cottager's wife to lift her from the nest, and would
fearlessly feed her brood when she stood beside the

nest ; but this familiarity was not allowed if a stranger

happened to be in the garden. When busy at the

wash-tub one day, the cottar's wife was surprised to

hear the birds screaming, as if terrified. The hen
knew where her friendly protector was working, so

rapidly flying through the open door she perched on
her shoulder, then as rapidly flew back again. She ima-
gined something was going wrong, so leaving her work
and going outside the door, she discovered the neigh-

bour's cat climbing towards the nest. After dislodging*

this unwelcome intruder from the garden, the thrushes

showed their gratitude, at least the female perched
again upon her shoulder, and, fondling against her
cheek, seemed to say, "I feel so thankful for helping

mc in my trouble."

Another instance, somewhat similar, just now comes
to my memory. A late sheriff of Chester, now living

in a village not far from the old city, a man highly

honoured and respected by his fellow-citizens, loves to

encourage birds in his garden. By feeding them, or

perhaps by sheltering them from the dreaded gun, he
has persuaded many species to build their nests in his

garden, so that every bush and tree, not to mention

the hedgerow, which is literally filled with the hedge-

sparrow's nests, has its tenants. Amongst the rest, a

pair of thrushes regularly take possession of a fine

Arbutus shrub, about 3 yards from the drawing-room

window. These are also very tame : in this case even-

strange visitors are allowed to part the leaves and look

at Polly, as she sits on the nest, without disturbing her

in the slightest. R.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

March.

3.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

10 and II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birback,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

i6.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.

^7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacmth

J4.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Spring Exhibition, Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

31.—Royal BotEuiic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

Apkil.

4.—Special Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of
Antwerp.

7.—Royal Horticultural Societ>^, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

31.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show.

02.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring E.xhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row. Dublin.
37.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhlbi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

38.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Spring Show,
Sec, \V. Sowerby.

May.
I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.
12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.
3o.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer

Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

32.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.

THE

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY. Feb. 8{ =-if,°,',^'ij"s?e??Sroo=^i
°"'" """'""=

f Royal Horticultural Society : Annual Gene-

TrasDAV. Feb. 9] sa"'"'3»'^c''nV of 'poultry, at Stevens'
( Rooms.

WpTiMRcrnv Vr.-^ Tn/S^^"^ °f Hardy Trees and Shrubs. Roses,WEDNESD.\Y, X'Cb. loj Herbaceous Plants &c., at Stevens' Rooms.
{ Sale of Specimen Camellias and Azaleas,

Tbubsdav, Feb. 11.) Established Orchids, &c., at Stevens'
I Rooms.

Friday Feb 121^^'"^ °^ Imported Orchids and Lilies, at

C
Sale of Specimen Conifers, Fruit Trees,

Saturd.W, Feb.
13.J

Roses, Herbaceous Plants, Gladioli, &c.,
(. at Stevens' Rooms.

HOWEVER much tastes may alter and
fashions vary, there are certain broad

principles which remain the same throughout

all ages. This is a truism which no one will

deny, and it is as applicable to Landscape
Gardening as to any other department of Art.

The nature of landscape gardening will be

best understood by supposing ourselves on

some extensive plain in which not a tree is

visible. Our first sensation would be a surprise

at the vastness and uniformity of the scene ;

let us journey a mile or two, and, the scene not

changing, would become dreary and mono-

tonous—our ideas would be of a sombre cast,

and we should soon become weary of our situa-

tion. In proof of this, hear the traveller's

account of passing the deserts. But it might be

thought, perhaps, the scene would be changed by
supplying a broken and unequal surface—that

the physical character of the surface would

alone create delightful emotions. Let us take

the evidence of travellers who have been weeks

in ascending mountainous ranges where perhaps

scarcely a blade of grass enlivens the vision. Are

the rugged mountain path, the bold projection

and the rocky chasm, with bold sky and clouds

clinging to the mountain side in dizzy depth

below, congenial to pleasurable emotion ? As in

the instance of a plain the traveller would for a

time be delighted at the novelty of his situation

—he would have in addition a variety and

grandeur that would oppress, perhaps appal

him, but it would not produce a quiet and

delicious train of thought. He would journey

on much longer without disgust and satiety, but

the scenery would impart sensations of solici-

tude, the rugged and broken mountain-tops

would afford no repose, a want of continuity

would incessantly break the thread of his idea

as the lines were abruptly and almost fantas-

tically placed out of undulating surfaces and
proportions—the grand outlines of Nature would

be given, but nothing to fill up andharmonise with

them. Butlet such traveller pass the summit, and
commence his descent—what are his emotions

on beholding in the distance the blue hills

crowned with trees, and the slopes bright with

grassy verdure ? Do not the trees afford a

brighter tint and more welcome shade ; are not

the green distances grateful to the eye, and do
not a thousand pleasing sensations arise in his

bosom ? Every mile as he passes on ceases to

produce ciinui, for his hopes brighten, his mind
is relieved by every passing change : not a

forest in perspective, nor a tree or a shrub as he

passes, but adds a grateful variety to his path,

and beguiles his weary wandering.

Thus, then, we have by the two situations

of our traveller shown that there are certain

principles that regulate the feelings in surveying

external scenery, and that an immediate effect

is produced from the change of its character on
the mind of him who beholds it. Now this

principle is variety, and that variation is not

alone produced by the harmonious forms of

the trees themselves, but also by the innumer-

able changes that are produced by light and
shadow, which are more Protean in their effects

on trees than on any other surfaces in Nature.

We will now suppose our traveller pacing

through immeasurable forests, abounding with

every exuberance of the vegetable world. He
would walk on surveying the leafy grandeur in

admiration, until he was arrested even here by
some beautiful, by some enchanting spot that

it was impossible to pass by unscrutinised. Nor
would this delay take place with one alone :

suppose fifty travellers of cultivated taste to

pass, forty out of the number would alike be

arrested. There must, then, be a cause for the

surprise or delight thus experienced. If a

portion of these travellers were painters,

they would remain long enough to catch the

effect, and thus would be perpetuated the

pleasure the painters first felt. In this way the

thrill of delight that first was excited in a
HOBBEiiA, a Claude, or a Wilson, may still

be vibrating in thousands of pulses, through

their so potent art. If a poet, he would drink

deep of the spirit of the place—would people it

with imaginary beings, and ideas would crowd
upon him thick and clustering as the foliage

itself. In this way the Vallambrosa of Milton
has charmed thousands who never saw it, but

so powerful has been the spell that painters have

from his description again realised its leafy

scenery. Now, suppose out of the number of

travellers a landscape gardener was one ; his

feelings would also be awakened to the beauty

of the place—he would carefully analyse the

effect and study the cause—and in an after day
he would endeavour to imitate in artificial planta-

tion that which struck him as one of Nature's

gems. If happily he succeeded, the same con-

tinuation of pleasing emotion would follow on
the inspection of his labours that we have
described in the picture or the poem. Thus, then,

this art must, strictly speaking, belong to the

same class, must make one of the imitative

arts.

Those who have studied Nature from a poetic

or a pictorial point of view know full well that

every scene is not fitted for their pencils or their

poems; so in like manner it is the selection only

that ought to arrest the attention of the land-

scape gardener.

Every landscape is made up of many mate-

rials, which will require placing in certain order

to produce a striking or a pleasing effect

Trees are the individual objects of most im- '

portance in a landscape ; in them there is an
infinite diversity, but let us suppose that a

number of sketches of the most beautiful

were placed singly in the same picture, such

would most certainly be an indifferent picture
;

it would be a thing of shreds and patches—there

would be a want of unity and of breadth—it

would appear specky, and would from that

cause be unpleasing. But now suppose one of

these magnificent or pictorial trees placed in

the foreground, and under its spreading boughs
let there be seen in the middle distance a dense
mass, gradually becoming thinner towards the

centre of the picture, at which point we may
suppose the existence of water or a distant road

with a few scattered trees in irregular forms,

beyond which extend plains, and lastly an
irregular outline of distant hills, while a copse-

like brushwood may be imagined as filling up
the opposite side of the picture, and forming
a kind of ambush for concealing the various

lines of the mid and extreme distance, and with

a few cattle or sheep you would have the outhne
of a picture that, under proper and judicious

management, would assuredly please.

Thus, then, while the sketch-book may be
filled with the most beautiful of Nature's pro-

ductions, it by no means follows that a perfect

whole may be formed from such material: there

is a harmony that results from the union of

what may be termed the components of a land-

scape that can never be dispensed with, for

without this, whether in a picture or in Nature,

no composition can satisfy. Speaking of this,

GiRARDIN very aptly says, "Were this principle

not prevalent, the groups of trees, the lake and
the buildings, would only please when considered

separately ; and the result would be as poor a

production as a machine with wheels exquisitely

wrought and neatly polished, which, however,

would not act with each other so as to effect

the intended movement."

Another of the principles of landscape is

what perhaps may be called propriety. It con-

sists in placing an appropriate kind of tree in a
particular situation. In scenery that is natur-

ally rocky, mountainous and abrupt, Firs may
be planted with great effect ; they harmonise
with the savage character of the scene, and if

a dashing cataract could be concealed by them
at one point and be then made apparent by
leaving bare the rocks on the near bank while

on the opposite they are allowed to clothe the

rugged rocks, a fitness as well as variety of

character would be produced that would inevit-

ably please for its very propriety. But the

principle is equally in operation in the quieter

scenes of Nature. Let us for a moment imagine

ourselves on a lawn of great extent, with Lime
trees whose leafy branches sweep the ground,

and a feeling of quiet security steals over us ;

the mown lawn convinces us we were on a

cultivated enclosure, and the Lime trees touch-

ing the grass assure us that no cattle are

allowed to graze there : thus a propriety of a

widely differing character is established.

Variety has been mentioned as a constituent

of beauty : this is well illustrated in the analysis

of Hogarth, as is too well known torepeathere

;

but variety does not alone appertain to the ground
line, as many imagine, it is equally recognised

in the character of a single tree. The Oak is

universally allowed to be the most beautiful

of trees as well as the monarch of the woods.
Look at an Oak when winter has stript it of its

leafy verdure : watch its knobbed and tortuous

roots, which are disclosed for many feet from
the trunk ; let the eye ascend the ti'unk

itself and dwell on the cracks and flaws of the

bark, then, ascending, behold the massive and
grotesque arms terminated with abrupt and
tortuous branchlets ; and then see if there can be
found another tree in the whole European forest

that in itself contains as much variety. Nor
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does that character appear alone in winter, for

the very manner in which the leaves arc pro-

duced, in clusters at the extremity of the shoots,

and the shape of the leaves themselves, all tend

to keep up the character of diversity. Then
let us see how magnificent a ruin it presents :

unlike the Elm, that, when an untoward spring

assails it, dies eit masse before the succeeding

winter, the Oak is still tenacious of life ; and as

it only acquired its character in the ripening of

years, so also it is years before that character

is obliterated. An Oak beginning to decay is

far more pietural than one in perfect vigour, for

when dying the beauty of summer and winter

are equally disclosed, and in addition a species

of veneration is attached to its character of

bald and hoar antiquity.

tinual state of disquiet. We may add a few
comments on the document before us, and
extract from it what comfort we may.

First, as to the shows. Undoubtedly these

were quite up to average last season, and the re-

duction of the number has been productive of no
serious loss or inconvenience, while to many it

has been a great relief. The ' scientific work,"
as it is called, has been also of an average
character, while the practical work at Cliiswick

has, considering all things, been more satisfac-

torily carried out than heretofore. For certain

reforms and improvements in that department,
the present Council deserve the thanks of the
Fellows. Mr. 15.\RRON's services are too well
known to need a word of commendation, but
it is clear that the more latitude, consistently

without their host in this matter. Turning
now to the question of finance, it is indeed
necessary to call the "earnest attention"

of the Fellows to this matter. The misfortune is,

that a perfectly plain and complete statement
was not made long ago.

We are far from wishing to impute anything
inconsistent with good faith to former Councils,

but we may express our great regret that it

should have been possible for their successors

to make such statements as they have done in

the present report. The want of explicitness

on financial matters characterises also to some
extent the present balance-sheet. How many
of the F'ellows, excepting a comparatively very
small number, whose avocations have necessarily

given them same insijiht into the pwtter—how

Fig. 33.—moor court ; large iiorse- chestnuts and lake,

Out of the many feelings that arise from the

contemplation of such a tree is the certainty that

from the very early ages of the world such

must have been their character, and instead of

there being only now and then one to be met
with, they must have occupied all the suitable

soils in this quarter of the globe as they still do
in some parts of Spain and the Apennines.

Were it not that those interested in the

prosperity of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety have been on the tenter-hooks of sus-

pense and anxiety for several years, the report

which we publish in another column (p. 170),

might well cause dismay. As it is, most of us

would welcome any crisis which would really

bring matters to a head, and permit of amputa-

tion, excision, or any other remedy which, even

at a sacrifice, would put an end to this con-

with financial considerations, that is allowed

the Superintendent of the garden, the better

for the Society and for horticulture.

The paragraph relating to the skating rink

brings the Commissioners —^ those tciriblcs

ciifants—once more on the scene. As horticul-

turists, it was perfectly indifferent to us whether

or no the Society established such a thing or

not. It was not horticultural, but horticul-

turists would have assented willingly to any-

thing that might have helped to improve the

exchequer. It might have been supposed that

the landlords, in the view of possibly getting the

rent paid by this means, would at least not have

objected. Objected they have, however, and it

is not quite clear from the report whether,

under the circumstances, they were not perfectly

justified in doing so. It would rather seem as

if the Council had somewhat recklessly counted

many of the Fellows, seeing a balance of nearly

^800 on the credit side, without an equally

explicit statement as to the present and pro-

spective liabilities of the Society, would imagine

that the Society is in such straits as it is ? True,

by turning to the report itself they may gather

some information on this point, but not so much
as, in our opinion, ought to have been afforded.

It is said to be a pleasant sight to watch

strong men struggling against adverse fate.

Such pleasure, if pleasure it be, can now be

enjoyed to the full. The present Council came
into office because they thought, and a majority

of Fellows thought so too, that they could conduct

the affairs of the Society better than their

predecessors. How, then, has the sequel ful-

filled the promise? On the whole, well, we
venture to think. The general business of the

Society has been carried on quite as well, and
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in some particulars better than in former years-

The administrative abilities of the present

Council have in the main, we believe, been
superior to those of other Councils. If it be
objected to this that the discontinuance of the

Provincial Show, the arrangements with the

Commissioners, the unhandsome treatment of

Mr. Fish, may be cited in disproof of our state-

ment, we reply that our remarks are general,

not specific, and that what naturalists call the
" environment" must be duly considered.

After all, the supreme test will be afforded
when the crisis really comes. Meantime, what
do the Council propose to do in the present
financial difficulty, with a view of paying the
rent next year and so of retaining the lease of
the garden at South Kensington, which
otherwise will be forfeited .^ Their scheme,
as we gather from the report, is that

the residential Fellows, by whom the garden
is most wanted, should pay [if they will !]

a larger subscription than those who only
want the garden in so far as it affords a
convenient place for exhibitions and meetings.
This proposal is at least fair to the horticul-

turists. \Ve shall not now stop to discuss the

project, which will probably be sufficiently venti-

lated by-and-bye. What horticulturists want is

some plan by which the Society may be relieved
from the burden of a garden which is of no use
to horticulture (with the exceptions just men-
tioned), and which swallows up a larger sum
than any other department, and from a heavy
debenture debt, incurred in great measure at

the instigation of the Commissioners.
As things are at present, we see severe

measures of retrenchment, with a prospect of
others more severe ; we see a garden kept up at

great cost which is of little or no use to horti-

culture ; and we see horticulture itself starved,
the Society crippled with debenture debt, and
threatened by the Commissioners with a
Chancery suit : a pleasant prospect truly !

The present Council have shown themselves
desirous, so far as possible, of meeting the views
of the horticulturists ; they have been concilia-
tory to them, and their general management, as
we have above said, has been generally judicious
and satisfactory. We may, therefore, suggest
that the Horticultural Fellows, albeit, in some
particulars, their interests are not the same as
those of the party now in power, should not
embarrass the Council in their present most
difficult position, but, on the contrary, should
lend them all the support they can consistently
do in the present emergency.

An Exhibition of Potatos in the forth-
coming autumn is in progress of organisation, the
initiator of the movement being Peter M'Kinlay,
Esq., of Beckenham, the champion amateur of the
noble root. Mr. Shirley Hiuiierd is co-operating
with the originator of the idea, and a committee will
shortly be formed for the preparation of the schedule
and other preliminaries.

The Chicago P/tarmacist for January gives
some interesting details concerning the Botanic
Gardens which are shortly to be established in that

city. It is propcsed that they should consist of :^
I. The botanic garden proper, in which all indi-

genous plants of the United States, and hardy species
from other parts of the world, will be arranged, as far

as possible, according to their natural affinities, while
hothouses and greenhouses will be provided for the
reception and display of tropical plants. 2. An
arboretum or collection of hardy trees from all parts
of the world, planted in such order as to serve the
purposes of science and ornament. 3. A garden de-
voted to general floriculture, with special reference to
furnishing material for beautifying the parks and
boulevards. 4. A botanical museum, for the exhibi-

tion of vegetable economic products, which will serve

to illustrate, in connection with the living plants culti-

vated in the gardens, the sources and various applica-

tions of substances derived from the vegetable king-
dom. 5. An herbarium, or collection of specimens of
dried plants, scientifically arranged. 6. A library of
botanical works. The two last are rightly considered
as forming indispensable adjuncts to the gardens,
since they furnish the only means for conectly naming
the plants under cultivation, and for maintaining the
establishment upon a scientific and practical basis.

This large undertaking will be set on foot with as
little delay as possible. A committee has been
appointed, the Botanical Director being Professor
H. H. Babcock, who possesses in an eminent degree
the qualifications necessary for so important a post.

It is hoped that the results of the first season's work

will succeed in attracting the attention and enlisting

the co-operation of all interested in the subject. Our
readers will not fail to notice that the plan proposed is

precisely similar to that upon which Kew is regula^ed.

We- trust that its execution will not be less successful

than that institution.

We quote the following spirited " Apology "

FOR Science from the funeral oration preached by

Dean St.vnley on the occasion of the death of

Canon Kingsley :

—

" But even more than to the glories and wonders of

man he (Kingsley) was, far beyond what falls to the

lot of most, alive and awake in every pore to the beauty

and marvels of Nature. That contrast in the old story

of ' Eyes and No Eyes ' was the contrast between hinr

and common people. That eagle eye seemed to discern

everv shade and form of animal and vegetable life ; that

listening ear, like that of the hero in the fairy tale, seemed
about to catch the growing of the grass, and the opening
of the shell. Nature was to him a true companion,
spealcing with a thousand voices ; and Nature was to

him also the voice of God, the face of the Eternal and
the Invisible, as it can only be to those who study, and
love, and know it. For his was no idle dreamer's plea-

sure ; it was a wakefulness, not only to the force and
beauty of the outward world, but to the causes of those

mysterious operations, to tlie explanations given by its

patient students and explorers. Never, or hardly ever,

did he join in the presumptuous condemnation or the

cowardly fear of science and scientific men. They were
fellow workers with him and he with them. From his

fearless confidence in the results of physical research take

comfort, O ye of little faith ! Open wide your eyes and
ears to every breathing of the Divine spirit, to every

accent of the Divine truth. To you as to him ' let

everything that hath breath praise the eternal Gon.
Children gathering shells on the seashore, fishermen by
chalk streams, huntsmen on the bright days of autumn
and of winter, watchers of the secret growth of plant and
insect, and penetrating streams and shifting soil, fear not

to learn and to teach those lessons of holy and innocent

enjoyment which awakened in him constant praise of the

eternal Cause."

In the choice collection of Orchids at Whit-
church Rectory, Edgware, there are now some
beautiful varieties in full flower. Especially we may
mention an unrivalled plant of Crelogyne cristata,

which is over 12 feet in circumference, and displaying

about 1 50 racemes of its chaste and snow-white flowers.

We also very much admired some select varieties of

Cattleya Triance—one especially, called C. T. mag-
nifica, the bloom of which is 7 inches across, with

sepals and petals of a delicate rose colour, and a bold

labellum which displays an opening 2\ inches wide,

and of a deep rich magenta colour, with throat of

deep orange. This is one of the finest varieties we
ever remember to have seen, and formerly belonged

to the collection of the late Mr. Dawson. There is

also here a fine variety called C. T. atalanta, which
formerly belonged to Mr. Marshall, of Enfield. The
petals of this variety are white, and the whole of the

apex of the labellum is a rich dark purple. We were
much struck, also, with a very large plant of Masde-
vallia ignea, which is now throwing up over thirty

flowers of a fine variety.

In an address on the produce and industry of

Cayenne recently given in that colony, we are told

that Cotton is extensively cultivated at Kouron.
" Coffee grows almost without artificial aid, and pro-

duces an article whose aroma is not to be surpassed

by the most renowned of the West Indies. Cocoa,
also indigenous, equals by its softness and perfume
the Cocoa of Caracas. The Arnotto tree, revelling

in the extreme humidity of the soil and climate, yields

a vegetable which, ripened under the fierce rays of

the Guiana sun, takes its place in the foremost rank
of its kind. The forests of Guiana offer inexhaus-

tible and precious provision for dockyards, timber

yards, railroads, and cabinet workshops, besides

yielding gum, resin, balm, spices, and gutta-percha."

From an official report on the Trade of the

little Island of St. Thomas it appears that culti-

vation generally is at a very low ebb. The fact of
the steep hill slopes being covered only with a thin

layer of surface soil, which is often washed away
rather than irrigated by the heavy rains which vary
the atmospheric condition of almost habitual drought,
indicates that St. Thomas even in its days of slave

labour could never have been very favourable to

cultural enterprise. At the present time the town and
harbour ofier so much employment to labourers, at a
higher rate of remuneration than could be obtained in

the plantations, that the larger estates are left

wholly uncultivated and overgrown with bush, while

of the smaller ones a few only are barely kept up, more
as gardens than plantations. The greater part of the

island, however, remains, in spite of nominal owner-
ship, a mere wilderness, consequent upon the absurd

prejudices of the old proprietors (for the most part

Danish Creoles) preventing their leasing or selling

small plots of land to the negros. Where, however,
the negros have been able to obtain land they

have succeeded in making the soil profitable, either by
the production of garden or farm produce, or by the

rearing of cattle. Exportation, however, is for the
present out of the question—the amount of native

growth, animal or vegetable, not being sufficient to

sustain a twentieth part of the actual population. The
produce resembles in kind that produced generally
throughout the West Indies, though of poor quality,

arising from the deficiency in soil and rainfall ; so that

the bulk of provisions required for use by the in-

habitants themselves or for the steam and sailing ships

that touch or lie in the port has to be taken from
St. .Croix, Viecas, Porto Kico, and the neighbouring
islands.

The case of MiSTLETO PARASITIC UPON
itself exhibited by Dr. Masters on behalf of Mr.
CoRDEROY at the last meeting of the Scientific

Committee of the Horticultural Society, reminded
us of an analagous case mentioned in Dr. Hooker's
Handbook of the Neiu Zealand Flora. In this

instance it is one genus of parasites parasitic upon
another genus of the same family, namely, Tupeia
antarctica on Loranthus micranthus. The former
greatly resembles the Mistleto of the northern
hemisphere, and is one of the commonest of the
family in New Zealand, where, in a phcenogamous
flora of less than a thousand species, there are eight

belonging to the Loranthacere, all of them apparently
endemic. We looked over the specimens in the her-

barium at Kew to see if there were any showing this

peculiarity, but we only found Mr. Hector's note
containing the information of its occurrence. Though
he mentions the fact, he does not seem to have con-
sidered it of sufficient interest to illustrate by a spe-

cimen. While on this subject we may mention that

the Germans are now actively engaged searching for

Mistleto on the common Oak, but 60 far their search

has been unsuccessful, though they have found it on
the Turkey and two or three American Oaks. Both
the Oesterreichische Botanische Zeitschrijt and the

-Botanische Zeititng of last month (January) have notes

on the subject, to which we may return again. We
learn from the Irish Farmers^ Gazette that a similar

case had been observed in Ireland, previous to Mr.
Corderoy's, and was recorded at the time in that

journal.

The wife of an Irish clergyman, who, with

the view of benefiting the poor of her district, has

heretofore been in the habit of giving Skeleton
Le.aves in exchange for cast-off clothing and books
for a Sunday-school library, wishes to dispose of a col-

lection of leaves for another charitable purpose.

Those who are disposed to assist in a work of charily

should communicate with Mrs. M., The Rectory,
Kinnegad, West Meath, Ireland.

A novelty has just appeared amongst the

forced flowers in Covent Garden Market, in the other-

wise well-known Staphylea pinnata, or Bladder-
nut. Its pellucid white blossoms, with yellow anthers,

have a very pretty effect for buttonhole bouquets when
mixed with a dark rosebud or other flower appropriate

for contrast. The plant appears to be most suitable

for cutting purposes, as the leaves when forced are

rather coarse and weedy, but as a novelty amongst
bouquet flowers, and one easily obtainable, its first

appearance in the flower market is deserving of record.

At a meeting of the Council of the Roy"AL
Agricultural Benevolent Institution, held

at the offices, 26, Charles
.
Street, Haymatket,

on the 2d inst., it was resolved that at the forth-

coming election fifty pensioners should be added to the

present list, viz., ten males, twenty females, and ten

married couples ; thus raising the total number of

pensioners to 404, at an annual cost oi £'&<^z^,

Crocus nivalis (Sieberi) and C. Impe-
R.ATI are now beautiful objects in Messrs. Jamls
Backhouse & Son's nurseries at York. The flowers

of the former are of a delicate but very bright blue-

purple, those of the latter yellowish-buff externally,

veined with very deep blue lines. Internally the

colour is a bluish-lilac, the external veins showing
through the outer petals. C. chrysanthus (Aucheri)

is also in bud : it usually precedes all the other

yellows. A new winter-flowering Grape Hyacinth
has been in bloom for three or four weeks. It is

Botryanlhus pallens. Another, equally fine, or better,

B. paradoxus, is also in bud.

The recent severe weather, which was foIloH ed
by heavy cold rainfalls, has proved very detrimental to

the Hardy Market Flowers, the chief of which at

this time of the year are Wallflowers and Violets. With
a mild winter there is at all times a certain amount of

bloom to be gathered, and this in the middle of winter
invariably commands a good price. Even now that

January is past but little bloom has been gathered, but
the flowers are coming up rapidly, and with a few open
days there will be some large gatherings in favoured
localities. The Czar Violet is the earliest winter
variety, and usually furnishes its head of flower before

the blue Russian comes in, when the Czar is at once
forsaken. The Russian blooms much more profusely,

he flowers are deeper in colour, and more odorous
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than"are those of the Czar, and in the market colour

and sweetness are of the first consequence. The
breadth of the Violet grown to supply the London
maiket increases yearly, and when well done probably

pays as well as any other crop can do, whilst the

labour involved in the cultivation is not great, and
the biUk to be carried to market is as valuable as it is

proportionately small.

Ranunculus i-icaria, var. caltiiifolius,
an uncommon plant, is flowering in the herbaceous

grounds at Kew. It is much stronger than the species,

such as we see it wild in this country, throwing erect

large pale green leaves without marking, some on
stout stems with the flowers, which are of propor-

tionate size. Many botanists would consider it worth
specific distinction, but perhaps every gradation be-

tween the two can be found. It is a native of the

Mediterranean region. Anemone pavonina, in the

same bed, is extremely showy. Tiie scarlet flowers are

as vivid as those of any Pelargonium. Cyclamen
Coum and and the var. vemum, are producing their

beautiful rose-coloured flowers on the rockwork,

The Effect of Frost upon the Stock may
just now be seen in a market garden at Feltham. Last

spring a quarter of an acre of ground was sown with

seed of the scarlet Q>aeen Stock, with the intention

that the plants, duly thinned, should remain on the

same spot to flower. During the summer the thin-

nings were planted out upon an equal extent of

ground close by, and these grew into strong plants,

although not so large as those that remained in the

seed-bed. Since the frost, it is now too plainly evi-

dent that three-fourths of the untransplanted stocks

are entirely killed, whilst of those transplanted

scarcely one is injured. The soil being rich, a strong

succulent growth had been engendered in the one
ca^e, and this quickly succumbed to the severe

frost, whilst the check administered by the trans-

planting had induced a firmer growth that the frost

could not injure. Biennial Stocks are the better for

transplanting, and they stand the winter best when
growing in sheltered places, and especially on a dry,

porous soil.

The third annual exhibition of the Wimble-
don and District Horticultural and Cottage
Garden Society will be held on July 15 and 16 in

the grounds of Belvedere House, Wimbledon, the

residence of A. Sculusser, Esq., President.

In a recent number of the Gartenjlora Dr.
Recel figures Rheum palmatum, var. tanguti-
CUM, as the most genuine of all the genuine Rhubarbs.
It was brought from the west of China, in the

country bordering on the highlands of Thibet, and is

siid to furnish the medicinal Rhubarb which enters

Siberia by way of Kiachta. This re-opens the ques-

tion of the origin of the true Rhubarb of commerce,
and seems to favour the view that it is the product of

more than one species. A review of the genus Rheum
bv Maximowkv, is promised in the January number
of the periodical named,

We have received from Mr. B. S. Williams
flowers of his Cyclamen tersicum giganteum,
which he proposes to distribute shortly. It is said to

be a very free-flowering variety, and of compact
habit. The specimen sent to us well deserves the
name of giganteum. The leaves are of a deep bottle-

green, very slightly marbled, and about 4 inches

wide. The flowers, which are white, or blush-

white, with rosy purple throat, have blunt oblong
lobes 2 inches deep and three quarters of an inch
broad, and thus appear decidedly larger than the
ordinary race of Cyclamens. It is a noble-looking
flower, and though perhaps wanting in the refine-

ment which characterises Mr. Little's strain, the
acquisition of increased size is a manifest gain, to
which quality may be superadded in due time.

A second edition of Hooker's Synopsis
Filicnm has just been published. It contains 400
additional species, besides numerous rectifications,

and, therefore, its importance is great to all lovers of
Ferns. We shall refer to it again shortly more in

detail

There seems to be quite a mania for planting

the Blue Gum just now, and it is doubtful whether it

will not be overdone. Almost every periodical

devoted in any way to arboriculture, whether English
or foreign, has something to say about this wonderful
tree, and the most extravagant virtues are ascribed to

it. Now a report comes from India, informing us
that tlie Indian Government has been importing large
supplies of the seeds of this tree. We think some
caution should be exercised, and only in places where
nothing else will succeed so well should the Austra-
lian Gum tree be planted extensively. It is quite
problematical whether the timber will prove equal in

value in all localities where the tree will flourish ; and,
indeed, the probabilities are that it will not prove so
good as that to be had in Australia at the present
time A writer in the Ocsterreichische Botanischc

Zeitschy'ifl makes some very sensible remarks on this

subject ; and we think, although the Blue Gum may
he a very useful tree, that it scarcely deserves all that

is said in its favour, and should not be planted to the
exclusion of everything else.

We have been favoured with the sight of a
new seedling form of Primula coktusoides
AM'ENA, raised by Mr. James Allen, of Shepton
Mallet, and which promises to be quite distinct in

character if the peculiarities of the seedling be con-

tinued through its later stages of growth. We are in-

formed by Mr. Allkn that in 1873 he saved a few
seeds from several varieties of this fine hardy Prim-
rose, having done his best to assist fertilisation by
crossing the flowers. Eleven seedlings were the

produce of the seed sown in the spring of 1874, and
the strongest has just flowered. The hue of colour, a
bright pale lilac-violet, is very pretty ; and it is in all

probability a seedling from P. cortusoides auKona
lilaclna, fertilised by amtcna ; the flowers are as large

and finely formed as those of the latter, and are desti-

tute of the cut or fimbriated petals seen in the former.

Mr. Allen thinks the character of the leaves and
habit of growth will be different also ; and the roots

do not appear to creep so much as those of amrena.

A further development may however alter the aspect

of these supposed diverse characteristics. When seed-

lings are rapidly coming into bloom Mr. Allen is of

opinion that in order to obtain seed of the varieties of

P. cortusoides amtena the flowers must be artificially

fertilised, as in no instance has he succeeded in ob-
taining seed if this were not done. In 1S74 he suc-

ceeded in obtaining some quantity of seed from fer-

tilising ama^'na, amrena alba, lilacina, and grandiflora,

one with the other ; and he hopes to obtain an inte-

resting progeny. He finds it best to sow the seed the

following spring, not in the autumn of the year, when
it is gathered.

One of the most striking in appearance of the

many types of fine foliage plants to be seen in the

large show conservatory attached to the residence of
Mr. John Wills, Onslow Crescent, South Kensing-
ton, is Aralia fastigiata. It is a very elegant

and handsome plant, with bold compound leaves,

each of which had from six to eight petiolate leaflets,

somewhat oblong in shape, and bright green in

colour. It is a bold-looking and handsome plant,

one that would tell in a collection of ornamental
foliage plants, because of its great distinctness of cha-
racter and beautiful outline. Another handsome
foliage plant is Dracxna fragrans, a species that is

largely grown by Mr. Wills for decorative purposes.

The bronzy-green leaves are broad, arched, and hand-
somely pendulous ; the habit of growth is very regu-

lar and symmetrical. It is especially commended by
Mr. Wills as a house plant, to stand in halls and
various suitable places in a dwelling. It will last in

good condition for three months, if watered when
required, treated to light, and the leaves kept clean

from deposits of dust.

Heterotropa asaroides is showing several

flowers in the Cape-house at Kew. It is a remark-
able species of the Aristolochiacere, with leaves closely

resembling those of Cyclamen, and also of Asarum,
to which genus this is " too nearly allied." They are

united by Messrs. Morren and Decaisne. The
flowers have very short peduncles, throwing them
but little above the soil. The perianth is globose,

flattened at the top, and contracted to a pale yellow
wrinkled mouth, with a spreading limb of three tri-

angular ^segments. Outside it is of a blackish purple
colour, and within is deeply celled. This species was
figured in the Bot. Ma^. of 1S56, and another, H.
parviflora, in 1863. Both are natives of Japan. The
latter is quite distinct, though not nearly so curious

as the former. They are very rare ; H. parviflora is

perhaps lost to cultivation.

The old single mauve Primrose, which is now
generally grown under the incorrectname of Primula
ALTAICA, is now in very fine bloom in the neighbour-
hood of Btistol. One lady states that she has had it

in her garden for forty years past, and possibly, like

Primula vulgaris auriculx'flora, which is also now in

bloom, its origin is involved in obscurity. Probably
the soil in which the single mauve Primrose is growing
at Bristol has something to do with its fine develop-
ment ; certain it is that the flowers are finer and
better coloured than we are in the habit of seeing it

round London.

• A magnificent form ot Masdevallia
Veitciiii is now in flower in one of the Orchid-
hou=;es atGunnersbury, the residence of Baron Rotiis-
CHILD. The colour of the singularly-shaped blossom
is most brilliant, and the vivid orange-red is much
flushed with purple on the upper part of the flower.

Measured from the extremities of the sepals in a down-
ward direct'on, its length is over 6 inches, and the

plant is quite a small one. Mr. Richards, the

gardener at Gunnersbury, who is well-known as a

cultivator of orchidaceous plants, pronounces it to be
the finest form of M. Veitchii he has ever seen.

FUCHSIAS.
Being engaged In the collection of materials for a

horticultural history of this attractive genus, to be
followed by a more purely scientific monograph, I

should be glad to receive fresh specimens of some of
the original species and very old varieties. I will

name a few species that I have access to in the living

state :—F. fuigens, thymifolia, alpestris, radicans, and
several forms of K. macrostema. I should also be
pleased to see specimens of the hardy Fuchsias of the

south and west parts of the kingdom, as soon as they
come into leaf, as I still hope to find the true E.

coccinea. It will be in the memory of many readers

of the Gardeners' Clironide\\\'\\. Dr. Hooker discovered

this plant in the Botanic Garden at Oxford a few years

ago, and published a figure of it in the Botanical

Magazine. Previously we had all been calling magel-
lanica coccinea. Since Dr. Hooker read a paper on
this subject to the Linnean Society additional evi-

dence has come to light, and I hope to be able to

clear up the confusion at present existing in the

synonomy of the species. It may be useful to give a
few preliminary notes here to indicate the kind of in-

formation sought. As recently as 1832 Gay collected

a specimen of the true E. coccinea in a garden in

Guernsey, of which he says, on the label accompany-
ing the specimen in the herbarium at Kew, it was one

of the chief ornaments. In 1S37 he took specimens

of it from a garden at Versailles ; and Mandon's
recent Madeiran collections contain it, labelled quasi-

spontaneous. Loddiges' figure {Botayiical Cabinet^

plate 933, 1S25), is apparently the true plant, although

badly drawn. Sweet (1S3S), Brilish Flower Garden^

2d series, under plate 216, says that coccinea is distinct

from the F. magellanica set ; and somebody else says

(I forget where for the moment) that he has not seen

wild specimens of the true coccinea. Salisbury, how-
ever {Iconcs Slirpium rarionim^ t. 7), respecting its

native country says, ^' Sponfe nascentem : ex Brasil

habuit Vandelli circiter anno 17S7," Dr. Hooker
appears to have overlooked this, as well as Salisbury's

reason for changing the name to elegans, which was
*' because the name coccinea was equally applicable to

several other species." Duhamel figures the true

coccinea as F. magellanica.

This is pretty well the extent of my knowledge of

F. coccinea at present, but I expect it will prove to

be the same as a species figured in St. Hilaire's Flora
Brasiliensis, of which there are no specimens at

Kew. Of course this evidence of its being a native

of Brazil tells against its being hardy, but at all events

it appears, from the way Gay speaks of it, to have
been hardy in Guernsey. To guide those who
may not have a figure for reference, I may add that it

has very short-stalked, heart-shaped leaves, and the

leaf-stalks are bearded, the hairiness extending more
or less along the underside of the leaf on the midrib.

F. magellanica and F. macrostema (not macro-
stemma, as usually written) are undoubtedly synonym-
ous, and it is doubtful whether any other species is

hardy. Respecting globosa, conica, gracilis, discolor,

and several others, it is quite likely that they are

simply varieties of magellanica, but an examination
and comparison of wild and cultivated specimens may
lead to the discovery that more than one species in-

habits the extreme south of America. F. lycioides,

Andrews {Botanical Bepository, t. 120), introduced

from Chili * in 1796, is the same as F. rosea of Ruiz
and Pavon, and apparently a very distinct species. I

am not sure whether it is quite hardy, nor do I know
whether it is in cultivation now.

There must be much unwritten history respecting

the early seedling Fuchsias that gardeners could
furnish, as we have to go back only about fifty years,

F. globosa is said to have been raised by a Mr.
Bunney. It would be interesting to know the origin

of F. Riccartoni, the earliest mention of which that

has come under my notice at present is in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for iS4r, where it is spoken of as

being quite hardy at Liverpool, Arran, &:c. The pre-

ceding notes will give some idea of the information

needed to complete the history of garden Fuchsias.

Most books are here accessible to me— it is unpublished
knowledge of the first seedlings raised that would be
most serviceable. It should be borne in mind that

both coccinea and magellanica were introduced to-

wards the end of the last century, and not the first

only, as was formerly suppo=;ed, therefore It is possible

that there were garden hjbrids earlier than the date

1S25—^1830. Loddiges' Catalogue of 1S26 contains the

names arborescens, coccinea, excorticata, gracilis,

lycioides, macrostema, serratifolia, and tenella.

Nothing approaching a complete and accurate history

* In Boiiiniail Repository it is Rtnted that this species was
introduced by Menzies from North-Western America, and this

error was copied into De CandoUe's Prodromes.
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of this genus is known to me in any language, and,

therefore, I shall be obliged to any of your correspon-

dents who may favour me with information or speci-

mens. The names of species and original varieties

will be communicated when desired. W, B. Hemsley,

Herbarium^ Keto.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XI.
Thomas Baines.

The name of Thomas Baines has become a house-

hold word amongst gardeners, while a most honourable

niche in the temple of horticultural fame has been

won by its possessor, to whom may be fairly assigned

the premier position as a plant grower at the present

day. Of this the gardening records of the past

few years are a sufficient attestation. The
Thomas Baines to whom we refer, and whose
portrait accompanies this notice, conies of a race

of successful gardeners dating back some three or

four generations. He was born in July, 1823, in the

then entrance lodge to Claughton Hall, the seat of the

Brockholes, of Claughton, in North Lancashire, one of

the oldest families in the country, they having been in

uninterrupted possession of the estate since the time

of Edward II. Whitaker, in his History of Lanca-

shire, traces the Baines family on the estate for 400

years. His great-grandfather, Thomas Baines, whom,
he remarks, he well recollects, died at the age of

ninety-six, at Claughton Hall, after having been for

many years steward of the estate for the grandfather and

uncle of the present James Fitzherbert Brockholes,

Esq. His grandfather served his time in the garden

at Claughton, and held the head-gardener's situation

for fifty years ; and his father was also there brought

up to the profession.
" From early childhood," writes Mr. Baines, in the

notes which accompanied his portrait, "I was pas-

sionately fond of gardening. My first essay, and
the one most indelibly fixed upon my memory,
occurred when I was about five years of age ; I

then assisted my mother in planting some Ivy near

the door of the lodge, which Ivy now forms a

complete porch over the door, and in the forty-

five years which have elapsed has developed a

trunk 33 inches in circumference. At thirteen years

of age I commenced my gardening career under my
grandfather, who w.as a really good gardener of the

old school, and was well known in the north of the

kingdom as a most successful grower of fruits, especially

of Grapes. Indeed the fine old Vines planted by him
some sixty years ago still bear ample testimony to

the careful preparation first made for them, since they

have never even had the soil renewed, and at the pre-

sent day finish off such crops of sloe-black fruit, both

early and late, as are rarely surpassed. In common
with most garden-boys at that day I had to submit to

what, even if against one's will, was ofgreat advantage

afterwards—that is to say, I had to commence at the

foot of the horticultural ladder. There was in those

days little chance of a youngster trying his hand at

the walls until he was sufficiently initiated in the

work of the kitchen garden, or in the houses, until

he knew something considerable about both. In most

of the old establishments fruit and vegetable culture

were the chief considerations, with such plants as

sufficed for decorative purposes, and to furnish the

comparatively small demand for cut flowers which

was then made. Having fewer subjects to deal with,

the young men learnt their culture, especially the

things of a utilitarian description, more thoroughly.

First impressions are lasting, more especially those

affecting one's occupation, and if a man be from

the first engaged in fruit culture, he will always

feel a preference for it. Nevertheless, I was
very fond of plants, and in the summer of 1842

walked 30 miles to see Fuchsia corymbifiora ; rail-

roads were not so plentiful then as now, neither was
the money to spend in riding over-abundant, so that

young men situated as I was, thought less of using

their legs.

"I was excessively fond of reading. The books on
gardening and kindred subjects to which I had access

were not over-numerous, but they got pretty well

thumbed. I also dropped upon an old copy of one

of Linnceus' works, over which for years I used to

spend an hour or so of an evening out in the fields
;

but I was ultimately with reluctance obliged to give

it up, seeing the impossibility of getting sufficient

time for studying the science in a way likely to lead

to proficiency. If young men in gardens in remote

parts of the country had then comparatively few

professional and really useful books for perusal, there

was at least this advantage, that there was much
less of the fascinating but useless light reading which

is the bane of learning at the present time. Half the

young men in gardens now indulge far too much in

this sort of literature ever to become versed in the

most essential knowledge of vegetable physiology. I

also read every book I could procure upon landscape

gardening, and had a good opportunity of seeing such

work practically carried out and judging of the effects

produced, for, in addition to the natural beauties of

the finely-wooded undulating grounds of the estate,

alterations on a large scale were continually going on
under the personal direction of the late Squire, who
was known to be one of the very best landscape men
of his time, and who succeeded in making the property

unsurpassed in general eflect by any in the country.

Here were hundreds of miles of draining done before

many people could see the necessity for draining at

all ; old fences were levelled and new roads made,
large tracts of land were trenched and planted, irri-

gation on a large scale was carried out, and work of

all sorts was done, such as afforded an excellent oppor-

tunity to any young man who v/as disposed to

take a general interest in the cultivation and im-

provement of the land, as well as its effective

embellishment upon correct principles of landscape

art. Here were large open breadths to deal with,

that gave scope to the planter in massing trees of

distinct colours at different elevations, and which the

undulating nature of the land admitted. As this

work was going on for many years, it gave me an

excellent opportunity to observe how it was done,

and to note the effect produced in after years.

"High farming was also carried out at Claughton,

and in this I took much interest, especially in connec-

tion with stock, for which that part of the country was,

and still is, celebrated. My grandfather, with whom I

lived during the time of my learning the business,

continually impressed upon me the necessity for a

gardener being well acqaainted wilh general farming,

in consequence of the frequency with wliich one indi-

vidual is required to act in the double capacity of

manager both of farm and garden. With this in view,

I went, at twenty years of age, for some three years

to the best general farmer in the neighbourhood,

where by practical experience I was enabled to acquire

a knowledge which in after years has been of the

greatest service to me. Through those early years

and up to this time I went regularly to a night

school.

" I then engaged as gardener to S. L. Behrens, Esq.,

of Catteral House, near Garstang, in Lancashire, and

afterwards removed with the family to the Polygon

Avenue, Ardwick, near Manchester. Here Mr.

Behrens became extremely fond of plants, and we soon

got together a nice collection of Orchids, Heaths,

stove, greenhouse, and fine-foliage plants, and Ferns,

as well as most of the best florist flowers of the day,

including Auriculas, Dahlias, Pansies, Pinks, Carna-

tions, and Hollyhocks. These latter, although never

exhibited, were just as carefully prepared by tying,

thinning, and shading, even to the providing of stands

similar to those used for exhibition, and in which the

flowers were arranged for placing on the tables in the

entrance hall. Few men had a more perfectly trained

eye, or better taste as regards the appreciation of form

and colour, either in a painting, a well-kept garden,

or a florist's flower ; and although at present we have

such a furore against e-xhibiting these in the only way
in which it is possible to decide their merits, unnatural

as it may be, Mr. Behrens, even in his own house,

could best enjoy and admire them when thus arranged

in the way calculated to display their individual

excellence.
'

' I remained in Mr, Behrens' service for seven years,

until he went to reside abroad, I then engaged with

his cousin, H. L. MichoUs, Esq., with whom I lived

for twenty years— first at Bowdon, in Cheshire, where
the collection of plants I had charge of was formed,

and afterwards at Southgate. Mr, MichoUs was
exceedingly fond of his garden, and took the greatest

delight in watching the growth of the plants, from
their earliest stages up to the time of their full

development. At the commencement, a few dozens
in 6-inch pots were purchased, and this was kept up
yearly, so as to provide a supply for filling'up the

places of such as got worn out or died—for plants, in

common with other things possessing life, are liable

to lose it by these natural causes ; and those who
profess to have few or no losses must be much more
fortunate than I have been, or must possess some
secret whereby vegetable life is indefinitely prolonged.

Strictly speaking, the plants were not a collection,

but a selection, representing most of the popular
kinds at present in cultivation, requiring a wide range
in the difference of their treatment.

** I feel the greatest repugnance to personal allusion

relative to anything I have individually accomplished
in this respect. The pursuit somehow begets feelings

which are unobtrusive and reticent in their nature. In
it, as in most other things, if a man is not able to do
much, the less said the better, and if he does ever so

little worth notice, the world is honest enough to give

him all the credit he deserves. If, then, I make any
allusion to my own doings, it is with a view of throw-
ing a little light on the path of young men who may
follow in the same track. Amongst the different plants

I have grown, nineteen-twentieths were utterly strange

to me, as I had no opportunity in early life of be-

coming acquainted with their usual treatment. This
was in some measure an advantage, as I had nothing
to unlearn. I always had a liking for growing plants

that had the character of being difficult to cultivate

;

and whatever measure of success I may have been
able to arrive at in the cultivation of such, I owe it to

a close study of the nature and consequent require-

ments oT vegetable life, and the natural conditions under
which different plants exist in their native habitats.

This I learnt in my younger days through the diligent

reading of such books as treated upon the climate and
soil of foreign countries, and the general conditions

under which the plants we receive from them exist,

A want of this knowledge is the rock upon which
many young men, who attempt to grow difficult plants,

split. Such reading is, however, distasleful to those

who have become habituated to light literature.

"Five years ago Mr. MichoUs removed from Bow-
don to Southgate House, near London, to which place

I accomparilcd him and remained until his disposal of

it and the dispersion of the plants. Few gentlemen

take a greater delight in gardening than did he, or

encourage it through a more genuine love of plants

for their own sakes. From him, and the family in

general, I experienced uniform kindness and liberality,

such as is seldom accorded to a gardener."

lome Comspntience,
The Lindley Medal.—Permit me to make a few

remarks anent the list of the winners of the Lindley

Medal, published in the Gardeners* Chronicle of

December 12, 1874. It is endorsed by the Editors as

" authentic," thus showing that it was obtained from

an accredited source ; but with all deference to that

source, 1 beg to say that list is not a correct one, for

on March 3, 1868, the Floral Committee awarded a

Lindley Medal to me for a fine group of Cattleya

Trian::e (Warscewiczii), from the collection of W.
MarshaU, Esq., of Clay Hill, Enfield, and this award
is not in that list. The Gardeners* Chronicle in its

report of that meeting says
—"The committee recom-

mended that a 'medal' be awarded to it"—the group

(see Gardeners' Chronicle, 186S, p. 240), Also in

reporting the award of this medal to Messrs, Veitch,

February 18, 1S68, the word " medal" only is used,

but it was the " Lindley" Medal that was awarded in

both cases, I have had some correspondence with the

Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society upon
these awards, and have learned from him that this

award was never entered on the minutes of the Society,

and there is no official record thereof. This will

explain the omission of my name in the list, but

whether it is a satisfactory reason or not will appear

presently, for this omission gives me the right to call

attention to No. 12 in the list. But to explain the

matter properly, I ought to say that I am not to have
the medal under any circumstances, for according to

the rules of the Society, neither a member of the

Council nor his gardener may receive a money prize

of any kind, and as Mr, Marshall was a member of

the Council at that time I got the benefit of those

rules. Turn we now to 1873. Lord Londesborough
was a member of the Council for that year {see

Gardeners' Chronicle, 1873, p. 221), and on May 21,
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1S73, llie commitlee awarJeJ a Lindley Medal to his

lordship's gardener, Mr. Denning, for a very fine plant

of Ulricularia monlana. This award appears in the

list, No. 12, upon equal terms with the others, and I

—also many of my brother gardeners—would lil;e to

know how it happens tliat an official record is kept of

this award, but there is no official evidence of the

other, although they were both given under the same

conditions and subject to the same rules. It is clearly

impossible (or a list to be "authentic" when the

records from which it is compiled are kept in this

unconnected manner. IV. IVilsoii, Gr. to Mrs. Adams,

Chasi Park, Enfield. [Our statement was officially

communicated to us, and it appears to be correct on

Mr. Wilson's own showing. First, the committee

could not "award," but only "recommend" the

a Casuarina tree at the Cubbon Hotel, Bangalore.

The Casuarina tree is 40 feet high, and so completely

has the liougainvillca taken possession of it, that when
in flower, during the present month, so gorgeous is

the m.iss of colour that only a few leaves here and

there are seen. "Imagine," writes Colonel Puckle,

"all that a brilliant mass of young, bright mauve-
coloured bracts, and you can judge what a habitat it

has amongst us. I have trained it over 100 yards of

one entrance wall to the Lai Bagh, and next February

it will be magnificent."

Rating Nurserymen's Greenhouses. — Will

you allow me, through the medium of your columns,

to call attention to the extraordinary manner in which

in certain parishes nurserymen's and florists' stock

The dwelling-house and land I hoM on lease at a

rental of /,I2 per annum, and I have made no im-

provements since 1871 ; in fact, my glass erections

are very much deteriorated in value through wear
and tear, want of paint, c&c. Up to 1S72 I was
rated at .^17 ; the next rate I received showed that

the authorities had increased it to ^'46 loj-,, upon
which I paid, and did not appeal, although I con-
sidered I was paying an illegal rate. Last year the

assessment committee—thinking (t presume) that

these glass structures are such very valuable property,

and as I submitted so tamely to the former in-

crease—strained another nerve, and showed their

good judgment and abilities by making the glass sheds

and dwelling-house each a separate assessment, and
have assessed the eleven greenhouses at my home

Fig. 35.—growth of bougainvillea in india,

medal ; the award must be made by the Council. In

the first case cited Mr. Wilson's employer was a

member of Council, and according to a lule then in

force no member of Council or his gardener could

receive a money prize. In the second case cited

Lord Londesborough was not a member of Council

at the time, since he resigned with the "old"
Council in February, 1S73, and did not accept his

unauthorised re-election by the adjourned annual

meeting, consequently Mr. Denning was fully eligible

to receive the medal. Eds]

The Bougainvillea.—The accompanying illus-

tration (fig. 35), prepared from a photograph kindly

sent to us by Lieutenant-Colonel Puckle, Director of

the Lai Bagh at Bangalore, admirably depicts a re-

markable specimen of the Bougainvillea, climbing up

and implements in trade, such as those slight erec-

tions commonly called greenhouses, are rated. These
slight glass structures, such as are put up by nursery-

men and florists, are not buildings or fixtures, and

are liable to be distrained upon for rent or debt

;

therefore, I submit they are clearly part of a nursery-

man and florist's stock and implements in trade, and

as such are no more assessable to the poor-rate than

the potting-soil, flower-pots, watering-pots, stakes,

&c., which, with the aid of the glass, all assist in

producing those plants which we grow for a living.

I will just mention a case in which I am personally

concerned. I have two nurseries in the isolated

parish of East Wickham, in which I grow my pro-

duce for the London markets. In my home nursery

I have about one acre of land, upon which stands a

dwelling-house, three sheds, and eleven greenhouses.

nursery at the very modest sum of ^150, and rated

them at iiloo. At my Hill Grove Nursery I have

.three large greenhouses and one smaller unfinished,

which they have also assessed at ^{^150 and rated at

^\00. Against this most extraordinary assessment

I appealled, but could get no redress—the worthy

chairman of the three gentlemen present forming

the assessment committee informing me that if he

had come and valued them he should have put on
double. John Ttirtle, The Nurseries, Welling. [The

whole subject is in a most confused and unsatisfactory

state, and should be taken up by those concerned

with a view to a remedy. Eds.]

Libonia penrhosiana.—Any one desirous of a

variety of subjects for hanging baskets will find this

plant a great acquisition for that purpose. It 13
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flowering with me in the most profuse manner, and

continuing from September to the present time it is a

good plant for amateurs, as a temperature of 32° does

not appear to affect it. IV. Jones, Gr., Abbey Manor,

Evesham.

The Larch.— It would be interesting if your cor-

respondent at p. 107, writing on the Larch, &c.,

could give the dimensions of those grand old trees at

Dawic'k and Dunkeld, as from their great age they

must be fine specimens. It is also more interesting to

me, writing as I do from the demesne of the Right

Hon. Colonel Tighe, where there are several fine

specimens of Larch, supposed to be the first planted

in Ireland. I measured one to-day over 60 feet m
height ; circumference of stem at 4 feet from the

ground, 12 feet 6 inches ; spread of branches, 7S feet m
diameter. The trees appear to be in good health, and

to all appearance will continue improving for years.

I would also remark that the whole of those trees are

planted a considerable distance apart ; would that

account for their having escaped the Larch disease, as

at 500 feet higher elevation on the same range the

plantations more thickly planted are all more or less

diseased. G. Dodd, Woodstock Park, Ireland.

New Japan Pear (see ante, p. 106).—I send you

two pieces of a branch of what I have as Pyrus

sinensis ;
you will easily see that it very much

differs from the figures at pp. Io5 and 107 of the

Gardeners' Chronicle. Your figure exactly corre-

sponds to that given by M. Decaisne, in his Jardin

Fruilier, of Pyrus sinensis of Lindley. M. Decaisne

quotes four varieties as having been sent to him by

M. Van Houtte ; these were raised in Holland, and

M. Decaisne says that they are easily known by the

small caducous calyx. One is said to be like the

Pear Seringa {i.e.. Doyenne^ de Saumur), which is

blunt turbinate ; the second to be like the Pear

Seutin, which is short turbinate ; the third is said

to be like Martin Lee, which is obtuse pyriform ;

the fourth is round, like Doyenne Gris. The seed<

from which these four forms were raised seems to

have been imported into Holland by the Dutch

Envoy to the Court at Yeddo, but the trees that pro-

duced the fruit from which the seed seems to have

been obtained were originally imported into Japan

from China—so says M. Siebold, as quoted by M.
Decaisne. In vol. vi., p. 396, liort. Soc. Trans.,

there is a'notice ot this fruit as having been sent to

the Horticultural Society in 1S20, and Mr. Knight

had grafts of it, and fruited it at Downton, and

Lindley figured and described it. I have not the

Botanical Register to see whether Lindley's figure cor-

responds to my trees, but no doubt you can reler to

it : the number is 1 24S. You will see by the old

leaves I have sent that they are spathulate at the

base, with a short stalk, acuminate at the point and

perfectly smooth along the edges. [Your leaves

are quite different from those of Dr. Thurber's

plant. Eds]. Your figures and Decaisne's are very

much dentate, or " acutissime-serrata," and the

. leaves on Decaisne's figures are rotundato-cor-

data, yours are oblongo-cordata. From the above

I imagine that all are forms of one type, like

our Pyrus communis. Let this be as it may, they

form a very interesting group, with beautifully,

almost evergreen, tinted foliage, and large beautiful

flowers. The fruits, too, as produced in China and

Japan, seem to be very beautiful and of long dura-

tion. They may yet become the parents of another

race commingled with our common sorts. You will

notice that the buds, both in yours and Decaisne's

figures, have the scales open at the apex and obtuse,

whilst those I send are closely imbricate and veiy

pointed. Another character, which stands good with

all sorts of Pears, is the venation. There is no cha-

racter, that 1 have been able to find, that is so con-

stant in the foliage of Pears and Apples as this ; and I

dare say it holds good in many other families, Ferns

particularly so. J. Scott, Merriott.

Fuchsia serratifolia.—This fine old evergreen

Fuchsia is but seldom met with, and yet it is one of

the best and freest winter-blooming things we have if

grown specially for that purpose. For cut flowers it

is most valuable, as they last a long time in water ;

and the large glaucous green leaves form a charming

setting to the rich pendulous tubes. To have good

large plants in bloom early they should be propagated

at once, and grown on in gentle moist heat till the

end of May, to be then gradually hardened off pre-

paratory to setting them outdoors. This variety is

best grown in the shrubby or bush form, as it does

not readily conform to the pyramid shape, and by

growing in the bush shape much stronger shoots can

be obtained than if it were stopped and cramped to

induce it to assume a form not natural to it. The

corymbs of flowers are borne at the points of the

shoots, and the stronger these can be grown, provided

that the growth be firm and compact, the larger and

finer will be the individual heads of bloom. To

induce this kind of growth they should be potted in

good turfy loam well enriched with old Mushroom

dung, and be grown without a check. By the middle

of June, if properly established and carefully hardened

off, they may be placed in the open air in a partially

shaded situation, where, with proper attention in

watering and syringing, they will make fine firm

flowering wood. They should be housed by the end

of September, and if kept in a temperature of 45° to

50° during winter they will last in bloom several

months. I have found Madame Cornellisen almost a

perpetual bloomer, having had plants of it both last

winter and this almost equal to what they usually are

in the summer months. It is only necessary to give

them a slight rest in the autumn, and when started

again this variety breaks freely into growth, and con-

tinues on through the winter, giving a profusion of

bloom, y. Shefpard, Woolverstone.

The Eucalyptus and the Late Frosts.—If

your correspondent, Mr. J. W. Malleson, will

examine the bark and wood of his Eucalyptus, he

will, I think, find both discoloured and dead. Plants

often retain their leaves for a long time after severe

weather, and, unless examined closely, appear to have

escaped. The Eucalypti we have here stood out

last winter, and were, therefore, large woody plants,

and in a more favourable condition to withstand frost

than those described by your correspondent, and yet

both wood and bark are completely discoloured and

killed, although the plants retain their leaves, and

appear to have escaped. As the merits of the

Eucalyptus have been so much lauded of late for

various purposes, it would be interesting to know
what amount of frost it will endure in this moist

climate, and if it has escaped elsewhere. It is much

to be regretted that such a rapid-growing ornamental

tree as this is should not succeed with us, as it would

add quite a fresh feature to our landscape, being so

distinct in character to anything we have in that way.

J.Sh/ppard, Woolveistone.

Transmutation of Wheat into Chess (or

-Cheat) a "Cheat" after all.—Referring to Mr.

Meehan's explanation in your number for January 23

(p. 115), he says I have misapprehended him in the

" Brome-Triticum matter," and objects to being

"charged with being a transmutationist." In reply,

I certainly must plead guilty to believing that he was

so, and I drew my conclusions from the report made

to the New York Tribune, which it now appears that

Mr. Meehan himself contributed, because, as he puts

it,
" ordinary reporters make sad work of scientific

subjects." How, I would venture to ask, could any

one believe otherwise, judging from Mr. Meehan's

own words ? In the first place, he begins by remark-

ing on the popular belief that Wheat will turn to

Chess, and that, while the scientific world may well

be pardoned for deriding such an idea, "for his own
part he had seen many popular impressions derided

by men of science prove true." Then, li propos of

the viviparousness of toads, he tells us he had

"proved the fact." Again, as to snakes swallowing

their young, he says, " In like manner, in his youth,

he saw five young snakes, one after the other, enter

the mouth of the parent when alarmed." Then, he

tells us, "with these things on his mind" he held

himself open to get reputed facts with reference

to this question of Chess. From all this I came to

what appeared to me to be the very natural conclusion,

that just as Mr. Meehan had found, from his own ex-

perience, how deluded the scientific man had been

with regard to the toad and snake, so the scientific

man who derided the transmutation of Wheat into

Chess was in like manner to be confuted by the fact

which Mr. Meehan then proceeds to relate. Let us see

exactly what Mr. Meehan did and said. He exhibited

to the Academy one of several specimens collected by

Mr. Levette, ot the Indiana Geological Survey, and

proceeded to point out first, "that there could be no

mistake " about the branch from the Wheat ear being

Bromus secalinus. Then he takes pains to meet the

possible contention that in other cases an examination

had shown only an accidental union of the two culms,

and so he tells us
'

' that the most careful examination

of the specimen, both by himself and friends, aided

by powerful pocket-glasses, had failed to detect any

such accidental union." "There was, indeed," says

Mr. Meehan, " every presumption against the proba-

bility of any such accident in the present specimen."

He then clinches his observation by declaring that the

spike of Chess came out at one of the bends of the

zig-zag rachis, whence the cluster of the ^yheat

flowers should have sprung ; and declares that this was

"not an accidental union of two distinct parts, but a

substitution of one part for the other." Mr. Meehan

then notices the remarkable coincidence that it is

always the Bromus secalinus with which the popular

behef in transmutation is connected, and concluded by

suggesting that it would be best to refer the specimen

to the microscopical section of the Academy for an

instrumental examination. Notwithstanding this sug-

gestion (which seems by the context to have been made

rather in bravery than in any doubt), who, reading

Mr. Meehan's report, can come to any other conclu-

sion than that at the time when the report was written

(and that is all with which I have to do), Mr. Meehan

believed in transmutation, or, in other words, was a

transmutationist ? Now, what has happened since ?

According to Mr. Meehan's statement just received

(p. 115), he tells us of that which I am delighted to

know (because it justifies my protest in your number

for December 12, 1874, p. 741), that, after all, to the

disgrace of somebody, the whole thing has turned out

to be a trick. "So ingenious was the trick," says

Mr. Meehan, "that a leading scientist of Liporte,

Indiana, was first imposed upon ; then the members

of the Indiana Geological Survey and many of their

scientific acquaintances ; then some thirty members

handled and examined it, and even the chairman of the

microscopical section, who is one of the (best vegetable

biologists in the United States had the specimen in

hand two weeks, and had made microscopical sections

and drawings of the various parts before he discovered

the trick." It would be curious to know when the trick

was discovered and exposed—that is, whether before or

after Mr. Meehan's contribution to the Tribune; I pre-

sume it was after. I won't do Mr. Meehan the injustice

to suppose him to be a transmutationist now that the

trick has been exposed. All I maintain is that,

judging from Mr. Meehan's contribution to the

Tribune, he was a transmutationist then, i.e., before

the illusion was so rudely dispelled. It really shocks

me to find it stated by Mr. Meehan that the trick had

been played by the party practising it for some years

past. I agree cordially with Mr. Meehan's conclud-

ing observation, that it would have "been better if

his remarks and the exposure of the fraud could have

gone together," because it would have saved me the

trouble of writing my protest and your subscribers of

reading it, although, on the whole, I shall not regret

it, if it have the effect of doing fomething towards

upholding in the public estimation the careful con-

clusions of scientific men, when they are brought into

collision with the hasty assertions of untrained and

superficial observers and lovers of the marvellous.

Wm. Marshall, Ely, February i.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Feb. t,.—Evening Lecture.

—Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., in the chair. The sub-

ject selected for this occasion was "Fungi, the

Causes of Disease, Real or Supposed," and the

lecturer—the Rev. M. J. Berkeley—said he used the

words " real or supposed " advisedly, because in many
cases of disease there could be no doubt but that fungi

were the cause, while on the contrary, there were many
cases in which the agency of fungi was extremely pro-

blematical, and it was desirable above all things that

investigators of questions bearing on the influence ol

fungi in diseases sliould have an accurate knowledge

of what fungi really were, for at present sadly too

many books were written in utter ignorance of this

point. Attention was then called to the generally re-

cognised distinctions between the principal subdivisions

of fungi. Mr. Berkeley stated that there were three

forms of fungi which were most frequently associated

with diseased conditions, namely, Aspergillus, Pen;-

cillium, and Mucor. These were described in detail,

and mention made of the circumstance that many forms

which had been named and described separately were

mere conditions of one or the other. The most fre-

quent fungus met with in connection with disease

was, he believed, due to some form of PeniciUiuni,

though it was difficult to say that such really was the

case from the fact of our knowledge on this point

being in a mass of confusion. Mr. Berkeley next

called attention to some of the simplest forms of

fungi, and alluding to the observations published

some time ago by Professor Tyndall, on the enor-

mous quantities of spores found floating in the air,

and which were believed to be a fertile cause of

disease, went on to describe the experiments carried

out in India by Messrs. Cunningham and Lewis, at the

instigation of the Government. The nature of the

apparatus employed to catch the floating spores was

explained, as also the results obtained by both investi-

gators, who found that there was no relation between

the presence and numbers of spores so caught and the

prevalence of disease. Dr. Hallier's theory, that

each form of fever was due to a specific fungus, then

came under review, the lecturer remarking that he

commenced his investigations with a great deal of

prejudice, but his theory was ridiculed by De Bary

and others ; and, judging from liallier's own mounted

specimens, he, Mr. Berkeley, was not satisfied with

his manipulation, and believed his theory and state-

ments were equally untenable. With reference to

the diseases caused by fungi on Rice, the lectur r

stated that some years ago he had requested Dr.

Thwaites, the able Director of the Botanic Garden at

Peradenyia, Ceylon, to send him all the known forms

of disease in Rice, but on examination it was found

that only one minute fungus was peculiar to that plant.

Rice soon decomposes, however, and persons

eating it in that state might be seriously injured.

" Sappy" meat was explained to consist of a number of

little vesicles filled with very minute particles, which

i
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presented the Brownian motion, and which Mr.

Berkeley suggested, from their known effects on meat,

might possibly be the cause of cholera, hospital gan-

grene, or other diseases. At least the suggestion was

a fitting subject of inquiry, and he hoped that he should

see the day when such schools of research were estab-

lished at our universities and colleges. The nature of

bacteria and vibrios was very imperfectly understood.

They were exceedingly minute, and though he had wit-

nessed some very dehcate experiments he was not at all

satisfied either with the manipulation or with the infer-

ences attempted to be drawn that bacteria developed into

moulds, or were the immediate cause of disease. The
prevalence of ergot in New Zealand, and the imperfect

knowledge possessed by agriculturists even in England
of this pest, the silkworm disease, and the Potato

murrain were then discussed, and it was stated that

while in fever and diphtheria there is no evidence to

show that fungi really caused the disease, it was certain

that in many cutaneous diseases fungi are more or less

directly connected with the maladies. Reference

was made to the so-called fungus-foot of India, in

which most serious disease of the bones of the foot is

undoubtedly caused by a fungus which attacks the

bare feet of the natives only, and for which there is no

known cure but amputation. As to the precise effect

of fungi on wounds there was at present no certainty,

but surgeons have found from experience the policy of

excluding the air as much as possible, and of using

carbolic acid as a preventive of fungus infection.

Reference was also made to the effects of the spores

of Ustilago in producing headache, in the same
manner that the pollen of grasses produces hay fever.

A unanimous vote of thanks was accorded to the

lecturer.

Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Far-

mer's Association,—An extraordinary meeting of

the committee was held in their rooms, Bedford Head
Hotel, Covent Garden— H. Haward, Esq., in the

chair. After the election of Mr. Wm. Poupart, jun.,

to the office of treasurer, the question of greenhouses

and the Metropolitan Building Act came on for dis-

cussion. It appeared from a statement made by Mr.
Lobjoit, one of the members, that he had been sum-
moned by the District Surveyor for not giving notice

of the erection of a greenhouse, for which he was
liable to a penalty of £,zo. His defence before the

magistrate was that greenhouses were always con-

sidered exempt—that the one in question was more
than the required distance from the nearest street or

alley, and upwards of lOO feet from the nearest

buildings and ground of an adjoining owner. The
magistrate considered that it must be 30 feet from
any other building, whether his own or that of an
adjoining owner. The defendant said that upon that

construction of the clause, if he put up a pig-stye, or

even a dog-kennel in the middle of his field, he could

not put anulher building within 30 feet of it, and he
pointed out what a serious thing it would be for

nurserymen and market gardeners, who had frequently

to erect temporary buildmgs and greenhouses on land

held under a yearly tenancy. Ihe committee con-

sidered it a very important question, and one that

seriously affected the trade generally, and decided to

take counsel's opinion upon it, and if necessary, to

have a case submitted to the Court of Queen's Bench.

It was decided also that the Society should assist by
every means in their power in opposing the Bill for

raising the tolls in the Borough Market.

mn \ cr.
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the soil on the surfjce of llie pots, will soon spread

over the top, and much improve the appearance of

these small decorative plants without domg them any

injury. If new tan was got in the stove, as advised

some two months ago, it would be much assisted now

by an addition of S or lo inches of fresh tan, forking it

in amongst the old ; this will be especially ol use if there

is not a pit of considerable depth that will hold a good

body of the tan. Where tan is not to be had near at

hand, a good bed of Oak leaves and stable manure,

mixed in equal proportions, is a good substitute, but

will not maintain a regular heat so long, consequently

will require some new material adding at intervals of

five or six weeks. As it is now time to prepare for

the general potting of stove plants, soil, both loam,

peat, and rotten manure, should be prepared and

placed where it will get sufficiently dry for use ; if the

ordinary soil shed will not effect this, it should be

placed upon any flue from the boilers, or iti a warm
stokehole, where, by turning it frequently, it can be

brought into right condition ; but on no account use

it too wet, for if such is the case the roots will not

enter it freely. See that everything in the shape of

clean pots and broken crocks are in readiness. T.

Bailies, Sauihgate, N.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Cuttings or eyes of Vines may now be put

in ; they should be inserted singly in 6o-sized pots in

good loam. A bottom-heat of 75° will insure an

early strike. Striking Vine eyes on turves is also

now a common practice ; and if the Vines are intended

for planting out this season, there is no doubt but that

this is the best plan to adopt. In 1S73 we planted a

house with Vines thus propagated, and before the end

of September some of them had made more than

30 feet of young wood. Vines in flower should have

a mean temperature of 65°, and the air of the house

shouldbe kept rather dry, but not arid .
Rub the hand

gently over all shy-setting kinds to distribute the pollen.

Thin out both branches and berries of advancing

crops, leaving the most compact bunches, and study-

ing appearances, by taking care to have them evenly

distributed all over the house. Pot-Vines should

never be allowed to become dry, or all manner of ills

befall them. It is a good plan to insert the pot con-

taining the Vine in another containing a mixture of

loam and dung, to which the roots of the Vine soon

find their way ; this obviates the necessity of too

frequent watering. All inside borders should be

frequently examined, and when water is requisite it

should be a few degrees warmer than the temperature

of the border. Look also to the fermenting material

on outside borders, and where the heat is declining,

renew by the addition of fresh litter and leaves. It i's

both difficult and injurious to keep Grapes hanging on

the Vines after this date, as the warmth necessary to

keep the Grapes in good condition excites the Vines ;

the consequence is, the sap rises, and the Grapes

either crack or damp off. If the Grapes have been

thoroughly ripened they will keep well, and for a long

period, if cut with a piece of wood attached and

inserted in bottles of water in any dry room or house.

Exclusion of light, as some think, is not necessary to

successful keeping. IV. WiUsmdh, Heckfield, Hauls.

Figs,—The earliest forced Figs in pots will now be

in full growth, and the points of the shoots must be

pinched out after a growth of 5 inches or 6 inches in

length. If the pots are plunged into bottom-heat the

temperature of the fermenting materials should not

exceed 80°, for the roots and fibres of Figs are very

gross and succulent, and so liable to be injured. The

night temperature may still range from 50° to 60°,

and from 65" to 75° in the daytime by sun-heat. Do
not neglect to syringe the trees frequently, or to give

waterings at the roots, and some well-rotted manure

upon the surface of the pots. Well encourage the roots

to ramify in it, which will strengthen their growth.

In the house where the Figs are permanently planted

out in the borders, forcing, if not already commenced,

may now be done—presuming that the wood of the

trees has been properly dressed, and the strong shoots

thinned out so as to leave the terminal shoots for the

first crop, which shoots must be tied to the trellis, and

given plenty of room for them to get all the sunshine

and light possible. I find that when Figs are per-

manently planted out, the trees are more fruitful

where the borders are circumscribed ; and the roots

can always be encouraged to run on the surface by

adding fresh soil, and giving them liquid manure in

the growing time. Where new borders are made for

them they ought, therefore, not to be above iS inches

deep, with plenty of drainage to let the water per-

colate through it rapidly. I find a good covering

of old lime scraps on the top of the draining materials

to add to the health and fertility of Fig trees, as does

the use of a calcareous soil where it can be got for the

borders. William Tillery.

Melons.—But little can be done in this depart-

ment at present. The preparation of soils, and the

collecting of dung and leaves, however, must not be

forgotten. The first batch are just peeping, and must

shortly be raised nearer the glass, still keeping them

in a brisk heat of 72° to 75°, Water sparingly for the

present, and earth-up with previously warmed coni-

post as the plants advance in growth. Tliere is

nothing gained by potting off too early at this season.

Where it is contemplated to grow the first batch of

Melons in boxes, let such boxes be prepared forth-

with ; they will not be wanted for the next few weeks,

but nothing is lost by having them well seasoned. A
very good sized box for all ordinary purposes of

Melon growing is 15 inches to 18 inches square, and

12 inches to 15 inches deep, made of three-quarter

rough deal, with half-a-dozen good sized holes bored

through the bottom. Thos. Simpson, Broomfidd

Lodi^e.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The heavy fall of snow which preceded the setting

in of the severe frost of December last proved very

beneficial in protecting the buds of bush and dwarf

fruit trees, and, consequently, but little mischief has

been done. Where the pruning of these has been

deferred on this account it may now be proceeded

with, as the buds of the earlier kinds are swelling

fast, and, should the weather continue mild, active

growth will soon commence. The general planting

of fruit trees should now be completed as soon as

possible. In making plantations of Gooscherries or

Curranis it is better to keep them together, so that, if

necessary, they can be netted over, which it is both

difficult and expensive to do when the trees are planted

round the borders or detached from each other ; they

may be planted as bushes at 6 feet apart each way.

Gooseberries succeed well planted to wires, as recom-

mended previously for Raspberries, only that instead

of three wires five or six would be necessary for the

shorter shoots of the former. Currants, red and

white, succeed well here trained as pyramids, and

spurred in judiciously are very productive and orna-

mental when in fruit, and offer less opportunity for the

attacks of birds, as when closely stopped in there is little

space for them to rest upon while feeding. There is also

another advantage of this system, that the fruit can

be effectively protected by covering with strips of

tiffany or any other light material, which excludes not

only birds but wasps, which latter are generally very

troublesome. By this means we have usually a good

supply of fruit until November. The plants may be

placed in rows 3 feet apart, and the same distance

from plant to plant, or in groups of three, 2 feet

apart each way, in triangles, at intervals of 10 to 12

feet round the borders of the walks. Apricots are

now swelling their buds fast, and will soon be in bloom

on warm walls. Timely attention is requisite to pro-

vide the necessary protection to prevent injury from

frost. Where glass copings are in use little more vvill

be needed for another fortnight, but where such aids

are not at command other means must be provided.

The copings here project 6 inches over the walls, and

to these battens are fixed in a nearly erect position,

and a double fold of mackerel net suspended over from

the outer edge of the coping to within 2 feet of the

ground. This is allowed to remain on until sufficient

foliage is produced to protect the fruit. The netting,

while being sufficient to prevent all but extreme frosts

from doing injury, also allows sufficient light for the

well-being of the trees, without the necessity of con-

stantly removing the covering, which must be the

case if a heavier material is used. Advantage should

be taken of a fine dry day to hoe between permanent

crops of Strawberries, and, if necessary, to remove any

decayed leaves, so as to leave the surface light and

open for raking down when sufficiently dry. William

Cox, Ilfadresfield Court.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early crops of Peas, when they are just emerging

from the soil, are liable to the depredations of birds,

sparrows in particular, and unless preventive measures

are used at this stage of growth they will quickly

become much impaired, if not altogether annihilated.

The simplest means for effecting this purpose is to

place a few lines of fine but rough twine lengthways

over the rows, which, with an occasional dusting of

wood ashes when the Peas are damp, generally secures

them from these enemies and from slugs also. Where

mice are troublesome a riddance will soon be effected by

using the figure-of-four trap, and giving to it constant

attention. As soon as the state of the soil is fit, niake

a successional sowing of early and second early kinds

of Peas, sufficient in quantity to meet the demand.

William the First cannot be dispensed with on this

occasion, and amongst old kinds Rising Sun is still a

desirable sort for an early second cropper. Introduce

between the Peas a single line of Round Spinach, so

as to make available as soon as possible the ground

which is occupied with the winter crop. The space

between the rows of this excellent winter vegetable is

oftentimes too much restricted, which renders it liable

to decay when damp and sunless weather occurs.

Go over the beds and remove all weeds and decayed

leaves frequently. Intermediate plantings of Celery

will soon show indications of running and become

piped ; to check this it is advisable to lift it entirely,

retaining a small ball of earth at the roots, and to lay

it in at the back of a north wall, where it can be

securely protected from frost by mats or other suitable

materials. We use spent tan from the Pine beds to

cover it. Where Carrots and Radishes are forced in

frames the sowing of these outside may be deferred

until the end of this month, but otherwise sowings

should be made when the soil is suitable. It is a

common practice with many to cover early-sown beds

of Radishes with straw or similar materials, and where

large quantities are needed, and the matter is properly

attended to, it answers admirably ; but for private

requirements, where continuous and only limited

quantities are wanted, we use borders at the base of

the walls, which are made about 18 inches wide and

6 inches deep. Here a ready means is afforded for

protection by hanging canvas or netting on the walls.

Eastern or southern aspects are best for early crops.

We never sow Turnip's in frames, but employ aborder

of this kind with an eastern aspect, and invariably get

them as early and even better under such conditions.

Towards the end of the month a sowing of the Ameri-

can strap-leaf variety should be got in. About the

middle of the month make a sowing of Cauliflower—
Veitch's Autumn Giant, Brussels Sprouts, Leeks,

and the old black-seeded Brown Cos Lettuce.

The angle of a southern and eastern wall is most

suitable for such sowings, and is far preferable

to bringing the seedlings up tenderly in heat. Look
over the stock of seed Potatos. Where space admits

spread them out thinly. The shelves of fruit rooms

(which are cool) as they become vacant can be use-

fully employed for Potato sets.

Forcing Department.—Maintain the supply _f

French Beans by making fresh sowings. At this

season these are best planted out if suitable places for

them be at command. Both Fulmer's Early Forcing

and Long-podded Negro are excellent sorts for forcing.

Well air Carrots and Radishes when favourable for so

doing ; thin out early-sown crops to about 3 inches

apart, and make another sowing of these. James'

Intermediate Carrot is a good kind for sowing now.

Do not suffer Potatos which are growing vigorously to

become drawn through lack of air ; remove the lights

when sunshine is powerful. Sets of these which have

been recently put in to break should be planted out

when about 2 inches long. Large supplies of green

Mint are required at most places ; see to its being

maintained by introducing fresh roots, also that of

Seakale, Rhubarb, &c. Sow in pots or pans Tomatos,

Capsicums, Basil, and Knotted Marjoram ; also Celery

—Incomparable White and Leicester Red are the

best sorts for sowing now. G. T. Miles, Wycombe

Abbey.

(Enquiries.
He tliat gueslioneth much sluill learn much.—BhCan.

37. Substitute for Grass in Shady Lawns.—
In shady situations in town gardens it is difficult to get

grass to grow, and it requires to be frequently renewed

by fresh turf from the fields. I think I have read that

the common Yarrow is a good substitute for grass in

such situations. Will some one kindly inform me if it

will grow freely in the shade of buildings ; if it can be

kept in neat order by the use of the ordinary lawn-

mowers ; if it is detrimental to the growth of other plants

in its vicinity ;
where a supply of seed can be obtained

to start the establishment of a lawn ;
and any peculiarity

in its treatment. The name of any better substitute for

grass under similar circumstances, would much oblige

Lux.

38. RUELLIA ELEGANS, ETC.—Where can I obtain

a plant of Ruellia elegans, figured in Bot. Mag., t. 3389 ?

Where can I procure a second-hand copy of Seemann's

Flora Vitieitsis f In both cases inquiries made in the

ordinary way have failed. O.

Answers to Correspondents.

Apple Trees ; T. D. U. The shoots sent are badly

infested with American blight. Prune out as much of

the swelled or infested wood as you can, and burn it
;

and then give the trees a good dressing with strong

Gishurst, or paint them over with paraffin.

Cranberry Culture: Inquirer. There is a very

good practical treatise on this subject, by J. J. White,

published by the Orange Judd Company, 245, Broad-

way, New York, and which can be obtained through a

bookseller or by post.

Drying Plants ; R. O. D. You must use more than

two sheets, according to the succulence of your plant,

and you must change the paper frequently. Other-

wise your plan is a good one. As you do not state

the conditions of the competition, we cannot answer

the other questions.

Gardenias : P. W. O. These strike freely from cut-

tings made from the half-ripened shoots inserted in

sand, covered with a bell-glass, and placed in a
temperature of 70°.

Insects : B. K. The specimen of a beetle sent, which

has gnawed into the pseudobulbs of your exotic

Orchids, is a South American weevil of the extensive

genus Calandra.—//. P. P. The minute black objects

on the underside of your Strawberry leaves (which

under a microscope show no traces of segmentation or

appendages, and which are therefore incapable of mo-
tion), are evidently the eggs of an aphis, of which

there were various individuals of very small size, just

hatched, on the leaves. /. O. W.
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LisiANTiius PRINCEPS : M. A. We are sorry to find,

oa inquiry, that the seeds of this fine plant have not
Kerminated.

Mealy Bug : P. W. O. Where mealy bug exists in a
plant-house it requires considerably more than the half-

measures often used to exterminate the insect, and
which too frequently merely reduce the numbers during
the season when iliey are not breeding, leaving suffi-

cient to spread in all directions with the advent of
warm weather, entailing the yearly repetition of partial

destruction, in every way unsatisfactory. If P. W. O.
has climbers in his conservatory, as usually met with
in such structures, the bugs will have a stronghold in

them, and will infect every plant upon which the
insect will live that is placed in the body of the
house. The climbers should be cut closely in, taken
from the wires, and the whole of their heads brushed
over with "Abyssinian Mixture." at 7 oz. to the gal-
lon, getting into every crevice of the bark down to the
collar of the plants ; and all that are sufliciently

flexible should have their heads steeped in the mix-
ture, in a vessel sufliciently large for the purpose,
allowing each plant to remain for an hour. Take
every affected plant in the house and wash or steep it

similarly, repeating the operation three or four times
in a fortnight. Thoroughly wash and scrub the house
in every part ; give a couple of coats of paint to the
woodwork, slopping witli putty every crevice where
the insects can lodge ; remove 2 inches of soil from
the borders, and add new in its place. To cope with
this scourge of gardeners the habits of the insect
require study, and a fixed determination to conquer
it. The onslaught is much better made in September
or October, when the plants are going to rest, than
at the present time, when growth begins to move.

Mushrooms : Ignoramus. In six weeks from the time
of spawning, or in two months at the very outside.

Names of Plants : S, Grove. Probably Cupressus
Goveniana, but the foliage is a little puzzling.

—

A. D.
Asplenium bulbiferum, var. appendiculatum. — y. *S'.,

Warxvick. Hollies: i, grandifolia
; 3, recurva

; 5,
laurifolia. The others hereafter.

Plants for a Shady Border : A. B. P. Your ques-
tion has been overlooked. Some of the flowering
plants likely to thrive in a bed very much in the shade,
with a north aspect and having vigorous growing ever-
green shrubs at its back, with a soil of light sandy
loam, would be the following :—Anemone nemorosa
plena, apennina and japonica ; Aconitum variegalus,
Adonis vernalis, Astilbe japonica, Asperula odorata,
Cypripedium Calceolus and spectabile, Cyclamen
hederaefohum, Dodecatheon Meadia and Jeffreyanum,
Epimedium macranthum, pinnatum, and violaceum

;

Epignsa repens (peat), Funkia Sieboldii, Gentiana
asclepiadea and verna, Hypericum calycinum, Liatris
spicata, LiHum croceum, bulbiferum, Mart^gon, super-
bum, and others ; Linnce.i borealis, Trillium grandi-
florum, Scilla campanulata, cernua, and patula

;

Spircea Aruncus, venusta and palmata ; Ramondia
pyrenaica. Primula japonica and cortusoides amcena
(Sieboldii), Helleborus niger and atrorubens.

Rhododendron Gkaftlng : A Constarit Reader. See
Mr. Standish's article on this subject, at p. 30S, 1S71.

Seedling Apple, Heath House Pippin : L. M.
This is of too soft a texture, and too acid, for a dessert
fruit, and too small for cooking purposes. It is in-

ferior to many other varieties already in cultivation.

Stove for Greenhouse: W. Erwin. There is

always some risk from the use of detached stoves
;

but so long as the fumes, wliether of gas or petro-
leum, are carried clear off outside the house, they may
be used with tolerable safety. Sufficient draught may
easily be got from the outside. To avoid dry heat,
use an evaporating pan.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias : P. \V. O. These are
very like Gloxinias, and have a natural inclination to
die down in the winter, which is assisted by withhold-
ing water. It is a matter of no great importance as to
their being rested very long, but is dependent upon the
time when they will be required in flower.

Catalogues Received. —Thomas Kennedy & Co.
(Dumfries), Catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flower
Seeds, &c.~Messrs. Follows & Bates, List of Patent
Lawn Mowers. —James W. Mackey (40, Westmore-
land Street, Dublin), Annual Descriptive Seed Cata-
logue, and Amateur's Guide for 1875. — W. Cutbush
& Son (Higbgate, London, N.), Catalogue of Vege-
table, Flower, and Farm Seeds ; also Descriptive
Catalogue of Azaleas, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Fruit Trees, Roses, Conifers, &c.—Daniels Brothers
(Norwich), Illustrated Guide for Amateur Gardeners,
and General Catalogue for Spring, 1875.—W. Tait &
Co. (45, Capel Street, Dublin), Spring Catalogue of
Select Vegetable and P'lower Seeds, Gladioli, Horti-
cultural Implements, &c. — Paul & Son (The " Old "

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts), Select Descriptive List
of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Potatos, &c. —
William Paul (Waltham Cross, London, N.), Seed
Catalogue for 1875.—W. Barron & Sons (16, Market
Street, Nottingham, and Elvaston Nurseries, Bor-
rowash, near Derby), Descriptive List of Vegetable,
Agricultural, and Flower Seeds, &c. — Brunning
& Co. (i. Market Place, Great Yarmouth), Illus^
trated and Descriptive Seed Catalogue. — F. C.
Heinemann (Erfurt), General Plant Catalogue. —
Edmund Philip Dixon {57, Queen Street, Hull), De-
scriptive Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Flower, and
Farm Seeds.—G. C. Short (Market Place, Stokesley).
Descriptive Catalogue of Flower, Kitchen Garden,
and other Seeds, &c.— B. R. Davis (Middle Street,
Yeovil. Somerset), Illustrated Catalogue of Vegetable,
T?i .^^ Agricultural Seeds.—James Cocker &Flow
Sons {Sunnypark and Froghall Nurseries, Aberdeen),
Descriptive Catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flower |

Medlars'/per doz.

Seeds, Horticultural Implements, &c. ; also List of
New Show and Fancy Pansies, Phloxes, &c. — Felton
& Sons (23. High Street, Birmingham), Seed Cata-
logue for 1875. — Hooper & Co. (Covent Garden,
London, W.C), Garden Guide and General Cata-
logue. — Edmondson Brothers (10, Dame Street,
Dublin), Spring Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
Seeds, Flower Roots, Tools, &c.— Robertson & Gal-
loway (157, Ingram Street, Glasgow), Descriptive
Catalogue and Amateurs' Pocket Guide to the Kitchen
and Flower Garden.—William Sampson & Co., and
W. and T. Samson (Kilmarnock, ScotUnd), General
Catalogue of Seeds, Plants. &c., for 1875.—John
Laing (Forest Hill, London, S.E.), Descriptive Cata-
logue of Selected Garden and I'lower Seeds, Imple-
ments, &c.—J. Siekmann (Florist, Kostritz), Catalogue
of Gladiolus, Roses, &c.—Little & Ballantyne (Car-
lisle, and 36, Mark Lane, E.C.), Spring Seed Guide.—
E. Wilson Serpen (Pontey's Plymouth Nurseries and
Seed Establisliment), New Seed Catalogue for 1875.

—

Edward B. Spence (17, Tubwell Row, Dariington),
Catalogue of Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds,
&c. ; also his Catalogue of Palms, Orchids, Ferns,
Hardy Perennials, &c., and of Vegetable Seeds, Potatos,
Bulbs, Plants, &c.—Rush & Yeats {19, Foregate
Street, Chester), Priced Catalogue of Farm, Vege-
table, and Flower Seeds, Gladioli, &c.—J. C.Wheeler
& Son (Northgate Street, Gloucester, and 59, Mark
Lane, London, E.C.), Little Book, or Short Select
Seed List for 1875.—Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt).

Catalogue of Plants, and Catalogue of Seeds, Slc.—
William Rumsey {[oyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross.
N.), Selected List of Garden, Flower, and Farm
Seeds, Border Plants, &c. — Vilmorin, Andrieux
& Co. (4. Quai de la Megisserie, Paris), Supplemen-
tary Catalogue of Novelties. Also their General
Catalogue of Seeds, &c.— Richard Dean (Ranelagh
Road, Ealing, London, W.), Descriptive Catalogue
of Vegetable, Farm, and Flower Seeds.—John Jef-
feries & Son (Cirencester), Garden Guide, and Geueral
Catalogue for 1S75.—Grayson&Co. (West Suffolk Seed
Establishment, Bury St. Edmunds), Illustrated Garden
Guide and Seed Catalogue.- H. Cannell, F.R.H.S.
(Station Road, Woolwich, S.E ), Amateurs', Gar-
deners* and Nurserymen's Annual Illustrated Floral
Guide and Catalogue.— Pooley & Co. (23, Bush Lane,
Cannon Street, London, E.C.), Wholesale Priced
List. — William Potten (Sissinghurst. Staplehurst,
Kent), Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Farm,
and Flower Seeds.—S. Nairn & Sons (62, Pilgrim
Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Catalogue of Vege-
table and Flower Seeds, Gladioli, Dahlias, Holly-
ho;ks, Pansies, &c.

Communications Received. — F. B. - P. H. G. —An Old
Subscriber.—T. C. D.—A. C. R.—R. M. (ne.\t week).— J. C.— D. T. F.— T. B. — J. G. B. — C. H.—C. L.—C. B. S.—
T. W.—J. S. T.^R. B. (thanks).—O.

BIRTH.—January 29, at Stoneydeep House, Ted-
dftigton Grove, the wife of Edward J. Beale, F.L.S., of
a son.

MARRIED,—On the 2d inst., at the parish church,
Wimbledon, by the Rev. Henry Barne, M.A., Vicar of
Faringdon, Martin John, eldest son of Martin Hope
Sutton, Esq.. of Cintra Lodge, Whitley, Reading, to
Emily Owen, youngest daughter of Colonel Henry
FOQUF.TT (late B.N.I. ), of Wimbledon, Surrey. No
cards.

COVENT GARDEN, February 4.

Business transactions continue somewliat limited for
the season, and the supply of outdoor produce is ample.
The only article that has improved in price is good
hothouse Grapes, although a considerable quantity of
inferior are offered. Thos. Taylor, Wholesale Apple
Market.

Among the choicest descriptions of fruit and
vegetables in the retail markets we may quote the fol-

lowing : — Pomelo
Peas, Sj-. to 20J. pe
100 ; Rhubarb, 1 -

Potatos, 2J. per lb.

: and Shaddocks,
quart ; Asparagus, 8j.

to IS. 6J. per bundle
;

blooms o

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays (

Camellias, 12 blooms ;

Carnation;
Cyclamen,
Epiphyllums, 12 bi. i <

Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 (

French Lilac, p. bun. 6 <

Heliotropes,i2sprays o (

Mignonette, 12 bun. 4 (

6-3 <Pelargoniums, 12 spr,— Zonal, 12 spr.

Roman Hyacinths,
per 12 spikes .. 20-40

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60— French, do. .. 20-36
Stephanotis, 12 sprays 9 0-15 o
Tuberoses, p. doz. . . 20-40
Violets, per 12

' 0-30

Cyperus, do. .

.

Dracaena terminalis— viridis, per doz.
Epiphyllums, each .

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. .

Apples, per J^-sieve
Chestnuts, per bush. 1

Grapes.English, p. lb.

6-36

;n Pots.

Hyacinths, per doz.
Lily of the Valley,

Mignonette, do.
Myrtles .. do.
Pelargoniums, dble.,

per doz.
— Scarlet, do.
Primula sinensis, do.

Solanums, do.

I

Melons, each .

.

I Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

I

Oranges, p. 100
Pears, p, doz.

I

pine-apples, p. lb.

Walnuts, p. bush.

Artichokes, Fr. , each o 8-

Asparagus, English,
per bundle . . 12 o-— French, p. bund. 2 o

Beans, French, p. 100 o-

Beet, per doz. .. 10
Broccoli, p. bundle ..09
Brus. Sprls.

. p. bush, 6 o
Cabbages, per doz. . . i o
Carrots, p, bundle ..06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2 o
Celery, per bundle , . i 6
Cucumbers, each ..40
Endive, per doz. ., i o
Herbs, per bunch ..02
Potatos ;—Early Shaws,

Rei^ents, and Early Uoi

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuces, per doz, ..

Mushrooms, per pott.

Onions, young, bun.
Parsley, per bunch..
Parsnips, p. doz.
Peas, per (piart

Radishes, per bunch.
— black. Turnip, do,

Seakalc, per bundle
Shallots, per lb.

Salsify, per bundle ..

Turnips, per bundle.

Early My.itt s ijor Early

SEEDS.
LOMDON : Feb. 4,—There is a good steady business

now passing in agricultural seeds. A fair quantity of
red Clover seed has during the past week changed hands
at full prices. American and Continental markets are
also very firm. The high rates now reached are draw-
ing forth what little there is of choice purple home-grown
seed. In Trefoils the late advance is well maintained.
For Alsikc the demand for the moment is slow. White
Clovers are unchanged. On the whole the seed trade
now looks very healthy ; the sowing season is near at
hand, stocks are comparatively light, and there has been
an absence of that autumn speculation which during
previous years so materially forced up values. In
imported Italian and perennial Rye-grasses there is more
doing. A few small arrivals of Canary seed have checked
any further rise in this article. Hemp seed keeps mode-
rate in price. In white Millet seed an advance must be
noted at zs. to 3^'. per quarter. Spring Tares continue
in strong request, and the supply here is almost unprece-
dentedly small, and from Kbnigsberg no further quantity
can be expected

; the small variety as well as the large
Gores must be quoted is. to -zs. per quarter dearer.
Rapeseed is scarce and firm. Blue boiling Peas are a
slow trade. John Shaw 5f Sons, Seed Merchants,
27, Mark Lane, B.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday English Wheat, in slightly

improved condition, was taken off slowly, at the rates of
that day sennight. Secondary and badly conditioned
parcels were unsaleable. Foreign Wheat was at last

Monday's rates. Flour was dull and drooping in value.
Barley, malting and grinding, ruled in favour of buyers.
For Beans there was a fair inquiry at last week's reduc-
tion. Peas were is. per quarter lower ; Oats were scarce,
and prices were firm ; and Maize was dull and easier.—
The market on Wednesday was quiet, and the quotations
underwent little, if any, change. The show of Wheat
was fair, and its condition had somewhat improved, but
there were few purchases effected in either English or
foreign produce. Barley was dull ; Oats were pretty
firm ; and Maize, Beans, Peas, and flour, supported in

most instances the rates of Monday last.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday, in every

department a want of animation prevailed. For British-

fed beasts prices ruled full)' -zi. per stone under the
currency of Monday last ; 6j. 2d. was quite the extreme
quotation. The sheep trade was equally slow, and
quotations suffered a similar depression of zd. per stone.

Calves were not numerous, but a reduction had to be
conceded to effect sales. Pigs could not be quoted to

the extreme rates of Monday week. Quotations :—Beasts,

35. iO(/. to 4J. 8(/., and 5/. .\s. to 6s. 2.d.', sheep. 51. to

z,s. 8(/., and 6s. ^d. to 6s. M. ; calves, $s. to $s. 41/., and
6s. 4d, to 6j-. 8(/.

;
pigs, 3.?. lod. to 4s. 2d., and 4J. 6d.

to +5. lod.—On Thursday trade was exceedingly dull for

beasts, and, notwithstanding a reduction in price, a
clearance was not effected. For sheep the business was
not so good as on Monday, but choicest qualities main-
tained their prices. Choice calves were scarce and
dear, and there was little demand for milch cows.

NAK
The trade at Whitechapel is reported as continuing

dull, and the supplies as being ample. The following
are the quotations:—Clover, best, 112s. to iids. ; in-
ferior, yos. to 8oj- ; hay, best, 104 (^. to 112s. ; inferior,

60s. to 70J. ; and straw, ^y. to 405. per load.—Cumber-
land Market quotations : —Superior meadow hay, loos.

to iiSs. ; inferior, S5j. to 95^. ; superior Clover, ii8s. to
126s. ; inferior, 100s. to io8x. ; and straw, 40^^, to 441.

POTATOS.
Increased supplies have been on sale at the Borough

and Spitalfields markets, and the trade dull at drooping
prices. Regents, 70^. to looj'. per ton ; Victorias,
iios. to 130^. ; rocks, 65J. to 70J. ; flukes, iroj. to
130J.—Last week's imports amounted to 1082 tons and
2113 bags from Dunkirk, 272 tons and 16,788 bags from
Antwerp, 474 sacks from Boulogne, and 103 bags from
Rotterdam.

COALS.
The market on Monday was unaltered for house coal,

but Hartleys were 6d. per ton higher. Dulness charac-
terised business on Wednesday, and house coals fell

IS. per ton. Quotations :—Bebside West Hartley,

21J. gd. ; Walls End—Hetton, 24s. : Hetton Lyons,
21J. gd. ; Lambton, 231. 61/.

;
Newbottle, 21s. ;

Tunstall,

21.J. gd. ; East Hartlepool, 23J. gd. ; Kelloe, 22^. 6d. ;

Hartlepool, 23J. 3^. ; Original ^arllepool, 24.^. ; Tees,
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^g SUTTONS' ^p
CHOICE GLADIOLI.

SUTTONS'
NEW COLLECTIONS OF GLADIOLI.
These collections have been specially selected with

the greatest care, so as to include as many colours as
possible,

FINE VARIETIES, Suitable for Garden
Decoration.

100 roots, in 50 beautiful varieties ,

.

, . ^^5 o o

CHEAPER, but SHOWY VARIETIES.
25 roots, in 25 choice varieties ,. " £0 17 6

In addition to these assortments for ordinary uses, we
have prepared the following Collections, which include
the finest show varieties only ;

—

SUTTONS' CHOICE EXHIBITION
VARIETIES.

25 splendid varieties, our selection ., ../^2 o o

FINE MIXED SEEDLINGS.
Finest Mixed, from Mr. Banks' Prize Collec-

tion . . . . per dozen, 55. ;
per 100 ^i 15

Fine Mixed French Seedlings ..per doz., 3J.;

per 100 I I

Good Mixed ., per dozen, 2J.
;
per 100 o 12

STJTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

BUTTONS'
CHOICE SEED POTATOS

For Planting.

SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Is now ready, and may be had Gratis and

N.B,—Potatos as wsll as Seeds Carriage Free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c,,
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.

GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Flans and Estimates.

HBNEY OEMSON
Horticultural Builder and Hotwater Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TIE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON, S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER {1874).
Seep. 666, iZy^^Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

THE LAWSOI IHESEEIES,
EDINBURGH.

The Extensive Stock of

Seedling and Transplanted Forest Trees,

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
FRUIT TREES, &c.,

Is this Season in Splendid Health, and will be Sold at

Moderate Prices.

Catalogues ott Application, and Special Ojffers will be made for Large Contracts.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
EDINBURGH and LONDON.

London Address : 106, SOUTHWARK STREET, S.E.
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Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS, Sic. Plants indigenous to Australia; New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX, &c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents, Messrs. C. J, BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay,
Lower Thames Street, London, E.G., for transmission.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling
Nursery, Sydney. New Sovnh Wales. (Established 1827.)

To Planters and the Trade,
ESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attenlion iif Planters and the Tr.ade to

r stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

I.IME.S, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weening. 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [uocl:.

WILLOWS. Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELIMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-bcarked,
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Stand.ard.

,. Dwarf, on Manetti.
CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2K to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

ROBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice
of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock of

HARDY SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNAMEN-
TAL TREES, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which are now in first-class condition for

removal. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Claphain
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS. —Special olfer of 2-yr,, 3-yr., and 4-yr. old.

Price per too or 1000 on application.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries. Wandsworth Common, S. W.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—Tobacco-paper,
Powder, Insecticides, Raffia, Labels, Tools, Bouquet-

papers, and Fancy Goods of every description, at lowest prices.

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundricsmen, 23, Hush
Lane. Cannon Street, E.C.
N.B.—P. &Co.'s new Priced LIST is now ready. A copy

will be sent, post free, on receipt of Trade C.ird.

THE LIVERPOOL and LONDON
GLOBE INSURANCE COMPANY.

lOL . Dale Street. London : Cornhill, E.G.,
Charing Cross, W.C.

Manchester .. Office: 50, King Street.

Bristol .. „ Corn Street.

and

Dun

, 65, Albion Street.

, 128, Ingram Streel

I, College Green,

nd Annuity business trAll descriptions of Fire, Life.,

in favourable terms to the Assured.
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal on application at any (

he Offices, or to Agents of the Company.
AUGUSTUS HENDRIKS,

Ccrnhill, London. Actuary and Resident Secretary.

LOIDOI AM COTOTY BAMII& COMPANY.
Established in 1836, and Incorporated in 1874 under " Tke Companies Act, 1862."

Subscribed Capital, ;^3,75o,ooo, in 75,000 Shares of ^50 each.

REPORT ADOPTED AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, FEB. 4, 1875.

S, s. d. £ s.The Directors have much pleasure in laying before the Pro-

prietors the Balance-sheet of the Bank for the Half-year ended

on December 31 last, which shows that, after paying Interest to

Customers and all charges, allowing for Rebate and making
provision for Bad and Doubtful Debts, and for Interest accrued

on New Shares, the Nett Profits amount to ^124,656 155. id.

This, added to .£29,279 145. ^d. , brought from the last account,

makes a total of .£153,936 95. 5(/., from which they have trans-

fciTed the sum of .£15,000 to the credit of Premises Account.

The Directors recommend the payment of a Dividend of 10

per cent, for the half-year, free of Income-tax, which will absorb

^120,000: and that the balance of ;£i8,936 gs. $d. then re-

maining be carried forward to Profit and Loss New Account.

The present Dividend, added to that paid to June 30, will

make 20 per cent, for the year 1874.

The Directors announce the retirement from the board of

Frederick Youle, Esq., and the election of William Henry
Stone, Esq., in his place.

The Directors retiring by rotation are :—Nathaniel Alexander,

Esq., Thomas Tyringham Bernard, Esq., and William Nicol,

Esq., who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election,

The continued increase in the business of the Bank having

made it imperatively necessary to enlarge the Head Office, the

Directors have acquired the freehold of adjoining properties,

which they have arranged to rebuild and incorporate with their

existing premises. They have further acquired the leasehold

interest for a long term of premises in Abchurch Lane, in direct

communication with the Bank, and have already entered on
their occupation.

The Proprietors were informed at the Meetings in February

and August last that the Directors had under consideration a

scheme for granting retiring and other allowances to Officers of

the Bank. A resolution will be submitted to the meeting
authorising the Directors to carry out this intention, under

such rules and regulations as may be deemed by them desirable.

The Dividend, amounting to £2 per share, free of Income-tax.

will be payable at the Head Office, or at any of the Branches,

on or after Monday, the 15th instant.

Balance She ; London and Count

To Capital paid. up ..

Instalnrent received in re-

spect of New Shares

Reserve Fund
Instalment received in re-

spect of New Shares

Amount due by the Bank for

Customers' Balances, &c. i

Liabilities on acceptances,

covered by Securities

Profit and Loss Balance
brought from last Account

Reserve to meet Interest

accrued on New Shares .

.

Gross Profit for the Half-

year, after makingjirovi-

2.072,591 19 7

414
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J. G. SMEATON k CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING

ENGINEERS, Sfic,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Estimatesfor every Description of Horticitlturai

Structure. Consultations in ail parts ef the Kingdom.

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

THE THAMES BANK IRON
COMPANY

(Successors to Lynch White),

Old Barge Wharf. Upper Ground Street, London. S.E.,
ERECT HOT-WATER APPARATUSES complete, or
supply BOILERS of all kinds. PIPES and CONNECTIONS
at Wholesale Prices.

1 appllc c stamps for Catalogu

TRIAL OF HOT-WATER BOILERS.

Winter is the Season to Test the Efficiency oj

a Hot-Water Apparatus.

At the Pine-Apple Nursery the Hot-Water
Apparatus, on the " One Boiler System," is

allowed to be the most perfect of any in the

World. The Hothouses are equal to 3000 feet

in length, and the Winter Garden Conservatory

is 100 feet by 100 feet. The Hot Water
circulates through 12,700 feet of Cast Iron Pipe.

Gardeners are most respectfully invited to

Visit and Inspect the whole.

THE
PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,

32, MAIDA VALE. EDGWARE RO.\D,
ST. JOHN'S WOOD, W.

Silver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1S73.

The following Letter from Mr. W.\i. Thomtson needs no
comment ;

—

" Tweed Vineyard, March 21, 1873.
" Dear Sir,— I have now had your Terminal Saddle Boiler

heating two large Span-houses, 21 feet wide and 15 feet high,
containing 1484 feet of 4-inch pipe, and it does its work to my
entire satisfaction. In fact I know of no Boiler of the same size

and cost that will do the same amount of work with the same
t|uantity of fuel. It is an excellent Boiler. You should adver-
tise more than you do, for it deserves to be better known than
it is.—Yours truly, Wm. Thompson."

Illustrated Circulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

ESTABLISHED 1S56.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
WILLIAM H. HONEY'S

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
To B rn Kerosene or any mineral oU.

They will burn for twenty-four hours
cost of one penny for three hours.

1 hey require no attention beyond
lie ishing the oil,

bu table for greenhouses
halls, bed-i . &c.

ure the most tender
r are they in any way
the health.

Pr ces, in block tin, 30J. ; in copper,
50^ Copper, with glass, to give light

a d heat, 555, Either will be sent on
re ept of Post-office Order.

To be seen in operation at

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
6i, KEGFNT '-TRI FT W

L 1 gue frcL \

STEVEN S*

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
AftQr long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For llluslrations, with full paiticulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Epgineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

J O N E S'S
PATENT

"DOUBLE L" SADDLE BOILER.

This boiler, which has now had a good trial, presents advantages that other boilers do not

possess. Instead of a large portion of the heat being absorbed by the brickwork setting, or passing

direct up the chimney, before the heated particles emitted from the fuel in process of combustion
have properly done their work, as is the case with many other boilers at present in use, this

boiler, by its peculiar, yet simple, construction, as well as by a judicious arrangement of flues,

obtains the full amount of heat from the fuel before the products of combustion pass into the

chimney. Compared with the old Saddle and other boilers, it is computed that it will do nearly

twice the amount of work with the same amount of fuel. The cost of setting is less, as is also the

space occupied, and the boiler being made in wrought instead of cast iron, thereby avoiding its

liability to crack, renders it one of the best boilers yet brought out.

For the rapidity with which heat can be got up in one or any number of houses it is unsur-

passed, and the following extracts from Testimonials received from persons accustomed to the use

of hot-water apparatus will prove that the expectations raised for this boiler have been fully

realised.

J. Jones & Sons beg to state, in conclusion, that they are prepared to send to any part of

the country, at a moderate charge, to take particulars and prepare plans and estimates for hot-

water work of every description ; or they will, on receipt of full particulars by post, send
estimates, &c., free of charge.

The Patent " Double L " Saddle Boiler is made in sizes to heat from 300 to io,ooo feet of

piping, and can only be obtained from the Patentees.

All communications respecting prices of boilers, &c., should be addressed

—

J. JONES AND SONS, Hot-Water Engineers,

6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW TESTIMONIALS i
IN FAVOUR OF

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE BOILER,
From Mr. J. An N', Gardener to W. Stuart, Esq.

I Abbev, Watford, Juiie^, 1S73.

" Concerning the working of your Patent ' Double L ' Saddle

Boiler, I have only to say that it gives entij

although
riy all the winter. I 1;

is attached to the pipes ; i

fuel than the old Saddle
present price of coal ; it al

\ ever had to superintend.

From Mr. J. W. Abrah.

heated the 700 feet of 4-inch piping

ad seldom to use the other Boiler that

; also requires a considerable deal less

,
which is of some importance at the

;o heats much quicker than any Boiler

iMS, Gardener I M. Forbes, Esq.

Lodge, Godstone. December 30, 1871.
" I have proved your ' Double L' Saddle Boiler, and find it

everything that could be needed. I am of opii
' "

"

Boiler is able to drive as much more Piping;

to do. It is the kind of Boiler I should

Gardeners for Forcing Houses, as you can
heat and a regular heat ; in fact, I belie

Boiler I t rhadt

Extracljri

. deal \

; Second Testimonial/ro tlic above.

May 21^, 1873.
" The ' Double L ' Saddle Boilers, as well as theapparatus in the

tove House, answer exceedingly well, and give whatever heat

require—from 80° to 90° day or night—with very little trouble

Fj-om Mr. R. Wjllmott, Gardener to C. Doridante, Esq.

"The Gardens. Aldershot Park, May 26, 1873.
" The ' Double L' Saddle Boiler and Apparatus erected by

you has given me great satisfaction, as it does its work quickly

and economically, and requires very little attention. I consider

it a great improvement on the old Saddle Boiler ; in fact, I

prefer it to any other boiler we have."

From Mr. J. Sims, Gardener.
" BoviNGDON House. Hemel Hempstead, December 18, 1S71.

"
I have given your ' Double L ' Saddle Boiler a fair trial

during the severe weather we have had. and -— -" —-'-^--^ ~~

to its being a great deal

and will do the sa

quantity of fuel."

From Mr. D. Robertson, Gardener to Rev. Dr. Ainger.

" Whitton Tower, Rothbury, June 3, 1873.
" Your ' Double L " Saddle Boiler is giving great satisfaction.

We have had a severe winter, the houses are old, and conse-

quently very open, and yet it has kept them at the proper tem-

perature from 10 P.M. to 8 A.^^.. which would be very hard on

any other boiler that I am acquainted with, considering the size."

Fr. t Mr. Ch.\

"Nurseries. Balham Hill, S.W.. Afay ^g, 1873.
" Having given your Patent ' Double L ' Boilers a fair trial

at my Nurseries, I beg to say they are most satisfactory. I con-
sider them the best in use, and without doubt the most econo-
mical of all boilers ; they will burn the refuse of other tubular
boilers I have in work."

From Mr. R. Thompson, Gardener U H. Crawshay, Esq.
" L^ngland Bay, near Swansea, Jzo^ 5. 1873-

" Your ' Double L ' Saddle Boiler I like very much. I nave
worked it regularly since it was fi.\ed, and I find it to be a very
powerful, and, at the same time, an economical Boiler. I am
also pleased with the mariner in which the pipes are fLxed, and
their working throughout. The stops could not possibly be
better. This I consider a good point, as it enables the person in
charge to regulate the heat as he pleases."

From Mr. I'Anson, Gardener to t/ce Rev. G. H. Devonp^rt.
" FoxLEV, near Hereford, ^u/ie 4. 1871.

" I have given your 'Double L'"^"^^' "-'
and it gives every satisfaction. It i

I have had under my charge, and bi ; the least fuel.'

From Mr. H. Brooks, Gardener to J. T. Belk, Esq.

"The Park, Middlesboro'. May 2^, 1873.
" I have given your ' Double L' Saddle Boiler a fair trial,

and have found it give every satisfaction. It acts admirably
with a small amount of fuel, which is a great point at the pre-
sent price of fuel. I consider It the best I have used, and the

From Mr. J. McCullum, Gardener to J. W. Hallewell, Esq.
" Stratford Court, Stroud, May ^o, 1873.

" T have thoroughly tested the efficiency of your Patent
' Double L' Boiler, and I am so satisfied with its heating powers
that I can recommend it with confidence. When properly
managed I find it one of the most economical Boilers I ever

Frofn Mr. W. Beech, Gardener to Sir J. W. Hartopp,
" KtNGSWooD Warren, Epsom, May 30, 1873.

" The two ' Double L' Saddle Boilers you put in here for the
Hot-water Apparatus are working very satisfactorily."

From Mr. S. Pettit, Gardener to F. Sartoris, Esq.
" Rushden Hall, Hicham Ferrers, May 29, 1873.

"Your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler has had a good trial this

last winter, and does its work first-class, with comparatively
little fuel, considering the work it has to do."

J. JONES & SONS,
HOT WATER ENGINEERS,

BANKSIDE, SQUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.
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THE FKENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, c^C, FOR

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

r>
HOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,

l'# 2A. Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill G.ite, London,
W. , begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as

being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Be c.iuse all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the

thill Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the

New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield

House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies,

it forms the most efticient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WRdUCHT AND CAST IIUIN,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm,

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Cpciit Variety of Palteriis.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Cu.'s Patent SelMocking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.-s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, CornhiU, London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES.
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, S;c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, S:c. , 2 yards wide '>,d. per yard, or too yartls, 20J. ;

4 yards wide, td, per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTlNG,suitcdforanyof theahovepur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard : 4 yards
wide, \s. per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. dd. per yard.
TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DEl.LER, r, & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
SOfERIOR Ql.ALlTV. GaT.VANIST^D AFTIIH MaPE.

NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays.

3 feet long : 6 inches wide : 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included with each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
Prices of Materi;

Galv for tightening the wires
eofwire) .. .. ..

I required for

inlsed Raidisseur;

required for each lir

Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts [l\\

line of Wire) 2

Galvanised Wall Eyes o
Galvanised WirCj 2S., 2s. 6d., and 3^. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above ai

Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principle

free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orde
to 20s. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

if.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WI REWORKS,

and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials

used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or

Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses. Peach
Houses, Forcing Houses, &.C., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS-GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.
T/ 7 l^sattl r ^U7/ I til ,!lS / ////,//

No-W Ready our NEW LIST of PRICES n.i „ f ,11 Us r
i

n a J i i er i

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIES.-Instead of having

ably that manufactured

plants, we attach the glazed lights (21-oz.) with hinges to the frame of each light, thereby doing away with
length, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; thus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick Walls, for u:

and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. Far ^u/'crioy to anyihins of the kbtdyet offered.

OPINIONS OF THE
Gardeners' Chronicle. February 6, 1873.

The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners, and if

any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances

would appear that they too are not ignorant of their great value.

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages is unqi

by W. S. Boulton & Co.

MELON OR OUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate deliver-y.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

\\ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed with 21-ounce.

as Span-roof Pits,

PRESS.

able for Forcing, Propa;

tly remove a complel

, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

Every
giving air.

ready for i

Gardeners' Magazine, May 25, 1872.
Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be

iployed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
:onvenience is provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and
The glass is firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
e the moment they are received, &c.

Cask Prices, carriage paid to any station in England
when orders amouttt to 6oj. and upwards^

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, 1 light .. j^i 17 6
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights ,. 3 S o

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights .. 4 17 6
i5 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights ,, 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 17 6

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights ,. 976
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

lo our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with
transmission of all first orders,
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Secure Your Peacliea by Covering Your Walla

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
FOR THE MILLION,

Which are sent out glazed and painted complete, all ready for

putting on the Walls prepared for them, and can be taken down
in sound whole pieces, ready for removal, in a few hours. They
are durable and efficient, and as permanent structures are equal
to others much more expensive, and superior to most, if not all,

of those at lower prices.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

Designed, BuUt, and efBciently Ventilated and
Heated.

•ven to Architects' Plans, or to Rough
Sketches, with Sizes, &^c.

Estimates

A Pamphlet with Illustrations, Testimonials, &c., and Price Lists

of Sir J. Paxton's Hothouses, for ^d. post free.

HEREMAN AND MORTON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS,

14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT,
LONDON. W.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 35. 6it. per 1000, or 30s. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,

4J. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long. 3^. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

By Appointment to, and Under the Distinguished
PATRONAGE of, HER MAJESTY.

SMITH'S IMPROVED METALLIC
LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer: J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great dur.ability. The plainer

sorts are especially

furtht

labour or expense, as d
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.: Kings-

land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES • also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection,

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drainpipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, Sic.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves,
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age,
being FARMERS,MECHANICS.MJNERS.LABOURERS.
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

£^ 10s.; one year and under twelve, £2 15s.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,
and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society,^

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d , Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustraied Agricultural Almanac.

Office ; 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London
Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1874.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and

HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 3(/., Post Free 4d.

W. RICH.ARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

This day is published, price 6rf.

,

THE GARDENER, a Monthly Magazine of
Horticulture and Floriculture. Edited by David

Thomson, Author of " Handy Book of the Flower Garden," &c.

The February Number contains : The Origin of Species-
Garden Walls—Ornamental Trees and Shrubs—The Present

Aspect of Pine Growing—Hints for Amateurs—Notes on Ferns

worth Cultivating—About Plant Growing — Soils — Florist

Flowers, the Tuberose—Vine Culture—Zonal Geraniums as

Winter-flowering Plants—Libonia Penrhosiensis—Dinner-table

Decorations—Grapes Shanking—Gros Colman Grape—Calceo-
larias and Disease—Aralia Veitchii—Gossip about Plants—

Begonias—Local Notes on Rare or Uncommon Wild Plants—

Potatos and Rotation Crops—Vine Borders on Northern Aspects
— Gardeners' Wages — Horticultural Exhibitions — Garden

Memoranda—Calendar—Notices to Correspondents.

A SECOND EDITION of the JANUARY
NUMBER of the same.

WM. BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

FOR SALE.—Five Volumes of the " GAR-
DENERS' CHRONICLE " of the ye,ars 1870 to 1S74,

All thoroughly clean and in perfect condition. — Address to

D. J., Mr. Phipps, 37, Star Alley, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

rPHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
SATURDAY. February 6,

Contains

—

Original Articles on the Enonomy of Hay—Management of

a Breeding Flock—Lawes' Chemical Manure Factory (with

Illustrations)—Farm Calendar for February—Agriculture as

It Is and as it Might Be—The Shorthorn Society—Tenant-
Right—The Agricultural Tenancies Bill—The Sewage of

Paris—Common Law for Farmers—Last Year's Shorthorn

Sales in America—Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Gloucester-

-Agricultural Chemistry, &c. A Portrait and

Me lof

Mr. JOHN BENNET LAWES. F.R.S.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on Compensation
for Unexhausted Tillages—Hallelt's Pedigiee Cereals—

P.ay Your Rent and Keep your Land Clean—The Labourer's

Cottage— Destitute Parents—The "Nose-b.ag" Filter,

(Illustrated)—Tenant Right—Cheese-making in Factories

—Barley Growing—A Light Elevator—Economy of Hay
and Roots—Artificial Manures for Grass Lands—Tucker's

Feeding Pails— Sewage -Fanning— The Paris Cattle

Show, &c.

Reports of Meetings of the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England—The London Farmers' Club- The
Central Chamber of Agriculture—and The Shorthorn

Society.

Also—
The Garden of the Farm—The Weathei^Notes of the Week

—Our Live-stock—Forestry—Notices of Books—Reports of

Markets—Miscellaneous, &c.

Price 4(/. : post free, ^}^d. Published by William Richards,
at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

New and Enlarged Edition now ready, price is., post free.

PERMANENT PASTURES, by M. H.
Sutton, F.R.H.S., &c.. Reading ; n Practical Work on

Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture, and on the Improve-
ment of Grass Lands. To which is added an Original Treatise

on Cultivated Grasses and Clovers, by Sutton & Sons, Illus-

trated with Engravings and a Coloured Geographical Map.

London : LONGMANS and CO.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fou

Southacre, Brandon^ being a practical combination of Vinery,

Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new?
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Ed;
illustrated.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. Pvnaert. E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid io.r. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

Just published, the Second VoUime (in 410 oblong, handsomely-
bound) of the Work entitled

LES PLANTES ORNAMENTALES a
FEUILLAGE PANACHE et COLORE (The Orna-

mental Plants with Variegated and Coloured Foliage), published

by Alexis Dalliere. It contains thirty Plates, twenty-five

of which are splendidly Chromollthographed. Price i6s. per

Volume, payable in advance, or on delivery. A few copies

of the first Volume are still in hand.

Subscriptions received by the Editor, ALEXIS DALLIERE,
Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium ; or by Messrs. R. SILBERRAD
and SON, 5. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8d. per square inch, Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discouiit for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

{

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors arc desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR,
Me: Prothei i & Mo , Gracechurch Stt

,
E.C.

Pudsey Cemetery.

THE BURIAL BOARD for the Township
of Pudsey are prepared to receive applications for the

Situation of REGISTRAR to the above Cemetery, at the

salary of ,£60 per annum, with house, coals, and gas free. The
person appointed must have had some experience in Gardening
or Keeping Grounds in proper order, as a large portion of his

time will be required for such work. A list of the duties to be
performed may be seen on application at the Cemetery Lodge,
Back Lane, Pudsey, near Leeds, between the hours of 10 and

3 o'clock on Wednesdays and Saturdays, February 3, 6, 10.

and 13 next, or supplied on application to the undersigned.

Application, by letter only, in the applicant's own handwriting,

stating age, number of family, and references, to be sent and

addressed. The CLERK to the BURIAL BOARD, Pudsey,

near Leeds, on or before February iS. By order of the Board,

Pudsey, January 2E. H. J. CARR, Clerk.
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WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER.—

A

Gentleman residing in the neighbourhood of Windsor,
requires a Working Head Gardener who thoroughly understands
Vines, Fruit, Flowers, &c. Cows kept. A married Man, whose
Wife could undertake to help in the Laundry, preferred. Good
house. Three kept in garden.—K. F., Post Omce, Englefield
Green, Staines.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, unmarried, to live in the house—three Men

under him. Greenhouse. Vinery, and Stove. None but
thoroughly practical Men. with first-rate characters, need
apply.—A. l;.. Post Office, Solihul, Warwickshire.

WANTED, in Shropshire, a WORKING
HEAD GARDENER, to take charge of a good sized

Walled Garden, small Vinery, Greenhouse, &c. , with two Men
under him, WaRcs £,\ is. per week and a cottage rent free.—
H. P., care of Messrs. Houghton & Co., New Bond Street,
London, W.

WANTED, near London, a HEAD WORK-
ING GARDENER, married, without children.

Must thoroughly imderstand Vines, In and Outdoor Flowers,
Fruit, &c. Three Assistants kept. Advertiser actively em-
ploys his leisure time in superintending his garden, therefore
no one need apply who objects to this. Unexceptionable refer-

ences required. Wages 25s. per week, with house, fuel, and
garden vegetables. — W. A., Abbott's Advertising Office,
Eastcheap, London, E.G.

FISHER, HOLMES and CO. are in
WANT of a MAN who has a knowledge of Herbaceous

Plants, and who has had some experience in Growing Culinary
Plants for Market. Wages to commence at 22J. per week.
Applicants to give reference as to ability anti sobriety.—
Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.a GENERAL
NURSERY FOREMAN

; must be a good Budder,
Grafter, and Propagator. Preference given to a married Man!
No one need apply whose character will not bear strict investica-
tlon.-S. DYER, The Nurseries, Bridgvvater.

WANTED, an experienced PLANT
GROWER, thoroughly qualified to take the entire

Superintendence of a Large quantity of Glass, and assist as
Salesman. Testimonials as to character and capabilities to
bear strict investigation. State age and amount of wages
required.—J. A., Gardfiu-rs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a thorough practical, steatiy,
industrious MAN, well up in Growing all good stuff,

both Hard and Soft-wooded, expressly for the London Markets.
No one need apply unless well qualified lo fill the situation —
F. BAKER, Plumstead Nursery, Kent.

WANTED, TWO or THREE good and
Steady MEN, who thoroughly understand Nursery-

work in its various branches.—Apply, stating wa^es required
and where last employed, to JOHN FRET'lTNGHAM,
Stapleford Nurseries, Nottingh.im.

FARM BAILIFF.—A married Couple, with-
incumbrance, required—the Husband to act as Farm

Bailiff, the Wife to undertake the Dairy and Domestic work.
Combined salary to commence at ^70 per annum, with board,
lodging, and washing.—Apply, stating age, previous emplov-— nt, &c., to the SUPERINTENDENT, County Asylum,
Prestwich, Slanchester.

WANTED, as GROOM and GARDENER,
and to do all the Work of a Suburban House at Kilburn,

a Man and his Wife, or Widow and Son, or General Servant and
Brother : strong and active. Good characters. Country persons
preferred.—Mr. TAYLOR, 80, Euston Road, N.W.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
for a retail Seed Shop ; must have a good knowledge

of the Trade, and be quick and accurate at the counter. State
age and experience, with terms. — RICHARD SMITH,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
Must be thoroughly experienced and have first-class

references.—Apply, stating age, experience, wages required
&c.,to DANIELS BROS., Royal Norfolk Seed Establish-
ment, Norwich.

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send l"ull particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London. W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollon-ay, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confideno'e several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and~
• WANT__of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS.''

: Establishments or Single-hand

, Forest Hill,

Gentler
or GARDENERS for Fi
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applvine
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Ni " -—
London, S.E.

ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—The Dowager Lady Sondes will be very

glad to highly recommend William Sjiythe, who has had
charge of the Gardens at Elmham Hall for nineteen years. He
IS leaving through the death of the late Lord Sondes, and will
be disengaged early in April.-W. SMYTHE, The Gardens,
Elmham Hall, East Dereham.

(^ARDENER (Head), where one or two
V-* Assistants are kept.- Married. Can have fully six years'
good character from present employer, who inserts this adver-
tisement.-H. J., Post Office, Chislchurst Common, Kent.

(T^ARDENER (Head), where three or more
>-^ are kept.—Good practical experience.—C. S., The
Gardens, Elvedon Hall, Thetford.

/^ARDENER (Head), where four or more
V_j^ are kept.—Age 25 : good practical experience in the
Cultivation of Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, Orchard
Houses, Early and Late Forcing, Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants, .and Flower, Fruit, .and Kitchen Gardening.
Ten years' e.vperience. Three years' good character from last

il^^^^r^- HART, J. Boustead, Esq., Cannizaro House,
Wimbledon Common, Surrey, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, single;
thoroughly understands the Management of Pines and

Vines, also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late
Forcing, and the general routine of Gardening. First-class
references.-J. W. GOWER, Eaton, Hereford.

(r^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 33, married;V^ understands Forcing Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen G.ardening, &c.; Land and Stock,
if required. Six years' personal references.—H. V., 2, Berry
Grove Cottages, Hamilton Road, Lower Norwood, Surrey.

/T^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 33, married, oneV^ child : has a thorough experience of Early and Late
Forcing in all its branches, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Fifteen years' experience—five years as Head Gardener. Good
character.—D. HEAD, The Chilet, Lindfield, Sussex.

ARDENER (Head), age 38, married.—
A Gentlem.^n would be pleased to recommend his late

Gardener, a Man of good abilities, and in whom confidence can
be placed, to any Nobleman or Gentleman where liberal
encouragement is given.—X. Y. Z., 8, Queen's Road,
Teddington, S.W. .

.
v

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married,
V ,

!"" 'ucuinbrance
; twenty-five years' experience in forcing

all kinds of Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables : is also a good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener--D., 13, Church Road, Ham-

r:i ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 40, married;V^ twenty-five years' thorough practical experience of
Gardening in all its branches, including Early and Late Forcing
of Fruit, Vegetables, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also the
Management of Land and Stock. Three and a-half years' good
character.—J. C, Millfield House, Stoke Cobham, Surrey.

rj-ARDENER (Head).—Age 49, married, one
.

^'"''' .experienced. Wife can take Charge of a Gentle-
man s House in the absence of the family, if required.—A. B.

,

1 he Gardens, Sheepwash, Morpeth, Northumberland.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Married, threeV^ children
: has a thorough knowledge of the profession in

all br.anches, Early and Late Forcing of Flowers, Fruit, and
\ egetables. Four and a-half years' good character from last
employer.—4, Plough Cottages, Little Ealing, Middlesex.

(^ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER andV^ STEWARD.—Age 38, married ; thoroughly understands
the Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c., and is also a good
1' lower. Fruit, and Kitchen Gardener. Twelve years' character
from the Gentleman he has just left.-W. H., i, Holltom Place,
West Ham, Essex.

(TJ-ARDENER (Head).-^4 will be given to

.u J
anyone instrumental in getting a situation as above for

the .advertiser
: aged 27, well educated, and has had twelve

years experience in every department of the profession Can
refer to or produce testimonials (for eight years) from Stewards
and Gardeners to three Noblemen.—A. B., i, Stanley Street
P.addington, London, W.

. J .

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27 ;V-^ understands the Forcing of Vines, Melons, Cucumbers,
truit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—G. M., Quorndon
Loughborough. '

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 3a
married : well up in all the departments of In and Out-

door Gardening, and thoroughly trustworthy. Fifteen years'
experience. Excellent references.-C, Mr. Stansfield, Kersal
Moor N Manchc;

(T^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,V^ married, no family; thoroughly understands Vines
Greenhouses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Good
character.-G W. K., Highfield Grove Lodge, Wolverhampton
Road, Stafford.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
\\ married, no family : twenty years' practical experience
of Gardening in all its branches, including Early and Late
Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, and Kitchen Gar-
dening. Has been a successful Exhibitor at several local shows,
four years' good character.— S. A., Powis Lodge, Beddinoton
Lane, Mitcham Common, Surrey

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 41,
y-^ married, no family ; thoroughly understands Early an(l
Late Forcing, also Stove and Greenhouse Plants Kitchen
Fruitj and Flower Gardening, also Land and Stock.

'

Fourteen
years' first-class character from late employer, and five years'
from the one he is just leaving.—Address, stating, wa^es &c
to ALFRED THOMAS, Marks Tey Post Office, Colchester,'

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed),—.-Vge 38, married
; understands Vines and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—S. T., i, Prince of Wales'
Avenue, Kentish Town, N.W.

(^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
7r^ —Age 39, married, no family

; understands Growing
Vines, Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardenuig. Good character.—A. B., 17, Kew Road.
Richmond, S.W;

/'^ARDENER (Single-handed, or where
V>^ one or more are kept).—Age 29, married ; understands the
profession in all its branches. Good character.-T. P., 14,
Bartlclt's Cottages, Caterham Junction, near Croydon.

r!j_ARDENER (Single-handed, or whereV^ one or two are kept).—Married, no incumbrance : under-
stands the Management of Vines, Melons. Peaches, Cucumbers,
Greenhouse and Conservatory, likewise Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Disengaged on Feliruary 20. Good character from
present and previous cmployer.-G. JONES, Birch Mount,
Sydenham Hill, S.E.

/^ARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-V^ ment, where a good Foreman is kept.—Age 20. Good
reference.— S. W., Fairlawn Park, lunbridge, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Under), where he can pro-
\^ cure a good knowledge of Kitchen Gardening, and assist
in the Houses, if requircd.—Age 19. Goodcharacter.—H. W.,
The Gardens, Bramham Park, Tadcaster.

GARDENER (Second). — Single. Good
character. Can be well recommended.—B. B. , Lanelay

Gardens, Llantrissant, Glamorganshire.

ARDENER (Second). — Married, one
child. Good experience and references. — W. C.,

Lanelay Gardens, Llantrissant, Glamorganshire.

MANAGER, or NURSERY FOREMAN.—
Mr. Geo. Callandeh, who has been the last seventeen

years at the Knap Hill Nursery with Mr. A. Waterer as Fore-
man, Salesman, &c., is now open to an engagement in either of
the above capacities. He is well acquainted with the Wholesale
and Retail Trade.— r, Elcom Street, Kensal Road, Westbourne
Park, London, W.

TNDlA.—Healthy Man, age 24, bred in
-t Nurseries on the Continent and Britain, now Foreman,
-ishes a Situation in India. High recommendations.—INDIA,

ising Agents, Edinburgh.Messrs. Robertson & Scott, Advi

To Nurserymen, &o.
)R0PAGATOR (General), or FOREMAN.
—Age 33. married. Twenty-one years' experience. Good

-.erence.—W. E., North Road House, Hertford, Herts.

XpOREMAN (General), in a large Establish-
-L ment.—Age 27 ; eleven years' experience in first-class
places. Good character.—J. R., The Gardens, Tatton Park,
Knutsford.

PROPAGATOR of ROSES, CONIFERS,
-*- and Soft-wooded

: used to Grow for Market —Age 31
First-class references.—E. L., Post Office, Whitfield, Dover.

HOPMAN (Assistant).—A young Man, of
character and ability in the Seed Trade. Can be highly
imended.—A. W., Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

s
TMPROVER, age i8.—G. King, Wolsey
-L Grange, Esher, can thoroughly recommend a young Man
.\vho_ has had four years' good training.—For reference and
particulars apply as above.

JOURNEYMAN—Age 22; accustomed to
t» Forcing Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Six
years' good character from last situation.—G. E., Norton,
near Daventry, Northamptonsliire.

/^ARDEN LABOURER. — Middle-aged,VJ married, without family. No objection to Cows. Good
character.-Please state wages, &c., to J. WEBB, Post Office,
Chislehurst, Kent.

FORESTER, WOOD RANGER, or PARK
KEEPER.—Age 35, married. Five years in present

Satisfactory references. — J.\MES BELL, St.
Michael, Penkivel Probus, Cornwall.

E

TTINAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
-'^*- This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is
the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.PPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is
by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle makadies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abro.ad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOl\ICEOP.\THIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and ryo, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London N W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

J)INNEF0RD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn.

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion
; and the best mild Aperient

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies.
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

Freedom from Coughs In Ten Minutes is given by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—
12,086 Cures have been published in the last year of

Asthma, Consumption, Bronchitis, Colds, and all Disorders of
the Breath and Lungs, Hysterical, Nervous, and Heart Com-
plaints. Rheumatism, and Nervous Pains, all effected by Dr.
Locock's Wafer.s. They act like a charm, and taste pleasantly.

Sold by all Druggists at \s. lY^d. and 2j. 94/. per box.
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BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS,
All saved by Mr. Betteridge this season, and including every variety sent out by him, as see copy of

letter by Mr. Betteridge enclosed with each packet supplied through
''^'

READING,

BETTERIDGE'S NEW VARIETIES,
Duke of Edinburgli,

Grand Ducliess Marie, Cantab,

and Improved Oxonian.

TliG e superb varieties, which were sent out by us last

year for the first time, have given great satisfaction, not-

withsLanding the unfavourable season. Each variety is

perfectly symmetrical in form, with a clelicatety-quilled

centre, surrounded respectively by crimson, puik, light

blue, and dark blue guard-petals.
Per packet.

—

s. a.

DUKE of EDINBURGH 26
GRAND DUCHESS MARIE (Duchess of Edin-

burgh) = ^
CANTAB = f
IMPROVED OXONIAN 16
The COLLECTION of Four Varieties .. ..So
Prom Mr. BETTEuiDGE tfl Messrs. Sutton ; Nov. 6, 187^.

'"The ejohteen varieties we have improved by discarding

one light blue and adding a fine pure crimson with very

light guard-petals (a splendid Aster)."

Thi-; is included in every Collection of eighteen varieties,

for 3^. 6rf. sent out by Messrs. Sutton.

Sliver and Bronze Medals, with valuable Money Prizes,

will be offered by Messrs. Sutton at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Meeting on_ Septei

1 of Asters. Full particulars c

The best and most distinct Wrinkled Pea is

^jStJTTON'S
CojVIPI/ETB COLLECTIOJ/

Choice Vegetable Seeds,
ĵo7-odHce a supply of
tlie de<st vegetables^
all t/iejrear round.

\ -e^JLS^ ,
—

\ y -SC /5 PER CENT

This CoUecti
"5 Card.

Peas, Suttons" Ring-
leader and other

best sorts .

.

. . 10 qt:

Beans, best sorts . . 4 qt;

French Beans . . 3 pt:

Beet,
proved Dark Red
and others .

.

Borecole or Kale, best

Broccoli, Su

' Matchless
Su-

2 pkts.

3 pkts.

pkt.

Im-

perb Early Whi
and other best sorts 5 pkts,

Cabbage, Suttons' Im-
perial and others . . 5 pkts,

Savoy, best sorts . . 2 pkts

Carrot, best sorts

Cauliflower, best sorts

Celery. Suttons" Sul-

ham Prize and others

Couve Tronchuda
Endiv

2 pkts

Leek, Musselburgh .

and contains

—

Cucumber, best sorts .

.

Lettuce, Suttons' Su-
perb White Cos and
others

Mustard
Melon .

.

Onion, Suttons' Im-
proved Reading. &c.

Parsley, Suttoi

perial Curled
Parsnip, Suttons' Stu-

dent and others

Radish, finest sorts .

.

Spinach
Salsafy
Scorzonera
Turnip, Suttons'

Snowball, &c.

Vegetable Marrow |

Sweet and Pot Herbs
Rampion
Tomato
Capsicum
Corn Salad . -

Orache

3 pl^t^-

1 pint.

2 pkts.

lipts.
I pkt.

I pkt.

I large
pkt.

4 pkts.

I pkt.

I pkt.

I pkt.

SUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD MARROW,
Price, 5^. per Quart.

From the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE," Jan. 16, 1875.

"THE GREATEST NOVELTY IN PEAS IS THAT
CALLED SUTTONS' GIANT EMEEALD MAEROW."

BERKS.

BETTERIDGE'S INTERNATIONAL

PRIZE COLLECTIONS OF ASTERS.

These well-known Collections of Asters have this season

fully sustained their reputation of being the finest Quilled

Asters in cultivation, and they cannot be too highly recom-

Mr. Betteridge has again c
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SALES BY AUCTION.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, February 15, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, an Importation from North America
of the exceedingly scarce LILIUM CANADENSE ; a large

quantity of OSMUNDA CINNAMOMEA and INTER-
RUPTA, GOODYERA PUBESCENS, red and white TRIL-
LIUMS, CYPRIPEDIUMS, &c„ with various choice LILIES
from California, Japan, and other

M
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, February 16, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 350 pens of choice POULTRY and
PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts of well-known breeders

and exhibitors.

Oni I the morninff of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ConBlgument of Plants from Client, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, February 17, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a collection of CAMELLIAS,
AZALEAS, PALMS, &c., from Ghent; FRUIT TREES,
ROSES, SHRUBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GLA-
DIOLI. &c

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

City Auction Kooms. 38 and 39, Gracechuroli St., E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of 200 very handsome English-

grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, beauti-

fully set with bloom-buds : a superb assortment of 500

Standard and Dwarf ROSES ; selected FRUIT TREES,
hardy CONIFERS, SHRUBS, and AMERICAN
PLANTS, EPACRIS, ERICAS. CYCLAMENS.
DAHLIAS, choice LILIUMS of sorts, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City

Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.C, on
TUESDAY, February 16, at r2 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Edmonton.
CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS and OUTDOOR EFFECTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Jaffa & Co. to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Bury Nursery.

Bury Street, Edmonton, Middlesex, N., five minutes* walk
from the Low Level Station, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of two specimen
Stephanotis, a very handsome specimen Double White Camellia,
"

1 tub, 9 feet by 8 feet, and another. Double Red, equally large

sanus ui scarlet and variegated Geraniums, Pelargoni.....o,

hardy Ferns, &c. ; together with a useful Cart, Horse, Harness,

Barrow, Chaff-cutting Machine, sundry Hot-water Piping,

Pumps, 300 feet Slate Shelving, Hand-lights, Garden Tools,

and numerous other effects. The stock is now on view.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auc-
tioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

The NURSERY TO BE LET, apply to the Auctioneers.

Klngstou-on-Thames.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY
STOCK, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, GREEN-
HOUSES, UTENSILS in TRADE, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. Bruce

to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,

Park Nursery, Richmond Road, Kingston, Surrey, three

minutes' walk from Kingston Station, London and South-

western Railway, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, February 18

and 19 at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the whole of the

valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a considerable

number of fine specimen Conifers, in variety ; small Thuja
aurea and elegantissima. &c. : a quantity of large Fruit Trees,

in bearing condition : fine Yucca gloriosa, &c. : also many
thousands of choice Greenhouse Plants, consisting of 6000 Ericas

of sorts, a valuable collection of Succulents, also Twelve Green-

houses, measuring from 25 to 65 feet long by lo to 14 feet wide :

2000 feet of 2, 3, and 4-inch Hot-water Pipmg, Four Boilers,

250 feet of Slate Shelving, quantity of Bricks. Spring Van,

Tumbril Cart, useful Horse, Barrows, Ladders, Two Stacks of

Firewood, Lights, Chaff-cutter, Ninety Bell-Glasses, and

quantity of Loam, Peat, and Manure, &c.

May be viewed any day prior to S.ale. Catalogues had on

the Premises ; of R. B. WHEATLEY, Esq., Solicitor, 7, New
Inn, Strand, W.C. ; of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-

church Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

N B.—Messrs. P. & M. respectfully announce that they have

been instructed to offer by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart,

Tokenhouse Yard, City, E.G., at an early date, the valuable

FREEHOLD ESTATE, situate as above, consisting of about

4 acres 2 roods of very eligible Building Land.

Tooting, S.'W.

IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

IV/rESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
_IxL have received instructions from Mr. R. Parker to SELL
bv AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Exotic

Nurserv Tooting, S.W., on TUESDAY, February 23, at 11

for 12 o'clock, a large quantity of EXTRA NURSERY
S'TOCK, remark.ably well grown, and in excellent condition

for removal, comprising some thousands of Border Shrubs,

consisting of the choicest Evergreens and Conifera; in cultivation,

and admirably adapted for effective plantmg ; likewise a quan-

tity of beautifully furnished Thuja aurea, and unusually hand-

some Yucca recurva for potting ; Laurels, fine bushy Rhodo-

dendrons, well set, and numerous others : a rich assortment of

Ornamental Trees, Acer Negundo var.. &c. : some fine Fruit

Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses of sorts, and a quantity of

Hardy Climbers in pots, &c.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues h.ad on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch

Street, e!c., and Leytonstone, E.

Frimley, Surrey.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
a portion of the Land being required for Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Holder to SELL byAUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Frimley Park Nursery,
Frimley, on THURSDAY, February 25, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
precisely, a large quantity of well-grown NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a general assortment of thriving Evergreens,
Coniferse and Deciduous Shrubs, including 10,000 Common
Laurels, i to 4 feet ; quatitities of Privet, Arbutus, Yews,
Arbor-vitEC, Pinus of sorts, Wellingtonias, Thujopsis, and
Cupressus, &c., a considerable number of Ornamental and
Forest Trees, also some Standard Rhododendrons and selected
Fruit Trees, together with a beautiful assortment of Standard
and Dwarf Roses, and a quantity of strong Quick.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Near Liverpool.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of a very important SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to offer by PUBLIC

AUCTION, on TUESDAY, March 23, in one Lot, the

32 poles of valuable Building Land, with the convenient modern
detached Dwelling-house ; also the extensive ranges of Forty
Greenhouses, Vineries, &c. , heated with three miles of piping
on the best modern hot-water principles ; also the whole of the
luxuriant fruiting Vines, &c. ; full particulars of which will

appear in future advertisements.
N.E.—The whole of the choice STOVE, GREENHOUSE

and BEDDING PLANTS will be SOLD by PUBLIC
AUCTION on the Premises as above, due notice of which will

be given.
Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street,

City, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Hanwell, Middlesex.

To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

MR. J. DOMONEY has received instruC'
tions to OFFER for SALE by AUCTION (in conse

quence of the death of the late Proprietor), at the Mart, Token
house Yard, E.C, on THURSDAY, February 18, at i o'Clock
punctually, a valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, consisting

of a Dwelling-house, known as *' Floral Villa," with Nursery.
Garden, Hothouses, Greenhouses, Lights, Grape Vines, S:c.

Three-fourths of the Purchase Money may remain on Mortgage
at 5 per cent.

Particulars and conditions of Sale to be had of Mrs. GATES,
on the Premises : of Mr. REGINALD VINING. 16, Furnival';

Inn, E. C. : at the Mart, and the Auctioneer, 16, Furnival's I

PROTHEROE and MORRIS
HoRTICltLTURAL and M.^RKET GaRDEN AuCTI

and Valuers, gS, Gracechurch Street, City, and at Leyi

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on applicatic

F>ODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
t Agent and General Commission Agent, 112, Fleet

Street, E.C.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints. &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importer'? and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Eishopsgate Street Without. E.C

WILLIAM ROE, Landscape Gardener,
42, Paternoster Row. St. Paul's. London, E.G., and

Osborne Terrace. Lozells Road, Birmingham. Designs prepaied,

the Work superintended if required, or Estimates given.

TO BE LET,about 30 Acres ofFREEHOLD
LAND, in the Parish of Streatham, annually or upon

Lease, if preferred, situated about six miles from London, and
particularly adapted for a Market Garden, having many breaks
and a small stream running through the centre.

A. B,
, 5, Regency Square, Brighton.

FreeHold, 28 Miles S W.

FOR SALE, a beautiful ESTATE of 240
Acres, with elegant Swiss VilLi, and capital Stabling,

gravelly soil, fine views, and extensive frontages. Free from

Tithe and Land-ta-x : two-thirds on Mortgage. The Furniture

may be taken at a valuation. A Plot of about 50 Acres, planted

with fine Evergreens, Fruit, and other Trees would be Sold

separately : also a Plot of 20 Acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailiff, " Golden Farmer," Bagshot.

A GENTLEMAN, residing near London,
giving up his house, wishes to DISPOSE of his STOVE

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
DELTA, City of London Club, Old Broad Street, E.C.

BERBERIS DARWINIL—Fine Shrubbery
and Cover plant, a beautiful Hedge plant, and highly

ornamental as a single specimen. Price 8^., 10^., 12J. 6d., and

RODGERi''McCLELLAND,vNDCO., 64, Hill Street, Newry.

FOR SALE, a large quantity of Antwerp
and Fastolf RASPBERRY Canes : about 20,000 Dutch

RED CURRANTS ; also a large quantity of President and
Elton Pine STRAWBERRY. To be sold very cheap.

JOSIAH H. BATH, Manor Farm, North Cray, Kent.

Eucalyptus globulus (Australian Blue Gum).

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
e.\pects to receive in a few days a consignment of SEED

of this well-known EUCALYPTUS, from Messrs. Thomas
Lang & Co. , Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Melbourne. Prices

on application.

Superb Ranunculuses, ac.

CTYSO, FLORIST, &c., Wallingford, Berks,
• is offering Assortntents of this beautiful hardy

FLOWER at 3^. and 5J. per dozen sorts, post free for cash with

order. He will send a Description of a Collection of Fifty

Named Sorts on application ; also, " Treatise on Culture," price

6(/. to purchasers of loJ. worth.

CHOICE ANEMONES, 2j. (,d. to 31. per dozen named
sorts, with full instructions for culture.

GERMAN and OTHER ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS in

variety. Post free. Twelve sorts, 2^. ^d, ; Twenty-five sorts, 5^.

Root and Seed CATALOGUES Gratis.

yENN'S BLACK^^'mUS CAT.— This
T splendid Grape has all the good qualities of the Black

Hamburgh with the rich full flavour of the Muscat of Alexan-
dria. Good well ripened Canes, 31J. ^d. each. Usual allowance
to the Trade. Post Office Orders payable to
WILLIAM DODDS, Gladstone Villa, Bishopston, Bristol.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

JOHN NELSON, Nurseryman, Heeley,
t/ near Sheffield, begs to offer the following at per x<x> ;—

CHERRIES. Standard, extra strong .. .. ;^6 lo
,. Maiden, extra strong .. .. .. ,, 2 lo

PEARS, Standard and Pyramid, extra strong .

.

6 10
APPLES, Standard, extra strong . . . . .

,

50
GENTIANA ACAULIS, nice clumps, .. .. i 10

A liberal allowance to the Trade.

ELLINGTONIAS:—
100, 3 feet high .

.

. . 3^. dd. each
50, 5 to 6 feet high . . gj. each
20, 7 to 8 feet high . . iis. 6d. each
lo, 9 to 10 feet high , , 15.1. each.

All well formed plants, from seed, and constantly removed

;

grown by a gentleman who has more than he requires. Address
H. GAMBELL, Sharsted Court, Sittingboume.

THE SUBSCRIBER has a splendid Stock
of Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Queen, Charlotte

Rothschild, Prince Albert, and Prickly Cayenne Pine Plants in

all stages of growth. Warranted clean. Prices very moderate,
and may be had on application to

\VM. THOMSON, Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, N.B.

Panslea—SHOW, Fancy, and Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Florist Flowers, is now

read;^, and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand
Pansies, established in pots, will be sure to bloom well if planted
at once. The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham. London, N.

New Roses for 1875.

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of the above to offer, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1874.
Ready early in March.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST ready, and post free.

Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show. French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 40s. per 100; 25.^. for 50 ; or 15J. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9^. and
12^, per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

Marecbal Niel and other Boses from Paris.

T £:VEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
J—.^ Ivry-sur-Selne. near Paris, beg to offer good and strong
plants of MARECHAL NIEL, dwarf, from the ground, £2 10s.,

in pots £2 16s., per 100; Standards, £$ I and other TEA
ROSES, Standards. £5: Dwarfs, £z j6s. PAUL NERQN,
Dwarfs, £2 8s.; Standard Perpetuals. our own selection,

splendid heads and plants, ^4 to £$ : Dwarf Perpetuals, our

own selection, strong plants, £2 to £2 8s. per 100. SOUVENIR
DE LA MALMAISON. on own roots grown in pots, £2 per 100.

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings.

T ^VEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
-1—J Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices :

—

Gladioli, seedling, hrst-rate, Ss. per loo, ^3 per 1000 : mixed
white, i2s. per 100 ; do. red, 12s. per 100 ; do. yellow, 24s. per

100 ; do. rose, 12.J. per 100; per names, 100. 10 sorts, 8s. per

100 ; 25 sorts, 14s. per 100 ; 50 do. , £1 to £2 ; 100, £2 to £6,
and upwards, accordmg to the novelty ot the :

Fibrous Peat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids. Stove Plants, and Potting. £6 6s. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c., £5 5s. per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-
Eastem Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway,

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for Orchids.

FRESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj-. 6^.
per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT for SALE, in Large or Small Quan-
tities, at Chiselhurst, Kent. Can be put on the South-

Eastern or London, Chatham and Dover Railways. Apply to

Mr. T. LANSBURY, Hook Farm, Burnley Common, Kent.

Propagating.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this
season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

^i 55. per loo bush., delivered free to any railway. Samples free.

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works. High St.. Battersea, S.W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.— 10,000
V^ bushels, ready bagged, must be cleared. Price on appli-

cation. Large truck, holding 300 bushels, free on to any rails,

To Propagators and Plant Growers,
The most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price js. per bushel, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W,
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ME. LAXTON'S
NEW PEAS, 1875.

HURST & SON
Have pleasure in offering the following four

varieties of Mr. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS,
all of which have been selected for their high

quality, flavour and distinctness, three of them
having received First-class Certificates from

the Royal Horticultural Society after the great

Chiswick trial in 1S72 :
—

UNIQUE.
This is a very handsome and prolific Dwarf Early Pea,

with long, deep-green coloured pods, of the same habit

and coming into use at the same time as Little Gem, and
may be briefly described as a Dwarf William the First.

Received a First-class Certificate.

P7'zce Js. 6d. per sealed quarter-pint packet.

DR. HOGG.
•* A very handsome Pea. The earliest gieen wrinkled

Marrow, very sweet and of excellent quality, pods being
very well filled and of a beautiful deep green colour,

like the Ne Plus Ultra. "— Vide Proceedings of the Royal
Horticultural Societyfor 1872.

"No higher recommendation could be given to it

than to introduce it as a competitor of Ne Plus Ultra."
*

' To sum up the whole it is a fine Ne Plus Ultra, coming
in one week after Dillestone's."— Hogg's Gardener s

Year Bookfor \Z']i.

Height 3 feet, habit and type of Sangster's No. r.

Awarded a First-class Certificate and received its name
at the instance of the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Price ys. ^d. per sealed quarter-pint packet.

SUPPLANTER.
" A cross between Veitch's Perfection and Little Gem

—the earliest of the Veitch's Perfection type
;
plant very

robust and vigorous, producing very large broad pods
in pairs. A large, handsome, and very prolific Pea,

which received a First-Class Certificate."

—

Proceedings uf
the Royal Horticultural Society for 1872.

"Appropriately named, for it is a large, handsome,
and very prolific Pea, and will take the place of many
oWiQis."— Hogg's Year Book, 1873.

This Pea is of fine quality, and is also first-rate for

exhibition, having been shown by Mr. R. Gilbert during
the past season, in three of his Prize Collections of Peas.
Height 3 feet.

Price 5 J. per sealed quarte7'-pint packet.

CONNOISSEUR.
A remarkably distinct and very late wrinkled, bright

green seeded Pea, raised from Ne Plus Ultra, pro-
nounced by the Royal Horticultural Society to be of
very excellent quality. Height 6 feet.

Price 5J-. per scaled quarter-pint packet.

HURST AND SON can also supply

:

FILIiBASKET.—Unquestionably the most prolific

and best Market Pea yet introduced. First-class

Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 2J. (sd. per iccilej half-pint facket.

LAXTON'S No. 1. — The earliest blue wrinkled
Marrow.

Price 2j. dd. per sealed half-pint packet.

ea" {.to mill le offered in Four Prizes at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Slum on July 7 next, for Six Varieties of
Mr. Laxton's Ne^ii Peas sent out l>y us ih 1872, 1873, atui 1874,
^opods of each. Further Prizes will be announced next week.

H U RST & S N ,

6, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.

,^P SUTTONS' ^^S^
CHOICiE GL'ADIOLL

NEW

SUTTONS'
COLLECTIONS OF GLADIOLI.

These collections have been specially selected with

the greatest care, so as to include as many colours as

possible.

FINE VARIETIES, Suitable for Garden
Decoration.

100 roots, in 50 beautiful varieties ., •• ,)^5 o o

CHEAPER, but SHOWY VARIETIES.
25 roots, in 25 choice varieties .. *'£^ ^7

In addition to these assortments for ordinary uses, we
have prepared the following Collections, which include

the finest show varieties only :

—

SUTTONS' CHOICE EXHIBITION
VARIETIES.

25 splendid varieties, our selection , , , . £i o o

FINE MIXED SEEDLINGS.
Finest Mixed, from Mr. Banks* Prize Collec-

tion .. .. per dozen, S.J.; per 100 ^i 15

Fine Mixed French Seedlings . .per doz., 3J.;

per 100 I I

Good Mixed ,. per dozen, 2r.
;
per 100 o 12

STTTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

BUTTONS'
CHOICE SEED POTATOS

For Planting-.

BUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Is now ready, and may be had Gratis and

Post Free.

N.B.—Potatos as well as Seeds Carriage Free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and oilier PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of ihese varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Klorist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Pl.ints of all ihe varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

T
Lombardy and other Poplars.

HOMAS S. WARE can supply the above
from 10 to 18 feet, well furnished trees ; also BALSAMS.

New Silver, and Black Italian, lo to 12 feet. Prices on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.E.

Notice.

SEEDS, SEEDS.—Now on view, SAMPLE
GROWTHS of 1874, at

TANTON'S SEED WAREHOUSE, Borough End, London
Bridge, S.E. CATALOGUES free.

Five per cent, discount and carnage free.

Wonersli Kurserles, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply Large quantities of all kinds of FRUIT (TREES,
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting ;

extra strong QUICKS, SCOTCH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER, BIRCH, &c.
Standard ROSES, 75^. p. 100: Half-standard do., sos. p. 100.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas— good Plants

from single pots, 125. per 100 : rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6^. per 100, 50J. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

FRUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES, APPLES. PEARS, and PLUMS, from

75s. per 100. GOOSEBERRIES. 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 101.

to 15s. per 100. CURRANTS, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 6s. to lof.

Catalogues on applic

T. EVES, Gravesend Nu Established i

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

New Dwarf Sllver-varlegated Geranium, Little Trot.

WPOTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS for
• the above, as advertised in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

January 30. Those who wish to secure good plants should
Order Early. See report of Chiswick trials In the Gardeners'
Magazine, January 30.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent,

Vines, Vines, Vines.

VINE S.—Fruiting and Planting Canes,
strong, well-ripened, short jointed, and with fine plump

eyes, of Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria,
Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling, Gros Colman, Madresfield
Court, Mrs. Pince, Bowood Muscat. White Tokay, West's St.

Peter's, Trentham Black, White Frontignan : -zs. 6d. to 5^. each ;

a fewe.\tra strong canes, 6s. 6d.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

'^rHOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
1 LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

OrcUds.
AMATEUR'S COLLECTIONS, adapted

to those beginning the culture of this class of Plants, or

to those already having a good collection, can be supplietl in

strong, healthy specimens, at 425., 6;^j., 845., and 126^. per

dozen. Package and delivery to London free, on receipt of
cash with order.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.
N.B.—Plants put in, gratis, to compensate for carriage beyond

Roses, Fruit Trees, £cc.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending
purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Planting Season, 1874-75.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity
of SPECIMEN CONIFER^E, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

removal.
Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

GRAPE VINES from EYES.—Well ripened,
short-jointed, fruiting and planting Canes of most of the

best kinds, including Black Hamburgh, Victoria Hamburgh,
Gros Colman, Lady Downes, Muscat of Alexandria. Mrs.
Pince's Muscat, Duchess of Buccleuch, Madresfield Court, &c.
Price 3^. 6</. to 7^. 6d. each.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Cautloa

AG. GILMORE, being NO LONGER in
• the SERVICE of J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery,

Croydon, it is requested that NO ACCOUNTS be PAID to

HIM. and that .all Letters be Addressed to J. H. LEV.

Caution.
G. GILMORE, having LEFT the
EMPLOY of J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London

Road. Croydon, REQUESTS that NEITHER CORRE-
SPONDENCE nor CASH be addressed or forwarded to him
there, but to his (A. G. Gilmore's) Private Address,

I, Longley Road, Croydon

A,
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NEW AMERICAN POTATOS
SNOWFLAKB,
BPtOWNELL'S BEAUTY,
COMPTON'S SUEPEISE.

ALPPIA,
EUREKA,
EXTRA EARLY VERMONT,

FIFTY GUINEAS IN PREMIUMS.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
SEED MERCHANTS (Seed Potatos a Speciality),

34, BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, AMERICA.
THE great popularity of the new varieties of Potatos which have been sent out from our establishment within the last six years, among which

are the Early Rose, Late Rose, King of the Earlies, Bresee's Prolific, Peerless, Climax, Extra Early Vermont, Compton's Surprise, Brownell's

Beauty, and Snowflake, and their general adaptation to the various soils and climates of the civilised world, together with the liberal premiums
offered by us for two years past to those who produce the largest crop from i lb. of seed, have induced many growers in various sections of the

country to experiment in raising seedlings, a large number of which, considered by the originators as the very choicest in their collection (some of

which embrace several hundred varieties), were sent us for trial the past season.
Several of the most promising of these were sent by us to the Royal Horticultural Society, one of which, the Dwarf White, since named Alpha,

received a First-class Certificate, this being the fourth instance in which our Potatos have received this distinguished token of appreciation. A
Silver Medal was awarded to the Alpha and Snowflake, also to the Eureka and Brownell's Beauty, by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society of

Boston, besides having received numerous prizes from various State and County Fairs throughout the country. From the many flattering

testimonials received from those who have tested these varieties, we are fully confident that they will compare favourably with others that have
been sent out from our establishment. Many others are very promising, but it is yet too early to decide upon their respective merits.

EUREKA. (Brownell.)ALPHA. (Pringle.)

Raised in 1870 by C. G. Pringle, originator of the Snowflake, and one of our most experienced
hybridisers, from seed borne on Early Rose and impregnated by pollen of Sebec. A very early
dwarf variety, adapted to garden culture and to forcing under glass ; fit for the table ten or fifteen

days before the Early Rose. Tubers of medium size and good shape, clear white, with the
slightest tinge of red about the eyes ; flesh very white, fine-grained, dry, and firm, and possessed
of a decided and excellent flavour ; haulm seldom exceeding a foot in height ; quality, first-rate

in every respect.

As tlie stock is limited, it will only be offered in small quantities.

Price 12.S. per lb.

This new variety, first sent

country and in Europe the past
failed to give ent'

offered, has been

SNOWFLAKE -bl ns 1 ib L of gro th n the 1

THE SNOWPLAKE. (Pringle.)
t by us last Spring, has been thoroughly tested, both in this

son, and we have yet to learn of the first instance where it has
The superior quality claimed by the originator, when first

firmed in every case, as far as heard from,
iety; tubers a good uniform size ; and in shape the most handsome Potato
te. Its ilesh is of exceedingly fine grain, snow-white when boiled, and of

a lightness and porosity almost approaching a snowflake. In quality, we do not hesitate to say
nothing can surpass this new variety ; its mealiness, its pure, delicate flavour, and the evenness
with which it cooks through, have never been eclipsed by any Potato. The tubers have attained

the full development of their quality as soon as they are fit to dig, and do not lose it during
Winter ; samples kept till June 1 did not show the least deterioration. The haulm is of medium
height, and the tubers are compactly clustered around the base of the stalks,—an important con-

sideration in digging the crop. This variety has been tested on widely varying soils^sand,
gravel, loam, as well as heavy clay—and has in every case given the same favourable results, and
produces a yield of from 300 to 400 bushels per acre.

Price 35. 6t/. fer lb. ; 7 lb. for z\s.

Respecting thi

the following statei
" The Early Vei

its previous reputatii

the Early Rose, and many
Mr. McLeod says : 'There a
from one to two pounds each

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
iety the committee for awarding the premium offered by i 1873 make

proved by the numerous reports before us, more than sustained
Nearly all the competitors declare it from one to two weeks earlier than

form and large size is recognised by every one.
'n the amount I raised that would weigh
; tuber that weighed three pounds twelve

Its superior cooking and eating qualities are unanimously commended, as well

compact growth in the hill and its freedom from disease ; and with the thousands of cultivators

who have grown it alongside the Early Rose there seems to be no doubt left, that in quality,

hardiness, earliness and yield, it far surpasses that celebrated variety."

A First-class Certificate was awarded this variety by the Royal Horticultural Society of
London, 1873. p^^^ ioj_ p^y. p^^^ . 22J. per bushel.

he Brownell's Beauty Potato, in his persistent
ducing, in 1871, this seedling, which is likely to
to the colour of the skin, and outside, as well as

Mr. E. S. Brownell, the originate

experiments in hybridising, succeeded
fill a want of those who may be fastidii

general appearance of their table Potato.

It is of strong and vigorous growth ; the tubers of a medium
oval, symmetrical and unitormly handsome ; eyes few, exceedingly
and flat ; skin white and fair ; season, second early. It is one of the most productive incultivat:

besides being an excellent keeper. Its flesh is exceedingly fine-grained, white, and when
boiled or baked, mealy and of excellent flavour, cooking through uniformly, without any fault

at the centre. Certainly an acquisition among the white varieties, well worthy of further trial
'

1 differeni

BROWNELL'S BEAUTY habit of growth in the hill.

BROWNELL'S BEAUTY.
The beauty

table, and produ
We know of no
Samples were se

they received a

cultural fairs
'

somewhat fla

delicate ; flavour ui

All who tested it the past
productiveness, and remarkable keeping quali

(Brownell.)
gether with its fine quality for the

market,

id superior keeping qualities of this v ,
. ^

ictiveness, place it in the front rank of those recommended for general culti\
variety whose good qualities can be retained for the entire year, as this has done.
mt in 1S73 to the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society of London, where
L First-class Certificate, and have also received many premiums at various agri-
this country. Eyes few and small, nearly even with the surface ; shape oval,
ned ; skjn reddish, or a deep flesh colour ; flesh white, fine-grained and very

ptionable. The tubers grow compactly in the hill, and are easily dug.
agree that its beautiful appearance, fine quality, extraordinary

"'
;s will render it a most valuable variety for the

Price 10s. bushel.32J-. pet

COMPTON'S SURPRISE.
The Committee for awarding the premiums offered by us in 1873 make the following report :

received the unanimous verdict for the most prolific Potato cultivated
the hill are reported by the hundred, and in one instance

prolific varieties are not of the best eating
exception. Thousands have testified that they never

" Compton's Surpi
at present. Yields of from

28J^ lb. were dug from one
quality, but to this Compto
ate a better Potato. Its ui

snowy whiteness of flesh, which
highly valuable as a family Potato,

crop, not found in other kinds.

" Its rampant-growing vines lying on the ground will frequently take root, and establish a new-
centre of production. Subterranean branches will likewise often grow above the surface, and form
self-supporting plants, which produce an additional crop of tubers."

Price 8j. per peck ; 25^. per bushel.

II. As a rule, the

liform mealiness of grain, combined with the purest flavour
' ' "" lot in the least affected by its blue skin, cannot fail to make it

This variety shows a peculiar tendency to produce a surface

The above varieties are for sale by the following Seed Houses -.—London : HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden
; J. CARTER, DUNNETT, AND BEALE, 237, High

Holborn; LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY. London and Edinburgh; CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Peterborough; COCKS BROTHERS, Donington

DANIELS BROTHERS, Norwich
;
HARRISON and SONS, Leicester ; A. BUSCH, Gr., Massow, bei Zewitz, in Pommern, Germany, General Agent for the Continent,
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NEW AMERICAN POJKXO^- {continued).

The Committee for awarding the premiums offered by us in the Spring of 1874 to the six largest products from i lb. of the tubers of the Extra
Early Vermont, Brownell's Beauty, and Compton's Surprise, after a careful examination of the reports of the various competitors, report as follows:—

BROWNELL'S BEAUTY, the newest of the three, has made a most splendid record. Not only has it given much the largest returns, from the
single pounds as well as from the quarter acres, but it has also elicited the unanimous praise of all cultivators, and cannot fail to become soon a
leading market Potato.

The EARLY VERMONT seems to have gained legions of new friends this year, while it has lost none of its old ones. All are satisfied as to its

superiority as an early Potato, for market as well as for the table. In many localities where other early varieties have failed entirely, the Early
Vermont has given most satisfactory returns, leaving its rank undisputed as the earliest and best early Potato in cultivation.

COMPTON'.S SURPRISE has given not less satisl'actioii as a Potato of the highest quality. In many reports we find that "no praise can do
justice to its excellent quality."

For Largest Quantity " Brownell's Beauty" from
One Pound of Seed.

No. of Prize. Lb.
I.—H. C. Ttarson, Pitcalrn. NY, .. 1018 $100
».—A. Loveless, White Mills. Peiin. .. 8n 50
3.—J. 1. Salter, St. Cloud, Minn. .. .. 782 40
4-—Robert Lewis, Castleton. N.y. .. 749 30
5—Henry Bullis. Cinton, N.Y 720'/^ 30
6.—Charles Whiting, Jasper, N.Y 696)^ 10

Our Illustrated Descript,

For Largest Quantity " Extra Early Vermont "Trom
One Pound of Seed.

No. of Prlie. Lb,
I.—Alfred K. Titus, Wilminston. Vt. .. 708 $100
2.—J. L Salter. St. Cloud, Minn 698 50
3.. Robert Lewis, Castleton, N.Y 690 40
4.—C. W. Walker, Washington, Kas. .. 674 30
5.—A. W. Titus, Wilmington, Vt 629H 20
6. -S. R. De .Wolfe, Parrsboro, Nova Scotia 615 Ji 10

PO TA TO CA TALOGUE, 24 pages, containing a List (^200 varieties^ with Report of Committee and Culture ofsuccessful Competitors in 1874,

will he mailedfree and post paid to all applicants.

For Largest Quantity ' Compton's Surprise " from
One Pound of Seed.

No. of Prize. Lb.
I.— P. C. Wood. Esther. Ill 900 $.00
2.—Robert Lewis, Castieton, N.Y .. .. 874 50
3.—A_ Loveless, White Mills, Penn. ,, 832 40

4.—J. I. Salter, St. Cloud, Minn 81: 30
•5.—C. W. Walker, Washington, Kas. .. 684 20
6.—Chas. Whiting, Jasper, N.Y 588}^ la

Address : B. K. BLISS & SONS, Seed Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York, U.S.A.

FIFTY GUINEAS IN PREMIUMS.
OFFERED BY HOOPER & CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Wishing to have the above Now Varieties of Potatos fairly tested in Europe, HOOPER & Co. offer Special Premiums, amounting to Fifty
Guineas, to European Cultivators only, which will be awarded to Growers of the largest quantity from One Pound of " Snowflake " and " Eureka; "

Twenty-five Guineas to each variety, to be awarded as follows :
—

Twenty-five Guineas for EUREKA.
For the largest quantity of Eureka Potatos grown from i lb. of seed .

.

For the second largest ,, „ ,,

For the third largest „ ,, „
For the fourth largest „ ,, ,,

For the fifth largest ,, ., „
For the si.Kth largest ,, „ „ .. ,

Twenty-five Guineas for SNOWFLAKE.
For the largest quantity of Snowtlake Potatos grown from i lb. of seed .

.

.

.

lo Guine,
For the second largest ,, ,, ,, .. • 5 ,,

For the third largest ,, „ „ .. .. 4 ,,

For the fourth largest ,, ,, ,, .. . . 3 ,,

For the fifth largest ,, ,, ,, .... 2 „
For the sixth largest ,, ,, ,, .. .. i ,,

Competitors for the Prizes will be required lo give date of planting, dale of digpjing-, with a written statement of their mode of culture, characteristics of the soil—whether
clay, alluvial, sandy, or loam—nature of the subsoil, whether underdrained or not ; also, the kind and quantity of fertilisers used, how and when applied, with the weight of the
crop when dug, and the number of square feet occupied by the crop, which must be witnessed and sworn to before a Justice of the Peace, Notary, or any other one competent
to administer the oath, which statement must be sent to the Firm of whom they purchased their stock {if procured elsewhere than of us), who are requested to certify that the
Seed was purchased of them, and that they have full confidence in the report of the Grower, and forward the report to our address previous to November i, 1875. The
reports will be examined and premiums awarded by a committee of gentlemen well known in the agricultural community {either in England or America), and will be printed,
and a copy posted to each competitor. A list of the successful competitors will also be published in the leading agricultural papers of Great Britain. Competitors for premiums
will be placed under no restrictions as to their mode of culture, excepting that they must not be grown from slips, or forced by artificial heat, our object being to ascertain

spective merits with such culture as 13 usually given to crops in a well managed vegetable garden or farm. Persons intending to compete should, in buying their seed
1 order that their names may be registered.of us, inform us of the fact,

HOOPER & CO., Seedsmen, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

NEW HYBRID BEGONIAS.
THE FOLLOWING NEW BEGONIAS

belong to the handsome-flowered, bulbous-rooted section,

and are most desirable acquisitions, as they succeed and bloom
well in an ordinary Greenhouse. The Bulbs being similar to

those of Gloxinias, and now dormant, can be sent by Post :
—

ANACREON. deep crimson, a beautiful flower, very long
petals, 75. dd.

BRILLIANT, very rich bright orange, a fine showy flower,

CARDINAL, magnificent variety, fine large flowers of a rich

deep magenta-rose, ^s. 6d.

CAROLINE, deep rosy pink, with broad petals, 5^.

CLIMAX, deep rich rosy carmine, broad outer petals, $5.

CORSAIR, rosy salmon, profuse bloomer, ^s.

ENSIGN, bright pink, a very elegant variety, 5^
GEM. cream colour, the reverse of the petals pink, 5.?.

GLITTER, vivid orange-scarlet, extremely showy, 7^. 6d.
HERMINE, bright orange cinnamon, very distinct, ^s.

LOTHAIR, deep rose, a fine flower, with short broad petals,

LUCINDA, fine flowers with long petals, of a deep rose colour,

MAGNET, light pink, the reverse of the petals deep pink, 5J.

MAZEPPA, light cream colour, tinted with orange-pink, 55.

PHYLLIS, delicate sulphur colour tinted with pink, 55.

SERAPH, soft pink suffused with rose, 5^.

SURPRISE, bright pink, a very pretty colour, 5^.

TROJAN, light rosy pink, very distinct, 5^.

The entire Collection of the ahcrve Eighteen Varieties for
Four Guineas.

.6d.Seed of the above New Begonias, separate kinds,
per packet ; mixed, 3^. 6d. per packet.

WILLIAM BTJLL. F.L.S.,
ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON. S.W.

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C,

SEED CATALOGUE,
Not the Handsomest, Not the Largest,

But a useful one of Forty Pages,

Is now published, and will be sent free on application to

HARRISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

PmzEMEDt^AJ.Seed s

.

^Mj^ QPRING SEED GUIDE, 1875.—
X^^mW ^ Messrs. LITTLE and BALLANTVNE,
^^S^Thc Queen's Seedsmen. Carlisle, liave now issued

their handsomely Illustrated GUIDE, and a copy can be had
on application,

London Office, 36, Mark Lane, E.G. ; and Seed and Nursery
Establishments, Carlisle.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1S75.

GARDEN REQUISITES,

129, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

Tames ^ick&on- ^^(Sons

^̂ fWl(mt".^^AA.SLnMS em^

108,6ostoate Stm/t
',

SIXTEEN

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,
ll'ilh Valuable Money Pyi:cs,

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1S75, for

THE REST SPECIMENS OF
New 'Varieties of 'Vegetatiles, Flowers, and

Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. SUTTON in 1875.

Further P^r.rticulars may he had on application to

S'UTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Francis &Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
iEastgate St.& prji^^T^pp
'UptoiTNurseries V^llri u 1 HrK.

106
TheUpti

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetal)le & Flower Seeds,
I^stfree ojvAppltcaftori. /

Quality .unsuiTJassed,
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"lO BE SOLD, a great bargain, in order to
clear the ground ;

—

20,000 SILVER FIRS, I foot high, sj. per loo.

50,000 „ ,, iK feet high, zs. bd. per loo.

> 3 feet high, 5s. per 100.

, Gunton Park, Norwich.

ROBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice
of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock of

HARDY SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNAMEN-
TAL TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which are now in first-class condition for

removal. CATALOGUES may he had on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS.—Special offer of 2-yr., 3-yr., and 4-yr. old.

Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, S. W.

L ILIUM AURATUM, by the dozen,
hundred, or thousand, price u., i^. dd., and -zs. each ;

magnificent extra-sized roots, 3^. 6*/. and 5^. each. The Bulbs
imported from Japan this year are in the finest possible con-
dition, quite as plump and sound as EngHsh-grown Bulbs.

Mr. William Bull, being the largest Importer of Lilies

direct from their native Habitats, can offer good and varied
selections at 18^., 30^., and 42J. per dozen. Special quotations

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS.
—This Giant American Asparagus is described as pro-

ducing heads from %, to i^ inch in diameter.
" I have now much pleasiu^e in saying that in point of size

this is a colossal variety ; it far exceeds the Giant or Battersea."
— Vide Gardeners Chronicle^ May 9, 1874.
Good plants, y. 6d. per 100 ; extra strong, 5s. per 100.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of
ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK. &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham
Green, London, W.

NEW APPLE— PEASGOOD'S NONE-
SUCH.-Handsomest, and one of the largest autumn

Apples in cultivation (Sept. to Dec). First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Fruit Committee, Sept. 18, 1872 : First-class

Certificate, Crystal Palace Show, Sept. S, 9, and 10, 1874.
Strong Maidens, 7^. 6d. each ; Dwarf-trained, los. 6d. each.
Trade terms on appli

W. . J. BROWN, Nurserym , Stamford.

w
per 100

Elms for Avenues.OOD AND INGRAM offer fine
Huntingdom ELMS, iz to 14 feet, 185. per dozen, 130^.

; 14 to 16 feet, 245. to 30J. per dozen.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Surplus Nursery Stock.—Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM beg
to offer :—

ROSES, Standard, their selection. In great variety, 12s. per
dozen, Sos. per 100.

,, Dwarf, worked, selection, 6s. per dozen, 40s. per 100.

MAPLE, English, 4 to 6 feet, 4s. per 100.

ELM, English, 2-yr. seedling, 5^. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per
1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 25^. per 1000

; 4 to 5 feet, 4s. per 100.

APRICOTS, Moorpark, Standard-trained, extra strong, 5 to

6J^ feet stems, heads 4 to 6 feet across, 75. 6d. each.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

To Planters and tHe Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS AND KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to « feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Stand.ard.

,, Dwarf, on Manetti.
CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2% to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vau-xhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all
engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is offering, at very reduced prices, an
ock ; amongst other things the following may be

Poplar, Black Italian

Sycamore, Purple and varie-

gated
Laburnum, Purpleand common
Chestnut, Scarlet and comrnon
Sorbus domestica and hybrida
Almond, fruiting

Spirsa palmata
Rhododendrons
Andromeda floribunda
Kalmia latifoUa

Skimmia japonica
Picea Nordn
Arbor-vitse, Amei
Cupressus La
Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet

Berberis Darwinii
Mahonia Aquifolia

Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual

,, climbing
Elm, English and American
Oak, English and Turkey
Poplar, new Silver

,, Lombardy
Special quotations for small or

CLEMATIS, all the best known kinds.

A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 505. per

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

feet

double
Birch, Sil

Thorn, Paul'

Deutzia crenata flore-pleno

Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet

Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet

Sedum spectabilis

Peaches, Pears, and Plums
Gooseberries, in best varieties

Currants, in best varieties

large quantities on application.

CHEAP FRUIT TREES, &c.—Fine 3-yr.

and 4-yr. Pyramid Apples, gs. per dozen, 60s. per 100

;

ditto Pears, Plums, and Cherries, lor per dozen, 75^. per 100 :

strong Black and Red Currants. 8^. per 100, 6oj. per 1000 : fina

bushy Austrian Pines, 2M to 3H feet, 6y. per dozen, 4or. per

100 : Scotch Fir, 3 to 4 feet, 8s. per 100 ; Berberis Aquifolia,

2 to 3 feet, 8^. per 100. All kinds of Evergreens, Flowering
Shrubs, Forest Trees, &c. , cheap and good. Catalogues on
application.

R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

RANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford.

Cabbage Plants! Cabbage Plants

!

TRUE to NAME.
MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can now

supply any quantity of strong

—

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. si. orf. per 1000
EARLY BATTERSEA 3s. 6d.

NONPAREIL 3s.6d.
ENFIELD MARKET 3s. 6d.

RED PICKLING ss. orf.

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

ALANTHE VEITCHII—the most beauti-
ful of all winter-flowering Orchids. Bulbs, 7^. 6d. each,

60s. per dozen, £22 per 100.

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM.—
Splendid plants, with well-ripened flowering pseudo-

bulbs, from 3 to 5 feet long ; 20.!., 30s., and 40s. each, according
to size of specimen.
BURGESS, KENT, and SONS, Penkhull Nurseries,

Stoke-on-Trent.

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fruit Bushes.

No. I Collection includes—
JO EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
25 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
25 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
25 CURRANTS, of sorts.

25 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

10 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for £5 55. ,

No. 2 Collection,

Double the above, with greater variety.

Two hundred and sLxty fine plants for ;^io.

Carriagepaid to London.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

GLADIOLI. —All the First Prizes, for
Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal
Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagate
United Kingdom.
CATALOGUES, describing all the varie

for Cultivation, gratis to appli

EED OATS.—Messrs. LITTLE
BALLANTYNE have to offer some

re samples of Black Tartarian and White Potato

Oats, Chevalier Barley, &c.

Royal Seed and Nursery Establishments, Carlisle.

"Genuine Seeds Only."

TAMES VEITCH and SONS desire to
O direct attention to the following choice FLOWER SEEDS.

Per Packet—J. d.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA(new) 10
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA(new) 16
RICINUS GIBSONII(new) 16
CINERARIA, Veitch's superb strain 26

,, New Double-flowered .. .. .. .. .• 3 ^
CALCEOLARIA, International Prize 26
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM 2. d
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBRA ..26

„ ,, „ ALBA 36
,, Veitch's superb strains of fringed

ASTER, Washington White
,, ,, Peach-blossom

BALSAM, Veitch's superb strain
CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS AUREA

„ „ COCCINEA
COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, Veitch's selected
MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA
PANSY, show varieties

PETUNIA HYBRIDA, striped vars
PHLOX DRUMMONDI GRANDIFLORA ..

POLYANTHUS, Gold-laced
RESEDA QUEEN VICTORIA
SILENE PENDULA COMPACTA
STOCK, East Lothian, three colours Per collection

,, Intermediate Scarlet
SWEETWILLIAM. Bragg's Improved
WALLFLOWER, Harbmger

*»* For Collections of the finest varieties of GERMAN
ASTERS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, and other choice SEEDS,
see SEED CATALOGUE, forwarded post free on application.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

^kMj^ aEED POTATOS—Wholesale
^^^^i^^O and Retail, in any quantity. Prices and

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Seed Growers and
Merchants, Carlisle.

Tbe Lucombe Oalc may be seen in perfection at

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.'S Exeter
Nursery.—" It is," says the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 82,

"a tree that deserves to be planted more extensively._ At the
present time, after the cold weather we have experienced, it

holds its foliage and looks as cheerful as at the beginningof

Selections left t

Blooming Bulbs of 01

choicest varieties, loo^.

The Royal N

for Sale in the

th growing,
tion, gratis to applicants,

i for 21J., 25 for 42s., 25 for 63^., 25 for

unbloomed seedlings, saved from the

, Langport, Somerset.

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES,
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

THHESE NURSERIES, covering 600 Acres
-^ of Land, were founded by the present Proprietors

thirty-five years ago. and contain the most extensive

and complete COLLECTIONS of FRUIT and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., in the United States.

CATALOGUES MAILED FREE ON APPLICATION.

ELLWANGER and BARRY.

CAMELLIAS,

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Invite Inspection of their fine Collection of the above, which is now

in bloom.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Will commence sending out this fine Lobelia on March 15 next.

Price 3s. 6cl each., or S4s. per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate
at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,
and the Gardeners' Magazine of July 18 says of it :

—"This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there
are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general efiect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner. —

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.
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Rare Opportunity.
NEW and VERY SCAKCE TREK FERN SPORES from

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND.

JH. LEY, having just received an importa-
• tion from his Collector, c.iil supply good packets, with

directions for sowing and rearinR, at y. td., 5^., and ^s. td.

The fronds from which three sorts have been obtained are

new species, the other four sorts are Cyathea dealbata (silver).

C. medullaris, Alsophila McArthiiri, Dicksonia fibrosa, and a

small quantity of Dicksonia sqviarrosa. Should be sown now to

obtain nice plants before autumn.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery. London Road, Croydon.

N.B.—Twelve choice PALM SEEDS, in distinct sorts, ss.

Snowflake.THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and free
FROM DISEASE. Messis. Daniei.s Bros, have just received a

consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed al the following rates,

carriage free to any address :—3J. 6d. per lb. ; 7 lb., 215. ;

14 lb., 425. ; cheaper by the cwt,

DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal
Norfolk Seed Establishment, Norwich.

FOREST
DRONS, S:c.

Birch, 10 to 12 feet.

SHRUBS, RHODODEN-
,
transplanted— a large quantity for Sale.

Laburnum, common, 8 to 10

5 feel, feet, 155. per 100

Laurel. Portugal, 2 to 3 feet.

i-yr.

Rhododendrons, seedlings,

3-yr., from named1 feet, 365. per 1000
Sycamore, 3 to 5 feet, iZs. per

looQ ; 6 to 8 feet,6oj. p. 1000

CATALOGUES free.

HENRY DERBYSHIRE, Darlcy Hillside Nursery,
Matlock, Derbyshire.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to S inches at 4 feet from the ground, with

well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of

more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS. 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA. 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey. S.W.

Carnations, Ficotees, and Finks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of whi(,h

are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS
&c., contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve

choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order
Half of the above quantities, iif.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Ni

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRAN DI FLORA. —Magmfi
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recur\ing

so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in

the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn
Erecta and horizontalis, separate or mixed, is, and "zs 6d
per packet,

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.—Fine_ variety from the

Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess

ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful

climber, is. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from
one of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 6d per

DOUBLE* PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large

percentage of splendid double flowers of great size and
charmingly varied shades of colour. i.j. 6d. per packet
Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

Sl£ Beautiful Orchids, 21s.

FOR WINTER and SPRING FLOWER-
ING no class of plants can compete with Orchids, their

culture being extremely easy, and the flowers very lasting.

The above are of distinct varieties, and are sent package and
delivery free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or

Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Graceful Palms, 21s.

HEALTHY YOUNG PLANTS, to grow on
for Table decoration, and will be ready in about six

months ; or fit for immediate use, including many choice and
very rare kinds, 63J., 845., and io6s.

J. H. LEY. Rjjyal Nursery. Croydon.

Twelve Flowering Stove Plants, 21s.,

INCLUDING ANTHURIUM SCHER-
ZERIANUM, ALLAMANDA CHELSONI, and

other equally fine sorts, in nice plants. Package and delivery

free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Ornamental Foliage Plants, 21s.,

INCLUDING many of the finest and newest
varieties of ALOCASIAS. MARANTAS, CROTONS.

&c.. well established, clean, and healthy plants, to grow on for

specimens. Package and delivery free to London on receipt of

Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Her l\faj,-siys ^j^

EENDLE'S
PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES

FRUIT TREfPROTECTORS.

No. 1,-Eendle's Patent Portable Glass Protector for

Walls.

Patent Glass Copings, i3 inches wide.Jsi. ;; =4 inches wide.

4J 30 inches wide ^j per runnin.; font j '"

No 2 —Patent Combined Glass ana Network Wall
Protector.

This Combined Protector can be supplied at 105.. izs., or

14J per foot run Highly recommended by Mr. Wm. Ingram,
Belvoir Castle oK

No 3 —Rendle's Patent Glass Wall Screen.

These Screens can be supplied at tsi., i8s., or ^os. per running

foot according to the height of the wall and the width of the

No 4.-Rendle's Patent FWlt WaU Orchard House
These Houses, for converting existing Fruit \\ all 1 to Or hard

Houses, can be supplied at 2ar. ,24^., 26T
,
305 .to 34 per running

foot, according to the heleht of the wail or width of the border.

Illustrated CATALOGUES and BOOK of DESIGNS can

be obtained from the Patentee and Inventor,

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS. VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.

Twelve Choicest Stove or Greeniouse Ferns, 21b.,

OR SMALLER SIZE, I2s., including many
very rare varieties. This is the best time to buy Ferns,

as the young and delicate fronds arc not yet started, and they

will consequently travel better. Package and delivery free to

London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon^

WPOTTEN'S SEED LIST is now ready,
• and will be sent post free to all applicants. W. P. has

a liirge stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and
PRIMULAS, strong healthy plants, in 48-pots, from the very

best strains, 4s. oer dozen ; extra strong, 65. per dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, good plants, in 3-inch pols,

3.1. per dozen, 30s, per 100.

Camden Nursery. Sisslnghurst, Slaplchurst, Kent.

Red-sktn Flourball PotatOB.

HAND F. SHARPEparticularlyrecommend
• this variety for Field Cultivation, being, without doubt,

the heaviest cropper grown. FouKTKHN TONS PEi; ACRE have

been produced this season on ordinary marsh land, and it will be
largely grown for Cattle-feeding purposes in lieu of Mangels and
Kohl Rabi. It is perfectly free from disease, and the quality

is very fine. It keeps well until May or June. For price, &c.,

H. AND F. SHARPE, Seed Growers, Wisbech. Cambridgeshire.

Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be

guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies s acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in Large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

RB. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
• and NuKSEEVMAN, Belfast.

NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
direct from the growers.

GRASSES and CLOVER SEEDS, suited for all purposes,

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove, Greenhouse, Con-
servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees,

and Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Hedging Plants

and Underwood.
Seeds, Plants, &c., carefully packed for export to all parts of

the world.

eW CATALOGUES Post-free on application^

/CHRYSANTHEMUMS^ FUCHsIaS,
V^* GERANIUMS, FLORIST'S FLOWERS, Src—Chry-
santhemums in all the new and good varieties, 35. per dozen, 2or.

per 100. Fuchsias, from the best sorts, 35. per dczen, 20s. per

100. Geraniums, autumn-struck Zonals and Nosegays, strong

and well-rooted, twelve varieties, best for pots, ^s.: bedding

varieties. 2i. per dozen, iss. per 100. Twelve beautiful named
Antirrhinums. 4J. Twelve fine Pentstemons, 41. Twelve
Phloxes, 41. fid. Twelve Pinks, is. Twelve Pansies, 41. Twelve
Carnations and Picotees, 61. Twelve Coleus, 3s. Twelve fine

Show and Early-flowering Pelargoniums, 6s. and 9^. All the

above are named and good varieties. Trade prices on application

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrmcham.

S^URPLUS STOCK for SALE.
S.ooo LAURUSTINUS, 2 to 2j^ feet.

10,000 FIRS, Scotch, 2 to 2j^ feet.

2.0C0 OAKS, English, 9 to 10 feet.

1,000 ,. Turkey, 10 to 12 feet.

5,000 PINUS AUSTRIACA, 4 to s feet.

1 000 CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 8 feet,

i.ooo ,, MACROCARPA, 6 to 8 feet.

5,000 HOLLIES, Green, 2 to 3 feet.

All the above are finely rooted, strong, and healthy plants,

and will be Sold cheap. For prices apply to

W. ROSSITER. Nurseries, Paignton. Devon.

CONIFERS SEED, New and Rare,
collected by M. Roezl in November, 1874 :

—

ABIES HOOKERIANA, A. Murray.—According to M.
Roezl this fine Conifer attains the height of 100 feet ; its

branches are long and pendulous, resembling the Deodar
Cedar, but of a much more graceful habit—a description

fully confirmed by Mr. Lobb, who also compares it to the

Deodar. M. Roezl says that he found it, without excep-

tion, in northern aspects, never fully exposed to the sun,

and he believes it prefers shady situations. Price is. td.

per 1000, 15s. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS (Strobus) MONTICOLOR, Douglas.—Sixty per cent.

good. -is. 6d. per 1000. 155. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS (Pinaster) CONTORTA, Douglas. — This species

grows in swampy places in the lowlands of California, and

forms dwarf compact trees, with tortuous branches. On
the mountains where M. Roezl encountered it, and where

he collected the seeds, it forms stately trees of 100 feet in

height : the wood is, owing to its elasticity and durability,

much sought after. Seed of excellent quality, go per cent,

good, price 31. 6d. per 1000 seeds.

We also offer the following, collected by M. Roezl, in October,

1874 : many of them familiar to, and ably^described Jiy, M.
E. Ortgies. of Zurich ;

1875:
PICEA CONCOLOR, Engelman;

loco, Ci, per 5000 seeds.

., var. violacea, Roezl: 2j. kd. per 100, £1 per

iti, per 5000 seeds.

,, BIFOLIA, Murray: is. M. per

{,1 per

DOUGLASII, var. glauca, Roezl: is. per 100, 8s. per

1000 £,^ los. per 5000 seeds.

ABIES COMMUTATA, Parlatore : 4s, per 1000, 15s. per

5000 seeds.

PINUS ARISTATA, Engelmann : 6s. per 100 seeds.

.. FLEXILIS, lames : is. bd. per 100. 12s. per 1000 seeds.

DEFLEXX. Torrey: is. per 100, 8s. per 1000 seeds.

PICEA LASIOCARPA VERA: 2s. per 100, i6s. per 1000.

per 5000 seeds.

,, „ MACROCARPA: is. bd. per 100, 12s. per 1000.

£.2 los. per 5000 seeds.

PINUS LAMBERTIANA : is. per 100, 7s. id. per 1000 seeds.
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BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS,
^ OBTAINED DIRECT FROM HIM THIS SEASON.

^CkAyfjth^ ORIGINALLY SENT OUT BY

Saved by Mr. Betteridge
;

ORIGINALLY SENT OUT BY

Mr. BETTERIDGE'S NEW ASTERS,
DUKE OF EDINBURGH, DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH, IMPROVED OXONIAN, &c.

In consequence of a. statement in the Seed Catalogue of a Provincial House, that "the raiser has again consigned to us his entire Stock" of

the above new Asters, and which statement being totally unfounded in fact, Messrs. i {0/^M.'^l^'jaJ^ consider it necessary to publish the

following letter, received from Mr. Betteridge, the raiser of these celebrated Asters :—

^^^^^^l^g^ " The Common Hill, Chipping Norton,

Mr. Betteridge's ^^^^^^^^^^^ "Messrs. James Carter & Co., ''February, 1875.

TU-p-nr c-A-RT-B'TTT'Q iffi^^^^^^JS^S^^^^^M^ " Gentlemen,—In accordance with your esteemed order I

^^^^^^W^^i^ >i>°'^^^rl^^SMl ^^^^ ^^"' y*^ ^^ hxxik of Seed of my " Betteridge's Aster," including the

j^^^^E^" ^
-f '^r»??1?S^^^ ^^^ ^^^ beautiful crimson colour with pale guard-petals, and which, I

ffli^^^^S-^' I v!:/'
'^

'',~"'ir ~^''''~fflSP^^ presume, is the one sent out and named by you this year, 'Duke of
Duke of Connaught, ^^^Sj", f«-

' ( "^ - J^Mg "
'

„ . .
.' ^ ' '

^^^^^^Ayisc /Sw^B Connaught." This I consider a very superior variety.—I am, &c.,

Duke of Edinburgh, ^^^^^C ^^^ (Signed) "JAMES BETTERIDGE."

Duchess of Edinburgh, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 DUKE of CONNAUGHT (offered this season for the first time by us). Thc''entire

jj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^O^ surface is of a pure vivid crimson colour, with pale guard-petals ; one of the

X-'^fSl^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^r^j-'^ most brilliant flowers ever introduced . . .

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

..26
tiTWfm^Mm^n^V'^ improved OXONIAN, rich purple, with pure white eye 10
^^\WM^ik^/^W'~^'-\ ^,^,^

DUCHESS of EDINBURGH, rich crimson, with pure white eye 16
Improved Oxonian. ^^ _ f^ ^—^^y 1^^^^ duke of Edinburgh, bright rose, with pure white eye 16

\^ ^ '^
^ "^ -^^^Z 18 splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster , , . . . . the collection 3 6

^ \^^) ^2 splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster , , . , . . ,, 26
^^^^^1. ^r

^~^ CAUTION.—Bach packet of these Asters is impressed with our Trade Mark,
n - ^ r V i '^'' -^ without which none are genuine.

'CkJutDL0 The Queen's Seedsmen, 237, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

'' PRINCE'S ROSES
ON

CULTIVATED SEEDLING BRIAR.
George Prince offers the undermentioned Twenty-five finest Exhibition

and Garden varieties of DWARF ROSES, in splendid plants, for 25^.,

package included :

—

ANNIE wood,
baron HAUSSMAN,
COUNTESS of oxford,
DEVIENNE LAMY,

DR. ANDRfi,
CAMILLE BERNARDIN,
DUPUY JAMAIN,
EMILIE HAUSBERG,

ELIZA BOELLE,

ETIENNE LEVET,

LA FRANCE,

EXPOSITION DE ERIE,

MAURICE BERNARDIN,
MAD. LAURENT.
MDLLE. E. VERDIER,
MAD. C. CRAPELET,

MARIE BAUMANN,
MARIE RADY.
MAR. CASTELLANE,
MONS. NOMAN,
MONS. WOOLFIELD,
MONS PAUL NERON,
REINE BLANCHE,
VICTOR VERDIER,
MARfiCHAL NIEL.

Also the following Twelve newer varieties for 25^'., package included :

—

AUGUSTE RIGOTARD,
CLAUDE LEVET,
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH (Bennet),

ETIENNE DUPUY (Level),

ETIENNE LEVET,
LE HAVRE,
MADAME LACHARME,
MADAME GEO. SCHWARTZ,
ANTONIA DECARLI (Tea),

THOMAS MILLS,
ANNA OLIVIER (Tea),

MARECHAL NIEL.

14, MARKET STREET, OXFORD,
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

The date or locality not having been fixed for

/he Provincial Show this season,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, in reply to repeated

enquiries, that

BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CAKTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOR VEGETABLES,

SOUTH Kensington" on Wednesday,
July 7, 1875.

CARTER'S NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(with Dark-coloured Foliage

J, is. 6d.

A seedling variety of that type of dwarf N asturtium originated

by us, viz, , the dark-foliaged or King of Tom Thumb section,

the popularity of which is now universal—from the fact of their

bright colours contrasted with dark foliage, compact habit, and
duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in effect to

bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety now offered

is quite unique and distinct—pure pink shaded with carmine

—

and forms an effective contrast with the varieties already in

culti

tXA^tDhiJ

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,
«37 anti 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1S75.

A HOLIDAY IN NOEWAY.
(CoH/inutdjromp. 170.)

'~I~'HE whole surface of the plateau seems to

-L have been exposed to the crushing action of

an enormous glacier, which in its passageground

the rock as a mill breaks grain in the first revo-

lution of the stone, some portions being com-
pletely pulverised, the others being left in dis-

jointed fragments. The rock masses exposed

to view are all more or less rounded and worn.

Sections of the mounds of debris through which

the road has been carried exhibit boulders of

gneiss, micaceous schist, granite, and various

examples of metamorphic rock, imbedded in

gravel and sand, offering in a limited space

numerous speciinens interesting to the minera-

logist. After crossing this rather dreary but

exceedingly interesting mountain, a gradual

descent commences towards the south. The
exposed sides of the hill still show the

direction of the glacial river ; the dislocated

masses are larger and still varied, and afford

examples of hornblende, red granite, striped

gabbro, glimmer gneiss, and other forms of rock.

Fir woods now line the road : the rude and waste-

ful way in which timber has been felled in this

upland district shows how much its value is

reduced by a sparse population and a difficult

or non-existent water carriage ; but waste is

inexcusable—cut off 3 feet from the ground the

stump is left to rot, while trees lie rotting on all

sides. The forest in parts seemed sadly to

require provident official supervision.

The small new station of Gravedalen, con-

veniently situated on the hill-side, gave me an
opportunity of changing horses. Although
taken from the grazing ground amongst the

rocks, and utterly ignorant of the taste of

corn, the willing animal dashed along at a

great rate : his speed was almost tantalising,

for he shot with uncontrollable rapidity past

fine scenery — beautiful masses of rock, glit-

tering with mica, plants, mosses, and lichens.

The water that rested in placid pools on

the plateau of the mountain escapes on its

southern face, and, forcing its way at first down
a narrow tortuous channel, gradually in-

creases in volume, sometimes tuinbling in

cascades where the rock is precipitous, some-

times brawling and foaming down the rocky

bed, swift and destructive. At one place the

stream roars through a narrow pass cut

through the bard granite rock, where it is

spanned by a bridge. Nothing can be finer

than the rocky banks of the river at this place.

The road is excellent all the way, and leads by
easy inclines far down into a valley, where
houses and fields and signs of cultivation

appear. The river, no longer tumultuous, flows

peacefully and broadly through green meadows,
which are an agreeable relief from the scenes so

recently passed, displaying so strongly the stern

examples of untrammelled Nature, and which

are indeed instructive to look upon sometimes.

The road again winds by wooded heights, on
which huge blocks of rock lie tossed in con-

fused masses. Emerging from the serried ranks

of Spruce that form the staple of the forest,

an open and cultivated valley lies before us,

through which a stream passes. Turning from

the high-road v;e approach a cluster of build-

ings, the most prominent of which is the station

of Tomlevolden. A very evident improvement

takes place in the character of the houses of

entertainment as we advance towards the

southern capital— Tomlevolden is a present

instance in its arrangements and accominoda-

tions ; it is certainly a great improvement on

establishments farther North. Having found

the trout especially good, one of my first

inquiries was invariably foryfj/'— and here, close

by waters famous for fish, I was told there was
none in the larder ; and, I suppose, observing

my disappointment, the landlord went off with

a sack, and was not long before he returned

with two fine fish—one a lake trout of 12

to 14 lb.

Fir woods spread widely over the country

between this station and Christiania, giving it

the appearance of a vast forest, occasional

clearings occurring with tolerable regularity.

Towards the lower part of the slope of the hill

the individual trees appear to increase in vigour

and altitude. Some lovely groups of Birch

stood in clusters in the more open land below

the station.

In our highly cultivated country it is rare to

find forests that have escaped the controlling

hand of man, or that have not been brought
into existence by his means. It is all the more
interesting to visit these wild Norwegian woods
of Fir and Pine, in which we may see the slow

but inevitable operation of the law that ordains

the destruction of the weak, the survival of the

strong, and where similar results in the produc-

tion of timber are attained as when the energies

and intelligence of man have been brought to

bear upon the subject. In the one case the

waste of life and material according to our view

is excessive, as in the struggle for supremacy
that is perpetually going on the old, the weak,

the unhealthy are thrust on one side to perish—
the result of their decay, assisted by insect

agency, being to fertilise the ground. In the

other case we direct, appropriate, and apply to

economic purposes, apart from the sustenance

of the forest, all that we deem in excess of an
estimated proportion. Nature destroys to save.

In these natural forests we find in various

groups trees of every age and size attainable by
the Fir tribe ; the tall and vigorous trees that

have fought out the problem of might over-

topping the less robust seem to revel in the

advantage they have gained. Trees of less

altitude within this group show signs of languish-

ing—they are gradually losing the free exposure

they love and the soil that sustains them

;

others, again, of lesser growth, have already

perished, and seedlings of a year old have

sprung up, finding breathing space amidst the

wreck of the decaying trees above them ; and
thus the great struggle for existence goes on

unceasingly. Beneath the trees, and completely

covering the ground, there is a great pile-carpet

of moss, hypnum, sphagnum, and here and
there Lycopodium clavatum, taking little from

the ground but largely from the atmosphere ;

the decay of these mosses gives to the ground

the vegetable /rtiS^/zcOT required for fertility ; and

yet another influence is at work—colonies of the

great ant have reared their habitations thickly

through the forest. These creatures assist in

the destruction of decaying vegetable matter,

and in their turn enrich the land that supports

them. Streaming like hair from every dead and
living bough, the Pine moss, Usnea longissima,

waves its long green tresses, and gives the wood
a strange and weird appearance.

It would be difficult to overrate the economic

value of the Birch tree to the people of Norway,

as it would be impossible to enumerate all the

purposes to which it is applied. It affords the

requisite material for all descriptions of furni-

ture and fancy articles ; its boughs feed the stock

during the winter ; its bark roofs the houses,

forming a durable and weather-proof covering—^

indeed, it is said to last forty years ; its thinner

shoots are twisted and replace cordage ; it is

used in harness ; hobbles are made that no

horse can break ; it fastens the oar to the thole*
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pin in boats, it binds up fences, it hinges

gates. It is a circumstance to be remarlved

that the bark is exceedingly thick, much thicker

than Birch bark is in England, and in its sub-

stance can be detected a gummy secretion,

developed by the tree to a much greater extent

than in countries less inclement. It would seem
that trees, like animals, don a thicker covering

to preserve the parts where the vital energies

are most active.

The Spruce, Abies excelsa, has a wide range
in Norway. Altitude does not altogether govern
its distribution. Its occurrence and absence in

certain districts are not easily explicable; exhaus-
tion of the ground may in some instances

explain its extinction. About Bergen it was
largely felled by the people established by the

Hanseatic League, and the forests have not
been restored, although much required. The
best and most vigorous trees that came under
my observation were growing on the rocky
slopes of mountains, where the broken and
scattered masses of rock had arrested the waste
that vegetation and atmospheric action gradually

produces.

The trade in timber is of considerable import-
ance — 40,000 tons of shipping are annually
employed in its exportation from Drammen
alone. Its employment in the smelting of iron

is restricted, and wisely, as an abundant supply
of wood is essential to the very existence of the

nation.

Before I pass from this subject I may remark
that a correspondent of the Garden, writing

under the heading of " The Scotch Pine,"

puts himself to the trouble of correcting what
he supposes to be a mistake in my remarks
regarding the relative magnitude of Pinus
sylvestris in England and Norway. He un-
wittingly furnishes me with an additional illus-

tration of what I said—which must be clear

enough to any ordinary reader—that finer ex-

amples of both Pinus sylvestris and the Spruce
J'ir could be found in England than on their

native hills—England being understood to
mean the United Kingdom, and their native
hills Norway. And this writer from the North,
who is so irate at the supposed slight put
upon his country, is probably unaware that
Pinus sylvestris, or what is called the Scotch
Pine, is indigenous to Norway, and, growing
there, is strictly on its native hills. William
Ingram, Belvoir.

{To hs continued!)

New Garden Plants.
PolYsTichum lepidocaUlon (Aspidlum lepido-

caulon, Hooker^ Sp. FiL iv. 12, t. Z17 ; Hooker and
Baker

J
Syn. Fil. 250).*

This remarkable Fern, which is a native of Japan
and Tsus-Sima, has been recently introduced to our
gardens by Mr. B. S. Williams, of HoUoway, from
whose plant our illustration (fig. 36) is taken. The
plant has at first sight all the aspect of a Cyrtomium, and,
in fact, it comes near to that genus in the occasional
though rare and casual anastomosing of the veins,

which are nevertheless so generally free that we prefer

to place it in Polystichum. It is an evergreen Fern
of moderate size, the fronds being a foot or more in

length, narrow, but broadest at the base, and either

acuminate at the apex, or prolonged and proliferous,

as is the case with the form introduced by Mr. Wil-
liams. The pinnae are narrow, lanceolate-falcate,

with a sharp auricle, in this respect resembling P.

falcinellum, but with the pinn^ more distant. The
sori form a line on both sides of and near the rachis,

supplemented sometimes by another exterior shorter

line near the base. The dimorphous and fringed

brown scales of the stipes are remarkable, and have
suggested the name ; similar scales are continued
thickly up the rachis, and are also scattered more
sparingly over the under surface of the frond.

* Polystichum lepidocaulon.—Fronds elongate-ovate, length-
ened, and often proliferous at point, pinnated, aubcoriaceous

;

pinnse rather numerous, almost sessile, auriculate on the anterior
side ; the auricle triangular, tapered off below, 2— 3 inches long,
falcately lanceolate, acuminate, entire or obscurely crenate

;

upper pinnse diminishing, and at length confluent into the pin-
natifid apex ; sori mostly in two rows near the midrib ; stipes

and rachis densely clothed with lar^^e, broad, ovate-acummate,
ciliated dark brown scales, intermixed with large subulate
^pleading ones,

This Fern will probably prove a hardy plant, or, if

not, will certainly grow freely in a cold greenhouse.

As a garden plant, it will surely be appreciated for its

beauty, of which our figure gives a good representa-

tion, while its evergreen character will make it all

the more desirable from a decorative point of view.

T, Moore.

Vanda undulata, Lindl.'^

The flowers of this Vanda are nearly stellate. The
very mucli undulated lanceolate sepals and petals make
one think of some small Methouica ; both those

organs are rather fleshy, cream-white, the ends of the

sepals green. The side lacinice of the nearly boat-

shaped lip is greenish, with brown stripes internally
;

the middle part of it has a purplish middle line, and
some fresh stripes are to be seen in the internal basilar

hollow, where are also some very short hairs. The
flowers do not exceed those of a good variety of
Odontnglossum nscvium.

This plant is an extraordinary curiosity. For many
years—since 1858^—it was only known to the scien-

tific world by Dr. Lindley's short description. He
called it a fine addition ; he had, however, never
seen the plant—he only saw a drawing out of the

Cathcartian collection, obtained by the kindness of

Dr. Hooker. Thus matters stood for a very long

time, when last year the unexpected plant appeared
in England, in the garden of the Earl of Lovelace,

East Horsley Towers, Ripley, Surrey, grown by Mr.
R. Miller, who has been so kind as to send me, just

now, an inflorescence and a leaf. Mr. Miller knows
nothing about its origin, save that it comes from India.

After all the plant is a great botanic curiosity, but not

what amateurs like, though the shining foliage would
appear rather nice, I have placed the species under
Fieldia, which I accept as a separate genus ; but I do
not care to trouble amateurs with my private views,

the more so as amateurs will ever be high Tories,

keeping up a certain aristocratic conservatism. H. G.

Rchb.J.

ROSE CULTURE AND OTTO
OF ROSES.

It is much to be regretted that there exist no

official records or trustworthy information on the

culture of Roses for making "attar" or otto.

Private enterprise, however, has to a certain extent

lately supplied the want, and the following particulars,

compiled from data furnished to iSIr. Dupuis, Her
Britannic Majesty's Vice-Consul at Adrianople, by

Messrs. Pappazoglou Brothers, horticulturists and
Rose oil merchants of Constantinople and Kazan] Ik,

the latter being the centre of the Rose-growing district,

may not be uninteresting to our readers.

The Rose plant is cultivated largely in the northern

parts of Roumelia (ancient Thrace), at the foot of the

Balkan Mountains, where it thrives in a sandy soil

on sloping land well exposed to the rays of the sun.

The process of planting takes place during spring

and autumn, as follows :

—

Young Rose twigs are torn (not cut) from the
parent plant, so that each twig may carry with it a
portion of the adhering roots. Parallel trenches are

then dug about 5 feet apart and I foot in depth and
breadth, in which the twigs are aid almost horizon-
tally, so as to form a continuous row ; the whole is

covered with earth from the sides of the trenches,

and well trodden down, care being taken to mix with
the covering earth a fair proportion of manure.
The process of planting being thus completed,

young shoots will, under iavourable circumstances,
appear at the end of about six months, and if the
earth be then carefully loosened about their base they
soon develope themselves rapidly. In twelve months
the plants attain to a height of some 12 or 13 inches,

and at the end of the second year yield a few blossoms,
and begin to assume a bushy appearance ; in the
third year the yield of blossom is turned to account,
and at the end of the fifth the plants attain their

greatest vigour, having reached an average height of
about 6 feet.

The Rose plant is not pruned as is the Vine, but
care is taken to free it from dead and withered
branches whenever they may chance to appear, and
the earth about the roots is loosened and turned over
about four times a year, the manure being renewed at

least once in two years.

Harvesting commences in the month of May and
lasts some twenty days, during which the process of
distillation is carried on. The flowers are gathered

* I'atida Jiiuiiilata, Lindl.~-FoMis ligulatis valdt
apice obtuse ac insqualiter bilobis ; racemis paucifloris ; floribus
approximatis ; bracteis trianguiis ovariis pedicellatis muUoties
brevioribus ; sepalis tepalisque cuneato lanceolatis aculis undu-
latis letlexis ; labetlo trifido ; lacinis lateralibus semi-oblongis
ima basi cum columna brevi truncata connatis ; fundo cymbi-
formi ; lacinia antica valJe carnosa crassa triangula sub apice
conico carnuso gutturosa ; callo depresso quadrato valde obscuro

fundo
; pilis quibusdahi asperulis in linea mediana superiors.

P-42..-Vanda undtilata, Lindl., Proc. Linn. Sqc,

in the early morning by hand, detaching each blossom
from its stem without touching the unopened bud, and
this operation is repeated day by day until the plants

are entirely denuded of their flowers. When the

crop is abundant, and the flowers cannot be gathered
during the morning, it unfortunately happens that

a great part of the blossoms is necessarily much
exposed to the sun, in which case the yield, besides

being inferior in quality, is hastened in the process of

distillation, and a consequent deterioration in the

essence ensues. Whereas if the flowers develope
slowly, and the work is not unduly hurried, the

reverse is the case.

The process of extracting the attar or Rose-oil is

somewhat primitive, the appliances consisting mainly
of a convex copper boiler, narrowed at the top to a
neck surmounted by a head-piece fitting into it, from
which a straight condensing tube passes through a

tub of cold water into a receiver. The bjiler con-

tains probably about 240 lb. of water, and the

principle consists in the distillation of this water
mixed with a proportionate quantity of Roses,
generally about 25 lb,, the boiler being then about
three-fourths full. The steam engendered by this

process carries with it volatilised particles of the
flowers, the result being a troubled and somewhat
murky fluid, familiarly known to us as Rose-water.

The process is then repeated until a quantity of liquid

equal only in weight to the mass of Roses originally

put in the boiler is obtained, when the residuum is

emptied out, and the operation gone over again with
a fresh g:ithering of flowers.

So far, however. Rose-water only is obtained, and
in order to extract the essence this is subjected to further

distillation, until the fluid is so far condensed that a
yellowish liquid is perceived to be floating on its

surface, which is the attar or essential oil of Roses,
which is collected by means of a funnel-shaped spoon
provided with a small aperture sufficient to allow the

free passage of the water without permitting the oil to

escape.

The yield of the Rose crop, and the quality of the

Rose, of course vary greatly under favourable or un-

favourable circumstances, but it may be stated that on
an average it requires 72001b. of flowers to produce
about 2\ lb. of attar.

No precise information seems to exist in Turkey as

to the true botanical name of the plant yielding the

attar ; it suffices for the growers to know that they pos-

sess the plant. But Dr. Hochstetter, of Vienna, in a
report to the Geographical Society of that city in 1S69,

observes that the most important species of Roses
planted in the Vilayet are the R. damascena, R,
sempervirens and R. moschata, and that the last-

named affords the chief ingredient of the attar.

The natives are unable to determine for themselves
the names of the three varieties, and doubts exist as

to whether the R. sempervirens can be grown for the

purposes of distillation. C, P. [Mr. Baker has
recently determined that the Balkan specimens are

mainly composed of Rosa damascena. See yoitrn,

BoLt n. s., iv, 8, Eds.]

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY,

{Contlnncdfromp. 139.)

IV.

—

On the Botanical Characteristics of
THE Zones of He,^t.

When we have ascertained what is technically

called the habitat of a species, whether it be a road-

side plant, or a swamp plant, or a parasite, or an

inhabitant of woods or meadows, the next thing to do

is to study the flexibility of its constitution in regard

to heat. Over about half the area of the land, that

is to say, within the torrid zone, and for a space

beyond its limits, heat plays only a secondary part

in plant distribution, because there is always as much
heat anywhere as any plant needs to grow with, and

there is no danger of its being checked in its growth

or killed by cold. Within this tract moisture is the

main determining agent in plant distribution, but,

taking the earth as a whole, the distribution of heat is

the most important element of influence.

Orders, genera, and species are very different in

the flexibility of their constitution, and in the amount
of change to which they can adapt themselves. Out
of the 200 known natural orders, there is but a small
proportion that are thoroughly at home in all the
four zones of heat. We have examples of orders that

sweep the whole range of the four zones in Compositse,
Leguminosce, Cyperacese, Graminese, Ferns, Rosacepe,

OnagraccL-e, Naiadaceee, Scrophulariacese, Plantagi-

nacece, Saxifragace^e, Equisetace^e, and Lycopodiacete
—some of which are large orders, and some small, but
all of them are thoroughly cosmopolitan, being repre-

sented in all latitudes and longitudes. Out of the

10,000 known genera the number that sweep the

whole range is very small. We have examples of

such in Senecio. Lotus, Rubus, Polygala, Potamo^
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Ceton, Gnapbalium, Plantago, Typlia, Oxal'is, and
Nasturtium. Of species thoroughly at home in all

four it is clifficuU to fmd a satisfactory example.

Some aquatics, like Ceratophylluni demersum, Pota-

mogeton lucens, pectinatus, and pusillus, are the mobt
thoroughly independent of solar heat of all known
plants, and extend their range into all the four zones.

Amongst land plants a few annual weeds, Ferns, and
small perennial herbs, such as Cerastium glomeratum,
Capsella bursa-pastoris, Sonchus arvensis, S. asper,

S. oleraceus, Plantago major, Aspidium aculeatum,

Nephrodium Fillxmas, and Athyrium FiUx-fcemina,

pass within the bounds of all the four zones, but none
of these can fairly be considered as more than stragglers

into the warmest. Pteris aquilina is plentiful in the

woods on the banks of the Amazon, and gets up
into Lapland, but generally stops short on the hills

at the upper limit of cultivation. Of species quite at

home in the three warmer zones we have many
instances amongst water plants, perennial herbs, and
annual weeds, such as Ruppia maritima, Typha
angustifolia, Lemna minor, Drosera longifolia, Oxalis

corniculata, Bidens bipinnata, Solanum nigrum,

Gnaphalium luteo-album, Elephantopus scaber,

Mikania scandens, Pan'icum Crus-galil, Juncus tenuis,

Cyiiodon Dactylon, and Eragrostis poreoides. But none
of the plants which are cultivated on a grand scale for

the use of man, and no shrubby or woody plants, are

sufficiently flexible in constitution to grow in more
than two out of these four heat-zones.

Probably at least three-quarters of the known
species are concentrated in the two warmer zones. It

does not always follow that in any tract of country
where there is a luxuriant vegetation there is a great

number of species, or that the number of species is

always small when the vegetation is poor. We have
a good instance to the contrary of the last of these two
propositions in Cape Colony, which consists to a large

extent of grassy plains and barren sandy deserts, and
which yet produces nearly as many species of plants as

Europe within about a quarter of its geographical area.

We have a case of a small flora constituting a luxuriant

vegetation in Ireland, where the number of species is

not more than 1000, and where a few heath and
swamp species growing in enormous quantity cover

large tracts of surface. For about 40" on each side

of the equator—that is to say, till we reach the polar

boundary of the warm-temperate zone—there is not

any lowering of the average number of flowering

plants in a given area, and that number is larger than

it is anywhere else in the world. But as soon as we
pass from the two warmer of the four heat- zones into

the region where winter comes in as a real check to

vegetation, the number of species begins to lessen,

and it goes on lessening in about the same proportion

as the winter increases in length and intensity, till at

last the flora within the whole round of the arctic

circle falls short of 800 flowering plants.

Taking these four heat-zones one by one, the

following are their principal characteristics :

—

I. T/ie Torrid, or Intertropical Zoiw, includes a belt

round the world 3300 miles broad, with the equator

for its centre, and, of the total 52,000,000 square

miles of land, takes up not less than 21,000,000

square miles, or about two-fifths of the whole, about

half of which is included in tropical Africa, and the

other half almost equally divided between tropical

America and tropical Asia, including along with the

latter Polynesia and tropical Australia.

Of this 20,000,000 square miles a large part is not

suitable for the production of plants under a con-

tinuous torrid heat. In the immense compact mass
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of tropical Africa in particular, thqre is a vast tract of

arid desert, and in the heart of South America there

is also much bare sandy desert country ; but in the

Asiatic and Polynesian portion of the zone the rela-

tive distribution of sea and land is eminently con-

ducive to plant growth ; and in those regions where
moisture and soil are suitable, such as the Gold
Coast and Senegal in Africa—in Asia, the jungles of

Ceylon, the Bombay ghauts, the Neilgherries, Birma,
the Malay peninsula, Java, Borneo, and Sumatra

—

the numberless islands of Polynesia—in America, the
dense pHmeval forests of the banks of the Amazon
and its tributaries, Nicaragua, Panama, the West
Indies, and the belt along the coast of Brazil from
Pernambuco to Rio Janeiro, which constitutes the
regio dryadiim of Martius, we have an energy and
richness and luxuriance of forest vegetation far

beyond that of any other part of the world.
The leading features that give the characteristic

general tone to the vegetable physignomy of the inter-

tropical zone are the following :— r. The richness

and luxuriance of the forest-vegetation in these

favourable places ; huge trees whose evergreen leaves

form overhead a covering of perpetual shade which
the sun's rays cannot penetrate, bound together by
tangled masses of interlacing woody climbers, and
the fallen trunks and rocks overgrown, not, as in tem-
perate regions, by mosses and lichens, but by climb-
ing Ferns, Arolds, Bromeliacece, Orchids, and other
monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous epiphytes. 2.

The large proportion of the total number of plants

that are either trees or shrubs, not herbs, even the
annuals that spring up during the rainy season, such
as Corchorus, Grewia, Sesbania, Sida, Triumfetta,
and Crotalaria, assuming a half-shrubby character,

like the bushes of temperate regions. 3. The variety

of the forest vegetation, different kinds of trees,

climber and epiphyte being so mixed up together
that it is often difficult for a collector to see to what
a fallen fruit belongs — the woods being made not
of a large number of trees of the same kind, like

our European Pine woods, Oak woods, and Birch
woods, or the same bush covering large tracts of
surface, like our Heather, Furze, and Brambles. 4.

The absence of greensward and terrestrial mosses
and lichens. 5. The presence of arborescent Ferns
and monocotyledons, which are almost confined to
this intertropical zone, and several of which. Palms,
Bamboos, Tree Ferns and Pandani, are types that
strongly affect the general aspect of the vegetation.
6. The presence in the forests of a crowd of climbing
shrubs, principally dicotyledons, a type of form which
is almost restricted to this zone. Of these we have
examples in PauUinia, Serjania, Gouania, Lygodium,
Ficus, Echites, and a crowd of LeguminosL^e, Malpig-
hiacete, and Bignoniacece, 7. The presence of several

peculiar types, composed of a large number of species,

which possess in common a highly differentiated

aspect, as Peppers, Begonias, Gingers, epiphytic
Orchids, Bromeliacea; (confined to America), Figs
and Dorstenias. S. The presence on muddy sea-

shores of groves of interlacing trees, with broad entire

coriaceous leaves, as Rhizophora, Bruguiera, Ceriops,
Avicennia and Barringtonia.

We cannot count the whole flora of this zone at

less than 40,000 species, already known, out of a total

of 100,000 in the world. Only a small proportion of
these extend their range beyond one of the three

great continents, and a considerable part of its area

still remains to be botanically explored, and there are

in our herbaria crowds of species yet unnamed and
undescribed. The following natural orders are either

restricted to this zone, or run out rapidly when its

bounds are crossed, viz., Anonacece, MenispermaceK,
Capparidacere, Bixacete, Guttifera;, Bombaces, Dipte-
rocarpace^e, Vochysiacece, Malpighiacex, Simarube?e,
Ochnacece, Burseracece, Meliacere, Sapindacere, Dal-
bergiea;, Sophorese, Ceesalpine^, ChrysobaIane:e,
Connaracece, Melastomace^e, Lecythide^e, Turnerace^,
Passifloracese, Rhlzophoreos, Cinchonece, Vernoniacene,
Eupatoriaceae, Sapotacece, Ebenacese, Myrsinacea;,

Apocynaceae, Loganiacece, Cordiacere, Gesnerace^e,

Cyrtandrace^e, shrubby Verbenaceze, Acanthacece,
Lauracese, Myristlcacefe, Artocarpece, Morece, Palms,
Pandanacece, epiphytic Orchidaceae, Zingiberace^,
MarantaceK, Commelynace;:e, Smilace?s, Dioscore-
aceoe, Podostemace^e, Burmanniacece, Chloride??,

Panicere, Andropogone^e, Cyatheacea^, Hymenophyl-
lacece, and Marattiaceas.

Amongst large genera concentrated here not included

in the orders already mentioned are Grewia, Sida,

Corchorus, Zizyphus, Crotalaria, Tephrosia, Mucuna,
Mimosa, Vigna, Eugenia, Loranthus, Bluraea,

Hyptis, Ipomcea, Plectranthus, Physalis, Phyllanthus,

Croton, Coccoloba, Pilea, Elatostemma, Dorstenia,

Pisonia, Boerhaavia, Cyperus, Fimbristylis, Eragrostis,

Lindsaya, and Adiantum.
Of plants cultivated on a large scale for the use of

man the following are more or less characteristic of

the intertropical zone. Amongst roots yielding farina

the Yam, Batatas, Tacca, Arrow-root, Manihot,
Caladium, and Colocasia ; the various Palms and
Cycads from the pith of which sago is made (Sagus

Phcenix, Corypha, Cycas). Of farinaceous grains,

Rice, Maize, Arachis, Voandezia, Sorghum, Penicil-

laria, Eleusine coracana, Panicum miliaceum and
frumentorum, Poa abyssinica, Trapa, Cajanus,
Phaseolus Mungo, and Dolichos Lablab. Amongst
Nuts, the Cocoa-nut and Brazil-nut. Amongst fruits,

the Mango, Custard- apple, Guava, Jambosa, Bread-
fruit, Banana, Date, Tamarind, Papaw, Granadilla,

Jujube, Averrhoa, and Betel-nut. Amongst dyes and
scents. Vanilla, Gamboge, Indigo, Logwood, and
Henna. Amongst oil-yielding plants, the Oil-Palm
(Elais), Sesamum and Castor-oil. Of beverages. Coffee

and Cocoa. ; Of spices. Sugar, Nutmegs, Cloves,

Cinnamon, and Capsicum. Of fibre-yielding plants.

Cotton, Corchorus, Broussonetia, and Sanseviera ; and
amongst valuable woods, Rosewood, Teak, and
Ebony. J. G. B.

A PLEA FOR MOSSES.—I.

I DO not remember to have ever seen the mosses in

greater beauty than they were in January, Probably,

owing to the long-continued frost and snow, to which

we have been of late years unaccustomed, the eye got

weary of colour and was ravenous for green {in botany

white is reckoned a colour and green is none), and the

cleansing and fertilising effects of a top-dressing of

snow are very apparent on this class of cryptogamic

plants. Whatever be the reason, they were unusually

vivid and fine, and I was stirred up to refresh my very

scanty knowledge of them, acquired ong ago.

One would think that botany can only be prose-

cuted in summer, or at best spring, as it is always in

these seasons that beginners commence. Now I do
not think that a Tulip (the first flower given to the

botanical student) will be found more difficult to

handle and dissect if the eye has been trained to see

and observe the various species of our common mosses

for a couple of months previously. No preparation of

shining vasculum, with stiff leather strap and deadly

sharp spud, is needful _: pockets, eyes, and hands, are

all that is required. True, a microscope will alone

exhibit certain portions and distinctions in these

minute plants ; but let us begin with surely know-
ing those we see with our naked eye everywhere, in the

country, in the outskirts of towns, in the most ex-

hausted town square gardens, back greens, paved yards,

boundary walls of stone or brick, or roofs of tile or

slates. No town hedge or paHng is too scrubby for

mosses, and, in short, there is no excuse for not find-

ing mosses, if only there is the wish to do so.

The study of mosses or other cryptogamic vegetation

is more likely to make a botanist than that of any other
class of plants. All the year round they can be studied

.

If inconvenient to examine them when first collected,

they will keep an unlimited time ; even when dried for

the herbarium, sprinkling and moistening will renovate
them ; and as for travelling, they certainly are the easiest

plants to collect and carry about. It is not to be ex-

pected that the amateur will ever master every species

of even one genus. Of Hypnum alone there are

above ninety species in Britain, but there is no
difficulty in distinguishing a Hypnum from a

Bryum, a Polytrichum from Bartramia, a Dicranum
from a Grimmia, Fontinalis from a Tortula, &:c. ; nor
does it require much knowledge to know that we need
not look for Sphagnum overrun with Drosera ro-

tundifolia (Sundew), and Vaccinium Oxycoccos (Cran-

berry) on the top of a wall, or Tortula and Grimmia
associated with Draba verna (Whitlow-grass) and
Sedum acre (Stonecrop) in a bog, nor Polytrichum in

running streams with Fontinalis antipyretica. This
last is a very interesting moss, and grows rapidly in a
fresh-water aquarium, even when not attached to

a stone, but it is best to select a nice tuft growing on
afragment of rock of suitable size for the dish.

All plants look best growing in their natural states

and localities ; but mosses lose less than any other
tribe when transplanted, and to familiarise oneself

with the different species it is essential to have them
actually under one's eye. This is most easily done,
and they form, I was going to say, the most beautiful

groups for the room. They cannot be killed, are no
trouble, bear utter neglect, and cause no mess or litter.

When sprinkled or watered with a fine rose (which is

all the care they require, even when kept to fruit for

identification of a doubtful specimen) the mosses have
their own delightful woodland open-air smell.

We have had several common Fern-glasses filled

with different sorts for weeks past, and they are a
constant source of interest and admiration, particularly

at night when the strong light from a green-shaded
reading lamp is thrown down on them ; then, indeed,

it is like fairyland, and, of course, one can enjoy their

beauty without knowing their names or peculiarities,

but that is a very curtailed enjoyment. The first point

is to collect them yourself, and then there is no chance
of forgetting where and how they grow. One dish, 13
inches in diameter, contains about two score of nice

patches, viz., the largest British moss, Polytrichum

commune (Hair-moss), with fine fruit, large enough
to catch the eye when walking along a path, and the

only moss whose seed-vessel one can actually handle
without a lens. Pulling off the calyptra or hood, and
exposing the oblong quadrangular capsule or seed-

vessel, one finds how wonderfully tough and persistent

is the seta, or footstalk of mosses ; they continue
standing up long after the capsule casts off its opercu-
lum or lid, and scatters its spores. The seeds have,
however, another protection in the shape of a delicate

fringe at the mouth of the capsule, called the peri-

stome, which comes into use when the operculum has
dropped ofl. Next to this handsome Hair-moss comes
Hypnum sericeum (Feather-moss), pressed against the

side of the glass, so that the beautiful forked way in

which the young portions grow may be seen ; but a
grey wall is the place to see this beauty in perfection,

and the time now, when it is of a bright yellow colour :

the patterns it makes on the stone would be well
worthy of being used for borders of papers, "running
patterns " on muslins, &c. It would be well if the un-

meaning branching lines and dots and holes of
embroidery patterns had "no sale," and mosses
copied from life were used instead, they are so

perfectly suitable and so delicately varied in their

outlines. Hypnum proliferum or tamariscinum (Pro-
liferous Feather-moss) comes next. It is a moss that

always attracts, the distinct feathers of yellow-green
rising well above the creeping stems. One has no
right to expect anything real about an artificial flower,

but it is this Hypnum which is used in imitating Moss
Roses.

There are two grand divisions of mosses : i, those
that have their capsules at the summit of the branches
(terminal) ; and 2, those that have their fruit-stalks

from the side of the branches (lateral). Polytrichum
belongs to the first division, and Hypnum to the

second. A fine dark cushion of Tortula muralis (Wall
Screw-moss) and a bright green one of Bartramia
pomiformis (Common Apple-moss), divide the two
Hypnums in our dish ; both are terminal mosses and
loaded with fruit—the Bartramia capsule is round like

an Apple, that of Tortula is oblong. I am always
sorry to have to cement or lime our walls and copings,

as I love to see them regularly pointed with these

neat tidy mosses of softest texture, or a mass of

bristles stiff to the touch, according to their age.

After rain or a heavy fog one wonders at the

strength of these bristles ; there will be a drop hanging
on the capsule six times its own size and weight, but

the sturdy little seta hardly bends—and cobwebs,
concave and opaque with moisture, and almost hiding

the mosses below them (which webs, if dry, the naked
eye would barely see), are another set of threads that

make one pause and think of the mighty power of
little things. Against the sky these cushion-mosses
show well, and are most conveniently placed to be
seen by sunshine, or in a foggy day, with different

but pleasing effects from either state of weather. The
little Grimmia pulvinata (Grey-cushioned Grimmia) is

better seen on its wall-top than in the glass dish. It

is loaded with fruit, whether ripe or unripe requires a
lens to decide, and more knowledge than the mere
fact of its being a Grimmia requires. Edinburgh is

particularly rich in Grimmias. Mr. Sadler states, in

a paper read before the British Association at the

meeting in 1871, "that perhaps in no district of

equal size in Britain would so large a number of

species of this genus be found." "At one part of

the hill (Arthur's Seat) there is an area of very
limited extent, where the whole of the species which
occur on the hill can be collected in a very few
minutes," eleven species (besides varieties), including

the rare G. anodon, first discovered there as a British

moss, and which, as yet, Mr. Sadler told me, is else-

where only found in Africa.

However, these minute mosses may not be so
attractive to the beginner as some of larger growth.
Bryum ligulatum (Long-leaved Thyme Thread-moss)
is distinct, both in its "elegant tree-like branches
and pale green waved foliage" (Stark's Popular
History of British Mosses—the quotation is, I believe,

a reprint from Smith's Flora), forms a good contrast to

the cushions ; and, next the Bryum, is a solid lump
of Sphagnum rubellum (Bog-moss), out of which I
had not the heart to draw the little evergreen Cran-
berry, easier seen now wlien the bog-mosses are not
at their full growth. In July this Sphagnum will be
in ripe fruit, terminal, and of so bright red a colour
that one has to look close to distinguish Drosera with
its fringed edges of red hairs. S. cymbifolium, of
long straggling growth, is also not at its best ; one
can split with the finger-nail its erect-growing cap-
sule, causing a distinct little sound. The Sphagnums
form a complete variety to Dicranum scoparium
(Broom Fork-moss), which reminds one somewhat of
Polytrichum in its gi'owth and dark green colour ; it

also is one of the terminal division of mosses, is very
common, and has a long beak to the operculum (lid).

Two Hypnums, H. Schreberi (Schreber's Feather-
moss), so common among grass and much used for

packing plants when Sphagnum is not to be had, and
H. striatum (Common Striated Feather-moss), found
everywhere, and a good variety for covering the sur-
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face of pots or lining baskets containing plants as it

can be got in large pieces, fill up the bottom of the

dish, just leaving room for a little cluster of the pretty

"red tipped Itchcn " (Cladonia coccifera) which one
finds in dry portions of bogs and bare places among
the heather, and a group or two of another well

known and attractive lichen, Scyphophorus pyxidatus

(Fairy Cups), frosted and powdered with silver, as it

were.

Such are the most distinctive contents of moss-
dish No. I. In another paper I may note the con-
tents of dish No. 2. F. J, Hope, Wardie Lodge,

Edinburgh.

THE CONSERVATORY AT
LUTON IIOO PARK.

The exterior of the north wing of the fine mansion

at Luton Hoo Park, Bed?, the residence of Gerard

Leigh, Esq., was built by the late Marquis of Bute,

while the interior remained quite unfinished, and

looked like a vast barn without flooring or divisions

of any sort, until the year 1S73, when operations

were commenced, and the whole work of converting

the greater portion into a beautiful chapel, and the

remaining space into a large number of bedrooms,

and, as partially shown in the engraving, they form
a graceful outline, far preferable to the old formal
stand, wiih tier above tier. They are provided with
wire "boxes," the shape of the stand, for Lycopo-
diums, and, in order to keep up a succession, two
sets are supplied; these "boxes," when well fur-

nished, impart a pleasing and refreshing edging. It

will be observed that the legs that support the stands

are set well back, they are, therefore, quite out of the

sweep of ladies' dresses, &c.

To lessen the formality of this structure it was
thought that wire canopies, supported on wire columns,
and creepers trained over them, would enhance its

beauty and interest, which has been fully realised, for

the effect is charming. Of course the creepers are

grown elsewhere, and brought here and tied up. The
whole of this wirework has been substantially

executed by Mr. R. MoUiday, of Portobello Terrace,

Notting Ilill Gate, and reflects great credit on his

abilities as a wireworker and designer.

Most cultivators know full well that structures of

this kind are most diflicult to manage, and they must
have a great deal of care and attention bestowed on
them to be at all successful ; this is in a great measure
due to the dry arid atmosphere and deficiency of light.

However, by a judicious selection of foliage plants with

dry leathery or wiry leaves and Ferns, an interesting

display may be kept up throughout the year. Flower-

in no very important particulars. The following

method is followed out in .Sendai Vaidzu. Boiling

water is got ready in an iron cauldron, over which a

latticework of sticks is placed, and on these some mat-
ting. The sifted rinds of the fruit are then laid out
on the matting and steamed, after which they are

placed in hempen bags and again steamed. The
bag, with its contents, is then put in a wooden trough,

wooden wedges or blocks are inserted in the trough
and driven home on to the bag with heavyblows from
a mallet. An aperture at the bottom of the trough
provides for the egress of the wax. The trough and
wedges are made of Kiaki wood, and the mallets and
blocks of wild Mulberry, a very hard wood, and well

suited to the purpose. A small quantity of oil, in the

proportion of about one-tenth, is added to the wax
to allow of its being expressed nioic easily. It then
goes through another steaming process, and is again

pounded in the trough.

Wax from the Yama'Urushi, or wild Lacquer tree,

is obtained thus :—The fruit is collected at the latter

end of the summer, and is at once steamed without
being pounded wiih a pestle, as is the case with the

Urushi wax. The wax is purified by melting.

A large tub of cold water is taken, and placed under

a wooden tank, having a small aperture close to the

bottom. The melted wax is then poured into this

tank, and escapes through the aperture into the tub

Fig. 37.— conservatory at luton hoc park.

offices, &c. , was finished by the present owner in mag-

nificent style. In order to obtain easy access from the

other portion of the mansion to the chapel it was con-

sidered necessary to continue the already grand corri-

dor the whole length of the house, and, in doing so,

it was deemed advisable to convert the centre part

into a conservatory, so as to obtain more light, which

is the great drawback to this otherwise unique corri-

dor. Unlike the other portion, the ceiling here is

flat and divided into panels, with lanterns in each

panel. On the left-hand side are glass windows, and

on the right is the side wall which separates it from

the dining-room, which is painted with different

subjects in oil, such as Musa Cavendishil in fruit,

Orchids in bloom, Cissus discolor climbing about,

tropical bitds, monkeys, butterflies, &c. Access to

the dining-room is gained through this wall, and

visitors can pass through the conservatory to the

billiard-room, the door of which is seen at the end

of the return path (fig. 37). The floor is paved

with richly-arranged marbles, polished. To prevent

their being stained with dirty water or marked with
' flower-pots it was suggested that wire stands should

be used for the plants ; these stands are provided with

zinc trays with a draw-oIT tap in each, which allows

all stagnant water to be removed, and also prevents it

running through to the floor. There are eight stands,

ing plants, as a rule, do not succeed well, the summer
season especially being the most unfavourable; but the

able gardener, Mr. Budd, has little difficulty in keep-
ing the house gay at this time of the year.

Jfflnrgit Cumspirbcnte.

Japan.—In his report upon the trade of Kanagawa,

Consul Robertson mentions the subject of the Japanese

vegetable wax. The trees from which this wax is

made are the Urushi or Lacquer tree, the Yama-urushi,

the Hage-urushi and the Koga-no-ki. The wax is

made from the rind of the fruit. In places where wax

is manufactured to any great extent the Urushi is not

made use of for its lacquer. As the trees are not cut

for several years, they may be seen in the wax-pro-

ducing districts growing to a height of 35 to 40 feet.

In districts where the trees are used for their lacquer

or varnish, they are cut every seven or ten years.

The mode of obtaining wax from the Urushi or

Lacquer tree is as follows :—Late in the autumn the

branches heavy with fruit are lopped off and taken

into the house. The fruit is pounded up with a pestle

and then shaken in a basket-sieve, so as to separate

seed from rind. From this rind the wax is made.

The mode of expressing it differs here and there, but

beneath. While doing so it is stirred rapidly with

the hand, after which it is placed either in matting or

in shallow boxes, and dried in the open air for about
fifteen days.

The Hage-urushi, from which wax is largely obtained,

grows in the south-western portion of the island.

This tree was first brought from the Loochoo Islands

to Sakurajima, an island near Sakuma. Its pro-

duction has so increased that there are now no less

than seven different species, known as marunsi,

yasutomi, inotsume, ogawa, tanaka, fukiaage, and
matsu-yama, the last-mentioned being regarded as

the best. The Hage-urushi tree is raised from seed

or from slips. Koga wax is made from the fruit of

the Koga tree, which differs from the Urushi and
Hage-urushi trees. It is an evergreen, and is largely

grown in Otsugori, in the northern part of Nagato.
It flowers in the middle of summer, the fruit ripening

in autumn, when it is plucked and soaked in water

for four or five days, after which it is trodden out with

the feet, thus separating the outer rind. This is then

dried and pressed, and the same course pursued as

already described. The Koga wax contains a large

proportion of natural oil, which in a measure restricts

its use to cold and temperate districts. Candles made
of it show a very bright light, and if some contriv-

ance could be hit upon for extracting the oil the

consumption of this wax would be increased, as

it is cheap compared with the other kinds. Refuse

wax is used for manuring purposes.
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Untkes of §ooKs.
The Botanical Magazine has entered upon its

loist volume. It has, we beheve, been issued with

a degree of regularity and punctuality quite un-

paralleled from the date of its first establishment by
Curtis in 17S6, up to the present time. The Services

of the most eminent botanists and artists have always

been secured, and under its present editorship, and
with its present artist, its interest and value are well

maintained. If we were a more excitable nation than

we are, we should ere this have started a centennial

celebration of some sort in honour of this publication

entering upon its second century of volumes. The
February number contains plates of Epidendrum syrin-

gothyrsis, a handsome species with dense spikes of

purplish flowers. The plant is figured from a speci-

men which flowered at Messrs. Veitch's. Lilium

canadense, var. parviim, is supposed to be a small

variety of L, canadense, as its name implies. In any
case it is a pretty species, not unlike an Alstromeria

in habit. The specimen figured was furnished by
Messrs Barr & Sugden. Veronica pinguifolia is a

pretty white flowering shrubby plant, hardy at Kew,
and reminding one somewhat of a Ledum as to its

flowers. Fourcroya Selloa is one of the grand set of

similar plants which flowered in (or rather outside of,

for their flower-stems protruded high above the

root) the succulent-house during the past autumn.

Like other Fourcroyas the flowers were inter-

mixed with bulbils. Senecio macroglossus is a

remarkably handsome evergreen climber suitable for

greenhouses—for dwelling-room culture even, accord-

ing to Dr. Hooker. It has glossy. Ivy-like leaves,

and produces in midwinter large, clear yellow

flowers, which remain for a considerable time in per-

fection. The plant has been in flower for some time

in the succulent-house, where the combination of its

Ivy-like leaves with large yellow flowers has created

much interest among those who have seen it. This

is a plant that should be inquired after by all plant

lovers ; it is a native of the Cape. The last plate of

the present number is devoted to a curious Indian

Commelynad, with over-lapping two-ranked leaves, of

abright red colour beneath. The flowers are small, of

a pink colour, while the hairs on the stamens are bright

blue; the flowers are borne in short clusters at the

ends of the branches. Dr. Hooker considers this as

the type of a new genus, which he calls Erythrotis

Beddomei. The plant is a native of the hills of

Southern India, whence it was introduced to Kew
by Col. Beddome, It is described as a stove plant

well adapted for a warm conservatory in summer,
when it may be trained over the pots and made very

ornamental. The colour of the under-surface of the

leaves fades in winter.

The Journal of Botany for the present month
contains, in addition to articles, notices, &c., which

are of purely botanical interest, or which have already

been alluded to, a notice of two new species of Ribes

from northern China, by Dr. Hance, one of which, R.

macrocalyx, has edible fruit. Mr. Duthie continues

his list of plants found in the Maltese islands, and Mr.

Nicholson his enumeration of the indigenous flora of

ICew Gardens. It is remarkable how few garden

plant species have become naturalised ; even the

Galinsoga, which is so common in the adjoining market

gardens, is very rare in the pleasure grounds. We
have before remarked, with reference to this subject,

the fact that in some seasons Erigeron canadense is

very abundant on the railway cutting on the up-side

at Kew Bridge, while on the opposite side, as also on

the North London Railway banks close by, few or no

plants of this species are to be seen. A funny story is

told with reference to Cypripedium Calceolus (which,

by the way, we are happy to learn is not, as was
feared, extinct in a wild state). It appears that a

gardener confessed to the late Mr. Joseph Woods tliat

he had uprooted a number of plants of this Cypripe-

dium, whereupon Mr. Woods threatened the gardener

with a special Act of Parliament, enacted for the

express purpose of hanging him—a threat that did not

cause so much alarm as might have been wished. For
our own parts we would not cut down such an offender

if we had the chance

!

Among recently published books lying on our

study table are Heredity and Hybridism, by E. W.
Cox ; Les Moyens d^Attaque et se Defense chez les

Insectes, by Dr. Cand^ze of Liege ; Geoh^ical Notes

on some Portions of Greenland, by Dr. Robert Brown
;

Introduction to Experimental Physics, by Adolf Wein-
hold, translated and edited by B, Loewy, with a

preface by Prof. Foster,

The plates in the November number of the

Gartenjlora, which has lately reached us, are devoted to

Tillandsia juncifolia, a narrow-leaved species with

violet-coloured flowers ; Iris acutiloba, with brown-

pink streaked flowers, from the Caucasus ; Litho-

spermum Gastoni, a native of the Pyrenees ; and

Cereus pectinosus, a Mexican species. Lily growers

should be on the outlook, as a correspondent describes

in the number of the journal before us a disease of the

bulbs of the common white Lily, occasioned by a

fungus. M. Salomon contributes a list of the species

of Pirus, which will be continued in a future part.

The Florist for the present month opens with

a coloured representation of two new show Pelargo-

niums of great merit, though to one who is not a

specialist there seems a too great similarity to what we
already have. The second coloured plate is devoted

to the Souvenir du Congres Pear, a seedling from the

well-known "Williams." Mr. Cox commences what
promises to be a valuable set of articles on the cul-

ture of fruit trees on walls ; and Mr. Fish has a

characteristic article on the desirability of increasing

the consumption of fruit, as a means, amongst other

benefits, of reducing the price of meat. Sympathis-

ing with much that Mr. Fish says, we yet do not

think it would be an advantage to the labourer to

adopt an exclusive fruit diet, even if he could ; but

if by increasing the supply of fruit—in itself a most
desirable thing—we can insure a few more pounds of

meat to the labourer in the course of a month, all the

better ; meantime let us have the fruit.

A fourth edition of Mr. W. Earley's practical

little treatise, entitled Haza to Great) Mushrooms
(Bradbury, Agnew & Co.), has been published—a fact

sufficiently indicative of its merits.

A triple number of the Illustration Horticole,

for October, November, and December, 1874, is

before us. The plates represent x Sciadocalyx

Luciani, an interesting hybrid between the beautiful

Sciadocalyx digitaliflora and Tydea pardina. If we
could be at all sure that what are called genera had a

right to that appellation, especially among Gesnerads,

the interest attaching to this cross would be great. In

any case, for garden purposes a very showy plant has

been obtained. Camellia Miss Minnie Merritt is a

salmon-pink coloured variety, apparently of good

form and substance. Fourcroya Lindeni is a variegated

form from New Granada, with leaves 3 feet in length.

Dracrena Troubetzkoi is a dwarf form, said to be

intermediate between D. regina and D. albicans—the

leaves are dark green margined with white. ' Clavija

Rodekiana is a Theophrasta-Iike plant, with fine

foliage and racemes of orange flowers. Spathiphyllum

heliconiffifolium is a Peruvian species, originally

described by Schott, but now more fully described by

M. Andre : the leaves are 3 feet in length and I foot

wide, of a rich lustrous green. Draccena densicoma

is shown in flower, the white blossoms being profusely

borne in dense pendulous panicles, but surely the

artist has left out one segment in nearly every flower

—a pentamerous Dracrena would indeed be a curiosity.

In any case it is a magnificent plant as to its inflores-

cence, and is supposed to be a native of New Cale-

donia or adjacent islands. Kentia Belmoreana is a

pinnate-leaved Palm from Lord Howe's Island, and

was mentioned in our columns for 1S73.

Of Professor Baillon's Histoire des Plantes

(Hachette) we have before us the monographs of

TerebiuthaceK, Sapindaceje, Malpighiaceas, and Me-
liacere.

Among miscellaneous publications which

have reached us we may also mention a list of seeds

offered for exchange by the Botanic Garden of

Claudiopolis, which, after some research, we find

means Klausenburg, alias Kolozsvar, in Transylvania.

Some Ccmspnitence.
Royal Horticultural Society.—As an old Fel-

low of this Society, and one who has for years aided

in its practical work, I was much disconcerted on
reading the recent report of the Council. The only

satisfactory part of it is the opening paragraph,

wherein it is stated that the shows have been "mag-
nificent displays," and that the plants and flowers at

the concluding exhibition "transcended almost all

similar collections of former years." This shows at

least that the enterprise of the horticultural body has

in nowise dimished, and that they have not withheld

their support from the present governing body. It is

most unfortunate that, in the face of these facts, the

Council for want o£ funds should judge themselves

compelled to reduce the prizes during the coming year

to the amount of something like ^700. To the hor-

ticultural mind this looks something like ingratitude.

As a rule in life promotion or reward is looked for in

return for work well and liberally done, but here we
see that rule reversed. It does not seem to me suffi-

cient ground for this line of action to say that "the
ordinary revenue of the Society cannot support its

expenditure." Every good man of business knows
that if he wishes to keep clever and good men at-

tached to him as co-workers in his pursuithe must not

only treat them courteously, but pay them liberally.

The bright spots in the discussion on Tuesday last

were the speeches which, I presume, we may

take as expressing the views of Her Majesty's

Commissioners. They were candid, calm, and un-

impassioned ; and there was a breadth about them,

which contrasted nobly with the waspish personali-

ties and ungenerous inuendos which characterised

some of the speeches delivered two years ago.

I have always maintained, and still maintain, that the

best and most natural alliance for horticulturists is an
alliance with Her Majesty's Commissioners. They
are pledged to the nation to do nothing antagonistic

to the interests of art and science, but to do everything

to support and promote them ; and I am glad to find

that some horticulturists who two years ago took an
opposite view have since changed their opinion. I

am not antagonistic to the present Council ; I sin-

cerely believe that they have done their utmost to

serve the interests of the Society ; but man cannot do
impossibilities. I think from the tone of the meeting
last Tuesday it was the opinion of the majority that

the Council should work in harmony with Iler

Majesty's Commissioners. [Hear, hear.] There can be
no permanent prosperity and comfort when landlords
and tenants disagree. If it is possible for the present
Council to work with the Commissioners, I should
be sorry to see them resign ; but in the interests of
horticulture we must have a Council that can do this.

One word more : I do hope that at the adjourned
meeting no personalities or needless recrimination:,

will be indulged in, or, if so, that the noble Chair-
man will suppress them, come from whatever quarter
they may. There has been too much of that in the
past, and no good has come of it, or can come of
it. The speaker who is more bent on wounding an
adversary than on pushing his own views by force of
argument is not worthy to be accepted as a leader, or
trusted as an exponent of high and truthful principles.

William Paul, F.R.H.S.
At the present crisis of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's affairs, I conceive that the policy

of the Horticultural Fellows is to request our Council
at once to open communications with Her Majesty's
Commissioners with a view of transferring to them
(the Commissioners) the gardens, under satisfactory

arrangements for our debenture-holders, the life and
local Fellows, and with a loc2is standi there for our
shows and meetings. We have but to be united, and
act with vigour and determination, and the thing is

done. John Deimy,

Fuchsias.—As your correspondent, W. B. Hems-
ley (p. 179), is anxious to know the origin of Fuchsia
Riccartoni, allow me to say that when I was a

gardener in Ayrshire a young man of the name of

Buchanan came from either the Glasgow or Edinburgh
Botanic Garden, to be gardener at Caprington Castle,

near Riccarton, Kilmarnock. He brought a plant of
a seedling Fuchsia with him under the name of a
hardy Fuchsia, from Port Famine, on the Southern
American coast of Terra del Fuego. This Fuchsia he
told me was raised from seed in the Botanic Garden
he came from, and I had a plant of it from him, and
when propagated introduced it into the neighbouring
island of Arran, where the climate was likely to suit

it better in the open air than in Ayrshire. Whether
he gave it the name of Riccartoni from the suburb
of Riccarton, near the Castle, I know not, but the
plant is the same, and in the western isles of Scot-
land, the south of Ireland, and the southern counties of
England and Wales, it is hardy, and forms one of the
gi-andest flowering hardy shrubs or trees that has ever
been introduced. In a catalogue of indigenous and
tropical plants I have cultivated and kept from 1S32
until this date, under the heading of Fuchsias are

the following old varieties :— coccinea, introduced
from Chili in 17SS; lycioides, from Chili in 17965
tenella, from Chili, in 1S24; virgata, from ChiU, in

1825 ; [excortica, from New Zealand, in 1S25 ;

microphylla, from Mexico, in 1S3S ; and fulgens,

from Mexico, in 1S37, None of the Chili varieties

are so hardy as Riccartoni, for if planted out they
require covering up in severe frosty weather even in

the south of England. Globosa, conica, gracilis, and
other old varieties, which I have likewise grown, are

very likely to have been early garden hybrids, as

Mr. Hemsley supposes, and raised from magellanica.
The Mexican varieties of Fuchsia, fulgens, serrati-

folia, and others, are tender, and only fit to make fine

climbers in greenhouses and conservatories. IViUiam
TiUery.

Stapelia olivacea.—I was rather surprised to find

in the notice of this plant at p. 136, that Mr. Brown
believes it to be the plant known as S. eruca^formis.

If the figure is correct, the plants are very distinct, as

also is the description. S. erucccformis is little

more than half the diameter of the figure of S. olivacea.

It is not so deeply sulcate, has black flowers, i inch

wide; andthe marginal cilire are black. My plant grew
9 inches high last season, and is always purplish.

The one figured is like a plant we have, which came
from the Botanic Garden, Oxford, called S. Massoni
in error. The name, S. erucL^formis, came from Paris.

The plant came from Graham's Town in 1S6S, M.
Pfersdorff had it, and got it christened. "J. Cfoucher,

Sudbmy Iloasey IIa??u?iersmiih, Feb. I. [We sent
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your note to Mr. Brown, who replies as follows ;

—

" In reply to Mr. Croucher, I can only say that I had
a plant in cultivation and have seen two others bear-

ing the name of .S. erucivformi^, which, so far as the

plant was concerned, were identical with my S. oliva-

cea, but the flowers of S. eiucreformis I have never

seen. It is possible they may be different, as Mr.

Croucher describes, for in this group of plants there

are several species that are almost undistinguishable

from one another except by their flowers. But Mr.

Croucher says that the plants in themselves are dis-

tinct : if this be so, it is only another proof how
utterly valueless 'garden names' are, and to which
Mr. Croucher seems to attach the same importance as

to a published name. I alluded to the name S. erucx-
formis tor two reasons— first, that cultivators might
have a better clue to the plant ; secondly, that the

name erucxformis (caterpillar-like) might be abolished,

being an unpublished name, and having no possible

application to a Stapelia. As to the nomenclature of

the whole group, it is in a most disgraceful state

among cultivators, and it was with a view to remedy
this evil that I began collecting material for a mono-
graph of them, i have had some dozens of flowers

sent to me, but among them all only two (!) were
named correctly. Since Mr. Croucher has mentioned
the name of S. Massoni, Haw., I may state that I

have had five distinct species sent to me under that

name ; and Mr. Croucher himself, when on a visit to

Kewlast summer, put this name to two or three speci-

mens (without flowers) of the S. grandifiora type, at

which I was considerably astonished, for S. Massoni
is a name that cannot be identified with any plant, as

Ilaworth gave no description of it beyond this—that

the stems were 4-angled and pubescent, a character

common to all of the true genus, or section, .Stapelia

known to me. Therefore, unless Mr. Croucher can

show that he has compared specimens of the plant in

question with a boiu^ fide type of Haworth's S. Mas-
soni, I must refuse to have faith in his determinations,

more especially when I find he also gave the name S.

fuscata, Jacq , to the common and well-known
Tromotriche (Orbea) mutabiUs, Jacq. A^. E. Bmim.

Hardiness of the Double Crimson Primrose.
—I have just seen a statement by a large firm that

they have lost by the recent frost upwards of 2000 of

the above. If this is the case, cultivators should be

on their guard in future, as this is a new danger. In
my experience I never knew any variety of Primula
acaulis to suffer the least from frost, even when lying

entirely upon the surface. T. Sjiiith, Nrd'iy.

Ribes sanguineum : Origin of Varieties.—At
p. 525, vol. ii. , 1S74, you express a wish for information

upon the origin of varieties. The accompanying
very rough sketches show the progress of a fastigiated

shoot upon a plant of Ribes sanguineum growing in

my garden. In 1S70 I observed a straight vertical

shoot from an elbow in one of the stems, which
assumed a fastigiated character in its side shoots the

next year, I encouraged it by shortening the main
stem upon which it grew, and some of the others.

Last winter I cut away all the other stems, and
shortened what had become a branch to about 4 inches.

Last year's growth has brought the fastigiated stem to

the thickness of the branch, and the height of the tree

is about 8 feet. Whether this is an everyday occur-

rence, or whether it is to be the parent of a race of

Ribes sanguineum var. regia, emulating Poplars in

height and mannerof growth, lam profoundly ignorant,

but the facts are simply as I have stated them. H. A*.,

Sussex. [The character will doubtless be perpetuated

by cuttings, but doubtfully by seed. Eds.]

Myosotis dissitiflora as a Winter Pot Plant.
-—1 have been accused, I believe, of Forget-me-not on
the brain. Well, supposing any plant to have a place

there, or in my heart either, and a choice were given,

I do not know that I could choose any more beautiful

or useful ; and of all the Forget-me-nots this is un-

doubtedly the best. It is the earliest, and, properly

cultivated, by far the most beautiful. It may be had
in flower all the year round. By frequent division,

high culture, a proper choice of sites, and giving a

fair, well-grown plant the shelter of glass from
November to January, or the middle of February,

the last batch of autumn and the first batch of spring

may be linked together, and then this lovely Forget-

me-not will bind the year round with its matchless

sprays of blue beauty. Through January and February
few plants are more lovely under glass. The plants

look best, perhaps, in 4-inch, or at the largest in

6-inch pots. I'lace well-grown patches in these
;

they will not only cover the surface, but flow over the

sides. Give them a temperature of 45° to 50° till in

flower ; then range them against well-filled pots of

Lily of the Valley, Spirxa japonica, or Deulzia
gracilis, and see if the deep blue does not add to the

spotless purity of their blanched whiteness ; or place

the Forget-me-not near to pots of golden Crocuses,

mixed Cyclamens, double and single while Chinese
Primroses, and the effect is equally good. It

it is equally valued for conservatory and greenhouse

decoration. And then it is invaluable for cutting. In

small vases, with Lily of the Valley, &c., its azure

is inimitable, and to bouquets it adds the charm uf

sentiment .as well as the grace of beauty. While this

colour contrasts or harmonises, or both, with nearly

all other material, I cannot conceive why some one

does not go in for it by the thousand for market

purposes. Somehow it does not seem at home
in Ijondon smoke, but there can be no reason why
those at some distance from the metropolis should

not grow it in quantity— as it is certainly as beautiful

as the best of spring flowers— for market purposes.

The snow has been merciful to the plant this winter,

as out of several thousands I do not think we have

lost one. D. T, Fish.

Stone Breakers.—A stone-breaker which shall

not cost quite as much as £2i,o\f, a great desideratum

in the country, where the difficulty of getting hand
work done is much increased ; no other machine than

the one I have mentioned above is satisfactory, as the

smaller ones on the same principle do not pay their

expenses. The jMinciple of the above is faulty in

that it makes no use of the weight of the hammer,
and also that it wastes great quantities of material in

dust and gravel. Such a one as I propose would cost

only—Cast steel mortar, two cast steel hammers,

£\Q ; framing, upright pistons to act against rollers

—

altogether within ^^50, which is within any private

gentleman's or farmer's means. East Somerset.

Roots from the Leaf-stalk of Celery.— I have

just found the piece of Celery which I forward, which

is perfectly rooted from a wound in the outward

portion of the stem. Has such a thing ever come
under your notice ? F. Groombridge, Gr. to Sir Sties J.
Gil'/'ons, Bart., Judge Place, Hurst Green. [The pro-

duction of roots under these circumstances has been

occasionally observed. We reproduce a woodcut

(fig. 38), which almost exactly represents your sped-'

men. Eds.]

Forced Flowers of the Bladder-nut.— I have

received from Mr. Dickson, of Covent Garden, some
sprays of bloom of this shrub, the introduction of

which for market purposes you noticed last week.

From the ternate form of the leaf and the looseness of

the inflorescence I should have suspected that it

would have proved to be Staphylea trifoliata, instead

ofS. pinnata. [Possibly: when better specimens are

before us we will decide. Eds,] I now learn that the

grower received his plants under the name of S. escal-

lonioides. Is there such a species? [We can find no

trace of this name. Eds.] Of the staying properties

of the flowers for use in bouquets there need be no

doubt, as I have now in my coat a piece with

fifteen open flowers on it, and as many more un-

opened buds, looking as fresh as when it was cut

four days ago, although it has been out of water for

the last twenty hours. Its pellucid whiteness by day-

light may induce some to think less of it than it

deserves ; let them see it by lamplight, and they will

then change their opinion of it. It is really an

acquisition to the lioui/ueti'ere IV, T. P.

Pinus austriaca.—The account of the P. austtiaca

in your number for January 13 deserves to be noticed

by all who, like myself, have planted this tree largely.

It grows with me admirably. I have planted it both

on moorland and on the sandy shores of the Lough
Knnell or Lake Belvedere, some 320 feet above the sea-

level. There it has grown luxuriantly, defying the

gales which sweep over the lake, brought by the

storms of the Atlantic. The P. maritima and insignis,

sometimes the Silver, and I hope Picea Nordmanniana,
alone share with the austriaca the power of withstand-

ing the terrible south-west winds which rage over the

high table-land on which Belvedere stands. The
Douglas Fir does not do well there, and the V.

ponderosa I cannot yet judge of, though it looks well.

Vou open your columns so liberally to contributors,

that I trust you may be induced to collect informa-

tion on the effects which climate and situation have

on the newer forest trees, and so obtain some data on

which to lay down rules that may guiile planters like

myself, with large tracts laid bare by the carelessness

or rapacity of their ancestors. Jhinstey Marlay, Si,

Kaiheriue's I,odi;e, N. IK, Jan. 29. [Such information

would be most welcome. Eds.]

The Lindley Medal.—The editorial remarks
appended to my letter at p. 181 show that I have
committed the grave error of making an incorrect

statement in reference to Lord Londesborough being

a member of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society in 1S73. I am sure your readers will believe

me when I say that I am sorry I made that state-

ment. But before they whip me, allow me to give

the authority upon which I based the statement. In

my former letter I referred to the Gardenet s^ Chronicle,

1873 or 1874, but 1S73 only was given ; and to pre-

vent any mistake this time allow me to give an

extract from the Gardeners Chronicle of 1874, p. 221

—it is taken from the report of the annual general

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society :
—"The

Chairman here announced that the list recommended
by the Council had been unanimously adopted : it was

as follows :—Extraordinary vacancies—names of

vacating members—II,R,H. Prince Arthur, H.S.H.
Duke of Teck, Lord Londesborough, anil Mr.

Andrew Murray." Then follows— " Names of Fellows

proposed by the Council to fill up the vacancies "

—

and these gentlemen were elected. Now, I understood

this to mean that Lord Londesborough and the other

honourable gentlemen were officially relieved of their

duties as members of Council on the lothof February,

1874, when their successors were elected ; and I cer-

tainly thought that this was good evidence that his

lordship was a member of the Council for 1S73, and

wrote the letter in the full belief that it was so ; this

will explain how I fell into the mistake, and I beg to

congratulate Mr. Denning upon his lucky escape

from the prohibition rule. W. Wilson, Gr. to Mrs.

Adams, Chase Park, Enfield.

The Lucombe Oak (Quercus Cerris Lucombiana
and Quercus Cerris Lucombiana crispa).—These

two varieties may be seen at the Old Nurseries at

Exeter, which are still carried on under the name of

Lucombe, Pince & Co. Neither the ordinary

Lucombe Oak, nor the variety called crispa are ever

found without their leaves, as before they shed one

year's leaves the new ones are all but fully expanded.

There is a history attached to this most beautiful of

all the evergreen Oaks. Mr. Lucombe found one or

two young trees in a seed bed of the acorns of the

Turkey Oak (Cjuercus Cerris) which held their leaves

all through the winter whilst the rest were quite bare
;

the above two varieties of the Lucombe Oak were

thus discovered. The ordinary Lucombe Oak is an

upright growing tree, whilst the variety called crispa

is partially pendulous in its habit, the lower branches

forming themselves into very graceful curves. There

is a tree of this latter variety (crispa) at the entrance

to the above nursery, measuring 62 feet in height, and

1 1 feet 4 inches in girth at 2 feet from the ground,

planted by the late Mr. Lucombe—probably the

original tree; its companion was cut down some years

since and was no doubt the original tree of the

ordinary variety. A suite of excellent and handsome

furniture was made from a portion of the timber, the

grain of which is very ornamental. Exeter.

Gooseberry and Currant Training at Claren-

don Park.—The modus operandi practised in these

gardens is to plant the trees about 15 inches from

the edging on either side of the walk, and train

against a set of wires which are run through posts

driven into the ground at a certain distance from each

other. Trees thus trained are found to be more easily

protected from the ravages of birds. This I con-

sider a very neat way of training the Gooseberry and

Currant, and it also economises the ground, inasmuch

as the trees only cover a strip I foot or 15 inches

wide on either side of the walk, whereas on the

old system of bush- training they cover from 4 to 5

feet of the border on both sides of the walk, which in

a kitchen garden of small dimensions, with a large

family to supply, renders the above method of training

a great desideratum. As a preventive of bullfinches,

Mr. Chard, the clever gardener at Clarendon, finds

a solution of lime and soot applied wjth the garden

engine answers admirably. //. IV. "', Salis/'urv.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

March.

3.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

10 and ir.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company, Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.
17,—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Hyacinth
Show.

24.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society,
Spring Exhibition. Sec, F, G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show,
Sec, W. Sowerby.

April.

4.—Special E.xhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of

7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Early Rhodo-
dendron Show.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-
tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

S7,—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

( Meeting of the Entomological Society, at

I 7 P.M.

Monday, Feb. i5-< Sale of Rare Californian and Japanese Lilies

j and Hardy North American Ferns, at

L Stevens' Rooms.
r Saje of Poultry and Pigeons, at Stevens'

Meeting of

t 1 P.M. ; General

Nurserj', Edmon-

'^ I Rooms.
r Royal Horticultural Society
I Fruit and Floral Commilte

I Meeting
Wednesday, Feb. 17 ^ Sale by ai

I

Sale of Camellias, Azaleas, and Palms, from
Ghent, Roses, Shrubs, &c., at Stevens'

L Rooms.
Meeting of the Lirr Meeting

J Unreserv
»S Riclim.

/ Protlie

Saturday, Feb.

:

; & Morris.
- Sate of Fruit Trees, Roses, Shrubs, Her-

; Plants, Gladioli, &c., at Stevens'

RARELY has the sense of a public meeting

been more unequivocally expressed than

it was at the Annual General Meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society on the

9th inst. Seldom of late years has a

brighter gleam of hope lightened the gloomy

prospects of the Society as a horticultural

establishment, than on that occasion. Referring

our readers to the detailed account of the

proceedings in another page, in confirmation

of our statements, we now emphatically urge

the Council to take the lesson to heart, act on it

fully, frankly, loyally. With equal earnestness

we implore the horticulturists to maintain an

unbroken front, seize the present opportunity—

the most favourable they have had for years

—

and once again make the Society powerful and

respected as a Horticultural Society. In spite

of differences of opinion on matters of detail the

general issues are becoming more sharply de-

fined. The local Fellows, as the South Kensing-

ton residents may be designated, know what

they want. The horticulturists are, as the

meeting showed, far more unanimous in opinion

than they have been for a long time past. The
Commissioners profess the utmost readiness to

treat on fair and equitable terms for the

benefit of the Society as a Horticultural

Society. Let there be no further doubt or

misapprehension on this score. There has

been reason for it before, but after Sir

Henry Thring's emphatic statement on

Thursday last those doubts are removed. Sir

Henry, speaking on behalf of the Commis-
sioners, and with their Secretary by his side,

said :

—

'' I arh authorised to say, on behalf of Her Majesty's

Commissioners, that their intention has never been in

the remotest degree hostile to Horticulture. The Com-
missioners consider themselves quasi partners in the

promotion of Horticulture, and it is their wish to pro-

mote it. Whatever might have been said of the Com-
missioners, I am authorised to say that they never had
any wish to do anything but to promote the objects of

the Society in every possible way. So far as ref3fards

Horticulture ; and now as to the appropriation of the land.

It has been whispered that the Commissioners wanted

to build upon the land. Now I am authorised to say

that proposition had never been submitted to them—

I

mean the proposition to build upon the Horticultural

Gardens. I am authorised to say such a proposition

was never brought before them ; that they never for one

moment thought of such a proposition, and that they

never held any intention on the subject. It appears to

me that the agreement or arrangement of the Society

with the Commissioners is drawn in a worse and more
loose manner than any Act of Parliament I have ever

seen or drawn. I can say on behalf of the Commis-
sioners that they have never thought of determining the

lease, or of putting an end to the Society in order to

benefit themselves."

Let the Council at once put these emphatic

utterances to the test of actual proof. After the

conciliatory tone adopted by the President,

Lord Bury, there need be no difficulty in coming
to an amicable understanding. Lord BURY did

virtually, in his speech, retract the hard sayings

made by the Council, and after his speech the

cancelling or modification of the objectionable

passages in the report ought to present no diffi-

culty. Gentlemen who have had differences of

opinion, and uttered fierce words in the heat of

debate, know what is the proper course to pursue

when a better tone prevails. The Council have

only to act up to the spirit of Lord BuRV'S
speech, and peace will ensue.

Supposing the ground cleared in this way,

what next is the right thing to do? We will

not presume to dictate to the Council, and say

Do this or do that. They are in power, and they

must do what seems to them best. We, as out-

siders, but at the same time as warmly
interested in the Horticultural work of the

Society, can only suggest and urge what we
think right in the interests of Horticulture; and
if the Council cannot or will not carry out the

views of Horticulturists, we have the constitu-

tional remedy in our hands to employ as best

we can. We, however, trust that Horticulturists

will offer no factious opposition to the Council

in this crisis, but fully and freely make known
to them what their views are, and support them

so far as they consistently can, or be prepared

to act on their own account if the Council

cannot or will not carry out their wishes.

In the interests of Horticulture and of the

Horticultural Society the duty of Horticulturists

now is to insist upon an immediate opening of

negotiations with Her Majesty's Commissioners,

in a friendly spirit, with a view to serve the best

interests of all parties.

The local Fellows want the garden for their

own purposes ; let them have it, on the most

equitable terms that can be devised. The
Horticulturists want a place for their meetings

and exhibitions ; they want free scope for

carrying on the Horticultural work of the

Society, for preventing it being strangled

and stifled by other interests, and starved

at the expense of other sections. Both parties

—honourable men—wish that the financial

difficulties shall be met in an honourable way.

Both parties have rights which must be re-

spected, all parties have duties which must be

fulfilled, if they do not wish to be disgraced in

the eyes of right-minded men. The bone of

contention is the Kensington Garden. Over

and over again have we advocated the sever-

ance—on fair terms always understood—of the

Kensington Garden from the purely Horticul-

tural part of the establishment. The two can-

not be worked satisfactorily together. The

experiment has been tried, and failed lament-

ably, as we see. If horticulture could be relieved

of the burden of a useless and costly garden,

matters would speedily improve. How can

this be done without injuring the Society, with-

out infringing on the rights and privileges of

the Fellows, life Fellows, and debenture

holders ? The solution of this cjuestion lies

with the Council and the Commissioners. Let

a committee be forthwith appointed from the

Council and from the Commissioners, taking

especial care that that committee be thoroughly

representative. Let that committee discuss

freely and fully the state of affairs, and come
to an understanding. There can be no doubt
that, if that understanding were satisfactory, it

would be gladly hailed by all sections of the

Fellows. All would sacrifice something for the

sake of the general good. As a mere suggestion

we throw out a scheme, of which, if the prin-

ciples be adopted, the details could readily be
adjusted.

Let the Commissioners cancel the present

lease, grant a new one to the Society, with
power to let the Kensington Garden at a re-

munerative rental to the local Fellows. The
local Fellows would make the best terms they

could with their constituents, and the Society

would have an income wherewith to meet their

obligations and carry on the proper work of the

Society. Under an arrangement of this cha-

racter Horticulturists should retain full rights

over the meeting rooms ; they would have the

use of the whole garden, or any portion of it, on
exhibition days ; while life Fellows and deben-
ture holders should, in consideration of their

rights, have access to all portions of the estab-
lishment at all times.

A scheme of this kind would preserve the
rights and privileges of all parties. Both sections

might act in concert when joint action was
desirable, as at e.xhibition times, or either might
act independently if concerted action was not

necessary or desirable. By some such plan
harmony might be restored, and the .Society be
left free to carry out, unrestricted, the objects for

which it was founded. At the adjourned meet-
ing on the gth prox., let us hope the Council
may have to announce to us something con-

ceived in the spirit, if not in the letter, of what
we have now advocated.

Our illustralion (fig. 39) represents a portion

of one of the many Banks of .Succulents in the rich

garden of M. Thuret, at Antibes, near Nice, where
this class of plants thrives with astonishing vigour and,

it need hardly be said, with surpassing beauty. Nothing
can excel the gorgeousness of some of these succulent-

beds when in full bloom, while by judicious intermix-

ture the rigidity of form is by no means so objection,

able as it seems to be in some of our succulent-houses

at home, where the uniform level stages detract from
the effect of the plants. Among the plants repre-

sented are Cereus multiplex, various species of Echi-
nocactus, Agave, Aloe, Crassula, Anigosanthus (?).

The photograph, taken by Dr. Boknet, shows also

a dense undergrowth of smaller succulents, which it

is impracticable to show satisfactorily in the woodcut.
For this, and other exquisite photographs taken by
Dr. Bornet, we have to thank M. Thuret.

The thirty-second anniversary festival of the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution
will be held on Jtily 2 next, at the London Tavern,
under the presidency of Robert Broadw.\ter, Esq.,

the Master of the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers.

—— We notice with great pleasure the prospectus

of a new series of works on Popul.\r Garden
Flowers, to be brought out by Messrs. LoVELL
Reeve & Co. " Cultivated flowers," says the pro-

spectus, "have now become so numerous that it is

impossible for any one grower to give adequate atten-

tion to all. It is, therefore, natural, as well as advan-
tageous to floriculture, for him, while not neglecting

others, to select one or two as his special favourites,

to the study and cultivation of which he will devote
more than ordinary attention. For this purpose he
will require more information than is to be found in

books treating of gardening generally ; and it is to

supply this desideratum that the present series is pro-

jected. Monographs of particular flowers have, in a

few instances, been published, but these are on so

large and costly a scale as to be within the means of

only the most wealthy. The present series, while
comprising all that can be desired both in matter and
illustration, will be published at such a moderate
price as will place them within reach of all. The
volumes will be a large super-royal Svo in size, and
will contain chapters on history, culture, and classi-

fication, wath descriptions and coloured plates, in the

best style, of all the species and principal varieties.

The first volume, now in the press, and shortly to be
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published, will be The Narcissus—its History and
Culture, by F. W. Burbidge ; with a Review of
the Classification, by J. G. Baker, F.L.S. Illus-

trated by forty-eight coloured plates." It is proposed
that similar volumes on the Rose, the Lily, the
Crocus, the Iris, be subsequently published, and the
publishers will be glad to receive and consider any
suggestions or communications relative to the above
series ; it being their desire, as far as practicable, to

meet the actual wants of the public, and to render
the volumes as practically useful as possible.

Mr. Wills, of Onslow Crescent, Erompton,
proposes to raise a subscription for the benefit of the
widow and daughter of the late Mr. W. P. Ayres,
who, it is stated, are left totally unprovided for.

In the House of Commons on Monday last,

Mr. Hereeri', M. P. for Kerry, asked the Chief
Secretary for Ireland whether Her Majesty's

Government had taken any steps to prevent the

introduction of the Colorado Beetle into Ireland

by the importation of American seed Rotates or other-

wise ; and, should no precautions have already been
instituted, what were the intentions of Her Majesty's

Government on this subject. Sir M, H. Beach
stated in reply, that the subject of the hon. member's
question had been brought under his notice some time

back, and he thought it right first to ascertain what
steps had been taken by foreign Governments in the

matter. He found that the only Governments which
have taken any real action were those of Austria and
Belgium. The former had assured the Government
of Switzerland, which had warned the European
maritime countries of the possible danger, that the

importation of American Potatos would be prohibited
;

and the Belgian Government had introduced a Bill for

a similar purpose, which had been agreed to by a

special committee. He had also made inquiries as to

the nature and extent of the evil to be apprehended,

and thought there was reason to suppose that the harm
recently done to the American Potato crop had been

much exaggerated. He was also informed that the

insect in question had been known in America for more
than a century, and that it attacked the stalksand leaves

of the Potato plant, not the root, though that naturally

became diseased in consequence. No Potato stalks

or leaves were imported from America, and as only

healthy roots would be imported, it would seem hardly

possible that the insect could be thus conveyed into

this country. He was now in communication with the

English Privy Council on the subject, because it was
obvious that if any preventive measures were adopted

they ought to apply to the whole of Great Britain as

well as to Ireland. But he must add that the importa-

tion of Potatos into the United Kingdom, especially

in the event of a failure of the home crop, was very

large, and therefore any interference with this trade

would require the most cnreful consideration on the

part of Her Majesty's Government,
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• We are glad to find that Mr. McLachlan
as an entomologist protests against the false security

likely to be engendered by the refusal of the Govern-
ment to adopt precautionary measures against the
introduction of the Colorado Beetle. The danger
is real, but with proper precautions it might be
averted.

The Hamlnu-ger Garten and Bhimenzeituu^^
for January contains articles on the Cultuke of
CaCLOGYNES, of QurSQUALIS INDICA, of Ny.MPILEA
jiUBRA, of Chrysanthemums, &c. ; a translation of

the first part of Mr. Moore's review of the species

and varieties of Ilex in cultivation, which appeared
in these columns ; the giant bladder seaweed, as a
material for tying, to which we shall advert

;

" Notes on My Last Trip to New Grenada,"
by G. Wallis, an abstract of which we may
give as soon as the whole narrative has been
published ; the Palms OF IIerrenhausen, one of
the richest collections in Europe, under the superin-

tendence of M. Wendland, the well-known writer

on this class of plants ; and an article by Dr.
Gceppert on the Japanese flora. Altogether this

number is an excellent one.

In the new German periodical called the
Deutsche Rundschau is a contribution from the pen of
Dr. COHN of Breslau, entitled " Botanical Problems."
The perusal of this very interesting, though brief

sketch of the history of botanical science has made us
long for a more complete work on this subject, and we
trust that the English publication expected will prove
a concise and useful book. Dr. Cohn's object appears
to have been to show the important position botany
has attained in the circle of sciences since vegetable
biology has been taken into partnership with animal
biology. lie commences with Aristotle and Theo-
PHRASTLTS, giving a summary of the questions they put
to themselves ; and although he claims for them the
merit of having founded scientific botany, he is

obliged to admit that they were less acute in their

explanations of the various phenomena of plant life.

Pulteney, in his Rise and Progress of Botany in
Engla7zd, opens with words to the effect that scientific

botany had no existence in the enlightened days of
Greece, &c. ; but this is a question of degree, and of
little inaportance to us. With the exception of a
bare mention of the Roman herb doctors, Dr.
COHN makes a leap of 2000 years, and follows the
development of the different branches of botany down
to the present day, noting the solution of the principal
problems of this science. He then goes on to speak
of the still hidden mysteries of life—mind, matter,
force, cause, Sec, and adds that a philosophical study
of plants has already taught us much, and may, if

properly pursued, teach us yet more.

We are requested to state that all plants and
other objects for exhibition at the forthcoming special

exhibition of the Royal Society of Horticul-
ture and Agriculture at Antwerp, which opens
on April 4, will be conveyed at half-rates by the
Belgian railways, the Great Eastern Railwav, the
boats of the Sociulc Anversoise, the General Steam
Navigation Company, and the vessels of Messrs. Van
Maeneu & Co.

Those who are interested in the question of
Climatic Changes, which occupied much of our
space last year, should read an interesting article in

the Builder of the 30th ult., and in which the writer
gives a summary list of the occasions upon which the
Thames at London has been frozen over so completely
as to allow of fairs being held upon it. Numerous
instances are given from 1564 to 1S14, not to mention
other cases of which less authentic accounts have
reached us. The last frost-fair was in 1S14, since which
time, though we have had severe and long-continued
frosts, they have not been of sufficiently long duration
to permit of thefrevivalofthe "frost fair,"—possibly a
result of modern improvements, such as the restriction

of the river channel by the extension of wharfs and
embankments, and the consequent greater velocity or
force of the current.

M. Carri^ire figures and describes in the
last number of the Re^nie Horticole, an instance where
a bud of Chionanthus inserted on Fraxinus Ornus had
Iain dormant for fourteen years. It appears that the

Ashes were cut down and the stumps left just above-
ground, and from these stumps proceeded vigorous
shoots of Chionanthus. Supposing that M. Carrii^re
is right in his assumption that the buds were inserted

on the stock so long ago, the case is remarkable as
being probably the longest duration of dormant
vitality in a bud similarly placed, yet chronicled.

The Chicago Pharmacist for January contains
a note by Mr. H. H. Bakcock, in which he states

his belief that Cy'PRIPEdium spectabile and C.
pueescens POSSESS powerful Poisonous Pro-
perties. The unpleasant effects on some constitu-

tions following the mere touch of Rhus Toxicoden-
dron and R. venenata have often been described.

Some persons suffer severely, whilst others experience
no inconvenience, from contact with these shrubs. Mr.
Eaucock says he was particularly careful during the

seasons 1S6S to iS72not to touch Rhus Toxicodendron,
pluck specimens of other plants growing in its imme-
diate vicinity, nor to receive from the hands of another
person a freshly-gathered plant, for fear it might
have come in contact with Rhus, In spite of these

precautions, he was so severely poisoned each season
as to be confined to his room for several days. In

June, 1S72, he observed that his hands were stained

with the purplish secretion of the glandular hairs of
Cypripedium spectabile after gathering a quantity of
specimens, and soon he experienced a peculiar

irritation about the eyes, and next day his face

presented the appearance of a severe case of

Rhus poisoning. On looking over his notes

of previous years Mr. Ealcock found that these

symptoms had invariably set in after plucking the

two species of Cypripedium named above. In 1S73
and 1874 he avoided touching the Cypripediums with
the bare hand, but was not particularly careful as to

the Rhus, and these seasons he escaped poisoning.

He is now convinced that, upon himself at least,

these plants are capable of producing effects similar

to those caused by Rhus Toxicodendron, and thinks

it possible that others may have wrongly attributed to

Rhus the annoyance caused by the Cypripediums. It

would be interesting to know whether we have here
accidental coincidences or cases of real poisoning.

Acridity in the raw tubers of Orchids is probably not
uncommon, but poisonous venom we should not have
suspected, and we cannot help thinking that Mr,
Babcock is wrong in attributing his indisposition

to the plants in question ; but, to set the matter at

rest, we suggest that he should make a trial in which
there could be no mistake.

M. BoiSDUVAL mentions in the Bulletin of
the Central Horticultural Society of France \kiQ. injury

done to the cultivated Spinach by the larva of a
beetle, Chrysomela viridula, w-hich, we believe,

has also been noticed to attack Spinach in this

country. Tobacco-water kills the larvce, but would
not improve the flavour of the Spinach unless the
latter were carefully soaked in water before use.

We find in the last number of the yournalof
the Central Society of Horticulture of France an article

by M. A. Lavallee on the Conifers which were
commented on by Mr. Murray in our own pages on
a recent occasion. Mr. Murray's article must have
been written quite independently of M. Layallee,
and it is interesting to compare the conclusions at

which the two authors have arrived. We may pro-
bably revert to the subject when we figure, as v^'e

hope to do, some of the species in question from
specimens sent to us by Messrs. Sander, of St.

Albans.

M. A. Riviere advocated recently, at a
meeting of the Central Horticultural Society of France,
a method of Propagating the Fig by burying
branches in the ground to a depth of 30 centi-

metres before winter. The following spring the

branches are cut into several pieces, each one of which
becomes a cutting, which is so placed that its upper
extremity is also covered by soil. In the course of a
year these cuttings form plants of So centimetres in

height. It will be remembered that M. Riviere has
adopted a similar plan with Vines.

The Irish Fanners^ Gazette reports that the
novel and extremely pretty Brazilian Orchid, Colax
jUGOsus, is just now in flower {for the first time in

Ireland, we apprehend) at Glasnevin. The sepals, it

remarks, are of the same snowy whiteness and sub-
stance as the flower of the lovely little Cypripedium
niveum, and if the reader will imagine one of these

with the side petals, instead of being pure white,

regularly dotted with rich chocolate, and the lip flat,

and dotted and barred with blueish purple, he will

form a very good idea of what the flowers of the
Colaxjugosus are like. It is, indeed, a little gem in

its way. Colax jugosus was exhibited in flower at

South Kensington, by Mr. W. Bull, in May, 1S73;
and a few days later at the Royal Botanic Society,

Regent's Park, both by Mr. Bull and Mr. B. S.
Williams.

At the ordinary meeting of the Meteoro-
logical Society, to be held at 25, Great George
Street, Westminster, on Wednesday, the 17th inst.,

at 7 P.M., the following papers will be read:

—

** Report of the Conference on the Registration of

Phenological Phenomena." "On the Weather of

Thirteen Summers," by R. Strachan, F.M.S. **0n
a Universal System of Meteorography," by Professor

F. Van Ry^sselberghe. "Results of Meteorological

Observations made at Patras, Greece, during 1873,"

by Rev. Herbert A. Boys.

We learn from Melbourne, Australia, that

early in the month of December last there was on
view at the Collins Street Nursery of Messrs. T.

Lang iS: Co., the largest and most varied collection

of Rhododendrons that has been seen in that

city. "Rhododendrons," says the Melbourne l-Veekly

Times, " are not so generally cultivated in this part of
the world as they are in Kngland, and the opportunity
seldom occurs when a number of varieties can be seen
in flower together. Messrs. Lang & Co., however,
seem to have made them a speciality, and after im-
porting a large number of the finest varieties, have
succeeded in growing them at their Ballarat establish-

ment to the greatest perfection. The sight of so many
fine varieties, all in full bloom, called up memories
of the grand displays of this noble flower that we have
seen in England in bygone years. Visions of Bag-
shot rose before us, and the names of Standish,
Hosea and John Waterer, with others, were
brought to mind. The collection embraces a great
variety, and though many of the plants are rather

small, they are well-bloomed and remarkably healthy
and vigorous."

On the occasion of the marriage of Mr.
Martin Sutton, jun., of the firm of Sutton &
Sons, Reading, last week, the employes of the firm,

with their wives, 250 in number, sat down in the
evening to an excellent dinner, after which the health

of the bride and bridegroom and other members of

the family was drunk with the greatest enthusiasm.
About 8 o'clock the large party adjourned to the
Abbey Lecture Hall for the enjoyment of a musical

entertainment. Among the many wedding presents

were a silver epergne of elegant design and workman-
ship, presented by the heads of departments, and a
beautiful dining-room clock, together with an illumi-

nated address, signed and presented by the whole of

the establishment.

Respecting the Hardiness of Eucalyptus
GLOBULUS, which lias lately been questioned, a cor-

respondent of the Gardeners'' Record writes :
— '* I

think it has proved itself capable of standing any
degree of cold that it may be liable to. Some fifteen

years ago there was, at Lakelands [near Gorki, the
seat of William H. Crawford, Esq., a fine plant
of Eucalyptus globulus, 30 feet in height at least, and
which used to ripen seeds. I venture to say it is

there still. If I do not mistake there is one at Fota,

the seat of Smith Barry, Esq. I remember seeing

more than one lot of seedlings raised from seeds

ripened on the Lakelands specimen, some of which
may very probably be growing there still. I have
known it to pass unhurt through a frost that killed

some and severely injured other plants of a seemingly
hardier nature, such as Cupressusmacrocarpa, C. Gove-
niana, C. Lawsoniana, and Cryptomeriajaponica. At
the same time, I have seen the tops of shoots of seedlings
killed by late spring frosts on one occasion. The seeds
used to be sown as soon as gathered, started and
grown on in heat for the first season, then hardened
off and planted out in nursery quarters in a garden,
where they grew, although in a very dry soil, most
luxuriantly. I have seen them from 10 to 1 2 feet in

height in two or three years, from the seed, but I

believe they used to be pretty liberally supplied with
water, both pure and manurial, with mulching." Mr.
White, of Hazlewood Gardens, Sligo, states that

with the exception ot a few of the leaves being
browned the Eucalyptus has received no injury there ;

the trees have attained from 9 feet to 9^ feet, having
been planted nearly five years. Mr. T\V0HIG, of

Curragh Chase, Limerick, states that with him it is

quite hardy. This is tolerably conclusive evidence, so
lar, at least, as regards Ireland.

The Melbourne Leader slates that the Vine
Mildew or Oidium made its appearance some two
or three months ago in the Murray and other warm
districts of South Australia, and has also been seen
south of the dividing range at Murghebolac and on
the Colac Road.

Mr. Thomas Ingram, the son of the fine old
gardener who so long and worthily presided over the
Royal gardens at Frogmore, has retired from the Royal
service, and receives, by command of Her Majesty,
an annuity in consideration of faithful services extend-
ing over a period of some five-and-thirty years. Before
leaving Frogmore, last week, the members of the

Royal Garden Book Society presented him with an
inkstand, as a small token of respect, together with
their thanks for the numerous kindly services rendered
during the many years he was president of the Society.

To Mr. William Cross, gardener to the

Dowager Lady Ashburton, Melchet Court, Rom-
sey, we are indebted for the photograph from which
the illustration (fig. 40} of Cypripedium caudatum
was prepared. The plant was grown at Melchet
Court. About four years ago it was growing in a pot

5 inches or 6 inches in diameter. It has since had
the benefit of liberal shifts, and an abundance of
light, air, and moisture ; and when photographed last

year it bore twenty-six flowers on seven stemF,

many of the tails measuring 27 inclies in length.
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Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Feb. g. —Tlie annual meet-
ing of this Society took place on Tuesday, in tile

Council-room, South Kensington, at 3 I'.M., under the

ttie.iidency of the Riglit Hon. Viscount Bury,
K.C.M.C.
The Secretary read the minutes of the last meet-

m^ of tlie Council, wliich were duly confirmed.

Mr. Pinciies and Mr. Fortune having been ap-

pointed scrutineers,

The Report, as given in c

taken as read.

The result of the ballot fu

and officers was that, in plac

Mr. Alfred Smee, F.R.S,
Ttitton, the following Fellows were elected :—Tlie

Hon. and Rev. J. T. Lioscawen, Mr. William Long-
man, and Mr. J. D. Chambers. To fill up ti'ie

extraordinary vacancy created by the retirement of

Lieut.-Clener.il tlie lion. Sir Alexander H, Gordon,
K. C.B , Mr. Frederick Campion was elected. Tlie

balloting list for officers ha I the following result:^
President, the Right Hon. Viscount Bury, K.CM. G.

;

Treasurer, Mr, Bonaray Dobree ; Secretary, Mr. W,

olunins last week, was

w members of Council
:of Mr. J. A. Hardcastle,

id Mr. J. Herb(

is no doubt in the heat of argument that both parlies

have said hard things, which we regret, and which

we regarii as better if left unsaid. We put forward

this frank expression of opinion on our part, and

I think I express the opinion of my colleagues ; and

I only hope it will be accepted as frankly as it is

given, and that the circumstances will be taken into

consideration under which the report referring to the

Commissioners has been made. I must go back for a

moment to the time when we first took office. Tlie

R'tyal Commissioners were placed in relation lo the

Royal Horticultural Society by a resolution, the terms

of which were undefined, and which might be taken

to mean that both bodies should work in common for

a common end. Bat outside the Royal Commis-
sioners there had sprung up two bodies who had great

and substantial rights under the agreement with the

Commissioners—the Fellowsontheone side and thede-

benture holders on the other. At last tlie time came when
the lioyal Commissioners—or rather when the Royal

Horticultural Society, acting in what they then be-

lieved to be not altogether their own interests, pro-

posed to accept terms from the Royal Commissioners

which the outside Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society considered detrimental to the interests of the

Society. Under these circumstances what does an

Fig. 40.—cvpripedium CAun.\TUM, as grown' at melchet court, (from a photograph )

A. Lindsay. Expenses Committee-men : Sir Coults
Lindsay, Bart., Sir Alfred Slade, Bart, and Mr.
Bonamy Dobree. Auditors : Mr. P. M. Leonard,
Mr. Henry Liggins, and Mr. Conrad II. Pinches.

The Chairman rose and addressed the meeting as

follows :—Ladies and gentlemen : The question I

shall have to submit to you, I am happy to say,

requires from rae only a few remarks— I mean with
respect to the report which the Council think it their

duty to submit to you. There was a time when we
had reason to believe that this meeting would be of a

stormy character, and that we should have to battle

for our lives, but I am happy to say that these sinister

auguries have been entirely dispersed, and that, far

from being here to encounter any direct hostility, or

even covert hostility, from our landlords, the Royal
Commissioners, we are likely to receive from them all

the consideration which is consistent with their high
position. It is only quite recently that I am per-

mitted to state that affairs have taken this happy
turn. I will confess—and here I agree with the

Council— that the Royal Horticultural Society felt that

we had been hardly dealt with, and that the Com-
missioners did not appreciate our real position. It is

possible that, as we felt the interests of ourselves and
of the .Society trembling in the balance, we should
not have been so courteous or so conciliatory as we
might have been under happier circumstances. There

Englishman do? It is suggested that he has rights,

and he thinks his rights are invaded, and accordingly

he takes constitutional means of asserting his rights.

He moves the rejection of the proposition submitted to

him, and if he is successful, he places himself in

the position of those who made the proposition,

and pursues the course of business in the best way he
can for himself ; indeed, he has succeeded the late

ministry, and become a minister in power. When
we did that we were in something like revolutionary

troubles, and we did the best we could to make our-

selves legal, and, according to the best advice, we did

succeed in making ourselves a legal tribunal—in

making ourselves the Council of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society—your representatives, gentlemen.

Arrangement with the Commissioners.

I need not tell you that on all points the Royal Com-
missioners did not entertain that opinion of our

legality which we ourselves were advised to entertain.

They disputed our legality, and they would not deal

with us as the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society ; and from that time until now we have been

met with this difficulty—that the Commissioners
would not deal with us as frankly as they might
have dealt, simply because we were not legally

constituted a Council. That, then, frankly, was
our position as regards Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners. The Commissioners knew it. I do not

know whether they think the result of the election

under your auspices can remove the taint of illegality,

but I am strongly inclineil to believe—and you ni.iy

take it as my own opinion, and not an official one—
that Her Majesty's Commissioners will assume that

after the election to-day we are in a legal and proper

position. In our position today we have to be care-

lul that there is no Haw as to the legality of our pro.

ceedings, but I am sure that at the end of our proceed-

ings any objection to our existence as a legal body
will be entirely removed. The position of the

Society's finances may not be found to be very sound,

but while it may give the members of the Society

ample room for reflection, it is not one which woukl

allow us in any way to despair. We are the only

society—I will not say the only—but we are the

society which has the means at its dis|>osal to do

the greatest amount of good, from ourofikial position,

for the horticultural world. We can easily keep that

position, but, in order to do that we must keep

shoulder to shoulder, and assist each other. These
gardens must be retained in the interest of horticulture.

Then the question arises, there are besides the horti-

cultural Fellows proper the Fellows who are owneis

or occupiers ot liouse property about this neigh-

bourhood. I need not tell you that they are

deeply interested in keeping open the gardens—one of

the lungs of London, and that they feel that if it went

over into the hands of any other body than the Royal

Horticultural Society, it would be a grievous disaster.

As I have before s.iid, Englishmen if they know they

have rights are very careful to associate themselves in

defence of those rights, and I think the local Fellows

are not at all unlikely to die hard if they are put to it.

But I do not, as 1 have said before, believe theie

will be any necessity for a fight, but that on the con-

trary—and I wish to repeat it, even at the risk

of wearying you — the Royal Commissioners are

quite willing to meet us evenly and fairly. I will not

consider it either uncivil or uncourteous if I give this

frank and plain expression of our feelings anel

opinions. I say that we are perfectly well aware we
hold some good trump cards in our hands, and know
how to deal them on terms of perfect*quality. This,

I trust, will not be construed as being in any way
hostile to the Commissioners ; and I believe I am
right in saying that there are some gentlemen pre-

sent representing the Royal Commissioners who
will comment upon any statement I make on
your behalf, and say whether it be correct or

not, and who will be able to make, on behalf

of Her Majesty's Commissioners, a statement,

whether it be satisfactory or not. I will frankly

say I have heard—and perhaps from very good
authority—that some terms made use of in the

Council's report to the Society have been felt

as wounding to the feelings of the Royal Commis-
sioners. I hear that two paragraphs in the report

have been construed into a sneer. I am sure, and I

know I speak the sentiments of my colleagues, that

anything like a sneer towards Her Majesty's Com-
missioners was foreign to our minds ; and I say, if

such an impression was conveyed to them, I own I

frankly regret any expression that may have caused it.

I will, however, ask the Royal Commissioners to

remember that at the time this report w.is framed

the Society was labouring under the smart— I will

not say of unjust—but in any case the smart of

dealing with Her Majesty's Commissioners. The
principal diversity of opinion between the Com-
missioners and ourselves is upon the proposed

skating rink in these gardens. Her Majesty's

Commissioners have felt aggrieved that we did not

communicate with them on the subject, because the

agreement under which the rink was to be built was

signed by us. The answer to the objection is a

simple one. We were, and always have been,

most desirous to be on the most fiiendly and

open terms with Her Majesty's Commissioners,

but I have taken the trouble to look into our letter-

book, and I can tell you we have seven times

addressed letters to the Commissioners, requesting

them to allow the Expenses Committee to meet and
discuss the aflairs of the Society ; and on these seven

occasions we were told that it was impoisible for the

Commissioners to allow it to be done. I dj not now
question whether it was right or wrong, I merely

state the fact that, having seven times asked Her
Majesty's Commissioners to meet us for the purpose

of entering into the affairs of the Society, and having

been seven times refused—certainly in a courteous and

civil manner—we felt we were bound to act for our-

selves in this matter, and that we could not again ask

the Royal Commissioners to meet us on the affairs of

the Society. Under the charter, and according to the

bye-laws, there is only one way of dealing with the

afifnirs of the Society, as between ourselves and the

Royal Commissioners, and that way is through the

Expenses Committee—and all the monetary aflairs of

the Royal Horticultural Society are committed to their

decision. That being the case, now, when I say we
seven times requested that the Expenses Committee

should meet, and have seven times met with a re-

fusal, I think—without entering into bygones, and
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with a desire to avoid them—you will see it was
quite impossible to approach Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners on the subject of the skating rink

again. And now that they feel aggrieved that we have
not consulted them, I hope that the representatives of

Her Majesty's Commissioners will accept this frank ex-

planation of the circumstances I have the honour to

make to them as the real, true, and only reason why
the communication was so long delayed. And,
after all, the communication was not so long de-

layed, because it was only a few weeks after

it was made that the Royal Commissioners met,
and a letter was sent by Sir Coutts Lindsay giving

them the fullest information. I do not know
whether I should enter at greater length into the

arrangements between this Society and the Royal
Commissioners : I hope I have explained our aim
and objects in acting as we have done. As I have
before said, if there be anything in our report—written

at a time when the Council were labouring under con-

siderable irritation, and with the notion that their

dignity was offended—which was considered as being
hurtful to the Commissioners, I regret it, and, para-

phrasing the words of Hotspur, say, "Let not this

report come betwixt my love and your Majesty."
Having thus explained, I hope, on the part of myself
and my colleagues, that all tlie clouds which lie be-

tween the bright sunshine of the full fellowship of the

Commissioners and ourselves may soon be swept
away.

Finance.

I now pass away to another subject—the Society's

finances. We have not now to discu'^s the position

of our finances in detail. It will suffice to say that

we are in a position which, although grave, is not
irremediable; not irremedialjle because, by the terms
of our lease, we have enough yet to pay a certain rent

to the Royal Commissioners, and if that rent be paid
we shall be free for several years to come. At the
same time, the finances of the Society—I of course
mean the income of the Society—do not meet its

necessary expenditure by a long way. We must
'* put our shoulders to the wheel," as others have often
done, and devise some means of meeting the diffi-

culty. The present Council has been in an unfortu-
nate position since it first accepted office. They found
themselves heirs to a very large amount of debt,
which ought to have been previously discharged.
That debt amounted to between ^6300 and ^{"6400,

and out of our limited income we have paid about
j^20oo, so that our debt now stands at about ^4393.
According to our charter and bye-lav/s we ought never
be in debt at all. The expenditure of the year and
the yearly income ought to balance, and nothing
should be left outstanding. You will agree with the
Council when I say that, when we find ourselves with
a very limited income—which is often the case with
scientific societies—the position of having to discharge
large amounts in payment of debt places us in a
very unfortunate position.

Retrenchment.

This year, I regret to say, in the interests of horticul-

ture, we have been obliged to diminish the number of
prizes so as to curtail our necessary expenditure—even
in those legitimate prizes in which the Royal Horticul-
tural Society ought to be very liberal indeed. With
respect lo the skating rink, we no doubt diverted a
small portion of the funds from the legitimate pursuit

of horticulture. We felt, however, that the income
derived thereby would give a corresponding amount,
which could be devoted to the interests of scientific

horticulture. Sir Coutts Lindsay reminds me that

the sum to be paid was £\ 100. How happy should
we be if we could get ;^noo towards the cultivation

of scientific horticulture ! I must say that we come
before you with all possible confidence, and ask you
to ratify what we have done.

The Skating Rink.

I may say that a great point in connection with the
skating rink question is that not one shilling of the

Horticultural Society's money has been, or would
have been, expended on the construction of the rink.

The agreement we concluded with Messrs. Prince is

to the effect that the whole thing is to be done at

their expense—that large privileges|should be reserved

for Fellows of the Society—the whole arrangement
being very favourable to the interests of the Society ;

and thus we feel no hesitation in recommending the

scheme for your adoption. Now I do not think I

need trouble you further in introducing the report.

Evening Meetings.

What alone remains for me to address you upon, is

our horticultural position. You will see, in the

report before you, that the Council have established a
series of evening meetings for the discussion of horti-

cultural subjects. These meetings have already

begun. I was going to refer to the black board
behind me for illustrations, but I see they have been
effaced. I am told, however, that the meetings have
been highly successful.

Expenditure.

I have just been reminded by Sir Alfred Slade ot

the fact that in the year 1875 our expenditure will be

;^2400 less than it was last year. The very compen-
dious statement which is now before you will show
that the Council have most closely looked into the

finances of the Society, and have tried to keep the

expenditure down to the lowest possible limit.

Lindley Medal.

The Lindley Medal was struck last year, and it

reflects great credit upon the Society generally. I

shall leave Sir Coutts Lindsay, who has taken so great

an interest in this matter, to state the arrangement for

the delivery of the medal, which is certainly the most
imporlant ever issued by the Society. Gentlemen,
I have placed these m.atters before you—they are prac-

tical statements. It is quite unnecessary for me to in-

dulge in oratorical flourishes, and I will sit down
recommending to you the adoption of the report.

Mr. Bateman then asked whether the adoption of
the report now before them would be formally moved
before criticisms upon it would be permitted ? He
wished to say that he had listened to the Chairman's
remarks with a good deal of pleasure. Nevertheless,

he could hardly go over the ground as delicately or as

daintily as the noble lord had done— so smoothly, in

fact, that one could imagine he wa5 careering on the

polished surface of the skating rink. He had no
feelings of hostility towards the Council, and he did

not wish to speak in a hostile spirit and when referring

to the report he should confine himself to horticul-

tural matters only. In the second paragraph of the

report it is stated "The Council have established

a series of evening meetings for the discussion of
horticulture. They are convinced that the com-
paratively small attendance at the ordinary meetings
arises from the inconvenience of the hour rather than
any indifference to them on the part of the Fellows ;

and they, therefore, consider that evening meetings
may be considered of value both by the Fellows and
others engaged in the pursuit of horticultural science."

Here now was a statement that there was a small

attendance at the ordinary meetings, but it was the

opinion of all horticulturists without exception that

the meetings were for the cultivation of the science of
horticulture. Now, if the Chief Pontiff in the chair,

or any of his suffragans, thought that the meetings of

the Society were of so little moment that it was not
worth their while to attend, it was hardly to be ex-

pected that the outside world would pay them more
respect. It was to be remarked that all the alterations

were made in a non horticultural direction, and that

the Council went in for large reductions. He went
on to say that the local Fellows—the Kensingtonians
—who lived in the neighbourhood, did not appear to

have any special interest in horticultural matters.

They had in their Society the town element and the

country element. The town Fellows had tlie advan-
tage of these gardens, and could attend all the shows
during the summer, whereas country Fellows possessed

the advantages which sprung from the distribution

of new plants. He did not know how much more
than ^100 (which had been saved by the dispersion

of the Orchidb) was the salary of an additional

doorkeeper at Elvaston Place, but for his own
part he should prefer the sight of a few pretty

plants, when entering by the old Orchard-
house, to the new entrance, even though it be
amongst the chalk and plaster effigies of some
monsters of the deep. Mr. Bateman went on
to say that he could not see why the difii-

cuUies and antagonistic interests between the Com-
missioners and the local Fellows could not be
arranged. The local Fellows wanted their arcades,

and their band, and their promenade, but these were
no horticultural elements whatever ; but still, why
should not people have these things as long as they
were willing to pay for them ? Why should not some
arrangements be come to between the Royal Com-
missioners and the local Fellows, In order that the

latter might be provided with whatever accommo-
dation they required ? He felt quite certain that the

Commissioners would not be slow to give the Fellows
all the accommodation they required, and he again
said he could see no reason why an amicable arrange-

ment should not be come to between the two bodies.

Mr. Walford said he had long taken a deep
interest in the affairs of the Society, and had watched
the changes which had taken place in the Council,

with the hope that they might go on from what was
regarded as bad to something better. He was of

opinion that they had not been successful in that.

The Chairman, who had put everything so plea-

santly before them — it really went against his

heart to say anything in an opposite direction—said

he saw nothing in our present position at which they

need be much alarmed. But if his own expenditure

rapidly exceeded his income, and he found himself

surrounded with debt, he should regard the position

as a very serious one indeed. He knew very well
that the people who lived in the neighbourhood did

not feel the same interest in horticulture that others

did. He should not trespass on the attention of

Sir Alfred Slade, as he saw now, what he
had perceived before, that when Fellows were
addressing the chair, the members of the Council were
holding a conversation. He should stop if he saw
the conversation renewed. {A pause.) The fact

was that the local Fellows had made the gardens
into a nursery—very different indeed from the sort of

nursery originally designed. They had not been suc-

cessful, and the time had arrived when they ought
to take some steps to have a remedy applied. He
asked whether it would not be prudent to go to the

Commissioners and treat with them, if, as had
been said, the very existence of the Society depended
on the Commissioners. Why not put the whole
case before them, and say that a number of gentlemen
both in London and the country had joined the Society

to promote horticulture, but that horticultural pur-

poses were being wiped away to make room for other

purposes? It was with great regret he saw the name
of Mr. Smee withdrawn from the list of the Council ;

and he was reminded of the gloomy condition of the

Society by the black board which stood behind the

Chairman.

The Chairman sai<l that the Council had ap-

proached the Commissioners on many occasions. Mr.
Smee's name had been eliminated as one of those who
had made the smallest number of attendances.

Mr. G. F. Wilson assured the meeting tha^, for a

considerable time past, Fellows deeply interested in

horticulture had said to him they would retire, as so

little was being done for horticulture. He had told

them not to be in a hurry, but to wait for the good
time. He thought that everything which was possible

to be done to introduce a better state of things should

be done at once. The Chairman had spoken about

the feelings of Englishmen, but he (Mr. Wilson)

thought that the Chairman and Council were open to

a charge very objectionable to Englishmen, and which

was want of pluck. He applied that to the subject of

country shows. Why had not the subject been men-
tioned in the report ? When the show was held at

Bury St. Edmund's it was an untried experiment;

but what had been an untried experiment then was
now, with ordinary good management, an ascertained

success. Therefore the Council showed want of pluck

in not encouraging country shows.

Sir Henry Turing wished to say what he consi-

dered he was hound to say on behalf of the Royal Com-
missioners. He wished to allude to himself respecting

some advice he had given to the Commissioners

lately, and he wished to say a few words upon the

legal aspect of tire question, having for twenty-four

years taken a very great interest in the Society. He
might say he was no longer a Commissioner. As to

the legality of the Council, when the revolution

occurred, either for good or bad. the Commissioners

sought the advice of the law officers of the Crown,
and the latter said, in their opinion the Council was
illegal. Consequently, the Commissioners did not

appoint the Expenses Committee, and thus they were

brought to a dead-lock. The Commissioners did not

think it their duty to interfere, but simply to let matters

alone. The Commissioners were perfectly willing

when the present, or the next Council, obtained

an opinion from the law ofhcers of the Crown in their

favour, to at once acknowledge them. The Com-
missioners never had the slightest hostility or ill-feel-

ing towards the noblemen and gentlemen on -the

Council. The Commissioners never had the slightest

feeling as to the revolution, but they were advised by
the law officers of the Crown that the actions of the

Council were illegal. The next question referred

to the unfortunate rink, lie believed he was in this

matter the most guilty person, for, when he was asked

whether in his opinion it was legal to devote any
portion of the gardens to the purposes of a rink, he
pronounced it with the greatest confidence to be

illegal. He told the Commissioners this—-"It is

illegal, and we cannot allow it." That was the whole
history of that affair. He was perfectly certain there

was no more hostile feeling on the part of the

Commissioners in refusing to sanction the skating

rink than in any other matter. The refusal to sanc-

tion the rink was not the result of hostile spirit, but was
a mere question of law. If ever there was a clear case

of ordinary common sense and of legal common sense,

it was this. It was perfectly impossible for a Com-
mission established for the promotion of science and
art to allow a Society which was established for scien-

tific horticulture to put up a skating rink. Whatever
might have been the intention of the Council, or

whatever had been the speech of the Chairman, there

appeared to have been something more in their minds
when the report was penned. He did not blame
them for it, but he ivas authorised io say on
behalf ofHer Alajesifs Cotnjnissioners that their inten-

tions had never been in the remotest degree hostile to

horticulture. The Commissioners considered themselves

quasi partners in the promotion of horticulture, and
it was their wish to promote it. Whatever might have
been said of the Commissioners he was authorised

to say that they never had any wish to do anything

but to promote the objects of the Society in every pos-
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sible way. So far as regarded horliculture, and now

as to the appropriation of the land. It had been

whispered that the Commissioners wanted to budd

upon the land. Now he was authorised to say tliat

proposition had never been submitted to them-he

meant the proposition to build upon the Horticultural

Gardens, lie was authorised to say such a proposi-

tion was never brought before them ; that they never

for one moment thought of such a proposition, and

that they never held any intention on the subject. It

appeared to him that the agreement or arrangement

of the Society with the Commissioners was drawn in

a worse and more loose manner than any Act

of Parliament he had ever seen or drawn. He

could say on behalf of the Commissioners that

they never thought of determining the lease, or of

putting an end to the Society in order to benefit

themselves. Now, he wished to address a few words

to his brother Fellows, the " Kensingtonians." With

great deference to the noble Chairman, he could not

but think, after reading the report, that it did not

bear a pleasant aspect as regarded the Commissioners,

lie had now nothing to do with the Commissioners.

He might say in the language of Shakspeare, "My
withers are unwrung." Since they were, however, in

a great measure dependent upon the Commissioners,

he did not think it was wise to use terms which

appeared to him to be—he would not say offensive,

but assuredly not calculated to conciliate the Commis-

sioners. He did not want to find fault with the

Council. He thought that meeting ought to authorise

the Council to consider some of the sentences in the

report, and either to omit these sentences or re.cast

them. If they did that it would not be the slightest

reflection upon the Council or the Society. He

should also suggest that, after reconsidering then-

report, the Council should take steps to establish

their own legality.

Mr. Shirley IIibberd felt there were so many

unsatiifaetory passages in the report, the Society

appeared to be in so unfortun.ate a condition, and

the Council had seemed to be without a definite

policy _ and therefore he should move that the

report be referred back to the Council for reconsidera-

tion. He would point out one clause in this re port which

t'ley" could not allow to pass, after what the Chairman

Slid as to what had sprung up between the two

authorities. It was impossible for them to be on

friendly terms, or even on proper business terms, with

Her Majesty's Commissioners, when they had in the

report a paragraph which told them that Her

Majesty's Commissioners attempted to get the lease

voided, so that the Society should be cast upon their

mercy to receive some dole. That sentence jarred

upon the whole of the proceedings that day, and there

appeared to be no other course open than to ask the

Council to take back the report and reconsider it. He

begged to move, as an amendment, that the report be

referred back to the Council for further consideration.

Dr. Denny said that, considering the way in which

the Chairman spoke, and the conciliatory way in

which he mentioned the Royal Commissioners, he

(Dr Denny) looked upon the report as one drawn up

in the worst possible taste, besides being untrue. They

had no right to say that Her Majesty's Commissioners

intended to take their lease from them. They seemed

to forget that, if the lease was voided, it was voided

by themselves, and not by the Commissioners, and

simply because they did not pay their rent to the

Commissioners. The report alleged what was not

true, and as it was quite impossible for them to pass the

report as it now stood, he had much pleasure in

seconding the amendment moved by Mr. Shirley

Hibberd. They were told they were to save ;6250o

next year ; but what was it to be saved out of, if not

out of horticulture and shows ? The first thing the

Council did was to do away with the salaries of the

staff upon which the Society leaned. Were they to

lose all their staff? Was nothing to be done at Chis-

wick> Were they to have no science there, no

records kept or published? Was the Society to

become a nonentity as far .as horticulture was con-

cerned ? They must recollect that gentlemen on the

Council were elected for a certain purpose. He did

not find fault with the South Kensington interests,

which certainly had a right to be represented but not

to sweep off everything. The President of the S ociety

was a South Kensingtonian, so was the Vice-Presi-

dent so was the Treasurer, so was the Secretary ;

and so were the members of the Finance Committee.

Those who were not South Kensingtonians had not a

voice in the matter at all. How, he should like to know,

were they going to pay their rent next year ? If they

were about to do so, they ought to do it at once, and

not leave it until Her Majesty's Commissioners

chose to take proceedings, and when the Society

would not be in a position to make any terms what-

ever. If they could not pay their just debts, they

ounht to have some means of doing so. It would

have been much lietter if the Council had proposed to

the wealthy inliabilants of South Kensington to put

their hands in their pockets and p.ay off the debenture

debt. There were thousands of rich people in South

Kensington who could pay it, and it would only cost

the Fellows about £\n each to pay the amount off.

That would be better than to go begging to people

who had nothing at all to do with the matter. With

regard to horticulture, they ought to show what was

to be taken off and what put on. Anything should

be done before they touched their staff. Had they

a right to ask gentlemen whose time was valuable to

give it to the Society, and in addition pay a con-

siderable sum for railway fare ?

The CiiAIKiiAN asked Dr. Denny what gentlemen

he was alluding to ?

Dr. Denny ; I am referring to your scientific staff.

The Chairman : Well, then, what about the

Council ? . .^

Dr. Denny : I am simply referring to our scientific

staff. , ,

The Chairman : But all the members of the

Council are unpaid.

Dr. Denny w.as quite aw.ire the members of the

Council were unpaid, but still he asked the question.

Would any man work without pay? Would their

lawyer work without pay ? Next year, when they had

to pay their rent, they would find that horticulture

would be cut down to nothing.

Mr. Haugiiton congratulated the Chairman upon

his speech—a speech which was an announcement of

a total reversal of policy. It announced that, at the

last 'moment, the Council had ceased to wage war

against the Royal Commissioners, and that, practically,

a treaty of peace had been entered into. He had

hoped to have heard something about the details of

that treaty, and something as to the real state of the

Society, and the loss which was the result of ill-

advised warfare. On both points the meeting had

nothing but promises. They were told they

were to have a great reduction 1 of expenditure

next year, but how that reduction was to be

effected they did not know, for no estimate had

been laid before them. They had nothing but a bare

statement placed before them ; but it was obvious to

every one in the room that a reduction must be

effected if they were not to forfeit their lease and be

turned out of their gardens. Having criticised the

accounts submitted by the Council, iMr. Haughton

said there was one thing they should keep in mind,

and that was, not to quarrel with one another. They

must be unanimous in insisting upon the Council

carrying out their policy, and to come to satisfactory

arrangement with Her Majesty's Commissioners at

the earliest possible time. It would be most desir-

able, when that was done, that the result should be

announced to a meeting of the Fellows. The Chair-

man had told them that Her Majesty's Commissioners

considered they had some cause of offence before the

skating rink was commenced ; but really the Fellows

had some cause of complaint, that they had not been

consulted. He hoped something would be done to

ensure peace, lasting and durable. He thought that

the concluding words of the report ought to be struck

out, and if they were not, he should support the

amendment.

Mr. Quii.TER said he was anxious, as a country

Fellow, to see some amicable means adopted by

which this continual strife should be ended. He did

not think the Council coiUd refuse to send back the

report, so that the words which reflected on Her

Majesty's Commissioners should be expunged. If

that was not done, let an independent committee be

appointed to seek an interview with Her Majesty's

Commissioners in order to come to some arrangement

with them. What, he asked, had the Kensington

Gardens done to benefit horticulture? The whole

object seemed to be to raise money for the benefit of

these gardens. He should be anxious that either a

committee or the Council should undertake to seek

an interview with the Royal Commissioners, and see

what were the best terms into which they could enter

with them. He should be exceedingly sorry to see

the gardens done away with ; but there were many
ways in which they could be helped, as the Prince

Consort had wished to do. What they wanted was to

give the people something to see and hear, and not

give sxclusive rights to the people of the locality.

As a country Fellow, he did not see what advantage

it was to him to continue his subscription to the

Society. He begged to support the amendment, and

hoped the Fellows present would vote for it ; and he

trusted that before it was again presented the Council

would seek an interview with Her Majesty's Commis-

sioners.

Sir Alfred Slade gave some explan.ations of the

figures quoted by Mr. Haughton, and then

Mr. Edgar Bowring addressed the meeting, stating

that he spoke as a member of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and not as a Royal Commissioner. He had

listened with much pleasure to the speech of the

Chairman when opening the meeting, and lie hoped

the time was fast coming when amicable arrangements

would be entered into between the Council and Her

Majesty's Commissioners. He entirely endorsed the

remarks made by Sir Henry Thring. He was un-

willing to take a hostile step towards the Council, but

now that a motion had been brought before the meet-

ing to refer back the report he could not think he

should show any hostility to the Council, but, on the

contrary, show his good will, when he said he

would support this motion—that the report be sent

back for reconsideration. He should only say that

he hoped the result of the meeting would be to place

the Council in a legal position. The Chairman said

that seven times the Kxpen?es Committee were asked

to meet, and that the Royal Commissioners seven

times gave a refusal ; but really that was not because

the Royal Commissioners did not want to sit, but

because there was an expressed opinion by the law

officers of the Crown that they could not meet. The

suggestion about the skating rink was altogether out-

side the province of the Expenses Committee.

The Chairman observed that he had only asked

the question to be discussed—not to be sanctioned.

Mr. BowRINGsaid that, under the Act, the Society

could not appropriate any of their land to the purposes

of a skating rink, nor could the Commissioners

approve any such appropriation. It seemed to him

better to refer the report back to the Council, and he

hoped the result of the meeting would be, that the

present Council-would be declared legally elected.

The Chairman said it was now time to declare

the course the Council felt it their duty to pursue.

He asked the Fellows to put a little trust in the

Council which had carried on the affairs of the Society

during the past two years. The Council had heard

with the greatest possible satisfaction it was not the

intention of the Commissioners to build on the

gardens. They accepted that as a most gratifying

fact, and he should not state the evidence upon which

the Council thought it was otherwise. Again, they

heard that the Royal Commissioners did not intend

in any hostile sense to determine the lease of the

gardens, and the Counc'l accepted that statement as

frankly as it was given, and certainly with sincere

delight. But, if the meeting were to come to a reso-

lution that the report should be sent back, then,

before the meeting did that, he should ask them ont

to turn out their Council. Surely the Council had

some self-respect left. If the meeting told the

Council to take back the report, of course the Council

would at once resign ; but it would be churlish to say

the Council would not again look at the report and

endeavour to arrive at some amicable solution of the

difficulty. If the amendment was put to the vote

the Council would be bound in honour to stand by

their report, and the Fellows knew it ; and he asked

them not to place the meeting in an awkward

position.

Mr. Godson : I move that the discussion be ad-

journed to this day month.

Mr. Haughton : And I second the motion.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd: On the understanding

that we adjourn, so that the report be reconsidered.

I shall, with great pleasure, withdraw my amendment.

The amendment was then withdrawn, and the

further discussion of the report adjourned to the

second Tuesday in March.

A vote of thanks was given to the noble Chairman,

and the meeting separated.

Mr. W. R. Bragg, of Slough.—This well-known

florist, once a keen exhibitor, but who of late years

has seldom been heard of outside his own immediate

circle, died very suddenly, at his residence, on the

morning of Thursday, the 4th inst., in the 70th year

of his age. William Roland Bragg was born in the

Royal Mews, at Windsor, and was the son of a coach-

man in the service of his late Majesty King George TV.

Evincing a liking for flowers and their culture in his

early days, he was, when quite young, apprenticed to

the head gardener at Lord Sefton's, Stoke Farm, near

Slough, but afterwards left the garden, and became

booking-clerk to Messrs. Lillywhite, Moody & Thum-

wood, the coach proprietors at Windsor. Subse-

quently he became a licensed victualler at Slough,

having been landlord of the North Star Tavern for

something like twenty-seven years. Though he gave

up the profession of a gardener so early in life, he did

not cease to be a cultivator of flowers, and as an

amateur exhibitor he gained considerable renown. He

was a grower of Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, Dahlias,

Hollyhocks, Pansies, SweetwiUiams, &c., and one of

his greatest triumphs as an amateur was the winning

of a cup, value /20, with Dahlias, at Birmingham, in

1840.

Eventually he entered into business as a florist, cul-

tivating some ground at the back of the hostelry so

long associated with his name, which was known as

tlie North Star Nursery. This was the exhibition

place of the once well-known Slough Dahlia Show.

He was a much- respected contemporary of such well-

known florists as John Edwards, C. P. Lochner,

George Weedon, Richard Staines, and others that

we now associate with the old school of floral

enthusiasts.
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Of late years he obtained some notoriety as a culti

valor of a fine break of Sweetwilliams, known as Hunt'^

tlrain ; and to the last he continued his business, and

laised Hollyhocks, Pansies, &c. That somewhat
over-rated bedding Pansy, Cliveden Blue Improved,

originated as a sport at the North Star Nursery.

He was a most genial, good-natured man, a plea-

sant social companion ; and though the later years of

his life were somewhat clouded by adversity, he

passed away amid many regrets ; and numerous cul-

tivators of Horists' flowers, both past and present, will

cheiish ids name with kindly remembrance.

STATE OF TUB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LOXDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, February io, 1875.
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Hoot is a powerful fertiliser, and iin[i,i[ls that rich

heallhy green to grass so desirable as a selling to gay

flowers. The textureand appearance of grass is much im-

proved by frequent sweeping and rolling ; therefore the

broom and roller should not be idle when opportunily

for their use occurs. Walks, too, will now renuire

free use of the roller to get them thorouglily consoli-

dated after the loosening they have had from the

frost, and before dry weather sets in any that are

dirty or discoloured should have a sprinkling of

bright gravel, and be well rolled down. Walks kept

bright and clean in this way impart an air of comfort,

and give a cheerful tone to the whole place.

Borders containing herbaceous plants, bulbs, &c.

,

if not already done, should be neally furked over,

as many are fast pushing through. Advantage should

be taken while working among them to reduce such

as have become too large, or to divide and increase

such as are choice and desirable. Bulbs of any of the

Liliuvis may now be planted. These are very effec-

tive in shrubbery borders backed up by evergreens,

or among thinly planted Rhododendrons, in the peat

beds of which they revel. The bulbs should be

planted 6 inches deep, and have a handful of sharp

sand scattered over ihem to prevent them rotting.

Gladiolus for early blooming may now be planted,

and should be treated in the same way. Plant

Ranunculuses and Anemones in deep rich soil,

with a pinch of sand round them, and

sow seed of the latter for blooming in autumn.
Koses and other climbers on walls and trellises should

now be pruned, regulated, and tied in, and any stan-

dard or dwarf perpetual varieties required to bloom
early should be pruned in at once, but the main lot

should be left till later. No time should be lost in

sowing seed of such of the subtropical and other bed-

ding plants as require time to get them Into planting

size. Some of these may be enumerated as follows ;

— IViganJiaSy Solanuifis, McUanthiis^ I'erdinandas^

Cineraria^ Acacia lophanlha^ Centaurea, See. Such
things as /^e^a Cicla, Jvuinus, Zeas, Amaranthus^

and others of quick growth, should not be sown till

April, as they only get checked and stunted. A few

Sweet Peas and Mignonette may be sown for early

blooming. Divide and place in heat such things as

Cannas, and start all stock plants required for propa-

gating purposes. Roots of Aralia papyrifera put in

at once will make good plants by June. Abutilon

marmorata is a fine thing, being much superior to

Thomsoni. If placed in heat now it will soon afford

a good supply of cutlings. Tricolor and other choice

variegated Pelargoniums should be enjoying a little

gentle heat, so as to afford a batch of cuttings.

These may be partly severed, and left on
the plants a week or so to callus, after

which they may be entirely severed and inserted

in small pots, with a certainty of them rooting if

placed on shelves near the glass. Push on the propa-

gation of all kinds of bedding plants from stock plants

previously placed in heat for that purpose. Most
bedding plants are better from spring-struck cuttings,

and a sufficiency of these should be grown on, so as to

be able to discard the old stock plants. Such things as

Mesembryant/itmum cordifolium variegatnm will be

found to root more readily on shelves near the light than

in close, moist propagating boxes, as such places are

only suited to cuttings containing but little moisture

in their stems. The old neglected Verbena venosa is

one of the best and most lasting bedding plants we
have, and forms a pleasing contrast if mixed with any
of the variegated Pelargoniums. Seed sown in heat

now will afford nice plants by May, and old roots may
be cut up and divided. Place in heat roots of any
choice Dahlias. These should be plunged in a bed of

old leaves, tan, or cocoa-nut fibre, in either of which
the young shoots root freely, and they can then be

taken off with safety, and potted in loose vegetable

soil. y. Skeppardy Woolverstone Park,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—At about the commencement of March it

is customary to start a batch of suckers, which

are intended to provide plants to give a supply of ripe

fruit from about next December and onwards through

the spring and early summer months. The present

expeditious method of cultivation dispenses with con-

siderable labour which at this time was formerly

necessary in overhauling the principal part of the

whole stock of plants, stripping off the lower leaves

and soiling up the stems to induce new roots there-

from, and in some cases even shortening it back

a bit. Preliminary arrangements are nevertheless to

a certain extent still required with regard to materials

which will be wanted for use in potting, and the

necessary preparation of a fermenting bed in some
close structure, which will generate and maintain a

temperature near the surface of it of from 80° to 90^
;

where an abundance of fire-heat will not be necessriry

to keep up a degree of warmth of from 55" to 65"

regularly ; these matters should have immediate

attention il not already done. If a number of the best

developed plants were selected at about the beginning

of last December, and were stimulated by an advanced
temperature and other suitable requirements, as have

been froji lime to lime indicated in this Calendar,

tiiese will now be showing fruit. It is in most
cases both desirable and profitable to advance the

ripening of the fruit of these as much as possible
;

therefore the temperature about them should be well

sustained at a mean of 70', wilh 5' or 10' more under

favourable conditions. Ventilate as before advised,

and economise fuel as much as possible whenever
sunshine assists. If such plants can be afforded a

suitable structure together it is much to be preferred
;

otherwise they should occupy the hottest end in the

house. With the fruit advancing the plants wUl want
more water at the roots. It will also be necessary to

go over the stock once every week, as other plants

will, with increased light and heat, require it also.

Recently started plants, which are intended to furnish

a succession of ripe fruit to those already named,
should not be hastened on too rapidly ; 65° at night,

and 70" in the day-time, artificially, will suffice

throughout the present month. G. T. Miles, IVycombe

Abbey.

Cucumbers.—A fair amount of sunshine during

the past fortnight has wrought wonders in the progress

of Cucumbers, and very healthy growths, with good
supplies of fruit, have resulted. The early salmon
season is now fairly in, too, which always increases

the demand. Lent is also in, when Cucumbers, to be
served with fish, are sure to find sale in many quarters ;

hence the importance of securing a good supply just

now. The general treatment for the ensuing fortnight

remains much the same. A little more moisture, both
at the roots and in the atmosphere, however, may be
safely employed, and the evaporating troughs may be
regularly charged in bright weather. A slight increase

in the day temperatures may also be permitted. Still

be very careful in the admission of air, and don't over-

look that injunction which I have ever striven to enforce

in regard to regulating the temperatures by the fire,

and also the water valves : young practitioners often

need a hint in this direction. Encourage a free root-

action by a repeated introduction of fresh compost,
and never omit to cut the plants over regularly at

least once a week. Pits and frames must now be
thought about, and as fast as they become cleared of

winter salads and the like let them be turned to

account forthwith, by way of a thorough cleansing

and the getting in of the fermenting materials, which
must previously have received a thorough course of

preparation, preparatory to planting out both Cucum-
bers and Melons. Pits and frames need never be

unoccupied. A good and a lasting heat should be
secured ; do'not, therefore, get in the materials of fer-

mentation before they are well prepared, or it will

only end in failure to a greater or less extent. The
plants to be turned out, it is presumed, are also in

hand. The 1st of March is a good time to turn them
out. Those who have no convenience for raising

their own plants by that date should court the good
oftices of a neighbour. T/ios. Simpson.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The MuyiiRooM-iiousE. — All Mushroom beds

prepared in early autumn should have borne their

crops, and in the order of things now show marked
signs of exhaustion ; hence, it will be necessary to

renew them with as little delay as possible. This
may quickly be done where fresh materials have been
prepared in readiness. Where these do not exist,

however, resort should be had to the necessary col-

lection and drying of such. If practicable, collect

the crude horse-droppings direct from the stables,

and under no circumstances allow rain or water in

any form to reach them. Along wilh the latter pro-

cure all the dry sweepings of a short description, and
let them be mixed freely together. Spread them
out where practicable on the. floor of an open airy

shed, and in such a position that they may dry freely.

If old beds do not bear at all, then will it be necessary

to hasten the matter, and resort must be had to fer-

mentation, in view to dispel all excess of moisture
contained in the new material. Turn them over about
twice each week, and immediately following each dis-

tinct ferment, and when steam is seen to issue freely

from the apex of the mass. This is to be followed

until such time as it is judged that all excessive and
impure moisture is expelled, and only sufficient latent

moisture remains in the whole mass to cause a slight

fermentation, and produce a maximum heat of about
95*, when they will be in a proper state to form the

bed or beds as may be needful. IVilliam Earley.

Answers to Correspondents.
Black Fly on Peach Trees : J. T. B. Your trees

are infested vvith the common black fly, which is a sad
scourge to Peach trees, and is very ditRcult to get rid

of. You must persevere in dusting the trees wilh
Pooley's Tobacco Powder.

Insects: T. B., Lochryan. The grubs which have
gnawed your Vine and Peach tree roots are the om-
nivorous larvre of the weevil, Otiorhynchus sulcatus.

Their size and white colour render them easy to be
discovered on carefully removing the soil round the

roots. As they are near the surface, it would be well

to remove ihe earth and bake it, in order to kill the
grubs. /. O. W.

Namks ok Plants : Nil Dcspcrandum. We do not
recorjnisc your plant from a single leaf.

—

R. C. Myr-
sipliylliini ;is|>aragoides.

—

A. G. C. Abies nigra.

—

iK. -V. ]s.'iiiu;dya monophylla, a very old-fashioned
prcity L^i\:ciihoiise plant.

—

G. P. S. Begonia urgyro-
stii^ni.L

;
l''iituiii.L I'lMiori ; Phlcbodium areolatum

;

Oynin.i-r.unin i clii y v .pliylla.—.4« Old Sub., Dublin,
The sprLiimti s.rin, lu be only a var. of Berbens
aristat.i

;
ImiI it wanM he better to send again when

in llowcr.— /'. />., Fcntdene. Cypripedium venustum.
The Oncidium is apparently O. cebolleta ; but without
leaves or description it is impossible to be certain.

—

P. H. G. Dendrobium aureum, var. pallidum =
D. rhombeum of Lindl. Please send another speci-

men of the Ceylonese Dendrobe.
Peach Borders : Nil Despcrandum. You must water
when it is required. Keep the soil always moist, but
never in a soddened state. We should say the borders
would require watering in about a fortni^jhi's time.

White Paint : F. G. Nothing better than good
white-lead—pure ; not, as sometimes happens, adul-
terated with whitening.

i^T Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the
Publibtier to desire Foreign Subscribers who send
Post Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the
Publisher at the same time, stating that they have
done so.

•#* Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-
tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the
staff personally. Tlie Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being posted as early in the
week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,
or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received. — Felton & Sons {23, High
Street, and 56, Harborne Road, Edgbasion, Birming-
ham), Seed Cataloguefor 1S75.— Peter S. Robertson &
Co. (33, St, Andrew Square, Edinburgh), Descriptive

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Garden
Implements, &c. — William Bull (King's Road, Chel-
sea, London, S.W.), Retail List of Flower, Vege-
table and Agricultural Seeds, and New Plants.— Drum-
mond Brothers {52, George Street, Edinburgh), Spring
Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds ; also their

Select List of French Hybrid Gladioli. — Francis &
Arthur Dickson iS: Sons (106, Eastgate Street, Chester),

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.—Alega-
tiere (Chemin de St. Priest, k Monplaisir, Lyons),
Catalogue of Florists' Flowers.—Thos. S. Ware (Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London), Spring Cata-
logue of Hybrids, &c. — Wilham liarron & Son
(lilvaston Nurseries, Eorrowash, near Derby), De-
scriptive Catalogue of Roses, and Select List of
Coniferrc and Ornamental Plants, &c.— Frojbel & Co.
(Horticulturists, Neumunster, Zurich), Price List of
Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bidding Plants, &c.

;

also their List of New Plants to be sent out in April,

Communications Received.— J. A.. Hatlleld.—Thos. Boyd.
— W. S.— F. G.—J. T. U.—J. L). VV.—J. G. a—C. B. S. —
Lynx-eyed. -H. K. F.-\V. U. H.—J. K J.

COVENT GARDEN, February u.

We have little alteration here at present
; quotations

remain as last week ; importations and home produce
being qnite sufficient for all-demands. Thos. Taylor^
Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.

Apples, per J^-sieve

Clic'.'itjiuts, per bush. ]

Graptjs.lLnglisti, p. lb.

— IMitscals, do. ..

Le,nions, p.r 100 ..

Medlars, per doz. .

.

Artichokes, Fr.. each c

A-spnragus, English,
per bundle ..i:

— FiLiich, p. bund. :

I'.rans. French, p. 100 (

llrocculi, p. bundle ., t

Urn-.. Spris.
, p. bush. (

Cilihascb, perdoz. ,.

Cirrols, p. bundle . . (

Caiililliju'ers.per doz. :

Celery, per bundle ..

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz.

Herbs, per bunch
Potatos :—Eliriy Shaws,

6 Melo' each

4 o- (

Regents, . ; and Early Doi

Cut Flowers.

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Lettuces, per doz. .. r 6-

.

.

Mushrooms, per pott. 10-2
Onions, young, bun, 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-06
Parsnips, p. doz. .

.

o g- i o
Peas, per quart .

.

80- .

.

Radishes, per bunch, 02-04
— black. Turnip, do. ..-06
Seakale, per bimdle 16-20
Shallots, per lb. .. 03- ..

Salsify, per bundle .. 16- ..

Tomatos, per doz. .

.

10-30
Turnips, per bundle. 06-00

ly Mvatts i4or. Early

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays o
Camellias, 12 blooms 2

Carnations, 12 blooms 2

Cineraria, p. bunch. . o
Cyclamen, 12 blooms o

Deutzia, per bunch., o
Epiphyliums, 12 bl. i

Eucharis, per doz. .. 6
French Lilac, p. bun. 8

HeUotropes, 12 sprays o
Hyacinilis, per spike o
— Roman, per 12

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

( Mignonette, 12 bun.
Narcissus, per doz...

;
Prir

, do. - o 9

3 6
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 (

— French, do. . . 2 t

Spirasa, 12 sprays ..2 c

Stephanotis, 12 sprays 9 0-15 o
' Tuberoses, p. doz. . . 20-40
I
Violets, peri2 bun... .^0-69
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Azaleas, per dozen.
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AZALEA INDICA — VAN HOUTTE'S
SEEDLINGS, in fine bushy heads, full of buds, from

S inches to I foot in diameter :—
JOHN GOULD VEITCH, 8 to lo inches, ^os.

SIGISMUND RUCKER, lo inches, 201.

PRINCESS LOUISE, to inches, 201.

DAPHNE, from n to 13 inches, 121.

BARONNI', UK VRIF.SE, from 11 to 13 inches, 12J.

COMTl'SSI- hi; i;i \UFORT, from II to.jinches, I2J.

MARtJl t i I ,
ir •

I , f,-„ni u to 13 inches, 121,

MRS. W 1 !• ' I
. I,,.,. 121,

PARON 1 I .1 >,i l-l ST. GENOIS, 10 inches, I2J.

LOUISL Hi, kl.ki IIDVE, 10 inches, I2S.

GEORGE LUDDIGES, 10 inches, 121.

itST A whole set, £,!

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS—
In bud, per dozen, i6f.

In bud, per 25 varieties, yis.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS—
In fine varieties, from three to eight buds, 25. td. to 30J. per

dozen : in twenty-five varieties, ,£3.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium.

Roses, Roses, Roses.

WILLIAM FLETCHER has a great Stock
of tlie above to olTcr, D«arf, budded low on the

Manetli, consisting of Madame Lacharme, Princess Beatrice,
Comtesse d'Oxford, B.ironcss Rothschild, Alfred Colomh,
Duke of Edinburgh, and all other well-known varieties. Also
the New Varieties of 1873. Price per looor 1000 on application.

Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey, Surrey.

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATIELL with the greatest
confideiiri- rcc.iii nds the following, which have received

ECLIPSh: I ih .( , .11), priced, per 7 lb.

RELIANi I I II .1 \ 1. .aiell), price4J. per 7 lb.

ADVANCI II I, I i
i\

i \ (CittelO, price 41, per 7 lb. ^

The Set 12^-, fir cish with order. Trade price on application.
See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardener^

Chronicle for January 9, 1S75.

Full description, and testmronials, post-free on application.
Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and

SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham Kent.

SEEDS 31 EK TO THE queen:

SEEDS OE EIBST QUALITY ONLY.

John & Charles Lee's
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875
Will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Ph-ase to Write if not received in the First General Distribution.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, W.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England,

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS have every confidence in recommending
the undernamed, as the VERY BEST AND CHEAPEST SELECTION OK

VEGETABLE SEEDS for all Seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the
most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our io.r. 6ri., \^s.,

42J-., 63^., and 84/. Collections are equally liber.il. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

PEAS, the best sorts

BEANS, the best sorts

FRENCH BEANS, Runners and D
BEET, the finest in cultivation

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BROCCOLI, the fini

CABBAGE, best sor

7 quarts
2 ditto

I packet

SAVOY
CARROT, for

CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red
COUVE TRONCHUDA
ENDIVE
CRESS
CUCUMBER, the b.

LEEK ipacket
LETT'UCE
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest so

ONION, spring and a

3 ditto

I packet

5 dlUo"
4 ditto

I ditto

3 ounces

PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best..
RADISH
SPINACH,

and winter use .. .. 3 ounces SALSIFY
[ packet SCORZONERA
! ditto TURNIP, finesi

[ ditto VEGETABLE MARROW
SWEET and POT HERBS 2 ditto
RAMPION •

TOMATO I ditto

1., says:—" Mr, Lawrence was satisfied with Messrs, Jeflferies' supply of Garden Seeds for the past season,
for the season of 1875, The Celery, Jefferies' Cirencester Red, was the best Mr. L. has had for a long time."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES 6d. each, Presented to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES AND SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.

S E K D POTATOS.
H. & F. Sharpe

Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have
grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Fc

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
,, ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.
EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIEiGESHIRE.

GLOXINIA S.—Twelve finest named
Glo,\inias, lis., very large roots, fit for exhibition this

spring, including many sorts not yet in commerce : smaller
size, roy. 6f/. per dozen. Packed and delivered free to London

CALADIUMS.—Twelve finest sorts, 2\s.,
ini ill Iiiil; ni IMS- Mf the best introductions of late years

;

large rniii . ill 1.1 . -.!,il,ii
1 >ri this year, or smaller size, loj. td.

and 15V. |, I I
,' n I' I l,,t;;e and delivery free to London on

receipt uf I'. 1 ' iin. ' id- r or Cheque.

J. M. \,\:\, Koyal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

ACHIMENES.—Thirty-six corns, in 12 finest
sorts, loj. fid. ; or loo corns, in 24 finest sorts, 21. Free

by post on receipt of Post Office Order.
; H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon,

N.B.—CATALOGUES free on application,

YOUNG'S NONSUCH PEAS may be had
of the following Seed Merchants, namely ;

—

Messrs. Cahter, Dunnett & Beai.e,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Messrs. Henkv Clarke & Sons,

39, King Street, Covent G.arden, W.C.
Messrs. S. Dixon & Co.,

48A, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.

JItssrs, HtmsT & Son,
6, Leadenhall Street, I^ondon, E,C,

Messrs. Nutting & Sons,
60, Barbican, London, E.C.

Messrs, PoNSFORD & Son,
Brixton and Camberwell, S.

Messrs, H. Potter & Son,
Viaduct House, and Farringdon Market,

London, W.C,
Mr. H. Smith.

61, High Street, Worcester.

Messrs. F, & A, Smith,
West Dulwich, London, S.E.

Messrs, R. Tanton,
Borough End, London Bridge, S.E,, and

Epsom, Surrey.

Messrs, Wa.te, Burnell, Hucgins & Co..
Southwark Street, London, S.E.

In sealed bags, quarts, 5^., half-pints, \s. dd. : free per post,

halfpint, IS. g^d.; or of

CHARLES YOUNG, Seedsman, &c,, E.ilham Hill, S,W,

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N,

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden SeedB,

to suit Gardens of various sizes, 31s,, 42J,, 63J,, and 84.9. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEED3. p„ pi^,

FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6
BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16

,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf ..10
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch'sAutump Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation ..f 10
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26
„ Tender and True, new 36
., Woolley's Improved Telegraph .. .. ..16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE.Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
,, Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour , . 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows .. per quart 2 6

„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum 26
Mr. Laxtons NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue)

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. li. &/. and 2 6

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb s

31. 6d. :

>d., 2i, <CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. 6d., 2s. 6d.

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra cl

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping \

,. saved from the finest erect varieties .

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, ne

PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped v

PENTSTEMON, Cyaninthus Brandegei,
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain .

PHLOX DRUMMONDII.grandifl.
PRIMULA, Williams' superb

, 6d., 6d., 3^, 6d, and
RICINUS GIBSONII,
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new ..16

,. East Lothian .. per collection of three colours 2 6
VERBENA. Eckford's superb strain 16
VIOLA CORNUTA. Admiration, new ., 25, erf. and 3 6

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter
flowering ,

.

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

..10
„ dwgrf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety , , , . ,,10

Importa GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.

B, S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free!

on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.
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To Gardeners.

Gardeners art most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated tliey will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

T

To Seedsmen, Nuraerymen, and Others.

THOMAS AYRES, Commission Agent for

the PURCHASE or SALE of ail kinds of AGRICUL-
TURAL and GARDEN SEEDS. On offer :—Scarlet Runner
Beans, Redman's Imperial Peas, Seed Potatos, also Enfield

Market, East Ham, and Red Dutch Cabbage plants, 460 bushels

Green-top Scotch Turnip, 200 White Globe, 300 Purple-top

Swede, 150 Round Green, and 80 Greystone. Apply to

Great Northern Street, Huntingdon.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116. Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P HATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.

C/Mir«M«-ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.
Matta^ng Director—'ihM.^S, ODAMS.

Sub-Manager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.
Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, E.i:eter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

Used by
I, against Red

GISHURST COMPOUND
many of the leading Gardeners since

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other „ ,

of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., ^s., and lo^. (>d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 1855) .

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

T\ ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c., &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO ' NETTING, 2 yards wide. xs. i,d. per yard.

"FRIGI T)OMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide .. .. is. rod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 35. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3^. \od. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill. London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen, All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET, CITY.

ARENDAZ AND FISHER, the largest
Importers of Russia Mats in London, are now prepared

to quote prices for new ARCHANGEL MATS, to arrive in

July or August next, to the Wholesale Houses only.

Agents in Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

EU S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looi. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and 80s. : superior close Mat, 45s. sos. , and 5SS. ;

PACKING MATS, =os.. 301., and 35s. per loo ; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E. C.

"DUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
it Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C., Importers of ARCH-

ANGEL and all kinds of ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
RAFIA FIBRE, &c. Tanned GARDEN NETTING,
Tarred TWINES, TIFFANY, &c., always in stock.

N. B.—Special terms for large buyers.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Eakley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. td. per bottle^^is. io(f. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.,.Norwich.

P A U L'S ROSES.
" Mr. Wm. Paul has been deservedly placed at the head of English Rose growers.

—

Standard.
'* The Roses of Mr. Paul are things to see once and dream of for ever."

—

Athenczum.
" Mr. Wm. Paul is famous for his Roses all over the world."— Gra/;^;<r.
" Mr. Paul is the most successful Rose Grower in Kng\3.nd."—Journal 0/Agriculture.

William Paul,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS,

Begs to announce that his ROSE CATALOGUE will be forwarded post free,

on application.

The Public is respectfully requested to observe—
[. That the stock is in the finest possible condition. The growth is healthy, moderate, and well

matured, rather than gross and ill-ripened.

!. Every Plant in this Establishment is for Sale, no reserve being made for prize winning or
other purposes.

*' Despite the much talked of disadvantages of the season in regard to Roses, Mr. Wm. Paul
manages to bring together a marvellous assortment of cut blooms."

—

Daily Telegraph, July 9, 1874.

PRICES OF ROSES FOR SPRING, 1875.
STANDARDS, large, full, and finely shaped Roses, selected from the exhibitor's point of view

Per dozen, 15s. and upwards
;
per 100, £^ and upwards.

STANDARDS, for Garden and House Decoration, hardiness of constitution and freedom of
flowering being here specially considered. Per dozen, 15s. and upwards

;
per 100, ,^6 and upwards.

STANDARDS, Newer Sorts. Per dozen, 24^-. and upwards
;
per 100, £% Sj. and upwards.

STANDARDS, Tea-scented, for Garden or Conservatory Decoration. Per dozen, i\s. and
upwards

;
per 100, £\o and upwards.

DWARF STANDARDS. Per dozen, \2s. and upwards ; per 100, £^ los. and upwards.

DWARFS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS, summer kinds. Pen00, ,^2 icr.
|-/^ ^^^

DWARFS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS, from the open ground. Hybrid Perpetuals. Per 100

DWARFS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS, inpots, Hybrid Perpetuals—a very fine stock of strong
plants. Per dozen, 15s.

;
per 100, ^^5 to £6.

DWARFS ON BRIAR. Per dozen, 12s. and upwards
; per 100, £^ los. and upwards.

DWARFS ON MANETTI. Per dozen, io.r. 6rf. and upwards
;
per 100, £^ ^s. and upwards.

DWARFS, Tea-scented and Noisette. Per dozen, i^s. and upwards
;
per 100, ,£6 and upwards.

DWARFS, New Varieties of 1S74. Per dozen, soj. and upwards.

DWARFS, New Varieties introduced by the Establishment :—FIREBRAND, Standards, 3s. bd.
each ; Dwarfs, 2J-. bd. each. DIANA, Dwarfs, 3s. bd. each. PEACH BLOSSOM and ST. GEORGE,
Standards, ss. each ; Dwarfs, 3s. td. each.

DWARFS, extra sized, for Forcing or Greenhouse Culture. Per dozen, 24^. and upwards.

SPECIMEN ROSES, 5^. to jjs ^s. each.

DWARF ROSES, for Bedding or Massing, a fine selection. Per 1000,^25 and upwards.

My Rose Shows at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, and the Crystal Palace, Sydenham,
where thousands of Roses in pots, the sole produce of my Nurseries, have been shown year by year, and the show of
Cut Roses at the Royal Botanic Gardens, in the Regent's Park, where 8000 trusses of flowers were staged last July,

have been visited at various times by

—

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of
Russia,

Their Majesties the King and Queen
OF THE Belgians

;

ny of them Amateur and

Her Majesty the Queen,
Theik Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales,
Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and

Duchess of Edinburgh,
and several other members of the Royal Family ;

These Shows, as artistic displays, and the plants and flowers of which they were composed, have also received the
highest encomiums of the Horticultural and General Press. The idea which prompted them was not conceived or
worked out in opposition to existing Rose shows, but to occupy ground which they failed to touch—to show Roses
in a free and natural rather than in a crowded, formal, and artificial state—in a state in which any one might produce
them with ordinary advantages and ordinary cultivation without the technical knowledge of the florist's art.

WORKS on ROSE GROWING by WILLIAM PAUL, F.R.H.S.
THE ROSE GARDEN. Fourth Edition in the Press.

" Infinitely the best work ever written on the Culture of the Rose."

—

Botanic Garden.

ROSES IN POTS. Fourth Edition. Post free, is. id.

' The sound teaching of the book will necessitate the publication of a fifth edition shortly."

—

Gardeners^ Magazine.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE. A Shilling Book on Roses. Second Edition.

" In this little shilling book Mr. Wm. Paul tells Amateur Rose growers all that is

really necessary for them to know."

—

Tke Garden.

PAUL'S ROSE MANURE. In boxes, with directions for use, 2s. and 4s. each.

Dr. Scott, Sandwich, says :
— " It is by far the best Manure I have ever tried."

Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamford, says

:

—" I shall certainly use it again."

A. H. Kent, Esq., Blechinglyy says

:

—" An invaluable boon to Amateur Rose growers."

Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall Gardens, Ilford (writing in the Journal of Horticulture), says :
— " The best Manure

for this purpose is Mr. W. Paul's Rose Manure."

T/ie SPRING CATALOGUE, co7ttaining descriptions of the NEW ROSES of the

COMING SEASON, will be ready by March i, and ibillbe sent, postfree^ on application.

IMPOETANT.
The Public is respectfully informed that the old firm of A. Paul & Son no longer exists. Of that firm

I am the sole surviving partner ; all letters, therefore, intended for me, should be addressed,

WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian Name in full), Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Herts.
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COWAN'S COMPENSATIMG SYSTEM OF HEATING.

WAUCHOPE & COWAN'S NEW AND ECONOMICAL
SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS.

T
for the

HE Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, having recently been offered a valuable Patent

Manufacture of Gas, to be worked in combination with their Patents for Heating Horticultural and
other Buildings, have found it necessary, so as to acquire and work such Patent, to

form a new Company with larger powers ; the old Company having been incorporated

for the purpose of dealing with the Heating Patents only.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, will, therefore, be
wound up and dissolved, and a new Company, called " The Cowan Patents
Company, Limited," has been formed, and has taken over the entire business of the

old Company. From this date the new Company will carry on the business of the

old Company, with the addition of the New System of Making Gas

—

full particulars

of which, with Illustrations, can be had on application.

Contracts entered into by the old Company will be carried out by the new one
and all its responsibilities fulfilled.

The Directors of the new Company have thought it advisable to change the

Offices from Lothbury to 21, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W., where all

communications should in future be addressed, and where full information concerning

their Patent Systems of Heating and Gas Making can be obtained.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873; BELFAST, 1874; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

All Communications in future to be addressed

—

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

^WILLIAM PARHAM
Northgate Works, BATH, and 280, Oxford Street, LONDON,

PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
Glazed without Putty on Channelled Rafters, securing almost entire immunity from Breakage of Glass, extreme

Facility for Repairs, and absolute Freedom from Drip.

lUustrated CATALOGUES and: PRICE LISTS for Four Stamps.

PORTABLE LAWN CONSERVATORY.
With W. P.'s Patent System of Glazing, panelled wood sides in place of

Brickwork, open-jointed floor and lattice staging : Cast Iron moulded rain-
gutter, down-pipes, Finials and Cresting ; opening Lights on each side and
top Ventilators under glazed super-roof. -It is removable by a Tenant-at-will

Price, with 21-oz. Glass, 18 feet by 12 feet, by 7 feet at eaves, £-jq.

,, with 21-oz. Glass, 24 feet by 14 feet, by 7 feet at eaves, ^94.

GALVANIZED WALL WIRING AND ESPALIERS.

cha

Price— Including t

Long. Wide.
6 feet by a feet .. . . ^i k
12 feet by 2 feet .. ,, 2 11

6 feet by 3 feet . . . . 2 .

1 Ccriut Cr p i.f liuil u pite

if In t n ^uurci by

PARHAM'S
PATENT GLASS COPING
For Sheltering Fruit Trees.
The Patentee has sent out many miles

of It during the past three seasons, and
additional orders have each year been
received from those who have tried it

Price—Per foot run, with 2r-oz glass

With the iron framework painted
2 feet. 2s. 6d. ; 3 feet wide, ^s ^d

With the iron framework galvanised
2 feet, 3J. yi. ; 3 feet wide, 4s g^

From Mr. F. Saundeks, Gardeu r to

Sir Wm. Miles, Bart., Leigh Court
Bristol, Ociobey 2i, 1874.

"Sir,— I have much pleasure in ^aymg
the Wall Coping you erected here in

April, 1872. has given the greatest satis

faction. Many of the Peach trees at

that time apparently worthless, are now
in full vigour, and have borne extra-
ordinary crops thisseason, the fruit being Long. Wide.
unusud-lly fine, and of excellent flavour. 4 feet by 6 feet, 1 light
I have recommended it to several gentle- 8 feet'by 6 feet. 2 light:

who, I believe, will give it a trial."
1 12 feet by 6 feet, 3 light:

PATENT PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
Glazed with 21-oz. glass (under W. Parham's Patent) without putty, 01

lelled wood rafte

) wood ends to each length.

I

Long, Wide,
o 12 feet by 3 feet

o 6 feet by 4 feet

u 1 12 feet by 4 feet

CUCUMBER OR MELON FRAMES.
Glazed with 21 oz glass, (undt-r \V Parham s Patent) without putty

-Complete with 1% inch red deal sides, and 2 inch lights-

Long.
. ^1 17 6

Wide.
16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights

3 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights
i6 7

7 "7
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S'

Governmeiit Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of aee.
being FARMERS, MECHANICS, M I NERS, LABOURERS
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

j^5 los.; one year and under twelve, ,^2 155.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 1, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street. S.W.

SALT.—For Sale, alongside ship, Victoria
Docks, 300 to 400 tons of Salt, slightly damaged by salt-

water. Apply to

JAMES NOURSE, 50. Lime Street, London, E.C.

To Growers of Vines and Fruit In Fots.
TRONG DURABLE POTS for the above

purpose can he supplied by
J. MATTHEWS. Royal Pottery, Weston-supel-Mare.

PRICE LIST free.

/^RDEN REQUISITES.—Tobacco-paper,
VJ Powder. Insecticides, Raffia, Labels, Tools, Bouquet-
papers, and Fancy Goods of every description, at lowest prices.
POOLEY AND CO. , Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush

Lane, Cannon Street, E. C.
N.B,—P. &Co.'s new Priced LIST is now ready. A copy

will be sent, post free, on receipt of Trade Card.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-
nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of
water. Price per quart, condensed, 6^.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.
Important Testimonials on application.

RAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to
ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,Wandsworth

Common, S.W.

ICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

;te.m of VENTILATION Combined with complete
PROTECTION from the we.\ther. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.
DARLINGTON.

R

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all .sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

ANNED GARDEN NETTING, \d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in r, z, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street, E.C.. late 376, Strand, W.C.

The Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe In the World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fixed as the common pipes, and are much superior : may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Laboi
unjointed and refixed at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard .. .. .. 35. 4^<(/.

3-inch Pipe, per yard is. %%d.
2-inch Pipe, per yard . . . . . . \s.Zci,

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to
MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-water Eng t

iily

M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers
AW AND GO'S PATENT.— Puces
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post fr e on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW and CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment
4 inches long, 35. kd. per 1000, or 305. per 10,000 ; if ejeleteo
\s, per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3^. per rooo for
10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works. Boston.

By Appointment to, and Under the Dlstlngulsbed
PATRONAGE of, HER MAJESTY.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED black-f.\ced LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

' .

'

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, t4, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds. &c., a yards wide -^d. per yard, or loo yards, aoj.;

4 yards wide, 6a'. per yard, or 50 yards, 10s.NEW TANNED NETTING,suitedforanyoftheabove pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. per yard ; 4 yards
wide. ij. per yard ; 5^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, \s. 6d. per yard.
TIFFANY, 6s. td. and ^s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6&7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
Superior Qdalitv. Galvanised after Made.

NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays.

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide ; 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included with each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
Prices of Mate

iseurs for tighten

\ required for each

Per dc
Galvanised Raidi

required for ea

Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts
line of Wire)

Galvanised Wall Eyes .

.

.

.

06
Galvanised Wire, ar., 2.r. 6d., and 3s. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
',ng to 205. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. 3. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

and 362, EDGWARE RO.\D, LONDON, W.

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,

Horticultural Arcliitects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING

ENGINEERS, &•€.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Esiimaiesfor every Description of Horticultural

Structure. Consuliaiions in all parts of th£ Kingdom.

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

Messrs. J. B, Brown & Co.'s

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.
THE MEDAL FOR MERIT

At the Vienna Universal Exhibition, 1873,

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high :-

2 in. ! Dogs or Poultry .
i 19 '^\d. \,iZ\ s\d.

l| in. lSmaIlRabbi;s,&c. I 19 a,\d.
i
18 slrf.

i | in. Smallest Rabbits 19 5}(/. iiSJ (,\ d.

b\d.

Wiring Garden Walls for Fruit Tr the French System,
1 applicat

Messrs. J. B. BROWN k CO.,
Offioes-90, CANNON STREET, LONDON.

TIME PROVES ALL THINGS.
BY those best informed on the nature and subject of Heating by Hot Water, it has long been

predicted tliat an Apparatus would be forthcoming possessing such merits as to wholly supersede all existing

appliances, and to approach as near ** PEKFECriOrf " as can be imagined or expected.

H. CANNELL and CO. now append the following invaluable correspondence, extracted from Tkt Field^

which clearly proves their

"VICTOKIA HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR"

DESIDEBATUM. 1 ?

The Complete Circulator.

heating power of the fuel is thus utilised and broughi

and strong in construction, efficie

that if the plate forming the ore

fuller answer be required by " Ri

illustrations. To those who do n
any useful invention likely to sav

—D. T. Fish, Hardzvkke.

January 16, 1875.

The Circulator Boilek.—Seeing a question asked regard-
ing the merits of Cannell's Hot-water Circulator, I cannot say
too much for it. It is the simplest and most powerful, with the

least imount of fuel, of any boiler I ever tried. The late frost

has been ample.

—

Chas. Pennv, The GardenSy Sa7idringhani,
yanutryi^.

In answer to " Rus," in last week's Field, I beg to

st^te that Cannell's boiler, now called the Victoria Hot-water
Circuhtor. does all it PROFESSES, and is one of the most

erful and efficient in the trade. We have had one very
1 ily weighted with work, heating six houses and a pit for

more than a year, and it does its work well. It is economical,

be n[^ so constructed as to absorb nearly all the caloric from the

fuel before the products of combustion are discharged up the

ch n ney. It must prove durable, for no joints nor vulnerable

po nts are exposed to the fire, which expends its force on a series

of ron flues or water jackets formed by the boiler. As to the

finnl question—Will it burn up anything ?—that will depend very

n uch on the furnace, and the amount of draught provided.

Mr Cannell, the inventor of the boiler, burnt up anything and
everything in his furnace at Woolwich, which I visited to master
its details and test its efficiency before adopting it. We find

here that this boiler and furnace burn up common coal or coke
well. The best form of the boiler or circulator is the one that

forms its own furnace by a series of water cars ; the whole
bear upon the water. I have no hesitation in adding that the boiler is simple

Each part of it is also independent and complete in itself, so
of the furnace should burn out, it can be replaced without injury to the other parts. Should :

readers, i should be pleased _
:'know me, it may be needful to add that I ha
fuel, and thus cheapen producl , and tend to ad'

detailed description of this "Circulator,"
interest in the Victoria further than I take
/ance the science and practice of horticultun

The Circulatoh Boiler. - 'Ins
. proof, allow r- efficiently;

nd Tuesday, the 29th, of^December last, my black-bulb thermometi

at S A.M. on the 29th was 42°, difference 74,°. It is only fair

35° by the same boiler. I use good Scotch coal, but am coi

anything, but everybody knows that the better the fuel the 1

ture on my part to give an opinion funner than this, that should one of the

replaced in a few hours without interfering with the piping—a most important

Dttme, N.B. NEW PROSPECTUS SENT POST FREE.

[ beg to state that I have a ' No. 7. Circulator Boiler.'

remark that, between Monday, the

»), while the temperature of the stove

houses besides kept at a temperature of
_istered

ed there is no boiler so economical as the Circulator ; it will burn
heat and the less work. Regarding durability it would be prema-

Works : 48 and 49, King Street, "Woolwich, S.E, ; and at Bprwiclc-on-TTsreed,
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CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c„
MANUFACTURED EV STEAM-POWER :\IACHIXERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GEXTLE.MEN WAITED O.V AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HEN E Y~ O R M SON
Horticultural Builder and Hotwater Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TEE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON, S.E.,
SURREY .SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade
; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

See p. 666, i^j^^Gardcners' ChronicU,

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871)^

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silvei Medal, 1872)

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CAT.ALOGUE, 4th Edition.

CONSERVATORY FLOWER STANDS.

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSEKIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITSfor Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CATALOGUE 0/ Designs.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

Aft. ong cxperie vod the npl..

lilTcctnal. and Lasting Ilnilcr extant : recently niucli improved,

lor lllnslralions. with full particulars, apply to tlie Sole Maker.i,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire,

GEORGE'S~PATENT~CALORIGEN,
Warmi/tjf ami Ventilating Small

Conservatories.
COAL CALORIGEN,

Ibis.
Height, 36 inches ; dia-

meter, 21 inches.

GAS CALORIGEN,

Height, 28 inches : dia-

, 14 inches,

ly Gas Stove
which the product of
ribustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-
vatory, while a constant

duced. The "Coal Stove"
llest

of Fuel

—

id. per
; being the average cost. It will be found very valuable
e Nursery or Sick Room, Damp Buildings, Conservatories,
es, &c. Exhibited at the Exhibition of 1871 (Department
:ientific Inventions).

;luslrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

EARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Chcipside, E.G.
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

ESTABLISHED IS56.

KEEP OUT THE FROST.
TXriLLIAM H. HONEV'S
'' PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,
To Burn Kerosene or any mineral oiL

They will burn for twenty-four hours
at a cost of one penny for three hours.
They require no attention beyond

replenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses, conserva-
tories, halls, bed-rooms, &c.
They will not injure the most tender

exotics, nor are they in any way
injurious to the health.

Prices, in block tin, 301. ; in copper,
50J. Copper, with glass, to give light

and heat, 55J. Either will be sent oti

receipt of Post-office Order.

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET, W.

Catalogue free. No agents appointed

WATTS (F.R.H.S.) and CO., Hothouse
• BiiLDEKS and Hot-Watek Apparatus Manufac

TCRKRS, 353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

Onn CUCUMBLR ind MELON BOXES
riUU and LirHTb all si/es Ch?ed and Painted csm
plete, ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of

the Kingdom.
PIT LIGHTS, all sizes, in stock, glazed and unglazed.

Strong shifting top zinc HAND-GLASSES.
References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

Counties in England.

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

I'-t Bunhill Row London E C
w.

Estimates given on -ipphcati n f r C KI ! MIOUSLb and

CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.
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TRIAL OF HOT-WATER BOILERS.

Winter is the Season to Test the Efficiency of

a Hot-Water Apparatus.

At the Pine-Apple Nursery the Hot-Water

Apparatus, on the " One Boiler Systein," is

allowed to be the most perfect of any in the

World. The Hothouses are equal to 3000 feet

in length, and the Winter Garden Conservatory

is 100 feet by 100 feet. The Hot Water

circulates through 12,700 feet of Cast Iron Pipe.

Gardeners are most respectfully invited to

Visit and Inspect the whole.

THE
PINE-APPLE injBSEK.T COMPANY,

02, MAIDA VALE, EDGWARE ROAD,
ST. JOHN'S WOOD, W.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT ; 72. CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.G.; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Pokter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES g.amed

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated ss-horse power with a consumption of l/tree

and oite-fi/lh pounds ofroal per horse-power per hour.

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

1HE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited

'for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no

Insects, take up
1, and, once put
;ur no further

e.\pense,

Slugs (

little r.

labour v^. ^..y—~^, — —
" erown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Sic, in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

. .„ ,

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3s. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more

elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection
. ^ . .

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lming Walls of Dairies,

Larders Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as

desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway

Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N B —Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

Notice.

[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
X^ ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. M.agazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

EVENING LECTURES
to WORKING MEN.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn Street, W.
The FOURTH and LAST COURSE of this SESSION,

consisting of SIX LECTURES on APPLIED MECHANICS,
by Piofe°ssor GoODEVE, M.A., will be commenced in Jermyn

Street on MONDAY, February 22, at 8 o'clock. Tickets can

be obtained, by Working Men only, on Monday evening,

February 15, from 7 to 10 o'clock. Only one Ticket can be

issued to each Applicant, who is requested to bring his Name,

Address, and Occupation, written on a piece of paper, for which

the Ticket will be exchanged. „„„„„ „ .TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

New and Enlarged Edition now ready, price is.
,
post free.

PERMANENT PASTURES, by M. H.
Sutton, F.R.H.S., &c., Reading ; a Practical Work on

Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture, and on the Improve-

ment of Grass Lands. To which is added an Original Treatise

on Cultivated Grasses and Clovers, by Sutton & Sons, Illus-

trated with Engravings and a Coloured Geographical Map.
London : LONGMANS and CO.

THE POULTRY - YARD ACCOUNT-
BOOK, by H. Piper, price is., noticed in the Gurdcners'

Chronicle of November 21, 1874, is published by
GROOMBRIDGE and SONS, 5, Paternoster Row,

London, E.G.. who will forward a copy, post free, upon receipt

of thirteen Stamps.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHi:RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. Pvnaekt, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountains,

Southacrc, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,

Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new:"

house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the yourncil 0/ Horticulture

Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.G.; or to the Author.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's,- Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

Contents ;—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 41?. ; Stamped, s</.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
IVIENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmino-ham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk. 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol lames & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., IS, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

SECOND EDITION, NOW READY.

Price 3d., Post Free 40.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

Office : 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
ALMANAC Contains :—

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,
President of Smithfield Club.

PORTRAIT of LORD BRIDPORT, President of

Royal Agricultural Society.

PORTRAIT of Dr. VOELCKER, President of London
Farmers' Club.

PORTRAIT of H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES'
CHAMPION PRIZE HEIFER.

PORTRAIT of Mr. STRATTON'S Prize Heifer,

"NECTARINE BUD."

The WHEAT CROP of 1874.

LIST of MEMBERS of HOUSE of LORDS, and

HOUSE of COMMONS.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, CHAMBERS of

AGRICULTURE, and FARMERS' CLUBS.

PORTRAITS of Prize-taking CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS at BEDFORD, and

Numerous other Illustrations, with Letterpress

Descriptions.

Price 3^., Post Free \d.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

To Nurserymen.

COMMISSION.—Wanted, by a Gentleman
representing a well known London House in connection

with the Nursery and Seed Trade, a COMMISSION, from a
substantial Wholesale Firm, to Sell Hardy or Indoor Stock.

Advertiser has a good connection in the Nursery Ttrade, which
he practically understands, and can find security.—H. H. B.,

23, Bush Lane, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

Pudsey Cemetery.

THE BURIAL BOARD for the Township
of Pudsey are prepared to receive applications for the

Situation of REGISTRAR to the above Cemetery, at the

salary of ;£6o per annum, with house, coals, and gas free. The
person appointed must have had some experience in Gardening

or Keeping Grounds in proper order, as a large portion of his

time will be required for such work. A list of the duties to be

performed may be seen on application at the Cemetery Lodge,

Back Lane, Pudsey, near Leeds, between the hours of 10 and

3 o'clock on Wednesdays and Saturdays, February 3, 6, 10,

and 13 next, or supplied on application to the undersigned.

Application, by letter only, in the applicant's own handwriting,

stating age, number of family, and references, to be sent and
addressed. The CLERK to the BURIAL BOARD, Pudsey,

near Leeds, on or before February 18. By order of the Board.

Pudsey, January 28. H. J. CARR. Clerk.

Southport 'Winter Gardens.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent and
intelligent MAN to take Charge of the Horticultural

Arrangements connected with the Southport Winter Gardens :

he must be thoroughly acquainted with the best Mode of Deal-

ing with Tropical and other valuable Plants. Salary ;Ci3o per

annum.—Apply, stating age, qualifications, and references, to

Mr. E. MARTIN, Secretary of the Winter Garden Company,
Southport. ,

WANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER, thoroughly experienced in Forcing, Stoves,

Vineries, and Kitchen Gardening.—A personal application

necessary to Mr. W. GREEN, Bishopwood house, Highgate, N.

WANTED, a steady, active UNDER
GARDENER (about 22), to Work in Fruit Houses

and Propagate Bedding Plants. Wages iCi. per week, lodgings,

and vegetables.—J. G., Helmsley-Blackm—- ^"-^
, York.

WANTED, in the neighbourhood of Oxford,
a GARDENER and GENERAL OUTDOOR

SERVANT. Wages 14^. a week, and a good cottage rent free.

—Apply by letter to C. S. , H. S. King & Co. . 65, Cornhill, E.C.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a good,
practical, trustworthy, single Man. Must have had

experience with Pines, Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Propagating and Growing Plants

for House and Table Decoration. Wages one guinea per week,

with the usual bothy allowance. State full particulars as to

reference, experience, &c., to J. H. GOODACRE, Elvaston

Castle, Derby.
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WANTED, as FOREMAN, a Man, not
under 24, with a thorough knowledge of Pines. Vines,

Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. Good character indispens-

able. Wages to commence at i8j. per week, with bothy, vege-
tables. &c.—Address A. GRAY, Worsbro' Hall Gardens, near
Barnsley, Yorkshire.

ANTED, a FOREMAN (married). Must
be a good Correspondent, used to Laying-out Grounds,

the Management of Men, and thoroughly experienced In all

branches of the Trade. Would have to attend Markets.—
ply to JOHN C
isterham, Kent.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, for first-class

Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, a thoroughly trust-

worthy Man. Wages i8j. per week, with bothy, milk, &c.

—

J. W., Mr. Cooper, 29, Iron Gate, Derby.

ANTED, a steady GENERAL
NURSERY FOREMAN. Must understand his

business—Propagating. Grafting, &c. A middle-aged, religious,

total abstainer preferred,— State wages required, and last place,

to J. HUDDART, Preston, Lancashire.

ANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN in
a small Nursery and Market Garden. Character must

bear the strictest investigation.—J. WILLISON, Chubb Hill

Nursery, Whitby.

ANTED, a PROPAGATOR ^
GROWER, principally of Soft-wooded Greenhouse

Plants, Roses, &c. Must be a good Grower of Cucumbers, and
make himself generally useful.—State experience and refer-

ences from former employers, and wages required, WILLIAM
CUNNINGHAM. Nurseryman, The Forge, Burton-on-Trent.

ISHER, HOLMES AND CO. are in
WANT of a MAN who has a knowledge of Herbaceous

Plants, and who has had some experience in Growing Culinary
Plants for Market. Wages lo commence at lis. per week.
Applicants to give reference as to ability and sobriety.

—

Handsworlh Nur; . Sheffield.

WANTED, a MAN, who can Propagate
and Grow Clematis for Exhibition—he would have the

charge of a unique collection. The position would be perma-
nent. He would have the honour of bringing out a valuable
lot of new ones, and he would be required in about three weeks.
—State, at once, wages, age, and references, to CHARLES
NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

WANTED, a thorough practical, steady, and
industrious MAN, who understands the Propagation of

Hard and Soft-wooded Plants for Market. Must be a good
Grafter and Grower. To a good Man a permanent place is

offered. — Apply, stating wages, with references, to E. P.
FRANCIS AND CO., The Nurseries, Hertford.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young
MAN for the Houses—one that has a good knowledge

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. A good chance for Improve-
ment. Wages 14J'. per week, with lodgings, &c.—W. BIR-
MINGHAM, The Gardens, Elsham House. Grantham,
Lincolnshire.

WANTED, TWO YOUNG MEN, of good
character, and used to House-work, Wages i6,r. per

week,—WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

WANTED, in bothy, a steady, active, intel-
ligent young MAN (of Christian principles preferred),

who must be well recommended. Also a Youth to live with him
as APPRENTICE or IMPROVER, without premium. Wages
i8i. and lU., milk, S:c.—Apply, stating particulars of age, &c.,

to HEAD GARDENER, Towneley Gardens. Burnley.

WANTED, at once, an IMPROVER, having
had some experience in Greenhouses. Not less than

eighteen years of age. Wages 15^. per week. — Mr. W.
PALMER. Gardener. Stubton, Newark.

WANTED, a thoroughly industrious
GARDEN LABOURER, to make himself generally

useful, and occasionally Milk. None but a honest, sober Man,
who will take an interest in his employer, need apply.—Mr,
AUSTIN. High Beech. Essex.

WA.NTED, a YOUTH, for the Seed Trade,
in London.— If not been out before, must give the first

three months of his services.—Apply to W.., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

Dalrywoman.

WANTED, in a Nobleman's Establishment,
a first-class DAIRYWOMAN (single), to reside and

board at the Dairy, and able to Keep the Books.—Mr.
WILLIAM RAND, Audley End, Saffron Walden, Essex.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T'™H "e ""pYn e"-'a p pl'e '"n^u r"s e r y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London. W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him. as that would
frevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
axadise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married;
has a thorough practical knowledge of the Growing of all

kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good testimonials.

—A. B., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married
;

twenty years' experience in all kinds of Forcin.^. Flower,

Fruit. Kitchen Gardening, &c. Seven years in lasl

Mr. W. WINDSOR, Bouvilstone. Cardift.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —
J. Sl'AVEN, four years and a half at the Roy.al Kitchen

Garden. Hampton Court, S.W., offers his services to any Noble-
man or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient servant.

—8, Queen's Road, Teddington, S.VV.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married ;

understands Forcing Vines. Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years' good
character. Highest reference.—C. H., Mr. Goff's, Clay Hill,

Epsom, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head). — Has a thorough
knowledge of Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardenine,

Woods, Pastuies, Huilding Rockwotk and Ferneries. Fourteen
years in last situation.—WILLIAM ADCOCK, 124, Sandring-
ham Road, Dalston. London. E.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—The Dowager Lady Sondes will he very

glad to highly recommend William Smythe, who has had
charge of the Gardens at Elmham Hall for nineteen years. He
is leaving through the death of the late Lord Sondes, and will

he disengaged early in April—W. SMYTHE, The Gardens,
Elmh.im Hall. East Dereham.

GARDENER (Head), age 29. married.—
A Gentleman can highly recommend his Gardener, who

has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every branch.

Has been assistant Orchid grower in a large establishment,

also a successful exhibitor. Excellent testimonials and refer-

ences from previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street. Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head), age 30, married. —
Mr. B. FiNULAV, Curator of the Botanic Gardens, Man-

chester, can with confidence recommend the above to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the same, as steady, industrious, and
trustworthy, and a successful Cultivator of Fruits, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, &c.—Mr. Findlav will be glad to

answer any inquiries that may be made to him.—A. B., Botanic
Gardens, Alanchester.

GARDENER (Head), with two under, or
FOREMAN in a large pl.-ice.-Age 26, married, one

child; has had ten years' experience. If as Foreman, woidd
prefer the General Management In and Outdoors. —R. A.,

Post Office, Bromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical Man, or to

take Charge of Farm and Garden,— First-class references as to

character and ability.— S. GARLAND, Hammerwood, East
Grinstead.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married • thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. JFirst-class references.—HORTUS, Post Office,

Quorndon, Loughborough.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married, two children. Character will bear the strictest

investigation as to abilities, &c. — HEAD GARDENER,
Wrinsted Court, Sittingbourne, Kent.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Single-handed).—Age 31, married ; seventeen years'

practical experience in Early and Late Forcing, and the Routine
of Gardening in all branches. Good character.—W. P., North
Road, East End, Finchley.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
married ; thoroughly understands the management of

Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, early and late Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers and Vegetables. Fourteen years' first-class experience

and good character.—J. E., Church Cottage, Maindee, New-
port, Monmouthshire.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
married, two children ; thoroughly understands Early

and Late Forcing, also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can be highly recom-

mended.—J. HANKINS, I, Milton Cottage, Grove Road.
Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36,
married ; thoroughly understands Early and Late

Forcing of Fruits, the Growing ot Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Hot and Cool Orchids, Meadow Land, and Stock, if required,

or any Place where Fruits and Flowers are Grown for Market.
Can be highly recommended by present and former employers.

—J. ASKHAM, Joldwynds, Wotton, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 41,
married, no family; thoroughly understands Early and

Late Forcing, also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen,

Fruit, and Flower Gardening, also Land and Stock. Fourteen

years' first-class character from late employer, and five years'

from the one he is just leaving.—Address, stating, wages, &c.

,

to ALFRED THOMAS, Marks Tey Post Office, Colchester,

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 45, married ; thoroughly understands every branch

of his profession. Seven years good personal character.

—

W. R., 14. Bolton Row, Curzon Street, Mayfair, W.

GARDENER, where one or more are kept.

—

Age 25 ; good character from present employer, and from

situations where he has lived as Foreman.—Apply, with parti-

culars, to WILLIAM N. PIKE, The Beeches, Brislington,

Bristol, Somerset.

GARDENER.—The Advertiser is at liberty

to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring

the services of a first-class Gardener in every department of the

profession. Testimonials and references of the highest order.—

G, T. BLAKE.Drinkstone Park, near Bury St, Edmunds.

GARDENER (UNDER, or Single-handed).
-Age 22. Good references.-W. S.. St. Ge. '

'
Regent's Park Road. Primrose Hill. Middle: .

N°'i&'!

'

GARDENER (Under), or FOREMAN.—
Age 25. Can be well recommended from present and

previous employers. ~ J. F., The Gardens, Kenton Court,
Sunbury, Middlesex, S.W.

GARDENER (Under), Indoors, under a
Foreman preferred.—Age 2o. — L. J., The Gardens,

Lilford Hall. Oundle, Northamptonshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21. State
w.ages given. — H. B., Mr. Harmans, High Street,

Ileckenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), under a good Fore-
man.—Age 20 : five years' experience. Good reference.

— S. W.. Post Office, Harmondsworth, Slough, Bucks.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 22. Good character.

—

T. S., The Gardens, Quernmore Park, Lancaster,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 26. Four and
a-half years in present situation.— F. P., Camerton Court

Gardens, near Hath.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Kitchen
Garden.—Has had eight years' experience in the Plant

Growing and Forcing Departments. Can be highly recom-
mended from present situation, where he has lived three years,
— H. M. B., The Gardens, Moat Mount, Highwood Hill,

Hcndon.

GARDENER (Under), or UNDER
KEEPER.— Married, no family.—H. A. R., 323, Rooley

Lane, Bierley, near Bradford, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 25, married,
one child. Good experience and references.—W. C,

Lanelay Gardens, Llantrissant, Glamorganshire.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 24, single.
Good character. Can be well recommended,— B. B.,

Lanelay Gardens, Llantrissant, Glamorganshire.

GARDENER, Wife as COOK, or to take
charge of Lodge. No encumbrance. Good characters.

—

K. D. , Bridge House, Addlestone, Surrey.

NURSERY FOREMAN and PROPAGA-
TOR of Roses, Rhododendrons, Conifera;, Clematis,

and Stove and Soft-wooded Plants generally. Fifteen years'
experience in the trade. Good references.—W. B. ,2, Salisbury
Road, Upper Holloway, N.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden. —
Age 23 ; eight years' experience.—North of England

pre 'erred.—Good testimonials as to ability and steadiness of
character.—WILLIAM, Batheaston, Bath.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment. —
Age 25 : is a Man of experience, and well recommended.

—No. o, KEITH AND CO., Edinburgh.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.
^' —Age 21. Two years' good character from present em-

To Market Growers.

SALESMAN, in Flower, Fruit, or Vegetable
Market.—Age 40 ; over thirty years in the Trade,—S. C,

Post Office, Cold Harbour Lane, Camberwell, S.

KINAHAN'S . LL,. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded '* Kinahan's LL" Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame," See article

in the Civil Seri'ice Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—
JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS.

48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.
Works :

— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London, N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public, LEA and PERRINS

have adopted a New ^ ^^S
Label, bearing their ^^r \^J^ *

^'fi^hlcTwi^^h^^iaced dcca^c^^^ry^^t^
on every bottle of f

^^"""^^^^^

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE, after this date, and wuhout
which none is genuine.—November, 1874.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn.

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,

Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,

W, ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS,
All saved by Mr. Betteridge this season, and including every variety sent out by him, as see copy of

letter by Mr. Betteridge enclosed \)\\h each packet supplied through

READING, lilifimyirMl/iA BERKS.

BETTERIDGE'S NEW VARIETIES,
Duke of Edinburgli,

Grand Duchess Marie, Cantab,

and Improved Oxonian.

There superb varieties, which were sent out by us last

year for the first time, have given great satisfaction, not-

withstanding the unfavourable season. Each variety is

perfectly symmetrical in form, with a delicately-quilled

centre, surrounded respectively by crimson, pink, light

blue, and dark blue guard-petals.
Per packet.—J. d.

DUKE of EDINBURGH 26
GRAND DUCHESS MARIE (Duchess of Edin-

burgh) . . 26
CANTAB 26
IMPROVED OXONIAN 16
The COLLECTION of Four Varieties .

.

..80
From Mr. Betteridge to Messrs. Sutton : Nov. 6, 187.1.

' The eighteen varieties we have improved by discarding

one light blue and adding a fine pure crimson with very
light guard-petals (a splendid Aster)."

'Iliis is included in every Collection of eighteen varieties,

for 3J. Go', sent out by Messrs, Sutton.

Silver and Bronze Medals, with valuable Money Prizes,

will be ofiFered by Messrs. Sutton at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Meeting on September i, 1875, for the best

Colleclion of Asters. Full particulars on application.

^jSutton's _
CojVIPLBTB Coi/LECTIOJST

Choice Ve&etable Seeds,
'1/0 jorodiice (X sujyply of

tTie best vegetables,
all t/ieyearround.

This Collection is specially suited to a moderate-sized
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Important Notice to Foreign Sul)3crlberfl.

rpO RE IG N SUBSCRIBERS
-*- are particularly requested, "when sending Post Offire

Orders through the Po-it Office, to Advise Vie Publisher that

they have done so. (Sis>ted)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders should he made payable at the King
Street Office, Covent Garden, London, IV.C.

T
Tbe " Gardeners' Cbronlcle " In America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, i

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the timi

and 25 cent.s exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. M. COLE and CO.. Drawer No. i

Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton County, Georgia ; ar

Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.

The next EVENING MEETING will take place in the
Council Room, South Kensington, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
24th inst. , at 8 o'clock p.m. , when MAXWELL T. MASTERS,
Esq., M.D., F.R.S.. will LECTURE on CHARLES
DARWIN as a HORTICULTURIST.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

With reference to the Society's Schedule of Arrangements for

187s, NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN that the following
SHOWS will NOT be held-viz., MARCH 17, APRIL 21,

SEPTEMBER i, and NOVEMBER 10.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park, S.W.—Arrangements for 1875.

EXHIBITIONS —Spring Flowers. March 31, April 28
;

Summer PLants, May 26, June 16; Fruit and Cut Flowers,

June 30: Clematis, daily. May I to 24 : Roses, daily. May 3 to 10.

•evening FETE and SPECIAL EXHIBITION, July 14.

Tickets, Schedules of Prizes, and all particulars can be had
on application. ^ SOWERBY, Secretary.

RAND SPRING FLO'WER SHOW^
MARCH 10 and 11, in the Large Hall, Leeds Horticul-

tural Gardens Company (Limited). Schedules on application.
T. B. STEAD, Chairman,

Office, 103, Hyde Park Road.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, 187S.-ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY 14 next. Schedules are now ready, and
may be had from the undersigned. nunrp triMriT A\r
Botanic Gardens, Manchester,

BRUCE FINDLAY.

ISLE of THANET FLORAL and HORTL
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION and COTTAGERS'

GARDENING SOCIETY.—The TWENTIETH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION will take place at Bromstone Park, St. Peter's,
Ramsgate, on WEDNESDAY, August 25, by the kind permis-
sion of G. E. Hannam, Esq., in his picturesque grounds.
Upwards of 450 Prizes will be awarded in the two Classes,

and a handsome Silver Cup will be given for the best Twelve
Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants (named) in Class A.

Schedules can be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
HENRY AUSTEN, Jun., Fairfield, St. Peter's.

The Exhibition will be opened to the Public and Subscribers
at 2 o'clock P.M.

N.B.—This Annual Exhibition is now open to all England.
CHARLES DOBSON SMITH,

Margate, February. Honorary Secretary.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and H O T W A T E R
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOK of DESIGNS, 51. each.

US' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

R. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,
Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur. Three First-

class Certilicates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-

tions, &c. , see large advertisement at p. 195 of last week's
Gardeners' Ckronicie.
Thirty Guineas in Prizes, see advertisement at p. 229 ot

this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.
HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids. New, Rare, and
Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c. ,

post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Attention, Horticulturists and Seedsmen

!

MESSRS. E. VAUCHER and
CARDINAUX, Horticulturists and Seedsmen,

Geneva, Switzerland, INVITE the Trade to SEND them
their CATALOGUES.

HOLLIES,—For Sale, 2000 Green, 12 to
21 inches, bushy: do., smaller, 6 to 9, and 9 to 12

inches : Stocks, for working Striped on ; and toco Gold and
Silver Variegated, 1 to 2 feet.

R. COLLYER, Cart House Lane, Woking Station, Surrey.

FOR SALE, 50,000 Native SCOTCH FIR,
2-yr., 2-yr., first-cla!is stuff; also 30,000 EVERGREEN

PRIVET, iK to 2 feet. Price on application.

THOMAS SMITH, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Weymouth Pines, 'Weymoutli Pines.

WILLIAM FLETCHER can supply the
above, 6 CO 9 feet, good roots, and well furnished, looi.

per 100. Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey, Surrey.

)INE PLANTS.—For Sale, TOO fine Fruiting
and Succession Plants, very healthy and clean. For

Mr. E. (iOOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

PINUS INSIGNIS, 2, 3, and 4 feet;
transplanted last season, will remove with a ball of

earth. Price per dozen, or loo, sent on application.
W. H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

1H0RN QUICKS, fine 7-yr. transplanted,
strong and well-rooted, 17^. 6^. per 1000.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

ARGE TREES, suitable for immediate
J effect planted on Lawns, for Avenues, &c. LISTS of

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

A
Nurs

Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom,DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knowefield
;, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

Seeds for the Kitchen and Flower Garden.
CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE is

ready, and can be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

QUICK THORNS, all heights up to 3 and
feet, the latter well adapted for gapping purposes.

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

*

Choice New Seeds for 1875.T SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-
y • LOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
is now ready, containing much useful information. Post free
on application.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

WANTED, 5000 LARCH, 3 feet high.
Terms cash. State Price. &c. , to

PHIPPEN AND ROBINSON, Victoria Nursery, Reading.

WANTED, young AZALEA PONTICA
and RHODODENDRON PONTICUM STOCKS

of various sizes. Also fresh ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA
SEED. Send samples, post paid, and price to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Ni
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Amateurs, Nurserymen and Gardeners, having been
SUCCESSFUL in RAISING NEW

FLORIST FLOWERS or VEGETABLES,
are invited to communicate with F. SANDER and CO.,

ho give highest Prices for the Seed of those that are of sterling

New andRare Seed Importers and Growers, St. Albans.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

DUKE of EDINBURGH,
I

CANTAB, Light Blue.

GRANDE DUCHESS
MARIE, Pink.

The above Collection 8j., post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsme

OXONIAN, Dark Blue.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Eighteen beautiful varieties 3^.64/, .post free, including the
above : also a new and beautiful Crimson Variety, with pale
guard-petals.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading,

BeYtERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Twelve beautiful varieties, 2i. 6(/., post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Six beautiful varieties, \s. 6(/.
,
post free : mixed varieties, is,

per packet, post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seeds
,
Readil

(CLEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
V^ Working. Price, is. 6d. per 100, or 305. per 1000.
THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge

Wells, Kent.

Centaurea candldlsslma (Wholesale Price).WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine summer-
sown Plants of the ABOVE, thoroughly established in

Thumb Pots, at 205. per 100, Package, 3^. bd. per 100, or 2J.

for 50, not less than which will be sold at the price.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

TELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo
cuttings sent post free for 25. td. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-
bedding plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.
H. CANNELL. New Florists" Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

GARDENIAS. — Some good plants for
disposal.

D. CAMERON and SON, Swiss Nursery, Loughborough
Road, S.W.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—The Best and
Strongest Plants in the Trade, at same prices as offered

by the leading Rose firms. CATALOGUES now ready.
WM. WOOD and SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

ROSES. — Illustrated CATALOGUES on
application to

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

Roses I Roses I ! Roses ! ! I

EOSES, fifty choice Perpetual, strong plants,
best varieties (purchasers' selection, from 150 sorts—list

application), forwarded to any address on receipt of

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c.. should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

Frult Trees of Bearing Size.

STANDARD and PYRAMID APPLES,
PEARS, PLU.MS. and CHERRIES, all of e.vtra size

and full of flower-buds.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

s PLENDID NEW APPLE,
" LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.

pONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS.
V^ Good strong plants, three years old.

Lowest price per 1000 on application to
SUTTON and SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

HE SNO WFLAKE POTATO,
2S. per lb. ,25^. per stone of 14 lb.; hundredweight price

on application. Sample second to none.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and

Merchant, Peterborough.

The Finest Broccoli In Cultivation.

COOLING'S MATCHLESS.—Every grower
of this invaluable vegetable should have it. Per packet,

iS. dd.
,
post free.

GEORGE COOLING, Seedsman, Bath.

ITCHELL'S CHAMPION of ENGLAND
BROCCOLI.—The best late White ever grown, all new

seed, will be sold in \^, J4, and i lb. packages, at los. per lb. ;

sent to any part on receipt of Post Office Order, made payable
JOHN MITCHELL, Ponder's End, Middlesex.

CABBAGE PLANTS,—Very fine stocks of
the following kinds :—Drumhead, Robinson's Champion,

F.arly Battersea, Enfield Market.—Apply to THE STEWARD,
Mr. T. Davies, Tangley, near Guildford, stating quantity
required.

M
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SALES BY AUCTION.

city Auction Rooms. 38 and 39, aracechurcli St., E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of 200 very handsome English-

grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, beauti-

fully set with bloom-buds ; a superb assortment of 500

Standard and Dwarf ROSES ; selected FRUIT TREES,
hardy CONIFERvE, SHRUBS, and AMERICAN
PLANTS, EPACRIS, ERICAS, CYCLAMENS,
DAHLIAS, choice LILIUMS of sorts, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City

Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on

TUESDAY, February 23, at 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, gS, Gracechurch Street,

E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. R. Parker to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Exotic

Nursery, Tooting, S.W., on TUESDAY, February 23, at 11

for 12 o'clock, a large quantity of EXTRA NURSERY
STOCK, remarkably well grown, and in excellent condition

for removal, comprising some thousands of Border Shrubs,

consisting of the choicest Evergreens and Conifers in cultivation,

and admirably adapted for effective planting ; likewise a quan-

tity of beautifully furnished Thuja aurea, and unusually hand-

some Yucca recurva for potting : Laurels, fine bushy Rhodo-
dendrons, well set, and numerous others : a rich assortment of

Ornamental Trees, Acer Negundo var., &c. ; some fine Fruit

Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses of sorts, and a quantity of

Hardy Climbers in pots, &c.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonstone. E.

Frlmley, Surrey.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
a portion of the Land being required for Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Holder to SELL byAUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Frimley Park Nursery,
Frimley, on THURSDAY, February 25, at 11 for 12 o'Clock

precisely, a large quantity ofwell-grown NURSERY STOCK.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 9S, Gracechurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonstone. E.

For Absolute Sale.
An IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT of TREE FERNS,

with straight, symmetrical, and handsome trunks, consist-

ing of Cyathea Smithli, Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia squar-

rosa, Alsophila australis ; also 3500 LILIUM AURATUM,
remarkably fine bulbs, and in splendid condition ; a quantity

of valuable JAPANESE MANUFACTURES, including

choice Inlaid Lacquered Cabinets, Table Trays, a fine

assortment of Chinese and Japanese Vases, Porcelain,

Garden Seats, Flower Pots, Rare Bronzes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL the above by

AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, E.C.. on TUES-
DAY, March 2, at 12 o'Clock for half-past punctually.

On view the day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues
had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents,

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C., and Leyton-

Auotlon Mart, Tokenliouae Yard, City, E.C.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to include in the SALE to take place as

above, on TUESDAY, March 2, some valuable ORCHIDS, a

fine assortment of Standard and Dwarf ROSES, choice

CONIFER/E, hardy American SHRUBS, &c.

98, Gracechurch Street. City, E.C. , and Leytonstone, E.

Elrkdale Nursery, Sydenliam, Kent.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. George Selby

to include the above valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY in

their NEXT PERIODICAL SALE, to be held at the Auction
Mart, Tokenhouse Y.ird, on THURSDAY, March rS.

More detailed particulars will shortly be given.

Meredith's Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
beg to announce that the SALE of this highly important

FREEHOLD ESTATE, consisting of 6 acres, i rood, 32 poles

of land, together with the Dwelling-house, and the whole of the

extensive ranges, glass and outbuildings standing thereon,

will take place on the Premises on TUESDAY, March 23.

Full particulars will shortly appear.

Feltham Hill Farm, Feltham, Middlesex.
To FARMERS, MARKET GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. G O U G H is directed by the
Executors of the late William Whitehall Adams, to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Railway Hotel, Feltham. on

WEDNESDAY, March 3, at 3 o'Clock r.M., the BENE-
FICIAL INTEREST in the LEASE of the above capital

FARM, containing 90 acres 1 rood 25 poles of very superior

land, in a high state of cultivation, of which about 79 acres are

Arable, and the remainder Pasture, with excellent Farm House,

good Yard, and all usual Farm Buildings, held for a term of

twenty-one years from September 29, 1861, at the very low rent

May be viewed, and Particulars with Conditions of Sale had.

seven days prior to the Auction, on the Premises ; at the place

of Sale; of WALTER BARKER, Esq., Solicitor, 32, South

Bank, Regent's Park. London, N.W. ; and of Mr. W. GOUGH,
Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Land Agent, Sunbury, Middlesex.

N. B.—The Live and Dead Farming Stock. Household Fur-

niture, &c., will be Sold by Auction, upon the Premises, on

Wednesday, March 17, particulars of which will be duly

advertised.

GuUford Nursery, Wliltfleld, near Dover.
In Liquidation.

To LANDOWNERS, BUILDERS. NURSERYMEN, and
OTHERS. CLEARANCE SALE of about EIGHT
ACRES of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MR. HENRY HAYWARD has received
instructions from the Trustee ofthe Estate of Mr. C. H.

Burbidge (in liquidation by arrangement) to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, which are situate

about one mile from the Kearsney Station on the London,

Chatham, and Dover Railway, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
March 8 and 9, at 11 o'Clock punctually each day. the whole of

the thriving NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition for

removal, comprising about 10,000 healthy Standard, Pyramid,
and Trained Fruit Trees ; 30.000 Forest Trees, of sorts ; 20,000

thriving Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs and Coniferas of

choice varieties, 1500 Ornamental Trees of the rarest species,

quantity of Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, 8000 first-class

Dwarf and Standard Roses, Manetti stocks. &c.

May be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had on the

Premises; or of Messrs. WORSFOLD AND HAYWARD,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, New Bridge, Dover; and 12, Queen
Victoria Street, London, E.C.

M
Wood Engra-ytng.

G. SMITH, Artist and
: on Wood. 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

f)ODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
V Agent and General

Window Glass, Slieet Lead, Paints, &o.

rPHOMAS MILLINGTON and
J- Importers and Man
prices, very much reduced,

87, Bishopsgate S

CO.,
list of

Without, E.C.

E DWIN LLOYD, Horticultural

w L I A M ROE,
Landscape Gardener,

42, P.aternoster Row, St. Paul's, London, E.C, and Osborne
rerrace. Lozells Road, Birmingham.

Designs prepsu-od, the Work suporlntcndoa if required, or

Estimates given.

Notice.

"R SAWYER, High Street, Southampton,
lAi. is about to retire from his Old-established

FLORICULTURAL and SEED BUSINESS. Any person

wishing to enter into arrangements can apply. It has been in

possession of the two last Proprietors upwards of sixty years.

WANTED to RENT, a FLORIST'S
BUSINESS. Address, with particulars, to

Y. Z., 13, Aberdeen Terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

OrcUds and Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, February 25, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, specimen CAMELLIAS, several

small collections of ORCHIDS. Coniferous Seeds, and 10.000

LILIUM AURATUM BULBS from Japan, and a quantity

of other LILIES and GLADIOLL
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, February 23, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, DORKINGS, from Mr. S. Fraser ;

HOUDANS and BRAHMAS, from Mr. Herbert ; P.-iRT-

RIDGE COCHINS, from Mr. Stone ; CARRIERS, from Mr.
Harding; DARK BRAHMAS, from Mr. Hepburn; and a

variety of other choice POULTRY and PIGEONS from the

yards and lofts of well-known breeds

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from loj. to 25^. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and
Cattle, For PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS. Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

FreeHold, 28 MUes S W.

FOR SALE, a beautiful ESTATE of 240
Acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

gravelly soil, fine views, and extensive frontagers. Free from

Tithe and Land-tax : two-thirds on Mortgage. The Furniture

may be taken at a valuation. A Plot of about 50 Acres, planted

with fine Evergreens, Fruit, and other Trees would be Sold

separately ; also a Plot of 20 Acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailiff, " Golden Farmer," Bagshot.

The Best and Most Distinct Wrinttled Pea Is

BUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD
MARROW.—"The greatest novelty in Peas is that called

Suttons' Giant Emerald Marrow."

—

Vide Gardeners Chronicle,
January 16. Price 5J. per quart.

The Finest WMte-Splne Cucumber Is

UTTONS' DUKE of CONNAUGHT.—
am quite sure it cannot be surpassed."

—

Shirley

The Best Scarlet-fleshed Melon is

UTTONS' HERO OF BATH.—"As an
exhibition fruit it is unequalled."

s

s
Special Prizes for

MESSRS. SUTTONS' NOVELTIES will
be offered at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875.

s

Onv f the

Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, February 24, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, First-class Dwarf-trained,

Standard, and Pyramid FRUIT TREES ; Standard, Dwarf,
and Climbing ROSES ; Hardy and Ornamental TREES
and SHRUBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, DUTCH
BULBS, &c.

On view the moming~of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To Nurserymen and Others.

WANTED, a pair (or single plants) of
MUSA ENSETE and DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA

They must be well grown, healthy, and handsome plants. State

price and particulars by letter, addressed to

Mr. DIMMICK, Nurseryman, High Street, Ryde, Isle of

Wight.

TO BE SOLD, TREE FERN (Dicksonia
antarctica), stem of plant 6 feet high, girth of stem, 21

iches, head 6 feet across, fronds thirty-three in number. Apply
Mr. JOHN JONES, Goldthorn Villa, Penn Road,

Wolverhampton.

Johnstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb.

EARLIEST and BEST in CULTIVATION
for open ground ; it has a splendid colour, and excellent

for forcing. Strong roots, is. each. Trade price on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

Home Grown Mangel Wurzel and Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
• special offers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quality.

Prices very low.

Seed Growing Establishment^ Wisbech.

Particulars on application toUTTON AND SONS,
The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

S
To Market Gardeners and Others.UTTON AND SONS

can offer

Veitch's Perfection Peas
Scimetar Peas
Bedman's Imperial Peas
Harrison's Glory PeasBest of All Peas

Fortyfold Peas

Of true stocks, at moderate prices for large quantities,
Reading, Berks.

Carnations -Named Show Varieties.WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants
of the above in twelve varieties, one pair of each,

throughly established in 3-Inch pots, at i2r. the dozen pairs.
Package \s. the first and 6i/. every additional dozen pairs.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Specimen Trees.

pHARLES SHARPE and CO. have a
V^ quantity of fine specimen HORSE CHESTNUTS, with
straight tall stems, fit for avenue or single planting. They will

be sold at a moderate price, as the ground must be cleared.
Price on application.

Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

To the Trade.

ROSES, surplus stock of Dwarf, at reduced
prices. The plants offered are remarkably stron'^.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

PEACHES and NECTARINES, magnifi-
cent Dwarf-trained, including all the best leading sorts.

Splendid Trees, most beautifully trained.

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,
Uckfield, Su

New Roses of 187S.

PAUL AND SON'S Descriptive LIST of the
selection made by them at the raisers' during the bloom-

SEED POTATOS.— 10 tons Myatt's Prolific,
10 tons Rivers' Royal Ashleaf. 5 tons Bresee's Climax, also

Mona's Pride, Erin's Queen. Gloucestershire Kidney, Veitch's
Improved Ashleaf, Sandringham Kidney, Yorkshire Hero, &c.
Splendid samples. Prices low for cash, on application to

G. RUMLEY , Alma Terrace, Fulford Road. York.

To Planters and the Trade.

J SLATER AND SONS beg to offer a
• quantity of large IRISH YEWS, 7 to 8 feet high, and

2 to 3 feet through ; fine specimens, well rooted, and will be sold

cheap. An inspection is invited.

J. SLATER AND SONS. The Nurseries, Malton, Yorkshire.

New Grape.
\7"ENN'S BLACK MUSCAT.— This
V splendid Grape has all the good qualities of the Black

Hamburgh with the rich full flavour of the Muscat of Alexan-
dria. Good well ripened Canes, 3 ij. 61/. each. Usual allowance

to the Trade. Post Office Orders payable to

WILLIAM DODDS, Gladstone Villa, Bishopston, Bristol.

CUCUMBER PLANTS.—Strong plants of
RoUisson's Telegraph and Blue Gown, ij. each, gr. per

dozen, packed in boxes made on purpose. Also Duke of
Edinburgh (Daniels) at the same price. Box and packing,

li. dd. per dozen, zs. per half-dozen and under.

F. W. COOPER, Florist, Huntingdon.

PUCUMBER PLANTS of all the leading
\J kinds, in 60 and 48 pots, very strong plants. STRAW-
BERRY .and CABB.^GE PLANTS, Dwarf, Moss, and
Cabbage ROSES. The public may depend on being supplied

with Cucumber plants till June ne.tt. The Trade supplied.

G. WALKLING, College Park Nursery, Lewisham, S.E.

Pansles—Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

r
HOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Florist Flowers, is now

ady, and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand
ansies, established in pots, will be sure to bloom well ifplanted

. once. The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

WELLINGTONIAS:—
100, 3 feet high .

.

. . 3J. dd. each

50, 5 to 6 feet high . . gy. each

20, 7 to 8 feet high . . 125. dd. each
10, 9 to 10 feet high . . 15^. each.

All well formed plants, from seed, and constaiitly removed

;

grown by a gentleman who has more than he requires. Address
H. GAMBELL, Sharsted Court, Sittingbourne.

VINES, e,\tra strong leading sorts, close-

jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing : ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, .and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.
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L ILIUM A URATUM, by the dozen.i
hundred, or thousand, price ij., is. dd. , and 2^. each ;

j

magnificent extra-sized roots, 3^. 6d. and ss. each. The Bulbs 1

itnported from Japan this year are in the finest possible con-
]

dition, quite as plump and sound as English-grown Bulbs.
Mr. WiLLtAM Eui-L, being the largest importer of Lilies

direct from their native habitats, can offer good and varied
j

selections at lis., 301., and 42J. per dozen. Special quotations

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, I

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, in order to
clear the groimd :

—

20,000 SILVER FIRS. I foot high. ,s. per too.

50.000 ,, ,. i^ feet high, 2s. 6d. per too.

70,000 ., ,, 2 to 3 feet high, 5^. per 100.

50.000 ,, ,, 3 (set high, 7.r, per 100.

For particulars apply to The AGENT, Gunton Park, Norwich.

Pelargoniums for the Million.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-O TION of Show. French, and Fancy Varieties, strong
Plants, distinct sorts, at 40J. per 100; 25^". fur 50 ; or 15^. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at gs. and
121. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

No Reasonable Offer Befusea.-By the dozen or 100.

POPLARS, Lombardy, 7 to 14 feet; HORSE
CHE.STNUT, 4 to 14 feet ; BOX PRIVET, 3 to 4 feet ;

LILAC, White and Common, 4 to 6 feet : TREE BOX. i to 3
feet : RIBES SANGUINEA, 4 to 6 feet ; BERBERI.S
AQUIFOLIA, 3 to 4 feet: CURRANTS, 3 to 4-yr. old:
GOOSEBERRIES, 3 to 4.yr. old.

JAMES SMITH, Ashford Nursery. Ashford, Middlesex.

cONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS.
-This Giani .\ ! n A ph.iluis is described as pro-
heads from ' t

', I! ilijiiieter.

that in point nf si2

this is a colossal v.un I , m i,, .

-Vide Cirdmm' C: ., .\1.,)

Good plants, js, 6./. per 100 ; e.\

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nu:

s the Giant or Baltersea.'

1374.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FROMOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c,, is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of
ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK, &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham

NEW ROSES, 1875.

JAMES VEITCH & SON'S PRICED LIST
Of the above is now ready, and contains a Selection of all the best Varieties introduced this

Season, with descriptions as given by the Raisers.

S/iviig Plants 'Will be ready first week in April. Orders are now being booked.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA.—February i6, 1875.

NECESSARY CAUTION.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NUESEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.,

Respectfully beg their Customers to address business letters simply as above,

WITHOUT CHRISTIAN NAME OB INITIAL.

Through the use of wrong Initials several letters intended for them have recently failed to reach

them direct. Will their friends therefore carefully address

—

PAUL & SON, THE "OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT, N.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Will commence sending out this fine Lobelia on March 15 next.

Price 2s. 6d each, or 24s, per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate
at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,
and the Gardeners' Magaaiiie of July 18 says of it :

—" This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there
are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner.

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

SEE D PO T A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
HYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Forci

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK.

AMERICAN Varieties.
EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

New RoaeB for 1875.

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of tlie above to olTcr, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price m.-ule by several large Establishments in 1874.

Ready early in March.
DESCRlPriVE LIST ready, .and post free.

Manor l''arm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

TO POTATO GROWERS.—Before pur-
chasing your seed see QUINCEY'S PRICE LIST, post

free on application. It contains most of the best English .and

American varieties : quality good, quantity Large. Prices low.
Sacks and bags at wholesale rates.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant, Peterborough.

NEW SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE
—The FAVOURITE.

The finest of all Cabbage Lettuces, being very large, exceed-
ingly sweet and crisp: also deliciously flavoured. Stands the
driest summer longer than any other sort without running to

seed. Post free per packet for twelve Stamps. May be
obtained of all Seedsmen.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, YeovH.

Cabbage Plants I Cabbage Plants 1

TRUE to NAME.
MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can now

supply any quantity of strong

—

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. 31. orf. per looo
EARLY BATTERSEA 3J. 6rf.

NONPAREIL 31. 6rf. „
ENFIELD MARKET .

RED PICKLING ..

Wonersh Nurseries,

6,i.

. . 5S. od.

r Guildford, Surrey.

NEW APPLE — PEASGOOD'S NONE-
. and one of the largest autumn
to Dec). First-class Certificate,

inmittce. Sept. 18. 1S72 : First-class

?how, Sept. 8, Q, and 10, 1874.

1 ; Dwarf-trained, 10s. 6d. each.Slron;; .MaiJ^i.:,. ;i. ....'

Trade terms on appHcat
W. AND J, BROWN, Nurserym. , Stamford.

r)OBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice
V of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock of

HARDY SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNAMEN-
TALTREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, Sc, which are now in first-class condition for

removal. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS.—Special offer of 2-yr., 3-yr., .and 4-yr. old.

Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, W.andsworth Common, S.W.

POTATO SEED for SALE (seed of the
berry)—Two Ounces seeding One Acre, and giving Eight

to Nine Tons of Tubers per Statute Acre in First Year. Price
^s. per ounce, with Instructions how to Grow it free of the
Disease. JAMES TORBITT, Belfast.

r of allAlso, in the Press, and to be obtained of the Advei
Booksellers, price i^.

,

CAUSE of the POTATO DISEASE,
Being a Paper read at the late Meeting of the British

Elclmiond Nurseries, Rlobmond, Surrey.
(Es o=.)

To the TRADE and LARGE CONTRACTORS.
GAND W. STEELL have to ofter this season,

• extra to their usual large stock of ROSE, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN
SHRUBS,&c.,a larstequantity of fine, cle.an-grown and straight
in the stock Standard GOLDEN QUEEN and other varieties
of v.ariegated HOLLIES, from 2 to s feet in the stem : Pyramid
Green and Variegated do., from 2 to 7 feet ; also an immense
quantity of Hybrid and Ponticum RHODODENDRONS,
uncommonly well set with bloom-buds, which they are prepared
to supply at extremely low figures. Where large quantities are
required special prices will be given.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price IS. per bushel, or 6d. per bushel for quantit:

20 bushels and over.
DAGNALL and TILEURY, Steam Cocoa-i

Farm Lane. Walham Green, S.W.

c of

t Fibre Works,

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.— 10,000
bushels, ready bagged, must be cleared. Price on appli-

cation. Large truck, holding 300 bushels, free on to any rails,

li loj.—H. WRIGHT. Fibre Merchant, 4, Peterborough
Terrace, King's Road, Fulham, S.W.

Propagating.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, at this
season, is invaluable to all gardeners. Reduced price,

£1 5J. per 100 bush., delivered free to any railway. Samples free.

JAMES STEVENS, Fibre Works. High St.. Battersea, S.W.

PEAT for SALE, in Large or Small Quan-
tities, at Chiselhurst, Kent. Can be put on the South-

Eastern or London, Chatham and Dover Railways. Apply to
Mr. T. LANSBURY, Hook Farm, Burnley Common, Kent.

B
Fibrous Peat.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids. Stove Plants, and Potting. 16 6j. per Six-

Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
is. Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, cSic, jC^ 51. per
ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-
tern Railway, or Farnborough, Suuth-Western Railway.
WALKER AND CO.. Farnborough Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for OrcMds.

THRESH SPHAGNUM UOSS,ios.6d.

WALKER AND CO., F.arnborough Station, Hants.
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Roses, Fruit Trees, ftc.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Orclilds.

AMATEUR'S COLLECTIONS, adapted
to those beginning the culture of this class of Plants, or

to those already having a good collection, can be supplied in

strong, healthy specimens, at 42,1,, 63^., S+r,, and 126J. per
dozen. Package and delivery to London free, on receipt of
cash with order.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.
N.B.—Plants put in, gratis, to compensate for carriage beyond

London.

PlUox (Hertoaceous), PEBonles, Pyretlirums.
SPECIAL OFFER.

^HOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

low ready, and will be sent free on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

SEED POT
for SALE :—

Myatt's Prolific^

Paterson's Victoria
Belgian Kidney
Fluke Kidney
Early Shaw

JOHN BATH, Salesi

Garden, W.C.

A T O S

Early Don
Red Bog
Dalmahoy
Regents,
And other

34, Wellington Street, Covent

New Dwarf Silver-variegated Geranium, Little Trot.

WPOTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS for
• the above, as advertised in the Gardtiimrs' Chronicle,

January 30. Those who wish to secure good plants should
Order Early. See report of Chiswick trials' in the Gardeners'
Magazine, January 30.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 187s is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

FRUIT TREES. — Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES. APPLES. PEARS, and PLUMS, from

751. per 100. GOOSEBERRIES, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from loi.

to 15J. per too. CURRANTS, 3-yr, and 4-yr., from 6^. to 10s.

per 100. Catalogues on application to

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries. Established 1810.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,

Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants
from single pots, r2j. per 100 : rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6s. per 100, 50J. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gr

Wonersb Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply large quantities of all kinds of FRUIT 1 TREES,
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting ;

extra strong QUICKS, SCOTCH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER, BIRCH, &c.
Standard ROSES, 75^. p. 100 ; Half-standard do., 507. p. 100.

Notice.

SEEDS, SEEDS.—Now on view, SAMPLE
GROWTHS of 1874, at

TANTON'S SEED WAREHOUSE, Borough End, London
Bridge, S.E. CATALOGUES free.

Five per cent, discount and carriage free.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

RAPE VINES from EYES.—Well ripened,
short-jointed, fruiting and planting Canes of most of the

best kinds, including Black Hamburgh, Victoria Hamburgh,
Gros Colman, Lady Downes, Muscat of Alexandria, ^irs.
Pince's Muscat, Duchess of Buccleuch, Madresfield Court, &c.
Price 3^. 6ti. to 75. 6d. each.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Planting Season, 1874-75.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best
varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity
of SPECIMEN CONIFERS. HOLLIES. LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for
removal.
Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

N w R O s.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).
CRIMSON BEDDER(Cranstons).
CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Hereford.

ORCHARD PLANTING.—Stong Standard
APPLES, strong Standard Table and Perry PEARS,

Pyramid and Dwarf-trained PEARS. A choice Collection of
ROSES ; strong Common, Colchic, and Portugal LAURELS
LAURUSTINUS, BOX, YEW, and other Evergreens : Ever-
feen and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS : Scotch and Spruce
IRS ; CHESTNUT, LIMES, and other Forest Trees, up to

12 feet. Prices on application.

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road,
Cheltenham,

^^^^ QEED OATS.—Messrs. LITTLE
t^^S^^ '^^° BALLANTYNE have to offer some
SSg^^^^ fine samples of Black Tartarian and White Potato
Oats, Chevalier Barley, &c.

Royal Seed and Nursery Establishments, Carlisle.

Seedsmen ^^^^g to tlie Queen.

seeds OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY.
JOHN AND CHARLES LEE'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and
FLOWER SEEDS for 1875 will be forwarded, post free, on
application. Please to write if not received in the First General

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fruit Bushes.

No. r Collection includes—
20 EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
=5 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
25 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
25 CURRANTS, of sorts.

25 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

10 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for ;^5 5J.

No. 2 Collection,
Double the above, with greater variety.

Two hundred and sixty fine plants for ;^io.

Carriage paid to London.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

GLOXINIA S,—Twelve finest named
Gloxinias, -zxs., very large roots, fit for exhibition this

spring, including many sorts not yet in commerce ; smaller
size, io.r. 6rf. per dozen. Packed and delivered free to London
on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

CALADIUMS.—Twelve finest sorts, 2ij.,
including many of the best introductions of late years ;

large roots, fit for exhibition this year, or smaller size, loj, 6rf.

and 15^. per dozen. Package and delivery free to London on
receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

A CHIMENES.—Thirty-six corns,in 12 finest
J~^ sorts, \os. 6d. ; or loo corns, in 24 finest sorts, 21. Free
by post on receipt of Post Office Order.

J H. LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.
N.B.—CATALOGUES free on application.^O THE TRADE.

PEARS, extra fine dwarf-trained, all the leading kinds.

,, extra fine pyramids on Quince, 4-yr., 5-yr., and 6-yr. old.
PLUMS, extra fine dwarf-trained.
h *,, extra fine pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, extra fine dwarf-trained.

,, pyramid, fruiting.

,, extra fine Morello, fruiting.
PEACHES, Maiden, twenty to thirty varieties.
THUJA AUREA, i to x% footj 1% to 2 feet, 2 to 2% eet.

„ GIGANTEA, 3, 4, to 5 feet.

YEWS. English, 2 to -2% feet, z^i to 3 feet, 3 to il4 feet : fine.

THUJOPSfS BOREALIS, 3 to z% feet, ^14 to 4 feet ; fine.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 2, 3, 4 to
5 feet.

Special quotations on application to
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Ni

GLADIOLI.— All the First Prizes, for
Eleven Years in succession, in Open Competition,

offered at the Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal
Palace Shows, have been awarded to

KELWAY AND SON,
who are the Only Raisers and Propagators for Sale in the
United Kingdom.

_CATALOGUES, describing all the varieties worth growing,
with Instructions for Cultivation, gratis to applicants.

Selections ieft to us, 25 for zjs., 25 for 42^-,, 25 for 63,1., 25 for
loss., 25 for -zios.

Blooming Bulbs of our unbloomed seedlings, saved from the
choicest " '

'

The Royal Nurseries. Langport, Somerset.

WRIGHTS GIANT WHITE CELERY.
—This is quite a distinct pure white vai'iety ; it is very

crisp, and of excellent flavour, combining a robust, compact
habit, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily.
Heads of this variety have been grown weighing from 8 to 10 lb.

each, and can be highly recommended for exhibition, private or
market purposes, is. per y% oz. packet.

WRIGHT'S RED GROVE and WHITE GROVE
CELERIES.—These possess all the good properties of the
Giant White, but do not grow quite so large, is. per ^ oz.
packets. The usual discount to the Trade.

The following fourteen firms have secured supplies of the
above for this season, for which I beg to thank them, soliciting
extended patronage

Hurst & Son, London.
Cooper. Robt., London.
Daniels Bros., Norwich.
Dickson. Brown & Tait, Man-
DLxon, E. P., Hull, [chester.

Holmes, Ed., Lichfield.

Brotherton, Wm., Leeds.
Nutting & Sons, London.

Godwin. F. G. , Shefl^eld
Lawson Seed Co.. Edinb_
Downie & Laird, Edinburgh
Drummond & Son. Sterling.

Sh.

Howden&Co., In
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.
Finney, S.. & Co., Newcastle.
Umpleby, Geo., Leeds.

CUCUMBERS.—Wright's Wonder, fine white-spine, and
Wright's Improved, black-spine ; these will grow 24 to 30 inches
long, are very prolific and of mild, good flavour. Pearson's
Long Gun, Rollisson's Telegraph, Berkshire Champion,
Improved Sion House, Masters' Early Prolific. i.f. per packet.

Lowest price quoted per 100 seeds on application.

W. WRIGHT. Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Market
Square, Retford, Notts.

THE MOST VALUABLE VEGETABLE PRIZE
OF THE YEAR.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, that

BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,
THE COMPETITION FOR

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

TOGETHER WITH

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOB VEGEIABLBS,

SOUTH KENSINGTONron WEDNESDAY,
July 7, 1875.

CL^CtDul

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

RANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,
and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (rSyi and iS7s)
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

B1ni8 for Avenues.
COD AND INGRAM offer Hne
Huntingdom ELMS. 12 to 14 feet, i8,r. per dozen, 130J.

; 14 to 16 feet, 24,1. to 305. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Surplus Nursery Stock.—Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM beg
to offer :—

ROSES, Standard, their selection, in great variety, izs. per
dozen, 8oj. per 100.

,, Divarf, worked, selection, 6j. per dozen, 401. per 100.
MAPLR. Enelish, 4 to 6 feet, 4J. per 100.
ELM, English, 2-yr. sccdUng. ^. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, aor. per

1000 : 3 to 4 feet, 25r. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 4^. per 100.
APRICOTS, Moorpark, Standard-traine'd, extra strong, 5 to

6J4 feet stems, heads 4 to 6 feet across, is. 6d each
CURRANTS, Red, extra fine, 145. per 100.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

w
per 100

To Planters and the Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at
low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, WeepinE, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2M to 4 feet
Exotic and Vauxhali Nurseries, Caiiterbury.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all
engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is offering, at very reduced prices, an
stock ; amongst other things the following may be

Poplar, Black Italian

Sycamore, Purple and varie-

Laburnum, Purpleand c

Chestnut, Scarlet and c

Sorbus domestica and hybrida
Almond, fruiting

Birch, Silver. 8 to 14 feet

Thorn, Paul's new double
scarlet

Deutzia crenata flore-pleno
Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet
Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet
Sedum spectabilis

Peaches, Pears, and Plums
Gooseberries, in best varieties
Currants, in best varieties

large quantities on application.

worth r

Spirxa palmata
Rhododendrons
Andromeda floribunda
Kalmia latifolia

Skimmia japonica
Picea Nordmanniana
Arbor-vitse, American
Cupressus Lawsoniana
Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet

Berberis Darwinii
Mahonia Aquifolia
Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual

,, climbing
Elm, English and American
Oak, English and Turkey
Poplar, new Silver

„ Lombardy
Special quotations for small or

CLEMATIS, all the best known kinds.
A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 50s. per

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.
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To the Trade and Others.—Cheap Plants.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
• BelRium, begs to oITer the following various plants, of

which he has a good stock :

—

AZALEAS, Ghent, fine named varieties, M. per dozen.

RHODODENDRONS, hardy hybrid, choice named varieties,

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA, 95. perdoz. [i2J. perdoz.

„ PURPUREA, bushy, 91. per dozen.

„ EXONIENSIS, strong, in tubs, 2ii. e.nch.

„ MACROPHYLLA. strong, js. 6J. each.

MENZIESIA POLIFOLIA, alba and rosea, 61. per dozen.

PiEONIES, Tree, fine, named, 151. per dozen.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA, 6s. per dozen.

ARALIA SIEBOLDII, strong plants, iji. per dozen.

ROSES, Standard Perpetual, Ci per 100.

,, Dwarf, 50s. per 100.

,, Tea, choice, i8j. per dozen,

., Climbing, choice, as. per dozen.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 91. per dozen,

„ „ ALBUM, I2S. per dozen.

„ „ PUNCTATUM, gj. per dozen.

„ ,, RUBRUM, extra, i8s. per dozen.

„ SUPERIiUM. itf. per dozen.

,, TESTACEUM; I2J. per dozen.

,, POMPONICUM, 0.t. per dozen.

TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIELORA, 25^. P" ^°°-

ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA, flowering roots, 251. V io°-

IRIS HISPANICA, in fine varieties, i2S. per fifty roots.

CYPRIPEDIUM ACAULE, iSj. per dozen.

SARRACENIA PURPUREA, 24^. per dozen.

YUCCA FLEXILIS, 6s. per dozen.

„ RECURVATA.-fine, 12s. per dozen.

„ ALOIFOLIA, fine, 121. per dozen.

FUNKIA UNDULATA, fol. elcgantissimus var., los. per too.

HEMEROCALLIS FULVA, fiore-pleno, 91. per dozen.

HELLEBORUS ABSCHASICUS, llore-rubro, ^os. pet 100.

,, ,, flore-albo, 40J. per 100.

CONVALLARIA MAJALIS, flore-rosea, 61. per dozen.

,, ,, flore-pleno. 6s. per dozen.

,, ,, foliis striatis, 6s, per dozen.

ANEMONE HEPATICA, roseo-pleno. 6j.'dozen.

„ PULSATILLA, 6s. per dozen,

ADONIS VERNALIS, 4J. per dozen.

SPIR/t;A lAPONICA, strong clumps, 2rs. per 100.

PHORMItJM TENAX, iSi. to 241. per dozen.

„ VEITCHII, fol. var., los. 6d. each.

„ COLENSOI, fol. var., fine plants, 21J. each.

OTAHEITE ORANGES, 121. to i8i. per dozen.

ORANGE TREES, fine, 21s. per pair.

AZALEAS, Indian, with flowcr-buds, i.^. £6, to £S per 100.

CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds, £6 to £S per 100.

„ without buds, £s per 100.

,, Double White, without buds. 24^. to 365. per dozen.

,, strong plants, 5^.. 7s. 6d., and ictf. 6d. each.

FUCHSIA SUNRAY, fol. var, 6s. per dozen.

PETUNIA ERMENEA REVEIL. fol. var., 6j. per dozen.

CYCAS REVOLUTA, 601. per dozen.

,, ,, very strong and fine specimens, loss.

„ MEDIA, 48s. per dozen.

„ CIRCINALIS, 60s. per dozen.

AGAVE, twelve fine varieties for 24J.

ECHEVERIA ATROPURPUREA, 6s. per dozen.

,, CALOCEPHANE, 61. per dozen.

BROMELIACEOUS PLANTS, of sorts, 24s, per dozen.

MEDINILLA MAGNIFICA, 30J. per dozen.

MUSA SUPERBA, 60s. per dozen,

,, ROSACEA, iSj. per dozen.

FICUS ELASTICA, I2J. to 24J. per dozen.

GARDENIA RADICANS and FLORIDA, 6s. per dozen.

JASMINUM GRANDIFL0RUM,9J. per dozen.

DIOSMEA PURPUREA, 6s. per dozen.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, i2i. per doi.-.

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, 24J. per dozen.

„ MAULEI, 48s»per dozen.

„ BAR BATUM, i8j. per dozen.

PASSI FLORA, of sorts, 121. per dozen.

COFFEA ARABICA, i8j. per dozen. [per dozen.

AMARYLLIS RETICULATA STRIATIFOLIA, 125. to lis.

GLOXINIAS, strong bulbs, fine mi.ved, 251. per too.

,, in named varieties, 6^. per dozen.
ACHIMENES, in sorts, isj. per 100.

CALADIUMS, twelve fine varieties (or 151.

BEGONIAS, fine foliaged varieties, 61. per dozen.

„ bulbous varieties, fine mixed varieties, i8j. per dozen.
MARANTAS, in fine varieties, i8s. per dozen.
CROTON, in fine varieties, 181. per dozen.
CAMPYLOBOTRIS, in fine varieties, i8j. per dozen.

FERNS.
LOMARIA ZAMIOIDES, fine plants, 241. per dozen.

,, GIBBA, 6s. to 9J. per dozen.

,, FALCATA, 6s. to <)s. per dozen.

BALANTIUM ANTARCTICUM, 40.1. to 6oj. per 100.

DAR^:A DIVERSIFOLIA, 6s. to lis. per dozen.

ALSOPHYLLA AUSTRALIS, fine, 9*. per dozen.
GYMNOGRAMMA, of sorts, gs. per dozen.

PTERIS CRETICA, albo lincita, 42s. per 100.

SELAGINELLA, of sorts, 61. per dozen.

ADIANTUM, of sorts, 421. per 100.

PALMS.
PHCENIX RECLINATA, fine young plants, 181. per dozen.

in store pots, 2-yr. old, 25^. per 100.

CHAM.«R0PS FORTUNEI, fine plants, i8j. per dozen.

„ HUMILIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 63s. per loo.

,, ,, fine plants, 24J. to 36^. per dozen.

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS. fine, i8t to 24^. per dozen.

ARECA LUTESCENS, fine plants, 5>. each.

„ VERSCHAFFELTII. fine plants, 51. to 71. 6d. each.

,, SAPIDA, fine plants, 15J. each.

LATANIA BORBONICA, i8j., 24J., and ^is. per dozen.

., „ young specimen plants, 6s. to 8j. each.

PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDRA, fine plants, ^6s. per doz.

KENTIA BELMOREANA and FORSTERIANA, fine

SABAL ADANSONI, 241. per dozen. [plants, sit. each.
EUTERPE EDULIS, 181. per dozen.
MAXIMILIANA REGIA, 181. per dozen.

COCOS CORONATA, 301. per dozen.

COKIFEES.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, i foot, 631. per 100.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 6 to 9 inches, 50s. per 100.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA, 25s. per too.

PINUS EXCELSA, 3-yr. seedlings, 21J. per 100.

„ DENSIFLORA, I'A to 2 feet high, 181. per dozen.

THUJA ELEGANTISSIMA, 421. per 100.

„ VERV/ENEANA, strong, i8j. per dozen.

LARIX K^EMPFERI, seedlings, 30J. per dozen.

THUJOPSIS DOLABRATA, i foot, gs. per dozen.

,, BOREALIS, fine plants, 9J. per dozen. [per 100,

CEDRUS DEODARA, fine stuff, 4-yr. transplanted, 6y.
ABIES NORDMANNIANA.iH foot high,fineplants,3oj. doz.

Reference from unknown Correspondents.
Agents : Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, fl!!"PLane,

^ondon, E.G.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS

Upwards of

THIRTY GUINEAS
WILL BE

OFFEBED IN PEIZES
As follows during the ensuing season for

MR. LAXTON'S PEAS,

SENT OUT BY US, NAMELY, AT THE

Royal Horticultural Society's

ROSE, &c., SHOW, on July 7 next :—

For any Six Varieties of Mr. Laxton's \ 1st Prize, £4.

Peas, Including two of each of 2d „ £3.

those sent out by us In 1872, 3d „ £2.

1873, and 1874-50 Pods Of each. ' 4th „ £1.

1^" The following are the varieties :
—

1874 — Unique, Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and

Connoisseur. 1873—Laxton's No. i and Fill-

basket. 1S72—William the First, Superlative,

Popular, and Omega.

For the following varieties, 12 plants of each,

to be exhibited in the green state, with pods, fit

to gather, and root and haulm complete, so as to

show the true character of each variety, viz. :

—

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER IIOLI.OWAY, LONDON, N.

Unlpiue 1st, £1 ; 2d, 103.

William the First 1st, £1 ; 2d, lOs.

Flllbasket

Omega .

.

Laxton's No.

Dr. Hogg
Supplanter

1st, £1

;

2d, 10s.

1st, £1

:

2d. 10s.

1st, £1

;

2d, 10s,

1st, £1

;

2d, lOs.

1st, £1

;

2d, lOs.

The Society and ourselves to be allowed to retain

such of these as may be required.

AT THE

MIDLAND COUNTIES'

Grand Horticultural Exhibition

at Birmingham, on the ist, 2d, 3d,

and 5th July next :

—

For any Four of the following \

Varieties, viz, : - Laxton's No. 1, ^°' 'Sr\zs, £3.

PlUbasket, Superlative, William > 2d „ £2.

the First, Omega, and Popular 1

3

^

^^
—60 Pods of each. '

For Fifty Pods each of the following varieties

of 1874 and 1875, viz. :

—

Unique Ist, £1 ; 2d, 10s.

Dr. Hogg . . Ist, £1 ; 2d, 10s.

Supplanter . . . . 1st, £1 ; 2d, lOs.

1^" For Prices and further particulars of

the last named varieties (three First-class

Certificates), see previous advertisements.

Early Orders should be given, as the stocks

of some of the sorts are very limited.

HURST & SON,

6, LEADENHALL STREET,

Complete CoUections of Kitchen Garden Seeds,
to STiit Cnrdens of v.irions bi/cs. aij., 42,1., 6js., and 8,|i. cacl

NEW and CHOICE VEOETABLE SEEDS, p,.,. „y^
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dw.arf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD BEAN, VVe.slbury Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6
BROCCOLI, VVfilliams' Alexandra 16

., Perkins' Le.amlngton 16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Gi.ant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation ..) 10
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26

,, Tender and True, new .. .. .. .. ..36
,, Woolley's Improved Telegraph .. ., .. 16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, Burnell's Alexandra White Cos ,. ..10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed i S
„ Gilbert's Green.fleshed 16
,, Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour . . 16

ONION, Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

,, Cnllingford's Magnum Bonum.. .. .. ..26
Mr. Laxton s NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. ij. 6</. and 2 6

BLUM EN BACH IA CORONATA, new i 5
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. W.,2j. 6d..

3J. 6d. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. 6d., 21. 6d.,

31. 61 and 5 o
CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extra choice strain, is. 6d.,

2S. 6d., V. 6d. and 5 o
COCKSCOMB, Glasgow Prize(savedbyMr.McLachlan) 2 6

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping \

„ saved from the finest erect varieties

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba,

PETUNI.^. saved from the finest striped ^

PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Brandegei, new .. ..16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMONDII.grandiflorasplendens, new. i 6

PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed .. .. .. is.6d., 2s. 6d.,y. 6<l. and 5 o
RICINUS GIBSONII.new 16
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Erompton, new ..16

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours 2 6

VERBENA. Eckford's superb strain 16
VIOLA COBNUTA, Admiration, new .. 2S. 6<f. and 3 6

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..10
dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety .

.

.. ..10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

NEW BEDDING VIOLA—
WAVERLEY.

We have much pleasure in offering this fine Viola for the first

time. Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in

rotation after March i. The flowers are large, of good sub-

stance, and produced in great profusion from early spring until

late in autumn. Colour very bright violet, shaded with purple
towards the centre ; yellow eye, with pure white brow. The
most effective bedding Viola of its colour yet raised, and very

hardy. Last season it was shown before the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society at Edinburgh, and the Glasgow and
West of Scotland Horticultural Society at Glasgow, and by both

Societies it was awarded a FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Regarding it

Mr. Robert Fleming, Gardener to ]. C. Wakefield, Esq.,

Eastwood Park, Glasg-oui, ivrites :
—

"
I have no doubt that when Waverley becomes better known

no other Viola of its colour will be used. As regards colour,

habit, and density of flowering, it leaves nothing _more to be

desired. In my opinion, at present it has no equal."

Mr. James Graham, Gardener to Lady Campbell, Garscuhe,
Glasgow, writes .'

—

"That for colour, substance, habit, and flowering qualities,

Waverley surpasses all the Violas that I know, as much as the

best of them excels the old Viola cornuta."

Mr. Henrv W. Lewin, Gardener to Colonel Buchanan,

of Drumpellier, Glasgfftu, writes :—
" We use a great quantity of Violas here, and I have had

ample opportunity of comparing Waverley with most of the

varieties yet sent out. It is the best bedding Viola I have yet

seen—having an excellent habit, yielding a profusion of flowers.

which are oigood colour and very constant, and these I consider

to be the principal points necessary in a good bedding Viola."

Mr. Duncan M'LKLLAti, Superintendent of Parks,
GlojgoTv, writes :

—

" I have much pleasure in stating that your new Viola

Waverley was thoroughly tested in the Queen's Park during

the summer of 1874—having been grown in several situations.

The colour is a deep violet with light eye, and its habit similar

to Cornuta Perfection. We grow Violas very extensively, but I

consider Waverley the best 1 have yet seen of its class, both in

regard to habit and colour."

Prices: One plant, 2^. ^.\ six plants, -los.; or i8j. per dozen,

post free. Trade price on applicatic-

LONDON, E.C,

ROBERTSON and GALLOWAY, Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen, 157, Ingram Street, Glasgow, and The Hermaite

Nurseries, Helensburgh.
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Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be

guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green HoIIie

land, and Purchasers will find them
heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Six Beautiful Orchids, 215.

FOR WINTER and SPRING FLOWER-
ING no class of plants can compete with Orchids, their

culture being extremely easy, and the flowers very lastmg.

The above :
' '

delivery free

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Graceful Palms, 213.

EALTHY YOUNG PLANTS, to grow on
for Table decoration, and will be ready in about si,y

nths : or fit for immediate use, including many choice and
kinds, 635., 84J., and io6j.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Flowering Stove Plants, 21s.,

TNCLUDING ANTHURIUM SCHER-
J- ZERIANUM, ALLAMANDA CHELSONI, and
other equally fine sorts, in nice plants. Package and delivery

free to London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Twelve Ornamental Foliage Plants, 21s.,

INCLUDING many of the finest and newest
varieties of ALOCASIAS, MARANTAS, CROTONS,

£:c., well established, clean, and healthy plants, to grow on for

specimens. Package and delivery free to London on receipt of

Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

H

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-

cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving

so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers^ much larger than in

the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn.

Erecta and horizontalis, separate or mixed, is. and 25. 6d.

per packet.
STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.—Fine variety from the

Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-

ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful

climber. \s. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from

one of the best collections in the kingdom. i,r. 6d. per

double' PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large

percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.

Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order.

Carnations, Ficotees, and Pinks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to

announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to oflfer, strong plants of which

are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,
&c., contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve

choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.

Half of the above quantities, iis.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Ni

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with

well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of

more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES. OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, iS to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a

Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring iS to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Siurey. S.W.

Snowflake.

THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality andpREE
FROM DISEASE. Messrs. Daniels Bros, have just received a

consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carriage free to any address:

—

^s. 6d. per lb. ; 7 lb., 21^. ;

14 lb,, 42^- _; cheaper by the

Rare Opportunity.
NEW and VERY SCARCE TREE FERN SPORES from

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND.

JH. LEY, having just received an importa-
• tion from his Collector, can supply good packets, with

directions for sowing and rearing, at 3^. 6d., 55., and 75. 6d.

The fronds from which three sorts have been obtained are

new species, the other four sorts are Cyathea dealbata (silver),

C. medullaris, Alsophila McArthuri, Dicksonia fibrosa, and a

small quantity of Dicksonia squarrosa. Should be sown now to

obtain nice plants before autumn.

T. H LEY, Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

N.B.—Twelve choice PALM SEEDS, in distinct sorts, 5^.

^g SUTTONS' ^5
CHOICE GLADIOLI.

NEW
SUTTONS'

COLLECTIONS OF GLADIOLI.
These collections have been specially selected with

the greatest care, so as to include as many colours as

possible.

FINE VARIETIES, Suitable for Garden
Decoration.

100 roots, in 50 beautiful varieties .

.

..^^500
2 10 o50

CHEAPER, but SHOWY, VARIETIES.
25 roots, in 25 choice varieties .

.

. . ^i^o 17

In addition to these assortments for ordinary uses, we
have prepared the following Collections, which include
the finest show varieties only :

—

SUTTONS' CHOICE EXHIBITION
VARIETIES.

25 splendid varieties, our selection ., ..j^2 o o

FINE MIXED SEEDLINGS.
Finest Mixed, from Mr. Banks' Prize Collec-

tion .. .. per dozen, 51. ;
per ioo_,^i 15

Fine Mixed French Seedlings . .per_doz., 3J.;

per 100 I I

Good Mixed .

.

per dozpn, 2;. ;
per 100 o 12

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

BUTTONS'
CHOICE SEED POTATOS

For Planting.

BUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Is now ready, and may be had Gratis and

N.B.—Potatos as well as Seeds Carriage Free.

STTTTON & SONS,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Tlie Lucombe Oak may be seen In perfection at

LUCOMBE, PINCE, AND CO.'S Exeter
Nursery.—" It is," says the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 82,

"a tree that deserves to be planted more extensively. At the

present time, after the cold weather we have experienced, it

holds its foliage and looks as cheerful as at the beginningof

autumn. The leaves are a bright glossy green, and otherwise

like the ordinary Quercus Cerris, though they may be a trifle

thicker."

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
tl confidence recommends the following, which have received

a First-class Certificate :

—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6s. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell). price 4s. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 45. per 7 lb.

The Set i2,r. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardener^
Chronicle for January g, 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.

Sole \Vholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and
SON, 6, Leadenhall Street. E.C.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

T3HODODENDRONS.~The six most dis-
J-V tinct and beautiful hardy Rhododendrons

—

BRYANUM
MRS. JOHN GLUTTON
JOSEPH WHITWORTH

vivid scarlet,

beautiful clear whit
rich dark lake,

white, beautifully spotted,

rosy lilac,

bushy plants, at 2J. 6(/. each, by

MICHAEL WATERER
]\IINNIE
EVERESTIANUM .

.

are offered in any quantity, ni

^V. H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampt(

A CATALOGUE, containing the names of upwards of one
hundred other choice varieties, may be had on application.

Notice.SEED POTATOS.
A CHANGE of SEED ALWAYS PAYS.

Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf, io,r. 6d. per cwt.; they are a splen-

did seed sample, and warranted good. Early Red Rose,
loj. 6d. per cwt.; all should plant this kind that have not, as

it is a heavy cropper, and white as snow. Good stock of Jersey
Blue, 7s. 6d. per cwt. American Seedlings, 7^. per cwt.; this

kind IS a white Potato, and the heaviest cropper in cultivation.

These prices include bags. All' orders must be accompanied
by a remittance.

W. FANE, Seed Grower, Bedford.

RB. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
• and Nurseryman, Belfast.

NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
direct from the growers.

GRASSES and CLOVER SEEDS, suited for all purposes,

soils, and situations.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove, Greenhouse. Con-
servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees,

and Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Hedging Plants

and Underwood.
Seeds, Plants, &c., carefully packed for export to all parts of

the world.

B^ CATALOGUES Post-free on application.

Bed-Skin Flourball Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE particularly recommend
• this variety for Field Cultivation, being, without doubt,

the heaviest cropper grown. Fourteen tons per acre have
been produced this season on ordin.-iry marsh land, and it will be
largely grown for Cattle-feeding purposes in lieu of Mangels and
Kohl Rabi. It is perfectly free from disease, and the quality

is very fine. It keeps well until May or June. For price, &c.,

H. and F. SHARPE. Seed Growers, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

WPOTTEN'S SEED LIST is now ready,
• and will be sent post free to all appHcanfs. W. P. has

a large stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and
PRIMULAS, strong healthy plants, in 48-pots, from the very

"'^est strains, 4s- per dozen ; extra strong, 6s. per dozen. _

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, good plants, in 3-inch pots.

Twelve CHoicest Stove or Greenhouse Ferns, 21s.,

OR SMALLER SIZE, I2J., including many
very rare varieties. This is the best time to buy Ferns,

as the young and delicate fronds are not yet started, and they

will consequently travel better. Package and delivery free to

London on receipt of Post Office Order or Cheque.

J. H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

QEED POTATO S —Wholesale
and Retail, in any quantity. Prices and

NEW CATALOGUE for 1875, post free for

two Stamps.—Our LIST of the newest and best varieties

grown of the undernamed classes of plants is now ready, and
may be had on application. Prices very moderate. Plants

true to name. Geraniums in all the various classes. Fuchsias,

Chrysanthemums, Lobelias, Coleus, Dahlias, Show Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, Pansies, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums,

Double Potentillas, Pyrethrums, Delphiniums, and all leading

Florists' Flowers and Bedding Plants, Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, Spring-flowering and other choice Hardy Plants^

Winter-flowering and the best Conservatory Decorative Plants,

Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS of 1874,
twelve varieties for 3^. ; twelve older sorts, zj." 6d.' -Six

new Fuchsias of 1874, including Mrs. H. Cannell, foi- 45. 6a'.

;

twelve varieties of 1873 for 45,, twelve older sorts, as. bd.

Iresine Lindeni, is. 6d.: Mesembryanthemum cordifoliuni

-

variegatum, is. 6d.: Lobelia pumila grandiflora, is.\ Echeveria

secunda glauca, is. per dozen ; Calceolaria Golden Gem, ij-.

per dozen, 55. per 100, 40^-. per 1000. Geraniums, twelve new
jties of 1874 for gs. , Dr. Denny's second set of 1873 for 5.?.

;

Double Geranium of 1873, Jewel, 3s, per dozen ; twelve

. ities of Double, including Jewel, Alme Sisley, and E. J.

Lowe, for 3s. Tricolors: Mrs. Pollock, S. Dumaresque, 2^.

per dozen ; Lady CuUum, Louisa Smith, S. Cusack, 3J. 6d. per

dozen. CATALOGUE post free.

J. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-

Willows.
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PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, \\ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free io any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of ihci

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY,

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

h now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS,
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named Varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers,

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

Wheelers'
Choice Seeds.
WHEELERS' TOM THUMB is the

smallest and the best CABBAGE LETTUCE. Large
packet, IS. ; small packet, 6d., post free.

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM is the largest
and the best COS LETTUCE. Large packets, u.;

small packet, 6d. , post free.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.
—Very early and excellent. Large packet, i.?.; small

packet (ni., post free.

WHEELERS' GLOUCESTERSHIRE
KIDNEY is the best early Potato grown. 31. 6d.

per peck : i-2S. per bushel.

WHEELERS' FIRST EARLY PEAS.—
The earliest in cultivation, is. 6d. per qu;u't.

WHEELERS' GUINEA COLLECTION
of GARDEN SEEDS is a Marvel of Cheapness, as it

contains a liberal supply of some of the very Choicest Seeds in
cultivation, and is delivered, carriage free by rail, to any part
of the Kingdom.

Especial attention is called to the fact, that Wheelers' First

Early Peas, Wheelers' Tom Thumb, and Kingsholm Cos
Lettuce, Wheelers' Cocoa-Nut and Imperial Cabbage, are
included in the Guinea Collection, and that this is the cheapest
and most economical method of purchasing really choice Garden

WHEELERS' GARDEN ORDER SHEET
contains the Lowest Prices of the choicest Garden

Seeds, Flower Seeds, and Seed Potatos in cultivation ; with
columns ruled ready for the quantities required to be filled in ;

thus renderinK the usual trouhlesome matter of making out a
" Seed Order' excessively easy ; it will be forwarded

IS a complete List of .

1 gratis and
I complete List of all the Best Varieties.

WHEELERS' CHOICE GARDEN
SEEDS and POTATOS. to the value of 20s. and

upwards, are delivered. Carriage Free by Rail, to any part
of the Kingdom.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

To Gardeners.

Gardentn arc most respectfully Invited

to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
. MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

'^'SiSW^V^'^ Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN I! ESTER. Manager.

SEED CATALOGUE,
Not the Handsomest, Not the Largest,

Rut a useful one of I'orty Tagcs,

i now published, .and will be sent free on application to

HARRISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

UOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1S75.

SIXTEEN

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,
With Valuable Money Prizes,

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875, for

THE BEST SPECIMENS OF
New Varieties of Vegetables, Flowers, and

Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. SUTTON in 1875.

Further Particulars may be had on application to

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

PmzeMed^^salSeed s

.

GARDEN REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

This interesting Work is now ready. Price is.,

post free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
106 Eastgate St.& p
The Upton Nurseries L'ilfid 1 Jtl\.

Illustrated Catalogue of

\^e§cta])le & FloMcr Seeds,
PosfjT/vc G/t A/>plirafro7i

.

Quality Uiisiirpa.ssc(l.

A^i* QrRING .SEED GUIDE, 1875.—

J-V^^^ Messrs- LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE,

tlieii^ handsomely Illustrated GUIDE, and a'copycanbe had
on appliration.

_
London Office, 36. Mark Lane, E.C. ; and Seed and Nursery

Eslablishn; . Carlisle.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries (270 Acres in extent) near Bagshot, Surrey.

Seed Establishment and London Dep6t,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,
HOUSE STATION.

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a succession of

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergreen and

Deciduous (of all sizes),

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS. &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable on application.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Forest Trees^ when taken in quantity, charged at a

proportionately reduced price.

NEW STEAWBEEEIES

DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS.
Messrs. W. & J. Brown are now sending out Mr.

Laxton's fine firm-fleshed new STRAWBERRIES-
TRAVELLER and EXQUISITE ; the flavour of both

these is distinct and unequalled. Traveller has received

a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural

Society, and is undoubtedly the most suitable Strawberry

for transmission yet raised. Strong plants of last season

—Traveller, 25 for £\, £2 per 100 ; Exquisite, 25 for

izs. 6d., ^3 per 100. Early struck runners of each in

60-sized pots, ys. per 25 extra.

^^ PHsesfor Fruits of these will he offered in 1876.

W. & J.
Brown will also send out in May next the

following new Double Zonal PELARGONIUMS for

1875, raised by Mr. Laxton :

—

EMILY LAXTOW.
First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. The

largest- flowered and most remarkable

either double or single, hitherto sent o

upwards of 2 inches in diameter ; trusi

double, but full and very striking. A coloured plate post free

Individual flowers

for i^. ()d.

Strong plants, 15J. each.

GUIDING STAR.
The most shrubby and dwarf double Pelargoniums yet raised.

Foliage pale green, and partaking somewhat of the character

and habit of the Show Pelargoniums. Flower very pretty,

purplish pink and full ; quite unique and distinct.

Strong plants,, 10s. 6d. each,

ILLTnyilNATOR.
A striking and distinct purplish carmine-coloured variety,

semi-double but full ; petals large and stout.

Strong plants, js. 6d. each.— The setfor £\ u.

1^ Prizes will be offered for the aboi-e in 1876.

Trade terms on application to

W. & J. BROWN,
NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS, STAMFORD.
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J. B. BROAA^N & GO.'S
NEW PRICE LIST, 1875.

(Corrected Prices owing to reduced Prices of Iron and Wire.)

THE MEDAL FOR MERIT AT THE VIENNA UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION, 1873,

WAS AWARDED TO
MESSRS. J. B. BROWN & CO.,

FOR

"EXCELLENCE AND PERFECTION

IN MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP,
LARGE EXTENT OF PRODUCTION,

CHEAPNESS OF PRODUCE."

THE FRENCH SYSTEM OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS
AND ERECTING TRELLISES FOR TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

WIRING GARDEN WALLS.

Prices of Materials for Wall Wiring, and of Wire, ^c, for

Fruit Trellises,

Galvanised eyed wall spikes for guiding the wires along the wall, best description,

IS. per dozen ; small wall eyes, not recommended, tjd. and bi. per dozen.

The stronger galvanised eyed spikes, for straining the wires from at the extreme

ends of each line of wire, u. lod. per dozen.

No. 14 Galvanised Wire, the smaller wire, t""--"-—

^

2J. per loo yards, or 35^.

per cwt., containing 2031 yards, mostly used for wiring walls.

Raidisseurs made of galvanised malleable iron, 21. ^d. per dozen.

The Galvanised Key for winding the raidisseur, in order to tighten the wires, a,d.

eich.

IMPROVED GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

The prices, as under, areperyatd run, 24 inches wide. The Netting is, however,

I widths, as may be required—at proportionate prices.

IRON AND WIRE TRELLIS FOR TRAINING FRTnT
TREES.

Prices of Iron Standards, Stays, &^c., for Fruit Trellises.

Extreme standards of T or angle iron for ends or angles of trellis, for straining

the wires from, with self-fixing anchor feet bases, bored for wires from 7 to 10 inches

apart, at prices as under. The T or angle iron stays for these standards are the same

price as the standards :

—

Painted. Galvanised. Painted. Galvanised.

8 feet high . . gj. ot/. . . 12J. od.

9 feet high . . loj. od. . . 13J. od,

10 feet high . , 12J. od. , , 15J. od.

The intermediate T or angle standards, say about every 10 feet apart, are one-

half the above prices.

No. 13 Galvanised Wire, the larger sijc 1—:-7..t — gi for trellises, is. 6d. per 100

yards, or 32;, 6d. per cwt., containing 1589 yards.

IMPROVED GALVANISED POULTRY FENCES.

5 feet high .
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,_UTTONS __
CojMPLETE CoLLECTIOj/

Choice Vegetable Seeds,
" ĵoroduce <r sz/:j3ply of

t/ie best vegetables,
all t/ieyear round.

Specially suited to a Moderate Siz3d Gentleman's
Garden,

CONTAINS:
10 qts. PEAS, Suttons'

Ringleader and other

,
qls. BEANS, liest sorts.

, pints FRENCH BEANS.
2 sorts BEET, including

Suttons' D.irk Red.
3 sorts BORECOLE, best

1 larse pkt. BRUSSELS
SPROUTS, Suttons'
Matchless,

5 sorts BROCCOLI, Suttons'
Superb Early While and
other best sorts.

5 sorts CABBAGE, Suttons'
Imperial and others.

2 sorts SAVOY, best sorts.

7 oz. CARROT, best sorts.

2 sorts CAULIFLOWER,
best sorts.

CELERY, including
Sutl i.Iha

pkt. COUVE TRONCHU-
DA.

i
sorts CUCUMBER, best

I pkt. LEEK, Musselburgh.
[ pkt. ORACHE.
1 sorts LETTUCE, including

Suttons' Superb White

[ pint MUSTARD.
! sorts MELON.
i oz. ONION, including Sut-

tons' Improved Reading.
. oz. PARSLEY, Suttons' Im-

proved Curled.

3 oz. PARSNIP, including
Suttons- Student.

3oz. RADISH, finest sorts.

iK pint SPINACH.
I pkt. SALSA FY.
I pkt. SCORZONERA.
5 oz. TURNIP.
I large pkt. VEGETABLE

HERBS.
: pkt. RAMPION.
[ pkt, TOMATO.
[ pkt. CAPSICUM.
i pkt. CORN S.ALAD.

-. ENDIVE.
. and 2 pkts. CRESS.

OTHER COLLECTIONS,
123. 6d., 153 , 21s.,'* 31s. ed.," and eSs.* each.

Particular! on application.

The most Practical Work on Gardeningyet published i

SUTTONS' AMATEURS' GUIDE,
Beautifully Illustrated with 300 Engravings. Price -ls.

Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

j£,
SUPPUfo

'"''
TBE'iiutt*

,
^iUPP'To

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

SPECIAL FEBRUARY LIST

GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c.,

h ttow ready, and may be had, gratis andpost
free, on application.

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

A HOLIDAY m NORWAY.
{,Co,ul„dcdjromP.-OZ.)

ALL travellers in Norway speak of the

delicious milk of the country ; its rich-

ness is quite remarkable, and differs from the

milk of Alderney cows in being less suggestive

of absolute butter. I drank it in many places,

and found no exception to its excellence.

Norwegian cows are small and hardy, and not

unlike our unimproved Ayrshires. During the

sumtner months they graze over a large extent

of ground, on mountain sides, amongst woods,

on heaths, or wherever pasturage, whether it be

leaves of trees or herbage, can be found. This

varied food, combining so many plants possess-

ing both nourishing and tonic properties, gives

that character to the milk that renders it so

refreshing and agreeable. The more common
plants of our own pastures are found in Norwe-

gian fields. I noticed amongst grasses that the

Poas were represented, with Cynosurus cristatus,

Festucas, Anthoxanthum odoratum ; and in-

termixed with them, in about the same pro-

portion, the Clovers, Sorrel, Leontodon, and

Ranunculus. However desirable it may be to

increase the produce of our pastures—develop-

ing, by applications of manure, the more nutri-

tious and fattening grasses, at the expense of the

natur.al herbage- it is pretty certain that the

quality of the milk and cheese from cows fed on

such improved pasture is deteriorated. Stilton

cheese is particularly affected by the land on

which cows feed that produce it being dressed

by stimulating manures.

The main roads for general traffic are well

made, a variety of hard rock suitable for road

material being everywhere at hand. The roads

are kept in repair by the owners of land con-

tiguous to them, whose naines are inscribed on
posts or tablets of stone at the commencement
of the work they are responsible for. Many of

the ancient and more difficult carriage tracts

which led over the hills and down dangerous

declivities have been abandoned, and others

constructed by engineers, who, by blasting the

rocks, have opened out passages along the

mountain sides, continuing them along valleys

that offer suitable levels, across rivers where

necessary, and where ascents are unavoidable

they have made the gradients as easy as pos-

sible, so that travelling on the high-roads is

by no means so hazardous as it was less than

a quarter of a century ago.

In pursuing the valley roads the rush and
roar of waters sweeping down the rocky

channels accompanies the traveller for days

together, and it is an absolute relief to climb

the hills above the road, and to penetrate the

depths of a Pine forest—the sudden stillness

after the tumult of rushing water falls with

almost oppressive solemnity upon feelings alive

to new impressions. The absence of aniinal

life, not only front such solitudes, but throughout

the country, is very observable. The ioyous

birds of our English woods are nowhere to be

heard in the forests of Fir and Fine. Squirrels

are sometimes seen in the Fir woods. In open

spaces on the hill-sides, where the Cranberry

grows and bears profusely, fieldfares are met

with ; the grey crows may be observed about

cultivated land, feeding like our rook on grubs

and insects ; magpies find homes near every

farmstead, and their interest in the eggs laid by

the goodwife's hens is unflagging. The sparrow

haunts the cornfields and yards, but he is not

the noisy obtrusive robber of my acquaintance,

but a cfuiet, sedate, subdued bird, seeming as

if the weight of the long dark winters was

upon his spirits. The wagtail and cuckoo are

summer visitants. I saw the great northern

diver in the Sogne Fjord, and once caught

sight of an eagle. The ducks, occasionally

observed on lakes, were too wary to permit

approach and identification. Grouse, ptar-

migan, blackcock, abound in certain districts,

but a mere passing tourist seldom has an oppor-

tunity of seeing birds whose habits carry them
away from roads and fields and cultivation.

Starting early from Tomlevolden I drove to

Odncs, a station at the head of the Ronds Fjord,

one of the great lakes and water routes for

travellers proceeding to the south. The voyage

was a very pleasant one down the lake, in a

well-equipped and well-managed steamer. The
mountain ranges that bound this inland sea are

covered with Fir forests, in which open, verdant

spaces occur with great regularity, betraying

the presence of farmsteads, which are conveni-

ently situated for access to the water, which is

their highway, and a subsidiary field, yielding

perennial crops of fish. Signal flags from the

farmhouses warned the steamer of intending

passengers, who pulled off in the light pointed

Fir-built boats which one sees on fjord, lake,

and river, and which appear to be as common a

possession as a horse. Evidence of the extent

of the timber trade is manifested by numerous
rafts and floats of that commodity, either col-

lected in depots, on the shores of the lake, or

floating down as if aware of their destination.

Approaching the lower end of the lake the

accumulation of floating timber was so great,

that, except a narrow channel left for the passage

of boats, the whole of the lower end of the

lake was covered, presenting a most singular

appearance.

The railway station, Honesfos, which is within

a short walk of the landing place, warns us that

the excitement of mountain travelling is at an
end—the wild rush of the horses down the hills,

the toilsome climbing of the heights, the anxiety

lest accommodation should be forestalled and
the journey arrested at an impoverished station,

the voyages down the fjords, the boat excur-

sions up lakes—all hopes and fears, pleasures

and discomforts are over, and we may resign

ourself with becoming placidity to the prospect

of an easy, uneventful journey, the end of which
will be a city possessing all the luxuries of an
advanced civilisation.

Happily the rate of speed is not so great as

to deny the traveller the pleasure of observing

the romantic river scenery, which is frequently

brought to view by the passage of the line along

the valleys through which the waters, fed by the

Ronds Fjord, pour with fretful haste.

The channel down which the water rushes

has too many rocky impediments to allow of

its navigation by boats ; but it is nevertheless

made available for the transport of timber,

which, in the shape of roughly trimmed poles,

is carried in immense quantities down the

stream. An amusing aspect in the scene was
the odd and seeniifigly prescient manner in

which the poles held on their way, twisting and
turning with the windings of the river, gathering

in clusters, going singly, proceeding in file,

tumbling over cascades, and, as if resting after

a journey, masses would occasionally be seen

collected in eddies or bays of the river. As the

waters spread out over more level spaces we
find the waifs and strays are collected, and
appear in ordered rows, and, gaining the great

timber depot of the country, Drammen, the

extent of the tiinber trade becomes more evident

in the enormous accumulations that are found

arranged by the river.

The railway crosses the Drammen River by

means of a long wooden bridge, and presently

passes up a very steep incline, along the slope
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of a formidable hill, and winding amongst woods,

past lakes, by scarped mountain sides, and along

sheltered valleys, it reaches, but not before dark-

ness has overtaken us, the city of Christiania.

Traversing for the first time a country so

remarkable in its physical features and interest-

ing, and in some respects exceptional, in various

departments of natural history, it is not to be

wondered at that the tourist should desire to

seek within the walls of the National Museum
for the information such institutions are estab-

lished to furnish. Unluckily the Professor we

desired to see was away exploring the mountain

regions of the country ; his assistant was also

absent, and after losing precious hours I could

only get a hasty and unsatisfactory view of one

small division of a very important and wealthy

museum.
Entrance to the Botanic Garden is not sur-

rounded with the restrictions that defy the

most pertinacious applicant for admission to

the museum. Judging by the limited attrac-

tions of the garden, and the general indifference

of the people to the pursuits of natural science,

an influx of visitors is the last event anticipated.

The surprised look of the good woman who

answered the door of the curator's house, and

directed me to the garden, led me to think that

a visitor was a rara avis indeed.

The situation of the garden is favourable,

being on a slope with a good southern exposure.

The soil grows native plants (weeds) to perfec-

tion, and there was no spot on it in which they

were not abundantly represented. Indeed, it

required in many cases special powers of vision

to discriminate between the cultivated and in-

trusive plant
;

yet it was evident, on looking

over the sadly-neglected garden, that good

practical and experimental work had been

executed and more projected, but parsimony and

neglect had replaced such enlightened direc-

tions and endeavours.

The hothouses illustrated what a few years of

carelessness or disregard will do for such struc-

tures ; they are in a ruinous condition and

empty. Trees, both deciduous and evergreen,

occupy good positions ; collections of alpine and

herbaceous plants have been formed, but in

many cases labels alone remain to indicate the

spots once worthily occupied. Hedges for

shelter, formed of many hardy and suitable

trees and shrubs, intersect the garden, and

appeared to me as being of especial interest in

a country at present without the advantage

of living hedges. It was evident by what

existed here that farmers need not be with-

out such useful boundaries to their fields.

There are hedges of Privet, Rhamnus cathar-

ticus. Spiraea, Caragana arborea [? Colutea

arborescens], and Whitethorn ; and, as illus-

trating the suitability of the country for many

more trees than are generally or ever planted, I

saw good examples of Larch, Lime, Elm, Ash,

Beech, Horse Chestnut, Lombardy Poplar, Sahx

alba and other species. Black Poplar, and

Sycamore, which had changed its smooth for

a thick and corrugated bark, like that of the

Elm ; a collection of hardy Conifers, amongst

which 1 could not find the most suitable for

the country, Abies Douglasii ; a fair collection of

Crataigus and of Cerasus. Some small attempts

at bedding out had been made, and a consider-

able space of ground was devoted to annuals.

Wading through a wilderness of weeds very

many interesting herbaceous plants were to be

found set out on mounds in open quarters—the

number of species of certain genera being un-

usually great. In one neglected corner I found

blooming in great perfection and perfect beauty

that gem of gems, Gentiana septemfida.

That a country so much dependent on the

products of the fields for sustenance, and on its

forests for fuel and for so many conveniences

of life, should be so utterly regardless of its one

national and experimental garden is a great re-

proach to it. Whether the responsibility rests

with the Government, or with those who have

the immediate control of such institutions, I am
unable to say. Without adequate or intelligent

labour, a curator can do little or nothing in an
extensive garden ; and I felt sincerely sorry for

that polite and attentive official when I surveyed

the field of his labours. IV. Ingrain, Bchwir.

New Garden Plants.
MiLLA (EUMILLA) Leichtlinii, sf. u., Baker*

A native of the Southern Andes, imported to

Europe by Herr Leichtlin, who presented seeds and

a living plant a year ago to the Kew collection, which

flowered again this year at the end of January and

beginning of February. It is a well-marked species,

nearest biflora [Bot. Reg., t. 1555), and porrifolia

(Bot. Mag., t. 5977 ; Rejug., t. 25S), in its very long

flower-tube and very short peduncles and pedicels, but

distinguishable at a glance.

Corm large, white, ovoid, 18—21 lines long, with

fibres from the base. Leaves 6—8 to a corm, not

more than 2—3 inches high at the flowering time,

narrow, lorate, bright green, blunt, glabrous, under

\ inch broad, membranously dilated at the base,

afterwards growing out to half a foot or more.

Umbels 2—3 to a root, their peduncles so short as

scarcely to rise above the soil, i—3 flowered. Spathe-

valves I—2, lanceolate, erect, \\ inch long, reaching

to the top of the flowers and, if two, connate above

the base. Pedicels very short. Perianth iS—20

lines long, the tube green, twice as long as the seg-

ments, which are lanceolate, \— % inch long, pure

white on the face, with a conspicuous green keel

down the back. Flowers slightly fragrant. Stamens

all from near the throat of the tube ; filaments flat-

tened, greenish, 3—4 lines long. Anthers small,

yellow, oblong, versatile. Ovary oblong, with very

numerous horizontal ovules in each cell. Style reach-

ing to the throat of the tube. Stigma obscurely three-

lobed. Capsules oblong, \ inch long. Seeds turgid,

black, roundish. J. G. B.

Stephanolirion, Baker,\ genus novutn (Nat. order

Liliacece, tribe Millese).—S. NARCISSOIDES, Baker,

species soia.

This interesting novelty was imported by Messrs.

Veitch from Chili, and flowered in their London
garden last September. Its general appearance at a

first glance is most like that of the slender varieties of

Narcissus Tazetta, with a white limb and orange

crown, such as patulus of Loiseleur or Hermione
ganymedoides of Jordan. But on a second look one

sees that the plant is not Amaryllidaceous at all, but

the ovary is free inside the perianth, and that the tex-

ture and shape of the flower is like that of one of the

umbellate Millas, say porrifolia. It is, in fact, a

Milla with a Narcissus-lilie crown. Though crowns are

abundant in Amaryllidacete, there are only two small

and little known genera of coronate Liliacea;, Andro-

stephium and Bessera, and in both these the crown is

simply the united base of the filaments, not a distinct

whorl, as we have here. So that we have to thank

Messrs. Veitch for bringing to light an entirely new

Liliaceous type.

Bulb globose, under I inch thick, clothed with

several brown membranous tunics. Leaves about

four to a bulb, developed at the same time as the

flowers, erect, half a foot high, narrow linear glabrous

acuminate, 2 lines broad. Scape slender terete

purple, above i foot long. Umbel of 5— 6 flowers.

Valves of the spathe two, linear acuminate membran-

ous, 12— 15 hnes long. Pedicels slender, ascending,

i— 4 inch long. Perianth hypocrateriform ; tube

scarcely half an inch long, cylindrical, dirty white,

with six green bands decurrent from the midrib of

the segments ; segments six, spreading horizontally

when fully expanded, oblanceolate, subacute, 8—9
lines long, I inch broad, pure white on the face, with

a slender, two-nerved greenish keel. Corona erect

from the throat of the tube, bright orange, a line

deep, irregularly slit down to the base, the lobes

mostly quadrate. Stamens 6, the small sessile oblong

yellow anthers packed tightly in two sets of three

each in the upper half of the tube. Pistil (in the

specimen seen) not reaching more than half way up

the tube ; ovary cylindrical, with numerous horizontal

ovules in each of the three cells ; style erect, much

shorter than the ovary ; stigma capitate. Fruit not

yet known. % G. B.

Milla foliikhtlinii, Baker.—Cormo magno ovoidt
.

iguste loratis obtusis tempore florendi brevibus ;

scapis brevissimis ; umbellis i—3-fioris ; spathae valvis 1—2 lan-

ceolatis pediceliis brevissimis ;
perianthii tiibo polUcan anguste

infundibulari : segmenlis albis viridi-vittatis lanceolatis, tubo

dupio brevioribus ; staminibus pi-ope faucem tubi obscure bi-

seriatis, filamentis brevibus.

t Stephttiwlirwn, Baiter.—Perianthium corollmum h>^pocra-

teriforme tubo cylindrato ; segmenlis 6 oblanceolatis patulis tubo

lougioribus,dors0 2-nervatis: corona capistriformi erecta angusta

petaloidea ad basin irregulariter fissa ad fhucem tubi prajditum.

Anthers 6 supra medium tubi inserts; sessiles biseriata: parvae

oblongK. Ovarium cylindratum triloculare; ovulis in loculo

piuribus • stylo brevi cylindralo, stigmate capitate. Capsulam

VRIESIA REGINA.
For a photograph of this magnificent Bromeliaceous

plant (fig. 41) we are indebted to the courtesy of M. F.

Antoine, the Director of the Emperor of Austria's

private garden at Vienna, and under whose care the

specimen in question flowered for the first time in

Europe last summer. According to M. Ed. Morren,

this plant is the same as was called by Lemaire Vriesia

Glaziouana. It has also been known as Tillandsia

regina, and Vriesia gigantea. For a full description

of the plant, as well as for its synonymy, we refer the

reader to an article in the Belgique Horticole (1S74,

335), from the pen of Professor Morren, the learned

investigator of the Bromeliacese, and whose collection

of living species is, we believe, the most numerous in

point of species of any that now exists.

The leaves of the plant in question are about 4 feet

in length and 7 inches broad. The flower-stalk,

which developed with great rapidity, attained a height

of 7 feet. The flowers are arranged in two-ranked
curved spikes, disposed in a branched panicle, and
spring from the axils of rose-coloured bracts. The
flowers are white, and have a strong perfume of Jas-

mine. The plant is a native of Rio Janeiro, where,
according to M. Glaziou, it grows in the clefts of

the rocks, flowering from October to December.

NOTES FROM A GARDEN IN
CORNWALL.

A FEW notes from my garden in Cornwall will

enable your readers to make comparisons with their

own in other parts of the country. I will endeavour

to give some of the local peculiarities, which have

such an important influence on vegetation, and will

explain many anomalies that would appear to a

casual visitor,

A person travelling by rail from Exeter to Pen-

zance might come to the conclusion that gardening in

this county must be conducted under very adverse

conditions, so bleak and sterile is the view on both
sides until the town so famous for Broccoli and early"

P otatos is reached ; and should he leave the rail and

diverge to the right anywhere between those two

places, he would not find much to interest him unless

he searched diligently in the many sheltered fertile

valleys, where there are to be found numerous interest-

ing and pretty places. On the left, or south side of

the line, is what may be truly termed the garden of

Cornwall ; between Plymouth and Truro almost every

acre of land is in a high state of cultivation, and the

unsightly mine engine-houses and refuse heaps are few

and far between. On this more favoured spot is my
little garden with its limited surroundings. The house,

and what for convenience sake I call the flower

garden, are situated on the extreme margin of a flat

piece of table-land, and the other portion of the

garden, which is far more floral than vegetable, is

situated on a rather steep descent dipping to the

south-west. The length of this garden is about 120

yards ; the difference in level is 56 feet, and this

difference gives a remarkable diversity of soils and

climate, quite peculiar to this county.

At the bottom of the garden is an excellent spring

of water, clear as crystal, and constant in its supply,

rising to the surface within a few feet of the garden
fence, which is of the true Cornish type—half wall,

half hedge. This stream first does duty in a bed of

Water- cresses, which I find a valuable addition to our

culinary department. If they are constantly pinched
over from this time on a level with the water, they

remain tender and crisp all through the summer, and
yield a constant supply. From this the water passes

through the hedge to a small pond in the garden,

which is' wholly occupied with Aponogeton dis-

tachyon—a plant truly at home in this county, and
greatly to be admired. With me it flowers through
the entire summer and half the winter. This season

I have been able to gather its delightfully fragrant

blossoms every month. In the opposite corner of the

garden is another small pond, made last year to

accommodate a miscellaneous collection of hardy
aquatics ; into this the seeds of the Aponogeton have
been conveyed by the stream, and threaten soon
to take sole possession of this, as it did in the other

I am now adopting an expedient, in the vain

hope of raising my molehill into a mountain, or to

endeavour to make two or more subjects occupy the

space of which it were better, if possible, that one
alone held possession ; and in a new alpine garden I

have in hand I am sinking large pots (they are better

known by the name of pan mugs) to the level of

the ground, and conveying a stream of water through

one to the other. In this situation I have never
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known the water to freeze, and this gives me hopes
that many aquatics, hitherto considered tender, will

do with me here, and as a first experiment I have
procured a root of Nymphx^a crerulea, a very common
Cape ac[uatic. As Cape plants, particularly bulbs,

do well with me, I have thought it a suitable

place for trial after the Aponogeton from the same
place.

The geology of my garden is what the Cornish
miners call kdlas, that is, an argillaceous, slaty rock,

with occasional veins of quartz ; this is first overlaid

with a friable shaly marl, and then with very porous
yellow loam, containing iron in considerable quan-
tities, but very little lime. The soil varies in thick-

ness from 12 to iS inches, on the summit of the ridge

to S, 10, or more feet in the valley. With such
loose open soil and the shaly rock beneath, we are

not troubled with stagnant water ; and, though it may
rain in torrents for days together, as it frequently

does here, so soon as the rain ceases we are able to

work in the ground. For the same reason we suffer

from drought in the summer. The same conditions

exist in most parts of this county, which will account
for several plants having become naturalised and
rather common here, as several species and varieties of

the Tazetta group of Narcissus, and many interesting

forms of Primulacea?, &:c.

This peculiar subsoil, the mildness of the climate

during my six to seven years' experience, and the

knowledge that undoubted records exist of very ancient

mining and cultural operations, would lead one to

expect to find many more examples than we do of

large and rare trees and shrubs from temperate climes.

But the reason is that of a certamty sooner or later

—

stroying all hopes of any fruit this season, and
I find they have not entirely neglected the

Peaches. Not in my garden alone, but everywhere
in the county, more or less, it is doing damage, the

extent of which it is diflicult to realise ; and unless

joint action is taken to get rid of them it v;ill be use-

less to attempt to grow I'lums and Cherries. The
trees are not covered with nets most part of the year.

The weather during the present season has so far

been remarkable. Since Christmas rain has fallen

almost daily, and I understand from the Registrar in

Truro that during that time about i6 inches have
fallen. The ground has not been covered with snow,
there have been only occasional showers of hail, and
the thermometers in my garden have never registered

more than 9' of frost, and that but on one occasion,

when it continued for only an hour or two : the

general average of extreme cold has been about 5''

below freezing point. Some plants, in addition to

Aponogeton already mentioned, have been growing
and producing a succession of flowers all winter, and
I have always been able to gather a respectable bouquet
of Tea Roses, Violets, Triteleia alliacea, Vittadenia

(Erigeron) triloba, evergreen Candytuft (Iberis),

shrubby Veronicas, Convolvulus Cneorum, Laurus-
tinus. Anemones, Coronilla glauca, Tritoma inter-

media, Mignonette, &c. December and January have
added Cyclamen ibericum, Atkinsii, Coum, and
even persicum ; also Winter Aconite, Helleborus,

several species, Grevillea rosmarinifolia, white Prim-
roses, coloured Polyanthus, &c. ; and now at the

beginning of February they are too many to enumerate,

but the most conspicuous are Ilabrothamnus elegans,

Pyrus japonica, Iris reticulata, Hepaticas, Primula

Fig. 41.—vriesia regina (much reduced).

as in the winter of 1S61 and 1S62, when the severe
weather endured for many weeks—Cornwall, with its

extremely moist atmosphere and semi-tropical vege-
tation, suffers greatly ; and it is sad to reflect that the
noble examples irequently met with of such things
as Embrothrium coccineum, Eriobotrya japonica,
Benthamia fragifera, Pinus longifoUa, &c., and even
Pinus insignis, at times suffer greatly. I think the
evil might be greatly avoided by planting such things
on the more elevated land instead of, as is now nearly
always the case, in the sheltered damp valleys, whicJi
in winter are mostly dripping as from a recent shower,
and in summer form a warm vapour bath. The rapid
growth in such situations produces a very succulent
vegetation, ill suited to withstand severe frost. In the
more exposed parts the growth if not so rapid would

be much more enduring, and would well repay the

little extra care required in sheltering and nursing the
plants while young.
Undoubtedly one of the gi'eatest drawbacks to the

successful cultivation of many things, particularly

fruits, is the extreme mildness of the winter, which
excites a too early development, so that the spring
frosts in a moist atmosphere destroy the early buds
and blossoms ; consequently, Peaches, Nectarines,
and Apricots, are a very uncertain crop. But a new
enemy has taken the field, or rather garden, of late,

in that beautiful pest, the bullfinch (better known here
by the name of "hoop"). Knowing the enemy I

had to contend with, I have diligently shot all I pos-
sibly could, but with all my care they have stripped

all Cherry, Plum, and Gooseberry fruit-buds, de-

Palinuri, Cytisus candicans—this shrub is nearly

always in flower—Lithospermum prostratum, several

Muscaris and Bellevalias, &c. About the middle of

last month I gathered seventy species of flowers from
the open garden. In addition to the weather reports

in the Gardeners^ ChroJiicie, we have had with us

true harbingers of the severity of the weather in the

North : vast numbers of starlings, fieldfares, and
redwings, which always flock here and remain
through the winter, have this season mustered ten

times stronger than I have seen them before,

and now as I write the field in front of my
window is literally covered over with them—they

are there in thousands. While the cold continued

in the North they might be seen arriving in

large flocks all the day long and apparently very
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feeble, but a few days' rest here and the exertion of

clearing the Thorns and Hollies of their berries soon

restored them. y. S, T,

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Will you allow me space to direct the attention of

the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society to a sub-

ject which, I believe, must soon occupy them, and which

it is well that they should be timeously turning over in

their minds—the steps that must be taken either for the

rehabilitation or reconstitution of the Society.

It is long since I have addressed you on the subject.

I have not opened my lips, nor inked my pen, by way of

advice or comment on the management of the present

Council since I resigned my place as one of the old

Council in 1873. I have felt that both the old and the

new Council have been on their trial, and that it did not

become one on his trial to obtrude advice. You will

easily believe that it has cost me some self-restraint to

keep silence; for after the long series of years during

which I have been connected with the Society in one

capacity or another, I should be a very heartless fellow

if I had no sympathy with its difficulties, or no feeling for

its distresses. But my mouth is now unsealed. The
attempt to establish a skating rink, the late report of

the Council, the speech of the chairman at the annual

meeting, and, more than all, the condition in which the

Society is now landed, are all proofs or acknowledg-

ments in favour of the policy of the old Council. 1 con-

sider, therefore, that I am now free to speak my mind

like any other man, and I trust to your allowing me the

exercise of my recovered speech by hearing my first say,

even although it may not, in all respects, correspond

with your views.

The Society is now in such a critical state that it

depends upon the action of the Council in the next fort-

night whether it shall continue as a Society or be broken

up. There seem to be four events upon the cards at

the present moment. The Council may succeed in their

negotiations with the Commissioners, and obtain favour-

able terms from them. If they get what the Commis-

sioners were understood to be willing to grant to the old

Council in 1872, and what they were turned out for pro-

posing to take, then all may still be well. If I recollect

aright, the Commissioners were willing to take the whole

of the debenture debt (^50,000) off the shoulders of the

Society, to give it gratuitously all the accommodation it

can require for its working operations, for its meetings,

and for its shows ; to keep up the garden at South

Kensington at its own cost, to pay a liberal price for the

plants and property of the Society in the gardens, which

it was supposed would be sufficient to pay off all

the Society's debts, and leave it something to start

comfortably with, the only return being the surrender

of the lease ; and I cannot help thinking that any fair

man will acknowledge that such terms would be not

only generous on the part of the Commissioners, but

noble, and worthy of the Prince whose plans they

administer. Indeed, according to my purblind view

(and it is well that tlie Fellows should be occasionally

reminded that every one does not regard the Commis-

sioners with the same antipathy as my old colleague, Mr.

Bateman), if we look only at the acts of the Com-
missioners, their conduct to the Society has been cha-

racterised by the same liberality and generosity through-

out. It is not my business to defend them, nor do they

need my defence, but I might challenge any man, if you

leave out of view gossip and reports as to their inten-

tions, and look only at their acts, to point to an act

which is not of this character. In taking up and redin-

tegrating a penniless Society, and entrusting to it the

administration of property of great value, the Commis-

sioners naturally and properly reserved a controlling power

;

and all the misunderstandings and cross purposes wliich

have subsequently arisen, have flowed from the mode in

which it was arranged by the advisers of the Commis-
sioners and those ol the Council that that control should

be exercised : but that they did not hit upon a wise means

of exercising it is a detail for which the Commissioners

should not be blamed. Whenever the Society has come

face to face with them they have been dealt with in a

most liberal and fiiendly spirit. I therefore, as I have

already said, am quite prepared for such terms as the

above being granted by the Commissioners. The
Society, as a horticultural society, could want nothing

more ;
and, were the horticultural element alone con-

sulted, it would, I am sure, leap at the offer. But will

the present Council accept such terms ? It is not with

them a mere question of amour fropre, but one of prin-

ciple. Two antagonistic motives stand opposed to each

other—exclusiveness against freeness. They voted out the

old Council because it was prepared to sacrifice the ex-

clusive right to the gardens for the countervailing advan-

tages, and insisted that not an item of their exclusive

privileges should be given up ;
but if they surrender the

lease these, or at all events all control of these, must

go. These exclusive privileges are wholly opposed to the

principle on which the Commissioners have always acted.

Their object is to effect a great public benefit, to improve

the masses, to educate and refine them, and the way in

which they have hitherto tried to work out their prin-

ciple is by throwing open works of art and beauty to

the view of the masses, and encouraging them to come

freely and imbibe their essence. That object will not be

served, so far as the Horticultural Society is concerned,

by any arrangement such as you have suggested for

granting a new lease either to the Society or the local

Fellows ; and, unless I am greatly deceived, no arrange-

ment with the Commissioners will be possible which

does not put in their hands the power of using the

gardens as they please as an adjunct to the other means

of education carried on in the neighbourhood. For
the local Fellows to accept any terms abandoning
their exclusive garden privileges would be to sur-

render at discretion. It is undoubtedly (according

to my view always, of course, understood) the

duty of the Council as guardians of the interests of the

Society to accept such terms if offered ; but whether
the majority that is in it of local non-horticultural

Fellows may think so too, is another question. Let us

hope that, like !\I. Favre and his celebrated '' not an
inch of our territory, &c.," they may find themselves

forced by the necessity of circumstances to sacrifice their

most cherished determination. If they do so they will

certainly be entitled to the gratitude of the Society,

although they may lay themselves open to the remark
that they were not so public-spirited in 1873 as they are

in 1S75. The result of such a settlement would be two-
fold. First, we should require a new charter. The
present one is so involved with the agreement with the

Commissioners that it would be unworkable when that

agreement was withdrawn, and, second, we should lose

a considerable number of our non-horticultural local

Fellows. But we could then afford the loss ; and I have
the bad taste to think the loss would be a gain to horti-

culture. This is one of the events that are on the cards.

Another is that the Council may decline to accept terms
from the Commissioners which are satisfactory to the
horticultural mind of the Society : in that case it seems
to me that the horticulturists should insist on its being
done in spite of the resistance of the Council and of the

local Fellows ; and if defeated by them again, as they
were in 1873 and 1874 by the local Fellows, the third

or fourth contingency would alternatively ensue.

There would be an effort to carry on the Society in the

way suggested by the Council in their report, viz., by
increasing the subscriptions of the local Fellows, and this

would either succeed so far as to pay a years' rent and so

tide over the crisis with the Commissioners for another
five years, or it would fail. It is unnecessary to consider
anything more than the amount ofsuccess implied in the

getting the rent paid. Anything like progress is out of

the question : with a failing exchequer and diminished
means of action no one can anticipate anything but a
still more rapid decline than has already taken place

during the last two years. If, as Mr. Haughton
stated (I take his figures, for he was not contradicted,

and I have not time to pick them out for myself),

the receipts from the subscriptions of Fellows have
diminished ;^i40o in the time during which they have
been in office, which, however, practically only repre-

sents the result of the first year's operations (the sub-

scriptions falling due in January), we may reasonably

fear that the falling off next year will be still greater—

a

fear not diminished by the ominous silence of the report

as to the number of new Fellows and of resignations during
the year just closed, a feature which would naturally

have been put well forward had it been satisfactory.

Horticulture must, therefore, inevitably suffer ; and if

horticultural inducements to join or continue a Fellow

be withdrawn, the horticultural Fellows themselves will

withdraw also. Independently of that, it would be un-

business-like, and show little knowledge of human
nature, not to recognise the fact that the mere pnbli-

cationofsuch a dolorous report must in itself already have
done an infinite amount of damage to the Society. I do
not blame the Council for publishing the report, lor that

they could not help, but they cannot escape the respon-

sibility for the results of their policy, which would
appear to have had such an unfortunate result.

It will take much time and much labour before its

effect can be effaced. The inevitable result of such com-
bined curtailment of means must, as is proved by the pre-

sent budget, be a reduction of expenses, and that can only

be effected at the expense of horticulture. Even although,

therefore, the Council should succeed by the means pro-

posed or otherwise in raising funds sufficient to enable

them to preserve the lease and their exclusive privileges,

it would not better horticulture ;
on the contrary, I regard

such a success on the part of the Council as the most

disastrous thing that could happen to the horticultural

element of the Society. Still loaded with debenture

interest and the expense of keeping up the garden at

South Kensington, we should have the miserable prospect

of the present year rendered the permanent condition of

affairs so long as the rent could be met. It would retain

the horticulturists in a sort of death in life state,

attached to the corpse of the Society, unable to do any-

thing, but unwilling to depart, and lingering by the side

of the defunct in the vain hope of its resurrection.

Far better for horticulture would be the fourth con-

tingency which is before us, viz., that the Council fail in

their efforts to raise the subscriptions sufficiently to meet

next rent. This would no doubt leave the Society at

the absolute mercy of the Commissioners, but practically

it is so already. They have only to refuse to treat, and
it is almost a foregone conclusion that the dreaded con-

tingency must occur. The voidance of the lease would

make it more difficult for them to be liberal, but I still

believe they would deal nobly with us. The money
raised by debenture has been spent on their property, and

from an equitable point of view we have a claim for uii-

exhausted improvements. The Society, moreover, is

not a private or personal one, with exclusive aims.

Rightly regarded, it is maintained for objects which

tend not indirectly to the national advantage. That

such considerations would influence the Commis-
sioners is very possible, and that not much more
stringent terms might be got by the plea ad miscricor-

diam than might be obtained now is not improbable
;

but a heavy responsibility would rest upon those who
should risk the present almost certainty of obtaining

terms by which our creditors may be paid^ for the

problematical chance ofan eleemosynary "dole." Andrew
Murray,

PILEWORT.
*' The first gilt thing

Which wears the trembling pearls of spring."

To the poet Wordsworth, who penned the above

lines, this plant was welcome. Troubled for many
years with weak lungs, he longed as the winter slowly

rolled on for spring to come again, and about the

first sign which greeted him was the homely Pilewort

(Ranunculus Ficaria). We cannot, therefore, wonder
why he so joyously sang its many charms, nor why it

should find a place at last on the monument in Grass-

mere church. After all, we have no plant in our

flora which so truly tells us of the approach of spring

as the Pdewort. Both the Whitlow-grass (Draba

verna) and Snowdrop, sometimes looked upon as the

harbingers of warm days, more often bloom in

January than in March. Gerarde, with his usual

quaintness, says:—"It commcth forth about the

calends of March, and floureth a little after ; it be-

ginneth to fade away in Aprill, it is quite gone in

May, afterwards it is hard to be found, yea, scarcely

the root."

Why is it locally named Small Celandine, or Lesser
Celandine ? Even in the north of France it is still

called by the peasantry " Petite Chelidoine ; " it is so
named by Wordsworth, as also by several other
poets :

—

" Peeping from 'neath thy leaves of green,
In early spring thy flower is seen,
And bright thy yellow petals shine,

Thou pretty, little Celandine."

Some of our early Floras describe it as Lesser Celan-
dine ; this is, however, a deceptive and confusing
name ; it is really a corruption of Chelidonium, and
the name Celandine should with propriety only be
applied to Chelidonium majus. The true English
name is Pilewort, which is doubtless given to it from
the shape and appearance of its tubercled roots. Our
old herbalists, who followed the doctrine of signa-

tures, must have supposed a striking resemblance
betwixt the tubercles and haemorrhoids (piles) ; thus it

was for many years applied to this distressing disease ;

hence its trivial name, Pilewort. Culpepper remarks
as follows :

—"Here is another secret for my country-

men and women,— a couple of them together. Pile-

wort made into an oil, ointment, or plaster, readily

cures both the piles or hemorrhoids, and the king's-

evil. The very herb borne about one's body next the
skin helps in such diseases, though it never touched
the place grieved. Let poor people make much for

their uses. With this I cured my own daughter of
the king*s-evil." Again, in Green's Universal Herbal
we note :

— " The particular form of the roots pro-
bably recommended this plant as a cure for the piles,

and this fancied quality was the origin of the English
name. The roots are sometimes washed bare by the
rains, and this induced the ignorant and superstitious

to imagine that it rained Wheat, to which the
uncovered tubercles bear a little resemblance."

Green's description is more sensible than many
other herbalists' in later years. We cannot find the

virtues which are so highly extolled by Culpepper.
Even village doctresses seem to be averse to its use, and
to discard it from their practice as worthless or in-

jurious. Perhaps our enemy has been as jealous of
the Pilewort as he was of the Devil's-bit Scabious.

Vide Gerarde.

By some botanical authors it is made into a distinct

genus—Ficaria ranunculoides vel. F. verna, from its

possessing three deciduous, instead of five persistent

sepals, and nine petals instead of five, as in Ranun-
culus. We confess it is unlike the Buttercups, both
in habit and general appearance, although the cha-

racters on which the genus is founded are very slight.

Two varieties are now recognised by British

botanists, distinguished by the variation in the leaf.

Our readers should keep a look-out in their several

districts, as the distribution is but imperfectly under-

stood at present. The one named R. divergens (F.

Schultz) appears to be the most frequent, whereas, so

far as we are informed, R. incumbens is rare in our
northern counties.

Every one at all observant must have noticed the

peculiar whitening of the burnished golden petals,

after they have been fully expanded about a fortnight.

Sometimes they are found with white patches scattered

about, at others it commences at the tip, and runs
half, or two-thirds down the petals. Underneath the
white patch appears as if the cellular matter was in a
state of decay. The corolla is not marcescent, as in

the bell-flower (Campanulas). The term marcescent
cannot be applied to a deciduous corolla, and without
doubt the petals of this plant are deciduous. I am
not aware that any satisfactory reason has been
assigned for this peculiar phenomenon, which does not
exist only in this species, but may be witnessed in

several Buttercups. The changes going on in the

petals of the Alkanet, Evening Primrose, &c., are

different to those in the Pilewort, In the Evening
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Primrose (Q^nothera) the corolla does not Euffer any

loss of colour ; it is only more intense, as from light

yellow often to bright pink or purple ; on the contrary

the Alkanet changes from blue to pink.

May not the following be assigned as one reason for

this change ?—at all events, it is in harmony with

first principles. At the season when the Pilewott

begins to bloom very few flowers are to be met with.

The brilliant petals may, then, be designed to attract

insects, so as to bring about more effectually the fer-

tilisation of the ovules. This being accomplished, the

corolla begins at once to exhibit the white blotches.

Alter the whitened and withered-looking petals

appear the bee never visits the flower. I speak (rom

my own limited observation, which may not be in strict

accordance with the observation of other botanists.

Observe, the carpels are but loosely attached to the

partially procumbent, with stiff cylindrical or some-

what angular branches ramifying at acute angles, and

covered with an ash-coloured, wrinkled rind, thinly

beset with whitish slrigose hairs. The leaves are

alternate or tufted, spreading, very variable in the

native specimens, but in the living specimen before

us uniform, about \ inch long, scarcely } inch bro.ad,

leathery, with a few minute whitish scales on both

surfaces, paler beneath, linear-spathulate, entire,

rounded or slightly emarginatc at the apex, tapering

at the base into a very short stalk. Stipules ulti-

mately deciduous, minute membranous deltoid.

Flower-stalks solitary, axillary, scarcely exceeding

the leaf-stalk, ultimately bent downwards. Bracts

three, minute roundish membranous erose, one at the

receptacle, and are easily displaced. If they fall

before they are fully matured, of course germination
cannot take place ; thus the speckled petals may be
produced solely at this stage to repel bees and other
insects. The petals vary much both in number and
size : this may depend to a great extent on the rich-

ness or fertility of the soil in which they are grow-
ing- R-

HYMENANTHERA CRASSI-
FOLIA.*

This is a striking shrub, hardy near London, and
having much the appearance of Arctostaphylos Uva-
ursi ; the structure of its flowers is, however, un-

mistakably that of Violacese. The shrub is erect or

* HymciMiMcra crnssi/olia, Hook. fil. , Fl. Nov. Zealand
(1854), i.,17, t. 7.—Ramulis crassis pubcrulis ; foliis 3 lin.—
unc. longis lineari spatlilatis v. rhombeo-ovatis obtusis inte-

base, two at the apex of the flower-stalk. Sepals five,

persistent, orbicular, imbricate, membranous, and
erose at the margins. Petals five, persistent, rather

longer than the sepals, reflected at the tips. Stamens
five, inseparate at the base ; filaments very short,

broad. Anthers two-celled, connective, prolonged
into a broad lancet-shaped appendage, entire (or some-
times erose ?) at the margins. Ovary not seen in our

specimens. Berry surrounded by the remains of the

flower, and also by the remains of the style,

about
I
inch long, oblong-obtuse, white externally,

with a purplish pulp within. Seed, one or two.

Testa hard, bony. Embryo straight in the axis of

fleshy albumen.

The shrub, whose main characteristics we have
above detailed from fresh specimens kindly furnished

gerriniis sinualo-denlatisve, crassis coriaceis :" petalis sepalis-

que eroso-dentatis. North Island, Kc. : see also Hook, fil.,

Hmdlvok i^/llic Ne-.i' Zeahiiid Flora (1864), pp. 18, 725.

by Messrs. Veitch, is a welcome addition to our lists

of hardy shrubs, among which its habit, neat foliage,

and white berries give it a distinctive characler.

Bolanically it is interesting as a shrubby violaceous

plant, having, on superficial glance, nothing of the

Violet about it. The structure of the flowers and

seed is, however, quite that of the Violet order, as

indicated to us by Professor Oliver. In the New
Zealand Flora Dr. Hooker describes the berries as

blue- purple, but this probably arose from an inspec-

tion of dried specimens only, wherein the white skin

has become transparent, and allowed the remains of

the purplish pulp above referred to to shine through.

In our specimen the berries were chiefly one-seeded

—

rarely two-seeded, as in native plants. M. T. M.

FERTILISATION OF THE
CEREALS.

By Ale.^ander Stephen Wilson.*

To the position taken in my last paper on the

fertilisation of the so-called European cereals (Gar-

deners' Chronicle, pp. 340, 375, vol. i., 1874), that

these grasses were self-fertilised ; that the act

of fertilisation in those cases in which the (lower

opens is probably performed in the opening, and

is necessarily confined to the twenty or thirty

minutes during which the flower remains open,

certain objections were taken. It was objected that I

appeared to make the mistake that fertilisation took

place when the pollen was shed, which, as was illus-

trated by the case of many plants, it was said, was
not necessary.

The meaning of the word fertilisation is partly a

matter of convention. It may mean that act of the

anthers by which they project or discharge the pollen,

which, falling directly on the pistil, shall produce the

embryo ; or it may mean the falling of the pollen on

the ovule after being carried a distance by the wind ;

or it may apply to the instant in which the elements

of the pollen set up that action in the ovule which

produces a new plant.

It is with the first meaning that these papers are

concerned. I find that many of the cereal florets

never open at all, and that in the case of those which

do open, part of the pollen is discharged inside the

cup. The discharge and the contact may be very

nearly simultaneous, or the pollen may adhere to the

inner sides of the palca:, and may not touch the

stigmas until the pale.v are again squeezed close to

the stigmas. It is the discharge which is here called

fertilisation, so that in florets which open and close

again in twenty or thirty minutes, this fertilisation

must, by its definition, take place in these few

minutes. In florets which do not open, but simply

become more or less inflated, the process is the same ;

discharge and contact closely follow each other, and

this process is here called fertilisation. How long

the pollen may lie dormant on the stigma, or how
long it may take, in any form, to reach the ovule, I

am not aware that any one has determined. If it be

said that fertilisation does not take place till some of

the matter of the pollen has reached the ovule, the

two meanings are not contradictory, but refer to dif.

ferent stages of the same process.

Last season (1874) I had opportunities of observ-

ing the flowering of a Wheat not referred to in pre-

vious notes. This was the Polish Wheat (Trilicum

polonicum). The descriptions of it which I have seen

are somewhat defective. The glumes or outer chaff-

scales are more than an inch in length and somewhat
shorter than the outer pale of the lowest floret, which

is frequently an inch and a hall in length. The inner

pale of the lowest floret is less than half the length of

the outer ; the second floret on the spikelet is shorter

than the first, the third than the second, the fourth is

shorter than the third, while the fifth and sixth are

rudimentary. Only the two lower florets are awned.

But the peculiarity which distinguishes this from all

other Wheats is, that while in other Wheats the inner

florets of the spike reach further up the rachis than

the outer and form a convex outline, the outer florets

of the Polish Wheat reach highest, so that the spike-

let has a concave outline.

In this Wheat two of the anthers are usually en.

closed within the reflexed edges of the inner pale.

They are pushed upwards in flowering. But the outer

pales of the two lower florets are so large that the

filaments of the anthers never acquire length to carry

the anthers outside. They are not prevented from

getting outside, as in some other Wheats, by the

edges of the outer pale enfolding the edges of the

inner. The two pales are quite unconnected, and the

anthers, though free to come out, are overlapped by
the great size of the outer pale. The anthers of the

third and fourth florets sometimes appear outside,

when hanging favourably for falling out between the

pales. But, from the structure of these pales, almost

all the pollen must be discharged inside ; so that

cross-fertilisation seems to be very rarely possible.

:
of the Edinburgh Botanical
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And, from some peculiarity unknown to the writer,

self-fertilisation was less successfully accomplished in

this Wheat than in others growing beside it.

In order to test more fully whether self-fertilisation

was adequate, or whether foreign pollen was neces-

sary, two clear bottles were attached to two poles

inserted in the ground, and into each bottle an ear of

Barley, near the time of (lowering, was introduced,

and the bottles corked, leaving only a notch for the

culm. They fertilised and ripened in the bottles as

if no bottles had been present; one presenting two
barren florets, which may often be seen in ordinary

culture, the other being fully fertilised. Into each of

two other stone bottles, and therefore dark, two ears

of Wheat were introduced, as in the previous case.

These ears were as fully fertilised in the dark bottles

as the same Wheat in the open air. But I discovered

that such experiments were being performed in all

directions through the cornfields, and that I had only

to read off the results.

In fields of Barley I found here and there solitary

ears of Oats J they were as fully fertilised as the ears

in Oat fields.

In a field of Oats I found two spikes of spring

Wheat and no others, and there was not a field of

Wheat for miles from the spot in any direction ; they

were both, in succession, fully fertilised.

In various Oat fields solitary ears of various Barleys

were found, and all were as fully fertilised as if they

had been surrounded by flowering Barley.

In a field of hay, which had carried Oats the pre-

vious year, a good many dwarfed panicles of Oats were
found, struggling up through the seeds which had lain

through the winter. Some of them carried but a

single floret, some two or three, some five or six.

They were all fully fertilised.

On roads and railways here and there dwarfish

specimens of the cereals were also found, and fertili-

sation in these was as completely effected as if they

had been taken from the midst of thousands of others.

At a later period of the season, after the crops were
ripe, Turnip fields threw up a green panicle here and
there, and in these also fertilisation was in no degree
deficient.

Of course it is well knovm that some of the pollen

may be carried to great distances. The pollen of the

cereals, in the condition in which it is discharged,

falls in air with considerable rapidity. The flowers

of Wheat, Barley, Rye and Oats, which do open, re-

main open but for a very brief period. Only two or

three florets on a spike are open at onetime. Unless,

therefore, a constant stream of pollen were passing

over a spike of Wheat for a week, it could not be wholly
cross-fertilised. This would require the concurrence

of a properly directed wind, and that the fertilising

source should be at the same stage of maturity as the

subject to be fertilised. In the case of Oats, the

locusta of which is pendulous, and the ovary of which
is covered from above, cross-fertilisation could only

be effected by pollen moving first in a horizontal

direction, and then rising up into the flower against

the force of gravity. That single ears of Wheat
growing miles away from all other Wheat, or panicles

of Oats six inches above the ground amongst the roots

of grass, or ears of Barley enclosed in bottles, should

be cross-fertilised, seems impossible.

A former paper may have given the impression that

all the florets of Wheat, Rye, Barley, and Oats close

again in twenty or thirty minutes. There are some
exceptions to this in the case of Rye. Some of the

florets of Rye never close after opening. Now, if it

were the case that the spikes of Rye were more fully

fertilised than the spikes of Barley, this fact, coupled

with, the possibility of cross-fertilisation, might be

held to explain this fuller fertilisation of Rye. But
further observation confirms the fact previously stated,

that Rye is the most imperfectly fertilised of the four

grasses under review.

Certain botanists have assumed the responsibility of

maintaining that Nature abhors self-fertilisation. If

she does, her practice falls short of her principles.

But what is self- fertilisation ? and what is cross-ferti-

lisation? Consider a Wheat plant. The seed falls

into a poor soil, and only a single stem and a single

spike is produced. The pollen and the ovule enclosed

in each tloret have a certain relationship to each other;

what that relationship is, in terms of the production

of a new plant, we do not know. But is this relation-

ship between the pollen in one floret and the ovule in

another floret of the same spike a different relation-

ship from that between the pollen and ovule in the

same floret?

Suppose, again, that the seed falls into a rich soil,

and produces fifty stems and fifty spikes ; is the rela-

tionship between the pollen on one spike and the

ovules on another different from the relationship

between the pollen and ovule in any single floret?

Suppose, farther, that a Wheat plant of fifty tillers

is torn asunder when young, divided into ten plants,

and grown in ten different fields. Is the relationship

between the pollen of one plant and the ovules of

another different from the relationship between the

pollen and ovule of a single floret in the supposed

single stem ?

If what is usually called cross-fertilisation—the con-

junction of pollen from one floret with the ovule of

another—bring different elements together from those

brought together by self-fertilisation, this is a physio-

logical difference of real value. But, if in "cross"
fertilisation the pollen transferred contains nothing

but what is contained in the home pollen, then cross-

fertilisation and self-fertilisation, dealing with the

same elements, are physiologically identical. To call

the process self-fertilisation when the pollen comes
half an inch to the stigma, and cross-fertilisation when
it comes half a dozen yards, seems to be the making
of a distinction in advance of any real knowledge.
If a botanist, by using the word cross-fertilisation,

wishes his hearer to understand that a different vege-
table element is involved from that which is involved

when he uses the term self-fertilisation, it is incumbent
on him to fix in his own mind what is his own meaning.

OPEN-AIR VEGETATION
At the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.*

This winter, so far as it has gone, has been

remarkable for its severity, particularly during the

month of December last, when the thermometer was
observed on twenty-seven mornings at or below the

freezing point. The lowest markings were on the

mornings of the 15th, 23d, 25th, 28th, 29th, and 30th,

indicating res pectively 17°, iS", 17'', 13°, 5°, and 15°,

while the highest night temperatures were on the

1st, 4th, 5th, and 6th, indicating 33°, 33°, 40°, and
38". The united morning frosts during that one
month amounted to 277°, being 31° more than was
registered throughout the whole of the winter months
last year, which was 246^, and of this number 36°

only were recorded during the month of December.
The last very severe frost experienced at Edinburgh

was during December, i860, when the united degrees
of frosts of that month amounted to 267° ; although
the amount is 10° less than in December last year, the
mischief done to vegetation was very much greater (see

Transactions oj the Edinburgh Botanical Society for
1860-61). The lowestpoint indicated during the winter
of i860 was 5", or 10° less than was indicated during
last December.

After the disappearance of the frost on January i,

the weather for some time was dull, and compara-
tively little injury to vegetation has as yet been
observed ; had the weather been clear and sunny,
vegetation, in all probability, would have shown
greater damage. Some plants, however, have suffered

considerably. A few points of some of the Cupressineie
are observed to be a little browned, particularly in

low situations. The leaves of the Golden Queen
Holly are also much discoloured. The green Hollies,

particularly the tree forms, have parted with a large

quantity of their leaves. The Phormium tenax, or

New Zealand Flax, as well as the Cordylinc angus-
tifolia, have suffered severely. Many of the latter

plants have stood unprotected on the rock garden
during the last five years, some having attained the
height of 6 feet. During December, 1870, we had
1 68° of frost, and several of the Cordylines at that

time were killed to the ground, but again pushed
up from the lower portion of the stem, and afterwards
became fine plants; hopes are therefore entertained that

the injured specimens will all break out again, the plants

being considerably stronger than they were when last

damaged. In consequence of a coating of snow being
on the ground during the severest frost, it will be
some time before the mischief done to herbaceous
vegetation can be known.

During last month (January, 1S75) the thermometer
was fourteen times at or below the freezing point, in-

dicating together 73% while the previous January

(1874) only indicated 32^ During the last month the

lowest markings were on the mornings of the ist, Sth,

23d, 25th, 26th, and 30th, indicating 13°, 26', 28",

29°, 25", and 26^, while the highest morning markings
were on the loth, nth, 14th, i6th, 19th, and 2Sth,

indicating 38% 39*^, 39°, 42", 42°, and 44". Owing to

the severe frost experienced during December, 1S74,

vegetation has been very much retarded. The follow-

ing plants have bloomed in the open air during the

month :

—

Jan. 15. Corylus Avellana

,, 18. Galanthus nivalis

„ ,, Tussilago fragrans

„ 20. Primula denticu-

Hepatic rlloba

. 21. Leucoji

„ Veronica alpestris

23. Crocus susianus

„ Scilla prxcox
24. Crocus Imperati
25. Hepatica angulosa
30. Eranthis hyemalis

On the first day of January this year the only open-

air flowers that could be procured were Jasminum
nudiflorum, four species of Helleborus, and Gentiana

acaulis ; while on January i, 1S74, no less than 138
specimens and varieties were collected in bloom.

(See Transactions of the Botanical Society for 1874,

p. 62.)

PLANT GOSSIP.
That interesting novelty. Fuchsia procumbens,

which was exhibited by iVIr. F, R. Kinghorn, of
Richmond, in August last, has verified the predic-

tion made as to its probable hardihood. Mr. King-
horn planted out two examples of it at the end of
last summer on a piece of rockwork in his Sheen
Road Nurseries, and he informs us that it has stood

unharmed by the frost of January last. This fact

adds considerably to its value as a decorative plant for

rockwork and sloping banks in the summer, in which
position its curious, erect, brilliant head of flowers

will be shown off to the best advantage.

It is surprising how well the beautiful early

spring flowering Myosotis dissitiflora has stood
the excessive rainfall and severe frost of the present

winter, even in situations where the soil about the
roots is of a cold clayey nature. It suffered much
more during the comparatively mild winter of 1873-

74, than amid the almost arctic severity of the
opening days of January in the present year.

Even where growing under apparently trying cir-

curastances the plants are rapidly making nice
tufts, and are fast developing their flower-buds.
Old plants left over from last year have stood
almost as well as seedlings. Attempts made to pot
up this vernal gem so as to have it in flower early
under glass have not been crowned with marked suc-

cess ; it does not do kindly in pots, and the best plan
is to lift the tufts at this season of the year, when the
buds begin to show themselves, placing them in

4S-pots, and then keeping them in a cold frame till

the plants begin to send up the flower-spikes. They
should be lilted from the ground with nice balls of
earth adhering to the roots. It is a matter for wonder
that this lovely Forget-me-not does not find its way
into Covent Garden Market in the spring.

The Rhododendrons are naturally regarded
as ornamental rather than useful, but Dr. Brandis
states that the beautiful R. arboreum, a Himalayan
species, which is one of the most striking features

of the "hollow walk" in Kew Gardens in early

spring, is of some economical importance. On the
ranges of the Himalayas it attains a height of from
30 to 40 feet, with a girth of 7 or S feet, and the hard
close-grained wood is employed for building, made
into dishes, and used for fuel and charcoal. Although
the flower-buds and young leaves are believed to be
poisonous to cattle, the llowers are eaten, and made
into a pleasant subacid jelly. They are also applied
for headache, and offered in temples, as those of
R. ponticum are used in decorating the altars of
churches. Two or three other Himalayan species are

of some slight importance ; the leaves of R. campanu-
latum are brought to the plains and used as snuff,

while those of R. lepidotum and the beautiful R.
anthopogon are employed as stimulants in native
medicine.

—^ In the Hamburger Gartenzettung for January
a M. Rothe professes to have made the discovery

that the tying material commonly used in gardens
under the names of Manilla bast and Raphia bast
(and in this country probably what is known as Raffia

grass), is a kind of seaweed, Nereocystis Liitkeana.

The writer says that the whole structure of this pro-

duct proves that it is neither the bast fibre of a tree

nor the vascular bundles of a Palm, and points to a
lower organisation. It seems to us extremely doubtful
whether M. Rothe ever saw the seaweed he has
attempted to describe. He supports this unlucky
guess of his on the facts that the tough hollow stems
of this tree-like seaweed are employed by the natives

of North-west America as siphons to run the water
out of their canoes, and the laminae or branches are

twisted and used as fishing lines. But it is only in the

fresh state, we imagine, that it can be used for these

purposes. Mr. Jackson, the curator of the Economic
Museum at Kew, kindly gave us all the information

he could. Certainly the specimens of Nereocystis in

the museum, whether natural or in the form of fishing

lines, &c., were the very reverse of tough, and about
as much use for tying as the famous sawdust rope !

Mr. Jackson gave it as his opinion that the Raffia

grass was the same as the undoubted material received
direct from Madagascar as the young undeveloped
foliage of Raphia Ruffia, or, if not actually the same,
at any rate the product of a Palm. In South America
a similar product is obtained from Mauritia flexuosa,

one of the most valuable Palms of the Rio Negro
region. In both cases it is only the outer skin of the
leaves that is used, and this is peeled off in strips

while the leaves are still young and tender. Mr,
Jackson gave us a piece for microscopical examina-
tion and comparison, and there is little doubt that it

is the product of a Palm, and not a seaweed.

What is the Eucalyptus colossea we read
about in so many French journals at the present time,

and even in Baron Mueller's reports? This ques-
tion has been repeatedly put to us, which is not sur-

prising, as it is not mentioned in Bentham and
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Mueller's Flora Australiens'is, It is a peculiarity

of Baron Mueller that ho rarely sends out speci-

mens or seeds of plants without provisional names,
and it frequently happens that these provisional

names cannot be retained, on account of the plant

having been previously described, or from some
other cause. This practice has the great disadvantage

of making a plant known in gardens by a name not

taken up in botanical works ; and a plant once
thoroughly known under a certain name by gardeners,

retains it to the end. Of this we might adduce
numerous instances. In Mueller's Fragm€)ita Phy
to^raphiir AuslraHs there is a bare mention of a

Kucalyptus colossea, but no description, and we have
been unable to find any description of a species bear-

ing this name. It appears to be quite evident that

Mueller has applied the name to two distinct plants

himself, for he now speaks of a Eucalyptus colossea

in the Victorian territory, which cannot be the same as

that mentioned above, or it would have appeared in the

Flora Amlraliewiis. A comparison of the two works
named will show that some of the evidently bad
names are not taken up in the latter. Mr. Kamel,
writing in the Ilhistration Horticole, says that the E.

diversicolor of the Flora Australieusis was sent to

him by Mueller as E. colossea, and that he intends

retaining the latter name for it, as more appropriate,

&c. In the Journal of Botany Baron Mueller
expressly mentions E. colossea as one of the tallest

trees of West Australia. It seems, therefore, that

this name should haye appeared in the Flora Ajistra-

l:e't/s/s, otherwise how are we to know what is

intended by a name?

The question of the true OxLiP, and how it

may be distinguished, is one which frequently crops
up in horticultural journals. Botanists are more or

less agreed in regardmg as a distinct species or form
the Primula elatior of Jacquin, which was at one
time known as the "Bardfield OxHp "

; but it does
not seem to be so well-known to horticulturists

that this plant is very valuable as a spring border
flower. A correspondent who has grown it for many
years from Essex specimens is not only quite satisfied

of its distinctness, which he was previously inclined

to doubt, but regards it as one of the most ornamental
of its race. Without enumerating the botanical cha-
racters by which the Bardfield Oxlip may be recog-

nised, it may be observed that it differs from the false

Oxlips—whether hybrids or developed Primroses— in

its more compact umbel, in its paler and more droop-
ing flowers, in the comparatively direct growth of the
leaves, and in the peculiar and somewhat unpleasant
odour of the blossoms, which recalls that of the Grape
Hyacinth. The scapes rise much more boldly ai)Ove

the leaves—we have seen them nearly 2 feet high,

and the plant remains in blossom for a longer period,

and comes into ilower later than other Oxlips. Those
of our readers who have friends in Suffolk, Cam-
bridgeshire, or Essex—the three counties in which
P. elatior occurs—would do well to secure from them
roots of this handsome plant.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XII.

George Johnston.

Amoxost the younger Scottish gardeners who have

achieved success in their profession, we must assign

no mean position to the subject of our present

memoir, Mr. George Johnston, whose name has often

been found well up amongst the prize winners at

great horticultural gatherings, and whose productions

have taken the first position at some of the Inter-

national shows. Our former volumes bear record of

these facts. Mr. Johnston has been an exhibitor of

fruit since 1S6S; and we find that he has won over

;^300 in prizes, chiefly for large general collections of

fruit, and for Grapes, at the various International

shows, including those of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Man-
chester, and Belfast—upwards of a third of that sum
being won by exhibits comprised under seven entries

;

while as an exhibitor of Peaches, Figs, and Melons,

he has been equally successful Some of his examples

of Pine-growing have won for him the certificate of

the Royal Horticultural Society.

George Johnston was born at Fingask, in the

parish of Kirkill, Inverness-shire, on October 31, 1837.
When seventeen years of age he was apprenticed for

three years to Mr. Findlay, at Rulig, the seat of

James Bailie Fraser, Esq., in the above parish. Mr.
Findlay was a model gardener, and Rulig at that time
was quite a model place, and an excellent school for

young men, everything relating to gardening being
carried out in the most thorough, manner. He was
very particular in the training of his pupils, and would
see that they handled their tools properly, and got

through their work in an active and systematic

manner. He was also a keen competitor at the

Inverness shows, and was always very successful.
** Indeed," writes Mr. Johnston, " I never knew any
one to surpass him in growing all kinds of soft-wooded

specimen plants, and the many valuable lessons I

received from him are still fresh in my memory. The
fine Cedar grove at Rulig is worth going miles to see.

" After my time expired at Rulig, my first journey-
man's place was at Red Castle, in Ross-shire, the seat

of the Hon. Henry Bailie, under Mr. Fraser, who
slill holds the situation of gardener there, and is justly

looked upon as one of the best judges and cultivatois

of fruits, especially Grapes and pot Figs, in that part

of the country. All kinds of hardy fruits receive much
attention from Mr. Fraser, and the climate being a
favour.able one, the finest kinds of Plums and Pears are

extensively cultivated, and as a rule very successfully.

Grapes and other fruits under glass are grown exten-

sively and well at Red Castle, and of these I had the

charge for one season. In 1S60 I went to Balbirnie,

in Fife, the residence of John Balfour, Vlsi[., where I

took charge of the flower gardens, under Mr. Edw.irds,
who was then gardener. I held that situation for one
year, when I got advanced to the charge of the

forcing-houses. Mr. Edward?, who was a clever

gardener, carried out many important improvements
at this fine place ; he was also a highly educated
man, and offered his aid frankly and freely to any of

his men who wished to improve themselves.

"My next engagement was in 1862, with Mr.
Fowler, at Castle Kennedy, as foreman in the forcing

department. The far-famed Castle Kennedy Grapes
were at that time beginning to be spoken about, and
I shall never forget the first sight I got of these extra-

ordinary Vines and their magnificent crop. I have a

strong impression that I have never seen anything
since to surpass them. It would be quite superfluous

for me to add a single remark about either Mr. Fowler
or Castle Kennedy. Mr. Fowler has most deservedly

made his mark in the horticultural world, and to him
I owe more gratitude than to any other horticulturist.

When I went to Castle Kennedy the Grapes were
in their glory. The Vines in the new vineries were
bearing their second crop of fruit ; and at that date
(November, 1S62) there were hanging in these houses
some of the finest Grapes I ever saw, and which made
such an impression on my mind that I can never forget

them. They comprised Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat
Hamburgh, Trebbiano, Gros Guillaume, and White
Nice— all very large in bunch and berry, and faultless

in finish. As is well-known, Mr. Fowler was a most
successful exhibitor for many years.

"In the autumn of 1864 I was engaged, on Mr.
Fowler's recommendation, as gardener to Henry
Fernie, Esq., Mill Bank House, Liverpool, a situa-

tion I held till the winter of 1S65-66, when Mr.
Fowler recommended me to my present employer,
the Earl of Strathmore. His lordship at that time

was making arrangements for the formation of the

new garden establishment at Glamis Castle, including

kitchen and flower gardens, with all the glass-houses

and many miles of drives, as well as extensive addi-

tions to the lawns and shrubberies. I at once took

charge of the works, with the view to their being

carried out in a thorough and practical way, under
Mr. Fowler's directions. This was a grand opportunity

for a young man, as I then was ; and although the

responsibility seemed at first rather heavy, the facili-

ties which in the end such an opening were sure to

afT'ord rendered my task comparatively easy. My
employer entered fully into the spirit of the

work, including every matter of detail in connection

therewith, sparing no expense to secure thorough
efficiency in all the arrangements, and taking particular

interest in those which affected the accommodation
and comfort of the garden employh. The arrange-

ments in this respect are most complete, and are not
surpassed by those existing in any garden in the

kingdom, thanks to Mr. Fowler's good judgment, and
Lord Strathraore's liberality.

"The construction, heating, ventilation, and general

plan of the glass-houses are of the most complete and
efficient character, as is everything else in connection
with the forcing department, reflecting the greatest

credit on Mr. Fowler, who was architect for the

whole.
" Few men, I believe, at my age have had abetter

opportunity of achieving success, seeing that I have
had the oversight from beginning to end of the forma-
tion of a first-class garden establishment, and that I

have had for the last nine years every encouragement
from my employers, who, in their love of gardening
and their knowledge of the art, and in their kind
consideration for those in their employment, are cer-

tainly unsurpassed."

ALSTROMERIAS.
How rarely one meets with these, and yet how

beautiful and easily managed they are. For supply-

ing cut flowers during the summer months there is

nothing to equal them, either for beauty or lasting

qualities. Many of the best varieties rival some of the

Orchids, which they closely resemble, both in the

singular form of the individual flowers, as well as in

their delicately marbled or spotted petals. The flowers,

too, are of great substance, and as the stems are very
open and soft, this accounts for their great lasting

properties when cut. In the herbaceous border they

are unrivalled, and a stand of cut flowers without
AlstiiJmerias is deficient in one of the choicest and
most attractive of the many choice things belonging to

that class of plants.

Perhaps it is on account of the difficulty of trans-

planting them that one so seldom sees them, for it

requires very deep digging indeed to find their fleshy

tuberous roots, and when found they do not bear re-

moval at all well, and the chances are that one not
only loses those removed, but the parent plant as well

if rudely interfered with. The best way to get them
established is to sow the seed where they are to

remain, unless the roots can be purchased in pots

from the nurseries, in which case they are sure to

succeed ; but to grow them in perfection the ground
must be properly prepared for them. This must be
done by trenching at least 2 feet, or as deep as the
nature of the soil will allow, and if the subsoil is

naturally dry and sandy it will not require any arti-

ficial drainage. The bottom should, however, be
broken up, mixing in at the same time a good dressing

of thoroughly rotten leaf- mould or mild short dung.
If the subsoil is at all wet or retentive, the bottom
must be well drained by putting in 6 inches or so of
broken bricks or some other absorbent material.

The soil should be dug out at least a yard deep
before putting in the broken bricks, and over this

some dry strawy litter should be shaken, so as to pre-

vent the soil from blocking up the drainage. If the -

natural soil is tolerably light and sandy, a little rotten

manure or leaf-soil added will make just the bed for

them. If cold and adhesive, it will be necessary to

add a portion of fresh light soil, leaf-mould and sand,

or the tubers will be likely to rot during the winter.

The plants may be planted from a foot to 18 inches

apart, at a depth of 6 or S inches. If plants cannot be
obtained in pots, sow the seed 3 or 4 inches deep and
the above distance apart. While growing and bloom-
ing they should receive a thorough good soaking of
water, as they will continue much longer in bloom if

assisted in this way, especially if the ground is pre-

viously mulched over with spent Mushroom dung or

leaf-soil, and a mulching of some kind should always
precede the water-pot, where its appearance is not
objectionable.

Before winter sets in they should receive an
additional quantity of either of the above materials, to

protect the roots from severe frost. Once planted the

roots should never be disturbed. If they require

cleaning it should be done by hand, and the use of

the hoe or fork interdicted.

After blooming, if the seed is not required, it should
be picked off, as its removal will add to the strength

and vigour of the plant, and cause them to produce a
finer head of bloom than they would do if allowed to

mature seed. In removing the seed vessels, care

should be taken not to injure or remove any portion

of the stems or leaves, as these are necessary to mature
the tuberous roots, but as soon as these are ripe and
discoloured they may be removed. In choosing a site

for their cultivation, it should be as open and sunny

as possible, as they delight in plenty of light and air.

J* ShepparJi IVoolverstone Park,
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Winter Pruning of Wall Trees.—We have

already treated of the winter management of the

Apricot and Peach on walls, and now that the weather

is dry and frosty, and the borders can be trodden on

without doing them much injury, the work should be

pushed on as fast as possible. This leads us to treat

of the Pear, Plum, and Cherry, as a continuation of

the remarks given on p. 150. Pears and Plums are

planted as frequently against the walls of Villa

Gardens as the Apricot and Peach, and they invari-

ably have the east or south-east aspect.

The Pear.—There is one advantage of growing

Pears on walls—that the fruit comes much finer, and

often much better ripened, than when grown on

standard or espalier trees. The modes of training are

as various as those mentioned in the case of the Peach,

but, as a general rule, however high or low the walls,

the branches are trained horizontally. What, then,

should be done to such trees at this season of the year ?

In the case of Pears grown on walls, what is termed

spur pruning is the mode followed ; that is, all the

small branches thrown out from the main branches

trained horizontally are cut back to short spurs.

In the case of a Pear tree that is in a good fruitful

condition, a one-year-old shoot, after the fall of the

leaf, is usually furnished with small-pointed buds from

base to point. In the following season some of these

buds will produce growth that developes into shoots

like that which bears them. Others, instead of

throwing out a shoot, simply put forth two or three

leaves, and extend a little from the main branch ; and

by-and-bye, at the fall of the year, they will be seen to

have a round plump bud at the extremity of each.

This is a blossom-bud, and in the course of the winter

pruning they should be preserved, for it is from such

that fruit must be looked for the following summer,

the same being produced on the extremity of the

growing points. When the fruit is gathered the

point of the shoots is invariably barren, and in a season

or two this forms what is termed a spur, and gives

forth, perhaps, three or four—more or less—blossom

buds, which in their turn become spurs. It will be

at once apparent that an accumulation of these spurs

forms a large cluster, year after year, as they make
growth, and by growing out from the walls have an

awkward look and become inconvenient. If the

branches are vigorous and healthy, the spurs may be

thinned out by cutting them back to near the main
branch, when the small incipient buds just visible at

the base of each spur will be developed in course of

time, and will go through the same regular course as

the primary buds. If a few of the largest of these

spurs are annually removed from the branch, it may
always be kept with a sufficient number to bear a good

crop of fruit, while the annual removal of a few of the

most advanced will keep the branch in order, as long

as it may continue in health.

In strong clay soils, the Pear on walls makes a very

strong growth, and in small gardens, where villas are

built in'lines, and the walls are of necessity low, it is

difficult to get fruit, for the trees, when they make a

luxuriant growth, go very much to wood. It is difficult

to know what treatment to recommend under such

circumstances ; the soil was never meant for fruit

culture. Perhaps the best course to adopt would be to

dig out a good portion of the stiff rank soil about the

roots, and replace it with lighter material, taking out

about one-third or so at a time, and so gradually

effecting a renewal of the soil in which the tree is

growing. Pears really want plenty of room for deve-

lopment ; they are very rapid growers, and attain a

great height, therefore the sides and fronts of dwelling-

houses, if the aspect be suitable, are more favourable

than walls, if the ground suits the roots, and the tree

is healthy.

The Plum.—This fine fruit, when planted against

walls, should be in a soil that is freely drained. A
bed of alluvial gravel forms an excellent subsoil, and
the roots do not penetrate into it, but are kept near

the surface. It is essential to the well-being and fruit-

fulness of the Plum that the roots do not go deeply

into the soil.

The principal training and pruning can be made at

the end of the summer or early in autumn, or during

mild weather in winter or spring, if it cannot be con-

veniently done at the fall of the leaf.

The well-being of the Plum tree depends very much
on the summer pruning, which will be treated of at

the proper time. At this season of the year the cul-

tivator should cilt back the young shoots to four or six

buds, leaving the central or leading shoot somewhat
longer. The fruit-buds are produced on the lateral

shoots, and it is necessary in the summer to pinch oft

the ends ol these when they are likely to grow strong.

The aim of the cultivator should be to get these dis-

rihuted over the tree ; and at this season of the year

hey must be thinned out where they are too thick, or

kid in proper position if necessary. A great deal of

the pruning is actually done during the summer.

The Cherry.—The Cherry, when planted against

walls, requires a good soil to do it justice. Not that

it is necessary to be profuse of manure, but in a light

good loam it will do well.

The Cherry can be, and is, trained both in the

horizontal and fan fashion ; and what the cultivator

should aim to produce is strong and healthy branches

from 6 to 9 inches apart. The great object should be

to cover the wall with good fruit-bearing wood, leaving

sufficient room for the fruit to hang free of the

branches. The fruit is produced chiefly on short

spurs, which grow on the branches at two years old.

The Morello Cherry, which is usually planted on

north walls, bears fruit on the one-year-old branches,

and generally on short shoots. The Cherry is easily

regulated as to pruning and training ; the great thing

is to keep the branches moderately thin and regular

in their arrangement.

It is very difficult to give precise details as to

pruning to suit all cases. Our advice to villa gar-

deners is to call in the friendly counsel of some practi-

cal gardener who is a good fruit cultivator ; and an

occasional illustration or two as to the best mode of

pruning, at the proper seasons of the year, will be of

great advantage to any one willing to be a learner in

respect of this important detail of practical gardening.

The Farm.
Agricultural Statistics.—From the recently

issued AgncuitU7-al Retttrns of Great Britain for the

year 1874 we take the following extracts :
—

The total number of acres of cultivated land re-

turned in 1874 as under crops, bare fallow, and grass,

for the whole of the United Kingdom, was 47, 143,000

acres, divided thus: in Great Britain 31,267,000 acres,

in Ireland 15,752,000 acres, the Isle of Man 94,000

acres, and the Channel Islands 30,000 acres.

Besides the acreage returned as under cultivation,

about 2,187,000 acres were occupied by woods and

plantations in Great Britain, and 325,000 acres in

Ireland.

The total acreage returned as under cultivation in

Great Britain shows a gradual increase year by year.

This increase has amounted in the six years from 1S6S

to 1S74 to 970,000 acres, or 4.2 per cent, in England;

to 175,000 acres, or 7 per cent, in Wales; to 166,000

acres, or 3.8 per cent, in Scotland ; and to 1,311,000

acres, or 4.3 per cent, for the whole of Great Britain,

What portion of this increase is due to the greater care

and accuracy of occupiers of land in making the

returns it is not possible to determine, but although a

large allowance must probably be made on this

account, there cannot be a doubt but that several

thousands of acres of fresh land are annually brought

under the plough or improved for pasturage. The
reclamation of waste land is mentioned by the collect-

ing officers as having taken place, and having caused

additions to the cultivated acreage in many parts of

the country. In fact it is specially alluded to by the

officers in ten English, eight Welsh, and in as many
as fourteen Scotch counties.

The increased acreage returned was chiefly for

arable land between the years 186S and 1S72, more
especially in England ; but in 1873 and 1874 there

was a falling off of arable acreage, and a more decided

increase in the acreage of permament pasture.

Although agricultural labourers may still be more
than equal to the demand for them in some parts of

the country, their aggregate number in Great Britain

continues to diminish. By the census returns, farm

labourers fell off in England and Wales from 958,000
in 1861, to 798,000 in 1S71, or by nearly 17 per cent.;

and in Scotland from 105,000 in 1861, to 93,000 in

1871, or by nearly 12 per cent.

Indoor farm servants, of whom about five-sixths are

males, and many of whom probably are out-of-door

labourers living in farmhouses, numbered in England
and Wales 205,000 in 1861 and 159,000 in 1871,

showing a decrease at the rate of 22 per cent.; and in

Scotland the number of the same class was 63,000 in

1S61 and 6i,ooo in 1S71, showing a smaller falling

oft, at the rate of about 4 per cent.

According to the census returns of 1871, the total

number of persons engaged in the management and
working of the soil {including farmers and graziers,

farm bailiffs, labourers, farm servants (indoor), and
shepherds, was 1,246,000 in England and Wales;
220,000 in Scotland; and 931,706 in Ireland. In

England alone the number was 1,153,000. These

numbers, compared with the total acreage returned as

under cultivation in 1S74, show for England, with 56
per cent, of acreage under the plough, that, upon an

average, 100 acres are managed and worked by 4.8

persons, and for Ireland, with only 11 per cent, of

arable acreage, that six persons are engaged in the

cultivation of every 100 acres. But if allowance be

made for the diflerent proportions of arable land in

the two countries, a much greater difference in the

average number of persons employed to cultivate the

soil would be shown.
The total acreage of land returned as under cultiva-

tion in 1S74 in the United Kingdom (including the

islands), and amounting to 47,143,000 acres, was, as

nearly as possible, equally divided into the two great

classes of arable land and permanent pasture. But
whilst for the whole kingdom the percentage propor-

tions of arable land and permanent pasture were 49. S

and 50.2, there was no such near approximation in

any one of the separate divisions of the country.

The arable land returned for the United Kingdom
in 1S74, and amounting to 23,463,000 acres, was
apportioned to the principal classes of crops in the
proportion of 48 per cent, for corn crops, 21 per cent,

for green crops (including Potatos), 3 per cent, for

bare fallow, and 27 per cent, for artificial grasses,

leaving a small proportion over for Hops and Flax,

In England rather more than one-half, or 55 per cent,

of the arable acreage, was occupied by corn crops, 20
per cent, by green crops, and 19 per cent, by artificial

grasses. In Wales the proportion of the arable land
devoted to corn crops was large, being about one-half,

or 49 per cent.; the proportion for green crops was
only about 12 per cent., and artificial grasses had as

much as 35 per cent. In Scotland, the corn crops did

not take more than 40 per cent, of the arable acreage,

the green crops reached 20 per cent., and the artificial

grasses had as much as 39 per cent. In Ireland the

corn crops were only upon about one-third, or 36 per

cent., of the arable acreage, the green crops (including

Potatos) upon 25 per cent., and the artificial grasses

upon 36 per cent.

The total extent of land returned in 1874 for the
United Kingdom (including the islands) as under corn

crops of all kinds, including Peas and Beans, was
11,364,000 acres, of which 3,830,000 acres, or nearly

34 per cent., were under Wheat, 2,507,000 acres, or

22 per cent., were under Barley, 4,088,000 acres, or

36 per cent., were under Oats, and 938,000 acres, or

8 per cent., were under Rye, Peas, and Beans. A very

large proportion of the Wheat acreage belonged to

England—as much as 88 per cent., or nearly nine-

tenths of the whole Wheat crop of the kingdom. Of
the acreage under Barley a large portion was also in

England, to the extent of 75 per cent, or three-fourths

of the whole crop. The acreage under Oats was more
equally divided between the chief portions of the

Kingdom : 33 per cent, was in England, 24 per cent,

in Scotland, and 36 per cent, in Ireland.

Green crops, including Potatos, were grown upon

4.957,000 acres in the United Kingdom in 1S74.

Of this acreage, 50 per cent., or one-half, was
used for Turnips and Swedes, and 28 per cent,

for Potatos, As much as 63 per cent, of the total

acreage under Turnips and Swedes was returned for

England, against 20 per cent, for Scotland, and 13 per
cent, for Ireland. Of the total acreage returned for

Potatos, England had only 22 per cent., Scotland il

per cent., and Ireland as much as ^^^ per cent.

Looking at the returns for the separate divisions of

the kingdom, it will be seen that in England a con-

siderable part of the land under green crops is appro-

priated to other crops than Potatos and Turnips.

These two descriptions of crops did not occupy more
than 67 per cent, of the green crop acreage in England,

against SS per cent, in Wales, 96 per cent, in Scot-

land, and 90 per cent, in Ireland.

The land returned in 1S74 for Clover and other

artificial grasses under rotation, amounted for the

United Kingdom to 6,284,000, or 26 per cent, of all

the land under tillage. There was more land by
1,328,000 acres under the artifical grasses than under
root and other green crops. In England there was no
great difference in the acreage under green crops and
under artificial grasses. In Wales, artificial grasses

had nearly three times as much acreage as the green

crops ; in Scotland about twice as much, and in

Ireland about one-half as much again. Differences in

the rotation of crops and systems of cattle-feeding, as

adopted in the separate divisions of the kingdom, will

partly account for these variations.

The amount of arable and grass land returned as

used also for fruit trees of every kind, is for the most
part included in the returns for crops and grass, and
should not, therefore, be added to the general acreage.

In 1874 the land returned as used also for orchards

was 145,622 acres in England, 2994 in Wales, and

1910 in Scotland.

The separate returns for land used by market gar-

deners for the growth of vegetables and other garden

produce, show in 1874 an acreage of 34,689 for

England, 477 for Wales, and 2741 for Scotland. An
increased demand for fruit and vegetables is stated by
some of the collecting officers to have led to the ex-

tension of orchards and market gardens in the neigh-

bourhood of towns. For land used by nurserymen for

the growth of trees, shrubs, &c., the returns for 1874
show an acreage of 9245 for England, 630 for Wales,

and 1868 for Scotland.

As the extent of woods and plantations does not

vary greatly from year to year, annual returns are not

obtained for land so occupied, and the acreage is
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given for I S74 at 2,187,000 acres for Great Britain,

as ascertained in 1872, and 325,000 acres were re-

turned for Ireland.

Forestry.

Planting is now tlie forester's cliief occupation.

Where tiie operations are conducted upon an exten-

sive scale, tlie worlv on some estates is steadily

prosecuted at all seasons, weather permitting, between

the months of October and April, both inclusive.

It used to be a maxim with the ancients to plant

during all the months of the year in which the letter

" R " occurs, and this gives a long calendar, extending

to eight months. Much has been both spoken and

written upon the subject of " the best season of the

year for planting forest trees," and having planted

(partly by way of experiment) during every month

of the year, I am in a favourable position to give

an opinion, huh as to the most and least favourable

seasons or periodj of the year for planting operations.

Confining my remirlcs for the present to Scotch Pine,

my conviction is that better results proceed from

planting in October and November than at any other

period, and worse results from planting in June and

July than any other time. The state of the weather

and condition of the soil, however, both at the time of

planting and subsequently, influence and alter in

a very marked degree the growth of the plants, one

year compared with another.

It is no uncommon practice with foresters to go

over the newly-planted ground about the month of

August, and ascertain the actual percentage of deaths

that hive occurred, and upon this data base their cal-

culations of success or failure. Now, it must be

borne in mind that there are other and even greater

evils and worse results connected with planting than a

comparatively high death-rate. I would rather see

15, or even 20 per cent, of deaths in a new planta-

tion, and the remainder healthy and vigorous, than

only 5 per cent, of deaths with a general sickliness

pervading the whole crop.

One very unfavourable result arises from planting

in June or July, namely, the loss of that year's longi-

tudinal growth : the top and side shoots being at

that period only in a half-formed condition, invariably

shrivel and decay. The loss of one year's growth,

though very considerable, in a looo-acre plantation,

does not in any true way represent the actual amount

of the loss sustained ; for the loss of the leading

shoot oi a Scotch Pine tree may in a certain sense

be regarded as an irremediable evil, extending its

baleful effects throughout the existence of the plan-

tation. Too much importance cannot therefore well

be attached to the preservation of the top growth of the

plants, and every precaution should betaken to secure

it. If the top bud, which may be regarded as the future

top shoot encased in its scaly cell, is unfavourably

influenced in any way, so that its product is either

sickly or distorted, the future development of the tree

will be thereby greatly marred. In order, therefore,

that the newly-planted tree be enabled to perform all

its functions properly and perfectly, the following

amongst other matters should be attended to :
—

First : The plants in the nursery ground should be

well furnished with lateral branches close to the sur-

face of the ground, and the growth of the plants should

be rather under than [over vic;orous—in other words,

grown upon soil not over rich.

Second : That the nursery ground from whence the

plants are taken be dry, free, and open, with a mix-

ture of sand in it, so that the plants may be well fur-

nished with abundance of healthy fibrous roots.

Third : Tliat the plants in the nursery have been

either removed the year previous to planting out, dug
round, or otherwise treated so as to retard the top

growth and increafe the root growth.

Fourth : Every precaution should be taken so that

the plants may be grown in and lifted from a loose

sandy loam or sandy moss, and not from clay or even

certain kinds of peat soil. Probably more failures, at

least of large plants, result from lifting trees out

of stiff or tenacious clays and planting them in dry

sandy loam than by any other, cause. In all such

cases the roots, on being submitted to the change of

soil, rot and decay, and the plant thenceforth is left

to struggle and produce for itself a new class of roots

suited to its changed condition.

Fifth: Do not plant deep. If the herbage is so rank

as to necessitate burying the plants deeply in order to

reach the active soil, better to pare off the turf, and

thus avoid the very injurious results of deep planting.

Large transplanted trees are apt to suffer greatly by

the loose soil in which they are planted subsiding and

carrying down the whole structure of the tree along

with it. C. y. Mk/iie, CulUit.
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A Flora of Canada, edited by Dr. A. M. Ross,

has just been published at Toronto, It contains

the following families; — " Caperidacea;, Lentilula-

ce;"0, Orob.andacea;, PlantinaceK," and many others,

which might be talien as new, only they betray the

same origin as some well-known families. It is

really too bad th.at a " Doctor" shoidd be allowed to

publish such a specimen of bad spelling as his cata-

logue (it is nothing more) is from beginning to end.

We frequently have occasion to remind gardeners that

tills subject deserves more attention than some of

them bestow upon it ; but some men who are very

clever cultivators have not the advantage of anything

beyond the most elementary education, and in their

case there is something to be said in extenuation.

A number of the Journal 0/ the Linnean

Society {botanical section) has just been issued. Its

principal contents comprise a note on the bracts of

Crucilers, by Dr. Masters ; Observations on the

Vegetable Productions of Baghdad, by Surgeon-

Major Colville ; On the Restiacea; of jThunberg's

Herbarium, by Dr. Masters; On Indian Gentians,

by C. B. Clarke, Esq. ; On a Fruit from Comassi,

by Professor Oliver, said to be the only specimen of

botanical interest received at Kew from the Ashanti

Fxpedition. It proved to be a fruit of a new species

of Duboseia, a remarkable Tiliaceous genus. On
the Lichen Flora of New Zealand, by Dr. Stirton;

and Notes on Phylica arborea, together with some
Notes on the Vegetation of Amsterdam Island, by
Dr. Hooker. From this latter paper we glean the

following interesting particulars :—Amsterdam Island,

lat. 37° 52' S., long. 77° 35' E., has been stated to be

covered with trees, while St. Paul's Island, 50 miles

to the south of it, is destitute even of a shrub. The
great difficulty of effecting a landing on Amster-

dam Island has prevented its flora from being in-

vestigated, but in October, 1873, Commodore Good-

enough, of H M S. Pearl, landed on Amsterdam
Island, brought off a specimen of what he considered

to be the only tree growing on the islet, a

frond of a Fern, and an armful of Cabbages,

"pulled" from the deserted garden of departed

whalers. The tree proves to be Phylica arborea,

a native of Tristan d'Acunha, lat. yj" (,' S,,

Ion". 12° 2' W., "a most singular fact, considering

that about 5000 miles of ocean intervene between

these oceanic specks of land." The present species of

Phylica " connects botanically the three remote islets

of St. Helena, Tristan d'Acunha, and Amsterdam,

with one another and with the African continent.

Speculations as to the causes that have led to the

establishment of P. arlMrea on Tristan d'.Vcunha and

Amsterdam are " hopelessly vague." In the enume-

ration of the plants of the southern of the two islands

(St. Paul's) mention is made of the curious fact that

Lycopodium cernuum grows in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of hot springs of a temperature of 1 14°. In

this way a tropical species is enabled to extend beyond

its proper latitudinal range. This fact was long since

remarked in the case of the same plant in the Azore

islands. Dr. Hooker mentions additional instances of

a like phenomenon in the case of Gleichenia dicho-

toma, Nephrodiam moUe, N. unitum, and N. suhero-

sum, in the northern island of New Zealand. Nym-
ph.x>a Lotus (var. thermalis) also grows in the hot

springs of Hungary ; and the writer of these lines col-

lected in a warm spring near Vijslau, in Austria,

quantities of a species of mollusc, Neritina, whose

proper habitat is much further south.

Florists' Flowers,

That section of Pi.Nt;s adapted for forcing—for out

of the great group of florists' or exhibition varieties

found in a catalogue like that of Mr. C. Turner but

few are suited for forcing—is gradually being aiig-

mented, though the growth of numbers is necessarily

slow, and the appearance of new varieties infrequent.

The old Anna Boleyn Pink will be familiar to all

who love their gardens and cultivate some old-fashioned

flowers. Then there is the Paddington Pink, with its

deep purple and white flowers ; and Rubens, having

crimson-purple flowers, and of a dwarf and free habit.

These have been grown for many years past, because

of their great usefulness and their free-blooming pro-

perties.

A few years ago these old types were considerably

improved on by some varieties raised by Mr. James

Clark, of Bury St. Edmunds, a well-known florist in

the eastern counties. The latest of his flowers, or at

least one of the latest, is Lord Lyons, a very fine and

showy variety, having deep rosy purple flowers,

full, smooth, remarkably free, and very early..

I have heard it stated that this fine Pink is not of a

robust habit ; and I must confess I was surprised to hear

the statement. Since Mr. Clark sent it to me in 1867

I have constantly grown it in the open border, and

have found it all that could be desiretl as a garden

Pink. It makes a dwarf but very dense growth, and

flowers as freely as one could desire to have blossoms

produced in a border Pink. I have frequently pottec

up plants to bring on early in a cold hoiise, but hav-

never succeeded with them. I think it is a little

impatient of pot culture.

Mrs. Pettifer is a pretty, free-blooming, early Pink,

that forces well, and has white flowers with the colour

that generally appears in the florists' varieties as a

lacing grouped in the centre. The broad white edge

surrounding this gives it a charming appearance. The
fine purity of the white self Pink, Lady Blanche, and

its great adaptability for forcing, makes it a great

favourite among those whose business it is to provide

cut flowers early in the season. The blossoms are well

described as of a "good useful size," that is, they are

small, and can be worked into bouquets and button,

holes ; the flowers are smooth and moderately full, the

pod does not burst, it is of free habit, and blooms

most profusely, and it is thoroughly first-class in

every respect. Messrs. Standish & Co. grow this

largely.

A really scarlet Pink has recently been added to

the forcing section. It is a fine bright scarlet self, the

flowers large, full, and very compact, of very dwarf

habit, and blooming very profusely. This is named

coccinea, and it also forces remarkably well. It was

raised a few years ago by Mr. W. Lee, and sent out

by Mr. C. Turner. It can be seen in fine perfection

at the Slough Nurseries in the spring, as Mr. Turner

grows a large quantity of it for cutting from.

The culture of forcing Pinks difiisrs in detail from

that employed in respect of the laced varieties. At

Slough they are propagated as soon as pipings can be

obtained, and they strike freely in a gentle bottom-

heat. When they are strong enough, and have

become duly hardened to exposure, they are planted

out in a prepared bed, and kept growing freely all the

summer, and potted up early in the autumn. An
ordinary soil for Pinks suits them well ; and during

the winter the plants should have the protection of a

cold frame. The size of the pots must be regulated

according to the plants ; but forcing Pinks should not

be over-potted.

In order to have Pinks well in flower It is very

essential that they be well-established in pots. It is

also very necessary that they be brought on into

flower gradually, and not forced in too great heat.

The plants should be placed as near the glass as

possible, and as they throw up their flower-stems and

expand their blossoms a little weak manure-water

should be given about twice a week. j?. Z>.

La'w Notes.
A Salesman's Action Disputed.— Thomas v.

Hill—This was an adjourned action, heard in the

Westminster County Court, before F. Bayley, Esq.,

in which the plaintiff, a salesman, carrying on busi-

ness in Covent Garden, sued the defendant, another

salesman, of the Borough Market, to recover the sum

of ^9 \bs. for two casks of Horse Radish. Mr.

Robert Willis, solicitor, called Mr. Pratt, the

plaintiff, who stated that the defendant ordered

one cask of Horse Radish containing eighty-four

bundles, at \s. 2d. per bundle, for which the wit-

ness gave a delivery note to the wharf clerk, and

that on the following day he received an order from

the defendant's son for a second cask at the same price

as the former one, and for which he (the witness)

also signed a delivery note. Subsequently, on the

Saturday following the transaction, when he applied

to the defendant for the amount, he refused, stating he

had only received one cask. After several applica-

tions had been made for payment, without avail,

the present action was brought.

The defendant being called, said in the first cask

there were only seventy-four and not eighty-four

bundles, as slated, and that he had paid the amount

due on the first cask into court. George Stone, clerk

at the Southwark Wharf, was called to prove the

delivery of one cask to the defendant, but said he had

no authority to deliver the second, and it still remained

at the wharf, at the plaintiff's risk.

The learned Judge now said there was no proof of

the delivery of the second cask, and he should there-

fore nonsuit the plaintiff. Mr. Willis applied for an

adjournment, but the learned Judge, remarking th.it

this was the second time the defendant had been in

court, refused the application.—Nonsuit entered.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1S75.

3.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington, Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees,

loand II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

54.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Spring Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street. Glasgow.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec.W. Sowerby.

April.

4.—Special E.\hibltion of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Antwerp.
7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring E.vhlbi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin,

a?.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, Sic, in the Town Hall, Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

2?.—Royal Botanic Societj', Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
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Fig. 44.—aloe ferox, and other succulents, in the garden of m. thuret, at antiees.

thumb methods than that of the pruning of

Roses. The immense advances that have been

made in the number, quality, cultivation, and
showing of Roses is fast forcing this vital

matter of the true mode,and extent of pruning

them to best purpose, on the attention of culti-

vators ; and it may be added, that never will

Roses be pruned as they ought to be, until pro-

found skill and special knowledge regulate and
control each cut of the knife.

The illustration which we give this week (fig.

44) represents another view in the rich garden of M.
Thuret, ofAntibes. Wehaveonseveraloccasionsmen-
tioned the splendid collections of Succulent Plants
in this garden, and an inspection of the cut suffices to

show that we have not indulged in exaggeration. Our

view shows a perfect forest of Aloes, with a noble

plant of A. ferox in the foreground. This is a species

long known in British gardens, and is remarkable for

its thick leaves beset with short conical spines. The
flowers are yellow, and their magnificent aspect may
be inferred from the cut. The collection of Aloes at

Kew is very rich, and many have bloomed during

the present season. At Mr. Peacock's, at Hammer-
smith, and also in the Botanic Garden, Oxford, are

also fine collections of this too much neglected genus.

Some of the Aloes assume the form and dimensions of

trees, as mentioned in an article on the subject [Gar-

dcneis' Chronicle, 1874, i. 567, with illustrations)

from the pen of Professor Dyer. The drug aloes is

obtained from the dried juice of various species.

To the kindness of Colonel Trevor Clarke
we are indebted for a curious flower of Crocus
aureus, in which the segments of the flower are all

more or less three-lobed, and banded with stripes of

paler yellow. It appears as if Nature had been un
certain whether to make a petal or a stamen, and so

has effected a compromise between the two—the

central lobe repesenting the connective, the two side

ones the anther lobes. Although a similar malfor-

mation is, according to our experience, not uncommon,
yet we do not remember to ihave seen so perfect an

instance.

We understand that Mr. William Lewin, of

Upleatham, succeeds the late Mr. Michael Gray,
as gardener to the Earl of Zetland, at Aske Hall,

Richmond, Yorkshire.—Mr. Boothroyd, well known
in Kent as a good plant grower, is leaving Woodville

Hall, near Dover, in consequence of the death of his

employer.—Mr. James Smith, late of Exton Park,

is appointed to succeed Mr. Slow, at Mentmore,

Bucks.

-—- Stephanophysum Baikiei is one of the

most beautiful of the rarer and least known members
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of the rather neglected order Acanthaceje. Daring
the past winter it has been flowering in the Begonia-

house and Palm-stove at Kevv. It is one of the many
interesting plants received there some years ago from
the Niger Expedition, under the command of Dr.

Baikie, after whom the name was given. A good
figure is published in the Boia?iical Magazine of 1859.

The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, about 6 inches in

length, and of good appearance. The flowers are

scarlet, tubular, about 2 inches long, and curved, pro-

duced in terminal panicles, with racemose or spicate

branches. Its habit requires a little management, in

the way of cutting back, in order to ensure a well-

furnished specimen.

The next evening meeting of the RoYAL HoR-
TICULTURAL SociETV will take place on Wednesday
next, February 24, at S o'clock, when Dr. Maxwell
T. Masters, F. R. S., will lecture on " Charles Dar-
win as a Horticulturist."

With reference to the Royal HoRxicaLTU-
ral Society's Schedule of arrangements for 1S75,

notice h.ns been given that the following shows will

not be held, viz., March 17, April 21, September i,

and November 10.

The Pelargonium Society is progressing,

though its ranks are not filling up so rapidly as we
should have expected and desired—perhaps from an

erroneous impression, strengthened by its present year's

schedule, that it is to devote itself solely to the Zonals.

The following new members have been added since the

last meeting, namely: — Mrs. Carter, Faversham

;

Dr. Sankey, Cheltenham ; Thos. Kibble, Tunbridge ;

H. G. (^uilter, Aston, Birmingham ; Miss Skipworth,

Derby ; Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; F. Cam-
pion, Red Hill

; J. F. West, Reigate ; and several

other subscriptions have been promised. We trust

that sufficient subscribers may be induced to join the

Society to enable the committee another season to

offer encouragement to all classes of Pelargoniums.

We are glad to learn that Mr. Ormson, the

well known horticultural builder, of Stanley Bridge,

Chelsea, has recovered from his late serious illness.

Mr. A. McKenzie, of Alexandra Palace
and Park, having nearly completed the outdoor works
and glass structures there, is prepared to take

commissions in landscape gardening, and the improve-
ment of landed estates. Although enabled to enlarge

his sphere of operations, Mr. McKenzie will con-

tinue on the official staff of the Alexandra Palace
Company.

Notwithstanding that gardeners, as a general

rule, consider the Wrinkled Marrow Peas to be the

best flavoured, experience has yet shown that, in the

case of a dry season, the round early varieties are often

better than the wrinkled kinds, as the latter are apt to

become hard and flinty, whereas the round varieties do
not partake of this character so much, especially when
picked young. Experience gained in several quarters

determined this opinion last season when the trying

drought set in, and in the case of one large market
gardener, who grew for market large breadths of First

Crop Blue and Veitch's Perfection—the latter, owing
to the drought, being ready to gather almost as soon
as the former—his testimony was most emphatically
given in favour of the superiority of First Crop Blue.

The report for the year 1873-74 of Dr. King
as Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanical
Garden, shows how serious have been the effects of

the cyclones of 1S64 and 1S67 in uprooting so many of

the noble trees for which the garden was once famous,

and which were so important for purposes of shade.

Among matters of merely local interest, we find other

statements of more general importance such as the

fact that in .Sikkim, owing to the success of the

method of propagating by root and leaf-cuttings, the

number of Ipecacuanha plants has been raised to over

63,000. Attention has also been given to the propa-
gation and distribution of the Mahogany, which suc-

ceeds well in Bengal. The question of the difficulty of
importing Sweet Chestnut seeds alive into India has
already been noted in our columns, with special

reference to the mode of keeping in sand practised

with so much success by Mr. A. Smee (seep. iiS).

The total number of Cinchona plants of various species

grown in the Government plantations at Sikkim is no
less than 3,251,275. About two thousand acres are

devoted to the cultivation. It is found that the Cin-

chona cannot be induced to grow in places that do
not exactly suit it, hence selection of site has to be
made with more than ordinary care. How desirable

it is to extend the culture is shown by the fact, that

quinine is still almost unattainable by the mass of
the population, who have to use a very inefficient

substitute.

Read's New Hybrid Scarlet-fleshed
Melon is considered by growers to be much superior

to many of the Scarlet-fleshed Melons in cultivation.

It has a very thin rind, like some of the best of the

green-fleshed types. The flesh is of a bright pale scarlet

hue, of exquisite flavour, rich and melting. An old
Melon-grower, of considerable repute, regards it as
the best introduction to the class of scarlet-fleshed

Melons that has taken place lor some time past.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has
consented to preside at the annual dinner of the
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution.
The date has not yet been fixed.

The following circular with reference to the
Proposed Potato SH0^\' has been widely distri-

buted :

—

" Woodbine House, Beckenham, Kent,
" February i, T875.

" Dear Sir,— I beg to call your attention to a pro-
posal to hold in or near London, during the ensuing
autumn, an exhibition of Polatos on a large and attrac-
tive scale. The Potato being a subject of great national
importance, seeing how largely it is used as an article of
food, it is very desirable that the utmost encouragement
should be given to its cultivation and improvement, and
that new and improved varieties should be brought more
prominently before the public. For this end the intended
exhibition is proposed, and my present object is to ascer-
tain how far those more immediately interested in the
improvement and cultivation of the Potato will promise
their co-operation and pecuniary support. Should the
answers received by me in reply to this note be favour-
able, an influential committee will be immediately
formed, to whom would be entrusted all the necessary
arrangements. Soliciting an early reply and the promise
of your personal support, I am, dear sir, yours respect-
fully, Peter McKinlay."

A name familiar enough to botanists, but as
puzzling to the uninitiated as was either Opoponax or
Ozokerit, is now making its appearance on the " knife-
boards " of omnibuses and in other vehicles for adver-
tising. This is PsiDIUM, and its present prominence
is due to the same firm who a few years back placarded
nearly every available space with the first of the
names above mentioned. We believe we are correct
in stating that the name has been adopted by Messrs.
PlESSE & LuiiiN for a new perfume which they will

shortly bring before the public. The scent, however,
has nothing to do with the Guava, as might be
imagined, but is so called because its odour is intended
to resemble that of a freshly-cut Pomegranate, of
which fruit Psidium was the ancient Greek name.

Some curious statistics relative to the Con-
SUMPTION of Wood in France have recently appeared
in the IndtfienJence Edge, of which the following is

only a small item. Every person in France consumes
on the average daily five lucifer matches, so that

4,600,000,000 matches are consumed monthly by the
entire population. A large quantity of soft wood is

used for making toys, and, to give an idea of the

magnitude of this trade, it will be sufficient to take
one article alone—children's drums—of which in Paris

alone 200,000 are sold every month. The total

number made annually in France is estimated at

30,000,000, whilst a considerable quantity of wood
must be consumed to supply 60,000,000 of drum-
sticks.

The plan adopted by that well-known
amateur Potato cultivator and exhibitor, Mr. Peter
McKinlay, of Beckenham, of securing for his Potato

crops immunity from disease by planting the late

varieties first and the early ripeners last, thus invert-

ing the ordinary method, seems to be one worthy of

imitation by cultivators of this popular esculent. Mr.
McKinlay claims two advantages as resulting from
the adoption of this plan :—First, that the late

varieties are thereby assisted to ripen early, before the

disease puts in an appearance ; and, secondly, the crop

is pretty well matured before drought sets in. The
early varieties, as an invariable rule, throw a short

haulm, and even if planted a month or so later than

usual, they yet turn in nearly as quickly as when
planted early. The later varieties are got into growth
earlier than usual, and as a matter of course ripen

earlier. In cases where autumn planting cannot be
carried out as it is by the Rev. W. F. Radclyffe
and others, the next best course is to follow the

example of Mr. McKinlay.

Mr. Councillor Rogers, of the Red Lodge
Nursery, Southampton, has just made to the corpo-

ration of that town the valuable and acceptable present

of several hundreds of Trees of various kinds to com-
plete the planting of the Public Parks in the centre of

the town. Southampton is well supplied with public

lands, and the conversion of a large portion of them
some years since into admirably laid out parks has
been attended with the happiest results, as they are

at once an ornament to the town and a source of

delight to the inhabitants. The grand natural park
on the northern border of the town, generally known
as the common, but which is a superbly wooded
expanse of some 300 acres, is an appanage of which
any town might well be proud, and it is of no small

advantage to the borough that it has in its councils a

gentleman possessed of such eminently practical

knowledge and abilities as Mr. W. Rogers.

In a short article on Toughened Glass,
here reproduced, the Times remarks :

—

" It has long been known that when glass is heated
to redness, and kept at that temperature for a consider-
able time, its physical properties are changed in a remark-
able manner. Thus it becomes opaque or feebly trans-
lucent, much harder and tougher, and somewhat like
porcelain in appearance. This change is termed ' devi-
trification," and is caused by the conversion of the glass
into a confusedly-crystalline mass, of which sections are
beautiful objects when seen with a microscope in polar-
ised light. The subject was investigated by the renowned
French philosopher, Reaumur, early in the last century ;

and to objects of devitrifiedglassthe nameof Reaumur's
porcelain is usually applied. It has been reserved for
another Frenchman, a gentleman farmer, to discover the
singular fact that when glass is heated to redness and
then cooled or annealed in oil, its toughness is greatly
increased, or, what is equivalent, its fragility is

greatly diminished, while its transparency remains the
same. Thus, suppose a rectangular pane of glass placed
flatwise, and supported on two of its opposite edges, to
break when a given weight is allowed to fall upon it-
say, from the height of 2 feet— it would, after having
been toughened in the manner above stated, resist the
same weight falling upon it from the height of 6 feet or
8 feet. It is strange that, although glass has been
manufactured during the last 2000 years, yet such a
simple and probably very important fact as this should
only recently have been found out, and equally strange
that the discoverer should be a gentleman farmer. The
foregoing information on the new process of toughening
glass is given on the authority of Mr. C. W. Siemens,
F.R.S., who is well-known in connection with telegraphy
and the furnace which bears his name. His brother, an
eminent glass-maker at Dresden, has tried the process,
and pronounces it to be certain and unquestionable."

We copy the subjoined from the Irish Gar-
deners' Ruord. The statements made are so remark-
able that it would be well if our contemporary could
induce his correspondent to give fuller details of his
method of procedure, and specially what, if any,
means he took to prevent '

' cross fertilisation " of his

Grafted Cabbages :

—

'

' Some three years ago there was a prominence given
to this subject" [the influence of stock on scion] "in the
pages of the Record, and, although not altogether igno-
rant of the results obtained, I was tempted to try my
hand with a different class of subject to those that I had
previously been in the habit of operating with, hoping
thereby to obtain more apparent demonstration of the
influence exercised by the stock on the scion and vice
versa . The results have been very satisfactory so far.

For the purpose I made choice of two varieties of the
Cabbage—Enfield Market as the stock, and the Red
Dutch as the graft, choosing the darkest plant that my
then seed-bed afforded. The grafting was performed at
the end of April, rS72 ; they united very freely, and the
scion grew very luxuriantly. It is well known that,
under ordinary circumstances, each of those Cabbages
produces very close, firm heads, but ia this case the
graft showed no inclination to do so ; it remained open,
with a slightly apparent dash of stock blood. At the
end of spring, 1873, it threw up a very strong, strag-

gling, flowering stem, from 7 feet to 8 feet in height,
the individual flowers being particularly large, but by no
means abundant ; consequently the quantity of seed
ripened was not large. During the first week of
February, 1874, a portion of the seed was sown, the
result of which is that I have obtainedasomewhatinterest-
ing lot of Cabbages, Kale plants (very dark and curled,

nearly, if not altogether, as dark as such as Dell's and
Belvoir Castle Beets), Savoys, and Red Cabbage, a con-
siderable number partaking of the character of the stock
family. Although imbued wilh the blood of the graft,

that of the stock predominates in the majority of cases,

and, strange to say, all the progeny appear to be more
or less deficient of the tendency to Cabbage. C, /".,

Co. Cork."

The Halifax Floral and Horticultural
Society will hold its annual exhibition in the grounds
at Craven Lodge on Whit Monday and Tuesday,
May 17 and 18.

We gather from the Kent Herald that the

AsHFORD Gardeners' Mutual Improvement
Association is progressing. Nearly thirty gentle-

men's and working gardeners have become members,
and the gardeners to His Royal Highness the Duke of
Edinburgh, Sir H. J. Tufton, Bart, Sir W.
Knatchbull, Bart., M.P., the Right Hon. E, H. K.
Hugessen, M.P., C. S. Hardy, Esq., and other
county gentlemen of the neighbourhood, are favour-

able to the movement, and are likely to take an active

part in forwarding it.

• The Banffshire Journal says that the trunk
of a massive tree in front of a house occupied by Mr.
Low, blacksmith, Ellon, referred to by Dr. John-
son in his Tour through Scotland as one of the only
two trees in Scotland capable of sustaining a man in
being hanged (the other being in Perthshire), has just

been destroyed. It is well known, adds the Journal,
that the Doctor got the blinds of his carriage pulled
up so that he might not to see the avenue of fine trees

while going up to CuUen House.
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Fuchsias Three or four of the older hardy

varieties have stood in the shrubberies here for the

past thirty years, and for how much longer I cannot

tell. In mild winters, or with protection, a few feet

of the old wood could be saved, but as they stand

entirely unprotected, they are evciy season cut down
to the ground. All these hardy varieties I had pre-

viously met with in situations I was living in for eight

or ten years before ; so that Riccirtoni, to my know-

ledge, dates six years farther back than 1S41, as the

time that I refer to was forty years ago. Two very

handsome plants of it were trained as creepers up the

conservatory at Woodhill, near Aberdeen, then the

property of Cleo. Hogarth, Esq. F. Kiccartoni I

alw.ays understood was a seedling raised at Riccarton

Castle, in the south of Scotland. No mention

is made of it in Loudon's I/oiliis Bi-itannku!,

although he has fulgens in 1S37, which is of more re-

cent introduction. F. excorticata I also met with at the

same place, and have seldom seen since. The sorts I

allude to as being so hardy are Kiccartoni, gracilis, and

coccinea ; the latter I find very free in flowering, and

of dwarfer habit than the others. I strike it freely in

autumn, and use it for flower gardening purposes. Two
other old sorts I still retain, are globosa and micro-

phylla. These are not so hardy, although they will

stand out-of-doors in winter. The latter, I expect,

may be the thymifolia of your correspondent, Mr.

Hemsley. While writing this I have received intima-

tion of the death of Benjamin Keid, Esq., the oldest

nurseryman in Aberdeen, who, from his connection

with Woodhill, could have given the particulars as to

the introduction of the two Fuchsias above referred

to. R. Farquhar, FyvU Caslle. [F. thymifolia and F.

microphylla are distinct small-growing species. Eds.]

Mr. Ilemsley may like to learn the origin

of the first white Fuchsia—Venus Victrix. It was

a chance seedling raised thirty-five or forty years

ago at Horsmonden Park, in Kent. The gardener,

Mr. Gulliver, seeing a ripe berry on one of his pots,

smeared it with bis thumb on the surface of the mould.

In the following spring several seedling plants

appeared, which were potted off, and one of these

proved to be this very elegant and novel variety. It

was sold to Mr. Cripps for ^15. I had these parti-

culars from Mr. Gulliver himself. 5. S.

Vour correspondent, Mr. Hemsley, p. 179,

is anxious to know the origin of Fuchsia Kic-

cartoni, and he has been replied to by Mr. W.
Tillery, but I think the version he gives is hardly

the correct one, as I know Fuchsia Kiccartoni was
raised by the late Mr. John Voung, gardener at

Kiccarton, near Edinburgh, afterwards gardener at

Archerfield for many years. It was raised from a

pod of seed from the old globosa, and this variety

took such a stride beyond the other seedlings in

growth that it received a little extra attention from

Mr. Young—on account of its strong growing habit,

and being much dissimilar from the other seed-

lings. Mr. Voung grew it in a rather close house,

and it was fully two years old before it flowered,

and that very sparingly. It was considered at the

tiine to be a shy flowerer, and I believe I was
the first to get a cutting of it, which I struck and
planted out. I lifted it again in autumn, and had it

planted out the following season, when it made ex-

traordinary growth, and flowered most abundantly.

Mr. Voung then distributeil it very freely, and plant-

ing it out became general all over the country. The
remark I have heard him make several times was,

"I have made no money by it, but I have the satis-

faction to know that I have raised something to

beautify my country." JoJin Downie, lVc:st Coatcs,

Edinburgh.

• This fine old Fuchsia had its origin at Kic-

carton, the seat of Sir Wm. Gibson Craig, Bart.,

near Edinburgh. Its name has no connection with

Kiccarton, near Kilmarnock, as Mr. Tillery supposes,

although it is very probable the young man he speaks

of took it with him into Ayrshire from the Edinburgh

Botanic Garden. It was raised from seed by the

late Mr. Voung, when gardener at Kiccarton. I

regret I cannot give the exact date, but it must have

been betwixt the years 1S30 and 1S35. I have heard

Mr. Voung say it was a seedling from globosa. It

is quite hardy on the east arjd on the west coasts of

Scotland. J. !K A'iiimonl, Exotic Nursery, Canttr-

bury.

Miss Gibson Craig answers my inquiry,

as to the origin of Fuchsia Kiccartoni, as follows :

— It " was raised at Kiccarton (near Edinburgh), I

should think certainly above forty years ago at least,

by our then admirable gardener, John Young. One
parent was globosa, but which the other was I do

not know." On the east coast here we never require

to protect it. It grows to the top of our sea-wall,

10 feet, where spray occasionally comes over in

easterly gales, and we also grow it in our autumn
border as bushes, 2\ or 3 feet high. The wall plants

were cut down like the Myrtles in lS6o-6l, but this

year it has not suffered above 7 feet from the ground,

as far as we can as yet judge. F. J, Hope, Wardie

Lod^e, Feb. 16.

Zephirine Gregoire Pear.—I send you a sample

of Zephirine Gregoire Pear, which sort I think ought

to be better known to gardeners and more cultivated.

As a late Pear, I think it is superior to most. I find it

has this peculiarity, to grow it in perfection it should

h.ang on the tree till the beginning of November, and

indeed until it begins to drop pretty freely (if grown

on a pyramid, the fruit is not damaged by (ailing).

I find, if picked with other late Pears tow.ards the end

of October, when apparently ready for gathering, it

frequently shrivels and never ri[)ens properly. The
specimens I send you I think you will find excellent.

[Yes, very good. Ens.] You named this Pear for

me some years ago, and I have recommended it to

many of my friends. John Barnett, Coleraiiii House,

Siamjord /////.

Plants from the Straits of Magellan.—Mr.
TiUery's interesting letter, proving that Fuchsia Kic-

cartoni is from the Straits of Magellan, confirms the

opinion which I formed after reading Cunningham's
Natural History of that region, namely, that we are

not, as gardeners, sufficiently acquainted with its flora.

Desfontainea spinosa is stated in the botanical dic-

tionaries to be from Peru, and yet it is found growing

abundantly in the Straits. Is it not possible that we
may have got a more tender species ? Pernettya

mucronata is described by Dr. Cunningham as S feet

high ; have we not a more stunted variety from the

Falkland Islands? Drymis Winter! does not appear

to be hardy here, and yet the cold of Punta Arenas

must be rather severe. I should imagine the climate

of the Straits of Magellan to resemble that of the

Forth and Clyde if united—cold and dry to the eastward,

milder and more humid at the western extremity. My
plant of Embothrium coccineum appears to have had
its younger shoots pinched by the severe frost, but I

hope that it is not seriously injured. What is known
of E. Despardii? I received some seeds from Ushniah,

but have not yet heard of their germinating. They
were sent by Mr. Bridges, the devoted missionary near

Cape Horn. I use the adjective in its most literal

sense, and am sure that no one can read a description

of the settlement, in the South American Missionary

Magazine, without feeling impelled to contribute some-

thing to its support. lie describes the climate as so

severe that they are unable to fell timber during four

months in winter ; a shrub from such a locality would

certainly prove hardy, and be a most valuable addition

to our gardens. //. K., Sussex.

An Early Spring " Button-hole."—Some of

your correspondents are fond of describing their expe-

riences in the making up of effective button-holes.

Mine consists entirely of hardy flowers, but of course

allied to a spray of the Maidenhair Fern, but which
in my case, for consistency's sake, is of the hardy [?]

Adiantum CapiUus-Veneris. A spray of Fern behind,

then a spike of the small dark blue SciUa bifolia,

beneath which on either side is a flower of the lovely

single white Hepatica, a bloom of the single red

Hepatica in the centre, and a small spray of the

charming pale-blue Myosotis dissitifiora beneath.

This was a very pleasing combination, none the less

so that the flowers did not shudder when taken into

the cold external air. Those who grow only exotics

and hothouse flowers have not all the beauties of

Flora at their command, whilst all the wealth in the

kingdom could not invest them with those charms
that our lowly but hardy spring flowers ever will

possess in the esteem of the pubUc. D.

Paper Protectors.—Our crop of early Potatos

under glass has been easdy and completely saved,

while that of neighbours has been lost, by the use of

newspapers spread over the haulm during the late

severe weather. People hardly realise the extent of

defence afforded by paper ; its utility is almost un-

known as yet. The newspapers were suffered, in our

case, to remain on during the succeeding sunshine,

so as to avert sudden changes of temperature. Should
additional protection be needed, it would be easy to

paste together any convenient number of newspapers,

and fold the edges over twine (as a boy does for his

kite), and these, suspended some inches above the

others spread over the haulm, would enclose between
the layers enough fixed air to protect anything.

In 1S73 we had the dubious honour of affording the

earliest recorded instance of diseased Potatos ; since

then we have been quite free, and have transferred

our crown to our neighbours, besides saving every leaf

while theirs perished. T. Brehaut, Richmond House,

Guernsey.

Substitute for Grass in Shady Lawns.

—

Should your correspondent "Lux" (p. 1S4) be tempted

to experiment with Yarrow as a substitute for grass, it

may possibly assist him to mention that it grows in

large quantities in the neighbourhood of Chepstow,

especially on the Gloucestershire side of the Wye; and

if he has friends through whom he could set the

chililren to collect the heads in the season, he might

easily get as much as he wished. The plant there

seems (where growing in grass) especially to prefer the

edge, where its roots can creep into the gravel path or

the broken limestone road, to the better soil of the

plot itself ; from which, and from the size of its leaves

when in healthy growth, I should doubt its answering

for a lawn, which would require the plants to be

closely set to secure a continuous green surface, but I

have never seen it grown, so only guess. If your cor-

respondent wishes, I could give him a gardener's

adilress, who possibly might next season procure it

for him. For a small plot the common wild Thyme
makes a most lovely substitute for grass ; it requires

absolutely no care, nothing but leaving alone, keeping

itself in the perfection of neatness summer and winter,

and always presenting a soft dark grecTi carpet,

excepting at its blossoming season, when the sprinkling

all over of its tiny purple flowers has a charming tem-

pjrary effect. Where I knew it the plant had spread

from a neighbouring bed, and was gradually spreading

onwards, taking the place thoroughly of the grass.

Tlie little plot was then about 10 feet long, and be-

sides its general trimness made a good wellrounded-up

edge over the gravel walk. The locality was only

shaded during part of the day, but I think the Thyme
would have succeeded well with less light, O.

Notes on Streptocarpus.—There is now coming

into bloom in my cool stove-house a beautiful species

of the above-named genus—which is not by any

means as frequently cultivated as it deserves to be.

I received it towards the close of last year from the

Glasnevin Botanical Gardens, where they had it with-

out any specific or distinguishing name, but believed

it to be Streptocarpus Saundersii. It now turns out

not to be that plant, as figured in the eighty-seventh

volume of the Botanical Magazine, tab. 5251, but S.

polyanthus, figured in the eighty-fir^t volume of the

same work, tab. 4S50. These two plants are what are

termed monophyllous, each plant producing only a

single leaf, which is of great size and substance,

often reaching a foot in length and S or 9 inches in

breadth, closely adhering to the earth and hanging

down over the side of the pot ; from the base or axil

of this large leaf rise the flower-scapes, which are pro-

duced in great abundance, and usually begin to appear

about this time of the year, continuing to produce

their beautiful flowers for two or three months in con-

stant succession. The individual flowers of Strepto-

carpus polyanthus resemble a large Violet in shape,

and are of a clear pure lavender colour ;
it was intro-

duced from Natal in the year 1S53, by Captain

Garden, by the merest chance, some seeds of the plant

having fallen among the roots of some living Ferns.

The blossoms of S. Saundersii, which is perhaps the

most beautiful of the four, are of a delicate greyish

blue colour, with two distinctly-marked purple spots

or blotches at the opening of the throat. When the

plate for the Botanical Magazine was drawn from a

fine potful of the plant in the collection of W. Wilson

Saunders, Esq., of Keigate (to whom seeds had been

sent from Natal by Mr. Plant, and after whom it is

named), no less than twenty-one flower-scapes had

been produced from the bases of the three large leaves

contained in the pot, and over I20 flowers were then in

perfection. The two other species as yet introduced are

not monophyllous, and are of much less robust growth,

and also much less free-flowering than the two first

described ; the first of them, Streptocarpus Gardeni,

named after the introducer of the fine S. polyanthus,

only producing two pale lilac flowers on each stem ;

while the second, S. Rexii, seldom, if ever, produces

more than a single flower on each stem, its blooms,

however, are of a deeper shade of lavender colour,

prettily streaked with purple, and continue to be pro-

duced lor from six weeks to two months, thriving well

also in an ordinary greenhouse. The first-named of

these is figured in volume eighty-one of the Botani-

cal Magazine, tab. 4S62, and the second-named in

Edward's Botanical Register, volume fourteen, tab.

1
1 73. S. Kexii is the only one of the four commonly

met with, and I should be glad if any of your readers

could put me in the way of obtaining either plants or

seeds of S. Saundersii or S, Gardenii, as both are well

worth growing. I may add that I have only once

met with the former in the collection of a London
nurseryman, and the plant I then obtained haying

died without flowering, when I inquired for it again it

could no longer be supplied. W. E. Gumbleton,

Belgroi'e, Queensto-.an.

The Royal Ashleaf Potato.—Mr. Rivers, in a

letter of to-day (February 13), wishes me to correct an

error as regards this valuable Potato. It was brought

out by him, but was raised by his friend, Mr. James

Ashwen of Evesham, in 1S5S. He adds, "the Koyal

Horticultural Society make it a synonym, as Myatt's.

I wish you would make this right, as I am too old^
seventy-eighth year." Long may he live! To no

living man do we horticulturists and pomologists owe

a greater debt of gratitude. The Koyal Ashleaf is not

Myatt's, nor is it Veitch's Ashleaf, though there is

some likeness in all. The same may be said ot the

Lapstone and its race. Hero, Taylor's Hybrid, and
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Pebble White. Taylor's Hybrid has blue flowers, the

other three have white flowers. Years ago Mr. Rivers

wished me to correct this error, and I ought to have

complied. [The error has often been corrected, but a

garden-name sticks, nomen cavcndiun /] The follow-

ing^, as well as I can remember, was what he told

me: "I was staying with my friend, Mr. Ashwen,
at Evesham, and he gave me and Mr. John Spencer,

head gardener at Bowood, now steward, three seed-

ling Potatos—A., B., and C—to try. We both

fixed on the one now called the Royal Ashleaf. As
I brought it out, the salesmen, for their purposes,

attributed its origin to me. This I corrected at the

time, but it has ever since gone by the name of Rivers'

Royal Ashleaf." \V. F. Raddyffe, Okeford Fitzpame.

Rating of Greenhouses.—The letter in your im-

pression for February 6 {p. iSi), from Mr. Turtle, of

East Wickham, respecting the rating of nurserymen's

greenhouses, encourages us to hope that the time is

near at hand when the trade generally will com-

bine to resist what we consider an unjustifiable

and illegal rate. That it is illegal there can be very

little doubt, from the fact of the great inequality

which exists in rating greenhouses, and from the

parish authorities in so many instances compromising

with nurserymen who have resisted the rate. Others,

who have calmly submitted, have been crushed under

the heavy assessment. There are not many florists

so excessively rated as Mr. Turtle, whose rafter-roof

greenhouses we have valued, and know them to be

of temporary and hazardous construction, and built to

last only for the short term of his lease. His home
nursery, which is assessed at £\y^, he has instructed

us to let on a repairing lease at ;^50 per annum, but

we have not yet been able to procure him a tenant.

We are aware of other small plots occupied by men
making strenuous efforts to become florists, but we
fear that the parish authorities have so taxed their

industry, in consequence of their having ventured to

complete a small span-roof pit, or some such structure,

that they will not be able to attain to that honourable

distinction. Those of the trade with whom we have

discussed the question of rating greenhouses, seem
particularly anxious to have a case tried at the Queen's

Benchj and have promised to send in their subscrip-

tions as soon as a committee is formed for that

object. Protheroe c&^ Morris^ 98, Gracechurch Street^

E, C. [This is a matter upon which we are constantly

receiving complaints, and which the trade should, for

their own protection, take steps to rectify. Eds.]

Curmeria picturata and Gunnera brephogea.
—I beg to say a few words about two plants, in addi-

tion to Catileya gigas and Tillandsia musaica, viz.,

Curmeria picturata and Gunnera brephogea, to show
that M. Linden has made a mistake about their

introduction. Curmeria picturata was not discovered

by M. Roezl, as M. Linden states in his Illustration

Horikole. I first found it, in the month of August,

1S6S, on the Magdalena River, when going down
from Sonson to Nare, in order to ship some boxes of

plants. It grows in the fertile soil of the forests (in

humid places) between San Carlos and Canoas. It

was in this rich plnce for new and rare plants that I

was so fortunate as to meet with the gorgeous Maranta
hieroelyphica, Aphelandra fascinator, and Anthurium
crystallinum. There were also intermingled with the

original green ones some rare plants of Curmeria
picturata of a dark violet or salmon colour. In 186S

I passed three limes over this same route before

returning to Europe. It was in the year 1871

that M. Linden told M. Roezl, who was then collect-

ing plants for him at Buenaventura (on the western

side of New Grenada) to make his way through the

Cauca Valley up to the State of Antioquia, in order to

take advantage of some discoveries of mine made at

Sonson, Medellin, and Frontino. When he reached

Antioquia he directed his steps down towards Nare,

thus it was that M. Roezl came in contact with

Curmeria picturata. Afterwards M. Roezl went to

Ocaiia, and he sent home with others some plants of

Tillandsia musaica, which was discovered by me
in the year 1867. Gunnera brephogea.—It seems

that M. Linden, when publishing the account of

this new Gunnera in his Illustraiion Hortkole^ forgot

that it was found and introduced to him twice by me

—

first by seeds in the year 1868, and then in 1S72 by
seeds, and also by some small living plants. I col-

lected on my memorable journey in the State of

Antioquia four different Gunneras, two of these (in-

cluding the above, which bears the No. 29S in my
plant-list of that country) coming from Sonson ; they

are of small size, and grow imbedded in the sandy but

heavy humid soil of the river banks. The third comes

from a highly elevated part of the Paramo de Ruiz,

a very considerable snow-capped mountain, where it

acquires extraordinarily strong large dimensions. It

grows there in its own way, quite distinct, and con-

stituting compact and extensive masses—a forest in

the forest ! The fourth Gunnera, introduced by me,

stands on the highway between Rio Negro and

Medellin, and grows, as do the two first ones, in

wet places. I procured large quantities of the seeds of

nearly all, especially of that in question. I scattered

the seed about where it would do good throughout
my stores, sprinkling them in the sphagnum and in

the bulbs of the Orchids as well as into the

earth destined to be packed with certain bulbs,

stems, roots, &c. , and even amongst the trunks of

the Gunneras. Gunnera brephogea, therefore, is not

at all jin enjant irouvi ; it is a legitimate inmate of M.
Linden's stoves, as well as many others brought in by
his collectors. This manner of proceeding with seeds

will be the only practicable one for many plants of an
unusuallydoubtful character ; it was regularly employed
by me. There is a fifth Gunnera, occurring in the

same State of Antioquia, which is worthy of mention :

it occurs in the vicinity of Frontino, far beyond the

above named ones, where it grows in a higher tempe-
rature, at about 6000—7000 feet ; it is of medium
size, and prefers open swampy slightly shaded places,

and is subject to great changes in its habit. G. WaUis.

[We have received from M, Linden a letter in reply

to M. Wallis, and which we hope to insert in our

next issue. Eds.]

Grafting on the Quince Stock,—Can any of

your readers inform me of the success attending graft-

ing from trees on the Quince stock? Plaving had
nearly forty years' practice at budding and grafting, I

never heard of the practice being successful, and have
only known one nurseryman who practised it. He used

to say that he saddle-grafted them, and they did well.

I have tried the practice many times, but have never

succeeded. Seeing the statement made respecting

the beautiful specimen of Beurre Ciairgeau illus-

trated at p. 141, I am curious to know if it is

much practised ? I have always attributed my failures

to the redundancy of sap in the stock, which invariably

glutted the scion before it became fairly attached to

it. My usual and most successful practice is to bud
them in the autumn, but not until the sap is on the

decline, as the buds are liable to become surcharged

and pushed out, or, should they adhere to the scion, to

commence growing the same autumn, which invariably

spoils the shoots which would be produced the ensu-

ing season. Growing Pears upon Quince stocks is an
easy and simple process, when the essential elements

of success are attended to. Some varieties, such as

Marie Louise, the celebrated Uvedale's St. Germain,

or Belle de Jersey, Beurre Ranee, Knight's Monarch,
and others, do not thrive so well in some soils on this

stock as could be wished ; hence the free or Pear

stock is generally used for them. The superb speci-

mens produced in the Channel Islands and on the

neighbouring coast of France, which have of late been
exhibited at the Kensington fruit shows, must strike all

admirers of fine fruit with astonishment. The beauty

and size are the results of the well applied skill of the

growers, but when one dozen of these remarkable fruits

are grown it must not be forgotten there are often thou-
sands of inferior size and quality. They are the acme
de la crane of the most successful growers' produc-

tions, who are often surprised at the result of their

own handiwork, favoured by soil and situation. It is

a peculiar feature in the cultivation of Pears, that

some growers are successful with one variety, and

others with another, as evidenced at our local exhibi-

tions, where growers are expected to exhibit their own
productions. Charles B. Saunders^ Jersey.

Transplanting Evergreens.—In the Gardentrs'

Chronicle of the 2d ult. (p. Il), your correspondent,

Mr. Sheppard, who is inclined to spring planting, asks

the question :
" What say others ? " ^c. If I had had

my say a dozen years ago, I should likely have

opposed his opinion. No doubt it is well that the

lessons we learn in youth should abide by us, never-

theless it is sometimes necessary that some of these

be unlearned, and that we strike out in the very oppo-

site direction. Having been trained from childhood

to believe that late autumn and winter was the right

time to plant, it was not easy to lay aside the belief,

but, forced by circumstances, bit by bit I came to the

conclusion that spring and early summer was by far

the best season, and the only thing I have found not

to succeed is the Rose on the Briar. In 1S71, when re-

modelling a mansion and grounds belonging to the

estate, it was necessary to hide some unsightly objects.

For one of these, in the end of April, I lifted a pair

of Spruce Firs—how old they were I know not
;

they, with many others, had been originally planted

for cover, and had been frequently headed down, bu

for some years past they had been left alone, and had^

reached a little over 30 feet high. The young growths

were started, some of them about an inch long. Our
means of transportation was very bad—a two-wheeled

timber truck, over the ** bed " of which they had to

be pulled and made fast to the pole. We had to take

them about a mile, and before they reached their

destination scarcely a particle of soil remained upon
then roots ; these were planted in a terribly exposed

place, but never seemed to cease growth. Strong

piles were necessary to keep them in an up-

right position, but, notwithstanding these, during

a heavy gale in the following winter one

of them was blown down^ the roots very

much broken off, and it died the following summer.

During the operations it was necessary to move many

very large shrubs—common and Portugal Laurels,
Boxes, Yews, Hollies, &c. Many of them might
have been considered hopeless, and chopped up ; but
we had ground to cover, and, having strong faith in

the season, they were all transplanted, and I may say
the deaths were nil. We continued moving up to

June 12, when everything in this neighbourhood, but
the ordinary garden operations, must cease for hay-
making. Want of men makes this absolutely neces-

sary. My employer here had frequently wished an
Oak to be planted in an open space on the side of the

carriage drive ; accordingly, in the autumn of 1872, a
tree was selected, 31 feet high. It was dug round,

and left till the following April, when the timber
truck was again brought into requisition. A lifting

machine to have carried it in an upright position

could not have been employed, the arch over the

front entrance not being high enough, and fine trees,

with branches too low, surrounded all the other gates.

Like the Spruce Firs, it was necessarily brought over

the truck. It had a good ball, which remained intact

during the journey of half a mile. It was just bursting

into leaf, the development of which went on without
any apparent check, until a terrible night's frost de-

stroyed its leaves and those of all its neighbours. For
weeks afterwards they looked as if they had been
scorched by fire. This, no doubt, was very trying to a
newly-lifted tree. After a considerable time it broke
again, and bytheautumn had made shoots 6 inches long.

Last spring it again suffered from the same cause, on
April 29 ; but now its buds are plump and sound, and
it looks as if it meant to catch the giants round about
it. I could mention many cases of successful trans-

planting at the same season, but will trouble your
readers with only another. In the beginning of the

same year, 1S73, it was considered necessary to hide

a newly-erected building ; and as there are acres of

common Laurel, we are never at a loss for material.

They are very old, and growing in dense thickets

under trees—plants varying from 5 to 15 feet

high and by no means in good condition for lifting.

I purposely put off beginning as late as I could, so as

just to have time to get the job finished before hay-
time. We began on May 26 and finished on June 9.

Many of the young shoots were 6 inches long, these

flagged while we were moving, but when once in the

pits and well watered they soon recovered : we sup-

plied them liberally with strong manure and refuse soil,

and at the end of three weeks, when I examined them,
I found their white roots like ciowquills pushing in

all directions, and by the end of July the foliage was
of a beautiful dark green colour, and remains so now.
There is no doubt it is sometimes necessary to do such
work in the winter time when the weather is open. I

had to do so the winter before last, in making a large

Rhododendron bed. Laurels had to be dug up ; they
were all transplanted, and although not many
of them died, yet they did not make such
progress through the following summer, and also

lost a great many of their leaves. April and the be-

ginning of May for deciduous trees, and June for

evergreens.—Some may be ready to doubt, and say

the sun would scorch them up. Well I had a case in

point in the summer before last—it was about the

middle of July, on a showery day, when, as we could

not get into the hay-field, we moved a few Laurels.

The sun when it gleamed between the showers was
excessively hot. The following day the weather cleared

up and remained hot with bright sunshine for several

days afterwards, and these poor Laurels had the full

benefit of the sun's rays from about 9 A.M. till late in

the afternoon. The remark made some weeks after-

wards by one who saw them moved, and no doubt
thought I was rather "queer," was, "Why, they
have not lost a leaf !

" Perhaps this was not strictly

correct, but it was not far wrong. Any one doubting
may easily convince himself during the comin
summer. Plant a few evergreens of any kind ; le^

them be fully exposed to the sun's rays ; only keept

them moist at the roots, and by the autumn all

scruples will be gone. D. Buchanan^ Dyrham Park,

Hardiness of the Eucalyptus.—I raised plants

of the following varieties of Eucalyptus from seed in

the year 1S71 :— E. globulus, E. elata, E. Lehmanni,
E. splendens, E. stricta, and E. oppositifolia. Until

last summer I grew them in pots and wintered them
indoors, but last summer I had them planted out in

the pleasure ground, and by the autumn some of them
had grown too large to be accommodated under glass

again, so I planted them in a sheltered situation in

the American garden. The result is that they are all

killed down to the ground by the late frost (the lowest

registered here was 20°). The situation they were
planted in is rather damp, but against that I may say

that they were grown under conditions calculated to

enable them to resist frost, that is, in pots standing on
ashes, and not over well supplied with water, so that

the growth they made was very firm and well matured,
and when planted out last summer it was in open
situations and on gravelly soil, so that they did not
grow very luxuriantly. The p'ants may stand our

now and then severe winters on ihe south co, st, but I

fear they cannot be depended on for peimantnt p)ant-
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ing anywhere ia the midland counties. It would be
interesting to know from your correspondent,

"T. \V. M.," how many degrees of frost his plants

withstood. Oictit Thomas^ Drayton Manor Gardens.

Leptotes bicolor.—This is a charming Orchid, of

very easy culture, which might be found in every

Orchid-house or even greenhouse with a moderate
artificial heat. It thrives well on a block of Thorn
or Oak wood, with a little sphagnum moss. The
little quill-like leaves contrast well with the white

tlowers, for the plant forms a dwarf mass of flowers

and leaves. The plant here, on a block of wood, is

only about S inches by 5, and it has about a hundred
flowers on it, which form on the top of the leaves in

twos and threes. Its beauty lasts fully a month.
Fancy a little gem like this lasting so long at this

dull, flowerless season. As a lady said to me the

other day, "What a lovely bouquet it would make,
but what a shame it would be to cut it." The blotch

of purple on the lip enhances its beauty, and when
our olfactory nerves are pure and not tainted with

any artificial odour, one discerns a slight perfume
when the sun is on the plant, but it is slight. In

Leptotes bicolor we have one of the most valuable of

Orchids for this season of the year*, not only on

account of its colour, but from its free-and-easy growing
propensity under very ordinary care, and its longevity

and adaptability for chaste personal floral decoration
;

and hence it is worth recommending to the notice of

every one on the outlook for really useful plants,

H, K. F.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Feb. 17.—W. Burnley

Hume, Esq., in tlie chair. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley
made some observations on several subjects which
came before the Fruit and Floral Committees, includ-

ing some specimens of the so-called Primula altaica,

which he believed did not belong to the species, pro-

perly so called, of which he hoped to be able to say

something at the next meeting ; and a plant, shown by
Mr. Bennett, of Thunbergia Harrisii splendens, which
very closely resembled T. laurifolia, and he thought it

was a question if both were not varieties of the same
species.* Mr. Berkeley stated that, since the lecture

delivered by him on February 3, he had placed some
old specimens of Micrococcus prodigiosus (Blood Rain)
on rice paste, and that they had spread as far as could

be expected from the state of the weather. He
hoped to repeat the experiment in July. The matter
is the more interesting as Mr. Stephens has asserted

that the plant retains its power of vegetation after it

has been in an oven forty-eight hours.

Scientific Committee.—Andrew Murray. Esq.,
in the chair.

Double Cinerarias,—The Rev. M. J. Berkeley
showed, on the part of Mr. Bennett, The Gardens,
Hatfield, a so-called double Cineraria, in which the
flowers were in an abortive condition, and had
remained so since Christmas. The appearance was
very similar to that of a number of young Cauli-
flower?.

Seville Long-Pod Bean.—Mr. Barr sent specimens of

the seedsof this variety perforated by the larva of a kind
of weevil, Bruchus rufimanus, which attacks the ripe

seeds in the warehouse. Mr. Barr remarked that this

Bean, in his experience, rarely produced an abundant
crop in this country, on which account he supposed that

fhe plant was not thoroughly acclimatised, and stated, in

confirmation, that MM. Viimorin, of Paris, were [simi-

larly unable to grow their peed in France, but procured
their stock annually from Seville. Dr. Hogg, on the
other hand, stated that the Bean in question produced
an abundant crop at Chiswick. Dr. Hogg further

remarked that Peas introduced to this country from a
warm climate were for a year or two very early in

ripening, but lost this quality very soon. Brussels
Sprouts also degenerated in a similar manner.

Fuchsia prociimbens.—Dr. Masters showed, on be-

half'of Mr. Kinghorn, a fruit of Fuchsia procumbens,
figured in our columns some time since (fig. 60, p. 291,
vol. ii., 1S74). The fruit is about \ inch long, obovoid,
pink, and covered with a glaucous bloom. The
pretty fruit are an additional attraction to this inte-

resting species, which we are glad to find is likely to

be hardy.

Copper-web Fungus.—Dr. Masters also showed a
Potato from Mr. Fryer, covered with the Copper-
web Fungus (Rhizoctonium).
Datura arborea.—The Chairman showed specimens

of this in a wildorprobablynaturalised state, and which
he had procured from California, where its beautiful

flowers are used to decorate dinner-tables, &c.
Tea Leaves affected toith a Z/V/i^;;.—Professor

Thiselton Dyer showed leaves of Thea Bohea, from
Natal Botanic Garden, attacked with what Mr.
Berkeley believes to be Strigula Feci, Mont. Mr.

' Mr. Bennett informs us that T. Harrisii splendens and T.
'aurifolia are identical in foliage and flowers, but that where the
alter produces one flower the former produces fifty—a distinctive
character worth considering from a horticultural point of view.

Kelt, the curator of the Natal Botanic Garden, says

that it "makes its appearance as a minute speck, of

brown colour, enlarged in circumference gradually

until the end of the season, when the margin assumes

a pale green colour, and ceases to grow." According
to Mr. Berkeley " the brown substance is a species of

Cephaleuros, according to Fries. ... I have not

seen this before. It consists of decumbent articulated

threads, each of which has at its tip a globose

sporant^ium. It is very near to Chroolepus, and if

some lichens are parasitic on Chroolepus, this may be
so on Cephaleuros."

Terrestrial Radiation.—Professor Dyer then made
the following communication to the committee, basing

his remarks upon the observations of Mr. Buchan :

—

"'The effects of terrestrial radiation are at the maximum
when the air is calm and very dry, and its temperature
rather low. If, however, the cold air produced

Fig. 45.

through the influence of terrestrial radiation be allowed
to accumulate close to the ground, no small amount
of damage may be done by a comparatively slight

frost. On sloping ground such accumulation of cold

air cannot go on, because, cold air being heavier than

air which is warmer, as soon as the air in immediate
contact with sloping ground is cooled it flows down
to a lower level, just as water would do, and its place

is taken by the warmer current of air immediately

over the downward-flowing cold current of air. In
this way a higher night temperature is maintained in

situations where the ground slopes down to lower

levels, and accordingly such situations should be

chosen for those plants which, at any stage of their

growth, are peculiarly liable to be injured by frost.

"If the air be not calm, but a wind—even a slight

wind—be blowing, the different layers of air are

thereby mixed ; and thus the air cooled by contact

with the cold ground is not suffered to rest on the

ground, but is mixed with the air above it, and the

temperature is thus prevented from falling so low as

it otherwise would."
These remarks were made in describing the de-

struction by frost of some beds of seedling Ash trees

which had been covered by an old fishing net. Mr.
Buchan proceeds :

—

" The steady blowing light wind was sufficient to dis-

turb the air cooled by contact with the ground, and mix
it with the stratum of air lying immediately over it, in

all places where the wind was felt. Over the beds un-
protected by the net the wind passed freely and un-
checked, and there, consequently, the temperature did
not fall lower than was necessary to brown without
destroying the young seedlings. But to the bed pro-

tected by the net the wind had no access owing to the

ntervention of the net ; and there, consequently, the air

strata not mixing, the temperature fell so much lower
than over the beds adjoining as to destroy the seedlings."
Trans. Dot. Soc. Edui.^ vol. xii., pp. 51, 52.

Insect Destructive to Orchids.— Professor Dyer then
read the following letter from R. Jamie, Esq., on
Baridius aterrimus, an insect most destructive to

PhaKxnopsis and other Orchids at Singapore and
Burmah :

—

Extract from letter from J. Jamie, Esq., Singapore,
dated May 16, 1874.

"These pests arc still here, but not in such numbers
as formerly. The d.im;ige they have done to the Orchids
is beyond belief ; nothing but actual sight would con-
vince any one of tli«ir powers of destruction. I still have
all my Orchids examined daily (and you can imagme
the trouble when I tell you that I have thousands to

go over), and yet the Orchids are destroyed. I am
put to my wits' ends to circumvent these insects. If

they only attacked one kind I should not think so much
of it ; but every kind is alike to them—terrestrial as well
as epiphytal suffer. ... A good many years ago,
when I had no Orchids, I remember that those who
had suffered from this same weevil ; it is only within the
last eighteen months or two years that this same weevil
has again become so prevalent, and what has made them
so, and why at such a long interval, is what I want to
fathom, if possible."

N'lnv Potato Disease.—It was stated that the insect
affecting the Potato, lately described by M, Bois-
duval (see p. 82), would probably turn out to be a
common South European insect.

Tubers in the Interior ofa Potato.—Prof. Dyer read
a communication from Mr. Shirley Hibberd on this

subject, in which he adverted to the possibility of
obtaining buds from the very centre of a thin slice of
the tuber, and this not once or twice but many times.

Mr. Hibberd considers it a death-blow to the proposal
to produce new varieties by grafting. Prof. Dyer
considered that in the case in question the tubers had
been produced by an inversion of the rind of the
Potato and the gradual absorption of the cells of the
central portion from the pressure exerted by the
ingrowing tuber.

Dr. Masters had had similar specimens under
examination, and confirmed to some extent Mr.
Ilibberd's assertion, that adventitious tubers might be
formed in or near the centre of the tuber. In such
cases Dr. Masters had always observed a formation of
spiral vessels in the tuber at or about the point whence
the adventitious tubers sprang. [A similar formation
in the Potato is shown in fig. 45, and also in the
pith of the Seakale, fig. 46—both reproduced from
former volumes,] In other cases the adventitious
tubers sprang from the ring of vessels just within the
rind of the Potato. Another mode of explaining
these productions was, that a shoot had perforated
the one tuber, and produced in it another. The
explanation given by Professor Dyer was a novel one,
but one borne out by similar cases of inversion in the
Turnip.

Ant- Galls on the Leaf-stalk of Melastomacea,—Pro-
fessor Dyer then read the following letter, addressed
by Mr. Trail to Dr. Hooker :—

Letterfrom J. W. H. Trail to Dr. Hooker.
" Santarem, Jan. 3, 1874.

"As regards the species of Melastoraaceas bearing
bullas on the leaves, I have found two species, one of
which I take to be Myrmedone formicaria. This one is

common both at Montalegre and at Prainha. In regard
to both species I must say that after careful observation
I am quite at a loss to determine the exact connection
between the bullss and the ants, of which at least three
species inhabit them. Neither plant seems specially

liable to the attacks of other insects, in fact, if possible,

they are more free from such attacks than most other
plants here.

" The leaves of the Myrmedone frequently bear hardly
any trace of bullce even on the same twig on which occur
largely developed bullae

; and the same holds in regard
to the other plants. . . . Ants are usually to be found
in those on M. formicaria, but not by any means con-
stantly, while sometimes they are taken possession of by
solitary bees and wasps. The other plant is still more
puzzling. Of it I have yet seen only two bushes. In one
of them every bulla was tenanted by ants ; on the other
not one was so occupied, though the bulUferous leaves

bore numerous small ant-nests on their under-surface,

commonly just over the orifices. I have also found
hollow swellings inhabited by ants on the stem of a shrub
near Par^, at Erece, and at Prainha ; and also ants

inhabiting swellings in the twigs of a species of Cassia."

Diseased Palm Roots. — Mr. Worthington Smith
showed drawings of a curious hypertrophy of the

cellular tissue in the root of a Palm. The rind had
burst, and a cellular mass had protruded from the

interior. [Of this we shall probably give an illustration

shortly.]

Floral Committee.— Dr. Denny in the chair.

The meeting held to-day was of an unimportant charac-

ter. A very fine group of Cyclamens from Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, and a beautifully grown lot of Primulas

from Mr. Smith, of the EaHng Dean Nursery, formed

the bulk of the contributions. The vote of thanks

passed to Messrs. Veitch & Sons for the Cyclamens

was well deserved, the plants being all that could be
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desired from a cultural point of view. Messrs. Veitch

also gained a First-class Certificate for Abutilon Dar-

winii, a dull orange scarlet-flowered species, said to

be an improvement on A. pictum ; and a Second-

class Certificate for Odontoglossum Warscewiczii, of

which we hope to publish Professor Reichenbach's

description next week. The Primulas, nicely done—
especially the double red ones—and a small collection

of Cyclamens from Mr. H. B. Smith were also

accorded a vote of thanks ; while a similar

award was passed to Messrs. Hooper & Co.,

Covent Garden, for a dozen very strong growing

but rather coarse Cyclamens. To Messrs. W. G.

Caldwell & Son, Knutsford, for a specimen of Azalea

amcena Caldwelli, a seedling from A. amcena, crossed

with magnifica, and having flowers about twice its

size, and of a brighter colour. To Mr. J. Woodfield,

The Gardens, Osberton, for two very fine cut trusses

of a grand variety of the magnificent waxy-white

Rhododendron argenteum. To Mr. W. Perry, gr. to

J. W. Miles, Esq., Shirehampton, for a basket of the

purple-flowered Primula vulgaris, commonly but

erroneously called Primula altaica. Mr. Taylor, gr.,

Longleat, sent several plants of the old favourite,

Browallia elata, a pretty tender annual, whose bluish

violet flowers have for some years been strangers to

the exhibition boards ; and from Mr. Bennett, Hat-

field, came a small plant of Thunbergia Harrisii, one

of the most valuable of winter decorative plants,

producing in abundance, and that continuously, its

large handsome blue flowers.

Fruit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq., in the

chair. Mr. Speed, gr. to the Duke of Devonshire,

Chatsworth, sent two dishes of fine fruit of the Cape

Gooseberry, Physalis edulis ; and Mr. James McRonald

,

nurseryman, Chichester, showed two fruits of a Pear

named Gloria Mundi, too much like Jersey-grown

specimens of Catillac to be considered distinct from

that variety. Under the name of Wheeler's Favourite,

a small Apple, which the committee considered to be

the same as Aromatic Russet, came from Mr. Wlieeler,

Warminster ; and Mr. Bennett, Hatfield, showed

handsome fruits of Lowndes' Pippin Apple—a variety

of good size, pale straw-yellow in colour on the shady

side, and bright crimson facing the sun, admirable

for Ihe dessert or culinary purposes, a good keeper,

and, as Mr. Bennett stated, a certain cropper. The
Rev. G. Kemp exhibited specimens of Delices Evrard

de Tournai and Beurre de Jonghe Pears, the latter

being of excellent quality, somewhat resembling

Beurre de Capiaumont, and valuable on account of its

excellent keeping qualities. Mr. Berkeley stated

a fact which most growers experience, that some

varieties keep well and unimpaired in quality some

years, but quite the opposite in others ; but that

Beurre de Jonghe had been proved to be continuously

good. Mr. W. Taylor, gr., Longleat, showed some

new Orangefield Tomatos and two brace of Dickson's

Favourite Cucumber ; and Messrs. James Carter &
Co. contributed numerous samples of their improved

Red-skinned Flourball, Brownell's Beauty, Snowflake,

Extra Early Vermont, and American Bread-fruit

Potatos. At the last meeting Mr. James Batters

showed a dish of new Potatos, which the committee

afterwards learned had been grown in pots, and now

awarded him a Cultural Commendation.

other modes of phyllotaxis to modifications of the

decussate as the simplest. A discussion ensued, in

which Mr. Hiern, Professor Dyer, Dr. Masters, and

Mr. A. W. Bennett took part.

Died on the ythinst., at Turkey Street, Enfield,

after a short illness, Benjamin Fielders, aged eighty-

two years. Outside the parish of Enfield Mr. Fielders

was probably unknown to the present generation of

gardeners, but thirty or forty years ago he was a man

of mark at the London shows, winning several of the

then Horticultural Society of London's medals with

his Orchids, Grapes, and Pines, &c. He was at that

time gardener to the late Mr. William Linwood, of

Enfield, in whose service he continued for twenty-five

years, subsequently entering the service of the late

Mrs. Child, and the late Mr. Alderman Challis.

About fifteen years ago Mr. Fielders partially retired

from active service, and only at the request of the

proprietor of Roselands, Waltham Cross—Mr. James
_PateshalI Jones—did he undertake the partial super-

'vision of those gardens and pleasure grounds, which

he continued to do until quite recently. Mr. Fielders

was well known to Sir Joseph Paxton, and to the

Pauls of three generations ; and besides being a

talented and most devoted horticulturist, he was

esteemed by all who knew him for his industry, high

character, and conscientiousness.

We have also to record the death of a highly

accomplished patron of horticulture, in the person of

Lady CuLLUM, of Hardwicke House, Bury St.

Edmunds, which sad event took place early in the

morning of Wednesday last Lady CuUum spent an

hour or two in her^garden nearly every'day, and,

singularly enough, her last act was the choice of a site

for some upright Cypresses.

c.r.

STA TE OF THIl WEA THER A T BLACKHEA Til, LOXDO.V,

For the Week ending Wednesday, February 17, 1875.

Linnean: yfl««a>y 2I-—Dr. G. J. Allman,F.R.S.,

President, in the chair. Dr. HoUis read a paper on

Oak-galls. He divided Oak-galls into two classes,

the one and the many celled. To the former class

belong the woody marbled Oak-galls, the ligneous

galls of Reaumur, and the Currant-galls ; to the latter

the spongy "Oak-apple" and the "Oak-spangles"

of the leaves. The author described the structure and

mode of growth of the difterent kinds, all of which he

believed, with the exception of the "spangles," are

formed during the growth of the leaf, the egg being

laid in the bud. The origin of the different layers of

tissue in the gall itself the author believed could be

traced to the different layers of the leaf which produce

it. The paper was illustrated by a splendid series of

specimens from the Bethnal Green Museum, lent by

Mr. A. Murray.
Fdiritary 4.—Dr. G. J. AUman, F.R.S., President,

in the chair. A letter from Mr. J. Gammie, on the

peculiar appendage to the spadbs of Arisaema specio-

sum was read. It had been supposed that the ter-

minal appendage, which, as in many Aroids, is destitute

of flowers, was in some way a contrivance for the

cross-fertilisation of the flowers at the bottom of the

spadix, but the author had not been able to detect

that it was ever visited by insects. A paper was read

by Mr. H. N. Moseley, on the Plants and Insects of

Kerguelen's Land. It has been stated that the insects

of these islands were entirely apterous ; but, in

addition to several wingless insects, Mr. Moseley had

found a winged gnat. One of the insects was found

in great quantities on the Kerguelen's Land Cabbage,

Pringlea, but not on the inflorescence. A paper was

read by Mr. Hiern, in the absence of the Rev. G.

Henslow, on the Origin and prevailing Systems of

Phyllotaxis. The author traced the origin of all
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who plucked off a branch and carried it some distance

as a curiosity, wondering the white what was causing

tlie pain and numbness in his arm. Horses I have

seen die in agony from the sting, the wounded parts

becoming paralysed ; but, strange to say, it does not

seem to injure cattle, who dash through scrubs full of

it without receiving any damage. Tliis curious

anomaly is well known to all bushmen. From
" Cassdl's Itlmtraled i ravels " for Deccml'cr.

TapiuCA.—This elegant and delicate starch is the

product of a plant that is cultivated very extensively

in the Malay Peninsula, where its culture is almost

entirely in the hands of the Chinese. The tubers of

the plant (M.aniliot utilissima), which weigh on an

average from 10 lb. to 251b., are first scraped and

then carefully washed ; after which they are reduced

to a pulp by being passed between rollers. This

pulp is carefully washed and shaken up with abund-

ance of water, until the fecula separates and passes

through a very fine sieve into a tub placed beneath.

The flour so obtained is repeatedly washed, and then

placed on mats, and bleached by exposure to the sun

and air. It is finally converted into the pearl tapioca

of commerce by being placed in a cradle-shaped frame

covered with canvas ; it is slightly moistened, and

subjected to a rotary motion, by which means it is

granulated. It is next dried in the sun, and finally

over the fire in an iron pan greased with vegetable

tallow, and is then ready for the market. Boston

Journal of Chemistry.

The Sundews. — Baron F. von Mueller, Mel-

bourne, calls attention to the fact that some species of

Australian Drosera: are not merely acrid, as the

European ones are known to be, but lliat they are

decidedly poisonous. He states that in over-stocked

commons in Victoria many cattle have perished from

feeding on the Sundew (Drosera), and that within the

last few weeks a child died near Albury from eating

some of the tubers of D. peltata as "native Onions."

This plant has for some time past been considered

injurious to sheep, but until very lately no one sup-

posed that the Australian species were poisonous.

Baron Mueller expresses his conviction that all the

indigenous Sundews are poisonous ; but, as far as

observation goes, sheep and cattle do not eat them

unless the season is unfavourable to vegetation, or the

runs are overstocked. The species D. peltata is very

common in the spring in fields near Sydney and

Parramatta, and, indeed, everywhere on this side of

the Blue Mountains ; but no one ever suspected until

very lately that it was capable of doing the mischief

which is now attributed to it. One of the European

Sundews (D. rotundifoUa) is described in the Phar-

macopaia as being ** acrid, anti-arthritic, detersive,

and, externally, rubefaciant, " whilst the Brazilian

D. communis is reported to be poisonous. The
former species, however, although said to occasion

the rot in sheep, and to curdle milk, has some redeem-

ing qualities, for it will remove w.rta and corns, take

away freckles and sunburn, and, when distilled with

wine, will produce a very stimulating spirit. Respect-

ing the properties of our indigenous species, little is

yet known, excepting the fact of their absorbing

insects, and of their deleterious tendency, but some
persons have thought that a valuable dye might be

procured from the West Australian D. gigantea, as it

stains paper with a brUIiant purple colour, which, on

being treated with ammonia, yields a clear yellow.

Now that public attention has been called to these

plants, it would be well to institute a series of experi-

ments on them with a view of testing their supposed

poisonous and industrial properties. Sydmy Mail.

Peat.—Of the fuels obtained from the earth's crust

the most obvious and accessible is peat, whether

fibrous, woody, or earthy. Peat is a product of tem-

perate and coldly-temperate countries, and occupies

extensive areas in our own islands, in Holland, Den-
mark, Germany, Russia, and Siberia, in the Old
World J

and in Canada, Hudson Bay territories, and

Alaska, in the new. The colder latitudes of the

southern hemisphere being chiefly occupied by the

ocean, it has no great area for development, and

appears in sporadic patches only in Patagonia and the

Falkland Islands. It is strictly a vegetable accumu-

lation— Mosses, Confervffi, Equisetums, Rushes,

Grasses, Heaths, and other marsh plants, contributing

to its growth—and occurs in all stages of consolida-

tion, from the light fibrous turf of the surface, in

which the several plants are apparent, to the dark

compact peat below, in which the component species

are with difficulty discernible. In some instances it

has accumulated in boggy marshes, in others it occu-

pies the sites of silted-up lakes ; occasionally it has

gathered over waterlogged and fallen forests, the

decayed trees of which (Oak, Scotch Fir, Birch,

Hazel, Alder, &c.) it still encloses ; and not unfre-

quently it appears on moist hill-sides and high open

moorlands. Many of the British peat-mosses are in a

dead state, and undergoing waste and disintegration,

with only a small proportion in a living or growing

condition. This result has been brought about by
drainage, felling of forests, and other causes affecting

the rainfall and climate'; but in other countries, where

human interference has been less felt, peat-mosses are

still on the increase, and at different ratios, according

as Ihcy are situated on hill sides, in swamps, or on
exposed moorlands. It is very difficult to approxi-

mate the rate of growth ; but in Britain many peat-

bogs show an accumulation of from 3 feet to 5 feet

since the time of the Roman invasion, now nearly

eighteen hundred years ago. Besides the ordinary

terrestrial or surface peats, there occur along many parts

of our own shores submarine peats or forest-growths,

dipping away beneath the waters to an unknown
extent, and varying from 2 feet to 5 feet in thickness.

These submerged forests, as they are termed, appear

in the Firths of T.ay, Eden, and Forth, along the

coasts of Northumberland, at the mouth of the Tees,

along the I lumber, at Bournemouth, the Solway, and

also along the Devonshire, Lancashire, and other

coasts. They are composed of a very compact and

pure peat, enclosing enormous trunks of Oak and Fir,

together with Alder, Hazel, Birch, and other indi-

genous trees ; and, from their great age and compres-

sion under 20 feet or 30 feet of marine clays, may be

looked upon as intermediate between peat and lignite.

Page's Geology in its Kilations to the Arts and Manu-
faelures.

The Cecii, Oak.—In what is called "the flat"

of Petworth Park stands a fine and still flourishing

tree, on which is a plate which tells of its planting in

the beginning of tlie seventeenth century, to com-
memorate the marriage of Algernon, tenth Earl of

Northumberland, and his first wife. Lady Anne Cecil.

Can any reader kindly inform me of any existing Oak
elsewhere, thus planted so long ago in commemoration
of a marriage? F. H. Arnold, L.L.B., in " Hard-
•wiekes Seienee-Gossip,"

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

[The subjoined directions are intended to supply

general information, and must, of coarse, be adapted
to the peculiar circumstances of each locality. Other
departments of the garden will be treated on from

week to week in succession, according to the require-

ments of the season. Special directions for the

management of " The Villa Garden" will be found in

the preceding columns.]

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—The species of /^r(Z«cw«(Z, Ixora,

Ronddetia^ Aphelandra, Erantheviiim^ Hoya^ Taberna:'

montana Jlihiscus, Cyrioceras, ^EschynanihuSf Gar-

deniity with J\/uss(€iida frondosa. Plumbago rosea^ and

the rest of the stove plants not yet potted, may now have

a shift if they need it, but they must not be disturbed

if their roots have not begun to work, as repotting

when the roots are not in an active condition is very

liUcly to cause a plant to get into a bad unhealthy

state. Though the above plants are not tender rooted,

still it is not advisable to shake them out or remove
the soil, as in the case of deciduous subjects, but any
soil, particularly towards the top of the ball, that is

not occupied by roots may be got away. The size of

pot given to each plant must be ruled by the state of

the roots, where they exist in plenty a larger shift will

be necessary than where they are poor and i^"^. In

the case of young plants that it is desirable to push
on as quickly as may be, the shift should be larger

comparatively than for those that are got nearly to

the required size. The soil for potting stove plants

should be quite as warm as the roots, consequently

some days before commencing the work this must
be provided for by putting the peat, sand, &:c.,

where it will get into a proper condition as to

warmth. All peat is preferable to a mixture of peat

and loam for evergreen stove plants. Use a liberal

quantity of sand in the soil, and give plenty of

drainage, as these plants need a good deal of water,

and so of necessity the soil must be such as will allow
it to pass freely away. The quantity of sand added will

be regulated by the amount contained in the peat. Use
the potting stick so as to make the soil firm. Where
good fibrous peat is not easily procurable, not a bad
substitute in part is a sixth or a seventh of flaky rotten

leaves, not too far decomposed. Leaves of hard
texture, such as Oak or Beech, are the best.

Stove Climbers that are planted out are mostly of a
free-growing habit, and the space devoted to their roots

being generally very limited, they are apt to get so

poor as neither to be able to grow or bloom in a

satisfactory manner. To guard against this, each

year 2 or 3 inches of the surface soil, or even
more, if it can be done without disturbing the roots

much, should be removed, and replaced with such as

is new and good.

As soon as the flowering plants are potted, the fine-

leaved subjects should receive the same attention.

Even in the most select collections the following are

worihy of a place;

—

Maranta: Seemauni^ Vcitchiit

LinJeni, Makoyana^ ornata^ fasciata^ roseo-lineaia and
albo-lineata, Alocasia : Lozviif Veitckii^ metallka and
yejiningsii, Anthurium crystallinumj Ficus dmlbata^

Curculigo recwvata variegata^ Pandanus Vander*

vinrschiif and/". Veitchii ; Sphivrogyne latifolia^ with

a {o-ti of the best Crolons and Draturnas^ amongst
wliich are C. majestUum^ C. angustifolium^ C. imdu-
latum, and C. IVeisinanni ; and Draccznas Shep-

hrrdii, Frascri^ amabiltSj and Cooperii. All the

above do well in ordinary peat and sand except the

Alocasias, whose roots rc'iuire a more open material.

The following will be found to answer for tliem well :

—Two parts chopped sphagnum, two parts fibrous peat,

and one part rotten dung in a dry state, such as any
that has been used for mulching a Vine border exposed
to the open air, to which add some broken crocks

and a sprinkling of sand. Alocasia macrorhiza varic-

gaia is still one of the very finest fine-leaved plants,

grown large, either for exhibition or the decoration of

a large house. Many variegated plants, if grown in a
very rich soil, lose their colour, the reverse is the

case with this— it can scarcely be grown too rich ;

two-thirds loam and one-third rotten dung, such as that

from a Mushroom bed, with a fair sprinkling of sand,

will induce it to produce its leaves beautifully varie-

gated. Amongst plants suitable for standing on out-

side tables in the stove, and in positions for which
many of the above would be too large, the

following may be named : — Aralia I'eUchii,

Vrit'sia splendens^ Nidularium Julgeus^ Tillandsia

iessdlala, Bertolonia fnar?norea and tnargarttacea

splendats^ Sonerila tnargaj'iiacea, and Gymnoslachyum
VerschaJfeUii ; they are of easy growth, and succeed
in sandy peat well drained. At/umencs started as

advised some time back will now be in a fit state for

putting into the pots and baskets in which they are

to bloom, except where required for exhibition pur-

poses ; they are much more useful for general decora-

tion grown in comparatively small pots, say S-inch.

They will do in either sandy loam or peat. For the

baskets ordinary galvanised wire is the best, worked
sufficiently close to hold the sphagnum lining required

to prevent the soil coming through ; here, again, unless

for very large houses, small or moderate-sized baskets

look the best. Baskets of this description do not

admit of being drained in the way that pots are, still,

as they are plants that require a good deal of water, a
sprinkling of small crocks in the soil, in addition to

the sand, will be an advantage.

Azaleas i\i^\. have been forced for cut flowers should,

when their blooming is over, be placed in a warm
humid atmosphere, where they will at once commence
to make growth, for the heat they have been subject

to will have naturally excited them ; and if placed in a
cold chilly atmosphere for a time after flowering, as is

sometimes done, the growth is checked, whereby the

health of the plants is injured, their strength very

much impaired, and the disposition to bloom early,

which they acquire through early forcing and suitable

after-treatment, is lost. One of the first things to

observe is to see that they are free from their greatest

enemy, thrips, for if even ever so few of their eggs
have escaped the washings that have been advised
they will now no doubt have come to life with the

heat that has been used to bring the plants into flower.

If any trace of the insects exist wash at once with
tobacco water, as the young soft leaves are in no con-

dition to bear tobacco smoke strong enough to destroy

the pests, which, if killed before they have commenced
to breed, the plants will stand a good chance of being
free from them through the season. If any are suffer-

ing for want of root-room they should be removed to

larger pots at once, or their season's growth will lack
the requisite strength. The old single white varieties

of this flower, which have done long and good service

in supplying winter blooms, will now have to give way
to kinds such as A. Borsig, Peine de Portugal^ and
Narcissiflora^ which the leading flower forcers for the
London trade have found better than the old sorts.

One great advantage in the double varieties is that the

flowers, especially when cut, stand so much longer. T,

BaineSy Southgate^ N.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—The best soil for new borders and replen-

ishing old ones, and which should now be got ready,
is the top spit of a rich pasture, cut to a depth of 4 or

5 inches. If inclined to clay, mix with it a good per-

centage of crushed bones, charcoal, burnt ashes, and
m'^rtar rubbish ; but if light, crushed bones and chalk
oniy. Vegetable mould or farmyard manure should
not be mixed with the soil, but applied as a mulching
to the borders afterwards. In preparing borders keep
in view the fact that Vines require an immense
amount of water, but at the same time are impatient
of stagnant moisture at the roots ; hence drains and
drainage should have first attention. Planting may
be done at any time if the Vines are ready to put in,

but the best season is from April to June. Vines in-

tended for planting at tliat season ought now to be
cut back to three eyes or joints, and placed in a cool
Peach-house or pit to start, and when the new shoots
are 2 or 3 inches long shaken entirely out and planted
in permanent borders. Plants from eyes of this year
are now by many preferred to "cut backs " for per-

manent planting, and now is the time to propagate
for that purpose. If late houses of Grapes are not

yet cleared of fruit they should be forthwith—if the

future well-being of the Vines is studied. Prune and
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dress as directed for the early crops, and let the Vines

have a short season of rest by keeping the

houses as cool as possible. Disbud in the succession

houses, and so soon as the bunches can be seen raise

the temperature 5°, as, if the wood has not been
thoroughly ripened, the probabilities are that many of

the bunches may turn out to belittle else than tendrils,

and a high dry temperature at this stage will greatly

improve the prospects of a crop. Should any Vines
break irregularly, or manifest a disposition to break

at the top only, sling them in a horizontal position till

all the shoots are a couple of inches long. Where the

Grapes are thinned, approaching the stoning period,

examine the inside borders, and if at all dry they

should be well soaked with water, at a temperature

of 80°. Air should be given regularly, less or more,
according to the weather, but avoid cold draughts, or

rust is certain to put in an appearance. Handling,
rubbing with the hair, and sulphuring hot pipes are

frequently accused of doing what nothing but a cold

current of air coming in direct contact with the

young Grapes has caused. Thus far we are having a

heavy rainfall, and early vineries that have outside

borders would be better if covered with shutters,

slates, tiles, or tarpauling—anything to throw off the

rain and prevent the border getting chilly. Look
frequently over Grapes still hanging, as well as those in

rooms, as one mouldy berry soon destroys a whole
bunch. The more equable the temperature the

better they will keep, and, provided frost is just ex-

cluded and the room kept dry, fire-heat should not

be given. W. WildiinUh^

Figs.—The earliest forced Figs in pots, if in bottom
heat, will now require regular attention as to syringing

them and waterings at the root. With increased

sun-heat the ventilation both top and bottom may be

given when the day temperature reaches 70". Tlie

night temperature may still 'range from 55^ to 65°. If

a second batch in pots is required the plants may
be now started, and they will make a succession

to the earliest forced. They should have the same
course of treatment as regards temperature. The
house where the Figs are permanently planted out,

if their forcing commenced in the middle of January,

will now be making growths in the shoots, which
will require pinching at the fifth or sixth joints of

the terminal ones. The trees must be syringed twice

every day in favourable weather, and the air of the

house kept as moist and congenial as possible. Attend
to the tying in of the young shoots to the trellis as

they advance, and thin out where too crowded. \V.

Tillery, IVelbeck.

The Orchard-house.—The season has now
arrived when it is necessary to prune all such trees as

were not pruned in autumn or early winter. On
account of the Peach, the Nectarine^ the Cherry^ and
the Pluvi being so liable to the attacks of aphides

and red spider, &c., it is always advisable to prune

them soon after the leaves fall, and to dress them
immediately with some approved insecticide ; while

it may be as well to defer the pruning of the Apricot

and the Pear until about the present time. But as

soon as this has been done, such trees, if in pots,

should be at once placed in their proper position, or

where they are intended to remain during the season,

or until they have ripened their fruit. This position

should, if possible, be in the lightest part of the

structure, and where a thorough ventilation can be

secured for them at all times, but more particularly

during the period when the trees are in bloom, as

without this necessary condition a crop of Apricots

under glass is exceedingly uncertain. The Apricot^

when in bloom, should be kept dry and free from
drip ; and if this condition can be secured, then little

apprehension need be felt of the blossoms suffer-

ing from the effects of cold winds. The trees are

also fortunate in being, to some extent, exempted
from the attacks of aphis and red spider, so trouble-

some and injurious to most other kinds of fruit trees ;

so that winter dressing and continuous syringing are

not in their|case necessary. Cherry trecSy in pots, should

likewise be placed in as light and airy a position as

possible, as, like the Apricot, there is sometimes a

difficulty in getting them to set their fruit freely under

glass ; and, unlike the Apricot, they have the great

disadvantage of being exceedingly liable to the attacks

of insects, particularly to that of the black or cherry

fly ; so that winter dressing is always advisable in

their case. The Cherry under glass should in most

respects receive treatment similar to the Apricot,

with the exception of its being benefited by a

somewhat heavier soil, which can be secured by

allowing a portion of well-pulverised clay, or what

is known as the runnings of a- clay pit, to form a con-

siderable ingredient in the compost used to form the

border in which they are planted, or of the soil in

which they are potted. All kinds of Cherries appear

to succeed well in orchard-houses, and for the

sake of variety it is advisable to grow a

good many sorts, as nearly all the varieties

are well worthy of cultivation ; the May Duke and

the different varieties of the Blgarrean should, in

any case, be well represented in every collection.

In placing potted trees in their summer position, it is

of importance that the pots should stand perfectly
level ; and if it be desired to confine the roots of the
trees to the pots—which, unless the pots are very full

of roots, it is advisable to do for some time at least

—

let each pot be raised on three bricks. This will

prevent the roots entering the border, and allow the
superfluous water to pass freely away from them. Let
the mulching also be removed from borders where
trees are planted out. The soil of such borders will

generally be found to be somewhat firm and dry, and
therefore in order to allow the water to penetrate
freely into the soil, let the surface be slightly pricked,
and loosened with a fork, to a depth not exceeding
one or^ two inches ; then let a thorough watering at

once be given to the planted-out trees, as well as to

those in pots. In cases where the latter may be found
to be very dry, this watering should be repeated until

the soil becomes thoroughly saturated. Regulate the
ventilation in accordance with the state of the weather,
and when frost is not apprehended the ventilator may
be kept open by night as well as by day. P. Gricz'e,

Culjord^ Bury Si, Edmunds.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Where Peaches and Nectarines have been loosened

from the walls, as before recommended, it will shortly

be necessary to dress the trees with a composition to
prevent blight ; this, applied as late as possible
without injury to the swelling buds, is a great pre-
ventive during the summer growth. The composition
used here, and which is generally sufficient to prevent
all attacks, is I lb. soft soap, 8 oz. sulphur, and
I pint of strong tobacco-water, added to i gallon of
water, and kept gently boiling for twenty minutes, so
as thoroughly to dissolve and mix the ingredients.

When boiled, add as much finely-sifted quicklime and
soot as will bring the mixture to the consistency of
thick paint, in which state, when cool, it should be
applied over young and old wood. The trees should
be nailed in or tied, where wires are used, as
fast as possible after the washing is done, so
that all may be in readiness for covering to

protect the bloom as it begins to open. Cherries^

also, are much benefited if treated in a similar
manner. Morellos in particular are so subject to
attacks of aphis during the season of growth that the
extra time and attention now given are more than
compensated for in preserving the trees in good health
daring the summer. The planting of wall trees to

replace any it is intended to remove should now be
brought to a close as soon as possible. The same also

applies to dwarf trees or bushes. Where grafting is

contemplated scions of the required kinds may now
be taken ofT and the ends placed in the ground in a
shaded situation, so as to retard the action of the sap
in these until the stocks to be grafted have made a
start. If lor young stocks the grafts may be the base
of the last season's shoots, but for older trees headed
down scions of two or three years old wood are

preferable, W. Cox.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The soil in gardens which have been in existence

for a number of years becomes, under proper cul-

tivation and management, friable and workable
within a very short period after the prevalence of
even most adverse conditions ; but even in these and
all other cases it is by no means prudent, for the

sake of advancing such matters as sowing seeds or

planting crops, to proceed with them unless the soil

is in a suitable state for the purpose. The uncer-

tain and variable nature of our climate at this season
often impedes or delays such operations considerably,

and thereby renders prompt action essential under
existing favourable circumstances ; no delay should,

therefore, be permitted in having the plots of ground
in readiness where Onion, Carroty and Parsnip seeds
are to be put in, the sowing of which should not now
necessarily be delayed beyond suitable occasions

for the purpose, which happen generally] in every
establishment. These roots are required in quantity

nearly the whole year, and therefore good breadths
will be required to give a supply. In sowing, drills

are much to be preferred for these and all other
kitchen garden crops to which they can be applied, as

being more economical in labour than otherwise, and
intending to give effect to uniformity and regularity in

crops, which should in every well-managed garden be
of the utmost consideration. In gardens such as those

referred to above, seeds of most kinds require to be
firmly embedded in the soil. In the case of Onions
it cannot well be put in too solid. The ground
should be well trodden down before the drills are

made, and it should be repeated again after the seed
is raked in. Carrots and Parsnips also will do better

when the soil about them is moderately firm. Onion
drills should be 12 inches asunder, and the Early
Horn section of Carrots about the same distance, long
varieties 3 inches more, and Parsnips iS inches apart.

There is no advantage in having plants too thickly

placed. As usual, Brussels Sprouts and Cottagers'

Kale have this season withstood the severity of the

weather better than other kinds of winter Greens.

This practical fact should serve as a guide as to what
may be depended on in this way for another similar
season, and as plants of these varieties cannot be got
too large, the best attention to them is worthily be-
stowed. Make a sowing of these for general require-
ments at any time, if the soil is suitable, in a place
with every advantage of sunshine, air, &c. Sow also
with these other sorts of winter stuff, and Broccoli for
autumn use, and for spring also, where the soil is

poor and exposed, the main sowings for highly culti-

vated places being reserved until April and May.
Leeks should also be sown for the general crop, and a
good row or more of Parsley. To render these seeds
secure from the attacks of birds, they should be
covered with netting, as otherwise a few goldfinches
would be the means of bringing reproach on the seeds-
man's character most unjustifiably. When the plants
are up, dust them occasionally when damp with
wood-ashes, with a slight admixture of soot, to
prevent the attacks of fly. Plantings of Jerusalem
Artichokes, Shallots^ Garlic, Onions^ for scallions and
for seed should be made. Allow the former from
2 to 3 feet between the rows, and iS inches between
the sets, which should be planted the same depth as
Potatos. The growth of these deserves better atten-
tion than is frequently accorded to them, considering
their value as esculents. Autumn-sown Onions and
Lettuce, which have been wintered in seed-beds or
otherwise, should be transplanted into rich soil ; and
sow successional crops of Peas and Broad Beans on
open quarters. Annual plantings of Mint should be
made at about this time into well-enriched soil in a
rather sheltered situation ; by so doing a good supply
can be obtained much earlier than otherwise.

Forcing DErARXMENx.—Keep the lights entirely
off Cauliflower plants in frames whenever the tem-
perature is above the freezing point, and apply the
same treatment to Peas and Beans which at'e sown in
boxes for transplanting. When fine, freely ventilate
early-sown Radishes, Carrots, and Potatos. Sow
Mustard and Cress as often as necessary to maintain a
supply. Pot off singly into 60 pots as soon as they
are ready plants of recently-sown Tomatos, Capsi'
cums, and Celery j or Celery can be pricked out in
frames if preferred. Keep them near the glass in a
house with a temperature of 60" or 65^ Continue to
maintain the supply of Rhubarb^ Seakale, and Aspa-
ragus. Reserve the roots of Rhubarb for transplant-
ing. When the crop is gathered, they should be laid
in for that purpose until they again show indications
of growth. G. T. Miles, IVycombe Abbey.

Answers to Correspondents.
Substitute for Grass in Shady Lawns (Qy. 37,

p. 184) : If " Lux ' will try Spergula piUfera he will
find a substitute for grass. I have found it grow
freely where the roiu.or wonlH not live. T would not
advise planting the same if there are gravel walks
near, for it then becomes a pest on account of its free
seeding properties. IV. S.

Bee-hives : Subscriber. Write to Messrs. Neighbour,
of Regent Street, or Mr. Petitt, of Dover.

BouGAiNViLLEA GLABRA : G. B., ActoM. There is in
existence a bad variety of Bougainvillea, unfortunately
so much like in appearance to the free-flowering glabra
that a comparison of the leaves and young shoots fails

to show any difference. We have known it grown for
years without showing a single flower. It is possible
you may have got this variety

; if such is not the case,
we cannot assign any cause for your plant not bloom-
ing ; for, of all stove plants grown, it is amongst the
very freest. A plant started in heat, from a dry,
dormant state, will, if managed as directed by Mr.
Baines in the Garden Operations, be a complete sheet
of bloom in ten or twelve weeks, according to the
temperature kept up ; and, if allowed to remain in the
stove, it will be again sheeted over with bloom in a
similar length of time. One principal thing to be
observed is, it must never be allowed to want for
water. If allowed to flag whilst in active growth, and
when the blooming shoots are in course of formation,
it will make them stop at the points, either preventing
its blooming, or causing the blooms to come in very
small numbers.

Insects : W. A. C. The Beech blight, Lachnus fagi,

closely allied to the American blight, Lachnus lani-

gera, or Eriosoma aphis. Dress the affected parts
with parafirn or train oil.

Names of Fruits : J. F. C, Apple, Wheeler's Russet.

Names of Plants: 7. S., Warioick, 2, Ilex Aqui-
folium Lawsoniana

; 4, I. A. argentea angustifolia
;

6, I. A. argentea marginata.

—

R. H. G. i, Lastrea
dilatata tanacetifolia

; 2, Lastrea spinulosa—very cha-
racteristic

; 3, L. dilatata micromera. Index Filicum
is published only as far as No. 20, but we believeit
will be resumed shortly.— W. H. i, Selaginella viti-

culosa
; 2, S. Galeottei

; 3, S. erythropus
; 4, S.

Martensii.

Orchard House Trees : F. S. i, Want of a proper
supply of water last autumn is probably the cause of
the blossoms dropping off. The soil in which such
trees grow must always be kept more or less moist,
according to their requirements. 2, The English
edition of Du Breuil's Modern Peach Pruiier.

Peaches on Back Wall of Vinery: A. T, D,
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Vour Peach trees are too far from the glass and the

sun's influence ever to succeed, and the Vines, being
grown overhciid, so shades them that the wood can-

not ripen properly or fruit be produced. Peaches, to

succeed well, must be grown fully exposed to the

direct influence of the sun.

PlNE-APPLI': P.LACIC AT THE CORE : WcUEnd. Yout
statement tliat you are unable to keep the heat up as

you would like in wmter, accounts for the fruit going
black at the core, and rotting.

Potato: John Frvct. The Potato was covered with

the Copper-web fungus (Rhi/.octonium).

I^" Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers who send

Post OtTice Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time, stating that they have
done so.

•jfc*
Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors." and not to any member of the

staiT personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisejncnts,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—James Hunter, Hume & Co.
(Bristol), Seed List for 1S75.—George Yates (29, Little

Underbank, Stockport}, Descriptive Catalogue of

Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—Thos. S. Ware
(Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London), Illus-

trated Catalogue of New and Rare Hardy Perennials.

—^John Harrison (North of England Rose Nurseries,

Darlington), Descriptive Seed Catalogue for 1875.

—

Austin & M 'Asian (16, Buchanan Street, Glasgow),
Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

Garden Implements, &c.— R. B. Matthews (65 and 6-j,

Victoria Street, Belfast), Catalogue of Seed and
Nursery Stock, with Cultural Guide to the Kitchen
and Flower Gardens, the Farm, and the Market
Garden.— Charles Young (Balham Hill, and Upper
Tooting Park, Surrey, S.W. ), Catalogue of Seeds,

General Nursery Stock, Garden Requisites, &c.

—

E. H. Krelage & Son (Haarlem, Holland), Hortus
Krelageanus ; a General Descriptive and Illustrated

Catalogue. —Miller & Sievers (No. 27, Post Street,

San Francisco), General Catalogue of New and Rare
Ornamental and Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Seeds, &c.

—Smith & Simon (36 and 38, Howard Street, St. Enoch
Square, Glasgow), Cultural Guide and Descriptive

Seed Catalogue.—Hovey & Co. (53, North Market
Street, Boston, Mass.), Illustrated Guide and Seed
Catalogue for 1 875.

COMM Received.-B. S. W.—T. W. B.-I. C-
G. C—A. D. T.—D. T. F.—W. T. D.—J. D. H.

_W. B.—J. L. -J. T. B.- H, T.—W. T. (Delepine aiuu).—
C D. S.—J. K.—J. F'.—E. O. M.—A. Bruchmiiller. — Col.

DIED, on Sunday, the 7th inst., at Enfield, Middle-
sex, Benjamin Fielders, aged 82 years.

larhels.

COVENT GARDEN, February 18.

The markets generally are very inactive, the supply of
ordinary produce being ample both for home and pro-
vincial demands. A few inquiries have been made for

first quality Oranges, owing to the non-arrival of any
cargoes from St. Michael's during the last ten days.

Some very fair samples of Easter Beurre from Cahfornia
are offered at prices varying from 4J. to 8j-. per dozen.
Thos, Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market,

Apples, per J4-sieve
Ciiestnuts, per bush, i

Grapes,English, p.lb.— Muscats, do. ..

Lemons, per 100 .

.

Medlars, per doz. •.

I

Melons, each .

.

I

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Oranges, p. 100

j
Pears, p. doz.

;

Pine-apples, p. lb.

i
Walnuts, p. bush.

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr. . each o 3-

Asparagus, English,
per bundle ..12 o-— French, p. bund. 2 o-

Beans, French, p. 100 6 o-

Beet, per doz. . . 10-
Broccoli, p. bundle., o 9-

Brus. Sprts., p. bush. 6 o-

Cabbages, per doz. . . 1 o-

Carrots, p. bundle . . o 6-

Cauliflowers, per doz. 2 o-

Celery, per bundle ..16-
Cucumbers, each ..20-
Endive, per doz. .. i o-

Herbs, per bunch ..02-
Potatos :—^Early Shaws

and Early Dons,

Plants in Pots.

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Lettuces, per doz. .. 16-..
Mushrooms, per pott. 10-20
Onions, young, bun, 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-06
Parsnips, p. doz. . . o 9- i o
Peas, per quart . . 80- .

.

Radishes, per bunch. 02-04— black, Turnip, do. .--06
Seakale, per bundle 16-20
Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
Salsify, per bundle .. 16- ,.

Tomatos, per doz. . . 10-30
Turnips, per bundle. 06-00
Early Myatt s 140.T • Early

per ton.

Azaleas, per dozen.. 30 0-50 o
Begonias, do. .. 6 0-12 o
Eouvardias, do. . . 9 0-18 o

— viridis, per doz.
Epiphyllums, each .

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz, .

Heaths, in var.,doz. 1

Hyacinths, per doz.
Lily of the Valley,

Mign
Myrtles
Pelargoni
per doz.
-- Scarli

Primula
Solanums, do.

do.
dble.,

do.

Cyclamen, 12 blooms
Dculzia.pcr bunch., o 6-

:

Epiphyllums, 12 bl. i o- :

Eucharis, per doz. .. 60-1:
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 1 6- (

French Lilac, p. bun. 3 o-
;

Heliotropes,i2sprays o 6-
;

Hyacinths, per spike o 3- <— Roman, per 12

Lily-of-the-Valley, is

sprays
' Mignonette, 12 bun.
Narcissus, per doz...

Pelargoniums, 12 spr
— Zonal, do.

ula.dbl
single.

Roses, indoor, p. doz,

I

— French, do. ..

Snowdrops, 12 bun.
Spira;a, 12 sprays .

.

' Steplianotis,i2 sprays
Violets, per 12 bun...

SEEDS,
London : Feb. ig.—We have a good reasonable de-

mand for most kinds of farm seeds. Red Clovers, both
home-grown and foreign, move off freely at full prices.

Choice qualities, on account of scarcity, are hardening
in value. Some considerable quantity of Trefoil seed is

now changing hands at a further improvement of £1 per

ton. White Clovers keep steady. But little attention is

now given to Alsike. Advices from FVance describe the

stocks of Italian Rye-grass to be getting low. Perennial

grasses are in fair request at the moderate rates now
current. For Mustard and Rape seed prices keep very

firm. Spring Tares are in brisk request at extreme
values, supplies continuing limited. In Canary seed
there has been less doing. White Millet is readily

placed at enhanced currencies. "John Shaw 6* Sons,

Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, EX.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the market was flat, and

a fresh fall of is, per qr. took place in Wheat, both
English and foreign. The quality was certainly bad.
Barley was almost neglected, and decidedly cheaper,
when reserved for sale. Malt was dull, with a down-
ward tendency. Oats were plentiful, and not easily dis-

posable, even at a reduction of <^d. on the week. Maize
was nominally unchanged in value. Beans were fully

IS. per qr. lower, but Peas were only a little weaker in
some instances. Flour was depressed.—On Wednesday
dulness again characterised trade, and quotations re-

mained weak. Sales were difficult to close in either

Wheat or Barley, even at a further reduction in price.

Malt was almost unsaleable, while the demand for Oats
was small, and principally confined to sound corn.
Maize was offered on rather easier terms, and Beans,
Peas, and flour were cheaper to sell.—Average prices of
Corn for the week ending I'ebruary 13 :

— Wheat,
41J. \\d.\ barley, 445. 5*/.; oats, 29J. td. For the cor-
responding week last year— VVheat, 63^. siY. ; barley,

48i-. 9(/. ; oats, 28^, id.

CA TTLE.

.\t the Metropolitan market on Monday the number
of Deasts was considerably smaller than last week ; trade
was, however, very dull, and prices were not higher.
There was scarcely any difference in the sheep trade

;

our top quotations were with difficulty realised. Calves
were more plentiful, and quotations were lower. Quota-
tions :— Beasts, 4^. to 5J., and st. 8cf. to 6i. d,d. ; sheep,
5J-. 4i/. to SJ-. 8(/., and 6s. nd. to 6s. lod. ; calves, 4,?. Sd.
to 6t. 4d.

;
pigs, 4s. to 5.f. ^d.—On Thursday trade in

beasts was dull, and Monday's prices were not exceeded.
In sheep there was little doing, and it was difiicult to
realise Monday's rates. Though choice calves were
scarce, yet, the demand being limited, there was no ad-
vance in the quotations. Business very dull in milch
cows.

JdAV.

The report from Whitechapel market states that
trade there was dull, and prices somewhat easier. The
arrivals of fodder were fair. Prime Clover sold at from
loos. to 120s. ; inferior ditto, 85f. to 951. ; prime meadow
hay, 90J. to 112s. ; inferior ditto, 55^-. to 75J. ; and
straw, 33-r. to 40s. per load. Cumberland Market prices :

—Superior meadow hay, 1121. to iiBs. ; inferior, 84i'. to
loss. ; superior Clover, 1151. to 126s. ; inferior, 95J. to
105J.

;
and straw, 40s. to 44s. per load.

POTATOS,
From the Borough and Spitalfields^ markets reports

we learn that the arrivals of Potatos to these markets
are good, and the trade dull at the following prices :

—

Flukes, rio.r. to 130-r. perton ; Victorias, nor. to i30i-.
;

Regents, jos. to looj. ; Rocks, 6oj-. to jos.—Last week's
imports into London amounted to 7995 bags and
123 tons from Antwerp; 431 sacks and 734 tons from
Dunkirk

; 141 bags from Harlingen
; 71 tons from

Dahouet
; 26 bags from Ostend ; 112 tons from Rouen

;

6 bags from Rotterdam ; 100 sacks from Boulogne
;

and 534 bags from Ghent.

COALS,
In the market on Monday house coals fell xs. per ton.

The following were the quotations :— Hartleys ; West,
2rj. 9(/. ; Bebside West, 22.r. 31/. ; Carr's, 21s. gd.

;

Hastings, 22J. 31/. ; and West, 2ij-. -^d. ; Weardale
Screened, 17^'. 6d. ; Walls End— Hetton, 23J. 6d.

;

Hetton Lyons, 21s. ^d.
; Hawthorn, 21^. ^d. ; Lamb-

ton, 23T. ; South Hetton, 23J. 6d. ; Tunstall, 21s. ^d.
;

East Hartlepool, 23J. 3./. ; and Tees, 23J. -^d.—On
Wednesday there was a further reduction of is. per ton.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS,
avL-ii liy Mr. 1*i:ttfriu(;r tliis Season, and obl;uned direct

from liini this Season.

ORIIUNALLY SENT OUT EY

^dAAlAjd

Mr. Betteridge's New Asters,
DUKE of EDINliUROH. UUCHESS of EDINBURGH,

l.MPROVED 0.\ONI,\N, &i.

In consequence of a statement in the Seed Cata-
logue of a Provincial House, that "the raiser has
again consigned to us his entire Stock " of the above
new Asters, and which statement being totally
unfounded in fact, Messrs. CARTER consider It

necessary to publish the following letter received
from Mr. Betterldge, the raiser of these celebrated
Asters:—

• Tub Common Hill, Cinri in.; Nokto.n,
"Messrs. Ja.mes C.tRTEK & Co., " Fantary, 1S7S.

" Gentlemen,—In .tccordance with your esteemed order I

have sent you the bulk of Seed of my ' Betteridge's Aster.'
including the new and beautiful crimson colour with pale
3 ord petals and h'ch I pre ume '

tl e one sent out and
named by you th s year Duke of Co naught 1 h s I cons der
t e y super or var ety —I am ^c

(S d) J L 1

fo the first

• V d cr mso 1

10 t br U ant

with pure white

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT (ofe ed tb s sea 01

e b — J I face s of a pu e
I V h r 1 d pc als O e of the

1 I d Pe pa kct 6/
IMPROVED OXONIAN I pu pie h pu

Kr iM.Acl. i.v

DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH, ri

eye. Per packet, \s. 6d.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH, bright rose with pure white eye,
Per packet, is. 6d.

Eighteen splendid varieties. Betteridge's E.\hibition Aster. The
collection, y. 6J.

Twelve splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster. The
collection. 2i-. 6,1.

CAUTION.
Each packet of these Asters is impressed with our Trade

Mark, without which r
--

NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(lutlh DarL Loloiitcd Foln^c) pir patUl is. id.
K eedlmg^arletvcf thatt\peofdtt-irf NjMurlmmoriginated

b\ us VIZ the dirk folnged or King of Tom I humb section
the popuKntj of which is nou uni\ ersal—from the fact of their
1 ri:tht colours contrasted with dark foliage compjct habit, and
duration of bloom rendering them quite equal in effect to
bedding C eraniums 1 he colour of the new vinety now offered
IS quite unique and distinct—pure pink shaded with carmine—
and forms an effective contrast with the varieties already in

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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AZALEA INDICA — VAN HOUTTE'S
SEEDLINGS, in fine bushy heads, full of buds, from

8 inches to i foot in diameter :

—

TOHN GOULD VEITCH, S to lo inches, 4cKr.

"SIGISMUND RUCKER, lo inches, sos.

PRINCESS LOUISE, lo inches, soj.

DAPHNE, from ii to 13 inches, j2J.

BARONNE DE VRIESE, from 11 to 13 inches, 12s.

COMTESSE DE BEAUFORT, from 11 to. 3 inches, i=s.

MARQUIS of LORNE, from 11 to 13 inches, 12s.

LOUISE DE KERCHOVE,
GEORGE LODDIGES, 10 inches, 12s

f.-g- A %vhole set. £7.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS—
In bud, per do;;en, i6s.

In bnd, per 25 varieties, 32J.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS—
[n fine varieties, from three to eight buds, 2^. 6ii. to 30s. per

dozen : in twenty-five varieties, £3.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABMSHED ,840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN IMANURE, for sprins sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H AT E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Li.mited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/m;Vot«;<—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Dtnctor—JA.M'E.S ODAMS.
S7ib-Manager a,id Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western CotjNTiES Branch—Queen Street, E.xeter.

Particulars will be for\varded on application to the Secretary',
or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 1855)

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT. CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

/^ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
V^ many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red
Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, iJ'., 3s., and 105. 6cf.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, the largest
Importers of Russia Mats in London, are now prepared

to quote prices for new ARCHANGEL MATS, to arrive in

July or August next, to the Wholesale Houses only.

Agents in Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. looi. : PETERS-
l^URG, 60s. and Soj. ; superior close Mat, 45^., 501S., and 555. ;

PACKING JNI.ATS. 20,v., 30s., and 35J. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low pritxs, at

J. BLACKBURN .ind SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
W.arehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Bussia Mats.
BLACKBURN and SONS,

Importers of Mats in London, have, i

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed the

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

EUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the chcipest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. 'ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London. E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James

Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCH-
ANGEL .and all kinds of ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
RAFFIA FIBRE, &c. Tanned GARDEN NETTTNG,
Tarred TWINES, TIFFANY, Sc, always in stock.

N.B.—Special terms for large buyers.

the only
consequenc

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised .by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa-xton, and the
late Professor Lindlev. S:c., &c.

INIADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, t.s. 41/. per yard.
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—

2 yards wide . . . . 15. lo^f, per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3^. itx/. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London,

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

SELECTED CONIFERS
EVERGREENS, VERY CHEAP.

YEW, English

YEW, English

YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA
YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE
BIOTA COMPACTA
BIOTA COMPACTA
CHINESE JUNIPER
CHINESE JUNIPER
CHINESE JUNIPER
LAUREL, Colchic ...

LAUREL, Colchic ...•

LAUREL, Portugal...

PICEA, Nordmanniana
PICEA, Pinsapo

Per dozen

to 2i feet . £1 10
to 5 feet ... 2 2 o

to 6 feet ... 3 o o

to 6 feet ... I 40
to 7 feet ... I 10 o

to S feet ... I 16 o

to 4 feet ... o 4

to 5 feet ... o 6

to 2 feet . . . o 5

to 5 feet ... 3 o

to 8 feet ... 6 o

to 2^ feet ... o 9

to 3 feet , , . o 15

to 2 feet ... o iS

to 2i feet ... I 4

Per 100-

£7 10 °

12 10

I 10

3 10

4 10

5 °

7 10

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES,

ALMOND,
ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA,
DOUBLE SCARLET THORN,
ELM, ELEGANTISSIMA,
PURPLE BEECH,
SILVER VARIEG.ATED CORNUS,

The most beautiful for Grouping', 24s.

SILVER-LEAVED POPLAR,
SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUT,
SCARLET MOUNTAIN ASH,
TULIP TREE,
VARIEGATED MAHALEB,
WEEPING SILVER BIRCH.

COLLECTION of TWELVE of the

HARDY CREEPERS and
AKEBIA OUINATA,
BERBERIDOPStS CORALLINA,
BIGNONIA GRANDIFLORA,
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI,
CEANOTHUS VEITCHII,
CYDONIA JAPONICA,

MOST DISTINCT and BEAUTIFUL

WALL SHRUBS for 15s.

ESCALLONIA MACRANTHA,
JASMINUM REVOLUTUM,
JASMINUM OFFICINALE,
LONICERA AUREO-RETICULATA,
MAGNOLIA CRANDIFLORA,
PASSIFLORA COLVILLII.

COLLECTION of TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE and ORNAMENTAL IVIES,

The most useful of all Evergreens for Walls, Trellises, &c., 12s.

ROSES.
THE NEW ROSES of 1875, that are most highly recommended, price 30s. per dozen,

or Twenty-four Varieties for 60s.

8o,ooo TEA SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots.

STANDARD, DWARF, and CLIMBING ROSES, in great variety.

Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS and ALPINE FLOWERING PLANTS,
Give no trouble, and are perinanent in adorning Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

3o,y. per loo varieties.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
The Choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden, 21^., Carriage paid.

J^or Particulars see Lists.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LISTS OF ALL KINDS OF NURSERY AND SEED
STOCK ON APPLICATION.

RICHARD SMITH,
NURSEEYMAN AND SEED MEECHANT,

WORCESTER.
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SGovemment Emigration.
YDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—

Assisted Passages are provitlcd for Married Couples not
exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding Ihirty-five years of age,
being FARMERS. MECHANICS. MINERS. LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

AS icw.: one year and under twelve, /a 15^.
For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-

General, 1, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Eaklev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. 6tf. per bottle— ia-, id*/, per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO.. Norwich.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-
nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of
water. Price per quart, condensed, 6s.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

Important Testimonials on application.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—Tobacco-paper,
Powder, Insecticides, Raffia, Labels, Tools, BoU(]uet-

papers, and Fancy Goods of every description, at lowest prices.
POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Hush

Lane. Cannon Street, E.G.
N.B.—P. & Co.'s new Priced LIST is now ready. A copy

will be sent, post free, on receipt of Trade Card.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to
JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, ag, 0.\ford

Street, Manchester.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to
ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,Wandsworth

Common. S.W.

Inaestructlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application
: also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. S:c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

ji, Cornhill. London. E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

DENNIS' BOILERS.—For Sale, a No. I

and a No. 2 of the above, nearly nc\v, having been removed

London, E.G.. where they may be viewed.

GREENHOUSE, Span, for SATE, quite
new : size 22 ft^^-t Kv --, 6'.i^ca and painted, all com-

p'V. r-'cei35.
J. M.. 3, Alexandra Terrace, Black Lion Lane, Hammer-

smith, W.

s
To Growers of Vines and Fruit In Pots.

TRONG DURABLE POTS for the above
purpose can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pnllory, Weston-super-Mare.

PRICF, l.l.sr free.

BoBber's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
arc made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited . ..u , . ^..o^.,.;^
for KITCHEN GAR- S-ry^S-^^^
DENS, as they harbour no y-gg^
little

take up
put

"grown " Edgings,

further _
labour or expense, as do ' ^

..... . itly being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior tinish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEV'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAN D, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, ^gA, King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONF. .Ic . from DECAY, at a very
mfl;..s cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

WANTED, a part, or the whole, of 850 feet
of SECOND-HAND CLOSE OAK FENCINt;,

5 feet high, in good condition. Apply, stating price, to

H. B., Post Office, Bromley, Kent.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

SiMrLH, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, i<, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W,, Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

J. G. SMEATON Sl CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-n^ATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, ifc,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Plans and Estimatesfor every Description of Horticultural

Structure, Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom,

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

TRIAL OF HOT-WATER BOILERS.

Winter is the Season to Test the Efficiency oj

a Hot-Water Apparatus,

At the Pine-Apple Nursery the Hot-Water

Apparatus, on the " One Boiler System," is

allowed to be the most perfect of any in the

World. The Hothouses are equal to 3000 feet

in length, and the Winter Garden Conservatory

is 100 feet by 100 feet. The Hot Water

circulates through 12,700 feet of Cast Iron Pipe.

Gardeners are most respectfully invited to

Visit and Inspect the whole,

THE

PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, MAIDA VALK, EDGWARE ROAD,

ST. JOHN'S WOOD, W.

PRINCE'S ROSES
ON CULTIVATED

SEEDLING BRIAR.
George Prince offers the undermentioned

and Garden varieties of DWARF ROSES, in

package included :

—

Twenty-five finest Exhibition

SPLENDID PLANTS, for SJJ-.,

ANNIE WOOD,
BARON HAUSMANN,
COUNTESS of OXFORD,
DEVIENNE LAMY,

DR. ANDR6,
CAMILLE BERNARDIN,
DUPUY JAMAIN,
EMILIE HAUSBERG,

ELIZA BOELLE,

ETIENNE LEVET,

LA FRANCE,

EXPOSITION DE ERIE,

MAURICE BERNARDIN,
MAD. LAURENT,
MDLLE. E. VERDIER,
MAD. C. CRAPELET,

MARIE BAUMANN,
MARIE RADY.
MAR. CASTELLANE,
MONS. NOMAN,
MONS. WOOLFIELD,
MONS. PAUL NERON,
REINE BLANCHE,
VICTOR VERDIER,
MARfiCHAL NIEL.

Also the following Twelve newer vars. for 25s., package included !—

AUGUSTE RIGOTARD,
CLAUDE LEVET,
DUCHESS ofEDINBURGH (Bennet),

ETIENNE DUPUY (Levet),

ETIENNE LEVET,
LE HAVRE.

MADAME LACHARME,
MADAME GEO. SCHWARTZ,
ANTON lA DECARLl (Tea),

THOMAS MILLS,
ANNA OLIVIER (Tea),

MARECHAL NIEL.

14, MARKET STBEET, OXFOBD,
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BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & co.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials
used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or
Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Peach
Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS -GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.

which these handy articles may be applied. Free by Post.

or slide loose ^lass every time it is necessary to attend to the
' '

'"

' "^
"nstantly remove a completeTwor

Now Ready, our NEW LIST of PRICES, cent in ng full description and a number of Woodcuts clearly showing the uses to

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIES.—Instead of having to remove
plants, we attach the glazed lights (zi-oz,) with hinges to the frame of each light, thereby doing away with continual breakage of gl;

length, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; thus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to Build on Brick Walls, for use as Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,
and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. Far superior to anything 0/ the kindyet offered.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Gardeners' Chronicle, February 6, 1873. Gardeners' Magazine, May 25, 1872.

The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners, and if Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be
be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst amateurs, it employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

t ignorant of their great

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages

by W. S. Boulton & Co.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

x\ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed with. 21-ounce.

unquestionably that manufactured giving air. The gl;

ready for

The Garden.
provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and
firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
theyare received, &c.

Cash Prices, carriage paid to any station in England
when orders amount to 6oj. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light . . _^i 17 6
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights

2Q feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights

Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

to our Works, Cash or reference respectfully requested with
of all first orders.

4 17
6 7
7 17

COWAN'S COMPENSATIMG SYSTEM O F HEATING.

WAUCHOPE & COWAN'S NEW AND ECONOMICAL
SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, having recently been offered a valuable Patent

for the Manufacture of Gas, to be worked in combination with their Patents for Heating Horticultural and
" ' ' other Buildings, have found it necessary, so as to acquire and work such Patent, to

form a new Company with larger powers ; the old Company having been incorporated

for the purpose of dealing with the Heating Patents only.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, will, therefore, be

wound up and dissolved, and a new Company, called " The Cowan Patents

Company, Limited," has been formed, and has taken over the entire business of the

old Company. From this date the new Company will carry on the business of the

old Company, with the addition of the New System of Making Gas—full particulars

of which, with Illustrations, can be had on application.

Contracts entered into by the old Company will be carried out by the new one,

and all its responsibilities fulfilled. _

The Directors of the new Company have thought it advisable to change the

Offices from Lothbury to 21, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W., where all

communications should in future be addressed, and where full information concerning

_ their Patent Systems of Heating and Gas Making can be obtained.

SPECIAIi MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

All Communications in future to be addressed

—

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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CONSERVATORY FLOWER STANDS. NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEKD BEDS, RIPE STRAWHERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Bliglit, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide T,d- per yard, or too yards, losr,

4 yards wide, 6(/. per yard, or 50 yards, 20^.

NEW TANNED NETTING,suited for anyof the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, i^. per yard

:
^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, ij. bd. per yard.

TIFFANY, bs. 6cl. and ^s. bd, per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STAND.S, B..\SKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. Sec Illuslrated CA TALOGUE of Designs.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Duty Free, under Permission of the

Hon. Board of Customs.

THE " LONDON " TOBACCO POWDEB.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.

TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES, SHAD THAMES.

LONDON, S.E.

Labels—Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 35. dd. per 1000, or 301. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,

45. per lOon. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 35. per 1000 for

10.000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free m London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works. Boston.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

METALLIC

Beg to inform their numerous Patrons and the Public generally, that since the recent disastrous fire they have
erected new, more extensive, and commodious works, titled with the best steam-power machinery, for the construction of

Horticultural Buildings in wood or iron, plain or ornamental, of any required dimensions. T. G. Messenger ^ Co.
are now, therefore, in a position, from their great facilities and experience, to carry out with dispatch and in the best

manner, at moderate cost, the orders with which they may be entrusted. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's Patent

principles are, owing to mechanical arranaA.T,=r,.c. ,.o,y ot™™^, muse cruralde, light, elegant; fer/ect efficiency iot

purpose intendpH ic^«-«-«.A.v-,t', aie economical in cost and maintenance. Hot-water engineering in all its branches.
Messenger's Patent Hot-water Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many
thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.
Plans and Estimatesforwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans ofArchitects and others carried out.

A richly Illustrated CATALOGUE forwarded Post Free on receipt of 33 Stamps.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

R.\ISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of vatious shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer: J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self acting Apparatus which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance without cost for labour or motne power where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments Farm Buildings Railway Stations &c.
'

No. 37.

No. 63.

DEIiP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
PORTABLEJRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

[Gardei

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 393. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

No. n6a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49«. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54,7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction,

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS.
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c,, &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, cScC, FOR

TRAINING FRUIT TREES^

1 application to

CO., 90, Cannon Street, E,C.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agrictiltural Societies,

it forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, "Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M.&Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —
1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.

Superior Qoalit\ Gau ^nised after M ide
NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays

3 feet long : 6 inches wiuc ; o inci:

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included wi

"

6 inches high.

:h dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
Prices of Materials.

_. , . , „ . ,. Per dozen—5. (/,

Galvanised Raidisseurs for tightening the wires (one
required for each line of wire) o

Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts {two required for each
line of Wire) 20

Galvanised Wall Eyes
''.

",,
I. a (,

Galvanised Wire, 21., 2j. 6rf., and 31. per 100 yards.
Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and

Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 205. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS

28s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON. W.
Illustrated and Priced Catalogues of every description of

Horticultural Wirework on application.

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HEN eTy OB^ son
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON,

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRI.\RS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

Seep. 666, xZj\^Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or e.xcellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application

; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.
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J O N E S'S

DOUBLE L" SADDLE BOILER.

This boiler, which has now had a good trial, presents advantages that other boilers do not
possess. Instead of a large portion of the heat being absorbed by the bricliwork setting, or passing
direct up the chimney, before the heated particles emitted from the fuel in process of combustion
have properly done their work, as is the case with many other boilers at present in use, this

boiler, by its peculiar, yet simple, construction, as well as by a judicious arrangement of flues,

obtains the full amount of heat from the fuel before the products of combustion pass into the
chimney. Compared with the old Saddle and other boilers, it is computed that it will do nearly
twice the amount of work with the same amount of fuel. The cost of setting is less, as is also the
space occupied, and the boiler being made in wrought instead of cast iron, thereby avoiding its

liability to crack, renders it one of the best boilers yet brought out.

For the rapidity with which heat can be got up in one or any number of houses it is unsur-
passed, and the following extracts from Testimonials received from persons accustomed to the use
of hot-water apparatus will prove that the expectations raised for this boiler have been fully

realised.

J. Jones & Sons beg to state, in conclusion, that they are prepared to send to any part of

the country, at a moderate charge, to take particulars and prepare plans and estimates for hot-

water work of every description ; or they will, on receipt of full particulars by post, send
estimates, &c., free of charge.

The Patent " Double L " Saddle Boiler is made in sizes to heat from 300 to 10,000 feet of
piping, and can only be obtained from the Patentees.

All communications respecting prices of boilers, &c., should be addressed

—

J. JONES AND SONS, Hot-Water Engineers,

6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW TESTIMONIALS
IN FAVOUR OF

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE BOILER.
From Mr. J. AlTKll icr to W. Stuart, Esq.

. Watford, yune 5, 1873.
*' Concerning the working of your Patent ' Double L ' Saddle

Boiler, I have only to say that it gives entire satisfaction, and,

although a small one, it heated the 70a feet of 4-inch piping

nearly all the winter. I had seldom to use the other Boiler that

is attached to the pipes: it also requires a considerable deal less

fuel than the old Saddle, which is of some importance at the

present price of coal ; it also heats much quicker than any Boiler

I ever had to superintend."

Frof/i Mr. J. W. Abrahams, Gardener to N. M. Forbes, Esq.

"TiLBURSTOW Lodge, Godstone, December -^q, 1871.
*'

I have proved your ' Double L' Saddle Boiler, and find it

everything that could be needed. I am of opinion that the

Boiler is '

'
'

'

s much more Pipin;_

is the kind of Boiler I should

Gardeners for Forcing Houses, as you ca

heat and a regular heat ; in fact, I believi

Boiler I ever had to deal with."

nd to

ExtractJrom Second Tesiii alfr,

May 29, 1873.
the apparatus in the

ell. and give whate
I require—from 80° to 90° day or night—with very little trouble

From Mr. R. Willmott, Gardener to C. Doridante, Esq.

"The Gardens, Aldershot Park, May 26, 1873.

"The ' Double L' Saddle Boiler and Apparatus erected by
you has given me great satisfaction, as it does its work quickly

and economically, and requires very little attention. I consider

it a great improvement on the old Saddle Boiler ; in fact, I

prefer it to any other boiler we have."

Front Mr. J. Sims, Gardener,
*' BoviNCDON HoL'SE, Hemsl Hempstead, December 18, 1871.

*'
I have given your ' Double L ' Saddle Boiler a fair trial

From Mr. Charles Voung.
" Ni'RSERiES. Balham Hill, S.W., May 29, 1873."Havmg given your Patent 'Double L' Boilers a fair trial

at my Nurseries, I beg to say they are most satisfactory. I con-
A-itho

the ]

boilers I have 1

From Mr. R. Thompson, Garde)ier to H. Crawshay, Esq.
" Langland Bay, near Swansea, Ju/te 5, 1873.

Your Double L ' Saddle Boiler I like very much. I have
worked it regularly iince it was fi.\ed, and I find it to be a very
powerful, and, at the same time, an economical Boiler. I am
also pleased with the manner in which the pipes are fixed, and
their working throughout. The stops could not possibly be
better. This I consider a good point, as it enables the person in
charge to regulate the heat as he pleases."

Fro}n Mr. I'Anson, Gardener to the Rev. G. H. Devonport.
" FoXLEV, near Hereford. 7«/«r 4, 1873" I have given your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler a fair trial,

and It gives every satisfaction. It is the quickest heating boiler
1 have had under my charge, and burns the least fuel."

From Mr. H. Brooks, Gardener to ]. T. Belk, Esq.

_
"The Park, Middlesboro". May 28. 1873.

I have given your 'Double L' Saddle Boiler a fair trial,
ve every satisfaction. It acts admirably
of fuel, which IS a great point at the pre-

of fuel. I consider it the best I have used, and the

and have found it 1

'the eathei have had,
economical than the old Saddle,

of work with about half the
to its Deing a great deal

and will do the same
quantity of fuel."

From Mr. D. Robertson, Gardener to Rev. Dr. Ainger.
" Whitton Tower, Rothdurv, yune 3, 1873.

" Your ' Double L '* Saddle Boiler is giving great satisfactio:

We have had a severe winter, the houses are old, and cons
quently very open, and yet it has kept them at the proper ten

perature from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m., which would be very hard c

any other boiler that I am acquainted with, considering the size

most economical.

From Mr. J. McCullum, Gardener to J. W. Hallewell, Esq.
" Stratford Court, Stroud, May 30, 1873.

^
" I have thoroughly tested the efficiency of your Patent
Double L' Boiler, and I am so satisfied with its heating powers

that I can recommend it with confidence. When properly
managed I find it one of the most economical Boilers I ever

From Mr. W. Bzkqii, Gardener to Sir J. W. Hartopp.
" KiN^GSwooD Warren, Epsom, May 30, 187 >.

' The two ' Double L' Saddle Boilers you put in here foi the
Hot-water Apparatus are working very satisfactorily."

From Mr. S. Pettit, Gardener to F. Sartoris, Esq.

A/ay 29, 1873."Rushden Hall, H
Your 'Double L ' Saddle Boiler ha „
winter, and does its work first-class, with comparatirely

little fuel, considering the work it has to do.'

J. JONES & SONS,
HOT WATER ENGINEERS,

6, BANKSIDE, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

WH. LASCELLES, Horticultural
• BuiLDEii, Finsbury Steam JoiiK-ry Works,

121, liunhill Row, London, E C.

Estimates given ^ ir-'-
CONSERVATORIES ol Al UnJa,

.

Established 1856.

KEEP OUT THE FROSTi
'ILLIAM H. HONEY'S

PORTABLE

VAPORISING STOVES,

w
1 o Burn Kerosene or any mineral oil.

They will burn for twenty-four hours
a cost of one penny for three hours.
Ihey require no attention beyond
plenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses, conserva-
ries, halls, bed-rooms, &c.
They will not injure the most tender

exotics, nor are they in any way
injurious to the health.

Prices, in block tin, 30J. ; in copper,
SOS Copper, with glass, to give light
and heat, 55J. Either will be sent on
ri,..eipt of Post-office Order.

To be seen in operation at

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET, W.

Catalogue free. No agents appointed.

S T E V E W S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountains,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical conibination of Vinery]

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHLRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1805 by Fn I. r,....j^j,^^^ E RoDlGAS, and H. J. Van

the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Go

Professi

lent at Ghent. Post paid i

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

TTlLORAof INDIA. By Dr. HOOKER, C.B..
J- Pres. R.S. Part 3 ; los. 6,/,

ORCHIDS, and How to Grow them in India
and other Tropical Climates. By Samuel Jen.vings

F. L. S, , F. R. H. S. , late Vice-President of the Agri- Horticultural
Society of India. Complete in one volume, royal 4to, with
forty eight beautifully-coloured plates, cloth, gilt edges, 6^s.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Figures and
Descriptions of New and Rare Plants. By Dr. Hooker

C.B., Pres. R.S. Monthly, with six coloured plates, 3^. 6^'
Re-issue of the third series, in monthly volumes, 42^. each; to
subscribers for the entire series, 363-. each.

T^LORAL magazine. New Serie.<^,
-*- enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the
choicest New Flowers for the Garden, Stove, or Conservatory
By W. G. Smith, F.L.S. Monthly, with four beautifully
coloured plates, 35. 6tf.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, CoventGarden.W.C.

LORAL PLATES,
PORTRAITS, in great variety,

IS. each. Lists of 700 %

or FLOWER
)eautifully coloured, 6.if

BOTANICAL PLATES, or PLANT
PORTRAITS, in great variety, beautifully coloured, &/.

and IS. each. List of 2000 one stamp.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head line charged as two.

; Lines . . ..^086

jid two shillings for every additional five lines.

t across columns, the lowest charge will be ya.
Page ^900
Half Page 500

Advertisements for the current week must reach iJie Office
by Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.

Now ready, price xs., free by post u. "z^d.

THE RURAL ALMANAC and SPORTS-
MAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 1875, con-

taining seventeen full-page Illustrations. The Letterpress
consists of List of Hounds, their Masters, Whips, Kennels, &c.
—Yachts and their Stations, Commodores, Vice-Commodores,
Secretaries, &c., with the Winning Yachts for the Year 1874—
Epitome of Acts of Parliament Passed, relating to Country
Gentlemen—And a vast Amount of Information relating to the
Farm, Hunting, Country House, Garden, Natural History, and
other matters.

London : Field Office, 346, Strand, London, W.C.

HE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Austrahan Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, Ofd. ; Stamped, $d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London ,,.. Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. PorteousS Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Second Edition, Fries 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly
Dispatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

Tloyd-s, Jan. 17, 1875.

" It is a very cheap tbreepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."
—The Field, Jan. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize animals."

—

Gloucestershire
Chronicle.

"This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily use."

—

Farmer's Herald.

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races. &c., space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto
almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the * Agricultural Gazette.' "

—

Bath Exp^ress.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-
ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly
taken trom photographs."

—

Dewsbnry Chronicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and
the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the
notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are nume-
rous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which
forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."

—

Grantham Journal.

" To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-
hood ' The Agricultural Gazette Almanac ' for i373, price

sd., will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of intormation,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-
nected with the portion of the community which it is intended
to serve."—Hatifax cuarcn^r,.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome; as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, is to be
commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must
recommend itself to every agriculturist. "— IVesterii Daily
Mercury,

I alir :for 1

of
valuable feature in the

" Though it is rather late to bi

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which'

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The ill

prize cattle, implements, &c.,
Almanac."

—

Prescot Reporter.

" Considering the valuable information for the farmer and
stock breeder to be found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
' Cricket in the Counties in 1S74,' and alphabetical lists of the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably
illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.

—

East Anglian
Daily Times.

" It contains a mass of information which will be found ex-

ceedingly useful to all who are engaged in agricultural pursuits.

In addition to this there is a capital portrait of H.R,H. the

Prince of Wales, and several other engravings." — Glo'ster

Mercury.

" It is a wonderfully good threepennyworth, containing, as it

does, in addition to tlie calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, son e of the beautiful portraits of stock which have
appeared in the columns of our contemporary within the last

year and a- half. Among others, there are portraits, from photo-

graphs, of Telemachus, loth Duchess of Geneva. Nectarine

Bud, and the Prince of Wales" Champion Shorthorn Heifer—
among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait of a Jersey
cow, There are also illustrations descriptive of noteworthy
American ' wxinkles ' for farmers."— iVi^rzt'/V// Mercury.

" It cor.tains much interesting matter for the farmer, who
may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion. Ar may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely

farming interest, such as rotation of crops, manures, and imple-

ments. These are worth consulting, the advice they contain

being sound and practical."

—

Land and Water.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

HHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. February 20,

Contains

—

lEGiNAL Articles on the Work of the Farm—Parasitic Dls-

eases of Stock ; Where to Keep Fowls ?—Sir John Lubbock
on Bee Intelligence—On Rations—Agricultural Machinery
(Illustrated)— Cheese-making in Factories— Agricultura

Statistics for 1S74—Land Tenancy Bill — Proceedings in

Pariiament—The. Waterloo Cup — Parish Officers—Condi-
tion of Stables—Common Law for Farmers—What is a
Shorthorn ?—Shorthorns at Hall Santon and at Singleton

Park-Dorset Horns (Illustrated)—Farming on the Peak—
AUnutt's Wheat Diagram, &c.

. For Cor ENCE on Tucker's Feeding
Pails—Tenant Right—Cobbett's 1000-fold acclimated Indian
Corn—Iron-wheel Hurdles versus Bush Fences—The
Purchase Hire System—Field Cattle Sheds—Bariey
Growing—Thritt among Workmen—Straw in Cattle Feed-
ing—Major Hallett's Pedigree Cereals—Canadian Lum-
bermen, &c.

The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—Beekeeper—Notices
Books—Garden of the Farm—Forestry—The Weather-
Reports of Markets—Miscellaneous, &c.

Price ^d. ; po3t free, A^A^- Published by William Richards,

.t the Office. 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants.

Illustrated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo,
cloth, price 255'., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

Extract from the Author's Preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity

of plants of no known importance to man, various useful species
employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of
domestic a:conomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or
which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,
where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the Vegetable
Kiiigdom of the author, with the sequence of matter departed
from in a few instances, when it was believed that the conveni-
ence of younger students would be consulted by doing so. The
author trusts that this selection will be found to have been made
in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably extensive
means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic Gardens,
may furnish the larger part of the species which are mentioned.
A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a greater
work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of pur-
chasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

CO., Bouverie

PAKTJNi:-i^3iiii>_nwin2; to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Wurscij- d„.: .....

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, q8, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, who
must be thoroughly trustworthy, and experienced in

every branch of his profession, especially in the production of
good Grapes, Wall and other Fruits, and Flowers. Good refer-

ences required.— Apply, stating age, experience, and wages
expected, to ALEXANDER BLAKE, 9, Norfolk Terrace,
Fulham. S.W.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical WORK-
ING HEAD GARDENER, where an Under Gardener

and a Boy are also kept ; must be well up in all kinds of Kitchen

,

Flower, and Greenhouse Work, and some knowledge of Stock
desirable. Unimpeachable character indispensable. A total

abstainer preferred. Also Wife to take Charge of the Laundry.
Wages for the two 30J. . in addition to a cottage and gas.

—

Address by letter, in the first instance, CHARLES DICKENS,
Gadshill Place, Rochester, Kent.

WANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER, without children, thoroughly experienced,

competent in the Management of Conservatory and Vines, and
ordinary work. Must have a knowledge of Land and Stock.
Wife should be able to Manage Poultry, Unexceptionable refe- -

ences from the last and previous places must accompany appli-

cation. Good cottage, and one guinea per week.—MALCOLM
SMITH, Esq.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, a good WORKING GA.R-
DENER, for a Single-handed Place (assistance is given

in the rough work). He must understand thoroughly the
Growing of Cucumbers, Melons, &c., and Forcing generally.-

Address, with full particulars, ALFRED ELTON, Shenstoiic

Lodge, Bedford.

WANTED, an experienced GARDENER,
to Grow Grapes, Flowers, and Vegetables. Highest

references required, and liberal wages given to athorouglily
competent Man.—R. H. FREMLIN, Wateringbury, near
Maidstone.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE—the former
as Gardener, the latter as Laundress. Cottage, with

every convenience for laundry-work found, but nothing else.

—

Apply, by letter, stating wages required, to Dr. ARMSTRONG,
Bracknell, Berks.

WANTED, a WORKING GENERAL
NURSERY FOREMAN, in a small Nursery. Must

be a good Budder and Grafter, steady and industrious.— State

age, qualifications, references, wages, &c., to C. MACLAIRN
Norfolk Nursery, East Dereham, Norfolk.
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WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN
acquainted with the general routine of In and Outdoor

Nursery Work. Must have good references as to character and
abihty.—Apply, with terms, &c., to WM. ABRAHAM, Fort
Prospect Nursery, Limerick.

WANTED, a MAN, who can Propagate
and Grow Clematis for Exhibition—he would have the

charge of a unique collection. The position would be perma-
nent. He would have the honour of bringing out a valuable
lot of new ones, and he would be required in about three weeks.
—State, at once, wages, age. and references, to CHARLES
NOBLE, Bagshot. Surrey.

Propagator.

DO W N I E AND LAIRD, West Coatcs
Nurseries, Edinburgh, are open to ENGAGE a good

PROPAGATOR of Soft and Hard-wooded Plants.—State age,
salary, and references.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK: must
write well, and be quick at Accounts.—Apply, staling

terms, &c. , to CRANSTON and MAVOS, Nurseries. King's
Acre, near Hereford.

WANTED, a good active married MAN,
without family, for the Kitchen Garden. Good refer-

ence required. ^Wages, with cottage, &c., on application to the
HEAD GARDENER. Warnham Court. Horsham, Sussex.

WANTED, a YOUTH, for the Seed Trade,
ill London.— If not been out before, must give the first

three mnnlhsof his services.—Apply to H.., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

To Bouqnetlsts, &0.

WANTED, SEVERAL young LADIES, in
a West-End Florists' Est.iblishment. Must be First-

class Hands, and accustomed to the Cut Flower Trade. —
Messrs. GREEN and CO., 8, Victoria Buildings, Victoria
Street, Belgravia, W.

WANTED, a BOY of fourteen or fifteen, to
live in the House, Assist Indoors, and Work in the

Garden under a Gardener.—Mrs. JEBB, Walton Lodge,
Chesterfield. Derbyshire.

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T"
"h "e

""^ pTn E -A PpYE '"n U R°S Fr Y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time sever.il very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollowav i—J-". «.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 40, married, one child (age 10) ; well up

in all branches of the profession, can also undertake the
Management of Land and Stock. Seventeen years in present
place. Leaving through death. —J. W. LANGLANDS, King's
Road, Claphani Park, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Thoroughly understands Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Gardening, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Seven
' first-class character.— F. F., G. Gray, Florist, 13, Shrub-

land Grove, Dalstoi N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the Growing of all

kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good testimonials.

—A. B., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28
;
good ex-

perience in Farcing, and Kitchen and Flower Gardening.
Will be at liberty in a month, and can be well recommended.

—

L. J., Post Office. Bishopsbourne. Canterbury.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married, one
child.—G. Brunt, Gardener to the late and present

Charles Dickens, Esq., is open to an engagement.—Gadshill
Place, Higham, Rochester, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —
J, Spavf.n, four years and a half at the Royal Kitchen

Garden, Hampton Court, S, W. , offers his services to any Noble-
man or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient servant.

—8, Queen's Road, Teddington, S.W.

G A R D E N E R (Head). — Married

;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branche

GARDENER (Head). — Married, three
children; has a thorough knowledge of the profession in

all branches, Early and Lale Forcing of Flowers, Fruit, and
Vegetables, Four and a half years' good character from last
employer.—4, Plough Cottages, Little Ealing, Middlesex.

/^AKDENER (Head), age 30, single.—The
\-^ Advertiser will give £s to any one instrumental in obtain-
ing for him a situation, with wages from 30J. per week.— For
further particulars apply to J. C, i, Whittington Place, Upper
Holloway. Lundon. N.

GARDENER (Head).- J. Beattie, The
Gardens. Moat Mount. Hendon, N.W., can highly re-

commend a young Man (age 24, married), in the above capacity,
to any Lady or Gentleman requiring his services, and will be
pleased to supply unexceptionable testimonials.—W. BIRCH,
The Gardens. Moat Mount. Highwood Hill, Hendon, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Age 28. single ; has had fourteen years'

experience under first-rate Gardeners ; well up in Forcing and
Gardening generally. First-cLiss references.—W. S., 18, Pomona
Place. Kings Road, Fulham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—No incumbrance;
has a practical knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, &c., Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening, also the Forcing of Fruits. Flowers, and Vegetables.
Unexceptionable references. — T. MOLONV, Messrs. W.
Rollisson & Sons' Nurseries. Tooting. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—The Dowager Lady Sondes will be very

glad to highly recommend William Smvthe, who has had
charge of the Gardens at Elmham Hall for nineteen years. He
is leaving through the death of the late Lord Sondes, and will

be disengaged early in April.—W. SMVTHE, The Gardens,
Elmham Hall, East Dereham.

ARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
A Gentleman can highly recommend his Gardener, who

has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every branch.
Has been assistant Orchid grower in a large establishment,
also a successful exhibitor. Excellent testimonials and refer-
ences from previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street, Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, no
incumbrance ; can Superintend Land and Stock, has

been Head Gardener for sixteen years, and can be highly re-
commended by late and previous employers. Wife can take
Charge of House in absence of family.—S. P., 2, Pelican
Terrace. Newbury, Berks.

GARDENER (Head), age 34, married.—
John Shei-herd, late Head Gardener to James Watson,

Esq., Warby Hall, Birmingham, is at liberty to engage with any
Nobleman or Gentleman requinng the services of a thoroughly
practical Man in all branches of the profession. Good references
from past employers.— ii, Wellington Terrace, Parker Street,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married, two children ; has a thorough knowledge of the

profession in all its branches. First-class testimonials.—J. A.,
Mr. Dedman, Sundridge Park Gardens, Bromley, Kent.

ARDENER (HE.A.D, Working).—Age 30;
understands Forcing Vines, Stove and Greenhouse

Ls, and the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Garden-
Good references.—R. T., lo, Swain's Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), ^s" =7,

'""."""l"
0'^'-'""-''^ MARRisoN is now open to an engage-

ment. Can be well recommended. —State wages given and
particulars, G. M., North Carlton, Worksop.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36 ;
thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, also

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Laying-out New Grounds.
Can be highly recommended by present emplover.—G p"
Bishop Wood Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
married, one child : well versed in Early and Late

Forcing. Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years* good
character. Terms £,6$, with cottage and firing.—J. B., Great
Doods, Reigaie.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

ts branches. No objection to any part of Great Britain. Has
been twelvemonths in Paris. First-class references —
HORTUS. Post Office, Quorndon. Loughborough.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29,V-^ married, no family; thoroughly understands Stove and
Greenhouse, Vines, Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Fifteen years' good experience. Good character.—G L
Rusthall Cottage, Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells.

' ."'

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 25,
single ; understands the Management of Vines, Peaches

Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c., under
Glass , also Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening. Eleven
years' experience. Good character.—G. W., i High Street
Epsom.

/rj.ARDENER.—Alfred Squires, ten yearsV^ Gardener to J L. and R. L. H. Phipps, Esqs., Leighton
Park, Westbury, Wilts, is open to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly practical
Man. Well experienced in the Growth and Management of
Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Early and Late
Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Melons^ Cucumbers, &c.; is
also a practical Kitchen Gardener, and accustomed to extensive
Pleasure Grounds and Flower Gardens. Undeniable character
from the Gentleman he is now leaving.

GARDENER (under a Foreman), where
si.t or more are kept.—State wages, &c., to FOREMAN,

Mr. Shaw, Seed Establishment, Newbtuy.

/^ARDENER (Single-handed), or where
VJj one or two are kept. —Age 36, married ; understands the
profession in all its branches. Five years' good reference from
present employer.—JOSEPH ELDRED, The Yeivs Benees
Hertford.

. B -,

C:i ARDENER (Second).—Age 24 ; has had
vJ good experience. Good character. Can be well recom-
mended.—C. W., Post Office, Hayes, Kent.

C:^ARDENER (Second).—Age 24, single.
V-^ Can have good character and be well recommended.

—

H. B.. Lanetay Gardens, Llantrissant, Glamorg.anshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23. Two years
in last situation. Good character.—T. W.

, 5, Park Road

,

Chislehurst.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden, to Work in the Houses.—Age 22.

Good references.-State wages given, G. A., 2, Wcstbourne

/^ARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-VJ ment.—Age 21. sine!,* . nspd tn Vin,.c F.I,;. ',r,A

Flowers. Good cha

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Establishment, where he may gain more

experience in House-work. Three years' good reference.

—

H. C, Post Office, Hever, near Edenbridge, Kent.

FOREMAN, or good SECOND GAR-
DENER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 24 ; thoroughly

understands the Houses and Kitchen Garden. Nine years' good
practical experience.—A. HOARE, Sundridge P.ark, Bromley
Kent.

"POREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
J- man's Establishment.—Age 24. Seven years' experience.
Good references from present and previous employers. For
testimonials apply to Mr. YOUNG, Wrotham Park, Bamet. N.

Tj^OREMAN (Outdoor).—Well up in the
-L Propagation of Conifers, Rhododendrons, Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Fruit Trees, Climbers, &c.—C,
Upton Nurseries, Chester.

FOREMAN, or SALESMAN, to a Market
Gardener.—W. C. II., Post Oftice, Ealing, Middlesex.

To the London Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER, MANAGER, or AGENT.—

Thoroughly acquainted with the Wholesale Trade. Good
references. Eighteen years' experience, and well-known on the
English, Scotch, and Irish ground.—A. G., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

GENERAL PLANT GROWER, in a
Nursery.—Young Man.—J. M., Nurseries, Paignton.

FORESTER, WOOD RANGER, or PARK
KEEPER.—Age 35, married. Five years in present

situation. Satisfactory references. — JAMES BELL, St.
Michael, Penkivel Probus, Cornwall.

SH O P M A N.—Well experienced in all
branches, also in Plants ; very quick, and well up at

Retail Counter.—W. D., Hurst & Son's, 6, Leadenhall Street,
London, E.C.

ARM BAILIFF.—A thorough practical
Man : twenty years* experience in Breeding, Feeding

Buying and Selling of Stock, Cultivation of all sorts of Soils,
Draining, &c.. and Keeping of Accounts- First-class references.
A. E.. Messrs. Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, 106 East-

gate Street, Chester.

/^OWMAN or GARDEN LABOURER.—r "^P ?? "?,""''<=d, no incumbrance. Wife to do the Wa.sh-
ing for the family. Nearly two years' good character—R. T
The Cottage, The Elms, Upton, Essex.

'

To Landed Proprietors and Nuraerymeu.
PAINTER, GLAZIER, and rough CAR-

r
,PENTER.-Married

: willing to make himself generally
useful. Good reference. -E. NASON, 5, Rupert Cottages,
Rupert Street, Reading. *

WHISKY.
old mellow spirit is

KI N AH AN'S . LL
This celebrated and most delicic _„

the very CREAM of IRISH WHIS"KiES
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.

'

Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street W
Grateful—ComfortlnffTHPPS'S COCOA,

-L^ BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills It is
by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled ;—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMdOPATHIC CHEMISTS
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London N W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat In ' '

'
'

J)INNEF0RD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn

Headache. Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies
Children and Infants.

'

piNNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. : and of all Chemists throughout the World.

POUGHS, COLDS, PAINS in the CHEST,vy SHORTNESS of BREATH, PHLEGM.-Two of
Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS

give immediate relief, and nothing else gives such a sound,
refreshing night's rest, while in Rheumatic and Nervous Pains
they act like a charm. They have a pleasant taste, is. i^d.,
3S. >jd., 4i. iid., and lu. per box. Sold by all Medicine Vendors.
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WINTER GARDENS for Home or Export. GREENHOUSES from 10 ft. in length upwards.

GONSERVATORIES in iron or Wood. FORCING PITS for all purposes.

GLASS PORCHES. Omamental or Plain.

WE ALSO UNDERTAKE

HOT-WATER HEATING WORKS
OF ANY MAGNITUDE,

And Manufacture the

MOST EFFICIENT AND MOST ECONOMICAL

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
REQUIRING NO BRICKWORK AND NO SKILL IN FIXING;

ALSO THE BEST FITTED AND CHEAPEST

THROTTLE VALVES

HIGH-PRESSURE STOP VALVES
IN THE TRADE.

T. H. P. DENNIS & COMPANY,
Works-CHELMSFORD. Show Rooms—MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

OUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION,

N.B. The only Firm having Show Rooms of full sized Greenhouses in the City.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor
; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " I'he Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden London, WC

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Agnkw, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Wh.tefnars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and FuMishea Dy the

laid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday Februaiy 20, 1875..
, , „,

Agent for Manchester—John Hkywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menziks & Co., Edinburgh and Glasjow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

rpO RE IG N SUBSCRISERS
* are particularly requested, ivlien sending Post Offire

Onicrs through the Post Office, to Advise t/ie Ptiblislur tlutt

tlwy have done so, (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders should be made payable at tfte King
Street Office, Covent Garden, Lottdon, W.C.

The "Gardeners' Cliro'alcle" in America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONT
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,

Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :-Messrs. M. COLE and CO.. Drawer No. 11,

Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton County, Georgia ; and

Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia;

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

"ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
XV South Kensington. S.W.—NOTICE.—MEETING of

FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES, on WEDNESDAY
NEXT. March 3, at 11 o'clock. General Meeting at 3 o'clock.

Admission 11.

GRAND SPRING FLOWER SHOW,
MARCH 10 and 11. in the Large Hall, Leeds Horticul-

tural Gardens Company (Limited)^ Scheduli

Office. 103. Hyde Park Road.
T. B. STEAD,

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETING at the

Town Hall. King Street, Manchester, on TUESDAY,
March 16 next. For particulars apply to the undersigned.

BRUCE FINDLAY, Secretary.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester,

ANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBt-
TION. 1875.—ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY 14 next. Schedules are now ready, and
may be had from the undersigned. jjRUCE FINDLAY.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

THE WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW
is fixed to take place in the Shire Hall, Hereford, on

TUESDAY, June 2g.

N.B.—The largest and most varied Prize List in England.
C. H. BULMER, Hon. Sec.

Credenhill Rectory, Hereford, Feb. 24.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL, cS:c.,

SHOW will take place on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
July 1 and 2, and not June 30, as originally advertised.

Schedules of Prizes on application to

GEO. F. BARRELL, Hon Sec.

ISLE of THANET FLORAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION and COTTAGERS'

GARDENING SOCIETY.—The TWENTIETH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION will take place at Bromstone Park, St. Peter's,

Ramsgate, on WEDNESDAY, August 25. by the kind permis-

sion of G. E. Hannam, Esq., in his picturesque grounds.

Upwards of 450 Prizes will be awarded in the two Classes,

and a handsome Silver Cup will be given for the best Twelve
Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants (named) in Class A.

Schedules can be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

HENRY AUSTEN, Jun., Fairfield, St. Peter's.

The Exhibition will be Opened to the Public and Subscribers

at 2 o'clock P.M.

N.B.—This Annual Exhibition is now open to all England.
CHARLES DOBSON SMITH,

Margate, February. Honorary Secretary.

BUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
of SEEDS for the NOBLEMAN'S GARDEN, 105J. and

63s. each. Carriage free.

FOR THE GENTLEMAN'S GARDEN,
42J. and 31.1. (id. each. Carriage free.

FOR THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN, 2u.
(Carriage free) and 155. each.

lOR the COTTAGER'S and ARTISAN'S
GARDEN. Price, for a Single Collection, is. id.; one

:n and under five dozen, 28^. per dozen ; twenty dozen and
-, 25i-. per dozen. Particulars on application.

UTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-
men, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS. — Fresh
newly gathered Seed, just arrived. Price, per ounce or

pound, on application.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

CLEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working. Price, 35. 6ii. per 100, or 30.^, per 1000.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

ROYAL WINTER GARDENS, Edinburgh.
—Grand display of SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS

at present. Fresh VIOLETS, every morning.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD.

VESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
autumn-struck plants, from single pots, los. per lOo, 85J.

per 1000, package included. Terms cash.

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

ALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA.
—Strong, healthy, clean, short-jointed, autumn-struck

plants of the above, 5^. per 100, 40^. per 1000. Terms cash,

package free.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

Choice New Seeds for 1876.

SCOTT'S Priced Descriptive CATA-

1 applic

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores. Yeovil.

J LEIGH can still supply PLANTS as
advertised in Gardeners' Chronicle, February 20.

CATALOGUE post free.

Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-Ie-Willows.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms. Orchids, New, Rare, and
Decorative Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Attention, Horticulturists and Seedsmen t

MESSRS. E. VAUCHER AND
CARDINAUX. Horticulturists and Sebdsaien,

Geneva, Switzerland, INVITE the Trade to SEND them
their CATALOGUES.

Catalogues 'Wanted.

RMAITRE, 631, Magazine Street, New
• Orleans, U.S.A., invites Nurserymen and Seedsmen

to send him their Catalogues.

WANTeI)^ GOLDEN QUEEN
HOLLIES, bushy, well-rooted, and healthy. State

height and price per dozen or 100 to

GEORGE STANTON, Park Place, Henley-on-Thames.

WANTED, young AZALEA PONTICA
and RHODODENDRON PONTICUM STOCKS,

of various sizes. Also fresh ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA
SEED. Send samples, post paid, and price to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Ni
Dedernsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

WANTED, PINUS LARICIO, well-rooted,
1 to iJ4. iJ4 to 2, and 3 to 4 feet. State quantity to

offer, and price per 100 or per rooo,

JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal Nurseries, Cirencester.JIMO. JCf r r.t^il!.3 AND oiwfiNO, i^oyai iiurseries, v^irenccsier.

WANTED, i-yr. seedling LARCH.—Send
sample and price for cash to

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery. Farnham, Surrey.

VINES.—Wanted, fifty Lady Downe's, fifty

Barbarossa, fifty Bbck Alicante, fifty Gros Colman, all

from two to three years old, and must be good strong healthy

Vines. State lowest cash price, and other particulars, to

B. SHAW, Cowick, Selby.

WANTED, for Planting, American Early
Rose POTATOS, true to name. Price and quantity to

0. AND W. STEEL, Nurserymen, &c., Richmond, Surrey.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Betteridge's letter, publisned
by us at p. 269 of this day's Gardeners' Chronicle.

CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen. High Holborn. W.C.

PRIZE ASTER,
: letter, p, 2Cg i.f this day's

BETTERIDGE'S
direct from the raiser.

Gardeners' Chronicle.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. I OXONIAN IMPROVED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH. J

DUCHESS of EDINBURGH,
The above collection post free for 6^. ^d.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 3J. del.; twelve splendid varieties, post

free, for iS. bd.

CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS—Unique,
Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and Connoisseur. Three First-

class Certificates, Royal Horticultural Society. For descrip-

tions, &c., see large advertisement at p. 195 of Gardeners'
Chronicle, February 13.

Thirty Guineas in Prizes, see advertisement at p. 26S of
this week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

HURST AND SON, 6. Le.idenhall Street. London, E.C.

Seeds for the Kitchen and Flower Garden.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE is

ready, and can be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Fruits Cultivated In the United Kingdom.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST, bv
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE. Knowefield

Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.
A
THORN QUICKS, fine 7-yr. transplanted,

strong and well-rooted, 175. (td. per 1000.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown. Kidderminster.

UICK THORNS, all heights up to 3 and
4 feet, the latter well adapted for gapping purposes.

Prices on application to

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells. Kent.

PINES, very fine Fruiting and Succession,
promising fruits of 4 lb. to 5 lb each. Prices on application.

T. JACKSON AND SON. The Nurseries. Kingston. Surrey.

INE PLANTS.- For Sale, 100 fine Fruiting
and Succession Plants, very healthy and clean. For

price, &c. . apply to

Mr. E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

OLLIES.—For Sale, 2000 Green, 12 to
21 inches, bushy: do,, smaller, 6 to 9, and 9 to 12 ,

inches : Stocks, for working Striped on ; and 1000 Gold and
Silver Variegated, i to 2 feet.

R. COLLYER, Cart House Lane, Woking Station, Surrey.

OR SALE, 1000 SPRUCE FIRS, well-
furnished, from 3 to 5 feet, at 165. per 100. Apply to

W. AND J. BROWN, Stamford.

Strawberry Plants.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD have at present to

offer 20,000 of the finest varieties in cultivation, at 3s. 6d.

and gr. per 100.

P LE N D I D NEW APPLE,
LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

Fruit Trees of Bearing Size.

STANDARD and PYRAMID APPLES,
PEARS. PLUMS, and CHERRIES, all of extra size

and full of llower-buds.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Larton's Alpha Peas.

BOLTON AND CO., have to offer a stock of
true ALPHA PEAS, Price to the Tr.ide on applic.-ilion.

BOLTON AND CO . Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London.

OTATOS.—To be Sold, about 20 tons of

fine Chardines. at i,', per ton. Apply to

JOHN M. SHACKEL, Earley Court Farm, near Reading.

OTATOS—Early Ashleaf Kidney (the true

old kind), also Suttons' Flourball and Early American

Rose. For price apply to

Mr. RACKHAM, The Grove, Catton, near Norwich.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—Very fine stocks of

the following kinds :—Drumhead. Robinson's Champion,

Early Battersea, Enfield Market.-Apply to THE STEWARD.
Mr. T. Davies, Tangley, near Guildford, stating quantity

required.

FOR SALE, in a large or small quantity,

about 13 cwt. of Sprouting BROCCOLI SEED. Sample

and price forwarded on application to

S. AND P. NEWCOME, Orsett, Essex.

s
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and PlgeonB.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESRAY, March 2, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, DORKING and ROUEN DUCKS from

Mr. J. W. Taylor, DARK BRAHMAS from Mr. Hepburn,
COCHINS from Mr. Gilbert, and a variety of other choice

POULTRY and PIGEONS from the yards and lofts of well-

known breeders and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Eardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS -will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, March 3, at half-

gist 12 o'clock precisely. Dwarf Trained, Standard and

yramid FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS, ROSES, LAURELS,
RHODODENDRONS, Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
Choice GLADIOLI for Spring Planting, RUSTIC GARDEN
WORK, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lines.

MR. J. C. STEVENS -will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 4, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 10,000 BULBS of LILIUM AURA-
TUM, just arrived from Japan in the finest possible condition,

being quite as fresh and plump as English-grown bulbs
;
a

quantity of LILIUM CANADENSE and L. CANADENSE
RUBRUM, now very rare, L. BROWNII, L. CALIFORNI-
CUM, L. WALLICHIANUM, L. PARVUM, and various

ether LILIES and HARDY ROOTS, and a quantity of

CONIFEROUS TREE SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of Stamford Hill, N.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Mr. Wheeler (gardener) to offer for SALE by
AUCTION, at his Greet Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, early in APRIL, the well-known COLLEC-
TION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS formed by

the late J. Philpot, Esq., at Stamford Hill, consisting of

Specimen Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Stephanotis, Cleroden-

drons, Bougainvilleas, Francisceas, S:c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of Stamford Hill, N.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Mr. Wheeler (gardener) to offer for SALE by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. , early in APRIL, the well-known COLLECTION
of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS formed by the

late J. Philpot, Esq., of Stamford Hill, N., consisting of speci-

men Azaleas, Camellias. Ericas, Stephanotis, Clerodendrons,

Bougainvilleas, Francisceas, &c.
Further particulars in future Advertisements.

For Absolute Sale.

An IMPORTANT CONSIGNMENT of TREE FERNS,
with straight, symmetrical, and handsome trunks, consist-

ing of Cvathea Smithii, Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia squar-

roia, Alsophila australis ; also 3500 LILIUM AURATUM,
remarkably fine bulbs, and in splendid condition ; a few

ORCHIDS ; some Standard and Dwarf ROSES ; a

quantity of valuable JAPANESE MANUFACTURES,
including choice Inlaid Lacquered Cabinets, Table Trays, a

fine assortment of Chinese and Japanese Vases, Porcelain,

Garden Seats, Flower Pots, Rare Bronzes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL the above by

AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, E.G.. on TUES-
DAY, March 2, at 12 o'Clock for half-past punctually^

On view the day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues

had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents, and

Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C., and Leyton-

stoni, E.

City Auction Rooms, 38 & 39, Graceoburcli Street, E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of 200 very handsome English-

grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, beautifully

set with bloom-buds ; a superb assortment of 500 Standard

and Dwarf ROSES; selected FRUIT TREES, hardy

CONIFERS, SHRUBS, and AMERICAN PLANTS,
EPACRIS, ERICAS, CYCLAMENS, DAHLIAS, choice

LILIUMS of sorts, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City

.Auction Rooms. 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on

THURSDAY, March 4, at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Klrlsdale Nursery, Sydenham, Kent.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr, George Selby

to include the above valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY in

their NEXT PERIODICAL SALE, to be held at the Auction

Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, on THURSDAY, March 18.

e detailed particulars will shortly be gi

OarstOU, near Liverpool, within a few minutes' walk of

three Railway Stations. A compact and valuable FREE-
HOLD ESTATE, distinguished as Meredith's Vineyard,

universally renowned as the first Vine and Grape producing

establishment in the United Kingdom, first-class prizes

having been obtained by the present occupier, Mr, Joseph
Meredith, at all the leading shows in lurope.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in one lot, on

the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY, March 23, at half-past

I for 2 o'clock precisely.the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE,
known as Meredith's Vineyard, situate in Garston, near Liver-

pool, and comprising 6 acres i rood 32 perches of particularly

eligible Building Land, with the attractive and substantial

brick-built Residence standing thereon ; likewise 30 Green-

houses, set in brickwork, and of the best construction, fitted

with every modem appliance, and containing about so.ocxj feet

super of Glass and Woodwork, heated by about three miles of

Hot-water Piping on the most approved principles ; also several

Brick Pits, numerous convenient Outbuildings, together with

all the Stock planted out in the Houses, including the entire

celebrated Collection of established Vines, at present in the

highest state of perfection.

Cards to view, and printed particulars with Plans, may be had

of Messrs. MOSER and SONS, Solicitors, Kendal ; of Messrs.

GIBSON AND KOLLAND, Accountants, 10, South John
Street, Liverpool ; of Messrs, WHITLEY and MADDOCK,
Solicitors, Liverpool ; and of the Auctioneers and Estate

Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.

Clapham, S.'W.

UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed to SELL byAUCTION, without reserve,

on the Premises, Muskett's Nursery, Clapham Rise, Clapham,
Surrey, S.W.,on MONDAY, March 15, at 11 fori2o'Clock pre-

cisely, the whole of the valuable NURSERY S'TOCK, admir-

ably adapted for Planting in the Suburbs, consisting of Chinese
Arbor-Vita;, Aucubas, 1500 fine Green Hollies, 2 to 4 feet.

Common Laurels, Rhododendrons, &c. ; also a number of

Ornamental Trees, some selected Fruit Trees, and a fine assort-

ment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, together with 25 handsome
Specimen Azalea indica in fine variety.

On view the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Feltham HUl Farm, Feltham, Middlesex.
To FARMERS. MARKET GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. G O U G H is directed by the
Executors of the late William Whitehall Adams, to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Railway Hotel, Feltham, on
WEDNESDAY, March 3, at 3 o'Clock p.m., the BENE-
FICIAL INTEREST in the LEASE of the above capital

FARM, containing 90 acres i rood 25 poles of very superior

land, in a high state of cultivation, of which about 79 acres are

Arable, and the remainder Pasture, with excellent Farm House,
good Yard, and all usual Farm IJuildings, held for a term of

twenty-one years from September 29, 1861, at the very low rent

May be viewed, and Particulars with Conditions of Sale had,

seven days prior to the Auction, on the Premises ; at the place

of Sale ; of WALTER BARKER, Esq., Solicitor, 32, South
Bank, Regent's Park, London, N. W.; and of Mr. W. GOUGH,
Auctioneer, Surveyor, and Land Agent, Sunbury, Middlesex.

N. B.—The Live and Dead Farming Stock, Household Fur-

niture, &c., will be Sold by Auction, upon the Premises, on
Wednesday, March 17, particulars of which will be duly

advertised.

Guilford Nursery, Whitfield, near Dover.
In Liquidation.

To LANDOWNERS. BUILDERS. NURSERYMEN, and

OTHERS. CLEARANCE SALE of about EIGHT
ACRES of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MR. HENRY HAYWARD has received
instructions from the Trustee ofthe Estate of Mr. C H.

Burbidge (in liquidation by arrangement) to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, which are situate

about one mile from the Kearsney Station on the London,

Chatham, and Dover Railway, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
March 8 and g, at 11 o'Clock punctually each day. the whole of

the thriving NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition for

removal, comprising about 10,000 healthy Standard, Pyramid,
and Trained Fruit Trees ; 30,000 Forest Trees, of sorts : 20,000

thriving Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs and Coniferse of

choice varieties, 1500 Ornamental Trees of the rarest species,

quantity of Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, 8000 first-class

Dwarf and Standard Roses, Manetti stocks, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had on the

Premises; or of Messrs. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, New Bridge, Dover ; and 12 Queen
Victoria Street, London. E.C.

County of Limerick, Ireland.

ISLANMORE, within 9 miles of Limerick, and five minutes'

walk of Croom Station, on the Great Southern and Western
Railway.

MR. M. HARTIGAN is favoured with
instructions from the Executors of the late Robert

Wanless Kelley. Esq., to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at

Islanmore. on THURSDAY. March i8 prox., at i o'Clock, this

truly MAGNIFICENT ESTATE, containing 511 acressroods

38 poles, statute measure. The Mansion House, which stands

in the centre of a beautifully timbered Park, is approached by
two avenues with gates and handsome entrance lodges. It is

picturesquely situate, overlooking the rivers Maigue and Com-
mogue. which partly run through the estate. The house con-

tains two halls, four reception rooms, study, eight bedrooms,

and two dressing-rooms, servants' hall, with ample accommoda-

tion for servants, all in first-class order, and ready for immediate

occupation. The out-offices are well built and in perfect repair,

containing coachman's house with three rooms, stablmg for

twelve horses (six box stalls), three coach-houses, and a large

range of lofts. The Pleasure Grounds are tastefully laid out,

the walled-in gardens are well-stocked, and in perfect order, and

include Conservatory, Melon pits, and Vineries in full bearing.

The demesne is stocked with pheasant and other game, wood-

cock, and wild fowl in the season. There is good salmon and

trout fishing on the Maigue and Commogue, and the kennel of

the County Foxhounds is within 2 miles- The Farm Lands are

ofsuperior arable and pasturage quality, well dramed, thoroughly

fenced and watered ; they are all in the owner's possession, and

in the highest state of cultivation. The Farm Buildings are ex-

tensively, newly, and substantially built, and there are also on

the farm a limekiln, limestone quarry, sand and gravel pits.

Immediate possession can be given to the purchaser.

For all further particulars and Conditions of Sale applications

to be made to Messrs. REEVES and SONS, Solicitors,

17 Merrion Square East, Dublin: or to MICHAEL
HARTIGAN, Auctioneer, 46, George Street, Limerick,

Ireland, who will give Cards to view the Estate.

Stapleford, Cambridgealilre.

MESSRS. MANN and RAVEN have
received instructions to OFFER for SALE by Public

AUCTION, upon the Premises, by direction of Richard

Headlv Esq., on FRIDAY. March \q next, at 12 o'Clock, all

his valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, most
excellently grown, and clean and healthy. Among the Hard-

wooded plants will be found beautiful specimens of Azaleas,

Acacias, Camellias, Epacris, Heaths, Rhododendrons. &c.

The Soft-wooded plants comprise Cinerarias. Calceolarias,

Fancy and English Spotted Pelargoniums, Zonal Geraniums,

Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Carnations, Picotees, Pmks, and

Auriculas, &c.
,

.

The Auctioneers particularly call attention to the above bale,

as Mr. Headly is well known as a most successful amateur

floral exhibitor, and the plants have all been selected with the

greatest care and judgment by that gentleman.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. MANN
AND RAVEN, Hobson Street, Cambridge.

RODERICK NICHOLSON, Advertising
Agent and General Commission Agent, 112, Fleet

Street, E.C.

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

w I L L I A M ROE,
Landscape Gardener,

Paternoster Row, St. Paul's, London, E.C, and Osborne
Terrace, Lozells Road, Birmingham.

Designs prepared, the Work superintended if required, or

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, in conse-
quence of the ill-health of the Proprietor, an old-established

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST TRADE, in the Midland
counties. For particulars apply to

Mr. R. COOPER, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.^~
FreeHold. 28 Miles S W.

FOR SALE, a beautiful ESTATE of 240
Acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

gravelly soil, fine views, and extensive frontages. Free from
Tithe and Land-tax ; two-thirds on Mortgage. The Furniture

may be taken at a valuation. A Plot of about 50 Acres, planted

with fine Evergreens, Fruit, and other Trees would be Sold

separately ; also a Plot of 20 Acres. Apply to

\V. TARRY, Bailiff, " Golden Farmer," Eagshot.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640
Acres and upwards. Freehold, from loy. to 25.?. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and
Cattle. Por PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS. Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, \V., Architect to the Estate.

^ery mucn reaucea, on appucauuu.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

BETTE RIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

DUKE of EDINBURGH,
|

CANTAB, Light Blue.

Crimson.
GRANDE DUCHESS OXONIAN, Dark Blue.

MARIE, Knit.
I

The above Collection 8j., post free.

SUTTON ANi> SONS, the Queens Seedsmen, Reading.

ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Eighteen beautifid varieties is. ^d.^ post free, including a

new and beautiful Crimson Variety, with pale guard-petals.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Twelve beautiful varieties, 2S. 6(/., post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS.
Seed direct from the Raiser.

Si.t beautiful varieties, \s. 6d.
,
post free ;

mi.\ed varieties, i^.

per packet, post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

SCARLET RUNNERS and Red CLOVER,
home harvested. Prices low, samples extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

To the Trade.

HUGH LOW AND CO. can still offer dwarf
maiden PEACHES, principally Noblesse and Royal

George ; NECTARINES, principally Elruge ; and MOOR-
PARK APRICOTS.

Clapton Nursery, London, E.

Home Grown Mangel 'Wurzel and Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
» speci.al offers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quality.

Prices very low.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

B

ELL^A ORNITHOPUS (Hooker).—\ye
have received a consignment of this exceedingly beautiful

and rare, quite hardy FERN, from the Californian Sierra

Nevada.
' The plants are in good condition, very large, and

strong. Price 3^. 6(/. each.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

JolinBtone'3 St. Martin's Rliubarb.

EARLIEST and BEST in CULTIVATION
for open ground ; it has a splendid colour, and excellent

for forcing. Strong roots, i5. each. Trade price on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

Early Seed Potatoa.

BEN. RE ID AND CO., Aberdeen, have to

offer a quantity of RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF
KIDNEY ASHTOP FLUKE KIDNEY, and COVENT
.GARDEN KIDNEY POTATOS.

Special prices on application.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

J SLATER AND SONS beg to offer a
• quantity of large IRISH YEWS, 7 to 8 feet high, and

2 to 3 feet through ; fine specimens, well rooted, and will be sold

cheap. An inspection is invited.
,, , , .

J. SLATER AND SONS. The Nurseries, Malton, Yorkshire.

A SPARAGUS PLANTS.—Giant, J-yr., for

Xi- for forcing, y. per 100 ; 3 yr. ditto. 31 per too. 25s. per

1000. Packing and Packages free. Remittances to accompany

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c. . Peterborough.

Ne-w Grape.

VENN'S BLACK MUSCAT — This
splendid Grape has all the good qualities of the Black

Hamburgh with the rich full flavour of the Muscat of Alexan-

dria. Good well ripened Canes, 311. 6d. each. Usual allowance

to the Trade. Post Office Orders payable to

WILLIAM DODDS. Gladstone Villa, Bishopston, Bristol.

EACHES and NECTARINES, magnifi-

cent Dwarf-trained, including all the best leading sorts.

Splendid Trees, most beautifully trained.
_WM WOOD AND SON-, The Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfieid, Sussex.
.

SEED POTATOS.— 10 tons Hyatt's Prolific,

10 tons Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, 5 tons Bresee's Climax, also

Mona's Pride, Erin's Queen, Gloucestershire Kidney, Veitch s

Improved Ashleaf, Sandrin,?ham Kidney, Yorkshire Hero, &c.

Splendid samples. Prices low for cash, on application to

G. RUMLEY, Alma Terrace, Fulford Road, York.
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THE MOST VALUABLE VEGETABLE PRIZE
OF THE YEAR.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the ple.isiire to announce, lh.it

BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OK THE

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

THE CARTER CUP,
VALUE FIFTY GUINEAS,

THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,
FOB VEGETABLES,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, on WEDNESDAY,
July 7, 1875.

^oA^tDLiJ

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Wonerali Nurseries, near Oulldford, Surrey.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply large qu.anlities of all kinds of FRUIT TREES,
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting :

extr,i strong QUICKS, SCOTCH. LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER. BIRCH, &c.
Standard ROSES, 751. p. 100; Half-st.andard do., 50J. p. too.

RUIT TREES. — Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES, APPLES, PEARS, .-ind PLUMS, from

751. per 100. GOOSEBERRIES, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 10s.

to i5i. per too. CURRANTS, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 6s. to loi.

per 100. Catalogues on application to

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries. Established 1810.

Dr. Denny's Zonal PelargonlumB
(Third set o( eighteen varieties).

OHN COPELIN begs to give notice that
he has arranged with Dr. Denny to send out the above in

isuing spring.

CATALOGUES would be forwarded on appli

J
Tyssen Strs ;Nu ;s, Stoke Newington, N.

Planting Season, 1874-78.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFER.^, HOLLIES, LAURELS, DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., all of which are in excellent condition for

TheirNEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent,

post free, on appH
Royal N Ascot, Berks.

StrouK Ivies, &o.

WM. NORTH offers the above, from open
ground, 3 to 4 feet [fit for potting), at 25J. per 100 ; in

48's, 4 to 5 feet, at 501. p. 100 ; in 32s, 5 to 6 feet, at 65^. p. 100.

IVIES, Variegated and Fancy Green, in twelve varieties, at

65J. per 100, gs. per dozen.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, true, in large 6o's, at 3J. per dozen.

Terms cash. Post Office Orders payable .-it High Road,
Lee, S.E. Manor Lane Nursery, Lee, Kent, S.E.

SPECIALITY of GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NUESEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.,

SOLICIT ORDERS FOR

GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS,
The culture of which is made here a speciality, more than an acre and a half being devoted to the

growth of young trees, and careful attention being given to their pruning, &c.

GOOSEBERRIES, per dozen, selected trees 6^., smaller, 4^. ;
per loo, y:>s.

CURRANTS „ „ 4J., smaller, 3J-.
;
per loo, 24J'. to 30J-.

Carefully address, without Christian Name or Initial,

PAUL & SON, THE " OLD . NURSERIES," CHESHUNT, N.

GENUINE FARM SEEDS.
CATALOGUES now ready.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited), io6, Southwark Street, London, S.E, and at
Edinburgh.

The Finest Broccoli in Cultivation.

COOLING'S MATCHLESS.—Every grower
of this invaluable vegetable should have it. Per packet,

l^. 6d., post free.

GEORGE COOLING, Seedsman, Bath.

ITCHELL'S CHAMPIONof ENGLAND
BROCCOLI.—The best late White ever grown, all new

seed, will be sold in J^, J4, and i lb. packages, at los. per lb.

;

sent to any part on receipt of Post Office Order, made payable
JOHN MITCHELL, Ponder's End. Middlesex.

Eucalyptus globulus (Australian Blue Gum).

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
has just received, in flue condition, a Consignment of Seed

(hitherto very scarce) of this well-known EUCALYPTUS from
Messrs. Thos. Lang & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Melbourne. Prices on application.

UCUMBER PLANTS.—Strong pUnts of
Rollisson's Telegraph and Blue Gown, ii. each, gj. per

dozen, packed in boxes made on purpose. Also Duke of
Edinburgh (Daniels) at the same price. Box and packing,
IS. 6d. per dozen, is. per half-dozen and under.

F. W. COOPER, Florist, Huntingdon.

ILIUM HUMBOLDTL—Having to hand
a consignment of this magnificent, quite hardy, and rare

LILY, wc offer fine, sound, and very large bulbs, measuring
from 8 to i8 inches in circumference, at 2S. each, i8s. per dozen,
and 1305. per loo.

F. SANDER AND CO.. New and Rare Seed Importers and
Growers, St. Albans.

^^J^ JERUSALEM POTATOS.—This
^^^^M^rt^ *J delicious vegetable to be had in any quan-
^^!E^^^^ lity. Trade supplied.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Queens Seedsmen,
Carlisle.

Pansles—snow. Fancy, and Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Florist Flowers, is now

ready, and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand
Pansies, established in pots, will be sure to bloom well if planted
at once. The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

New Eoses for 1875.

HENRY BENNETT has 10,000 PLANTS
of the above to offer, of his usual matchless quality, at

the reduced price made by several large Establishments in 1874.

Ready early in March.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST ready, and post free.

Manor Farm Nursery, Staplcford, Salisbury.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Finks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,
&c. , contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of
choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Pic

Carriage and package free on

Half of the above quantities, zis.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth N

PRINCE'S ROSES
ON CULTIVATED

SEEDLING BRIAR.
George Prince offers the undermentioned

and Garden varieties of DWARF ROSES, in

package included :

—

Twenty-five finest Exhibition

SPLENDID PLANTS, for 25J.

ANNIE WOOD,
BARON HAUSMANN,
COUNTESS of OXFORD,
DEVIENNE LAMY,

DR. ANDRfi,
CAMILLE BERNARDIN,
DUPUY JAMAIN,
EMILIE HAUSBERG,

ELIZA EOELLE,

ETIENNE LEVET,

LA FRANCE,

EXPOSITION DE BRIE,

MAURICE BERNARDIN,
MAD. LAURENT,
MDLLE. E. VERDIER,
MAD. C. CRAPELET,

MARIE BAUMANN,
MARIE RADY,
MAR. CASTELLANE,
MONS. NOMAN,
MONS. WOOLFIELD,
MONS. PAUL NERON.
REINE BLANCHE,
VICTOR VERDIER,
MARfiCHAL NIEL.

Also the following Twelve newer vars. for 25s., package included i—

AUGUSTE RIGOTARD,
CLAUDE LEVET,
DUCHESS ofEDINBURGH (Bennet),

ETIENNE DUPUY (Levet),

ETIENNE LEVET,
LE HAVRE,

MADAME LACHARME,
MADAME GEO. SCHWARTZ,
ANTON lA DECARLI (Tea),

THOMAS MILLS,
ANNA OLIVIER (Tea),

MAR^CHAL NIEL.

14, MARKET STREET OXFOBD,
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NEW AMERICAN POTATOS
ALPHA,
EUREKA,
EXTEA EAELY VERMONT,

SNOWELAKE,
BEOWNELL'S BEAUTY,
COMPTON'S SUEPEISE.

FIFTY GUINEAS IN PREMIUMS.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
SEED MERCHANTS (Seed Potatos a Speciality),

34, BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, AMERICA.
THE great popularity of the new varieties of Potatos which have been sent out from our estabUshment within the last six years, among which

are the Early Rose, Late Rose, King of the Earlies, Bresee's Prolific, Peerless, Climax, Extra Early Vermont, Compton's Surprise, Brownell's

Beauty, and Snowflake, and their general adaptation to the various soils and climates of the civilised world, together with the liberal premiums
offered by us for two years past to those who produce the largest crop from i lb. of seed, have induced many growers in various sections of the

country to experiment in raising seedlings, a large number of which, considered by the originators as the very choicest in their collection (some of

which embrace several hundred varieties), were sent us for trial the past season.

Several of the most promising of these were sent by us to the Royal Horticultural Society, one of which, the Dwarf White, since named Alpha,

received a First-class Certificate, this being the fourth instance in which our Potatos have received this distinguished tolcen of appreciation. A
Silver Medal was awarded to the Alpha and Snowflake, also to the Eureka and Brownell's Beauty, by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society of

Boston, besides having received numerous prizes from various State and County Fairs throughout the country. From the many flattering

testimonials received from those who have tested these varieties, we are fully confident that they will compare favourably with others that have

been sent out from our establishment. Many others are very promising, but it is yet too early to decide upon their respective merits.

ALPHA. (Pringle.)

Raised in 1870 by C. G. Pilngle, originator of the Snowflake, and one of our most experienced
hybridisers, from seed borne on Early Rose and impregnated by pollen of Sebec. A very early
dwarf variety, adapted to garden culture and to forcing under glass ; fit for the table ten or fifteen

days before the Early Rose. Tubers of medium size and good shape, clear white, with the
slightest tinge of red about the eyes ; flesh very white, fine-grained, dry, and firm, and possessed
of a decided and excellent flavour ; haulm seldom exceeding a foot in height ; quality, first-rate

in every respect. As the stock is hmited, it will only be offered in small quantities.

Price 12S. per lb.

SNOWFLAKE.—Showing habit of growth in the hill.

THE SNOWFLAKE. (Pringle.)
This new variety, first sent out by us last Spring, has been thoroughly tested, both in this

country and in Europe the past season, and wc have yet to learn of the first instance where it has
failed to give entire satisfaction. The superior quality claimed by the originator, when first

offered, has been confirmed in every case, as far as heard from.
It is an early variety ; tubers a good uniform size ; and in shape the most handsome Potato

yet known ; skin white. Its flesh is of exceedingly fine grain, snow-white when boiled, and of

a lightness and porosity almost approaching a snowflake. In quality, we do not hesitate to say
nothing can surpass this new variety ; its mealiness, its pure, delicate flavour, and the evenness
with which it cooks through, have never been eclipsed by any Potato. The tubers have at:ained

the full development of their quality as soon as they are fit to dig, and do not lose it during
Winter ; samples kept till June 1 did not show the least deterioration. The haulm is of medium
height, and the tubers are compactly clustered around the base of the stalks,—an important con-
sideration in digging the crop. This variety has been tested on widely varying soils—sand,
gravel, loam, as well as heavy clay—and has in every case given the same favourable results, and
produces a yield of from 300 to 400 bushels per acre.

Price 3J. 6d. per lb.; 7 lb. for 21s,

thi

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.
i variety the committee for awarding the premium offered by us in 1873 make

the following
"The Early Vermont has, as proved by the numerous reports before us, more than sustained

its previous reputation. Nearly all the competitors declare it from one to two weeks earlier than
"^

' " 1 .. .

T. ,- ^ large size is recognised by every one.
ised that would weigh

the Early Rose, and many even more. Its uniform

Mr. McLeod says : 'There are more than one hundred
from one to two pounds each ;' and Mr. Salter raised 01

ounces. Its superior cooking and eating qualities are

compact growth in the hill and its freedom froi

who have grown it alongside the Early Rose thi

hardiness, earliness and yield,

A First-class Certificate

London, 1873.

; tuber that weighed three pounds twelv
inanimously commended, as well as its

; ; and with the thousands of cultivators

) doubt left, that in quality.
far surpasses that celebrated

: was awarded this variety by the Royal Horticultural Society of

Price 10s. per peck ; 32J. per bushel.

EUREKA. (Erownell.)
Beauty Potato, in his persistent

which is likely to

to the colour of the skin, and outside, as well as

Mr, E. S. Brownell, the originator of the Brownell'

experiments in hybridising, succeeded in producinsc. in i!

fill a want of those who may be fastid"

general appearance of their table Potato.

It is of strong and vigorous growth ; the tubers of a medium and uniform size ; elongated

oval, symmetrical and uniformly handsome ; eyes few, exceedingly small, and very nearly level

and flat ; skin white and fair ; season, second early. It is one of the most productive in cultivation,

besides being an excellent keeper. Its flesh is exceedingly fine-grained, white, and when
boiled or baked, mealy and ofe.xcellent flavour, cooking through uniformly, without any fault

at the centre. Certainly an acquisition among the white varieties, well worthy of further trial

in different sections. p^i^g y^ 6^_ p^^ /^_ . j /^, fo^ ^is.

EROWXELLS r.EAUTV, wth in the hill.

BROWNELL'S BEATTTY. (Brownell.)
The beauty and superior keeping qualities of this variety, together with its fine quality for the

table, and productiveness, place it in the front rank of those recommended for general cultivation.
We know of no variety whose good qualities can be retained for the entire year, as this has done.
Samples were sent in 1873 to the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society of London, where
they received a First-class Certificate, and have also received many premiums at various agri-

cultural fairs in this country. Eyes few and small, nearly even with the surface ; shape oval,
somewhat flattened ; skin reddish, or a deep flesh colour ; flesh white, fine-grained and very
delicate ; flavour unexceptionable. The tubers grow compactly in the hill, and are easily dug.
All who tested it the past summer agree that its beautiful appearance, fine quality, extraordinary
productiveness, and remarkable keeping qualities will render it a most valuable variety for the

Price los. per peck ; 32/. per bushel.market.

COMPTON'S SURPRISE.
The Committee for awarding the premiums offered by us in 1S73 make the following report :

—

" Compton's Surprise has received the unanimous verdict for the most prolific Potato cultivated
at present. Yields of from 12 to 20 lb. to the hill are reported by the hundred, and in one instance
28^ lb. were dug from one hill. As a rule, the most prolific varieties are not of the best eating
quality, but to this Compton's Surprise is an exception. Thousands have testified that they never
ate a better Potato. Its uniform mealiness of grain, combined with the purest flavour and its

snowy whiteness of flesh, which is not in the least affected by its blue skin, cannot fail to make it

highly valuable as a family Potato. This variety shows a peculiar tendency to produce a surface
crop, not found in other kinds.

" Its rampant-growing vines lying on the ground will frequently take root, and establish a new
centre of production. Subterranean branches will likewise often grow above the surface, and form
self-supporting plants, which produce an additional crop of tubers."

Price 8j-, per peck ; 25J. per bushel.

The above varieties are for sale by the following Seed Houses :—London : HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden
; J. CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237, High

Holborn; LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY, London and Edinburgh; CHRISTMAS QUINCEY. Peterborough; COCKS BROTHERS, Donington ;

DANIELS BROTHERS, Norwich ; HARRISON and SONS, Leicester ; A. BUSCH, Gr., Massow, bei Zewitz, in Pommern, Germany, General Agent for the Continent.

Growers arc cautioned io get the true Sorts, as it isfeared that substitutions have been made in some cases, and other inferior varieties sent out in place ofthe above.
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NEW AMERICAN PO'XPkXO'^- {continued).

The Committee for awardinfj the premiums offered by us in the Spring of 1874 to the six larj^est products from i lb. of the tubers of the Extra
Early Vermont, lirowncU's Beauty, and Compton's Surprise, after a careful examination of the reports of the various competitors, report as follows:—

BROWNELL'S BEAUTY, the newest of the three, has made a most splendid record. Not only h.as it given much the largest returns, from the
single pounds as well as from the quarter acres, but it has also elicited the unanimous praise of all cultivators, and cannot fail to become soon a
leading market Potato. First Prize awarded to H. C. Pearson, Pitcarn, N.Y., for 1018 lb. raised from i lb.

The EARLY VERMONT seems to have gained legions of new friends this year, while it has lost none of its old ones. All are satisfied as to its

superiority as an early Potato, for market as well as for the tabic. In many localities where other early varieties have failed entirely, the Early
Vermont has given most satisfactory returns, leaving its rank undisputed as the earliest and best early Potato in cultivation. First Prize awarded to

A. K. Titus, Wilmington, Vt., for 708 lb. raised from I lb.

COMPTON'S SURPRISE has given not less satisfaction as a Potato of the highest quality. In many reports we find that " no praise can do
justice to its excellent quality." First Prize awarded to P. C. Wood, Esther, III., for 900 lb. raised from i lb.

Our llhislmtCii Dacriptive POTA TO CA TALOGUP., 24 fafn. ronf.unini> a List of 100 zhirittia, with Report of Ctmmilltc and Ciilltirc ofsuccessful Compclilors in 1874,
wi/l be mailedfree and post paid to all applicants.

Address : B. K. BLISS & SONS, Seed Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York, U.S.A.

FIFTY GUINEAS IN PRIZES,
OFFERED BY HOOPER & CO., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W-C,

Will be Awarded at the MEETING of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, on November lot/t of the present year.

Wishing to have the above New Varieties of Potatos fairly tested in Europe, Hooper & Co. offer Special Premiums, amounting to Fifty

Guineas, to British Cultivators, which will be awarded to Growers of the largest quantity from One Pound of "Snowfiake" and "Eureka;"
Twenty-Eve Guineas to each variety, to be awarded as follows ;

—

For the largest qunntity of Sn
For the second largest

For the third largest

For the fourth largest

For the fifth largest
"

' 'xth largest

Twenty-five Guineas for SNOWFLAKE.
ivilake Polatos growr

Twenty-five Guineas for EUREKA.
For the largest quantity of Eureka PoLatos grown from i lb. of seed .

.

For the second largest ,, ,, ,,

For the third largest ,, ,, ,,

For the fourth largest „ ,, „
For the fifth largest ,, ,, „
For the sixth largest ,, ,, „

Competitors for the Prizes will be required to give date of planting, date of digging, with a written statement of their mode of culture, characteristics of the soil—whether
clay, alluvial, sandy, or loam—nature of the subsoil, whether underdrained or not ; also, the kind and quantity of fertilisers used, how and when applied, and the nature of the
crop which occupied the ground immediately before. Competitors must send us their names for registration before the roth of April next, and only those who are so entered will
be eligible to competefor the prizes. Local agents will be appointed by us to supervise the planting and lifting of the Potatos, and will make a return to us of the space occupied,
and certify that the conditions published have been carred out. The crops when dug must be carefully packed and forwarded to the Secretary of the Fruit Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, London, W., with the words " Hooper's Potato Competition " on the comer or back of the address. The packages must
reach South Kensington by the 9th of November, and the written statement about soil, &c., alluded to above, be enclosed on the top. A duplicate of this statement should be

forwarded to us by post. The packages containing the crops should be sealed.

The Seals will be broken, the Crops weighed, and the Prizes awarded by Members of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Hort. Society, and all the competitive lots will be
exhibited at the show of Nov. 10, with the names of the raisers attached. The names of the winners will be published in the leading agricultural papers of Great Britain. Com-
petitors for premiums will be placed under no restrictions as to their mode of culture, excepting that they must not be grown from slips, or forced by artificial heat, our object
being to ascertain their respective merits with such culture as is usually given to crops in a well managed vegetable garden or farm. Tlie Potatos may be cut into "sets."

^p" In reference to the above important alterations in the method of awarding the prizes, the reader is requested to observe
that the affidavit required by the last announcement is abolished.

HOOPER & CO., SEEDSMEN, COVENT GARDEN,^ONDON, W.C.

E. G HENDERSON & SON'S
SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1875,

Containing over Two Hundred Illustrations of Flowers,

WILL BE POSTED FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE VARIETIES OF FLOWER SEEDS are so arranged that the Amateur

may readily recognise the most beautiful and desirable.

THE VEGETABLE DEPARTMENT is complete with the best kinds in

each Section.

The following is a selection from the numerous Novelties
described in the Catalogue :—

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM
Amongst the most attractive novelties of the present ye

fruiting variety of Solanum, which may be considered the most

introduced for the cool conservatory, greenhouse, or drawing

brilliant, glossy, orange-coloured, cone-shaped, erect fruits, I

winter and early spring months. These are produced so abundantly that not less than s

counted upon one branch, and it also forms clusters upon the matured firm undergrowth. Upoi

HENDERSONI.
X must be included this highly picturesque

elegant and effective fruit-bearing plant yet

room decoration : producing a profusion of

latured into perfect beauty during the mii-

alone, scarcely i8 inches m height, were c

and picturesque effect, produce a very fin

•unted :

featurt

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM HENDERSONI.

Per packet.—
ALONZOA MYRTIFOLIA

„ LINIFOLIA
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA ..

ERYTHR/EA MUHLENBERGII . . is. or
ROMNEYA COULTERI .. is. 6rf. or
AMARANTHUS. — Six beautiful leaved

varieties, English and Continental kinds.
LOBELIA, Blue Stone

,, pumila duplex
„ Porcelain Brilliant

„ pumila maxima azurea

,, ramosus major pumila ..-
AQUILEGIA CHRYSANTHA
BLOOMERIA AUREA

Their enamel-like polished surface, rich profu:

ce, IS. 6d. and zs. (nl. per packet.

Per packet.—,
LINARIA MAROCCANA
LOASA HISPIDA
MENTZELIA ORNATA
MAXIMOWICZIA SINENSIS
PENTSTEMON, cyananthus Brandegei

Pain
GYNERIUM JUNCIFOLIA ..

PAPYRUS ANTIQUORUM NANA
AGROSTIS MINUTIFLORA..
ARUNDA GYNERIOIDES ..

GALACTITES TOMENTOSA
SILENE PENDULA COMPACTA..
LARKSPUR, Pyramidal Bouquet
CELOSIA cristata variegata pra:cox nan

THE WELLINGTON NUESEEY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON,
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SEED CATALOGUE,
Not the Handsomest, Not the Largest,

But a useful one of Forty Pages,

Is now published, and will be sent free on application to

HARRISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

Now ready
t
gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO/8
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

PhizeMed^jALSeeds .

GARDEN REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

NEW STEAWBEERIES
AND

DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS.

Messrs. W. & J. Brown are now sending out Mr,

Laxton's fine firm-fleshed new STRAWBERRIES-
TRAVELLER and EXQUISITE ; the flavour of both

these is distinct and unequalled. Traveller has received

a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural

Society, and is undoubtedly the most suitable Strawberry

for transmission yet raised. Strong plants of last season

—Traveller, 25 for £x, £-^ per 100 ; Exquisite, 25 for

I2J-. 6(^., j^2 per 100. Early struck runners of each in

6o-si2ed pots, js. per 23 extra.

1^^ Prizesfor Fruits of these will be offered in 1876.

W. & J.
Brown will also send out in May next the

following new Double Zonal PELARGONIUMS for

1875, raised by Mr. Laxton :

—

EMILY liAXTON".
First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society. The

largest-flowered and most remarkable scarlet Pelargonium,

either double or single, hitherto sent out. Individual flowers

upwards of 2 inches in diameter ; truss also enormous, semi-

, but full and very striking. A coloured plate post free

Strong plants, x^s. each.

GUIDING STAB.
The most shrubby and dwarf double Pelargoniums yet raised.

Foliage pale green, and partaking somewhat of the character

and habit of the Show Pelargoniums. Flower very pretty,

purplish pink and full ; quite unique and distinct.

Strong pla?iis, 10s. 6d. each.

ILLUMINATOR.
A striking and distinct purplish carmine-coloured variety,

semi-double but full
; petalsiarge and stout.

Strong plants, ys. 6d. each.—The setfor £i is,

^^ Prizes will be offered for the above in 1876.

Trade terms on application to

W. & J. BROWN,
NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS, STAMFORD.

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
106Eastgate St.& r<„pcT,^.„
TheUpton Nurseries VllL d 1 Utti.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
[ Postjree otvApplication-.

\ Quality unvsurpassed.

SEEDSMEN TO TEE QUEEN.

SEEDS OE FIBST QUALITY ONLY.

John & Charles Lee'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1875
Will be forwarded, post free, on application.

Please to Write if not received in the First General Distribution.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, W.

SEE D P Q T A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Fo
EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VABIETIES.
EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Will commence sending out this fine Lobelia on March 15 next.

Price 2s. 6d each, or S4s. per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate
at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,
and the Gardeners' ATagacine of July 18 says of it :

—"This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there
are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner.

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

THE GORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS have every confidence in recommending
the undernamed, as the VERY BEST and cheapest selection of

VEGETABLE SEEDS for all seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the
most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our 10s. 6d., l^s.,

42s., 63.?., and 84.?. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

PEAS, the best sorts for s

BEANS, the best sorts

FRENCH BEANS, Runners and Dwarfs
BEET, the finest in cultivation

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BROCCOLI, the finest s

CABBAGE, best sorts..

SAVOY
CARROT, for summer and winter v

CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red
COUVE TRONCHUDA ..

ENDIVE
CRESS
CUCUMBER, the best \

2 ditto

I ditto

1 packet
2 ditto

I ditto

1 ditto

2 ditto

LEEK ..

LETTUCE
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest s

ONION, spring and
PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best .

.

RADISH
SPINACH
SALSIFY
SCORZONERA
TURNIP, fine s(

VEGETABLE MARROW
SWEET and POT HERBS
RAMPION
TOMATO

1 packet

5 ditto

I ditto

and \

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES dd. each. Presented to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.
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IMPORTANT.

William Paul
(SON AND SUCCESSOR TO THE LATE A. PAUL),

Respectfully informs the Public that the old firm of A. PAUL AND SON, founded by his Father,
the late Mr. A. Paul, no longer exists.

Of thaiJinn he is the sole surviving Partner. All Letters intendedfor him should
there/ore be addressed—

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

CAMELLIAS.
WILLIAM PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul) begs to announce that his

Collection of Camellias, unsurpassed in England for extent and beauty, is now in bloom, and will

continue so throughout the month of March. Trains from Bishopsgate and St. Pancras Stations

twelve times daily (in about half an hour).

Entrance from the Platform " Waltham " Station, Great Eastern Railway.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

WALTHAM CROSS GRAPE.
WILLIAM PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul), has still a few Canes to offer of

this splendid New Amber-coloured Grape, which has received a " First-class Certificate" from the

Royal Horticultural Society, and has been highly commended by many of the leading English

Grape Growers.
Price 21s. to 31s. 6d. each.

A good Stock of Planting Canes of all the best sorts of Grape Vines.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

SELECTED COIIEEES AID EYEE&EEEIS,
VERY CHEAP.

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE, 2 to 2% feet.zu.

per doz. , 1505. per 100.

BIOTA COMPACTA. 4 to 5 feet, 42:?. per doz.

:

5 to 6 feet, 60J'. per doz.

CHINESE JUNIPER, s to 6 feet, 24^. per
doz. , isoj. per loo ; 6 to 7 feet, 30^. per doz.,

ioos. per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, 36^. per doz., 2501.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, 1% to 2 feet, 55. per
doz., 34s. per 100.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 60s.

per doz.

PICEA PINSAPO, 7 to 8 feet, 120s. per doz.

YEW, English, 2 to 2'/^ feet, gs. per doz., 70J.

per 100 ; 2j^ to 3 feet, 15^. per doz., goj. per

YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA,
i8j. per doz., loos. per 100 ;

•?

2^. per doz. , 150.1. per 100,

o a feet,

% feet.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARB ORNAMENTAL TREES, THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL FOR GROUPING,'24J.,viz. :—Almond, Acer Negundo variegata, Double Scarlet Thorn, Elm
Elegantissima, Purple Beech, Silver Variegated Comus, Silver-leaved Poplar, Scarlet Horse Chestnut, Scarlet
Mountain Ash, Tulip Tree, Variegated Mahaleb, Weeping Silver Birch.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE OF THE MOST DISTINCT AND] BEAUTIFUL HARDY
CREEPERS AND WALL SHRUBS for 15J., viz. :—Akebia quinata, Berberidopsis corallina, Bignonia
grandiflora, Clematis Jackmanni, Ceanothus Veitchii, Cydonia japonica, Escallonia macranlha, Jasniinum
revolutum, Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Magnolia grandiflora, Passiflora Colvillii, Wistaria sinensis.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE AND ORNAMENTAL IVIES, the

most useful of all Evergreens for Walls, Trellises, &c., i2j.

E O SE S.
THE NEW B.OSES OF 1875 that are most highly recommended, price 30^-. per dozen, or twenty-

four varieties for 6oi. 80,000 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots. STANDARD, DWARF,
and CLIMBING ROSES in great variety. Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE FLOWERINGJIPLANTS, give no trouble,

and are permanent in adorning Garden Beds, Borders, and Rockeries, 30J. per 100 varieties.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, the choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden,
2i.r. (carriage paid). For particulars see Lists,

Descriptive Priced Lists ofall kinds ofNursery and Seed Stock on application.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman & Seed Merchant, WORCESTER.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1875.

SIXTEEN

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,
IVitk Valuable Money Prises,

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875, for

THE BEST SPECIMENS OF
New Varieties of Vegetables, Flowers, and

Fruits

Introduced by Messrs. Sutton in 1875.

Further Purticulars may le had on appUctition to

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN Be'stFr^ Manager.

MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES,
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

'JIHESE NURSERIES, covering 600 Acres
-*- of Land, were founded by the present Proprietors
thirty-five years ago, and contain the most extensive
and complete COLLECTIONS of FRUIT and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., in the United States.

Orders for American varieties of Fruits and Hardy
Omatnental Trees and Shrubs solicited.

Catalogues Mailed Fkee on Application.

ELLWANGER and BARRY.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may he had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i| to 2 feet high, at

£10 per ioO,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of the!

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATEREB,
KNAP HILL nursery, WOKING. SURREY.
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To the Trade and Others—Cleap Plants.

A VAN GEERT, Nurskryman, Ghent,,

» BerKlUTO, begs to offer the following vajious plants, olf

which he has a good stock ;—

AZALEAS, (jhent, fine named varieties. QJ. per dwiMi.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS

RHODODEHryRONS, hardy hybrid, choice named

JIAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA, cw. per doz. [iis. jki doz

PURPUREA, buslfy, 9f. per dozen.

„ EXONIENSIS, stTOng, in tubs, 211. each.

MACROPHYLLA. strong, 71. td. each.

MENZIESIA POLIFOLIA, alba' and rosea, 6j. per dczen.

P,1J0NIES, Tree, fine, named, iss- per dozen.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA, 6i. perdozen;

ARALIA SIEBOLDII, strong pk-ints, las. per dozen..

SaSES. Standard Perpetual, A4 P" ">"

J, Dwarf, S05. per 100.

,, Tea, choice, 185. per dozen.

., Climbing, choice. M. per dozen.

LILTUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 95. B^a duzecu

,, ALBUM, I2J. per dozen.

PUNCTATUM, 91. per dozen.

., „ RUBRUM, extra, i8j. per dozen.

1, SUPERBUM. 9^. per dozen.

„ TESTACEUiM, 12J. per dozen.

POMPONICUM, 6j. perdozen.

TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA, 25s. per 100.

ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA, flowering roots, aji. per 100.

IRIS HISPANICA, in fin-, varieties, izj. per fifty roots.

CYPRIPEDIUM ACAULE, i8i. per dozen.

SARRACENIA PURPUREA, 24s. perdozen.

YUCCA FLEXILIS, 6s. per dozen.

„ RECURVATA. fine, 12J. per dozen.

ALOIFOLIA, fine, 12J. per dozen.

FUNKIA UNDULATA, fol. elegantissimus var. , 50J. per 100.

HEMEROCALLIS FULVA, flore-pleno, gs. per dozen.

HELLEBORUS ABSCHASICUS, flore-rebro, 401. per 100.

,, ,, flore-albo, 40J. per 100.

CIJNVALLARIA MAJALIS, flore-rosea, bs. jua dozen.

,, ,, flore-pleno. 6j. per dozen.

,. ,, foliis striatis, 6s. per dozen.

ANEMONE HEPATICA, roseo-pleno, 6j. dozen.

„ PULSATILLA, 6s. per dozen,

ADONIS VERNALIS, 4s. per dozen.

SPIR.ffiA JAPONICA, strong clumps, 21s. per 100.

PHORMIUM TENAX, i8s. to 241. per dozen.

,, VEITCHII, fol. van, los. M. each.

„ COLENSOI, fol. var., fine plants, 21s. each.

OTAHEITE ORANGES, 12s. to 18s. per dozen.

ORANGE TREES, fine, 21s. per pair.

AZALEAS, Indian, with flower-buds, ,£4, ,£6, to £8 per 100,

CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds, £(1 to ^8 per 100.

„ without buds, £s per 100.

„ Double White, without buds, 24s. to 36s. per dozen.

,, strong plants, 5s., 7s. dd. , and 10s. bd. each.

FUCHSIA SUNRAY, fol. var., 6s. per dozen.

PETUNIA ERMENEA REVEIL, fol. var., 6s. per dozen.

CYCAS REVOLUTA, 60s. per dozen.

T, >- very strong and fine specimens, 105s.

„ MEDIA, 48s. per dozen.

„ CIRCINALIS, 60s. per dozen.

AGAVE, twelve fine varieties for 24s.

ECHEVERIA ATROPURPUREA, 6s. per dozen.

„ CALOCEPHANE, 6s. per dozen.

BROMELIACEOUS PLANTS, of sorts, 24s. perdozen.

MEDINILLA MAGNIFICA, 30s. per dozen.

MUSA SUPERBA, 60s. per dozen.

,, ROSACEA, i8j. per dozen.

FICUS ELASTICA, 12s. to 24s, per dozen.

GARDENIA RADICANS and FLORIDA, 6s. per dozen.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM, gs. perdozen.

DIOSMEA PURPUREA, 6s. per dozen.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, 12s. perdozen.

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE, 241. per dozen.

„ MAULEI, 48s. per dozen.

„ BARBATUM, 18s. per dozen.

PASSIFLORA, of sorts, 12s. per dozen.

COFFEA ARABICA, i8s. per dozen. [per dozen.

AMARYLLIS RETICULATA STRIATIFOLIA, 12s. to i8j.

GLOXINIAS, stronfj bulbs, fine mixed, 25s. per 100.

,, in named varieties, (is. per dozen.

ACHIMENES, in sorts, 15s. per 100.

CALADIUMS, twelve fine varieties for iss.

BEGONIAS, fine foliaged varieties, 6s. per dozen.

bulbous varieties, fine mixed varieties, 18s. per dozen.

WARANTAS, in fine varieties. i8s. per dozen,

CROTON, in fine varieties, i8s. per dozen.

CAMPYLOBOTRIS, in fine varieties, i8s. per dozen.

FERNS.
LOMARTA ZAMIOIDES, fine plants, 24s. perdozen.

,, GIBBA, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.

„ FALCATA. 61. to 9s. per dozen.

BALANTIUM ANTARCTICUM, 40s. to 60s. perroo.

DAR^F.A DIVERSIFOLIA, 6s. to 12s. per dozen,

ALSOPHYLLA AUSTRALIS, fine, 9s. per dozen.

GYMNO'GRAMMA, of sorts, gs. per dozen.

PTERIS CRETICA, albo lineata, 42s. per 100.

SELAGINELLA, of sorts, 6j. per dozen.

ADIANTUM, of sorts, 42s. per 100.

PALMS.
PHCENIX RECLINATA, fine young plants, iSs. perdozen.

,, in store pots, 2-yr. old, 25s. per 100.

CHAM,«ROPS FORTUNEI, fine plants, 18s. perdozen.

,. HUMILIS, 2-yr. seedlings, 63s. per 100.

,, ,, fine plants, 24s. to 36s. per dozen.

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS. fine, j8s to 24s. perdozen.

ARECA LUTESCENS, line plants, 51. each.

„ VERSCHAFFELTII, fine plants, 5s. to 7s. id. each.

,, SAPIDA. fine plants, 15s. each.

LATANIA BORBONICA, rSs., 24s., and 36s. perdozen.

,
young specimen plants. 6s. to 8s. each.

PTYCIiOSPERMAALEXANDRyE, fine plants. 36s. per doz

KENTIA BELMOREANA and FORSTERIANA, fine

S.ABAL ADANSONI, 24s. per dozen. [plants, ats. each.

EUTERPE EDULIS, i8s. perdozen.
MAXIMILIANA REGIA, iSs. per dozen.

COCOS CORONATA, 30s. per dozen.

CONIFERS.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, t foot, 63s. per 100.

WELLINGTONIA GIG.ANTEA, 6 to 9 inches, 50s. per 100.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA, 25s. per 100.

PINUS EXCELSA, 3-yr. seedlings, 21s. per roo.

, DENSIFLORA, I'A to 1 feet high, iSs. per dozen.

THUJA ELEGANTISSIMA, 42s. per 100.

,, VERViENEANA, strong, 18s. per dozen.

LARIX K,«MPFERI, seedlings, 30s. per dozen.

THUJOPSIS DOLABRATA. i foot, 9s. per dozen.

,, BOREALIS, fine plants, 9s. per dozen. [per 100.

CEDRUS DEODARA, fine stufl", 4-yr. transplanted, 63s.

ABIESNORDMANNIANA, i>^foothigh, fine plants, 30S. doz.

Reference from unknown Correspondents.

Agents: Messrs. R, SJLBERRAD and SON, 5, HsrpLane.
London, E.G.

'

Upwards of

THIRTY GUINEAS
WILL BE

OFFERED IN PRIZES
As follows during the ensuing season for

MR. LAXTON'S PEAS,

SENT OUT BY US, NAMELY, AT THE

Royal Horticultural Society's

ROSE, &c., SHOW, on July 7 next :—

Forany Six Varieties of Mr. Laxton's\ 1st Prize, £4.

Peas, Including two of eacli of 2d „ £3.

tliose sent out by ns In 1872, 3d „ £2.

1873, and 1874—50 Pods of eacli. ' 4th „ £1.

^g" The following are the varieties :
—

1874 — Unique, Dr. Hogg, Supplanter, and

Connoisseur. 1873—Laxton's No. i and Fill-

basket. 1872—William the First, Superlative,

Popular, and Omega.

For the following varieties, 12 plants of each,

to be exhibited in the green state, with pods, fit

to gather, and root and haulm complete, so as to

show the true character of each variety, viz. :

—

Unique .

.

1st, £1

;

2d, 10s.

WllUam the First Ist, £1

;

2d, 10s.

FlUbasIiet . . .

.

1st, £1

;

2d, 10s.

Omega 1st, £1

;

2d, lOs,

Laxton's No. 1 .. 1st, £1

;

2d, lOs,

Dr. Hogg .

.

Ist, £1

;

2d, 10s.

Supplanter . . .

.

1st, £1

;

2d, 10s.

1^^ The Society and ourselves to be allowed to retain

such of these as may be required.

ALTERNANTHERAS, paronychyoides and
magnifica, good strong, sturdy stuff, shaken out of pots,

and forwarded free, at los. per lOo.

WILLIAM HOLMES, Frarapton Park Nursery, Hackney, E.

S"tELLA.RIA GRAMINEA AUREA—100
cuttings sent post free for 2S. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, W'oolwich, S.E.

NEW ^ROSE^S for 1875.—The Best and
Strongest Plants in the Trade, at same prices as offered

by the leading Rose firms. CATALOGUES now ready.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

AT THE

MIDLAND COUNTIES'

Grand Horticultural Exhibition

at Birmingham, on the ist, 2d, 3d,

and 5th July next :

—

For any Four of the followlng\

Varieties, viz. : — Laxton's No. 1,
^^* 'Prize, £3.

Flllbasket, Superlative, William i 2d „ £2.

the First, Omega, and Popular 1 3^ ^j
—50 Pods of each. '

For Fifty Pods each of the following varieties

of 1874 and 1875, viz. :

—

Unique ..

Dr. Hogg
Supplanter

lat, £1 ; 2d, lOg.

1st. £1 ; 2d, 103.

1st, £1 ; 2d, 10s.

1^" For Prices and further particulars of

the last named varieties (three First-class

Certificates), see previous advertisements.

Early Orders should be given, as the stocks

of some of the sorts are very limited.

HURST & SON,

6, LEADENHALL STREET,
LONDON, E.G.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants of

the best kinds now ready. Descriptive LISTS gratis and

post free to applic

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

To the Trade.

ROSES, surplus stock of Dwarf, at reduced
prices. The plants offered are remarkably strong.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

Sussex.

Roses, Fruit Trees, aso.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.. is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

T
Fhlox (Herbaceous), Pseonles, Pyrethrums.

SPECIAL OFFER.
HOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

ready, and will be sent free on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London. IL

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants

from single pots, 12s. per 100 : rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6s. per 100, 50s. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated

CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE
PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Earty Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.
,

EBB'S PRIZE GOB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

nagni

ILIUM A U R A T U M, by the dozen,

hundred, or thousand, price is., is. 6(/., and is. each :

ficent extra-sized roots, 3s. dd. and 5s. each. The Bulbs

ported from Japan this year are in the finest possible con-

dition, quite as pluinp and sound as English-grown Bulbs.

Mr. William Bull, being the largest Importer of Lilies

direct from their native habitats, can offer good and varied

selections at i8s., 30s., and 42s. per dozen. Special quotations

^e'sTABLIs'SeNT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

HoUles.

ANTHONY WATE RER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice m size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be

guaranteed.
ofThe Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 1 5 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — 10,000

bushels, -id. per bushel at the Works or on to rails ; 300

bushels .£' lOS., all free on to rails. All letters address

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

Lane, London, E.
.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.— 10,000

bushels. To Town and Suburban Customers, yl. per

bushel at the Works, or 300 bushels, delivered free, {,-z los.—

H. WRIGHT. Heneage Street. Brick Lane, London, E.

OCOX-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — 10,000

bushels. Several Railway Companies h.^ve Contracted

with H. Wright to Carry his Fibre Refuse at the Manure

Rate.—All letters address H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works,

Heneage Street, Brick Lane. E.

Fibrous Peat.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
'' for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting. {,(: 6i. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-

drons Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c., £,% ss. per

Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-

Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station. Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for Orchids.

FRESH SPHAGNUM M O S S, loj. 6</.

per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.

The most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
per bushel, or 6^. per bushel for quantities of

B

C
20 bushels and over.

,

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam CofOa-nut Fil?r9 Works,

Fsim Lane, WsJham Green, S.W.
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BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTERS,
S.ivcd by Mr. Bui rERiUGE tins Season, .iiid ubuiiied dire

from him this Season.

ORIGINALLY SENT OUT BY

^aAytt>t0

Mr. Betteridge's New Asters,
DUKE of EDINliURGH, IiUCHE.SS of EDINBURGH,

IMPROVED OXONIAN, &c.

In consequence of a statement In the Seed Cata-
logue of a Provincial House, that "the raiser has
again consigned to us his entire Stock " of the above
new Asters, and which statement being totally

unfounded In fact, Messrs. CARTER consider It

necessary to publish the following letter received
from Mr. Betterldge, the raiser of these celebrated
Asters :—

' The Common Hili., Cjuw'Ing Norton,
" Messrs. James C.^etek & Co., "' February, 1875.

" Gentlemen.—In accordance with your esteemed order I

have sent you the bulk of Seed of my ' Betteridge's Aster,'

including the new and beautiful crimson coloiu- with pale

guard-petals, and which. I presume, is the one sent out and
named by you this ye.ar ' Duke of Connaught.' This I consider

1\ —I tm '^L

Betteridge

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT, (offered this season for the first

time by us).—The entire surface is of a pure vivid crimson
colour, with pale guard-petals. One of the most brilliant
flowers ever introduced. Per packet, 2s. 6(/.

IMPRO'VED OXONIAN, rich purple with pure white eye.
Per p.acket. 11.

DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH, rich crimson with pure white
eye. Per packet. IJ. 61/.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH, bright rose with pure white eye.
Per packet, 15. bd.

Eighteen splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster. The
collei bd.

Twelve splendid varieties, Betteridge's Exhibition Aster. The
collection. 2^. 6(/.

CAUTION.
Each packet of these Asters is impressed with our Trade

Mark, without which none are genuine.

NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(with Dark-coloured Foliage), per packet, is. 6d.

A seedling variety of that type of dwarf Nasturtium originated
by us, viz. , the dark-foHaged or King of Tom Thumb section,
the popularity of which is now universal—from the fact of their
bright colours contrasted with dark foliage, compact habit, and
duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in effect to
bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety now offered
is quite unique and distinct—pure pink shaded with carmine

—

and forms an effective contrast with the varieties already in
cultivation.

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1S75.

EOSEMAEY.
" For you there's Rosemary and Rue

; these keep
Seeming and favour all the winter long,

Grace and remembrance to you both.

Winter's Tale, act iv., sc. 3.

IN these lines Shakspeare has immortaUsed
the properties which tradition has assigned

to two of the oldest inhabitants of our gardens.

Rosemary has long been regarded as possess-

ing important medicinal qualities, although it

does not occupy a very prominent position in

our Pharmacopceia. Of the antiquity of this

belief, evidence is given in a fragment of a

14th-century poem on the virtues of herbs,

published in Reliqua Aniigucp, which is exclu-

sively devoted to the praise of Rosemary, or, as

it is there spelt, " Rosemarie." The author

says that neither he nor any " erthely man " can
tell " all the vertues ;

" but he certainly enume-
rates a good number of them, and some which

are sufficiently remarkable. Such, for instance,

is its property of restraining thieves : of which
we are told that if the root be seethed in " vyn-

acre of wyne," and a thief afterwards should
wash his feet therein, he will have neither
" inyghte ne strenthe " to steal, and that no man
need "drede with him to dele." Whether a

thief could be prevailed upon to consent to

deprive himself thus of his means of existence

seems, however, somewhat doubtful. The smoke
of Rosemary inhaled will heal " colde in thi

hede "—a seasonable prescription for the present
winter : and a bath in which it has been seethed
will make the bather " lyght and joly." A story

is given, on the authority of Galen, of a queen
who was '' goutus and croket," and si.xty years
of age, who took " of Rosemary six pounds

"

and ground it well, and bathed herself three

times a day for nine months in water in which
this Rosemary was placed. Such perseverance
deserved its reward : and accordingly at the

end of the time her old flesh fell away, and she

appeared "tender and neishe." She then

thought of entering the marriage state : but

here the fragment abruptly ends, and her

subsequent fate is left to conjecture. Some
idea of the extent of the " vertues " attri-

buted to Rosemary may be gathered from
the fact that in Langham's Garden of Health

(1633) it is prescribed in no less than

131 cases of the most various de-

scription ! We learn from PJiarmacographia
that Rosemary was mentioned by Pliny, and
" was also familiar to the Arab physicians of

Spain, one of whom, Iba Baytar (13th century)

states it to be an object of trade among the

vendors of aromatics. In the middle ages

Rosemary was doubtless much esteemed, as

may be inferred from the fact that it was one of

the plants which Charlemagne ordered to be
grown on the imperial farms. John Philip de
Ligramine, a writer of the 1 5 th century, describes

it as the usual condiment of salted meats. It

was probably in cultivation in Britain prior to

the Norman Conquest, as it is recommended
for use in an Anglo-Saxon Herbal of the nth
century. The essential oil was distilled by
Raymundus LuUius about a.d. 1330."

The modern applications of Rosemary are

but limited. Oil of Rosemary is used as an
external stimulant in liniments and hairwashes,
being supposed to promote the growth of the

hair, and to cure baldness ; the green colour of

certain pomatums is due to the presence of

Rosemary. It was also an important ingre-

dient in the famous " Hungary water"of former

days, a preparation to which various invigo-

rating properties were attributed, and which is

said to have taken its naine from its use by a
queen of Hungary, to whom it was communi-
cated by a hermit. In this the Continental

Rosemary was used, the otto yielded by this

variety having quite a different odour from that

obtained in England. The quantity of oil pro-

cured from a hundredweight of the tops is

variously stated as from eight to twenty-four

ounces. Rosemary also enters into the com-
position of Eau de Cologne, and into the famous
French Vinaigre a quatre voleurs. The pecu-
liar and admired flavour of the white Narbonne
honey is said to be caused by the bees which
produce it feeding largely on the flowers of the

Rosemary, which abounds in that district ; and
it is stated that, when from any cause the blos-

soming of the Rosemary is interfered with, the

honey harvest of Narbonne is a failure. Its

value as a bee-plant is noticed by many old

writers, as by Lawson in the Country House-
wife's Garden (1637), who says that its use is

" much in meates, more in Physicke, most for

Bees." A preparation of the dried leaves was
formerly sometimes used as a substitute for

Chinese tea, and was recommended in cases of

headache.

We gather from Surflet's Coiintrie Farme
(i5oo) that charcoal obtained from Rosemary
wood was employed for artistic purposes. He
says :

" some do make of the wooddie parts

thereof . . . coales to draw the first lineaments

and ground-work of pictures and such other

things to be painted."

The folklore of the Rosemary is extensive,

and some of the superstitions attaching to it are

very odd, and quite inexplicable—such, for in-

stance, is the general belief in England, that it

will only flourish in the gardens of houses
where, to use an ancient proverb, " the grey
mare is the better horse ! " The use of this

plant at funerals was referred to in our last

volume (p. 353) ; but it appears to have been
equally, if not more popular at weddings ; and
the older poets are full of allusions to it in this

connection. This twofold employment of Rose-
mary is referred to in Herrick's distich :

—

" Grow for two ends ; it matters not at all.

Be 't for my bridal or my burial."

And Dekkar, speaking of a bride who died of

the plague on her wedding-night, says :^" The
Rosemary that was washed in sweet-water

to set out the bridal is now yet in tears to

furnish her burial."

It appears to have been the custom at weddings
to dip the Rosemary in perfumed water before
distributing it. It was often gilded upon such
occasions. "So late as the year 1698," says

Brand, " the old country use appears to have
been kept up of decking the bridal bed
with Rosemary," and the bridesmaids were
accustomed to present the bridegroom with a
bunch of it on the morning of the wedding.
Roger Hacket, in a wedding sermon preached
in 1607, says, " Rosmarius, the Rosemary, is

for married men, the which by name, nature,

and continued use, man challengeth as properly

belonging to himself. It over-toppeth all the

flowers in the garden boasting man's rule. It

helpeth the braine, strengtheneth the meraorie,

and is very medicinable for the head. Another
property of the Rosemary is, it affects the heart.

Let this Rosmarius, this flower of men, ensigne

of your wisdom, love, and loyaltie, be carried

not only in your hands, but in your heads and
harts."

" Rosemary and Bays," were combined on
these nuptial occasions, as well as at other

times ; from which it would seem that there was
some connection between the two which can-

not now be traced. Herrick speaks of gilding
" the Bales and Rosemary." That there was

some meaning in the wearing of the two plants
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appears from an account of the "memorable
Parliament begun at Westminster, Nov. 3,

1640," in which we are told that Prynne and

Burton, on their entry into London, " rode with

Rosemary and Bayes in their hands and hats
;

which is generally esteemed the greatest effront

that ever was given to the courts of justice in

England." According to Deering, it was
formerly the custom at Nottingham on the

election of a new mayor, to place the mace
on a table covered with black cloth, "covered

with Rosemary and sprigs of Bay, which they

term burying the mace."

Rosemary formerly played a prominent part

in Christmas festivities. The old " Boar's

Head Carol," which dates from 1521, and which

is still sung on Christmas Day at Queen's Col-

lege, Oxford, when a boar's head decked with

Rosemaiy is carried into the hall, begins

—

'* The bore's head in hande bring I,

With garlande gay and Rosmary ;"

and Herrick's often quoted poem on the cere-

monies of Candlemas Eve commences with

—

" Down with the Rosemary, and so

Down with the Baies and Mistletoe."

These frequent allusions to Rosemary point

to the fact that it was far more commonly culti-

vated in former days than it is at the present

time. The garden of Ironmongers' Hall, in

London, was celebrated " for its Vines and
Roses, and knots of Rosemary," and (again in

conjunction with the Bay) it was sold in the

streets for Christmas decoration. Gay says

—

" When Rosemary and Bays, the poet's crown.

Are bawled in frequent cries through all the town,

Then judge the festival of Christmas near."

And in the churchwardens' accounts for St.

Margaret's, Westminster, in 1647, is the item

—

" Paid for Rosemarie and Baies that was stuck

about the church at Christmas, is. 6d."

Rosemary was employed in one of the many
charms used on St. Agnes' Eve to obtain a sight

of the future husband of the girl who exercised

it. Two sprigs, one of Rosemary and one of

Thyme, were to be sprinkled with water on St.

Agnes' Day, and, on going to bed, one was to

be placed in each shoe, the shoes being put on

either side of the bed. A brief invocation to

the saint was then repeated, and the future

husband appeared during the night.

We do not find much reference to folklore

connected with Rosemary in other countries.

In Germany the Todcnkrans, or death wreath of

a girl who died shortly before her intended

marriage, was formed of this plant—a custom

which corresponds with Herrick's already

quoted lines. In Thuringia it is worn at con-

firmation, and woven into bridal wreaths. Its

name in Denmark, Elle-grin, or Elves'-green,

would appear to point to some legend connected

with it in that country. The plant is, however,

known in most countries by an equivalent of its

Latin name, Rosmarinus, which means literally

sea-dew, and originated, according to Prim,
" from its usually growing on the sea coast, and

its odour." Its habitat, however, is by no

means exclusively maritime. B. M.

New Garden Plants.
Odontoglossum Warscewiczii, KcJlb. f*

Very much in the way of Odontoglossum vexilla-

rium, whose growth and bulbs and leaves it imitates

so much that the two would easily be confounded when
out of flower. The rather small bulbs are nearly oblong-

* Odontogloss^nn Warscmjiczii, Rchb. f,—Pseudobulbo ob-

longo seu oblongo-ligulato ancipiti monophyllo ; foliis fultientibus

ad septem : foliis lineari-ligulatis acutis ; pedunculo gracili ad
quinquefloro ; bracteis triangulisminulis : sepalis lineari-ligulatis

obtuse acutis ; sepalis latioribus magis obtusis ; labello a basi

latissime hastata pandurato dilatata quadrilobo ; antice bene
emarginato bilobo ; nunc scalKad instar utrinque trilobo ; lobis

medianis mediocribus anticis latissimis ; callo acutiformi in basi

ante medium tumldonunc inlineam elevatamvelutinambicrurem
exeunte ; columna humilUma.

—

Odontoglossum IVarscewiczii,

Rchb. f. in V. Mohl and v. Schlechtendal's BotaiiiscJie Zctiitng,

1852, t. 692 : Rchb. I., XemaOrMdacea,\. 208, tab. 81 ; Lindl.

Folia I. Odofttoghssinn, No. 21 (additional species), floribus

sphalmate illi Odontoglossi grandis a;qualibus dictis.

Fig. 47. —grotesque denuded oak on the side of the sucvr loaf mountain, Abergavenny.

ligulate, ancipitous, with a usually single elongate

linear-oblong acute leaf, that appears to be generally

broader than those organs in O. Roezlii, and a little

narrower than those of O. vexillarium. There ap-

pears to be six or seven under the bulb, the lowest being
also the smallest. The species appears to flower

very freely, for I have several dry specimens with two
spikes developed at once. Perhaps it may even make
the tour de force of Mr. Rucker's O. vexillarium, that

brought an anomalous third inflorescence at the top of

the largest pseudobulbs conjointly with the smallest

leaves. The flowers of this plant may be called inter-

mediate between those of Odontoglossum Phatenopsis
and O. vexillarium. They have the same tendency as

in the last species to show the anterior lobes of the
lip a little asymmetrical, sometimes much so. The
general colour is a mild creamy-white. Each petal

has a great blotch at its base, no doubt always corre-

sponding to the colour of the area of the lip ; there

are also single, but smaller, blotches at the base of the

Fig. 48.—grotesque swollen oak in the pound near pershore, Worcestershire.

the bulb—no doubt a splendid sight, though not agree-

able to the morphological botanist, who does not like

plants to jump over their usual bounds, and decidedly

not to the benefit of future shoots, though the too

great benefit may be balanced by the early cutting of

the inflorescence, in order that it may not too much
exhaust the poor bulb. The native peduncles bear

three to five flowers, and we are entitled to expect

them to improve by being well grown. We would
call those specimens well grown which show at once

sepals. The base of the lip, whose callosities nearly

resemble those of the most exquisite Mexican
Odontoglossums (thus explaining the position of its

relatives in this genus), shows a hippocrepic broad
dark area, with a few projecting angles outside. This
chief ornament would appear to show several varieties

of colour, just as in the Odontoglossum vexillarium.

In all instances the centre of that area is of a
shining yellow, while the area itself appears to be
now purplish-scarlet, now brownish-purple. It may

Fig. 40,

—

old oak near castle marton, malvern cii.vce (40 ft. round base).
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depend a good deal upon the amount of light given

to the plant, as I have good reason to believe

is the case with Odontoglossum PhaUvnopsis. M.
Linden gave a representation of that plant with such

pallid colours that all praise of the ilower had the

impression of a joke—not a benevolent one, and

yet we have several, even many instances, in which

the flowers, when exposed to good light, are really

charming in colour. The column is exceedingly short.

There is scarcely a foot left under the sligmatic

hollow, which usually has a single little tooth in its

basilar middle part. No wings have been observed

to the column, and yet we should not wonder if,

finally, specimens were found with such ornaments.

We candidly profess that the species is not equal

to Odontoglossum vexillarium, yet we are fully per-

suaded it will be liked much by amateurs, the more so

if it shows a profusion of varieties. Another reason for

loving it will be, that as far as human judgment goes it

can never be expected to appear in quantity in the

European market, as will be explained immediately.

I placed in Mr. Harry Veitch's hands a wild inflor-

escence, giving evidence that the representation in

Xcnia is not exaggerated.

The discoverer of this plant is the gallant Orchidist

hero, the late Joseph von Warscewicz, the Polish noble-

man. He boasted of it as being one of his best dis-

coveries ; and what splendid things had he discovered

at that lucky period, when there were so very many
choice hunting-grounds unvisited by any one ! We
cannot expect nowadays to see reappear such lucky men
as Joseph von Warscewicz and Thomas Lobb, though

they may be far surpassed by more assiduous col-

lectors for botanical purposes. Warscewicz declared,

however, we had no hope ever to see this plant in

Europe. It was, he said, exceedingly scarce, growing

but at two places, and in very few specimens. The
bulbs, he said, were so soft, that they always became
rotten as soon as they descended to the level of the

sea; and for a long, long time—twenty-two years are

nowadays, in our time of excited, over-excited activity,

an immense span of time—his prophecy proved to be

well founded. Mr. Wallis himself, then M. Linden's

keen champion, failed in its introduction. Now
came Seftor Endres, who observed the plant once
more, though he was not too anxious to give the exact

localities. His plants, though cultivated with his

usual care (as if his babies), for a long while at a low
altitude, arrived all dead in Europe except a single

specimen, a little tiny fellow, which Messrs. Veitch used

to grow in a i-inch pot. AH our hopes were concen-

trated in the little dwarf, who gave occasion to the

expectation to see it in flowers in ten years, provided

the development was a lucky one. This was our hope.

Mr. Bateman, however, the father of the Odontoglos-
sums, appears to have abnegated to the dwarfs all

rights of individuality. Last April, in the preface to

his splendid work on Odontoglossums, he said :
'* In

this way whole importations have been lost, including,

I am sorry to say, one or two cargoes of the exquialte

Fig. 50.—bur oak, ripple, worcestershir

Odontoglossum Warscewiczii (figured in Reichenbach's

Xenia)^ which still remains a desideratum."

And now, at length, the desideratum is within our

reach, in full-j^rown individuals. Seuor Endres, who
loves the Orchids one might say more than himself

—

and he, as soon will be proved, made the richest col-

lection of Orchids ever made by any one in the world

—

succeeded finally in bringing over a small lot alive,

having taken the greatest possible trouble to tend

them carefully on board : a most difficult task, and
most so on board an English boat, where, it is well

known, passengers are under stricter regulations

than on board German or French boats. Having
the satisfaction of seeing Seflor Endres awhile,

I asked him whether he could bring over a larger

lot. He simply answered he would regard an order
for a fifty or hundred a ridiculous, impossible thing,

not to be fulfilled at the greatest expense. Since this

gentleman knows the land so well, we may fully tiust

what he said. A plant has brought two inflorescences

in the nursery of Messrs. Veitch, where the totality of

the European colony of the plant may be seen.

The flowers, just as first flowers used to be, were

nearly half as large as those of good wild specimens.

There is no doubt they will improve ; and Mr. Harry
Veitch tells me that, when once alive in Europe, the

plant appears not to be more difficult to manage than

O. vexUlarium.

I think it must be a great satisfaction for Messrs.

Veitch that they have introduced to Europe both these

celebrities—Odontoglossum vexillarium, that once so

mysterious plant, whose habitat Mr. Wallis discovered

when in the last state of exhaustion (may we never

forget him in the history of that wonderful plant),

and the old Odontoglossum Warscewiczii, so much
desired since 1852. H. 6". Rchb. f.

NOTES UPON OLD OAKS.
The Oak (Quercus Robur) has been ever remark-

able for its duration above all other British forest

trees, and one of our poets has designated it as

" Lord of the woods, the long-surviving Oak !

"

—an appellation that it well deserves. To what extent

its longevity extends can only be judged of by those

trees of enormous bulk that now remain extant, with

any traditions that may exist concerning them. Walter

Scott, in one of his novels, has alluded to gigantic

Oaks *' beneath which Roman legions may have

marched ; " and Gilpin says, with somewhat more
precision, in his Forest Scenery^ that ** a few venerable

Oaks in the New Forest chronicle upon their aged

trunks ages before the Conquest." But such observa-

tions are rather too vague, being only probable

guesses, and do not refer to particular trees that might

be examined and measured. Considering the havoc

made by the axe in past times, and the disaffbrestation

of most of the ancient forests of the country, very few,

if any, truly undecimated woods can now remain

having trees that could certainly be considered coeval

with the Saxon rule in England. There may be some
in long-established parks where the timber has been

scrupulously preserved, and the following extract from

Lysons* Bedfordshire is curious with regard to the

number of trees mentioned, which must be truly

"patrician trees," as worded by Evelyn in his quaint

Sylva^ as the history of Lysons was published in 1806:—**A survey of Ampthill Park, taken by order of

Parliament in 1653, describes 287 trees as being
hollow, and too much decayed for the use of the flavy.

These Oaks, thus saved from the axe, remain to the

present day, and by their picturesque appearance con-
tribute much to the ornament of the place." Accord-
ing to this statement there would appear to be a

greater number of old Oaks at Ampthill than anywhere
else in Britain, if the number mentioned by Lysons
are all still existing. He does not give the dimensions
of any of them, but Loudon in his Arboi-etum et Frztti-

Fig. 51.—newland oak, forest of dean.
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ceium Britannicum, mentions "the Leaden Oak in

Ampthill Park, so called from a large piece of lead

having been fixed on it many years ago, is remarkable

for having been one of the Oaks marked in a survey

made of the park in the time of Cromwell, as being

then too old for naval timber. It is 67 feet high, its

trunk is 30 feet 6 inches in circumference, and the

diameter of its head is 85 feet. The species (or rather

variety) is Q. sessiliflora." It is rather difficult to

ascertain with certainty the age of trees of similar or

greater dimensions to that of the Ampthill Oaks,

unless a tree has been associated with some historical

event which gives it a standing place at that tinie ; and

if its dimensions were then known, a clue might be

obtained as to its probable age. Various Oaks are

mentioned by Loudon, presumed to have existed

before the Norman Conquest ; and Marshall, an

author who has written on the planting and growth of

forest trees, has gone so far as to "venture to infer

that the existence of these truly venerable trees [Oaks]

commenced some centuries prior to the era of Christi-

anity." How long an Oak when reduced to a mere

shell might possibly exist, in a spot secure from the

rage of tempests, is dubious and open to conjecture,

but probability would not carry its duration much
beyond 1500 years. The oldest known Oak in

England now existing would seem to be the Winfar-

thing Oak, in Norfolk, an inscription on which states

it to be 70 feet in circumference at the extremities of

the roots, and in the middle 40 feet, as taken in 1820.

This Oak is now an arboreal ruin, with only a single

branch of vitality, but "is said to have been an old

Oak at the time of the Conquest." But though this

may be probable, there is unfortunately no authority

to support the supposition. The trunk of an Oak, in

the branches of which Wallace and a number of his

followers once sheltered themselves, as reported, yet

exists near Stirling, and is, therefore, presumed to be

"at least 700 years old." Dr. Lindley, in an article

on the age of trees in the Penny Cyclopaedia, says that

" many other cases of Oaks of extreme old age are re-

corded, some of which have been estimated at 1500 or

1600 years." An estimate however, ought to be

founded on correct data, and here observation is at

fault as to the rate of growth in very old Oaks, it

being only certainly known that every kind of exo-

genous tree diminishes its rate of growth after a certain

age, the Oak in particular between its fortieth and

its sixtieth year. In the first century of its growth an

Oak may attain a diameter of 3 feet, gradually

diminishing its rate of increase after its fiftieth year, as

shown by Dr. Lindley from an actual section of a tree

sent to him from Stirling in 1855 ; and Professor De
CandoUe found that in an Oak of Quercus sessiliflora

its increase in diameter, which was at the rate of 33
lines from ten to twenty years old, and 38 lines

between thirty and forty years old, had at 330 years

old diminished to 8 lines, while at 500 years old its

annual increase would be almost imperceptible, or

noted with extreme difficulty. It has been, therefore,

suggested, that in very old Oaks an average increase

of a line and a half in diameter might approximate

very nearly to their actual age, and if this measure-

ment be applied to the Cowthorpe Oak in Yorkshire,

celebrated as one of the largest and oldest British

Oaks, it would make it above 1600 years old, and the

Winfarthing Oak in Norfolk would be nearly as old.

The Ampthill Oaks mentioned previously, therefore,

may be put at 900 years old, which, as they were aged

hollow trees in 1653, appears to be a fair computation.

As stating what may be considered as generally true

with respect to the growth of the Oak, the old and

well-known rhyme may be quoted

—

" Three centuries it grows, three centuries stays,

And slowly three long centuries decays."

The Rev. A. G. H. Hollingsworth, in his History of

Stmomarket, mentions a "Gospel Oak," in the park

of Polstead Hall, Essex, which may take a place with

the largest recorded British trees, though it has escaped

the notice of Loudon in his Biography of the Oak. The
describer states that "this earth-born giant is 43 feet

in circumference, 4 feet from the ground, and the base

slopes gradually outwards as the sides bury themselves

in the earth, giving one the idea of a skilful architect's

hand having systematically planted an enormous

foundation for that stupendous mass of wood, with

which 1000 or 1500 years must have loaded its

shoulders. It is hollow within, and could seat eight

or ten persons. It is, perhaps, one of the last fast-

departing memorials of Roman and Saxon times."

Almost every English county has two or three

solitary historical or legendary Oaks known to village

traditions, and forming masses of foliage or vast naked

boles that cannot fail to attract the notice of the wan-

derer. Most of these have been recorded in local or

general histories, and I shall, therefore, only notice a

few that have fallen under my own notice, and hitherto

escaped description.

The largest Oak that I have seen and measured

stands at Newland in Gloucestershire, within the

bounds of the Forest of Dean (see fig. 51, p. 271), and

is still vigorous, notwithstanding its great bulk. It rises

almost direct from the ground, without throwing out

hose buttress roots that so many aged Oaks do, and

the measurement of its bole is, therefore, more exact

and faithful than when taken from the extension of

the roots, as is done in many recorded cases in the

works of Gilpin, Strutt, and Loudon. I found the

girth of this tree at the base to be 52 feet, and this is

scarcely lessened up to the height of 12 feet, where
five grand primary branches spread out from the vast

hollow bole, divaricating into more than fifteen

secondary arms. Its horizontal spread is very con-

siderable, so that it is not a lofty tree, not much
exceeding 50 feet in height. Its great age, which can

only be a matter for conjecture, is well indicated in its

massive tesselated bark, which is more rugged than in

any other antique Oak that has ever met my view.

One of the largest and oldest Oaks that Worcester-

shire, once covered with forests, can boast is a tree

standing at Holt, in a meadow, not far from the river

Severn, which bears the name of the Boarstag Oak,

a corruption from Hoarstag, in allusion to the

bleached, hoary, bare branches rising from its top,

as seen in many old Oaks. It is a perfect specimen

of the class that Shakspeare has described as existing

in his time in the forest of Arden

—

" Under an Oak, whose antique root peeps out

Upon the brook that brawls along this wood
;

Whose gnarl'd and spreading boughs were moss'd
with age,

And high top bald with dry antiquity."

This Oak spreads out at the base (see fig. 53, p. 275),

but at 3 feet from the ground its girth is 34 feet. I

have represented it in its winter aspect
As the representative of a class commonly called

"Bur Oaks," that have been hacked and pollarded

time out of mind, but, hollow and swollen at the

base, present a picturesque aspect, yet with very

scant appearance of vitality, I have sketched a

hollow veteran unusually protruding from the base,

a relic of the trees of the disafforested Malvern
Chace, within the parish of Castle Marton : see fig. 49,

p. 270. It measures 40 feet in circumference round the

extended base, and, though there is no memento to

fix its age, it may be well believed that it has wit-

nessed the forays of the Red Earl of Gloucester, to

whom Malvern Chace was granted by Edward I.,

when with hound and horn and his train of yeoman
prickers, he pursued the deer and other quarry that

then peopled the Chace and delighted the gaze of

the eager hunters.

Though forest ground in England is scarcely more
than a name at present, and the most remarkable

Oaks are generally to be found in parks, where they

have been allowed to enjoy a green old age and
decay at leisure ; if the old family residing at the

Court or Hall has kept up the old name, as at Moccas
Park, Herefordshire, famous for its Oaks, and
Okeaver, in Derbyshire, where are many trees lifting

to heaven their aged, hoary heads ; yet the wanderer

in out-of-the-way places may often find in the hedges

of miry, disused lanes or hollow ways, a few battered

veteran Oaks that have been left here and there, and
which, of course, unmercifully lopt, and unable to

extend themselves above, have swollen into mis-

shapen or grotesque forms below, abandoned relics of

the forest that Celtish tribes once foraged in. Such a

monstrous, seared, and ragged bole appears by the

side of an old pathway at Ripple, Worcestershire,

which is here depicted (see fig. 50, p. 271). It measures

35 feet round the base, but would measure more
higher up, on account of the huge wens upon its

bark. It is difficult to say how long it has stood in

this ruinous state, but it must have been very long

ago when it appeared in full leafage as a stately tree

—and that may have been in Saxon times.

Gilpin has remarked, in his Forest Seenny, that "it

is through age that the Oak acquires its greatest

beauty, which often continues increasing even into

decay, if any proportion exists between the stem and

the branches. When the branches rot away, and the

forlorn trunk is left alone, the tree is in his decrepi-

tude, the last stage of life, and all beauty is gone."

But it may be truly said that if beauty is not apparent

there is interest attachable to an old gnarled and even

deformed Oak, which carries back the imagination to

long past days, historical events, and perhaps heart-

felt joys or sorrows endured under its boughs, even

should it be as Cowper has said of the Yardley Oak,

" A quarry of stout spurs and knotted fangs,

Which, crook'd into a thousand whimsies, clasp

The stubborn soil, and hold the trunk erect."

Such a knotted and distorted Oak is enclosed,

curiously enough, within the parish pound near Per-

shore, Worcestershire (see fig. 48, p. 270), and no doubt

stood long in forest solitude before thus imprisoned.

The most curious denuded Oak that I have met

with, and sketched a short time since, forming a

singular extended mass of swollen wood, hard as a

rock, is located on the bank of a deep old lane lead-

ing up the Sugar-loaf Mountain, near Abergavenny,

Monmouthshire (see fig. 47, p. 270). Swollen into the

most grotesque shape, hollow, and yet massive enough

to defy any ordinary storm, it is certainly a dendrologi-

cal curiosity. Of such a mass of timber that it may

yet take centuries to moulder away, it can well be
said

—

" Still stands the lone old forest tree,

Though past his leafy prime,

A type of England's past is he—
A tale of olden time.

He has seen her sons for a thousand years
Around him rise and fall

;

But well his green old age he wears,
And still survives them all."

Many more curious aged Oaksmight have been depicted,
but the few given have not been engraved before, and
are, therefore, some additional contribution to what
Loudon has denominated the "Biography of the
Oak." Mere description, without representation, is

imperfect and insufficient, for, as Strutt has remarked,
in his Sylva Britannica, with the true feeling of art,
" Who can hear of Alfred's Oak or Chaucer's Oak,
without regretting that not even an outline of them is

in existence for fancy to fill up with the enthusiasm
their names inspire. But, independently of all other
consideration, trees afford such delightful individu-
ality, joined with such exquisite variety of character,
and bring with them so many charming and hallowed
associations of liberty and peace, of rural enjoyment
or contemplative solitude, of the sports of childhood
or the meditations of old age—in short, of all that
refresh or exalt the soul—that it is wonderful that

they have not hitherto been more decided objects of
interest to the painter and the amateur." Since
Strutt wrote, however, his own spirited delineations

of forest trees, as well as the laboured works of
Loudon, Selby, and others, have given a spur to the
study of old, as well as the planting of young, trees,

and much information has been given on the subject

at various times in the pages of the Gardeners^
Chronicle.

In connection with the Oak and the ancient
Druidic times, when it was particularly honoured,
the parasitical Mistleto appeals to the imagination,
from authors ever since the time of Pliny having
associated it with the Oak, as venerated by the
Druids when found growing upon that tree, and
gathered with mystic ceremonies. Yet, in reality,

the Mistleto prefers to grow upon any other forest

tree rather than the Oak, being now the pest of
Apple orchards; and the utmost industry and research
of Dr. Bull, of Hereford, who was anxious to collect

notices of all the Mistleto-Oaks in Britain, could only
find or hear of eleven, to which have been subse-

quently added one mentioned by Mr. Dovaston, as
seen by him in Anglesea, and two more recently

detected in Worcestershire. Strange, however, to

say, all these are young, flourishing trees, less than
200 years old, and I have never seen Mistleto grow-
ing on any aged Oak ; either, therefore, the venerated
Oaks having Mistleto upon them have been all

felled, or the Mistleto once upon them has been cut
away. This, however, does not militate against the
ancient Oaks now remaining as not having existed in

the Druidic period, because the parasite was then
considered as a rare inhabitant of the Oak, and a
careful search had to be made after it. Though the
use of the Mistleto as an adornment for the hall or
kitchen at Christmas is still kept up in the country to

an extent scarcely credible—of course only as an
excuse and license for frolic and fun—Mistleto from
any tree being acceptable, and the Worcestershire and
Herefordshire orchards furnishing loads to be sent

northward, where the Mistleto is very rare or un-
known in a growing state— yet a superstition, no
doubt derivable from ancient times, still exists in

rural districts among the old people, that Mistleto

growing upon the Oak is efficacious for particular

disorders both in man and cattle, and when met with
is gathered accordingly. Indeed, an old friend of
mine, familiar with rural pursuits, customs, and tra-

ditions, has assured me that he once knew an Oak
having Mistleto upon it, which had been entirely

stript of the parasitical plant for its supposed medi-
cinal efficacy. If this has occurred in other places,

it may, in some degree, account for Mistleto being so

rarely met with upon the Oak. Edwin Lees, F.L.S.,
Green Hill Summit, Worcester.

ARDROSS CASTLE,
The residence of Alexander Matheson, Esq., M.P.

,

is situated in Ross-shire, about 30 miles north from

Inverness by rail, and 7 miles north-west from the

pretty village of Alness on the Highland Railway. It

is approached from the high road leading from Ding-

wall to Bonar Bridge. In days long gone by it was
the residence and fastness of the great clan Ross.

This property was purchased by its present proprietoi-

from the Duke of Sutherland in 1S46, and since then

most extensive and sweeping improvements have been

carried on most successfully, as will be seen by what

follows. Since the property came into the possession

of Mr. Matheson, 5000 acres of plantations have been

laid down, over 4000 acres of land reclaimed, and
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upwards of 60 miles of private roads made. The new
plantations consist principally of Scotch Fir, with a

good portion of Ihe hardier sorts of forest trees

intermixed.

I may here mention that all the alterations and im-

provements efTected on those vast estates were carried

out by Mr. William Mackenzie, Mr. Matheson's factor,

with a perseverance and originality of conception

that is most creditable to him, everything seems to

have been so thoroughly done. The half-and-half style

of doing things seems to have had no favour with Mr.

Mackenzie. His system was to have trenching, dyke
building, road-making, draining, and the erecting of

farm steadings all going on simultaneously. To exe-

cute such works cheaply and effectively they must be

carried on together, for, as he puts it, to trench the land

one season, drain it the next, clear it the following,

laying down the stones somewhere or anywhere, from

which they must be re-carted when dyke-building

begins, is a most expensive and unprofitable way of

doing things. In the course of nine years 2600 acres

of land have been reclaimed by means of trenching,

draining, liming, &c., 67 miles of dykes, and 11

miles of wire* fencing erected, 28 miles of roads made,
and 3000 acres of ground enclosed and planted. It

is with pleasure I observe that during all those

the old baronial style, with a slight mixture of modern
architecture, and is most elaborately furnished. It is

pleasantly situated on an eminence overhanging the

Alness River. The Castle, as seen from the main
road, has a very imposing appearance, standing out in

strong contrast with the lofty dark mountains ot Koss-
shire, which form the background, and is much
heightened by its position at the apex of the glen.

Tlie green undulating fields which stretch between the

Castle and the road give at a glance some idea of the

magnitude of the improvements efiected here. The
pleasure-grounds extend to upwards of 700 acres, with
the Alness River winding its way through the middle
of them. The walks through the pleasure-grounds
are upwards of 14 miles in length, their width
varying from 5 to 6 feet. They have been all

properly bottomed with stones, and finely covered
over with gravel. The walks are chiefly along the

Alness River and Tolly Burn. In the latter there is

a pretty waterfall of about 50 feet in height, and well

worthy of a visit at any time. The grounds are open
to the public, and it is very gratifying to notice that

there has never been anything like wanton mischief

perpetrated. In some of the young plantations,

where the herbage is too luxuriant, the poor people
on the estate who keep a cow, horse, or pig are

allowed to cut the grass for their own use ; and the

young trees are as carefully preserved, and everything
done as neatly as if under the eye of a forester. In
this instance Mr, Matheson has found, by his kind*

75 feet long by 9 feet broad. In this I found a very
nice healthy collection of Ferns, necessarily in a small

state, as they are mostly used for table decoration
;

also a large numberof springflowering plants. Orchard-
house, 30 feet by 15 feet, with Peaches on the back
wall ; Pears, Peaches, &c., in pots, very heavy crops.

Greenhouse, ridge-and.furrow roofed, a handsome
erection, principally filled wilh soft-wooded plants,

amongst which there were some grand Cockscombs
and a few well managed plants of Kricas and Azaleas.

Vinery, 30 feet by 15 feet : very heavy crop
in this house, principally Black Ilamburghs and
Alicantes. Vinery, 30 by 15 feet : the sorts in this

house are Muscats, Mrs. Pince's, and Lady Downes

;

very heavy crop all over the house.

The flower garden proper lies between the Castle and
the kitchen garden. On the outside of the latter, on
nearly an angle of 45", there is a bank about 300 feet

long. This is ribboned its entire length, and faces the
flower garden, consisting of the following ;—First

row, at bottom, Viola Princess Teck ; second, Viola
Perfection ; third, Cerastium, in two rows, with small
circles of scarlet and dots of Dell's Black Beet at

intervals ; fourth, Perilla; fifth, scarlet Pelargonium
;

sixth, Calceolaria Golden Gem ; seventh, Hollyhocks
and DahUas alternately. The flower garden is of
rather large extent, although, from its high altitude,

bedding-out is on rather a limited scale. Several of
the figures are filled with Rhododendrons of the finer

sorts. In one or two beds I saw plants of the rarer

Fig. 52,—ardross castle, ross-shire, the seat of mr. Alexander matheson, m.p.

alterations it was the express wish of Mr. Matheson
that not one of the old tenants should leave the pro-

perty. He was anxious that all should be provided
with good farms and better houses than they

possessed before. On the whole of Mr. Matheson s

extensive estates there has been no clearing-out of

old inhabitants to make room for improvements, &c.

It has been found perfectly compatible to carry out

those alterations without having to remove a single

tenant, or to expatriate a peasantry which any
country might be proud of. I may here remark
that when Mr. Matheson purchased Ardross, in 1S46,

the population on the estate amounted only to 109,

while the number now is nearly 500. In 1846 there

were eleven bachelors out of nineteen tenants, now
there are only three out of thirty-seven. These facts

speak cheeringly of the happy connection between
agricultural improvements and the increase of a com-
fortable and contented peasantry. It is gratifying to

hear of hundreds of quarters of grain and scores

of well-fattened bullocks and sheep (both of which
compare favourably with any in the district) being

exported from a glen that only a few years ago was
not able to supply its inhabitants, and to see the busy
scene of human activity that everywhere prevails.

Improvements still go on, and are to be continued till

all that can be reclaimed is completed. Mr. Mathe-
son has about 1200 acres of arable land in his own
hands, 200 of which form a depastured lawn, and 200
are annually let as grass parks. The remaining

800 acres form two farms of equal size, upon which
he five-course shift system is carried out,

Ardross Castle is a noble pile of modern erection, in

ness and generosity to these poor people, the old
saying verified

— " Use the public well, and there is no
fear of the public.'' Ardross may be said to be
enclosed with mountains. To the south is the finely-

wooded hill of Fyrish, with its singular cairn of stones

on the top, and to the east the view is intercepted by
a detached knoll or hill of that enormous deposit of
red sandstone which crops out in bold precipices

towards the Dornoch Firth, To the south-west are

seen the beautifully wooded hills of Novar, and to the

west Ben Wyvis {3720 feet in height) rears its snow-
capped brow far above the intervening mountains.

Mrs, Matheson takes special interest in the well-

being and education of the children on this vast

estate. The number attending the day school averages

about 140 ; and many of those children who received

the first rudiments of their education in these schools

have carried first honours in our universities. The
kitchen garden lies to the west of the Castle, and
is about 2\ acres in extent, surrounded by a most
substantial brick wall flue-heated. It is approached
from the Castle by a walk S feet broad, which passes

through the southern end of the flower garden, curving

gently to the right till the kitchen garden is reached,

which it enters by a rather high flight of steps and
handsome gateway. Here I found the wall covered

with well managed tr^es of all the most approved
sorts of Apples, Pears, and Plums, but the crops on
these are rather precarious, as frost very often in

spring comes here just when it is not wanted ; how-
ever, all sorts of small fruits are had in abundance.

The glass erections are of considerable extent.

Entering from the west the first is an excellent pit,

sorts ol succulents had been used with good effect.

There was one plant used rather extensively for bed-
ding purposes, and of which I would advise those in

high and wet districts to make use, and that is the
double dark variety of Senecio elegans. I saw two
beds of this at Ardross in the beginning of October
one sheet of flower. At a little distance 'l think they
were the most telling beds I ever saw. Mr. Massey,
Mr. Matheson's head gardener here, and who most
creditably fills his present position, informs me
that heavy rains have no effect in diminish-
ing their beauty. To the east of the Castle

the grounds assume more of the appearance of a
shrubbery, with large spaces of kept ground inter-

vening. In this quarter there is a very fine sheet of

water, surrounded by a neat iron railing and stone

base, with a handsome fountain in the centre. One
little drawback to Ardross Castle when seen from a
distance is, the want of a few grand old trees in its

immediate neighbourhood. Such companions the

Castle does not enjoy ; however, the young woods in

the surroundings are making rapid progress. It

requires but little help from the imagination to under-

stand what the scenic effect must be by-and-bye, as

both clumps and individual trees of the finest hardy
sorts of Conifers have been most judiciously planted

in all directions, among which I noticed the following

as very superior, and making extraordinary growth
for their age :—Picea Pinsapo, Cedrus atlantica, Cu-
pressus Lawsoniana, and Picea nobilis, 30 feet—beau-

tiful specimen with cones. The average height of

the arable land above the sea is 550 feet, yohtv

DownUf West CoatcSy Edinburgh*
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THE WEEPING WILLOW.
When was the Weeping Willow introduced into

England ? Tlie well-known and popularly-believed
story, which attributes its introduction to the poet
Pope, seems to have originated in a paragraph
in the St. Jameses Chronicle of iSor, which runs
as follows:—"The famous and admired Weeping
Willow, planted by Pope, which has lately been
felled to the ground, came from Spain, as a
present to the late Lady Suffolk. Mr. Pope was
in company when the covering was taken off; he
observed that the pieces of stick appeared as if they
had some vegetation, and added, * perhaps they may
produce something we have not in England.' Under
this idea he planted it in his garden, and it produced
the Willow tree that has given birth to so many
others." According to Plukenet, however, as

quoted in the Horttis Kewensis, it was cultivated in

1692 in the Royal Garden at liampton Court ; but
on this Mr. Dillwyn, in the Hortus Colliiisonianus,

has the following note :
" In the first edition of the

Hortus Kewensis, on the authority of L'Heritier's

Sertum Anglicanum, this species is said to have been
first introduced in 1730, but the date in the second
edition has been altered to 1692, from a reliance on
Plukenet's t. 173, f. 5, which, on examination of

the original specimen at the British Museum, I found
to be an entirely different plant. By the Catalogus

Plantarum, published by a society of gardeners in

1730, it appears then to have been cultivated in our
nurseries." If such were the case, not only would
the tradition which connects Pope with its introduc-

tion disappear, but CoUinson's account of its first

appearance in England would also be incorrect. The
last-named writer says: "Mr. Vernon, Turkey mer-
chant at Aleppo, transplanted the Weeping Willow
from the River Euphrates, and brought it with him to

England, and planted it at his seat at Twickenham
Park, where I saw it growing, anno 1748. This is

the original of all the Willows in our gardens. In
July, 1 765, I measured a Weeping Willow at Mr.
Snelling's, at Godalming, Surrey, of but fifteen

years' standing ; it measured 6 feet in girth, or 2 feet

in diameter, and the height in proportion." B. M.

THE STORING OF POTATOS.
The recent spell of severe frost found out the weak

points of the Potato store, and many are the com-
plaints of those who, not being forewarned, were not

forearmed. Of all our winter store vegetables none
are so liable to damage from frost as the Potato, as

when once bitten it is not merely useless but abso-

lutely obnoxious ; moreover where the stocks of

Potatos are small, the want of a little forethought

may occasion considerable deprivation for the present

and a heavy loss in the future. Probably the greatest

sufferers by the frost have been those who, having a

few bushels in store, have placed them somewhat
carelessly, either in an exposed outhouse, or in some
cold attic, little thinking that the frost would pene-

trate therein, but 20° of frost means mischief, as many
have found to their cost. Thus wisdom has been
gained at considerable expense.

Now in all houses where it is the practice to keep a
few bushels of Potatos in store for consumption, there
should be provided either a large, stout, close-jointed

case or else nice dry flour-barrels, as in such depo-
sitories as these Potatos are kept dry, clean, and well
together ; the tubers also do not come into contact
with the external wall, and if the room be dry, ceiled,

and have only one window, it will require an extraor-
dinary frost to penetrate to the Potatos through the
tubs or boxes, especially if any old pieces of carpet or
other covering be thrown over them when the weather
is unusually severe. Where there are quantities of
several varieties to be stored and the space at command
be limited, I know of no better mode ofstoring than by
placing the respective sorts in long shallow boxes,
say 4 feet by I.S foot and 9 inches in depth. These
will each hold about 2 bushels, and there are these
particular advantages attached to this mode of storing

—that the tubers are easily looked over, and any
precocious shoots rubbed off. They can be so exposed
to the light and air during fair weather as to harden
the growth, if wanted for seed ; and when very severe
weather ensues they can be built up in a block, one
box on another, so that each box partially protects its

fellow, and an old carpet or a mat or two will fully

protect the whole. If, also, the name of each sort be
written on a card, and fixed on the box containing it

hy means of a stout tack, no possible blunder or
mishap as to names can occur. Potatos so stored are
also less liable to damage by moving than when
placed together in bulk. With many sorts we find,

as the winter advances, that they have about them
many black spots, that mar their table usefulness.

This comes mainly from the bruising they get bv
frequent movings, an evil th?t it is well to avoid',

fhose who have good dry cella 's are not in danger of

having their Potatos frozen, but there is the possible

evil surrounding them, that the milder and more
even temperature usually existing in a cellar will in-

duce an early growth of the tubers, which necessitates

a constant looking over of the stock, and sometimes
great waste. Of course, if the stock be a limited one, and
the consumption regular and large, there will not betime
sufficient for mischief to be produced. It is when the

winter's stock is so stored that harm is done. Potatos

when lifted should always be thoroughly dried before

storing, and be as free from soil as possible. It is also

wise to make two sizes of the stock, and housekeepers

will do well to see that when a dish of mashed Potatos

are required the smaller selection be used, the larger

ones being saved for cooking whole. If some are

needed for seed the next spring, a portion of these

second size tubers should be saved for that purpose.

Of course I assume that all tubers not larger than a
Walnut have been previously set aside for the pigs or

poultry. By putting these assorted tubers into the

boxes I have described, it will be found that when
the best of the middlings have been consumed the

remainder will make a good seed sample, and being
thin in bulk will get plenty of light and air to mature
them. The storing of Potatos in pits—at all times a
bad practice—is doubly so when we are visited by a
month's continuous frost. To tap a pit under such
conditions is difficult, if not impossible, and if there be
not a good store in the house it would be exceedingly

awkward. If the Potato cannot have a frost-tight

house specially devoted to it, at least it is best to have
plenty of tubs and boxes at hand in which they may
be stored, and be securely protected until danger is

past. It must not be forgotten that if the store has a
dry floor and the atmosphere be dry also, much less

mischief will result than if the air be damp. It is wise

also when a thaw follows severe frost to allow a few
days to elapse before the external air is admitted, as

the sweating so common after a thaw will not be so

evident. In any case, whether the Potato stocks be
large or small, it is well to exercise discretion in time,

and not allow Jack Frost to clutch them in his cold

embrace. A. D.

INVERLOCHY CASTLE.
The seat of the Right Hon. Lord Abiager, Inver-

lochy Castle, lies about 3 miles north-east of Fort

William, and about the same distance off Ben
Nevis, which is 4406 feet high, and is allowed

to be the highest mountain in Scotland. As seen

from a distance, Inverlochy Castle has a very im-

posing and commanding appearance. Its internal

arrangements and decorations are in good keeping

with its imposing exterior. Its site has been well

chosen. Its towers and turrets meet the eye of the

tourist long before it is reached. A fine view of it is

also had from the Caledonian Canal, west from
Benevie. The Castle stands on three grass terraces,

and to the south-west a fine site has been selected for

a flower-garden of rather large dimensions. About
a mile to the south-east of the present Castle stands

the old Castle of Inverlochy, a place of undoubted
antiquity. This Castle stands alone in its solitary

magnificence, having outlived all record of its own
builder and age.

" ' Who raised this wondrous pile?' we askedand sighed,
And paused for a reply, but none replied.

Time passed us by, and answered with a frown,
' Whoever raised it, I will put it down I'

"

Its towers and ramparts are built of solid masonry,

9 feet thick, and the whole building covers about 1600
yards. From the name of one of the towers it pro-

bably was occupied by Edward I. of England and the
Comyn, who were then in the zenith of their power, and
with equal probability by the Thanes of Lochabar,
particularly by Banquo, the predecessor of the Royal
iamily of Stuart. Near this place, on February 2, 1685,
a great battle was fought between a Jacobite army,
under the celebrated Marquis of Montrose, and a
mixed Highland and Lowland army, under the
Marquis of Argyle, ending in the complete overthrow
of the latter. The glass erections here are rather exten-

sive, in all extending to 134 feet, but in a short time

they are to be extended to 215 feet. There is a Peach
house, 38 by 15 feet, with curved trelliswork in front;

and in which the trees are young and very promising.

In this house there was a splendid crop of Tomatos
in pots, Trophy being the variety. Early vinery,

5S by 15 feet, fine crop ; late vinery, 34 by 15 feet,

splendid crop, both in bunch and berry, Foster's

Seedling especially being very superior. In the

stove, which measures 24 by 15 feet, I found well

managed plants of the following : — Cissus dis-

color, AUamanda Schottii, Fittonias, Draccenas,

Crotons of sorts, and a few remaikibly fine

plants of Caladiums, among which were very con-

spicuous Princess Alexandra, Imperatrice EugcSnie,

Reine Victoria, Napoleon III., Madame Dombrain,
Marquise de Caux, Trioraphe de I'Exposition, a few

of the finest Selaginellas and Ferns of the newer

varieties, and a small but very select collection of
miscellaneous plants, principally used for table deco-
ration purposes. In this house also there are a

number of plants of Melons grown in pots in two
varieties, viz.. Cox's Golden Gem, and a netted green-

flesh of Mr. Dow's own raising, witha fine crop on it,

each averaging 4 to 5 lb. in weight. The seedling

Gloxinias here are very fine.

The kitchen garden proper is about 3 acres in

extent, and is surrounded by an excellent stone wall.

As there is no flower garden outside as yet, the
principal walks in the kitchen garden are, as a
compensation, ribboned on each side, which in sum-
mer gives the place a very gay appearance. The
ordinary kitchen garden crops here are good (soil

peaty loam), considering the climate. Early Peas and
Potatos are generally had about the middle of June,
although on the north side of Ben Nevis, 2 miles off,

snow lies all the year round. Small fruits are gene-
rally very abundant. Mr. Dow, his lordship's head
gardener here, is a thorough enthusiast in his pro-
fession, and everything that is under his manage-
ment reflects great credit on him. The woods on the

estate are very considerable, mostly in a young state,

very healthy and thriving, and will add greatly to the

beauty of the landscape in a few years. The farm
buildings here are of large extent, in two squares,

and built on the most approved principles. The
crops are generally the finest in the neighbourhood.
His lordship takes great interest in farming opera-
tions, rearing of cattle, improvement of stock, &c.,

and Lady Abinger is equally interested in the well-

being of both old and young on the estate. John
D(nuniej West Coaies, Edinburgh.

Horticultural and Botanic Gardens in
India.—Reports frequently reach us from the several

horticultural societies of India, abstracts from which
indicate to our readers from time to time the progress

of horticulture in our great Eastern Empire. The
good effected by these societies, from experiments on
the introduction and acclimatisation of new plants of

commercial value, is well known, besides the more
general cultivation by the natives of such well known
vegetables as Potatos, Peas, Cauliflowers, &c. In a

recent report on the general progress of India some
account of the various agricultural and horticultural

societies is given, from which we gather the following

facts. The oldest society, the Agricultural and Hor-
ticultural Society of India, was established by Dr.

Carey in 1S20. It imported fruit trees, offered prizes

tor essays on the cultivation of Indigo and Sugar, and
on the acclimatisation of foreign plants. At one time

it had a farm of 160 acres near Calcutta, which was,

however, given up. It now has an income of ;^30O0

a year, including a Government donation of ;!^500.

The Agri-Horticultural Society of Bombay was
founded in 1S30, and in the following year an annual
grant of ^300 was granted by the Government. In

1S35 the Society bought a piece of land at Suri and
laid it out as a garden, and in 1853 they established

an experimental garden at Kirki, where, down to 1861,

experiments were carried on at a loss of expenditure

over receipts of ;!^i 126 ; but the only experiments of

which a record exists are those conducted by Dr.

Birdwood with Cotton and the Sorghum or Great

Millet (Imphee). In his report, dated May, i86r,

Dr. Birdwood makes the following remarks with

reference to the Imphee experiments :

—

" I deeply regret the poor results of these experiments
with Imphee at Kirki, for I anticipated their success

with pleasure. The rapid decay of the manufactures of

India invests with the highest importance every attempt
to increase the number of its exchangeable raw products.

The most trifling articles of native workmanship are

being replaced in the bazaars by similar wares from
Europe ; are being driven from the home markets by the

sheer force of Saxon productiveness. Our best efforts,

therefore, must be directed to counterbalance the decline

in manufactures by a proportionate development of the

agricultural wealth of the country; new raw exchangeable
products must supply the place of each manufacture as

it in succession fails, if the prosperity of India is to be
sustained under the circumstances of her dependent and
intimate intercourse with Western civilisation."

The Bombay Society was resuscitated through the

exertions of Dr. Birdwood, in 1859. When he
became its honorary secretary it had only twenty-
nine members, and an income from all sources of

^500 a-year. When he left, in 1S6S, the members
numbered 153, with a fixed income of ^1235, besides

special subscriptions. Dr. Birdwood's great work
was the establishment of the Victoria Gardens and
Museum at Bombay, including a complete botanical

garden. The botanical garden was composed of
exotic plants first introduced by Dr. Birdwood ; of

naturalised exotics, such as the Cocoa-nut, Jowari,

Tobacco, and many other plants, and of indigenous

plants. A sum amounting to £z^,c^o was raised by
public subscription entirely through Dr. Birdwood's

exertions, for the laying out and decoration of the
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Victoiia Gardens. It is mucli to be regretted that,

after Dr. Birdwood left India, the botanical garden

should have been destroyed, and that the Society

should not have published a single report.

The Agri-IIorticultural Society of Lahore was
founded in 1851, for the collection of information

respecting agricultural operations, to institute experi-

ments, and to supply members with seeds and plants.

It has initiated experimental cultivation of the better

kinds of Flax and of silk ; has introduced the Olive,

the Chinese Tallow-tree, and the Australian Gum-
tree, has established a school of gardeners, and has

distributed seeds and plants.

The Government gardens at Calcutta, .Saharunpore,

Madras, Bangalore, Lucknow, and Utakamund, have

also done most valuable service in the introduction

and distribution of new plants and seeds. During
1872-73 the Calcutta garden sent out 8620 packets

of seeds, 2302 plants in cases, and 2S91 in pots. In

the same year there were 3706 packets of seeds, 40S8

fruit and other trees, and 6142 flowering plants, dis-

tributed from the Utakamund garden in the Madras
Presidency. At the Saharunpore gardens, in the

North-west Provinces, 37,393 fruit, 156,766 timber

trees and flowering shrubs, and 5530 parcels of seeds

were distributed during 1872-73, showing a consider-

able increase over the previous year. As many as

than I have in llie birds which make their nest

thereon, and therefore, if another hives them, he shall

be the proprietor ; but a swarm which flies from and

out of my hive are mine so long as I can keep them

in sight and have power to pursue them, and in

these circumstances no one else is entitled to take

them.'

"Hence the origin among villagers of pursuing a

swarm with the clamour of pans and fire-irons, not

for the benefit of the bee, qua bee, but in order to

inform olliers tliat tlie followers are the possessors of

the swarm.
" It is e.isy to imagine that now some villagers may

(confounding cause and effect) assert that the sound

assists the operations of the bees or those of their

hiver. Alfred George Kens/ia-u, Doctor's Commons,
London^

Holms of §o0hs.
The February number of the Geographical Ma-

gazine contains several articles of considerable in-

terest to horticulturists. Among them we m.ay cite

an important and very readable article on "Disco
Bay, Greenland," from the pen of Dr. R. Brown, and

which is of special interest in connection with the

Fig. 53 —EOARST,\G OAi-:, near holt, worcestlrshire (34 FT. girth).

6,% tons of seeds were supplied to the Canal Depart-

ment. Potatos have become one of the great food

staples of the country. They are extensively grown
in Kumaon, Garwhal, Kangra, Dehra, as well as on
the plains in Saharunpore, Mirat, Cawnpore, Buland-

shahr, and Fathigarh. It is recommended that a

small quantity of fresh seed Potatos should be annually

imported from Europe, to prevent degeneration by

frequent renewal. B.

Apiary.
We take the following interesting extract, relating

to the swarming of bees, from a letter in Nature

:

—
"With regard to swarming bees by beating the

warming-pans. Sir John Lubbock thought there was
nothing in it, but that it was an idea which had got

possession of some people in the same way as many
savage tribes believed that, by making hideous noises

during the eclipse of the moon, they could frighten

away the evil spirit which held her. Sir John Lub-

bock would appear to have overlooked the fact that

this is a practice arising from the peculiar ownership

of which, under English law, bees are the subject.

"'Bees are /mr iialur,r, but when hived and re-

claimed, a man may have a qualified property in

them, by the law of Nature as well as by the civil law.'

{Pug', c. iv. c. b. s. 5 ; /list. ii. 1. 14 )
' Though a

swarm,' says Blackstone, ' lights upon my tree, I

have no more property in them till I have hived them

proposed Arctic Expedition. The climate of this

delectable region may be inferred from the circum-

stance that the mean temperature of the winter is

}" F., that of spring ig'.g F,, of summer 43°. I, of

autumn 24°.!. Nevertheless, the flora is, all things

considered, rather a luxuriant one. At some future

time we may possibly find room to insert Dr. Brown's

notes on this subject ; meanwhile we may add that

Sequoias, like the Redwood and the Wellingtonias of

California, once existed in Greenland, as also Thujas

and Salisburias. Magnolias, Sassafras, Diospyros, and

other American types once existed there, when the

climate must have been wonderfully different from

what it is now. The account of the Nicobar Islands,

in the Bay of Bengal, by M. de RbepstorIT, furnishes

an interesting summary of our knowledge of our last

new colony. The islands are of course tropical, and

at present very unhealthy, but by clearing the jungle in

the vicinity of the settlements, and draining the

Mangrove swamps, it is confidently expected that

the sanitary condition will be materially improved.

The natives live in huts raised above the swamps on

piles, as was the case with the lake dwellers of

Switzerland. Fish and Pandanus bread constitute

their chief food. The account of their manners and

customs, as told by the writer, is very interesting.

Arrack and other abominations derived from the white

men are producing the usual results, so that the Nico-

barians are destined to speedy obliteration. ( >n the

other hand, M. de Roepstorff speaks very hopefully

of the prospects of the British colony just established.

In an amusing article, entitled "Some Unscientific

Notes on the History of Plants," Colonel Yule

alludes to the curious mistakes made sometimes by
people who ought to know better than make such hasty

assumptions. One instance of this is given in the

alleged representation of the Custard Apple, Anona,
on the walls of ewes of the 7th or 8th century in

India, the truth being that the Anona is a native of

the West Indies, which were not discovered at the

time alluded to. In a similar way authors have

stated that certain representations on the Assyrian

marbles were those of the Pine-apple (Ananas), also

of American origin. Colonel Yule throws out the

suggestion that the ICuropean Poplar (populus, pappel)

is etymologically connected with the pippala or

pippul of India, the Ficus religiosa, the leaves of

which have a strong superficial resemblance to those

of the Black Italian or Lombardy Poplar. Colonel

Yule also cites a curious passage relating to the Jack
fruit, Artocarpus, " which looks like a sheep's stomach

stuffed and made into a haggis. . . . The fruit is very

adhesive ; on account of this adhesive quality, many
rub the mouth with oil before eating them. . . They
grow not only from the branches and trunk of the tree,

but even from its root. You would say that the tree

was all hung round with haggises !

"

We have before us the parts of the Floral

Magazine for January and February respectively.

Tydea Madame Heine is a very handsome Gesnerad.

Two handsome Japanese Chrysanthemums — Gold
Thread and Cossack—occupy another plate. The
best of these Japanese Chrysanthemums make
splendid subjects for conservatory decoration, and

we have little doubt that the ragged, untidy look

which some of them have may be improved by our

patient florists. BoUea Patini is one of the most

remarkable of recently introduced Orchids, and was
described in our columns July II, 1874. Hiemanthus
Rooperi is very striking but devoid of elegance. Mas-
devallia Chimaera (true) is decidedly one of the most

singular even among the eccentric race to which it

belongs. M. nycterina is almost equally so. In refer-

ence to this plate we may ask the artist whether he

considers the flower-pot adds to the beauty of his

plate ? Bertolonia superbissima is a splendid Melas-

tomad, with ovate leaves, sprinkled above with crim-

son spots, and of a fine rich claret colour on the under

surface. It appears that the ladies have christened

the plant as the Jewel plant, and not inaptly. Anthe-
ricum variegatum is a handsome variegated plant,

very similar in general appearance to Pandanus
Veitchii, but destitute of marginal spines.

The twelfth and last part of Mr. Jennings'

work,'entitled Orchids and Hoiv to Grow Them in India

and other Ti-opical Climates ^Reewe), has been lately

issued. The plates, which are from the pencil of Mr.
Burbidge, are a great improvement upon the earlier

ones. In the present number are figured Cattleya

labiata, the true Vanda insignis, Pleione lagenaria and
precox, and x Calanthe Veitchii. The work as now
completed is dedicated to Dr. Hooker, and if it does

not quite fulfil the expectations that were raised con-

cerning it, the fault is not to be attributed wholly to

the work itself, which is well calculated as a whole to

excite an interest in Orchid culture in India. It is

always a matter of regret when books of this cha-

racter, got up at considerable expenditure, pains and
artistic talent, are allowed to lose half then: value by
the absence of scientific information. As it is, for

scientific purposes this handsome volume is of little

worth.

QueUjucs mots sur la Thcorie Algolichenique,

par H. A. Weddell. In this communication to the

Institute of France, M. Weddell fully adopts the

notion of Schwendener and of Bornet as to the gonidia

of lichens being really alga;, which the lichen

annexes in order to make them contribute to its nutri-

tion, and he quotes in support of this opinion the

observations of Professor Gibelli communicated to the

Botanical Congress at Florence last spring. Accord,

ing to M. Gibelli, zoospores have been seen by him-

self and other witnesses on many occasions to be

developed in the gonidia of Lecanora subfusca while

still contained within the thallus. M. Gibelli has also

himself cultivated the gonidia of Opegrapha varia,

and, after some time, he had the satisfaction of seeing

the gonidia develope into magnificent Chroolepus,

which developed zoosporangia and zoospores. Thus,

then, the evidence in support of the somewhat bizarre

notion as to the nature of the green masses in the

interior of the tissues of lichens is receiving important

accessions, and it is quite evident that the matter

cannot be dismissed without full examination.

We have received a copy of the second edition

of M. Spruyt's Le Jardin Potager Complet, an excel-

lent work on kitchen gardening as practised in Bel-

gium, to which we shall probably refer at greater

length on another occasion ; also a list of seeds offered

for exchange by the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden,

and entitled Delectus seminum ipui: Hortus Botanicus

Imperialis Pet' opolitanus p'O mulua commulatioiie

offat.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

RIarch.

10 and II.—Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company. Spring
Flower Show. Sec. and Manager, James Birbeck,

103, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall. Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

24.—Glasgow and ^\'est of Scotland Horticultural Society.
Spring E.\hibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow,

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

April.

4. —Special Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of
Antwerp,

7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring E.xhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.
27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. E,\hibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Fmdlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec.W. Sowerby.

May.
I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.
12.—Royal Horticuhural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National E.vhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafl^ord.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17 and 18.—Halifa.\ Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Mr. Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone
Road, West Hill Park.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition, Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.
26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer E.\hibi-

tlon. Sec, W, Sowerby,
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

\rnvjn\v T\rar t T fleeting of the Entomological Society of
iVioNDAY, iiar.

I London.

f Sale of a Consignment of Tree Ferns,

Tt.vctiw Mor ,J LiMums, &c, by Protheroe & Morris.
TUESDAY, Mar. i<

periodical Sale of Poultry and PiKcons, at

(. Stevens' Kooms.

Wednesday, Mar. 3

Royal Horticultural Society : Meeting of
Fruit and Floral Committees, at ii A.M. ;

Scientific Committee, at i P.M. ; General
Meeting, at 3 p.m.

Sale of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Roses,
Hcrba.
Steven

' Meeting of the Li;

Gladioli, &c.

1 Society, at 8 p

f Sale of 500 Lots of Shrubs, Roses, Fruit
Saturday, Mar. 6-] Trees, Rhododendrons, Gladioli, &c., at

(. Stevens' Kooms.

CONTINUING our remarks on landscape

gardening, we now have to consider that

most important element of the subject—the

form of trees. It must have been remarked

that there is a peculiar Ch.'VRACTER about
EVERY Tree, that may be occasionally use-

ful for a particular purpose. We all know
the effect of the lithe and pendulous

branches of the Weeping Willow. As a

single tree the Birch is generally too light

for an agreeable effect, but place it in composi-

tion with heavier foliage, let it hang from the

edge of a group, and it will fringe it delight-

fully. Again, if two or three trees of rigid cha-

racter are placed on the fore or mid ground,

where a mass is not required, add a Birch, and
what appeared stiff and formal is instantly ren-

dered firm and beautiful by the contrast ; nor

is this produced by form alone—the effect of

colour, of light and shade, is equally enhanced.

How often must this have been remarked in

the case of the Copper Beech tree ; when
in shade it appears almost black, yet the de-

tached boughs, with a light behind them,

have a scarlet tinge. As to the Ash, it

is a mistake to make a group of these trees

only ; one or two in a mass of Sycamore,

Plane, or Lime trees produce a very beautiful

and brilliant effect, but, when viewed singly,

their foliage is thin and poor ; and this, again,

proves that massing is generally a far more

advantageous disposition than the line, avenue,

or dotted manner of planting, for in the latter

mode the light falls equally upon each tree, and

then if it be one, like the Ash, of thin foliage, it

becomes of no character, and if of a dense foli-

age, each tree, if of the same species, must look

like its neighbour. Where, however, many are

grouped together, the shade of the broad Syca-

more admirablysets off the cut anddividedleaves

of the Ash, which, towering above and admit-

ting the light through, cause the dark masses

of the Sycamore below to become of a deeper

tinge. Besides it is well known that the same

kind of tree assumes generally the same figure

as to its top ; thus the Lombardy Poplar is

always spiral, the Oak branching, the Cedar of

Lebanon horizontal, &c. Now, where they are

not allowed to group there must be a monotony

of aspect, and where the trees are of a round-

headed character, this produces an effect which

is commonly and happily designated mop-
headed.

Speaking of the Lombardy Poplar it must be

said that no tree has been so sadly treated since

its introduction. Naturally a stiff-growing tree,

and affording in itself but little diversity of

character, its native rigidity has been increased

by planting it in single files or rows, where it

can harmonise with nothing. The same remark

applies to the evergreen Cypress in Italy.

Of all things the straight line of a tree

that is naturally thin in itself is the least

likely to produce an harmonious effect out

of its own materiak Had a few of

them been judiciously planted amongst other

trees, as is done, for instance, in a belt

facing the Hounslow Road at Spring Grove,

their tapering heads would have been seen

towering above their spreading neighbours, and

each would have derived consequence ; but, so

convinced are the public that a straight line of

any perpendicular-growing tree is not elegant,

that they will rarely allow one to be planted

where it would really be an ornament to the situa-

tion. In such cases no tree that we have in this

country would compensate for the absence of

the Lombardy Poplar. Thus abuse prevents

use in this as in many other matters.

But there are other Poplars too seldom used

in the formation of our landscapes. Our own
White Poplar once formed a feature of Epping

Forest, wliere its shining silvery bark and

drooping character were allowed to assert their

beauty ; and the large Canadian Poplar, of

which magnificent specimens are to be seen

here and there, and whose leaves change to a

bright orange in autumn—that, too, must be

discarded, because, forsooth, it is a Poplar.

It is time we rose superior to these preju-

dices, and learned to view objects in Nature

with reference to their own capabilities in com-

bination, and then we should learn to despise

nothing and to prize those objects most that

have a distinct character of their own, for with

such material in skilful hands a better result

may be hoped for.

Firs, when well placed, give a magnifi-

cence and solitary grandeur that few other

plants can produce. They will not succeed

as single trees ; they must be grown in quan-

tity, and, to be seen in their greatest beauty,

they must be situated on an ascending plane

of considerable extent. Firs have been ex-

tensively planted in various places, but in

almost every instance they are in too thin

belts ; the lower limbs die after a time,

leaving the upper part of the tree only with

foliage. Where the belt is thin the light, of

course, is visible ; this, if confined to a few

places, is a beauty, but when it is regularly

visible for the whole length of the plantation

it convinces us the trees have not answered the

purpose for which they were planted, and more-

over their aspect is little better than that of a

line of hop-poles. Had the belts originally been

planned of three or four times the depth, this

thinness would have been avoided. In such

cases a young plantation in front would mate-
rially improve the aspect in a few years.

It is surprising to find that, in plantations oi

this kind near houses, so little attention has
been paid to produce a variety in the under-

growths. Let us go into a natural wood, one

that has never been planted, and we shall be
as much struck with the humble undergrowth

as with the timber trees themselves. After

straggling through a half-mile of thick well-

wooded land, where the sun's rays struggle in

vain for entrance, we suddenly emerge upon
an open glade abounding in Heath, Furze, and
Broom ; how variously does the light aiTect it

—how different the strips lit up with the sun's

rays to those embrowned with the deep shadow
of the wood ! And then, again, how we admire

the bright and varnished Holly and Box that

grow secluded from the sun and wind ! The
very Periwinkle that twines at our feet, and the

Briars and Honeysuckles that fling their frag-

rance above and around us, have each a beauty

to lend and to borrow from their situation.

This principle may be carried much further,

and with equal truth. Who does not admire

the beautiful Fern that grows at the foot of the

Oak .' or ask a painter if he would give up the

intricacy of the twining Clematis or Bramble in

the foreground ? Why, the very Ivy stem which,

destitute of leaves below, yet clings like a

coarse lacing about the trunks of trees, cannot

be omitted.

But vegetables much more humble than these

claim the painter's attention. The trunk of

a Beech, an Elm, or an Oak, is often the

habitation of whole colonies of lichens and
mosses ; these diversify the surface, render the

bark more intricate, and add a beautiful glow of

orange, or a brilliant dash of green, agreeable to

the species. If, therefore, the imitator of the

beauties of Nature cannot dispense with all

these appendages in the foreground of his land-

scape, why is a plantation to be contrived where

trees of the larger growth are only permitted,

where Ash, Oak, and Elm, with perhaps Beech

and Fir, are to mingle, with no Privet nor Thorn,

nor Heath, nor Bramble, to fill up and contri-

bute their share of beauty?

Were we to reason on the case, we should say

that where profit only is sought, such spots

should not be permitted ; but they ought to be

freely introduced in all plantations where orna-

ment is to be combined with profit.

When the Beech is kept low by being placed

under larger trees, it then mixes with Holly, and

forms, during winter, the most beautiful con-

trast in the underwood. This principle extends

itself to the effect of colour in trees of large

growth, as well as in shrubs. Whoever has re-

marked a quantity of Willows in one situation,

or of the Silver Poplar, cannot fail to have

observed how cold an aspect they communicate

—the grey or whiteness of their leaves so predo-

minates that the very air seems cooled by them
;

but let a few of these trees occasionally skirt a

wood or plantation, and a bold relief is the

instant consequence—they start forward and,

receiving part of the shade of their more
umbrageous neighbours, become objects of

beauty instead of aversion. Some deciduous

trees retain their leaves fully three months after

others even of the same family. A remarkable

instance of this occurs in the Elm, the Scotch

variety of which sometimes sheds every leaf at

the end of August, and in exposed situations at

a much earlier period, while the Kidbrooke Elm
does not shed its foliage till much later. By a

careful use of this instead of the Scotch Elm,

in particular situations, a summer-like effect

may be kept up for a much longer period.

The principle under which most of the latter

remarks would be ranged is that of composition

in general, the right ordering of which is equally

essential in music, painting, and landscape-

gardening. The composition of the masses
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ought to be regulated in great measure by the

character of the surrounding scenery and the

extent of the domain, always with reference to

the regularity or irregularity of its surface.

It must be laid down as an obvious principle

in massing, never to shut out anything that can
contribute to the beauty of the distance ; but,

by judiciously arranging the middle ground,
to contrive to heighten its effect by giving the

former instance, when the landscape artist is

allowed to join effect with either natural woods
or plantations, another great good results : he
is enabled to give breadth of light and shadow
—an effect equally pleasing in a landscape and
in a picture, for it may safely be laid down as a

rule, that whenever the objects are scattered, dis-

connected, or in patches, the light and shadows
will be so too, and vice vcrsA. If, for instance,

been planted in that style, the variety of light

and shadow will be greatly increased, and still

the general breadth will be preserved. But if the
wood were so thinned as to have a poor, scattered,

or unconnected appearance, or the hills were
planted in clumps, patches, and detached trees,

the lights and shadows would have the same
broken and disjointed effect as the trees them-
selves. If to this were added any harsh con-

FlG. 54.—ANGR.ECUM ELLISII, IN MR, DAY's COLLECTION AT TOTTENHAM.

appearance of greater distance through massing
in the middle ground, leaving fields of view open
between them. In this way, too, very frequently

one property may apparently be joined to an-

other, in such a manner as to make the whole
appear like one estate. This appearance is

given readily by observing the flow of lines in

neighbouring plantations, and making them con-

tinuous with those on one's own. In open situ-

ations the introduction of the ha-ha has in

a great degree tended to this effect. In the

we suppose a continued chain of hills, either

entirely wooded or entirely bare, under the in-

fluence of a low cloudless sun, whatever parts

are exposed to that sun will have one broad

light upon them, whatever are hidden from it

one broad mass of shadow, If, again, we sup-

pose this wood to have been thinned in such

a manner as to have left masses, groups, and
single trees, so disposed as to present a pleas-

ing and connected whole, though with detached

parts ; or if we suppose the bare hills to have

trast, such as Scotch Pines and white buildings,

the irritation would be increased, and the eye,

instead of reposing on one broad connected

whole, would be arrested and harassed by little

disunited discordant parts.

With one other remark on the manner of

arranging plants with a view to effect, we bring

these hints to a conclusion. It is, that in

many plantations it has been the practice care-

fully to mix the same kind of tree in equal pro-

portions and distances over the whole ground-
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Now, upon the slightest consideration, it will

be recognised that the effect of this must be
to produce a uniformity that invariably becomes
insipid, and as during the infancy of the

plantation at a little distance an individual

plant is lost, so such mode must occasion

a similitude in light over the whole mass,
whether it be viewed at morning, mid-day,
or evening. But suppose that an irregular

number (thirty or forty of the same species) be
placed in a group, and then next to them
half the quantity of another, and on the right

and left masses of others still varying, how
widely different will be the result. The ex-

ternal form of such plantation would afford,

in early growth even, a diversity and character

that would be striking, and the effect of light

and shadow on masses of light foliage at twi-

light, and on dark ones in the mid-day sun,

would be highly increased and appear almost
magical. Besides, if all the varieties of plants

in a shrubbery are to be carefully placed at

equal and recurring distances, what inducement
is there to proceed to view the whole when the

first few yards contains all the variety that

probably a walk of a mile will afford ?

Respecting Angr^cum Elisii, of which
we give at fig. 54, p. 277, a representation, from the
plant which flowered in the rich collection of Mr.
Day, of Tottenham, in April last, we may quote the
following particulars, from Mr. Williams Orchid
Growers^ Manual:—"This beautiful species was in-

troduced to this country, from Madagascar, by the
Rev. W. Ellis, whose name it bears, and is un-
doubtedly one of the finest species of the genus in

cultivation. The leaves are arranged in a distichous
manner, and about 10 inches in length by upwards of
2 inches in breadth ; d:;irk green on the upper side,

paler below, and unequally bilobed at the apex.
Flower-spikes some 2 feet long, arching, bearing
from eighteen to twenty-four flowers, pure white, and
very fragrant ; sepals and petals reflexed ; spur of
the lip 6 inches long, and light cinnamon in colour.

The profile of the flower is an exact resemblance of a
cockatoo. It requires the temperature of the East
Indian House." Mr. Day's specimen is one of Ellis's
original plants, and differs in some particulars from
others in the hands of the trade. The flowers have
a perfume of sherry, and the nectar has, on the
authority of Mr. W. G. Smith, a taste like that of
the berries of Solanum Dulcamara. The flowers
change to a brown colour if bruised. The name
Angrjecum is a Latinised form of a Malayan word
signifying epiphyte.

The first show of the year at the Lai Bagh,
Bangalore, was held in January, in the Darwinia,
and the display of cut flowers and fruits was remark-
ably good, the Apples and Strawberries being especi-
ally noticeable for their size and fine appearance.
The vegetables too, were not to be despised, and did
credit to their exhibitors. Special prizes were given
by Colonel Puckle for the best arranged round
dinner-table for six persons, laid out with garden
flowers, one vase or centrepiece and four specimen
glasses being only allowable as aids in the decoration.
For a similar arrangement in camp, where wild
flowers. Ferns and grasses only are available. No
vase or centrepiece or specimen glasses of any sort

were allowed in the competition for this prize. Also
for the best model of a small carpet-garden laid out
suitably for the compound of an Indian bungalow.

We find from the schedule of the Grand
National Horticultural Exhibition at Man-
chester, which is now before us, that there are
sundry prizes offered which are well worth competing
for. There is a prize of ;{, 30 for twenty plants, of
which half are to be in flower ; and a prize of £20 for

ten plants, distinct, and in flower. Other prominent
prizes are £\(i for sixteen exotic Orchids, and ,i'iofor

eight stove and greenhouse plants, in the amateur's
classes ; and £\(> for sixteen exotic Orchids, ^10 for

ten exotic Orchids, £\o for eight greenhouse Heaths,
;^Io for eight greenhouse Azaleas, £\o for twenty
greenhouse Azaleas in 8-inch pots, ;4l5 for twenty-five
hardy Rhododendrons, 1^25 for twelve Roses in pots,
£it, for forty Roses in ginch pots, £\o for ten hardy
evergreens, £\o for ten hardy Conifers, /12 for a
collection of Clematis, and ^^12 for twelve new and
rare plants, among the classes set apart for nursery-
men. The schedule extends to seventy-one classes.

The show is to be open from May 14 to May 2i
(inclusive), and entries close on May 6.

We mentioned some time since the death of
Mr. W. Buckley, of Tooting, after a prolonged

affliction, and we are sorry to have to add that his

widow and young children are left almost destitute of

means- We are very glad, however, to find that

Mr. Buckley's employers, the Messrs. Rollisson,
whom he served so long and so well, have taken up
the cause of his bereaved family, and have organised a

committee to obtain subscriptions on their behalf.

We trust that the public sympathy manifested towards
them may be as wide and as free as was his own
love for plants, and his amenity towards and predi-

lection for all those who took an interest in them (or

their own sakes. Any contributions in their behalf

may, in the meantime, be sent to Messrs. Rollisson
& Sons, nurserymen. Upper Tooting, Surrey.

We believe that the prospects of a more har-

monious action between the " local Fellows " of the

Royal Horticultural Society and the horticul-

turists on the one hand, and]between the Council and
their landlords, the Commissioners, on the other, are

likely to be much improved by the resignation of Sir

Alfred Slade and Mr. Chetwynd. Though
excellent and energetic men of business, their pro-

cedures raised opposition where a more conciliatory

tone might have been beneficial. We earnestly trust

that the horticultural Fellows will not fail to attend

the adjourned meeting on the 9th of March, and take

advantage of the favourable turn of affairs. It ought
to be quite practicable to secure the rights of local

Fellows, and still carry out the main objects for

which the Society was founded.

Dr. Masters' lecture at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society on February 24, on Charles Darwin
as a horticulturist, was, owing to the inclement

weather, but thinly attended. 'The lecturer alluded

to several of the more important discoveries and
deductions made by Darwin in vegetable physiology,

and showed their bearing on practical horticulture.

The further report of the lecture is deferred in order

that we may at the same time give a portrait of the

great naturalist.

The summer show of the Lee and Black-
heath Horticultural Society will be held on
Thursday and Friday, June 17 and 18. The Society

will also hold an exhibition expressly for cottagers,

on Saturday, September 1 1.

We understand that the specimen plants pre-

paring for Messrs. Jackman & Sons' Clematis
Show at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
are in a most promising condition, so that a good dis-

play may be confidently anticipated. The buds are

now swelling out fast, foreshadowing an abundant
crop of blossoms, to the development of which, if we
may judge from the past, the air of Woking seems
particularly favourable, aided no doubt by some prac-

tical " wrinkles," which have been learned by experi-

ence. A Clematis show will be something of a

novelty, the plant having so rapidly taken up a pro-

minent position amongst decorative subjects ; but from
what we have already seen of its capabilities we shall

be disappointed if a really good exhibition of the best

sorts, well grown, will not be a sight to be many times
indulged in, and still retained with pleasure in the

memory. 'The exhibition is to be open during May.

Mr. J. F. Johnson informs us that for the last

six years a considerable number of plants of Eucalyp-
tus globulus have been planted out in the Royal
Botanic Garden, Belfast, all of which have died, with

the exception of one example planted in iS72ina
very sheltered corner protected Irom wind and cold.

This produced a growth oi a few feet, but the exact

measure was not noted. In the winter of 1S72-3 it

was killed to the ground, but the following summer
made a growth of S feet 6 inches high- In the winter

of 1873-4 it was killed to within 15 inches of the

ground, but last summer it made a clear 15 feet of

growth, and branches in proportion. The plant has
not yet suffered any serious injury this winter. The
Dracjena australis does well here in the open ground.

The Isle of Thanet Floral and Horti-
cultural Association and Cottagers' Gardening
Society, will hold its twentieth annual exhibition in

Bromstone Park, St. Peter's, Ramsgate, on Wednes-
day, August 25.

The best mode of Securing Newly
Planted Trees having long slender stems and full

heads from danger of being loosened by winds is one
of some moment to planters. The common method
of fixing three stout stakes in a triangle, the apex of

which is secured to the stem of the tree by haybands,
is decidedly objectionable, as presenting an unsightly

appearance. In the course of some planting which
has been extensively done at Gunnersbury, the resi-

dence of Baron L. DE Rothschild, during the

winter, and especially in the case of planting exposed
mounds, a simple plan was adopted, which appears
likely to answer every purpose, and is carried out

with rapidity—an important consideration when the

weather is unsettled, and operations are liable to

frequent suspension. Three stout stakes, the width

of the hole in which the tree was planted, were so
laid below the surface of the soil as to form a triangle,

which gripped the stem of the tree just above ihe
collar, and were then trodden firmly into the soiL

The stem might sway about with the wind, but there

is no loosening of the roots, and by the time the tree

is firmly established in the soil the grip on the stem
loosens through the effects of rot.

—— The showy double carmine variety of Primula
sinensis fimbriata, shown at the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society by Messrs. H. B.

Smith & Co., of the Ealing Dean Nurseries, is espe-

cially worthy of notice, because so useful for decora,

live purposes by night, as the colour is unaffected

by gaslight, except that it is considerably heightened,

and so rendered more effective. It is also to be pre-

ferred to the single variety of the same colour in that

the flowers do not drop till they fade, and this also

makes it very useful to cut from. The habit of growth
is all that can be desired, as the flowers are produced
in evenly displayed clusters, not too crowded, on
erect stiff foot-stalks well above the foliage. Messrs.

Smith are growing it largely, as they find it invalu-

able for cutting from, as well as for market purposes.

The African traveller. Dr. Schweinfurth,
has been appointed director of the Khedive's natural

history museum and botanical gardens at Cairo.

The next meeting of the Institution of
Surveyors will be held on Monday evening, March i,

when a paper will be read by Mr. E- Ryde, entitled

"The Rating of Country Mansions." The chair to

be taken at 8 o'clock. After the reading of the paper
(the discussion on which will be postponed until the

next meeting) Mr. J. R. BoNNY will call attention to

the provisions of the Home Secretary's Bill for

facilitating the Improvement of the Dwellings of the

Working Classes in Large Towns.

The inquiry of a correspondent reminds us ot

the following memorandum on an Irish Habitat
for the Maidenhair Fern, kindly furnished by Mr.
A. F. Barron, of Chiswick, on the occasion of a

visit to Ireland in the course of last autumn. Mr.
Barron states that on the very ridge of one of the

caves in the Giant's Causeway his eyes for the first

time reposed on the Maidenhair Fern in its natural

habitat. It is there growing freely, seemingly with

but little soil. The fronds are very short. Although
exposed to view, it is quite inaccessible, being some
30 feet above one's head when in a boat on the

open sea. Let us hope that this inaccessible station

may prove, also, indestructible.

A new candidate for public favour is

announced to appear shortly, in Belgium, under the

name of the Revue de VHorticulture Beige. Its

editorial staff includes many of the most competent
Belgian, and indeed of European horticulturists, and
one main object of the promoters is to interest

amateurs in common plants of merit, or in plants

whose merits have been overlooked or neglected. M.
Pynaert is the redacteur en chef. We await the new-
comer with much interest.

At a meeting of the Meteorological Society of

Edinburgh on the loth inst. Mr. BucHAN read a
paper on the bearing of meteorological records on the

supposed Change of Climate in Scotland, a
subject discussed by Mr. M'Nab at the Botanical

Society of Edinburgh, whose remarks were criticised

from a cultural point of view by our correspondent,

"Frutex," in our last volume. Mr. BucHAN con-

cludes that there has been no general tendency towards
a permanent change, either as regards summer heat or

winter cold.

An influential committee has been formed for

the purpose of organising a great International
Horticultural Exhibition, to be opened at

Cologne on August 25, and to remain open till

September 26, 1875, in the grounds of tlie " Flora,'-

which will be considerably enlarged by the annex-
ation of the adjoining premises. Her Majesty the

Empress and Queen of Prussia, as Patroness of

the Flora, together with His Imperial and Royal
Highness the Crown Prince, are the patrons

of the exhibition. Negotiations for the nomina-
tion of commissioners from foreign Governments
have been already begun by the Minister of Agricul-

tural Affairs ; and the committee invite all who take

an interest in the progress of horticulture and garden-

ing to contribute to the exhibition. The exhibition is

to comprise all horticultural plants and productions

(with the exception of Vines and Grapes, which are

excluded, owing to the possibility of the appearance
of the Phylloxera vastatrix), also working utensils,

machinery, implements for building, as well as collec-

tions of any kind connected with rural life and the

development of garden culture, under the following

classifications :

—

II. Horticultural Produ
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preserved ; (J>) produce of vecetable juice and vegetable fibre,

viz,, wines, beers, liquors, oils, resin, gum, colouring mailer,

hemp, flax, cotton, sugar, starch, &c., as also the various manu-

factures therefrom
;
(f) rearing of bees, and produce thprcof

;

{d) vegetables, fresh, dried, and preserved ;
(f) seeds of all

kinds.
111'. Garden Architecture, includinE—(<i) Plans and models

of gardens, pleasure-grounds, and parks of all kinds ; (/) glass-

houses of all kinds, their heating, ventilation, sh.ado and cover

contrivances ; (c) summer-houses, pavilions, verandahs, arbours,

tents, marquises, as also ground-floors in squares, tiles, mosaic,

cement, asphalte, or other materials ;
(d) g,irden furniture ;

(e)

bridges, wharfs, ferries, aviaries, swan and duck-honses, &c.

:

(/) construction ot roads and walks ; (g) rock, tunnel, and

giotlo work ;
(h) fences, garden gales, espaliers of various kinds ;

(() models and plans of the constructions specified in list b to /l,

together with an estimate of prices.

IV. Garden Decoration, including—(rt) Artificial fountains,

n-t d'cui spouts ;
(/') statues, vases, urns, pedestals of all kinds

and of all variety of materials
;

(i:) bordering and trimming of

walks and flower beds
;
(d) flower baskets and stands flower

lustres, hanging lamps, and panorama globes, &c. : ic) collections

of garden illuminations of all kinds.

V. Garden Tools and Machinery, viz.—(<i) Pump works,

steam, gas, petroleum, air, and other machinery ; («) Abyssinian

and other fountains, water-pipes for gardens, grounds, &c,,

watering apparatuses, water conduits, itc, watering carts and

cans &c., water engines, garden syringes, &c. ; (c) working

implements, such as sp.ades, hoes, rakes, &c. ;
(d) clipping

utensils and mowing machines
;
(c) barrows, cartS- for transport

and transplanting of plants, S:c. ; (/) flower-pots, plant labels,

staves, bouquet boxes, bouquet holders, &c. ; (g) surveying,

levelling, and drawing utensils.

VI. Garden Collections, including—(/i) Wood .and seed col-

lections ;
[l>) collections ot beetles, insects, and butterflies, with

the various larva which may be injurious or beneficial to garden

'vil.' Artificial Fruits. Flowers, and Plants—W Artificial

fruits, single and in collections ;
{Ir) bouquets and wreaths, (0

all kinds of plants and flowers.

Vlll. Garden Literature— (rr) Works concerning the auxiliary

science of horticulture ; (/') works on rural tillage ;
\t:) works on

the culture of plants, fruits, and vegetables.

The committee will endeavour to facilitate as much
as possible the means of communication, and to re-

move all difficulties connected with the transport of

goods. Negotiations have been already begun with the

railway and steam companies to procure a reduction

of the usual freight charges, and with the Custom-

house authorities to procure every possible facility for

all articles sent to the exhibition. Information as to

the result of the negotiations will be given as soon as

possible. Eminent and impartial men of the different

nations represented in the exhibition will be chosen as

judges. Care will be taken that the machinery sent

in shall be put in action during the exhibition.

Articles exposed will be purchased and disposed of

by lottery, for which the sum of 135,000 marks Pruss.

money (^'6750) shall be laid out ; exhibitors are

therefore requested to state, on announcing objects,

whether they can be bought, and at what price, as

also to keep in view the following regulations :— ( i ). The
exhibition opens on August 25, and closes on September

26, 1S75. (2). On sending articles exhibitors engage

to leave them until the close of the exhibition, and to

withdraw them within a week after the same. (3).

Covered space will be set apart for all objects requir.

ing it. (4). Objects to be exposed must be announced

at latest by July 20. (5). Flowers and fruit will be

exhibited in two series ; the first series from Aitgust 25

till September lo, and the second series from Septem-

ber ir till 26. (6). Prizes, awarded by the decision

of a jury, will consist of sums of money, prize medals

of gold, silver, and bronze, as also honourable men-

tions. (7). After the close of the exhibition a public

sale, free of expense, of objects allotted by the exhi-

bitors themselves will take place. (S). Stall money
will not be raised. It is requested that all commtr-

nications be addressed, post paid, to the Horti-

cultural Society, "Flora," Cologne, from whence all

necessary information can be obtained.

Amongst a collection of Ceylon native pro-

ducts recently received at the Kew Museum, are a

series of ropes used as Cattle Ropes, made from

the twisted or plaited stems of various Cingalese

plants. Many of these ropes are rough in their manu-
facture, but are nevertheless very strong. The interest

in this collection lies in the singularly careful selection

of the plants themselves, showing that the natives are

fully alive to the characteristics of toughness and

strength which prevail in some orders, and are quite

absent in others. Thus we find that in Menisper-

macex—an order so noted for it> tough, pliant

stems, that many of the Brazilian species are used for

tying up Cotton bales, instead of ordinary ropes

—

three plants are so used, viz., Coscinium fenestratum,

Anaminta Cocculus, and Limacia cuspidata. The
first-named (C. fenestratum) really makes an excellent

rope, compact, pliant, and strong. The other plants

used, and of which specimens are at Kew, are Delima
sarmentosa, a Dilleniaceous plant with rough leaves,

which are used sometimes as sand-paper ; Gyrinops

Walla, an Aquilariaceous plant ; Ichnocarpus fru-

tescens, an Apocyneous climber ; Derris uliginosa, a

Leguminous plant ; Rourea santaloides (Connaracere)

;

Strychnos cinnamomifolia, and Ancistrocladus Vahlii.

Besides these, however, the stems of the Calami make
strong but stiff ropes. These can be obtained in

almost any length, as they grow to such enormous

heights, and twine themselves to such immense dis-

tances among the trees. The ingenuity with which

the ropes are made is striking, the stems being split

down nearly to the end into the number of strands

required, and then plaited. Stems of C. gracilis, C.

longisetus, C. tenuis, and C. rudentum, so treated, are

in the above collection.

Cyclonema myricoides, a very pretty

deciduous shrub, is now flowering in the Palm-house

at Kew. The genus is very nearly allied to Cleroden-

dron, if, indeed, it is not quite the same. The leaves

are lanceolate, or oblong-lanceolate, deeply serrated,

shortly petioled, and, at this season, of a pale green.

When bruised they have a disagreeable smell. The
flowers are produced in loose cymes, fascicled in the

leaf-axils of the young growth. The corolla is

irregular, its lower and longest lobe pale blue, the four

upper pure white. It measures in breadth about

I inch, by i J inch the other way. For the sake of

variety, this Cyclonema is well worth cultivating, and

a common or well-known plant it does not seem to

be. Increase is easily effected from cuttings. A
native from Abyssinia to Natal.

The West of England Rose Show is fixed

to take place in the Shire Hall, Hereford, on Tuesday,

June 29.

lome Correspitbence.

Fuchsia Riccartoni.— I am surprised at Mr.

Tillery's account of the origin of this grand old

Fuchsia (p. 206), as he is generally so well in-

formed on such matters as this. In 1833, when living

near Edinburgh I visited the best gardens in that

neighbourhood, and perhaps more especially Riccar-

ton, the seat of Sir James Gibson Craig, Bart., about

6 miles west from Edinburgh, where things were

done well, particularly fruit, both indoors and out.

The management of the wall trees and produce from

the same I have not seen surpassed since, and all

other plants grown there showed the same good cul-

tivation under the able direction of the late Mr. John

Young, afterwards gardener at Archerfield. On one

of my visits there I was shown what I believe was

the seedling plant of Fuchsia Riccartoni, raised by

Mr. Young from seed of Fuchsia globosa ; the others

then in cultivation were coccinea, virgata, conica,

gracilis, miciophylla, and one or two others. I believe

the stock was never strictly sent out, as we term it now,

but it was principally sold by the firm of Messrs.

James Dickson & Sons, of Edinburgh, who were then

the most active in florists' flowers. It was about

that time when the herbaceous Calceolarias began to

attract attention, and I well remember the pretty C.

Kellyana, named in honour of Mr. Kelly, their intel-

ligent foreman. These seedlings so took my fancy

that I determined to try my hand at seedling raising

as soon as I had an opportunity, with what results is

well known, and I have been among the seedlings of

various sorts ever since. Francis R. Kinghorn, Sheen

Nursery, Richmond, Surrey, Feb. 18.

When I lived in the Glasgow Botanic Garden,

from 1832 to 1835, upwards of forty years ago, I re-

member very distinctly a variety of Fuchsia then grown

there under the designation of Fuchsia sp., from

Port Famine, which was, I think, named about the

same time, or soon after, by Dr. (afterwards Sir)

William Hooker, Fuchsia discolor. I remember

about the same period, or a little later, the Fuchsia

Riccartoni being then generally grown under glass,

and considered a decided improvement on the Fuchsia

discolor. Miss Gibson Craig, at p. 205, in describ-

ing the origin of Fuchsia Riccartoni, says, that " one

of the parents was globosa ;
" Mr. Downie corrobo-

rates the statement. In all probability the other parent

was Fuchsia discolor, as it resembles the latter much
more than the former in appearance, hardiness, and

vigour of growth, the globosa strain being, however,

quite apparent. I have tried most of the hardier

varieties of Fuchsias for outdoor culture, but find

none of them succeed so well as the Fuchsia discolor.

It is hardier than the Fuchsia Riccartoni, conse-

quently is less liable to be cut down by severe frost.

This is the Fuchsia generally grown within a moderate

distance of the sea coast in the south and south-west

of Scotland and many parts of Ireland, forming large

spreading bushes from 8 to 12 or more feet in height,

very frequently confounded with the Fuchsia Riccar-

toni, but quite distinct from it. A. Fcnvler, Castle

Kennedy*

Primula altaica (so-called).—If the origin of

this pretty single mauve-coloured Primrose could be

traced, it would no doubt be found to have started

from the common Primrose as a coloured seedling,

perchance the result of impregnation with the pollen

from a coloured Oxlip may have again given coloured

seedlings until this pretty mauve form was finally

evolved. The wild Primrose in this sportive form is

very abundant at Dropmore, from whence a few years

since I obtained a plant of a pure white variety. This,

although flowered in a house remote from other kinds,

has produced seedlings of which, whilst nearly all

have pure white flowers, yet some are coloured, one

being of a pale mauve, and almost a duplicate of

the variety hitherto known as Primula altaica. Per-

chance in the same way must we look for the origin of

Primula auticultcflora, although here the flowers are of

much more perfect form and richly coloured, and pro-

bably in thtse two respects it will never be excelled

by any olhtr Primrose. Still there is room for size

and variety in colour, and these are now rapidly

forthcoming. Alex. Dean.

The Eccentricity of Growth. — Some of your

readers may be interested in the enclosed drawing from

an insignis trunk, taken soon after a large branch had

been cut off— April 17, 1874. It will be noticed that

the growth of wood and bark is I;| inch above

the pith, and 1 1 inches below ; it also has 8

inches of wood and bark on the north-east side,

and only 2 inches on the south-west side of the

pith. I have noticed the growth of trees as to

eccentricity of sections of trunk since 1865, when

the theory I had seen stated, that the growth is

greatest on the sunny side of a tree, was quite contra-

dicted by facts I observed in the site of a plantation

that had been lately cut down. The eccentricity of

trunk section at the base depends much more on the

position of other trees relatively to the one observed.

Thus, if a liee grows on the south side of the one

whose section is observed near enough to interfere

with its roots and kill the branches on that side, while

the tree has room to throw out its roots and expand

its branches on the north side, its roots on the south

side fork on each side of the tree near it, and there

will be no root of any size growing directly towards

its neighbour. Therefore, the deposit of wood on

that side will be much less than on the side where

there is less interference with the growth of the tree.

The only exceptions to this rule that I have noticed

are when one tree overtops another, or where the

soil is so much better on one side of a tree than the

other, that is, has enough food on the crowded side.

This I once noticed in a Pinaster which was robbed

of all the good soil on the outside of a

plantation by its having been taken to make a

turf edge, causing most wood on the plantation side

of the pith. As the tree had been quite sheltered by

another plantation across the road, I was at first

puzzled at its eccentricity being on the side where

other trees grew, and not on that where it had room

to expand its branches. Now to account for the

eccentiicity in growth of branches. In the section

enclosed there are two causes. Gravitation in a

horizontal branch causes most of the sap to flow on

its lower side, and consequently there is most

albumen deposited on the lower side of the branch,

and the bark cracks, and shows more signs of growth

than it does on the upper side. The greater growth

on the north-east side I account for by there being

more branches that intercept the current of sap

passing down the trunk on the south-west side than

on the north-east—as you will see from the diagram

on a small scale in the corner of the tracing where the

wound observed is marked with a cross. //. R. [The

diagram already given at p. 147 sufficiently illustrates

our correspondent's remarks. Eds ]

Botanical Collectors.—Mr. Gustav Wallis has

published some statements, and alleges certain griev-

ances, in your columns, and also in the Hatnburier

Garten und Blumenzeitung and in the Gartcnflara,

which I cannot allow to pass uncontradicted. The

writer styles himself a botanical traveller, although I

have never obtained from him a single dued specimen

in the interest of science. He complains that I no

longer mention his name in the Illustration Horticole,

and takes the opportunity of advancing the most

extravagant claims. As Wallis has himself thought

fit to lift the veil which I had permitted to conceal

his conduct, I think it my duty now to set forth his

behaviour in its true light. What I have to say may

be a lesson to others, who, like myself, may have the

unfortunate weakness to put too high a value on

the services of their employe's, and to raise them on a

pedestal and fill them, as in this case, with the most

ridiculous self conceit. Wallis went to Brazil as an

assistant gardener. After dragging on a miserable

existence there for several years, he besought my
assistance. I listened to his entreaty, and shortly

afterwards took him into my service as collector.

This was probably the happiest moment of his life, for,

far from having sacrificed eight years to my inte-

rests, as he now afiirms, his admission into my

service was, on the contrary, a piece of good

fortune, which saved him from poverty and assured

him a career. I found him poor, unknown,

and forsaken ; and he left me with a name, a small

fortune, a museum of curiosities of all sorts (formed

in his native town in Germany by numerous consign-

ments during his voyages) and honours, obtained

through my influence, such as a collector never before

enjoyed. As he was a novice in his calling I guided

him step by step, and from my own experience and

from my exact instructions, he travelled froin the

mouths of the Amazon to the other side of the

Isthmus of Panama. This journey cost me upwards

of ;^5000. The expenses of crossing Peru ana
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Ecuador were enormous, and the returns were insig-

nificant, in consequence of the bad state in which the

plants arrived. Apart from several introductions
which made more noise than profit, the journey re-

mained unproductive until New Grenada-—the classic

ground of the genera Odontoglossum and Masde-
vallia, many of which were discovered by myself

—

was reached. Following my directions a collector

might have refound them—in a manner of speaking

—

blindfolded. Moreover, this voyage had not the
slightest scientific pretensions. It was simply a com-
mercial enterprise, undertaken for the purpose of

supplying the wants of my establishment. The idea,

its accomplishment, and the results belonged to me
alone. Regardless of the name or quality of the
agent, I had the right, if I chose, to omit all mention
of his name and of the habitats of the plants—a course
which the most elementary knowledge of commercial
prudence Avould have dictated, in order to avoid
competition. English importers of plants act in a
similar manner, and let those who would blame them
remember what has happened in Wallis' case. In
fact, if, instead of making him known by all the
means in my power, associating his name with the
plants received and obtaining medals for him at the
exhibitions, I had left him in the obscurity from
which unassisted he would never have emerged, he
would not have had the chance of profiting by
the experience which he gained through my teaching
and at my cost. I deny most positively the right

of Mr. Wallis to speak of the plants which he has
been commissioned to collect for me, or of

the localities in which they were found. In
carrying out a commercial mission for me and
at my expense, he would only have done his

duty, as any one else would have done ; but
how stands the case ? Inflated with self-importance,

Wallis deserted me once ; but after an absence of
two years, I was so imprudent as to take him into my
service again, imagining that a remorseful conscience
brought him back again to me, and for this act I

experienced the most sorry recompense. Con-
tinuing to mention his name after such proceed-
ings would be simply to reward ingratitude and
encourage defection. I disdainfully decline to criti-

cise the false pretensions of Mr. Wallis concerning the
introduction of Cattleya gigas and Curmeria picturata ;

but, desirous to render to Ctesar the things that are
Caesar's, I declare that it is not true that these plants

were introduced by Wallis, but that their first intro-

duction to my stoves is due to Mr. Roezl. Had
Mr. Wallis succeeded in introducing these plants,

would it have been necessary for me to go to the

expense of a second expedition for the purpose ? With
regard to the part that Wallis claims to have played
in my service, it is scarcely necessary for me to men-
tion that, after more than ten years' scientific travels,

carried out at the order of the Belgian G-overnment,
I have since employed myself during thirty years in

the organisation of expeditions in different parts of

the world, and during that long period I have had from
eight to ten collectors as well, and some better

known, thanks to me, than Wallis. My chief intro-

ductions were made long before I knew him. Odon-
toglossums and Masdevallias flourished in my houses
ten years before they became fashionable with ama-
teurs, yet none of my collectors made the ridiculous

pretensions raised by Wallis. If £uch absurd claims

were admitted, there is no reason why each and all of

my gardeners should not urge similar claims. Col-

lectors, both before and after Wallis, have never failed

me. Other expeditions are at the present moment in

course of execution, and there is no cause to suppose
that the services of my actual travellers will be less

than those rendered by a man who, in return for

numerous kindnesses, has shown towards me the

greatest ingratitude and bad feeling, y. Linden,

The Eucalyptus, &c.—As an instance of the com-
parative hardiness of this plant, I may mention one
growing here, which has been out two or three years

and which was quite uninjured by the late severe frost,

when on one or two occasions a thermometer hanging
within a dozen yards of it registered 16° of frost, a

very unusual degree of cold in this locality. The
plant referred to is certainly growing under the shelter

of a wall, and hence may not quite fairly indicate

what cold it would stand in a more exposed place,

but it overtops the wall 2 or 3 feet and the top is

quite as uninjured as the lower part, in fact the

accompanying shoots, cut from the top and therefore

freely exposed part, will show that to be the case. [Ves.]

If it prove equally hardy when planted free from arti-

ficial shelter it will be a welcome addition to plants

suitable for seaside planting, though in such

localities it should be planted in such a position

that it will not feel the effect ot the sea winds,

its large leaves being evidently ill-adapted to

withstand their force. We intend to give it such a

trial at this place, where Myrtles, Camellias, and
Indian Azaleas, planted in the open ground, have
passed through the late severe weather without the

least injury. The same^ may be said of Clianthus

puniceus and Coronilla glauca against walls, but

otherwise unprotected ; the former of which will in

a short time be a sheet of bloom, while the latter has
been in full flower for several weeks. The Clianthus
as a pot plant is seldom satisfactory, but grown
against a wall in the open air it is a most distinct

and striking object, and speedily covers a large

surface of wall. It would undoubtedly require

protection in severe weather in a less favoured
climate thanwe have here. J, Ellam^ Bodorgan,
Anglesey.

Romneya Coulteri.—This fine annual represents

a type of Papaveracece, and is closely allied to the
well-known species of Argemone. It is an annual
of 4 to 5 feet in height, with a branching habit,

and pinnatifidly-lobed leaves. The flowers are large
and beautiful, of a compactly circular salver-shaped
outline, 5 to 6 inches in width, pure white, and
deliciously fragrant. Some idea may be gained
of its effective character when it is stated that a
single plant will produce from 60 to 80 flowers.

E. G. Henderson &= Son. [To this account we may
add that the plant above-mentioned was first described

than those really charged by these eminently s

ful cultivators of the plant. I have the Messrs.

Kelway's list of new varieties issued this year before

me ; and the total charge for all the bulbs—eighteen

in number—is ;!^io 2s. 6d. ! In this list I need hardly

say that we have some of the finest Gladioli ever
raised, eight of the number having borne the scrutiny

of the best judges, and gained First-class Certificates,

On the important point of exhibition at the leading
shows, we are not enlightened by "Argus." Surely, if

I pay;^3forabulb, or^33 for twenty-four bulbs, quality

is an important consideration ; and quality in this case

means exhibition at an important show, and certifi-

cates and prizes as evidence of success. I have not the

list of M. Souchet or his agent at hand, but I am
quite sure that no such exorbitant prices are asked for

the best of their bulbs. Lynx-eyed.

The Orchids at Fallowfield.—I had the plea-

sure a few days ago of making a visit to the gardens
of Professor Williamson, of Fallowfield, Manchester,
where, amongst a nice collection of Orchids, there

were several fine plants that seem to me deserving a

\\1\ J i \

Fig. 55.—romneya coulteri.

by Harvey in the London yournal oj Botany {ox 1845
(vol. iv., p. 73, t. 3). Messrs. Henderson have for-

warded us a dried flower, but we have seen no living

specimen. The plant is described as glaucous, and
with a few scattered hairs. The stigmas are distinct,

except at the base. There is some discrepancy in the

description of the placenta in Harvey's original

description and that given in Bentham and Hooker's
Genera. The ornamental character of the plant, how-
ever, is quite beyond suspicion. Eds.]

The Prices of New Gladioli.—As one taking an
interest in the cultivation of the Gladiolus, and having

been a purchaser of the bulb to a great extent, I was
much surprised at the statement made by "Argus" in

your issue of January 30, with regard to the prices

charged for this beautiful flower. It would be wrong
of me to impugn the statement of "Argus," who,
with his ** hundred eyes" and sound senses, has, no
doubt, the catalogue of some firm before him ; but he

must not overlook the fact that his assertions have a

tendency to affect the reputation for liberality of the

most eminent growers of the flower. Take Souchet's

novelties, or take our great English growers', the

Messrs. Kelway's, newest varieties— in either case the

prices named by ** Argus " are preposterously higher

mention in your paper. The Orchids are grown in

three houses devoted chiefly to the culture of the
three divisions of the family—East Indian, Cattleya,

and Odontoglossums— though in each there were
flowering and foliage plants and Ferns interspersed

among them, which, while breaking up the precise

character of the houses, gave an enlivening appearance,
especially when, as at the time of my visit, the
Cattleya-house was very gay with a nice lot of Ges-
neras of the zebrina and cinnabarina section in

flower. In the East India house, among some well-
managed plants of Aerides, Vanda, and Saccola-
bium, was a nice plant of Angraecum ebumeum in

flower, and also a fine plant of Saccolabium viola-

ceum. This plant was in robust health, and had
thrown up two spikes of bloom over a foot long,

bearing flowers of a much darker colour than usual,

and the spotting of the sepals and petals was much
finer than in any variety I ever remember to have seen.

In this house were a nice lot of Calanthe Veitchii, and
the lutea and rosea varieties of vestita, which were
flowering very profusely. In pans suspended from
the roof were some fine plants of Dendrobiums,
among which Cambridgeanum was remarkably strong.

This plant was just coming away with ten leading

growths, whilst the old bulbs gave one an idea of
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what it hatl been for a number of years past. In March,
1873, this plant was exhibited at the floral meeting of
the Manchester liotanical Society held at the Town
Hall, when it was awarded a Cultural Certificate. It

certainly is one of the fmest specimens of this Den-
drobium that has ever come under my notice. Grown
under similar conditions were several fine plants of
D. cucuUatum giganteum, several bulbs measuring 3 to

4 feet long, showing bloom for a good part of their

length. A splendid plant also of D. Farmer! was
also to be met with in this house, its short, stout

bulbs giving one the idea that it was receiving treat-

ment in which it delighted. Among several plants

of D. nobile in pots was a nice plant of the pale
variety, intermedium ; here alsowas a plant of D. hete-

rocarpum with growths 2 feet long, flowering superbly
and scenting the whole house. A fine plant of the

useful winter flowering Ccclogyne cristata, was just

expanding a quantity of blooms. On the back stage

of this house, grown in small pots and standing in

little frames with movable glass tops—so placed

that as they lie on the boxes there is alvrays a space
for the free circulation of air, though not sufficiently

open to expose the plants to a draught, was a nice

collection of Ana^ctochili. It was quite refreshing to

see these gems thus grown well, for latterly they have
seldom been seen in the free-growing condition in

which they used to be met with some ten years ago.

In robust health were such species as A. setaceus,

xanthophyllus, intermedins, striatus, whilst Macodes
Petola in a little frame by itself was in excellent con-
dition. By-the-bye, are those two fine sorts Veitchii

and Lobbii to be met with anywhere ? It is some years

since I saw either of them in any collection. In the
Cattleya-house are some well managed plants of L:n^lia

purpurata, Cattleya Mossix, lobata, &c. , and also

a very nice plant of Lindleyana coming into flower.

Here also was, to my mind, one of the gems of the col-

lection, namely, L:elia prxstans, a foot across, that had
just matured eleven growths, and had brought nine
flowers. This plant the gardener, Mr. Goodyear, in-

forms me has been in the collection for many years,

and it certainly is one of which the learned Professor

may well feel proud. Laelia autumnalis was here
flowering very profusely. In the Odontoglossum-
house were some nice plants of the usual types to be
met with— Alexandrse, Uroskinneri, Phalaenopsis,

and also a quantity of Dionea muscipula, which does
exceedingly well here : a quantity of seedlings have
been raised, which were just making a fresh start. In
the conservatory adjoining the house were some well
flowered Camellias, and on the side stages were a
quantity of well grown Chinese Primulas. IV. Swan^
Feb. t;.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—Mr. Fish might be afilicted

with a worse evil than Forget-me-not on the brain

—

boilers, for instance. I am quite as great an enthusiast

over the beauties of this lovely spring flower as is Mr.
Fish himself, and wish I could induce others to look
upon it in a similar way. Doubly is it the most
beautiful of its tribe, because it is also the earliest,

and in a favourable season presents a mass of ccerulean

blue by the middle of March. If any of your readers

are still sceptical as to its merits, I think I could
satisfy them perfectly in a very few weeks, as I

have many hundreds of strong plants of it that are

fast throwing up their buds, and will soon, if favoured
with sunshine (a stranger for the past two months) be
in full bloom. The bulk of my stock is growing on
cold wet clayey loam, but in spite of the severe winter
and recent heavy rains, it never looked better or more
healthy. A, Dean, Bedfont.

Rating Nurserymen's Greenhouses.—Seeing
in your impressions of the 6th and 20th inst. (pp. 181
and 246} letters complaining, and I may add very
justly, of the extraordinary manner in which nursery-
men's and florists' greenhouses and pits are rated in

some parishes, permit me to offer a few remarks. In the
first place, I agree with your correspondents respecting

the illegality of the rating of the slightly-constructed

glass erections, they being to all intents and purposes
part of a nurseryman and florist's stock and imple-
ments-in-trade. Allow me to quote the heading and
the decisions of two cases, simUar in point to ours,

which have been tried in the Court of Queen's Bench.
1st, Is machinery rateable ? 2d, Is a greenhouse
a chattel or a fixture ? In the first case, the Court
held that nothing could be rateable unless it was
annexed to the premises, so as to be part of the free-

hold ; therefore it would be no more rateable than a
carpet nailed down to a floor. In the second case the

learned judge ruled that greenhouses were not build-

ings or fixtures within the meaning of the Act. Now
what is machinery ? Are not our hot-water boilers

and pipes our machinery ? Can it be said that these,

with our glass erections, are annexed to the free-

hold, when we can take them down and remove
them at our own will and pleasure? The assess-

ment of your correspondent, Mr. Turtle, is cer-

tainly most extraordinary and oppressive, but my own
case is still more so. Four years since I rented a
cottage, sheds, and garden in Wickham Lane, includ-

ing in all about half an acre, which was rated at

£\o io.r. Sometime after I erected three span-roof
rafter pits, the plates being a few inches from the
ground, and by digging out 3 feet in the centre there
is room enough to walk down, if you do not carry
your head too hlgli. They average in length about
100 feet by 11 feet wide. For these three pits 1 was
rated separately at ^22 io,r. Against this rate I gave
notice of appeal, but was informed by the Assessment
Committee, through the medium of the collector, that

there was some little mistake, which should be seen
to, and they reduced it to £\\ 5j., upon which I paid
without taking further trouble. However, they have
made up since for the former reduction by increasing

the assessment on the same three pits to the extent of
;^6o, and rated them at ^40. Richard Lock^ Florist,

East Wickham, Kent,

Royal Horticultural Society.—Catching the
infection propagated by my old friend Mr. Murray, I

pray your insertion of my letter. Our time for the

discussion of any important subject at public ofiicial

meetings is rarely or ever sufficient for the purpose.
Half of it is not unfrequently wasted over irrelevant

matters, and the really important work is usually com-
pressed into a "circle of greatest confusion" during
the last lingering moments of the sitting. Therefore
let those who have aught to say on a subject so
important to us all say on, and that quickly, and in

print. A man may be hot and impracticable, or, on
the other hand, nervous and inefficient in the debating
room ; but let him take pen and ink in the quiet of
his own fireside, and straight flies forth into all lands
that litera scripta— those eVea Trrfpoei/ra—words,
winged now, to be seen and heard of all. About
twelve months since a storm, long looked for by those
behind the veil, at last burst over us. Our Society
found itself rent in twain, and there arose two parties,

with two incompatible interests, each strongly, and
even somewhat bitterly, opposed to the other. That
section of our body now conveniently called the local

Fellows, whether holding annual or life tickets, have
certainly a strong, if not altogether invulnerable claim
to consideration. They became members on the
expectation, but by no means on the condition, that
nothing should be done to curtail or modify their use
and enjoyment of the South Kensington Gardens.
Certain measures proposed by the Council of the time
raised their apprehensions, and led at once to open
hostilities. Let me explain why I hinted that our
local co-Fellows' case was short of perfection.

Had measures unfavourable to them been actually

carried into effect, they would not have sufiTered

more than those who went before them. We
of the older generation have suffered also. Years
ago I and my contemporaries entered the Society,

which then held forth to us the use of a very valuable
botanical library, and the enjoyment of one of the love-

liest pleasure grounds in Europe. One after the other
these were alienated and are gone—both sacrificed to

the common enemy, heavy, hopeless, irrepressible,

monetary encumbrance. Was there no bitterness in

bearing this? Yet we hoped on and bore it. Secondly,
these members must bear in mind that in becoming
such they bound themselves morally, if not legally,

and independently of collateral benefit to carry out
the objects of their charter. It remains to speak of
the other party— I hate the word party—the

other 4000, or whatever their numbers may be,

a large portion of whom, the thinking portion,

have been brought up in a different school
of thought. These have had their bitter day, and its

memories now perhaps sit lighter upon them. Kindly
words have been spoken on both sides, and a disposi-

tion to concede, with honour, seems apparent on all

sides. Upon this position I found my hopes of making
a successful dash for the attainment of a better state of
things. That a break-up of the old state, a coup d\-tat,

so to speak, is inevitable I need not stop now to

argue. There is now a strong and solid opinion on
the subject. But before any weighty matter of this kind
can be approached, indeed under any circumstances
whatever, the personnel of the governing body must
be modified to meet the requirements of the charter

and satisfy the demands of the large majority of

members for a truly horticultural Council. Without
going into the question of method and means, I

confess I see no "impediment why these two"
opposing principles, alluded to above, should not
each neutralise by double decomposition the acid

of the other, and all work together as one great

influence for good. One thing remains to be con-
sidered, and that not an unimportant factor in the busi-

ness. I and not a few others, I believe, still have the
firmest conviction of the illegality of the present Coun-
cil. [Surely not now. Eds. J I have no desire now to

press this in a spirit of offence or antatognism, but a
difficulty it is, and it is one which will have to be got

over. IJut if a large and influential body of Fellows
should, when gathered together, as doubtless they
will be at the adjourned meeting—if these men could

see the prospect of the immediate improvement of their

government by the appointment of an ample propor-
tion of horticultural expert independent members, then

I think that the Society might be justified in stamp-

ing with legality the uncertain position of their

government. If the meaning shadowed forth in my
letter still appear indistinct, it is to the effect that
if, as I hope, the bone of contention is removed, then
whatever the constitution of the Council may be
there is no reason why all parties should not act
together with one accord and for one object, J^ro bono
reipHblica. R. Trevor Clarke.

Use of Turpentine by the Reduvius.—You
ask where are the " wonderful statements recorded ?

"

They are to be found, first, the facts in detail, in the
Proceedings ofthe Academy ofNatural Sciences of Phila-
delphia^ vol. xxii., p. no ; second, the explanation of
the use of the turpentine, in vol. xxiii., p. 51, Leaving
out the misapprehension, that in any report of any-
thing I have said there is aught to warrant the idea
that I endorsed the Chess trick as gf;nuine, I cordially
unite in the merriment which my English friends

makeover my "zoological" or other statements,
feeling quite safe that, when the bill comes in for

final settlement, I shall not be called on to wholly
pay for the entertainment. Thomas Meehan.

Barked Elm Trees. —In afield near here there
are standing a number of fine Elm trees. During the
past severe weather some hungry colts were turned
into the field, and these, for stress of food, barked
some of the trees completely to a height of 6 feet.

The stems arc from 5 feet to 6 feet in diameter, and
the trees hitherto healthy and vigorous. Will any
of your readers who have had experience of a similar
case please to say whether trees so injured will

recover if allowed to stand, or whether they will soon
die. A. Dean, Bedfont. [It depends on the depth to

which the trees are barked, and other circumstances
not explained. Eds.]

Law Motes.
A Disputed Basket Case AcAi^.—Pankhurst

V. Godwin.—At the Westminster County Court on
Wednesday last this case came on for hearing. The
plaintiff, a salesman of Covent Garden, sued the
defendant, a salesman at Manchester, to recover the
sum of ^4 6s. for baskets in which Currants and other
goods had been sent from London to Manchester.
Mr. Robert Willis, solicitor, appeared for the
defendant, who attended with witnesses from
Manchester to prove the return of the empties.
The defendant had paid £2 into court, and denied
further liability, and now applied for the costs of him-
self and his witnesses from Manchester. After some
discussion between the plaintiff and defendant, the
plaintiff agreed to receive the amount paid into court
on condition that the costs on either side were
abandoned. This arrangement was ultimately effected.

©IXtuar^.
The death of Sir Charles Lyell at a ripe age

may fairly be said to close an epoch in geological
history. Students of geology know the state in
which the science was prior to the days of Sedgewick,
of Murchison, and Lyell. They know how vast has
been the induence of the teachings of the last-named

;

how he may fairly be said to have revolutionised the
science, and claimed the still, resistless forces of
Nature, ever acting throughout inconceivably long
periods of time, as the real factors in the changes
which have taken place on the surface of the globe
since creation's dawn. Nowadays it seems strange
that any other doctrine should have been held, and
the intervention of numerous series of violent cata-

clysms to explain almost every phenomenon would be
scouted as ridiculous. It was not so when Lyell
began. His Principles of Geology is a work fascinating

in its style, full in its details, accurate in its state-

ments, and convincing in its arguments. It was the
text-book on whose dicta students pinned their faith ;

and even those who were not geologists studied the
third book with avidity. In that third book were
treated the questions relating to the changes in the
organic world now in progress, the nature and limita-

tions of species, the diflerent races of man, and
various other matters of interest not only to the
naturalist, but to any intelligent reader. Of course
this was in pre-Darwinian days. Then came
Darwin, and many of us looked to Lyell as

a mighty champion of the idea of permanence in

species to demolish Darwinian speculations. But
among the first converts was Lyell himself, and no
one has exercised greater authority in diffusing Dar-
winian notions as to the probable gradual modifica-
tion of living organisms than Lyell himself. In this

matter Lyell showed a noble spirit of self abnegation
which philosophers of his calibre have not always
practised. To unsay and recast the teachings of an
honoured career, and adopt from honest conviction the
views of another, is not so common a thing under such
circumstances that it may be passed over without

notice. It redounded to the credit of Lyell, and was
a vast source of strength to the rising doctrines of
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Darwin. The "third book" wears naturally a very

different aspect in the later editions to that which it

did in the earlier ones. Another book of Lyell's must

also be mentioned—his Student's Manual of Geology—
one of the very best works of its class ever written.

Not to every author is it given to write the best text-

book for advanced students and the best manual for

beginners. But most will agree that Lyell did this.

In private life Lyell was beloved, and his loss will be

severely felt among many to whom geology is but as

the cuneiform inscriptions and Darwinism as heresy.

It is of interest to add, in conclusion, that Lyell's

father was known as a botanist, and was an early

patron of Lindley, who dedicated his monograph of

Roses to his benefactor.

Seed Sowing.—The time and mode of sowing

seeds are matters of considerable importance to villa

gardeners who are in the ranks of elementary learners

in things relating to the garden. Various questions

are put in relation to the sowing of seed from time to

time through the medium of the gardening journals,

and in other ways. One person is anxious to know

whether seeds should be sown thickly, and then wishes

to know the proper depth, and if some sorts should

be sown thicker than others ; and some plead ignorance

as to the proper place where they should be sown,

the distances apart, &c. These are apparently small

matters, but they are of prime importance to those

who are learners of the first principles of gardening ;

for, simple as these questions may appear to the prac-

tical horticulturist, they are the very first that arise in

the minds of those who have no gardening experience.

Preparation of the Soil.—A most important

thing in relation to seed sowing is the preparation of

the soil. There must be a soil fitted to assist in the

germination of any seeds that may be placed in it.

The New Testament parable of the Sower who went

out to sow, contains much instruction for gardeners,

as well as being fitted to serve moral ends. The soil

intended for seeds must not be low and wet ; it should,

instead, be open, friable, and fairly rich, so as to

supply nutriment to the growing plants, and it should

also be freshly stirred or turned up when seeds are

put into it. The soil is apt to become caked on the

surface after being exposed to heavy rains, and is thus

closed to some extent to atmospheric influences,

which have much to do with the rearing of the plant.

It is a very injudicious proceeding to draw drills and

sow seed in soil that has recently been visited with

heavy rains without previously breaking it up, and

allowing it to become somewhat dry before doing so ;

tjie result is, that the seeds are deposited in a cold,

clammy soil ; and as the mechanical operation of

sowing always entails more or less treading with the

feet, this aggravates the evil considerably.

Soils vary so much in different localities—in one

part heavy, stiff, and retentive of moisture, in

another light, sandy, and dry, through being shallow,

and in the gravel, with varying conditions between

these two extremes—that no uniform rulesofan elemen-

tary character can be devised to meet the necessities

of every case. It may, however, be observed that a

clay soil is always a cold one when the weather is

moist ; while when the weather is hot and dry it is

frequently baked as hard as a mud floor that has

become dry and firm with age, or nearly so. In such

a soil it cannot be expected that seeds would germi-

nate so freely as in a black or brown friable loam.

Then it must be borne in mind that some of the

finer flower seeds, if sown too early, will not germinate

at all for lack of the natural warmth that is essential

to their development. Every garden, then, having a

soil of a cold and tenacious nature, is always a late

and untoward one, and will remain so till the nature

of the soil is to some extent changed. In localities

where there is much rainfall, and not a great deal of

genial warmth at any season, the growth of vegetables

is very slow ; and, as a matter of course, germination

of the seeds will be both irregular and imperfect.

How often the gardener and the seedsman come in for

a share of blame that ouglit not to be laid to their

charge. Occasionally seeds are to be met with the

growth of which is by no means so good as might

be expected, but more frequently the failure, when it

occurs, is attributable to radical defects in the soil—to

an unsuitable situation, and, it must be stated, to

incompetent sowing. But on the other hand—and it

is only just that the alternative be clearly put—before
the gardener can be charged with incompetence it

must be proved that the soil was proper, the situation

good, and the seeds of an excellent growth, and that

they were sown hap-hazard, without the sower know-

ing what he was about.

Sowing.—A few general rules may be appropriately

laid down under this heading, and they must be

applied as circumstances dictate their adaptability.

One rule very necessary of observance is this—that

small seeds should not be sown very early in retentive

and heavy soils. As the conditions of such soils are

against a perfect germination of the seed, they should

be sown rather thicker than when the soil is fine,

friable, and early. Now-a-days, gardeners of all

grades desire to sow early—much earlier than our im-

mediate ancestors did. If we get a few mild sunny
days early in February, then there arises a passionate

desire to sow, and it is done, notwithstanding the

warnings of old and experienced gardeners, who say

eaily sowing is not advisable under the most favour-

able circumstances, for, fitting as the opportunity

seems, there will be many changes in the weather, and
much cold and wet ere spring sets in in earnest.

The inevitable consequence is, that unpropitious

weather and the devastation wrought by slugs and
other pests tell much against the success of the crop,

the plants being cut off or devoured as soon as they

make their appearance above-ground. The more the

necessity, therefore, for thick sowing, as the plants

greatly assist in nursing each other in their younger
stages of growth.

Here is another point of importance—it is much
easier, as well as much better for the growing crop, to

thin seedlings than to have to transplant them, and
thereby run the risk of losing the crop altogether.

When the seedlings remain where they were sown,

they are able to stand drought and drying winds ; but

if they are small and with delicate roots, they bear

transplanting badly if the weather be against them.

Such plants as winter stuff. Broccoli, Cabbage, Brus-

sels Sprouts, &c., must of necessity be transplanted,

to do which opportunities should be waited for, so

that, to use a term of the old gardeners, it may be done
during a dripping time, i.e., when refreshing showers
are prevalent.

A novice at gardening is pretty well certain to fall

into the prevailing bad habit of sowing small seeds

too deeply. This particularly relates to flower seeds.

In the matter of vegetable seeds there is not so much
dangerof smothering them under an almost impene-

trable coating of soil. An old gardener once said that

the size of the seeds is a very good guide to take

when in the act of sowing. All very small seeds

only require the slightest covering, and were it pos-

sible to keep the ground in a certain state of moisture

on the surface, it would be best to do without drilling,

and press the seeds slightly, so that each seed might

then form its own cavity in the soil.

Our advice to villa gardeners who are contemplating

sowing, is to fork over all ground intended for the re-

ception of seeds, so that it may become friable and

pulverised under the action of frost and drying winds.

The present wintry weather will no doubt be succeeded

by genial, sunny days, and then seed sowing will

have to be pushed on with alacrity, for the spring-

time is at hand.

xr.
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contain little or no sand. The best peat is almost free
from sand

; it is always of a much richer description,

and plants last longer in it tlian in such av; is of a sandy
nature, which is more fit for Heaths. To obviate the
necessity of givinfj water as long as possible after the
potting, see that before the operation the ball of each
plant is properly moistened (not saturated) ; this

gives more time for the healing of such roots as

may get injured. In potting, never disturb the
roots of this class of plants more than is just neces-

sary to remove the drainage ; there must not

be any attempt to disentangle them. Should
any be pot-bound, give them only a small shift

now, with another move later, when they have
got their roots into the new soil of the present

potting. Be very careful to ram the new soil with
the potting-stick till it is quite as hard as the ball.

Plants that are healthy at the roots should have a

3 or 4-inch shift, and, in their case also pot hard, never
elevating the balls so much in the pots as not to

leave room for eflicient watering. In an S or 9- inch

pot, when the operation is fmished, the surface of

the ball should be an inch and a half below the rim.

Pinch out the llowers of any that are to be grown
upas quickly as possible. This especially holds good
with small plants, the bloom of which does not make
a commensurate return for the loss of growth entailed

in the time occupied with blooming. As frequently

before advised for young plants of this 'section,

bring the strongest shoots down in a horizontal posi-

tion to the rim of the pot, and there secure them, as

there is no other means of laying the foundation of a
well-formed specimen that will keep its balance in

growth by a well-furnished base in years to come. If

any large plants are pot-bound it is safer to move them
now than to wait till they have flowered, when the

weather may be so hot as to make it impossible to

keep the atmosphere close and moist for the requisite

length of time for the roots to get to work ; if the

operation is carefully performed without disturbing

the roots, and the plants are kindly treated after, it will

not, as a rule, interfere with their blooming. As the

plants are potted, place them on some material that

can be kept moist, in a house by themselves if avail-

able ; if not, let them have the end of one that can be
kept rather close. During very sunny weather use

thin shading, and have plenty of moisture in the
atmosphere, and for some weeks admit no side air.

Caviellias.—Where Camellias are required late, a

few plants of the late white variety, candidissima^ and
the red BealU, should be grown. These, if properly
prepared by late growth, and now moved into a

north (or retarding) house, will furnish flowers for

weeks after the generality of sorts ordinarily treated

have gone by. For the like purpose of retarding the

flowers, plants of other varieties that have not yet

bloomed should be kept shaded from the very bright sun
we often get during the ensuing month. T, Baines.

FLOWER GARDEN, <Sc.

Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Anticipate the

busy season in these departments as far as possible

by keeping the work well up, and push on all

alterations to completion as fast as circumstances will

permit. A week saved now in such operations as re-

laying of turf and Box edgings, planting deciduous
trees, &c., will lead to a large saving of labour later

on in rolling and watering to get such things estab-

lished. The few sunny days we have had, have started

grass into growth, and as most of the ends are brown
and shabby looking from the effects of winter, the

appearance of lawns may be greatly improved by
running the machine over them at once, as the suc-

ceeding growth will then be fresh and verdant. The
ground amongst shrubs should now be lightly forked
over, but only sufficiently deep to impart a fresh clean
look and to bury any small weeds that may have
found their way through during the winter. It is a
great mistake to dig deeply among choice shrubs, as is

too often the practice, mutilating and destroying the
surface roots as must inevitably occur if deep digging

is resorted to. Before pointing the ground over
it may be necessary to prune and thin out any common
varieties that are unduly encroaching on choice kinds.

Many plants may, by a judicious use of the knife for a
year or two, be made to assume almost any form
desirable ; and] once the growth is equalised in this

way, they will generally retain the same form with
but little after attention. Perhaps the most pleasing

and natural of all forms is the pyramidal for trees,

and round, or bush-shape for evergreens, to which
they readily conform with but little assistance. In
pruning Coniferx, shrubs, &c., the great thing to be
avoided is unnatural shapes, stiffness, and formality.

The bare ground among shrubs may be much en-

livened by introducing quantities of spring-flower-

ing plants that are natural to such situations,

as Violets, Snowdrops, Primroses, Daffodils, &c.
These should be planted in masses, instead of dropping
isolated plants here and there, to be passed unob-
served. Plants of a half-hardy nature that have been
covered to protect them from the severity of the
weather should now be partially uncovered to give
light and air, to prevent them rotting at the collar, or

the young growth from becoming attenuated and
drawn. Aralla .Sieboldii, A. papyrifera, Phnrmium
tenax, Chama-rops Fortunei, and Cineraria cymba
[Wiiat is this? Kds.], have stood with us by being

slightly protected round the collar with a few brakes ;

but Bambusa gracilis appears to have suffered a good
deal, having lost all its leaves. Herbaceous Phloxes will

now require attention. To have the heads of bloom
really fine the shoots should be freely thinned out,

leaving only such as are strong. If the plants are old,

and have pushed themselves above the ground, they
should be taken up, and divided, and be replanted in

fresh situations well enriched with rotten manure.
Cuttings of choice sorts should now be put in, .and if

growr. freely on, these will afford much finer heads of

bloom than can be obtained from old plants.

The different ^Vo/ajareinmuch esteem for bedding,
and they are certainly a very useful class of plants for

this purpose, provided the beds are suitably prepared
for them, and the situation is not too hot and dry.

Where this is the case they either become infested

with red spider, or get stunted and cease flowering.

Old plants of these should now be divided and
planted singly in light rich vegetable soil for the

purpose of lifting and transferring to their

summer quarters when the bedding season arrives.

The Violas associate well with the variegated Pelar-

goniums, especially the silver-leaved kinds, as Flower
of Spring, Bijou, and others of that class, with which
they harmonise, and form very chaste and pleasing

combinations. Beds intended for these, Calceolarias,

and such like plants that are fond of moisture, should
be specially prepared by trenching them at least 2 feet

deep, working in at the same time a dressing of

rotten manure. Edgings of 6>raj/ww, Golden Thyme,
and other hardy plants should now be taken up and
relaid to the size required.

Such things as Wistarias, Clematis, Wall Roses, and
all climbing or trellis plants should now be pruned and
regulated, leaving the strongest and best ripened wood
to be tied or nailed in. Mareehal Niel, Climbing
Devonicnsis, Cloth of Gold, and such like Roses
should have the best and ripest shoots laid in full

length, except just the tips, as the flowers of these

varieties are borne on the young wood. To spur

these in would only produce a crop of gross shoots

instead of flowers. Pelargoniums and other bedding
plants should now be taken in hand, and potted in

suitable soil, to be grown on in gentle heat for a month
or so longer, so as to get good plants, as one well

grown is worth half a dozen small weakly ones. To
save pots and space, where large numbers are required

the hardier kinds may have their roots tied up
in moss, with a handful of rich light soil, and be
then plunged in leaf-mould. Plants treated in this

way require but little attention as to water, and they
can be transferred to their summer quarters much
quicker than if they were in pots. Many prefer this

way of treating the green-leaved kinds, as the ball of

moss forms just a sufficient check to stop that exuber-
ance of growth which the plants are apt to assume
when their roots can ramble in the beds unre-

strained. Some beds last season at Ashgrove, treated

in this way, were everything that could be desired.

Carnations^ Picotees, and Pinks should now be gone
over for the purpose of cleaning and filling up any
gaps that may have occurred during winter. Wiie-
worm is their great enemy, and is often very destruc-

tive : soot and lime are the best remedies
;
give a

good dressing of these, and lightly stir the surface to

work it in. y. Sheppard, Woolverstone Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Concerning the best mode of potting these

plants no doubt practically exists. The results in agrtat
measure depend on the state of the materials used
and the manner of potting the plants. Whatever
time may be occupied in these matters is certainly

not misapplied, for it should be borne in mind that

the nature of the treatment to which these plants are

ordinarily subjected is such as to render them more sus-

ceptible to the pernicious effects of those inveterate

enemies, worms, than any other class of plants in

ordinary cultivation. This source of mischief may be
to a great extent diminished by having the plants potted
firmly, even apart from its being highly essential,

not only in promoting root-action, but in subsequently
sustaining the vital energies of the plants better than
under reverse conditions ; it is, moreover, rendered
necessary by the constitution of the material at the time
it is used. Suitable instructions were recorded in last

fortnight's Pine Calendar, concerning starting rootless

suckers and plants : the requisite number of these

should now be commenced. Firmly implant them by
ramming the soil into the pots—we use for this

purpose part of an old broom handle, about 1 5 inches

long ; it should consist of the fibrous part of loam,
broken into suitable-sized lumps, according to the size

of the pots being used, which for suckers should be
from 5 to S inches in diameter. These should be
clean, and drained with about an inch of crocks.

When the plants are potted, plunge them at once into

the prepared bed ;
give them no water until the

roots are to be seen at the sides of the pots, which

generally occupies about a fortnight, A genial state
of atmosphere is most desirable, which should
be maintained by spiinkling all available sur-
faces without wetting the plants, excepting if

bright weather abounds, when a very light
syringing overhead may be indulged in not more than
twice a week. If a sufficient number of strong
suckers are at hand, it will be advisable to have
smaller ones on the stools until about the end of
May, which is a good time for another start ; stools
when the leaves are cut off should be inserted closely
together in any of the pits having a moderate degree
of both bottom and top heat where light and air can
be obtained. Geo. Thos. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.
Melons.—The first batch is now growing apace,

and will be ready for planting out about the second
week in March ; meantime attend well to the prepara-
tion of the dung and soils. For the cultivation of
early Melons it is of the utmost importance to secure
a good and a lasting bottom-heat, and hot-water pipes,
without doubt, are the best ; a very successful result,

however, may be achieved by the aid of fermenting
materials only. The best form of house for all times
and purposes of Melon growing is a low span, 10 feet

wide in the interior, and built at an angle of about
35'. Such a structure allows of a 3-feet path down
the centre and a bed on each side, and should be pro-
vided with eight rows of hot-water pipes, two run-
ning through each bed for bottom-heat, the remain-
ing (our being distributed one on each side the
path, on the curb, the other running round
by the front walls. This arrangement will be found
to work much better than cramping together a lot of
pipes—a very common error amongst horticultural
builders. The pipes in the bed should be covered
with rough brickbats to within a few inches of the
top, and over these should be placed a layer of turf,

grass side downwards, and then the soil—nice mellow,
and rather heavy loam and cow dung, or nicely dried
horse-droppings—raised in hillocks and well rammed
down. For pits and frames, see the directions in

this week's Cucumber Calendar. Keep the young
plants near to the glass to secure a sturdy growth,
and those that are intended to travel up a trelliswork

need not be stopped at present ; others that are to be
turned out in pits may be stopped above the first

rough leaf, at discretion of the cultivator. Main-
tain a mean of 72". Thos. Simpson.

(Enquiries.
He that gucstioneih much shall learn much.—Bacon,

[Many enquiries which reach us would be more suitably
answered by those of our correspondents whose expe-
rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to
those of the questioner. Ihese we propose, in future,

to gather together for facility of reference; and as
fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would
fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a
bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-

spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting

much valuable information. Eds.]

39. Polyanthuses.— y. M. wishes to knowif any of
the old-fashioned named varieties of Polyanthus with
laced margins are now obtainable ?

Answers to Correspondents.

Alyssum ; E. R. The variegated bedding variety is

usually propagated by cuttings at this season. 1

1

strikes most freely in heat now. We cannot tell you
where you can get seeds of it.

Books : H. G. Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Garde/icrs

Calendar (Warne & Co.).— C. Hibberd's Amateur s

Greenhouse (Groombridge).

Bug on Vines : Ignoramus. Your Vines should have
been dressed, before they commenced to grow, with a
mixture of Gishurst Compound and clay, or soft soap,

sulphur, and clay, mixed to the consistency of thick

paint. We can only recommend you now to brush
all off that is easily accessible, and so keep it under
until the foliage is off.

Capr Vines : A. C. M. You may either cut them
back and start again, or propagate afresh from eyes.

Unless the wood is tolerably well ripened, the former

would be the safest plan ; but you can try both.

CoRYLUS : A Perplexed Student. Delete the words
*' in bud," which are evidently there by accident, ar.d

the meaning will be clear.

Drying Plants to Retain their Colours: H. C. I.

We know of no certain and easily applied method of

drying leaves and flowers that will keep them in their

natural colours. Drying in silver sand perfectly free

from moisture in an oven is sometimes practised, but

it is not always successful.

Exchange ; Aberia. Write to Dr. Aug. Kanitz,

Jardin Botanique, Klausenburg, Hongrie.

Insects: G. C. The "insect enveloped in a white,

stringy. Cotton-like substance " is, no doubt, the

mealy-bug,—a pest too well known in gardens. A
strong application of Gishurst Compound is the

remedy, but you must apply it again and again, until

the pest is got rid of.

Names of Plants: Hopkins. Your plants were

damaged beyond recognition in coming through the

post. Send better specimens in a small box.—y.
Manhall. i, Pilea serpyllifolia ; 2, Adiantum cunea-
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turn
; 3, Selaginella Galeottii

; 4, Goniophlebium
neriifolhim

; 5, Salvia (next week) ; 6, Woodwardia
(Doodia) caudata.— IK C. Pittosporum lenuifolium.

—Irene should send a better specimen. It is the so-

called Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus racemosus.

OcHRA, OcKR.v, OR Okka ; Citcumis. This is Abcl-

moschus esculentus, a Malvaceous plant, which pro-

duces the Ochro or Gobbo pods used in thickening

soups. It is a native of the West Indies, and requires

the treatment of a stove annual.

Potato Prizes : A. D. Send your suggestions to the

Messrs. Hooper.
Seed Sowing : Young Amateur. Seeds that require

heat to start them are much more convenient to ma-
nage if sown in pots, the latter being set in the heated

frame, than they are if sown in the soil which covers

the beds. The' coal-ashes for the floor of the cold

frame are intended as a dry foundation on which to

set the pots, and also to prevent worms getting into

the pots through the drainage hole. We do not

understand how the "mill-dust" is to be used as a

source of heat. If you want heat, you should either

make up a hotbed of fermenting stable manure (mixed

with dead leaves of trees, if you can get them)
;
or, if

the structure is a permanent pit, carry hot-water pipes,

or a tank, through it, which would necessitate the fix-

ing a boiler. The site proposed for the greenhouse

will probably answer. The latter, and the pit, might

be heated from one boiler, if conveniently placed.

Water Melons : Cucumis. Treat them like other

Melons. For details consult the calendar of Garden
Operations in another column.

I^" Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post

Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time.

•ju*
Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Az.-.ls: [2 sprays

t blooms
sblo.

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

' Miffnoiiette, 12 bun. t

Narcissus, per doz... i

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. ]— Zonal, do. . . c

Primula, dbl., p. bun. e

— single, do. .. c

; Roses, indoor, p. doz. ;

I

— French, do. . . :

Snowdrops, 12 bun. ;

Spirsa, 12 sprays . . ;

Stephanotis,i2sprays (

Violets, per 12 bun. . . ]

Catalogues Received.—Charles Sharpe & Co. (Slea-

ford). Descriptive Catalogue of Farm Seeds, &c.—Robert
Buist (922, Market Street, Philadelphia), Supplement

to Catalogue of New and Rare Plants.—E. P. Francis

& Co. (The Nurseries, Hertford), Catalogue of Hardy
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c. ; Fruit Trees, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Palms, &c. ; and Descriptive

Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower and Agricultural

Seeds.—Louis Van Houtte (Royal Nurseries, Ghent,

Belgium), Catalogue of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine

Plants, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Conifers, Roses,

Fruit Trees, &c.—Stuart & Mein (Kelso), General

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—Messrs.

Kent & Brydon (31, Priestgate Street, Darlington),

Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower, and Agri-

cultural Seeds, &c.--Thomas Meehan (Gerniantown

Nurseries, Philadelphia), Wholesale Price List for

1875-

-H. B.—C. B. S.—W. C-
F.—T. C—J. M.—A. M. G.-J. G.-

Cineraria, p. bunch., c

Cyclamen, 12 blooms 1

Deutzia, per bunch . . (

Epiphyllums, 12 bl.

r.ucharis. per doz. .. 1

Euphorbia. \i sprays :

French Lilac, p. bun. ;

Heliotropes, i2sprays <

Hyacinths, per spike i

— Roman, per 12

spikes . . . . :

SEEDS,
London : Feb. 24.—In consequence of the wintry

weather farm seeds are for the moment in diminished

request. All kinds of Clover seeds are, nevertheless, held

with great firmness. The arrivals of red seed from

America continue on a limited scale ; this fact, coupled

with the acknowledged lightness of the slocks held here,

imparts considerable steadiness to the trade. Trefoils

are in good request at last week's advance. Imported

Italian is noted i.r. per bale dearer. Alsikes and white

Clovers are quiet. A good business has been doing in

spring Tares, at a reduction on recent top currencies of

from i.t, to 2i. per quarter. Mustard and Rape seed meet

with an improved inquiry. For Hemp and Canary seed

the demand is slow. White Millet is in good request at

full rates. Sanfoin keeps scarce, and is ir. per quarter

higher. In Blue Peas the tendency of values is upwards.

Linseed is unchanged. John Shaw if Sons, Seed

Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, B.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the market was quiet, and

rates for Wheat were a degree steadier. For Barley

prices were lower in some cases. Malt remained without

alteration. In Oats, sound corn supported the rates of

Monday last. Maize was difficult to move, except at

much lower prices. Beans and Peas were purchased at

about like rates. For flour country marks were fully dd.

per sack cheaper on the week, and town made has been

reduced 3J, or to 4or. per 2Solb.—On Wednesday the

market was dull. There was a moderate supply of

Wheat, with but litlle disposition to purchase, and

prices were not wholly supported. Barley was rather

heavy, as also were Oals and Maize, but the value of

these latter was pretty steady. Beans and Peas were

neglected, and flour experienced a slow demand at Mon-
day s reduction.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending Feb. 20 ;—Wheat, \-is. bd. ; Barley, 435. 31/. ;

Oats, 2<js. 91/. For the corresponding week last year :—
Wheat, 62J. loi/. ; Barley, 49^, id. ; Oats, 28J. 101/,

[arkets.

COVENT GARDEN, February 25.

A moderate demand, and prices nearly stationary,

except for quite first-class goods, which are a little

higher. There has also been some improvement in the

trade demand from the provincial markets. Good
Enghsh Pines are fairly inquired for, the St. Michael's

having moved pretty freely ; another cargo, however, is

daily expected. Thos, Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

Apples, per j2-sieve 2 o-
Chestnuts, per bush. 10 o-:

Grapes, English, p.lb. 6 o-:

Lemons, per 100 ..So-:
Medlars, per doz

Artichokes, Fr., each o

Asparagus, English,

per bundle . . i3
— French, p. bund, 2

Beans, French, p. 100 6

Beet, per doz, .. i

Broccoli, p. bundle .. o
Brus. Sprts. , p. bush. 6

Cabbages, per doz. . . i

Carrots, p. bundle . . o
Cauhflowers.per doz. 2

Celery, per bundle . . i

Cucumbers, each . . 2

Endive, per doz. .. i

Herbs, per bunch . . o

Potatos :—Early Sh;

Regents, 120;

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Oranges, p. 100

;
Pine-apples, p. lb.

, p. bush. ..16 o- ,

3 o- 5 <

4-06

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuces, per doz. .

.

Mushrooms, per pott.

Onions, young, bun.
Parsley, per bunch..
Parsnips, p. doz. ..09-10
Peas, per quart . . So- .

.

Radishes, per bunch, 02-04
— black, Turnip, do. ..-06
Seakale, per bundle 20-30
Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
Salsify, per bundle .. i 6- ..

Tomatos, per doz. . . 10-30
Turnips, per bundle, o ti- n o

Early Myatt s 140.? Early
per ton.

CA TTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was a

much larger supply of beasts than on that day sennight.

Choicest de.scriptions were not any lower. Sheep were

also more plentiful, and last week's prices were pretty

generally realised. There was a short supply of calves
;

trade was, however, dull, and prices no better. Quota-

tions :—Beasts, 3^. M. to 4^. S^/., and 5J. dd. to 6j. ^d.
;

calves, 4^. 8^/. to 6.r. £,d. ; pigs, 4J-. to 5.r. 4^'. ; sheep,

55. 4i/. to 5^. M.y and 6.t. id. to ts. lod. —On Thursday

trade in beasts was very slow, and prices were lower for

all descriptions. For sheep there was less demand, and

a considerable proportion remained unsold. Choice

calves were scarce and dear. Trade in milch cows was
excessively dull.

I^AV.

Whitechapel reports that the market being rather

sparingly supplied, was rather firmer, and a steady

demand prevailed for the better kinds of fodder. Prime

Clover realised from looj. to iiSs. ; inferior, 85J. to 95^. ;

prime meadow hay, 95^. to iio^. ; inferior, 55.^. to 751. ;

and straw, 33J. to 40j-. per load. Cumberland Market

quotations :—Superior meadow hay, 112s. to iiSj.
;
in-

ferior, goj-. to looi. ;
superior Clover, ii8r. to 126J. ;

inferior, 90J. to 105.?. ; and straw, 40^. to 44,^. per load.

POTATOS.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Kltolien Garden Seeds,

to suit Gardens of various sizes, ^is., 42s., 63J., and S4S. each.

; and Early Dons,

Plants in Pots.

Bouvavdias, do.

Cineraria, do.

Cyperus, do. .

.

Deutzias, do.
_

DracEEna terminalis
— viridis, per doz.

Epiphyllums, each .

Heaths, invar., doz. i:

Hyacinths, per doz. 4
Lily of the Valley,

12 sprays .

.

..30-91
IVIignonette, do. . . 4 o- 6 c

Myrtles ^ . . do. 3 o- 9 c

Pelargoniums, dble.,

per doz. .

.

..6 ori2 c

— Scarlet, do. . . 60-9*
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o- 8 (

Solanums, do. . . 6 0-18 <

The Borough and Spitalfields markets report large

supplies on sale. Sound qualities move off freely at full

prices, and for medium parcels a steady demand prevails.

Quotations; Regents, 75J. to iioi. ; Victorias, 100s. to

135J.: Flukes, jios. to 140^. ; Rocks, 60J. to 70J. per ton.

—The King's Cross report is to the effect that the best

descriptions are in demand at full prices. The supplies

offering are large. Quotations : York and Lincoln

Victorias, joos. to 130^-.; ditto Flukes, lioi. to 140s.;

York Regents, zoos, to 135J. ; Lincoln Regents, goj. to

iioi. ; East Lothian Regents, 80s. to 115^.; Perth and

Fife Regents, 70s. to Sos.; ditto Rocks, 651. to 70s.;

Kent, Essex, and Cambridge, 60s. to Sos. ;
ditto Regents,

90J, to 120S. ; French, 50^. to 55J. ; ditto seedlmgs, 70s.

to 7S.t. ; Belgian Kidneys, 70s. to 75^. per ton,—Last

week's imports into London amounted to 6912 bags, 1847

tons, 381 sacks, and 100 packages.

NE'W and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^j pi^,

FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, i. d.

per half-pint 2 6

BRO.VD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) ,. per pint 2 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16
,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf ..10
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Gi.ant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red J the two best in 1 i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation ..{ 10
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26

,, Tender and True, new 36
., WooUey's Improved Telegraph .. .. ..16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LEITUCE, Burnell's Ale.iandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Re.ad's Scarlet-fleshed 16

,, Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
,, Williams* Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA. Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum 26
Mr. Laxton's NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW^ and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new .. .. ..26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. is. 6d. and 2 6

BLUMENB.ACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb s

COALS.

There was an active demand for house coals on Mon-
day, at an advance of is. per ton. The weather con-

tinuing severe there was a further rise of is. 6d. at

market on Wednesday.

CYCLAMEN, Williams' sujerb 1

2S. 6d. and
. 6d.. 21. 6d.,

3^. 6^. and
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice :

2^. 6d., 3^. 6d. and
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .

.

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new

PETUNL\. saved from the finest striped varieties

PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Brandegei, new .

.

POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Str.ain

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, grandiflora splendens. new.

PRIMULA, Williams' superb stram, red, white, or

mixed . .. i^. 6d., zs. 6d., ^s. 6d. and
RICINUS GIBSONII, new
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colotu-s

VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain

W.ALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter
flowering

,, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety

Importe'd GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, S:c.,

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE i

in application.

I collections

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with

well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of

more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

^ sUPPUfo

* mEOUE-t*

^ SUPPUfo

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

SPECIAL FEBRUARY LIST

GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c.,

Is now ready, and may be had, gratis andpost

free, on application.

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.
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New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,

WM. POTTKN^V'iiOUKING ORDERS
for the above. For particulars see advertisement in

Carileners ChroiikU, lanuary 30. A very favourable report of

it may he seen in llie Jimriml of Hortkiillurr, November i().

1S74, by Mr. Robson, and Fcbruaiy 4, 187s, by Mr. Luckhurst.

Otnidcn Nursery. Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Llilum auxatum.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB
COMPANY, liavinK received further consignments of the

above (making in all 59,000), are now in a position to make
liberal reductions to Gentlemen taking a qu.antity, from fifty

upwards. Samples and prices sent by post (samples charged for

at a low rate). Lion Walk, Colchester.

TSAAC MATTHEWS AND SON be? to call

J- special attention to their large stock of RHODODEN-
DRONS— over 200.000 of the following sizes for immediate sale :

4 to 6 inches, 6 to 8 inches, 7 to 12 inches, 9 to 1

r8 inches, 15 to 20 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2

3 feet. PRIVET. Evergreen, 2 to j feet, and 3
.electic

feet 2 inches t

to 4 feet : and
I application a

G'^dloU from Paris, per Names and Seedlings,

LEVE(2UE AND SON, NUR.SERYMEN,
Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GI-ADIOLI, to the prices: —
Gladioli, seedling, first-rate, %s. per 100, £,>> per 1000 ; mixed
white, I2J. per 100: do. red, 12^. per 100: do. yellow, ia,s. per

100 ; do. rose, \is. per too ; per names, 100, 10 sorts, 8i. per

100 : 25 sorts, 14^. per 100 : 50 do., ;Ci to £,1 ; 100, £,^_ to X6,
and upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts, all in good
flowering bulbs. English Cheques or Post Office Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

Vines.—To tlie Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 30J. per dozen (a special price for .a' large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliflfe Black,

Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,
Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery. Farnham, Surrey.

To Planters and tbe Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES. 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping. 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS. of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH. 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS. Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feel.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2j^ to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries. Canterbury.

NEW BEDDING VIOLA—
WAVERLEY.

We have much pleasure in offering this fine Viola for the first

lime. Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in

rotation after March i. The flowers are large, of good sub-
stance, and produced in great profusion from early spring until

late in autumn. Colour very bright violet, shaded ivith purple
towards the centre ; yellow eye, with pure white brow. The
most effective bedding Viola of its colour yet raised, and very
hardy. Last season it was shown before the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society at Edinburgh, and the Glasgow and
West of Scotland Horticultural Society at Glasgow, and by bmh
Societies it was awarded a FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.
Regarding it

Mr. RoBEiiT Fleming, Gardener to ] . C. Wakefield, Esq.,
Eastivood Park, Giasg07v, writes .'

—

" I have no doubt that when Waverley becomes better known
no other Viola of its colour will be used. As regards colour,
habit, and density of flowering, it leaves nothing more to be
desired. In my opinion, at present it has no equal."

Mr. James Graham, Gardetter to Lady Campbell, Garscube,
Glasgo'w^ lurites

:

—
"That for colour, substance, habit, and flowering qualities,

Waverley surpasses all the Violas that I know, as much as the
best of them excels the old Viola cornuta."

Mr. Henry W. Lewin, Garderu^r to Co\one\ Buchanan,
a/" Drnntpellier, Glasgtnv, writes :—

"We use a great quantity of Violas here, and I have had
ample opportunity of comparing Waverley with most of the
varieties yet sent out. It is the best bedding Viola I have yet
seen—having an excellent habit, yielding a profusion of flowers,
which are of good colour and very constant, and these I consider
to be the principal points necessary in a good bedding Viola."

Mr. Duncan M'Lellan, Superintendent of Parks,
Glasgerw, writes

:

—
"I have much pleasure in stating that your new Viola

Waverley was thoroughly tested in the Queen's Park during
the summer of 1874,—having been grown in several situations.

The colour is a deep violet with light eye, and its habit similar
to Cornuta Perfection. We grow Violas very extensively, but I

consider Waverley the best I have yet seen of its class, both in

regard to habit and colour."

Prices : One plant, 2s. 6d.; six plants, ioj

post free. Trade price on apj

A List of Firms Ordering before March j

the Gardeners' Chronicle the foil

i8j. per dozen,

ROBERTSON and GALLOWAY, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen. 157. Ingram Street, Glasgow, and The Hermitage
jJurseries, H^'ensbyrgh.

Pelargoniums for the MlllioiL

TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
O TION of Show, French, and Fan<.y Variclies. strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at ^os. per 100; 7ss. for 50 :
or 15J. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. E.'ttra strong plants at yj. and

I2J. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, in order to

clear the ground :

—

20,000 SILVER FIRS, I foot high, is. per 100.

50,000 „ ,. 1% feet high, 2^. ^i. per 100.

70,000 „ „ 2 to 3 feet high. 5J. per 100.

50,000 „ ,, 3 fset high, IS. per 100.
_

For particulars apply to The AGENT. Gunton Park, Norwich.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-

jointed and well ripened: SEAK.ALE, ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON. 23. Market Place. Manchester.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOtlUES free on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited). 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at

Edinburgh.

Very Choice and Rare Orchids.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB
COMPANY have received from Moulmein a few nf the

above in excellent condition, which they arc anxious to dispose

of at very low prices. This is an opportunity that very seldom

presents itself. LIST on application.

Lion Walk, Colchester.

NEW^UMMER CaTbAGE LETTUCE
—The FAVOURITE.

The finest of all Cabbage Lettuces, being very large, exceed-

ingly sweet and crisp; also deUciously flavoured. Stands the

driest summer longer than any other sort without running to

seed. Post free per packet for twelve Stamps. May be

obtained of all Seedsmen.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

pONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS
V^ PLANTS, from imported seed.—Strong, 2-yr.. 3^. per

100, 285, per 1000, 250.1. per 10,000. Special offer for large

quantities. Remittances to accompany all orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant, Peterborough.

N.B.—No charge for packing and packages.

Genuine New Seeds.

WILLIAM FRO MOW'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS, GENERAL GARDEN REQUISITES, &c.. is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application ; also LISTS of

ROSES, CLIMBERS. NURSERY STOCK, &c.

Sutton Court Nursery and Seed Establishment, Turnham
Green, London, W.

To AMATEURS of ORCHIDS.—Gentle-
men having a surplus stock of Orchids (not too common

kinds), and willing to EXCHANGE them for OTHER
PLANTS, such as Camellias. Azaleas, Conifers, or any other

Stove or Greenhouse Plants, may apply to

A. VAN f.EERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES free on application, either from himself or

his agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

NEW APPLE— PEASGOOD'S NONE-
SUCH.— Handsomest, and one of the largest autumn

Apples in cultivation (Sept. to Dec). First-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Fruit Committee, Sept. 18. 1872 : First-class

Certificate, Crystal Palace Show, Sept. 8, 9, and 10, 1874.

Strong Maidens, 7J. 61/. each ; Dwarf-trained, loj. 6d, each.

Trade terms on application.

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

Cabbage Plants t Cabbage Plants I

TRUE to NAME.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can now
supply any quantity of strong—

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. 3J. o</. per 1000

EARLY BATTERSEA y. 6,i.

NONPAREIL 31. 6rf.

ENFIELD MARKET is. 6d.

RED PICKLING s'- °^-

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

POTTEN'S SEED LIST is now ready,
• and will be sent post free to all applicants. W. P. has

a large stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and
PRIMULAS, strong healthy plants, in 48-pots. from the very
best strains. 4^. per dozen : extra strong, (ss, per dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, good plants, in 3-inch pots,

3J. per dozen, 20.r. per 100.

Camden Nursery. Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Bed-Bkln Flourball Fotatos.

HAND F. SHARPE particularly recommend
. this variety for Field Cultivation, being, without doubt,

the heaviest cropper grown. Fourteen tons per acre have

been produced this season on ordinary marsh land, and it will be
largely grown for Cattle-feeding purposes in lieu of Mangels and
Kohl Rabi. It is perfectly free from disease, and the quality

is very fine. It keeps well until May or June. For price, &c.,

apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE. Seed Growers, Wisbech. Cambridgeshire.

RB. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
. and NuRSEEVMAN. Belfast,

NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
direct from the growers.

GRASSES and CLOVER SEEDS, suited for all purposes.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove, Greenhouse, Con-

servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees,

and Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Hedging Plants

and Underwood.
Seeds. Plants. &c,, carefully packed for export to all parts of

the world.

Its' CATALOGUES Post-free on application.

The Lucombe Oak may be seen In perfection at

T UCOMiiK, PINCK, and CO.'S Exeter
J -i Nursery " It is," says the Ganhmers' Chronicle, p. 82,

"a tree that deserves to be planted more extensively. At the

present lime, after the cold weather we have experienced, it

liolils its foliage and looks as cheerful as at the beginning of

autumn. The leaves are a bright glossy green, and otherwise

like the ordinary Quercus Cerris, though they may be a trifle

thicker
"

Pines, Fines, Fines.

THE SUBSCRIBER has a splendid Stock
of Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Queen, Charlotte

Rothschild, Prince Albert, and Prickly Cayenne Pine Plants in

all stages of growth. Warranted clean. Prices very moderate,

and may be had on application to

WM. THOMSON. Tweed Viney.ard. Clovenfords, N.B.

Superb Ranunculuses, So.

CTYSO, FLORIST, &c., Wallingford, Berks,
• is offering Assortments of this nEAUTlpuL hardy

FLOWER at 31. and 5J. per dozen sorts, post free for cash with

order. He will send a Description of a Collection of Fifty

Named Sorts on application ; also, " Treatise on Culture," priiM

td. to purchasers of 10^. worth.

CHOICE ANEMONES. 21. td. to 31. per dozen named
sorts, with full instructions for culture.

GERMAN and OTHER ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS in

variety. Post free. Twelve sorts, 2i. 6rf. : Twenty-five sorts, ji.

Root and Seed CATALOGUES Gratis.

OTATOS for PLANTING.—Samples good
and true. Myatt's Prolific, i6j. per sack of 16 stones :

Red-skinned Flourball, i6s. ditto. Special offers for larpe

quantities. New 4 lb. 4"^ bushel sacks, li. T,d. each. Remit-

tances to accompany all orders.

Most of the best English and American varieties m stock.

Wholesale and retail prices on application.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant, Peterborough.

Notice.SEED POTATOS.
A CHANGE of SEED ALWAYS PAYS.

Myatt's Prolific Ashlcaf, loj. td. per cwt. ; they are a splen-

did seed sample, and warranted good. Early Red Rose,

los. bd. per cwt. : all should plant this kind that have not, as

it is a heavy cropper, and white as snow._ Good stock of Jersey

Blue, 7J. 6^. per cwt. American Seedlings, ^s. per cwt.
:
this

kind IS a white Potato, and the heaviest cropper in cultivation.

These prices include bags. All orders must be accompanietl

by a remittance.
W. FANE, Seed Grower, Bedford.

N w R O S.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).

CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's).

CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 187s—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

RHODODENDRONS.—The six most dis-

tinct and beautiful hardy Rhododendrons—
BRYANUM vivid scarlet,

MRS. JOHN CLUTTON .. beautiful clear white,

JOSEPH WHITWORTH .. rich dark lake,

MICHAEL WATERER .. very fine crimson,

MINNIE white, beautifully spotted,

EVERESTIANUM .. .. delicate rosy lilac,

are offered in any quantity, nice bushy plants, at 2j. 6(/. each, by

W. H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

A CATALOGUE, containing the names of upwards of one
hundred other choice varieties, may be had on application.

New Fotatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have received

a First-class Certificate :

—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6i. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 41. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 45. per 7 lb.

The Set 12^. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardettcrs'

Chronicle for January 9. 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.

Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST AND
SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, EC.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham. Kent.

Richmond Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.
(Established 1S02.)

To the TRADE and LARGE CONTRACTORS.

GAND W. STEELLhaveto oliler this season,
• extra to their usual large stock of ROSE, FRUIT.

FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, &c., a largcquantity of fine, clean-grown and straight

in the stock Stand.ard GOLDEN QUEEN and other varieties

of v.ariegated HOLLIES, from 2 to 5 feet in the stem ;
Pyramid

Green and Variegated do., from 2 to 7 feet ; also an immense
quantity of Hybrid and Ponticum RHODODENDRONS,
uncommonly well set with bloom-buds, which they are prepared

to supply at extremely low figures. Where large quantities are

required special prices will be given.

T o THE TRADE.
PEARS, extra fine dwarf-trained, all the leading kinds.

„ extra fine pyramids on Quince, 4-yr., 3-yr.,and 6-yr. old.

PLUjMS, extra fine dwarf-trained.

,, extra fine pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, extra fine dwarf-trained.

., extra fine Morello. fruiting.

PEACHES. Maiden, twenty to thirty varieties.

THUJA AUREA, i to I'/i foot, iK t" 2 f<=s'. ' '" =» ''«'•

25^ to 3 feet :
grand specimens.

„ WAREANA, r, 2, to 3 feet.

„ GIGANTEA, 3. 4. tosfeet.
YEWS, English, s to 2K feet, ^'A to 3 feet, 3 to 3M feet :

fine.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 3K feet, 3'/< to 4 feet
;
line.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 2, 3, 4 to

1 applit
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T
SnowSake.

HE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and free
FROM DISEASE. Messrs. Daniels Bros, have just received a
consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carnage free to any address:—3J. td. per lb. ; 7 lb. , 21.1. ;

14 lb., 42J. :
cheaper by the cwt.

DANIELS EROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal
Norfolk Seed Establishment. Norwich.

OTATO SEED for SALE (seed of the
berry)—Two Ounces seeding One Acre, and giving Eight

fine Tons of Tubers per Statute Acre in First Year. Price

vith Instructions how to Grow it free of the

JAMES TORBITT, Belfast.

per

r of allAlso, in the Press, and to be obtained of the Adv
Booksellers, price 1^.,

CAUSE of the POTATO DISEASE,
Being a Paper read at the late Meeting of the British

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1783.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fruit Bushes.

No. I Collection includes

—

20 EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
25 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
25 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
25 CURRANTS, of sorts.

25 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

10 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for ^^5 5^.

No. 2 Collection.

Double the above, with greater variety.

Two hundred and sixty fine plants for ^10.
Carriage paid to London.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

NEW CATALOGUE for 1875, post free for

two Stamps. —Our LIST of the newest and best varieties

grown of the undernamed classes of plants is now ready, and
may be had on application. Prices very moderate. Plants

true to name. Geraniums in all the various classes, Fuchsias,

Chrysanthemums, Lobelias, Coleus, Dahlias, Show Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, Pansies, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums,

Double Potentillas, Pyrethrums. Delphiniums, and all leading

Florists' Flowers and Bedding Plants, Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, Spring-flowering and other choice Hardy Plants,

Winter-flowering and the best Conservatory Decorative Plants,

Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

ROBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice
of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock of

HARDY SHRUBS. FRUIT. FOREST, and ORNAMEN-
TAL TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which are now in first-class condition for

removal. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes" walk of the Clapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS.—Special offer of 2-yr., 3-yr., and 4-yr. old.

Price per 100 or 1000 on application.

ROBERT NEAL. The Nurseries. Wandsworth Common, S. W.

New Roses.—Strong Plants now Ready.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road
Nurseries, Essex, has much pleasure in offering strong

plants of the following carefully selected varieties of NEW
ROSES for 1875, which may be relied on as being the best of

'^ ^^^^ ' HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
Hippolyte Jamain
La Souveraine
Madame Rougier
Mademoiselle Ilona de Adorjan
May Tur

Adanson
Arthur Oger
Antoine Mouton
Colonel de Sansal
Casimir Perier
Comtesse de Serenyi Mons. E. Y. Teas
Duchess of Edinburgh Princess Antoinette
Gonsoli Gaelono Souvenir du Bare

Henry Ward Beecher

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Aline Sisley I Marie Guillot

Duchess of Edinburgh MademoiselleTher^seGenevay
Jean Ducher | Perle des Jardins.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSE.
Soupert et Netting.

LIST, with full descriptions of above, may be had on
application.

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-

cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving

so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in

the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Electa and horizontalis, separate or mixed, i^. and 2s. 6d.

per packet.
STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.— Fine variety from the

Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-

ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful

climber, is. 6d. per packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from

one of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 6d. per

packet.
DOUBLE PETUNIA, large flowermg.—Will produce a large

percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. 6d. per packet.

Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

CHARLES NOBLE begs to remind all

engaged in Planting that in clearing a large portion of

his Nursery Grounds he is oflfering, at very reduced prices, an
immense stock ; amongst other thmgs the following may be

Poplar, Black Italian

Sycamore, Purple and varie-

Labumum, Purple and c

Chestnut, Scarlet and c

Sorbus domestica and hybrida
Almond, fruiting

Birch, Silver. 8 to 14 feet

Thorn, Paul's new double

Deutzia crenata flore-pleno

Broom, white, 3 to 4 feet

Briar, sweet, 2 to 3 feet

Sedum spectabilis

Peaches, Pears, and Plums
Gooseberries, in best varieties

Currants, in best varieties

large quantities on application.

Spiraea palmata
RJiododendrons
Andromeda floribunda
Kalmia latifolia

Skimmia japonica
Picea Nordmanniana
Arbor-vitffi, American
Cupressus Lawsoniana
Fir, Spruce, 3 to 8 feet

Berberis Darwinii
Mahonia.Aquifolia
Roses, dwarf hybrid perpetual

,, climbing
Elm, English and American
Oak, English and Turkey
Poplar, new Silver

,, Lombardy
Special quotatii

CLEMATIS, all the best "known kinds.

A few thousand QUINCE STOCKS at 5^. per i

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey.

CHeap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, from
pots, 2S. per dozen, 12s. per 100 ; rooted cuttings, is. per

dozen, 6s. per 100, 505. per 1000.

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet, White, Crimson, and Rose, best

sorts, good plants, from single pots, is. 6d. per dozen, 10^.

LOBELIA, speciosa, true, from cuttings; also pumila grandi-

flora and Little Gem, 3^. per 100, sos, per 1000.

HELIOTROPIUM, finest dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6j.

per 100, 50J. per 1000.

CALCEOLARIA. Golden Gem, finest bedder, is. per dozen.

6s. per iQO, 50s. per 1000.

ACERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, Blue, makes a fine bed, is. per

dozen, 5^. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

IRESINE, Lindeni, crimson leaf, good, i^. per dozen, 6s. per

100, 505-. per TOGO.

COLEUS, Verchaffeltii, is. per dozen, 6s. per loo.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,

4s. per 100, 301. per 1000.

GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy shorts, strong plants, for

spring bloom, 4s. per dozen.

CENTAUREA, candidissima, silver-leaf, strong plants, 35.

per dozen, 20s. per 100.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condilion

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

6, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H AT E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),

consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000
Acres of Land.

C/uiirtiMH—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing ZliVrfi^r—JAMES ODAMS.
Sul-Maimger and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.

Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

P.articulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 185s)

,.

Manufacture the highest quality of

ARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

01 from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.

Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, if., 3^., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-

nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case

of Red Spider diluted at the- rate of one quart to 65 gallons of

water. Price per quart, condensed, 6s.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

Important Testimonials on application.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—Tobacco-paper,
Powder, Insecticides, Raffia, Labels, Tools. Bouf^uet-

papers, and Fancy Goods of every description, at lowest prices.

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C.
N.B.—P. &Co.'s new Priced LIST is now ready. A copy

wilt be sent, post free, on receipt of Trade Card.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,\Vandsworth
Common, S.W.

To Farmers, Scavengers, and others.

NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN that the
Cattle Markets Sub-Committee of the Corporation of

London will meet at Guildhall on TUESDAY, March g, to
receive PROPOSALS from parties desirous of PURCHASING
and TAKING AWAY the MANURE from the METRO-
POLITAN CATTLE MARKET, Islington, and the Lairs
adjoining, for one year, ending on March i, 1876.

Further particulars maybe obtained by applying at the Office

MONCKTON.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, the largest
Importers of Russia Mats in London, are now prepared

to quote prices for new ARCHANGEL MATS, to arrive in

July or August next, to the Wholesale Houses only.

Agents in Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. 100s. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and Sos. : superior close Mat, 45s., 50J. , and 5SJ. :

PACKING MATS, las., 301., and 35J. per too; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100.000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames,—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCH-

ANGEL and all kinds of ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
RAFFIA FIBRE, &c. Tanned GARDEN NETTING,
T.arred TWINES, TIFFANY, &c,, always in stock.

N. B.—Spetial terms for large buyers.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa.\ton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. ^d. per yard.
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—

2 yards wide . . . . is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3s. la/. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. AH goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at 1^. 6d. per bottle—t^. 101^. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Eroseley.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

The Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe In the World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fixed as the common pipes, and are much superior ; may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily

unjointed and refixed at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard 3^. 4%d.
3-inch Pipe, per yard .. .. .. 2s. t%d.
z-inch Pipe, per yard .

.

.

.

. . is. Zd.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on -application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY. Hot-water Engineers,
Loughborough.

RICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined with COMI'I.ETE

TROTECTiON from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the

United Kingdom,
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, to W. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON.
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CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

1

THE LOWEST PRICES,
I PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

THE BEST TOATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HENBY OEMSON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAM
(Successors to Lynch White),

• OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

-.S-.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER {1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872)-

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

MR. ROBERT FENN'S NEW POTATOS.
Unequalled /or High-class Flavour and Cropping Qualities.

EARLY MARKET: very fine, first early Round. First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural

Society. Per peck, 15J.
;
per 7 lb., 8j.

EARLY WHITE KIDNEY: very fine, first early white Kidney. First-class Certificate Royal

Horticultural Society. Per peck, i^s.
;
per 7 lb., 8j.

Also, PERFECTION KIDNEY, THE FAVOURITE, RECTOR of WOODSTOCK, and
BOUNTIFUL KIDNEY, raised by Mr. Fenn ; and aU the Choice New English and American Varieties.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue of Potatos, quite iinigue in its way; also Catalogues ofNew
Primroses, Polyanthus, ^c.,free on application.

RICHARD DEAN,
SEED GROWER, EALING, LONDON, W. Seed Grounds : BEDFONT, HOUNSLOW, W.

MetaUlc Hothouse BuUder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(hlc Cl.irk Sc Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER .ind H O T -W A T E R
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOK of DESIGNS, w. each.

KS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Vi'indsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not

exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and

Single irfen and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age,

being FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of

the following rates -.—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

^5 loj. ; one year and under twelve, £t-i 15J.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-

General, ),, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

DENNIS' BOILERS.—For Sale, a No. i

and a No. 2 of the above, nearly new, having been removed
in order to substitute ordinary saddles. Offers to be made to

JOHNSON AND .SONS, 41, Cross Street, Finsbury,

London, E.C., where they may be viewed.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.G. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Colosseum.

FOR SALE, a quantity of very fine ROCK-
WORK. Offers to be sent, in writing, to

S. G. BIRD, 28A, Upper George Street, Bryanston Square, W.

Tie Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL ^^ffi[^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-

TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens

in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
terials of great durability. The plainer
i are especially suited

•for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little

further

labour or expen
'* grown Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

\ try durable and of superioi*finish, and in great variety of design.

t ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3i-. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE CfLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pi^es and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &C.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39*, King William Street, London. E.C.
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THE GRANDEST OF all TRIUMPHS!
(A PERFECT MARVEL.)

One Room or Factory, in a single compartment, the area of which exceeds \\ Acre, with an average

height of 20 feet, and usual glass roof, effectually Warmed by

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM
AND

PATENT FUEL ECONOMISER.
FULL PARTICULARS OF THIS MOST INTERESTING AND SUCCESSFUL ACHIEVEMENT SENT POST FREE

ON APPLICATION.

WEEKS'S BOOK OF DESIGNS, Thirteenth Enlarged Edition, Post Free.

J. WEEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, and PATENTEES of the

DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER and FUEL ECONOMISER,

IvING'S EOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

WAUCHOPE & COWAN'S NEW AND ECONOMICAL
SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, having recently been offered a valuable Patent

for the Manufacture of Gas, to be worked in combination with their Patents for Heating Horticultural and
other Buildings, have found it necessary, so as to acquire and work such Patent, to

form a new Company with larger powers ; the old Company having been incorporated

for the purpose of dealing with the Heating Patents only.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, will, therefore, be
wound up and dissolved, and a new Company, called " The Cowan Patents
Company, Limited," has been formed, and has taken over the entire business of the

old Company. From this date the new Company will carry on the business of the

old Company, with the addition of the New System of Making Gas—full particulars

of which, with Illustrations, can be had on application.

Contracts entered into by the old Company will be carried out by the new one,

and all its responsibilities fulfilled.

The Directors of the new Company have thought it advisable to change the

Offices from Lothbury to 21, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W., where all

communications should in future be addressed, and where full information concerning
,/Ai{A -, their Patent Systems of Heating and Gas Making can be obtained.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWABDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873; BELFAST, 1874; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

All Communications in future to be addressed

—

2 1, WH5TSHALL PLAGE, WESTMINSTER, S,W,
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Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
SuitkioKQu\L[TY Galvanised AH IK M M.n

NEW PAlIhRN uitli Dng n ,1 mi

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide ; 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces inchtded with each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for "Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
Prices of Materials.

Per dozen—J. t^.

Galvanised Raidisseurs for tightening the wires (one
required for each line of wire) ..40

Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts (two required for each
ImeofWire) 20

Galvanised Wall Eyes 06
Galvanised Wire, is., 2J. 6(/., and 3^. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,

free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
ting to 1QS. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Illustrated and Pri

Garden Wall Wirinff.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Porlobello Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as

being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the
thin Wire, as used in the French system.
The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury. Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application
as above.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.'s

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.
THE MEDAL FOR MERIT

At the Vienna Universal Exhibition, 1S73,

Was awarded
to Messrs. J. B.
Brown & Co.,

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high :-

Size
of

Mesh.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Hend line chuy^^cd as HvtK

5 6

6 o
6 6

7 o

7 6 =4

And two shillings for every additional five line;

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be

Page jCg o o
Half Page .

.

Colu 3 5

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words ij. 6d., and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

MUST BE PRE-PAID,

Advertisements /oy the current week must reach the Office

hy Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

Now ready, price ij,, free by post ij. aj^*/.

THE RURAL ALMANAC and SPORTS-
MAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 1875, con-

taining seventeen full-page Illustrations. The Letterpress

consists of List of Hounds, their Masters, Whips, Kennels, &c.
—Yachts and their Stations, Commodores, Vice-Commodores,
Secretaries, &c., with the Winning Yachts for the Year 1874

—

Epitome of Acts of Parliament Passed, relating to Country
Gentlemen—And a vast Amount of Information relating to the

Farm, Hunting, Country House, Garden, Natural History, and

; Field Office, 346, Strand, London, W.C.

THE CULTIVATOR.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, vi^hich circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michacl'.s, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, \d. ; Stamped, st/.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kiric, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

tor the use of Advertisers.

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

OPINIONS OP THE PBESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

reited in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle-

growing of root crops, S:c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

]Vec}dy

Disfatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

" The ' Agricultural Gazette Almanac/ which deals with
matters of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition."

—

Lloyd's, Jan. 17, 1875.

" It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."

— The Field, }-sxi. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize animals."

—

Gloucestershire
Chronicle.

'

' This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily use."

—

Farmer's Herald.

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races, &c. , space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful Information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quaito
almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Yiscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette.'"

—

Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken from photographs."

—

Dewsbury Chronicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and
the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-
ous illustrations^ and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which
forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."—
Grantham Journal,

"To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-

hood "The Agricultural Gazette Almanac' for 1S75, price

yi. , will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended

toservc."~//fl//Ar^ Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it Is none the less

welcome ; as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, is to be
commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must
recommend itself to every asncuhurist."— IP^estertt Daily
Mercury.

" Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of

" Considering the valuable information for the farmer and
stock breeder to be found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
' Cricket in the Counties in 1874,' and alphabetical lists of the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably
illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.

—

East Anglian
Daily Times.

useful to farmers and

" It contains a mass of information which will be found ex-

ceedingly useful to all who are engaged in agricultural pursuits.

In addition to this there is a capital portrait of H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales, and several other engravings." — Gh'ster
Mercury.

" It is a wonderfully good threepennyworth, containing, as it

does, in addition to the calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, some of the beautiful portraits of stock which have
appeared in the columns of our contemporary within the last

year and a-hatf. Among others, there are portraits, from photo-

graphs, of Telemachus, loth Duchess of Geneva, Nectarine

Bud, and the Prince of Wales' Champion Shorthorn Heifer—
among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait of a Jersey

cow. There are also illustrations descriptive of noteworthy

American ' wrinkles ' for f3.Tm&rs."—Norwich Mercttry.

" It contains much interesting matter for the farmer, who
may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion. As may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely

farming interest, such as rotation of crops, manures, and imple-

ments. These are worth consulting, the advice they contain

being sound and practical."

—

Land and Water.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C

^HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, February 27.

Contains

—

Okiginaj, Articles on Rotations of Cropping—Rot or Bane
in Sheep- Bee Sagacity — Old-fashioned Sweet-scented
Flowers (Illustrated)-Rose Pruning-Agricultural Statis.
tics—London Manure Company's Works (Illustrated^—
Reclamation of Foreshores—Tenant-Right—Agricultural
Labour—Land Tenure in England—Agricultural Possi-
bilities—Mr. Howard's Cottages at Clapham, Beds.
(Illustrated)—The Kingscote Herd of Shorthorns—Clover
Sickness — Steeplechases and Spring Handicaps — Mr.
Edward Purser, with Portrait and Memoir, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on Cheese Competi-
tion—Economy of Litter and Manure—Major Hallett's
Pedigree Cereals—The Undrained Clays of Essex—Agri-
cultural Labourers- Barley Growing—Accommodation for

Cottages—Imaginary Cottages—Notes from France, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of
Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs—Proceedings in

Parliament—Markets, &c.

The Veterinarian—Beekeeper—Notices of Books—Garden of
the Farm—The Weather—Notes of the Week—Our Live-

Correspondents—Miscellaneous, &c.Stock—Notic

Price 4(f.
; post free, j^]4d. Published by William Richards,

It the Oflice, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

T^HE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of
J- the most popular and best edited of American Horticul-
tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor : Thomas
Meehan. Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain -.—gs. id. per annum in
advance.

'

Agent for Europe :-A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart. near Zwolle, Netherlands.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Offio

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
^ FLORICULTURE, ct de CULTURE MARAI-

CHLRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
Burvenich, E. Pvnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, q8, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, as NURSERY MANAGER
and SALESMAN, an experienced Man. Must be a

successful Grower of Rhododendrons, Roses, Conifers, &c., and
have a general knowledge of the profession. —Apply, stating
terms, &c., to WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries,
Barnstaple, Devon.

WANTED, an experienced GARDENER,
without family. Wife as Laundress. House found.

—

Apply, stating age, length of service in last situation, wages,
&c., to HENRY STEPHENSON, Endcliffe Vale, Sheffield.

WANTED, a GARDENER, in North York-
shire, to assist in Laying-out a New Place, of about 3

acres, in Pleasure Grounds, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Garden,
with Conservatory, Vinery, &c., and having the prospect of

being Gardener, with a house on the premises, when the work is

completed. Liberal wages will be given to a suitable person of

good character and abilities.—Apply first to Mr.PRlNGLE,
Landscape Gardener, Wragby, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, a single young Man, as
SECOND GARDENER, to .issist in the Houses ;

also a YOUTH.—Letters, with full particulars, W. J., Post
Office, Waltham Abbey, Essex.

WANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a
thoroughly practical married Man (without family pre

ferred), to live in entrance lodge. He must be well up in
Kitchen and Flower Garden-work. Wages ^i per week, with
coals and gas. Those who cannot produce a good character for
honesty, ability, and sobriety, need not apply.—T. TAYLOR,
Gardener, Whittingham Lodge, New Barnet, Herts.

WANTED, a young Man as UNDER
GARDENER. Wages i8i. periveelc—E. COOLING.

Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.
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WANTED, as FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR, a young Man (not under 27). to take Charge

of the Houses in a small Nursery.—Apply, by letter, to
D. CAMERON and SON, Swiss Nursery, Loughborough
Road, Brixton. S.W.

Propagator.

JOHN STEWART ANn SONS, Dundee,
*^f REQUIRE the services of a Man as PROPAGATOR of
Roses, Rhododendrons, Fruit Trees, Conifers. &c.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and
GROWER, principally of Soft-wooded Greenhouse

Plants. Roses. &c. Must be a good Grower of Cucumbers, and
make himself generally useful, —State experience and refer-
ences from former employers, and wages required, WILLIAM
CUNNINGHAM, Nurseryman, The Forge, Burton-on-Trent.

Notice.

WANTED, a first-rate PLANT GROWER

;

one who is well up in the Cultivation of choice Palms,
Stove Plants, and Ferns, Liberal and progressive wages will
be given to a really good Man,—Apply in first instance by letter
to J, WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow Crescent, South
Kensington.—N.B. He is wanted for the Onslow Crescent
Establishment.

WANTED, a steady and industrious young
MAN, under the Propagator, in the Houses: one who

has had some experience with Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.—State age. where last employed, and salary expected, JNO.
JEFFERIES AND SONS, Royal Nurseries. Cirencester.

WANTED, a young MAN under the Fore-
m.an in the Plant Houses ; must have a knowledge of the

Work. Pottmg. Tying, &c. Wages i6j. , with lodging.—
T. DEDMAN. Sundridge Park, Bromley, Kent.

WANTED, an active young MAN, with
some knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, to

assist in the House.— C. FAIRNINGTON, 4, Elm Tree Road,
St. John's Wood. N.W.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, for the
Houses, THREE active young Men as JOURNEY-MEN : must have been used to Forcing. Also a young MAN.

to look after a horse and Work in the Garden. Wages i6j. per

WANTED, a married MAN, accustomed to
Kitchen Garden-work, to live in the lodge (one or two

children, if not too young, not objected to). Also one to take
the lead on the Pleasure ground. A cottage on the premises.—
Apply, stating age. reference, wages expected, and other parti-
culars, to HEAD GARDENER. Dunorlar, Timbndge Wells

wANTED, TWO or THREE young MEN
well upjn Flaming Forest Trees, and General Nursery

, Worcester.Stock.—WOOD AND CO., Barbourne Nu

WAN T PLA CES.
To Gardeners in Want of Situations,

T.
^SE^C,tARACTERS^« tl^L

^"-^Ye '^N (J R S^ E°R Y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W. ^ ''

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him. as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondeiice and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London. N.

Head Gardeners.
TOHN LAING can at present recommendW with every confidence several energetic and practical
Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill
London, S.E.

'

ARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Thoroughly understands the Cultivation of

Vines, Pines, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Orchard-
houses, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Twenty years*
experience. First-class testimojiials from former employer
W. J., Wm. Rollis 1 & Soi , The Nu s,. To. ng, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kep^t.—Age 28, single ; understanding Forcing Vines,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and the general routine of
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good character from present
place.—J. B , The Gardens, Hill Hall, Epping, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman is
very desirous of recommending a thorough practical Man

as above, and who has been in his employ for the last twelve
years. Married.— P. D., Stoke Post Office, Slough.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married;
has a thorough practical knowledge of the Growing of all

kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good testimonials.
—A. B., Pine-apple Nursery. Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31 ; thoroughly
understands the profession in all branches. Nearly four

years good character.—A. B., 4, Elston Villas, South Road
Forest Hill, S.E.

(^RDENER (Head).—Age 27, married, no
v-^ family

;
has had good experience in Forcing Fruits and

Flowers, and perfectly understands Flower and Kitchen Gar-
il'"& ^^^^ character from present and previous employers,

—R. &,, Post Office, East Grinstead, Sussex,

GARDENER (HEAD).-Age 31 ; thoroughly
understands Forcing Vines, Stove and Greenhouse PLints

and the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Good references.—H. A. U., Mr. Door, Ivery's Ni
Reigatc, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 35, married,
one child ; thoroughly understands Vines, Pines,

Peaches, Cucumbers, Flowers, Vegetables, and Early and Late
Forcing. Seven years' good character.—R. T., Mr. Chard,
Clarendon Park, Salisbury, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —
J. Spaven, four years and a half at the Royal Kitchen

Garden, Hampton Court, S. W. , offers his services to any Noble-
man or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient servant.
—8, Queen's Road, Tcddington, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—No incumbrance
;

has a practical knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, &c. , Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening, also the Forcing of Fruits. Flowers, and Vegetables,
Unexceptionable references. — T. MOLONV, Messrs. W.
Rollisson & Sons' Nurseries, Tooting, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
a Gentleman can highly recommend his late Gardener,

who has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every
branch. Has had fourteen years' experience in extensive
Establishments under first-class practical Men. Excellent refer-

ences from previous employers,—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street. Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married.
Seventeen years' experience in all branches of Garden-

ing, particularly Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Highest re-
ferences from present and previous employers.—AL T., Head
Gardener, Whittinghame Lodge, New Barnet, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, one child
;

thoroughly imderstands Forcing of all kinds. Vines,
Cucumbers, Melons, Peaches, Strawberries, Stove and Green-
houses Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; can
Manage Farm, if required. Two years' character.—C. C,
0,xhey Grove, Stanmore, N.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 32, married ; understands Growing Vines,

Orchids, Stove and Greehouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Two and a half years' good character.—D. R.

,

10, Scholefield Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 36, married, no family: understands the profes-

sion. Good character—W, C. SHIPMAN, Mansfield House,
Richmond Road, Twickenham. S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 26, single ; twelve years' practice,
and 3-half years in last situation.—A. Z. , Post Office,
ng Hill, Berks.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
single : understands Forcing Vines, Pines, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. Three
years in last situation.—S. E., 16, Linda Street, York Road,
Wandsworth. S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. No objection to any part of Great Britain. Has
been twelvemonths in Paris. First-class references. —
HORTUS. Post Office, Quorndon, Loughborough.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29 ;

understands Vinery, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good
references.—J. H., Post Office. Farnham, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a practical,

energetic, and trustworthy Man, thoroughly experienced in ali
branches of the profession. Highly recommended.—FLORA
and POMONA. Post Office, Roehampton, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Alfred Squires, ten years
Gardener to J. L. and R. L. H. Phipps, Esqs., Leighton

Park, Westbury, Wilts, is open to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly practical
Man. Well experienced in the Growth and Management of
Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Early and Late
Forcing of Grapes, Peaches. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; is

also a practical Kitchen Gardener, and accustomed to extensive
Pleasure Grounds and Flower Gardens. Undeniable character
from the Gentleman he is now leaving.

GARDENER (Second), or to assist in the
general routine of Gardening. Can be well recom-

mended by Mr. Downing, Gardener to A. Allison. Esq., Tilgate
Forest Lodge, Crawley, Sussex, where all particulars can be had.

GARDENER (Under), in a gooti Establish-
ment, where a good Foreman is kept.—Age 20, Four

years" experience.—T. W.
, 4, Chesterfield Gardens, Curzon

Street, Mayfair, London, W.

GARDENER (Under), in a good EstabHsh-
ment.—Age 20. Good references.—C. P., Harewood

Park, near Ross, Herefordshire.

GARDENER (Under), in the House, in a
Gentleman's Establishment.—Age iq. height 5 feet

Q inches.—State wages, &c., to Mr. KING, Horsham Park,

Horsham.

GARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in

a Gentleman's Establishment —Age 21. Has been
accustomed to the Garden. Near London preferred. Four
years' good character.—D. W. S., Post Office, Salisbury.

FOREMAN.—Age 24, steady, industrious;
accustomed to Houses and general Gardening. Nine

years' good character from present situation.—W. M., The
Gardens. Balmore. Caversham, Oxon.

T^OREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age
-A, »7 ; has held a situation as above. Ch.iracter wil! bear the
strictest inquiry.—J. H., 32, Lifford Street, Putney, S.W.

pOREMANjina Gentleman's Establishment.
J- —Age 24 ; thoroughly competent to take Charge of the
Houses or Kitchen Garden. Has had nine years' experience.

—

T. ROGERS. Frimlcy Park, Surrey.

MANAGER, or NURSERY FOREMAN.
—Mr. Geo. Callander, who has been for the last

seventeen years at the Knap Hill Nursery with Mr. A. Waterer
as Foreman, Salesman, &c., is now open to an engagement in
either of the above capacities. He is well acquainted with the
Wholesale and Retail Trade.—i, Elcom Street, Kensal Road,
Westbourne Park, London, W.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER.— Twenty
years' experience. Thoroughly competent and prac-

tical. Has travelled England, Scotland, and Ireland in the
Trade.— B. S., i6. Tenant Street, Derby.

NURSERYMAN, &:c.—A gooti Propagator
and Grower, can work at anything, and is a useful

working Man. Permanent employment near London preferred.
—C, 8, City Terrace, Hornsey Road, Islington, N.

PROPAGATOR (General).—Age 34,
-L married. Twenty-one years' experience in the leading
Nurseries

; four years in present situation. Satisfactory refer-
ences.—W. E., North Road House, Hertford, Herts.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER,—Age 26
;

well up in the Propagation and Growth of Stove, Green-
house, and Soft-wooded Plants. Twelve years' experience in
Foreign and British Establishments. Speaks French and
German. Good references.—E. F., 4r, Cochrane Street, St.
Johns Wood, N.W.

To Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardeners.
TOURNEYMAN.—Age 19. Good character.
'J —.X. Y. Z., 48, Talbot Stieet, Newtown. Chester.

JOURNEYMAN,inagood Establishment.-
Age 21 ; active Man. Can be recommended wil
ence.—R. M., The Gardens, Mawley Hall, Bewdley.

T^RAVELLER, in the Nursery or Seed Trade
-L (to act as Clerk or Correspondent between journeys).

—

Age 30 : sixteen years' experience, and well acquainted with
England and Scotland.—B. Y., 7, New Bond St., London, W.

SH O P M A N,—Well experienced in all
branches, also in Plants : well up at Retail Counter —

W. D., Hurst & Son's, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

TMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
J- Garden.—Age tg. Good reference.—Address, stating
terras, F. H., 2, Westbourne Place, Harrow Road. W.

FARM BAILIFF,—A thorough practical
Man : twenty years' experience in Breeding, Feeding,

Buying and Selling of Stock, Cultivation of all sorts of Soils,
Draining, &c., and Keeping of Accounts. First-class references.
—A. B., Messrs. Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, 106, East-
gate Street, Chester.

K
the

INAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

ry CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr, Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Sen>ice Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town. London, N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat In

'

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERKINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public, LEA and PERRINS

have adopted a New ^ ^^
Label, bearing their ji^^ V^J^ -^ *

wSchwirrbe'-pfaTedon ggg^ ^^^S^^^^^^^^
every bottle of WOR- I I

CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, after this date, and without which
none is genuine.—Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester ;

Crosse & Blackwell, London ; and Export Oilmen generally.
Retail, by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.— Nov., 1874.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W, ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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NUINE HOME SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
~i^~^

SUTTONS' GIANT EMERALD MARROW,
Pj'ice^ 5J-. per Quart.

From tJie " Garden
" The greatest novelty in Peas

Emerald Marrow.'
ailed ' Buttons' Giant

SUTTONS'

EMERALD GEM EARLY ROUND.
The be-,t and most distinct early Pea in cull

Prict'j 2s. 6d. per Quart.

From Mr. W. "Whallev, Gardener to His Grace the
Archbishop of Canterbury.

August 116.
—"We consider your Emerald Gem a very first-

class Pea, and quite distinct from any other variety we know.
The flavour is very good, and the cooking quality excellent."

SUTTONS' DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH.
Prfct\ 5J. per Quaj't.

From the "Journal of Horticulture," February ii, 1875.

" Duchess of Edinburgh in flavour surpassed all others^

being very tender and sweet.'

SUTTONS' CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

Silttons' Collections of Clioice Floiuir Seeds io produce a beautiful and
continuous display during the Summer and Autumn.

No. I Collection of the best English and German Varieties ^220
No. 2 Collection „ „ „ i 11 6

No. 3 Collection „ „ „ i I o

No. 4 Collection „ „ „ 0150
No. 5 Collection ,, „ „ o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be liad from 23. 6d. to 73. 6d., free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons' Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

" SUTTONS' AMATEITRS' GUIDE,"
The most practical work on ^ardenino yet published, beautifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price 15., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTONS' CHOICE SEED POTATOS—Carriage
BUTTONS'

KED-SKIN FLOURBALL.
ntroduced by us in 1S69, previous t

This valuable Potato was seni

and is the best kidney Potato ev

and vigorous habit has rendered

while other varieties grown by
completely destroyed. We car

commend it for either garden or

Originally i , _. ,

which time there was no other Potato kno
Red-skin Flourball." We have annually selected

ind improved the stock, and such is its superiority

over other Potatos offered as " Red-skin Flourbalt

"

that it not only produces double the crop, but,

where other stocks have proved quite half-diseased,

our stock of " Red-skin Flourball" has come up
perfectly free, thereby not only establishing its

character as murrain -proof, but also the heaviest
cropping variety in cultivation.

From H. M. Bathurst, Esq., Broseley, Salop,
Oct. 16.

—" Many of the tubers weigh ij^lb. each,

and the crop is entirely free from disease."

Silttons' Priced Descriptive List of Choice Seed Potatos may be had Gratis a7td Post Free on

SUTTONS'
NEW HUNDREDFOLD ELTJKE.

er seen. Its strong

it free from disease,

its side have been

not too highly re-

farm cultivation.

From the Rev. J. M. Taylor, Seer Green
Vicarage, Beacoiisfield, October 8.

—"Your ' Hun-
dredfold Fuke' has yielded a very large produce,
WITHOUT A SINGLE DISEASED TUBER. My crop
of the 'Hundredfold Fluke' fully reached the rate

of 13 tons to the acre.'*

ipplication.

THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING, BERKS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4t, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, February 27, 1875.

Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

rpO RE I G N SUBSCRIBERS
•^ are particllarly requksted, li'/ien sending Post Offire

Orders through the Po^t Office, to Advise the Publisher that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

The " Gardeners' Chroiilcle " In America.
rjiHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postase to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :-Messrs. M. COLE AND CO., Drawer No. 11,

Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton County, Georgia : and

Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia ;

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
South Kensington, S.W.

The next EVENING MEETING will take place in the
Council Room, South Kensington, on WEDNESDAY,
March ro, at 8 o'Clock p.m.. when W. A. LINDSAY, Esq.,
will LECTURE on the HISTORY of the ROYAL HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETING at the
Town Hall, King Street, Manchester, on TUESDAY,
March 16 next. For particulars a^ply to the undersigned.

Botanic Gardens. Manche:
BRUCE FINDLAY, Se,

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, 1875.—ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
-Will open on MAY 14 next. Schedules are now ready, and

BRUCE FINDLAY.

THE OUNDLE FLOWER and POULTRY
SHOW will be held on WEDNESDAY, July 7, 1875.

SCHEDULES (preparing) will be forwarded on application to
ALFRED KING, Secretary.

BETTERIDGE'
originally introd

chasers are requested to

by us at p. 269 of last wi

CARTERS, The Qu<

BETTERIDGE'
direct from the raisei

Gardeners' Chronicle.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT
DUKE of EDINBURGH.

The above coUec
CARTERS, The Queen's

SOUTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY, 1875.-SPRING SHOW, APRIL 13.—

GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION and GALA,
on SATURDAY and MONDAY, July 31 and Aug

competition. Schedules are
application to the Secretary,

32, York Street, Lower Ave

11 be offered for
ready, and may be had on

Mr. C. S. FUIDGE.

A

S PRIZE ASTER,
by Carters. Intending pur-

Mr. Betteridge's letter, published

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Seedsmen, High Holborn , W.C.

"S^i^IZE ASTER,
. See letter, p. 269 of last week's

I
OXONIAN IMPROVED.

I
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

:ion post free for 6s. 6d.

Seedsmen. High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 31. 6d.: twelve splendid varieties, post

free, for 2S. 6rf. „, ^
CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated

CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE
PERENNIALS for 1S75 is ready, and will be sent on

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

Fruits Cultivated In tbe United Kingdom.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST, by
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knowefield

iries, Carlisle, free, by post, for twelve stamps.

TL I N D E N ' S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

English CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and
"'

s of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c., post free.
~ SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp

et, London, E.C.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Fine stock of
extra strong short-jointed well-ripened Fruiting and

Planting Canes ; also HUMEA ELEGANS. Prices, low, on

application.

W. G. CALDWELL and SONS, Huntsford Nurseries.

REoDoIjENDRON "Ivi ULTIFLORUM,
with from 100 to 200 bloom-buds, 2s. 6d. each. RHO-

DODENDRON PR.'ECOX. 50 to 100 bloom-buds, li. td. to

2S 6d. each. Will be in full bloom in about a fortnight.

IS.AAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
ro to rs feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

PINES, very fine Fruiting and Succession,
promising fruits of 4 lb. to 5 lb each. Prices on application.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

TO BE SOLD, 15,000 LARCH, i8 inches to
2 feet : and 5000. 5 to ro feet. Apply to

Mr. G. CHORLEY, Midhurst.

QUICK THORNS, all heights up to 3 and
4 feet, the latter well adapted for gapping purposes.

Prices on application to

THOS CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Fruit Trees of Bearing Size.

STANDARD and PYRAMID APPLES,
PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES, all of extra size

and full of flower-buds.

T. JACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

s PLENDID NEW APPLE,
"LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

To tbe Trade.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2-yr. and 3-yr.-
price apply to

JAMES BIRD, American Nurseries, Downham.

The Finest Broccoli In Cultivation.

COOLING'S MATCHLESS.—Every grower
of this invaluable vegetable should have it. Per packet.

If. 6d., post free.

GEORGE COOLING. Seedsman, Bath.

Strawberry Plants.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD have at present to
offer 20,000 of the finest varieties in cultivation, at 3J. td.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
of SEEDS for the NOBLEMAN'S GARDEN. 105J. and

63J. each. Carriage free.

F

RED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATOS,
grown on warp.—The Subscriber can supply the above in

4-ton lots and upwards, put in at Haxey Station, at ^5 per ton

cash. Apply to

JNO. E. DIXON, Seed Grower and Merchant, Gainsborough.

lOR THE GENTLEMAN'S GARDEN,
.zs. and 31J. 6d. each. Carriage free.

F

WANTED, PLUM STOCKS.
State pi

J. HOUSE, Eastga

WANTED, ALDER, BIRCH and LARCH,
about 2 feet. Price. &c., to

JOHN CARTER, Nursery, Keighley, Yorkshire.

lOR THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN, 21J.

(Carriage free) and 15^. each.

FOR the COTTAGER'S and ARTISAN'S
GARDEN. Price, for a Single Collection, 2X. 6*/.; one

dozen and under five dozen, aSi. per dozen ; twenty dozen and
over, 25J. per dozen. Particulars on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seeds-
men. Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

CAMELLIA BLOOMS, white and all colours,
extra quality—several hundreds at 6^. per dozen, cash,

JAMES ANDERSON, Nurseryman ar

Valuator, Meadowbank, Uddingston, Gla.sgow

WANTED, young AZALEA PONTICA
and RHODODENDRON PONTICUM STOCKS,

of various sires. Also fresh ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA
SEED. Send samples, cost paid, and price to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Ni
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

cicultural

To the Trade.

ROSES, surplus stock of Dwarf, at reduced
prices. The plants offered are remarkably strong.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

Sussex.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants of
the best kinds now ready. Descriptive LISTS gratis and

post free to applicants.

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—The Best and
Strongest Plants in the Trade, at same prices as offered

by the leading Rose firms. CATALOGUES now ready.

WM, WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

JAMES DICKSON and SONS' Finest
LAWN MIXTURE for Forming New or Renovating

Old Lawns is finer and in every way superior to all others.

ro8, Eastgate Street, Chester.

J LEIGH can still supply PLANTS as
• advertised in Gardeners' Chronicle, February 30.

CATALOGUE post free.

Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-Willows.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

VESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
autumn-struck plants, from single pots, roj. per loo, 85^.

per rooo, package included. Terms cash.

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

ALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA.
—Strong, healthy, clean, short-jointed, autumn-struck

plants of the above, 5J. per 100, 40s. per 1000. Temu cash,

package free.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

OYAL WINTER GARDENS, Edinburgh.
—Grand display of SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS

at present. Fresh VIOLETS, every morning.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD.

Carnations—Named SbO'vr Varieties-

WOOD AND INGRAM oifer fine Plants
of the ABOVE in twelve varieties, one pair of each.

thoroughly established in 3-inch pots, at 12s. the dozen pairs.

Package 15. the first and 6d. ever additional dozen pairs.

The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

LEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working, Price, 31. 6d. per loo, or 30?. per 1000.

THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

DAHLIAS.— 100 vars. (pot roots), 5^. pe
dozen. Usual terms to the Trade.

KELWAY AND SON, The Royal Nurseries, Langport,
Somerset.

store pots.

—

rieties to offer:—
parony-

ALTERNANTHERA, from
WM. MILES has the following vari

ama:na, ns. 6d. per loo : magnifica, tqs. p
chyoides, toy. per loo. Package included, for

West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Biighton, Sussex.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS. — Fresh
newly gathered Seed, just arrived. Price, per otmce or

pound, on application.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

Centaurea candldlssima (Wholesale Price)

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine summer-
sown Plants of the ABOVE, thoroughly established in

Thumb Pots, at 70s. per lOD. Package, 3J. ea". per 100, or 2J.

for 50, not less than which will be s '
'

The Nu
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SALES BY AUCTION.

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, GraoecHurcU St., E.G.

IMPORTANT SALE of a choice collection of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES of the finest growth ; 500 handsome

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of the best varieties :

selected FRUIT TREES ; choice Hardy AMERICAN
PLANTS :

CONIFER^E SHRUBS, with some Fine

DoubleCAMELLIAS.AZALEAS.CVCLAMENS CINE-
RARIAS, and other PLANTS in flower :

FUCHSIAS,
DAHLIAS, choice LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION the above on THURSDAY,

March II, at the City Rooms, at half-past 12 o'clock, precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at the Rooms and

of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leyton-

stone. E,

Clapiam, S.W.

UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on the Premises Muskett's Nursery, Clapham Rise, Clapham,

Surrey S W. on MONDAY, March I5,at 11 for 120'Clock pre-

Sy the whSe of the valuable NURSERY STOCK, admir-

ably adapted for Planting in the Suburbs, consisting of Chinese

Arbor-Vitse, Aucubas, 1500 fine Green Hollies, 2 to 4 feet.

Common Laurels, Rhododendrons, &c. : also a number of

Ornamental Trees, some selected Fruit Trees, and a fine .assort-

ment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, together with 25 handsome

Specimen Azalea indica in fine variety.

On view the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Sydenham, Kent.

To FLORISTS, BUILDERS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will INCLUDE in their SALE of PROPERTIES, to

take place at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, on THURSDAY,
March 18, at i for 2 o'clock precisely, a valuable LEASE-
HOLD ESTATE, known as Kirkdale Nursery, Sydenham,

Kent, occupying a capital position in the high road close to the

railway station comprising a substantial Brick-built Detached

Residence and Seed Shop, Erection of Show-house and six

Greenhouses, standing on a choice plot of eligible Building

Land, having a frontage of 61 feet to high road, by a depth ot

207 feet. Lease eighty years, from March 25, 1847, at a low

ground rent of ;£6 5^. per annum.

Particulars may be had of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch

Street, City, and Leytonstone. E.

Garston, near Liverpool, within a few minutes' walk of

three Railway Stations. A compact and valuable t KE t-

HOLD ESTATE, distinguished as Meredith s Vineyard,

universally renowned as the first Vine and Grape producing

establishment in the United Kingdom, first-class prizes

having been obtained by the present occupier, Mr, Joseph

Meredith, at all the leading shows m Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in one lot, on

the Premises as above, on TUESDAY, March 23, at half-past

.for 2 o'clock precisely,the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE,
known as Meredith's Vineyard, situate in Garston near Liver-

pool, and comprising 6 acres i rood 32 perches of particularly

eligible Building Land, with the attractive and substantial

brick-built Residence standing thereon; likewise 30 Green-

houses set in brickwork, and of the best construction, fitted

with every modern appliance and containing about 50,000 feet

juper of Glass and Woodwork, heated by about three miles of

Hot-water Piping on the most approved principles ;
also several

Brick Pits numerous convenient Outbuildings, together with

all the Stock planted out in the Houses, including the entire

celebrated Collection of established Vines, at present m the

highest state of perfection.

Cards to view and printed particulars with Plans, may be had

of Messrs MOSER and SONS, Solicitors, Kendal ;
of Messrs.

GIBSON AND BOLLAND, Accountants, 10, South John

Street Liverpool ; of Messrs.'WHITLEY and MADDOCK,
Solicitors, Liverpool; and of the Auctioneers and Estate

Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street. London. E.C^

Odontoglossum Alexandrae forlspum), 0. Pescatorel,

O TRIUMPHANS, O. BLANDUM, O. PHALfi-
NOPS IS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, March i2, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an importation of several hundreds of the

above, together with various other ORCHIDS, just received,

in good condition, from the United States of Colombia, includ-

ing good plants af the beautiful Sobralia virginalis, Comparettia

falcata Odontoglossum hastilabium, Schlimiajasminodora, Ada
aurantiaca, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establlslied Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, March 12, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a small COLLECTION of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, including some fine specimens of

Epidendrum vitellinum majus and the following rare kinds :—

Cattleya aurea r
Oncidium sarcodes

„ labiata Roezlii „ trilingue
_

OHnntoglossum sceptrum Cypripedium Schlimu

Kingston, Surrey.

By ORDER of the EXECUTORS of the late Mr. BRUCE.

-|\/rESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
iVl are instructed to prepare for their PERIODICAL
SAT E to take place at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, on

APRIL IS NEXT, the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE
known as Bruce's Nursery, and situate in the Richmond Road,

Kingston, Surrey, comprising 4 acres = roods of very eligible

Building Land, with substantial Brick-built Residence erected

thereon. Further p.articulars will shortly appear.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden W.C, on TUESDAY, March 9, at half-past

if o'clock prlcsely SILVER SPANGLED HAMBURGHS
ind SPANISH from Miss Browne ; BUFF COCHINS, from

Mr GUbert; LIGHT BRAHMAS and MUSCOVY and

AYLESBURY DUCKS, from Mr. Peter Broad ;
DARK

BRAHMAS from Mr Hepburn ; WHITE COCHINS, from

M^ lenders; TlMOTO TUMBLERS, from Mr. Wood-

house ; WIRE NETTING, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and BuLhs.

MR T. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden WC.on WEDNESDAY, March 10, at half-

nast 12 o'clock precisely, RHODODENDRONS with buds.

Laurels YEWs!CLIMBING plants, fruittrees,
ROSES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

,, angustatum , -

Oncidium phymatochilum ' I
&c.,&c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogu

1 Falc

shad.

Guilford Nursery, WMtfleld, near DoTer.
IH Liquidation.

To LANDOWNERS, BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN and

OTHERS. CLEARANCE SALE of about EIGHT
ACRES of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK. _

MR. HENRY HAYWARD has received

instructions from the Trustee ofthe Estate of Mr. C H.

Burbidge {in liquidation by arrangement) to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, which are situate

about one mile from the Kearsney Station on the London,

ciiaAam, and Dover Railway, on MONDAY and TUESDAY
March 8 and at 11 o'Clock punctually each day. the whole of

the thriving NURSERY STOCK in e.xcellent condition for

removal, comprising about 10,000 healthy Standard, Pyramid,

and Trained Fruit Trees ; 30,000 Forest Trees, of sorts ; 20,000

thriving Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs and Conifera: of

choice varieties, 1500 Ornamental Trees of the rarest species,

quantity of Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, 8000 first-class

Dwarfand Standard Roses, Manetti stocks, &c.

Mav be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had on the

PremTses or of Wssrs. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD,
Auctioneers and Surveyors, New Bridge, Dover; and 12, Queen

Victoria Street, London, E.G.
;

Stapleford, CambridgesUxe.

MESSRS. MANN and RAVEN have
received instructions to OFFER for SALE by Public

AUCTION, upon the Premises, by direction of Richard

Headly, Esq., on FRIDAY, March 19 ne.Nt, at 12 o'Clock, all

his valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, most

excellently grown, and clean and healthy. Among the Hard-

wooded plants will be found beautiful specimens of Azaleas,

Acacias, Camellias, Epacris, Heaths, Rhododendrons, &c.

The Soft-wooded plants comprise Cinerarias, Calceolarias,

Fancy and English Spotted Pelargoniums, Zonal Geraniums,

Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, and

Auriculas, &c.
.

The Auctioneers particularly call attention to the above bale,

as Mr. Headly is well known as a most successful amateur

floral exhibitor, and the plants have all been selected with the

greatest care and judgment by that gentleman. ,,.,,„
Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. MANN

AND RAVEN, Hobson Street, Cambridge.

Croydon.—Within 11 miles of London.
TO FLORISTS and NURSERYMEN.

MESSRS. BLAKE, SON, and HADDOCK
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard City, E.C., on WEDNESDAY, March 24, at 2 o'Clock

precisely, the FREEHOLD PROPERTY well-known as

Agate's Nursery, situate in Southbridge Road, where the busi-

ness has been carried on for a great many years. Also, at the

same time, a DETACHED HOUSE with large Garden, also

well suited for the Nursery Business. Possession of both will

be given on completion of the purchase.

Full particulars will be forwarded on application to the

Auctioneers, Croydon, and 32, Nicholas Lane, City, E.G.

ESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
HOKTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL AUCTIONEERS

AND Valuers, Romford and Grays, Essex.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham
• & Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower

Thames Street, London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the

World.

Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. SMITH, ARTIST and
Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

Lilies and Orchids.

MR T C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY March 11 at half-

mst 12 o'clock precisely, specimen CAMELLIAS, from 2 to

8 feet high well set with bloom-buds, suited for Coiiseryatones ;

^.veral small Collections of established and imported

ORCHIDS an taportation of fine GLADIOLI from France,

?oc^ B^fbs of UlSuM AURATUM, just arrived froin

Jaian in good condition, and a quantity of CONIFEROUS
Tree seeds.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Walllngton Nurseries.

TWO DAYS' SALE of NURSERY STOCK, comprising,

Laurels, Hollies, Box, Scotch and Spruce Firs, Pinus

austriaca Privet Berberis, Euonymus, Aucubas, Rhodo-

dendrons' and other shrubs ; Poplars, Scariet Chestnut,

Silver Birch, Apple, Pear, Cherry, Plum, and Peach trees.

MR TOHN MORGAN has received instruc-

rions from Mr. Clark to SELL as ABOVE on the

Premises on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, March 10

and II at I o'clock. A clearance must be effected, as a portion

of the iround is required immediately for building purposes

Calaloiiues of the Auctioneer, close to the Railway Station,

Sutton ; or on the Premises, The Nurseries, Wallington.

Knypersley Hall Gardens, Blddulph, near
CONGLETON.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and

OTHERS IMPORTANT SALE of Choice and Rare

S-TOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MR DERRY has received instructions from

Mr. John Sherratt, who is removing to his new Nursery

Grounds, to SELL by AUCTION in the large Vinery,

Knypersley Hall Gardens, Blddulph, near Congleton on

THirRSDAV March 11 at 12 o'Clock, an extensive and choice

Co"Sno11juplSte Specimens of ORCHIDS, STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c., including a magnificent plant

of the Kumquat Orange, bearing upwards of 400 fruit
;
hne

plants of Cocos Weddelliana, Phormium tenax vanegatum.

Camellia alba plena, and many specimen Indian Azaleas, in

bloom amongst Orchids in bloom will be found Dendrobium

Wardianum, Phalxnopsis amabile, Odontoglossum Pescatorel,

O triumphans, Ccelogyne cristata, &c.
, , , t

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had from

Mr SHERRATT, Knypersley Hall ; or from the Auctioneer

kn^ersley is distant i mile fi-om Black Bu 1 Station i mile

from GiUow Heath Station, 4 miles from Congkton Station aj^

miles from Pitts Hill Station, %% miles from Tunstall Station,

and S miles from Stoke-on-Trent.
, , „ , _ , „

Auctioneer's Office, Moorland Road, Burslem.

County of Limerick, Ireland.

TSLANMORE, within 9 miles of Limerick, and five minutes'

walk of Croom Station, on the Great Southern and Western

M'^R.^^P^. HARTIGAN is favoured with

instructions from the Executors of the late Robert

Sthe centre of a beautifully timbered Park, is approached by

two avenues with gates and handsome entrance lodges It is

picturesquely situate, overiooking the rivers Maigue and Com-

Sogue which partly run through the estate. The house con-

S°nstm halls, four reception rooms, study, eight bedrooms,

and two dressing-rooms, servants' hall, with ample accommoda-

^'k.n for servants, all in first-class order, and ready for immediate

„„.. ,„V,;o„ The out-offices are well built and in perfect repair,

conSng'coIchmai's house with three rooms, stabUng for

twelve hfrses (six box stalls), three coach-houses, and a large

ILilof lofts The Pleasure Grounds are tastefully laid out

he walleiln gardens are well-stocked, and in perfect order, and

nclude Consefvatory, Melon pits, and Vmeries m full bearing.

¥he demesne is stocked with Pheasant and other game^^wood-

^Sfi\"lt'o'n^h:'^Lit^P°"cofogu;era|15^

Slu?erarl«^r/pas\S'gLVuS^y:weSd":th^oisupciiu, .ua t- ,
jjg,.'g possession, and

fenced and watered : they are an m uic wMvut, 3 v <

in the highest state of cultivation. The Farm Buildings are ex-

tensively newly, and substantially built, and there are a so on

he firm' a limekiln, limestone quarry sand and gravel pits.

Immediate possession can be given to the purchaser.

For all further^^^^^^^^f^^ 1o'NS,^''lolSrs!
" V^^fo^Wrrias?, Dublm; or to M I CH A E L

h'aRTIGAN, Auctioneer, 46, George Street, Limerick,

Ireland, who will give Cards to view the Estate.

M

M
Wlndo'w Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

I L L I A M ROE,
Landscape Gardener,

42, Paternoster Row, St. Paul's, London, E.G., and Osborne

Terrace, Lozells Road, Birmingham.

Designs prepared, the Work superintended if required, or

Estimates given.

ANTED, with possession in September,
a FLORIST or NURSERYMAN'S BUSINESS on a

small scale. Rent under ,£50. Valuation accepted. Without

delay address
F.R.H.S., Siinningd.ale Post Oflice, near Ascot.

Ilford, Essex,

TO BE LET, by Tender, from year to year,

SEVERAL PIECES of VALUABLE LAND, culti-

vated as Orchard and Market Gardens, situate in the parish

of Ilford in the county of Essex, containing together 23 acres,

I rood 37 perches, and several Farm Buildings, heretofore

portion of Clement's Farm, the property of William Thompson,

^The conditions subject to which the Premises will be Let, and

the Form of Tender, can be seen at the house of Mr. GREEN ,

Clement's Farm, Ilford, of whom further particulars may be

obtained on personal application. ivinRFWq
Sealed Tenders may be sent to Messrs ANDREWS

BARRETT, and ANDREWS, Solicitors, Weymouth, on or

before March 15. ^

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, in conse-

quence of the ill-health of the Proprietor, an old-established

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST TRADE, in the Midland

counties. For particulars apply to

Mr. R. COOPER, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

Victoria Colony, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

To BE SOLD, fine STOCK FARMS of 640

Acres and upwards, Freehold, from los. to 2 5i. per acre.

Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding Sheep and

Cattle For PAMPHLET containing full particulars respecting

"'feoBlRT'w".''&DIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

ROYAL WESTERN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

. ^ ^.^. .

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST for the Grand Spring Exhibition,

to1; heldin the New Guildhall, Plymouth, on TUESDAY and

yEfs°T'S'?R'^N;JrWA^EVk.a'TresiL\fgrKMSs=HV
L°^^=' '='"'•'''•''•

SPECIAL PRIZES.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLAN'TS.-For the best

group of twenty (ten in bloom and ten fine-foliage), "t A20

S, iio. For the best group of ten, grown by gentlemen s

gaidVners, ist, given by Dr. Woodman (Lucombe, Pmce & Co.,

Exeter), £5 5^.; ^i. gi^':" W the Society, ^22^
ROSES.—For the best show of twelve varieties (,in pots), ist,

AZAL'EAS.-For the best stand of specimens, six distinct

^ CUT 'RO'sES.-^Fo'r the best forty-eight distinct trusses,

£^ 31.; for the best twenty-four distinct trusses, A2 21.; lor the

best twelve distinct trusses, £1 is.
k,-:h„c

BOUQUETS—For the best three (one bride and two Driaes-

maids') ;£i IS.', 2d, zos. 6d,
'

,

VEGETABLES.—For the best collection, not to exceed

'"The foregoing Priz« are open for competition to all England,

except the Irizfs for the best^oup of ten Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, which are open to gentlemens gardeners ol Devon ana

'^'lTirreq°u«ted that ten days' notice of exhibiting, stating the

probable space required, be given to the Secret;ury, and all to

?each the p^ace of Exhibition
^f;'l9^^^^°';^^l,',%^^X

16, Penrose Street, Plymouth.
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NECESSARY CAUTION.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NUKSEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.,

Respectfully beg their Customers to address business letters simply as above,

WITHOUT CHRISTIAN NAME OR INITIAL.

Through the use of wrong Initials several letters intended for them have recently failed to reach

them direct. Will their friends therefore carefully address—

PAUL & SON, THE " OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT, N.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NUESEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.

In case the recent Advertisement, stating that

"The Old Firm of 'ADAM PAUL k SON' no longer exists,"

Might lead the Public to think it related to their Firm, PAUL and SON beg to say that

It refers to an event which occurred 15 years ago.

Messrs. PAUL and SON are unable to understand the motive

for the resuscitation of this family matter.

They inherit the interest in the late Firm which belonged to their

late Mr. Paul (one of its founders), and PAUL and SON hold as part

OF THEIR NuRSERiESi the wholc of the few acres which constituted the

Nursery of " Adam " Paul & Son, except a few perches of Osier Beds.

As in 1866 it was arranged with Mr. William Paul that their late

Mr. Paul was (to quote the document) to have the benefit of the out-

standing partnership accounts, and the partnership books belonging to

" Adam " Paul & Son, the latter are now in the possession of Paul

& Son.

Messrs. PAUL and SON, concluding that all Customers of the

late Firm have long since elected which House they would support, and

that the only outstanding business would be the payment of some long-

forgotten account, need hardly say they would be glad to exercise their

right of receiving the same.

Messrs. PAUL and SON much regret, and must apologise for

intruding these matters on the Public, but ort this occasion, as on many

others, they find themselves forced to act on the defensive.

Friends will kindly, therefore, in future carefully address, without

Christian Name or Initial,

PAUL & SON,
THE "OLD NUESEEIES/' CHESHUNT, N.

TMPORTED POTATO SEED, zs. dd. per
-L ounce, post free.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c., Peterborough.

To tie Trade.

SCARLET RUNNERS and Red CLOVER,
lioinc hnrveslcd. Prices low, samples extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Doublo :

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet. Crimson, and Rose Verbenas-good Plants

from single pots, izr. per loo : rooted cuttings, clean and
liealthy, 6s. per loo, $as. per looo, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gr.ivescnd.

Fbloz (Herbaceous), Pseonles, Pyretlimms.
SPECIAL OFFER.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Hardy Florist Flowers,

is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

Rosea, Fruit Trees, «50.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the Nurseries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGU ES post free.

Highgate Nun . London, N.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants,

with magnificent foliage, in forty-three Continental

varieties, now ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

free.

HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford,

Salisbury.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— 100
cuttings sent post free for 2j. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced :
quite hardy.

H. CANNELL. New Florists Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

To Planters and the Trade.

J SLATER AND SONS beg to offer a
. quantity of l.rrge IRISH YEWS, 7 10 8 feet high, and

2 to 3 feet through ; fine specimens, well rooted, and will be sold

cheap. An inspection is invited.

J. SLATER AND SONS, The Nurseries, Malton, Yorkshire.

PELLyEA ORNITHOPUS (Hooker).—We
have received a consignment of this exceedingly beautiful

and rare, quite hardy FERN, from the Californian Sierra

Nevada. The plants are in good condition, very large, and
strong. Price 3^. 6d. each.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Gn , St. Albans.

Herbaceous Calceolarias (Nell's Superb Strain).

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants of

the ABOVE, from store pans, at 31. per dozen, 2oi. per

100, post free. Also fine Plants in 5-inch pots, at 6s. per dozen.

Basket and package, zs. for the first and is. every additional

dozen. The Nurseries, Huntingdoi

Home Grown Mangel Wurzel and Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
• special offers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quahty.

Prices very low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Dr. Denny's Zonal Pelargoniums
(Third set of eighteen varieties).

JOHN COPELIN begs to give notice that

he has arranged with Dr. Denny to send out the above ia

the ensuing spring.

CATALOGUES would be forwarded on application.

Tyssen Street Nurseries, Stoke Newington, N.

FRUIT TREES.— Standard and Pyramid
CHERRIES, APPLES. PEARS, and PLUMS, from

751. per 190. GOOSEBERRIES, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from loi.

to 15s. per too. CURRANTS, 3-yr. and 4-yr., from 6s. to tof.

Catalogues on applicat'

T. EVES, Gr; :nd Nu Established iSi^

MWonersli Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

"ESSRS, W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply large ouantlties of all kinds of FRUIT TREES,

extra strong QUICKS, SCOTCH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL
OSIER, BIRCH, &c.
Standard ROSES, 751. p. 100 ;

Half-standard do., SO-'- P-

Pansles—Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

THOMAS S. WARE'S new Spring CATA-
LOGUE of the above, and other Florist Flowers, is now

ready and will be sent on application. Twenty thousand

Pansies, established in pots, will be sure to bloom well if planted

„ „„,., The Trade supplied.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, Londoi

LILIUM HUMBOLDTI.—Having to hand
a consignment of this magnificent, quite hardy, and rare

LILY, we offer fine, sound, and very large bulbs, measuring

from 8 to 18 inches in circumference, at 2S. each. lis. per dozen,

""F.'iANDER°ANDCO., Newand Rare Seed Importers and

Growers, St. Albans.

Rhododendrons.

HENRY FARNSWORTH, Matlock Bank,
Derbyshire, has to offer a fine stock of the following, at

a moderate rate :

—

3-yr. Seedling, fine.

3-yr. Seedling and 2-yr. transplanted.

3-yr. Seedling and 3-yr. transplanted.

4 to 8 incites good stuff ; 6 to 10 inches bushy.

For prices and samples apply as above.
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POTATOS for PLANTING.—Samples good
and true. Myatt's Prolific, 16^. per sack of 16 stones ;

Red-skinned Flourball, i6j. ditto. Special offers for large

quantities. New 4 lb. i,% bushel sacks, \s. ^d. each. Remit-
tances to accompany all orders.

Most of the best English and American varieties in stock.

Wholesale and retail prices on application.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant, Peterborough.

Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to
be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

To Seed Potato Buyers.

HAVING had numerous enquiries from
different persons in all parts of the country when

ordering SEED POTATOS of me, such as " Can you guarantee
your stocks to be true ; and if so, how can you offer them at a
much lower price than other Houses?" and "How is it you
charge so little for Sacks and Bags?" In reply, I beg to say,
that to the best of my knowledge the Seed is as good as can be
procured, and the reason I can charge such low prices is,

because I reside in the midst of extensive Growers, and that I

buy for Cash only. The American varieties I have direct from
an Agent in New York, in large quantities, so am placed on the
best terms, added to which I superintend my own business as far
as possible, and am satisfied with small profits. Sacks and Bags
I procure from the Manufacturers at their lowest quotations.
This I trust will satisfy my friends and the public generally,

and induce them to send for List of Prices at once from
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY.

Seed Grower & Merchant, Wholesale and Retail, Peterborough.

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have received
a First-class Certificate :

—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell). price 6y. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (CattellV price 4^. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell^, price 4J. per 7 lb.

The Set i2j. for cash with order. Trade price on application.
See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeners^

Chronicle for January 9, 1875.
Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.
Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and

SON, 6, Leadenhali Street. E.C.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham. Kent.

HODODENDRONS.—The six most dis-
tinct and beautiful hardy Rhododendrons

—

BRYANUM vivid scarlet.
MRS. JOHN CLUTTON
JOSEPH WHITWORTH
MICHAEL WATERER
MINNIE
EVERESTIANUM ..

,re offered in any quantity,

iful clear white,
. . rich dark lake,

. . very fine crimson,

. . white, beautifully spotted,

. . delicate rosy lilac,

bushy plants, at -zs. 6d. each, by
W. H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery. Southampton.

A CATALOGUE, containing the names of upwards of (

mndred other choice varieties, may be had on application.

"M" E W RR O
SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).
CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's)
CLIMBING ;ULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

AU the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

Biclimond Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.
(ESTABLI.SHED l3o = .)

To the TRADE and LARGE CONTRACTORS.
GAND W. STEELL have to ofter this season,

• extra to their usual large stock of ROSE, FRUIT.
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, &c., a large quantity of fine, clean-grown and straight
in the stock Standard GOLDEN QUEEN and other varieties
of variegated HOLLIES, from 2 to 5 feet in the stem; Pyramid
Green and Variegated do., from 2 to 7 feet : also an immense
quantity of Hybrid and Ponticum RHODODENDRONS,
uncommonly well set with bloom-buds, which they are prepared
to supply at e.vtremely low figures. Where large quantities are
required special prices will be given.

Especial Notice.—Sow Now.
O BEDDING PLANTS REQUIRED.

Twelve most striking SUBTROPICAL PLANTS, as grown in
Battersea Park.

Twelve most striking ANNUALS for the present year
Twelve most striking FLORIST and PERENNIAL PLANTS.A liberal sowing of each, named, and sent post free for 5^ by
Post Office Orders payable High Street, Borough, S.E.;' or
Epsom, Surrey.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., -Wholesale and Retail

Seed Merchant, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

N

Best Seeds Only.
DON'T PAY FOR EXPENSIVE ILLUSTRATED

"M'OW ON VIEW—SAMPLE GROWTHS
^^ of 1874. Upwards of 16.000 persons have visited this
Establishment since the Exhibition of Seeds was ocened
CATALOGUES free, in which all novelties of merit are

shown. Seeds carriage free and 5 per cent, discount.
R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., Wholesale and Retail Seed

Merchant, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

Public Notice.
'

MR. R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., begs to
apprise the Public that he does not supply SEEDS orNURSERY STOCK to any one trading in ETsom: therefore

no Stock offered by Mr. Tanton can be obtained from Epsom
only through him.

'

The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.
March r, 1875,

rp O THE TRADE.
PEARS, extra fine dwarf-trained, all the leading kinds.

„ extra fine pyramids on Quince, 4-yr., s-yr.,and 6-yr. old.

PLUMS, extra fine dwarf-trained.

,, extra fine pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, extra fine dwarf-trained.

,, pyramid, fruiting.

,, extra fine Morello. fruiting.

PEACHES, Maiden, twenty to thirty varieties.

THUJA AUREA, i to i}i foot, 1% to 2 feet, 2 to aji feet,

2^ to 3 feet : grand specimens.
„ WAREANA, I, 2, to 3 feet.

„ GIGANTEA, 3, 4, to 5 feet.

YEWS, English, 2 to 2^ feet, 2^ to 3 feet, 3 to ^Y~ feet ; fine.

THUJOPSfS BOREALIS, 3 to 3H feet, M to 4 feet : fine.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, a, 3, 4 to

S feet.

Special quotations on application to
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King^s Acre Nu

Hereford.

JAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA. -Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in
the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in
January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Erecta and horizontaUfi, separate or mixed, if. and as. 6d.
per packet.

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.-Fine variety from the
Mauritius, flowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing in a high degree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful
climber, is. 6d. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Prize strain.—Seed saved from one
of the best collections in the kingdom, is. 6d. per packet.

DOUBLE PETUNIA, large flowering.—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, u. 6d. per packet.
Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Oflice Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

18 75.

GENUINE FARM SEEDS,
COMPRISING

PASTURE GRASSES, CLOVERS, AND FIELD ROOTS
Of SUPERIOR QUALITY ONLY.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITEJ),
io6, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH.

SOLE WHOLESALE VENDORS OF PHOSPHO-GUANO.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIPICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Will commence sending out this fine Lobelia on March 15 next.

Price 2s. 6d each, or 24s. per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate

at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,
and the Gardeners' Magazine of July iS says of it :

—" This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there
are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner.

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

SELECTED COIIFEES AID EVERGEEEIS,
VERY CHEAP.

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE, 2 to i%i^&.,iis. PORTUGAL LAUREL, i% to 2 feet, 5^. per
per doz. , 150J. per 100. doz., 34s. per 100.

BIOTA COMPACTA.4to 5 feet, 42^. per doz.

;

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 6or.

5 feet, 6ar. per doz. per doz.

CHINESE JUNIPER, 5 to 6 feet, 24J. per PICEA PINSAPO, 7 to 8 feet. 120J. per doz.

doz., 150J. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet, 30J. per doz., YEW, English, 2 to -2%. feet, 95. per doz,, yoy.
D 8 feet, 36i-. per doz., 250J. per 100 ; 2K to 3 feet, 15^. per doz., tjoj. per

YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA, i J^ to a feet.

iZs. per doz., 1005. per 100; 2 to 1% feet]

24J. per doz., 1505. per 100.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL FOR GROUPINa,-24J.,viz, :—Almond, Acer Negundo variegata, Double Scarlet Thorn, Elm
Elegantissima, Purple Beech, Silver Variegated Comus, Silver-leaved Poplar, Scarlet Horse Chestnut, Scarlet
Mountain Ash, Tulip Tree, Variegated Mahaleb, Weeping Silver Birch.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE OF THE MOST DISTINCT AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY
CREEPERS AND WALL SHRUBS for 15^., viz. :—Akebia quinata, Berberidopsis corallina, Bignonia
grandiflora. Clematis Jackmanni. Ceanothus Veitchii, Cydonia japonica, Escallonia macranlha, Jasminum
revolutum, Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Magnolia grandiflora, Passiflora ColviUii, Wistaria sinensis.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE AND ORNAMENTAL IVIES, the

most useful of all Evergreens for Walls, Trellises, &c., 12J.

E O SE S.
THE NEW ROSES OF 1875 that are most highly recommended, price 30J. per dozen, or twenty-

four varieties for 6oj. 80,000 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots. STANDARD, DWARF,
and CLIMBING ROSES in great variety. Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE FLOWERING PLANTS, give no trouble,

and are permanent in adorning Garden Beds, Borders, and Rockeries, 30J. per 100 varieties.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, the choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden,
21J. (carriage paid). For particulars see Lists.

Descriptive Priced Lists ofall kinds ofNursery and Seed Stock on application,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman & Seed Merchant, WORCESTER.
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MR. ROBERT FENN'S NEW POTATOS.
Unequalled for Hif^h-class Flavour and Cropping Qualities.

EARLY MARKET : very fine, first early Round. First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural

Society. Per peck, 15J.
;
per 7 lb., 8j.

EARLY WHITE KIDNEY: very fine, first early white Kidney, First-class Certificate Royal

HorticuUural Society. Per peck, 15^. ;
per 7 lb., 8j.

Also, PERFECTION KIDNEY, THE FAVOURITE, RECTOR of WOODSTOCK, and

BOUNTIFUL KIDNEY, raised by Mr. Fenn ; and all the Choice New English and American Varieties.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue of Potatos, quite unique in its way; also Catalogues ofNew
Primroses, Polyanthus, Sr'C, free on application.

RICHARD DEAN,
SEED GROWER, EALING, LONDON, W. Seed Grounds : BEDFONT, HOUNSLOW, W.

E. G. Henderson & Son's
SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1875,

CONTAINING OVER TWO HUNDBED ILLUSTRATIONS OF FLOWERS,
will be Posted Free on application.

THE VARIETIES OF FLOWER SEEDS are so arranged that the Amateur may readily
recognise the most beautifial and desirable.

THE VEGETABLE DEPARTMENT is complete with the best proved kinds in each Section.

ERYTHR^A MUHLENBERGII.
This beautiful new hardy annual is one of a group of elegant

alpine herbaceous plants, remotely allied to the tribe of

Gentians, the majority of kinds in the present group producing

rose-coloured flowers. The one now offered is a remarkable

plant, from 12 to 18 inches in height, having opposite, oblong-

spathulate-shaped leaves, erect flower-stems, with terminal

cymose clusters of bright rose-coloured flowers, with yellow

centre, from i to ij^ inch in diameter, and producing a suc-

cession of bloom, which retains its beauty in a cut state for

several weeks. Its profuse flowering, neat growth, and richly-

coloured bloom, distinguish it as the most effective species in its

family yet known. \s. •r -zs. 6d. per packet.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM HENDERSONI.
i full Description of thi;, highly

and picturesque Winter Fruiting Plant for Con-

servatory and Drawing-room Decoration, see page 265 of

the Gardctiers Chronicle for February 27.

ROMNEYA COULTERI.
See Description and Illustration of this new and beautiful

Annual, with remarkably large and fragrant snow-white flowers,

at page 280 of the Gardeners Chronicle for February 27.

1^ Also for a GENERAL LIST of the most

desirable Novelties for the season as fully described

and Illustrated in ike Catalogue,

THE WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

NEW APPLE— PEASGOOD'S NONE-
SUCH.— Handsomest, and one of the largest autumn

Apples in cultivation (Sept. to Dec). Kirst-class Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Fruit Committee. Sept. 18. 1872 ; First-class

Certificate. Crystal Palace Show, Sept. 8, g. and 10, 1874.

Strung Maidens, ^s. td. each ; Dwarf-trained, ios. td. each.
adc terms c

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

POTTEN'S SEED LIST is now ready,
• and will be sent post free to all applicants W. P. has

a large stock of CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and
PRIMULAS, strong healthy plants, in 48-pots, from the very
best strains. 4^. per dozen ; extra strong, 6^. per dozen.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. good plants, in 3-inch pots,

^s. per dozen, 20s, per 100.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

EW^SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE
—The FAVOURITE.

of all Cabbage Lettuces, being very large, exceed-
and crisp ; also deliciously flavoured. Stands the
icr longer than any other sort without running to

per packet for twelve Stamps. May be

; Seed Stores. Yeovil.

N

Very Choice and Rare OrchldB.THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY have received from Moulraein a few of the

above in excellent condition, which they are anxious to dispone
of at very low prices. This is an opportunity that very seldom
presents itself. LIST on application.

" " Wall -Lion Walk, Colchester.

SprlnK Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate price.'.

CATALOGUES free on application.
THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY

(Limited). 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at
Edinburgh.

VINES, e.xtra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened: SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 33, Market Place. Manchester.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

PLints, distinct sorts, at i,rss. per loo; 25J. for 50 : or 15J. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at as. and
121, per dozen, Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

TSAAC MATTHEWS and SON beg to call
J- special attention to their large stock of RHODODEN-
DRONS— over 2co,ooo of the following sizes for immediate sale :

4 to 6 inches, 6 to 8 inches, 7 to 12 inches, 9 to 15 inches, 12 to
t8 inches. 15 to 20 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 feet a inches to
3 feet. PRIVET, Evergreen, 2 to , feet, and 3 to 4 feet : anda

I of EVERGREENS. Prices on application at
TheNi Milton, Stoke-on-Trent.

Llllum auratum.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY, having received further consignments of the

above (making in all 59,000), are now in a position to make
liberal reductions to Gentlemen taking a quantity, from fifty
upwards. Samples and prices sent by post (samples charged for
at a low rate). Lion Walk, Colchester.

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings,

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Ivry-sur-Seine. near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices;—
Gladioli, seedling, first-rate, Zs. per 100, ^^3 per looo ; mixed
white, I2J. per 100; do. red, 125. per 100; do. yellow, 245. per
100: do. rose, 125. per 100: per names. 100, 10 sorts. 8f. per
100 ; 25 sorts, 14^. per 100 : 50 do., £1 to .£2 ; 100, {,1 to {,6,
and upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts, all in gcod
flowering bulbs. English Cheques or Post Office Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

PRINCE'S ROSES
ON CULTIVATED

SEEDLING BRIAR.

SPLENDID DWARF PLANTS
and varieties still to offer at

£5 per 100.

14, MARKET STREET, OXFOED.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1875.

SIXTEEXr

Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals,

With Valuable Money Prizes,

WILL BE OFFERED BY

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS,
At the various Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings

during 1875, for

THE BEST SPECIMENS OF

New Varieties of Vegetables, Flowers, and
Fruits .

Introduced by Messrs. Sutton in 1875.

Further Ptirticutars may be had on appiication to

STJTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SEED CATALOGUE,
Not the Handsomest, Not the Largest,

But a useful one of Forty Pages,

Is now published, and will be sent free on application to

HARBISON & SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, \\ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England,

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING. SURREY.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries (270 Acres in extent) Bags/wty Surrey.

Seed Establishment and London Depot,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a £

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergreen and

Deciduous (of all sizes),

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS. &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catatogues obtainabie on apptication.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Forest Trees, wlien fatten in quantity, ctiarged at a

proportionatety reduced price.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Plnka.

ISAAC BRWNNING and CO.' beg to
announce that they have thi.s -Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,
&c., contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of
choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelre
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, ws.

" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland,
" February 15. 1875.

" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation
and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like another dozen of either the same or other varieties."

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Ni

To Gardeners.

Gardeners art most respectfully Invited

to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BES"tER, Manager.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

PrizeMed^salSeeds .

GARDEN REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

^SUPfUtO
,

^4SlIfPl/J9

"' TfE av>**

jSOTTONS,

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices andfullparticulars on application.

All who Intend Laying Down Land to Grass, should
read

Mr. M. H. SUTTON'S New Illustrated Essay,

"PERMANENT PASTURES,"
The most Practical Work on Grasses and Grass Lands yet

published.

Price One Shillings post free.

" Without exception it is one
|

" If you want to grow the

of the most practical Essays
j

right sorts of plants, you must
ever penned, and should be in sow the right sorts ofseeds, and
the hands of every Agricul-

j

you cannot do better than read
turist. " — Midland Couniies Mr. Sutton's paper on laying
Herald.

I

down Grass, which you will get
" I do not know of anything I by sending to Reading." —

to equal it."

—

Prof. Btickman.
\
Agricultural Gazette.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Francis ©Arthur

Dickson & Sons.
106 Eastgate St.& pTTr«CTFD
TheUptonNurseri.es Vyllli 1 JlfK..

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
I

Fostjree eTvAfifiltcatiotv.

Quality*unsurpassedv

THE MOST VALUABLE VEGETABLE PRIZE
OF THE YEAR.-

IMPORTANT ANNQUNCEMENT.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, that by special permis-

sion of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Competition for the CARTER CUP, value Fifty

Guineas, together with ^30 in Money Prizes, for

VEGETABLES, will take place at South Kensington,

on WEDNESDAY, July 7, 1875.

CARTER'S,
THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

MAURICE YOUNG'S

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Is now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

CLEAN AND WELL GROWN
TKEES AND SHEUBS.

£s. d.

ARBOR-VIT/E, from 2 to 6 feet, fine, 31, to is. per
doz. : per 100, i8j. to 2 o o

LIBOCEDRUS DECURRENS, i to 4 feet, gj. to

36J. per doz,
; per loo, 75s. to 12 o o

CEDRUS AFRICANA, 3 to 5 feet, i2i. to i8j, per
doz, ; per 100 5 o o

JlfNIPER, Chinese, 2j^ to 3 feet, 12s. to 151. per doz.

,

per 100 5 o o
CEDARS, Red, 25^ to 3 feet, 6i. per doz., per 100 i jo o
YEWS, English, 2j4 to aj^ feet, 9.^. per doz., per 100 300

,, Irish. 3 to 4 feet, izj. per doz. ,

.

per 100 440
LAUREL, Common, 1 to ij^ foot, 4^. per 100 : i J^ to

2 feet, 6j. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 85. per 100

:

3 to 4 feet . . . . .

.

. . per too o 12 a
,, caucasica, i to ij^ foot, idr. per 100 : 2 to

3 feet .

.

. . . . . . per 100 200
,, Colchic, I to ij^ foot, I2J. per too :

2 to 3 feet . . .

.

.

.

per 100 100
LIGUSTRUM SINENSIS, 3 to 4 feet, is. per doz.,

per 100 I 10 o
,, japonica, ij^ to 2 feet, 8r. per doz. .. per 100 2 10 o

PINE, Austrian, i^ to 2 feet, 40^. per 1000 : 3 to 4
feet, . . .

.

per icoo 300
FIR, Scotch, iK to 2 feet, 251. per 1000 ;

3 to 4 feet . . . . .

.

per 1000 i 10 o
BEECH, 2 to 3 feet per 1000 150
OAK, English, 4 to 6 feet per 1000 2 10 o
SYCAMORE, 5 to 6 feet per 100 o 12 o
BEECH, Purple, 5 to 7 feet, loi, per doz. per too 3 15 o
LABURNUMS, 6 to 8 feet, 41. per doz. per 100 i 00
WEEPING WILLOWS. American, fine per doz. o ij o
ACER NEGUNDA VARIEGATA, 6j.

per doz., per 100 200
TREE BOX, 2 feet, very bushy, 20J. per 100

2 to 3 feet per 100 X 5 o
DEUTZIA SCABER, 4 feet, fine, is. p. doz. ; per too i 10 o
ROSES, CUmbing, strong, 6j. per doz. .. per 100 200
Our Nursery Stock is the most varied and largest in the East

Riding of Yorkshire, and removes well. See our Trade and
other CATALOGUES.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Thirty varieties for 3^., including German Stock and German

Aster, post free

.

GARDEN SEEDS.
The Guinea Collection contains eight quarts of Peas, &c.,

carriage free, and warranted of equal quality to any house in
the world.

Seed Growers, Merchants, and Nurserymen, Cottingham.

Established 1788. Hull Establishment, 61, Market Place.
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THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY have received the following SEEDS from

STYRAX JAPONICA, syn. SERRULATUM.—A bush or

small tree, much cultivated in Japan on account of its highly

ornamental appearance. See Botanical Magazine, tab.

5950. Flowers white ; a valuable addition to our hardy
shrubs. Per packet, twelve seeds; is.; forty seeds, is. 6a.;

.seeds large.

RETINOSPORA, species.—No description or specific name
with the seed, but judfiing from the small quantity sent we
should imagine it to be a rare kind. Per packet, is. and

. 6i/.: all.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA. — A well-known, valuable,

ornamental tree. Per packet, is. and 2S. 6d.: seeds small.

JAPAN COCKSCOMB, Scarlet.—An entirely new variety oj

Cockscomb. No description will convey any idea of the

brilliant colouring of this variety—a ricfi glowing scarlet.

The combs are almost as delicately cut as ruffled lace, and
often in pyramidal masses. This is by far the handsomest
of Cockscombs, and will no doubt, after this season, become
a great favourite, and entirely set aside the dull crimson of

our English variety. Per packet, is., is. 6(i., and zs. 6d,

JAPAN COCKSCOMB, Golden.—This affords a striking

contrast to the preceding ; its counterpart in everything

but colour. Per packet, is., is. 6d., and 2J. 6d.

LILIUM CORDIFOLIUM. — An extremely scarce and
valuable Lily, seldom, if ever, arriving in good condition (as

bulbs) in this country. Seed, is., is. 6a., and ^s. 6ei. per

packet. The usual Discount to the Trade.

Lion Wal k, Colchester.

The Planting Season. -Special Offer.

BWl-UTHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish,
• near Stockport, has the following fine healthy TREES

and SHRUBS to dispose of, at the extremely low prices

(iu"led, viz. :--

AREA THEOPHRASTA, 4 to 6 feet, ^os. per loo ; 6 to 8

feet, Jos. per 100.

iMNES, Austrian, many times transplanted, 1% to sl4 feet,

los. per 100: 2j4 to 3% feet, 15s. per 100.

BEECH, 2 to 3 feet, 4s. per loo. 30J-. per looo ; 3 to 4 feet, 6s.

per roo, 50s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 15.?. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet,

255 per loo ; 6 to 8 feet, 355^. per loo ; 8 to 10 feet, 50J. per

EERBERIS AQUIFOLIA. i to ij^ foot, 5s. per :

1 feet.

; 6 to 7 feet.CHESTNUTS, Horse. 5 to 6 feet, :

iss. per 100 : 7 to 8 feet, sss. per
CHERRIES, Extra strong Standards, 12s. per dozen.
LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, 75. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, i-zs. per 100 ; 4 to

5 feet, iss. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 20i-. per 100.

POPLARS, Lombardy, 3 to 4 feet. 55. per 100 : 4 to 5 feet, 7^.

per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 12s. per 100.

,, Ontario, 3 to 4 feet, 5s. per too ; 4 to 5 feet, ys. per 100
;

5 to 6 feet, IOJ-. per 100.

PRIVET, 2 to 3 feet, 15^^. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 20^. per 1000.

RHODODENDRONS, choice named sorts, i to 2 feet, i8y.

per dozen.

,, CuiKiiuyham's White, i to i]4 foot,.5oj. per 100,

,, pallidum, i to ij4 foot, 505. per 100.

,, ponlicum, 3 to 6 inches, 40J. per 1000 ; 6 to 9 inches, 70s.

>i •! very fine for grafting, 9 to 15 inches, loos. per 1000.

,, ,, very bushy, i to ij^foot, 25^. per 100, 200s. per 1000.

SYCAaroR'E, 3 to 4 feet, 4oy. per looo ; 6 to 8 feet, 12s. 6d. per
100 ; 8 to ro feet, 20s. per 100.

YEWS, English, 2 to 2% feet, 7oJ-. per 100 ; 2j^ to -3% feet,

,, Irish, 3 to 4 feet, loos. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 140^. per 100.

WR IG

H

T'S^gTaNT^WhItE CELERY.
—This is quite a distmct pure white variety ; it is very

crisp, and of excellent flavour, combining a robust, compact
habit, forming very solid hearts, which blanch very easily.

Heads of this variety have been grown weighing from 8 to 10 lb.

each, and can be highly recommended for exhibition, private or
market purposes, is per Yz oz. packet.
WRIGHT'S RED GROVE and WHITE GROVE

CELERIES.—These possess all the good properties of the
Giant White, but do not grow quite so large, is. per J^ oz.

packets. The usual discount to the Trade.
The following fourteen firms have secured supplies of the

above for this season, for which I beg to thank them, soliciting

extended patronage ;

t & Son, London.
Cooper. Robt., London.
Daniels Bros., Norwich.
Dickson, Brown & Tait, Man-
Dixon, E. P., Hull, [chester.
Holmes. Ed., Lichfield.
Brotherton, Wm., Leeds.
Nutting & Son

Godwin, F. G..Shefi^eld.
Lawson Seed Co.. Edinburgh.
Downie & Laird, Edinburgh.
Drummond & Son, Sterling.

Howden & Co.. Inverness.
Laird & Sinclair. Dundee.
Finney, S.. & Co., Newcastle.
Umpleby, Geo., Leeds,

CUCUMBERS.—Wright's Wonder, fine white-spine, and
Wright's Improved, black-spine ; these will grow 24 to 30 inches
long, are very prolific and of mild, good flavour. Pearson's
Long Gun, Rollisson's Telegraph, Berkshire Champion,
Improved Sion House, Masters' Early Prolific, is. per packet.

Lowest price quoted per 100 seeds on application.

W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Market
Square, Retford, Notts.

,«5>Sb^ JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.—
^^ffi^&(J This delicious vegetable to be had in any

LfTIl'E AN[)"nALLANTYNE, The Queen's Seedsmen.

Carlisle.

Cabbage Plants I Cabbage Plants 1

TRUK. to NAIME.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can now
supply any qinntily of strong—

RoniNSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. 31. orf. penooo
EAKI.Y RATTERSEA -t^s-id.

NCINPAREII 3i. 6rf.

ENKIELD MARKET y.M.
RED PICKLING ^s. ad.

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

ROSES, Dwarf, fine plants, 6j. per dozen
;

25 for I OS. : so for 181. : 100 for
3J5,

:
— Baroness

Rothschild. Malraaison, Duke of Edinburgh, Madame Charles

Crapclct, Charles Lcfebre, Camille Bcrnardin, Persian Yellow,

Annie Wood, B-tron Hausmann, Marie Baumann, Senateur

V.iisse, William Wood, and all other good sorts, true to name.

BLACK and RED CURRANTS, Fruiting Trees, extra

3s. per dozen
Packing free,

. ces on applic

RICHARD LOCKE, Alexandra Nur , Redhill, Surrey.

Planting Season, 1874-76.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the attention of intending Planters to their large

and valuable Stock, consisting of all the newest and best

varieties of the Japanese Importations, as well as a vast quantity

of SPECIMEN CONIFER/E, HOLLIES, LAURELS. DE-
CIDUOUS and EVERGREEN PLANTS, ROSES. FRUIT
TREES. &c.. all of which are in excellent condition for removal.

Their NEW CATALOGUE is now ready, and wiU be sent,

post free, on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

NEW BEDDING VIOLA—WAVERLEY.
—The flowers of this beautiful variety are large, of good

substance, and produced in great profusion from early spring

until late in autumn. Colour very bright violet, shaded with

purple towards the centre
;
yellow eye, with pure white brow.

The most effective bedding Viola of its colour yet raised, and
very hardy. Prices : One plant, 2j. (id. : six plants, loj., or i8j.

per dozen, post free. The usual Discount to the Trade.

ROBERTSON and GALLOWAY, Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen. Glasgow and Helensburgh.

Plants have been supplied to the following Firms in

—

Aberdeen . . James Cocker Glasgow . . J. & R. Thyne
& Sons Hammersmith J. & C. Ler

Altrincham

Glasgow

Langpoi
B. W. Knight
Robert Ward Londo

J. Jeffries &

James Service

James Dickson
& Sons

,e& Laird
Lawson Seed & Rothsay
Nursery Co.

|

. Louis Van
;

Stevenston

Houtte
j

Woolwich
Austin & Mc- York .

.

Perth .

Kelway

Hugh Low

Dickson &
Turnbull

R. & J. Chis-

holm
James Clasper
H. Cannell
James Back
house & Son

Cheap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS. Purple. White, Scarlet. Crimson, and Rose, from

pots, 2S. per dozen, 121, per 100 ; rooted cuttings, is. per

dozen, 6s. per 100, 50s. per 1000.

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet, White, Crimson, and Rose, best

sorts, good plants, from single pots, is. 6d. per dozen, 10s.

LOBELIA, speciosa. true, from cuttings; also pumila grandi-

flora and Little Gem, 3^-. per 100, 20s. per 1000.

HELIOTROPIUM, finest dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6s.

50s. per
CALCEOLARIA, Golden Gem, finest beddei

6s. per 100, 505. per i

per dozen,

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, Blue, makes a fine bed, is. per

dozen, 5^. per 100, 40J. per icxjo.

IRESINE, Lindeni, crimson leaf, good, is. per dozen, 6j. per

COLEUS, Verchaffeltii, is. per dozen, 6s. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,

4^. per 100, 301. per 1000.

GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy shorts, strong plants, for

spring bloom, 4J. per dozen.

CENTAUREA, candidissima, silver leaf, strong plants, 35.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

S E K D P O T A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Forcinf:).

F.ARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
P-i^TERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.

EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

NEW CATALOGUE for 1875, post free for

two Stamps, —Our LI ST of the newest and best varieties

grown of the undernamed classes of plants is now ready, and
may be had on application. Prices very moderate. Plant*

true to name. Geraniums in all the various classes. Fuchsiai.

Chrvsanthcmums. Lobelias. Colcus, Dahlias, Show Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, Pansies, Phloxes. Pentstemons, Antirrhinums,

Double Polentillas. Pyrethrums. Delphiniums, and all leading

Florists' Flowers and Bedding Plants, Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, Spring-flowering and other choice H.ardy Plants,

Winter-flowering and the best Conservatory Decorative Plants,

Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.

WM. Cl.lBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with

well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock (rf

more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES. OCCIDENTAL, 13 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, iS to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a

Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring i8 to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fruit Bushes.

No. I Collection includes—
20 EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
25 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
25 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
25 CURRANTS, of sorts.

25 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

10 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for ,^5 5*.

No. 2 Collection,

Double the above, with greater variety.

Two hundred and sixty fine plants for jCio.

Carriage /aid to London.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, E.totic Nursery, Canterbury.

FRED. P E R K I N S, 2, Gold Street,
Northampton, offers :—

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 50,000, well grown, 2j^ to 3^ feet,

LAURELS, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 501. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet,

Also, in large quantities, at unusually low prices :

—

WHITETHORN QUICK. 3-yr. transplanted.

SCOTCH SPRUCE and BALM of GILEAD FIR, i\i, 3H,

BEECH and HORNBEAM, 4 to 5 feet.

BIRCH and HORSE CHESTNUT, 5 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

LABURNUM and MOUNTAIN ASH, 6 to 8 feet.

ALMONDS, fruit bearing, 6 to 8 feet.

ELMS, 8 to 10 feet.

LIMES. 6 to 8 feet.

WALNUTS, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

HAZEL and Black Italian POPLAR, 3 feet.

LILAC, White and Purple, 3 to 4 feet.

BOX. Green and Variegated, 3 feet.

HOLLY, Green, 1% to 2 feet.

ASPARAGUS, extra strong for forcing.

New Roses.—Strong Plants now Ready.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road
Nurseries, Essex, has much pleasure in offering strong

plants of the following carefully selected varieties of NEW
ROSES for 1875, which may be relied on as being the best of

^ ^^^'
' HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

Hippolyte Jamain

Madame Rougier
Mademoiselle Ilona de Adorjan
May Turner

Adanson
Arthur Oger
Antoine Mouton
Colonel de Sansal
Casimir Perier

Comtesse de Serenyi Mons. E. Y. Te:

Duchess of Edinburgh Princess Antoinette

Gonsoli Gaelono Souvenir du Baron de Sei

Henry Ward Beecher

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Aline Sisley

|
Marie Guillot

Duchess of Edinburgh MademoiselleThert;seGene

Jean Ducher |
Perle des Jardins.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSE.
Soupert et Notting.

LIST, with full descriptions of above, may be had
application.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scariet.

ASH. Weeping, 6 to ro feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-

ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,
fastigiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH. S to 10 feet.

PHIL.ADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to S feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.

,, Dwarf, on Manctti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2'A to 4 feet.

E.\otic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.
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LI L I U M A U R A T U M, by the dozen,
hundred, or thousand, price is., js. 6d., and 2J. each ;

magnificent extra-sized roots, 3s. 6d. and 55. each. The Bulbs
imported from Japan this year are in the finest possible con-

dition, quite as plump and sound as English-grown Bulbs.

Mr. William Bull, being the largest Importer of Lilies

direct from their native habitats, can offer good and varied

. selections at iSs., 30s., and 42J-. per dozen. Special quotations

by the

TO AMATEURS of ORCHIDS.—Gentle-
men having a surplus stock of Orchids {not too common

kinds), and willing to EXCHANGE them for OTHER
PLANTS, such as Camellias, Azaleas, Conifers, or any other
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, may apply to

A. VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES free on application, either from himself or

his Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
" LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS
for the above. For particulars see advertisement in

Gardeners Chronicle, January 30. A very favourable report of
'
1 the Jourmzl 0/ Horticulture, T^ov^mhcr ig,

' " '

4, 187s, by Mr. Luck'
it, Staplehurst, Kent.

120,000 Vesuvius Geraniums for Sale.

FC. WOOLVEN, Langhedge Nurseries,
• Church Road, Upper Edmonton, London, N., has

strong AUTUMN -STRUCK PLANTS of the above to

Dispose of, at 8f. per loo. Packed and forwarded to any
London railway station, gratis, on receipt of Post OfBce Order
for number required, payable at the Upper Edmonton Post
Office, London, N. Also several thousands of CHRISTINE
and DOUBLE GERANIUMS, at the same price.

B. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
• and NuRSERVM.lN, Belfast.

NE\y VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
direct from the growers.

GRASSES and CLOVER SEEDS, suited for all purposes,
soils, and situations.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove, Greenhouse, Con-
servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses, Fruit Trees,
and Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Hedging Plants
and Underwood.

Seeds, Plants, &c.
the world.

Its- CATALOGUES Post-fre.

CHOICE GLADIOLI,
FOR SPRING PLANTING.

fully packed for export to all parts of

application.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Eitclien Garden Seeds,
1 suit Gardens of various sizes, aij., 42J., S^s., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^r pt,
FRENCH BEAN, Vlfilliams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 3 6
BROAD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6
BrlO( COLI, Williams' Alexandra 16

,, Perkins' Leamington .. ., .. ..16
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf ..10
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o
„ Williams' Matchless White ) cultivatioa ..i 10

CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26
„ Tender and True, new .. .. ., .. ..36
,, Woolley's Improved Telegraph 16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi to
LETTUCE, Bumell's Alexandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
,, Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Wiljiams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6
„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum.. .. .. ..26

Mr. Laxton s NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogtie).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties . . . . . . ..16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. w. W. and 2 6
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, li. W.,21. M..

3J. td. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams" suferb strain, ij. id., 21. td.,

35. id. and 5 o
CINERARIA. Weatherill's extra choice strain, li. 6rf.,

25. 6rf. , 3s. id. and 5 o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties . . 16

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

.

.

..16
MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new .. ..16

,, „ nana cocrulea, new I 6
PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties .. 10
PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Brandegei, new .. .. 16
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMGNDILgrandiflorasplendens, new. i 6
PRIMULA, Williams' superb stram, red, white, or

mixed .. .. .. \s. id., is. id., is. id. and 5 o
RICINUS GIBSONII.new 16
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Bromplon, new ..16

„ East Lothian . . per collection of three colours 2 6
VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain 16
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . r o
,, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety . . .. .. 10

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS. LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Gladiolus Gandavensls hytrldus.

ISAAC BRUNNING&CO.
Beg to intimate that they are in a position to supply

strong flowering Bulbs of the choicest kinds of Gladioli,

as under :

—

No. I Collection conUins 100 Bulbs, in 50 choicest kinds ;C5 o

No. 2 „ 100 Bulbs, in 35 ,, 3 10

No. 3 „ 50 Bulbs, in 25 „ 2 10

Fine selections can also be supplied at is., gs., 12s., 185.,

to 30J., per dozen.

GLADIOLXTS BRENCHLEYENSIS,
For gro\vinR in large quantities either as back lines to ribbon

borders, beds, or in clumps, this variety cannot be siu^assed
;

its intense bright scarlet flowers claiming for it the position of

one of the most showy occupants of our gardens. Being very

large growers of this variety we beg to offer it at the following

low prices :—

Per 500, ios. : per lOo, 9J. ; per dozen, i.r. 6t/.

. 6d. per dozen.

, 6rf. per dozen.

NEW AND CHOICE
FLOWER SEEDS,

POST FREE.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA (New), per packet, is. id.

ASTER, Victoria, in i2 finest varieties, 2i. id.; do. mi.\ed, 6rf.;

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, in 12 varieties, zs. id.
;

do., mixed, id. ; Truffaut's Paiony-flowered French, 12

varieties, is. id. ; do., mixed, id.

BALSAM, splendid Camellia and Rose-flowered, in 12 varieties,

each 3s. ; do., mixed, id.

CALCEOLARIA, choicest strain, Js. and is. id.

CAMPANULA MEDIUM CALYCANTHEMA (New),

. id.
. id.

[is. id.
CINERARIA, finest strain, IJ. and 2:

COCKSCOMB, extra fine, mixed, id.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Edmonds' prize

HEARTSEASE, fine, mixed, id.

HOLLYHOCK. ex. fine, mixed, 6</. and is. ; do. lavars., 3s. id.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA, id.

PERILLA NANKINENSIS, id.

PETUNIA, fine mixed, id.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, 12 vars., is. id. ; do., mixed, id.

POLYANTHUS, choice, mixed, id.

PRIMULA JAPONICA (hardy), is.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA RUBRA, extra

choice, IS. and 2s. id. ; do., alba, is. and 2S. id. ; do.,

mixed, IS. and 2S. 6^. : do.. Fern-leaved, is. and is. id.

PYRETHRUM AUREUM, id.

STOCK, Dwarf German Ten-week, 12 varieties, 2S. id. ; do.,

mixed, id. : newest Giant or Tree Ten-week, 13 varieties,

3S. ; do., mixed, id.

WALLFLOWER, Double German, 12 varieties, 31. id. ; do.,

ZINNA ELEGANS, choicest double, 6 varieties, is. id. ; do.,

mixed, id.

EVERLASTFNG FLOWERS. 12 splendid varieties, 3s. ; do.,

smaller packets, is. id.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, 6 varieties, li. id.

AU orders value 10s. and upwards carriagefree.

For other varieties of choice Flower Seeds, also select Lists

of Kitchen Garden and Agricultural Seeds, detailed Priced List

of Gladioli, Sic, see our NEW ILLUSTRATED SEED
CATALOGUE for the present season, gratis and post free on

application.

ISAAC BBTTNNING & CO.,

SEED MERCHANTS AND NURSERYMEN,
GREAT YARMOUTH,

Eucalyptus globulus (Auetrallan Blue Gum).

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
has just received, in fine condition, a Consignment of Seeci

(hitherto very scarce) of this well-known EUCALYPTUS from
Messrs. Thos. Lang & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Melbourne. Prices on application.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS, &c. Plants indigenous to Australia, New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX, &c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents, Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Co-x's Quay,
Lower Thames Street, London, E.C, for transmission.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

RANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

Vines.—To the Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 30s. per dozen (a special jjrice for a large quantity

will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-

field Court, Black Hamburgh. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,

Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliffe Black,

Frankenthal Hamburgh. Ferdinand dc Lesseps. Black Morocco,

Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren

Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,

Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

OTATO SEED for SALE (seed of the
berry)—Two Ounces seeding One Acre, and giving Eight

to Nine Tons of Tubers per Statute Acre in First Year. Price

5S. per ounce, with Instructions how to Grow it free of the

Disease. JAMES TORBITT, Belfast.

Also, in the Press, and to be obtained of the Advertiser or of all

Booksellers, price is.

,

CAUSE of the POTATO DISEASE,
Being a Paper read at the late Meeting of the British

Association.

Snowflake.
. _ ^THE FINEST POTATO

ever introduced : will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid qu.ility ,ind FREE

FROM DISEASE. Mcssts. DANIELS Bros. havc just received a

consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carriage free to any address ;—3s. 6^. per lb.; 7 lb., 21s.:

14 lb., 42s. : cheaper by the cwt.

DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal

Norfolk Seed Establishment. Norwich.

ROBERT NEAL begs to offer to the notice

of Gentlemen and the Trade his extensive Stock of

HARDY SHRUBS. FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNAMEN-
TAL TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, &c., which are now in first-class condition for

removal. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Uapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS.—Special oB"er of 2-yr., 3-yr., and 4-y- o'd.

Price per loo or 1000 on application.

ROBERT NEAL, The Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

Special Offer for Casli.

LAUREL, Common, good, transplanted and
bushy, 2 to 3 feet, 1% per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, (,^ los. per

1000 PINE, Austrian, fine specimens, 3 to 4 feet, 15s. per 100.

OAKS, English, 3 to 5 feet, extra strong, transplanted 30s. per

1000. BLACK POPLARS of all sizes, and TREE BOX, very

cheap, samples free. ^ . , „ ,

R. AND J. TUCKER, The Nurseries, Fanngdon, Berks.

Great Eeductlon In Price.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), -id. per bushel, 20s. per loo bushels, 45s. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.E.

To Propagators and Plant Growers,

The most useful material for the attainment of successful and
rapid culture is

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^' Price IS. per bushel, or id. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,

Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

Fibrous Feat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,

for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting, {.i is. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, Heaths. New Holland Plants, &c., {.S 5s. per

Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, bouth-

Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Westem Railway.

WALKER AND CO.. Famborough Station, Hants.

Spbagnum, or Feat Moss, for Orcblds.

TjlRESH SPHAGNUM M S S, io.s. 6rf.

WALKER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—For Sale, a few hundred tons of
exellent PEAT. Apply to

W. T.i^RRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

/^OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — This
V-V valuable material now within reach of all. Truck, hold-

ing 300 bushels, free on to rails, i,i ids. ; -tfi. per bushel at the

Works.— H. WRIGHT, Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

Lane, London, E.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — " It

VJ should everywhere take high rank among the require-

ments for root-development." Tlie Garden, January 30. Re-

duction to large buyers. Liberal terms to Agents. — H.
WRIGHT, Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick Lane,

London, E.
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CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

Sj/t/om'' Colfcctwiis of Chouc Flower^ Seeds to

piodttic a beautiful and contiiuious display

du} hthi Suuuih ) and ^iiiiiinut.

No. I Colleclion, Free by Post or Rail ,. fjz i o
No, 2 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i ii 6
No, 3 Colleclion ,, ,, . , . . i i o
No. 4 Collection ,, ,, ., .. o 15 o
No. 5 Collection ,, ,, .. , . o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be had, from
2s. 6ci. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons'

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

''SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
The most pfi!Ctii\tl -.oork on gardeuin^yd puhlhhcd, beau-

tifully illustrated -with 300 engravings.

Price iJ. , Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTONS'

CHOICE SEED P0TAT08,
C.IKKIACF. FREE.

The Heaviest Cropping and best Cooking Kidney
Potato is

SUTTONS' HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE

"We 11 k p n II d .if IJ n k h hhasr
had dis - \\iu 7 I J Hart t

FtlK 25, »75

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL

r, nn Mr J ii j I lllin Lx>1 :cr to E. St. Paul Chaplin,
Esq L lsl/^rollsh PirkOjrdtiis S"(*/^. 26, 1874.

I haie just had the Red skin Flouiball Potatos lilted, and
again found it free from disease Ha\ing grown it now three
seasons, I can speak confidently to its being disease-proof, a
heavy cropper, and of the best quality for table use."

Buttons' Priced Descriptive List of Choice Seed
Potatos

Gratis and Poit Free on application.

ROYAL, BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
KEADING.

^^V^,

m:;mmfm^Ji
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LENT LILIES.

THIS pretty name for the
" Daffodils

That come before the swallow dares, and take

The winds of March with beauty,"

is ill very general use in England, and refers

to the time of flowering—Lent being originally

only another name for spring, although now
restricted to an ecclesiastical season ; and to

the Lily-liUe appearance of the plant. Not that

our ancestors were at all particular in their use

of the term Lily : the Lilitim inter spinas of the

Book of Canticles was understood by them as

referring to the Honeysuckle, although, as Coles

says in his Art of Siiiipliiig, " that the Lilies

amongst the Thornes were Woodbines is not

known to every one." It is not necessary to

multiply instances to show that the term
" Lily," like " Rose," has been, and is still em-

ployed in popular parlance as a general name
for almost any flower ; thus the large Bindweed

(Convolvulus Sepium) is in many places called

Hedge Lily, and, to go farther a-field, the beau-

tiful Ranunculus Lyallii is known as the Water
Lily by the New Zealand shepherds, although

it has as little affinity as the Water LiUes them-

selves with the order Liliacea?.

Of late years Daffodils and their allies have

received their full share of public attention, and
seem likely to recover that position in popular

favour which was theirs two centuries back,

when Parkinson, in his Paradisus Terrestn's,

devoted pages to the description of Daffodils.

Among them, however, he includes many plants

which are now-a-days excluded from even the

widest application of the term, such as Hemero-
callis, Sternbergia lutea, the Atamasca Lily, and

others. Mr. Baker has fully elaborated the

botanical history of the various species in his

papers upon the genus, originally published in

these columns in 1869. A few brief notes on

the popular history of Daffodils may now be

added as a supplement to his more important

contributions.

Some botanists have doubted whether the

Daffodil is a native of this country. It has cer-

tainly a suspicious partiality for the neighbour-

hood of farmhouses and similar localities ; but

if not really a British plant, its naturalisation is

of very distant date. Parkinson says it " is so

common in all England, both in copses, woods,

and orchards, that I might well forbeare the

description thereof, and especially in that, grow-

ing wilde, it is of little respect in our garden ;

"

and other herbalists mention it as undoubtedly

an English plant. Various double varieties were

in cultivation at the date of Parkinson's work

(1629), among which he mentions Tradescant's

great Rose Daffodil, which " may well be

entitled the Glory of Daffodils," and has a

" faire large great flower, as great and double

as any Province Rose ;" Parkinson's Daftodil,

which he raised in his own garden in 1618, and

Gerrard's double Daffodil, which " Mr. Gerrard

first discovered to the world, finding it in a poore

woman's garden in the west parts of England

[in Wiltshire, according to Lobel], where it grew

before the woman came to dwell there, and, as

I have heard since, is naturall of the Isle of

Wight." These and many others are well

figured by Parkinson ; the one known as

" Master Wilmer's green double Daffodil"

appears to be that which is now-a-d.ays most

frequent in gardens.

The Daffodil is a favourite with children,

who have a rhyme

—

*' Daffadowndilly is coming to town
In a green petticoat and yellow gown ;"

or, as the Sussex version runs^
" Daffadowndilly grew by the well

;

Who was her mother, no one could tell."

It was also a favourite with the poets, and
nothing but its somewhat hackneyed use would
prevent us from quoting at length Herrick's

exquisite poem, "To Daffodils." Wordsworth,
too, speaks of a "host of golden Daffodils;"

and Spenser, Milton, and Drayton have refer-

ences to it. A field of Daffodils is a very strik-

ing and beautiful object, the somewhat stiff

bend of the scape just below the blossom gives

the plant an appearance which, for want of a

better term, may be called "pre-Raphaelite,"

and which is very effective.

The name Daffodil is said by some writers to

be " simply the old English word affodyle,

which signifies that which cometh early ;
" but

Dr. Prior looks on it as a corruption of the

Latin asphodelus, and thus identical with

asphodel. He says the name was " subsequently

confused with that of another flower, the so-

called .Sapharoun or Saffron-Lily. With the

taste for alliteration that is shown in popular

names, the Sapharoun-Lily, upon blending with

Affodilly, became, by a sort of mutual com-
promise, Daffadown-diUy, whence we get our

Daffodilly and Daffodil." Daftodil and
Asphodel have, however, long been distinct

enough in popular parlance, although it appears

that there was a danger of confounding them,

as Markham, in his English Housewife (1637)

says, " You must be carefull that you take not

Daffodil for AffodiU." Other country names for

it are BelUlower, Lent Rose, Lents, and Butter-

and-Eggs, although this last is more usually

applied to the double garden forms. Culpepper

calls it Lide-Lily, " because it flowereth in

March, which month in some counties is called

Lide." Like Lent, Lide was an old equivalent

for the spring season ; we meet with it in the

old distich, which recommends us to " eat

ramsons in Lide."

Like many other ornamental plants, the Daf-

fodil has but few useful qualities to recommend
it. The flowers have been employed in France

as an antispasmodic, and a good yellow colour

has been extracted from them. Gerarde, how-

ever, speaks of the employment of the plant in

cases of palsy : he says, " The distilled water

of Daffodills doth cure the palsie, if the patient

be bathed and rubbed with the said liquor by

the fire. It hath beene prooved by an especial

and trustie friend of mine, a man learned and

a diligent searcher of Nature, Master Nicholas

Belsor, somtimes of King's CoUedge in Cam-
bridge." As an embrocation this distillation

of the Daffodil has been employed in palsy, and

also in dropsy in more recent times. A spirit

has been distilled from the root which at one

time seemed likely to be of considerable com-

mercial importance ; and a decree was pub-

lished in France in 1S55 by which alcohol ob-

tained in Algeria from the Daffodil or an allied

species was ordered to be admitted into France

without payment of duty. B. lif.

New Garden Plants.

PHAL.T.NOrSIS LEUCOERHODA,, sp. >!.*

This is a highly curious plant. Fhatenopsis inter-

media, Lindl. (see Paxton's Flmoir Garden, iii., fig.

310), has nearly the leaves of P. amabilis, and

Howers more nearly approaching to those of P. Schil-

leriana, with a peculiar callus ; this may be a hybrid

Phaliriioisis leucorrhoda , Rchb. / — Aphrodile-Schille-

1 : foliis P. Schillerianai ; flore prope P. Aphrodit

utrinque acutan^ula, cirrhis

label!

^ ^ _... basi_ multo

latioribus ; cailo sellaTforrai, bast bidentato, extrorsum gibboso.

— Flores albi, tepala purpureo lavata ; sepala extus flavida ;

labelli laciniai laterales basi purpureo-slriolataj :
callus aureus

al ro-purpurco guttatus ; sepala lateialia intus basi purpureo-

maculata.
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between P. Schilleriana as the male and P. amabilis

as the female. The present novelty appears to be a

hybrid between the pollen parent, P. amabilif, and

the seed parent, P. Schilleriana. The leaves are said

to be quite those of a dark mottled P. Schilleriana. The
flower is rather larger than the flowers of an average

Schilleriana are in many-flowered inflorescences. The
colours might be richer, yet they are rather lovely ; the

chief colour is white ; the unusually long petals

•being washed in the middle with rose; the

white lip has the small short lines (nearly linear

spots) on the base of the lateral lacinia;, as in Schil-

leriana; even the peculiar dots on the base of the

middle part, which are so conspicuous in the last-

named species, are at least indicated. In lieu of the

middle lacinia, with rounded angles of P. intermedia

(Lobbii), which are those of P. Schilleriana, we
hear of it with sharp angles, as in P. amabilis.

The callus is much nearer that of P. amabilis than

that of P. Schilleriana, it having three prominences.

The lateral sepals bear inside similar small dark spots

to those which ornament P. Schilleriana. The sepals

are tinged with pale yellow in their centres inside,

and are wholly yellowish outside. The column is

rather rosy, and very short, as in P. amabilis, not

elongate as in P. Schilleriana.

I have used in the Latin description the name of

P. Aphrodite for science, and in the English remarks

I speak of P. amabilis. The plant alluded to is,

however, the same. It is well known that Dr. Lind-

ley's P. amabilis, the Manilla plant, with blunt,

dark leaves, is not Dr. Blume's original P.

amabilis. which is what Dr. Lindley called P. grandi-

flora. Those names are so much in use in the trade,

in the meaning of Dr. Lindley, that it is prudent to

keep them as they are for horticultural purposes, not

to make a terrible confusion, perhaps a pronuncla-

7?ieuio, or even a revolution of amateurs.

I have to thank Mr. Low for this great curiosity

and perhaps unique novelty. lie writes: "The
plant which produced it (viz., the flower) has leaves

like those of P. Schilleriana, perhaps not quite so

much white in the mottling as the former, but still

before it flowered any one would have bought it for P.

Schilleriana. Roots also as flat as in that species."

The plant must, therefore, be of Philippine origin,

and if Mr. Low should have lately disposed of plants

of P. Schilleriana, the possessors of those may do well

to watch the flowers of their plants. And if I had

the satisfaction of being Mr. Low, I would now make
a " strike " in selling any plants of supposed P. Schil-

leriana which have not flowered, the new thing having

decidedly a much higher value by its being new, and

esceedingly rare. H. G. RM. f.

Platycerium Willinckii, !p. n.*

This fine and very distinct species of Stag's-horn

Fern is a native of Java, whence it was introduced by

M. WilHnck, of Amsterdam, who exhibited it with

much t'cltit at Ghent in 1S73. It has since passed into

the hands of the Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea.

The accompanying sketch (fig. 56) was made a few

weeks since from the original plant, now growing in

one of Messrs. Veitch's propagating-houses, and gives

a very correct idea of its general aspect.

Like its congeners, this Platycerium is epiphytal,

and protects its root-stock by the broad, roundish,

imbricating bases of its sterile fronds, which, in the

specimen in question, are six inches broad. The
sterile fronds are erect, and slightly spreading, 12 to

18 inches high, and about a foot broad, cut down into

deepish blunt-ended lobes on a dichotomous plan, the

ultimate lobes being about an inch broad. The fertile

fronds, which are produced in threes, not in pairs, as in

some nearly allied kinds, issue from the growing point

situated in a notch in the side of the orbicular close-

fitting base of the sterile ones, and at once fall straight

down to a length of 2i feet ; they are quite narrow

in all their parts, the basal portion being upwards of

a foot long and from two to two-and-a-half inches

broad at the point where the fronds become forked.

The branches are quite entire on one of their margins,

and dichotomously cut into numerous lobes on the

other side ; but in some of the fronds these lobeless or

entire margins are those forming the two inner or

adjacent sides of the primary branches, the lobate

sides being on the exterior, while in other fronds this

arrangement is reversed, and the two inner sides are

lobed while the outer ones are entire. There are

about three series of lobes in each branch ; the

ultimate divisions varying from two or three to several

inches in length, and being about half an inch broad

as they approach the apex, which is tapered at last to

a bluntish point. It is on these ultimate lobes that the

patches of spore-cases forming the sori are developed ;

they are, consequently, very unequal in length, since

they extend from near the base of the lobes almost to

the apex, and occupy the whole surface except a

narrow line on each margin. The fronds appear to

be less coriaceous than those of the other species known
in gardens. The venation between the principal veins

consists of a series of unequal, elongated, hexagonal

areoles, with occasional free veinlets.

As a species, this plant is thoroughly distinct from

any of those at present known. With regard to its

general habit it groups with P. grande, P. Wallichii,

and P. biforme, in having long pendent fertile fronds

cut into many narrow furcate divisions, and very broad

erect sessile barren fronds with a lobate margin ; but

it differs entirely in its fructification, which, instead

of forming a patch on the disk in the sinus of the

branches, as in P. grande : or on a projecting lobe

occupying the same position, as in P. Wallichii : or

on a separate, stalked, rounded lobe, as in P. biforme,

covers nearly the whole surface of the apical lobes, as

is well shown in our figure. This novelty will prove

a welcome addition to the few well-marked and very

ornamental species of Stag's-horn Ferns already

familiar in our hot-houses, and, if report be true,

there are others in store in the islands of the East,

which may some day reward the search of some keen-

sighted explorator. T. Moore,

* Platycerium Willinckii, Moore.—Fronds large, dimor-

phous, subcoriaceous, thinly furnished with minute stellate

hairs ; at length glabrous and of a palish green colour :
sterile

fronds bifarious, sub-orbicular and sinuately-lobed -at the base,

and there imbricated around the growing point, erect, the upper

part deeply cut into numerous spreading, blunt, furcate lobes :

fertile fronds in threes, elongate, pendent, narrowly cuneate,

with scarcely atiy disk, bipartite for about two-thirds of their

length, one ofthe margins ofeach primary branch entire, the other

bearing numerous lobes in about three series on a dichotomous

plan, the ultimate lobes ensiform, narrowing to the bluntish

point : sori forming long narrow unequal patches at the apex of

the ultimate lobes of the fronds.

LINDLEY AND THE ORCHIDS.
In tlie preface to the second volume of his Xenia

Orchidacea^ just completed, Dr. Reichenbach, the

pupil and successor of the late Dr. Lindley in the

study of the numerous and perplexing family of

Orchids, gives a short sketch of the lamented

Lindley's Orchid-life—if we may be allowed the term

—with some incidents of their always friendly inter-

course, from which we make the following extracts.

He says:—"Instead of introducing this volume

with an account of my own labours and hopes, I

prefer giving some reminiscences of a man, whose

death, at half-past 6 o'clock in the morning of

November I, 1865, falls within its period of issue

—

I mean of Lindley."

John Lindley found no useful work treating of the

overwhelming majority of Orchids—namely, those

with waxy pollen masses. Louis Claude Richard's

excellent little memoir is essentially the starting-point

of our knowledge of European Orchids. True, R.

Brown's earlier celebrated elaboration of the Austra-

lian Orchids includes thirteen species with waxy
pollen, referred to four ''genera"; but there is a

total absence of a proper appreciation of the important

characters. In London our investigator had the not

always willingly-accorded access to a small collection

of specimens stuck down on paper, and the gradually

increasing numbers of cultivated forms, mainly grown

at his and Cattley's instigation, unfolded alluring

malformations to the yet unprepared mind such as those

which even now cause us to look forward with much
suspense to the first flowering of many newly intro-

duced forms.

During the period of Lindley's earliest labours many
leading men were striving to reach the same goal,

and discover the key to a systematic arrangement of

Orchids. Kunth, who was so fortunate as to partici-

pate in the teachings of the great master, L. C.

Richard, unhappily united the Ophrydea^ and the

Neottiece, against the opinion of the latter. On the

other hand his researches into and separation of the

Epidendroid genera were far more successful than the

. contributions of Blume in his Tahellen and Bijdraoen,

Neither the latter, nor Aubert du Petit-Thouars

—for whom, however, we must conceive a liking

if we take him according to his times—developed that

accuracy of observation in the investigation of the

contents of the anther which Lindley made his great

object, and in which lies the greatest merit of his

labours among Orchids. R. Brown soon retired from

the competition.

Probably we should be right in saying that the

young self-dependent Lindley owed nothing to fortune.

We might regard his residence in London as a gift of

fortune, but he went thither from Norwich on his

own responsibility, provided with a single letter of

recommendation from his amiable friend, William

Hooker. To remain there, especially during the

critical period of the arrangement of Sir Joseph
Banks' library, was a sad task j and for a long time

the young interloper found no favour, on account of

his having introduced, in conjunction with the

reserved Scot, Brown, the bold zoologist, Gray, and

the still youthful Hooker, the natural system of the

hated Frenchman, where the more numerous disciples

of Linnaeus had thought to pass their lives in the glory

of pondering and admiring the great Swede.

Lindley possessed, moreoverj extraordinarily fine

powers of observation, very uncommon energy, a bril-

liant talent for drawing, an acute and truthful discri-

mination, and a happy, appropriate, even poetical

style of description, which, however, from want of
time, he never fully developed. This circumstance,
too, was the cause of some shortcomings in his mono-
graphs. The more thoroughly be carried out his first

examination, the more he considered himself justified

in making it the basis of future work. Hence, he freely

took up his old descriptions, and even diagnoses,

without alteration ; and if the materials were insuffi-

cient, the results must be still more doubtful ; but he
was ever ready to defend himself with a repetition of

his first views, if his statements were questioned.

Much too honest not to acknowledge with pleasure

his errors, if discovered by himself, he was not always
inclined to be just respecting the representations of

others. I remember well the cnse of Calanthe
vestita, Wall, whose Epidendrous affinities he laugh-

ingly refused to study with me from fresh specimens,
adding with that humour so characteristic of him,
"I will never look at that stupid plant again." It

is a remarkable fact that Lindley permitted himself to

be led by the gardening world, although he was
honoured as the leader. It was my wish that the

union of several genera, rendered necessary by the
connecting links of new discoveries, should be done by
himself, especially as I was perfectly satisfied that he
recognised the necessity for it as fully as I did. '*I

should have all the amateurs up in arms against me,"
he replied. " They have had bother enough to get

the existing names into their heads." lie did not
fall into the easy course of allowing those gentlemen
to retain their own nomenclature.

I am inclined to believe that Lindley did not
possess to a very high degree the gift of at once
recognising what he had seen before—a gift that

greatly facilitates the labours of the systematist.

"Let us examine it first," he used to say, when we
were looking a^ anything—and who investigated with

more pleasure ? The mere sight of his favourite,

always brightly shining, simple "Ross," was sufficient

to raise his spirits. Happy as a child, and oblivious

of all cares, he would prepare and draw the most
delicate flowers with the greatest joy—and he was
always endeavouring to invest his representations with

a certain grace. When finished, he would exclaim

with pride, " There !
" And it was with real satisfac-

tion doubtless that he used to say, "Ah ! I am a
dandy in my herbarium."

Overwhelmed with duties, he very seldom was
able to linger leisurely over his investigations. His
scientific labours were carried on at intervals, when
he was relieved from the pressure of the most uncon-
congenial official duties.

Thus, Lindley spent forty of the best years of his

life in uninterrupted devotion to our favourites, pro-

bably unsurpassed in perseverance by any monographer,
and certainly equalled by few. During this time he,

like so many other botanists, might have written

scores of volumes, which is certainly a great recom-
mendation in the eyes of those who estimate a scien-

tific man's efficiency by the number and size of the

books he may write ; but this was an honour he wil-

lingly renounced. [Surely Lindley was a voluminous
writer. Eds.] Before all, it should not be forgot-

ten that Lindley never occupied such a position in

life as would justify any one in demanding scientific

work from him. He never belonged to the favoured

fe'*', and nobody in wealthy England did aught for

him in this respect, although the proud Briton wil-

lingly lulls himself into the belief that his country is

also an Eldorado for scientific men. [We very much
doubt whether scientific men have that high opinion

of their country. Eds.1 All that Lindley accom-
plished was the free gift of a man who, to the last,

was engaged in the most severe exertions his vital

powers would endure.

That Lindley passed away without realising his

greatest wish—that of finishing a second complete
elaboration of all Orchids—is the fault of circumstances

which he had no power to alter, but which others

might easily have controlled for him.

Traces of the mental exhaustion which saddened
Lindley's last years are to be found in some of his last

works. It was exceedingly painful to me when I

went to him, the excellent man whom I had known
ever since 1S49, and found that he did not remember
one of his favourites—he who shortly before was one
of the most active workers ; and he felt the full

weight of the affliction, upon which he expressed him-
self with such touching eloquence to Bateman and my-
self. I still see him in the verandah at Turnham Green,
as he appeared one October evening, when he called

after me, bidding me not to forget to pay him a visit

as often as I came to England. Except his house-

hold and physician, I was the last who saw him. I

was also present at his interment, when Bentham,

J. D, Hooker, T. Thomson, and many others, paid

him the last tribute of respect on November 5.

We cannot tell how long science, how long botany
will be pursued ; but we may affirm that, so long as a

knowledge of pants is considered necessary, so long

will Lindley's name be remembered with gratitude.
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PLANTS THAT EAT ANIMALS.
The Bladderwort (Otricularia) is a common plant,

growing in shallow ponds and swamps ; Dr. Gray, in his

Manual of the Northern United States, describes twelve

species found within this range, and almost every muddy
pond contains one or more of ihem. Some grow wholly

or nearly out of water ; but the species which Tarn about

to describe are immersed, with finely dissected leaves

on long stems floating in the water. Scattered among
the leaves, or along the stems which are destitute of

leaves, are numerous little bladders, the use of which

But as the bladders always seemed to be open, the

significance of the fact of the imprisoned animal was
not very apparent. We thought it could hardly be

for the purpose of feeding the plant, but a kind of

wanton cruelty. Still, my curiosity was aroused. I

soon found larger animals in the bladders—dead larvcc

of some aquatic insect—large enough to be seen dis-

tinctly with the naked eye. But I was not amused lo

earnest work uptil I watched the movements of an

imprisoned living larva, and saw its struggles and fin.il

dealii. This was in October, 1874. I now visited

llie ponds and procured abundant material.

The plant that I experimented mostly with was the

one known to botanists as Utricularia clandestina. I

i'll!;-"'S

"n^^. J.'

Fig. 56.—PLATYCERIUM WILLINCKII.

n, Stellate hairs and spores from back of leaf ; c, Stellate liair from surface of leaf.

we had supposed was to flo.it the pknt at the time of

flowering. The flowering stems of most of the species

are smooth and free from leaves or bladders, and shoot

up straight from the water to a height of from 3 to 12

inches, bearing at the top from one to ten curiously-

fashioned flowers of a yellow or purple colour. It has
always been taken for granted that these little bladders
were made to float the plant, although I had noticed

that the stems most heavily laden with bladders sank
the lowest in the water.

About a year ago (in December, 1S73) ^ young man
now at Cornell University and myself, on placing
some of the bladders under the microscope, noticed
animalcules—dead Entomostraca, &c., apparently im-
prisoned therein. Bat our attention was not sufficiently

aroused to follow up the subject very closely ; we
laughingly called it "our new carnivorous plant."

soon became so deeply interested that I scarcely took

note of time, and the small hours of the morning fre-

quently found ine absorbed in the work.

My observations were now more specially directed

to the structure of the little bladder, which is quite

complicated and very beautiful. It seems to be com-

posed of irregular cells, and evenly distributed over

the inner surface are clusters of star.like points, always

four in number, arranged very regularly. The office

of these stellate points I am as yet unable to deter,

mine. I have thought they might be to prevent the

living animal from making too much exertion.

My next work was to see what prevented the escape

of the animal from the bladder, and to this end I

directed all my attention for several days. The animal

that I found most commonly entrapped was a snake-

like larva, about the length of the mosquito larva, but

more slender and of lighter colour. Under the micro-

scope it appears quite formidable, with fierce-

looking jaws, and a pair of telescopic horns which

it thrusts in and out at pleasure. Near the head

are two beautiful brush-like telescopic feet, and

at the other extremity are two more feet, which

the animal thrusts out as a sort of propeller while

swimming. I worked with this larva for several days,

determined, if possible, to see him walk into the trap.

I repeatedly totjk individuals from the water and

placed them in the live-box with a spray of plant con-

tainiiig bladders ; but it was of no u^e, the obstinate

things would not accommod.ate me. The light or un-

natural position, or both combined, made them fairly

frantic, and they dashed about, paying no attention to

the bladders. But I entrapped them another way. I

put growing stems of the plant in a small dish of

water with several larvic, and set it aside. In a few

hours thereafter I would find the living larvtc im-

prisoned. This served for another purpose, but not

for the object I was aiming at. Forced to give up

this plan of seeing the larvK enter the bladder, I now
directed my attention to the smaller ones—animalcules
proper. I placed the bladders in water inhabited by

numerous tiny creatures, and soon had the satisfaction

of seeing the modus operandi by which the victim was

caught.

The entrance into the bladder has the appearance

of a tunnel-net, always open at the large end, but

closed at the other extremity. The little animals

seemed to be attracted into this inviliiig retreat.

They would sometimes dally about the open entrance

for a short time, but would sooner or later venture in,

and easily open or push apart the closed entrance

at the other extremity. As soon as the animal was
fairly in, the forced entrance closed, making it a secure

prisoner.

I was very much amused in watching a water.bear

(Tatdigrada) entrapped. It went slowly walking

around the bladder, as if reconnoilering—very much
like its larger namesake ; finally it ventured in at the

entrance, and easily opened the inner door and walked

in. The bladder was transparent and quite empty, so

that I could see the movements of the little atumal

very distinctly, and it seemed to look around as if sur-

prised to find itself in so elegant a chamber ; but it

was soon quiet, and on the morning following it was

entirely motionless, with its little feet and claws stand-

ing out as if stiff and rigid. The wicked plant had

killed it very much quicker than it kills the snake-like

larva.

Entomostraca, too, were often captured—Daphnia,

Cyclops, and Cypris. These little animals are just

visible to the naked eye, but under the microscope

are beautiful and interesting objects. The lively

little Cypris is encased in a bivalve shell, which it

opens at pleasure, and thrusts out its feet and two
jiairs of antenrce, with tufts of feather-like filaments.

This little animal was quite wary, but, nevertheless,

was often caught. Coming to the entrance of a bladder

it would sometimes pause a moment and then dash

away ; at other times it would come close up, and even

venture part of the way into the entrance and back out as

if afraid. Another, more heedless, would open thedoor

and walk in ; but it was no sooner in than it manifested

alarm, drew in its feet and antenna: and closed its

shell. But after its death the shell unclosed again,

displaying its feet and antennse. I never saw even the

smallest aniiualcule escape after it was once fairly

inside the bladder.

So these points were settled to my satisfaction

—

that the animals were entrapped, and killed, and

slowly macerated. But how was I to know that

these animals were made subservient to the plant?

If I could only prove that the contents of the bladders

were carried directly into the circulation, my point

was gained. This now was my sole work for several

days, to examine closely the contents of the bladders.

I found the fluid contents to vary considerably, from

a dark muddy to a very light transparent colour.

Hundreds of these bladders, one after another, were

put to the test under the microscope, and I found that

to a greater or less extent I could tr.ace the same
colour that I found in the bladder into the stem on
which the bladder grew, though the observation was

not so clear and satisfactory as I could wish. After

more critical examination I arrived at the conclusion

that the cells themselves, and not their contents,

change to a red colour ; the stems also take on this

colour, so as to make it appear as if a red fluid was

carried from the bladders into the main stem, which

is not specifically the fact so far as the observations

yet made determine, though the main point, that the

contents of the bladders are carried into the circula-

tion, does not seem open to question.

The next step was to see how many of the bladders

contained animals, and I found almost every one that

was well developed contained one or more or their

remains, in various stages of digestion. The snake

like larva above mentioned was the largest and most

constant animal found. On some of the stems that I

examined fully nine out of every ten of the bladders

contained this larva or its remains. When first

caught it was tierce, thrusting out its horns and feet
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and drawing them back, but otherwise it seemed

partly paralysed, moving its body but very little

;

even small larva; of this species, that had plenty of

room to swim about, were soon very quiet, although

they showed signs of life from tv^enty-four to thirty-

six hours after they were imprisoned. In about

twelve hours, as nearly as I could make out, they lost

the power of drawing their feet back, and could only

move the brush-like appendages. There was some
variation with different bladders as to the time when
maceration or digestion began to take place, but

usually, on a growing spray, in less than two days

after a large larva was captured the fluid contents of

the bladders began to assume a cloudy or muddy
appearance, and often became so dense that the out-

line of the animal was lost to view.

Nothing yet in the history of carnivorous plants

comes so near to the animal as this. I was forced to

the conclusion that these httle bladders are in truth

like so many stomachs, digesting and assimilating

animal food.

What it is that attracts this particular larva into

the bladders is left for further investigation. But

here is the fact, that animals are found there, and

in large numbers, and who can deny that the plant

feeds directly upon them ? The why and whereiore

is no more inexplicable than many another fact in

Nature. And it only goes to show that the two great

kingdoms of Nature are more intimately blended than

we had heretofore supposed, and, with Dr. Hooker,

we may be compelled to say, "our brother organisms

—plants."

About December I, after I had made most of my
observations, I wrote to Dr. Asa Gray and to Mr.

Darwin, both on the same day, telling them of my
discovery. Dr. Gray then informed me that Mr.

Darwin had been engaged in the same work on Utri-

cularia, and also sent me a note from him, beaiing

date August 5. From this note it would appear that

at that date he had not worked the matter up as far

as I had—at least had not found so many imprisoned

animals—but, with his superior facilities, he may have

far outstripped me. Since writing the foregoing I

have frequently trapped the snake-like larvce and seen

them enter the bladders. They seem to be wholly

vegetable feeders, and specially to have a liking for the

long hairs at the entrance of the bladders. When a

larva is feeding near the entrance it is pretty certain

to run its head into the net, whence there is no re-

treat. A large larva is sometimes three or four hours

in being swallowed, the process bringing to mind

what I have witnessed when a small snake makes a

large frog its victim. Mary Treat, Vineland, N.J.,
in " Neisi York Tribune."

YOUNG GARDENERS' NOTE-
BOOKS.

The remarks of various writers in the Gardener^

Chronicle of late, upon the desirableness of young

gardeners making lists of the names of plants, have

induced me to forward you the following observa-

tions on the subject.

At this period of the year, young gardeners com-

mence to write out lists of plants adapted for certain

objects. As the next step they add notes of the

probable "treatment" necessary for the successful

growth of these plants. Both these are solid steps by
which to mount the ladder of their profession.

In after years comes the wish to display the beauties

of vegetation, and to make clear their ideas thereupon.

To be able to exhibit these beauties to the general

public, as well as to the learned lover, who can by
labour find them for himself, and to develope effects,

so that both special and ordinary observers may see

their beauty, is the result to be aimed at. For young
gardeners to gain the knowledge which it is necessary

they should obtain to be able to arrive at this point, the

labour and study of many years are involved. They
must drink in deeply the general impressions produced
upon the mind by the aspects of vegetation and their

accompaniments, and by their diversities, or rather, in

relation to the present subject, the impression pro-

duced at various times of growth. The study of these

general and special impressions will give advantages

in respect to arrangement that nothing else will.

In my list-making of early days I have felt the want

of system in studying this third step, and have sus-

tained much loss from its not being added to tiie two
former. This want emboldens me to forward the

enclosed sample of a table of observations, the utility

of which, in assisting young gardeners in taking their

notes upon vegetation, and as affording them assist-

ance in working out their ideas into results in further

years, will at once be apparent.

Should this table be fortunate enough to gain the

approval of students they might readily form a cheap

book for taking observations in accordance there-

with. In filling in the columns every note should be

made in presence of the subject annotated. It might

be an inducement to young men to make such obser-

vations if you would promise to publish any collection

of notes possessing sufficient merit. [We should most
willingly help in this matter so far as the demands on
our space will allow. Eds.]

In conclusion, I venture to assert that the gain of
real pleasure in the case of all students who have thus

impressed upon their feelings a clear conception of the

beauties of vegetation will be far greater than those
who are non-students can possibly be aware of. Joseph
Forsyth Johnson, Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfast.

[We agree in principle with our correspondent, who
seems to have landscape-effects solely in view, but
botanical accuracy should also be studied. Eds.]

DOWN HOUSE, BLANDFORD,
DORSET.

On visiting Down House, the seat of Sir W. H. J,

Marriott, Bart., a few days ago, I was most agreeably

surprised to find the following Orchids, which I think

are worthy of mention. In one of the Cattleya-

houses, and. facing the door upon entering, stood two
splendid specimen Cymbidiums, one ebumeum and
the other eburneum Dayi—the former with eight fine

flowers expanded, the latter with eleven flower-spikes,

and differing from the former by being spotted on the

labellum. Suspended from the roof, and growing

in a basket, was a magnificent specimen of Den-
drobium thyrsiflorum, with fourteen flower-spikes

(very fine), each measuring a foot long ; from three of

the single growths come two spikes each. This Den-
drobium, when seen as here, is one of the most beau-

tiful of any of this type, and should be grown in the

most limited collection. Grouped with the Cym-
bidium were two Odontoglossum Insleayi, one a very
fine variety with six flowers on one spilce. Odonto-
glossum hystrix had thirty-one flowers on one spike,

very fine. There were some good Odontoglossum
Alexandrae, with irom eight to twelve flowers ; two
O. pulchellum majus, with a dozen spikes each.

The rarely seen {I believe) Odontoglossum platyodon
from New Grenada had only four flowers, nearly as

large as those of O. Alexandra?, but of a bright yellow.

Dendrobiura lituiflorum, a good variety, D. eburneum,
D. infundibulum, U. luteolum, D. fimbriatumoculatum,

were all good and well flowered; likewise Cypripedium
niveum, villosurn, venustum, and Roezlii ; Oncidium

ILLUSTRATIVE TABLE OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF VEGETATION.
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Krameri and Papilio, the latter with several

spikes ; Oncidium luculosum, Calanthe Turnerii,

some having had forty flowers on a spike j

Coraparcttia faicata, and Miltonia cuneata ; these

altogether forming a charming sight at this cohl sea-

son. In the same house, showing flower, were Vanda
co-Mulescens, two spikes, Epitlendrum Imperator and
and ibnguense, Oncidium flexuosum, and several

good Cattleyas and Lcelias, too numerous to detail

;

while noticeable, and growing most luxuriantly, were
Dendrobium Falconeri (this plant had filly flowers

last year), Wardianum and Bensona^ making grand

growth ; also some of the finest pans of Anx-tochilus

I ever saw, viz., Petola, Lowii, Dayii, xanthupliyllu?,

Ordianus and intermedins. These are beautiful ob-

jects when seen as here, but alas ! how seldom do
we meet with them; they are in pans i^J. to 2 feet

diameter, and are grand examples of good culture.

Mr. Hiil had taken the tops off some of them and
stuck them in the moss on the surface of his Sacco-

labium and Vanda pots, and in these positions they

were growing marvellously.

Passing into the cool Orchid-house, there was
standing just inside the door a giand lot of Disa grandi-

flora in pans 2 feet through, with from fifty to sixty
" strong shoots each ; ncxl stood some nice plants of

Masdevallia, in variety ; several good Odontoglossums
—Alexandras, showing good spikes, also fine plants of

triumphans, maculatum, Warneri, Rossii, Andersoni-

anum, nebulosum and hystrix ; Oncidium macran-
thum, the spike over 7 feet long ; O. cucuUatum, fine

;

with several good Lycastes, and Epidendrums. Orhcis

foliosa and Ophrys tenthredinifera were in flower,

the latter a most peculiar plant. In the plant-stove,

mixed with a nice clean collection of foliage plants,

including the best of the new Dracaenas, Crotons, and
Palms, &c., were some good Gesneras, as exoniensis

and refulgens, mixed with Begonias odorata, nitida,

subpeltata, semperflorens, fuchsioides, Ingramii, which
had a charming and most lively effect at this dull

season of the year; the whole reflecting great credit

on the liberality of the owner and the skill and ability

of the clever gardener, Mr, Hill. A, Oiitram^ Vic-

toria NurseriiSy Holloway,

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
It may not be without interest to some of our

readers to bring imder their notice a *' special list of

new and rare seeds " which has been forwarded to us,

particularly as the stock is said to be so small "that
only a limited quantity can be supplied." What a

misfortune for horticulture this is may be inferred from

a few extracts. The first is "a new and matchless

Yellow King Potato," of which we say no more than

that it has, according to the circular, been exhibited

at so large a number of exhibitions as to have obtained

upwards of one hundred prizes in six months. We
regret very much not to have seen this interesting

novelty at any exhibition and to have received no
report from our lynx-eyed reporters, who must, in this

instance, have grossly failed in their duties to us and
our readers. Again we find our contemporaries, the

TifHi's 2.nK^\\it Gardemrs' Mai^a-Jiu; as well as many
others, have given testimonials in its favour, a selection

from which, made on account of their "conciseness

and independence," is printed in the circular. We
regret, however, that we have not been able to find

in the Times or the Gankners Magazine of the dates

quoted any such comment. This may be from an over-

sight on our parts or from a printer's error of dates.

This Yellow King ought to be known by the name of

Golden King, for we find the price is 5.?. per set, or

IOJ-. 6i/. for three, the proprietors not guaranteeing to

send out whole tubers. Sealed packets of seed care-

fully saved from the same variety are advertised at 5^-

thepackct. We have not space to do more than allude

to the "Hetpympka" Parsley, or the "Encruma," or
*' Ashantee Asparagus, introduced to Spain from
Ashantee by the celebrated traveller and collector,

Senor Don Santiago de.Roxas, in iS7i,"and of whom,
we are ashamed to confess, we never before heard.

Nor were we previously aware that Wheat grew near

Coomassie ; but as " Ashantee Wheat " is announced
at 5j. a packet in the circular, of course we must be

mistaken. "A single head" will, we are told, pro-

duce " three or four pints of grain." We should have
supposed this to have been Millet, not Wheat ; but

perhaps we are in error, for Millet seeds are to be had
for feeding little birds at considerably less than 5^. a

packet.

As it would be an act of injustice to omit to mention
the name of the firm which advertises (by circular)

these novelties, we may state that the name on the

circular is that of Messrs. Dunbar iS: Co., of

91, London Wall, Moorgate Street, E.G. We regret

that our own endeavours to secure—by a personal

interview with Messrs. Dunbar or their agents—seeds

of some of these rarities have failed, owing to the

unfortunate absence of the principals or their agents

from their place of business on the second floor, and
which, moreover, bears but feeble traces of the enor-

mous business which of course the introducers of such
rarities must be doing.

DENDROBIUM AMCENUM.
This very pleasing Dendrobe (fig. 57) was awarded

a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural

Society's Floral Committee on the 4th of June last, and

also a Botanical Certificate of Merit by the Royal

Botanic Society on the loth of June. The plant was

exhibited on both occasions by Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea,

to whom it had been sent by Major E. S. Berkeley ;

and we learn from Mr. Bull that it was collected at

an elevation of 5000 feet, at a point where frost fre-

([uently occurs. It is, no doubt, a very desirable

introduction, not only on account of its distinct

character, but also from the delightful fragrance of its

flowers.

The plant as exhibited, and which we presume was
blooming from the imported stems, was of slender

growth, the stems being about two feet high. The
flowers (fig. 5S) prove to be rather small, [but as a com-
pensation they are numerous ; they have a white ground
colour, and the sepals and petals are distinctly tipped

with rosy purple, while the Hp is coloured like the

other parts of the flower. These blossoms are most
deliciously sweet-scented, the fragrance resembling

that of Violets— a quality which alone would be

sufllcient to recommend it to cultivators. 7*. M.

ON ARBOURS OR BOWERS.
Arbours are a necessity abroad, but even in this

country many love such open-air retreats. At Inter*

taken, last autumn, I saw a very nice natural one,

formed by a Plane (P. occidcntalis) ; the trunk formed

the centre and sole support, and on three sides the

branches were trained down to the ground and
formed a complete shelter from the sun : four or five

persons could sit under it. On the same self-support-

ing plan, at Spa, I was startled by a huge crimson

umbrella of Virginian Creeper. It occurred to me
if there had been, in the case of the Vine, two or three

plants set originally for the centre support, twined so

so as to form one stem, a greater height of bower
might have been attained and strength to bear the

weight of the summer growth. As it was, two people

could sit in comfort. One cannot expect deciduous
alleys, arches, or arbours, to be strictly Symmetrical,
or on the perpendicular, at the end of autumn.
The young wood requires arranging and curtailing,

but, I bethought me, how superior such shelters

were to the sentry-boxes of trellised woodwork
one meets with, over which the creepers never
do grow as expected, and which are so often
either fresh painted and nailed out of the carpenter's
hands, or in a stale of dishevelled disrepair. With
a real tree each season only strengthens and beautifies

the arbour. A Laburnum would form in our country
a beautiful golden umbrella, or arbour, as likewise
would a Mountain Ash. Both are free flowerers
and certain fruiters, easy to train and wattle, and
around each bower there would be sure to spring a
perfect sod of seedlings, pleasant to watch, and use-

ful for wattling when the wall gets thin as the tree

grows older. Those who love bowers sit under
them, I presume, and had better do so early and
late, when the rowans begin to colour, and so keep
in check the voracious thrushes. Possibly a tame
winged hawk might keep them off, or a well-fed
tabby with kittens trained merely to blink at and
watch the birds. For my own part I like to see the
blackbirds gorging themselves, and struggling, with
wings out-stretched to keep their balance on a
weakly shoot, which they do not intend to leave
until every berry is devoured.

Weeping trees of course are all ready and natural

for sun shelters, and have always been used. Planted
and grown for bowery purposes their position as to

sun and wind should be particularly considered. Ash
and Elm are the best I have ever seen ; Thorns,
Birch, Willow—good weepers all—would be, I fancy,

too small-leaved, and Beech too close in growth.
The dark impervious evergreen bower, of Yew for

instance, I cannot like. There is always a stuffy,

dusty, unventilated air in it, and one pants for the

open. Possible eavesdroppers outside prevent free-

dom of conversation ; and inside are certainly spiders

—

old, grey, dusty ones, that have woven their first and
now know they they are in their last web, in that

very bower—desperate spiders, made up of eyes and
nipping jaws. In the fresh deciduous arbour, on the

contrary, however closely grow the branches, you
can see as well as be seen—can hear all the gentle

summer sounds and feel " the air nimbly and sweetly
"

passing through the leaves {Macbdh, act i., s, 6).

There the spiders are young and active "spinners

in the sun." Heavy-bodied "white cross" Arachne
(a beautiful insect) makes her web as you sit ; and
another garden spider, of small body and preter-

naturally long legs, will harmlessly stalk over you.

True, caterpillars dropping down by their swinging

threads, on cocoon "thoughts intent," may alight on
your neck, an unwelcome Eve {Paradise Lost^ book v. ),

but sitters in bowers must lay their account for such

trivial annoyances as insects. Always busy when in

the garden, I have never had time to "take mine

ease in mine" arbour {Henry IJ\, part i., act iii.,

s. 3) ; but nothing would tempt me into fog-houses or

rustic Heather erections,* with benches of decaying

frequently required.

ay be
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Pine logs, out of which protrude rusty old nails ; or,

if of sound Fir, then resinous oozings greet you.

Wooden houses, like enlarged bathing-machines, are

likewise odious, scribbled and whittled over in all

directions. When such are the garden sun-shelters,

I think one is better ollf indoors at once, with wide-

open windows, in a comfortable chair. To sum up

these desultory remarks, the best bowers surely are

—

I. A noble tree, not far from the house, in the

style of the grand Beech at Newbattle Abbey. 2. A
Weeping Ash or Elm. 3. The umbrella, or trained

and wattled arbour of a growing tree. 4. The clipped

evergreen bower. (For invalids who must have such

close shelter, and no. circulation of air, a conservatory

or cool plant-house would surely be more pleasant.

)

5. The purely artificial house of moss, wood, or

plaster.

6. " ' A Temple to Friendship,'

Cries Laura, enchanted,
' I'll build in this garden—
The thought is divine.'

The temple was built
;

And it now only wanted
An image of Friendship

To place on the shrine."

(
A ythor imhtown

.

)

F. 7. Hope, IVardie Lodge, Edinburgh, Dec, 1874.

P.S.—I have had the large "white cross" spider

settled in the baskets of mixed plants in the rooms.

If the web was destroyed when we left the room at

night, by the morning he had a new one completed

in another plant all ready.

*' In eager watch he sits,

O'erlooking all his waving snares around.

The prey at last ensnared, he dreadful darts

With rapid glide along the leaning line."

Thomson's " Seasons"—Summer.

For an invalid this spider is a most interesting

object, and I have never found it to leave the plants,

so there need be no fear of its intruding where not

desired. Scotch people are careful not to kill spiders,

from belief in the Bruce's traditional insect, it is

said.

PLANT GOSSIP.

SciLLA PERUVIAN.A. is flowering" in the Cape-

house at Kew. It is a rare plant in this country, and

perhaps few know that what is usually grown under

the specific title is the variety Ughi. S. peruviana

may be obtained from the Continent as S. ciliaris. It

has long, narrow, dull green leaves, with a densely

ciliated margin, thus differing conspicuously from the

well-known variety. Little, it any, difference can be

found in the inflorescence. Both are very ornamental,

and distinct in appearance for conservatory decora-

tion, varying in colour from deep blue to paler shades

with a yellowish cast. The raceme is conical, about

7 or 8 inches in diameter, and the flowers dense. It is

a native of Spain, and should not be called the Peru-

vian Hyacinth.

In the American Naturalist for February

Mr. Edward Palmer mentions a mode in which

Martynia proboscidea is employed in Arizona,

where it is very common. Its large seed-pods, after

being deprived of their outer covering, are used by all

the Indian tribes of Arizona in ornamenting their

willow baskets. The method resorted to is first to

soften the pods by means of water ; they are then

straightened, split into the requisite strips, and worked

into the baskets, forming the black ornamentation

seen in those made by all the tribes of Arizona. The
same writer, in referring to the Resurrection Fern
of Florida (Polypodium incanum), says that he col-

lected some apparently dead examples, and sent them

to the Cambridge Botanic Garden in April last. On
his return there in September the plants, which had

moist moss placed round their roots, were secured to

blocks of wood and hung up in the greenhouse. The
leaves unfolded and assumed a bright green colour,

and the plants now appear to be in a healthy con-

dition.

The discovery of the Venus' Fly-trap ap-

pears, from a note in the Hortus Collinsonianus, to

have been made about 1759 by Arthur Dobbs,

Governor of North Carolina. His description of it is

as follows :—"The great wonder of the vegetable king-

dom is a very curious unknown species of Sensitive.

It is a dwarf plant. The leaves are like a narrow

segment of a sphere, consisting of two parts, like the

cap of a spring purse, the concave part outwards,

each of which falls back with, indented edges (like an

iron spring fox-trap) ; upon anything touching the

leaves, or falling between them, they instantly close

like a spring trap, and confine any insect or anything

that falls between them. It bears a white flower. To
this surprising plant I have givtn the name of Fly-trap

Sensitive." This seems to be the earliest notice of

the plant, and antedates the letters of Ellis upon the

subject.

The chaste, snowy Primula nivea, gener-

ally grown as nivalis, is a most attractive form to

cultivaie in pots at this season of the year. It flowers

too early in the season, and the blossoms are of too

delicate and fragile a character, to have full justice

done it in the open air, except in a very favourable

and sheltered position. It is well adapted for growing

in pots in a cold house, for it does not require warmth
but simply protection from the wintry elements. It

deserves generous treatment, and where grown in

good soil, such as a good yellow loam, with which

plenty of leaf soil is mingled, it throws up its large

trusses of pure white blossoms on stems as liigh again

as the leaves, and so shows them off to the best advan-

tage. Its simple beauty is one of its greatest recom-

mendations.

According to an American correspondent of

the Floral Magazine, the Iris iberica, as grown and

flowered in the States, differs considerably from the

coloured plates that he has access to, and he affirms

that no coloured representation has yet done it justice.

"The flowers," Mr. Chitty writes, "come much
larger, and the colour richer and more distinct. It

appears to be perfectly hardy in our climate. In the

spring of 1S73 we planted a large bed in the open

ground, putting in very small pieces. During the

season they grew very rapidly, many of them making

towards fall plants a foot in diameter, some of which

produced in the (oUowing Mayas many as from fifteen

to twenty flowers each. Some of the flowers, after

the drooping petals were raised to the horizontal,

measured 54 inches in diameter. We have now a

large bed of this plant in the open air, and as the

mercury this winter has been more times below zero

than we have ever known before, its hardiness will be

thoroughly tested."

The display of Cyclamens, usually so attrac-

tive a spectacle at this time of the year at Mr. H.
Little's, Cambridge Park, Twickenham, is again

well worthy a visit, as the houses present as much of

beauty and interest as on any previous occasion.

Certainly no private grower can excel Mr. Little in

the extent ol his collection, excellence of cultivation,

or variety of colouring, the latter point being most

marked. A long span-roof house, with broad stage

on either side, contains nothing but Cyclamens of

various ages and sizes, but all in full and beautiful

bloom, probably just now at their best. There are be-

sides a large number of seedlings blooming, although,

so far, nothing has been produced so striking as were

the deep-coloured seedlings of last year—Rojal
Purple and King of Purples—both of which, now in

flower, stand out in striking contrast to the many
lighter hued flowers by which they are surrounded.

In all the newer flowers there is a marked tendency

towards size of bloom, breadth and substance of petal,

and intensity of colouring. There is a large bulb of

eleven years' growth with a large healthy head, but

the blooms, no doubt good in their day, point out

forcibly the immense progress that has been made in

the improvement of the Cyclamen since that plant

was a seedling. Mr. Little is an enthusiastic as

well as an intelligent hybridist, and is producing

the most satisfactory results.

Jforeign Cflmspnkiite.

The Island of Ka\vau, Auckland, New Zea-

land (theproperty of Sir Geo. Grey, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

late Governor of New Zealand).—The island contains

about 7000 acres, two-thirds of which is under bush,

and the rest is cleared and under grass, and carries a

large number of sheep. Sir George has the whole of

it in his own hands, and employs about twenty men,

who live in different parts of the island ; their wives

and families make up a population of about seventy

souls.

The garden in which this house stands would
delight the heart of a botanist ; it is full of trees and

plants from all parts of the world. Plants from all

climates seem to thrive in this delightful place.

Oranges and Lemons are now hanging on the trees as

thickly as at Mentone. Loquats are fully ripe, and

are in perfection. We had a large dish of Straw-

berries yesterday ; and green Peas, Asparagus, and

young Potatos are in abundance. Peaches, Necta-

rines, Apricots, Figs, Plums, Pears, and Cherries,

will all be ripe in a couple of months. The trees, all

of which grow like standard Apple trees in England,

are now covered with little green fruit. Bananas,

too, thrive in the open air, and though the leaves are

somewhat split by the winter winds, yet the fruit is

beginning to show.

Palms of many kinds are planted about, and a

large hill covered with Pines rises out of the garden.

Bulbs from the South of Europe, Primroses, Fox-

gloves, and Violets from England, all grow under the

shadow of Pines from California, of Olives from

Spain, and of Bamboos from India. The hedge in

front of my window is composed of Honeysuckles,

Passion-flowers, and bushes of Pelargonium and

Heliotrope 6 feet high, all now in full blossom.

Sir George must have spent a fortune in bringing

plants and animals, birds and insects, from all parts

of the world. He tells me that he had a quantity of

earthworms and English snails sent, and they are now
flourishing. The latter I can vouch for—on the

Strawberries.

The English pheasant is very plentifirl all over the

island, and peacocks in some places. The Califor-

nian quail is literally in myriads ; they are calling

throughout the place, this being their breeding season.

There can be no difficulty in killing fifty or sixty

brace in a day to one gun, in the proper season.

Fallow deer are numerous, but keep to the bush.

There are some red deer and sambur, but not so

many as the fallow. There are quantities of wild

cattle in the bush, and they are shot whenever they

are seen ; but they increase rapidly, and have become
a great nuisance, eating so much grass.

Pigs infest the bush, and are a greater nuisance

than the cattle. This year alone they have de-

stroyed .,^200 worth of lambs. Sir George turned

out some American peccaries, but they have not been
seen since.

There are hundreds of kangaroos of different kinds,

and these have to be killed in numbers on account of

the quantity of grass they eat. The most common is

the tree kangaroo of New Guinea, dozens of which
can be seen in the woods close by the garden.

Opossums are becoming a great nuisance ; they only

come out in the night, and make sad havoc in the

garden, eating the young shoots of the fruit trees. A
man sits up on moonlight nights to shoot them.

In the ponds about are carp and perch, but the

extent of fresh water is but small, and all artificial,

for the island is everywhere very undulating, and if

you are not walking down a hill, you are very certain

to be walking up one. From a Correspondent.

Forestry.

Planting of forest trees, like the sowing of grain

crops, is too important a work either to be vaguely

described, or to admit of anything hazy or obscure

hanging over it that can possibly be removed. If the

agriculturist commits an error one year in sowing, he

can next year, or at least in a rotation, find oppor-

tunity for correcting it ; but if certain kinds of errors

or mistakes are made in planting, they are put at

once and for ever beyond the planter's power of

correcting. Certain kinds of errors may be mitigated

and others considerably modified, but all such are

exceptionally slight if they do not carry with them

injurious results to the end of the history of the

plantation. Having myself committed many mistakes

in planting, I can at least caution others against fall-

ing into similar errors. The distance apart at which

forest trees should be planted, is a subject which very

legitimately admits of various opinions being formed

and expressed. In reference to Scots Fir, Larch,

and Spruce, alone or mixed, I have planted them
at all distances from 2 to 6 feet, both inclusive, and

the results at all distances have been equally satis-

factory or equally disappointing—not on account of the

distances at which the trees were planted but chiefly

on account of the size or extent of the plantation and
the manner oftreatment the plants subsequently received

by way of thinning. I have superintended the plant-

ing of Soo acres in one season on sandy and gravelly

moorland, the plants put in 4 feet 9 inches apart, and

on examination four months subsequent to planting

less than 3 per cent, of deaths had occurred. Tliis plan-

tation or forest when finished will comprise probably

5000 acres, which if planted say 3! feet apart must have

required, in addition to the extra plants and labour, to

be thinned long before any benefit could be derived

from the thinnings, thereby entailing such an unwar-

rantable expense that the benefits arising from the

closer planting would not have covered it. I have

also on many occasions planted heavy clay soils and

strong loams, when 20 to 30 per cent, of deaths

occurred, and in addition to the natural deaths as

many more plants were destroyed by game and being

overgrown with rank herbage. In these cases the

plants were put from 2 to 3 feet apart, according to the

size of plantation. In planting small groups—say i

acre or less—where the chief object is shelter and early

effect in the landscape, my practice is to plant very

thick, say 2 feet apart, and thin early, sometimes the

third year, if the growth is rapid. Similar advantages

arise from having a thick crop of trees to select the

growing crop from, as from having a good braird of

Turnips to thin out. If only as many Turnips grew
from the seed as was necessary for the permanent crop,

without requiring to thin them, according to a well-

established fact in connection with agriculture, the

crop would not be nearly so good as under the usual

treatment of thick sowing and timely thinning.

However well a plantation may thrive from the

time of planting, one part of the trees will be twice

as tall and better grown In every respect than the

others, If there is, therefore, as many straight and
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well-proportioned trees as to constitute a crop of,

say, Soo per acre, after all the crooked, dwarfed, and

other inferior grown ones are cut down, the additional

number of plants, and labour both of planting and

cutting down before they are of any money value, \yill

amply compensate for the additional expense, seeing

the object of planting is thereby very perfectly

fulfilled.

Next, if not equal in importance to that of properly

putting the plant into the ground, is to give it due

and proper facilities for growth and development

;

and as no inconsiderable portion of the moorland put

under plantations in Great Britain (specially in Scot-

land) is either too cold and wet, or too close and

hard lor forest trees to grow well in, it is necessary to

render dry that which is wet, and break up and

render free, loose, and open that which is too reten-

tive. Trenching is, of all known means, probably

the most effective for accomplishing the latter object,

while draining in one of the many well-known ways

is effective enough in accomplishing the former.

Trenching, however efficient in breaking up and

pulverising the soil, is too expensive for general plant-

ing operations ; hence it is seldom done except upon a

limited scale. Pitting the ground is a common and

cheaper means of preparing it for the growth of trees

than trenc'aing, but the evils connected with it renders

the practice so far objectionable that it is with many
planters entirely abandoned. Fits formed in either

hard or clayey soils become only receptacles for water

to stagnate in, to the destruction of the plants. As a

rule, plants do not succeed so well in pits as they

do in unprepared soils. Without, however, explain-

ing the causes which lead to the failures in pitting, I

shall "state the preferable system which I practise,

and have adopted for many years with very great

success above all others:

One or more men go over the ground to be planted,

and with a sharp spade pare off' a thin turf from the

exact spot in the centre of which the tree is to be

planted. The parers are succeeded by others with

the planter's foot-picks, who at each place where the

turf has been removed insert their instrument once,

twice, or thrice, thereby stirring and loosening the

soil all around where the plant is to be put in. The
foot-pick used differs from the drainer's and trencher's

tool of the same name in being broader on the back

or part that forms the fulcrum, and also in being

sharper and lighter, the handle being wood. This

operation in elTect trenches the ground in a most

effective manner at a cost of about 5^. per 1000 plants,

while pitting would cost about 25^-. for doing similar

work much less efficiently. If the plants are small

they are notched in in the usual way, and the ground

receives a good firm tramp with the foot, it having

been rendered very loose and open by the process of

boring. One great advantage of the use of the

borer, as it is locally termed, is that the process

may be carried on at any season and at any stage of

the plant's growth. I have greatly improved certain

unhealthy plantations several years planted by boring

the trees round at some distance from the base of the

stem. C. Y. Mtchie, Culleti.

Apiary.

Work to be attended to in March.—Every

skilful beekeeper, who has an eye to a profitable in-

vestment, will learn the grand secret, "keep your

stocks strong." Early in this month examine each hive

carefully, for we can only expect those hives which

contain a strong and healthy stock to be profitable.

Look well to the entrance of the hive ; if the bees

are observed to void a yellowish excrement you have

cause to suspect dysentry. This disease is brought on

either from dampness or improper and sour food. I

have always found the best remedy is cleanliness, and

feeding with good new honey.

Also it is well this month, if the apairyis composed
of straw skeps only, to give to each stock a clean

floor-board ; if this is impossible, the sooner the old

boards are cleansed the better. In bar-frame hives

gently lift up the upper part, on a fine, warm day,

and brush all the dead bees and other dirt from the

bottom-board. Bees attend closely to all sanitary

matters in the working season, their dead are speedily

carried forth ; but in the winter this cannot be done

because of their close confinement, therefore it is well

to aid them in the matter ; they will afterwards

appreciate and repay the kind forethought.

If they have not commenced soon after the month
of March has set in, to carry pollen to the hives, when
the weather is favourable, something is wrong, and the

sooner the stock is examined the better. Perhaps they

are a queenless colony, if so unite them to some other

stock ; the hive, with its valuable comb, will be re-

served for a swarm. Sometimes, as it was ten years

ago, the greater part of the month is cold and frosty,

with occasional slight snow storms, and with scarcely

a Crocus visible until the third week: if this should

be so during the present month, we cannot, of course,

expect to see any pollen carried in. It has been

found useful under such circumstances to place barley-

meal within re.ach ; the bees have used it instead of

pollen. I shall refer again to this subject.

If any stock is deficient in food, which may be

ascertained by feeling the weight of the hive, give

them a small quantity of newly-made syrup each

warm afternoon ; this will stimulate and do the colony

good ; breeding will also go on at a greater rate, but

care should be exercised not to smear any syrup or

honey on the hive or floor-board, it will entice robbers,

and most likely produce fighting. I have used most

successfully the best barley sugar; in using this, which

is not stored in the cells, it can easily be ascertained

when food is scarce.

The winter Aconite (Eranthis) and various species

of spring Crocus yield the chief supply of pollen

during this month. It is scarcely needful to remind

bee-keepers to close the entrance if snow lies on the

ground. Hundreds of bees perish from being enticed

out by the glare of the sun and snow combined. R.

Till'. Hive of Hives.—As our bee-keeping friends

are now eagerly scanning the various illustrated lists

and making inquiries about hives for the coming
season, I propose to bring a few useful novelties

from time to time before them. I make no com-
ments upon their merits, and do not recommend one

maker before another. The "Hive of Hives"
is the name given to the hive which is figured below

{fig. 59). Why Mr. Pettitt has adopted this name I

am unable to state. Perhaps he had the idea that it

was the best hive ever invented, or the most practical

ever brought before the apiarian world. Each inven.

tor thinks his own child the best, and I do not mvy
any man his thoughts.

This hive contains thirteen bar-frames, besides a

mock or dividing frame, by which the size of the hive

can be enlarged or contracted at pleasure. There are

Fig. 59.

—

pettitt's hive of hives.

very few hives which can be used by the experimental

bee-keeper either as a collateral (a system which
many readers will recollect gained numerous ad-

herents and followers, under the guidance of old

Father Nutt, but which is now seldom used), or em-

ployed and worked with super on the top, but the

hive I now bring before the notice of your readers

can be worked under either system, at the option of

the bee-master. The frames, which are on the natural

scale of l| inch from centre to centre of combs,

I think preferable to the Langstroth scale, or

I I inch. It is fitted with the patent metal rack,

which at once secures uniformity in placing the bars

in the hive. The top bar of the frames extends quite

through the back and front of the hive, projecting

about half an inch; this gives greater power and
facility in the removal of combs for examination.

Mr. Pettitt, the manufacturer, is well known in the

South of England as a successful apiarian ; his place

of business is 151, Snargate Street, Dover. Amongst
his stock, without doubt the largest and most compre-
hensive in bee-keeping requisities to be met with in

Great Britain, are all kinds of hives, from the plainest

and simple cottagers' skep to the grand mahogany
temple hive ; he also supplies stocks of either the

black or Italian breeds. Mr. Pettitt's catalogue is

well worth perusal, and his little volume on the

Humane Treatment of the Honey-bee contains much
valuable and original information, as well as advice,

on the manageinent of the apiary. R.

m% of §00hs.
Description, Culture, et Usage des Arbres,

Ardrisseaux, et des Plantes heibaeees et Fruteuenles

de plein air et dc serreSy employees dans Vornementa-

Hon des pares et jardins, &c. Par A. Alphand.

Paris, Rothschild. Folio.

This is a reprint from that truly magnificent publica-

tion entitled Les Promenades de Paris, of which we
have had occasion to speak on more than one oppor-

tunity. A work of thit chiracter, and of that s'ze and

sumptuousness, is after all so ill adapted for general

use that to the great majority of horticulturists and

landscape gardeners it is a sealed book. M. Roths-

child has, therefore, exercised a wise discretion in

issuing in a separate form the tabular lists of trees,

shruljs, and herbaceous plants used for the decoration

of the Paris squares, and for the ornamentation of

public buildings on occasions of state or festivity.

The tables contain in alphabetical order the botanical

names and native localities of the several plants, the

soil and aspect suitable for them, the purpose they are

best adapted to fill in landscape gardening, the general

character of the leaves, flowers, and fruit, together

with such brief general observations as may be

required. In this way more than 2000 species and

varieties are catalogued under their appropriate head-

ings. It is greatly to be regretted that this list was not

submitted for the revision of some competent botanist

previous to its re-issue. Its value would thereby have

been eiflianced, and sundry errors in nomenclature

avoided. It is a useful though still rather cumbrous
list of the plants which are most in use for decorative

purposes.

Les Plantes Ornementales, a feuillage panache
et colore. Redige par MM. Cogniaux et Elie

Marchal. Edile par Alexis Dalliere. Ghent.

(Ornamental Foliage Plants, &c.

)

M. Dalliere is well known to horticulturists as one of

the most enterprising of nurserymen in that city of

nurserymen—Ghent. His establishment does great

credit to his business capacities, and is by no means
the least interesting of the two hundred or more nur-

sery establishments in or about the city. It is with

no surprise, therefore, that we find him following the

example of the Van Houttes, the Verschaffelts, and

the Lindens, in publishing a series of coloured plates

representing some of the most noteworthy of the

ornamental plants cultivated by him.

The plates are chromo-lithographed by M. Strooban't,

and the botanical descriptions are drawn up with care

by MM. Cogniaux and Marchal, M. Dalliere him-

self contributing the cultural notes. The plates are

in general very characteristic, though some, t".^., that

of Tillandsia musaica, are rather over-coloured.

Devoted as they are principally to the representation

of foliage plants, they contain few botanical details.

Indeed, as many of the plants have not yet flowered,

still less fruited, their precise botanical position is in

some cases still doubtful. MM. Cogniaux and
Marchal have not overlooked this difficulty, and their

descriptive notices are so worded that no one need be

misled on these points. Considered as a series of

horticultural plates, this publication is creditable to all

those concerned in it. Two volumes have been
published, containing together si.\ty plates.

Xenia Orchidacea ; Beitrdge zur K/nnlniss der

Orchideen. Von Dr. Heinrich Gustav Reichenbacb.

Zweiler band, zehntas heft.

This part of Dr. Reichenbach's contributions to

orchidology completes the second volume of his publi-

cation bearing the above title. The first volume of

this work was completed in 1S5S, and in the preface

to that volume the author gives an account of the

materials at his disposal, and mentions the few

described species he had then had no opportunity of

examining. Among other things, he alludes to the

kindness and assistance he had experienced at the

hands of the late Dr. Lindley. The preface to the

second volume is devoted to the memory of that great

man, the founder of this Journal, who probably did

more to popularise botany in this country, and to

infuse scientific principles into practical gardening,

than any other single man. The ideas of a foreigner,

and a rival in the study of Orchids, respecting our

lamented master, may interest our readers, and there-

fore we give a nearly complete translation of Dr.

Reichenbach's preface in another place.

The Xenia, as is doubtless known to many of our

readers, is a collection of descriptions and figures of

new species, most of which have been published else-

wdiere, many in this journal. The plates, numbering

100 in each volume, illustrate one or more species,

and are beautifully drawn by Reichenbach himself.

Some are partially coloured, or patches of colour are

put on to indicate in a general way the colouring of

the flowers, and as the colours in our opinion are

often too bright, the first impression on seeing them

is not a favourable one.

The Jlarch number of the Florist contains a

good coloured figure of the flower and fruit of Pyrus

Maulei, already described in our columns ; and also

of Lady Henniker Apple, a large Codlin-shaped

Apple, highly recommended as a kitchen Apple by

Mr. Barron. The tree was raised as a seedling by

Mr. Perkins, gardener to Lord Henniker, and the

stock is in the hands of Messrs, Ewing & Co., of

X rwich.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1S75.

March.

16.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's Floral

Meeting in the Town Hall, Manager, Bruce Findlay.

i7._Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

24.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Spring Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

27 to April 3, inclusive.—Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington. Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, Roses, and other spring flowers.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

April.

4.—Special E,\hibition of the Royal Horticulttu-al Society of

Antwerp.
7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.
21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.
Z2.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec, W. Sowerby.

May.

I to 10, inclusive.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park.

Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums,

&c.
t to 2^.~-RoyaI Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.
12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. IMeeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old TrafTord.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17 and 18.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20,' Gladstone Road,
West Hill Park.

SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1S75.

Appointments for the ensuing week.
Royal Horticultural Society : Adjourned

,<;

Wednesday, Ma;

Thursday, Mar.

Saturday, Mar. t3

L Stevens' Rooms.
r Leeds Horticultural Gardens Company's

Spring Show t

~
'c of Carna
Loses, Fruit ' . -

t the City Auction Rooms of Protheroc &
I Morris.
Sale of Specimen Camellias, Orchids, Lilie:

Gladioli, &c, "Stevens' Rooms.
^^.^ „. , „: Stevens' Rooms.
Sale of Hardy and Ornamental Trees and

-Sale of Orchids,

COMPARATIVELY few among practical

horticulturists, we venture to say, have

duly considered the extent of Darwin's ser-

vices to horticulture. Succeeding generations

will, it may be, apply his principles to their daily

work quite unconsciously, but even now physio-

logists will admit that, since the days of

Thomas Andrew Knight, no physiologist

has done so much to extend the basis on which

successful culture, whether of animals or of

plants, depends.

To say, as some may do, that DarwiN
has never concerned himself directly with

horticultural pursuits, does not invalidate

our statement. When Galvani was dissect-

ing frogs, or Galileo was watching the

swaying of a candelabrum, neither the one

nor the other thought of the practical con-

sequences which would result from their

speculations. Most of the great discoveries

which have subsequently been so prolific in prac-

tical results have been made by men of science

working from the love ofscience, without thought

of aught else but the investigation of the truth.

But it is quite impossible for a conscientious

accurate worker in any one department to be

wholly without influence on other departments.

On such gronds alone we might claim for

Darwin _
the merit of having advanced

horticulture.

We have, however, much more direct reasons

for claiming him as the physiologist who

has done the most in our time to advance

the science of horticulture. The intelligent

reader needs but to read the headings of the

chapters in the Orii;in of Species or the Varia-

tions of Animals and Plants to find ample
justification of our remarks. The illustrations

there given are so numerous and so varied that

it would be quite impracticable within the

limits of an article of this character to do more
than allude to a very small proportion of

them.

Let any one who knows what was the state of

botany, in this country at least, even so recently

as fifteen or twenty years ago, compare the

feeling between botanists and horticulturists at

that time with what it is now. What sympathy
had the one for the pursuits of the other i"

The botanist looked down on the varieties,

the races, and strains raised with so much
pride by the patient skill of the florist as on

things wholly unworthy of his notice and study.

The horticulturist, on his side, knowing how
very imperfectly plants could be studied from

the mummified specimens in herbaria, which

then constituted in most cases all the material

that the botanists of this country considered

necessary for the study of plants, naturally

looked on the botanist somewhat in the light

of a laborious trifler. Both classes carried on

their investigations in a narrow spirit of isola-

tion, unconscious or unheedful of the assistance

that either might give to the other.

The investigations of Gaertner, of KoL-

reuter, of Sprengel, of Vaucher, had been

allowed to remain by British naturalists as so

many dead letters. It was a chance if a page or

two were devoted to them in text-books ; rarely,

if ever, were they mentioned in lectures, still

more rarely was their bearing on horticulture

alluded to. Darwin, by his renewal and

extension of these experiments, and specially by

his deductions from them, altered all this. He
made the dry bones live ; he invested plants

and animals with a history, a biography, a

genealogy, which at once conferred an interest

and a dignity on them. Before, they were as

the stuffed skin of a beast in the glass case of a

museum ; now they are living beings, each in

their degree affected by the same circumstances

that affect ourselves, and swayed, mutatis

mutandis, by like feelings and like passions.

If he had done nothing more than this we

might still have claimed Darwin as a horti-

culturist ; but, as we shall see, he has more

direct claims on our gratitude.

The apparently trifling variations, the varia-

tions which it was once the fashion for botanists

to overlook, have become, as it were, the keystone

of a great theory. The variation which the florist

saw, seized on, perpetuated, " improved," fur-

nished the suggestion for the theory of " natural

selection." It is quite unnecessary to go into

explanations now-a-days on this point : suffice it

to say that an apparently trifling variation may
be (it has not been proved absolutely that it is),

may be—probably is—the first stage in what

will, under favourable circumstances, eventually

develope into what we call a species. From
this point of view a new variety raised by man,

as IJarwin himself says, is a more interesting

subject for study than one more species added
to the crowded lists. Darwin borrowed the

idea of " natural selection," or, as it is more ac-

curately termed, "the survival of the fittest," from

the gardener. The gardener or the florist selects,

causes to survive, and propagates varieties

showing one particular quality or tendency

which he may happen to desire ; but in Nature

the selection or the survival is not so simple an

affair. If it were a mere question of strength,

" the weakest would always go the wall ;
" if of

speed only, the hare must outrun the tortoise
;

but we all know how diverse and complicated

are the conditions under which living beings,

plants as well as animals, exist, and we admit

with Solomon that" the race is not always to

the swift, nor the battle to the strong, but time

and chance happeneth to them all." We may
safely interpret the word "chance" here as the

equivalent to our " circumstances."

Passing from this question of selection, in

which, if Darwin has taken much from the

practical man, he has repaid him with abund-

ant interest, we may allude to one of the great

elements in the consideration of the aforesaid

circumstances, viz., the " interdependence of

living organisms." We all know and admit

this principle to some extent, but it is probable

that few of us realise how greatly and of necessity

one organism is dependent upon another. Almost

every gardening book we take up has a chapter

or a paragraph on the insects injurious to this

or that crop, but we do not find, at present, in

our theories of horticulture and books of the

garden, any but the slightest reference to the

insects that are beneficial to the plants we culti-

vate. We ought to have learnt something

about this from SPRENGEL, from Gaertner,
and others. Herbert did learn and did teach

somewhat of this, but his lessons never took

much effect. Surely the laborious researches of,

and the important practical results obtained by,

Darwin will open our eyes to this matter, and

fix our attention a little more closely and

fixedly on what is of such vital consequence to

us. We must remember this is no visionary

theory ; if anybody wants facts let them study

the record of Darwin's labour and Darwin's
patience in the fouynal of the Linnean Society.

These labours and these facts establish beyond

controversy the manifold and intricate way in

which living beings are tied together, and the

extreme complexity of the conditions under

which living beings have to maintain their

struggle for existence.

Space would fail us if we attempted to give

further illustrations of this, it must suffice to

mention the great subjects of fertilisation by

insects, of cross-fertilisation, of hybridisation, of

dimorphism, on all of which Darwin has experi-

mented patiently and written lucidly. While

the florists have for years been selecting their

pin-eyed and thrum-eyed varieties of Auricula,

selecting the one and rejecting the other, it

seems never to have occurred to them to inquire,

or even to care about inquiring, what was the

meaning of the difference. Here was a differ-

ence brought prominently under their notice,

they regulated their course accordingly, they

acted from motives of mere caprice or fashion,

without troubling themselves any further about

the matter. " Why should we ? " they might

have asked, in pre-Darwinian days. " Of what

good would it be to us ? We know what we

want and how to secure it. Why concern our-

selves further ? " And the pre-Darwinian

botanist, if he considered the matter of any

interest at all, would have been unable to answer

these questions. How altered is the state of

things now. Thanks to the laborious experi-

ments of Darwin—thanks to the example he

has set, the purpose of this, as of many other

curious points of structure, passed over before as

merely curious, has been made apparent. No
more persuasive apostle of natural theology,

no more powerful advocate of the argument

furnished hy design and adaptation, ever lived

than Charles Darwin.

We cannot now go into further details of

physiology, important as they are. ^Ve are

addressing, we presume, practical men, and we
say it to them, if they now ask the botanist the

meaning of the pin-eyed and thrum-eyed flowers

and other similar variations, they wifl learn

something very much to their advantage. They
require improved varieties, fixity of form, abund-

ance of seed, and robust constitution in the

seedlings. Let them study the chapters on cross-

fertilisation and dimorphism which D.'\RWIN

has written, and they will— unless they are

blind—see how they may attain their ends. So
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with such cases as " bad setters " among Vines
or Cucumbers, or such things as blind Straw-
berries, tlie great physiologist of our day has

supplied the thoughtful cultivator with innumer-
able facts, careful observations, and suggestive

inferences.

It is impossible for us to do more than indi-

cate these matters, nor can we do more than

allude to the many other subjects elucidated by
the genius of Darwin, and which have, or may
have, a direct practical bearing on the pursuits

of the gardener and agriculturist. Among them
are the subjects of variation, inheritance, rever-

sion, bud variation, acclimatisation, genealogical

Tuesday next. Provincial Fellows, however,
wo regret to say, need such a reminder. We
need not stop to inquire now into the causes of

this apathy. \Vc only ask them to shake it off

forthwith. Here is an institution which is, or

should be, national in its aims and sympathies
— an institution capable of doing good service if

it had free play in every parish in the United
Kingdom ; an institution which has rendered

great services in the past, is still capable of

doing so, and, under happier auspices, is poten-

tial for more good and greater influence than
ever it had. The question is, .Shall this

society go to pieces because horticulturists do

and observations on the science of horticulture

might be carried out—experiments and obser-

vations on which the future of horticulture, we
believe, very largely depends. Now the whole
country is benefited by work of this character,

limited and restricted though it unfortunately

is. Are the horticulturists of this coimtry

prepared to let this organisation fall to

pieces from internal dissensions, from its

load of debt, and from the fact that its

income is so largely diverted from its legitimate

purpose—the advancement of horticulture? We
do not, c.innot believe it ; on the contrary, we
believe the horticultural spirit of the country is

CHARLES DARWIN.

descent as the basis of rational classification,

carnivorous plants, climbing plants, and many
similar subjects. Space forbids us to do more
than mention these.

Enough for us now if we have shown that to

Cir.\RLE,s Darwin, setting aside, as beside the

question we are at present concerned with, all

direct reference to his theories as to the origin

and progress of species, are due grateful homage
and reverence from every thoughtful horticul-

turist of the present, from every careful prac-

titioner of the future.

The metropolitan Fellows of the Royal
Horticultural Society are not likely to

forget that the adjourned ANNUAL IVlEET-

INO of the Society is to be held on

1 not subscribe in sufficient numbers, and because

those that do take so little interest in its work .

It is comparatively easy to get up a flower

show society—we see how successful the pro-

vincial towns are in this respect, often more so

than in London ; but the Royal Horticultural

Society has other aims, of at least equal, and
we think much greater importance than the

mere holding of exhibitions. The verdicts

ol its committees command respect, the trials

at Chiswick are valuable so far as they

go ; so is the possession of a collection

of authoritatively named fruit trees. Its expe-

rimental garden, though small, is large enough

for most purposes. Very little really is required

to enhance its value as a practical garden, and

at any rate there is the place where experiments

so widely diffused that, were it once stirred, the

Royal Horticultural Society, with its branches

and local secretaries throughout the empire,

would speedily be more powerful for good than

it ever has been. Not only a greater interest in

the Society's work is required, but a large acces-

sion of new Fellows and new blood. Whether
this can be effected by Mr. Wilson'.s guinea

scheme, or by some modification of it, we can-

not stop to discuss now, though we believe

under altered circumstances — and circum-

stances are changing every day—such a project

would be most beneficial.

We can only earnestly beg those who wish to

see the Society out of its ditticulties, and to see

it encouraging and directly promoting all

branches of horticulture, practical or scientific,
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to be in their places on Tuesday next.

Those who love and care for horticulture

have a better chance before them than they

have had for many a long day. Let them sink

for one day at least all petty jealousies, and
miserable, baseless insinuations, all narrow

spirit of cliquism—let every one keep his own
pet hobby in his stable for that day, and by
united action show that the Royal Horticultural

Society is something more than a sham.

The first thing to do is to insist upon the open-

ing of negotiations with the Commissioners. By
their own mouthpiece they expressed a friendly

desire to come to terms. Let us put that asser-

tion to the test immediately, and ascertain how
and in what way they are disposed to help us.

All other matters, it appears to us, are matters

of detail, of secondary importance. Some say

there is no scheme—no policy—no programme.

That surely is not the want. There have been

plenty such, and long and carefully discussed,

but of not one can even the first sod be turned

till this primary matter is in some way satisfac-

torily settled. The horticulturists must come
forward and do their best to this end. Not
one should be absent on Tuesday, not a vote

given except for horticulture, not a policy, a

scheme, a hobby listened to, which is not in

strictest accordance with the principle—Horti-

culture for Horticulturists.

To-MORROW is the Sunday known to church-

going people as Mid-Lent Sunday, and in some places

by the somewhat puzzling title of FiG Sunday.
How and why it acquired this name is not obvious,

but it is certain that Figs on this day form a promi-
nent part of the repast in various parts of the country.

Such is the case in Lancashire, where the day is

known as " Fig-pie Sunday," and fig-pie is eaten at

dinner. (By the way, it may not be generally known
that fig-pudding is a sufficiently palatable variation

upon plum-pudding. It is made in the same way,
but figs chopped into small pieces are substituted for

the plums.) Probably the eating of figs on Mid-Lent
Sunday is a remnant of the old custom of regarding

that day as a festival. In Northamptonshire, how-
ever, it is Palm Sunday that is called Fig Sunday.
A disli of figs is on the table at dinner in every
orthodox family ; and Miss Baker, in \ii:t Northamp-
tonshire Glossary, tells us that on the preceding
Saturday the Northampton market is abundantly
supplied with Figs, and there are more purchased at

this time than throughout the rest of the year, even
the charity children in some places being regaled with
them. In Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire a similar

custom prevails. Another custom connected with this

Sunday, which is, however, more exclusively eccle-

siastical than the preceding, is the blessing at Rome
of the "Golden Rose," a ceremony which was
formerly performed by the Pope in one of the

Roman basilicas, but now takes place in the palace
where he happens to be residing at the time.

The origin of this custom is of some antiquity, and is

assigned by various writers to the eleventh or twelfth

century. Calmet states that it was instituted by
Leo IX. in 104S. The Rose is described as a cluster

of Roses and rosebuds growing on one thorny stem,

of the purest gold, chiselled with exquisite workman-
ship. It is blessed by the Pope with various cere-

monies, and a few grains of musk and amber are

inserted by him among the petals. It was formerly
bestowed upon the Prince whose privilege it was to

assist the Pontiff to dismount at the basilica ; but in

later times it was sent to any one of exalted station

for whom the Pope had an especial regard. One was
sent by Leo X. to the Elector of Sa.xony at the
commencement of the religious movement instituted

by Luther, while the present Pope has thus honoured
the ex-EMPEROR of France, and, in iS6S, the ex-

QUEEN of Spain. Last year a less exalted per-

sonage was selected, the Rose having been bestowed
upon the Baronne ViGiER, who, as Sophie Cru-

' VELLI, was a celebrated cantatrice, and conspicuous
by her charity and good works.

. A correspondent asks to be furnished with a list

of Flowers which Expand at Certain Hours,
and in acceding to his request we cite the following

list from De Candolle's Physiologis Vigkale. The
observations were made at Paris—in our latitudes the

hour would be slightly different. Since De Candolle
wrote, a new light has been thrown on the subject,

through the impulse given to so many similar matters by
Darwin, and it now seems most probable that in many
cases the period of expansion corresponds to the time of

appearance of particular insects which visit the flowers

and transport the pollen from one flower to another.

It may be in the case of a cultivated flower that the

right insect is not a native of the country, and then, if

no substitute be at hand, the flower literally wastes its

sweetness on the desert air. It is obvious, however,

that too literal an interpretation must not be expected,

but only a general co-relation. Again, full allowance

must be made for climate, season, weather, aspect,

and other circumstances. In this matter our observa-

tions, so far as they have gone, agree with those of Sir

John Lubbock, who says that in his experience

*'the opening and closing was more gradual and more
dependent on the weather than I should have expected

from the statements of De Candolle and others."

Our correspondent is also referred to an elaborate

paper by Fritsch, abstracted in the eighth volume
of the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, p. i

.
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In this country the Daisy (Day's Eye) opens at sunrise

and closes at sunset. The Dandelion opens about

7 a. m. and closes at 5 P. JI. Arenaria rubra remains

open from 9 till 3 ; the white Water Lily from 7

till 4 ; the Mouse Ear, Hawkweed, Hieracium pilo-

sella, from 8 till ,3 : the Scarlet Pimpernel, Anagallis

arvensis, from 7 till 2 ; Tragopogon pratensis, from

4 A.M. till 12 noon, whence the English name of

"John Go-to-bed at noon." The matter is of some
interest to "bedders out," as the following case

proves. The writer visited the superb terrace gar-

dens at Monte Carlo, near Monaco, in the morning,

and found edgings and "ribbons" of Gazania in

startling brilliancy, so much so that they could be

seen from the hill-tops at a distance. Leaving the

garden, on his return to it after some hours the effect

was well nigh obliterated. In the afternoon the

flowers in question were asleep. A similar, but less

marked change, was noticed in the case of the beds of

Mesembryanthemums. We recommend those who
are curious in such matters to watch their flower-beds,

if these plants occur in them, and note the insects

which visit them. In relation to this subject, M.
RiviiSRE has observed that Epidendrum cuspidatum

exhales an agreeable odour from midnight to 5 A.M.,

and remains free from odour the rest of the day.

This also seems to be a provision to attract night-

flying insects. E. cochleatum var. fragrans, on the

other hand, is sweet-scented between 6 A.M. and

6 p.m.; Cattleya bulbosa, between 6 A. M. and 1 1 A. M.

;

Angrtecum distichum becomes sweet-scented from

II A.M. till 6 p.m. ; Rodriguezia crispa, from 6 A.M.

till II P.M. Some Aroids, as Conophallus, exhale

their detestable odour just at the moment when the

anthers burst. All these cases would seem to be con-

nected with the appearance of particular insects at

particular times, these insects conveying the pollen

from flower to flower and thereby setting the seeds.

Many night-flowering plants, such as the night-smell-

ing Stock, have dull neutral-tinted flowers, the per-

fume alone being sufficient to attract insects. Again,

wind-fertilised flowers, which do not require the visits

of insects, do not, as Sir John Lubbock has pointed

out, go to sleep.

The Southampton Horticultural So-
ciety will hold a spring show on April 13, and a

grand horticultural exhibition and gala on Saturday

and Monday, July 31 and August 2.

Toxicophl.ea Thunbergii is blooming in

the Palm- house at Kew. The white flowers are

deliriously scented, they are produced in dense cymes,

in the axils of nearly all the leaves of the growth of

last year, forming beautiful wreath-like branches.

This specimen is planted out, and from the slender

habit, with closely disposed leaves and flowers, may
evidently be trained effectively in any desirable way.

Cuttings are rooted without difficulty, and afterwards

require but the simplest cultivation. A decoction

of the bark was once used by the aborigines of the

Cape of Good Hope for poisoning their arrows. It

is the Gift Boom, or Poison-tree of the colonists. A
plant closely allied, sent out by Mr. B. S. WiLLIAJis,

was figured in this journal as T. spectabilis about

three years ago (p. 363, 1S72). Another, apparently

quite distinct, is cultivated in the Royal gardens

under that name. There are now no flowers, but

otherwise, on comparison with herbarium specimens,

it appears correctly named. The most evident differ-

ence is that the leaves are much larger, and separated

by long internodes.

Colonel Yule has some interesting notes on
the History of Plants in the February number of

the Geographieal Magazine, in which he points out

that Pine-apples and Tobacco are mentioned as in

use in the Old World in translations of two works
which appeared before the discovery of America, of

course in both cases owing to an erroneous rendering

of the original. He shows that the name Pine-apple

was known long before the discovery of America, but

was then applied to the cones of Fir trees, which are

still called Fir-apples in some parts of the country.

This is the only sense given to the word Pine-apple

in as comparatively recent a work as Mushen's
Guide into Tongues. The name Pine was given to

Ananassa sativa by the Spanish discoverers. This ap.

pears from Parkinson's description of the plant in

his Theatrum Botanicum. He says, "They of

Brassil call it Nana, others Anana, the Spaniards and
Portugalls Pinas, from the likenesse, and so does

most countryes, following that name. " He says that

the fruit is "like to a cone of the Pine tree, which

we call a Pine-apple, for the forme."

The Loughborough Horticultural
Society's exhibition will be held on Wednesday,

July 14, in the Elms Park, Leicester Road, Lough-
borough.

The current number of The Gardener contains

the following remarks with respect to AN Effectual
Remedy for Bleeding Vines, from Mr. William
M. Baillie, The Gardens, Beaufront Castle,

Hexham :

—

" After pruning our early house this winter there was
a Muscat of Alexandria Vine commenced bleeding

copiously from more than one wound : this I attributed to

the heat from a drain which conveys the main pipes

through below the border to a range of plant-houses,

which had set the sap in motion. We tried various

remedies, but without effect, until we tried PooLEY's
tobacco-dust ; this we rubbed well into the wounds,

dusting them well over with the dry dust. The effect

was almost instantaneous, the wounds being sufficiently

dry in a few hours to admit of their receiving a dressing

of Thomson's Styptic. I do not lay claim to any
new discovery, but as bleeding Vines are of frequent

occurrence, and are, moreover, a source of loss and
annoyance, and I never remember of having seen tobacco-

powder recommended for prevention, I deemed it of

sufficient importance to lay before your readers."

The Wisbech "All England Prize " Rose
Show and Horticultural Exhibition for the

present year has been definitely fixed lor Wednesday,

June 30.

In a communication received from Mr. James
Allen, Shepton Mallet, he mentions that he, last

season, obtained some seed of Cheiranthus Mar-
shallii, which is a very infrequent occurrence. This

came about as a result of what might be termed a

happy accident. Alter the profuse spring bloom of

this valuable hardy decorative plant, Mr. Allen's
gardener cut off the flower stems. This induced a

scanty growth, which produced a second bloom, and

it was the flowers so obtained that produced the seed.

It is Mr. Allen's hope that new varieties of the

Cheiranthus will result. The first crop of flowers will

produce an abundance of seed-pods, but on examining

the seeds they will be found to be immature, and, there-

fore, incapable of germination. Some two or three

years ago Mr. A. Dean, Bedfont, tried his hand at

crossing Cheir.anthus Marshallii on the Belvoir Castle

Wallflower, a well-known dwarf pure yellow strain.

A few seedlings raised had the growth and elongated

spikes of the Wallflower, but with the rounded smaller

flowers of C. Marshallii. The practical result was that

both parents were spoiled, and it was thought not

advisable to pursue the attempt farther. Perhaps

more can be done in the way of seeding from C.

Marshalli, than from attempting to cross what has

hitherto been regarded as a seedless plant with dwarf

types of the common Wallflower.

Mr. Letts, late foreman at Sandringham,

succeeds Mr. E. Lewin (at Upleatham), who, as

already announced, has gone to Aske Hall, another

seat of Lord Zetland's. Mr. Letts was at one time

a pupil of Mr. Baines, and is a young man pas-

sionately fond of the pursuit, and likely to make his

mark.

Quite anew phase has been given to the im-.

portant question of Rating Nueseryjien's Green-
houses, by what transpired at the Hammersmith
Police Court a few days ago. It was the case of

Hiscocks V. Lol'joit, and is one of considerable im-

portance to nurserymen, market gardeners, and others.

The defendant, a market gardener, residing at

Putney, was summoned by the district surveyor for

not giving notice of erecting a greenhouse. The plea

put in by the defendant was that the greenhouse was
exempted according to clause No. 6 of iS and 19 Vic.,

cap. 122. In reply the plaintiff referred the magis-

trate, Mr. Inguam, to a recent notice of his, that the

greenhouse must be 30 feet from the nearest buildings,

"whether belonging to the occupier or the adjoining
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owner." The defendant contended that the clause

meant from the nearest buildings of an adjoining

owner, and from the ground of an adjoining owner,

and pointed out what a serious ca?e it would be for all

nurserymen and florists if Mr. Ingham's construction

of the clause was correct, and greenhouses had to be

put 30 feet apart. According to the magistrate's

reading of the clause, if any occupier put up a pigsty

or even a dog-kennel in his field, he could not erect

another building whatsoever nearer than 30 feet. The
grtenhouse in question was the fourth built in a row,

from 4 feet to 6 feet apart, and defendant contended

that the first greenhouse, not being a building accord-

ing to one clause of the Act, it could not be con-

sidered as a building referred to in the exemption

clauses. Mr. Inc.ham said, from the way the defend-

ant put it, he quite saw the importance of the case,

and the serious consequences to nurserymen and
florists, and he should wish the defendant to consult

with other growers, and, if they wished, he would
have a case drawn up and submitted to a superior

Court. The case was then adjourned to March 13.

^Vhat is wanted is some combination of horticul-

turists and others interested in such matters to ven-

tilate and take action in regard to questions of this

character. It is reported that the Horticultural Club,

of which but little has been heard of late, is being re-

organised, and that one of its objects will be to take

cognisance of matters of this character, in the interest

of horticulture. Messrs. Protheroe & Morris are,

we believe, likely to take action in this matter.

The annual show^of the Fareham and
South Hants Horticultural Society will be
held on June 23.

Mr. John Neville Keynes, of Pembroke
College, Cambridge, son of Mr. John Keynes,
nurseryman, Salisbury, has just been elected President

of the Cambridge University Chess Club, and in this

capacity will captain the Cambridge team at the

coming inter-University chess match, to take place

in Lyndon on the Friday evening precedmg the boat

race.

The Loughborough Chrysanthemum
AND Fruit Show will be held at the Town Hall,

on Monday and Tuesday, November 15 and 16.

Our contemporary, the Glob^, a few days
since had a leading paragragh advocating, on the

authority of a French peasant, the use of salt in grow-
ing Potatos as a substitute for forcing. The tubers

are to be planted in August on a "thin stratum of
salt, each root [sic) having placed over it a pinch of
compost, and the earth heaped over that. . . .

The crop is ripe in the middle of January." Our
contemporary has doubtless discovered one of those

mare's nests for which the literary Uhlans of the

press are famous. The discovery of the French
peasant—assuming the whole story to be true— is but
a well-known form of supertuberation, common
enough with certain kinds of Potatos under peculiar

conditions. Early Kidneys, for instance, if the first

shoots have been rubbed off before planting, or are

injured by frost after planting, will commonly produce
a lew small tubers without developing any fuliage. In
the same way, a heap of partially diseased Potatos
covered with earth have often in the spring produced
young tubers without any accompanying leaf growth.
Not long since complaints of this tendency in the
early planted crops were abundant in these p^iges, and
there are few gardeners to which the phenomenon is

not well known. The peasant's "invention " is there-

fore one of no modern character ; the most that can
be said for it is that it i> an endeavour to convert a
species of natural abortion into a marketable com-
modity of an exceedingly doubtful value. The appli-

cation of a " thin stratum of salt " in the mode of cul-

tivation scarcely coincides with our knowledge of its

evil influence upon all forms of vegetable life.

A dressing of a few hundredweights of it to

the acre may be productive of benefit to ordi-

nary crops negatively, by the partial destruction

of insect life, but that could not, in the most exagge-
rated language, be termed *'a thin stratum"—

a

phrase that we can better understand by the words a
"thin layer,"—but it is notorious that such a dressing

as this would render the soil incapable of producing
vegetable life for years afterwards. Again, such a
dressing of salt, if applied as described in the ex-

tract, and then covered up thickly with soil, would be
liable to induce a temperature almost akin to freezing;

and if the tubers passed safely through the action of
the salt, their vegetating powers would probably be
rendered nugatory by the reason of an intensely cold
soil. Some of the particulars of cultivation require
explanation: for instance, if the "breaking up" be
done in August, why should it require to be again
dug in September, and " weeded " in October ?—as in

the latter case the growth of weeds so soon after twice
digging must be somewhat marvellous. The whole
story wears an air of improbability, and the conclusion
is simply ridiculous, as it is impossible to conceive
that any beneficial result can follow upon the "dis-

covery " of such a mode ofgrowing Potatos. To write

of the produce as " ripe" would be, under such con-
ditions of culture, simply absurd. Potatos are only
ripe when healthily matured, and this follows only
after the ordinary conditions of growth, such as we
are all familiar with. No better description of our
Frenchman's Potatos could be found than these quo-
tations from the article afford.

The annual summer exhibition of the BiT-
terne and West-end Hori'icultural Society
will take place on Wednesday, June 9.

On the 26th ult. the friends of Mr. James
Anderson, Uddingston, entertained him at dinner,

and presented him with a purse of sovereigns, in the
Clyde Hotel, P.othwell. The occasion of the presen-

tation was Mr. Anderson's entering on possession of

tlie Meadowbank Nurseries, which he managed for

many years wdiile they belonged, as a private garden^
to the late Mr. Thomas Dawson. About fifty gentle-

men sat down to dinner in the large hall connected with
the hotel. Mr. James Nicol, accountant, Glasgow,
presided, and Mr. F. G. Dougall acted as croupier.

The Chairman, in proposing the health of the guest of

the evening, glanced rapidly at the career of Mr.
Anderson as a writer and a practical man, and
stated that it was their object at present to tell Mr,
Anderson of their wish that Meadowbank might
become more famous in the future than it had ever

been before. The Chairman proposed "The Health
of Mr. Anderson," and afterwards presented him
with a purse containing 150 sovereigns, and a piece of

silver plate bearing the following inscription :
— "Pre-

sented, along with a purse of sovereigns, to Mr.
James Anderson, Meadowbank, Uddingston, at a

complimentary dinner in the Clyde Hotel, Bothwell,

as a mark of recognition of his fame as a gardener
while in charge of the renowned Dawsonian collection

of plants, and esteem for his general activity and
usefulness, on the occasion of his entering into

business as a nurseryman. '

The History of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society is the subject of the lecture to be

given at South Kensington on Wednesday evening

next. The lecturer is W. A. Lindsay, Esq.

The spring exhibition of the Reading Hor-
ticultural Society will be held in the Abbey
Ruins on Thursday, May 27.

The first number of the Rivue de VHorticul-
ture Bel^t\ of which we spoke in our last number, is

before us. It opens with a description of a fine

hybrid perpetual crimson Rose, Gloire du Ducher, by
M. Oswald de Kerchove. Next follows an article

on movable flower-beds, the "beds" consisting of

trays of pottery or zinc of definite sizes and patterns,

so constructed, as to be put together puzzle-wise,

when they form a regular pattern. The trays may
of course be filled with any suitable flowers. This is

analogous to the plan of exhibiting Roses followed

by Mr. W. Paul at the Regents' Park last summer.
In an article on the Colorado Potato Beetle, Dory-
phora decem-lineata, M. de Kerchove remarks
that the European Governments ought in strict logic

to prohibit, not only the importation of American
Potatos, but all parcels coming from thence, all bales

of cotton, and rolls of tobacco. In the news column
we are told that the Belgian residents at Nice for-

warded to the Princess Louise a bouquet of more
than 3 feet in diameter, composed exclusively of

Orange blossoms edged with a border of Parma
Violets. We hope a bevy of Cupids were in attend-

ance with a wheelbarrow on the occasion. We cor-

dially wish our new contemporary a successful career.— The Royal Western Horticultural
Society will hold an exhibition in the new Guildhall,

Plymouth, on June i and 2.

JoM Corrtspiibence.

Royal Horticultural Society.—I should be

greatly obliged if you would help me in a matter I

have much at heart by inserting the following letter, a

copy of which I have sent to several friends, with en-

couraging prospects of success :—" The Royal Horti-

cultural Society is now divided into two sections, with

different interests— the local Fellows, who use the

South Kensington Gardens as a recreation ground

;

and the horticultural Fellows, who only care for

them as a convenient place for holding shows and

meetings. It appears likely that the two sections

will more or less amicably separate, that the

local people will bear the cost of the South
Kensington Gardens, and that the hoiticuliuri;ts

will have what funds they can cullect to spend
on horticulture proper. A long experience on the

Council has satisfied me that our Society would be
much stronger and more influential with a very large

number of Fellows all over the country, at a guinea
subscription, than with the limited number of Fellows
at a high subscription. Some very influential people
would cordially back this plan, but I doubt whether
enough guinea Fellows would CDiiie in. I am most
anxious to have a practical fact for them.
While talking over the question recently, one
of the: great nurserymen said, 'I know something
of Manchester, where I am doing some large work,
and I think many would join there ; ' it then struck
me that Manchester would be an excellent test

place. By its work at the old Chiswick gardens,

where new vegetal ^les and fruits are grown side

by side, judged, and names reduced by some of
the best men in the country, and at the committee
meetings at South Kensington, to which all new
llowers and fruits are sent from all parts, and most
carefully judged and reported on, real horticultural

work is done which benefits the whole country. I do
not think it is too much to ask a guinea from those who
care for a garden, and who would like to keep the
old Society in an efiicient state. I have enclosed

a proper, and should be very much obliged if you would
sound your friends and see how many names could
be collected in the next fortnight (I enclose a
pamphlet to show that it is no new idea) :

—
' Should

the Royal Horticultural Society admit to fellowship at

a guinea annual subscription, giving for this a transfer-

able ticket of admission to all the Society's shows at

South Kensington and elsewhere, and every day to

Chiswick garden, we the undersigned would be will-

ing to become Fellows on this footing. (name)
(address).'" George F. Wilson^ Ihatherhank^

Weybridge, FJk iS.

What between the conflicting interests of
horticulturists and non-horticulturists, none can fore-

see the issue of the trial through which the Society is

passing. It behoves the former to prepare, even at

some personal inconvenience, to do all they can for

the common cause. If we are to succeed, however,
all idle regrets must be set aside. We must not cavil

about existing circumstances, but set to work forth-

with to initiate a policy, and if possible carry the

same against all opposition, real or imaginary. No
prescient art is needed to affirm the fact that mis-
understandings will damage horticulture more than
anything else, as they have done in the past. Indeed
it is the "common cause," that has been the real

"scapegrace." Let the war for supremacy be, by all

means, free from aught having a semblance of retali-

ation for imagined evils—let not a suggestion be made
that can in anywise be construed into the suggestion

of venality against any person or party. Thus alone
can either party hope to succeed on Tuesday next.

Nor let any forget that, if horticulturists have per-

mitted themselves to be beaten, they have permitted
it even within the walls of what should have been their

own citadel. Horticulture proper, as represented in

the Kensington garden, has so far failed, and failed

signally. To succeed it must become purely national.

Is it so, or has it ever been so? are queries I will not

pain myself in attempting to answer. Yet the reality

has to be faced, and the facts met. If it does not
justly claim an extended national support, then we
have the explanation why country Fellows are so luke-

warm, and seem so utterly unconcerned regarding it,

even including meetings ol the most vital import,

where their votes are of great value. On Tuesday
next is to be held the adjourned meeting. What is

wanted is unity and organisation. Surely from
amongst our many able horticulturists such cannot be
wanting, and if forthcoming, as I believe it will be,

then let every horticulturist conform to that discipline

by which alone success is possible. With unity and
determination all things are possible. Let us meet all

non-horticulturists firmly, unflinchingly, but still as

friends, asserting our proper position ; and then to

terms with the Commissioners, who surely are not so

greatly to blame. Let country horticulturists lend

their aid, both as Fellows and by Fellows, and all in

unison look' forward hopefully to the end, William
Earley^ The Gardens^ Valentines^ March 3.

The Royal Horticultural Society : a Vision of
the Past and Future.—A big and goodly steamship,
sound at bottom and at heart—a vessel that might be
registered at Lloyd's as A i—well-equipped but
somewhat heterogeneously manned, deep in the water,

apparently from some heavy cargo, yet it would seem
chartered by a noble and wealthy company, judging
by the gay and gorgeous attire of those that p:iced the

deck—was seen at sea helplessly drifting, by the

agency of a steady wind and tide, direct for rocks

and shoals. Her sails were all furled, and her fires

were out. A landsman stood listless beside her helm
;

her passengers and crew appeared quite indifferent to

theirfate : some stood like stoics with their arms folded,

some with their hands in their pockets, with laziness

depicted on their countenances, while others lay

sound asleep on the benches. To account for this

strange spectacle of stoical and listless indifference t-i

impending danger and inevitable destruction, the vtil

must be raised for a moment to show a glimpse of the

pasf. The ship, it seems, from stress of circumstances
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had had to shift its course, and while tacking was over-
taken by a storm—a storm both sharp and boisterous,

which compelled it to supplement its crew by a recruit

of landsmen, who not only floundered over its deck
and work, but lorded it over her sailor crew, and took
the old ship further still into troubled waters, trying
ever and anon to steer her into some friendly port for

help and succour, without success ; for ports that wel-
comed and hailed her in times gone by refused to take
her in. At last this crew, having failed to steer her
through her native element, must needs try to make
her go on ice ; but, to their cost, they found she could
not be made to skate. At this point (like the last

feather on the camel's back) the crew and passengers
alike gave way, paralysed from conviction of their
utter incapability to avert destruction — hence the
picture represented. But while we gazed with
wonder and astonishment upon this strange scene,
shouts arose as if some spirits had arisen from
the dead. Voices were heard to exclaim, "Is
there no hand left to take tlie helm? Is there
not a crew with pluck to work the ship—no
power in earth or heaven to stay her from her onward
progress to destruction?" On a sudden a change
came over the surface of the deep, the wind veered
round and freshened, at which the landsmen were
seen to sicken and the old crew seemed to pluck up
courage, for shortly there were symptons of the fires

being lighted and of brisk movement among the
sailors ; and crew and passengers alike were heard
demanding that a practical and steady hand should
take the helm. When, lo ! and behold, all on a sud-
den (it is believed on one Tuesday afternoon) the old
ship was seen to have changed her course : her steam
was up, her sails were set, and she was steering out
to sea; the landsmen it is supposed had gone below to
poke the fires, as they were nowhere to be seen.
Now who's to say that this good old ship may not yet
weather the storm ? She may by skilful pilotage be
steered into calmer waters, perhaps into some genial
haven, and when the sun breaks forth some fine

summer's morninghercrewandpassengersmay be found
fraternising with the princely, the noble, and the gay
inhabitants of some favoured clime, who from a sunny
bank had been wailing for their approach with open
arms, and only chiding them for their long delay.
The simile of the former part of the vision will easily
be perceived ; let's hope the remainder may as easily
be accomplished. If it's true the change of wind
took place on a Tuesday, as sailors are said to be
superstitious they should bear in mind there is

another Tuesday near at hand, and let them see to it

that the old ship's steam is well up on that day, that

her deck be cleared of all incumbrances, and manned
by practised hands ; and, above all things, let it be
borne in mind that then, at 3 P.M., "every man will

be expected to do his duty." Nelson.

Rating Nurserymen's Greenhouses.—In the
Gardeners^ Chronicle for Feb. 6, I see that Mr. J.
Turtle, of the nurseries. Walling, is in a position
similar to many others, mysell among the number,
who feel the unfairness of the parochial assessment
upon their glasshouses. About two years since I

appealed against the rating of my houses, but before
doing so took the precaution to write to several of the
largest owners of glasshouses in this country, to ascer-
tain, if possible, uponwhat basis they were assessed. All
were most kind in replying to my inquiries, and many
took great pains to supply me with important par-
ticulars that I had not asked for ; from which I

gathered that a considerable amount of strong feeling

existed upon the subject of rating. On my appearance
before the Assessment Committee, the chairman re-

fused, point blank, to allow me to refer to the
evidence I had collected, and stated that nothing
could be entertained by that committee, as a pre-
cedent, unless it could be found within the limits of
their own Union. I often see this question cropping
up in the horticultural papers, and am not a little sur-

prised that it has not been settled before this. I have
a suggestion to ofler, and shall be pleased to see it

taken up with that amount of earnestness which so
important a matter deserves : That subscription lists

be opened by the conductors of the horticultural press,

and all interested in the market garden trade invited
to subscribe, to defray the expense of a trial in one of
the superior courts in I^ondon. Let some case be
fairly tried, that its ruling may be final for others.

Should it be found that, in the present state of the

law, horticultural buildings for bond fide market pur-
poses are assessable to the poor, then let the ques-
tion be brought before Parliament, that it may be
settled upon a broad, intelligent, ad valorem basis,

applicable alike to all growers, and thus removed
from the incapacity ofparochial officers and the caprice

of assessment committees. Geo. Beer, C/iesszaood Gar-
dens, IVorthiiig, Sussex.

I am very pleased to notice, by the letters

in tlie Gardeners' Chronicle, that Messrs. Protheroe
& Morris are prepared to take a lead in testing

the legality of rating nurserymen's glasshouses

as they are done at present ; and I hope the

subject may receive immediate support. I bind
myself to pay .^5 towards a fund for the purpose of

bringing the matter into court for a decision, if such
decision is applicable to Scotland as well as England

;

if not, of course we in Scotland must raise the ques-
tion for ourselves—and in that case I would reserve
my subscription for action here. I will undertake to
get many subscriptions for the purpose in Scotland,
if I am advised that an English decision will settle

the case in Scotland. I took a field here that a
tenant-farmer was paying £6 a year for, and before
I got a shilling off the place I was rated at .,^217 a
year, and am now raised to ;fJ07—all this on trade
glasshouses, except ;^40 for my dwelling-house and
stable. JV. Thomson. [We trust the trade will take
this matter up. It is a perennial grievance, which
should be settled once for all. Eds.]

New Vines.—I shall feel obliged if some of your
correspondents will give me their experience respect-
ing the following Grapes :—Madresfield Court, Duke
of Buccleuch, and Waltham Cross Seedling ; also

Venn's Black Muscat. I have some Vines that I am
not altogether pleased with, and intend replacing
them with one or other of the sorts I have given.
Madresfield Court is a splendid Grape, but I am told
by some that it is very liable to crack. My house is

an early one, for which I require them. Those I in-

tend discarding are Golden and Black Frontignans,
both of which occupy space which I think can be
better filled. T. Martin, St. Austell.

Monstrous Mushroom.—I have sent you a Mush-
room (fig. 61), which I took from the bed this morning.
Being somewhat curious in shape, I am desirous, if

possible, to know the cause of this malformation. I

are as follows. On October 3, i860, during a violent
storm of wind, the whole of the top of the tree in
question was blown down. Since that time it his
been allowed to stand in its dead but dilapidated
condition until lately, when it was removed for the
following reasons :— 1st, because of its dangerous
proximity to occupied houses ; 2d, its decayed and
insecure state ; and 3d, with the object in view of
preserving a small part, yet fresh, of the base of the

trunk for the purpose of retaining a memento of the
famed lexicographer's remark. This, instead of
being destroyed, as the Banffshire Journal states it,

has been carefully preserved, so as to prevent ex-

posure to the weather and decay from doing that

which the present authorities are accused of having
done. Adam Hcrwitl, Gr. , Ellon Castle.

Grafting Pears on the Quince Stock.—In the
short article on the above subject at p. 246 of your
impression of the 20th ult. I appear to ask. What
success attends grafting from the Quince stock?
whereas the question 1 proposed was as to grafting
Pears on the Quince stock. The two questions are
so widely different that the rule applying to the one
would not apply to the other. Kindlyl correct this,

so that I may get at the information desired.
Charles B. Saunders, yersey.

The Garston Vineyard.—I notice with much
regret in your advertising columns an announcement of
the sale of the above justly celebrated establishment.
The magnificent examples of Grape culture that have
so frequently been exhibited not only before Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, and nearly all the crowned

Fig. 61.—MONSTROUS mushroom.

have grown the Mushroom for a number of years, but
never saw one like this before. I send you the part of
stool which I broke off in taking it up, it having three
parts to the stool. G. T. B. [Such variations are not
uncommon. We .suppose the spawn, in over-running
the cap of one Mushroom, have somehow become
reversed ; but we never had an opportunity of seeing
such a one in a stage early enough to ascertain the
real cause. Eds.]

Fuchsia Riccartoni.—It is satisfactory that the
history of this fine variety of hardy Fuchsia is now fully
known. I distinctly mentioned, in the short article I
wrote in the Gardeners' Chronicle, that all I knew con-
cerning it was told me by the gardener who brought it

into Ayrshire. From the place atwhichhewasgardener
being situated near to Riccarton, near Kilmarnock,
it was reasonable to suppose he might have named it

after that place, as he said it was a seedling. I find
this variety, when growing in the open border, always
grows stronger and flowers best in wet summers. In
the autumn of 1X72 I had plants of it S and 9 feet
high, and as much in diameter, and these immense
weeping bushes were covered with flowers. Here it

always requires protection at the roots in severe
winters. We cover them up with old tan or some
litter, which is never taken off till all danger from the
spring frosts in May is over. IVilliam Ttllery.

The Large Tree at Ellon.—In your issue of
February 20 I observe a paragraph, on p. 244,
copied from the Banffshire Journal, in which it is

stated that "the trunk of a massive tree in front of a
house occupied by Mr. George Low, blacksmith,
Ellon, referred to by Dr. Johnson, in his Tour through
Scotland, as one of the only two trees in Scotland
capable of suspending a man in being hanged, has
just been destroyed." This statement is incorrect,

and consequently misleading. The facts of the case

heads of Europe (by special command), but before

the general British and Continental public at various

international and horticultural exhibitions during the

last twenty years, have undoubtedly done much to

increase the growing taste, not only for Vine culture,

but for horticulture generally in all parts of the civi-

lised world ; as well as to help in raising the science of

Grape growing to its present extraordinary perfection.

I therefore look upon the probable dismantling of the

Garston Vineyard as a great national loss to horticul-

ture. I feel this particularly myself, having gained in

years gone by so much practical, and, to me, most
useful knowledge from what I had from time to time

seen there, and from the honest truths so freely

imparted to me by its skilful and accomplished owner.

I trust I may be pardoned for believing that the

diffusion by means of the descriptions I then and
subsequently gave of my own successful practice as a
Grape grower in the pages of a contemporary, has been
the means of greatly improving the system of Grape
culture in the present day. In the year 1S67 I gave a
very minute description of the Garston Vineyard, and
explained fully how the marvellous successes obtained
were realised. Previous to the period mentioned
above it was generally thought that to grow the

Vine successfully, so as to insure a continuous crop
of well-finished Grapes, it was absolutely necessary
that every vinery should have a southern aspect,

I explained how a vinery having a very flat roof
and facing the north, and overshadowed by large

Elm trees, had been constructed by Mr. INIeredith

and planted with late varieties of Grapes ; that the

Vines so situated seldom or never felt the benefit

of a ray of sunshine. I also described the wonder-
ful crops of well-finished and beautifully-coloured

Grapes the Vines produced year after year, and how
easily the fruit was kept in good condition to a
very late period in the year, or, I may say, until

well-finished new Grapes were ready for cutting in
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an early house close by in ihe beginning of the

following year. I also described the beautiful con-

dition of the Vines in the various houses tliat

were then producing the unequalled bunches wliich,

for size and finish, met the admiring gaze of visitors

to the horticultural exhibitions of that period, and

which, up to the present time, have not been sur-

passed for quality and finish. Larger bunches have,

within the last few years, been produced, but have

not possessed that finished appearance always so

noticeable in Mr. Meredith's productions. Oil a

recent occasion (December 17, 1S74) I carefully

looked through the vineries, and was pleased to find

the same Vines that had borne such splendid Grapes

fifteen years previously more vigorous tlian ever, and

capable of much greater results under the same or

similar care and treatment. In the north house were

to be seen bunches in larger quantities equal in size and

finish to those produced by the same Vines in 1S67.

In the other vineries the Vines were equally good, and

the Grapes as good as in previous years, the young

wood in every instance being well ripened and

stronger than I ever saw it before. I wished that

the care of them for this year was in my own hands,

feeling certain that by judicious management, if I

wanted to gain a name as a Grape grower, I could

take every first prize olTeied this year in this or any

other country. I therefore hope Messrs. Protheroe &
Morris will succeed in disposing of the Garslon Vine-

yard entile to some enterprising firm, who might, by

combining the business of horticultural builders with

that of cultivators of the Vine, reap a good return for

their outlay, and save from destruction the finest

collection of Vines in the world, 'yohn Wills, Koycil

Exolic Nursery, Onslmo Crescent, London.

Barked Elm Trees.—I can give Mr. A. Dean a

crumb of comfort. Much depends, as you say, "on
the depth to which the trees are barked, and other

circumstances." This, however, I have learnt by

observation—that trees will bear barking to a much
greater extent than the faith generally prevailing on

the subject will allow. Some ten years ago a number

of young Maple and other trees were planted in Queen
Elizabeth's Walk, Stoke Newington, and some mis-

chievous boys barked them all round to a height of

5 or 6 feet, and so deep that the alburnum was laid

bare, and in some places the heartwood was bared
;

yet none of the trees died, they made new bark some-

how or other. [Our own experience with some

young Limes is precisely similar. Ens.] I could

point out some of them now, and show the dis-

honourable scars that remain. The new bark spread

from the edges of the old bark over the exposed

alburnum like thick varnish, being brown and glossy,

as if nourished by extravasation of viscid sap.

About the same time I planted a lot of Planes and

other trees in Stoke Newington Churchyard, and

these were cruelly barked by boys, but they were not

much injured in the end, and are now thrifty trees,

well protected with an iron palisade. Vou will re-

member some years ago M. Robert scarified the

Elm trees on the public walks of Paris to get rid of

scolytus, cossus, and other of their insect enemies.

Not many of the trees died in consequence, though,

in some cases, they ought to have died to satisfy the

expectations of orthodoxy. Truth is truth, but this

sort of truth must not be over much paraded, for we
do not want to see trees flayed alive because the pro-

cess is not sure to kill them, iliirley Ilibbcrd.

In answer to Mr. Dean (see p. 281), allow

me to say that we have a case very similar here. It

is that of two very large Walnut trees, which had

the bark taken off by some ignorant fishermen to

dye their nets. About six years ago the bark was
cut round the trunk at i foot from the ground, and

again at 5 feet. The bark was then taken off

the same as peeling Oak. Those two trees are still

living, and have since carried a crop of fruit. I would
also add that the buds are this year as plump and
forward as the other trees near them ; and as those

two trees have certainly outlived their mutilation, it

would only be fair to suppose that the Elms may also

continue to put forth their leaves in due season.

G. Dodtl, Woodstock Park, Ireland.

Germination of Holly Berries.—Many of your

readers will doubtless be aware that Holly Berries

when sown often lie dormant in the ground till the

second year, when the majority of them germinate. I

shall be glad to hear whether any of your correspon-

dents have ever tried removing the pulp that sur-

rounds the seeds with a little tepid water, and then

sowing the little hard seeds (of which each berry

contains three or four) in a pot in the house, and if so

with what result. I should also like to know the

proper treatment for Californian seeds with very hard
shells in order to insure as far as possible their ger-

mination . Should they be soaked in warm water,

and for how long ? or should the hard shells be broken
and only the kernel sown ? W. E, G,

Odontoglossum Warscewiczii and Phalas-
nopsis.—In my note about Odontoglossum Warsce-
wiczii, in your last number, p. 270, three words were

omitted, thus giving a wrong impression. At p. 271,

before the words "M. Linden gave," insert "a rival

of." It is very natural that M. Linden, who was so

fortunate as to introduce Odontoglossum Phahenopsis

througli Messrs. Schlim and Wagener, would not have

said aught to discredit his own plant, but those who do

not know the history of the species might understand

it so. To be plain, I alluded to the representation in

the Illustration Ilorticole, iii. 109, which shows the

(lowers, if not a little too pollid, yet much too sordid

in colour. This impaired the reputation nf the plant,

as I have experienced myself in conversation with

several amateurs. //. G. Rchb. f.

Kilns for Charcoal.—The common method of

making charcoal in pits—that is, in conical heaps

covered with a layer of leaves and earth— is here

abandoned, and kilns are substituted for the pits.

These kilns are made of brick, one course being suffi-

cient, bands of iron or timber framework being added

to strengthen the brickwork, with great economy.

The most prevalent style of kiln is the conical shaped

one, shown herewith (fig. 62). A usual size is 24 feet

in diameter, with an equal height, holding about

40 cords of wood. This size has been found to be the

FlO. 63.—AUtl

most economical. I have had coal made in kilns of

this character, and of the kind next described, for

4] cents (2|,/. ) a bushel, delivered, the contractor

being furnished with the timber standing and the use

of the kilns free. In pits the coal cost at the same
time is 6^ cents (34'/.) a bushel. The cost of one of

these kilns with a lining of fire-brick for 10 or 12 feet up

from the bottom was 1200 dols. (£i'^':i). The wood
turns out more coal than when burned in pits, and

43 to 45 bushels of coal to the cord have often been

made with first quality hard wood. The extra yield

and less cost give a very good profit upon the cost of

the kilns. The wall of the kiln (fig. 62) is carried

up nearly straight for 6 feet, when it is drawn
in and made to form a blunt cone. Upon the top a

plate of iron is fastened in the miinner of a keystone

to an arch. Bands of 3-inch hoop-iron an eighth of

an inch thick are placed around the kiln, and dravyn

together (A) with screw bolts and nuts to strengthen it.

There are double sheet-iron doors at the bottom and

near the top of the kiln, by which it is filled with wood

or emptied of coal, and a few air-holes (n), which may
be stopped up with loose bricks, are left in the bottom.

When the kiln is filled it is necessary to plaster over

the cracks of the doors or any that may exist in the

brickwork with well-tempered clay, to exclude air.

The second figure (fig. 63) shows a kiln of another

shape, made to burn over 3000 bushels of coal and

holding So cords of wood. It is a parallelogram in

shape, with an arched roof, and strengthened by a

fr.amework of limber lo inches square. The walls of

this kiln should be a brick and a-half thick, to stand

the pressure of the gas which sometimes accumulates

within .and occasionally bursts one of them with great

force. A usual size is 40 by 16 feet and 16 feet high,

outside measure. These larger pits need four weeks

for a round—that is, to be filled, burned, and emptied ;

the smaller ones require three weeks, which is about

the time needed to "coal" a pit. A Charcoal

Burner, in Ihe " Nr.o York Tribune."

The Lindley Medal.—My attention has been

drawn to a correspondence in your journal, in which

the fact of my late gardener, Mr. W. Wilson, having

gained the " Lindley Medal," has been called in

question. Mr. Wilson is, I am sure, quite aware

that he cannot claim the Medal, from the circumstance

that at the time it was awarded to him I was a

memberof Council of the Koyal Horticultural Society,

but I am perfectly certain that he did have it awarded

to him. I was present at the Council meeting

upstairs when thQ recommendation of the Floral

Committee that the Medal be awarded was read by

the Rev. J.
Dix, and remember distinctly Mr. Saunders

(who, I think, was the chairman) pointing out that

although the Medal had been won, it could not be

given, for the reason above mentioned. This was
likewise stated downstairs at the general meeting. I

think Mr. Wilson ought certainly to have the "credit"

of it at least, as a finer collection of Cattleya Trianaj

has never been shown in the Society's rooms. W.
Marskall.

The Fruiting of Hibiscus rosa sinensis.

—

Had I have been asked last summer the question

whether this plant seeds I should have replied " yes,"

freely enough, but now I should hesitate before giving

that opinion. I have two plants that have seeded

every summer since they were three years old, for these

are seedlings from some old ones I had previously.

Last summer I picked off a good many pods in the green

state merely to prevent them robbing the plants. The
seed-pods are about an inch long, rather flat at the

top, where they open and show the black seeds inside,

which do not readily fall out, as the pods retain their

nearly upright position. The shape of the seed-pod

is very like the growing flower-bud, indeed, in one

state of the bloom-bud there is a very great similarity

between the bud and the unripe fruit, so much so that

I think where they are growing naturally they might

be easily overlooked. Willia?n Burns, The Gardens,

Thinowall Hall, Woodchurch, Birkenhead.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : MarchT,.—BonamyDobree,
Esq., took the chair, but being called away soon after

to an important meeting of the Council, the remainder

of the sitting was under the presidency of Mr. Thomas
Moore. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley said that the

Mandarin Oranges shown by Mr. Webb were closely

allied to the well-known variety called the Tangierine,

but had a rather finer rind, which, however, does not

separate so freely from the flesh as the last named

.

There was also rather more perfume in the rind of the

Tangierine than in that of the Mandarin. With refer-

ence to the Kumquat (Citrus japonica), Mr. Berkeley

stated that there were two varieties, one being thorny

and the other thornless, to which latter section the

specimen before the meeting belonged. It had been

said that Mr. Bateman's plant was the only one in the

country, but he thought he had seen others, though
they were exceedingly scarce, owing to the fact that

it could not be worked on any other stock than

Limonia trifoliata, and not always successfully on
that. Its propagation was indeed difficult, but on

account of its exceedingly handsome appearance he

hoped gardeners would try to find out some easy way
of growing it. With regard to the Sweet Potato, he

might remark that when Shakspeare mentioned

Potatos this was the plant he alluded to, as at that

time the Potato had not been introduced by Sir Walter

Raleigh. The Sweet Potato was also cultivated by

Gerarde. Personally he disliked the flavour, which

resembled that of a hard-baked rice pudding seasoned

with treacle. It was, however, much liked by some.

The genus Batatas had a 4-celled ovary with one

seed in each cell, instead of being 2-celled, with two

seeds, as in most Convolvulacece. A closely allied

plant, Ipomcea macrorhiza, formerly called Batatas

jalapa, hail roots which weighed from 40 lb. to 50 lb.,

and was perhaps sometimes used for true Jalap

;

while another Convolvulacea>, named Rhodorhiza,

gave the Oil of Rhodium, used by ratcatchers for

attracting their prey. With regard to Masdevallia
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melanopa, Mr. Berkeley stated that he had some
doubt whether the plant shown under that name was
not M. polysticta, as Reichenbach, in describing the
plant in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S74, p. 322, had
done so from dried specimens, which misled him as to
the colour of the tails; but in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, 1S75, p. 136, the Professor had put the
matter right by stating that the tails of the sepals were
yellow, the sepals white with purple dots, and the lip
having three longitudinal keels, and far more blunt
than appeared in the dried specimens. It was, he
thought, a pity that the name had not been altered,
for it was very misleading. Messrs. Veitch & Sons
had shown him a plant unknown to them, but which
he had determined to be Anthocercis viscosa, and he
alluded to the matter only to state that it was one of
the plants belonging to Solanacete, which was affected
by the Potato disease, as also was the Tomato, the
fruit of which was attacked and rendered quite dis-
gusting. Alluding to the beautiful Narcissus Bulbo-
codium monophylla, which had only flowered once
before in this country (at Kew), Mr. Berkeley stated
that he had been favoured by a lady with some bulbs
direct from Algeria, and that they had flowered
beautifully with him lately in. a cold frame. Mr.
Berkeley also mentioned, as a point of some interest,
that he had lately met in Halliwell's Dictionary with
the word "amper," signifying a swelling or pimple,
and which was, no doubt, the source whence the word
"ambury " was derived.

Scientific Committee. — Dr. Hooker, C.B.,
Pres. R.H., in the chair.

Fungus Growing from the Body of a Caterpillar.—
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley read a letter from Mr.
Moseley, the naturalist on board the Challenger,
relating to a fungus, Sphajria sinensis, growing out of
a caterpillar, and which is used as food by the Chinese.
The caterpillars so affected are tied together in bundles,
as shown in our illustration (fig. 64), and sold in the
markets. Mr. Berkeley remarked that in these cases
the body of the caterpillar was permeated by the
mycelium. Allusion was made to a similar fungus
affecting caterpillars in New Zealand, and to Sphreria,

Fig'. 64.—spii.i ! I \ '

or Torrubia militaris, which affects the pupa: of insects
in this country.

Spawn of Polyporus bdidimis. — Mr. Berkeley
showed a portion of the spawn of this fungus, of un-
usually tough consistence. It was sometimes called
Xylostroma giganteum.

Balls formed by the Leaves of Caulinia.—Ks^ita.-
men of a mass of leaves of Caulinia agglomerated
into a ball from the movement of the waters of the
Mediterranean was shown. It was analogous to the
similar "moss balls " found in some of our lakes, and
formed of Conferva a^gagropila.

The Effect of Lichens on Trees.—A conversation
arose with reference to the lichen on the leaves of
Tea, mentioned at the last meeting, in the course of
which Mr. Berkeley observed that lichens were really
injurious to trees, as he had proved by the good
effects consequent on their removal. He considered
the injury was mechanical, and that nothing analogous
to the spawn entered the tree.

Professor Dyer read the following passage from a
report dealing with the introduction and culture of the
Cinchona into the Neilgherries (p. 167, 1S66) :—

" Further experience iu removing strips of bark indi-
cate this to be the most profitable system. The causes
of failure in our first experiments having arisen, first,
from the stem not being instantly covered with moss;
and, secondly, from allowing lichens to be mixed with
the moss used for this purpose. This season the treat-
ment of the plants on this system has been most success-
ful, in consequence of the stems being covered with moss
the instant the strips of bark were removed, care beino-
taken to select such moss as was entirely free from
admixture from lichens, it being found that the presence
of these among the moss generated a fungus which
penetrated into and injured the wood of the plants, pre-
venting the formation of new bark. It is, therefore, of
the utmost importance to select the best green moss, a
uniform bright green in its texture indicating that lichens
are not present." Papers Relating to the Introduction of

the Cinchona Plant into India, p. 167 (1866) ; Report of
the Neilgherries Plantationsfor 1864-5.

Mr. Smee asked whether lichens did not absorb by
simple dialysis their mineral ingredients from the tree
on which they grew.

Prof. Dyer suggestel in reply that they obtained
them from the decaying bark.

Mr. Berkeley alluded to the presence of lichens in
the shallow erosions of the surface of old painted
glass, and occasionally in small cavities in the chalk.

Dr. Hooker adverted to a species of Alga, which
is stated to erode the pebbles to which it is attached
in some of the Swiss lakes.

Vibrios in Cucumber Roots (seep. 118).— Dr. Bas-
tian stated that he had examined the specimens, but
had been unable, from the immature condition of the
creatures, to say to what genus they belonged.

Sport in Primrose.—Dr. Masters alluded to a
Chinese Primrose exhibited before the Society, and
bearing one white flower among several lilac ones.
The stem and leaves were also pretty regularly parti-
coloured, one portion being green the other purple.
Dr. Masters thought in this case the most reasonable
interpretation was that offered by Naudin, viz.,
the dissociation of hybrid characters. There were
other cases where a similar bilateral want of symmetry
was manifested, in which hybridisation in the ordinary
sense of the term did not apply ; these might be cases
of reversion to some ancestral state, or due to some
principle of variation in different cells, not yet ex-
plained.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in
the chair. The severity of the weather, and the
troubled state of the Society's affairs, combined to
keep Flora and Pomona away from South Kensing.
ton on this occasion, and succeeded admirably. The
only things exhibited were a very nice batch of Spircea
jiponica from Mr. H. B. Smith, of Ealing Dean ; a
nicely-flowered plant of Coelogyne conferta, with small
white flowers, yellow at the base of the labellum,
from Mr. C. May, gr. to J. S. Bockett, Esq., Stam-
ford Hill ; a very finely flowered growth of Dendro-
bium nobile, on which were 32 blossoms, produced
in nearly every case three in a spray, from Mr.
Stevens, gr. to G. Simpson, Esq, VVray Park,
Reigate ; and a beautiful little specimen of Masde-
vallia melanopus, itself a miniature Orchid, with white
sepals spotted with purple, and yellow tails. This
specimen, which had three spikes, the strongest
having five flowers, came from Mr. C. Green, Holmes-
d.ale Road, Reigate, and gained a Botanical
Commendation. We understand that the plant is of
easy culture, and flowers early in spring under cool
treatment. The thanks o( the committee were voted
to the first-named exhibitor, and for the Coelogyne.

Fruit Committee.— H. Webb, Esq., in the
chair. Dr. Hooker, Pres. R.S., the Royal Gardens,
Kew, sent agigantic specimen (weighing over 15 lb.) of
the Sweet Potato, Convolvulus Batatas, or Batatas
edulis, received from Madeira. Mr. Pottle, gr. to Sir
Richard Wallace, Bart., Ludborne Hall, Sufifolk,
showed specimens of a very peculiar Cabbage—in
fact, a combination between a Cabbage and a Broccoli.
They are planted in November with CoUards, and
come into use now as Cabb.age, while further on in
the spring they sprout out, and assume the character
of a sprouting Broccoli. The crop at the present
time was said to be worth three times the value of the
CoUards, and their delicious flavour had been well
attested. The committee requested to see it again
after sprouting before granting it a certificate. John
Webb, Esq., Cannes, France, sent specimens of the
Mandarin Orange ; and from Mr. J. Sherratt, Kny-
persley Nursery, Congleton, came a branch of the
Kumquat (Citrus japonica), with fifty-six fruits on it,

proving most conclusively its great decorative value,
Mr. H. Scammell. gr. to C. Reily, Esq., The Priory,
NewiU Park, Tunbridge Wells, showed two Smooth
Cayennes and one Ripley Queen Pine, not so large as
many which have been shown here, but commended
on account of the peculiar circumstances under which
they had been grown.

To a great extent gardening operations in the open
air have been suspended during the past and present
trying weather. Snow, frost, and slush succeed each
other with so much rapidity that the gardener is prac-
tically excluded from his garden. He cannot dig or
sow, nor attend to his wall trees or prune pyramids
and standards, if this important work has not already
been done. It will be best not to attempt to prune
his Roses for the present, and he cannot do better

meanwhile than turn back to his Gardeners' Chronicle
of three or four weeks ago, and study carefully the

principles laid down in respect to this matter. The
necessary work of putting in order creepers and
climbers (among them Roses), growing on pillars,

trellises, and against walls, necessitates that the thin-
ning out of these Roses should be performed speedily,
in order to get this work out of hand by the time that
the full flood-tide of a vigorous plant life bursts upon
us, as soon as

—

" Coy spring.
With sudden passion languishing,
Maketh all things softy smile,
Painteth pictures mile on mile."

Climbing Roses.—As climbing Roses are so
generally and usefully employed as decorative agents
on trellises, pillars, &c., a few simple rules maybe
laid down for pruning them at this season of the year.
The Crimson Boursault is bright in colour, vigorous in
growth, and profuse in bloom—is one of the most com-
mon of pillar or wall Roses, and perhaps nothing can
be more attractive than its immense clusters of^deep
purplish-crimson semi-double flowers. In the matter
of winter pruning, the Boursault Rose requires that
the shoots be well thinned out, leaving the most
vigorous, and shortening them back but sparingly.
Thus the strong shoots thrown up from the base of
the plants should be carefully laid in from time to
time, to take the place of older wood that it may be
advisable to cut out when it has grown too coarse and
old to fill a circumscribed space. The Ayrshire
Roses, and especially Dundee Rambler, and Ruga, are
excellent trellis and wall Roses ; the last flowers early,
and with wonderful profusion. This race of Roses has
been appropriately named "Running Roses," their
growth being slender and very rapid. Tliey are particu-
larly recommended for plantingagainst old trees or pillars
rather than against walls, utiless there is a treliis for
them to attach themselves to ; else so much labour is

requisite in nailing. The two named are well adapted
for planting in north aspects—a fact well worth
bearing in mind ; for in many odd corners in Villa
Gardens Roses of this character would be well em-
ployed. Ruga is especially hardy, if any one of the
section may be said to hi hardier than another. We
have it growing as a pillar Rose in another aspect,
where a gleam of sunshine never falls, and where the
cold winds play wantonly when they come, as they do
now, with cutting force from the north and north-
east. Shoots are already bursting forth, the incle-
ment weather notwithstanding. They, too, should be
thinned out judiciously, not cut back. The Ever-
green Roses, as they are termed, because they main-
tain their dark green shining foliage through a great
part of the winter, and especially the charming
Felicile Perp^tuel, with its small but beautiful and
full creamy-white blossoms, are also much used as
summer decorative climbing and rambling plants.
The variety named is very hardy, flourishing in almost
any soil, and flowering with great profusion. This,
as well as other climbing Roses, when they come to
be well established, make strong heads, and they, if

the position is at all favourable, should be allowed to
develope their growth into a liberal negligence, as, for
instance, by covering archways, mounds, or pillars

with weeping heads. They ought not, in justice to
their free-growing and flowering qualities, to be so
planted as that it will be necessary to constantly apply
the knife to keep them within bounds. That
is downright cruelty. Any one with a know-
lerlge of these Roses will have remarked that
they always show a tendency to form dense
drooping heads ; hence they have come to be known
as Weeping Roses. In the case of the delicious
abandon which frequently characterises an old-fash-
ioned country garden, these "summer-blooming climb-
ing Roses can be met with having huge pendent
heads, and such a wealth of bloom that here it may
be said

—

"Nature sheds all her beauty lavishly,

From her redundant horn."

The tendency of a good deal of modern gardening is

to keep everything spick and span, and within duly
regulated bounds, by cutting, pruning, and clipping,
and a bloom of Etienne Levet, Victor Verdier, orjLa
France, taken from a standard Rose, is thought to
outweigh a cartload of clustering blossoms taken from
a climbing Rose of the Felicite Perpetuel type. In
pruning the evergreen Roses the heads should be
well thinned out, a few of the most pendent shoots
being left their whole length (in all cases where they
can be allowed to ramble), and these shoots will
flower to their very points when the great awakening
comes a very few weeks hence, giving the tree the
appearance of a half globular mass of ravishing
blossoms.

Planting.—If not already done, let it be pro-
ceeded with at once. It is now as good a time ol
year as any for planting out climbing Roses ; as a
rule they come from the nurseries in pots, which is all

to the advantage of the planter, as the roots do not
thereby become dry from exposure. Let a hole be
dug out, removing a good quantity of the soil if it be
of a cold, clayey, and tenacious character, and replac-
ing it with some good loam of a turfy character, and
with this mix some leaf soil and well decomposed
manure ; there is nothing so well suited for ';tiis
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purpose as that from an old Cucumber bed. The
soil should be rather dry in preference to being
moist and sticliy. Tlien turn the plants out of

the pot, carefully unwind the roots, spread them out
regularly, and cover them with some of the finest

soil ; lift the plant gently up and down, not
sufficiently to drag the roots from the soil, but
just enough to allow of its shaking down about them.
Then place nn them more soil till the hole is filled up,
treading it in firmly at the top. If Roses have good
fibrous roots they will root into the soil, and estab-

lish themselves quickly.

%\t Mcatljcr.
STATE OF run
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are not fully ripe by the end of September they will

not keep well, no matter how favourable the weather,

or how assiduous the attention given to airing and

firing ; so that it is of the utmost importance that all

late vineries be put into working order as soon as

possible by washing the woodwork, dressing the

Vines, and removing the loose surface-soil from the

border, and adding new thereto. As a general rule,

all houses should be started by the end of this month.

Planting time is at hand, and to those intending to

plant late kinds I would recommend Gros Colman,

as next to Lady Dmnire's, I consider this the best

late Grape out, only, like that variety, it must have a

long season and strong heat, or it will be good in

appearance only. Lady Downe's is about the best

maligned Grape we have, but for all purposes still the

best. Its liability to scald, which has gained it such

a bad character, is preventible by simply airing

freely the moment the first berry is seen to change

colour, so that those who have discarded it on this

account (as I am told some have) cannot have exer-

cised a large amount of skill in its culture.

The weather is most unfavourable for early forcings

no sun, cold north-east winds, and snow or rain daily.

Outside borders should therefore be covered up, and the

fermenting material renewed as required, for if allowed

to decline the worst results may be expected. Keep up

a "ood supply of moisture in the early houses, and occa-

sionally sprinkle a little guano in the evaporating pans,

the ammonia arising from this generates an atmo-

sphere at once genial to the Vines and ungenial to

insect life. I am somewhat sceptical as to the merits

of sulphur, so generally used, both as a remedy and

a preventive for red-spider, having proved quite to

my own satisfaction that its use will not prevent an

attack of spider, nor yet kill it, unless applied to a

surface so hot that the fumes arising there-

from greatly injure the Vines and fruit at the

same time, so that I prefer the disease to the

remedy. When spider is first discovered there is no

better remedy, tedious though it is, than to have the

affected leaves carefully sponged with clean water ;

also examine the border, and if at all dry give a good

watering, and keep the atmosphere charged with

ammonia by any of the means at command.
Vines in flower will set best when the air-moisture

is not in excess ; at this stage an over-moist or arid

atmosphere should be equally avoided, and the ven-

tilators opened on all occasions when the outside air

permits, closing up early with sun-heat, not merely to

economise fuel, but because it is better for the Vines.

Rub the hand gently down the bunches of shy-setting

kinds, or shake the rods two or three limes a-day

when in flower ; this distributes the pollen, and so

aids fertilisation. If the Vines are in good

health, this process will insure a "good set," either

in a high or low temperature, by which I mean any

temperature between 55° and 85°.

Fruiting Vines in pots must sustain no check

through dryness or want of food. They will take

almost any amount of nourishment in the way of liquid

manure, particularly if the roots are confined to the

pot. When convenient, it is a capital plan to stand

the pots on a bed of rotten dung, and allow the roots

that find their way through the bottom of the pot to

ramify in it. Vine eyes, put in as directed in a former

Calendar, will now be rooted ; as soon as the roots

reach the sides of the pots shift them into 6-inch pots,

and stand them on shelves or slabs, immediately over

hot-water pipes, in preference to plunging in bottom-

heat. Ply the syringe well amongst them, and pinch

out all lateral growths as produced, unless they are

intended for planting out this season ; then of course

all growth should be left intact. IF, IVildsmilh,

HeckfiM.

Cucumbers.—The condition of the weather must

necessarily form a constant subject for the Calendar

writer to build his advice on, hence the necessily for

continually reverting to it, and bringing it under

the notice of the cultivator, as the pivot on which

many of his operations turn. The weather is now
(February 22) quite winterly, frost and snow, with

bitterly cold winds prevailing, rendering a little extra

firing necessary to maintain the night temperatures,

which must not now fall below 68°. The top-heat

water valves are turned off, too, in bright weather for

an hour or two at mid-day, to neutralise the sun's

power, and thus avoid the evils attendant on great and

sudden disparities in the temperature. It is the

reverse of good practice to stop the young growths

over-much through the winter, but now that the plants

are growing apace the finger and thumb may be a

little more active in that particular at one or two

joints above the fruit. Always keep lime and flowers

of sulphur in hand ; the former, freshly slaked and

pressed well into the affected parts, is a certain

remedy for canker at the collar, and the latter

is the best known antidote to red-spider. Fresh

sowings must be made to meet the requirements of

individual establishments. Now is the time to make

up hotbeds for pits and frames, after the materials of

fermentation have been thoroughly incorporated and

well prepared by repeated turnings. For frames

choose a good sheltered situation, and employ a good

thick layer of wood faggots for the foundation. Take
care to provide a bed large enough—it should be quite

20 inches wider than the frame on all sides, and built

up nearly, or quite, 4 feet above the faggots, treading

it fairly down in the operation, when the frame may
be placed on and filled up with the same compost to

within 9 inches of the top ; the exterior should be

quite covered. Thrust a couple of test-sticks in the

frame, and when the heat is rising lay a covering of

turf, grass side downwards, over the entire surface of

the dung, and put about a bushel of soil in each light,

raised in a hillock, to start the plants in. Don't be in

too much hurry about planting out ; when it is found

the bottom-heat will not exceed 85° to 88° will be the

time. Thos, Simpson.

Figs.—The earliest Figs forced in pots will now
swell their fruit best by having occasionally some

liquid manure given them. The night temperature

may still range from 60° to 65°, and as the solar heat

increases the day temperature may range from 75° to

So° at shutting up time. Syringing the trees twice a

day must not be neglected, to keep red-spider down,

as well as to keep the degree of moisture requisite in

the atmosphere of the house in sunny weather. The
Fig trees which are permanently planted out will

now be making rapid growth, if forcing was com-

menced as advised last month. Remove all the over-

crowded shoots, and stop those intended to make well

developed spurs for the second crop. This thinning

and stopping the shoots, is highly necessary in growing

Figs well, for it makes the trees more fertile, and

gives more light and air to the swelling or ripening

fruit. When the borders are watered, if some good

^uano is mixed in the water now and then it will

soon show its efiects by making the foliage look

healthy and vigorous—but the quantity must only be

a couple of handfuls in a large pan of water. William

Tillery, Welbak.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The continued prevalence of cold wmds from the

north-east, accompanied by occasional snowstorms and

frost, has so far proved beneficial by retarding the

expansion of flower-buds on the early blooming fruit

trees, that during the last ten days little progress has

been made. This has afibrded time for completing

the pruning of fruit trees generally, which, from a

pressure of other work, is too often neglected until the

rapid advance of the season renders it imperative

that it should be finished otihand. With a change

to milder weather Apricots may be expected to be

in full flower in a few days. These must be

attended to as to covering in due time, or one night

may destroy all hopes of a crop of fruit for this

season. Peaches and Niciarincs are also prominent in

bud, and washing and nailing-in should be followed

up as soon as a genial change in the weather will

admit of some progress being made with the work ;

but with the weather so extremely cold as at present,

nailing or tying-in trees on the open walls is a waste

of time which may be more usefully employed in work
requiring more active exercise or bodily exertion.

Figs which have during the winter been covered

up should be uncovered in a mild day.

Pruning is better deferred until the germs of

the fruit are visible, so that the least fruitful

shoots may be removed. To insure good crops of

this delicious fruit, excessive pruning should be

avoided, only the stronger or unripened shoots being

taken out ; and this should be done as far as prac-

ticable during the summer, so as to insure a regular

and even supply of short-jointed, well-ripened shoots.

These, except when required for filling in a vacant

space on the wall, may be allowed to grow from the

wall to the extent of 9 inches to i foot. The winter

pruning will only be to moderately thin these, so as

to admit a sufficiency of light, and by judicious stop-

ping the points of those bearing fruit, short-jointed

fruitful wood will result, while the fruit, having the

advantage of more light and air, are more completely

matured than when buried under a mass of leaves.

Where it is absolutely necessary to make new planta-

tions of Slrazubcrries at this season, ground should be

prepared by well trenching and manuring if necessary.

If good and well-rooted runners of last season are at

command, it is better to defer planting until growth

commences, and then left with a ball of earth to each,

so that no check may occur. Older plantations, treated

as before recommended, may now be cleaned over,

and the ground raked down. W. Cox, Madresfield

Court,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
A prolonged continuance of frost and snow will

necessarily considerably delay many operations in this

department this season, and will materially swell the

number of other matters which usually require atten.

tion under favourable conditions at this somewhat

busy period. These considerations should enforce the

execution of all preparatory work which can be done,

such as having a plentiful supply of Pea-sticks,

stakes, &c., in readiness for forthcoming wants. Store

roots should be looked over also, and, if not already

done, Potatos sets should be laid out singly in a place

where frost is merely excluded, which is cool and
moist ; here the tubers will keep firm, and make but
little growth, which willbeof a sturdynature. The aim
at most places is to obtain a supply of new Potatos
from the open ground at the earliest period possible

;

for this object a breadth of early kinds, as Ashleaf
Kidney, Mona's Pride, or similar sorts, should be
planted when the soil is in a fit state for it. Choose a
south border or some other sheltered situation for this

purpose. A single row planted at the base of a south

wall where protection is afforded the trees, will advance
the time of lifting by ten days or a fortnight. In
gardens which are situated in low damp positions,

where frost operates speedily, it will be found an
advantage to make all preliminary preparations

beforehand, and to defer planting the main crop until

about April 20, when the matter should be despatched

ofthand quickly ; by so doing the injurious effects of

frost are avoided and the best results obtained. In
ordinary kitchen gardens space is not generally avail-

able for late crops of Potatos, neither is it desirable to

grow these in such places, because the soil is too much
enriched for that purpose ; but it is most suitable for

early sorts and choice kinds, amongst which may
be enumerated Rivers' Ashleaf Kidney, Mona's Pride,

Myatt's Prolific, and Premier. It will require perfec-

tion in new varieties to surpass such sterling sorts as

these. Climax, Early Handsworth, and Coldstream
are good round sorts. In planting we use whole sets,

which are placed i foot apart in the rows, which are

3 feet asunder. Between these are planted, when
ready, the earliest plants ot the best kinds of winter

stuff. Where the soil is not heavy and no snow
remains. Asparagus beds should be lightly forked over,

and the alleys prepared for Cauliflower plants. These
plants will have become tolerably hardy this season,

still it will be advisable to defer planting them out for

another fortnight. When the requisite quantity ofAspa-
ragus roots are taken up for forcing, the extent of that

destroyed should be ascertained, and a corresponding

quantity of roots should be planted annually. We plant

these as soon as the tops of the seedlings are visible.

The space which is to be applied for different crops

should be settled at once, so that all matters can,

under suitable conditions, be preceded with systematic-

ally.

Forcing Department. — Where permanent
planted beds of Asparagus are not forced, another lot

of roots will be necessary to maintain the supply.

Seakale will now advance rapidly with but little heat

;

when the Kale is cut remove the pots to fresh crowns,

and cover as before. This excellent vegetable is not

so much esteemed when Asparagus is to be had, but

to obtain late supplies of it iu good condition it should

be covered now. When portions of the root are used

to form plants, these should be cut into lengths from

4 to 6 inches long, and laid in moderately dry soil for

planting. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey,

Variorum.
Bath and West oe England Society.—At the

Croydon meeting of this Society for the Encouragement
of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, to

be held from Monday, May 31, to Friday, June 4, it

is proposed to hold a flower show, of which Orchids

are to constitute the principal feature. The Hon.
and Rev. J- T. Boscawen is the steward of the

department, and has issued the following circular :

—

" In requesting your assistance for the horticultural

exhibition at the forthcoming meeting at Croydon by the

loan of plants, &c., the steward of that department begs

to state that, in order to obviate the objections so often

made against the system of exhibiting plants in competi-

tion for money prizes, it has been determined to give

sums of money, in proportion to the importance and
value of the plants exhibited, as gratuities to exhibitors'

gardeners, and also to enable them to pay the expenses

of transit, &c.
" Exhibitors are requested to forward to the steward,

before May 10. a description of the plants proposed to

be shown, and the name of the gardener who will be in

charge.
" All plants must be staged in their allotted places on

Saturday, May 29, or not later than ro A.M. on Monday,
May 3r.

" Plants m.ay be changed during the exhibition, but

must not be removed between the hours of ro A.M. and
6 p.m. on any day except the last, when they may be
removed at 6 P.M.

"Gardeners are expected to wafer and attend to their

own plants. If they are unable to do so, the steward

will direct his foreman to attend to them.
" N.B.—The tent in which the plants will be exhibited

is closed with glass ends, and well ventilated, so as to

afford perfect security to the most delicate flowers.
" Any further information may be obtained on appli-

cation to the steward, the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Bos-

cawen, Lamorran, Probus, Cornwall."

Soils and Subsoils.—The soils upon which the

agriculturist has to operate are usually classified as

sandy, sandy or light loams, loams, clayey loams,

heavy or retentive clays, marls, calcareous loams,

peaty soils, or bog earths. This classification has

reference chiefly to composition and texture, a special
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chemical composition (siliceous, calcareous, &c.) being
necessary for the profitable growth of particular crops,

and a certain mechanical texture (friable, porous, &c.)
suiting best for the permeation of rain and air, and
the descent or spreading of special roots and rootlets.

Loams, consisting of fertile admixtures of sand, clay,

and humus or decayed vegetable matter, may be
regarded as typical soils, which become, on the one
hand, light, by a preponderance of sand ; and, on the

other, heavy, by a preponderance of clay. But, whatever
their composition and texture, these soils, geologically

speaking, are mainly of two sorts— soils of disintegra-

tion, arising from the waste and decay of the imme-
diately underlying rocks, together with a certain

admixture of vegetable and animal debris ; and soils

of transport, whose ingredients have been brought
from a distance, and have no geological connection
with the rocks on which they rest. Under the former
are comprehended such as arise from the disintegra-

tion of limestones, chalks, traps, granites, and the

like, and which are directly influenced in their com-
position, texture, and drainage, by the nature of the

subjacent rocks from which they are derived. Under
the latter are embraced all drift and alluvial materials,

such as sand, shingly dibris, miscellaneous silt and
clay, which have been worn from other rocks by
meteoric agencies, and transported to their existing

positions by wind, water, or ancient glacial agencies.

Besides these there are also soils, of organic origin,

such as peat earths, and vegetable mould or humus,
which is to a great extent also of animal origin or
elaboration. Indeed, in all superficial soils there is a
certain amount of vegetable and animal matter—the

decay of plants, the droppings of animals, the exuviae

of insects, the casts of the earthworm, and the like,

conferring upon them that dark, friable, and loamy
character so indicative of richness and fertility. From
Page's " Geology in Us Relations to the Arts and
Manufactures^

SiiEi.TON Oak.—The dimensions of this famous
old tree are thus stated in Leis^hton's Guide, Descriptive
and Uislorieal, through the To7un of Shravsbury, a
useful little book, which has been out of print for

some years :—Girth at bottom, close to the ground,

44 feet 3 inches ; do., 5 feet from the ground, 25 feet

1 inch ; do., 8 feet from the ground, 27 feet 4 inches.

Height to the top of the main trunk, or principal

bough, 41 feet6inches. Proud Salopian in "-Eddoioes'
Shrciusbury yournal"

The Tap-koots of Turnips.—It may be inter-

esting to some of your readers to know how far the

tap-roots of Turnips will enter the ground in search
of food. On one of Lord Henniker's farms in this

parish, and in the occupation of Mr. Cracknell—one
of the best farms in the county—several Turnips were
pulled up this season with tap-roots from 4 ft. to 5 ft

in length. This is good testimony of what deep
draining and deep cultivation will do for this and
other root crops. If Mr. C. could induce his Turnips
to grow as far out of the ground as they grow into it,

his stock might "stand" and "eat at ease," and
probably the tops would be worth as much as the
bottoms. But farmers generally, I believe, like small
tops to their Turnips. The fashion often changes in

bonnets, and why should we not have a change in

Turnip tops ? Jno. Perkins, Thornham, Suffolk, in
the "Field."

(Knqutrtcs.
He tfiat quesiiofieth mttch sJtall learn muc/c.^BACON.

[Many enquiries which reach us would be more suitably
answered by those of our correspondents whose expe-
rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to
those of the questioner. These we propose, in future,
to gather together for facility of reference ; and as
fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would
fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a
bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-
spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting
much valuable information. Eds.]

40. Drimys Winteri. — Some years ago this tree
was to be found at Abbotsbury, Dorsetshire, the gar-
dener there having kindly sent me specimens. Perhaps,
if this note should catch his eye, he or his successor
would kindly communicate with you to say if it be still

there or not. G.yBath.

41. Churchyard Plant. —In the Family Topo-
grapher^ vol. i., p. 175, is the following curious state-
ment :

—*' In Woking churchyard grows a kind of plant
about the thickness of a Bulrush, with a top like Aspa-
ragus shooting up nearly to the surface of the earth,
above which it never appears, and when the corpse is

quite consumed the plant dies away. This observation
has been made in other churchyards when the soil is

light red sand." Is there any such plant? if so, what

Answers to Correspondents.
Basket Plants: H. W. C. Convolvulus mauritani-

cus ;
some of the Tropseolums of the Lobbianum

strain ; Sedum carneum variegatum
; Saxifraga sar-

mentosa
;
and the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, of which

there are several very elegant varieties, are all good
basket plants for a greenhouse temperature.

Books : C. Mr. William Thomson's Practical Treatise

on the Grape Vine, 7th edition (Blackwood & Sons).

CovENT Garden Measures: S. W. P. A half-sieve

is one-third of a bushel. The wholesale dealers fre-

quently call the half-bushel a half-sieve, but tlie

growers do not. The bundles are made up as fol-

lows :—Turnips, 12
;
young spring do., 36 ;

Broccoli,

6 I0 18, according to size ; Carrots, 12
;
young spring

do., 36 ; Leeks, 12 ; Celery, 8 to 18, according to size.

MONSTERA : //. W. C. In your climate this would
probably succeed as a greenhouse plant. It likes to

be near to and to root into water. We do not suppose
seeds are obtainable.

Moss ON Lawns : J. Newton. You will not succeed
in getting rid of the moss until your lawn has been
drained.

Names of Fruit : IV'., Oxon. We cannot identify it.

Names of Plants : R. H, G. i, Lastrea dilatata

obtusa ; 2, L. dilatata alta ; 3, L. dilatata micromera.—
IV,, Oxon. Cereus flagelliformis apparently, the old
Azalea indica alba, and Selaginella cuspidata.— G. D.
A dwarf form of Nephrodium moUe corymbiferum

;

there are several similar forms, but without compa-
rison we cannot say if they are identical.

—

Filix-mas.
Have you not seen that six is our limit ? i, Polysti-

chum capense ; 2, Scolopendriuin vulgare multifidum,

a form of
; 3, Cyrtomium Fortunei ; 4, Adiantum

Capillus-Veneris
; 5, Asplenium lucidum (young),

apparently
; 6, Cheilanthes hirta ; 7, I^maria nuda ;

8, Scolopendrium vulgare laciniatum
; g, Didymoch-

l:ena lunulata.

—

R. Potter. Helleborus orientahs.

—

B. IV. I, Dalechampia Roezhana ; 2, please send
leaves.

—

y. Marshall. Salvia Heerh.
Peaches ; W. Stevens. The cause of the leaf-buds

falling is due to some improper action of the roots

—

probably dryness, and assisted by too hard forcing.

Recreation Ground at Birmingham: T. Booth.

We cannot tell you what has been the result of the

competition for laying out the " Recreation Ground " at

Birmingham. You should apply to those to whom
you sent the plans.

Vines : Aerial Roots : T. W. H. Aerial roots are

generally believed to be caused by the maintenance of
a too moist atmosphere, or by the roots of the Vines
being in a border too cold to allow of their growth
being made at the same time and rate as the foliage

;

and probably sometimes by both causes combined.
Wellingtonias : No. 8. We cannot say whether the

Wellingtonia is poisonous to cattle, but we would
recommend you to keep the fencing up, rather than
cut the lower branches off.

1^^ Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post

Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

PubUsher at the same time.

Catalogues Received. — Hender »& Sons (Bedford

Nursery, Plymouth), Catalogue of Bedding Plants,

Fruit Trees, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.

—

Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co. (4. Quai de la M^gisserie,

Paris), Catalogue of Trees. Shrubs, Conifers, &c.

—

Harrison & Son (Royal Midland Seed Warehouse,
Leicester), List of Choice Seeds for the Garden and
Farm.—E. G. Henderson & Son (Wellington Road,
St. John's Wood, London), Illustrated Catalogue of

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds. — J

.

Coombs {The Ferns, Enfield, Middlesex), Catalogue
of Cuttings of Geraniums, &c.

Communications Received. — O. T. -J. W.—R. T. C—
W. I.—J. G. B.—D. T. F.^A. E. R.—Ward & Co (please

say in what part of the world the island is situated) —B. P.

—

J. S. T. — J. Morse. — R. T. C (only a portion of your note

received).

larkets.

COVENT GARDEN, March 4.

The markets generally are very quiet, and without
sufficient alteration to merit any notice. Some new
Potatos are to hand from Malta, and we expect some
from Lisbon shortly. There is a very good supply of

frame Ashleafs of good quality from the Channel Islands,

varying from 6(/. to is. 6d. per pound ; many samples of

the old are diseased. Tkos. Taylor^ Wholesale Apple
Alarket.

Cut Fl

Azaleas,
Camellia!
Camatioi

Cyclai

2 blooms
12 blooms
bunch .

.

,
per bunch.

.

Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 10-20
Eucharis. per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 16-60
French Lilac, p. bun. 20-50
Heliotropes,i2sprays 06-10
Hyacinths, per spike 03-06

6- I 6 Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

0-60 sprays .. ..20-60
0-40 Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
9-16 Narcissus, per doz... 10-30
3-06 Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-20
6- I o

I

— Zonal, do. . . o g- i 6
Primula, dbl., p, bun. 09-16— single, do. .. 04-09
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60— French, do. .. 20-36
Snowdrops, 12 bun. 16-40
Spiraea, 12 sprays . . 20-40
Stephanotis,i2 sprays 9 0-15 o
Violets, pen 2 bun. .. 10-30

Plants

s. d.s. d.

Azaleas, per dozen.. 30 0-50 o

Begonias, do. ,. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. .. 90-180
Cineraria, do. .. 9 0-18 o

Cyperus, do. .

.

. . 6 o-i 2 o
Deutzias, do.

.
•• 8 o-iS o

Dracsena terminalii 12 0-30 o
— viridis, per doz. 12 0-24 o
Epiphyllums, each . . 16-36
Ficus elastica . . 16-76
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o

N Pots.

s.d. s.a
Heaths, in var. , doz. 12 0-30 <

Hyacinths, per doz. 4 o-ia .

Lily of the V.illey,

12 sprays .. . . 3 o- g .

Mignonette, do. .> 40-61
Myrtles . . do. 3 o- 9 (

Pelargoniums, dble.

,

per doz. .. . . 6 0-12 <— Scarlet, do. . . 60-91
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o- 8 <

Solanums, do. .. 6 0-18 i

Apples, per J^-sieve
Chestnuts, per bush. 1

Grapes, English, p. lb.

Lemons, per 100
Medlars, per doz. ..

Artichokes, Fr. , doz.

Asparagus, English,
per bundle ..i

— French, p. bund.
Beans, French, p. 100
Beet, per doz.

Broccoli, p. bundle ..

Brus. Sprts.
, p. bush.

Cabbages, per doz. .
.

Carrots, p. bundle ..

Cauliflowers, per doz.

Celery, per bundle ..

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz, ..

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Potatos :—Early Sha
Regents , 1205,

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Oranges, p. 100

Pears, p. doz.

;

Pine-applet, p. lb.

;
Walnuts, p. bush.

Horse Radish, p. bun.

Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuces, per doz, ..

Mushrooms, per pott.

Onions, young, bun.

Parsley, per bunch,.
Parsnips, p. doz.

Peas, per quart
Radishes, per bunch.
— black. Turnip, do,

Seakale, per bundle
Shallots, per lb.

Salsify, perbundle ..

' Turnips, per bundle.

SEEDS.
London : March 3.— In consequence of the late

wintry weather, there is now less doing in agricultural

seeds. All grades of red Clover are nevertheless held

with considerable firmness, stocks being by no means
excessive. Alsikes continue neglected. For white Clover

there has been an improved inquiry. In Trefoil seed

the tendency of prices is upwards, a good quantity of

this description having recently changed hands at occa-

sionally enhanced currencies. A fair business has been
doing in imported Italian and Scotch Rye-grasses.

Spring Tares are in steady request at the decline noted

last week. Of winter Vetches there are none offering.

For Hemp and Canary seed the orders received are

quite of a retail character. White Millet, as a substitute

for the latter, meets with increased favour. Fine black

Rape seed, being very scarce, readily obtains an advance

of 15. to 25. per qr. Other articles, in the present com-
paratively quiet state of our market, offer no subject for

remark. John Shaw 6^ Sons, Seed Merchants., 37, Mark
Lane, B.C. ^_^_^__

'

CORN
At Mark Lane on Monday business was slow in all

departments, and the quotations for Wheat were not

without dithcuUy maintained. Barley was less wanted,
a few efforts to obtain more money for grinding produce

were wholly unsuccessful. Malt was nominally un-

changed. Oats were firm, and prices advanced about dd.

per qr. on the week. Maize was cheaper rather than

otherwise. Beans and Peas realised late rates. The
flour market was quiet, though firm for American
barrels. — Wednesday's market was quiet, and no
material change occurred in the value of Wheat. Barley

was dull and weak, but Oats maintained their advance
of Monday, while Maize, Beans, and Peas were equally

as dear as on that day. Flour was rather inclined to

recede.—Average prices for the week ending Feb. 27 :

—

Wheat, 405. lit/.; Barley, 425. \\d.\ Oats, 295. 'jd. For
the corresponding week last year:—Wheat, 62J. \d.\

Barley, 495. yi. ; Oats, 295. 4^.

CA TTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade was

brisk for choicest quality beasts at about last Monday's

quotations. In sheep only briskness was showii in the

demand for choicest kinds : prices about the same as

last Monday. There were very few calves on offer, and

they were consequently dearer. Quotations :— Beasts,

3^. %d. to 4f. Sif., and 55. 6^/. to 65. \d.
;
calves, 55. to

65. lod. ;
pigs, 4-^. ^d. to 55. 4*/. ;

sheep, 55. td. to

and 55. iO(/.. and 65. 4^. to 75. —At Thursday's market

trade in beasts was brisk for choicest qualities, at about

Monday's quotations. In sheep trade was slow, except

for high-class descriptions, at but httle alteration in

prices. Calves were perhaps dearer than on Monday.

HAY.
The report from Whitechapel is to the effect that the

supply of fodder was short, and the better descriptions

sold steadily on somewhat higher terms. Prime Clover

made from looj. to 120J. ;
inferior, 855. to 955. ;

prime

meadow hay, 90J. to 1125, ; inferior, 55J, to 75^. ; and
straw, 335, to 405. per load. Cumberland Market quo-

tations : — Superior meadow hay, 1145. to 120J. ; in-

ferior, 905. to 985. ; superior Clover, ii8j. to 126J. ;

inferior, 955. to 1055. ; and straw, 405. to 455. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets report a mode-

rate supply of iPotatos on sale, and the trade as steady,

at the subjoined quotations :— Regents, 755. to iioj. ;

Victorias. 1055. to 1355. ; flukes, 1155, to 1455, ; rocks,

65J, to 705, per ton. Last week's imports into London
amounted to 1630 tons from Dunkirk ; 376 tons from

Rouen ; 2479 bags from Antwerp ; 260 from Boulogne ;

5 bags from Hamburg.

COALS.
Business at market on Monday was active, but no

change occurred in prices. On Wednesday there was
an advance of u. per ton, the vessels to arrive having

been detained by stormy weather. Quotations :—
Bebside West Hartley, 215. ^d. ; Wall's End Lambton,

255. 6rf. ; Wall's End Newbattle, 235. ;
Wall's End

East Hartlepool, 255. <^d, ; Wall's End Tees, 255. ^d.
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THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

^.a.^ 1.0W ready for delivery, in fine dry condition^

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A TE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/5<i:>;«a«—ROBERT LEEDS, Caslle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Director—]KWE.1, ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretarj',

or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 185s) .

Manufacture the highest quahty of

ARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., 3^., and 10s. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-
nounced a "valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of
water. Price per quart, condensed, 6^.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

Important Testimonials on application.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,Wandsworth
Common, S.W.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, the largest
Importers of Russia Mats in London, are now prepared

to quote prices for new ARCHANGEL MATS, to arrive in

July or August next, to the Wholesale Houses only.

Agents in Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL. looj. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and Zos. ; superior close Mat, 45^., soy. , and 55J.

;

PACKING MATS, 20s., 30s., and 351. per 100; and cveiy
other descriptiop of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mats.

BLACKBURN and SONS, the only
Importers of Mats in London, have, in consequence of

the SCARCITY of ARCHANGEL MATS, instructed their

Russian friends to send 100,000 best selected PETERSBURG,
which they are now offering, to the Trade only, at low prices.

Samples and prices on application, at 4 and 5, Wormwood
Street, London, E.C.

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of everv class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. 'ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

Russia Mat Mercliants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCH-

ANGEL and all kinds of ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
RAFFIA FIBRE, &c. Tanned GARDEN NETTING,
Tarred TWINES, TIFFANY, &c., always in stock.

N. B.—Special terms for large buyers.

ET. ARCHER'S ;'FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c, , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide. is. i,d. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide .

.

. . i^. zod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3^'. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3^. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET. CITY.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at \s. 6d. per bottle— 1.1. i.od. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO, , Tififany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

Boslier's Garden Edglnir TUea.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited
for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little room, and, once put
down incur no further
labour or expense, as do

" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO,, Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also for

FOXLEVS PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

^s. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N,B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SI L I C AT E ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

RALPH WALLER and CO.,
45, Dale Street, Manchester, MANUFACTURERS of

all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c.
The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost

has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of provid-

ing some Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blos-

som in its earliest development be but slightly weakened by
frost, the vitality of the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit

lost. In this climate, on the average of a century, there is not
"'

year in nineteen when the protecti

fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manufacturing
the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this pur-

pose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and docs not impede the action of light and due circula-

tion of air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the

vitality of the tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the

three Kingdoms can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior

to any other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability,

standing, as it does, all weathers.

Tcstivwnialfro7n Robert Warner,, Esq.
"I h.ive had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for

eighteen months, and I find it now in very good order, and
likely to last as many more months, and I intend to use it on
all my houses in future, being well satisfied both as to its lasting

qualities and also as to the shade it gives, which is sufficient to

prevent burning, and yet not thick enough to keep out the light,

as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do ; indeed, it is suitable

for shading any kind oi p\A.nt's."-^BrcofnJield, Feb. 13, 1871.

TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and
SHADING. in pieces 30 yardslong. ij^ yard wide. TIFFANY,
in pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, &c., apply

J the above addre

45, Dale Street, Manchester.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.

TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E,

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,
4 inches long, 35. 6d. per 1000, or 30s. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,

45. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge. 4 inches long. 3^. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO., Eenthall Works. Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and

sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon,

BELGIAN^LASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAlil & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,
Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, &'c.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.
Plans and Estimates /or every Description of Horticultural

Structure, Consultations in all parts of th^ Kingdom,

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, Cornhill. London. E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

ENNIS' BOILERS.—7or Sale, a "No. i

and a N o. 2 of the above, nearly new, having been removed
in order to substitute ordinary saddles. Offers to be made to

JOHNSON AND SONS, 41 Cross Street Finsbury
London, E.G., where they may be vie ed

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,

Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,
F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering

and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

w
Established 1856.

KEEP OUT THE FRO ST.
''ILLIAM H. HONEY'S

portable

VAPORISING STOVES,
To Burn Kerosene or any mineral oil.

They will burn for twenty-four hours
at a cost of one penny for three hours.

They require no attention beyond
replenishing the oil.

Suitable for greenhouses, conserva-

tories, halls, bed-rooms, &c.
They will not injure the most tender

exotics, nor are they in any way
injurious to the health.

Prices, in block tin, 3&F. ; in copper,

50J. Copper, with glass, to give hght
and heat, 555. Either will be sent on
receipt of Post-office Order.

To be seen in operation at

WILLIAM H. HONEY,
263, REGENT STREET, W.

Catalogue free. No agents appointed.

SUver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate. 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1873.

The following Letter from Mr. Wm. Thompson needs no
comment :

—

" Tweed Vineyard, March 21, 1S73.
" Dear Sir,— I have now had your Terminal Saddle Boiler

heating two large Span-houses, 21 feet wide and 15 feet high,

containing 1484 feet of 4-inch pipe, and it does its work to my
entire satisfaction. In fact I know of no Boiler of the same size

and cost that will do the same amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel. It is an excellent Boiler. You should adver-

tise more than you do, for it deserves to be better known than
it is.—Yours truly, Wm. Thompson."

Illustrated Circulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.
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I .ills. rvalMFV .-ic, u-.l .It -Mr. Loy'.s Nursery, Croydon.

LASCELLES' PATENT CURVED STRUCTURES
Are constructed entirely of Wood, Bent on his Patent Principle, whereby each Bar forms a complete truss. They are strong, light, cheap and durable.

DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES, WITHOUT CHARGE, ON APPLICATION TO THE PATENTEE,

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, BUNHILL ROW, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.G.

BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best matenals

used Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or

Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &o., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon m any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Peach

Houses, Forcing Houses, &c.. Free by Post for t2 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS -GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.
m, pronOHiued these to he byfar the bat aiid most

Now Ready our NEW LIlsT of Ph.ICES> m uim^ lull d \\ U u m l n unl I I \\

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIEi 1

plants, we attach the gla ed hghts (21 oz ) with hinges to the frame of eat-h hght thereby doint, a\\a> \m

length, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; tnus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick Walls, for

and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. Far sttperior to anythtns of tlte kindyet offered.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Gardeners' Chronicle, February 6, 1873.

The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gard'

any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst amateurs, it

would appear that they too are not ignorant of their great value.

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages is unquestionably that manufactured

by W. S. Boulton & Co.

UELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

1 1 inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed with 21-ounoe,

,ng the 11. I

nual breakage of gl;

Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

i and loss of time

by Post.

1 attend to the
ivc a complete

Gardeners' Magazine, May 25, 1872.

Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
is provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and

s firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and

It they are received, &c.

Cash Prices, carriage paid to any station

when orders amount to 6oj. and ufTX

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i hght
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights ..

20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .

.

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights

Two-thirds allowed for Packing M, '
'

'' ""'"""

England
ds.

£i 17 6

7 17 b

976
\ returned free

jspeafuliy requested with
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the million' are

EAP, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
irne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
Itural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide ^d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J.

;

4 yards wide, bd. per yard, or 50 yards, 20s.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suited for anyof the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, bd. per yard

: 4 yards
wide, rj. per yard : ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard,
TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and js. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6& 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
Superior Qu\LiT^ G^L^ANISED after Made

NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays

iykiaa=aWa]3isljJJ=l[i

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide ; 6 inches high.

9s, 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included withj^each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH S.YSTEM.
Prices of Materials.

Per dozen—J. J.
Galvanised Raidlsseurs for tightening the wires (one

required for each line of wire) ..40
Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts (two required for each

hneofWire).. .. ,. ,. .. .. ..20
Galvanised Wall Eyes 06

Galvanised Wire, 2s., 2s. 6d., and 35. per 100 yards,

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 20s. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.

Illustrated ;

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, &c., FOR

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

Prices on application to

J. B. BROWN AND CO., 90, Cannon Street, E.G.

Garden Wall Wlnng.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace. Notting Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as
being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
tight, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the
thin Wire, as used In the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and ConservatoryWirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application
as above.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

LIVERPOOL]

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies,
it forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON.

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm,

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and TIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end ofthe Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —
1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

WAUCHOPE & COWAN'S NEW AND ECONOMICAL
SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, having recently been offered a valuable Patent
for the Manufacture of Gas, to be worked in combination with their Patents for Heating Horticultural and

other Buildings, have found it necessary, so as to acquire and work such Patent, to

form a new Company with larger powers ; the old Company having been incorporated

for the purpose of dealing with the Heating Patents only.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, will, therefore, be
wound up and dissolved, and a new Company, called " The Cowan Patents
Company, Limited," has been formed, and has taken over the entire business of the

old Company. From this date the new Company will carry on the business of the

old Company, with the addition of the New System of Making Gas—full particulars

of which, with Illustrations, can be had on application.

Contracts entered into by the old Company will be carried out by the new one,

and all its responsibilities fulfilled.

The Directors of the new Company have thought it advisable to change the
Offices from Lothbury to 21, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W., where all

communications should in future be addressed, and where full information concerning
their Patent Systems of Heating and Gas Making can be obtained.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

All Communications in future to be addressed

—

21. WHITEHALL PLACE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(lale Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham, Est.-iblished a.d. i8i8.

BOOK of DESIGNS, 1J. each,
<» The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment.

_ Government Emigration.
OYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
K_? Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not
exceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Smgle Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age,
being FARMERS.MECHANICS,MINERS,LABOURERS.
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceedmg forty,

L^ los.; one year and under twelve, £2 iss.

For further information apply to the OlTice of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

h^^^^S^'

PARKINSON'S PATENT
Studley Royal Lawn Mowers.

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HENEY OEMSON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TIE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to LvNCH White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

TESTIMONIALS.
Sivinton Patk Gardens, near Bedale.

Mr. W. Parkinson.—Sir : Having thoroughly tested your
Patent Studley Royal Lawn Mower against the two I have,
one of Messrs. Green & Son's with chain action, and Messrs.
Ransome's Automaton, I will give you the result.

I tried first on a good and well kept lawn, where we were
using Green's and Ransome's machines, and I was surprised at
the difference in draught, your machine being easy work on the
slopes for a boy ; the other machines being hard work for two
men ; upon inspecting the work done I found your machine
had made by far the best work, taking all the Bents, Dande-
lions, Daisies, and seed grass, without leaving any ribs on the
lawn, the other two not taking either the Bents, or Dandelions,
or seed grass, and also ribbing the lawn, especially where
there was a little heavy cutting. Your machine was very
superior to the other two on the borders, cutting close up to the

the fran-

I then
rdr.

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,
(STFVEN. 'TRENTHAM DO.LER )

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).
Seep. 666, 1874, Gardeners Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

*'TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE,
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
WILL SHORTLY BE READY.

A New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS, originally Compiled by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Price Threepence.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

machine on a lawn laid down the year
's or Ransome's would touch it, and I let

neadow, and cut it with the scythe. I put your
I the fog (three weeks old), never expecting any
made would cut it, but found it make equal good
en on the well kept lawn, though the grass was
and in some places longer, and very wiry and

thick Your machine appears remarkably well made, and from
the great strength of the cylinder there is no fear of any blades
being bent or broken, even if a stone gets in between the cutters.

Ihe driving from the centre between the drums is a capital
idea, the machine being easily kept in line. I find also it is

only about half the weight of the other machines, though cer-
tainly in every detail very much stronger.

I can only add that it merely requires to be seen in operation
to convince the most sceptical that it is far ahead of all other
machines yet made.—I remain, yours respectfully,

J. Featherstone.

Mr. W. Parkinson. Moorgate Groz-c, Rotfierliam.
Sir,—The Studley Royal Lawn Mower appears to me to be a

considerable improvement on all I have seen before ; it works with
great force and evenness, cuts longer grass than others, and
whether wet or dry ; and from the working part being all bossed
up, cuts within an inch of terrace walls. It is in advance, in my
opinion, of other inventions of the same kind, and only needs to

be known to secure preference. John Guest.

Baldersby Park Gardens.
Dear Sir,—Your Lawn Mower gives every satisfaction ; it

cuts long and wet grass better than any other machine with
which I am acquainted, requires less draught, and cuts closer to

a pedestal or border. In the cylinder, which is, I consider, the
weakest and most expensive part of other machines, yours is

especially strong.—Yours truly, W. Meredith,
Gr. to the Viscountess Downe, Baldersby Park.

Mr. W. Parkinson. Sivinton Park, Bedale.
Sir,—I am glad to say your Lawn Mower does its work

very well. It certainly is the lightest in draught, and the
handiest and best machine for cutting long grass I have yet
seen.—Yours truly, J. Maister.

The Gardetts, Oakwood Hall, Rotherliam.
Sir,— I have used your Studley Royal Lawn Mower, and

can with every confidence recommend it to the public. Its

simple construction and efficiency surpasses all I have ever used
It cuts the grass well, either wet or dry, so that it may be used
at times when other machines are of no use. Your machines
only want to be known, when I am sure they will become general

favourites.—Yours truly, James Tvson.

o-inch Machir

PRICES (wltti Collecting Box).

..£z 18-inch Machin £,1

Carriag!paid to allprincipal Railway Slalions ami Skippii

Ports in the Kingdom.

RIPON, YORKSHIRE.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head line cJiargcd as t-wo.

4 Lines . . . . ;£o 3

7 S 24

And two shitlings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page £,c) a a
Half Page S o o
Column . . . . . . ..350

Advertiseitients for iJu citrrejtf -week must reach tlte Ojffice

by Thursday noon.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountains,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the Journal 0/ Horticulture
Office. 171, Fleet Street, E.G.; or to the Author.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1863 by F.
BuEVENlCH, E. PvNAERT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

HE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch, Translation in-

cluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVE RTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles),

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide ciiculation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, &\ per Annum.
Single Copies, i^d. ; Stamped, c^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool..., Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous&Co., 15, Royal E.\change
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

(or the use of Advertisers,

Second Edition, Price 34., Post Free 4a.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac,

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS.

" It J5 an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly
Dispatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

" The ' Agricultural Gazette Almanac/ which deals with
matters of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition.*'

—

Lloyd's, Jan. 17, 1S75.

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."

— TJie Field, }^. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize animals."

—

Gloucestershire

" This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily use."

—

Farmer's Herald,

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races, &c. , space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto
almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the 'Agricultural Gazette.'"

—

Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-
ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken from photographs."

—

De^usbtery Chronicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and
the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-
ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which
forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."

—

Grantham yournal.

" To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-
hood 'The Agricultural Gazette Almanac' for 1875, price

^d., will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics^ especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended
to serve."

—

Halifax Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome ; as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be
commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a
diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of
both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-
ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as
to practical farming. Such a combination of information must
recommend itself to every agriculturist."

—

Western Daily
Merairy.

" Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,
we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,
owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased
by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of
prize cattle, implements, Slc, are a valuable feature in the
Almanac."

—

Prescot Reporter.

" Considering the valuable information for the farmer and
stock breeder to be found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
' Cricket in the Counties in 1874,' and alphabetical lists of the
members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably
illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.

—

East Anglian
Daily Times.

farn

ass of information which will be found ex-
ceedingly useful to all who are engaged in agricultural pursuits.

In addition to this there is a capital portrait of H.R,H. the
Prince of Wales, and several other engravings." — Glo'ster
Merciay.

" It is a wonderfully good threepennyworth, containing, as it

does, in addition to the calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, some of the beautiful portraits of stock which have
appeared in the columns of our contemporary within the last

year and a-half. Among others, there are portraits, from photo-
graphs, of Telemachus, loth Duchess of Geneva, Nectarine
Bud, and the Prince of Wales' Champion Shorthorn Heifer

—

among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait of a Jersey
cow. There are also illustrations descriptive of noteworthy
American ' wrinkles ' for iosmers."~ NoriL'ick Mercury.

much interesting matter for the farmer, who
may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion. As may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely
farming interest, such as rotation of crops, manures, and imple-

ments. These are worth consulting, the advice they contain
being sound and practical."

—

Land aitd Water.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. March 6,

Contains—Portrait and Short Memoir of the Late
PHILIP PUSEY.

Original Articles on Discussions during the Week on Tenant-
Right—Liebeg's Mineral Theory—Farm Work—Grafting
Fruit Trees (Illustrated) ~ Messrs. Burgess & Key^
Mowers and Reapers for 1875 (Illustrated)—The University
Boat Race—Land Tenure in England — Common Law
for Farmers, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on Thrift among
Workmen—Indian Com—Rotation for Cropping a Farm

—

Artificial Manures and Rotting Swedes—Reclamation of
Land from the Sea—Major Haltett's Pedigree Cereals-
Cows Calving—Agricultural Topics in Canada, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of
Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, Proceedings in Parlia-
ment, Markets, &c.

The Annual Volumes Complete in themselves.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for
MARCH contains highly-finished Portraits of the New

Japan Quince, Cydonia Maulei, and of Lady Henniker Apple.
Contir

'" ' '^ '' .-"r .. ^ .

The latest Edition, with numerous Plates, Woodcuts, and
Engraved Plans, in 8vo, price 1.1s. cloth,

NESBITT'S PRACTICAL LAND
SURVEVING, for the use of Schools and Private

Students. Eleventh Edition, revised and enlarged. By
William Burness, F.R.A.S., Professor of Practical Land
Surveying.
London : LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et SlTRANGfiRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are ;—A. Allard,
E. Andri!, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cr^pin,
Comt* de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GiUon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin. P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Sirau.x, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van VoL-sem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom : One year,

105., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru.velles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

i8mo, enlarged, half-bound, zs.

ABERCROMBIE'S, JOHN, Amateur
Gardeners' Pocket Journal, with a Treatise on Window

Gardening, Wardian Cases, and Fern Culture, by George
Glennv, F.H.S.

^ London : WILLIAM TEGG and CO., Pancras Lane,
Cheapside, E.C.

THE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of
the most popular and best edited of American Horticul-

tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor : Thomas
Meehan. Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain :—g^. ^t. per annum, in

Before you Purcliaae anrtMng for your Garden
CONSULT the Advertising Columns of

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK, in LLOYD'S
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Millions. One Penny.

The best Collection of Choice Flower and Vegetable
SEEDS

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
Cottager's Gardens consult the Advertising Columns of

SEASONABLE GARDENING in LLOYD'S WEEKLY
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000
weekly, and is

Read in All Parts of the World by Millions.

M
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WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, a young
rising Man, having a fair general knowledge,—State

reference and wages require to CHARLES NOHLE, Bagsliot.

WANTED, a steady, industrious MAN,
who thorouglily understands the work of a Kitchen

Garden and would make himself generally useful under a head
gardener. Wages 2oj. per week.—H. A., Post Office, Battle,

WANTED, as NURSERY MANAGER
and SALESMAN, an experienced Man. Must be a

successful Grower of Rhododendrons, Roses, Conifers, &c., and

have a general knowledge of the profession.—Apply, stating

terms, He. to WILLIAM IRELAND, Tilton Ni
'

Barnstaple, Devon.

WANTED, a good strong young MAN,
accustomed to Nursery-work. W.ages to commence at

i8i. per week.—JOSEPH GREEN, The Nurseries, Garforth,

WANTED, an active MAN, used to the
Market Trade. Must be quick at Potting and Tying.

A perman.ancy, if suitable.— HENRY STROUD, Florist,

Green Lanes, Stoke_ Newington, >L

WANTED," THREE young MEN as
IMPROVERS, for the Glass Department. Wages 151.

per week.—State particulars to GEORGE COOPER, Rose
Hill Nursery. Derby.

WANTED, two steady and industrious
LADS, from 14 to 18 years of of age. Must have some

knowledge of Rose Budding and Tying. Comfortable lodgings

found.—Apply, by letter, stating wages required, to HENRY
BENNEIT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

TWHt»E^C.lAK^CTERS^VWLl.|EAR^ST_Rl
"j^''^"j^"i^ ^"j^ y

COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN I3ESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very exxellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying

at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London. S.E.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 40, married, one child (age 10) ; well up

in all brancnes of the profession, can also undertake the

Management of Land and Stock. Seventeen years in present

place. Leaving through death.—J. W. LANGLANDS, King's
Road, Clapham Park, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept.—Age 26, married, three children; understands

the profession in all its branches. Three years' good character.

—C. B., The Gardens. Brondesbury Park . Kilburn, N.W.

ARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept.—Age 27, married ; understands Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.

—W. G. , 1 . Catherine Terrace, Holland Park Road,
Kensington, W.

G'
ARDENER (Head), — Age 30, single;

thoroughly practical in all branches. No single-handed

place accepted.—M. M., 8i, Sunnyside Road, Horiisey Rise.

London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches.

Left last situation through death and change of hands. Good
character. Seven years in last place.—A. B., Post Office,

Grays, Essex.

/^lARDENER (Head),—Married, no incum-
V_X brance ; has a thorough practical knowledge of the pro-
fession. Forcing of Fruits and Flowers. Excellent testimonials.

—J. G., Messrs. Hugh Low & Co.'s Nurseries, Upper Clapton,
London, E.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —
J. Spaven, four years and a half at the Royal Kitchen

Garden, Hampton Court, S.W., offers his services to any Noble-
man or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient servant.

_8, Queen's Road. Teddington. S-W.

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married.—
W. Windsor, for seven years Head Gardener to G.

Miles, Esq., Llangattock Park, is open to engage with any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a really competent
Man.—W. WINDSOR, Bouvilstone, Cardiff.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; has a
thorough knowledge of the routine of Gardening. Eight

and a-half years' good character. Wife no objection to the

Management of Poultry.—P. B., Knockholt, near Sevenoaks,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical Man,—Age

40, married ; has had upwards of twenty-five years' practical

experience in some of the leading places in England and Scot-
land. Twelve years in last situation. Death of employer cause
of leaving. First-class character from the family.—W. L.

,

Sydenham Park Nursery, Sydenham, S.E.

ARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
A Gentleman can highly recommend his late Gardener,

who. has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every
branch. Has had fourteen years' experience in extensive
Establishments under first-class practical Men. Excellent refer-

ences from previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street, Whitehaven.

G
confidi

ARDENER (Head), age 28, single.

Jam lis WoouPiEi.D, Gardener O-sbcrton cai

Knee recommend his Foreman, George Ledger,„ .
to aiy

Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good gcnend
Gardener. He has been twelve years in the profession in good
Establishments, and is fully competent to undertake the

Management of a good place.—Osberton Gardens, Worksop,
Notts.

GARDENER.—Alfred Squires, ten years
Gardener to J. L. and R. L. H. Phipps, Esqs., Lcighton

Park, Westbury, Wilts, is open to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly practical

Man. Well experienced in the Growth and Management of

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the Early and Late
Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; is

also a practical Kitchen Gardener, and accustomed to extensive

Pleasure Grounds and Flower Gardens. Undeniable character

from the Gentleman he is now leaving.

G'
'" ARDENER and GENERAL MANAGER.

—D. Bl'ch.^.nan, seventeen years Gardener and General
Manager to the late and present Capt. Trotter, Dyrham Park,
Barnet, Herts, is now at liberty to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class Man in the

above capacity, or as Gardener only. Has had large experience
in Breeding Stock, Designing and Erecting Buildings, Hot-
water Work, Laying-out Grounds, &c. Is desirous of obtain-

ing a place where first-class fruit is required. Character un-

exceptionable, and testimonials from several of the best men in

England and Scotland. Would be glad to recommend an ex-

cellent young Man as Foreman in a good Garden.

GARDENER "(Head).'— Middle-aged, two
children (away from home). Thirty years' experience in

Gardening in all its branches. Can Superintend Land and
Stock. Has been Head Gardener sixteen years. Can be
highly recommended by late and previous employers. Wife
can take Charge of House in absence of family. "The suburbs
of London preferred.— S. PERKINS, 2, Pelican Terrace,
Newbury, Berks,

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one
or two Assistants are kept.— Married, small family;

understands Gardening in all its branches. Six and a-half

years' good character from present employer. Total abstainer.

—J. H., The Gardens, Kemnal, Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30 ;

understands Forcing, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Good references.—R. T. , lo, Swain's Lane, Highgale, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 41.—
A Gentleman wishes to obtain a situation for his late

Gardener, whom he can with confidence recommend to any
Lady or Gentleman as a thoroughly efficient Man in all depart-

ments.—J. G. , 4. Zetland Road, Birkenhead.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married, four children; thoroughly practical in all

branches, also the Laying-out of new Grounds and Management
of Land and Stock. Over six years' first-class character.—E. C.

,

5. Johnson's Terrace, Bromley Common, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
married, no family ; understands the profession in all its

branches. Land and Stock, if required. Three years' good
character.—W. PIPE, 25, Kate Street, Balham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working), to any
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical Man

in every department, Land, &c., or any place of trust.

—

Age 36, total abstainer. — ALPHA, GardciuW Chronicle
Office. W.C.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 26,
married, one child ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches of the profession. Unexceptional good character from
present and previous employers.—W. TOWNSEND, Holm-
bury Gardens, Wotton, Dorking, Siurey.

ARDENER (Head, Working).- Age"28,
single; understands the Management of Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. , under
glass ; also Flower. Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening. Good
character.—H. S., Elm Cottage, Defoe Road, Lower Tooting,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,
married, two children ; seventeen years' practice in all

branches of the profession, particularly Early and Late Forcing
of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and Flower and Kitchen

Road,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married, two children. Seventeen years' experience in

good gardens, 3K with present employer. Satisfactory reason
for leaving Good character from present and previous em-
ployers. — HEAD GARDENER, Wrinsted Court, Sitting-

bourne, Kent.

GARDENER, in a Gentleman's Garden,
where several are kept.—Age 23. Four years' good

character from present employer.—R. H. F., North Luffeimam
Hall, Stamford.

GARDENER. — Married, no family; well
acquainted with Outdoor Work, also the Cultivation of

Fruits and Plants in general. Wife could take charge of Poultry
or Dairy.—J. B.. The Gardens, Kenton Court, Sunbury, S.W.

GARDENER.—Age 24; has a good practical
knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Stove,

Fruit, and Plant Houses. Good references. — F. EVANS,
Oakley House, Gledhow, Leeds.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age
25, married. Three years' good character,—G. L., 42,

River Street, King's Cross. N.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment.
—Age 24 ; thoroughly competent to take Charge of the

Houses or Kitchen Garden. Has had nine years' experience.

—

T. ROGERS. Frimley Park, Surrey,

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age
27 ; twelve years' good practical experience in all branches

of the profession. Has held a situation a^ above. Character

will bear strictest inquiry.— A. W., 4, Quebec Mews, New
Quebec Street, Pottman Square, London, W.

/^ARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
VT Garden.—Age 2=. Si.-c years aad a half iu Elmham Hall
Gardens. Good reference. --W, FUTTER, Elmham, East
Dereham, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 26, married, no family ;

eleven years' experience. Can have a good character from
present employer.— E. GEEVES, Albert Road, Belvidere,

\tE
GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's

or Gentleman's Gardener.—Age 21, respectable. Two
years' good character from present situation. —Address, stating

wages, W. K., G, Finsbury Cottages, Nightingale RoatT,

Wood Green, London. N.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—
Age 21.—A. B., Stapleton Park, Pontefract, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's
Gentleman's Garden, where he may gain more ex-

perience in House-work.—Age 22. Good reference.—G. A.,

2, Westbourne Place, Harrow Road, W.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-
ment, where he can improve.—Age 23 ; used to Vines,

Fruit, and Flowers. Seven years' experience.—T. J., Bessels-

leigh, Abingdon, Berks.

JOURNEYMAN, in a large Establishment,
where Gardening is carried out with spirit and energy.

—

Age 21 ; has been brought up to the profession ; understands
the Forcing of Fruits and Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse

PROPAGATOR (General), or to take
charge of the Indoor Department of a Nursery.— Fourteen

years' good experience in Market and other Nurseries. First-

class references.—E. F., i, Whatman Road, Freehold, Forest
Hill. London, S.E.

ROP AG A TOR (General).—Age 34,
married. Twenty-one years' experience in the leading

Nurseries ; four years in present situation. Satisfactory refer-

ences.—W. E.. North Road House, Hertford.

IMPROVER, under a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Gardener.—Age i6, respectable. ^For particulars

address T. FLETCHER, Bath Read, HaHington, Middlesex.

IMPROVER, in a good Garden.—Age 19,
respectable.—H. B.,The Ridgeway, Woodhays. Wimbledon.

ANAGER, or TRAVELLER.— Twenty
years' experience. Thoroughly competent and prac-

tical. Has travelled England, Scotland, and Ireland in the

Trade.—B. S., 16. Tenant Street, Derby.

SALESMAN, in tlie Flower, Fruit, or
Vegetable Market. Over thirty years in the trade.

—

S. C, 8. Heron Road, Milkwood Road. Camberwell, S.E.

To Seedsmen or Florists.

CLERK.—The Advertiser, who understands
the Seed Trade (disengaged after 3 o'clock in the after-

noon), is open to an engagement as above during spare time.

—

J. ADAMSON, 7, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.

CLERK. — The Son of a Nobleman's
Gardener wishes for a situation as above in a good

Nursery. Is expert in Writing and Accounts.—X. Y., Post
Office, Retford, Notts.

F^
ORESTER, WOOD RANGER, or PARK
KEEPER.—Age 35, married. Five years in present

situation. Satisfactory references. — JAMES BELL, St.

Michael, Penkivel Probus, Cornwall.

B
To Florists.

OUQUETIST. — Young Lady. — B. C,
Gardeners Cltro:iicle Office, W.C.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
Thia celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quahty unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street,W.

E
Grateful—Comfortlug.PPS'S COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern

the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article

in the Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London, N.W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

Cures of Old Standing Asthma, Colds, &c., l>7

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
—From Mr. Rorinson. Chemist, Trinity Street. Hull :

"In all aff"ections of the Chest, old standing Asthma, and
neglected Colds, they seem to act like a charm."—In Coughs,
Colds, and Rheumatism, they give instant relief. Sold at

If. 'i%d. per box by all Druggists.
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GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR," "PHENIX," & "ROYAL,"
Or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

77/1? Winners of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN
On numerous occasions,

And most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentry

H.R.H the PRINCE of WALES, The KING of the BELGIANS,
The Late EMPEROR of the FRENCH,

The EMPEROR of RUSSIA,
n the United Kingdom.

Upwards of 75,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

They have been submitted to numerous practical tests in Public Competition, and in all cases have carried offevery Prize that has beeti given.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

1st. Simplicity of Construction—every part being free of access, ad. They are worked with far greater ease than any other. 3d. They are the least liable to get out of order.

4th. They make little or no noise in working. 5th. They will cut either long or short Grass, and wet as well as dry.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-HANDED "SILENS MESSOR" LAWN MOWER.

; inches
Can be worked by a Lady.

Can be worked by one Person.

Can be worked by one Person on an even Lawn,

To cut 18 inches 8
Can be worked by a Man and Boy.

8 10

9 o

9 10

Prices of Horse Pony, and Donkey Machines, including Patent Self or Side Delivery Bo\ , Cross-stay complete ; suitable for attaching to
' '

Ordinary Chaise Traces or Gig Harness —
DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.

To cut 26 inches . . .

.

.

.

• • • • •
• • • /> ^5 "^

HORSE MACHINES.

., 3° ..

Leather Boots for Donkey
,, ,p Pony

i8

To cut 30 inches

„ 35 „

48140 I
Leather Boots for Horse ,. .. .. 190

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ; and as the Machines make little noise in working, the most

spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machines.

'. recently been made in the " Silens Messor," still keeps this Machine the bat and most approved one in the Market.The improvements which ha

GREEN'S PATENT "PHENIX" LAWN MOWER,
WITH MULTIPLIED GEAR ACTION, and SWIFT REVOLVING GUTTERS.

This Mower is specially designed to meet the wishes of those who would rather have a machine with Wheel
Gearing in preference to one with the Chain Motion.

It combines all those excellent qualities for which Green's Lawn Mowers have been so long celebrated, as

well as advantages that other mowers do not possess.

It will cut nearer to an object than any other Lawn Mower extant, and long, tough, wiry bents, which so mar
the appearance of cultivated lawns, are cnt with it as easily as ordinary grass.

The Rope and Pulling Handle are not supplied with Machines under 16 inches size unless specially ordered,

and are then charged extra.

The Sizes and Prices of the " Phoinix" Mower are in both respects the same
as those of the " Silens Messor."

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN MOWER,
The special features of this Machine, which recommend it for universal adoption, are its novel construction and

its extreme simplicity. It is composed of the smallest number of parts of any Lawn Mower extant.

The Grass-box is placed in front of the cutters, and by removing it the Machine will cut g:rass close up to trees,

seats, and underneath shrubs, &c. It is .eminently adapted for Banks, Slopes, Flats, &c.

The Rollers fixed behind the cutters enable the Machine to cut over the edges of Flower Beds, Bofdere,

Verges, &c., and close to any object.

The Handle of the Machine is self-adjusting, and will suit the height of the person using it at any angle.

The Mowers are of the strongest manufacture, simple in their construction, not liable to get out of order, and
require the least repairing of any Machines of their kind extant.

WITH GEABINa OIT EACH SIDE.riTH SINGLE
To Cut 6 inches

„ 8 „

I> 10 >!
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Important Notice to Foreign Sutjscrilaers.

-pO RE I G N SUBSCRIBERS
* are particularly requested, wIuh sending Post O^re

Orders tkroHgh the Post Office, to Advise tlie PiiUisher that

they have dotte so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

The " GardeneTB' Chronicle " In America.

rPHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postase to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :- Messrs. M. COLE AND CO.. Drawer No. 11,

Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia : and
Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia;

through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

Notice to Subscri'oera.

'J^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
-^ m.iybe had DIRECT from the OKFICE, on PAV.MENT
IN ADVANCE at the following rates, mcluding postage to any
part of the United Kingdom ;

—

Three Months .. 55. st\id. \ Si.x Months .. us. iirf.

Twelve Months . . Ct y. sod.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTI N.

£1. 6j. for 12 months, including postage to—
Ausin.vLTA

I

Canada I Jamaica I West Indies
KKLGIU.M 1 France | New Zealand

j United States

£1 loj. ^d./or 12 months, includingpostage to—
AisTKlA I Holland

|

Portugal I Spain

£,\ i+t. ^d.for 12 months, including postage to—
Russia

|
Italv | Denmark

Post Office (.Orders to be made payable toWilliam Richards,
at the King Street Post Office.

Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

"POYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
\-\! South Kensington, S.W.—NOTICE.—With reference
to the Advertisements that the SHOWS on MARCH n
APRIL SI, SEPTEMBER i, and NOVEMBER 10 will not
be held, the Council have now to announce that all the Shows
advertised iu the Society's Schedule for 1875 WILL TAKE
T^T .^TT. .,_ , ' 1 of 50 per cent, on the several prizes

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W. — NOTICE. — SHOW of

HYACINTHS, Re. ; FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEE
MEETINGS, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, March 17. General
Mectuig for Election of Fellows, &c., at ^ o'clock. Band from
3 o'clock. Admission, 3s. hd. ; or, by tickets bought before the
17th, by Fellows only, 2s. 6</.

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.—Mr. WILLIAM PAUL'S

SPRING SHOW of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS
ROSES. LILY of the VALLEY, &c., every day fromMARCH 27 to APRIL3, inclusive. Admittance, ^Iondays, M.
other days, is.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park.

EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS-March 31 and
Aplil 28.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS-May 26, June i6 and June 30EVENING FETE-July 14,
"^ Jnejo.

Schedules of Prizes and Tickets are now being issued.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES of Palms. Orchids, New, Rare, and Decor-

ative Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILUERRAD_ and S(}N. 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Centaurea candldlsslma (Wholesale Price).

WOOD AND INCK.AM offer fine summer-
sown Plants of ih.; .U;i l\ E. thoroughly established in

Thumb Pots, at 20s. per 103. I'.ickage, y. 6d. per 100, or 21.

for 50, not less than which will be s.jld at the price.

The Nurseries, Hiuitingdon.

UCALYPTUS GLOBULUS. — Fresh
newly gathered Seed, just arrived. Price, per otmce or

pound, on application.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL, EsLablishment for New and R.are

Plants, King's Ruad, Chelsea, London, S.W.

LeTmATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working. Price, 3J. 6d. per 100, or 30J. per 1000.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

Carnations—Named Show Varieties.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine PLints
of the ABOVE in twelve v.irieties, one pair of each,

thoroughly established in 3'inch pots, at i2r. the dozen pairs.
Package is. the first and 6(t. ever additional dozen paiis.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

OYAL WINTER GARDENS, Edinburgh.
—Grand display of SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS

at present. Fresh VIOLETS, every morning.
DOWN IE and laird.

To Exhibitors. &c.

SHOW and FANCY PELARGONIUMS.—
Several collections of fine specimens are offered by

W. HOPWOOD AND SON, who are giving up Growing for
Exhibition purposes. _Apply to

Jersey Gardens, Cheltenham.

ESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
autumn-struck plants, from single pots, los. per loo, 85^.

per 1000, package included. Terms cash.
WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

pALCEOLARIA AUKEA FLORIBUN DA.
^^ —Strong, healthy, clean, short-jointed, autumn-struck
plants of the above, 5r, per loo, 405. per 1000. Terms cash,
package free.

FIELD BROTHERS. Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

LEIGH can still supply PLANTS as
• advertised in Gardeners' Chronicle, February 20.

CATALOfJUE post free.

Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-\Villows.

TAMES DICKSON AND SONS' FinestO LAWN MIXTURE for Forming New or Renovating
Old Lawns is finer and in every way superior to all others.

108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Dahlias.

THE GREAT SHOW at ALE.XANDRA
PALACE being fixed for AuGlST 14, GEORGE

RAWLINGS respectfully recolnmends POT ROOTS for early
blooming : choice kinds, 6s. per du2, —Romford.

V

Roses.—Wholesale Prices.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby,
oders extra strong PLANTS of all the best varieties,

mcluding H. P. , 'Tea, and Bourbon. Standards, 10^. per dozen,
75^. per ico ; Half-standards, 8s. per dozen, 60^. per 100,

EVV~ROS^S for" I S77.^^he^ Best and
Strongest Plants in the Trade, at same prices as offered

by the leading Rose firms. CATALOGUES now ready.
WM. WOOD and SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants of
the best kinds now ready. Descriptive LISTS gratis and

post free to applic

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

To the Trade.

ROSES, surplus stock of Dwarf, at reduced
prices. The plants offered are remarkably strong.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,

WANTED,
STOCKS. Also,

Send price to

W. SMITH, Nursery

io,oeo 2-yr. old PEAR
10,000 2-yr. old APPLE STOCKS.

, Crockenhil - Dart ford.

WANTED, young AZALEA PONTICA
and RHODODENDRON PONTICUM STOCKS,

of various sizes. Also fresh ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA'
SEED. Send samples, post paid, and price to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Nurseries,
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Cartpks, Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Bctteridjie's letter, published
by us al p. 269 of Gardeners' Chronicle for February 27.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

etteridge"^ prize astek,
direct from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 oi Gardeners'

Chronicle for Februarv 27.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. I OXONIAN IMPROVED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH. | DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

The above collection post free for 6s. 6d.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BE •!•T E rTd GE^S PRIZ E AST E R,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 35. dd. ; twelve splendid varieties, post
free, for zs. 6d.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

AMARANTHUS HENDERI. — Coloured
Illustration of this novely, with testimonials, &c., may

be had, free, on application. Seed zs. 6d. per packet.
W. HENDEK AND SON, Bedford Nursery, Plymouth.

UtERNANTHERAS, paronychyoides and
mngnifica, good strong, sturdy stuff, shaken out of pots,

and forwarded free, at 10s. per 100.

WILLIAM HOLMES, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney. E.

RNA MENTAL CONIFERS and
SHRULS, fifty well assorted, from 3 to 8 feet, specimens.

for £2 10s., pack.ige free.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown. Kiddi:rminster.

n^HORN (2UICKS.—Good Quicks for hedge
-L planting at 12^. 6d. per 1000, Samples on application to

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield,
Sussex.

QUICK THORNS, all heights up to 3 and
4 feet, the latter well adapted for gapping purposes.
Prices on .application to

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

UICK THORNS.— Clean and well rooted.
_ Size from 18 to 28 inches. Will be sold cheap. Apply to

J. E. ROBERTS, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Denbigh.

O

Q
PINES, very fine Fruiting and Succession,

promising fruits of 4 lb. to 5 lb each. Prices on application.

T, JACKSON A.'^Q SON, The Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

PINES and AZALEAS.—Thirty strong
Pines and Four Specimen Azaleas, well set with bud. Apply

THOMAS GOLD, The Rosery, Westbury-on-Trym, near
liristol.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

2500 Surplus Larcb, 3 to 4 feet.

PAUL AND SON have the above still to
oRer, at 60s. per 1000.

The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1S75 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

RC HARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

New Pea—"Dr. Maclean."

CHARLES TURNER, in reply to numerous
enquiries, beg^ to inform the public that the above Pea

will not be sent out before next season.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

s PLENDID NEW APPLE,
• LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and (TO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

Asparagus Seed.

CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL (True), nett
growth of 1S74, 35. 6d. per lb. Trade price on application,

CHRIST.MAS QUINCEY, Potato Merchant, &c., Peter-
borough.

To tne Trade.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2-yr. and 3-yr.—For
price apply to

JAMES BIRD, American Nurseries, Downham. _
FOR SALE, in a large or small quantity,

about 13 cwt. of Brown Sprouting liROCCOLI SEED.
Sample and price forwarded on application to

S. AND P. NEWCOME. Orsett, Esse.«.

To the Trade.

FINE SEAKALE SETS for Planting.
Price on application to

WM. WOOD .\xu SON, Nurseries, Marcslield, Uckfield,
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Sale No. 4431.~Cliolce Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, ^8, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, March 15, at half-p.-ist

12 o'clock precisely, 10,000 m-agnificent BULBS of LILIUM
AURATUI\I from Japan, in the finest possible condition, being

tiiiite as plump and fresh as, English-grown bulbs : also, a great

v.ariety of other JAPANESE and CALIFORNIAN LILIES
and HARDY ROOTS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Harfly Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, March 17, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, RHODODENDRONS with buds,

LAURELS.YEWS, CLIMBINGPLANTS, FRUIT TREES,
ROSES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 18, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of seven magnificent
distinct unnamed CATTLEYAS ; dried flowers of each kind
will be shown with the plants. Also several hundreds of

Odontoglossum AlexandtEe (crispum), O. Pescatorei, Oncidium
Kramerianum, and others adapted for growing in cool houses,
just received in good condition from New Grenada.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establlslied Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 18, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a smsll collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, including the following

Laelia elegans
Cattleya Mendelii
Phalsenopsis Schil

,, grandiflora

„ fuscata

Cirrhopetalum gn

On% (the
&c.,&c.

Cattleya Wagneri
„ amethystoglossa

Vanda ccerulea
Cypripedium pardinum

1 sceptrumOdontog

lUlg t , and Catalog- shad.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of Stamford Hill, N.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received
instructions from Mr. Wheeler, Gardener, to ofl^er for

SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, Kmg Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, early in APRIL, the well-kno« n
COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., at Stamford Hill, N., con-
sisting of specimen Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Stephanotis,
Clerodendrons, BougainviUeas, Francisceas, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Clapham, S.'W.

UNRESERVED SALE of NURSERY STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
arc instructed to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on the Premises, Muskett's Nur^try, Claphara Rise, Clapham,
Surrey, S.W.,on MONDAY, Mm. li ,,,1,1 for 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, the whole of the vain I

'
'-

'
I' \ I 'S' STOCK, admir-

ably adapted for Planting in I

'

!:^istin,g of Chinese
Arbor-Vitffi, Aucubas, 150J :,. 1.: :, II llics, 2 to 4 feet.

Common Laurels, Rhododcr lIi . i, ,
,,.i.

. ,11=0 a number of
Ornamental Trees, some selected Fruit Trees, and a fine assort-

ment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, together with 25 handsome
Specimen Azalea indica in fine variety.

'^
' f the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had and Valu

City Auction Rooms, 38 & 39, Gracecliurcli Street, E.G.
IMPORTANT SALE of a choice colleclion of CARNA-
TIONS and PICOTEES of the finest growth

; 500 hand-
some Standard and Dwarf ROSES of the best varieties ;

selected FRUIT TREES : choice Hardy AMERICAN
PLANTS ; CONIFERvli SHRUBS, with some fine

Double CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, CYCLAMEN,
CINERARIAS, and other Plants in flower ; FUCHSIAS,
DAHLIAS, choice LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION the above on THURSDAY,

March 18, at the City Rooms, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues at the Rooms and
of the Auctioneers, 98. Gracechurch Street, E.C.and Leyton-

Sydenham, Kent.
To FLORISTS, BUILDERS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will INCLUDE in their SALE of PROPERTIES, to

take place at the Mart, Tokenhousc Yard, on THURSDAY,
March iS, at 1 for 2 o'Clock precisely, a valuable LEASE-
HOLD EST.'\rE, known as Kirkdale Nursery, Sydenh.-.m,

Kent, occupying a capital position in the high road, close to the

railway station, comprising a substantia! Brick-built Detached
Residence and Seed Shop, Erection of Show-house and six

Greenhouses, standing on a choice plot of eligible Building

Land, having a frontage of 61 feet to high road, by a depth of

207 feet. Lease eighty years, from March 25, 1847, at a low
ground rent of ;£6 55. per annum.

Particulars may be had of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, City, and Ley

Leatherliead.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED S/VLE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nur-

series, Lealherhead, close to the Southwestern and London,
Brighton, and South Coast Railway Stations, on MONDAY,
March 22, at 12 for r o'Clock precisely, by order of the Proprie-

tors, without reserve, a large quantity of useful NURSERY
STOCK, viz., fine specimen Coniferx, including Thujas,

Cupressus, Arbor-vita;. &c., also Spruce Firs, Taxus of sorts,

5000 English Yews, iVz to 5 feet ; 4000 Green and Variegated

Box, 5000 Common Laurels, 2 to 5 feet, and many others

;

2000 Lilacs, and Deciduous Shrubs in variety, large Ornamental
Trees, selected Pyramidal and Dwarf-tramed Pears, with a

- choice assortment of hardy Climbing Plants in pots, &c.

t On view the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on

the Premises, and ot the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-

church Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Garston, near Liverpool, within a few minutes' walk of

three Railway Stations. A compact and valuable FREE-
HOLD ESl'ATE, distinguished as Meredith's Viney.ard,

universally renowned as the first Vine and Grape producing
establishment in the United Kingdom, first-class prizes

having been obtained by the present occupier, Mr, Joseph
Meredith, at all the leading .shows in Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
.are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in one lot, on

the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY, March 23, at half-past

I for 2 o'clock precisely, the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE,
known as Meredith's Vineyard, situate in Garston, near Liver-

pool, and comprising 6 acres i rood 32 perches of particularly

eligible Building Land, with the attractive and substantial

brick-built Residence standing thereon : likewise 50 Green-
houses, set in brickwork, and of the best construction, fitted

with every modem appliance, and containing about 50,000 feet

super of Glass and Woodwork, heated by about three miles of

Hot-water Piping on the most approved principles : also several

Brick Pits, numerous convenient Outbuildings, together with

all the Stock planted out in the Houses, including the entire

celebrated Collection of established Vines, at present in the

highest slate of perfection.

Cards to view, and printed particulars with Plans, may be had
of Messrs. MOSER and SONS. Solicitors, Kendal ; of Messrs.

GIBSON AND SOLLAND, Accountants, 10, South John
Street, Liverpool ; of Messrs. WHITLEY and MADDOCK,
Solicitors, Liverpool ; and of the Auctioneers and Estate
Agents, 98, Giacechurch Street. London, E.C.

,

Extensive Consignment for Absolute Sale, per s.s.

" Fanais," from Yokohama, of thousands of choice

LILIUM AURATUM, RUBRO-VITTATUM, CALI-
FORNICUM, CANADENSE. TIGRINUM, FORTU-
NE I. and other rare species ; also, a large quantity of choice

JAPANESE MANUFACTURES and CURIOS, consist-

ing of beautifully Inlaid and Lacquered Cabinets, Tables,

handsome Porcelain Vases, Garden Seats, Rare Bronzes,

&c, ; together with 3000 GLADIOLI and Silver-spotted

CALLAS,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Guildhall

Coffee House, Gresham Street, City, E.C, on WEDNESDAY,
March 24, at ri for 12 o'Clock precisely.

Further particulars will shortly appear.

Bruce's Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
respectfully announce that the SALE of this important

FREEHOLD ESTATE, advertised to take place on April 15,

is POSTPONED TILL a LATER DATE.

SURREY (2005).—In a first-class neighbour-
hood, close to a station, and twenty-five minutes' ride

from Waterloo, aflourishingNURSERYMAN'Sand MARKET
GROWER'S BUSINESS to be Disposed of in consequence of

the death of the Proprietor.

NORTH ESSEX (1961).—To be Sold, a
genuine NURSERYMAN'S BUSINESS, the Owner

having taken a farm. Part of purchase money could remain
on security.

WEST OF ENGLAND (2006).—An old-
established NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS to be

Disposed of, on particularly easy Terms. ^2000 to ;£3ooo

required, part can remain on good security.

Particulars of these three Nurseries, and of several others,

will be found in Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER, to be obtained at their

Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.

County Of Limerick, Ireland.
ISLANMORE. within 9 miles of Limerick, and five

walk of Croom Station, on the Great Southern and Western

MR.''m. HARTIGAN is favoured with
instructions from the Executors of the late Robert

Wanless Kclley, Esq.. to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at

Islanmore, on THURSDAY. March 18, at i o'Clock, this

truly MAGNIFICENT ESTATE, containing 511 acres 3 roods

38 poles, statute measure. The Mansion House, which stands

in the centre of a beautifully limbered Park, is approached by
two avenues with gates and handsome entrance lodges. It is

picturesquely situate, overlooking the rivers ilaigue and Com-
mogue. which partly run through the estate. The house con-

tains two halls, four reception rooms, study, eight bedrooms,

and two dressing-rooms, servants' hall, with ample accommoda-
tion for servants, all in first-class order, and ready for immediate
occupation. The out-offices are well built and in perfect repair,

containing coachman's house with three rpoms. stabling for

twelve horses (six box stalls), three coach-houses, and a large

range of lofts. The Pleasure Grounds are tastefully laid out,

the walled-in gardens are well-stocked, and in perfect order, and
include Conservatory, Melon pits, and Vineries in full bearing.

The demesne is stocked with pheasant and other game, wood-
cock, and wild fowl in the season. There is good salmon and
trout fishing on the Maigue and Commogue. and the kennel of

the County Fcvhounds is within 2 miles. The Farm Lands are

ofsuperior arable and pasturage quality, well drained, thoroughly

fenced and watered ; they are all in the owner's possession, and
in the highest state of cultivation. The Farm Buildings are ex-

tensively, newly, and substantially built, and there are also on

the farm a limekiln, limestone quarry, sand and gravel pits.

Immediate possession can be given to the purchaser.

For all further particulars and Conditions of Sale applications

to be made to Messrs. REEVES and SONS, Solicitors,

17, Merrion Square East. Dublin : or to MICHAEL
HARTIGAN, Auctioneer. 46, George Street, Limerick,

Ireland, who will give Cards to view the Estate.

Stapleford, Cambridgeshire.

MESSRS. MANN and RAVEN have
received instructions to OFFER for SALE by Public

AUCTION, upon the Premises, by direction of Richard

Headly, Esq., on FRIDAY, March 19 next, at t2 o'Clock, all

his valuable STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, most
e.vcellcntly grown, and clean and healthy. Among the ?Iard-

wooded plants will be found beautiful specimens of Azaleas,

Acacias, Camellias, Epacns, Heaths. Rhododendrons, fee.

The Soft-wooded plants comprise Cinerarias. Calceolarias,

Fancy and English Spotted Pelargoniums, Zonal Geraniums,

Fuchsias, Chi-ysanthemums, Carnations, Picotees, PiiiKs, and
Auriculas, S:c.

The Auctioneers particularly call attention to the above Sale,

as Mr. Headly is well known as a most successful amateur
floral exhibitor, and the plants have all been selected with the

greatest care and judgment by that gentleman.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, Messrs. MANN
AND RAVEN, Hobson Street, Cambridge.

Isleworth.
In Liquidation.—By order of Trustee.

To MARKET GARDENERS, FARMERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. PARNELL will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, Smallburv Green, on

TUESDAY, March 16, at 12 for i o'Clock. the STOCK and
IMPLEMENTSof a MARKET GARDENER—three power-
ful Draught Horses, five Market Vans and Carts, Harness,
Ladders, Tools, Chaff-cutter, Baskets, Breeding Sow, 150 dozen
Plants in pots, Erection of Greenhouse, Pigstye, Sec.

Catalogues of Messrs. PARNELL and BRIGGS, SoUcitor.s
Isleworth; Messrs. ANDREWS and MASON, Accountants,

7 and 8, Ironmonger Lane, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneer,
2, Gresham Buildings, E.C.

TO BE LET, without either Premium or
Valuation, or the LEASE to be SOLD, a NURSERY,

near the Lewisham Railway Station, containing an area of
about 35,000 feet, and comprising Forcing, Camellia, Green-
houses, and Propagating Pits, ten in all, and principally Heated
with Boilers and Piping, Apply to

Messrs. C, D. FIELD and SON, Agents, 15, Borough, S.E.

OR IMMEDIATE disposal;' in coi^
qiience of the ill-health of the Proprietor, an old-established

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST TRADE, in the Midland,
counties. For particulars apply to

Mr. R. COOPER, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

To Market Gardeners, Florists, and Fruit Growers.

TO BE SOLD, easy distance from Market,
the seventy-nine years' LEASE of ili acres of well-

stocked LAND. Pear and other fruit trees of best kinds,
newly-erected Packing-house and Store. The whole in a rich
state of cultivation and closely cropped. One large area well
suited for Glass Erections. Apply to

Mr. J. A. SMITH, Auctioneer, Estate and Land Agent, 58,
King Street East, Hammersmith. W.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12J. to 505. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle, For PAM PHLET containing full particulars
respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W. , Architect to the Estate.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours; AURICULAS, both Single and Double;
with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

The Finest Broccoli in Cultivation.

COOLING'S MATCHLESS.—Every grower
of this invaluable vegetable should have it. Per packet,

IS. 6d., post free.

GEORGE COOLING, Seedsman. Bath.

Buttons' Red-sliin Flourball Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have a surplus stock
• of the above, which they are prepared to offer at a

low figure to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

AFAIRALL has to offer about 7000 trans-
• planted common ASH. 3 to 4 feet; WILLOW, for

woods, 5 to 7 feet; EVERGREEN and DUTCH HONEY-
SUCKLE, VIRGmiAN CREEPERS, GUELDER ROSES,
by the dozen or 100. For price, S:c., apply to

Stanhope Nursery, Westerham Hill, Kent.

G^
"~LASGOW andT WEST~or~SGOTLAND

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The EXHIBITIONS for Season 1875 :—Spring, March 24 ;

Midsummer, June 16 ; Autumn, September 8. The Prize
money is ^^^422 12s.

In June, open to all. Collection of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, table not to exceed 34 feet by 6

;
prizes i6os., 120^.,

loos. Besides this prize money the Directors' handsome Silver

Cup, value ;^2o, to be the property of the winner for two years
in succession or three years in all.

Also, open to Amateurs only, Collection of Greenhouse Plants,
space not to exceed 8 feet by 6 ; prizes 6ar., 40J., 20.r., with
amateurs' silver cup, value ^5 5,1., on same terms as above.

Schedules and tickets of admission may now be had from the
Nurserymen in town, CHAS. M. WILLIAMSON, Treasurer,

194, West George Street ; or
FRANC. GIBB DOUGALL, Secretary,

167, Canning Street, Glasgow.

ANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETING at the

ToMTi Hall, King Street, Manchester, on TUESDAY,
March i6 next. For particulars apply to the undersigned.

BRUCE FINDL.AY, Secretary.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, 1875.—ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY r4 ne.xt. Schedules are now ready, and
may be had from the undersigned. BRUCE FINDLAY

B01 : Garde: , Manchei

T EEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

TWELFTH ANNUAL GREAT SHOW—Ji

II. 1875. Largely increased Prizes. Schedules now ready.

Apply to JAMES BIRBECK, Secretary.

Address—Delph Lane, Woodhouse, Leeds.

HE DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY have agreed to hold an INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION of POT PLANTS. CUT FLOWERS,
FRUITS, ROOTS, and VEGETABLES, in AUGUST, 1S76,

and intend to offer ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in Prize

iNIoney.

The PRIZE SCHEDULE for THIS YEAR is ready for

deli\'ery.

51, Reform Street, Dundee. W. R. McKELVIE.
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P A U L'S ROSES.
" Mr. VVm. Paul has been deservedly placed at llic head of EngUsh Rose growers.—67.7
" The Roses of Mr. Paul are things to see once and dream of for ever."— AiheiKViim.
" Mr. Wm. Paul is famous for his Roses all over the \vor\d."—(irap/iic.
" Mr. Paul is the most successful Rose Grower in England."

—

Journal of floriculture.

William Paul
(SON AND SUCCESSOR TO THE LATE A. I'AUL),

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS,
Begs to announce that his New ROSE CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be

forwarded, post free, on application.

The Public is respectfully requested to observe—
1. That the stock is in the finest possible condition. The growth is healthy, moderate, and well

matured, rather than gross and ill-ripened.

2. Every Plant in this Establishment is for Sale, no reserves being made for prize winning or

other purposes.

NEW ROSES.
QUEEN OF WALTHAM, H.P. (Wm. Paul)— Flowers rosy cherry, a new, distinct, and lovely

colour, large and full.

STAR OF WALTHAM, H.P. (Wj[. Paul).—Flowers deep crimson colour, very rich and
effective ; a magniticent flower, large, very double, and for form, substance, and smoothness of petal

unequalled, splendid foliage. First-class Certificate from Royal Botanic Society.

PLuits of the above will be ready the end cfMay, price io,t. 611'. each. Plates (coloured) ihortly ready, post free, u. each.

A large and healthy Stock of the NEW FKENCH ROSES is now ready for delivery,
at 2s. 6d. each; 24s. per dozen.

PRICES OF OLDER ROSES.
STANDARDS. Per dozen, 15^-. and upwards

;
per loo, £fi and upwards.

STANDARDS, Newer Sorts. Per dozen, 2\s. and upwards
;
per 100, £% %s. and upwards.

DWARFS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS, from the open ground, Hybrid Perpetuals. Per 100,

DWARFS ON THEIR OWN ROOTS, in pots, Hybrid Perpetuals—a very fine stock of strong
plants. Per dozen, 155. ; per 100, ,,^5 to ffi.

DWARFS ON MANETTI. Per dozen, loj-. 6rf. and upwards
;
per 100, £}, y. and upwards.

DWARFS, Tea-scented and Noisette. Per dozen, 151. and upwards
;
per too, ^6 and upwards.

DWARFS, New Varieties of 1S74. Per dozen, iSj-. and upwards.

DWARFS, New Varieties introduced by the Establishment :—FIREBRAND, Standards, ^s. 6d.
each : Dwarfs, as. 6d. each. DIANA, Dwarfs, 2s. 6d. each. PEACH BLOSSOM and ST. GEORGE,
Standards, ^s. each ; Dwarfs. 2j. 6d. each.

DWARFS, e.xtra sized, for Forcing or Greenhouse Culture. Per dozen, 24s. and upwards.

"SPECIMEN ROSES, 5^. to £$ 5-f- each.

My Rose Shows at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, and the Crystal Palace, Sydenham,
where thousands of Roses in pots, the sole produce of my Nurseries, have been shown year by year, and the show of
Cut Roses at the Royal Botanic Gardens, in the Regent s Park, where 8000 trusses of flowers were staged last July,
have been visited at various times by

—

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of
Russia,

Their Majesties the King and Queen
OP the Belgians

;

Her Majesty the Queen,
Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales,
Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and

Duchess of Edinburgh,
and several other members of the Royal Family :

These Shows, as artistic displays, and the plants and flowers of which they were composed, have also received the
highest encomiums of the Horticultural and General Press. The idea which prompted them was not conceived or
worked out in opposition to existing Rose shows, but to occupy ground which they failed to touch—to sliow Roses
in a free and natural rather than in a crowded, formal, and artificial state—in a state in which anyone might produce
tliem with ordinary advantages and ordinary cultivation without the technical knowledge of the florist's art.

WORKS on ROSE GROWING by WILLIAM PAUL, F.R.H.S.
THE ROSE GARDEN. Fourth Edition in the Press.

" Infinitely the best work ever written on the Culture of the Rose."

—

Botanic Garden,

ROSES IN POTS. Fourth Edition. Post free, 2J. 2rt'.

' In this little work of ninety-one pages will be found every direction that can possibly be required."

—

Journal of
Horticulture

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE. A Shilling Book on Roses.
" In this little shilling book Mr. Wm. Paul tells .'\mateur Rose growe

really necessary for them to know."

—

The Garden.

Second Edition.

5 all that is

PAUL'S ROSE MANURE. In boxes, with directions for use, 2s. and 4s. each.
Dr. Scu IT, Siiiiihuich, says :

— " It is by far the best Manure I have ever tried."

Thomas LaxtuN, Esq., Stamford, says •.^''
I shall certainly use it again."

A. H. Kent, Esq., Blcchitigly^says

:

—"An invaluable boon to Amateur Rose growers."

Mr. Douglas, Loxfori Hall Gardens, Ilford (writing in the Journal of Horticulture), says :—" The best Manure
for this purpose is Mr. W. Paul's Rose Manure."

IMPOETANT.
The Public is respectfully informed that the old firm of A. Paul & Son (founded by my

Father, the late Mr. A. Paul) no longer exists. Of that firm I am the sole surviving
Partner; all Letters, therefore, intended for me, should be addressed—

WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian Name in full), Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Herts.

Home Grown Mangel Wurzel and Turnip Saeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
• special offers to tUe Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quality.

Seed GrowinK Establishment, Wisbech.

Herbaceous Calceolarias (Nell's Superb Strain).

WOOD ..\Ni) INGRAM offer fine Plants of
the ABOVE, from store pans, at 31. per dozen, 2oi, per

100, post free. Also line Plants in 5-inch pots, at 65. per dozen.
Hasket and package, 25. for the first and is. every additional

Huntingdon.

To Planters and the Trade.

J SLATER AND SONS beg to offer a
• quantity of large IRISH YEWS, 7 to 8 feet high, and

to 3 feet through : fine specimens, well rooted, and will be sold

chea

J. SLATER AND SONS. The Nu :s, Malton, Yorkshii

QTELLARIA GRAIVIINEA AUREA— too
^^ cuttings sent post free for 2s. dd. This is quite distinct

from Golden Featlier. and certainly the best yellow carpet-
bedding plant ever introduced :

quite hardy.
H. CANNELL, New Elorists' Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

Carnations, Plcotees and Pinks.
/CHARLES TURNER can supply the above
\J in all their various classes, and in every variety of colour.

in fine health ; plants suitable for borders or for blooming, in

Pot.s. The quality of C. Turner's Collection is well known.
CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.WM CUTBUSH AND SON'S stock of
ROSES. FRUIT TREES, Sic. is unusually fine this

season. A visit to the NiirsL-ries would well repay intending

purchasers. CATALOGUES post free.

Highgate Nurseries, Loudon. N.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas-good Plants

from single pots, 12^. per 100; rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, Gs. per 100, 5or. per 1000, package included- Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

Cheap.—To Clear the Ground.

YEWS, English, 6 to 12 inches, ds. per 100,

40^. per looo ; i to 1J2 foot, 105. per 100; 3, 4, to 4^ feet,

Cos. to ^os per 100, nice furnished and good rooted. We can

recommend them to the Trade for transplanting.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

SEED POTATOS.—Wishing to change my
Seed will clear out 20 sacks Suttons' Hundredfold Fluke,

at i6j. ; ao Early Rose, at i6j. ; 10 Late Rose, at 181. 6d. ; 20

Wood's Scarlet, 155. : 50 Dunb.ar Regents, at loj. ; and 100 Red-
skin Flourball, at ros. per sack. Address, •

P., 96. Northbrook Street, Newbury.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants,
with magnificent foliage, in forty-three Continent.il

varieties, now ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

m Nursery, Stapleford,

Pines, Pines, Pmes.

THE SUBSCRIBER has a splendid Stock
of Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Queen, Charlotte

Rothschild, Prince Albert, and Prickly Cayenne Pine Plants in

all stages of growth. Warranted clean. Prices very moderate,

and may be had on application to

VVM. THOMSON, Tweed Viney.ard, Clovenfords, N.B.

ILIUM HUMBOLdTi.—Having to hand
a consignment of this magnificent, quite hardy, and rare

LILY, we offer fine, sound, and very large bulbs, measuring

from 8 to i8 inches in circumference, at 2j. each, 18^. per dozen,

and I30i". per 100.

F. S.^NDER AND CO., New and Rare Seed Importers and
Growers, St. Albans.

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply Large quantities of all kinds of FRUIT TREES.
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting ;

extra strong QUICKS, SCOl'CH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER, BIRCH, &c.
Standard ROSES. 751. p. 100; H.alf-standard do., 501. p. 100.

Dr. Denny's Zonal Pelargoniums
(Third set o( eighteen varieties).

JOHN COPELIN begs to give notice that

he has arranged with Dr. Denny to send out the above in

the ensuing spring.

CA'IALOGUES would be forwarded on application.

Tyssen Street Nurseries, Stoke Newington, N.

ARK, VILLA, and CEMETERY
PLANTING.—Strong and well transplanted Forest and

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs in any quantity, and very cheap.

GAME COVERS—Strong Evergreen and other Shrubs and

Plants of the most suitable things for Game Coverts, moderate

in price. Full particulars on application.

W. JACKSON ASP CO., Nurseries, Eedale. Yorkshire.

To the Trade.

ROSES, Dwarf Moss and others (e.xtra fine,

strong). Price on application.

Moss B.ivoii de W.issanaer. Comtesse de Mirinais (white),

Frederick S..uli.\ Gl.iire des Mousseiises, Lancii, Princess Alice

(ravil>). Unique de Piuvence white).

AUSTRIAN BRIARS, Harri,onii.and Persian Yellow. .

Address WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maiesfield,

Uckfield, Sussex-.

XfEW BEDDING VIOLA—WAVERLEY.
X\i —The flowers of this beautiful variety are large, of good

substance, and produced iu great profusion from early spring

until late in autumn. Colour very bright violet, shaded with

purple towards the centre ; yellow eye, with pure white bro^^^

The most effective bedding Viola of its colour yet raised, and

very hardy. Prices : One plant, 21. 6d. ; six plants, loi. ,
or 181.

per dozen, post free. The usual Discount to the Trade.

ROBERTSON and GALLOWAV, Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen, Glasgow and Helensburgh.
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SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).

CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's).

CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Niu-series,

Hereford.

N
Especial Notice.—Sow Now.

BEDDING PLANTS REQUIRED.

Twelve most striking SUBTROPICAL PLANTS, as grown in

Battersea Park.
Twelve most striking ANNU.4LS for the present year.

Twelve most striking FLORIST and PERENNIAL PLANTS.
A liberal sowing of each, named, and sent post free for 5J. , by

Post Office Orders payable High Street, Borough, S.E. ; or

Epsom, Surrey.
RANSLEY TANTON. F.R.H.S., Wholesale and Retail

Seed Merchant, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

Best Seeds Only.
DON'T PAY FOR EXPENSIVE ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUES ! !

!

NOW ON VIEW—SAMPLE GROWTHS
of 1874. Upwards of 16,000 persons have visited this

Establishment since the E.xhibition of Seeds was opened.

CATALOGUES free, in which all novelties of merit are

shown. Seeds carriage free and 5 per cent, discount.

R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., Wholesale and Retail Seed
Merchant, Borough End, London Bridge, S. E.

Public Notice.

MR. R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., begs to
apprise the Public that he does not supply SEEDS or

NURSERY STOCK to anyone trading in Epsom ; therefore

no Stock offered by Mr. Tanton can be obtained from Epsom,
only through him.

The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

March 1, 1875.

Biclunond Nurseries, Bichmond, Surrey.
(Es'

To the TRADE and LARGE CONTRACTORS.
GAND W. STEELLhaveto offer this season,

• extra to their usual large stock of ROSE. FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREEN-
SHRUBS. &c., a largequantity of fine, clean-grown and straight

in the stock Standard GOLDEN QUF^EN and other varieties

of variegated HOLLIES, from 2 to 5 feet in the stem : Pyramid
Green and Variegated do., from 2 to 7 feet ; also an immense
quantity of Hybrid and Ponticum RHODODENDRONS,
uncommonly well set with bloom-buds, which they are prepared
to supply at extremely low figures. Where large quantities are

required special prices will be given.

TAMES TYNAN, Seed Warehouse, 68, Great
fJ George Street, Liverpool, offers :

—

GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.—Magnifi-
cent and distinct strain ; leaves broad and fleshy, recurving
so as to almost cover the pot ; flowers much larger than in

the older sorts, very brilliant and varied in colour. Sown in

January or February, they bloom the following autumn.
Erecta and horizontalis, separate or mi.xed, is. and 2J. 6(/.

per packet.
STEPHANOTIS FLORIEUNDA.—Fine variety from the

Mauritius, (lowering profusely at every joint, and possess-
ing ill a high decree the delightful fragrance of this beautiful

cHniljer. is. 6;!'. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICLTM, Prizestrain.—Seed saved from one
of the best collections in the kingdom, is. (3d. per packet.

DOUBLE PETUNIA, large tlowenng,—Will produce a large
percentage of splendid double flowers of great size, and
charmingly varied shades of colour, is. bd. per packet.
Post-free on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Order.

Send for CATALOGUE of CHOICE VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS.

T O THE TRADE.
PLUMS,

feet, 2 to 2J3 feet,

t fine dwarf-lrained, all the leading kijids.

e pyramids on Quince, 4-yr. , 5-yr. , and 6-yr. old.

a fine dwarf-trained.

; pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, e.itra fine dwarf-trained.

,, pyramid, fruiting.

,, e.\tra fine Morello, frniting.

PEACHES. Maiden, twenty to thirty

THUJA AUREA, i to 1% foot, i;<

2 ! ^ to 3 feet ; grand specimens.

„ WAREANA, I, 2, to 3 feet.

„ GICANTEA, 3, 4, to s feet.

YEWS, English, 2 to 2H feet, 2l^ to 3 feet, 3 to M feet ; fine.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 3^ feet, 3'/ to 4 feet ; fine.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 2, 3, 4 to

5 feet.

Special quotations on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford.

Cheap Plants.

T\7'ILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
* » plants for present potting ;

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, from
pots, 25. per dozen, 12s. per 100 ; rooted cuttings, 15. per
dozen, (iS. per too, 50s. per 1000.

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet, White, Ciimson, and Rose, best
s, good plants, from single pots, is, 6d. per dozen, los.

LOBELIA, speciosa. tr

flora and Little Geir
HELIOTROPIUM, Ih

IRESINE, Lindeni,

le, from cuttings ; also pumila grandi-

,
3s. per 100, 20s. per 1000.

est dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6s.

m Gem, finest bcdder, is. per dozen,

al Dwarf, Blue, makes a line bed, is. per

,
40s. per 1000.

leaf, good, is. per dozen, C'S. per

COLEUS, Verchaffeltii, is. per dozen, 6s. per roo.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,
4s. per 100, 30S, per 1000.

GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy shorts, strong plants, for
spring bloom, 4s, per dozen. •

CENTAUREA, candidissJma, silver leaf, strong plants, 3s.

per dozen, 20s. per 100.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend,

SEE D P O T A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
HYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Ft

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.
EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

PEAS, the best sorts for su
BEANS, the best sorts

FRENCH BEANS, Runn
BEET, the finest in cultiva

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BROCCOLI, the finest sor

CABBAGE, best sorts .

.

SAVOY
CARROT, for summer and
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red
COUVE TRONCHUDA
ENDIVE
CRESS
CUCUMBER, the best

C. Lav

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England,

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS have every confidence in recommending
the undernamed, as the VERY BEST AND CHEAPEST SELECTION OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS for all Seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the
most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our
Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our \os. 6d., ijj-.,

42.?., 63^., and 84^-. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway
Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

on . . . . . . 7 quarts

nd Dwarfs 1% pmt
1 packet
2 ditto

1 ditto

4 ditto

2 ditto

I packet

LEEK
LETTUCE
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest sorts

ONION, spring and autui
PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best .

.

R.ADISH
SPINACH,
SALSIFY
SCORZONERA
TURNIP, fines(

VEGETABLE MARROW .

SWEET and POT HERBS.
RAMPION
TOMATO

. Jefferies' supply of Gardei

/ill continue them for the season of 1875. The Celery, Jefferies' Cirencester Red, was the best Mr. L. has had for s

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES 6d. each, Presented to Customers.

JOHN JEFFERIES AND SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER.

SELECTED COIIEEES KM EYEEGEEEIS,
VERY CHEAP.

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE, 2 to 2Mf«',2il.
per doz. , 150J. per 100.

BIOTA COMPACTA, 4 to 5 feet, 42^. per doz.

;

5 to 6 feet, 60^. per doz.

CHINESE JUNIPER, 5 to 6 feet, 24J. per
doz., 150J. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet, 30J. per doz.,

200S. per 100
: 7 to 8 feet, 36J. per doz., 250s.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, i\i to 2 feet, 5s. per
doz.

, 34s. per 100.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 6or.
per doz.

PICEA PINSAPO, 7 to 8 feet, 1201. per doz.

YEW, English. 2 to %\i feet, gs. per doz., 701.
per 100 : 2j^ to 3 feet, 15^. per doz., gay. per

YUCCA OLORIOSA PENDULA, iK to 2 feet.
As. per doz., zoos, per roo ; 2 to 2j^ feet",

24J. per doz. , r505. per 100.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL FOR GROUPING, 2+1., viz. :—Almond, Acer Negundo variegata. Double Scarlet Thorn, Elm
Elegantissima, Purple Beech, Silver Variegated Cornus, Silver-leaved Poplar, Scarlet Horse Chestnut, Scarlet

Mountain Ash. Tulip Tree, "Variegated Mahaleb, Weeping Silver Birch.

COLLECTION OE TWELVE OF THE MOST DISTINCT AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY
CREEPERS AND "WALL SHRUBS for 15^., viz. :—Akebia quinata, Berberidopsis corallina, Bignonia
grandiilora. Clematis Jackmanni, Ceanothus Veitchii. Cydonia japonica, Escallonia macranlha, Jasminum
revolutum, Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Magnolia grandiflora, Passiflora Coivillii, Wistaria sinensis.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE AND ORNAMENTAL IVIES, the

most useful of all Evergreens for Walls, Trellises, &c.| I2J.

E O S E S
THE NEW R03B6 OF 18?5 that are most highly recommended, price 30^-. per dozen, or twenty-

four varieties for 60J. 80,000 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots. STANDARD, DWARF,
and CLIMBING ROSES in great variety. Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE FLOWERING PLANTS, give no trauble,
and are permanent in adorning Garden Beds, Borders, and Rockeries, 30J. per 100 varieties.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, the choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden
21J. (carriage paid). For particulars see Lists.

Descriptive Priced Lists ofall kinds ofNirrser)) and Seed Stock on application,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman k Seed Merchant, WORCESTER,
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NECESSARY CAUTION.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NURSEMES," CHESIIUNT, N.,

Respectfully beg their Customers to .-itUlrcss business letters simply as above,

WITHOUT CHRISTIAN NAME OR INITIAL.

ThroiiMi the use of wrong Initials several letters intended for them have recently failed to reach

them direct. Will their friends therefore carefully address—

PAUL & SON, THE "OLD NURSERIES," CHESHUNT, N.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE "OLD NURSEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.

In case the recent Advertisement, stating that

"The Old Firm of ADAM PAUL & SON no longer exists,"

Might lead the Public to think it related to their Firm, PAUL and SON beg to say that

It refers to an event which occurred 15 years ago.

Messrs. PAUL and SON are unable to understand the motive

for the resuscitation of this family matter.

They inherit the interest in the late Firm which belonged to their

late Mr. Paul (one of its founders), and PAUL and SON hold as part

OF THEIR Nurseries, the whole of the few acres which constituted the

Nursery of " Adam " Paul & Son, except a few perches of Osier Beds.

In 1 866 it was arranged with Mr. William Paul that their late

Mr. Paul was (to quote the document) " to have the benefit of the out-

standing partnership accounts, and the partnership books belonging to

'Adam' Paul & Son." The latter are now in the possession of Paul

& Son.

Messr.s. PAUL and SON, concluding that all Customers of the

late Firm have long since elected which House they would support, and

that the only outstanding business would be the payinent of some long-

forgotten account, need hardly say they would be glad to exercise their

right of receiving the same.

Messrs. PAUL and SON much regret, and must apologise for

intruding these matters on the Public, but on this occasion, as on many

others, the)' find themselves forced to act on the defensive.

Friends will kindly, tliferefore, in future carefully address, without

Christian Name or Initial,

THE
PAUL & SON,

OLD NUESEEIES," CHESHUNT, N.

RED-SKIN FLOU^RALL POTATOS,
erown on warp,—Tlte Subscriber can supply Ihe above in

nd upu.ird^, put in at Ilaxey .Station, at Ch per ton

Pelargoniums for the Million.

TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLF.C-
f' 'noN i,f SI, .

,
!• !,, ,u..i I'.iM. V V,,;. li-

,
M, ,n-

I1»nts, distiiicl Ill I I
. .

I
i,

; ,.

Hamper and p.M I !•
i

I
'i. '..i, ;•: ml

T2A', per dozen, i
. n

n N,..M:ry .
Kk.iIu

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
ioinled and well ripened; SICAKALK, ASPARAGUS,

and KHUIIAUM, extra strnng, for forcini; : ROSE.S. FRUIT,
FORIOSI'. and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place. Manchester.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.

THE LAW.SON SEED and NIIRSERY COMPANV
(Limited). lofi, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at
Edinburgh.

Ne"w~APPLE^PEASGOOD'"S NONE.
SUCH.— Handsomest, and one of the largest aiUnmn

Apples in cultivation (Sept. to Dec). First-class Certificate.

Royal Horticultural Fruit Committee. Sept. 18, 1872 : Fu-.st-class

Certificate. Crystal Palace Show. Sept. 8, o, and 10, 1874.
Strong Maidens, 7^. td. each ; Dwarf-trained, T05. 6(/. each.
Trade terms on .application.

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

O B E SOLD, a few large
SPECIMEN FOLIAGE PLANTS, including :—

Alocasia metallica, I Croton angustifolium.

,, macrorhiza variegata, Maranta zebrina,

,. zebnna, Dieffenbachia maculata.
Croton variegatum, |

Sanchezia nobilis variegata,

Also a few large FERNS.
Apply to the GARDENER, Aldershot P.ark. Hant-.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowasli. near Derby, 1875.

WILLIAM BARRON and SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of ROSES and Select

List of CONIFER.* and ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, S:c.,

including many new and beautiful varieties, is now ready, and
may be had, post free, on application.

Eucalyptus gloDulUB (Australian Blue Gum).
JOHN WILSON, SEEDSMAN, Whitehaven,
O has just received, in fine condition, a Consignment of Seed
(hitherto very scarce) of this well-known EUCALYPTUS from
Messrs. Thos. Lang & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Melbourne. Prices on application.

New and Choice Ferns.

WAND J. BIRKENHEAD, having a
• Collection of many thousands of the most beautiful

and choice BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, and giving their

cultivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or

small quantities at most reasonable prices.

CATALOGUES on application. Special quotations for large

qua:
Fern Nursery, Sale, near Manchester.

TSAAC MATTHEWS AND SON beg to call
J- special attention to their large stock of RHODODEN-
DRONS-over 200.000 of the following sizes for immediate sale :

4 to 6 inches. 6 to 8 inches, 7 to 12 inches, 9 to 15 inches, 12 to

18 inches, 15 to 20 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 feet 2 inches to

3 feet. PRIVET, Evergreen. 2 to 3 feet, and 3 t04fect ; anda
choice selection of EVERGREENS. Prices on application at

The Nurseries, Milton. Stoke-on-Trent.

HoUles.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be

cres of

of all
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers
heigltts up to 1 5 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.— 500
V^ truck lo.ads. By far the- cheapest and best in Market.

Free on to rails per bushel, ton, <
' " '

' -

ipphcation.-H. WRIGHT, "

Stre ,
Brick Lane. London, E.

Works,

PEAT.—For Sale, a few hundred tons of
exellent PEAT. Apply to

W. TARRY, the" Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Peat-

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,

for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting. /6 6s. per Six-

ton Truck-lo.ad. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, Heaths. New Holland Plants, S-C, £,i V- per

Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-

Eastcrn Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway-

WALKER AND CO.. Famborough Station. Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for Orchids.

I71RESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, io.f. 6^.

: per sack.

WALKER AN-D CO., F.arnborough Station. Hants.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
• most useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
per bushel, or ti. per bushel for quantities of

Thi

c.
20 bushels ana over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Work

Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

Great Reduction in Price.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly

made), 3</. per bu-hcl, =oj. per 100 bushels. 45.t, per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, b. M..
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ALYSSUM KONIGA VARIEGATA.—
Wanted lliree dozen good, well-eatablUlied stock plants,

n 4 or 5-incli pots, Address, with size of plants and price, to

Mr. MOORE, Akeley Wood, Buckingham.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—H. J. Hardy begs
to offer a qu.antity of strong antuntn-sown plants, all

' ENFIELD MARKET, 3.1. 6,/. per 1000.

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD, 31. 6,/. per 1000.

A liberal allowance to the Trade. Packages and carriage free

to London. Cash must accompany all Orders from unknown
Correspondents. Post Office Orders made payable at Bures.

Apply to _
H. J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds, Bures, Essex.

Fuchsias,—Special Offer, Carriage Paid.

T FLETCHER can supply good, strong, and
• healthy CUTTINGS of the above, at 5s. per too, of the

follou'ini; ten double varieties :—Avalanche (purple). Blue Beauty,

Tower of London, Francois Desbois, Gipsy Queen, Champion
of the World, Alberta, Vainquer de Puebia (white), Prince of

Wales (white). Model (white). Terms cash.

T. FLETCHER, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, New
Square, Chesterfield.

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings,

LEVEOUE AND SON, NURSERYMEN,
Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices; —
Gladioli, seedling, firstrate, 8s. per 100, £,^, per 1000 ;

mi.-ced

white, I2S. per 100 ; do. red, 12J. per 100 ; do. yellow, 24s. per

100 ; do. rose, 12s. per 100
:
per names. 100; 10 sorts. 81. ger

ICO : 25 sorts, 14s. per 100 : 50 do., .^i to £1
and upwards, according to the novelty of the

flowering bulbs. English Cheqi
Paris accepted for payment.

EREDK. GEE begs to offer, for cash with
orders, fine selected stocks of POTATOS,:- Climax,

splendid quality variety, 51. 6rf. per bushel, loi. per cwt.: Early

Goodrich, productive and good, 4?. bd. per bushel, %s. per cwt.:

Early Rose, 5s. per bushel, <jS. per cwt. ; Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf

Kidney, 5J. per bushel, 9s. per cwt.: and many other good sorts

on hand.
DAISIES, splendid double, from 2i. per 100.

CABBAGE and other Plants, &c., choice and good ;
also

SEEDS, &c., of all kinds, cheap and good.
Seed Growing Establishment, Biggleswade, Beds.

THE MOST VALUABLE VEGETABLE PRIZE
OF THE YEAR.

to £.6.

all in good
Post Office Orders on

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the pleasure to announce, that by special permis-

sion of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Competition for the CARTER CUP, value Fifty

Guineas, together with ^30 in Money Prizes, for

VEGETABLES, will take place at South Kensington,

on WEDNESDAY, July 7, 1875,

ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
NARCISSUS, ROSES, CLEMATIS, (Sic,

lESSES. JAIES VEITCH & SOIfS
Invite Inspection of their Collection of the above, which are now in fine bloom.

The CAMELLIAS are also still very fine.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.
THE

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Will commence sending out this fine Lobelia on March 15 next.

Price 2s. 6d each, or 24s. per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate

at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,

and the Gardeners' Magazine of July 18 says of it ;
—

" This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there

are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful

manner.
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

1875.

GENUINE FARM SEEDS,
comprising

CARTER'S,
the royal seedsmen,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PASTURE GRASSES, CLOVERS, AND FIELD ROOTS
Of superior QUALITY ONLY.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
106, SOUTHWARK street, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH.

SOLE -WHOLESALE VENDORS OF PHOSPHO-GUANO.

B. K. BLISS & SON'S NEW AMERICAN POTATOS,
ALPHA

I

EUREKA I
SNOWFLAKE

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT BROWNELL'S BEAUTY COMPTON'S SURPRISE

FIFTY GUINEAS IN PRIZES
Are offered for the largest quantity Grown from One Pound each of

EUREKA and SNOWFLAKE.
See Particulars in the Gardener^ Chronicle, the Garden, and the Gardener^ Magazine of Feb. 27, and in the Journal ofHorticvllure^i March 4.

All the above kinds of Potatos may be obtained as under—

, , TrnnniTD ».,„ rn r-,,u»nt rarH^n T TARTER DUNNETT and BEALE, 237, High Holborn ;
LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY, London

London :
HOOPER AND CaCov^^^^^^

BROTHERS, Doninjton ; DANIELS BROTHERS, Norwich; HARRISON AND
and Edinburgh

, CHRISTMAS ^QUmC^LY^^P^e^e^Borou^^j^^^^^^
^^. ^^^.^^^ .^ Pommern, Germany, General Agent for the Continent.

PHAL^ENOPSIS LEUCORRHODA.
__UGH Low & Co.

Have now in flower the above-named rare and beautiful Phalsenopsis. Also large numbers of

PHAL^NOPSIS LUDDEMANNIANA, SCHILLERIANA, and AMABILIS
;

of the two last-

named varieties many are blooming.

H. L. & Co. will have much pleasure'in showing them to an)' one favouring them with a visit.

Also on view THOUSANDS of ODONTOGLOSSUMS, recently received from our Collectors in

NEW GRENADA.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E
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Special Offer for Cash.

LAUREL, Common, good, transplanted and
bushy. 2 to 3 feet, C^ per looo : 3 to 4 feet, Cl lo^- pcr

1000. PINE, Austrian, fine specimens, 3 to .( feet, 15^. per too.

(JAKS. F.nglisli, 3 to 5 feet. e.\lro strung. trnTispiiinlcd. ^os. per

r.LACK POPLARS ofallsi;.es, ami TRUIC UoX, 1

unples free

-n J, I UCKER.Tlie Nurseries, F.iriiig.lon, ncrks.

ROBERT NEAL hejjs tn offer to tlic notice
of Gentleman -, 1 .1 I '. l- '• " 'M-ek of

HARDY SHKUl:- 1 il 1 1 I 'I 1 I :,M'l ,\MEN-
TAl.'l'kEES. Rn I I

ii
i

. 11 ! Ml;ING
Pl.ANT.S. Xc, uli^ii > '''

'

'rim. in for

reniov.il. CATALOGUES m.iy Iv lia,l ..1, apiilii.ition.

The Nurseries .ire within a few minutes' walk of the Ciapliara

Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

ASPARAGUS.—Speciai offer of s-yr. 3-yr., and 4-yr. old.

Price per too or 1000 on application.

ROHERT NEAL.The Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

SnowflakB.

THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 lo 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and fkee
FROM DISEASE. Mcssrs. Daniels Bros. havc just received a
consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carriage free to any address :—3J'. dd. per lb. ; 7 lb., 215. ;

14 lb,, 42.f." ; cheaper by the cwt.
D^NIl LS BROS Seed Groutr^ ind Importeib Rojil

Norfolk Seed Estabhshmcnt Noi \ ich

Vines —To the Trade

BIDE can still supply good strong
PLANTING VINES ui Pjts a the undermentioned

C 3ar rtr di/en (n spe nl
s.
w.llbesi
field Court l.h 1 1 I

Lady Dwnes b
Frankenthal Hai 1

Pnmarai s Front ^ I

Muscat Bovvood Mil t

Duchess of Puccleuch, Ra
S BIDE Alma :

Ml

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1783.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1S74 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,

CRANSTON AND M.AYOS, King's Acre Ni
Hereford.

RB. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant
• and Nur,SEtiVM.\N, Belfast.

NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS now to hand
direct from the growers.

GRASSES and CLOVER SEEDS, suited for all purposes,

soils, and situations.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, Stove, Greenhouse, Con-
servatory and Orchid-house Plants, Roses. Fruit Trees,

and Hardy Ornamental Trees and, Shrubs, Hedging Plants

and Underwood.
Seeds, Plants, f;c,, carefully packed for ex-port to all parts of

the world.

SS" CATALOGUES Post-free on application.

F
120,000 Vesuvius Geraniums for Sale.

T" C. WOOLVEN, Langhedge Nurseries,
- Church Road. Upper Edmonton. London, N., has

AUTUMN- STRUCK PLANTS of the .abo%-e to

^f, ot 9.^ per 100. Packed and forwarded to any
,1 .

.\-
I uion, gratis, on receipt of Post Office Order
iied. ])ayable at the Upper Edmonton Post

New Dwarf Sliver Variegated Geranium,
•• LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS
for the above. For particulars see advertisement in

Gardeners' Chronicle, January 30. A very favourable report of

it may be seen in the yoiirnal 0/ Horticuliurc, November 19,

1874, by Mr. Robson, and February 4, 1875, by Mr. Luckhurst.
Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst. Kent.

O AMATEURS of ORCHI DS.^Gentle^
men having a surplus stock of Orchids (not too common

kinds), and willing to EXCHANGE them for OTHER
PLANTS, such as Camellias, Azaleas, Conifers, or any other
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, may apply to

A. VAN GEERT. Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES free on application, either from himself or

his A«ent^. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Stt

,
London. E.C.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB
COMPANY have received the following SEEDS from

STYRAX JAPONICA, syn. SERRULATUM.—A bush or
small tree, much cultivated in Japan on account of its highly
ornamental appearance. See Botanical Magazine, tab.

5950. Flowers white ; a valuable addition to our hardy
shrubs. Per packet, twelve seeds, \s.\ forty seeds, -zs. 6d.;

RETINOSp'bRA. species.—No description or specific name
with the seed, but judging from the small quantity sent we
should imagine it to be a rare kind. Per packet, is. and
Qs. 6d.; seeds i;mall.

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA. — A well-known, valuable,
ornamental tree. Per packet, ts. and 2s. dd.; seeds small.

JAPAN COCKSCOMB. Scarlet.^An entirely new variety of
Cockscomb. No description will convey any idea of the
brilliant colouring of this variety—a rich glowing scarlet.

The combs are almost as delicately c\it as ruffled lace, and
often in pyramidal masses. This is by far the handsomest
of Cockscombs, and will no doubt, after this season, become
a great favourite, and entirely set aside the dull crimson of
our English variety. Per packet, i.?., 15. 6,/., and 2J. 6d.

JAPAN COCKSCOMB, Golden.—This affords a strlkmg
contrast to the preceding ; its counterpart in everything
but colour. Per packet, is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6<£.

LILIUM CORDIFOLIUM. — An extremely scarce and
valuable Lily, seldom, if ever, arriving in good condition (as

bulbs) in this country. Seed, is.. i.i. 6d., and 2S. 6d. per
packet. The usual Discount to the Trade.

Lion Walk, Colchester.

1 1

\ M
1 1
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HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT and ESTABLISHMENT for the INTRODUCTION of NEW PLANTS.

J. LINDEN,
52, EUE DU CHAUMB, GHENT, BELGIUM,

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE

CATALOGUE of NEWLY and RECENTLY INTRODUCED PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, AROIDS, DRAC/ENAS, PLANTS for the STOVE, TEMPERATE and GREENHOUSE.

MEDICINAL and ECONOMICAL PLANTS, BROMELIACE^, CYCLANTHUS, PANDANUS, AGAVES,
ARAUCARIAS, PHORMIUM, &c..

Is just Published, and may be had, Gratis and Post Free, on application.

Collections of Palms and Orchids at very reduced Prices. Great speciality of large Specimen Plants for "Winter Gardening and
large Greenhouses.

Agents in London—Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.G.

THE BEST TWO POTATOS.
VERY HEAVY CROPPERS.—LEAST AFFECTED BY DISEASE.

BUTTONS'

Red-skin Flourball.

Originally introduced by

Sutton & Sons, in 1S69,

and considerably improved

by them since that time.

,'A very Heavy Croper.

Excellent Cooker.

Unequalled for] Late Use.

'^^'^

\i,

1\

'

'1'
n'll'' l||l|l''i

, I
'

.
l|>l'l,l!ll!ll'':' 1 /

I
Il|l||l|l'

! Ill I

>«iJWIjHag^_I.^a»i.^

Three Hundred Pounds

of Seed planted produced

Two Tons Fourteen Cwt.

One Quarter.

From Mr. John Puulin, Gardener

/o E. St. P.iul Ch.-iplin, Esq. , Lixs-

boroush Park Gardens, Sept. z6,

1874.

t
" I have just had the Red-skin

Flourball Potatos lifted, and again

found it free from disease. Having

grown it now three seasons, I can

speak confidently to its being disease-

proof, a heavy cVopper, and of the

best quality for table use."

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATO.

From Seven Pounds

planted in 1874, Oi

Hundred and Eighty- li 1-

Pounds weight -w le

raised.

4, i

M^^"^'

From Mr. Wm, Patekson, Gar

io Her Majesty the Queen

moral, Oct. 25, 1S73.

" Your New Hundredfold

Potato is of good size and flavoui

quite free from disease."

Remarkably Free from
Disease.

Excellent Cooking
Qualities.

A very Heavy Cropper.

From Mr. A. Ti'ci;ER. Gardener to

the Rev. H. Erice, Goat/nirsl.

Se/t. 17, 1874.

'• The Hundredfold Fuke is the best

kidney Potato I h.ave ever grown. A
splendid crop, and not one diseased."

SUTTONS' NEW HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.
Lowest Price per Bushel, Sack, or Ton on application.

Sn/toits' Priced Descriptive List of Choice Seed Potatos Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONSJ llTe^Queen's Seedsmen, READING, BERKS.
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NEW DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS

STRAWBERRIES.

Two Finl-Chiss CcrtificaUs Royal HortiaiUural Soeidy.

MESSRS. W.& J. BROWN
"Will send out in May next Mr. Laxton's New Double

Zonal Pelargoniums— EMILY LAXTON, strong

plants, 15^.; GUIDING STAR, lor. (>d.\ and ILLU-
MINATOR, 7U e>d. each ; the set, j^i los.

A Coloured Plate of Emily Laxton post free for \s. 6d,

W. & J. B. are also sending out Mr. Laxton's

richly-flavoured and fine-tleshed New Strawberries,

TRAVELLER and EXQUISITE. Strong plants of

Traveller, £i per 25, £-^ per ico ; Exquisite, 121. Od.

per 25, £2 per 100. Early-struck runners of each, in

60-sized pots, -js. per 25 extra.

Trade Terms on application,

W. & J. BROWN
NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS, STAMFORD.

VICTORIA COLLECTIONS
OF

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

CARRIAGE FREE.

The Victoria Collection of 12 Choice

Selected Hardy Annuals,

The Victoria Collection of 36 Choice

Selected Hardy Annuals.

T-wo Shillings and Sixpence.

The Victoria Collection of 24 Choice Selected

Hardy and Half-hardy Annuals.

Two SkiUings and Sixpence.

The Victoria Collection of 12 Superb Tender

Annuals, Biennials, and Perennials.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES POST FREE
O.V APPLICATIO.Y.

VICTORIA NURSERY, OXFORD ROAD;

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, BROAD STREET,

READING.

SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1875.

THE ISLANDS OF FINISTERE.

MY botanical trips have often taken me to

Le Conquet, a small village at the extre-

mity of the Department of Finistire. It was
always with pleasure that, after a hearty meal,

whose chief attraction lay in a sharp-set appe-

tite, I went and sat on the top of the cliffs at

the close of my day's work, to enjoy repose and
the splendours of sunset. On my left the ruins

of the Abbey of St. Mathieu, remains of the

fifth century, contrast by their sombre mass with

the white tower of the lighthouse which indi-

cates to navigators the way to the Rade or

Roads of lirest ; before me stretch to an appa-

rently boundless extent the thousands of rocks

and islets which separate Ouessant from the

continent ; the sun gilds them with his depart-

ing rays, and then disappears in the ocean.

Soon the stars begin to glitter in the firmament,

while the lighthouses gleam over the surface of

the waters ; the diverse sounds of the day die

away into silence, and nothing is heard but the

plashing of the waves agitated by the currents

rushing through the Chenal du Four, or the

voice of some fisherman making his homeward
way into port.

On such lovely evenings as these the sea is

an unusually seductive tempter. Consequently

I was seized with an immoderate desire to visit

these islands, which my imagination peopled

with an unknown quantity of interesting plants.

All who have ever herborised can appreciate

the attraction of new localities to investigate
;

no rest is to be had until one has trodden the

fresh sofl, which sometimes turns out poor

enough, but which has all the charm of mystery

enveloping it. Ouessant and the other islands

have been very rarely visited by botanists. It

was therefore a veritable voyage of discovery

which presented itself to my greedy longing.

But I am terribly afraid of sea-sickness, and

the fear of shipwreck on that dangerous coast

oppresses me with irresistible anxiety. To reach

the islands I should have been obliged to go on

board one of the numerous small craft which I

had so often seen the sport of the winds and

the waves ; and my passion for botany did not

go so far as that. But one lucky day, one of

my friends, in command of a ship of war, invited

me to accompany him in an official cruise, in

which he would have to touch successively at

Ouessant, Molene, and the He de Seins.

Although the season was advanced (Sept. 6),

braving the dread of sea-sickness, I boldly

answered " Yes," and next morning, with un-

diminished courage, steamed away from Brest,

happy in the thought of the vegetable treasures

that were about to become my prey.

Aided by the ebb-tide, we glided rapidly along

the north bank of the Goulet de Brest, and I

saluted in passing the scene of numerous
herborisations. Here grow Trichonema Co-

lumn.-e, Scilla verna, Daucus gummifcr and

parviflora ; in that turf is hidden the humble
Ophioglossum lusitanicum. Soon we reach the

only hillside which possesses Erythra;a mari-

tima ; higher up are to be found a few rare

plants of Phelipa:a cocrulea, a true treasure-trove

in that neighbourhood. Then come the rocks

of Toulbroch and of the Bay of Bertheaume,

garnished with Statice occidentalis and Dodarti,

and with Ulex Galii. In the caverns, Asple-

nium marinum grows abundantly ; on the

rocks bathed by the sea Crithmum maritimum

and Inula crithmoides are intermingled with

Festuca duriuscula and Agropyrum acutum.
Elsewhere, Lepigonum rupcstre covers the

rocks with its pretty pink (lowers. At the

mouth of rivulets, where they fall into the sea, in

some spots are (llaux maritima, Carex extensa,

and a few sparse plants ofSonchus maritimus; at

others Glycerias conferta and distans and Carex
la'vigata. But all these treasures glide out of

sight in less time than it takes me to enumerate
them, and we have entered the Chenal du Four,

Once more I behold the Abbey of St. Mathieu,

the steeple of Le Conquet, and the cliffs whero
I used to dream my solitary day-dreams, now
at last a reality.

While these pleasant fancies are flitting

through my brain, the sky becomes over-
clouded, a thick fog surrounds the vessel, and
we are obliged to slacken speed as much as

possible
; the men on the look-out announce

every minute fresh rocks, close to which we pass.

I dare not ask if we arc in danger, but observing
the serious look of my friend, the captain, I

feel my courage oozing out. There seems no
escape from shipwreck on one of those terrible

rocks, which assume, to my eyes, the aspect of

fantastic monsters, while the sea-thongs which
hang about them look like multiple arms ready
to seize and drown their victims. How I curse

my foolish curiosity and my absurd weak-
ness for botany. But the engine stops ; I,

anxiously ask what is the matter. We take up
a pilot, who steers us into the little bay which
forms the port of Molene.

All my terrors fly away as if by enchantment.
Armed with my bo.x, I jump on shore, forgetting

to breakfast ; as soon as landed, Urtica pilu-

lifera catches my eye, then black Henbane and
Belladonna, and here is that rarest of rarities,

Heliotropium europKum, which the botanist

finds nowhere else in Finistere. I succes-

sively gather Lepidium latifolium, a very

rare plant with us ; Cynoglossum officinale,

Asplenium lanceolatum, Sedum acre, Artemisia

Abrotanum, Linaria vulgaris, Anchusa arvensis,

Mercurialis annua, Panicum sanguinale, &c.

Close by the sea, I find Armeria maritima,

Sagina maritima, Galium arenarium, Erodium
maritimum, Plantago Coronopus, Chenopodium
vulvaria, and many other vulgarities—seventy-

six Phanerogams in all.

Molene is about half a mile* in diameter,

and rises some 50 feet above the level of the sea.

The soil is partly clayey and partly sandy.

Five or six hundred inhabitants subsist on the

produce of fishing, and principally by the sale

of lobsters and crawfish which they take to

Brest. They grow a little Wheat, Barley, and
Potatos, and gather a large quantity of seaweed
to manure their land and to burn for the soda

contained in it, which is an important item in

their revenue. A singular trade carried on in

the island is the fabrication of terre dc Moliite

—Moli^ne mould or soil, a compost formed of

clay, seaweed in decomposition, and the refuse

of fish. This manure is highly esteemed and
eagerly purchased by certain occupiers of land
fringing the shores of the Rade de Brest.

At noon we left Molene and threaded our way
through an interminable series of rocks, out of

which nobody but a pilot would be able to get

safe back again. The sea was calm, the sun
shone brightly, and my fears were dissi-

pated with the mist. I could therefore un-

reservedly admire, by favour of an exceedingly

low tide, the splendid marine vegetation

with which the rocks were covered. The grand
Laminarias, gently heaved by the light undu-
lations of every billow, were mixed with a crowd
of Fucuses and Cystoseiras, whose lower

portions were covered with finely divided strips

of Plocamium coccineum, whilst their upper

fronds bent beneath the burden of large tufts

" The " mile" mentioned in thi?

inarin or nautical mile =1852 mel
land mile 264 yards.
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of Rhodymenia palmata. Then there was

Alaria esculenta, all torn to shreds and tatters
;

Nitophyllum Hilliie, Delesserias alata and
sinuosa, which contrasted by their bright red

hues with the sombre tints of Gelidium corneum,

var. sesquipedale. Out of the rocks at last, we
are in the Passage du Fromveur—an exceed-

ingly dangerous strait, on account of the

currents, which stir up a nasty chopping sea.

We skirt the perils which lie at the extremity

of the south-east point of Ouessant, and cast

anchor in the Bay of Porspaul.

I had two days to myself to explore an island

4 miles long and 3 miles broad, giving me
ample time to do it. Ouessant is formed of

two plateaus of unequal size, separated by a

marshy valley which traverses nearly the whole

of the island. A girdle of rocks and perpen-
dicular cliffs encircle it almost without a break.

The soil, mostly shallow, is composed of day
and sand. Manured with seaweed it produces
excellent crops—more Wheat than the inhabi-

tants require for their subsistence. Rye, Barley,

and Potatos, which, although small, are very
good, and in high favour on the continent.

There are a few meadows in the valley—not a
single tree. People keep themselves warm
with fires of turf, cow-dung, and the dried stems
of Laminarias. The fields are separated by
walls of uncemented stone, which afford a little

shelter to the crops and the cattle against the

terrible squalls and gusts of wind which sweep
over the island : but of this more at another
time, C. T,

{To be continued.')

NOTES FROM A GARDEN IN
CORNWALL.

February i.—Rain continues almost daily, and
being accompanied with warm west and south-west

v/inds, stimulates into active growth a vegetation that

has had but little winter's rest, which at this early

season it is but natural to expect will suffer a serious

check.

In no quarter of England do slugs and snails find a

more genial home than in Cornwall. The large

garden snails. Helix aspersa and Helix hortensis, do

take a few weeks' slumber in the shortest days, but

the slugs are always active in doing mischief. I do

not suppose there is a garden in Great Britain that

can outnumber mine in point of species, multitude,

and voracity. The best trap I find is a handful of

brewers' grains (here called draff), laid down at inter-

vals, and after dusk to go round and pick them off,

or with a dredger filled with fresh-slaked lime to

sprinkle a little over them. In this case it is necessary

to renew the grains each time. The stone-faced

fences of the country offer a convenient harbour for

such vermin.

My first crop of Potatos is now planted, and I

hope to get in the remainder of the early kinds about

the end of this month ; they are principally Royal
Ashleaf and Early Rose, both of which usually come
to maturity before the disease is prevalent. The
former is the best early kind I have met with, being a

fair cropper and of excellent quality. Early Rose
bears abundantly with me, and is of medium quality.

Peaches are already opening their blossoms—" better

they were not ;
" although carefully protected with

mats, I have but faint hopes of a crop of fruit, and
they are the only things in any way protected, as I

am of opinion that plants requiring protection in our

climate are better under glass. I have a small bed
of Hyacinthus orientalis, a single pale porcelain-blue

kind that usually flowers about this time ; more hardy
and early than the varieties usually imported, it does

well in the ordinary soil of my garden and increases

freely from offsets. In the hands of a caterer for

Covent Garden it would be valuable, so delicately

pretty is it, besides being delightfully fragrant.

Last spring the moles were very busy in one
of the gardens turning up the soil in all directions,

sometimes thrusting out of the ground some favourite

plants, at other times burying them ; but being re-

luctant to destroy them, knowing that they have some
redeeming points, I did not have them molested ; and
later on in the season I could observe that, although

they did not turn up the soil as before, they were still

present, evidently hunting in their old runs. This

spring I find they are again active, but do not turn up
the soil more than to clear away some obstruction ;

they do no further harm, but I find a real enemy has

taken advantage of the mole's labours ; it is the

common vole or water-rat, which makes use of the

subterranean runs to the roots of trees and shrubs,

which they eat through, as in Mr. Ellacombe's garden
last year, giving no indications of their presence until

the plants decay or fall over.

Amongst several plants left out on trial but two
have been destroyed by frost ; they are the Pepper-

tree, Schinus MuUi, and Asteriscus maritima. Near
to the Pepper-tree is a fine healthy plant of Mimosa
sensitiva, which is usually cultivated as a stove plant,

but which is evidently quite hardy. It has stood out

here two winters, and with Mr. Fox, in his very interest-

ing garden at Pengerrick, for two or three years

previously, although occupying a very moist situation.

Broccoli of the early Penzance kind is abundant,

and of good quality—a very fortunate circumstance for

the enterprising cultivators in the county, who work
hard, pay high rents, and have to venture their

capital on a chance crop, as it occasionally happens
that a severe winter elsewhere, is also sufficiently

destructive here to ruin the Broccoli crop, and when
equally mild throughout the country the demand is

so small as to scarcely pay the cost of labour.

Narcissus orientalis, in many varieties, makes the

cottage gardens gay around here, and the varied

coloured Primroses that are found growing wild are fre-

quently conveyed home. Sometimes amongst them
may be seen the singular forms, here called "Jack-
in-the-bush ; " and as I never miss an opportunity

to secure a strange form, either by begging, buy-

ing, or exchange, t have got together quite an inte-

resting collection, some of them very pretty, others

more singular than beautiful, and amongst them are

lorms that would puzzle one to say if they are Prim-

rose?, Polyanthus, or what.

I have never before seen Violets flower so freely as

they are doing this season, both in the garden and by
the wayside. Ficaria grandiflora is a recent addition

to my collection, and is worthy of note as being a

giant beside its lesser brethren ; it is more than twice

the size of the common Celandine. The double yellow

is in fine flower at this time, but a single white variety,

which I found growing wild three or four years ago,

is not yet in flower ; it is usually ten days or a fort-

night later. Cornish lanes are rich in Flora's trea-

sures. I recollect a little girl from the North of

England giving expression to her feelings by exclaim-

ing to her companion, " Oh ! auntie, there are flower

gardens everywhere in Cornwall."

It is true, from this time, beginning with the Prim-

roses, till late in the autumn, when the hedges are

decked with fruits, there is always a succession of

beauties to admire. I never go out for a drive with-

out taking my spud, and if I go beyond the ordinary

highways rarely return without some chance treasure,

consequently have now a very interesting collection

of what a non-botanical friend calls Roadsidum
gatherums.

Fib. 16.—Our nocturnal visitants are here this

evening to announce coming dry or fine weather.

For several years past a pair or more of barn owls

have been in the habit of visiting a small plantation

which adjoins our house, disturbing our peace by their

non-musical hootings ; but, as we have long noticed,

they are sure harbingers of a favourable change in the

weather. This, and the consolation of departing mice,

makes some amends for their noisy greetings.

The male Aucubas are flowering freely, but I see

no signs of opening flowers on the females. The same
thing happened last year, when the males were two or

three weeks in advance of the females ; nevertheless,

the large and small plants are quite scarlet with

berries, although artificial fertilising was not

resorted to.

Sempervivum polystachion and ciliare have stood

out the winter so far, with but slight injury. Mrs.

Pollock, Lady CuUum, and several other tricolor and

bicolor Pelargoniums are quite healthy. Abutilon

megapotamicum is flowering, also Habrothamnus

elegans. Fuchsia microphylla, Ribes speciosum, Leu-

cojum pulchellum, Saxifraga cordifolia (what a grand

subject this is for the shrubbery or wild garden).

Spiraea' prunifolia and prunifolia flore-pleno, also

Rubus biflorus, are flowering unusually early.

Feb. 19.—After a couple of hot summer-like days

the thermometer has suddenly fallen to freezing point,

accompanied with a slight sprinkling of snow.

Feb. 20.—The snow that fell yesterday disappeared

during the night. The wind is from the north-east,

and bitterly cold, with 6° of frost. I judge it is

much more severe in the North, as the redwings and

fieldfares are flocking here in great numbers, looking

feeble and starved as if from long flight and short fare.

To see the starlings at twilight taking their way to

the sheltered woods where they roost is something

wonderful, and such as I have nowhere else seen.

They quite darken the atmosphere while passing over,

and with a noise resembling a hurricane.

Feb. 27.—The cold north-east winds still prevail,

and the nights are slightly frosty. A decided check

has been given to early vegetation, Habrothamnus,

Sparmanni-i, and Fuchsia have had their leaves and

young shoots blackened, but hardly a trace of injury

is apparent on dwarf perennials and bulbous plants,

which I attribute to their being sheltered from the

cold winds, and to the two previous sunny days having
warmed the ground. Sisyrinchium grandiflorum
album, Bulbocodium vernum, Triteleia alliacea, all

the early blooming forms of Narcissus and Cyclamen
of the Coum, ibericum and Atkinsii section, look
fresh and healthy as before the frost ; but I notice the
foliage of Ixias and Trichonemas is browned, and plants
of Cyclamen persicum, which ten days ago were the
picture of health and hardiness, now droop their
flowers, and look dejected. J. S. T.

JOHN EDWARD GRAY.
The announcement of the dealt of John Edward

Gray will be received with universal regret among
naturalists. Of late years Dr. Gray has been much
better known as a zoologist than as a botanist. Never-
theless he began his career as a botanist, and never

entirely abandoned the amabilis scientia. He also

rendered considerable services to horticulture, on
which account some brief references to his career will

not be out of place, though naturally we shall make
bat ittle allusion to his zoological work, extensive as

that has been.

The father of J. E. Gray, and of his scarcely less

celebrated brother, G. R. Gray, was known every-
where to the last generation of druggists as the author
of a most useful supplement to the Phannacopma.
John Edward was destined for the medical profession,

but speedily devoted himself to botanical pursuits ; the
first overt indication of this was a book published in

the father's name, but of which the substance was
furnished by the son. This book was worthy of a
better fate. It met with a most unworthy reception
at the hands of some of the leading botanists of the
day, and their opposition was strong enough to mar
the success of a book which, had it had fair play,

would have constituted really an epoch in the history

of botany in this country. As it was, its merits were
recognised only after the lapse of time, when much
that it contained had been published elsewhere, and
when many of the crudities of a young and inexperi-

enced author had necessarily become more apparent
by the progress of science in the interval.

At that time (in 1821) the influence of Linnceus was
paramount. Sir James Smith, the then leader in

the botanical world, was an ardent Linnean, the
founder of the Linnean Society, the purchaser of the
Linnean library and the Linnean collections, and the
compiler of a standard work on British botany arranged
according to Linnean principles. When, therefore, a
young, and till then unheard-of, naturalist actually
dared to bring out a systematic work on English
botany, arranged according to the Juissieuan or so-

called nalural system^a French system, too—we can
imagine that the Volsclans were fluttered. Had this

been the only result, no great harm would have been
done ; but unluckily, whether their self-love was
wounded, or whatever the cause, the botanists of the

day subjected Gray to something very like persecution.

The facts have never been denied, and so we presume
they are substantially true. One result of this perse-

cution was, that when Gray was proposed in 1822 as a

Fellow of the Linnean Society, by a number of

Fellows, including Haworth and Salisbury, he was
unceremoniously rejected.

"If," says Dr. Gray, "the slightest hint had been
given to any of my proposers I should have immediately
withdrawn, as I could ill afford the subscription. Only
a few of the proposers were present, they made so sure
of my election, the rejection of a candidate being a very
rare event. I only recollect one besides myself. The
list of proposers—all persons doing their uttermost to
improve zoology and botany—may have frightened the
regular ' Linnasans," of whom Dr. Shaw may be con-
sidered the type, and who proposed putting his heel on
all shells not in the twelfth edition of the Systema
Naturm. ' Things not in Linnseus ought not to exist.'

It was, however, too bad to inflict their wrath on the
grandson of the Mr. Gray who translated the Pkilo-
Sophia Boianica of LinnDSUS for his friend Mr. Lee (of
Hammersmith), whose book first introduced the Swedish
botanist's scientitic writings to English readers. Mr.
Haworth, who was present, was so displeased at what
he called an unjust and underhand combination to crush
a young naturalist, that he made a codicil to his will

desiring that his collection of British Lepidoptera,
arranged after and being the types of his Lepidoptera
Britannica, which he had previously left to the Society,

should be sold with his other collections. It stirred up my
spirit of resistance, and I determined to leave the medical
profession, and devote myself to the study of natural
science, and I have no cause to regret the determination
or its cause. The cause assigned was that in the Natural
Arrangement of the British Plants, published under
the name of my father (as I was very young,
and only occupied on the synoptic part of it)

,

we had quoted the well-known work to which Dr.,

afterwards Sir [. E. Smith, contributed the text, as
Sowerby's English Botany, and in so doing had insulted

the President, which I may declare was perfectly uncon-
scious and unintentional on my part. The text of the

earlier numbers of the English Botany was furnished

gratuitously by my predecessor—Dr. George Shaw. As
Mr, Sowerby foresaw that the work was likely to be
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successful, he arranged with Dr. Smith to give him a

guinea for llie description of each plate. Dr. Smith

made a condition lliat he was to receive the money with

the proofs of the descriptions. At the .same time Dr.

Smith published tlie botanical articles to Rees' I-nryclo-

fti-dia, a kind of Species Plaiilarum, written according

<o the name of the genus as it occurred in the alphabet.

I suppose, considering the price that was paid for the

articles in Rees' Rncyclopevdhi, anil that paid for tlie

text of the Eri^lisli Bolany, they must be considered as

the best paid botanical writings known. Indeed,

wh.at with the money Dr. Smith got for llie..ic

works, the English Fl, i\i and other scicnlilic works,

and the eventual putchase of the I.inncan collec-

tion by the Linnean Society at his death, the

acquiring of that collection must have been an excellent

investment. Dr. Smith seems never to have forgiven

nie, for when engaged on the Mi»iofrapli of Ihe Cyprie-

aiiiv I wrote to him asking if I might be allowed to see

two or three specimens in the Linnean collection. He
did not reply to me, but on asking Mr. Sowerby to make
the same request for me, he replied that the I^innean

shells were not arranged, butany of Mr. bowerby's friends

might see them except Mr. Gray."

These details we quote from an article of Dr. Gray's

in the Journal oj Bolany, written many years after

the event to which it relates. From another volume

of the same Journal we cite the following interesting

details relating to the book which caused so much

commotion :

—

" I always look backj' says Dr. Gray, " with pleasure

to the time that I spent in collecting plants and in study-

ing and teaching botany, and especially to the period

when I wasoccupied in preparing the systematic part of

\he A'jiural Arrangement 0/ British Plants, the work

that first introduced' the natural system of plants to the

student of English botany ; ier I need make no secret of

the fact that I alone am responsible for that part of the

work, since, though it was published under my father's

name, he wrote the introduction only. Havmg in his

youth studied British plants according to the system of

Ray, he never would adopt the Linnean system
;
and

the only interest that he took in the systematic

part of the work was that he considered the Genera

Plantarum of Jussieu as a revision and modification,

according to the increase of knowledge, of the Rayian

method, while he regarded the Linnean system as only

a dictionary by means of which the names of plants

could be most easily discovered. The kind encourage-

ment and assistance which I received during its prepara-

tion from M. De CandoUe, the father, and M, Danal,

of Geneva (then in England), from Mr. R. A. Salisbury,

and from my dear friends, Edward Bennett, the late

secretary of the Zoological Society, and J. ]. Bennett,

now [lately] Keeper of the Botanical Collection in the

Museum, and the use that the course of study it necessi-

tated has been to me in after life, fully made up for all

the obstructions and diiificulties that were thrown in my
way by other botanists, which delayed the appearance of

tile work for nearly a year, and for the ill-will exhibited

towards me for many years after. But their opposition

was of no avail : the natural system has been established

for years ; and though the work was not a success—and,

indeed, how could one be that attempted to introduce

at once into English botany almost all that had been

done on the Continent up to the period of its publica-

tion, and thus was so far in advance of the then state of

botanical knowledge in England, where the study had

been under the incubus of a blind attachment to the

Linnean svstem ?—yet it has kept its ground
;
and the

very opposition was useful to me by causing me to pay

more attention to analytical studies, and to carry into

zoology the knowledge, accurate terminology, and

systematic method of study employed in the sister

science, which has led me to believe that the study of

botany is the best introduction, even now, for the

successful prosecution of the other branches of natural

science."

Dr. Gray was a most laborious and active worker

in various fields of natural history, over-given to con-

troversy—the result, perhaps, of his early expeiiences

—but a warm friend, and zealous in giving help to

younger men. His papers and memoirs must surely

considerably outnumber those of any of his colleagues.

In the societies and journals with which he was con-

nected there is scarcely a meeting or a number in

which Dr. Gray's name does not occur. In other

fields than that of natural history his diligence and

energy were equally remarkable. Many of the exist-

ing scientific societies owe their origin in greater or

less part to him. Penny postage, decimal coinage,

sanitary questions, education, prison discipline, the

opening and utilisation of museums, postage stamps,

and we know not what beside, occupied his busy

brain.

As a botanist he worUed, even in later life, at the

seaweeds, and published various memoirs on them.

The International Horticultural Exhibition and

Botanical Congress of 1S66, which was at first looked

rather coldly upon by some of our great naturalists,

found a warm advocate and a very liberal supporter

in Dr. Gray, who gave up his time, his money, his

house to the cause, and who, by bringing persons

together beneath his hospitable roof, contributed not

slightly to the success of the undertaking as a social

gathering of botanists and horticulturists.

Dr. Gray had throughout the active aid and the

intelligent sympathy of a wife—herself not unknown
to fame—and who knew how to mingle with the

energy and sometimes fiery zeal of the man the soft

grace and clever tact of the woman.
Dr. Gray some time since resigned his post at the

British Museum—a post he filled with so much honour

to himself and advantage to the institution since 1824,

and was making arrangements to migrate to a new
residence, within view of the building he loved so

well, when he was bid to cease from his labours and

be at rest. Though worn by years and tried by
infirmity, he may thus be said to have died in harncs.s,

and we feel sure that this is what he himself would
liave preferred.

HALF-HOURS AT KEW.—H.

Our first visit to Kew was spent ia the Tropical

Conservatory, where we may profitably pass another

iialf-hour, Pahns and Tree Ferns occupied our

attention then ; now we may admire the luxuriant

vegetation represented by members of the Arum
family. The general resemblance of the inflorescence

in plants of this group has ah'eady been pointed out,

and a brief explanation of the nature of what is

popularly termed the flower may be acceptable.

Briefly, then, we have here, not a single flower, but a

collection of small tlowers crowded together on a

"spadix," usually more or less enclosed within, orsub-

tended by, a leaf, termed a " spathe." In some species

the spathe is large, encircling the spadix, as in the

white Trumpet Lily of our windows ; in other species

it is small in proportion to the size of the spadix,

examples of which may be seen in various species of

Anthuriura around us. The most familiar plants of

this family to the majority of our readers probably are

the beautiful variegated Caladiums, some of which

figure at almost every flower show ; and the brilliant

scarlet spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum will be

remembered by all who have once seen them. Here,

however, these smaller forms are replaced by gigantic

climbing and epiphytical species, exhibiting a variety

and exuberant growth of foliage that will enable us to

form some idea of the rich vegetation of the virgin

forests of tropicil America especially, of which they

constitute one of the most striking, features. The
slender columns supporting the roof, and the walls of

this conservatory, are clothed with various species of

this family, many of which display their native

health and vigour. One of the most numerously

represented genera is the genus Philodendron.

This is a well chosen and appropriate name, being

derived from cf>i\eo} (phileo), to love or have an

affection for, and devopou (dendron), a tree, in refer-

ence to the habit of most of the species climbing

over trees. P. erubescens is a very conspicuous and

luxuriant species, several plants of which may be seen

in different parts of the conservatory. lis heart-

shaped or arrow-head shaped leaves are tinged with a

copper-red beneath, hence the specific name, which

signifies blushing. P. lacevum, which has mounted to

the top of two or three of the columns, has larger

deeply lobed leaves, and is remarkable for its long,

slender, cord-like aerial roots, descending in search of

nourishment. These roots appear to increase in

length only, not in size, at least not before they have

reached the soil, and even then to no appreciable

extent. They are exceedingly flexible, and are thus able

to glide over any intervening branches that otherwise

might obstruct their downward progress. They ate

given off some of them from the topmost branches,

and are from 1 5 to 20 feet in length ; but in this case it

seems almost a waste of energy, for they have a stone

floor to encounter instead of a fertile soil. Close by,

on one of the side benches, is a plant of Monstera

dimidiata, which also developes this faculty to a great

degree, and being more favourably situated the

aerial roots have pierced the soil, and may serve to

convey food by a more direct channel to the upper

branches than if it had to traveise all the wind-

ings of the main stem. Another species of Philo-

dendron has large pinnate leaves, resembling those

of a Cycad ; and P. Schottii, in the left-hand corner,

on entering at the east end, has enormous heart-

shaped leaves, resembling those of Colocasia esculenta.

Various other species of this genus offer as many
different forms of foliage, and several of them are

flowering at the present time ; but these are not so

brilliant and conspicuous as they are strange in

appearance. But perhaps the most striking of this

group is Tornelia fragrans, a plant with gigantic

leaves, 2 or 3 feet or more in length, and curiously

irregularly perforated and lobed. It often bears the

names of ^lonstera deliciosa and Philodendron per-

tusum, and it is a native of Mexico. With the

important exception of the Taro, Colocasia esculenta,

whose farinaceous tubers form an important article of

diet in the South Sea Islands and other tropical

countries, this family yields few economic products ;

but the succulent spadix of Tornelia fragrans is edible

when perfectly mature, and has a rich luscious

flavour. Tornelia is a commemorative name ; the

others mentioned will suggest their own meanings.

We may mention one or two more Aroids, and then

note a few other rare or singular plants before leaving

this house. Anthurium digitatum has large pal-

mately divided leaves, after the manner o( the Horse

Chestnut, but much more closely resembling the

foliage of some of the Aralia tril)e. Polhos scandens

is singular in its jointed leaves ; and Philodendron

crassinervium has an enormously thickened midrib to

the leaves. Here be it observed that the name An-
thurium refers to the peculiar inflorescence of Aroids;

it is from tivOos (anthos), a flower, and ovpa (oura),

a tail, the form of the spadix.

The Cycadea; or Cycad family, represented in the

fossils of the oolite formation in this country, resemble

Palms and Tree Ferns somewhat in habit, in usually

having a simple stem and pinnate leaves ; but they

differ essentially from both in their organs of fructifi-

cation. We shall not enter into details here, as we shall

have occasion to speak of them in a future paper ; suf-

fice it to say that they have very hard, rigid, coria-

ceous, often prickly leaves. There are several plants

of this family in the house, but a fine specimen of

Cycas media in the centre is especially noteworthy.

It has a trunk from 8 to 10 feet high, and nearly or

quite a foot in diameter. According to the label,

this specimen was received from Australia in 1872,

and it is now in a flourishing condition. Another
trunk, sent at the same time, has not yet developed

foliage since its arrival. Who has not heard of

Vanilla flavouring? but how few have seen the

strange pUnt that produces it ! A large specimen of

it has been placed near the east door, but it does not

seem to be quite at home and comfortable in its new
quarters. Vanilla is the Spanish name of the plant

in tropical America. It belongs to the Orchid

family, and is singular in its climbing habit and arti-

culated leaves. The flowers of this genus are not so

brilliantly coloured as many of the tribe cultivated in

this country.

Many other remarkable plants demand a word, but

we can only select a few for notice. The Papaw,
Carica Papaya, bears an excellent fruit, and it is ex-

tensively cultivated in tropical countries. The fruit

varies in shape, resembling a Melon or Vegetable
Marrow, and of about the same size. It is cooked
unripe as a vegetable, or made into a preserve and
variously prepared when ripe. The leaves of this

small tree are said to possess the extraordinary pro-

perty of rendering newly-killed meat tender, if boiled

with it or simply wrapped around the meat. By
some writers this genus is considered the type of a
distinct family, but most modern botanists refer it to

the Passifloreci?, several other members of which
afford valuable fruits. The Allspice, Pimenta
vulgaris, or Eugenia Pimenta, is an incon-

spicuous, Myrtle -like shrub, which by no
means announces its importance. Several other

economic plants are scattered about here, but

as there is a house specially devoted to them we
prefer leaving them out of consideration at present.

Such are the Cinnamon, Cocoa, Bread Fruit, Pepper,

and others. A small specimen of the singular aquatic

plant from Madagascar, called the Lattice-leaf,

Ouvirandra fenestralis, deserves notice. An illustra-

tion of the "home" of this plant was given

at p. II, vol. ii., 1S74. The popular name
scarcely conveys an idea of the plant. Skeleton-

leaf would be more appropriate, as the leaves are

reduced to a framework. The generic name is from
Ouvirandrano, the native name, signifying Water-Yam,
its roots, according to Mr. Ellis, being a valuable

article of food. Napoleona imperialis, a plant of very

curious floral structure from tropical Africa, named in

honour of Napoleon I., is in this house, where it

flowers frequently, though it is not in bloom at the

present time. A very handsome tree, flowering now,
is the Brownea coccinea, a native of tropical America.

This genus was named in honour of Patrick Browne,
who wrote a history of Jamaica, anil not, as is some-
times supposed, after Robert Brown, the most cele-

brated of English botanists. The flowers of the few
species known are truly gorgeous, and the foliage of

some exceedingly effective. B. coccinea has clusters

of rich scarlet flowers, but its foliage and crooked

branching habit render it less imposing than B.

princeps, whose single stem, and pinnate leaves a yard

in length, give it a majestic appearance.

In conclusion, we may mention that Carludovica

plicata, a plant noticed in our former paper, is now
in flower. Our next visit will be to the Winter

Garden, or temperate conservatory in the pleasure

grounds, as the flowering season of many of its occu-

pants has already set in. //,
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BRITISH GARDENERS.—XIII.
William Ingram.

The name of Ingram is well and honourably known

amongst British gardeners, having been borne by that

fine old member of the profession who so long and so

worthily presided over the Royal gardens at Frog-

more. Of this stock comes the subject of our present

notice, Mr William Ingram, gardener to the Duke of

Rutland, at Belvoir Castle, and who has won for him-

self a foremost position amongst his fellow horticul-

turists. He has earned a reputation also in other

branches of science—geology in particular, and has

achieved success, among other things, in the develop-

ment of spring gardening, which has become so de-

servedly popular in many quarters. Mr. W. Ingram
has obligingly sent us the following notes of his

horticultural career, to accompany his portrait, which

we now publish :

—

"Iwas born at Frogmore in 1820, and spent my
early days in that very charming garden attached to

Frogmore House. I can only recall recollections that

are pleasant to dwell upon of the Royal family of that

day, and especially of the Princess Augusta, whose
regard for my father, and kindness to his family,

lasted while she lived. I believe I was rather dis-

tinguished by her notice, as I had to wait upon Ker
Royal Highness at least once every year, to tell her
of the progress I was making in my studies.

"After some practice in the old Maestricht Garden,
I was placed in the forcing establishment at Cumber-
land Lodge, and ultimately took the management of

the garden there. The great Vine in that place was
an object of my especial care, and certainly did not
suffer in my hands. At that time the new Royal
garden at Frogmore was commenced, .ind I very well
remember going with my father to stake it out. It

was then a Turnip field. Associated with him in the
consideration of the various details that attended the
progress of this great work, I can recall one incident

that occurred shortly after its completion with great
satisfaction. It was the official visit made by the
Prime Minister, Sir R. Peel, accompanied by Lord
Liverpool, the Lord Steward, while I was left in charge,
my father being at Balmoral, so that I was called upon
to go round and answer all questions. The very care-

ful examination made by Sir Robert, the acuteness of
his remarks, and the acquaintance he exhibited with
all the practical details, convinced me that the
Minister's mastery of great questions did not preclude
a just comprehension, or render him indifferent to

even the small details of a garden.

*' Desiring to extend my practice, and to improve
myself in the language, I went to France in 1846,
and while in Paris attended the lectures of Milne
Edwards and Brongniart at the Jardindes Plantes, and
occasionally joined the botanical class of Adrien de
Jussieu in excursions to the neighbouring woods.
From Paris I went to the Royal garden at Sevres,
which was devoted to the cultivation of decorative
plants. Enjoying the privilege of the acquaintance
of M. Laffay, the celebrated Rose grower, and the

raiser of Madame Laffay, La Reine, and other Roses,
I frequently visited his charming gardens at Bellevue,

just above Sevres, and speculated on the future of La
Rose with my kind and hospitable friend ; and if his

assurance of doubling the size of La Reine was not
realised in his time, the variety and perfection of the
Roses raised since that date partly justified the hope
he expressed in many other respects. The celebrity

of the great nursery establishment at Orleans tempted
me to visit that ancient and interesting town, and I

found in the admirably managed nursery of M.
Dauvasse much to learn. The facility with which the

art of multiplication was carried on sati-sficd me that

rich soils and fine climates give vigour and vitality to a
large class of garden plants that in growth and habit

seem rather to languish than grow in many places in

England. I shall always remember with gratitude the

kindness and consideration shown to me by that truly

excellent man, M. Dauvasse, and subsequent visits

exchanged cemented the friendship which I treasure

as one of the happiest recollections connected with
my sojourn in France.

*' Returning to England just in time to 'escape the
political explosion that drove Louis Philippe from the

throne, I was offered the appointment at Hatfield on
the introduction of Dr. Lindley. We grew good
Grapes and Strawberries there, and I was glad to co-

operate with the good old Marquis in the many
projects and experiments which suggested themselves

to his very active mind. I remember we fed some
Oaks with strong stimulatmg manures, and I

have often wondered if the record remains in

a double deposit of woody fibre on those of the

ancestral Oaks of that noble park thus operated

upon. I planted Conifers wherever possible. The
Royal Horticultural Society at that time often sent

out travellers, and I learnt something of the grandeur
of the Californian Pines—macrocarpa and Sabiniana

i —from Hartweg, who visited me after his return from

South America ; my old companion in Paris, Ranch,
joined him, and no one could be thus associated

without acquiring a love and admiration for Conifers.

My pen was not unfrequently employed for the

*' Doctor," as we admiringly called Dr. Lindley,

and with my old friends Spencer and Frost I often

acted as judge at Chiswick in the palmy days of flower

shows, when Mrs. Lawrence and Lady Antrobus were
rival exhibitors.

'*The appointment at Belvoir Castle being offered

me, I left Hatfield in 1853, and since that time have
been hard at work in all departments of a very exten-

sive establishment. A very large fruit and vegetable

garden, situated near a wooded hill, and in the coldest

of cold clays, has offered difficulties in the culture of

fruits and vegetables, requiring years of patient

labour to overcome, of which gardeners more happily
situated know nothing ; but difhculties and obstacles

are only problems to be industriously worked out,

and there is no greater pleasure in horticultural prac-

tice than to encounter and overcome such barriers to

success. The complete drainage of the garden being
effected I have gradually, on Jethro TuU's system,

brought up the sub-soil clay to be operated upon by
atmospheric agencies, but never more than can be
completely reached and pulverised by the weather ; next
to this I have followed on with burnt earth and charred
vegetable matter, preventing any future cohesion of
the tenacious soil. The raking and wheeling away of
much of the surface soil with weeds and rubbish,

sometimes practised, I avoid as much as possible,

taking care that every bit of soil is returned to the

'^/X^CC^y^p-x..^

garden in one shape or other ; and so my clay garden
has become a bed of loam in which all vegetables

thrive ; and pursuing my plan of surface planting

Potatos I succeed well with that capricious vegetable.

Unfailing crops of Grapes have attended my system of
culture ; and I am amply rewarded in the fine and
excellent fruits produced by the selection of Pears I

have been gradually making. I have attempted to

raise improved sorts of Pears and Apricots from seed,

but nothing better than we already possess has re-

warded me at present. We have a speciality for Straw-
berries, the crops of which are enormous, and I have
great hopes of a seedling raised a few years since. Of
Apples I have formed a very considerable collection.

*'It has been a cherished object to give interest to

the gardens by gathering together all kinds of plants

of horticultural value, rather than to depend upon the

attraction afforded by the more limited number that

brighten our parterres for a short season. I have often

lamented the banishment of the fine old herbaceous
plants from our border.^, and it has been with me a

labour of love to reinstate many of them, as well as to

multiply a class of plants unsuited for the blaze of a
parterre, which yet shed a light of beauty on rocky
ledges or shady nooks, where floricultural productions

would be out of place.

"The distribution of soils, their varied character,

derivation, and influence on vegetation, has been a

favourite study of mine, and a paper read at the Con-
gress at Oxford expressed some of my views on that inte-

resting subject. Gardeners, who are so much dependent
on weather for the success of many cultural operations,

should endeavour to knowas much about it as possible;

and feeling this, I have conducted a series of observa-

tions for the last quarter of a century, which may some
day be of use. Local rainfall is a matter that should

always be ascertained, especially as the rainfall

varies in cultivated districts from 15 to 50 inches.

"Some years since it was a matter ofcommon regret

that our flower-beds were for more than half the year
quite bare, and without interest or beauty, I have
endeavoured to remove an acknowledged blemish in,

our gardening practice, by collecting as many hardy
shrubs and plants as were suitable, and so filling

every bed as soon as the summer flowers are over.

Our flower gardens at Belvoir are now green and
pleasant to look upon in winter and delightful in

early spring, filled as they are with vernal blossoms ;

my great difficulty has been to secure the greatest

display in March and early in April, and this has
been in a great measure overcome and accomplislied.

For alpine plants I have made extensive rockwork,
and, with such opportunities, I hope to gather together

many alpine gems.

**I need hardly say that the wishes and interests

of the owner of the princely estate of Belvoir has
governed me in my arrangements, and to his artistic

and refined taste is due the merit that belongs to the

disposition of the pleasure grounds ; and it is a source

of pride and satisfaction, and my highest reward, to

feel that I have in many instances secured his Grace's

approbation,"

THE WINTER GARDEN OF THE
COMTE DE KERCHOVE.

" If Ghent be the city of flowers," said, in 1873,

one of the editors of the Gaj'deners^ Chronicle^ "it is

so in the same sense that Manchester is the city of

cotton. The casual visitdt may be a long while in

the Lancashire town without seeing so much as a

flock of cotton. In like manner any ordinary travel-

ler, not informed by his guide-book that Ghent was a

great horticultural centre, would be a long while

before he made the discovery for himself." These

words were true and exact when written, and de-

scribed perfectly the horticultural condition of Ghent
in 1873, when, with the exception of the establish-

ments mentioned in Murray's and B^deker's Guides^

nothing was seen in the streets or in the shops to

suggest to the traveller the great interest which horti-

culture possesses in the old town of Artevelde, that

proud citizen of Ghent who was godfather to a son of

a king of England. Nowadays it is different. Horti-

cultural industry has presented itself in a new aspect,

and shops with gay fronts are opened in the town itself

for the sale of seeds and flowers.

All the Guides point out now among the lions of
the town the winter garden of the Burgomaster of
Ghent, the Comte de Kerchove de Denterghem,
entry to which, as to all the museums and other pri-

vate collections in Belgium, is easily obtained.

Situated in one of the new quarters of the town in

the centre of a garden of 3 hectares in extent, the

conservatory constructed by IM. le Comte de Kerchove
is one of the largest on the Continent. Its total length

is over 164 feet ; its breadth about 68 feet ; its height,

not including the basement, is 42 feet. It has a glazed

surface of 2100 square metres. The two smaller

houses, built at the sides, have a glazed surface of 282
square metres. It was constructed by the Director of
the Industrial School of Ghent, M. Bureau, one of

the Professors of the University of Ghent, and has
received, from the moment of its inauguration, the

favourable verdict of all those familiar with horticul-

tural buildings, and who know how difficult it is to

unite and reconcile the exigencies of architecture and
horticulture. It is composed, as is shown in the

woodcut (fig. 66), of a nave and two aisles. The
nave is bounded by twenty-eight columns, which
support two galleries. These galleries not only

allow the gardeners to regulate the ventilation and
shade of the building, but also allow the access of

visitors. Vast vaults are constructed beneath a large

portion of the building, where are kept the stores of

pots, &c., necessary for the daily work of the house j

and, there, also, is the place where the bulbs are

wintered— there, also, the numerous composts
required by the various plants are made up.

In another part of the basement the boilers which
heat the large house as well as the adjoining ones are

placed, as may be seen in the plan (fig. 67, p. 339),
A powerful hot-water apparatus heats the three houses,

the pipes being concealed beneath gratings. Two
boilers, each of 1.25 m. in height and 2.05 m. in width,
serve to feed the 765 nietres of cast-iron pipes, which
are 145 mm. in external diameter, and the length of

255 metres of pipes of 175 mm. in diameter. These
suffice to maintain, even during the severest cold, a
minimum temperature of about 50° Fahr. in the winter

garden. The houses at the sides are likewise heated

by go metres of pipes of 125 mm. diameter, fed by
the same boilers, but rendered completely independ-

ent of the winter garden by the use of valves suitably

placed. In spite of the fears once expressed, in

spite of the immense extent of glazing, in spite of
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the height to which the nave rises in the middle, and

the appearance of great lightness which the edifice

presents, it has, up to the present time, well with-

stood the equinoctial tempests and storms of Flanders.

Not a pane has moved, not a square of glass has been

broken. Such a result, alter three years' trial, does

credit to the constructor, who is now one of the most

famous architects of Belgium.

The winter garden of the Comte de Kerchove de

Denterghem far surpasses the first glasshouse made in

Belgium, in 1S22. It was one of ihe fathers of Bel-

gian horticulture, M. Van Geert, who was the first to

venture, in spite of the adverse opinions that were

then expressed, to build a conservatory, every por-

tion of which was transparent, and thus to allow

abundance of light to gain .access to the plants.

This house was 26 feet high, 24 feet wide, and

120 feet long. If the aristarchs of that time could

leturn, how great would be their astonishment to

see a crystal palace which has resisted the most violent

storms, and wood and glass almost exclusively em-

ployed in the construction of an edifice as bold as it

is elegant.

The plan (see figure 67, p. 339) shows the vertical

little streamlet stocked with gold fish. Escaping

from the foot of the rockwork the streamlet is over-

hung by a noble plant of Cibotium Schiedei. Over

the rocks falls a cascade, and in and among the rocks

are planted fine specimens of Alsophila excelsa, A.

contaminans, obtusa, radens, Loddigesii, denliculata,

Cy.athea elegans, and Cocos australis. By the side of

the steps leading to the gallery are Halantium antarc-

ticum, between 6 and 7 feet in height ; Alsophila aus-

tralis, A. ferox, 7—9 feet high, and with its stems

bristly with spines ; a valuable specimen, 6—7 feet

higli, of Cyathea Cunningliami, a worthy rival of the

one at Kew. Half-way up the rockwork is a plat-

form affording a charming view through the foliage of

the Ferns, &c. ; Platyceriiim alcicorne, and various

Selaginellas cover this part of the rockery. From
this point of view the plants which attract the atten-

tion most are a very large Corypha australis, 7 metres

in diameter ; a Latania borbonica, 5.^ metres high ;

Theophrasta australis, Cham:vdorea smensis, a Palm
deserving to be more extensively grown. It grows

rapidly, is very hardy in the conservatory, is elegant

in habit, and its trunk is covered with silky yellow

hairs. A] specimen of Cyathea dealbata with large

the entrance-door without passing again by ihe rock-

work. This staircase is concealed by fine Palms and

Tree Ferns, while its base is surrounded l)y Gymno-
grammas of many kinds, Davallia tenuifolia, Alsophila

denticulata, and especi.^lly Olcandra nodosa. The
aspect of this plant amid Ihe other Ferns is singular ;

it excites remark, and visitors are apt to take it for a

Dicotyledon rather than a Fern. Among other large

specimens we may mention a Cycas Rumphii, 6—7
feet in height ; a Cycas circinalis, with a trunk 4—

5

feet in height, surmounted by a crown of seventy-five

leaves perfectly symmelrical; and a noble plant of

Cyathea meduUaris, which was originally in the pos-

session of the late M. Van den Ilecke de Lembeke,

and which gained great attention at the (^)uinquennial

Exhibition of Ghent in 1 867. It has much increased in

size since then, and is now 13—14 feet high, while its

crown has a diameter of at least 6 metres. So much
for the assertions of those who maintain that Ferns

have a slow rate of growth.

Among the most attractive of Ferns are Todea
superba and its allies. These are grown in a glass

case on a stage surrounded by young Palms. Different

varietiesof Lomaria, as well as specimens of Dicksonia

M^

rr?n^r^,^s

FlG, 66.—COUNT KEKCIIuVl.'s WI.NTER GARDEN AT GHENT.

seclion of the building and the height of its different

portions, as also various details,'^which may here be
dispensed with. The ground plan shows the general
arrangement of the structure. To obviate the ill

effects of "drip" M. Bureau has principally con-
fined himself to the use of wood and glass, only
Using iron where it could not be dispensed with. In
this way the diip that does fall is not tinged with rust

of iron, and the leaves are consequently not dis-

coloured or corroded.

The interior of the building is planted in the pic-

turesque "English" style. It would be unjust to

overlook the influence of Addison and Pope on the
reform instituted by Kent in 1710. Thanks to them
stiff formal gardens were replaced by a more natural
and picturesque style. Designed in excellent taste by
M. F'uchs, the landscape gardener to the Royal gar-
dens, winding paths conduct the visitor from the
entrance to a colossal pile of rockwork at the other
extremity, and the lines of which harmonise with the
plants that surround and cover it. The rocks consist
of calcareous stone from the banks of the Ourthe and
of the Meuse, a stone pitted with many deep cavities

which allow of the culture of many delicate plants in

them.

Gentle undulations slope gradually to the edge of a

ronds, white on the Under surface, is near the Uppelr

stairs, not far from one of C. Smithii ; C. princeps,

and Rhapis flabelliformis, the latter having about

forty stems, are to be seen at the top of the platform

at the entrance to the gallery which surrounds the build-

ing, and which afford charming viewsof the plants, espe-

cially of the Ferns, which form nests of green foliage

delightful to witness. By means of this gallery it

is possible to obtain views of noble Ferns and Palms
totally different from those which can be obtained on

the ground, and which reveal new beauties and unex-

pected harmonies. Tults of Selaginella encircle the

base of the groups of plants surrounding the Tree

Ferns and Palms above-mentioned. One specimen of

Musa Ensete stands isolated on the borders of the

rivulet, and has attained enormous proportions. Its

leaves, more than 9 feet long, give a distinctly tropical

appearance to the house. The columns are draped

with climbing plants, such as the beautiful Passiflora

trifasciata, Tacsonia Van Volxemi, Passiflora Impera-

trice Eug6nie, Cobcea scandens, &c. Caladiums and

delicate Adiantums thrive in the depressions and recesses

of the rocks, and Asplenium Nidus, with fronds 6

feet in length, surmounts one of the peaks, as if it were

the nest of some gigantic condor. A spiral iron stair-

case allows the visitor to descend from the gallery to

squafrosa, BalantiumSelloviianum, Seaforthiarobusla,

and Chamrerops Ghiesbreghtii, ate scattered here and

there amid the groups.

Camellias, Azaleas, Datura arborea, Sparmannia

africana, Imantophyllum miniatum, serve to light up

by their flowers the varied green of the foliage. The
Azaleas are all trained info a globular form, the

pyramidal style adopted in England not being prac-

tised in Belgium. The culture also differs. In

Belgium they are not esteemed unless the heads,

grafted on a stem of 0,40m, in height, are wtU-formed

and round. The leaves, therefore, are completely

concealed at the time of flowering.

In summer time the stove Palms are brought into

the conservatory, such as Ceroxylon niveum, Aieca

Verschaffeltii, Cocos Weddelliana, Oreodoxa San-

chona, &c. Large numbers of Agaves, Bonaparteas,

Dracrenas, &c., are also introduced, and make a

pleasing contrast amid the Ferns. Among the .Agaves

may be mentioned A. Milleri, univittala, dealbata,

applanata, filifera, Jacobiana, Verschaffeltii, &c,,

Bonapartea gracilis, strict.^, Yuccas, &c.

On the side stages a large number of young Ferns

and Palms are waiting their turn to be masked out.

Most of these are home- grown seedlings. The .seeds

are sown in pans, and the young plants pricked out
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into very small pots, plunged in tan in the case of

Palms, in ashes in that of Ferns.

In another house are the Orchids, especially a com-
plete collection of Cypripedium, Ccelogyne cristata,

various Vandas, Dendrobes, Sophronitis, Oncidium,

Lycaste, Phal^enopsis, &c. This collection is of recent

origin, and serves to form floral groups in the midst of

a turf of Selaginella in the large house. In this case

the pots are concealed by fragments of cork or of

rock.

A fine specimen of Astrocaryum mexicanum is

placed in the centre of a group of Polypodium appen-

diculatum and sporodocarpum ; while, concealed

beneath the huge leaves of Corypha umbraculifera and
cerifera are specimens of Marattia macrophylla, Vers-

chaffeltiana and sorbilolia, Angiopteris evecta, prui-

nosa, &c. The fronds of the Marattia and Angiop-
teris form a severe contrast with the more delicately

cut foliage of other Ferns.

Further on an Arenga saccharifera forms, together

with Cocos spectabilis, a raised arch, under which
may be seen various other Palms, such as Thrinax
barbadensis, Pritchardia Gaudichaudi, and pacifica,

Kentia rubricaulis. Phoenix dactylifera, Brahea dulci?,

Blechnura brasiliense and corcovadense, Cibotium
Cumingii, Alsophila gibbosa, &c.

The effect produced by some old varieties of

Begonias which stud the rocks is also worthy of com-
ment, as is that yielded by the charming Nertera

depressa. Adiantums abound, from A. concinnum to

A. flabellatum, from the A. peruvianum and chryso-

phyllum to A. farleyense.

During the summer some of the plants are removed
from the conservatory, such as certain Fern?, and
especially Chamrerops stauracani.ha and C. humilis.

Many similar plants do not develope fully if they are

not placed in the open air in summer.

It may be stated in conclusion that the great con-

servatory was inaugurated in 1873 by a visit from the

Royal family of Belgium, including the Princess

Louise, who made her first appearance on a state

occasion at that time, and with such success that the

Princess Louise shared in the popularity enjoyed by
the beloved chiefs of the Belgian dynasty, Os^oald de

Kerchove de Dentershem.

THE ORCHIDS AT BROOM-
FIELD, CHELMSFORD.

The display of Odontoglots at Mr. Warner's is at

present magnificent. I have seen most of the best col-

lections of these plants, but never one to equal this : it

is worth going a long distance to see. As you enter

the Odontoglossum-house, which is about 40 feet

long, the effect is wonderful. There are two banks

the whole length of the house, formed of double rows,

which include fine plants of Odontoglossum Alex-

andrce and Bluntii, some having branching spikes, on

which are very large blossoms, some pure white,

others beautifully tinged and spotted, and of thick

substance ; also some fine racemes of O. Pescatorei

with forty-five pure white blossoms spotted on the upper

part of the lip. There are many plants of this in

bloom, and most of them different varieties, either in

size or colour ; some of the Alexandra; spikes are

2 feet long. Intermixed with these are the showy

O. triumphans, with its orange and scarlet flowers ; also

O. luteo purpureum, and the charming variety called

hystrix, with its long spikes ; and the showy Oi

Insleayi pardinum, which produce a good effect among

the light-coloured kinds. One of the most lovely I

noticed is O. Warneri, with its white and spotted

flowers; there is also a fine specimen of Reichenbachii,

but it is going off flower—it is a charming and rare

species, and produced 100 flowers of a purple-brown

colour. The showy Oncidium macranthum was also in

bloom, and, introduced in this bank of flower, pro-

duced a good effect. The bright-coloured Anthurium

Scherzerianum also had a place in this house. There

were many other Orchids in bloom, such as Cattleya

Trianre, &c.

In the East India-house there is another grand dis-

play. About forty Phaleenopsids are in bloom, their

charming and graceful spikes overhanging a'good collec-

tion of Aerides, Saccolabiums, &c. ; these have good

healthy foliage, and produce a fine effect. Amongst

the mauve and white colours of the Phalrenopsids

there are some good varieties of P. amabilis, the

flowers being of a large size and of perfect shape, well

spotted, and the upper part of the lip of a good

colour ; the flowers of P. grandiflora were also well

shaped and large, the orange centre of the lip con-

trasting well with the white. There are some very

fine plants of P. Schilleriana, of a rich mauve colour
;

these enliven the while kinds wonderfully. The
Vanda-house is at this time of the year very gay with

bloom. There are some fine varieties of V. tricolor

find V. suavis ; I have never teen any bloomed better

than these are. Some think these plants do not

flower until they attain a large size ; but it is a mis-

take, because here they commence when quite

small, and continue year after year until they are

large-sized specimens.

Mr. Warner excels in flowering Orchids. Any
class he takes in hand he succeeds well with. In

the Cattleya house there are hundreds of sheaths

which will make a grand display in their proper

season. B. S. \V.

Eccentricity of Growth.—In an old Spruce Fir

which was lately blown down here I have found a

remarkable instance of the "eccentricity of growth "

commented on by " H, R." in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of February 27, p. 279, In a section of a brancli, an

oval 15 X 7 inches, the pith is i inch from the upper
side, and 14 from the lower. The annual rings, which
may be easily counted on that side, are about 100.

Your correspondent is quite correct, as far as I have
observed, as to the growth being greatest on that side

of a tree where the branches and foliage are the most
abundant. I have had several sections cut off, and
shall be glad to give specimens to any public museum
where they might be desirable, if the curators will

apply to me, either directly or through your paper.

?F. C. Trcz'dyan, WallingioUj Northumberland.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—In several of your recent

numbers the subject of Myosotis dissitiflora has been
under discussion. One of your writers says "it does
not take kindly to pots." Now, as I have had a
quantity of it in full bloom in pots for the last three

weeks, and some now in seed, perhaps a line or two
on my process of cultivation may be acceptable. I

take seedlings, not old plants, out of the border in

the months of April or May, before the great heat has

injured them, and plant them behind a north wall.

By October or November they have become spreading

plants with every shoot well rooted, these I break off

and put in in threes or fours in 6-inch pots, and place

anywhere, well exposed to wind, rain, or frost.

About Christmas I bring them into a greenhouse, and
with little or no heat they bloom freely. Thus grown
for market they would doubtless be very profitable.

B. Piffard, Hill House, Hernel Hempstead.

The True Oxiip (Primula elatior, of

Jacquin).—In a notice of this very distinct plant

at p. 239 you mention a number of points, *' with-

out enumerating the botanical characters," in which it

differs from the false Oxlips, whether hybrids or

simply developed Primroses. There is, however, one
offhand feature which you have not referred to, with

which, as having grown the plant in my garden for

the last forty years, I have always been struck, espe-

cially at this season of the year. I allude to the

"rosette" of young leaves, which it shows through

the winter and in early spring. On examining any
number of the true Oxlip growing amongst Primroses,

Cowslips, or false Oxlips, it is readily distinguished

by the rudimentary leaves, which are at first little

more than scales or broad membranous bracts, the

true figure of the leaf being scarcely perceptible.

The inner rows of leaves show a little more of the

true leaf, and as the spring advances the bract cha-

racter of the leaf diminishes while the leaf proper ex-

pands. I have several plants at the present time, but

it was more conspicuous a fortnight ago, when the

young "plants looked more like a Pinguicula than a
Primula, so broad was the leaf-stalk, and so impalpable

the leaf. This distinctive character disappears alto-

gether as the year advances, and therefore is one not

likely to be noted by any but the cultivator. The
other distinguishing botanical characters are admirably
given by Babington, in his Manual of British Botany.

I would, however, remark that the numerous seed-

lings which have come up from time to time in my
garden, although they all present the specific charac-

ters mentioned by Babington, and also exhibit the

leaf-development I have referred to, vary a good deal

in the form of the corollas, the subdivisions of which
in some are nearly square at the end and linear on the

side, and many of the seedlings are, moreover very

dwarf in size and feeble in growth. W. Marshall, Ely,

March 7.

Grapes.—Your correspondent, T. Martin (p. 312),

writes for information respecting certain Grapes which
he is thinking ot grafting on his Frontignans {a very

delicate and bad stock). My first acquaintance with

Duke of Buccleuch was as a jud^e at the international

show held at Glasgow in the autumn of 1872, and
although we had been tasting Grapes for two hours

previou>ly, yet this noble Grape pleased me very

much, the flavour, to my mind, was perfection, and
the appearance was everything to be desired. It did

not take long for us to give it a First-class Certificate,

Madresfield Court is a good mid-season Grape ; with

me it does not keep. Walthara Cross I hear good
accounts of, but I have not fruited it yet. Venn's

Black Muscat I know nothing about, but of Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat I do. This truly fine Grape I have
stood up for ever since I saw it the first day it was
staged in London, when there unfortunately was
hardly a member of the Pomological Society present

to judge it. A curious fact, Mrs. Pince's keeps

better in this locality than Lady Downe's. The
Muscat Hamburgh is quite turned out of the field by
Mrs. Pince's, and let those interested in late Grapes

not forget Alicante—it is a fine kind. J. Rust, Eridge

Castle, Tunbridge Wells.

The Wild Daffodil.—vl /r^/tjj of your article on
Daffodils will you allow me to draw attention to an
interesting circumstance in the history of the common
wild Daffodil, namely that, if transplanted to the soil

of a garden it becomes double in two or three years,

and, conversely, that the common double garden variety

if transplanted to a meadow, unless the soil is very

rich and strong, soon returns to the wild type of

Narcissus Pseudo- Narcissus. This may not be gene-

rally known, but will probably account for more
elegant single flowers not being seen more frequently

in gardens. Those who question this statement must
be careful not to confuse a smaller species of single

dwarf Daffodil, common to gardens, in which the

calyx is of the same deep yellow as the corolla, whereas
in N. Pseudo-Narcissus it is much lighter, in fact

nearly white. C. W. D.

Rating Nurserymen's Greenhouses.—Seeing

in the Gardeners' Chronicle several letters on the above
subject, and being myself one of the unfortunate

victims, I am glad to see that there is some probability

of steps being taken to get a settlement of the question,

for it is time something was done to resist these unjust

assessments of nurserymen's greenhouses, which in

certain local parishes they rate in a most excessive

manner. In my own case, I really think they must
have valued my profits as well as the glass. I have
five small span-roofed glass-houses, of the average

length of 4S feet by 10 feet wide, which last year the

parish authorities assessed at ^60 and rated them at

£,^0 {the land upon which they stand, with the

dwelling-house and sheds, are rated separately). I

appealed against the rate, and got it reduced 10^27,
which I consider most excessive even if they are rate-

able. There being little or no trade done at home, I

have to take my goods to the London markets, a

distance of 12 miles. I am glad to see that the case

is being taken up by Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, and
as soon as a committee is formed I will forward my
subscription. C. Greening, Florist, East Wickhaniy

Kent.

Eucalyptus amygdalinus.— I fear few of the

speciesof Eucalyptus will be found sufficiently hardy to

withstand the severity of our winters, except in the

southern and more favoured localities. For many years

past experiments have been made here with numerous
species, not a few of which appeared to thrive for a

few years, some of which grew rapidly j but all, with

one exception, succumbed when a severe winter set in.

I enclose a twig, the name of the species I do
not know. [Eucalyptus amygdalinus. Eds.] This

variety was planted out upwards of twenty years ago,

in a shrubbery in a very exposed situation, and now
stands 8 or 10 feet above the largest shrubs, uninjured

by wind or frost, notwithstanding the late unusually

severe winter. Arch, Fowler, Castle Kennedy,

Salad for Winter and Spring.—Most gardeners

find it an easy matter to produce first-class salad

during the summer and autumn months ; but when
the demand has been large and continuous for three

or four months before Christmas, or when a very

severe winter occurs, and glass accommodation is

scanty, many, I believe, find a difficulty in keeping

up a regular supply from this time until spring-sown

Lettuce, Radish, &c., come in. Some of your readers

may be glad to know that Lettuce sown thickly in

pans or boxes (or, where a large quantity is required,

in a frame or pit), like Mustard and Cress, and grown

in a high temperature, will quickly produce some
excellent stuff to cut from. For dressed salad this

forced Lettuce is much to be preferred to a hardy

Cabbage Lettuce from the open ground at this time

of the year, being almost white, and very tender. In

France this mode of Lettuce forcing is carried on

extensively. I was told that they had a variety over

there which forced better than any we possessed in

England. My employer got me some seed from

France, from which I grew on some plants, and had

them planted out, intending to have saved the seed ;

but they turned out to be nothing but the old Drum-
head Cabbage Lettuce, or a variety very similar to it.

Seed of any summer variety of Lettuce will answer

the purpose well. Where Chervil is in request for

salad, this may be forced freely, if scarcity should

arise out-of-doors. Owen Thomas, Drayton Manor
Gardens,

Mistleto.—It may interest some of your readers

to know that in the pretty village of Bishopstoke,

midway between Winchester and Southampton, are
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three very large Black Italian Poplar trees, growing

on a gentleman's lawn by the side of the River

Itchen, covered with Mistleto, and producing during

I he winter season a weird and singular appearance.

On one of the trees I counted more than sixty large

bunches, and on each of the other two nearly as

many. In the same village a quantity of Mistleto is

growing on a large Medlar tree. In the next village

of Swaithling, between IJishopstoke and Southamp-
ton, is a group of large Lime trees with quantities of

Mistleto, even to the topmost branches, proving that

it is propagated by birds (the Missel Thrush in par-

ticular, hence the name— " Turdus viscivorous ") eat-

ing the viscid berries, and afterwards rubbing any
stray seeds from their beaks, or, as some suppose, by

voiding them, which, adhering to the branches, ger-

minate the following summer. In fact, any means
taken to fix the seeds of this parasite, either on or in

the bark of its favourite trees, will generally prove

successful. In my own kitchen garden 1 have several

Apple trees and a standard Peach tree beating several

branches of Mistleto, from seed I inserted in the batk

a few years since. IV, H, Rogers, Southamplon.

are quite common, both amongst Pines and hard

woods of all sorts. The heartwood of trees during its

formation undergoes such important chemical changes

as to constitute it an almost totally dilTcrent substance

from what it was in the condition of sapwood. The
perfect or heartwood is scarcely if at all inlluenced by

frost, at least in the Pines and Firs, neithtr does it

sustain injury by being cut when the trees are full of

sap, or become discoloured through humidity or high

temperature, which latter are among the greatest evds

that befal saplings and sapwood generally when cut

during the summer season. Ash is -more extensively

used for tool handles than any other species of tree,

possessing the fourfold merit, as the workmen say, of

being soft and easy for the hands, elastic, and durable.

That Ash-wood may be rendered all the more valuable

for the various purposes for which it is applicable it

should be cut during the winter season, or at least

between the fall of the leaf and the opening of the

bud. Ash for tool handle-wood {which implies

comparatively young trees) after being cut should be

allowed to lie with the bark on six or eight months
before sawing up, and when manufactured it should

Fig. 67.— section and ground plan of the comte de kerchove's winter garden at ghent.

Forestry.
The cutting down of most kinds of wood and timber

should now be proceeded with and finished as expe-

ditiously as possible, except Oak, Larch, and Alder,

which may be required to stand till the sap rises, or

rather liquifies, that they may be flayed or peeled for

the sake of the bark for tanning purposes.

With certain descriptions of trees it is of no vital

importance at what season of the year they are cut,

while with others it is a matter of the first importance.

Old and mature trees of whatever species may, with-

out depreciating the value of the timber, be cut at

any season, as the duramen or heartwood is in no
way influenced either by the sap, which only flows

in the vessels of the sapwood, or by the temperature of

the atmosphere, which greatly influences the state and
condition of the alburnum. A tree may be deprived

of all its heartwood, as is often seen in old and de-

cayed ones, without suffering in its growth. I have
seen trees in excellent health and vigorous growth ex-

ternally which, on being cut down, showed that only

the outer surface or shell was sound, and that not ex-

ceeding an inch or so in thickness. Examples of this

be stored in a dry place and excluded from the direct

rays of the sun.

The smooth, glossy bark of the Ash indicates its

suitability for purposes of strength and elasticity,

while the rough, corticated, and fi'^sured bark shows
that toughness has given place to brittleness, and that

the tree is either matured by age, or unfavourably

affected by soil, climate, or other influence. Ash for

handle-wood, if properly prepared, is at its best about

two years from the time it is cut, after which it gra-

dually loses elasticity, till it ultimately becomes quite

brittle and worthless.

While many cogent reasons may be assigned for

cutting both timber trees and underwood before the

flow of the sap, I take exception to one of those com-
monly urged—namely, that the growth of the copse

is better when the stools are cleared before the

sap rises. Examples of this I have repeatedly seen

in cutting over old hedges to renew them. When
cut over in the winter season, or even in spring,

before the buds expand, the shoots not only are few
and weak, but the stools in many cases die outright.

On the other hand, I have seen hedges and hard-wood
trees of all sorts cut when in full leaf, without any injury

accruing to the stools or without inducing feebleness

of growth in the shoots. The best and safest time for

cutting over all such trees, shrubs, htdges, &c , as

are doubtful, from old age, of producing a succeeding

crop, is after the sap is flowing and the leaves are con-

siderably expanded. On one occasion I had a Thorn
hedge cut over in the second week of June, and, con-

trary to expectation, it made shoots the same season

over 3 feet long and matured them equally as well as

those on the other hedges which were not cut over.

It is a very general belief that the sapwood of Oak
is impaired by cutting the timber when the sap is up,

as it is termed. The sapwooil, I am inclined to think,

is more impaired by taking off the bark, and thereby

exposing it to the elements, than by any effects the

sap has upon it. If trees are cut in winter the bark

adheres to the stem for many years, which, if in the

form of a gate or paling-post, it jirolecls and preserves

better than paint or any other appliance ; but if cut

in summer, the cambium is in such an imperfect state

as to cause the bark and the wood very soon to sepa-

rate. C. y. Michic.

golicts of gaohs.
Synopsis Filicum ; or. Synopsis ofall Known Ferns,

By the late Sir W. J. Hooker and J. G. Baker.
Second edition. Hardwicke. London.

The first edition of this work appeared in 1S68, and

was noticed in the columns of this journal. There is

no alteration in the form or arrangement of the con-

tents, and although of the utmost value to all students

of pteridology, it is not exactly a gardener's book. In

the first place, forms sufficiently distinct for horticul-

tural purposes, and for which gardeners must have

names, are not only referred in innumerable instances

to the same species, but they are rarely noticed. Thus
all the forms of Angiopteris are united under A. evecta.

But it is not from a horticultural point of view that

we may criticise it, as its object is to give an account

of all the types of Ferns without going into

too much subdivision. Many writers would carry

division one step further, making (in many
instances), genera of species, and so on ; but there

can be little doubt which is the better plan for a work
of this nature, especially as the work is well done up

to the point to which it is carried. Notwithstanding

the broad view taken of species in this work, there are

about 400 additional ones admitted, and the defective

index of the first edition has been remedied. Unfor-

tunately the first edition was stereotyped, and the

additional species had to be given in an appendix,

except in cases where more complete specimens has

led to the reduction of others. This necessitates

reference to both parts of the work. The new species

belong chiefly to the genera Asplenium, Nephrodium,

and Polypodium, as defined in the works of the late

Sir W. J. Hooker. There is also a considerable

number of new Tree Ferns described in this edition.

Only one new genus, Diplora, is given. It is closely

allied to Asplenium, and at present comprises a single

species from the Solomon Isles.

We may mention that the complete index to the

second edition has been reprinted, and is sold in a

separate form. It will be very useful for purpose of

exchange as a catalogue of all the species admitted,

with some of their more important synonyms and
varieties. The authorities for the names are unfortu-

nately not given, so that in cases where the same
name—as has often happened in Ferns—has been

applied to different plants by different writers, it is not

possible to tell without referring to the book which

has been retained.

For many reasons beyond the new species it con-

tains, botanists will be glad of the appearance of a

second edition of the Synopsis Filicum. It is a pily

that it does not contain more detailed information.

The third part of Dr. Hooker's Flora of
British India, completing the first volume, has just

been issued (Reeve & Co.). The orders monographed
are Balsaminacerc, RutaceK, ChailletiaccK, Ilicineffi,

by Dr. Hooker ; Simarubea:, Ochnacese, Burseracess,

by Mr. A. W. Bennett ; Meliacere and Sapindaceae,

by Mr. W. P. Hiern ; Olacineffi, Icacinere, by Dr.

Masters ; Celastrlnefe, Rhamnex, and AmpelidtES,

by Prof Lawson. The m.ignitude and intricacy of

the work may be gleaned from the enormous mass of

synonyms to be hunted down and verified. In one

case (Allophylus Cobbe) half a page of solid type ia

occupied with synonyms only. No wonder, then,

that the index alone occupies forty pages of three

columns each. Three years have been occupied with

one volume : when, then, are we likely to see the end

of this work, condensed and concise in type and

matter though it be ?

. A new and thoroughly revised edition of The

Cottager's Calendar of G irJen Operations, oi\%\x\2,\\y

compiled by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P., will

shortly be ready.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

March.
24.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Spring Exhibition. Sec. , F, G. Dougali, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

27 to April 3, inclusive.—Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington. Mr. William P.-iul's Special Show of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, Roses, and other spring flowers.

31.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec.,W. Sowerby,

April.

4.—Special Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of
Antwerp.

7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, P'loral, and Scientific Committees.

SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
" Meeting of the Entomolosical Society, at

Sale of 10.000 Liiium auratum from Japan,
L at Stevens' Rooms.

I
Manchester IJotanical and Horticultural

I
Society's Floral Meeting in the Town

16 J
Hi!"-

•
1 Sale of Poultry and Pifeons, a quanlity of

I

Wire Hurdles, Netting, &c., at Stevens'
L Kooms.
r Royal Horticultural Society : Meeting of
I Fruit and Floral Commit -' -

Sale of the Kirkdale Nursery, Sydenham,

THUnsDAV, Mar.
.8.J

b/^^P'-U'eroe & Morris, at Tukenhouse

I Sale of Established and Imported Orchids,
L at Stevens' Rooms.
f fale of Rhododendrons. Confers, Fruit

Saturday, Mar 20.; Trees, Roses, Hardy Climbing Plants, Sic,
t at Stevens' Rooms.

THE annual meeting of the RovAL Horti-
cultural Society has come and gone,

but the situation remains unchanged, and there-

fore we can only reiterate our former arguments

as to what is or what ought to be done. The
legality of the present Council has been
admitted by Her Majesty's Commissioners

—that is one difficulty removed. The Council

has carried its report in the face of a

motion for adjournment ; it is not so clear

that this removes another difficulty from the

Society's path, for in truth it either indicates a
tendency on the part of the Council to trust to

" concerted action " rather than to arrange

workable terms with Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, or leads to the suspicion of another leap

in the dark, as in the case of the skating rink.

Assuredly the proposal to let the report stand
over until the Council could inform the Fellows

what terms Her Majesty's Commissioners
would agree to, was most reasonable ; but its

reluctance to do this, when it is patent to every

onlooker that herein lies the salvation of the

Society, if it is to be preserved at all, is, as we
fear, an evil omen. The holding of the garden
is, however, the crucial point. The horticul-

turists don't want it, except as a meeting ground,
so that it is an utter fallacy to suppose they will

continue to be taxed, even as they now are, for

the mere benefit of the local Fellows. The local

Fellows, it seems, won't pay the increased sub-

scriptions which they certainly ought to pay for

its maintenance, since it is they who derive the
chief benefit from its being kept up. So the
bankrupt condition of the Society is to be per-
petuated, and the Council will retain its supre-
macy over—a pile of debts and a heap of ruins.

Thus, as we have said, the situation remains
unchanged, and we must hold to our former
recommendations. The Society is bankrupt,
and apparently will not, perhaps cannot, help
itself. Its only hope of surviving the present

,
shock is to make new term,s with the Com-
missioners. They, we are told, do not want the
gardens in their own hands—a consummation of

which the local residents profess to be afraid
;

and they will, so we have been told, make a
new and workable bargain with the Society,

as a society of horticulturists—not otherwise.

We have told the Council this already. The
meeting, both that of February 9 and that of

March g, impressed these facts upon it, although

in modifying its report for the latter it paid no
heed to the sentiments so freely expressed on
the negotiation question at the former of these

meetings. We repeat the same advice and
warning now, and we shall again and again

reiterate it
—" Go to the Coininisswners, make

the best terms -that can be made with them in

the interests ofhorticulture; we do not refuse to

help maintainthegardens as afashionable resort,

but we do refuse to sacrifice horticulture to

fashion. Go ! andgo at once, before the oppor-

tunity is lost." No other scheme can possibly

remove the millstone from about the Society's

neck. No amount of increased subscriptions

which can be expected to be forthcoming can
do more than stave off the final crash. No
other course will prevent the rapid exodus
of horticulturists from a horticultural society in

which Horticulture itself is made a secondary
consideration, and horticulturists the tools of a
more united and powerful body.

Of the goodwill of Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners we have never entertained any serious

doubt, and none can possibly remain after the

authorised assurances of their representatives.

If, therefore, our own Council will not take the

obvious steps to save the Royal Horticultural

Society as a horticultural society, that is to say,

primarily and before all things for the

advancement of horticulture, let it go. Her
Majesty's Commissioners, with the son of the

good Prince who planned the present scheme,
and intended, had he been spared, to have made
it work well, at their head, can scarcely, in the

public interest, suffer the grand conception to

fail ; and they would doubtless cause to rise up
on the ruins of the old a new Royal Horticul-

tural Society, purified from the dross which
clogs the progress of that which seems rushing

onwards to its fate.

We are requested to state that in consequence
of the representations made by several of their rtfgular

exhibitors {particularly of florist's flower^.), the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society have deter-

mined to hold all ihe exhibitions as originally advertised
in the schedule for 1875 ; but that to carry out the
reduction of expenditure suggested in their adveriise-

ment in the gardening papers of February iS and 20
last—by striking off the list the exhibitions of
March 17, April 21, September I, and November 10
—50 per cent, of all the several prizes offered in the
schedule must be deducted, leaving the values of the
" medals " as they were,

To-morrow is the Sunday generally known in

the North of England as CarLing Sunday. Car-
lings are small grey peas, which, having been steeped
in water the night previous, are fried in butter upon
Passion Sunday, and eaten usually at the evening
meal. This custom has prevailed for a very long
period, and is still in vogue at the present day. The
day is also known as Care, Carle, or Careing Sunday,
and the custom prevails in Lancashire as well as in the

more northern counties, and extends into Scotland.

In Yorkshire it is the practice to spend on this day at

the public-houses what is called the carling-groat, that

sum being laid out in drink ; the cariings are pro-

vided by the landlord, and the partaking of them is

supposed to ensure luck for the ensuing year. At
Newark a fair was formerly held on the Friday before

this day, which was called Careing Faur ; and the

couplet

—

" Care Sunday, care away,
Palm Sunday, and Easter Day,"

is still in use in Nottinghamshire. It is difficult to
ascertain the origin of this custom. Dried peas seem
to have been commonly used as food during Lent in
pre-Reformation times ; thus the Lady Clare, a grand-
daughter of Edward I., bequeathed, in 1355, 61 qr.

of Beans, Peas, and Vetches, for the season of Lent

;

and Palsgrave speaks of parching peas "as folkes

use in Lent." Possibly, as the more solemn cere-

monies of the Lenten season commenced on Passion
Sunday, the use of Peas on that day was intended to

indicate the necessity of more severe mortification. A
correspondent of the Gentleman's Maitazine for 1 7S6
quotes " an old author " as having said that the cus-

tom took its rise " from the disciples plucking the ears

of com and rubbing them in their hands ; " but its

origin may probably be traced to Pagan times. Hone

incidentally alludes to the custom when giving an
account of a robbery by two footpads in 1785 ; he
says that Carling Sunday is " so called because it is

the custom of the lower orders in the North of
England to eat immense quantities of small peas, called
cariings, fried in butter, pepper, and salt, on the second
Sunday before Easter."

The first exhibition of the season of the
Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and
Horticultural Society will be held on May 31.

The flowering of bulbs in glasses is now so
common as to excite no remark, but it was not until

1729 that this method of Window Gardening was
discovered. A Swede named Triewald made the
discovery, which he at once communicated to the
Royal Society ; and the following year experiments of
this method were tried by Philip Miller, at the
Chelsea Botanic Garden, upon "a Hyacinth, com-
monly known by the name of Pulchra," Tulips, Nar-
cissus, &c. The result of these experiments will be
found in the Philosophical Transactions for 1731-2,
where the glasses originally employed by Triewald
are figured. They differ very little from the Hyacinth
glasses at present in use, but are somewhat broader at
the base.

-;—I An instance of the Closing of Flowers,
which is of importance in connection with " bedding-
out" (see p. 310), may be found in the beautiful, if

occasionally troublesome, Oxalis corniculata rubra (or

O. tropseoloides, as it is also called). Some three or
four years since the beds on the slope below the
Round Tower at Windsor were thickly bordered with
this plant. The effect at mid-day, when the bronze-
coloured foliage was relieved by hundreds of little

golden stars, was beautiful in the extreme ; and the
different appearance presented by the border later in
the day, when the blossoms had closed,- was very re-

markable. In addition to the Orchids cited as possess-
ing their fragrance only at certain times of the day,
may be mentioned Epidendrum vulnerum, which M.
Andre says has an odour of Carnations in the morn-
ing, but is scentless at night ; Cattleya chocoensis,
C. quadricolor, various Lycastes, Ltelia anceps,
Maxillaria nigrescens, and several Odontoglots, all of
which are fragrant only in the morning; while Cattleya
Eldorado, Odontoglossum cristatum, Schomburghkia
gloriosa, and others, are fragrant only in the evening.

The Dundee Horticultural Society's
grand floral fete will be held in the High School
Grounds, Euclid_ Crescent, Dundee, on August 26,

27, and 28.

In connection with the very interesting paper
upon the Carnivorous Hahits of Utricularia
clandestina, which we printed in our last issue, it

may be well to note that the insect-trapping peculi-

arity of the bladders of our common U. vulgaris had
been already recorded. Mr. Robert Holland, in

the Quarlerly Magazine of the Hi%h Wycombe Matural
History Society for July, iS58, has the following obser-

vations upon this point:— "It is probable that the

bladders also have another and very different duty to

perform, not less important, perhaps, than that of
floating the plant in the water, namely, the capturing
of insects which are destined for the plants to feed

upon. Certain it is that very small insects are often

found imprisoned in the bladders— the opening allow-

ing them to enter, but, from its construction, prevent-

ing their escape. The Utricularia, it has been seen,

cannot obtain mineral matter from the soil, having no
roots ; nor gaseous food from the air, having no
stomata ; and the animal food thus obtained may
supply certain elements which it could not derive from
the water ; and the Utricularia may be added to the
list of the highly interesting carnivorous plants."

In the Re^ui de t Horticulture Beige M.
Buchetet gives a Test for ascertaining the Quality
OF a Pear. If, says he, you can write on it easily

with pen and ink, it is a good Pear. Other Pears,

whose rind does not take the ink so well, are inferior

in flavour. We presume that as there are no rules

without exceptions, so some miy be found here.

Some of our correspondents who are in the habit of
writing the names of their Pears on them, will, per-

haps, give us their experience.

A correspondent brought under our notice

the other day an exceedingly beautiful spike of

MiLTONiA Warscewiczii, which had been grown
in the garden of G. Copeland Capper, Esq.,

Leyton. It was 6 inches long, and 5 inches broad at

the base of the triangle ; had three branches with
four flowers on each, one branch with three
flowers, and five single flowers, making in

all twenty fully expanded blossoms. The lip

measured about three-quarters of an inch square,

one-third being pure white, and the remainder of a
brownish plum colour, the sepals and petals being
brown, with decided chrome-coloured tips. The
plant is quite a modern introduction, and is known
in gardens under the names of Oncidium Weltoni,
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Odontoglossum Weltoni, and Oncidium fuscatum.
It was described in our volume for 1S69, pp. 277,
1067, and figured in 1871, p. 1258; and there is a
good figure in the BotaiiUal Magazine^ t. 5S43.

We have just received a communication, dated
Hong Kong, December 31, 1S74, from Mr. Moseley,
the naturalist on board the Challenger^ which, though
containing nothing absolutely new, may be interesting

to many of our readers. When at a Chinese dinner
at Hong Kong he found on his plate three very question-
able looking bodie?, but which were evidently some
Spbreria, growing on a caterpillar. It is, in fact,

Cordiceps sinensis, Berk., now referred by Tulasne
to his genus Torrubia, of which there is a figure in

Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom^ p. 39. He does not
ssy of what particular meat it was the condiment,
but it is a well-known fact that it is often served as

an invigorating drug in the form of a stuffing to a
duck. It is also considered good for consumption.
Little bundles of it are sold in the shops, at a high
price, one of which accompanies this communication.
It comes from the northern provinces, and bears the

name of Jung-tsung-tso, or the winter worm-grass,
and is imported from Shanghai. It is probably
called the winter grass because the caterpillar buries

itself in the autumn. The Chinese know that it is a
plant growing out of a worm like a silkworm, as one
of Mr. Moseley's notes explained the matter, who
said that it was considered a very powerful medicine

;

and we, therefore, recommend the subject to the

homosopathists. The Chinese also use a larger species,

of which we have not seen specimens, but not impos-
sibly it is the Torrubia Robertsii, Berk., which is so

common in New Zealand. M. J. B, [The fungus in

question was shown at the last meeting of the Scien-

tific Committee by Mr. Berkeley, and a woodcut in

illustration of it was given in our report (p. 314).
Eds.]

We understand that the Royal Botanic
Gardens at the Cape of Good Hope are to be em-
bellished with a new conservatory, which is at

present being constructed by Messrs. James Boyd
& Sons, at their works in Macdowall Street, Paisley.

In shape the conservatory is cruciform, and consists

of a centre house, 40 feet long 24 feet wide, and 26
feet high ; with wings on either side of it, 33 feet in

length, 20 feet wide, and 18 feet high. The
conservatory isbuilt entirely of Teak wood, which will

stand the climate much better than any other wood,
and the roof is a span, formed of curved astragals,

which are made of malleable iron. Particular care

has been paid to proper ventilation, which has been
secured by an ornamental lantern light along the roof
of each house, while the sashes on each side are hung
on pivots, and each set of sashes can be opened at

one time by means of Messrs, Boyd's improved
gearing.

The next meeting of the Institution of
Surveyors will be held on Monday evening,

March 15, when the paper by Mr. K. Ryde, entitled

"The Rating of Country Mansions," will be discussed,

after which (should time permit) the adjourned Dis-

cussion on the Home Secretary's Bill for Facilitating

the Improvement of the Dwellings of the Working
Classes in Large Towns will be resumed.

A cause which has much good in it, even
though it is not all good, may be seriously injured by
injudicious advocates. Most of us would advocate the

increased Culture and use as food of Vegetables
and Fruit in this country. Most of us would agree that

the quantity of animal food consumed by individuals

in this country is greater than it need be, still i^\Y of

us would be inclined to assert that the partaking of

animal food was such a mistake as the ultra vege-

tarians do. *' More light " is undoubtedly wanted in

this matter, but it is clear we must not look to
** Sister L." for it. This lady says, in the Dietetic

Reformer for March, that a good time is coming, or

will come, "when the Cow-tree, Humboldt's Palo de

vaca^ shall grow wild in England, and vegetable
cream and butter be fresh gathered every morning."
The Cow-tree is scientifically known as Brosimum
Galactodendron, and is one of the Bread-tree family

(Artocarpacece), inhabiting Venezuela. We fear we
shall have to wait a very long while ere ** Sister L.'s

"

hopes are realised ; meanwhile will *' Sister L." stir

up the bakers and get them to give us good wholesome
' bread in variety, which shall not weary us by its un-

palatableness, and choke up our fauces in the attempt

to swallow it ?

The Dundee Horticultural Society
has decided upon holding an International Exhibi-

tion of pot plants, cut flowers, fruits, roots, and vege-

tables, in August, 1S76.

Mr. Serjeant Cox, in a recently published

tract,** endeavours to show that many of the difficul-

ties connected with the subject oi Inheritance by the

* Heredity aiid Hybridism. By E. W. Cox, S.L. Long-

offspring of the qualities of one or both of its parents,

may be removed by supposing the original germ to be
in itself of duplex nature. In a plant, for instance,

the embryo would result, not from some unexplained
action consequent on the contact of the pollen tube

with the embryo sac or the germinal vesicle within

it ; not, as Schleiden supposed, from the pollen itself

—'the embryo sac merely providing, as it were, a cradle

for it ; not from either of these, but from the junction

of two germs, one contributed by each parent.

Among the Algns some such fusion is evident in

the process of conjugation, where the contents of two
originally separate cells become blended into one
mass. The same thing happens in the c?.se of the

zygospores of some fungi, though in others, as in

Peronospora, contact not fusion seems, as far as we
know at present, to be the course followed in the

development of the spore. 7'he fertilisation of the

ova of the Amphibia, as originally observed by
Mr. Ne\vport, is another case in point. At any rate

there are some grounds for supposing that what Mr.
Sergeant Cox puts forth as a "mere suggestion"
may prove to be a fact of general occurrence. If so,

then it is easy to see how certain phenomena, such as

the bi-lateral symmetry of the organism (though this

may perhaps be explained without any such assump-
tion), the duality of the mind, and the inheritance by
the child of the mental and bodily characteristics of

both parents, may be explained. Hybridism and
** sporting," or bud-variation, both receive much illus-

tration from this notion. A "sport"is undoubtedly very
often merely the result of the separation of the charac-

ters possessed by the parents ofmore remote ancestors,

and heretofore blended in the seedling. Naudin
showed how the same dissociation of characters might
occur in crossed or hybridised seedlings. Seedling or

bud must each contain dual elements. The blending
may be more recent and more direct in the case of

the seedling than in the bud, but it must exist in both
nevertheless. Although the theory propounded by
Mr. Cox requires, of course, further evidence in its

support, it is, however, very plausible, and would serve

to account for many phenomena not readily explained

at present save by Darwin's hypothesis of Pangenesis,

which deals too largely in assumptions to maintain
itself in the future without modification. Mr. Cox's
theory is, indeed, so plausible that we shall not be

surprised to find that others have lit upon the same
explanation previously—an impression which we have
not at the moment the opportunity of verifying.

An exhibition of plants and flowers will be
held in the Kibble Conservatory and Royal Botanic
Garden, Glasgow, on May 7 and 8, when upwards
of ^^150 will be offered in prizes, including four hand-
some silver cups, offered for competition by Mr.
William Bull.

• The approaching sale of the Garston
Vineries near Liverpool, by Messrs. Protheroe
& Morris is an event of sufficient magnitude to

justify us in calling special attention to it. Plorticul-

turists familiar with the triumphs won by Mr.
Meredith will regret the disintegration of so ex-

tensive and complete an establishment, and it is to be

hoped that some one may be found with spirit and
means enough to carry on what was really creditable

to the nation.

Mr. R. S. Dunbar, of the Thames Bank
Iron Company, wishes us to state that he is in no way
connected with Messrs. Dunbar & Co., of 91, London
Wall, E.C.

• Under the title Siebotdia, a weekly horticul-

tural journal has been estabhshed at Leyden, under

the editorship of M. Witte. We ham also from
the Belgiqiie Horticole that a committee has been

established in Vienna to erect a monument to Philip
von Siebold, who introduced so many fine plants

from Japan. Professors Fenzl and Reichart, M.
Schirnhofer, Secretary of the Horticultural

Society ; and MM. Abel and Hooibrenk, con-

stitute the committee.

The new edition of Gordon's Pinetum has

just been issued (Bohn). We shall take an early

opportunity of examining its contents and reporting

thereon.

PESCATOREA DAYANA CAN-
DIDULA.

This interesting and distinct variety of Pescatorea

Dayana (fig. 6g), which was introduced both by Messrs.

Veitch & Sons and Mr. Bull from New Grenada,

was described by Professor Reichenbach at p. 756

of our first volume for 1874, The plant appears to

afford considerable variety, four different kinds being

mentioned by Reichenbach in the paragraph referred

to. In the present instance the sepals and petals are

of a pure white, while the Up is tinted with purplish

crimson. The typical form has green tips to the

sepals
J
the var, rhodacra has the sepals and petals

tipped with purplish rose, while the var. splendens
has the tips of these organs of a deep violet. Hence
it will appear that the variety now under notice is

more especially distinguished by the absence of the
coloration at the tips of the sepals and petals, which
are uniformly white. T. M.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Alarch g.—The adjourned
annual general meeting was held in the Council-

room, South Kensington, the President (Viscount

Bury) in the chair.

Mr. W. A. Lindsay, the Secretary, read from the

Times the advertisement convening the meeting.
Distributed through the Council-room were copies

of the following amended

Report of the Council to the Adjourned
Annual General Meeting.

1. The Council are happy to inform the Fellows of
the Royal Horticultural Society that, since issuing their

report to the Society, the position of affairs has materially
changed.
The speech made on behalf of Her Majesty's Com-

missioners at the meeting of February 9 was so friendly

in character, and conveyed assurances so satisfactory to
the Society, that the Council feel it incumbent upon
them to omit from their report any passages which might
present even the appearance of disunion between them-
selves and the Royal Commissioners.

2. The Council have great pleasure in again comment-
ing upon the magnificent displays of fruits, flowers, foliage

and other plants at the Society's exhibitions during the
year 1874, and especially at the concluding exhibition of
the season, when the collections of fruit and Chrysan-
themums surpassed almost all similar collections of
former years.

3. The amendments introduced into the schedule,
together with the reduction in the number of the exhi-

bitions, have all contributed to this gratifying result.

4. The more purely scientific work of the Society has
been ably performed, and the meetings of the Fruit and
Floral Committees have been well attended.
To encourage still further the discussion of horti-

cultural subjects, the Council have established, as an
experiment, evening meetings, which those Fellows who
are interested in horticulture are specially invited to

attend. The experiments made at Chiswick form, as
usual, the subject of a supplementary report.

5. In the course of last summer the Council received

a very advantageous offer from Messrs. Prince, for the
privilege of constructing a skating rink in the Society's

gardens.

6. Messrs. Prince proposed to pay, by way of rent, a
sum equal on an average to^^iioo a year, to erect the

rink and necessary approaches entirely at their own ex-
pense, and to conform to such conditions and regulations

as might be approved by the Council. The Council
considered it their duty to accept this offer, believing

that it would be agreeable both to Her Majesty's Com-
missioners and to the Society. The monies accruing
from this source would assist the Society to meet punc-
tually their engagements not only with their landlords,

but with their debenture holders and other creditors,

and by relieving the Society from the pressure of pecu-
niary embarrassment, would enable them to devote more
time, attention, and funds to the improvement of horti-

culture in all its branches.

The rink might thus be said to come within the terms
of our lease, by contributing materially, though in-

directly, to the interests of horticulture.

7. Her Majesty's Commissioners, however, did not
consider it expedient to become parties to this arrange-

ment ; and as, under the charter of the Society, Her
Majesty's Commissioners have the power to prohibit any
proceeding of the Society which is not directly of a hor-

ticultural nature, and the Society have, moreover, no
power to assign, underlet, or part with the premises
demised to them, without the consent in writing of Her
Majesty's Commissioners first obtained, the Council felt

it right to proceed no further with the arrangement with
Messrs. Prince, although no direct prohibition had been
sent to them by Her Majesty's Commissioners.

The Council beg to express a hope, based upon
friendly communications recently made to them by
Her Majesty's Commissioners, that all difficulties in the

way of a satisfactory understanding between Her
Majesty's Commissioners and the Society may soon be
removed.

8. The Council have now to call the earnest attention

of the Fellows to the financial position of the Society.

During the past year it has been impossible to make
any great impression upon the amount of the debts due
by the Society referred to in the last report. The
Council are, however, happy to inform the Fellows that

they have succeeded m compromising for a cash payment
of ;^6oo a debt due to the executors of Sir Trayton
Drake of ;i^iooo (with interest since 1S64), which was
advanced to the Society prior to i860 ; and which, until

the accession to oftice of the present Council, had been
ignored in the published accounts of the Society, and
they have also settled a claim of Mr. Cooper's amounting
to ^105 for work done in the year 1862.

It has become evident to the Council, and, indeed,

must be apparent to the Fellows, that the ordinary

revenue of the Society cannot support its " present

expenditure ; and to prevent any increase of the Society's

liabilities during the year 1875, the Council have been
compelled to make several, in their opinion, most unde-
sirable reductions in the expenditure,

The attention of the Fellows is specially called to the
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fact that unless the rent of ^2400 is paid to Her Majesty's
Commissioners next year, the lease of the South Ken-
sington Gardens may be forfeited, and to prevent this

contingency an increased revenue must be obtained.

This increased revenue the Council suggest may be
obtained by concerted action on the part ol ilie Fellows,

whether resident in the neighbourhood or not, and by
increasing the number of Fellows. The Council are pre-

pared to invite a general meeting of the Fellows to dis-

cuss this question in detail. A defuiite scheme will then
be submitted for consideration.

In conclusion, the Council beg to express their unani-
mous opinion that it is the bounden duty of the Society
to do its utmost to retain the gardens in its possession as
" a suitable area in which they may exhibit and display
ihe progress of horticulture," and also to enable Ihem to
fulfil the Society's obligations to their life Fellows and
their debenture holders ; and in such a course the Council
feel sure they will have the hearty and cordial co-opera-
tion of every Fellow of the Society.

The noble Chairman rose, and, addressing the

Fellows, said :—Gcnrlemen, it now devolves upon me
to submit to you the report of the Council. No doubt
you will recollect the circumstances under which the

former report was withdrawn. The Council and the

Society generally had been long desirous of coming
into amicable and friendly relations with Her Majesty's

Horticultural Society. This fact I will place beyond
any doubt before I proceeil farther. We have received

a despatch from Her Majesty's Commissioners, dated
only yesterday, March 8, and which is in the following

terms :
—

"I am directed by Her Majesty's Commissioners of
the Exhibition of 1S51 to inform you that since the

annual general meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, held on February 9 last, they have taken the

opinion of counsel on the ciTect which the proceedings
of the meeting on February 9 had on the legal position

of the present governing body of the Society, and that

they have been advised there has been sufficient

acceptance of the resignation of members of Council
which took place in April, 1873, and a sufficient con-

firmation of the election of the existing members of

Council to render the status of the Council free

from objection. Under these circumstances I am to

inform you that the Commissioners will have pleasure
|

in resuming official relations with the Council of the '

Society."
|

Now, gentlemen, I doubt not that that despatch
I

will be as satisfactory to you as it has been to the
j

Council. We are now in the position we have so '

long desired to be in, viz,, in immediate relations 1

with Her Majesty's Commissioners, and it has
|

form. I distinctly say I should oppose any action on
the part of the local Fellows which I thought in-

jurious to the well-being of the Society, and I should
equally, if necessary, oppose any action by that

section called horticultural, if I thought it would be
injurious to the Society ; and in acting in this way I

should be loyal to both parties, because I should be
loyal to the Society to which botli belong. Under
these circumstances I have been exceedingly sorry to

hear it was the intention of the purely horticultural

section of this Society to oppose the adoption of our
report to-day. I trust that opposition is only the

opposition of a very few members of the Society.

You must remember that in your Council at the

present moment there is an actual majority of what
are called horticultural Fellows. I am sorry there

should be that distinction between horticultural and
local Fellows, for I believe it is injurious to the best

interests of the Society ; and unless you can get out
of this distinction your Society will go altogether to

the wall. I can assure you that at the Council board
upslairs the division is not felt, and that in our dis-

cussions and deliberations the interests of the Society

have been invariably brought to the front. We are

not at that board regulated merely by a number of

votes as divided between horticultural and local

Fig. 69.—pescatorea dayana var. caxdidula.

Commissioners. Well, gentlemen, a gleam of light

dawned upon us not very long ago, and at the time I

speak of the report of the Council had been com-
municated to the Fellows.

It was found that certain passages in the report
stood between us and the consummation of our
wishes, and that the Commissioners felt somewhat
annoyed at the terms in which they were mentioned
in the report. We felt that, as your representatives,
nothing ought to stand between us and the fulfilment
of your wishes, and, I may say, the fulfilment of our
own wishes, to enter into relations of the most cordial
amity with the Commissioners.
We had not, gentlemen, intended any disrespect to

Her Majesty's Commissioners, and the Council merely
intended to state in their report certain facts that they
were in possession of. They felt, however, that it

was perfectly essential that even the appearance of
disunion should be avoided by them, and hence they
consented most cheerfully to take back the report
which they had placed before the Fellows. The result
of that has been the drawing up of an amended report,
which is now lying on the table for your consideration.
We hope that the circumstances which have since
occurred are such as will fully justify the course we
have adopted. I may tell you, gentlemen, tliat we
have several satisfactory announcements to make on
the present occasion

; one of these is the complete
restoration of good offices and good understanding
between Her Majesty's Commissioners and the Royal

smoothed the way for an amicable and equitable dis-

cussion of the basis on which the affairs of this Society

are to be administered. And we think, with these

amicable relations existing between us and the Com-
missioners, nothing need stand between us and finan-

cial success, and the success of the Society in a horti-

cultural point of view.

Passing from that, I shall touch upon the position of

the Society with regard to horticulture ; and here, per-

haps, you may allow me to say a preliminary word
with respect to my own position in that regard. I

know it has been thought and expressed in some
of the horticultural journals that I am one of

those outside Fellows—indeed I believe they are

called local Fellows — who are not altogether

acceptable to horticulturists, pure and simple.

Well, gentlemen, I beg to say for myself that

I am the President of the Horticultural Society

;

and as such I am neither a local Fellow nor a horti-

cultural Fellow, and I may say that in all the meet-
ings I have attended I have never tried to further

the interests of the local Fellows over the horticul-

tural Fellows, one above the other. I have con-

sidered it my duty, placed by your favour in the

position of chief of this Society, to maintain an entirely

neutral position, and I trust all those who sit around
me will support me when I say that such a position

I have always assumed. Therefore, gentlemen, I

request you to take an honest expression of my opinion,

as independent an opinion as it is possible for me to
\

Fellows, but by the independent opinion of members
given for the best interests of the Society. When
such is the case in the Council you have called upon
to represent you, such should certainly be the case

outside these walls ; and I think if the Society will

reflect upon the position in which we now stand they
will find that all horticultural Fellows and local

Fellows are equally willing to support the Council
on this occasion.

It is true that we have been in, I may say, a state

of great financial embarrassment—we are still in

great financial embarrassment ; but our ultimate escape
from it is not to be obtained by throwing up the game
in despair, but by putting our shoulders to the wheel
and working together. We see now that we are in

amity with Her Majesty's Commissioners, an oppor-
tunity of landing you in smooth water; and this is*

not the time, surely, to propose to surrender the
gardens, held under an agreement, into the hands
of Her Majesty's Commissioners. I think we
may fairly say that such a suggestion is un-English
and cowardly. I will further say that, through per-

sonal communication with Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, I am satisfied they are not desirous of

possessing these gardens ; and I go still further and
say, they would feel a certain embarrassment in the

possession of these gardens, of which we, a^ being
partners with and well-wishers of the Society, should
relieve them. Therefore it is that I think if any horti-

culturil Fellow proposes to throw the report upon our
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hands, which has been so carefully remodelled, he

will commit a mistake in the interests of the Society.

It has been said that the present Council have not

sufficiently devoted themselves to the interests of hor-

ticulture pure and simple, and one objection raised is,

that the schedule proposed for 1875 has not been

adhered to, as four shows have been withdrawn.

Now, when the matter was brought before the

Council the question was gone into on its merits, and

we found that our funds did not admit of paying the

large sum which was set down for prizes, and we
were therefore bound to make a reduction in. that

respect. What we proposed to do was, to withdraw

four of the shows advertised ; and when we were told

that it would not be acceptable to the horticultural

interest generally we appointed a committee, and

gave them instructions to investigate the whole

matter, in order to see if they could retain all the

shows advertised in the original schedule. The re-

port of this committee has been presented to us,

and I have the satisfaction to tell you that all the

shows advertised to be held in 1875 will now be

held. But of course, as we have not money to pay

all the prizes to the full extent, we must diminish the

amount of prizes. We have taken the opinion of

many of the smaller exhibitors, who would have been

shut out from the exhibitions by the non-holding of

these four shows, and also the opinion of the larger ex-

hibitors, who are very much concerned in the matter.

The latter have very handsomely said they would
exhibit, whatever the amount of prizes was, and as I

hope the primary object of our hoiticultural exhibi-

tions is not simply the money value of the prizes,

but the distinction gained by those who win the

prizes—I hope, I say, that will be taken as an evidence

of the strong desire on the part of the Council to

meet the views of the horticultural members of the

Society as far as it is consistent with their funds to do.

There is one point, gentlemen, which at one time

I thought must have produced some discussion at

this meeting, and that is, that since the commence-
ment of the meeting in February, of which this is an
adjournment, two of the members of our Council

have found it necessary to withdraw from our Council

board. The gentlemen so resigning were members
who had always taken a most active part in our

Society, and who brought to bear upon their work
the exceedingly valuable qualities of industry and
ability. The Council regret their absence, and I

am sure the Society will also regret their absence,

because they were very strong props of the Horticul-

tural Society. It was thought at one time that their

vacancies would come before this meeting to be filled

up. It was as well, therefore, for the Council to be

clearly aware of what their legal position was in the

matter before they met the Fellows at this meeting.

The Council have obtained the joint opinion of two
learned Queen's Counsel— Mr. Cole and Mr. Lindley

—the names of gentlemen which will command the

assent of all, because we all know their high legal

standing, and their solid and intimate acquaintance

with the affairs of the Society. We are informed by

these gentlemen that under the bye-law, the validity

of which is not impugned, the resignations of Sir

Alfred Slade and Mr. Chetwynd must be filled up
by the Council, and not by the Fellows generally.

The resignations, therefore, will come in the ordinary

course before the Council, and will not be submitted

to the Fellows of the Society.

I think, gentlemen, I have now touched upon the

principal items which it is my duty to notice. I am
glad to say that our relations with Her Majesty's

Commissioners are now of a perfectly amicable cnarac-

ter, and that if any body of men can thoroughly carry

out to their desired consummation the aftairs of the

society, the Council which have now the honour of

addressing you have as good a chance as anybody else.

There is one point wtiich it is perhaps advisable for

me for a moment to advert to, because I have heard

that upon it some of the F'ellows found an objection

to our report. It is the last two clauses of the report,

in which we speak of an increased revenue being

obtained. Now, gentlemen, I have heard it said that

there is a wish on the part of some Fellows to send

back the report to us—in other words to again adjourn

the meeting until we can tell them exactly what our

proposal is. Now I say distinctly that that clause

was worded in that way deliberately and advisedly.

The first object before us at the meeting of Feb. 9, of

which this is an adjournment, and the only object we
have in point of view before us, was to obtain such a

recognition from Her Majesty's Commissioners as would

enable us to enter into Iriendly and equable relations

with them. We heard from them from time to time

that when we made ourselves a legal Council they

would—and I enter not now into the question

whether we were a legal Council or not—be prepared

to treat with us on an equal basis. I have now read

to you the despatch of the Commissioners that the

action taken on the 9th of February has made us a

legal Council, and that they are prepared to deal with

us upon an equal basis. The one object, therefore,

which we had to discuss at the last meeting of the

Society has been fulfilled, as far as the Council are con-

cerned. We felt, gentlemen, that we were bound

not to divert the attention of the Fellows from the

one main object which will be attained as soon as the

report is adopted, by trailing a red herring across

your path. Of course, in human affairs you cannot

find a large body of men to be of one mind without

discussion. If we had submitted any proposals to

you in the report, the chances are your attention

would be diverted to the details of those proposals

—

that you would have had discussion on them, instead of

pursuing the main object for which we have met.

When you have passed this report, gentlemen, you

will be in smooth water, as far as the Commissioners

are concerned. Without doing that you cannot be in

smooth water, and you will be going headlong to ruin.

Pass this report, which commits you to nothing.

It was purposely drawn so that you could vote for

the main object we have in view, viz., to land this

Society, as regards the Royal Commissioners, in a

position of legality, which it has not heretofore

assumed. I hope, gentlemen, I have made this point

clear to you, and I conclude by placing before you,

for your consideration, the report upon the table.

Dr. Masteks : Will you kindly say by whom the

letter of the Commissioners is signed ?

The Chairman: By "Henry Scott, Major-

General." Is there any objection in the body of the

hall to the adoption of the report ?

Mr. Dolman observing that Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners were not disinclined to come to terms, or to a

satisfactory understanding, said he should like to

know in what particular way that was about to be

arrived at.

The Chairman : It would be premature for us to

express any opinion on that point. There are members
of the Royal Commission here present who can speak

on that point if it is thought advisable to do so. As
we shall not meet the Commissioners until the report

is adopted, I am not in a position to answer the

question.

Mr. Andrew Murray : Why should you not

meet the Commissioners before the report is adopted?

The Chairman : This meeting is incomplete until

the adoption of the report. We are not now in the

position of absolute legality which we shall be in

when the report is adopted.

Mr. Murray : I thought the report was received.

The Chairman ; The meeting is not yet over,

and the report has not been yet adopted.

Mr. Dolman : What about the skating rink ?

Has it been assented to by the Commissioners ?

The Ch.airman : We have only had a private

correspondence on the subject.

A F^ELLOW : We ought to have some definite

assurance whether the proposition as to the skating

rink is to be carried out or not.

The Chairman : We have no definite assurance

to give you on that point.

Mr. GUEDELLA had no wish to throw the apple of

discord into the meeting, but wished to express his

opinion that there had been an extraordinary change

of opinion amongst all parties to these transactions.

In the first place, the opinion of the Commissioners

appeared to have changed very much after they got

the opinion of counsel, which they could have ob-

tained long ago. Then, what change was it that had

come over the gentlemen sitting at the board? With
the exception of two gentlemen, who had manfully

stuck to principles, and sent in their resignations, the

Board had adopted a peaceable line of action ; and

he should like to know some of the circumstances

which induced these gentlemen to come down at the

eleventh hour with a change of policy. Then came

the question whether the members of the Council were

the gentlemen who could conclude the best arrange-

ment with Her Majesty's Commissioners—whether

they were the proper people to carry out the arrange-

ments for the benefit of the Society. He certainly

thought the present Council should have exercised

more spirit since they came into office. There was

one of the finest conservatories in the world on their

premises, and if they had a ball in it they could have

made ^£'2,500 by it. He thought the skating rink was

one of the most advantageous speculations that could

be made. His object was to rouse the Council from

their state of inaction. He regretted the resignation

of the two members of the Council, and should like

to know what were the reasons for them—whether it

was a firm adherence to policy and principle that pre-

vented them remaining in the Councd ?

The Rev. C. P. Peach said he had been

asked to propose the loUowing resolution, or

amendment:—"That the Chairman be requested

further to adjourn the annual general meeting fO that

the Council may be able to present to the adjourned

meeting, with their report, any scheme they may be

able to enter into with Her Majesty's Commissioners."

The rev. gentleman went on to say it was quite neces-

sary the meeting should be adjourned in order to see

what agreement could be entered into between the

Council and Her Majesty's Commissioners. The Chair-

man had said that tne legality of the Council was ad-

mitted by the Commissioners, and immediately after-

wards had tried to force the Fellows to accept the re-

port by saying that unless they did so the legality of

the Council would not be obtained. He could not see

how the legality of the Council could be recognised

by Her Majesty's Commissioners when an attempt was

thus made to force the Fellows to accept the report.

There was another question which had not been

brought before them, and that was the question of the

provincial shows. Nothing in the report showed
there was any attempt being made to get up provin-

cial shows in the interest of horticulture. Their

President said he was neither a local nor a horticul-

tural Fellow. This was a horticultural Society, and

surely horticulture ought to be considered first by the

Society in all its bearings. He appealed to all horti-

culturists present whether it would not be of advan-

tage to adjourn the meeting, in order to come to some
definite arrangement, and see where they stood. At
present they were, financially speaking, in a condition

bordering on bankruptcy. He did nut want to reject

the report in any way, but he wished the meeting to

be adjourned to see what arrangement could be

come to.

Mr. Liggins remarked that the report had not

been seconded.

The Chairman : No, and for this reason—our bye-

laws say that after the report has been read, the con-

sideration of other business may be proceeded with.

A legal question arises whether it means the proposal

of the report for adoption. Technically it does not.

Practically, we hold to our report, and any amend-
ment carried against it we should consider as a vote

of want of confidence.

Mr. Liggins : Precisely so.

The Chairman : We are bound by our bye-laws,

so that I move that the report be considered.

Mr. Quieter would second the amendment, which

he considered a most reasonable one. When he saw

the onslaught that had been made two years ago on

the then existing Council, so much so as to cause

them to resign. (Mr. Liggins: " They were turned

out.") Well, he believed they would have helped

the Society out of its difficulties. After having refused

all reasonable propositions from Her Majesty's Com-
missioners, the Council had done nothing from that

day forwards but consider everything that was adverse

to horticulture instead of what would encourage it.

The statements of the Council would prove it. First

of all they gave up the provincial shows, which

produced a good annual income ; and next they

curtailed the privileges of the members. The
shows were also curtailed, and the result of all this

was that the Society's funds were far worse

now than they were then ; indeed, the funds were

something like i,\S°° worse now thru they were two

years ago. Under these circumstances, before they

passed the report they ought to have something like a

scheme before them to show them the way out of the

difficulties in which they were placed. The Chairman

told them that if they passed the report they would be

landed in smooth water, but he could not speak

with any certainty, and so they might be in worse

water than they were before. The exhibitors had

not been paid last year's prizes, which ought to have

been paid out of last year's revenue. He sup-

posed the Council had been waiting to receive as

much of the Fellows' money as they could before

doing so. At the last meeting they heard in that

room that the Commissioners were willing to meet

the Fellows on fair terms, and certainly the Fellows

had a right to know what those terms were to be.

If the meeting did not insist upon the information,

and passed the report, they would leave the matter

in the bands of the same gentlemen who had landed

the Society in its present position. The proposition

he made was not an unreasonable one ; it would not

stultify the Council in any way, but, on the contrary,

strengthen their hands. There was amongst the

Fellows a vast difference of opinion as to whether it

was advantageous to the Society to keep these gardens

in their possession. The Chairman told them he did not

think the Commissioners wished to have the gardens.

Who did wish to have them under existing circum-

stances ? He, for one, did not want to see the gar-

dens done away with, and he felt sure there were

means to be adopted by which the Society might be

relieved from that necessity and the gardens kept on

as well as ever. A Fellow had asked him the ex-

pense of keeping up the band. Well, they were told

the band was to be discontinued for three months

—

September, October, and November, the time when

no one wanted a band, but they really ought not to have

a band at all unless they had got money to pay it.

He begged and entreated the Fellows to vote—not

for the rejection of the report—and even it it were

rejected it would not amount to a vote of censure, but

let them ask the Council to submit the scheme to them

and let them see what was going to be done. That

would not reflect upon the Council at all, or place them

in such a position that they must resign their posts. He
hoped the Fellows would adopt some means of making

the Society in reality what it was in name. If they did

not do so they should very soon have to get

another name. Let them do everything they

could to relieve themselves from the superabund.
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ance of debt wilh which they were surrounded.

The report should go back lo the Council—let there

be an interview obtained with the Commissioners as

speedily as possible. If that were done the matter

might be brought to a successful issue, and the Society

placed on a sure and certain basis.

The Chairman : There is now a motion before

the meeting, moved by Mr. Peach and seconded by

Mr ("luilter. It is right the meeting should be accu-

rately'in possession of what they are voting about, and

therefore it will possibly save time if I say, on the

part of the Council, that the Fellows are now about

to vote upon a question which the Council consider a

vote o( confidence. At any rate the Society will feel

we adopt the most manly course in stating at once tlie

way in which we view any amendment to the report

which we now have the honour to present lor your

consideration.
, „ ., ,, •.

A Fellow pressed upon the Council the necessity

ofadiourningthe question, to see what arrangement

could be come to with the Royal Commissioners.

Mr LiGGINS said he was surprised at the last two

speeches they had heard, because it was obvious to all

men of business that if such an amendment was passed

it would cast a stigma upon the Council which no men

of honour could stand. The lule of all societies,

from the House of Commons downwards, was that

when such a resolution as the present was passecl, it

amounted to a vote of want of conhdence. 1 hey

had no rii^ht to express opinion as to amity existing

between the Council and the Commissioners without

supporting that expiession by their votes. He asked

them to oppose the obnoxious amendment, which had

been brought forward in a manner which had asto-

nished him. What, after all, was this report ? It

was coupled with the accounts of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society for the past year. It was more a

record of what had been done than a programme of

what was to come. It was of no use to say "No,

because the report was really an account of what the

Council had done. If these accounts were insufficient

the Fellows must have expected them to be so,

because they knew the Council had to struggle against

the deficit left them by the gross mismanagement of

the gentlemen in office before them. Was there any

wisdom in the expenditure or ^500 for a statue ?

Mr. Barr : What statue ?

Mr LiGGiN'S: Well, a statue, but I never knew

the name of it. The statue was the work of the

late Mr Foley. He contended that whilst they

were in debt that was an expenditure of ;f500 un-

necessary in the interests of horticulture. 1 here was

a lecacy of debt equally unnecessary left upon the

shoulilers of these gentlemen. He begged to say the

eenlleman was wrong who said the late Council

resigned The fact was they were turned out. 1 he

Fellow= honestly and like Englishmen, turned them

out ha'ving lost confidence in their management.

What had the present Council done? They had

done everything to reduce expenditure, and make the

eardens pay. It was painlul for them to have to

reduce the prizes and the shows but it must be

remembered that the last Council had been spending

vast sums of money they had no right to spend. It

was all very well to say, " Reduce the number of

band^ " but if they did not make the gardens attractive

their local Kensingtonians would fall off, and their two

guineas .and four guineas would melt away, and they

would have no money at all for prizes. They should

remember the gardens were not of an altogether

horticultural nature ; but having got them, they ought

to do the best tbey could to retain them, and not let

their landlords get them back, for whether they did or

did not desire to possess the gardens, there would be

no difficulty in their disposing of them at a profitable

rate But it was the duty of the Society in the

interests of the horticultural world, to retain these

gardens, because they encouraged horticulture.

Alihouih he was a Kensingtoman, his connection

with the Society arose from his love of horticulture.

If they passed such 'a resolution as that now before

the meeting, they would commit a great absurdity,

because they ought to put the Council in the position

the Commissioners believed they would be in. Did

they suppose that if the meeting was adjourned for a

month the International Commissioners would take

any action during that month ? Most certainly not.

They would say, "Oh, you are in hot water with

vour Fellows—you have passed no accounts—they

will have nothing to do with you, and until they are

passed we can do nothing." Mr. Liggins concluded

by earnestly asking the Fellows to support their

Mr. Pinches remarked that the report was simply

a retrospective account of what had been done by the

Society and he could not see on what grounds the

meeting could refuse to receive it. They had decided

on expunging from the report the statements con-

sidered to be offensive to the Commissioners, and now

that they were not in the report he could not see any

grounds for postponing the reception of it. He

Thought they were treating the Council in a very

shabby manner indeed. As a pretty close observer of

the doings of the Society he must candidly say he

was utterly at a loss to know on what reason-

able grounds they wanted to find fault with

what the Council had done. If they displaced the

Council they would incur, justlyor rather unjustly, the

enmity of the Commissioners ; and by the fact of

doing so they put the Council out of a position in

which they could communicate wilh the Commis-

sioners. After a careful investigation of the .accounts

o( the Society in the report, and those which went

before it, he was bound to say these gentlemen had

really done good work, and had succeeded in paying

off a considerable accumulation of debt. One of

their primary objects was the reduction of their debt.

Every one knew they could not reduce their debt and

increase their expenditure at the same time. Surely

the best thing the Council could have done was l.i

maintain the chief feature of the Society. There had

never been any shows so good as those of last year ;

and for his part he should sooner see three good

shows than thirty indifferent ones. The Council had,

he thought, exercised a sound discretion in determin-

ing to reduce the number of shows and increase their

brilliancy. He asked the meeting to pass the report

of the Council. Nothing could be more insulting to

a body of men than to reject their report after, at the

request of the Fellows, they had expunged from it

certain phrases considered to be objectionable. It

would be most ungentlemanly behaviour to do so,

and he did not believe any body of gentlemen would

lend themselves to such a proceeding. Now, as to the

panaceas which had been suggested. One gentleman

thought they had only to get up a bailor a/V/^in

order to clear off the debt of the Society. Well,

when he was invited to come to an evening meet-

mo there, and found just twelve ladies and gentlemen

in^the room, he asked them could anything be more

disheartening than such a state of things ? What they

had to do now was to pass the report, which was

simply a record of the past history of the Society for the

year He quite understood the remarks of the Chair-

man as to the council being legally constituted if the

report was passed, and he hoped the meeting would

not hesitate to adopt the report.

Mr. Edgar Bowring, C.B., was understood to

say he should support the Council's report. With

respect to the 500 guineas expended on a statue, as

the person most concerned in the matter was no longer

alive, he would tell the exact circumstances. At the

time this occurred the late lamented Prince Consort

was President of the Society and of the Royal Com-

missioners. His Royal Highness, the late Prince

Consort, thought much might be done for the progress

of science and of the fine arts, particularly of painting

and sculpture, in connection with the Society ;
and

it occurred to him that sculpture and horticulture

might be combined in the gardens. He brought up a

plan whereby, out of the profits of the Society,

a sum of 500 guineas should be annually set

apart for the purpose of inviting competitions so that a

sculpture gallery might be established in the gardens.

That plan was brought before the Expenses Com-

mittee of the Royal Commission, of which he (Mr.

Bowring) was then a member. As the Commissioners

received half the profits of the gardens it was quite

clear their consent to the suggestion should be ob-

tained. It was under that arrangement that the

beautiful piece of sculpture, " Boy at the Stream,'

was ordered from Mr. Foley. The Commissioners

were willing to run the risk, and give half the sum

towards the sculpture. The Society had the idea that

if this could be carried out, it would be a great advan-

tage, not only to horticulture, but would do much to

promote the cultivation of the fine arts in this

country.
, , . ,

Mr. Cornelius Walford regretted that he made

the speech he had made at the last meeting, not

exactly as to what he had then said, because that had

grown upon him day by day, but because he had

discovered a very great dissatisfaction existing amongst

the members of the Society as to its future prospects.

He had no personal object to serve. He did not

want to serve on Council or Committees, or to take

any part in the management, but he did want to see

the opportunity for doing something, and doing it

quickly, not lost. As far as the amended report went,

the objectionable clauses had been withdrawn. That

was all right, but there were certain paragraphs in the

report which required very careful consideration.

The third last par.agraph said—
- " The attention of the Fellows is specially called to the

fact that unless the rent of jr2400 is paid to Her Majesty's

Commissioners next year the lease of the South Ken-

sington Gardens may be forfeited, and to prevent this

contingency an increased revenue must be obtained."

Then the report went on to state that it was pro-

posed to call a special meeting to consider the ques-

tion of raising the revenue of the Society. That

seemed to be all very right and proper, but supposing

it should happen that the scheme of the Commis-

sioners was not approved, the opportunity they had

now, would be lost by adjourning the meeting. lie

had no wish to say a disrespectful word of the Council.

He had a word to say about them at the last meeting

and he was sorry for it, but the cause for his remarks

was no longer on the Council side of the table. But

he should like to know how that change had taken

place. It was known to them all that the time had

now arrived when the Commissioners were prepared

to discuss with the Council that which they were not

prepared to discuss before. Was it wrong to say to

the Council, "Don't shut us out from participation

in any benefits which may arise-adjourn the meeting

to any day suitable to yourselves—discuss the ques-

tion wUh the Commissioners, and come to us and tell

us what you propose to do." Were not these

business propositions? The Society accepted the

report, but deferred the adoption of it until they had

a settlement on the scheme adverted to. It was all

very well to say "No, no," but he only asked what was

right and proper. There was no reason why these

negotiations should not be made within the next

month or six weeks, and it would be unwise of them

to adopt the report until they had a statement before

them of what was actually going to be done.

Mr. Mackenzie said he rose to ask the proposer

and seconder of the amendment to withdraw it, and

not to drive the Fellows to a division. He
was surprised that Mr. Walford should not

consider it possible that the gentlemen who

formed the Royal Commission would very well

decline to negotiate with 3000 Fellows, while

they would not decline to negotiate with the

Council. He had not heard any speaker let fall a

word denying that they all had the utmost confidence

in the Council. He appealed to all the independent

Fellows to receive this report, and to leave it entirely

to the Council to enter into negotiations with the Com-

missioners, whether under the bye-laws or under the

charter. It had been suggested that a certain number

of Fellows had a right to call a meeting of the

Society. With respect to that, he thought the para-

graph at the end of the report was a highly honour-

able paragraph on the part of the Council, and would

allow them time to meet the Commissioners, and lay

before the Fellows the result of their communica-

tion. He could not help putting it to the Fellows

that it did not do for them to ride too high a horse

with the Commissioners, because they were to a

certain extent under the control of the Commissioners.

But the latter were exercising their powers very much

in the interests of the Fellows. He would, under all

the circumstances, earnestly appeal to the proposer

and seconder of the amendment to withdraw it. As

to the question of horticulture, he was sorry to have

read in Saturday's Morning Post a letter from a gentle-

man calling attention to a clique in connection with

the Society. Now he had mixed up with many public

societies, and he earnestly entreated all who wished

the affairs of the Society to proceed in a right direc-

tion to do the best to have all cliques abolished. Let

them all join together and keep the Society on the

basis on which it was originally designed. Of one

thing he was quite certain, that the Council had done

the best they could for the Society.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, in a meeting like this

it is well you should understand that the Council are

willing to conciliate every one consistent with their

dignity, and I will say at once that we are quite

willing to give a day for the discussion of those

questions. You will be then just as able to discuss

the question—I mean the question of the arrange-

ments we are to make with the Royal Commissioners

—and you will be then just as able to put a veto on

any of our proceedings as you are now ; besides that,

you will have the advantage that you will not have

lost valuable time in dealing with the Royal Commis-

sioners. I may say for myself and the Council we

only wish in the interests of the Society that you will

pass this report at the present moment.

Mr. Haughton wished to know whether the

Council would consent to the report being adopted,

and that the meeting should be then adjourned for the

purpose of discussing the question.

Mr. Mackenzie earnestly entreated the Council, if

they had brains, or sense, or judgment, which he

believed they all had, to enter into negotiations with

the Commissioners in a perfectly untrammelled way.

Mr. Smee: There could be no doubt but that they

would be treated fairly by the Commissioners. He
believed the Commissioners wished well to the Society,

and would do all in their power to promote its

interests. He was quite satisfied that the Society

would gain such a position as that it woukl be able

to rival any other Society of the same sort in Europe

if they only put their shoulders to the wheel. It had

been said there was no difference between the Horn-

cultural Society and the Commissioners. He denied

that, lor one cultivated the study of the laws which

governed horticulture, the other body might be s.aid

to govern what might be called a fancy fair.

Mr. Haughton again rose, amid loud cries of

"Divide," and considerable interruption. He said one

objection was taken by Mr. Walford, that if a further

meeting was called to consider any arrangement which

the Council were prepared to lay before them, they

might find themselves in the dilticulty winch

they were in after the passing of the bye-law ot lh^Z.

If the Council would then resign in consequence ot
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an adverse decision, the new Councd to be elected

might be on llie same footing of illegahty which un-

fortunately the present Council has been in up to the

present moment. It was beyond doubt Her Majesty s

Commissioners had decided that the Council were legally

constituted. He was glad the decision had been come

to and he did not wish to embarrass the Council, but

he' believed the Society ought to retain the power it

had at its annual meeting, that of being able to consider

any statement to be submitted. He did not consider

any reflection was cast upon the Council by asliing

them to adjourn the meeting. (Cries of ' Spoke,

and some uproar.) Let them pass the report, and

adjourn the meeting. He begged to move that the

report be adopted, and the meeting be adjourned to

this day six weeks to consider the statement the

Council may make. He had no wish to see the

hands of the Council tied in any way, and he believed

his proposition would put much strength in their hands.

Dr. M.A.STERS : I rise for the purpose of seconding

the amendment proposed by Mr. Haughton.

The Ch.virman : There is no amendment before

the meeting. I wish to say that, as there appears to

he some misapprehension as to the legality of the

Council, that the bye-law of 1873 will give a general

meeting dealing with resignations full power to deal

with the question.
^ r,,,^- -j »

Dr. Masters again rose amid cries ol JJivide.

The Chairman : Are you going to speak to the

resolution or the amendment ?

Dr. Masters : To the amendment.

Mr. Peach : I can withdraw the first one if 1

like? , . ,

The Chairman : Do you wish to withdraw it .-•

Mr. Peach : Certainly. I have no wish to

say anything against the report but I think that the

Fellows ought to have an opportunity of discussing

any further arrangements made, and if you Promise

that there is to be a general meeting at which this will

be matter for discussion, I am very willing to with-

draw the amendment.

The Chairman : Is it then your pleasure, gentle-

men, that the amendment be withdrawn ?

It appeared to be the unanimous wish of the meet-

ing that the amendment should be withdrawn.

The Chairman : There is no other amendment

before the meeting, and now the subject falls to the

Mr. Pinches moved that the report of the Council

be adopted.

Mr. LiGGINS begged to second the motion.

Mr. Haughton said he was now in order in

moving his amendment. This he accordingly did, in

the terms stated above.

Dr. Masters seconded the amendment.

The Chairman put the amendment, and there

appeared for it twenty-six, and a considerable

majority against it.
, , , „

The amendment was therefore lost, and the motion

for the adoption of the report was carried unani-

On the motion of Mr. Pinches, a vote of thanks

was given to the noble Chairman, and the proceedings

terminated.

March 10.—Evmini; Lecture.—'^. Burnley Hume,

Esq., in the chair. The subject of the lecture,

wliich was the last of the series, was the "His-

tory of the Society," and the lecturer, W. A.

Lindsay Esq., commenced by stating that it was

originally intended that Dr. Hogg should address

the meeting on some branch of pomology, but at the

last moment he found it impossible to do so, owing to

the pressure of his private affairs, and he, Mr. Lind-

say rather than there should be no lecture at all,

thounht it would be of great advantage at the present

time to consider the history of the Society. In doing

so he would, he said, rather than attempt an

oratorical display, give the history pure and simple,

as he found it in the prefaces to the volumes of

the Society's Transactions, and in subsequent re-

ports of the Council. It had been well said by

Mr Andrew Murray, in his History of the Horti-

cuilural Society, that it would be impossible to

give a popular history of the Society without at the

same time showing the imperfect knowledge of horti-

culture which existed in this country at the time the

foe ety w-is established. Previous to the year 1737

but few hardy plants had been introduced into this

country and the Rhododendron and Azalea were prac-

tically unknown in English gardens. In the middle

of the last cmtury the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew

were established and the importation of new plants

began, to the great benefit of horticultural science,

and of the country.

It was at such a moment that the idea of founding

a society for the development of horticulture occurred

to Mr. Thomas Andrew Knight, a gentleman of the

highest attainments in the study of natural history,

who, as a country gentleman, had ocular demonstra-

tion' of the injury being done to orchards in the cider

country by the ignorance of the cultivators, and who

had as a Fellow of the Royal Society, constituted

him'self one of the highest authorities on the subject

then living.

The idea was communicated by Mr. Knight to Sir

J. Banks, who warmly received it, and it was resolved,

on the suggestion of Mr. John Wedgwood, to hold a

meeting for the purpose of considering it. On
March' 7, 1S04, this meeting took place, the other

persons present being Mr. Richard Salisbury, after-

wards secretary ; Mr. Charles Greville, Mr. Acton,

Mr. Forsyth, and Mr. Dickson. The meeting was held

at Messrs. Hatchard's book shop in Piccadilly, and

it resulted in the formation of the Horticultural

Society. It was interesting to recall for a naoment

the circumstances amid which occurred the birth of

the Society. At this time the greatest anxiety existed

respecting the King's health— Plis Majesty suffering

at that time under the dreadful malady which from

time to time affected him, and which has become matter

of history. On the very day to which we allude, the

House of Commons was investigating the causes of the

disaffection in Ireland, or rather debating amotion for

that purpose which was thrown out by the Ministry of

Addington, Mr. Pitt being in quasi opposition.

General Wellesley was just made a Knight of the

Bath at the conclusion of the Indian campaign ter-

minating with the storming of Gauil Ghur and the

treaties with the Rajah of Berar, and Scindia, the

representative of the Mahratta princes. At this time

Napoleon was First Consul of France, and was mur-

dering the Due d'Enghien. All Europe lay, so to

speak, at the feet of France, just about to make

its First Consul Emperor. We were in a state of

enmity with France.

Amid such universal disquiet was our peaceful

Society formed, destined to bear a part in a weightier

development than that with which even emperors and

kings, states and wars had then to do—destined to be

one of the bearers of the lamp of natural science, and

so gradually infiuence the theology, the philosophy,

and even the daily life of the world.

But the part the Society was to take in this move-

ment was to be a practical one, as was shown by

Mr. Knight's introductory remaiks in vol. i. of the

Society's Transactions, relative to the objects which

the Horticultural Society had in view. It was in-

teresting to note the great importance of the papers

read before the Society during the first twenty years

of its existence. In the first volume was a paper

read by Sir J. Banks on the Introduction of the

Potato ; and here the lecturer remarked that the

history of our knowledge of the vegetable, and

the disease which affects it, is to be found within

the history of the Horticultural Society. Among

the very many interesting papers read in the

first years of the Society is one on the Revival of

an Obsolete Mode of Managing Strawberries, by

Sir Joseph Banks, in which he advocates the use of

straw, and points to the derivation of the name. Mr.

Knight's paper on grafting Walnut trees, &c., is

particularly interesting.

On April 4, 1S09, a paper was read by Sir Joseph

Banks, the first paragraph of which alluded to the

great usefulness of the Society's work. On April 17,

iSoQ is dated the Royal Charter incorporating the

Society By this instrument Lord Dartmouth was

created President, Mr. Charles Greville Treasurer, Mr

Salisbury Secretary, and the following members of

Council :—Lord Powis, the Lord Bishop of Win-

chester, Lord Sehey, Sir Joseph Banks, Messrs.

Acton, Elliot, Knight, Miller, Trevelyan, Dickson,

Hoy, Srailh. The charter is very similar to that

under which we now exist, but one of the differences

is that it specially prohibits the removal of Councils

in the manner v/hich is lawful at present.

In 1810 was published the first volume of the

Transactions, which extended to ten volumes, and

the cost of which must have exceeded £10,000. At

this time the Society appears to have occupied rooms

in the house of the Linnean Society in Gerrard Street,

Soho, at the rent of £^b 51. a year.

In the year iSiI, Lord Dartmouth having died,

Mr Knight became President of the Society. He

retained this post for twenty- seven years, and very

much of the Society's work is bound up with his

memory. But now the mighty war which followed

the disturbed state of the world, already hinted at, was

raning over all Europe. Elections of new members

were few ; but a careful Council kept the expenditure

within the income, and there was at the end of each

year a small balance to the Society's credit, and in

1S15 the balance rose to ;^25S, so that the return of

peace after Waterloo found the Society in a position

to take advantage of the English prosperity. In May,

i8o5, the Society had ;^iooo in the Three per Cents.

In i8i7the income was £\n\ and the expenditure

/I7IQ the funded property ;^I400 and the floating

property /3000, beyond all debts. In 1818 an experi-

mental garden was established at Kensington, with a

nursery at Ealing, and in 1820 a house in Regent

Street was bought for ;^4200. The subscription was

raised from two guineas to three guineas, ihe new

members poured in to the extent of 200 or 300

a-year ; while on February 6, 1820, the entrance fee

was raised to five guineas.
, , . ^,

Among the papers brought forward during these

years should be specified the extraordmary one

read on January 6, February 4, and March 3, 1 81 2,

on the Cultivation of Rare Plants, by Mr. Salis-

bury, an extract from which was read by the

lecturer. The remarks quoted were followed by an

account of a great number of plants, and the paper

was probably as valuable a one, for the purpose of

illustrating the history of our science, as any we pos-

sessed. A quotation was then given from the preface to

the second volume of the Transactions, in order to

show what the historians of the Society thought of Us

work, but he (the lecturer) would not weary them

with any mention of the valuable papers which

followed.

After 1S15 the practice of collecting seeds from

foreign countries was commenced, and in 1S18 a dis-

tribution took place. Mr. John Reeves sent over

plants from China, and with the assistance of the

East India Company the Society introduced into

England many varieties of Camellias, Indian Azaleas,

Chinese Peonies, Chrysanthemums, &c. The first

living plant of the Glycine sinensis, sent by Mr
Reeves, arrived in iSiS, and he believed was still

growing at Chiswick. The Lords of the Treasury at

that time treated the Society most liberally, and

directed that all plants, seeds, &c., sent to the Society

should be free of custom duly.

The progress between 1823 and 1S30 was rapid.

In 1823, 1200 kinds of Roses existed in the garden at

Chiswick, which was acquired in the previous year

from the Duke of Devonshire, with a perpetual power

of renewal, upon a fine of ;4450. Most unfortunately

at a later date the Society relinquished this power—

a proceeding very short-sighted, considering the

enormous value gradually accruing to property near

London. The gardens at Kensington and Ealing were

also given up.

In 1822 Sir Joseph Banks, the first great protector

of the Society, died. Aboult his time other collectors

were sent out, the first being G. Don, who was

followed by Forbes, who went to the west coast of

Africa ; and subsequently by Mr. John Fox, who went

out only to die. Mr. Parker was the next, and he

was followed by David Douglas, who was recom-

mended by Dr., afterwards Sir William, Hooker.

He was to have gone to Chili, but went instead to

North America, whence he sent home some valuable

Conifers, &c.
. , r .1 »

.- In 1822 the subscription was raised from three to

four guineas, and Ithe entrance fee from five to six,

while a sum of ^7275 was voluntarily subscribed lor

the new garden works.

In 1S25 the daily meteorological observations were

commenced, long continued by Robeat Thompson,

which forms now the longest and most trustworthy

journal of meteorology of the climate of London.
^

But the first period of adversity was setting in.

The anniversary dinner was exchanged for the

breakfasts, which were of little use for keeping the

Fellows together, and introduced a pohcyof sacrificing

horticulture to fashion, which developed afterwards to

an unsatisfactory extent. The last of these break-

fasts took place in 1S31, and produced a favourable

balance of ^115, and at this date they were

abandoned, to be succeeded by garden exhibitions,

which have ever since been the special delight ot

the Society, and which owed their origin to the happy

suggestion of Dr. Lindley. But now the financial posi-

tion of the Society became more and more serious. A
committee of inquiry was appointed, which reported

that the Society's debts were ^^20,243, and its pro-

perty /16 500. The gardens had cost ^29,000 more

than had been subscribed for them. Altogether the

management was condemned, and in consequence

Mr. Sabine, who had been secretary since 1815, or

thereabouts, resigned.

The zeal in promoting horticulture was, however,

applauded, and in point of fact very Ifge sums of

money had been spent on this object. Mr. Bentham

now became secretary, with Dr. Lindley as his assist-

ant, who had been assistant-secretary since 1822.

The exhibitions were now held in the gardens

instead of Regent Street, and were in every way suc-

cessful. A prosperous era now again set in, but the

Council did not think it desirable to devote all their

means to the payment of debt. Accordingly, between

1830 and 1855 .,£' i,oo° mo'-s "^s spent on the garden

and /7000 on foreign importations.

In 1S3S Mr. Knight died—the chief mover, says

Mr Murray, in all the scientific work of the Society

from its origin. He was succeeded by the Duke of

Devonshire in the office of President. In 1S42 the

Society sent out Mr. Fortune, then the superintendent

of the hothouse department at Chiswick, to China,

for the purpose of collecting. Mr. Fortune s abours

are well known to the Fellows. He introduced a very

valuable collection of plants, and published some

well-known books. But there is more to be laid to

the credit of the Society and Mr. Fortune. Having

acquired a considerable knowledge of the cultivation

and manufacture of Tea, Mr. Fortune was employed

afterwards by the East India Company to establish

that industry in India. By this course, therefore, he

Society became the means of doing great service to the

country. During all this period the Society was
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hampered by ihe non-payment of subscriptions. This
evil, which constitutes the chief difficulty with which
all societies have to contend, began in its infancy and
prew with its growth. Between 1S24 and 1S55,

2'i2,S79 was abandoned as irrecoverable from this

source. Nevertheless, up to 1S51 a steady reduction

of debt continued to take place.

The Chiswick /fvVj did good by helping to bring the

Society before the world, and also had much to recom-
mend them from a horticultural point of view. The
Duke of Devonshire materially helped them by throw-
ing open his grounds to the visitors, but ultimately,

owing to bad weather, they fell into disrepute. The
Council now looked about for some show place nearer

London, and in 1854 Her Majesty's Commissioners
most obligingly placed Gore House and grounds at

tlieir disposal.

But not yet did the course of events improve. The
debt w.as increased this year by ;^I200, and it seemed
that this magnificent Society, with a histtjry almost
unequalled for splendour and work, would cease to

exist. A circular was issued to the Fellows proposing
to give up exhibition, and revert to the condition of

1S27. Meetings were held at which the question of

abandoning the Chiswick garden was discussed. In
the end, however, a subscription to avoid this result

took place, and ^3267 was subscribed by iSi persons.

The culture of stove plants was, however, abandoned.
The last collector, who had been sent to Mexico, was
recalled, and the herbaria were sold.

Two shows were held, one of flowers at Chiswick,
and one of fruit in London, but both were unsuccess-
ful, and by the close of 1S5S the £}f>oo was all

swallowed up. The total number of Fellows was
but 9S5, and the debt .,^10,000. Many patriotic

members lent money. The house in Regent Street

was at last sold, and the glorious library—the collec-

tion of forty years—was dispersed by the auctioneer's

hammer.
\\\ January, 1S58, the Duke of Devonshire died,

and on March 2 his place was filled by one destined

to transcend even his distinction as President of the
Society—H. R.fL the Prince Consort. One of the first

acts of the Council under their new President was to

lay down the principle that if a garden more favour-

ably placed than Chiswick could be found, the pro-
sperity of the Society would be higher than ever.

It happened that Her Majesty's Commissioners had
determined to lay out the central part of their ground
at South Kensington as a garden, and, as we all

know, it was at last arranged that this ground should
form the garden of the Horticultural Society. It was
agreed ihas each parly should lay out ^50,000 on the
ground, that a lai-ge conservatory should be built, and
that the garden should be ornamented with statuary.

We all know that this arrangement was carried out.

In two years 1500 new members joined the Society.
The garden was opened by H. R.H. the Prince Con-
sort on June 5, 1S61, and an extract was read from
his speech in reply to an address read by Dr. Lindley.
The prospect of success seemed most brilliant, but
the death on December 14 of the new President cast

a gloom over all. It was on that occasion, so melan-
choly a one in the history of the Society, that the
Queen caused a most gracious letter to be communi-
cated to the Society.

So great was Her Majesty's interest in the
Society, that, until advised to the contrary, she had an
idea of becoming President of the Society, but
ultimately nominated the Duke of Buccleuch. In
1S62 the receipts, working with the International
Exhibition, were ;{;'30,ooo, but of this a small balance
only was saved, the principal sum being spent on
improvements in the gardens.

It is at this point that Mr. Murray's history closes,

and we must turn to the Reports for our authorities.
But it is not necessary to do this. We all know that
on the death of the Prince Consort the whole fabric
sustained a gradual but sure decline. ^ At last, in 1S73,
proposals were made which were held by the Fellows
to amount to a surrender of the garden, and the results
you all know.

In conclusion, Mr. Lindsay hoped that every one
who had the welfare of horticulture at heart would
seriously consider the fact—that, excepting the Royal
Society, theirs had an unexampled history. It had
introduced two-thirds of the plants which had been
imported into this country ; it had published Transac-
lions which have not been outrivalled by any other
society

; and it had, at its own expense, sent out col-
lectors to all parts of the world. The Transactions
had come to a close, and the Society had no col-
lectors, but he looked forward to these things being
restored. They must look forward to a better and
more useful future. They must hope to revive the
magnificent foreign correspondence, which had ceased
to How to the Society ; they must hope to resume
the reading of papers of which these lectures he hoped
were the commencement ; and, whether he was to bear
a part in the work or not, he hoped that ere long
all this will again be done—because horticultural
science has now achieved an importance not felt in the
past, and is, in fact, an essential part of the general
study of the entire life of creation.

The Chairman proposed a vote of tlianks to the
lecturer, which he hoped would be most cordially

given. Mr. Lindsay must have laboured hard to get

together the facts for such an interesting lecture as

they had heard ; and to make the vote he asked them
to pass more than a merely formal one, he had the
pleasure of presenting to Lady Harriet Lindsay, on
his own behalf and in their name, a basket of choice
Orchids.

dbbc m
STATE or
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remedy is an application of the syringe once or

twice a week, being careful to get well to the under-

side of the leaves ; they are moisture-loving plants,

and to grow them well want more at the root, as also

in the atmosphere, through the growing season than

most hard-wooded subjects. The different varieties

of Statice and Pleroma elega7is do not, more especially

at this season, well bear the direct action of the sun

—

the latter plant in particular is sometimes disfigured by

it in a short time ; means should therefore be taken to

prevent this, either by shading the plants individually,

or by placing them where they will not be exposed to

its action. T'. Baines.

((Enquiries.

He that questioneth much shall learn m7ic/i.~'BAC0N.

42. Garcinia Livingstoni.—Does Garcinia Living-

ston! demand a constant or humid heat, or would it

content itself with a greenhouse, or indoor culture,

during the winter ? H. W. C.

Answers to Correspondents.
Asters : G. R. F. Sow these as well as Stocks about

the middle of April, on very gentle heat, and prick out

the young plants on prepared beds of rich soil. You
need not start the Gladioli in pots, but plant them at

once in the beds, placing a little clear sharp sand
around each corm.

Books : H. y. B. We should certainly give the pre-

ference to Thompson's Gardeners' Assistant^ of which
there is a new edition in hand. The termination "ii

"

is pronounced " ei."

BOUGAINVILLEAS : B. Martin. Any of the Bougain-
villeas will grow well in good fibrous loam, with suffi-

cient sand to keep it open. B. glabra, far the best for

pot culture and for general use, is a manure-loving

plant, and will do well with one-fifth of well rotted

dung added to the loam. There is no better soil for

Camellias than good turfy loam such as you describe.

The fibre should not be too f-ir decomposed, and to it

add sand, more or less, according to the nature of the

loam

.

Garden Syringe : E, K. S. Read's syringes are very

efficient and durable, and have long borne this reputa-

tion. Have you tried them ?

Herbacrous Plants: Clover. Many hardy perennials

have a tendency to push themselves out of the ground,

and therefore require placing deeper in the earth when
transplanted, but, in a general way, it is not advisable

to bury the young shoots to the depth of 2 or 3 inches.

It would not harm them to place them rather deeper

than before.

Lily of the Valley : X. V. Z. We have seen a
varitfly with flowers of a rosy tint, but it is very scarce,

and we cannot tell you where it could be obtained.

Local Taxation : Camjce. You will obtain the in-

formation you require by addressing Captain Craigie,

at 21, Arundel Street, Strand, London, W.C.
Names of Fruits : G. G. N. Large Pear is Catillac ;

small, Sassette de Bavay.—y. A., Hatfield. 4, Beauty

of Wilts
; 5, Dutch Mignonne ; others unknown.

Names of Plants : M. J. i and 2, we decline to

name without seeing the fruit
; 3, Juniperus recurva ;

4, Sequoia sempervirens
; 5, Picea grandis. A.M.—

y. Morse. Hardenbergia Comptoniana.

—

L. i, Leu-
copogon Richei ; 2, Epacris exserta

; 3, Draceena

fragrans.— il/. j. Leucothoe axillaris, the flower-

spikes immature.—/^. E. R., Egbaston. Your Ne-
penthes appears to be N. ampuUaria, or N. tentacu-

lata, but we should be glad of an entire and fresh leaf

before deciding, for the latter species is, we believe,

new to cultivation, although the specimen sent is more
like it than N. ampullaria. We should be glad to

have a description of the Holly.

PiLEWORT : W. A. We have no faith in the remedy,

and would recommend you not to take any trouble in

the matter. It would be very dangerous to take as a

medicine in the way you suggest, being, in fact,

poisonous.
PoiNCiANA regia : An Old Subscriber. There is a

plant bearing this name, but it is a native of Mada-
gascar, and not of Australia. It is a handsome tree,

with orange or yellowish flowers, belonging to the

sub-order Coesalpinia, of the genus Leguminosse.

RockwliKIC : Fern. Mr. Pulham, of Broxbourne, or

Mr. Blake, of Fulham.
Royal Horticultural Society.—We have received

letters from Mr. William Paul, Mr. WiUiam Bull, and
others on the affairs of this Society, but, owing to the

great length of our report, we must defer their publica-

tion until next week.

Zonal Pelargoniums : J. S. W. Ten-inch pots are

sufficiently large for all purposes, and it will be better

to feed the plants with manure-water so far as they

require it. The length of time that should elapse

betwixt Fuchsias being stopped and being exhibited, is

altogether dependent upon the after-treatment they

receive at the hands of the grower. One principal

thing to be observed is the immediate removal as soon

as tliey are formed of all flowers that are too early for

the required time ; if the extreme points are then

nipped out eight weeks before the exhibition, at that

advanced time in the summer you may calculate upon

their being in ; but this latter could only be decided

en by seeing the condition the plants were in about

that length of time previous to the exhibition.

larkcts.

COVENT GARDEN, March 11.

The only alteration worth notice is the advance of

price in Grapes of good quality, of which there are some
good specimens of Lady Downes among the dealers.

Rough goods are sufficient for the trade, and there are

rather large consignments of late Apples placed on the

market. Thos. Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

The choicest descriptions of fruit in the retail

markets may be quoted as follows :— Strawberries, 2,s. 6d.

per oz. ; Grapes, Englishnblack, 15J. to 20s. per lb.
;

Pines, 6s. to 8s. per lb. ; .>ialta Blood Oranges, 35. per

doz. ; Shaddocks and Pomeloes, ij^., 2s., and 35. each.

Apples, per J^-sieve

Chestnuts, per bush. :

Grapes.Eiiglish.p.lb.i

Lemons, per loo
Medlars, per doz. ..

Artichokes, Fr. , doz. ^

Asparagus, English,
per bundle . . E

— French, p. bund. :

Beans, French, p. loo C

Beet, per doz. .. i

Broccoli, p. bundle . . c

Brus. Sprts.
, p. bush, c

Cabbages, per doz. .. :

Carrots, p. bundle . . c

Cauliflowers, per doz. :

Celery, per bundle . . ]

Cucumbers, each . . :

Endive, per doz. .. ]

Herbs, per bunch . . c

Potatos :—Early Shaw
Re.!?ents, i2os^.

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays c

Camellias, 12 blooms 1

Carnations, 12 blooms

:

Cineraria, p. bunch., c

Cyclamen, 12 blooms c

Deutzia, per bunch., c

Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 1

Eucharis, per doz. . . f

Euphorbia. 12 sprays 1

French Lilac, p. bun. 2

Heliotropes, 1 2 sprays c

Hyacinths, per spike c

— Roman, per 12

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Oranges, p. 100

Pine-apples, p. lb.

Walnuts, p. bush.

Horse Radish, p. bun.
;

Leeks, per bunch . . c

Lettuces, per doz. . . i

Mushrooms, per pott. ;

Onions, young, bun. (

Parsley, per bunch., t

Parsnips, p. doz. , . t

Peas, per quart . . 1

Radishes, per bunch, c

— black, Turnip, do.

Seakale, per bundle :

Shallots, per lb. . . t

Salsify, per bundle .. :

Turnips, per bundle, t

;, II05. ; Early Myatt s 14a?

and Early Uons. i20f per ton.

Cut Flowers.

d. s. d. s.c

6- I 6 Lily-of-the-Valley, 12
0-60 sprays .. ..21
0-40! Mignonette,

Plant

Pelargoniums, i

Primula, dbl., p. bun. (

! Roses, indoor, p. doz. ;

I

— French, do. .. :

Snowdrops, 12 bun. :

Spirjea, 12 sprays .

.

:

Stephanotis, 12 sprays <

Violets, per 12 bun. .

.

;

IN Pots.

Azaleas, per dozen.
Begonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Cineraria, do.

Cyperus, do.

.

De , do.

Dracaena— viridis, per doz
Epiphyllums, each
Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz.

Heaths, in var.,doz. i

Hyacinths, per doz.

Lily of the Valley,

Mignonette, do.

Myrtles .. do.

Pelargoniums, dble.

,

— Scarlet, do.

6-76 Primula s
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Co: -ATioNS Received. — G. G. N. — W. R. Fryer -

AV. P.-W. B.-N. E. B.-W. E.-W. T. P.

-

\V. H. G.-J. S.

SEEDS.

London : March 10.—We have to report a good

seasonable demand now prevailing for most kinds of

farm seeds, the mild open weather at the beginning of

the week having naturally caused increased activity in

the trade. A good quantity of red Clover seed, chiefly

of the finer qualities, has within the last few days been

sold into the country. For old and yearling parcels

there is at present less demand. Alsikes and white

Clovers are without alteration. Trefoil continues in

brisk request at full rates. For foreign Italian holders

on the other side ask \s. per bale more money. Rye-

grasses are steady at last week's currencies. More

inquiry is shown for white Mustard and sowing Rape

seed. Spring Tares steadily maintain late rates : stocks

m London are now reduced to narrow compass.

Sanfoin and Lucerne seeds meet with more attention.

Canary seed is drooping in value. White Millet and

Hemp keep firm. There is a good inquiry for EngUsh

Linseed. John Shaw <y Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, E.G.

POTATOS.
From King's Cross we have a report that there has

been a good demand for best samples at extreme rates ;

but the trade for inferior dull. York and Lincoln Vic-

torias, looj. to 130J. ; ditto Flukes, iooj. to 140J.
;
York

Regents, 100s. to 130J. ; Lincoln Regents, 8ar. to 120s.
;

East Lothian Regents, Sos. to i20j-. ;
Perth and Fife

Regents, 6osAo Bos. ;
ditto Rocks, 60s. to 651. ;

French,

SOS. to 55^. ; ditto seedlings, 6ar. to 65J.
;

Belgian

Kidneys, 65^. to 70s. ; Kent and Essex Regents, loos.

to 120s. ; ditto Rocks, 60s. to yos. per ton.—The Borough

and Spitalfields markets reports are to the effect that

moderate supplies are on sale, and the trade firm on

rather higher terms. Regents, yos. to X2os. ; Victorias,

loos. to 130J. ; Flukes, iios. to 140^. ;
Rocks, 60s. to

70^. per ton. — Last week's imports into London
amounted to 168 sacks from Boulogne

; 597 tons and

741 sacks from Dunkirk ; 170 tons from bt. Valery
;

2550 bags from Antwerp
; 57 barrels from New York

;

and 15 barrels from Malta.

Roses ! Rosea ! Roses !

ROSES, fifty choice Perpetual, strong plants,
best varieties (Purchasers' selection from 150 sorts, list of

names on application), forwarded to any address on receipt of
monials.

:r, Devon.

c UCUMBER and MELON SEED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH (Daniel's), fine, for Exhibition, pel

READ'S SCARLET-FLESHED MELON, is. 6,/. per packet
GILBERT'S GREEN-FLESHED, ii. 6J. per packet.

„ IMPROVED VICTORY of BATH, is. per packet.
BEECHWOOD MELON, is. per packet.

MUNRO'S LITTLE HEATH, is. per packet.

WILLIAM BARLOVl? offers the above first class varieties,

post free. Seed Wareliouse, High Street, Huntingdon.

SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK,
Wholesale prices.

ARBOR-VIT^, compacta, 4 to 6 feet, iSs. ; 6 to S feet, 24s.

per dozen.

„ Siberian, 3 to 4 feet, 6^. ; 4 to 5 feet, 95. per dozen.

,, Lobbii, very fine, 9 to 10 feet. 42,-. per dozen.
BERBERIS, Darwinii. 3 to 4 feet, 3^. per dozen ; zos. pe;

,, Aquifolia, r to i}4 foot, e.\tra bushy, 3.?. per dozen
;

per 100.

BOX, Tree, iK to 2 feet, 12^. per 100, 100s. per iodo ; 1

feet, 20f. per 100; 170s. per looo.

CEDRUS, atlantica, 8 to 10 feet, 42s. ; 10 to la feet, 60s.

„ Deodara, transplanted, extra fine, 6 to 8 feet, 755.

CUPRESSUS, Lawsoniana, 5 to 6 feet, 15^. per dozen, loor,

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 6

to 12 feet, $os. per k
LAURELS,

J feet, J feet, 35?. ; 10

to 5 feet, 40s.

sK 1^0 3j<^ feet, 24s. per dozen.
a transplanted, 5 to 6 feet, 12s. per

PRIVET," ovalifolium, 4 to 5 feet, 15J. ; 5 to 6 feet, 20s.

POPLARS, Black Italian, ro to 12 feet, 6s. per dozen, 40s'. per
100 ; 12 to 15 feet, gs. per dozen, 65^. per 100.

THUJOPSIS. borealis, 4 to 4^ feet, 20^. per dozen.
YEW, English, Pyramids, 3 to 4 feet, 100.'. per 100.

FIR, Scotch, 3 to 4 feet, 25^. per 1000.

FLOWERING SHRUBS, in great variety, ids. to 155.

Also very fine specimens of the following ;
—

ARAUCARIA. imbricata, 9, 10. to 12 feet, 31J. 6d. to 6^s. each.
ARBOR-VIT.E. compacta. 7, 8, to 10 feet, 5s. to ys. 6d. each.
CUPRESSUS, Lawsoniana, 8, 9, to 10 feet, 5s. to los, 6d. each
LAURELS, Portugal, very fine, 4 to 6 feet high, by eis much

through, 3^. 6d. to loi'. 6d: each.
PICEA, lasiocarpa, 8 to 13 feet high, by 7 to 8 feet through,

42^. each, 735. 6J. per pair.

These are magnificent specimens.

,, Pinsapo, 5, 6 to S feet, 7;. 6tl. to 15s. each.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

Sntton^ Colltdioiis of Choice FIoilli Seeds, to

produce a bt-autiful and continuous display

during Summer and Aiiiiimn.

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail . . /a 2 o
No. 2 Collection „ ,, .. .. i il 6

No. 3 Collection ,, „ .. .. i i o
No. 4 Collection ,, ,, .. . . o 15 o
No. 5 Collection ,, „ .. . . o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be Mil, ftom
23. 6a. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons'

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

" STJTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
The most practical work on gartienin^yet published, beait-

tifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price xs. Post Free, Gratis to Customers,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.
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Planting Season, 1874-7fi.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
invite the alttnti.n. nf intcn.liiut I>laT«ei<; to iheii- Inree

- NEW CATAIJH

Ri'iy.il Nil

New Fotatos for 1876.

onfidence enJs Ihe folio ii'S.

the greatest
ch have received

ECLIPSE KII>
KELIANlI I

ADVANCl !

The Set I., i

See j.irge A„,
Chronicle im }m-,

Full description, and testimonials, post-fi-ee on applicalioi
Sole Wholes.ale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST

..,. price 4J. per 7 lb.

-II), price i,s. per 7 lb.

ler. Tradepriceon applicatlo

last page of the dnrdenc:

.
West

Gardens, Gardens, Gardens.

FURNISH YOUR VILLA GARDENS
with OUR COLLECTIONS of choice Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses and Fiuit Bushes.

No. T Collection includes—
30 EVERGREEN SHRUDS.
25 FLOWERING SHRUBS.
25 STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
35 CURRANTS, of yirts.

25 GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

10 ORNAMENTAL TREES.
One hundred and thirty fine plants for ;C5 5^.

MASTERS AND KINMONT, Es Nursery, Canterbury.

Planting Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 13 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than sooo of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, is to t6 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet,

NORWAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, i3 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far e.>cceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery 3 years old, measuring 18 to
22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

. i- j, s.

New Roses.—Strong Plants now Ready.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road
t Nurseries. Esse.v. has much pleasure in offering strong
pLants of the following carefully selected varieties of NEW
ROSES for 1S75, which may be relied on as being the best of
this year ;

—

HYBRID PERPETLTAL ROSES.
Adanson Tlinn I-,-. y,iT,iin

Arthu
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RICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the mo.st

FERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined With COMPLETE
J'ROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom,
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO.. Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON.

MThe Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe in the World.
"ESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-

JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when
fixed as the common pipes, and arc much superior ; may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily
unjointed and refixed at any time.

4-mch Pipe, per yard 3^. 4%(i.
3-inch Pipe, per yard .. ., .. 2S. Z%d.
2-inch Pipe, per yard js. 8d.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to
MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-water Engineers,

Loughborough.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in ai! siz^-s and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have alw.iys n larn;e ScocV in London of 20-in. by
l2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in 16 o/. and 21-oz,

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Co.«'s Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C,
Retail of the principal SeedsTnen, Prices on application.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Bcnthall Works. Broseley.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,
4 inches long, 35. 6(/. per 1000, or 3ar. per 10,000 : if eyeleted,
4^. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 35. per 1000 for

Ttple Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.

Under the Patronage of tlie Queen.

METALLIC

,ch have just been adopted for the

r—are made of a White Metal, wkh
i are of various shapes and

sizes. , Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT ; 72, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.G.; and q, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AVELING & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International E.\hibition. The Two
IMedals for Pro,i;ress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of f/irt-^

niid one-Jifth pointds ofr.oal ^&x horse-power per hour.

w. H LASCELLES, Horticultural
3ER F nsbury Steam Joinery Works
21 BunhllPow London F C

WATTS (F.R.H.S.) and CO., Hothouse
• Builders and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufac-

I 353j Olii Kent Road, London, S.E.

Onn CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES
4Aj\J and LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted com-
plete, ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of

the Kingdom.
PIT LIGHTS, all sizes, in stock, glazed and unglazed.

Strong shifting top zinc HAND-GLASSES.
References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

Counties in England.

Government Emigration.
QYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—^ Assisted Passages are provided for Married Couples not
e-xceeding forty years of age, with or without children, and
Single Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age
being FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS,LAB0URERS
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates ;—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

;^5 10^.: one year and under twelve, j^s 13.?.

For further information apply to the Office of the Agent-
General, 3, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE above and many olher PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The plainer

. sorts are especially suited
'for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no

Insects, take up
n, and, once put
cur no further

labour expense do
gro n Edg ngs con eq entlj be ng much cheaper.
GAPDEN VASES FOUNIAINS S.C., in Artificial Stone,

er> d able and of s per or fin sh and n great variety of design.
" " -O Manufact rers, Upper Ground

Kngs koad Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-S E
ROSHER

St eel Blackfr 3

land r ad E
A en s for LOOKER S PATENT ACME FRAMES,"

PL\MT COAEPS and PROPAGATING BO.KES ; also for
FO\LE\ S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS

lUust ated Pr e L fr e by po t The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
fo Loi eivato es Halls Co idors Balconies, &c., from

3^ pe
I

a e ya d p a d Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
el 1 I 1 Is] ction.
WHIIL L\/LI nil: f Lin ng Walls of Dairies,II k 1 1 I 1 <L Cr oved and other Stable

1 f d 1 I \\ II L p n Drain Pipes and Tiles
1 II 1> U 1 „ I les g t reti Slates. Cements, &0.

r rOSHEk AND CO Crck and Tile Merchants.
See addre es above

SILVER SAND, hne or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK- BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N. B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount n the Trade.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely ancL Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,
London, E.C.

THE SI L I GATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,
and in all Colours.

For p.articulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, M.anager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, EC

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self acting Apparatus, which \ orks day and n gl t w thout need ng attention will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motne power where a few feet fall can be obtained and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establ shments Farm Build ngs Ra Iway Stat ons 1c

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.

No. ifia. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 4917. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54"- FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No 49 GARDEN ENGINES of all sizes in Oal or Galvanised Iron Tubs

No. 54(5. THE C.ASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon, the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydr.aulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS. TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.^THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Patttciilars taken in any f.'.rt of Ihe Coniilrv. Phns and Edimates furnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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^^^ILLIAM PARK AM,
Northgate Works, BATH, and 280, Oxford Street, LONDON,

rATENTEF, AND M ANUKAC TURER OF E\'F.RV DESCRll'TK IN (IF

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
C;iazei.l without Putty on Channelled Rafters, securing almost entire immunity from Ilrcakage of Glass, extreme

Facility for Repairs, and absolute Freedom from Drip.

Spt-iiiiii-n Houses and Water-colour Drawiiii^s of iinpoy/aii/ VVor/cs whicli have been executed may be seen at the above Addresses,

Illustrated CATALOGUES and PRICE LISTS for Four Stamps.

— '*.

—

\ \^f' \ _ >

-~j^

With \v. r.'s

Brickwork, open-j
putter, down-pipe!

PORTABLE LAWN CONSERVATORY.
,
panelled wood sides iient System of Gla,

ted floor and lattice

•"inials and Cresting ; opening Lights on each side
glazed super-roof. It is removable by a Tenant-at-
z. Ula^s, i8 feet by t2 feet, by 7 feet at eave^, £70.
T. Glass. :>4 feet by 14 feet, by 7 feet at e.ives. /;.,,,.

GALVANIZED WALL WIRING AND ESPALIERS.

/ Lcrt.ini Crop of hnitt, in spite

of Frost, is secured by

PARHAM'S
I

PATENT GLASS COPING
Fitr Sheltering Fiuit Tills
'I'lic Patentee has sent u t manj niiles

f it during the past thiee seabsns and
i.lditional orders have each jeii been
! ceived from those who ha^e tried it

I'liiciT—Per foot run, with 21 0/ ghs
With the iron framework pi nte 1

2 feet, Q.S. 6d. ; 3 feet wide 3s gf
With the iron fi-amework galvanised

2 feet, 3.r. ^d. ; 3 feet wide 4^' gd

From Mr. F. S
Sir Wm. Miles, Bart Le gh Court
Bristol, October 23, 1S74

" Sir,—I have much plea^ ire 1 1 sij ug
the Wall Coping you erected heie 111

April, 1872, has given the greatest sit s

faction. Many of the Peach trees, at

that time apparently worthless, are now
I in full vigour, and have borne extra-
' ordinary crops this season, the fruit being
: unusudlly fine, and of excellent flavour.

; recommended it to several gentl

PATENT PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
gl.iss (under W. Pari

L-lianiK'lled wood
Iiiclud

Paleiu) wlllK.m puciy,

wood ends to eich length

lions W 1-

Ij f'- t Is

, who, 1 belie , will c I trial.'

CUCUMBER OR MELON FRAMES,
Glazed with 21 oz. glas^s (under W. Parham's Patent) without putty.

Price—Complete with ij^-inch red deal sides, and 2-inch lights.

Long. Wide. I Long. Wide.
4 feet by 6 feet, i light ..^117 6 16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights . , jQQ
8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights . . 3 5 o 20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights . . 71
12 feet by 6 feet, 3 lights . . 417 6

|

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

WAUCHOPE & COWAN'S NEW AND ECONOMICAL
SYSTEM OF MAKING GAS.

T
for the

HE Cow.\N CoMPEN.SATiNG Heating CoMi'ANY, LiMiTED, having recently been offered a valuable Patent

Manufacture of Gas, to be worked in combination with their Patents for Heating Horticultural and

other Buildings, have found it necessary, so as to acquire and work such Patent, to

form a new Company with larger powers ; the old Company having been incorporated

for the purpose of dealing with the Heating Patents only.

The Cowan Compensating Heating Company, Limited, will, therefore, be

wouod up and dissolved, and a new Company, called " The Cowan Patents

Company, Limited," has been formed, and has taken over the entire business of the

old CoiTipany. From this date the new Company will carry on the business of the

old Company, with the addition of the New Systein of Making Gas—full particulars

of which, with Illustrations, can be had on application.

Contracts entered into by the old Company will be carried out by the new one,

and all its responsibilities fulfilled.

The Directors of the new Company have thought it advisable to change the

Offices from Lothbury to 21, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W!, where all

communications should in future be addressed, and where full information concerning

their Patent Systems of Heating and Gas Making can be obtained.

SPECIAL MEDALS WERE AWARDED AT MANCHESTER, 1873 ; BELFAST, 1874 ; BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

All Communications in future to be addressed

—

21, WHITEHALL PLACE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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J. G. SMEATON & CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, b^c,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

'ONES'S I \ I I \ 1 T)OUBLE L''

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. ; the water space at
back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilers are simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,
are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

lAELES YoiNC, Nurseries. Bnlham Hill, S.W.
May 29, 1873.

iveu your Patent ' Double L' Boilers a fair trial a
, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.

boilers I have in work."

PRICE LISTS of HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
TIONS, with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes ; or ESTIMATES
for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be
sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, South-
wark, London, S.E.

When ordering Boilers please refer to the above advertisment.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warming and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

COAL CALORIGEN,
£(i 6s.

Height, 36 inches ; dia-

GAS CALORIGEN,
£3 3s.

Height, 28 inches ; dia-

The only Gas Stove
which the product of
•

•

•

rly

excluded from the Conser-
vatory, while a constant
stream of warmed , not
burnt, fresh air is intro-
duced. The "Coal Stove"
consumes the smallest
amount of Fuel—2(/ per
"" be found very valuable1 being the average cost.

1 the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp Buildings, Consi
"^

1 of 1871 (Depait the ExhibitExhibii
of Scientific Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.. 36. Queen Street, Cheapside E C
This Stove introduces a strong current of warmed

(not burnt) fresh air.

S T E "V E "N S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, applytothe Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.,
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON A T THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Ciarge for Plans and Estimates.

HEN EY OEM SON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inrorm their numerous Pations and the Public generally that since the recent disastrous fire they have
erected new, more extensive, and commodious works, fitted with the best steam power machinery, for the construction of

Horticultural Buildings in wood or iron, plain or ornamental, of any required dimensions. T, G, Messenger ^ Co.
are now, therefore, in a position, irom their great facilities and experience, to carry out with dispatch and in the best

manner, at moderate cost, the orders with which they may be entrusted. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's Patent
principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, light, elegant; perfect efficiency for

purpose intended \s guaranteed ; are economical in cost and maintenance. Hot-water engineering in all its branches.

Messenger's Patent Hot-water Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many
thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.

Platis andEsthnatesforwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans ofArchitects and others carried out,

A ricMy Illustrated CATALOGrtTE forwarded Post Free on receipt of 33 Stamps.

THE THAMES BAIK lEOI COMPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle,

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.
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VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

1873.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

Tire greal reputation and success of Messrs. ;. U. liROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c. , as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Buovvn & Co. arc Tini

Sole M.vNri-ACTl'KERs.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would sujjgest that, before ordering

uantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

hape of tile mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the wciglit of the rolls and the e-vacl measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galv.anising.

This e-iamination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

90, Cannon Street, London, K.C.—March 12.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, id. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, S:c.. from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i. 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hcva^on,
Tlflany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Nettin", "Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, Ijv

C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street, E.C.. late 376, Strand, W.C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &o.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide -id. per yard, or 100 yards, 20i-.

;

4 yards wide, (id. per yard, or 50 yards. 205.
NEW TANNED NETTING,suited for anyoftheabove pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, ^d. per yard : 4 yards
wide, 1^. per yard : Ji-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. €,d. per yard.
TI FFAN Y, 6s. 6d. and ^s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
PER.OR QuAl.tTV. G.

NKW PATTRI^N

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide : 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two end-pieces included with'each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
PmtEs or Materials.

Galvanised Raidisseurs for tightening the wires (one
required for each line of wire) 40

Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts (two required for each
line of Wire) 20

Galvanised Wall Eyes ., ,', ! ! o 6
Galvanised Wire, 21. , 21. 6d., and 3s. per loo yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,
free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on orders
amounting to 205. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
Illustrated and Priced Catalogues of every description of

Horticultural Wirework on application.

C lldeil WtU Wll

RIIULLIDA\, 1 kAcilLAL WlkEWOkkER,
• 2A, Portohcllo Terrace, Noltiiig Hill Gate, London,

W., begs to call the attention of all Gardeners %vlio are about to
have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls as
being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly
light, without the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line
by the branches of trees.

For Durability,-Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it js not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the
thin Wire, as used in the French system.
The above Engraving is an E.\ample of our system of Wiring

Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Gartlen Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides

; making a total length of 1506 yards,-our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading .and Protecting. Sold by all

re-spectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to
JOHN SHAW AND CO., Titfany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford

Street, Manchester.

ARENDAZ AND FISHER, the largest
Importers of Russia Mats in London, arc now prepared

to quote prices for new ARCHANGEL MATS, to arrive in
July or August next, to the Wholesale Houses only.

Agents in Archangel, St. Petersburg, and Odessa.

RUSSIA MA TS.—A large stoclTof
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, 100s. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 45s., soj.. and siJPACKING MATS, 2o..,V.. and 35^. ier I'oo ; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS. Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

RUSSIA MATS,' for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application

T
•'-'^®-

T;
ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street. Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

tn T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
- ,* Pa'™n'S=d by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor
uastk and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa.xton, and the
late Professor Lindley, S;c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed
temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
l^orclng Frames.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
FRIGI DOMO •• NETTING, = yards wide, is. id per yard

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS- ^ ^ " '

2 yards wide
.

.

. . is. lad. per yard run.
3 yards wide . . . . 3^, per yard.
4 yards wide .

.

. . 3s. lo,/, pet yard
ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of ' Frigi Domo,"

btaiistead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E - and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London
NC3TI(^—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all amidotes." W.M. Earlkv.) Retail of most

beedsmen, at zs. 6d. per bottle—rj. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO., Norwich.

Genuine Tobacco Paper, Clotli and Cord.T GEORGE can supply Nurserymen and
V • Seedsmen with the above. Price, very low, on apnli,-a-
tion to

J
>

fi

J. GEORGE. Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Tobacco
Paper, Putney Heath, London, S.W.

Xj^OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
-L and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in
every Agricultural County in England.

^a" particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO
71, Cornhill, London. E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works. Leeds

PAXTON'S CALENDAR WILL SHORTLY BE READY.

A Nciu and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS,

Originally Compiled i;y the late SIR JOSEPH PA.XTON, M.P.

Price Threepence.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON W.C.

Wlnilow Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, &o.'PHOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
i.TT,,.,',^"'""'''"'" •""' MAN'11'ACTirnKns. New LIST of
PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, liishopsgatc Street Without, E.C.

\xrANTED Immediately, a smaii

iiiiJiM?^yj^'^'''f''y',
MARKET garden, or FLORIST

DUSlNESS, wuh Gl.ass preferred. Apply, stating rent and full

A. B.. Mr. O. Darby, Alma Terrace, Fulford Road. York.

F
Range of Glass and Large Camellias.OR SALE, :in c.\Li;nsivc RANGE of

GLASS, coiisi.ii,,., „r l.arlv ,-,„.| I.a.c Vin.ries. Stove
.and Greenhouse. hiMlnl ili, I,m„i 1... .„. ,i,.r „;,„-. erected
byMr, J.amesG,-;,v,.l n.., I ,„: .IL.'-Sses
arc put together iii ,1 ,

: ,
,, ,1 ,, (K.-v^a,,

be speedily taken rl... i, , 1
,,,i .,

, ,„„
'

thcyarebuiltoflli, I.. im -,,, Al,,„,
| ,,,| ,,,.i, \-\„', timber'

and, h.iving been but a slv.rl time ...•,:lcil. are thoroughly
sound throughoiit. Also, fifty large CAMELLIAS, invaluable
lor hurmshing large Conservatory or for House Decoration.
Apply to

Mr. BERNARD McCABE, Streanistown, Cloon, Mohill.
Ireland. '

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare^

UNDER ROYAL ^^^ PATRONAGE.

TOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
niATA?^''",';!??',","/.,"'

TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
SAl'i?,'

J '^'^^'''^N BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS Ifrom 2 to
30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green

; EDGING TILES. &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of
Drawings, -jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Notice.
{Dy Appointment to l/ie Royal Horticultural Society )

"^^ HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERSNURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS
A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-'^ ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazinesand Periodicals. List of London Papers on application

'

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents.
59. Fleet Street, E.C.

T^HE NEW METHOD of GROWING
= ,

FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine
bouthacre Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery!
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
Illustrated. '

Free by post for seven stamps to the Journal ofHorticnlticre
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.C; or to the Author.

The latest Edition, with numerous Plates, Woodcuts, and

NT, „ Engraved Plans, in Svo, price r2j. cloth,ESBITT'S PRACTICAL LAND
=. A

SURVEYING, for the use of Schools and Private
Students. Eleventh Edition, revised and enlarged. ByWiLLi,«i BuRNESs, F.R.A.S.. Professor of Practical Land
Surveying.

London : LONGMANS and CO.

"DEVUE" de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
J-V et iSTRANGiSBE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review). --Araoiig the principal Contributors are :-A. Allard.
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet. F. Burvenich, F. CriipinComle de Gomer, De Jonge ^an Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove depenterghem P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GiUon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kick.v, L. Linden. T. Moore
C, Naudin.P Olivier, H Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas
A. Sirau.^, O. Thomas. A Van Geert Son, H. J, Van HuUe, J
^'^'J"'?,?"'' " -J- ^'="<='^' A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein
.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every mouth,m Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom : One year

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office

; r42. Rue de Bru.velles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYN.-VERT,

at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

This Day is Published, price \%s.,

in cloth, git
t,

THE PINETUM:
Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present known,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY, and SYNONYMS,

COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMATIC INDEX.
By GEORGE GORDON, A.L.S.,

Formerly Superintendent of the Horticultural Gardens,
Chiswick.

Second Edition,

Considerably Enlarged, and including the
former Supplement

;

An Inde.v of Popular Names, English and
Foreign, compiled by

HenhyG. Bohn, F.L.S., F.R.H.S., F.R.G.S.

London :

HENRY a. BOHN,
18, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. Makch 13,

OiilGlNAL Articles on the Rearing of Calves—Artificial

Manures, and Wide Drilling of Barley—Ergot on Cereals

(Illustrated) — Farming by Steam Power—The Scottish

Land Laws — Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated)— A
Churchwarden's Duties — The Government and Tenant

Right-Land Tenure in England-Shorthorns m North

Lancashire — Recent Investigations in Agricultnral

Chemistry—The Shorthorn Society—Calf Reanng— Ihc

Couch Grasses (Illustrated)—Rot in Sheep—Do Fowls

Pay ?—A Garden Party— Kiln for Charcoal—Passbooks, *;c.

Home and Foreign Cokkespondekce on Cottages and

Commons-Short Time - Labourers' Cottages— Cobbetts

looo-fold Acclimatised Indian Corn—No Roots on Heavy

Land-Clover Sickness-Major Hallett's Pedigree Cereals

—Agricultural Notes from Barrie—A Canadian Farmers

Household, S:c.

Farm Notes AND MEMORANDA from a large number of

lin and Ireland,

mers' Clubs, Proceedings in Parlia-

i Great Bri

Reports of Societies, J

ment. Markets, &c.
Also—

The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—The Household- The

Weather—Garden of the Farm—Natural History—Notices

of Books—Miscellaneous— Markets, &ic.

Price id. ;
post free, i,%d. Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

Before you Purotase anything for your Garaen

(ONSULT the Advertising Columns of

J GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Millions. One Penny.

C^ LLOYD'S

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
Cottatrer's Gardens consult the Advertising Columns of

SEASONABLE GARDENING in LLOYDS WEEKLY
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000

y, a^^J^^^ .^ ^ji p^_.^^ ofthe World by Millions.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils. „ . , . t

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, M. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.
, ^.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; lo per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael s, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WAlIs ADVERTISER.

Contents ;

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENER.AL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal),

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

i8mo. enlarged, half-bound, 2j.

ABERCROMBIE'S, JOHN, Amateur
Gardeners' Pocket Journal, with a Treatise on Window

Gardening. Wardian Cases, and Fern Culture, by George
Glenny, F.H.S. „, „
London: WILLIAM TEGG and CO., Pancras Lane,

Cheapside. E.C.

HE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of

the most popular a

tnral and Advertising J

Meehan, Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Eri

Tol

)ARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of

the Proprit

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE Pro'fessors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Go' tGhe Post

H. j. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgiui

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 44.

ACRiCULTURAL GAZETTE AlMANAG,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac,

Old Established Nursery Business,

s of meeting with a person possessing

mid be disposed to take tliemoderate capital, who
a portion of the business. -Address, EXECUTOR,
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, qS, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

w
K^ent.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER.—Middle-aged, without family. Wages,
th honse, fuel, and vegetables. Good personal character,

ir four assistants kept.—A. B. KEiNINAL, Chislehurst,

Nearest station is Sldcup.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

' It is an .

executed, m
Dispatch, J;

xcellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

d pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-

many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

root crops, &c. The illustrations areadmirably

iny beinc; engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly

n. 31, 1875.

' Agricultural Gazette Almanac,'

of interest to farmers, has reached :

Jan. 17, 1875.

which deals with

second edition."

—

Lloyd\

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."

—The Field, Jan. i6, 1875.

' In addi ion to the usual matter to be found In an almanac,

:re useful information to the farmer, as to stock

/ith illustrations of prize 2ca\m7\%."—Gloucestershire

WANTED, as GARDENER, an energetic
business Man.—One accustomed to Nursery Work and

who has a knowledge of Seed Growliv^ preferred. Wages, 24.^.

per week and cottage.—Apply, stating references and experi-

ence, CO ALPHA, Daniels" Brothers, Norwich.

WANTED, by a Gentleman in Berkshire,
about (io miles from London, an experienced GAR-

DENER, under 45 years of age, and married, without incum-

brances. He must thoroughly understand Vines, Hotbeds,

Pruning, Eruii Trees, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. A
good character is indispensable.—M. N., 14, Charles Street,

St. James', London, S.W.

WANTED a GARDENER, for good plain
Gardening, Meadow Land, and a little Stock. A second

man kept.—Wife to take Charge of Poultry and small Dairy.

Twenty-fi\-e miles from London. A comfortable place for a

thoroughly trustworthy couple.—Apply, stating ages, last en-

gagement and wages received, to H. R.) 20, James Street,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.

WANTED, immediately, by a Clergyman,
a WORKING GARDENER (a Churchman, married,

and without children preferred), to have care of Cows and Pas-

ture Land, &c. Wages, ,^1 and cottage rent free.—Rev. H. L.,

Clifie Rectory, Rochester. ^^^___^^____^_^_____
ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
strong, active Man, to reside on the Premises, who

would be required to clean knives and boots, and make himself

generally useful. A good personal character indispensable.—

Apply, stating age, references, and wages to the GARDENER,
Ferndale. Nis^htmgale Lane. Clapham, S.E.

W^

WANTED, as FOREMAN, amarried Man;
must be a good Correspondent, used to Laying-out

Grounds and the Management of Men. and thoroughly experi-

enced in all branches of the trade. Would have to attend

Markets.—JOHN CATTELL, Nursery and Seed Establish-

ment, Westerham, Kent.

WANTED, a
FOREMAN . al

PLANT GROWER, ii

AND SON, Jersey Gard«

WORKING NURSERY
,0 a PROPAGATOR and GENERAL
a small Nursery.—W. HOPWOOD

ns, Cheltenham.

agricultural character."—

of Wal
rravings of different prize ca

Itural Gazette." "—Bath Exp.

Voelcker, and

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, i,d. ;

Stamped, 5,;.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Btislol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., IS, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the .ibove Offices

for the use of Advertisers,

'

' This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and

adapted for daily Mz&."—Farmer s Herald.

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle jihowSj

races, &c., space for diary and memoranda by the

various useful information of :

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a chea[i quarto

almanac, comprising inforination on agricuhural_ topics and

a series of portraits of thi

Viscount Eridport, and e

produced from the ' Agric

interested in agricul-

It contains a deal of

iii,uiii>.iii^v.. .^ - to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous

matters, and is profusely illustrated with engriivings chiefly

taken from photographs."—Z'fii'rf'":)' Cliromcle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and

the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There arc numer-

ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which

forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention. —
Gra7ithajn Journal.

" To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-

hood 'The Agricultural Gazette Almanac' for 1875, price

id will be ivorth obtaining. It contains a fund of inrorrnation,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended

to serve."

—

Halifax Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome - as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be

commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal desc"P;

tions of prize cattle, sheep,

both Houses of Parlia

WANTED, a WORKING (Outdoor)
NURSERY FOREMAN, in a Country Nursery of

about 10 acres. Must be a good Grafter and Budder, steady,

and industrious. To a suitable Man the situation would be a

permanent one.—State age. wages required, and reference, to

J. WOODS, Nurseryman, Woodbridge. Suffolk.

WANj
PRi

ANTED, an UNDER FOREMAN and

Budden—Apply, stating age. wages expected, and where last

employed.—WITTY and SON, The Nurseries, Cottingham._

ANTED, a PROPAGATOR and
GROWER of Soft-wooded Stuff, by G. BARTON,

Florist, Fowler Street, Camberwell Grove, S.E.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, a young
rising Man, having a faij"^ Sinpi;?;-!, knowledge,

reference and wages required J CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshoi

London

Birmingham

.

Liverpool . .

.

M<;

_. a list of the members
ofthe Chambers of Agricul-

ofCounty Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

tical farming. Such a combination of informati— "'

itself to every agriculturist."— JFs-j^^^^vj Daily

by every agri kingdo

rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1S7S.

eption in favour of -he one before us, which,

I nii-tii., iiid low nricc. ought to be purchased

. .,The illustrations of

•aluable feature in the

Almanac."—/'cckoi Reporter.

" Considering the valuable information tor the farmer and

stock breeder to he found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
' Cricket in the Counties in 1874, and alphabetical lists ol the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably

illustrated with notable prize-winning stock, i he diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.—ilrtJ' AitsUan

Daily Times.

WANTED, an EXHIBITION PLANT-
GROWER and PROPAGATOR (Indoor). Liberal

salary.—Apply, stating all particulars, to G. AKU W. YATES,
Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, Manchester.

WANTED, a married MAN, without family
preferred, to take charge of Conservatory, Plant

Houses, Pits, Sic, under the Gardener's direction. Must under-

stand the work, and have a fair knowledge of Plants, and

produce a good character for sobriety, honesty, and industry.

Wa,o-es 19^. per week, house, fuel, and candles free. — T.

DEDMAN, Sundridge Park Gardens, Bi-omley. Kent.

RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a steady, industrious MAN,
competent to take the entire charge of a Garden of

about an Acre- Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable, near Be.xley

Heath There are two small Greenhouses.—Address, stating

wages' required and references, to E. H. E., W. Dawson &
Sons, 121, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a steady, trustworthy young
MAN. from =3 to 30 years of age. Must have a fair

knowledge of the Value of Nursery Slock, both in and out-door,

and be a good Plant Grower. Will have to attend market

three days weekly the year round. Wases 251. per week—
C. J. NOYES, Pendleton Nurseries, ne.ar Manchester.

WANTED, a middle-aged, married MAN,
without family, to take Charge of about 20 Acres of

Market Garden a few miles from Liverpool, He must be able

to Keep the Books, and Dispose of all the Produce. Wife to

take care of the House and do the Cooking when the Family

are there ; also have Charge of some 400 or 500 Fowls. Both

to live in the House.-Apply, stating wages required,

references, to JAMES SMITH, Nurseryman .' ' =- "nd Seedsi

Palm Grt , Claughton, Birkenhead.

WANTED, TWO or THREE young MEN,
accustomed to Potting and Watering —Laiighedge

Nursery, Church Road, Upper Edmonton, London, N.

WANTED, a young MAN of good address,

thoroughly acquainted with Bookkeeping, -"< """-

petent to wait upon Ladies and assist as

Business. Salary would be increased whe
are displayed. Undeniable refer

first instance, by letter, to A. R,

Crawford Street, Baker Street, W.

Floral

re talent and energi'

ferences required. Address, in

R,. Mr. Dawe, Stationer, 128,
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WANTED, two steady and industrious
LADS, from 14 to 18 years of age. Must have some

knowledge of Rose Budding and TyiiiE, Conifortalile lodgiugs

found—Apply, by letter, stating wages retiuired, to HENRY
BENNE'lT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbuiy.

TOHN CARTER, Nursery, Kcishlev, is in
fj WANT of UNIC or TW. 1 _• , .1 M'llllING MEN.
Constant work, at \vai;cs aucunln' 1. .:i!m,. |,C. can also

liiul IVniporaiv Enipluymenl I ., !«'
: I I I REE GAR-

DENERS (will, satisfacl.TV thai ,,. 1 ,> .a, ,,4

To Gardeners and Florists.

WANTED, active young MKN and LADS
in llie Furnisliing, Jcjlibing, and Shop Departments ;

also, FEMALE ASSISTANTS and LEARNERS in the

Boutiuet and Table Decoration Department, iit ROBERT
(iREEN'S Floral Establishment, Crawford Street, Bryanston
Sipiare, W. Apply any day before 12 o'clock.

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Familj-, a
married COUPLE, without incumbrance—the man to

look after an Alderney Herd and Farmyard, the Wife to

Manage Poultry. Wages ^1 per week and cottage.—Apply, by
letter only, slating age, to K. T., Post Office, Foot's Cray,

Kent.

WANTED, a strong active LAD, to Millc
Four Cows and to fill up his time in the Garden. Wages

\zs. per week, to be increased according to merit Also, a young
MAN for the Garden, at 15.5. per week.—Mr. SEWELL,
Gardener's Cottage, Isleworth House, Isleworth, Middlesex.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMP.\NY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

IMr. JOHN HESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, Londo: W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
. time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
tune beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
P.ar.adise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

TOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand

I be siiited, and have full particulars by applying"'•-"
Forest Hill,

GARDENER (Head), where one or two
Others are kept.—Age 30, married, two children. Testi-

monials extending over fourteen years in good establishments
—upwards of three years in late situation.—H. H., Mrs,
Laurie, Osborne Road , Wellington Road, Hounslow, \V.

G ARDENER (Head), where one or more
-^ are kept.—Age 28 ; thoroughly understands his profession
all branches. Four years" good character.—E. WATSON,
,e Gardens, Ealing Park, Ealing.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 30, single

;

thoroughly practical in all branches. No single-handed
place accepted."M. M., 8i, Sunnyside Road, Hornsey Rise, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, two
chiklren (ages five and three years); has a practical

knowledge of the profession. Nearly four years' character as
Head Gardener.—T. WOOD, The Gardens, Normandy House,
Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (He.\d),—Age 35, married, one
cliild (age six years) ; thoroughly understands Vines,

Pines. Peaches, Cucumbers, Flowers, Vegetables, and Early
and Late Forcing. Seven years' good character,—R, T.,
Mr. Chard, Clarendon Park, Salisbury, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married;
no incumbrance: 25 years' experience in every branch

of the Profession, Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables : is an excellent Grape Grower, also good Kitchen
and Flower Gardener.—D., 13, Church Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 39, married
;

thoroughly understands the Profession in all its branches.
Left last situation through death and change of hands. Good
character ; seven years" in last place.—A. B , Post Office,

GARDENER (Head).—The Dowager Lady
Sondes will be very glad to highly recommend Willia.m

S.\n THi: as a thorough good practical Gardener in ev^ry depart-
ment. He has lived with her nineteen years, and is leaving
owing to the death of the late Lord Sondes.—WM. SMYTHE,
Elmham Hall. East Dereham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married, no
family ; good knowledge of the profession. Proper help

must be allowed, according to the wants of the family ; also the
necessary convenience for carrying out the same. Near London
preferred. Good character,—A. C, 2, Spring Grove Villas,
Kingston-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head), age 38, married. —
J. SrAViiN, four years and a half at the Royal Kitchen

Garden, Hampton Court, S.W., offers his services to any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a trustworthy and efficient
servant. Higliest references from last and previous employers
—8, Queen's Road, Teddington, S.W.

/^ARDENER (Head), married.—George
V>^ Cooke, upwards of four years Head Gardener to W.
W. E. Wynne, Est|., Peniarth, 'lowyn, seeks a rc-cngagement
with any Lady or Gentleman in want of a good practical Man.
First-class character,—The Gardens, Peniarth, Towyn, North
Wales,

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
A Gentlkm.\m can highly recommend his Kate Gardener,

who has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every
branch. Has had fourteen years' experience in cKtensive

Establishments under first-class practical Men. Excellent refer-

ences from previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street, Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married,
without family. Eighteen years' sound practical experi-

ence in some of the best establishments in England. Thoroughly
competent in every branch. Testimonials from late and pre-
vious employers as to abilities and moral character. — J. W.,
Mr. Henderson, Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head), married, with family.
— Ot":' I r ; i:n\ii, twelve years Head Gardener

atWoodvill' II ' I

I I' -I, who will shortly be disengaycd,
in consequcii ; 1 ^f his employer, offers his services

to any Lad\ .,;. i
i

. :
:

:,, m m want of a thoroughly practical,

trustworthy M.m. I , taiablc uf undertaking the Management
of a large Ganlon Eslabllslinient. Highest testimonials as to

character and abilities,—The Gardens, Woodville Hall, Dover.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring a Man of the hi|;hest character for

trustworthiness and practical knowledge of the profession.—Age
30, married. .Seven years Head Gardener in a large place, and
has had sixteen vcars' close practice in the Forcing of good
(.r.,|.. ., I'l.i. Iks. ,^c-, and Growth of Orchids, Ferns, Stove
anil i; h 11 . I'l. lilts. Flower and Kitchen Garden, and
I'N I ,:,. ,..:,i„!, A. Z., Mr. B. Watson, Church Terrace,
t_-|.iii,li \<.:v\. r.tirnliam, N.-

GARDENER (He.ad, Working).—Age 41,
married ; understands the profession in all its branches.

Good character.—A, B., Post Office, Havering, Romford. Esse.v.

GARDENER, (Head, Working).- Age 29,
married

;
good practical knowledge of the profession in

all its branches.—J. G., Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Nurseries,
Upper Clapton, London, E.

GARDENER, (Head, WoRKiNG).-Age 32,
married, two children ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches of the profession. Good character from last and
previous employers.—J. HANKINS, i, Wilton Cottages,
Grove Road, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 24,
no incumbrance ; experienced in Growing all kinds of

Flowers, Fruits, and VegetablCb. Good character from last

situation.—W. H., The Seed Stores, Station Road, Sutton,

GARDENER, age 37, married. — A
Gentle,m.\n wishes to recommend his Gardtner, who is

a very industrious man, having a thorough knowledge of the

GARDENER.—Experienced ; has had the
Management of Greenhouse, Conservatory, Forcing-

pits, Frames, and Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and has served
five years as Under Gardener where three Men were kept Si.K
years in last place.— E. R., Post Office, West Mailing, Kent.

To Florists.

FOREIVIAN, or MANAGER.—Age 28 ; well
up in Furnishing. &c., also thoroughly understands

Markets. Has had several years' experience in a first-class
West-end Firm.—J. B., 29, Queen Street, Bryanston Square,W.

FOREMAN, or good SECOND GAR-
DENER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 24 ; thoroughly

understands the Houses and Kitchen Garden. Nine years'
good practical experience.—A. H0.4RE, T. Rogers, Frimley
Park, Surrey.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR,—Twenty
years' experience in Growing Plants and Cut Blooms

for Coveilt Garden Market ; likewise Grape and Cucumber
Grower, if required.

—

k. E., 43, Alpha Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in the London FURNISHING
TRADE, or similar situation in a Florist Establishment

:

where trust and experience are required. Unexceptionable
character.—J. BROMWICH, Seedsman and Florist, 25, Buck-
ingham (J.ate, S.W.

GARDENER (Second) in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 27. First-class references.

—

M. A. P., 13, Elizabeth Place, Roehampton.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 22 ; well up in Forcing

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Highest references can be
given. State w.ages.-C. CROCKETT, Copped Hall.Totteridge.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden. — Age 2r, respectable. Two

years' good character from present situation.—Address, stating
wages, W. K., 6, Finsbury Cottages, Nightingale Road.
Wood Green, London, N.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Establishment,—Age 26, married, no family

;

eleven years' experience. Can have a good character from
present employer.— E. GEEVES, Albert Road, Belvidere
London, S.E.

GARDENER (Second Assistant). —
Age 20, Swias. Six years' experience (five on the Con-

tinent, one in England). Good references.—E. V., 33, Rich-
mond Crescent, Richmond Road, Barnsbury, N.

GARDENER (Second), in the Houses :

where Pines are Grown preferred.—Age 22. Seven
years' experience.—State wageiA, with full particulars, H. V.,
Riishton Park, Robertsbridge.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 25, single;
eleven years' experience in Growing Pines, Vines,

Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Melons and Cucumbers
and Gcner.-il Gardening, Good character.—A. U., 41, Adelphi
Road, Epsom, Surrey.

ARUENER (Under), in the Houses.—
Age 22. Good reference,—G. A., 2, Westbourne Place,

ow Road, W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22, respect-
able ; accustomed to the Houses and general Garden

Work. Three years' good character. — J, O., Post Office,

Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 20. Good reference.—H. P. F., Bishop's

Wood, near Ross, Heredfordshire.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden, where he may gain more experience
use-work. Highest references. —H. L. . Post Office,

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Family. — Age 20. Good references.—

J. Gn.ES, Cross Roads, Croydon Common, Croydon.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment, where he could further improve himself

in the Houses.—Age 23. Four years' character from present
employer.—R. H. E.. North Luffenham Hall, Stamford.

GARDENER (Under) in a large place.—
Age 20 ; has had experience in five good places, and can

be well recommended.—G. C, The Gardens, Syston Park,
Grantham.

PROPAGATOR (General),—Age 34,
married ; 21 years experience in the leading Nurseries

—

four years' in present situation. Satisfactory references.

—

W. E,. North Road House, Hertford.

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wood), with a
knowledge of general Nursery-work.—Age 30, married •

) objection to a priv.ate place.—C. T., The Nurseries, Strood,

FOREIWAN or SALESMAN to a Market
Gardener.—W. C. D., Post Office, Ealing, Middlesex.

ASSISTANTina FLORIST'S,or FLORIST
and FRUITERER'S. -A young Lady, well acquainted

with Cut Flower Trade.—C. D,, 4, Well Hall Villas, Eltham,

To Gentlemen's Gardeners.
TMPROVER, in a good gariien.-Age iS ; hasi had threeyears' experience in the Houses.—GARDENER,
Worthy Park, Winchester, Hants.

MARKET NURSERYMAN,—Age 24; has
a good knowledge of general work : a good Market

Nursery necessary. State wages.-W. S., Post Office, Mort-
lake, S.W.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY,
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floatin;^

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." Sec article

in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town. London, N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

In consequence of Snurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public. LEA and PERRINS

have adopted
Label, bearing their

Signature, thus

—

which will be placed c

every bottle of WOR-
CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, after tins date, and with.ait which
none is genuine.^Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester ;

CKOSSK& Bf.ACKWELL, London; and Export Oilmen generally.
Retail,by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.— Nov,, 1S74.

ueceive tne i-udiic. x^xl.^ and i'ilkki jn b

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

T THIS SEASON COUGHS, COLDS,
ASTHMA, and INFLUENZA, are speedily cured by
of SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.

Sold by all Chemists.

A
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
OF BVBEY DESCRIPTION

DESIGNED, BUILT, AND EFFICIENTLY VENTILATED AND HEATED,

ESTIMATES given to ARCHITECTS' PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS, or to ROUGH SKETCHES,
if all the sizes are marked on.

A PAMPHLET, with ILLUSTRATIONS, TESTIMONIALS, &c.. Post Free for xd.

riDCF 1 1 URROW ROOrED CONSER\ \I I\ f >

MANUFACTORIES in LONDON, at GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ULVERSTONE, PAISLEY,
and ABERDEEN only, for

SIR J. PAXTON'S PATENT HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.

SPAN-ROOF.

Gentlemen about to forrii New Gardens can be advised the best method of arranging these Glass Roofs for all Horticultural purposes, and as

Boundaries in place of Walls, combining elegance with utility. As already so erected by us, they are economical substitutes for walls, ensuring the

production of much larger and better crops of fruit. This system of building Span-roofs has been extended to form large Winter Gardens, (S:c.

PRICE LISTS Free on application to

HEREMAN & MORTON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT, LONDON, W.

Agents for "MULTUIV! IN PARVO FLOWER andTRUIT CASES ;" and for PmEOLIUIVI BLINDS for Conservatories, &c.

The FOURTH EDITION of a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as adapted to the above Patent Hothouses,
containing . Illustrations, Hints for Heating Houses, and General Directions for Cultivation, &c., by Mr. Hereman, may be had at our Office,

price IS., or Post Free for 13 stamps.

" The instructions given for the cultivation of the Vine and other crops are essentially'practical, and are evidently written by one who has himself
performed all the operations before he attempted to instruct others."

—

Journal ofHorticulture.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Pubhslier," at tlie OtTicc, 4t, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbuev, Aonew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlese.x, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 4r, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent G.irden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 13, 1875.
Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Men2ies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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?^ NOTICE to ADVERTISERS.
Friday next, March 26, being Good Friday,

the "Gardeners' Chronicle" will be pub-

lished on Thursday, at 2 p.ut.

Advertisements for- next week must

therefore reach the Office Hot LATER than

Wednesday Morning.

Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

rpo REIG N SUBSCRIBERS
-* arc PARTICULARLY REQUESTED, ivhcH seriding Post Office

Orders through the Po-it Office, to Advise the Publisfur that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS. Publisher.

Post Office Orders should be vtade payable at the King
Street Office, Covent Garden, London, IV.C.

The " aardenera* Chronicle " In America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONT
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,

Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :- Messrs. H. K. BLISS and SONS, Seed
Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York ; Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton
County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia : through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensincton, S.W.—Mr. WILLIAM PAUL'S

SPRING SHOW of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS,
ROSES, LILY of the VALLEY, &c., every day from
MARCH 27 to APRIL 3, inclusive. Admittance, Mondays, M.;
other days, is.

I>OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
•^ Regent's Park.
EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS—March 31 and

April 28.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS—M.iy 26, June 16 and June TO.EVENING FfiTE-July 14,
Schedules of P rizes and Tickets are now being issued.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, 1875.—ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY 14 next. Schedules are now ready, and
may be had from the undersigned. n-oim^ ^ty.\T^i /.^t

Botanic Gardens, Manchester, BRUCE FINDLAY.

TWELFTH ANNUAL GREAT SHOW—June g, 10, and
- 1875. Largely increased Priies. Schedules now ready.

THE TONBRIDGE FLOWER SHOW
will be held on WEDNESDAY, July 14, T875. Schedules

are now ready, and may be obtained on application to
W. BLAIR, Hon. Sec., Free Priss Office, Tonbridge.

TREES,
, Pears, Apples,

ORCHARD-HOUSE
Fruiting in Pots.—Peaches, Nectari

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserym.in and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CAT.\LOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery. Tottenham, London, N.

ORNAMENTAL CONIFERS and
SHRUBS, fifty well assorted, from 3 to 8 feet, specimens,

for ;^2 10^,, package free.

H. JACKSON, Blakedovvn, Kidderminster.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

QUICK THORNS, all heights up to 3 and
4 feet, the latter well adapted for gapping purposes.
Prices on application to

THOS. CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

THORN QUICKS.—Good Quicks for hedge
planting at I2S. 6d. per looo. Samples on application to

Wi\!. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, ilaresfield, Uckfteld,

FI RS, Spruce, from 3105 feet, 20^-. per 100
;

from 6 to 9 feet. I2S. to i8j. per dozen.
ASPARAGUS, Connover's Colossal, 3-yr., ji. per 100, 40!.

per
-"

To BE SOLD, for Cash, 15,000 to 20,000
ASH, from 2!J to ^M feet, at 40s. per loco : CHEST-

NUTS, Spanish, 2ji to 3 feet, at 505. per 1000.
T. H., Post Office, Godalming, Surrey.

s PLENDID NEW APPLE,
"LADY HENNIKER,"
by SWING a:;d CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

Sent

To the Trade,

I:j1INE SEAKALE SETSJor Planting.
Price on application to

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, MaresHeld, Uckfield,

SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS, strong, for
planting. Also a few thousand extra e.vtra strong, for

forcing. For price apply to

HENRY PAGE, W.alham Green, Fulham, S.W.

To tlie Trade.

QTRONG SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS,O for planting out. Sutton's RcJ-skin Flourball and Paler-
son's Seedling Fluke PO FATOS. I'lices on application to

JOS. McHATl'IE, Seed Merchant, Chester.

Two-year Asparagus.

JOHN LAING offers the above, in splendid
condition, at 31. 6rf. per 100 ; CONNOVER'S

COLOSSAL, at 51. per 100 ; cheaper by the 1000. The Trade
supplied. Nurseries, Forest Hill, S E.

To tne Trade.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2-yr. and 3-yr.—For
price apply to

JAMES BIRD, American Nurseries, Downham.

Buttons' Red-skin Flourball Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have a surplus stock
• of the above, which they are prepared to nlTer st ^

SEED POTATOS to be SOLD, Cheap:—
O.vfordshire Kidney. Peach Blow, Yorkshire Hero,

E.xcelsior, &c. Price LISTS on application to

HY, MINCHEN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, 0.-<on.

WANTED, MANETTI STOCKS.—State
lowest cash price per looo to

H. BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

WANTED, ALTERNANTHERA
AMCENA, do. do. SPECTABILE, and COLEUS

VERSCHAFFELTII, improved, either as plants or cuttings.
H. CANNELL, Nurseries. Woolwich.

WANTED, a large quantity of GERANIUM
CUTTINGS -any of the bedding varieties. State

price per too or looo to

GEO. COOPER, Rose Hill Nursery. Derby.

WANTED, 2000 yards of good Dwarf
BOX EDGING. Send cash price to

FREDERICK PERKINS. 2, Gold Street, Northampton.

WANTED to PURCHASE, i-yr. Seedling
LARCH. Any one having the above to ofter will

oblige by sending sample and price, for cash, to

S, BIDE, Aima Nursery, Faniham, Surrey.

To the Trade.
13 OSES, surplus stock of Dwarf, at reduced
-i-V prices. The plants olfered are remarkably strong.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckficld,

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants of
the best kinds now ready. Descriptive LISTS gratis and

post free to applicants.

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

To the Trade.

ROSES, Dwarf, extra extra fine, on Manetti,
all first-class sorts, 255. per 100, jCto per 1000, for cash.

Planting SEAKALE, 30J. per 1000.

RICHARD LOCKE, Red Hil

NEW ROSES for 1875.—The Best and
Strongest Plants in the Trade, at same prices as offered

by the leading Rose firms. CATALOGUES now ready.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Nun Maresfield, Uckficld,

Roses.—Wholesale Prices.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby,
offers extra strong PLANTS of all the best varieties,

including H,P. . Tea, and Bourbon. Standards, loj. per dozen,
75J. per 100 : Half-standards, 8r. per dozen, 60s. per 100.

OR SALE, 2000 dozen of FLOWER
ROOTS, mcluding rooo dozen of PANSIES, in great

:ty. All orders punctually attended to. Address

J. BROWN, Holly Cottage, Lower Mitcham, Surrey.

F

Y

Dahlias.

THE GREAT SHOW at ALEXANDRA
PAL.\CE being fixed for AlTGUsT 24. GEORGE

RAWLINGS respectfully recommends POT ROOTS for early
blooming : choice kinds, 6s. per doz.—Romford.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS' Finest
LAWN MIXTURE for Forming New or Renovating

Old Lawns is finer and in every way superior to all others.
108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c.. should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

ESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
autumn-struck plants, from single pots, ros. per too, 855.

per rooo, package included. Terms cash.
WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gr.ivesend.

ERBENAS and GERANIUMS.—Health7,
well-rooted cuttings of Purple King and Mellndres

splendens (fine scarlet), 6s. per 100. Geranium Vesuvius,
autumn struck, lor. per roo. Package free with cash for order

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

t5OYAL WINTER GARDENS^ EdinbarglT
_LV —Grand display of SPRING FLOWERIN GPLANTS
at present. Fresh VIOLETS, every morning.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD.

Carnations—Named Shov Varieties.WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants
of the ABOVE in twelve varieties, one pair of each,

thoroughly est.ablished in 3-inch pots, at 12^. the dozen pairs.
Package is. the first and 6ii. every additional dozen pairs.

The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

LEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working. Price, 3^. 6d. per 100, or 305. per 1000

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wtlls. Kent.

Centaurea candldlsslma (Wholesale Price).WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine summer-
sown Plants of the ABOVE, thoroughly established in

Thumb Pots, at 20s. per loo. Package, 3r. 6d. per 100, or 2^.
for 50, not less than which will be sold at the price.

The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms. Orchids, New, Rare, and Decor-
ive Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c., post free.
Agents — Messrs. _R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp

Lane, Great Tow

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
origmally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Betteridge's letter, published
by us at p. 269 of Gardeners' Ckrouicle for February 27.
CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

B ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 of Gardeners'

Chronicle for February
DUKE of CONNAUGHT.
DUKE of EDINBURGH.

The above collec

CARTERS, The Queen's

I
OXONIAN IMPROVED.

I
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH,

ion post free for 6s. 6d.

Seedsmen. High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
origin.-illy introduced by Carters, Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 35. 6d.; twelve splendid varieties, post
free, for 2s. td.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsi .Hii;h Holborn, W.C
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Leatlierliead.

IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nur-

series, Leatherhead, close to the South-Western and London,

Brighton, and South Coast Railway Stations, on MONDAY,
March 22, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, by order of the Proprie-

tors, without reserve, a large quantity of useful NURSERY
STOCK, viz., fine specimen Conifera:, mcluding Thujas,

Cupressus, Arbor-vita:, S:c., also Spruce Firs, Taxus cf sorts,

5000 English Yews, ij^ to 5 feet ; 4000 Green and Variegated

Box, 5000 Common Laurels, 2 to 5 feet, and many others

;

2000 Lilacs, and Deciduous Shrubs in variety, large Ornamental

Trees, selected Pyramidal and Dwarf-trained Pears, with a

choice assortment of hardy Climbing Plants in pots, &c.

K On view the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on

the Premises, and ol the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

GarstOn, near Liverpool, within a few minutes' walk of

three Railway Stations. A compact and valuable FREE-
HOLD ESTATE, distinguished as Meredith's Vineyard,
imiversally renowned as the first Vine and Grape producing
establishment In the United Kingdom, first-class prizes

having been obtained by the present occupier, Mr. Joseph
Meredith, at all the leading shows in Europe.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, in one lot, on

the Premises, as above, on TUESDAY NEXT, at half-past

I for 3 o'clock precisely.the valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE,
known as Meredith's Vineyard, situate in Garston, near Liver-

pool, and comprising 6 acres i rood 32 perches of particularly

eligible Building Land, with the attractive and substantial

brick-built Residence standing thereon ; likewise 50 Green-

houses, set in brickwork, and of the best construction, fitted

with every modern appliance, and containing about 50,000 feet

super of Glass and Woodwork, heated by about three miles of

Hot-water Piping on the most approved principles : also several

Brick Pits, numerous convenient Outbuildings, together with

all the Stock planted out in the Houses, including the entire

celebrated Collection of established Vines, at present in the

highest state of perfection.

Cards to view, and printed particulars with Plans, may be had
of Messrs. MOSER and SONS, Solicitors, Kend.ll : of Messrs.

GIBSON AND yOLLAND, Accountants, 10, South John
Street, Liverpool; of Mesiirs. WHITLEY AND HADDOCK,

Extensive Consignment for Absolute Sale, per s.s.

" Fanais," from Yokohama, of thousands of choice

LII.IUM AURATUM,CALIFORNICUMfl.-pl.,TIGRI-
NUM, WASHINGTONIANUM, MONADELPHUM,
PURPUREUM, DALMATICUM, WALLICHI'ANUM,
PARVUM, TENUIFOLIUM, and other rare species : also

a l.irge quantity of choice JAPANESE MANUFAC-
TURES and CURIOS, consisting of beautifully Inlaid and
Lacquered Cabinets, 'Tables, handsome Porcelain Vases,

Garden Seals, Rare Bronzes, &c. ; together with 3000
GLADIOLI and Silver-spotted CALLAS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the Guildhall

Tavern, Gresham Street, City, E.G., on WEDNESDAY,
March 24, at 11 o'Clock.

On view the day prior to the Sale. _ Catalogues may be had

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, March 23, at half-

past 12 o'clock' precisely, 300 Pens of choice POULTRY and
PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts of well-known breeders

and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, March 24, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, Dwarf Trained, Standard, and
Pyramid FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS, ROSES, LAURELS,
RHODODENDRONS, Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
Choice GLADIOLI for Spring Planting, RUSTIC GARDEN
WORK, &c.

'
; morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M^

M\

JOHN CARTER, Nurseryman, Keighley,
can supply healthy, well-rooted Plants of Scarlet and

Purple Verbenas, from cutting pots, at 6^. per loo. They have
been some weeks in a cool house.

Also LOBELIAS, at 3^. per 100.

Imported OrcMds.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
auction, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 25, at half-past

12 o'Clock precisely, an importation of ORCHIDS just received

from New Grenada ; incIudFng several hundreds of such as

Odontoglossum Alexandra; (crispum). Ada aurantiaca, Oncidium
Kramerianum, O. Weltoni, HouUetia chrysantha, Sobralia

virginalis, Odontoglossum hastilabium, Acinetas, Peristcrias,

and various handsome-flavoured Cattleyas, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. J. C.
AUCTION,

s, 98, Grac

SURREY (2005).—In a first-class neighbour-
hood, close to a station, and twenty-five minutes' ride

from Waterloo, a nourishing NURSERYMANSand MARKET
GROWER'S BUSINESS to be Disposed of in consequence of

the death of the Proprietor.

NORTH ESSEX (1961).—To be Sold, a
genuine NURSERYMAN'S BUSINESS, the Owner

having taken a farm. Part of purchase money could remain

WEST OF ENGLAND (2006).—An old-
established NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS to be

Disposed of, on particularly easy Terms. ,^2000 to ;il3ooo

Imported Disas.

STEVENS will SELL by
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 25, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, an Importation of DISAS from the

Cape of Good Hope, inclndmg a few tubers of the exceedingly

rare new DISA BARELLII. This beautiful variety was
flowered for the first time in 1673 in the celebrated collection

of pLants at Dangstein, and was figured in the Floral Mtigazhu:

for February. 1874. Also aqii_antity_ofDISAGRANDIFLORA,

M^;

Particulars of these three Nurseries, and of several others,

will be found in Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER, to be obtained at their

Offices, gS, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G.

Rare Lilies, Seeds, Ferns, &c.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, March 22, at h.alf-p.ist

12 o'clock precisely, a great variety of Hardy and Half-Hardy
BULBS and ROOTS, comprising many very rare and choice

varieties : 5000 magnificent Bulbs of Lilium auratum, from
Japan ; a great variety of rare and new Coniferous Tree Seeds,

mostly collected by M. RoezI ; an importation of New Zealand
Tree Ferns, a large number of Gladioli, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Magnificent Ne'w Masdevallla, "Macrura."

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, March 25, a '
"

past 12 o'clock precisely,

half-

d of this

ered specii

I few PLANTS
lificent MASDEVALLIA—the largest (li

introduced. The flowers individually are 11 inches I(

colour orange, with red rays. The growth is very strong

robust, very much more so than that of any other spec'

of the tbe SOLD,
MASDEVALLIA CHlMiERA.
1 view the mornin.g of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establlslied Orcbids.

PR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, March 25, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a small Collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, including the following

M^

Odontoglossum Roezlil

Oncidium phymatochilum
Vanda Katemanni
Odontoglossum angustatum
Cattleya Mendelii
Odontoglossum sceptrum

(illarium

On^

AngrjEcum sesquipedale
Vanda suavis

Cypripedium hi^^

Deiidrobinm W
3uperbum

S;c., S:c,

M^
Castle Grove House, Cbotabam, Surrey.

ESSRS. WATERER and SONS have
been instructed by Capt. Ball to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, on TUESDAY, March 23, at 12 o'Clock,

the valuable OUTDOOR EFFECTS, comprising a well-built

light four-wheel Pony Chaise, light D05; Cart, Harness, Chaff-

cutting Machine, capital Corn Bin, quantity of Wire Fencing and
Gate to form Poultry Yard, Box. Water and Hand Barrows,

Garden Frame with iron lights, two iron Wine Bins, twelve Hand-
lights, fifty Bell-glasses, iron Garden Roller, two Lawn-mowing
Machines by Shanks, Rabbit Hutches, Washing and Wringing
Machines, &c. About 500 GREENHOUSE and STOVE
PLANTS, including fine Specimen Plants, Stephanotis, Alla-

manda, two Latania borbonica, Abutilon RIalakoff, Draca;na5,

Camellias, Aloe variegata. Yucca pendula, Ficus elastica,

Phormium tena.\. Fuchsias, Clematis, Azalea DiefTenbachia,

Ferns, a great v.ariety of other Plants, a number of choice Bulbs

ofs
May be

the Premis
h.\m : and of Me
and Valuers, Cher

rt'cd tht

othei irticle;

hadof Sale, and Catalogt

t the White Hart and Sun Inns, Chob-
rs. WATERER and SONS, Auctioneers

ey, Surrey.

A Great Bargain for an Immediate Purcbaser.

TO BE SOLD, or LET, a Gentleman's
DET.^CHED RESIDENCE, on the South Coast,

with an extensive range of Glass, well stocked with Grapes,

Pines, ftc. Coach-house and Stabling.

B. H., Gnrilcners Chronicle Office, W.C. No Agents.

FOR 1MMEDL-\TE DISPOSAL, in conse-
quence of the ill-health of the Proprietor, an old-established

NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST IR-iVDE, in the Midland
For particulars apply to

R. COOPER, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
iipwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12s. to 50J. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W., Architect to the Estate.

To tlte Trade.

HOLLYHOCKS, fine named varieties,
autumn-struck plants, 70?. per 100, cash.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries,
Bristol.

GLASGOW and WEST of SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The EXHIBITIONS for S.

Midsummer, June 16; Autui
money is ,^422 i2j-.

In June, open to all, Collection of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, table not to exceed 24 feet by 6

;
prizes 160.T., isor.,

looj. Besides this prize money the Directors' handsome Silver

Cup. value ,£=o, to be the property of the winner for two years

r three ye I all.

I- the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

3 Amateurs only. Collection of Greenhouse Plants,

;pace not to e.xceed 8 feet by 6 ; prizes 6o.r., 40J., 20J., with

imateurs' silver cup, value ^5 5^., on same terms as above.

Schedules and tickets of admission may now be had from the

Nurserymen in town. CHAS. M. WILLIAMSON, Treasurer,

194, West George Street ; nr

Selected
To tlie Trade.

GARNATIONS and PICOTEES,
named varieties, very fine plants, -jos. per loo pai

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down N
Bristol

To tlie Trade.
AMERICAN and ITALIAN TUBEROSES, GLADIOLUS
BRENCHLEYENSIS, choice named Hybrid Gladiolus.

HURST AND SON have a Surplus Stock
of the above. Lowest prices on application to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

G"
lANT^ASPARAGUS PLANTs7~the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, -zs. 6tl. per

100. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense
usually incurred in planting it., See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

E.\tra strong SE-\KALE, 25. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Notice.—Cheap and Good.

A PRICED LIST of tlie best SPRING-
FLOWERING PLANTS will be sent free to al

applicants. Apply to

DILLISTONE BROS., Nurserymen, &c.. Stumer, near
Halstead, Essex.

Z"ONAL PELARGONIUMS.—A fine well-
grown stock (autumn-struck plants) of the choice new

varieties of last year. Also, an immense quantity of the best
Bedding Pelargoniums, Tricolor, Gold, Silver, and Zonal.

LIST of -sorts and prices on application.
W. G. CALDWELL and SONS, The Nurseries, Knutsfbrd.

/GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN-
VJT SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

PrcsUeiil—The Right Hon. Earl Brownlow, Lord-
Lieutenant of the County.

SUMMER EXHIBITION, .at GRANTHAM, JULY 7.ind S.

Schedulesof Prizes (.£200—Two.Silver Cups) may be h.id of

Mr. LYNE, Bookseller, Grantham.

PRESTON FLORAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

President—T. M. Shuttlewoeth, Esq.. F.R.H.S.
EXHIBITION, in MILLER PARK, JULY aS and 29.'

Amon.gst the Prizes Avhich will be offered are the follow-

ing;— 'I'en Stove and Greenhouse Plants, .£20: six Fine-

foliaged Plants, {,\a ; Twelve Miscellaneous Plants, pfie : eight

Exotic Ferns, £f) ; six Orchids, £7 : twenty-four Cut Roses,

£^ 10s. : and six dishes of Fruit, £6.
Schedules of Prizes, which are now ready, and any other

information, may be obtained fr(

4, Church Street, Preston.

VINES, VINES, VINES.— Fine strong
short-jointed Canes, for fruiting and planting, of Black

Hamburgh, Illuscat of Alexandria, Foster's Seedling, and
White Tokay. Also, fine strong HUIIEA ELEGANS, about
18 inches high. Prices (low) on application.

W. G. CALDWELL and SONS, The Nurseries, Knutsfnrd

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo
cutting^ sent post free for 2S, 6<l. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced : quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

Herbaceous Calceolarias (Neil's Superb Strain).

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants of
the -MIOVE, from store pans, at 3^. per dozen, zos. per

100, post free. Also fine Plants in 5-inch pots, at 6s. per dozen.
Basket and package, er. for the first and i^. every additional

dozen. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Home Groira Mangel 'Wurzel and Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
• special offers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quality.

Prices very low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

YRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEI.— Plants
of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out, price 2i.r. each, usual discount to the Trade.

Illustration sent on application. Sec Gnrdcney-s' Chronicle,

1874, i. 757, li. 740; ^nd the Florist aitd Poinologist iox \\\\.i<

month.
W^^ MAULE and sons. The Nurseries, Bristol.

CEDRUS DEODARA, lo to 15 feet high,
all prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

May be planted with safety up to the middle or end of May.
WM. MAULF, AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants

from single pots, I2i. per loo : rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, bs. per roo, 501. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Carnations, Piootees and Pinks.

CHARLES TURNER can supply the above
in all their various classes, and in every variety of colour,

in fine health ;
plants suitable for borders or for blooming, in

Pots The quality of C Turner's Collection is well known.
CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

W. TROUGHTON, Ho

WG. CLARKE, The Nurseries, Welling-
• ton, Somerset, offers the following :—WELING-

TONIAS, 12 to rS feet ; SPANISH CHESTNUTS, specimen
plants fit for an avenue, 12 feet : HORSE CHESTNUTS, 12

feet- THUJA LOBBII, 10 feet: CUPRESSUS LAW-
SONIANA, 8 to 10 feet ; MOUNTAIN ASH. 12 feet; WEY-
MOUTH PINE, 8 to 10 feet : PINUS CEMERA, 3 to

5 feet ; SILVER FIRS, s to 6 feet.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Readin.g.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these v,arieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

Cheap.—To Clear tlie Ground.

YEWS, EngUsh, 6 to 12 inches, ds. per 100,

405. per 1000 ; i to \M foot, loi-. per loo; 3. 4, to 4!.2 feet,

605 to 705 per 100, nice furnished and good rooted. We can

recommend them to the Trade for transplanting.

GEORGE JACK.MAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey
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B. S. WILLIAMS,
NUESEBYMAN, SEED MERCHANT, AN]) FLOEIST,

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an Inspection of his
Stock of Magnificent Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND RAREST EXOTICS,

TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS,
BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS, and all kinds of Flowering STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Besides the LARGE CONSERVATORY, which is at all times of the year worth a visit, there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID
HOUSES, PALM STOVES (to which many new and interesting Plants have of late been added), NEW HOLLAND HOUSES FERN
HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a visit.

'

All New Plants that are worthy of notice arc to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants which
is one of the surest roads to success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is
advisable to supply a List of the kinds already possessed.

Priced Cataloi^ues Oralis and Post Free to all applicants,

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the

Construction of Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post Svo, cloth, price ^s., or free by post 5.r. dd. each.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS by B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S.
" Jtr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."—7r.«>-«,i(' ofHortktdttirc.

Second Edition, Enlarged, Revised, and Illustrated with Engravings on Wood. Second Edition Knlar"ed and Revised

HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS,
j

QELECT FERNS and LYcdPO°DS, BRITISH and EXOTIC,
with Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Houses. y^ copiously Illustrated with Engc

pHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL- I HThE 0RCH1D-GR0WEr''s""mANUAL, Fnlartred Revised and\J LEAVED PLANTS, forming a sequel to the above, and profusely Illustrated with
! ± Illustrated. CoLUaining descriptions of i.pw.irds of Soo species and varieties of Orchidaceoi,^Engravings on Wood, Plants proved to be \

PUBLISHED AND SOLD AT VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

THE HANDSOMEST AND BEST NEW POTATO IS

CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT.
Indispensable as one of the best Potatos for Exhibition.

CARTER'S
AMERICAN

BREAD-FRUIT.

FOR MAl.V CROP.

This is a grand Potato in every

respect. Handsome in shape, with

very shallow eye. Flesh of fine

texture and superb quality, whether

baked or boiled. It is a first-rate

keeper, and extremely prolific.

An invaluable acquisition to

Hotel Keepers, for Public Institu-

tions, &c. CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT POTATO.
Per Peck, 6s. ; per Bushel, 216. ; per Cwt. 35s. ; per Ton, £30.

THE POTATO THAT BEST
RESISTS DISEASE

CARTER'S

IMPROVED RED-SKIN
FLOURBALL

Price per Peck, ^s. 6,{. per Bushel. <js.
;

Per Cwt. ijs. :

Per Ton, for not less than half a ton, ^i^.

We again offer a very fine selected
stock ot this invaluable Potato, which
continues to resist the ravages of the
disease in a most surprising manner. We
have at all times avoided the statement
published by some Houses, "that the Red-
skin Ftourball Potato is the only disedsc-

proof \dj\'i\.y." We, however, repeat that

our Improved Red-skin Flourball resists

ihe disease to a far greater extent than
any other variety in cultivation.

Carter's Improved Red-skin Flourball wa
one of the varieties in the ^reat Trial of Potatos
made by the Royal Aj;ricultural Society of
Kn^land List \'e:ir, [ind we believe we are
iiKlifi.:.! Ill si, ,1111^ th.it it fully I

"

W£teJiJ0 THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.
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Eucalyptus globulus (Australian Blue Gum).
JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven,
^f has just received, in fine condition, a Consignment of Seed
(hitherto very scarce) of this well-known EUCALYPTUS from
ftlessrs. Thos. Lanj^ & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Melbourne, Prices on application.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.
THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY

(Limited), io6, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at
Edinburgh.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened : SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester,

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TIO^J of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at \os. per 100 ; 25J. for 50 ; or 15^. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 95. and
I2J. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

T5ED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATOS,
X.\> grown on warp.—The Subscriber can supply the above in
4-ton lots and upwards, put in at Haxey Station, at £^ per ton
cash. Apply to

JNO. E. DIXON. Seed Grower and Merchant, Gainsborough.

Wonersli Nurseries, near Guliaford, Surrey!
MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can still

supply large quantities of all kinds of FRUIT TREES,
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, and LARGE TREES for Belting
extra strong QUICKS, SCOTCH, LARCH, ASH, HAZEL,
OSIER, BIRCH. &c.
Standard ROSES, 75s. p. 100; Half-standard do., 501. p. 100.

EW^ ROSES for 1S75.—Splendid plants,
lagnificent foliage, in forty-three Continental
ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

N

To tlie Trade.
TD OSES, Dwarf Moss and others, extra fine,
-*- ^' strong. Price on application.
Moss Baron de Wassanaer, Comtesse de Mirinais (white),

Frederick Soulid, Gloire des Mousseuses, Lancii, Princess Alice
(Paul's), Unique de Provence (white).
AUSTRIAN BRIARS, Harrisonii and Persian Yellow.
Address, WM. WOOD and SON, Nurseries, Maresfield

Uckfield, Sussex.

New and Choice Ferns.Xy and J. BIRKENHEAD, having a
T T • Collection of many thousands of the most beautiful

and choice BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, and giving their
cultivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or
small quantities at most reasonable prices,
CATALOGUES on application. Special quotations for large

Fern Nursery, Sale, near Manchester.

FREDK, GEE begs to offer, for cash with
orders, fine selected stocks of POTATOS :— Climax,

splendid quality variety, y. id. per bushel, loj. per cwt. ; Early
Goodrich, productive and good, 41. (id. per bushel, 8r. per cwt.:
Early Rose, 51. per bushel, 9s. per cwt. ; Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf
Kidney, $s. per bushel, gj. per cwt.; and many other good .sorts

DAISIES, splendid double, from is. per 100,
CABBAGE and other Plants, &c., choice and good; also

SEEDS, &c., of all kinds, cheap and good.
Seed Growing Establishment, Biggleswade, Beds.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE^
Vy Five hundred trucks. Buy of the maker direct. The
only maker advertising, -^d. per bushel. Truck holding 3^0
bushels, £2, free on to rails.—H. WRIGHT. Steam Fibre
Works, Heneage Street, Brick Lane, London. E.

c
Great Reduction In Price.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), 3rf. per bushel, 10s. per 100 bushels, 45^. per ;)oo

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—A largeV^ supply on hand, price ^d. per bushel
; quantities of fifty

bushels and over, id. per bushel, sent in bags or truck-loads by
rail to all parts of the kingdom.—The Patent Cocoa Fibre
Company's Works, Middle Mills, Kingston-on-Thames.

c

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
: most useful materini fnr the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
per bushel, or id. per bushel for quantities of

Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

FiDrous Peat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting, (,i 6j. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, S.C., C^ sr per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackw.atcr, Soulh-
Easteru Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway

WALKER and CO.. Famborongh Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for Orchids.

"PRESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj. e^-.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—For Sale, a few hundred tons of
exellent PEAT, Apply to

W. TARRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V7 H. Wright has successfully lowered the high price of
this valuable refuse to -^d. per bushel. Truck holding ^30
bushels, .£2, free an rails,~H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre 'Works,
flweage Streat, Brick Lane London, E.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby, 1875.WILLIAM BARRON and SON'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of ROSES and Select

List of CONIFER.B and ORNAMENTAL PLANTS. &c.,
including many new and beautiful varieties, is now ready, and
may be had, post free, on application.

NEW WHITE LOBELIA—DUCHESS
OF EDINBURGH.—This variety possesses an excel-

lent compact habit, and is a good free grower. The flowers,
which are produced in great abundance, retain their purity of
colour the entire season. Received a First-class Certificate at
the Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, 1S74. Good
plants, ready in April, -zs. td, each. Price to the Trade on
application.

CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

NEW CATALOGUE for 1875, post free for
two Stamps.—Our LIST of the newest and best varieties

grown of the undernamed classes of plants is now ready, and
may be had on application. Prices very moderate. Plants
true to name. Geraniums in all the various classes, Fuchsias,
Chi-ysanthemums, Lobelias, Coleus, Dahlias, Show Carnations,
Picotees. Pinks, Pansies, Phloxes. Pentstemons, Antirrhinums,
Double Potentillas, Py^ethrums^ Delphiniums, and all leading

nhouse and Stove
Hardy Plants,

Plants,

Florists' Flowers and Bedding Pla____,
Plants, Spring-flowering and other choii„_
Winter-flowering and the best Conservatory Decorat
Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &ci
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Seedlings, &c.
~

'~

WP. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, NURSERY-
• MEN, Dundee, N.B., have still the following to offer,

and shall be glad to quote prices on application :—
SEEDLINGS :— 3-yr. Silver Fir, 3-yr. Norway Spruce,

2-yr. Pinus austriaca, 2-yr. P. maritima, 2-yr. P. Pinea,
2-yr. P. Strobus, i-yr. Birch, i-yr. Alder, i-yr. Elm, 2-yr.
Spanish Chestnut, 2-yr. Hornbeam, 3-yr. Holly, 3-yr, Acer
Negundo, 2-yr. Chinese Arbor-vitae, and small Thorns,
TRANSPLANTED :—Scotch Fir, Pinus Strobus, Silver Fir

clean leaders : Limes, Walnuts, Tulip-tree, Sweet Bays, Irish
Junipers, Red Cedars, Thuja Lobbii, Irish Yews, &c.
A few stout PlantiniT Canes of VINES of sorts.

3000 to 4000 FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, sorts,
of various heights from 5 to 16 feet.

A few tons of Early Kidney POTATOS.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Market Gardeners.
GOOD SEED POTATOS, grown on light,

sandy soil, of the following varieties. Surplus Stock :—
15 sacks Myatt's Ashlcaf ; 10 sacks American Early Rose

;

5 sacks Silverskins ; 10 sacks Paterson's Victoria
; 5 sacks

Walnut-leaf Kidney ; 10 sacks Suttons' Early Racehorse
;

3 sacks Rivers' Royal Ashleaf.
Also the following VINES in pots, good strong Canes :—

15 Euckland Sweetwater: Black Alicante; 9 West's St.
Peter's

; 10 Mrs. Pincc : 8 Bowood Muscat ; 16 Black Ham-
burgh ; 10 Madresfield Court

; 4 Muscat of Alexandria : 4 Lady
Downe's.

» J-

To be sold cheap for cash, or would take the VALUE in
SHRUBS, selected, Rhubaid, Seakale, and Asparagus Roots,

1 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth.

AMERICAN CRANBERRY PLANTS.—
There are doubtless many thousands of acres of Swamps,

Bogs, and Marshes throughout the United Kingdom, which are
now comparatively worthless and unproductive, that may be
made to yield a handsome income by cultivating this delicious
fruit. We are now prepared to furnish strong and well-rooted
Plants, in any quantity, carefully packed for transportation, at
the following prices, which includes cost of packing and delivery
on board steamer, with full directions for planting and subse-
quent cultivation. 10,000 plants are required for an acre.

Prices ; looo, 20s. ; 5000, ^4 lOJ. : 10.000, C^.WHITE'S CRANBERRY CULTURE, 120 pages,
illustrated, sent post paid upon receipt of 6.f.

Cash or satisfactory reference to accompany the orders. No
orders accepted for less than 1000 plants. Remittances can be
made by Draft or Postal Order on New York. Address—

B. K. BLISS AND SONS, Seed Merchants, 34, Barclay
Street, New York.

New snow Pelargoniums.
pHARLES TURNER begs to call attention
V.^ to the select LIST of PELARGONIUMS now offered.
The New Varieties, both Show and Fancy, have been most

favourably spoken of by the Horticultural Press, and the
majority have received First-class Certificates at l^letropolitan
and other Shows.

Plants are now ready, and if purchased at once and repotted
will produce a fine head of bloom in May and June ne.xt.

The following have been selected from many thousand
Seedling,s, and are highly recommended ;— / //

ALICE (Foster).—Lower petals rosy crimson, maroon
spot on top petals, crimson-purple edge, large
white eye, very fine .. .. i 11 6ARCHDUCHESS (Foster). — Lower petals richly
painted crimson, with rosy purple edges, top
petals black, with narrow crimson edge, large
clear white centre, a fine dark and effective
variety

i i o
ARISTOCRAT (Foster).-Rich deep crimson, black

spot on top petals, crimson margin, white centre . o i"? oCONSTANCE (Foster).-Fawn colour, with small
spot on the top petals, shaded with orange, a large
smooth flower of fine form, clear white eye.
Figured in The Florist for February, 187=; ..110

CROAVN PRINCE (Foster).— Lower petals richly
painted crimson, black maroon top petals, bright
narrow edge, clear white eye, very fine. Figured
in TVif /^/(7;75(' for February, 1875 . .. 1 n 6DAUNTLESS (Foster).-A good crimson, style of
Statesman, medium black spot, a good flower . . 01^ oDEFIANCE (Foster). - Crimson-purple maroon,
black top ijetals shaded off to the edge with
crimson, white centre, a rich dark flower .

.

. . i i oDUCHESS of CAMBRIDGE (Foster). — Scarlet,
medium black spot on top petals, smooth, fine
form and a good habit .

.

,

.

i r oDUKE of CONNAUGHT (Foster).— Lower petals
crimson, dark rosy top petals, white centre, a
large fine-shaped flower, of good habit .. . i i oFALCON (Foster).—Rosy purple, black spot n top
petals, white centre .

.

. .

.

o o i"; oGRAND MONARCH (Foster). — Crimson lower
petals, dark top, crimson edge, white centre .. © 15 oISABELLA (Matthews).— Lower petals rosy pink,
medium maroon spot on top petals, shaded with
orange-pink, lilac-rose edge, large white centre,
very free .- .. .. .. oi";oPRESBYTER (Foster). — Lower petals rich rosy
crimson, dark maroon spot on top petals, crimson
edge, large clear white centre . . .

,

110QUEEN VICTORIA (Foster). — Lower petals
crimson, medium black spot on top, bright
orange-crimson edge, white centre, fine .

.

- • 1 i o
SULTAN (Foster).—Deep crimson-purple, suffused

with lilac, light centre, good shape and substance,
very free.. .. .. ,. .. .. .. o 15 o

SYBIL (Foster).— Soft pale orange, small maroon
spot, shaded with orange, white centre, a very
fine novel flower .. .. .. .. ..iio

Price for above Set on application.

NEW FANCY VARIETIES,
7J. ^i. each, or -^^is. 6d. the set.

ATLANTIC (Turner). — Rich crimson suffused with purple,
smooth and excellent habit.

HENRY BAILEY (Turner).—Crimson, with white eye, very
dwarf and a most abundant bloomer, a useful flower for
exhibition, market, or the home stage.

JEWESS (Turner).-Top petals rosy carmine suffused with
carmine, lilac edge, light mottled lower petals.

LADY MAYORESS (Turner).—Rosy lilac, large white eye,
white edges, a fine flower.

MRS. HART (Turner).-Rosy crimson purple, narrow white
margin on top petals, shaded off with rosy purple to a large
clear white eye, a fine-shaped and superior variety.

THE SHAH (Turner).-Deep crimson purple, light centre,
narrow lilac edge, a smooth and very pleasing variety, the
best by far of its class.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Are now sending out this fine Lobelia.

Price Ss. 6d each, or S4s. per dozen for not less than half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate

at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,
and the Gardcncis' Afaga::ine of July iS says of it :

—" This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by
the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo blue, and as there
are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner.

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

FRESH SEEDS OF RARE CONIFERS,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, on. MONDAY,
March 22, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., fresh SEEDS

of the following RARE CONIFERS, from the Californian Sierra Nevada, collected by M. Roezl

in October and November, 1874, comprising :

—

PICEA CONCOLOR
„ „ var. VIOLACEA
,. LAStOCARPA
,, MAGNIFICA

ABIES HOOKERIANA
PINUS MONTICOLOR
„ CONTORTA

vucCA angustifolia
PICEA MAGNIFICA MACROCARPA
„ COMMUTATA
„ DOUGLASII
„ BIFOLIA
,. LAMBERTIANA

LILIUM HUMBOLDTII.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SELECTED COIIEEES AID EVERGEEEIS,
VERY CHEAP.

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE, 2 to jji feet, 211.

per doz., isoj. per 100.

BIOTA COMPACTA, 4 to 5 feet, 421. per doz.;

5 to 6 feet, 60^. per doz.

CHINESE JUNIPER, 5 to 6 feet, 241, per
doz., :so^. per 100 : 6 to 7 feet, 301. per doz.,

200J. per 100
; 7 to 8 feet, 36^. per doz., 250^.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, iM to 2 feet. 51. per

doz., 34R. per 100.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 4 to s feet, 60J.

PICEA PINSAPO, 7 to 8 feet, I20f. per doz.

YEW, English, 2 to 2'.^ feet, 9^. per doz.. 70J,

per 100 : 2 j^ to 3 feet, 15J. per doz. , 90^. per

YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA, iK to 2 feet.

1 8s. per doz,, locr. per loo ; 2 to 2j< feet

2.\s. per Jo/. , iSQ,T. pL-r lotx

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL FOR GROUPING, 2+1., viz. :—Almond, Acer Negundo variegata, Double Scarlet 1 horn, lilin

Eleganlissima, Purple Beech, .Silver Variegated Cornus, Silver-leaved Poplar, Scarlet Horse Chestnut, Scarlet

Mountain Ash, Tulip Tree, Variegated Mahalcb, Weeping Silver Birch.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE OF THE MOST DISTINCT AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY
CREEPERS AND WALL SHRUBS for 15.1., viz. :—Akebia quinata, Berberidopsis corallina, Bignonia
grandiflora, Clematis Jackmanni, Ceanothus Veitchii, Cydonia japonica, Escallonia macranlha, Jasminum
revolutum, Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Magnolia grandiflora, Passiflora Colvillii, Wistaria sinensis.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE AND ORNAMENTAL IVIES, the

most useful of all Evergreeus for Walls, Trellises, &c., 12s.

E O S E S
THE NEW ROSES OF 1875 that are most highly recommended, price 30J-. per dozen, or twenty-

four varieties for (as. 80,000 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots. STANDARD, DWARF,
and CLIMBING ROSES in great variety. Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE FLOWERING PLANTS, give no trouble,
and are permanent in adorning Garden Beds, Borders, and Rockeries, 30J. per 100 varieties.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, the choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden,
2 1 J. (carriage paid). For particulars see Lists.

Descriptive Priced Lists ofall kinds ofNursery and Seed Stock on application.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman & Seed Merchant, WORCESTER.

SEE D P q T^A T O S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :

—

RIVERS' ROVAL ASHLEAK,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY.
LAPST(.)NE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Fc

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
P.iVTERSON'S VICTORIA.

RED-SKINNED FLOURB.\LL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK.

AMERICAN VABIETIE3. -

EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

NEW BEDDING VIOLA—WAVERLEY.
—The flov..|. ..niii' l,..-Mii;riil vniety are large, of good

sii)(Stance, anil ii'.l i.il n. ,1 .1 |.. fn inn from early sprinjj

imlil late in i< 1 < 1 . hi violet, shaded with
pnrple towai-i 1 1 1 . \^iih pure white brow.
I'liemost ellLLii... I l.lin \i li .1 11 . .jlour yet raised, and
very hardy. Prices : ( In,; pl.ml, 21. U. : six plants, lol., or iSl.

per dozen, post free. The usual Discount to the Trade.
ROBERTSON and GALLOWAY, Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen. Glasgow and Helensburgh.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries (370 Acres in ixtenl) near Bagskot, Sumy,

SlCKI) ESTAHLISIIMK.ST AND LONDON Df.I'uT,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a succession of

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergreen and

Deciduous (of all &izes).

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS. &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable on application.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON.
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Forest Trees, when taken in quantity, charged at a
proportionately reduced price.

i^RANCiss Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
106EastgateSt.&^
TlteUptori'Nurscrios lyflho i LK.
Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
Jbst/?ve on Apfilicf/fioii

.

Quality unsiirpa,s,scd

.

By Her Majesty's ^^^r*^^^ Royal Letters Patent.

RENDLE'S PATENT 'I^Sl? ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, & PLANT PROTECTORS.

The highest iestin als can be obtained t

. the Earl of Portsmouth
, the Earl of Dart;
. the Lord Portman
Countess of Aylesford
Lord Eliiiry

,
Lord Vernon

, tlie Earl of Carnarvon
Lord Aberdare

. Lord Alfred Churchill
,
the Earl of Bradford

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales
H.R.H. Prince Christian
H.H. the Maharajah Duleep Rt. Ho

Singh Rt. Ho
Her Majesty's Commissioners for Rt. Ho

Parks and Gardens Dowagt
His Grace the Duke of Rutland Rt. Hoi
His Grace the Duke of Portland Rt. Hoi
HisGracetheDukeofSntherland Rt. Hoi
His GracetheDukcof Devonshire Rt. Hoi
The Most Noble the Marchioness Rt. Ho:

of Anglesey Rt. Hoi

Extract from "The Times."
Royal Counties Show at Reading, June 27. 1874.

" To Horticulturists the spccinu-us 0/ Kcttdte's Patent Sysf.-w
0/ Glazing and the Portable Glass Frotectori for walls proved

"Their distinctive features are that all the luorh
without putty.

" /; is asserted that 1500 squarefeet of glass can be put in tht-
(building in one hour by one man, and any damaged glass can be
replaced ivithout calling in the aid ofa Glazier.

''All tlie wood and paint are coi'ered by the glass, and the
system was well and satisfactorily tested by the heaziy sho7vers
on It-'ednesday, there not being the slightest leakage of water to

^ipplicilion. and references given to Noblemen and Gentlemen in every

County in Rnoland.

Rt. Ho
Under the :

the Earl De la Wan-
Sir W. G. Hayter, Bt.

;. Talbot
Lady Rayleigh
Lord Charles Russell

Galvvay
. Lord Berkeley Paget
. Lord Bolton
Ld.DeL'Isle and Dudley Botanic Gardens, Chelsea

Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells And One Thousand of the le;

Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P. I County Families 1

Hon. Martin Sackville West
|

United Kingdom

Extract from the "Builder," Jan. 30, 1875
r ifGla^inghas been usedfor son

i 7vith compute success U e are dts-

l anl t dl bt . much txtcndc I In this

t I hoii^ nt il metal ^toovis and fixed
t putty fh u odtiorl is losnpletelv

gliii so that it IS 7tot exposed t< "

Hon. Ashley Ponsonby
Very Rev. the Dean of Canterbury
Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart.. M.P.

1 Count Heinrich Zichj*, Vienna
I Baron Amphlett

j

Royal Horticultural Society,

South Kensington
I
Royal Gardens, Kc

ading

y//t

il I

s freely in the vieial
,/ap„:eo/i:las,is
ic/aglt.iir Mare-

Patenlce and Inv^Illujirated CATALOGUES and BOOKS of DESIGNS, with Eighty excellent Ijlastrailons. can be had i

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCffMBB RENDLE, F.E.H.S., HOBTICULTUBAL ENGINEEE, 3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS. VICTORIA STREET, LONBON, S.W.
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New Potatos for 187S.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the fotlowins, which have received
a First-class Certificate :

—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6i. per 7 lb,

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 41. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 4s. per 7 lb.

The Set I2,r. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeners^
Chronicle for January 9, 1875,

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.
Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST AND

SON, 6, Leadcnhall Street, E.C.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, \Vesterham. Kent.

Tlie Planting Season. —Special Offer.

BWHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish,
• near Stockport, hns a large quantity of the following

fine healthy TREES and SHRUBS to dispose of, at

the extremely low prices quoted, viz. :—
AREA THEOPHRASTA, 4 to 6 feet, 30J. per 100 ; 6 to 8

feet, 5o.r. per 100.

PINES, Austrian, many times transplanted, i% to -2% feet,

lar. per too ; ri% to sJ^ feet, 15^. per 100.

BEECH, 2 to 3 feet, 4,1. per 100, yns. per looo ; 3 to 4 feet. ds.

per 100, 50J. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 15^. per 100 : 5 to 6 feet,

£5^-. per 100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 35^. per loo; 8 to 10 feet, 50J. per

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i to iM foot, 5^. per 100 ; iK to

2 feet, \os. per 100.

l^orse, 5 to 6 feet, 12^. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet,

; to 8 feet, 255. per 100.

CHEkR:iES, Extra strong Standards, xris. per dozen.
LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, 7.^. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, i2,r. per 100 ; 4 to

5 feet, 15^. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 201. per 100,

POPLARS, Lombardy, 3 to 4 feet. ^s. per 100 ; 4 to, 5 feet, 7^.

per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 12^. per 100.

„ Ontario, 3 to 4 feet, 55. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, qs. per 100 ;

5 to 6 feet, lar, per 100.

PRIVET, 2 to 3 feet, 15^. per 1000 : 3 to 4 feet, 20J', per 1000.

RHODODENDRONS, choice named sorts, i to 2 feet, i8f.

per dozenj

,, Cunningham's White, i to i]^^ foot, 50J. per-ioo.

„ pallidum, I to ij< foot, sar. per 100.

,, ponticum, 3 to 6 inches, 40^. per 1000; 6 to 9 inches, 705,

„ ,, very fine for grafting, g to 15 inches, loof. per 1000.

,, ,, very bushy, i to 1J-2 foot, 255. per 100, 200s, per 1000.

SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, 401. per looo ; 6 to 8 feet, i2,j. f^i. per
100 ; 8 to 10 feet, aoi. per 100.

YEWS, English, 2 to 0.% feet, 70^. per ico ; i^i to ^\i feet,

90J. per too.

„ Irish, 3 to 4 feet, looj. per 100
: 4 to 3 feet, 140,?. per 100.

DOGWOOD, 4 to 5 feet, xzs. per 100.

ITew and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free),

B, S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete CoUectlons of Kitchen Qarden Seeds,

to suit Gardens of various sizes, 2ij., 4Jj., 63^., and 845. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEaETABLE SEEDS, pe^ p^t
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per halfpint 2 6

BROAD BEAN, Westbnry Prize (new) .

.

per pint = 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16
,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veltch's Autumn Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation . . f 10
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..36
„ Tender and True, new 36
., Woolley's Improved Telegraph .. .. .,16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE. Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. ..10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-neshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-flcshed 16
„ Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour ,. 16

ONION. Willl.ams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emuerorol the Marrows ,. per quart 2 f.

„ CuUingford's Magnum Bonum 26
Mr. Laxtons NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties t 6

BALSAM, Williams' superb str.ain .. .. i.t. &/. and 2 6

BLUiMLN'BACHlA CORON.ATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. id.,is.M.,

31, (hI. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. 6d., us. 6J.,

IS. 6i. and 5 o
CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extra choice strain, 11. 6d..

us. bd.
, 31. fei". and 5 o

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .

.

16
,, saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

.

.

..16
MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, n.ana alba, new .. ,. i 6

,. ,, nana coirulea, new .. .. .. .. ..16
PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties .. 10
PENTSTEMON. Cyananthus Brandegei, new .. ..16
POLYANTHUS. Wiasins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMONUII, granditlorasplendens, new. i 6
PRIMULA, Williams' superb stram, red, white, or

mi.xed is. 6d., is. 6d., y. 6d. and 5 o
RICINUS GIBSONII, new i 6

STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new .

.

i

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours 2 6

VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain 16
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering 10
„ dw.arf yellow, Eelvoir Castle v.ariety 10

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, itc, in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES.
Upper Holloway, London, N.

SEED CATALOGUE,
Not the Handsomest, Not the Largest,

Rut a useful one of Forty Pages,

Is now ptiblished, and will be sent free on application to

HARRISON Sc SONS,

SEED GROWERS, LEICESTER.

1, fy. To Gardeners.
^ Gardeners are inost respectfully Invited

to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
'->-MmS!c;i\=^

MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,
"/^^^S^^^^N Where it is anticipated they will be

'%I/«S'^\ highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER^ Manager.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i\ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England,

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of the

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

NEW DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS
AND

STRAWBERRIES.

Two Fird-Class Certificates Royal Horticultural Society,

MESSRS. W.& J. BROWN
Will send out in May next Mr. Laxton's New Double

Zonal Pelargoniums— EMILY LAXTON, strong

plants, 15^.; GUIDING STAR, loj. 6d.\ and ILLU-
MINATOR, 7J. 6d. each ; the set, ^i loj.

A Coloured Plate of Emily Laxton post free for u. 6i/.

\V. & J. B. are also sending out Mr. Laxton's

richly-flavoured and fine-fleshed New Strawberries,

TRAVELLER and EXQUISITE. Strong plants of

Traveller, ;^i per 25, ^^3 per 100 ; Exquisite, laj-. 6iL

per 25, £1 per 100. Early-struck runners of each, in

60-sized pots, ']s. per 25 extra.

Trade Terms on application.

W. & J. BROWN,
NURSERY.VIEN AND FI^ORIST.S, ST.XMFORD.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is novj 7'eady^ and may be ha application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFER.^.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEM.\TIS, and other cUmbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

Hardy Dwarf-growing Scarlet and Crimson
RHODODENDRONS.

WJACKSOi\ AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale,
• Yorkshire, bej to offer their well-known. W\^\\-

coloiired, and free-flowering dwarf Rhododendrons, all grown
from layers, and perfectly hardy-

Twelve nice strong plants, i foot .. .. ^i I o
Twelve nice strong plant.s, 2 to 2}^ feet . . 220

For Park, Villa, and Cemetery Trees and Shrubs and Game
Cover Plants see advertisement in last week's Gardeners'
Ckronicle, p, 327.

Cabbage Plants ! Cabbage Plants

!

TRUE to NAME.
MESSRS. W. VIRGO and SON can now

supply any quantity of strong—
ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD .. .. 3^. orf. per 1000
EARLY BATTERSEA v-id. „
NONPAREIL is.6d.
ENFIELD MARKET v. 6d.
RED PICKLING 51. orf.

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford, Surrey.

Planting Season—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of
more than 5000 of these fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.
NORWAY MAPLES, lo to i6 feet.

All being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOV.\, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am .acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially iu smoky districts. There are
hundreds in this Nursery three years old, measuring i3 to
22 feet high, and stout in proportion,

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, \Voking,
Surrey, S.\V.

New Roses.—Strong Plants now Ready.
TOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road

^-r Nurseries, Essex, lias much pleasure in offering strong
plants of the following carefully selected varieties of NEW
ROSES for 1875, which may be relied on as being the best of
this ye:

Adal
rOg.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
Hippolyte Jamain

Arthi

Antoine Mouton
Colonel de Sansal
Casimir Perier
Comtesse de Serenyi
Duchess of Edinburgh

Mademoiselle ilonade Adorjan
May Turner
Mons. E. Y. Teas

I

Princess Antoinette
Gonsoli Gaelono

j

Souvenir du Baron de Semur.
Henry Ward Beecher

1

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
.Mine Sisley I Marie Guillot

Duchess of Edinburgh MademoiselleThiirese Genevay
Jean Ducher |

Perle des Jardins.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSE.
Soupert et Netting.

LIST, with full descriptions of above, may be liad on
application.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the follow ing trees, which can be furnished at
low prices :

—

LIMES. 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including'

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastlgiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA. very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.

,, Dwarf, on Manetti.
CURRANTS. Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA lAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, I'A to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vau.\hall Nurseries. Canterbury.

EAUTIFUL SPRING FLOWERS.B
PRIMROSES. Double Yellow and White, 41. per dozen.

HEPATICAS, Double Red and Pink, Single Blue, as. 6d. p. doz.

,, Single Mauve, in pots, beautiful, ir. each.

,, ,, White, in pots, beautiful, 6£^. each.

VIOLETS, Double Varieties—The King, The Queen. Crim-
son Neapolitan, Blue Tree, White Tree, Blandy, and
odorala pendula, the new weeping Violet, 35. per dozen.

„ Single Varieties—The Czar, Devouiensis, obliqua striata,

suavis. Princess Louise, 3J. per dozen.
HELLEBORUS NIGER (Christmas Rose), 31. per dozen.

„ OLYMPICUS RUBER, 61. per dozen.
DAISIES.—Bacchus, Magpie, Pink Beauty, Queen of Whites,

Red Rover, Rosy Gem. 2r. 6d. per dozen.

AURICULAS, finest Alpines, very choice, in pots, 3r. per doz.

,, ., ,, named varieties, in pots, 65. per dozen.

HELI.A.NTHEMUM, twenty-four named varieties, very showy,
3^. per dozen.

A Collection of 100 choice HARDY ALPINE and ROCK and
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, showy and free flowering, 2or.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected named seedlings, very double and
good, 4s. per dozen.

,, Seedlings from the very best named sorts, very double and
good shaped flowers, 3^. per dozen.

GENTIANA ACAULIS. in pots, y. per dozen.

POLYANTHUS, choice Gold Lace, selected, 2r. 6d, per doz.

WALLFLOWER, Black Ball, very double and large, 35. per

„ Golden Ball, rich golden, 3r. per dozen.

PAMPAS GRASS, large flowering clumps, 61. per dozen.

ROSES, choice Tea, in pots, best yellows, &c., gs. per dozen.

CATALOGUES by Post, flee.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.
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New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
" LITTLE 'I'ROl."

WM. POTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS
for the above. For particulars ssc advertisement in

CnnifKers C/tronirU, January 30. A very favourable report of
it may be seen in tlie y,<urii,d of llorticiilluy,-. November it),

1874, by Mr. Robson. anj February 4, 1875, by Mr. Luckliutst.

Canidcu Nursery, Sissingliurst. Stapletiurst, Kent.

120,000 Vesuvius Geraniums for Sale.

FC. WOO EVEN, Langhedge Nurseries,
• Church Road, Upper Edmonton, i,ondon, N., has

strong AUTUMN- STRUCK PLANTS of the above to

Dispose of, at Zs. per 100. Packed and forwarded to any
London railway station, gratis, on receipt of Post Olfice Order
for nmnber required, payable at the Upper Kdmonton Post
Office, London, N. Also several thousands of CHRISTINE
.tntl DOUBLE GERANIUMS, at the same price.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
17SS.—The following CATALOGUES are just published

,

and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (.S7.1 and 1875).
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of liULDS. Address,

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nti
Hereford.

N w R O
SIR GARNET WOLSELEV (Cranston's).
CRlMStJN BEDDER (Cranston's).
CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Hereford.

VIne»—To tlie Trade.

SBIDE can still suppl)' good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 30J. per dozen (a special price for a Large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Plnce's Black Muscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, SeaclllTe Black,
Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,
Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery. Farnham, Surrey.

Snowflake.THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and free
FROM DISEASE. Mes&ts. Daniels Eros. have just received a
consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original
raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,
and which is now being distributed at the following rates,
carriage free to any address :—35. 61/. per lb. ; 7 lb., 21 j. ;

14 lb.
,
42J. : cheaper by the cwt.

DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal
it. No!Norfolk Seed Establishn

CABBAGE"plants.—H. J. Hardy begs
to offer a quantity of strong autumn-sown plants, all

ENFIELD MARKET. 35. 6,/. per 1000.

ROBINSON'S DRUMHEAD, 3^. ^d. per 1000.

A liberal allowance to the Trade. Packages and carriage free
to London. Cash must accompany all Orders from unknown
Correspondents. Post Office Orders made payable at Bures.
Apply to

H. J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds, Bures, Essex.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Kn.ip Hill Nursery, Wokinj. Surrey.

JULES DE COCK AND SISTER,O The Nurseries, Ledeberg, near Ghent, Belgium, offer

per too.

CAIIELLIAS. with buds, best variety, iioj. to 40
DRAC-KNA INDIVISA, in small pots, 32J. per ;

,, LINEATA, in small pots, 33^. per too.
ARALIA SIEBOLDII. 3-yr., =01. per 100.
ROSES, Standards, best vai
YUCCA ALOIFOLIA, fol.

per dozen.
CHAM.EROPS FORTUNE!, seedlings, in store pots, i

CORVPHA AUSTRAI.IS, seedlings, in store pots, jjj.per i

PHdNIX TENUIS, seedlings, in store pots, i6s. per 100.

„ RECLINATA, 321. per 100.

„ SYLVESTRIS VERA, 40s. per too.

T TRADE.
lined, all the leading kinds.

Quince, 4-yr.
, 5 yr. ,and 6-yr. old.

fine dwarf-trained,
fine pyramids, fruiting.

PEARS, extra fii

,. extra fine d
PLUMS,

CHERRIES. eVtra fine liwarf-trained

,, pyramid, fruiting.

., extra fine Morello, fruiting.

PEACHES. Maiden, twenty to thirty varieties.

THUJA AUREA, i to z% foot, I'J to 2 feet, 2 to 2% fc

2/2 to 3 feet : grand specimens.

„ WAREANA, I, 2, to 3 feet.

,. GIGANTEA, 3, 4, to sfeet.
VEWS, English, 2 to 2'4 feet, 2>^ to 3 feet, 3 to 3K feet ; fii

THUJOPSfS BOREALIS, 3 to 3K feet, 3K to 4 feet ; fine

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 2, 3, 4

S feet.

Special quotations on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, n
Hereford.

£ufe}u/o
CHOICE FLOWER 8EED8,

/Kj;£ /ly POST ox kail.

Siillons' Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn.

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail • • .^2 2 o
No. 2 Collection ,, ,, ,. .. i 11 6
No. 3 Collection ,, ,, .. .. r i o
No. 4 Collection ,, ,, .. . . o 15 o
No. 5 Collection ,, ,, .. ,. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be had, from
2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

" BUTTONS' AMATEtTR'S GUIDE,"
The most practical work on gardeningyct published, beau-

tifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price is.y Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S

SEED CATALOGUE forJ 875,
Flowers, will be posted free on appli-

The VARIETIES of FLOWER
EDS are so arranged that the
teiir may readily recognise the

1 it beautiful and desirable.

I he VEGETABLE DEPART-
MENT is complete, with the best
proved kinds in each Section.

For SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS
for 1875, see List at page 265, and for

Descriptf

RIDQM HENDERSONI.s.
ROMNEYA COULTERI,
280, Gardeners' Chronicle,

THE WELLINGTON NURSERY,
WELLINGTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Prize Medal
Garden Requisites and

Horticultural Decorations.

PiuzeMed^alSeed s »

GARDEN REQUISI TES.

139, HIGH HOLBORW,
LONDON, W.C.

JOSEPH I5AUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
'' llelciuin, Let's to ulTcM- ^

AZALEAS, II New Hardy (A. Watercr's), named, with flower-

buds, 3,T. each.
AZALICA MOLLIS, i8 New Hardy (L. Van Houttc's), named,

with flower-buds, /^s. each ; witiiout llowcr-huds, 3J. each,
OlIENT AZALEAS, io,coo Hardy, named, with flower-buds,

IS.. IS. 6,/., 21., and 31. each.
RHODODENDRONS, 5000 Hardy, named, *ith flowef-buds,

2J-. . 3J. and 4J. each.

II

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings,

T I^.VEOUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
1- J Ivry-snr-Scine. near Paris. Ik-^- to o(T.t splr.ulid, healthy,
and t-ood flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices:—
Gladioli, seedling, first-rate, 8j, per loo, ^£3 per looo ; mixed
white, i2S. per 100; do. red, us. per 100; do, yellow, 24^. per
100 ; do. rose, 12s. per 100 ; per names. 100. 10 sorts, jjjf. per
100 ; 25 sorts, 141. per 100

; 50 do., ^1 to ^2 ; 100, {.-z to ^6,
and upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts, all in gotd
flowering bulbs. English Cheques or Post OITice Orders on
Paris accepted for payment.

Rhododendrons.
ENRY FARNSWORTH, Matlock Bank,
Derbyshire, has to offer a line stuck of the following, at

3-yr. Seedling, fine.

3-yr. Seedling and 2-yr. transplanted.

3-vr. Seedling and 3-yr. transplanted.

4 to 8 inches good stuff; 6 to 10 inches bushy.
For prices and samples apply as above.

OTATOS for PLANTING of the following
sorts, English-grown, in any qinntity :—Myatl's Prolific,

Bresee's Peerless, Red-skinned Floiirball, Paterson's Victoria,

CIima.x, and Regent.
r.y the peck, cwt., sack, or ton:— Mona's Pride Ashtop,

Rivers' Ashtop. Early Rose, Late Rose, Early Goodrich, ai d
Hundredfold Fluke.
By the peck, bushel, cwt., or sack :—Erin's 0"^^" Ashtop,

Helgium Kidney, Dalmahoy, Paterson's New Prince, and
ICarly Don.
The above, generally speaking, are grown on silt soil, and are,

tlierefore, a good change for any part of the country.

AMERICAN IMPORTED, as under, by the lb., stone,

or cwt. :—Snowflake, Eureka, Acme, Nonsuch, Early Gem,
Compton's Surprise, King of the Earlies, Climax, and Late Rose,
By the sack or ton :— Brownell's or Vermont Beauty, : nd

Extra Early Vermont
Wholesale and Retail PRICE LISTS free on application.

Also, 100.000 or 200,000 2-yr. CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL
ASPARAGUS PLANTS
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Wholt^salc and Retail Seed

Potato Grower and Merchant, Market Place, Peterborongh.

Cheap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS. Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, from
pots, 2S. per dozen, izj. per 100; rooted cuttings, li. per
dozen, 6s. per too, 501. per 1000.

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet, White, Crimson, and Rose, best

sorts, good plants, from single pots, is. 6d. per dozen, las.

per 100.

LOBELIA, speciosa. true, from cuttings ; also pumila grandi-
flora and Little Gem, 3^. per 100, 'zos. per 1000.

HELIOTROPIUM, finest dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6,'.

per 100, 50J, per 1000.

CALCEOLARIA, Golden Gem, finest bedder, is. per dozen,

6s. per 100, 50J. per 1000.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, Blue, makes a fine bed, i^. per
dozen, 5^-. per 100, 40,?. per 1000.

IRESINE, Lindeni, crimson leaf, good, i^. per dozen, 6s. per

COLEUS, Verschaffeltii, i^. per dozen, 6s. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurea, new goldeh edging plant, is. per dozen,

4s. per 100. 30f. per 1000.

GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy shorts, strong plants, for

spring bloom, 4^. per dozen.
CENTAUREA, candidissima, silver leaf, strong plants, 3J.

ptr dozen, sos. per 100,

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursary. Gravesend.

The Only Really and Thoroughly Distinc
LOBELIA of the SEASON,BLUESTONE—

hitherto a hidden gem.
Strange that this, by far the best of all the Lobelias, should have

been kept back from the public by a "crotchet," and it is only

within the last few days that the seed has been placed in my
hands. The darkest blue, no eye, strong compact pumila

habit : foliage, strange to say, is a most peculiar purplish green,

and its whole character far e.\ceeds any other Lobelia. Five

hundred seeds, post free, is. id.

I 'ide p 94 Gardeners' Mag-azine, February 20 : Challenging

the whole of the floric iltur I community to produce a better."

Ne V Flor st Flowers and I lorist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolw >.h S E

^^M/i^^ H.

that they should peruse it c

valuable and practical informatio

Bedding Plants and their Seeds
correct manner in which thev an
any part of the world cannot fail tc

highly appreciated by all who ar
flowers.

C A N N E L L,
F.R.H.S., begs to an-
that his FLORAL

GUIDE for 187s is now ready,
ind will be sent, post free (cost

price), for ten stamps. It is beau-
tifully illustrated with 200 splen-

didly executed engravings.

and the best new and
ift-wooded plants

highly important to amateurs and gar-
lually, for it contains i

1 on Florists' Flowers ana
and the cheap, ready, and
supplied and forwarded to

be a great advantage and
really fond of the choicest

NEW FUCHSIA, "MRS. H. CANNELL."
—This magnificent variety last year bore out even more

than the high character previously ^iven it, and is by far the

best double white corolla variety ; foliage and flower even an

advance on the good old dark Avalanche. Fine h.iif-snecimcn

plants. 2 feet hi^h, in 6-inch pots, -js. 6d. each : smnil ditt>->, 55.;

nice plants in thumbs, is. 6d. each ; small rootej iirtle planis,

or two cuttings, is., post free.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant

Woolwich, S.E.
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Mr. William Bull
HAS NOW IN BLOSSOM

PHAMIOPSIS LEIJCOEEHODA AID P. LETJCOEEHODA lAJOE,
With several other Hybrids and varieties, imported by him last year from the Eastern Archipelago.

Those interested in these beautiful plants may view them at Mr. W. B.'s Establishment.

Mr. William Bull has lately received from his Collectors in the United States of Colombia many
thousands of CATTLEYAS, extremely handsome and distinct varieties, dried flowers of which can be

seen; ODONTOGLOSSUMS, including O. CRISPUM (ALEXANDRA), and O. HASTILABIUM
;

ONCIDIUM WELTONI, and O. KRAMERIANUM, and various other species.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE BEST TWO POTATOS.
VERY HEAVY CROPPERS. LEAST AFFECTED BY DISEASE.

BUTTONS'

Red-skin Flourbail.

Originally introduced by

Sutton & Sons, in 1869,

and consider.ibly improved

by them since that time.

A very Heavy Cropper.

Excellent Cooker.

Unequalled for Late Use.

Three Hundred Pounds

of Seed planted produced

Two Tons Fourteen Cwt.

One Quarter.

From Mr. John PuLLlN, Gardener

/o E. St. Paul Chaplin, Esq, , Las-

boroitgk Park Gardens, Sept. 26,

1874.

" I have just had the Red-skin

Flourhall Potatos lifted, and again

found it free from disease. Having

grown it now three seasons, I can

Epe.ik confidently to its being disease-

proof, a heavy cropper, and f the

best quality for table use."

BUTTONS' iRED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATO.

From Seven Pounds

planted in 1874, One

Hundred and Eighty-five

Founds -weight were

raised.

From Mr. Wm. Paterson, Gardener

to Her Majesty the Queen, Bal

moral, Oct. 25, 1873.

" Your New Hundredfold Fuke

Potato is of good size and flavour, and

quite firee from disease."

[[Remarkably Free from]

;

Disease.

Excellent Cooking
Qualities.

A very Heavy Cropper.

From Mr. A. Tucker, Gardener to

the Rev. H. Brice, Goathurst,

Sept. 17, 1874.

" The Hundredfold Fuke is the best

kidney Potato I have ever grown. A
splendid crop, and not one diseased."

BUTTONS' NEW HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.
Lowest Price per Bushel, Sack, or Ton on application.

SiittoHs' Priced Descriptive List of Choice Seed Potatos Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, The IQueen's Seedsmen. READING, ,
BERKS.
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ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SHOW of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, <&c.,

March 17, 1S75.

AWARDS Of tbe JUDGES.
Class 3-1: HYACINTHS, liiigle spikes, distinct.

(Amateurs.)
rst, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. Co F. Whilbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall,

Ilford. (.1 loj.

2d, Mr. G. Toms. Gr. to H. Wetciihall, Esq., The Poplars,

Seven Sister's Road, Stoke Newington, iji.

Class 5.-6 HYACINTHS, single spikes, new kinds never
before exhibited. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Douglas, loj.

Class 7.—la Pots of TULIPS, not fewer than 6 kinds.
(Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. J. Donglas, 15J.
|
sd, Mr. G. Toms, loj.

Class 10.—6 ORCHIDS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams, The Nurseries, Upper Holloway, C^-

Class 14.—30 CYCLAMENS. (Open).
1st, Mr. G. Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa.

Cambridge Park, Twickenham,

Class 16.— ij CYCLAMENS. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. G. Goddard.

Class 22.—18 HARDY SPRING FLOWERS in Pols, distinct.

(Open.)
ist, Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, It.

Class 23.-6 HARDY PRIMROSES (Acaulis type), double.
distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. R. Dean, 51.

Class 24.-6 HARDY PRIMROSES (Acaulis type), single,

distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. R. Dean, 5J.

Class 25.-6 HARDY PRIMROSES (Polyanthus type),

distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. R. Dean, 5^.

Cla.ss 28.-2 Bunches LATF, BLACK GRAPES. (Open),
ist, Mr. J. Ridgut, Gr. to W. S. Brown, Esq., Woodhatch

Lodge, Reigate, £,\,

2d, Mr. W. Wildsmith, Gr. to Viscount Eversley, Hecklield,
Winchfield, isi.

Class 30.—3 Kinds of DESSERT APPLES, distinct, 6 fruits

of each. (Open.)
1st, Mr. T. Parsons, Gr. to R. Altenborough, Esq., Fairlawn,

Acton G
Mr. J. CU

Class 31.—3 Kinds of KITCHEN APPLES, distinct, 6 fruits

of each. (Open.)
ist, Mr. T. Parsons, 7s. id.

2d, Mr. J. Woodbridge, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland,
Syon House, Brentford, 5J.

Class 32.-3 Kinds of DESSERT PEARS, distinct, 6 fruits of

eact\. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Clark, ^s. M.
Class 33.-3 Kinds of KITCHEN PEARS, distinct, 6 fruits

of each. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Clark, 7s. (d.

Class 35.— 12 Crowns of SEAK.4LE. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Clark, 5^.

Class 3f.-24 MUSHROOMS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. T. Record, Gr. to J. Whatman, Esq., Vintcrs Park,

Maidstone, is.

Class 38.— i Brace of CUCUMBERS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Douglas, ^s. M.

MISCELLANEOUS.—EXTRA PRIZE.S.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for

a Group of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, &c.. Silver
Medal.

Mr. J. Wills, Sussex Place, Old Erompton, for a Group of
Foliage and Flowering Plants, Silver Medal.

Mr. W. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, for a Group of
Camellias in pots in flower. Silver Medal

Mr. E. ,S. Williams, for a Group of Foliage and FIowerlnE
Plants, Silver Medal.

Mr. ]. Aldous, Florist, &c., Gloucester Road, South Kensing-
ton, for a Group of Foliage and Flowering Plants, Bronze

! Medal.
Medal.

Mr. G. Goddard, for a Group of Cycia

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.
Prt^mii-Her Majestv the Qi:een.

PirsMna—Ui!. Grace the Dike of Richwond.
Allowances to Pensioners.

Married ^£40 per annum.
Male T26 „
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters ;^2o „

Every information to be bad of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Fundsof the Institution,
will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at
6 o'clock.

H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.
Dinner tickets, 21s., application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.-The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's onWEDNESDAY, June 16, at i. o'clock precisely, and the
ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past II o'clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in
each year

; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in anear

Oflices of the Institution-
No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1S75.

THE ISLANDS OF FINISTERE.
(t',.„,,'«„'.',^/r«« A3J4.)

WHAT strikes a stranger at first sight at

Oucssant is to find nobody but women
there. The men are away in the service of the

navy, or are busily employed on board their

fishing boats. Conseciuently it is the women
who cultivate the ground. I saw some forking

up Potatos out of the earth. The children

picked them up and piled them in heaps, whilst

other women came and carted them away.

Others, again, were digging their fields, for

the plough is unknown in this corner of the

world. All these people appeared healthy and

strong. The women might be called very good-

looking, with their long hair streaming over

their shoulders, and their flat-topped head-

dresses in the Italian style. They rear oxen

and horses, a great many fowls, but especially

a whole army of sheep—more than 6000 for

2000 inhabitants. And such sheep ! One of

these animals, skinned and dressed for cooking,

weighed about 10 lb., and it was the fattest we

could find. In justice I ought to add that it

was excellent, as likewise was every one we ate.

The hens are equally numerous with the sheep.

There was a lime when the horses were the

same ; but this small race, much sou.ght after to

go in harness, has disappeared through the

fault of the inhabitants. According to what the

old people told me, these horses were extremely

vigorous, and must have borne a great resein-

blance to the good little island horses on which

I have taken many a pleasant ride.

Everything, however, is small at Ouessant,

even to the windmills. I stood stupefied before

the first I met with. Fancy a cubic yard of un-

mortared masonry, on which a sentry-box is

perched. Four sails, a yard and a half long

each, complete this wonderful molary system.

But what a host of them there arc ! 1 pictured

to myself that some dealer in playthings, having

giants' children for customers, had left his stock

in trade behind him, and I walked away laugh-

ing and humming the refrain

—

" Pleurez, pleurez petits enfants,

Vous aurez dcs moulins a vent."

" Cry a-.vay, children ; cry till to-morrow
;

You shall have windmills to comfort your sorrow.

Cry away, babies ; cry, cry away
;

There's plenty of windmills to help you to play."

Behind the houses, which are neatly constructed,

are inclosures wherein grow a few meagre
vegetables, consumptive Apples and Fig trees,

which are pitilessly shorn by the wind the

moment they venture to overtop their shelter-

ing walls. A few inhabitants indulge in luxury

to the extent of cultivating flowers, including

Roses, Fuchsias, Lavatera arborea, Veronica

decussata.

These people lead a happy life, undisturbed

by the pressure of artificial wants, of which

they remain in ignorance. They are honest,

worthy people, who send their children to

school, who listen to the voice of their mayor

and their cure', and all whose cares and anxieties

are centred in the father and the husband out

at sea, when the storm is raging. Too often,

alas ! those fears are not groundless, and the

poor widow and her orphan children have to

follow, in tears, a cross, which is the repre-

sentative of the beloved lost one, and over

which—a touching custom of this primitive and

religious people—the funeral ceremonies are

performed in the absence of his body beneath

the cruel waves.

I return to my botany. What surprised me
from the first moment was to see a large quan-

tity of cultivated Arundo Donax, strong and

vigorous. It is employed in the fabrication of

fish-traps. Oziers also arc grown for the same

purpose. A plant found in the wild state almost

everywhere is Veronica decussata, known here,

as well as in Molene, by the name of Myrte de

Ouessant or Ou(*ssant Myrtle. In the two days

which I spent on the island I collected 243

Phanerogams, for the most part extremely

common. Nevertheless, I found Ophioglossum

lusitanicum already in fructification, Raphanus

maritimus, Viola lancifolia, .Sambucus ebulus,

very rare on the continent ; Anagallis tenella,

Plantago lanceolata var. lanuginosa, Suseda

fruticosa, Scilla verna, Spiranthes autumnalis,

Triglochin palustre, divers Rushes, several

Carices, Rumex rupestris, one of the good plants

of Finistcre, Ilydrocotyle vulgaris, several

Mints, Inula crithmoides, Crithmum maritimum,

Celery, Samolus valerandi, &c. I reckoned

much on finding some of the rock-loving

Statices, but there was not a trace of them.

Another cause of astonishment was the absence

of Ulex europicus. It exists on some cultivated

lands as a forage plant, but is replaced in a

wild state by U. nanus.

My herborisation finished, I returned to sleep

on board, for we were to leave at daybreak.

In fact, at five in the morning I was awakened

by the preparations for getting under weigh,

and I stepped on decktobid farewell to Ouessant,

which I am never likely to revisit. At a quarter

past five we started for the He de .Seins. I did

not expect to inake any grand discoveries in

that island, which consists of nothing but rock

covered with sand. Its length is a mile and a

half, and its breadth does not exceed a quarter

of a mile. Moreover, it lies so low that the sea

sometimes submerges it. In 1864, during a

gale of wind from the south-east, the water

entered into the houses, and the~ complete

destruction of the village was with difficulty

prevented. In spite of the slight elevation

above the level of the sea, there is a well in the

middle of the island whose water is perfectly

sweet. I could, therefore, only e.xpect to

find a few sand-loving plants. But an in-

terest of a different kind attracted ine to the

He de Seins. I wished to have a near view of

its inhabitants, to whom the Government, fifty

years ago, was obliged to make an allowance of

biscuit, bacon, and haricots, to keep them

alive. It was no more than a just recompense

for their devotion in saving the vessels so often

in distress about their island. For a consider-

able lime past, the increased means of com-

munication have enabled them to sell their fish

to advantage. The making of soda has also

greatly helped their trade ; so that amongst all

the 750 inhabitants there is not a single

pauper; comfort and ease are everywhere

apparent. The land, tilled by the women, as

at Ouessant, produces little besides Barley

and a few vegetables. This Barley is given as

forage, with a very sparing hand, to the few

cattle kept in the place, and whose principal pro-

vender consists of seaweed ; consec[uently, the

milk from the cows is strong and charged with

iodine. Might not this fact be turned to s'ome

good medicinal purpose .' Flour, biscuit, bacon,

and Potatos are obtained from the continent, but

the alimentary mainstay of the population are

congers, whose flesh, prepared in the same way

as cod, hangs drying in the sun on the walls

of the houses all summer long. Dried seaweeds

are exclusively employed as firing. I found

there seventy-four plants, including Honkeneja

peploides, Lavatera arborea, Eryngium mariti-

mum, Matricaria maritima, Plantago intermedia,

Armeria maritima, Salsola Kali, Carex arenaria,

Euphorbia portlandica, Spergularia rubra,.
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Malva sylvestris and rotundifolia, Oxalis corni-

culata, Merciirialis annua, Glyceria conferta,

Sclerochloa loUacea, &c. But the plant which

gave me the greatest pleasure was Euphorbia

peplis, which I had not hitherto been able

to find on the Breton coast, where it is very

rare.

About two o'clock we left the island for

Douarnenez (on the mainland, and which gives

its name to a capacious bay). We had to cross

the Raz de Seins, notorious for the shipwrecks

of which it is frequently the scene. We had

then got away from the rocks which surround

the He de Seins with a stockade of stone, and

found ourselves in waters comparatively calm
;

but before us the stream of a veritable river

more than a mile broad was rushing with a

current of seven or eight knots an hour, cover-

ng the rocks with sheets of foam, and forming

vast whirlpools here and there. The muffled

roar which reached the ear increased the in-

describable impression made on the eye by the

sublime spectacle of the mighty and resistless

sea, the inaccessible coast, the Bale des Trd-

passes, or Dead IMen's Bay, rightly so called,

with rocks, rocks, rocksj the terror of naviga-

tors, everywhere around ; and I said to myself,

with the Roman poet

—

" Illi robur et ses triplex

Circa pectus erat, qui fragilem truci

Commisit pelago ratem

Primus."

We are now in the very midst ot the current,

which costs us considerable efforts to traverse.

Running along the inhospitable coast which

stretches from the Pointe du Raz eastwards, we
reached Douarnenez at sunset. The bay was

brilliantly lighted up, as was also the Mcne'z-

Hom, the last massive spur of the mountains of

Arei, while the pointed church spires stood out

in strong contrast to the bright blue sky. More
than 600 sardine fishing-boats were returning

laden in closely crowded groups, and filled the

port of Douarnenez as it were in an instant.

The ]VI6idz-Hom, with its triple summit, is

one of many examples of the way in which
Christianity has been grafted on paganism.

The tradition is that its name (the mountain of

the trough) is derived from a trough employed
in their ceremonies by the Druids, and by such

of their followers as took to the art of healing.

The first missionaries, finding it impossible to

suppress the superstitious veneration of which
this trough was the object, came to a com-
promise with the popular belief and built on
the same spot a chapel, which they dedicated

to St. Come, mainly on account of the similarity

of name, but also because the saint, like the

Druids, practised medicine. On one of the

Mdn^z-Hom's, or Mdn(iz-Chom's, three tops

stands a dolmen, on another are the remains of

a cromlech. The summit, 10S2 feet above the

level of the sea, is often enveloped in mists, but

when they clear away the tourist is repaid for

the toil of the ascent by a splendid panorama,
including the Rade de Brest and the Bay of

Douarnenez, from which it is separated by the

peninsula of Crozon.

At Douarnenez I bade adieu to my friend the

captain, thanking him for his kind hospitality

and for the pleasant voyage he had enabled me
to make. Although I had not found those ex-

traordinary plants which my imagination had
led me to expect, I had been enabled to take

a look at the insular vegetation of Brittany, and
to make sure that it was the same as that of the

neighbouring coasts, which is only a natural

consequence of the same geological characters.

But the voyage, if it had but slight botanical

results, made me acquainted with populations

whose life, passed in the midst of incessant

dangers, endows them with an energy far from
common, and whose removal from the con-

act of other men has preserved from many
vices, by inspiring them with simple tastes and

peaceable and gentle habits. It is something

also to have trodden spots once the sanc-

tuaries of Druids and Gallic priestesses, every

trace of whom has been unfortunately swept

away by Christianity. I have thus also com-

pleted my peregrinations through that noble

department, Finistere, so full of interest for the

naturalist, the painter, the antiquary, and the

historian. C. T.

New Garden Plants.

Drimia (?) IIAWORTIIIOIDES, Baicr, n. sp.*

Sent by Mr. Bolus from the province of Graaf

Reinet, Cape Colony, to the Kew bulb collection,

where it produced flowers in December, 1S74, and
leaves in February, 1S75.

This is a very curious and instructive plant. It has

entirely the floral structure of the genus Drimia, but

in the ten or a dozen species of that genus which are

already known we have an ordinary underground
tunicaled bulb, with the outer coats dry, brown, and
membranous, like those of a Hyacinth or Scilla.

Here there is no underground bulb at all, but a dense

above-ground rosette of thick fleshy scales, like a

rosette of Haworthia turgida or limpida, from the

centre of which, after the scape has died down, a few

small fleshy proper leaves are produced. So that we
have here a very curious link of connection in the series

of provisions for a reservoir of nutriment for plants

growing in rainless or arid tracts between the fleshy

HAWORTHI01DE=;

leaves of an Aloe or Agave and the ordinary

squamose bulb of a Lily, the latter passing by gradual

stages of transition into the ordinary tunicated bulbs

of Liliacea? and Amaryllidaceoe.

Underground roots consisting only of a few fleshy

fibres ; above-ground rosette, like that of a Haworthia,

a sessile rosette 3 inches broad and an inch high, con-

sisting of about thirty oblong-spathulate purplish-grey

scale-leaves without chlorophyll, each 9— 12 lines

long, 3—4 lines broad, acute at the tip, \ inch thick,

flat on the face, hemispherical on the back. From
the centre of this comes in February a rosette of 3—

4

blunt-spreading, ligulate, glabrous, carnoso-herbaceous

proper leaves \\—2 inches long, 3—4 lines broad.

Scape produced from the centra of the rosette in

December, a foot long, slender, terete. Raceme
3 inches long, laxly 12—20 flowered. Pedicels

ascending, \
— \ inch long. Bracts as long as the

pedicels, caducous, with a short distinct basal spur.

Perianth i inch long, white banded with green, with,

just as in the ordinary Drimias, a short campanulate
basal cup, and six narrow strap-shaped divisions

connivent at the lower part, and rolling back at the

tip. Stamens and style nearly as long as the perianth.

Ovary of an ordinary Drimia. f. G. B,

Phal/ENopsis leucorri-ioda, Rchb. f, (see ante,

P- 301).

I have lately received another specimen of this

novelty. It is a broad variety with a grsen leaf. The
new flower has the tendrils of the middle parti-

tion of the lip very thin and long, and quite like those

of P. amabilis ; the callus, too, is like that P. amabilis,

but yellow. And yet the flower is easily recognised,

the petals having a rosy hue, the lines of the lateral

partitions of the lip being brownish, not purplish,

there being much yellow over the whole lip, and
numerous brownish dots on the lateral sepals inside.

All the sepals are yellowish green oatside, while the
whole shape of the flower is that of P. Schilleriana.

This time the flower came from Mr. Bull, who did
not send it earlier owing to the frost. H. G. Rchb. /.

I have just been favoured by Mr. Low with

two flowers of another variety of the same plant.

It is very much more like the old P. amabilis. The
first difference that strikes me is the tendency of

the tendrils of the lip to be abortive ; they are short

and small in one flower, and exceedingly small, short

bristles in the other. Then we must look to the

callus on the lip's base. It is deep orange, with deep
scarlet dots. The longest tooth is at its base. There
is also much more dark purple on the anterior lacinia

of the lip than in any genuine amabilis. I may state

that the callus of P. amabilis is much narrower and
higher, having three teeth, the intermediate being
much higher, the whole body usually (always ?) white,

with brownish dots and some very little pallid sulphur
colour. When I obtained the flowers they were pure
cream-white, but when they had been two days in my
room they were covered with a rosy hue on sepals

and petals. I intend to give figures, at least of the

flowers, in the third volume of Xcnia Orchldacea, now
in preparation.

]\Ir. Low writes :
— " I send two flowers from the

same importation, from a plant which we sold to

George Heriot, Esq., of Highgate, who tells us it is

in habit like amabilis." Tfiis plant has a remark-
able analogy to Odontoglossum Warscewiczii. It is

as inferior to a good P. Schilleriana as any Odonto-
glossum previously seen is inferior to a good O. vexil-

larium, and yet both have their high value founded on
their being exceedingly rare. N. G. Rchb. f.

Drhriia (?) haworthicidcs. Baker, n. sp.—Radicibus fibrosis

carno'sis : bulbo hypoga^o millo : foliis circiter 30 dense rosu-
latis exterioribus more Haworthia; crassis oblongo-spathulatis
baud chlorophyllosis facie subplanis dorso hemisphajricis . foliis

prcpriis ^—4 po?t scapiim prjductis (111 bonis noscris vtr-

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

(Continued from p. 204.)

V.

—

On the Botanical Characteristics of
THE Zones of Heat {continued).

In the last lesson we had only lime to study the

characteristics of tlie warmest of the four zones of

heat, and have, therefore, still the three others to

consider.

2. The Subtropical or IVarrn- Tcmprraie Zone.—The
tropic of Cancer runs through the midOle of Mexico,

to the north of the West Indies, strikes Africa raid-

way between Morocco and Senegal, runs between

Egypt and Nubia, stretches across the north of the

great Indian peninsula from Kurrachee to Calcutta,

and thence by way of Canton and Formosa, north of

the Sandwich Islands. The tropic of Capricorn

crosses from the north of Chili to Rio Janeiro, strikes

Africa south of Benguela, and crosses to the opposite

shore some distance north of Natal, crosses Australia

north of all the settled colonies, and runs south of the

Friendly and Society Island?. This subtropical or

warm-temperate zone includes two belts round the

world outside of these, varying in breadth from 900 to

1400 miles, which altogether take up about 13,000,000

square miles of land, or about a quarter of the earth's

surface. As compared with either the intertropical

or cool-temperate zones, this one is much broken

up, and contains no less than seven considerable

dissevered areas—in the northern hemisphere, North

Mexico, the Southern United States and Southern

half of California; in Asia, Persia, the northern half

of Arabia, Affghanistan, Beloochistan, India south of

the Himalayas, exclusive of the peninsula, the southern

half of China, and perhaps we should also say the

southern extremity of Japan ; and in Europe and

Africa the Mediterranean basin ; in the southern

hemisphere at sea-level the whole of Cape Colony ; in

Australia, Queensland, West Australia, South Aus-

tralia, Victoria, New South Wales and Tasmania, the

whole of New Zealand at sea-level ; and in America,

Chili, Buenos Ayres, La Plata, and the southern

provinces of Brazih

Its general climate is best defined by saying that,

whilst in the south it slides into the torrid zone very

gradually, and in the continental or excessive climates

its summer heat falls scarcely short of that of the

equatorial regions, yet this heat comes for one season

only, and does not last during the whole four. The
winter nowhere sinks down to the point where vegeta-

iinlibus) parvis ligulatis glabris vlridibus carnoso-herbaccis :

scapo (hyemali) pedali ; racemo laxe 12—20 floro
;
bracteis basi

calcaratis pedicellis brevibus squilon^is ; periaiithio semiunciali

lii^iil.itis ;
ggnUalibiis perianthio Eequilon.-^is.
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tion experiences a sensible check from cold, but is

such that in various warm portions of its area— as, for

instance, iheGaiigetic plain and the oases of the Libyan

Desert—the common cool-temperate cereals, especially

Wheat, are jjrown as a crop, which is planted and

reaped in the three coldest months, to be followed

during the summer by something that needs a sub-

tropical iieat, like Cotton, Maize, or Indigo. As
compared with the torrid and cool-temperate /.ones

this is, upon the whole, a dry one. A good deal of

the region where rain never falls comes within its

limits, and the rain in other parts— as, for instance,

round the Mediterranean basin— is small in amount,

and has a tendency to periodicity in its downfall.

Of these continental or dry floras we have examples

in those of the Mediterranean basin, the Cape, Aus-

tralia, MexiL-o, and the btlt across South America
from North Chili to Buenos Ayres ; and of the other

kind, the damp or insular type, in those of the

Southern United States, New Zealand, and the

Eastern Himalayas, which last, lying as it does at the

foot of a great range of mountains facing the South,

has a flora the most tropical in its character of all

those of this zone.

We might, <? priori^ expect that, under these general

conditions of diminished heat and moisture, the flora

of this subtropical zone would show a marked diminu-

tion in number of species as compared with the torrid

zone. But this is not really the case, for we have

within its bounds some of the richest and most varied

floras in the world. At the Cape, within about a

quarter of the area of Europe, nearly 9000 plants

have been gathered. We cannot estimate at less than

10,000 species the flora of the Mediterranean basin,

taking into it the country up to the Caucasusand bounds

of India, as included in Boissier's great Flora Orien-

talisy now in course of publication. In extra-tropical

Australia, with New Zealand, there will probably be

7000 or 8000 plants.

The three areas of North India with China,

Mexico with the Southern United States, and

the subtropical belt in South America, may per-

haps be counted as good for 5000 species each ; so

that as comparatively few of the species of this zone

extend into more than one of the six or seven dis-

severed geographical areas of which it is composed,

we may fairly estimate the total flora of the zone as

being not short of 40,000 species, or two-fifths of the

known number of plants in the world. The diminution

of heat and moisture works not in lessening the

number of species, but in reducing the luxuriance of

individuals.

The features which give the general tone to the

physiognomy of its vegetation are as follows:— l.

The most striking poe^itive character of the zone is the

abundance of its erect bushes, and low, stunted trees,

which are spread through its limits in wonderful
quantity and variety, the dry character of its climate

telling upon their jacies in producing compactness of

growth, small size and rigidity of leaf, and very often

in the development of prickles on the stem and leaf-

edges, and of glandular dots upon their foliar sur-

faces, such as the Cistacea:; and Labiatre of the Medi-
terranean basin, the Myrtacece, Kutace^e, Proteacex,

Thymeleace^e, Epacridaceee, and shrubby Composita:
(if the southern hemisphere, and the Brooms and
Heaths of both its northern and southern bells. 2.

Another positive character of the zone is, that it

is the great seat of the terrestrial Orchids, which
aie usually represented in each geographical area

by special generic types. 3. Entire absence of many of

the tropical types of form, and great diminution and
gradual running out of those of more flexible consti-

tution, such as Tree Ferns, Palms, Dracrcnas, epiphy-

tic Orchids, Peppers and Figs, all of which stop

before the polar limit of this zone is reached. 4. In-

coming of various striking types shared between this

and the cool-temperate zone, such as Umbelliferre,

Crucifera:, Cupulifera; and Conifera;. 5. A smaller

proportion of woody plants than in the torrid zone,

and especially a larger proportion of annuals and of

terrestrial mosses and lichens. 6. Incoming of the

greensward-producing grasses, such as Poa, Festuca,

Bromus, IIolcus, Agrostis, and Anthoxanthura, but
the green covering they make is soon burnt up in

the summer, 7. Incoming of the temperate cereal

grasses, such as Wheat and Barley, which often yield

great crops in a short time, and outgoing of such as

Rice, Maize, Cotton, and Indigo.

The following are the principal natural orders and
suborders which are either characteristic of the sub-

tropical zone, or, at any rate, are much more abund-
ant here than anywhere else :— Cruciferee, Resedacere,

Cistacea?, Silenea?, Portulacex, Berberidacecc, Papa-
sporacea;, RutaccK, Diosme^e, Boroniere, Rhamnacea^,
veracere, Fumariacere, Geraniacece, Oxalidacere, Pitto-

Podalyriea;, Genistea;, Stackhousiacere, Brunoniacere,

Ficoidese, Cactacece, Umbelliferse, Loasaceas, Lobe-
liacesa, Stellaire, Campanulacere, Goodeniace^e, Dip-
sacex, Valeriaviacea?, Caiyceracece, many tribes of
Composite, Chamailauciece, Leptospermere, Myopo-
race::e, gelaginaceoe, Labiatte,Orobanchace£e, Ericaceae.

Epacridacece, NolanacetT, Thymelacea;, Proteacca:;,

Paronychiacea:, Plumbaginacese, terrestrial Orchids,

Iridacea?, Eiliacea.-, Colchicacca:, Restiacete, Hypoxid-
acea;, AmarylUdaceje, and Ila^madoracerc.

Amongst large or striking genera that have their

head-quarters here, and arc not included in the

above groups, are Clematis, Althaea, Lavalera, Mal-

vastrum, Rhus flex, Linum, Ononis, Medicogo,

Trifolium, Trigonella, ('oronilla, Acxna, Cliffortia,

h'uchsia, (I'Mothera, Eythrum. Camellia, Auciiba,

Kscallonia, Gunnera, Cotyledon, Jasminum, Pliilly-

rea, Cyclamen, Scrophularia, Linaria, Verbascum,

Petunia, Stapelia, Nicotiana, Verbena, Ephedra,

Muhlenbeckia, Podocarpus, Melica, Aristida, Cheil-

anthes, Pella^a, Nothochlxna, and Eomaria.

The principal plants cultivated on a large scale for

human use in the subtropical zone are Rice, Maize,

Wheat, Barley, Millet, Lentil, Cicer, various kinds

of Bean, Fenugreek ; amongst fruits the Vine, Fig,

Pomegranate, Olive, Apricot, Peach, Orange, Lemon,
and .Spanish Chestnut, Saffron, the gum arable tree,

the Vallonia Oak, Cinchona, Tobacco, Aloe, Maguey
(Agave), Senna, Castor-oil plant. Tea, Opium,
Clover (Trifolium alexandrinum), the scented Labiat:ij,

such as Marjoram, Thyme, Sage, Basil, Lavender
and Rosemary, and the Cucumber and various kinds

of Gourd and Melon.

3. The Cool' Tftn/^crate Zone \nd\\xd.t% in the northern

hemisphere a belt from 1500 to 2000 miles broad,

stretching across the three great continents, which
embraces an area of about 16,000,000 square miles.

In the southern hemisphere, at sea-level, it includes

only the Patagonian peninsula and a few small islands,

so that altogether it takes in about a third of the

earth's surface.

The distribution of heat through its area varies far

more than it docs through the two warmer zones, the

two broad general marks which characterise it being

that there is always a winter of such a kind as to give

a decided check to all vegetation, combined with a

summer at least warm enough for the cultivation of

the common cereal grasses and Potatos, which, with

the Cabbage and Turnip, are the hardiest of the plants

grown on a large scale for the use of man. As we
cross this belt in the direction of the poles the winters

lengthen and the summers grow shorter and shorter,

subject to the modification caused by the difference

between insular and continental climates. In England
our deciduous trees are bare of their leaves for half

the year ; at a height of 4000—5000 feet in the Alps
the length of the period of the vegetation is said to

be 200 days ; at 5000— 6000 feet, where cereal cultiva-

tion ceases, 170 days; and at sea-level at St. Peters-

burg not more than 130 days out of the 365.

{To be co/ttifiifcd.)

THE LATE FROST.*
The winter of 1874-75 has proved more destruc-

tive to vegetation generally in this district than any of

the intervening seasons since the memorable winter

of iS6o6[. Various circumstances combine to

render the effects of a severe frost particularly notice-

able in this situation, and they are always more
marked after a very wet and foggy period, such as was
experienced towards the close of last year. .Situated

in the centre of the long flat strath through which

the river Almond flows, the wide area of level

land in this district 15 peculiarly liable to

mist and fog, which envelope the young plantation

grounds, and, along with the retentive nature of the

soil, frequently retard the ripening of the year's growth

of wood during the autumn months. Another cir-

cumstance which contributes to render frost more
severely felt upon evergreens in this locality than in

many others, is the fact that its altitude is only 92 feet

above sea-level, and that it possesses a southern
aspect, which exposes vegetation to the severe alter-

nations of frosty nights and sunshiny days. Although
the frost of last winter was scarcely so intense

as that of 1S60-61, when the lowest indication

of the thermometer was 10" below zero, there

was a considerably greater amount of wind, which
always proves very destructive to evergreens and
Conifers, inasmuch as it blows oft the covering

mantle of snow which protects their young wood and
buds. From this cause many of the shrubs in this

district have, during the past winter, sufltred severely

;

and indeed it is hardly possible as yet to estimate the

fall extent of tiie injury which has been done by last

winter's frost : for some specimens, at present very

much browned in appearance, may recover. So far,

however, as we can yet discover, we may state

that in this locality the Lauiustinus (Viburnum
Tinus) is killed outright — a few plants only, in

more sheltered positions, being alive under the snow^

line. The common Cherry Laurel (Prunus Lauro-
Cerasus) is at the present date showing more signs

of having suflered than it did immediately afier

" Effects of the T.atc frost on Trees and Shrubs at Carlowiie,
' Edinburgh :" a p;iper read at the March meeting of the

the continuance of the frost, and has lost all last

year's growth of wood. In one situation, in rather

wet soil, where some two-year-old cuttings were
planted, about two-thirds were completely killed.

It is a noticeable fact that the Caucasian vnriely of

the Cherry I,aurel has proved much hardier than
the common, while the Colchic variety, with its

handsome narrower-shapcd leaves, of paler green,

has suffered most of all. The common Portugal
Laurel {Prunus lusitanica) has been very much
browned, and in many places is now shedding its

leaves ; and some of the young wood on the more
exposed portions of the plant has been killed.

Hollies both common and variegated, have been
more or less afltcted ; and the larger specimens, about

30 feet in height, have, as was the case in 1S60-61,

lost many of their leaves, and which they still continue
to shed. It is a noticeable feature in regard to the

variegated Hollies, that the golden varieties have
suffered far more severely than the silver, and also

that the parts of the leaves which are most injured are

the variegated portions. At first sight it mighc be
thought that this was merely apparent, and due to the

tarnished brown colour being more visible on these

than on the green parts of the leaf; but on examina-
tion it will be found that this is not so, but that the

variegated parts have, in reality, proved more suscep-

tible to the influence of the frost. The variety called

popularly the variegated Prickly Hedgehog (Ilexfcrox

variegata) has proved the most tender of the varie-

gated varieties, and next to it the Golden Milkmaid
(Ilex aureo marginata) ; while of the green varieties,

the smooth-leaved sort. Ilex aurea Dahoon, has been
the most injured.

The common Ivy has been very much singed, and
the points of its shoots are much frost-bitten. Varie-

gated varieties have, as was noticed in regard to

Hollies, generally fared the worst ; one kind, the

Algerian (H. algeriensis), has suffered more severely

than any other, and, as was noticed in the case of the

Colchic Laurel, it is of that delicate palish green
colour ; indeed, this peculiar tint of green appears to

be more susceptible of injuiy from weather than any
other, for we have instances of this in thePinusPinsapo,
P. lasiocarpa, and other evergreens. In situations

with a southern exposure the heart-leaved Ivy (If.

Rcegneriana) has been very much browned, and much
of its young wood has been killed. Another wall-

creeper, Crat;T;gus crenulata, has been killed to the

ground.
Wall Roses have been very severely injured,

and on the open border there have been more
casualties among standard and dwarf hybrid perpetual
Roses than was experienced here even in the winter
of iS6o-6i. Amongst the newer Conifera?, the Wel-
lingtonia gigantea has stood uninjured—a peculiarity

of this species which we have before noticed ; and it

is far more likely that the Wellingtonia in this country
will sufter from the effects of frosty spring winds than
from the intensity of frost. The variegated Welling-
tonia has sufTered very severely in its golden patches

of variegation, which are completely killed, although
the plants are otherwise uninjured ; and it is to be
hoped that as they progress in growth they will again
throw out fresh shoots here and there of their delicate

straw-coloured markings. Taxodium sempervirens
has probably suffered more than any other of the

newer Conifer;^. Plants of this species of from 3 to 6
feet in height, which had been transplanted to their

present position la^t spring, although they had quite

recovered from the effects of removal, and had made
vigorous growths for the year, have perished outright.

Other specimens, from 12 to 20 feet in height, have
lost many of their outer last year's shoots.

Several specimens of Cupressus Liwsoniana have
been much browned in the foliage ; but although they
may lose some of their outer fringes the plants are

otherwise perfectly safe, and it is only when exposed
to the sun and wind that they have been thus affected.

One variety, C. Lawsoniana amabiUs, has received so
severe a check, and appears so sickly, that it is im-
possible at present to say whether it will survive or
not. Cedrus atlantica has been a good deal scorched
on the tips of its needles, and has suffered more in

this respect than either C. Deodara or C. Libani. Tlie

Araucaria imbricata has been a good deal browned on
its young shoots, and presents the peculiar and sus-

picious-looking feature which many plants did in

iS6o-6i, that of curving the points of its lateral

branches downwards ; and although it is yet too soon
to speak definitely as to the amount of injury which
this species has received, we fear that, with a recur-

rence of frosty easterly winds during the present and
next month, many specimens of this handsome plant
will be found to have been permanently disfigured.

It is a notable fact that several Araucarias which
were killed down to the snowline here in lS6o-6i
have suffered materially less during the p7.>t winter
tlian others wh'ch have been planted here since,

though located under similar circumstances—a fact

which, T think, goes to prove that as many of the

more recently introduced Conifers become longer

inur-d to the climatic changes of Britain, they will

thiow off any tendency to delicacy they at first
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evinced, and probably in future years the produce of

cones grown and ripened in this country will present

a vigour and robustness which their progenitors

lacked. Among the other Conifers which have,

more or less, been severely browned in their foliage,

and whicli have partially lost some of their last year's

growth, I may notice Abies Douglasii, which, where
exposed to wind, has suffered severely ; Pinus mon-
ticola, P. grandis, P. Pinsapo, P. cephalonica, P.

Edgariana, P. Jeffreyi, and P. Lowii (Parsonsii). In
some exposures Cedrus Deodara is slightly singed on
the weather side, while the following have all escaped

thoroughly unscathed :—P. Laricio, P. excelsa, P. bal-

saraea, P. Noidmanniana, P. Sabiniana, P. nobilis,

P. cembioides, P. Cembra, Libocedrus decurrenp,

Thuja gigantea, Thujopsis borealis, Retinospora pisi-

fera, and R. obti^sa. Amongst the Cupressus family,

where again the pale green tint and foliage we have
already referred to is predominant, it is noticeable

that C. Lambertiana is in many places dead, and in

others the young twigs are so severely browned that

they are shed from the plant by simply passing the

hand along the branch. Cupressus macrocarpa has

lost most of its young shoots, and contrasting with
the fastigiate habit of this Pine, the curved-over affec-

tion of its lateral branches is most striking and appa-

rent. C. Goveniana has lost all its last year's wood,
and looks sickly throughout the whole plant.

together and became loose, so that on the first blast

of wind they were displaced and fell to the ground.
From the foregoing notes it will be observed, that

it is hardly possible at this date to give an accurate

list of all the shrubs and evergreens which have either

proved hardy or unable to resist the severity of such
a winter as that of last year ; but it is to be hoped that

the list already given of such specimens as the frost

appears to have seriously affected will not require to

be augmented by further experience, while, on the

other hand, we trust that with a niild and genial

spring, and an absence of easterly frosty winds, many
of those species already reported as in a state of

dubious vitality may yet recover.

P. S.— It should have been stated that the lowest

temperature reached during last winter was on New
Year's Day morning, January i, 1875, when it regis-

tered here 4° below zero at 4 feet from the ground.
On the ground, S'' below zero was the minimum
point reached.

AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS.
In the Victoria and Paradise Nursery, at Upper

Holloway, there are two admirably constructed span-

roofed houses specially devoted to the culture and

exhibition of Azaleas and Camellias respectively, and

shape ; La Maestosa, cerise-crimson, occasionally

mottled with white ; and Mathotiana alba, one of the

very best of the double whites.

To see the Azilea-house in full beauty we must
wait until the month of May, when they form a most
attractive spectacle, as may be imagined when we
state that such well-known and highly esteemed
varieties as the following are represented in all sizes :

—Criterion, Magnificent, Brilliant, Holdfordiana,

Duchess of Edinburgh, the new white sent out last

year ; Chelsoni, Concinna, Prince Albert, Distinction,

Due de Nassau, Duchesse de Nassau, Rosea superba,

and many others which might be named.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY..

I ATTENDED the adjourned meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 9th inst., to see, hear,

and judge how far the Council were prepared to act

on the suggestions made by a large body of the Fel-

lows at the annual general meeting. The first evidence

offered was the new edition of the report, which I

read, and found the objectionable passages expunged.

This was eminently satisfactory.* The noble Chairman

shortly afterwards announced that the Council was

PARADISE NURSERY.

Among other evergreens which have all suffered

more or less severely, and sufficiently so to make the
effects remarkable above those of any common winter,

we may notice the following :—Pernettya mucronata,
Aucuba japonica, ChaniDicyparis spha^roidea, Crypto-
meria japonica, Jasminum officinale, and Clematis
Vitalba. The Nidpath Castle Yew is considerably

more browned in foliage, and appears to have suffered

more, than the common English Yew, or even than
the Irish. Pinus maritima, P. Albeniana, P. nobilis,

P. ponderosa, P. excelsa, Y. austriaca, P. Pallasiana,

appear to be all perfectly safe and untouched.
One noticeable feature upon the hard-wood trees

of larger growth, owing to the severity of last winter's

frost, was their splitting down the stem—a fact which
was also noticed in i86o-6i. Individual Beech trees,

of from 9 to 12 feet in circumference, which split in

the winter of i860 61 as if struck by lightning, were
during last winter observed again to open up their

old parts. This is a frequent occurrence in Canada,
where old trees, especially if very vigorous and full of

sap, are reported to contract and expand, to split and
go together again, season by season, with the alterna-

tions of climate. Although this is a rare occurrence

in a climate like that of Britain, and may be only

noticeable alter winters of severe frost, such as that of

last year, it was not confined to Beeches alone, but

Oaks, Limes, and Ashes were observed to suffer in a
s'milar manner. Sycamore and Plane treesof old growth
have, since the last winter's frost, shed in abundance
the scales of their outer bark ; and it was particularly

noteworthy that after the severe and sudden depression

in the thermometer these bark-scales shrivelled

we have thought it desirable to place interior views of

each before our readers, in order the better to give

some idea of their contents, and of the beauty of the

display of bloom which every spring gladdens the eyes

of visitors. They are situated on that side of the

nursery which faces the Junction Road, and form two
sides of a square, in which stands the foreman's cottage,

the third and rear side consisting of a stove, which
connects the subjects of these remarks. The houses
are both of the same dimensions, viz., 55 feet long, 25
feet wide, and 15 feet high. They also partake in

common of the same style of internal arrangement, of

which the accompanying illustrations (figs. 7'> 72))

prepared from sketches made last spring, are good
delineations even at the present time.

The Camellia-house is now, of course, as attractive

as it will be this year, and includes many fine speci-

mens of the choicer varieties in cultivation. Facing
the door at the Junction Road end is a fine specimen
of Jubilee, well sprinkled with its beautifully striped

and imbricated flowers, while among the larger spe-

cimens we noted imbricata, too well-known to need
any comment ; Triomphe de Lodi, flesh-pink, mottled
with crimson, very pretty ; Cygno, fine white ; Limi-
chezii, dark red ; Comtessa Eostans, mottled red

;

Leeana superba, deep blood-red, a single flower which
shows its centre rather too much, but well deserving

of culture on account of its fine colour j Marchioness
of Exeter, red, a very fine plant ; Lavinia Maggi,
the original plant, and perhaps the largest in the

country, just coming into bloom; Henri Favre,

crimson, very fine j Daviesii, double, crimson-red,

and much resembling the flower of a Hollyhock in

now on amicable and working terms with Her
Majesty's Commissioners. Now these were the two
points for the attainment of which I understand the

original meeting to have been adjourned. Notwith-

standing their attainment, I was surprised to hear the

Chairman further announce that a report had reached

him that what was called the horticultural party

intended to move an amendment declining to accept

that report, and which, if carried, must lead to the

resignation of the Council. Surely this was a blunder

on the part of that section of horticulturists which
planned and adopted it. It was bad policy, as tend-

ing to increase the estrangement between the horticul-

tural party and the local Fellows, and if it was not
acting in bad faith towards the Council after they had
yielded the points previously contended for, it was, at

the least, treating them shabbily. But the meeting
was not prepared to endorse this line of action ; the
majority of the Fellows present approved the concilia-

tory policy of the Council, and the report was adopted.
And it appears to me that to this conclusion the meet-
ing was guided by the Englishman's common sense
and native generosity. A society must trust its

governing body, or they are powerless for good j and
societies where distrust becomes chronic fail to get
men of position, character, and ability, to serve them.
But let me pass to the subject for which I more espe-

cially took up the pen. If the Society is to be
relieved from its present financial difficulties, it must
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be by the union of all interests. A broad, conciliatory,

and generous policy, must be adopted. Each interest,

while pushing its own views and objects, must allow

the others full space and opportunity to push theirs.

Mr. Smee put llie case of what should be tlie horticul-

turists' objects more clearly, truly, and strongly, than I

have heard them put before, and I only regretted that , in

liis short and adniiralile speech he should have spoken
of that part uf the Society's programme which we
may suppose specially arranged to meet the views of

the local Fellows as "vanities." We cannot all be
philosophers and men of science, and I cannot regard

as vanities those light and harmless amusements which
unquestionably give joy and health to so many of my
fellow men. Besides, the Society ought to derive an
immense revenue from the rank and wealth with
which the Kensington gardens are surrounded, but
to do tills it must study the tastes and wishes of

the population. All men are not horticulturists,

althout;h few cultivated minds are indiflcrent to the

charms of tlie ait, as, on the other hand,

few horticulturists are indifferent to the delights

of music and the fine arts generally. Now,
if two parties starting; from the same point,

though seeking a dilTerent goal, find their ro.ad

lie in the same direction for a part of the

journey, and can travel safer, more expeditiously,

more luxuriously, and more economically together

turists take no prominent part in the Society's annual
meetings, and that their voices are seldom heard in

the discussions. On this account they have been
treated as nonentities, and as unworthy of any con-

sideration. As I judged, therefore, it was necessary

for some one of them to explain their position, and
set the ca?e right with the I'cllows generally. There
are various reasons for the reticence and seeming
apathy of the professional horlicullurists at the

Society's meetings. They, as a body, from their

avocations, are somewhat diflldent ; their opinions
are seldom or never asked except in a secondary
way, and lience the small action they have promi-
nently taken. Moreover, some of them feel, myself
among the number, that they could not spare the time
to take at all times an active part in the Society's affairs;

but those that could not do so would zealously support
their colleagues. It must, however, be fully apparent
that the horticulturists cannot possibly take any
zealous interest in the Royal Horticultural Society con-
structed as it is at present ; for it is a society formed
for a technical object, but with a Council elected for

carrying on its work composed, with few exceptions,

of gentlemen almost entirely devoid of the necessary

technical knowledge for tliat purjiose. Cut what would
be thought of the Medico-Chirurgical .Society if it had
no physician or surgeon on its Council? Would the Lin-

j

nean Society of London be looked up to with the respect

and these are generally guided to a successful issue.

The many failures in the Society's affairs are owing in a
great measure to one great fundamental cause, and
that is that tlie Society has never, since I can remem-
ber, had atlioroughlypractical horticultural Council—
a Council in which the horticulturists throughout the
United Kingdom, both professional and amateur,
could have perfect confidence. If it had, I have little

hesitation in .saying that instead of 4000 it would
have nearer 40,000 Kcllows, not by reducing the sub-
scription, as a member of the late Council has pro-
posed, for there is already a two-guinea fellowship.
This reminds me that the late Council did a really

good horticultural work by establishing the provincial
exhibitions ; these, however, have fallen through, as
I believe they also would have done if the late

Council had remained in power ; for the simple rea-

son, that if the Horticultural Society of London is

desired in the provinces, it is not because men of great
social influence are on its Council, for in any district

there are county families ; but what is desired on these
occasions is to hold communion with, to make the
personal acquaintance of, and to fraternise with men
whose names are known, not alone at Kensington, but
throughout the horticultural world, for their technical
knowledge and their practical experience in horti-

culture. There were only one or two such on the late

Council. With fair management, and with such a

Fig. 72.—azalea house in the victoria and paradise nurserv.

than separately, and withal have but a limited purse,

what folly to forego these advantages by insisting too
rigorously on the details of arrangement. This, to my
mind, is just the position at present of the contending
parties at South Kensington. I repeat my conviction,
that the Society can only be relieved of its present
dilhculties by opening some broad, clear, and solid
road along which Her Miijesty's Commissioners and
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society (the
latter as representing the horticultural interests, the
interests of the local Fellows, and sundry minor
interests) can travel together amicably, expeditiously,
and economically, dividing the expenses of travel,

while each takes up the pleasures and advantages of
the road. To do this it is first necessary to blot out
on all sides the omissions and commissions of the past,

and to be so earnest and full of the future as to leave
no standing room for them should they rise and strive

for readmission. W/n. rani, F.R.H.S., Waltham
Cross.

To those who attended the adjourned meeting
on the 9th inst. it must be well known that at an
early stage of the proceedings I was about to make a
few observations ; but the Chairman ruled that a gen-
tleman, rising at the same time I did, h.ad the pre-
cedence. The remarks I desired to make had no
reference to the report, and, therefore, after the
amendment was proposed and seconded, I thought I
should be out of place in intiuding my genera
remarks on the meeting ; hence my now writing. I]

has been observed both outside the Royal Horticu
tural Society and in, that the professional horticul-

it is by scientific men throughout the world ifitsmanag-
ing members had not a profound knowledge of botany
and zoology? Would the Institute of British

Architects carry on its work for any good purpose if

no architects were on its Board ? In what an anomalous
position, then, is the Council of the Koyal Horticul-
tural Society, without a single professional horticultur-

ist belonging to it ! I know the objections that may
be urged against this. It has been said that the
Council of the Society could not be composed of gar-
deners. Possibly not, but there are gardeners and
gardeners ; and I am afraid the professional horticul-

turists wouH be found lacking much of the technical
knowledge that a gardener requires. However that

may be, there have been eminent men who have not
been ashamed to be called gardeners. The professional

horticulturist, however, is only a gardener somewhat
in the sense that an architect is a carpenter or mason.
Again, it has been urged that if professional men were
on the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society it

would be swayed by trade influences ; but has any one
ever heard such an argument used against the Pharma-
ceutical .Societybecause druggists direct its affairs? Or,
indeed, can such be alleged against other societies,

when professional and business men take an active

part in their administration ? It has also been stated

that it is of the utmost importance, considering the

state of the Society's affairs, that good financiers should
be on the Council, rather than horticulturists ; but I

have yet to learn that the latter are wanting in this

respect. The yearly expenditure or monetary trans-

actions of the Royal Horticultural Society are as

nothing compared to those of the best horticulturists,

Council as I have suggested, I have no doubt aa

annual profit of from £ 1000 tO;^2000 would be made
from the provincial exhibition, and this besides doing

legitimate horticultural work, enlisting the sympathies

of country residents, and making a large number of

Fellows in the districts visited. But I venture to say—
and I do so with some regret, since I should bj sorry

to wound the feelings of any one, still it is necessary

to be candid—that beyond a few the names of the

present Council would not be known in connection

with horticulture outside the Horticultural Society.

What an anomalous position this for horticulture to

be in at headquarters ! If it were necessary for the

Council to send a deputation on any horticultural

matter abroad, beyond one or two of them their

names even would not be known. Fortunately,

however, horticulture does not depend on any
society, for the love of it increases with the higher

development of civilisation. Still, professional hor-

ticulturists cannot but deplore the present state of

what should be the first horticultural society, not

in linghand alone, but in the world ; and this brings

me to the consideration of the Horticultural Gar-

dens, for about these I differ from some of my
colleagues. They are leased on such easy terms that

I am not one of those who advocate giving them up

;

for, whatever may be said against these gardens, I

consider them a monument of horticultural skill as a

town garden, and, from what I have seen, I much
doubt if they are to be equalled in any capital in

Europe. The rent need only be paid once in five

years—something, therefore, under ^500 a year for

these magnificent ornamental grounds. I know it is
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Stated that ;i5oo a year cannot be set aside to defray

the rent, that ;rf2400 must be paid in one year, and

that every fifth year. Here again crops up the want

of a truly practical horticultural Council, for with such

a body various ways would suggest themselves of

easily providing the rent. But one occurs to me at

this moment—viz., to hold a grand International

Horticultural Exhibition every five years. I doubt

not that the horticultural Fellows would provide a

guarantee fund, and if not, I believe the professional

horticulturists would subscribe it themselves. Hut

work such as this would involve could scarcely be

expected from amateurs, much less from those who
are not horticulturists. Amateurs may render good

advice and service, but in practical work and technical

knowledge they can seldom be expected to lake the

place of the professional man. If any one had a sick

child he would scarcely send for his amateur friend,

who has always a favourite pill to prescribe or

some essence to recommend, but he would rather

send for the man of professional skill, on whose prac-

tical knowledge the utmost reliance could be placed.

The Horticultural Society is now the sick child, and

the inference is obvious. If the primary object of the

Horticultural Society is to be merely the keeping of

the gardens at Kensington as a London square, then

good horticultural work is not of paramount import-

ance, and it matters but little how the Council is

constructed ; but if the legitimate objects for which

the Society w.as founded are to be carried out, it

behoves the Fellows to take action, and see that a

good Council of the best known professional and

amateur horticulturists are guiding it. As an instance

of what practical horticulturists can do, 1 may mention

that, previous to 1865, we at different times had been

receiving invitations from our foreign friends to inter-

national entertainments ; we had accepted their

hospitality, which was given with an ungrudging

hand. The English horticulturists felt they must do

something in return, and like Britons they were deter-

mined it should be well done, so they projected an

International Horticultural Exhibition ; they applied

to the Royal Horticultural Society, but then, as now,

their Council was too weak technically to do anything

in the matter. The horticulturists, not to be beaten,

then did it themselves, at an expense of something lilie

/is, 000. That magnificent exhibition will still be in

the recollection of many of your readers. As the

time neared for closing the exhibition, it was found

there would be a deficit of some thousands of pounds ;

here, again, the practical element rose to the surface ;

the committee held a conference, and decided that

they would not call on the guarantors who had given

them their confidence, but that they would continue the

exhibition a few days longer : this was an easy matter,

for several of the committee were large exhibitors—

the other exhibitors were their friends. In the end,

instead of a financial failure, it was a success ; so

much so, that the committee actually had a surplus of

;^2000, which they scarcely knew what to do with
;

they gave ;4looo to the Gardeners' Benevolent

Institution, and bought the Lindley Library, which

they placed in the hands of trustees and lodged in the

rooms of the Royal Horticultural Society, otherwise

to this day there would not have been a library for

the use of the Society.

I cannot pass from this subject without paying a

tribute to the excellent generalship of Lord Bury. I

have sat at the anniversary meetings of many societies,

but I have never seen a president who could meet

great difficulties and smooth over extremely perplexing

circumstances so easUy as his lordship. At the last

meeting of the Horticultural Society one or two

gentlemen incidentally mentioned that they belonged

to certain learned societies. When the observation

was made it occurred to me—for I also belong to

eight or ten—how different they must consider the

annual meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society

to those of other societies, at which it is usual for the

President or some member of the Council to give a

short retrospect of the important events of the year,

with glimpses of what is likely to occur in the future.

Now, some of the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society would have been glad to have heard from the

President what part the Society took in that great

assemblage of botanists and horticulturists at Florence

last year ; what they intend to do this year at the

International Exhibitions at Cologne and Antwerp, as

also what they purpose to do next year in Phila-

delphia and Amsterdam. Then what can be thought

of the arrangements for the flower shows at Kensington

this season ? The Council issue a schedule announcing

what shows will be held, detailing the objects for

which pdzes v/ould be olTered ; they then advertise

that four of those shows would not take place,

but at the last meeting announce that they would

all be held, only the exhibitors would be asked to take

50 per cent, less than the prize money that had been

offered. Can vacillation further go ? William Bull.

The following are some reasons for Guinea

Fellowships in the Royal Horticultural Society. There

are few objects tor a society, which have the sympathies

of so many of all classes, as gardening and improvement

isf fruit, (lowers, and vegetables. Tlierefore, the great

central horticultural society ought to be popular, suc-

cessful, and prosperous. Is this the case with the

Royal Horticultural Society as at present constituted?

For the ten years I have known it, its action has been

constantly crippled for %vant of funds. In earlier times

the parting with the Regent Street rooms and sale of

its splendid Library show great pressure of poverty,

and tradition says that the Society was poor even in

the days of the brilliant shows at Chiswick. It is no

question of management. Successive members of

Council' have come into office in high hopes of show-

ing themselves wiser and more successful than their

predecessors, but soon has come the old tale of

" further reductions on account of want of funds." I

believe (and having served eight years on the Council,

and having filled many other offices in the Society, I

have had good opportunities of observation) that the

way to place the Society in its right position is to

increase its number of Fellows, bringing them in from

all parts of the country, and that this can be done by

Guinea Fellowships. It has been objected that

different districts should support their local hor-

ticultural society ; no doubt they should, but

our claims do not clash, on the contrary we ought

to help one another. The central society does work
which local societies cannot do. Fruit, flowers, and

vegetables come to Chiswick and South Kensington

from all parts of the country, are judged, and the

verdicts circulated all over the country the same week,

being reported by the Horticultural Press, and so they

serve town and country alike. It has been suggested

that the guinea plan trusts too much to the support of

gardeners. My first letter on the subject, written in

the latter part of 1S73, says ;— " Consider what a

vast number of well-to-do people, fond of their

gardens, there are now in the country. Very many
of them would be willing to help horticulture, if it did

not cost them much money or trouble. I would

make the annual subscription a guinea," As I wrote

then I think now. So much for trusting to the

guineas from gardeners, though I hope we shall have

the best of their class as Fellows. We have already

received the names of many good would-be Fellows

—

I mean to go on till we can show a list which will be

irresistible, and to follow the old saying

—

" Gutla cavat lapidenr non vi sed saspe cadendo.

"

Geors,e F. Wilson, Heatheriank, Weybridge Heath.

I agree with you in doubting whether at the late

meeting the Council showed a sufficient appreciation of

the critical position in which the Society stands. You
have arrived at that conclusion from your own observa-

tions, I have drawn it from one or two straws of trifling

moment in themselves, but which have seemed to show
how the wind blew. One of these is a passage in the

amended report. This report is undoubtedly a great

improvement on the previous one. It has been avowedly
prepared on the footing of abstaining from all remarks
or allusions which could irritate or give rise to feelings of

disagreement, more especially as between the Commis-
sioners and the Council, but also betwaen any sections

of the Fellows themselves. The appeal was, "Let us dis-

miss all grudges from our minds, and work with one
accord for the common object in view ;

" and yet they

go out of their way to fling a stone at the old Council.

It was out of their way, for all other criticism upon the

accounts has been carefully eschewed : I cannot blame
them, for the subject was not a pleasant one, but they

retain the only passage relating to them from the old

report, viz., that the Council had compromised for j^6oo

an old debt of jf 1200 due to the late Sir Trayton Drake,

which had been ignored by the old Council. If it was
considered necessary or proper to take speci.al notice of

this alone out of all the items in the accounts, it would
have beeu more in accordance with the conciliatory

spirit advocated by the Council, not to say with the

ordinary fairness, had they added two words of explana-

tion why it was not debited to the Society by the old

Council. It was a sum advanced by Sir Trayton in the

old Chiswick days, and advanced with the promise or

assurance that, although interest would be expected
during his life, the principal would be bequeathed to the

Society. This is the explanation of its not being dealt

with as an ordinary debt by the old Council, and also, no
doubt, of its being compromised for ;^6oo—Sir Trayton's

men of business having been, as I am informed, quite

cognisant of the footing on which the loan took place.

Unfortunately, Sir Trayton would appear to have for-

gotten all about it, and died without making the

promised bequest.

Another straw, whose direction I like still worse, was
the observation of our President when disclaiming any
partisanship with any section of the Society—that as he
would oppose any attempt on the part of the local

Fellows to interfere with the horticultural objects of the

Society, so he would oppose any attempt to surrender

or deprive the Society of the garden at South Kensing-
ton. It was cleverly put, one might almost say

—

' 'Tis so like sense, 'twill serve the turn as well."

But it is neither sense nor logic. His lordship's propo-
sitions are not equal. The antecedent is based on truth,

the consequent on a fallacy. It is utidoubtedly the

duty of the President of the Royal Horticultural Society

to do all he can to support the advancement of horti-

ticulture, but it is in no respect necessarily his duty to

preserve the garden at South Kensington. So little is

this part of his duty, and so far from being one of

the essential elements of the Society, that our charter

itself contemplates the alienation of the garden, and

provides for a termination of the lease by which we hold

it. It is, therefore, a very mistaken notion of his duty

on the part of our President to suppose that his obligations

to horticulture and his obligation to preserve the garden

are in pari casu, or of equal force. The one is vital and
paramount, the other is merely incidental and indifferent,

and matter of arrangement and detail.

Seeing that, from my stand-point at least, the views

of the Council, as e.vpounded by Lord Bury, are thus

ill-balanced, it may do no harm if I state what I believe

a large portion of the Fellows expect, and will be disap-

pointed if they do not receive at the hands of the Council.

They expect that in dealing with the Commissioners

they will make an arrangement as to the debenture

debt, their first, most pressing, and most anxious tipula-

tion ; and here permit me to say— inthis motive-imputing

world it is necessary to guard every point—that neither

I nor any one connected with me have anything to do

with the debentures. I am moved solely by a pure and

honest desire for the good name of the Society. For it,

an arrangement securing these debts ought to be the

Council's first aim, and it will not satisfy the Fellows if

their efforts in that direction be of a more perfunctory

nature. If, to secure better terms with regard to the

garden, they are cold and spiritless here, and merely put

forward their claims as if to invite defeat and to be able

to say that they did urge it but were unsuccessful, I do

not hesitate to say that, in my mind, it will be a betrayal

of their trust. It is my firm conviction that they can

secure an arrangement if they sufficiently press their

point. They stand upon a vantage ground from which

nothing should induce them to retire. The money
borrowed has all been spent upon the buildings in the

garden, devised and constructed by the Commissioners.

If the Society has done the debenture holders wrong, it

has been at the instigation and prompting of the

Commissioners, and they have all the advantage of the

wrong. It would, no doubt, be right legal for them to

stand by the letter of their bond, but it would not

be right royal. It would be but a poor example to

set the masses, to disregard equity and to profit by law.

That is not the education that Prince Albert meant to

give them in rearing these arcades, and it is not the

spirit that animates the Commissioners. It may require

urging and pertinacity to make them fully aware of the

true position of the matter, but once that is done our

cause is won ; and we look to the Council to do that

urging, and to make these explanations. It may not be

convenient for the Commissioners now to p.ay either

principal or interest ;
but that is not necessary. All that

I plead for is that they will agree to interpose their

security for the final payment of the debt. Now is the

time to get it done, when a new arrangement is under

consideration, and before all recollection of the origin of

the debt shall have faded from the memory of those

administering the estate.

I have not the same anxiety about the interest on the

debentures. If it has its bad side, it also has its good

side. If the Commissioners should accept the final re-

sponsibility for the whole of the debt (as they have

already done for the half), it immediately acts as an

additional stimulus to them to make the Society prosper.

So long as the Society prospers and pays the interest on

this debt, so long does it act as a buffer to keep off the

creditors from the Commissioners. I presume it is

unnecessary to warn the Council against accepting any

annual payment from the C:ommissioners towards the

debenture interest in lieu of their security for repayment :

as much in addition as they like, but nothing in its place.

Security for repayment includes everything, and annual

payments only mean temporary relief with postponed

collapse.

With security for repayment by the Commissioners

will come new light upon the skating rink, which, to my
mind, is an excellent scheme, deserving of every support,

and quite within the indirect accessories of horlicullural

gardens. It is a scheme that has been worked out by

the present Council, and they are fairly entitled to the

credit of it, and as a sequel it seems only reasonable that

the Society, if it is carried out, should benefit by it
;
how

far, will no doubt form part of the present negotiations

with the Commissioners. More pecuniary assistance

than something of this kind need not, I fear, be looked

for from the Commissioners. The rent will, no doubt,

be given up, but as v/e have so seldom paid it, and then

only by the help (1 had almost said connivance) of the

Commissioners, that will not help us much. It is not the

will to do more, but the power, that is wanting on the

part of the Commissioners ; and that brings us f.ice to

face with the great difficulty that has to be met, viz., the

financial deficiency.

On this point the Fellows will expect the fullest infor-

mation as to the grounds on which any scheme that may

be brought forward by the Counci is based, and more

particularly as to what the local Fellows are prepared to

do. You say that they have not responded, as was

expected, to the appeal made to them by the Council.

All will admit that the Council touched the thing with

the point when they announced that they looked to the

local Fellows to meet by increased subscriptions the

deficiency in the ways and means of the Society. It was

in their interest and to meet their views, that the steps

were taken which have produced this deficiency. It

was they who with opprobrious shouts drowned the

voices of those who would have warned them against

the course they were entering on. It was they

who stifled the protest of the Fellows at a distance by

refusing them a vote by proxy ; and surely it is they

who. now that their counsels have landed us in this

slough, should put their shoulder to the wheel to pull us

out.

Wifl they be any better off if they decline to come for-

ward, and so precipitate either the actual collapse of the

Society, or its practical collapse from inability to perform
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its functions? In such a cn^se wc are tlireatened with or

promised a successor to the old Horticultural Society,

to be recruited largely from its own ranks, which is ex-

pected to be morenumerous and more homogeneous than

the present Society, and, having no aims but horticul-

tural ones, and no debts or burdens, is to be infinitely

more powerful for horticultural good. What will be the

position of the local Fellows then ?—merely that of resi-

dents around a square. If they wish to have thebenefit of

the gardens they must pay for the privilege, and they must

remember that they do not stand on such good ground

as the Society, They have no claim for favour at the

bands of the Commissioners, they have no scientific

standing, and no national aims. Theirs are purely

private and personal, and after paying for the privilege

of using the gardens, they must be at the expense of

keeping them up. So regarded, it becomes a ques-

tion of arithmetic, which they can easily solve. They
best know what they would rather give than want the

gardens, and if necessary by house visitation or personal

canvas within a certain radius, the Council should be able

to tell the Fellows with precision how much the local

Fellows are prepared to subscribe aiumally for the pur-

pose of enabling the Society to retain possession of the

gardens. And when we know that, and what the Com-
missioners will do, the Fellows can then calculate for

themselves whether they can afford to keep the gardens

or not ; and if they cannot, Lord Bury, like every one

else, will have to submit to the inexorable logic of facts,

and throw his guns overboard to save his ship.

I was glad to see that Lord Bury at the meeting—
although by that time he must have seen that he could

reckon on a majority^iad the good sense to resist the

appeal made to him by Mr. Mackenzie to give the Fel-

lows no option or opportunity to discuss the terms the

Council might resolve to enter into with the Commis-
sioners, but simply to act as they thought best, and con-

clude without again consulting them. In an ordinary

case. 1 quite admit that it is a most infructuous and un-

wise thing for any Board to come and consult its

constituents as to the course they (the Board) ought to

follow. It is to invite the destruction of the best con-

sidered scheme by vain, unconsidered, and crude

discussion. But there is no case without exceptions,

and this is one of the exceptions. The success of any

scheme that may be brought forward entirely depends
upon the Fellows. They are leaving the Society in

crowds, and if the Council wish to retain them, they

must concihate them. A more unhappy time for any
display of the s'tc volo sic jubco tactics could not be

chosen. The Commissioners themselves know that any
scheme will fail which has not tlie support of the Fel-

lows, and might reasonably object to enter into such.

To what purpose then to affront the wishes of the

Fellows? II they are satisfied, the scheme of the

Council will be approved. If they are not, the conclu-

sion of the scheme in opposition to them will only hasten

the dissolution of the Society.

1 have spoken out of the fulness of my anxiety, for I

have no sympathy with those who are looking on with

curious indifference (if not complacency) at what may be

the death-throes of the old Society. No other new
Society can be to many of us what the old Society has

been with its glories and its traditions, and I will not

believe that it is about to die. My trust, hope, and
belief is that it will recover, and still run a long course

of usefulness and honour before we or our successors

shall have to say of it

—

" There's the end of an auld sang."

Andrew Murray.

When I had last the honour of addressing you on
the subject of the Royal Horticultural Society there was
an apparent disposition on all sides to adopt a policy of

mutual concession, and so to put an end to the intoler-

able scandal of a great Society divided against itself, and
this at a time when the depressed and beaten-down stale

of that body demanded the loyal and united support of
every member of it. Such hope exists no longer. The
advances made to the local Fellows, with the view to a
beneficial compromise and fusion of interests, have been
met by open war. The continuance of the lease is to be
gained and held by force, while horticulture and horti-

culturists have no pleasanter prospect before them than
five years of famine under conqueror's law.

We have much to reproach ourselves with for all this.

Disaffection and apathy have done their work, and pre-
pared the way for the deep humiliation now hanging

Out of evil there comes good at times, and one result

oftliese, our complicated wran^lings, has been that the
fog and mystery that so long enveloped us all exists no
longer. The position of the Society is now as clear and
well defined as anything can be in this world. Our
course, too, is now clear. The time for half measures is

past. We cannot serve two masters.

I appeal to those for whom and with whom I have
worked, year after year, against wind and tide, for well

nigh half a lifetime ; to those who with me have seen
themselves and their aspirations derided and insulted by
the votaries of Vanity Fair, who have seen their Council
•' turned out," as one amiable gentleman expressed him-
self the other day, to make room for the alien ; I appeal
to those whom misunderstanding and small imaginary
causes of irritation have kept asunder to come together
in this our great strait, and acting with one will to say
their yea or nay. It has been said to me, " You are
weaving a rope of sand, you are fighting a windmill, you
are trying to make the silk purse out of you know what,
your very existence as a scientific body is an imaginary
quantity, your bones are marrowless, you are effete, you
are dead, your hosts are gone, and your independent
leaders and supporters might be numbered on your ten

fingers." I have never held this opinion, and do not

hold it now. The scene at the February meeting showed
that we could exert ourselves if we would, and could, if

necessary, do it again.

Should it be thit this gloomy view I have mentioned

be, as I hope and believe, not founded on fact, and that

the old fire, though long smothered, is still burning

unseen, there may be yet hope for the Society.

My general views and convictions as to what a horti-

cultural society should be are perfectly well known, and
any Fellow who shares them will oblige me by sending

his name to my address. R. Trevor Clarke, Wclton

Place, near Daventry.

Apiary.

Neighbour's (1l\ss Woodbury IIivk —Most
bee-keepers are now conversant with the ordinary

wood or straw Woodbury hives, either praclically or

by report. It is a bar-frame hive, and may be

described simply as a wooden box 14.^ inches square,

inside measurement, and 9 inches deep ; the usual

ten frames fill up this space, resting upon a rabbet a

little below the surface, leaving a space of three-

eighths of an inch between the upper side of the bars

and the crown (top) board. This allows a free passage

for the bees on the top. I'-ach frame, as recommended
by the Da-onshire Bee-Keeper^ is seven-eighths of an

inch wide, the frames hang in the rabbet so as to

leave three-eighths of an inch above the floor-board ;

in fact, if properly made, a free passage is allowed

for the bees on all sides.

For many years British bee-farmers thought any

hive containing more than ten frames was hurtful to

the bees, rather they could not be worked success-

fully ; I hope shortly to show your readers the fal-

lacy of this opinion, which is] contrary to my expe-

rience of hives even double the size, or twenty frame

hives.

The glass Woodbury hive, of which I give an

illustration (fig. 73), is manufactured by Messrs.

Neighbour, of High liolborn, and which they describe

as follows:—''Some bee-keepers like to be able to

make a full and daily inspection of the hive ; we have,

therefore, constructed a hive of wooden frames,

enclosed on all sides, and on the top with glass. The
dimensions are precisely the same as the ordinary

Woodbury. The crov^n has a round hole cut in the

glass, to admit of feeding. The four sides are con-

structed of double glass, to preserve the bees from
variations of temperature."

Many persons believe these hives, which are very

elegant — the wood-woik is stained oak, and var-

nished—will not answer as a winter residence for the

bees ; but if it has a wooden covering on all sides, the

same as used to shield the other hives from the

weather, they will winter in it, and come out early

in the spring, hearty and strong. My experience has

taught me that damp kills far more bees than cold ; the

top-board should be propped up about an eighth of

an inch all the winter, to allow all the moisture to

escape : this is all that is necessary.

These hives are well adapted for a gentleman's

lawn, so that the more timid part of the fair sex may
inspect them at any time with confidence. If asked

to recommend a hive as an ornament to the garden,

so as to provide intellectual amusement for visitors,

I should without any hesitation name this as being

the best adapted for the purpose. R.

OOSIIOOIA, FiRELAND, PATAGONIA : JuiUl^, 1874.

—Here at Ooshooia the Winter's Bark is not found ; it

abounds more in the open parts of the Archipelago.

We are very busily engaged in a great variety of occu-

pations which thoroughly engross thouL^ht and hand, so

that we have little time for foreign matters. I think

the greatest peculiarity in Fireland vegetation to be the

growth of the various tree fungi—if they are fungi

—

used plentifully by the natives as food, of which one

or more sorts are to be had in abundance all the year

round. There are twenty or more kinds all growing

from living trees, the same tree bearing at different

seasons different kinds. For the most part they are

globular and very glutinous, and slightly sweet.

Three of the kinds are true fungi, and sometimes

attain an immense size. One kind is very decidedly

sweet, and must be very nutriiioUi^. They regularly

grow out of a woody excrescence which is like a

living tumour on the tree, around the stem and
twigs of which it extends in all positions,

and' of all sizes. Of the four Fireland trees, the

Winter's Bark is the only unproductive one ; the

other three are Birches (? Beech), two deciduous,

the white and red ; the other is evergreen, and chiefly

abounds in the outer parts.

At a future time, if you seek it, I shall be (D.V.)

ready to give you further information. For the present

I will say good-bye. [\Vc should gladly have more
information, and if possible specimens of these fungi.

Can they be species of Cyttaria ? I'^us.]

The enclosed seeds are Muggoo or Kmbothrium
Despardi. This grows on exposed stony hills, and is a

beautiful flowering shrub. The flowers are like honey-

suckle and bright red, and have much honey. The
plant is deciduous ; wood very beautiful (red mottled),

seldom larger than 6 inches diameter. B.

ifltias of §00hs.
Das Buch der Erdbeeren, &c. By Franz

OM.chke. Berlin: Schotte & Voight. Svo.

Pp. 274. (The Book of Strawberries. ) I^ondon :

Williams & Norgate.

This is a work of which we should gladly welcome
an English translation. Still more pleased should we
be to see an original pomological work in our

tongue compiled with such scientific method and

completeness as the one before us. The first sec-

tion of the book is devoted to the planting, culti-

vation, and propagation of the .Strawberry in the open

air, or in forcing-houses. The second division com-

prises the botanical history and classification of the

species, whether European, Asiatic, or American,

together with a full list of the cultivated forms. The
forms are also grouped according to their season of

ripening, their use for forcing purposes, &c. The
author has studied the works of Duchesne, Madame
Vilmorin, Loonce de Lambertye, and others, with

profit.

Each variety is carefully described, sometimes

figured ; its synonyms are given, and references to the

books wherein it is described by other authors, or

wherein plates are given. All these details are given

with the system and accuracy of a scientific mono-

graph.
The garden forms are referred to six races, viz., I,

the Forest Strawberry, Fragaria vesca ; 2, the

Monthly Strawberry, F. semperflorens ; 3, the Haut-

boy, F. elatior
; 4, the Scarlet Strawberry, F. virgin-

iana ; 5, the Chili Strawberry, F. chiloensis ; and 6,

the Pine-apple, or Urge-fruited Strawberry, F. grandi-

flora. These are further sub-divided, according to the

form of the fruit, the insertion of the seed, the colour

of the fruit and of the flesh. We use the words fruit

and seed here in the gardening sense.

An alphabetical index fitly terminates a volume

which we may certainly say is one of the most com-

plete and scientific treatises on Pomology that we
have met with.

Out of Doors; a Selection of Original Articles on

Practical Natural History. By the Rev. J. G.

Wood, M.A. Longmans.

This volume comprises a number of agreeably

written articles which have from time to time appeared

in various magazines, some having been written so far

back as 1S62. Of course, this does not make them
any the worse for those who may not have read them

in the originals ; but for those who have done so, the

protracted interval between the first production and

the re-appearance only seems to intensify the sense of

partaking of crambe bis coda. The author, more-

over, so far as we have seen, has done little in the

way of revision or addition, though some of

the subjects of which he treats -<??•. , fish hatch-

ing—would seem to require both, while his account

of opening oysters and eating the same is positively

cruel in a double sense, cruel in that oysters are not

to be had by persons of modest incomes now-a-days,

and cruel in the same sense that a sportsman's account

of his day's work, or a huntsman's narrative of his

runs, is cruel. For consistency sake we hope Mr.

Wood is not an opponent of vivisection, though we
are abundantly sure he is not one who would practise

or see it practised needlessly or recklessly, in spite of

the ferocious way in which he writes of the opening

and cooking of oysters. Any one in search of a

pleasant book to while away half an hour may be

recommended to read this, from the perusal of which

he is very likely to gain some new ideas.

Le Jardin Potager, &c. Par H. Spruydt. Second

edition. Braine-le-Comte : Lounia. (Williams &
Norgate.

)

A thoroughly practical and clearly-written treatise on

kitchen gardening in all its branches, and which we

commend to the notice of all those interested in the

subject, and conversant with the French language.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

March.

27 to April 3, inclusive.—Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington. Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Hya-
cinths, Tulips, Roses, and other spring flowers.

31.—Royal Butanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.

Sec, W. Sowerby.
April.

4.—Special Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Antwerp.
7.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,

Bruce Find lay.

s8.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.

Sec. ,W. Sowerby.
May.

I to 10. inclusive.—Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park.

Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums,

&c.

I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society. Rescent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 8.—Exhibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-

servatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,
Robert Bullen.

12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meetmg
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose
Show.

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National E,\hibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.

Alanager, Bruce Findlay.

17 and 18.— Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road,
West Hill Park.

ao.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.

26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

31.—Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural

Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, ^, Portland Terrace, Lower Ford St., Coventry,

31 to June 4.— Bath and AVest of England Society's Exhibition

(ianlmer^^ #rMicfe»
SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock, at " '

oAv w-\r til Nurseries," Leathcrhead.OAY, mar. 22-<
g^,^ ^| j,^^^ j^.|j^^ ^^j Coniferous Se.

( Tree Ferns, &c , at Stevens' Rooms.
'. Sale of "Mercdilli's \'iue)'ard," "

, I near Liver, "
S

1 Sale of 380
( at Stevens'

f Sale of Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Roses,
Bulbs, &c , at Stevens' Rooms.

I Sale of Lilium auratum and Chinese and

Wirn^rsnAv Mnr o.J .Japanese Manufactures, at the GuildhallWpDhtSDAV, Mar 24
-j -j^^ Gresham Street, by Prothcroe &
I

Morris.
! Sprinj^ E.\hibition of the Glasgow and West
L of Scotland Horticultural Society.

TnuBSDAv, Mar. sj {
S"'"

s';'„?;?,'i;''Sml'""'
'""'°""' °"'''''''

THE season is late, and so far less protec-

tion for Fruit Blossoms (or protection,

at least, for a shorter period) will be needed.

Everything, however, ought to be held in readi-

ness, for with a change of weather will come a

rapid development of the blossoms and the

danger period. Unopened blossom-buds are pro-

tected by the best of all coverings—those pro-

vided by Nature. The scaly coverings of buds
have a resisting force out of all proportion to their

relative thicknesses ; they also present the sub-

stance of the bud in the best possible form for

bearing the greatest amount of cold with impu-

nity. By bringing the parts of the flower to-

gether as they do, the whole substance of the

flower is interposed between the frost and the

ovary or young fruit in the centre of the bud.

The flower by these matchless arrangements

protects itself, and especially its most vulner-

able and vital parts, from excessive cold.

But no sooner do the flowers expand, than

all those cold-resisting powers provided by
Nature are either weakened, or altogether re-

moved. The first efforts of growth consist in an
unclothing process. Bud coverings are un-

wrapped and thrown off in obedience to the

alluring stimulus of warmth ; hence the tender-

ness of early growths. When more progress is

made everything becomes hardier, sti'onger,

and endowed with greater powers of resist-

ance. Unfortunately, the fickleness of our

climate reaches its extreme point at the season
when our flower-buds present themselves all

unclothed to its influence ; hence the necessity

that arises for artificial, as we call it, protection.

The phrase is, however, unfortunate : it would
be more true to call the protection we afford

natural. Our clumsy modes of applying protec-

tion are artificial enough, but the protection

arrived at is an attempt to place the trees under
more natural conditions than our variable

climate provides for them in the spring.

The fact is, we place the trees of a Persian

climate, say, on our walls, and then talk of our
moist atmosphere as their natural climate. This
is quite a mistake. Those who by the most
skilful protection of their trees can place them
under circumstances most nearly like the con-
ditions under which they grow in their native
country are those that follow Nature most
closely ; and those who leave the trees to battle

with and succumb to our climate are the most
artificial, and, we may add, superficial cultivators.

Nor must it be forgotten that the original

nature of plants is little changed by art. Much
that has been written, and more of what is be-

lieved concerningacclimatisation is sheerfallacy.

By little of actual fact can be sifted out of the

masses of chaff to prove that any plant is one
whit hardier than it was when first imported,

though we do not go to the extreme of denying
the possibility of such a change, or even its

occasional existence.

Take the Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot, for

instance. They are as warm-blooded and excit-

able as when first grown in England. Though
they have been cut by spring frosts, to the utter

ruin of the crops and the crippling of their

energies throughout centuries, they are just

as ready to open their flowers on the first bright

day and offer them up to the frosts of the first

frosty nights, as when first introduced. And so

with other plants : safety must be looked for, not

in endowing plants with greater powers of

endurance than Nature has given them, but in

surrounding them, as far as we can, with the

natural conditions that Nature provided for

their safety in that particular climatal niche

that she intended them to fill.

Looked at thus the question of protection is

settled once for all in the affirmative. We
have only to determine the time, mode,
materials, and extent of it. In regard to lime,

that, too, is settled by condition. No good, but

much harm, may come of protecting too soon.

As already stated, while the bud-scales remain
on they form the best protection

;
just as they

are about to be cast off our help becomes neces-

sary. In early seasons this may happen in

February. In a season like this protection may
not be needful till the middle of March ; applied
too soon it weakens the trees, and in so far as

it weakens it injures—applied too late the
injury of a frost-bite cannot be retrieved by any
mode or means of protection. Neither must
our artificial protections be continued too long

;

Nature, after a time, supersedes our clumsy
expedients by growing better protectors for

herself Art may assist, but should never
attempt to supersede Nature, Whenever it does
so it fails. Thus Nature's winter protectors are
sufficient till they are thrown off in obedience to

its summons to grow in the spring. And again,

as soon as the wood-buds develope into shoots

our artificial protection may be withdrawn.

If left on too long it induces weakness, and
breeds hosts of insects that prey upon the tender

growths of the trees. Measuring the import-

ance of the protection afforded by the young
branchlets, the skilful cultivator will not dis-

bud much nor remove many of the young
shoots until the danger from spring frosts has
passed away. Neither does the tree suffer

loss, but the reverse, from late disbudding. The
young shoots drain the trees but little during

their first stages of growth, while they wake
up the sleeping energies of the roots and
quicken them into new activity. As the weather
becomes milder disbudding may be proceeded
with tentatively, reserving as far as possible not

only the shoots that will best furnish the tree

with wood, but likewise those that will most
effectually protect the young fruits from in-

jury. As to the mode of protection all methods
have been tried almost—from absolutely cover-

ing the entire wall for a time with glass to

the placing of an extra coping of wood to

project beyond the wall coping. That method
is the best that effectually moderates the energy
of radiation. That energy is greatest towards

the open sky, and consequently the most efficient

modes of protection are those that deal chiefly

with the top of walls. It has been found, for

instance, that a wooden coping, a common or

straw mat, laid on brackets along the upper
part of a wall, has afforded more protection

than a thin screen of bunting enclosing the

entire surface. The reason is not far to seek :

the vertical projecting protectors cut asunder
the energy of celestial radiation, and left the

wall and its surroundings in almost undisputed

possession of what may be called the local

supply of caloric. There is also another,

though perhaps less obvious, reason for the

efficiency of what may be termed horizontal

protectors placed on the top of walls. They
create more or less of motion, or currents.

This, which at first sight may seem to result

in a lower temperature, really acts as a mode-
rator to and preventor of extreme cold. Air in

motion frustrates the energy of radiation, and
hence it is found that a body of air enclosed by
the flimsy meshes of a net or canvas may be

absolutely colder than if no such protection were
given. The protection, while of little service

in directly excluding cold, keeps the air still,

and this helps radiation to exert its full and
most natural cooling force upon it.

In regard to materials, doubtless opaque sub-

stances, such as wood, thick mats, straw, reeds,

nets, common bunting, &c., are the most
efficient. The thicker the greater their protec-

tive force; and if we wanted to cover dead sub-

stances, or even dormant plants, the question

would be narrowed to the single point, to find

the cheapest material to exclude the most cold.

But in protecting tender plants in a state of

growth, and the blossom of fruit trees, the

problem to be solved is a much more complex
one. Extreme cold must be kept out, and every

ray of light let in. Hence, if opaque protectors

are used, they must be so contrived as to be
readily portable, and only employed when abso-

lutely necessary. Canvas and other screens

should be mounted on rollers, or suspended by
rings or iron bars, to be pushed or rolled off

and on when wanted. To save all this labour,

and to find a substitute for opaque protectors

that shall be better than either—all of this

has long been a problem among fruit growers.

That problem seems at last to have been almost

solved by the very thick, rough, or rolled plate-

glass protectors, placed under the wall copings.

These afford shelter without shadow, and are

frost-proof up to about 10". During very severe

weather it has been found that their efficiency

is much strengthened by being smeared over
with whitewash.

As to the extent of protection, care must be
exercised not to overdo it. It should be applied

as late and removed as early as possible.

Neither must the amount of it be excessive. A
glass coping, iS inches wide for instance, is as
near perfection as may be ; but a wooden one of

the same width is excessive, as we noticed last

year, where wooden copings blanched the trees

towards the top of the wall into great weakness,
while under glass copings of the same width
they were in perfect health. Further, all glass

copings and protective expedients of all
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kinds should be removed early in May, or

sooner, if the growth of the trees and the state

of the weather permit ; and during the time

glass copings are on the trees, should dry, mild

weather set in, it must be borne in mind that

the copings which keep out the cold and con-

sume the heat, likewise exclude the refreshing

showers and stimulating dews, and the loss

of these should be snpiilemcnted, as far as

possible, by frcc|uent syringings and sprinklings

of the trees overhead.

We have little to say to those who condemn

crop in the spring is neither worthy of the

knowledge, ability, nor appliances of modern
horticulture.

On various occasions we have referred to the

flower shows connected with the annual exhibitions of

the Bath ano West of England Agricultural
SociETV. This week we have an opportunity of giving

an illuitration of a group of plants, including Verschaf-

feUia,Liliumauratum,AaiantumFarleyense,&o., which

formed part of the last exhibition at Bristol. It will

be remembered that these shows are entirely managed

by a steward of the Society, the lion, and Rev.
J.

T.

varying with the merit displayed in the cultivation of

the plant, cS;c. Under this system every gardener

deemed worthy of exhibiting at all is sure to receive

something, for there are no blanks, but all prizes.

We look forward with much interest to the show at

Croydon in June next, when, as we have already

remarked, Orchids are to constitute the main feature

of the display.

Referring to the Death ok Mr. Henry
Hind, near Naples, Messrs. Gkdgk, Kirdy & MiL-
lett, of I, Old I'alace Vard, Westminster, state in

the Times that " there is much reason to believe that

-iisatei-j '-S-

Fig. 74.—group of plants at the bath and west of England exhibition, 1S74.

all protective expedients. If recent springs and
failures do not teach the necessity of protection,

neither can any words of ours. It seems some-

thing akin to reckless improvidence to trust

the most valuable crops of the year to the

tender mercies of our English climate. Facts

and experience alike point to protection during

the blossoming and earlier stage of growth of our

fruit crops as mightily increasing the probabili-

ties, if not guaranteeing the certainty, of a crop.

That being so, we are bound to protect wisely

and well, at the best time, in a proper manner,
with the right materials and to the right extent.

Doing this a crop of fruit and healthy trees will

generally be the rich and satisfying reward.

To trust to chance for immunity to our fruit

Boscawen, who sets to work on a plan widely different

from that according to which most shows are organised.

There is, in fact, no prize list and no competition.

The collection is got together solely by the energy

and persuasive importunity of the steward. Prior to

the show he visits the principal gardens of the neigh-

bourhood, selects those plants which give evidence of

the best cultivation, and which are best suited for his

purpose, and begs the loan of them from the pro-

prietor. He is seldom or ever refused, and having

the material thus at his command, he arranges and

stages it as seems to him best. As Mr. Boscawen
is well up in plants, and is a man of taste and energy,

this plan answers well in his hands, though it is

doubtful how far it would succeed in the hands of a

less competent dictator. A compliment in money is

made to the gardener in each case, the amount

Mr. Hind was murdered by order of the Secret

Society of Market Gardeners in Naples. His great

skill in the cultivation of flowers had enabled him to

undersell other florists, and a deputation from that

Society had, shortly before his death, waited upon

him, and demanded that he should raise his prices,

which he had refused to do. His murder would get rid

of a rival, and in such matters Naples is as much at the

mercy of secret societies as Tipperary. Unfortunately,

the fact that Mr. Hind's accession to fortune would

remove him out of their way was unknown to the con-

spirators. Permit us to add that Mr. Hind's funeral

was attended by nearly all the resident English and

Americans at Naples, and that the chaplain of the

English Church, the Rev. Pelham Maitland.
addressed the assembly at the grave, paying to the

deceased gentleman the tribute of approbation which
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was justly his due, and itiling tbe reasons which had

convinced the authorities that he had been murdered,

and thereupon a subscription was commenced for a

reward for the discovery of his murderers. Mr. Cal-

vert, Her Majesty's Consul, will receive donations,

and he is co-operating with the Neapolitan authorities

in their vigorous and systematic ioquiries. Mr.

Hi.nd's gardener has been arrested."

We find that the Pink Lily cf the Valley,

which is inquired for at p. 348, is included in Mr.

T. S. Ware's last Illmtrated Catalogue, under the

name Convallaria majalis rosea, the flowers being "of

a decided rose colour." This variety was cultivated

as far back as the time of Gerarde, who says—" The

kinde with the red floure is a stranger in England,

howbeit I have the same growing in my garden."

Martyn speaks of it as having remained true in cul-

tivation to its "reddish or red" colour for above

forty years ; and both double and single red Lilies of

the Valley, as well as a form having large white

flowers variegated with purple, are mentioned by

Phillips in the Flora HistorUa. Mr. Stratton
records the occurrence of two large patches of Con-

vallaria majalis in one of the combes of the Quantock

HilLs, the flowers of which were of "a full pink,

inclining to rose, with no trace of any purple lint."

. The dinner of the Royal Agricultural
Benevolent Institution, at which His Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales will preside, will take

place at Willis' Rooms on Saturday, June 5.

We clip the following from the Richmond

and Twickenham Times of last week :
—

" From outside the gates of Osterley Park, the resi-

dence of the Duchess of Cleveland, is being removed

the fallen trunk of a tremendous hollow tree, known as

the King's Retreat, and the following anecdote is related

as to the manner in which it received its royal name.

King George II. was on visiting terms with a Mr.

Richardson, the then owner of Wyke House, now the

residence of Dr. Willett, and His Majesty, whilst on

his way to visit the Earl of Jersey, at Osterley House,

in company with Mr. Richardson, was prevented from

proceeding by a violent thunderstorm. On presenting

himself at the lodge for shelter, and stating who he was,

the lodge-keeper disbelieved him, as she considered the

King would never be so modest as to walk, and refused

him admission. The lightning struck the tree and
opened its trunk sufficiently to hold the Kmg as well as

Mr. Richardso.'^, and since then the tree has been

named the "King's Retreat."

. The thirty-first annual competition of the

Scottish Pansy Society will be held in the Music

Hall, George Street, Edinburgh, on Friday, June 18.

We perceive, from a recent number of the

Journal of the Central Horticultural Society of France,

that discussions have arisen in that body as to the

possibility of Grafting Potatos. While M. Royer
is of opinion that it is impossible to effect this, M.
V.AVIN takes the opposite view, and exhibited speci-

mens in support of his assertion, which the Society

declined to pronounce any opinion upon, as none of

the assembled members had been present when the

Potatos exhibited by M. Vavin were dug. M. Du-
CH.ARTRE insisted on the importance of ascertaining

clearly whether there really was any union of stock

and scion in these cases. He leant to the opinion that

new tubers might be formed in such cases either from

the stock or from the scion, or from both together, but

considered it very doubtful if grafting ever occurred.

M. RlviiiRE stated that he had tried the experiment

in vain, never having succeeded in getting union. On
the other hand, a case is cited from the Botanischs

Zeilung, January 15, 1S75, where a portion of a white

tuber was engrafted on a red one, with the result that

new tubers of intermediate character were pro-

duced. In this country, as is well known to our

readers, numerous experiments have been made
by Mr. Fenn, and some who once were sceptics

have converted. Certainly the results shown
on more than one occasion by Mr. Fenn were

sufficiently remarkable, and were commented on by

us at the time. The few experiments made by our-

selves were negative, except in one case, where decided

adhesion took place between the inserted portion and

the old tuber. M. Duciiartre talks of soudure, but

no such fusion takes place in ordinary grafting. Again,

the production of a thin layer of corky cells over the

edges of the wound would, we imagine, not neces-

sarily prevent adhesion, as a similar layer of dead

tissue becomes of necessity interposed, in most cases,

between the stock and the scion, as pointed out by

Mr. MURR.VY. It is a great pity an interesting ques-

tion of this kind is not definitely set at rest at

Chiswick, or in some other experimental garden,

where all stages of the process might be carefully

watched by competent observers. If no grafting

takes place, how can we account for that abundant

production of mongrel tubers of all sorts, sizes,

colours, and shapes, such as those exhibited by Mr.

Fenn? If by "sporting" only, why such an out-

burst of this not uncommon phenomenon under these

peculiar circumstances ? Of course we place perfect

confidence in the veiacity of Mr. Taylor of Fencote,

who asserts positively that Yorkshire Hero was pro-

duced in this way, but the accuracy of the observation

is at least open to question. We should ourselves

think much more likely Mr. Fenn's oddities were

the result of the grafting process than that so perfect

a tuber as the one mentioned originated, tout d'un

coup, in this manner.

The following schedule ot prizes has been

decided on by the committee who are promoting the

Potato Exhiiution, to be held in London during

the autumn of 1S75. Other special prizes are antici-

pated, and they will be published in a complete form

when the arrangements for holding the show are com-

pleted. The time and place will be shortly announced

by advertisement ;

—

List o/Ciasse
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lome Corrtspnbcnte.
Foliage for Rose-buds. — The numbers of

flowers suitable for "button-holes" which can be

procured at all seasons of the year is very limited.

Amongst Ihcse there is no move general favourite

than a Rose-bud, and particularly the buds of Tea-

sctnted Rose?. It is usual to place a leaf or two
of their own foliage at the back of the flower, and
one or two leaves of the Fairy Rose in front, and

sometimes a spray of Maidenhair Fern is also intro-

duced. Though these leaves are usually supported

l.y fine wires, they rarely survive exposure in a hot

room for more than six hours without flagt^ing, even

if kept in a lube of water ; while the Rose-bud, if so

heated, will look well for a couple of days. In winter

Roses are so cosily that they are worth saving as long

as they will last ; and I am glad to report having

found some foliage which goes capitally with Rose-

buds, which wants no wiring and which outlives the

Rose, in the leaves of starved plants of Balm of Gilead

(Dracocephalum canariense), a small branch of which
has been in my coat for five day^. and looks fresh

still. It is very sweetly scented. IV. T, P.

The Opening of Flowers.— In addition to the

plants noted at p. 310 as opening their flowers at

stated hours, I have myself noticed that Passifloratrifas-

cia'a commences to open its small white flowers

about 9 AM.; they are fully expanded at 10 A. M.,

and closed for ever at 11 a.m. The flowers of this

plant may no doubt be often overlooked on account

of their small size and want of colour. T. S/fii///,

Streptocarpus Saundersii. — Mr. Gumbleton
recently made some inquiries concerning Strepto-

carpus Saundersii, and where it could be ob-

tained. As no one seems to have answered his

inquiry, he and others may perhaps be glad to know
that Mr. T. Cooper, Holmesdale Road, Reigate,

Surrey, had a stock of it a jcar or two back, and, I

believe, has still. Some of them were, I think, raised

from see<U collected by himself at the Cape of Good
Hope. He had also, in 1S73, a few plants that were
laised from seeds of S. Saundersii, at Mr. Saunders'

;

these were a very distinct variety of the parent plant,

having more numerous and smaller drooping flowers,

of a delicate waxy white colour, faintly tinged and
spotted with lilac, and proved to be really a very charm-
iiiL'' variety of the beautiful S, Saundersii. It may be
well to mention that among the dried specimens col-

licted by Mr. Cooper is a Streptocarpus that appears

to be the same as the variety raised by Mr. Saunders ;

it is therefore probable that it is purely a natural

variety, and not one brought about by the altered

condiiioRs of ll:e plant under cultivation, or it may be
that ihe plant is dimorphic, as the same batch of seed

produced the rue S. Saundersii, as well as the variety.

N. E. Bro'wr.

The Wild Daffodil.—I have read with some sur-

prise ihe letter of your correspondent in last Saturday's
Ciudeucrs' Chronicle, who states that if Narcissus

r^eudo-NarcibSus be brought into a garden and dili-

gently cultivated it almost always becomes double ;

whereas, z-ice z'crsd, if the great double Daffodil be
transplanted into a meadow it as surely shortly be-

comes single. I can only say that I never before

heard of the occurience of either one or the other of

these things. My own experience leads me to form
precisely the opposite opinion. Some twelve years

ago I dug up ani brought into my garden a quantity

of N. Pseudo-Narcissus ; so far from showing any
tendency to become double they have very decidedly

deteriorated in every way. On the other hand there

are two or three meadows in this parish where the
great double Daffodil has grown long beyond the
memory of the oldest inhabitants, and they are as
double and fall as any that could be grown by the

most experienced Dutchman in Holland. The double
variety t-f N. Pseudo- Narcissus is extremely rare.

Mr. P.arr was fortunate enough to get hold of a few
bulbs last spring, and he has distributed them among
his friends. Up to that time I know of no collector

who grew them in his garden. H. Harpur-Crewe^
Drayioii'Beaitchamp Rectory^ Trin}^^ March 15. [Mr.
Barr also writes to say that " C. W, D.'s " statements
are in direct opposition to anything he has read of or
seen in gardens or in fields, Eds]

Millonia Warscewiczii.— I do not wish in any
V ay to detract from the beauty of the spike of Miltonia
\\ arsccwiczii mentioned at p. 340, still I think it but
fair to mention that at the last Whit-week exhibition

nt the Manchester Botanic Gardens a plant was exhi-

bited by Mr. Mitchell, gr. to Dr. Ainsworth, that had
p oduced two spikes from the leading growth, on one
<jf which there were forty-six blooms, and on the other
there were forty, making altogether eighty-six blooms
frtm one bulb. After being exhibited at Manchester,
thi^ plant was also taken to Leeds, and staged there
nm.-iig a collection of Orchids shown by Mr. Mitchell.

Another plant in this collection had three spikes from

the leading growth, which produced seventy blooms.
The beautiful triangular form you allude to produced
by the number of laterals this plant brings when strong

was very apparent in these spikes, and the rich colour-

ing of the labellum, with the curious markings of the

sepals and petals, forms an object at once singular and
interesting. \V, Swaft, March 16.

Relative Cropping Quality of Potatos.— As
considerable attention has been drawn to the cropping
qualities of the American sorts of Polatos, I should

much like to see a thorough and reliable test of say

six of the Americans against six of our most produc-

tive kinds, but on equal terms. All who are familiar

with these American kinds know that, in a given sur-

face, they usually have double, and oftentimes treble,

the number of eyes that good Knglish kinds have.

Tlius, in cutting up I lb. of tubers of any of the

former kinds, it is possible to secure from fifty to sixty

separate eyes, and if these be planted carefully and
nursed a large proportionate crop may follow ; but as

the latter kinds would, at the most, give but half the

number of eyes, they would be placed at considerable

disadvantage. To some persons this abundance of

eyes may prove a recommendation ; but generally, I

think, it is not held in esteem, and good cropping

kinds that have few eyes, and those shallow, are

thought to be the best varieties. Now, if of twelve
kinds, as already mentioned, twelve tubers of each

sort were selected, all medium sized, and weighing in

each case about l i lb. , and all planted and grown under
similar conditions, and each crop lifted and weighed
ofl as soon as ripe, I believe this would constitute a

fair relative trial, as I think it would be found that

what the Americans gave in size our kinds would
equally give in both quality and quantity. Aiex. Dean.

Midland Counties Exhibition.—The schedule

of this Society has been distributed, and 1 have no
doubt that the prizes offered will bring together a

good collection of exhibits. The show is to be held

from July I to July 5, i.e.y from the Thursday till the

Monday following. Now, in the case of fruit, I think

the time much too long, for after the exhibition is

over the fruit is worthless—in fact, a loss. I would
suggest, therefore, that the fruit exhibited on the first

be removed on the close of the second day, and those

intended to be competed for on the fifth be staged on
the third instead. Intending exhibitors would do well

to call attention to this matter at the proper quarter
;

a short fruit exhibition means fruit saved and exhi-

bitors' expenses lessened. T, IV, Bond^ The Beeches^

IVeyhridge^ Surrey.

Eucalyptus globulus.—Your numerous corre-

spondents seem to solicit information respecting this

tree, and the high encomiums passed upon it as to its

utility in rendering unhealthy situations salubrious,

by its powers of absorption and exhalation, have
induced many landed proprietors to plant young
trees of it on their estates and about their dwellings

;

but the operation has invariably failed in producing
the desired eflect, as the tree cannot resist severe

frost, and consequently does not last many years. I

have frequently seen young trees lo, 20, and even 30
feet high in the Channel Islands, growing vigorously

during'a period of three, four, or more years in sheltered

situations, but on the appearance of severe frost being

killed to the ground. I enclose you specimens of

wood and leaves, which I cut from a young tree about

20 feet high, growing in the front of Mr. John De
Gruchy's house, near St. Saviour's Church, Jersey.

Vou will perceive that the leaves and young shoots

are all burned or dried up by the wind and frost, and
that, although the wood remains green, the destruction

of the leaves or lungs will stagnate the sap and cause

the death of the tree. It is evident that it requires a
milder and more growing climate than this part of

Europe otTers, and that continuous growth is essential

to keep it in health. The young trees are very beau-

tiful, and often make shoots 6, S, and 10 feet high in

a season, with leaves 6 and S inches long, of a rich

glaucous blue-green colour, commanding attention by
their vigorous and healthy appearance. The seeds

are easily obtained and raised ; the young plants re-

quire but little nursing, and are usually kept in pots

during the first season, to be planted out the following

spring. The first season's growth is generally very

promising, and should the following winter be mild,

progression is very rapid, inducing the belief that all

previous attempts to grow it have failed through the

insufliciency of the experimentalists; but the third or

fourth winter being a little more severe than the pre-

vious ones, proves the correctness of the theory, that

the Eucalyptus is not sufficiently hardy for our climate.

We have very severe weather here just now. C. B. S.,

Jersey, Feb. 23. [It ought to be understood that this

Eucalyptus is not generally hardy in England, though

it may survive in favoured localities in the south-

western districts, and also in some parts of Ireland.

Eds.]

Pine Sucker Fruiting Young.—I feel curious

to know what is the shortest time known for growing
a Pine from a sui.kt;r {without a root) till the fruit is

cut. We have a Queen Pine here, taken from the

parent stem on the 5lh of last August. " This one,"
said my foreman, " is largecnough for a fruiting pot,"
to which it was consigned without loss of time, and
plunged in a bottom-heat of about lOo'"—not too high,

other things necessary to success being in proportion.

It soon started into growth, and by the end of October
was gradually rested, with a pot full of fine healthy
roots. The treatment now was exactly the same as

that given to others required to be started by
January i— all (Queens—which showed fruit fourteen

days after fresh excitement. The sucker (still called

the sucker) did not "show" till Eebiuary I, and,

judging from its appearance now, we hope to cut a

fruit fully the average weight of Queens by the end
of May— within a period of ten months. T* IV, Boml^
The Beeches, IVcylnidi^e, Surrey,

Madresfield Court Vine.—I can highly recom-
mend the Madresfield Court Grape to Mr. Martin
(p. 312) for planting in an early vinery. I grafted it

on the Hamburgh in 1S72 in my second early vinery,

so that I have my third crop just about commencing
their second swelling. I commenced cutting them ]as.t

year on April 21, and their size, colour, and flavour

were everything that could be desired. It has never
shown the least signs of cracking" with me. The
Vines are planted inside close to the front wall, which
is arched, so that the roots run outside as well as in

;

in fact, 1 look upon it as the finest Black Grape we
have. I grow it at the cool end of a Black Ham-
burgh house, 50 feet long by 20 feet wide, and it is

ripe in ten days after the fir^t Black Hamburghs at

the hot end, while it sets as freely as the Hamburghs.
I intend planting one in the eaily house, which is now
(March S) colouring fast, and will be ready for cutting

in about ten days. The Madresfield Court in my
opinion is A i as a second early or summer Grape,
but for a late keeper I would not recommend it, for

if the least damp gets into the bunch it goes like ice

before the sun. yames Smithy The Gardens, IVaier-

dale, St. Helen s, Lancashire,

Blue-flowreredHoitensias.—The7^Kr«rt/Q^<r;V/
of France mentions that much has been and is

still written on the causes which affect the red blos-

soms of the Hortensia, converting them into blue, con-
sequent on their cultivation in certain soils. The aC'

tion inherent in the soil occasioning the blue tint has
been attributed to the special presence of certain qualities
•—a question at present littleunderstood. A fact related

in the Hamburg Agricultural Journal gives weight
to the opinion that the blue shade of the Hortensia
owes its colour to the iron nature of the soil. M. E.
Siebert states that his attention having been drawn lo

this subject, he was able to profit by an experiment
made by one of his acquaintances on a layer of fer-

ruginous earth. Having procured a quantity of earth

he planted it with Hortensia?, care being taken to divest

the roots of all previous soil by thoroughly washing
them. At the end of the following July the plants,

instead of producing red, were covered with blue
flowers. B,

Linum Irtgynum.—Few things are more useful

for winter blooming than the above plant, and yet one
seldom sees it in good condition. This arises from
its being commonly treated as an ordinary greenhouse
plant, whereas, lo grow the plants in really good style,

and free from red-spider, they require special treat-

ment, while the temperature of an intermediate house
or warm conservatory is necessary to induce them to

unfold their blooms properly. Plants propagated at his

season, and grown freely on, invariably form the best

stuft" for flowering the following winter ; and if a

small house or pit can be devoted to them, their

requirements as to shade and atmospheric moisture

can be much better attended to than if mixed up with

other things. Old plants put to work now in moist

heat will soon afford the necessary quantity of

cuttings. These should be inserted in cutting pot?,

made up principally with leaf-soil or peat, with a
dash of sand. Most soft-wooded things emit their

roots much more freely in cutting pots filled with fine

leaf-soil than they do in the hard, barren mixtures of

sand and loam too commonly used for propagating
purposes, and after rooting they can be more readily

separated without injury than they can if inserted in

the latter. As soon as the cuttings are rooted they

should be potted in small pots, in a mixture

of leaf-mould and loam, or peat and loam,

in the proportion of two-thirds of the

former to one of the latter, as they are fond

of loose decomposed vegetable matter, in which
they root and grow with great freedom. After

potting they should be placed in gentle heat, where
they can be well syringed and kept growing steadily

on. Continue to shift into larger pots as they require

it, using the same free open kind of soil, in which
the roots will be found to run v/ith great freedom.

By the end of May they may be transferred to a culd

pit, and if there should be sufficient depth to hold a

few leaves or tan, to afford a slight bottom-heat, they

will succeed all the belter. In any case they should
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be plunged in some material, so as to keep the roots

in a uniform state as to moisture, or red-spider is sure

to attack them if they are allowed to become dry.

It will be necessary to afford ihem a thin shade for

two or three hours during the hottest part of the day,

and before shutting up they should have a heavy
syringing, so as thoroughly to wet the leaves both on
the upper and lower sides. If this is not attended to

they are very liable to the attacks of red-spider, and
once this pest makes its appearance on them the

plants are soon disfigured and worthless. The mis-

take many make in growing the Linum is in treating

it as an ordinary greenhouse plant, and under such
rigime it only partially succeeds. To get the flowers

to open freely, it is necessary to give it the tempera-
ture of an intermediate house or warm conservatory

;

and in a temperature of this kind, if the plants have
been previously grown properly, they will be a blaze

of bloom and last in perfection the greater part of
the winter, y, Sheppard^ Woolverstone,

Count Kerchove's Conservatory.—We give
this week two small illustrations (figs. 75, 76) of the
interior of Count Kerchove's Winter Garden at Ghent,
and which we were unable to publish last week with the

descriptive letterpress. In the one is shown the stairs

leading to the rock-work, in the other is shown a group
of Tree Ferns, Palms, &c., which serve to show some-
thing of the magnificence of the building and its

contents.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural: March 27.—W. A. Lind-

say, Esq., in the chair. The Rev. M. J, Berkeley
read a short communication from Mr, W. Gardiner,

gr. to E. P. Shirley, Eit|., Eatington Park, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, on a plan of preserving Apples
which had been bird-pecked, and which simply con-

sisted in dropping a spot of liquid sealing wax on the

place whije the fiuit is hanging on the tree. In the

specimens before the meeting, the plan seemed to be
perfectly successful. It was then stated that Ihe

Euphorbia punicea shown by Mr. Murrel was im-
ported from Jamaica in 177S, and had been figured in

the Botanical Register so far back as 1817. Atten-
tion was called to a plant of Cattleya amethystoglossa
remarkable for the number of flowers on the spike.

These were not, however, individually so large as

those figured in Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants,

nor were they so deeply spotted. A cut fiower of
Cypripedium viliosum was sent by Major Berkeley,

to show the persistency of the flowers, this one having
been cut a fortnight, and mention was made of a fine

specimen in a collection sent by Mr. B. S. Williams.
This plant has not at present been figured in any of

our more popular illustrated woiks, but there is a

figure in the second volume of Mr. Warner's book.
Cut specimens of a Bambusa in flower, said to be B.

gracilis, was sent by Mr. Stevens, gr. to the Duke of
Sutherland at Tteniham, but it would probably prove
to be an Arundinaria. Mr. Beikeley stated that in

general these plants, when they produce seed, die.

There are some which flourish lor thirty years or

more, and then bear seed, after which the plants

invariably die. A letter from Mr. Burbidge was then

read, in which the writer called attention to some
cut flowers of Narcissus Pseudo- Narcissus, and N.
Tazetta, received by him from Cornwall on Feb. 5
of the present year. The flowers were then only just

expanded, and since their arrival had been kept in a
vase of water and moss ; with the result that they had
nearly attained their full size, and the ovules were in

many cases perfectly formed. Mr. Burbidge did not

think that in this case they would come to maturity,

but he wished to call attention to the fact that many
plants which flower late in our climate might be in-

duced to perfect their seeds if the fruit-bearing stems
or branches were cut and placed in a light, airy

position indoors, in vases of water, moist sand, or

sphagnum moss. This was no new idea, others having
previously called attention to it, but the fact was not
sufficiently known among horticulturists and hybrid-

isers. The cut seed-bearing spike of Hedychium
Gardnerianum, shown by Mr. Bennett, gr. to the

Marquis of Salisbury, at Hatfield, was most interest-

ing, on account of its beauty and the rarity with which
the scarlet seeds are produced. The plant had been
very attractive for the last four months, and Mr.
Bennett recommends growers of Hedychiums not to

be too hasty in cutting down the plants after flower-

ing, the spikes of seed vessels being as attractive and
more durable than the flowers. The plant shown by
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son under the name of

Salvia multiflora coccinea, Mr. Berkeley believed to

be the same as Salvia boliviensis, figured in the Flore

des Serres, and which was raised from seed some years

ago at Maidstone.

The Chairman stated that he had addressed an
official letter to the newly-appointed Governor of

Fiji, pointing out the desirability of collecting plants

in that country, and asking that such might be sent

to the Society. He had not yet received an official

answer, but had heard privately that the reply would
be a favourable one.

Scientific Committee.—M. P^Edgewortb, Esq
,

in the chair.

Fruiting of the Narcissus.—The Rev. M. J. Ber-
keley exhibited specimens of Narcissus Tazetta, &c.,
from Cornwall, which had set their fruit after having
been cut and placed in water. (Sfe ante.)

Disease ofScotch Fir.—Dr. M. C. Cooke forwarded
specimens of Scotch Fir from the Edinburgh Botanic
Garden infested with spots of an imperfect form of
Hysterium abietinum.

Monstrous Cyclamens.—Rev. — Rawsonsent speci-

mens of Cyclamens with stalked umbels of flowers

intermixed with leaves, also partially double and
synanthic flowers of the same plant.

Double Ciiieraria.'—Mr. E. Bennett sent additional
specimens of the so-called Double Cineraria before
alluded to.

Flozoering Specimens 0/ Bamhusa gracilis.—Mr.
Stevens, of Trentham Gardens, showed flowering
specimens of Bambusa gracilis (Hort.), a plant which
he grew in considerable quantities for decorative pur-
poses, but which had never before flowered with him
till this year, when almost every plant produced
panicles of bloom.

Mr. Edgeworth remarked on the rarity with
which Bamboos flower in India, and on the long
intervals which elapse between the flowering seasons.

"When I read the above article in your Society's
Journal, somewhat over a year ago, I was then aware
that Mushrooms existed in the anterior of ant-hills, for I

had often seen them, but 1 did not know their season of
sprouting, and whenever I searched was unsuccessful
till the other day. I have now ascertained the season
they sprout is the end of August, or the beginning of
September, and I believe all ant-hills produce them then.
"These Mushrooms appear to me to proceed from a

peculiar substance always found in ant-hills in this coun-
try (whether white or black), generally called ants' food,
a bluish gritty substance, like coarse wheat-flour turned
mouldy and adhesive — in dry weather brittle, and in
damp weather like soft leather. It is this substance,
under the combined influence of heat, damp, and dark-
ness, from which the Mushrooms grow.
"As my experience is at variance with the writer in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, you may care to record it

perhaps.
" The liquor in the bottle with the Mushrooms is white

wine vinegar, which I thought would best preserve them
;

and to ascertain their true shape and length I would
advise your breaking the bottle, for 1 do not think you
can possibly extract them entire otherwise.

" I would like these Mushrooms, if possible, referred
to some mycologist, and their names ascertained ; and I

would like also to know, if the bluish substance, the ants'
food, was collected and treated artificially, could similar
Mushrooms be raised.

' I know of several other fungi which are eaten by the
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Usually the plant dies after flowering. It has
frequently happened that in the year previous to a
great famine the Bamboos have seeded, and afforded

a welcome supply of nutriment to the natives.

Opium Blight.—Mr. Berkeley commented on the

fungi connected with the Opium blight, h propos of a

report on the table, drawn up by Dr. Cunningham, and
entitled "Microscopical Notes regarding the Fungi
present in Opium Blight." The fungus seems to be
a form of Peronospora.

Fungi in Ant-hills.—A conversation ensued as to

the production of edible fungi in ant-hills, as alluded

to at a former meeting, and the following extracts from
the proceedings of the Agri- Horticultural Society of

India were read :

—

"In an extract from the Gardeners' Chtonicle on
' Mushrooms in India,' in the Society's Journal, vol. ii.,

part I, p. 36, the writer says :
—

' I cannot conceive white-

ant earth being of any use in gardening. The only

growth 'I have ever observed on it, or in the nests, was
that of a very small fungus, less in size than an ordinary

pinhead, and often mistaken for the egg of the termites,

in shape resembling a Button Mushroom of a white
colour.

'

" I now send you a bottle containing Mushrooms I

extracted a few days ago from the centre of a white-

ant hillock. When I collected them they were in

appearance like Asparagus, over 14 inches in length, and
the people about here consider them particularly good
eating, partaking of them both raw and cooked, and call

them ' Bhuephor.

'

people here, and considered good food, which on pro-
curing I will forward to you, to be recognised. One in

particular I am desirous of knowing more about, to all

appearances like a small Potato, and considered the best

of all. It is procured from under the ground, and its

presence is indicated by the earth cracking, generally near
the stumps of Saul trees."

The Secretary next read the following remarks, oblig-

ingly furnished by Dr. Cunningham :

—

" 1 herewith return the letter sent to me more than a
month ago, along with specimens of fungi said to have
been procured from the interior of a white ant-hill.

" The specimens apparently belong to some species of
Lepiota, and are chiefly remarkable for the extreme
length and coarse fibrous contents of the stem,
" The occurrence of fungi in connection with ant-hills

is well-known, but in so far as I am aware those hitherto
described as occurring on the hills of the white ant
belong to species of the Gasteromycetous order,
Podaxinei, so that the occurrence of a species of one of
the sub-genera of Agaricus in such localities is a new and
interesting fact.

" With regard to the material from which they arise,

and which must apparently be of the same nature as the
so-called spawn of the cultivated Mushroom, consisting
of vegetable debris permeated by the mycehum of the
fungus, it may be noted that a similar substance is

described by Belt as occurring in the nests of the leaf-

cutting ants of Nicamgua, and is supposed by him to
serve as food, the ants culling and storing the leaves for

the sake of the fungi which are subsequently developed
in the debris.'*'

* The Naturalist ift Nicaragua, p. 80.
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"Were this spawn artificially exposed to conditions

similar to those which it naturally encounters in the

interior of the hillocks— heat, darkness, and moisture

—

I believe that the pilei might very probably be raised at

will ; and if they really are good eating the experiment

would be well worth trying."

ReprodiicUon of Kc-aj/.— rrofessor Thiselton Dyer
exhibited under the microscope examples of the

ascospores (or endospores) of yeast. These liad been

described by De Seynes in iS6S in the case of Mycu-

derma vini. Trecul stated that he had observed them

in yeast, but Max Reess had given the first detailed

account of them in 1S70 {Botanhclu unta'suchungoi

fibt-r akoholi^dhrnngspi/zc). To obtain them it was

only necessary to cultivate the yeast which had ceased

active growth {untcrhcfc) on a moist slab of plaster-of-

Paris in a damp atmosphere. After about ten days

the cells of the yeast which had been starved by this

treatment developed from two to four spores in their

interior. These when placed under appropriate con-

ditions were found to be capable of germinating; and

so of reproducing actively growing yeast.

Fertilisation of Fungi.—Mr. Renny alluded to some
recent discoveries as to the fertilisation of Coprlnus.

Phenological Phenomena.—A report on this sub-

ject, drawn up by a joint committee of the Royal

Agricultural, Royal Botanic, Royal Dublin, Royal

borough, Mis3 BatemaiiP.nd Albert Victor, with which
were mixed specimens of bright coloured llippeas-

truras ; and a large basketful of Rhododendron
prajcox var., Karly Gem, a new and most valuable

variety, with pale rosy purple ilowers for spring deco-

ration, the plants being now all out in full bloom in

their Coombe Wood Nursery. Mr. John Wills, of

Sussex Place, South Kensington, and the Melbourne
Nursery, Annerlcy, y.K., contributed a very exten-

sive group, including amongst llowcring plants Nar-
cissus, Roses, Tulips, Hyacinths, Spirceas, Azaleas,

Cineraria^, Heaths, &c., and of subjects remarkable as

fine-foliaged plants several of considerable beauty and
interest. AraliaGuilfoyleiwascapitally represented, and
so also was Cupania undulata, At)utilon Sellowianum,
Phyllanlhus nivosus, Aralia Vcitchii, Croton Weis-
manni, Cupania (ilicifolia, DieRenbachia IJausei, Ficus
Parcellii, Phyllanthus mimosa^folius, Terminalia ele-

gans, Phyllarthron comorense, and Xylophylla lati-

iolia, &c., all neat and well-furnished examples. A
silver medal was awarded. Mr. B. S. Williams also

sent a good collection of (lowering and ornamental-
foliaged plants, which included. Kchmea Maria Regina,
with a fine spike ; PhaUenopsis Schilleriana, with
fifteen flowers ; Dendrobium Wardianum, Lrelia

elegans, Odontoglossum triumphans, Amaryllis Men-
delii, vermilion'red, very fine ; Cyclanjen persicum
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Horticultural, Marlborough College Natural History
Society, and of the Meteororological Society, was
placed on the table, The report consists in a list of

the flowers, insects, birds, .Jtc, whose first appearance
in spring is to be noted in connection with meteoro-
logical phenomena.
Fruiting ofHedychitun Gardnerianum.—Dr. Masters

called attention to the beautiful specimen exhibited by
Mr. Bennett, of the Gardens, Hatfield. Though so

common in collections, the fruits had not been
hitherto observed. No artificial fertilisation had been
resorted to.

The Hyacinth Show.—This was held in the

Western Arcade, and, thanks to the liberality of

several of the leading nurserymen, was a much better

display than could reasonably have been anticipated

under the circumstances now so familiar to all. As
a Hyacinth show, however, it must be confessed that

but for a large and attractive collection staged by
Messrs. Veitch & Son it would have been like the play
of "Hamlet " without Hamlet. The miscellaneous

class was the mainstay of the exhibition, so that what
is usually alluded to by us at the last must on
this occasion be considered first. A silver medal
was gained by Messrs. Veitch & Son for a large and
important collection of plants, including over 100
Hyacinths, very good for the season, but not so fine

as last year ; some very good Tulips, Cyclamens, and
Crocuses ; a showy group of Clematis, including

such varieties as Lord Londesborough, Lady Londes.

giganteum, a very robust grower, with large flowers

;

Adiantum graciUimum, a fine specimen ; with Palms,

DracKnas, &c. A silver medal was awarded. From
Mr. William Paul came a large and admirably effec-

tive collection of Camellias in pots, which were very

much admired. By far the greater proportion of the

flowers were white, which contrasted beautifully with
the rich deep green of the abundant foliage ; and these

also won a silver medal. A bronze medal was awarded
to Mr. J. Aldous, florist, Gloucester Road, South
Kensington, for a neat group of capital decorative

plants, which included one of the finest specimens in

the country of Kentia Forsteriana.

Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford
Hall, Ilford, was the only exhibitor of new Hyacinths
in the class devoted to varieties which have not before

been exhibited, and he took the ist prize with Diana,
single dark blue ; Prince Imperial, single purplish

blue ; Alice, single red ; Oxford, single dark blue
;

Helen, single pale rose ; Starlight, single blue. In

the class for twelve Hyacinths (amateurs), Mr.
Douglas was again ist with an excellent group,
including fine spikes of Von Schiller, single red j

L' Innocence, single white ; Grand Lilas, single blue
;

Grandeur a Merveille, single white ; Koh-i-noor,
single red ; Ida, single yellow ; General Havelock,
and King of the Blues. Mr. G. Toms, gr. to

H. Wetenhall, Esq., The Poplars, Seven Sisters'

Road, N., was 2d. The same exhibitors also occu-

pied similar positions in the class for twelve Tulips,

Mr. Douglas having very strong and finely-flowered

plants of Fabiola, Keizerskroon, Chrysolon, orange-

yellow, very fine in colour j Proserpine, Van der

Neer, and Vermilion Brillant. In the two classes

for Cyclamens, the only exhibitor was Mr. Goddard,
gr. to H. Little, Ksq., Cambridge Villas, Twicken-
ham, who had some truly magnificent specimens, and
took both 1st prizes. Mr. Goddard also staged

a very large and most striking collection in

the miscellaneous class, and took a bronze medal.
For six Orchids, Mr. B. S. Williams was 1st with a

capital group, including Odontoglossum Alexandra;,

with one spike on which were sixteen flowers, all

being of fine size and great substance. This was con-

sidered to be one of the finest spikes ever seen. The
others consisted of Vanda suavis, with two spikes

;

Lycaste Skinneri, with about a dozen and a half

flowers ; MasdevalUa Lindeni, with seventeen flowers

and buds ; Cymbidium eburneum, and a fine Cypri-
pedium villosum. Hardy spring flowers were repre-

sented by a nice group of eighteen from Mr. R, Dean,
Ealing, who look a 1st prize, and also secured the

premier awards in classes for Primroses of the Poly-
anthus and acaulis type.

Of fruit and vegetables the display was very limited.

The 1st prize for two bunches of late Black Grapes
went to Mr. J. Ridout, gr. to W. S. Brown, Es({.,

Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate, who had Alicante, good
in bunch, berry, and bloom. Mr. W. Wildsmith, gr.

to Viscount Eversley, Ileckfield, was 2d with Lady
Downe's—small compact bunches, fair sized berries,

and carrying a splendid bloom. Alicante and Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat, cut from the Vine on
December i, were shown by Mr. Donaldson, gr. to

Lord Chesham, Litimers. The 1st prizes for kitchen
and dessert Apples went to Mr. T. Parsons, gr. to

R. Attenborough, Esq., Fatrlawn, Acton Green, who
had amongst others very fine samples of Alfriston,

Wellington, and Blenheim Orange, tS:c. Mr. J,
Clarke, gr. to the Rev. A, D. Stacpoole, Writtle,

was 2d for dessert kinds ; and Mr. J. Woodbridge for

culinary sorts. The Pears were very poor. Excel-

lent Mushrooms came from Mr. T. Record, gr,,

Vinters Park, Maidstone ; and Seakale from Mr,
Clarke.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in

the chair. A First-class Certificate was awarded to

Mr. H. Bennett, nurseryman, Stapleford, Salisbury,

for a new hybrid perpetual Rose named Hippolyte
Jamain, bright rose, with a fine dark crimson centre ;

a full, well built flower, and particularly good as to

foliage. A fruit-bearing spike of Hedychium
Gardnerianum, the scarlet seeds on which were
greatly admired, came from Mr. Bennett, of
Hatfield ; and Messrs. Paul & Son contributed
two boxes of very fine forced Roses, and a
white Lilac named Alba grandiflora. Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons sent a dozen new Hyacinths,
but no awards were made in this direction to-day.

Four very fine specimens of Cyclamens came from Mr.
W. Shorten, Rabbley Gardens, Herts, and gained a
Cultural Commendation. From Mr. W. Bull came two
plants of the new Phalcenopsis leuchorroda, imported
with several other new hybrids from the Eastern Archi-
pelago, and described in our columns by Professor

Reichenbach, at p. 301 [see also p. 366]. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son exhibited, under the name of Salvia

multiflora coccinea, a very bright scarlet flowering

plant, which Mr. Berkeley believed to be the same as

S. boliviensis, figured in the Flore des Serres. The
same firm also showed Cyclamen persicum multiplex,

a variety with two rows of petals instead of one, as in

the ordinary form. A specimen of Cattleya amethys-
toglossa, with one spike, on which were seventeen

flowers, and the bright orange yellow-flowered L^elia

flava, with three spikes, came from Mr. W. Wilson,

gr. to W. Adams, Esq., Chace Park, Enfield. Mr.
Murrell, gr. to E. J. Rutter, Esq., Cambridge Park,

Twickenham, sent a plant of the old Euphorbia
punicea, whose crimson-scarlet bracts contrast well
with its green foliage. Tulipa Greigii, a species from
the mountains of the Caucasus, and remarkable for

its spotted foliage, was shown by the New Plant and
Bulb Company, Colchester.

Fruit Committee.— H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. The only objects which came before this body
were six brace of the Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber,
shown by Messrs. Munro & Wilkinson, of Potter's

Barr, N. ; some fine specimens of Uvedale's St. Ger-
main Pears and Lowndes' Pippin Apples from Mr.
Bennet., Hatfield, and excellent examples of Celeriac,

or the Turnip-rooted Celery, from the Society's

garden at Chiswick. This vegetable is but little

grown in this country, but somewhat extensively in

France, where the roots are sent to the table in thin

slices to eat with cheese, and also stewed like our

Celery.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural.—
The first show of the current season, held in the

Town Hall, King Street, on Tuesday, March 16,

presented several features of considerable interest.

Upon no former occasion of a show in this room has
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so large a variety of plants been introduced ; never,

perhaps, have there been more of the description

styled *'new," which term, however, must be

admitted to hold a very dififerent sense with the

botanist and with the horticulturist ; and upon few
occasions has the general elTect been so lively and
pleasing. This came principally from the abundance of

bulbous flowers, Hyacinths in particular, and of the

beautiful phalanxes of Cyclamens. The gay and
cheerful colours of these last made the visitor forget

ihe dulness of the day, which, unhappily, though
fine, was not blessed with a single sunbeam, and
nowhere in the world arc sunbeams more desirable

than on the first floor front of the Manchester Town
Hall. Hyacinths, however, like the lady in Spenser's

Faery Qiurfu', are gifted with the pleasant power
that "makes a sunshine in the shady place,"

and th eir presence in fair plenty was thus

most opportunely useful as well as contri-

butive to the excellence of a display in many
respects exceptionally meritorious. The long-con-

tinued severity of the weather, the imminent danger
of rain and sleet and reduction of temperature,

naturally had the effect of keeping away several

of the principal local amateurs one is accustomed to

give welcome to at the Manchester shows. Their

place was well supplied, however, by nurserymen

—

two or three coming in strength. Amateurs grow
plants simply for pleasure, nurserymen grow them
for sale ; they cannot afford to wait for fine days,

when somehow, by a kind of instinct, they seem to

stand back and make way for the non-professional.

Such, at least, is observable on the occasion of the

minor shows in the provinces. The pre-eminent
features of the show on the i6th inst. consisted in a
group of ten Orchids from Dr. R. F. Ainsworth,
which received the Society's Gold Medal ; and
in a conspicuously well-filled table set out by Mr. B.

S. Williams. As very eflective among the former
may first be named a couple of plants of Dendro-
^bium crassinode, loaded with bloom, and wanting only
foliage in order to be perfect. Were it not that the
Mezereon, the Almond-tree, the Forsythia, and scores

of the Amentifenc, pleasing enough in their way, have
the same fancy for blooming on leafless stems, one
might almost suppose it congenerous with the oddity
of the Orchideous race in regard to structure and
habitations. But the circumstance is too common,
and is illustrated in plants belonging to orders too
widely different, to allow of its being regarded as any-
thing more or less than one of Nature's fixed, though
inconsistent, manners and customs. We have only to

remember that Flora is of the feminine gender, and
waywardness is the very thing to be expected. The
Orchid, however, which most attracted the attention

of the connoisseurs, was the owner's hybrid, Dendro-
bium Ainsworthii, a very pretty plant, exhibited a
year ago, and described and figured in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, but then only a rudiment ; now it is tall

and elegant, and clothed with bloom from head to

foot, wiih green leaves in abundance. After these

a very noticeable plant was a beautiful example
of Odontoglossum membranaceum. The brownish
amber centre of this otherwise pure white flower is

very remarkable, being constituted of many broken
concentric rings. Lycastes and Cypripediums made
up the ten. Mr. B. S. Williams' plants were at

once referable to "new and rare," and to highly
finished among the relatively old. Such, perhaps, is

the division that all collections admit of, or ought to

admit of, for high finish is by no means universal :

but on the present occasion it was very marked.
Among the novelties the grand attraction was a pro-

mising plant of the .Echmea Maria Regina, from
Costa Rica, of which, we believe, Mr. Williams holds
the entire stock in Europe. Its appearance is cer-

tainly very imposing. The foliage, as would be
expected in a Bromeliad, is of the Pine-apple type

;

the solitary flower-shaft is clothed at the upper part
with large and brilliant magenta-coloured bracts, erect

at first, but subsequently pendulou?, and at the

top of all is a beaded cone, now, before

the expansion of the corollas, creamy white, but in

due time to be tipped at every point with violet-

purple. Geonoma gracilis, in this collection, re-

minded one of Cocos WeddelUana, for which Palm
it will form an excellent companion. Alongside of
it were several hybrids, reckoning, of course, as

*'new" plants, the principal being Amaryllis Mendelii,

spacious and brilliant; Cypripedium Argus, curious

in its green and chocolate ; also several very engaging
varieties, counting also as "new" plants, which, of
course, they must be allowed to be, so long as differ-

ence of structure is not insisted on as passport to the

title. Very beautiful in this class were Mr. Williams'

examples of Abutilon Sellowianum marmoratum, an
immense improvement on the old A. striatum Thom-
soni, at all events in the juvenile stage ; whether the

complexion will be preserved in the adult plant of

course remains to be proved. Very inviting, also, as

a good dinner-table plant, was Mr. Williams' Anthe-
ricum (what species?) variegatum, understood to be

a rival of the Pandanus Veitchii, with which it may
certainly contend in elegance of form and in

coloration, with the advantage, upon its own side, of

smooth-edged instead of spinous leaves ; Ficus Par-

cellii, Adiantum gracillimum, Dendrochilum glnma-
ceum, the racemes of tiny flowers looking like skeletons

of Wheat ears ; Tillandsia Lindeni, reminding one of

a blue Iris or Marica ; Masdevaliia Lindeni, the best

specimen ever shown in the North of England, Cala-

mus ciliaris, Dendrobium Jaraesianum, and Odonto-
glossum Roezlii likewise held their own among the

new and rare ; while of Odontoglossum Alexandra
there was a raceme so grand and luminous that no one
at the show entitled to speak could say he had ever
beheld the like of it. Mr. Williams came well to the

front also with Cyclamens, a bank of about fifty, with
a dozen besides of the strain giganteum. To those

who remember what the Cyclamen persicum was only
thirty years ago, the advance made in the development
of this lovely plant is almost incredible. It speaks
very plainly for the potentiality of improvement that

lies hidden away in floral Nature. If flowers were
made for the pleasure and solace of man, it is very
certain that man in turn was made for the flowers,

just as he was made for the cereals, the vegetables,

and the fruit trees, none of which would ever have
assumed the forms under which they are now fami-

liar had not the ingeniously constructive animal we
designate the human race been introduced upon the

scene as workmen on their behalf. How many more
flowers are to be induced to follow in the wake, first

of the ancient Auricula and Carnation, now of the

modem Cyclamen, we do not know; but certainly

our florists need not fear that we are approaching even
the beginning of the end.

From the Royal Nurseries, Ascot, there were sent
up, by Messrs. Standish, some good new varieties of
Clematis and Azalea, again very interesting of their

kind. We should like to be informed, however,
whether this elegant basket of great white stars of
Clematis, and that other basket of great lilac stars,

placed the plant before the public in the way that
it grows naturally, or can even be made to grow. If not,
is it quite legitimate so to exhibit such plants? The
charm of a lovely plant consists not more in its

intrinsic beauty than in its upright and downright
honesty in every part. Nothing is more painful than
insincerity, or even the suggestion of it, and floricul-

ture, above all things, should never give occasion for

the least thought of an untruth. Although suggested
by the Clematises referred to, the above remark has far

less reference to ihem as individual examples, which,
after all, perhaps they were not, than to incomparably
more fragrant ones, alas ! only too common, bedding-
out, so to speak, in pots. A plant that is really good
will always speak for itself, and needs none of the
ingenuities of "making-up." Mr. T. Perkins, of
Leamington, sent a large basketful of the double
Chinese Primula. No doubt the variety is interesting,

but as a matter of personal taste we would fifty times
rather see the sweet and simple flower of five petals

and yellow eye. Mr. R. S. Yates sent some capital

trays of cut Camellias and Rhododendrons, and, better
still, half-a-dozen beautiful demi-arches of Solomon's
Seal, a flower that belongs by birthright to the time of
the nightingale, but which he manages to improvise
" before the swallow dares." From Messrs. G. & W.
Vates came a nice little collection of Conifers, and
another of the "sculpturesque" section of plants,

Aloes, and so forth. Mr. Thomas Studd, of Healon
Nursery, followed creditably with miscellaneous
plants, and gave also quite a new feature to a town-
hall show, and more particularly to an early spring
one, in the shape of six or eight choice bouquets.
We have so often had to look with sorrow upon the
floriferous " Mushroom " and its lace petticoat, that it

was quite refreshing to note the taste which in Mr.
Studd's designs came to the rescue. Mr. S. Cooper,
of Timperley (amateur), sent a very pretty lot of early
and accelerated spring flowers, chiefly bulbous. Mr.
Sherratt brought from Knypersley a grand branch of
the Kumquat, loaded with its miniature Citrons; and,
lastly, from the Society's gardens at Old Trafford
came a showy appendix to the contributions of the
outsiders, in the shape of a bank of tropical and
greenhouse evergreens, with foreground of the never-
too-highly-valued Hyacinth.

The following awards were made by the Com-
mittee :

—
Collection of Orchids : The Society's Gold Medal,

Dr. R. F. Ainsworth.
First-class Certificates for new plants :—Adiantum

gracillimum ; Abutilon Sellowianum marmoratum
;

-Echmea Marine Regina: ; Amaryllis Mendelii ; Cy-
pripedium Argus, Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway.
Primula sinensis, Prince Arthur, Mr. Perkins, Leam-
ington ; hybrid Clematis, Mr. Quilter ; hybrid
Clematis, Mr. Badger ; and hybrid Azalea indica,

Sigismund Rucker, Messrs. John Standish & Co.,
Ascot. 'Cypripedium Harrisianum, Mr. Robert
Aders, Whalley Range. Oncidium cucullatum, Mr.
W. Leech, Fallowfield.

First-class Commendations :—Miscellaneous collec-

tion of plants, Mr. S. Cooper, Timperley. Miscella-
neous collection of Palms, Mr. George Toll. Floral
Bouquets, Mr, Thomas Studd, Grange Nursery,

Heaton Mersey. Cut Orchid Blooms, Mr. S. Barlow,
Stoke Hill, Middleton. Cut Camellia and Rhodo-
dendron Blooms, Mr. R. S. Vates, Brocklands.
Collection of Miscellaneous Plants, Messrs. G. & W.
Yates. Grapes, Lady Downe's, Mr. John Rylands.

Cultural Certificates :—Grapes, Lady Downe's, Mr.
John Potts, gardener at Manley Hall; Odontoglossum
Alexandrce, Mr. B. S. Williams,

East Londori Amateur Floricultural Society.
— This highly successful amateur floricultural

society held its Spring Flower Show—and it is the
only amateur society that ventures upon such an
exhibition around London—on the 17th, iSth, and
19th inst. The exhibition was held at the Bow and
Bromley Institute, and consisted of a stage of nearly

400 feet in length, embellished by between 400 and
500 pots of Hyacinths, and nearly as many Tulips, lvc.

As regards Hyacinths, Tulips, forced Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Spiraeas, Solomon's Seals (huge speci-

mens of which were very imposing), &c., it was
superior in point of merit to the display at South
Kensington on the 17th. Messrs. Hill and Parker
staged some remarkable Hyacinths, Tulips, and
Narcissi. The spikes of the former averaged 15 inches
in length, and had generally ten to twelve tiers of
bloom. Narcissi were remarkably fine also, averaging
twelve to fourteen blooms to the spike on the gene-
rality of the spikes. The special classes were vari-

ously well contested, and the arrangements neat and
effective. W, E.

Kitchen Garden.—As soon as the weather is in

keeping with the traditional character of that which
should distinguish the time of year, a period of busy,

even of restless activity will have set in for gardeners.

If any vacant pieces of ground from which green

crops have been cleared require to be dug over, let

them be manured and dug at once. The drying March
winds will penetrate the soil and pulverise it, and
render it fit for working for crops when required.

Such necessary ,work as this cannot be got through

too quickly.

Peas.— If some early Peas are already sown, then
follow on with successional crops of this most popular
vegetable. Such moderate growing varitties as.

Jamts' Dwarf Prolific, Premier, Veitch's Perfection
and Omega, a new dvi'arf vaiiety of Mr. Laxton's
raising, are best adapted for small gardens. In larj^e

gardt n--, where space is not so circumscribed, such
fine typ-s as Champion of England and Ne Pius
Ultra may be sown. Both require to be in good soil.

All the varieties of Peas here named belong to the
class of wrinkled marrow?, which have a brandling
habit of growth, and consequently should not be sown
so thickly as the early round-seeded varieties that branch
but very little. The last-named kinds pod inainly

at the top of the haulm ; the former, or wiiukled
marrow type, nearly the whole length of it. The
sorts named above can be strongly recommended
for exhibiiion as well as table purposes, if the show
takes place from the middle of July to the middle of
August. Dishes of Peas form classes in all local
shows now-a-days, and this custom serves the excel-

lent purpose of bringing into cultivation in village
and cottage gardens the bettermost sorts of Peas of
recent introduction. For exhibitions held at the end
of June and the beginning of July, and which are
somewhat early in relation to outdoor crops, one of
the best and most reliable sorts is Laxton's William the
First. Peas must have rich ground to produce large and
continuous crops, and it is a good plan to sow them in

the old Celery trenches; these are generally well
manured, and the crop does not exhaust the whole of
the manure so liberally applied. Sow Peas in drills

about 2 inches in depth, or even less ; they strike

their main roots down into the soil, and some soil

can be drawn up to the rows when required, in the
same manner in which gardeners earth up Potatos.

Broccoli, Cabtiages, &c. — Numerous other
seeds should now be sown, or at least directly the
ground is in a fit state to receive them ; such as
Broad or long-pod Beans to succeed the early ones.
The Broccolis, Cabbages, Kales, Cauliflower, Carrots,
Lettuce, Onion, Parsley, Parsnip, Radish, and
Spinach should all be got in as quickly as possible.

It is of great advantage to get seeds of the Brassica
tribe— Broccoli, Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, and
Winter Greens, the two last especially—sown early
in the season, as the stronger the plants are when put
out at mid-summer and the weeks following, the
better. On the other hand, small plants are often
checked by spells of drought, and fail to grow into
size by the autumn. The Brassicas can be sown in
small beds, the seeds being scattered broadcast, and
then, at the proper time, planted out in their winter
quarters. Beet, Parsnips, Carrots, and Spinach
should be sown in shallow drills, a foot apart, at
least. Sow thickly, which will tend to reduce the
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labour of Ihinning out by-anJ-bye. Onions mny be

sown either broadcast or in shallow drills, 8 or 10

inches apart. All successful cultivators recom-

mend the liberal manuring and deep digging of soil

intended for Onions. The ground should be trampled

or rolled down fairly hard before the seed is sown,

riace it thinly in shallow drills, only just covering

the seed with .soil. Onions are now much grown for

exhibition imrposes, and those who make a point of

showing them sow very early in the season—in

January or early in February—so as to get a good

start of the stason, as they say. In cases where

ground is scarce. Lettuces and Radishes may
be sown sparmgly over the Onion beds, as

they are removed before they can do material

injury to the Onion crop. The Reading or White
Spanish Onion is the best for a general crop. Of
Lettuce sow that fine Calibage variety, the Lcyden
White Dutch, which is unsurpassed for summer cul-

ture, and is extremely crisp and sweet and pleasant to

the palate ; and the Paris White Cos where the up-

right Cos Lettuces are preferred to the Cabbage type.

It is always well to sow some of each.

PoTATOs.—Potato planting must also be proceeded

with ; the earliest kinds at least should be in the

ground by the first week in March if the weather

proves at all favourable. In suitable v\'eather the

planting might be carried right through, from the

earliest to the latest varietie?. As a gener.al rule the

ground should be forked over, and the planting pro-

ceeded with as the ground is dug. Break the soil

well to pieces immediately about the Potato sets. It is

not desirable for manure to be put in with the tubers

as the work proceeds, but far preferable that

ground intended for Potatos should be manured in the

autumn, and allowed to lie till the time for planting.

For the early crop plant Veitch's Improved Ashleaf,

and follow on with Rector of Woodstock, Yorkshire

Hero, and Excelsior Kidney ; these, or some such

well-known high-class varieties, will yield almost all

that is required where gardens are small. If

nice clean samples are w.anted for exhibition

—

and it is now as much the practice to grow Potatos

for this purpose as anything else— it will greatly assist

the production of fine show samples if a light mixture

is made up to put in with them, such as some old

turf, decayed vegetable refuse, leaf-mould, and a little

soot and lime, or wood ashes ; and this will also tend

to invigorate the crop, and, by reason of its nourishing

quality, yield a larger return. Early Potatos, and in

fact all varieties ofmnderate growth of haulm, should

be planted about 12 inches apart in the rows, and the

rows should be about 2 feet apart from each other. The
teachings of experience have shown that wider inter-

vals tend only to waste of ground, and closer ones

serve to check the perfect growth and maturation of

the crop by overcrowding. Later and stronger

growing varieties should be planted 15 inches apart in

the row, oralittle neareror farther according to thesize

of the tubers. The rows should be 24 feet apart, or

should the soil be rich, this distance may be extended

with advantage.

Law Notes,
Oldroyd !'. MvTTON : Fc/i. 22.—This was an

action brought by Messrs. Oldroyd & Son, nursery-

men and seedsmen, Shrewsbury, in the Shrewsbury

County Court, against Captain Mytton, of Garth, for

the sum of ;^3t lOr. alleged to be due for shrubs and

seeds. The case for the plaintiffs was to the effect

that on February 27, 1874, Miss Ann Jane Jones, and
Evans, Captain Myttou's gardener, visited their nur-

sery and purchased some trees and shrubs. ]'>ans

told the senior partner that Miss Jones was Captain

Mytton's housekeeper, and that the plants were for

him. They were sent with the invoice to Trefuany
Court, and the bill was forwarded in the autumn.

Some time afterwards they had a letter from Captain

Mytton, in which he stated that he did not consider

himself liable. In this letter the defendant said he

had not the slightest idea that the plants had been put

down to him. The idea of his allowing a woman to

order trees and shrubs was too preposterous for him
to entertain for a moment.

The plaintiffs and defendant, Miss Jones and the

gardener Evans, were examined at some length. His

Honour (Judge Snuth, Q.C.) on giving judgment
said he had consulted the text-books, and the law
did not support the plaintiffs' case in any degree.

There had been no antecedent dealings with Messrs.

Oldroyd. Nothing would be easier than for any par-

ticular persons to give orders for seeds right and left.

Half the gardeners in England might go and order

any quantity of seeds, and pledge their masters' credit.

He considered the conduct of Messrs. Oldroyd in this

case as similar to that of thousands of respectable

tradesmen, but at the same time he thought it was a
very objectionable way of doing business. If trades-

men liked to run the risk of servants pledging their

masters' credit, they must do so at their own peril.

The old adage was, " All's vvtU tlut ends well," and
tradesmen sometimes ran the risk, hoping it would all

turn out right. As the plants were there, he had
hoped that Captain Mytton would have paid a certain

price for them. Whether he would do so or not he
could not say. If he did so, it would be as a present

from himself, or as an equivalent for any benefit he
might have derived, or would derive, unilcr his order.

He should give judgment for the defendant. The
only question he hesitated about was that of costs,—
Mr. Redman: We don't ask for costs.— His Honour :

That relieves my mind. The only reason wdiy I might
not have made Messrs. Oldroyd pay the costs was this

—that Captain Mytton has had the shrubs and trees,

and I should have been sorry if they had also had to

pay the costs. I should be glad to hear that Captain
Mytton had (notwithstanding what has happened) in

a spirit of magnanimity said, "Oh, I'll overlook it,

and give you a cheque for—say ;iJio."

Action Against a Seed Merchant by the
ar.ricultural and horticultural co-opera-
TIVE Association.—This was an action tried in the

Westminster County Court on Thursday last, before

Mr. Judge Bailey and a jury, to recover the sum of

/21 IJJ-. Ill/, from the defendant, Mr, Kophel, a seed
merchant. Mr. Simpson, the chief clerk of the

Company, proved the order for the goods, and
Robert Simpson, in the seed department of the

Association, proved the correctness of the invoice

of the Company. Mr. Merriman, the solicitor, called

upon the defendant, wdio said he had been formerly
seed buyer to the Company ; further, that he had a

set-off of ^19 against the Company, but in cross-

examination he showed such an indisposition to reply

that the learned Judge, considering him, in the position

of a defendant, as an adverse witness, said he could

not be subjected to the ordinary rules of cross-

examination.
Mr. Alsop, the defendant's solicitor, combatted

this, which was overruled by the learned Judge, when
witness stated that the set-ofT was the cost price of the

goods, that he had 50 per cent, profit on the goods,

and that the goods were supplied to him as agent for

the Company, and had charged as much as 100 per

cent, for goods sold by the Company. Several items,

the amount of which were disputed by the defendant,
were submitted to the jury.

By the defendant's solicitor, the witness said that

there was an agreement between himself and the Com-
pany, but it was not produced. It was for commission
on all goods sold at 2.^ per cent,, and on all pur-
chases of seeds. The agreement was not stamped,
therefore not admissible in evidence. The learned

Judge thought it was a question whether the defendant
was or was not a buyer when the debt was contracted.

By Mr. Merriman : The defendant said he had pur-
chased plants for the Company, and that his commis-
sion on sales formed the amount stated in his set-off.

He gave notice to the Company to leave, but there was
no settlement of accounts at the time, and he had not
received £6^ for commission when in the Company's
service. At this stage of the case the Judge ordered
a non-suit to be entered, as the balance was not
proved.

®)Ijc Mciit^tr.
STATE OF
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PLANT HOUSES.
Orchids. — March is the commencement of the

growing season, and a greater degree of heat and

moisture will now be required. The temperature for the

F.ast India-house should be kept at 70° by night and

So" by day, when a few degrees more may be allowed

by sun-heat ; the Mexican-house 60^ by night and

6S° by day ; the cool-house 48° by night and to 58°

by day. A strong degree ot moisture must be

maintained for the East Indian plants. The evapo-

rating pans must be kept full of water ; water

must be poured over the floors and benches morning
and evening ; and the pipes may be syringed in the

evening, so that the house may become charged with

vapour. After a sunny, drying day the plants that

have commenced their growth will be all the better

with a light syringing in the afternoon ; this should

be done as soon as the external heat begins to decline.

Plants on blocks will now require frequent syringings,

and those that are in a growing state will be all the

better for a dip into tepid water twice a week. The water

for syringing should always be a few degrees warmer
than the house, and rain-water should always be used for

the purpose. But little ventilation will be required for

another fortnight, except on very hot days ; it should

then be admitted with caution, through the bottom
ventilators. The wind this month is generally drying

and cold, and if allowed to enter the house in a heavy
stream it dries up the plants' food. It is advisable to

allow the floors to dry up once a day, which will keep
the atmosphere of the house sweet.

Calanthe vatila and C, Vdlchii must be shaken out,

have the old roots cut away, and be repotted into a

compost of three parts fibrous peat and one of old

cow-dung or horse-droppings and turfy loam, with

broken potsherds or pieces of charcoal, the whole
being well incorporated together. These plants

require large supplies of water during their growing
season, so that good drainage is indispensable. The
pot should be filled up to within an inch of the top
with the compost, on which the bulbs should be
placed ; water very sparingly until the young shoots

begin to root, after that they will require a good
supply, in fact the soil must not be allowed to become
dry until the growth is finished. Calanthe Alamca,
C. veratrifolia^ and Sobralias should have copious

waterings with weak manure-water ; Cypripcdiums
and Cymbidiums will also be the better for

a little weak manure-water if the pots are

full of roots. Odontoglossum mwhtm and O,

PhahTHOpsis should be syringed pretty freely, they

will also require a good supply of water at their

roots. This is a very good time to repot any that re-

quire it. The above two varieties should never be in

a temperature below 55°. The small yellow thrips

are very troublesome to the Odontoglots, especially

to the small leaved-varieties; and frequent spongings

must be resorted to, to destroy them. The young
growths of the JMasdroallias are frequently disfigured

by them. The sponging must be done by a very care-

ful hand, as being succulent they are easily broken.

Where tobacco smoke can be blown into the young
growth the thrips is easily killed. 6". Baker, C/apham
Common,

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Parterre and Mixed Garden,—The winti7
weather prevailing of late will have retarded opera-

tions in this department, and unless alterations that

may be in hand are now pushed on vigorously to a
close, there will be some difficulty and much labour
in getting fresh-laid turf, Box edgings, &c,, properly
established before dry weather sets in. It is best to

avoid transplanting deciduous trees thus late, but it

may in some cases still be necessary to do so, to com-
plete alterations already in hand. In such cases the

plants should be removed from place to place as ex-

peditiously as possible, so that the roots may not suffer

from unnecessary exposure, as at this season a slight

check in this way soon causes the bark to become
contracted, and when this takes place it is a long
time before the plants make satisfactory progress. In
planting at this late season, care should be taken to

wash the earth well in amongst the roots, as success

in a great measure depends on this. This should be
done when the roots are only partially covered, and
the water should be. thrown in in quantity, and with
some force, so as to wash the earth well into the inter-

stices. Water used in this way will do more in set-

tling and consolidating the soil about the roots than
any amount of treading, especially if the ball of the

plant is large. Plants heavily watered in this way
before being finally covered in will be independent of

the water-pot for months after, provided they receive

a good mulching of some kind, as all newly trans-

planted stuff" should. The broom and roller should
be in almost constant use at this season to keep
both grass and gravel walks in first-rate order.

Where large breadths of lawn or greensward have

to be laid down, and the necessary quantity of turf

cannot be obtained, measures should at once be taken

to prepare the ground, and to sow it down with a

suitable mixture of grass seeds. These should be ob-

tained from some of the large and reliable seed-

houses, and not, as is frequently the case, from

the mangers, cribs, and other feeding-places of cattle.

Such seed as is thus obtained is totally unfit for the

purpose, containing as it does many seeds of weeds

and coarse inferior grasses, that never form a close

velvety piece of turf. Before sowing, the ground

should be made perfectly level and firm, so as to pre-

vent any after settling. The margins should then be

laid with turf, a foot or so wide, before sowing the

seed. Choose a still day for the latter operation, to

prevent the seed from being blown about, and to

insure regularity in its distribution. After sowing,

scatter some fine soil over it, then rake it well in, and

roll down.
Push on with the pruning and training of all

kinds of Jl^all Creepers^ Koscs^ and trellis plants. See
that the shoots are not overcrowded, and make choice

of the strongest and best-ripened for laying in. The
protection round Tea Poses may now be removed,

and the weak branches should be pruned entirely

out, leaving only the strongest and best situated.

These should be slightly shortened back, as, on ac-

count of their less vigorous growth. Tea Roses do
not bear such severe pruning as the perpetual and other

varieties. Even these are often pruned too severely,

and if treated as advised for the above, shortening

back the strong wood more or less according to the

variety and strength of the plant, much finer

blooms may be obtained than by cutting hard
back to a bud or two. The stems of standards that

have become mossy should receive a scraping with

some bhmt instrument, or be well scrubbed with a

still hard brush, so as to get the bark thoroughly clean

and healthy, without which satisfactory results cannot

be obtained. After pruning, the beds should be
heavily mulched over with good rotten manure,
making choice of that from the cow or pig in pre-

ference to any other, especially if the soil is at all

light. Roots of Briars, Manetti, and other Rose
stocks may still be grafted with success. Select

strong pieces of root or young plants of Manetti,

which should be shortened back so as to leave only an

inch or so of stem. To this attach the graft in the

usual way, tie tightly, and plunge in close propagating

boxes in a temperature of 75' to So*. Keep them
totally dark for a fortnight or so till they begin to

unite or start into growth, when light should be
gradually admitted. Cuttings of Pot Poses that have
been forced and have tolerably firm wood, strike freely

if placed in brisk moist heat, and these may be put

in as the plants go out of bloom, should it be desir-

able to increase the stock in this way. Many Roses

do best on their own roots, and are preferable in other

respects, as the suckers from stocks are often trouble-

some, y. Sheppard, IVoolversione Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Take advantage of suitable occasions for

prosecuting any operations which may have been de-

ferred through unfavourable circumstances. If impor-

tant matters, such as starting fresh plants and potting,

to which attention has recently been drawn in this

Calendar, are now completed, constant watchfulness

over the state of heat in the beds where plants are

plunged will be essentially requisite. A temperature

of 95° is to be recommended as the most suitable

standard for promoting proper root-action in the

case of such Pine plants as those alluded to, and for

this purpose no means which are employed to generate

heat equals that which is obtained from fermenting

materials, and that from tan in particular. The
directions given in recent Pine Calendars upon this

subject should be carried out, the chief object being

to induce root-action ; until this be accomplished,

growth in the plants is undesirable, and more
detrimental to future prospects than otherwise

;

therefore, by all means avoid maintaining a high tem-

perature about the plants, and shade effectually from

sunshine when it is powerful, which will not only

obviate growing in abundance of air, but will

materially assist in preserving a more genial con-

dition about the plants, which under these con-

ditions is so much required. Any plants which have

severely suffered from the invasion of worms or drip,

or from other causes which have brought the soil into

an unhealthy condition, should be examined. In all

bad cases it should be entirely taken away, and the

plants re-started and treated in the same manner as

rootless suckers. Maintain a brisk bottom-heat of

from 85" to 90" in those beds wherein plants are

plunged which have recently been transferred to fruit-

ing pots ; by so doing the roots will soon take hold of

the new material, and growth will follow, which, as

the season advances, with the aid of sunshine and light

combined, should be encouraged by making available

as far as possible the natural means—solar heat—for

the purpose. Ventilate these plants at about 80°, and

keep on a liberal supply while the internal tempera-

ture does not fall below 85" ; close the house at this

degree, and lightly sprinkle the plants overhead
occasionally. Natural advantages will now materi-

ally assist in Pine cultivation. The plants under
proper treatment will quickly make growth, and
come into fruit, and give most satisfactory results,

G. T. Miles, JVyeombe Abbey.

Figs.—The early forced crop of Figs in pots will now
be rapidly swelling, and syringing them twice daily,

and attending to watering the roots, will be the
routine till the ripening period arrives. If the pots
are well drained, there is little danger of over-watering

them at this stage of their growth. The night and
day temperature lately advised may still be main-
tained, and when the weather is favourable plenty of
ventilation will be required to make the foliage and
young fruit look healthy. In the house where the

Figs are planted out, the tying-in and regulating of the

terminal shoots, and stopping the spurs at the fifth

or sixth joint, will now be required. Keep the house
as moist as possible by daily syringings and by damping
the paths at shutting-up time, so as to keep the red-

spider from attacking the foliage. This is a good
time to propagate young plants from cuttings, should
it be necessary to increase the Fig collection. The
shoots should be selected from 5 to 6 inches in length,

with a heel of last year's wood attached. Such
cuttings will strike roots readily in bottom-heat.
William TilUry, Welbeek.

Cucumbers.—However much artificial heat we are
able to command, it is but a poor apology and
substitute for a bright and genial sun-heat—ti^e great
lack of which for the past few weeks has not been
quite favourable to the growth and fructification of
Cucumbers. In such weather as we have lately

experienced, it is only by dint of a close and regular

attention that a good and continuous supply is

secured. Where plenty of heat is at command, how-
ever (as it always should be, and nobody can have a
perpetual supply without), there should certainly be
no lack of Cucumbers at this season. As the days
lengthen, and the power of the sun increases, increased

vigilance on the part of the cultivator will also be
necessary to guard against red-spider and other pests,

for if these now get a strong foothold they will

occasion serious trouble and loss, it may be, all

through the season. The market grower well knows
the importance of maintaining a clean growth : let the
amateur imitate the example. The work of cutting

over the plants every week must from henceforth
never be omitted, for it is the reverse of good practice

to cut out large quantities at one time ; moreover,
there is no saving of time attending it, as well as the
danger of removing that which it is desirable to

retain. Increase the night temperature to 72°, and that
by day to 85°—go", with sun-heat, and employ a little

more atmospheric moisture. For pits and frames, see
this week's Melon Calendar. Make further sowings
as occasion requires, and prepare more fermenting
material for frames, as fast as they become cleared of
Potatos, Carrots, winter salads, and the like. Frames
never need be unoccupied. Thomas Simpson.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
If forthcoming requirements in regard to new plant-

ings of Asparagus which may be necessary have
been considered, and due provision made by manuring
and trenching an already well-enriched plot of ground,
the plants may now be transferred to the beds at

almost any suitable time ; we, however, perform the
operation when the shoots are just emerging from the
soil, and prefer two-year-old plants for the purpose.
The long existing character of this plant when subject

to even ordinary good treatment is such as does not
render a removal of beds often necessary, excepting
under certain circumstances. In those places where a
part of the stock is annually destroyed in the forcing
operation, provision must annually be made to main-
tain a supply of suitable roots for the purpose.
The main object in the cultivation of this delicious and
v/holesome vegetable —which is doubtless more uni-

versally esteemed as being the best of the choice
kinds of vegetables—consists in securing large clumps
of healthy roots and crowns, which, as a natural

consequence, produce fine " grass " in abundance. For
this purpose we have abandoned the old method of
planting three rows in the ordinarily-sized bed of

4 feet 6 inches wide, and now have substituted two
rows instead, thus affording considerably more space
for the extension of the roots ; the plants are con-
siderably diminished in number, although practically
more satisfactory results are obtained, both in regard
to the quality of the roots for forcing, and the
superiority of the "grass" for use. In connection with
the cultivation of Asparagus a great mistake is com-
mitted (not by practical men generally) in tolerating
the existence of seedling plants on the surface of pro-
perly planted roots in beds ; it is a sure means, sooner
or later, of frustrating the object in view, if not
of ultimately sacrificing them altogether. In plant-
ing remove the soil entirely i foot wide and
about 3 inches deep, so that the roots can be laid out
evenly on a flat surface 2 feet apart from plant to
plant, and I foot on each side from the centre of the
bed We have some planted out on the French
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system, single roots, in rows 4 feet apart, the plants

being 3 feet asunder, and treated accordingly ; so far

these promise to give very satisfactory results. Aspa-
ragus seed should now be sown thinly in drills about

18 inches apart.

If it has not been already done, a part of the

supply of Horseradish should be lifted by trenching

the ground and clearing it of all waste pieces of roots,

selecting that which is fit for use, which should be

laid in at the back of a north wall, where it will be

ready to hand throughout the whole of the busy
period, and retaining the thin long clean pieces of from

iS inches or more in length for transplanting. After

the ground intended for it has had an addition of

manure, and has been trenched, it should be planted

its entire length in rows iS inches wide and about
S inches apart. This useful root, which is always
in request, is now having more attention given to its cul-

tivation by private growers than it had formerly, which
its hould command at all places, considering its import-

ance for many uses. Let the ground which is allotted for

new plantings of Globe Artichokes^ Rhubarb^ and
Seakale be got ready, so that planting can be effected

at the end of this or the beginning of the following

month. iJo not be hasty in removing the ashes from
about the collars of Globe Artichokes, as severe frost

may yet ensue, and seriously affect the plants, which
are still very tender from the effects of the protecting

materials. All work, such as sticking Peas, stirring

the soil about growing crops, &c., should be kept

well in hand, as every week at this season will mul-
tiply various wants.

Forcing Department.—Shift Capsicums and
Tomatos into larger pots when they need them ;

S-inch pots will be ample to obtain strong plants of

Tomatos ; out of these they should go into the pre-

pared borders or pots, as the case maybe; 12-inch

pots are suitable for fruiting these. Pot them rather

firmly into tuify loam, with an admixture of decom-
posed manure—about a third, and mulch the surface

with it, to encounige roots there. Another sowing of

these plants should be made about the end of the

month, for cultivation on the walls outside. All

plants which are being raised in heat for outside pur-

poses should be well ventilated on every favourable

occasion, to check their being drawn up weakly.
Now is a good time to make a sowing of French
Beans in a pit, which will come in just before those
from outside. G, T, MileSy Wycombe Abbey.

((inquiries.
He that qitestioneth much sJuill learn tniich.—Bacon.

43. Ficus Parcelu.— I shall be obliged if some of
your correspondents will inform me if they consider the
fruit of this plant eatable. We have a good-sized fruit

swelling on a plant growing in an 8-inch pot. G. B. [It

is not likely to be good eating, and you had better be
cautious in trying the experiment. Eds.]

Answers to Correspondents.
Blandfordias : F. J. H. These should be potted in

turfy peat, and grown in a rather warm greenhouse.
Fungi : Neio. i, 3, and 4, all Polyporus versicolor

;

2, P. lucidus.

Grass for Sandy Soils on the Sea-coast: E.N,
t If the sand be a drifting sand, add some Elymus

arenarius (Upright Sea Lyme-grass), and Ammophila
(or Psamma) arundinacea, 41b. or 51b. of each,
"mi.\ed with clay and straw ropes cut into small
pieces and dibbed into the sand." In addition to this,

or (if the soil have sufficient stability to resist a storm
of wind) without it, sow the following seeds per acre.
We take this list, with some alteration, from Lawson's
A%rostographia

:

—

Alopecurus pratensis .

.

Avena flavescens

Dactylis glomerata .

.

Festuca duriuscula ..

„ heterophylla ..

„ pratensiii

LoHum perenne
Poa nemoralis

„ pratensis
Medicago lupuhna
Trifolium pratense perenne ..

„ repens

Also, when no crop is formally
grown, Rye

Anthurium Sciiehzerianum : C. W. S. The seed
should be sown as soon as it is ripe on Sphagnum
moss, and must not be covered over. Your other
query shall be answered next week.

Cartes de Visite : X. We have given no authority
to the gentleman in question to use the name of the
Gardeners' Chronicle on his visiting card, and he has
no right so to use it.

Conifers : Seedling. We do not undertake to answer
such questions as yours. Consult our advertising
columns.

Grapes in Water : Old Subscriber. With care Grapes
will keep good in water from three to four months.

HoLLYiiorics : R. J. IV. Your Hollyhocks are in-

fested with a fungus-Piiccinia malvacearum, which
was figured and described in our columns, p. 767,

1874. Von may try Gishurst Compound and flowers of

sulphur, but the safest plan would be to burn them.

Insects t A. D. The aphis which attacks your Melons
and Cucumbers is the same which is found upon
several other plants, including the Poppy, hence
named Aphis papaveris. Perseverance in the plans

you have already adopted is the only means of check-

ing the evil when once established in your frames.

Better still, destroy the infested plants and get fresh

ones. /. O. W.—H. M. The insects which have
appeared by thousands in your newly made tan-bed

for Cucumbers is one of the many species of Acari

found in decaying vegetable matter. It is not impro-
bable they would attack also the young fibres of the

roots of the Cucumber. Soak the beds well with gas-

tar and lime-water ; soot and strong soapsuds may be
mixed with the fluid. /. O. IV.

Monstera : //. IV. C. Monstera was growing against

an open wall at Lisbon a lew years since. //. A'.

Names of Fruits : IV. R. F. We regret that we
cannot name your Apple : it was too much bruised.

Names of Plants : Self, i, Hymenophyllum tun-

bridgense; 2, Cheilanthes hirta; 3, Nephrolepis ex-

altata. The Dendrobe is D. Pierardi.—//. O. P.

Dendrobium nobile.— ^. G. S. Eranthemum albi-

florum.

Peaches : F. ^ S. A". We are equally at a loss to

account for your Peach trees refusing to grow
;
your

soil may not be of the best character, or very suitable

for Peaches ; and, of course, it could be analysed.

The simplest plan would be to try some other soil
;

you need only have a small quantity at first to plant

each tree in to see how they may succeed. But we
can scarcely attribute your failure altogether to the

soil.

Virginian Creeper : J. Morison. The plants bearing

the names you quote are no doubt the same—Ampe-
lopsis hederacea.

•^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher.^ and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—James Dickson & Sons (loS,

Eastgate Street, Chester), Catalogue of Farm Seeds,

Implements, &c.—James Carter & Co. (High Holborn,
London), Illustrated Catalogue of Prize Farm Seeds,

&c.—Ewing & Co. (The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,

Norwich), List of New Roses for 1875, New Patent
Greenhouses, Lawn Mowers, tic.—W, B. Smale (89,

Lower Union Street, Torquay), Catalogue of Vege-
table and Flower Seeds, Horticultural Sundries, &c.

—

B. K. Bliss & Sons (34, Barclay Street, New York),

Catalogue of Potatos.—Messrs. Sutton & Sons (Royal
Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading), Farmers*
Year Book and Graziers' Manual.—Messrs. Downie &
Laird (17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh), De-
scriptive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, ilic,—Thibaut & Keteleer (Rue
Houdan, 87, k Sceaux, Seine), General Catalogue of

Plants, &c. — C. Pocock (Wincanton, Somerset),

Catalogue of Seeds for 1875.

Communications Received.—A. Bennett.~A Gardener.^
T. B.—J. F. R.—T. S.—W. W.-R. G.—H. G. R.—A. K.
(next week).-A. F.-G. T. R.

[arhels*

COVENT garden; March 18.

I ^The markets remain much the same as they were last

week, very little change having taken place either in

home-grown or foreign produce. Thos. Taylor, Whole-

sale Apple Market.
Cut Flowers.

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays 06-16
Camellias, 12 blooms 10-60
Carnations, 12 blooms 2 0-40
Cineraria, p. bunch. . 09-16
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 02-06
Deutzia, per bunch.. 06-10
Epiphyilums, 12 bl. 10-20
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays i 6- 6 o
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50
Heliotropes,i2 sprays 06-10
Hyacinths, per spike 03-06
— Roman, per 12

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

sprays .. ..20-60
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Narcissus, per doz... 10-30
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 10-20
— Zonal, do. , . 09-16

Primula, dbl., p. bun, 09-16— single, do. . . o 4- o g
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60
— French, do. . . 10-26

Snowdrops, 12 bun, 16-40
Spiraea, 12 sprays . . 20-40
Stephanotis, 12 sprays g 0-15 o
Violets, per 12 bun,., 10-3°

Plants in Pots.

Azaleas, per dozen.
Begonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Cineraria, do,

Cyperus, do. .

.

Deutzias, do.

Dracaena terminalls
— vu-idis, per doz.

Epiphyilums, each

.

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per dor. .

Heaths, invar., doz. 12

Hyacinths, per doz. 4
Lily of the Valley,

12 sprays .. ..3
Mignonette, do. > 4
Myrtles .. do. 3
Pelargoniums, dble,

,

per doz. .

.

. . 6
— Scarlet, do. . . 6
Primula sinensis, do. 4
Solanums, do. . . 6
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Carnation, Flcotees, and Hnlss.

ISAAC BRUNNING AND CO. beg to
announce that they have this Sea'^on a very fine and

extensive Collection of the ahove to oflTer, strong plants of which
are now readv for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with'ltUistratedSEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,
S:c. , contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of
choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice" mi.xed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, ii^.

" Bclgrove, Queenstown, County Cork. Ireland.
" February 15, 1875.

" Mr. W. E. Gunibleton has this day received the Carnation
and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would

)CO.,Gn
r othei

uth Nu

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now rendy for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE,
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE,
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &C.

116, Fenchnrch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P HATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (LimitedI,

, consisting of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000
Acres of Land.

C/mi'tomm—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Managing Director—iKWE.?, ODAMS.
Sui-Manager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, E.teter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

I L L E R AND JOHNSON
(Established 1S55)

Manufacture the highest qu-ility of

[ARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading-Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, u., -^s., and lor, 6t/.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

IMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-
nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of
water. Price per quart, condensed, ts.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Shemeld.
Important Testimonials on application.

RAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
el, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

lall quantities. Prices on application to

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor.Wandsworth
>mmon, S.W.

G

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, =g, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, loos. ; PETERS-
BURG, 605. and 805. : superior close Mat, 45s., 501., and 55i'. ;

PACKING MATS, 201., 30s., and 35s. per 100; and every
ription o£MATS at equally lo\v prices, at

"DUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
i-t Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application,

JAS. T. 'ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her M.ijesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa.vton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature wher. it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. lA. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS-
2 yards wide . . . . js. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3s. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3J. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanste.td and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3.CANNON STREET, CITY.

M"ILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." W»I. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. 6d. per bottle

—

is. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO., Norwich.

Genuine Tobacco Paper, Cloth and Cord.

T GEORGE can supply Nurserymen and
• Seedsmen with the above. Price, very low, on applica-

M
Wood Engraving.

W. G. SMITH, Artist and
-.RWER on Wood. 15, Mildmay Grove. London, N.

Window Glass, Sbeet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

S7. Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.-^
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LAE'OURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

^5 los.; one year and under twelve, £,1 10s.

The Ship " Surrey," loSg tons register, to sail on April 26.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns ot Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SI L I C AT E ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,
and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

RALPH WALLER and CO.,
45, Dale Street, Manchester, MANUFACTURERS of

all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c.

The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost

has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of provid-
ing some Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blos-
som in its earliest development be but slightly weakened by
frost, the vitality of the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit

'

lost. In this climate, on the average of a century, there is not
more than one year in nineteen when the protection is unneces-
sary. Many fabrics have been tried for this purpose of protec-
tion, with more or less success ; and we may now say, without
fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manufacturing
the only fabric which is altogether unobjection.ible for this pur-
pose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and docs not impede the action of light and due circula-

tion of air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the
vitality of the tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the
three Kingdoms can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior
to any other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability,

standing, as it does, all weathers.

Testimonialfrom Robert Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for

eighteen months, and I find it now in very good order, and
likely to last as many more months, and I Intend to use it on
all my houses in future, being well satisfied both as to its lasting
qualities and also as to the shade it gives, which is sufficient to
prevent burning, and yet not thick enough to keep out the light,

as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do : indeed, it is suitable
for shading any kind of plants."

—

Broovtfield, Feb. 13, iS-'i.

in pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, t

to the above address—

45, Dale Street, Manchester.

SPECIAL NOTICE
ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

Wm. Cutbush & Son
Beg to announce that the whole of their superb Collection of HYACINTHS and TULIPS, with

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, and other Spring Flowers, will be in full perfection on Easter Monday

(Bank Holiday) and for ten days after ; and they hope to be honoured with a visit from al

Horticulturists and the general Public who take an interest in such subjects.

Open on MONDAY, the 29th inst., and ten following days, from 10 A.M. till dusk.

HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N.

18 7 5.

GENUINE FARM
COMPRISING

SEEDS,

PASTURE GRASSES, CLOVERS, AND FIELD ROOTS
Of SUPERIOR QUALITY ONLY.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

THE LAWSON SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY, LIMITED,
106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH.

SOLE WHOLESALE VENDORS OF PHOSPHO-GUANO.

FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS (NEW ZEALAND).
THE CREEPING FUCHSIA, AVITH ERECT YELLOW FLOWERS.

Francis R. Kinghorn
Has much pleasure in offering this distinct and elegant novelty, which created so much

interest among botanists and horticulturists when exhibited by him .at the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on August 5, 1874, when it was awarded a Botanical Certificate. An
excellent coloured representation, by the late Mr. J. F. Moggridge, with description by Dr.

Hooker, appeared in the December number of the Botanical Magazine for 1S74. Its prostrate

free-growing habit, and numerous brilliant-hued flowers, continuously produced, renders it

particularly suitable for baskets or rockwork. It will certainly prove of great value to the

hybridiser, and botanists are of opinion that it may possibly give rise to a race of Fuchsia of

totally different habit from what we have now in cultivation.

Plants of this extremely desirable novelty will be ready for distribution on April 20, at los. dd.

each ; six plants, dos.; twelve plants, iioj. The usual allowance to the Trade.

Orders are now being Booked, and -will be executed in strict rotation.

Coloured Illustrations from the " Botanical Magazine " can be had, post free, at i j-. each.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, SHEEN NURSERY,] RICHMOND, SURREY.
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SAVE YOUR COAL BILLS,
BY ADOPTING

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

This System is suitable for Heating Horticultural and all other kinds of Buildings. A large number of

Apparatus are in operation.

NEW SYSTEM of LIGHTING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.,

Whereby a very large Saving in Fuel is effected.

By Combination of the Two Systems mentioned above a further and still more important Saving in

Fuel is obtained.

THE PERFECT SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY GUARANTEED.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE OP COST.

THE CO\VAN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
31, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton k CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials

used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or

Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style. Dimensions. &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Peach

Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS-GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.
flu Juf^L^ U tU K }i H >' ^ ult

Now Ready, our NEW Llof of Jr-KlCEb, i un^ i i 1 i ii i i I , m w ,

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIES,
plants, we attach the glazed lights {21-oz.) uiih hinges to the frame uf each light, thereby duiiig away wi
luiigth, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; thus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick WaUs, for

iriety of other thing Fa:

1 instantly remove a complete

Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

Gardeners' Chronicle, February 6, 1873.
The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardi

any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst
would appear that they too are not ignorant of their great vaUie.

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery winch has the greatest advantages is unquestionably that m

by W. S. lioulton & Co.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with r:i-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

i\ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengtiiening rod and handle.

Glazed wltb 21-ounoe.

and if

nufactu ving air. The gla

Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forclt

•.ytkius of the khid yet offered.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Gardeners* Magazine, May 25, 1872.

Considering their substantial character, portabiHty, and the many ways in which they may be

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
provided to save time In cases of removal, planting, watering, and
irm|y fixed and puttied—au essential point. They are complete and
hey ara received, &c.

Cash Prices, cay riage paid to any station in England
when orders amount to 6oj. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light .. /"r 17 6
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights . . 3 5°
12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights .. 4 17 6

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights .. 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 17 6

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights .. 9 7 6
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

to our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with

of all first orders.
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SIR
,

HOUS
iioiN^^ Simple, Cheap, and Porta

J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Illustrated Price Lis
HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-

Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
1 Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

J. G. SMEATON k CO.,
Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, &•€.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

w. LASCELLES, Horticultural
JER Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

I, BunhiU Row, London, E C

CONSERVATORIES of all kinds,

STEVEWS*
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant : recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Tor Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

(limited)

ILIVERPOOLl
^NAYLOR STREET,

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies.
It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

OBNAUEITTAL and FIELD HUKBLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

^^^%aEi^

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c.,
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
THE BEST WORKMANSHIP,

THE LOWEST PRICES,
PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOWN OR COUNTRY.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HEN EY^O E M SON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to LvNCH White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872)

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or, Si.'i Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS- DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TOOLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W,
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VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation ami success of iressrs. J. B. 1!R0\VN

AND CO.s VIENNA I'RIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c. , as if such were the s,ime in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are the

Sole MANfrACTi-RERS.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suegest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the e-xact measure-

ments, the general finish uf the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

go. Cannon Street, London, E.C.—March 12.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM
OF WIRING GARDEN WALLS, &C., FOR

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

Prices on application to

J. B. PROWN AND CO., 90, Cannon Street, E.C.

Garden Wall Wiring.

\\:"^X^S3-.^

"P HOLLIDAY, PR^LTRVL \VlRt.\\ORKLR,
XV» IK, Portobello Terrace. Notting Hill ( -ite. London,
W. , begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who arc about to

have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as
being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,— Because all the Wires are kept perfectly

tight, wiUiout the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be
lised, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line

by the branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because, being able to use the strong Wire,
it is not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the
thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an Example of our system of Wiring
Garden Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the
New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield
House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired
on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system
being chosen in preference to any other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c., i y.ards wide yl. per yard, or loo yards, io!.:

4 y.irds wide, 6(/. per yard, or 50 yards, aoj.

NEW TANNED NETTINCsuited for any ofthe above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard : 4 yards

wide. \s. per yard
; K-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, \s. 6ii. per yard.

IT EKANY, 6s. 6,1. and 71. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DEI.LER, 6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards,
SurKRiou QuAi.nv. Galvanised after Made.

NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Slays.

3 feet long ; 6 inches wide : 6 inches high.

9s. 6d. per Dozen.
Two endpieces included with each dozen.

THOMAS'
Fittings for Wiring Walls

ON THE FRENCH SYSTEM.
PRK Mai

Per dozen—J. d.

Galvanised Raidisseurs for tightening the wires (one

required for each line of wire) .. .. .. ..40
Galvanised Terminating Holdfasts (two required for each

line of Wire) 20
Galvanised Wall Eyes 06

Galvanised Wire, 2J-., 2J. 6d., and y. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,

free on applic

Five j)cr cent, discount allowed for prompt c
amounting to 20s. and upwards.

Special quotations for larger quantttie

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Under tbe Patronage of tbe Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPROVED METALLICO • LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
R.MSED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of vatious shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer; J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

Labels—Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 3s. 6(i'. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000 : if eyeleted,
4J. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 35. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free m London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,

MAW AND CC'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Entt ;Ha . &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

BEES and BEEHIVES. — PETTITT'S
METAL RACK BAR-FRAME HIVES, for easy

manipulation. MAJOR MUNN'S PATENT BAR-FRAME
HIVES.
LIGURIAN BEES of the purest race. Imported QUEENS,

SWARMS, and STOCKS. English STOCKS or SWARMS.
See Illustrated CATALOGUE, post free, 2</. Please address

W. J. PETTITT, Apicultural Institute, Dover.
Apiaries at Snargate Street, and Hardwicke Road.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR WILL BE READY NEXT WEEK.

A New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR
OF GARDEN OPERATIONS,

Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M,P.

Price Threepence.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultviral County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. : and Sicam PloUKh Works, Leeds.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

IHE above and many other PATTERNS
itcrials of great durability. The pla'

s arc especially suited
KITCHEN C

DENS, as they harbour
Slugs or Insects, take up

!ar- ^kf^i
ur no f-imi

and. put
furthei

labour or expense, as dt
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
OARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Sic, in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfri.ars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEVS PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTA.L "TaVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER . — " -

SILVER sand, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses sec above.
N. B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discou nt to the Trade.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtamed in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
5, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs,

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWBEIl.

"HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

C O R R 'Y
"'
& ''' s"o P E R

,

BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES,
LONDON, S.E.

Notice,
~

{By Appointmcitt to the Royal Horticultural Society.

)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents.
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticpltural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
BuRVENicH, E. PvNAERT, E. RoDiGAs, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum
H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vmery',
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition
illustrated.

'

Free by post for seven stamps to the yournal 0/ Horticulture
Office. 171, Fleet Street, E.C; or to the Author.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et flTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review),—Among the principal Contributors are :—A Allard
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Crfein'
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de'
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Orteies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J Van Hulle J
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month

in Parts of 24 p.ages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
'Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom One year,

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142. Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT.

at the Chief Post Ofifige, Ghent.
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Scale of Charges for Aflvertlslng.

Hcaii litic charged as two.

£030 15 Lines .. .. ^o 8 f

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 305.

Page .£900
Half Page .. 5 ° °

Gardeners, and others, wanting plac(

for every additional line,

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS M

reach tht OJ^ceAdvertisements/or ih£ current week
by Thursday noon.

V 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.

to W, Richards.

Ofitice 41, Wellington Street, Covewt Garden,

Before you Purcliase anything for your Garden

CONSULT the Advertising Columns of

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK, in LLOYD'S
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Million s. One Penny.

The best collection of Choice Flower and Vegetable
SEEDS

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
Cottager's Gardens consult the Advertising Columns of

SEASONABLE GARDENING in LLOYD'S WEEKLY
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000

weekly, and is

Read in All Parts of the World by Millions.

HE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, id. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY' MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agriailtural Almanac.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

an excellent and usefid work for farmers and all

rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in

are many good serviceable hints on fatten:

of root crops, &c. The illustrations -
—

cuted, many being e

^patch, Jan. 31, 1S7?.

rested
pilatip

growing
graved from photographs.

r cattle,

mirably
Weekly

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of informatic

rest and utility to farmers, and contaii

-The Field, Jan. 16, 1875.

'* In addition to the usual matter t(

we have here useful information to

and crops, with iUustratious of prize r

'TlHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
-^ SATURDAY, March 20,

Original Articles on the Government and Tenant-Right—

Potatos—Clover—Grass- Foot-and-Mouth Disease, or Foot

Rot — The Cyclamen (Illustrated) — Camellias—London

Manure Factories (Illustrated)—The Great Sewage Ques-

tion still Trembles in the Balance—Field Mice—Lincoln
nnd Liverpool Races—Land Tenure in England—Cattle

Portraits (Illustrated)—The Prinknash Shorthorns—The

Jerusalem Artichoke, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on Nuisances and

Prescriptive Right—Working of the Irish Land Act-
Smith on Fowler—Cobbett's looo-fold Indian Corn—Inter-

viewing the Land—Potato Growing—Rotation of Cropping

—On Feeding Dairy Cows—Australian Agriculture, &c.

Farm Notes and Mesioranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, Agricultural Proceed

ings in Parliament, Markets, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian —The Weather— Garden of the Farm-

Natural History—Forestry—Notices of Books—Miscel-
laneous, &c.

I almanac,

':estcrshire

. cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated,

will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and

adapted for daily \xi,&."—Farmer's Herald.

*' The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,

races, &c. , space for diary and memoranda by the side, and

various useful information of an agricultural character."—

Oj:ford Times.

le 'Agricultural Gazette Aln^

lc, comprising informatic

g of portraits of the Prii

nac " is a cheap quarto

_ agricultural topics and

_^ . of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and

, ..,^„ Erldport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette.' "—Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of

information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous

matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken from photographs."—Z>^7W^«r)' Chronicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and

the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-

ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Pruice of Wales, which

forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention. —
Grantham Journal.

Price 4^. ; post free, i^Yzd. Published by William Richardf,
lL the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

" To all persons interested in agriculture

hood 'The Agricultural Gazette All

^d., will be worth obtaining. ^
It conf

as well as a variety of advertisements

nected with the portion of the comn
to ?,&x\c."—Halifax Guardian.

nac' for 1875, price

a fund of information,

topics especially con-

.unity which it is intended

" Although this aln

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, i\d. ; Stamped, s^-

es rather late it is none the less

,.^,^ ^ __ of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be

commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information mw^X.

recommend Itself to every agriculturist."— /rtv/tVK Daily

Mercitry.

" Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist Jn the kingdom.
_
The lUustrations of

prize cattle, Jmplements, &c..

Popxilar Elementary Scientific Botany.
In fcp. Svo., with 155 Woodcuts, price ^s. 6d.,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY for

FAMILIES aod SCHOOLS. The Eleventh Edition,

revised by Thom.\s Moore, F.L.S., Curator of Chelsea Botanic

Garden ;
Joint-Editor of Lin'dlev and Moorh's Treasury oj

Botany.

The Tenth Edition of this 'statements as clear and precise

work was very carefully revised I as possible : and, besides this,

and in some parts rewritten, a le.ss technical, but it is hoped

It was augmented by a copious more useful and interesting

Glossarial Index, and improved ' sketch of the natural orders of

by the introduction of numer- I plants, indicating the source

ous Illustrations of a character
|

of many useful, economic, ele-

superior to those which had , mentary, or medicinal sub-

formerly been employed. The stances — though necessarily

Eleventh Edition has under- very inadequate to the full

gone further revision, with a
|

knowledge of the subject—has

view to making its condensed been introduced.

London -. LONGMANS and CO.

HE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of

the most popular and best edited of American Horticul-

tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor : THOiMAS
Meehan. Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain :—gj-. 41^. per annum, in

advance.

NOTICE.—The VACANCY for which
HEAD GARDENER was required by Mr. ALEX-

Fulham, S.AV.,

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the E.vecutors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris. q8, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

PARTNERSHIP (Florist),—An industrious
and highly respectable Florist is willing to take a desirable

Partner (Active or Sleeping), with a view to increasing his

present satisfactory (self-made) Business : 20 miles south of

London. Purchase-money about ^500.—T. M. JENKINS,
Solicitor, Board of Works, Tavistock St., Covent Garden, W,C,

Alir -Prescot Reporter.

" Considering the valuable informatic

stock breeder to be found in this public

edition has had to be followed by a

treating of farming matters.

ENGIiANB.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE
MENTS, which must be paid in

SYDNEY MORNING '""^ ' ^ "

MAIL :—

Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. r. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Mr. R. S, Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol Tames & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh , . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

or the use of Advertisers.

London

Birmingham .

.

Liverpool . . ,

,

for the farmer and
1, no wonder the first

lecond. In addition to

ilns a good paper on

Cricket in the Counties in 1874,' and alphabetical lists of the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably

illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.—^rti/ A/!glian

Daily Times.

" It contains a lot of information useful to farmers and

breeders."— C(»r«?V/i Times.

of information h will be found ex-

_..^..^ gricultural pursuits.

\ capital portrait of H.R.H. the

I other engro-ving?.." — Glo'ster

"It
ceedlngly useful tc

In addition to tb

Prince of Wales,

"
It is a wonderfully good threepennyworth. containing, as It

does in addition to the calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, some of the beautiful portraits of stock which^ have

appeared In the columns of our contemporary wlt""-

year and a- half. Among others, there are portraits,

craphs, of Telemachus, loth Duchess of Geneva,

Bud, and the Prince of Wales' Champion Shortho

among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait

cow There are also illustrations descriptive of

American ' wrinkles ' for {armevs."- Norit'ich Mercury.

" It contains much interesting matter for the farmer, who

may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion As may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely

farming interest, such as rotation of crops, manures and imple-

ments. These are worth consultmg, the advice they contain

being sound and practical."

—

Land and Water.

the last

from photo-

,
Nectarine
m Heifer—
of a Jersey

of noteworthy

Gardener for Canada.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
REQUIRE a FIRST-CLASS GARDENER to pro-

ceed immediately to Canada. Written application to be made
to them from any who may be willing and capable ofundertaking
the following duties :—Candidates must be of unexceptionable
character, and possess a thorough knowledge of the Cultiva-

tion of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, and also

be able to keep all Accounts, as most of the produce is sold.

Free passage out, good salary, and percentage on all sales.

—

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, for a large
Garden Establishment in the West of England, an

experienced Man, capable of taking Charge'of Pine-pits, two
Vineries, several large Stoves and Greenhouses, a range of Pits.

&c. Wages 19^. a week, without lodgings.—R., James Veltch

& Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

W^

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

"ANTED, a good WORKING FORE-
MAN, for a small Nursery.—House and firing found.

None but those with good Fpersonal characters need apply,

—

Apply, by letter only, to B. BAYNHAM, Nurseo'man and
Florist, 74, Wigmore Street, Cavendish Square, W.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
Man who understands Cows ; must have a good refer-

ence. No accommodation for children. — Address, stating

particulars, to G. , 30, Brunswick Terrace, Bnghton.

NTED IMMEDIATELY, by a
lergj-man, a WORKING GARDENER, married ;

Wife must be willing to undertake the Washing. Cows, Pasture
Land, Pigs, &c. Church people, and without children preferred.

Wages for man, £i a week and cottage rent free.—Rev. H. L.,

The Cottage, Halliford, Middlesex.

Under Gardener.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, where two
are kept, an active, industrious young MAN (not under

21) for General Garden-work. Good character indispensable.

Wages 205.—Mr. A. RUMBOLDS, Gardener, Frognal Rise,

I
Hampstead, N.W.

W^^
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WANTED, an EXHIBITION PLANT-
GROWER and PROPAGATOR (Iiuloor). Liberal

-..il.iry.—Apply, statins all panictilars, to G. ANU W. VAIES.
Seed Merchants and Nllrservmcn, Manchester.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and PLANT
GROWER, to take Charge of the Glass Ueparimeiu

and to assist occasionally in the Nursery. Must have a good
knowledge of the business.—Address, stating wages and full

particulars, to HENRY H. GODFREY, 117, High Street,

Stourbrid£e.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, a young
Man who understands the business—one who is indus-

trious and quick at Pottin,j-ofl". Would be required to assist in

the Growing under the Foreman. - -State relercnce and wages
required toH. U. R.. Post OrTioe, Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, in the suburbs of a Midland
Town within so miles of Nottingham, a steady, married

M.m, .as GROOM and GARDENER: must be able to Man.age
small Vinery and Greenhouse. Garden is principally Lawn :

one Horse and Carriage, no Cows or Pigs, &c. Comfortable
pl.lce for a I^fan forty to forty-five years of age. Preference
given to a Christian Man and total abstainer,—Apply by letter,

stating age, wages required, and length of time in last situation,

to W.'S., Messrs. Dawson & Sons, 121, Cannon Street, E.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, accustomed to
Grow Pl.ints for Cut Bloom. Wages =01. per week.—

J. CLARK. No. II Stand. I-'lowcr M.arket, Covcnt Garden;
or, by letter, to the Moat Nursery. E.ist Grinstead.

WANTED, TWO or THREE good
NURSERY HANDS-such as can use the knife well,

and make themselves u;
" "

wages and reference to R.
Tamworth.

WANTED IMMEDI.\TELY, in a small
Nursery, a MAN well u]) in (.'.rafting. liudding.

Prunnig, &c.—Apply, stating age, wages, and references, to

J. C. PADMAN, Prudence Nursery, IJoston Spa, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a young MAN in the Houses,
quick at Potting.—E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries,

Derby.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady
I\IAN, capable of doing plain Outdoor Grafting, Making

Cuttings of Shrubs, Gooseberries, &c Permanent place for a
suitable Man.—W. PONTEY, Nurseries, Huddersfield.

WANTED, a MAN to Work in the Garden
and make himself generally useful, under another Gar-

dener. Wages 21s. per week.—L. J., Gardetters' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

WANTED, TWO young MEN, age about
twenty, quick at Potting. Wages 165. per week and

bothy. Good references required.—GEO. CLARK, Clarence
Gardens, Roehampton, S.W.

TOHN CARTER, Nursery, Keighlev, is in
fj WANT of ONE or TWO good JOHP,ING MEN.
Constant work, at wages .according to ability, J. C. can also
find Temporary Employment for TWO or THREE GAR-
DENERS (with satisfacton- characters) waiting for situations.

Isle of Man Lunatic Asylum.

WANTED, as an ATTENDANT, a willing
and active Man, with a knowledge of Flower Garden-

ing. Wages ;^24 a year, with uniform and all found.—Apply to

Dr. HARRISON, as above.

WANTED, a CLERK, who must be well up
in Counting-house work, and a neat and quick Writer.

Sal.ary to commence at .^So per annum.—Apply by letter,

addressed " B.," Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, as WAREHOUSEMAN, an
active, industrious Man, to take charge of Warehouse.

Must be experienced. -H. CLARKE .\nd SONS, 39, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a LAD, age i6, to assist in the
Nursery and make himself generally useful : one who

has been in the Nursery preferred. Also a sober and industrious
MAN, used to jobbing work.—R. ILLMAN, The Nurseries,
Stroud, Kent,

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

B> S. WILLIAMS, having at the present
/• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay. ^Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rale Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London, S.E.

/^ARDENER (Head), where one or more
V.-^ art-- kept.—Age 27 : has had practical experience in Early
and Late Forcini;, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can
lie liijilily recommended by present employer.—K. P., Hanbury

(^ARDENER (Head).- -Age 44, married,
V J three children ; thorough knowleilge of the profession in

all departments. Last two places cover seventeen years.—Refer
to Rev. S. E. GLADSTONE, Hawarden Rectory, Chester.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28; fourteen
years' experience in all branches of the profession. Has

been Foreman for the last five years in good Establishments.

—

E. H. HRADLEV. The Gardens, Tong Hall, Leeds.

/^I ARDENER' (Head).—Age ~39, married;
V^ no incumbrance : 25 years' experience in every branch
nf the Profession, Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vcgctahlcs : is an excellent Grape Grower, also good Kitchen
and Flower Gardener.— D., 13, Church Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady "or
Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical Man.

—Age 30, married ; understands the general requirements of
i to abilities, &c.

—

C:<
ARDENER (Head),—No incumbrance

;

-^ has a practical knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Unexceptionable references. Moderate wa:»es
required.-HORTUS, Hawkhurst, Kent.

ARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
A Gentleman can highly recommend his late Gardener,

who has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every
branch. Has had fourteen years' experience in extensive
Establishments imder lirst-class practical Men. Excellent refer-

ences from previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Street, Whitehaven.

r:l.ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married,
^^ without family. Eighteen years" sound practical experi-
ence in some of the best establishments in England. Thoroughly
competent in every branch. Testimonials from late and pre-
vious employers as to 'abilities and moral character. — I. W.

,

Mr. Henderson, Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head), age 28, single.—
James Wooofield, Gardener, Osberton, can with con-

fidence recommend his Foreman, George I^edger, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good general
Gardener. He has been twelve years in the profession, in good
Establishments, and is fully competent to undertake the
RLanagement of a good place.—Osberton Gardens, Worksop,
Notts.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
V-^ married ; thoroughly understands his profession in all its

branches. First-class characters,—S. R., o, Durham Street,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 41,
married ; understands the profession in all its branches.

Wife as Laundress to a small Family. Good characters —
A. B,, Post Office, Havering, Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married, two children ; seventeen years' practice in good

Gardens, three and a-half years with present employer. Satis-
factory reason for leaving. Good character from present and pre-
vious employers.—J. G.. Harold Nursery, Sittingbourne, Kent.

G"""ARDENER^ (Head, "or g'oodr'siNG'LE'-
HANDEDi.—Age 2S, single ; understands the profession

in all its branches. Good references.— S. BULLEN, Stone
Hill, Chertsey.

GARDENER^ (He.\d, or good sTn'glT-
handed).—Age 35, married, no family ; understands

Growing Vines, Stove Orchids, Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening,—W. C, JNIr. Miller's, High Street,
Sutton. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF. -Age 30, m.arried, no family. First-class

references as to character, abilities, &c.—D. E., Messrs.
George Gibbs & Co., 24, Down Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

GARDENER.—Age 40, married, Scotch;
thoroughly understands the profession in all branches.

Has had considerable experience in Nursery anti Forestry

;

could also Superintend the Management of a Farm. Twenty-
three years' experience. Five and a half years' good character
from last situation.—No. 559, Keith & Co.. Edinburgh.

/^ARDENER (General), where three or
V„^ four are kept.—S. Garland, Hammerwood, East Grin-
stead, can strongly recommend his late Foreman to any Lady
or Gentleman requiring the services of a good Man as above —
Address as above, or J. M., 49, Elgin terrace, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (age 37, married, two children
-youngest aged i?).—Geo. Hi-.mphrev, over ei"ht years

Head Gardener to C. F. Kemp, Fox Bush, Tunbridge, is at
liberty to treat with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
services ofa thoroughly practical Man. Has had great experience
in Laying-out Grounds, the Transplanting of large and choice
Trees, in which he has been very successful. Highest testi-
monials as to character and abilities—The Gardens, Fox Bush,
Tunbridge, Kent.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman'5
Garden.—Age 27 ; has a thorough knowledge of Fruit

ig, I'tc. First-cl.a.ss references.—H. M.T.,
2, Dudmas iTe , Chelsea, S.W.

"Tj^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
-.L Garden.— Age 25 : has had good experience in Vines,
Melons, Peaches, Plants, &c First-class references —A P
The Gaidens. Childivall Hall, Liverpool.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman s
Establishment. In or Outdoors.—Age 28. Good reference.

-7, Willow Walk. Crouch End, Hornsey, London, N.

FOREMAN, or SECOND GARDENErT^
Age 23 ; has studied the profession in all its branches.

Highest references as to character and ability.—G. M., Post
Office, St. John's Hill, New Wandsworth, London, S.W.

C^ARDENER (Second), where two or jnore
V y are kept.—Age 23. Good references.— St.ltc wages to

W. WICKS, 6, Montgomery Road,'rurnham Green, London.W

/^ARDENRR (Second), in a Nobleman's
V_^ or Gcnllcinan's Garden. — Age 2r, respectable. Two
years' good character from present situation.—Address, stating
wages, W. K., 6, Finsbury Cottages, Nightingale Road,
Wood Green, London, N.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 20, strong, active ; accustomed to

Gardening. Good character. —W. L. B., 95, High Street,
Kensington, London, S.W.

(C* ARDENER (Under). — Age 20. Five
V.^ years' experience. Good character. — A. B., Mr.
Ballard's, Baker, Manor Street, Clapham, London, S.E.

/':< ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in
VJ a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 20; has a fair knowledge
of Flower and Fiuit Forcing. Good character.—W. S., 4, 0.ak
Cottages, Teddington, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR (General), or to take the
entire Charge of the Glass Department of a large

Nursery. Fourteen years' good experience in Market and
other Nurseries. First-cla.ss references.-G. H.. i, Whatman
Road, Freehold, Forest Hill, S.E.

PROPAGATOR (First-rate Indoor).—
Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Conifers,

Roses, Clematis, &c. ; accustomed to extensive and successful
practice. Good wages required. Good reference.—PROPA-
GAl'OR, Gardcuers- Cltrimiclc Office, W.C.

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wood). — Grower
for Exhibition or Market, if required. First-cl.ass refer-

ence.—A. B., Mr. IM.ason, 6, Whitehall Street, Tottenham, N.

PROPAGATOR (Soft-wood and Bedding
stufT in (piantitics).—First-class experience in London

trade. Excellent reference. London preferred.—BETA, 14,
Cambridge Terrace, Clayton Road, Peckham, S.E.

To Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
MANAGER, CLERK, TRAVELLER, or

WAREHOUSEMAN (Wholesale or Retail) -W. B.,
9, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

FORESTER, WOOD RANGER, or PARK
KEEPER.—Age 35, married. Five years in present

situation. Satisfactory references. — JAMES BELL, St.
Michael, Penkivel Probus, Cornwall.

FARM BAILIFF.—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Farm Bailift, who has lived with him

for fifteen years. Leaving on account of employer giving up his
Farm.—R. HALL-SAY. Esq., St. Ive's Place, Maidenhead,
Berks.

To tlie Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER, CORRESPONDENT, &c.

—Many years' experience of the London Trade. Good
references.-A. G., 9, Vincent Terrace, Islington, N.

TMPROVER, under a Nobleman's or Gentle-
-L man's Gardener.—Age 16 : respectable.—For particulars
address T. FLETCHER, Bath Road, Harlington, Middlesex.

COWMAN, or to take Charge of a Kitchen
Garden and a Pony. Wife a good Laundress. Strongly

recommended by present employer, who parts with him on -nvin'^
up his farm.—S. SUMMERSBY, Captain Ward, Calverlev
Grange, Tunbridge Wells.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Rlr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is
by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame," See article
in the Civil Sej-i'ke Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMOEOPATHIC CHEMISTS
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

'

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London, N.W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn

Headache. Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London.
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

I^ARR'S LIFE PILLS. — The warmi Balsamic and Invigorating Powers of this pure Herbal
Medicine are wonderful. A trial of a single dose will produce
conviction that they invigorate the feeble, restore the invalid to
health, and do good in all cases. Sold by all Chemists.

DR. LOCOCK'S~^ULMONIC WAFERS
give instant Relief to Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, and all

Disorders of the Breath and Lungs. In hysterical, nervous,
and heart complaints they are unfailing. In rheumatic and
nervous pains they act like a charm. Nothing else gives such
a sound, refreshing night's rest. They taste pleasantly. Sold
by all Druggists at \s. i%d. per bo-v,
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£ £THE "ARCHIMEDEAN"
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN AWARDED

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

Gardens, Schonbrun, Vienna ;

—

..,,, r .

.. Your 'Archimedean
' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time past at the Imperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure m stalmg that they have gwen perfect

satisfaction. Their quicli and good work prove them to be the best and most efficient machmes of the kmd.

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,
THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,

And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT, \

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &;c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS.

From k. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society, C/iiswick Gardens, IV.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archi-

medean ' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the 6est and most

efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. George Wvness, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace.

" Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your

Patent ' ArchimedeaH ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasiure in testifying that it has given

every satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

From the Rev. J. H. White, Hemlngford Grey,

St. Ives, Hants.

"I am much pleased with the working of your

' Archimedean ' Mowing Machine. I think it superior

to others which I have used in previous years."

'
' The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower

ever ^z^^."~ Gardeners' CJironicle.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' Far superior to any of ours."

—

Tlie Field.

' Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardeners' Mag.

•
' We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as

one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-

ance with."

—

Floral World.

EVERY MOWER IS WARRANTED TO aiVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be rdufned luithin a Month, and the amount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES.
e-incli, Suitable for SmaU Grass Plots £110: 14-inoh, Suitable for a Kan £550
g S 3 16 ,, ,, ,,

on Level Lawns 6 6

10 " !'
a'Lady or a Boy 3 3 I 18 ,, ,, „ and Boy 7 7

12 4 4 SO „ „ „ „ 8 8

Grass Bo.xes, 6-inch, 4.f. ; 8-inch, 5^. ; 10 and 12-inch, ts. 6d. ; 14, 16, iS, and 20-inch, los. each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

NO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the

Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS k CO. (Limited), IVIanufacturers and Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling
J

JOHN G. ROLLINS & CO., Old Swan Wharf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. x^^^^^^S
Agents! WALTER CARSON & SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.G. ; and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. J Agents

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " Tlie Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, WC.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefrlars, City of London, in the County of MlddleBex, and Fublished oy tne

said William Richakds, at the Office, 41, Welhngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 20, 1S75.

Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Formed by the late J. Pliilpot. Esq.. of Stamford HiU. N.

MR T C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tion, from Mr. Wheeler (gardener) to OFFER for

SALE by AUCTION, at his Great" Rooms, 38, Kmg Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. EARLY in APRIL, the well-known

COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of Stamford Hill, N., con-

sisting of specimen Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Stephanotis,

Clerodendrons, Bougainvilleas. Francisceas, &c.

Further particulars in future Advertisements.

Nortli Star Nurseries, SlougH.

MESSRS. BUCKLAND and SONS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late

Mr W R. Brass to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

adioininff Slough Station, on MONDAY. April s. at ir for

1° oSfk a lige quantity of HOLLYHOCKS, PICOTEES,
DAHLIAS, and PANSIES, in the production of which Mr.

Bragg was unsurpassed ; also, BEDDING PLANTS, VINES,
Standard ROSES, Sic: together with the Greenhouses Pits,

Handlights, Garden Tools, Horse, Carts, Van, Harness, Stump

Catalogues may shortly be obtained at the " North Star,"

Slough : and of the Auctioneers, Windsor.

WANTED to RENT, a . large Private

GARDEN with a quantity of Glass, or a FRUIT and

FLORIST'S ESTABLISHMENT near London.

ALPHA, Mr. Thomas Frewins, New Street, Henley-on-

Thames, Oxon.

To Florists and Others.

TO BE LET, for a Term, GROUND
fronting the High Road opposite Kew Bridge Station,

Splendid position ; 225 feet frontage with a depth of 100 feet or

hereabouts. Apply to

W. E ORAM, 1, Wardrobe Place, Doctors Commons, t.L.,

and Stile Cottage, Kew Bridge Station.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Market Gardeners.

TO BE LET, with possession at Lady-day,
the NURSERY GROUNDS, about -iVz acres, with

DWELLING HOUSE and GREENHOUSES, situated on

the Madingley Road, Cambridge, occupied by Mr. Buttery.

WISBEYand SON, Auctioneers and Estate Agents, Cambridge.

New and Choice Ferns.

WAND J.
BIRKENHEAD, having a

• Collection of many thousands of the most beautiful

and choice BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, and giving their

cultivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or

small quantities at most reasonable prices.

CATALOGUES on application. Special quotations for large

quantities.
Fern Nursery , Sale, near Manchester.

To the Trade.

ROSES, Dwarf Moss and others, extra fine,

I strong. Price on application.

Moss Baron de Wassanaer, Comtesse de Mirinais (white),

Frederick Soulie, Gloire des Mousseuses, Laneil, Princess Alice

(Paul's), Unique de Provence (white).

AUSTRIAN BRIARS, Ha: ' - --

Address, WM. WOOD ani
Uckfield, Sussex.

A Great Bargain for an Immediate Purchaser.

TO BE SOLD, or LET, a Gentleman's
DETACHED RESIDENCE, on the South Coast,

with an EXTENSIVE RANGE OF GLASS, well stocked

with Grapes. Pines, &c. . Coach-house and Stabling.

B. H., Gardeners Chronicle Ofiice, W.C. No Agents.

'Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12s. to %as. per

acre Cjrass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

YE^WS.—About 2000 well-grown and rooted,

from 3 to 4 feet high, Soi. per 100 ; all recently moved ;

well adapted for Hedges, &c.
, . „

JOSEPH SPOONER, Goldworth, Woking, Surrey.

ALTERNANTHERAS, paronychyoides and
magnifica. good strong, sturdy stuff, shaken out of pots,

and forwarded free, at loJ. per 100.

WILLIAM HOLMES, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, E.

To the Trade.

ROSES (Surplus Stock of), extra fine, on
Manetti, at 25J. per 100 :

;£io loi. per 1000; Standard

ROSES, 751. per 100 ; £,^ loi. per 500. Also a few Manetti

Stock, at 25^. per rooo.

GEO. J. WOOLLETT, Ni "

VINES ! VINES! VINES
and Planting Canes— Black I

varieties—to be Sold cheap.

H. POTTER, The N

-Fine Fruiting
nburgh and other

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.—A very fine

sample of seed just arrived. Price on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E^

Extra Stock.

LARCH.—For Sale 150,000, 2-yr. i-yr., very
fine : also Black Italian POPLAR, 20 to 30 inches. Prices

and samples on application to

RALPH ROBSON, Nurseryman and Seedsm.an, Hepham.

F

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants,

with magnificent foliage, in forty-three Continental

varieties, now ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

Farm Nursery, Stapleford,

Conservatory Plants—Ornamental Foliage and
FLOWERING.

AND A. SMITH offer the above, in fine

condition. Prices low, and Catalogue with a List of

Vines and Seeds upon application.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich.—Established 40 years.

HARLES B. SAUNDERS, NURSERYMAN,
&c., Jersey, respectfully offers choice CARNATION and

PICOTEE SEEDS at 21. 6rf. per packet of 100 seeds ; fine

strong VINES, best sorts, 24J. to 301. per dozen ; Evergreen

OAKS, in or from pots, 2 to 6 feet high, 505. to 150^. per 100.

March rS, 1875.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo
cuttings sent post free for 2S. 61/. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced :
quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 401. per 100 : 25^. for 50 :
or 155. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. _ Extra^strong plants at 95. and

1 2^. per dozen. Cash.
^'^'

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-

jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &C.
Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited). 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at

Edinburgh.

Carnations, Flcotees and Pinks.

CHARLES TURNER can supply the above
in all their various classes, and in every variety of colour,

in fine health ; plants suitable for borders or for blooming, in

Pots. The quality of C. Turner's Collection is well known.
CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

XyiLLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,

from single po
healthy, 6^. per

Verbenas—good Plants

Home Grown Mangel Wurzel and Turnip Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make
• special ofl^ers to the Trade of the above-named SEEDS,

all saved from carefully selected stocks, and of the finest quality.

Prices very low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Herbaceous Calceolarias (Nell's Superb Strain).

TX/'OOD AND INGRAM offer fine Plants of
the ABOVE, from

100. post free. Also fine Plants in ;

Basket and package, 2s. for the fi

dozen. The W itingdon.

W^r'
ILLIAM POTTEN'S PLANT LIST for

iumsand other Bt

be sent to all applicants post free.

'. P. can supply the following good plants

Double PETUNIA, King of Crimsons, 2^. ort. per qc

12 other good Double varieties, 3^.

12 vars. good COLEUS, 2.r. td.

12 select Zonal GERANIUMS, 3^.

12 select Double do., 3:f.

12 select Gold and Silver Tricolors, 6^.

12 select Gold and Bronze, 45.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Snowflake.THE FINEST POTATO
ever introduced ; will yield from 300 to 400 bushels per

acre of handsome tubers of the most splendid quality and free
FROM DISEASE. Messrs. Daniels Bros, have just received a

consignment of this magnificent variety direct from the original

raiser in America, where it has obtained immense popularity,

and which is now being distributed at the following rates,

carriage free to any address :

—

^s. €id. per lb. ; 7 lb., izis. ;.

14 lb,, ^is. ; cheaper by the cwt.

DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers and Importers, Royal
Norfolk Seed Establishnient, Norwich.

Post Office Orders <

Surplus Stock.—To the Trade.

BMALLER, Levvisham, Lee, S.E., begs to
• offer small HEATHS, good stuff, in small Go's, fit for

potting up at once into 43's, price \6s. per loo, as follows ;—
=00 ERICA SINDRYANA.
SCO ,, GRACILIS VERNALIS.

1000 „ „ AUTUMNALIS.
750 „ PERSOLUTA ALBA.
200 ,, CUPRES^IANA.
200 „ WILMOREANA.

Gladioli from Paris, per Names and Seedlings.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer splendid, healthy,

and good flowering bulbs of GLADIOLI, to the prices: —
Gladioli, seedling, first-rate, 8^. per 100, ^3 per looo ; mixed
white, I2J. per 100 ; do. red, 12^. per 100; do. yellow. 24J. per

100; do. rose, i2j. per 100; per names, 100, 10 sorts. Zs. per

100 ; 25 sorts, i^s. per 100
; 50 do., £1 to £2 ; 100, £2 to £6,

and upwards, according to the novelty of the i

flowering bulbs. English Cheque;

Paris accepted for payment.

GERANIUMS : — Mrs. Pollock, Sophia
Duraaresque, 3^. per dozen ; Lady CuUum, Sophia

Cusack, Louisa Smith, 3.. ed. per dozen: Thos. Moore, Lord
Derby. Wm. Underwood, 25. td. per dozen; 12 varieties of

doubles, including Jewel. E. J. Lowe, and Aline Sisley. for 3^.;

Dr. Denny's second set, Rienzi, Lord Macauley, &c., for 5.1.,

in rooted cuttings, for 35. ^•
PANSIES :— 100, in 40 choice varieties, for 185,: 50, in 25

sorts, for 10s. ; 12 varieties, 3^. ; Cloth of Gold, the finest yellow,

2S. e'd. per dozen, 16^. per 100 ; Great Eastern, the finest white,

zs. 6d. per dozen.
CALCEOLARIA. Golden Gem, 5^. per 100, 40J. per 1000.

J. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-

\Vill0W5.

To tliose -who wish to make their Garden gay this
Spring.—Send for

SHEPPERSON'S COLLECTION of
superb POLYANTHUSES. 12 v.ars., 2J., post free;

100 vars., 12^., package and box free. Cash.

SAMUEL SHEPPERSON, Florist and Seedsman, Prospect

House, Belper.

CALCEOLARIAS (Bedding).—The six finest

sorts in cultivation, all different colours, including the

splendid new varieties—Princess Louisa, Golden Gem. Crimson

King. Little Gem, &c. Postage or package free for li. yl. per
70s. per loop. cash.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, is. 6d. per

100 This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense

usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, os. per dozen.

:_ RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery m
Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be

guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

HRYSANTHEMUMS:— 12 new varieties

of 1874, 3s.: 12 older sorts, zs.; 100 Chrysanthemums,
including 15 new varieties of 1874. for 18^.; 50s. for los.

FUCHSIAS ;—6new varieties of 1874, for 4^.; 12 varieties of

1873, for 4s.; 100 Fuchsias, in 50 sorls^ for 14^.; 50, in 25 sorts,

for 8j.: 12 varieties, 2s. 6d.

LOBELIA, pumila grandiflora, ts. ; IRESINE, Lmden
Ts. 6d.; MESKMBRYANTHEiMUM, cordifolium variega-

tum, IS. 6d. per dozen.

The above sent post free for cash with order.

j. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-

Willows

s.

Ho
I, Prospect .

G^
To tlie Trade.

EORGE GRAY and SON offer the

J, all of which has been recently transplanted :--

HOLLIES. Common, stout, 6 to to inches, 40s. per 1000.

YEWS, Common, stout. 6 to 9 inches 6as. per 1000.

BERBERIS DARWINII, i foot, 8oj. per 1000.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 6 to 9 inches, 201. per too.

„ ATLANTICA, i-yr. seedling, 81. per 100.

PINUS INSIGNIS, I foot. 25s. per 100.

„ MURICATA, I foot, 401. per 100.

„ TUBERCULATA, i-yr., 8j. per 100.

VOILET CZAR. si. per 100.

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, '

irf maiden, of best kinds,
OVALIFOLIUM, 2 feet, 8s. per i

PEACHES and NECTARINES, d

50s. per 100.

PLUMS. Victoria and Green Gage, dwarf maiden, 401. per 100.

Orders carefully packed in damp material.

Nursery, Chertsey, Surrey.

Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can now supply, for cash, Verbenas,
• spring-struck, strong, and free from disease of any kind,

including Purple King, Scarlet, White, Pink, and many other

v.arieties (of which a list m.ay be had on application), at 8s. per

100. package free. PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of

the best varieties, 40s. per 100. GERANIUMS, plain-leaved

and zonal, strong autumn-struck plants, los per 100. CEN-
TAUREA CANDIDISSIMA, struck last

established, in large 60 pots, 40s. per 100.

BUNDA and other CALCEOLARIAS, Ss. 1

TROPES, light and dark. Ss. per 100.

S. B. would particularly wish to draw the attention of his

numerous customers to his fine .stock of VERBENAS for this

season, which are the admiration of all who see them : and
would request that all orders should be sent to him as early as

convenient, as he was unable to supply many who applied late

last season—general satisfaction being expressed by all those

who favoured him with their orders.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

p
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Rhododendrons.

HENRY FARNSVVORTH, Matlock Bank,
Derbyshire, has to offer a Hue stock of ihe foUowini;, nt

a moderate rate ;

—

3-yr. Seedling, fine.

3-yr, Seedling and 2-yr. transplanted.

3-vr. Seedling and 3-yr. transplanted.

4 to 8 inches good stulT ; 6 to 10 inches husliy.

For prices and samples apply as above.

New Potatos for 1875.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have received
a First-class Certificate :—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell). price 6s. per 7 lb.

RKLIANCR KIDNEY (Cattell). price 4.t. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Caltell), price 41. per 7 lb.

The Set \2S. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gnrdt-ners'

Chronicle for January 9, 1875.
Full description, and testmionials, post-free on application.

Sole Wholesale ARents in London. Messrs. HURST and
SON. 6. Leadenhall Street. E.C.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham, Kent.

EAUTIFUL SPRING FLOWERS.T3EAUTIFUL SPRI

PRIMROSES, Double Yellow and White. 4^. per dozen.

H EPATICAS. Double Red and Pink. Single Blue, as. id. p. doz.

,. Single Mauve, in pots, beautiful, is. each.

,. .. White, in pots, beautiful, (yd. each.

VIOLETS. Double Varieties-The King. The Queen. Crim-
son Neapolitan, Blue Tree. White Tree. Blandy. and
odnrata pendula, the new weeping Violet. 3s. per dozen.

„ Single Varieties—The Czar, Devoniensis, obliqua striata,

suavis. Princess Louise, 3s. per dozen.
HELLEHORU.s NIGER (Christm.as Rose). 3s. per dozen.

.. OLYMPICUS RUBER, 6s. per dozen.
DAISIES.—Bacchus, Magpie, Pink Beauty, Queen of Whites,

Red Rover. Rosy Gem. 2S. td. per dozen.
AURICULAS, finest Alpines, very choice, in pots, 3s. per doz.

,, ,, ,, named varieties, in pots, 6s. per dozen.
HELIANTHEMUM, twenty-four named varieties, very showy,

3s. per dozen.

A Collection of 100 choice HARDY ALPINE and ROCK and
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, showy and free flowering. 201.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected named seedlings, very double and
good. 4s. per dozen.

,, Seedhngs from the very best named sorts, very double and
good shaped flowers, 3.?. per dozen.

OENTIANA ACAULIS. in pots, 3s, per dozen.
POLYANTHUS, choice Gold Lace, selected, zs. id. per doz.

WALLFLOWER. Black Ball, very double and large, 3s. per

dozen.

.. Golden Ball, rich golden, 3s. per dozen.
PAMPAS GRASS, large flowering clumps, 61. per dozen.

ROSES, choice Tea, in pols. best yellows, Sc, 9s. per dozen.
CATALOGUES by Post, free.

I,. WOODTHORPE. Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Esses.

M To Planters and ttie Trade.
ESSRS. MASTERS AND KINMONT

call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

r stoclT of the following trees, which can be furnished at

prices ;—
LIMES, 7 to Q feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH. 8 to 10 feet.

PHII.ADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.

,, Dwarf, on Manetti.
CURRANTS, Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feet.

AUCUBA lAPONICA, i to z feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2'^ to 4 feel.

E.\otic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

ad
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JG. B L V I G, 6, Orchard Street,

• Kcnsmgton, London, S.W., PREPARES DESIGNS
for Gardens, and for the Arrangement of Flowers, in Geome-
rical or Natural Style.

Special Offer.

HLANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great
• Berkhamstead, Herts, offer fine, well-grown, trans-

planted specimens of the following :

—

THUJ-4 GIGANTEA, 4 to s feet, 30s. per dozen : 5 to 6 feet,

42A'. per dozen ; 6 to 7 feet, 60J. per dozen.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, s to 6 feet, 30s. per dozen ; 6 to 7
feet, 42J. per dozen

; 7 to 9 feet, 6o,f. per dozen.

WELLTNGTONIA GIGANTEA, 3K to 4 feet, 60,1. per dozen :

5 to ^ feet, 90J. per dozen : 6 to 7 feet, 120^. per dozen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA. 7 to 8 feet, 30s. per dozen .

TO to 12 feet, extra fine, -js. 6d. to los. ^. each.

PICEA NOBILIS, 3t0 3M feet, 601. per dozen; 6 to S eel,

loi. dii. to 21J. each.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, a feet, iSs. per dozen : 3 feet,

4?^. per dozen ; 4 to 5 feet, gos. per dozen : 7 to 9 feet.

. W. I each.
CATALOGUE free on applicat

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Js now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFER^E.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREEN.S.
RHODODENDRONS in fine nameil varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLE.VI.ATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Bells and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.iisting Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

GREAT SHOW OF HYACINTHS, CAMELLIAS,
AND OTHER FLOWERS.

Mr. Wm. Paul
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE TH.4T HIS

Annual Spring Show of Hyacinths, Camellias, and Other Flowers,
WILL BE HELD AT THE

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON,
From MARCH 27 to APRIL 3, inclusive.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS.

SEED POTATO S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. :
—

RIVERS' ROYAL A.SHLEAF.
HYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Foi

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
,, ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA,

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.

EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
ERESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

THE HANDSOMEST AND BEST NEW POTATO IS

CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT.
Indispensable as one of the best Potatos for Exhibition.

CARTER'S
AMERICAN

BREAD-FRUIT.

FOR MAIN CROP.

This is a grand Potato in every

respect. Handsome in shape, with

very shallow eye. Flesh of fine

texture and superb quality, whether

baked or boiled. It is a first-rate

keeper, and extremely prolific.

An invaluable acquisition to

Hotel Keepers, for Pubhc Institu-

tions, &c. CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT POTATO.
Per Peck, 6s. ; per Bushel, 31s. ;

per Cwt. 35s. ; per Ton, £30.

THE POTATO THAT BEST
RESISTS DISEASE

CARTER'S

IMPROVED RED-SKIN

FLOURBALL
Price per Peck, 2^. dd.

;
per Eu.shel, 9s, ;

Per Cwt. 17^. :

Per Ton, for not less than half a ton, ^14.

We again offer a very fine selected

stock ot this invaluable Potato, which
continues to resist the ravages of the

disease in a most surprising manner. We
have at all times avoided the statement
published by some Houses, "that the Red-
skin Flourball Potato is the only disease-

proo/ variety." We, however, repeat that

our Improved Red-skin Flourball resists

the disease to a far greater extent than
any other variety in cultivation.

Carter's Improved Red-skin Flourball w.iS

one of the varieties in the ^reat Trial of Potatos

made by the Royal Agricultural Society of
England last year, and we believe we are

justified in stating that it fully maintained its

disease-resisting reputation, whilst other varie-

ties were nearly consumed by the disease.

^cUtDi^ THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.
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FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS (NEW ZEALAND).
l-HF. CREKPINC r'UCHSIA, WITH KRr.Cr YIM.I.OW FI.OWKRS.

Francis R. Kinghorn
Hns much pleasure in offering tliis disliiict and clcfi-int novelty, whicii created so mnch

interest among- botanists and horticulturists when exhibited by him at the meeting of the Royal

Ilorlicullural -Society on August 5, 1S74, when it was awarded a Botanical Certificate. An
excellent coloured representation, by the late Mr. J. K. Moggridge, witli descriiJlion by Dr.

IlooUer, appeared in the December mnnber of the Botanknl Moi;,rzinc for 1874. Its prostrate

frce-grouing habit, and numerous brilliant-hucd flowers, continuously produced, renders it

paiticularly" suitable for baskets or rockwork. It will certainly prove of great value to the

hvbridiscr, and botanists are of opinion that it may possibly give rise to a race of I'uchsia of

totally different habit from what we have now in cultivation.

I'lants of this extremely desirable novelty will be ready for distribution on April 20, at los. dd

each ; si.\ plants, 5oj'. ; twelve plants, iioi-. The usual allowance to the Trade.

Orders are now being Booljei, and will be executed in strict rotation.

Coloured Illusiralious from the " Botanical Macrazine " can be had, post free, at \s. each.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, SHEEN NURSERY, RICHMOND, SURREY.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.

Wm. Cutbush & Son
Beg to announce that the whole 01 their superb Collection of HYACINTHS and TULIPS, with

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, and other Spring Flowers, will be in full perfection on Easter Monday

(Bank Holiday) and for ten days after; and they hope to be honoured with a visit from all

Horticulturists and the general Public who take an interest in such subjects.

Open on MONDAY, the 29th inst., and ten following days, from 10 A.M. till dusk.

HIGHGATE NURSERIES, LONDON, N.

LOBELIA PUMILA MAGNIFICA.

PINE APPLE NURSERY COMPANY
Price 2s.

Are now sending out this fine Lobelia,

each, or 243. per dozen for not less tliaa half a dozen.

It received the Floral Certificate at the Royal Botanic Society, and a First-Class Certificate

at the Royal Horticultural Society. It has been favourably noticed by all the gardening papers,

and the Gai-daicrs' Mai;;azine of July iS says of it :
— " This dwarf bedding Lobelia, exhibited by

the Pine-Apple Nursery Company, is unquestionably the most important of the many bedding
Lobelias introduced of late years. The colour of the flowers is a deep indigo-blue, and as there

are no conspicuous eyes to mar the general effect, a solid mass or band will tell in a wonderful
manner."

MAI DA VALE, LONDON, W.

THE CORINIUM GUINEA COLLECTION
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England.

TOKN JEFFERIES AND SONS have every confidence in recommending
'* the undernamed, as the VERY BEST and CHEAPEST selection OK
vi'.GETABLE SEEDS for all seasons of the year which can be obtained. Only the

most productive and choicest sorts are included, and any slight alteration our

Customers may desire will be carefully attended to. Our \os. 6d., i^s.,

42^., 63J-., and 84^-. Collections are equally liberal. Particulars can be had
on application. The three latter will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway

Station in England, Ireland, Scotland, or Wales.

.. 7 quarts ;
LEEK _^. i packclPEAS, the best sorts To

BEANS, the best sorts

I'-RENCH 1;EANS, Runners and Dwai
BEET, the finest in cultivation

BORECOLE, or Kale
BRUSSELS SfROUTS
BROCCOIT. the finest sorts for successi

CABIiAGE. best sorts

-SAVrjY
CARK.OT, for summer and winter use
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY, white and red
COUVE TRONCHUDA ..

ENDIVE
CRESS 3
CUCU.MBER, the best varieties .

.

C. Lawrence, E.sq

1 ditto

I ditto

LEEK
LETTUCE
IIUSTARD
MELON, choicest sons
ONION, spring and .auti

PARSLEY, extra curled
PARSNIP, best..
RADISH
SPINACH, siunmerand
SALSIFY
SCOR20NERA
TURNIP, line sorts for

VEGETABLE MARROW
SWEET and POT HERBS
RAMPION
TOMATO

nth Messrs. J.

3dit
_

I packet

S diuo"

-" Mr. Lawrence was s

them for the season of 1875. The Celery, JelTeries'

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES bd. each. Presented to Customers.

Seedllnga, &c.
P. LAIRD .\ND SINCLAIR, NuRSERY-
MKN, Dundee, N.IJ., have still the following to olTer.

id shall be glad tu quote prices on application :
—

SEEDLINGS :"3-yr. Silver V

w
i;?;:i,.2-yr. P. .Strobn,. i ,1 I'm. I., i vi Aide

Sp.anish Chestnut ,
. 1 1

.1 u;.m., vyr.
NcBundo,'3-yr. ( lull \r
TRANSPI.AN Mil

cle.m I.Mit I I i
I

Junipi,,-,, r M ,,., 11,

Norway Spr

, 2-yr. P. Pi

. i-yr. Elm, :

imn II Thorn-.
ii-i Sirobus, Silver

c, Sweet I'ays, 1

•yr.

of v.iritHi. lici^hi .IiMii. , t„ lu led.

A few tun., uf IC.Lily Ridncy PO I'ATOS.

NEW CATALOGUE for 1875, pos^ree for

two Stamps.—Oiir T.IST of the newest and best varieiicH

grown of the undernamed clafises of plants is now ready, and
may be had on application. Prices very moderate^ Plants

Geraniun all the%

,
I'l.! -

Cnlc ,
Drdlli:

JOHN JEFFERIES and SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, CIRENCESTER,

W . mt. 1-11,, weiiN^ .,11.1 ili^ U^L l_uiL.-,ijiv.u...iy l>cc..i.iuvc l';.iuL.,.

Show aud P.-mcy IVl.ir-aiuuins. Vc^t^tablc and Tlo^ i;r Seed,,, i;;c.

WM. CLIIJRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

NEW white' lobelia—duchess
OF EDINBURGH.—This variety possesses an excel-

lent compact habit, and is a good free grower. The Rowers,

which are produced in great abundance, retain their purity of

colour the entire season. Received a First-class Certifica'e at

the Royal Horticultural Society, Kensington, 1874. Good
plants, ready \\\ April, zr. td. each. Price to the Trade on

"^'cHARLES TURNER, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

NEW BEDDING VIOLA—WAVERLEY.
—The flowers of this beautiful variety are large, of good

substance, and produced in great profusion from early spring

until late in autumn. Colour very bright violet, shaded with
purple towards the centre ; yellow eye, with pure white brow.

The most effective bedding Viola of its colour yet raisad, and
very hardy. Prices : One plant, is. 6d.: six plants, las., or i8j.

per dozen, post free. The usual Discount to the Trade.
ROBERTSON anu GALLOWAY, Seed Merchants and

Nurserymen. Glasgow and Helensbiirtjh.

New Show Pelargoniums.

/CHARLES TURNER begs to call attention
V,' to the select LIST of PELARGONIUM.S now offered.

The New Varieties, both Show and Fancy, have been most
favourably spoken of by the Horticultural Press, and the

majority have received First-class Certificates at Metropolitan

and other Shows.
Plants are now ready, and if purchased at once and repotted

will produce a fine head of bloom in May and June next.

The following have been selected from many thousand
S','edlin.5s, and are highly recommended:— £ ^ ^.

ALICF. (Foster),—Lower petals rosy crimson, maroon
spat on top petals, crimson-purple edge, large

white eye, very fine .. .. .. .. .. in6
ARCHDUCHESS (Foster). — Lower petals richly

pamted crimson, with rosy purple edges, top

p<;tals black, with narrow crimson edge, large

cle.u- white centre, a fine dark and effective

ARlsruCRAT (Foster).—Rich deep crimson, black

bp it <in top petals, crimson margin, white centre . o 13 o
CONSVANCK (Foster).—Fawn colour, with smnll

spjt on the top petals, shaded wUh orange, a lar-.;c

smooth flower of line form, cle.ir white eye.

Figured in T/i<! Florist for February, 1S75 . . i i o

CROWN PRINCE (Foster). — Lower petals richly

painted crimson, black maroou top petals, bright

narrow edge, clear white eye, very fine. Figured

in y//.- /"/.'r/i/" for February, 1875 i 11 6

DAUNTLESS (Foster).—A good crimson, style of

Statesman, medium black spot, a good flower .. o 15 o

DEFIANCE (Foster). — Crimson-purple maroon,
black top petals shaded off to the edge with

crimson, white centre, a rich dark flower .

.

. . i i o

DUCHESS of CAMBRIDGE (Foster). —Scariet,
medium black spot on top petals^ smooth, fine

form and a good habit . . i i o

DUKE of CONNAUGHT (Foster).— Lower petals

crimson, dark rosy top petals, white centre, a
large tine-shnped llower, of good habit .. - . 110

FALCON (Foster) —Rosy purple, black spot on top

petals, white centre o 15 o

GRAND MONARCH (Foster). — Crimson lower
pet.ils, d;irk top. crimson edge, white centre . . 015 o

IS.\liELLA (Matthews).— Lower petals ro.sy pink,

medium maroon spot on top petals, shaded with

oraime-pink, Hlac-rose edge, large white centre,

PRESiJVTER (Foster),— Lower petals rich rosy

crimson, dark maroon spot on top petals, crimson

ed"e, lar^e clear white centre . . .

.

. . i i o
QUKFN VICTORIA (Foster). — Lower petals

crimson, medium black spot on top, bright

oranj;c-LTinison edge, white centre, fine .. ..110
SULTAN (Foster).—Deep crunson-purple, suffused

with lilac, light centre, good shape and substance,

SYBIL (Foster).— Soft pale orange, small maroon
snot, shaded with orange, white centre, a very
fine novel flower

_ _.

.

. . i i o
Price for above Set on application.

NEW FANCY VARIETIES.
75. 6Y. each, or 31s. 6d. the set.

ATLANTIC (Turntr). — Rich crimson suffused with piu'ple,

smonth and ux-ellent habit.

HENRY P..\ILEV (lurner).—Crimson, with white eye, very

dwarf and a most abundant bloomer, .a useful flower fur

exhibition, market, or the home stage.

JEWESS (Turner).—Top petals rosy carmine suffused with

carmine, lilac edge, light mottled lower petals.

LADY MAYORESS (Turner).—Rosy lilac, large white eye,

white edges, a fine flower.

MRS. HART (Turner).—Rosy crimson-purple, narrow white

margin on top petals, shaded off with rosy purple to a large

clear white eye, a fine-shaped and superior variety.

THE SHAH (Turner).—Deep crimson-purple, light centre,

narrow lilac edge, a smooth and very pleasmg variety, the

best by far of its class.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.
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NEW ENGLISH ROSES.
STAR of WALTHAM, H.P. (Wm. Paul).

QUEEN of WALTHAM, H.P. (Wm. Paul).

Plants ready in May, price xos. 6d. each.

NEW FRENCH SOSES of 1875.

Fine plants, now ready, price 2s. 6d. each,

2^s. per dozen.

NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1874.

Fine plants, now ready, price 2s. each.

iSj-. to 21 s. per dozen.

NEW GERANIUMS.
Plants Ready in May.

LADY JANE GREY,
QUEEN ELEANOR,
QUEEN ELIZABETH,
PRINCESS of THULE
RHODANTHE,
LORD BURLEIGH.-- Silver-leaved ; flowers

white, with carmine eye. Price 75. 6rf. each.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE. — Silver -leaved;
flowers deep bright pink, with white eye. Price 7.5. 6d. each.

EDWARD I.—Zonal; flowers crimson, slightly

shaded with purple, white eye. Price 3.J. (}d. each.

MASTERPIECE —Zonal; flowers rosy scarlet.

Price 3^. 6d. each.

THE GENERAL. — Zonal; flowers bright
scarlet, large white eye. Price 35, 6d. each.

WALTHAM CROSS.—Zonal ; flowers deep
bright pink : the deepest pink Geranium known. Price
js. 6d. each.

Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above, including also the

General COLLECTION of GERANIUMS, is now ready, and

will be forw.irded post free on application.

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, N.

New Double Zonal Pelargoniums for 1875.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

I \

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

- i

Emily Laxton.

MESSRS. W. AND J. BROWN have again
been entrusted by Mr. Laxton with the distributinn of

the following set of New Double ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
raised by him, viz. :

—

EMILY LAXTON.—First-class Certificate Royal Horticul-
tural Society. The largest flowered and most remarkable
Scarlet Pelargonium, either double or single, hitherto sent
out. Individual flowers upwards of 2 inches in diameter ;

full, but not crowded ; truss enormous. Free-fiowering,
and suitable for winter work. Figured in the Floral
Magazine ioT October last. Strong plants, 15J. each.

GUIDING STAR.—The most shrubby and dwarf Double
Pelargonium yet raised. Foliage pale green, and partaking
somewhat of the character and habit of the Show Pelargo-
nium. Flower very pretty purplish pink, and double ; quite
unique and distinct. Strong plants, loj. td. each.

ILLUMINATOR.—A striking and distinct purplish carmine-
coloured variety of the Emily Laxton type, but darker in

colour ; semi-double, but full ; petals large and stout.

Strong plants, ^s. 6d. each ; the set for £1 los.

Prizes will be offered for the above in 1S76. To be sent out
ini\Iaynext. Coloured Plates of Emily Laxton post free for

I.S. 6d. Electros of Single bloom 2s. 6d. each.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
Messrs. W. & J. Brown are also now sending out Mr.

Laxton's fine firm-fleshcd New Strawberries—TRAVELLER
and EXQUISITE : the flavour of both these is distinct and
unequalled. Traveller has received a First-class Certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society, and is undoubtedly the
most suitable Strawberry for transmission yet raised. Strong
plants of last season :—Traveller,;^! per 25, .^3 per 100. Ex-
quisite, I2S. 6d. per 25, ^2 per 100. Early struck runners of

each, in 60 sized pots, 7s. per 25 extra. Prizes for fruits of these
will be offered in 1876. Trade terms on application to

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen and Florists, Stamford.

Sutton^ Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, io

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn.
No. 1 Collection, Free by Post or Rail .. £2. 2 o
No. 2 Collection ,,,,.,
No. 3 Collection ,, „
No. 4Co]Ieciion ,, ,,

No. 5 Collection ,, ,,

Small and Useful Collections can also be Iiad, from
2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

^'STJTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
T/ie most practical "work on gai'denin^yct published^ beau-

ttfully illustrated with 2,00 engravings.

Price IS. , Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

FERNERIES.
The annexed cut shows a Section of our IMPROVED GLASS ROOFS for

FERNERIES, as erected by us at Eastwood Park, (see Gardeners' Chronicle, page 434,
1S73) ; also at Maryfield, Glasgow ; Benmore, Argyleshire, &c.

By means of strong Wrought Iron Girders Buildings of any length can be roofed in

with a clear span of from 30 to 35 feet, without pillars or tie-rods of any kind.

James Boyd & Sons,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS IN WOOD OR IRON,

Manufacturers of Hot-Water Apparatus for Heating Hothouses, Churches,

Mansio?!s, Public Buildings, Harness Rooms, &^c.,

PAISLEY.
Established Thirty-five Years.

References given to work done by us in all Parts of Britain and Ireland.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR POST FREE.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price Threepence.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Mercliaiil,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOIXOVVAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Kltclieu Qarden Seeds,

to suit Gardens of various si^L-s, -us., 4^5., 635., and S-jj. cat

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^., pki
I'RENCH UEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. ,1

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD UEAN, Weslbury Prize (new) .. per pint = 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16
,, Perkins' Leamington ,. .. .. .. ..16

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veilch'sAvilumn Giant ,. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in) i o

,. Will.anis' IMaichluss White 1 cultivation ..) i o
CUCUM 1:1 r, I',, :i. !' Iiukeof Edinburgh .. .. = 6

„ T.,n.i
I

,.,,...,. 36
., WiHiT 1.1 ! rlegraph .. .. .,16

ENDIVK.WiMiiiM (;;,-iM Mundi 10
LETTUCh. IsuriiellsAlex.andra White Cos .. ..10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
,, Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION, Williams' Magnum Bomim 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows . . per quart 2 6

„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum .

.

.

.

,

.

..26
Mr. Laxton's NEW PEAS (see p. 60 iji new Seed Catalogue).

NE57 and CHOICE FLOWEE SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain .. .. ij. 6rf. and 2 6
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liox which had been blessed upon that day, and

were admuTistered to him as medicine.

A notice of the ecclesiastical use of the real

Palms will also be found in our volume above

referred to, where other substitutes for it are

also mentioned. Among these, however, there

is no reference to the Hazel, which is used with

the Willow in Lincolnshire. A writer in the

:>tamford Mercury for April 15, 1S70, says :

—

" Long after the Reformation the common
1 eople were tenacious of their belief that such

branches gathered on Palm Sunday had peculiar

virtues, the old Pagan demons or spirits of evil

having no power on that and the two pre-

ceding days. I have seen bunches of Hazel

and Willow twigs so gathered preserved in con-

stant verdure the year round by placing them

in pots of water in cottage windows, and was

once told by an aged granddame in South Lin-

colnshire that they were ' good against thunder

and lightning.'
"'

The ashes which are used in the ceremonies

of Ash Wednesday are made from the " Palms "

( f the previous year, which are preserved until

then, and used for that purpose. This notice

niay be concluded by the following quotation

from Mr. Conway, who does not specify to

^\hich representative of the Palm his notes

refer :

—
" In Germany, the might of the Wild

Huntsman was conquered by a leaf of Easter

Pahn. In Slavonian regions it is supposed to

be especially endowed on Easter Day to protect

the field in which it is planted from bad weather.

In Germany it is naturally the chief banner of

I'alm Sunday, on which day— like the Misleto

before it— there is hardly any good result that

may not be secured by it. If as many Palms
as there are members of a family be thrown on
a fire, each with a name on it, he or she whose
leaf burns first will die first. In Bavaria, one
who, during an eclipse of the sun, throws an
offering of Palm with crumbs on the fire, will

never be harmed by the sun. In a storm. Palm
sviiiches laid cross-wise on the table procure

safely. In Bohemia the charm against fleas is

this : During Passion W^eek put a leaf of Palm
behind a picture of the Virgin. At the first

stroke of the resurrection bell— /.c, on Easter

morning—take down the leaf, swing it twice,

saying, ' Depart, all animals without bones !

'

There will be no more fleas in the house forthat

year. Palms are thrown on the fire on All

Soul's Day, for the poor souls are that day free

ftom purgatoiy." B, M.

New Garden Plants.

OdONTOGLOSSUJI RAMOSISSIMUM, LindW*

A species of that very interesting group of Odonto-

g^ossa which Dr. Lindley called "Isanthium sepaliset

fetalis anthesi longe distantibus," which do not make
a furore by their single flowers, but by the masses of

those organs, just as in the case of some of the Epi-

dendra, Calanthes, iS:c. The panicles are very large,

with very numerous stellate white flowers. If I may
guess from my very copious wild specimens, there are

many varieties, among which— to my taste at least—

I

would prefer to all others those with deep violet

? pots on all parts of the flower. Others must have had
1 iac, others purplish spots, and these I regard inferior,

though they may be very pretty. The crests are,

alas ! subject to variation. Dr. Lindley found them

serrate in Odontoglossum angustatum, and entire

in ramosissimum. The first he described from

Colonel Hall's specimens, the second from Mr.

Linden's, n. 61. I took no notes at Dr. Lindley's, pos-

sessing Hallian and Lindenian specimens. Now, one

may guess my trouble when my Lindenian plant

' Oihmto^^lossniH ramoshsinnrm, - Pi^cMulohnlblsovalibiiscom-
pressis ; foliis lineari-ligulati-; nniti-- ^l—i.r if-

: pnnicula maxima
ramosissima divaricata| brach'- im i ,,, .

> .,i,e lonj^itiiclinis

;

siipalis cuneatts ligulatis aciid- .

|
, i- l-^ne iatioribus

crispulis ; labello rhombeo aci;ni;'i i ji l-.isi cordato sub-
cordatove integre trifido trilolmv,- Inn. .1 i-^j.nln disco veliitlno ;

carinis baseos oblongo semirhombeis ^ ul^jo integris, carimila
humillima mediana, falcibus appositis antice utrinque tcfnis

;

columna aptera.

—

Odontoglossum angustaUtvi, Lindl. Orch.
Lind., No. 90; Bateman, Odontoglossum, xxvi. Odontoslostitm
ramosissivmvi, Lindl. Folia, i., No. 47.

showed toothed crests, and the good Colonel's

plant entire ones I And yet, having examined no

doubt the richest materials accumulated in one man's

hands, and having studied Dr. Lindley's types, I am
persuaded ^e was very right in separating the two.

Odontoglossum angustatum (lately observed by Dr.

Spruce, whose No. 6069 it is) is a narrow spider-like

thing, quite easily recognised by the narrow base of the

lip, as Dr. Lindley has very well pointed out. It will

never be able to match Odontoglossum ramosissimum,

having a poor inflorescence of tiny flowers. Dr.

Spruce kindly informed me that the sepals are brownish

purple, with yellow margins
;
petals yellowish, with

brownish blotches ; the crest of the lips whitish. That

would not be very tempting for a modern amateur.

Odontoglossum ramosissimum has flowered in

Europe in Mr, Linden's establishment, who obtained

it from his keen traveller (call him botanic or horti-

cultural, just as you like), Wallis. It has been very

beautifully represented on plate xxvi. of Mr. Bateman's

splendid work. This author says it ** does not exactly

answer to the descriptions in the Folia Orckidacea,

either of O. angustatum or ramosissimum." This is

decidedly true, yet the base of the lip makes it a go to

O. ramosissimum, as well as the broad petal ; and I

plead guilty of having then regarded it an anomalous

O. angustatum. O. ramosissimum was also discovered

by Colonel Hall, then gathered at Meride by Mr.

Linden, no doubt under the helping assistance of his

half-brother, Mr. Sclilim. In the Foiia Oirhidocca it

bears the Austrian national colours, black and yellov/.

H. G. Rchb.f.

Adiantum Seemanni, Hooker.'^

Though not a new name amongst our garden Ferns,

this is in reality a new garden Fern ; at the same
time it is not new to science, having been described
by Sir W. J. Hooker so long since as 1851. This
seeming anomaly is thus explained. When publish-

ing his Species Filician, Sir W, Hooker described

under the name of Adiantum Seemanni a remarkably
fine pinnate species, gathered by Seeman in 1S38 in

Central America. Some four or five years ago, on
the occasion of one of his subsequent trips to Central

America, Dr. Seemann gathered fertile fronds of a

pinnate Adiantum which he supposed to be the same
as that just referred to, and these were either sent or

brought home by him, and handed to Mr. Bull, who
raised from them a crop of plants, which in the juve-

nile state passed unchallenged as A. Seemanni, for

which Seemann had gathered them. The error was
not discovered until Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibited,

under the provisional name of Adiantum Zahnii, a
fine pinnated Maidenhair, collected also in Central

America by their collector, Zahn, when a closer

examination showed that the plant introduced by
Seemann was really Adiantum Wilsoni and not
Seemanni, while the supposed new A. Zihnii was not
strictly new, but the already described A. Seemanni.
The mistake was one that might easily be made, since

both species have pinnate fronds with large oblique

long-pointed pinnae, and it was only when fructifica-

tion was produced by the young plants that any tan-

gible materials for their identification were available,

X-10 -^i X-150-

Fig. 77.—adiantum seemanni {fertile and i;\rren pinn.e and fruit).

is called, according to Mr. Linden, *'a magnificent

species; "and Mr, Bateman states, I.e., "it was uni-

versally admired at South Kensington." For my part

I should like the dark violet-spotted varieties. May
they be included in the importation Mr. Bull appears

to have made. H, G. Rchb. f,

Oncidium annulare, Rchb./., n. sp.'*'

This is a curious species, that may probably prove

a good acquisition, though not just of the very first

class. It is a Cystochiloid Oncidium, very near

Oncidium seiTatum and ccmulum. The callus of the

lip is the chief and peculiar ornament. The crisp

toothletted, plaited and folded petals are coherent

at their top, and form a ring, whence the name.
They would rather appear to be of a warm yellow,

with cinnamon dots, and with a cinnamon disk. It is

of New Grenadan origin, one of the numerous dis-

coveries of Mr. Wallis, who.dried a branch I possess.

I have also specimens from M. Roezl and Chesterton,

the latter a present of Mr. Harry Veitch. It is now
at hand from Mr. Bull, who would appear to have
introduced living plants, since he is impatient to have
its name. The plant should be recommended to

Austrian amateurs, at least the blackish variety, as it

'\Oucidinvt anrnihirc, Rchb. f., sp. n.— Bene affine Oncidic
falcipetalo, Lindl. : sepalo summo transverse reiiiforme crispulo

bene unguiculato basi auriculato; sepalis lateralibus subsequa-
libiis paulo longioribiis, tepalis iinguiculatis, unguibus utriiiqiie

auriculatis ; laminis tepaloniin oblongis complicatis crispulis aii-

nulato cohscrentibus ; labello utrinque basi auriculata Hgulato a
basi constricto ; callo baseos interno utrinque obtuse tridentato,
medio obtuse calloso, extus utrinque lamella, incumbente ser-

rata ; columnae auriculis trianRuIis retusis ascendentibus. —

A

simili Oncidio semulo recedit tepalis annulatis, a simili Oncidic
falcipetalo tepalis multo latoribus ac callo tote coclo di\'erso.

and even then they were overlooked until the advent

of Zahn's plant led to their closer scrutiny.

Adiantum Seemanni, as will be seen from our illus-

trations (fig-=:. 77, 78), is a noble species. We are

indebted to Messrs. Veitch for fronds from their spe-

cimen plant represented by fig. 78, which are fully

2 feet long, with fertile pinnae 3 inches long an<.t

2 inches broad at the base, while some of the steri'e

pinna; are nearly 4 inches long and 2^- inches broad.
They have a comparatively slender glossy black stipe,

bare on the lower part, and bearing towards the top
from four to eight of the magnificent pinnas already

noted, which are attached by a slender petiole an
inch long, and are prominently rounded on the an-

terior base, and sloped off on the posterior side, the

colour being a deep olive-tinted green, slightly

glaucous beneath. The sori in the more perfect

fronds occupy the whole margin except the sloping
portion of the base and the acuminate point, which
latter, as well as the sterile pinnoe, is incisely toothed ;

they are very large and prominent, in some places

oblong, a quarter of an inch lonq;, sometimes more
sometimes less, in other places cohering for a length
of an inch or morcj chiefly at the npptr base.

When shown at the Royal Botanic Society's jHe in

June last under the name of A. Zdinii, the plant was
awarded a certificate. The specimen represented at

fig. 78 measures 2 feet 2 inches across. T. Moore,

Adianinin Seonanni, Hooker.—Caudex creeping knotted,
sending down copious woolly roots ; fronds ovate, pinnated

;

pinn;c fcvs', large, 4—6, on long slender petioles, obliquely and
broadly deltoideo-ovate acuminate, not lobcd, coriaceo-membran-
aceous ; sterile onfis closely and deeply inciso-serrated, striated
with the copious veins, dark brown-green and glossy above,
glaucous and opaque beneath ; sori contiguous, short oblong or
linear-oblong and elongated, or less combined or continuous,
hard and coriaceous ; stipes, rachis, and petioles black, ebeneous
and very glossy.—.^T^i-aW Filiciin!, ii. 5, t. 81 a,
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EASTER FLOWERS.
It is no unnatural instinct which prompts the decora-

lion of churches with flowers at Kaster ; and it is a pity

that so pleasing and in itself innocent a custom should

be regarded among Church people as the badge of a

parly. It would probably, however, be easy to show that

the custom of church decoration at ICaster is no innova-

tion, as some have supposed, but rather a restoration

of a custom which was once general and has never

really become extinct. Thus, at Berkeley, a village

near Frome, the church has always been decked with

Yew on Easter Day.

But it is rather with the popular than the ecclesias-

tical history of Easter flowers that we have now to

do, although the one and the other are in the present

instance "somewhat mixed." We devoted some
space last year (Sept, 19) to a notice of '* Kaster

Mangiants," as Polygonum Bistorta is called in the

North of England; and some notes upon "Tansy
pudding," an Easter dish of repute in former days,

will be found in the same paper. In addition to

and all thynges that is foul with fume and smoke
shall be done awaye, and then the fyre shall be gayly

arrayed with fayre flowers, and strewd with grene

tyssles all aboute ;
" and it is still the custom in some

homes to leave o(T fires on I'^ister Sunday. In Ireland

Easter bouquets are carried about, formed, when the

weather will permit, of a round ball of Primroses,

with an Anemone or other flower in the centre.

Similar bouquets are made in Warwickshire, save

that the " Palm " or Willow there enters into their

composition.

In France the Diisy is the Easter flower, being

known as Paquerette, or Paquette. In Upper
Bavaria the peasants make garlands on Easter Day
of the sweet-scented CoU's-foot (Nardosmia fragrans)

and such other flowers as they can find, and cast them
into the fire ; this is doubtless the modern form of

some pre-Christian ceremony. The great Stitchwort

(Stellaria Holostea) is known in some parts of England

by the prettly name of Easter Bell.

A curious superstition with regard to planting flower

seeds, especially of Stocks, about this time of year

prevails, not only in some parts of England, but also

in France. In Bohn's edition of Brand we read that

well planted with bulbs, which are just peeping

through the soil : they will be very effective when in

flower. In the centre of one of the beds I noticed

some fine specimens of Thuja aurea.

Adjoining the house is a large conservatory for

foliage and flowering plants, which are looking well.

Thereishereagrandpairof Areca Bauerii, afine Palm,
and one of the best for a cool house, also a pair of the

graceful Seaforthia elegans ; under these was the noble

Latania borbonica, with its shining fan-like green
leaves, and at each side of the entrance was a stalely

Dracrcna indivisa. These foliage plants were all in

pairs, which produces a grand effect. Underneath are

flowering plants of diflerent kinds, such as Camellias,

Ericas, &c. ; this house is kept gay all the year round.

On the west side of the dwelling-house is a fine

fernery under glass ; in it are some grand specimens,

also in pairs. I noticed Cyathea Smithii, 12 feet

high ; also Cyathea dealbata, the Silver Tree Fern
;

C. medullaris, 20 feet high, and fronds 15 feet across
;

alio Dicksonia antarctica ; below these were Tcdei
superba, T. pellucida, and many other good Ferns. The
soil and rocks were covered with Lycopodium. After

leaving these fine Ferns you arrive at a corridor of

Fig. 78.—adiantum seemanni (specimen plant).

what was there published regarding the Bistorta and its

curious name, the following note, from the Beauties of
Englandand ITa/es, may be given. Speaking of West-
moreland the writer says :

— " Till about the middle of

the last century garden vegetables, except Onions and
a few savoury herbs, were little known, but a mess
made of the tender leaves of a fine Bistorta (called

here Easter Ment-gions, i.e.y sprouts of the Easter

month) and groats, mixed with a small portion of

young Nettles, leaves of the giant Bellflower, and a

few blades of Chives, all boiled together in a linen

bag with the meat, was accounted a delicacy to eat

with veal in the spring."

Another plant which commemorates Easter in its

name is the Pasque-flower (Anemone Pulsatilla), pasque
or pask being an old word for Easter, which is the
equivalent of the Jewish Passover; indeed, the word
which is rendered "passover" in the authorised trans-

lation of the Bible, stands as " pasch" in the Douay
version. This name was bestowed upon the Anemone
by Gerarde, who says he was "mooved" so to name
it because it "flowers for the most part about Easter."
This was before the revision of the Calendar, and all

Easters are not as cold and winterly as the present
one bids fair to be.

In T/ie Festival^ published in 151 1, we are told
that "it is the maner at this [Easter] daye to do the
fyre out of the hall, and the blacke wynter brondes

in Gloucester it is, or was, believed that if sown on
Palm Sunday the blossoms would "be sure to come
double." A similar belief attaches in some places to

the sowing of Stock seed on Good Friday ; while in

some parts of France it is customary for the women
to take to church on that day in their pockets seeds

of Stocks mixed with earth, which they shake up
during the singing of the"Stabat Mater," believing that

by this means double flowers will be ensured 1 B. M.

STOKE PARK, SLOUGH.
This fine domain, the seat of J. C. Coleman, Esq.,

is celebrated for its large timber, consisting chiefly of

Oaks and Elms, &c., and which have a grand ap-

pearance in this extensive park. The mansion, a

large well-built structure, overlooks a fine stream of

water in the hollow below, which has the park

sloping down on either side of it, and there are also

about 1000 head of deer, some of a very large size.

These add very much to the grandeur of the park, as

they bask under the fine old trees and parade the spa-

cious grass carpet. I noticed some fine specimens of

Coniferx on one side of the mansion, also a large

collection of Rhododendrons, which when in bloom

must produce a very good effect ; the flower garden is

glass, which is heated, and in it are the finest speci-

mens of Chamrcrops excelsa that I ever saw. There
are two rows of fine specimens of difl'erent kinds
with mirrors at each end, on each side of which
are pairs of grand Palms, Dracienas, &c. The Sea-
forihia elegans are very effective, the stems being 12 feet

high ; also the Chamaropsarboresrens— they have good
heads on tall fine stems. Mr. Coleman has great lik-

ing for these fine plants : no other class of plants can
produce the same grand eflect. In May and June
the large specimen Azaleas are brought in full bloom,
and intermixed with the various foliage plants. I also

noticed a fine specimen of Imantophyllum miniatum,
just coming into bloom j it is a showy plant and pro-

duces a good eflect with its orange-scarltt flowers : it

will grow well in any cool house. On leaving these

housts I walked through part of the park, which, on
a hot summer's day, must be pleasant, owing to the

shade afforded by the grand trees, and the cool and
refreshing appearance of the lake, the rising ground
on one side, and in the distance a church spire, which
always forms a kind of finishing touch to the land-

scape. Some of the trees are covered with Mistleto.

In the kitchen garden my attention was at once

taken by the men's bothies. Mr. Coleman de-

serves great credit for his consideration of the com-
fort of the young gardeners ; the bothies are

quite model apartments j there is a bedroom for each
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man, a good dining-room and kitchen, and every other

convenience ; a woman is provided to cook and do all

that is required. Mr. Simpson, the steward, was knid

enough to show me over these bothies, and explamed

to me what pleasure and interest Mr. Coleman felt m
providing such accommodation for the young men.

After leavinghere we metMr. Stocking, the gardener,

who was kind enough to showme round the houses. The

first were a range of span-roofed houses, chiefly for

Orchids ; there were many in bloom, the most notice-

able being two rows of Dendrobium nobile and

Wallichianum, with as many as 500 expanded flowers

on one plant, all of a good colour. There is no

Orchid so useful for decorative purposes as this, and

to see it in such perfection is a grand sight. In the same

house was Vanda tricolor and suavis with strong

spikes ; also Phatenopsis amabilis, grandiflora and

Schilleriana, with their white and mauve-coloured

flowers and drooping spikes; Vanda gigantea,

Calanthe Veitchii and C. vestita, all help to make a

good display. I was glad to see a few good Ferns

intermixed with the flowering Orchids, as they enliven

the scene.
. .

The next house was quite gay with Cattleya

Triance, which was one of the finest varieties

I have seen. The colour was good and the flower

large, the lower part of the lip beautifully fringed.

Cypripedium viUosum, Cattleya amethystoglossa.

Coslogyne cristata, with its pure white flowers

intermixed with its graceful foliage, Is a most

useful Orchid, and very effective in ladies

hair and bouquets ; Anthurium Scherzerianutn,

with its showy scarlet spathes, also took part in

this house ; and near this was the beautiful Adiantum

Farleyense. On the whole the Orchids look well, and

I have no doubt that they are the foundation of a good

collection, as they seem to be appreciated by Mr.

Coleman.

The next is a foliage-house, consisting principally

of Marantas, Dracrenas, Crotons, &c. These are

grown for decorative purposes, and they are very

useful, especially when they are well coloured, as

they are here. We next come to a range of Pine-

houses, in which the plants are showing well for fruit

;

and there are also many good succession plants which

are strong and vigorous. In the next houses there is

a fine display of Orchids, especially of Phajus grandi-

folia, of which there were some large plants with

numerous spikes of showy flowers. I noticed a fine

variety of this, with more white than usual on the

upper part of the flower, and the flowers were very

large. With these were some fine specimens of Den-

drobium nobile, in full bloom, and others coming in

succession ; also a grand plant of Dendrobium Dal-

housianum, showing thirty spikes of bloom. When
this is in flower it will be a grand sight, for we seldom

see a well-grown specimen of it. Mr. Stocking suc-

ceeds well with it, and deserves great credit for its

cultivation.

After leaving this house we come to a large span-

roofed house filled with fine specimen Azaleas. Aza-

lea Gem is a grand specimen, A. Stanleyana is also

large and well set with buds ; A. punctata rosea is a

fine showy kind ; A. Barkleyana is a splendid speci-

men ; A. Criterion one of the best show kinds ;
Rhodo-

dendron Gibsoni, also a fine plant, and well set with

bud. There I saw the finest specimen of Rhododen-

dron Edgeworthii that has ever come under my

notice. It is 5 leet high, in robust health, and pro-

duced about 1000 flowers last year. An illustration

of this plant, when in bloom, deserves a place m the

Gardeners' Chronicle. There is another span-roofed

house, filled with Pelargoniums and New Holland

plants. The collection of Ericas seem to be well

managed ; they are thriving well, and tied out to make

fine young specimens. I noticed a fine plant of

Pimelea spectabilis. This we seldom see grown well,

although it is one of the best for exhibition purposes.

The Camellia-house is gay with flowers, and many

fine bracts are in blossom.

The fruit houses are a good range. Peaches form a

prominent feature here ; the crops promise well. Some

are set, others coming on. There is also a good range

of vineries. The first house was taken up last year,

and it is promising well for a good crop now. Mr.

Stocking informed me that the same year they were

replanted the Vines bore a fair crop of fruit ; the rest of

the Vines are coming on in succession. Strawberries

are grown largely for forcing, and, according to the

appearance of the crops, there will be an abundance of

fruit. B. S. Williams.

In a recent number of the Gardeners Chromcle

Mr. Berkeley was happily compared with Agamem-

non, the great commander-in-chief of the Greeks and

King of Mycena: (fiiic7)S, a fungus). Now we all

know that Mr. Berkeley is not only the acknowledged
" King of the Mycenffi," but the honoured commander-

in-chief of every other sub-genus (and genus) of fungi.

For the time being Mr. Cooke takes the part of a

trusty lieutenant recommended to the publishers (says

the preface) by Mr. Berkeley himself, the latter

having "merely suggested sucli additions as seemed

needful, subjoining occasionally a few notes." ''I

have no doubt," says Mr. Berkeley, "that the same

high character will justly apply to this as to Mr.

Cooke's former publications, and especially to his

Handbook of British Fungi."

When the great Agamemnon thus introduces his

ofiicer, anything that may fall from the lips of

Achilles (mere King of the Myrmidons) may seem

more or less invidious, but as for many years there has

been a great want felt for a good and trustworthy

introductory text-book of fungi, and now that this

want seems for the present to have been supplied, a

few words from one who has trifled with funguses for

nearly twenty years may perhaps be not altogether

out of place.

The work is divided into fourteen chapters, which

treat of the nature, structure, classification, uses, and

notable phenomena of fungi ; on the spore and its

dissemination ;
germination and growth, sexual repro-

duction, polymorphism, influence and effects of fungi,

their habitats, cultivation, geographical distribution,

and their collection and preservation : a sufficiently

extensive and exhaustive programme, but one that

appears to be fully and well carried out. All the best

authorities on the various subjects treated of appear

to have been consulted, and their observations gene-

rally transcribed (often at considerable length), and

the source duly acknowledged. The production of a

work like the one now under review represents a

large amount of laborious, difficult, and critical work,

and one in which a serious slip or fatal error would

be one of the easiest matters possible ; but as far as

we are able to judge the new handbook seems in every

way to be well suited to the requirements of all

!,.„;„.,<.„ in the difficult and involved study of

FUNGI.
A Review, a Gossip, and a Confession.

Undeh the name oi Fungi, their Nature, Influence,

and Uses, Messrs. King & Co. have recently issued

-one of the volumes of their " International Scientific

Series
" The author of the book is Mr. M. C.

Cooke, and it is edited by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley :

it contains 294 pages, is furnished with an index, and

is fully illustrated.

beginners

fungology. J
As a future edition will probably soon be called

for, we think it extremely desirable (if possible) to

attach the scale to which all the figures are drawn.

Some data of magnification are indeed present, but

in too many instances the number of diameters to

which the figures are enlarged is omitted. The scale

to which things are drawn is often of the utmost

importance, for no one (unless well acquainted with

fungi) would believe the gigantic sporidium of

Sphteria putaminum on p. 135 to be only enlarged

400 diameters, especially after comparing it with the

upper figures to the same scale. It reminds one of

Dickens' humorous description of the toy "Noah's

Ark" in Our Mutual Friend, where "the elephant

is described as " leading, and the fly, with a diffident

sense of his size, bringing up the rear." Morchella

rimosipes, referred to on p. 99 as occurring in France

and Bohemia, has also been known as a British plant

for the last year or two, though its name may possibly

have escaped publication, or been overlooked. The

paragraph beginning p. 235, which says—" Of special

hal>itats, we may allude to Nyctalis, of which the

species are parasitic on dead fungi belonging to the

genus Russula"—is far from correct, as a glance at

Fries will show. Berkeley, in his Outlines (p. 217),

correctly says, "often parasitic on other fungi ;" and

the fact is that even the British species of Nyctalis

grow parasitically on sez'cral Agarics, including Lac-

tarius, and in certain species (one British) they grow

on the naked ground, or on rotten trunks—"ad

terram nudam" and "in truncis cariosis," Fries, Epic.,

nov. ed., p. 463. It is true Nyctalis is defined in the

Micrographic Dictionary 3S " a genus of one or two

species parasitic on Russulre "
; but this is by an over-

sight of the writer of the paragraph.

We regret to see the statement again repeated

(p. 95) that "the late Mr. Salter at one time lived

almost entirely on different species of Boleti, without

using much discrimination," because we know Ihat,

before Mr. Salter died, he greatly regretted that such

words had ever obtained publicity. Mr. Salter was un-

acquainted with fungi, and during the latter years of

his life he made (to say the least of it) some very

serious mistakes. It is no secret that the Rev. J. D.

La Touche's racy and searching philippic, " Why we

should not eat funguses, " was written because
'

' my good

friend" {i.e., Mr. Salter), "who really seemed well-up

in the subject, and who found at every turn some well-

known test of wholesomeness or otherwise to guide

him, wound up the day by very neatly poisoning a

member of my family, for he had, it appears, mis-

taken Boletus flavus, a violent poison, for the very

similar but wholesome and excellent B. luteus."

Further on Mr. La Touche says, " I saw with my
own eyes my .scientific friend eat and swallow an

entire B. flavus raw without any apparent bad effects
;

whereas, a small portion of the same kind, cooked,

produced violent sickness in another individual ;" and

"my friend assures me that he has eaten the highly

poisonous Boletus Satanas with no worse effect than

a little indigestion the next morning." We think all

reasonable people, after reading of Mr. Salter's

exploits, will exclaim with Mr. La Touche, "One
man has, to use a vulgar expression, the stomach of

a horse : can I, an average mortal, calculate on pos-

sessing such a treasure ?
"

Under "cultivation" (p. 253) no mention is made
of Coprinus atramentarius, which has now been under

cultivation in London for some years, as fully reported

in a former volume of the Gardeners' Chronicle. We
believe specimens were displayed at one of the London

fungus exhibitions at South Kensington, and were

awarded a prize. We have never been able to appre-

ciate the correctness of the statement (p. 139) that

"in the cultivated species we proceed on the assuinp-

tion that the spores have passed a period of probation

in the intestines of the horse, and by this process have

acquired a germinating power." Elsewhere (p. 254)

M. Chevrenl's experiments are referred to, in which

Mushrooms are developed from spores merely sown

on glass. We have constantly repeated this experi-

ment with success, not only with the spores of the

Mushroom, but with other species of Agaticus.

Neither, we imagine, do any of the other dung-borne

Agarics require the intestines of a horse, for if the

fresh spores of Coprinus radiatus or C. niveus be sown
upon fresh dung they will in a day or two produce a

dense crop of plants and quite exclude the Mushroom ;

some of these experiments have, we believe, been

reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle. The cultivated

Mushroom being a very common species, it is reason-

able to suppose that its spores are abundant every-

where in the air, and horse-dung being also every,

where, too, the spores at once find a suitable nidus,

and infest the dung ; but if we once admit that the

"intestines of a horse" are necessary to the Mushroom,

then we must conclude that all the other dung-borne

fungi require the same equine apparatus to "acquire

a germinating power."

A few typographical slips require correction, as

Cortinariusviolaeus (p. 91), Agaricus geotrupes (p. 86),

&c. Before taking leave of an excellent book we will

make a few remarks on the last chapter, and on the

study of fungi in general. Under " collection" of

fungi (p. 2S7) Mr. Cooke describes the outfit of a

collector, which must include, says the author, " an

ordinary collecting box," or "open shallow basket
;

a large clasp knife, a small pocket saw, and a pocket-

lens." " A great number of the woody kinds," says

Mr. Cooke, "may be carried in the coat pocket and

foliicolous species placed between the leaves of a

pocket-book. It is a good plan to be provided with a

quantity of soft bibulous paper. In collecting moulds

(p. 289) we have found it an excellent plan to go out

provided with small wooden boxes corked at top and

bottom," and the "pill boxes" are afterwards not

forgotten. Some of our foremost collectors never go

out without a rake, a trowel, a small axe and hammer,

or even a ladder ; when these items are added (to.

gether with a hank of string) the enthusiastic fungus

collector stands confessed. Some of our readers may ex-

claim, "Then, thank Heaven, I am not a Fungologist 1

"

But Mr. Cooke says on his last page, " The prospects

of new discoveries for the industrious and persevering

are great. All who have as yet devoted themselves

with assiduity have been in this manner rewarded.

The objects are easily obtainable, and there is a con-

stantly increasing infatuation in the study." As
regards this study and its " infatuations" it is satisfac-

tory to know that (p. 266) "Ireland is comparatively

unknown, no complete collection having ever been

made, or any at least published;" so that there is a

good chance for any enthusiast who feels inclined to

pass a year or two in the woods and bogs of the

Emerald Isle—he need only add a shillelagh to his

accoutrements to make his outfit complete. Of the

illustrations we may say they are generally good,

though very unequal in merit—some are new, whilst a

good many have been before published elsewhere, as

in Mr. Cooke's Handbook, &c.

Of late years we have come to the conclusion that

the blandishments of fungi are dangerous, the "infatu.

ation " referred to by Mr. Cooke, we know, is strong,

and, like the sweet song of the Sirens, it too often

(like that song) makes the hearer forget all else and

die of hunger. Therefore our advice would be (espe-

cially to young men) that if the craze is once upon
you, stick to one section of fungi only, or for a cer-

tainty you will be inundated. It is all very well for

men of leisure and ample means, for the clergy, and

for professors and doctors at museums and universities,

to study the whole family, but the number of species

is so large that no one can hope to master all unless

he devotes the whole of his time to the subject. The
general literature of fungi is difficult, very expensive,

and in too many instances carelessly compiled, so

that for a beginner to do any real work he must go

over the ground himself. Here is an instance. There

are two Agarics—one Agaricus murinaceus, the other

Hygrophorus murinaceus, Fr. Berkeley (Outlines,

p. 100 and p. 203) states they are "quite different"
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(as we know them to be), and says the first is figured

by Sowerby (t. io6) ; but Fries (Ay^/c, p. 333) says

the last is Sowerby's plant and not the first. Now if

we turn to Cooke {Iiandl>ooh\ p. 27), he says the two
plants are "very dilTerent," and quotes Berkeley's

reference to Sowerby for the first, and Fries' reference

to the last; so that-, if we follow the latter author,

the plants are '* very different," and yet quite thesame^
for the reference is not confined to Sowerby, but there

is another to I5ulliard (t. 520), under both plants.

With one other instance we will conclude. Berkeley,

describing Agaricus clypeolarius {En^, BoL^ p. S),

says it is inodorous^ but in the Outlines (p. 94) it is

described as swcd scented. Now, as odours are often

of great importance in fungi, we naturally turn to

Cooke [Handbook, p. 15), and we see under A. cly-

peolarius, first line, it is described as "fragrant," in

the ninth it is "sweet-scented," whilst in the last line

of the same description the same species is said to be
"inodorous."

When it is remembered that there are so many
other useful occupations which bring "reward" of

a different nature from the "reward" of merely
finding some minute fungus, because nobody ever
looked for it before, or perhaps ever will again, that

it becomes a question whether fungology is not better

as it is—confined to the attention of a few. When
one looks over "Outlines" and "Handbooks" of
"fungi," and observes the vast number of minute
species, and the involved and distracting terminology,
one might almost be excused for saying, " Well, if

this is fungology I'll go fox-hunting;" and the worst
of it is that, countless as are the numbers of species
already described, yet every month other armies come
into the field, till one almost exclaims with Macbeth in

his despair, "The cry is still, They come." They
are nearly all pygmies, pygmies innumerable, whole
armies of whom might be held in the hand as Hercules
held the dwarfs of the Upper Nile ; they come in such
shoals that, to use Chaucer's words in " The Millere's

Tale," "Half so gret was never Noes flood." They
are so similar in size and habit that one has to use
all sorts of powers of the microscope to distinguish

their differences ; they are like the " Ghost Melody"
in the " Corsican Brothers" played for a week, or
Beethoven's "Turkish March " from the " Ruins of
Athens," played without ceasing for a fortnight. We
must confess that after many years study of fungi our
feelings are very much the same with those expressed
by Guothc's Faust in his opening soliloquy—that the
"rewaid" is in no way commensurate with the labour
of the study. Berkeley, indeed, well says that "few
exercises of the mental powers can be more improving
than a diligent study of such a genus as Agaricus."
The same may be said of whist and chess. But apart
from the vital phenomena of fungi, and a knowledge
of those species which decidedly affect our health or
food, we confess that we consider the knowledge of
the plants themselves (as mere species) to be little

more than a difficult "mental exercise." IV, G. Smith.

THE VIOLA,
For Town and Suburban Gardens.

.
It may rightly be assumed that the proper degree

of importance attached to anything depends wholly
upon the amount of benefit derived therefrom.

Applying this rule to the subject of Ihe following

remarks—and we presume that it would be difficult to

touch upon a vein more interesting, or indeed prolific

of blessings appertaining to the temporal enjoymeiTts
of those whose lives are spent in towns and cities than
the delight these gardens, both small and great,

afford — just suppose what a wilderness London
would be deprived of its splendid parks and public
gardens, without mention of the countless multitude
of green spots which afford relief to its vastness of
stone, brick, and plaster facings. Magnificent build-
ings it has in abundance, and many of them moulded
in architectural completeness, which are both the
wonder and admiration of all who have the judgment
and taste to admire such, but were those multiplied to

tt number comprehending examples of all the master
conceptions displayed in the art that the world e> :r

knew, and those grand monuments were reared v/i

the spaces now devoted to pleasure ground and
garden purposes, they would supply but poor compen-
sation for the loss of the healthful pleasure derived
from the city gardens and parks, however unpre-
tending they may be.

Such being the writer's estimate of the importance
of town and villa gardens—the floral furnishing of
these may be left in the hands of those who have
proven themselves well qualified to manage the matter
—what the writer proposes doing at present is to
draw the attention of those concerned to the Viola
as a genus well suited for garden embellishment,
in towns or elsewhere, and for certain purposes we
are safe In asserting they stand unequalled by any

other plants, l-'or edging beds or borders, filling in

scroll-work, and forming a ground in dwarf jjancls,

they .are indispensable, especially when disthict bright

colours are wanted. Where the garden is dani|) and
shaded, and therefore ill-adapted to the perfect flower-

ing of Pelargoniums and other more tender popular
favourites, the Viol.i ought to have a place in quantity.

I'nlortunatcly with the Viola, as with most other
kinds of plants, a great number of worthless varieties

exist. Although honoured with high-sounding names
and testimonials calculated to lead the most alert

astray by this dishonest practice, we have looked on
all new sorts with suspicion until time and trial

prove their qualifications. The following sorts we
commend in confidence to our readers :—V. coinuta
Magnificent : this is a deep mauve, furnishing large

handsome flowers of the true Viola type, and an
abundant bloomer. V. cornuta Perfection is a bright
mauve, as a bloomer unsurpassed by any all through
the summer. V. .Sensation is one of the very finest

darks in all respects, and V. Admiration will long
sustain a good character as a deep mauve. Amongst
whites Purity ranks high, forming dense regular tufts

of foliage smothered with well-formed white flowers.

Nor is V. White-bedder a shade behind, only it shows
more blue in its eye. Amongst yellows, to form a
dense mass all the year round. Golden Perpetual can-
not be approached, but its flowers must not be com-
pired to those o( V. lutea major, which also forms a
dense uniform line. V. I.ady Susan claims attention
also when di.splaying her golden petals ; but we con-
sider the greatest novelty among the selfs to be Princess
Teck, as it is so distinct from all in colour, which is

very pale violet suffused with mauve ; this is a most
abundant flowerer, of vigorous compact habit of growth,
seen in flower early and late. V. Tory is a very
dark sort, and I have it from good authority that it is one
of the best of new kinds. Speaking of fancy varieties

there are a few worthy of notice, and V. Butterfly
numbers amongst them. It is a gaily marked sort,

and produces a sparkling effect alongside of others :

ground colour yellow, the superior petals stamped
or blotted shining bluish purple, surrounded by a
border band of orange-yellow. V. Magpie is equally
dissimilar and novel, its ground colour maroon-purple,
showing large lengthy angular spots of white filling

the centre of each segment of the corolla, and with a
deep clear orange eye ; a profuse bloomer, of densely
compact growth. V. Lothair is a fine hybrid cross
with a fancy Pansy, the colour dense blue, nearing
indigo, furnished with a faint dark centre blotch ; habit
good and profuse, and continuous in its production of
flowers. V. Lady Mathison must not be forgotten

;

though not a fancy, it is peculiar in its shade of
mauve, and altogether first-rate. A. K.

PLANT GOSSIP.
Kegel's Gartmjlora for January contains, among

other things, not the promised revision of the species
of Rheum, but a figure and description of, and
some historical notes on, Rheum palmatum var.
Tanguticum (to which we have alluded before^
p. 1 79), by Maximowicz. Although he does not dispute
the fact that Rheum officinale of Baillon, figured in
the December number of the Botanical Magazine of
last year, yields a commercial Rhubarb, he contends
that the drug known in England as Turkey Rhubarb,
which came to us through Siberia by way of Kiachta,
was the produce of the plant he describes. We say
came, because the trade from that source has been
destroyed, not, as Maximowicz say.":, in consequence of
the attempt of some of the tribes to overthrow Chinese
rule, but, as related in Fluckiger and Hanbury's
Pharinacograpjiia, in consequence of the very strict
supervision exercised by the Russian Government. In
the work just named a very full history of medicinal
Rhubarb is given. Maximowicz's plant was collected
by Przewalski, in 1872-^, in the vicinity of Lake
Koko Nor, North-West China. It is, or was, exten-
sively cultivated in that district, and the wild plant
was also collected. An account is given of the
method of its cultivation and preparation, but this
part adds little to our knowledge of the requirements
and conditions necessary for the profitable cultivation
of Rhubarb. The plant figured agrees in all respects
with a specimen in the Kew Herbarium labelled
" Rheum palmatum, from Pallas," and also with
another from Dr. Lindley ; and there seems little

doubt that the account given of its previous introduc-
tion about 125 years back is correct. The Russian
officials stationed on the frontier were instructed to
obtain seeds or plants of the genuine Rhubarb, if

possible; and in 1740 they succeeded in obtaining
a quantity of seed, though they had to pay a high
price for it. But the "heathen Chinee" was too
crafty for them, the plants raised from this precious
seed proving to be nothing more than the well-known
Siberian R. undulatum. Plowever, in 1750 the true
plant was procured, and from Russia it spread
over various parts of Europe, including Britain,
so that after all we have, according to Maxi-
mowicz, been seeking for a plant we already

J jjg gg^j ^jj. ,,j^^j j^ ^^ admitted

that we now possess two species which furnish
a superior iiuality of Rhubarb, still R. palmatum has
the advantage of being the genuine plant that pro-
duced the drug whose reputation dates from the time
of the Arabian and Greek physicians." Speaking of
the cultivation in Europe of Rhubarb for medicinal
purposes, Maximowicz says that R. palmatum has
proved rather unprofitalde on account of the principal
root decaying, and thus leaving only the less valuable
lateral ones ; and he adds that to a certain extent this

has been the case with other species. So far as this

country is concerned, we do not think these remarks
are applicable. There is certainly a difference in the
hardiness of the species. R. officinale was rather
severely injured by frost at Kew last spiing. We
know nothing respecting the constitution of R. pal.
matuni, Imt R. Rhaponticum, undulatum, and others
are hardier than R. officinalis. In Olio's Ifamliurgcr
Gayltn-.iitiiitg for February, a writer, referring to the
article from which we have gleaned the preceding
notes, gets into a sad confusion with R. officinale

and R. palmatum Tanguticum, which bespeaks of as
the same thing. Through getting hold of this journal
first, we were very near doing the same thing ; but
the figure in the Garlenflora being so unlike the R.
officinale we had seen, we looked luither, and dis-
covered that Maximowicz had not united the two
plants ; and that we had correctly read the first

notice of his plant which we reproduced at p. 179.

In the Ilamlmrgcr GarUnzeilung for February
there is a short article entitled "Die Koitritzer
Georginen," Kostrilz Dahlias. The writer complains
that a certain Dahlia grower of Altom, named
Hamann, enumerates in his catalogue of 194 varieties
only nineteen of German raising. From this he
observes it would almost appear that German gar-
deners had paid Utile attention to this flower, and
that the varieties raised were far inferior to the
English and French ones, whereas it is not so. The
two principal German cultivators and raisers of Dahlias
are

^
Christian Deegan and J. Lieckmann, both

of Koitritz. These gentlemen, we are informed, hav e
succeeded in raising a strain of varieties equal, and in
some respects superior, to the best English varieties.
Whether our author writes wilh authority we know
not, but we only extract a few of his remarks for the
consideration of those specially interested in this
flower. We are told that a careful examination of the
English and French Dahlias reveals the fact that the
raisers' principal aim has been largeness of size. It is

admitted that our Dahlias are well filled, and many of
them marvellously pretty in colour. German gar-
deners, on the contrary, have striven more especially
to improve the shape of the flower, and the result is

they have surpassed everybody else in this particular.
Coming to colour, great purity and decided tints are
claimed for the German varieties. From the diversity
of form disphiyed by German varieties it has been
found desirable to classify them as Ranunculus, Aster,
Chrysanthemum, Rose, &c., flowered. Only one
English variety, Keynes' Crimson King, in respect of
shape, was worthy to take a place by the side of its

German sisters ! Is this really true ? If so our raisers
must be sadly deficient in enterprize and taste.
Another desirable result has been attained—a dwarfer
more comp,ict habit, and with it the property of
earlier flowering. Thus we are told that the English
varieties do not flower in the climate before the middle
of July or beginning of August, whereas the best
German varieties are in full flower by the middle of
June. Doubtless the Germans are able to raise, and
have raised perhaps, as good varieties as some of our
best ; but it appears to us that the writer of the article
from which we have quoted has rather overshot the
mark in his unbounded admiration of German, and
depreciation of foreign varieties. True, we do not
know what English varieties he selected for com-
parison.

We learn from the Bulletin de la Socn'll
Botani,/i<e de France that M. Roumeguere has
published apaper upona confusion in the flowers which
are distributed by ihe Academy of Floral Games at
Toulouse. It contains an unpublished letter by
Lapeyrouse, who protests against the long estab-
lished error of distributing the flowers of Colum-
bine under the name of Eglantine. Gouan is the
only author who gives this name for the Aquilegia,
and it is thought that he may have done so frotn
having seen the flower distributed by the Academy
under that title. Another plant to which attention is
directed is the Amaranth, the plant representing this in
the Floral Games being our " Love-lies-bleeding "

(Amaranlhus caudatus). Lapeyrouse thinks it more
probable that the founders of these Games would have
chosen the yellow everlasting (Helichrysum Slrcchas),
the Amaranlhus luleus of some sixteenth century
botanists, as a symbolic and poetical emblem. This
plant is very common on the chalky soil of the
mountainous regions of central France, and was used
in pagan times for crowning the statues of the gods.
In Portugal it is still employed in the decoration of
churches. The Floral Games of Toulouse date from
'333i when they were lounded by a lady of Toulouse.
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named Cl<5tnence Isaiire — at least so tradition

affirms, although Murray says that her very exist-

ence is not a little doubtful, as, although her statue is

preserved in the Capitole, there is no mention of her

in the archives of the town. The Socieie des Jeux

Floraux has, however, adopted her as its patron and
founder, and on every 3d of May, after visiting the

church of La Dourade, in which her tomb once stood,

prizes are distributed for the best original composi-

tions in verse and prose upon a given subject. The
prizes consist of golden and silver representations of

the Eglantine and Amaranth, as above mentioned ;

and also of the Violet, Lily, and Marigold. A
golden Violet is the prize bestowed upon the author

of the best poem. These Games were discontinued

during the Revolution, but were revived in 1808, and
are still celebrated with considerable splendour.

Some of the finest bulbs of Lilium AURatum
now being imported to this country, previous to being

packed for dispatch are thoroughly encased in moist

clay, and then dried in the sun, or by some other

means. This keeps the bulbs plump and fresh, and

their value is enhanced on arrival in consequence.

The bulk and weight of an importation is in conse-

quence much increased, but it is stated the augmented
value of the roots repays the trouble. Prices do not

nearly rule so high as they did some time ago, though

the larger bulbs go at fairly good ])rices. So many
thousands of bulbs have been imported in recent years

that it may be thought our cultivators must be nearly

overdone in the matter of this splendid Lily ; on the

Rhododendron arboreum and kindred forms, and
large Camellias and Azaleas, being in full bloom, to

say nothing of Acacias and the usual description of

bulbous and other spring flowering plants. A fine

specimen of the South African Aloe Salmdyckiana is

also flowering on a six-branched spike. Its orange-

scarlet flowers are very striking. The spring show
to be held here on Wednesday next promises to be

very successful.

The following Orchids were in flower a few

days ago in Mr. William Bull's houses ;—Dendro-

bium Utuifloruni, Oiontoglossum Roezlii, Oncidium
sarcodes, rather scarce, and distinguished by its

handsome branching spikes of yellow and crimson

flowers ; Dendrobium intundibulum, Cypripedium

Harrisianum, Odontoglossum ramulosum, Pilumna

fragrans, Oncidium cucuUatum, various Lycastes,

including L. Skinneri var. rubella, the flowers of

which are more deeply tinted with rose than the typical

plant, and several forms of Phalienopsis, which we
shall notice more fully hereafter.

It has somelimes been objected that certifi-

cates should not be given to fine forms of the Cvcla-
MEN PERSICUM, on the ground that they cannot be

propagated : the old practice of dividing the corms
being well nigh abandoned by cultivators. On the

other hand, cultivators like Mr. Henry Little state

that any one variety, especially if artificially fertilised

with its own pollen, will reproduce itself with almost

unvarying exactness. The first position is unsound

and impolitic, because it leads to the inference that

sonianum, Roezlii, Phalajnopsis, and the new O.
madrense, a very beautiful introduction in the style of
O. maxiUare, and originally sold for it at Stevens'.

From our advertising columns it will be seen
that the remarkably fine collection of Azaleas, stove
and greenhouse plants, &c., formed by the late J.
Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, and so successfully

grown by his gardener, Mr. J. Wheeler, are about
to be sold at Stevens' Rooms.

Many persons are now found cultivating the
charming Cyclamen persicum, and as tlie best way
to keep up a yearly succession of plants is to raise a
batch of seedlings every year, the importance of
fertilising with a view to gain improved types is

at once seen. The best time to fertilise the blos-
soms of the Cyclamen is during the early part
of the month of March, but it may be done as
late as April. The later it is done, however, the less

the chance of obtaining the desired result, as all

flowering plants are more or less fertilised by the
agency of insects during the late spring and summer
months, and the access of any of these to the flowers
may upset all the calculations of the operator. Cross-
ing should be done when the sun shines, and the first

business is to select the parent flowers. The pollen
parent should possess undoubted good qualities, that
it is desirable to transmit to the progeny—such as
large blossoms, fine shaped, or vividly-coloured
flowers. The operator should take hold of the stem
between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand,
just below the flower, with the thumb-nail of the

V V V. A \ M.
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Fig. 79.—encephalaktos villosus.

other hand it is asserted that 70 per cent of the bulbs

perish : some have put the loss even higher.

Orobus VERNU3 is now an attractive object

in the flowering plant-house at Kew, growing in pots

and forced into bloom. Treated in this way it forms

a nice shrubby habit of growth, and flowers as freely

as in the open border. The flowers are most charm-

ing in hue when they have aged somewhat, then the

purple and rose tints become suffused with blue, and

yield a pleasant aspect of colour. It does especially

well in a warm south border where the soil is light,

rich, and deep, and there is some shade at times

during the day.

One of the finest specimens of AtJCUBA
Japonica we have seen stands in a sheltered corner

of a small garden attached to the residence of

W. Sowerby, Esq., in the Royal Botanic Society's

Garden, Regent's Park. It measures about 50 feet in

circumference, and about S feet in height ; and is

beautifully clothed with foliage to the ground. At
the present time it is a most attractive object, being

thickly studded, especially on the exposed side, with

its rich coral-red berries. Mr. Sowerby has a small

male plant in a pot, which, when in flower, lie stands

on a wooden post almost in the centre of the bushes,

and so causes an abundant fertilisation with very

little trouble.

Rhododendron Countess of Hadding-
ton may now be seen in great beauty in the large

conservatory in the Royal Botanic Society's garden at

Regent's Park. The plant is not a large one, but

has between eighty and ninety trusses of its beautiful

white and delicately rose tinted flowers fully expanded

;

and is an object of great interest. This same con-

servatory is very gay just now, the large specimens of

new plants and flowers should be recognised only so far

as they possess a commercial value and can be put

into circulation. The second position is mainly a

correct one, but it is not always reliable, unless great

care can be taken to isolate the plants to be propa-

gated by seeds, and then not to be absolutely depended

on. An illustration in point was furnished in Mr. II.

Little's fine collection of Cyclamens at the last meet-

ing of the Royal Horticultural Society. Mr. Little

fertilised with its own pollen a pure white variety of

excellent qualities, and obtained from it some sixteen

or so seedlings. All but one were reproductions of

the seed parent, with slight variations, and this was
of a pleasant pale pinkish rose hue, in other respects

an exact counterpart of the seed parents. Mr. Little

supposes some fugitive pollen from another variety

with coloured flowers afTected the colour of this

member of the progeny, but it is perhaps open to

doubt whether such a surmise is correct.

The Orchid-houses at Messrs. Veitch &
Sons' Nursery are fast becoming interesting to visitors

on account of the many species coming into flower.

Passing through them a few days ago, we noticed

already in flower two remarkably strong plants of

Phajus grandiflorus, Dendrobium lituiflorum, with

over 100 flowers ; Vanda Cathcartii, Dendrobium
fimbriatum oculatum, D. Wardianum, two plants

with ten spikes of flowers, mostly three in a bract, a

sight in itself ; Cymbidium eburneum, a fine variety ;

Cypripedium Argus, a very free-flowering plant
;
Den-

drochilum glumaceum, a very fine specimen ; Angr^e-

cum sesquipedale, with five flowers ; Vanda suavis,

Veitch's variety, with sixteen flowers on one spike,

ten on another ; Vanda cosrulescens, Dendrobium
crassinode, various Phalaenopsids, and Odontoglos-

sums Alexandra, triumphans, gloriosum, Ander-

right hand rap against the side of the bloom, and the

pollen will be found lodged on the thumb-nail of the

left hand. The seed parent should possess a good
habit of growth and well-marked foliage : these
qualities are indispensable, and the pollen should be
applied to the blossoms, fertilising not more than six,

which are ample to produce seed — probably Mr.
Little would not impregnate more than two or three.

The operation of applying the pollen is one requiring

to be done with some care—the stigmatic organs are

extremely delicate, and will not admit of any roughusage.
The pollen should be gently applied to the stigma,

and it will be found that at least a small portion has
adhered, which is all that is required. Some growers
are of opinion that it is not advisable to cross the ordi-

nary white form of C. persicum with a deeper-coloured

flower, except to obtain variety ; the aim should be
rather to keep them distinct, and improve each variety

separately. If a flower combines good shape and high
colour, but an indifferent habit, it may be used as the
pollen parent, crossing with it another coloured flower
possessing good dwarf, regular foliage ; and the result

will be, in most instances, an improved habit, com-
bined with fine quality of flowers in shape and colour.

Flowers emitting an agreeable perfume should be
crossed one with the other, in order to increase and
perpetuate this desirable property. The seed parent
should not be overloaded With pods—not more than
six blossoms on a large plant should be allowed to

seed ; if a greater number are retained there is danger
of the seed being small, and the plants obtained from
it, in all probability, will be found wanting in that

vigour which is at all times an important item in

obtaining seedlings. After fertilising tlie flowers in-

tended to carry seed, all others should be removed,
and the plants placed in a rather shady part of the

greenhouse, still having as much light as possible.
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THE GENUS ENCEPIIALARTOS.
The following conspectus of the known species of

this genus is abridged from a recent pamphlet pub-

lished by Dr. Kegel, and kindly forwarded by the

author. The references are to De CandoUe's PrO'

dromus, xvi., part ii., pp. 530 et scij,^ where the syno-

nymy of the severed species is given.

A. Leaf-segments linear, revolute at the margins,

acute and spiny at the apex.
1. E. CYCADii-'Oi.iUS, Lehm. {D.C. Prodr. L c. 531):

leaf-segments quite entire, 3—4 inches long, about

J inch wide, 3—5-nerved.
o ghibcr : trunk glabrous; petiole and rachis

shghtly lomenfose, ultimately glabrous = li.

cycadifolius, Lelim. Cycad., p. 13 ; Zamiacycadi-
folia, Jacq. Fragm.. t. 25, 26.

^ Frkdcrici'Guiliebni : trunk woolly at the
top ; petiole and rachis at first covered with dense
tomentum, ultimately subglabrous^E. Friederici-

GuiUelmi, Lehm. Cycad., p. 8, tub. 1—3; E.
Gheltinckii, Lemaire, in 111. Hort. 1867, p. 80, and
:868, t. 567.

B. Leaf-segments linear, flat, acute, and spiny at the
apex.

2. E. I'UNGENS, Lchm. [D.C. Prodr. 533).—Not
known by Dr. Regel.

C. Leaf-segments linear-lanceolate, acute, and spiny
at the apex,

(a) Leaves deep greeu.

3. E. VEKSCiiArEELTii, Rei;e/ : leaf-sogments quite
entire, seven times longer than broad.

4. E. ELONGATUS, AJ/</. : leaf-segments entire, or
i-toothed near the apex, fourteen times longer
than broad (D.C. Prodr. 533).—Not known by Dr.
Regel,

S- E. VILLOSUS, /-i'w. .• leaf-segments spinous-toothed,
fourteen times longer than broad ; teeth subulate,
erect, or slightly appressed ; 111. Hort. 1867, p. 80.

and 1868, t. 557. Trunk covered with ash-coloured
tomentum at the apex

;
petiole and rachis at first

loosely tomentose, ultimately glabrous ; leaves
bright green, about 8 inches long, and f inch broad.

{^)Lc.7vesgAnfCcws.

6. E. Leiimanni, Le/im. {D.C. Prodr. 531.)
a iypic((s : leaf-segments entire.

p spiniilosus : leaf-segments spine-toothed.

D. Leaf-segments lanceolate or elliptic-lanceolate.

(a) Lower leaf-segments spine-pointed, upper
ones obtuse or liooked.

7. E. LONcrFOLius, LeAm. {D.C. Prodr. 531.)
p. typicits : leaf-segments lanceolate," flat = E.

longifolius. var. angustifolius and var. Hookeri,
D.C. Prodr. — Zamia longifolia, Jacq. Fragm.
t. 29,—E. caffer, Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 4903

j3 revohitus: leaf-segments lanceolate, revolute
at the margin.

y lafi/olius : leaf-segments elliptic-lanceolate,

revolute at the margins, and 1—2 toothed, rarely
quite entire

; about 3 inches long, ^ inch wide -=2

E. Almasianus, Hort. PauUowsk.

(^) Leaf-segments all spine-pointed.
* Leaf-scgmeuis green, entire, or bluntly

toothed.

8. E. CAFFER, Miq. {D.C. Prodr. 532.)
a integrifoUus : leaf-segments glabrous, quite

entire.

j3 unidentatus : leaf-segments glabrous, usually
one-toothed.

y brachyphyllus : rachis and under surface of
the leaves covered with cobweb-like pubescence.
** Lca/scgfnen is green, acutely lobedand toothed.

9. E. LANUGiNOSUS, Lehm. : leaf-segments 1—4 lobed,
and acutely toothed at the lower margin, oblong or
elliptic-lanceolate = E. lanuginosus, Lehm., Cycad.
p, 14.—Zamia lanuginosa, Jacq. Fragm., t. 30, 31.
—E. horrid us /3 lanuginosus, Miquel.—E, horridus
latifrons, Miq. Monog., p. 59.

*** Leaf-segments glaucous.

10. E. HORRIDUS, Lehm. : leaf-segments prickly-
lobed and tooihed, lobes frequently spreading

;

D.C. Prodr. 532. —Zamia. honida, Jacq. Fragm.,
t. 27, 28.—E. horridus trispinosus, Hook. Bot. Mag.
5371.

***** Leaf-seg7nents gi'een, lanceolate, spinous-
toothed, teeth subulate, erect.

11. E. Altensteini, Le/im.

a typiciis : trunk glabrous, leaf-segments dense,
spinulose on both sides, 1—3 toothed, rarely
entire, about 6—7 inches long, 1} inch wide =
E. Altensteini, Lehm. Cycad., tab. 4 and 5.

—

Zamia spinosa, Lodd. Cat.

p paucidentatus : leaf-segments i—3 toothed,
or entire =r E. Murumi, Vriese.

y distans: leaf-segmenls 3—4, distant rr Za-
mia vernicosa, Hort, J. Versch.

3 parvifolius : trunk glabrous, leaf-segments
about 3 inches long, scarcely ^ inch wide, 2—4
toothed on each side = Zamia elegantissima, and
Z. Van den Heckei, Hort. J. Versch.—Encepha-
lartos Vroomii, Flort. J. Versch.

6 er/oeephalus, Vriese : trunk woolly above,
otherwise as in the type.

Excluded Species.

E. TRIDENTATUS = MaCROZAMIA MIOUELII,
A. D.C,

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XIV.
JOHN HALLID.-W.

Mr. John IIali.iday, whose portrait accompanies

this notice, though occupying one of the more promi-

nent positions fdled by the gardeners of Scotland, is

one of those quiet, unassuming, but worthy men of

whom comparatively little is heard by the outside

world, but who yet contrive to plod on successfully,

absorbed in the duties of their avocation. Different

circumstances may in different cases conduce to this

end, and what these may be in the present instance we
need not stay to inquire. Suflice it to say that the

visitor to the gardens at Scone Palace in Perthshire,

the seat of the Earl of Mansfield, and which are

under Mr. Halliday's management, will fmd in them a

good example of North Country gardening.

Mr. Halliday was born on December 27, 1S06, at

Craigielands, Moffat, Dumfriesshire. In 1S26 he
entered as an apprentice in the gardens at that place,

and remained as a journeyman until March, 1S31, He
then became a journeyman in the famous gardens
of the Duke of Buccleuch at Drumlanrig, in the same
county, where he remained for about two years,

and then went South ; and after having been employed
for a few weeks in the Duke of Devonshire's garden at

Chiswick, he entered as a labouring gardener in the

Horticultural Society's garden at Turnham Green,

W^7^i^^J.oCC(M^€^a

which was then in its heyday. Here he remained
until July, 1S37, when he was appointed head
gardener to Lord Sondes at Elmham Hall, Norfolk,

and which situation was held by him till July, 1S42,

when he left, and was employed in Messrs, Lee's

nursery at Hammersmith for about a year.

The next situation upon which Mr. Halliday
entered was as head gardener to General Lord Lyne-
doch and Heers, Lynedoch, Perth, which situation he
held for about two years, when he left to take charge
as gardener and forester at Fornham Hall, Bury
St. I'Idmunds, the seat of Lord Manners, with whom
he served in these capacities until the close of 1S51 ;

and from thence he went to his present situation,

Scone Palace, Perth, the seat of the Earl of Mans-
field, on January l, 1S52, where he occupies the

posts of gardener and park forester, and is besides

manager of the gasworks, clerk of charities, -S:c.

Nearly forty years ago Mr. Halliday invented a
flower-pot, designed so that a trellis could be more
expeditiously affixed to it than to an ordinary pot.

For this Mr. Loudon marked him amongst the in-

ventors of improved horticultural appliances, and the

pot was, we believe, figured in Loudon's Gardeners'

Magazine, though we have not that work at hand to

refer to. It appears that on lately asking a Glasgow
potter to make a few for him he was met by the

objection that the plan was patented.

A very successful Peach and Fig house, erected at

Scone in 1S60 by Mr. Halliday, from '* a walking-

stick and gravel sketch" by his noble employer, and
which is the subject of an illustration at p. 1293 of our
volume for 1S71, still continues to answer perfectly.

It is an elliptical quadrant, 8 feet 4 inches wide, and

15 feet 9 inches high, furnished with planted-out trees

on the back wall, and otherwise furnished with trees

in pots; and usually the crops are so plenteous that

Peaches at Scone are "nothing accounted of," like

the gold in Jerusalem in the days of King Solomon.
The entire skeleton of the roof of this house is of cast

iron, a point on which Mr. Halliday claims some
originality, and the advantages of which he considers
to be that when once erected and finished it is too
firm to be swayed or shaken by any hurricane ever
likely to bear upon it. Mr. Halliday mentions that

there have been several imitations of this house in the

adaptation of materials, if not in structural form, and
as one of the outgrowths from this nucleus he points
to Messrs. Downie & Co.'s Winter Garden in

Edinburgh.

THE BIRCH ROD.
" Fiiiy brooms, besoms, fie buy them noo

;

Fine Heather rinsers, better never grew."*

The London stable besom is a wisp of Heather
tightly bound with a sort of wooden hoop, and it has,

moreover, a rustic handle some 3 or 4 feet long
secured by a cotter-pin driven through the bole of

the besom and through the handle, so that no amount
of drying or shrinking can ever allo«r the besom to

get loose upon the handle, or in the least degree to

turn, still less to tumble out, which, without this

cotter-pin, it certainly would. When the besom
is worn to the stump the little faggot still remains
as a well-seasoned fire-lighter, and the besom's tail or

handle, when not wanted for fuel, becomes a useful

prop or stake for any drudgery where such a truncheon

is wanted. The London garden besom is composed
of birch rods, and those gardeners who buy their

besoms ready made seldom buy handles, but only

the faggots of birchen twigs, and content themselves

with one handle for fifty or a hundred brooms.

Everyone thinks he could dig if he only tried,

and even plough with very little practice, but surely

anybody could use a besom and sweep ; and who ever

heard of any one rehearsing his or her part in getting

grass or withered leaves into a wheel-barrow to make
the garden "besom sweet "—an expressive term used
in the North to denote the ab.>;ence of loose litter.

The mowing machine has lessened the labour of the
birchen besom, but there are many other items besides
mown grass that still need the birch rod in gardens.
When lawns or pleasure grounds have been neglected,
and the grass got coarse and tall, with rotten twigs
from overhanging trees littering about, it is needful to
mow it with the scythe and gather the swathes
with a wooden rake, and thoroughly brush the
stubble with the birchen besom to prepare it

for the mowing machine. Now we have
in Manchester a regiment of professional sweepers
who turn out very early in the morning when the
streets are empty, dressed in sober blue gowns, a
sensible sort of livery well calculated to hide poverty
as well as dust and mud. When these men attack a
street they do it boldly, beginning in the middle.
A., armed with a brush about iS inches wide, sweeps
about 3 feet wide, and leaves the issue for B., who
does the same for C, and by the time that the fourth
man, D., comes on the scene, the sweepings will have
reached the water table, and half the street will be
swept ; but the swathe is still in the gutter, and not
swept into heaps, which is done by a fifth man, E., and
eventually the dust-cart, with its driver and his

assistant, comes and clears the street. We had years
ago brushing m.achines, and have some now that sweep
the dust, &c., into iron carts, but these threw the
sweepers out of employment, and were abandoned.
Our streets are now well swept, and our iron carts on
lofty wheels are still in use, and attest to all the world
that we have not left that scheme untried. Now this

style of sweeping is just what would be done in a
garden if no system were adopted to do it with less

than half this labour, for it must be evident to any one
that the filth in the middle of the street will certainly

make every step dirty between the centre of the cause-
way and the gutter, whereas if it could be dealt with
at one sweep the greater part of the street would be
cleaned by aiight-and-left stroke, and this is the great
difference between street sweeping and lawn sweeping.
A nice slender handle is got, 9 feet long, and on this

is mounted a birchen besom, not a round faggot, but,

as it were, five little wisps of Birch twigs laid side by
side like the fingers of one's hand ; and when these

come out of the hands of the maker they are

kept pressed flat by a door and heavy weights,

so as to be ready for use when wanted, and
with this kind of besom a man strikes right

and left, and lays bare a swathe about 20 feet wide—

•

that is to say, he alone sweeps clean the whole width
of a street, and those that follow sweep the swathes
into heaps ready fur the hand-cart or grass-barrow.

The sweeping at Alton Towers in my time was done
by women, who on "red letter days" wore a Swiss

dress to hide anything like poverty, and in this livery

' Old Scotch ditly.
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they took up a position for eiTect ; and on one occasion,

when a scion of Russian royalty visited the Towers,

these sweepers received him with open besoms,

meaning the birch, as he passed. I never bought

besoms, but always made them, and the tools for this

kind of manufacture, thoujjh simple, are little known.
A common stirrup for the foot is attached to a cord,

and this cord is tied overhead, so that when the cord

is put once round the loose Birch twigs it confines

them tightly by means of the stirrup with the maker's

foot straining on it, and now is the time to make one

tie to the besom. I found tar cord best for binding,

but some prefer wire, as being cheaper ; either will

do ; but when the besom is worn out, the cord is

easily cut, that it may be used as a fire-ligher, whereas

the rusty wire is troublesome to get rid of.

Many years ago it was the fashion to make baskets

as well as besoms in the foul weather of winter, but

this branch of industry in the craft seems to have died

out, and I question i( I am not one of the one hundred

that could make a vegetable basket of peeled Willows

fit to be seen. I may mention here that the best way
to get at the better style of basket-making is to buy a

neat basket, and quietly take it to pieces, and replace

the twigs a few times. Nothing ever set up my
boyish pride so much as when I saw my abilities

in the art of basket-making ; and, although besom-

making may be useful and profitable, no one could

glory in it—it never could be respectable. Alexander

T'omyth.

CONIFERS FROM COLORADO.
Some good ones and foliage of an interesting

Conifer (A.bies concolor) have recently been received

at the Kew Museum. Its history has been given by

Mr. Andrew Murray at p. 105 of the present volume

of the Gardeners Chronicle, and Mr. Murray's opinion

as to its close resemblance to P. grandis werealily

endorse. The cones referred to above were sent by

Dr. Engelmann, some from the gorges in the foot-hills

of the mountains in Southern Colorado, and the others

from Southern Utah. Ofthese Dr. Engelmann thinks

there are two forms, differing in shape of cone—one

described as pointed, and the other retuse, and also

differing in their bracts and scales, One ofthese cones

had fallen to pieces on its journey, therefore we are

not able to speak on that point ; but so far as the

bracts and scales are concerned we must confess our-

selves as being unable to distinguish between them.

With regard to the *' question of which is Douglas'

Abies grandis and which amabilis?" quoting from Dr.

Engelmann's letter to Dr. Hooker, he says, " I should

like to know whether any of the different forms have

yet borne fruit in England ; " and he states that a tree

with very dense, dark green foliage, white on the

lower side, which he saw in the Edinburgh Garden

under the name of amabilis, and another at Dropmore,

where it was called grandis, are undoubtedly the true

amabilis. It is singular, Dr. Engelmann says, that

none of the forms of grandis should have fruited in

England, while in Colorado it fruits at the .age of

twenty-five years.

The following list of Colorado Conifers, with the

altitude of each species, from the pen of such an

authority as Dr. Engelmann, may be valuable to some

readers of the Gardenets' Chronicle

:

—
Abies grandis.— K\d\.^ii& from S500 feet to the tree

limit.

A. concolor.—Between the waters of the Platte and

Arkansas ; between 6000 and 7000 feet.

Tsuga Douglasii.—6000 to 10,000 feet.

Picea Menziesii.—In valleys near mountain streams;

6000 to 8500 feet ; never forming forests.

F. Engelmanni.—In valleys, and especially on

mountain slopes, scattered, or in extensive tracts ;

8500 feet, to timbjr line 11,500 feet.

Piniis contorta. — Extensive forests on mountain

slopes; 9000 to 10,500 or 11,000 feet; in v.alleys

running down, scattered as low as P. Engelmanni.

P. ponderosa.—Lower down at the base of the

mountains than any other Pine ; at an elevation of

about 5000 to 9000 feet.

P. aristata.—9000 and, more especially, 10,000

feet to timber line, and in scraggy bushes even above

it, up to 1 1, 500 or I i,Soo feet.

P. edulls.—Only in Southern Colorado, from Pike's

Peak southward to between 6000 and 7000 feet.

P. jiexilis.—9000 to 10,500 feet, probably not up to

11,000 feet, in valleys coming down to S500 feet.

Juniperus communis.—Up to 9000 or 10,000 feet

elevation.

y. virginiana.—Up to 9000 or 9500 feet
; over the

territory in the southern part (Colorado Springs to the

Arkansas) in very unusual forms, short trunks, broad

flat heads, &c.

y. occidentalis.—Only from Pike's Peak southward,

with Pinus edulis, especially on the Upper Arkansas

River.

Jarcign C3rre.spa!tbeiice.

Bangalore.—The following notes may serve to

give some idea of our horticultural work :
—

Carina indica.—There are two kinds that grow to

perfection at Bingalore, and attain a great height.

Planted in ordinary soil, it is quite usual to see them
from 5 to 6 feet hi^h, anJ if carefully grown in rich

soil it is not unusual for them to attain a height of

9 to 10 feet ; a few have been correctly measured as

just exceeding ii feet to the top of the free-growing

spike of flower. The dark bronzed leaf variety is per-

haps the quickest and strongest grower, and the freest

seeder. Massed together against a blank wall, they

make an excellent screen, and have been used exten-

sively in this way with great effect. The green and

bronzed varieties were alternately planted in this

manner to hide a newly-erected stone wall 8 feet high.

They were put in about five months ago asdivided roots,

the plants being then on the average only I foot high.

The growth during the rainy season in the new soil

was most rapid, and at the end of five months they

ranged generally from 8 to 9 and lo feet in height,

with magnificent undergrowth, and with single speci-

mens II feet as above. One variety has a bright

green leaf, and the other a dark olive-gieen leaf, with

a bronze fringing and reflection, and with markings

down the veins of the same colour. The back of the

leaf is a lighter and more decided green, and the deep

fringing or edging is of a brighter and warmer bronze,

while the back of the petiole is of a sorrel colour, as

attempted to be shown in the accompanying nature-

printed specimen. The plants show a disposition to

sport, which will be carefully encouraged, and there

appears to be every probability of a new and distinct

variety being produced. They are so common in

Bangalore, and grow so freely, that when the Lai

Bagh {which up to about two years a'.^o had been

allowed to become greatly overgrown) was being

cleared out, it was found that the Cannas had in-

creased so much that, after giving away as many as

would be accepted, the remainder were carted to

the refuse heap. At that time amateurs would not

grow them, on the plea that they were '* so common,"
and it took a long time to make known their real

value as foliage plants. The flowers are formed on

long upstanding spikes, many of them being distinct

in colouring. Four kinds are particularly recom-

mended, the orange, the deep yellow, the glowing

crimson, something after the colour of a freshly-

opened Geant des BataiUes, and the pale primrose.

The last, as may be readily understood, is from the

plants with the light green foliage.

Cohus.— These foliage plants are now in great

beauty at Bangalore ; they are in leaf all the year

round, and with care make most effective beds of

good and varied colour even in the hottest weather.

Tliere are many distinct varieties, and in addition to

this, leaves of different colours and shape may often

be seen on the same plant, as their disposition to

sport is most noticeable. A few years ago there were

only two ordinary kinds, but since the introduction

of new seed all the best varieties have become tho-

roughly acclimatised, and are propagated without any

trouble whatever. Masses of well selected colour in

flat or raised beds, or in groups arranged around

some old stump, or effectively placed in some ugly

re-entering angle, or in long lines staged up one
behind the other, and interspersed with other foliage

plants, are now quite common, and make a brilliant

show. The native gardeners have learned the value

of a display of this kind, and arrange them with con-

siderable taste. *'The Golden Bedder " and the
" chryso-purpurea," as they are locally called, are

among the most effective, and large beds of these,

intermixed with Iresine Lindeni and Herbstii and

Cineraria maritima, and backed up again with the

green and white Graptophyllum and the free-flowering

Cannas, have an imposing appearance. In the very

hot weather—viz., March, April, and May—the

growth is a little stunted, but with plentiful watering,

and with care that they shall never be alternately

wet and dry, the plants appear to revel in the sun-

shine, and certainly display their colouring (though

scnewhat different to that of the wet season) in a

charming manner. Many of them suffered from the

late extremely wet season, but this was due rather to

ill-drained ground than to anything else, for in

better drained localities the growth was very luxuriant,

and during any break in the monsoon the dark

purple and the deep crimson varieties apparently took

a fresh start. In the case of the first-named this was
especially noteworthy, for the young leaves that were
pushed forth so abundantly were covered with a light

plum-coloured down that gave them a most velvety

look. I endeavoured to dry some of the leaves, but

gave it up after many failures, as I found the colour

faded completely out after a few days, though at first

it seemed to be permanently fixed. The figured

leaves that accompany this were nature-printed in

green ink and then roughly coloured, but they do but

scant justice to the originals. Advantage has been

taken of the disposition of the plants to sport, and the

best kinds of the most distinctive colours have been

closely grouped together in the hope that some new
varieties may be raised from the seed which has been

carefully saved from this rough group-hybridising

process.

Grevillea robusta.—This tree has been introduced

into Bangalore within the last eight years or so, and
appears to have become fairly established. Its habit

of growth and Fern-like foliage, with its Aspen-like

colouring, make it a desirable acquisition in landscape

gardening, where the generality of the indigenous tree

foliage assumes such a compact dome-like shape.

This is specially noticeable in the Mango and Ippe
(Mangifera indica and Bissia longifolia), that are so

abundant everywhere. Besides being ornamental the

wood of the Greviilea is hard and good, and, if pro-

perly trimmed when young, the tree grows up in a

comparatively short time, tall, straight, and shapely ;

but it is very necessary to attend to the pruning,

otherwise the leading shoot is apt to bifurcate. Tliey

are very easily raised from seed, and have been freely

distributed throughout the province. To give an idea

of their growth the following facts will be found
interesting to any one seeking information on the

subject.

Exactly three years ago three hundred seedlings,

varying from i to 2 feet in height, were transplanted

from the pot nursery into pits prepared for them in the

park attached to the Government House at Bangalore.

They made very rapid growth the first year, not so

much the seecond, but again appeared to recover and

to thrive better during the present year. They were
planted rather too closely at first, and have had to be

thinned out a little, and those remaining are, in conse-

quence, now looking well and vigorous ; their average

height is 20 feet, with an average circumference of

stem of II inches, computed from 100 measurements

of trees of all sizes one yard from the ground line.

The little plantation forms a distinct feature in the

grounds, which have been greatly improved and
modernised within the last three or four years by the

present Chief Commissioner of Mysore, who takes a

great interest in the matter. When the tree was first

introduced from Australia it was cilled the Silk Oak,

but considering this to be a possible misnomer, and

with reference to the silvery colour of the back of the

leaves, the name of "Silver Oak" wa? gradually sub-

stituted, and is that by which it is now locally known.

At the same time the word Oak is equally a misnomer.

From their graceful foliage when young they would
answer well for any decorative purposes, and would be

admirably adapted for a change in table ornamentation.

A young Araucaria Cunninghami or A, Cookii looks

also very well, and the beauty of tlie Poinciana regia

for a similar purpose is very striking. The Tiniaa

Pine, Casuarina muricata, makes a suitable novelty.

7. P., Dec, 8, 1874.

Forestry.

The cutting and clearing of timber and all kinds of

underwood should now be proceeded with as expe-

ditiously as possible. All Larch required for posts

and other rustic work with bark on, should at once

be cut off the root, because in a few mild days the sap

will be up, after which it becomes daily less applic-

able and suitable for such purposes. The sap rises

sooner in the Larch than in any other species of forest

tree, and also continues in it longer in the liquid state

than in any other. It is, therefore, the first tree that

can be properly peeled, and also the last in the season

that permits the operation being performed. With
some the circumstance of posts in certain situations

readily acquiring a mossy coating and hoary ap-

pearance is of itself sufiicient recommendation for

their general adoption. Palings and fence- posts

of all descriptions, which are desired to maintain

their rusticity for a protracted period, with the

bark in its natural and perfect state, should be

cut before the sap expands the bark ; for if

the latter result occurs before the tree is cut, the

bark in a short time separates from the wood,
thereby destroying the very effect that was wished
to be preserved in the appearance of the posts.

If, however, it is at any time imperative to use posts,

cut while the sap flows, the best means of preventing

the bark from falling off, or becoming ragged, is to

make an incision in the bark longitudinally, deep
enough to reach the sapwood underneath. This,

with due precaution to lay the posts in a drying posi-

tion for a short time before using them, induces the

bark to adhere with considerable tenacity for many
years. I would here mention that ray own expe-

rience for many years confirms the opinion that posts

of any kind of wood endure much longer when put

into the ground in the round state with the bark un-

broken, than they do with the bark taken off", charred,

and otherwise artificially treated by tarring, &c. It

would be well for such as are interested in the m:5in-

tenance of telegraph posts to make the experiment of

putting in each clternate post with the bark on, and
the other charred, tarred, &c. Thi?, if done with the
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same kinds of wood through a long line of telegraphic

route, would do more to convince those who have

only limited opportunities of proving the case

than many pages of printed matter would,

however well authenticated or forcibly written.

All wood to be used as fuel should be cut before the

rise of the sap. Those who burn wood solely as fuel

testify that it burns stronger, clearer, and brighter

when cut in winter than in summer. In the county

of Sussex, where some parts are well wooded, wood
as fuel is extensively used, and comparatively cheap.

It is all cut in the winter season, in the form of cord-

wood, stacked up to dry, and kept free from rain till

about twelve months old, when it is considered in its

best state for fuel, and of the liighest value for such

purposes. What applies to one does so to all descrip-

tions of wood— Pine, Fir, and hard woods, not even

excepting Oak ; while it burns very bright and
clear after being pulled or flayed (as it is) for the sake

of the bark, it is nevertheless true that Oak burns

with stronger heat, and is more durable, when cut in

winter, and dried as other woods arc for fuel, without

peeling. Tlie spray of Birch is extensively used in

some parts of the country for lighting fires, but

more generally for brooms for streets, stables, and

other purposes of sweeping. For these and most

other purposes it is necessary that the Birch

be cut before the sap rises, at least to such an extent

as to swell the bark of the young shoots. All descrip-

tions of wood, for whatsoever purpose, and when the

beauty and smoothness of the bark is to be maintained

after it is dry and dressed, should specially be cut

before the sap rises. Any one who duly a; predates

a good Hazel walking-slick, and can discern its marks
of beauty, well knows that unless cut before the sap

rises the bark on being seasoned so far contracts and
shrinks as to detract greatly from its richness and
beauty. Ilazcl, therefore, Sloethorn, Holly, Bird

Cherry, and Birch, all of which as walking-sticks have

their baik preserved on, and which constitutes one of

their greatest features of beauty, should be cut before

the sap rises. Holly, which is extensively used

for whip-handles, and Polder for tops of fishing-

rods, together with the two common varieties

of Heath, which are used for brooms and general

purposes, should all be cut before the flow of the sap;

and even Broom for thatching houses, and Whins for

healing ovens, or burning lime, tiles, bricks, &c.,

should, in order to produce the best results respec-

tively, be all cut before the rise of the sap. C. Y.

Michu; CulUn, Match 15.
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I^otirrs of aiJoohs.

The Pinetum. By George Gordon, A.L.S.

Second edition. H. G. Bohn, Henrietta Street,

Covent Garden. 1S75.

In laying down Mr. Gordon's new edition of the

riuetum, after as careful perusal as one can be ex-

pected to give to a book of reference, we can find no

terser terms into which to condense our judgment than

those used by Sir Walter Scott in concluding one of

his novels— *' There are many things ower bad for

blessing and ower good for banning, like Rob Roy."

It is impossible to give it unqualified praise, and still

less can we refrain from giving it a great deal. It is

too late in the day to recommend it as a bo(jk of great

usefulness and convenience to practical men. It has

been in their hands for upwards of fifteen years, and

the best proof of its answering its purpose is that it is

now out of print and a new edition has been called

for. This second edition is the answer to the call.

The volume is considerably augmented, more so,

indeed, than the mere increase in thickness would in-

dicate, for a considerable amount of space which was
occupied in the first edition by descriptions of Roezl's

pseudo-species, and which it was one of the chief

objects of the little supplement (published in 1S62) to

cancel or correct, has been freed from them, and the

space thus acquired has been left free for other matter.

Other improvements in the way of omission might be

pointed out. We are glad to see that age has sobered

the sharpness of Mr, Gordon's pen, and that the little

exhibition of temper in the supplement at Abies

Alcocquiana, where we were told in a note that the

specific name was "botanical pedantry for Alcock, a

man's name," is now removed. Dr. Lindley's title to

name a species after Sir Rutherford, or .Sir Ruther-

ford's title to have a species named after him, in the

only way that scientific custom allows botanists to do
it, is no longer sneered at. The additions .seem chiefly

to consist of horticultural varieties, besides the few

novelties which have been described since 1S62. The
work .also being arranged in alphabetical order,

although its scientific appearance is thereby detracted

from, is especially handy and convenient for those who
rather desire a speedy reference than an elaborate and

careful diagnosis.

Putting aside minor blemishes, which may be more
differences of opinion than actual errors, the great

faults of the liook seem to us to be two—one of prin-

ciple, and the other of execution. The former can

hardly be charged against Mr. Gordon as a crime,

seeing that it is one that is shared by every author who
has yet written upon Conifers, and by most mono-
graphers in general. It is the fault of leaving the

reader to do the most important portion of the

author's work. The author gives a succession of

stereotyped descriptions of species all according to

the card, so like each other that, with the exception

of two or three words, the description of one would
apply as well to another, but no help or distinctive

table is given by which the reader is guided to the

distinguishing points of diflerence between them. Let

the reader turn to any part of the Pinetum and he

will find that if he means to find out any species by

the description he must go over every description in

the group to which it belongs and compare it with

his plant, going over time after time exactly the same
characters common to them all. We thought of

giving an example or two, but it is unnecessary ;

every reader knows the grievance of which we com-
plain. We maintain that the author who pours out

such descriptions pell-mell by tilting up the shafts, as

it were, leaving the reader to sort and select the con-

tents of the cart for himself, is guilty of a serious

wrong, which he has no right to inflicL To save his

own time and labour he wastes the time of who can

say how many men in the future whose time, in all

probability, may be more valuable than his own, an'i

we should hail with enthusiasm any device by which
every author should be obliged to do his own work,

and sort his own rubbish. If Mr. Gordon had made
his descriptions clear and easily comparable with each

other it would in some degree have atoned for his

following this too general plan, but we can scarcely

say that they are, and this arises from the other fault

to which we alluded, viz., the mode of execution.

To understand this it may be necessary to premise that

Mr. Gordon appears to unite two curious and somewhat
inconsistent attributes. He is eminently a practical

man, and appears to have a thorough knowledge of

the plants that he has had the opportunity of studying

when growing in the open ground ; and on what he

so knows we can place the most entire reliance, at all

events as to the fact of their being distinct or other-

wise ; although even then we are not always sure of

the soundness of his acumen in discovering what are

the essential points of difference in species or varieties

which he yet can perfectly and truly recognise as

distinct ; but this sort u^flair horticoU seems wholly to

fail him when he comes to books or dried specimens.

Now one of the great faults we find in his descriptions

is that he jumbles up together these two diflerent kinds

of knowledge all in one lump, and gives out the whole

as of equal value, and to all appearance from his own
knowledge, and without the slightest hint as to the

sources or value of the different pieces of information

on which it is founded ; so that while on one part of

it (that within his own knowledge) we would place the

most implicit confidence on his statement, on the other

(wh.at he has got from books or other sources) we
would not place any reliance at all. Whatever be the

cause, he seems to be totally destitute of the faculty of

weighing or comparing evidence, or estimating the

respective value of authority. Tlie reader may say,

how can we tell thus confidently that he has worked
up diflerent things together in this way ? It is very

easy. The authors who have written upon Conifers

are not very numerous, and it is easy to trace back

the phrases used to their original authors. There is

necessarily a great deal of compilation in such a work.

Where a species has not been introduced the author

must go back to the describer, or to the most recent

compiler who has taken his materials from him, and

so the repetition goes on until the plant is introduced

and then we have fresh information, and if Mr.

Gordon gets it he sticks it in among the original

description, even although it be contradictory. A
contemporary last week, in noticing this work, seems

to have been puzzled by the contradictory statements

regarding the Stone Pine (Pinus Pinea), where in one

line it is described as " a low tree with a round bushy

appearance, from 15 to 20 feet high," and in another

as attaining in Greece "a height of 50 to 60 feet ;

"

the fact being, that in the former line he is giving the

result of his own observation on the tree in this

country (which is exactly as he puts it), and in the

other the information he has got from books or at

second-hand.

There is another point on which we find ourselves

often at variance with him. He reckons many
so-called species as distinct which we consider only

varieties or synonyms of other species. But this is

matter of opinion, on which he is as well entitled to

hold his own opinion as we are, and we only allude

to it to caution his readers against assuming that every

species that appears in his book is necessarily to be

taken as a good one. The book being obviously more

intended as a practical one than a scientific one, it can

scarcely be reckoned a disparagement to it to say that

its scientific merit is not great.

There remains to be noticed a new feature in

this edition, viz., an index of popidar names, com-

piled by Mr. Henry Bohn, the publisher. We
have gone through this index with some care

and more curiosity to see how it really was, and

fairness compels us to say that we only found

one trifling slip in the application of the names
(Morinda for Picea Pindrow instead of for Abies

Smithiana), and that we found a great deal of learn-

ing, especially in Chinese and Japanese names, which

we confess ourselves quite incompetent to criticise.

Mr. Bohn's is something more than a mere
index of popular names. A portion of it is com-

posed of translations—as, for instance, Bal-

four's Pine for Pinus Ballouriana, Menzies' Spruce

for Abies Menziesii, the funeral Cypress for

Cupressus funebris, the tetragonal Libocedrus for

Libocedrus tetragona ; and the same is carried into

other languages, as Dicht blatterege Kiefer for the

recently introduced Japanese Pinus densiflora. The
advantage of having these names for intercourse with

those who either at home or abroad do not under-

stand Latin, will amply make up for the somewhat
too restricted title of " popular names."

In Mr. Markham's Progress and Condition

of India we are candidly told that the Government
(arms have failed to effect the objects for which they

were established. That they would show little if any

profit is no more than might have been expected, and

it might have been supposed that the natives would
learn something from their management. But the

natives understand the climatal conditions and soils

of their country much better than was assumed, and
successfully raise crops where their would-be teachers

fail miserably. True, their practice is based upon
empirical experiments, and is waste^d, and therefore

they must be taught by some means. Hence it is

now suggested that their system should be mastered

in the first place, and for that purpose intelligent

natives should have the management, under superin-

tendence, of the farms. It is as well to acknowledge

it when we are wrong, though rather humiliating to

have to change places, and, after going to teach,

remain to be taught. Doubtless many other lessons

in Indian administration might have been learnt in a

similar manner. The following anecdote, related by

Mr. Markham, gives some idea of a native's view of

the question. When the commissioner visited one of

the model farms devoted to Cotton-growing experi-

ments, he got the old head of a village on one side

and said, " Now, Patelljee, tell me really what
you think of all this." The Patell replied

that the English gardener was an intelligent

young man ; that he worked hard, and was not

quarrelsome, and that, considering ' that he knew
nothing about it when he came, his Cotton was not

much worse than theirs. In this country we frequently

hear the remark, when practical matters are under

discussion by farmers, " Ah ! that may answer very

well with you, but it won't do on my land." And
those who could teach the routine of cultivation from

the experience of a lifetime, if under the same condi-

tions, would certainly err, and probably not manage
their neighbour's adjoining farm so well as he whom
they have censured. True, there are certain fundamental

principles to be observed, but all the rest must come
.by actual practical experience. This fact is too often

lost sight of by writers, and the practical reader throws

aside a book that professes to teach the most minute de-

tails of all operations on a general plan, without reference

to local conditions.

THE FIRST PRIMROSE.
A sweet little Primrose has bloomed since last night.

Unfolding its charms at the first ray of light
;

A tear-drop Just rests on its bosom so fair
;

Methinks 'tis because it is all alone there !

The sun with its warmth will soon dry up such tears,

And bring some companions to chase away fears.

Ah ! dear little flower, thou'rt welcome to me,

I've watched for thee daily, thy blooming to see
;

And now thou hast shown thy bright innocent face,

Thou'lt not remain long, but to others give place.

And why should we sigh at things fleetmg away,

That do their own duty as long as they stay?

I speak now of mortals, as well as of flowers,

These give us pure pleasure, the duties are ours.

M. A. Baines, in " Charing Cross Magazine.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

(.—Special Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society of

Antwerp. . ,, •

,._Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

I.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meetmg
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

J —Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

7 —Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, S:c., in the Town Hall. Manager,

Bruce Findlay.

8.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.

Sec, W. Sowerby.

May.

I to 10, inclusive.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park.

Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums,

&c.

I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special E.\hi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 8.—E.\hibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-

servatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,

Robert Bullen. „ .

2.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

4 to 21 —Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National E.xhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.
. , . ,

7 and 18 —Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society s Annual

Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road,

West Hill Park.
, ^

o.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

2.-Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.

6 —Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec. W. Sowerby.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
r Show of Hyacinths, Tulips, Azaleas, Camel-
I lias, &n,, at Messrs Cutbush & Son's

I
Nurseries, Hightiaie, London, N. (eleveh

Monday, Mar. zg-}
j,r'\\!; p.,„|-s special Show of Hyacinths,

I
Tulips. Koscs. &r

, at the Royal Horticul-

I tural Sdcicty's Gardens, South Kensington
L (six d.iys)

,, r Royal Botanic Society, Ri-Kcnt's Park, Exhi-
"»' 3'

t bition of PprinK Flowers.

April I— Meeting of the Linncan Society, at 8 P.M.

IT is a healthy sign of the times that the pro-

ject of establishing an Indian Institute

in London should once more be brought forward

for discussion. No one can doubt that such an

Institute, properly organised, would prove very

beneficial, not to the mere handful of students

only, but to the toiling millions of India also.

Wallich and Royle, Wight and Falconer,

CLEGHORN and Brandis, and a host of others

(botanists whose names shed as great a lustre

on our rule in India as those of the astutest

statesman or the ablest soldier), have, and some

continue to do so, laboured with the view of

making known and of developing the products

of India, to an extent which is little short of

marvellous.

When people talk of the enervating effect of

the Indian climate, they overlook the fact that

as hard or harder work is done in India as is

ever accomplished at home. The field is,

indeed, ample— it offers opportunities and

inducements of no ordinary kind to men of

energy and talent. The establishment of an

Indian Institute at home would go far towards

systematising and co-relating the efforts of

individuals, and, it may be, of neutraUsing the

effects or loosening the bonds of red tape.

One of the most important departments of

the proposed Indian Institute would be the

Museum. There are some of us who have

watched the fortunes of that Museum with much

interest, whether, as of yore, in dingy rooms in

Leadenhall Street, or as now, or lately, at the

very top of the new India Office in Whitehall,

access to which involved a journey comparable

without much hyperbole with that to India

itself! When reached, however, the adven-

turous visitor was pretty sure to be amply

repaid, and pretty sure to wonder why so

excellent a collection should be starved in the

manner it was.

The publications, too, which have issued

from this department, though we suspect but

little known to the general public, sufficiently

attest the importance of the Museum and the

desirability of extending and improving it.

The vegetable products capable of being

turned to good account in India are numberless.

But a small fraction of them are developed to

anything like the extent they might be. Some
indeed, as Indigo, Cotton, Tea, and lately

Cinchona, have assumed commercial import-

ance, but the gums, the resins, the oils, the

caoutchouc, the fibres, and other matters alluded

to in Dr. Cooke's recent list, all require

fuller knowledge on the part of our own
manufacturers and on the part of the native

and European cultivators.

The India Museum should be the centre

where all desirable information on the com-
mercial products of India should be readily

accessible, just as the museums and herbaria

at Kew are the centres of scientific knowledge
in all matters relating to foreign, Indian, and
colonial vegetable products. The Museum is

only one of the departments, the value of which

would be increased by an Indian Institute, such

as is proposed, though naturally it is one which

primarily interests us. Our gardeners and
farmers might possibly learn somewhat from

their Indian brethren, quite independently of

the natural products.

We may give a curious illustration of this,

but it is only one out of many—in the case of a

drill for field use, simpler, and as efficient, all

things considered, as the more elaborate and
far more costly implements turned out as novel-

ties by our manufacturers centuries after the

native farmers had adopted the simple con-

trivance just alluded to.

The India Museum is designed to represent

as fully as may be the various aspects of India

in a manner most convenient for reference,

study, and research, by the student, the scien-

tific man, the merchant, the manufacturer, and
the artist. The idea is, that each class of

visitors should have the opportunity of seeing

and studying that class of articles, and
of acquiring that kind of information,

which they would seek out in the country

itself if they had the opportunity of visit-

ing it. The main heads of arrangement,

then, are, first, the country and its resources,

and next the people and their material condi-

tion. Under the former head, physical geology,

natural history, agriculture, forestry, and manu-
factures would be comprised ; under the second,

ethnography, history, legislation, and domestic

and social economy. The library, to a large

extent, should be classified in a similar manner,

and, of course, also with special reference to its

rich stores of manuscripts and other literary

treasures. To secure the extension of, and the

full benefit from. Museum and library is one of

the main objects of the proposed Institute.

While the Museum would be as a specimen or a

diagram, and the library as a text-book, the

Institute would be the lecturer or demonstrator

to explain and show the proper way to use the

Museum and library to the best advantage.

Any reader desirous of further information on

this important subject should peruse a pamphlet

of Dr. Forbes Watson's lately published, and

he will then not be surprised to learn that the

Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom
are memorialising the Government to provide

proper accommodation for the housing and

extension of the India Museum, now temporarily

lodged at South Kensington, but which it may
be hoped may find permanent accommodation

nearer to the India Office.

The following letters have been sent to us for

publication :

—

" Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington, S.W., March 12, 1875.

" Sir,— I have the honour to make an application to

your Excellency on behalf of this Society with reference

to the colony of Fiji.

"It is obvious that the territory newly annexed to Her
Majesty's dominions must possess plants of great
importance to horticulturists, and on behalf of this

Society, which has long been engaged in the acquisition
of foreign specimens, I have to submit to your considera-
tion the great service which would be rendered to science
if an association could speedily be formed there for the
purpose of collecting such plants.

" I have fuither to state that it would be esteemed a
great favour to the Society if your Excellency would
afford facilities for the transmission to it of specimens of
indigenous plants, should any collection be made.
"I feel certain that the importance which the subject

has for those engaged in the study of natural history will

be considered by you sufhcient excuse for this communi-
cation.—I have the honour to remain your E.xcellency's

most obedient servant, " W. A. Lindsay, Sec.
" His E.xcellency the Hon. Sir ARTHUR H. GORDON,

K.C.M.G., Governor of the Fiji Islands, &c."

[Copy.] "4, Mount Street, March 18, 1875.
"Sir, — I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 12th instant in behalf of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.
" It will give me much pleasure to afford every facility

in my power for the furtherance of their views, and I

hope at no lengthened period after my arrival in Fiji to

have the honour of again communicating with the
Society on the subject.— I have the honour to be, sir,

your obedient servant, "Arthur H. Gordon.
" To W. A. Lindsay, Esq., Secretary to the

Royal Horticultural Society."

We have received the first of a series of bul-

letins concerning the proposed International E.xhi-

BiTioN OF Horticulture at Amsterdam iniS76,

containing an account of the steps taken in Holland
and elsewhere, and from which we extract the follow-

ing particulars :

—

1. That the exhibition beheld in the spring of 1876,

about the month of April, on a much vaster scale than
was taken as the basis for the previous exhibition in

1865.

2. That besides the usual horticultural productions

and appliances, an exhibition of colonial vegetables be
added, which would greatly enhance the importance of

the display, especially to foreigners.

3. For the adequate realisation of this idea, to call in

the energetic aid of Government to bring together such
a collection, and to endeavour to gain the assistance of

scientific men, to secure for the collection the intended

completeness and importance.

4. To invite foreign Governments to send in, on their

own account, similar collections from their respective

colonies.

5. To arrange the display in such a manner as, by
combining the floras of various countries, to offer as

clear a view as possible of the vegetation of the whole
globe.

6. To give as accurately as possible a full survey of

the species of plants aiid of the varieties proceeding
therefrom, as also the modifications to be observed in

these varieties, in order to illustrate the progress of

horticulture.

7. To hold a congress simuU-ineously with the exhi-

bition.

8. Moreover the relations were determined between

the Exhibition Commission and the Palace of Industry

Company.
9. The financial concerns were regulated, and

—

10. A provisional plan was projected for erecting ex-

tensive supplementary buildings to the Palace of In-

dustry, and for preparing the adjacent grounds.

The managing committee was further charged with

all the necessary preliminaries for the e.^:hibition, espe-

cially with the drawing up of apiovisional programme
or prospectus, and also with the care of issuing bulletins

in the Dutch, French, German and English languages,

and distributing the same as widely as possible, in order

to give the greatest possible publicity to the cause of the

exhibition.

It has been further determined that the articles to be
exhibited should be distributed under the following heads,

not exceeding ten in number, comprising :— Cotton,

madder, indigo, gutta-percha and india-rubber (Caout-

chouc), aetherial oils, fatty oils and fats, materials for

paper manufactures, Dutch cereals, Tobacco and Peru-

vian bark.

The committee opines that the limited number of these

articles will conduce to the completeness and perfection

of the display ; while not only a number of sorts, pro-

bably from various regions, might be required, but that,

moreover, the sending of plants of the objects, as also of

drawings, tools, or implements, books, &c., relating to

the articles displayed, might be insisted on.

In this way a collection might be brought together

well worthy the attention of professional men, offering

an opportunity of exchanging opinions and diffusing the

results of their debates.

Besides the exhibition of such chief articles, secondary
ones might be added, such as vegetable wax, cachou,

sarsaparilla, resins, copal, vanilla, grass-plaiting (Marrum
grasses), &-c. , which though of minor importance, might
be made of considerable interest.

The Commission for the regulation of the exhibitions

of vegetable productions consists of the following

gentlemen :— C. A. J. A. Oudemans (Chairman), F. W.
Van Eeden, H. F. R. Hubrecht, W. F. R. Suringar.

The managing committee comprise the following per-

sons :—J. H. Krelage (Chairman), C. Glijm, C. A. J. A.

Oudemans, C. J. Van der Oudermeulen, G. F. Wester-
man, H. Groenewegen (Secretary).

Professor Reichenbach's address for a short

period is Herbarium, Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.
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At llie end of September next a Great
Fruit Show will be held at Ghent, on which
occasion the Pomological Society of France will, as

an exceptional thing, cross the borders of France and
join its forces witli those of Belgium, English

pomologists have also been invited.

The accompanying illustration (fig. 81) of

Gleichenia rupestris gives an admirable portrait

of a specimen measuring 7 feet through, grown by
Mr. Thomas Baines, and sketched by Mr. Smith
before it was sold—we believe, to Mr. Williams—
at the dispersion of Mr. Micholl's collection last

year. Mr. Willia.ms, in his Select Ferns, states that

the species is rare in cultivation. It has a dense and
symmetrical habit ; the fronds are from 2 to 6 feet in

height, dicholomously branched ; the branches pin-

nate ; the pinn.T? broad and pinnatilid, not pouched,

rich deep green in colour above, very glaucous

600 francs a year. Thanks to Messieurs the barristers,

the thing grew into a scandal ; at that point the Club
thought fit to interfere, IsAitELLi';, in consequence,

has lost the privilege of flowering the gentlemen
riders' buttonholes. '* Kh ! dame," said one of them,
** the Jockey Club did right to show her how firm is

its seat on principles of duty." This shooting star,

now extinguished, was one of Ihe prominent figures of

the day. At La Marche or Auteuil spy-glasses were
pointed at Isaiielle, as an acknowledged celebrity.

She has her place in the Dictionnaiie des Contemporains,

being a sort of approach to a great man. The
demi-monJe took note of her looks ; the tip-

top dressmakers studied her toilettes ; the

chronicles recorded her sayings— for the boih/uetit're

had her witty moments, neither more nor less than
Mdlle. Suzanne Buoiian. Another item of her

originality consisted in showing herself in the weigh-

I
ing inclosure adorned with the colours of the last

We are informed that the Vineyard Nur-
series, Garston, near Liverpool, were purchased at

the sale on Tuesday last by the Cowan I'atents

Company, Limited, who intend to use the property

for the purpose of exhibiting their system of heating

in full working order, while at the same time endea-

vouring to maintain the well-earned fame of the Vine-
yard, and, if possible, to increase its reputation.

In the journal of Botany for March is given

an extract of a paper, published by Norhst'EDT in a
recent number of the Boteinlska Notiser, entitled "Do
THE Leaves oe Dkosera Eat Flesh?" In this

essay the negative side of the question is taken up,

and the results of a chemical examination of the

mucus of Drosera leaves are given, the author con-

sidering that this mucus is " analogous to the slime

resulting from change of the external parts of cellular

membranes in some Alga:, and not a secretion from

Fig. Si.—gleichenia rupestris {7 feet i inch through).

beneath j the stems of a reddish purple. It is an
evergreen species, and very handsome, A native of

New South Wales.

In Z.'///Kj/ra/wK for March 20, M. Philibert
Audebrand announces that the famous Isabelle
has ceased to be THE Official Bouquet-Girl of

the Paris Jockey Club. They first hlacbouleed (black-

balled) her, and then sent her about her business.

The fall of a queen would not have made more ado.

Of course you know why. One year with another,

Isadelle made an income of 10,000 francs by selling

Roses and Carnations to the handsome gentlemen of

the horsey world. Living amongst flowers, and com-
ing in contact only with persons the most comvie il

fatit possible, one would fancy that she could not help
having her heart in ihe right place. But it so hap-
pened that her aged mother, now past work, asked
her prosperous daughter for a morsel of bread, that is,

for a trifling money allowance. On the flowerist's

refusal there was an appeal to justice, and Isabelle
was condemned to pay her pcor parent an annuity of

winning sportsman. Persons given to superstitious

fancies could not help covering their eyes with their

hands the last time she made her appearance on that

stage. She wore a scarf of sinister aspect—black and

yellow— the colours of Saltarella, M. Edouard
Fould's mare, colours which are also those of

Prussia, " Take care, Isabelle," they said to her;
" that unlucky scarf will bring you into trouble," Ye
sensitive souls, who always pity the unfortunate, do

not, nevertheless, bestow too many tears on the dis-

missed fldwer-girl's mournful fate. If we may believe

the rumours which circulate in the side scenes of

sporting life, ihe Jockey Club's boiiquctil-re retires to a

country house with some 2co,oco francs of savings

—

a fortune suflicient for ten philosophers. Mention is

also made of a well-filled casket, containing divers

brilliants, presents received in the evenings of grand

Derby days. There should also be a ring bearing in

form of device the almost prophetic words, taken

from Les Sattimbanques (the part of Odisy), Tout

ti'est pas Jasmin dans la vie~" KW is not Jessamine

here below."

the cells." The paper is well worth the attention of

those who are investigating the phenomena presented

by "carnivorous plants." The following explanation

of the disappearance of meat placed upon the leaves

of Drosera will give a good idea of Professor Nokd-
stedt's method of treating the subject:— "If a living

insect settles on the leaf the mucus will adhere to its

body, and be mostly disentangled from the glands.

It is thus in no way surprising that insects cause the

hairs to converge. But what is the eflect of a dead

insect or a bit of raw meat ? If you take a little slice

from the middle of a large piece of fresh meat and

place it immediately on a leaf of Drosera on a warm

day in summer, after an hour or less you will see that

the hairs have converged around it. On examining

the meat and the hairs with the microscope you will

find that a numerous swarm of bacteria are already

present ; the meat has begun to decompose, Durmg

the putrefaction ammonia is formed, and it is not sur-

prising that the cells in the knob and upper part of

the stalk are already influenced. If, however, the

meat be previously placed in septin or amycos-septin
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[What are these?] to impede putrefaction, it remains

unaltered, and the hairs do not converge. That the

meat mostly disappears when it becomes rotten is not

very surprising : the bacteria consume it : but that

the leaf has absorbed it through the cells of the

glands, whose contents are contracted and dead, must

be considered to b= out of the question." The author

considers one cause of the deflexion of the stalk of

the gland to be found in the fact that the spiral

vessels usually, il not always, lie nearer to the inner

side of the stalk.

The Preston Floral and Horticultural

Society will hold an exhibition of plants and cut

flowers, fruits, and vegetables, in the Miller Park,

Preston, on July 28 and 29.

Among plants suitable for culture in a sitting

room the Cyclamen stands in the foremost rank,

and as this is the season of the year when this valuable

decorative plant is at its best, it is well to call atten-

tion to the fact. One of our leading amateur culti-

vators of the Cyclamen, Mr. B. HoOKE, of Bradfield,

Berks, thus writes respecting its value for house cul-

ture:—"One properly of the Cyclamen consists in

its being one of the most easily grown of any of our

winter favourites. It has a compact habit, lively

marked foliage, exquisite fragrance in the flowers of

some of ils varieties, long continuance in bloom, and to

these must be added its greatest recommendation, viz ,

that of being, of all flowering plants, the best adapted

for indoor decoration. I have frequently had^ it in

my sitting-room, and with most ordinary care it will

flourish as well, or almost as well, as in a conserva-

tory. The only attention it demands is to have its

leaves brushed over every morning with a soft camel's-

hair brush dipped in a little lukewarm water." We
ourselves, as also miny indoor gardeners, can endorse

this statement ; and, on the other hand, neglect will

not affect it injuriously as quickly as it will many other

plants cultivated indoors. The simple process of the

daily washing of the leaves works wonders in the way

of preserving plants in living-rooms ; it is but a small

attention, but the necessity of constantly paying it

cannot be too strongly insisted on.

• We lately received from Mr. W. Parkin-

son, of Ripon, Yorkshire, one of his Patent Stud-

ley I^OYAL Lawn-Mowers, with a request that we
would try the same, and report the results. We have

done iliis, and are en.ablcd to say that on a piece of

lawn that had not been mown since 1 ist autumn it made
exceedingly good work, cutting close, evenly, and

without ribbing. It was a lo-inch machine, the

knives, on the Archimedean principle, being very

strong, and the driving power in the centre of the

drums or hind rollers instead of at the side. It is a

very compact machine, and strongly made, but

required more muscular exertion than some other

machines of a similar size. The wicker-work basket

which does duty for a collecting-box is not substantial

enough for the ordinary treatment which mowing,

machines receive, and the single handle may be

objected to by those who have banks and slopes to

keep in orderj insomuch that it is always a difficult

operation to steady a machine when the operator is

too far from his work.

We have before us the first part of a

new edition of the Deutichlands Flora, a work in

quarto, to contain 500 coloured plates with letterpress

(in German) descriptive of wild plants of Central

Europe. The edition is to be revised by Dr. Ernst
Hallier, of Jena. The figures are good, but with too

few botanical details, and no scale of magnitude.

The Leeds Horticultural Society's

twelfth annual summer exhibition will .be held on

June 9, 10, and II.

The staple article of export from Sweden
AND Norway is Timber—the produce chiefly of

coniferous trees. The wood is sent out of the country

in various slates of preparation—sometimes in the

form of mouldings, or even complete joiner's work.

A large proportion of the whole exports is sent to

England under the name of " planed goods." The
average annual quantity of wood exported from

Sweden and Norway during the ten years ending in

1872 amounted to 881,500 tons, but in the year 1873

it rose to 1,250,000 tons, of the aggregate value of

about £3 050,000 sterling. Besides the timber

exponed in bulk, a very large quantity is reduced to

pulp for paper-making, several thousand tons of which

are now annually exported.

In the ishnd of Key West, Florida, an

important industry has become developed during the

past seven or eight years, namely, the Manufacture
OF Cigars. In 1867-68, when the manufacture was

first introduced, about eighty persons were employed,

who turned out in the course of the year about 150,000

cigars. At the present time there are seventeen

manufactories in full work, in which 1200 men,

women, and children are employed making, picking,

stripping, counting, labelling, and boxing. The
makers, who are nearly all Cubans, are paid by the

thousand, the average earnings of an ordinary work-

man being from three to four dollars per day, but

some of the best hands earn as much as nine dollars.

The number of cigars minufactured during the year

1S74 amounted to about 21, 144,075.

Until recently the Principal Produce of

Syra, one of the islands of Greece, has been bread,

stuffs and wine ; recently, however, other branches of

cultivation have made rapid strides, for it has been

found that the soil and climate are eminently suited to

the cultivation of vegetables. Consequently most of

the vineyards and a large proportion of the corn-fields

have been converted into gardens, which now produce

a great quantity of vegetables, which are chiefly

exported to Constantinople, where a very good

market is always found. In 1S72 the value of vege-

tables so produced amounted to ,;i 15,500, which, it

was anticipated, would have been doubled in succeed-

ing years had the country not been viaited by severe

drought.

We are glad to learn that the authorities of

the British Museum have secured by purchase Mr.

W. G. Smith's unrivalled collection of drawings of

British Fungi.

One of the Curiosities of Commerce is

the growth and traffic in Oranges. The thought

frequently occurs to many how the fruits can be sold

at the low price they are to be remunerative to the

growers, when the gathering, packing, and expenses

of freight are considered. In St. Michael's, Azores,

an island always noted for its Orange crops, a large

company has been formed, consisting of many of the

principal proprietors of plantations ; and this com-

pany alone shipped in one year as many as 36,000

large boxes. The island suffered from a severe

drought in 1S73, so that in some parts the fruits

dried up and were worthless. Many trees perished

for want of moisture, and were consequently cut down,

and it was found that not more than half a crop would

be produced. These fears, however, were not con-

firmed, for during the season from November, 1873,

to April, 1874, upwards of 270,000 boxes of Oranges

were exported to Great Britain.

. The cultivation of Carolina Rice in India,

which was commenced in 1S6S, seems at present to

be only partly successful, that is, it has succeeded

moderately in some parts and less satisfactorily in

others. Nineteen barrels, containing 1725 lb. of

seeds, were sent out as a first experiment ; and in 1872

200 barrels were received by the Indian Government,

and the seed was widely distributed. The superiority

of the Carolina over the native Rice is generally ac-

knowledged, but it is said to require a higher system

of cultivation and a deeper surface-soil, as it throws

its roots to a much greater depth. A fair crop of

native Rice may be obtained ofl' land with a surface-

soil of 3 feet deep, but Carolina Rice requires deep

ploughing, plenty of manure, and good drainage. The
question is, whether the extra expense of cultivation

can be covered by the increased value of the crop.

A very voluminous and interesting report,

elsewhere alluded to, on the Moral and Material
Progress and Condition of India during the

year 187273, has recently been issued. As might

be supposed from its title, the matter comprised

in its pages is very varied, ranging from legislation,

finance, taxation, education, cultivation of useful

plants, to forest conservancy, meteorology, &c.

Under the head of agriculture we learn a good

deal about the natural resources of the country

:

the cultivation of indigo, for instance, has, it appears,

increased in Bahar, while its area has diminished in

Bengal. In Maldah alone there are twenty working

indigo factories. More than half the exported pro-

duct is from Bahar, and almost entirely from the dis-

tricts on the north side of the Ganges—Tirhut, Cham-
parum, and Saran. In 1872-73 the export of indigo

from Calcutta amounted to 162,860 maunds, of the

value of ;^2, 704,408. The cultivation of "Tea and

Coffee has been extended in the hill districts, many
hundreds of acres of tangled underwood and forest

trees having been cleared for planting Tea and Coffee

plants. A special chapter is given to forest conserv-

ancy and the training of forest officers, both of which

are now being well looked after by a systematic

administration ; though we are reminded that forest

conservancy has had to struggle against numerous

difliculties, arising from the immemorial practices of

the natives, as well as from natural causes. The two

worst obstacles to progress are jungle fires and the

cleaning and burning the jungle for cultivation. In

the spring the leaves and grass of the deciduous forests

dry up, and everything becomes inflammable. The
smallest spark is sufficient to create a conflagration,

and fires are intentionally made every year either for

cultivation or to cause fresh tender shoots of grass to

occupies some 236 pages, is worth the perusal of those

interested in the welfare of India.

A new publication is before us in the form ot

a monthly sheet, entitled Revue des Jardins et des

Cham/is, edited by Anatole Massii, nurseryman, of

La Ferte-Mace. We find in one of the numbers a

recommendation of Bambusa mitis as an ornamental

plant, which is quite hardy in the north of France.

Jaeorandi, the newly-introduced diaphoretic

and sialogogue, has been a source of interest lately

both to the botanist and to the chemist—to^ the

botanist on account of its source being comparatively

unknown, and to the chemist on account of recent

experiments as to its physiological action. Both these

subjects have been discussed in the two numbers of

the Pharmaceutical Journal for the 16th and 23d

of January, from whence we learn that the teim

Jaborandi is given to several plants in South America

which possess somewhat similar properties. There

seems to be little or no doubt, however, that the drug

recently introduced into this country consists of the

leaves of a species of Pilocarpus ; but two forms are

said to have been received in Europe, one of which

comes near Pilocarpus pennatifolius, Lem., and the

other, though clearly belonging to the same genus, has

not been identified with regard to its species. From a

quantity of Jaborandi recently received from Pernam-

buco by a large firm of London druggists, Mr. E. M.

Holmes has been enabled to publish a description,

and to give a figure of a leaf and fruits in the Phar-

maceutical Journal for January 23. With regard to its

physiological action a very interesting account is given

in the same journal for January 16 by Mr. Martin-

dale, of experiments made upon himself, which

fully bear out the efficacy of the drug.

We are glad to learn from the Builder that it

is proposed to construct a Public Garden at the

east end of the churchyard of St. George's- in-the-East,

London, a district where such a garden would be a

great boon.

We understand that Mr. Lawrence, late

gardener at Farnham Castle, is still open to an engage-

ment, but we may hope soon to hear that so good a

practical gardener has met with an appointment

worthy of his high character and ability.

The Cardamom (EUettaria Cardamomum), a

plant belonging to the Ginger tribe, is well known

on account of its aromatic seeds being used medi-

cinally in this country. The spontaneous growth of

the plants in the Indian forests is very well described

in a recent report on the products of India. In the

hill districts, chiefly on the western slopes of the

mountains of Coorg and Mysore, at an elevation of

from 2500 to 5000 feet above the sea, the Carda-

mom forms an important product. In February the

growers proceed to the forests, and mark one of the

largest trees on the steepest declivity. The ground

at the foot of the tree is cleared of brushwood, and

the tree is felled at about 12 feet from the ground.

It falls down the side of the mountain head foremost,

carrying a number of smaller trees with it in a great

crash. Within three months the Cardamom plants

begin to show their heads all over the cleare 1 ground.

During the r^ins they grow 2 or 3 feet, and twenty

months after the felling of the tree, when the Carda-

mom plants are the height of a man, the ground u
thoroughly cleared of weeds. In the following April

the fruit-bearing branches shoot forth, and become

covered first with clusters of beautiful flowers, and

then with capsules. In the following October the

first crop is gathered, and the harvests continue good

for seven years, when they fall ofl'. Then another

giant of the forest is fellid, and the process is renewed.

The gathering in, entailing a walk of several miles

through wet underwood covered with leeches, is very

haul work. In Coorg the Cardamom forests are

rented out for 30,000 rupees a year. In Mysore the

yield is valued at pfi 7,000. Instructions were given

in 1871-72 for the demarcationof such tracts of jungle

as were favourable for the growth of Cardamoms, and

coffee planters are beginning to turn their attention to

its cultivation.

ORNAMENTAL PIECES OF
WATER.

Amongst the various adaptations ot natural

scenery which may be brought into play in landscape

gardening, a well-managed piece of water is always

effective. Some care, however, is requisite, or the

result is anything but desirable. It would not be

difiicult to find an instance where years of attention

and much outlay have only produced a series of

stagnant ponds, closed in with thick masses of bushes

and overhanging trees, the effect on the visitor

is gloom and depression rather than any enjoyment,

and in all probability a thorough chill also from the

spring up as fodder for cattle. The report," which
|
permanent shade and damp.
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Another beautiful, but often very objectionable,

arrangement is a Water Lily pool quite close to the

residence. The pool is all very wdl in the early

summer— the flowers expand, and their silver or

golden cups are charming amonj^st the dark green

leaves ; but as summer goes on, with it comes decay-

ing vegetation, and a falling surface of water, and
with them smells from the uncovered surfaces,

that, if not always dangerous, at least are better

away, and in some cases where {piissibly without

the knowledge of the neigiibouring resident)

the ornamental pool is also a portion of the

course of the house drain, the mischief may be very

serious. Similarly (in a flat country) a stream of

varying height allowed to meander, about close to a

hou'e too often brings fever in its train, and a small

quantity of water wandering in this way gently on
past the outskirts of a town, and then through garden
and pleasure ground, where the owners and their

friends stroll or sit on the brink, is more likely than

not to affect the health seriously. A very beautiful

elTect, depending in part on the extreme purity of the

water, may be given by the adaptation of a small dis-

used limestone quarry. Here I have seen a little pool of

clear water of a deep sky-blue lying at the foot of the

surrounding rocky walls, vising sheer up out of it

in sharp, clean*cut clilTs, and surrounding the pool so

as to give in miniature the appearance of a rocky lake,

and in reality as lovely a little bit of scenery as could

be desired, with the advantage that though some of

the water was necessarily always in shadow, the
observer on the brink might enjoy the sunshine at

pleasure. In this case the pool was only occasionally

depending on wet seasons, but a small outlay in

stopping cracks between the stones through which
the water escaped would have secured it as a per-

manent ornament. Where the limestone crops out

on the surface an imitation may easily be made of the

larger workings, having an excellent picturesque

effect even on the very smallest scale, from the

sharpness of the rock and the clearness of the water
(perfectly free from weeds) contrasting with the rich

vejf-tation around.

Where the very tiniest stream is attainable on
sloping ground, it gi^es scope for almost endless

variety of arrangement. To give a single example

—

with the aid of a little masonry at distances, it may be
backed up so as to form a succession of pools, with
little waterfalls between : perhaps in one place just

the water falling over a row of Large stones placed
across the stream, with a few water plants above them

;

in another, a higher wall, with the top row of stones

projecting, so that the spray of the dropping water
might keep some specimens of Ferns, or whatever
might be preferred, in constant luxuriance. A small
cascade, falling into a natural basin (ringed with
appropriate plants, is always a beautiful object ; and
where the water is required for domestic as well as

ornamental purposes (if the basin can be overhung
by picturesque bushes or Ferns), it is almost
as pleasing to the eye if it is surrounded by a border
of neatly trimmed and squared stones as with vegeta-
tion, the formal lines contrasting well with the
picturesque surroundings, and at the same time
securing a neat, clean edge to the little pool.

In a very shallow piece of water, a row of large

stones, apparently placed as stepping-stones, look
well—the stones, of course, being so placed as not in

any reasonable probability to cause an accident, for

however shallow the water may be, it is anything but
agreeable to be suddenly wet through and very dirty.

One may know the pond is not deep, nevertheless the
moment of immersion seems endless, and by the time
the luckless sufferer has struggled to land with sodden
dress, boots full of water, and a general sprinkling of
duckweed, he is apt (judging by what I am thankful
to think is a solitary experience) to wish very sincerely
that safety as well as beauty had been studied in the
arrangement of ornamental pieces of water.

In small naturally formed pools much might be
added, both to their beauty and interest, by intro-

ducing many of our wild tlowers in appropriate situa*

tion<:. The Trollius europreus, or Golden Ball, is

very ornamental for a growth close to the edge of the
water, so are a {f^ clumpi of the very common
Caltha palustris or Meadow Bouts in spring, and the
tall purple Loosestrife in summer or autumn.

In the water itself there is no rea-ion that the Water
Lilies, as is so often the case, should hold sole pos-
session. The Butomus umbellatus, or flowering Rush,
wiih its rich umbels of rose-coloured blossoms rising
high above the water, is very beautiful. The Sagittaria
sagittifolia, or common Arrowhead, is striking from
its peculiarly shaped leaves, and the white water
Crowfoot, and little white Frogbit, with its fairy cups
floating on the surface like a Water Lily in miniature,
are all ornamental additions. The large Forget-me-
not hardly needs to be recalled to memory, but Snow-
drops are less commonly adopted as ornamental
growths in such situations, and tliey will thrive to per-
fection planted on the veiy tiniest islands a few feet
across in a small running stream. The Giant Cam-
panula is another wild flower of great beauty, when
£een in full luxuriance of its native growth, as on the

Greta banks near Rokeby, or many years ago in the

neighbourhood of Chepstow ; and the kind of mixture

of low bush and tall grass often seen by a small pool,

is just the locality in which its purplish blue bells show
to great advantage.

Sometimes, from the accidental grouping of old

timber and thick bushes, rough bank and smooth
sward, the banks of a pool chance to be so arranged

as to be a favourite resort of birds, reptiles and
insects, delightful to the naturalist as well as the lover

of the picturesque, and such a pool once destroyed is

so difficult to replace that a description of one, which

for years was a favourite resort, may be acceptable to

some naturalist readers.

The pool was placed in a row of old Oaks, standing

on greensward in front of a plantation, and was of

small size, and almost square in shape, but so varied

by surroundings as not to convey the idea of a formal

outline. One side was merely used as an approach
for fetching water; another was chiefly overgrown,

even into the water, by tall and thick-tangled bushes,

making an almost impenetrable shelter for birds or

small animals, above or below ; and a third side,

which had been somewhat infringed on by a field-

road, had been protected by a quantity of large logs,

formed of useless stumps sawn off the butt end of

trees, which, rolled into the water, gave hiding places

for the newts, and foundation for a lovely growth of

Forget-me-not.

The fourth side, however, was the head-quarters of

the visitors—here a hollow old Oak, over-hanging the

pond, gave sheltering nooks, as the case might be, to

an owl, a hornet's nest, or any other object of interest

or alarm to be expected in such a place, and a shady
recess in the bank beneath gave room for a tiny black

bay, where a hamper sunk in the water brought up
endless matters for inspection. On the sunny side of

the tree, on the dry hot smooth bank, was a basking

place for snakes, and a nesting ground for wasps, and
the broken bank, running irregularly into the water,

was exactly to the taste of the water-insects for an
occasional airing, and the water-scorpion would bask
and unfold in the sunshine till the reddish under-wings
would glow with almost tropical colouring in its

enjoyment of the heat. With the addition of the

luxuriant growth of the water plants, the vigour of the

fish, and the occasional four-footed visitors which
might be surprised there by a quiet watcher, the pool

was of unfailing interest ; and when pool, and trees,

and plantation all were cleared away, Cowper could

hardly have regretted his Poplars more than the old

Oaks and their sheltered pool were longed for by some
of those who had known them. 0.

|t?omc CEorresponticiice.

Home-grown Tobacco.—Tobacco is one of the

gardener's greatest aids to successful cultivation, and
is an article almost indispensable in every garden in

some form or other. Insecticides we have in any
quantity, all good and useful enough in their way, but

none can take the place of Tobacco, or compare with

it for extirpating green-fly. For destroying the various

forms of scale, mealy-bug, l\:c., the insecticides are

more efficacious, but, unfortunately, even weak solu-

tions of most of these disfigure and injure paint if

syringed on, and their use in this way should therefore

be avoided. Infusions of Tobacco are much the safest

and cleanest, and if mixed with any of the insecticides

fur syringing fruit trees on the open walls it will be
found much better than using entire solutions of

insecticides containing such a large amount of alkaline

matter, a slight overdose of which often causes

injurious effects on the tender foliage. As yet we
have no substitute for Toiiacco for fumigating pur-

poses, and it is in this way it is found of so much value,

as its fumes insinuate themselves into every curled

leaf and crevice, carrying destruction to the insect

pests lurking therein. Its use in this way entails a

very considerable outlay in most places, and is often

one of the heaviest items for garden requisites. Having
used large quantities of home-grown Tobacco, I can

strongly recommend it as the best substitute for the

manufactured article, and but little inferior to it if

properly grown and harvested. If more attention

were paid to its cultivation in gardens we should be

able to fumigate less grudgingly than is done when
supplies are obtained at a dear rate from the tobacco-

nist. The best variety to grow for the above purpose

is Nicotiana virginici. This is a very large-leaved

variety, much resembling those of the Jerusalem Arti-

choke in colour and form, but considerably larger and
longer. The seed should be sown towards the end of

April, and be placed in slight heaps to induce it to

vegetate. As soon as the plants are up and sufficiently

large to handle, they should be pricked out about 2

inches apart and replaced in gentle heat for a few days,

after which they may be gradually hardened off for

planting out towards the end of May. A rich open
piece of ground should be chosen lor this purpose, and
the plants should be placed in rows a yard apart and
2 feet plant from plant. When suflkiently high to

require support they should either be staked singly or

lied to a line of string or thin rods run down the row
and supported at intervals for that purpose. No more
attention will be required beyond a watering now and
then, and keeping the ground clean till the lateral

shoots begin to show themselves. These should be
pinched out from time to time, so as to concentrate

the whole energies of the plant in a limited number of

main leaves. These should be confined to from ten

to fifteen, according to the strength of the plant and
the quality of the ground. As soon as they show
sufficient leaves they should be stopped, and not

allowed to flower, or the leaves will become impover-
ished and not attain a large size. By the end of

September they will be fit for harvesting, and sliould

then be gathered from the stalks and hung in an open
airy shed to dry. If placed outdoors for this purpose
the leaves dry too rapidly and become sunburnt and
crumble to pieces. As soon as the midribs have lost

all moisture they should be packed away in boxes,

and stored in some nice dry place for use. Treated as

above, there can be no reason why home-grown
Tobacco should not be nearly as good for fumigating

purposes as that which is imported. The fermentation

and sweetening process undergone by the manufactured
article can in no way add to its eflicacy for garden use.

J. Sheppard.

Seedling Lilies.—Can any of the readers of the

Gardeners^ Chronicle, who have been successful in

raising Lilies from seed, oblige me with one or two-year
old .^eedlings of the following species, as I wish to

figure them in the first part of my Monograph of the

Lilies:— L. Humboldtii, Washingtonianum, canadense
(or any of its varieties), philadelphicum, Thunber^
gianum, tigrinum, candidum. The last two are so

easy to increase by other means and so rarely ripen

seed, that I am afraid the seedlmgs may be difficult to

obtain. It is not generally known how much the
different kinds of Lilies differ in the early stages of
their existence. Several may be distinguished when
in their first year's growth, and it has been shown by
Professor Duchaitre of Paris that distinctive cha-

ractCTS can be found in the seedlings of such nearly

allied species as L. giganteum and cordifolium. I

should also be glad to know if L. teslaceum ever ripens

seed in England, and, if so, whether it comes true from
seed, as it is supposed to be a plant of hybrid origin,

I believe Lilies might be hybridised much more easily

than is supposed, and though it is a tedious process to

raise most of them, it would be well worth trying ex-

periments on such species as monadelphum, tenui-

folium, Brownii, or giganteum. R. y. EhofSj Mistv-

dine Hoitse^ Cirencester,

The Royal Horticultural Society.—There are

two facts which somewhat alTect Mr. Bull's arguments
in your issue of March 20. Mr. Jas. Veitch and Mr.
Lee were on an old Council [But this is long, long ago.

Eds.], and no one can deny that they were excellent

representatives of the class of "professional horti-

culturists." On looking at my photograph of the

mejnbers of the committee of the memorable " Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition," I find that the

seven more central figures in the front-rank were not

professionalhorliculturists, inthesensensedbyMr. Bull.

I had not the opportunity of seeing the working of that

committee, which certainly carried a great exhibition

and Congress through very difficult circumstances to a

thorough success, and, therefore, I should like to ask
whether the two most central front-rank figures in the

picture (Sir Daniel Cooper and the late Sir Wentworth
Dilke) had not very much to do with the success

achieved. I make these remarks only that we may
keep on sound ground—not to say a word against pro-

fessional horticulturists being on the Council. I have
long thought that one or two representative nursery-

men, selected by their brethren, would much strengthen

the Council. As I am writing, would you allow me
to air a notion which I think might be useful when the

Society is being reconstituted, as it will have to be? I

am the more anxious to do so as the opinion of an
old, experienced, practical, friendly adviser is adverse,

in the fear of its causing the introduction of desultory

conversation and reconsideration of matters aheady
about settled. The notion is that, in addition to the

present members of Council (not too many to ensure

a quorum at all seasons), we should have lour or six

extra members from the country, say more than fifty

miles from London, and that one attendance of these

should count as equal to three of the nearer town ones.

The effect would, I think, be to strengthen our tie to the

country, and to bring in the services of some first-class

horticulturists who cannot afford the time or cost of
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regular attendance. George F. Wilson^ Hfafherba7zk,

IVeybridge Heathy March 20. [Those on the spot

would naturally carry their views against those of the

more distant or non-attendant members of Council, if

they happened to be opposed ; and therefore we
think the addition proposed would be of no practical

advantage so far as securing better management. Kds.]

Since I had the pleasure of last addressing you

I have informed myself of the numerical strength of the

several classes or parties, so to speak, who, divided

against each other, and, indeed, against themselves,

have been, and are working on the ruin of that great

Society which it was their bounden duty to support. I

was happy to find that the number of those who remain

attached to a Legitimist policy, and ready to support

the few leaders of horticulture proper which are left to

us, is greater than I expected ; indeed, I cannot other-

wise account for the singular transaction which occurred
with regard to the report at the anniversary meet-

ing when that document was virtually condemned,
together with the framers thereof. On that occasion

the Council were saved from resignation, not upon
the merits of the case, but by the charming manner
and high gentlemanly bearing of their chairman.

After this occurrence I own to having cherished a

shadow in the form of a hope that something of the

following kind might have been effected—to wit,

that a fusion between the old independent horti-

cultural party and that of the local Fellows might
result in the formation of a Council containing a good
proportion of the former. That these two parties

(in Council) having agreed to act honestly together

might have together gone to the Commissioners
and so entered into arrangements of such a nature

(upon the basis of cancelling the lease) as to leave

all parties in the possession of their desired privi-

leges. The thing is, I believe, still possible in

some shape or another. Should anything feasible

of this kind turn up, I and my friends will be ready

to give it our support. If not, and the Council

stick to their policy of making use of the usurper's

power to retain the lease and starve the Society, then

I counsel, on the part of my brother horticulturists,

a firm, compact, and persistent opposition to an evil

and selfish inlluence. R. Trevor Clarke, Welton
Place, March 23.

The "50 per Cent." Reduction at South
Kensington,—The total amount of the money offered

as prizes in the Society's schedule for the recent spring

show was;^i26 6j. ; the total amount actually awarded
in accordance with the prize list, owing to the small-

ness of the competition, was £z'>f ^s., exclusive of

medals. This would represent a clear saving of j^ioo

on this show alone, and if the same average saving is

to be the case all through the season, it will certainly

not be less than ^1000. Is it not, then, really hard,

indeed I may say absolutely mean, towards the few
exhibitors who, under much discouragement, came up
to the scratch so well on the 17th, to reduce this small

amount by one half, that is, making it the ridiculously

small sum of ^12 I2J. 6r/., thus making a total saving

on the show of ;^i 13 13^. 6^/. ; for without doubt, had
things been more prosperous, medals would still have
been awarded. So far from any reduction being made,
I think the Council ought to mark its approval of the

spirit ol the few exhibitors of the 17th by adding at

least 50 per cent, to their prize money, instead of

making a large subtraction from it. One Concerned,

Lee's (Hammersmith) Early Kidney Potato.
—Now that the season is at hand for planting, I

would strongly advise all who have not yet given this

variety a trial, to do so. I have grown it now two
seasons, and have no hesitation in pronouncing it the

best early Potato I know. I consider it much superior

to the favourite Ashleaf, inasmuch as it is with me
quite ten days earlier than that variety, of equal if not

better quality, and far excelling it in productive-

ness. I feel sure one trial will suffice to place it high
in the estimation of those who value a really good
early Potato. yoh7i Brown, Gr. io Earl Hcnve, Gopsall

Hallj Athersione.

The Culture of the Verbena.—This once
popular plant, sharing the fate of many other florists'

flowers, has become much more neglected than it

should be, for its adaptability to greenhouse decora-

tion, and the ease with which it could be grown in

small pots, with a close neat habit, was clearly demon-
stated by the late Charles J. Perry. Mr. S. Bide, of

the Alma Nurseries, Farnham, is a very successful

cultivator of Verbenas, and his plan of propagating

is this :—The cuttings are taken in September from
clean planted-out plants, and are struck either with a

little indoor bottom-heat or in a dung bed. They
are wintered in stores, with a cold bottom, in narrow
span-roof houses, with only sufficient heat to keep out

frost. Spring cuttings are taken off early in Feb-

ruary, first giving a little heat to the stock pots to

start the plants into growth. Moderate drainage is

used, with ordinary good potting soil, and a little

sand on the surface. Care is taken both in September
and February to use clean cuttings from a healthy

stock, and then but little fumigation becomes neces-

sary. There is a disease peculiar to the Verbena,

called by some "black top," which should have

immediate attention. This is the discoloration of the

top of the cutting or young plant, and it should be

immediately pinched out, as it is a contagious disease,

and- of a destructive nature. The store pots of spring

cuttings are plunged in sand and sawdust mixed

—

sufficient of the former to give more solidity to the

sawdust, underneath which is tank bottom-heat. The
admirable health of a very large stock of Verbenas

shows that this treatment is efficacious. Another

plant, the Centaurea candidissima, is cultivated exten-

sively here, and with little trouble. Cuttings are

taken off in September, slipping them off with a bit

of heel, only removing the ragged part. These go

into 60-pots singly, or three in a larger size, and are

placed in a cold frame under a north wall until

December, when they are removed into a cold frame

with a south aspect. D. H,

Double Cinerarias.—No doubt many, like my-
self, would be glad to see the double Cinerarias, for

they have been persistently advertised and figured,

and their fine, perfectly and evenly double qualities, and

their beautiful colours, strongly praised. I was tempted

to purchase a 5^-. packet of seed from a large London
house last autumn, and I send you a sample of the

flowers I have had. A worse strain of singles I have

not seen for a very long time. George Pauij Holland

House, ]Veston-s7iper-Mare. [The flowers we received

were simply wretched, but still better than the Cauli-

flower-like monstrosities shown by Mr. Bennett.

Eds.]

The Fruiting of Young Pine-apple Plants.

—

For Mr. Bond's information, as sought at p. 375 in

your last week's issue, I give you the shortest instance

which I have recorded of suckers fruiting here.

Amongst a batch of strong ones which were started

the last week in February, two Charlotte Rothschilds

and one Smooth Cayenne showed fruit in June, and

were cut on November 28 following—the Charlotte

Rothschilds weighing 7 and 72 lb. respectively, and

the Smooth Cayenne 8] lb. These were grown in

pots, and had one shiftoutof the sucker-pot into l2-inch

ones. Geo. Thos. Miles, Wycombe Abbey,

Sulham Prize Pink Celery.—It may be of

interest to some of your readers to know that Celery

can be kept good in the ground till the end of March,

if they only get the right sort to grow for that purpose.

For years I have been trying to get a good Celery

that would stand good all through the winter. I hive

grown most of the sorts in cultivation, but never suc-

ceeded in getting one to my mind until now that I

have grown Suttons' Sulham Prize Pink. I find it to

be all I could wish for in a late Celery ; it has stood

this very severe winter without any protection what-

ever, and is now good and fit for table. I believe it

to be the very best pink Celery in cultivation. It is

of medium growth, stiff close habit, remarkably solid,

crisp, and juicy, and of fine flavour. This is a desi-

deratum that has been long wanted, and I think

Messrs. Sutton & Sons deserve great credit for intro*

ducing this valuable late Celery. With this I send a

few heads lor your inspection. Alex. Ingram^ Almvich

Castle Gardens, March 22. [Tiie specimens received

were remarkably good for the time. We have heard

other growers highly praise this variety. Eds.]

Wild Daffodil.—I suppose difference of soil is

the cause of the differing experiences of Messrs. Crewe
and Karr and of *'C. W. D." My own experience,

I regret to say, accords with thit of " C. W. D." I

have repeatedly transferred to my garden bulbs of the

wild Daffodil, some from Devonshire and some from

this neighbourhood (North Wilts), and have found

them turn double after a couple of years. Two
clumps only, out of half a dozen each, remain single

out of the lot ; these have been planted some six or

seven years. R., March 22.

Orchids at Rangemore.—In walking through

the fine gardens of M. T. Bass, Esq., M.P., of

Rangemore, I was very much struck with a few spe-

cialities which I think worth mention in your corre-

spondence column. The first was a fine plant of

Phala^nopsis Schilleriana with leaves a foot long,

having two spikes fully 3 feet long, beautifully branched

and flowered to one half their length. This

had been in bloom since the middle of January,

and the blooms were (March 12) without spot or

blemish. Oncidium Barkerii, with four spikes, on
which I counted sixty-two flowers, the others over

fifty each. Dendrobium Pierardi, with growths

6 feet in length, in a basket suspended from the roof,

being one mass of flowers the full length of the

growths, making one of the prettiest sights I had seen

for a long time. In the cool house, in a 6-inch pot,

was a plant of Lirelia anceps, with seven spikes of

three blooms each, all open—a beautiful sight. Also,

in a 7-inch pot, Lycaste Skinneri, with twenty-five

fully expanded blooms, as perfect a model as a well-

trained Pelargonium. I never saw so fine a speci-

men before in so small a pot. 01 Odontoglossuras,
Alexandra; and pulchellum were good. Of the
former I measured one bloom 4^ inches across ; one
had fourteen beautiful flowers on one spike, and on
another, not quite open, I counted eighteen flowers on
one spike, the largest number I remember having
seen. I was the more pleased at seeing these fine

examples of cultivation, as when I passed through
this fine establishment three years before they had
only begun to get a few imported Orchids together,

and how remarkably well they have done the above
will testify. Those I have mentioned were only a few
among many beautiful thing-^, G. L, Burton.

Manchester and South Kensington Con-
trasted.—At Manchester we have a schedule, at

South Kensington a squabble. But—no, I will not
follow out the contrast, but leave it for each reader

to fill in at his leisure. On reading the sayings at

South Kensington—for, be it noted, there have been
no doings—and the schedule of the Manchester
Society for their forthcoming Whitsuntide show, it is

impossible not to exclaim. Look on this picture and
on that, but especiallyon that ! And yet there are those
with both pictures before thera that invite growers from
Manchester to Kensington in aid of horticulture.

Well, Kensington has coolly cut 50 per cent, off the
prizes of exhibitors. Allow me to set in contrast

what Manchester is doing. In round numbers it is

offering over a thousand pounds in prizes at the

Whitsun-week show. But to descend to particulars :

—For twenty plants, ten foliage and ten in flower,

there are three prizes, one of ^30, a second of ;i^20,

and a third of ;^I2. For sixteen Orchids the prizes

are;^i6, £i2,2Jix<l£'j. For eight stove and green-

house plants in flower the prizes are ^10, £6, and
£^. For eight stove or greenhouse Ferns, £^, £^,
and ;^3. For twenty-five hardy Rhododendrons in

flower, £i$, ^10, and £$. For twelve Roses in

flower in pots, £2^, £1$, and ^10. For eight show
Pelargoniums in flower, ^S, ^5, and ;^3, and the

same prizes for the same number of Fancies and
Zonals. For collection of Clematis, _;^r2 and £S.
For twelve new or rare plants, ;!^I2, £'j, and ;(^5.

And so on throughout the schedule. And be it noted
these liberal prizes and the spirited management
that has lifted the Manchester Society out of its

financial difficulties, has established its prosperity and
enabled it to render such splendid service to

horticulture. Z>. T. F.

Madresfield Court Grape.—I can fully endorse
the high recommendation Mr. Smith has given at

p. 375 of the Madresfield Court Grape. I can also

add this to its other good qualities—that I kept it

this year, and sent it to table in good form on
February i, and after our Black Hambuvghs were cut

at the end of November it succeeded them in splendid
condition. It certainly requires closer and more con-
stant attention with regard to damp in the bunch than
thicker-skinned varieties, such as Lady Dovvne's,

Gros Colman, and others; but for its superiority of

flavour it is well worth all the extra attention it may
require. I know in some places it has proved trouble-

some through cracking, but if it is liberally supplied

with water until it has nearly done colouring, and
after that the roots are protected from wet and the

air of the house is kept as dry as possible, the com-
plaints of its cracking would be very few. I consider

it and Venn's Black Muscat (which I have once tasted

at South Kensington) the two finest Black Grapes
with Muscat flavour at present grown. I would not
advise Mr. Martin (p. 312) to graft it on the Frontig-

nan, it being a very free-growing kind, whereas the

Frontignans are not. y. Ridout, Woodhatch Lodge,

Reigate.

Some Remarks upon the Fickleness of a
British Climate,—Where so much of the success or

failure of a British gardener in his cultural efforts

depends on the state of the weather, it naturally forms

an anxious part of his duties to make the atmosphere his

study, and take observations of local signs of coming
changes, in addition to that of marking the ups and
downs of the mercury, for to be forewarned is

to be forearmed. Such signs of rising storms and
sudden changes of temperature as are common to the

observation of shepherds and others accustomed to be
much in the open air, are not unfrequently better

guides as to what is coming than the best regulated

barometers. To prognosticate what sort of weather
is to take place in this country at any stated period, is

only like leading the weak-minded and uncautious on
to rotten ice. Meteorologists, by their constant obser-

vations, have assisted science to a certain extent in

deducing periodical changes that our climate is subject

to, such as the cold atmospheric dips that take place
about the beginning of February, March, and May,
&c. These falls of temperature are more or less

severe, according to the position of the wind in the
locality at the time in various parts o; the kingdom,
and more especially in such places as are low and
moist, or what may be properly termed within the

hoar-frost level. It is now pretty wtU understood

that our climate has its periods or cycles of heat and
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cold, lunning generally in successions of two and three

years at a time, rarely extending to a fourth—hence

the general impression formed that the present winter

was to be one of no ordinary severity, the three pre-

vious winters being all remarkable for their mildness,

and no less remarkable for the varied characters of

summers which followed them. The first, 1S72, will

be long remembered for its heavy rainfall and low tem-

perature ; while 1S73, although greatly exceeding in

average of rainfall, was a warm, growthy, and pro-

ductive summer ; whereas its successor, 187/), was one

of great drought and extreme heat. Thus we see that

these three mild winters were followed by summers
differing very much in character and results. It is,

therefore, evident that no one can foretell wdiat sort of

a summer it is to be by the winter preceding. .Some

faint and obscure light as to the sort of weather that

may be expected to prevail through the spring months

—

that is, from the end of March to the longest day—may
be gathered from noticing the position of the wind a

week before and a week after the vernal equinox.

This is no new theory, as from a number of years'

observations I have found the prevailing winds to come
from the same direction during that period ; but as

regards the slate of the weather during that time it

can only be guessed at by its usual character when the

wind has been out of the same quarter at a corre-

sponding period—thus an east wind in March and

hibited at a flower show as an instance of the earliness

of the season ; early purple Plums ripe on east aspect

the last week in July ; Walnuts also ripened sufficient

to send in for dessert, April 12 ; Damson and other

standard Plums white in blossom, April 25 ; Lilacs

and Horse Chesnuts in flower, do.; Common Haw-
thorn on May 2 ; cuckoo heard on April 24, and
swallows seen on April 25. y. Webster^ Gordon CaUlc.

Diseased Palm Roots.—Sometime since I was
requested by the Kditors to examine and report on
some diseased Palm roots supposed to be affected

with (ungus. On examination, however, I was unable

to detect any fungus but an hypertrophy or over-

growth of the cellular tissue bursting through the rind

and producing the appearance shown in the figure

(fig. 82.) The tendency of the enlarged cells to form
a stellate growth, similar to that of the well known
star-shaped cells of the Rush, is also shown in the

drawing— the cells in the centre of the figure being

those of the Rush, The cause of this unusual for-

mation is at present unknown. \V. G. S.

The Eccentricity of Growth.— I enclose a

sketch of a section of an Oak tree that grew over an
orchard, shooting out of the hedge nearly horizontal.

The pith is very much out of the centre, as is usual

in horizontal growth ; but the curious part of the sec-

ciously administered ? I^ike Mr. Barron, with

his pretty fringed Petunias, which considerably

enhances their decorative value, I mean to originate a

race of large, bold, fringed common Primroses ; and
whether tlie Floral Committee recognises them or

not will be a matter of small moment to me, or to

those who love these beautiful spring flowers for their

own sweet sakes. I cannot be one of those who seek

to limit the improvements in natural productions

according to the ideas of an uninteresting and
shackled uniformity. Richard Dcan^ Ealing^ IV.

Abies Douglasii.—If this valuable free-growing

Conifer were only better known it would, I think, be
much more sought after for planting extensively both
for ornamental purposes and for the production of

timber than it at present appears to be. It is seldom
one meets with it in any quantity, and this is to be
regretted, taking into consideration the highly orna-

mental character of the plant, and the excellen

quality of its timber. Many of the h'ir tribe, such as

Spruce, and others comparatively worthless, are still

plante<l to the exclusion of one possessing every good
quality. This fine Fir ought by this time to be
plentiful in this country, having been discovered as

far back as 1796, but to Douglas must be accorded
the merit of having introduced it to England, and his

name could not have been associated with a more

FtG. 82,—DISEASED PALM ROOTS, NATURAL SIZE ; AND TRANSVERSE SECTION, SHOWING DISEASED TISSUE, ENLARGED ICO DIAM.

April is generally dry and cold from blowing over the

continent of Europe, A north wind here is a good
deal softened by the influence of the Gulf .Stream

washing our northern shores, and in consequence
of which we have frequently a moist atmosphere
from that quarter ; whereas in the South of

England a north wind through the spring and
summer months is commonly a dry and cold one,
unless counteracted by the sun shining through a
cloudless atmosphere. The varied effects of the

north wind at the opposite ends of our island are

accounted for by its blowing over a large tract of land,

and thus giving strength in its dry and arid course. I

am not one of those who believe that our summers are

fixedly growing colder and the winters warmer,
although the seasons are liable to great fluctuations,

often following each other in cycles, influenced by
causes not yet ascertained. Contrast, for instance,

the summer of 1S74 wiih those of 1S72, 1S66, and
1S60, and again the winter of 1S73-4 with that ol

1S60-1. With such a wide r.inge of temperature in

so short a time, it is easy to conceive that all the ex-
tremes hitherto reached in our island climate will recur
again. This place is situate on the south shore of the
Moray Frith, in latitude 57' 38', and the subjoined
jottings, taken out of my pocket-book, 1S74, will
serve to show what our climate is in the far north.
Roses flowering nearly all the winter ; Mignonette
lived through the winter unprotected and flowered
through the following summer ; Apricot blossom, on
south aspect, fully expanded on February 6—some
fruit on same wall perfectly ripe on July 22, and ex-

tion is that the heart has been formed without refer-

ence to the rings of growth, and has a kind of inde-

pendent rings of its own. The black pencil marks

give some of the rings of growth, the black ink spot

representing the pith. The red lines show the rings

of the heart, which seem inclined to follow the line of

the bark. // R. [Similar instances are often seen.

Eds,]

Fringed Petals versus Rounded Petals.—At
the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on the

17th inst. I exhibited a box of seedling Primroses

before the Floral Committee, and one of them, a

large sulphur-coloured variety, with an orange centre,

was remarkable for the dimensions of its blossoms. I

think perhaps it might have obtained an award but for

the unhappy Primrose—beautiful in spite of its defect

—having fimbriated edges to the petals ; at least, I

inferred as much from a remark I heard come from

a member of the Floral Committee. The rule laid

down by the speaker was, that a common Primrose

must have smooth edges to the flowers to entitle it to

a Certificate. By the side of my box were some
Chinese Primroses, and here, in order that the flowers

should possess properties that would commend them

to the attention of the Floral Committee, the petals

must have fimbriated edges. Are not these artificial

distinctions too slavish and intolerant in their character

for the present day ?—and must they continue

to bind the Parliament of Horticulture to the

observance of laws as unalterable as those of

the Medes and Persians, and often very capri-

worthy representative of the many choice things

among Conifercc introduced by th.it enterprising

traveller. The tree is of free and rapid growth, keep-

ing pace with the Larch in that respect where it has

slight shelter and the same favourable conditions as to

soil, &c. In growth it always assumes an upright

conical form, sending out its branches horizontally.

These are set very thickly with foliage of the most

healthy green colour, forming a dense mass if the tree

is growing where it obtains plenty of light and air.

The colour of the young shoots is of a light silvery

green, thus contrasting very favourably with those of

older growth, affording a glow of light and deep green

at once striking and beautiful. The wood of the

Douglas Fir is very firm, heavy and solid, containing

an abundance of resinous sap, indicating at once the

lasting qualities and value of the timber. Now that

we hear so much of disease in Larch plantations, it

may be worth while to give more attention to a plant

that has all the good qualities of the Larch, and may
ultimately in a great measure supersede it. Here it

does not appear at all particular as to soil, as one

planted in stiff clay about eighteen years back is now
50 feet high and in the most luxuriant health, while

others in soil varying from this to a loose gravelly

mixture are equally he.iUhy and robust, quite keeping

pace with the Larch with which they are planted. As

to the Larch disease, I am of opinion that it is often

brought about by the careless manner of planting in

ground containing dead roots of fallen timber, and by

burying the d,'l)iis and rubbish of old plantations when

trenching the land previous to planting. This prac
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lice is very faulty and injudicious, as vegelable matter

buried in this way is sure to lead to the formation of

fungus, and once this attaches itself to the bark or

roots of plants, be they small or large, their fate is

soon sealed, as it will kill the giant of the forest

as well as the puniest plant. Too much care

cannot be taken in grubbing up any roots that

may have been left in the soil after felling the timber.

The practice is too common among planters of leaving

these in, and this cannot be too strongly condemned,

as it is a sure source of disease and decay. As to the

leaves, dead sticks, and other vegetable matter, so

long as they remain on the surface they can do no

harm ; indeed in that position they are a positive

benefit, forming, as they do, the mulching plants

stand so much in need of. In summer they are great

conservators of moisture, as the ground is never dry if

protected by a slight layer of leaves, and the hungry

roots are attracted to the surface to feed on the rich

decomposing matter, and take up the moisture they

would search for in vain at a lower level. In winter,

what can more effectually protect the roots of plants

from frost than a layer of leaves? Nature is very wise

and bountiful, and by following her teaching we shall

not err ; but if we reverse the order of things, and

bury beneath the soil that which should remain on the

surface, a train of evils will be sure to follow. On
the surface this accumulation of vegetable matter is

subject to all the atmospheric changes, and the con-

ditions are not favourable while in that position for

the development of fungus spawn. Buried beneath

the soil it is soon robbed of the moisture that hastens

decay, by the absorption of the surrounding soil, and

being away from the influence of air and atmospheric

changes the conditions are directly favourable ; and,

once the fungus starts, it speads with the greatest

rapidity, seizing hold of every root and atom of vege-

table matter that comes in its way. As soon as it

fastens itself on the roots and bark of plants their

growth is impeded, their energies become paralysed,

till at last they sicken and die. For years we have

had a continuation of dry summers exactly suited

to develope fungus on all decaying vegetable matter

buried beneath the soil, as the conditions required are

a certain amount of dryness, accompanied by the neces-

sary warmth ; and the result has been wholesale

destruction among valuable trees from a cause little

suspected or credited. Elms, and such like trees, that

have always a quantity of loose decomposing bark on
their roots and round the collar, have been the most
affected ; and every tree I have seen taken down that

had died previously, or was on the point of doing so,

showed unmistakeable evidence of having been
brought to that state by fungus on the roots, as they

were white with it. No doubt the scorching seasons

hastened their end, but the real cause has, in my
opinion, been the debilitating effect of this insidious

and little suspected enemy working quietly beneath.

May not this have been the cause of the decrepitude

and decay going on with the trees in the London
parks, and to which you called attention some time

back ? Water is inimical to the spread of this pest,

and had it not been for the excessive dryness little

harm could have resulted, as it would not have had
time to spread itself over the roots before being

checked or killed. 7*. Sheppard^

The Hardiness of Fuchsia Riccartoni.—Last

summer I planted out against a low west wall, in a

very cold, exposed, and sunless position, a plant of

this Fuchsia, some forms of the Gum Cistus, and
Clematises. As the Fuchsia had no protection during

Ihe severe wintry weather in December, I concluded

it was hopelessly destroyed. Certainly all the forms

of the Gum Cistus, excepting the common one, were
hopelessly destroyed ; Clematis patens (azurea grandi-

flora) was cut down to the ground, but the Fuchsia
not only survived but is rapidly breaking into growth
almost from every part of the wood left from last year.

I am of opinion that this Fuchsia might be much more
generally planted for outdoor decoration, either to

grow in the bush form or against trellises and walls ;

in either case it would be a beautiful object during the

summer. R. D.

Dendrochilum glumaceum. — Has any one
noticed the singular change in perfume of this plant?

I enclose you spikes cut some days since, when they

had their usual perfume. Now you will notice that

they smell like curry-powder. \V, T. P.

Drosera capensis. — When the collection of

plants at Manley Hall was disposed of just two years

ago, among the East Indian Orchids were a number
of plants of a Drosera, which we knew under the

name of capensis. It is very possible there are many
now in various collections in different parts of the

country, and others may have noticed the peculiarity

and short duration of its flowers. I have been fortu-

nate in again getting one or two of them with some
Orchids, purchased from a local nurseryman, and last

summer one of them threw up a spike of flower. It

is certainly very interesting to watch this as it gradually

developes itself, growing about S inches high before

»ny flowers appear, and then one morning at about

7 A. II. a bright rosy pink flower would burst, which

would keep very pretty till 10 A.M , then gradually

fold itself up again and be seen no more. Generally

one flower would open on each successive morning,

remaining open just about three hours, but sometimes

two flowers would be out together, and at other times

it would be two days before one opened. I have had

as many as thirty flowers on a spike, vjhich would

represent about as many days as it would be flowering.

Without any artificial aid the flowers were fertilised,

and by the time all the flowers had opened a quantity

of small black seed wou'd be found enclosed in the

majority of the dried flowers. By sowing these as

soon as ripe, I have succeeded in raising a qaantily of

young plants. I have also increased it by cutting the

stem through as it grew, and each piece, with a root

to it, would alv/ays throw up one or more young

plants. W. Swan, FallmufidJ, March 22.

Lisianthus princeps.—There exist some plants

in the rich stores of Nature which have the privilege

of an exceptional and peculiar beauty, such as Lisi-

anthus princeps, and Lasiandra lepidota. This can

only be appreciated fully in their native country. The
traveller who beholds such an extraordinary sight for-

gets for a moment his troubles, his fatigue, and sacri-

fices ; everything around him breathes delight and

satisfaction—the rich spot that has attracted him from

afar appears sacred, and when he leaves it he goes

blessed with the precious remembrance, feeling himself

encouraged on his painful pilgrimage. I wish to speak

here particularly of Lisianthus princeps. I was so

fortunate as to meet this noble plant, not only in a full

flowering state, but also with abundance of seeds,

the latter being the more pleasant and important to

me, as I knew the difficulties which had hitherto

been experienced in growing this plant, so long

known (about twenty-five years) and aspired after r

various efforts to establish it from roots, from stems,

and even from seeds, having proved without result.

The plant grows in the Cordillera of the State of

Santander, Republic of New Grenada, at an elevation

of 10,000—12,000 feet, where it displays in a low
and sometimes frosty temperature a magical aspect,

an ornament contrasting strongly with the desert like

regions around. The plant differs in several ways
from the general character of Lisianthus. It is rather

a climber than a shrub, and its flowers are so parti-

cularly elongated as not to permit an easy comparison

with its congeners. The fruit, too, shows a special

variation, being a dry one, while all others known to

me are invested nearly throughout with a glutinous

substance, which has a smell very much like that of

Apples. The plant, it seems, does not prefer any par-

ticular soil ; any, being a good fertile one, will suit it.

The atmosphere is laden often by thick fogs, and rough

winds prevail ; the position was never a sheltered one

—

I always found it in open places. The flowers arc irre-

gularly funnel-shaped ; and the great multitude of

them (several hundred at a time), profusely spreading,

produce an indescribable effect. The time of flower-

ing is December and January, a time that will best suit

growers of cold-house plants. In regard to colour, I

have to acknowledge here the existence of two
different forms, the one being a variety of the other,

and each produces the same high efiect. The one
originally known is bright orange-tinted red, changing

towards the ends into yellow and dark red ; the other

variety was found in a distinct locality, and about

So miles distant from the former ; it is vermilion-

coloured, with the base clear white. The five-lobed

limb of each is green, on the first one clear, and on
the second one dark green. G. Wallis.

SPRING FLOWERS.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons' show of spring

flowers, now on view at their Chelsea nursery, is, wc
think, the most attractive they have had. The dis-

play will be found in a large span-roofed, house, the

outside staging of which is devoted exclusively to

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and Narcissi, one side

holding Hyacinths only, while at the entrance is a

charming group of Clematis. Amongst the new
Hyacinths we noted the following as being the best :

—Duchess of Edinburgh, single, flesh-pink ; Disraeli,

single, lavender-blue, line bells ; Masterpiece, single,

nearly black, a close compact spike—the best of all

the dark vaiieties ; Princess of Wales, semi-double
pink, and a tall spike; Queen of Naples, single,

and of a bright shade of rose, a close compact
spike ; and Gladstone, single, lavender-blue. Of
the older sorts there will be found excellent

specimens of (single reds) Charles Dickens, La
Joyeuse, Garibaldi, Linnreus, Macaulay, Fabiola, Von
Schiller, Princess Alexandra, Prince Albert Victor,

and Vuurbaak. Single whites : Snowball, Grandeur
a Merveille, Mont Blanc, and La Grandesse. Single

blues : Blondin, Leonidas, Lothair, King of the Blues,

Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, and Baron von Tuyll. Single yellows :

Ida, Bird of Paradise, and Grand Due de Luxem-
bourg. Single lilac or mauve : Czar Peter, Adelina
Patti, De Candolle, and Haydn. Double reds ; Lord

Wellington, Noble par mdrite, and Koh-i-noor.

Double white : La Tour d'Auvergne. Double blue :

Laurens Koster. The best Tulips as exemplified by
Messrs. Veilch's collection are Proserpine, Wouver-
man, Vermilion BriUant, Fabiola, Kelzerkroon,

Rose Lusanthe, Belle de Lyons, rectified ; Chrysolora,

one of the finest pure yellows ; Molliere, Rose
aplatie, Roi Pepin, Pottebakker White, finest of pure

whites; Joost van Vondel, dark crimson, with a few

white pencillings; Bride of Haarlem, cerise-red, with

white stripes, forces well ; Rose a Merveille, rectified ;

Cottage Maid, pink, with white featheiings, excellent

for pot culture, but not so good out-of-doors; Cerise

Grisdelin, crimson, edf^ed with sulphur ; and Salvator

Rosi, double rose. Of new Polyanthus Narcissus

the most prominent varieties are La Magnifique,

creamy yellow, with orange cup ; and Bonteus, wliite,

with citron-yellow cup. Of the older forms, Queen
of the Netherlands, Lord Canning, Bazelman major,

Gloriosa, GoUen Era, Newton, and Sulphurine will

be found in admirable order.

Amongst the Crocuses not yet in general cultivation

are L. Innocence, pure white ; Dandy, blue, v/iih

light edge, dwarf and good; Grand Alexander, blue,

very fine ; General Havelock, fine deep blue ; Mr.
Peabody, very dark blue ; Mrs. Beecher Stowe, pure

white ; Miss Nightingale, white, faintly striped with

mauve ; and Princess of Wales, closely resembling

Sir Walter Scott, white striped with lilac. We have

by no means exhausted the list of varieties v/orthy of

cultivation as shown by Messrs. Veitch, but can say

no more now than that visitors to the nursery during

next week will find, in addition to the bulbs, a

fund of interest amongst the Orchids, Cyclamens,
Camellias, &c.

On Monday next Messrs. James Cutbush
& Son, Highgate, will open their annual exhibi-

bition of Plyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and Narcissi,

&c., at the home establishment on the top of High-
gate Hill. They have an excellent stock of all sorts

of spring flowers well forward into bloom, and we
may be sure the exhibition will not be allowed to

blush unseen during the Easter holidays. The exhi-

bition will be open for eleven days.

On Saturday (this day) Mr. William Paul, ot

Waltham CrosSj will open his annual exhibition of

spring flowers in the western arcade adjoining the

conservatory in the Royal Horticultural Society's

garden at South Kensington. The show will remain
open until April 3, and will be well worth visiting,

if we may judge from Mr. Paul's previous achieve-

ments in this direction.

Natural History.
Our Common Toad.—The gardener has few

better friends than the poor de-^pised toad. A friend

fond of Rose culture had a favourite Tea Rose, but

he was constantly plagued with the greenfly, so much
so that two years since the handsome bush was almost

destroyed ; last year they again began to appear in a

{qw of the lower branches, but in a few days, to his

great joy, as suddenly disappeared, and the Rose
afterwards was very healthy. This was soon ex-

plained by his finding, close to the stem, a large toad

embedded in the soil, his head only above ground.

Many naturalists have been puzzled to account for

the strange assertion of these reptiles being found in

solid blocks of stone alive, and when discovered,

apparently in a vigorous state, but dying soon after

they were liberated from their "living sepulchre."

Jesse records one as having been found in a mantel-

piece. " A wet spot had always been observed in a

freestone mantelpiece, which afterwards cracked at

that place, and, upon its being taken down, a toad

was found in it dead." Recently the workmen in a

saw -mill near Liverpool are stated to have found one

in an old Elm trunk, and I have a record in my note-

book of one being discovered in the stem of an Apple
tree, but this was just beneath the bark. Several

instances can be cited where brickmakers have dug
them out of clay-beds several feet below the surface

soil, though these are not so well authenticated as

those of toads found in red sandstone blocks.

It is not an unusual occurrence for them to climb
up the boughs of aged fruit trees, in damp or rainy
weather—probably they do so in search ofinsect food

;

they may thus be often templed to secrete themselves
in some decayed crevice, and, in the course of time,

be completely imbedded— first in the bark, afterwards,

as years roll on, in the wood. In dry seasons they are
almost torpid. But how do they live when entombed
in either solid stones or wood. Dr. Townson, by
many careful experiments, clearly demonstrated the
fact that the amphilna do net receive liquid nourish-
ment by the mouth only, but have the power to ab-
sorb water through the skin. He found that a frog

placed on a sheet of blotting-paper absorbed nearly

its own weight pf water in an hour and a half, This
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might account for their livinff, probably, in some in-

.stances, for centuries, until they were again brought

to light, and, in the case of the one found in the

mantelpiece it must have been killed by the gradual

drying of the stone, when placed so near the fire, as

was proved by its cracking ^o soon.

Tiiis theory seems to have been confirmed by the

experiments of a gentleman who placed a toad in a

tluwcr-pot, securing it so that no insect could enter,

and buriird it sufficiently deep in the soil to protect it

from ft ost ; after the lapse of twenty years he took it up,

and fuund the toad much larger and healthy. On
the other hand, Dr. Buckland conducted a series of

experiments by enclosing toads in plaster of Paris,

trees, iS:c., but found they all died within two years ;

he came to the conclusion that it was simply impos-

sible for them to live without food for a longer period

than two years. In the experiments by this celebrated

naturalist it is just possible that they might have, by

the glass, &c., by which they were enclosed, been

deprived of all moisture, for it is proved, beyond
doubr, that they cannot live without moisture.

We have still lingering amongst us the foolish

notion that this despised reptile is poisonous ; some
believe they can bile, although I have never yet met

with any one who asserted this positively who had

seen their teeth ; agricultural labourers believe they

have the power to spit poison. They are certainly

nut a pleasant looking reptile [Look at their beautiful

eyes] ; this may cause them to be shunned, more than

the more highly-favoured frog. They can secrete an

acid liquid from the large tubercles "scattered over

the skin ; from this dogs do not care to bite them,

but, beyond this, they are as harmless and inoffensive

as frogs.

\\\ old medical works we have an antidote for the

poison of the toad, which is remarkable for the

number of its ingredients—I wonder whether any of

our modern pharmacists would undertake to prepare

it? This wonderful remedy is to be compounded as

follows:—"Take of Plantain and Black Hellebore

root^ with powdered crabs' eyes, mingled with the

bh>od of the sea tortoise, dissolved in red wine, the

S'alks of three dogs' tongues, the right horn of an hart,

cummin seeds I oz., the vermet of an hare, and I oz.

of oil of scorpions." A dairymaid was so terrified by
a toad crawling over her foot, as reported lately in a

provincial paper, that she had fits severely, afterwards

causing her death, but to the last she persisted in

declaring that she was poisoned.

This poor creature, filled with poison as it is often

supposed (o be, has, however, its redeeming qualities,

for it has the power, when dried and applied either to

the nose or any wound, to "assuage bleeding." A
diamond is also said to exist in its head, but which can

only be extracted by the "seventh son of a man who
was also the seventh son."

It is noticed above as the gardeners' friend, for it

destroys, if allowed to ramble at will over the borders,

an immense quantity of snails, slugs, grubs, and
insects. The base of its tongue is attached at the

entrance o( the mouth, and the lip or point is, when
not in use to catch its prey, pointing down the throat.

For a moment watch it : as a worm crawls a few inches

before its head, not suspecting any danger, the eyes

glisten as they rest upon the morsel—perhaps it is

hungry ; however, in much less than a second the

tongue darts from its mouth, and the worm has dis-

appeared, being safely deposited in the toad's

stomach ; but it still sits in the same position, never
having moved during its meal, as unconcerned as if

nothing had occurred.

I have often been told of colonies of the Natter-

jack being found in various parts of the country, as if

they were exceedingly common, but any one at all

acquainted with this species will never again confound
it with the common toad—it is a much handsomer
reptile, with bright green and yellow bands. The
reason why the common toad is thus confused is be-

cause the person reporting the discovery in good faith

has seen a specimen in a new suit of clothes, or new
skin. It has the power of changing its skin at certain

intervals, but the old cast-off garment is never found.

I frequently come across the skins of the slow-worm
and serpents, yet I was never so fortunate as to find

the cast-off clothes of the toad, for the simple reason

that our friend is ashamed to let others see his worn-

out garb, and quietly puts it out of sight— not in the

garret or chest, but where it is never seen again, so

that he can never be criticised for his miserly liabit of

wearing his suit so long, even until it is actually torn

and threadbare, like many more of his much more
intelligent fellow creatures. Do not, however, think

any the worse (it has a fearfully bad character already)

of this much maligned reptile, because it rolls up its

cast-off coat and forcibly pubhes it down its throat,

like a big pill. I am not aware if it is proud of its

new suit ; most likely it is, for it seems to be more
lively just at this time, and it is anythingj but an easy

matter to get rid of the old one. It first splits down
the centre of the back, then down the belly ; by means
of its mouth, together with much twisting and turning

of its legs and body, it gradually pulls off the incum-
brance. R.

%\% filla i:irkn.

The lengthening days, slightly warmer weather,

and occasional glimpses of sunshine, even though cold

drying winds are their habitual accompaniment, are

turning the attention of villa gardeners to the plants

they have wintered, and on which they depend to

some extent for spring and summer decoration. Nearly

every one who has the slightest convenience for winter-

ing plants endeavours to keep a few through the

winter, and a great deal of trouble is expended in the

attempt, often with but sorry results. Sorry results

have rewarded many an attempt put forth during the

past winter, and not only did the owners of a cold

frame or a few hand-lights find out what destruction

could be wrought during a spell of severe frost and

snow, weather like that which attended on the closing

days of the past year, but those having houses afford-

ing better, though not a perfect or even reliable means

of artificially warming the same, saw many plants

destroyed that would survive an ordinary winter.

We have before stated that there is a certain

amount of risk in wintering plants in unheated

or imperfectly heated structures, and, naturally

enough, attention is being turned to those plants

which can be preserved without fear of harm,

and which flower in spring and early summer.

He that loves flowers for their own sakes will grow

something, and if he cannot succeed with tender

plants during the winter months because of liability

to injury during severe weather will devote his atten-

tion to plants of a more certain character, because

hardy. We know several villa gardeners who have
done this, and they bear witness to the great pleasure

they derive from the new pursuit. Not long since

we paid a visit to one of these gardeners, a man daily

engaged in business, but passionately fond of his

garden, in which scarcely a tender plant found a

place even during the summer month?, because of the

difhculty of wintering tiiem. As a lover of hardy
plants he had so selected the subjects he cultivated as

to possess something of interest all the year round.

That he should have this perennial pleasure he had
constructed a small span-ioofed house, the floor of

which rested on a good bed of rubble, and its surface

was some i8 inches to 2 feet below the

ground, and he had constructed on each side and
at the farther end of the house a pit, by building up a

4-inch brick wall, 2\ feet from the wall of the house

all round. This was filled up to within i foot or 15

inches of the top with rubble, and the remainder

with Cocoa-nut fibre ; the last-named being used to

plunge the pots of the plants in. Not a day passed

during the autumn and winter months without some-
thing presenting itself to gratify the eye. In early

spring many pleasant flowers that in the open air

would be tardy to bloom, or else the fragile blossoms
would be seriously damaged by cold winds, have been
or are in their full beauty, unharmed and protected.

Autumn Crocuses, especially the pretty C. specio-

sus, Violets, Snowdrops, Early Primroses, Iris reticu-

lata, Saxifraga op positi folia, Myosotis dissitiflora, and
some Hyacinths, Narcissi, Crocuses, &c., alternating

with a few plants noticeable for their variegated or

attractive foliage, have been especially noticeable

during the winter. The plunging material seems to

assist Nature in inducing precocity. There is the

necessity for keeping the plants clean, shifting them,

dividing them, potting ofif of sets, &c., all of which
gives occupation and enhances the interest felt in his

pets by the cultivator.

Some such method as this can be applied, in part, at

least, in every cold house or glass structure where
fire-heat cannot be constantly supplied in severe

weather sufficiently to keep out frost. During the

past winter, and in such a house, Zonal Pelargoniums

that in the winter of 1873-74 were uninjured, the frost

being kept at bay by means of a good-sized paraffin

lampf were, during the Christmas season, every one

destroyed, established plants and cuttings dlllte j and
with them went Drac.xna australis, Agapanthus
umbcllatus, Cinerarias, Acacialophantha, Kuchsias, and
other things that invariably survive an ordinary winter irt

a cold house. IIa<l it not been for certain hardy plant?,

our shelves would have been very bare at this season

of the year ; ami several of thtiii are now getting very

interesting. Foremost among them is the pretty

snow- while Primula nivea, generally known as

nivalis, now in charming bloom, with large trusses of

pure wliite flowers. This plant is not more than 4 or

5 inches in height, and several examples of it are

quite hidden by the snowy flowers. Of all the hardy
Primroses this is one of the prettiest, and the earliest

to flower. It grows well in a gritty loam, with which
is mingled some leaf-mould ; and this giitty loam is

obtained by mingling with it a little fine siflings of

mortar rubbish. This gives a free porous soil, one
that this Primrose likes ; and it grows quite freely in

it. Another beautiful species, just coming into

flower, is P. intermedia. This has larger flowers

than P. nivea, and of a purplish rose hue, and
when the trusses of flower are developed is very

handsome. Two more bewitching flowers to culti-

vate in pots at this season of the year can Fcarcely

be imagined ; and though the soil in the pots

was frozen hard several times during the winter,

no harm was done to the plants. P. dentlculata is

also in bloom, and though the flowers are not nearly

so showy as those of the other two just named, it is

worth growing because of the white mealiness spread

over the handsome leaves. All three of these are man-
aged with the greatest ease ; and soon after they have
done flowering, and even during the time of bloom-
ing, they throw up side shoots from the stem of the

plant. A little fine soil should be placed on the sur-

face as a top-dressing, and this will induce the shoots

to root into it. They should then be taken off and
potted into very small pots, using a light sandy soil,

and put in a shady part of the house, or plunged in

coil ashes in a shady cool place in the open air.

They will soon make growth, and in this way
a stock can be obtained in a short time. P.

cortusoides amcena and its varieties are making
a robust growth, and the leaves are quite hand-

.

some. Unlike P. nivea and P. intermedia, ama'na
and its varieties die down during the winter

;

they are what is termed deciduous, but are perfectly

hardy. The flower-stems of this are being pushed up
rapidly, and their blossoms, large and of great beauty,

will succeed those now in bloom. This type should

also be divided as soon as the foliage begins to decay,

so that the roots may become thoroughly established

in pots by the blooming season the following year.

Too much cannot be written in praise of the hai\iy

Primroses for spring flowering.

Of. the other members of the Primrose family now
flowering in pots we have the splendid double crim-

son, the purple lilac, and white double varieties also

which do well in pots, but which ought to be planted

out as they have done blooming. There are a few single

varieties also among them, the rich maroon-crimson
auriculxflnra, which seems too beautiful to be a
common Primrose, and likely to suffer for want of
appreciation in consequence ; and there are also some
of the gold-laced Polyanthuses, and a it\w of the

showy fancy or mottled Polyanthus, that are most
valuable for spring decoration. Some of these are

fantastically marked, all are very attractive, and they

can be cultivated with the greatest ease, and with

scant accommodation. Add to these Snowdrops,
Triteleia uniflora, just coming into bloom, and the

charming blue Myosotis dissitiflora, now getting into

fine condition in pots under glass, and there is ample
materials out of which to make a button-hole or a

pretty posy of spring flowers worthy the acceptance

of the fairest lady in the land.

Law Notes.
DoM Luis I., King of Portugal, v. Car-

RUTHERS AND ANOTHER ( Vice-Chancellor's Court,
Lincoln's Inn, before Vice-Chancellor Sir C. Hall) :

March 22.—The object of the plaintiff in this suit

was to obtain a declaration that he, in right of his

Crown, and as part of the public property of the

kingdom of Portugal, was entitled to some collections

of botanical specimens and other natural objects, made
by the late Dr. Friedrich Welwitsch, in the course of
his employment in Africa by the Portuguese Govern-
ment, including, as part thereof, the notes and descrip-

tions from time to time made by Dr. Welwitsch ex-

planatory thereof, or in reference thereto ; that the

defendants might be ordered specifically to deliver the

collections, ts:c., whole, undefaced, and uninjured, to

the plaintiff, or to whom he should appoint; that, if

necessary, an inquiry might be directed to ascertain

of what the collections consisted ; that in the mean-
time some proper person might be appointed to

receive and take due care of the collections ; or other-

wise, that the same might be duly deposited as the

Court should direct ; that the defendants might be
restrained from selling or disposing of, and from
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parting with the possession (save to sucVi receiver or

otherwise, as aforesaid) of the collections, &c.,

or any part or parts thereof respectively ; and

for such further or other relief as the nature

of the case might require. The bill in the suit

stated that Dr. Welwitsch, a native of Carinthia,

in Austria, held under her late Majesty Dona

Maria IT., Queen of Portugal, an office in the Royal

Botanical Gardens at Lisbon, and was Curator of the

Museum of the Polytechnic School in that city. In

1S52 he was appointed by the Queen to explore as a

naturalist the African provinces belonging to the

kingdom of Portugal. He was to receive a certain

salary, and was to furnish to the Governor-General of

the province of Angola notes, observations, and ex-

periments made in foreign countries by competent

persons relating to the agricultural industry of that

province. He was also to inform the Governor-

General upon the collection, preparation, packing-up,

and transport of the samples of the natural products

of the province, which he might have to send to the

Portuguese Colonial Council; to which he was also

to send samples of any natural products which might

be remarkable in any way, as well as specimens of

herbs fit for collections. The plaintiff alleged that

it was part of the Doctor's duty, in the execution

of his appointment, and part, also, of the terms

on which he held it, that he should collect in

the African provinces botanical specimens and other

natural objects, and make the necessary notes and

descriptions explanatory of them, on behalf and for

the use of Her Majesty Dona Maria and her successors,

so that all such collections, including the notes and

descriptions, should become and be her and their

property, in right of the Crown of Portugal, and as

part of the public property of that kingdom. Dr.

Welwitsch accordingly left Lisbon in August, 1853,

reached Loanda, the capital of Angola, in October of

that year, and continued his explorations till i860,

collecting many botanical and other specimens, and

illustrating them with notes. In January, 1861, he

returned to Lisbon. In 1863 he obtained permission

from the Portugese Government to come over to this

country with his collections, in order to get further

scientific assistance for their arrangement, from our

inuseums and institutions, and particularly from the

officials at Kew Gardens. He continued to reside here,

classifying and arranging his collections, and reporting

thereon to the Portugese Government. In February,

1866, that Government, deeming that ample time had

been afforded to Dr. Welwitsch for completing his

operations, suspended the salary of which, until then,

he had been in the receipt. He remained, how-

ever, in this country till 1872, in which year

he died, having by his will assumed to treat

the whole of his collections as his own. He dis-

posed of various parts of them to diClerent persons

and bodies, and directed that "the Study Set,"

called in his work "the Study Copy," of African

plants, the most valuable part of the collection, should

be offered to the Botanical Department of the British

Museum, of which the defendant, Mr. Carruthers,

was the keeper, at the rate of £,^ los. per century

(100 species), and bequeathed some portion of the

collections to the Portuguese Government, and the

Royal Academy of Sciences at Lisbon. He con-

cluded his will by stating that he made the disposi-

tions thereinbefore appearing of his collections, in

the hope that all the bequests made to museums might

be considered as made to them by the Portuguese

Government, through whose assistance and liberality

some of the collections had been made ; and he ap-

pointed Mr. Carruthers and the other defendant, Mr.

Frederick Justees, and others, his executors. In that

state of things a considerable amount of correspond-

ence passed between the solicitors to the parties inte-

rested, and several interviews having been held in

reference to the matters in dispute, the bill was filed

in this suit, stating the facts, and praying for a decree

as above-mentioned. The defendants put in an answer,

and the cause now came on for hearing.

Mr. Lindley, Q.C., Mr. Chitty, Q.C., and Mr. W.
Phillimore, for the plaintiff, having explained the

nature of the suit,

The Vice-Chancellor asked whether there were no

means of settling it equitably and reasonably without

a decree of this Court. He had read the pleadings,

and thought that with the aid of a scientific person

some arrangement could be arrived at which would

satisfy both parties.

Mr. Lindley, Q.C., said the plaintiff's claim to the

whole of these collections was disputed by the defend-

ants. The plaintiff attached the greatest importance

to "the Study Set." It was a collection of standard

specimens, with the names and other particulars

affixed, in the handwriting of the Doctor, and no

second or other set of duplicate specimens ever had

the same authority among botanists as these, which

were called "the Types." The "Study Set" of

African plants was not quite complete ; but so far as

it went it was made by the Doctor in the execution of

his duty to the Portuguese Government, who, if the

defendants' claim to that set was allowed to prevail,

would be deprived of the most valuable result of an

expedition sent out at the expense of the Portuguese

nation.

The Vice-Chancellor was aware of the importance

attached to the possession of that set, but thought

it hardly required a decree of this Court with respect

to it.

Mr. Dickinson, Q.C., Mr. D. Jones, and Mr.

Gregory Walker, for the defendants, said "the Study

Set " was of the greatest consequence to both parties.

But there were other matters of a pecuniary nature in

dispute between them.

The Vice-Chancellor said the negotiations for an

arrangement might include all those matter.^. The
defendants were only desirous of doing their duty as

executors of the Doctor, who appeared to have

directed them to offer some of the collections to the

British Museum.
Mr. Dickinson, Q.C., said the defendants had a

double duty to discharge—one as executors of the

Doctor, the other with reference to the British

Museum.
Mr. Lindley, Q.C., said the British Museum had

no more to do with the matter than Kew Gardens had.

Mr. Dickinson, Q.C., admitted that ; but said that

both institutions had something to do with it. There

was a balance said to be due for salary to the Doctor's

estate. He thought if the matters were considered,

perhaps, with the assistance of the Court, the delivery

of " the Study Set " to the plaintiff might be waved,

and some arrangement come to.

Mr. Lindley, Q. C. , said that any suggestion of the

Court would be, of course, attended to ; but there

could be no arrangement without the delivery of " the

Study Set."

The Vice-Chancellor said that, having regard to

the parties to the suit and the nature of the questions

raised in it, it was certainly one which, he thought,

should be arranged. After some further discussion,

he directed the cause to stand over generally for the

consideration of the parties. Either of them might

apply to have the cause put on the paper, and neither

of them was to be in any way compromised by what
had now occurred.

—
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climbing plants that do not require shade, grown
thinly over a portion of the stove, the sun's rays will

be .sufficiently broken for some plants that cannot bear

full exposure to them, without the application of much
outside sliading. Syringe overhead freely every

afternoon sufficiently early for the plants to get dry

before nij^htfall. This is not only necessary to pro-

mote growth, but to keep insects in check. This

operation should be performed with judgment, so as

not to wet the soil of delicate or sparse-rooted planst

too much. All the Allamamliis are especially subject

to a very small species of thrips, which gets into

the points' of the shoots, and effectually prevents

growili. Where these insects exist, unless the points

are thoroughly well wet once a day their cultivation

can never be satisfactory. These gross-growing

plants, so different from the delicate-rooted Dipla-

iiaiias, are not likely to be injured at the roots by this

copious syringing. Gloxinias may now be moved
into larger pots. To keep them stout, and short in leaf

and flower, place them near the glass. Cuttings

should at once be put in, or seed sown, of So/afinm

Capsicoslrlitn and S. Pseudo-Capsicum, Let Gesnetas^

Billber^ias, TiUandsiaSj &c. , have a good light

position, otherwise they will not bloom so

satisfactorily. No collection of stove plants

should be without the lovely blue free-flower-

ing Tillandsia Lindeni. It occupies little room,

and is a nice habited plant, independent of its very

conspicuous flowers.

Camellias:.— Plants that bloomed early will now be

commencing to grow. These should be placed

where they can receive shade and a temperature of 55^

in the night, with a rise of lo" or 15° by da)'. Let

them have plenty of moisture both at the roots and in

the atmosphere. Those that are in comparatively small

pots will be benefited by the use of clear manure-
water,

Soft-wooded GivEenhouse Plants. — Cakeo-

iariaSy both herbaceous and shrubby varieties, should

be potted as they need it. These plants like a humid
atmosphere. The most useful size for general deco-

ration are such as are in, say, 6 or 7 inch pots ; but

if desirable some may be grown larger by moving on

into S or lo inch puts. The most suitable for this

growing on are plants that are vigorous, and not yet

showing llower ; when they have got well hold of

the new soil assist them with liquid manure.
Cinerarias are always useful, and never more so

than early in the winter, particularly the different

shades of blue so essential for cutting. These plants

cannot bear forcing, half their value being destroyed

if they are submitted to heat. To have them in

bloom at the above season the seed must be sown
early : there is no better time for doing it than the

present. T, Baiues.

FRUIT HOUSES,
VINES.—-Energy, method, and determination are

requisite to keep pace with the work in this depart-

ment, for now that all the vineries are started one will

require thinning, another disbudding, another pinching

and tying down, noneof which operations can be put off

without in some measure injuring the Vines. As soon

as the fruit is set determine the number of bunches to

be left on a Vine, and then cut off those that have not

set well or are small and badly placed. The desire

inherent in most of us to have a grand show of fruit

generally leads to the error of overcropping, but this

should ever be avoided. Greediness is at all times to

be deprecated, and especially so when evils follow in

its train, as they certainly do if Vines are overcropped.

Our solace should be that what we lose in the number
of bunches we gain in size of berry, higher finish, and
quality. Pinch out the point of the shoots one
joint beyond the fruit, or, if space will admit of

more foliage being exposed to light, pinch
out at the second or third joint, as the more
foliage the more roots. Care should be exercised in

tying out the shoots, as when growing vigorously

they are apt to snap. It is best to go over them two
or three times in the course of a week, and get them
down gradually. Keep up a supply of moisture in all

houses, but those where the fruit is ripening ; this is

particularly necessary this season because of the hard
firing consequent on ihe cold suidcbs weather we have
had so long. Where Grapes are colouring a com-
paratively dry atmosphere should be maintained, and
air given regularly, even though firing be necessary to

keep up the temperature. A free circulation of v.'arm

dry air is indispensable to perfect colour and finish.

Young Vines that were planted last season, and in

thewrnter cut back to the bottom of the rafter, shoidd
have the points pinched out of all laterals they make
to a length of 6 feet ; this will help to plump their

fruit buds for next season, but all growth made above
this point should be allowed to grow at random to

aid in the manufacture of roots. W, Wildsmith^

Ikckfield.

Melons.—We may shortly hope for a more
favourable condition of the weather, which (March 24)
is still winterly ; meanwhile, let everything gu on
quietly, and now that the days are lengthening a slight

increase in the temperature, both day and night, may

safely be permitted. Our first batch are this year

later than usual, nevertheless they are advancing
nicely up the trellis, and with half the batch we shall

endeavour to secure a good set on the first laterals.

To facilitate this end Ihe plants should not be stopped
until they have advanced up the trellis quite two-
thirds of the distance they are intended to travel ; after

which, in many kinds, a few fruits maybe expected to

show at the second (ir third joint on these first laterals,

and by securing which a lew extra early fruits will

result. The remainder of the batch mny be stopped
once or twice to keep them a liLlle later. Uonot earth-

up the roots till the fruits begin to swell off; a very

small quantity of soil will suffice to grow the earliest

batch, and especially if in boxes or pots. Maintain
a moderately moist atmosphere in bright weather,

with an occasional gentle syringing over-head. In
pits and frames, if the fermenting materials have
generated a good heat (and if not turn them and add
trc^h material), the plants may be jilanted out Ajrth-

wilh, pressing down the soil fairly tight in the opera-

lion, After turning out, the plants should receive a

fair watering ; afterwards use water very moderately
for a few weeks. Be careful to allow the escape of

rank heat and steam, and especially when the sun

shines, and employ a good night covering of hay,

straw, or Fern litter, or other good non-conducting
material. Thomas Simpson, Broomfield.

OucHARD-IIousE.—In most localities ^/^nVi?/ trees

in thcsn structures will now be in full bloom, and
air should be admitted in abundance whenever the

state of the weather will permit this to be done.

Should dull, damp weather happen to set in during

the time that any of the fruit trees cultivated in the

orchard-house are in flower, more particularly the

Apricoiy the Peachy and the Cherry, it is always advis-

able to facilitate the setting of the fruit by the use of

a camel-hair pencil, which should be repeatedly filled

with pollen from the anthers, and which should be
deposited upon the stigmas. As yet, however", this

operation has not been necessary, on account of the

prevalence of east wind, and the somewhat arid state

of the atmosphere, which has also made it advisable

to close the ventilators somewhat early in the after-

noon, so as to retain as much as possible of the solar

heat; otherwise an injurious depression of temperature

might occur during the night. Syringing the trees

must, of course, be discontinued until the fruit is

fairly set, when it must be resumed ; and in order to

keep down insects it may be necessary to have re-

course to the syringe, or rather to the more powerful
garden engine, mornings and evenings, but thrs should
not be done on evenings when there are any indica-

tions of frost, or of a very low temperatur-e. Let the

trees, whether in pots or planted out in the borders,

have abundance of water at the roots whenever this is

required. To allow the soil in which the trees are

growing to become too dry, at any stage of their de-

velopment, is very injurious, but never more so than
while they are in bloom, the result of this being, very

frequently, the dropping off of the flowers without
setting and the consequent loss of the crop. For
some weeks to come all spare space in the orchard-

house, as well as in other glass structures, will be
found useful in affording shelter to bedding plants,

&c., which are in no degree injurious to the legiti-

mate occupants of this structure ; but which may, on
the contrary, be so arranged or grouped by the sides

of the paths and elsewhere as to give increased inte-

rest and attractiveness to the same, while to all such

plants the protection afforded by an orchard-house

will generally, after this time, be found to be suffi-

cient. P. brieve, Culford, Bitry St. Edmund's,

Answers to Correspondents.

Books : G. T. Get Ewarfs Larid Improvers' Pocket
Book, 4^., and Horton's Complete Measurer, $s. Both
are published by Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers' Halt
Court, K.C.— G. C. M. You will probably find what
you want in Kemp's Hoii.' to Lay Out a Garden
(Bradbury, Agnew & Co.) ; Thomson's Handy Book

of the Flower Garden (Blackwood & Co.); or a
cheaper book of garden plans published at 171, Fleet

Street, E.C.

Heating Pit : A. B. C. If we understand your ques-
tion, we do not think any danger can arise ; but, to

avoid any risk, why not work both top and bottom
systems, keeping the Vrne well in check ? If you have
the superabundance of piping your note seems to

indicate, you need keep up much less powerful fires.

Hi'AClNTHS : An Invalid. We will bear your request

in mind, and give the list in a week or two.

Names of Pl.-vnts : W. S., Worthing. Cotyledon
umbilicus.

SOPHRONiTis : C. W. S. The two plants—coccinea
and grandiflora—have been a good deal mixed up.

Dr. Lindley, in Paxton's Flower Garden, does not
distinguish them, but gives his Cattleya coccinea as a
synonym of S. grandiflora. The S. grandiflora of Ihe

Botanical Magazine is, however, different. They are

distinguished thus : the S. coccinea ot Reichenbach
(S. grandiflora of Lindley) has the lip ovate luidi-

vidcd cucuUate at the base, "something like the

standard of a leguminous flower inverted." The
S, niilitarisof Reicheirbach (S. ^'ca.n^x^ox^oiBotanical

Afaoazine) has the lip three-lobed, with the lateral

lobes incurved, and the middle one flat and acuminate.
Insects : //. S. The ring of eggs around the Apple

twig sent are those of the Lackey Moth, Bombyx
neustria (fig. 84). The eggs will produce about the
beginning of May, or earlier, small, black, hairy cater-
pillars, which immediately cover the ring of eggs with
an exceedingly fine web, and this they keep extending

until they change their skin the third time. Into this

web they retire at night, and remain secure in wet
weather, continuing to feed until they become full

grown, about midsummer, i is the ring of eggs
;

2, the full-grown caterpillar ; and 3, the perfect moth.

•** Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-
tion to the " Editors." and not to any member of the
staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being posted as early in the
week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,
or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscri];ers.—We are requested by the
I'ublisherto desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post
Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the
PubUsher at the same time.

Erratum.—At p. 365 ("The Islands of Finistcre"),
close of first paragraph, for "island horses" read
" Iceland horses."

Catalogues Received. — William Paul (Waltham
Cross, N.), Catalogue of New Roses, Geraniums,
Phloxes, Dahhas, Hollyhocks, &c.—V. Lemoine (Rue
de I'Etang, 67, i\ Nancy), Catalogire of New Plants,

&c., for 1875.—James Backhouse & Son (York), Cata-
logue of Alpine Plants and Hardy Perennials.—J.
Linden (52, Rue du Chaume, Gand, Belgium), Cata-
logue of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Co: .TCATroNS RECErvED. — R Miller. —J. R. }.~~J. O.
Uiext week),—Fudge.—T. W. T.—A. B.—S. G.—J. R.—
W. S.—W. J.

— M. A. (we cannot undertake to i

one more than another).

Variorum.
"Where are the Police?"—Messrs. James

Carter & Co., seed merchants, High Holborn, write

j

to complain of the absence of police supervision in a
leading thoroughfare. They say that between 10.30

and 2.30 on the night of Friday last their seed ware-
house, situated in a most prominent position in

Holborn, and opposite to a cab rank, was broken
into from the front door, the heavy padlock having
been wrenched off, and the lock of the door forced.

The burglars broke open twenty-eight desks, ransack-

ing the contents, and the police believe that this must
have taken them between two and three hours.

There was moonlight ; and, as the front of the ware-

house almost entirely consists of windows, the lights

moving about must have been plainly visible from the

opposite side. Times.

COVEP^T GARDEN, March 24.

The supplies have fallen ofl' in most descriptions of

rough goods both here and at the other markets, conse-
quently some articles have improved in price. We have
also experienced a better demand for late sorts of culi-

nary Apples, such as Wellington, Northern Greening,
and the Gooseberry Pippin, ranging from 5*. 6d. to Zs.

per bushel ; dessert varieties from js. to loj. per bushel.

Some new Grapes have been offered ; but, having got

good late ones yet, the dealers have not made much
inquiry for them. Tkos, Taylor, Wholesale Apple
Market.

Apples, per J^-sieve
Chestnuts, per bush. ]

GrapeSjEnglish, p. lb. i

Lemons, per 100 .
Medlars, per doz. ..

' Nuts, Cob, p. lb,

Pears, p. doz.
Pine-apples, p. II

I Walnuts, p. busl
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PABLES.

Artichokes, Fr. . doz, 40-..
Asparagus, English,

per bundle .. 8 c-12 o
— French, p. bund. 20 0-30 o
Beans, French, p. 100 60-..
Beet, per doz. . . 10-20
Broccoli, p. bundle . . o g- i 6

Brus. Spits., p. bush. 90-..
Cabbages, per doz. . , 10-20
Carrots, p. bundle . . 06-09
Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-60
Celery, per bundle . . 16-20
Cucumbers, each . . 20-40
Endive, per doz. . . 10-20
Herbs, per bunch . . 02-0^
Potatos :—Early Shaws, iioj

Early Dons, isot pei

Cut Flowers,

Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 1

Leeks, per bunch .. o :

Lettuces, per doz. . . 11
Mushrooms, per pott, i 1

Onions, young, bun. o .

Parsley, per bunch., o 1

Parsnips, p. doz. . . o (

Peas, per quart ..81
Radishes, per bunch, o ;

— black, Turnip, do. .

.

Seakale, per bundle 2 <

,
pel lb.

Salsify, per bundle ..

Sprue. French, bund.
Turnips, per bundle.

; Early Regents, i2oi

Carnatic
Cinen
Cycla

Azaleas, p. 12 sprays 06-16
Camellias, 12 blooms 30-90"

'

IS, 12 blooms 2 0-40
ia, p. bunch. .09-16
en, 12 blooms 02-06
., per bunch.. 06-10

Epiphyllums, 12 bl. 10-20
Eucharis. per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 16-60
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50
Heliotropes, 12 sprays 06-10
Hyacinihs, per spike 03-06
— Roman, per 12

spikes .

.

..10-40

Lily-of-the-Va!Iey, 12

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Narcissus, per doz...

, do.

Roses, indoor, p. doz. 2 o-— French, do. . . 10-
Snowdrops, 12 bun. i 6-

03-06' Spirsea, 12 sprays ..20-
j

Stephanotis, 12 sprays 9 o-:

10-40 Violets, per 12 bun. .. i o-

Plants in Pots.

Bouvardias, do.

6-36

Heaths, in var.,doz. 12
Hyacinths, per doz. 6 <

Lily of the Valley,
sprays, about . . 2

Mij , do.

Myrtlei
Pelargoniums,
per doz.
~ Scarlet, do.

Primula sinensis

Solanums, do.Fuchsia, per doz.

SEEDS.
London : March 25.—A very brisk demand now

prevails for agricultural seeds. The fact that our market
is, of course, closed on both Good Friday and Easter
Monday, threw a good deal of extra business into the
early part of this week. Red Clovers generally maintain
their values with great steadiness ; the knowledge of the
comparative smallness of the stocks remaining in Lon-
don inspires holders with confidence, no wish to sacrifice

goods being shown. For yeailing red we have more
inquiry. A fair quantity of white Clover seed has
recently changed hands at rather more money. Alsike

is again cheaper. Sanfoin, being exceedingly scarce,

must be noted 2J. to y. per quarter dearer. Perennial
grasses and imported Italian are in better demand at full

prices. Spring Tares show no change. Large Scotch
Gores, being now nearly exhausted, realise an advance
of 2.S. to 3J-. per quarter. In bird-seeds there is no note-

worthy alteration. Large blue Peas seem about used
up. Mustard, Rape, and Linseed keep fully as dear.

John Shaw dr* Suus^ Seed Merchants^ 37, Mark
Lane EX.

CORN,
"" At Mark Lane on Monday tradeWas in no degree in-

fluenced by the firmer tone prevalent in the provinces,

the probable arrival at an early date of a large quantity

of produce tending to create caution on the part of
millers. The show of Wheat was very moderate, and its

condition and quality variable, but factors evinced little

disposition to press sales, though offers of less money
were not generally refused. Barley was very dull, and
the quotations of the previous Monday were not sup-
ported for all descriptions. Malt was slow of sale, and
cheaper in some instances. Oats were steady, but not
easily disposed of. Maize being abundant, and difficult

to move, declined in price to some extent. Beans and
Peas were purchased sparingly at about late rates. Flour
met with a limited inquiry, and barely realised the rates

previously current.—On Wednesday the market opened
with a quiet but steady aspect. The supplies available

were only moderate, and quotations remained generally

steady. English and foreign Wheat cleared off slowly,

at late rates. Flour was dull, Barley remained without
improvement, and Maize was neglected.

CA TTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was

rather a larger supply both of English and foreign
beasts. Trade was not quite so brisk as last week,
owing to milder weather, yet choicest qualities were very
little cheaper. Sheep were also more plentiful, but there

was a fair demand at late rates. The milder weather
has caused more trade for shorn sheep and choice lambs.
Choice calves were very scarce and dear. Quotations :

-—Beasts, 3J. 6d, to 4J-. 6d., and 55. j^d. to 6s. ; calves,

5i, 4^. to js. ; sheep, 5,1-. zd. to 3^. Sd. ; lambs, js. ^d.

to 8j\ 6d.
;
pigs, 4^. ^d. to 5^. ^d.

HAY,
The supplies of fodder on sale at Whitechapel market

have been rather large, but a good inquiry prevailed

for all classes, and rates remained firm. Prime Clover,

zoos, to 125J. ; inferior do., 855. to 96J.
; prime meadow

hay, gos. to 117^. ; inferior do., ss^. to 75^.; and straw,

35J-. to 401. per load.

COALS,
There was a large supply of house coals in the market

on Monday, and the price for " best " sorts was lowered
3J. per ton, and for " seconds" 6d, per ton.

^HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing,

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

16, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
Chairman—B.O'BY.KT: LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Director—}Kya.'!, ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, E.\eter.

Particulars will be forwarded on .application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 1855)

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C,

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, i^., 35., and 10s. 6d.

Wholesale hy PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists, Pro-
nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of

water. Price per quart, condensed, 6s.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

Important Testimonials on application.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,\Vandsworth
Common, S.W.

Tie Royal Pottery, Weaton-auper-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL "^pWf^ PATRONAGE.

TOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
O Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from -z to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Price List free. Books of
Drawings, jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns ol Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3gA, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, S:c., from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD. Manager. 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles

mE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durab It I he t r

especially suited —

n

'for KITCHEN GAR
DENS, as they harbour no

take up
little and.

further

, as do

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by aU

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at u. fid. per bottle— i^. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

Genuine Tobacco Paper, Cloth and Cord.

GEORGE can supply Nurserymen and
Seedsmen with the above. Price, very low, on applica-

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,
very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors. Balconies, &c., from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, ivith prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brie"

See addresses

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

SELECTED COIIEEES AID EVEESREEIS,
VERY CHEAP.

ARBUTUS ANDRACHNE, 2 to z% feet, 215.

per doz,, 150^. per 100.

BIOTA COMPACTA. 4 to 5 feet, 425. per doz.

;

5 to 6 feet, 60s. per doz.

CHINESE JUNIPER, 5 to 6 feet, 245. per
doz. , I50J-. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet, 30J. per doz.,
20or. per 100 ; 7 to 8 feet, 36J, per doz., 250a.

per 100.

z% to 2 feet, ss. pa

t 5 feet, 60s.

PORTUGAL LAUREL,
doz., 34s. per 100.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA,

PICEA PINSAPO, 7 to 3 feet, i-zos. per doz.

YEW, English, 2 to 2% feet, gs. per doz., "jos.

per 100 ; 2j^ to 3 feet, 15^-. per doz., gos per

YUCCA GLORIOSA PENDULA, z% to 2 feet.

i8j. per doz., ioo,r, per 100 ; 2 to 2j4 feet

245. per doz., 150,1. per 100.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES, THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL FOR GROUPING, 245., viz. :—Almond, Acer Ne.^undo variegata, Double Scarlet Thorn, Elm
Elegantissima, Purple Beech, Silver Variegated Cornus, Silver-leaved Poplar, Scarlet Horse Chestnut, Scarlet

Mountain Ash, Tulip Tree, Variegated Mahaleb, Weeping Silver Birch.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE OF THE MOST DISTINCT AND BEAUTIFUL HARDY
CREEPERS AND WALL SHRUBS for 15.?., viz. :—Akebia quinata, Berberidopsis corallma, Brgnonia
grandiflora, Clematis Jackmanni, Ceanothus Veitchii. Cydonia japonica, Escallonia inacraniha, Jasminum
revolutum, Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Magnolia grandiflora, Passiflora Colvillii, Wistaria sinensis.

COLLECTION OF TWELVE MOST EFFECTIVE AND ORNAMENTAL IVIES, the
most useful of all Evergreens for Walls, Trellises, &c., I2J.

E O SE S.
THE NEW ROSES OP 1875 that are most highly recommended, price 30^. per dozen, or twenty-

four varieties for 60s. 80,000 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in Pots. STANDARD, DWARF,
and CLIMBING ROSES in great variety. Strong H. P. ROSES, in Pots, for Forcing.

BEAUTIFUL HERBACEOUS AND ALPINE FLOWERING PLANTS, give no trouble,
and are permanent in adorning Garden Reds, Borders, and Rockeries, 3or. per 100 varieties.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, the choicest and best Collection for a Large Garden,
21J. (carriage paid). For particulars see Lists.

Descriptive Priced Lists ofall kinds ofNursery and Seed Stock on application,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman & Seed Merchant, WORCESTER.
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window Glass, Sheet Lead, Faints, Ua.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
iMTORTiiKS and Manufacturbrs. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgatc Street Witliout, E.G.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS. MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
tlic following rates :—Twelve years and not excectluig forty,

^5 loi. ; one year and under twelve, ^a
.... -j./'g

:her

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria' Street, S.W.

BOTANICAL DRYING PAPER. ~ For
Drying Flowers, Ferns, Seaweeds. &c., for the Her-

barium. Perfectly preserves Form and Colour, Requires no
change of sheets whilst the Plants are being dried. "All I have
to say is in its favour. It is the best paper for the purpose I

have ever employed."— yV/cr late Sir !K y. Hooker.
Sizes:— 16 by 20 inches, 15^. per Ream, is. \d. per Quire ; 20

by 24 inches, 23J. per Ream, \s. grf. per Quire ; 20 by 32 inches,
30J, per Ream, 2^. id. per Quire.
EDWARD NEWMAN, 9, Devonshire Street, Bishopsgate.

Labels—Labels.

PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,
TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 3^, td. per 1000, or 30J. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,
i,s. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3.T. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free in London.

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

Fp
T. ARCHER'S ;* FRIGI DOMO."—

-^ • Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor
Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c., &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide. u. 4^. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . \s. \od. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 35. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3^. iO(/. per y.ird.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Slanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill. London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen, All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing-Second sized ARCHANGEL, looi. ; PETERS-
HURG, 60^. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 45^., 50^,, and 55J. ;

PACKING MATS, 20^.. 30s,, and 35.?. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

RUSSIA IviATS, for
"

Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS aro

the che.ipcst and tnost dur.ible. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on apphcation.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Slioreditch,

London, E.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Pniilcd Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

apphcation : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works. Broseley.

PRUSSlAN~WCrOD 'GARDE N^sfFcKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

THE BEST TWO POTATOS.
VERY HEAVY CROPPERS. LEAST AFFECTED BY DISEASE.

BUTTONS'

Red-skin Flourbail,

Originally introduced by

Sutton & Sons, in iS6o,

and considerably improved

by them since that time.

A very Hea-^y Cropper.

Excellent Cooker.

Unequalled for Late Use,

Three Hundred Pounds

of Seed planted produced

Two Tons Fourteen Cwt.

One Quarter.

From Mr. John Pullin, Cardccr

to E. St. Paul Chaplin, Esq., Los-

Imoiish Park Gardens, St//. j6,

1S74.

" I have just h.ad the Red-skin

Flourbail Rotates lifted, and again

found it free from disease. Having

grown it now three seasons, I can

speak confidently to its being disease-

proof, a hea%'y cropper, and of the

best quality for table use."

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATO.

Prom Seven Pounds

planted in 1874, One

Hundred and Eighty-five /ifflw;

Pounds weight were /k^^m

raised. /;

\

From Mr. Wm. PATEltsON, Gardtittr

to Her Majesty the Queen, B,tl

moral, Oct. 25, J873.

*' Your New Hundredfold Fuke

Potato is of good size and flavour, and

quite free from disease."

Remarkably Free from
Disease.

,. Excellent Cooking
\\, dualities.

A very Heavy Cropper.

From Mr. A. Tucker, Gardiner to

the Rev. H. Brice, Coathiirst,

Se/t. 17, 1874.

" The Hundredfold Fuke is the best

kidney Potato I have ever grown. A
splendid crop, and not one diseased."

SUTTONS' NEW HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.
Lowest Price per Bushel, Sack, or Ton on applicatioru

Suttoni Priceti Descriptive List of Choice Seed Potatos Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING, BERKS.
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FOR SALE, a Handsome Modern CON-
I K\ \1(11 \ Muiliiu'ii f"*-! f I' mtlltrl Bricks ork

C'lpital \ urk ^tore
n \ of the Hie fi'seph

•ii^lHl .-. I \ w ' 1 1 I H ijk Hitchin

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

3i Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Ill llhistrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

cultural Builders and Hot-water Enaineers.

piCHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
iij HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most
I'Ekl^ECT SVSTE^M of VENTILATION combined with co:nPLETE
I'KOTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.

Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, to W. RICHARDSON
ano CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-%yater Engineers,
DARLINGTON.

J. G. SMEATON k CO.,

Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS. &•€.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of Messrs. J. B. BROWN
ano CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced ceitain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

6^:c., as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are THE

Sole Manueacti^beks.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would su5ge.st that, before ordering

c]uantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

sh.ape of the mesh may then be e.\amined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight o{ the rolls and the e-xact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

go, Cannon Street, London, E.C.^March 12.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
Kiduccd Prices for the remainder of this Season.

StrPERIOR QtJAHTY. GALVANISED AFTER MaDE.
NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays.

No 76 3 feet long 6 inches wide 6 inches high

THE DIAMOND PATTERN,
With one Longitudinal and'two'Cross Stays.

No So 3 feet long, 6 inches wide 6 inches hit^h

Both, of the above patterns 9s. per dozen.
Two end-pieces included with each dozen.

lla-nug a lar^c Stock of t/ie alwvc Orders can I;! executed

of Horticuhur: Wi

J. 3. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

2Ss and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, V

P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road

CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, &c„
MANUFACTURED BY .STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

THE BEST MATERIALS,
1

THE LOWEST PRICES,
THE BEST 'WORKMANSHIP, PRACTICAL ADAPTATION.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.
GENTLEMEN WAITED ON AT THEIR RESIDENCES IN TOIVN OR COUNTRV.

No Charge for Plans and Estimates.

HENEY OEM SON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BL.\CKFRI.\RS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874).

See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MED.iiL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872

P.^TENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

'TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Sm.oke Consumer.

' TUBUL.\R," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Si.x Stamps for DESCRIPIIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

S. EDWARDS' PATENT INVINCIBLE LAWN MOWER.

GOLD MEDAL

First Ppjzb.

GOLD MEDAL

_^«:^C|j5;3»
WINNER

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

N.'^TION.A.L

LAWN IVIOWER

CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAAI, I

July 8, 1874.

The Wood Rollers t

6 ill. U J 1 ! 1 J II
;Priceg, 25r. 60s 70s £4 10s JE6 10s £6 !

SOLE IMAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY & CO., Meadow Hal! Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

It ill do all that any other Laio.

£8 10s,, Carriage Paid.
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rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER FTfOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH

^ and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

ry Agricultural Couiily in Ensland.
or parlicuhrs apply to JOHN FOWI.ER and CO..
Coriihill. London. E.C. ; and .Sleam Plough Works, Leed^.

These Boilers possess all the ad\antages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. : the water space at

back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to

such an extent that a "PATENT DOUIU.K L SADDLE
HOILER" will do about twice the aiu> i;i,i .f v,..il uiiti ili<_-

same quantity of fuel ; the cost of sttun. !.:.i ilh'

reduced, and likewise the space occupi^ J i. in- ilit-.L'

Uuilersare simple in construction, and be in: m ... i ^^
.

i !ii ii.ni,

are not liable to crack. They are made ul ii,t i^AVj'.s my Mzts .—

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Wanniny; and Vcntilaliiti^ Small
Conservatories.

COAL CALORIGEN,
His.

Height, 36 inches ; dia-

meter, 21 inches.

GAS CALORIGEN,
. , -^3 3'-

Height, 28 inches : dia-

High.
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mANNED GARDEN NETTING, irf. per

1 Soiare Yard for Protecting Seedbeds Pea. FruU

S,%/°Ld°:;fcr'Ve.trng!'Gafva*nLd Wire Netting, Pea

IVTETTING for F R U Tt TREES,
JN SEED BEDS. RIPE STRA\yBERRIES &c

TANNED NETTING f"' P""=«'"S '>;%^'>°"=
J3/l°f '.

Blight, Birds, &c., = yards wide yl. per yard, or .00 yards, .05..

^^Ntu4iVNE'D^N'lTtTN^G,rtdSAqnyofth=ab„vept.^
noses or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard

; 4 y^ds

Side.' ^Jpe? yard
;
M-inch mesh, 4 yards wtde « 6^.

per yard.

TIFFANY, 6j. 6rf. and ^s. M. per piece of ™ 7=;'°?; „ .

,

EATON andDELLER,6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de

"floriculture, et de CULTURE MARAI
THfiRE A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Ptes and niustra'iions. P*"=bed since t865 by F^

Bl.BVENICH E. PVNAERT, E. RODIG.AS and H. J- /.A"

HULLE Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

rriHE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.-One o<

X the most popular and best edited of Arnerican Horticul-

tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor :
Ihom.vs

Meehan. Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain :-9S. id. per annum, in

"'Igrt for Europe:-A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
Tonenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

OARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments.

3000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, CoUierles, Iron-
|

masters, So., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSOBT & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTTDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No Agents.

THE^YDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents ;

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.

GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, S'i-

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese

Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and m the Principal Towns of the

TJIJS GARDENERS CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

Head Ihic charged as two.

4 Lines .. ..;Co 3 o
I

'5 Lin« .. .
.
Ca 8 i

.. o 7 o
I

23 >.
• • '

.. o 7 6 24 ..

.. o 8 o
I 25 .. . '

And two shillings for every additional five lines,

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 3

Page ;£9 o °

Half Page 500
Column 3 5°

'"rhis Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, id. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael';

. Discount

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 44.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,

1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

OPINION'S OF THE PRESS.

1 and others, wanting places, 26 words li. id.
,
and 6d.

'

for every additional line, or part of a line.

^ESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

: reach the Officicements for the current -wt

hv Thursday jwoit.

3 be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.

to W. Richards.

Of

WANTED, a Second-hand Copy of the

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, to be posted weekly,

every Tuesd.ay or Wednesday.—Apply, stating terms, to R. C.

JONES, Menai Bridge.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-

pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably

executed, many being engraved from photographs. —iVcekl}

Dispatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

' Agricultural Gazette Almanac," which deals « it!

of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition. —

Lloyds, Jan. 17. 1875.

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations.

—The Field, Jan. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanai:

we have here useful information to the farmer as to stocl

\nd crops with illustrations of prize animals. —Gloucestershir

" This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated,

will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and

TDEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
-in et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review). Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet F. Burven.ch F. CrSpin

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt C de Vis J GiUon, A. IL C.

Jongkindt Comnck, C. Koch. J.. Kickx, L. Linden T. Moore,

C Naudin P. Olivier, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Si?aui! Thomas A. Van Geert Son, H- J- Van Hulle, J.

Van VoLxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.—One year,

10^., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles. Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.G.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.G.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., IS, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Ofifices

for the use of Advertisers,

adapted for daily as,i:."—Fanner's Herald.

'The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows

races &c space for diary and memoranda by the side, and

various useful information of an agricultural character. —
Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto

almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and

a series if portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and

Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette.' "—Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal ot

information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous

matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken Ir'om photographs."—Z>«tirf«0' Chramcte.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and

the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-

ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which

forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention. —
Granthavi Joitrruil.

"To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-

hood ' The Agricultnral Gazette Almanac for 1S75, P."ce

W. will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended

to serve."

—

Halifax GnardiaTt.

" Although this almanac comes i-ather late it is none the less

welcome as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be

commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must

recommend itself to every agriculturist."— IFcifera Daily

Mei-ciiry.

" Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of

prize cattle, implements, &c., are a valuable feature in the

Almanac."—Preicoi Reporter.

Before you Parchase anything for your Garden

r^ONSULT the Advertising Columns of

VJ GARDENING FOR THE WEEK, m LLOYDS
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Millions. One Penny.

The best OoUeotion of Choice Flower and Vegetable
SEEDS

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
r-.i.f.^rf^r'c rVardens consult the Advertising Columns of

SEAsSSSElE ''gardening in LLOYdI WEEKI^
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000

wee • y, ^')^^_^^ .^^ ^jj p^^^^ ^f j^^ -World by Millions.

Popular Elementary Scientific Botany.

In fcp. 8vo., with 155 Woodcuts, price 2S.6<;.,

rpHE ELEMENTS of BOTANY for

J- FAMILIES aod SCHOOLS. The Eleventh Edition

revised by Thomas Moore, F.L.S., Curator of Chelsea Botanic

GaJden; Joint-Editor of Li.NDLEV and Moore's Treasury of

^'"'""''
London : LONGMANS and CO.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery^

Orchard House, and Conservatory^ as now "»'''=* '"^?'™'

house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated. , ,, ,. ,^

Free by post for seven stamps to ty^^yourual ofHortuulturl

Office. 171. Fleet Street, E.G.; or to the Author.

Just Published, price lS.f., in cloth gilt,

GORDON'S PINETUM:
BEING A

Synopsis of all the Coniferous Plants

at present known,

DESCRIPTIONS, HISTORY, and SYNONYMS,

COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMATIC INDEX.

Second Edition,

Considerably Enlarged, and including the

former Supplement

;

TO WHICH I.S added

An Index of Popular Names, English and

Foreign, compiled by

Henry G. Bohn, F.L.S., F.R.H.S.. F.R,G.S.

HENBY G. BOHN,
i3, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, Makiii r;.

Coiitalns-

nui..iN\i. AiMi. LI '. on Coltsfoot—Wheal—Filth—Scarcity of

IhnsLS Ihoppiu- nftcr Calving—Spring Management of

IVx^ " l.'l...i.ui.is" for Household Servants—Clothes

lh\ . (i:in II iiril)- Cheesemaking in Factories— The

I 1.
I

I 'rliasc-Mignonette (Illustrated)—Rise of

II , \i 1,1 I liuese Factories—The University IJoat

|i,„, I, in. I 1. time in England— Farm Weeds (Illiis-

ir.iled)- Cunnntin Law for Farmers—Our • Labourers-

Lessons of the Showyard—Maple-sugar Extractor (Illus-

trated)—Portrait and Memoir of

Mr. EDWARD BOWLY.

HoMR AND FOKEION CoRHESpoNDE nlk on Steam Tillage—

Clover Sickness— Potato Growing— Sun virsiis Art—

Frui^ality among "the Poor"— Steam Management or

iMismanagement—Covered Yards (by Lord Essex)—Nuis-

ances and Prescriptive Rights—Caution to Canadian

ICniigrantK—Cultivation of Indian Corn in Canada—German

Polilict, &o.

Faum Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, Agricultural Proceed-

ings in Parliament, Markets, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian— The Weather— Garden of the Farm—

The Beekeeper—Household— Dairy Notes— Notices of

Hooks—Miscellaneous, &c.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for

April I. price is.. Contains:

—

Tea Rose Catherine Mermet. Coloured Plate.

Influence of Scion upon Stock. By Mr. J. Webster.

Premature Dropping of Peach Blossoms. By Mr. A. Fowler.

Groom's Princess Royal, alias Eliza Pear. Illustrated.

Dendrobivim Devonianum. By Mr. T. Baines.

Late Pears. By Mr. W. Tillery.

Fuchsia corymbiflora. By Mr. R. Dean.
Garden Work for April : Flowers, by Mr. G. Weslland

;

Fruits, by Mr. J. Powell : Vegetables, by Mr. W. Earley.

Pear Lucy Grieve. Coloured Plate.

Wistaria sinensis. By Mr. F. W. Burbidge.

Winter Garden in the Open Air. By Mr. P. Grieve.

Fruit Culture v,-rsiis Crematton. By Mr. A. Forsyth.

Euphorbia fulgens. By Mr. VV. Earley.

New Japanese Evergreen Oaks. Illustrated.

Notes on Leeks. By Mr. A. Forsyth.

Gold-laced and other Polyanthuses. By Mr. R. Dean.
Saxifraga ciliata. By Mr. F. W. Burbidge.

Garden Gossip—Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings, &c.

London : 171, Fleet Street, E.G.

Published Quarteriy, price 2^. ()d. ,

THE NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE.
'"

Contents.

I. ALLOTMENT GARDENS. By Richard Jefferies.

2 THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENT IN CHAUCER. By
the Rev. T. H. Leary, D.C.L.

3. THE FOOL OF THE FAMILY: A NOVEL. By
John Dangerfield, Author of ' Grace Tolmar," &c.

4. TROUT FISHING. By Archibald Banks.

5. RICHARD WAGNER AND HIS "RING OF THE
NIBLUNG." By F. Hueffer.

6. ONLY AN EPISODE ; A TALE. By Mrs. Cashel

Hoey. Author of " The Blossoming of an Aloe," &c.

7 THE MORAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF VIVI-
SECTION. By Frances Power Cobbe.

8. THOMAS LOVE PEACOCK. By Robert Buchanan.
Author of * White Rose and Red," &:c.

London : WARD, LOCK and TYLER, Warwick House,
Paternoster Ro%v, E.C

With the April Magazines will be issued the First Number of a
New Volume of

THE VILLA GARDENER; specially
addressed to Lady and Gentleman Amateur Gardeners.

Edited by D. T. Fish, F.R.H.S. Price 6rf. monthly, free by
post for twelve months for 6j., if paid in advance.

Office : Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Just published, royal 8vo., cloth, Ci Ss.,

BI R' D LIFE. By Dr. A. E. Brehm.
Translated from the German by H. M. Labouchere,

F.Z S. and W. Jesse, C.M.Z.S. Illustrated with Plates by
Keulem.ans.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i. Paternoster Row, E.C.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing- to the decease of

the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR,
Me Protheroe & Mo , Gracechurch Sti

,
E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER; must
be a good Florist and Grape grower—well recommended

in every respect by last employer.—Address, stating particulars

and wages to A. B., Post Office, Yoxford, Suffolk.

WANTED a GARDENER, in the neigh-
bourhood of Blackheath. near London, to keep in

thorough order a moderate sized Kitchen and Flower Garden
and Conservatory, Wages 22s. per week. No residence.

—

Address, Z., care of Messrs. Carter and Bromley, Royal
E.C.

WANTED, as INDOOR PROPAGATOR,
a Man with a fair general knowledge, wishing to rise in

he profession. Also, a SECOND HAND.—Apply, with
eferences, wages, &c., to CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a small
Nursery, a MAN well up in Grafting, Budding,

Pruning, &c.—Apply, stating age, wages, and references, to

J. C. PADMAN, Prudence Nursery, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a careful and trustworthy married
MAN, able to take Charge of an Amateur's Garden in

the Midland CouiUies, where the Propagation, Growth, and
Showing of Roses are a speciality, and the Production of good
Vegetables and Outdoor Fruits indispensable. A good house,

witn other advantages, and liberal wages to a suitable Man are

offered, and assistance provided.—Apply, stating age. refer-

ences, wages required, and all particulars, to R. S. T., 3, Mount
Street, Nottingham.

WANTED, ONE or TWO young MEN to
assist in the Houses, eiuick at Potting.—JOHN

PERKINS and SON, 52, Market Square, Norlhampton.

WANTED. TWO or THREE good
NURSERY HANDS-such as can use the knife well,

and m.ake themselves useful. Permanent situation. State

wagesand reference to R. .^ND F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, &c..
Tarnworth.

WANTED, a young MAN in the Houses,
quick at Potting. -E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries,

Derby.

County Asylum, Prestwicli, Manchester.

ANTED, as ATTENDANT, an active
,th a knowledge of Flower Gardening. Wages

oninieiice at X30, increasing to ^50. with board, lodging,

.hiiig, and uniform.-Apply to the SUPERINTENDENT.

w
WANT PLACES.

To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T™"h 'e^"'"pYn e"-'a p^pl'

E

' N

u

r' s e r

y

COMPANY devote special attention to this important

m.atter—proper Men to suinble Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, Londo . W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
. time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

e.vperience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London. S. E.

GARDENER (HEAD)."Age 44, married,
three children ; thorough knowledge of the profession in

all departments. Last two places cover seventeen years.—Refer

to Rev. S. E. GLADSTO>fE, Ha^varden Rectory, Chester.

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
A Gentlem.\n can highly recommend his late Gardener,

who has a thorough knowledge of the profession in every

branch. Has had fourteen years' experience in extensive

Establishments under first-class practical Men. Excellent refer-

previous employers.—N. GERMAN, 70, Duke
Str. , Whitehaven.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married
;

thoroughly understands the profession. Can be highly
recommended. Near London preferred.—H. W., Gardener,
Aisthorpe Hall, Lincoln.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no
family; eighteen years' experience in Gentlemen's

Gardens ; knowledge of the profession in all its branches. Wife
good Dairy and Poultry Woman.—G. W., Bickley Park,
iJromley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), married.—Henry
Godfrey can with confidence recommend the above as

being well up in his profession, having had great experience in

Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, the Growing of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening;
also as being an industrious, sober, and well-conducted Man.—
HENRY GODFREY, Nurseryman, Stourbridge.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Single ; thoroughly
understands Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardening,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Cucumbers, and Melons. Seven
years' first-class character. — F. H., Mr. Gray, Florist,

13, Shrubland Grove, Dalston, E.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 29 ; thoroughly practical and conversant

in every branch of the profession. Good references,—W. A.,

2, Elm Crescent. Kingston, Surrey.

C^ARDENER (Head).—No incumbrance;
-^ has a practical knowledge of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening. Unexceptionable references. Moderate wages
required.—HORTUS, Hawkhurst, Kent.

GARDENER (He.ad), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly prac-

tical Man.—Aee 30. Good references.-A. GAYOTT, The
Gardens, Wyvenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Has been a success-
ful Cultivator of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables for

man years. Fourteen years in last situation. Wife could take
Charge of Dairy.—W. A., 124, Sandringham Road, Dalston,
London, E.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married ; thoroughly xmderstands the profession in all

its branches. First-class character.—T. R., 9, Durham Street

Chelsea, S.W.

ARUENER. — Age 25, single. Good
character. An abstainer. — C. A . 6, Poplar Place,

row Road, Hayswater, W.

GARDENER.— Age 33, married, two
children, Scotch ; hns a thoroui;h knowledge of the

prnfession, and can be well recommended. —J. P., Messrs.
Downie & Laird, Seedsmen, Edinbugh.

GARDENER.—Age 40, married, Scotch;
thoroughly understands the profession in all branches.

Has had considerable experience in Nursery and Forestry;
could also Superintend the Management of a Farm. Twenty-
three years' experience. Five and a half years' good character
from last situation.—No. 559, Keith & Co., Edinuurgh.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden, where
he could have good experience in Plant and Fruit Grow-

ing. Three years' good character.—G. T., 7, Esplanade,
Ealing, W.

GARDENER, under a Foreman.—Used to
Stove and Greenhouse Work, Pines, Vines, &c. Five

years' excellent character. —J. E. P., Tedstone Court, near
Worcester.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 22 ; well up in Forcing,

Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Highest references can be
given.—State wages to C. CROCKETT, Copped Hall.

A R D E N E R (Under). — Age 20. —
M. CHARLTON, The Gardens, Wentworth Castle,

ley, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment, where he could further improve himself

in the Houses.—Age 23. Four years' character from present
employer.—R. H. F., North Luffenham Hall, Stan(/ord.

G
Pla.xtole

ARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-
nt.—Age 20. Good reference.—T. C. , Post Office,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23 ; accus-
tomed to Vineries, Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen

Gardening. Can have good character. Near London preferred.

—A. B., Post Office, Iwerne Minster, Blandford, Dorset.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden, where he can improve himself.

—

Age 20. Good character.—X. X., Chas Farm, Frant, Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden, where he may gain more experience in House-

work.—Age 22.—Address, stating wages. The Gardens, Prospect
House, Distington, Whitehaven.

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age ig. Good reference.—S. W.,

East Street, Farington, Preston, Lancashire.

FARM BAILIFF.—A Gentleman wishes
to recommend his Farm Bailift, who has lived with him

for fifteen years. Leaving on account of employer giving up his
Farm.—R. HALL-SAY, Esq., St. Ive's Place, Maidenhead,
Berks.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comfortlug.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

*' By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected C^coa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors" bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article

in the Civil Ser-vice Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—
JAMES EPPS AND CO.. HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,

48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.
Works :— Eusion Road, and Camden Town, London. N.W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public. LEA and PERRINS

have adopted a New ^ /^\
Label, bearing their j^ l^*^^'^

lrcnU.'b'e''pfa-7edon CUO^ C)̂ *^
every bottle of WOR- f >

CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, after ifiis date, and without which
none is genuine,—Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester ;

Crosse & Blackwell, London; and Export Oilmen generally.

Retail, by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.—Nov., 1874.

Tt^n^fi^j^

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn.

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,

Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN J J

HAS BEEN AWARDED
(

I

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

1 * J f ^^ tT,^ Mmvprq exhibited at Vienna for constant use in tiie Exhibition Grounds, and gave

''''''^-''^::i!^^^^:::i:it^^:^'^^^Z at=nt'»oUow\ng Testimonial, received fro,n.the Inspector of the Royal

Gardens,
^f''^''''''''"^~j-^^^ ,, the Imperial Gardens, and I have g.eat pleasure in stating that they have given perfect

satisL^r -^-J^rqS anV:o"od wo;1^pr•:;Ve^hfm" .TbV°herst and nfost efficient machines of the Uind."

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,

THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,
THE A'TCEROY OF EGYPT,

And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

Tliey are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE m CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, Sic.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS,

" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower

ever xm^A:' -Gardeners Chronicle.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' Far superior to any of ours. "— The Field.

' Remarlcably easy to work."

—

Gardeners' Mag

from A. F. BARRON, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society^ Chiswick Gardens, I \ .

"Gentlemen,— We have now had your '.Archi-

medean' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

oiU hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most

eficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace.

•' Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your

Patent ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty s gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given

e\erv satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

F>om the Rev, J. H. White, Hemingford Grey,

St. Ives, Hants.

I am much pleased with the working of your

Aichimedean' Mowing Machine. I think it superior

to others which I have used in previous jears."

" We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as
one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-
ance w\l\\:'—Floral World.

EVERY MOWER IS
A nd if not approved

WARRAK-TED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
of may be returned luithin a Month, and the nniotint paid be refunded.

LIST OF
e-inch. Suitable for Small Grass Plots .

8 „
10 „ ..

12 „ „ »
* Grass Boxes, 6-inch, 4j-

a Lady or a Boy

S-inch, 5?,

PRICES.
14-inch, Suitable for a Man£110

2 2 16 ,, ,, ,, on Level Lawns
3 3 18 ,, ,, ,, and Boy
4 4 20 ,, ,, ,, ,,

; ID and 12-inch, yj. i>d.
; 14, i5, iS, and 20-inch, io.r. each.

S5 5

6 6

7 7
8 8

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

NO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasin'^ a Lawn Mower send tor Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the
"

Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS k CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees, 33, King Willianfi Street, London, E.G.

Selling
f

JOHN G. ROLLINS & CO., Old Swan Wharf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. | Selling

Agents 1 WALTER CARSON & SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.C. ; and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin, i Agents

Editorial Commumcat'ions should be addresi^ed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Omce, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Eradbitrv, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Ptiblished by tha

.aid William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SATORD^AV.^March 27,^875^
Agent for Manchester—John Hev\vood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

pO RE I G N SUBSCRIBERS
*- are PARTICULARLY REQUESTED, wken Sending Post Ojffice

Orders through the Post Office, to Advise the PuUishtr that

they have done so, (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders sliemld he made payable at tJte King
Street Office, Covent Garden, Loitdon, IV. C.

The "Gardeners' Chronicle" In America.

rpHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. B. K. BLISS Axn SONS, Seed

Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO.. Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. I'ulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

OOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
X\> South Kensington, S.W.—Mr. WILLIAM PAUL'S
SPRING SHOWofHYACINTHS. TULIPS, NARCISSUS,
ROSES, LILY of the VALLEY, &c., every day from
MARCH 27 to APRIL 3, inclusive. Admittance, Mondays, id.

;

other days, i^.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.— NOTICE. —FRUIT and

FLORAL COMMITTEES' MEETING on WEDNESDAY
NEXT, April 7, at 11 o'clock. General Meeting at 3 o'clock.

Admission i^.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, 1S75.—ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY 14 ne.xt. Schedules are now ready, and
may be had from the undersigned. RRTTrF FTNnT AV

Botanic Gardens, Manchester.
BRUCE UNDLAY.

THE ALEXANDRA PALACE COMPANY
will hold a great SHOW of ROSES on THURSDAY

and FRIDAY, June 24 and =5.

Schedules and particulars will be forwarded on application to
ALEX. McKENZIE, Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, N.

MAIDSTONE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

MAIDSTONE ROSE CLUB.
EXHIBITIONS at VINTERS PARK, MAIDSTONE,

On WEDNESDAY, June 30.

For Lists of All-England Cups, and other Prizes, apply to
Mr. WILLIAM PICK, Assi5t.ant Secretary, Horticultural
Society, 51, Marsham Street, Maidstone ; or to HUBERT
BENSTEAD, Esq., Honorary Secretary, Rose Club, Mill
Street, Maidstone.

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on FRIDAY
and SATURDAY, July o and 10. The Mayor of Nottingham
President ; the Town Clerk Honorary Secretary. Schedules
in the course of preparation, and may be obtained on applica-
tion to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Betteridge's letter, published

by us at p. 260 of Gardeners' Chronicle for February 27,

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen. High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
direct from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 of Gardeners'

Chronicle for February 27.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. I
OXONIAN IMPROVED.

DUKE of EDINBURGH. |
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

The above collection post free for 6^. dd.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, fur 3s. dd.: twelve splendid varieties, post

free, for 2S. id.

CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen. High Holborn. W.C.

CHARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants New Roses, &c. , is now ready, and may be had free on

application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

he had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decor-

ative Plants of all kinds. Camellias, Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD_ and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, R.-\RE, and CHOICE

PERENNI.^LS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

s
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Meredltli's Vineyara, Garston, near Liverpool.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
be.T to announce that the ABOVE PROPERTY WAS

SOLD by them on TUESDAY LAST, March =3, on the

Premises, as above, for ;^io.ooo.

Auction and Estate Offices, gS, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'GLOClv.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
Mill SELL by AUCTION, at the City Rooms, 3S and

30. Gracechurch Street, E.G., THIS DAY, a first-class Collec-

tion of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS, 500

Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing ROSES of the best varieties,

selected h.ardy American PLANTS, CONIFERS, SHRUBS,
choice Double CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, EPACRIS, and
other plants in flower; FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, LILIUiVI
AURaTUM, GLADIOLI, choice FLOWER SEEDS, &c.

On view and Catalogues had.

Kingston-on-TIiames.
Bv Order of the Executor of the late Jlr. Bruce.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
«ill .SELL bv AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

\:i,.\ . !, I. I on MOND.AY, April 26. .at i for 2

oil 1 com.pact and valuable FREEHOLD
L> I I i ^ Bruce's Nurser;-. and situate in the

KilIji' ( !
1< .. . Kingston, Surrey, possessing a highly im-

portant liontage of 332 feet 6 inches to the high road, by
594 feet depth, comprising about 4 acres 2 roods of very eligible

Bui'ding Land,, together with the substantially brick-built

Detached Residence standing thereon. Possession will be
given on ccmpletion of the purchase. The Property offers

great scope for profitable subdivision and re-sale in small plots,

or for the creation of ground rent.

Cards to view, with printed Particulars and Plans, may be
had of R. B. WHEATLEY, Esq., Solicitor, 7, New Inn, W.C.
and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agent
Street, E.G., and Leyl

" Gracechurch

Tlieobald's Farlr, Waltbam Cross.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of choice GREEN-

HOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, valuable LIVE-STOCK,
GARDEN and FARM IMPLEMENTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. Alderman

Cotton (who is leaving the neighbourhood upon the e.\piration

of his tenancy) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Theo-
bald's Park, Waltham Cross, Herts, on THURSDAY, April 29,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice
COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of large Dovible Camellias and fine Azalea indica,

sixty half-specimen Pelargoniums, a beautiful example of Also-

phila australis (12 feet through), fine Ficus, Caltleyas,

Blechnums, Adiantums. and several other Exotic Ferns ; large

Fuchsias, Vallotas, Dracasnas, Gardenias, &c. : 150 Fruiting
and Succession Fides ; also the valuable LIVE-STOCK, com-
j)rising eight excellent Milch Cows in profit, three Heifers, one
Steer, a well-bred Alderney Calf, ten cross-bred Ewes with
Lambs by side, a handsome Chestnut Msre (14 hands), a capital

dark brown Carriage Horse, an excellent Grey Cob, a Nor-
wegian Pony, an active Black Pony, Poultry, tofiether with the
GARDEN and FARM IMPLEMENTS and EFFECTS,
including 'a Greens iS-inch Lawn Mower, Garden Seats and
Tables, a Haymaking Machine (by Barrett & Co.), a Tumbril
Cart, Harness, ..S:c.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, of Mr. Stephens ; and of the Auctioneers and
Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Preliminary Notice ofFORTHCOMING SALES,
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

APRIL 13. ~ CITY. A large con-Signment of LILIUM
AUR.'\TUM, JAPANESE CURIOS : .also some choice
AZALEA INDICA and other PLANTS, promising young
specimens for e.xhibition.

MAY, early in the month.—SIEREDITH'S VINEY'ARD,
Garston, near Liverpool, unless previously sold by private

treaty, the extensive collection of Greenhouse, Stove, and
other Plants, &c.

MAY.—Sydenham, Kent. KIRKDALE NURSERY. The
whole of the Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.

M.\Y2o.—WEST DULWICH, S.E. An im])0rtant Sale of
Greenhouse and Bedding Plants ; also some choice
Camellias. Azaleas, &c.

Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.G.: and Ley

Orcliids and Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, April 5, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, the properly of Mr. Wheeler, of Stamford Hill

:

Imported Orchids, and several small Collections of Established

Orchids; 2000 fine Bulbs of LILIUlM AURATUM, just

arrived from Japan ; and a few choice GLADIOLI.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bults.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY, April 7, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely. Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing
ROSES, CONIFERS. CAMELLIAS, and AZ.ALEAS, from
Ghent. FRUIT TREES, LAURELS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS. Choice GLA-

Higbly Important Sale of East Indian Orcblds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 8, at halfpast

12 o'clock precisely, unusually choice E.AST INDIAN
ORCHIDS, just to hand in the best poiisible conditron, .about

starting freely into growth ; amongst others are Dendrobium
Falconeri in quantity, fine varieties from a new locality ; the

lovely hitherto rare Dendrobium crassinode, in quantity and
many fine specimens ; the new and beautiful Dendrobium
suavissimuni, offered for the first time by public sale ; splendid

plants of Dendrobium Wardianum, seen in flower by Collector

with about forty flowers on one growth ; fine plants of Den-
drobium Farmeri, Dendrobium Primulinum giganteum, Thunias.

&c. Also twenty plants of Phalanopsis Schilleriana and
amabilis, fine varieties, in flower.

On view the moriung of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Room.;, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, April 6, at half-

past r2 o'clock precisely, 250 Pens of choice POULTRY and
PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts of well-known breeders

and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of Sumford Hill, N.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Mr. Wheeler (gardener) to ofi'er for SALE by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, April g, at half-past 12 o'Clock

precisely, the well known Collection of STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, formed by the late J. Philpot, Esq., of

Stamford Hill, N., consisting of specimen Azaleas, Camellias,

Ericas, Stephanotis, Clerodendrons. Bougainvilleas, Francisceas,

&c. : also acapital COVERED VAN, patent axles, by Randall,

will go by rail.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of EstaWislied Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that
he has received instructions from the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society, to SELL by AUCTION, at his

Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
THURSDAY, April 15, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a
Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including some
fine specimens of Cypripedium viUosum, fine specimens of the

rare Cattleya e.\oniensis, Lselia anceps Dawsonii. Phala:nopsis

grandiflora, &:c. ; also a remarkably fine lot of Cattleya Trianae,

many of them in bloom.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

FOR DISPOSAL, a genuine London SEED
and FLORIST BUSINESS, with immedi.ate possession.

Premium for Goodwill, Lease, and Fixtures, {,2i-i.

SI. h. , Gnrdencrs Chronicle Office. W.C.

'Victoria Estate, Kansas. U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
Upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12^. to 50^. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT \V. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W. , Architect to the Estate.

To BE SOLD, the BUSINESS of
SEEDSMAN and FLORIST, with Jobbing, v

established, first-class position, with a good ready-money trade.

Address 227, Brixton Ro.ad, S.W.

ell-

A Great Bargain for an Immediate Purchaser.

TO BE SOLD, or LET, a Gentleman's
DETACHED RESIDENCE, on the South Coast,

with an EXTENSIVE RANGE OF GLASS, well stocked

with Grapes, Pines, &c.. Coach-house and Stabling.

B. H., Cardcttcrs Chroidclc Office, W.C. No Agents.

Near the Important Town of Romford, Essex
(r2 miles from London).

TO BE LET, for a Term, from Michaelmas
next. The MANOR FARM, known as Mawneys, close

to the town of Romford, with Commodious House and Home-
stead and 209 acres of Land—the greater portion good Arable,

adapted for growing Corn, Roots, or Market Garden Crops

—

and about 44 acres Meadow. The Farm is also available for

producing Milk for the London Market.
Rlay be viewed by cards, which, with Particulars, can be

had of Messrs. CRAWTER, Land Agents, &c. (who are

authorised to Treat for the Letting), s, Bedford Row, Gray's

Inn, W.C.

M ESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
L AND ACRICILTURAL AUCTIONEF.RS

, Romford and Grays. Essex.. V.1

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham
• & Bl.\ckith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower

Thames Street, London, S.E. —Forwarders to all parts of the

World.

M
Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. S M I T H, ARTIST anii

Engr.wek on Wood, r5. Mildmay Grove, London, N.

'Window Glass, sneet Lead, Paints, ffic.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
I.MroRTERS and M,\NfF.\CTUKERS. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

S7, Blshopsgate Street Without, E.C.

LARCH, i-yr., £,\q per 100,000, good stuff,

and are offered as the advertiser has more than he
lequires for his own phanting.

NURSERYMAN, Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

SE A K A L E for Sale, good forcing and
planting : also i-yr., a-jT., and 3-jT. ASPARAGUS ; and

GLOBE ARTICHOKES, per dozen or roo. For price, Sc,
J. COOPER, Balfour Cottage, Fulham Fields. S.W.

To tne Trade.

EAKALE PLANTING.—4J-. per 100; 30J-.

per rooo. For cash.

RICHARD LOCKE. .Alexandra Nurseries, Redhill, Surrey.

Fuclisia Cuttings.

C A N N E L L has now an immense
quantity of the above in fine condition for striking, at

55. 6d. per 100. in not less than ten first-class varieties. Post free.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
Woolwich. S.E.

s

H.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

TOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
tJ Purple, Pink, Crimson, Rose and other mixed sorts, good
strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at 6s. per loo, 5ar.

per looo, package included. Cash to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.

Islin^on Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
OF LONDON.

FIRST SPRING EXHIBITION.
March 31, 1S75.

A-WARDS of the JUDGES.
LARGE SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for twelve Stove
and Greenhouse PLants.

Mr. J. Ward, for six Greenhouse AEaleas.

Messrs. G. Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, for

Collection of Pot Roses.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., MP.,

St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, for twelve Stove .and

Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Greenhouse Azaleas.

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, Highgate, for six

Greenhouse -Azaleas.

Mr. J. James. Gr. to W, Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth, for

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, for twelve Hyacinths, single spikes.

Blessrs. Cutbush & Son, for twelve Hyacinths, any number of

Mr. T. Douglas, for six Deutzias.
Mr. H. Liitle, Cambridge Park, Twickenham, for twelve

Cyclamens.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for twelve Clematis.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, for

Collection of Plants.

Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, for Collection of Plants.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. J. Child, for si.x Deutzias.
Mr. J. James, for six Chinese Primulas.

Mr. J. Douglas, for twelve pots of Tulips.
]\Iessrs. Cutbush & Son, for twelve pots of Tulips.

Mr. J James, for twelve Cyclamens.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson. The Elms, Hampstead. for

twelve Hyacinths, single spikes.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, for

twelve Hyacinths, single spikes.

Mr. J. Douglas, for twelve Hyacinths, any number of spikes.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Forced Hardy Shrubs.

Mr. J. Child, for si-X Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Chinese Primulas.

Mr. J. Weir, for six pots of Lily of the Valley.

Mr. J. Weir, for twelve pots of TuUps.
Messrs. Barr & Sugden. for twelve pots of Tulips.

Mr. G Wheeler, for twelve Cyclamens.
Mr. H. Little, for Collection of Cyclamens.
Messrs. Barr & Sugden, for Collection of Hyacinths.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for Collection of

Standard Berried -Aucubas.

Mr. Chas, Turner, for Collection of Specimen Ivies.

Mr. T. Stevens, Gr. to G. Simpson, Esq., Wray Park, Reigate,

for Dendrobium fimbriatum oculatum.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. G. Potts, Gr. to the Right Hon. ViscDunt Gage, Firle,

near Lewes, for twelve Hyacinths, single spikes.

iMessrs. C.arter & Co., tor twelve Hyacinths, single spikes.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, for twelve Hyacinths, any number of

Mr. g! Toms, Gr. to C. Wetenhall, Esq., The Poplars, Stoke
Newington, for twelve pots of Tulips.

Messrs. Carter & Co., for twelve pots of Tulips.

Mr. J. Child, for six pots of Lily of the Valley.

Messrs. Paul & Son. for Collection of Cut Roses.

Mr. G Wheeler, for Collection of Plants.

Mr. J. James, for Collection of Cyclamens.
Messrs. Carter & Co.. for Collection of Hyacinths.
Mr. J. James, for Collection of Cinerarias.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATES of MERIT.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for Gconoma gracilis, Brazil.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Alsophila Van Geertii.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Anthericum variegatum.

FLORICULTUR.iL CERTIFICATES of MERIT.
Messrs. James Carter 8: Co., for Coleus Duchess of Edinburgh.

Mr. J. James, Isleworth, for Cineraria Brightness.

Mr. J, James, for Cineraria Charles Bending.

Mr. J. James, for Cineraria Ann Page.

Mr. Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross, for Rose Star of Waltham.

f~)OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
t LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—K-ZK Majestv the Queen.
President—UK Ge.\ce the Duke of Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.

Married .£40 per annum.
Male £16
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters .^20

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

tSoYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
-ITVi LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-
VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 2r5., application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16. at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

AH Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution

—

No. 26. Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

T~H E S e'cTe T a R Y of the ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION

gratefully acknowledges the Receipt of a I-'irst ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION of;tioofromMr. JohnC. King, of Beedon,

Newbury, Berkshire ; and a similar Annual Subscription from

Mr. James Coumces, of Wilton Cottage, Steventon, in the same
county.
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New and Choice Ferns.

WAND J. BIRKENHEAD, having a
• Collection of many thousands of the most beivutifill

and choice URITISH and EXOTIC I'ERNS, and civins their

cnllivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or

small quantitii

CATALOGUES on apphcati
quantities.

Fern Nursery, Sali

lable prices.

ion. Special quotatit

r Manchester.

QTELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— 100O cullinKSsrni post free for -is.id. This is quite distinct

from (loldcn Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bcddinc plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.

H. CANNFI.I.. New Florists Flowers and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

CHARLE.S B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman,
fic, lersoy, respectfully offers choice CARNATION and

PICOTEE'.SICKDS at is. 6d. per packet of too seeds: fine

stroma VINIOS, best sorts, 34^. to 30J, per dozen : Evergreen
0.\KS. in or from pots, 2 to 6 feet hisli, 50.1. to 150J. per 100.

M.arch iS. 1875.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, in pots,
forced and well furnished with fruit. Strong healthy trees

of the best Icadini; varieties at loj. 6(/. each, carriage paid to

i SON, The N Sawbridge

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both SiuRle and Double :

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LI ST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

VICTORIA MIGNONETTE
V is the best of the red-flowered section yet sent out.

Growth very robust : requires to be 18 inches from plant to

plant, and blooms till cut off with frost. Deliciously scented.

Invaluable for cut flowers.

Packets, free by post, 6./. and u. each.

THOS. SMITH, Seedsman, Long Wittenham, Abingdon.

FLORISTS' FLO WE RS.— Named
exhibition varieties of Carnations and Picotees, "Gf. per

dozen plants : Pinks and Pansies, 4J. per dozen ; Pentstemons
and Antirrhinums and Phloxes, is. per dozen : all good plants

and first-class sorts. LIST.S of above, and other plants, in great
variety, for two stamps. Trade terms on application.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

NEW PLANTS.—The three best new plants

CROTON MAJESTICUM,
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price Two and Three Guineas each,

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS, &c. Plants indigenous to Australia, New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX, &c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents, Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO.. Cox's Quay,
Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for transmission.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

To tlie Trade.—Surplus Stock.

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Ayr, offer
the following :—

BEECH, r5to 18 ins. , to^. per 1000 ; 1^2 to 3 feet, t5J. per 1000.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, iK to i feet, lor. per 1000.

POPLARS. Ontario, 6 to 8 feet, 61. per 100.

STRAWBERRIES, prepared runners, loj. per 1000.

POTATOS, Victoria, £.s per ton.

„ Milky White, .£6 per ton.

March, 1875.

Ne-w Potatos for 1876.

JOHN CATTELL with the greatest
confidence recommends the following, which have received
a F'irst-class Certificate :—

ECLIPSE KIDNEY (Cattell), price 6j. per 7 lb.

RELIANCE KIDNEY (Cattell). price 4^. per 7 lb.

ADVANCER KIDNEY (Cattell), price 45. per 7 lb.

The Set 11s. for cash with order. Trade price on application.

See large Advertisement in last page of the Gardeners^
Chronicle for January 9, 1875.

Full description, and testimonials, post-free on application.
Sole Wholesale Agents in London, Messrs. HURST and

SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Westerham. Kent.

H

M

Rbododendrana.

ENRY FARNSWORTH, Matlock Bank,
ncrbysliirc, has to offer a line stock of the following, al

j-yr. Seedling, fine.

tyr. Seedling and 2-yr. transplanted.

yyx. Seedling and 3-yr. transplanted.

4 to H incln.'>^ gomi stuff; 6 to ro inches bushy.
For prices and samples apply as above.

E S S R S. S T I R Z A K E R S, Skerton,
Lancaster, offer as follows :—20,000 SCOTCH FIR,

liansT.ta.Ut'd. -.- m -;. t... .V.' f^-'-t ; SILVER (iiU...

:i'ong bushy, a lu 3 feet ;

I ERANIUMS

:

TII(JR.\S,

— Mrs.

1 feel.

GERANIUMS: — Mrs. Pollock, Sophia
Duraaresniie, 3.t. per dozen ; Lady Cullum, Sophia

Cusack, Louisa Smith, 3f. ^d. per dozen; Thos. Moore, Lord
Derby, Wm. Underwood, is. 6d. per dozen ; 12 varieties of
doubles, including Jewel, E. J. Lowe, and Aline Sisley, for 3.^

, Lord Macanley, &c., for 5J.

,

ce varieties, for i8j. ; 50, in 25
Cloth of Gold, the finest yellow.
Great Eastern, the finest white,

Dr. Denny's second
in rooted cuttings, for \s. 6d.

PANSIES :— 100, in 40 c

sorts, for 10^.: 12 varieties, 3
2S. 6d. per dozen, 16s. per to
2S. 6d. per dozen.
CALCEOLARIA, Golden Gem, 51. per 100, 40J. per 1000.

J. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-
Willows.

Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can now supply, for cash. Verbenas,
• spring-struck, strong, and free from disease of any kind,

includini; Purple King, Scarlet, White, Pink, and many other
varieties (of which a list may be had on application), at 8i. per
100, package free. PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of
the best varieties, 401. per 100. GERANIUMS, plain-leaved
and zonal, strong autumn-struck plants, los per 100. CEN-
TAUREA CArJDIDISSIMA, struck last autumn, .and well

estJiblished, in large 60 pots, 40.1. per 100. AUREA FLORI-
BUNDA and other CALCEOLARIAS, 8s. per 100. HELIO-
TROPES, light and dark, Sj. per 100.

S. B. would particularly wish to draw the attention of his

numerous customers to his fine stock of VERBENAS for this

season, which are the admiration of all who see them ; and
would request that all orders should be sent to him as early as
convenient, as he was unable to supply many who applied late

last season—general satisfaction being expressed by all those
who favoured him with their orders.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Famham, Surrey.

The Only Really and Thoroughly Distinct
LOBELIA of the SEASON,BL UE ST N E —

hitherto a hidden gem.
Strange that this, by far the best of all the Lobelias, should have

been kept back from the public by a "crotchet," and it is only
within the last few days that the seed has been placed in my
hands. The darkest blue, no ej'e, strong compact pumila habit

;

foliage, strange to say, is a most peculiar purplish green, and its

whole character far exceeds any other Lobelia, Five hundred
seeds, post free, u. id. ; plants sent post free is. each, 12 for 7.1,

I'ida ^.g\ Gardeucrs' Magazine, February 20: "Challenging
the whole of the doricultural community to produce a better."

He A N N E L L,
• F.R.H.S.. begs to an-

nounce that his FLORAL
GUIDE for 1875 is now ready,
and will be sent, post-free (cost
price), for ten stamps. It is beau-
tifully illustrated with 200 splen-
didly executed engravings. It

also contains particulars and
correct descriptions of all the
novelties, and the best new and

pft-wooded plants
TRADE MARK.

in cultivation, and it is highl
deners that they should perus
valuable and practical information
Bedding Plants and their Seeds;
correct manner in which they are
any part of the world cannot fail to

highly appreciated by all who are
flowers.

ally, for it contains i

and the cheap, ready, and
supplied and forwarded to
be a great advantage and
really fond of the choicest

NEW FUCHSIA, "MRS. H. CANNELL."—
'This magnificent variety last year bore out even more

than the high character previously given it, and is by far the
best double white corolla variety ; foliage and flower even an
advance on the good old dark Avalanche. Fine half-specimen
plants, 2 feet high, in 6-inch pots, ^s. dd. each : small ditto. 5s.

;

nice plants in thumbs, is. 6d. each; small rooted little plants,
or two cuttings, ir., post free.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
Woolwich, S.E.

Highly Important Sale of East Indian Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 8, at half-past

Twelve o'Clock precisely, unusually Choice EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS, just to hand, in the best

possible condition, about starting freely into growth. Amongst others are DENDROBIUM
FALCONERI, in quantity, fine varieties, from a new locality; the lovely and hitherto rare

DENDROBIUM CRASSINODE, in quantity, and many fine specimens ; the new and beautiful

DENDROBIUM SUAVISSIMUM, offered for the first time by public s.-ile ; splendid plants of

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM, seen in flower by Collector with about forty flowers on one

growth; fine plants of DENDROBIUM FARMERl, DENDROBIUM PRIMULINUM
GIGANTEUM, THUNIAS, &c. Also twenty plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA
and AMABILIS, fine varieties, in flower.

On view ihc morning of Sale, and Catalogtus haa.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
l-REE BY rOM' OR RAIL.

SuKon^ Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, (o

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn.

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail • ^2 2 o

No. 2 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i 11 6

No. 3 Collection ,, ,, ,, .. i i o

No. 4 Collection ,, ,, .. . . o 15 o
No. 5 Collection ,, ,, .. ,. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be had, from
2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d, Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

** SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"

The most practical work on gardeningyet published, beau-

ttfully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price IS., Post Free. Grates to Customers.

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds
sow

SUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

Which forms a close velvety-

turf in a verj' short time. For
ni.iking New Lawns or Crc-

((uet Grounds 3 bushels or fo

pounds is required per acre,

or I gallon to every 6 rods (or

parches) ofground.

improving those already

f, 20 pounds should be

n per acre.

— Price Is. per lb. ; 20s. per
bushel.

rm
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AMERICAN CRANBERRY PLANTS.—
There are doubtless many thousands of acres of Swamps,

Bogs, and Rlarshes throughout the United Kingdom, which are

now comparatively worthless and unproductive, that may be

made to yield a handsome income by cultivating this delicious,

fruit. We are now prepared to furnish stiong and well-rooted

Plants, in any quantity, carefully packed for transportation, at

the following prices, which includes cost of packing and delivery

on board steamer, with full directions for planting and subse-

quent cultivation, 10,000 plants are required for an acre.

Prices ; 1000, 1QS. \ 5000, ^4 \os. ; 10.000, ^8.

WHITE'S CRANBERRY CULTURE. 120 pages,

illustrated, sent post paid upon receipt of ds.

Cash or satisfactory reference to accompany the orders. No
orders accepted for less than 1000 plants. Remittanceb can be

made by Draft or Postal Order on New York. Address—

B. K. BLISS AND SONS, Seed Merchants, 34, Barclay
Street, New York.

Decorative and Conservatory Plants.

FAND A. SMITH offer the undernamed, in
• fine condition, at moderate prices ;

—

AZALEAS, quarter, half, and full specimens, full of buds.
CAMELLIAS, in great variety, from 1 to 7 feet, in e-xcelk-nt

condition.

CINERARIA, named sorts, from our superior collection.

CYCLAMEN, a fine strain, in great variety.

DRACAENAS, best coloured decorative varieties.

,, best green sorts for conservatory, some fine specimens.
DAPHNE INDI-CA RUBRA, very healthy.
ERICAS, specimens ; various sizes.

,. soft-wooded ; a very large stock.

EPACRIS, in specimens.

., various ; a large stock.
GARDENIAS, of sorts, in bud.
GLOXINIAS, from our own fine collectiona,

ORANGES (Tahitian), in good health.
PALMS, in great variety, for conservatory and stove ; full-sized

PELARGONIUMS, early, show, spotted, and fancy varieties.

,, Zonal, all the best varieties for the conservatory and
bedding.

„ variegated ; a large and superior collection of Golden,
Silver, and Bronze Zonals ; also the usual yellow-edged
bedding sorts.

PETUNIAS, a large and superior collection of single and
double sorts, including several fine new varieties.

PHLOXES, an extensive collection ; the best sorts.

PYRETHRUM IMBRICATUM PLENUM—best crimson
CATALOGUE of the above, and other choice plants, post

free upon application, and purchasers are respectfully invited to

inspect the stock.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY. LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Qarden Seeds,

) suit Gardens of various sizes, sii., 4'jj., 63J, , and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^j „y^
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6

BROAD BEAN. Westbury Prize (new) , . per pint 2 6

BROCCOLI, Williams' Alexandra 16
,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Williams' improved Dwarf .. i o
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red I the two best in 1 i o

,, Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation . .

j" to
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ,. s 6

„ Tender and True, new 36
., Woolley's Improved Telegraph ., .. .. 16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE, Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. .. 10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
., Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the MaiTOws . . per quart 2 6

„ CuUingford's M.lgnum Bonum 26
Mr. Laxton s NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seed Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new r 6

AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new 26
AURICULA, fir

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain ..

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA,
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb st .id..

. 6d. and

CYCLAMEN, WilUams' superb strain, 11. 6d., 2i. 6d.,

3J. 6d. and
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, t.r. 6d.,

2s. 6d., 3^. 6d. and
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping ^

,. saved from the finest erect

MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, na

PETUNlA.'saved from the fine

PENTSTEMON, Cyananthus Brandegei, 1

POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Straii

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, srandifior:

PRIMULA, Williams' superb

t striped varieties

. 6d.,

red, white, or
r. 6d.

, 3^. 6d. and
RICINUS GIBSONH,
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours
VERBENA. Eckford's superb strain

WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter
flowering

„ dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-
SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, Sic, in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.;s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application.

JG. B O L V I G, 6, Orchard Street,
• Kensington, London, S.W., PREPARES DESIGNS

for Gardens, and for the Arrangement of Flowers, in Geome-
trical or Natural Style.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

/s now ready, and may i& had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.\isting Shrubberies and

Plantations,

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

E. G. HENDERSON AND SON'S

SEED CATALOGUE for 1875,

/ill be posted firee on appli-

I ho VARIETIES of FLOWER
LLDS are so arranged that the

eur may readily recognise the

beautiful and desirable.

The VEGETABLE DEPART-
ME-^T is complete, with the best

r jved kinds in each Section.

N EW FLOWERS : ERYTHRjEA
MUHLENBERGHI, ti. and 2J. id.;

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM HEN-
DERSONI, rs. bd. and =i. id.;

ROMNEYA COULTERI, ii. and

THE WELLINGTON NURSERY,
WELLINGTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO.'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Prize Medal
Garden Requisites and

Horticultural Decorations.

PiuzeMed^alSeeds.

GARDEN REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOIiBORN",
LONDON, W.C.

Dickson s Sons.
106 Eastgate St & p „ „^„

Illustrated Catalogue of

Yegetable & Flower Seeds,
; r - Bostjree oivAppltcatiorv.

L Quauty^vmsurpassed,

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
" LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is BOOKING ORDERS
for the above. For particulars see advertisement in

Gardeners' Chrofticle, January 30. A very favourable report of
it may be seen in the Journal of Horticulture, November ig,

1874, by Mr. Robson, and February 4, 1875, by Mr. Luckhurst.
Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

C"
RANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,
and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

lU' E W R O
SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).

CRIMSON REDDER (Cranston's).

CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre N
Hereford.

Vines.—To tlie Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 305. per dozen (a special jjrice for a large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliffe Black,
Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,

Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

Flautlng Season.—Avenue Trees.

LIMES, 12 to 16 feet high, straight stems,
girting 4 to 8 inches at 4 feet from the ground, with
well-balanced heads, and splendidly rooted. A stock of

more than 5000 ofthese fine Trees to select from.

PLANES, OCCIDENTAL, 12 to 16 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS. 10 to 12 feet.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

NOR\VAY MAPLES, 10 to 16 feet.

AJl being stout, straight stemmed, and finely rooted. Every
Tree has been removed within two years.

POPLAR, CANADENSIS NOVA, 18 to 20 feet.—This new
variety of Poplar, far exceeding in rapidity of growth any
tree I am acquainted with, is strongly recommended as a
Town Tree, especially in smoky districts. There are

hundreds in this Nursery three years old, measuring 18 to

22 feet high, and stout in proportion.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey, S.W.

Carnation. Picotees, and Finks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS.
&c.^ contains six pair of choice Show Carnations, six pair of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pair of Show Pinks, and twelve

choice mLved Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, ii5.

" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland.

February 15, 1875.
" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation

and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased^ and would

T o THE TRADE.
PEARS, extra fine dwarf-trained, all the leading kinds.

,, extra fine pyramids on Quince, 4-yr.
,
5-yr., and 6-yr. old.

PLUMS, e.xtra fine dwarf-trained.

,, extra fine pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, extra fine dwarf-trained.

„ pyramid, fruiting.

,, extra fine Morello, fruiting.

PEACHES. Maiden, twenty to thirty varieties.

THUJA AUREA, i to tji foot, i}4 to 2 feet, 2 to zji feet,

2H to 3 feet : grand specimens.

„ WAREANA, r, 2, to 3 feet.

„ GIGANTEA, 3, 4, to 5 feet.

YEWS, English, 2 to 2^5 feet, =H '0 3 f=e'. 3 to 3M feel : fine.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 3j^ feet, 354 to 4 feet ; fine.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 3, 3, 4 to

5 feet.

Special quotations on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford.

OHeap PlantB.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, from
pots, 2J. per dozen, zis. per loo ; rooted cuttings, is. per
dozen, 6s. per loo, goj. per looo.

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet, White. Crimson, and Rose, best

sorts, good plants, from single pots, \s. t>d. per dozen, loj-.

per loo.

LOBELIA, speciosa, true, from cuttings; also punilla grandi-
flora and Little Gem, 3^-. per 100, 20^. per 1000.

HELIOTROPIUM, finest dark varieties, iS. per dozen, 63.

per 100, 50^. per 1000.

CALCEOLARIA, Golden Gem, finest bedder, ts. per dozen,
6s. per loo, 50^. per 1000.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, Blue, makes a fine bed, i^. per
dozen, 5^. per 100, 401. per 1000,

IRESINE, Lindeni, crimson leaf, good, is. per dozen, 6s. per

COLEUS, Verschaffeltii, is. per dozen, 6s. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, u, per dozen
4s. per 100, 305. per 1000.

GERANIUMS. Show and Fancy shorts, strong plants, for

spring bloom, 45. per dozen.
CENTAUREA, candidissima, silver leaf, strong plants 3^'

per dozen, 2.0s. per 100.

Package included. Terms cash.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend
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TO THE TRADE.

MANGE L V/URZEL SEED.

H. & F. Sharpe
Are now offering the following varieties of the above-named Seeds, of 1874 growth, and raised from

the finest selected Stocks, and from picked transplanted Bulbs, viz. :

—

SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOPPED
YELLOW GLOBE,

BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW,
NORMANTON YELLOW GLOBE,
CHAMPION YELLOW GLOBE,
LARGE YELLOW GLOBE,
EI.VETHAM LONG RED,

GIANT LONG RED,
MAMMOTH LONG RED.
IMPROVED RED GLOBE,
IMPROVED ORANGE GLOBE,
GIANT LONG YELLOW,
GOLDEN TANKARD YELLOW,
WHITE SILESIAN SUGAR BEET.

For Special Prices (which are low this season) and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWINCx ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

ALL THE BEST, STRONGEST, AND FINEST

NEW ROSES FOR 1875,
Now Ready, at 843. per Dozen 5 Trade Price on Application.

The Plants offered are quite unsurpassed in the Trade, and are remarkably strong, vigorous and

healthy, many of the kinds measuring from 24 to 36 inches in height.

NEW E0SB8 OF 1874,
Splendid Plants, from 18s. to 21s. per dozen.

Descriptive Catalogues sent free on application.

Address: WILLIAM WOOD & SON,
NURSERIES, MARESFIELD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

SEED POTATOS
H. & F. Sharpe

Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz. ;

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY,
FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Fo
EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA,

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.
EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

To OardenerB.

iw.,'*' Gardeners are most respecf/it/ty Invited
^^"^ to Vint

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,,

^ Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BEsfFC Managtr.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i J to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England. .

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of.their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries (370 Acres in extent) vear Bagshol, Surrey

Seed Establi.shment and London Depot,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a succession of

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, Evergi-een and

Deciduous (of all sizes),

FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

fo inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable on application.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

Forest Trees., wtien taken in quantity, charged at a
proportionately reduced price.

PHAL.ENOPSIS LEUCORRHODA.
Hugh Low & Co.

Have now in flower several Plants of the above-named rare and beautiful Phalsenopsis. Also
large numbers of PHAL/ENOPSIS LUDDEMANNIANA. SCHILLERI ANA, and AMABILIS

;

of the two last-named varieties upwards oi one ////wrt'/rc/ plants are bloomino-.

\\. L. & Co. will have much pleasure in showing them to any one favouring- them with a visit.

Also on view THOUSANDS of ODONTOGLOSSUMS, recently received from our Collectors in
NEW GRENADA.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.
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Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlel, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants

from single pots, 125. per 100; rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6j. per 100, 50J. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, Loixlon, S.E., and at

Edinburgh.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-O TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong
Plants, distinct sorts, at 40J. per 100 ; 25^. for 50 ; or 15^. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9^. and
lis, per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

YRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEI.— Plants
of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out, price 2i,r, each, usual discount to the Trade.
Illustration sent on application. See Gardeners' Chronicle,

^874, i. 7S7, ii- 740; and the Florist and Pomologist {qx \.\\\'i

month.
WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

NEW ROSES for iS75.~Splendid plants,
with magnificent foliage, in forty-three Continental

varieties, now ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

HENRY. BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford.
Salisbury.

lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, is. 6d. per

100. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense
usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2j. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following

GERANIUMS at per dozen for cash :- Golden
Tricolors: Mrs. Dunnett, 3i. 6,!., Louisa Smith, 3s. id.; Mrs.
Pollock, IS. 6J.: Sir Robert Napier, 35. 6rf. ; Sophia Dumar-
esque, 3s. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutls, y. (>d. : Mrs.
John Clutton, 31. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 31. bd.; Bronze
Beauty, 3J. 6d.; Kentish Hero, is. 6d.: Roi de Siam, 3J. 6d.

;

Waltham Bronze, 3J. 6d. Baskets and packnig, dd. per dozen,
or 3^. 6d. per 100 extra.

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

New Double Zonal Pelargouluus for 1876.
First class Ccrlih ii 1 v I II i I I S ciety

ulj L

MESSRS. W AND J LROWN have again
been entrusted by iMr. Laxton with the distribution of

the folloivlng set of Ne%v Double ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
raised by him, viz. :

—

EMILY LAXTON. -First-class Certificate Royal Horticul-
tural Society. The largest flowered and most remarkable
Scarlet Pelargonium, either double or single, hitherto sent
out. Individual flowers upwards of 2 inches in d:

full, but not crowded T truss enormous. Free-fl^
and siiitable for winter work. Figured in the T'hral
Magazhie for October last. Strong plants, isj. each.

GUIDING STAR.—The most shrubby and dwarf Double
Pelargonium yet raised. Foliage Dale green, and partaking
somewhat of the character and habit of the Show Pelargo-
niiim. Flower very pretty purplish pink, and double ; quite
unique and distinct. Strong plants, lof. 6d. each.

ILLUMINATOR.—A striking and distinct purplish carmine-
coloured variety of the Emily Laxton type, but d.arker in
colour : semi-double, but full

; petals large and stout.
Strong plants, -js. 6d. each ; the set for £i loi.

Prizes will be oflered for the above in 1S76. To be sent out
in May next. Coloured Plates of Emily Laxton post free for
zs. td. Electros of Single bloom is. 6d. each.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
Messrs. W. St J. Brown are also now sending out Mr.

Laxton 's fine firm-fleshed New Strawberries—TRAVELLER
and EXQUISITE

; the flavour of both these is distinct and
unequalled. Traveller has received a First-class Certificate
from the Royal Horticultural Society, and is untloubtedly the
most suitable Strawberry for transmission yet raised. Strong
plants of last season :—Traveller, £1 per 25, ^3 per 100. Ex-

ly struck runners of
. . . „ :es for fruits of these

I be offered in 1876. Trade terms on application to

V. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen and Florists, Stamford.

Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to
be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer
Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size
and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will fiiid them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ILLIAM POTTEN'S PLANT LIST for
1875 is now ready, which contains one of the largest and

choicest collections of Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, and
will be sent to all applicants post free.

W. P. can supply the following good plants in single pots :

—

Double PETUNIA, Kin^ of Crimsons, 2s. dd. per dozen.
12 other good Double varieties, ^s.

12 vars. good COLEUS, aj. 6d.

12 select Zonal GERANIUMS, 3^.

12 select Double do., 3^.

12 select Gold and Silver Tricolors, 6s.

ze, 4J.

singhurst, Staplehurst. Kent.

FREDK. GEE begs to offer, for cash with
orders, fine selected stocks of POTATOS :— Climax,

splendid quality variety, ^s. 6d. per bushel, los. per cwt,; Early
Goodrich, productive and good, 41. €>d. per bushel, 8s. per cwt.;
Early Rose, ss. per bushel, gs. per cwt. ; Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf
Kidney, sj. per bushel, C)S. per cwt. ; and many other good sorts

DAISIES, splendid double, from 2s. per 100.

CABBAGE and other Plants, &c., choice and good; also
SEEDS, &c., of all kinds, cheap and good.

Seed Growing Establishment, Biggleswade, Beds.

BE SOLD, CHEAP —
to clear the ground, required for building at once :

—

ROSES, Standard, very fine, zos. per dozen, 75^. per 100.

PINES, Austrian, 2 to ^l-i feet, js. per 100, 60s. per 1000 ; 2j<
to ^ feet. %s. per 100. 70^. per 1000.

PINUS EXCELSA, iS inches to 2 feet.'ioj. perdoz., 75J. per

BERBERIS DARWINII, 2-yr. se

inches to 2 feet, jos. per ico.

COTONEASTER SIMMONDSII

idlings, 151. per 1000 ; 18

12 inches to 15 inches,

SON, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS:—12 new varieties
of 1874, 3J. : 12 older sorts, 2s. ; 100 Chrysanthemums,

including 15 new varieties of 1874, for iZs.; 50s. for 10s.

FUCHSIAS :—6 new varieties of 1874, for 4.1.; 12 varieties of
1873, for 45. J 100 Fuchsias, in 50 sorts, for 14j.; 50, in 25 sorts,

for 8s.; 12 varieties, ss. 6d.

LOBELIA, pumila grandiflora, is. : IRESINE. Lindeni.
IS. 6d.\ MESEMBRYANTHEMUM, cordifolium variega-
tum, \s. 6d. per dozen.

The above sent post free for cash with order.

T. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le-
WiUows

THE HANDSOMEST AND BEST NEW POTATO IS

CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT-
Indispensable as one of the best Potatos for Exhibition.

CARTER'S
AMERICAN

BREAD-FRUIT.

FOR MAIN CROP.

This is a grand Potato in every

respect. Handsome in shape, with

very shallow eye. Flesh of fine

te.xture and superb quality, whether

baked or boiled. It is a first-rate

keeper, and extremely prolific.

An invaluable acquisition to

Hotel Keepers, for Public Institu-

tions, &;c.

^
CARTER'S AMERICAN BREAD-FRUIT POTATO.

Per Peck, 63. ; per Bushel, 213. ; per Cwt. 35s. ; per Ton, £30.

THE POTATO THAT BEST
RESISTS DISEASE

CARTER'S

IMPROVED RED-SKIN

FLOURBALL
Price ijer Peck, is. 6d. \ per Bushel, <jS. ;

Per Cwt. i-js.

Per Ton, for not less than half a ton, £,\a,.

We again offer a very fine selected

stock ot this invaluable Potato, which

J

continues to resist the ravages of ihe
disease in a most surprising manner. We

. have at all times avoided the stateme^nt

i published by some Houses, "thattheRed-
! skin Flourball Potato is the only disease-

proo/\a.x\&\.y." We, however, repeat that
our Improved Red-skin Flourball resists

the disease to a far greater extent than
I
any other variety in cultivation.

Carter's Improved Red-skin Flourball was
one of the varieties in the great Trial of Potatos
made by the Royal Agricultural Society of
England last year, and we believe we are
justified in stating that it fully maintained its

disease-resisting reputation, whilst other varie-
ties were nearly consumed by the disease.

'€kA:tt>iJ^ THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.G.
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PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the following will be sent

out for the first time in the beginning of

May :
—

NEW FUCHSIAS.
ADMIRATION.—A beautifully-fonned flower. Tube and

sepals rich crimson, the lailcr completely recurved ;
corolla

well e.vpanded, and of a purplish crimson colour; a showy
and attractive variety. lof. 6(/.

PARONESS.~A very pretty and attractive flower with long

white tube, white sepals well-rcflexed. and vtolet-rose

corolla : an extremely pleasing and distinct colour. im. dd.

CALYPSO.—An extremely fine variety, with large well-formed

; tube and sepals rich crimson, the sepals completely

reflexed ; large expanded bell-shaped corolla, of

crimson-purple colour. \os. 6d.

CHARMER.—A magnificent variety, producing fine large

flowers, with extremely rich and bright reddish crimson
tube and sepals; tube short, and sepals immensely broad
and well reflexed ; fine rich purple-plum corolla ; the blos-

soms areof excellent quality and wonderful substance, lai. dd.

GEORGE FREDERICK.—Tube and sepals rich scarlet-

crimson; tube short: sepals broad and thick, and nicely

reflexed ; large stout corolla, of beautiful form, rich purple-

crimson colour ; a fine and handsome v.iriety, of free

branching habit, and a profuse bloomer. \os. dd.

HIGHLAND CHIEF.—Tube and sepals bright crimson;
tube short ; sepals elegantly reflexed, leaving completely
exposed the large bell-shaped corolla, which is of a deep
purple colour, expands as the flower acquires age, and
retains its deep colour to the last ; the plant is a free

bloomer, and of good habit. lor. dd.

NYSA.—Bright scarlet-crimson tube and sepals, the latter

beautifully recurved ; corolla of a rich purplish crimson
colour ; very fine. lOJ. td.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ACIATHA. -Abeaiilifiil dwarf Pnnipon variety; flowers very

full and double, of a blusli-piuk colour ; the petals tipped
with gold : very pretty. 55.

ARIOSTO.—A fine Pompon Rower, of an attractive amaranth-
crimson colour, slightly shaded with yellow ; very dwarf
and prettily fringed, 5J.

CLEMENTINE. — A fir.st-rate hybrid variety, producing
medium-sized flowers of a rich lemon-yellow colour, is.

EXQUISITE.—A fine variety belonging to the large-flowering
section. The blossoms are very full and double, and of
exquisite incurved form. Colour a bright golden-yellow,
the outer petals shaded orange and reflected salmon. 7^- tii.

JASON.—Bright clear amaranth, a beautifully formed medium-
sized hybrid flower, distinct and attractive, of dwarf habit
and very free-flowering. 5^.

OLIVAR.—A fine hybrid, extremely dwarf and floriferous,

clear light brown flowers of excellent form : very distinct

and pretty. 5^.

PRO.SlvRPINE.—A very dwarf Pompon variety, of a bright
yellow colour. 5^.

THERMOS. — A very pretty Pompon variety, producing
extremely double flowers of a bronzy cinnamon colour
shaded with yellow. 5J.

NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS

BEAUTY.—This splendid variety produces fine large white
flowers, beautifully striped and flaked with rose and salmon

;

extremely distinct and attractive. lar. 6 /.

CHARM.—Pure white, striped, flaked and splashed with rose ;

a very pretty flower. 5^.

FAIRY.—A novel and distinct flower of a beautiful blush
colour, richly flaked and striped with deep salmon ; exceed-
ingly striking and efl'ective. js. 6ii.

SPANGLE.-A ch.irmiiis flower ; white, attractively striped,

fl.aked and splashed with bright rose. 5f.

NEW ZONAL PELARaONIUMS.
ADAIR.—A magnificent variety, producing large trusses of

very fine flowers, with thick wax-like petals of a rich carmine
colour shaded with sc.irlet. 5^.

CAMERON.—Magenta-purple marked with vermilion in the
upper petals : a most beautiful, novel, and distinct shade of
colour : flowers of large size and excellent form ; extra fine.

7^. 6(f.

ERNESTINE.—A very pretty and distinct flower; colour
blush shaded with salmon-rose towards the centre, s^.

EUROPA.—This variety Is of remarkably good compact habit
and a profuse bloomer ; the flowers are of exquisite form
and good substance, rich deep scarlet shaded with crimson
in the upper petals ; white eye ; very attractive, -js. (n/.

HEBE.—An exceedingly pretty and distinct variety ; the
flowers are very pure white, shaded and irregularly marked
with salmon-blush, all the centre of the flower being of a
rich salmon-pink colour, 5^.

JUANITA.—Salmon-pink : deeper tow.ards the centre of the
flower, which has a white eye ; the blossoms are of large
size, and beautifully round in form. 5^.

JUBILEE.-This variety produces immense trusses of fine

large flowers of a soft rosy-lake colour ; distinct and
pretty. 51.

METIS.—A lirst-rate flower nf excellent substance and shape,
and of an intens'-lv 'li':'!! nnd vivid shade of rich scarlet,

withcouspicu.-.iiv 1,1 .. -t.

PALLAS.—A spl,-n ! : 1 -.'noj habit, freely producing
; .ill cxtreinelyrich and brilliant

ii,.,liLly marked with white in theshade of deep r .
-

upper petals. 7s.

POTAMOS.—Light bright scarlet ; the upper petals shaded
with crimson ; a very fine large flower. 5s.

THETIS.—Pure white, with a distinct rosy pink zone around
the centre of the flower, which is also white ; this is a most
novel and charmingly pretty variety, -js. (xi.

URANIA.— Fine large flowers, of a beautiful rosy cerise

coloui;, borne in enormous trusses ; extremely eflfeclive. 5s.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANES.

FROM the first ye.if of the existence of the

GiXi-dencrs' Chronicle discussions have

periodically arisen respecting the comparative

hardiness, identity with wild types, <S:c., of the

forms or species of I'lanes citltivated in Britain.

The result of all this writing, it appears to me,

is greater confusion than ever ;
but 1 will not

venture to affirm that 1 shall succeed in clearing

it up. From the time ol the earliest intro-

duction of Planes, the greatest uncertainty has

prevailed respecting their specific origin, and

the most contradictory descriptions and attri-

butes have been assigned to the same name by

different writers—whether they had different

species in view, I cannot tell. Continental

writers seem to have been equally in the dark,

unless it should turn out, as some suppose, that

there really is no specific difference between

the American and Eastern Planes. I am of

the opinion that they are distinct species or

races, and that the real Platanus occidentalis,

or American Plane, was imknown to many of

the writers on this subject. Though this is

my opinion at the present moment, 1 am quite

open to conviction, and shall not be surprised

if some one should prove me wrong. But I

must have real, unanswerable proofs, not state-

ments based upon what are believed to be facts,

otherwise the question will still remain, practi-

cally speaking, unanswered.

At the last meeting of the Linnean Society 1

exhibited fruiting specimens of Platanus orien-

talis, P. orientalis var, acerifolia, and P. occi-

dentalis ; but being prevented at the last moment

from attending, I requested my friend, Mr,

Baker, to read a short note on one of the

most marked characteristics (as I believe) of

P. occidentalis. It was objected that this

character was equ.ally valueless with all others

put forward as distinguishing this or that

species. Mr. Baker, of course, was not pre-

pared to discuss the cpestion, and I believe

I had the worst of it, though nothing beyond

words was adduced against my specimens.

Under the circumstances, I think I cannot do

better than state my case here, especially as it

is rather a lengthy one, and a subject that con-

cerns gardeners as much as botanists. Perhaps,

too, after reading what I have to say, some

planters may be able to confirm or refute my
statement beyond dispute.

As there is some doubt respecting the

correctness of the dates of the introduction

of the Eastern and Western Planes given

by Loudon and others, and as I shall have

occasion to refer to a considerable number

of books, I will in the first place relate what

I have been able to gather respecting their

history in this country. Turning to J 'e Crete

Herball, 1526, I find no mention of the Plane,

and as this book was translated from the French,

it was probably unknown in France at that time.

In the second part of Turner's //tv ('-(z//, 156S,

is the first mention I have been able to find of

the Eastern Plane, though Loudon says it was

cultivated in England before 154S. Possibly

he may have found evidence to that effect

somewhere, but I imagine 1548 to be a mis-

print for 156S, How little it was known at the

latter date may be learnt from the followirg

quotation from Turner :

—

"Although Dioscorides wrileth of the verities of ihe

Playn tre yet he describeth it not, wherefore very mane

in England and Germany have erred in takyng of diveue

Irces for the Playn Ire, whereof none of them all w.is the

ryght I'layn Ire in dude. Sum take ye I.ynd tre (which

I and mane others lake for the ryght Tiha) for Plalano,

because it shulteth forlh long br.anchcs and bnughes,

;ind i.s able to cover a grele number of men imtler il.

•^um take a tre which seemeth to me to he a kinde of

Acer to be a I'latanum, and that tre is called in Duch
."Miorn. . , , For these and diverse other lyke causes

1 reken that tre called in Duch Ahorn, or Wild Asshen,

can not be Platanus. I have sene the leaves of that

Platanus that groweth in Italy, and two very young
trees in England, which were called there Playn trees,

whose leaves in all poyntes were lyke unto the leaves

of the Italian Playn tre. And it is doubtles that these

two trees were either brought out of It.aly or of some

firr counlre beyond Italy, where onto the freres and

monkcs went a pilgrimage."

(leiarde, 1635, only mentions P. orientalis,

which was still very rare in his day. A quaint

and amusing passage is worth quoting, for it

would almost seem that England retrograded

between the time of Turner and Gerarde.

Speaking of the Plane, the latter writer says it

will flourish if " cherished and watered with

wine; and it is found by experience that the

same is very comfortable to the roots, and we

have already taught that trees desire to drink

wine." He adds below that he sent his servant,

William Marshall, to the Mediterranean, and

he brought seeds from Morea " whereof one or

two are growing with Tradescant." Parkin-

son, Theatrum BolanUuin, 1640, gives figures

and the history of both P. orientalis and P.

occidentalis, the latter, we are told, having

been recently brought from Virginia by the

younger Tradescarit. The figure seems to have

been made from the true American Plane, and

is much better in its way than tliat of the

Eastern species, Parkinson appears to have

been the first to go wrong respecting the con-

stitution of the Eastern Plane, of which he

says, not " enduring our winter without extra-

ordinary care," It is true that this species is,

like many other trees, liable, when quite young,

to be injured by frost. Ray {Historia P/anfanim,

1706) knew apparently very little respecting one

or the other of the two, for he alludes to them
as Platanus orientalis pilulis majoribus and

P. occidentalis pilulis minoribus. There is

probably little difference in the size of the fertile

spikes or catkins, but those of the true occiden-

talis are usually larger than those of orientalis

in authentic specimens. Miller [Gardeners'

Dictionary, 1731) states that P. occidentalis is

much commoner than P. orientalis, and that P.

acerifolia is a seminal variety of orientalis, as

he knows fronr personal observation. Evelyn,

in his Sylva, figures acerifolia for occidentalis
;

at least, such is my conclusion after consulting

authentic figures and dried specimens.

I may here mention the particular character to

which I alluded inthebeginningofthisarlicle. In

all the undoubtedly North American specimens

that I have seen labelled P. occidentalis the

fertile heads are solitary. In Michaux' Arbres

lie I'Ameriqiie du Nord the plate of this tree

exhibits the samechar.acter ; and Dr. Asa Gray
{Flnra of tlie Nortlicrn States) mentions the

same thing in his description. It is, there-

fore, quite evident that, if not an abso-

lutely constant character, it must, at least,

be commonly so, otherwise we make the

specimens in the Kew Herbarium and at

the British Museum wrong, as w^ell as (pro-

bably) the only authentic figures (Michaux).

The plate in the Nouveaii Duiiamcl is also

correct, but possibly that is simply a copy of

Michaux. I have not the two works at hand

at the time I am writing, and, therefore, I can-

not decide this question. Why I suspect this

to be the case is because all the other plates,

with the exception of Parkinson's mentioned

above, th.at I have seen called occidentalis, are

most likely nothing more than acerifolia.

Among others I may mention Watson's Den-

drolo'Jiv, Schnitzlein's Iconos^rapltia, and

Schk'uhr's Handhncli. I do not wish to appear

too confident and positive of the accuracy of

iny views, but I think I have shown sufficient

to justify myself in re-opening the question. I

find that different writers have disagreed en-

tirely in their description of the botanical cha-

racters, rate of growth, hardiness, &-c., of what

they term occicientalis. For my own part, I

have no experience whatever of its hardiness ;

the largest specimen actually known to me
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is quite young, and only about 25 feet high. It

was from this specimen in Kew Gardens that

Mr. Smith liindly furnished me with the speci-

mens exhibited at Burlington House. I ought

not to omit to mention that here and there on

this tree two heads may be seen on the same
stalk, but that I think does not affect my
position ; solitary heads are occasionally seen

on P. orientalis. It is labelled P. pyramidalis,

whatever that may mean. I believe, however,

that this name belongs to a cultivated variety

of orientalis. A large tree at Kew bearing the

name of occidentalis is doubtless acerifolia,

as suggested by Dr. Hooker some years

ago. Messrs. Decaisne and Naudin, in their

Manvel de VAmateur dcs Jardins, vol. iii., give

it as their opinion that the greater part of the

degree of constancy there is in the character I

have particularised. I believe I recognise Mr.

Thomas Rivers in the " T. R." of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, ?ihowt the year 1856, if I remember
right ;

perhaps he can say something decisive.

I feel pretty sure that he had the true P. occi-

dentahs at that time. The dried specimens

and portraits of P. occidentalis are so distinct

in appearance, tliat I have ventured to dilate at

some length on this subject. There are several

other instances of closely aUied species or races

separated by the Atlantic Ocean. In some
cases the American species or race, as the case

maybe, is confined to the eastern side of the con-

tinent,andthe OldWorld form stretches eastward

to Japan. With the Planes it is otherwise ; in

America two or three species occur, and one or

forms, their geographical distribution, and the

opinion of Heer that the fossil Plane of the

miocene beds of Italy is more like the American
than the Oriental form. Plane leaves have also

been found in Greenland. If it should turn out

that a Plane tree is native to Japan, we should

consider our surmise well nigh established. Eds.]

New Garden Plants.
Anthurium cuspidatum.* (Fig. 85).

An Anthurium, somewhat resembling A. aeranthe,

but, as it seems, distinct from it, and from any

described in Schott's Proiromus. It is a handsome
stove foliage plant, of tufted habit, and with bold

bright green foliage, the leaves measuring about I foot

7 inches in length, by 13 inches in breadth, The

Fig. 85.—anthurium cuspidatum. leaves i ft. 7 m. long, i ft. broad.

large Plane trees, both on the Continent and in

England, are the American P. occidentalis,

althougli they were perfectly aware of what had
been published in this country on the subject,

satisfactorily identifying our park Plane with
P. acerifolia. I do not feel so confident that

P. acerifolia is simply a seminal variety of

P. orientalis ; but possibly there may be an
authentic specimen among tlie dried plants

which the Chelsea Botanic Garden was bound
to deposit at the Royal Society. If it really be
so, there is perhaps very little more difference

between the Western and acerifolia than there is

between the latter and P. orientalis. The true

oiientalis is a far handsomer tree, and of more
majestic habit than acerifolia, and, I believe, of

much slower growth. I think even now it will

turn out that P. occidentalis possesses charac-

ters by which it may readily be distinguished

from P. orientalis, but I should be glad to hear
from some of our American colleagues what

two of them down the western side from Cali-

fornia to Mexico ; whereas, in the Old World,
the Plane does not appear to occur eastward of
Kashmir. I have only to add, that possibly
some of the characters reported to have broken
down in attempting to discriminate the species
have not been tried with the true P. occiden-
talis. W. B. Hevisley.

[Mr. Hemsley admits that P. orientalis has
sometimes only a solitary female catkin while
P. occidentalis has sometimes more than one,
and so far concedes the point in dispute. We
do not think that the evidence furnished by
tenderness or hardihood is any better, for we
have seen seedling varieties from the same tree,

some cut by frost, others uninjured, though
growing side by side in the same nursery
quarter. In an article in these columns, 1869,

p. 940, we leant to the view that all the forms
of Plane had a common origin, founding our
surmise on the known variability of existing

petioles are perfectly cylindrical, and not at all

sulcated': a character by which it maybe distinguished

readily from any species with which we are acquainted.

The spathe is reflexed much shorter than the elongated

purplish spadix. The plant is, we believe, a native of

Colombia, whence it was introduced to the Veitchian
nurseries by Mr. Gustav Wallis. We had, however,
previously seen it in the collection of Mr. Wilson
Saunders, under the name of A. cordatum, from

* Anthuritoii cuspidatum. Mast., sp. nov.—Caudice abbre-
viate

;
petiolis 15—24 poll. long. , viridibus, teretibus, nee sul-

catis, rigidis crassitie, penna: galtinaceEe, geniculis ^ poll. long,

subteretibus, antice vix applanatis : foliis arete approximatis
10—20 poll. long. 7—12 poll. lat., membranaceis, glabris, superne
saturate viridibus. infra pallidioribus, cordatis ovato-oblongis.
longe gradaimque acuminatis, lobis basatibus distantibus

rotundatis sinu lato separatis. nerv'o medio subtus prominente,
nervis lateraiibus secondariis 17— iS, e quibus 6 basalibus e bast
folii utroque latere radiantibus. CEeteris a sese basi parum remotis
pinnatis ad apices pauloque intra marginem folii cum pseudo-
neuro continuis, venulis arcuatis reticuiatim ramulosis ; pedun-
culis teretibus longitudinaliter sulcatis, pallide puniceis : spatha
demum refiexa oblonga obtusa apice apiculata, membranacca
subpunicea glabra, vix 2 poll, long., circa i poll, lat, ; spadicibus
6^8 poll. long, teretibus pallide brunneo-purpureis.
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which it differs greatly. It is also in the Aroid house

at Kew. M. T. M.

Antiiurium Wallisii, Mast., sp. nov* (Fig. 86.)

A very distinct Anthurium, remarkable for its

peculiar cordate, elongate oblong leaves, quite different

from those of any Anthurium we find in collections or

herbaria. The leaves are of a deep green colour ;

the spathe is revolute, nearly as long as the greenish

yellow spadix.

The plant is a native of Colombia, where it was
found by M. Gustav Wallis, and by him introduced

into the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch & Sons.

Cymbidium elegans, Lindl.\

It is very surprising that some very interesting

Indian Orchids found their way to England so very

slowly, when in a short time the inhabitants of India,

as far as they are Orchidologists, may make pilgrim.

the name of the elegant Cymbidium elegans. It cannot

be very rare. I have specimens at hand from Nepal,

Wallich; Khasia, Griffith, T. Lobb, Hooker, and

Thomson ; Uarjeeling, Griffith. It is a highly curious

thing, not quite a first-class beauty, but quite apart,

something totally unlike any plant seen before. The
great raceme of long sulphur-yellow flowers, all nearly

shut, is very striking, and decidedly must be acknow-
ledged as very peculiar. It came to the collections of

Lord Lovelace, East Horsley Towers, Ripley, Surrey,

in spring, 1869, from Lady Lovelace's brother, and I

am informed by Mr. Robert Miller, the skilful grower

of (he plant, that it flowered each year from 1871 to

1874 ; and I have at hand a beautilul inflorescence I

obtained in February. It flowered during three weeks

in my room. I also obtained it from the same
place last autumn, in September. It flowered at that

same period, I believe the first time, in the Royal
Exotic Nursery of Messrs. Veitch. The plant would

by Mr. H. Low. The flower has not a single dot or

blotch at all. Now the callus is pure yellow. The
lateral laciniar of the lip are pure white, with a violet

border, which looks exceedingly pretty. The plant is

owned by J. T. Barber, Esq., of Spondon, near Derby,

who selected it from the plants received last summer
at Clapton Nursery, from the Philippines. //. G,

Rchb. f.

Masdevallia spectrum, n. sp.*

Once more a Masdevallia of the Chimoiroid group,

very near M. severa, but very distinct in its very

narrow sepals, which have yellow tails as long as the

sepal bodies, which appear quite dark, being mottled

over and over with blackish purple or violaceous

dots. There is no doubt that it has three-flowered

inflorescences, but whether those three flowers are

developed at the same time, I cannot say. The plant

may soon appear in the nursery of Mr. W. Bull, who

Fig. 86.—anthurium wallisii in flower, leaves 2 ft. 2 in. long, 10 in. broad.

ages to England to see where their most distinguished

Orchids decayed. I expressed that surprise I just

alluded to when speaking of Cymbidium longifolium,

and I have just the same opinion now when writing

*• Anthurium Wnllisii, Mast., sp. nov.—Caudice abbreviato :

foliis arete approximatis 2 poll. long, ii poll. lat. snbcoriaceis

glabris superne saturate viridibus subtus palUdioribus oblongis

obtusis basi profunde cordato-bilobis, lobis rotundatis scu sub-

angulatis parallelis, sinu ovato utrinque attenuato separatis,

pedatinerviis nervo medio utrinque prominente carinam acutam
superne efficiente, subtus costamvalidioremsubtcretem constante

nervi basales pedati, caeteri pinnali sub arcuali cum pseudo-
neuro paulo intra marginali continuo, venulis arcuatis reticu-

latis : petiolis 20 poll. long, subteretibus antice leviter sulcalis

viridibus glabris crassitie pemiae anserinsc, gcniculo crasso

sulcato \i pollicari ; pedunculis 4—5 poll. long, teretibus glabris

crassitie penncC cygneec ; spalna demum revoluta, coriacea

oblonga acuta spadice vi.\ breviore ; spadice 8~p poll. long,

flavo-virente ; pollinis granis oblongis ; ovula non vidi.

t Cytnbidium clegnns.—Caulescens, caule basi tumido ; foliis

ligulatis acuminatis valde elongatis
;
pedunculo vaginis ligulatis

acuminatis scariosis distichis vestito ; racemo nutante ; bracteis

triangulis minutissimis ; floribus hinc glutinosis, clausis, mento
valde parvo : sepalis ligulatis acutis ;

tepalis sursum latioribus
;

labello a basi late ligulato concavo dilatato ; antice trifido ; laciniis

ateralibus triangulis ; lacinia media subrhombea ; callis geminis

appear to improve mucli in Europe, its leaves, as

well as its flowers, exceeding by far those of the wild

specimens, I also made an astonishing observation.

The two small angular lamella; at the base of the lip

were very inconspicuous and orange-coloured last

autumn, both in all flowers of the Lord Lovelace's as

in those of Messrs. Veitch's plant. Those lamellre in

fig. I of Lindley's .Sfr/«OT, 14, appeared very superior ;

now this time all the flowers I examined have the

same lamellje much larger than those represented in

the Seriujn, purplish and toothed. Let us hope to

see it soon represented in the Botanical Magazine.

H. G. Rchb.f.

Phal/Enopsis Schilleriana, Rchb.f.,

vai: immaculata, n. var.

I have just been favoured with this splendid variety

semirhombeis sen subfalcatis denticulatia in basi ;
pilis quibus-

dam circumspersis ; carinis hnearibus contiguis antepositis usque

in basin lacinise antica:, ibi abruptis velutinis :
columna semi-

tereti apice curvata, basi pilosula, rostello trifido.

—

Cymbidium
desalts, Lindl. G. and Sp. Orch. 163 Sertum. tab. 1+.

sent me dry specimens, gathered by one of his col-

lectors, Mr. Shuttleworth. H. G. Rchb. f.

DANIEL HANBURY.
The death of this accomplished gentleman, on

Wednesday the 20th inst., has come upon us as a most

painful surprise. Amiable, accomplished, profoundly

versed in his own special department, still in the

prime of life, having done excellent work, capable

and willing to do good service to science and to his

fellow creatures, he has been suddenly removed from

_
* Masdevallia spcLtrnin (Saccilabiata).—Racemoea, sepali5

ligulato triangulis caudatis sat angustis : caudis corpora

sepalorum subjequantibus ; limbo ac disco interno parce hispidulis

atque tuberculatis ; tepalis ligulatis abbreviatis apice obtus-

angulo bivalvibus, tumore hispido papuloso interjecto ; labelli

laciniis lateralibus postice obtusangulis parvis; lacinia media
oblonga calceata obtusa ; carinula angulata in quavis auricula

basilar! ; carinis membranaceis erectis ternis per totam laciniam

mediam subparallelis approximatis; columna apice acuta

denticulata.
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us, k-aving behind him an example to be followed and

a memory to be cherished.

Mr. Hanbury was one of those who raise their

business and themselves to a higher level than that of

mere money getting. Pharmacy to him was a means
of serving, not only his own interest, but those of

humanity and of knowledge. His original investiga-

tions into the nature and history of drugs and of the

plants pruducing them were minutely accurate, and
his record of them was as judiciously terse. little was
left doubtful, nothing, we may say, that it was withinhis

power to clear up. At the same time not a word was
wasted, not an irrelevant remark added. His iJiagnuyn

opus, the Phannacographia
^
published in conjunction

with Professor Fluckiger, of Strasburg, andquitelately

noticed in our columns, amply justifies our remark.

It is the work of no mere compiler, but of one who
brought judgment, penetration, and original research

to bear on his self-imposed task. We mention this as

his chief work, but the publications of the Pharma-
ceutical Society and of the Linnean Society, yield

many evidences of his diligence and thoroughness.

He was not content to examine and study dried speci-

mens of the plants producing various drugs, he culti-

vated them whenever he had the opportunity. His
brother's garden at La Mortota (see Gardeners^

Chronicle, 1874, p. 35, fig. 7) afforded him ample
opportunity for indulging his gardening tastes, and for

introducing to that genial climate plants that cannot

be cultivated here in the open air.

The garden at La Mortola is a veritable garden of

acclimatisation, in which the most interesting, the

most useful, and the most attractive of plants find a
home. In the formation, stocking, and manage-
ment of this garden, Mr. Hanbury took the greatest

interest. His catalogue of plants cultivated, and his

notes on their progress, attest the zeal and devotedness
he bestowed on furthering his brother's plans of estab-

lishing a garden of interest as well as of beauty on
the lovely shores of the Mediterranean. Mr. Han-
bury was a Fellow of the Royal Society, Treasurer of
the Linnean Society, and a most active member of
the Pliarmaceutical Society. He was an occasional

contributor to these columns, and was the means
of introducing several plants of great interest to our
gardens.

THE SOUTHPORT WINTER
GARDEN.

When, in 1805, Sir James Edward Smith, then

Sulipiy M.D., wrote his notice of the evening Primrose,

CEnothera biennis, for the original English Botany^

he stated that his specimen of the plant {the same
from which the drawing was prepared) had been

gathered upon the "dreary sandbanks" on the coast

of Lancashire, a few miles north of Liverpool.
*' Millions'* of this plant, he goes on to say, had been

noticed there by Dr. Bostockand Mr. John Shepherd,

"perfectly wild," though possibly, he adds, the

progenitors might have come " from the opposite

shores of the Atlantic." This is now generally ac-

knowledged to be the true history of the CEnothera,

as regards its apparently wild existence in England.

It is clearly one of the New World plants which,
nfter crossing the water, at once took kindly to the

soil of Europe. So completely indeed has it become
established in our continent that it is included and
figured not only in the English Botany^ but in the

Flora Danica. The seeds were first brought to England
designedly in 1629, and there can be no doubt that

at some very early period afterwards accident con-

veyed seeds ripened in England to these Lancashire
sandhills, wh^re, as in our gardens, if not subdued,
the multiplication would be as rapid as that of fishes.

Had it been possible for the seeds of the Oil Palm,
Elais guineensis, to germinate as readily, the margin
of Lancashire at this part might now have held a
-young forest of it, for a few years ago they were
strewn upon the sands by thousands, the result of
some shipwreck or other disaster to a vessel trading
to the coast of Africa, and homeward bound to the
Mersey. Very interesting is it to observe that the
posterity of the old immigrants, the (Enotheras of a
century and a-half ago, are still in many parts quite
thick upon the ground. They occur at intervals all

along the shore from Waterloo, just above Liverpool,
nearly to the mouth of the Kibble, and now probably
will never disappear. Many and very lovely are the
bon^ fide Southport wild flowers. The South-
port people, who are wild-flower-minded, have still

nothing more worthy of attention than their naturalised
evening Primrose. Various little particulars give it

a rare and permanent charm. The flower-buds, for

example, that open so curiously—not as others do, at

the top, but from the bottom upwards, the petals
creeping out through a gap in the side—the easy and
nonchalant way in which they allow us to watch their
eypansion, if we will but wait a moment; the large

and beautiful cruciform stigma, laced to the anthers

by threads finer than gossamer, and beaded with
pollen of the same clear yellow as the flower in

general—with these, no one who loves the "little

things of Nature" can fail to be pleased, to say

nothing of the romantic hour when the performance
commences, which is just about sunset in the calm
warm evenings of mature summer, when the sweet
lustre of the first planet is seen in the sky. In Eng-
land we have only one or two really indigenous even-

ing flowers. The prettiest and most abundant of

them all, the milk-white evening Lychnis, is itself a
Southport plant. That one of the first of their

"American cousins" to arrive should have settled

upon the sandhills of this now celebrated watering-

place is really a sort of floral compliment to the neigh-

bourhood, and one which should be fittingly acknow-
ledged.

The sandbanks of the Southport of 1805 have long

since ceased to be *' dreary." Adjacent to them,
occupying large areas of the ancient wilderness, there

is now a town remarkable for its neatness, and with a
history that is perfectly astonishing. When Dr. Smith
received his Oenothera even the name had not been
coined. At the beginning of the century what is now
Southport was simply "The Hawes," a bathing-

station in the parish of North Meols—" Meols " being
of ancient Saxon extraction, and signifying "sand-
hills"—while the people all dwelt at Churchtown.
The first house of the present thousands was built

only about 1792, and of course has long since dis-

appeared, though the name of the old foundation is

extant in that of "Duke Street." Two or three dif-

ferent railway lines now converge towards the station,

rendering access from Liverpool, which is only

iS miles distant, and from Manchester, which is

32, a very easy matter. Seven or eight well propor-
tioned spires imply as many places of worship.

High-class hotels abound : there has recently

been opened a very handsome new public

hall ; there is a promenade half a mile long along the

shore ; and there is a pier nearly a mile in length, the

visitors travelling to and fro by steam-car. A long
pier, it must be confessed, is indispensable, on account
of the distance to which the sea retires over the level

sands, which do but correspond, either as regards

flatness or breadth, with the inland country for a dis-

tance of many miles. The extent of these sands, and
the rapidity with which high water changes to low,
recommended them some years ago as the practising

ground of the now famous Whitworth artillery. They
contribute in no slight measure to the salubrity which
has won for Southport, with its special patrons, the

title of the Montpellier of the north. Within the last

fifty years changes almost incredible have been made.
Lord Street, a mile in length, was laid out soon after

1825 ; the promenade was commenced about 1S35,

and the pier soon after 1S60. Since then immense
breadths of marshy ground, the home of the Buck-
bean and the Mare's-tail, have been drained, the sur-

face changing into elegant and substantial suburbs.

Tasteful and well-appointed villas have risen by the

hundred, especially at fair-complexioned Birkdale;
and where only the other day there was nothing but
shifting sand and the multitudinous and speary Mat-
grass, Ammophila arenaria, the haunt of the green
lizard, now there is the spacious and remarkably well-

kept Hesketh Park. The schools at Southport and
Birkdale have earned themselves a reputation that has
travelled all over England ; and now, though last by
no means least, there has just been established an
aquarium and winter garden, which will sustain the

challenge of anything of the kind in England. This
bit of local history, it is hoped, will not have been
tiresome. Horticulture is itself so thoroughly a thing
of progress—the Gardeners^ Chronicle may so right-

fully assume the same word for its enduring motto

—

that a record of progress of any description that is

honourable must needs be congenial to its own spirit,

especially when the record begins and ends with facts

about flowers. Such is my apology for the guide-book
details.

Of the aquarium, strictly so called, it is not our
province here to speak. Let it suffice to say that in

every particular, whether of extent, fittings, or con-

tents, it appears to be everything an intelligent people
can desire. The examples of Anthozoa, or "flower-
animals," seemed to us, when we saw them, to be
singularly beautiful, especially those delicately

feathered ones which in tenderness surpass even the

Sea Anemones and the Sea Marigolds. Neither is it

our province here to speak of the arrangements in the

splendid building, which includes the aquarium
proper, for entertainments of n. popular character,

music in particular. That which the readers of the

Gardeners^ Chronicle are more nearly concerned with
is the winter garden, a section of this great complex
which is calculated at the first seeing to fill every one
with astonishment. A notice recently appeared in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the great hall at the Pomona
Gardens, Manchester, the scene of Mr. Reilly's

flower and fruit show. In its way, the winter garden
at Southport is quite as remarkable to all who enter

it for the first time. It has the great merit also

of improving upon acquaintance. Lancashire is

evidently determined not to be left behind as
regards the construction of splendid edifices. The
county of the red Rose long since won for itself

celebrity in regard to huge cotton-mills ; now it is

equally well to the front in buildings of every descrip-
tion that gratify Art. The total cost of this immense
place has been not less than ;^roo,ooo, and the
winter garden may perhaps have consumed about a
fifth of the money. Of course it is to be understood
as a sort of immense cool greenhouse. The length is

180 feet; the width So feet; and along the centre,

which is an exact miniature of the transept of the
Crystal Palace at Sydenham, it is 80 feet high. The
architects, Messrs. Maxwell & Tuke, of Bury, did
very wisely in taking the latter for their model. It

is warmed by means of Messenger's hot-water appa-
ratus ; the temperature maintained in winter being
50° by day, and 50' to 60° by night. Looking out
upon the contiguous pleasure-grounds, and beyond
these, upon the Irish Channel, the western extreme
of the building bids fair to become a very seductive
resort. Here, in addition to the plants and flowers,

we have the aviary, and in the evening the full beauty
of the western sky. At a very considerable height,
and extending the whole length of the edifice, are two
plant galleries, the lower one 5 feet wide, the upper one
a yard. These are already furnished with pots hold-
ing Passion-flowers, Coboei, Clematis, and various
other plants of climbing and trailing habits, so that

before long there will be a perfect veil of vegetation.
In front, at suitable distances, there are hanging-
baskets, while the floor is provided with beds and
stages that are already well filled with specimens in

good variety—Palms, Tree Ferns, and Conifers not
omitted, and the aggregate amounting to 5000 or
more. Many of the plants were procured from
London and the Continent. Besides those in view,
the curator has plenty more in preparation in the

nursery-houses, and will doubtless keep up a nice

succession of bulbous flowers, and of other attractive

and popular sorts as the seasons come round.
Here, however, arises a very large and important

consideration. With such a magnificent opportunity
as the members of the executive have now provided
themselves, it is to be hoped that designs and notions

of mere prettiness of effect will be laid aside, and that

in place of them there may be a determination

to let the building become worthy of its con-
tents, and, pari passu, to let the contents become
worthy of the building. They are already very com-
mendable, but as regards the merit of the species they
are only the nucleus of what they ought to be, and
easily may be. See, in the first place, what admirable
spaciousness ! It is often quite lamentable to see how
plants of aspiring tendency, and of the most exquisite
forms and outlines, are confined and imprisoned, to

their serious injury, if not ruin, in places no doubt
cheerful enough to the owner, but which, regarded
horticulturally, are nothing more than glass boxes.
To give such plants ample space to display their

beauties we regard as only honest and fair. In many
cases it would be a genuine charity, and though the
Humane Society could scarcely bestov/ a medal for it,

the deserving would be none the less. What a grand
potentiality for good lies accordingly in this Southport
winter garden, in regard to the innumerable splendid
plants which may be introduced into it, or those which
require only a medium temperature. There will be
no let or hindrance to their acquiring and retain-

ing the graceful figures natural to them. Any
quantity of such plants may be got together,

and at a cost that never need be an impedi-
ment. Out-of-doors, in the floral " tattooing

"

of the garden, which Mr. Baines so happily terms
the current or "bedding-out" system of flori-

culture, we have quite enough of the tinsel demanded
by colour-worship—the great affliction of the age.

Those whose place it may be to dictate to the curator
what shall be done in his winter garden, with its many
facilities, will not desire, it is to be hoped, that their

hall shall be simply "pretty." They have a splendid
opportunity for showing themselves superior to childish

preferences for mere finery, like a little girl's for a doll

decked with ribbons and beads. Let them by all

means have bright and fragrant flowers in constant
plenty, but let them remember at the same time that
the true interests of the place demand for it a scientific

and a£Sthetic character. This is never incompatible
with " prettiness," and, on the other hand, there is no
need for it to be made only a shelter for evergreens,
though a simple fernery well-contrived is undoubtedly
" a joy forever." We desire only to see that the present
first-rate chance shall not be ignored ; and that
botany, as a noble science, shall be accredited to
the utmost possible extent. To descend to mere
colours, for the sake of the incurious and the
feeble, may be very good-natured ; but Southport
is a rapidly-rising place, and the executive of the
aquarium will unquestionably promote their best
interests by rendering their winter garden a spot
that science as well as excursionists shall delight
to visit. There is money enough to procure all

that ought to be there ; and it will scarcely be a
credit to the town if with such a promise as this
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building implies, the performance should lag be-

hind. A very good beginning has been made.
Note, for example, that handsome specimen of

the Bid will Araucaria, the famous liunya-Uunya
tree, from the banks of the Brisbane River. Is it

nothing to have daily access to a tree like this?

In its native country the Dimya-lJunya rises to the

height of 100 feet, the cones—one of which was figured

in these columns in 1S73, p. 361—which stand erect

ou the loftiest branches, are nearly a foot in

length, and contain seeds which, when roasted,

resemble Chestnuts, and constitute the harvest of the

aborigines. The different tribes of the latter possess

each their own grove of trees ; they pass, like

estates, from generation to generation, and are the

only kind of hereditary property they comprehend.
We take it, moreover, that the getting together a

collection of plants of this quality, especially economic
ones, would render the South port winter garden a

first-rate place for practical botany lessons. Ready
at all seasons, and in all wciihcrs, how delightful

would it be for the hundreds of young people in the

schools to come hither, instead of cramming hard

words from books, and receive from some competent
teacher the lessons that in the presence of life become
so charming. We beg leave to commend this idea to

the directors. It is for them to choose whether they

will do their best to enrich and elevate, or rest

satisfied with providing a lounge for idlers.

One word more. Once quite renowned for their

indigenous flora, the sandhills to the south of the

town are still ihe abode of countless numbers of

that lovely flower, the Pyrola, the Lily of the Valley
of their quiet little plateau. Blending with it are

myriads of the snowy Parnassia, Orchids in three or

four kinds, the purple Gentian, the seaside Spurges,
Euphorbia Paralias and E. portlandica ; the Chlora,

Ihe Erythra^a, the blue Eryngo, many rare mosses,

and fifty more of Nature's bijoiilei-ie. No more, there-

fore, than in kin-lly keeping with the gifts of wild

Nature would be a winter garden well stored with

choice exotics. These wild and wayward sandhills,

so rich in indigenous botany, possess at the same
Our English seedlings are few, but excellent in their

moment all the features of the genuine picturesque. A
sort of Andes in miniature, at every turn there is some-
thing new, and ordinarily they are tranquillity itself.

It is but right to add that the curator, trusting in
" a good time coming," has already secured some
nice plants of Phcenix, Rhopala, Chamterops, and
the like ; but, looking to the capabilities of the winter

garden, to rest in these, and for the future to think

only of show and colours, would be most tasteless. G.

NEW AND LITTLE KNOWN
PEARS.

If we are to judge from ihe remarks made in horti-

cultural journal?, and the lists authoritatively (more or

less so, at least) given to inquirers after the " best

dozen " of Pears to plant, we should conclude that

the English mind had succumbed under the number of

new introductions, and had fallen back in despair on

old favourites, or that the novelties themselves were
really of no value.

It would be a curious question, but one which it is

fair to ask, where and how these arbiters of our future

Pear culture have obtained their knowledge ol the new
varieties ? Not at nurseries, for that is hardly fair to

expect. Not in their own gardens, for their employers

would scarcely enjoy the trial. Not in our public

gardens, for these do not devote space for such things.

Where, then, shall we go ? We must even travel as

far as the countries whence they come as seedlings,

and then afterwards learn of those who devote their

time especially to test which novelty is really adapted

to our climate. Foreigners are very well aware of

our weak points, and one of these is Pear culture, and
another, knowledge of sorts.

As long, too, as a trial is confined to the training

of trees on walls in largely developed forms it is

impossible to spare sulTicient space to gr iw varieties

side by side, in exactly similar conditions, which is the

only fair test.

The cordon system, originating abroad, has con-

siderably contributed towards a speedier and more
ar.curate determination of sorts, while the splendid
climite of mid-France and the summers of Belgium
h.ive enabled observers to try how these answer as

standards. America has also sent us valuable fruits,

kind.

Not to dwell on these matters, however interesting,

I thall endeavour to indicate a way by which English
amateurs can, without much real trouble, ascertain

for themselves exactly what I'ears, new and old, will

suit their local climate and soils. The difference these

cause in Pear culture is immense. If in such cases

there be added a few scientific protections in the

spring, a little more knowledge of pruning, no
encroaching on the Pear borders, and general constant

attention, in a few seasons our progress would surpass

all others.

The best, indeed the only, way to test Pears V- to

use the diagonal cordon. Vertical cordons require

too lofty walls ; horizontal cordons give results which
neither indicate what is right in wall culture nor in

open borders. Fan-trained trees take too much room,
and do not bear so quickly.

Let then the amateur take, if his space allow—and
it will, in many cases—say loo varieties, singly, or in

pairs (which is far better), and plant these at 1 8-inch

intervals, against a good wall, in a well cared for

border. If possible, these same varieties should also
be planted as standards close by.

In two seasons he will see a little fruit ; by waiting
three he will see abundance of the finest quality. Let
the fruit on these lOO sorts be thinned out very freely

and equally, and where can a better test be found, or
a fairer comparison be made ? As soon as the merits
of any sort are considered as well-established, let the
tree be removed, either for a standard or for another
exposition, or, say, for some distant locality. Destroy
any trees which are found unprofitable ; the expense
is trifling, the time employed not much ; and its

place can be at once filled in by any novelty. I do
not despair of seeing public gardens attached to hor-
ticultural societies for these purposes, and one grand
national central garden devoted to some similar use,

for Pear culture is of great importance.

Diagonal cordons I have found, after many seasons
of experience, to' be most suitable for Pears. Apples,
except rare and tender American sorts, hardly need
it, while Plums and Cherries grow too strongly for

such small development, unless grafted accordingly
;

and there might be many interesting experiments
made with new sorts in this way also. In short, it is

marvellous to me that this system of training, now a
quarter of a century established, and perhaps double as
old, is so little known.

I also speak from experience, having for a long
time tried nearly every new Pear of any repute, and
condemned numbers. Many friends, seeing the good
results, have also adopted the cordons, and some
amateurs think nothing of training and pruning their

thousands of trees, entirely by themselves. Can any
one teach these which sort is the best ? When they
read the lists so often given of the " best trees to
plant," they must smile at the retrograde and stunted
ideas which prevail.

Such persons would exclude Souvenir du Congres
and Beurr(5 de I'Assomption, and adhere to time-
honoured Bon Chretien .and Louise Bonne. But are
not these two last inferior to Beurre Superfin ? And
yet we see it excluded in the " orthodox half dozen "

far too frequently. The other day I read the name of
Beurrd Capiaumont among a list of six ; let us hope
M. Baltet will not hear of it.

A capital Pear, which is new to most people, but,
thanks to cordons, several years well fruited here, is

Olivier de Serres—moderate size, round shaped, melt-
ing, may keep well to March. Marie Guise is a new
March Pear also; large, firm flesh, good aroma,
requires high cultivation. Beurre d'Esperen is not
very new, but deserves notice ; early in December,
pyriform, russetty, melting. Emile d'Heyst is excel-
lent here, considered first-rale abroad ; rich and
juicy, in season in November. Nouvelle Fulvie,
like Passe Colmar, but not so cloying in

flavour, and larger ; ripe here at Christmas. Prince
Napoleon is another new Pear of good augury.
It is a very model cordon, of just the right quality

;

a seedling from Passe Crassane, having the fine

flavour of this old Pear, and ripe in March. Marie
Benoit is new, large and good, so is Ihe Brockworth
Pear. These I do not know so much of yet. Gregoire
Bourdillon would also have many rivals in September.
Anna Nelis, a very late Pear, has not fruited these
two years. Duchesse de Mouchy, also immensely
late, I cannot speak of yet. President Deboutteville,
new also—doubtful here. Professor Barral, more
than equivocal. La Quintinie is a failure completely,
though yet on the best French lists. President Mas,
a fair Pear only, but Beurre Bachelier is too like it.

Marshal Vaillant varies much j some years it is a
grand Pear, and a late one too. Jacques Molet, large,

melting ; very hopeful, and has the merit of keeping
from November to March. Among others, Pitmaston
Duchess is a showy and very promising Pear, late in

November. Beurre d'Amanlis (striped) is also a fine-

looking fruit. Summer Beurre d'Aremberg is a great
acquisition ; fruited here for years. Calebasse
(Boisbunel), new and extraordinary, but not to be
trusted.

Many more names could be given, but, although
possessors of small gardens would probably not
require one of the above—not even Souvenir du
Congr&s— still, we need not quite exclude—and there
are also numerous large gardens—any variety simply
because it is new. Some will ultimately hold their

ground ; our best old sorts were once novelties also.

The thing to be ascertained is the relative merit

of recent introductions, and not to wait till we
have forgotten their names, when, very likely, they
will be re-introduced under another designation.

Another matter deserving of consideration among
gardeners is a trial of many sorts double worked versus

single worked on the (,>uince. How can we expect
to do this except by means of diagonal cordons? It

is now certain that what succeeds on them will also do
so in larger forms. Wall cordons give results for

walls ; espalier cordons show what is fit for the

borders. 1 am not so much an admirer of these

espalier cordons as some of my friends are, for they

need protection by mats, &c,, in the blossoming
season. However they, too, have their use. As was
said already, the horizontal cordon gives results appro-
priate to itself only, being neither wall nor border.

With a fair wall, nothing equals the diagonal cordon
for trial purposes j and, as to quality, I think it has
been shown before this. Thomas C. /Jri^haut^ Guernsey.

ELEMENTARY LESSON.S IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

On the Botanical Charactkristics or the
Zones ok Heat.

(Co„l!n„cd/rom/..if.j.)

The gradual lessening of the average number of

plants in a given area which begins as soon as this

zone is entered on its equatorial side, and goes on in

proportion to the decrease in the time of vegetation,

is one of its most important and noteworthy charac-

teristics. France, including Corsica, is about the same
size as Sweden, and the former yields 3600 and the

latter 1 160 flowering plants; Naples, with 3130
species, is about the same same size as Iceland, with

400 ; Germany, as limited in Koch's Syuo^sis, with

3368 plants, is about the same size as the whole of

Scandinavia, including Denmark, with 1677; Tuscany,

with 2366 species, is about the same size as York-
shire, Northumberland, and Durham taken together,

with 1000 ; Silesia, with 12SS plants, isaboutthe same
size as Spitzbergen, with 107. Except in the heart of

Asia the botany of this zone has been explored very

thoroughly, and although it includes a third of the

earth's surface we cannot estimate its total flora at

sea-level at more than 15,000 species, to which, how-
ever, a large addition must be made for the plants

that ascend into it on the mountains that rise from the

countries of the two warmer zones.

The principal marks which give the general tone to

the physiognomy of its vegetation are— i. The con-

comitants in plant-form of a real winter, a great pro-

portion of the trees with deciduous leaves, standing

bare and leafless for half the year or more, according

to latitude; and the few evergreens organised so

as to resist severe cold, principally Pines with long

needle-like leaves, in which the evaporating surface is

reduced to a minimum ; and plenty of herbaceous

perennials that die down in winter to an underground
root-stock. 2. Fewness of shrubby climbers, and
total absence of the tropical types of form, such as

Palms, Figs, Peppers, Tree Ferns, Gingers, Bauhinias.

3. The small number of trees and shrubs in proportion

to the total number of plants, and the way in which
single kinds (e.^., Pinus, Fagus, Betula, Quercus,

Calluna, Ulex) often grow together in vast quantity,

4. The low floral type of the trees, which are usually

achlamydeous or monochlamydeous, and incomplete

sexually, with small obscure flowers in dense clusters,

which appear in spring before the leaves are fully

formed, thus offering a great contiast to the trees of
equatorial regions. 5. The abundance and persistence

of the greensward-producing grasses, and presence of a
constant general covering of grassy verdure. 6. Ferns
in the insular climates in the same way as the trees

and shrubs, a small number of kinds growing in great

quantity. 7. Relative preponderance as compared
with the two former zones of terrestrial mosses, and
large foliaceous and fruticulose lichens, such as

Cladonia, Peltigera, Parmelia, and Collema.

The orders or sub-orders, which have a decided
maximum in the cool-temperate zone, are very few.
The principal are Alsinea:, Amentaceffi, Saxifrages,
GrossularieLV, Primulace.c, Polemoniaceiv, Hydro-
phyllace.v, and SarraceniaceK—the three last mainly
or entirely American. Amongst orders and sub-
orders that may be considered as characteristic of this

and the warm-temperate zone taken together, are Ranun-
culacecE, Fumariaceaj, Crucifera:', Silene;v, Trifoliea;,

Lotecc, Umbelliferx', Stellate, Cichoracea;, Campanu-
lace??, Valerianacex', Gentianacea?, Labiata:, Boragi-
nacea:, Conifera', Chenopodiacea', Cupulifera;, Jun-
cacea.', Phalaridea:, and Festuce.;;.

Amongst striking generic types that have their

head-quarters here are Anemone, Ranunculus, Aqui-
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legia, Corydalis, Cardamine, Arabis, Draba, Erysi-

mum, Viola, Acer, Geranium, Astragalus, Vicia, La-

thyrus, Stellaria, Arenaria, Lupinus, Prunus, Spirrea,

Rosa, Pyrus, Crataegus, Cotoneaster, Potentilla,

Fragaria, Ribes, Saxifraga, Chrysosplenium, Par-

nassia, Heuchera, Sedum, herbaceous Sempervivums,
Philadelphus, Deutzia, Heracleum, Angelica, Cornus,

Lonicera, Sambucus, Viburnum, Epilobium, Vale-

riana, Aster, Solidago, Chrysanthemum, Helianthus,

Hieracium, Lactuca, Crepis, Leontodon, Vaccinium,
Rhododendron, Kalmia, Azalea, Pyrola, Primula,

Lysimacliia, Pedicularis, Pentstemon, Mentha, Phlox,

Gentiana, Asclepias, Fraxinus, Ruraex, Rheum,
Chenopodium, Atriplex, Ulmus, Fagus, Corj'lus,

Carpinus, Betula, Salix, Populus, Pinus, Juncus,
Luzula, Gagea, Lilium, Allium, Scirpus, Carex,

Eriophorum, Alopecurus, Phleum, Anthoxsnthum,
Agrostis, Calamagrostis, Glyceria, Poa, Festuca,

Bromus, Triticum, Elymus, Avena, and Hordeum.
The principal plants grown in this zone on a grand

scale for the use of man are the common cereal

grasses, Wheat, Oats, Barley, and Rye ; of fruits, the

Plum, Apple, Pear, Peach, Apricot, Cherry, Straw-
berry, Goosebeny, Red Currant, Black Currant,

Quince, Medlar, and Loquat ; of garden esculents,

the Potato, Cabbage, Turnip, Beet, Bean, Kidney
Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris and coccineus), Onion,
Leek, Chives, Mustard, Cress ; of fibre-yielding

plants. Hemp and Linseed ; and of forage plants,

Vicia sativa, Lolium italicum. Clover (Trifolium

pratense, repens, hybridum, and incarnatum), Lucerne
and Sainfoin.

One of the most remarkable points about the zone
is the wide and dissevered dispersion of many of its

characteristic species. Of the 2100 flowering plants

of the Northern United States 320 are European ;

and out of 577 Ferns, Mosses, and Hepatic^, 355 are

European ; and out of the plants of this zone that

reach within the arctic circle about loo species also

inhabit cool-temperate areas in the southern hemi-
sphere.

4. The Arctic"Alpine Zone includes at sea level all

the country from the arctic circle northward to the

perpetual snov/-line, and upon the mountains of the

warmer zones the belt between the upper limit of

practicable cultivation and the perpetual snow.

The number of flowering plants and Ferns that

grow within the arctic circle does not exceed 800
species, of which not more than 25 per cent, can be
regarded as at all characteristic of this particular

climate, the other 75 per cent, being plants of the

cool-temperate zone, which are flexible enough in

constitution to grow here also. The number of plants

which inhabit the zone where it occurs as a belt upon
the mountains is far greater. We cannot count the

characteristic *' alpines " of the Alps, Pyrenees, Apen-
nines, Sierra Nevada, and other European ranges at less

than 1000 species, and there must be three or four

times as many that ascend into the zone from below,

and the characteristic plants of this zone within the

tropics and in the southern hemisphere are very rarely

the same species as the arctic-alpines of the north.

There is, in fact, a wide difference in the period of

vegetation of the plants of this zone near the poles

and upon an equatorial hill, and similarly in the place
of the line of perpetual snow, which is fixed, not by
the average temperature of the year, but by the heat
of the summer months. In high latitudes there is a

great elevation of the temperature of the summer
above that of the winter, with a proportionately higher
snow-line as its result, and there is a very short period

of vegetation. In Spilzbergen the plants to live need
to flower and perfect their seed within six weeks or a
couple of months, and the whole island does not yield

much over 100 plants of the higher orders. On the

equatorial mountains, on the contrary, there is very
little difierence between the temperature of the differ-

ent seasons, and consequently no additional heat in

summer to melt the snow above where the aver-

age annual temperature is at freezing-point. The
snow-line is therefore here proportionately lower, and
there is a much longer period of vegetation for the

plants of this zone, and a much richer alpine flora.

The plants known in this zone upon the Andes cannot
be fewer than 2000 or 3000 species. There is

quite as much difference between the climates to

which the different parts of this zone are exposed, as

between the different climates, insular and conti-

nental, more polar and more equatorial, of the cool-

temperate zone.

The general T^aVj of the vegetation of this zone is

not dissimilar from that of the cool-temperate. It

is a flora of low herbaceous perennials, with a con-
siderable scattering in its lower levels of trees and
bushes, but the former fast disappearing after its

lower bounds are passed, and all the few really

characteristic shrubs dwarf and low-growing. The
two negative general characters that stamp it most
forcibly as compared with the cool-temperate zone are

he absence of the plants cultivated on a grand scale

tor the use of man, and the almost entire absence of

fannuals.

Within the arctic circle, out of its Soo plants

there are nearly one hundred that are trees and shrubs.

Of these about one-fourth are really characteristic,

the other three-fourths being species that ascend here
from further south. The following are those that may
be considered as characteristic of the zone, viz. :

—

Rubus arcticus, R. Cham^morus, Vaccinium uli-

ginosum, Andromeda hypnoides, A. tetragona, A.
calyculata, Arctostaphylos alpina, Diapensia lappo-
nica, Azalea procumbens, Rhododendron lapponicum,
Osmothamnus fragrans, Phyllodoce taxifolia, Betula
nana, Salix lanata, S. lapponicum, S. arbuscula,

S. glauca, S. arctica, S, myrsinites, S. reticulata,

S. herbacea, and S. polaris.

There are not any orders characteristic of the

arctic-alpine zone in the northern hemisphere, unless

we count as such Diapensiaccce. The characteristic

genera are all either monotypic or very small, such as

Braya, Eutrema, Kernera, Sibbaldia, Dryas, Homo-
gyne, Adenostylis, Sieversia, Wulfenia, Tozzia,
Soldanella, Kcenigia, Oxyria, Chamasorchis, Kobresia,
Vahlodea, Phippsia, Lloydia, Pleuropogon, and
Woodsia.
Out of the Soo arctic plants only eight are abso-

lutely restricted to the arctic regions ; the other
species occurring, which are characteristic of the zone
—about 200 in number, are many of them spread
widely upon the mountain summits of the northern
hemisphere. A very large proportion of the thousand
characteristic alpines of the northern hemisphere are
high-climbing species of the large characteristically

cool-temperate genera. Of the genera, which include
several characteristically alpine species, the following
are the principal, viz. :—Ranunculus, Arabis, Draba,
Thlaspi, Silene, Alsine, Dianthus, Potentilla, Saxi-

fraga, Senecio, Achillea, Erigeron, Hieracium,
Crepis, Campanula, Phyteuma, Gentiana, Veronica,
Pedicularis, Primula, Androsace, Salix, Juncus,
Luzula, Carex, and Poa.
Under the tropics, as already stated, hardly any of

the characteristic arctic-alpines are the same species

as those of the northern hemisphere. Many of them
belong to characteristically cool-temperate genera,
and others are high-climbing species of the genera
that belong specially to the countries round the base
of the mountains. We find, for instance, that in the
Andes of South America there are 473 species of Com-
posite known in the alpine region, which belong to

sixty-one genera. Not one of these species is known
in the northern hemisphere; 182 species belong to

eight genera, which in the northern hemisphere have
other species which are characteristic of the arctic-

alpine zone. Fifty-four species belong to seven
genera, which ascend into the cool-temperate zone of
the northern hemisphere, but do not climb its

mountains, and 237 species belong to forty-nine genera
which are not north-temperate at all, but specially

South American. Of arctic-alpines of the northern
hemisphere which pass down the Andes into the
southern hemisphere, we have examples in Draba
incana. Lychnis apetala, and Phleum alpinum.

It is scarcely needful to point out that these four
zones of heat correspond to our four plans of garden
treatment. We provide, for instance, at Kew, for the
plants of the intertropical zone in the Palm-house,
the large Fern-house, and the central compartments
of the new range, but our imitation of a tropical

climate must be, of necessity, a very imperfect and
clumsy one. We cannot transfer to England the
regular rainy and dry seasons, the equal day and night,

the trade winds, and, above all, the clear cloudless

skies and bright light and burning sunbeams of the
equatorial zone. We provide for the plants of the
subtropical or warm-temperate zone in the new tempe-
rate house, the Cactus-house, the lesser Fern-house,
and the ends of the new range, and it is a valuable ele-

mentary fact for a young gardener to store up in his

memory that a large proportion of the 40,000 plants

of this zone are in danger of being killed if frost gets
fairly at them. Our principal difticulty with the
plants of this zone is with those from the southern
hemisphere. These have been accustomed as a rule

to bloom in their summer, which is our winter, and
refuse when brought here to change their habits. The
20,000 plants of the cool-temperate zone we can
accommodate without difficulty in the open air in our
herbaceous ground and shrubberies, and arboretum.
For the characteristic plants of the arctic-alpine zone
we build rockeries and shelter them from the sun,
but our long warm summers and dry sandy soil try

their constitution severely, so that they need careful
watching over and watering, and require that great
pains should be taken to imitate their natural stations
as closely as possible.

M. Alphonse De Candolle has given names to
plants of the different degrees of heat-constitution,
which it is sometimes convenient to use, and which,
with a modification which I venture to make, by using
four stages instead of three, are as follows :

—

1. Macrotherm, characteristic of the intertropical
zone, and requiring stove-heat with us for its culti-

vation.

2. Mesotherm, characteristic of the sub-tropical or
warm-temperate zone, and therefore needing to be
ntirely protected from frost.

3. Meiotherm, characteristic of the cool-temperate
zone, and therefore quite hardy in the open air in

England.

4, Microtherm, characteristic of the arctic-alpine
zone, and therefore needing protection from drought
and full sunlight at sea-level in England. J. G. B»

THE POUCE MOUNTAIN,
MAURITIUS.

The Pouce is a lofty mountain with a sort of thumb-
shaped summit (hence its name), which rises imme-
diately behind Port Louis ; and the two illustrations

(figs. 87, Sg) accurately represent its appearance
from front and rear. The ascent of this mountain
from the Port Louis side is a favourite excursion, and
the varied flora of the whole mountain range affords

ample field for the botanist. The base is wooded, and
the well-beaten path steep, but not difficult, aflfording

good halting places, with openings in the trees,

through which are obtained most charming views of
the rich valley, with its villas, cottages, and gardens ;

the citadel, town, and port, with the forts William
and St, George, which guard its entrance ; the lines

of shipping, and the wide blue ocean beyond. On
the other side of the path is the bold steep pile of^dark

ferruginous volcanic rock, diversified along its different

strata by tufts of grass and stunted shrubs rises, per-
pendicularly. Amongst these rocks the monkey can
occasionally be seen springing from branch to branch,
whilst overhead the Tropic-bird, or paiik-en-ijueue,

sails along in the clear and cloudless sky. Along this

route are constantly to be met small parties of Creoles

from the Moka district, carrying on their heads vege-
table produce for the Port Louis market. The path
crosses the mountain at what is called the shoulder,

and passes to the cultivated plains on the further side.

From hence the way to the summit lies through a
thickly-wooded region, and innumerable plants greet
the eyes of the enthusiastic collector, and claim
examination and comparison. The collecting case is

soon full to overflowing.

Orchids generally form the cbief object of the col-
lector's search, but so many new and beautiful plants
of other species present themselves, that one hardly
knows which way to turn, bewildered with botanical
enjoyment. Attention is speedily attracted to two
kinds of Dracaenas—D. mauritiana and tessellata—
besides, various elegant Fern5. Plere grows that
curious plant so like an An^ctochilus, viz., the
Monkey-apple, Mithridatea Tamburissa. Leaving the
wooded cover, the track now emerges upon the bare
steep side of the thumb or summit ; when this is

gained, a flatfish space is attained 2S47 feet above the
sea, from which the whole island appears spread out
like a map beneath the spectator. A grand panorama
is here exhibited. By the time one has descended,
the coolies are overloaded with specimens. Among
the Ferns are to be found lovely specimens of Asple-
nium macrophyllum and Adiantum palleus. At the
base of the mountain is the Angrcecum elatum, whilst
the ravine is filled with masses of rock covered with
trees, and overgrown with creepers and Ferns. Some
of the fronds of Asplenium Nidus are at least 6 feet
long and S inches across, covered with lovely fructifi-

cation. Here also is the lovely Lomaria circinata.

The fragrant Erythrospermum and the Amaranthus-
like Gnaphalium multicaule, and others, abound in the
higher parts of the mountain. The Orchids are
simply innumerable. The accompanying sketches
were made on the spot—one from a sugar estate in
the Moka district, and the other from an avenue of
Casuarina filao, leading to the old cemetery of Port
Louis. S. P, Oliver^ Captain 22d Brigade Royal
Artillery,

THE TEA PRODUCE OF CHINA.
The Adulteration Act, which has in many cases

weighed so heavily on innocent dealers in this country,

is beginning to mal<e itself felt in countries far beyond
the limits of its actual operation. The inferior quality
and the adulteration of tea has within the last few
years become so notorious, that we are glad to learn
from the official reports of cur Consuls in China that
the matter is causing a stir among the tea producers,
who find that the demand is falling off; therefore, as
their interest is affected, it becomes a question whether
it would not be a better policy to produce a purer
article, and not to be supplanted in this most im-
portant traffic by the Indian produce. The principal
cause of the adulteration is, of course, the competition
in prices :

—

"Teas," we are told by the Consul at Canton, " are
hastily and imperfectly prepared to meet the demands of
the market

; they are loaded with iron filings and refuse
matter to give them weight, and mixed with Cactus ot
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other leaves ; and in some, well known to the trade,

there is scarcely a tea leaf in the whole composition."

So far as the leaves of the Cactus are concerned,

it is the first time we ever heard of their appli-

cation for such a purpose, and we do not certainly

understand how such a succulent leaf or, as we sup-

pose, joints of the stem, could be incorporated with

true tea. The writer of the above sentence, however,

speaks the truth when he says :
—

" It is hopeless to expect a remedy for the evil will be

found in China, and to lay the blame upon the Chinese

producers and teamen, the fact being that the Chinese

producers and teamen care no more for the genuine

quality of their goods, so that they can sell them,

than the English Uicrchant does at home, and
the blame, if any, attaches to each side pretty

equally; but perhaps the reasonable view to take

of the deterioration is, that it is a fault of system rather

than individuals, and the correction must be found in

the first instance at home. Questions of this kind are

open to argiiments of a very wide range, and must be so

in all cases where people lay the blame on each other
;

but there is one which admits of no doubt of fact, aiid

the flavour of the tea in its voyage across the sea. If

the tea were sifted, and all the dust extracted—which,
however, is never done—the price would be consider-

ably higher, and the dust would have to be sold by
itself." The inland duty on the dust amounts to the

same as that on whole tea, therefore no inducement
is held out to separate the dust carefully from the tea :

were the duty lowered the Russian firms in China
engaged in making brick tea for exportation would
consume a much larger quantity ; as it is, not only the

dust of the tea itself, but other refuse of the factories,

such as the sweepings, &c., are made into a consoli-

dated form.

A great deal of anxiety always exists in getting off

as quickly as possible a fewcargos of the new seasons'

teas to England, latterly a similar interest has sprung
up in dispatching new teas to Australia. Writing on
this subject the British Consul at Foo-chow-foo
says :

—
" It is conjectured that in future steamers of a large

class will be put on to curry the teas which the colonies
require, and that this change will supersede the small

demand for which during the year showed a consider-

able falling off, which was attributed to the unfavour-
able light in which green teas have been held in

England of late. The artificial colouring of teas is

stated to be carried on only in obedience to the Euro-
pean demand, the uncolourcd leaf being absolutely
unsaleable

; the quality of the tea so coloured is

exactly the same, but the appearance in its natural

state cloes not please the merchant's eye. Should a
demand for these artifjcially coloured teas die out,

and the natural teas become more in favour, some
good will have been done by the Adulteration Act
both to the consumer and to the manufacturer. The
colours mostly employed for artificial green teas are

cobalt or indigo, according to the shade required.

The soapstone or China clay which has been detected
by analysts is used for giving a gloss or finish to the
rolled leaf, while the iron which has been characterised
a5 **iron filings" is said to be derived from the pans
in which tea is fried or roasted. These pans are

usually made of soft, rough iron, which by the con-
tinual trituration of the tea wear smooth.

Fig. 87.—THE roucE mountain, Mauritius, irom near the old cemetery, port louis.

that is, conviction by a magistrate, the effect of which
has already made itself apparent in the Chinese market,
and would, if frequently repeated, seriously damage the
interests of spurious tea, and give the home consumer
something like a pure article for his money,"

The depression of the market at Canton in conse-

quence of these proceedings at home has caused a

circular to be issued by the teamen to the producers,

notifying that they will not purchase spurious teas in

future. The yield of tea in Foo-chow-foo during
the season of 1873 was quite satisfactory, its reception,

however, in London was from the first discouraging,
owing to a large admixture of dust, which is a pro-
minent feature of the Foo-chow teas, though nothing
in the form of adulteration is attributed to them. The
crops of 1S73 were better niade, cleaner and more free

from dust than usual, and it is hoped that the manu-
facturers will maintain the high reputation of these

teas by using their best endeavours to prepare them
as cleanly as possible. ** On the side of the native
dealers it is contended, however, that no outside dust

is mixed with the tea, and that no tea can be free

altogether from dust, and while it is the dust of the tea

itself, and not of another quality, it helps to preserve

sailing vessels, or the most part under the German and
Danish flags, which now almost monopolise the carr)'ing

trade. The tea will be less exposed to damage by sea-

water in large steamers than is at present the case in

sailing vessels of 260 and 300 tons in the heavy China
seas.

" Tea for the Australian market has to be repacked
into packages or small chests of uniform weight, say in

packages of 80 lb. nett (38 to 40 lb., with boxes), which
process necessitates additional expense through the
cutting down of the tea-chests from the country into

packages of the desired size, no matter the quality of
the tea. It results from this, that on the whole the

tea costs the consumer in Australia from \if. to 2d.

per pound more than the consumer in England. The
Australian consumer is beginning to appreciate a better

class of tea, and doubtless soon a demand will arise for

first-class Congous. Up to the present time it has been
supposed that the knowledge of tea in Australia was in

a limited degree, and that purchasers for the interior

stations in the colony were in the habit of choosing their

supplies by appearance only, without regard to flavour,

but a gradual change is taking place, and very shortly

the fine teas of Foo-chow are liltely to find a profitable

market in the great markets of the colonies."

In Ningpo the staple trade is in green tea, the

From Tamsay and Kelung we learn also that the

export of tea during the past season had consider-

ably decreased, nevertheless the tea shrub is being

planted in larger numbers every year ; almost every-

where the Chinese are uprooting their other crops,

such as sweet Potatos, and in some places even

the indigo plant, to make room for move tea planta-

tions.

From the foregoing notes, which are the condensed
opinions of those best able to speak on the subject,

namely, the British Consuls at the various Chinese

ports, it would seem that opinions are somewhat
divided as to the wilful and systematic adulteration of

tea, or that such a practice prevails in some districts,

and not at all in others. On the other hand,

it would seem that a general depression in the

tea trade existed during the season of 1S73 ; but

that it is thought that the ultimate effect of our

legislation would be to produce a more carefully

prepared article, so that the general purity of Chinese

teas would ultimately be much enhanced. From
several of the consular districts good crops were

anticipated during the season just closed, John R,

Jackson^ KeiVt
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THE GARSTON VINEYARD.
We learn from the Liverpool Daily Courier that

the sale of Mr. Meredith's vineyards at Garston took

place by the instructions of the mortgagees, the

trustees under Mrs. Meredith's marriage settlement,

and the trustee in liquidation, Mr. BoUand. The
auctioneer was Mr. Morris, of the firm of Protheroe &
Morris, 9S, Gracechurch Street, London. A large

company assembled lo witness the sale, but the

number of intending purchasers of such a concern was

necessarily limited :

—

" In commenting upon the property, Mr. Morris said

he estimated it as worth ^^21,000 for a going concern,

but taking the land for breaking up for building pur-

poses, he reckoned the freehold worlh ^6500. Then
there was 50,000 feet of glass, which he estimated to be

worth /3123. The dwelling-house was worth ,£'1400,

the pipmg ;/;792, and boilers, bricks, and sundry other

items ,^^250, making a total of about ^12,050. The
plants loose and in pots, he said, were not included in

this, and these would either be sold separately or could

be taken at a valuation by the purchaser of the concern.

The biddings commenced at /7500 by Mr. Inglefield

on behalf of a client, and the competition lay mainly

between him and the gentleman who eventually became

the purchaser, although a third competitor, whose name
did not transpire, made a few bids. The biddings pro-

ceeded by ^50 a time till ,^8150 was reached, when
^100 was .added, and then ;^50 was the pace till /8650,
when Mr. Inglefield's opponent offered ,£9000 ;

then

f5o
again became the rule till ^9300, when a jump of

200 was made, and thereafter the biddings relapsed

into fifties, until, after much patient and persuasive

eloquence, the auctioneer's hammer fell at ^10,000 (this

being the reserve). The purchaser was Mr. John
Cowan, of the Cowan Patents Company (Limited),

London. The price realised is for the concern as it

stands, and does not include goodwill ; and the figure,

though inadequately representing the skill and labour

and money expended on the business, is considered a fair

value for an establishment so peculiarly situated. Much
sympathy is felt for Mr. Meredith in the circumstances

that have led to a change of proprietary, and it is hoped
that the new owners will continue the vineyards in their

present flourishing state, and maintain in its integrity an
establishment that has brought so much repute to Liver-

pool and to English Grape growers."

Jfomgn Camspnbeitte.
CoLLiouRE, Pyrenees Orientales.— I should

like to bring under the notice of your readers the

splendid varieties of Canna raised by MM. Iluber &
Co., of Iljeres. Nowhere in Europe is there so

rich and varied a collection, a circumstance easily

accounted for by the climate, and by the skilful cul-

ture bestowed on the plants. Your correspondent.

Dr. Henry Bennet, who has so well described for us

the Mediterranean gardens, seems to have overlooked

the little town of Hyeres, which, nevertheless, enjoys

an old-established horticultural reputation.

Adorned with numerous Palm trees, H) feres re-

sembles an Algerian oasis, with this difference— that

instead of being surrounded by the deserts and wastes

of the Sahara, its surface and the neighbouring

hills are clothed with an ever-green mantle of Cistus,

Kermes Oaks (Quercus coccifera). Arbutus, Lentiscs,

Myrtles, Alaternus ; in fact, with all the shrubby

vegetation of the South. On account of the clearness

of the atmosphere and the mildness of the climate,

Hyeres is certainly the rival of Nice, with more ver-

dure in summer, and greater quiet at all times.

I have known Hj &res for many years, and revisited

it in 1874, when I found it adorned with many hand-

some villas, new gardens and plantations, among
which the Eucalypti made themselves remarkable for

their rapid growth. Some trees, not more than

fifteen to twenty years old, are already of enormous
size.

The stranger arriving at Hyeres, even if he knows
a little botany, is surprised at the multitude of

Cactuses of every size and shape, which grow there as

freely as in their native clime ; and at the gigantic

Agave Salmiana, by the side of which even A. ameri-

cana is dwarfed. He will be, moreover, specially

surprised to see in 43^ N. lat. the Bambusa Thouarsii,

a rival of B. arundinacea, and more handsome.
Livistona sinensis flowers and fruits, but does not

ripen its seed. Here, too, may be seen L. australis,

Sabal umbraculifera (Hort., Huber), Diplothemium
campestre, and many other Palms of recent introduc-

tion. Yucca filifera attains a height of nearly 12 feet,

with a conical trunk nearly as thick as a man's body.

Some years ago I saw in the garden of MM. Huber
a magnificent specimen of Jacaranda mimoscefolia,

covered with flowers, but which was unfortunately

killed by the severe winter of 1870-71.

Either by local causes or by artificial fertilisation,

the Cannas of Messrs. Huber & Co. have been
wonderfully multiplied, so that the collection consists

of many hundreds of varieties, of which I shall con-

tent myself with enumerating some of the best and
most novel.

Ernest Beva -K superb plant, 6 to 7 feet high,

with broad erect leaves, of a deep green colour : flowers

compact, red bordered with carmine.

Henry Vihnorin.—\jix%e tufts, 4 to s feet high, leaves

large and stiff, of a deep green, erect : flowers large, of

a bright red.

Jean Sislev.—A majestic plant, of 8 to 9 feet high,

resembling in its habit and the size of its bright green

leaves the beautiful varieties named Impsrator and
giganteum : a shy bloomer, but the flowers are large

and of a deep red.

C;(>;)'.—Stems numerous and in a large tuft, 6 feet,

leaves of moderate size, lanceolate, bright green ; flowers

straw-coloured, spotted with carmine.

Ckre/ien.— Height 4 to 5 feet, leaves lanceolate, bright

green, free fiowerer : flowers large, and of a fine orange-

purple.

Nardy.—Seedling from C. Bihorelii, stems numerous,

in vigorous tufts, 3 to 4 feet : leaves large, deep green,

veined with purple : flowers compact, of a bright red.

Souvenir d' Hyeres.—Stems tufted, from 3 to 4 feef,

leaves lanceolate, erect, clear green : flowers orange-red,

bordered with yellow.

Dr. Livingstone.— In 1874, stems 4 to £ feet, leaves

lanceolate, deep green, striped with purple, free flowerer :

flowers very large, of an orange-carmine.

Gloire de Provence.—Sinms 4 to 5 feet high, leaves

green and erect : flowers very large, clear yellow, spotted

with carmine.
Gnstave Dipfc.—Stems 3 to 4 feet high, leaves lanceo-

late, erect, glaucous green : flower-spikes short and com-
pact : flowers very large, and of a pure yellow.

Victoria.—Stems 3 to 4 feet high, leaves broad,

lanceolate : flower-spikes numerous and compact ;

flowers very large, saffron-yellow, with a salmon-

coloured centre ; a superb variety.

Not to make the list too long, I merely mention

the names of a few others, which are not inferior to

the preceding, though older varieties :— C. compacta,

Daniel Hooibrenk, Edoujrd Morren, Gloire de

Lyon, Gaboniensis, Jacques Plantier, Jean Bart, Jean

Vandael, Madame Celler, Madame Schmidt, Prince

Imperial, and Tricolor. C. Naudin.

Forestry.

Planting having been unusually obstructed by

frost, more of it yet requires to be done than is

commonly the case at this advanced season of the

year, and it is very fortunate for those who, like

myself, are behind with the work, that vegetation is

also late. The term "planting" comprehends much

more than the simple operation of breaking the

surface of the soil and inserting the roots of plants.

Instead, however, of going into details at this time, I

would rather call attention to a few general practical

matters which are not unusually overlooked to a less

or greater extent.

1. Where deaths have occurred either in forests,

large or small plantations, shelter belts, ornamental

groups, hedgerows, &c. , no time should be lost in

making up all such blanks, and these should generally

be attended to before extending the area or extent of

new ones.

It is a common practice, though by no means
universal, to go on, year after year, adding to the

acreage of the woodlands without paying due atten-

tion to the health and condition of what is already

planted by way of making good all failures as they

occur, and thereby producing such favourable results

as to satisfy and encourage those interested in tree

culture. In making choice between the two evils of

over-thick and over-thin planting, I would unhesi-

tatingly prefer the former; and if, in making up
blanks' in plantations, some plants are unavoidably

planted too close together, the evil is speedily and
inexpensively cured by timely attention to thinning.

2. Too much care and attention cannot be bestowed

in strengthening or earthing the plants into the ground,

either in the nursery or in the forest, after being lifted.

Exposure of the roots for a short time to a strong

March wind will completely destroy the vitality of

the plants. Drying winds are found to be much more
injurious to the vitality of plants than hard frosts. I

once knew of a quantity of Larch plants which had
accidentally fallen from a cart about the month of

November, and lay exposed to intense frosts and
other elements till February, when they were dis-

covered and carried home to the nursery from whence
they were taken, and then again planted by way of

experiment, when in due time it was found that not

one of them had died, notwithstanding having lain

quite exposed nearly four months on the open moor.

3. As much of the future success of plants depends
upon the treatment they receive between the time of

lifting and that of transplanting, I would strongly

recommend attention to the following points :— 1st.

Avoid packing or confining (specially evergreens) in

any way so as to produce heating. Scotch Pine is

perhaps the most liable to sufler in this way, while

hard-woods, unless lifted early in autumn, seldom

suffer much. In shingling-in plants, whether Conifers

or hard-woods, they should never be put into rich loam

or cold soils of any kind if they are to remain for any

considerable time. I have had more failures from

planting Birch and Oak that had been earthed into rich

black loam, and had stood about three months, than

from all other causes. Of the same sample of Beech,

from 20 to 30 inches high, treated every way alike,

save in respect of the soil they were shingled into,

fully one-half of those in the black loam died

after being planted into hedges, &c., while

those that stood in light sandy loam, with

very few exceptions, grew and succeeded well.

If the soil is light and open, it matters little at

what depth the plants are shingled-in if only the

leaves are all above-ground, and they are removed
before the move of the sap ; but in permanent planting

too much attention cannot well be paid to keeping

the plants well up on the surface. That particular

part of the plant where the s'em and roots unite,

termed the neck, is evidently a very sensitive and vital

part, and should never be far excluded from the air

and light. Plants, whether small or large, but espe-

cially the latter, should never be planted so deep that

the swell of the roots is below the natural surface of

the ground. In planting where hares and rabbits

abound, either extra large or extra small plants should

be used ; by large I mean plants not less than 3 feet

high, and by small plants not over 6 inches. The
leading shoot and upper branches being above their

reach (except in snowstorms) usually escape with

impunity, or comparatively little injury. This

class of plants, however, being too expensive, cannot

be recommended except for small groups and
ornamental purposes. It is, therefore, only small

plants that can be recommended for such purpose.

My own system is to plant all rabbit-infested ground
with Larch or Scotch Fir (according as soil and situa-

tion are adapted), two years old from the seed, or what
are now pretty generally known amongst planters as

bedded plants, which are one-year-old plants lifted out

of the bed and thickly laid in lines for one year, with

the result of producing more roots in proportion to

the top-growth of the plants than they would otherwise

have had if allowed to grow on without transplanting.

In planting I studiously avoid baring the ground, by
p.aring off the turt or even cutting the rank herbage.

The instructions to each spadesman simply are, hide

the plants and plant close, say 3 feet apart or even

less in some places. In tufts of heath or grass hide

them as well as possible, and though many plants thus

perish, and others struggle for existence amongst the

choking herbage, yet by the use of small plants,

thick planting, and carefully concealing the plants

amongst the herbage, many plantations can be reared

at comparatively small expense, that under any other

known practice would either fail or cost an unwarrant-

able sum of money. C. V. Michk, Culleii House, Cnlleii,

March 29.

Florists' Flowers.
The Fancy, or, as it has been termed, the Mottled

Polyanthus, because of the fantastic markings found

in many of the flowers, is rapidly becoming a popular

favourite because of its great decorative value, despite

the protests of those who look upon the old-fashioned

gold-laced Polyanthus as the only one deserving of

culture, and regard other types as usurpers of its

rightful domain.

It is difficult to state how this race of Polyanthuses

first originated ; and probably no single individual

can claim the exclusive right of having originated

them. They may be said to be a product of the

necessities of the times, and when such a fine one
compels a new departure, or originates and thendeve-

lopes in solid form new ideals, protests are futile in

whatever department of life or branch of science such
activities are brought into play. The growing taste

for spring flowers led to the forms of the Polyanthus

being looked after, and their improvement followed

as a natural result. What Major Trevor Clarke did

in the way of crossing the common Primrose issued

in excellent results ; others laid hold of Continental

forms and improved these, and a concurrent action

produced pleasing results. Some of these results have

come before the Floral Committee of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, and gained the highest award it is

in the power of that body to bestow on seedling

flowers.

One result of improving the gold-laced Polyanthus

by our florists a quarter of a century or so ago, was
the certain deterioration of the race by breeding, in-

and-in as it is termed, in order to get the desired quality

in the flowers. This led to many giving up their culture

on the ground of want of constitution in the breed.

On the other hand the fancy Polyanthuses have a re-

markable vigour of habit, the growth being very

robust, the flower-stem stout and erect, the trusses

large and bold, the colours bright and striking, and
most effective. They are characterised by great

hardihood, and stand exposure to the severest wintry

weather without injury, thus rendering them well

adapted for planting out in beds for winter and
spring decoration. One most acceptable characteristic

is that of flowering very early—in mild weather very

soon after Christmas, from the growth of the previous
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autumn, and again most profusely in early spring

from the young growths. By offering prizes for these

Polyanthuses when grown in pots, the Royal Horti-

cultural Society is doing something to encourage

their cultivation for exhibition purposes ; and there is

reason to believe that, if the classes for hardy Prim-

roses are continued, several cultivators will be ready

to compete for the prices offered by the Society.

For the information of those desiring to learn some-

thing of the fancy Polyanthuses in cultivation, I may
state that the following have been distributed :—The
Bride, pure white, with deep orange centre, very fine

smooth pip, and large bold truss ; extra fine for

bedding or pot culture, being very free and continuous

in bloom ; awarded a First-class Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society. F.tna, magenta-crimson,

with a slight spot of white at the extremity of each

segment, bold and striking golden centre ; colour

stands well in the open air ; very fine, free, and

effective. Field-Marshal, velvety crimson, distinctly

margined with white, golden centre, and reddish

orange rays, fine pip, and bold truss. Viceroy,

sulphur, with deep orange centre, very large round

pip, and a splendid truss ; remarkably free. Warrior,

rich shaded magenta, yellow centre, rayed with deep

orange, fine bold pip and truss ; showy and striking.

Contemporary raisers have announced other varieties,

but those named have occasionally come before the

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, and from

an inspection of the same their characters can be

attested to.

Beautiful as these showy flowers are when grown in

beds or borders in the open air, their decorative value

appears to be much enhanced from the fact that they

are admirably adapted for culture in pots, and in this

respect they are well fitted for the attention of those

who are compelled to cultivate hardy plants during

the winter and spring owing to lack of accommoda-
tion for tender plants. I grow some in this way every

year, and they are beautiful objects just now, mingled

with spring-Howering bulbs, Spiraja japonica, &c.

,

and they serve to supply hues not found among the

bulbs.

As soon as the plants have done flowering in pots,

they are planted out in the open ground in some fine

rich soil, without disturbing the balls in the slightest

degree, and here the plants ripen any seed it is wished

to get from them, and they also mature their growth.

Early in October the plants are lifted and divided ; the

strongest crowns, which should be well rooted, are

placed in 4S-pots, or, if extra strong, in 32-pots, using

a good soil made up of loam, decomposed manure,

and leaf-mould, with some sand to keep it a little

open. There should be a layer of drainage, and over

this a piece of decayed turf ; the roots should be nicely

spread out, and the soil pressed firmly about them.

The soil should come just above the collar of the

plant, and for this reason- that the Polyanthus in

early spring throws out new roots almost at the base

of the lowermost leaves, and the soil should be up
near them, in order that they may fully root into it.

It was for this reason that the old Polyanthus

growers used to top-dress these plants in February,

and the plan was to take out an inch or so of the

surface soil, and replace it with a compost, of which

thoroughly decomposed cow-dung formed an im-

portant part.

When potted, they can be placed in a cold frame

on a bottom of cinder-ashes, and have air given them
on all suitable occasions ; or, failing a cold frame,

the pots can be plunged in an ash-bed a foot or so in

depth, well-drained at the bottom with brick rubbish,

under a sheltered wall. In severe frosty weather a

little light litter can be thrown over the plants, and

in times of heavy rain some boards might be so

arranged as to throw it off the plants. By the

beginning of March the plants begin to throw up their

flowering stems, and they soon become charming

decorative agents in a window, a cold greenhouse, or

any suitable place in which they can develope their

flowers without harm from uncongenial elements.

Ji. D.

make an experiment successful or not, will question

the importance of attention to minute particulars.

We must content ourselves with recommending this

volume, the subject-matter of which is good, while the

illustrations are numerous, and the typography all that

could be desired. One remark we may make in view

of a second edition, and that is as to the desirability

of giving the ordinary measurements as well as those of

the decimal system. Although we are firmly convinced

of the immense advantage of a uniform system of

weights and measures such as is afforded by the

decimal system, yet we do not think the abrupt intro-

duction of them is likely to tend to their more speedy

adoption, nor, indeed, in the present transition state,

is it fair to students to use either system alone. For a

similar reason we should counsel the editor to append

a full series of conversion tables to any fresh edition

which may appear.

Die Rationelle Spargelzucht. Von Franz Giischke.

Berlin: Schotte & Voight. (Asparagus Culture.)

8vo. Pp. 93. Williams & Norgate.

This is a little work treating on the cultivation of

Asparagus according to the L'Herault system.

Written, as it is, in German, it is not likely to have

many readers in this country. It is a complete treatise

on the cultivation and management of Asparagus, and

is preceded by a short botanical history of the species.

with cane like the "monster hives" he now sends

out. Cottage skeps bound with Briar or Blackberry

stems are far from being as economical as the cane-

bound skeps. R.

i0tias of io0hs.
Introduction to Experimental Physics. By
A. F. Weinhold. Translated by B. Loewy.

Longmans.

This is a thick and bulky volume, but one which will

be valued by teachers of physics as well as by

students. Physic=, or what used to be called natural

philosophy, imperatively demands to be taught prac-

tically, by means of experiment and demonstration.

So far as possible the student should carry out for

himself, and by himself, all the experiments requisite

to give him a clear idea of the subject. Without this

he will be quite unable to make any practical use of

what little knowledge he may pick up.

Professor Weinhold's work, of which we have here

an excellent translation, is exceedingly well-adapted

for a text-book for use in the laboratory. The direc-

lions are clear, precise, and minute. No one who has

lad practical experience of the apparent trifles which

Apiary.

Yates' Round-toi-peh Hives. — Mr. Yates,

seedsman, of Manchester, has acquired celebrity for

his hives, and many Lancashire bee-keepers, espe-

cially those who follow Pettigrew's theory, are almost

compelled to purchase their skeps (hives) from Messrs.

Yates, because no dealer in apiarian requisites can

furnish straw skeps of the size required.

The illustration (fig. 88) will give our readers a

tolerable idea of the shape of the hive ; but to look at

a hive 20 inches in diameter, and 14 inches high,

both inside measure, is enough to astonish an old-

fashioned apiarian.* It certainly is an enormous

hive, and, best of all, when it comes to be taken off

the stand in autumn it means something, for in aver-

age seasons we may expect to glean 80 lb. of honey

from each stock. Then to watch the entrance of one

of these monster hives, with a large colony tenanting

it, on a warm, sunny day, the flight of the busy in-

mates going to and fro is not unlike the steam from

a kettle spout, and is a sight seldom witnessed except

in these hives.
. ,

We, however, draw our readers' attention to i ates

hives, not only for their size, but their workmanship.

We believe they are manufactured in Scotland. This

does not signify ;
yet we honestly confess we never

saw any straw hives so stronglymade as these. To show

their strength and durability, we have had one in

operation now for four years, and it seems as if it

would last four more ; but if a common skep lasts two

seasons, it is thought to have done its duty.

Another feature about these hives is the improve-

ment in the movable wooden top worked in the

straw ; the plug we have found very convenient both

for supering and feeding. Hives of Pettigrew's pattern

are also sold by Mr. Yates. These differ in having a

flat top with straw plug in the centre. We do not

recommend the flat-topped hive, for the simple reason

that when ordinary sized swarms are introduced they

commence the formation of the combs at the side, or

rather in the corners ; thus the combs are all irregular

and unevenly built, which hinders both the breeding

and honey storing ; in other respects they are excellent

skeps, butlin Yates' or the round-topped hive, the bees

are compelled to build exactly in the centre.

Mr. Yates would confer a benefit on his rustic bee-

keeping friends if he would introduce the common

sized, or cottage skeps, as strongly made and bound

* This may seem impossible lo some of our readers, bvit l.ist

year I took 70 lb. from one of Yates monster straw bivos in iiiy

own rzarden and Mr. Reid. of Carluke, took one up contanim^'

120'J' lb • however, the latter is, in Old England, unfortu-

natelv an exception : but from 60 lb. to 70 lb. may with ease

be gathered by a strong stock, with a vigorous and healthy

I uiicen at their head. R.

Natural History.

Slui'.s.—Most people are only too well acquainted

with slugs, but it is not quite so generally known

where to look for their eggs, so as to destroy the

coming pests in embryo, and a little attention directed

to this point just now might save a deal of future

trouble and loss. For those unacquainted with the

appearance of the eggs it may be as well to mention

that they exactly resemble small, slightly opaque round

white glass beads, about the sixteenth of an inch in

diameter. The most sure lurking ground in which to

find what may be described as the nests, is in an old

neglected Cabbage-bed, where the leaves have been

allowed to remain lying on the ground, so as to form

at once an attraction and a shelter from weather to

the old slugs. Here there would probably be found

a number of cavities, looking, at first glance, merely

like holes in the ground, about the width of one or

two fingers. On a closer examination these will be

found to be little pits about 2 inches or more in depth,

with edges overhanging at the top, and inside them

(sheltered by earth and slime so as to look more than

ordinarily disgusting) will probably be from two to

five full-grown slugs. By carefully inserting the

fingers, so as to remove the earth at the bottom of

the hole, the deposit of eggs may be brought to light,

usually well covered over wilh a slight depth of soil

and varying in number from six or ten upwards, ac-

cording to circumstances.

These nests—eggs, slugs, and all—might be easily

removed with a small trowel, and the whole collection

should be completely destoyed. The slug egg is, in

some cases, gifted with almost incredible vital powers,

and no means short of burning or crushing can be re-

garded as sure destruction to those of which the eggs

of one species can, as mentioned in Jeffrey's Conclio-

logy, vol. i., p. 135, stand being eight times dried in a

fiirnace and yet retain their vitality and develope the

young.
Another favourite hiding place for deposit of eggs

is at the bottom of Box borders, which, however orna-

mental in kitchen gardens, are apt to detract very

much from the usefulness of the ground, by the net-

work of shelter they afTord throughout the whole year

and over the entire area of the garden, to slugs

and other garden pests. There is a popular idea

that slugs cease to be destructive during the winter,

which is, unfortunately, very far from being correct.

During the severe cold of last Christmas the slugs

in a piece of rich garden ground which had been

greatly neglected, discontinued their ravages at the

very height of the frost and snow, but were out again

in legions as briskly as ever, directly it abated, and

the only plan which appeared really serviceable in

diminishing their numbers was, to lay traps of five or

six good sized Cabbage leaves one on the other.

Here they fed at their pleasure, and then, partially

burying themselves for shelter in the earth beneath,

might be hand-picked and thoroughly got rid of.

In this case, which was the very worst instance of

slug-possession of ground that I ever met with, all the

usual ways of meeting the evil seemed worse than use-

less. It appeared as if the renewed processes of cul-

ture of the garden, by destroying the neglected plants

on which they fed, simply threw them quite uninjured

for their sustenance on the new crops put in, and

everything was swept before them. Lettuce, Spinach,

and successive hundreds of Cabbage vanished rapidly

and thoroughly, soot only acting as a preservative fur

a few days, and successive sprinklings of lime clog,

ging the leaves and the ground, and even (when

slaked) affording an extra shelter for the slugs, whilst

the leaves, not being to their taste, they met the diffi-

culty by gnawing the plant to death round the stem.

In such a state of things nothing but personal super-

vision by the owner or the head gardener can meet

the evil ; and here the Cabbage-leaf traps, with an eye

to their daily clearance, brought down the quantities

of slugs within common bounds from numbers which

on the worst occasion would have covered about half

one of the leaves they were on, if laid side by side.

In common cases soot answers excellently if laid

round the plants to be protected, and where circum-

stances allow of its being placed so plant by plant ils

effect will well repay the trouble of laying it rather

than broad-casting, where, unless carefully thrown,

the leaves of the plant catch much of the falling pow-

der, and thus leave unguarded the very part round

the stem which requires the most protection.

Where gas-lime is easily procurable lines of it round

specially attacked spots are said to be of much service,

and possibly, where it would not cause damage to

vegetation or otherwise, a watering with very dilute

sulphuric acid might be of use, but those who are

acquainted with any thoroughly well-woiking applica-

tion would do their horticultuial ftUow-labottrers a

kindness in making it generaUy known. 0,
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meetins
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22 —Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-

tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-

tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

28.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec. , W. Sowerbj''.

May.

&c.

I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-

bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 8.—Exhibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-
servatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,
Robert Bullen.

12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose
Show.

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.

Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17 and 18.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
- Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road,
West Hill Park.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec. F. W. Wilson.

26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec. . W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

31."Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural

Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, rj, Portland Terrace, Lower Ford St., Coventry.

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Sunday, April 4 |
"oyal Horticullural Society of Antwerp's

• » t
^ Special Exhibition.
(Meeting of the Entomological Society, at

SaLVf Orchids. Lilium auratum, ami
— - , .-,-... J , Gladioli, at Stevens' Rooms.

Sale of Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Vines, Roses,
I &c.. at the North Star Nurseries, Slough,
L by Biickland & Sons.

Tuesday, April 6{ ^^jj^^^j^f""''^
^"'^ ^'^

r Roj'al Horticultural Society : Meeting of

Steve:

Wednesday, April 7-]

and Floral Commi
Scientific Committee, at i r M. ; General
Meeting, at 3 r.M.

I Sale of Camellias, Palms, Roses, Fruit Trees,
L Shrubs, &c,, at Stevens' Rooms.

Thursday, April 8 { ^^J^'^

°„f 5^"=' 1"'^'=" O''*"'^' =" ="=""^'

( Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the
Friday, April 9^ property of Mr. Wheeler, of Stamford

I Hi|- :' Kooms.

OUR Brussels friends take us to task for

awarding the priority to Amsterdam as

the locale for the next International Horti-

cultural Exhibition. The Royal Flora

Society of Brussels, we learn, claims the priority

at once by right of birth and by priority of

notification. We were of course aware that to

Brussels belongs the honour of inaugurating

that brilliant series of international gatherings

which have done so much for the material

interests of horticulture, and which have afforded

opportunities for so many pleasant gatherings of

botanists and horticulturists. To the splendid

hospitality and cordial reception afforded to our

horticulturists by the Belgians in 1864, and the

Dutch in 1865, was due our owii International

of 1866. It was widely felt that we ought to

reciprocate such good feeling, and we did our

best to show we were not unmindful. Paris, St.

Petersburg, Vienna, Florence, followed in turn,

and now the cycle comes round again, and the

only question arises, is Brussels, or Amsterdam

to have the precedence ? An amicable dispute

is going on between the two capitals, which will,

we trust, be speedily adjusted.

We are told that we were mistaken in attri-

buting to the Dutch capital the first overtures

for holding the International of 1876, and that

as long since as May, 1872, the Belgians had

taken preliminary steps—of which, however, no

notice reached us. Certainly, last year at

Florence we heard nothing official as to the

intentions of the Bruxellois, but only of the pro-

posals emanating from Amsterdam, and hence

our statement. It appears, however, that Brussels

• really was the first tn the field, and that there

are special reasons why the gay little capital of

Belgium should be selected for next year. The
most important of these is the fact that a special

building of temporary construction, destined

primarily for an exhibition of fine arts, will be
at the disposal of the horticulturists next year,

and that the Government, which is a kind of

Dens ex machina in these affairs abroad, though

not so in this country, will lend this building

for the purpose, the said building to be demo-
lished immediately after. The Amsterdam
people have a splendid public building, some-

what like our Crystal Palace, always at their

disposal. Moreover, next year the Flora

Society of Brussels will celebrate its centenary,

and it is naturally anxious to do so with eclat.

Brussels now says to Amsterdam, Wait till

1877 ; let us have 1876. Brussels informs us of

these facts officially. From Amsterdam we
learn privately that it is not unlikely the Hol-

landers will waive their claim, and postpone

their exhibition and congress for a year.

To us Britishers it is of no particular conse-

quence whether Brussels or Amsterdam should

have the precedence. We hope they will adjust

this matter for themselves. All that we know
is, that we have the liveliest sense of the kind-

ness and the hospitality shown to foreign horti-

culturists by both capitals. We should be

thankful to accept the hospitality of either,

" were t'other dear charmer away," and we shall

be sorry if the success of both be imperilled by

any attempt to hold an exhibition of such mag-

nitude and importance in both capitals about

the same time.

Should it be determined, as we hope it will,

that the Congress shall meet in the one city in

1876 and in the other in 1877, our own exhi-

bition—if we have one—must be postponed till

1878 ; a circumstance, in the present state of

things here, not altogether to be lamented.

The evils attending the Deep Planting of

Trees, with the exception of those having the power
to emit roots freely from their trunks, have so often

been pointed out, that they must be familiar to most
planters. We recently saw a striking illustration of a

case in point, or what amounted to the same thing,

for the ground had been raised from 3 to 4 feet since

the trees were planted. The row of fine old, though
severely crippled. Elms bordering the Thames oppo-
site Kew Palace must have been familiar to thousands.

The fall of one or two last autumn, and the dangerous
appearance of several others, attracted the attention

of the authorities, and their doom was sealed. Now
they are already lying low. But the fact of an appa-
rently healthy tree having broken off from the roots

at its base puzzled us rather, especially as the roots

were sound, or nearly so ; and we have since examined
several of the trees. In order to fell them from the

base of the trunk, the workmen had to excavate from
2 to 4 feet of ballast, which must have been thrown
in many years after the trees were planted. From the

decayed appearance of the boles where the roots were
given off and above, we believe that it has been going

on slowly ever since the ground was raised ; and if

the soil had been of less open character, the decay
would probably have been more rapid,

Dr. Goeppeet, the talented director of the

Breslau Botanic Gardens, recently celebrated the

fiftieth year of holding his degree, and congratulations

and honours poured in upon him from all quarters.

Festival memoirs {Festschriften) and addresses were
numerous, and the Emperor of GERM.A.NY honoured
him with the Order of the Crown of the second class,

the star bearing the number fifty. The city of Breslau
made him a free citizen. But the best thing was done
by a committee of scientific colleagues, who instituted

a fund to create a foundation to be termed the

GOEPPERT Foundation, with the gratifying result of

obtaining 10,000 marks (;^50o). The interest of this

sum is to be applied to the assistance of meritorious

students of the natural sciences at the University of

Breslau. This foundation is dedicated to Dr. GoEP-
PERT as a tribute of the highest esteem and an
acknowledgment of his services to science and to his

University. Truly these things are managed differently

on the Continent ; and we wish Dr. GOEPPERT may
live many years to enjoy his honours.

The freedom with which Aucubas set their

fruits without any attention beyond planting a few

males in a nursery quarter of these highly ornamental

shrubs, and the rapid growth of seedling plants,

promise well for a race of valuable varieties, such as

scarcely any other class of evergreens are likely to

afford. Several nurserymen are raising large numbers
of seedlings, which exhibit a surprising variety in the

size, shape, and colouring of the foliage. We lately

saw a fine bed of large examples of the common
spotted variety in full fruit, the result, we were
assured, of unassisted Nature. Adjoining this bed
were two or three rows of seedling plants of great

variety, including several males. Thus left to them-
selves, the females were impregnated, and bore as fine

a crop of berries as one could wish to see ; and it was
not only the females close by that had been fertilised

—

at a distance of 50 yards or more there were several

large specimens in a mixed border that had also set

fruit, though, it is true, much less abundantly. We
have heard complaints that birds frequently strip the

bushes of their attractive fruit, but the nursery in

which we saw the lot in question is situated in a dis-

trict where birds are exceedingly numerous, yet they

had not touched the berries a fortnight ago, and this

winter has certainly been a severe one. The pro-
prietor of this nursery informed us that he was
agreeably surprised at his fine crop of berries, not
having expected any, the late frosts last spring having
caused the males to hang their heads as if all the
vitality in the flowers had been destroyed.

We learn from the Gartenflora that the
Prussian Government has under consideration plans

for the erection of a BUILDING in the Botanic
Garden at Schoneberg, near Berlin, to house the
National Herbarium. Formerly it was deposited

in a special building near the Botanic Garden, but it

was subsequently removed to the University buildings

in Berlin, and the garden authorities have in conse-

quence experienced the greatest difficulty in deter-

mining and maintaining the correct nomenclature of

the living plants. The herbarium has suffered, too,

through being in a dark, unsuitable building, and
through the duties of the officers being divided

between the herbarium and botanic garden. Natu-
rally little progress in the arrangement of the collec-

tions could be made under these circumstances ; which
makes us the more glad that the once threatened

removal of Kew Herbarium is not to be carried into

effect.

A Novelty in Pelargoniums is announced

in the French and German gardening journals. It is

believed to be an accidental cross between P. hede-

rrefolium and P. zonale, and, what is more, it freely

bears seed. Mr. Jean Sisley describes it as near

P. heder.'efolium in its prostrate habit of growth, with

leaves more like those of P. zonale. The flowers are

of a dazzling red, and there are from fifteen to twenty

in each truss. It was found in a garden at Nice, in a

bed planted with several varieties of the zonal section,

and a lilac-white variety of P. heJerEefolium. Mr.

SiSLEY considers it a great acquisition, mainly, it

appears, on account of its fertility—a quality not

possessed, he says by Willsii, WiUsii rosea. Emperor,

and Dolly Varden. He thinks it may probably give

birth to a distinct new strain, in the hands of a clever

hybridiser. It will be sent out this spring by Messrs.

HuBER, of Nice.

In the last number of the Gardemrs' Chronicle,

in an article by Mr. W. G. S.MITH, there is a notice

regretting the repetition of Mr. Salter's assertion

" that he had lived almost entirely on different species

of Boleti, without using much discrimination." As
this assertion was made in a personal communication

to myself, I feel bound to state as much, and from

Mr. Salter's intimate knowledge of natural history,

from a long apprenticeship and association with the

late Mr. James Sowerby, I had not the slightest

reason to doubt the correctness of his assertion, espe-

cially as an excellent naturalist informed me that he.

had eaten Boletus luridus with impunity, and even

sent me specimens. It is true that late in life there

were unfortunate symptoms of insanity in Mr. Salter,

which led ultimately to his death, but though there

might even then have been such a tendency, it was, as

far as my conversations with him went, on the subject

of religion, and not of natural history. Indeed, about

the time of his making the statement to me, I had
the pleasure of hearing him at a meeting of the Geolo-

gical Society, when nothing could be more luminous

than his remarks. I was not aware that Mr. Salter
ever regretted that his words had gained publicity.

He certainly never made such a statement to me. As
the sheets of Mr. Cooke's book passed through my
hands, I am in some measure answerable if there are

typographical errors, but every one knows how diffi-

cult it is to avoid them altogether, especially as it fre-

quently happens that the process of correction at the

press sometimes makes confusion worse confounded;

M. 7. B.

We observe that Mr. R. A. Pryor, of Hat-

field—who is not to be confounded with Dr. Alex-
ander Prior, as has been done in one at least of

our contemporaries—has in preparation a new edition

of Webb and Coleman's Flora Hertfordiensis, the
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special features nf which will be the incorporation of

the various supplements, the more careful enumeration
and investigation of segregates, and the omission of the

irrelevant poetical and other matter which gave a
somewhat diletta)Ue tone and appearance to what was
in other respects an excellent book. Mr, Prvor has
issued a pamphlet containing remarks and inquiries

connected with the work, of which he will be glad to

forward a copy to any one interested in the subject.

The Dalty Tilegraph, as will be seen from

the following characteristic extract, has been "gush-
ing " about Cashmere, and some of its statements are

open to objection. We are told that "Cashmere is,

indeed, the happiest spot in the world for the votaries

of the goddess Flora. Nowhere are there more wonder-
ful natural parterres or such novelties of botanical

beauty, such luxuries of fragrance and grace. It is the

chosen home of Roses, and some of the finest * attar*

in the world is manufactured from the delicious red

and white blossoms which cover the thickets in

summer. At another season the soil is draped, as it

tion in Burmah. This plant—the Chavannesia escu-

lenta— is said to be very common in the Burmese
forests, twining round the trees and sometimes form-
ing a stem of from 9 to 1 1 inches in circumference.

It is also cultivated by the natives for the sake of its

fruit, which is of a pleasant acid taste, and is sold in

the Rangoon markets. The rubber coagulates readily

on exposure to the air, forming a solid and very
elastic substance. The cultivation and conservation
of this plant by the Forest Department for the purpose
of yielding rubber has been advocated in a pamphlet
on the subject recently published in Rangoon. It

may be propagated, it is said, either from seeds or
cuttings ; the former, however, is recommended, i

*' as natural reproduction is abundant wherever the
creeper grows, and the results are certain if the plant
lives ; but not so with cuttings, which do not in every
instance equal the parent tree—a phenomenon in vege-
table physiology yet to be accounted for. Regarding
the mode of planting, it is best for the present to
follow the natural habit of the plant, which is to en-

{

twine itself round its inor« ststlvyart companions of 1

any large scale the system of tapping and collecting

will no doubt be improved upon.

We learn that the Vii.LA Gardener is

henceforth to be edited by Mr. D. T. Fish, already
a frequent contributor to that and other journals.

At p. 399 we noticed a German's complaint
respecting the indifference of his countrymen to

German Raised Dahlias, and his estimate of their

merits. lie should be satisfied at any rate with the
number of new varieties offered by German raisers

this year. The total number sent out this year for the
first time, according to the Ilamhurger Gartenzdtutig,

is 530 ! Of this number one grower, SlECKMANN,
furnishes no fewer than 405 ! If national vanity is to

be satisfied with numbers, these should suffice, espe-
cially if the high standard of merit claimed for them
is sustained.

On the estate of the Duke of Wellington at

Strathfieldsaye, and immediately adjoining a small

MOKA district, MAURITIUS : A SUGAR PLANTATION AT THE EASE OF THE POUCE MOUNTAIN.

seems, with cloth of gold, by reason of the wide fields

of Crocuses, which are cultivated to produce the

yellow dye erroneously called Cashmere saffron,

which is known and sold in every market of Western
Asia." The hue of saffron itself doubtless led the

writer of this paragraph to state that the blossoms of

the plant producing it were also yellow, but his

notion of the extent of its cultivation does not corre-

spond with thatof the authors of /'//(7rwac('^ra//^/rt, who
only say that " a very little is cultivated in Kashmir,
under heavy imposts of the Maharajah." By the

way, in the latter work the use of saffron in colouring
cakes is specially noted as prevailing in Cornwall ; we
may add that it is very common also in Northamp-
tonshire, especially in Northampton itself.

Some more attention than has hitherto been
given seems now to be directed by travellers and
others to fresh sources of Caoutchouc. With regard
to East Indian plants, no doubt some impulse has
been given to forest officers by the circulation of Mr.
James Collins' excellent report. A creeping plant

belonging to the Apocynece, not altogether unknown
as a rubber plant, has recently occupied some atten-

the forest, reaching from one to another in

the most fantastic forms and shapes, until its

trunk has gained sufficient strength to make it

independent of its original support, which may
long since have fallen a victim to its suffocating

embrace." Such are the words of the writer of the

pamphlet referred to, and he further proposes that

seedlings should be planted at the base of every tree

unsuited for every other purposes. Before leaving

the subject, in the hope of soon hearing something
more of the plant a5 a source of commercial rubber,

it may be well to point out the manner proposed to

be adopted for tapping these creepers. Three gashes

in the shape of an arrow-head are made into the wood
on three sides of the stem, each about 3 feet apart,

not immediately over each other but alternately so as

to form a spiral. At the point of the arrow, which is

of course directed downwards, a kind of funnel formed
of a leaflet of the Butea frondosa is fixed or rather tem-

porarily attached by the aid of the glutinous milk of the

Chavannesia. The Butea leaflet is selected on account

of its size and non-liability to crack. Into these cups
or funnels the milky juice flows and is afterwards

amalgamated. If the rubber comes to be collected on

farmhouse, inhabited by Mr. Davidson, the bailiff to

the Hillfield property, there recently stood three large

lofty Elm trees. These had of late shown symptoms
of decay, and the huge limbs that occasionally fell

rendered their vicinity dangerous, a portion of the

house now and then getting damaged. After con-
siderable delay, leave was at length given to have the

trees cut down, and as the largest, which stood within

20 feet of the farmhouse, had a base of about 6 feet

in diameter, instructions were given that a woodman
should first open the tree round with an axe to the

depth of several inches. This was done, when with-

out warning the huge tree toppled over and fell,

fortunately in a direction the reverse of the house, for

had it fallen upon that it would have crushed it into

ruins. Upon examination it was found that, with the

exception of some 4 or 5 inches of the outer wood,
all the rest was perfectly rotten, and much of it bore

a close resemblance to furnace clinkers. The other

two trees were also decayed, but in a lesser degree.

Looking over the rings of growth, as shown when cut

through by the saw, it was evident that the most
robust growth was made when the tree was about

fifty years of age. It is not improbable that if an
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examination were made into the boles of large trees

by means of an auger, similar evidences of decay

would be found, and by at once felling such timber

some possible disaster might be prevented,

The Canterbury Flower Show is fixed

for Thursday, August 12, and the management have
been again successful in obtaining the permission of

W. Howard, Esq., to hold it in his pretty grounds

at Westgate.

We understand that the plans for the laying

out and planting of the New Public Park at
Barnsley, submitted by Messrs. W. Barron &
Son, of Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near

Derby, and 16, Market Street, Nottingham, have
been accepted. The park is the gift of Miss
McCreery, of Richmond, Surrey,

We are glad to learn that the New Horti-
cultural Club has secured a club-house in a most
suitable locality—viz,, Adelphi Terrace. The site is

excellent, being within three minutes' walk of Charing
Cross, close to the Strand and Covent Garden, but

removed from its noise and overlooking the Embank-
ment garden, the river, &:c. The Club ofifers its sub-

scribers the conveniences of a West End Club at very

moderate rates, there being handsome reading, dining,

and drawing-rooms, as well as billiard-rooms and
smoking-rooms ; bedrooms for the accommodation of

country members are also provided. The subscription

at present is two guineas per annum, with an entrance

fee of two guineas, but the terms will probably shortly

be raised. The desirability of such a meeting-place

for those addicted to horticultural pursuits has been so

long felt, that we have no doubt, under proper manage-
ment, that this Club will answer the expectations of
its promoters. As so much turns on management, it

may be well to mention that the caterer is proprietor

of several hotels, and is manager of another similar

Club, Members incur no responsibility beyond their

entrance-fee and annual contribution, and from what
we have ourselves seen of the proposed arrangements
we can confidently recommend the Club to the favour-
able notice of horticulturists in general. The secretary
is the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell, Ashford,
Kent.

We are requested to state that we were in

error in stating in our last report of the Fruit Com-
mittee that certain Cucumbers were exhibited by
Messrs. Monro and Wilkinson. That firm has
been dissolved, and Mr. John Monro was the
exhibitor.

X propos of the COLORADO Potato Beetle,
an Englishman in America, writing from Pu6blo,
Colorado, U.S., March 12, says:

—

" I have grown Potatos in various parts of the Union,
and have been bothered with the beetle since 1871. It is

not necessary that the beetle should have pieces of
haulm to support him whilst crossing the Atlantic ; he
can eat the tubers, though he prefers the haulm, In
winter, when opening my Potato pits, I have seen the
vermin eating greedily and moving briskly ; several
Potatos were either wholly or partially destroyed, and I

am sure it was beetle-work. I notice by the Parlia-
mentary reports that the authorities are for taking time
and seeing what other people in Europe are going to do
about the beetle, but I wish to remark (and my language
is plain) that if the English authorities don't wake up
pretty mighty sudden and stop importation, they will
soon have beetles pretty bad."

The beautiful Forget-me-not-like Ompha-
LODES verna, termed by some the Creeping Forget-
me-not, because of its peculiar habit of growth, is

now very effective in cool, shaded spots, suitable to
its well-being. Nowhere else perhaps is the Ompha-
lodes more at home than on the warm, genial slopes
in the almost unrivalled wild garden at Belvoir
Castle. There Mr. Ingram uses it with great judg-
ment and remarkable taste, and it can be seen in
large patches where it is overgrown and shaded
during summer by deciduous shrubs, &c. It does
well in a shallow soil in which decayed vegetable
matter forms a good part, and it is by far too valuable
and useful a spring plant to be stuck in the ground
anywhere, as if anything like a tender care would be
wasted on it. At Belvoir it has spread into large
patches by reason of its creeping rhizomes spreading
themselves underground, and pushing their way to
remarkable lengths. If it lacks the rich profusion of
flowers found on Myosotis dissitiflora, its individual
blossoms are of great beauty. The colour of the
floweis is of a rich pale blue, and a raceme of blos-
soms greatly assists to make up a charming button-
hole.

In one of the plant-houses at the Chiswick
garden of the Royal Horticultural Society Hebe-
CLINIUM ianthinum is just now a very attractive

object with its massive corymbs of soft pale mauve
composite llowers. It is one of those plants that Mr.
B. S. Williams considers should be in the choicest
collections, because it flowers so freely during the

winter. The plant is of robust growth ; the large

leaves are ovate in shape, and contrast well with the

masses of flower. It is a subject so easily managed
that the wonder is it is so rarely seen in plant-houses

during the winter. "The hardiness of its constitu-

tion," states Mr. B. S. Williams, "allows of its

being used in any situation under cover, while the

flowers may also be used with advantage for bouquet
making." In another plant- house Clematis montana
is flowering freely on small plants trained in a spheri-

cal form, the pure white blossoms being produced
in dense clusters. This species, together wiih C.

indivisa lobata, are invaluable in a cool greenhouse

at this season of the year, being so easily managed,
and at the same time so prodigal of blossom,

The well-known Manley Hall Estate, near

Manchester, including the mansion, the conservatories,

ferneries, and shrubs, and the 80 acres of freehold

land on which they stand, has been sold by Mr. Sam
Mendel to Mr. Ellis Lever, of Spring Bank, Bow-
don, who is well-known in Manchester as the principal

of the Midland Coal Company. The estate realised,

we understand, nearly ;!^i5o,ooo.

We are informed that the total number of

visitors on payment to the Royal Horticultural
Society's gardens on Easter Monday was 5175.

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of Hammersmith, have
recently been |removing from their Ealing nur-

series to Hounslow some fine bushy Yews, from 8 to

12 feet in height, the diameter corresponding to their

altitude. Tha plants are nearly half a century old,

and were reared at what was once their Stanwell

nursery ; from thence they were transferred to Felt-

ham, and from Feltham to Ealing, where they had
become thoroughly established and perfectly at home
in the strong clayey yellow loam there. The Yews
were removed under the immediate superintendence

of Mr. Charles Lee. In the first place, the lower-

most branches were bent upwards, and secured in that

position and from harm by means of mats, and so were
safe from injury by breakage. Then a trench some
3 feet or so in depth was dug out all round the stem
at least 2 feet from it in each direction, and when it

was sufficiently deep to be below the great mass of

fibrous roots forming the huge ball, the latter was
undermined till it was left standing on a kind of apex,

some 6 inches or so in diameter. The next step was
to bind old mats well about the ball of roots com-
pletely round it, which were securely fastened by
means of strong cords, and which had the effect of

preventing any of the soil from falling away. Then,
by means of a tree lifter, the huge mass was lifted out of

the hole and borne away to its destination. Treated

in this way a plant can scarcely receive a check, and
Mr. C. Lee states he has successfully transplanted

many such specimens in the course of his experience

33 a planter.

The eighth annual show of the Cheadlk
Floral Society will be held in Cheadle, near

Manchester, on August 6 and 7,

Among Hardy Primroses that flower at

this season of the year a high place must be given to

Messrs. Backhouse & Son's Primula pulcherrima.

It is a most lovely species, taller and far more
luxuriant than P. denticulata, and has deep lavender-

purple flowers with yellow centres, and much larger

trusses. The well-known Yorkshire Nursery firm

who distributed it claim for it that it is perhaps the

finest of the Himalayan Primulas of the denticulata

section— "quite distinct," they say, "from the plant

usually known as P. purpurea, though, judging by the

colour, it has far more right to the name. A grand
plant both for rockwork and well-drained borders, in

stiff loamy soil, blooming in spring, and perfectly

hardy (which the true P. denticulata is not with us)."

It was originally received by them under the name of

P. denticulata nana. It does well in pots grown in a
cold frame, and under the protection of glass it comes
into flower much earlier than in the open air.

Judging from a letter recently received by
Dr. IIooKKR from a correspondent in Madeira, the
climate of that island seems specially suited to the
growth of Cinchona succirubra—a specimen originally

sent from Coimbra in Portugal, and planted two years

and a half ago in a garden in Madeira at an elevation

of about 500 feet above the sea, is now nearly 20 feet

high, and blossoms freely. C. condaminea, however,
does not seem so satisfactory. Some plants sent

from Kew six years back have been increased by cut-

tings, but these are said to make but little progress.

From the same letter we learn that the fruits of the

Banana are being exported from Madeira in large

quantities, and that Eucalyptus globulus is being
grown in some parts of the island simply for firewood.

We are requested to state that the ground
allotted for planting shrubs at the COLOGNE INTER-
NATIONAL Horticultural Exhibition is now at

the disposal of intending exhibitors, who can at once
commence to make use of it. No charge will be
made for space.

—
- The Government of New Zealand has just

issued a handy-sized volume of close upon 300 pages
under the title of the " The Official Handbook
OF New Zealand, a collection of papers by ex-
perienced colonists on the colony as a whole, and
on the several provinces." These papers are written
by some of the best men in the colony, men whose
names are well known in their various branches.
Thus we have " Climate, and Mineral and Agri-
cultural Resources," treated of by Dr. Hector

;

" Animal and Vegetable Productions," by Mr.
Travers ; and an article on the "Native Race,"
by Sir D. McLean, After the whole colony of New
Zealand is treated generally, each province has a
separate notice, and besides its early history, geo-
graphical position, description of its institutions and
similar matters interesting to the colonist or

the historian, there is a great deal of interesting

matter on the natural resources. Thus Dr. Hector
tells us that in the whole colony there are about
12,000,000 acres of land suitable for agriculture, and
about 50,000,000 more better adapted for pasturage

;

20,000,000 acres of this, however, is at present covered
with forest, the value of timber from which is on the

increase, for we learn from recently published statis-

tics of New Zealand that the value of timber exported
in 1873 was ^43.697 against £^1,yiZ in 1S72, show-
ing an advance of ;i^i6,324. Speaking of the fauna
of New Zealand, Dr. Hector says that until its sys-

tematic colonisation it was very destitute of terrestrial

or animal life suitable to the wants of civilised man,
the only mammals being a small rat, a dog {which
had been probably introduced since the islands were
peopled by the present race), and pigs, the produce of

some animals left by Captain CooK and the navigators

who succeeded him. Domestic animals and poultry

of various kinds have, however, been introduced
during late years, thoroughly acclimatised and
distributed over the colony. The seas around the

islands abound with a great variety of valuable fish,

oysters, mussels, crayfish, and other mollusca and
Crustacea of excellent quality are also abundant, and
require only proper systematic culture to become a
source of wealth to the colony. With regard to

vegetable productions, it is well known that the indi-

genous forest contains a large number of valuable

timber trees, and many of the more important trees

of Europe and America have been introduced and are

now flourishing, as well as many of the best fruit?,

such as Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, Peaches, Apples,
Pears, Grapes, Apricots, Melons, and numerous
others, all of which produce their fruits in abundance,
and ripen them to perfection. One of the most im-
portant indigenous plants is the New Zealand Flax
(Phormium tenax). In Auckland a large quantity of

rope and cordage is made from this fibre, amounting
in one year to 1057 cwt., of the value of ^^2406,

The South Essex, Leyton, Waltham-
stow, Woodford and Wanstead Floricul-
TURAL Society will hold their summer show of

flowers, fruits and vegetables, during the second week
in June.

A Daily Nezus' telegram from Paris on
March 30 states that an official decree has been pub-
lished prohibiting the importation into, and the

transit through, France of Potatos from the United
States or Canada. Dead leaves, as well as sacks

and barrels or other articles which have been used for

the packing of Potatos, are included in this prohi-

bition.

We learn from a correspondent that at Park-
field House, near Worcester, the residence of Mr. Lea,
a gentleman who has recently formed an interesting

collection of Orchids, was to be seen a shoit time
since a remarkable specimen of Dendrochilum
GLUMACEUM, in the finest possible condition, and
bearing 117 spikes of bloom. Taking the number
and vigour of inflorescence into consideration, it was
by far the finest specimen our correspondent had
seen, reflecting the highest credit upon the intelligent

gardener, Mr. Cox,

A marble bust of the late Mr, William
Masters, executed in 1S33 by his fellow townsman,
H. Weekes, R. a., has been presented by the family
to the Canterbury Museum, of which the deceased
gentleman was the founder, and for many years one
of the most energetic supporters,

Mr. G. Walker, gr. to Mrs. Hone^'wood,
Mark's Hall, Essex, informs us that he has now com-
ing into flower a fine plant of Cham.-erops humi-
LIS, with five spikes; and Verschaffeltia mela-
NOCH.ETEs, with one spike. We have not heard of
the last-named plant flowering in this country before,
and the event is the more interesting as the plant has
only been introduced about four or five years.

—~ An influential meeting of the residents of
Richmond and its locality wa? held at the Mason'c
Hall on Wednesday evening last fur the purpose of
establishing the proposed Horticultural Sociis'iY :

Colonel Burdett, J.P., presided. Richmond is to
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be the Society's centre, and it will include in operations

the imporlant parishes of Twickenham, Isleworth,

Mortlake, Petersham, and Ham. Already the large

sum of 160 guineas has been promised. A large

commiltee— including the names of such well-known

horticulturists as Messrs. Kinghorn, H. Little, Bohn,

Peel, James Clark, Steel, and Woodbridge of Syon—
was elected, and they will proceed to arrange a

schedule of prizes as early as possible. It is expected

that whilst the major [jortion of the competition will

be limited to exhibitors residing within the district,

the committee will be enabled to offer some open

prizes of such an amount as will induce growers from

a disLance to compete. The first exhibition will

probably be held during the month of July, and no

exertion will be spared to render it one worthy of the

famous royal suburb.

A new substance has lately appeared in

Germany in the form of an extract or Essence of

Chicory, for use as a substitute or as an addition to

Coffee. Chicory is very largely grown and used on

the Continent, much more so than in England, and

the residue of the root after the extraction of the

essence makes an excellent food for cattle.

lome Corrcsponknce.

The Wild Daffodil. -Calling on my son, Mr.

G. Maw, who resides here, I have taken up the last

number of the Gan/emis' Chronicle, and wish to say

with reftrei.ce to a paiagraph headed " Wild Daffodil
"

that a few years ago I transplanted a considerable

number of the normal singly flowtred bulbs from a

meadow a few miles off, into my own meadow adjoin-

ing my house, and some also into my garden. On
the second year after transplantation nearly all became

double, and at this time not one of those in my
meadow remains single, and very few in the garden.

This was a disappointment, for I greatly prefer the

single to the double Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus. The
change was evidently produced by change of soil.

J. N. Mnw, Benthall Hall, near Brostlev.

Will your correspondent " R." do me the

honour to send me a bloom of one of the double

wild Daffodils he has produced by two years' cul-

tivation ? I shall really esteem it a great favour.

I am free to confess it will give me as much surprise

and pleasure as a blue Dahlia. I believe I am ac-

quainted wiih almost all the great growers of Narcissi

in this country, and I imagine every one of them

would regard such an occurrence as more than passing

strange. I have for years been endeavouring to

obtain bulbs of Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus fl. pi,

but in vain. It was not to be heard of anywhere till

last year, when Mr. Barr kindly sent me three bulbs,

which, with a few others, he had succeeded in dis-

covering, after a world-wide search, in one single

locality. " R." will find his bulbs most valuable if he

has got hold of the genuine article. The great yellow

Daffodil, so common in gardens, and so freely natural-

ised in meadows and orchard.^, has nothing to do

with N. Pseudo- Narcissus : it is the double variety

of N. major ; but I think my hair would almost stand

on end if some fine spring morning I were to visit

one of the many naturalised clumps of this flower

which I have known for the last thirty years, and

find that the blooms had become single. //. Harpur-

Cre'uie, Drayloii-Beaucliamp Rectory, Tri>lg, March 27.

[We have received other letters on this subject, the

publication of which is unavoidably postponed. Eds.]

Eccentricity of Growth is probably much com-
moner than is generally supposed, and may often be

traced to the injuries caused by boys climbing young

trees time after time, and destroying the bark and

young wood on the upper side of branches close to

the trunk until decay sets in. I am speaking of

lateral branches alone. I was much surprised one

morning on going to Mr. l^awes' chemical laboratory

at Harpenden, at seeing a large branch of an Elm tree

lying on the ground, more especially as it was a

vigorous and not an old tree from which it had fallen.

On examining the branch, I found that the growth

was nearly all below the original centre,^that is, in

a diameter of iS inches 15 were developed below the

piih. It had at length grown too heavy for the

slender support afforded by the partially decayed

3 inches on the upper side, and pulled itself out from

the trunk. Since that I have always mistrusted Ehn
trees. We frequently lounged on the grass imme-
diately beneath this ponderous branch, which fell one
fine still morning without the slightest warning.

IV. B. jr.

The Victoria Regina Violet.—With this I send

a few blooms each of Violets The Czar and Lee's

Victoria Regina, gathered from plants growing side

by side in the open ground, strong stools planted out

last May. When Mr. Lee submitted plants of his

Violet to the attention of the Floral Committee at

Souih Kensington last February twelvemonths, it was
mentioned that it did not present a sufficient advance

upon Tne Czar to make it deserving a certificate.

Now I have found that both under glass and in the

open air the Violet Victoria Regina presents a con-

siderable advance over The Czar in size of fiower,

breadth of pet.al, and depth of colour. The blooms

sent for your opinion are the best to be found on either

plant, .and truly represent each variety. They were

gathered from a cold, dry east border, swept by the

recent cold winds and very dry. Alc.v. Dean, Bed/ont.

Jaborandi. — Medicinal matters always have a

general interest, especially if not well understood
;

hence these remarks about the Jaborandi plant, which

you noticed at p. 406 in your issue of March 27,

When travelling in Southern Brazil, in the provinces

of Santa Calharina and Parana (which are distant

about 20" of latitude from Pernambuco, which you re-

ferred to), I took an especial interest in this particular

plant, and learned that it came from Piper Jaborandi,

Veil.; Ottonia anisum, Spreng. ; Ottonia Jaborandi,

Kunth. (in Linmca, xiii. 519). It is used there as a

diuretic and sialogogue, and as a simple household

drug. They administer a decoction to the dogs before

starting out hunting, in order to animate them and

make them more spirited and better suited for spying

out and confronting the game—dogs in that country

taking a great part in these pursuits. It would be

well for European hunters to make experiments and

state the efficiency of this drug, supposing it to be the

true one as found in the province of Santa Catharina.

The Jaborandi (with the accent on the last letter, pro-

nouncing it as an e or German ;) is a small, insignifi.

cant-looking, thin-growing shrub. Its leaves are

oblong,acuminate,shortlypetiolate,about3—4inchesin

length and about I \ inch broad ;
the te.xture is some-

what thin ; the stem, or rather branches, generally as

thick as a blacklead pencil or thinner ; the height of

the shrub not exceeding 2—3 feet, according to its

position. The medicinal properties belong; to the

roots, these keeping for some length of time in a dry

state. The taste is a sharp but exceedingly agreeable

burning of the tongue and palate, not to be encoun-

tered in any other congener of the numerous family.

Specimens which I collected will probably be found

in the Museum of Berlin, where I sent the rest of my
herbarium, which was unfortunately greatly reduced

by the Cupim (Termite or white ant). I believe there

is a drawing of the Jaborandi in the Flora Flumin-

ensis. The genus Piper, so richly represented

throughout all South America, is, I believe, at present

only very partially known, but it will undoubtedly

furnish new additions to medicine, especially on the

western side, in Peru, where so many species occur of

a particularly aromatic and acrid, a true medicinal,

taste. This supposition is enlarged by the circumstance

of many Pipers growing in large and even compact

masses, and the plants are generally content with a

meagre stony soil, unprofitable for other vegetable

culture, as specially concerns the Peruvian Cordilleras.

We have an instance at hand in the Piper angusti-

folium, in general use under the name of Matico.

G. irallls, Botanical Traveller.

Vegetables.—One of the most useful Lettuces in

cultivation is the small Cabbage Lettuce, called

Commodore Nutt. The most useful Beet for summer
use is the new Egyptian Turnip-rooted. Do not

grow it too large, as I grew some of mine (10 inches

across) ; they are too coarse when grown so large,

but the small ones are very sound and of quick

growth. I have some now as solid as cricket-balls.

Sulham Prize Pink Celery kept first-rate with me :

what I am now using is as firm and crisp as can be

expected at this season of the year. Sandringham is

a good white for early use. A good Pea, required

to grow about 3 feet, is Maclean's Best of All.

Cucumber growers who require plenty of fruit, not

for exhibition, will do well to still grow RoUisson's

Telegraph (true). Two useful dwarf Kidney Beans

are Canadian Wonder and Black-seeded Negro. The
most useful Turnip for use during February and

March is Orange Jelly. C. Osman, S. M. D. Schools,

Siitlon.

Sulham Prize Celery, and Lee's Early Kid-
ney Potato.—Let me endorse all that was said in

last week's Gardeners' Chronicle of these two excel-

lent vegetables ; the latter I have grown for the last

two years, and think it the best of all the very early

Potatos. I look upon these, and Canadian Wonder
French Bean, as really valuable additions to our stock

of vegetables. D., Deal.

Summer Pruning.—In compliance with the soli-

citation of " T. W. T.," I very cheerfully proceed to

narrate the circumstances that led me primarily to

believe that cutting or pruning certain descriptions of

trees and shrubs in summer was attended with different

and better results than by doing so in winter. There

was an old Thorn hedge, very old, and very full of

gaps, which the shepherd cut branches from at all

seasons to fill up the gaps in it, and it required only a

passing glance to see that from the snags or stools

cut in summer the young shoots were both more

numerous and stronger than from those cut in early

spring or in winter. In forestry operations branches

overhanging roads have to be lopped off whenever

they come in contact with the traffic, and, as is well

known, the branches, when once clothed with foliage,

and wet with rain or dew, yield to the weight, and

this necessitates much summer lopping or pruning of

all species of trees not thought of in winter. Under

such circumstances it is often found desirable to

cut the intruding branch at some considerable

distance from the stem rather than close to it,

not unfrequently leaving a bare arm projecting from

the trunk—by no means a beautiful object for the

time being—but encouraged by seeing many other

bare arms by degrees gain spray, branches, and

foliage, they were left in like manner, but doubts in

some cases entertained about their ever gaining

branches and foliage again. On comparison of these

summer-pruned roadside trees with others pruned in

winter, it was quite evident that the former produced

spray and branch much more certainly and abun-

dantly than the latter. On pruning Birch trees in

winter it very seldom happens that a large branch

denuded of all its smaller branches will ever again

reproduce them, while if cut during summer the

second season will probably see it again well clothed

with new spray. " T. W. T." wishes to know
how these results are produced, but that I cannot

inform him. My own humble opinion, how-

ever, is, that a knowledge of the physiology of

plants will enable any one to form a likely

theory of it. The following, is mine : The sap

is attracted to the upper part and extremity

of the branches, and after undergoing certain

mysterious chemical changes, distributes itself over

the whole structure of the tree, but most abundantly

between the bark and the last or outer layer of wood.

There are lying also beneath the bark, probably on the

outer surface of the last-formed layer of alburnum,

latent buds, ready at any time, when stimulated by

certain favourable influences, to start into life, and

manifest themselves in the form of young shoots and

branches. Now, in the case of old and comparatively

dry and sapless stems, there is nothing to stimulate or

provoke life in these latent buds ; but when the sap

has first ascended the tree, changed its properties,

and descended between the bark and sap, and in close

connection with those latent buds, there is nothing

unlikely, when the stem is severed, that a successful

effort should be made to produce shoots below,

which, but for the advantages the sap had gained in

first ascending the tree, it would not have been able

to produce. Hence the advantages of summer over

winter pruning or cutting-over certain species or

descriptions of trees and shrubs, which from

old age and weak constitution would not reproduce

young shoots. I would not advise the leaving of Osiers

upon the stool till the sap ascends, unless in case of

very old stools which it is intended to reduce in height

by cutting-over below the crown. Bleeding is cer-

tainly produced more profusely by spring cuttings than

winter, but I am not certain that the plant is thereby

more weakened, for the sap, while it almost pours

for a short time from the wounds of Birch and Syca-

more, also runs from the wounds in winter when-

ever the least mildness of weather prevails. I hope

to make this subject more plain at some future time ;

meanwhile those having cutting or pruning of any old

or weak kinds of subjects to perform, so that their

growth may be most certainly and satisfactorily pro-

moted, should do the work in summer rather than

winter. C. Y. Michie, Cullen House, March 29.

Grape Rooms.—The Grape room is hardly yet

become an important feature in all large garden

establishments. Probably there is still considerable

prejudice against that mode of storing cut bunches of

Grapes, and in not a few places the stock of old

Grapes, after the incoming of the new year, is not so

abundant that a special store-room is needed ;
pos-

sibly, however, there would be a stronger disposition

to hold over a stock of Grapes for late consumption

if it were generally realised that they may be cut any

time after Christmas, and be kept sound and almost

perfect for four months if properly stored. What a

saving of labour, of cost of firing, and of strain upon

the Vines, is obtained when the entire crops are cut

and safely housed in a small and properly arranged

store-room. It is nearly five years since I first drew

attention in these pages to the admirable Grape room

at I-Ieckfield ; sincethat time it it has been constantly

used all through the winter months, and with the

most satisfactory results, only one new idea being

added to the original plan, and that is the simple one

of allowing all the old wood beyond the bunch to

remain when the bunches are bottled, as it is fouml

that the berries are kept plumper in consequence.

Mr. Wildsmith is not only a first-class Grape grower,

but his advice is always read with interest as that of an

eminently practical man. Readers who have not seen

Heckfield have, of course, to take all that Mr. Wild-

smith may say for granted, but I make bold to say that

there are not too many private establishments where the

visitor could look into the Grape room and see in

the most perfect state of preservation a hundred or

more good bunches of Lady Downe's, all cut two

months previously, and from which not half-a-dozen
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berries in a decayed state have to be cut away in a

fortniglit. At a moderate computation tliese Grapes
would have weighed 1501b., and when it is remem-
bered that high-class Grapes are quoted in the market
at some 15?, per pound, it becomes obvious that this

crop of Lady Downe's so preserved is rendered with
the advance of the season of considerable value. I

should think that our leading fruiterers might make
a good hit by establishing Grape rooms on their own
premises, as they would then be enabled to buy up
whole houses of Grapes at once and at a cheaper rate,

and store them where they could be had at a moment's
notice. Mr. Wildsmilh holds that the great secret of

successful Grape storing consists in the fact that the
crop must be thoroughly ripened before being cut

;

the Grape is then much less liable to change, and
maintains its good qualities for a longer period. With
Kemp's Grape rail a large number of bunches may
be stowed in a small space, but at Heckfield the

shelves on which the bottles are placed are elevated

in three tiers around the walls, and thus the Grapes
are brought nearer to the eye line than if placed near
the floor. A little ventilation and a very little fire-

heat suffices to keep the atmosphere and the tempe-
rature all that can be desired. A. D.

Interpretation of Schedules.—On examining the
schedule of prizes to be awarded at the horticultural

exhibition to be held in Manchester in May next, I

find there are two or three matters which seem to

require explanation, and, as most horticultural societies

are interested, it has occurred to me that the Gar-
deners' Chroitiele would be the best source to apply to

for reliable information. In class 25 prizes are offered

for three pots of Lilium auratum. Of course it is quite
competent for one exhibitor to grow as many bulbs in

each pot as he chooses ; but in classes 35, 36, and 37
prizes are offered for sixteen, ten, and six Orchids in

flower. Now suppose half a dozen plants are put
together in a mass in one pot, as is very frequently the
case—the result being that the lot is made up of double,
triple, or even a greater number than is stated in the
schedule—would such a collection be entitled to the
prize, or ought it not to be disqualified? Again,
supposing a prize were offered for six Pelargoniums or
Cinerarias, and the exhibitor, to make up a great show,
introduced several plants in a pot, would that fact

form a disqualification or not ? Such practices are,

unfortunately, becoming very common, to the great
discomfiture of the honest exhibitor. If masses of
plants, whether Orchids or other things, are desirable,
why should it not be so stated in the schedule ? But
to offer prizes for six plants and allow a dozen to be
exhibited in six pois seems an absurdity. A Twenty
Years' Subscriber. [This is rather a difficult subject.
As to the Lilies, the object is to secure a dis-
play, and therefore more bulbs than one are per-
mitted. Orchids often grow in masses, which are
more or less broken up when they are imported,
and ** specimens " are sometimes made up by putting
together some of the separated pieces, but we do not
think this is often doiie to such an extent and in such
a way as to be a real grievance. Pelargoniums and
such-like subjects would be assuredly disqualified if

found to be made up. The conditions in this latter

case are totally different from that of Orchids, though
if these are too unscrupulously "manufactured" at
the last moment we should be ready to disqualify
them. Eds.]

Abies Douglasii.—I fully endorse all that is said
by your correspondent, Mr. J. Shepp.ard, in favour of
this magnificent tree, but it has one drawback—an
utter inability to bear exposure to wind. I am
acquainted with one of the original seedlings, now a
fine piece of timber, which lost its head as soon as it

overtopped the neighbouring trees, and that appears
almos invariably to be the lule. A large plantation
might protect it.self; but they so soon overtop other
trees that, when scattered among them, their growth
is cut short in a few years. I may add, that I have
found seedlings from the tree above-mentioned to be
far superior to any which I have purchased. B. K.

Seedling Lilies.—If your correspondent, R. J.
Elwes, wishes specimens of two-year-old plants of
Lilium auratum, I shall be very happy to supply him
with them for the purpose he requires them. I may
also state that I have raised seedling Lilies, but have
not as yet been successful in obtaining decided crosses,
although attempts have been made to fertilise them
with other sorts. Auratums have in most instances
come with slight variation, such as are common
amongst imported bulbs of that sort. Lilium speciosum
(lancifolium) rubrum ? came pure white, and L.
giganteum, which flowered with me last year raised
from seed ripened in the open air, had no marked
difference, although careful fertilisation was attempted.
I find, however, that this latter sort seeds so freely
when left to itself, that it is necessary to take it in a
very early stage ot its flowering for the process of
manipulation. I have opened the petals before their
expansion, and clipped off the anthers and fertilised

the stigma as soon as it appeared shining and waxy,
and hive by this means gathered ripened seed, which is

now sown, and in due time should vegetate—the sorts
auratum and scarlet Martagon being made the males.

J. IVebster, Gordon Castle, N.B.

Gardenia Stanleyana.—In your notice of the
above plant {see p. 3 74) you observe that '

' at first there
was evidence of its being a free-blooming plant, but
subsequent experience has proved it the reverse," &c.
As I lived at Knowsley during the time Whitfieldias
were under cultivation I have a vivid recollection of
two varieties existing there, and designated the free
versus the shy-flowering variety. I also remember
that one of the plants known as the shy-flowering
variety, and much the largest and oldest plant in the
collection, did bloom, to the best of my recollection,
once only, and it was remarked at the time that the
blooms were of a paler colour throughout than the
other. They do like bottom-heat and liberal treat-
ment otherwise. I mention the above as an illustra-

tion of the fact that there are forms or varieties of
certain species of plants which are more or less shy to
bloom or fruit, neither is this peculiarity confined to
any class or family of plants—it is, I believe, trace-
able to all. Robert Bullen.

Sulham Prize Pink Celery.—I quite agree with
Mr. Ingram (p. 408) with regard to the keeping
qualities of this Celery. I have some of it now in the
ground alongside Sandringham Dwarf White and
Haywood's White Queen, and one and all are remark-
ably good for the season (March 29). H. W. Ward,
Longford Castle Gardens, Salisbury.

Hardy Hybrid Begonias.—It may interest some
of your readers to know that now is the best time
of the year to procure tubers of these beautiful
and most easily cultivated plants, which only require
to be allowed to start into growth in small pots
in a cold house (as they actually dislike and
resent any kind of forcing by artificial heat), and
about the middle of May they should be turned out of
the pots into a well-prepared bed in the garden filled

with light rich friable soil, in which they will grow
rapidly, and scon make nice bushy plants and begin
to produce their bright showy blossoms about the
middle of June, from which time till they go forest
about the middle of November they continue to pro-
duce flowers almost without intermission. The
flowers are almost invariably produced on long foot-
stalks from the axils of the leaves, in bunches of three,
consisting of the large and handsome male flower in
the centre, and a smaller but equally bright and longer
lasting female flower on each side. About the com-
mencement of September, when the nights begin to

get chilly, the plants should be lifted with good balls

and put into good-sized pots, when for the next couple
of months or more they will form most acceptable
ornaments for the conservatory shelf or drawing-room
table. The hybrids, to which the above remarks espe-
cially refer, are those raised by Mr. V. Lemoine, of
Nancy, France ; and as the parents from which all his

seedlings originally sprang were the hardy variety
B. Veitchii, and the beautiful foliaged B. Pearcei,
nearly all his hybrids partake of the hardy nature of
the one parent and the ornamental foliage of the other,
while the blossoms are nearly all modifications of and
most of them improvements on those of the first-

named parent. I should specially recommend the
following varieties, which I know to be really distinct

and beautiful, and with which I may safely say none
of your readers who invest in them can fail to be
pleased :— I, Camoens ; 2, C. Glijm

; 3, Corail Rose;
4, Mastodonte

; 5, Rubens ; 6, Velours. The tubers
travel quite safely in a tin box by post, and the very
moderate prices at which they are offered by the
raiser puts them within the reach of almost every
lover of flowers. Mr. Lemoine also offers two new
varieties for the first time this season, named respect-
ively Moliere and Corneille, the latter often pro-
ducing semi-double flowers. His fine double scarlet-

flowered variety, named Monstruosa, of which a
woodcut and description were given in the fourth part
of the Revue Horticole for last year, has not yet been
sufficiently increased to enable the raiser to distribute
it : he hopes, however, to have sufticient stock to be
able to do so before the summer of next year. W. E. G.

Lee's Hammersmith Early Kidney Potato.

—

I can fully endorse the recommendation Mr. Brown
has given at p. 408 of Lee's Early Kidney Potato. I

have grown it for the last two or three years, and am
perfectly satisfied with it. It forces well. I have
been sending it to table for the last three weeks, and
it is spoken very highly of. It is very prolific, and
nice and floury and of excellent flavour when cooked.
But as a garden Potato in general I find very few, if

any, to excel Hyatt's Prolific. H. IV. Ward.

Protecting Materials.—I was very much pleased
with and, I hope, profited by readingyour article (p. 372)
on the protection of fruit trees. As to the material to
be used, we do not appear to have much more choice
than we had several years ago, though in almost every
other department of textile manufacture there is a

great increase in the variety of choice, if not in
improvement of quality, from the finest "Lyons" to
the coarsest "shoddy." When will manufacturers
turn their attention to an improved covering, not only
for our walls but also for our frames? As to the
material for our walls, the most eflicient and easy to
apply is canvas on rollers, the canvas to be secured to
the wall under the coping, the roller to be drawn up
by two cords run through two pulleys at the top. But
an important question to be asked is. Why do we
cover the trees ? Because their growth is too early
for the season. Then comes another question, When
is the best time to begin to cover ? I think the earlier
in January the better, but until the blossom-buds are
ready to burst I would reverse the order of general
practice by keeping the canvas rolled up at night, also
in the day unless the sun is shining—on every clear
day keep the canvas down, to keep the sun from
shining on the wall where there are any branches.
By so doing you will have a considerably later spring
for your trees, consequently much less danger of the
flowers or fruit being injured by the late frost. Those
who have no appliances ready to use and late frosts
prevail, will find a substitute not to be despised by
nailing to the wall flat branches of Yew, the common
Spruce Fir, or Abies Douglasii. These will be of
considerable assistance in saving the crop. They will
want going over frequently with a pair of pruning
scissors, to cut out those sprays that are not wanted

;

this will give more light to' the flowers and young
shoots as they grow. Davtd IValher, Gr. to B. H.
Collins, Esq. , Dunorlan, Tunbridge Wells, March 29.

DISA GRANDIFLORA.
This fine Cape Orchid is not nearly so often seen

as its merits entitle it to be : any one who may have had
the pleasure of beholding a good quantity of it in full

beauty cannot readily forget the brilliancy of its large
scarlet and yellow flowers, which are borne on tall

leafy stems, something after the style of the herba-
ceous scarlet Lobelia, but the individual flowers of
the plant in question are many times larger and much
more brilliant, to which may be added a singularly

grotesque form, which is at the same time extremely
fascinating. One of the reasons, perhaps the main
reason, why this most beautiful Orchid is not culti-

vated wherever a Chinese Primrose or a Fuchsia is

grown is because it will only succeed under a special

treatment, and either that treatment must be afforded
by the natural conditions of the structure in which it

is placed, or it must be procured by daily attention.

It is a plant which will not forgive neglect. The soil

most suitable for the Disa is a good sound peat, such
as would do for Heather, but not so fibry as the peat
usually used for Orchids, to which should be added a
good quantity of good clear sharp river sand—silver-
sand is not coarse enough—and some dry horse-
droppings, which should be well mixed together,
taking care not to break the peat up too fine. Select
a broad pan in preference to a pot, and well and care-
fully drain by placing the crocks in such manner that
they will not readily choke ; if the drainage is thrown
in in the careless slip-shod manner so usual now-a-
days failure may be expected. Cover the crocks with a
little sphagnum moss, and fill the pan to the rim with
the above compost, on which place the plant, keeping
it well raised up so that no water may lodge about the
stems. The best time to pot these plants is about
the beginning of November, after the shoots have
nicely risen to the surface. After potting place in a
cool, moist, but airy house or pit, not in too much
sunshine, and syringe overhead six or seven times
daily ; it is better to syringe than to water—in fact,

the Disa should never be watered with a pot during
this stage, but be kept contmually wet on the foliage
by syringing ; the soil by these means will be kept
sufficiently wet without any additional watering.
When the flower-buds are nearly ready for expanding
the syringe should be laid aside and the water-pot
called into use, commencing again with the syringe as
soon as the young shoots make their appearance after
the blossoming period is over. William Denning,
Norbilon. [Our illustration, fig. 90, is of a plant 3 feet

6 inches high, grown by Mr. Denning, in Lord Londes-
borough's collection. Eds.]

Reports of Societies.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural

:

March 25.—The spring show of this Society, which
was held in the City Hall, was publicly opened by
Colonel Buchanan of Drumpellier, the President, who
said he had been asked to inaugurate the spring show,
the first of the year, by a public opening. This was, he
believed, a new thing in Scotland, but in England it

had been very commonly done, and with the best
results. He hoped that the public opening in Glasgow
might create additional interest in the exhibitions, and
tend to promote the success of the show that day, as
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well as the general financial prosperity of the associa-

tion. The Society had now been established for nearly

a hundred years, and its funds had been increasing

pretty steadily, although not in the ratio the directors

desired. The annual revenue had been about ;^iooo,

but the expenditure had been nearly as much, about

£^zo being distributed in prizes. lie was sorry to say

ihat the number of yearly subscribers only amounted

to 150—a fact which was the more to be regretted,

were very many to whom such a sum was the veriest

tritle. It was not unproductive expenditure. The
Society was doing real practical work, and he trusted

it would no longer be possible to speak of its annual
subscribers as limited to 150. Colonel Buchanan
then formally declared the exhibition to be opened,
and introduced the Lord Provost, who said he was
glad to he able to stand on the platform of the City
ilall and take by the hand his American cousin, Mr.

Fig, 90.—disa orandiflora, as grown by mr. denning at norbiton.

because the Society was one whicK merited support as

much as any institution, in the city. In other large

cities and in Engliind organisations of this descrip-

tion were quite successful, and he knew of no
good reason why Glasgow should not possess
a flourishing horticultural society. A man who
was fond of flowers could not be altogether

a bad man, and if this taste were cultivated it

must less or more purify his moral nature, and raise

him above the desire for the baser pleasures and
temptations of large cities. In this view of the matter
he thought no one should grudge \os, or 20j. a year
for the Society, and in such a city as Glasgow there

Grant, son of the President of the United States. Of
all countries in the world it was moBt desirable that

we should be at peace with America, whose popula-

tion was so largely recruited from Britain, and it might

indeed be said that the amity of the civilised world

depended upon the preservation of the entente

cordiale between America and this kingdom. His

lordship went on to say that he had been

asked to make a few remarks in the way of

commending the claims of the Society. And
yet, after all, what need was there for doing so?

Those flowers which brightened the hall so greatly,

those children of Nature tended by man, spoke far

more eloquently than he could do on behalf of the

association. All those whom he addressed, at least

all such as had attained to years of discretion, remem-
bered having at some period of their lives used the
language of flowers, and perhaps made these exquisite

productions of Nature give expression to thoughts
which the tongue was too timid to declare. And so
he might now safely leave the flowers to plead their

own cause, or at least to furnish the spirit and essence

of such an appeal. Fur himself, he should quit the
flowery paths of speech and turn to practical matter?,

because, after all, a I-ord Provost was nothing if not
practical. Now, the practical counsel he had to give

was, that they should all follow the advice of Coluncl
Cuuhanan and subscribe to the funds of the Society,

which at present did not receive the support it was
entitled to. tie trusted that stigma would now be
removed. One thing he would like to recommend,
namely, the desirability of encouraging cottage garden-
ing. All round Glasgow a great many houses were
now being built for the industrial classes, and he
thought it would be of great importance to encourage
cottagers in giving their leisure hours to the cultivation

of flowers and plants. There was also in the city—pro-
bably if was due to the climate—a great lack of the
window gardening so common in London, Paris, and
otherlargecities. The poorpeople living invery humble
quarters in these bu;,y communities, and shut out
almost from the light of heaven, sought to overcome
the depressing nature of their surroundings by growing
a pot of Mignonette or a Geranium in the window-
sill, with a canary overhead. His lordship concluded
by again appealing to the citizens to give increased
support to the Society.

The exhibition thus formally inaugurated was a
highly attractive one. The favourable change in the
weather from searching east winds and presbing cold
to that of auspicious mildness brought out such a
display as we have seldom witnessed in the City Hall.
Moreover, the novelty of a public opening attracted

many. There were not, it is true, so many of the
productions of gentlemen amateurs as have occa-
sionally been seen on the tables ; but the lack of
these was more than compensated by the superb
display from the various nurserymen in and around
the city. The principal hall was brilliant with every-
thing that is rare and beautiful in flowers, and what
with the rich tints of Azaleas and Rhododendrons,
and Dutch bulbs of every description, commingled
with the graceful folage of Palms, Ferns, and those
elegant coloured plants of which the Dracsenaand the
Croton are the most distinguished representatives
the tables seemed to groan with Nature's beautifu
productions.

Mr. James Anderson, Meadowbank Nursery,
Uddingston, was successful in taking first honours
among the nurserymen for a collection of plants. Of
those exhibited many were rare and beautiful—more
remarkable, indeed, for their rarity and their beauty
as individual flowers and plants than for their size,

Mr. Anderson's table stretched across 30 feet of the
hall, and among its chief attractions were the flower-

ing plants of Azaleas, of which there was a very large

assortment ; Orchids, of which there was a marvel-
lously fine white and yellow Dendrobium thrysiflorum,
and a clear white species with a deep orange eye
called D. Jamesianum ; the Amaryllis, from Brazil,

which were very marked for their colours and pro-
minent tints—the sorts called Pardina grandifiora and
Vivid, the one spotted and the other bright scarlet,

being highly attractive. The beautiful-leaved plants

were very conspicuous, especially the young Dracaenas,

theCrotons, and the Palms, while not the least attrac-

tive were the upright Pitcher-plants, some of them in

flower. One plant was particularly sought after,

studded with tiny cruciform flowers and not a single

leaf; this was a SpiriT^a [? Deutzia], which seemed to

be new to most of the promenaders. Alongside of
this table was one from Messrs. J, & R. Thyne, of the
Great Western Nurseries, comprising large specimens
of Palms and Azaleas, of which the striking amcena
was the most beautiful. These, together with Yuccas
and Ferns and choice foliage plants, rendered this

table most interesting. On the other side was the
bulbous collection of Mr. Peter Mackenzie, Gordon
Street, better flowered and better put upon the table

than we remember to have seen it ; and on the plat-

form was a very showy and fine collection from
Messrs. Austin ^S: McAslan, Coplav;hill. The Rho-
dodendrons and Azaleas, and indeed all the plants in

this exhibit, were highly meritorious, and added much
to the general attractions of the haU. This table was
backed up by unquestionably the best flowered speci-

men Camellias, from Mr. Thos. Hill, Merrylee, and
others, we have ever seen exhibited in Glasgow,
and gave one a very favourable impression of

the Camellia as an exhibition plant. We noticed

that the pale carnation-striped variety called

Jubilee was the best among light-coloured varieties,

and the scarlet imbricata by far the best among dark

ones. Messrs. Smith & Simons had an excellent

table well arranged and filled with highly ornamental

plants, among which were Palms and flowering plants,

and the New Zealand Flax in splendid style, and
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many other things suited for the general grower. Mr.

William Montgomery had, as usual, a fine lot of small

specimens, comprising most things in season at this

time of year ; and Mr. Wm. Paterson had a very good
assorted lot, his Roses, Palms, bulbous plants, and
Lily of the Valley being quite marked in character.

The private collections were limited, the best com-

ing from Messrs. J. C. Wakefield, A. B. Stewart,

Jas, Findlay, James Gordon, and Aitkenhead, the

gardeners to these gentlemen distinguishing themselves

both as culturists and as competitors. The Ccelogyne

cristata and Adiantum farleyense, the most beautiful

of Maidenhair Ferns, were splendid in the 1st prize

collection, and the Cocos Weddelliana and Odonto-
glossum Ilallii, a quite grotesque insect-looking plant,

in the 2d prize lot, were of the highest excellence,

and reflected much credit upon both Messrs. Fleming
and Todd. The specimen Cyclamens exhibited

by Colonel Buchanan, Drumpellier, were faultless as

cultivated plants, and the highest meed of praise is

due to Mr. Lewin, the gardener ; while in the table

plants from Rawclifife Lodge, shown by Mr. Todd,
the handsome outline of the plants and their rarity

attracted the attention of all connoisseurs. The
Aralia Veitchii, Calamus ciliaris, Geonoraa gracilis,

and Cocos Weddelliana were simply superb. The
Hyacinths from Mr. Peter Mackenzie were in greater

force and finer than ever. The blue and white Lord
Palmerston, the King of the Blues (a superb Hya-
cinth), the bright red Macaulay, the pale lavender

Lord Derby (than which there was nothing finer ex-

hibited), the rosy, close-headed Von Schiller, the blue

General Havelock, the pure white Alba maxima, and
many others nearly equally good, shone out in most
of the collections. Mr. John Sutherland had a very

creditable lot. Mr. George Irvin, Port Glasgow,
and Mr. M. Miller, Bothwell, had really superb heads

of bloom, the latter exhibitor having the finest foliage

plants, and the former the largest heads of bloom.
Both were highly meritorious exhibits. The Narcissus,

the Crocus, the Tulips, and the miscellaneous bulbs

were very fine, as also the Deutzias and the Rhodo-
dendrons, the latter particularly rich in the saloon,

from the gardens of Girscube, exhibited by Mr.
James Graham, and from Mr. James Beveridge, who
put up grandly flowered plants of Rhododendron
Countess of Haddington, a sort comparatively new
to commerce. Mr. D. Y. Stewart, of Barassie, ex-

hibited an excellent basket of Black Alicante Grapes.

The amateurs were in strong force, and exhibited

many articles that would have vied in excellence with
gardeners. It is well that this department of horli-

cultuve is so well attended to by the promoters of the

Society, as it encourages many gentlemen to give up
somewhat of their spare time to flower cultivation. A
silver cup is to be awarded for this department at the

future shows of the Society. The secretary, Mr. F.

G. Dougall, was untiring in his efforts to promote
the comfort of all concerned, and not a little of the

success of the show is due to his efforts, ably seconded

as he was by Mr. C. M. Williamson, the treasurer.

The directors of the Society and their friends, with
the judges, dined together in the afternoon, at Mr. C.

Wilson's, West Nile Street, the chair being occupied

by Mr. D. Duncan, and the duties of croupier dis-

charged by Mr. Eadie.

Royal Botanic : March 31.—This Society's first

spring show may be said to have been a little above
the average merit of its predecessors, and favoured

with comparatively warm, if not particularly bright,

weather, there was an excellent attendance of visitors

in the afternoon. There were only two competing
collections of twelve stove and greenhouse plants, but
both were very neat and fresh. The best came from
Mr. J. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., of Leyton,
who staged, amongst others, a specimen of Cypri-

pedium villosum with about three dozen flowers
;

Phajus grandifolius, with four spikes ; a good Lycaste
Skinneri, Odontoglossum triumphans ; a nicely

flowered Eriostemon buxifolius ; Cytisus racemosus
elegans, a large and well furnished specimen ; and
a fine plant of Anthurium Scherzerianum, with four

of the finest spathes we remember to have seen, and
which measured 5.^ inches in depth and 4 inches

across. Mr. G. Wheeler, gr. to Sir Francis Gold-
smid, Bart., Regent's Park, who took the 2d prize, had
nicely flowered but not large examples of Chorozema
Lawrenceanum, Cochliostema Jacobianum, Imanto-
phyllum miniatum, Hedaroma tulipiferum, Azalea

Marie, Franciscea calycina, Cypripedium barbatum,
Ddndrobium nobile, &c. The amateurs' class for

six Azaleas was very well contested, and the speci-

mens staged, while being of medium size, were beauti-

fully flowered, and perfectly fresh. The prizes were
awarded to Mr. J. Ward, Mr. G. Wheeler, and Mr.

Coles, gr. to Mrs. Torr, Ewell, in the order named. In

the nurserymen's class there was only one exhibitor

—

Messrs. William Cutbush & Son. Deutzias were

also fairly well represented, but not so well as we
have seen them before. The half-dozen specimens

shown by Mr. James Douglas, gr. to F. VVhitbourn,

Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, and which easily won
the 1st prize, were remarkably good examples of

high cultivation, and differed in style from the plants

ordinarily seen in being trained in the form of a

hollow cylinder, which allows of the old wood being

entirely hidden from sight. The 2d prize group,

which came from Mr. Childs, included four standards,

with bushy heads on clean stems, 3—4 feet in length,

very useful plants in a large conservatory, no doubt,

but not to be recommended for exhibition purposes.

The Hyacinth classes were well contested, and, on

the whole, made a fair S'how, though we did not

think the spikes were so fine, as a rule, as we have

seen them in previous years. One class was for

"twelve plants, any number of spikes," in which there

were quite as many spikes which were simply fasciated

as there were of plants with two and three spikes

—

proving the arbitrariness of the distinction which

has been drawn. Every one knows that the finest

spikes are those which come fasciated, and surely no

one will claim that these should not be shown as

single spikes. Fasciation being in a great measure the

result of accident, which at present no grower can

prevent or control except to a limited extent, it may
reasonably be argued that if a bulb throws up two
or three single spikes (by accident, which cannot be

prevented) it cannot be un(air to show the whole tied

up as one spike. We are of those who believe that

whatever number of spikes a single bulb may produce

should be legitimately and fairly entitled to be shown
in any class ; and we believe that by drawing such

lines of distinction as are now attempted to be drawn,

future competition will be confined to growers of

the greatest numbers—for small purchasers, who are

the real supporters of the bulb trade, in not being

able to select their bulbs for a definite purpose

beforehand, will, as a consequence, be debarred

from competing—with the result to bulb importers of

something very like killing the goose that lays the

golden eggs. Of the class for any number of spikes

it may simply be mentioned that Messrs. Cutbush
and Son were ist, Mr. Douglas, 2d ; and Messrs.

Barr & Sugden, 3! ; for it can serve no useful purpose

to say that this variety had two spikes, that three

and the other four, where accident at present pla)s

such an important part, though we think it most
probable if the production of these fasciated spikes be

encouraged their production will soon become some-

thing more than accid ental.

In the amateurs' class for twelve single spikes, Mr.
Douglas came in ist, Mr. James Weir, gr, to Mrs.

Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, 2d, and Mr. G.

Potts, 3d — all showing well known varieties in very

creditable order. In the corresponding class for

nurserymen the prizes went to Messrs. Cutbush & Son,

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and Messrs. James Carter &
Co., in the order named, the specimens shown being

of the same average merit attained in the amateurs'

class. Tulips were very attractive and good, Mr.

James Douglas having the best twelve plants that were
staged—a result especially creditable to an amateur
in the presence of the larger growers. In the ama-
teurs' class alluded to, next to Mr. Douglas came
Mr. Child, gr. to Mr. Torr. and Mr. G. Toms—
the productions in both cases being very credit-

able indeed. As in the nurserymen's class for

Hyacinths, so in that for Tulips^the prizes went to

the same firm-^, and in the same order of merit, viz.,

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, 1st, Messrs. Barr & Sugden,

2d, and Messrs. James Carter & Co., 3d.

For twelve Cyclamens there were only two com-
petitors— H. Little, Esq., and Mr. James—who took

the prizes in the order named. Mr. Little had the

largest plants and the greatest variety in colour,

while the smaller plants from Mr. James were a
delightful bonne boiiche to sticklers for floral formality,

being so perfectly even in all points as to have the

appearance of being cast in a mould rather than

grown.
In the miscellaneous class, an all-important one at

small shows, Messrs. George Paul & Son exhibited

a very fine bank of forced Roses in pots, the plants

being well furnished with foliage and flowers of first-

rate quality. Mr. Turner, of Slough, contributed a

striking group of Ivies, amply furnished and neatly

trained on oval-shaped wire trellises ; a still more
attractive collection of standard plants of Aucuba
japonica vera, which were most splendidly furnished

with berries, and a basket of plants of the semi-double
lavender-blue Violet, Lady Hume Campbell. Groups
of stove and greenhouse plants came from Mr. G.
Wheeler and Mr. B, S. Williams—the latter showing
amongst others a large and very fine plant of Imanto-
phyllum miniatum, the pretty blue Tillandsia Lindeni,

Puya Altensteinii, with white flowers enveloped at the

base in scarlet bracts ; Aerides Fieldingil, Trichopilia

suavis, Lycaste Skinneri, Encholirioa corallinum, with

a fine spike of waxy green flowers inclosed in dull crim-

son sheaths ; Geonoma gracilis, Anthericum varle-

gatum, with white margins to its long green leaves ;

and an elegant Alsophila Van Geertii. From Mr.
William Paul came a very attractive group of small

but well furnished plants of Camellias, two boxes of

cut blooms of the same flower, and examples of the fine

Waltham White Primula. A fine batch of Cyclamens
of the most approved type came from Mr. James, and

Messrs. Barr & Sugden and Messrs. James Carter
& Co. each sent large collections of Hyacinth=.
The first-named firm were also contributors of a nice
group of Narcissi, and the latter of Tulips. A choice
group of seedling Cineraria? came from Mr. James,
who also took the 1st prize for pine with admirably-
flowered specimens. From Mr. W. Stevens, gr. to

G. Simpson, Esq., Reigate, came a specimen of Den-
drobium fimbriatum ocula'um, which measured 3
feet through, and nearly the same in height, evenly
and regularly flowered all over—a wonderfully fine

specimen.

Mr. William Paul's Spuing Show. —Mr.
Paul's exhibition opened in the Western Arcade in

the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens. South
Kensington, on Saturday last, and closes to-day. To
say that it has been very successful is only to repeat

what has been previously said of other enterprising

efforts of a similar nature which Mr. Paul has carried

through, and it says much for the resources of the

establishment at Waltham Cross that he should have
been able to stage such an extensive and admirable
collection of flowering plants, in spite of the ex-

tremely adverse weather he has had to contend
against. Hyacinths and Tulips were shown in greater

numbers than any other class, and being arranged in

masses, with groups of Camellias, Roses, Spirasas,

Silver Tricolor Pelargonium'^, Azaleas, Clematis,

Primulas, Narcissus, Deutzias, tSic, intervening—the

whole had a very good effect. All the plants were
of excellent quality, and the bulk of the Hyacinths
and Tulips were quite up to Mr. Paul's high standard

of excellence. Amongst the Roses we noticed

the new Star of Waltham, which does but strengthen

the good opinion which we formed of it when
first shown last year. Amongst the new Hyacinths,

Baron Beust, single, porcelain-blue, with fine re-

fle,Ked bells ; Von Moltke, very dark single blue,

with white centre ; Admiral de Ruyter, with the

back of the petals of a CambridgCTblue tint and large

bells; and Snowspike, single white, with petals of

great substance, good bells and spike, were the best.

Messrs. William Cutbush & Son's Exiii-

HITION at Highgate has been open all the week, and
well deserved the extensive patronage which has been

accorded to it. On Easter Monday no less than

2000 persons passed through the show-house, which,

though small, was full of flowering plants, the

Hyacinths, of course, having the lion's share of the

space, as might be expected from the high reputation

which the firm has gained for its culture. The front

and one side of the house was most tastefully arranged

with Hyacinths, broken up into groups by small

masses of dwarf-fiowering Camellias, Deutzias, Lily

of the Valley, Cyclamens, Azaleas, Cytisus, and the

usual etceteras ad libitum—the bright colours on these

as on the other sides of the house, which were filled

with Narcissus and Tulips, by a large mass of Camel-

lias in the centre, the rich green foliage of which
formed a striking and pleasing contrast.

artreiT #n^ratmns.
(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—In plants

with variegated or handsome leaves that are used for

the decoration of halls, rooms, lSic, we are obliged to

depend considerably upon such as require more or less

heat to grow them -, these answer the purpose very

well during the warmer portion of the year, but in the

chilly autumn and winter they are soon rendered use-

less. Provision should be made against this, by the

timely preparation of a selection of the most appro-

priate plants for winter use, and that will grow and
exist in a greenhouse temperature. The number to

select from is not nearly so large as is to be found

amongst the occupants of the stove ; nevertheless there

are many that will do good service for mixing with the

usual flowering greenhouse subjects, forced or other-

wise, in use at the dull season, and there is no better

time than the present for laying in such as will be of

use for the purpose under consideration. Lomatia
leptophylla, keterophylla and ferruginea; Grcvillea

robusta^ longijoha and rosmarin-xfoUa ; Eurya lati-

folia variegata^ Bambusa Foriutiei varies^ata. Acacia
hphanthay Aralia ci-assijoUa, quinquefolia and irifo-

liata; Aspidistra lurida variegata^ Farfugium grande^

Rhopala corcovadensis and elegans^ Ficus elastica—all

these plants will succeed with ordinary greenhouse
treatment as to soil, air, and water, and a mixture of

good fibrous loam and peat in equal proportions,

with a moderate addition of sand, will answer for them.

They should not be grown in pots larger than neces-

sary to support them in a healthy growing state with-

out over-luxuriance, as, for the purposes ihcy will be
required, this would render them less calculated to

keep in good condition ; moreover, in such places as

they will be wanted to do duty in, the pots are often
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required to be plunged in olliers of an ornamental

character, or in vases, so tliat it is an advantage to grow

them in pots as small as they will succeed in, to assist

which liquid manures may with safety and advantage

be given to all subjects of this character. As a small

plant for indoor decoration Isokpis gracilis \% very use-

ful. It is easily increased, for a plant that fills a 6-inch

pot moderately, will divide into a score of bits that in

a season will make nice plants ; it should be grown

in (juantity, and is very effective when stood in front of,

and as means of hiding, larger pots—its drooping habit

fitlting it for such a position. T. Bnines.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Remove the protecting material from about the

crowns ot Glohs Arlichokc plants, and replace it with

a mulching of manure about 3 inches thick. If the

dressing of this estimable kind of vegetable was more
commonly understood, it would be generally more

extensively cultivated. Artichokes, when properly

prepared, if only plain boiled and seasoned, are very

delicious. To secure Large heads of tender quality,

which is the chief object with this subject, young

vigorous plants are indispensable, and well enriched

soil where moisture abounds at the roots is also neces-

sary for the plants to make growth. We seldom

retain plants more than two years without shifting

them. For ordinary purposes a new plantation should

be made every spring at about this time ; these plants

will give a limited supply of heads this autumn, and

produce them abundantly next season. In dividing

the plants, different modes prevail ; some prefer the

suckers entirely separated from the old roots, and

plant them out, singly or otherwise ; we, however,

retain a part of the old roots, to sustain vitality in the

suckers during the period new roots are being emitted,

and choose pieces with three or four offsets on them,

and displace others above this number. Plant rather

deeply, about 4 feet apart every way, and mulch at

once to prevent evaporation. Rhubarb.—^Plantations

of this should be seen to now, and any deficiency

of roots through being lifted for forcing purposes

should be made up. In most private establishments

the supply is maintained by having recourse to a

division of those roots which have been forced ; if

such were laid-in in the manner indicated in this

Calendar, they will now be fit for planting out, and

should be divided and transferred to the space set

apart for the purpose—about 4 feet apart every way.

Those roots which will be required to give

an early supply next winter should not be

plucked at all this season, but unrestricted growth

allowed, so as to insure a mature development

at the earliest period. This remark is also applicable

to Asparagus and Sca/cak roots which are intended

for the same purpose. Seakale roots which were cut

into lengths, as before directed, will now be calluscd

over, and should be planted in well prepared ground

in rows about 2 feet apart and I foot asunder. Where
the soil is strong and heavy, a coat of ashes half an

inch thick on the surface will be beneficial. Where
seedling plants are preferred, sow at once in drills

about the sime distance apart as recommended for

planting. Prick the surface of the beds over

where the roots have been forced under pots,

and apply a surface dressing of well decomposed

manure. If not already done, complete expe-

ditiously the planting out of autumn-sown Cauli-

flower. Cabbage and Ldtuce, and the Tripoli section of

Onions. Make another sowing of the Brassica tribe

about the middle of the month, and include that superb

variety of autumn Broccoli, Veitch's Autumn Giant,

and other kinds for spring use, amongst which

may be named Snow's Winter White, Frogmore

and Knight's Protecting, Penzance, Chappel's

Cream, Wilcove, and Mayer's Gigantic. Sow like-

wise Turnips and round Spincuh occasionally, also

Radish, Lettuce, and Mustard and Cress, and the

Australian Cress, which is most useful for salading at

this season.

Salsify and Scorzonera. — These roots are very

much esteemed at some places ; where such is the

cise extra attention should be given to them by afford-

ing a place for them where the soil is deep and rich

in manure. In sowing the seed, scatter it thinly in

drills iS inches apart and 2 inches deep. Chicory, the

roots of which will be required for blanching for salad-

ing in the winter, should be sown in the same manner

as Parsnips ; a few dozens of good roots of this is

generally ample for ordinary requirements. When the

plants of a former sowing of Broccoli, &c. , are large

enough to be handled, they should be thinned out in

the seed-beds, or otherwise be pricked out into pre-

pared beds, to secure a sturdy habit. Choose a shel-

tered situation, and make a sowing of Celery ; those

plants which are raised under hardy conditions are

preferable for the general planting to those which under

other circumstances frequently become drawn up weakly.

Sparrows are sometimes very destructive to the Onion

crop, pulling up the plants as fast as they emerge from

the soil, if so, place a few strands of flimsy twine

across the beds ; this invariably checks, if it does not

stop them altogether.

Late Forcing DEPARtMENT.—Continue, as ad-

vised, to ventilate freely whenever favourable all

growing crops of vegetables which are in frames or

pits. If necessary, water Fotatos before soiling them
up ; too much of this clement under these conditions

will, however, deteriorate the flavour. Thin out

later crops of Carrots, and plentifully supply them
with moisture. Prick out Celery from seed-pans, and
sow l^omatos. Capsicums, Siveet Basil, Knotted Mar-
Joram, and Summer Saz'ory. Pot Toinatos into fruiting

pots, and remove all side growths ; one stem is

enough for plants in pots. G. T. Mites, Wycombe
Abbey Gardens,

STA TE OF Till- WEA TllER A T BLACKHEA T/f, LO.VOON,

For thr Wkek ending Wednesday, March 31, 1873.
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Pour in lime-water, and then insert a trace chain

through the bung-hole, remembering to fasten a
strong cord on the chain, so as to be able to pull it

out again. Shake the barrel until all the mould inside

is rubbed off. Rinse with water, and finally pour in

a little whiskey.

Mushrooms : Subscriber. How io Grow Mushrooms,
by W. Earley (Bradbury, Agnew & Co.).

Names of Plants : A. Bennett, i, Veronica longi-

folia ; 2, Centaurea, next week
; 3, Sisymbrium

Coliimnse
; 4, Rumex pulcher, probably

; 5, Valeriana
dioica ; 6, Iberis pinnata, var.

; 7, Atriplex patula, var.
— W. Ingle. Echeveria fulgensj sometimes called E.
retusa and E. splendens.

—

J. H, S. The white variety

of Scilla bifolia.

—

Mrs. Charles Maynard. i, Narcis-

sus minimus ; 2, Rhododendron dauricum
; 3, Daphne

Mezereum album.

—

E. G. PinusPinaster.— T. //. Ken-
nedya rubicunda (Australia).

—

A. Bennett. We are
unable to name the Centaurea without better speci-

mens.

—

Mrs. Bartlett. Polystichum angulare gran-
diceps ; and a Diplazium which is too young for

determination.— Gardener, Notts, Selaginella ery-

thropus.

Pampas-grass : A Very Old Subscriber.—"Wq cannot
tell you how to clear out the old growth without
pulling the plant to pieces. For our own part, we
should most certainly let such a fine plant alone.

Paraffin Stove : Amateur. We know nothing
about the stove you mention.

Paxton's Calendar : Cantab. Paxton's Cottagers*

Calendar may be had from our pubhsher, for 4(/,, post
free.

Potato Exhibition : A Potato Gt'ower writes to
suggest that the intended exhibition should be held in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South
Kensington, on the same day as the fungus show

—

October 6. Our correspondent should have sent his

suggestion to the committee of management, but we
do not think that body would be likely to act upon it,

as some at least of the promoters are not satisfied

with the way in which the Society has treated the
''noble tuber."

Rabbits Injuring Young Trees : D. S. A mixture
formed of coal-tar three parts, lard one part, and
flowers of sulphur one part, boiled together and
applied, will deter these rodents from nibbling the
bark. Why not strew a few Ash branches around the
young plantations, as rabbits greatly prefer partly dried
bark, and that of the Ash in particular. W. E.

Co:mmunications Received.—T. H. — W. F. R. —J. C. —

•

J. F. R.—A. D.—A. B. M.—S. J.—J. N.—J. G. B.—A. H.
-O.—B. D. S.—P B.—An Exhibitor R. H. S.—W. D. F.—
H. G. R.-G. W.—J. S.-J. R.

COVENT GARDEN', April i.

Although we have a light supply, it is equal to the
demand at present, business generally being quiet during
the holidays. Another large cargo of St. Michael Pines
of fair quality is to hand, and we hear of more to arrive

during the ensuing week. Some new Grapes have been
offered from Jersey, and a slight improvement has taken
place in those supplied by our home growers. Tkos.
Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market,

Fruit.

Apples, per ^-sieve
Chestnuts, per bush, i

Grapes, English,

— foreign, do.

Lemons, per loo .

,

Medlars, per doz. ..

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. ..

Artichokes, Fr. , doz. 40-..
Asparagus, English,

per bundle .. 8 0-12
— French, p. bund.20 0-30
Beans, French, p. 100 60-..
Beet, per doz. ..10-2
Broccoli, p. bundle.. 09-1
Brus. Sprts., p. bush. go-,.
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-2
Carrots, p. bundle .. 06-0
— French, do. . . 16-..

Cauliflowers, per dc

Celery, per bundle
Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz. .. 10-20
Herbs, per bunch . . o 2- o ,1

Potatos :—Early Shaws, noj
Early Dons,

. d. s. d.

Oranges, p. 100— Tangierine, doz.— Malta, per doz.
Pears, p. doz.

Pine-apples, p. lb. .

.

Pomelofcs, each
Shaddocks, each .

.

Strawberries, per oz.

Walnuts, p. bush. . .

:

Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 0- 5 <

Leeks, per bunch .. 02-0-
Lettuces, per dor. ..16-..

I o- 6 o
:
6- 2 o
0-26

4-06

Mint, per DundU
Mushrooms, per pott.

Onions, young, oun.
Parsley, per bunch . . 09-10
Parsnips, p. doz. , . o g- 1 o
Peas, per quart . . 80- .

.

Radishes, per bunch. 02-04— black, Turnip, do. ..-06
Seakate, per bundle 20-30
Shallots, per lb, .. 03- ..

Salsify, per bundle .. 16- ..

Sprue, French, bund. 16-..
Turnips, per bundle, o fi- ,

.

; Early Regents, laor. ; and

SEEDS,
London: March 31.— In consequence of the recent

fine weather, we have now a very brisk demand for
agricultural seeds. Considerable quantities of red
Clover seed are being sold into the country at full prices,
consequently stocks in London are getting into very
narrow compass. Of large purple home-grown red there
is but little offering. White Clovers keep in steady
request at last week's currencies. Alsike is neglected at
a still further dechne. A large business on former terms
has been doing in Trefoil seed. For foreign Italian and
Scotch Rye-grasses there is an improved demand.
Spring Tares experience an active inquiry at hardening
values. In white Mustard and sowing Rape seed
quotations tend upwards. John. Shaw 6* So?ts, Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, B, C,

DAHLIAS.

John Keynes
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOIV READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

SaliUaB trill be sent out tlie first week In May.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.
Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.—April 2, 1875.

New ROBee.—Strong Plants now Ready.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Road
Nurseries, Essex, has much pleasure in offering strong

plants of the following carefully selected varieties of NEW
ROSES for 1875, which may be relied on as being the best of
this year :

—

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.
Adanson
Arthur Oger
Antoine Mouton
Colonel de Sansal
Casimir Perier
Comtesse de Serenyi
Duchess of Edinburgh

' Hippolyte Ja

I

Laf^
Madame Rougier
Mademoiselle Ilonade Adorjan
May Turner
Mons. E. Y. Teas
Princess Antoinette
Souvenir du Baron de Semur.Gonsoli Gaelono

Henry Ward Beecher
|

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Aline Sisley

_
1 Marie Guillot

Duchess of Edinburgh MademoiselleTh^reseGenevay
Jean Ducher | Perle des Jardins.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSE.
Soupert et Netting.

LISTj with full descriptions of above, may be had on
application.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts, Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to lo feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet. 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA TAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 11% to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Caiiterbury.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), -^d. per bushel, 20s. per '100 bushels, 45J. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works. High Street, Battersea, S.E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, 3^. per
bushel : truck holding joo bushels, 455. free on to rails.

From Messrs. Ewing & Co., Royal Norfolk Nurseries,
Norwich :

— " Your refuse is of first rate quality." From
Mr. E. Hollamby, The Nurseries, Groombridge, Tunbridge
Wells;— "The five trucks refuse arrived. It is highly satis-

factorj'." From Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, King's Acre,
near Hertford :

— " For plunging and forcing your refuse is

invaluable." -H. ^VRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Hencage
Street, Brick Lane, London, E.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of a superior
quality delivered at the Elackwater or Farnborough

Stations for i-js. a ton. Apply to

W. TARRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Feat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting, £6 6s. per Si.\-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths. New Holland Plants, &c., ^s 5^. per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-
Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Western Railway.

WALKER AND CO. . Farnborough Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Feat Moss, for OrcUds.

FRESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj. 6^.
per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The moat useful material for the attainment of successful and

rapid culture is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price IS. per bushel, or 6d, per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(Established 1S55)

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, £.C.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, S:c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER. Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/wjCOTnH—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Director—IA.M.Y,1, ODAMS.
Stih-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London. E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

/^ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used byvJ many of the leadmg Gardeners since 1850, against Red
Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of fi^om
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 15., 3^-., and xos. 6d
Wholesale hy PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIP, and
GREENFLY ANTIDOTE is now extensively used,

and may be had through all Seedsmen and Chemists. Pro-
nounced a " valuable discovery." Sufficient for the worst case
of Red Spider diluted at the rate of one quart to 65 gallons of
water. Price per quart, condensed, 6s.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.
Important Testimonials on application.

USS I A MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, zoos. ; PETERS-
BURG, 605. and &0S. ; superior close Mat, 45s., sos., and 55^. ;

PACKING MATS, 20s., 301., and 351. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

USSIA MATs7~for Covering Garden
Frantes.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S J'FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, Sc, S;c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, i^. id. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide •• .. 3.1, per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3^. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET. CITY.

ARENDAZ AND FISHER, Russia Mat'
Merchants. Importers of RAFFIA FIBRE, &c..

Manufacturers of TWINES, TIFFANY, NETTING, &c.,

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
N.B.—A large quantity of Tanned NETTING for Fruit

Trees, &c., in stock. ^

ILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wjl. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at I5. 6d. per bottle

—

is. loff. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

Labels—Labels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Rarchment,
4 inches long, 35. 6d. per 1000, or 301. per 10,000 ; if eyeleted,
\s. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3^. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.
Orders delivered free m London.

JOHN FISHER and CO.. Label Works , Boston.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,
London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trilling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate
Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,
and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.
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SAVE YOUR COAL BILLS,
BY ADOPTING

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

This System is suitable for Heatinor Horticultural and all other kinds of Buildings. A large number of

Apparatus are in operation.

NEW SYSTEM of LIGHTING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.,

Whereby a very large Saving in Fuel is effected,

By Combination of the Two Systems mentioned above a further and still more important Saving in

Fuel is obtained,

THE PERFECT SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY GUARANTEED.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE OF COST.

,THE CO^VAN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

LONDON, 1873. GOI.n MEDAL, 1872,

NO BENT GLASS USED.

FLETCHER, LOAVNDES & CO.,
13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER,

PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS gf WOOD and IRON CONSERVATORIES, VINERIES,
Messrs. F., L. & Co. beg to draw particular attention to their CURVILINEAR PRIZE HOUSES, constructed with their PATENT TUBULAR RIB,

unrivalled for UTILITY, STRENGTH, LIGHTNESS, and ELEGANCE. No Bent Glass used. Also of the

VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS,
By which perfect PURITY of ATMOSPHERE is secured, and a GREAT SAVING of FUEL effected.

5^° Fii/l particulars on application.

&c.
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
irne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
iltural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

J. G. SMEATON k CO.,
Horticultural Architects and Builders,

HOT-WATER AND STEAM-HEATING
ENGINEERS, &•€.,

HARWOOD ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.
Plans and Estimates for every Description of Horticulturai

Structure. Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS
TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.

BOBber's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE above aad many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited
for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, talce up
little room, and, once put

no further

do
nuch cheaper."grown " Edgings, con.^equently beii

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Sto.._,
very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground-
Street. Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.: Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAiMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for
FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Pavmg of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds, Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load.

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railw
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneri

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in a

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses s

N.Ii.—Orders promptly executed by Rail

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

METALLIC

The :ibove Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

shapes and
Ltnples and i^nce List tree,

.. jr: T. SMITH. The Roval Lab
Stratford-on-Avon,

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtamed in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, EC.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20.in. by
i2-m., 2o-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., in 16 oz. and 21-oz

For Park, Fai-m, and General Enclosures.

S T E V E W S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
ElTectual, and Lasting Boiier extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

T
Silver Medal. 1874.

HE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.-
First-class Certificate. 1867: Highly Commended, 1873

ler

Mr. Wm. Thompson need:
comment:

—

" Tweed Vineyard, RL-irch 21, 187
"Dear Sir,— I h.ive now had your Terminal Saddle Bi

heatmg two large Span-houses, 21 feet wide and 15 feet high,
containing 1484 feet of 4-inch pipe, and it does its work to

entire satisfaction. In fact I know of no Boiler of the same
and cost that will do the same amount of work with the s:

quantity of fuel. It is an excellent Boiler. You should ad
tise more than you do, for it deserves to be better known t

it is.—Yours truly, Wm, Thompson."
Illustrated Circulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

Is in use over many thousand, miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies.
It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES. &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

THE " LONDON " TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE,
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOB.^CCO STORES. SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E.

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
III Oraat \max of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Roiii.d or Fl.it Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing:,
Fitted with F. M.&Co.'s P.-itenl Self-locking Joints, which
ft^rm a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
tlie most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.-s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —
1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Branded on every Casting.

Macfarlaiie's Castings,
Architectural, Sanitary, and Artistic,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,

Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c.,

Railings; Balconies; Verandahs; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcades; Winter Gardens; Covered Ways; Saloons; Senii-enclo.sed Airing

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms; Clock and Water Towers;
Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbonrs, &e. Plain and Ornamental Castings of

every description for Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets,

Railway Station.s, Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, &c.

FOR HOME S EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates for special Desiffns

on application.

Possilpark, GLASGOW; and 84 Upper Thames St., LONDON.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price Threepence.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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CONSERVATORY FLOWER STANDS,

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, I'ORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Mamifaclures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. Su Illnslratcd CATALOGUE 0/ Daigns.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inform their numerous Patrons and the Public generally, that since llie recent disastrous fire they have
erected new, more extensive, and commodious works, fitted with the best steam-power machinery, for the construction of
Horticultural Buildings in wood or iron, plain or ornamental, of any required dimensions. T. G. Messenger ti Co.
are now, therefore, in a position, from their great facilities and experience, to carry out with dispatch and in the best
manner, at moderate cost, the orders with which they maybe entrusted. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's Patent
principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, light, elegant; perfect efficiency iox

purpose intended is guaranteed : are economical in cost and maintenance. Hot-water engineering in all its branches.
Messenger "s Patent Hot-water Boilers, Flexible Jomted Hot-water Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many
thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on appHcation.
Plans and Estimatesforwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. Tlie Plans ofArchitects and others carried out.

A richly Illustrated CATALOGrTJE forwarded Post Free on receipt of 33 Stamps.

THE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COMPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade

; upwards of Twenty Thousand Poimds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS,

AND ALL CASTINGS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER
See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chrouich

874)-

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal, 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED" BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE,
PHtCE List en application i or, Si.t Starapa for DESCRIPTSVE C.\TAU)GUK, 4th Stliiiw.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of Mcs.^rs. J. U. IJROWN

AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTINO seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. 13. Ekown & Co. are thr

Sole Manufacturer^;.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may tlieii be examined, the thickness or

strength of wir». the weight of the tolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

90, Cannon Street, London, E.G.—March 12.

NEt^I N G ToT" F R a If t R E E S^
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES. &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the .ibove from Frost.

Blight. Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide yi. per yard, or loo yards, ios.
;

4 yards wide, ^d. per yard, or 5c yards, 10s.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suited for anyof the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6<^. per yard; 4 yards

wide. ir. per yard : ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7.1. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
Reduced Pricesfor the remainder of this Season.

Superior Qiulity. Galvanised after Made.
NEW PATTERN with Diagonal Stays.

Nn < feet I"

-jbJjiiJ^iiJiiiJui,,^^'

THE DIAMOND PATTERN,
\\ th e T n I Stiys

No, 80. 3 feet long, 6 inches wide, 6 iiiche'i high.

Both of th.e above patterns 9s. per dozen.
Two end-pieces included with each dozen,

Having a larse Stock of the above. Orders can be executed
-apt.

ultural Wir

J. J, THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

2S5 and 362. EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. W.
P.O. Orders to be made pay.ible at 310, Edgware Road

RAL P H W^L L E R and CO.,
45. Dale Street, Manchester. MANUFACTURERS of

all kinds of GARDEN NETTING. &c.

The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost

has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of provid-

ing some Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blos-

som in its earliest development be but slightly weakened by
frost, the vitality of the fruit-germ i.^ destroyed, and the fruit

lost. In this climate, on the average of a century, there is not

more than one year in nineteen when the protection is unneces-

sary. Many fabrics have been tried fur this purpose of protec-

tion, with more or less success ; and we may now say, without

fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manufacturing
the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this pur-

pose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circula-

tion of air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the

vitality of the tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the

three Kingdoms can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior

to any other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability,

standing, as it does, all weathers.

Testimonialfrom Robert Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for

eighteen months, and I find it now in very good order, and
likely to last as many more months, and I intend to use it on
all my houses in future, being well satisfied both as to its lasting

qualities and also as to the shade it gives, which is sufficient to

prevent burning, and yet not thick enough to keepout the light,

as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do : indeed, it is suitable

for shading any kind of plants.^—^jww//?.-/-/, Feb. 13. iS-'i.

TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and
SHADING, in pieces 30 yards long, i J4 yard wide. TIFFANY,
in pieces so yards long, 38 in^hoo wide, tor pric«9, Sic., apply

to thatvbovc ftUdresa— ,, .

4Sj Q»te Strsflt, Mauchftstefj
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GAESONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The Brltisli, Indian and Colonial Governments,
8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &:o.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOBK,
It is especially applicable lo

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO,
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

THE INVINCIBLE
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER First Peize.

GOLD MEDAL.
GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER i
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

The Wood Rollers can ie used eitl t tl Fi

WINNER

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

FROM

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

f lU Cutte-i s It ?i ill do all that any other Lawn
or descrtition

£8 lOs., Carriage Fald.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self acting Apparatus, which works day ind night ^iithout needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Pubhc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.
No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49«. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex,

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Gapden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Patticnlars taken in any fart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Ij! LiiZi-'~r""

THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES ARE NOT THE LOWEST
BUT arethecheapest"LawnMowers"inthe

ARE THE STRONGE ST SIMPLEST ANDBEST MAD
|theonly Lawm Mowers awardedaMedalatVi

climax \i'>nd have takein the first prizein every competition

L '55/- \ PRICES FR0M25/-UPWARDS.
.!„ ' \ DUTTONST WORKS MANCHESTER

I EVERYTOWNINTHEUNITED

Import a.iit to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This eftectne little implement meets -x long felt wint It consists of one
light but stiong steel &hovel, for marking out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for

hilling up the rows when desired, and a Cutter for exterminating w«eds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, ;C2 2^.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Dutton Street Works, MANCHESTER.
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BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials

used Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. I^adies or

Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions. &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL liUILDlNGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Peach

Houses, Forcing Houses. &c., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS- -GREAT IMPROVEMENTS for 1875.

n ay be appl tNow Ready our NEW LIbT cf P vICEb, n^ f il d c p u il ui w udc u c e y ^

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIES —I stead of hiving to remove or si de loo e ^H s every time t b necessarj to a

plants, ve alti h the ., ei 1 1 ( oz ) t h L,e to the fr-ime of eich I i,h thereby do n^, a vay with cont al breakage of glass ind loss of time T vo men cin instantly rcmo e

length, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; thus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to Build on Brick Walla, for use as Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumb.
and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. Far superior to anything of the kind yet offered,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

by Post

p atte d to the
e 1 CO nplete

Melons,

Gardeners' Chronicle, Februat*y 6, 1873.
hich such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardiThe

any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such
would appear that they too are not ignorant of their great value.

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages is u

by \V. S. Boulton & Co,

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glared with si-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

i\ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed -with 21-ouiioe.

Gardeners' MACA^iNii, May 25, 1872.
ng their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may bQ

anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, ind,

firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
they ara received. &c.

Cash Prices, carriage paid to any station in England
token orders amoutit to 60s, and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, 1 hght .. _^i 17 6

8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights . , 3 5 '^

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights .. 4 17 6

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights .. 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 17 6

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights . . 9 7 ^
""

thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free
"" " '

'
ispectfully requested with

.sijia^feii-'f

mi

Conservatory erected at Mr. Ley's Nursery, Croydnn.

LASCELLES' PATENT CURVED STRUCTURES
Are constructed entirely of Wood, Bent on his Patent Principle, whereby each Bar forms a complete truss. They are strong, light, cheap and durable.

DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES, WITHOUT CHARGE, ON APPLICATION TO THE PATENTEE,

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, BUNHILL ROW, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.G.
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Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES —
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age. being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS. LABOURERS.
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceedmg forty,

^5 loi". ; one year and under twelve, £^1 los.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street. S.W.

Mowing Macliiiie.

WANTED, a single horse MOWER, in
good working order. Address particulars of age,

maker, and lowest price to

BAILIFF. Lodge Farm, Barking, E.

GRAVEL for SALE.—Wandsworth Common
Gravel, suitable for Road and Path-making, in large or

small quantities. Prices on application to
ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman and Contractor,Wandsworth

Common. S.W. ^
OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, ConihiU, London. E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

SECOND-HAND HOTHOUSE PIPING.
—Several hundred yards of Second-hand Iron Hothouse

Piping will be Sold a bargain, in lots to suit purchasers. For
particulars apply to

GEORGE SCOTT (Jun.) and CO., Caledonian Foundry,
St. Helens.

TT'OR SALE, a Handsome Modern CON-
-L SERVATORY, standing on 2 feet of Panelled Brick%vork
with Stone Sills, above which it measures 26 feet in length by
17 feet in width. Height inside, from floor to glazed dome, which
is supported by Iron Columns, 15 feet 6 inches. Hot-water
Apparatus with Fittings complete. The inside fittings consist
of two tiers of ornamental Cast-iron Shelves all round, with
Wooden Stages for Plants in centre, &c. Capital York Stone
Floor. The above is standing in the grounds of the late Joseph
Sharpies, Esq. , at Hitchen, and may be viewed on application to

ARTHUR RANSOM, Bancroft. Hitchin.

Notice.
{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society^

To HORTICULTURAI., IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
ic). Fleet Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK .and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a%vide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, e,d. ; Stamped, $i.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, Ne\v South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . , Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings

,

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place,

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates iu

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cjdtivator, St. Michael'.s, Azores.

Before you Purcliase anything for your Garden
CONSULT the Advertisinsr Columns of

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK, in LLOYD'S
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Millions. One Penny.

The best Collection of Choice Flo-wer and 'Vegetable
SEEDS

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
Cottager's Gardens consult the Advertising Columns of

SEASONABLE GARDENING in LLOYD'S WEEKLY
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000
weekly, and is

Read in All Parts of the World by Millions.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS, By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the yournal 0/Ho7-ttculture
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.C; or to the Author.

Published Quarterly, price aj. 6,/.,

HE NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE.
Contents.

1. ALLOTMENT GARDENS. By Richard Jederies.

2. THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENT IN CHAUCER. Ey
the Rev. T. H. Leary, D.C.L.

3. THE FOOL OF THE FAMILY; A NOVEL. By
John Dangerfield, Author of " Grace Tolmar," S:c.

4. TROUT FISHING. By Archibald Bank.s.

5. RICHARD WAGNER AND HIS "RING OF THE
NIBLUNG." By F. Hueffer.

6. ONLY AN EPISODE ; A TALE. Ey Mrs Cashel
Hoey, Author of" The Blossoming of an .Moe," &c.

7. THEI MORAL ASPECT OF 'VIVISECTION. By
Frances Power Cobbe.

8. THOMAS LOVE PEACOCK. By Robert Buchanan.
Author of " White Rose and Red," &c.

T

Now ready, price td. monthly, copiously illustrated,

q^ H E VILLA GARDENER.
JL Edited by D. T. Fish.
Specially desiffned for the ^idance and information of Ladies

and Gentlemen who take an interest in the work of their Gar-
dens. Queries on all subjects connected with gardening receive
prompt attention. A new volume begins with the April number,
which will be forwarded to any address by the Publisher on
receipt of 6rf. in postage stamps. It contains the fallowing,
among other articles :

—

Thoughts on Spring—Water as a Cultural Power—Prices of
Plants—Flowery Perfumes,

Outdoor Gardening :—Herbaceous and Alpine Plants : Ivy and
its Culture,

Flower Garden : -The Lantana.
Fruit Garden :—New Fruits by Crossing.
Vegetable Garden :— Forcing Vegetables for Winter and Spring

The Shrubbery ;—A Few Choice Small Shrubs.
Greenhouse and Hothouse :—The Dracaena ; The Daphne.
Conservatory :—Tree Carnations.
Parlour Gardener :—Dinner-table Decorations.
Science for Villa Gardeners :—Terminology of the Vine.
Correspondence :—Questions and Answers.
The Work of the Month.

Publishing Office: 13, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C.
The Tr.-ide supplied by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and
CO., London, E.C.

THE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of
the most popular and best edited of American Horticul-

tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor : Thomas
Mkf.han, Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain :—95. 4^. per annum, in
advance.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHKRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates .ind Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.

BURVENICH, E. PVNAEKT, E. RoDIGAS, and H. J. VaN
HuLLC, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loy. per annum,

H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ISTRANGEKE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Ailard,
E. Andre, C. Ballet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crtpin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C, de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M, C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch. J. Kickx, L, Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies. E, Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Vcitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.— One year,
los., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru.\elles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E, PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

nPHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
-^ SATURDAY. April 3,

Contalus-

A Full and Illustrated Report of the

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.
Original Akticles on Kohl Rabi—Grass Seeds—Rye—Farm

Calendar for April—Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated)—
How I Make Farming Pay—Society Meetings in 1875—
Labour Saving Machinery—Land Tenure in England—
Eighth Duchess of Oneida (with Portrait)—An American
Herd Book -Hereford Bull, Winter de Cote (with Por-
trait)—Sliorlhorn Sales, &c.

Home and Foreign Cohrespondence on Eighty-two Tons
of Mangel Wurzel per Acre-Compensation for Unexhausted
Improvements — The Jerusalem Artichoke— Devonshire
Soils and Farms—Canadian Agriculture, &c.

F.\RAi Notes and Memoranda from a large number of
Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Farmers' Clubs, Markets, &c.

The Veterinarian — The Poultry Yard — Notices of Books

—

Garden of the Farm—Forestry— The Weather—Reports
of Markets—Obituary— Miscellaneous, &c.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH AND SONS
beq to inform applicants for the situation in Canada

that the VACANCY is filled.—Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

T~0
HEAD GARDENERS.—A. B. begs To

inform all those who answered his Advertisement that he
has selected one out of the large number who applied for his

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, qS, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, a PARTNER, for the Nursery
and Seed Trade, in an Established and Progressing

Establishment. One having a knowledge of the business pre-
ferred.-Messrs. MEADE AND COLLES, Solicitors, 8, Kildare
Street, Dublin.

WANTED, a married WORKING GAR-
DENER, where another is kept, to live in the lodge,

and the Wife to attend to the Gate ; more than two children

objected to. Must be able to produce satisfactory references as
to character and ability. Wages 25J. per week.—Apply, in the
first instance by letter, to Y., Drayton House, Ealing, W.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a respectable
single Man. Must understand Kitchen and Flower

Gardening and a small Greenhouse. A good character required.

—Mr. B. BUSS, Spelmonden, near Goudhurst, Kent.

WANTED, a GAR.DENER. — Must
thoroughly understand Forcing of all kinds"—."Vpply,

stating age, if married, and previous experience, to J.
HARRINGTON. Esq., Greenford, near South.all.

To Gardeners.

WANTED, a young MAN, who understands
the profession, to take Charge of a Garden and Green-

house near the Crystal Palace. He will be required to look
after a horse but not to drive.-Mr. RALPH, 150, Strand, W.C.

ANTED, a good GARDENER, who
understands the Management of Plants and Kitchen

Gardening. Wages £,1 per week.—X., Dolgelley.

ANTED, a good SECOND
GARDENER (married, with no family). Within

4 miles of London. Wages 1S5. per week, with a cottage.

—

D. COCKS, Bellfield House, Parson's Green, Fulham, S.W.

WANTED, a respectable young Man as
UNDER GARDENER.—J. SOLOMONS, Fruiterer

and Florist, 70, Piccadilly, W.

ANTED, a GENERAL PROPAGATOR,
—Roses, S:c. : one who has been used to Grow for the

Trade, and would Grow on Commission, preferred.—J. PAYNE,
Burgh Station, Boston, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, as INDOOR PROPAGATOR,
a Man with a fair general knowledge, wishing to rise in

the profession. Also, a SECOND HAND.—Apply, with

references, wages, &c., to CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

ANTED, a good general PROPAGATOR
of Roses, Rhododendrons, Fruit Trees, &c. ; must also

be well up in Bedding Plants.—R. THORNHILL, Bowdon
Eowdon, Cheshir

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a married Man

;

must be a good Correspondent, used to Laying-out

Grounds and the Management of Men, and thoroughly experi-

enced in all branches of the trade. Would have to attend

Markets.—JOHN CATTELL, Nursery and Seed Establish-

ment, Westerham, Kent.

WANTED, a WORKING NURSERY
FOREMAN, and others well up in Grafting, Budding,

Propagating and Pruning.—Forward age, wages, and references,

to J. POUNCE, 53, Vilhers Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, to take Charge
of Herbaceous Plants and Florists' Flowers. A com-

fortable and advancing situation for a Man interested in these
plants.—Apply, with all particulars, to W^L CLIBRAN and
SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

ANTED, TWO or THREE good
NURSERY HANDS-such as can use the knife well,

and make themselves useful. Permanent situation. State
wages and reference to R. .^ND F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, &c.,
Tamworth.

ANTED, a successful BUDDER and
GRAFTER.—State age, wages, and reference to H.

CARRINGTON, Nnrsei^'man, Stockport.
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WANTED, a MAN to take charge of
Houses in which Palms, Ferns, Azaleas. &c.. arc

grown With a nursei-y training preferred.—DRUMMONU
UROTHERS, Larkfield Nvirsery, Edinb\irgh.

WXn"TED, a respectable"^ YOUTH or

young MAN who has been accu i i I ' I :i;^'

Plants for the London Markets. Must h.T\^- !

Apply, in first uistance, by letter only, statiiu -
. >

!i ; li i

employed, and wages e.'ipectcd, WOODROill. .v:,i i'J.N.

The Westbonrnc Nursery. Harrow Road, W.

WANTED IMIVIEDIATELY, as BOOK-
KEEPER and SALESMAN, in a large Provincial

Nursery, an energetic Man, who thoroughly understands his

business, — Apply, stating .ige, salary expected, and where
experience was obtained, to J. E. E., Gardeners' Chronicic
Office, W.C.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN,—
11. S, Williams requires immediately a first-class Head

Shouman ; a middle-aged Man preferred, and one who has

already conducted a Retail Seed business. Liberal salary

given. — Apply by letter in the first instance to }I. S.

W I L L I A M S, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway. N.

ANTED, as VnDER SHOPMAN, for
a Retail Seed Shop, a young Man.—State wages and

all panicvdars, in own handwriting, to GEORGE COOPER,
Seed Merchant, m. Iron Gate, Derby.

ANTED, a steady, active MAN, who
understands Nurserywork.—SAMUEL HARTLEY,

Hcadingley Nursery, Leeds,

ANTED, ONE or TWO young Men, as
IMPROVERS (Under Glass), to work under the Fore-

man. Must have some knowledge of Plant Growing, &c.— E.
WHITE, liournemoutb and Victoria Nurseries, Bournemoiuh.

ANTED, TWO or THREE MEN used
to Nursery Work.—.^pply. stating wages. &c., to

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittingtou Nurserj-, Lichfield.

^ANTED, fwO^young MEN^or^general
Nursery Work, and must be well up in Budding,

Grafting, and making Cuttings. Situation permanent to steady
industrious Men,—R. W. PROCIOR, Ashgate Road Nurseries,
Chesterfield.

ANTED, an active OUTDOOR MAN,
well used to Rose Budding. Good character indispens-

able. W.agesi;i per week.— Jlessrs. PERKINS AND SONS,
Park Nursery, Coventry,

WANTED, a steady, respectable LAD, to
work under a Gardener ; must have been brought up to

the work, and be willing to make himself generally u.seful.

—

The GARDENER, A, J. Stanton, Esq., The Thrupp,
Stroud, Gloucestershire.

WANTED, good JOBBING HANDS.
Constant employment ; joi. per week.—WILLIAM

HOLMES, Framplon Park Nursery, Well Street, South
Hackney, E.

WANTED, for a small Nursery in Somerset,
a FOREMAN who can Bud, Graft, and Work-up

Nursery Slock. A permanent and comfortable situation, with
cottage, if married.—Apply by letter, with particulars. NUR-
SERYMAN. Messrs. Nutting & Son, 60, Barbican, E.C.

WANTED, TWO good NURSERY
LABOURERS : state wages, reference, and age.

Also a CARTER.-GEORGE J.' WOOLLETT, Nurseries,
Caterham, Surrey.

WANT pla ces!
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T'"'H'E"'^pyNEVAPPL'E'"N Ur''sE°RY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

m.atter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN EESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

BS, WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Head Gardeners,

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and iiractiral

Men, of tested ability ami ii : ,:. . ', \ ,. 1.
1 j m,;

Gentlemen in WANT i.f • -i;., .i 1
-

! ! \(:
i is

or GARDENERS for Fiv i ,,„i

situations, can be suited 11;
1

.

- 1.- i;.|.lMng
at Stanstead Park and ivLUl.ui.i i'.ui. .Sur>..ries, I'orust Hiii,
London. S. E.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners,

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered. Sic, so that suitable Men may be selected.—
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single ; has
a good practical knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gar-

dening, and Stove, Fruit, and Plant Houses.—A. L., i8, Bedford
Place, (Jld Dover Road, Blackheath, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married;
tliorouglily practical, understands Gardening in all its

vaiioLis branches. Can be highly recommended. Twelve years'
character.—GARDETMER, Stoke Common, Slough.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married;
V>^ thoroughly competent. Would undertake Management of
Land if required. Good character.—G. L., Mr. Win. Paul
Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married,—
R. Grav, Gardener to E. Tonks. Esq., is at liberty to

engage with any Lady or Gentleman retiiiiring a thorough jirac-

tical Gardener of great experience in all Departments. First-

1 fromprcscntand former employers.— R. GRAY,
Packw ndCl

,
Knowle, Warwickshiri

GARDENER (Heafj).—Age 40, married,
.Scotch ; understands Vines. Pines, Early and Late

Forcing of Fruit and Vegetables, and can take the Managenieiit

of Land. Good character. -W. F., Post Office, Ascot, Staines.

GARDENER (liEAD).—Age'4S, married, no
incumbrance ; thoroughly understands the profession.

Management of Land if required.—J. W., a. Grove Cottages,
Mill Road, Carshalton, Surrey.

C;j.ARDENER (Head), where two or more
' are kept, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the

services of a thoroughly competent Man.—.\ge 30, no incum-
brance : has been a successful Exhibitor of Plants, &c. A com-
fortable and good situation is more desired than a high salary.

Five years' good character.— S. H. R., Flaneswood, Scvenoaks,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept. —Age 34, married, small family ; thoroughly under-

stands the profession in all its branches. Four years' good
character. Wife no objection to the Management of Poultry or

Dairy.—T. BARBER, Bandoii Hill, Beddington, Croydon,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the service of a ^ood praciical

Age 30, married ; understands the Growmg of Fruits,
" ' briitie5. &c.-

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly prac-

tical Man.—Age 34, married. Eleven years' good personal
character from present employer, — B. \V., Grove House,
Twyford, Berks.

GARDENERr(HEAp).—Married, one child";
a good practical Working Man, of great experience in

the Growth of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Grapes, Melons,
Cucumbers, Kitchen Gardening, Pleasure Grounds, Stock, Sc.
Wife good Dairywoman. Good personal character from present
employer.-D. H. RUSHETT, Faversham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Scotch ; thoroughly
acquainted with the general routine of Hothouses,

Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Laying-out and Remodelling
of Pleasure Grounds, &c. Can produce first-class testimonials
from leading places in Scotland, England, and Ireland.— J. M.,
2, Henderson Place, Bonnington, Leilh. Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
hanofd).—Age 31, married, two children: thoroughly

understands Vines, Melons, Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Good personal character. —
GARDENER, Cromwell House, Havering, near Romford.

GARDENER (HEAD, WORKING).—Age 27,
married ; understands the Growing of Fruit?;, Flowers,

Plants, &c., and the General Management of a Garden. Can
be well recommended.—GEORGE MORRISON, 53, Trafalgar
Street West, Scarborough,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30;
understands Forcing, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and the general routine of Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Good references.—R. T., to, Swain's Lane, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working).— Age 33,
married ; thoroughly understands all branches of the

profession. First-class character.— S. R., o, Durham Street,
Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 34,
married, two children : has a thorough knowledge of the

profession in all its branches. Has had good experience in
Laying-out Grounds, Planting, &c. Three and a half years'
good character from present employer. No objection to a new
place.—The GARDENER, YatcleyHall, Famborough, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 35,
married, two children : understands the entire Manage-

ment of a Gentleman's Garden. Three and a-half years' un-
deniable character from last situation ; eleven years in the
family ; satisfactory reason for leaving,—J. G. HAROLD,

Sittingbourne, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 35,
married, no family ; twelve years' experience among

Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Greenhouse Plants, &c., also Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—J. B., i, Havelock
Road, Hammersmith, London, W.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 36, married,
no family ; understands Vines. Melons, Cucumbers, and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Wife good Laundress, Good
character.—J. G., Hanger Vatc, Ealing, W.

G~
ARDEN E R* (H E.\D, WorkTng).—Middle"-
agcd. Twenty-eight years' experience in Pines. Vines,

Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries, Orchard-house.
Plant Growing, Orchids. &c.—J. G., 4, Zetland Road, Birken-

GARDENER (HEAD, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 25. married, one child; under-

stands Gardening in all its branches. Five and a-half years'
good character.— H. TRUELOVE, Leigh Park, Havant, Hants.

GARDENER and GENERAL MANAGER,
—D. Blch.^nan, seventeen years Gardener and General

Manager to the late and present Capt. Trotter, Dyrham Park,
Barnet, Herts, is now at liberty to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class Man in the
above capacity, or as^ardener only. Has had large experience

a place where first-class fruit is required. Characte.
ceptionable, and testimonials from several of the best 1

England and Scotland.

GARDENER (Single-h.^nded).—Age 34,
married, no family ; undersUnds Flower, Kitchen, and

Fruit Gardening^ Good character.

—

A. B. , i, Oneida Cottage,
Prince's Road, Richmond, Surrey.

C^ARDENER (,ngc 37, married, two children
< ', 'i,,.'. ,r ,, .1
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Trees, in which lie has been very successful. Highest testi-

monials as 10 character and abilities—The Gardens, Fox Bush,
Timbridge, Kent.

(^ARDENER (Second).—Age 22, single;
vJ ten years' good practice, well accustomed to Houses.

Ij'OREMAN, where four or five are kept.—
- Age j6.—Can be well recommended.-S. A., Post Office,

Potter's liar, Middlesex, N.

.j'OREMAN, ina Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 28 ; eleven years' experience. Good

references and character.—G. G., Post Office, Faversham, Kent.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Age 23.—Seven years' experience, over two in prosent

situation. First-class references.—A. B., Post Office, Worksop,
Notts.

GARDESER^(Under).—Age"2i.^Willing
to make himself generally useful. Two and a half years'

character. Country preferred.—C. W., Patching, Newsagent
60, High .Street, Putney, S.VV.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment, where he could further improve himself

in the Houses.—Age 20. Good reference.—T, C, Plaxtole, near
Sevenoaks, Kent.

F

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden, where he can improve himself.—

Age 20. Good char.acter.—X. X., Chas Farm, Frant, Sussex.

GARDIiNER (Under), in a" Gentleman's
Garden, where there is an opportunity of improvement.

—Age 21.— F. N., Morcott, Uppingham, Rutland.

GARDENER (Under"), inTagood'EsUblish-
mcnt.—Age 20 ; has been used to Forcing Pines. Vines,

Peaches, and general Garden-work. Three years' good reference.—W. St^)UIBF., Minterne Gardens, Cerne Abbas, Dorchester.

GARDENER (Under, or under a good
Foreman).—Age 20 : used to Forcing, &c. Good cha-

racter.—A. C, 34, Manor Street, Clapham, London, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN, in"a large Establishment^^O Age 20. Twelve months' excellent character. —G. W.,
Edith Weston. Stamford.

JOURNEYMAN.— A Gardener, who is
tf parting with his Journeyman (age 20), would be glad to
obtain a situation for him under a good Foreman or Second.
Five years' good character.— H. BURNHAM, Gardener,
Hunsdon, near Ware, Herts.

JMPROVER, under Glass, in a large Estab-
-L lishmcnt.—Age 18. Four years' experience. Good cha-
racter.—Apply, stating full particulars, to T. BUROOYNE,
Lower Hergest, near Kington, Herefordshire.

BAILIFF.— Age 40, married, no incum-
brance

;
thoroughly understands the Management ot

Hea\'yand Light Land, also the Breeding, Buying, Selling,
and Management of Stock, the Erection and Repairing of
Farm Buildings, Draining and Reclaiming Waste Land. Wife
understands Dairy and Poultry.—J. B., Messrs. Cripps & Son,
Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

HOPMAN, or TRAVELLER.—Has for
many years travelled the Midland Counties. Lancashire,

and Yorkshire, North of England, South of Scotland and
Ireland ; is well known amongst Gardeners, Stewards, &c. Would
be glad to treat with any House to open up a connection over
the above ground.—B. D., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

K INAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS^S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is
by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." Sec article
in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :

—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

'

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London, N.W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

"P)INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
I'he best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion
; and the best mild Aperient

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies.
Children and Infants.

f J f

DINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street, London,
W.

;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

J^R. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
-»--' —" I shall always consider it my duty to recommend
them as a safe and effectual remedy for coughs and chest com-
plaints."—(Signed) G. Wood, 60, City Road, Hulme. Man-
cheater. In Asthma, Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
Rheumatism, and all Hysterical and Nervous Pains, instant
relief is given.—Sold by all Druggists at \s, iYzd. per box.
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GREErS PATENT "SILENS MESSOR" & "ROYAL,"
Or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winners of Every Prhe in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

On numerous occasions,

And most of the Nobility, Clergy,

H.R.H the PRINCE of WALES, The KING of the BELGIANS,
The Late EMPEROR of the FRENCH,

The EMPEROR of RUSSIA,
nd Gentry in the United Kingdom.

Upwards of 75,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

They have been submitted to unmerous practieal tests in Public Competition, and in all cases have carried offevery Prize that has been given.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

ist. Simphcity of Construction—every part being free of access. 2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other. 3d. They are the least liable to get out of order.
4th. They make little or no noise in working. 5th. They will cut either long or short Grass, and wet as well as dry.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

\ inches ...

Can be worked by Lady.
io cut lb inches 8

Can be worked by a Maa and Boy.

Can be worked by one Person

6170;--=.
Can be worked by one Person on an even Lawn. ^.W^_

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, mcluumg I'ateni .;_.i ui o.ac D^u.lij Ld
Ordinary Chaise Traces or Gig Harness :-

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches , . . . . . . . £1$ o o To cut 30 inches

17 o o I, 36
18 10 o100

.. 140

24

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

S 10

9 o

g 10

Leather Boots for Donkey
,

,

,
, Pony

.
i
uioss-stay complete ; suitable for attaching to

HORSE MACHINES.

Leather Boots for Horse

Z22

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ; and as the Machines make little noise In working, the most
spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machines.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN MOWER.
The special features of this Machine, which recom-

mend it for universal adoption, are its novel construc-

tion and its extreme simplicity. It is composed of the

smallest number of parts of any Lawn Mower extant.

The Framework is cast all in one piece, and, there-

fore, is not liable to be twisted, or by any means get

out of order.

The Cutters are fit in the cylinder without wedging or

wiring, and yet they are so firmly fixed that they cannot
be shaken, or in any way become loose.

The Fixings or Caps of the Cylinder are fitted together

by two bolts and two screws only ; and the cylinder

itself can be adjusted or removed by the most inex-

perienced person in two or three minutes.

WITH SINGLE
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

PO RE IG N SUBSCRIBERS
J~ are particularly requested, -ui/tcn sending Post 0_ffiie

Orders through the PQ%t Office, to Advise the Publisher that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

T
THe "Gardeners' Cironlclo" In America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6,30 gold, to

V/hich add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

jUld 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. B. K. BLISS AND SONS, Seed

Merchants, 34, BarcLny Street, New York : Messrs. M. C01.E
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park, S.W.

EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS, WEDNES-
DAY, April 28. 2 o'clock.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, from the Nursery of George
Tackman & Son, Woking, daily. May t to 24. 9 o'clock to dusk.

EXHIBITION of ROSES, from the Nursery of Mr. William
Paul, Waltham, daily. May 3 to 10. 9 o'clock to dusk.

Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only, by vouchers from
Fellows of the Society, price 2j. M. each.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, J875.-ONE THOUSAND POUNDS in PRIZES.
—Will open on MAY 14 next. Schedules are now ready, and
may be nad^ from the undersigned. BRUCE FINDLAY

; Gardei , Manchestei

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW ,-ind

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all Engbnd)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on FRIDAY
and SATURDAY, July 9 and 10. The Mayor of Nottingham
President : the Town Clerk Honorary Secretary. Schedules
in the course of preparation, and may be obtained on applica-

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Betteridge's letter, published

by us at p. 269 of Gardeners' Chronicle for February 27.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
direct from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 of Gardeners'

Chronicle for February 27.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. I OXONIAN IMPROVED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH. | DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

The above collection post free for 65. bd.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 34. da.; twelve splendid varieties, post
free, for 25. bd,

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen. Hiuh Holborn, W.C.

CLEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working. Price, 3J, 6^/. per 100, or 30J. per 1000.

THOMAS CRIPPH and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridgc
Wells, Kent.

Delphlnliuna, Double and Single Flowered.

OBERT PARKER begs to announce that
his Priced and Descriptive LIST of the above-named is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

ENOtic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

PRBH^OSES, Double Yellow.—Fine plants,
now coiiiint; into bloom, i6j. per too, Cl per looo.

RODGER, McClelland and C0.,6.j,Hill street, Newry.

K

Notice.— Clieap and Good.

A PRICED LIST of the best SPRING-
FLOWERINO PLANTS will be sent free to all

applicants. Apply to DILLISTONE BROS., Nurserymen,
&c.. Stumer, near Hjilstead, Esse.x.

N^
EW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants of
the best kinds now ready. Descriptive LISTS gratis and

post-free to applicants.

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

EVV ROSES.—A Selection of thirty of the
finest for this season now ready. CATALOGUE upon

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Ne iNu , Chester.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Choice
named sorts, strong healthy plants, twelve pairs for rzr.

Discount to the Trade. POLYANTHUS SEED, post-free,
thirteen stamps.

SAMUEL HARTLEY, Headingley Nursery, Leeds.

To tlie Trade.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Selected
named varieties, very fine plants, 70J. per 100 pairs, cash.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries,
Bristol.

To tUe Trade.

HOLLYHOCKS, fine named varieties,
autumn-struck plants, 705. per 100, cash.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries,
Bristol.

JOHN CARTER, Nurseryman, Keighley,
can supply healthy well-rooted Plants of Scarlet and

Purple Verbenas, from cutting pots, at ts. per loo, 50J. per 1000.
They have been some weeks in a cool house.

Also LOBELIAS, at 31. per too.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas-good Plants

from single pots, lis. per 100: rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6^. per 100, 50.?. per rooo, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Very Clieap.

E R B E N A S, from store pots, many
thousand, extra strong, without a spot of disease, con-

;ing of many choice varieties, to be sold at half price to

H. BLANDFORD.The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

V

VERBENAS.—PURPLE KING is still the
best variety extant, strong, healthy, without a spot of

disease. Well rooted excellent stuff, 6j. per loo, 505. per 1000.

Carriage free to any address for cash.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

"VTERBENAS and GERANIUMS.—Healthy,
V well-rooted cuttings of Purple Kin,^ and Melindres

splendens (fine scarlet), 6j. per 100. Geranium Vesuvius,
autumn struck, 8.S. per 100 Package free. Terms cash.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

VESUVIUS—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
plants, from single pots, los. per loo, 85^. per 1000

package included. Terms cash,

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

PELARGONIUM, QUEEN VICTORIA.—
The most handsome Pelargonium in cultivation. Good

plants at 105. bd. each.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.W.

WANTED, 100 CAMELLIAS, from 2 to 5
feet, good bushy plants, good sorts, true to name, for cash.

Address, A. B. C, Parkstone, Poole.

To Gentlemen's Gardeners and Ottiers.

ANTED, ECHEVERIA SECUNDA
GLAUCA; also SEEDLING FERNS, of useful

rieties. State lowest price for cash to

WM. MILES, West Brighton Nursery, Brighton, Su.ssex.

w
WANTED, DWARF BOX, for Edging.—

Slate quantity and lowest price per yard, each yard
sufficient to relay 3 yards, and send fair post sample to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, The
" Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

E.XTRA EARLY VERMONT POTATO.—
Tn clc.n oir remainder of stock of above we offer at very

low .|ii..tiii :i
,

..'. )i maybe had on application. The Seed
oITtjii 'I ' i.iwn. from last years importation, and is

tint. I : t I y risk of Colorado Beetle.
\\ .M I 1,1 II; >-. , » SON, Oldficld Nursery, Altrincham.

SEED POTyVTOS.-Surplus stock at very
low prices :—Myall's Prolific Ashlcaf Kidney, American

Late Rose, Red-skin Flourball, BrowneU's Beauty, Compton's

11' B. SMITH. Ealing Dean Nursery, Ealing, \V.

Suttona' Eed-sJtln riourlDall Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have a surplus stock
• of the above, which they are prepared to offer at a

low figure to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Ne'w Engllsli Scarlet Runners.

WALLACE R. HARRISON has a few
bushels of the above, harvested in splendid condition,

to dispose of; price very low. Also a few PAINTED LADY
RUNNERS, price 4s. 6,/. per gallon.

Seed Establishment, High Street, Maidstone, Kent,

To the Trade,

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2-yr.—For price
apply to

SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.
Forcing and Planting. Special price per 10

SONS, Ne i, Chester.

To Dispose of.

UEEN PINES, Forty-five, fruiting ; also
One Hundred SUCCESSION PINES, all healthy and
clean plants. Apply to

R. WILSON, Gardener, Leigh Park. Havant. Hants.

Q
Lawns.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS' Finest
fj LAWN MIXTURE for Forming New or Renovating
Old Lawns is finer and in every way superior to all others.

108, Eastgate Street. Chester.

TREES,
Pears, Apples,

s

ORCHARD-HOUSE
Fruiting in Pots.—Poaches,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

pITe n d I d NEW apple',
"LADY HENNIKER,"

Sent out by EWING and CO., Norwich.
Circulars on application.

To the Trade.

TROP^OLUM SPECIOSUM, in pots, at
los. per 100. POLEMONIUiM CCERULEUM VARIE-

GATUM. at t6i. per 100.

HOWDEN .\ND CO., Inverness Nurseries, N. B.

Blooming Rhododendrons.HL A N E AND SON beg to offer
• RHODODENDRONS, magnificently set with

bloom-buds. for immediate effect. Names, sizes, prices, and
CATALOGUES free upon application.

The Nurseries, Berkhampstead.

EDRUS DEODARA, id to 15 feet high,
all prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

LIN DEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent. Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-
tive Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s, Harp
Lane. Great Tower Street. London, E.C.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c.. should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post.free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

CHARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants, New Roses, &c., is now ready, and may be had free on
application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

LOium auratum Bulbs and Coniferous Seeds.

MR. T. C. STEVENS will SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

r .„f r,,-rf™ W C on MONDAY, April 12, at half.past

^ro-Clock'treci.Sy^5o^ magnificent Bi5lBS of LILIUM
AURATUM iust arrived from Japan in very fine condition ;

abrge qtVantit'y of RARE CONIFEROUS SEEDb, mostly

coUetted by M. Roezl : also som« choice GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the mominK of^SalejrncKiitjdoKi^^^ _

BigUy toportant Sale of East Indian Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

r„v„,t Garrlen Xv C on WEDNESDAY, April 14, at half-

^oT". oltck'^edsely, unusnally choice EAST INDIAN
ORCHIDS, jnst to hand, in the best possible condition about

startinc freely into growth. Amongst others are fine plants of

thelovlly Vanda clfulescens, Dendrobium heterocarpum, D.

primulinum, D. thyrsiflorum, D. Farmeri, D. cretaceum, U.

capilllpes, D. Falconeri, D. Wardianum D. crassinode- Aerides

testaceum A affine roseum, &c. ; established plants of Phala:-

nopsis grandiflora and P. amabilis varieties, and 300 Odonto-

glossums from the vicinity of Santa F6 de Bogota,
b „ • , ning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WANTED, one SPAN-ROOF and one

LEAN-TO GREENHIJUSE, in good condition.

AHr'i-,..i<: .itatincr sizes and description,

i: D , lJ Bagatelle, Thebrove. Blackheath, S.E.

WANTED to RENT, a large Private

GARDEN with a quantity of Glass, or a FRUIT and

FLORIST'S ESTABLISHMENT near London.

ALPHA, Mr. Thomas Frewins, New Street. Henley-on-

Thar , O.-c

TO BE LET, without either Premium or

V.iluation or the LEASE to be SOLD, a NURSERY
near the Lewisham Railway Station, containing an area of

about 35,000 feet, and comprising Forcing, Camellia, Green.

houses and Propagating Pits, ten in all, and prmcipally Heated

with Boilers and Piping. Apply to
,, 1. c T

Messrs. C. D. FIELD and SON, Agents, 15. Borough, b.L.

Important Sale of EstaWlalied Orchids.

MR. T. C. STEVENS begs to announce that

hp hT.; received Instructions from the Council of the

Royal HortkulturaT Society to SELL by AUCTWN at hrs

Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

THURSDAY April 15, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a

Mtoion of 'ESTABLiSHED &RCHIDS, including some

fine snecimens of Cypripedium vlllosum, fine specimens of the

rare Cattleya exoniensis, Laelia anceps Dawsoni, Phatenopsis

grandiflora, &c. ; also a remarkably fine lot of Cattleya inana:,

many of them in bloom.
, r. i 1. j

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

LUium auratum. Splendid Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden W.C, on THURSDAY, April 15, a consign-

ment of vejy fee LILIUM AURATUM BULBS just arrived

arrived from Japan in splendid condition, and lotted to suit the

rade and private buyers.
. r- i 1, .1

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sale of Flowering Orchids.

MR T C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Messrs. J. Backhouse & Son of York, to

include in his SALE, at his Great Rooins, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April .5, about ONE
HUNDRED ind SEVENTY ORCHIDS, in bloom or show-

ing flower-spikes, amongst which will be found sevcra speci-

mens of a fine var. of Masdevallia Harryana, Odontoglossums

Roezlii, triumphans, Phalxnopsis, Pescatorei, Bluntu glorio-

sum citrosmum &c. also numerous Dendrobiums, Cattleyas,

Oncldiums,. Cypripedinms, ^-.^al. in^fi^ne hea.th.^^
^^^

FlOR DISPOSAL, a genuine London SEED
and FLORIST BUSINESS. Splendid position. Good

cash trade. Double-fronted shop. Low rent.

M. A., Gardeners Ckronklc Office. W.C

Victoria Estate, Kansas. U.S.-To Farmers and

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12J. to 50s per

acre Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containingfull particulars

respecting this Property, .-tpply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq-, F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman,
&c. , Jersey, respectfully ofl'ers choice CARNATION and

PICOTEE SEEDS at aj. 6rf. per packet of 100 seeds :
fine

strong VINES, best sorts, 24J. to 30s. per dozen :
Evergreen

OAKS, in or from pots, 2 to 6 feet high, 50J. to 150s. per 100.

March 18, 1875.

FLORISTS' FLO WERS.— Named
exhibition varieties of Carnations and Picotees, 6s. per

dozen plants ; Pinks and Pansies, 4J. per dozen : Pentstemons

and Antirrhinums and Phloxes, 4i per dozen : all good plants

and first-class sorts. LISTS of above, and other plants, in great

variety, for two stamps. Trade terms on application.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours: AURICULAS, both Single and Double,

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Important Sale of Specimen Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS, removed from Albury Park. GuiUford.

MR I. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms 38, King Street,

Cnvent Garden W C on FRIDAY. May 7, at half-past

fro"cioapre"cisely, SPECIMEN STOVE AND GREE^^
HOUSE PLANTS. BRITISH AND EXOTIC FEKNS,
Wed for Exhibition purposes by William Kemp, gardener to

H™Grace The Duke of'^Northlmberland at Albury Park, Guild-

ford, who is giving up exhibiting plants. They consist ot well-

grown specimens of Azalea indica. Cape Lncas, Epacri,,

Genetvllis, Aphelexis, Phocnocomas, Chorozemas, uiaco-

nhvllums Boronias, Adenandras, Acrophyllum yenosum,

Polygalas, Hibbertias, Stephanotis, Allamaiidas, Clerodendrons,

Francisceas, Rondeletias, Combretums, Pandanus &c This

well-known collection has taken numerous prizes at the London

and Provincial Shows, viz. :-Regeiit's Park, South Kensington,

&vsta°PalLc= Reading, Guildford, Tunbridge Welts God-

almfng &c Alfo two EXHIBITION VANS, with good

spHngs'and patent axles. The whole for Sale without reserve.
^l'""o _ V

. ; of Sale, and Catalogues had.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Readmg.

Extensive Consignment, per a.s. "Tanjore," tor

ABSOLUTE SALE.

MESSRS PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard City EC, on TUESD.-\Y, April 13 at half-past

,2 o'clock precisely, about icooo LILIUM AURATUM, just

"riv^fn remarkably fine condition ; also.a quantity of valuable

Japanese and Chinese CURIOS, consisting of. a beautiful

Sa\°d'rSa?!SeSlfseTvtetc'LS"lnla1d^an7L'cS

S';i^if'airi^cSr^£ssi:2;f6|s:r?o
4 feet by 2 feet through, coming into flower, including Criterion,

Perfecta Elegans, Fielder's WTiite, Virgin Queen, and others.

On v-^ew tlJ morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch

Street, London, E.C

New Double Petunia,

"IX/TRS WILSON."—The above is a fine

iV± Double Crimson variety, striped and edged with white,

very fine and distinct. It received three First-class Certificates

last year. Good Plants, now ready. 31. (xl. each post free 3J. grf.

T. JACKSON AND SON. The Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,

Purple Pink Crimson, Rose and other mixed sorts, good

strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at oj. per 100, 501.

per looo. package included. Cash to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.
t i- . M

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best

that money can procure, all certain to grow. 2J. (.d. pet

,00. This delicious vegetable does not !L=<1"'7? >>"'/,"l\".P'=^?l

usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITHS
SEED LIST for 1875. „^,,..,^ ,

Extra strong SEAKALE, -is. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-

ioimed and well ripened" SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS.

¥b\'l¥'tnd'''51{Nl'ME?iTl£°^°^EES°'llb^l""d
GRFENHOUSE PLANTS. S:c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23. Market Place. Manchester.

Mangel 'Wurzel Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. beg to call attention to

their fine stock of MANGEL WURZEL. 'They parti-

cularly recommend their

—

CHAMPION YELLOW GLOBE.
CORNER'S DEVONSHIRE YELLOW GLOBE.
BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE.
MAMMOTH LONG RED.
IMPROVED RED GLOBE.
GOLDEN-FLESHED 'TANKARD. .

All at moderate prices, to be had on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green,

London, N.

Kingston-on-Thames.
By Order of the Executors of the late Mr. Bruce

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard, City, E.C, on MONDAY, Apr'd =6 at for =

o'clock punctually, a compiict, valuable FREEHOLD
ESTATE known as Bruce s Nursery, and situate in the

Richmond Road, Kingston, Surrey P°=s"^"S.
."..'"S

'";;

portant frontage of 332 feet 6 inches to the high road, by

solfeet depth, comprising about 4 acres 2 roods of very, eligible

Bttiding Land, together with the substant..a^ly brick-lnilt

De aohJd Residenci standing thereon The Property offers

irS sope for profitable subdivision and re-sale m small plots,

or for the creation of ground rents. .

Cards to view, with printed P.articulars and Plans, m.ay he

had ot R E. WHEATLY, Esq., Solicitor, 7. New Inn, W,C ;

and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch

Street E.C . and Leytonstone, E.

Theobald's Parle, Waltnam i^ross

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. Alderman

rntion ('»ho is leaving the neighbourhood upon the expiration

ofl is ei^icy) to SELL by AUCTION,,™ the Premises as

. „, TIIFSDAY April 27, at 11 o'clock, the whole of

the" hoi« COLLECTION of ilOVEand GR|ENHOUSE
TDT4MT'; ICO Fruiting and Succession PINES; also the

EI'to-STOCK, and GARDEN and FARM IMPLEMENTS

"'Sn^view Sday prior to the Sale. Catalogues had of M
STEPHENS on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers ai._ .

Estate Agenrs, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone.
\

TTIUCHSIA PROCUMBENS
X" (New Zealand).

Orders are now being Booked for this great novelty in

Ss'S^^'i'^sssrirt^'s;^^^' cZ^^
''^V?lf b°egin^"JSdtut"otTpJi. 2,. at .0. 6.. each, six

'''•"^cin'L';rs\rte''lSh 'confidence that this plant has proved

hardy here on rockwork during the Late severe winter

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond,

Surrey.—April 7.
.

.

ilr.

ind 1

Cheap Plants!

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following

plants for present pottinj —
, „ ,

VERBENAS, Purple, White. Scarlet. Crimson. »"! R°==- S°°^

plants, from single pots, 2S. per dozen. i2i. per 100, rooted

cuttings, li. per dozen, 61. per 100, 50s. P" 1000.

LOBELIA, speciosa (true), from cuttings, 3s. per 100, 20J. per

CAlSoLARIA, Yellow Bedding, li. per dozen, is. per too,

HELlb'TROPIUMS, fine dark varieties, is. per dozen, fa. per

AGERATUM, Imperial Dw.arf, blue, makes a fine bed, is. per

dozen, 5i. per 100, 40J. per loM.

IRESINE, Lindeni. crimson leaf, fine, 11. per dozen, 6j. per 100.

COLEUS. Verschaffeltii, rs- per dozen, 6s. per ico.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, ij. per dozen,

PELARG0'NIUMs!'sil'v'^'edge-M.ay Queen and Flower of

Spring, 21. per dozen, 15s. per 100.

Gold leaf-Crystal Palace Gem, 2J. per doz. 15s. per too.

"
Tricolor—Mrs. Pollock, 21. fid. per dozen, i8s. per 100.

Terms cash, package included

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Imported American Potatos.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Peterborough,
begs to state that his fourth importation this season has

arrived and are offered to the Trade and Retail Customers .at

20 per cent, less than his Price List. SNOWFLAKE,
BROWNELL'S BEAUTY, EXIRA EARLY VERMONT,
bv the hundredweight or ton: EUREKA, ACME, NON-
SIJCH EARLY GEM, COMPTON'S SURPRISE,
CLIMAX, and LATE ROSE, by the pound, stone, or

hundredweight.

To the Trade.

PRIMROSES, Double, at per dozen, viz.:—
Large Yellow, of sorts, 41.; Early Sulphur, 41.; Purple-

crimson, 45.; Purple. 3s.: Pearl.white. -is. 6d.\ Crcam-white,

2S. 6d.; Lilac, 2J. 6d.; Single Magenta, 2i. 6d.; Single Mauve,

°^POLYAOTHUS, Double, 35. per dozen ; ROCKET, Double,

Rose-white 2s. 6d mr dozen ;
HELLEBORUS NIGER, 41.

per dozen , DAISIES. Double, in six sorts, is. 6d. per dozen ;

PANSY, Double, 2S. per dozen.

A. LAMB. Pear Tree Hill. Lisburn.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS:— 12 new varieties

of 1874. 31.; 12 older sorts, is.; 100 Chrysanthemum.s,

including 15 new varieties of 1874, for iSj.; 50J. for 10s.

FUCHSIAS :—6 new varieties of 1874, for 41. ; 12 varieties of

1873, for 4s.; 100 Fuchsias, in 50 sorts, for 14s.; 50, m 25 sorts,

for8j. ; 12 varieties, 2J. 6(^. .

LOBELIA, piimila grandiflora, is. : IRESINE, Lindeni,

II. 6rf.; MESEMBRYANTHEMUM, cordifohum variega-

tum, IS. 6d. per dozen.

The above sent post free for cash with order.

T LEIGH. Sandy Lane Nursery, Lowton, near Newton-le.

Willows

Vines.—To the Trade

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pols, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 30s. per dozen (a special price for a large quantity

will be given on application) :—Tynninghain Muscat, Madres-

field Court, Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,

Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliffe Black,

Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand dc Lesseps, Black Morocco,

Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa. Sweetwater, Troveren

Muscat. Bowood ^Iuscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,

Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE. Alma Nursery. Farnham, Surrey.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

TSAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to

-L announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which

are now re.adv for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,
&c contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve

choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage ond pack.age free on receipt of Post Office Order.

Halfof the above quantities, IIS. ^ , t , j" Belgrove, Oueenstown, County Cork, Ireland.
""

'• February 15, 187s.
" Mr W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation

and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would

like another dozen of either the same or other varieties.

"

ISAAC BRUNNING .\ND CO.. Great Yarmouth Nurseries.

A MERICAN CRANBERRY PLANTS.—
±\. There are doubtless many thousands of acres of Sivamps,

Bogs, and Marshes throughout the United Kingdom, which are

now comparatively worthless and unproductive, that may be

made to yield a handsome income by cultivating this delicious

fruit. We are now prepared to furnish stiong and well-rooted

Plants in any quantity, carefully packed for transportation, at

the following pnces, which includes cost of packing and delivery

on board steamer, with full directions for planting and subse-

quent cultivation. 10,000 plants are reiiuired for an acre.

Prices : 1000, 20s. ; 5000, £4 los. : 10.000 ^8.

WHITE'S CRANBERRY CULTURE, 120 pages,

illustrated, sent post paid upon receipt of 6s. ....
Cash or satisfactory reference to accompany the orders. INo

orders accepted for less than 1000 plants. Remittances can be

made by Draft or Postal Order on New York. Address--

B. K. BLISS AND SONS, Seed Merchants, 34, Barclay.

Street, New York.
,

Grass Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO.'S stock of NEW GRASS
SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE is now

complete It comprises all the best varieties of Fescue, Poas,

Meadow Foxtail, Cocksfoot, Sc, and the mixtures are arranged

to suit the different kinds of soil.

Prices can be given either by measure or by the acre, but in

sending orders it is desirable as far as possible to mention the

nature of the soil on which they are to be sown.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green,

London, N.

GERANIUMS: — Mrs. Pollock, Sophia
Dumaresque, 3s. per dozen : Lady Cullum, Sophia

Cusack, Louisa Smith, 3r. 6d. per dozen ; Thos. Moore, Lord

Derby, Wm. Underwood, 2S. f>d. per dozen ; I2 varieties of

doubles, including Jewel, E. J. Lowe, and Aline Sisley, for 3s.;

DrT Denny's second set,' Rie'nzi, Lord Macaulay, &c., for 5s.,

in rooted cuttings, for 3s. M.
PANSIES :— 100, in 40 choice varieties, for 18s.: 50, in 25

sorts for los.; 12 varieties, 3s.; Cloth of Gold, the finest yellow,

21. e'd. per dozen. i6s. per 100 ; Great Eastern, the finest white,

2S. 6d. per dozen.

CALCEOLARIA. Golden Gem, 5s pcr 100, 40s. per 1000.

J. LEIGH, Sandy Lane Nursery, Loivton, near ^cwton-le-

Willows.
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sTRONG and EXTRA STRONG VINES.
—ThoroUKhly well ripened without bottoni-hcat. Prices

on npplic

JAMES DICKSlIN and SONS, Newton N Chestci

Fuchsia Cuttings.He A N N K L L h.is now an immense
• quaiiiity of llic .iliovc in Inn; Londition for striking, .it

5J. 61/. per 100, in not less ih.m ten firslLl.iss v.-irieties. Post-free.

New l''lori,,t Flowers .-ind Florist tlowcr Seed Merchant,
Woolwicli. S.F..

QTELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA—100
^-^ cuttings sent post free for 3.t. dd. This is quite distinct

from Golden Fentner, and certainly the best yellow carpet-
bedding plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.

SURPLUS STOCK of ENGLISH-GROWN
POTATOS.

The followinp sorts .it 30 per cent, lower than List prices :

—

Mona'b I'ride Ashtops, Rivers' ditto, Bresee's Prolific, Bresce's

Peerless. Pateison's New Prince, Climax, Hundredfold Flukes.

By the Innidredweight, sack, or ton.

The following sorts at 10 per cent, lower than List prices :

—

Myatt's Prolific Regents, Early Rose, Red-skinned Flourball.

In 5 or to ton lots.

Wholesale PRICE LISTS on receipt of Trade Card.
Two-yc.ar CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS

PLANTS, in any quantities

ASPARAGUS SEED, 31. M. per lb, : POTATO SEED,
2^. dd, per oz. , free by post.

CHRISTMAS (JUINCEY, Potato Seed Grower and
Merchant. Peterborough.

Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can now supply, for cash, Verbenas,
• spring-struck, strong, and free from disease of any kind,

including Purple King, Scirlct, White, Pink, and many other
varieties (of which a list may be had on application), at 8J. per

100. package free. PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of

the best v.arieties, 40s. per 100. GERANIUMS, plain-leaved

and zonal, strong autumn-struck plants, los per 100. CEN-
TAUREA CANDIDISSIMA, struck last autumn, and well

established, in hrge 60 pots, 4M. per 100. AUREA FLORI-
BUNDA and other CALCEOLARIAS, %s. per 100. HELIO-
TROPES, light and dark. is. per too.

S. B. would particularly wish to draw the attention of his

numerous customers to his fine stock of VERBENAS for this

season, which are the admiration of all who see them ; and
would request that all orders should be sent to him as early as

s unable to supply many who applied la

last seas
ed hir

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnhan

xpressed by all those

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants,
\vilh ningnificciit foliage, in forty-three Continental

varieties, now ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

HENRY BKNNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Staplcford.
Salisbury.

PEACHKS and NECTARINES, in pots,
forced and well furnished with fruit. Strong healthy trees

of the best Icadinc; varieticb at loj. td. each, carriage paid to

London.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, The Nurseries, Sawbridge-

worth, Herts.

PYRUsTor CYDONIA MAULEL^inants
of this h.irdy ornamental ;.nd useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out, price 3i.(. each, usu.il discount to the Trade.
Illustration sent on applicrilinn. Sec Gardeners' Chronicle,

1874, i. 757. ii 74.1 ; nm! llic /'i.'t-i'.f .ntd Povtologist for March.
WM. MAUI.K AND SONS, Ihe Nurseries, Bristol.

fJ TION of Show,
Plants, distinct sorts, ai

Hamper and packing ii

I2J, per dozen. Cash.

'5*- for 25-

;luded. Extra strong plants at gj. and
CATALOGUES free on application.

DAHLIAS.

John Keynes
Has the finest COLLECTION of Dahlias in the

WORLD, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

Dahlias will be sent out tba first week In May.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.

Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.-April 2,

CARTER'S
HOME-GROWN

FLOWER SEEDS,
Harvested on Carter s Four Lari^e

Seed Farms in Essex.

Carter's Assortments of Seeds of the prettiest and
most exquisitely perftuned EngUsh and

Continental Flowers.

CARTER'S COLLECTION A, FLOWER SEEDS,
price loi. 6d. (free by post or rail), cont:iins :

An assortment of 12 choicest varieties French Aster.

An assortment of 6 choicest varieties German Stock, large-
flowered.

12 showy hardy Dwarf Annuals, including Tom Thumb Nas-
turtium, Saponaria, Blue Nemophila, &c.

6 hardy Perennials, including Alyssum saxatile, Cineraria mari-
tima. Wallflower, &c.

3 choice varieties of Everlasting Flowers for Winter Bouquets.

J4 oz. Mignonette, New Crimson Giant.

2 oz. Sweet Peas, mixed.

12 showy tender Annuals (to be sown in frames and then trans-

planted or sown in the open borders at the end of April),

for summer and autumn blooming, including choice Phlo.x
Drummondi, Balsam, Celosia, Amaranthus ruber, Perilla

nankinensis. Zinnia, &c.

CARTER'S

Larger Collections, 15s., 21s., 42a„ and 63s.

NEW NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(With dark-coloured foliage), per packet, Is. 6d.
A seedling variety of that type of Dwarf Nasturtium origin-

ated by n.s—viz., tlie dark-foliaged or King of Tom Thumb
section—the popularity of which is now universal, from the fact
of their bright colours contrasted with dark foliage, compact
habit, and duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in
effect to bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety
now offered is quite unique and distinct— pure pink shaded with
carmine—and forms an effective contrast with the varieties
already in cidtivation.

CARTER'S Creeg-n"-), 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

TO THE TRADE.

MANGEL W^URZE L SEED.
H. & F. Sharpe

Are now offering the following varieties of the above-named .Seeds, of 1S74 growth, and raised from
the finest selected .Stocks, and from picked transplanted Bulbs, viz. ;

—

SHARPE'S SELECTED SMALL-TOPPEU
YELLOW GLOBE,

BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW,
NORMANTON YELLOW GLOBE,
CHAMPION YELLOW GLOBE,
LARGE YELLOW GLOBE,
ELVETHAM LONG RED,

GIANT LONG RED,
MAMMOTH LONG RED,
IMPROVED RED GLOBE,
IMPROVED ORANGE GLOBE,
GIANT LONG YELLOW,
GOLDEN TANKARD YELLOW,
WHITE SILESIAN SUGAR BEET.

For Special Prices (which are low this season) and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

c

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
; most useful material for the altauimcnt of successful and

riipid culture is

O CO A- NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
cl, or 6d. per bushel for quantities of

3 bushels and c

I Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,

sfuse arrived. It fs highly
Cranston & Mayos, King's Acre,
ing and forcing yonr refuse is

Steam Fibre Works, Hcneage Sti

Fibrous Feat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orclud?. Stove Plains, and Potting, Ih 6s. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK ITl'.ROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c., £5 ss. per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, South-
E.lstcrn Railway, or Farnborougli, South-Western Railway.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

Sphagnum, or Peat Moss, for OrcUdB.

FRESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj. 6rf.

per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

13EAT.—A few hundred tons of a superior
- quality delivered at the Blackwater or Farnborough

Stations for ijs. a ton. Apply to

W. TARRY, the" Golden Farmer," B.igshot, Surrey.

poCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—The best
Vv' and cheapest in the Market. Price on application. Truck
liolding 300 bushels, 45.T. free on to rails. From Messrs.
Ewing & Co., Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich :-" Your
refuse is of first rate quality." From Mr. E. Hollamby, The

i,Groombridge, Tunbridge Wells:—"The five trucks
' ^ '" " '=--'--

isfactory." From Messrs.
tr Hereford :— " For plung-
'alnable."-l-l. WRIGHT,
t. Brick I.aue, London, K.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition^
CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONKS.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
N ITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Li.mited),
consisting of Tenaut-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/iajV/;M«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Jlfa,iasi:i^ Dirccliir^JAUES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—Q. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forw.arded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

I L L E R AND JOHNSON
(Established 1855)

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
*^^ many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red
Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 15., v., and loj. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6y. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, ne.ar Sheffield.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looj. ; PETERS-
BURG, 60s. and 80J. : superior close Mat, 45J., SOT., and 55^, ;

PACKING MATS, 20J., 30J., and 35J. per 100 ; and every •

other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sadk
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
Loudon, E.C.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, Russia Mat
Merchants, Importers of RAFFIA FIBRE, &c..

Manufacturers of TWINES, TIFFANY, NETTING, &c.,

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
N.B.—A large quantity of Tanned NETTING for Fruit

Trees, &c., in stock.

G

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. (iii. per bottle

—

is. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. F'or Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW and CO., TilTany Manufacturers, 29, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

GRAVEL.—Tenders are invited for about
sixty loads of Gravel for the Paths in Eccleston Square

Garden, Pimlico, S.W. Address, stating price per load

delivered,

AUGUSTUS SCOVELL, Esq., 39, Eccleston Square, S.W.
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CHOICE FLOWER 8EED8,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

Snttons' Colhdions of Choice FloixJtr Seeds, to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn,

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail ** £^ 3 o

No. 2 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i 11 6

No. 3 Collection ,, ,, ., ,, i i o

No. 4 Collection ,, ,, ,. . , o 15 o

No. 5 Collection ,, ,, ., .. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be bad, from
2s. 6d. to 7s, 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

"SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
Ttie most practical work on gaydeuingyet published, beau-

tifully illustrated vjit/t 30D engravings.

Price is.x Post Fret, Gratis to Customers,

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds
sow

BUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

Which forms a dose velvety

turf in a very short time. For
making New Lawns or Cro-

q et Grounds 3 bushels or 60

po uids is required per acre,

cr I gallon to every 6 rods (or

perches) of ground.

For improving those already

turf, 20 pounds should be

that It was. only b

thick as I have s

three years."

Price Is. per lb. ; 208. per
bushel.

Frovt Mr. J. Merrick, Gtir-

de7ie>- to S. Forster, Esq.

Lc Court.

' The Seed you sent me
last year turned out uncom-
monly well. Several gentle-

men who came to Le Court

CO lid scarcely credit, from

the appearance of the lawn,

»Iay. In August it was as tine and
: lawns that had been laid down for

Instructions on the Formation andImprovement

of Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

Gratis and Post Free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING,

ALL THE BEST, STRONGEST, AND FINEST

NE^AT ROSES FOR 1875,
Now Beady, at S4s. per Dozen; Trade Price on Application.

The Plants offered are quite unsurpassed in the Trade, and are remarkably strong, vigorous and

healthy, many of the kinds measuring froin 24 to 36 inches in height.

NEW EOSES OP 1874,
Splendid Plants, from 18s. to 21s. per dozen.

Descriptive Catalogues sent free on application.

Address: WILLIAM WOOD & SON,
NURSERIES, MARESFIELD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

SEKD POTATO S.

H. & F. Sharpe
Invite the attention of the Trade to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they have

grown from the finest selected stocks especially for Seed purposes, viz, :

—

RIVERS' ROYAL ASH LEAF,
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
LAPSTONE KIDNEY,
BERKSHIRE KIDNEY, '

FLUKE KIDNEY,
WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD (for Forcing).

EARLY FORTYFOLD,
„ ROBSON'S CHALLENGE,
„ DALMAHOY,
„ FLOURBALL,

WALKER'S IMPROVED REGENT,
YORKSHIRE REGENT,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA,

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL,
LATE FORTYFOLD,
WHITE ROCK,

AMERICAN VARIETIES.

EARLY ROSE.
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES,
CLIMAX,
EARLY GOODRICH,
AMERICAN WONDER,
BRESEES' PEERLESS.
BRESEE'S No. 6,

EXCELSIOR.

For Prices (which are very moderate), and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWERS, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

Highly Important Sale of East Indian Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W,C,, oti WEDNESDAY, April 14, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, unusually Choice EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS, just to hand, in the best

possible condition, about starting freely into growth. Amongst others are fine plants of the

lovely VANDA CCERULESCENS, DENDROBIUM HETEROCARPUM, DENDROBIUM
PRIMULINUM, DENDROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM, DENDROBIUM FARMERI,
DENDROBIUM CRETACEUM, DENDROBIUM CAPILLIPES, DENDROBIUM FAL-
CONERI, DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM, DENDROBIUM CRASSINODE; AERIDES
TESTACEUM, AERIDES AFFINE ROSEUM, &c. ; Established Plants of PHALyENOPSIS
GRANDIFLORA and PHAL^NOPSIS AMABILIS VARIETIES, and 3Q0 ODONTO-
GLOSSUMS from the vicinity of Sante Fe de Bogota.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C,

FRESH SEEDS OF RARE CONIFERS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY,
April 12, at half-past 13 o'Clock precisely, at his Gl'eat Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, fresh SEEDS of the following RARE CONIFERS, from the Californian Sierra

Nevada, collected by Mr. B. ROEZL, in October and November, 1S74, comprising!

—

PICEA CONCOLOR
LASCIOCARPA
MAGNIFICA
DOUGLASII
BIFOLIA
LAMBERTIANA

ABIES HOOKERIANA
PINUS MONTICOLA

,, CONTORTA
VUCCA ANGUSTIFOLIA
LILIUM HUMBOLDTII.

On view the morning of Sate and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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T TRADE.

feet, a to 2% feet,

PEARS, extra fine dwarf-trained, all the leading kinds.

,, extra fine pyramids on Quince, 4-yr., 5-yr.,and 6-yr. old.

PLUMS, extra fine dwarf-tramed.

,, extra fine pyramids, fruiting.

CHERRIES, extra fine dwarf-trained.

,, pyramid, fruiting.

,, extra fine MorelTo, fruiting.

PEACHES, Maiden, twenty to thirty \

THUJA AUREA, i to i\i foot, I'A

sH to 3 feet ;
grand specimens.

„ WAREANA, I, a, t0 3feet.

„ GIGANTEA, 3, 4, 10 s feet.

YEWS. English, 2 to jj^ feet, M 10 3 feet, 3 to i]i feet : fine,

THUJOPSfS BOREALIS, 3 to M feel, :j\i to 4 feet 1 fine.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, several times transplanted, 2, 3, 4 tc

5 '="='

Special quotations on application to

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre N
Hereford.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, li to 2 feet high, at

£10 per ioo,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descripth'e Calalogiie free on applicalion lo

ANTHONY WATEBEE,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

To Gardeners.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S

SEED CATALOGUE for 1875,
Containing over 200 Illustrations of

Flowers, will be posted free on appli-

The VARIETIES of FLOWER
SEEDS are so arranged that the

Amateur may readily recognise the

most beautiful and desirable.

The VEGETABLE DEPART-
MENT is complete, with the best

proved kinds in each Section.

NEW FLOWERS : ERYTHR^A
MUHLENBERGHI, 11. and is. 6ii.:

MIL\NUM HYBRIDUM HEN
DERSONI, IS. M. and 21. 6.I.:

ROMNEYA COULTERI, 11. and
21. ta.

THE WELLINGTON NURSERY,
WELLINGTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

h eady^ and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL- TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFQRD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

NEW PLANTS.— The three best new plants
recently sent out are :-

CROTON MAJESTICUM.
DIPLADENIA BREARLEVANA.
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price T%vo and Three Guineas each.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Now ready, gratis and post free,

DICK RADCLYFFE & CO/8
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Prize Medal
Garden Requisites and

Horticultural Decorations.

PiiizeMed«§^alSeed s

.

GARDEN_ REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

New Double Zonal Pelargoniums for 1875.

First class C> ll" r P —.I H rti^nli.iril So.i.-ty

MESSRS. \V. AND J. liKOWN have again
been entrusted by Mr. Laxton with the distribution of

the following set of New Double ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
raised by him, viz. ;

—

EMILY LAXTON.—First-class Certificate Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The largest flowered and most remarkable

Scarlet Pelargonium, either double or single, hitherto sent

out. Individual flowers upwards of 2 inches in diameter
;

full, but not crowded ; truss enormous. Free-flowering,

and suitable for winter work. Figured in the Floral

Magazine for October last. Strong plants, 15^. each.

GUIDING STAR.—The most shrubby and dwarf Double
Pelargonium yet raised. Foliage pale green, and partaking

somewhat of the character and habit of the Show Pelargo-

nium. Flower very pretty purplish pink, and double ; quite

unique and distinct. Strong plants, ros. 6d. each.

ILLUMINATOR.—A striking and distinct purplish carmine-

coloured variety of the Emily La-\ton type, but darker in

colour : semi-double, but full : petals large and stout.

Strong plants, 7^. 6d. each ; the set for £,1 los.

Prizes will be ofl^ered for the above in 1S76. To be sent out

in May next. Coloured Plates of Emily Laxton post free for

IS. id. Electros of Single bloom si. &d. each.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
Messrs. \V. & J. Brown are also now sending out Mr.

Laxton's fine firm-fleshed New Strawberries—TRAVELLER
and EXQUISITE ; the flavour of both these is distinct and
unequalled. Traveller has received a First-class Certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society, and is undoubtedly the

most suitable Strawberry for transmission yet raised. Strong

plants of last season ;—Traveller, £,1 per 25, .£3 per 100. Ex-
quisite, I2r. 61/. per 25, jiz per 100. Early struck runners of

each, in 60 sized pots. ^s. per 25 extra. Prizes for fruits of these

will be offered in 1S76. Trade terms on application to

W. AND J BROWN, Nurserymen and Florists. Stamford.

Francis &Arthur

Dickson & Sons.
106 Eastgate St.S^ TurCTrD
TheUptori'Nurseiies VllL O 1 HrK..

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
; PostyreeojiA/i/ilt'cafimt.

Quality runsurpassed.

"NJ E W ROSES.
SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).
t:RlMSON llEUDER (Cranston's).

CLIMBING ;ULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).
All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to
CRANSTON AND MAVOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

The Only Really and Thoroughly Distinct
LOBELIA of the SKASON,1>L HE STONE —

-1^ hitherto a hidden gem.
Strange that this, by far the best of all the Lobelias, should have

been kept back from the public by a "crotchet," and it is only
within the last few days that the seed has been placed in my
hands. The darkest blue, no eye, strong compact pumila habit

:

foliage, strange to say, is a most peculiar purplish green, and its

whole character far exceeds any other Lobelia. Five hundred
seeds, post free, i.r. \d. : plants sent post free is. each. 12 for 7s.

I ';,/,
J) 9( Gtirdfiwrs' Mtiffdzini;, February 20 : "Challenging

ihr w h .le uf the floricultural community to produce a better."

-r^X.', r't.Af JJL. F.R.H.S., begs to an'
,e<V^ ,1 '0\. nounce that his FLORAL
*^- /^ GUIDE for 1875 is row ready,
''i'^.^^ "/

t
*i. and will be sent, post-free (cost

''V, 1
^ ,^ pii[ ) f-ir t»-n stimps. It is beau-

•' V_^ll,i.' '/ ,.- I ill) 1 I engravings. It

•^5^y^^—"' ' "'-"'^ particulars and
, '^JH^Xli-^^ ~- II I

1
nptons of all the

TRADE IVlAR K. '?y^""='' ="<• the test new and
old varieties of soft-wooded plants

in cultivation, -ind it is highly important to amateurs and gar-
deners that they should perubc it continually, for it contains in-

valuable and practical information on Florists' Flowers and
Bedding Plants and their Seeds ; and the cheap, ready, and
correct manner in which they are supplied and forwarded to

any part of the world cannot fail to be a great advantage and
highly appreciated by all who are really fond of the choicest

flowers.

EW FUCHSIA, "MRS. H. CANNEJlL."
—This magnificent variety last year bore out even more

than the high character previously given it, and is by far the
best double white corolla variety ; foliage and flower even an
advance on the good old dark Avalanche. Fine half-specimen
plants, 2 feet high, in 6-inch pots, 7^. td. each ; small ditto, ^s.\

nice plants in thumbs, if. €>d. each ; small rooted little plants,

or two cuttings, i^., post free.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
Woolwich. S.E.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed I^ferchaut,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds,
to suit Gardens of various sizes. 2ir., 42J., d-i^s., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS, p^, p^.
FRENCH BEAN, Williams' Early Prolific Dwarf, s. d.

per half-pint 2 6
BROAD BEAN, Westbury Prize (new) .. per pint 2 6
BROCCOLI. Williams' Alexandra 16

,, Perkins' Leamington .. .. .. .. ..16
BRUSSELS .SPROUTS, Williams' Improved Dwarf .. i a
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant .. ..16
CELERY, Williams' Matchless Red (the two best in ) i o

,. Williams' Matchless White 1 cultivation ../ i a
CUCUMBER, Daniels' Duke of Edinburgh .. ..26

., Tender and True, new 36
,, Woolley's Improved Telegraph .. .. ..16

ENDIVE, Williams' Gloria Mundi 10
LETTUCE. Burnell's Alexandra White Cos .. ..10
MELON, Read's Scarlet-fleshed 16
„ Gilbert's Green-fleshed 16
.. Williams' Paradise Gem, very early, fine flavour .. 16

ONION. Williams' Magnum Bonum 16
PEA, Williams' Emperor of the Marrows .. per quart 2 6
„ Cullingford's Magnum Bonum 26

Mr. Laxton's NEW PEAS (see p. 60 in new Seetl Catalogue).

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
BALSAM. Williams' superb strain .. .. is. 6</. and 2 6
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, ir. a/.. 2s. id..

31. bd. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' sujerb strain, li. id., 21. id.,

3r. id. and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is. id..

2s. id., 3^. id. and 5 o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 16

.. saved from the finest erect varieties .

.

.

.

..16
MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS, nana alba, new .. ..16

,. ,, nana ccerulea, new .. .. .. .. ..16
PETUNIA, saved from the finest striped varieties . . 10
PENTSTEMON. Cyananthus Brandegei, new .. ..16
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' Prize Strain 10
PHLOX DRUMMONDII.grandillorasplendens, new. i fl

PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed iS.id.,2S,id.,-iS.id.^nA 5 o
RICINUS GIBSONII, new 16
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new ..16

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours 2 6
VERBENA, Eckford's superb strain .. .. ..16
WALLFLOWER, Harbinger, new autumn and winter

flowering i o

„ dwarf yelkiw. Belvoir Castle variety 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post-free

on application. ^^^___
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,

Upper Hollowny, London, N,
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American Plants without Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest Hardy English and Continental RHODO-

DENDRONS, with Belgic and other AZALEAS, at 30s. per

dozen, ,£10 per 100.

The Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed
aid elevated situation, and will thrive in any soil free from
Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bushes of the Ponticum and
Ca'awbiense varieties, 4 to 5 feet high and as much through.
60^ per dozen. April and May is the best time for planting.

The Nurseries, Bristol.

Homes.
ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to I ^ feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

ILLIAM POTTEN'S PLANT LIST for

1875 is now ready, which contains one of the largest and
choicest collections of Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, and
will be sent to all applicants post fi-ee.

W. P. can supply the following good plants in single pots :—
Double PETUNIA, Kin§ of Crimsons, -is. 6if. per dozen.
12 other good Double varieties, js.

12 vars. good COLEUS. 3s. 6d.

12 select Zonal GERANIUMS, 3^.

la select Double do.. 31.

12 select Gold and Silver Tricolors, 6s,

12 select Gold and Bronze, 4^.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.
ALFRED FRYER offers the following

GERANIUMS at psr dozen for cash:- Golden
Tricolors: Mrs. Dunnett, 35. 6^.; Louisa Smith, 3^. 6,i.: Mrs.
Pollock, 3s. 6d.; Sir Robert Napier, 35. 6d.\ Sophia Dumar-
csque, 3J. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutts, 3^. 6d. : Mrs.
John Glutton, 31. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3^. 61/.; Bronze
Beauty, 3^. td.; Kentish Hero, 2^. 6d.: Roi de Siam, 3^. ed.

;

Wal,tham Bronze, 3s. 6d. Baskets and packuig, 6d. per dozen,

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

TO BE SOLD, CHEAP —
to clear the ground, required for building at once :

—

RO.SES. Standard, very fine, loj. per dozen, 75?. per 100.

PINES, Austrian, 2 to 2^^ feet, 7s. per too, 60s. per 1000 : 2K
to T feet. 8s. per 100, 70^. per 1000. [ico.

PINUS EXCELSA, 18 inches to 2 feet. lOl. per doz., 751. per
BERBERlS DARWINII, 2-yr. seedlings, 151. per 1000 : 18

I feet,
• ^"'.

COTONEASTER SIMMONDSII,

W. BARRON .<ND SON, Elrasto.

nchei

:s, Borrowash,

New and Choice Ferns.

WAND J. BIRKENHEAD, having a
• Collection of many thousands of the most beaiuiful

and choice BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, and giving their

cultivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or
small quantities at most reasonable prices.

CATALOGUES on application. Special quotations for large
quantities.

Fern Nursery, Sale, near Manchester.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at
Edinburgh.

New White Lobelia,

UCHESS of EDINBURGH."—This
pact habit, and is a
produced in great

D :ty possesses a

good free grower. The flo

abundance, retain their pi

Received a First-class Cerl

Society, Kensington, 1874.

Good Plants
CHARLES TURNER. The Royal Nu a, Sloi

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,
and will be forwarded on application :

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (1874 and 1875).
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

To Planters and the Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts, Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted. 5 to 7 feet, including Himtingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADE LPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, St.andard and HalfStandard.
,, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS. 3 to s feet.

AUCUBA lAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, I'A to 4 feet.

E.xotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

BENEVO-
ief of decayed

ROYAL AGRl CULTURAL
LENT INSTITUTION, for the

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—Her Majesty the Quern.
p7-esident—iii^ Grace the Duke of Richmond,

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married £±o per annum.
Male £26
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters £20 „

Every information to be liad of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

GYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June s, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 2ij. , application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

GYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16, at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offifesofthe Institution-

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

To the Trade.—Surplus Stock.

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Ayr, oiTer
the following ;

—

BEECH, i5to iS ins., loj. per 1000: iK to 2 feet, 151. per 1000.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, iK to 2 feet, lor. per 1000.

POPLARS, Ontario, 6 to 8 feet, 6s. per too.

STRAWBERRIES, prepared r

POTATOS, Victoria, £<, per ton.

,, Milky White, £6 per ton.

March,

Rhododentlrons.

HENRY FARNSWORTH, Matlock Bank,
Derbyshire, has to offer a line stock of the following, at

a moderate rate :

—

3-yr. Seedling, fine.

3-yr. Seedling and 2-yr. transplanted.

3-Vr. Seedling and 3-yr. transplanted.

4 to 8 inches good stuff ; 6 to 10 inches bushy.
For prices and samples apply as above.

' New Fuchsia procumbens.

T JACKSON AND SON have much
• pleasure in introducing this exceedingly interesting

Novelty, which they have purchar~ed from the Gardener ofT. C.
Blackett, Esq., of Thorpe Lea, seeds of which he received from
New Zealand. It is of a shrubby trailing habit, producing
freely at the axils short erect flowers with orange-yellow tube
and violet-black sepals. Strong Plants 55. each, free by post
5,1. 6d. ; extra strong ditto, 10s. 6d. each.

Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

SAVE YOUR COAL BILLS,
BY ADOPTING

COWAN'S COMPENSATING SYSTEM OF HEATING.

This System is suitable for Heating Horticultural and all other kinds of Buildings. A large number of

Apparatus are in operation.

NEW SYSTEM of LIGHTING MANSIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.,

Whereby a very large Saving in Fuel is effected.

By Combination of the Two Systems mentioned above a further and still more important Saving in

Fuel is obtained.

THE PERFECT SUCCESS OF EVERY APPARATUS ERECTED BY THE COMPANY GUARANTEED.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, WITH FULL PARTICULARS, SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FREE OF COST.

THE COV^^AN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
31, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.
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NE PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the following will be sent

out for the first time in the beginning of

May :-

NEW DOUBLE-FLOWERED IVY-
LEAVED PELARGONIUM.

PKI.ARt;ONIUM LATF.RirKS. KONKl AMtKRT.—Thi^
altrrictive and splendid i.ovcUy hasl.<^eii raised liy Herr Oscar
I.icbmann of Dresden, from whom I\rr. William Bull has

purchased the half stock, with exclusive right of disposing

of it in the United Kingdom. l-Vance. IJelgium, America,
iind all other countries, Ciermany and Austria excepted, the

rifiht of distributing it in these two countries remaining

with Herr Oscar Liebmann. The flowers of this beavitiful

Pelargonium are of a bright violet-pink colour, good shape,

NEW NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.
ADMIRANDA. —One of the most remarkable and distinct

varieties ever raised : the flowers are of a beautiful blush

colour, the base of the petals being marked with bright

salmon-scarlet, thus giving the flower the appearance of
Jinving a ring of that colour with a light centre. \os. Ciif.

AI.r.ERNON. —Rich carmine-crimson: flowers large and
fine ; extremely effective. 5^.

CERES.—A splendid flower : violet-magenta, with scarlet

marking in the upper petals; a most novel and distinct

colour ; one of the best varieties in its section. 7^-. 6</.

COMO.— Bright rosy cerise shaded with carmine ; a very line

showy flower. 5^.

DORIS.—Very light pink, with white marking in the upper
petals ; an extremely beautiful and delicate shade of colour.

F.UNOMIA—Rich dark crimson shaded with scarlet; a
remarkably fine flower. 5^.

JUNO.—A magnificent flower of a deep rose colour shaded
with violet-lake ; slight light marking in the upper petals

;

a very distinct variety, extra fine. 7^. 6(/.

OSSIAN.—Rich crimson ; all the petals edged with deep
scarlet : a very eflTective flower of good size and shape. 5s.

PERIPLUS—A remarkably fine large flower of a light rosy
carmine colour : immense truss, ^s.

STREPHO.—Bright vermilion-scarlet ; afine large round well-
formed flower ; very showy and effective. 5^.

TAPOS.—A fine variety, producing large trusses of bright rosy

NEW BRONZE AND GOLD
PELARGONIUMS.

flowers of good form and

CAPELLA.—Pale yellow ground colour, with a very bright
bronzy crimson zone ; very rich and attractive. 75. 6if.

EPIRUS.—A very fine variety ; ground colour of leaves pale
greenish yellow, ornamented with a very dark and broad

riDES.-This distinct and eff^eclive variety has leaves with
rich golden disc attractively banded with a rich bronzy
crimson zone, and margined with pale yellow. 7.9. Sti.

MARITANA.—A richly coloured variety ; deep golden leaf-

centre ; surrounded with dark chocolate-brown zone, and
margined with yellow, js. 6d.

PARTHENOPE.—A neat and attractive variety; small yellow
leaf-disc

; broad and distinct dark bronzy crimson zone
;

narrow yellow margin. 7^. 6ii.

NEW IVY-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.

CORINTH.—An extremely distinct and pretty flower, of a
deep pink colour, shaded with rosy violet ; the upper
petals barred and feathered with dark crimson. 51.

HASTTA-— Under petals blush-white ; upper petals blush
feathered with light rosy violet ; distinct and pretty. 5^-.

LEDA.—Rosy pink with light centre, the upper petals richly
feathered with dark violet-crimson ; verj' tine. 5^.

NEMANSA.—An attractive flower, of a pinkish lilac colour;
the upper petals feathered with deep crimson. 5^.

PHOCE.A.-Blush-pink ; a fine showy tlottcr. with very large

top petals, vWiich are beautifully feathered and blotched
with deep crimson ; exceedingly atrractive. -js. 6d.

For Names and Descriptions of

—

NEW FUCHSIAS,
NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS,

NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
WITH VARIEGATED FLOWERS,

NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS,
I'iiU page 427 of last week's GdrJinen' Chnv/ir/c.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
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THE APPLE OF LITERATURE.

NO'l'HlNC comes more naturally in the

translations of the ancient authors of

Greece and Rome, and in the Authorised \'er-

sion of the Old Testament, than the word

"Apple." Nothing at the same time is more

unlikely than that the fruit so named is defi.-

nitely intended, except upon rare occasions;

and as for the scriptural allusions, with this

fruit the Hebrews were probably not even ac-

quainted. As a rule, the name appears after

the same manner as " Rose" and "Lily," all

three terms belonging to that beautiful class of

poetical appellations to which people resort,

almost by instinct, when a term at once intel-

ligible and picturesque is wanted, either as a

metaphor, or as a name for some new object, the

general idea of which will be well covered by

the name of an old and familiar one. With

such terms language cannot dispense. They
constitute part of the currency of human
speech. There is a tacit understanding that

they are not to be accepted too literally.

Shakspeare's " Lilies of all kinds, the flower-de-

luce being one," might quite unobjectionablybe

paraphrased " Apples of all kinds, the Pome-
granate being one." Popularly, we speak of the

Pine-apple (which name, by the way, originally

belonged to the cone of the Pine tree, still in

certain districts called the Fir-apple)
; also of

the Love-apple, the May-apple (Podophyllum),

the Star-apple (Chrysophyllum), the Thorn-apple

(Stramonium), and the Custard-apple (Anona).

The Colocynth, in similar manner, goes by the

varied names of the Bitter-apple, the Dead-Sea-

apple, and the Sodom-apple. In this practice

we simply imitate the practice of the ancients,

who employed ft^Xni/ and malum in precisely

the same way, calling the Quince the Cydonian

firiXof, the Citron the Median or Assyrian

fifiXou, the Apricot the Armenian, and the

Peach the Persian /jijXoK. These are the names

by which the respective fruits are distinguished

in Theophrastus and Dioscoridcs, and Pliny is

content to translate them into Latin. To-day,

accordingly, we only follow in a sort of reverent

obedience to classical examples. Things of this

description are like the bubbles on a stream

—

to find the originals we must go back to the

fountain amid the hills. The Pomegranate,

it should be added, was the Punic or Cartha-

ginian iifi\ni>.

That the veritable Apple was known and

named in primaeval times is likely enough.

The philological fact is simply that what in the

beginning may have been a term of special

application, subsequently became a collective

or poetical one, poetry being addicted to resem-

blances ; or possibly the process was vke 'tu^rsa.

the collective term becoming individualised.

\\'hichever it may be, from ages immemorial

fxrjKov and malum, or as we say in English,

" Apple," have served for any description of

fruit that is in any degree of Apple shape and

Apple complexion, and that grows singly on the

branch, or nearly so, as contrasted with clus-

tered fruits, such as Dates and Gr.apes. When,
in the ancient authors, a qualifying geogra-

phical adjective is prefixed, we may see that a

particular fruit is intended ; but in the absence

of this it is impossible to know certainly what

is meant
;
probably, when jirpyov and malum

stand alone, instead of " Apple," it would be

safest, if we desire exactitude, to understand

" Quince," for this seems to have been the /uf/Xoi/

or malum par excellence. In the Iliad (ijt.

538) fij/Xoi' appears to denote fruit in general.

In the Odyssey it may perhaps denote

genuine Apples, as that charming passage

where Ulysses reminds his aged father that

when a little boy he had given him for his own
garden "thirteen Pear trees, and ten Apple

trees, and forty Fig trees." " I asked each of

thee, being a child, following thee through the

garden, and thou didst name and tell me
each."* The original words are i"yx'""'i M^""i
and rrvKt'iit. In the presence of the ext|uisite

picture, so simple and natural, one almost

becomes careless of the question in hand. How
tenderly it recalls to mind that little bit of early

par.adise—our own first little plot—where in the

golden days of " lang syne " we learned how to

feel and to see. Truly the great poets are for all the

ages—" the sun of Homer shines upon us still !

"

Apple trees, or i^riXias rather, grew likewise

in the gardens of King Alcinous, where " white-

armed Nausicaa " was accustomed to pursue

her daily walk.t In the verses of writers suc-

ceeding Homer the name soon becomes fre-

quently recurrent, and now the fruit, whatever

was intended, takes the picturesque and
renowned place it has held ever since, being

dedicated to the (Goddess of Love and Beauty.

The dedication did not date, as often sup-

posed, from the thrice-famous judgment de-

livered on the summit of Mount Ida, when
Paris received from Venus the fatal gift, re-

membered ever since in the phrase "Apple of

Discord." The genuine reason is disclosed in

a metaphor in Theocritus,J which, no doubt,

well-pleased Boccacio, and which has many
parallels in the poets alike of his own age

(B.C. 2S0) and of later times. § It serves also

to indicate that the Quince rather than the

Apple was the /iijXoK pre-eminently, for the

Apple, though smooth, is not downy, whereas

the Quince is noted universally for its soft and
velvety surface. Very pretty, indeed, are the

associ.ations under which, with the prestige in

question, the Apple, so-called, now constantly

appears ; as when, for example, the shepherd

in Virgil, giving an account of his first

knowledge of Nisa, says it was while

he was yet a boy, and he helped her to

gather "Apples wet with dew," therefore in early

morning. The picture, as a whole, is imitated

from the Sicilian, in whose steps Virgil so often

treads, only that while in the latter we have

Apples, the earlier poet says " hyacinthine

flowers."
II

Take, again, the picture of the

sprightly Galatea, whose practice was, figura-

tively, " to pelt with Apples," or, as the Greeks

expressed it, /ii/Xo^oXfi:'— Galatea never, with

Olivia, letting concealment.

Almost everywhere in the Virgilian poems the

allusions to mala seem to point decidedly to

Quinces—beautifully depicted, for example, in

the epithet of " whitening " as they become ripe,

and in the " cana tcnera lanugiiie mala;" and
when we call to mind how greatly this fruit was
esteemed among the ancient Romans, when
converted, literally, into " marmalade," it is but

reasonable that it should have acquired pro-

minence in the literature of fancy and imagina-

tion. There is always, however, in all the

poets, a certain amount of suggestion of the

genuine Apple. The Quince, being austere,

does not seem quite suited for a present to a

favourite, which the mala elsewhere became in

Virgil ; and one is almost induced to think that

here the word was employed in place of poma,
which also, as at the present day, denoted

Apple-formed fruits in general, and sometimes,
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perhaps, the Apple specifically. In a broad and

comprehensive sense, such as was never ac-

corded to mala, it was extended to fruit of all

kinds, even Nuts; so that one's idea of Pomona,

the kindly goddess of the orchard, who takes

her name from pomum, must not be too rigor-

ously confined to care of the Apple alone. Ovid

gives the name of povta to the berries of the

Arbutus, which in southern countries are good

to eat ; also to Mulberries.* The limited sense

of "enuine Apple appears to be conveyed in the

lelicia poma of the same author,t and in the

mitia poma of Eccl. i. 81—the epithet in each

case conveying the idea of mellowness, such as

is usually predicated of the Apple alone, and

the context implying that they were eaten just

as gathered, which Quinces, at all events, would

not be.

Something round enough to be rolled across

the greensward is clearly intended in the famous

story of Hippomanes and Atalanta, where the

maiden loses the race through stopping to

gather up the too tempting poma aurca; but

what these were, Quinces or " Golden Pippins,"

dyed gloriously in the sunshine, there is no one

now to tell, and the imagination may translate

in the way it likes best. So with the famous
" golden Apples of the Hesperides," in the story

of which is wrapped up an immense amount of

beautiful meaning, the clue commencing in the

above-named metaphor in Theocritus. When
Hera became the wife of Zeus, the divinities

presented her with appropriate bridal gifts,

Gaia—the earth personified—providing a tree

which bore " golden Apples." Hera was the

only really married goddess of all who sat on
" beautiful Olympus." Practically she was the

great presiding goddess of universal Nature,

and these " golden Apples " were essential to

her completeness. The tree was placed in

charge of three chaste young ladies — the

Hesperides—and by them it was safely kept in

a secluded spot far away in the west, safe

from intrusion and curiosity. There is no occa-

sion here to go into the significance minutely.

Every particular has its meaning ; in the whole

range of fable and myth it is impossible perhaps

to find anything more delicate or more in har-

mony with all the best principles of Nature and
virtue. Constantly in the front as a poetical

emblem, no wonder that in the hands of the

painters of the Temptation of Eve, the Apple
should be represented as the fruit of the " tree

of knowledge."^ All things pure and good of

necessity in this world get perverted ; hence it

is no wonder either that the Apple is a meta-

phor for all sorts of seductive things. It is

curious to observe how in the times we call our

own, and with perfectly different associations, it

reappears in the doubtful story of William Tell,

and in the unauthenticated anecdote of Sir

Isaac Newton.
With these various and curious facts before

us, it is quite reasonable to anticipate that when
in the Old Testament, which abounds in col-

lective and poetical expressions, we come once
again upon the Apple, we shall not be far

wrong if we approach it in the expectation of a
metaphor. Very beautiful are the utterances in

which it occurs :
—

" As the Apple tree among
the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among
the sons. I sat down under his shadow with

great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my
taste." (Song of Solomon, ii. 3.) So in verse 5,
" Comfort me with Apples;" so again in vii. 8,

where the breath of the bride is compared to

the scent of the fruit ; and so, yet again, in

viii. 5. In Joel (i. 12) the Apple is enumerated
among the precious fruits of the country, and
takes its place, with the others, as a symbol of

something in the spiritual life of man that it

behoves him to cherish diligently and faithfully.

" The Vine is dried up, and the Fig tree lan-

guisheth ; the Pomegranate tree, the Palm tree

also, and the Apple tree ; even all the trees of

the field are withered, because joy is withered

away from the sons of men." And lastly, we
have that beautiful verse in the Proverbs

—

" A word fitly spoken is like Apples of gold

in pictures of silver ;" i.e., in baskets or

dishes, such as it is customary to place

upon table at times of repast. Scriptural

words and phrases, when there is no clear and
incontestable evidence as to their precise mean-
ing, must be interpreted by the light of the

sciences which are open to human research.

There is no such evidence as to the signification

of the words rendered "Apple "and Apple tree
;

we must fall back, therefore, as in similar cases,

upon comparative language. What this will

supply has been illustrated in the meaning of

lj.ri\ov and viaban; and it is at once remarkable

as for the genuine Apple, as said above, this

was probably not even known to the ancient
Hebrews. G.

(Tif be continued.)

RHEUM NOBILE.
We extract from Dr. Hooker's Illustrations of

Himalayan Plants the following details concerning

this truly noble plant, which is now once more in the

hands of many of our nurserymen, who will, we trust,

be more successful than before in rearing the plant :
—

"The present is certainly the most striking of the

many fine alpine plants of Sikkim ; and though in

every botanical character, as also in the acid juice of the

stem, a genuine Rhubarb, it differs so remarkably in

habit and general appearance from any of its con-

geners, that at first sight it could not be recognised as

one of them. 1 first saw it from a distance of fully a
mile, dotting the black cliffs of the Lachen Valley at

14,000 feet elevation, in inaccessible situations, and was
quite at a loss to conceive what it could be ; nor was it

till I had turned back the curious bracteal leaves and
examined the flowers that I was persuaded of its being a
true Rhubard.

Fig. 91.—RHEUM NOBILE IN ITS NATIVE HABITAT (REDUCED SKETCH).

and interesting to find at the very'outset' that

the same kind of difficulties pertain to the

translation of all three, and that they respec-

tively throw light upon one another. The
Hebrew term is tappi}ach, also written taphuah,

fappiiah, and iaffuali. The Septuagint trans-

lates it by the identical word fiijXov, and as

long ago as the time of Charles II. we
find the pious and learned Bishop Patrick,

author of the celebrated Cotninentaiies, stating

his belief in its being a purely collective term.

At the present day the Arabs apply it to the
berries of the Mandrake, calling them iapptlach-

al-Shaltan, " Satan's Apples." Etymologically,

tappilach denotes something of delightful

odour—something that, as we say ourselves of

various fruits, " breathes fragrance." Conse-
quently it will apply well to many of those called

\u]Kov and malum, and immediately to the

Quince, which in colour also, as already seen,

gives the idea of " Apples of gold." Though
the Quince may have been included in the
tappilach, there are many obvious reasons why
it should not have been meant specifically, the

impression of John Ray notwithstanding ;* and

^ Hist. Plant. , vol, ii., p. J453.

"The individual plants of Rheum nobile are upwards
of a yard high, and form conical towers of the most

delicate straw-coloured, shining, semi-transparent, con-

cave, imbricating bracts, the upper of which have pink

edges ; the large, bright, glossy, shining green radical

leaves, with red petioles and nerves, forming a broad

base to the whole. On turning up the bracts the

beautiful membranous, fragile pink stipules are seen

like red silver-paper, and within these again the short-

branched panicles of insignificant green flowers. The
root is very long, often many feet, and winds amongst

the rocks ; it is as thick as the arm, and bright yellow

inside. After flowering the stem lengthens, the bracts

separate one from another, become coarse red-brown,

withered and torn ;
finally, as the fruit ripens they fall

away, leaving a ragged-looking stem covered with

panicles of deep brown pendulous fruits. In the winter,

these naked black stems, projecting from the beetling

cliffs, or towering above the snow, are in dismal keeping

with the surrounding desolation of that season,"

New Garden Plants.

Masdevallia muscosa.*

This is a very queer little thing, reminding one of a
Moss Rose by its stiff-haired peduncle and ovary.

It belongs to the group of Masdevallia Echidna,

^ Masdevailia fincscosa, Rchb. f., sp. n.—Pedunculo hispido
setoso subbifloro : floribus heterochronicis ; ovario dense papu-
lose : sepalis basi coalitis, sepalo superior! triangulo longe

Cftudato, mQnto bene angulato ; sepalia lateralibus trianguha
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Xipheres, erinacea, but it is quite distinct in its lip.

Tlie sepals are triangular, witli long tails, yellowish,

perhaps with reddish nerves. Tliey are i inch long.

The lip, with its deep violet bearded blade, is rather

curious, as are the singular petals, terminating in linear

subterete ends, which are crowned by a broader retuse

point. I have made use of a name Mr. Wallis had once
proposed for another species, gathered by him, but

named before from other specimens. Our plant comes
from New Grenada, and I have to thank Mr. Bull
for good dried flowers. It was discovered by Mr.
Shuttleworth. H. G. Rchb.f.

Masdevallia Gustavi."

This is one of those species with rather unequal

sepals, rather small flowers, standing in a raceme, and
trifid petals—such a plant as M. polysticta, pachyura,

tridens, amanda, melanopus, caloptera — which I

refer to the Amanda group. The (lowers appear to

be yellowish, with numerous port-wine-colour dots

and yellow tails. They scarcely reach half an inch in

length, and usually stand in their original position,

having the lateral sepals rising upwards. The small

leaf has a long, very thin petiole. It may be recom-

mended to those who love the species just named.
Our plant has a very celebrated discoverer, to whom
it is dedicated — Mr. Gustav Wallis, who found

Maranta Lindeni, Dichorisandra musaica, Odonto-
glossum vexillarium, and so many good things. Yet
I cannot complain of Mr. Wallis' specimen being

too rich, it consisting of two flowers only. Hence I

was much pleased to get satisfactory materials from
Mr. Bull, gathered' by Mr. Shuttleworth. We may
expect soon tb see this little gem in oiu: gardens.

H. G. Rchb.f.

OdONTOGLOSSUM WEIRII.t

This comes near Odontoglossum tetraplasium, but

is quite distinct, amongst other points by its much
longer column. The panicle is widely dilTuse ; the

flowers being as large as those of a very good Odon-
toglossum prrestans. I have the impression that they

were white and lilac, but this is merely a guess

from the dry specimens. The blade of the lip is

wavy, acute, densely covered with velvet. The calli

of the two species are totally different.

The plant was discovered in New Grenada, by Mr.

Weir. I gladly accede to the wish of Mr. Bateman,

who most kindly favoured me with very good speci-

mens, but it would have been named from my own sense

of justice in honour of a collector, who even sacri-

ficed his health for the cause he served so well. It is

a pity the plant is not alive in Europe, at least within

my knowledge, but as New Grenada is now-a-days

the perhaps too much frequented hunting-ground of

eight collectors, we are not sure when it may
appear ; whenever it does so it will be a great satisfac-

tion to me. H. G. Rchb. f.

HEDYCHIUM GARDNERIANUM.
At one of the recent meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. Bennett, of Hatfield Gardens,

exhibited a fruiting spike of Hedychium Gardnerianum

which attracted general attention from its striking

appearance as well as from the rarity with which it

is seen in this country. A general view of it is given

at fig. 92, on a reduced scale, but no woodcut can

produce the eflect of its brilliant colours. The fruits

or seed-vessels are aggregated together into a close

spike, each one springing from the axil of a bract,

and ultimately splitting up into three leathery orange-

yellow valves with the seed attached to the middle of

each. Those seeds are of a rich shining crimson
colour, and are surrounded by an arillus like the mace
surrounding the Nutmeg, of nearly equal brilliancy.

Nature sometimes combines colours in what we should
call a daring way. Few of us would venture to com-
bine orange and crimson, or would expect that so

splendid a result would ensue as in this case, but
probably the green leaves and bracts toned down the

crude colours and caused them to blend. Again,
if we consider what is the probable use of this

a:que caudatis; tepalis a basi lata Ijnearibus apice dilatatls

relusis sublobatis carnosis ; labello a basi cuneata dilatato
ovato retusiusculo apiculato ciliolato ; carina per basin ; columna
pede in gibbera duo supra labelli unguem exeunte ; coluinna
brevi rostello erecto.

Masdevallia Gustavi, sect. Amanda:, Rchb. f. , sp. n.

—

Folio tenuissime ac longe petiolato, lanceolato, obtuse acuto

;

racemo nunc folium excedente, plurifloro ; bracteis cucuilatis
abbreviatis : ovariis crispo alatis ; sepalo imparl galeato cauda

icquante ; sepalis paribus multo angustioribus
I basi dilatatis

s ; labello Irifido, laciniis lateralibus
lacinia media ligulata

crenulatis ; tepahs
retuse tridentatis

medianis semioblt

obtusa, carinis ternis in lacinia antica elevato incrassati .

columna gracili apice acuta.

t Odontoglossum WeiHi, Rchb. f., sp. n.—Panicula ampla
diffusa multiflora ; ramis primariis valid is ; bracteis oblongis
acutis ; ovaria pedicellata jequantibus ; sepalis cuneaco-lanceo-
latisacutis; tepalis cuneato-oblongisacutis; labelli carinis basi-
laribus extrorse bilammatisligulatis, lobatis, antice acutis ; carinis
parvis crassis geminls interpositis ; callis lobatis crassis tribus
antepositis ; falculis tribus extrorsis utrinque ; lamina labelli
oblonga acuta crispa velutina ; coUunna clavata, labellum dimi-
dium superaiite.

, Top and
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at the risk of my neck, and, as is often the case, lose

the fox after all ! The angler, who may stand bob-

bing his line by the brookside for hours together, may
perhaps get his reward in a few fish put into his

basket, or he may not get a bite ; and however
delightful this may be to a contemplative man who
may consult his Walton^ and know how to treat a

worm "as if he loved it," I greatly prefer an active

search among woods and meadows for funguses, and
eat the fish caught by other people when I get home.

I may here quote what Dr. Badham has said as to the

pleasure and excitement of fungus-hunting, at the

same time that he makes an apology for the angler as

not entirely making play for the frying-pan, and show-

ing that Dr. Johnson's definition of an angler was not

quite correct. " In fishing it is not the fish we catch

which alone repays us for our toil, it is the wandering

as the rivulet wanders, at its own sweet will ; the

exercise, and the appetite consequent upon it ; the

prize in natural history ; the reciting aloud, or reflect-

ing as we walk, and, when it is pleasantly warm, the

niolles sub arbore somni, which console us for the lack

of sport. On the same principle Mushroom hunting

may be recommended to the young naturalist, not

only for the beauty of the objects which he is to sure

to come upon, but also because in that most beautiful

of months (September), whether at home or abroad,

it brings the wanderer out of the beaten paths to fall

in with many striking views which he would not

otherwise have explored. The extremely limited

time during which funguses are to be found, their

fragility, their infinite diversity, their ephemeral
existence—these, too, add to the interest of an

autumnal walk in quest of them."

To the colours and infinite diversity of the fungoid

tribes may be added the scents with which several of

them pervade the air—some exquisitely fragrant,

others pungently fcctid—and I have frequently found

pleasure in tracking Clitocybe odorusin woody places,

Trametes suaveolens, and other scented species, which

otherwise my eye would not have detected. After

more than thirty years' attention to fungi, chiefly in

the autumnal months, though I cannot now wade
through damp woods with the same impunity as for-

merly, yet my love of the pursuit is the same, and I

have hundreds of drawings to show my friends, who
are often astonished at the diversity of colour that the

various species present to view, justifying Tennyson's

remark of fungi—

Perhaps there is more difficulty in determining the

species of fungi than with those of the flowering

tribes of plants, but every botanist is aware of difli-

culties even there, and the diversity of opinion is often

very perplexing. In every department in the present

day changes of nomenclature, and " involved and dis-

tracting terminology," is an evil that, as was once said

in Parliament by an eminent statesman of the influence

of the Crown, "has increased, is increasing, and

ought to be diminished." But, unpleasant as it is,

we must not be frightened at hard names, but digest

them as well as we can, not adding to the unpro-

nounceable number, unless to compliment some
Russian or Polish friends !

Mr. Smith alsocom plains of "pygmies innumerable,"

and no doubt it must be so if the microscope is used as it

now is most extensively. But among the Cryptogamic

tribes is it not an incitement to their study that there is

almost a certainty of finding something new—an addi-

tion, it may be, to science? And though I would not

myself care to go down to posterity on the back of some
inconspicuous algal or microscopic fungus, still there

is a charm in discovery ; and, far from being afraid of
" the vast number of minute species," I should feel

inclined to say with respect to the "armies that come
into the field," Be it so, if Nature wills it ; for if my
powers of observation fail, as they must, and I am
obliged to pause from exhaustion of physical powers,

as LinnKUS did, and it must be the case with the

most enthusiastic, others can take up the thread of

examination where I have left off, and "rising

wonders sing," as the poet Thomson expresses it, for

the benefit of future generations. At all events, let

us not give way to a desponding spirit, or deter

others from observation and research, even among
the fungi, as if a "difficult mental exercise" was to

be eschewed, and there was not a considerable amount
of pleasure superadded as a balance to tortured

thought and the valuable time employed.

Mosses upon rocks get burnt up under the blaze of

summer, and no doubt then think existence of no use to

themselves or the world ; but they revive with the

moisture of autumn, and display their fructification in

the spring as beautiful as ever. So the naturalist is

at times tired and perplexed, but his love of Nature

and observation never quite deserts him, and he

again returns to his work like a giant refreshed. I

trust, therefore, that my thoughtful friend, Mr.

Worthington Smith, will not in a desp.iiring mood
burn his books and drawings, or destroy his micro-

scope, or, on mature reflection, wish fungus know-

ledge to be limited to a select few, although the

" reward " he sighs for, and which he as well as

other diligent workers deserve, may be slow in

coming, or, as too many have experienced, does not

come at all. Ed-ioin Lees, F.L.S., Green Hill Summit,

Worcester, April 2.

NEGLECTED PLANTS.
CouvE Tronchuda.—The Portugal Kale, or

Couve Tronchuda, bears a sufficient family resem-

blance to the wild Cabbage which hangs on the once-

united faces of the opposite cliffs at Dover and Cape

Blanez, to be easily recognised as the plump descend-

ant of a lean and scraggy ancestor. Like its parent,

too, it does not heart, which is one of its chief pecu-

liarities, and also, perhaps, the reason why it remains

a little known rather than a neglected vegetable. For

few of those who do know it neglect it, at least, for

their own household supply. But being loose made,

somewhat brittle when fresh cut, and, therefore, less

easily packed into a small compass, it is not so suit-

able for sending long distances to market as Savoys,

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, and the solid-hearted summer
Cabbages, many of which latter are of such excellent

quality as to leave little to be desired. What the eye

does not see the heart does not long for ; and as Couve

Tronchuda seldom makes its appearance in public, the

wish to have it is thereby mainly confined to the

amateurs who already possess it in cultivation.

And it is worth the amateur's attention. Many
people grow in their kitchen gardens only such things

as they cannot readily procure in their immediate
neighbourhood, or which they like to have absolutely

fresh gathered, or to gather themselves, or to force

—

such as Seakale, Asparagus, Strawberries—obtaining

the commoner and coarser vegetables from out-door

sources. For those, Couve Tronchuda is a plant to

cultivate. It is a low-growing, open variety of

Cabbage, manifesting a tendency to succulency in

every part of its foliage, with fleshy, juicy leaf-stalks

and leaf-ribs sustaining the green portion, which,

gathered while tender and properly boiled, have a

flavour something between Seakale and Broccoli, but

coming in fit for table at seasons different to either of

those useful vegetables. The colour of Couve Tron-

chuda is glaucous green, blanching, towards winter

and in spring, to straw-yellow at the centres and on
the young shoots. Not only does it make a good-

looking and excellent dish when cooked, but while

growing is a handsome, almost an ornamental, plant,

very distinct, which is sure to attract the eye of any

visitor to a kitchen garden who does not happen to

have seen it before. For this reason, as well as for its

culinary merits, it deserves the notice of those who
exhibit collections of vegetables for prizes. Fairly

judged, it ought to hold it.s own ; and no competent

judge would put a non-hearting Cabbage into com-

petition with an Enfield Market or a Wheeler's

Cocoa-nut, to the disadvantage of the former, if well-

grown. Seed is to be had of the leading seedsmen.

Couve Tronchuda is included in some of the collec-

tions especially suited to the amateur's garden ; in one

seed catalogue it figures with the synonym of Braganza

Cabbage ; in short, those who like to try it easily can.

But to give it a fair trial it must be taken and used

at the right season and in a proper state. Seakale has

often been condemned in France, because people

cooked it without blanching it, found it bitter and

tough, and then wondered at the queer tastes those

English had ! In like manner, if Couve Tronchuda
be sown too early and cut in the dog days after suffer-

ing a month's drought, the chances are that the leaf-

slalks and ribs will prove as hard as the stems

of run-up Asparagus in September — unless we
could be sure of having, what few people want,

a long, wet, and sunless summer. On this

account the middle of June is quite soon enough

to sow it. The plants first taken from the

seed-bed, planted in rich soil and watered in dry

weather, will attain a useable size by the time when
the nights have grown sensibly longer, the [main

crop of Celery is pushing on vigorously, and "dewy
eve " falls every day earlier and earlier. The part to

be eaten is the tender portion of the centre of the plant,

which in other Cabbages would form the heart. The
stumps, stripped of their leaves, may be left to form

sprouts. • Later plantings will come in during autumn
and winter (if mild and open). Couve Tronchuda,

rather a tender plant, would be called half-hardy,

that is, not hardy at all when the winter is hard ; but

as it is never better than in spring, after a green

Christmas, with January and February to match (the

time when vegetables are becoming scarce), the gar-

dener will do well to risk a late setting in a warm
border, covering with handlights and a sprinkling of

straw, in case of frost. Loudon [Encyclopizdia of Gar-

dening) states that the Couve Tronchuda, Tranxuda,

or large-ribbed Cabbage, was introduced in 1821 ;

and the dwarf variety, known in Portugal by the

name of Murciana, in 1822, which, possibly, may be

the sort now chiefly cultivated in England, On

account of the tenderness of both, he advises the seeds

to be sown in August and the plants kept in a frame

till spring, and planted out at the same time as

Cucumbers for an early summer crop ; the succession

to be kept up by spring and summer sowings. Couve
Tronchuda is the Brassica var. costata of De Candolle.

The Bon yardinier ]\xst mentions it as C/wu a grosse

c6te, of which there is a fringe-leaved variety, culti-

vated by the Paris gardeners under the name of Chou
frais^ {[raise is not only a Strawberry, but also a frill

or Elizabethan ruff), an excellent winter vegetable,

intermediate between the hearting Cabbages and the

Choux 7'erts, or non-hearting Kales. £. S. D,

HARDY VINEYARD AT
CARDIFF CASTLE.

There are instances on record of the cellars of

some of our British nobles being pretty well stocked

with wine the produce of Grapes grown in the open

air on favourable spots on their own domains, such, for

instance, as at Arundel Castle. The Most Noble the

Marquis of Bute is at present engaged in preparing

a piece of ground on his Cardiff estates for the forma-

tion of a hardy vineyard on a somewhat extensive

scale. The ground selected is about 7 miles from
Cardiff", at a place called Castle Coch, an old ruin

which his lordship is having partly restored. This

castle is situated on a tract of limestone some 500
acres in extent. It is well wooded to the north, east,

and west, but lies quite open to the south, overlooking

the Bristol Channel. The field selected here for the
vineyard is about 5 acres in extent, having a good
fall to the south. It is of a light loamy soil, 2 feet

deep, resting on the limestone rock, and requiring no
artificial drainage. The only precaution necessary

before planting is trenching and slightly manuring
with stable-dung. The Marquis, in his earnest-

ness to put the practicability of open-air culture

of Grapes in favoured spots in this country to

fair proof, sent his intelligent gardener, Mr. Pettigrew,
on a tour of inspection among the most noted French
vineyards last autumn, preparatory to his lordship's

desire being put into practice. Two thousand Vines
will be planted this year, and the same quantity next
year, and so on until the vineyard is stocked. They
will be planted 3 feet apart each way, and it is pro-
posed not to allow them to grow to a greater height
than 3 feet. The varieties to be planted are Melier blanc
and Gromier noir, in equal proportions, these being,

from Mr. Pettigrew's observations on the Continent,
the two most likely to succeed, they being very hardy
and prolific. To further test the matter, 150 Chasselas

de Fontainebleau are to be planted on the Castle walls.

We earnestly hope the Marquis' experiment may
turn out very successful. It may be added, the
French system of culture will be adopted generally.

The Gardener.

A REVIEW OF THE PROGRESS
OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY IN 1874.

It is a frequent difficulty with those who are

engaged in any branch of science to hold themselves

au courani with the multitude of publications regard-

ing it in periodical and other literature. Hence, a

summary of progress is often useful, and we propose

here to avail ourselves of such a summary, made by
M. Micheli, in the Archives des Sciences^ in which the

advance of knowledge of plant physiology in 1S74 (on

the Continent chiefly) is passed under review.

Without professing to deal exhaustively with the

subject, the author's paper treats first of the action of

external agents (heat, light, »S:c.) on plants, and the

physico-mechanical phenomena in the latter ; secondly,

the chemical part of plant physiology ; while a third

section is devoted to chlorophyll.

Growth of Plants.

A branch which grows is always turgescent. There
is a certain tension between the cell-contents and their

membrane ; when this turgescence disappears growth
ceases. Cellular membranes are extensible within a
certain limit ; beyond this their natural elasticity is

the stronger ; it stops the increase of volume of the

cell and the entrance of new liquid particles into the

interior. The object of growth is, then, to re-establish

equilibrium between the tension exercised by the cell-

contents and the elasticity of their membranes. Once
this occurs the membrane is again extensible, and
new liquid molecules can enter it. Such is, in sub-

stance, M. Sachs* theory of growth. The extensi-

bility of cell-membranes plays an important part in it,

and this has been specially studied by M. Hugo
de Vries, who corroborates the theory just given. It

has long been known that the elongation of cells is

not uniform ; at first slow, it is gradually attains

to a maximum, then diminishes by degrees, till the

organs have reached their definitive length. This is
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probably due to variations in the extensibility of

membranes, and M. de Vries examined this properly

in cells at different heif;hts under the point of vegeta-

tion. He first studied the shortening which all

branches undergo wlien they wither, a result due to

escape of a part of the liquid contained in the cell;

the interior tension diminishes, the elasticity o[ the

membrane prevails, lessening the organ. The pheno-

menon should be at its maximum where the dilatation

of membranes is greatest ; that is, in the section of

the branch whose growth is most rapid. And exact

measurement confirmed this. For example, if we
divide a peduncle of the Poppy into successive seg-

ments 2 centimetres in length, then (reckoning from

above downwards) it is the third that will present

the maximum elongation in a given time, and the

third also which will contract most in withering.

This contraction is well marked ; in two hours and a

half it was as much as 3.8 m.m. in 2 cm., or 19 per

cent.

In his direct experiments, the author's results no less

conformed to theory. lie operated in three ways :

elongating the branches mechanically (with the hand),

bending them, and twisting them. A part of the

elongation obtained was destroyed by elasticity, but a

part persisted. In these three cases, the maximum of

extensibility should not coincide with that of growth
;

it could not be supposed that cellular membranes,

already subjected to very strong tension, would show
marked elongation under mechanical action. It was
more natural to expect that the maximum this time

would be nearer the point of vegetation, in the region

where the cells, yet passive (so to speak), have before

them the maximum elongation to accomplish. This

was fidly confirmed by experiment, and in the

numerous branches M. de Vries examined the maxi-

mum artificial elongation was always in the first of the

long segments of 2 cm.

Root Growth.

The niodeofgrowth of roots and the action of gravity

on these organs have been the subject of intermin-

able discussion among physiologists. M, Sachs has

studied this subject ab mv, and the results of his long

and conscientious inciuiry fall under the principal

categories. The first, relating to mode of growth

of roots, presents an interest specially theoretical. The
elongation of roots, like that of stems, is not uniform

for each cell ; it is at first slow, increases gradually,

reaches a maximum, then diminishes little by little,

andfinally ceases. The extremity of the root is hard

and fragile. The parts which have attained their

definite length are, on the other hand, flexible, and

have but little elasticity. Hence, M. Sachs has been

Jed to renounce the theory (of Hofmeister .and others),

that the end of the root penetrates into the ground like

a soft and plastic substance, moved by gravity. He
thinks, on the contrary, that it is driven forward

between the particles of the soil, with a certain force,

by the segments placed behind and whose elongation

is very rapid.

The second category of results consists of geotropic

curves of the roots, and is highly interesting as regards

the relation of plants to the ground. These curves are

always ruled by two general laws. i. The part which
elongates is subject to the action of gravity; and in

a horizontal root the curve is, for each segment,

greater the more rapid the period of elongation in

which it occurs. 2. Different segments that have

reached the same period of development are more
curved the more open the angle their axis forms

with the vertical.

But the intensity of the geotropic action varies much
in the roots of difierent orders. It attains its maxi-
mum in the primordial roots ; these, when they have
deviated from the vertical, are brought back to it by
successive curves, and often conclude by forming an

acute angle with their first direction. The secondary

roots, on the other hand, proceed from the axis at a

certain angle (proper angle), which varies according

to the height ; almost a right angle towards the

collar, it becomes more acute as we approach the

point. The action of gravity on these organs is

limited ; it attains its maximum, as in the preceding

case, when the axis of the root forms with the vertical

a certain angle, but from this moment, instead of

diminishing gradually it ceases abruptly, and conse-

quently a secondary root is never brought back to the

vertical position. Lastly, the roots of the third order

have no apparent geotropism, they issue always at a

right angle from the axis which bears them.

The biological bearing of these facts is easy to

comprehend. If the roots of the second and the third

order were geotropic in the same degree as the primary
roots, they would all merely form a dense bundle.

They would be mutually injurious, and would utilise

only a small part of the nutritive elements distributed in

the soil. But according to M. Sachs' observations, it

is quite otherwise. The primordial root, endowed
with strong geotropic properties, descends directly into

the ground ; the roots of the second order, sepa-

rating from it, penetrate obliquely into even deeper

layers, always removing further from the principal

axis. Besides, owing to the variable value of the

proper angle, the roots withdraw the one from the

other in proportion as they are elongated, the upper

ones always running almost horizontally near the

surface, the lower penelrating even deeper into the

soil. Lastly, the layers of ground which escape these

various actions are put under contribution by the

roots of the third order, which radiate at a right angle

round the secondary axis.

MoVEMENis IN Plants.

The study of movements produced in irritable

organs forms one of the most difficult chapters in

vegetable physiology. Many observers are, however,

agreed in attributing a prominent rSle in these phe-

nomena to the displacement of a certain (|uantity of

liquid, at least in leaves like those of the Sensitive

Plant and Oxalis. This is the view taken by M.
PfelTer on the subject, in a memoir published in

1S73. He has extended his study to the stamens of

Cynare.T.' (Cynara Scolymus and Centaurea Jacea),

which also have an irritability, easily observed ; and

with reference to these organs also, he concludes that

the direct cause of the phenomenon is to be found in

displacement of liquid, which passes from the interior

of the cells into the intercellular passages, or into the

vessels. He has observed the changes of volume in

the staminal filaments under the influence of irrita-

tion, and has found that a thickening of 2 to 3 per

cent, is far from compensating the shortening, which

may be as much as 10 to 12 percent. By micro-

metric measurement of the cells themselves he has

confirmed this observation, and proved that their

cavity notably diminishes. He has further proved

that the elasticity of the membranes has nothing to do

with the irritability ; that filaments subjected to the

action of chloroform possess the same elasticity,

whether contracted or extended ; and a stamen, in

contracting, cannot raise the lightest weight.

M, Pfeffer thinks, therefore, that upon contraction

of sensitive organs there is manifested an increase of

the permeability of the cellular membrane or the proto-

plasmic utricle. The tension which always exists in

the turgescent tissues then causes a little of the liquid

to escape, and pass into the intercellular passages or

into the fibrovascular bundles ; the turgescence exists

no longer, the organ bends ; later, when the irritation

ceases, the inverse phenomenon occurs.

M. Pfeffer has completed his researches by study-

ing, in a late memoir, the mode of transmission of

irritability from one point to another in Mimosa
pudica. Without regarding the case as fully eluci-

dated, he accepts the old theory of Dutrochet, which
represents that the irritation is transmitted by means
of a displacement of liciuid through the fibrovascular

bundles. One cannot suppose that there is from

point to point a series of irritable cells accompanying

the bundles, for if, by means of an ana-'sthetic, we
render insensible the median folioles of a leaf, the

irritation applied to the terminal foliole is none the

less transmitted to the base of the leaf, and thence to

neighbouring leaves.

M. Heckel, in his researches on the same subject,

has come to an entirely different point of view. In

his opinion, the irritability of the stamens of Mahonia,

Berberis, and Sparmannia is due to the particular

properties of the epidermic cells, which contract

under the influence of an excitant. In the Synantherse

JL Heckel thinks the irritability of the stamens

is much more general than is usually supposed. He
has observed it not only in the Cynare;x' and Cicho-

race.Te, but in many of the genera of ("orymbiferiv: such

as Inula, Aster. As to the process of the phenomenon,

his opinion is, that under influence of irritation the

cells contract, and that thus the filament is shortened

(theory of Cohn). According to his measurements

(which contradict those of M. Pfeffer), the thickening

of the filament compensates exactly the diminution in

length. Thus he does not admit the possibility of a

displacement of liquid, and absolutely rejects the view

adopted by M. Pfeffer. Without wishing to pro-

nounce here decisively as to the comparative merits of

the two theories, it seems to us that some of the ob-

jections M. Heckel urges against a displacement of

liquid are not well founded. He says, tor example,

that the filaments of Cynarere do not contain lacuna:

in which the liquid can be stored ; now M. Pfeffer has

precisely observed that in certain cases (Berberis) the

absence of lacuna: was compensated by the presence

of a spongy inter-cellular matter, which can absorb

liquid. Further, M. Heckel has observed the irrita-

bility to persist in fragments of long isolated filaments

of only I to 2 mm., and he concludes that here a dis-

placement of water is impossible. It seems to us, on

the contrary, that if we suppose an increase in per-

meability of the membrane, there is nothing to hinder

the tension subsisting in an isolated cell from causing

the escape of part of the contained liquid, which will

then be simply deposited in the form of a drop on the

exterior surface of the membrane.
We remark, lastly, that the view of the German

physiologist leads us further into a knowledge of the

phenomenon, since his explanation appe.rls only to a

well-known property of membranes — permeability,

the increase or dmiinution of which suftices to account

for the changes of volume of the cell. In the

opposite theory, the contraction of the cell depends

on a peculiar and, we believe, quite unknown pro-

perty in membranes.

In another investigation as to the movements of the

stigmatic lamelkx; of Bignoniaceio, Scrophularinea;, and

Sesamca,-, M. Heckel attributes to the spiral vessels or

trache;u a particular role in transmission of the move-

ment from one lamella to another ; in most cases, in-

deed, the more sensitive the stigmata the more trachen;

do their tissue contain (the Miraulus, however. Is an

exception ; though very irritable its stigmata contain in

each lamella only one trachcan bundle). This idea

was suggested to M. 1 leckel by a note of M. Zicgler,

on movement of the hairs of iJrosera, into each of

which one trachea enters, which the author regards as

the probable cause of transmission of the irritation.

Here, again, this mode of view seems to us to assume

a problematical property of tissues. It is not pos

sible, in the present state our knowledge, to say any.

thing of the mode of action of trachcrc transmitting an

irritation directly. The theory of displacement 1

liquid, on the other hand, would find, we think,

1

very logical application in the stigmata in question,

which are formed in great part of a turgescent paren-

chymatous tissue. Perhaps the trachea: may intervene

here as receptacle for the liquid expelled provisionally

from the cells.

Action of Light, &c.

The action of exterior agents, such as light and

heat, has also been the subject of some interesting

observations. Thus, e.^., M. Winter has remarked a

case of positive heliotropism in a IMushroom. The
plants of this family are generally supposed to escape

more or less completely the action of light. The in-

stance referred to was that of the Peziza Fuckeliana

of Bavy, which was cultivated in cases exposed to

light on one side, and not only the styles, but the

cupules themselves, turned energetically towards the

light. The fructiferous cupule even appeared not to

be capable of developing completely, except when it

received in full the luminous rays.

M. Pedersen has studied the action exercised on
vegetation by oscillations of temperature. The only

researches we possessed on this subject were those of

M. Koppen, who concluded that oscUIations, regarded

in themselves, had an unfavourable action. M. Pedersen

does not accept this view. His experiments had

reference to the growth of roots and seeds in germi-

nation. The plants were some of them subjected to

sudden variations, plunged alternately, e.g.,'m water at

¥ 10° and + 20° C. ; others, again, were placed in

water which was cooled gradually. Comparison was
made in each case with a plant immersed in water at

a constant mean temperature. The result was in all

cases the same. The roots exposed to a variable

temperature were elongated a little mote quickly

than the others. Thisis no way surprising if it be proved

that, all other things being equal, a higher tempera-

ture favours the rapidity of growth. And this was
demonstrated in an experiment by the author, in

which the elongation in the same time was 100 at 10°,

179 at 15°, and 316 at 20° C. Given these figures,

it is evident that a plant which has passed six hours

in water at 10°, and six hours in water at 20', must

grow more than a plant kept twelve hours in water

at 15' C. The author considers, therefore, that

oscillations of temperature in themselves have no
influence on growth.

M. Krasan has shown that Wheat grains can bear a

very high temperature without losing their germi-

native power, if the precaution be taken to partially

dry them before the experiment. Grains which had

lost 10 per cent, of their weight were exposed during

ten and twelve hours to temperatures of 60° to 70° C,
and even on one occasion of 90^ to 100° = 212° F.

They all germinated ultimately, only a little later than

the others, which is easily explained by the desiccation

of the tissues. A. B. M.
(To Ic continued.)

Natural History,

Toads, Snakes, and Adders. — The article

by "R.," at p. 410, brought to my remembrance
some of the facts which I learned in this place

when foreman some twenty years ago. At that time

we had an excellent collection of liahlias, and they

were put to "start " on a bed of leaves in one of the

early vineries, where we were also very much troubled

with earwigs and woodlice eating them. I got a lot

of toads and placed amongst them, and found they were
quite at home in their new quarters, and soon rid us

of our enemies. My toads and I got great friends,

and they became so tame that they would eat from
my hand, and I was also an eyewitness to one of

them taking off his jacket and making it up in a pill

and bolting it. One day, during the month of July
in the same year, I was gathering Strawberries in the

open garden, and came upon a very large snake, which
I killed. Seeing a large lump about its middle I

placed my foot on its tail and took a garden rake and
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worked the lump upwards, and in much less time

than it has taken me to write I had worked it

out at the snake's mouth — a fine live toad.

He winked and blinked a bit, and then hopped
off, no doubt well pleased with his change.

Snakes reproduce their species by laying eggs,

usually in a heap of some material which will

produce warmth ; sometimes the carpenters used to

find their eggs in a heap of sawdust, and put them in

a box. These put in a warm place soon hatched and
became lively little fellows. Snakes used to crawl

up the Ivy of the Castle and get in at the bedroom
windows, and the boys on the estate sometimes
found them in birds' and squirrels' nests in the Spruce
trees at a good height from the ground ; and this

brings me to a very different reptile to the preceding,

viz., the adder, which we all know is dangerous, its

bite causing great pain, and sometimes death. Before

the Fir trees were cut down round the Castle and
garden, adders were very plentiful, and sometimes

people were bitten. The remedy used was immediately

to cut a chicken in two, and put the half on to the

wound ; this brings the poison out to a certain extent,

and the part almost immediately becomes black. [!]

The adder, unlike the snake, gives birth to her young,

and will lie and bask with them in the sunshine ; on the

approach of any danger she utters a " hiss," and the

young ones one after another enter her mouth, when
she decamps with them to a place of safety. I know
that this fact is disputed by many eminent men, but

from this very parish I could find as many persons as

there are weeks in the year (and some of them persons

of education and intelligence), who have been eye-

witnesses to it. I daresay I shall bring down upon
myself a certain amount of ridicule for believing this,

but I must say that from the abundance of such evi-

dence I believe it to be the fact ; and were adders as

plentiful now as then, I should have no difficulty in

sending you up the parent and offspring as described.

At that time they were far too numerous, and often

took up queer positions, but the most remarkable was
in one of the lodges ; the bedroom was on the ground
floor, and there the mother found one coiled up in a
vessel after the children had gone to bed. J, Rust,

Bridge Castle, Timbridge Wells. [It is singular that,

with so much positive assertion, there should be so

little proof of the many similar statements that have
been made. See ante, p. I15. Eds.]

RARE CONIFERS.
Not long since we drew attention to some valuable

Conifers, of which specimens and seeds had been col-

lected by M. Roezl, in New INIexico, and sent to

Messrs. F. Sander & Co., seed merchants, St.

Albans, who were good enough to submit the speci-

mens to us. These have appeared to be of sufficient

interest to merit being figured, and our readers will

now have the opportunity of judging for themselves

how far we were warranted in the conclusions at

which we had arrived regarding them.

Picea concoloy, var, violacea.—The first species that

we examined was one bearing this name. The reader
is referred to our remarks upon it in the number for

January 23, p. 105, and we now ask him to compare
what we then said with the figure now before him
(fig- 94)- We said that, notwithstanding that it had
been admitted as a good species by Parlatori, it ap-
peared to us to be only a variety of Picea grandis ; and
we grounded our opinion on having seen grandis grow-
ing in its native Rocky Mountains, with all the cha-
racters that are present here. The characters which
were supposed to differentiate it from P. grandis were
its white colour, the same on both sides of the leaf, and
its somewhat falcate form, and some supposed differ-

ence in the bract of the scale. The former, we already
explained, are common attributes of P. grandis in Utah,
where the hoary hue of the vegetation of the plains

extends also into the mountains ; and as to the more
erect attitude and slightly bent leaf, the variation is

very slight, and occurs also in P. grandis. As to the
cone, any one who has had cones of P. grandis through
his hands will, on looking at this woodcut, recognise
its cone. The bract, also, in no respect differs from
the bract of that species . The reader knows that in this

country P. grandis does not exhibit the white colour
which it so often bears in various parts of the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, and it will be very
interesting to observe whether tlie seed of the variety

now received from New Mexico maintains the white
colour of its twigs and leaves, or reverts to the semi-
transparent olive-green hue that always characterises

it in Britain, and as often as the white hue in Utah.
There the colour seemed to depend a good deal upon
the nature of the place, whether near a stream or

barren and exposed—the more barren the more white
—although it would be to generalise on imperfect

premises were we to lay this down as absolute. There
was, in fact, very great differences in the habit of trees

of P. grandis growing side by side, especially when
young. One would bear its leaves scattered thin and
sparingly and wide apart ; another would have its foli-
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age twice as thick ; one would have long leaves, as

in lasiocarpa and Lowiana, another quite near it

would have them only half the length. And even in

colour a great difference was constantly to be seen :

one would be of a darker green, anotlier yellowish-

olive, a third nearly white, and so on. For these

reasons we have no doubt that the present species is a

variety of V. grandis, but we shall hold ourselves open

to correction when the young plants come up.

Abies {i'kea) bifolia, Murr. — This, we believe,

is the first time that seeds of thi'i species have been

introduced into Britain. We described it about ten

or twelve years ago from specimens in the Kew
Herbarium, brought home by Dr. Hector. It is not

recognised as a good species by Parlatore, who makes
it a synonym of amabilis ; but we imagine that the

accompanying cut (fig. 97) will satisfy Coniferists that

in this he is in error, Andrew Murray.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XV.
William Miller.

The name of William Miller is well-known amongst

gardeners. The fine samples of late Grapes Mr.

Miller was in the habit of exhibiting a few years since

from tlie new vineries at Combe Abbey, and to which

he modestly alludes in the accompanying very com-

plete autobiographical notice which he lias obligingly

sent us, will not yet be forgotten by those who take

interest in Grape growing.

*' I was born at Knockdow, in the parish of Inver-
choalin, Argyleshire, on November 29, 1828. My
father was then gardener to the late James Lamont,
Esq., of Knockdow ; at his death to his son Alexander,
and latterly to his son James Lamont, Esq. , the pre-

sent proprietor. My father went to this place as gar-

dener in 1S21, and having served three generations,

extending over a period of fifty-two years, he died on
August 3, 1S73, in his eighty-fifth year. My mother,

who survived him only five months, died on Janu-
ary 13, 1S74, in her eighty-fifth year. Mr. Lamont
erected at his own cost a tombstone over their grave,

with a suitable inscription, stating their age and the

number of years they had served faithfully and honestly

in the Lamont family. Such an instance of long
servitude and good feeling between employer and
employed should not be overlooked. My father was
initiated into the profession of a gardener in the first

place amongst the market gardeners of Glasgow
;

afterwards at Rosedoe, Dumbartonshire, the seat of

Sir James Colquhoun j and at Kelvin Grove, now the
fashionable West-end park of Glasgow, under the late

Mr. Ninian Niven, afterwards of Kier Gardens, Perth-

shire.

*' I was educated at the parish school of Toward
until I was fourteen years of age, when I was sent as

dominie to teach two orphan grandchildren belong-

ing to a wealthy sheep farmer in the neighbourhood.
At the end of this service I was to enter a merchant's

office in Glasgow, but this breaking down—for want
of the necessary inHuence, I suppose—I was put to

work under my father on the estate. My father at

that time being general manager, I had great scope
for observation, and in this way got early acquainted
with the management of sheep and cattle, and fancied

myself a very good shepherd.

"Plantations of Larch, Scotch Fir, Spruce, Oak,
&c., were being plentifully made at that time on this

and other estates on the West Coast for purposes of
shelter, timber, &c. : I had a famous opportunity of
taking part in these operations. The late Mr. Lamont
was a man of great taste, and would insist upon
having the outline of plantations, drives and fences

eye-sweet. In the working out of these curves I have
followed my father many a day with an armful of pegs.
Here I learned to form the Hogarth line of beauty,
which I never forgot. When still a lad, Mr. Lamont
was not slow to acknowledge my aptitude to form a
good curve. At that age I could measure a piece of
land with any one. When a piece of land was set out
for planting I was frequently sent by my father to

get it surveyed, and to work out the number of plants

required of the different kinds with which to plant it.

There were no rabbits there in tliose days, and young
plantations soon got up, and the thinnings were made
available for estate purposes. Thinning plantations

in Scotland was always carefully and neatly attended
to ; so also the pruning of young trees, and old ones,

too, when they had been neglected in their earlier

period of growth. Every cut must indicate a thorough
mastership in the handling of the tool used.

" My elder brother, now at Clumber, who was at
this time acting as foreman to my father in the
gardens, left, and I was duly appointed to this charge.
With the exception of a short time in spring, when a
batch of men would be sent in to dig, and put in the
general summer crops, I was mostly alone. Here I
got initiated into the pruning and training of fruit

trees, which has continued a favourite subject with me
ever since ; also the sowing of seeds by hand, the
depth of drills, width apart, &c., for different seeds.
This is a branch of gardening now almost over-

looked by the coming race. The only glass at

this place at that time was some Melon and Cucumber
frames.

Mr. Lamont gave me to read Harrison on Fruit

Trees, also Lotulon's Emyelopixdia, which latter work
so fired me with the love of gardening that I was not

long before I began to feel that if I meant to be a

good gardener I must get myself out into the world a

bit to obtain further knowledge of the higher branches

of the profession. After duly apprising my fatlier

and Mr. Lamont of my intentions, and obtaining

their leave to go, I went after a place, and succeeded

in getting one. From this lime began the troubles

and difficulties of my life, and which have been such

as gardeners generally are the peculiar sport of.

" My first place from home was at Erskine House,
on the Clyde, the seat of Lord Blantyre. The
veteran gardener at that time was Mr. George Shiels,

a very superior man generally. He had the best

walled garden at that time in the West of Scotland ;

and his fruit trees were in the best form of training

and bearing that I have seen in any garden. Excel-

lent Peaches were ripened on the open walls. Im-
mediately on entry I got as a favour the management
of the forcing houses, they chiefly consisted of Vine

and Peach-houses, Cherries, Figs, and Vines were

grown successfully on hot walls. The bothy here was

a tolerably good one for those days. We each had

a bed, although in the same apartment. In the even-

ings we read greedily, each paying for a pound of

candles in turn. Our wages were not much, so they

were easily taken care of. Here I commenced horti-

cultural drawing, which I have pursued ever since

with more or less success, having always made and
worked to my own plans. In consequence of having

the care of the fires, which were all smoke flues, I never

went to bed very early; and this prolonged my hours of

study for some time after the others had gone to bed

—

with one exception only, and this was our out-door

foreman, who fancied that he had discovered the
' real clue ' to find out perpetual motion. Often
this poor fellow, when he came in from work, and
had taken his tea, would quietly go to bed and sleep

for a few hours ; and when we had retired, and all

was quiet he would get up, and in the lonely mid-
night hours pursue his study of perpetual motion.

'* At Erskine I only remained one year. On leaving

I did not meet with a place to my mind, so I again

put myself to school— this time entering myself for

the winter at the Andersonian University of Glasgow.

I entered as many classes as I thought I could manage.
During my short stay here I improved my education

much. For the further prosecution of my studies

there I fell short of the one thing needful, so in spring

a situation as journeyman gardener was obtained for me
at Dysart House, under Mr. Laing, now the worthy
nurseryman at Stanstead Park, Forest Hdl. Shortly

after my arrival at this place a vacancy occurred in

the outdoor foremanship, to which I was appointed

by Mr. Laing. I carried through this department for

about a year satisfactorily, I believe, to Mr. Laing,

and to my own great delight. One of the chief

features of this place, which was a pleasant one, and
neatly kept, was its Rhododendrons. My last year at

Dysart was filled in as foreman of the houses. I was
there at the time when Mr, Laing succeeded in

flowering for the first time in this country Rhododen-
dron Dalhousia?.
" From this place I was sent by Mr. Laing to

Mr. Fleming, then gardener to the Duke of Suther-
land at Trentham. Here I encountered a wonderful
change in the style of gardening, as compared with
what I had been accustomed to in Scotland, to which
style and practice I need not further allude here.
Suffice it to say that during my two years' stay at
Trentham I saw much practice which I booked and
carried away, .and I saw much also which I did not
book but left behind. I was healthy and strong while
there, for which there was much need. Whilst at
Trentham I was sent three times to London with Mr.
Fleming's collections of fruit—once to the Crystal
Palace, when Mr. Fleming beat the late Mr. M'Ewen,
of Arundel; once to Chiswick, when Mr. M'Ewen
beat Mr. Fleming ; and once again to the Regent's
Park. During these visits to London I had drank
deeply of gardening ; and as it is said of those who
once drink of the waters of the Nile, that they will
live to do so again, it was my wish on these occasions
that I might live some day to come back to London,
and table my own fruit.

" At the end of two years of Trentham practice, I
was sent to Gowran Castle, Ireland, as head gardener
to the late Viscount Clifden, where I remained four
years. During my stay here my time was occupied
in improving the grounds, which I took great interest
in. At Gowran I had most to do with the Hon.
Leopold Agar Ellis, brother to Lord Clifden, who
took great interest in the improvement of the place.
Figs and Pears ripened to great perfection on the open
walls. I did a good deal in Pear grafting. I recol-
lect once grafting a Pear fruit bud ; the bud expanded,
set, and grew into a good-sized fruit.

" Some time in the year 1858 Mr. Fleming was
promoted to the resident agency on the Trentham
estate. Evidently he had formed a good opinion of
me ; for he sent for me from Ireland, with a view to
my filling his shoes in the celebrated gardens of Tren-
tham. I was for this purpose brought before the late
Duchess of Sutherland. Whether it was from my
Irish brogue, which I had caught strongly, or perhaps
from my awkwardness, I cannot tell, but her Grace
disapproved of me, so I went back to Ireland a dis-

appointed man. The more fortunate, or perhaps un-
fortunate, man to receive the appointment was Mr.
Wren, then gardener to the Duke of Leinster, at Car-
ton. He held the situation a few months and then
went off to New Zealand, where I am informed he is

doing well, and where also most likely I should have
gone had I been appomted to Trentham at that time.
"In the autumn of 1S59 Mr. Fleming offered me,

and I accepted, the bailiffship on the Home Farm at
Trentham. I left Ireland and my friends there with a
very sad heart, and have often repented most bitterly

that ever I left the service of such a kind and indulgent
family. I should perhaps mention here that the
mother of Lord Clifden was Lady Dover, sister to the
Duchess of Sutherland, and tlierelore, although at
Trentham, I was still connected with the family. I

accepted this situation with the hope that it might
ultimately turn out to my advantage, but I was not
long there before I found that my occupation was
likely to prove a very unpleasant and a very uncom-
fortable one, and so it proved as time wore on. For
the first time in my life I began to feel that in these
situations a man's duties are not the most difficult

things he has to contend with ; but temper, whispers,

and jealousies often beat the most assiduous and
devoted of men ; and these were the hidden rocks
which compelled me to weigh anchor from Trentham.
However, during my time as bailiff at Trentham I

bought, in the rough, a good de.al of valuable
experience, which has since often stood me in good,
stead.

" I left Trentham in the spring of i86r, and obe
tained a recommendation to work with a spade in th
new gardens then forming for the Royal Horticultura
Society at South Kensington. I worked with great

pleasure in these gardens for about three months,
when, through the kindness of Mr. Eyles, and my
earlier friends, the Hon. Leopold Agar Ellis, then
M.P. for Co. Kilkenny, and Mr. Fleming, I obtained

my present situation at Combe Abbey, near Coventry.

One day, when working in the Society's new gardens,

an incident occurred which, perhaps, you will allow

me to relate. It was at dinner time, and I was in con-

versation with a young man named Macintosh, who
formerly also lived at Dysart with my old master, Mr.
Laing. He knew several of Mr. Laing's men whom
I knew. Amongst them he told me there was one
named Miller, who got on well ; that from Dysart

he went to Trentham, from Trentham to Ire-

land, and again back to Trentham, to some position

on the estate. * Ah !
' added he, ' some men

are fortunate ; Miller is now a made man ;' asking me
in the same breath, ' Did you know him ?

' I

replied in the affirmative that I knew Miller well,

and that all he had said respecting his movements

was quite true. On this reply he looked me hard in

the face, and asked if I was the man ; and when I

told him I was, he seemed for the moment dumlj-
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foundered. Adversities bring together strange bed-
fellows, and such was the case with Macintosh and me.

** In the late Earl of Craven I had a most kind and
liberal employer. He was a man of great taste, fond
of horticulture and the improvement of his estate, and
he knew trees well. My first duties here were to

erect new forcing-houses, of which much has already

been written in the pages of this paper, and other
contemporaries. We then commenced the improve-
ments in the pleasure grounds, which we have been
carrying on year by year ever since—transplanting

many large trees, and introducing many young
Conifers and other shrubs. At the request of the late

Earl I formed some extensive green drives, and by
clearing away trees and hedgerows added largely to

the views and extent of the park.
*'I have not been without my successes as a fruit

grower, but of this the gardening public are the better

judges. Suffice it to say, that during the years 1S67,

1868, 1869, at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's
Park, I carried off successively the gold medals for

collections of fruit. I have not exhibited lately.
*' I have much to be grateful for in the confidence

reposed in, and the kindness shown to me by the

present Earl and Countess of Craven, and of which I

have had many gratifying proofs. By their desire we
are always adding something towards the improvement
and embellishment of the gardens and grounds."

To this interesting sketch of Mr. Miller's horti-

cultural career we may briefly add, that amongst
his contributions to our pages, which excited some
interest at the time of their publication, were his

papers on the bottom heating of Vine borders, on Vine
extension, and on the root fungus question, A paper
on deep cultivation, which appeared in the first

number of our present series, is eminently practical,

and calculated to awaken thought.

UNDERLEY HALL:
THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF BECTIVE.
This fine place {see p. 469, fig. 99) is most

beautifully situated in the far-famed valley of the

Lune — a more lovely situation it would be diffi-

cult to find, even in these parts, where Nature
has been so liberal in bestowing her favours—
passing northward through Kirkby Lonsdale, one
of those quaint old-fashioned North-country towns,

where, from the rural attractions abounding in

the neighbourhood, many visitors from the South
during the summer season resort. A new ornamental
lodge has been recently built, and many improve-
ments made. The carriage drive winds its way
through an extensive park, in which, at the time of

my visit, was grazing a herd of some forty cattle, in

all probability of greater value than any similar
number of the bovine race ever seen together. I
allude to the magnificent Shorthorns which Lord
Bective possesses, and in which his lordship takes so
much interest. Here, amongst an assemblage of
splendid animals such as can only be fully appre-
ciated by those who have an intimate know-
ledge of them, was the magnificent loth Duchess
of Geneva that, a year ago, was purchased in the
United States for some seven thousand pounds.
After a hurried glance at these beautiful animals, fol-

lowing the carriage- drive we arrive at the mansion,
which is a combination of the Gothic and Elizabethan
styles. At the southern, or principal entrance, is a
double portico, supported by massive columns, im-
parting to the building a fine effect. Great additions
have been and are being made, and these, when
completed, will make this already noble mansion still

more imposing. The roof is hidden by a perforated
parapet, as will be seen from the view (fig. 99) given
at p. 469, which represents the eastern front, with its

massive tower, loo feet in height. Looking round, one
cannot help remarking that the place is well-named
Under-ley, from the way in which it is sheltered north
and west by the distant hills, partially yet sufficiently

clothed with timber, and which break the winter
winds that sweep down these northern valleys. The
river—here a broad and goodly stream—bounds the
grounds on this side, at some lOo yards distance.

From the great depth of the banks, at this part almost
perpendicular, the water, in its tortuous windings,
is not visible until the visitor unexpectedly
comes upon a point where the full beauty
of the situation is displayed. There is here
one of the most lovely bits of river scenery imagin-
able. No attempt appears to have been made to en-
hance the natural effect produced, neither would it be
possible. Lingering for a time, and with reluctance
leaving this charming spot, we follow the stream
which here bends southerly, bounding the recently
made portion of the grounds, which stretch a consider-
able distance in this direction. The high ground on the
opposite side of the river retains its almost precipitous

character—at this side the surface gets much lower,

until it gradually becomes almost on a level with the

water. This, as will be understood, adds much to the

effect produced by the bluff" grey rocks opposite. Not
far distant from the water's edge at this part is to be
erected a summer-house on a large scale; it will be
approached from the higher ground by several flights

of rustic steps already made. The site is happily
chosen, the whole surroundings here producing a feel-

ing of natural repose in perfect harmony with the idea

embodied in a retreat of this description. This part

of the garden is exceedingly fine ; the ground is well
laid out, the combination '-being such as can never be
produced except in the immediate proximity of a river

of importance, so as to afford the indispensable element,
water, in sufficient quantity and under conditions

that harmonise with the particular style of gardening
attempted. Near by is a slightly raised mound of
considerable size, surmounted with wirework, which
is to be covered with climbing Roses ; the situation

being sufficiently sheltered, they will no doubt do well.

This is a consideration that should not be lost sight of
in selecting a position for an arrangement of this

description, as, if too much exposed, the shoots and
leaves are literally ground away by chafing against the
wire. Returning we proceed towards the eastern front

of the mansion, which from this point is approached
by a broad gravel walk, right and left of which lies a
fine piece of lawn, on which have been planted some
large clumps of flowering shrubs, such as Rhodo-
dendrons, Ghent Azaleas, &c. Here also is an
arbour, the roof composed of a very large Weeping
Ash, supported on a framework, the pillars of which
are covered with Clematis, which, when in bloom,
will be very effective.

The walk for some distance from the mansion is

margined by a series of beds similar to the broad walk
at Kew, filled and looking very gay with the usual
summer bedders at the time of my visit. This leads

to the south, or principal entrance front. The carriage

way is of proportions in keeping with the building.

From this we descend by an easy flight of steps to a
terrace some 10 yards in width, the wall of which is

surmounted at intervals by large vases, and from whence
there is an extensive view over the park to the
Lancashire hills. The kitchen gardens, with the
various fruit and plant houses, are northwards, and at

some distance from the mansion. We come first to the

old walled kitchen garden, the south outside wall of

which is planted one half with Pears in good condi-

tion, the other portion with Peaches, over which is a

broad glass coping. In this old garden is a range of

large lean-to houses, one of which is devoted to plants

of a general decorative character. Adjoining is a
vinery, filled principally with Hamburghs and one or

two Muscats, these producing useful fruit. Next is

another vinery, the greater portion planted with Black
Hamburghs, with two or three West's St. Peter, all

carrying a heavy crop, the bunches a fair size, and the

berries large. These Vines are strong, although old,

having been planted, I understand, about I Six, and, so

far as lean learn, they have regularly borne good crops.

This range is heated by flues, and the borders in which
the Vines are planted are all outside. The last house

here is also a vinery, similar to the others, which are

from 30 to 40 feet by 18. This is the latest house,

and the inmates are all Hamburghs. The back wall

is covered with Figs.

This garden, although old, was filled with a very
fine crop of vegetables, remarkably clean, and in good
condition. All the walks here are margined with
espalier fruit-trees, mostly Apples, with a few Pears.

The walls are all of stone, and very substantially built,

principally planted with Pears and Cherries, The
varieties of Pear which answer best are Beurre Bosc,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Marie Louise. North-
wards from this, and adjoining it, is the new walled
garden, similar in size to the old one, and in which the

new ranges of houses, seventeen in number, are built.

They are a good, useful lot, erected by Weeks, of
Chelsea, some five years ago. In the centre of the
principal range is a span-roofed plant-stove, 30 feet

by 20, containing good plants of Ixora coccinea, I.

javanica, Anthuriums, Crotons, Eucharis amazonica,
Bougainvilleas, Stephanotis, some large healthy plants

of Dendrobium nobile, Dracxnas, Dieffenbachias and
Palms, conspicuous amongst which latter were fine

plants of Kentia Canterburyana and Chamcedorea
Ernesti Augusti.
To the left of this house is a vinery 36 feet by iS,

planted with Muscat of Alexandria, Black Alicante,

and Lady Downe's for the permanent Vines, and
Hamburghs for removal as the others get up. There
are 12 feet of border inside and as much out. The
Vines have been planted two years, and are remark-
ably strong, as an evidence of which, although carry-

ing not less than 12 lb. each of good Grapes, the

young shoots from where they were cut back to when
pruned are of an extraordinary thickness, not appearing
in the least affected by the crop they were carrying.

Adjoining this vinery and in continuation of the

range is an early Peach house, planted with Early
Beatrice, Rivers' Early, Alexandra, Noblesse, and
Dr. Hogg, Peaches ; and Lord Napier Nectarine,

The next house at this end of the range, and similar

to the last, is filled with Peaches and Nectarines ; in

it are Early Beatrice, Louise, and Rivers' Early,

Peaches ; with Violette Hiitive and Lord Napier
Nectarines. On the opposite side of the central

plant stove, and corresponding with these comes a
vinery 36 feet by 18, containing Muscat of Alexandria,

Madresfield Court, Lady Downe's, Bowood Muscat,
Black Alicante, and Gros Colman ; the construction

and size of border being similar in every way to the

house at the other side.

This end of the range, like the opposite, consists of

two Peach-houses, planted with Lord Palmerston,

Prince of Wales, Early Alfred, and Grosse Mignonne
Peaches ; and Downton, Elruge, and Stanwick Nec-
tarines. In front of these fruit-houses (which flank the

centre plant stove already described), but at some
distance, are ranges somewhat similar, filled with
succession Pines, Melons, and Cucumbers. These
succession Pines are good, stout, short-leaved plants,

calculated to produce first-class fruit when the time

comes for fruiting. The Melons and Cucumbers were
remarkably strong and fruitful, carrying large crops,

clean and healthy. The varieties of Cucumber grown
are Dixon's AU-the-year-round, and Telegraph.

One of these houses is devoted to Heaths and other

hard-wooded plants, amongst which were good speci-

mens of E, Aitoniana superba, E. tricolor impressa,

E. ampullacea, E. Austiniana, Hedaromas, and similar

things.

We now come to the houses filled with fruiting

Pines, which Mr. Sandford, Lord Bective's able

gardener, is so successful in growing, as those can
testify who saw, at the great Manchester Fruit Show,
in 1S73, the feat he accomplished in producing a Queen
of the extraordinary weight of 8 lb. 4 oz. I have
heard doubts expressed as to the weight of this Pine
being correct, yet for its accuracy I can vouch, having

seen it weighed on the exhibition table at Manchester.
It was not alone the exceptional weight of this fruit

that made it so remarkable, but its beautiful propor-

tions and perfect condition in every way, for which, in

addition to the fir?t prize, it received the Society's

special medal. The houses are three in number,
each 27 feet by 16 feet, hip-roofed—that is, with a short

span or back light. They face the south-east, are like

all the others substantially built, very light, and have
an abundance of heating power—the two latter essen-

tials indispensable where high-class Pine growing is

attempted. The sorts grown are principally Queens
and Black Jamaicas. The plants are of the character

invariably found to produce the finest fruit—not
over large, but exceedingly strong, short, and broad in

the leaves. This condition of a sufficiency of light in

all fruit and plant houses, not merely in their

construction, but in the position in which they are

placed, so as to be completely away from the in-

fluences of anything that obstructs or absorbs the

light, is of the greatest importance, and very imper-

fectly considered by many previous to the erection of

such houses, even at the present day, as is too often

made apparent by the mistakes committed, and of

which the, results give only too much proof. If

evidence were wanting of the effects of the greatest

possible amount of light upon fruits and flowering

plants grown under glass, it could not receive a better

illustration than in the strong and vigorous condition

of the different occupants of these new houses at

Underley.
The new garden fronting this block of houses is,

like the old one, thoroughly well cropped, and
the different varieties of cuHnary vegetables well cared

for, of which they give ample proof. Northwards
from this, at some distance, Mr. Sandford has made
another fruit and vegetable garden, some 3 acres in

extent. The situation is high, and less likely to suffer

from spring frosts. At the extreme end of this garden,

on a considerable elevation above the river, the view
northwards up the valley is uninterrupted, and unsur-

passed by any in the district. In this direction a new
carriage road is being made as an approach from the

village of Barbon, the river to be spanned by a noble

bridge of three arches, now in course of completion,

and which will be an additional ornament to the

place.

The land in all this valley of the Lune is of the

finest possible description—its extreme fertility is

apparent everywhere ; the shrubs and trees are

enabled to push their roots deep down into some 6 or

8 feet of the finest alluvial soil. So situated, they
never suffer from the parching effects of dry summers,
or the equally injurious influence of too much water
in the soil in wet seasons. Sufficiently sheltered by
the distant hills, such trees as the common varieties

of Spruce, where allowed enough room in their early

stages, attain a size and elegance of growth, with
their plume- like branches perfect down to the green
turf on which they lie, as not to be surpassed in beauty
by any other variety of cone-bearing tree, not even
the beautiful but unfortunately tender Araucaria

excelsa.

The many improvements recently made here have
been well carried out by Mr. Sandford, the evidences

of whose abilities are apparent in each department of

the garden, of which this short notice, taken from
insufficient memoranda hurriedly made, will give

some idea. T. Baines,
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Apiary.
IIou' I WiNTKK MY r.EES.

—"Wintering bees!

Oh !" says one, "there is no particular art in that, the

chief dilTicuIty is in summering them—with the anxiety

of attending to swarms, the dread lest we should lose

the queen, thus breaking up the whole colony ; but

they will take care of themselves in the winter. " Now
we happen to hold quite a different opinion to this

;

we are amongst those who believe there is considerable

art in wintering bees well, so as to enable them to

come forth to greet the following spring with healthy

vigour. If asked which was the best time of the year

to purchase stocks, we should unhesitatingly recom-

mend the autumn, because then m.iny cottagers are

willing to sell their best stocks for the value of the

honey ; but a hive worth say 20s. in the autumn

would be worth y>s. in the spring, after the risk of

winter is passed over. Again, when the stocks are

placed on their new stands in the autumn we sulTer but

little loss from the workers straying. Well, now
comes the question, " How must we take care of our

newly-acquired property?" We will give our experi-

ence in as few words as possible ; then the results

which follow our simple method.

Dii'i'ERENT OriNiONS.—My near neighbour, who
is a tailor, says, " The best plan to preserve your stocks

through the winter is to keep them warm, and nothing

is so good for this purpose as the clippings from the

tailor's board or shreds of cloth." Again, another

friend, who is interested in farming, declares "Nothing

on earth can equal haybands wound round the hives,

for this keeps in .lU the heat generated by the bees."

.Some bee-keepers remove their stocks to the garret,

whilst others condemn the poor things to the cellar,

and not a few think it an excellent thing to put them

beneath the ground, somewhat like Potatos are

stored. For my own part I ignore all the above ; in

the first place, I cannot afford to purchase sufficient

cloth to cover up my large apiary, and though I might

be able to secure a quantity of hay, still I fancy it is

slovenly, neither do I rejoice in having either a garret

or cellar in my small house, so that I am unable to

adopt these methods—suffice it to say the above,

in my humble opinion, are all needless, if not super-

fluous
;
you need not remove them from the summer

stands, if they are well sheltered from the weather. It

used to puzzle many of my school companions to tell

how a stock of bees managed to thrive, for at least

twenty years, behind the clock in the village church

steeple, and to send out two swarms every year, yet

they were never removed in the winter, but were

kept free from both rain and wind in the chinks of the

massive old masonry which was reared in the days of

the Crusaders.

D.\Mr.—This is the greatest enemy to bees. In

summer, when the temperature of the air is so much
higher than in winter, all superfluous moisture in the

hive is speedily carried otT, but the case is altered in

winter. The true reason why bee-keepers lose so

many stocks m winter is generally through excessive

damp in the hive. I will try to illustrate this by a

familiar example, it is the common plan recommended
too frequently by our most eminent apiarians, to close

up every crevice about the hive just before winter

;

nay, so far is this carried now, that cow-dung and

morlar are plastered around the base of common skeps

to fasten them to the stands and keep out cold air. A
severe frost comes, followed by a thaw j when this takes

place the hive is actually filled with seething vapour

or moisture ; another frost quickly comes and freezes

the pitiable bees in a solid mass, of course destroying

the whole colony. This is not an imaginary picture-

it is too common, but every sensible person can

quickly perceive it coidd not have occurred had there

been sufficient ventilation. Again, if they suffer no

further loss the combs begin to decay through this

excessive damp, not to mention the mass of mould and
mildew which will take possession of the lower part of

the comb, defying any attempt on the part of the busy

inmates to eradicate it.

Well, what are we to do ? I fancy many cottage

bee-keepers saying, " Why, give them plenty of fresh

air, and keep your hives free from damp by ventilating

them well." Talking with a successful bee-master

some years since upon this subject—I was but a young

beginner then in bee-keeping, and it was just at the

time the Woodbury bar and frame hive was being in-

troduced into our apiaries—he said, " I leave the

entrance always open, as well as take the plug out on

the crown-board, and thus allow a free passage for

fresh air or keep up good ventilation ; and," in con-

cluding his remarks—1 am not likely soon to forget his

words—" I never lose a stock during winter." 1 have

since followed his plan, most happily, but with this

difference— I place four slips of wood, one at each

corner of the top or crown-board (common wood
matches answer for this purpose). Just to show the

amount of moisture given out by a large stock in the

winter, I placed over the feeding-hole in the crown-

board, one of the large Lancashire tin-feeders, which I

knew would condense the vapour as it issued from the

hive or bees. I was astonished to find, the following

February, not less than 9 oz. of water in the feeder^

surely this could not be confined in the hive without

proving injurious. The reason why cottagers' skejis

commence the first winter they arc used to decay

around the base, is from this cause alone, and not, as

is generally supposed, by rain or dew. The moisture

is condeniicd on the top and sides of the hive, then

runs down to the bottom-board, where it saturates the

straw in the lower part. Most bee-keepers, when
wooden hives were first introduced in Great Britain,

the " Devonshire Bee-keeper " among the rest, great

and learned though he was upon the subject, declared
" They could manage bees well in them during the

summer, but failed in the winter ; that they found

straw hives the best for wintering bee';." Why?
Because the wood hives retained .all the moisture,

whilst the straw skeps took it away, as I have de-

scribed above.

In concluding let me urge my readers to keep up a

thorough ventihation all the winter. I do not doubt

they will prove my words to be truthful, and in future

they will succeed in wintering theirstocksin a healthy

stale, all other things considered—that is, if they have

a good supply of food, which no one will neglect, and

are well protected from the weather ; you need not

fear anything from cold weather, it is not cold that

kills our bees, or why does it not kill them in the

tree-trunks in the Canadian forest ?

Since I commenced writing this short paper I found

the following note, froirr Mr. Pettigrew's Bee Rook.

I cannot condemn wood hives, as he does— I make
the quotation merely to show that I do not stand

alone when speaking upon the need of a good venti-

lation ; my remarks do not refer to wood hives ex-

clusively, but I believe every hive, straw as well as

wood, to be the better for fresh air :
— " Hives made

of wood at certain seasons condense the moisture

arising from the bees, and this condensed moisture

invariably rots the combs. The walls of a wooden
hive are often like the walls of a very damp or newly

plastered house. The outside combs, and sometimes

the centre combs, too, perish before the wet walls of

the wooden hives. They perish in this sense, that

their nature or adhesive power goes like mortar in

walls, and become as rotten as a piece of burnt paper.

All such combs are useless in hives, for they have to

be taken down and fresh ones put in their places."

There is in this work of the bees a waste both of time

and honey. R,

i^otices of Boolfes.

The second part of the Revue de V Horticulturi

Beige opens with a coloured plate of two pretty

varieties ol Ceanothus. Among the articles are one

by Count Gomer on window plants, in which he re-

commends as a stimulant manure the mixture prepared

by Dr. Jeaunel, and called the " Floral," which is, he

says, well suited to the peculiar needs of plants grown

in apartments. M. Baltet, in giving a list of the best

twenty-five Roses, places Gloire de Dijon and Celine

Forestier before Marechal Niel as more free-flowering.

It may be interesting to our Rose growers to give the

list complete, viz. : Aimee Vibert„Abel Grand, Baronne

Adolphe de Rothschild, Baronne Prdvost, Celine

Forestier, Charles Margottin, Duchesse de Camba-
ccres, Duchesse de Sutherland, Elisabeth Vigneron,

General Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Gloire de

Ducher, Hortense Mignard, John Hopper, Jules

Margottin, Louise Odier, Madame Victor Verdier,

Mademoiselle Thercse Levet, Mdlanie Willermoz,

Pius IX., Prince of Wales, Souvenir de la Malmaison,

Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, Sombreuil, and

Sydonie. We may say in passing that the second

number is, in our judgment, superior in interest to the

first, and with such an editorial staff as it boasts this

progress should be constant,

Two numbers of the Botanical Magazine—
those for March and April respectively—are before

us, and demand a few words of comment. The
March number opens with a double plate of the very

lovely and very interesting Gustavia gracillima, a stove

shrub or tree, native of New Grenada, with simple

elongate serrate leaves, and large rose-coloured

flowers like those of a Camellia, and of very singular

conformation. The plant, we learn, flowered in Mr.

Bull's nursery last autumn, but we had not the good

fortune to see it. Masdevallia Chimwra, which forms

the subject of the next plate, has been so lately

figured by us (1S75, p. 41) that we need not further

refer to it. C<jlcliicum luleum was also described in

our columns by Mr. Baker, 1S74, p. 33. It is a very

interesting yellow-flowered species, native of Western

India, and flowers of which were produced at Kew.
Theropogon pallidus is an elegant IJliaceous plant,

allied to Ophiopogon, with a raceme of nodding

pinkish flower-bells, like those of Scilla nutans,

but in form more like those of the Lily of the

Valley, and with tufted foliage like that of a Carex.

This also is a Himalayan plant, and wa.? derived

from the collection of Mr. Wilson Saunders.

Wahlenbergia tuberosa is an extremely curious

Campanula-like plant, native of Juan Fernandez,

whence it was introduced through the mediation

of Messrs. Veitch. It has a very singular branched

tuberous root-stock aboveground, from which .are

sent up leafy stems 6 inches to 2 feet in height, with

linear, toothed leaves, and bearing terminal clusters of

erect, whitish, bell-shaped flowers, striped with pink.

The April number does not contain quite such strik-

ing plants, but it is by no means devoid of interest.

Phyllocactus biformis, a native of Honduras, is chiefly

remarkable for the small number of its flower-segments,

which are of a reddish purple colour. Pentstemon

antirrhinoides is a shrubby yellow-flowered Califor-

nian species sent to Rew by Mr. Niven, of the Hull

Botanic Garden. I'yrus prunifolia is figured because

no good figure exists of so beautiful and well-known

a tree, and it certainly amply deserves its portrait.

Mxsdevallia Peristeria was described in our columns

by Professor Reichenbach in 1S73, p. 500. It is in

the way of M. Chimara, but not so Hzurre in its ap-

pearance. Fourcroya undulata, an elegant species

which flowered at Kew last autumn, is very similar to

F. Selloi, but is smaller in all its parts. Cyrtopera

sanguinea is a curious tuberous leafless Orchid, from

the Sikkim Himalaya, and which varies very much in

colour in different specimens.

• The plates in the last number of the Illustra-

tion Hortkole are Dieffenbachia antioquiensis, a variety

or species from New Grenada, with oblong acuminate

leaves of a dark green, mottled with pale yellow.

Azalea Madame Jean Wolkoff is a fine semi-double

variety, with large white flowers tipped and streaked

with red. Thrinax barbadensis is a fine Fan Palm,

with spiny petioles marbled over with silvery blolclies.

It is said to be very rare in collections. Zamia

Lindeni is a very handsome Cycad from Ecuador.

It and Z. Roezlii are said to be the finest Cycads of re-

cent introduction. MasdevaUia amabilis, var. lineata,

is a fine crimson- flowered species with the yellow

flower-tube marked externally with reddish stripes.

Araucaria Balans.-e is a splendid species, native of

New Caledonia, where it attains a height of 130 to

160 feet. It has the habit of A. excelsa, with rich

purple-brown coloured branches. It was shovvn in

Florence under the name of A. neo-caledonica.

The plate represents the tree, but the analytical

details mentioned in the text are omitted ;
perhaps

they will find a place in the next number.

The coloured figures in the January and

February numbers of Regel's Garlenflora are Oxalis

Ortgiesii, Sedum spurium, var. splendens ; Rheum
palmatum, var. tangutica ; Campanula tridentata,

var. Saxifraga, a pretty bell-flower, with linear or

lanceolate leaves ; Pentstemon glaber, var. stenope-

lalus, a handsome suflruticose plant with large blue

flowers ; and ICncephalartos Verschafleltii.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. are issuing a CMlJ'i

Bible'm large type, and with plenty of pictures. The

text is divided into paragraphs, which is very con.

venient in one sense, but as no reference even is given

as to the verses, the poor child requested to find a text

or verify a reference would find himself somewhat at

a loss.

The Journal of Botany for January of the

present year contains an interesting list of the plants

growing wild in Kew Gardens and the adjacent plea-

sure ground, compiled by Mr. Nicholson. The list

contains nearly 400 species and varieties, very few

among which, considering the circumstances, are

naturalised exotics. The same thing has been noticed

in the case of other botanic gardens. It is desirable

on many accounts that the census should be revised

every few years, and compared with that of preceding

years. How curious it is to read that Ger-anium

Robertianum is the rarest species within the prescribed

limits. It is curious also to note that the American

water weed, Elodea canadensis, once so troublesome

in the pond before the Palm-house, has .all but dis-

appeared, though abundant elsewhere in ponds and

ditches, no one knowing the why or wherefore.

APRIL.
A PRIL ! sweet month of sunshine and of flowers,

P ray be thou not too tearful, lest tlie flowers,

R ejoicing first at promise of the Spring,

I n disappointment droop ! But gladness brnig :

L et Nature smile wilh thee, and carols sing.

M. A. Bailies, in Colbunis " Neio Monthly iMagazo
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

April.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-
tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, "Westland Row, Dublin.

27,—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, &c., in the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Findlay.

a8.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec. , W. Sowerby.

May.
1 to 10, inclusive.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park.

Mr. William Paul's Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums,
&c.

2 to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-
bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 8.—Exhibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-
servatoi-y and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,
Robert Bullen.

21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's
Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford,
Manager, Bruce Findlay.

SATURDAY, APRIL lo, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

. ., (•
Sale of Bulbs of Lilium auratum and

MONDAY, April 13I Coniferous Tree Seeds collected by
I M. Roezl, at Stevens' Rooms.
["Sale of Lilium auratum, Azaleas, &c., at

Protheroe & Morris' Auction Rooms,

of British Birds,
L Stevens' Rooms.

Wednesday, April 14 {^=Jf^^^|.
I">P<>««1 Orchids, at Steve.

^ of the Linnean Society, at 8 p

cultural Society, at Stevens' Rooms.

UNDER the title National Health and
Wealth the Rev. Henry Moule issues

a new edition of his pamphlet on his favourite

theme of dry earth closets, and the safe, in-

offensive, and profitable disposal of liquid refuse.

The title is an attractive one, whatever may be
thought of the subject discussed under it, or the

special views of the author. The health of the

nation is also the basis of its wealth. In pro-

portion as the first suffers the second declines.

It must also be admitted that, notwithstanding

all the sanitary legislation of late years, the

means of cleanliness are still practically beyond
the reach of large masses of the population alike

in town and country, and that where such have

been provided their efficacy is often imperilled

through carelessness or ignorance ; hence the

need of still agitating such matters and urging

the importance of what has been called a sew-

age policy. Each habitable house ought not

only to be furnished with sufficient area for the

number of inmates, pure air, abundance of light,

but also with a liberal supply of clean water, and
simple means of getting rid of all pollutions

whether liquid or solid. So much may be taken

for granted ; cleanliness is the parent of health,

and it is well nigh impossible to be clean under

the present arrangements in and around dwell-

ing houses. Too many human beings are

crowded into small rooms ; the water supply is

generally deficient, often the water is bad, and
there are no facile means in use for neutralising

nuisances or getting rid of them. On the con-

trary, nuisances are piled up within and around
dwelling houses ; the products of respiration

and perspiration are too often shut up in unaired

beds and unventilated rooms, so that the dead
portions of yesterday's body poisons the living

body of to-day or to-morrow. As to outside,

here is what the author says (p. 35)—and a very

slight acquaintance with the sanitary state of

small villages is sufficient to prove the sub-

stantial truth of the sad pictures he presents ;

—

" In some of the small villages of from 100 to 600

inhabitants, situated in marshes, fens, moors, or

water meadows of Wilts and Dorset, epidemics

prevail quite as frequently as in overcrowded

towns, and in some of them the average rate of

mortality has been found to be as high as

thirty-four per thousand. Why, in some of them
the water is within 4 or 6 feet of the surface of

the soil on which the cottage stands, and as if

this damp bottom was not sufficient in itself to

weaken or destroy the miserable inmates," Mr.
Moule adds, " into that water the cottage
well is sunk, and from it the family drink ; and
yet within a few yards of the cottage the privy

vault is sunk, perhaps into the same bed of

water, or so near it that poisoning is inevit-

able."

On the next page" the author quotes a more
common state of things— populations of from
200 to 600 clustering around the squire or the

parson, picturesquely scattered along the banks
of a running stream from which the population
drink. Ascend it a little way, and you find

privies erected over it, or the refuse of farms
and of mansions ilowing into it. And so through
several pages. In fact, throughout the rural

districts the privy, the cesspool, and the drink-

ing wells are in such close proximity to each
other that the marvel is, not that so much sick-

ness or debility prevails, but that any of

the population are in health. Mr. Moule
proposes the abolition of surface wells, privy

pits, and cesspools near dwellings by Act of

Parliament. Impose fines upon all such
nuisances and slow means of killing the popu-
lation, and this would stimulate other modes of

abating the nuisances, and converting such into

positive benefits and means of wealth—by the

dry earth syst em, to wit.

Doubtless much diversity of opinion con-
tinues to prevail regarding the manurial worth
or commercial value of the dry earth itself.

According ' to the experience of Mr. Fenn,
one of the earliest advocates of the dry

earth system, the manurial value is great.

That it is a good manure, specially rich in phos-

phates, and admirably adapted for the produc-

tion of vegetables, root crops, and such fruits as

Grapes, is certain, but we confess that its

manurial value is of quite secondary importance
to its perfect efficiency as a deodoriser of closet

and other offensive matter. Its potency in this

respect can readily be tested by any one, and
is, in fact, established beyond dispute. The
author attributes much importance to using the

same earth again and again. We see little

need of this, and some risk from it. Earth is

easily dried, and when once passed through the

closet ought to be forthwith employed in

stimulating growth and conversion into food.

In absorbing all the unpleasant odours of excre-

ments, and resolving these apparently into

itself, the eairth becomes enriched, and in fact

converted into a fertiliser, and it is much better

to use it at once than run any risk of unplea-

santness by adding to the strength of dry earth

manure.

The author's mode of procedure for cottages

is so simple, and likely to prove so useful, that

we venture to transfer it to our columns ;

—

" In the floor of a small projection from the upper
storey there should be inserted a 12-inch earthenware
pipe, glazed within, rising 18 inches above the floor and
terminating at 9 or 12 inches above the vault, which in

wet soils should be cemented and made water-proof. It

should be furnished with a seat and used as a closet

with or without machinery for admitting and distributing

the earth. This pipe would also prove useful for empty-
ing commodes, &c., in case of sickness. All upward
draught must be prevented by keeping earth round the

bottom of the pipe. All the attention needed would be
to remove the contents from under the pipe once a fort-

night or three weeks. Outside the houses another pipe
should be erected over the same vault in a small pro-

jection like a pouch, for the male members of the family,

and in this also a store of dry earth might be placed.

The trouble of applying the earth, if done from the out-

side, is very small, and is really of no account compared
with the value of the manure.

" The provision of the earth is very simple. In dry
weather let the cottager rake olf about half an inch or

an inch of tlie surface of his garden, and spread it in a
thin layer over his paths. In two days he will be able to

sift it, and it will be fit for use. When the earth is

applied from the outside the sifting can be dispensed
with. All that is needed is that the earth be dry."

The reverend author,however, has made anote
of another source of serious and mischievous
nuisance, perhaps even more dangerous than
any other—the vegetable and animal refusc,that

is generally stored within a few yards of the

cottage and suspiciously close to drinking wells.

These, such as Cabbage-stalks, &c., when soaked
with house-slops become deadly polluters of the

atmosphere. The remedy for this is unique :

every cottage should have 20 perches of land.

Let one of these perches be wired in for the

enclosure of twenty or twenty-five Cochin or

Brahma fowls. Let these have all the vege-

table and animal refuse to eat up bodily, and so

make an end of it. Dig this ground over once
a fortnight, and the manure and the refuse

will keep the fowls with but little expense for

Barley, and the two tons of manure made by the

fowls— for twenty hens will eat as much, and con-

sequently, we presume, make as much manure
as a pig—and the eggs, will add, says the author,

from ;£5, £], to over ;£io a year to the

cottager's income. Doubtless, too, this new
mode of folding by fowls for a year would form
a capit al preparation for Onions or Asparagus.

But then another great source of nuisance
has to be dealt with—the house slops. As Mr.
Moule condemns the water system of sewerage
we were somewhat curious to discover what was
to be done with liquid manures. Well, two
remedies are offered—the usual one of irrigation,

and the new one of cremation. The latter

might answer with fires on purpose ; but the

idea of placing the most villainous liquid pol-

lutions in pans under our grates to aid com-
bustion by their vapour, and to have them thus

purified anddestroyed, is too horrible to think of.

What would become of the liquid cremations

when the wind with its mischievous caprice

sends a back current of smoke and half-con-

sumed liquid pollutions back into one's sitting

rooms? No, cremation won't do. It is wasteful

as dangerous, especially while hungry soils,

yielding only half a crop for lack of food,

would form as thorough a cure for liquid

manure as dry earth does for solid. The author

also states that dry earth added to house sewage

at the rate of half a hundred-weight to six hogs-

heads, will stay putrefaction for forty-eight

hours. As a rule, too, putrefaction will hardly

commence till after twelve hours.

There is an epitome of the water-sewage

system for the mural districts, which hardly

varies in principle from that adopted on small

farms. On p. 26 the author deducts 4 perches

from the 20 he advocates for each house, for

the cotter's outhouse fowl-pen, which leaves

16 perches, or 483 square yards of cultivable

land. Taking a household at ten persons, and

the liquid refuse at 3 gallons a-head, gives

30 gallons a-day, or 22 gallons per square yard.

The object to be aimed at is the distribution of

this liquid refuse over the ground in such a

way as to soil all the manured portions until

they are appropriated by plants, and that no

manure shall penetrate the subsoil so as to

poison wells, &c. The author supposes the

land to be laid out for the first time, say in

October, and treated thus : Strips a spade wide,

and 3 feet from centre to centre, are dug all over

the 16 perches. As the digging proceeds Cab-

bages are planted in these foot-wide strips from

12 to 18 inches asunder, with 30 inches or so

of undisturbed ground between, the 30 gallons

of sewage to be applied each day to 120 feet in

length of those Cabbage grounds. This would

dispose of the refuse for twelve days to 960

Cabbage plants. The interspaces between the

Cabbages are then to be dug or forked up each

12 yards, to receive 30 gallons of the refuse

daily. The whole space would thus be manured

within a month. The application might be

several times repeated, and thus the liquid be

disposed of for four months. In February the

intermediate spaces to be cropped with Parsnips,
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Broad Beans, Onions, &c. During these opera-

tions the Cabbages to have three more waterings,

as in October the earth and the growing crops

quickly absorb all offensive matters, which are

further neutralised by a shovel of dry earth or

fine dry coal ashes to 30 gallons of sink water,

which the author affirms will prevent the putre-

faction of sink water for thirty-six or forty-eight

hours.

As to the value of the crops, the author esti-

mates the crop of Cabbages at ^4, a crop of

Caulillower and of Lettuces at £s more. Assum-

ing that the intermediate spaces are used for

two rows of Beans, or three of Onions, Carrots,

Parsnips, to be followed by a crop of Savoys,

the full value of the produce of 16 poles or

perches of land he puts down at ^15. It will

be observed, however, that this is close crop-

ping indeed, and allows no room for the Cab-

bages to come to maturitjf. The author, how-

near to the pollutions in the rural districts, and

is the only means by which they can be ren-

dered innocuous and finally converted into pro-

duce. It is a grievous loss of productive force

as well as a serious injury to health to waste

or accumulate these, and finally to have to deal

with and dispose of them by filtration, irrigation,

or cremation. Doubtless, too, the dry earth

closet, which is practicable for towns, would

greatly simplify the problem of dealing with

liquid manures by lessening their volume and

impurity.

Without professing to endorse all the views

of the author, who at times has thrown the reins

of his judgment on the neck of his hobby, and in

consequence may have ridden it too hard or too

far, yet we would advise all to read his Nalional

Health and Wcaltli, and as far as practicable

preserve the one and augment the other, by the

adoption of his dry earth and irrigation in detail

change of the original arrangements would do an

injury to the Royal Horticultural Society, without

yielding any corresponding benefit to the Pelargonium

Society. The show will therefore be held this year

at South Kensington, as announced in the circulars

already issued. The committee hope, moreover, to

be ahle to make arrangements to hold the Pelargonium

show next year at ChiswicU, at a date which as nearly

as possible may coincide with the height of the

blooming season of the bedding varieties, which

would scarcely have been the case this year, the date

being fixed for July 21.

We are informed that Mr. Alderman and

Sheriff Kllis, the senior Sheriff of London and

Middlesex, has consented to become the Chairman

of the executive committee of the Potato Exiii-

IIITION ; and Mr. Jamks Abciss, J. P., formerly an

Alderman of the City, is the Vice-Chairman. The
committee have put themselves into conimunicalion

with Mr. W. A. Linmsay, the secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society, with a view to the exhibition

being held at South Kensington, probably in connec-

tion with the Fungus Show, early in October, and

some liberal proposals have been put forward by Sir

Fig, 99.—undekley hall, kirkey lonsdale, the seat of eakl bective,

ever, affirms that from 20 perches of ground—

a

Vine against a wall and 100 Currant bushes

—

he raised, by this system of sewage resolu-

tion into food, produce to the value of ^20
'0 L-'i P^i' annum. On a larger scale, or for

the disposal of the liquid refuse of villages.

Sac, the author recommends grass plats

and root crops, indeed sewage farms in minia-

ture. And yet, singularly enough, throughout

the pamphlet there are strong condemnations
of the worthlcssness and incompetency of the

water system to deal with the problem, or

remedy for the evils of our present sanitary state.

On the contrary we gladly welcome both the

dry earth and the water system—any and every

means, in fact, that will rid us of the evil that

sits as a nightmare on the health of the nation

and thus saps the foundation of our wealth.

Assuredly to us this water preventive is better

than cure. We quite agree with the author

that the evil should be grappled with at its

source and mastered in detail. The earth is

systems ; and especially to endeavour to resolve

all pollutions into produce by the express and

simultaneous cropping of the ground, alreadj',

and in so many instances, so successfully prac-

tised by horticulturists. All vegetables luxuriate

in liquid sewage ; Roses and Mignonette become
finer and sweeter on such savoury drinks, while

there is hardly a fruit, from a Strawberry to a

Pine-apple, that may not be enlarged in size and
improved in quality by a judicious use of liquid

refuse.

Some time since a suggestion was made that

the Pelargonium Society should hold its show in

the great conservatory at Chiswick instead of at

South Kensington, and the proposal seemed so appo-

site that many of the members felt inclined to adopt

it. On more mature consideration, however, it was
found that difficulties stood in the way. The com-
petition for Messrs. Veitcii's fruit prize was fixed

for the same day, and as the two items—fruit and

Pelargoniums—made up last year one of the best

South Kensington shows of the season, and as Messrs.

Veitch objected to the competition for their prizes

taking place at Chiswick, the committee felt that any

Edward Lee, on behalf of the Alexandra Palace

Company, witli a view to the show taking place at

Muswell Hill. The arrangements are being pushed

on as fast as possible, so as to allow of the schedule

being published without further delay. In addition

to the special prizes already announced, Messrs.

James Carter & Co., High Holborn, offer a silver

cup, value five guineas, for six English and six

American varieties of Potato?, and 2d and 3d prizes

of three guineas and two guineas respectively.

We are requested to state that the Pelargo-
nium Trial at Chiswick will be carried out as

usual, and that the officers of the Royal Horticultural

Society, with the laudable wish of keeping up to the

utmost the status of the Chiswick garden in the present

precarious state of the Society's affairs, desire this season

to make a special effort in this direction. They there-

fore trust that the raisers of seedlings, as well as the

introducers of foreign novelties, will, as usual, send

for this purpose plants of such new varieties as they

may be able to spare ; and if they will at the same

time specify whether or not they would desire any of

them to be grown in pots, the superintendent, Mr.

Barron, will be ready to give eflect to their wishes.

The superintendent is prepared to receive and take

charge of the plants at once, and requests that those
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who intend to send will do so as early as possible,

addressed to him, at the Royal Horticultural Gardens,

Chiswick,

Through the kindness of our colleague, Dr.

Kegel, we recently gave a conspectus of the Cycads
in cultivation. In looking over the collection at Kew
the other day we observed several Ceratozamias in

cone, among them two very fine specimens— a male

and a female— of C. mexicana. These plants are ex-

ceedingly healthy and vigorous, the female plant

having leaves nearly or quite lo feet in length, and

those of the male are about S feet. The longest

leaflets measure nearly iS inches. The male cone is

from 18 to 24 inches long, and the female from 8 to

10. C. Karwinskiana and C. Kiisteriana are also in

cone in the same establishment. Not one of the

species of this genus appears to have been figured in

any English work. Brongniart, the founder of the

genus, figures the first-named species in the Annales

des Sciences Naturellcs, but he had only imperfect

materials at that time. The collection of living

Cycads at Kew, if not so rich in species as some Con-

tinental ones, includes many very fine large specimens.

The larger plants are in the Palm-house, where, also,

will be found the species of Ceratozamia in question.

Saxifeaga Stracheyi, a beautiful and

interesting plant, is blooming on the rockwork at

Kew. The flowers on opening appear pure white,

the pink colour which soon obtains over the entire

flower being then restricted to the ovary. It is a

near relative of S. ligulata, and of which it is perhaps

a variety, though sufficiently distinct to be desirable

in the same collection. It was raised from seeds sent

to the Royal Gardens by General .Strachey, F. R.S.,

in 1851, and has been cultivated on the rockwork for

many years. A figure is published in the Botanical

Magazine of 1872. It is native of the Western

Himalaya and Tibet.

The Weston-super-Mare and East
Somerset Horticultural Society will hold its

annual exhibition on Wednesday, August 4.

The Paris Academy of Sciences awarded the

following Prizes last year for Botanical Work :

—The Barbier Prize (in part) to M. J- Chatiu, for

studies of the Valerianea; ; the Desmaziiires (1S72) to

M. M. Cornu, for a monograph of the Saprolegniefe
;

and 1000 francs to M. Bornet for his labours among
lichens; 1000 francs to M. Lefranc, for his paper on
Atractylis gummifer ; the Desmazieres (1873) to M.
Girodot, on the Lemaneaceae (Algre) ; and 1000 francs

to Messrs. Van Tieghem and Lemonnier, on the

Mucorinea: ; the Bordin (1873) to M. J. Vesque, for

the anatomy and physiology of Dicotyledons ; and the

Gegner (4000 francs) to good works on fossil botany,

approved by M. Brongniart. In lik6 manner this

year, several prizes are offered for botanical papers on
various given subjects.

We learn that the question as to whether The
International Horticultural Exhiiution
should be held next year at Brussels or at Amster-

dam, has been settled in favour of the former city.

Affairs, then, stand thus, Brussels, 1S76 ; Amsterdam,
1S77 ; London (?), 187S. Meanwhile we may de-

precate the application of the word "international"

to mere local display, however extensive.

We have received from Mr. Tyerman a

bouquet of spring flowers, most beautiful, most
interesting. We will try and enumerate some of

them :—Sever.al varieties of the gorgeous Anemone
hortensis, of various shades of crimson ; the blue

Anemone apennina, the yellow A. ranunculoides,

the purple Anemone Pulsatilla. Mr. Tyerman also

sends us numerous varieties of the common Primrose,

a slaty blue-flowered Polyanthus, a fine seedling gold-

laced Polyanthus, various Hose-in-hose and "Jack"
varieties ; the common Oxlip, P. vulgaris var. umbel-

lata, and a glorious form of it under the name of

Primula Golden Plover ; a similar form, but smaller,

called Golden Prince ; the Bardfield Oxlip, and a

number of curiously deformed varieties, which, as

Mr. Tyerman says, lose little of their beauty, all de-

formed though they be. Before dismissing this matter

we may ask whether our amateurs and gardeners

have practised the plan stated to be followed in

Belgium of cutting away the corolla of Primroses in

an early stage with the result of causing the colour to

be developed in the calyx ? {See Masters' Vegetable

Teratology, p. 284.)

Drimys Winteri, a plant of considerable

interest, is flowering in the economic-house at Kew.
The genus belongs to the Magnoliacea?, and stands

next to lUiciura, which is also in the same house, and

represented in flower by I. floridanum, the " l^oison

Bay " of Alabama. The use of Winter's Bark was
brought into notice by Captain Winter, who found

it very efficacious as an antiscorbutic, it having been

administered to some of his crew with great success

for scurvy. It is a stimulating aromatic tonic,

and much resembles in appearance and properties the

bark of Canella alba, with which indeed it was once

confounded ; and has also been superseded by that

medicine, as well as by others. It has an extensive

range of habitat, extending from Terra del Fuego,

along the west side of South America, to New
Grenada and Mexico. It was first discovered on the

Straits of Magellan, whence the bark was brought by
Captain Winter, when in company with Sir

Francis Drake, in 1578. On the Continent it is

cultivated as D. chilensis, though that may be a
slightly different form, as the leaves appear less

glaucous. It attains a height of 50 feet, and, judging

from cultivated specimens, must form a handsome
tree. The leaves are oblong, coriaceous, green above,

with a glaucous under-surface; and the pale yellowish

white flowers are produced in simple or compound
umbels towards the ends of the branches. D. axil-

laris, a distinct species, is a native of New Zealand
;

and another, D. piperata, is found in the mountains

of Borneo.

The following subjects are announced for dis-

cussion on the evenings of the dates named, at the

Society of Arts :

—

April 14.—"The Best Method of Making Field

Experiments Practically Useful to Agriculturists." By
ProfessorJohn Wrightson.
April 2t.—" The India. Museum Question." By Dr.

Forbes Watson.
April 23.— *'The Preparation and Uses of Rhea

Fibre." By Dr. J. Forbes Watson.
April 28,—" The Protection of Buildings from Light-

ning." By R. J. Mann, Esq., M.D., President of the

Meteorological Society.

April 2,0.
—"The Growth of the Factory System in

India, with especial reference to the Production of

Textile Fabrics, and the Relative Advantages of the

British and Indian Manufacturer." By Elija Helm,
Esq. , of Manchester.

The chair will be taken at S P.M.

We are informed that thirty-nine candidates

have been elected Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society since January i last.

The exhibition of the National Auricula
Society', to take place in the Town Hall, Manchester,

on April 27, promises to be an extremely good one
this year ; one leading cultivator of this flower writes

to say that it will be the best show held for fifty years

past. Efforts are being put forth to make it what one
Auricula grower calls a "great Primula festival," by
inviting examples of the newer types of the Primrose.

Fancy Polyanthus, &c. Many species might be in-

cluded, if it is not too late in the seasoo to catch some
of them in flower.

Amongst the many alterations Mr. Bennett,
of Hatfield, has been engaged in during the past

winter, is the removal of some large mounds of un-

sightly shrubs that marred the beauty of the pleasure

grounds, and the Formation of a very Exten-
sive RoOTERY for the culture of hardy Ferns, alpine

plants, &c. This rootery is formed at the south side

of the pond, on a portion of the ground fully described

for that purpose in the Gardeners' Chronicle Supple-

ment, May 9, 1874.

Mr. E. WiLLMETT, late foreman at Wycombe
Abbey Gardens, has taken to the management of the

gardens at Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire.

We are glad to welcome the April number of

the Villa Gardener, introduced, as it is, by a modest
preface from the pen of the new Editor, Mr. D. T.

Fish, to whom as to his journal we heartily wish all

success and prosperity. We know that in his hands
journalism will not be degraded by illicit parasitism,

nor will the public be defrauded by the dishing up of

old matter or old illustrations as new. When we
learn that he intends, bee-like, to sip sweets from
other journals, we know that he will respect the rights

of the public and the interests of his compeers, and
" maintain honourable friendship on the basis of

mutual acknowledgment."

We have had submitted for our inspection

some dried flowers, the colours of which are very well

preserved, and which, therefore, serve well as orna-

mental objects. In the instance before us a very

pretty border, surrounding a portrait, was made of

Bowers of the Virginia Stock and portions of Fern
fronds. The preparation by means of which these

results are obtained may be had of E. Roberts,
Frankfort Terrace, Harrow Road, Paddington, N.

Now that we are all on the look-out for signs

of the coming spring, and all the more keenly so after

the irritating weather we have had to endure, it may
be well to mention that the Meteorological Society

has issued a series of instructions for the observation

of Phenological Phenomena. By this awkward
expression is intended the first observation of the first

appearance in spring of wild flowers, birds, insects,

&c. This list has been drawn up by a conference of

delegates from the Royal Agricultural, Botanic,

Dublin, Horticultural, Marlborough College, Natural

History and Meteorological Societies. Some years

since the British Association published a similar list,

and the records of Mr, M'Nae and Mr. Preston are

well known to readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

We may remark that the nightingale was heard by
us on April 4 in the neighbourhood of London. Blank
forms for recording these phenological phenomena
can be had from the secretary of the Meteorological
Society, 30, Great George Street, S.W.

In the Moniteitr Horticole Beige the following
Si.x Pears are recommended for those who wish to

have Pears from July to May ;— I. Beurre Giffard,

ripe at the end of July and beginning of August

;

2. Williams' Bon Chretien, end of August or begin-

ning of September
; 3. Louise Bonne d'Avranches,

end of .September
; 4. Beurre Durondeau, October

and November (M. Gillekins states that the flowers

of this variety withstand spring frosts better than any
other) ; 5. Beurre Diel, [November and December

;

6. Eergamotte Esperen, January to April,

We are requested to publish the following ex-

tract of a letter received by Messrs. Thomas Cook &
Son, from the British Executive of the International
Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876, underwhich
they are appointed General Passenger Agents to the
British Section :

—

The International Exhihition of 1876, at Philadelphia.
Offices of the British Executive. 5, Craig's Court,

Charing Cross, S.W., March 4. 1875.
" Gentlemen.—His Grace the Duke of Richmond,

K.G., Lord President of the Council, bearing in mind the

able manner in which you conducted the transit arrange-

ments to and from Vienna, both to the satisfaction of

the Royal Commission, of which His Grace was a
member, and to the advantage of the British exhibitors

and visitors to Vienna, has instructed me to offer you
the appointment of ' General Passenger Agents to the

British Section of the International Exhibition at Phila-

delphia in 1876.' » * *

"His Grace, aware how well the arrangements you
effected at Vienna worked for the interests of all con-

cerned, desires that similar, and if possible greater,

facilities may be afforded in Philadelphia, viz. : that

your special representative on this, as on the occasion

alluded to, should be under the immediate orders of the

British Executive, * * * — I have the honour to be,

gentlemen, your obedient servant,
" P. Cunliffe Owen, Executive Commissioner.

"Thos. Cook cS: Son."

Under this appointment Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son
have to make on behalf of the British Executive the

whole of the arrangement with the Atlantic steamers

and railway companies for the conveyance of the

exhibitors, their assistants, and workpeople, and
also for the conveyance of the goods to be exhiljited ;

and the exhibitors may rest assured that every effort

will be made to obtain as liberal arrangements for

crossing the Atlantic as were made for the English

exhibitors at the Vienna Exhibition of 1S73.

The next meeting of the Institution of
Surveyors will be held on Monday evening, April

12, when the adjourned discussion on the Home
Secretary's " Bill for Facilitating the Improvement of

the Dwellings of the Working Classes in Large
Towns " will be resumed. The chair to be taken at

8 o'clock,

M. May, in the Rei'ue Horticole, recommends
for market purposes grafted plants of Ceanothus,
which form plants of great beauty. Young plants, with

stems as thick as a goosequill, are taken early in

autumn as stocks, and these are grafted the following

summer en demifente (cleft-grafting).

The germination of Arum italicum shows

that it is the dilated end of the tigellum which

forms the corm of this plant. When the seed begins

to germinate the radicle first protrudes, then the long

tubular sheath of the cotyledon, at the base of which

is the plumule and tigellum, the latter dilating into a

corm, from which adventitious roots spring. The
cotyledon itself remains within the seed, and is of

globular form,

At the Council meeting of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England on Wednesday,

Mr. Whitehead (Chairman of the Botanical Com-
mittee) reported that Mr. H. W. B.vtes, F.L.S., had

consented to write a paper for the Journal upon the
" Natural History of the Colorado Potato Beetle ;

"

and that the committee recommended to the Journal

Committee that a coloured plate in illustration of Mr,

Bates' paper should be given in the yournal.

Was Spir.fa palmata, of Thunberg (figured

in the Botanical Magazine, tab. 5726, as a recent intro-

duction), known in this country as a garden plant

previous to its introduction, a few years since, by
Mr. Fortune? Loudon, in his £ncyclofiaiia, and

in his Horttis Britannicus, gives "Spiraea palmata,

Thunb., China, 1823." It is clear, then, that some-

thing under the name of palmata was grown in this

country at that time. The question is whether that

was the true S. palmata or not. We incline to think

not, although some of our old cultivators are of a

different opinion. We think not, because the plant

is Japanese, not Chinese ; arid because we think it

most probable that the palmata of former days was
not the true Japanese plant intended by Thunberg
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but a red-flowered variety of S. digitata. It may here

be stated that three plants have been called Spirrca

palniata. i. The Japanese plant just mentioned,
and to which alone the name should be applied.

2. Spircca palmata, of LiNN.r.irs, a North American
plant with rose-coloured flowers, and which is

properly the S. lubata of MUKKAY and of Jacouin.
3. Spiriva palmata, of Pali>as, figured in his Fhra
Kosska, t. 27, and which is properly the S. digilata

of WrLLincNow, Sp. PL, p. 106 1. This is a plant of

Kastern Siberia, and very likely of China, and was
introduced in 1823

In a recent number of the Rei'uc Ilorticole

figures are given of an Ailantus excelsa which
produced flowers when only four months old, and
when the seed-leaves were still attached to the plant.

The flowers were male. It is possible that the similar

case figured by ourselves was also a seedling, but we
had no opportunity of ascertaining whether this was so

or not. M. CARRir;iiK also figures a Weigela which
flowered when little more than an inch in height.

More than 200 seedlings showed the same precocity,

Rhamnus oleivfolius and Pavia hybrida have been
observed by M. CARRifeRE to present the like pheno-
menon.

We learn that the Horticultural Club
has been re-organised, and will in future be known
as the LiNDLEV Cluii. The subscription is loj-. a
year, and the meetings are to be held in January,
March, June, and November. The meetings in

March and November will be initiated by a "con-
ference for the consideration of any questions of im-
portance ilireclly related to, or incidental to, horticul-

ture." The members are to dine together at each
meeting of the Club, and the first time a newly-elected
member dines with the Club he is to be entitled to a seat

at the right hand of the Chairman ! Such are some
of the main features of the proposal. A special

general meeting will be held on Wednesday, April 21,
to pass the revised rules and regulations. Mr.
RfCHARn Dean, Ealing, is the Secretary.

M. Gillekins, in the Moniteur Horticole Belge^

recommends the following Six Pears for Walls
with a southern and eastern aspect :— I, Doyenne
dTIiver, ripe from January—June ; 2, Beurre d'llar-

denpont, ripe in December—January (this, with the
preceding, are specially recommended for market
purposes); 3, Passe Colmar, December—January; 4,
Beurre Ranee, January and February

; 5, Josephine de
Malines, Feb.—March ; 6, Passe Crassane, January.

lame Camspiibeita.
The Daffodil and its Double Varieties.

— I do not regret having called attention to the
popular belief, confirmed, as I then thought, by
my own experience, that Narcissus Pseudo-Nar-
cissus becomes double under cultivation, because
the fact will now be either refuted or estab-
lished. Thirty-five years ago I cleared a corner of
my father's garden, and filled it exclusively with wild
flowers. Amongst others I planted two or three
clumps of N. Pseudo-Narcissus, brought from a
meadow near the Trent, where N. major was never
seen. Two or three years after the other wild flowers
were as I planted them, but double Daffodils were
flowering on or near the spot where I had planted the
single. I mentioned this to a gardener, who told me
other people had found the same ; and since that time
I have never doubted until now that the double garden
Daffodil and the single wild Daffodil were the same
species. I own myself convinced by the opinion of
such good florists as Mr. Harpur- Crewe and Mr. Barr,
who tell us that N. major, the double garden Daffodil,

and N. Pseudo-Narcissus, the single wild Daffodil,
are quite distinct. I must have been misled by the
"fallacy of imperfect observation," the probable fact

being that N. Pseudo-Narcissus died, and that a few
roots of that ubiquitous and persistent bulb, the garden
Daffodil, had been left in the soil when cleared. I

venture to suggest that " R." and Mr. Maw should
repeat the experiment of planting N. Pseudo-Narcissus
in their garden, selecting a spot from which N. major
is entirely absent. I am doing so here, giving the
bulbs the benefit of every variety of soil, and I will

let you know the result. C. IF. Dod, Edge Hall,
Malpas, Cheshire. [The only satisfactory way of
settling the point. We may add that what has been
sent to us as the double wild Daffodil have been
various forms of N, major. Eds.]

1 must confess myself fairly puzzled since
reading Mr. Crewe's letter, also that I was totally

unaware that the common garden Daffodil is not
the double form of the wild plant, but of Nar-
cissus major. My garden, an old one, swarms with
the common double Daffy, which] increases largely,

and I fear I must have jumped too hastily at con-
clusions, and accepted without due investigation the
common complaint of my neighbours that the wild
Daffys all turn double when planted in the garden.
Possibly the real fact is that they cease to bloom, and

as the common garden plant Increases, one has assumed
that such increase is — one's wild plant become
double. Certainly I can find no flowers which differ

from the common one, or I would send one to Mr.
Crewe, However, Mr. Maw will probably be able
to speak with more certainty if he transplanted his

wild bulhs to a meadow, and kno'/s exactly the spot
where he planted them. As I mentioned in a former
letter, 1 have two clumps which still remain single,

but the rest have either ceased to bloom or have
become double. A'., April 5.

The Daffodil is not common as a wild flower
near here. I know it only in two places—one an old
moated island in this parish, where it is probably
introduced ; another in Cranham, near Stroud, where
it is plentiful. From this latter place I have for many
years been in the habit of bringing a few roots for my
garden, and I have never seen the slightest tendency
to double, though I have watched for it. Nor have
I ever seen a wild Daflbdil double, except at Malvern,
in a copse, where I once found some specimens with
stamens becoming petaloid. My own experience,
therefore, quite coincides with that of Mr. Harpur-
Crewe in your last issue. But only yesterday I came
across an instance that shows how far any one person's
experience is from exhausting the possibilities in even
a limited set of circumstances. A friend who super-
intends the botanic garden now being formed at
the Cheltenham College was introduced by me in

1S71 to the Cranham habitat, and on March 28 with
me he brought away some bulbs. These he planted
in the College garden, and yearly has he watched for

the flowers, which, however, came not. Leaves were
there, but no flower. This year for the first time they
have flowered, and he tells me that they are unmis-
takable double Daffodils of the garden. I send you
specimens both of the double and the unsophisticated
Daffodil, that you may see whether he is mistaken.
He is quite botanist enough to be accurate in his

species, and I have no doubt as to his fact, unless

indeed some youngsters have been shifting his bulbs,

as I have heard that at the botanic garden at Cam-
bridge all the labels were once shifted. R. C. Barnard,
Barll(ru>, Leckhamplon Hill, Cheltenham. [The speci-

men sent is certainly not the double wild Daffodil
but a form of N. major. Eds.]

In reference to the wild Daffodil (p. 408),
I am still sceptical about them coming double
in cultivation, having three large beds—the bulbs
collected in Lincolnshire, Hertfordshire, and Kent

—

and I do not find amongst the thousands now in

bloom any deviation from the single form ; I find the
roots are larger, and the flowers perhaps a little finer.

When working up the Daffodils, the double form of
the wild variety I had great difficulty in meeting with,
and had almost come to the conclusion it did not exist.

No one could give me any clue to it, and those who
thought they knew it invariably sent me the large
double Daffodil, Telemonius plenus ; and I might name
a number of authorities with whom I came in contact,
who maintained that this large double Daffodil was
the double form of the wild single Daffodil of our
fields. This I saw could not be possible, and the
first point I succeeded in clearing was obtaining the
single form of the large double Daffodil, and certainly
this is the noblest of the sulphur- coloured section of
the Pseudo-Narcissus. Through studying Parkinson,
I found the locality where the double form of the wild
Dafl'odil was supposed to exist in his time, and after a
good deal of correspondence I succeeded in procuring
a {^"N bulbs, and this season I have an advice that a
few more are on the way. My correspondent remarks :

" There is only one large clump, and a few odd bits,

but all close to the same spot." Would " R." oblige
me with a specimen of his double Pseudo-Narcissus?
If it is the small one, it is so beautiful, and more
refined in form than the large variety, and I am sure
it would be hailed as an acquisition by all who are
fond of spring flowers, and being so easily attained, if

" R." is right in his conclusion. Would any of your
correspondents name localities where this little beauty
(the double Pseudo-Narcissus) is found wild ? P. Barr.

As you have of late been writing on the Daf-
fodil, I enclose specimens of Narcissus major, which
is commonly called " the Daffodil " near Tenby. I do
not think it is generally known that this species is

abundant within a radius of some miles round Tenby,
South Wales. Some years since I happened to be in
thai neighbourhood just as the plants were going out
of flower, and was much struck by the metamorphosis
of Narcissus Pseudo- Narcissus there. I brought some
bulbs away, and was much pleased to find in the fol-

lowing spring that they were Narcissus major, a
native of Spain, and a very great addition to my
spring garden. They grow very luxuriantly on the
road from Tenby to Penally, in several places, and
also beyond Penally on the Pembroke road, and (as

I was informed by the late Archdeacon Clark) in

several other distant localities, from which he kindly
sent me specimens. As I was collecting bulbs from
the first place, and wondering in my mind how a
Spanish plant got there, I caught sight of a very fine

ruined round-tower chimney, peculiar to the neighbour-
hood of Tenby, and which are said to have been built by

the Flemings, of whom a large colony lived formerly
in and round Tenby, driven from their homes by the

persecution of their Spanish masters on account of
their religion. This seemed at once to account for

these beds of Narcissus m.ajor. Flanders had so much
intercourse with Spain, that nothing would be more
natural than for this showy Narcis to be a favourite

with the Flemings ; and it is ecjually natural that they
should bring some of these easily carried bulbs with
their pennies to South Wales when they migrated.
Probably I am telling an old story, well known to

many, but 1 do so because I have never met with
any who did so, and because all whom I met at

Tenby thought that their plant was the Narcissus

Pseudo-Narcissus, which I did not see there. TheNar-
cissus major is a great addition to the spring flower gar-

den, its golden flowers coming out very early and with
great luxuriance. Every one admires my Tenby
clumps. It also lasts a long while : it has now been
in beauty all this month, and will go on some weeks
yet. I cannot understand the various opinions about
Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus becoming so frequently

double : it has been a favourite in my garden for

forty years, and I never saw the slightest tendency to

its becoming so. We have acres of it in great beauty
in many localities in this island, but the late Dr.
Bromfield, who knew almost each individual plant in

this island, says of this Narcissus, "One solitary

clump in St. Urian's Copse among thousands of the
single kind, unquestionably wild, and perfectly similar

to the double garden Daffodil." " Also a very double
but certainly wild specimen on a bank at Yaverland."
One would not have supposed that this pale flower

would have produced a double one of the bright

golden tint of our garden Daffudil. I have always sup-

posed that the Narcissus major was the original of the
garden Daffodil, and I see Dr, Bromfield says further

on—"I cannot distinguish the wild double variety

from the common great yellow Daffodil of the gardens,

though that is supposed to be a different species—the
N. major of Botanical Magazine, and a native of
Spain." My Narcissus major bulbs have a tendency
to become double, and are of a very beautiful golden
yellow, as one would suppose from the single one. I

have never seen a locality for the common Daffodil

that did not make one doubt its being brought there,

and the same with Narcissus biflorus and poeticus.

They all seem to grow round old abbeys, or where
cottages have been. In this island our largest bed is St,

Urian's Copse (now written in all our maps "Centu-
rion's Copse), where a church or chapel once stood, of
which St. Urian was the head. All our other stations of

it are suspicious, as I have observed, in all other parts of

England where any of the three species of Narcissus
grow. W. D. F.., Isle of Wi^ht.

The Great Double Daffodil of our Gardens.
—I see Mr. Harpur-Crewe states that N. major is the
single form of this. I differ from him, inasmuch as

N. major flowers later and is a deeper yellow. I send
you herewith the true single form, Telemonius of
Haworth ; by comparing it with the double which I

send you, you will see that they correspond. N. major
is only just opening while Telemonius is nearly over,

having been some weeks in flower. This fine Daffodil

is one of the earliest, and vies with my magnificent

Obvallaris maximus—the latter is golden-yellow, the

former sulphur-yellow. The Daffodils of the Ajax
section which are now in bloom with me are as

follows :—minimus, nanus, minor, Obvallaris maxi-
mus, Telemonius, T. plenus, Pseudo- Narcissus and its

varieties (plenus, grande-plenus, lobularis, lobularis

plenus, nobilis, rugilobus), cernuus plenus, c. plenus
bicinctus, M. major, N. maximus. P. Barr, April ^,

Sweet Nancy (Query 44, p. 443) is the common
name in Cheshire for the double variety of Narcissus

Poeticus or N. biflorus, or both, which is one of the
most popular garden flowers in some portions of that

county. The name is also used in Norfolk ; and the
plant is known as "White Nancy" in Cheshire and
Staffordshire. The popular names of N. biflorus are

not many, but of a somewhat unusual kind. Turner,
in his rare and little-known Libellus, gives a long
account of his meeting a little girl while "rusticating"
in Norfolk who had a handful of white flowers
{'^ dexlera manu alboritm fiorum manipithtm gestaiis")

which he considered to be Narcissi ; but on inquiring

of those " qui proximos pagos ei castella halntarent"
they all told him that the name was " Lanstibi," nor
could he learn from them any other name for the
plant. In the same author's Names of Plants, he
speaks of a white-flowered Narcissus which "groweth
plentcously in my Lorde's gardine in Syon, and
it is called of divers, Whyte Lans tibi;" and
a similar reference occurs in his Herbal. The
origin of so unusual a name does not appear to be
known ; but it is worthy of note that other names of
the white Narcissus seem to point to some eccle-

siastical association of the plant. Thus, in Devon-
shire, N. biflorus is called "Whit Sunday," and
Halliwell gives "gracy-days" as a name for the

Daffodil in the same country. We have been unable
to connect this name with any of the other designa-

tions of N. Pseudo-Narcissus ; and as the botanical
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identifications in Halliwell's Glossary are often vague

or even inaccurate, it is at any rate possible that it is

really applied to N. biflorus or N. poeticus. "Gracy-

days"or (as Wright gives it) "gracy-day" is no

doubt a corruption of Gratia Dei, a title given to

various plants either from their medicinal or orna-

mental properties. In an old English MS. of the

fourteenth century, which is preserved in the royal

library at Stockholm, the name is applied to a plant

which, with the Daffodil, Squill, Garlic, and Leek
v.'as reckoned among the five kinds bearing the last

title. All that is said about it is, " Gracia Dei yt

groweth in Mede," but its conjunction with the

Daffodil, Leek, &c., shows that some monocotyledon
of similar habit was intended. The name, *' Prim-

rose Peerless," by which Lyte, Gerarde, and the other

herbalists knew N. biflorus, is still in use in Warwick-
shire, and, in the corrupted form of "Primrose
Parings," in Devonshire. Dr. Prior has not been as

felicitous as usual in giving the derivation of this

name. In his first edition he considers it as a corrup-

tion of Primula paralyseos, originating in a confusion

between the Narcissus, which was supposed to cause

palsy, and the Cowslip, which cured it ; while in his

later issue he thinks it " apparently transferred to it

from a lady," although the quotation he gives at

second-hand in support of this theory does not go far

to countenance it. There can be no doubt, however,
that Parkinson gives the true explanation when he
says that its flowers are " of a pale, whitish, creame
colour, tending somewhat neare unto the colour of a
pale Primrose (which hath caused our countrey gentle-

women, I thinke, to entitle it Primrose Peerlesse."

Johnson, in his edition of Gerarde, writes it
*' Prim-

rose Pearles," which Culpeper renders " Primrose
Pearls." B. M.

Apricot Blossom and Apricot Prospects.

—

Never but once have I seen such a mass of Apricot
blossom as we have had here this spring, and rarely,

if ever before, has such a favourable season been
experienced to aid in the fertilisation of the

same. For whilst the walls have been sheets of

white there has not been one solitary frost, during all

the time they have been in bloom, that could injure

them. At this moment an immense crop has "set,"
so numerous, in fact, that if one fruit in every score

matures and ripens, there will be, ample and to spare.

I meditate resorting to the expedient of cutting back
all the older worst placed "spurs" that exist on old
trees here, and which anxiety for a crop forbade
cutting back as severely as we could have desired at

pruning time. The old adage runs somewhat thus :

—

" And during March your fruit trees lop,

Thus easily you guarantee a crop."

By taking advantage of this fact, this backward April,

may we not ease, and it may be resuscitate some-
what, such Apricot patriarchs as look to us for

succour and support ? William Earley, April 7.

Cutting Fir.—My experience of cutting Fir is quite
different from that of the writer of " Forestry " in your
paper of March 27. If cut in May v/hen full of Tur-
pentine, and allowed to lie on something to keep
ihem off the ground for a season, the ends of the poks
are sealed wuh turpentine and the bark adheres much
longer than it does on winter-felled poles. Pinaster
summer-felled will keep its bark on for years, whereas
a winter-felled pole will some seasons have its bark
rotten in one year. The summer-felled poles, if used
full of sap directly it is cut, will decay in the ground
rapidly. When passing through the Black Forest
from Freiberg to Schaffhausen, June, 1 868, I saw
large Silver Fir being felled and barked. Since that

I have always cut poles in May or June, and am con-
vinced it is much better for the poles cut and for

those left standing than the usual mode. It allows the
trees room to grow when they can best take advan-
tage of the breathing-room, the trees throw out corre-

sponding roots, and are better able to withstand the

exposure to gales the following winter. I also leamt on
the Continent never to thin the whole of a plantation at

the same time. I have seen plantations in England
checked in growth for years by the cruel woodman's
practice of cutting every Bramble and stripping off

every dead branch that they can conveniently cut all

through a plantation, at the same time that they take
down almost every other young tree and chill the

whole plantation to the very pith at the coldest and
most stormy time of the year. I was brought up in

this school, and nearly thirty years ago was trusted by
my father to thin a plantation of 6 acres by myself, since

which time I have planted and attended several acres

of my own, from 1S56, and cut almost every pole

myself. H. R.

Large Aucubas.—The description at p. 400 of

the Aucuba japonica in the Royal Botanic Garden,
Regent's Park, so singularly coincides in every respect

with one I have in the garden here, that I should not

trouble you on the subject were it not lor the idea that

a confirmation of the modus operandi of obtaining

berries may induce all ordinary gardeners to do the

same, and thus secure to themselves a most lovely

plant when covered with its coral berries. The

Aucuba I have is about thirty years old. These

plants do very well here, and I have others of large

size ; and having raised several male plants now
coming into bloom, I hope another year to have

many in full berry, which by the kind assistance of

bees, flies, or the wind wafting the pollen, is so

easily accomplished. Slinsford, Dorchester, Dorset.

Early Blooming Dahlias. — The critique at

p. 399 on the assumed merits of German Dahlias

should have special interest for Dahlia growers in the

neighbourhood of Southampton, who propose to com-

pete for the prizes offered in the schedule of the

Horticultural Society of that town for "Dahlias in

pots," the competition to take place on July 31

next. It is a fact that most of our own kinds do not

come into good bloom until August, and I fear that

exhibitors will find it exceedingly difficult to get their

plants into decent bloom by so early a date, whilst

any attempt to force them into flower under glass will

only develope length at the expense of beauty. With-

out doubt the best varieties for pot culture are the

Pompons, as these produce the greatest quantity of

the plant out of the pot, and I find it is rooting well

into the fresh soil, but every one of the roots, even

the smallest fibre down to the extreme tip of the

young growth of the roots, to be the same as the

piece I now enclose—exactly as before. George IValker,

Marks Hall, Essex.

Pampas Grass.—"A Very Old Subscriber"
asks at p. 444 about clearing old growths from a large

plant of Pampas-grass. I have just been trying to

meet the same difficulty by having all the dead shoots

and stems cleared with a sharp knife, cutting them
neatly away as far down as could be reached. The
plant was an unusually large one, and the centre so

choked with the dead mass that water lodged, and
there seemed a fear of decay; also the great mass
falling together like a mere heap of dried grass was
an objectionable feature in the group of which it was
the centre, so that something had to be done ; but

either taking or leaving seemed doubtful, and it was
only on the assurance of the gardener that he knew
the treatment answered that I ventured on it with

such a large specimen. The plant at present looks

Fig. 100.—INVERTED GROWTH OF TURNIP,

flowers on the least surface, but most of these are too

tall for pot-work, and any attempts at dwarfing them
would probably make them worse rather than better.

What is wanted for such a purpose is a race of plants

that shall not exceed 2 feet in height, and which shall

commence blooming at midsummer. With such a

useful strain it would then be possible to convert the

Dahlia into a capital exhibition plant for late summer
and autumn shows. A. D.

Diseased Palm Roots.— Seeing the figures at

p. 409, of the Palm roots I sent to you some time ago,

I beg to offer a few words about the plant, thinking

perhaps they may throw some little light on the

cause of the peculiar formation on the roots. The
plant was a small one, bought in about three years

ago, and was in a very unhealthy state ; every leaf

that came up was covered with spider, and not one

unfolded properly. It was repotted several times,

thinking the soil was not suitable, but all to no pur-

pose, until last autumn it began to grow and make
some nice leaves, but there was no unusual appear-

ance on the roots up to this time. In the spring I

turned it out to give it a larger pot, when I found

every root of the plant looking exactly as shown in

your figure ; the plant was well rooted, and all being

alike, it was a most peculiar sight. To-day I turned

very well, as also a somewhat smaller one, which was
similarly treated, and having stood the winter well

without any protection, as there were no very tender

growths to be exposed. 0.

Protecting Materials.—I find nothing so cheap,

nothing so light and useful, as the common Bracken.

Here we protect our Fig trees by tying it to the

branches, our Broccoli bysimply covering them entirely

up, and this season I shall protect Rose trees and
dwarf Cherries ; in fact, it is so -easily applied that it

requires no shifting, it being light and airy, so that if

we have no spring frosts it does no harm, and should

you have frost it certainly does good. The best plan

to keep on the foliage is to cut in early autumn, tie in

bundles, and keep it dry. S. Gilbert.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : April 7.—W. Burnley

Hume, Esq., in the chair. The Rev, M. J.
Berkeley, addressing some eighteen or twenty persons

present, remarked that only two subjects came under
the notice of the Fruit Committee—a dish of Apples,
the name of which was not known, and a pan of

Watercresses grown in a cold house. The latter had
been sent to show that it might be usefully grown
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under such circumstances through the winter months.

At many places, Mr. Berkeley remarked, it was a

common practice to grow Watercresses under a north

wall, but there was the great disadvantage in this

system that the plants were liable to become infested

with fly if not well watered. On the contrary, it was

much better to cat plants grown in this manner than

those grown in water, because it was known that the

eggs of a very minute insect were deposited on

aquatic plants, which produced the " rot" in sheep.

The Fern shown as Pteris Williarasii proved to be an

old plant—Gymnogramma japonica ; and of two re-

markably fine specimen Orchids—Dendrobium nobile

and D. densiflorum— it was remarked that though the

inflorescence of the latter was most handsome, it was
comparatively fugitive, and the former was the most
useful, tas its flowers la'^ted so much longer. It

was interesting to know, in connection with the

exhibition of such a fine specimen of D. densi-

florum, that the species was first sent to this

country through the Society by Wallich. Eurycles

Cunninghamii belonged to a genus of Amaryllid-

acea, founded originally by Salisbury, and was
closely allied to Pancratium amboinense, from which

chair. Mr. Berkeley stated that the so-called Bam-
busa gracilis, shown at the last meeting, was Arun-
dinaria falcata.

Diseased Portugal /.auni.—The following letter

from Miss Ormerod was read, and the specimens

relating to it were laid on the table. It was considered

by the committee that the dry raised bank on which
the shrubs were planted was sufficient to account for

the disease :

—

"I enclose some specimens of the diseased Portugal
Laurel roots, with another bit to show the condition
when healthy.

"When I first saw the shrubs in July last year the

leaves had turned to a dead whitish green, and as lime

went on they drew together at the edges, became
patched with brown, and the shrubs have since died.

Those affected were part of a dividing hedge in my
garden about 90 feet long, and about three of them
have died together at one end, and as many more
together in another part of the line— those by them not

showing any signs of unhealthiness. Tlie trees were
about 10 feet high, the bank on which the row stands
artificially raised about 3 feet above the level of the

garden, and if not watered must be ex-ceedingly dry in

; and in another place in Spring Grove, where

Fig. ioi.— martinezia erosa.

it diff'ered in having only two ovules in each cell.

Exacum zeylanicum was pretty, but seldom seen, owing
to its being peculiarly difficult to propagate. The seeds
were excessively small, and the practice was to sow
them on the top of the earth, then gently press them
down, and trust to chance for their germinating.
Messrs. Veitch's small group of Droseras then came
under notice ; and, with regard to Drosophyllum
lusitanicum, Mr. Berkeley remarked that he thought
it might some day be found in the West of Ireland.

The discussion on the wild Daffodil going on in our
columns was alluded to, the speaker taking the side

of Mr. Harpur- Crewe, Mr. Barr, and others, and
showing flowers of the true double common Daffodil
—Narcissus Pseudo- Narcissus flore-pleno, which was
accurately figured in Parkinson's Paradisus under the
name of N. Pseudo-Narcissus anglicus flore-pleno.

A specimen was also shown of a singular double form
of N. Pseudo- Narcissus, known to Herbert as
Ajax Eystettensis, and to Parkinson as N. p. s.

gallicus minor flore-pleno. Both of these flowers

were exhibited by Mr. Burbidge. On examination
at Kew, Mr. Berkeley found that the plant shown by
Mr. Stevens, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at

Trentham, at the last meeting, under the name of
Bambusa gracilis, was Arundinaria falcata.

Scientific Committee.—A. Grote, Esq., in the

the Portugal Laurels fail similarly, the ground is (natu-

rally or artificially) above the surrounding level. I

cannot find in my own garden that the roots have
reached any injurious subsoil, nor are there the slightest

indications of insect injury.
*

' When freshly cut the smaller diseased roots look wet,
of a greyish colour, with brown spots scattered in the
discoloured wood— to the unassisted eye looking very
much like the mottlings of a diseased Potato. They
dry very rapidly, but perhaps some of the small stumps
on the largest section (if freshly cut) would still show
this appearance.

" This disease gives a good deal of trouble here, and
besides the interest of the subject in itself it would be of
great service to know how to check it.

Diseased Poplars.~-^\i^ following letter, addressed
to Professor Dyer, was read from Mr. Wilson Saun-
ders, and illustrative drawings were exhibited :—

'' Some few years since a number of young Poplar
trees of two different kinds were planted on the sides of
the roads in East Worthing, with the object of forming
rows of shade-giving trees, which would grow quickly.

The roads mentioned are broad, and run either directly

towards the sea or parallel to the seashore. Hence some
are much exposed to the indraft of the sea breeze, while
others are comparatively sheltered. The whole of the
roEids are within a quarter of a mile of the sea shore. Of
the trees so planted one Lime has done well, and there
are several vigorous young trees here and there to be

seen ; but the trees of other kinds have mostly died off,

or arc rapidly succumbing to a disease which I shall at-

tempt to describe and illustrate ; and I may observe that,

as far as I have been able to observe, those trees which
are most sheltered are as much diseased as those exposed
to the full sea breezes. The disease seems sooner or
later to be fatal to the tree, for I have not seen one tree

attacked of which there seems any chance of recovering,

seeing how many have died, and how very sickly they
appear. The trees now in this diseased state are from
12 to i3 feet high, and with stems varying from 5 to 7
inches in diameter. Thedisease is most apparent in large,

rough, open wounds about the commencement of the
lower branches, and on the; stem ; but upon closer exami-
nation symptoms of the disease will be found all over
the tree, even to the tops of the branches. The disease

seems to show itself at first by a longitudinal fissure in

the bark, which fissure is nearly straight and but of
little depth, having its Hps slightly elevated and reflexed.

At first it will be perceived that the fissure does not pene-
trate the whole depth of the bark, but, gradually deepen-
ing and extending in len;T;th, the wood becomes ex-

posed. This proces of the fissure of growing deeper and
increasing in length continues until the wood is

quite exposed, and in a branch of two years' growth
the disease assumes the appearance of a long open
wound, exposing much of the wood which the growth of
the bark partially covers up. Tracing the progress of
the disease further, side fissures will be seen producing
the same results ; and these fissures, running one into the
other, break up the bark until occasionally the disease
extends all round the branch. It may be perceived that

the disease attacked a branch where it had two years'
growth, and that the other fissures commenced the
year following. When a branch gets diseased, the
portion above the wound dies. The disease is often slow
in progress, particularly when on the main stem, when
large open wounds appear, of the same character as those
on the branches, exposing much of the wood, but having
the surrounding bark, although diseased and cracked, in

a healthier state. My drawings represent the main stem
of a young tree with a wound of this character, but still

there would appear every probability of the tree lasting a
few years longer in the living state. The figures have been
carefully made, and are all to the natural size, except those
which are coloured. Specimens of the leaves of this

Poplar accompany this, that the species may be deter-
mined. The Poplar, which was planted at the same
time and is found to do well, is, I have no doubt, the
Populus nigra, L. The diseased Populus appears very
like the Populus candicans, or false Balsam Poplar. The
soil in which both kinds of Poplar were planted is a rich
strong loam. The cause of the disease I dare not venture
to give an opinion about ; and I have gone into the fore-

going details with a hope that you may be able to
enlighten me on the subject. W. IVi/io/r Sjuiidcrs.

Dr. Masters stated that he had frequently seen a
similar disease in the Lombardy Poplar, particularly
when growing in water-logged soil. Mr. A. Murray
referred to the similar disease met with in the Ash,

Colorado Beetle.—Mr. McLachlan referred to the
letter of an Englishman in America, published in our
last issue, and going to show that the tubers were
eaten by the beetles, and that their importation might
really be effected by means of seed Potatos. Some
of the committee still expressed doubt as to whether
the beetle really fed on the tuber. Mr. McLachlan
referred to a note in the report of Lieutenant
Carpenter, of the American Geological Survey, in
which it was stated positively that the insect was dis-

tributed by means of seed Potatos, and that its

absence in Utah and other parts of California was to
be attributed to the fact that it has not yet been
necessary to import seed Potatos.

Telfairea pedata.—Dr. Moore, Glasnevin, sent
leaves of this plant partially affected with albinism,
and which condition Dr. Moore thought was occa-
sioned, in this instance, by the attacks of a fungus.
Mr. Berkeley doubted the accuracy of these conclu-
sions, but promised to report on another occasion.

Inverted Leaves of Turnip.—Mr. Hemsley sent a
Turnip with a cavity in the interior of the root nearly
filled by leaves growing from the crown downwards
and inwards as in the figure, reproduced from an
earlier volume (see fig. 100).

Circulatioji in Myxomycdes,—Professor Dyer showed
under the microscope a portion of an .Ethalium, con-
sisting of protoplasm, only without any investing cell
walls, and in which currents, sweeping granules with
them in their course, were plainly visible. The Plas-
modium, or thallus, throws out processes in various
directions, which sometimes meet and inosculate,
forming a network. The meeting then adjourned.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in
the chair. First-class Certificates were awarded at
this meeting to Messrs. James Veitch & Sons for
Drosera spathulata, an extremely interesting little

species with obovate leaves ; for Croton Disraeli,

a most singular form, received from A, H. C.
Macaffee, Esq., of Sydney, with for the most
three-lobed leaves, bright green in colour, spotted
with golden yellow, and having a golden band along
the midrib—the greatest novelty the genus has pro-
duced ; and for Hyacinth Etna, the petals of which
are broad, smooth, and flat, and of a bright salmon-
rose shaded with reddish crimson, the flowers in-

clining to become double. To Mr. William Bull
for Crinum brachynema, an Indian species with
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drooping white, sweet-scented flowers, produced

on a scape about 3 feet high. The plant, ovigi-

nally described by Herbert in 1842, was introduced

to the Royal Gardens, Kew, from Bombay, m ib70,

by Mr. Woodrow, Superintendent of the Botanic

Gardens, Poonah, and figured in the Botanical

Maga-Jne (1S71), tab. 5937. For Dracojna insigms,

a dwarf, compact, wiry habited plant with leaves

of a rich metaUic purple colour; and for Draccena

Candida, a plant of identically similar habit to

the above, but with the older leaves margined with

creamy white, and the young ones almost entirely

of the latter colour. Both of these plants must be

welcomed by those in quest of suitable subjects for

table decorations, on account of their excellent habit.

To Mr. B. S. Williams for Geonoma gracilis, an

elegant stove Palm, which has been thought to be

the same as Cocos Weddelliana, but is quite distinct

from that fine species (an illustration will be found in

the left-hand corner of our Almanac for the present

year) ; and for Martinezia erosa, a striking South

American Palm, the characters of which are well

shown in the accompanying illustration (fig. loi),

reproduced from a former volume. Botanical com-

mendations were voted to Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons for a pale-fruited variety of Anthurium vio-

laceum, an old stove plant, better known under

the former name of Fothos violacea ;
and for

Drosophyllum lusitanicum, an interesting Sundew,

which is found in Spain, Portugal, and Mauritania,

which produces yellow flowers on a stem about

a foot high. The plant is figured in the Botankal

Magazine (1S69), tab. 5796. Cultural Commenda-

tions were awarded to Mr. J. Staples gr. to

Mrs. Candy, Chipstead Place, Sevenoaks, for a

specimen of Dendrobium densiflomm, with twenty-

eight fine spikes of flowers, all in a perfectly

fresh condition ; and to Mr. F. Moore, gr. to W. C.

Pickersgill, Esq., Blendon Hall, Bexley, for a speci-

men about 3 feet through, and remarkably well

flowered, of Dendrobium nobile. Messrs. Veitch

also showed a striking and beautiful Aroid under the

provi ional name of Spathiphyllum 'iVallisii, upon

which the committee deferred their award till the

plant was botanically examined, to see to what genus

dt really belonged. We propose shortly to give

an illustration of this striking plant. The same

iSrm also sent a flowering plant of Exacum zeylani-

cum, with pale blue flowers, and belonging to the

Gentianacefc ; Croton tortile, somewhat in the way of

C. spirale, but a much stronger grower, with the deep

bronze leaves spotted with crimson-red, and banded

with the same colour along the midribs ; Croton Lord

Cairns, in the way of C. Disraeli, but not so good
;

and C. appendiculatum, a very curious green-leaved

sort, the midrib of which is continued like a thread,

bearing a leafy appendage at the end. From Mr. J. Per-

kins, gr-ito Lord Henniker, Thornham Hall, Sufi'olk,

came a box of nice cut blooms of the Marechal Niel

Rose, which gained the thanks ol the committee ; and

a similar compliment was paid to Mr. Eckford, gr. to

Lord Radnor, Coleshill, for cut blooms of some finely-

coloured gold-laced Polyanthuses. From Mr. R. Dean,

Ealing, came a large and most interesting collection

.of Primroses, Polyanthuses, Violas, Myosotis, &c., and

.which included about three dozen pots of Myosotis

.dissitiflora, which were literally a sheet of bloom, and

;strikingly beautiful. Amongst the Primroses, which

Mr. Dean is doing his utmost to improve and bring

into popularity, we noticed Crimson Queen, very

large, and of a rich glowing crimson colour; Splendour,

much resembling the above, but of a lighter shade of

colour ; Violacea, deep violet ; Crimson Banner,

Fairy Queen, white; Queen of Violets, rich deep

violet ; Sulphurata, sulphur-yellow ; Rosy Morn,

deep rose ; and Charmer, a good shade of pink. In

the Polyanthus section were Regalia, rich maroon-

crimson, each segment marked with a wedge-shaped

white spots ; Black Knight, pure maroon ; Viceroy,

sulphur-yellow ; Magnifica, deep crimson ; White

Eedder, and the Bride, also a white variety of excel-

lent form. Bedding Viola White Swan, a large

smooth white flower ; and a new quilled white Daisy

named White Globe, large and very fine, were con-

spicuous in the same collection, to which a vote of

thanks was accorded. In addition to the plants

previously mentioned, Mr. B. S. Williams showed

Warscewiczella discolor, and Eurycles Cunninghamii

;

and from Mr. Bull came a fine white variety of

Odontoglossum Roezlii. filessrs. Paul & Son,

Cheshunt, sent a box of cut blooms of Roses, and

flowering specimens of the new Hippolyte Jamain

and other Roses ; and G. F. Wilson, Esq., contri-

buted flowering plants of the pretty little Primulas

pulcherrima, viscosa, and denticulata.

The Royal Horticultural and Agricultural

Society of Antwerp : April 4. — This important

.show, which was opened on April 4, and lasted

till the 7tli, was one of the most interesting exhi-

bitions I have ever seen ; and though the exhi-

bitors were mostly from the neighbourhood of Ant-

werp, Ghent, and Brussels, nearly all classes of

plants weye very well represented. Azaleas and

Camellias constituted perhaps the principal features

of the show, the former being especially magnificent

and numerous. On entering the Salle de la Grande

Harmonic, where the show was held, one looked down

on three splendid groups of these plants, each con-

sisting of thirty large plants trained with broad um-

brella-shaped heads, and one mass of flowers. This

mode of training, which is preferred in Belgium to

the pyramid or balloon shape, is certainly more

effective when viewed from above, and requires much

less tying and training than the shapes preferred in

England. M. Ghellinck de Walle, of Ghent, gained

the" I St prize of a gold medal or 400 francs in this

class; and M. Jean Vervaine the 2d. The following

varieties were among the most beautiful :—Baron de

Pret, Charles Enke, Comtesse de Flandre, Modele,

Comtesse Eugenie, Roi Leopold, Madame Dominique

Vervaene, Cedo Nulli.

Of Camellias the most remarkable were some plants

about 20 feet high sent by M. Edmond Le Grelle, of

Antwerp, which, though rather narrow for their

height, were full of bloom and very healthy. They

gained a prize of a gold medal, or 300 francs.

Of Rhododendrons there were a few fine specimens,

of which nothing was superior in beauty to that fine

hybrid. Countess of Haddington.

M. Louis Van Houtte, of Ghent, carried off the

prize for hardy Azaleas, though his plants were not

very remarkable either for their form or colour.

Orchids were not largely shown, but in the collec-

tion of M. Louis Le Grelle, of Antwerp, were some

well grown plants of Cypripedium Dominianum,

Crossii, and purpureum ; and in that of M. Beaucarne

a fine plant of Dendrobium densiflorum, with seven

flower-spikes.

Among the curiosities of the show was a collection

of terrestrial Orchids, shown by M. Ixiuis Van Houtte,

which, considering that they had been forced into

flower two months before their natural season, were

in very good condition. It included plants of the

North American Cypripedium spectabile, acaule,

pubescens, and parviflorum ; Orchis spectabilis, a

plant hardly ever seen in cultivation ; Arethusa bulb-

osa, one of those delicate little inhabitants of the

sphagnum bogs of Canada ; and Ophrys lutea and

apifera in a less flourishing state.

Amaryllis were well represented by several collec-

tions, M. Van Houtte winning the 1st prize with a

very fine batch of thirty unnamed seedlings, and

M. H. Van der Linden, of Antwerp, the 2d.

Though these plants were not perhaps quite equal

in form to some of those lately raised in England, the

variety of colour was very striking, a pure white one

and some very pretty pinks being among the best.

They are mostly, I believe, hybrids of A. vittata, and

have a good deal ol hardiness in their constitution.

Messrs. Krelage, of Haarlem, were an easy 1st in

the classes for Hyacinths and Tulips, though their

plants, perhaps owing to the long journey they had

come, were not quite equal to those shown by Messrs.

Veitch and Douglas at South Kensington lately.

The Belgians exhibited little or nothing in these

classes, three of which had no entry, and the Tulips,

with the exception of Messrs. Krelage's lot, were very

poor. Neither Cyclamens nor Roses were so good as

I have seen them. Primulas were entirely absent,

and Heaths by no means up to the English standard.
'

When we come to the foliage plants, however, the

most critical judge could not have passed by the

splendid plants sent by Madame La Grelle d'Hanis

and others without admiration. This lady, whose

beautiful gardens at Antwerp are celebrated on

the Continent, sent a collection of plants which

gained her the gold medal offered by the Federa-

tion of the Belgian Horticultural Societies, as well as

the prize for the exhibitor who contributed most

largely to the embellishment of the exhibition. It

included magnificent Palms, Aroids, Marantas, and

foliage plants of all kinds, among the most remarkable

of which were the following :—Ceratozamiamexicana,

Pritchardia Martiana, Latania borbonica, Arenga

saccharifera, all very large and perfect specimens.

To mention all that were included in the numerous

classes of the exhibition would take up more space than

you can spare, but I may say that Agaves, Aralias, Yuc-

cas, Phormiums, Araucarias, Caladiums, Crotons, Bro-

meiiaceous plants, Aroids, Aucubas, Ivies, Hollies, and

variegated plants of all kinds, were much more numer-

ously and better represented than at English exhibitions

generally. The Hollies of M. C. van Geert were parti-

cularly noteworthy. Among the most beautiful plants in

the show were some seedling Bertolonias, sent by M.

Van Houtte, of Ghent, which received the special notice

of the judges. Bertolonia Van Houttei, Mirandifei,

and Marchandi, the best of them, will no doubt soon

become known in England, and must be admired by

all. Many rare hard-wooded plants were shown by

the Baron Caters and others, including Hakeas, Gre-

villeas, Proteas, and Eriostemons, in perfect health
;

also fine specimens in flower of Metrosideros semper-

florens, Oreopanax dactylifolia, Theophrasta macro-

phylla vera, Kennedya nigricans, Clianthus

Dampieri, and many others. The Cacti of Mr.

Story, of Lacken, near Brussels, were models of good

cultivation, and included many rare and pretty

things. The Echeverias of M. Louis De Smet, of

Ghent, were also very beautiful ; among them E.

agavoides rubella, E. cajsia, E. Desmetiana, and E.

pulverulenta argentea, surpassed anything of the kind

I have seen before. I

A few Lilies were shown by M. Van Houtte in I

very fair order for the time of year—L. croceum,

with about fifty flowers on four stems from one bulb ; '
-

L. Brownii, with ten flowers ; and L. canadense

being the best.

The only English exhibitor was Mr. Williams, of

Holloway, who sent over a very nice lot of new and

rare plants, which received a medal from the judges.

It is a pity some of the other English nurserymen

did not contribute to the show, as the journey from

London is so short and easy that it would have been

a good opportunity of showing the Belgians what we
have in the way of Cyclamens or Orchids. The
show of fruit, consisting of Apples and Pears, was

good for the season. As regards the bouquets the

less said the better ; the want of taste shown in their

construction being, with few exceptions, lamentable.

On the whole the exhibition was well worth the

journey to see it, and I hope it may prove as great a

success financially, as it was in a horticultural sense.

The banquet, presided over by Baron de Caters, was

—as Belgian fHes usually are—as cordial as splendid,

{From a Correspondent. )

Paths and Edgings.—An old gardener once re-

marked : Above all things in a garden, let there be the

appearance of order. And he was right ; for while a

slovenly garden will spoil the otherwise excellent

effect of good features, an orderly garden will cast a

lustre on mediocre aspects. A well-managed garden

will have a neat appearance in the opening days of

April, and this neat appearance can be maintained

by keeping walks, borders, grass edgings. Box edg-

ings to paths, and lawns neat and tidy. Nature may

almost be said to give us a dry March for this purpose

;

and if the weather be cold and harsh, yet so long as

it is dry the tidying process can be pushed on to a

proper conclusion. If walks have been turned (and

this is sometimes of great importance, for walks will

become moss-covered when overhung with trees), and

rolled, they will be smooth and clean, and will

remain so for some time to come, if the roller be passed

over them after a softening shower. If weeds put

in an appearance they should be pulled out by hand

after a rainfall, or when the ground is soft they readily

come away from the yielding soil—small fibrous roots

and all. A good rolling soon makes all smooth and

orderly again.

Grass edgings sliould be made even by placing a

garden line along them and cutting away the margin,

which always grows out in course of time, and becomes

ragged and uneven. All the pieces cut away with

the edging iron should be gathered up and wheeled

away into the compost yard, there to lie and rot and

eventually become of great value for potting purposes.

Box edgings should be clipped this month, and gar-

deners recommend it to be done at the time of showery

weathgr, the reason being that they sooner start into

growth again, and lose that stunted and rough

appearance they are apt to present when the trimming

is done in periods of dry weather. If some of the

clippings be pricked out on a shady border, and

pressed firmly into the soil, they will root and form

nice plants by the autumn, and they come in very

useful to supply vacancies in the edgings to paths.

Celery.—It has been observed that if a garden be

so circumscribed in respect of space that a kitchen or

vegetable plot is an impossibility, yet some space will

surely be given to Celery. This favourite salad well

deserves such a special recognition. Many a Villa

Garden grows excellent Celery, and the gardener

places it on his table with conscious pride, that his

home-grown, crisp, sweet-eating stalks are incom-

parably better than the best that can be had in the

market. This is the time of year for sowing seed to

produce the plants to go out into the Celery trenches

by-and-bye. The seed being very small it should be

thinly sown on some finely sifted soil, on a bed having

a little bottom-heat if possible, or, if this is not avail-

able, under a handlight, in a cold frame, or in a shallow

box that can be afterwards placed in the greenhouse

or any suitable place in order that it may have all the

encouragement possible.

In order to be successful with Celery it must be

planted out in the trenches early—say at the end of

June, or the beginning of July, so as to have the

benefit of the showers that fall during what market

gardeners term the "dripping season," that is, the

showery days of July—when July happens to yield

them.
When the plants in the seed-bed or box are large
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enough to be transplanted, they should be planted out

where they can have every encouragement to grow
into size. Gardeners who have the necessary accom^

modation plant out in highly manured soil in a cold

frame, and under such circumstances the plants form

masses of fibrous roots, which, when placed in the

trenches in showery weather, soon lay hold on the

soil and become established. Celery should be kept

growing quickly and vigorously, and then it is certain

to do well.

CucLi>ti{ERS.—Not long since we gave directions

as to the making Up of a Cucumber frame for an

early crop of this favourite fruit. Many who are

in the alphabet of gardening prefer to wait until

April before they commence the culture of Cucumbers.
The days are then lengthening and becoming'warmer,

and these favourable circumstances greatly assist a

deficiency of manure for giving artificial heat. The
bed should be prepared without delay, and a com-
mencement should be made by marking out where the

frame is to stand, but keeping the dung a foot wider

all round than the size of the frame. In forming the

foundation of the bed with manure, which should be

fresh in order to generate the necessary warmth, it

should be well shaken out by means of a fork, at the

same time beating it down as layer after layer is

laid on. The rankest dung should be laid at the

bottom, and the driest on the top ; and if too dry,

throw some water over it to moisten it. The bed

should be so built upas to allowfor subsiding, and when
this has taken place it should be 4 feet behind and 3
feet in front. When the bed is completed, and well

beaten down, place a layer of soil 3 or 4 inches in

depth over it, and place the frame on it. In the

centre of each light a mound of nice turfy loam should

be placed ; and in this, when it is nicely warmed
through, the plants should be placed, one or two to a

light. Air must be given night and day for a time if

a rank heat becomes generated, or the plants will be
shrivelled up. The plants should be pinched back to

the fruit-bearing wood, at the same time thinning out

the shoots, so that they should not become matted.

The roots run near the surface of the soil, and when
the plants make vigorous growth they will soon show
themselves through the mounds, which should receive

a fresh covering of soil to afford them nutriment. As
the plants grow and the weather becomes, hot, water

must be given, but it should always be warm.
Such a bed as this is very useful in many ways.

In it can be raised half-hardy annuals and tender

plants required for summer bedding, and also for

borders, such as Asters, Stocks, Petunias, Phlox
Drummondii, Zinnias, PeriUas, Golden Feather, Cocks-
combs, &c. All these can be sown thinly in 48 or

32-sized pots that are well-drained and filled up with

a light, free, sandy soil. A line of these can be stood

round the sides of the frame, where they will not

impede the growth of the plants ; and in this manner
many things can be grown that could not else be at

the disposal of the Villa gardener for the decoration

of his garden.

CIjc Mcatljcr.
STATE OF THE
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off with a heel, will strike readily in a brisk

heat in sand, after which pot them on in good peat,

to which add one-seventh of sand, as they all like

plenty of water whilst growing, and at no time must
they be allowed to become dry, or their leaves will

suffer. T. Babies.

Orchids.—Now that the sun has more power,
the East Indian plants will require syringing over-
head on fine days, even in dull weather (now the
plants have fairly started into growth), and the
surface of the pots should have a damping with a
syringe or a fine-rose water-can. Most of these
plants require a greater amount of atmospheric mois-
ture than heavy root waterings. Plants growing on
blocks must be syringed two or three times a-day,
but where Sphagnum is used on the blocks they will

require less attention in this matter. Shading will

be required for most of these plants, using canvas
sufficiently thick to exclude the fierce rays of the sun ;

the blinds must be rolled up immediately all fear of

the sun scorching the plants is past. Dendrob'mms
will now require more water at the roots, although
water must be administered with care, especially to
the delicate rooted kinds ; above all, they should not
be over-potted, in fact they all appear to succeed
best when pinched for pot-room, and with one or
two exceptions they require the heat and moisture of
the East India house. D. Cambridgianum, D.
Parishii, D. primuliniim, D. \Vardianu7ti^ D. De-
vonimittm, and many other varieties do best grown
in baskets suspended from the roof; such strong
growing kinds as D. densiflomvi and D. Farmeri are
best grown in pots. The most fibrous peat, sphagnum,
and charcoal is the best mixture to grow them in.

D. fornwsum should have pieces of charred wood
placed perpendicularly in the pot for the roots to
cling to, with a very small quantity of sphagnum
and peat intermixed between the pieces of
wood. Continue to repot and top-dress any plants
making new growth. Catihya labiala and Lii:lia

elegans require good fibrous peat and good drainage
;

they should be placed at the warmest part of the
Cattleya-house. Growing Cattleyas like plenty of
moisture about them, hence it is a good plan to sepa-
rate them from those not in a growing state. The new
and beautiful C. gigas, like C. Dnviatia, appears to
succeed best in a day temperature of 60° to 70°. At
no time should these plants be subjected to a lower
temperature than 55°. They root well in fibrous peat
and charcoal, so that what water is given it should be
enabled to pass freely off. Anguloas and Lycastes
should now be repotted ; they require a greater depth
of material to root into than Cattleyas : they never-
theless require a thorough drainage. For potting use
a mixture of equal parts of peat and sphagnum with
pieces of charcoal the size of nuts mixed with it ; both
species require a good supply of water at their roots.

Bitrlingtonias are seldom seen now in good specimens,
though the flowers of most of them are beautiful, and
the plants are of easy cultivation. Rather a deep
basket, with pieces of charred wood and sphagnum
placed rather loosely in the basket, appears to suit

them very well. They require plenty of heat and
moisture to grow in, especially B. Candida. This
variety should be hung up rather close to the glass in
the East India house. As soon as Odontoglossum
cilrosmum opens its flowers, the plants should be re-

moved into a dry house, otherwise the flowers will
become spotted. G. Baker, Clapham Common.

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Parterre and Mixed Garden. —Lawns, grass
verges, &c., will now require constant attention.
Immediately after heavy rains they will be found in a
soft spongy state, and advantage should be taken of
this condition to get them beaten down and well rolled
previous to cutting the edges, which should be done
with great care and regularity. This operation is

simple enough to perform if the lines are straight, but
requires some little skill if the edgings are curved, or
at all intricate. For beds on grass, it may be neces-
sary to re-strike them out from given points instead
of trusting the eye and depending on guide-sticks, and
in the end it is a saving of time. Choice evergreens
may now be transplanted with the greatest safety.

Choose dull damp weather for the operation, and in
filling in give a good soaking of water, after which
cover with dry soil, and mulch over to prevent evapo-
ration. With the genial showers and soft balmy air

to be expected during April they will become quickly
established, far outstripping any that were trans-
planted in the autumn, and may have survived the
winter.

Where it is desirable to increase any of the above,
recourse should be had to layering, and if done now
the layers will form nice plants for removal at this

time next season. To accelerate the formation of
roots, the branches should receive a slight twist pre-
vious to layering. Well stir the soil, and bury the
branches so operated on to the depth of 5 or 6 inches.

Conifers and other ornamental trees should now be
looked over to see if any have branched off into rival

leaders contending for ascendancy. If so, the
strongest and best should be selected, and all others

cut out, or be made subservient to this, or the beauty
and symmetry of the plant will soon be destroyed.
Any lateral branches in like manner that are taking
the lead, or are making disproportionate growths,
should be shortened back. By a little timely assist-

ance in this way the growth will be equalised, and
afterwards maintained with great regularity. Severe
pruning and undue formality should be strictly

avoided, as the natural forms of most trees are far
more pleasing than if pruned and trained into shapes
not habitual to them.

Herbaceous plants are among the first that
come in to cheer us with their blooms, and have a
charm and interest possessed by few other plants. It
may be necessary to divide and re-arrange many of
these, which should now be done. Before replanting,
some mild rotten manure or fresh soil should be
worked in, as the plants, if strong-growing, will most
likely have exhausted that within reach. The double
Pyrethrums are a most useful class of plants, having
showy flowers but little inferior in form and colour to
first-class Asters ; but flowering in May, when showy
flowers are scarce, they are even more valuable.
Pentslemons have been much improved of late. These,
too, make a fine display, and are most valuable for'

cut flowers. Ahtr'imerias should not be lost sight of,

as they are very showy and lasting. These should be
sown where they are intended to bloom, as they are
difficult to transplant. Continue to plant Gladiolus
at intervals, to give a succession of blooms. Cover
the bulbs with a little sharp sand, and do not
allow them to come in contact with manurial
matter, as it will be sure to generate decay.
No time should be lost in planting-out Holly-
hocks, or the spikes will be short and poor. Well
enrich the ground previous to planting, and look
sharp after the disease that proved so fatal to many
last year. Any showing symptoms of being affected
should at once be destroyed. Roses that were left

unpruned to afford a succession of bloom should now
receive that attention, or the plants will suffer a severe
check if allowed to get in a more forward state. Seeds
of most kinds of annuals and perennials may now be
sown. The hardier kinds may be sown outdoors, but
all will be found to vegetate better if they can be
afforded the protection of glass. Our practice here
is to scatter a little light vegetable soil on a hard
bottom and sow the seeds in rows, covering with fine
soil. They are then protected with any old spare
lights, and kept close till they vegetate. Treated
in this way they involve little labour, and may
be lifted and planted where desired without a
check. Sow Smeet Peas and Mignonette where they
are wanted to bloom, and make choice of plants having
scented flowers or foliage to plant or sow near the mar-
gins of walks or entrances to dressed grounds, to exhale
their pleasing fragrance. Such plants as the following,
and other hardy edging plants, should now be planted,
to save time at a more busy season :

—

Polemonium,
Echeueria secunda glauca, Sempervivums of sorts,

Golden Thyme, Stellaria, Cerastium, &c. The bedding
season is fast approaching, and little time remains for
propagating. If the stock is still deficient their in-

crease must now be pushed on vigorously. Such
things as AUirnantheras, Iresine, Coleus, &c., may
be propagated for some time longer. J. Sheppard,
Woolverstone Park,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Melons.—The first batch are just setting a fair

crop of fruit on the first laterals. During the period
of setting a much drier condition of both the roots and
atmosphere is necessary ; indeed, the plants should only
receive as much water as will prevent flagging, and the
temperature, both night and day, should be increased
by 3° or 4°. Fertilise the female blossoms every
day, at the same time nip out the growing points at

two or three joints above the fruit. Directly the
fruits begin to swell off give them a good soaking,
and about the next day earth up the roots with good
rich compost, ramming it down fairly tight. If it is

perceived that one or two of the fruits on individual
plants lead the rest, they should be removed forth-

with—unless, indeed, very early Melons are desired
regardless of a full crop. In regard to later plants,
continue the general treatment advised in previous
Calendars, using more moisture as the days lengthen
and the power of the sun increases. Apply the
syringe moderately, about 3 p.m., on bright warm
afternoons. Apply good thick linings to pits and
frames where the bottom-heat is found to be on the
wane, and afterwards be careful to allow the escape
of rank heat and steam, and especially when the sun
shines. Be careful also not to overcrowd the foliage ;

every alternate lateral may, at least, be removed with
the thumb and finger directly they are perceived, and
the remainder should be trained at right and left

angles from the primitive stem. The points of these
laterals should be nipped out at the fourth or fifth

joint, and if any fruits show on the first laterals they
should be removed if a crop is desired. The original

stem should be stopped after it has advanced two-
thirds of its distance. Employ a good thick night

covering, and beware of slugs. Sow for succession,
Thos. Simpson, Chelinsjord,

Pines.—Suckers or disrooted plants which were
started in March will soon require shifting into larger
pots. Our usual practice is to shift from the sucker
pots into the fruiting ones. We have proved this mode,
which does not involve so much time, to be attended
with better results than that of making more shifts,

excepting it be in the case of very small plants, when
it is not to be recommended. If, as advised in the
Calendar for the week ending February 27, pots of
from 5 to 8 inches in diameter were used for the
plants in question, these sizes will afford a suitable

shift into the fruiting ones of 9, II, and 12 inches in

diameter, as may be necessary, having due regard to
the size and variety of plants requiring them. The
pots should be clean inside, and drained with clean
crocks about an inch deep, of moderate size, which,
when placed, should have a dash of wood ashes over
them. At the time of potting, which should take
place as soon as the sucker-pots are fairly well filled

with roots, take advantage of the occasion when the
plants are removed to replenish the bed, if it be
needful, in the case of those which are composed of
fermenting materials. Much experience is requisite

to avoid having an unnecessary degree of heat in the
bed, which oftentimes proves to be detrimental, and
procrastinates the plunging of the plants at a time
when it is much to be desired for the purpose of
assisting the roots to take hold of the fresh soil. If
80° should be the minimum of a tan-bed, merely turn,
ing it about a foot deep will suffice ; if a lower
degree exists, add a foot of fresh tan, and well mix it

with the old to the same depth as beforenamed. Where
leaves are employed they will require to be turned over
deeper. A temperature of 95° at the base of the pots
is the best standard for newly potted Pine plants in

all stages of growth. The beds wherein other plants

are plunged should not be allowed to exceed 90°,

beyond this point there is great danger of injury to

plants with roots in an active condition at the sides

of the pots, as will now be the case with fruiting

plants. Keep the air about such plants well
charged with moisture during the time the house
is closed ; use no more fire-heat than is abso-

lutely necessary to maintain the requisite degree
of heat, namely, 70° at night and 75° on mild nights.

Slightly ventilate the house at 80°, at 90" do it libe-

rally ; close with sun-heat at about 85°, and syringe

the plants, excepting those which are in bloom at that

time. Skilful watering is most essential to insure

success, and can only be effected in this manner, by
examining the state of the soil in which the plants are

growing. This should be done about once every week
at this season. G. T. Miles, Wycojnbe Abbey Gardens.

Vines.—The season and manner of planting has
very much to do with the after success of all kinds of
trees and shrubs ; and as I consider this the very best

season for the planting of Vines, I will explain the best

way of doing the same. It is presumed that the
Vines to be planted are in 8 or lo-inch pots, and
propagated from eyes of last year ; the canes having
been cut back in December last, and, having been
kept in a cool house, or pit, the buds will now have
started, and in some cases, perhaps, be several inches

long ; but, notwithstanding, they should be entirely

shaken out of the pots, every particle of soil removed,
preserving all the small fibrous roots, and, if any,

shortening back the long hard woody ones. The soil

of the border having been made to the desired height,

place the Vines in position, spreading out the roots

perfectly flat, and cover them with soil to a depth of 4
or 6 inches, working it well about the roots with the

fingers ; afterwards give them a good watering with
warm water, and mulch with a little soil or dung.

Do not attempt to force growth immediately after

planting, but let them, as it were, take their own
time. A good start is everything, and a high tempera-

ture, before new roots are being made, prevents this.

They should be sprinkled or syringed two or

three times a-day, according to the weather,

guarding, on the one hand, against a stagnant,

overmoist atmosphere, and on the other an arid

or parching one. Young Vines that were planted

last spring will now be breaking naturally, and as

soon as the buds are well pushed— say, half an inch
long, will be much benefited by a little fire-heat, espe-

cially on cold nights. Rub all buds off but one at

each ** break " as soon as it can be seen which is the
best, and crop but lightly. Of course any super-

numeraries may be fruited heavily. See that the
borders, have plenty of water ; half the failures in

Vine growing arise from a too scanty supply of this.

That terrible pest "shanking" is, I believe, generally
caused by drought. In succession houses let the
bunches and berries be thinned betimes, for be it

remembered that just so long as these superfluous
bunches and berries remain on the Vine they are

drawing on the supplies that would otherwise go to

the improvement of the permanent crop. Where
Grapes are fully ripe a reduction in temperature may
take place with advantage ; but it will still be ad-
visable to keep up a little air moisture for the benefit

of the foliage, and to keep in check red-spider, which
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always thrives in a dry atmosphere. At this season

of the year, air moisture is not injurious to ripe

Grapes, provided the air is changed daily by free

ventilation. W. IVitdsmilh, Heckfiekl.

CucuMiiERS.—Plenty of energy, by way of stop-

ping and training, and cutting over the old growths,

together with abundant waterings, is now and hence-

forth the order of the day in this department. Plants

that have been in bearing all through the autumn and

winter, now need to be thoroughly renovated at the

roots. Proceed with a hand-fork to remove as much of

the sour and exhausted soil as is possible without much

injuring the roots, and replace with a good rich

lumpy compost, previously warmed, pressing it

down moderately firm. We may shortly expect

plenty of sun, and it is more than probable,

after the almost sunless period we have lately

experienced, that the foliage will flag under its

power, .and in tlie c.ise of Cucumbers, ll.ngging is an

evil. Let the blinds be in hand at once, therefore,

to be employed for an hour or two at mid-day when

the sun is at its brightest. Thin canvas is the best and

cheapest material, and should be tacked on light rollers.

See that the rollers work even and well. Expel worms

by means of weak doses of lime or soot water, and be

ever on the alert for canker at the collar and in the

old growths. Assist plants in good bearing by fre-

quent doses of weak liquid manure, and an occasional

earthing up of the roots. Damp the floors and pipes

about 7 A. M. and 3 r. M. The foliage may also be

gently syringed early on warm afternoons, and

the evaporating troughs be regularly charged.

Sow a pinch of seed from time to time, in

case of accident. Also sow at once for ridg-

ing out under hand-lights early in May. ^
Main-

tain previously .advised temperatures. Keep a

good degree of heat in pits and frames, and

apply good linings. Train and peg out the growths,

and still be moderate in the application of water over

the foliage, for the nights, for the most part, are still

very cold. Dust flowers of sulphur about the frame

as a preventive against mildew and spider, and employ

good thick night coverings. Tho! Simpson.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
All operations in the way of grafting should now

be followed up and completed as fast as possible.

Owing to the unusual coldness of the weather fruit

trees and stocks are only now beginning to move
freely, and if scions of Apfhs, Pears, &c., have been

taken off earlier in the season, as before recommended,

they will be more likely to do well than if put on
before the sap is fairly in action. Figs may now be

pruned and nailed, or tied in, as required, bearing in

mind only to thin out the least fruitful shoots, those

retained for bearing being allowed to grow loosely

from the wall, and stopping at three or four eyes on

the young wood when sufficiently grown. This will

materially assist the swelling fruit, and induce the

trees to break and produce short-jointed shoots

from the base of those in bearing. Apricots

generally are now out of bloom, and as there

have been no severe frosts the fruit is well set and
commencing to sweU. When heavy covering has

been resorted to this should be turned off in all

favourable weather, so as to let in all the light and

sun to the trees, but keeping the covering materials

at hand so as to be readily put on when any indica-

tions of frost occur. Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums,
now in full bloom, should also have all the light and
air that can be allowed consistent with safety. The
next fortnight will be a trying period for the cultiva-

tor of hardy fruits, as on the attention and requisite

protection afforded during this period will depend the

production or failure of the fruit crop for the season.

W. Cox.

(Enquiries.
He that questiojteth initch shall learn tnuch.—Bacon.

45. Vegetable Tar. — How would the common
vegetable tar, without any admixture, answer to protect
young trees from rabbits ? It has been recommended to

us, and we are trying it this season for the first time, but
cannot yet speak as to its results. £. 0. M.

Answers to Correspondents.
Bee-KeepiN'G : A. Barnwell. Bee-Keeping fo> the

Many {iji. Fleet Street) is an excellent guide for a
beginner.

Convolvulus Batatas, etc. : W. IV. C. The four
plants you mention are totally distinct from each other.

Exchange ; An Italian gentleman is desirous of pro-
curing Nos. I2Q and 124 of Trimen's Jottrnal of
Botajiy, for which he offers seeds in exchange. Apply
to the Editors.

Insect.s : T. M. G. The insect found in the middle of
a Potato is the common wireworm, or larva of Elater
segetum, /. O. IV.

Lapageria ; A. D. Yes. You should have sent us a
flower of the Cactus. We cannot name such scraps
without.

Maggots in Manure: A. N. The cheapest and
moat eifective method of disposing of maggots and

worms, which are so abundant in your manure-heap,

is to mix with the manure about a sixth part of gas-

lime, to be had at 'all 'gasworks at a nominal charge.

Turn the heap over the second time after applying it,

and use at once.

Names of Plants : W. S. i and 2 are varieties of

Rhododendron arboreum
; 3 we do not recognise : it

is probably a garden hybrid. — Jlibernica. Anemone
hortensis, we believe ; but cannot say for certain

williout leaves.— W. T. P. Populus tremula.— Z5. A.

I, ill llie absence of all information respecting the

spfL-inien sent, it appears to be Chamasrops humilis,

but it is absurd to expect the name of a Palm without

sending or describing the leaves, &c. ; 2, Dendrobium

nohile, a good variety.— W. H. S. I, Dendrobium
fimbriatum (orange) ; 2, Dendrobium chrysotoxum.—

J. Y. J. r, Solanum aculeatissimum ; 2, Tecoma
Stans, var. apiifolia

; 4, Heeria mexicana ; 5, (ielse-

mium nitidum. No, 3 we have failed to determine, but

if you will send abetter specimen, and its country, we
will try again. The Melastomacea are such an exceed-

ingly difficult order, that it is almost useless to attempt

the naming of imperfect specimens. It is much too

b.id of correspondents to expect us to name plants

from flowers alone, without any remarks upon country,

habit, mode of flowering, or other details that might

easily be given ; such remarks would enable us to give

names with much greater certainty, and with far less

trouble.

Onion Twitch : G. Allen. The plant sent under this

name is known to us as the "Onion Couch"—Arrhen-

atherum avenaceum, var. bulbosum. There is a figure

and description of it in the Agricultural Gazette

(7, Catherine Street, W.C), Nov. 2r, 1874, p. i4gr.

Orange Leaves : P. Pickering. Yes ;
very large.

What is the variety ?

Peaches not Setting : J. H. It is impossible to say

why one tree in a house should set its flowers well,

whilst the next does not, without actual observation,

and perhaps not then. It is sometimes owing to ex-

cess of vigour, and sometimes to a check of some sort.

The Newington Peach is not only a bad cropper

in general, but a very bad Peach altogether. It

is a clingstone, and not suitable for a house. We
should remove it.

Pine : Mrs. Hall. The fruit sent is in a very poor

state, and the stem is dead, but where the cultivation

is at fault it is impossible for us to state without some
information, which you do not give.

PiNUS : .4. H. We cannot name this. We have shown
it to one or two experts, who, like ourselves, are

puzzled. If our correspondent could send us a cone,

we might then recognise it. Now we do not. A. M.
"Sheughing."—In my article on Forestry of the

29th ult. I regret to see that I have quite failed to

convey the meaning of the term "sheughing," which,

though a Scots phrase, I thought was generally

understood across the border. Heeling-in and
earthing-in plants are, I believe, the English terms

used for our term sheughing-in. The reader will,

therefore, please read for " shingling-in" and
"strengthening," "earthing-in." For "Birch," also,

when used throughout the article, read " Beech." In

the paragraph on summer pruning, line twenty-sixth

from bottom, read "sap-wood," for "sap." C. V.

Mechie, Cullcn, Airil b.

Vines ; T. yones. We cannot trace or discover any
cause for your failures. The soil seems to be per-

fectly good ; no fungus apparent. If we were to hazard

an opinion in any way, we would say it was somewhat
too rich ;

,

your old Barbarossa growing at the one

end leads to this belief. It you plant new Vines, we
should think that the same soil, well turned over and
pulverised by the weather, would again answer.

Vines Bleeding i F. A. Apply Thomson's Styptic,

which you can get from any nurseryman or seedsman.

•^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

I^" Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post

OBice Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time.

Erratum.—Instead of " Whitfieldias," in my remarks
on "Gardenia Stanleyana" (p. 440), read " Whit-
field's plants." Robert Bullen.

Communications Received :-M. U. W.—W. M.—F, A —
W. S.—E. W.—An Old Subscriber.—G. Lee.—Amateur.—
T. H. S.—G. D. W.—W. Cross (thanks).—R. Anderson
(there is now a whole race of such Ciloxinias).—Ferndene.

—

F. C. Heinemann (your flowers have not yet arrived). --

G. E, O.—R. H.—H. L. & Co.—A. B. M.-U. F. F.

larhels*

COVENT GARDEN, April S.

A light supply, and a trifling advance in the price of

vegetables from the open air ; those from under glass

remain nearly as last week, comprising Seakale, Aspa-
ragus, French Beans, and frame Potatos. In the fruit

market we have not anything special to report. Straw-

berries and hothouse Grapes, not yet being in general

request, are rather easier ; some fair samples of each are

to hand this week from Jersey. Thos, Taylori Wkok-
sah Apple Market,

ts, Cob, p. lb.

Fruit.

Oranges, Malta, pci

Pears, p. doz.

Pine-apples, p. lb. .,

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each .

.

Strawberries, per 02
Walnuts, p. bush. .

Vegbtadles.

C-4

06-09
^! ^ 6* o

Artichokes, Fr. . doz,

Asparagus, Eiiglibh,

per bundle
— French, p. bund,
Beans, French, p. loc

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Carrots, p. bundle .

.

-- French, do. .,

CauUllowers, per doz.

Celery, per bundle .. 10-20
Cucumbers, each . . 10-26
Endive, per doz. .. 10-20
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2- n a

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch . . 02-04
Potatos :—Early Shaws, iios

Early Dons.

Plants
s. d.s. d.

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 o
Begonias, do. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. . . g 0-18 o

Cineraria, do. .. 6 0-15 o
Cyperus, do. . . .. 6 0-12 o
Deutzias, do.

.
• 8 0-18 o

Dracsena terminalis
— viridis, per doz
Epiphyliums, each 16-36

16-76

Lettuces, per doz. ..

Mint, per hnndic ..

Mushrooms, per pott.

Onions, young, bun.

Parsley, per bunch..
Parsnips, p. doz.

Peas, per quart
Radishes, per bunch,
— black. Turnip, do.

Seakale, per bundle
Shallots, per lb.

Salsify, per bundle ..

Sprue, Brench, bund.
Turnips, per bundle.
— French, p. bund.

N Pots.

s.d, s.d
Heaths, in var., doz. 12 0-30 c

Hyacinths, per doz. 6 0-18 c

Lily of the Valley,

12 sprays, about ., 2 o- s c

Mignonette, do. . • 6 o- 9 c

Myrtles
_

.. do, 3 o- 9 c

Pelargoniums, dble.

,

per doz. .

.

. . 6 0-12 c

— Scarlet, do. . . 60-9*
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o- 8 c

Solanums, do. . . 6 0-18 (

elast

Fuchsia, per doz.

SEEDS,
London : April 7.—A very brisk demand now pre-

vails for Clover and other seeds, the weather having

lately been so favourable for agricultural purposes.

Stocks of red Clover have now got quite low, and prices

consequently keep exceedingly firm. In Alsike no
further downward movement has taken place. White
Clover meets a good inquiry at unchanged rates. In

Trefoils a large trade has been doing, at slightly

enhanced currencies. More money is asked for perennial

Rye-grasses. For foreign Italian quotations keep very

steady. Quite a revived demand has set in for spring

Tares, which has about cleared the market at an advance

of li. to 2s. per qr. The same remark can be applied

to Sainfoin seed. Canary, Hemp, and Millet seeds show
no change on the week. For large blue boiling Peas

there is a good inquiry. Lucerne is noted 25. per cwt.

dearer. There is a scarcity of tine English Linseed.

Mustard and Rape seed begm to excite increased atten-

tion. John Skiuu b' Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday there was little English

Wheat on offer, and rates were quoted i.r. higher.

Barley was dull, and prices were maintained with difti-

culty. Malt remained without improvement. Sound
Oats were scarce, and factors were enabled to demand
an enhancement of 6d. per quarter from last Friday.

Maize was from is. to is. 6J. per quarter dearer on the

fortnight. Beans and Peas were steady on former terms.

For flour the rates of Friday last were not exceeded.

—

The market on Wednesday was quiet, and prices

remained steady. Wheat sales had a tendency to

improve. Barley, however, was dull, and easy in value,

while malt was rather flat. Oats were somewhat less

steadily dealt in. Maize was firm, and a httle dearer

than on Monday ; but the quotations for Beans and Peas

were with difficulty maintained. Flour was held for

e.\:treme currencies.—Average prices of corn for the week
endmg April 3 :— Wheat, 42^. 5^/. ; Barley, ^is. 30'.;

Oats, 30i. 3^/. For the corresponding week last year :—
Wheat, 60s. 3(/. ; Barley, 48^. gd. ; and Oats, 28J. 2d.

HAY,
The Whitechapel market report states that trade has

been good, especially for the better kinds of hay, prices

having an improving tendency. The supplies on ofter

were short. Prime Clover realised from iooj, to 127J.
;

inferior do., 85^. to 95.:.; prime meadow hay, goi. to

120J. ; inferior do., 55J. to 'j'^s. ; and straw, 35^-. to 403'.

per load.—Cumberland Market quotations:— Superior

meadow hay, 120J. to 130?. ;
inferior, 90.J. to iiof.

;

superior Clover, 120J. to 130J. ; inferior, tooi. to iiS-f. ;

and straw, 40J. to 45J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalftelds Markets reports state

that the supply of Potatos on sale was moderate, but the

trade very slow, at about former prices. Regents, 75?.

to I02J. ; Victorias, iooj. to 140J.
;
Flukes, 105^. to

155J. ; Rocks, 60J. to 70i^. per ton.—The imports of

foreign Potatos into London last week consisted of

16,712 bags from Antwerp, 1,049 'on^ and 4668 bags

from Dunkirk, 203 tons from Rouen, 800 sacks from

Boulogne, 300 bags from Hamburg, 10 bags from

Rotterdam, and 80 casks from Malta.

COALS.
There was a short supply of house coals in the market

on Monday, and the price advanced u. per ton in best

sorts, and 6d. to \s. per ton in seconds. Hartley's were

bd. per ton lower. On Wednesday there was a short

supply on offer, and as a consequence the price advanced

sj. per ton.
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RENDLES
PATENT SYSTEM of GLAZING.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING 15 the most economical ever introduced ;

being about one-third cheaper than the old putty system.

EENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING. The Woodwork is completely covered

by the Metal and the Glass, so that it is not e,\posed to the

e.vternal action of the atmosphere.

r)ENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
^ of GLAZING. All the Paint-work is completely covered

by the Metal and the Glass, so that it is not exposed to the

e.vternal action of the atmosphere.

r)ENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
>J of GLAZING. If a Pane of Glass is broken it can he

instantly replaced, by any workman or labourer, without the

aid of the Glazier.

r)ENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
t of GLAZING. It is portable in the truest sense of the

word. The Carriage of a Span-Roofed House, 40 feet long,

for a distance of 250 Miles, is not more than ^5.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of CIRCULAR GLAZING. Bent Glas.s is very ex-

pensive, and a broken Pane will cost ten times as much as an

ordmary one. On this System Bent Glass is entirely dispensed

with, so that the saving on Circular and Curvilinear Roofs on
this System is enormous.

"DENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
5-\i of GLAZING. All Houses erected on this System are

Tenant's fi.\tiues, and can be easily taken down and fixed again.

"DENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
-Lt of GLAZING. A .Sp.an-Roof Orchard House, 30 feet

long, and 12 feet wide, can be supplied for ^52 \os.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING. A Span-Roof Orchard House, 40 feet

long and 15 feet wide, can be supplied for £,-]i.

KENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING. A Lean-to Greenhouse, 30 feet long

o feet wide, can be supplied for ;C33 lo^-

RENDLE'S PATENT -SYSTEM
OF GLAZING.

" Ta HarticiilliirisH the sptcimeus vf Reiidles Piilnit

System of Clixzing and tlic Portable Glass Protectors for 101111$

proved attractii^e.

" Their distinctive featm-cs arc thai all the luork is done
witlwiit pntt\.

"It is asserted that \iaa squarefeet 0/ glass can be pat in

the bidlditts; in one Iwjir by one tnan, and any dninaced glass

can be replaced mithout calling- in the aid ofa Glazier.

"All the -Mood and paint are covered by the glass, and
the system loas loell and satisfactorily tested by the heavy
shotoers on Jl'ednesday, there not Ivin^' the slightest leaiagc

ofivater to tlie interior."—lixii Times, June 27, 1874.

r)ENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
t OF GLAZING.
" Rendle's Potent System of Glazing lias been usedfor some

time past in Horticultural Works luith complete success.
" We are dispos-'d to think its use may be, and ivill be, much

extended.
"In this system the Glass is placed in horizontal metal

grooves, andfixed on wooden rafters, without putty.
" The mood-.oork is completely covered by the metal and the

p-lass, so that it is not exposed to the action of the atmosphere.
" The glass moves freely in the metal grooves, and can be

easily removed, so that if a pane ofglass is broken it can easily

be replaced loithout the aid ofa glazier.
" Moreover, the system is said to be very economical.
" The iriiitcr Garden and A,]iiarinm about to beformed

in Westminster are to be covered in this n'ay ; and so luill be

many other buildings before long."—The Builder, Jan. 30, 1875.

"DENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
X\> OF GLAZING.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIAL
From Mr. J. P. McCulloch, the Head Gardener to Sir Alex-

ander Acland Hood, Bart., St. Audries, near Bridgewater.

"St. Audries, December at, 1874.
" / am glad to say that the Houses have stood well all

through the late severe gales, and have far exceeded my most
sanguine expectations. The Wall Protectors, too {the combiua-
lion system, as recommended byMr. Ingram, ofBelvoir Castle),

have ansioered most e.rcelleutly: and I secured a first-rate

crop of Apricots, being the best and only crop since I ha^'e been
here (about nineteen years ago). In the neioly-couverted
Orchard House (on your system) all the old Trees have broken
afresh, atid I hopefor a good crop next season. Sir Alexander
Hood has sei'eral times expressed his satisfaction at the effi-

ciency of the House, and I have iieard him recommend the

system to sei'eral Gentlemen."

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING. The highest references can be given,

and first-class Testimonials can be had on application.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING has been adopted by Noblemen and

Gentlemen in every County in England and Wales, in Scotland,

Ireland, the United States, and the Colonies.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM
of GLAZING. Illustrated Catalogues and Books of

Designs can be obtained, containing eighty first-rate Illustra-

tions, on application to the Inventor and Patentee,

Mr. W. EDGCUMBE BBNDLE,
WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS, VICTORIA .STRKF.T,

WESTMINSTER,

SOUTH AFRICAN FLOWER and FERN
PRESERVER, in all colours, 11. the bottle. Sold by

E. ROBERTS, Frankfort 'lerrace. Harrow Road, N.

IPING BULLFINCHES, from £\ to ^5
each ; PIPING CANARIES, in addition to their natural

notes pipe twice: GERMAN CANARIES, 71. Srf., los. 6./.,

IV., and2ii.; NORWICH do.. Cocks and Hens, and every

description of foreign Aviary Birds. SEED for feeding the

above, 9,/. per quart. GOLD and SILVER FISH, and every

requisite for the Aquarium. Many thousand FERNS and

PALM S. from bd. to Five Guineas each. All kinds of

CLIMBERS, EVERGREENS, and FANCYTREES in pots.

GREEN'S Bedford Conservatories, Coveut Garden Market.
N.B.—Up the step-s.

Labels—Latels.
PARCHMENT or CLOTH LABELS,

TREE or PLANT LABELS. Punched Parchment,

4 inches long, 3J. 6d. per 1000, or 305. per 10,000 : if eyeleted,

4^. per 1000. Vellum Cartridge, 4 inches long, 3.?. per 1000 for

10,000. Sample Labels sent on receipt of Postage Stamp.

Orders delivered free in London,

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The .above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant MarKers,

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on
application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, Sec.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Under tie Patronage of the Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with

sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.

THe Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL -^Sj^ PATRONAGE,

rOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
>J M.anufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and

do not become green : EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens

in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, 71/. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Conservatories for the Many.

VINE'S REGISTERED PORTABLE
CONSERVATORY.

The advantages of this Conservatory consist in its Strength,

Durability, and Cheapness.
It forms its own packing case, can be delivered free to any

Railway Station in London, and can be put up by any carpenter

in half an hour.

It is made in three sizes, glazed, floored, and shelved, all

complete.
8 feet by 4 feet 6 Inches, height 8 feet .. .. C^2.

10 feet by 5 feet 6 inches, height 8 feet .. .. 15.

12 feet by 6 feet 6 inches, height 8 feet .

.

. . 18.

Estimates given for Larger Structures.

J. H. VINE, Horticultural Builder, 119A, Aldersgate Street,

London, E.C.
A Specimen may be seen at the Manufactory.

GOTernmeut Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being

FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of

the following rates :^Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

;t5 10^.: one year and under twelve, .£2 ro.T.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, S:c., &c.
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

" FRIGI DOMO " NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. i,d. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . i^. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3.?. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3J. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S-E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London,

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

Heat your Horticultural Buildings Free of Cost
for FUEL by using

THE ORIGINAL COLLES' LIMEKILN
BOILER and HE.\TING APPARATUS.

No expense for Fuel, and in some places a clear profit made
on the Lime while heating Vineries, ^c, to any extent. Send
for particulars, information, plans, and estimates of the System,

which is much superior to any other, to

Mr. ALEXANDER COLLES, Millmont, Kilkenny, Ireland,

where this System has been many vcars at work, and can be

seen at all times ; or to MAGUIRE AND SON, Heating

Engineers, to, Dawson Street, Dublin.

Rosher'3 Garden Edging TUes.

^HE above and many other PATTERNS
terials of great dumbllity. The plainer
s are especially suited

'for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little room, and, once put
down incur no further

labour or expense, as do

_ Edgings, consequently being much ch
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

land Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,'

PLANT COVERS and PROPAG-Vl'ING BOXES ;
also for

F0.N;LEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL ^PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c. ,

from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as

desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf jn London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway

Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fernenes.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves,

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HOETICULTURAL TOOLS^ &o.

DEANE&CO,
46, King William St.,

London Bridge.

. bd.

GARDEN ENGINES, from 63^

Lawn Mowers, fro:

Garden Barrows ,,

Garden Rollers ,, 34.1.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c.

Syringes and Pumps.
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Flower Stands and Vases.

Iron Hurdles and Fencing.

Wire Netting, Arches, &c.
LAWN MOWERS,

Shanks', Green's, Archimedean,

HOTWAIFP FIIIINGS FOR GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.

Deane's New Illustrated Horticultural Catalo.^uefor 1875, fastfree.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over jji.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.
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VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

1873.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

Tht Brc.it icp.iuuoii .iiul suct.;-,s of Missr. .1- 11. IIROWN

AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have imiuced ccrlain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c. , as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. li. liiiowN & Co. are the

Sole M ani'factitrers.

Messrs. lilinw.-j & Co. would suagest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be e.vamined, the thickness or

slvength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the qualily of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

50, Cannon Street, London, E.G.—March 12.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, S:c. , from Birds, Frost, Blight, Src, and as a

Fence for Fowls, in i, a, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany, and other Netting, Galvanused Wire Nettmg, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, gg. Lime Street. E.C., Late 371^, Slrand. W.C.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards.
Reduced Pricesfor the remamdir of this Season

Superior QuALlTi G\L\ ^nised aftfe Made
NEW P\TTERN «ith Diagonal Stajs

-' -'Til f
1

' hitjh

WT^
r

N b 1 t 1 hes le 6 nche h gh

Both, of the above patterns 9s per dozen
Two end-pieces included wuh each dozen.

H,\-'iug a liirge SIxli of the above. Orders can he executed
on receipt.

Illustrated and Priced Catalogues of Horticultural Wire-
work on application.

J. J. THOMAS <& CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

sSs and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWUERRIES. Sic.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

riiclu. I'.iids, ftc. , 2 yards wide yl. per yard, or too yards, zoi.

:

4 yards wide, 6(/. per y.ard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW lANNED NETTING, suited forany of theabove pur-

puses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6(/. per yard ; 4 yards

widi-, IV per y.ud : -'i-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, U. 6r/. per yard.

IT FI'ANY. (..!, bd. and 71. 6,/. per piece of 20 yards.

ICA Tl )N AND DEl.LER, o ti 7, Crooked Lane, London^Dridg^.

Window Glaaa. Sheet Lead, Palnta, &c.

THOMA.S MlI.LlNCiTON AND CO.,
iMi'oiiTKRS and M,\NiiK.\. iruKus. New LIST of

PRICES, very mii.:li reclurecl. ,.11 appliralmn.

Sy, liish.ipsij.Ue Street Wilh.iul. E.C

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be cibtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAU & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON. E.C.

li. & S, have always a large Stock in London of zoin. by
i2-in.. 20-in. hy 14-in. , 20-in. by i6-in., in 16 oz, and 21-OZ.

HORTICITLTURAL BUILDINGS

Designed, Built, and efficiently Ventilated and
Heated.

Estimates ^Imii to ArJiituts Phiis and Spccifn ilioiis,

or to Rough Sketihis nth particulirs of si e form
mi style '>f Binliing reiitired

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Art^ the simplest and cheapest, being easily fi.ved, and

removed again, if required, by any local carpenter.

HEREMAN AND MORTON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS,

14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT,
LONDON. W.

w. H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121, Bunhlll Row, London, E C.

CONSEKVATORY FLOWER STANDS.

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
-A, PORTOHELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufuclures-FLOWER STAND.S, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &o.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs,

Beehives. Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEKiHIiOUR akh SON'S .at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by GitottGi!

& Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly a

roiigly made of straw ; it has thrc (indn

This Hi.
in the la

be
id to possess many
lical advantages, and
lore easy of managc-

ny other Bee-

duced.
that has been

Stand for ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

(;. N. & Sons supply :i

Swarm of Bees with genuine
It.dian Queen, in the Im-
piuvcd Cottage Hive, at

1, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen.

each.

;.-St.icksand Sw may be obtained

55. ,
postage 4//.

ENGLISH liEl
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. N .. .. „
A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved H

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives

made by James Lee, athis price!

, with

and Supers,

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and StJNS, 27, High Holborn, W.C.

;

49, Regent Street, London, W.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOiVlOTlVES,

STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
RtJCHESTER, KENT

; 72. CANNON STREET,
LONDON, E.C; and o, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEMNG & Porter's ENGINES have g.aiued the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals f.,r Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCO.MOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motinn, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of three

and one-fifth pounds of roal per horse-power per hour.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Cuinposition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns oi Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, yjK, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
CO.MPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trilling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonl.als, apply to THOMAS

CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE &COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, aiid Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No Agents.

Notice.

{/}ji Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL 'IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERY.MKN, FLORISFS. and OTHERS

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
±\- ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Mag.azines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS and FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.
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KICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined witH COMPLETE
PROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready

glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the

United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR m.ty be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, CornhiU, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,

Warmi7tg and Ventilating Small
Conservatories.

COAL CALORIGEN,

Height, 36 inches ; dia-

GAS CALORIGEN,

Height, 28 inches ; dia-

The only Gas Stove
in which the product of

comhustion is entirely

excluded from the Conser-
vatory, while a constant
stream of warmed, not
burnt, fresh air is intro-

duced. The "Coal Stove"
consumes the smallest
amount of Fuel

—

-zd. per

diem being the average cost. It will be found very valuable

in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp Buildings, Conservatories,

Offices, &c. Exhibited at the Exhfbition of 1871 (Department
of Scientific Inventions).

Illustrated Prospectuses and Testimonials on application.

J. F. FARWIG AND CO., 36, Queen Street, Cheap&id^

This Sto' t of warmed

PATENT "DOUBLE L"
Mill 1 HI!

These Boiler^ possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. : the water space at

back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to

such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilersare simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,

are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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THESE CELEBRATED MACHINES ARE NOT THE LOWEST IN PRICE
iUT ARETHE CHEAPEStIaWN MOWERS'lN THE MARKET

ARE THE STRONGESTSIMPLESTANDBEST MADE.
N Mowers awardedaMedalatVien
II THC FIRST PRIZEiN EVERl' COMPETITION

PRICES FR0M25/-UPWARDS.
DUTTON ST WORKS MANCHESTER

NTS IN EVERYTOWNINTHEUNITED KING

Important to Market Oardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This elTective Iillle

light but strong steel sh'

the ground after the plai

hilling up the ro
Kake for pulveris
or detached in a
enables the user
earth, if required
tasty, and fully adapted
sold, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutt^

„ ft-lt want It consists of one
cl for nnrkin^ out r us to phnt, or for loosening up
i ire up Also a smill Steel Plough, to be used for
desired

; and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
g the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
) push It readily and easily through the ground, stirring the

depth of si.x inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
purposes designed. A large number have been—

' -''-:tion.

, and Rakes, £,2 -is.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Dutton Street Works, MANCHESTER.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.

Now READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the Late SlR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free 3id,

W. RICHARDS. 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

^VILLIAM PARHAM,
Northgate Works, BATH, and 280, Oxford Street, LONDON,

PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER Ol'' EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
Glazed without Putty on Channelled Rafters, securing almost entire immunity from Breakage of Glass, extreme

Facility for Repairs, and absolute Freedom from Drip.

Specimen Houses and W'aier-i.olour Draivings of important Works which have been executed may be seen at the above Addresses.

Illustiated CATALOGUES and PRICE LISTS for Fom Stamps

PORTABLE LAWN CONSERVATORY.
WithW. P.'s Patent System of Glazing, panelled a

Brickwork, open-jointed floor and lattice staging; Cast In
gutter, down-pipes, Finials and Cresting . opening Lights
top Ventilators under glazed super-roof. It is removable by a"

'

"

, Glass, i8 feet by 12 feet, by 7 feet at 1Price,
with : . Glass, 24 feet by 14 feet, by 7 feei

GALVANIZED WALL WIRING AND ESPALIERS.

.-( Ctrl 7 (. p / / I , flic
1} I rosi, li scLU/Lil by ,

PARHAM'S
PATENT GLASS COPING;
For Sheltering Fruit Trees.
1 he Patentee has sent out many miles

nf It during the past three seasons, and
iddUional orders have each year been
received from those who have tried it

Price—Per foot run, with 21-07 glass

With the iron framework painted,
2 feet, us. 6d. ; 3 feet wide, 3^ ge{

With the iron framework galvanised,
2 feet, 3.?. 3(/. : 3 feet wide, 4J gt/

From Mr. F. Saunders, Gardener io
Sir Wm. Miles, Bart., Lcig/t Coutt,
Bristol, October 23, 1874.

' Sir,— I have much pleasure in sa> ing
the Wall Coping you erected here in
April, 1872, has given the greatest satis-

faction. Many of the Peach trees, at
that time apparently worthless, are now
in full vigour, and have borne extra- '

ordinary crops this season, the fruit being Long. Wid<
lly fine, and of excellent flavour.

|
4 feet by

PATENT PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.
Glazed with 2i-oz. glass (under W, Parham's Patent) without putty, o

channelled wood rafters.

Price— Including two wood ends to each length,

. ^...„. Wide.
. Ai 10 o IS feet by 3 feet .

.

...£31
. 2 15 o 6 feet by 4 feet .

.

. , 21
. 2 2 oli2feetby4feet .. .. 41

CUCUMBER OR MELON FRAMES.
Glazed with 21 02. jilass (under W . Parhaius Patent) without putty.

Complete with ij^-inch red deal sides, and z-inch lights.

I Long. Wide,
light ..^117 6 16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights . . /6 ;

17 6
I

3 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights
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Scale of Charges for Advertising.
llcid line chnr^cd ns two.

4 Lines .. .. Lo 2. o 15 Lines .. . . ^o 8 f

jid two sliiUings for every additional five lines,

t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page ^9 o o

.Advcrliseineuts for the current week JiusT rcacli the Office
I'V Thursday noon.

P.O.O. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office.W.C.

Before you Furcbase anything for your Garden
CONSULT the Advertising Columns of

GARDENING KOR THE WEEK, in LLOYD'S
WEEKLY FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Read by Millions. One Penny.

The best Collection of Choice Flower and Vegetable
SEEDS

FOR the Wealthy Amateur, the Artizan, and
Cottager's Gardens con.sult the Advertising Columns of

SEASONABLE GARDENING in LLOYD'S WEEKLY
LONDON NEWS (One Penny), which has a Sale of 600,000
weekly, and is

Read in All Parts of the World by Millions.

TH E C UL T I V A T O R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-
cluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address. The Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael 's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY M.\IL has awide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £,\ per Annum.
Single Copies, \d. ; Stamped, 5</.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive AD'VERTIS li-

MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30. Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings,

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... VV. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Llnnean Society.
This day is published, price £1 .(s. . the Third and Concluding

Part of Vol. XXX. of the

TRANSACTIONS of the LINNEAN
SOCIETY of LONDON.

Sold by LONGMAN .\sd CO., Paternoster Row, E.C. ;

and by Mr. KIPPIS'l', at the Apartments of the Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly, W. ; of whom may be had all, or
any, of the preceding Volumes.
The Fellows of the Society are requested to apply to Mr.

KIPPIST. for their copies, between the hours of 12 and 4 o'clock.

Second and Cheaper Edition. This day is published, with
Engravings, 3^. hd.

ANDY BOOK OF BEES.—A Practical
Treatise on their Profitable Management. By A.

" A practical treatise on the profitable conduct of apiculture,
by an author thoroughly familiar with the theme. He writes
largely for working men, emphatically urging on them the
advantages, both in pocket and in habits, which the keeping of
bees will confer ; and the unpretentious, clear style, and ex-
haustive treatment of the subject, make the little volume a safe

g;uide to a very interesting and self-rewarding recreation."

—

Daily Telegraph.
" "Wc recomniend his book to all who wish to spread a know-

ledge of this useful art amongst their neighbours and friends."

—

Land and Water.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS,

Edinburgh and London.

H

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery.
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the yonmal of Horticulture
Office. 171, Fleet Street, E.G.; or to the Author.

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly
Dispatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac,' which deals with
matters of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition."

—

Lloyd's, Jan. 17, 1875.

" It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."
—The Field, Jan. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize animals,"

—

Gloucestershire
Chronicle.

'

' This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily use."

—

Fanner's Herald,

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races, &c. , space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto
almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette,' "

—

Bat/t Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken irom photographs."

—

De^vsbury Chronicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and
the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-
ous illustrations^ and the likeness of the Prince of Walus. which
forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."

—

Grantham fotfrnal.

" To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-
hood 'The Agricultiual Gazette Almanac' for 1875, price

3//,, will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended

to serve,"

—

Halifax Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome: as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be
commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pi^s, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must
recommend itself to every agriculturist. "— Western Daily
Mercury.
" Though it ii rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of

prize cattle, implements, &c., are a valuable feature in the

Almanac."

—

Prescot Reporter,

\\\ RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

•TIHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
-*- SATURDAY. April 10,

Contains-

Okigin-ai, Articles on Freedom of Cultivation—Duties of

Boards of Guardians—Large Roots, by Mr. J. B. Lawes—
Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated) — Management of

Lambs -Purchasing Stock—Measles in Pigs and Calves

(Illiistrated)-TenantR;ght-The Bruneau System ofCattle

Slaughter (Illustrated)—Cheap Cookery— Gladioli (Illus-

trated)—Cricket in 1875—Land Tenure in England—Short-
hurn Breeding an ArC—Agricultural Stallions, &c.

Hume and Foreign Correspondence on Half-Skim Cheese-
Steam Cultivation—The Jerusalem Artichoke—Irish Tenant
Right — Hiring Women Servants in Canada — Major
Hallett's Pedigree Cereals, &c.

.M Notes and Me.mof
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WrANTKU, a MAN to take charge of
' Houses in Nvliidi IVIms, I'-ctiis, A/alcas. &c,. are

Willi a nursery training ,>referrccl.-DRUMMOND
UROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery, EdinbnrBh,

w
and

ANTED, an activ.
MAN, of good addr< •

,

;aburc tiround, where Slinil.
,

list have ci good knowledj^i^ "t

mid be increased and every (.-iin'

displayed.—Apply,
. THoNlAS EVES, Cn .1 Nil

strictly sober
'

' M - ,>f a Small
, ,..•,, are sold.

I

. .:.i. iiiii',,'. Salary

,t .^ivcii where talent

vagus reiiuircd, i*tc„

wANTED, TWO
NURSKUY HANDS-!

wages and reference to R.

THREE good
:au use the knife well,

icnt situation. State

NU E. ALLURl, Nurserymen, Ac.

w
WANTED, a steady active young MAN, to

assist in the Work of Greenhouses. One accustomed
to a Market Nursery preferred. State wages and all particulars.

—H. BONCE. Clapham Road Nursery, S.W.

VNTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady
T T respectable young MAN used to Growing Soft-wooded

Plants for Market. —JOHN TURTLE, The Nurseries,

Welling, S.E.

WANTED, two young MEN used Io Tying
and Potting, -Wuodsidc Nurseries, North Finchley, N.

To Florist and Seedsmen's Assistants.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Serve in a
small shop in the City. -19. Change Alley, E.C.

Isle of Man Lunatic Asylum.

WANTED, as GARDENER ATTEND-
ANT, a strong, active, and willing Man. well accus-

tomed to Kitchen Gardening. Wages to commence at ;C25 a

year, with uniform, and board and lodging in the Asylum. Also

an ATTENDANT, with a knowledge of Flower Gardening.
Wages to commence at Z24, with uniform, board, lodging.

—Dr. HARRISON, .as above.

WANTED, TWO young MEN used to
Potting and Tying. -A. B., Mrs. Terry, Stationer,

High Street, Clapham, S.

WANTED, TWO good NURSERY
LABOURERS : state wages, reference, and age.

Also a CAR lER.-GEORGE J. WOOLLETT, Ni
Caterhanr. Surrey.

WANTED, in North Wales, a MAN who
nuJerstands Making and Maintaining Live Fences,

and is willing to turn his hand to any other work connected with
Plantations. If married he would have a Lodge with good
Garden and i6j. a week. -Mr. SCOON, Hafodunos, Abergele.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, to
Milk One Cow and Work in the Garden. — G.

WHEELER, St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W.

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK, who
has been accustomed to the Seed Trade. Must write

a good hand.—Apply, by letter, stating .age, salary required,
-' -----' to HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street,

WANTED, a Youth, as JUNIOR CLERK.
— Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Est.ablishment for New

and Rare Plants, Ring's Road, Chelsea, London, S-W.

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners in '\i7ant of Situations,

T"''h'e''''pYneVappl'e'"nurs'ery
CUMP.ANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a G.\R-
DENER. or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
» time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
e.xperiencc and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
tinre beg to intmiate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and B.AILIFFS
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill;
London. S. E.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

V.\RIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c. , so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ARDENER (Head), age 29.—T. PenfoldG

GARDENER (Head), age 30, married, one
child.—AGiiNTLK.MAN c^n with confidence recommend

hir, late Head Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requirins
the bervices of a thoroughly practical Man.—A. B., 12, Devon-
shire Street, Hammersmith Koad, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married
twenty-live years' experience in Kurcing all kinds o

Fruits, riowers. and Vegetables, also good Kitchen and Flowei

Gardener. Good references.— J. D., 13, Church Road, Ham
niersmith, W.

C:i.ARDENER (Head), ape 40, married, two
T children.—W. Johnson-, Foreman in the Moat Nursery,

f^ast Grinslead, is open to re-engage with any Nobleman lir

Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly practical

Working Gardener ; thoroughly umlcrslnnds the profession.

Over three years' good character from present employer.

ARDENER (TTEAD)7-Age 40, married, no
family ; well skilled in all branches of the profession.-

A. C, Mr. Roache.Twyning, Gloucestershire.

/"^J-ARDENER (HEAn).— Age 4+, married, no
V M incumbrance ; thoroughly understands every branch of
Gardening, also Land and Stock. 'I'hree years' good character
from the Gentleman he has left.-J. J., Mr. Pilts, Holmesdale
Road, Reigate, Surrey.

ARDENER"(Head),—Married, one child
;

a good practical Working Man, of great experience in

the Growth of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Grapes. Melons,
Cucumbers, Kitchen Gardening, Pleasure Grounds, Stock, S:c.

Wife good Dairywoman. Good personal character from present
employer.- D. H. RUSHETT, F.nersliam. Kent.

/^ARDENER (HeTd).—Scotch"; "thoroughly
V A acquainted with the general routine of Hothouses,
Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Laying-out and Remodelling
of Pleasure Grounds, &c. Can produce first-class testimonials
from leading places in Scotland, England, and Ireland.—J. M.,
2, Henderson Place, Bonnington, Leith, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept, —Age 30. Thoroughly practical in the Cultiva-

tion of Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late
Forcing, and every branch of the profession. Good references.

Neighbourhood of London preferred.—J. A., 28, King Stable
Stn , Eton, Windsor.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 30, single ; thoroughly practical in all

G ARDENER (Head), married

rt Ha'nnay7Esq°'"
""" """ '"""' "

-John

field, Ulv,

IS now open to an engagement in a first-

Reference to late employer's brother,
employers, if required.—The Gardens, Spring-

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 45, married, one child (age twelve) : well acquainted

with Gardening in all its branches. 'Wife a thorough Laundress.
Good references.—C. M. C , The G.ardens, Ankerwyck, near

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—ALirried ; thoroughly understands the pro-

fession. Ten years' experience. Good reference and testi-

monials as to ability. Abstainer.—Apply, staling wages, I'scc,

GARDENER, Floyds, Oakleigh Road, Whetstone, Middlese-v,
London, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 25, married, one child ; under-

stands Gardening in all its branches. Five and a half years'
goodcharacter.—H.TRUELOVE,LeighPark,Havant, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married, two children ; understands the entire Manage-

ment of a Gentleman's Garden. Three and a-half years' un-
exceptionable character from last situation ; eleven years in the
family ; satisfactory reason for leaving.—J. G. HAROLD,

s, Siltingbourne, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married, two children ; thoroughly understands Flower

and Kitchen Gardening, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and all

kinds of Fruit. Two and a h.alf years' good character. Leaving
through death in family.—J. H., 6, Arbour Lane, Springfield,
Chelmsford, Essex.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.
—Age 37 ; understands the profession in all its branches.

Good reference.—T. C. . A. Garfits, Esq., Scothorne, Lincoln.

GARDENER, under a Foreman, in the
Houses in a large Establishment.—Age 21. Eighteen

months in last place. Good character.—'i'. Z., Post Office,
Esher, Surrey.

GARDENER, under a Foreman in a Gentle-
man's Garden.—-Age 2i, single. Two years' and a half

good character from present situation. — F. REEVES, New
Hall Gardens, near Salisbury. Wilts.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 21. respect.able. Two years'

food character from last situation. State wages.—G. IS,, Elm
louse. East Acton, London, W.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment.—Age 24: eight and a half years' experi-

' irences as to character, abilities,

. Burley-on-theHill, Oakham.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age
23. Has had ten years' experience in all branches.

Foreman in last situation, one of the largest Establishments
in the North of England.—A. B., Mrs. Edmonds, 26, Land
Street, Croydon, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age
24. Two years' in present place as above; ;ix yeara'

experience in previous situation. Will be well recommended. --
E. W.. The Gardens, St. Audnes Court, near Bridgewaler,
Somerset.

FOREMAN.— Understands Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vines, Peaches, &c. Three years' good

character.—T. G., Budock House. Park Road. Acton, W.

FOREMAN or SALESMAN.—Well up in
Market Garden Work.—C. B., Post Office, Broadway,

Ealing, W.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 21. State
wages given— A. B,, Po.st Office, Lee Green, Kent.

GARDENER (UnderJ, in a good Establish-
ment. -.\ge 20. Five years' experience. Good character

— L. II., 108, Poplar Walk Road, Cold Harbour Lane, UrixtOM,

C::i ARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-
V A ment.—Age 20 ; has been used to Forcing Pines, Vines,

en-work. Three years' good reference.
: Gardens, Cerne Abbas, Dorchester.

-Age I

-W. SQUIBB, M'ir

/^ARDENER (Under).—Age 22, respect-
VJ able. Good charactcr.-E. W., 3, Tudor Cottage,
Hamilton Road, Lower Norwood, Su

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Establishment, where he could further improve himself

in the Honses.-Agc 20. Good reference.- X. X., Plaxtol, near
Sevenoaks, Kent.

TMPROVER, or UNDER GARDENER, in
J- .a-Gentleman's Garden.—Age 18. Four years' experience.
Suburbs of London preferred. Good character.—W. DAVIS,
8, Alpha .Street. Slough.

BAILIFF.— Age 40, married, no incum-
brance : thoroughly understands the Management of

Heavy and Light Land, also the Breeding. Buying, Selling,
and Management of Stock, the Erection and Repairing of
Farm Buildings, Draining and Reclaiming Waste Land. Wife
understands Dairy and Poultry.- J. B., Messrs. Cripps & Son,
Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

OTTER and TVER.—A young Man ; well
up in the Market Trade. - 1'. S., 3, Alma Cottages, East

Wickham Lane, Welling, Kent, S.E.

To Florists.

SALESMAN.—Has attended Covent Garden
Flower Market regularly for the last twelve years as

such. Can make himself generally useful in the business.—
J. C, Post Office, Winchmore Hill, N.

c
To the Wholesale Seed Trade.

ORRESPONOENT and TRAVELLER.—
Thoroughly understands the Trade. Many years' expe-

rience of the North of England, Scotch, Welsh, and Irish
Ground, -S., 44, Devonshiie Road, Holloway. N.

TRAVELLER and CORRESPONDENT.—
Mr. Thom.\s Thornto.v, The Heatherside Nurseries,

Bagshot, Surrey, can thoroughly recommend a highly respect-
able and energetic young Man as TRAVELLER and COR-
RESPONDENT in the Nursery or Seed Trade. One who
understands his business, and is well known in England and
Scotland.—T. T. will be pleased to answer any c(

'

INAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit isK

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES.
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By A thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our ureakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article

in the Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London, N.W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

T EA AND PERKINS' SAUCE, which are
~

" PERRINS
have adopted a New ^ j/^
Label, bearing their ^^r \^J^ ^
v^SSb'^Xed on oCZa^(AlTi^^-Of»tj^
every bottle of WOR-
CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, aftei

none is genuine.—Sold Wholesale by ihePropri
Crosse &BLACK\viiLL, London; and Export Oilmen

ghout the World.-

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

PURE AERATED WATERS—ELLIS'S
RUTHIN WATERS-Crvstai. Springs—Soda, Potass,

Seh/er, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia and Pot.ass.

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS and son, ruth in," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of R. E1.LI.S and Son, Ruthin. North Wales.
LONDON AGENTS :-W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta

Street, Cavendish Square.

"OARR'S LIFE PILLS.

ATRIAL of a Single Dose will produce con-
viction that they invigorate the feeble, restore the invalid

to health, .and do good in all cases. In Bo.xes, li. ij^rf., 21. grf. ;

and in Family Packets, \\s. each. Sold by all Chemists.
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THE ARCHIMEDEAN"
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN AWARDED

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

NOTE.—The "Archimedean" was specially selected from the Mowers exhibited at Vienna for constant use in the Exhibition Grounds, and gave

great satisfaction ; and we have pleasure in calling attention to the following Testimonial, received from the Inspector of the Royal
Gardens, Schonbrun, Vienna :

—

"Your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time past at the Imperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure in slating that they have given perfect

satisfaction. Their quick and good work prove them to be the best and most efficient machines of the kind."

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,

And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS.

. ii^^^is:

Ffvm A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society^ Ckiswick Gardens, 1 1

.

"Gentlemen,^We have now had your 'Archi-

medean ' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the dest and most

efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace,

*' Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your

Patent 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given

every satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

From the Rev. J. H. White, Hemingford Grey,

St. Ives, Hants.

*

' I am much pleased with the working of your

' Archimedean ' Mowing Machine. I think it superior

to others which I have used in previous years."

" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower

ever uzt&,"~ Gardeners' Chronicle.

OPINIONS OJP THE PRESS.
' Far superioi" to any of ours."

—

The Field.

' Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardefiers' Mag.

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as

one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-

ance with."

—

Floral World.

EVERY MOWEE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of iitay be returned within a Month, and the avlount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES.
6-moh, Suitable for Small Grass Plots .

.

8 „
10 ,, ,, a Lady or a Boy ..

IS ,, ,,

£110 14-incli, Suitable for a Man
2 2 16 ,, „ ,

3 3 18 „ „ ,

4 4
i
30 „ ,, ,

..£5 5

on Level Lawns 6 6

and Boy 7 7
8 8

Grass Boxes, 6-inch, i,s. ; S-inch, ^s. ; lo and i3-inch, Js. 6d. ; 14, 16, 18, and 20-inch, loj-. each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

JVO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are Jiiost convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the
°

Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS k CO. (Limited), Manufacturers atui Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling
f

JOHN G. ROLLINS k CO., Old Swan Wharf, Upper Tliames Street, London, E.C. "[Selling

Agents I WALTER CARSON k SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.C. j and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. J Agents

Editorial Communications should b= addr.sstd to " The Editor ; " Advertisemeutsaud Business Letters to ' The Publisher," at the Office 41, ^yeIlington
f"=fi,C°X",L°a„''d PubUshed'h^ihc

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. BEADBURy, Agnew, &_Co., Lombard Street, Precmct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

I Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday April 10, 1875.

Agent for Manchester- John Heywood. "—" '~ <=—|"^-M""= i m,~„», fc ToAgents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

-pO RE I G N S UBSCRIBERS
J- are PARTIci'LAiiLV REQUESTED, '.uhm seJuUnz Post Office

Orders through the Post Office, io Advise the Ptthlisher that

they have done so. (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

The *' Gardeners' Ctironicle " In America.

rriHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents:- Messrs. B. K. BLISS and SONS, Seed

Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W. — NOTICE. — FRUIT and

FLORAL COMMITTEES' MEETING, and EARLY
RHODODENDRON SHOW, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
April 21, at II o'clock. General Meeting at 3 o'clock.

Admission 2^. f>ii., or by Tickets bought before the 15th Ly
Fellows only, is. M.

r)OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
t Regent's Park, S.W.
EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS, WEDNES-

DAY, April 28. 2 o'clock.
EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, from the Nursery of George

Jackman & Son, Woking, daily, May i to 24. 9 o'clock to dusk.
EXHIBITION of ROSES, from the Nursery of Mr. William

Paul, Wallham, daily. May 3 to to. 9 o'Clock to dusk.
Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only, by vouchers from

Fellows of the Society, price 2S, 6ii. each.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION. 187s, MAY 14 to 21. — SPECIAL

NOTICE to EXHIBITORS of HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS, tic—A limited quantity of covered space for

the exhibition of the above. For terras apply to the undersigned

BRUCE FINDLAY.

BRISTOL, CLIFTON, and WEST of
ENGLAND ROSE and STRAWBERRY SHOW, to

be held in the Zoological G.ardens, Clifton, THURSDAY,
June 24.

Schedule of Prizes, with Rules .and Regulations, may be
obtained of the Gate-keepers at the Gardens, or Ly letter

addressed to the Secretary. Zoological Gardens. Clifton,

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION will be held on WEDNESD.\Y, June 30, in the
Grounds of Colvillc House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to
Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars

FROME ROSE SHOW will be held on
JULY I. Full information from

A. R. BAILY, Hon. Sec, Frome.

OXFORD ROSE SHOW will be held on
FRIDAY, July 9. Ne.irly One Hundred Pounds is

odcred in Money Prizes alone. SCHEDULES on application to

115, St. Aldale's, O.'iford. C. R. RIDLEY, Hon. Sec

CHARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875. containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants. New Roses, &c., is now ready, .and may be had free on
application. The Roval Nurseries, Slough.

Best Seeds Onlr-

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c, should

be h.ld by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

Fuchsia Cuttings.He A N N E L L has now an immense
• quantity of the above in fine condition for striking, at

5^. 6d. per roc. in not less than ten first-class varieties. Post-free.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich. S.E.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-

tive Plants of all kinds, Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane. Great Tower Street, London. E.G.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW. RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1S7S it ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

EDRUS DEODARA, 10 to 15 feet high,
all 'prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

los. dd. each.

May be planted with safety up to the middle or end of May.
WM. MAULE AND SONS. The Nurseries, Bristol.

Blooming Rhododendrous.HL A N E AND SON beg to offer
• RHODODENDR(.)NS, magnificently set with

blooni-biids, for immediate eftect. Names, sizes, prices, and
CATALOGUES free upon application.

The Nurseries, Berkhampstead.

SEEDLING RHODODENDRONS— 2-yr.,

.£15 per 100,000
: 3.yr., £20 per 100.000.

JOSEPH SMITH, Jun., Moot Edge Nurseries, Tansley,
near Matlock.

To the Trade.

TROP^OLUM SPECIOSUM, in pots, at
201. per too. POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIE-

GATUM, at i6j. per 100.

HOWDEN AND CO.. Inverness Nurseries. N.B.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS. ~ Strong
Forcing and Planting. Special price per loo or per looo

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Suttons' Red-Skin Flourball Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have a surplus^stock
• of the above, which they are prepared t

low figure to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

low quotations, which may be had on application. The Seed
offered is English grown, from last year's importation, and is

therefore free from any risk of Colorado Beetle.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

TRONG and EXTRA STRONG VINES.
—Thoroughly well ripened without bottom-heat. Prices

on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

To tlie Trade.

HURST AND SON can offer PEAS and
SCARLET RUNNERS to the Trade. Quotations on

application to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, REGULAR SUPPLIES^of
CUT FLOWERS and CHOICE FRUITS, in variety.

Address
Y. Z., S^, Regent Street, West Clifton, Bristol.

WANTED, 50,000 2-yr. seedling OUICK-
WOODS. State lowest price for cash to"

JOSEPH GREEN. The Nurseries, Garforth. near Leeds.

WANTED, PINE PLANTS.—Succession
and Suckers, Smooth Cayenne, Queen. Black Jamaica.

&c. Slate price,

W. WELCH, Highgrove Gardens, Reading Berks,

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Bettcridge's letter, published

by us at p. 269 of Gardeners' Chronicle for February 27.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
direct from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 ai Gardeners'

C/iraniele for February 27.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. 1 OXONIAN IMPROVED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH.

J
DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

The above collection post free for 6i-. Od.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 3J. 6d.; twelve splendid varieties, post

free, for 2s. 6d,

CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen. Hieh Holborn. W.C.

LIMATODES ROSEA.—A large importa-
tion of this handsome and useful winter-blooming Orchid

just received from Burmah. Price .£3 per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PELARGONIUM, QUEEN VICTORIA.—
The most handsome Pelargonium in cultivation. Good

plants at los. Oti. each.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

VESUVIUS.-Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
plants, from single pots, lo^. per loo, 85J. per 1000,

package included. Terms cash.

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravetend.

Very Cheap.

VERBENAS, from store pots, many
thousand, extra strong, without a spot of disease, con-

sisting of many choice varieties, to be sold at half price to

H. BLANDFORD.The Dorset Nurseries, Blandford.

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Ptirple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas-good Plants

from single pots, 12s. per 100: rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6s. per 100, gar. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

To the Trade.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Selected
named varieties, very fine plants, jos. per too pairs, cash.

JAMES GAKAWAY ANU CO.. Durdham Down Nurseries,

Bristol. .

G

To the Trade, &c.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,
New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pots (best sorts

only). CATALOGUES free.

EWING AND CO.. The Royal Norfolk Nurseries. Norwich.

NEW ROSES.—A Selection of thirty of the
finest for this season now ready. CATALOGUE upon

application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Boses, coming Into Flower.

EORGE GRAY AND SON begs to offer

plendid plants of the above, in pots, of best known
varieties, at moderate prices.

Nurseries, Brox. Chertsey. Surrey.

Notice.—Cheap and Good.

A PRICED LIST of the best SPRING
FLOWERING PLANTS will he sent free

applicants. Apply to DILLISTONE BROS., Nurserymen,
&c., Sturner, near Halstead, Essex.

RIMROSES, Double Yellow.—Fine plants,
now coming into bloom, 16^. per 100, £j per 1000.

RODGER, McClelland and CO., 64, Hill street, Newry.

FOR S A L E, a pair of handsome
DRAC/ENA LINEATA, 12 feet hi.gh, with foliage to

all

JOUGL , Womersly House. Crouch Hill. Ho

ROOTS, fit for immediate
;, 3^. 6(/. per loo, or 30^. per 1000.

D SON, The Nurseries, Tunhridge

,ey, N.

Delphiniums, Double and Single Flowered.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that
his Priced and Descriptive LIST of the above-named is

now published, and will be forw.-irded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

Ple'matis
'

\J Working. P
THOJIAS CRIPPS

Wells, Kent.

Exhibition of Auriculas.

pHARLES TURNER'S unequalled Collec-
V^ tion is now in bloom, and is unusually fine this season.

The Spring Bedding Plants are also very gay. An inspection

is invited. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM. — This lovely
species, charming either for Cultivating in Pots or for

Cut Flowers, 6 guineas per dozen.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Estahlishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Cltv Auction Rooms, 38 and 39. Gracechurch St , E.G.

IX/TESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
IVJL will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms, as above,

on TUESDAY, April so, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a

first-class Collection of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and

PINKS of fine growth; selected HARDY AMERICAN
PLANTS, CONIFERVE, SHRUBS, Standard and Climbing

ROSES, choice GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS,
with some fine bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM. RANUN-
CULI, ANEMONES, GLADIOLI, &c.: FUCHSIAS.
DAHLIAS, SEEDS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalognes had at the Rooms
and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechiirch Street, E.G.; and

Leytonstone, E.

Kiugston-on-Tliames.
By Order of the Executors of the late Mr. Bruce.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard, City, E.C., on MONDAY, April 26. at i for 2

o'clock punctually, a compact, valuable FREEHOLD
ESTATE, known as Bruce's Nursery, and situate m the

Richmond Road, Kingston, Surrey, possessing a highly im-

portant frontage of 332 feet 6 inches to the high road, by

594 feet depth, comprising about 4 acres 2 roods of very eligible

Building Land, together with the substantially brick-built

Detached Residence standing thereon. The Property offers

great scope for profitable subdivision and re-sale in small plots,

or for the creation of ground rents.

Cards to view, with printed Particulars and Plans, may be

had of R. B. WHEATLY, Esq., Solicitor, 7, New Inn, W.C.
;

and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch

Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Theobald's Park, 'Waltham Cross.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of choice GREEN-

HOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, valuable LIVE-STOCK,
GARDEN and FARM IMPLEMENTS, ftc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. Alderman

Cotton (who is leaving the neighbourhood upon the expiration

of his tenancy) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Theobald's Park, -Waltham Cross, Herts, on TUESDAY,
April 27, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the choice

COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of large and handsomely grown Double Camellias and
fine Azalea indica, si-\ty half-specimen Pelargoniums, a beautiful

example of Alsophila australis (12 feet through), fine Ficus,

Cattleyas, Blechnums, Adiantums, and several other Exotic

Fern.s ; large Fuchsias, Vallotas, Dracasnas, Gardenias, Stc. ;

150 Fruiting and Succession Pines ; also the valuable LIVE-
STOCK, consisting of Brougham, Saddle, and Cart Horses,

handsome Norwegian and other Ponies, twenty-four Cows,

Heifers, and Calves, Breeding Sows, ten cross-bred Ewes with

Lambs by side. Poultry : a capital Brake, useful Brougham,
Dog Cart, a well made Pony Cart, a Tumbril Cart, the supe-

riorily-made Silver-plated and Brass Harness, a Green's 18-inch

Lawn Mower, Oat Crusher, a Chaff Cutter, Haymaking
Machine by Barret & Co., and other Implements: ten large

ornamental Gas Tripods, and Statuary on Pedestals, comprising
•' The Deluge," from the Colosseum, and the " Head of Musa.

"

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, of Mr. STEPHENS ; and of the Auctioneers

and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C., and Leyton-

stone, E.

Preliminary Notice of

FORTHCOMING SALES,
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

MAY IS.—-WOOD GREEN, N. The Vineries, Nightingale

Road. Important Sale of 30,000 Bedding Plants, &LC.

MAY 19.—SYDENHAM, KENT. Kirkdalc Nursery.

Clearance Sale of the whole of the Greenhouse and Bedding

Plants. . .

MAY 20 and 21.—WEST DULWICH, S.E. An important

Sale of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants ; also some choice

Camellias, Azaleas, &c.
. „ „ ,

MAY.—TOOTING, S.W. By Order of Mr. R. Parker.

Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Offices. 93, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C.; and Ley t(

"

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. on TUESDAY, Aprd so, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 300 Pens of CHOICE POULTRY and

PIGEONS, from the Yards and Lofts of well-known Breeders

and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported and Establlslied OrcUds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, April 21, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, rare and fine ORCHIDS, collected

by Mr. B. Roezl in Western Mexico, just received in fine con-

dition, among them the beautiful Oncidinm Barkerii, Odonto-

glossum Insleayi leopardinum, &c. , nearly all of them adapted

for growing in cool houses ; also, several Collections of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising many choice and

yaluable sorts ; .an Importation of ODONTOGLOSSUMS from

the mountainous parts of the United States of Columbia ; and

2000 Bulbs of LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived, in fine

condition, from Japan.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum Alexandrse.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 22, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 300 good plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM
ALEXANDRyE. These have been recently imported, arc now
breaking freely, and are in the best possible condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Auction Rooms and Oflices, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W. C.

Handsome Ornamental Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. April 22, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of HANDSOME
ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, such as Palms, Dracasnas,

Agaves, Cycas, Phormiums and Encephalartos, suited for

giving effect in plant-houses and conservatories, for sub-

tropical gardening, the decoration of halls or public buildings,

and ornamental purposes generally ; English-grown Camellias

of various sizes, some of them fine large plants : Tree Ferns

with good heads, and a small collection of Orchids, including

several fine plants of Phalienopsis Schilleriana.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Auction Roomsand Offices, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,W.C.

Important Sale of Specimen Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS removed from Albury Park, Guildford.

MR. J. 'C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden W.C, on FRIDAY, May 7, at half-past

.2 o'clock precisely. Specimen STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, British and Exotic FERNS, formed for exhibition

purposes by William Kemp, gardener to His Grace the Duke
of Northumberland at Albury -Park, Guildford, who is giving

upevhibiting plants; also two EXHIBITION VANS, with

good Springs and Patent Axles. The whole for Sale without

On\ 1 the 1 5 of Sale, and Catalo s had.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Bedding Plants, &o.

MR. T. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, South B'ank. Surbiton,

.about the MIDDLE of MAY. the Collection of STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS formed by J. A. B irton, Esq.,

consisting of Camellias and Azaleas, Stephanotis, Clerodendrons,

Bougainvilleas, Anthuriums, Crotons, a few Orchids S:c.: also

a good lot of Bedding Plants, Roses in pots, a MOVVING
MACHINE, Two WATERBARROWS, Four TWO-LIGHT
BOXES, HANDLIGHTS, &c.

Catalogues will be ready one week prior to the Sale.

Auction Roomsand Offices, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W. C.

Victoria Estate, Kansas. U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of.640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12s. to sos. per

acre Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

TO BE SOLD, a SEED and FLORIST'S
BUSINESS. Main thoroughfare. London (West End).

Very convenient Shop. Long Lease, Rent only ;£ioo.

E. R., Gardeners' Chronicle Oflice, W.C

TO BE DISPOSED OF, the LEASE, &c.,

of a SEED FLOWER, and HERB SHOP. Shop now

doing a good trade. A fortune for a Man of Business. A death

the cause of letting. Apply to .
, , ,

G. W. LAKE, 23, Peckham Grove (note the address),

Camberwell, S.E.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of a valuable
piece of GARDEN GROUND, consisting of about

4 acres, and being 4 miles from Covent Garden Market. Well

situated, and suitable for a Florist ; at present in the occupation

of a Market Gardener. Lease unexpired about eighty-four

years. Immediate possession. Apply to

N. JOURDAIN, 45, Ludgate Hill, EC.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE LET, the GUILFORD
NURSERY, Whitfield, near Dover, comprising Resi-

dence, Stable, and Outbuilding, with 7 acres of First-class

Land. Rent £60. The Houses, comprising large Plant-house.

Vinery, Stove and Fern Houses, Greenhouse, &c., together

with the contents, and some Nursery Stock, to be taken by

Valuation or Arrangement. Incoming moderate. Apply to

Messrs. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD, Auctioneers and

Estate Agents, New Bridge, Dover.

pOTTAGE and GARDEN WANTED.—
VJ Can any one kindly suggest a small Cottage with large

Garden, or an acre or two of Ground adjoining that might be

converted into such ! It must be on the outskirts or within one

mile of a town. Rental not so much an object as a suitable

spot. Church privileges appreciated. Good references given.

E. L. M., Post Office, Addlestone, Surrey.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, (iilcot, Reading.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. — The best

new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the Floral

Ma^asiiic for April. Strong plants now being sent out, price

75 61I. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

CRANSTON AND MAYOS, Nurseries, King's Acre, near

Hereford.

VERBENAS.—Strong healthy plants of

Purple King, Melindres splendens (fine scarlet), Boule de

Niege (best white). Sunny Thoughts (good rose), 6s. per 100,

- -to any address on receipt of Post Office Order.

FIELD BROTHERS Tarvin Ro.ad Nursery, Chester.

VERBENAS.—PURPLE KING is still the

best variety extant, strong, healthy, without a spot of

disease. Well rooted excellent stuff, 6s. per roo, 50J. per 1000.

Carriage free to any address for cash.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

To the Seed Trade.

BEAN S—White Windsor and Scarlet

Runner— to offer to the Trade. Samples and Prices

forwarded on application to
, , , , , ,

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, s, Aldgate,

London, E.

OCARLET RUNNER BEANS,
kJ> ASPARAGUS, SEAKALE, and TARRAGON ROOTS.
—The undersigned has surplus suppUes, of capital quality, to be

sold at moderate prices.

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant ,
Truro._

ARTER'S CHAMPION and SCARLET
RUNNERS—all home-grown. First-class sample at 28s.

per bushel, or five guineas per sack. Cash with order. Sample

sent if required. Apply to ,, , .,,

H. HARDY, Tiptree, Kelvedon, Essex.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, in pots,

forced and well furnished with fruit. Strong healthy trees

of the best leading varieties at loi. M. each, carriage paid to

London. _ , . „ , . ,

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, The Nurseries, Sawbridge-

worth, Herts.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingham. JULY i, 2, 3. and 5, for the benefit

of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from H. G. QUILTER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham.

NO T tTn G H aTm and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on FRIDAY
.and SATURDAY, July 9 and 10. The Mayor of Nottingham
President ; the Town Clerk Honorary Secretary. Schedules
in the course of preparation, and may be obtained on applica-

tion to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

TNTERNATIONAL POTATO SHOW,
J- 1875.—The Schedule is now ready, and may be had on
application

ALEXANDRA P A L A C E.-GRAND
OPENING FESTIVAL, SATURDAY, May i. Band

and Chorus, 1500 performers. The musical arrangements, in

which the principal artistes of Her Majesty's Opera will take
part, will be under the entire direction of Sir Michael Costa.

Full particulars will be duly announced. Admission tickets 5^-.

,

if purchased before the day ; by payment at the doors, 7^, &d.,

or by the guinea season ticket, which includes Membership of
the Alexandra Palace Art Union, and is now on sale at the

Company's Offices and their Agents.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patro?i.—R^R Majesty the Queen.
President—His Gr.vce the Duke of Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married £,^0 per annum.
Male ^26
Widowand unmarried Orphan Daughters .^20 „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.-The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Fundsof the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 2r^., application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16. at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the
ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January r in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution

—

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

NEW ROSES for 1875.—Splendid plants,
agnificent foliage, in forty-three Continental

ready. LISTS, with raisers' descriptions, post

Farm Nursery, Stapleford,

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA—100
cuttings sent post free for is. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced ;
quite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower
Seed Merchant. Woolwich, S.E.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,

Purple, Pink, Crimson, Rose and other mixed sorts, good
strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at 6,r. per loo, sos.

per 1000, package included. Cash to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.
Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

FAND A. SMITH'S unrivalled C9llection
• of the above is now in bloom, and will continue so for

some time. Inspection is respectfully solicited, or flowers will

be sent on receipt of two stamps.
The Nurseries, West Dulwlch, S.E.

ARRACENIA PURPUREA—
SARRACENIA PURPUREA.—Splendid Specimens of

the above beautiful Hardy Pitcher. £z. £>S, and £7 per 100.

CyPRIPEDIUM ACAULE (strong), at ^4 per 100. Address
WALTER SILK, Raymond Street, Cambridge, Mass.,

U.S. America,

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at ^os. per 100; 25,1. for 50 ; or 15^. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at gs, and

12S, per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

ROMPTON STOC K.—SMITH'S
SCARLET KING is the finest in cultivation, with mag-

nificent spikes of blossom, 18 to 30 inches in length. This will

prove a gem to admirers of this good old-fashioned flower.

Packets, post free, is. and 6d. each.

THOS. SMITH, Seedsman, Long Wittenham. Abingdon.

Seed Fotatos.

BUTTONS' RED-SKINNED FLOUR-
BALL, grown on chalk, warranted true, and free from

disease. Delivered at Burbage Station, Great Western Rail-

way, at ^s. per cwt., or £6 per ton. Apply to

A. JOHNSON, Seed Grower, &c., Savernake, Marlborough,

Wilts. _^^^__^

PYRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEL— Plants
of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out, price six. each, usual discount lo the Trade,

Illustration sent on application. See Gardeners' Chronicle,

1874 i 757 ii. 740 ; and the i^/cWs/ iiHti /'fww/i'^/.j/ for March,

WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.
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VINES, extra strong leading sorts, dose-
jointed .indwell ripened: SEAKALE, ASI'ARACUS.

and RHUIiARli, extra strong, for forcing : ROSES. FRUIT.
FOREST, .ind ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, Sic.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON ANU ROBINSON, 33. Market Place, Manchester,

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procnuc, all certain to grow, sr. dtl. per

too. This delicions vegetable does not require half the expense
usually incurred in pl.anting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for .875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2j. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

New Double Petunia,
"TX/TRS. WILSON."—The above is a fine
1V1_ 1 Inul.lc Crimson varicly. striped and edged with white,

very line and tlisliiict. It received three First-class Certificates

last year. Good Pl.iiits, now reaily. ),s. 6ci. each, post free 3^. gti.

T. JACKSON AND SON. The Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

ONAL PELARGONIUMS.—A fine, welU
grown stock ofextra strong autumn-struck plants, in 4-inch

pots, of the choice new varieties of last year, at 40^. per 100 ;

also an immense tiuantity of the best IJedding Pelargoniums

—

Tricolor, Gold, Silver, and Zonal, LIST of sorts and prices on
anplication.

W. G. CALDWELL vxn SONS, The Nurseries, Knutsford.

Mr. Postan's New Zonal and Fancy Variegated
PELARGONIUMS for 1875.

CHARLES BURLEY begs to announce that
he has been enstrusted with the distrlbtuion of the above

magnificent NEW PELARGONIUMS, to be sent out, for the
first time, the beginning of IMay ne.vt. Priced LIST and full

ry, Brentwood.

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON REDDER:
Strong plants, in 5-inch pots, \os. per dozen,

TEA-SCENTED. CHINA, NUISE1~1'E, and HYBRID-
PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, gs. to 15^. per
dozen.
Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and

China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetiials, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAVOS. King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

SUver-margined leaved Geranium, Laura.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much

plea?;ure in oflering tliis superior variety, beuig a strong
grower, with very large trusses of pale scarlet flowers, freely
produced. Suitable for centres of beds and back rows in

borders. Received the highest commendation (a First-class

Certificate) from the Floral Committee at Chiswick in 1873,
which was again confirmed in 1874. Plants 5^. each, seven
for 30J. Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

New White Lobelia,
"TAUCHESS of EDINBURGH."—This

-A-' variety possesses an excellent compact habit, and is a
good free grower. The flowers, which are produced in great
abundance, retain their purity of colour the entire season.
Received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural
Society, Kensington, 1874.

Good Plants are now ready, 2^. 6d. each.
CHARLES TURNER. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

New and Choice Ferns.

WAND J. BIRKENHEAD, having a
• Collection of many thousands of the most beautiful

and choice BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, and giving their
cultivation special attention, are prepared to supply large or
small quantities at most reasonable prices.

CATALOGUES on application. Special quotations for large
quantities.

Fern Nur^erj'. Sale, near Manchester.

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at psr dozen for cash:- Golden

Tricolors: Mrs. Dunnett, 3^. (xi.. Louisa Smith, 35. 6d.: Mrs.
Pollock, -^s. 6d.- Sir Robert Napier, 3J. 6d.; Sophia Dumar-
esque, ^s. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutts, y. 6d. ; Mrs.
John Clutton. 3.1. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3.S. 6d.; Bronze
Beauty, 3^. dd.; Kentish Hero, 2s. 6d.\ Roi de Siam, 3^. 6d.

;

Waltham Bronze, 3^. 6d. Baskets and packing, 6d. per dozen,
or 3^, 6d. per loo extra.

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 7 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer
Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size
and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in
Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to I s feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

American Plants without Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest Hardy English and Continental RHODO-

DENDRONS, with Belgic and other AZALEAS, at 30J. per
dozen, £10 per 100.

The Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed
and elevated situation, and will thrive in any soil free from
Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bushes of the Ponticum and
Catawbiense varieties, 4 to 5 feet high and as much through,
60J. per dozen. April and May is the best time for planting.

TheN Bristol.

Vines.—To tlie Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
. PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at -^os. per dozen (a special price for a large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham IMuscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh. Mrs. Pince's Black IVluscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliffe Black,
Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps. Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,
DRchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

riHARLES 13. SAUNDERS, NURSERYMAN,
V^ .iSc.

, Jersey, respectfully offers choice CARNATION and
PICOTEE SEEDS at 2j. M. per packet of 100 seeds ; fine

strong VINES, best sorts, i^s. to io-f. per dozen: Evergreen
OAKS, in or from pots, 2 to 6 feet luKh, 50J. to 150J. per 100.

March iS, 1875.

Surplus.—Dwarf Roses on Manettl.

)AUL AND SON, The "Old" Nurseries,
Cbeshunt, N., offer strong vigorous plants they wish to

ir. Sorts left to their selection, three to five of a sort, 50J.

too, in quantities of not le.ss than 100.

The " Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

FLORISTS' FLO WERS.— Named
. sliil lii I. > !.;> \\. r Conations and Picotees. 6s. per

du/' II
i

I. i, 1 II,! i iiiirs. 4J. per dozen : Pentsteinons
and All II 11'

,
4i per dozen : all good plants

and III III. I
.11 I II liiliove, and otherplants, in great

variety, fill I w., si.uni.^., li.i.lc terms on application.

WM. CLIURA.M ,\Nu SO.\, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

CRAHSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application ;

—

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (.874 and 1875).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,
CRANSTON AND MAVOS, King's Acre Ni

Hereford.

1^ E W R o s.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEV (Cranston's).

CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's).

CLIMBING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Descriptive LIST on application to

CRANSTON AND MAVOS, King's Acre N
Hereford.

NEW PLANTS.— The three best new plants
recently sent out are :

—

CROTON MAJESTICUM.
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price Two and Three Guineas each.

Mr WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' Mixture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the FINEST and dwarfest EVERGREEN GRASSES, and if

very superior to mixtures generally offered. For New Lawns
sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre. 'To Renovate Old Lawns sow
10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price is. per lb. Orders over -zos.

carriage free.

The Old-Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,
Chester.

SEED POTATOS.—To clear out we can
offer the undermentioned, price 5r, per cwt.:

—

HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE,
COMPTON'S SURPRISE.
RED-SKIN FLOURBALL,
DALMAHOYS,
VICTORIAS,
MYATTS.

HENRY CLARKE and SONS, 39, King Street, Covent
Garden, London. W.C.

Specimen Koses.

WM. PAUL has a large Collection of
SPECIMEN ROSES, just coming into bloom, which

he offers from 5^ to £^ ^s. each. Inspection invited. Frequent
trains from Bishopsgate Station to " Waltham " Station in half
an hour. My Nurseries adjoin the "Waltham " Station.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross.

Carnations, Plootees, and Pinks.

TSAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
J- announce that they have this Season a very fine and
extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,
together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.
Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS.

&c., contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of
choice Show Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, zis.

" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland.
' February 15, 1875.

" Mr, W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation
and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like another dozen of either the same or other varieties."

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO.. Great Yarmouth Ni

Cbeap Plants!

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, qs. per dozen, ins. per 100 ; rooted
cuttings, IS. per dozen, 6s. per 100, sar. per 1000.

LOBELIA, speciosa (true), from cuttings. 3^. per 100, aoi. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding, is. per dozen, Ss. per 100,
SOX. per 1000.

HELIOTROPIUMS, fine dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6s. per

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, blue, makes a fine bed, is. per
dozen, 5s. per 100, 40?. per 1000.

IRESINE, Lindeni. crimson leaf, fine, ij. per dozen, 6s. per 100.
COLEUS, VerschafTeltii, is. per dozen, 6s. per ico.
STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,

4s. per 100, 30s. per 1000.
PELARGONIUMS, Silver edge—May Queen and Flower of

Spring, 2s. per dozen, 15s. per 100.

„ Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, 2s. per doz., 15s, per 100.

,, Tricolor—Mrs. Pollock, 2s. 6d. per dozen, 18s. per 100.

Terms cash, package included.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

iiJfkyufo
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

j-k/:e bv ro.sr ok rail.

Sutton^ Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn.

No. I Collectioti, Free by Post or Rail .. L"^ 2 o
No. 2 Collection „ ,, .. .. i ii 6

No. 3 Collection ,, ,, ., ., I i o

No. 4 Collection ,, ,, ,, ,, o 15 o
No. 5 Collection ,, ,, ,. .. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be liad, from
23. 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

"SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
The moU practical work on gardeuln_^yct published, beaU'

tifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price ij., Post Free, Gratis to Customers,

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

BUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

\Vhich forms a close velvety

turf in a very short time. For
making New Lawns or Cro-

quet Grounds 3 bushels or 60

pounds is required per acre,

or I gallon to every 6 rods (or

perches) of ground.

For improving those already

in turf, 20 pounds should be

Price Is. per lb. ; 20s. per
bushel.

From Mr. J. Merrick, Gar-
doief to S. Forster, Esq.

Lc Court.

" The Seed you sent me
last year turned out uncom-
monly well. Several gentle-

men who came to Le Court

could scarcely credit, from

the appearance of the lawn.

In August it was as fine and
that had been laid down for

'.nslntcfioHS on the Formation andImprovement
oj Garden Lawns and Croquet Gronnds

Gratis and Post Free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
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DAHLIAS.

John Keynes
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

DaUlas will be sent out the first week In May.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.

Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.—April z, 1875.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES.

Nurseries {270 Acres in extent) 7iear Bagshot^ Surrey,

Seed Establishment and London Depot,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

A LONDON BRANCH

Has just been opened, as above, where a s

Sample Plants will be on view, and where also the

Flower, Vegetable, and Agricultural Seed
Business

will be carried on and made a special object.

The very extensive Stock is, this season, in splendid

condition. It includes every species of

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS. Evergreen and

Deciduous (of all sizes).

FRUIT TREES, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS. &c.

Buyers are invited to visit the Nurseries, at Bagshot,

to inspect, and personally select what they require to be

sent to them when removal is safe.

Descriptive Catalogues obtainable on amplication.

Please address orders to

THOMAS THORNTON,
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot.

FQresi Trees^ when taken in quantity, charged at a
proportionately reduced price.

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, \\ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

AMrTHONY "WATEREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SURREY.

Francis ©Arthur
'''- Dickson s Sons.
106EastgateSt.&p
TheUptori'Nurseries Vxllli O i 11,K.

Illustrated Catalogue of

•Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
j
f - 'Fostyree OTvAfiplicatioiv.

\ Quality 'Unsurpassed.

LEAMINGTON BROCCOLI,

F. PERKINS,
In reply to numerous enquiries, begs to announce that the Stock of the

above, for which he was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal

Horticultural Society, is Sold only in Sealed Packets bearing his

Registered Trade Mark.

The late winter has severely tested the BroccoHs, but this variety

has again proved itself the finest in cultivation.

SOW FROM THE PRESENT TIME UNTIL THE FIRST WEEK IN MA V,

Price 2s. 6d.

WHOLESALE AGENTS :—

WAITE, BIJEIELL, HUGGIIS & CO,
SEED MERCHANTS,

79, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 22, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 300 good Plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA. These have

been recently imported, are now breaking freely, and are in the best possible condition.

O/i view the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

HANDSOME ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 22, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of Handsome Ornamental Plants, such as PALMS,
DRAC^NAS, AGAVES, CYCAS, PHORMIUMS, and ENCEPHALARTOS, suited for

giving effect in Plant Houses and Conservatives, for Sub-tropical Gardening, the Decoration of

Halls or Public Buildings, and ornamental purposes generally ; English-grown CAMELLIAS of

various sizes, some of them fine large plants; TREE FERNS, with good heads; and a small

Collection of ORCHIDS, including several fine plants of PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA.

On view the mor^iing 'of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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DRAC^^NAS — PRIZE-^VINNERS.

Mr. William Bull
Offers a dozen Specimen I'lants, probably the most handsome in lOurope, in twelve varieties,

embracing the newest and most distinct kinds in cultivation. Apart from the value of these

iJraciL-nas for winning prizes wherever and whenever exhibited, the I'lants arc pictures in them-

selves for ornamental and decorative purposes.

AN INSPECTIOM /S I N V I T E P

.

EST.\1!LISHHENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

CARTER'S
HOME-GROWN

FLOWER SEEDS,
'

Harvested on Carter s Four Large

Seed Farms in Essex.

CARTER'S

Carter's Assortments of Seeds of the prettleBt and
most exquisitely perfumed Engllsli and

Continental Flowers.

CARTER'S COLLECTION A, FLOWER SEEDS,
price 10^. 6i{. (free by post or rail), contains :

An a.ssortment of 12 choicest varieties French Aster.

An assortment of 6 choicest varieties German Stock, large-

flowered.

12 showy hardy Dwarf Annuals, including Tom Thumb Nas-
turtium, Saponaria, Blue Nemophila, &c.

6 hardy Perennials, including Alyssum saxatile, Cineraria mari-

tima, Wallflower, &c.

3 choice varieties of Everlasting Flowers for Winter Boufiuets.

J^ oz, Mignonette, New Crimson Giant.

2 oz. Sweet Peas, mixed.

12 showy tender Annuals (to be sown in frames and then trans-

planted or sown in the open borders at the end of ApriP,
for summer and a\itumn blooming, including choice Phlox
""

-nondi. Balsam. Celosia, Am.iranthus ruber. Perilla

nankir
, &c.

Larger Collections, 15a, 2ls., 42s„ and 63s.

NEW NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(With dark-coloured foliage), per packet, is. 6d.

A seedling variety of that type of Dwarf Nasturtium origin-

ated by us—viz., the dark-foliaged or King of Tom Thumb
section—the popularity of which is now universal, from the fact

of their bright colours contrasted with dark foliage, cnnipact

habit, and duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in

effect to bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety

now offered is quite unique and distinct— pure pink shaded with
-and forms an effective contrast with the

idy in cultivation.

If), 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREKS, iiml SlIKUllS, a large slock at moderate prices.

CATALOCUKS free on application.

THF. LAWSON SEliD and NLIK.SIiRY COMPANY
fLimited), io6, Southwark Street, London, S. E., and at

Edinbtirgh.

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respeclfully Invited

to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
.%^ MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

j^N Where it is anticipated they will be
"*"

highly gratified,

JOHN HESTER^ Manager.

The Only Really and Thoroughly Distinct
LOIIELIA of the SKASON,BLUES TONE —

hitherto a hidden gem.
Stringe that this by far the best of all the Lobelias, should have

been kept bii,k from the public by a "crotchet," and it is only

withm the last few days thit the seed has been placed in my
hands The dirkest blue, no eye, strong compact pumila habit

;

folnge strange to say is i most peculiar purplish green, and its

whole chancier far exceeds any other Lobelia, r ive hundred
seeds post free is \d plants sent post free \s. each, 12 fur 7J.

/ I I'f p 94 Ga*dtn >s Mxgaz'me, February 20: " Challenging

the uh le of the floriculturat community to produce a better."

*-.«T Mr rrcANNELL,
P>K:*f VO^yl^ J^' F.R.H.S.. begs to an!

y^a^(4^'f&V nounce that his FLORAL
•^ -* GUIDE for 1875 is now ready,

and will be sent, post-free (cost

price), for ten stamps. It is beau-
tifully illustrated with 200 splen-
didly executed engravings. It

also contains particulars and
icriptions of all the

cities, and the best new and
varieties of soft-wooded plants

in cultivation, and it is highly important to amateurs and gar-
deners that they should peruse it continually, for it contains in-

valuable and practical information on Florists" Flowers and
Bedding Plants and their Seeds ; and the cheap, ready, and
correct manner in which they are supplied and forwarded to

any part of the world cannot fail to be a great advantage and
highly appreciated by all who are really fond of the choicest
flowers.

TRADEMARK.

NEW FUCHSIA, "MRS. H. CANNELL."
—This magnificent variety last year bore out eren more

than the high character previously given it, and is by far the

best double white corolla variety ; foliage and flower even an
advance on the good old dark Avalanche. Fine half-specimen
plants, 2 feet high, in 6-inch pots, -js. t>d. each ; small ditto, },$.',

nice plants in thumbs, \s. 6d. each ; small rooted Httle plants,

or two cuttings, is., post free.
"' "

and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

JAMES VEITCH & SONS' FRUIT PRIZES FOR 1875.

A /T ESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS have the pleasure to announce that they have again arranged

with the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to offer the following P'ruit Prizes, to be competed

for at the Gardens at Kensington, on the 2l9t July next :—

The following List of Prizes has been decided upon !—" "^
ist Prize

For the best COLLECTION of FRUIT in ten distinct kinds /15
2ct i'ri/e. 3d Priii.

2. For the best COLLECTION of FRUIT, in six distinct kinds

The same exhibitor cannot compete in Classes No. i and 2.

3. For the best Three Bunches of MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA GRAPES

4. For the best Three Bunches of BLACK HAMBURGH GRAPES

5. For the best Three Bunches of GRAPES, any kinds, e.xcluding Muscat of Alexandria and
Black Hamburgh

l9 £(> £i

For the best Three PINE APPLES

For the best Six FRUIT of PEAfH, one kind

For the best Six FRUIT of NECTARINE, one kind

The competition for these ViiiQS is limited to the boniifiiic Gardeners of Great Britain.

U entries to be made as usual, at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington. In all cases the decision of the Judges to be final.

These Pritcs are quite distinct from tlic "Veitcli Memorial" Prizes.

£6
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NEW PLANTS FOR 1875.

B. S. WILLIAMS
WILL HAVE

THE FOLLO^A/TNG NEV^ PLANTS
READY FOR DISTRIBUTION THE FIRST WEEK IN MAY

ACALYPHA MARGINATA.
This species is a welcome addition to the myriads of foliage plants introduced of late years.

The size of the leaves are incidental with those of A. tricolor, but the markings are totally distinct.

The centre of the leaf is brown, around which is formed a distinct margin of rosy carmine about a

quarter of an inch wide, rendering it a most beautiful object. The leaf Is entirely covered by

quantities of little hairs, which add much to its beauty. This plant is well figured in Plate 156,

in the Floral Magazine for March, 1875. Price i\s.

AGERATUM, COTJNTESS OF STAIR.

This variety is without doubt a decided advance upon any other Ageratum yet offered.

There is not a shoot but throws up a head of dense blossoms, beginning a few inches from the

ground, and only ending when its entire height of 6 or 8 inches is attained, when the whole top of

the plant is one mass of fragrant lavender-blue blossoms. It was raised by Mr. Fowler, of Castle

Kennedy, where it has been bedded out for 5 or 6 years with great success, withstanding, as

it does, the heavy rains better than most bedding plants. Being of such compact habit

and free flowering qualities, it cannot fail to recommend itself for flower-garden purposes.

Price 3^. dd. each, 30^. per dozen. Special quotation per 100.

ALSOPHILA AT7STRALIS WILLIAMSII (Moore).

The Weeping Tree Fern.—This is an extremely handsome variety of A. australis, but is

very distinct from that species, owing to its pendent habit. It was figured and described for the

first time in the Gnnhmcrs' Chromdc, by Mr. Moore, as being a most charming variety. It will

be found to succeed well in a greenhouse, as it is quite as hardy as the species. This variety

shows its pendent character in the seedling state, a quality of which no other Tree Fern of the

same habit can boast. Nice young plants, -zis.

ANTHERICUM VARIEGATUM.
A most striking novelty, introduced from the Cape of Good Hope In 1873. It Is quite hardy,

and will therefore be found quite invaluable as a decorative plant, being suitable either for the

greenhouse, stove, or dinner tabic. It has been compared by many to Pandanus Veitchii, which

it resembles in its general bearing, the variegation and habit being precisely the same. The

foliage is of bright grassy green, beautifully striped and margined with creamy white. It was

awarded a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, under the name of

Anthericum Williamsii. Price 21^.

ANTHURIUM PATINlI.

This Is a Very free flowering species, producing an abundance of white flowers, with spathes

gJ4 Inches long by iM Inch broad, produced on very slender stems. The leaves are ovate-

lanceolate, slightly tapering towards the point, the edges being beautifully undulated. It was

discovered by my collector (Mr. Patin), In honour of whom It is named. Price 21J.

ANTHURIUM SCHEEZEBIANUM WILLIAMSII.

This is undoubtedly the greatest novelty of the season, and will prove as great a favourite

with the plant-growing public as A. Schcrzerianum itself, and to which It will form a splendid

companion plant. In habit and growth it is in all respects like the normal state, but its spathe and

spadix differ entirely ; in the variety now offered the spathe Is pure ivory-white, and the spadi\

a pale lemon colour. The distribution of this plant will be duly advertised. Price 105^, each.

CYBTODEIRA COOCINEA.

A very pretty basket plant, producing bright scarlet flowers ; leaves dark metallic green,

from 3 to 4 inches long, and 2^^ to 3 inches broad. This is a very free ilowering species,

literally covering the basket in which it is grown with flowers. Price loJ. dd.

CYCLAMEW PEBSICUM GIGANTEUM.
.The Cyclamen is now established and pronounced to be the finest winter-flowering plant we

have, so that any improvement that can be made must be of the greatest value. The variety now

offered, giganteum, will be the commencement of an almost new or greatly improved type,

having very broad beautifully mottled coriaceous leaves and stout flower-stalks, throwing the

flowers well above the follgae, each flower from 2 to 2J3 inches in depth, with broad petals of great

substance, pure white, with a fine bold violet-purple eye. Price 55.

DICTYOGRAMMA JAPONICA VARIEGATA (Moore).

An interesting greenhouse Fern, introduced from Japan. The fronds of the youn^ plants are

from I foot to 1% foot high, furnished with one or two pairs of linear-lanceolate serrulate pinnse,

and a somewhat longer terminal one, somewhat as in Pteris cretica, with which, however, this has

no afllnlty. As the plants get older and more vigorous these pinna: divide, so that the fronds

become bipinnate, the pinnules being of similar form to the plnnie, but rather smaller, and the

pinnae and pinnules being always few in number. The venation is reticulated in the costal half

of the pinns or pinnules, while the velnlets of the outer half running out to the margin, are

straight and parallel. The sori are naked, produced in transverse lines coiresponding with the

lines of the venation. The peculiarity of this variety consists in the parenchyma of the froiid

showing paler or yellowish-green blotches along each side of the midrib, which gives to the surface

of the frond a variegation very distinct. Price loj. (td.

FTJCHSIAS,

John Gibson.—^Very bright scarlet tube and sepals, the latter well reflexcd, corolla lavender-

purple, beautiful shape. Price ^s. 6d.

King Alfonso.—Tube and sepals rich crimson, the latter very broad and of great substance,

corolla deep violet, a most extraordinary flower. Price js. 6d.

Lady Wateklow.—Tube and sepals white, beautifully striped and flaked with scarlet,

nicely rellexed, corolla rich magenta, a most profuse bloomer. Price 75. 6d.

Mrs. Muir.—Tube and sepals bright carmine-scarlet, well re(le.\ed, corolla pure white, and

single, perfect shape. Price 75. 6d.

Surprise.—This will make a splendid market plant, being of clean habit and free bloomer, tube

and sepals pure white, with a rich crimson corolla. Price ys. 6d.

PLATYCERIUM "WALLICHII.

A very distinct stove Fern, described by Mr. Moore, the eminent authority on Ferns, in the

Gardeners' Chronicle as being an extremely elegant plant, the fertile fronds measuring from i foot

to 2 feet in length, the plant producing two fronds each season, one falHng towards the right, the

other towards the left. The sterile fronds are erect, with copious dichotomous segments, whilst the

fertile ones, which are drooping, are divided into much more elongated segments. Strong

plants, 105J.

POLYSTIOHUM LEPIDOCAULON (Hooker),

This plant at first sight has the aspect of a Cyrtomlum ; it is quite evergreen ; the fronds

a foot or morfe in length, narrow but broadest at the base, and either acuminate at the ape.

prolonged and proliferous. This will probably prove a hardy plant, as it grows very freely

cold greenhouse. It will be found invaluable as a basket Fern on account of its pendent ha

Price aii. Ready

SCOLOPENDRIUM.

VulgaRe CRiSTATiM vivu'ARUM (JMoore). — A close growIng, compact variety, only

attaining about 6 to 8 Inches in height, having thick-set, much-tufted viviparous fronds, a most

desirable addition. Received a First-class Certificate, South Kensington, June, 1874. Price

The NEW PLANT CATALOGUE^ containing Dcscnptioits and Ilhtstrations of the above New Plants, will be ready the first week in May^

and will be sent. Gratis and Post Free^ to all applicants.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM luLL
Intimates that the following New Plants

will be sent out for the first time in the

beginning of May :
—

EHEUM NOBILE.
This plnnl is beautifully illiislratcd in plate xix. o( Illiislnt-

tiiiits pfHhnalayan Plants from Mr. Cathcan's cirawings. It

is thus described by Dr. Hool^er :
—"The individual plants of

Rheum nobile arc vipwnrds of a yard high, and form conical

towers of the most delicate straw-coloured, shining, semi-trans-

parent, concave, imbricating bracts, the upper of which have
pink edges : the large, bright, glossy, shining, green, radical

leaves, with red petioles and nerves, forming a base to the
whole. On turning up the bracts the beautiful membranous
fragile pink stipules are seen, like red silver-paper, and within
these again the short branched panicles of insignificant green
flowers." The plant occurs in Slkkim, at an elevation of from
13,000 to 15,000 feet. " I first saw it," remarks Dr. Hooker, in

the work above alluded to. "from a distance of fully a mile,

dotting the black cliffs of the Laclien valley at 14,00c feet eleva-

tion, in inaccessible situations, and was quite at a loss to con-

ceive what it could be, nor was it till I had turned back the

curious bracteal leaves and examined the flowers, that 1 was
persuaded of its being a true Rliubarb," \os. Ctl.

EHEUM OFFICINALE.
Vcrj' much interest attaches tu this pl.iiit. as being the ascer-

tained source whence is derived at least a portion of the true
Turkey Rhubarb. This has lung been a vexed Question, since

many attempts to discover the true source of the drug have
been made, and have generally ended in increasing rather than
clearing up the mystery of its origin. R. officinale, which in-

habits and is cultivated in Tibet and Western China, is a very
distinct and well-marked plant, of ornamental character. It is

a perennial herb, producing orbicular-ovate or cordate shallowly
ihree-lobed to seven-lobed leaves, and flowering-stems 4 feet to

10 feet high, branching in a paniculate manner, the branches
spreading and so densely packed with the greenish flowers as
to appear spiciform. loj. bit

RHEUM PALMATUM TANGHUTICUM.
A stately robust-habited perennial, which shares with R.

officinale the reputation of furnishing a portion of the genuine
Turkish Rhubarb. Indeed this is held by Dr. Kegel, who has
been instrumental in sending seeds to this country, to be the
truest of the true amongst the officinal Rhubarbs. The rajlical

leaves—which are orbicular in outline, of large size, and three

to five nerved—are deeply palmatifid, the lobes being acuminate
and incised. The flowering-stems are tall, bearing, as is usual
amongst the Rhubarbs, smaller leaves than those which spring
from the root, and terminating in a narrow panicle of pale green
flowers, the branches of which are erect, and much less densely
packed than those of R. officinale. Irrespective of the interest

attaching to these plants as yielding officinal drugs, they are
stately objects amongst the larger herbaceous perennials, loj. (^.

The following New Plants are now being
sent out :

—
ANTHURIUM CANDIDUM.

A charming and elegant stove plant, introduced through my
collector, Mr. Shuttleworth, from the United Stales of Colombia.
It has a creeping rhizome, f*rom which spring up ovate-lanceo-
late attenuatclj'-acuminale leaves, 6 to 8 inches long, on slender
erect petioles. The slender peduncles, somewhat longer than
the leaves, are often, if not constantly, knee-jointed just below
the spathe, which is ovate-acuminate, about 3 J^ inches in length,

an inch wide, and pure white, the spadix being straight, slender,
cylindrical, and shorter than the spathe. Mr. Shuttleworth, in

his letters, graphically describes the difficulties under which this

remarkable plant was obtained, the climbing of a steep rock,
owing to the rarified atmosphere, being almost beyond his

physical powers. i\i guinea.

ASTROCAKYUM ARGENTEUM.
A fine silver-leaved Palm, introduced from the United States

of Colombia. The stalks and the under-surface of the leaves are
covered with a fine white scurf, which gives them a silvered
appearance. The leaves are arching, and in young plants, a
foot high, are wedge-shaped and bilobed, distinctly plicate, and
of a bright green colour on the upper surface, which contrasts
strongly with the whitened under-surface. The petioles, or leaf-

stalks, are furnished with numerous spreading dark-coloured
spines, about an inch in length, a few being continued up the
back of the costa. It is a distinct and efTective plant, and very
ornamental. One of the best of the so-called Silver Palms,
z guineas.

ASTROCARYUM FILARE.
This very distinct and elegant Palm, which is comp.aratively

of small and slender growth, is also an introduction from the
States of Colombia. The leaves appear to grow quite erect, and
are narrowly cuneate with two divergent lobes, so that they re-

semble an arrow-head pointed downwards. The petioles are
thickly covered with white scurf, which is continued up the costa

for some distance, both on the upper and under surface. There
are numerous scattered brown spines on these petioles, and also

on the back of the costa, as well as along the principal veins on
the upper surface, which is green. The slender habit and erect
foliage are quite peculiar. 1% guinea.

FOR NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS, AND PRICES OV—

New Double-flowered Ivy-leavea PelarBonlum,
" Pelargonivim Laterlpes Konlg Alijert,"

New Nosegay Pelargoniume,

New Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums,

New Ivy-leaved Pelargonliuns,

Vide p.lgc 459 of labt week's Gariieners' CJlronich\

FOR N.\MES, DESCRIPTIONS, AND PRICES OF-
New Fuchsias,

New ChrysantltenHunB,

New Zonal Pelargonltuns with Variegated Flowers,

New Zonal Pelargonltuns,

Vide page 427 of the Gnrdctirrs' Chronklc for April 3, 1875.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 1875.

THE APPLE OF LITERATURE.
(CmJmlnlf<vm f. 460.)

THE primitive history of the Apple is at

present quite undetermined. An immense

amount of labour has been bestowed upon the

subject by Prof. Koch, who between I1S36 and

1S44 spent much time in investigations in

Armenia and the adjacent countries, purposely

with a view to ascertain something precise.

The very trustworthy result of his enquiries and

profound study of the subject is that the Apple

never grew wild anywhere in the southern

Caucasus ; and to this it may be added that

Boissier, in the Flora Oricntalis, entirely omits

the Holy Land as a native locality of the Apple,

though he allows it to some of the adjacent

countries. Of course it may have been culti-

vated in Palestine as an exotic, but in any

case the Palestine climate is altogether un-

favourable to its prosperity, and to its becoming

a tree such as the one mentioned by the prophet.

Like the Currant and the Gooseberry, and for

similar reasons, the Apple does not thrive in

southern latitudes, unless in very elevated dis-

tricts. In certain parts of the Lebanon, and

near Damascus, for example, it is said to be

tolerably good. Thither, in all likelihood, it

would be originally introduced by the monks of

western Europe. Certain inexact travellers of

recent date, determined to stand by the literal

expressions of the A. V., whatever they may

really denote, have asserted that the Apple,

and the Apple only, is intended by /app!hich,an&

they tell us how conspicuously beautiful it is in

the Holy Land ; but it is perfectly plain that

they have been misled by the spectacle of the

Quinces, which are there very attractive.*

Two fruits have been suggested as perhaps

specially intended by lappuach, the Citron and

the Apricot. Considering the many and various

good qualities of each, and how differently they

strike different observers, while at the same

time not any single kind of fruit thoroughly

answers to all the requirements implied in the

biblical allusions to the tappiiadi, one cannot

but feel satisfied that the term is collective

;

and that it fails to apply specifically simply

because it was never designed to do so, carry-

ing rather the idea of the aggregate qualities of

everything upon which it was at any time

bestowed. The ancient poets ascribe to their

heroes the virtues and noble qualities of all the

brave men by whom they were surrounded,

including qualities now and then not quite com-

patible one with another ; and something like

this appears to have been doiie in the summing
up in tappiiach of qualities which to all appear-

ance no single plant possesses, or at all events

not in uniform perfection.

The argument for the Citron is recognised by
Dr. Royle, to whose opinion it is objected that

the tree is too small, and that, like the Quince,

the fruit is harsh instead of " delicious." But

Risso, in the Histoirc Naturelle dcs Oraiii;es,

describes the Citron as magnificent when full

grown, and calls it the most beautiful of its

genus. The foliage is Laurel-like, glossy, of a

deep rich green, and remains upon the tree

all the year round. The flowers resemble those

of the Orange, but are flushed on the e.xterior

with rosy purple ; the fruit seems an immense
Lemon, sometimes attaining a length of9 inches,

and weighing 20 lb. The ancients believed that

the Laud and the Book, by Dr, Thora-

in the odour there were properties almost

miraculously restorative. The faith exists to this

day, for with the modern oriental ladies the Citron

is the favourite though rather bulky viiiaigirlh:

" Comfort me with iappfiach " thus appears to

point very definitely to the Citron ;
and even if

the original of this expression be more accu-

rately translateable, as stated by Mr. Drake,
" Strew me a couch of tappCiach leaves," * the

Citron still meets the requirement, for every

leaf is charged with little cysts of essential oil,

the fragrance when the leaf is bruised exhaling

like that of the Myrtle. The sweet sense of

refreshing verdure presented by the ordinary

Orange tree is well-known, as well as the exotic

richness of the enveloping atmosphere when the

tree is most copiously in bloom, not to mention

the oriental splendour of the golden fruits that

hang " like lamps in a night of green." These

qualities pertain equally to the Citron, so that

one may verily " sit under his shadow with

great delight "; and even if the individual tree

be small, no violence is done to the meaning of

the words, since " under his shadow " implies,

necessarily, no more than " beneath thebranches."

It is not to be overlooked, either, in regard to the

general fitness of the Citron for poetical imagery,

such as that of the Old Testament, that the pro-

cesses of flowering and fruiting are like a water-

fall, nearly constant ; and we know already how

Scripture loves to introduce the evergreen in

preference to the deciduous. This is the

intrinsic reason why to-day the bridal wreath is

made of Orange or Citron blossom, the two

trees being alike in the phenomena of their life.

Wearing a chaplet of Orange, the ideas are

simultaneously presented of sweetness of deport-

ment and complexion, of pereitnial or evergreen

happiness, and of a home or fireside circle, all

in good time, such as flower-buds, incipient

fruit, and ripening fruit, cotemporaneous, and

side by side, represent in the most perfect and

beautiful manner. That the fruit of the Citron

cannot be strictly called " delicious " is quite

true, since the rind is thick and spongy and the

juice acid, though less so than that of the

Lemon. Here, accordingly, we arc thrown back

upon the probability of tappihuh including the

good qualities of several different things, not

one of which answers in every particular.

Before it can be eaten, the Citron requires

to be dealt with after the manner of other hard

and poignant fruits, and to be sweetened with

honey or sugar. How agreeable the taste

then becomes every one knows. Perhaps, after

all, we are not called upon to demand from the

Hebrew expression any more than the delicious-

ness which accrues upon proper preparation.

Even Melons and Strawberries are scarcely

delicious without sugar. The characters in

question were well hit off by the Mantuan :—

' Media fert tristls ;os. tardumque s.iporen

—tristis, or "sad," denoting the flavour of the

fresh rind, while the " delayed taste" neatly im-

plies its long continuance upon the palate. The

fecundity of the Citron, spoken of by the two

Greek writers upon pkants, and likewise by

Pliny, is another excellent feature of this famous

tree. The Romans used the fruit for perfuming

their wardrobes.

These various persuasive claims on the

part of the Citron to be, as Dr. Royle and

others think, the tappi'tach absolutely and ex-

clusively, or, at all events, to be one of the

trees intended by that appellation, are inter-

fered with rather seriously by the doubt on

fair grounds whether the Citron was cultivated

in the Holy Land so early as the time of

Solomon, the almost universally admitted com-

poser of the Canticles, and whose reign com-

menced B.C. 1015. It may be considered certain

that it was not indigenousto Palestine. Donsays

' Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, i. 86. t Ccorgic, ii. 126.
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the original locality was North Africa, but here

he is unquestionably wrong. Apparently, like

most of the other species of Citrus, the Citron

belonged in the beginning to the cooler parts

of India, and especially to the woods upon the

lower ranges of the hills of Nepal. It becomes
needful, accordingly, to assume a very early

transmission of the tree westwards. Consi-

dering what splendid commercial enterprises

were carried out by Solomon, and how many
articles of oriental origin found their way to

the Holy Land through the medium of the

ancient merchants, there is nothing actually

incredible in regard to such transmission.

There is no occasion to suppose that it

was immediate ; and while we remain so im-

perfectly informed as we are with regard to

the early migrations of mankind, and of the

Aryan races in particular, it seems best to wait

awhile. Mr. Carruthers, however, does not

hesitate to express his belief that the Jews
became first acquainted with the Citron during

the Captivity in Babylon, taking it home with

them when they were released (B.C. 536). " At
all events," he says, " it may be considered

certain that the Citron was not introduced into

Palestine during the patriarchal era."* This,

if proved, would of course be fatal also to the

tappi'iacJi of Joel, who speaks of it so familiarly

as one of the " trees of the field," his prophecies

having been delivered about 790 or 7S0 B.C.

The last-named author (Mr. Carruthers)

accords with Mr. Tristram in considering the

veritable tappiiach to be the Apricot. Here,
without question, the fruit is " delicious " just as

it comes from the tree, exquisite of smell, and
well adapted to be laid in "pictures of silver,"

" shining," as Mr. Ruskin says, " in sweet
brightness of golden velvet." But placed by the

Citron, the tree subsides to the level of the
Quince, being deciduous, while in dimensions
it cannot be greatly different, though no doubt
Mr. Tristram makes a perfectly truthful state-

ment when he says, " many times have we
pitched our tents in its shade, and spread our
carpets secure from the rays of the sun." "At
the present day," he continues, " with the single

exception of the Fig, the Apricot is perhaps the

most abundant fruit of the country."t It is

scarcely necessary to remark that the abund-
ance of any particular fruit or plant in Palestine

to-day, cannot be taken as evidence in regard
to the state of affairs so long ago as 2900 years.

Of the place then held by the Apricot in Pales-

tine we have not an atom of evidence. Nor, for

that matter, have we the slightest evidence as to

the frequency, or the reverse, of the Citron and
the Quince. The native region of the Apricot
is said to extend from Armenia, eastwards,
to the Himalayas, and as far as China and
Japan. Pallas describes it as indigenous to the
whole of the Caucasus. Regnier ascribes it to

the oases of Egypt.J It had reached Italy by
the time of Uioscorides, but is very rarely men-
tioned in the writings of the Romans. Possibly,

in the Scriptural tappuach may also have been
included the Peach. In any case the name
must have covered fruit trees that were plentiful

and conspicuous, since several towns or cities

of ancient Palestine were called" Beth-taphuah."
The memory of one of these is preserved in the

modern Teffuh, a village upon the hills north-

west of Hebron. It is scarcely necessary to add
that the idea of the Orange being included in

the "mala" of the ancients is quite erroneous.

This fruit did not reach Europe or Palestine

either, till several centuries after the commence-
ment of the Christian era. If anything is to be
made out in regard to tappuach from the exist-

ing abundance of any particular fruit in Pales-

tine, the Orange itself might ask to be recog-

nised, for in the vicinity of Joppa alone there

Bible Educator, vol. iii., p. 218.

t The Land ofIsrael, p. 605.

X Vide Ills Itavned paper in the Trans. Hort. Soe., vol. iii.,

Appendi.v, p. 23 ; and vol. iv-, p- 368.

are now 420 Orange gardens, which produce

annually the estimated number of 33,300,000

Oranges. Leo Grindoii, Manchester.

P.S. — In the first portion of this article,

p. 459, col. 3,
" Paris received from Venus

"

should be " Venus received from Paris "
; and

on p. 460, col. 2, Shaltan should be " Shuetan."

New Garden Plants.

Dendrotiium marmoratum, n. sp.''

This is a Dendrobe much in the way of D. trans-

parens. The stems, however, are much stouter, and

the sheaths are very nicely mottled with grey bars on

a whitish ground—hence the name. The flowers

appear in pairs on the sides ; they are white. Both

sepals and petals are purplish at their ends, and the

lip has the whole anterior portions of the disk purplish,

while there are also some such purplish signs at the very

base. Its chief peculiarity consists in its having whole
the border ciliate and a hairy disk in front of the base,

I cannot speak fully about the merit of the plant, for it

unfolded its flowers in the case when travelling, which

must have been most uncomfortable for such a creature.

I would, however, guess that it may prove just such

a gem as is D. amcenum, perhaps it has even its smell.

It is easily distinguished from both named species by
its very short, blunt chin, and by its ciliate lip. It

may even get to be a beauty, such as we do we not

know now. I have to thank for it Mr. Low, who
obtained it from Burmah through his collector, Mr.

William Boxall. H. G. Rchb. f.

Odontoglossum compactuji, n. sp.\

This must indeed be a noble species, though not

of the highest noblesse. It is far larger in all its parts

than Odontoglossum aureo-purpureum, a New Grena-

dan plant which is much inferior in its more distant,

smaller flowers, which stand too wide apart to produce

such an effect as those of O. ramosissimum. What
Dr. Lindley said about the nobility of the plant only

applies to the Peruvian species. Since I described

O. aureo-purpureum from New Grenadan specimens,

those have to keep the name given by me. An excel-

lent distinction is afforded by the lip, which is scarcely

trilobed, while the New Grenadan plant has it trifid.

The rather large flowers (not much inferior to those

of a middle-sized O. maculosum) must be of a very

bright yellow (as those of a good Oncidium macran-
thum, the so-called hastiferum of Belgian nursery-
men), and there are purplish spots on the broad lip.

I judge the colours to be very bright since they last so
well on the dried specimens. I have at hand speci-

mens gathered by Messrs. W. Lobb, Pearce, and
Davis, all obtained through the kindness of ^Iessrs.

Veitch. It will, no doubt, appear soon in the esta-

blishment of those gentlemen, where 15 a fresh impor-
tation of plants gathered by the last named very
promising collector. H, G. Rchb. f.

Neodryas densiflora, n. sp.X

This is an unexpected novelty. It has the habit of
some Oncidium with very shining pseudobulbs. The
leaves are cuneate, oblong acute, nearly a span long.

The inflorescences are quite covered with dense
purplish flowers, standing on short lateral branches,
as in a Polystachya. They are smaller than those of
Oncidium ornithorrhynchum, but larger than those
of the hitherto known Neodryads. The plant would
perhaps be liked by those who loved the now nearly

forgotten Rodriguezia secunda, one of those plants

one understood to grow well twenty years ago. (If I

am not a mistaken, a lot of this, the Rodriguezia, was
lately imported by M. Roezl.) It is one of Mr.
Davis' previous discoveries, and will, no doubt, flower
soon in the Royal Exotic Nursery of Messrs. Veitch.
H. G. Rchb. f.

Deiidrobiianinarmornttnit, Rchb. f.,n. sp.—Eudendrobium
aff. D. Iransparenti, Caulibus nigrogriseis validioribus, asquali-
bus (non nodatis), mento valde abbreviato retuso : tabello a basi
cuneata oblongo ciliato. basin versus dense ac breve velutino

:

cohimna brevissima, apice tridcntata, antro in basi cum angulo
superiori mediano deorsum imminente ; anthcra inornata.

t Odotitoglossum couzpactuin, Rchb. f.—Panicula valida com-
Eacta etTusa ; bracteis spathaceis obtuse acutis ; ovaria pedicel-
ita subdimidia ffigiiantibus ; sep.a1is tepalisque stellatis cuneato

oblongis acuminatis : labello a basi cuneata oblongo acuminato
basi latiori, sensim attenuato, apice reflexo ; callis oblongis in

basi geminis, antepositis papulis quateriiis, dein ternis, dein
geminis : columna clavata basi dilatata.

—" Odontoglossum aitreo-

pftrfnircntji, Rchb. f.;" Lind!., " Folia quoad locum " Peruvia,
Lobb, " et laudem "—a noble species.

J Neodryas densiflora, Rchb. f. n. sp.—Pseudobulbis ligulatis
ancipitibus monophyllis ; foliis cnntato oblongis ligulatis acutis ;

inflorescentialongee\-->;i i i p "ni '.if it i

;
panicula; ramisramulisque

aggregatis : bractei-^ ii
: ivariis pedicellatis brevio-

ribus; sepalis obluiiji
;

'

i .re connato bidentato ; te-

palislatisovatisapicul,iti> l.il' II . utniique basi auriculato, dein
rotundo apiculato ; callo septemlobo in basi ; columna utrinque
aurita. Flores purpurei.—Peruvia, Davis (comm. dom. Veitch).

THE YUCCA, Etc.
Dr. Parry's last instalment of his "Botanical

Observations in Southern Utah," now publishing in

the American Naturalist^ contains some interesting

notes, such as the following upon the Yucca of the

deserts of that region :
—

*'This is universally known among the Mormon
settlers under the name of ' the Joshua. " The mail rider

o\er these desert tracts had furnished us weekly reports

of its progress in flowering, so that we were constantly
on the look-out for a first view of what had never yet

been examined by a scientific botanist. At first a few
scattering clumps of the peculiar stiff spiny leaves that

characterise this genus of plant attracted attention, then
some gaunt forms raised on withered trunks revealed the

identical species. On hastening forward to a more
vigorous growth, where the masses of compact flowers

were visible at a distance crowning the top of the upper
branches or main axis, we soon had one of the lower
flowering stems ruthlessly torn down for a closer inspec-

tion. The first feeling was one of disappointment. The
flowers, crowded in a close pyramidal head, failed to

exhibit the ordinary graceful forms pertaining to the
Liliacerc. The perianth was of a dull greenish-white

colour, its divisions long-linear, thickened and con-
fusedly massed together, while the odour given out
was decidedly fcctid, seeming to present special

attractions only to various beetles and insect larvre.

An examination of the inflorescence shows a regu-
larity such as the botanist would expect ; the upper
leaves of the flowering branch gradually becoming
bract-like subtend in their axils small-jointed

flower-stems, with the lower flowers generally arranged
in threes. These, in continuing their spiral arrangement
on the main axis, form the condensed mass of flowers

which, opening from below upwards, prolong the flower-

ing process for several weeks. Only a few of the flower-

ing-stems perfect fruit, and occasionally (as during the

present season) all prove abortive, possibly owing to the

absence of some insect-agency for effecting fertilisation.

In the desert districts lower down, where this species

especially flourishes, the flowering heads are said to

weigh frequently over 50 lb."

Another interesting observation by Dr. Parry, in

the same paper, is the following, on the dissemination

of the seeds of Gilia setosissima :
—

" Wishing to collect somewhat largely of the seeds of

this neat little annual, I watched more closely than
usual the maturing of the capsules. In most of the

other species of this prevalent genus there is a succes-

sion of flowers and maturing capsules, which latter

opening at the summit discharge their seeds while the
plant is still producing flowers, thus rendering it difficult

to secure a large quantity of seed without including cap-

sules not sufficiently mature. But in the case of Gilia

setosissima all the capsules remain tightly closed till the

whole plant becomes dry and brittle. In then gathering

seed by picking each plant separately, I noticed the seed

projected with some force against my hand. On closer

examination I found that these capsules open from
below upwards, and that the tension accumulated by
the shrinking of the tissues in the process of drying gives

an elastic spring to the three separating valves when
released from their attachment at the base of the calyx,

that throws the contained seed from 2 to 6 feet. After

making this discovery, it was interesting to watch the

process by loosening the attachment of the valves with

the point of a knife, and see how far they would shoot.

The majority of the seeds were scattered within a radius

of 2 feet, while in the plumper capsules the shots took
effect to a distance of 6 feet or more. The three sepa-

rated valves of the capsules, on account of their light,

chafty texture, were not thrown as far as the seeds. A
similar character, though less marked, was also exhi-

bited in certain species of ctespitose Phlox, though in this

latter case the explosions observed occurred some time

after the capsules were detached from the calyx. The
conclusion arrived at is, that the character of explosive

capsules in this particular family is peculiar to those that

open at the base instead of the summit."

THE YAM FEAST OF NEW
CALEDONIA.

Among the various days set apart by the New
Caledonians for special solemnities, the feast of the

gathering of Vams is one of the most important. It

takes place, according to M. Vieillard's account, of
vv'hich this notice is an abstract, at diflferent but pre-

determined periods in different tribes, and is attended

by persons from 15 to 20 miles round. For some
days previous a smaller /t'/t' is celebrated by the women
themselves, and on this occasion they are allowed to

take a certain number of Yams from the field, and to

indulge in dancing, of which they are passionately

fond.

Some time before the day appointed the chief of the

principal tribes sends invitations to those of the

smaller neighbouring tribes with whom he is on
friendly terms. Each village is obliged to supply a
contingent of Yams and other provisions proportionate

to its rank and importance ; and from this obligation

the chief himself is not exempt. On the day of the

feast the inhabitants of the villages, headed by the

chiefs, make their way to the place appointed, the

women bearing the provisions. The chief, surrounded

by the elders of the tribes, then makes his way to the
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sacred tree, where are then brought to him Yams,
Sugar-canes, and Taro (the tubers of Caladium escu-

lentum), as well as the results of the fishing expedi-

tion which always takes place the evening before the

feast. A fire being lighted, the fruits are cooked, and

a portion of them is placed by the chief in an appointed

place, with a solemn invocation to "the spirit"

requesting his protection, and a plentiful supply of

Yams and fish.

The inhabit.ants of the different villages being

assembled, the examination of the provisions is pro-

ceeded with. To this end one of the inferior chiefs,

assisted by one of the elders of the tribe, takes his

seat upon an eminence from whicli he can survey the

whole assembly, and gives the order for the untying

of the packages. Those of the princip,il chief are first

opened. A native takes a Yam and presents it to the

presiding chief, who, after stating that it is from the

Great Chief, holds it up so that all may see it, and says

in a monotonous voice, "One ? " to which the assist-

ant elder answers in the same tone, "Yes." The
Yam being placed on the ground, the same native

takes another, and the same formalities are gone

through, and so on until ten have been offered, when
the ceremony is recommenced.

This monotonous performance continues for a con-

siderable time, as all the provisions have to be inspected

in a similar manner. At its conclusion the Yams are

arranged in an octagonal column 6 or 7 yards high,

the base of which is formed of Sugar-canes and
Cocoa-nuts ; the whole is supported by long poles

bound together with the tough, pliant stems of climb-

ing plants.

In many tribes the arrangement is different, and as

many lots of Yams, Taro, Sugar-canes, Cocoa-nuts,

&c., are made as there are chiefs present. If strange

chiefs are in attendance their part is the first selected, and

is the finest ; then comes that of the principal chief,

then that of the second, and so on, ending with those

of the chiefs of each village. These lots arranged,

the principal chief makes a speech and then distributes

them. Each petty chief then proceeds to a second

distribution among his subjects, reserving a good
share for himself ; a lot is reserved for the women,
but, contrary to our notions of politeness, it is always

the poorest and most meagre. The heads of families

then distribute their shares among those under them,

and, the business of the day being thus concluded, the

assembled company devote themselves to dancing and
other amusements.

Five species of Yam occur in New Caledonia, two
(Dioscorea bulbifera and D. pentaphylla) being indi-

genous, and three (D. alata, D, note, and D. aculeata)

only being found in cultivation. It is the first of this

last-named group which is of the greatest economical

importance, and which forms the principal feature of

the festival which has been already described. Its

cultivation is carried on in the following manner.

In the month of July in the north, but somewhat
later in the south of the island, each person burns the

herbs which cover the field which he intends to plant.

Some days afterwards he calls together his friends tc

assist him ; men and women then repair to the field ;

the men clear the ground with the aid of long-pointed

stakes, while the women and children break the clods

and pick out the roots. As the Yam requires a loose

and deep sod, and the imperfect construction of the

tools does not permit the earth to be stirred to a suffi-

cient depth, soil is brought from the neighbouring

fields and placed on the top, so that a sufficient depth

of earth may be obtained. After about fifteen or

twenty days, a second work takes place, which has

for its object the levelling and dividing of the earth,

after which the planting is proceeded with. The
tubercles are cut into pieces and planted in rows, or

in lots of five, with the space of about a yard between
each ; the planter makes with his hand a little ditch

in which the pieces of tubercles are placed horizon-

tally, and are then covered with the earth, which is

heaped up over them so as to form a little mound.
On the fifteenth or twentieth day the Yams begin

to shoot : and in proportion as the stems appear, they

are provided with supports of reeds, &c. NVhen the

plants have attained the height of about 40 or 50
centimetres, they are weeded, and the reeds aie

replaced by other props. From this time until the

tubers are ripe the natives are continually occupied in

weeding and training the plants. At the end of seven

or eight months the tubers are ripe, and the feast

already described is then celebrated. The Yams are

allowed to remain in the ground until the leaves are
entirely withered ; they are then taken up and stored

either upon a kind of hurdle, or in little cases con-
structed expressly for this purpose.

All the species of Yam are eaten either cooked in

water or broiled upon coals. The natives prepare
also from slices of Yam and grated Cocoa-nut a suffi-

ciently good soup, which they call Lotoil.

The number of varieties of D. alata which are cul-

tivated is very great, and each has its distinctive name.
When the best species fail, the tubers of the indigenous
D. bulbifera are collected by the women and eaten,

after being soaked in water in order to remove an
acrid principle which thev contain. B, M.

WINTER CUCUMBER.
We copy from the columns of the Revue Hortkoh

the subjoined illustration (fig. 102) representing a

Cucumber called the Alsace or Winter Cucumber. It

is so called because it is eaten in Strasburg and its

neighbourhood in the winter time, just as an ordinary
Cucumber would be in summer time. Its form and
dimensions are much more like those of a Gourd than
of a Cucumber. Moreover, its flesh is less watery
than that of a Cucumber, and when it is eaten raw its

flavour is more that of an Artichoke with a dash of
Filbert in it. It is cooked in various manners, and
served up with gravy it is excellent. It appears to be
a recent introduction into Alsace, where it is still

cultivated in but a few gardens.

Fig. 102.—the al.sace cucumber.

It was introduced to Paris by M. Weber, an army
surgeon, and appears to have been quite unknown to

Parisian gardeners, M. Carricre gives it an excellent

character as a winter vegetable. It may be preserved

till spring in a dry place, and slices may be cut from

it as they are wanted. It may be eaten in thin slices

like Cucumbers, and when cooked it has the consist-

ence of a Turnip, but is infinitely more delicate. The
fruit is about 18—20 inches long, with a smooth rind,

at first green, but afterwards becoming marbled with

yellow. The flesh is yellowish white, firm, not

watery, and with a delicate flavour. The seeds are

small, elliptic, and of a dirty white colour. The
cultivation is the same as for ridge Cucumbers or

Vegetable Marrows.

A REVIEW OF THE PROGRESS
OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY IN 1S74.

{Continued &ont p. 463.)

Respiration of Plants*

MM. Deh^rain and Moisson have studied the

respiration of plants kept in constant darkness.

Their results were briefly these : i. The quantities of

carbonic acid emitted by leaves in darkness are com-

parable to those produced by some of the lower

animals (frogs, cockchafers, silkworms, Sic). They
vary considerably in different species, and are

generally greater in the case of caducous than in

that of persistent leaves. 2. As M. Garreau observed,

the quantity of carbonic acid emitted by the leaves

increases with the temperature to which they are

subjected ; but the maximum appears not to exceed

40 to 45 per cent. 3. The quantity of oxygen

absorbed exceeds that of carbonic acid produced ; the
difference is most marked at low temperatures, which
seem to favour formation of products incompletely
oxydi.sed in the plants, such as vegetable acids.

4. Leaves placed in an atmosphere without oxygen
continue to give out carbonic acid several days at the
expense of their own tissues ; this emission only ceases,

apparently, when all the cells are dead. The resistance

to asphyxia from absence of oxygen varies much in
' different species. 5. It is probal)le that the slow
combustion which takes place in the leaves produces
the heat necessary to the formation of the immediate
principles that are elaborated ia them. It is observed
that emission of carbonic acid is favoured by obscure
heat, which thus exerts a decisive influence on the
rapidity of growth of plants ; so that horticulturists

have long found it useful to dispense with a part of
the luminous heat which the sun gives, by keeping
plants in glasshouses, where, on the other hand, the
obscure heat is concentrated.

Chemistry ok Germination.

M. Deh(irain has also (with M. Landrin) made
researches on germination. He has brought to
light a fact previously unnoticed, viz., that when the
testa of the seed has been moistened with water it

admits a certain quantity of gases (oxygen and nitrogen),
which are condensed in the tissues ; and this is accom-
panied by a rise of temperature, which favours the
action of the atmospheric oxygen, and perhaps deter-
mines it. From the time this action becomes sensible,

the chemical transformation commences, and life

awakes. In experiments made in a limited atmo-
sphere, and not of too long duration, there was always
more oxygen absorbed than carbonic acid produced.
A part of the former remained fixed in the tissues,

and served, perhaps, to oxydise the azotised matter, in

order to transform it into asparagin. But in the long
run the carbonic acid much exceeded the oxygen
absorbed, the oxidation of immediate principles con-
tinuing even in an atmosphere deprived of this gas.

Hydrogen is liberated only in an atmosphere deprived
of oxygen. Lastly, the nitrogen, which always
appears during germination, seems to be merely that
which was at first condensed in the tissues. Experi-
ments made on germination in different media proved
with certainty the condensation of gas in the tissues.

There was always diminution of volume of gas. The
authors also confirmed M. de Saussure's observation
of a deleterious action of carbonic acid on plant life.

In a mixture of hydrogen, or of nitrogen and oxygen,
a few traces of the last gas sufficed to produce germi-
nation, whereas germination did not occur in a mixture
of one-third carbonic acid with two-thirds oxygen.

M. Boehm has studied the development of starch
in the cotyledons of etiulated plants (Cress, Radish,
and Flax). According to the researches of MM.
Famintzin and Krauss, the starch appeared to origi-

nate in decomposition, under the influence of light, of
the carbonic acid of the air. M. Boehm thinks other-
wise

; he considers it is partly, at least, the product
of transformation of substances that already existed in
the plant. He experimented by making the etiolated

plants vegetate in an atmosphere without carbonic
acid, or exposing them to light which, though
sufficient to colour chlorophyll, did not cause decom-
position of carbonic acid. In every case he found
starch in the tissues, and he inferred that it arose
from transformation of nutritive principles originally

accumulated in the seed. These principles, in the
plants experimented with, occur in the form of a fatty

oil, which, before serving for the production of cells,

has to undergo change. It is the substance thus
produced (hydrate of carbon) which, being in excess
in the tissues, comes to assume, under influence of
light, the form of fecula.

This theory of M. Boehm's is opposed to certain

well-ascertained facts. Voung plants completely
etiolated cease to develope when they have exhausted
the provision of nutritive principles contained in the
seed. Why should it be so, if a part of these principles

remained in the tissues in the form of hydrate of
carbon ? It cannot be the deleterious influence of
darkness ; for the absence of light is favourable
to the production of new cells. Further, M. Boehm
does not take account of the experiments of M,
Krauss, in which the plant exposed to light increased

in weight whenever the starch commenced to appear
in the grains of chlorophyll. That was a case, not of
the transformation of a pre-existent substance, but of
the bringing in of new elements. We ask, lastly, what
advantage could the plant derive from the pheno-
menon ? The starch is not directly utilisable, before

serving in the production of new cells it must take
another form similar to that which, according to M.
Boehm, it had in the tissues before the period of
etiolation. Of what good this double transforma-

tion?

True, some of M. Boehm's experiments are not
explicable on the theoryj of direct assimilation ; but
we think these are particular cases, perhaps of

plants which had not been kept in the dark suffi*

ciently long, and which consequently do not invalidate

the general theory.
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Absorption of Ammonia.

M, Schloesing has proved experimentally the

possibility of a plant absorbing directly the gaseous

ammonia expanded in the atmosphere. Two Tobacco
plants were grown in identical conditions ; the limited

atmosphere of one contained ammonia, the other did
not. The former yielded on analysis much more
nitrogen than the second, and had absorbed about
three-quarters of the ammonia presented to it.

The presence of a considerable proportion of nitrate

of potash in certain plants is a fact already kno\vn.

M. Bontin has proved it in the case of certain species

of Amaranths, indigenous and exotic. A. ruber (origin-

ally from India), dried and analysed, contained 16 per

cent, of its weight of nitrate of potash, or 22 grammes
of nitrogen and 72 of potash per kilogramme of the

dry plant. The author "speaks of the advantages
agriculture might derive from using these plants as

manure. It would be interesting to study the origin

of this salt and of its accumulation in the tissues.

Chemic-ax Coxstituents of Plants.

M. Borscow has studied some substances distri-

buted in certain plants, both as regards their micro-

chemical reactions, and their mode of distribution in

the tissues. It is a very interesting kind of investi-

gation, and one of the best means for finding the key
to the roU of these substances in the vegetable

economy. M. Borscow's observations have thus far

related to the following substances :—Asarone, a prin-

ciple like camphor, found in the parenchyma of the

roots of Asarum europium ; chrysophanic acid, in

the tissues of a Lichen {Physcia parietina), and which
has also been met with in the root of Rhubarb and
certain Rumex ; franguline, resembling chrysophanic

acid in several points, and found in the bark of Buck-
thorn (Rhamnus Frangula) ; syringine, bitter crystal-

lisable principle from the branches of Lilac, and
which may be a product of transformation of cellulose ;

veratrine, an alkaloid in the root of Veratum album.
M. PfefTer has found in small Oranges, which had

remained a certain time in alcohol, sph^ero-crystals of

a substance which he has called hesperidin. It is a

non-azotised substance, the chemical composition of

which is not exactly known, and which is dissolved in

the tissues ; it is precipitated in crj-staUine form, like

the inuline of the tubercles of Dahlia. Hesperidin
is most abundant in the fruits, but is met with also in

the branches up to the point of vegetation, and in the

leaves. Its presence may be detected in the pistil ; it

increases until the small Orange is about 20 milli-

metres in diameter, and then appears to remain
stationary. Citrons do not contain it. The physiolo-
gical roU of the substance is still unknown. The
author thinks it is related to tannin.

In a very important work published in 1S72 on
proteic substances and their ioU in plants, M. Pfeffer

showed the particular functions of asparagin. This
body may be considered as the transitory form
assumed by the azotised matter in the seeds of legu-
minous plants where it is stored, and the point of
vegetation where, in the form of albumen, it serves
for the production of new cells. Subsequent re-

searches have enabled the author to give a more exact
account of these successive transformations.

Asparagin contains less carbon and hydrogen, and
more oxygen than legumin (the proteic matter of the
seeds), and than the albumen of the tissues. It is,

then, a product of oxydation (respiration), and to take
a place in the young cells it must anew assimilate

molecules of carbon and hydrogen. This re;^ction

does not take place in the dark, nor in an atmosphere
deprived of carbonic acid. Here, again, we are in

presence of a phenomenon connected with the general
action of light on plants and the decomposition of car-

bonic acid. According to M. Gorup Besanez, asparagin
is not alone in playing the part indicated. Another
azotised substance, leucin, which chemists have long
referred to organic albuminoid substances, is found
frequently in Beans and Vetches in fermentation,
along with asparagin. The author does not say any-
thing of the role of this new substance, nor of the
circumstances accompanying its apparition.

Formation of Wood.
Precise re=;earches on the lignification of tissues were

rendered difficult by the absence of a delicate reagent
fitted to reveal the presence of lignin, M. Biirgerstein

has used, for this end, sulphate of aniline, the special

properties of which, for colouring wood, were showm
by MM. Runge and Hofmann. Armed with this new
means of investigation, M, Biirgerstein has methodically
examined the various categories of vegetable tissues ;

and he notes, as completely exempt from lignifica-

tion, only the tissues of Algse, of Champignons, of
certain Lichens ; and, in vascular plants, only the
coUenchyma, the cambium, and the punctated vessels.

All the other elements are more or les5 lignified. In
stems, it is the fibro-vascular bundles that are first

lignified, then follow the cortical cells, and, much
later, the medullary cells.

Vegetable Poisons.

Passing now to consider substances which act un-
favourably to the life of cells, we may first notice the

researches of M. Conventz on the physiological action

of camphor arid similar substances. Some experi-

menters, and most recently M. Vogel, have affirmed

that camphor has a stimulating action on vegetation :

M. Conventz has made, under the direction of Prof.

Goppert, at Breslau, some experiments which point

to an opposite conclusion. He employed filaments of

Spirogyra ; and, to avoid all chance of error, he began
by studying the action excited on these organisms by
solutions of neutral salts (nitrate oi potash, carbonate

of ammonia, &c). The protoplasma of filaments

immersed in these liquids contracted into masses of

irregular form, and the algal evidently suffered. If

the action were not continued too long, however, the

Spirogyra, transferred to distilled water, even re-

covered its previous vigour. Evidently, the neutral

salts only injured the organism by drawing to them-
selves a part of the water of the protoplasm. It was
quite otherwise when filaments of Spirogyra were
immersed in solutions of camphor, of strychnine, of

prussic acid, and some other substances which act as

excitants in the animal kingdom. Here not only did
the protoplasm contract, but it underwent other alter-

ations; and, in particular, it became brown. The
plant was quickly transferred to distilled water, but it

soon died. All the substances acted like veritable

poisons on the vegetable tissues.

Studying the injurious influence on vegetation exer-

cised by sulphurous acid, even in small quantity, in

the atmosphere, M. Schroder has observed that it

acts principally on transpiration, the intensity of which
it tends to diminish. One may often remark, in leaves

that have been acted upon by it, a somewhat trans-

parent area about the median nerve, while further off

the tissues are darker and more opaque. This is due
to the fact that the water, no longer circulating in the

normal manner, accumulates in a part of the leaf, and
does not spread throughout it. The hurtful effect

of vapours of sulphuric acid is most marked at times

when the transpiration is strongest, and particularly

during the day. These facts may have a certain

importance for wooded countries where charcoal is

manufactured, and where the smoke, always contain-

ing sulphurous acid, Injures the trees.

Gumming of Fruit Trees.

M. Prillieux has made a complete study of the pro-

duction of gum in fruit trees. In his opinion it is a

true disease, having its seat most often in the cambium,
and to which he has given the name '* gommose." It

commences in the centre of a cell or lacuna, by trans-

formation of the grains of fecula ; the alteration

presently spreads, radiating around the central point,

and the gum fills, successively, lacuniTe, cells, and
vessels. But the most remarkable feature of the

malady consists in the production, round the point of
attack, of numerous adventive cells filled with fecula,

which are immediately transformed into gum. There
is a derivation of the nutritive principles, which are

brought to the affected part and contribute to augment
the morbid state. The first cause of the phenomenon
is difficult to indicate, but the result recalls, in some
measure, the development of galls. The best remedy
seems to be in incisions on the bark, an operation
causing an energetic production of cells at the
periphery, and which consequently diverts the nutri-

tive principles from the diseased part. A. B. M.
(Ta he coniinited.)

PRINCE OF WALES PLUM
;

The general excellence of this very popular Plum
is now so well known as to require but little notice.

The object of these remarks is rather to call attention

to some of its peculiarities, or, it may be, constitu-

tional defects, with a view thereby—from amongst the

multitude of observers—of ascertaining the true cause

or causes of these, and possibly the means for their pre-

vention.

The Prince of Wales Plum b a seedling raised, we
believe, by the late Mr. Chapman, a large grower for

market at Isleworth. It has now been a good many
years in cultivation, and is very generally known as

Chapman's Prince of Wales. It belongs, in the first

place, to the Orleans class of Plums, but the fruits are

far larger and of much better quality than those of that

variety. It ripens early, and is a great and almost
certain cropper : there is, in fact, no more certain

cropping Plum than the Prince of Wales. This is in

part attributable to the leaves, which, according to

the observations of Mr. Dancer (who is a great culti-

vator and special observer of the peculiarities of this

Plum), expand somewhat earlier than the leaves of

most other Plums, and, being large as well, they serve

in some measure to protect the young fruits from late

frosts.

Thus its fine appearance, earliness, and general good
qualities soon established its reputation in Covent
Garden, and its free, abundant, and constant fruiting

properties won its way with the great growers for

market. Its reputation is as a London market Plum,

and it is one of the very few varieties that are culti-

vated in quantity by the London market gardeners.

Since its introduction by Mr. Chapman, until within

a few years ago, no Plum has ever had a better repu-

tation or has been much more extensively planted

—

our great fruit cultivators, such as Mr. Wilmot, of

Isleworth, Mr. Edwards, and Mr. Dancer, growing

the trees by the thousand, and supplying the markets

with the fruit by the waggon-load.

This fine Plum then, as it would appear, has nearly

all the virtues or good qualities that pertain to Plums,

and so far so good. But there is as usual some alloy.

The Prince of Wales Plum trees have always been

strangely subject to die off, but of late years so much
so that its cultivation may have to be abandoned alto-

gether. The manner in which the trees of the Prince

of Wales die out, or are killed, is very extraordi-

nary, and as yet quite inexplicable. We do not mean
to infer that it is by any means an uncommon occur-

rence for a Plum tree, or the branch of a Plum tree,

to die, but this is chiefly from the effects of gumming,
or from some other easily traced cause, and to this

all varieties are subject. In regard to the Prince

of Wales Plum, there is no trace of any outward or

even inward injury that can be detected ; the shoot

or branch simply dies down so far, below which it

is as healthy as may be. It is no single tree

or branch that is affected ; the destruction is whole-
sale, and truly appalling. How or when they are

affected or injured is not accurately known ; that is

one of the points upon which information is required.

There is nothing special in the appearance of the trees

at pruning time ; they all seem in their usual health

and vigour ; the blossom appears, the fruit is set and
swelling off, the trees are clothed with leaves and the

young shoots are growing, and everything is looking

fair and promising, when suddenly a great portion of

the leaves seem to droop and flag, and in the course of

a week or so they are mostly withered up, and present

the appearance of having been scorched. Some por-

tions are killed at once, while others linger on, and
even ripen an early crop of fruit, and then die.

In some plantations not a tree but is more or less

touched—here it may be only a small twig or branch,

there one half or one side of the tree, while the next is

whoUy destroyed. It is seldom, however, that the

trees are entirely kUled—the stock or stem is not so

often injured, and this, on the tree being headed down,
again pushes forth shoots and grows up as vigorously

as before. This peculiar fatality, as we may term it,

has long been observed by those most interested, who
have cultivated it extensively, but no real facts as to

the probable cause or remedy have yet been brought
forward. In some seasons the trees escape quite un-

injured in any way, whilst in the following (as was the

case in the last two years) the most disastrous results

occur. It is safe to affirm that last season (1S74) quite

one-third of the whole of the Prince of Wales Plum trees

in Mr. Dancer's grounds were destroyed. Mr. Wil-
mot and Mr. Edwards also lost several hundreds of
trees or portions thereof, and wherever inquiry has been
made the same result occurred. Is not this then
of sufficient importance to excite the interest of our
scientific horticulturists, and to merit attention and
investigation ? Here is one of our favourite popular
Plums in a fair way of being exterminated through
possibly some constitutional defect, or with a con-
stitution such as renders it peculiarly liable to certain

exigencies. This case is far more tangible, and more
to be feared in its consequences, than the wearing-out
theory of the Ribston and Golden Pippin Apples.

Despite the closest inquiries and the most careful

observations for years past, opinions are greatly at

variance as to the real cause of the injury. Some
attribute it to one thing, and some to another. A very
popular belief for a long time was that it was owing
to the unsuitable stock on which it was worked.
This was Mr. Chapman's belief. He strongly recom-
mended growing them on their own roots as being a
certain success. But one of the destructive seasons
came, and all suffered alike, and so the "own root"
system was found wanting. It is still, however,
believed by many that the stock has something to do
with it, and it might be so ; but a stock could only
influence it m this way, either by checking its some-
what gross growth, or inducing it to start later, after

the dangers of frosts are over. Seeing, however, that

the stock is the least injured of any part, frequently
not at aU, and that the branches on all kinds of stocks
that we have examined are about equally affected, it

must naturally be concluded that it is pretty well inno-
cent. Again, it is by some attributed to dryness
at the roots, since it is a gross growing variety with
large leaves, requiring much moisture, but this theory
is open to the same objection as the former. I have
seen them affected alike in dry and wet situations and
seasons. A better grounded theory is that it is due to

the agency of frost, but even here opinions are not
reconciled. We are all conversant with the destructive
work of frost in winter amongst young Apricot and
Peach trees, &c., in nursery quarters, and so many
believe that this injury is effected in the same manner,
and it may be so, yet it seems extremely doubtful. In
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the first place, trees injured by frost in winter seldom
get into growth in spring, but at once die. In
this particular case, however, the trees put forth

blossom, and begin to grow and bear fruit in an
apparently uninjured manner, boding nothing of the
ruin coming. Mr. Dancer is of opinion, from repeated
observations, that all the mischief is done after the

trees commence to grow, and in spring in the months
of April and May. The months of May, 1S73 and
1874, were remarkable for extreme cold and the great

number of severe frosts, which certainly destroyed
the crop of Plums. Both those years were also

remarkable for the great destruction of those I'lum
trees, so that this leads us almost inevitably to the

conclusion that this peculiar destruction amongst
the Prince of Wales Plum trees, which we have
attempted to describe, is due to the direct agency
of late spring frosts. This is Mr. Dancer's opinion,
formed, as it has been, after many years of the

closest observation, during which the number of
trees he has lost of this I'lum may be counteil by
thousands. In order, however, to test the matter
thoroughly, might we ask growers of this fine Plum to

take particular notice this spring of the frosts, and
what elleet (if any) is produced on these Plum trees ?

I call attention to the subject now, in order that ob-
servations maybe taken at the proper time, otherwise
no notice will be taken until long after the injury has
been effected, and it is impossible to trace the causes
that may have led to it.

Bearing on the importance of this may be men-
tioned a remarkable lawsuit tried before Mr. Justice
Mellor at the Assizes a few years ago, respect-

ing the death of a great number of these Plum
trees, in the manner above stated, at Isleworth.

A brickfield was established near to these Plum
orchards, and that season the deaths and destruction

among the trees was more than usually severe, so the

proprietor of the brickfield was sued for the loss, it

being alleged that it was due to the influence of the

smoke, and damages were actually recovered in that

case. We know now that all this was due to natural

causes, over which we have none of us any control.

A. F. Barron.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

VII.

—

On the Way in which Heat Influences
THE Distribution of Plants.

(ConHnucJfrom /,. 432)

The influence of temperature upon the distribution

of any plant depends largely upon its season of vege-

tative activity. Annuals, which run their course from
the seed stage to leafing and flowering, and back to

the seed stage, in a period varying in length from two
to six months, can only be affected by the temperature

of that portion of the year during which they are

growing. Biennials have to last through the winter,

and often concentrate their energies for a large pro-

portion of their existence in storing up materials in

their rootstocks, and spring up into flower and seed

in a short time when warm weather comes, at the

expense o( tissue previously elaborated. Trees and
shrubs have usually a well-marked time of flowering
and fruiting, once a year, and it is the same with a
great many perennial and annual herbs, but the season
with different species is very different. Helleborus
niger, and the Snowdrop and spring Crocuses, push
out their flowers and leaves as soon as the snow
melts. Hawthorn and Blackthorn, and our common
fruit trees, push out their flowers in April and May,
before the leaves are developed or perfected. The
flowering of Ragwort and St. John's Wort takes
place long after the leaves appear, and marks that
the summer equinox is past, and the days are begin-
ning to grow shorter. Colchicum autumnale produces
its flowers regularly in August, but its leaves not
until the following spring ; whilst Asters and Chry-
santhemums flower regularly at Michaelmas ; and
Holly and Ivy, and Aucuba, and Cherry-Laurel, are
in full leaf all winter ; and Lamium album, Poa
annua and Capsella bursa-pastoris, may be seen
during any month of the twelve in simultaneous leaf

and flower. So that the time of the year at which
different plants are at all sensitive, and especially sen-
sitive to temperature, varies extremely.

It is evident that, in the first place, plants need very
different degrees of temperature to start them into life.

The seeds of many of the Microtherms, and even of
plants of our middle latitudes, will germinate at a
temperature of little over 32'. Of cool temperate
species, for which the experiment has been carefully
tried, .Sinapis alba, has been found to germinate at 32°

;

Lepidium sativum and Linum usitatissimum at 35" to
36° ; Nigella sativa, Iberis amara, Trifolium repens,
and CoUomia coccinea at 41° to 42° ; and Wheat,
Barleys, and Oats, at 44° to 45°. With heat added
over and above these degrees, the time from the sow-
ing of the seed to its germination is found to be
materially shortened. .Sinapis alba, which took seven-

teen days to germinate at 33", was found by M. Al-
phonse De Candolle to take sixteen days at 35' to 36°,

nine days at 37° to 38°, four days at 42', three and
a-half days at 48", one and three-quarter days at
51° to 52^. Passing to Mesotherm types, the tem-
perature needed for germination becomes gr.adually

higher. For Maize it is stated to be 48', and for the
Macrotherms at least 50' to 60', but it may take
place at a much higi^er temperature. .Sesamum
orientale has been found to germinate in nine days at
51° to 52', in three days at 62° to ^j', in thirty to

thirty-six hours at 68' to 69', in twenty-one to twenty-
two hours at 75' to 76", in twenty-five hours at 82",

and some even in ten and a-half hours at a heat of
104' to 105°.

The start once made, it is evident that plants need
a certain amount of heat to enable them to flower and
fruit, but that, with some species at any rate, it is im-
material, within surprisingly wide limits, whether the
heat come gradually or rapidly ; and that if the latter,

the times of flowering and seeding are accelerated.

Nothing shows us better how flexible in this respect a
plant may be than the familiar facts about the sowing
and harvesting of the common cereal grains. In the
north of India Wheat is a common winter crop, to be
followed in summer by Maize or Indigo, and is sown,
and llie harvest gathered, within three months. In
Palestine the Bwley ripens at the end of March, and
the Wheat by the end of April, November being
the month of ploughing and sowing. In Malta and
Sicily they sow at the end of November, and harvest
through May. In the countries round the north
side of the Mediterranean basin they sow early in

November, and harvest in June. In Central Europe
they sow in October, and harvest in July. On the

Yorkshire wolds, and in the alpine valleys of
Switzerland, they have to sow in September, and
cannot harvest till the following August ; so that the
time that elapses between sowing and ripening may
be said to vary between the different parts of the
tract in which the common cereal grains are cultivated

for the use of man, on a grand scale, from 90 to

320 days. If too much heat be applied the embryo
refuses to germinate, or if it have germinated already,

the leaves, or flowers, or fruit, according to the stage
which the plant has reached when the hurtful heat is

applied to it, are not developed.

Then, again, it is equally evident that a gradual or
sudden access of cold below a certain point—a point
which varies with different species—coming when the
plant is in a state of vegetative activity, injures or
kills it. It may be simply a cold north-east wind in

spring, blighting the blossoms of the Apricots, and
Apples, and Pears, and whilst destroying the seed
for the year, doing no permanent harm to the tree

;

or it may be a mild frost, at the beginning of winter,

cutting off entirely our garden Dahlia?, Pelargo-

niums, and Mesembryanthemums ; or a hard frost in

the middle of winter, killing the Eucalypti, Arau-
carias. Hollies, and Aucubas.

It follows, from these familiar facts, that some
plants are checked from spreading from warmer
latitudes towards the poles by the want of plenty of
heat in summer to carry them from the seed stage,

round the circle of life, to the seed stage again ; and
that others, for which the heat of summer is sufficient,

are cut off by sudden fits of cold, that catch them at a
time of vegetative activity. It is of no use, it seems
to me, attempting to treat this last matter in close

detail as a question of figures and thermometric
degrees, because the different habits of growth of
plants, and the different degrees of the wateriness of
their sap, dependent upon the hygrometric conditions
of the surrounding atmosphere and soil influence

it greatly, and their vegetative action passes through
so many intermediate stages between the fulness of
life in spring and their nearest approach to a dormant
condition. But we may safely distinguish broadly
between the two great classes of plants which I have
indicated, and which I will call the heat-linh't s and
cold-Jt-arers. Annuals are usually heat-lovers ; trees and
bushes, especially evergreens, are usually cold-fearers;
and it follows, from what has been explained already
about the characters of the two kinds of climate, that
the cold-fearers can work up further from the equator
in insular, and the heat-lovers in continental climates.

We can perhaps understand best this matter of
polar limits, and illustrate the difference between the
two great classes of plants just indicated, by a rapid
glance at the general character of the vegetation of
Britain as compared with that of the continent. The
range of the plants of Britain, both within the island
and outside it, has been studied out and recorded in

full detail by my friend and master in geographical
botany, Mr. Hewett C. Watson, whose book entitled

CvkcU Biitaunica contains a record and classification

of the enormous mass of facts bearing upon this sub-
ject which he has accumulated.

Britain extends over nearly 10" of latitude, and its

hills reach a height of 4200 feet. As the high hills

are in the northern parts of the island, there is a dif-

ference between the climate of its extreme points
equ.al to that caused at sea-level by 22° of latitude.

Mr, Watson separates the surface into six zones of

heat, the boundary between the third and fourth
being tlie line of the practicable cultivation of grain
and Potatos, which we have already regarded as being
equal to the arctic circle at sea-level. Very little of
the actual surface of Britain falls on the cold side of
this line, because it is only mountain peaks and
ridges that overtop it. Taking tliese zones in ascend-
ing order, the number of plants known in each is as
follow.^, the total number found in Britain as a whole
being 1425; — Inferagrarian zone, 1225 species;
Midagrarian, 1070 species ; Superagrarian, 760
species; Inferarctic, 293 species; Midarctic, 244
species; Superarctic, ill species.

Arranging the species under *' types of distribution
"

according as they are spread through the whole or
part of the island, 532 species are found to be spread
at sea-level generally from north to south, 606 to run
out so that they do not reach the northern latitudes

or climb the hills, and 23S species to have a decidedly
northern or montane partiality, the remaining 49
being too local to class fairly as either northern or
southern. Out of these 1425 British plants, no less than
4O0 have a sulhciently wide range of climatic adapta-
bility to be inhabitants also of Lapland, but a large
proportion of the 606 species, which are more or less

southern in their range within the limits of Britain,

are cold-fearers, which are stopped by the cold
winters from advancing beyond the middle or into the
middle of the European continent. The following
are a few of these, with mention of how many of the
six climatic zones they reach into in Britain, and an
outline of their line of polar limit upon the con-
tinent :

—

Ilex Aquifolium—our common Holly—grows in the
three warmest of the heat zones in Britain, its polar
limit upon the continent stretching from South Norway
to Mecklenburg, Pomerania, Austria, and Thrace.

Erica cinerea—ihe commonest of our five British
Heaths—reaches into four zones in Britain, stretching
across the continent from Norway and Belgium to
Transylvania, and occurs only in a single station (in the
neighbourhood of Bonn) in Germany.

Ulex euro/taus—om common Furze—three zones in
Britain, runs across the continent from Denmark,
Mecklenburg, and Hanover, to Switzerland and Italy.
Ulex nanus—Xhe dwarf autumnal Furze, so common on

our London heaths
; three zones in Britain. Does not

extend on the continent beyond Flanders, France,
Spain, and Portugal.

Wahlcnbcr^ia hcderacea~\.\iO zones in Britain
; from

Denmark and Belgium to Dalraatia.
Iris fa:tidissima~oTKi zone in Britain

; France to
Hungary, Tyrol and Constantinople.

Erica f;7/,ir/j—one zonein Britain ; West and Central
France, Asturias, Galicia, and Portugal.

Trichonema Columna—OTie zone in Britain ; West
France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Dalmatia, Greece.
Adiantnm Cajiillns- I'exeris—the common Maidenhair

Fern—one zone in Britain ; Belgium, Switzerland, Tyrol,
Dalmatia, Turkey, Greece.

Trlchomanes radicans—one zone in Britain ; on the
continent does not extend beyond Spain.
Hynienophyllum IVilsoni—five zones in Britain ; Nor-

way, Luxemburg, West France, Tyrol.

The four following are plants of Ireland, which are
not known to be wild anywhere in Britain proper :^
Arbutus C/ff4',fo—the Strawberry tree, so plentitul about

the lakes of Killarney, and so well known in gardens

—

France, Tyrol, Dalmatia, Turkey, Greece.
Erica mediUrranca — Gironde, .Arragon, Galicia,

Portugal.

Dabcocia pollfolia— the St. Dabeoc's Heath of Conne-
mara—West France, Spain, Portugal.

Neotinea iiitacta^a. little inconspicuous Orchis lately
found in Galway—South France, Spain, Italy, Dalmatia,
Greece.

It would be easy to multiply illustrations, but these
are enough. We may fairly say that upwards of 300
of the plants of Britain, or more than 20 percent.,
belong upon the continent specially to the south-
west and south. It will be observed that these lines

of polar limit run, not due east and west, but from
north-west to south-east, in accordance with the
temperature of the winters ; and it is quite clear that,

taking the British flora as a whole, its most distinctive

feature is that it contains a large infusion of cold-
fearing plants, which, through our mild winters, can
ascend in Britain to an exceptionally high latitude.

The same point is well illustrated by the flora of
New Zealand. We find that as a rule the cold-
fearing Mesotherms, types of the torrid zone, reach
higher latitudes in the southern than in the northern
hemisphere, because, from the distribution of sea and
land, the southern climates are more insular in cha-
racter. The three islands of New Zealand cover the
same latitude as Sp.ain and France, and in their indi-

genous flora are represented the following tropical

types, viz. : Palms, one species (Areca sapida) ; Pan-
danus, one species ; Adiantum, six ; Cyatheacea:, six

species; HymenophyllaceLe, twenty-two species;
epiphytic Orchids, four genera and five species ; two
Peppers, one Cassytha, two Laurels, five Myrsinacece,

one Cyperus, four Draco^nas, and two panicoid
grasses.

The way in which a characteristically cold-fearing,

damp-loving, tropical group runs out from the trop'''-jl
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zone into the insular climates, and avoids the conti-

nental climates, is well shown by the Tree Ferns.

The only instances in which any Tree Ferns grow out-

side the two tropics are the following. There is one

species of Cyathea in Japan, an Alsophila in the

Bonin Isles, a Cibotium in South China, and in the

East Himalayas one Cyathea, two Hemitelias, seven

Alsophilas, and the same Cibotium. In the southern

hemisphere there are two Tree Ferns at the Cape, at

least ten in extratropical Australia, eight in New
Zealand, two in Lord Howe's Island, one in Raoul

Island, two in Chili, and two in Juan Fernandez.

A substantially similar result is given by the study

of the distribution of the two other most decidedly

tropical Fern groups, MarattiaceEC and Hymenophyl-

lacece. Of the latter, out of about 160 known species,

there are two in Britain, sixteen in the East Himalayas,

two in the Southern United States, ten in South

Africa, twenty-six in New Zealand and Australia

taken together, and twenty-one in Chili.

On the other hand we find that in the continental

climates many heat-loving tropical annuals flourish,

and fruits ripen in latitudes far higher than might be

expected when the average annual temperature alone

is considered, and in places where the winter sinks

very low indeed. Our British January only sinks down
to an average of 32° at tlie very north of the island

;

but in Canada, where the January average is 15'—20°,

they grow good Peaches and Grapes in the open air,

and cultivate Maize and Tobacco in the fields. At
Pekin, where the January average is 25°, Grapes and

Oranges ripen in the open air ; they cultivate on a

grand scale such Mesotherm types as Gossypium her-

baceum, Dolichos Lablab, Soja hispida. Capsicum

annuum, Dioscorea sativa, Sesamum orientale, and

Maize ; and in the wild flora there are such plants as

Nelumbium, Gynandropsis, Pistacia, Grewia, three

species of Indigofera, two Acacias, Begonia, Comme-
lyna, two Cyrtandraceas, Phyllanthus, and two Andro-
pogons.

Other things being equal, it follows from the fact

that the cycle of its life is run through in a portion of

the year, that an annual can adapt itself to varying

climates better than a perennial, and a herbaceous

perennial better than a shrub or tree. Of plants cha-

racteristic of cool temperate latitudes, Wheat, Barley,

and sometimes Oats are grown through the plains of

India down to the tropic, because they can be sown
and reaped during the coldest quarter of the year, and
with them are introduced a crowd of the common
annual weeds of the same latitudes, such as Capsella,

Chickweed, Euphorbia Helioscopia, Anagallis arven-

sis, and Veronica agrestis, which also run through the

cycle of their lives in the winter quarter. " But in

Sikkim (to quote the introduction to Hooker and
Thomson's Flora Indica, p. 194) no European fruit

of any kind, save the Strawberry, comes to perfec-

tion ; even the Peach, the only commonly cultivated

tree, does not ripen its fruit ; and the Apricot, the

most abundant West Himalayan fruit, is unknown.
In Central Nepaul, further west. Apples, Figs,

Peaches, Quinces, and Apricots, all ripen, but hardly

arrive at perfection. Towards the interior of Kumaon,
of which the capital, Almora, is 5500 feet above sea-

level. Apricots and all the above fruits become
abundant, with the Pear and Cherry ; and from
Kumaon westward vineyards and large orchards form
a conspicuous feature in the interior of all the valleys."

y. G. B.

WHEAT AND RYE HYBRIDS.
By A. Stephen Wilson.*

The following experiments were begun in July,

1873, for the purpose of testing whether hybrids

could be produced between any two of the grasses,

Wheat (Triticum sativum, L.), Spelt (Triticum Spelta),

Rye (Secale cereale. Will.), Barley (Hordeum dis-

tichum, L. ), and Oats (Avena sativa, L.), all of

several varieties ; or between these and Darnel

(Lolium temulentum, L.), Wheat-grass (Triticum

repens, L. ), Wild Oat (Avena sativa, L.), and Fly

Oat (Avena sterilis, L.).

The number of florets treated was between 400 and

500. And when an experimenter goes through a good
deal of labour perhaps he may be pardoned for ex-

pecting positive results. Undoubtedly the proper

scientific spirit to cultivate is, not to anticipate results

at all. The results of the present experiments were

mostly negative ; but whether they were negative

from unknown facts hostile to hybridisation in the

florets treated, or from failure, through ignorance, to

impress the proper conditions into the experiments,

cannot be here determined.

Only a general description of the methods employed
need be given. When a floret of Wheat, Rye, or

any of the others, was observed to be opening, the

pollen was shaken into a test tube. In other cases,

when it was known that the opening was about to

take place, the ear was drawn through the hand and
several sets of anthers brought out at the same time,

thus securing a good supply of pollen. The ears of

other plants were then watched for opening florets.

In most cases the anthers of these florets were re-

moved with a pincers before discharge had taken

place, and pollen from the test-tube dusted upon the

stigmas with a camel-hair pencil. In many cases

opening was induced at various stages before the

natural date of opening. In some cases the anthers

were not removed, but only the cross pollen applied.

The endeavour was made to have a certain number

of experiments under all the conditions which it was

thought likely would favour fertilisation. It may be

mentioned that all the plants were growing in ordi-

nary circumstances in the open air. The earlier

stages, when the anthers and pollen are greenish white,

were avoided, florets being mostly selected in ears

which had begun to flower, and in which the anthers

were bright yellow or purple.

All the spikes and florets treated were marked by

numbered tickets attached to them, and the condi-

tions registered under which the experiment was

made—such as what pollen was applied, whether the

floret opened naturally, or was opened otherwise.

When the ears were ripe they were cut and col-

lected for examination. Many had produced seeds,

and many were barren, and many had fallen into the

hands of the sparrows and were eaten up.

All that remained were put aside. Only two or

three presented any abnormal appearances ; they were

swelled out into an unusual shape. The others were

no way distinguishable from ordinary kernels of the

respective grasses.

Of course it was impossible to tell whether these

seeds were hybrids or not. An experiment which should

detail that a cross had been eflTected between two

Wheats, because something had been produced not

quite corresponding to either parent, might still be

fallacious. We do not know that the removal of the

anthers immediately after self-fertilisation would be

without effect.

All the seeds of the various kinds were placed on

damp cloth between inverted plates, in the spring of

1S74, to discover which were alive and which were

dead. A great many never vegetated ; so that, when
I came to plant my treasured hybrids, not many
flower pots were sufficient for tliat purpose.

But the Oat seeds grew up Oats, and the Wheat
seeds grew up Wheat, and the Barley seeds grew up
Barley, and the Rye grew up Rye, all with the ex-

ception of the two plants, six stems of which are sub-

mitted to the Society. These are from Wheat
ovules and Rye pollen, and the whole aspect of the

culm and ear is intermediate between Rye and Wheat.
The elongation of the outer pales into awns midway
in length between the blunt termination in Wheat
and the longer needle of Rye, is the most noticeable

feature. The thinness of the culm is characteristic of

Rye, and so is the slight viUosity below the ear, not

so observable now as when green. The glumes, also,

are intermediate in size between those of Wheat and

Rye.
All the florets on these spikes fully opened, as if

intending fertilisation, and on some of the ears they

did not close again. But what seem to be the most

important facts regarding these hybrids are, that the

anthers did not open nor discharge any pollen ; that the

pollen was imperfectly developed and contained very

little fovilla ; and that the imperfect grains remain in

the dried anthers. These facts are a sufficient reason

why these hybrids are absolutely barren ; not a single

kernel having been produced. The anthers did not

get blanched as empty anthers do, and instead of fall-

ing away as is usual they still remain attached, so

that the imperfect pollen may be examined by break-

ing up an anther in a drop of water. The anthers

are of the Wheat size. In the ordinary fertilisation

of a grass, the pollen grains continue to grow until

they rupture the anther ; in these hybrids this full

growth of the pollen grains has been arrested.

It would be going further than caution warrants to

affirm positively that the plants under notice are

hybrids beyond all doubt. Whole spikes of the

cereal grasses are sometimes barren, or at least re-

main unfertilised ; and other circumstances than the

transfer of the reproductive elements may have brought

about the peculiar structure and the sterility of the

supposed hybrids before us. But as the experimenter

has considerable reason for believing these plants to

be actually hybrids ; and as the immediate cause of

their sterility is a true and sufficient cause, and not

some fancied purpose of Nature ; he presumes to sub-

mit his observations for what they are worth to those

who may purpose going further into the subject.

METROXYLON FILARE.
In his paper on Palms, published a few years since

in our columns, the late Dr. Seemann refers to this

plant and an allied species, M, elatum, as being the

only representatives of the genus. These two plants

form the section Pigafelta of Martins, who included

In the same genus another section, Sagus, represented

by some half dozen species, which form the genus Sagus

of other authors. Sagus differs firom Metroxylon in

producing a terminal spadix and dying after flowering,

while Metroxylon is polycarpous, with lateral spadices

which are produced annually. The trunks do not

contain any sago, in which also they differ from Sagus,

which is sago-yielding.

Our sketch of Metroxylon filare (fig. 103, opposite)

is taken from a plant in the collection of Mr. Bull, of

Chelsea. It is described as having a tall stem, pinnate

erecto-patulous leaves, the petioles of which bear nume-

rous slender spines, and of which the pinnse are aristate

and three-veined. The spadix is decompoundly
paniculate, and bears small oval berries. Both species

are natives of the islands of Ceram and Celebes. The
present, it will be seen, is a very elegant plant,

the pinnate leaves having a gracefully spreading

character.

ON FLOWERS OF TREES.
The importance of studying " deciduous trees in

winter," so as to learn the distinctive " disposition of

the branches and arrangement of the sprays," was well

explained by Mr. M'Nab in his paper on this subject,

read before the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.

I should like to press the subject one step further,

and suggest that the early flowering trees should have

the first consideration in planting, particularly in town

squares, villa gardens, and other small places, where

each individual tree must be thoroughly known and

valued for its distinctive character and qualities.

It is delightful to watch the thickening of the

branches in early spring, and that is more marked in

the case of the flower than of the leaf buds. For

example, a group of either Scotch Elm with its round

buds and bunches of inflorescence, or Alder with its

long purple catkins, in a park, gives a decided colour

and thickening to the landscape very early in spring.

But the various Willows are the first flowering trees.

Salix violacea, purpurascens, cojrulea (under all these

names is it sold), is the earliest of all, and has a

beautiful large, soft green catkin, which, however,

seldom grows to|the end of the twig in Scotland, unlike

the well-known S. caprea and cinerea, which flower

thickly to the very tips of the branches. The male

flowers of caprea are particularly striking when not

fully out and the one side of the catkin only is ticked

with the bright red anthers, soon bursting out into

full yellow flower. S. caprea is somewhat later, but

is very attractive, while the white catkin is still

half enclosed in its round, shining brown husk ; and

plants of about 5 or 6 feet high are in February very

useful, thickly studded with flowers, and of a compact,

tidy, erect growth, for the shrubbery. S. viminalis and

its varieties, with long and remarkably soft white

catkins, is another early Willow. S. rubra, with

prettily marked purple catkins, very like S. Helix

(true), comes about the same date. S. nervosa, sent

to me in February by Mr. Scaling, is another, with

rods a perfect mass of grey catkins. S. tomentosa is

interesting from the brown leathery clothing of the

ends of the branches and husks of the rather coarse

grey catkins. S. Kerkii, Lambertiana, or purpurea,

is another purple- catkined Willow, the flowers of

which are long and narrow. S. aurita is quite distinct,

and were it not for the round white catkins budding

out, one would fancy it a Beech, from the hard, wiry,

brown twigs. I find all these Willows with early

catkins do well in water. The male caprea flowers

are very interesting, and by removing the husks at

different stages a great variety of shades of soft green

and rose are brought out, which we do not find when
the twigs are left alone on the tree. I should much
like to know what mode of pruning (if any) would
secure yearly a fine cro-p of catkins. Hot summers

we cannot command, and I do not know if Willows

are as dependent as other flowering trees on well-

ripened wood. They have been very late this severe

winter, both here and in England, but the catkins do

not seem to suffer materially from sudden checks.

Writing to Mr. Scaling on this question of pruning,

he answers—" The lower branches of Willows do not

flower so profusely as the upper ; when the lower

branches are cut close back, leaving the upper ones un-

touched, the flowers are finer and fuller "
: he " is not

prepared to say how far a tree would be permanently

injured for flowering by a judicious pruning back at

any given time ; certainly it would not flower to any
extent the season it was pruned."

That the trees are most vigorous the third and fourth

year after being cut in for nursery purposes (in which no

heed is taken of the flowers), is a fact ; and that where

an undergrowth of colour (red, yellow, or purple) is

wanted, a yearly cutting down ensures the greatest

quantity of brightest young wood (as with Dogwood
and Buckthorn) is another fact ; but for catkins

would it be wise to have three specimens of each early-

flowering Willow to make sure of having one in per-

fection every year, pruning in yearly rotation one of

the three ? One example of one species is, of course,

no rule ; but we find that a stock of caprea (8 feef

high), the grafts of S. argentea, lanata, chrysanthcs

on which had died, flowers yearly, thicker than a

neighbouring tree glowing naturally.
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Fig. 103.—metroxylon filare.

It would be well if all gardens were provided with
a few stocks (caprea, male and female, nurserymen
consider the best) for grafting, budding, or inarching
sucU Willows as succeed best that way ; one year is

safe for budding, two years for the other methods.
We lost our argentea by having it taken too soon
from the parent tree. It is an interesting Willow,
from its very silvery catkin^;, which grow at the tips of
the branches. The Ivilmarnock Weeping Wdlow is

at present a very interesting object, well covered with
white catkins.

To plant trees that flower before they come into leaf

is, I am certain, an object well worthy of considera-
tion for landscape effects, and trees for garden
boundaries ; the cut twigs of such for indoor decora-
tion are very interesting.

I find the Willow catkins that come out with or just
after the leaf do not last in water ; possibly no tree
flower does at that time, as the young leaves are sure
to flag ; but the Lime, from being later to flower,
does stand.

In several of the squares in Edinburgh the flowers
of the Aspen are very thick when seen against the
sky ; when faded and strewn on the pavement they

are wondrously like the cast-off skins of caterpillars.

But I was struck by the eflectual blind a group of

three trees formed (Aspen, a Scotch Elm in flower,

and a Laburnum still loaded with its bunches of seed-

pods), quite concealing an ugly row of houses opposite
the street.

The prominent female flowers of the Populus
balsamifera (Balsam) are now also very striking,

yellow ticked with red, contrasting well with the soft,

fluffy, grey and red catkins oi the Aspens (two
varieties). A group of either tree in March is valu-

able. Another curious Poplar catkin is P. polnnica

(a Continental Aspen), with green and black ticked

flowers, all curved in and hanging on one side of the

twig ; but this Poplar does not grow to the size of a

forest tree.

There is a very common idea that the P. tremula
(Aspen) is the only Poplar that quivers ; the P. alba

(.Vbele, Dutch Beech, Downy Poplar), that has a

white leaf and peculiarly marked trunk, and the P.

balsamifera (Balsam), the only sweet-scented ones.

All have more or less slender footstalks, compressed
vertically, which causes the quivering motion, and
there are at least nine or ten white-leaved Poplars.

To judge alone by the white bark with its triangular-

toothed scorings of the upper part of the trunk, it

would be difficult to decide if the tree were an Aspen
or an Abele. Both the P. monilifera (Black Italian

Poplar) and the P. candicans (Ontario Poplar) are

sweet-scented ; this last is also white-leaved.

I do not know if it is the climate, or that greater

attention is paid abroad to propagating from the very
whitest variety, but certainly the Abeles one sees in

ornamental avenues on the Continent are far more
striking than ours when the breeze turns over the
leaves. An avenue of Planes (occidentalis) and
Abeles, even although pollarded, as they so fre-

quently are abroad for shade walks, looked very well

;

and in another town Mountain Ash in full fruit was
added to these two trees. The Alder in March is no
longer purple as is the Birch, but is yellow in the land-

scape like the Hazel, with its long unfertile catkins

ticked with purple, and the little puce-coloured fertile

ones, like miniature cones, are hardly noticed, and
require to be sought for, as do the crimson female

flowers of the Nut ; they are set at the end of the

twig in groups of three or four—in vain have I

searched for a set of five. With the exception of the
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Larch and Abli, the flowers of the other forest trees

are too late to be of use for winter effect. Few ever

think of looking for the queer flower-spike of the

Walnut or those of the Spanish Chestnut, although

the fruits of both are very welcome and sought for
;

indeed I have been told, as a fact, that Horse Chest-

nuts and Limes are the only forest trees that have

flowers ! my informant having seen the former in

Bushey Park, and having often been overpowered

with the fragrant perfume of the Lindens.

Mr. McNab's opening remark, that there are

*' people who are utterly incapable of discriminating

between the various kinds of forest trees when bare of

leaves," may be extended to a complete inattention to

and ignorance of their flowers.

As the power of observation (far less the habit)

cannot be acquired in one season, and therefore decidu-

ous trees will not be distinguished after one winter's

walks, I would recommend that the page containing

Mr. McNab's distinct description of the various trees

be carried for reference in tie pocket until thoroughly

mastered. There is such complete confusion among
the names of Willows, each nursery having its own,
that possibly the best plan for those who would wish

a collection of these Willows with early and interest-

ing catkins is merely to give such an order to iheir

nurseryman, or, better still, to go round and mark at

the various tree-nurseries those they fancy. I find

myself frequently answered with "We have never

paid attention to the flowers of Willows and Poplars

—they are not grown on that account." Now I

think that they should be, for their catkins a^one, as

well as for their very many other valuable properties,

all planters being alive to Willows and Poplars

bringing the quickest return of any timber tree, and
for many years that will increase, unless our railway

carriages, like our ships, are turned into iron ones
;

also for their great diversity of growth (the large Salix

Russelliana at Sion is S9 feet high, and S. herbacea,

crawling on the ground, is our smallest forest tree, and
is 4 inches in height) ; and for their power of growing
in all situations, swamps and mountains, the Willow
being the last woody plant we met when climbing a

mountain. Of all varieties of habit, erect, weeping,
always graceful, and of distinctest colours in bark and
leaf at all seasons, yet nevertheless the flowers of

Willows have been comparatively overlooked in orna-
mental planting.

Were the popular belief proved that *
' the more

prominent kinds [of Willows] have hybridised and
yielded intermediate varieties without number," caus-

ing this genus of plants to be more confused than any
other {ziide Arboriculture^ Grigor, l86S), a skilfid

hybridiser might possibly utilise this confusion, and
we might have additions to and improvements in our
stock of early flowering trees, on whose flowering we
could with certainty count, and at a season when
they would be most seen and valued. Then, indeed,

would the Willow be in all senses a pliable tree. Mr.
Scaling writes, in his Series of Papers on the Salix^ or
IViliozi', part ii., p. 8, "referring to a register kept
in the Basford Nursery, in 1S71, of nearly 300
varieties of Willows, 92 were in flower and 115 in

leaf on March 25." That our native species are not
exhausted is proved by the discovery of S. Sadlerii,

last summer, by Mr. Sadler.

I observed last November, for the first time, in

Mr, Robertson's nursery here, the flower-buds of S.
violacea, which were then of a bright rose colour; but
Mr. R. told me that this depends on the season, and
it is not invariably to be counted on. F. y. Hope^
IVai'die Lodge, Edinburgh, March.

Brazil.—Some observations made by Mr. Drum-
mond, Her Majesty's representative at Rio, upon the

properties of certain trees growing in Brazil, contain

mention of the Carnahuba. This beautiful wax Palm
assumes its full beauty in the fifth year, and its

vitality i-3 so great that Captain Burton gives an
instance where the trunk lay on the ground while the

upturned head was still alive. It grows to a great
age, and is justly considered, both for man and beast,

the most vahiable Palm of the sertao {virgin forest).

Its gum is edible, and the roots are used as sarsapa-

rilla; the fibre is worked into strong thread and
cordage ; the leaves are good for cattle—they make
an excellent thatching ; the fibre is also used for

making straw hats, ropes, and cords for nets and
sieves. The fruit is in large drooping clusters

of berries. When green the nut resembles a

small olive. The pulp, boiled to remove its

astringency, becomes soft, like cooked Maize

:

it is considered good and wholesome, especially when
taken with milk ; animals readily fatten upon it. The
leaves of the young tree, when 2 feet long by about
the same breadth, are cut down and dried in the

shade ; they then discharge from the surface pale grey-

yellow dusty scales, which, melted over the fire, become
a brown wax. The wax occurs mixed with heteroge-

neous substances, bark and fibre, and it loses consider-

ably by sifting. The material is tasteless, and soft to the

touch ; the smell has been compared with that of

newly made hay. Its chief fault is its brittleness.

Thii, however, is remedied by mixing with three

parts of vegetable one part of animal wax, or one-

eighth to one-tenth of tallow. The value of the

annual production of the wax is stated to amount to

above ;!^i5o,ooo.

The Arneira.—This is called the monarch of

the forest. The timber is of excessive hardness,

resists weather admirably, and takes a fine polish.

The leaves are used as epispatics, the decoction

serves to alleviate rheumatic pains, and the

gum, rubbed on ropes, preserves them from decay.

The natives avoid this tree, as tumours are pro-

duced by sleeping under it ; and the highly

sensitive who pass underneath it suffer from swellings

in the face. The Indians use the green juice of the

young branches for eye diseases. A curious tree of

the Bombacinese was met with in 1863 by Mr.
Wallis, whilst exploring the upper Rio Branco, and
its gigantic proportions quite astonished him. It

measured at the top 173 feet diameter, which gives it

a circumference of 520 feet ; under this immense
ceiling of foliage 100,000 people might find cover.

The Baobab is a tree also belonging to the species
" Sumaumeira." Its diameter at the top is 108 feet,

and 324 feet in circumference. It is popularly asserted

that this tree is found of the age of several thousand
years.

Natural History.
Chlorops.—The Chlorops lineata, a small two-

winged fly, about three-eighths of an inch across in the

spread of the wings, and distinguishable at a general

glance by the quadrate, somewhat barrel-shaped

thorax, longitudinally striped with yellow, the round

head, with large eyes, and the triangular mark at the

summit behind, is one of a genus represented in

England by several species, whose presence is yearly

more or less made known amongst the corn crops by
the ears still remaining in their sheathing leaves, whilst

those around are developed and ripened, and which
occasionally, when more than usually numerous,

appears in sufficient quantities to be the cause of

serious damage.

These insects attack Wheat, Barley, and Rye, but
in the course of a few years' observations made
in the west of Gloucestershire, the Barley alone
appeared selected, and here they were constant
visitors. If specimens of injured growths were re-

quired, a glance round a field of growing Barley, or,

later in the season, a handful or two pulled from a
stack, usually furnished them at once \ and in 1S70 the
C. lineata swarmed to such an extent in a Barley
stack shortly after it had been put together, as to fall

from it in hundreds, or rather in showers, on gently
opening and shaking the mass.
The summer attack of the Chlorops appears to begin

by laying an egg on the still young plant near the
base of the developing ear, sometimes a little way up
it. "About fifteen days after there issues from the
egg an oblong larva, yellow, and without legs,"

which attaches itself to the stem and gnaws an irre-

gular furrow down one side as far as the first joint
;

and, ascending again for its change, may be found in

the pupa state towards the upper part of the stem,
beneath the leaves, in which it still remains wrapped
about the middle of August. The pupa^ which I have
seen have been of a kind of hard paint-like appear-
ance exteriorly, and corresponding in colour with the
deepening orange tints of the ripening straw.

The affected ear may be distinguished at a glance
by being still enclosed in the leaves or only partially

freed, whilst those round are perfected ; and on open-
ing the diseased growths the stem; will be found
deeply scored with a blackened channel, usually
running in an irregular line from beneath the base of
the ear to the first joint beneath, but with some
degree of variety in the appearance of the injury. In
a few heads taken for examination one showed the
growth so stunted that the length between the ear
and first joint was only about \\ inch, and the stem
was flittened and twisted ; in another the insect gnaw-
ings stopped abruptly a short distance beneath the ear,

and then made a completely fresh start downwards
again from one side of the end of the first track ; and
in a third the course of the Chlorops larva to start

with appeared to have been taken through the four
lowest grains of the ear, which were stunted, injured,

and blackened.

A somewhat similar appearance is noted by Curtis
on two Wheat ears affected by C. treniopus, and these
various injuries seemingly point out that the larval

attack is commenced at the top, whilst the grain is

still so young and tender as to be susceptible of check
from the slight gnawings, and that the stem and ear,

continumg to grow whilst the injuries continue, give,

when complete, rather the diseased growth of the
lengthening stem from the gnawings, than the gnaw-
ings themselves.

The descriptions given by M. Ilerpin of injuries to

Wheat near Chalons-sur-Marne by Chlorops, supposed
to be lineata, correspond almost exactly with those to

the English Barley in the locality where the lineata

was found close by in great quantities, excepting that

in the case of the English Barley there was usually no
great diflerence in the height of the infested or healthy
stems, whilst in the French Wheat at Chalons the
stalks are mentioned as being scarcely half the height

of tlie healthy growths. The loss from these insects

was estimated in 1S40 as one-seventieth part of the

Wheat crop, and in another place Dr. Dagonet men-
tions their numbers as being so considerable, that it was
impossible " to set a step" without meeting with in-

jured ears, and that the insect was a formidable
scourge to agriculture. Amongst other species of

Chlorops noted are the C. Herpinii (mentioned as

only attacking Barley similarly to the C. tc^niopus and
C. lineata by scooping a longitudinal furrow down
the stem) ; the C. (?) hypostigraa, found in immense
quantities on some ceilings and windows in the
autumn of 1S34 and 1S44 ; and especially the
C. ti'eniopus, or ribbon-footed corn-fly. This fly isabout

3^ lines in expanse of wings, light yellow in colour,
the thorax squarish in shape, the same width as the
head, with three black stripes down the back, and a
narrow black line on each side ; head with a black
triangular marking at the summit behind, abdomen
greenish black, and is especially distinguishable by
the ochreous band across the black feet, from which it

takes its name.

The recorded injuries from this species appear to

be exactly similar, as regards the growing Wheat stem,
to those already described, consisting of a channel
scored between the ear and first joint, and the larva
similarly undergoing its change beneath the still

sheathing leaves ; so that, as far as I am aware, from
the comparison of the injuries I have met with, and
those so clearly described (with accompanying figures)

by Curtis in his Farm Insects, and in one of the early

volumes of the Gardeners' Chronicle (unless there is a
difference in the pupa case of the treniopus being
darker than that of the lineata), the presence of the

perfect insect appears necessary for identification of
the specific cause of the injury.

These injuries are at times both severe and also

spread over a large extent of country, but the cause of
attack and the remedies seem uncertain or wholly
unknown. Some years appear more favourable to the
development of the insect than others; as in 1S41
Wheat In Surrey and Barley in Lancashire are men-
tioned as being injured, and in 1S46 the barley at

places in Norfolk, Essex, Middlesex, and Lincolnshire
is noted as being injured to the extent of half the crop
or more.

In Gloucestershire tlie Barley attacked was on stiff

clay ; but the exposures of the fields were most
various, from almost complete shelter from every
direction, to lying open to east wind sweeping unin-

terruptedly down many miles of the Severn ; and the
presence of the insects in great numbers in one spot in

1S70 did not appear to influence their recurrence in

greater numbers in the following season. Still, as the

diminution of the numbers of the Chlorops must
necessarily be beneficial, the only remedy which seems
available, that of drawing the affected plants, is very
desirable.

The plants are perfectly distinguishable, and with a

little care could be hand-pulled without injury to the
standing corn ; and the atiected ears being entirely or
in great part sterile, would occasion no loss by their

removal—only theclearingaway of the already spoiled

crop ; and if the time was judiciously chosen, before

the development of the pupa; into the perfect flies, the

germs of much future mischief might be got rid of. O,

Florists' Flowers.
A FEW of the newer Roses exhibited by Messrs,

Paul & Son at the meeting of the Royal Botanic

Society on the 31st ult., deserve something more than

the passing notice they are apt to receive in a neces-

sarily abbreviated report. The Roses (including some
fine varieties from Mr. W. Paul) were fresh and
beautiful, plants and cut blooms alike.

The much-talked-of H. P. Captain Christy is a
lovely light-coloured Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, exqui-
site in the bud, and of a charming shade of colour ;

it may be set down as a ladies* Rose, so delicate is its

light rosy flesh tint. The white H.P, Madame Christy
was a true white Rose as seen on this occasion, the
flowers large and globular, and in every respect first-

rate ; vigorous in growth and free of bloom, it pro-
mises to make an excellent exhibition and forcing
variety, as it has no less proved itself a fine Rose for

outdoors in the late summer. H.P. Marie Finger has
the peculiar shape and build of Mdlle. Eugenie Ver-
dier also, but is of a darker hue, being of a shaded
salmon-rose colour. It, too, promises to become a
great favourite. If brilliancy of hue can be a recom-
mendation to a Rose, then H.P. Thomas Mills, one of
Messrs. Paul & Son's own seedlings, has it in a
remarkable degree ; as seen on this occasion it was of
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a brilliant red hue. As a forced Rose it appeared to

be thill in point of substance, but this may not be so

apparent when grown in the open air. II. P. Star of

Waltham, one of Mr. WiUiam Paul's seedlings, was
very fuie, quite maintaining the character it possessed

when it received a First-class Certificate at the Royal
Botanic Society two years ago. The splendid buil 1

and substance which then characterised it, is undoubt-
edly a permanent quality. It is of a very bright deep
crimson colour, and it promises to make a >plendid

exhibition Rose. Princess Beatrice, another of Mr.
W. Paul's seedlings, was very fine also. The follow-

ing newer II. P. Roses are well worth looking after by
cultivators :~-Duchcss of Edinburgh, Etienne Dupuy,
and Madame Louis Leveque. Noisette Caroline

Kuster was finely shown by Messrs. Paul & Son. It

is of a bright orange-yellow colour, and will be an
excellent companion to Celine Forestier. Tea Marie
Van Iloutte is a charming Rose, very free of bloom,
but it is said the beautiful flowers soon fall away and
decay. A very promising seedling was shown by
Messrs. Paul & Son, which may be set down as a

shaded Charles Lefebvre. It promises to make a good
outdoor Rose. R* D.

THE VINE.
[The paper from which the following has been ab-

stracted, was read by Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Castle

Gardens, before the Gardeners' Institute at Darlington,

on March 25, and affords evidence that Mr. Hunter

can preach as well as practise. It will be read with

great interest by those who are curious to learn the

secret of the monster bunches exhibited by Mr.

Hunter. That secret, in a word, seems to be judicious

feeding. ]

" I have come before you to fulfil the promise I made
to you when you asked me to read a paper on the treat-

ment the Vines received at my hands. The large

Hamburgh bunch, being the one then in question, is

included in the treatment of this house, to which only I

will refer. 1 had the house put up in the early spring

of 1869 ; it occupied the old foundations so far as regards

width, but was in length made nearly double, by putting

two into one. It may be interesting to some of you to

know that this house stands on piles ; and while I was
making alterations 1 found after boring that we stood

31 feet 9 inches from anything solid to work on ; how-
ever, after getting a cement and brick bottom to my
satisfaction, some 4 feet in depth, I resolved to have the

borders made without further delay. Drainage on such
a bottom as this must be efficient and thoroughly well

carried out. In this case our front drain is built with
brick, and pipes put inside, so that the top of the drain

is a little below the cement bottom of border ; at every

6 feet a line of 6-inch pipes crosses from front to back,

and at every 4 feet from end to end of the house, the

pipes thus forming a number of oblong squares, 6 feet

by 4 feet. These vere filled up with brickbats to a foot

in depth, and then with small stones and coarse gravel,

after which it was turfed over, with the grassy side of

the sod downward. Soil suitable to make the border

was the next important item. The park, or a portion of

it, having been drained previous to my coming to the

gardens, I used turf which had been put aside for

gardening purposes, and cut Iresh turf to make out
with. To every six cartloads of soil I added one of
lime dibris^ one of charcoal, one of burnt clay, 3 cwt.

of broken bones, and a good dressing of clean cow
manure ; when the whole was turned over twice in

the border, and in a few days the Vines were planted.

Some of them were from one-year-old canes, and the

others from eyes struck the same spring, the latter having
a decided advantage at the end of the first year's growth,
which advantage is maintained still. I found wireworm a
most destructive enemy the first ^year. To check these,

the surface of the border was smoothed over with the back
of a spade, coated over with rape dust, laid over with thin

boards, and covered up with two inches of old mushroom
manure

; thiswasturnedovereveryalternate morning, then
the wireworms were picked off the boards by hundreds.
After this treatment the Vines carried their foliage well

into December, when they were cut back to 6 feet from
the bottom. I very soon after felt disposed to see what
wireworms were left in the border, and also with a view
of further assisting the Vines, I had an opening taken
out at the back of the border and worked forward on
them carefully with steel forks ; every portion of the

border was hand-picked and turned back until within

3 feet of the Vmes ;
by this time we had a fine lot of

roots laid bare. The soil was worked forward again,

with the addition of a few more ingredients to the old,

the roots being carefully laid in again. This has been
done this and every year, with one exception, since

planting — I doubt not with advantage to the

Vines. At one place where I was, under a
noted Vine grower, I assisted in making over

100 yards in length of new Vine borders, at various

widths, and to my surprise on removing the old Vines,

which were considered A i in their day, I found each
had but a root or two to support them ; they had taken
up their abode in some quarter never made for them,
as they passed out of the border without leaving a
fibrous root in it. Imagine a gardener trying to assist

the Vines by repeatedly watering and top-dressing such
borders !

''I shall close my remarks by giving the outlines ot

treatment the Vines had in this house. In the latter end
of February the house was kept close, previous to start-

ing on March i, when syringing, morning and -evening,

was well done, according to the weather. Fire-heat

was applied at 6 a.m., and taken off at noon. No fire-

heat was given at night unless compelled by frost.

During the month the outside and inside borders were
watered with 1680 gallons of tepid water, running on at

the rate of 7 gallons per minute tlirough a fine rose. liy

the i^lh no syringing was allowed overhead. April

—

for this month fire-heat w.asturneil off sooner in the day,

weathrr permitting, but was applied immediately after

shutting up. On the 6lh, so rapid was their progress,

that the shoots were pinched two leaves beyond the fruit

and tied down. On the 13th the evaporating troughs
were allowed to become dry, and fire-heat was used
freely, front air was put on at 8 I'.M., and increased at

10 I'. M. On the 20th the Vines were in full flower, the

treatment was unaltered, only the troughs becoming dry.

On the 27th all the flowers had set, the evaporating

troughs were refilled, and front air admitted more freely.

We commenced thinning on May i ; airing as last

month. On the 13th we watered the inside border with

3360 gallons of guano-water, at a temperature of 85 *. After

the iSih the temperature of this house was not allowed

below 65^^, when front air at nights was admitted much
more freely. On June the 15th the outside border was
served with guano-water as inside, running at the rate of

6 gallons per minute, which lasted 7 hours ; the quan-
tity given being 2520 gallons. Again, on the 29th, this

house received 5040 gallons, and on July the 20th,

r6So gallons. All this was put on at a uniform tepid

temperature. The regular requirements, such as stop-

ping, tying.and thinning, were of course duly attended to.

&c. The record of the temperature was taken four times

daily. I also experimented with the border of this

house in the growing season of the Vines, the results of

which I hope at another time to be able to bring before

you, should they prove as suitable and satisfactory as

Ihey did last year.
" Some say wet localities have their advantages : here

we have a dry one ; in the Grape growing season at

Lambton Castle our rainfall did not exceed 10 inches.

Some say soil : if so, why did not our predecessors, who
used the same, do the same as us? In the way of

experimenting last year, I had a small house of Vines

planted, void of natural soil, except a small quantity

which was used to surround the newly-planted Vines.

The Vines have made roots from 8 to 10 feet in length,

and turned out pretty good yearlings. This I only

mention to show that Vines can be grown, whatever

their staying powers may be, without turf or garden

soil."

Les Bois Indigenes et Etrangers. Par Adolphe
Dupont et Bouquet de la Grye. Paris : Rotiis-

child.

This is a book devoted to the explanation of the

proper cultivation of forests, but written more from

the point of view of the statist and mechanist than

of the physiologist and the woodman. In all that

relates to woodcraft, and the formation and manage-

ment of plantations, the present work seems deficient ;

on the other hand, there are many other subjects,

relating to what we may term the mechanical part of

forestry lore, which are treated with fulness and

ability.

One subject which has excited some attention in

our columns lately—the eccentricity of growth— is

referred simply to the fact that the tree in which it is

manifest has grown on the steep slope of a hill ; but

it is clear that this is not the only cause for this phe-

nomenon. With reference to the effect of forests on

climate and public health, the authors judiciously

state that observations are neither sufficiently numerous

nor sufficiently precise to enable us to arrive at a

correct conclusion. Speaking also of the desirability

of afforesting or disafforesting according to circum-

stances, the authors state that where the soil is of

excellent quality it is better to grub up the woods

and cultivate cereals, except in exceptional cases,

where some timber of special value is required ;

on the other hand, sterile unfruitful lands, which

require an expenditure for labour out of proportion to

the return from them, should be planted. Mountain

slopes, whether their soil be rich or poor, should

always be planted. The return for capital expended,

however, is too slow for the French proprietor to look

on planting with favourable eyes. In mountainous

countries, where the arable land (the capital in the

soil) is washed away yearly by the rains, the cultivator

prefers to lose this capital rather than save it by mak-
ing a present sacrifice in the way of planting ; on the

other hand, he is always ready to clear and grub up.

He does not consider whether the soil itself is fertile

or not, he only sees riches occasioned by the accumu-

lation of humus occasioned by the growth of the wood
—riches which he can speedily and easily realise.

When he has cleared the land and exhausted the

supply of humus, the soil, reduced to its mineral

ingredients, is pretty sure to be very poor, and the

land is then left uncultivated, sterile, and unproduc-

tive. The individual may have enriched himself, but

at the expense of posterity and of his country. Public

interest, then, demands the conservation of forests in

all mountainous districts, and in many cases the

replanting or reconstitution of those which have been
destroyed ; it requires also the plantation of plain

too sterile for arable cultivation to be profitable, and
in any case it is essential that the nation should pre-

serve tliose rare plantations whence military and civil

engineers may derive timljer of large size and of supe-

rior (|ualily to that which can be produced by private

estates.

Forty Years of American Life. liy T. L.
Nichols, M.D. Longmans. 1S74.

The fact that this is a second edition relieves us of
the necessity of saying much as to the merits and
demerits of a book so extensively known already. It

may be, however, that some of our readers may not
have fallen in with it before, and they certainly can-

not have met witli it previously in so convenient a
shape. To all such we say, get the book and peruse
it from chapter i to the addilamenta. It is a verit-

able cyclopaedia of information concerning America
and Americans, concerning which and whom we
English ought to know so much, and as a rule know
so very little. .Save to specialists anything beyond
tfie main facts of American history is unknown to the
great majority of Englishmen. How prejudicial and
unwise this ignorance is may be gleaned from the book
before us. The author is a warm partisan, but he is

straightforward and honest, so that his partialities

need by no means blind the intelligent reader, or pre-

vent him from forming his own unbiassed conclusions.

A more instructive and interesting volume it has not
been our luck to meet with for a long time.

La Terre Vegetale, &c. Par Stanislas Meunier,
Paris : Rothschild. (Williams & Norgate.)

An interesting little book on agricultural geology,

the most valuable part of which, perhaps, is the map
of France, by M. Delesse, which accompanies it.

This map is founded on a much more complete one,

whose construction is explained as follows :—First of

all a collection of soils from all the different districts

of France was made. Two samples were taken in

every canton at a depth of 15 centimetres, and for-

warded to Paris, with a descriptive label indicating

the precise position from whence it was obtained. In
this way more than 6000 samples were obtained. In
sorting them the first step taken was to separate those

that contained lime from those in which that element
was not present. In this way, even in the limestone

districts, it was found that many samples were desti-

tute of lime. Peaty and sandy soils were then sorted

out, and their localities marked on the map, to which
were added also lines indicating the levels of the soil,

the distribution of rain and temperature, as well as

the direction and force of the wind. It would be
impossible, in a small book like that before us, to

reproduce such a map as that just alluded to,

even on a very reduced scale. What is given is

a small mip indicating the districts allotted to the

cultivation of cereals. Vines, forests, as well as

pasture lands and sandy wastes. By differences in

shading the average annual revenue per hectare is

given. We are much struck on looking at the map
at the large extent of country over which the Vine is

grown, and the relatively small patches in any par-

ticular district, even in the Burgundy and Bordeaux
countries occupied by Vines. Again, we are surprised

to find the Vine cultivated in sufficient quantities to be

worth mapping so far north as Beauvais and Laon.

The text of the volume before us is devoted to the

description of the several varieties of soil and their

mode of formation, and to the improvements which

may be effected, where necessary, by drainage and the

application of various artificial and natural manures.

—— A new monthly journal, devoted to the inte-

rests of millers, and appropriately called The Miller^

has just been established.

The numbers of the Belgique Horiicole for

January, February, and March contain, prima, a bio-

graphical sketch, with portrait, of Ogier de Busbecq,

the first to introduce the Tulip, the Lilac, the Horse
Chestnut, and other plants into Europe. The coloured

plates are devoted to BiUbergia amcina, Adiantum
lunulatum, and Rose Saint George—the latter a repro-

duction of the plate given recently in the Florist.

A new and thoroughly revised edition of

Pa.xton's Calendar of Garden Operations has just been

published, and may be had from our publisher. We
need add nothing in the way of commendation of this

little book as a guide for cottagers and am.iteurs gene-

rally, as the fact that the present issue commences the

two hundred and twenty-first thousandth is a suflicient

evidence of the utility of the book. We may add

that the portions relating to the vegetable garden

have been specially revised by Mr. Cox, of Madres-

field. All the other portions have been modernised

and revised.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

21.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

22.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Spring Exhibi-
tion. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

27.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society. Exhibi-
tion of Auriculas, &c., Jn the Town Hall. Manager,
Bruce Fmdiay.

aS.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Spring Show.
Sec-.W. Sowerby.

May.

1 to 2^.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Special Exhi-
bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 3.—Exhibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-
servatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,
Robert Bullen.

12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose
Show.

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's
Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.
Manager, Bruce Find lay.

17 and 18.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road.
West Hill Park.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.
z6.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec. . W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
TUESDAV, April 20^

Saje of Poultry and PiKeons, at Stevens'

Wednesday, April 2

r Koyai Horticultural Society's Early Rliodo-

rticultural Soci<
d Floral Commi ^

Scientific Committee, at i r.M. ; General
Meeting, at 3 p.m.

Sale of Imported and Established Orchids,

("Royal Hortici

,.,J Spring Exhib

^J Sale of Palms,
I &c., at Stevei

. Camellias, Orchids, Ag
Stevens' Rooms.

id British Lepidoptei

THE interest which has been excited about
the Daffodil and its double varieties

must have been a source of gratification to those

who love our old border flowers, and who regret

that modern taste, if taste it can be called

—

fashion we would rather say—has well-nigh

banished from our gardens some of the fairest

and sweetest flowers that formerly adorned
them. When we remember what associations

gather round the Narcissus, what pretty legends,

classical as well as national, are attached to

them, it is indeed a matter for congratulation

that our columns should bear witness to the

revived taste for these beautiful and interest-

ing flowers. The interest attaching to them
is indeed manifold—they are beautiful in them-
selves, they are harbingers of spring and
deck the glorious summer-tide with beauty;
they are associated with much that is charming
and delicious in our literature and poesy, they
suggest endless questions to the botanist and to

those who love to study and dwell upon the
marvels of Creation.

Amid the many points that have been raised

in our columns lately as to the Daffodil, no one
of the controversialists seems to have remem-
bered that the Daffodil so called now-a-days,

is not the Daffodil of our forefathers-

Again, the double Daftbdil of many modern
writers is not tlie double Daffodil which Mr.
Harpur-Crewe and Mr. Barr mean ; and
this confusion applies not only to one particular

variety but to many others, " one calling that

by one name which another calleth by another,

that very few can tell what they meane." This
was so in Parkinson's time—that it is so now,
even after the labours of Mr. Baker and the

history which he gave of all the species in the

Gardeners^ Clironkle in 1869, is evident from
recent correspondence. What we now call the

Daffodil was the bastard Daffodil—pseudo

—

Narcissus for Parkinson. The name itself

bears witness of the fact. It is a sorry dis-

covery to make that all the legend, the poetry
attaching to the wild English plant applies to a
pseudo—a bastard Daffodil ! It is matter of
thankfulness from this point ofview, however, that

the words pseudo, or bastard, have in this case
no such signification as they have generally : the
Daffodil of our woods is no impostor, it is no
cross between different species. Call it Pseudo-
Narcissus if you will, it is for all that a true
Narcissus ! But some may say this is mere
quibbling

: let us to the point. Our corre-
spondent " C. W. D." first set the ball rolling

by stating that the wild Daffodil of the woods,
if transplanted to the garden, would become
double after two or three years' cultivation; and
conversely, that the double Daffodil of the
gardens, if transplanted to a meadow, would
speedily become single unless the soil were
very rich and strong. This statement was not
allowed to pass unquestioned for long. Counter-
assertions were made. Our correspondents took
sides ; many forwarded us specimens in con-
firmation of their assertion. These specimens
we are bound to say were for the most part
not the double wild Daffodil, but belonged to
the form—we dare not call it species—which

we know in gardens as N. major, and which is

more or less naturalised in certain parts of
the country. In order to put this matter at least

at rest, we begged Mr. Barr to allow us to

figure one of his specimens of the true double
Daffodil as now understood. This he kindly
permitted us to do, and at fig. 104 it is faithfully

represented (as to the flower) by the skilful

pencil of Mr. W. G. Smith. Mr. Barr has
told as already (see p. 471) of the difficulty he
had in getting the true double Daffodil, and we
ourselves began to look upon it as as great a
myth as the redoubtable Mrs. Harris herself.

However, amid many so-called wild double
Daffodils which we received, and which were
all forms of N. major—the South European
representative of our British Daffodil—we have
received by the courtesy of our correspond-
ents some few indubitable double Daffo-
dils. Captain King, for instance, sends us the

true double Daffodil from his garden, which
said garden was a Turnip field a dozen years
ago. Into that garden, as we understand it,

single-flowered wild Daffodils were transplanted

from a meadow two or three years simce. So
far this appearsto corroborate " C. W. D.'s"

assertion. A second letter from Captain King,
however, states "that he has just visited the

copse from which they [the double Daffodils]

were brought by my gardener two or three years
ago, and find them to be nearly all double within
the tube."

As the writer well says, these specimens
" prove nothing as to the transformation from
single to double " but they do prove— that is, if

the habitat be quite unexceptionable—that wild
double Daffodils are still to be found, and this

from some points of view is an interesting fact

to have elicited. Meanwhile, we hope we are
not too heretical in stating our opinion that the
single Daffodil, the Daffodil of Wordsworth
and Jean Ingelow—we were going to write
of Herrick, but the dictum of Parkinson
above quoted restrained us— is far prettier. Our
botanical and cultural instincts, however, for-

bid us to rest satisfied with a flower merely
because it is pretty ; we want to know in what
its beauty—and, shall we say, its ugliness '—con-
sists

; how we may perpetuate and increase the
beauty and the interest, and so give to others
a share of the pleasure we ourselves enjoy.

As to the question of the specific identity of
Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus and Narcissus
major, we own that, speaking from a botanist's
point of view, we can find nothing but very
arbitrary lines to be drawn between them. What
is the botanist's point of view in this matter? we
may be asked. In other words. What is a
species ? No one knows. What we mean at
the time of this our writing is simply this, that
N. Pseudo-Narcissus and N. major are so very
much alike, except in point of size, that the
great probability is they had a common origin.

Who is to prove that ? Direct proof we have
none. We never saw a bulb or a seed of N.
Pseudo-Narcissus produce N. major, or vice

vcrsA; but, on the other hand, we have seen
many specimens (and some are on our, table
before us as we write) which we can with diffi-

culty refer to either—which are, in fact, inter-

mediate between the two, and therefore, accord-
ing to our notions, afford evidence of the specific

identity of the two. Some of the flowers re-

puted to have been introduced as bulbs from
the woods a few years ago into gardens, are
decidedly nearer like Narcissus major of

gardens than they are like the common Daffo-
dil. So with some of the double foi-ms before
us. The double form of the true Pseudo-
Narcissus cultivated in gardens is larger and
fuller than that of the woods, and passes by
gradual transitions of size, form, and colour, into

N. major flore-pleno.

The true double N. Pseudo-Narcissus above
figured (fig. 104) is, as we take it, the same as
that shown in Hales' Compleat Body of Gar-
dening as the " Silver and Gold Daffodil," while
the "double Lemon Daffodil" of the same
author appears to be a form of N. major, though
in the work above cited it is distinctly stated to

have been produced from the common English
Daftbdil.

We postpone till another time some remarks
on the structural changes, which are very varied,

in different" double" Narcissi, and for a collec-

tion of blooms of which we owe our thanks to

Mr. Barr ; but as a contribution to the enquii-y

how far this " doubling," various as it is, is

affected by cultivation, we append the following

extracts from the work we have just quoted, and
referring to the "double Lemon Daffodil" :

—

" Originally it is only a little waved about the edge
;

the first effects of culture make the undulations so many
indentings

; from this state it becomes fringed and
ragged in a wild variety of forms ; and, as the extreme
force of culture in the present instance, it is cut deeply
into a multitude of segments, resembling so many petals.
These mix themselves with the proper petals, from
which they are distinguished only by being a little
narrower, and form together with them a vast and very
elegant flower.

'

'
But though it is not easy to raise it from the common

Narcissus seed, yet the gardener who follows our general
instructions of sowing the seeds of a good plant in that
species, and resowing the seeds of the best flowers raised
from those, will not fail, amidst the varieties he shall
produce from those several proceedings, to see some ol
the true double Lemon Narcissus. These wifl be of
various degrees in colour, and even the meanest full of
beauty."
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Fig. 105.—agave densiflora, etc., in the garden of m. thuret.
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We may to this add what Philip Miller
says of the way in which Narcissus incompara-
bilis becomes double under cultivation :

—

"This sort sports and varies more than any of the
other : the following variations I have traced in the
same roots. The roots of these the first year produced
very double flovvers of the sort which is commonly called
the Incomparable Daffodil. The six outer segments of
the petals were longer than either of the others, and
white ; the middle was very full of shorter petals, some
of which were white, others yellow, and collected into a
globular figure. Some of these roots the following year
produced flowers less double than before, with no white
petals in them, but the larger petals were of a. sulphur
colour, and the others yellow ; from this they afterwards
degenerated to half double flowers, and at last to single
flowers, with a cup half the length of the petal, in which
manner they have continued to flower many years ; so
that we may conclude that those varieties were first

obtained from the seeds of this single flower. (Miller's
Gardeners' Dictionary, 8th edition.)

We give a prominent position to the accom-
panying remarl;:s on International Flower
Shows, inasmuch as they contain suggestions
which are deserving of full consideration by
those who have to do with the management of
these great exhibitions :

—

" I notice your remark that you hope the word
' International

' will be omitted in future announce-
ments of shows, however large, which are really only
local shows. I trust your wishes may be realised ; and,
having taken part in most of the really International
shoVvs on the Continent, perhaps I may be allowed to
remark that they appear to have wanted, in order to
make them more complete, the distribution of two or
three more medals. I take it—

" I. That these International Shows require to be
made imposing, as well as to show good cultivation.

" 2. That one main object is to exhibit not only what
the nurserymen of the country in which the show is held
can produce, but also what the nurserymen of foreign
countries can do.

" 3. That, as there are many amateurs who could
produce plants of every class of sufficient size and good
cultivation to add much to the beauty and interest of the
show, the managers should do all they can to induce
amateurs, both native and foreign, to send their pro-
ductions.

"When we consider the great labour, and also the
great expense of getting up and conducting these shows,
a few extra pounds can be of no consequence, if the
success is thereby made more certain and complete.
Usually there is one—sometimes there are two—grand
medals of honour given to the exhibitor who has con-
duced most to the beauty and !-clat of the show. Instead
of two, I would suggest that four should be distributed,
namely, one to native nurserymen, one to foreign nur-
serymen, one to native amateurs, and one to foreign
amateurs. Moreover, the rules for determining the
award of these medals should be clearly laid down in the
programme. It seems to me that a vast many more per-
sons would pay to see foreign productions, than to see
plants which they may have seen many times before at
their ordinary shows.

"In the forthcoming Brussels show, imagine the ex-
citement there would be in that city if it were known
that Lord Londeseorough, Mr. Bockett, Mr Day
Mr. Wkiglicy, and some of the Manchester Orchid
growers would exhibit Orchids ; or if Mr. WiLKINS,
Mr. .Shuttlewoeth, Mr. Peacock, and others of
our good plant growers were to show their specimen
plants. It might be that the additional MMaille
d Honneur given by the King or Queen or Municipality,
for having contributed most to the success of the show,
would tempt them to exhibit, when merely the ordinary
prize, however good, would not. Robert Warner 8
Crescent, Cripplegate." '

'

This week we give another illustration (fig. 105)
from the rich garden of M. Thueet, of Antibes. Like
the others it is engraved from an exquisite photograph
taken by M. Bornet. The Agave in the centre of
the picture is A. deusiflora, of Hooker ; the Aloe
to the left is A. ctesia ; the Dasylirion to the right of
the reader is D. longifolium. An undergrowth of
Opuntias, Euphorbias, Mammillarias, &c., is shown,
while a fine Olive forms the background. What
noble objects the Agaves make when they can be
grown in this way our illustration sufliciently shows.

A rumour having obtained credence that the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
do not intend paying the prizes of 1S74, we are re-
quested by the Secretary to say that such a rumour is

unfounded in fact, and that the prizes of 1874 will be
paid as soon as the funds of the Society will admit
of it.

The tributes to the memory of the late Daniel
Haneurv are sure to be neither few nor formal.
Among others we have received the following from
N. Naudin, of CoUioure in the department of the
Eastern Pyrenees :

—

" I cannot express how shocked I was at the sad
announcement in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the un-
expected and premature death of my excellent friend,
Daniel Haneury. What a cruelloss for science, for
his family, and his friends. Allow me to express in the

Gardeners' Chronicle the sorrow I feel at the loss of one
with whom I have been so intimately associated for more
than fifteen years. I have had abundant evidence of the
value of his friendship, of his generosity and kindhearted-
ness. It was partly by his aid and encouragement that
I was enabled to establish here an experimental garden,
to which I have devoted my time and my energy for the
last six years. It is to him, also, that I owe very many
of the most interesting plants which I cultivate. This
modest establishment was, in his eyes, the auxiliary and
complement of his brother's establishment at La Mortola
near Men tone.

" Scarcely a month ago he sent me seeds of Ferula
alhacea for trial. I was about to write to him to tell

^™J°^ I,'"^'"^
progress when I saw the announcement of

his death. How many associations those plants recal. I
have them continually under observation, and constantly
they awaken bitter regrets. Those who have been inti-
mate with Daniel Haneury wiU understand and share
this feehng. Would that this slight expression of sym-
pathy could soften the grief of his family. C. Naudin."

Friday and Saturday, July 23 and 24, are the
dates fixed for holding the first exhibition of the
Helensburgh and West of Scotland Rosa-
RiANs' Society.

From Oxford we learn that " A general course
of Biological Lnstruction, devised so as to give
a survey of the leading features of plants and animals,
will be given during the summer term conjointly by
Professor Lawson and Mr. Ray Lankester, in the
herbarium at the Botanic Gardens. The course will
be carried on daily, commencing on April 19, and
will consist of thirty-six lectures, each followed by
practical study of the subject treated of in the lecture.
The lecture hour will be from 10 to II a.m. ; the
laboratory work from 11 a.m. to 12.30 I'.M., and
from 1.30 to 4 P.M. The foUowmg is an outline of
the subject-matter of the lectures, and an enumeration
of the types, whose structure and (where possible)
life-history the student will be enabled to examine in
actual specimens provided for the purpose •

E.XAMPLES;
Plants. Class L Algae. 1, Palmella ; 2, Proto-

coccus
; 3, Volvox

; 4, Nostoc
; 5, Oscillatoria ; 6, Bac-

terium
; 7, Closterium

; 8, BacillaHa 9, Zy^nema
;

10, I'uuchetia; 11, Fucus ; 12, Ceramium.—C\as,s II.'
Fungi. 13, Torula

; 14, Penicillium ; 15, yEthalium
(Plasmodium)

; 16, Ascophora
; 17, Peziza

; 18, Asari-
""•"—Class III. Muscales. 19, Marchantia '

20
Funaria.— CXass. IV. Filicales. 21, Pteris ; 22, ' Sela'-
gincUa

; 23, Equisetum.—C\as5 V. Gymnosperma;.
24, Pinus.—Class, VI. Angiospermoe. 25, Poa \ 26
Scilla

; 27, Arum
; 28, Chanmrops

; 29, Orchis \ -la
Euphorbia

; 31, Primula
; 32, Tara.xacum

; 33, Hera-
cleum

; 34, Rosa
\ 35, Dianthus, 36, Ranunculus.

Animals.—Sub-kingdom I. Protozoa, i, Gregarina
;

2, Actinophrys
; 3, Spirostoma

; 4, rorticella.Sub-
kingdom II. Coelenterata. 5, Bydra

; 6, Cordylo-
plwra

; 7, Spongilla
; 8, ^<r<«;/',z.—Sub-kingdom III.

Vermes. 9, Planaria; 10, Tcenia \ ri. Rotifer; 12
Lumbricus; 13, y4j(rar/j.—Sub-kingdom IV. Echino-
dermata. 14, Urasier; 15, Echinus (shell).—Sub-
kingdom V. MoUusca. 16, Plumatella \ 17. Limnaus
18, Anodon

; 19, &//<!.—Sub-kingdom VI. Anthro-
poda. 20, Astacus

; 2r, Apus ; 22, Blalta ; 23, Scorpio
;

24, Limulus. Sub-kingdom VII. 25, Stages of tlie

Common Frog; 26, Amphioxus ; z-j, .Ascidian Tad-
poles

; 28, Lamprey
; 29, Dog-fish.

This course is intended not only to provide for the
student, who means to take honours in biology in the
natural science school, the general survey of the
structure of both plants and animals which is the
necessary preliminary to a more detailed study of
anatomy and physiology, but is also open to other
students who are not preparing for examination in the
subject. It may be indicated that such a course as
the present, with a sufficient supply of specimens, can
only be carried out once a year—namely, in the
summer ; and it is therefore suggested to those who
may desire to attend, that other work (such as that
connected with the various preliminary examinations)
may be advantageously postponed until the Michael-
mas term, i.e., it it be such as to interfere with attend-
ance at the proposed course."

Some few years since a hybrid between
Libonia floribunda and Sericographis Ghiesbreghtii
was exhibited at South Kensington and elsewhere as
V. Libonia Penrhosiana. The plant was interest-
ing, not only for its beauty, but from the fact that it was
a hybrid between two genera, Libonia and Serico-
graphis, and served to show how arbitrary are our so-
called genera. Lately M. Linden obtained the same
hybrid, and, unaware of its previous production, sent
it out as a new plant—as Sericobonia ignea, the
generic name indicating its dual origin. Having dis-
covered the fact, M. Linden is now rectifying the
error into which he unconsciously fell.

The schedule of prizes has just been issued for
the summer exhibition of plants and flowers at the
Crystal Palace on Saturday, May 29 ; and for the
Great Rose Show to be held at the same place on
Saturday, June 19. A new feature in the schedule for
the former show is a class for " new and rare plants,
whether in bloom or not (open)," with prizes to the
amount of ;{,?, ^5, and ^3, respectively; and in con-

nection therewith we are requested to supply an
accidental omission in the schedule, by stating that
the prizes are oflered for the best collections.

A large Rose Show is announced to be held
at the Alexandra Palace on June 24 and 25, and
the managers contemplate holding Fruit Shows in
S eptember and December.

The collection of specimen stove and green-
house plants formed by the late J. Philfot, Esq., of
Stamford Hill, came under the hammer at Stevens'
Rooms on Friday the gth inst. Amongst the prices
realised we may mention Anthurium Scherzerian-
um, 120J. to I40i-. ; Azalea Duchesse Adelaide de
Nassau, iooj. ; A. Magnificent, 130^. ; A. Leeana,
IOOJ-. ; A. Brilliant, not. ; A. Perryana, IIOJ. ; Erica
Cavendishiana, I40j-. ; a larger plant, 2O0j-. ; E. coc-
cinea minor, iSoj. ; E. ferruginea major, 130J. ; E. Par-
mentieriana rosea, \oos. ; and Hedaroma tulipiferum,
420^-. A covered van, 14 feet by 6 feet 6 inches, 6301-.
Total amount realised, ^508 5^. 6a'.

It is impossible to travel through the large
fruit gardens that abound in West Middlesex without
being struck with the magnificent Promise of Bloom
Displayed on all Kinds of Fruit Trees.
Remembering, however, how in former years Jack
Frost has rudely dashed the full cup from our lips
just as we felt assured of a rich and an abundant pro-
duce, so now it would be premature to rejoice although
the prospect is so tempting. Last spring we had a
magnificent bloom, and had a good crop followed, a
comparatively thin bloom must have resulted this
year. The early destruction of bloom, however, left
the trees at liberty to mature another crop of fruit-
buds, and these stud the trees all over, so that we may
well look shortly for orchards not less beautiful than
they were last spring. Fortunately we have better
reason to be hopeful than we had then, as the present
is a notoriously backward season—that is, relatively
and backwardness in relation to fruits is a pretty cer-
tain forerunner of fruitfulness. We have had no occa-
sion to record any prematurely warm forcing days,
indeed a general absence of sunshine has made the
present spring so far remarkable, and yet vegetation
is everywhere looking vigorous, healthy, and promis-
ing. In these days of immense populations so much
that is of importance to them hinges upon the secur-
ing of good crops of fruit that it is no longer one of
persons or of localities but of national interest.

The following prices were realised at a Sale
OF unusually choice East Indian Orchids at
Stevens' Rooms on April 8 :—Dendrobium Fal-
coneri, single specimens, 95J-. to looj-. ; four plants,
goj-. to 95.f. ; six plants, I26j. to I30J-. Dendrobium
crassinode, single plants, 65J. lo 105^. ; two plants,
84J. to 90J. Dendrobium Wardianum, a grand mass,
containing upwards of seventy bulbs and numerous
young growths, went to Lord Londeseorough for
100 guineas; ten other specimens sold at from 189J.
to S80J-. ; pairs realised from looi-. to 130J. ; and in
fours from I20j-. to 170.!. ; Dendrobium suavissimum,
single specimen, S4J-. ; Saccolabium retusum, io5j'.

;
and Phalsnopsis amabilis, var., Soj. Total number
of lots olTered, 447 ; total amount realised, between
.^1400 and ^1500.

There is now in fine flower, in the conserva-
tory at Hatfield House, a magnificent plant of the
rather scarce Brugmansia lutea. The plant is in
the finest possible health, and the bright yellow flowers
contrast well with the dark green foliage. The plant is
worthy of more extensive cultivation where room is

plentiful.

The Kingston and Sureiton Royal Hor.
ticultural Society will hold its eleventh great
show on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 22 and 2^
at Norbiton.

We extract the following from the St. Louis
Daily Globe. It will be seen that Mr. Riley's re-
marks are of a nature to allay the fears of those who
dread the importation of the Colorado Beetle, and
of those who would impose restrictions on the intro-
duction of American tubers to this country :

"At the meeting of the Academy of Science, last
Monday evening. Professor Riley delivered the follow-
ing remarks in view of the alarm manifested by certain
European Governments about the importation of our
patent Colorado Potato bug— Belgium, France, Switzer-
land, and Germany having issued edicts of prohibition
and Italy, the Netherlands, and Great Britain having
the matter under consideration.

" ' I must repeat the opinion expressed a year a^o—
and which has been very generally coincided in by all
who have any fiimiliarity with the insect's economy—that
if It ever gets to Europe it will most likely be carried
there in the perfect beetle state on some vessel plying
between the two continents. While the beetle, especially
in the non-growing season, will live for months without
food, the larvc-e would perish in a few days without fresh
Potato-tops, and would, I believe, starve to death in the
midst of a barrel of Potatos, even if it could get there
without being crushed ; for, while it so voraci-
ously devours the leaves, it will not touch the
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tubers. The eggs, wliich are quite soft, and easily

crushed, could, of course, only be carried over on
the haulm or on the living plant ; and, while there is a
bare possibility of the insect's transmission in this way,

there is little probability of it, since the plants are not

objects of commercial exchange, and the haulm, on
account of its liabihty to rot, is not, as far as I can
learn, used in packing. Besides, I'otatos are mostly

exported during that part of the year when there are

neither eggs, larv.-c, nor Potato vines in existence in the

United States. There is only one other possible way of

transmission, and that is in sufTiciently large lumps of

earth, either as larva, pupa, or beetle. Now, if the

American deaU-rs be required to carefully avoid the use

of the hauhn or shaw, and to ship none but clean

Potatos, as free as possible from earth, the insect's trans-

mission among the tubers will be impossible ; and when
such precautions are so easily taken there can be no
advantage in the absolute prohibition of the traffic in

American Potatos. The course recently adopted by the

German Government, in accordance with the suggestion

made in my last report, is much more rational, and will

prove a much better safeguard ; it is to furnish vessels

plying between the two countries with cards giving illus-

trated descriptions of the insect in all stages, with the

request that passengers and crew destroy any stray

specimens that may be found. Let England and Ireland,

together with the other European Governments, co-

operate with Germany in this plan, and have such a card

posted in the warehouses of seaport towns and the meet-
ing rooms of agricultural societies, and a possible evil

will be much more likely avoided.'
"

POLVGONATUM MULTIFLORUM (Solomon's

Seal), is now fine in pots in the flowering house at

Chiswick. Mr. Barron finds it best to plant the

roots out in a highly manured rather light soil, after

they have done flowering, and allow them to remain
there for a couple of years. Treated in this way the

roots flower freely when forced in pots, showing very

fine graceful spikes of pendent flowers.

A paper on the best mode of making Field
Experiments useful to agriculturists was read by
Professor Wrightson before the Society of Arts on
Wednes Jay evening. He recommended that county
agricultural societies should organise field experiments

in every district. The plan recommended has been,

for a number of years, tried on the Coltswold Hills

by members of the Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture,

under the direction of Professor Wrightson. The
paper, together with a full report of the results of last

year's experiments in llie Cirencester district, is given

to-day in the Agricultural Gazette.

Cardamine trifolia, aplant that cannot be
too well known, is flowering on therockwork at Kew.
It is a charming species, of most robust constitution,

thriving on dry sandy soil, where few moisture-affect-

ing plants will live. The flowers are of the purest

white, and the leaves dark green, forming a neat

dwarf tuft, pleasant to look on at all seasons. It was
apparently a favourite of the quaint botanist, John
Parkinson, who, after describing the plant, says

that "It was sent me by my especiall good friend

John Tradescante, who brought it among other

dainty plants from beyond the seas, and imported
thereof a root to me." It is a native of Switzerland.

We owe to the courtesy of Mr. McLachlan
the following extract from the ^c/fr/j of the Zoologi-

cal Collections of Lieut. IK L. Carpenter, made in

Colorado during the Summer of 1S73, concerning
Doryphora decemlineata, the Colorado Beetle.

"This insect is still marching eastward, not a single

specimen having been seen west of the dividing ridge.

It is probable that should the Potato be cultivated on
the western watershed, it would be free from the ravages
of this destructixe insect for a number of years, but
that it would ultimately make its appearance in that
region through the agency of the seed. This I believe

to be the manner of their introduction to distant localities,

as they are sluggish travellers, and quite incapable of
spreading so rapidly by their own instinct. This belief

is farther sustained by their continued absence from the
Salt Lake basin, occasioned by the cheapness of vege-
tables in the Mormon settlements excluding the impor-
tation of Potatos from Colorado. Not found at a greater
altitude than 8000 feet."

DoRONicuMCAUCASicuM,oneof the most bril-

liant of the early spring flowering hardy perennials,

can now be seen in fine condition in the herbaceous
border at Chiswick, An established clump of it is

literally covered with showy yellow Uaisy-like flowers.

What an effective ribbon it would make in the spiing

garden !

The Nottingham and Midland Coun-
ties Grand Rose Show and Horticultural
Exhibition will be held at the Nottingham Arbore-
tum on Friday and Saturday, July 9 and 10.

Impurity in the Tulip ! Such is the
expression frequently made use of by Tulip fanciers

;

and a tyro in matters relating to this gorgeous flower
might be led to think that it is capable of experiencing
impure emotions, and giving play to desires of an
immodest character. No such moral taint belongs to

this flower ; it simply applies to the ground colour of

the bloom becoming shaded and stained, and the

markings splashed and broadened out of the exquisite

proportions which go to the summing up of the pos-

session of high-class quality. A flower that a novice

in Tulip lore might regard as paramountly beautiful,

is likely to be contemptuously ignored by a Tulip

fancier as absolutely impure. There are some flowers

that appear to be hopelessly impure. Fifteen and

twenty years ago such varieties as Black Prince,

Licantique, Sable Rex, Uniciue, Vesta, &c., were

interdicted by some cultivators because of their

tendency to come impure. Purity, form, and mark-

ing, arc three main points in the Tulip that are

strongly insisted on ; and purity has the first place,

because such an indispensable condition of quality.

Because purity ranks so high, impurity is regarded

as a most glaring defect ; it practically disqualifies a

Tulip from competing.

• We have lately received through Dr. M. C.

Cooke a specimen of Agaricus ascophorus (Peck),
sent by that gentleman from New York. The species

clearly belongs to the subgenus Flammula, and we
therefore felt greatly interested in examining the gills for

the supposed asci. We readily discovered the bodies

in question, but we could by no means satisfy our-

selves that they were really asci containing sporidii.

We therefore forwarded the only specimen to Mr.
Broome, who has sent a sketch of what he himself

saw, confirming our own observations, and which is here

reproduced (fig. 106). The singular matter is, that be-

sides these bodies there are forked ascidia, which are,

however, far less numerous than the bodies in ques-

tion. These, according to Mr. Broome's and our
own observations, are shortly pedicellate, somewhat
top-shaped bodies, with a reticulate surface, the reti-

culations increasing in number with the process of

growth. We do not at all consider them as asci,

but as analogous to the hispid bodies which occur on
the gills of some species of Marasniius, and possibly

of the same nature with the echinulate bodies which
are so obvious on the pileus of Marasmius Hudsoni.
It is true that asci have been observed on the gills of

Agaricus melleus, but this was probably due to the

presence of some species of Hyphomyces, and the

(I'ELK).

observation has not been confirmed. Indeed, late

examinations of the spores of some Coprinus under
germination seem to show that impregnation takes
place at a very early periud, and that the result is a
sporiferous fungu?, as in Ascobolus or Peziza we
have from the same process a sporidiiferous fungus.
The spores of Agaricus ascophorus were like those of

allied Flammuhe, and were .0004 inch in length.

Our figure represents a portion of a gill, showing the

tips of the sporophores, a cystidium, and three of the

supposed asci in different stages of growth. The
dried gills did not show the spicules when moistened.
M. J. B.

• Costus Afer is blooming in the Economic-
house at Kew. It is very little known as a subject of

cultivation, and the only original information as to its

economic use appears to be that given in the Botanical
Magazine o( 1S57, in which volume the plant is well
figured. I^iving specimens were communicated to the

Royal Gardens through the Hon. Fox Strangways,
accompanied by the information that "this plant
comes from the Isles de Los about 60 miles north of
Sierra Leone, west coast of Africa. It is valued by
the natives as a specific against nausea, from whatever
cause arising, and the part used is the stem after

stripping olT the leaves and peeling." The leaves

also are said probably to contain the active prin-

ciple, though they are further said to be harmless,
and are eaten in a green state, the taste being near
that of Oxalis Acetosella, It grows very freely in

Africa, and may be obtained in any quantity if found
of medicinal value.

'

' As far as I have had the oppor-
tunity of trying it, it has been uniformly successful in

relieving nausea." The roots of Costi partake some-
what of the qualities of Ginger, and have had con-
siderable reputation as tonics, but are now out of use.

Dr. LiNDLEY says that the Brazilian species are sub-

acid and mucilaginous, are used in some disorders, and
by the natives are held in great repute. " We are not

aware that the property attributed to the present species

is at all known to the faculty." Since this was written

no investigation seems to have taken place, or further

information arisen ; and it yet remains to be decided
whether the species possesses any virtue of value or

not. The stems are simple, about 4 feet high, with
elliptical acuminate leaves, glabrous (as is also the

entire plant), and bearing at the summit a dense ovate

spike, the bracts broad ami imbricating ; flowers

white, with a slight tinge of yellow. From beneath

the spike often proceeds a young shoot ; which, when
the stem falls or bends to the ground, takes root, and

becomes an individual. The roots of C speciosa are

used by the natives of the East Indies as an ingredient

in a kind of preserve.

Sffine OEorresponbence.

Mr. Lee's Violets.— I send you flowers of some
of my seedlings. Vou will see that they vary very

much, and upon the plants theheads of blossom present

very distinct appearances. Some are much smaller

than those sent ; some have a very upright growth,

others will not bear their own weight ; some have
very glossy leaves, others are downy ; and some have
very large leave?, 5 inches across, while others are

very small, only between 2 and 3 inches. Many have

the habit of Devoniensis, others more the habit of The
Czar. What I hope to get is one having a compact,
upright growth, and a dark-green leaf, a profuse

bloomer, with a round even flower, and with the same
scent as Victoria Regina. Although the Floral Com-
mittee did not think this last sufficiently distinct to

merit a certificate, yet the demand for its flowers for

bouquets is something astonishing. George Lee, Market
Gardener, Clevtdon, April 7. [Some of the flowers

sent are remarkable for size, and there is also to be
found amongst them not only advance as to form, but

considerable variation as to colouring. We hope
Mr. Lee may soon realise his anticipations. Eds.]

Tea Rose, Duchess of Edinburgh. — This
beautiful Rose quite deserves all the praise that has

been lavished on it— its brilliant colour and perfect

shape will soon make it a popular favourite. I got

a small plant from Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, last Feb-

ruary, and although it was very weak I at once put it in

heat, for my employer, who is an ardent lover of the

Oueen of Flowers, wished to see it in bloom. It soon

began to make a fresh growth, every shoot of which
showed a bud. I have sent you a bloom which I

think speaks very highly for it, considering the treat-

ment it has undergone. E. Woods, Tranby Hall,

Hull.

Violet (Neapolitan) Culture in Pots.—In the

first or second week in May we shake out some o
those grown in pots and select all the young plants,

which we plant in rows, singly, iS inches apart, and
at the same distance in the rows, after which they

receive a good watering, which must be repeated

when necessary. After they have started well into

growth, and begin to throw out their runners, five of

the strongest, and those having the most solid crowns,

are selected and stopped at the points, and kept

stopped persistently— all the other runners are cut

away, the object in view being to concentrate the sap

into those left, and which eventually are to form th

principal blooming crowns. In the first or secon

week in September we lift the plants, and pot into

three sized pots, viz,, 24's, 32's, and 4S's. We grow
200 plants in pots, namely, loo in 24's, fifty

in 32's, and fifty in 48*5; those grown in the 32 and
4S-sized pots come in very useful for decorative pur-

poses. We pot them in an admixture of good friable

loam, decomposed cow-dung and leaf-soil, with suf-

ficient sand to keep the whole porous. The pots are

well crocked—a thing always to be observed in

potting ; we have several sieves with meshes of

different sizes, through which we pass the crocks,

viz., 1 1 inch, I inch, h inch, and \ inch mesh.

The last-sized **rudder " is placed on the floor

close to the crock heap, and the others (accord-

ing to size) are placed on top ol it ; the top and
largest sieve is filled with the crocks, and then receives

a shake or two, and the contents thrown into a large

pot—and so on, each sieve receives a shake or two
until all are empty, and the contents of each one is

kept separately, and placed in the pots in the

order named. In potting, the young crowns are

placed regularly round the edge of the pots, and the

soil pressed firmly together and watered. This done,

they are transferred to the frames allotted to them,

and plunged in either sawdust or leaf-soil ; the former

answers very well for the winter months, being a

lighter and dryer substance, which consequently retains

less moisture at a time when it is our object to keep
the temperature of the frame moderately dry ; but the

latter (leaf-mould) answers better during the spring

months, when the roots become more active, and con-

sequently require more food and moisture, which they

derive by pushing out of the pots into the leaf-soil.

We shade them for a few days when the sun is

bright, until they have taken hold of the soil, afcer

which we subject them to the full rays of the sun,

when soon after they throw up their ever-welcome and
charming flowers, which seldom fail to call forth ex-

pressions of admiration from all who see them. We
apply liquid manure occasionally, but not before the

pots have become pretty well filled with roots. The
lights are pulled oft every fine day in the winter, to
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get the foliage dry, and shut up again before the sun
goes off the frame. Chislehurst and neighbourhood
is the place, and perhaps the only place, where Violets

are cultivated to any extent under glass, and with such
satisfactory results. It was whilst foreman in the gar-

dens of Earl Sydney, Frognal, Chislehurst, that I first

saw the Violet cultivated under glass, both planted

out in frames and in pots, and with such satisfactory

results that I resolved, when opportunity offered—that

is, when I got a head gardener's place—to devote some
of my attention to the cultivation of the Violet under
glass, as well as out-of-doors, and with the result both
my employers and myself are satisfied. There is a
difference of opinion with regard to the cultivation of
the Violet under glass. Some say they do better

planted out in a frame about 6 inches from the glass ;

others maintain that they do better in pots, treated

as above stated ; while Mr. Thomas March, Lord
Sydney's efficient gardener, who grows the Violet

superbly, like most other things he takes in hand, is of

the latter opinion. For the last two months we have
been picking from two to three dozen bunches per
week, and for the last three weeks we could have
picked as many bunches per day. We place Ivy
leaves around the flowers, instead of the Violet leaves

—the former acting as a kind of tonic to the flowers,

many of which are nearly as large as a two-shilling

piece. By this post I send you a small boxful for

inspection. // IV. Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury,

[A very good sample. Eds.]

Fruit Prospects and Protection.—The cold,

sunless weather that has prevailed during the last

three months will in all probability save the fruit

crop, as it has fortunately retarded the time of flower-

ing at least three weeks. April, so far, has been
most unfavourable, and had the trees bloomed at

their usual time the present inclement weather must
have proved fatal to them, at least in the case of
Peaches and Nectarines. Apricots appear to endure
a great amount of cold, provided the blooms can be
kept dry. It will be remembered that during March
of last year, when most of us despaired of saving even
a single fruit on account of the severity of the weather,
the flowers set in the freest manner, and the crop
in places was unusually abundant. This was no
doubt owing to the cold being continuous, as it is

the sudden transition from one extreme to the other
that proves so fatal to tender blossoms. The sap is

put in rapid motion by a sudden rise in the tempera-
ture, to be succeeded by stagnation caused by an
equally sudden fall, chilling and paralysing the
energies of the plant. Any expedient that will stop
such extreme variations of temperature, by preventing
the sun from shining too freely on the walls after

cold chilly nights, is of the greatest assistance in keep-
ing the trees in health, and securing a crop of fruit.

On cold clear nights radiation goes on very rapidly

unless interrupted in some way, and the thinnest mate-
rial possible will make several degrees difference in the
temperature of the front of a fruit wall. Old fishing-

nets are perhaps equal to anything that can be obtained
for the purpose, and can be had at a cheap rate. If

possible, the trees should have a temporary coping,
such as a board S or 10 inches wide, and from this the
nets can be suspended and strained along the front of
the trees. By having three thicknesses the meshes
cross each other and effectually prevent rain or snow
from reaching the wall ; thin temporary coverings,
such as old nets, branches of Fir or evergreen Oak, are
often far more effectual than others of a more costly

nature, such as rollers and blinds, that are let up and
down and subject the trees to more sudden variations

of temperature. The former sift the air and intercept
the direct rays of the sun, thus keeping a more
equable degree of heat. I have sometimes thought
that the dark colour of the net has something to do
with the protection it affords, as it is a well-known
fact that heat is absorbed by black or dark colours,
while those of an opposite shade reflect it. If this is

the case, it may be worth while to use black nets
instead of those of a brown hue ; and the colour of
hexagon net, muslin, and other materials used for pro-
tecting the blossoms of tender fruit may with advantage
be changed too. Be this as it may, it is evident that
protecting materials of some kind will yet come into
requisition this season, for while I write the wind is

howling from the north in a manner that portends
mischief. Such primitive coverings as Fir branches,
evergreen Oak, &c., often save a crop. These
should be inverted, so as to throw off any rain that

may fall on them, as, placed in the contrary way, they
would conduct it on to the trees, and wet is often
more fatal than frost. Should we get anything like
favourable weather shortly, the present season will be
one of the most fruitful on record, as all kinds of trees

are thickly studded with bloom-buds. The dry
summer of last year checked that exuberant tendency
to produce wood that is always fostered and en-
couraged by a season of the opposite character, and the
result has been an unusual development of flower-buds.
Apricots have been laden with bloom, and appear to
be setting well. The trees were quite a sight, and I do
not remember to have before seen them with anything

like the quantity of flower they have had this season.

Peaches and Nectarines give equal promise of an
abundant crop, as their blossoms are just opening,
and look strong and vigorous. Pears on the Quince
are very full of bloom-buds, but less so on the
Pear, except the Passe Colmar, which is laden.

Cherries of all kinds are thickly set, and the buds are
fast swelling. Apples are more promising than I ever
remember to have seen them before in this district.

The present season is therefore one of great promise as
regards fruit, especially the hardier portion of it, as
they will be unusually late before getting into bloom,
y. Shippard, Woolverstone.

Tulipa sylvestris—Some years ago I brought
over from Nyon, in the Canton de Vaud, a quantity
of this plant. It has flourished in my garden ever
since, spreading rapidly. Last year several blossomed,
having two blooms on the same flower-stalk ; and
this year three bulbs have thrown up stems, bearing
three buds each. This, coupled with the fact that a
specimen Triteleia uniflora growing close by has
adopted the same plan of proceeding, and produced
two flowers on a single stalk, seems worth recording.
Bernard Piffard. [Both specimens are instances of
fasciation, the result, probably, of an over-vigorous
condition. Eds.]

Five-rayed Stars.—I should be very glad if you
would tell me and my companions how to strike out
a five-rayed star. We have tried and tried again to

accomplish it successfully, but in vain, and shall be very
thankful for a few hints. A Youngster. [We reproduce
from a former volume a diagram (fig. 107) which, with a
few words of explanation, will put our correspondent in

the right way to work. Describe two circles, the inner
one with a radius of 5 inches, the outer one with a radius

of 20 inches, or in the same proportions. Divide

Fig. 107.—Di.\GRA:ii of a fiv

the outer circle into five parts by five points,

23 inches from each other. Then mark the inner
circle oft in the same way, but place the points just

halfway between those on the outer circle, and by
ruling lines from the points on the one circle to those
on the other, a five-rayed star is obtained. The points
on the inner circle of a five-rayed star may be easily

determined by ruling lines from the points on the
outer circle, through the centre and beyond it, until

the inner circle is reached. Eds.]

Aucubas.—Some years ago a very fine Aucuba,
10 feet high, was budded in three or four places with
the male plant, and it has been covered with berries
every spring since. The male grows much stronger
budded than on its own root. J. H. N., Tenterden.

" National Health and Wealth."—I have read
your review of my National Heallh and IVeallh,

Part I., and for the greater part of it I return you my
sincere thanks. There are, however, two or three
points in this review with respect to which I feel con-
fident you will allow me space for a few remarks.
I. If such of your readers as shall act on your recom-
mendation to read this httle book will first look at the
title of my other work, which is given on the cover,
and then read in chapter i that which I call my
apology, they will surely judge me undeserving the
taunt of "riding a hobby," and of having made dry
earth closets my favourite theme. 2. For dealing
with " liquid manures " I cannot be said to have pro-
posed two remedies. Chapters 3 and 4 of my
pamphlet go to establish the fact that, wherever there
is a sufficient extent of ground the operation of remov-
ing the liquid refuse may, and ought to be at once
changed into that of an inoffensive and profitable
manuring of the soil. Cremation is mentioned only
in the two appiendices to the work—in the former in

connection with the abolition of ash-pits in

London and other large towns, and in the latter
as a safe inoffensive mode of destroying infectious
matter. That which I have set forth on these points
is indeed novel and very startling, I admit ; but I am
not about to press it—I am too old for such work.
Let others, with the object of improvement in view,
dive into the courts and yards of St. Giles' and Mary-
lebone, and judge whether anything can be "more
horrible to think of" than the watercloset accommo-
dation there for the working classes. 3. If your
readers will look with some degree of attention
at pp. 8 and 39 of my pamphlet they will see that
there is no real inconsistency between my recom-
mendation "for the disposal of the liquid refuse of
villages," and my "strong condemnation throughout
the pamphlet of the worthlessness and incompetency
of the water system to deal with the problem or
remedy for the evUs of our present sanitary state."
For, first, the two manures entirely differ. The one
is free from the solid and most offensive matter, and
is applied before putrefaction. The other is heavily
charged with that matter, and can scarcely ever be
applied otherwise than in a state of putrefaction. The
one is undiluted with flushing water, the other diluted
by five times its bulk. The one would be
applied as much as possible in detail, the
other in a very large mass or masses. 4, As to
"the abolition of privy vaults and cesspools near
dwellings, by Act of Parliament " (I have not spoken
of surface wells), the substance of my remarks is as
follows :—If a safe and profitable substitute for the
privy vaults, the cesspools, &c., can be provided,
then the abolition of those evils may reasonably and
justly be the subject of an Act of Parliament. If no
such substitute be provided their attempted abolition
would be absurd. The earth system can provide such
a substitute, the water system cannot ; and no other
device has ever been mentioned. Your concluding hint
on this subject, "by the dry-earth system towit,"is per-
fectly just. Henry Moule, Fordington Vicarage, Dorset.

Making Asparagus Beds with Seaweed—In
April, 1S74, I made two plantations of Asparagus,
one bed being composed of equal parts of seaweed
and long dung, and the other of good rotten dung and
the ordinary soil, only the land being nearly all sound
no drainage was required. The plants, which were
very small, were taken from the seed-bed, and duly
planted out. The one made with seaweed held out
against the parching drought of last summer with-

out showing the least signs of distress—without the

help of the water-pot ; and the " grass " on
this bed is 8 inches above ground, so strong that

I am almost tempted to cut : whereas the bed made of
dung was watered frequently, and at present shows
no signs of growth, although the crowns are good. I

am about to plant another bed this season, and shall

make it entirely of seaweed and sea sand, as I con-
sider the success was owing to the diffusion of the

moist ure the seaweed contained. G. Taylor, Gr. to G,

C. Bentinck, Esq., M.P., Branksea, Poole.

Masdevallia Trochilus.—This interesting Mas-
devallia having been discovered by me, it may be
interesting if I communicate some observations re-

specting it. In the year 1S6S I first met with this

plant growing in the frosty heights of the Sonson dis-

trict in New Grenada. The whole of the plants I then
remitted to Europe died, and I afterwards sent others,

in theyear 1S72, to M. Linden, ofBrussels. Masdevallia
Trochilus suffers greatly from tropical heat, and from
excess of heat generally. Only a dozen out of 200
plants arrived alive in Europe the first time—I brought
them under my personal care. The name Colibri,

which is given to this pkint in its native country, is

simply an allusion to the fantastic bird-like appear-
ance of the flower—though this allusion is rather far-

fetched, as are so many of the allusions in use by the
South Americans, especially the Indians. The long-

tailed petals seem to be comparable to the long-

drawn, prominent feathers of a bird's tail and to the
beak of a bird— hence the reason for the vernacular
name ! I heard it surmised that the name Colibri

alluded to a sheen such as exists on the colours of the

flower. This is erroneous, as the colours have no
metallic glitter whatever. The colours must rather be
designated as dingy and monotonous. Nevertheless
this Masdevallia is a very interesting one in more than
one sense. It seems, indeed, that Nature, in compen-
sation for the poor colours of its flowers, has bestowed
on this plant a most exceptional and picturesque
shape. From my sketches and notes (taken from
stove-flowered specimens), now before me, I reproduce
here the following items. The flowers, as to colour,
are less showy than interesting by their original shape.
The contour is strangely and sharply cut out, especially

as to the upper petal ; it is elegantly bent, first back-
Ward and then gradually forward. The general size

of the flower (properly speaking) does not surpass that
of a Walnut. The winged sepals have a length of
about 4 to 5 inches each. There is a peculiarity of
the plant well worth mentioning, and that is its power
of producing out of the same spathe several subsequent
flowers. I observed many plants in my stores that
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produced flowers out of the old stalks, and which I

had considered as being dead. It is possible, there-

fore, that this Masdevallia in its native place has two

flowering-seasons each year. The strong and compactly

formed root-balls get sometimes to a considerable

weight and size. The plant, being once established,

must possess an extraordinary vital power. The flower-

stalks .-vre exceedingly strong, and h.ave in section a

well-marked triangular outline ; the leaves are of a

bright green colour, short and strong, and of an

unusual thickness— the term coriaceous will not suflice

for them. Masdevallia Trochilus has the happy faculty

also of growing and doing well under any conditions.

It grows quite as well in a loose compost as on the

bark of trees, or on decomposed pieces of trunk, and

even in a common heavy soil. The amateur Orchid

grower will also appreciate its habit of growing in

highly elevated regions, as cold as any Masdevallia

can exist in, not even excepting M. elephanticeps.

Gustavus ]VaUis,

Hardy Varieties of Broccoli. — The severe

winter has tested the hardiness of the different varieties

of Broccoli in a manner scarcely to be desired, and it

may not be without profit to compare notes respecting

them, especially as the time for sowing has arrived,

as it will afford an opportunity of selecting such as

appear tolerably frost-proof for growing for next

season's supply. We have here the following varieties

growing side by side under the same conditions as to

soil, shelter, cultivation, &c. :—Backhouse's Early

Winter, Snow's do., Veitch's Spring, Improved
Wilcove, Knight's Protecting, Dilcock's Bride, and
Cattell's Eclipse. Most of these appeared to have

passed safely through the severe weather, owing to

the protection afforded by the snow ; but since then

two-thirds of all except the two latter have suc-

cumbed. Cattell's Echpse appears thoroughly hardy,

for out of 500 plants only one is at all impaired, and

that does not appear to have resulted from frost.

Dilcock's Bride seems equally hardy, as the whole of

these (over 300) are standing unscathed. Eclipse is

one of the latest and most serviceable Broccoli grown,

as it comes in after most of the other sorts are over,

affording a supply of close compact heads till the

early Cauhflowers come in. Dilcock's Bride is a

very desirable variety, having pure white heads, which
attain a l.irge size and are well protected. The two
appear, from all I have seen of them, and the satis-

factory way they have resisted frost during the past

winter, to be the best late spring varieties

we have in cultivation. Adams' Early White, at least

a select variety we have of it here, is a first-class mid-

season kind, as it is very hardy, having withstood the

weather much better than any referred to above ; and
it is now turning in fine heads of the purest white,

equal in this respect to a Cauliflower. Such as

Snow's, Osborn's, and Backhouse's are indispens-

able for an early winter supply, and Adams' Early

White appears the best to succeed them. Broccoli

planted in ground that has been recently dug and

manured are not capable of standing nearly the degree

of cold as others grown on hard poor land. The
thing is to get a hard woody stem to resist the effects

of frost, and this may be partly attained by planting

in hard undug land that was fairly cultivated for

the previous crop. The stems of such as are planted

in loose heavily-manured ground are sure to be soft

and sappy, and in this state the sap vessels are easily

ruptured. Of course the heads of such as grow in

hard ground will not be quite so large as on others

more freely cultivated ; but it is better to secure small

heads than to risk an entire crop for the chance of

obtaining large ones. Cattell's Eclipse and Dilcock's

Bride have naturally hard woody stems, hence the

reason of their having passed through such a winter in

so satisfactory a manner. J, Sheppard^ Woolversione.

From our Irish contemporary, the Gardeners^ Record,

we obtain the intelligence of the death of Thomas
Be\vley, Esq., which sad event took place on the

evening of the 5th inst., at his residence, Rockville,

Elackrock, near Dublin. Mr. Bewley's name has been
long known in connection with horticultural affairs, of

which it may safely be said that he has been, in that

division of the United Kingdom, the leading spirit.

In him horticulture has lost one of its most liberal,

j:enuine, and staunch supporters. As a cultivator of

Orchids, Ferns, and other plants he was remarkably

successful ; and, indeed, the collection now existing at

Rockville is, perhaps, second to none in Ireland.

Mr. Bewley was one of the leading merchants
of Dublin, and took a very active part in commercial
matters, being at the same time among the foremost

of its citizens in promoting by voice and purse what-
ever might tend to advance the prosperity of the

country. In private life he was greatly esteemed
among a wide circle of friends, for his kindness, bene-

volence, and generosity. Our volume for 1S64 con-

tains at pp. 5S0, 603, 675, and 69S, a full account of

Mr. Bewley's garden, and his grand collection of

plants, which is there spoken of as " the finest collec-

tion of exotics to be found in any private garden in

the United Kingdom."

Cjje Uilla ^arkn.
Seed Sowing.—IIow imperfectly this is done

by inexperienced gardeners can very frequently be ob-

served by any one residing in a suburban district,

who takes an interest in what his neighbours attempt

in their gardens. Two main faults are committed by

persons who take an immense deal of trouble about

their gardens, and yet do not succeed as they could

desire, because they do the right thing in the wrong

fashion. They sow seeds in unsuitaljle places, and

they sow them in an imperfect manner, which pre-

vents them germinating so freely and vigorously as

they would if better managed. Looking over into a

neighbour's garden some days ago, we were much

interested in his mode of sowing peas ; it was an

excellent illustration of the principle just laid down,

of doing the right thing in the wrong fashion.

Between the Box edging and a line of Gooseberry trees

on one side of his garden path there was a space,

some rS inches in width, that would have done well

for rearing some Parsley, Mustard and Cress, Broad-

leaved Cress, Radishes, and other useful things of

dwarf growth ; but of all the unsuitable places in his

garden he selected this, seemingly the most unsuit-

able, to sow some tall Peas ; and the way he went to

work furnished an excellent example of "how not

to do it." In the first place, he merely pricked the

surface of the soil with a fork, for the purpose of

loosening it, so as to enable him to draw a drill,

instead of boldly digging it deeply—for it had lain by

all the winter without moving, and had become

close and stiff—and then breaking it finely so as to be

suitable for the seed. His next proceeding was even

more alarming, for by dint of a good deal of chopping

with a hoe he drew a drill, pulling the soil into the

gravel path and tearing up or breaking off the Box
edging in the act of doing so. This done, the Peas

were next sown, far too thickly ; and the layer of Peas

was something like 3 or 4 inches in width. To make
matters worse, rain fell during the act of sowing ; the

work had to be suspended, and when the rain had
passed away the state of the path can be better

imagined than described. Alas ! that so many good
intentions, and so much patient labout, should have

been so unprofitably invested. Even had the spot

been suitable for Peas, the mode of sowing was radi-

cally wrong.

Peas.—If the garden be small let dwarf Peas, such

as Maclean's Advancer, Wonderful, and Premier, be

selected—varieties that require only short sticks to sup-

port them. An open spot must be provided, and the

ground deeply dug, and some manure mixed in with

the soil if it be poor, for it is a waste of labour to sow
Peas in poor soil. The drills should then be drawn,

using a line across the ground to have them straight,

and they should be at regular distances from each

other, say from 2 to 2\ feet apart in the row for such

sorts as those just mentioned. Such Peas are of a

branching habit : the main stalk throws out branches,

and therefore the seed should be sown thinly to allow

of a free branching growth. Peas sown in this way
cannot fail to bring good and acceptable crops. Sup-

posing that the early crops of Peas are above the ground,

some such varieties as these we^have indicated should

be sown for successional crops, if the size of the

garden will admit ef it.

French AND Runner Beans.—As a general rule,

amateur gardeners, and especially those who are not

much versed in the art of gardening, attempt too

much J they want to grow something of all the lead-

ing vegetables, and the result sometimes is a mere
taste of all and a good crop of nothing. It is said a

man should cut his coat according to his cloth, but it

seems to be a sounder principle to improve on
that by saying, cut out your coat according to the size

of the body it is intended to cover. In like manner
we would say to amateur gardeners, adapt your

vegetable crops to the size of your garden. If it

is limited in space—and the tendency of these modem
times is to restrict rather than to extend the dimensions

of Villa Gardens—grow a few good leading vege-

tables, such as Peas, French Beans, Asparagus,

Caidiliower, Potatos, Salads and Onions. The com-
mon green crops, useful as they are as winter vege-

tables, might reasonably be'excluded, to give room for

better things. Thus space should be reserved for a

few Dwarf French Beans, which may soon be sown.

The Negro Dwarf and the Early Dun are good free

bearing varieties ; the best proof of their excellence is

that they are so much grown in kitchen gar-

dens, and the first-named is an esteemed market

variety. Dwarf French Beans might be sown

sufficiently wide apart to allow of the Celery

trenches coming between the rows. And what

is a more profitable and acceptable vegetable

than the Scarlet or any other Runner Bean ? A line

of beans running up stakes, or tall pea-sticks, com-

bines the useful with the ornamental ; for not only is

a fence of Scarlet Runner Beans a cheerful aspect

from the floral point of view, but it may also serve as

a temporary screen to shut out an unsightly object.

I.et the Scarlet Runners have some of the best ground

the garden affords ; let the plants grow to a height of

from 2 to 24 feet, then pinch out each leader about 6 or

8 inches from the top, and place the sticks against

them. Then draw up the soil on either side so as to

form a slight trench, and if dry weather sets in water

can be poured into the roots without danger of its

running away.
Some economical gardeners, desirous of saving a

little seed, leave their first crop of Beans for this pur.

pose. This is scarcely a sound principle in garden-

ing, because the energies of the plants are directed in

part towards the ripening of seed-pods, instead of

being wholly devoted to the production of pods for

table purposes. Some pods are pretty certain to be

overlooked during the successive gatherings, and

these will supply ample seed in the long run.

IIarhy Annuals.—Some of the dwarf and more
showy hardy annuals should now be sown in cases

where it is desirable to use them for decorative pur-

poses. Now-a-days seedsmen employ packets in

which to retail them, and these packets are printed

with minute directions for sowing, &c. A few simple

hints may, however, be supplied, which are likely to

prove useful to elementary gardeners ; and first, here

is a selection of pretty annuals that may be employed
for the summer display :—Acroclinium roseum, rose ;

Sweet Alyssum, white'; Campanula Loreyi, blue, and

the white form also ; Candytuft, crimson and white ;

CoUinsia bicolor ; Convolvulus minor, blue ; Indian

Pink, Eschscholtzia crocea, yellow ; Gilia laciniata,

dark blue ; double Jacoba?as, Leptosiphon roseus,

Lupinus nanus. Mignonette, dwarf Nasturtium ; Nemo-
phila insignis, blue ; and N. maculata, spotted ; Portu-

lacas, double and single ; Sanvitalia procumbens,

double ; Saponaria calabrica, Silene pendula, and red

and white Virginia Stock. All the foregoing can be

sown in the open ground, but let the soil in which

they are sown be good and friable ; let it be well

stirred, and broken to pieces before sowing. Use some
fine rich soil to sow the seeds on and cover them
with ; sow thinly ; sow just below the surface, for

they all strike root downwards ; sow the dwarfest

towards the front of the border, and the tallest at the

back. Lastly, have the couiage by-and-bye, when
the plants are above the ground, to thin them out, so

that a few may go on vigorously, and not all be puny
for want of room in which to grow. Add to all this

the virtue of cleanliness, which will induce the gar-

dener to keep his patches of annuals free from seeds,

and the soil occasionally stirred about them, as well

as kept moist in dry weather. Do all this, and an
exceedingly precious reward of floral beauty will

crown the labours of the attentive and interested

gardener.

STATBOF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, April 14, 1875.
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In the neighbourhood of London the reading

of the barometer at the level of the sea decreased

from 29.74 inches ^^ the beginning of the week to

29.31 inches by the morning of the 5th, increased to

29.50 inches by about mid- day on the 6th, then turned
to decrease to 29. 38 inches by the morning of the

7th, again increased to 30. 14 inches by the morning
of the loth, decreased to 30. 1 1 inches by the after-

noon of the same day, and was 30.13 inches at the

end of the week. The mean reading for the week
was 29.66 inches, being o 71 inch below that of the

preceding week, and 0.2S inch below the average.

The highest temperatures of the air (at 4 feet above
the ground) ranged from 45.^° on the gth to 59' on the

4th, the mean value forthe week being 52^-°. The lowest

temperatures of the air varied between 43;^" both on
the 4th and 5th, and 37° on the 8th ; the mean value
was 40!". The mean daily range of temperature was
laA"", varying from 19^° on the 8th to 6|° on the

loth. The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were as fol-

lows :—4th, 49°.7; +4°.7; 5th, 48°, + 2°.S ; 6th,

47°.6, 4- 2"'.3
; 7th, 43^6, - i°.8 ; 8th, 44°, - z°.5 ;

9tb, 40°. 3, - 5°.3; loth, 41°. 5, - 4°.2. The mean
temperature of [the week was 45°, being 0°. 4 below
the average, as deduced from observations extending

over a period of sixty years.

The highest readings of a thermometer with
blackened bulb in vacuo, placed on grass in sun's

rays, were 118° and 120^° on the 4th and Sth, but

on the lOth 52|° was the highest reading. The lowest

readings of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb
fully exposed to the sky, were 36}° and 33:1" on the

6th and Sth, but on the 4th the lowest reading was
421". The mean for the seven low readings was 38°.

The direction of the wind was S.W. and N.E., and
its strength brisk.

The weather during the first five days of the week
was fine, partially cloudy, and mild, but on the last

two it was dull, somewhat cold, and the sky over-

cast.

Rain fell on every day in the week : the amount
collected was 1. 22 inch.

In England, the extreme high day temperatures
ranged from 64° at Sunderland to 51" at Liverpool
and Newcastle-on-Tyne, the general average over the

country being 55i°' The extreme low night tempera-
tures varied from 39" at Sunderland to 324" at Bristol,

the general average being 35i°. The mean of the

extreme ranges of temperature in the week was 20",

the greatest range being at SunderTand, 29", and the

least at Bradford and Truro, 14°. The mean high
day temperatures ranged between 53^° at Sunderland,
and 47'!" at Newcastle- on-Tyne, with a general aver-

age of 5o\ The mean low night temperatures varied

from 42° at Truro to 37'' at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with
an average value of 39x°' The mean daily range of

temperature in the week from all stations from lo;^',

varying from 14^" at Sunderland to 7i° at Truro.

The mean temperature of the air for the week was
43j^, being i|^ lower than the value for the corre-

sponding week in 1874; the highest was at Black-
heath, 451'', and the lowest at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
4or._

Rain fell on every day in the week at Blackheath,
Bristol, and Leicester, and on five or six days at most
other stations ; the amounts varied from l \ inch at

Bristol to a quarter of an inch at Liverpool, the

general average fall over the country being three-

quarters of an inch.

The weather during the week was fine, dull,

showery, and the sky generally cloudy.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures ranged from
57° at Greenock and Paisley to 51° at Leith, the
general average value being 54^°. The lowest tem-
peratures varied between 37° at Leith and 29° at

Perth, with a general average of 33^ The mean
range of temperature in the week was 21 1^ The
mean temperature of the air for the week was 43.^",

being 5" lower than the value for the corresponding
week in 1S74. The highest occurred at Leith, 44^",
and the lowest at Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Perth,

43i° respectively.

Rain fell to the amount of I inch at Aberdeen, but
at Leith a quarter of an inch only was measured.
The average fall over the country was rather more
than half an inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 54^°, the

lowest 3l4°» the mean 44°, and the rainfall o.ii inch.

lAMES GLAISHER.

Variorum.
The Bamboo.—Among the minor products of the

Indian forests the production and utility of the

Bamboo, as referred to in the report of Mr.

Baden Powell, the Inspector-General of Forests,

are such that their use supersedes in many instances

the necessity for wood. In the northern districts they

are not common. Thus, in the Punjab, only a few

are found in the lower hills, as Kangra, Hushyaporc,

and Umballa, and a few near Rawulpindee and the

Salt Range, Some are small and solid and are prized

for spear handles, staffs, &c. ; others are larger and
hollow. In the higher hills a small graceful species,

said to be Arundinaria falcata, found above 8000 feet,

is used only for the stems of pipe?. In the North-
western Provinces Bamboos are found throughout the

forests of Dehra Doon, Kumaon, Gurhwal, and
Goruckpore, and form a considerable item of revenue.

In Bengal they are everywhere abundant. In Sikkim
they are almost as much used as in Burmah ; buckets,

water-troughs, and every kind of utensil being made
from them. The very large Bambusa gigantea is not
found, and, indeed, it is said that no true Bambusa
is found in Sikkim ; all are referred to Dendro-
calamus, Schizostachyum, i!tc. The peasantry almost
everywhere are dependent on these useful articles for

building. In many districts two-thirds of the houses
are mere huts, consisting of a Bamboo framework,
thatched with grass, and filled up at the sides with
mats made of split Bamboos or of grass screens. In
Madras immense quantities are floated down the

various rivers on the western coast. The Bamboo
is one of the riches of these provinces. The stems
are ordinarily 60 feet long, and 5 inches in

diameter near the root. They are readily purchased
standing, at 5r., and small ones at 3^r. per mille.

Millions are annually cut in the forests and taken
away by water in rafts. From their great buoyancy
they are used for floating heavier woods, and piles of

them are lashed to the sides of " pattimars " going to

Bombay. The larger ones are selected as outriggers

for ferry-boats, or studding-sail booms for small craft.

In addition to the vast export by sea, it is estimated
that two lakhs are taken eastward from the Supat-
talook. The Malabar Bamboo is smaller than the
Burmah species. The export by land is stated to have
afifected these jungles near the railway line so as to

threaten exhaustion. But of all provinces producing
Bamboos Burmah is unrivalled. As there is no fee

charged for the cutting, use, or export of the stems, it

is impossible to give even an idea of the quantities cut

and exported. The Burmese and Karens have names
for twenty-eight varieties, from the Bambusa gigantea,

whose huge hollow stem is often from 10 to 16 inches
in girth and upwards, to the useless creeping Bamboo
that is found in shady dells along streams. The
Burmese turn the Bamboo to every purpose ; they
weave slips of it into boxes, mats, and baskets, floor

their room with flattened pieces, and weave fine slips

into boxes, which are then lacquered, and but for

their beautiful elasticity would never be supposed to

be made of Bamboo matwork as a basis. The
common kinds are used by all classes to hold betel

and tobacco. The Karens readily light a fire with two
pieces of dry Bamboo. They place the half Bamboo
on the ground, cut a notch in it, put a little bit of

tinder under the hole of the notch, and then inserting

a small bar of Bamboo crosswise saw it backwards
and forwards with great rapidity till the heat produced
ignites the tinder below.

The Helensburgh Horticultural Associ-
ation.—The annual meeting of this Association was
held on March 26, ex-Provost Breingan in the chair.

From the report submitted by Mr. Galloway, the

secretary, it appeirs that the Association has just com-
pleted its third session, and that the work of the past

year has been of a highly satisfactory character. In-

structive papers on various botanical and horticultural

subjects have been read every fortnight during the

year, which have led to lively discussions at each
meeting. The attendance of members has been fairly

satisfactory, and the number on the roll has now
reached seventy. The medals and other prizes com-
peted for last session were the means of evoking the

enthusiasm of the members, and we are glad to learn

that several prizes are to be competed for at the end of

the present session. The following office-bearers were
unanimously elected for the year, viz. :— President,

ex-Provost Breingan ; vice-presidents, Walter Ure
Waddell, Esq., ex-Bailie Stuart, and James Niven,

Esq. ; secretary, Mr. George Galloway ; treasurer,

Mr. James Telfer ; and six directors. After the busi-

ness was concluded, the members spent the evening
in a social manner, the President occupying the chair,

and Mr. Waddell, Vice-President, acting as

croupier.

The Oregon Myrtle Tree.—Dr. F. S. Mat-
teson, of Coos County, Oregon, sends us the follow-

ing account of the Myrtle tree of that region :—The
Myrtle is one of the most beautiful of trees. It grows
from 20 feet to 50 feet high, and from 6 inches to

20 inches in diameter. Many specimens are larger.

It is of very full foliage, with a leaf about 3 inches

long by half as broad, of an ovoid-lanceolate form,

not serrated, and of a deep shining green. It is an
evergreen, and after the habit of its class sheds its

leaves in summer. Before they fall, these old leaves

turn a bright golden yellow, glistening in the sunlight

and flecking the green foliage of the tree with golden

spangles. The leaves are delightfully fragrant, and a
ride through a grove of Myrtles reminds one of the

storied "odours of Araby," or the flower-perfumed

*'vale of Cashmere." The wood is hard, heavy,

fine-grained, and susceptible of receiving a high

polish, and when thus finished, and varnished, is of a

dark variegated colour. It is useful for all the pur-

poses for which Walnut, Mahogany, and other like

woods are used, and is scarcely surpassed even by
Rosewood. The tree is very tenacious of life, sprouts

freely from the stump after the tree is felled, is a
vigorous upright grower, and may be trained or cut

into almost any desired shape. It blossoms in early

spring, and the finest honey in the world is gathered
by bees which work in the Myrtle groves. It grows
in abundance on the river bottoms in this county and
one or two counties south of here, but only on the

western slope of the coast mountains, and along the
streams. It is being cut for lumber and for fuel, and
burned in heaps to clear the land for cultivation.

Many trees are left standing for ornamental purposes,

for which they are unsurpassed by any evergreen
known. The fruit is also ornamental, being a round
nut inclosed in a smooth green hull, which hangs
pendant-like on the branches, something after the
manner of Fuchsia blossoms. These nuts are some-
what bitter, and are therefore not eaten by people,
but are valuable food for pigs, which in these river

bottoms keep fat and fine all winter. Large numbers
of young trees are to be found in the woods here,

grown from nuts which have lain over winter. This
tree must certainly become a leading evergreen for

ornamentation, as it is unsurpassed by any known
tree for all the qualities which make an evergreen
desirable \ and I have no doubt that a very finely

fragrant oil may be distilled from the leaves, useful

as a perfume, and perhaps for medicinal purposes.
Having no facilities at hand for the purpose, I have
not experimented in this direction, but propose doing
so at no distant day. Dr. Matteiottj in the Boston
" yournal oj Chemistry.'''

Carboniferous Fruits.—Dr. Dana, in the new
edition of his Manual of Geology, states that the well-
known genus of fossil fruits in the coal measures
called Cardiocarpus was probably related to the
modern Conifers of the Welwitschia type. This is

shown by the similarity of the fruit, and also by the
close relation of the leaves, that is to say, if those
called Cardiates belong, as is generally supposed, to
Cardiocarpus. The Welwitschia is an embryonic
form of Conifer, producing no leaves except the
cotyledonous ; but while probably unlike Cardaites in

its embryonic features, it shows what leaves and fruit

are consistent with the type of Conifers. Hardwick^s
Science Gossip.

The Wood Industry of S\vit2erland.—The
wood-carving industry of the Bernese Oberland, which
does not date further back than 1S15, now furnishes
remunerative employment for upwards of 2000 work-
men, and within the last few years the sales have
risen from some ;i£"40,ooo to nearly double that amount.
These are not, absolutely speaking, large sums, but
still they have sufficed to spread ease over districts

the inhabitants of which, before the introduction of
this industry, were pinched by want, and that, too, by
supplying work of such a nature that it does not inter-

fere with many other avocations. The cowherd and
shepherd tending their flocks in the alpine pasturage?,
the charcoal-burner watching his fires, and the peasant
families sitting round their stoves during the long
winter evenings can, at the expense of but lillle

physical exertion, add greatly to their store of comforts
by means of some little skill in carving. A very large
proportion of the cheaper articles are actually ptoduced
in this manner. The wages for regular workmen in

this branch of industry range from one franc {lod.) to

six francs (5j.), and even reach eight francs (6j. S(/.)

per diem. Almost every variety of timber may be
utilised : Fir, Lime, Walnut, Oak, Pear, and Apple
trees have all their special applications, and of late

years the most renowned makers have taken to carve
" Palissandre," or Rosewood, Mahogany, Cedar, &c.
Side by side with the wood-carving industry, but
greatly surpassing it in pecuniary results, is the manu-
facture of parquets, which is of still more recent intro-

duction. This trade is carried on in eighteen out of
the twenty-two cantons of Switzerland, and is now in

the most flourishing condition. As nearly as can be
ascertained, the annual production of the twenty odd
establishments which carry it on reaches the value of
8,000,000 francs (^^320,000). It may fairly be said
that hardly a Swiss house, with any pretension to

comfort, is now built without a parquet in at least one
of its rooms. In respect to neatness, solidity, dura-
bility, elegance, and cheapness, the use of machinery
has certainly enabled the makers to achieve wonders.
The prices throughout the country are nearly the
same ; they vary from fifty centimes {a little less than
5t/.)per square foot for the cheapest description of
parquet, to several francs, according to the richness of
the designs and the fineness of the wood. The usual
price for the kinds most in demand is, at present, from
one franc to two francs per square foot. The ordinary
parquet is made of deal, but the oaken floorings are
most prized for their solidity. There are varieties of
the former, however, made of the wood of Fir trees

grown in the Alps, at a certain elevation, in which the
snowy whiteness and the fineness of the grain is such
as to render them suitable for the most elegant apart-
ments. The favourite woods are Walnut, Pear,
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rium, Cherry, Maple, l.ime, and Fir, and fine foreign

woods are gradually being introduced. The diversity

in the patterns is something really astonishing when

the low rates obtaining are taken into consideration.

Every species of mathematical figure is made use of,

together with designs in various colours ;
the white,

yellow, brown, and black lines are combined in every

possible manner, forming lozenges, squares, rectangles,

triangles, &c. The veneered floorings, though neces-

sarily the most elegant, are not in such general

demand as the massive parquets varying from i inch

to 1 .'. inch in thickness. So far but little use has been

made of curved lines in adding to the beauty of the

patterns, which is to be attributed to the higher prices

which the greatly enhanced difiicuUies of execution

would render necessary. The home demand for

parquets in Switzerland has been so far proportionally

greater than that for any other country. The facility

of procuring materials on the spot, the abundance ol

water-power, and the great increase of new buildings

for the well-to-do classes, furnish a ready explanation

of this fact. Hitherto the exportation, owing chiefly

to the heavy expense for carriage, has not been very

large ; it attains perhaps to about 20 per cent, of the

amount manufactured. The Timhr Trades Jmrnal.

California Redwoods. — Great inroads have

already been made in the forests of the Pacific coast :

at many points, especially within easy saihng distance

of San Francisco, the available timber has been

destroyed. There is, however, an immense be t

extending from the Russian River northward. Mills

are located at every available point, and at the pre-

sent moment in Humboldt Bay, the great lumber port

of the Redwood belt, even the little creeks and sloughs

running into the bay have been cut ; thus logging be-

comes every year more expensive and difficult. The

supply is, however, so extensive, and the opportu-

nities for opening new districts so great when the

demand for lumber will justify increased expense, that

it is not probable that our supply will diminish for

many years. There are immense forests of Redwood

on both the Eel and Mad Rivers, in this section yet

untouched. There is an immense belt also back of

Trinidad. Thence northward the Redwood becomes

scattered until we reach the vicinity of Crescent City.

Back of this place, and covering the low land, once

evidently overflowed by Pelican Bay on the north and

Crescent Bay on the south, is an exceedingly heavy

body of this timber. It extends up the flanks of the

lower Siskiyon Mountain, which here juts down to

the sea, and ceases at an elevation of about 1200 feet

above tide. Many of the trees have a diameter at

their base of 13 feet and 14 feet, and the average run

of saw logs would be from 6 feet to 8 feet. Norlh

Western Lumberman.

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

FThe subjoined directions are intended to supply

general information, and must, of course, be adapted

to the peculiar circumstances of each locality. Other

departments of the garden will be treated on from

week to week in succession, according to the require-

ments of the season. Special directions for the

management of " The Villa Garden will be found in

the preceding columns.]

PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—As the

weather gets warmer young growing stock should

have the house closed in the afternoons whilst there

is yet a considerable amount of sun-heat, at the

same time syringing the plants overhead, and keeping

the stage on which they stand damp. As has before

been urged, the stage on which growing stock are

placed should be covered with some material that

will hold moisture, such as a mixture of sand and

a^hes. It should be borne in mind that young plants

grown in pots in a necessarily small body of soil, and

stood upon dry shelves, are surrounded by an atmo-

sphere that, although well suited to them during the

damp, dull, winter weather, is unnatural, and much

too dry in the growing season when the sun is power-

ful This is best corrected by the pots being stood as

above described upon a material that will hold mois-

ture from one day to another, regularly giving it a

good wetting as it becomes dried. Where the atmo-

sphere is too dry for the formation of healthy growth,

what is made is necessarily small and puny,

especially the leaves, and without these are developed

to their natural size the health and constitution of the

plants are far below what they ought to be. As a

means of still further securing this necessary condition

of the atmosphere continuously, day and night,

through the season of active growth, keep the soil

under the stages quite moist. The above is an import-

ant matter connected with the growth of hard-wooded

plants, and one often insufficiently considered. Go care-

fully over the stock to see that they are free from

aphides and red-spider, the eggs of which, if remain-

ng from last summer, will now come to life with the

•ncrease of solar heat ; moderate fumigation for the

aphides and a liberal use of the syringe for the spider

are the best means to apply t" these plants. Solanum

Capsicastnan awAJ'semlo-Capsieum cuttings, advised to

be put in some time ago, should now be well-rooted,

and at once moved into 4S-sized pots, and kept grow-

ing freely in a genial temperature for a few weeks,

after which gradually harden olT and plant them out-of-

doors ; these next winter will succeed the old plants,

which for profusion of berries and general effect as

well as coming in early are the best : they should now

be cut in nearly as close as a three or four years

old Pelargonium, at once turned out of the pots, two

thirdsof the old soil removed, and planted 18 inches

apart each way on a warm open border. These

Solanums will stand a good deal of frost, and there is

nothing that may be expected to come after this time

that will hurt them. The plants so treated and got out

thus early get a start, are early in flower and berry, a

good portion of the latter being coloured in the

autumn by the time of taking them up and pot-

ting. It is a considerable advant.ige with these

most useful decorative plants, to get their berries

coloured early in the autumn when flowering subjects

are not too plentiful. Many grow them in pots

through the summer, but this is a mistake. So treated

the leaves are always deficient in quantity, vigour, and

the deep green colour, without which their appearance

is much inferior. .S". Cff/wiw^raOT makes naturally a

beautiful little pyramid. S. Psendo-Cafsicum is

equally useful grown in the shape of a small bush or

trained with a clear single stem iS inches or z feet in

height, and then encouraged to form a head. These

standards are very effective.

Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants. — Hy-

drangea cuttings should now be struck for flower-

ing next spring ; suckers that spring from the bottoms

of plants that are being forced into flower now taken

off and inserted in small pots in a little heat will

quickly root, after which they may be moved into

4-inch pots, grown on, and as soon as these are filled

with roots remove them into others 6 or 7 inches in

diameter—larger than these they should not be grown

in, as with good management they will flower well in

such. There is a variety now grown in the south of

the kingdom that has heads of flowers double the size

of the old sort ; it is equally as free in blooming, and

in every way a most desirable plant. Remove Cam-

panula pyramidalis, both the blue and white varieties,

into their flowering pots, putting the weaker plants into

8-inch, and giving the strongest 10 or 12-inch. Use

for them good loam, with one-sixth leaf soil and a

little sand. These are fine things for conservatory

decoration, coming in when flowering subjects are not

plentiful. Suckers now taken off from the base of

the blooming plants will come in for next year, pot-

ting them simply in 48*5, and placing them in a little

warmth to induce them to root, after which they may

be moved on, and kept growing in a pit or frame

during summer. Seeds of these may also now be

sown in a shallow pan in a little heat. If well

attended through the summer, they wdl flower next

season. Salvia gesiier.rflora and splemlens should

now be struck. Select cuttings of moderate strength,

and put them in half loam and sand ;
place them m

a moderate heat, keep moist and shaded during bright

weather. As soon as they are well-rooted, place

singly in 4S-sized pots, and keep them in a little heat

until fairly established, when they may be removed to

a cold pit, and grown on, giving them more pot-room

as they require it.

Conservatory. — Remove Camellias that have

done flowering to their growing quarters. Their

place should now be filled by Azaleas, Acaeiai,

Daphne iiidica, Amaryllis, Cinerarias, Primulas,

Mignonette, with Hoteias, Deut-Ja gracilis, double

Prunus, Roses, and similar forced plants. T. Barnes.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Figs.—The earliest forced Figs in pots will on

some small varieties, such as the Early Violet and

Early Prolific, soon show signs of ripening their fruit,

when watering must be gradually reduced. Still

continue to supply those swelling their fruit with a

little manure-water twice a week, and syringe the

trees at closing-up time. At this period the house can

be kept well ventilated in favourable weather, which

will cause healthy foliage and improve the quality of

the fruit at the ripening time. In the later planted

out trees continue to pinch out the points of the

young growths, and likewise to thin all the over-

crowded shoots. No kind of fruit tree is more bene-

fited by the direct and full rays of the sun than the

Fig, any kind of shading, therefore, by too much of

their own foliage or that of other plants, is injurious.

The borders may now be mulched with rotten manure,

which the watering will carry down to the roots, thus

imparting vigour to the trees. The night temperature

may now be increased to range from 60° to 65°, and

in the daytime from 75" to 80° by sun-heat. liarly

Figs.—If the shifting of the cuttings intended for

growing in pots is not already done, it should be

attended to as soon as possible, so as to give them a

chance of forming nice small bushes before the autumn.

A shift from the cutting pot into a 5 -inch pot will be

sufficient, then, as they get larger, which they will do

rapidly they may get another shift into a 12-inch pot

fur fruiting in. Use plenty of drainage, for the

frc(iuent waterings they get to percolate freely through

it
• and if soil can be got of a turfy loamy nature with

a little old lime or brick-rubbish, burnt ashes, and

rotten manure mixed in, it will form a compost that

will suit pot Figs in all their different stages of

growth. William Tillery.

MusiiROO.M Beds.— Materials should now be col-

lected for the making of Mushroom-beds in more

open and airy or exposed situations, and in view of

insuring a supply of wholesome Mushrooms at such

times as those which are grown withindoors become

maggotty, as they invariably do about the month of

May. Far less time or trouble will be requisite to

collect and prepare the materials at this particular

time than at others, owing to the fact that the dung

may be dried so quickly by simple exposure to

the outer air and drying winds. It will be necessary

to have rather less of " straw litter " in admixture, as

though this addition may have, and indeed has, its

advantages during the more adverse winter months,

it would at this time cause the materials to become

too light, and to dry so quickly as not to leave

sufficient latent moisture to ensure the neces-

sary degree of success. Procure, therefore, crude

fresh horse-droppings as early as possible, and

add to them, where obtainable, .about one-fifth part

of cow-dung and sheep-droppings respectively,

taking care to dry the latter somewhat, separately,

before mixing all up together. Older beds, which

are in bearing, will now need sprinkling daily over-

head with tepid water ; and, what is equally im-

portant, should any show symptoms of exhaustion

they may be aided by a good watering with liquid

manure. Following this, in about four or five days,

give also a surface watering with water containing a

few ounces of salt to each gallon, and with the same

heated to about 100' Fahr. By such means insect

pests will be destroyed, without injury to the buds.

William Earley.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The condition of the walks and edgings which sur-

round them, even in the best cultivated and most

systematically managed gardens, seems a matter

which either materially adds to or detracts from the

general appearance. Among the multitude of ''""gs

rerfuiring attention at this period are these, which, if

neglected now, and the seed of those weeds which

may exist are allowed to become scattered, will still

add to this source of trouble and annoyance. Salt,

in whatever manner it may be applied, is un-

doubtedly the cheapest and best means to be em-

ployed in extirpating weeds and purifying the walks.

The application of this would prove fatal where live

edgings exist as outlines, particularly in the case of

Box, which is the plant most commonly used for the

purpose, and which is peculiarly susceptible of injury

from its effects, unless preventive measures are taken

to arrest its penetration to the roots. So much

time was formerly occupied in these gardens under

such circumstances in hand-weeding the walks, that

it became both vexatious and intolerable. We have,

therefore, adopted the following means in the kitchen

garden, which, so far as appearance is concerned, rather

adds to the effect than otherwise : By placing a belt

of finely sifted ashes, about 6 inches wide and 2 inches

thick, next the Box on either side of the walks, these

can then be moderately salted without in any way

interfering with the well-being of the edging plants,

and the walks are rendered clean at about a tithe of

the cost in labour.

Certain kinds of hardy herbs are constantly in request

in most establishments. These are such as hard and

soft Thyme, pot and sweet Marjoram, Winter Savory,

Sage, Tarragon, and Chei-'il. Plantations of those

kinds which are largely used should be made annually

at about this time, in a moderately warm place, change

of soil in this as in most other cases being highly

beneficial. Divide the roots of soft Thyme, the

Marjorams and Tarragon, and plant in rows

about iS inches apart. Sow seeds of hard Thyme

and Winter Savory at once, either in pans or outside,

and that of Chervil about three times during the

season outdoors. Cuttings of Sage should likewise be

put in this month. The seeds of other kinds of herbs

which are not so generally cultivated should be sown

now, and those which are increased by cuttings or a

division of the roots should also be made if a further

supply be necessary.

The plots of ground where Potato crops are

intended to be planted should all be in readiness

for that operation, which should be proceeded with at

once, and be terminated as expeditiously as possible.

The distances between the rows and individual sets

must be regulated by the condition of the soil ; 3 feet

apart in the rows, and i foot between the sets, will be

a suitable distance apart in highly enriched soil. As

soon as the early planted ones make an appearance,

protection should be afforded either with litter, or by

carefully drawing the soil round them, to prevent

frost destroying the tops—an injury which, if
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repeated, is irreparable. As the rows of recently-

sown seeds, such as Onions, Carrots, &c.,

become visible, take advantage of the first favour-

able opportunity to use the hoe lightly between

them, and attention to this matter will save much
after trouble by destroying multitudes of weeds which

are scarcely visible. See to the state of crops in seed

beds. Where slugs abound sprinkle the plants through

a fine-rosed watering-pot in the evening, and dust

the plants over with slaked lime. To check the

advancement of fly, dust in the same way with wood-

ashes, or lightly with soot. Towards the end of the

month make another sowing of Broccoli and similar

plants if they will be required. When Peas are

required in quantity, with quality combined, in

August, sow now such sorts as VeitcKs Perfection,

Wonderful, and James' Prolific ; another planting of

Broad and Long-pod Beans should also be made.

That invaluable winter sort, Slanstead Winter

Cabbage Lettuce, is now furnishing new heads. Look
over the Cos varieties, and tie up the earliest of these

to succeed the others, keeping up successional sup-

plies by using small quantities of seed occasionally.

Crystal and Brighton Cos are both excellent summer
kinds. Prepare the ground for Beet, which should

be sown towards the end of the month ; the true

variety of Henderson's Pine-apple is one of the best,

if not the best, for general use. Different methods

of storing this root are practised ; we have found

no plan to equal that of putting it in a shaded

corner, adding a little litter on the top of it, and

covering it up with soil : by these means an early

sowing is quite unnecessary, as the roots will keep

in excellent condition until the ordinary crop is fit

for use. If a warm south border is at liberty it will

afford a suitable place for a sowing of dwarf French

Beans, which should now be made : Canadian Wonder
is certainly an admirable sort, and should be grown
everywhere. Continue to apply former directions in

regard to ventilating pits and frames ; pot off and

prick out seedling plants, as may be required in this

department. As early Tomatos advance in growth,

abundantly supply them with water having a dash

of some stimulating agent in it. G. T. Miles, Wycombe

Abbey.

inquiries.
He that quesHoneth much squill learn much.—Bacon.

[Many enquiries which reach us would be more suitably

answered by those of our correspondents whose expe-

rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to

those of the questioner. These we propose, in future,

to gather together for facility of reference; and as

fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would

fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a

bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-

spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting

much valuable information. Eds.1

46. Rose Tree Borer.—G. L, A. asks if any one

can tell him how to put a stop to the inroads of an

insect which bores into the stocks of his standard Rose

trees, and apparently does much mischief. He also

would lilie to know what the insect is, and whence it

Answers to Correspondents.

Bees : J. H. N. writes :
" On March lo a drone was

caught at the entrance of a strong hive, and on

the i2th another was brought out dead."

Books : Ejigim-er. Garden Plans, b'c, $5., published

at 171, Fleet Street. E.G.
BoussiNGAULTiA, &c. : W, IV. C. Boussingaultia

baselloides is not the same as Basella tuberosa. The
last-named plant is the same as Ullucus tuberosus, that

was tried some years ago as a substitute for Potatos.

The answer to your third question is No.
Camellia Leaves ; R. M. The injury is doubtless

caused by some insect
;
possibly by the leaf-cutter bee.

Camellias : S. S. Roscoc. Camellias live to a great

age, if kept healthy—we really cannot say to what age

or size they will attain. A tree "20 feet high and 60

feet in circumference" might go on increasing, if still

in health and vigour ; but such a tree must already be

a grand specimen, and can scarcely be expected to

increase very rapidly. Perhaps some of our readers

may be able to supply records of still larger ones. -

Chicoky Growing for Profit : A. S. D. Chicory

is largely grown in Belgium and Holland, and im-

ported into this country, even though a duty of ^^20

_ per ton was levied on the dried root. We think it

probable that you might succeed, if you possess the

means and knowledge necessary to prepare the roots

for market. The crop should be sown in drill-rows in

April like field-Carrots, and thinned, &c., accordingly.

As it is sold dry, we cannot inform you as to its

market value in London. W. E.

Cinerarias : J. G. P. A good showy variety for home
growth, but not new nor better than many flowers

obtained from good strains—James', for example.

F. &f S. Varied and rich in colouring, and generally

showing high quality as to form ; some are perhaps

rather wanting in size. They are a fine strain for

decorative use, but scarcely equal to the best named
sorts. Indeed many strains of this flower now come
so good, and the differences are so slight, that the

naming of them has in great measure been given up.

Fungus: An Old Subscriber^ Dublin, The name of

your fungus is Reticularia umbrina. The architrave

of a door is certainly a most unusual habitat for such
a plant.

Garden Engines . G. T. 35, Regent Circus, Picca-

dilly, London.
Names of Plants : Amateur, i, Helichrysum ; 2 and

3, Gnaphaliums, but in their dried state we cannot
say which.— T'. H. S. We cannot name your plant

from the leaf only.— W. S. We do not undertake to

name florists' flowers. There is too much of a family

likeness amongst them.

Polyanthus : J. G. P. Exceeding rich as a border
flower, large, deep maroon, with short whitish bars

ground the margin and broad deep yellow eye ; not a
florist's variety, but well worth cultivating as a border
flower.

Shading : C. H. S. and R. S. A mixture of whitening
and new milk, made to the consistency of paint, will

answer well.

Tank : y. H. If tolerably well diluted with rain-water,

the contents of your tank will not be at all injurious to

the roots of fruit trees and garden products.

Vallisneria : Subscriber. Vallisneria spiralis is a
perennial of the easiest culture. Plant it in a shallow
pan of loamy soil, and drop this to the bottom of a
pan or glass dish of water, i to 3 feet deep. It will

grow very freely in a hothouse temperature ; less

rapidly, but in quite a healthy manner, in that of a
greenhouse or sitting-room. A very suitable place for

it would be a glass tank or aquarium, placed in front

of a window.
Wireworms : Lady Afnateur. The only remedy you

can apply is to catch them. Spread Rape dust or

cotton-cake dust on the surface of the soil, and lay

Cabbage leaves on this, covering over with Utter or
short grass, and examine every second day. If you
do not succeed in this way, carefully turn over the

soil affected and pick out the wireworms.

•»* Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,
or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—John Saul (621, Seventh
Street, Washington, U.S.A.), Catalogue of New, Rare
and Beautiful Plants.—William Paul (Crossflat Nur-
sery, Paisley), Catalogue of Florist Flowers, &c.

—

Louis Van Houtte (Royal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium),

Catalogue of Gesneraceous Plants, Caladiums,
Begonias, Cannas, &c.—-James Carter & Co. {High
Holborn, London), Catalogue of Prize Farm Seeds,

&c.— Messrs. Neher & Merten {Schaffhausen, Switzer-

land), Catalogue of Plants, &c.—^J.
Caven Fox {Exhi-

bition Road, Kensington), Illustrated Catalogue of

Rustic Summer Houses, Garden Requisites, &c. —
J. Backhouse & Son (York), Catalogue of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. — Charles Turner (The Royal
Nurseries, Slough), General Spring Catalogue of

Plants for 1875.—Charles Van Geert (Rue de la Pro-
vince, II, k Anvers), Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs,

Plants, &c.—Louis de Smet {t\ Ledeburg-lez-Gand,
Belgium), Supplementary Plant Catalogue. — The
Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (106, Southwark
Street, London, S.E., and i, George IV. Bridge,

Edinburgh), Special Illustrated Spring Catalogue.

—

Read & Co. (35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London,
W.), Catalogue of Garden Engines, Pumps, Syringes,

Horticultural Machines, &c.—John Laing (Stanstead

Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, Lon-
don, S.E.), Catalogue of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Florists' Flowers, Roses, Vines, &c.

Communications Receiued.— F. C. Heinemann (we received

the bo.\ of flowers, in good condition).—P. B. K.— J. G. B.—
F. J. H.~0.—C. G. H.—G. E. C—J. H. H.— J. E.—W. S.

iarkfls*

COVENT GARDEN, April 15.

A moderate supply, sufficient for the general require-

ments of trade, business not having improved to any

extent. Large quantities of excellent Broccoli are still

consigned from various places in the West, as well as

the Channel Islands, filling up a large gap that would
otherwise be felt in rough goods. French Asparagus

has much improved both in quality and quantity. Thos.

Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr., doz. 4
Asparagus, English,

per bundle . . 8

— French, p. bund. 20
Beans, French, p. 100 4
Beet, per doz. .. i

Cabbages, per doz. .. i

Carrots, p. bundle
— French, do. .. 20-..

Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-60
Celery, per bundle . . 16-20
Cucumbers, each . . i 0-2 6

Endive, per doz. .. 10-20
Herbs, per bunch . . o i- o a

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50
Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04

Potatos :—Early Shaws, iioj

Early Dons,

Lettuces, per doz. . . 16-..
Mint, per bundle .. i 6- ..

Mushrooms, per pott, i o- 2 c

Onions, young, bun. o 4- o (

Parsley, per bunch., o 9- i (

Parsnips, p. doz. . . o g- 1 (

Peas, per quart .. 80- ..

Radishes, per bunch, o 2- o <

— black. Turnip, do. . . - o (

Seakalc, per bundle 2 o- 3 <

Shallots, per lb. .. 03- ..

Salsify, per bundle ,. 16- ..

Sprue, French, bund. 16-..
Turnips, per bundle. 06-..
— French, p. bund. 20-..

; Early Regents, 121M. ; and

Apples, per J^-steve 3 o- 4 (

Grapes, English,

— foreign, do. .- i 6- 4 <

Lemons, per 100 .. 8 0-12 (

Nuts. Cob, p. lb. .. 20- ..(

Oranges, p. 100 .. 8 0-12 1

— Tangierine, doz. i o- 2 <

There is no alteration ir

plants in pots.

Oranges, Malta, per

Pears, p. doz. .. 4 o-i
Pine-apples, p. lb. .. 30-
Pomeloes, each ..06-
Shaddocks, each ,.20-
Strawberries, per oz. i o-
Walnuts, p. bush. ..16 o-

the prices of cut flowers

SEEDS,
London: April 14.—As the season advances the

seed trade naturally assumes more of a retail character.

A fair business, however, is still doing in Red Clover and
other farm seeds. Stocks being now reduced to narrow
hmits, prices of all descriptions keep exceedingly firm.

A good quantity of Trefoil seed has been changing hands
at full rates. Alsikes and White Clovers are steady.

For Rye-grasses and Italian there is an improved request.

An active inquiry at enhanced currencies has been shown
for Sainfoin seed. The brisk demand for spring Tares
noted last week still continues ; of the larger varieties the

market is now almost bare. Increased attention is

directed towards sowing Mustard and Rape seed
;
good

samples of either kind are scarce. In bird-seeds the

business passing has been too small to materially

affect quotations ; more money is, however, asked for

Hemp seed. Linseed is without change. Blue Peas are

dearer. John Shaw £r» So?is, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, E.C,

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday trade was quiet. The show

of English Wheat was small, but that of foreign large,

and millers were not generally disposed to operate in

either, unless at some reduction from previous rates.

Grinding Barley of choice quality was about 6d. per qr,

higher in price, but there was little notice taken of malt-

ing and other sorts. Malt was somewhat cheaper. In

Oats it was difficult to maintain the rise of is. per qr.

realised on the preceding market day. Maize was firm,

and slightly dearer on the week. Beans and Peas were
purchased at about late rates. In flour there was little

business, and prices remained stationary.—Business was
very quiet on Wednesday. Prices for Wheat underwent
no material decline. Grinding Barley was fully as dear,

but other qualities were cheaper, if anything. Malt
remained dull. Oats were comparatively plentiful, and
consequently somewhat easier in value ; but there was
no change in Maize, nor in Beans, Peas, and flour.

—

Average prices of corn for the week ending April 10 :

—

Wheat, 43J. id. ; Barley, 40s. 8d. ; Oats, zgs. 6d. For
the corresponding week last year :—Wheat, 59J. 5^. ;

Barley, 48J. Sd. ; Oats, 2Bs. sd.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the number

of beasts was not quite so large as on the previous Mon-
day. The average quality was middling, consequently

choicest descriptions were not quoted lower. For sheep
the demand was good, and some choice half-breds and
Downs were sold dearer. The Lamb trade was about the

same as last Monday. Choicest calves were rather

dearer. Quotations:—Beasts, s^- ^^- ^o 4^- 8t/., and
5^. 6d. to 5^. lod, ; calves, $s. to 6^. 40'.

;
sheep, 4j-. 6d,

to $s. 6d., and 5J. 41/. to 6s.; lambs, yj. ^d. to Ss. ^d.;

pigs, 4^. 4d. to 5^. 4^'.—Trade in beasts was not brisk

at Thursday's market, but Monday's prices were pretty

generally realised. Sheep were readily disposed of at

fully late rates. A large number of middling calves met
with a heavy trade, and choice qualities continued dear.

Lambs did not sell freely, and for milch cows trade was
very dull.

BAY,
At the Whilechapel market good hay has been par-

ticularly scarce, and in consequence higher in price ; but

other kinds of fodder, fhough not plentiful, were not

dearer than on Saturday. Prime Clover realised from

loos. to 1305.; inferior ditto, 855. to 95^.; prime meadow
hay, gos. to 124J. ; inferior ditto, 55J. to 75^. ; and straw,

35J-. to 40^. per load.—Cumberland Market quotations :

—Superior meadow hay, 126^. to 134J. ; inferior, iooj.

toiioj. ; superior Clover, 123J. to 132s. ; inferior, io$s.

to II2J-. ; and straw, 40J. to 455. per load.

POTATOS.
The report from King's Cross is to the effect that

trade is quiet at the following prices :—York and
Lincoln Flukes, 120s. to 150J. ; do. Victorias, 120s. to

140S. ; do. Regents, iioj^. to 140s. ; do. Rocks, yos. to

looj. ; East Lothian Regents, loos. to 130J. ; Perth,

Fife, and North Country Regents, 8o.r. to 90^. ; do.

Rocks, 6oj-. to 6$s. ; Essex, Kent, and Cambridge
Rocks, 60s. to 80s. ; do. Regents, loos. to 130^,

;

French, $os. to 60s. ; do. seedlings, 62s. 6d. to 70s.
;

Belgian Kidneys, 55r. to 60s. per ton.—Borough and
Spitalfields Markets reports state that the supplies on
sale are moderate, and trade steady at the following

prices :—Regents, Sos. to 120s. ; Victorias, iooj'. to

J40S. ; Flukes, iioj. to 150J. ; Rocks, 63^. to jos. per

ton.

COAZS.
The market on Monday was steady, and no alteration

occurred in prices. The quotations were as follows :

—

Walls Ends—Hetton, 26s. ; Hetton Lyons, 23J. gd.
;

Hawthorn, 235. gd. ; Lambton, 25^. 6d.; South Hetton,

26s. ; Caradoc, 2$s. 6d. ; East Hartlepool, 25J. gd. ;

Original Hartlepool, 26^.—The demand on Wednesday
was a dull one, but no change occurred in prices. Tb

1

following prices were quoted :—East Wylam, 20s. 6d,

Holywell Main, 20s. 6d, West Hartley, 20.1. gd.
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H CANNELL begs to draw
• Ihe alltiuioii of tlic Public to the

COI.EUS CHAMELEON," which is

uiuiiiestionably by far the most attractive

and the greatest ac(inisitioil ill Coleu
sent out : even the most accurate d

its beauty. The ciilii' II. in, i;lii,, ,1

speak of it in the i ,!.. r i

llie fiillowini; i

y '.. j|^^^^ '^^ ^''*^ Gardeners' i i\i.i\
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Mangel Wurzel Seed,

BOLTON AND CO. bog to call attention to

their fine stock of MANGEL WURZEL. They p.irti-

cularly recommend their—
CHAMPION YELLOW GLOBE.
CORNER'S DEVONSHIRE YELLOW GLOBE.
BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE.
MAMMOTH LONG RED.
IMPROVED RED GLOBE.
GOLDEN-FLESHED TANKARD.

All at moderate prices, to be had on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green,
London. N.

T> ICHARD WALKER can supply, for
J-V cash :—Red Dutch Pickling CABBAGE Plants, ^s. per

1000. SEAKALE, for forcintc, \os. per loo ; do., planting out,

3^. dd. per TOO. SAGE and THYME roots, 6j. per loo. Best
Show POLYANTHUS, %s. per loo. Mixed laced PINKS,
splendid plants, 20i-. per loo. Real Red-skin Flourball

POTATOS (they produced 20 tons to the acre last year, I

believe, and are free from disease), 8j. per cwt.; Myatt's
Prolific Kidney, ds. per cwt.; Jackson Whites, imported from
America in 1873, 15^. per cwt.: they are the best Potatos I

have ever grown, and are fit for any gentleman's table, and
free from disease. I have grown all sorts of Potatos, but none
like the Jackson Whites.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds,

FucliBla procumUens (true).

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN is now sending
out the above novelty in Fuchsias, which obtained a

Botanical Certificate, and was named and figured in the

Botanical Magazine of December last, where Dr. Hooker states

that Mr. Blackett's plant is not the same as above ; but after

my freely publishing the stock by plates, circulars, and adver-

tisements, I find, at the eleventh hour, a neighbouring firm

announcing Mr. Blackett's plant as Fuchsia procumbens,
thereby endeavouring to reap a benefit at my expense, I am
convinced the Public and Trade generally will believe that I have
the certified stock, and all orders entrusted to me shall have my
prompt and careful attention—thanking those friends who have
already favoured me with their orders, which I hope to merit a

continuance of.

Strong established plants at t.os. td. each, with a liberal

reduction where six or twelve are ordered. Extra plants added
to compensate for carriage. All orders delivered free in London.
" I can now state with confidence that this plant has proved

hardy here on rockwork during the late severe winter."
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

EAUTIFUL SPRING FLOWERS.B
PRIMROSES, Double Yellow and White, 4^. per dozen.
HEPATICAS, Double Red and Pink, Single Blue, zs. 6d. p. doz.

,, Single Mauve, in pots, beautiful, is. each.

,, ,, White, in pots, beautiful, 6rf. each.

VIOLETS, Double Varieties—The King, The Queen, Crim-
son Neapolitan, Blue Tree, White Tree, Blandy, and
odorata pendula, the new weeping Violet, 3^, per dozen.

,, Single Varieties—The Czar, Devoniensis, obliqua striata,

suavis. Princess Louise, 3^. per dozen.
HELLEBORUS NIGER (Christmas Rose), 3s. per dozen.

,, OLYMPICUS RUBER, 6s. per dozen.
DAISIES—Bacchus, Magpie, Pink Beauty, Queen of AVhitcs.

Red Rover, Rosy Gem, qs. td. per dozen.
AURICULAS, finest Alpines, very choice, in pots, 3^. per doz.

,, ,, ,, named varieties, in pots, 65. per dozen.
HELIANTHEMUM, twenty-four named varieties, very showy,

35. per dozen.
A Collection of 100 choice HARDY ALPINE and ROCK and

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, showy and free flowering, 205.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected named seedlings, very double and
good, a,s, per dozen.

,, Seedlings, from the very best named sorts, very double and
i^ood shaped flowers, 3^. per dozen.

GENTIANA ACAULIS, in pots, 3J. per dozen.
POLYANTHUS, choice Gold Lace, selected, 2^. td. per doz.
WALLFLOWER, Black Ball, very double and large, 3^. per

,, Golden Ball, rich golden, 35. per dozen.
PAMPAS GRASS, large flowering clumps, ts. per dozen.
ROSES, choice Tea, in pots, best yellows, &c., <js. per dozen.

CATALOGUES by Post, free,

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Stble Hedingham, Essex.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, for all

Gardening Purposes, 45s. per truck. Price for small
quantities on application.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), 30'. per bushel, 20J. per 100 bushels, 45J. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.E.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of a superior
quality delivered at the Blackwater or Farnborough

Stations for 175. a ton. Apply to

W. TARRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Siurey.

Fibrous Feat.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Stove Plants, and Potting, ;£6 ts. per Six-

ton Truck-load. BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Heaths, New Holland Plants, &c., £,% sj. per
Six-ton Truck-load. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, bouth-
Eastern Railway, or Farnborough, South-Wcstern Railway.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

Spliagniun, or Peat Moss, for Orclilds.

FRESH SPHAGNUM MOSS, loj. 6^.
per sack.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The most useful material for the attammcnt of successful and

rapid culture is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price ij. per bushel, or (id, per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.

DAGNALL and TILBURY, Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,
Farm Lane, Walham Green, S.W.

M' Fl L E R AND JOHNSON
(Established .S55)

.

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For root, corn, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passa*;es are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being

FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of

the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

;^5 loj.; one year and under twelve, {^i 15s.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

5W ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H ATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/MOTKa«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Z>ircctcr—]AM^S ODAMS.
Suh-Mcmager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Cirdeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 15., 35., and lOJ. td.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limitedl.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, ds. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturers, 25, Oxford
Street, Manchester.

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—

A

Protection for the Bloom of Wall Trees from Frost, and
for Shading Plants under Glass from the Sun. Sold by Nursery-
men and Seedsmen. Prices and samples on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenhays, Manchester.

P>USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
t Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.G.

U S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looj. ; PETERS-
BURG, 605. and 80^. ; superior close Mat, 45J., 50^., and 55^.

;

PACKING MATS, 20J., 301., and 351. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and s. Wormwood Street, E.G.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, Russia Mat
Merchants, Importers of RAFFIA FIBRE, &c..

Manufacturers of TWINES, TIFFANY, NETTING, &c.,

9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
N.B.—A large quantity of Tanned NETTING for Fruit

Trees, &c. , in stock.

ILDEW.—Ewing's~lnfallible Cure, ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at \s. 6d. per bottle

—

js. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO., Norwich.

Heat your Horticultural Buildings Free of Cost
for FUEL by using

THE ORIGINAL COLLES' LIMEKILN
BOILER and HEATING APPARATUS.

No expense for Fuel, and in some places a clear profit made
on the Lime while heating Vineries, Sec, to any extent. Send
for particulars, information, plans, and estimates of the System,
which is much superior to any other, to

Mr. ALEXANDER COLLES, Millmont, Kilkenny. Ireland,
where this System has been many vcars at work, and can be
seen at all times; or to MAGUIRE and SON, Heating
Engineers, lo, Dawson Street, Dublin.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . u. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 33'. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET. CITY.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on
application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide ^d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s.;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20s.

NEW TANNED NETTING,suitedforanyof the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard ; 4 yards

wide. IS. per yard ;
5^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, ts, td. per yard.

TI FFANY, ts. td. and -js. td. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited ...r

'for KITCHEN GAR- "-^

DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little :

labour or expense
further

do
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c,, in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER and CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL TaVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
" ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addn sabo'

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.S'IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Simple, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free,

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, \V., Horti-

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a \Vbite Metal, with

RAISED DLACK-FACED LETTERS, and aic of various shapcs and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
g, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., m 16 oz. and 21-oz.

1875.

Eead & Co.,

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Pumps, and Syringes.

" Few things are of more importance in Gardening than good
Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had experience of

many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more efficient

instruments than those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent

Circus."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Illnstrated Cataloguefree on amplication.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

T^EN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
J- These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or "plain" front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass bunting in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best slcel-cdged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 558.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a month's trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

" INVINCIBLB
MOWER (S

First Prize.

THE
LAWN

GOLD MEDAL.
WINNER

GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAAI,

July 8, 1874.

TH Wood FoUcrs can It used uther at ihc Fiont or at the Bad of the CuUds.
Mower can do, ofuhaisoezermakeordescnptu

EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER

£7

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

It lotll do all that any other Laxun

£8 lOa, Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

THE THAMES BAIK lEOI COMPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON, S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PRIZE MEDAIi AWARDED at the NATIONAL CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

/'iJ.REEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR"
VT <,r NOISEI.KSS LAWN MOWING, ROLLINO, and
COLLKCTINU MACIIINKS for 1875.

The Winner of Every Piizc in all cases uf Comptlilioii.

<• 34 ., „ „ „ „ ,, g 10 o
Prices of Horse, Pony, aiid Donkey Machines on applicition.

Carriage Paid to all the principal Raihvay Stations
in the United Kingdom.

Tlic "SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a world-wide
iL]>iu.iLinn fur tlieir superiority and excellence, and ihe improve-
iticiit:^ wlii^h liave been made in them from time to lime still keep
this Machine Llie best and most approved one in the Market.
They will cut either short or lono grass, bents, &c., and

wet as welt as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal
Gardens and Parks throughout the Kingdoi
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at ourXondon Establish

including all sizes, from which purchasers can make their
tion and have prompt delivery.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior RLachine of its kind to any

extant, and it will cut either short or lone crass,
d wet as well as dry.

6 nches I 8 nche I i

[

hes

)

5 I 35 I I I
o

I
looj

Del ered ca ge f ce a all he p pal Ra I vay Stat ons
and Sh pp ng Po s n Enj^Iand, I e nd, and Sco land Fvery
Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the *' Royal " Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
workmen is kept at both places.

REEN'S PATENT IToLLERS for
LAWNS, DRIVES. BOWLING GREENS,

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Hor^e Power.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX BOILLR (1874).
See p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT "EXCELSIOR" BOILER (1871).

"WITLLY COURT BOILLR (Silver Medal, 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer,

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Si.t Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

The above can be had from :i!l t'>i"< t il I.- Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the United Kin^d- in . . r lirm tli- Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the
United Kingdom.

Descriptive Illustrated Price List Free on applicatioK.
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BOULTON & PAUL (late w. S. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS,

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very low prices. Only the best materials
used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given Free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have price from us before ordering elsewhere. Ladies or
Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

Our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Peach
Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

BOULTON & PAUL'S PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS-GREAT PROVEMENTS for 1875.
/ J * a d > ost

Now Ready, our NEW LIfaT of P.tlCES, cuntammg full descnptiun and a number of Woodcuts clearly .sliuwiii- tlie iisi^s tu winch these handy £

PATENT UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVERS and GROUND VINERIES.—In^tead of having to remove or slide loose glass
plants, we attach the glazed lights (21-oz.) with hinges to the frame of each light, thereby doing away with continual breakage of glass and loss of time.
length, 12 feet by 3 feet wide ; thus proving them to be really portable.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick Walls, for use as Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing,
and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. Far sitpcrior to anythut-s of the kind yet offered.

rticles may be appUed. Pree bylPost.

every time it is necessary to attend to the
Two men can instantly remove a complete

Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

The u
any notice
would appi

Gakdeners' Chronicle, February 6, 1873.
to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardei

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

ken of the great demand arising for such
that they too are not ignorant of their great value.

Floral World.
The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages is un

by W. S. Boulton & Co.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with ai-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

\\ inch thick ; hghts, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed -witii 21-ounco.

amongst amateurs, it

itionably that manufactured giving air. The
ready fof use the

Gardeners* Magazine, May 35, 1872.
Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known.

The Garden.
is provided to save time in Caaes of removal, planting, watering, and
is firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
nt they are received, &c.

Cash Prices, ca) riage paid to any station in England
when orders amount to 60s. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light .. £z zy 6
8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights .. 3 5 o

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights .. 4 17 6
16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights .. 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 17 6
24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights .. 976
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

to our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with
of all first orders.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON,- M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free 3id.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, VV.C.

tmporta,iit to Market Gardeners and Otliers.

"HE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

: little implement meets a long felt \\t
light but -strong bteel shovel for marking out rows to plant or for loosening up
the ground ^fler the phnts, are up Also a small bteel Plough, to be used for
hilhiig up tht rous uhen desired and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
K^ke f r pnl\cii nig the ground These pieces are made separate, and attached
cr U tich d 111 a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
cnil le ill u (.r to pu h it readilj and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if icquired, to a depth of si-v inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, £2. is.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER,
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M
Wood Engraving.

W. G. S M I T H, Artist and
3K\VKU on W..,ii), 15, Mildnoy Grove, London, N.

Thomas' Pea and Seed Guards,
KednceJ Fri.i-yfur Ihf remainder p/I/us Season.

§¥'
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Andt 3 shillings for every additional five line!

;s columns, the lowest charge will be

^9 o oPage
Half PaL

Gardeners, and others, wanting places, 26 words ij. id., and id.
for every additional line, or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
Advertisements for the curre7tt lueek must reach the OJjTtce

hy Thursday iiooii.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office,W.C.
to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Street, Covekt Garden,
London, W.C.

S T* "P V "P "W ^

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.

aj.h full particulars,_ apply to the Sole Make

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

don EC
Si*"

nhill Row

for GPEENHOUSES and
> dcsi-n^

Two SUver Meaals awarded to
SONS at the Paris E.xhibition of

s who obtained a Silver

BeeUves,
GEO. NEIGHBOUR

1867. The only English -E.-ihibi

Medal for Beehives.

N^^.?r^?v^.^^'^
IMPROVED COTTAGE

-L'l BEEHTVK. n<= mgmally introduced by Georcf
ins three bell-glasses, is neatly and
It has three windows in the lower

This Hive will be

BEEHIVE.
Neighbour & Sons
strongly mad

possess
practical advantages,
is more easy of manage-

t than any other Bee-
that has been intro-

nplete £1 15 o

G. N". & Sons supply
Swarm of Bees with genuin
Italian Queen, in the Iir
proved Cottage Hive, a

£^, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queer
th full

initing to Black Stocks,
5.J. each.

Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as
ENGLISH BEES.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour, s^., postage 4^.
wly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with

:es, sent on receipt of two stamps,
w, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers

Drawings and Prii

Agents for Sti

made by James I

GEO. NEIGHBOUR
or 149. Regent Street, London, W,

n,W.C.;

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS.

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate
Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,
and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The Brltlsli, Indian and Colonial Governmenta,
8000 of tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

EaUway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., So.,

Is e.ttensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IBOIT, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.
Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTTDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN. '

No Agents.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

rpwi AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY. AtRu. 17,

Contains

—

Original Articles on Mangel Wurzel—Typhoid Fever or
Bad Meat—Improved Grecian Hive of S. B. Fo.f (Illus-
tratcd)-Wealher Cliarts-A Crying Want-Tropa;olum
.speciosum (Illustrated)-The Tenant-riglit Bill—Agricul-
tural Machinery (Illustrated)—Progress of Agriculture-
Agricultural Holdings Bill-Racing in the Midlands—Land
Tenure in England—Our Photographs -Cattle in Ireland-
Tenant Right—How I Make Farming Pay—An English
Agricultural Station — Field Experiments in Agricul-
ture, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on Our Photographs
—Tenant Right—Remarks on last Telegram from Peru-
Fowler's Steam Plough, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from
Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Markets, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian—Household—Notices of Books—Garden of

the Farm — Forestry — The Weather— Reports of Mar-

large number of

Price 4d.
; post free, 4^./. Published by William Richards,

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand. W.C.

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWDER.
"HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH anti CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES

LONDON, S.E.

THE SYDNEY MATT.
NEW SO UTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING ,a_nd_tlie _FIELD,_ in which is incorporated

, the TURF.

and Eng

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Dr

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide ciiculation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, £</.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

"DEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
J-V et JSTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review).--Among the principal Contributors are ;—A. Allard,
E. Andr.£, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. CrgpinComte de Comer, Dejonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove depenterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.Jongkmdt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden T Moore
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodieas'
A. Sirau.x, O. 'Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, j'

^^\y°liif"'. H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
,

Jhis Illustrated Journal appe.irs on the ist of every month
in Farts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.-One year,

lar., payable in advance.
Publishmg Office ; 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.

Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT

THHE GARDENER'S MONTHLY.—One of-L the most popular and best edited of American Horticul-
tural and Advertising Monthly Journals. Editor : Thomas
JMeehan. Philadelphia.

Subscriptions for Great Britain ;—91. -d. per annum in
advance. '

Agent for Europe :—A. M. C. JOl
Tottenham Nurseries. Dedemsvaart.

B
Belgian.

ULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
r-u£.o/''9'*"^"''™RE, et de CULTURE MARAI-CHtRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
Burvenich, E. Pvnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Foontaine

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery'
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the youriial ofHorticulture
Office. 171, Fleet Street, E.C: or to the Author.

fTlHE
J- Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates
Portugal and her Possessions, and '

- - -

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Ad
every description of industry and of every article of consump-

C U L T I V A T O R.—A P9rtuguese
ich circulates in

the Principal Towns of the

of

Advertising charge
eluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent,

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael''

Discount

, Azores.

The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising
Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the"'""'"

~ HERALD and SYDNEY

London ,,., Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . , Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street,

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.vchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
J- the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,
the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris. q8, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Gardener and Wife.

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, a
steady, middle-aged, married Man, without encum-

brance, to reside in the house (at Twickenham), his Wife as
COOK. Both must be experienced and of unexceptional cha-
racter for honesty, sobriety, diligence, and good temper. They
would not be required immediately, but any time this month —
Apply, by letter, stating the respective wages required to
H. G. BOHN, Esq .

, 18, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, WC?

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young Man
as PROPAGATOR

; one who has a fair kno,?ledge of
Plants, and can produce satisfactory references as to character
and ability.—Apply in own handwiting, stating experience
age, and wages required, to FRANCIS R. KINGHORN,
aheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

w
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To Gardeners.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, a married Man,
to look after, a Conservatory, Plant Stove, and Kern

House He must be a good liand at 'I'able and Indoor Decora-

tions, with some knowledge of Flower Gardening. Wages {.i

per week, witli cottage. Wife to attend to Lodge Gate.—
B. J.. Dean. Salisbury.

WANTED, TWO or THREE good
NURSERV HANDS-snch as on use the knife well,

and make themselves useful. Permanent situation. State

wages and reference to R. and !". ALLUM, Nurserymen. &c.,

Tamworth.

WANTED, BOUOUETISTS and
KI.ORISTS' KURNI.SHERS, for liayswater.—Those

thoroughly experienced can apply to J. H. POUNCE, 23, Villiers

Street. Strand. W.C.

W~ ANTED, a MAN to take charge of
Houses in which Palms, Ferns, Azaleas, &c.. are

gown —with a Nursery trahiing preferred.—DRUMMONO
llROTHERS, Larkfield Nurseiy, Edinburgh.

WANTED, several young MEN, accus-
tomed to Nursery-work—they must be good at Tyuig

and Potting ; and also one that understands the Grafting and
Budding of Roses.—J. E. GOUBERT. Kilburn Nursery, N.W.

WANTED, as HEAD SHOPMAN, a Ma^n
of e-\perience—preference given to one having a know-

ledge of Plants.—Applications by letter, stating at;e. experi-

ence and 5,alary. BARR and SUGDEN. 12, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C.

Warehouseman.
WANTED, as SECOND WAREHOUSE-

MAN, an active, industrious Man, who is thoroughly
master of the work, in a Seed Warehouse—to Superintend
Pickers, Straggle Pea Crop, &c. Wages. 30^. per week. —
HENRY CLARKE a.nd SONS, 39. King Street, Covent
Garden, London. W.C.

ANTED, TWO or THREE MEN,
accustomed to Packing Hampers of Plants, or General

Nursery-work.—J. R. PEARSON, Chilwell Nurseries,

Nottingham.

ANTED, TWO YOUNG MEN for the
Glass Department of a large Nursery, where Stove and

Greenhouse Plants are extensively grown. Must have some
knowledge of the business, State, age. wages and references.

—

B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

W^
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THE ARCHIMEDEAN"
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN .AWARDED

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL. Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

NOTE.—The "Archimedean" was specially selected from the Mowers exhibited at Vienna for constant use in the Exhibition Grounds, and gave
great satisfaction ; and we have pleasure in calling attention to the following Testimonial, received from the Inspector of the Royal
Gardens, Schonbrun, Vienna :

—

" Your 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time past at the Iniperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure in stating that they have given perfect

satisfaction. Their quiclc and good work prove them to be the best and most efficient machines of the kind."

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRES.s'oF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,
And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS.

From K. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society, Chiswick Gardens, II

.

"Gentlemen,— We have now had your 'Archi-

medean ' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most

efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace,

'* Gentlemen,—I be^ to say that we have had your

Patent 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given

every satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

From the Rev. J. H. White, Hemingford Grey,

St. Ives, Hants.

'' I am much pleased with the working of your

'Archimedean' Mowing Machine. I think it superior

ffy, to Others which I have used in previous years."

" The quickest, nriost simple, and most efficient Mo
ever used."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS.
' Far superior to any of ours."

—

The Field.

' Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardeners A/

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as
one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-
ance with."

—

Floral World.

EVEE.Y MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
And ij not approved of may be returned •within a Month, and the amount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES,
6-inch, Suitable for Small Grass Plots £110
8 ,, „ ,, 2 2
10 ,, ,, a Lady or a Boy 3 3

IS ,, „ „ ,, 4 4

14-inch, Suitable for a Man £5 5

16 ,, ,, ,, on Level Lawns 6 6
18 ,, „ „ and Boy 7 7
20 ,, ,, ,, ,, 8 8

Grass Boxes, 6-inch, i,s. ; S-inch, 5^. ; lo and i2-inch, ys. 6d. ; 14, 16, 18, and 20-inch, 10^. each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
NO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine duriiig Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the
Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), iVIanufacturers and Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling
J JOHN G. ROLLINS k CO., Old Swan Wharf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. | Selling

Agents i WALTER CARSON & SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.G.; and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. J Agents

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4r, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Pnnted by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, April 17, 1S75."""
' "-fWOOD. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park, S.W.

EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS, WEDNES-
DAY, April z8. 2 o'clock.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, from the Nursery of George
Jackman & Son, Woking, daily. May 1 to 24. 9 o'Clock to dusk.
EXHIBITION of ROSES, from the Nursery of Mr. William

Paul. Waltham, daily. May 3 to 10. 9 o'Clock to dusk.
Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only, by vouchers from

Fellows of the Society, price zs. td. each.

GLASGOW ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDENS,—EXHIBITION of PLANTS, MAY 7

and 8. For particulars apply to ROBERT BULLEN.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION, 187s, MAY 14 to 21. — SPECIAL

NOTICE to EXHIBITORS of HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS, &c.—A limited quantity of covered space for
the exhibition of the above. For terms apply to the undersigned
on or before May 1.

Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

BRISTOL, CLIFTON, and WEST of
ENGLAND ROSE and STRAWBERRY SHOW, to

be held in the Zoological Gardens, Clifton, THURSDAY,
June 24.

Schedule of Prizes, with Rules and Re.guIation5, may be
obtained of the Gate-keepers at the Gardens, or by letter
addressed to the Secretary, Zoological Gardens. Clifton.

ISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

EtTION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the
Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to
Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars
may be had on application to

CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingham. JULY i, 2. 3, and 5, for the benefit
of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from H.^ G. QUILTER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham.

TNTERNATIONAL POTATO SHOW,
J- 1875.—The Schedule is now ready, and may be had on
application to

=3, Upper Th:

Rooes, coming Into Flower.

GEORGE GRAY and SON begs to offer

splendid plants of the above, in pots, of best known
varieties, at moderate prices.

Nurseries, Bros. Chcrtsey, Surrey.

EW ROSES.—A Selection of thirty of the

finest for this season now ready. CATALOGUE uponN
JAklES'olCKSON AND SONS, Newton N' , Chest

To the Trade, &o.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,

New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pots (best sorts

only). CATALOGUES free.

EWING AND CO.. The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

cYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM. — This lovely
species, charming either for Cultivating in Pots or for

Cut Flowers, 6 guineas per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W^

ExUbltlon of Auriculas.

CHARLES TURNER'S unequalled Collec-
tion is now in bloom, and is unusually tine this season.

The Spring Bedding Plants are also very gay. An inspection

is invited. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

CLEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
Working. Price, 3^. ^d. per 100, or 30s. per 1000.

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

Notice.—Cheap and Good.

A PRICED LIST of the best SPRING-
FLOWERING PLANTS will be sent free to all

applicants. Apply to DILLISTONE BROS., Nurserymen,
S:c., Stumer, near H.alstead, Esse.x.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—Selected
named varieties, very fine plants, 70J. per 100 pairs, cash.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Dgwn Ni
Brlnol,

Verbenas, Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet. Crimson, and Rose Verbenas-good Plants

fVom single pots, 12s. per 100; rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6j. per 100, 50J. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

VESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
plants, from single pots, \qs. per loo, 85^-. per 1000,

paclcage included. Terms cash.

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

PELARGONIUM, QUEEN VICTORIA.—
The most handsome Pelargonium in cultivation. Good

plants at los. 6d. each.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S EstabHshment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

LIMATODES ROSEA.—A large importa-
tion of this handsome and useful winter-blooming Orchid

just received from Burmah. Price £,}, per dozen.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PHLOXES.—All the best varieties, strong
plants, in pots, 6r. per dozen.

NEW PHLOX, Miss Robertson, finest white variety ever
offered, 2.s. each. Trade supplied. Prices on application to

JAMES COCKER and SONS, Sunnypark Nurseries,
Aberdeen.

VERBENAS.—Strong healthy plants of
Purple King, Melindres splendens (fine scarlet), Boule de

Niege (best white). Sunny Thoughts (good rose), 6j. per loo,

free to any address on receipt of Post Office Order.
FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Ro.ad Nursery, Chester.

VERBENAS,
best variety e:

disease. Well rooted
Carriage free to any address for cash

FIELD BROTHERS. Tarvin Road Nurserj', Chest

PURPLE KING is still the
nt. strong, healthy, without a spot of

ulT, 6s. per 100, 505. per looo.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Intending pur-

chasers are requested to read Mr. Betteridge's letter, published
by us at p. 269 of Gardeners' Chronicle for February 27.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

B ETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
direct from the raiser. See letter, p. 269 of Gardeners'

Chronicle for February 27.

DUKE of CONNAUGHT. I OXONIAN IMPROVED.
DUKE of EDINBURGH. | DUCHESS of EDINBURGH.

The above collection post free for 6s. 6d.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, W.C.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE ASTER,
originally introduced by Carters. Eighteen splendid

varieties, post free, for 35. 6d.; twelve splendid varieties, post
free, for zs. 6d.

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen. High Holborn, W.C.

ANTED, Double Gi^jj^E, l-yr. cuttings,
or i-yr. cuttings i-yr. transplanted ; also, choice named

HOLLYHOCKS. State lowest prices to

RICHARD SMITH, Niuseryman, Worcester.

To the Trade.

TROP^OLUM SPECIOSUM, in pots, at
20J. per too. POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIE-

CO., jNu
,
N.B.

PYRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEI.— Plants
of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out, price 21s. each, usual discount to the Trade.
Illustration sent on application. See Gardeners' Chronietc^

1874, i. 757, ii. 740; and the Florist and Panologist for March.
WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries. Bristol.

Exhibition of Azaleas.

AND A. SMITH'S splendid Collection of
the above is NOW in BLOOM, which consists of the

II known varieties raised at their Nurseries, and also of
kinds introduced by Continental Growers. Inspectic

F
itcd. The Nun , West Dulwich, S.E,

Sweet-scented Rhododendrons.

JDAVIES' splendid SEEDLINGS of the
• .above are now in bloom. Also, his Collection of

AZALEA MOLLIS, Inspection respectfully invited.

Brook Lane Nursery, Ormskitk.

SEEDLING RHODODENDRONS—2-yr.,

,Ci5 per 100,000 ;
3-yr., ,£20 per roo,ooo.

JOSEPH SMITH, Jun., Moor Edge Nurseries, Tansley
near Matlock.

Lobelia Blue Stone.

FAND A. SMITH can offer the above, from
• cuttings off the original stock raised in their Nurseries,

and which variety was planted in Hyde Park. It is the finest

dark blue in commerse.
The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

CEDRUS DEODARA, lo to 15 feet high,
all prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

TjlOR SALE, a small lot of PINE PLANTS,
JL about eighty in all, in three stages, twenty up for fruit. in

good condition. Can be seen any day by applying to

Mr. WHITEMAN, Gardener, Tyringham. Newport Pagnell.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9,
10 to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illustrated
CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE

PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London, N.

LI N DEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora,
tive Plants of all kinds, Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Gre at Tower Street, London, E.C.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

HARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants, New Roses, Stc, is now ready, and may be had free on
application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

STRONG and EXTRA STRONG VINES.
—Thoroughly well ripened without bottom-heat. Prices

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

WARE BOX EDGING. —20,000 yards
of the above, very superior, will be sold, cheap, for cash.

Sample and price from

J. B. YOUNG, Landscape Gardener, Bridge of Allan, N.B.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT POTATO.—
To clear off remainder of slock of above we offer at verj'

low quotations, which may he had on application. The Seed
offered is English grown, from last year's importation, and is

therefore free trom any risk of Colorado Beetle.

W^L CLIBKAN AND SON, Oldlield Nursery, Altrincham.

SuttonB' Red-skin Flourt»all Potato.

HAND F. SHARPE have a surplus stock
• of the above, which they are prepared to offer at a

low figure to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS. — Strong
Forcing and Planting, Special price per 100 or per 1000

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

RC HARD- HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Imported OrcUdB.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. , on WEDNESDAY, April 28, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely an Importation of FIRST-CLASS
ORCHIDS from India, in the finest condition, comprising

Vanda cctrulea, Dendrobiiim Devonianum. D. Farmen, D. densi-

floriim, D. chrysotis, and others ; also Pleione inaculata and

Wallichii in fine masses, and Cypripedium hirsutissimuin,

Saccolabium gnttatuni, and Cymbidium eburneum or Mastersu.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossums.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, Knig Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, A.pril =S 600

ODONTOGLOSSUMS, many of them supposed to be Ale.-!-

andra: just arrived, in good condition, from the mountainous

parts of the United States of Columbia, and for Sale without

he least reserve.
... , , ,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Unusually Choice East Indian OrcMdB.
VANDA CATHCARTII, PH.AL.«NOPSIS LEUCOR-

RHODA, P. MANNII, S:c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. April =9. twenty-

three very fine plants of VANDA CATHCARTII, growing

freely, and in the most lu.vuriant health ;
splendid Plantf, f

V. CRIST.VIA, some of them showing flower ; rare SACLO-
LAUIUMS, many hundreds of DENDROBIUMS: also four

plants of the extremely rare PHAL^ENOPSIS MANNII,
and two plants of P. LEUCORRHODA, one the original plant

- ' -'-'---'- "^To. 6z. p. 301).

ihad.

Important Sale of East Indian, Guateraala, and
OTHER NEWLY-IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

TR. J. C. STEVENS will t>ELL by
t his Great Room.;, 38, King Street,

, on THURSDAY, April sg, at half-

ly, by order of Messrs. J;

M^ AUCTION, s

Covent Garden, W.C, ... ,-<. "i 'si-.^.c
oast 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons of Chelsea! a very'^fine IMPORTATION of ORCHIDS
all in excellent condition. The Sale will include splendid

masses of Dendrobium lituidorum, some with forty to fifty

shoots, and throwing up numerous young growths ; D. devonia-

num and D. chrysotoxum. Also a magnificent import.ation ot

Saccolabium guttatum, in the best possible health, some of the

masses having eight to ten shoots : 'Vanda cccrulea, «c.

;

Lycaste Skinneri, fine plants, just breaking ;
Odontogl-

pulchellui
"

jjun-iieimiii, t>i ."•; condition : Sobral.

Veitchii, and a few fine plants of the very

Oncidium concolor, just

by Auction fur the first

. Masdevallia
and beautiful

ed from Brazil, and now offered

to be Sold without

On^ I the I ling of Sale,.and Catalogues had.

Specimen Plants—Important Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDA'if, May 3, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of Spei
* '

ALOES, AGAVES, and other Pla

a well-known old Collection, and cc...,- .,

torts ' an .mportation of =io lb. of SEED of CEDRUS
DEODARA, several small Collections of Established

ORCHIDS, and an importation of Dendrobi

D. crassinode, D. formosum, Saccolabium curvifo

teum and many other choice sorts

..nP.ALMS, FERNS,
being duplicates from

d comprising many very

n, S. gigan-

On ! the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

EstalJllslied Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, May 5. at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, including, amongst many others, the following :—

Phalajnopsis, several plants supposed to be Pontei
.
Cattleya

exoniensis Dendrobium bigibbum, D. Devonianum, Oncidium

leopardinu'm, Zygopelalum rostratum. Cypripedium Panshu,

C Harrisianum, lilasdevallia Harryana, M. Lindeni, Odonto-

e'ossum Bluntii O. triumphans, O. Pescatorei, O. Alexandra;,

Angr3;cum caudatum, &c. To be Sold in consetiuence of the

owner going abroad.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Kingston-on-Thames.
By Order of the Executors of the late Mr. Bruce.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse

Yard, City, E.C., on MONDAY, April =6, at 1 for 2

o'clock punctually, a compact, valuable FREEHOLD
ESTATE, known as Bruce's Niir.sery, and situate in the

Richmond Road, Kingston, Surrey, possessing a highly im-

portant front.age of 332 feet 6 inches to the high road, by

594 feet depth, comprising about 4 acres 2 roods of very eligible

Building Land, together with the substantially brick-built

Detached Residence standing thereon. The Property olfers

great scope for profitable subdivision and re-sale in small plots,

or for the creation of .ground rents.

Cards to view, ^vith printed Particulars and Plans, may be

had of R. E. WHEATLY, Esq., Solicitor, 7, New Inn, W.C. :

and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch

Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.
.

Imnoitant bale of Specimen Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS removed from Albury Park, Guildford.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, May 7, at half-past

I "o'clock predsely. SPECIMEN STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, British and Exotic FERNS, formed for

Exhibition purposes by William Kemp, Gardener to His Grace

the Duke of Northumberland, at ,'\lbury Park, Guildford, who

is giving up exhibiting plants. They consist of well-grown

specimens of Azalea indica. Cape Ericas, Epacris, Genetyllis,

\phelexis Phccnocomas, Chorozemas, Dracophyllums, Boronias,

Adenandras, Acrophyllum venosum, Polygalas, Hibbertias,

Stephanotis, Allamandas, Clerodendrons, Francisceas, Ronde-

letias Combretums, Pandanus, &c. This well-known Collec-

tion has taken numerous Prizes at the London and Provincial

Shows—viz. , Regent's Park, South Kensington, Crystal Palace,

Reading, Guildford, Tunbridge Wells. Godalming, &c. .\lso

axle:

EXHIBITION VANS, with good springs and pal

hole for Sale without reserve.

,v the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Theobald's Park, 'Waltham Crusa,
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of choice GREEN-

HOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, valuable LIVE-STOCK,
GARDEN and FARM IMPLEMENTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. Alderman

Cotton (who is leaving the neighbourhood upon the expiration

of his tenancy) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,

Theobald's Park, Walthara Cross, Herts, on TUESDAY,
April 27, at ri for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole of the choice

COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
consisting of large and handsomely grown Double Camellias and

fine Azalea indica, sixty half-specimen Pelargoniums, a beautiful

example of Alsophila australis (12 feet through), fine Ficus,

Cattleyas, Blechnums, Adiantums, and several other Exotic

Ferns ; large F'uchsias, Vallotas, Dracaenas, Gardenias. &c. :

150 Fruiting and Succession Pines ; also the valuable LIVE-
STOCK, consisting of Brougham, Saddle, and Cart Horses,

handsome Norwegian and other Ponies, twenty-lour Cows,

Heifers, and Calves, Breeding Sows, ten cross-bred Ewes with

Lambs by side. Poultry : a capital Brake, useful Brougham,

Dog Cart, a well made Pony Cart, a Tumbril Cart, the supe-

rionly-madc Silver-plated and Brass Harness, a Green's iS-fnch

Lawn Mower, Oat Crusher, a Chaff Cutter, H.aymaking
Machine by Barret S: Co., and other Implements; ten large

ornamental Gas Tripods, and Statuary on Pedestals, comprising
" The Deluge," from the Colosseum, and the "Head of Musa.

"

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, of Mr. STEPHENS ; and of the Auctioneers

and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C. , and Leyton-

stone^E^ ___^__^^_
City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, ijrauticiiurcu lat , £..u.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms, as .above,

on THURSDAY. April 29, at half-past I2 o'clock precisely, a

first-class Collection of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.
of the finest growth : a choice assortment of GREENHOUSE
and BEDDING PLANTS, HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS,
CONIFER.*, SHRUBS. Standard and Dwarf ROSES, choice

SEEDS, FUCHSIAS, DAHLI.AS, LILIUM AURATUM,
&c.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers, &c., 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C: and

Leytonstone, E.

Preliminary Notice ofFORTHCOMING SALES,
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.

MAY 15.—WOOD GREEN, N. The Vineries, Nightingale

Road. Important Sale of 30,000 Bedding Plants, 8:c.

MAY 19. —SYDENHAM. KENT. Kirkdale Nurserj-.

Clearance Sale of the whole of the Greenhouse and Bedding

Plants.

MAY 20 and 21.—WEST DULWICH, S.E. An important

Sale of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants : also some choice

Camellias. Azaleas, &c.

MAY.—TOOTING, S.W. By Order of Mr. R. Parker.

Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, City. E.G.; and Leytonstone. E.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns,

PALMS, FRUITING PINES, VINES, &c., mostly the

Property of a Nobleman, removed for convenience of sale.

MESSRS. OLIVER, NEWBOLD, and
OLIVER, have received instruction to SELL by

AUCTION as above, at the Mile Ash Nurseries, Duffield

Road, Derby, on WEDNESDAY, May 5, at 11 o'clock. The

Collection comprises, in part, seven handsome specimen

Crotons, 2 to 4 feet ; Dracamas, Marantas, and other fine Stove

Plants :' thirty splendid specimen Azaleas, 3 to 5 feet, beaiiii-

fiiUy trained and lull of tlower-huds : 100 Camellias, including

some fine specimens, 6 to 10 feet high ;
magnificent specimen

Palm (Latania borbonica), 6 by 12 feet; large Orange and

Lemon trees; specimen Rhynchospermum, Musa Cavcndishii,

6 leet Pandanus utilis, 5 feet ; Davallia elegans, 4 feet

ihroiigh thirty-eight Fruiting Pine Plants, Fruiting \'ines,

and .1 l.ir'ge quantity of smaller Camellias, Azaleas, and general

Greenhouse Plants, all of the choicest varieties, and in the

finest possible condition.
, , r i. a .-

Descriptive Catalogues m.ay be obtained of the Auctioneers,

and of Mr. E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

Edmonton.

MESSRS. JACKSON .and SON are
favoured with instructions to offer for SALE by

AUCTION, on the Premises. 'I'anners' End, Edmonton, with-

out reserve, on THURSDAY, \\,r\\ 29, at i o'clock precisely,

by direction of W. Lobb, Esq., M.P. (who has changed his

residence) a valuable collection of STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, including some fine specimen Ciimellias,

from 5 to 10 feet high ; Azaleas, Ferns, Orchids, choice PeKar-

goniums. Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, a large number of

Miscellaneous Plants.

M.ay be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues may he had

of WILLIAM ABDY. Gardener, on the Premises ; at the

usual Inns in the neighbourhood ; ot Mr. JACKSON,
Auctioneer and Appraiser, Hitchin, Baldock, and Royston ;

and

of Messrs. J.^CKSON and SON, Auctioneers and Land
Agents, Hertford, Ware, and Bishop Stortford.

Bexley Heath.—Freehold Farm, consisting of about

To MARKET GARl:iENi-;RS and OTHERS.

MR. E. BENTLEY HAYNES is favoured
with instructions (by Order of the Executrix of Mr.

William Smith, deceased) to SELL bv AUCTION, at the

Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, E.C, on THURSDAY. May 6, the

highly cultivated MARKET GARDEN FARM, known as

Wootllands, for very many years in the occupation of the owner,

now deceased. The Farm is situate near the main Dover Road,

and is well placed for conveying produce to the London markets.

The premises comprise a capital Dwelling-house, Stables.

Sheds, Piggeries, Bams, &c. The property is situate in Church
Road, Bexley Heath, about iJ4 mile from Bexley Station, and

2 miles from Abbey Wood Station on the South-E.istern Rail-

way. The tenant will show the property.

P.articul.ars and Conditions of Sale can be obtained at the

principal Inns in the neighbourhood; of W. VANT. Es^i^.

Cairnfcrth House, Moorgate, Rotherham.
TWO DAYS' SALE—WEDNESDAY and THURSD.4Y.

May 12 and 13, commencing each day at 11 A.:u.

MR. ROWLARD WARD, of the Central
Repository. Sheffield, is favoured with instructions

from George Brown, E.sq., to announce that a SALE by

PUBLIC COMPETITION will take place, as above, of very

choice PALMS. CROTONS, TREE FERNS, Specimen

ALLAMANDAS, CLERODENDRONS, DIPLADENIAS,
BOUGAINVILLEAS, TODEAS, PHORMIUMS ; also a

variety of choice ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.
For days to view, prior to Sale, see Catalogues (6a'. each), to

be had of Mr. H. ALBITSON, Gardene-. Cairnforth Lodge.

Moorgate, Rotherham ; and of the .Auctioneer, Central

Repository, Castle Hill, Sheffield.—April

WANTED to RENT, a large Private
GARDEN with a quantity of Glass, or a FRUIT and

FLORIST'S ESTABLISHMENT near London.
ALPHA. Mr. Thomas Frewins, New Street, Henley-on-

Tha) , Ox

To Nurserymen and Others,

TO BE LET, the GUILFORD
NURSERY, Whitfield, near Dover, comprising Resi-

dence, Stable, and Outbuilding, with j acres of First-cla.ss

Land. Rent ^^60. The Houses, comprising large Plant-house,
Vinery, Stove and Fern Houses, Greenhouse, &c., together

with the contents, and some Nursery Stock, to be taken by
V.aluation or Arrangement. Incoming moderate. Apply to

Messrs. WORSFOLD anu HAYWARD, Auctioneers and
Estate Agents, New Bridge, Dover.

'Victoria Estate, Kansas, US —To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
Upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from \ns. to 505. per

acre. Grass in ils natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDiS, Esq.. F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W. , Architect to the Estate.

To Gentlemen, Amateur Horticulturists, and Others.

TO BE SOLD, a very compact and flourishing -j

NURSERY, FLORIST, and JOBBING GARDENING f
BUSINESS, consisting of an excellent Shop and Conservatory
(with plate-glass Windows), Offices. Sheds, GreenTiouses, and
Pits. Situate in the principal road to London, about 5 miles
distance soutii-east, surrounded by a first-class neighbourhood.
Also, together or separate, a very genteel and excellent modern-
built DETACHED VILLA RESIDENCE, in the centre of
its own Grounds, beautifully and artistically laid out and
planted ; approached by a carriage drive from the entrance,
near the business premises. This Property is very desirable for

a Gentleman Horticulturist, the business portion being distinct

from the residence grounds, S;c., and may be let off very
advantageously.

Further particulars can be had of Mr. J. JENKINS, Land
Agent and Auctioneer, Lewisham High Road, New Cross, S. E.

;

or of THOMAS KEPPING, Esq., Solicitor, 45, Essex Street,
Strand, W.C.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN-
SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

President: The Right Hon. EARL BROWNLOW, Lord-
Lieutenant of the County.
The ne.vt EXHIBITION will be at Grantham. JULY 7

and 8. Schedules of. Prizes (;i2oo-tv.-p Silver Cups) are now
ready, and may be had of ftlr. LYNE, Bookseller, Grantham.

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on THURS-
DAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9, and 10. The
Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk Honorary
Secretary. Schedules'n the course of preparation, and may be
obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

riRYSTAL PALACE.—GR~EAf FLOWER
V^ SHOW of the SEASON, SATURDAY, May 29.

A'~LEXANbRA PALACE.— OPENING
FESTIVAL, SATURDAY NEXT, May i. Grand

Concert, under the direction of Sir Michael Costa. The
following, amongst other distinguished artistes of Her Majesty's
Opera, xyill take part :—Mdlle. Titiens, Madame Trebelli-

Bettini, Si,gnor Campanini, and Herr Conrad Eehrens. Orchestra
and Chorus uf 1500 performers. The Band of the Grenadier
Guards, under the direction of Mr. Dan Godfrey, will perform
a Selection <jf Music in the Park, on the South Terrace, before

and after the opening ceremony.
Admission by ticket 5J. , if purchased before the day ; by pay-

ment at the doors, 7^-. ^d., or by the Guinea Season Ticket,

which also includes Membership of the Alexandra Palace Art

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—^^K Majesty the Queen.
President—Yl\s Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.

Mairied .. .. .. .. .. ;^4o per annum.
Male .. .. I-lS „
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters ;^2o „

Every information to be liad of the Secretarj'-, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERS.^iRY FESTIVAL, in aid of the F'undsof the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.

H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 21s., application for which should be made to

(he Secretary not later than May 22.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY. June t6. at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 1 1 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year : and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution-

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

/CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL BAZAAR,
\J M.anchester. — The FLORAL COMMITTEE beg to

THANK most heartily those Ladies, Gentlemen, and Nursery-
men who sent so kindly Flowers .and Plants for di.sposal at the
late Bazaar for the Hospital for Sick Children.

(Signed) J. BROOME. Chairman.
B. FINDL-AY, Hon. Sec.

FLORISTS' FLO WERS.—Named
exhibition varieties of Carnaiions and Picotees, &r. per

dozen plants : Pinks and Pansies. 4^. per dozen : Pentstemons
and Antirrhinums -and Phloxes, a,s per dozen : all good plants

and first-class sorts. LISTS of above, and other plants, in great

variety, for two stamps. Trade terms on application.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nureery, AUrincham.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
-SHOW uf EARLY KHODODENDRONS, &c,

APRIL SI.

AWAKDS of the JUDGES.
Class i.-i2 FORCED RHODODENDRONS, distinct.

(Opon.)

St, Messrs. H. I-uic & Son, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamp-
stead, /i loj.

Class 5.. 9 CINERARIAS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Messrs. J. Dubson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isle-

Class 8.-6 ORCHIDS, distinct, (Nurserymen,

isl, Mr. B. S. Williams, The Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.,

Class 12.-18 HARDY SPRING FLOWERS, in pots,

distinct. (Open.)

isl. Mr. R. Parker. Exotic Nursery, Tooling, £.1.

2d, Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealnig, 131.

Class 16.—12 AI,PINE or FANCY AURICULAS,
distinct. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. J. Dobsnn & Sons, loi.

Ci \ss iS.— 2 BUNCHES of BLACK GRAPES. (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Bones, Or. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park,

near Romford, C\- „ ... ,. ,

2d, Mr. J. Ridout, Gr. to W. S. Brown, Esq., Woodhatch
Lodge, Reigate, 15^.

Ct a"s 2I.-I BRACE of CUCUMBERS. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Lane, Gr. to Major-Gen. Fytche, Pyrgo Park, ne.ir

Romford, ^s. fni.

..d, Jlr. W. Rapley, Gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Uaphanl

Common, 5^.

MISCELLANEOUS.-EXTRA PRIZES.

Mr. B. S. William, for Group of Plants, Silver Medal.

Mr. J. Walker, Nurseryman, Thame, for Three lioxe of Cut

Ras. • Medal,

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours: AURICULAS, both Single and Double;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers, LIST on application,

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Mr. Postans's New Zonal and Fancy Variegated
PELARGONIUMS for 1875.

CHARLES BURLEY begs to announce that

he has been entrusted with the distribution of the .above

magnificent NEW PELARGONIUMS, to be sent out, for the

first time, the beginning; of May ne.\t. Priced LIST and full

descriptions on application.

Paradise Nursery, Brentwood.

SURPLUS STOCK of POTATOS.—
Hundredfold Flukes. 140J. per ton ; Paterson's Victoria,

1201,; do. Red-skinned Flourball, loot.: do. Regents, tool: do.

Dalmahoy, nor. : do. Bresee's Prolific. 110.T. : do. Bresee's

Peerless, loos. : do. Clima.x, nor.: do. Rivers' Ashtop, 205. per

sack : Belgian Kidney. 121. do. New 4 lb. sacks, ti. id. each.

Cash. CHRISTMAS QUINCEY. PeterborougiL

ClnerarlaB, Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have to offer SEED saved from their celebrated strain

of CINERARI.^S. 2J. 6<l. and 3J. M. per packet. ALso,

PRIMULA SEED. 21. W. and 3X. 6ii. per packet. Post free

on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

UnrlTalled Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

GEORGE S M I T H, 61, Penrose Street,
Walworth, S.E., begs to intimate his VERBEN.\S, &c..

are very strong : in single pots from 2s, per dozen. GOLDEN
FEATHER GEM, double white-flowered, 2^ per dozen.

PETUNIA (Crj'stal Palace), striped. e.\tra fine, 2i. per dozen.
LIST free.

Verbenas, Vert>enas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
Purple, Pink. Crimson, Rose and other mi.xed sorts, good

strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at 6i. per 100, 50J,

per 1000, package included. Cash to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.
Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 405. per loo; 255. for 50 : or 15J. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9J. and
121. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on appHcation.

Crown Nursery. Reading.

AXT O N ' S
-i Each of the folk

WILLI.\M THE
I

FIRST.
I

OMEGA.

NEW PEAS.—
wing sr. per quart

DANIELS BROS., Seed Gr.

SUPERLATIVE.
LAXTON'S No, I

POPULAR.
. Norwich.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo
cuttinss sent post fr,ee for -zs. 6ci. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feattier, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

beddini; plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. — The best
new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the /7»ra/

Mae^ftziiif for April. Strong plants now being sent out, price
^s. b,l. each. The usual discount to the Trade.
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, Nurseries, King's Acre, near

Hereford^

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER :

strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 30J. per dozen.
TE.VSCENTED, CHINA. NOISETTE, and HYBRID-

PERPETU.\L ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, 91, to 151. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Pcrpetuals. on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

To the Trade.

HURST AND SON can offer PEAS and
SCARLET RUNNERS to the Trade, guolationson

application to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadcnhall .Street, London, E.C.

New Double Petunia,
"l\/rRS. WILSON."—The above is a fine
IVl. Double Crimson variety, striped and edged with white,

very fine and distinct. It received three First-class Certificates

last year. Good Plants, now ready. 3^'. 6(/. each, post free 3J. fjtt.

T. JACKSON ANU SON, The Nurseries. Kingston. Surrey.

ENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM.-
Having received a large importation, Mr. Wri.i.iAM Bull

makes special offer of this handsome and favuurite Orchid, at

jCi per dozen, Special quotations by the too.

ESTAHLISMMKNT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea. London. S.W.

lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTs7the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow. 25. 6if. perG

t re.iuit

RICFusually incurred in planting it. See RfCHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

E.xtra strong SEAKALE, 3.t, per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened : SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing: ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — lOO
Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor,

Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

los., 50, %s. 6(1'., 25, 3^,: 24 Fancy Pelargoniums, 3J, Od., 12, 2i.:

24 (Jhrysanthemiims, 2S. 6d., 12, is. M.; 24 Pompons, 2^, 6d.,

12, IS. 6d.; 24 Fuchsias, 2^. 6d., 12, is. 6d. All post free,

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns, Enfield.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' Mixture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the FINEST and dwarkest EVERGREEN GRASSES, .and is

very superior to mixtures generally offered, quickly forming a
close velvety turf For New Lawns sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre.

To Renovate Old Lawns sow 10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price
i^. per lb. Orders over 20s. Carriage Free.
The Old-Est.ablished Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.

New Fuolisla procumbens.

T JACKSON AND SON have much
• pleasure in introducing this exceedingly interesting

Novelty, which they have purchased from the Gardener of T. C.
Blackett, Esq., of Thorpe Lea, seeds of which he received from
New Zcniand. It is of a shrubby trailing habit, producing
freely at the a.vils short erect flowers with orange-yellow tube
and violet-black sepals. Strong Plants 5,?. each, free by post
5^. 6i£. ; extra strong ditto, loj. 6(/. each.

5, Kingston, Surrey.

PRIMULA JAPONICA. - Strong healthy
plants of this beautiful Iiardy Primrose, quite distinct

from, and greatly superior to, any other kind recently intro-

duced from Japan , that will blossom this season, may be obtained
in various colours, mi.ved, at the moderate price of 2s. 6d. for half
a dozen, or 4J. 6d. per dozen, package included, sent by rail, on
application to

JOHN LE\yiS, Gardener, Whitland, Carmarthenshire.
No Orders will be attended to unless accompanied with

Postage Stamps or Post Office Order, made payable at
Whitland, to John Lewis, to the amount of quantity of
plants requited ; and applicants are requested to write their

name and address distinctly, to prevent any mistake occurring
in forwarding the package.

Seed saved last year of the above, 6d. and is. per packet.

Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can now supply, for cash, Verbenas,
• spring-struck, strong, and free from disease of any kind,

including Purple King, Scarlet, White, Pink, and many other
varieties (of which a list may be had on application), at Sj. per
100, package free. PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of
the best varieties, 40J. per 100. GERANIUMS, plain-leaved

and zonal, strong autumn-struck plants, zos. per 100; Mrs.
Pollock, in single pots, 205. per 100; Crystal Palace Gem. in

single pots, 20s. per 100. COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII,
13^. per TOO. IRESINE LINDENI. lar. per 100: IRESINE
HERBSTir. 10s. per 100. CENTAUREA CANDIDIS-
SIMA, struck last autumn, and well established, in large 60
pots, 40J. per 100. AUREA FLORIBUNDA and other CAL-
CEOLARIAS, 85. per 100. HELIOTROPES, light and dark.

S. B. would particularly wish to draw the attention of his

numerous customers to his fine stock of VERBENAS for this

season, which are the admiration of all who see them ; and
.would request that all orders should be sent to him as early as
convenient, as he was unable to supply many who applied late

last season—general satisfaction being expressed by all those
who favoured him with their orders.

S. BIDE. Alma Nursery. F.,rnham, Surrey.

Cheap Plants!

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet. Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, 2J. per dozen. 12J. per 100; rooted
cuttings, 15. per dozen. 6s. per 100. 50.T. per 1000.

LOBELIA, speciosa (true), from cuttings, 35-. per 100, 2oj^. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding. 15. per dozen, 6s. per 100,

HELIOTROPIUMS. fine dark varieties, is. per dozen, 6s. per

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, blue, m.ikes a fine bed, i,f. per
dozen, 5^-. per 100, ^os. per 1000.

IRESINE. Lindeni, crimson leaf. fine. u. per dozen, 6f. per 100.

COLEUS, Verschaffeltii, li. per dozen. 6s. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurca, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,
. per I P^i.

PELARGONIUMS, Silver edge—May Queen and Flower of
Spring. 2s. per dozen, i$s. per 100.

,, Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, 2s. per doz., 15J, per 100.

„ Tricolor—Mrs. Pollock, 25. 6d. per dozen, i3s. per 100.

Terms cash, package included.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

F«
Spring Planting.

OREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREKS, and SHRUIIS, a large slock .at luoder.ilc prices.

CATALOOUKS free on aiiplicalion.

THE I.AWSON SEED and NIIrSERY COMPANY
(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., antl at
Edinburgh.

BOLTON AND CO.'S stock of NEW GRASS
SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE is now

complete. It comprises all the best varieties of Fescue, Poas.
Meadow Foxtail, Cocksfoot, X:c., and the mixtures arc arranged
to suit the different kinds of soil.

Prices can lie given either by measure or by the acre, but in

sending orders it is desiraljle as far as possible to mention the

nature of the soil on which they are to be sown.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants. Wood Green,

London, N.

N w R O S S.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (Cranston's).

CRIMSON BEDDER (Cranston's).

CLIMI3ING JULES MARGOTTIN (Cranston's).

All the new Continental Roses for 1875—upwards of forty

Hereford.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES, Established
1785.—The following CATALOGUES are just published,

and will be forwarded on application ;—
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES (.874 and 1875).
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERS, SHRUBS,

and FOREST TREES.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BULBS. Address,
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford.

To Planters and the Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg 10 call the attention of Planters and the Irade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at
low prices :

—

LI M ES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THOR^^S, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH. Weeping. 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. fnock.
WILLOWS, Weeping. American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-b.arked.

BIRCH. 8 to to feet.

PHU.ADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIKURNUM. ofsorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK. Scarlet. 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manelti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, s'J to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries. Canterbury.

B EAUTIFUL SPRING FLOWERS.
PRIMR(iSES, Double Yellow and White, ^s. per dozen.
HEPATICAS, Double Red and Pink, Single Bliie, 2,r. 6</. p. doz.

,, Single Mauve, in pots, beautiful, is. each.

,, ., White, in pots, beautiful, 6d. each.
VIOLETS. Double Varieties-The King. The Queen, Crim-

son Neapolitan, Blue Tree, White Tree, BUndy. and
odorata pendula, the new weeping Violet, 3* per dozen.

., Single Varieties—The Czar, Devoniensis. obliqua striata,

suavis. Princess Louise, -\s. per dozen.
HELLEBORUS NIGER (Christmas Rose), 3^. per dozen.

„ OLYMPICUS RUBER, 6j. per dozen.
DAISIES— Bacchus, Magpie. Pink Beauty, Queen of Whites.

Red Rover, Rosy Gem, is. 6d. per dozen.
AURICULAS, finest Alpines, very choice, in pots, 31. per doz.

named varieties, in pots, 6s. per dozen.
HELIANTHEMUM, twenty-four named varieties, very showy,

3^. per dozen.
A Collection of 100 choice HARDY ALPINE and ROCK and

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, showy and free flowering, -os.

HOLLYHOCKS, selected named seedlings, very double and
good, 4J. per dozen.

„ Seedlings, from the very best named sorts, very double and
good shaped flowers, 35. per dozen.

GENTIANA ACAULIS. in pots. 3J. per dozen.
POLYANTHUS, choice Gold Lace, selected, is. 6d. per doz.
WALLFLOWER, Black Ball, very double and large. 3^. per

,, Golden Ball, rich golden, 3.?. per dozen.
PAMPAS GRASS, large flowering clumps. 6s, per dozen.
ROSES, choice Tea, in pots, best yellows, 8;c-, 95. per dozen.

CATALOGUES by Post. free.

L.WOODTHORPE,Mnnro Nursery, SibleHedingham.Essc.v.

HCANNELL begs to draw
• the attention of the Pid>lic to the

COLEUS "CHAMELEON," which is

unquestionably by far the most attractive
and the gre;itest acquisition in Coleus ever

tion conveys hi

speak of ii

The foil-

of the

the I

in.idequaie idea of

beauty, and very dis

874):-
" We have received from Mr Caiinell

ipecimens of a new type of Coleus. of great
from those already in cultivation,

bnmetimes the leal is mamly of an intfii -1-
-
f- rtTmnn,

flushed with bright rose, giving a kind of - 1' 1
i

-i Iimi
, tin;

edgebcing just banded with green. In nli 1 !
iiih- i':af

is of this character, while the other half 1 1:1 |.i'>,y

crimson with golden beaded edge, and s>iii'!,iu' ;': i -'. tint

and the maroon-crimson are variously siJ^.tkcd .iml Mcndt^d.

The flush of rosy crimson appearing in the marLion gives a
remarkably velvety richness, which must be seen t'j be
appreciated. With this superb and varied colouring the p'ant

must be exceedingly effective."

This variety has received First-class Certificates wherever
shown. Post free, 2^. 6d. each.
New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E.
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Hollies and RhododeEdrons.
GEORGE FARNSWORTH has to offer

i-vr. and 1-yx. bedded HOLLIES, at 251. per 1000.

RHODODENDRONS, 3-yr. seedlings. Hybrid and Pontics,
mi.xed, .It 5^. per looo ; 3-yr. and 2-yr, bedded, 205.

;
3-yr. and

3-yr., 28.T. : e.xtra transplanted, bushy, 6 to 10 inches, 605.: 8 to

1= inches, 80s. per 1000. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, j-yr.,

31. per 1000. Also other NURSERY STOCK. Samples on
application at The Nurseries, Matlock.

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN b¥stT:r1 Manager,

.i~si»..r^~

(&

f
%^'

%

NEW NASTUKTIUM KUBY KING
(With dark-coloured foliage), per packet, Is. 6d.
A seedling variety of that type of Dwarf Nasturtium origin-

ated by u=;~viz., the dark-(oliaged or King of Tom Thumb
section—the popularity of which is now universal, from the fact
of their bright colours contrasted with dark foliage, compact
habit, and duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in
effect to bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety
now offered is quite unique and distinct— pure pink shaded with
carmine—and forms an elTective contrast with the varieties
already in cultivation.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN.
237and23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

DRAC^^NAS— PRIZE-^^^INNERS.

Mr. William Bull
Ofters a dozen Specimen Plants, probably the most handsome in Europe, in twelve varieties

embracing the newest and most distinct kinds in cultivation. Apart from the value of these

Dracaenas for winning prizes wherever and whenever exhibited, the Plants are pictures in them-
selves for ornamental and decorative purposes.

AN INSPECTION IS INVITED.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA
LONDON, S.W.

TO THE TRADE.

MANGK L ^VURZEL SEED, i

H. & R Sharpe
Are now offering the following varieties of the above-named Seeds, of 1874 growth, and raised from

the finest selected Stocks, and from picked transplanted Bulbs, viz. ;

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED
YELLOW GLOBE,

BERKSHIRE PRIZE YELLOW,
NORMANTON YELLOW GLOBE,
CHAMPION YELLOW GLOBE,
LARGE YELLOW GLOBE,
ELVETHAM LONG RED,

GIANT LONG RED,
MAMMOTH LONG RED,
IMPROVED RED GLOBE,
IMPROVED ORANGE GLOBE,
GIANT LONG YELLOW,
GOLDEN TANKARD YELLOW,
WHITE SILESIAN SUGAR BEET.

For Special Prices (which are low this season) and further particulars apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH.

Important Sale of East Indian, Guatemala, and other
Newly Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, April 29, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. jAME.s Veitch & SONS, of Chelsea, a very fine
Importation of ORCHIDS, all in excellent condition. The Sale will include splendid masses of
DENDROBIUM LITUIFLORUM, some with forty to fifty shoots, and throwing up numerous
young growths ; DENDROBIUi\[ DEVONIANUM and CHRYSOTOXUM. Also a magni-
ficent Importation of SACCOLABIUM GUTTATUM, in the best possible health, some of the
masses having eight to ten shoots ; VANDA CCERULEA and LYCASTE SKINNERI, fine
plants, just breaking ; ODONTOGLOSSUM PULCHELLUM, in fine condition; SOBRALIA
MACRANTHA, MASDEVALLIA VEITCHII ; and a few fine plants of the very rare and
beautiful ONCIDIUM CONCOLOR, just received from Brazil, and now offered by Auction for

the first time.

THE WHOLE TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE.
0/i view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW PLANTS FOR 1875

The following New Plants will be ready for distribution the first week in May : for description see large

Advertisement, April 1 7, p. 490 :

—

ACALYPHA MARQINATA
AGERATUM, COUNTESS OF STAIR .. per. doz. 30J.

ALSOPHILA AUSTRALIS WILLIAMSII (Moore) ..

ANTHERIUM VARIEGATUM
ANTHURIUM PATINII
CYRTODEIRA COCCINE.V
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIG.ANTEUM
DICTYOGRAMMA JAPONICA VARIEGATA (Moore)

FUCHSIA JOHN GIBSON .. 7
„ KING ALFONSO 7
,, L.ADY WATERLOW ,, 7
„ MRS. MUIR 7
,, SURPRISE , .. 7

PLATYCERIUM WALLICHII 105
POLVSTICHUM LEPIDOCAULON (Hooker)., .. 21

SCOLOPENDRIUM VULGARE CRISTATUM VIVI-
PARUM (Moore) 10

In addition to the above B. S. WILLIAMS begs to call special attention to and invite an inspection of his magnificent Tree Ferns, which are now
full of young fronds ; Palms of all the best kinds, suited either for the Stove, Intermediate, or Cool House (his two gigantic specimens of

Chama^rops Fortunei are now in full flower, and alone worth a visit) ; besides his unsurpassed Collection of Gleichenias, including the rare species,

Mendelii. The Stoves and Orchid Houses here are always worth a visit, having at all times some grand specimens suitable either for exhibition or

decorative purposes.

The Filmy Fern House just now is in splendid condition; Todeas for size and excellence unsurpassed; also many other rare and choice

specimens. The Azalea, Camellia, and New Holland Houses contain many matchless specimens, well suited to any one forming a collection for

e.xhibiting or furnishing new houses, &c.

The NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, containing Descriptions and Illustrations of the above New Plants, will be ready the first week in May
and will be sent, Gratis and Post Free, to all applicants.

B. 8. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WU-jIjIAMS,
Nurseryman and SceJ IMertliaiu,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Per pacIiL't.

—

s. ti.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new i 6

AMARANTHUS HENDERI.new =6
AURICULA, finest show varieties i 6

fine!

. 6rf, andnALSAM. Williams' snperlj strain ..

liLUMENHACHIA CORONATA, ni

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' snperb strain, ij. 6rf., 2,t. 6rl.,

3^. til. and 5 o

CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, u. id..

2S. id., 3?. iif. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, ts. 6d.,is.bd.,

js. 6d. and 5 o

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. i 6

, saved from the finest erect varieties i 6

NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new . . i 6

PANSY, from finest English show varieties is. and = 6

/.. 2S. id., 3^. id. .and 5 o

STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Bronipton, new .. 16
,, East Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new . . as. 6,/. and 3 6

WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety . i o

,, new autumn and winter-flowering, Harbinger .. 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

PLANTING SEASON.

EHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, i J to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING. SURREY.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON k MAYOS
Have this Season to offer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring-flowering Plants — all

established in single pots, and thoroughly

hardened—comprising :

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colours.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,

&c.—a Collection of^all the best kinds.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
KOSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are noiu piiblisheil, and
mill beforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Near HEREFORD.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S

SEED CATALOGUE for 1875,
.Ining over 200 Illustrations .,f

L-rs, will be posted free on appli-

fho VARIETIES ol I'-LOWKR
SEEDS are so .arranged that the

Amateur may readily recognise tin-

most beautiful and desirable.

The VEGETABLE DEPARI'-
MENT is complete, with the best

proved kinds in each Section.

Ni;W FLOWERS: ERVTIIRiTJA

mui MUMLENBERGHI, is. and -is. id...

'Sy SOLANUM HYBRIDUM HEN-

THE WELLINGTON NURSERY,
WELLINGTON ROAD. LONDON, N.W.

DAHLIAS.

John Keynes
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

C.-ITALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

Dalillas will be sent out the first week In May.

a very select list of the new roses.

Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.-April 2, 1675.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

ready, and may be lia applicatio

IT COMPRISES;—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERvE.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEG.\TED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &o.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.xisting Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

Francis ©ARTHUR
Dickson s Sons.

ThoTTpton Nurseries LllL b 1 LfV.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Yegetaf^le o' Flower Seeds,
i'- Postfiee Oil Afipltcafion .

Quality^imsur^Jas seel

.

Csa^= TREE FERNS. ^W*
^^^g THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. ^^©^

AVILLIXm bull, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

iiiUyufo(^ih
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

r-K!:E ijy post oit kail.

f
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NEW PLANTS— The three best new plants
recently sent out are :-

CROTON MAJESTICUM.
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price Two and Three Guineas each.

Mr. WILLIAlt BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.'W^

American Plants wlthotit Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest H.irdy English and Continental RHODO

nENDRONS, with Belgic and other AZALEAS, at 301 per

dozen, j£io per ico.

'I'he Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed

and elevated situation, and will thrive in any soil free from

Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bu.shes of the Ponticum and
Catawbiense varieties, 4 to s feet high and as much through,

60J. per dozen. April and May is the best time for planting.

New Double Zonal Pelargoniums for 1875.

First class Certific-itt K > 1 H iti ultur^l Society

The Nu s, Bristol.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites

the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty

Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 1^ feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at per dozen for cash :- Golden

Tricolors: Mrs. Dunnett, 31. bd.. Louisa Smith, 3s. bii.: Mrs.

Pollock, 3i, 6(ir.; Sir Robert N.apier. 31. M.: Sophia Duraar-

esque, v. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutts, 3i. id. : Mrs.

Tohn Glutton, 3J. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3J. 6(/. ;
Bronze

Beauty, 31. td.: Kentish Hero, 2J. td.; Roi de Slam, 3s. id.
;

Waltham Bronze, 3^. id. Baskets and packing, id. per dozen,

or 31. id. pe

Carnations. Plcotees, and Pinks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
announce that they have this Season a very fine and

extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now readv for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS.
&c. , contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of

choice Show_Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, 11 j.

" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork. Ireland.
" February is. 1875.

' Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation

nd Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like .t her do 1 nfc
ISAAC BRUNNING .' > CO. uth Nu

Emily Laxton

MESSRS. W. AND J. BROWN have again
been entrusted by Mr. Laxton with the distribution of

the following set of New Double ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
raised by him, viz.:—

EMILY LAXTON.— First-class Certificate Royal Horticul-
tural Society. The largest flowered and most remarkable
Scarlet Pelargonium, either double or single, hitherto sent

out. Individual flowers upwards of 2 inches in diameter;
full, but not crowded; truss enormous. Free-flowering,

and suitable for winter work. Figured in the Floral
yi/rtr^rts/wi* for October last. Strong plants, 15^. each.

GUIDING STAR.—The most shrubby and dwarf Double
Pelargonium yet raised. Foliage pale green, and partaking
somewhat of the character and habit of the Show Pelargo-

nium. Flower very pretty purplish pink, and double ; quite

unique and distinct. Strong plants, \os. 6rf. each.

ILLUMINATOR.—A striking and distinct purplish carmine-

coloured variety of the Emily Laxton type, but darker in

colour; semi-double, but full; petals large and stout.

Strong plants, yy. 6rf. each. The set for £,^ jos.

Prizes will be offered for the above in 1876. To be sent out

in May next. Coloured Plates of Emily Laxton post-free for

js. 6d, Electros of Single bloom 2^, Sd. each.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
Messrs. W. & J. Brown are also now sending out Mr.

Laxton's fine firm-fleshed New Strawberries—TRAVELLER
and EXQUISITE; the flavour of both these is distinct and
unequalled. Traveller has received a First-class Certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society, and is undoubtedly the

most suitable Strawberry for transmission yet raised. Strong

plants of last season :—Traveller, £1 per 25, £3 per 100. Ex-
quisite, 12s. (id. per 25, £2. per 100. Early struck runners of

each, in 60-sized pots, ts. per 25 extra. Prizes for fruits of these

will be offered in 1876. Trade terms on application to

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen and Florists, Stamford.

Sllver-margliied leaved Geranium, Laiira.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much
pleasure in offering this superior variety, being a strong

grower, with very large trusses of pale scarlet flowers, freely

produced. Suitable for centres of beds and back rows in

borders. Received the highest commendation (a First-class

Certificate) from the Floral Committee at Chiswick in 1873,
which was again confirmed in 1874. Plants 5.?. each, seven
for 30i. Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

Vines.—To the Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 30J. per dozen (a special price for a large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, Seacliffe Black,
Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,
Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasin de Calabre.

S. BIDE. Alma Nursery. Famham, Surrey.

LOBELIA "LADYMACDONALD."—Pure
white, deeply edged with ultramarine-blue, in the way of

" Paxtonii," with flowers four times the size; unrivalled as a
bedding or pot plant ; one of the greatest novelties introduced
for years. This beautiful variety was twice submitted for the
opinion of the judges at two of the Exhibitions of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society, Edinburgh, last summer, and
on both occasions was unanimously awarded a First-ctass

Certificate.

Plants first week in May, -zs. 6d. each.
DOWNIEandLAIRD, i7,South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

NE\V~PELAR^^NIUM—" DUCHESS of
EDINBURGH."—This splendid new Pelargonium re-

ceived First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Society.
May 13, and at the Royal Botanic Society, May 20, 1874. It

is of dwarf compact habit, and a most profuse bloomer : we have
it at the present time (April 12) in 48-pots, with forty trusses of
bloom averaging from six to fifteen flowers in each truss. The
flowers, which are crinkled-edged and of good form, are delicate

white blotched with purple. It is without doubt the best

decorative variety ever offered. See the Opinions of the Pre-is

in the Gardc7iers' Chronicle, the Garden, and the Gardeners'
Magazine of May 16, 1874.

To be sent out May i. Price One Guinea each.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

G. BRAID, Nurseryman, Winchmore Hill, Middlesex.

EW CLEMATIS, to be sent out by JOHN
STANDISH AND CO. on May 10 :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each
colour, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers

the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit,

loj, dd, each.

MRS. QUIETER.-A magnificent white flower, containing

eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit,

icw. 6d. each.
The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every

^collection. Orders are now being booked for them.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free 3id.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

ROSKS IN POTS.
MANY THOUSANDS TO SELECT FROM. INSPECTION INVITED.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

William Wood & Son
Have now the honour of offering a Magnificent Stock of ROSES in POTS, consisting of CHINA, TEA,

NOISETTE, CLIMBING and other Kinds.

The Plants offered are exceedingly robust and healthy.

From 9s., 12s., to 18s. per dozen, and Established in 6-inoh Pots at 24s. to SOs. per dozen.

CATALOGUES READY. TRADE PRICE ON APPLICATION.
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NEW ^^Slu PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the following New Plants

ill be sent out for the first time in the

eginning of May :
—

ACALYPHA MARGINATA.
irk.il.Iy fii.u ;ui.l dc-.nit -.tiivr |,l:,nl, wlil.'h

(ScoLr\,;vv,:,n'lv'!n",..'lu.''>r il 'i'\ . ^..1.. .^
>-H,sl,

slalkedicavlil, « IulI'i ,u "I'.U.iil ; iii.Jk-, l.i..; ,"1.1
;

iH' li> ""I--.

nv.ilc-riciiniinalo in nmliiie. somewhat iMipiw.'.! inwards llie

base, and acuminate al the apex, while the margin is Ijeset with

very dislinet and somewhat distant saw-like teeth, into each of

which run nut one or two hranches from the margin.'*! vein, i he

leaves arc green with a variable border of rose-colour, averasing

about one-eighth of .an inch in breadth. In a letter which

accompanied plants sent to me in 1872, it is referred to as " a

very beautiful shrub, never even in its most rank growth losing

its variegation. The leaves hang down overlapping each other,

and completely hide the stems." The llowers are small and

inconspicuous, in tail-like spikes, i guinea.

CURMERIA ROZELII.
This fine bold-habited rhizomatous perennial

_
was intro-

duced from the United States of Colombia, where it was found

by Mr. Roezl ; it was described and figured in the Ganleiiirs

Cliniiklf of December 26. 1874 (p. 804). by Dr. Masters, as a

new and interesting Aroid. The colour of the foliage is a cleep

green, blotched freely on the outer half of e.ach side with bright

yellow-green spots and patches very irregular in size and form ;

the under surface is of a paler green. The flower spathes are

ovate acute, somewhat convolute, hooded .at the apex, of a

brownish olive hue externally and cream-coloured witliin. the

sp.adix scarcely equalling the spathe. i guinea.

MARANTA LEOPARDINA.
A deciduous perennial stove plant, growing from 1^ to 2 feet

high, with slender erect terete petioles .sheathing at the ba.se,

and liearing at the top a spreading limb which is oblong acumi-

nate in outline, abruptly rounded at the base, and with one side

considerably larger than the other. The colouring is effective,

being a pale or yellowish green, marked on each side the costa

with several blotches of deep green, which are oblong in form

and acuminate, and are arranged in nearly opposite pairs. The
flowers, which are produced shortly after the leaves attain their

full development, are yellow, in stnall roundish heads. It is a

native of Hrazil. i,M guinea.

The following New Plants are now being

sent out :

—

CROTON CHRYSOPHYLLUM.
A very dwarf bushy-h.abited stove plant, densely branched,

and with comparatively small-crowded leaves, which are linear-

oblong, obtuse, half an inch broad, the lower ones green with a
.golden rib. but all those near the end of the branch bright

yellow in the basal half, the upper half being green or green
with golden rib. Al the upper ends of the shoots they appear
to be almost entirely golden. The upper leaves are shorter than
the lower, somewhat wavy-edged, and occasionally about once
twisted; the petioles are red. and the bark < if the young wood
yellow. The peculiar style of colouring, which might almost
be called golden-crowned, and the dwarf close habit of the
plant give it a very distinct appearance. 1 guinea.

CTCAS NORMANBYANA.
A handsome addition to this ornamental class of greenhouse

plants. The leaves have a dor-ally compressed petiole, with
both faces angular, and the base clothed with furfuraceous
down. The lamina is oblong ovate, with a prominent ridge

continued up the face of the furfuraceous rachis. the segments
numerous, continuous, linear, about 6 inches long, and J4 inch
wide, very sharp pointed, almost spiny, slightly narrowed and
decurrent at the base, the mid-rib strongly developed both on
the glabrous upper and furfuraceous under surface. Mr. \V.

H. has received a large importation of this new Cycad from
South Wales. The name has been given to it by the

celebrated botanist. Dr. Muelle:

D.ffiMONOROPS ORNATUS.
A charming stove Palm introduced from Java, and having,

like most of the other species, finely cut pinnate leaves. At
present it is only known in a young state, which, however, is

sufficient to show that it will prove to be a plant of very orna-

mental character, r guinea.

FOR NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS. AND PRICES OF—
Rheum noblle, Rheum ofllclnale,

Kheum palmatum tanghutloum,

Anthuriura candldum, Aatrocaryum argenteum,

Astrocaryum fllare,

/ Vi/f page 491 of last week's Gurtli-iwrs Chronicle.

New Double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,
" Pelargonium Laterlpes Kbnlg Albert,"

New Nosegay Pelargoniums,

New Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums,

New Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,

Vide page 459 of the Gardau-n G/iroiiicldioT April 10, 1S75.

New Fuchsias and Chrysanthemums,
New Zonal Pelargoniums,

New Zonal Pelargoniums with Variegated Flowers,

r/n'.-page 427 of the C.i)*;;,-,-.!' r/<;-<>»/,V,- for April 3, 1875.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1875.

LORDS AND LADIES.

IF wo examine the llowciing plants which

form the most conspicuous portion of our

British flora, we shall be struck with the com-

parative want of variety in type which they

present. This is the more striking if our view

should be a very superficial one ; indeed, it is

in external features that the general resemblance

is noticeable, although, of course, in some cases

these are united with other points of greater

scientific importance. Excluding such well-

marked and natural groups as the Umbel-

lifer;c, Composite, and Leguminosa^, we shall

find a certain type of flower echoed as it were

in very different orders ; thus, the round five-

petalled flowers of the Buttercup are repeated

in the larger Cranebills,and again in the Poten-

tillas and Strawberry. Vet further evidence of

this general resemblance is offered, on the prin-

ciple that " the exception proves the rule," by

the way in which the attention is arrested by

any plant which is strikingly different from the

surrounding species, ami of this no better

instance would be found than is offered by the

common Arum maculatum, one of the many

names of which heads the present paper.

The Arum is now beginning to occupy an

important position among spring-flowering

plants, and is expanding its handsome arrow-

headed and usually spotted leaves on many a

hedge-bank, while in the centre shoots up the at

present unexpanded green spathe. This plant

is so different in general appearance from any

other British species, and is, moreover, so well

known, that any description of it would be un-

necessary. Indeed, it is not surprising to learn

that it is an outlying species ;
that is to say, a

species which occurs in regions remote from

the rest of its congeners, most of the Aroide;e

being tropical, abounding especially in the

large forests of South .America.

" Lords and Ladies," one of the most widely

known names of the plant, is a favourite flower

of the children, who find anrusement in opening

the spathe, and examining the colour of the

spadix. Should this be of a dark hue it is

called a " lord ; " if light, it is a "lady." Dr.

Prior says that this name is " of recent intro-

duction, to replace certain older, and generally

very indecent ones." From the wide diffusion

of the name the accuracy of this opinion maybe

doubted, although it does not appear in any of

the old Herbals. For the observations as to the

objectionable nature of some of the older names

of the Arum there is, unfortunately, only too

much justification. Our ancestors called a spade

a spade ; and many of their designations for the

Arum correspond closely with the "grosser

name " which " liberal shepherds " used to give

to the "long purples" of Shakspeare (Orchis

mascula), and which we beUeve is still in

use in some parts of Warwickshire. Dr.

Prior's comments on Wake Robin and Cuckoo-

fruit—two of the most romantic-sounding names

of the Arum—supply all necessary information,

and show plainly enough that the poetical

explanations of these designations, which are

often given by popular writers, must be unhesi-

tatingly rejected.

But the Arum has as many names in English

alone as would suffice for several Spanish

grandees— far too many, indeed, for bare

enumeration here, although one or two

deserve special notice. Such, for instance, is

that of "Bobbins," or " Bobbin-Joan," by which

it is known in the lace-making districts of Buck-

ingham and Northamptonshire, in allusion to

the resemblance of the spadix to the bobbins

employed in lace-work. " Parson-in-the-pul-

pit" and "Jack-in-the-box "explain themselves :

while the relative idea of male and female which

i^ exemplified in " Lords and Ladies" is carried

out in " Bulls and Cows" and "Stallions and

.Mares," two of its Yorkshire names. When the

spadices are very dull and sober-looking they

are called "
( kiakers," in some parts of Lan-

cashire. This connection of the dark and light

colours with the male and female sex respec-

tively is very general ; and is exemplified in

many ol the paintings of the Holy Family and

other sacred subjects, where the Virgin Mary

is usually represented in a robe of a blue colour,

while a red or dark green one is given to

Joseph and other saints.

The Arum has quite as large a number ol

names in other languages, many of which cor-

respond closely with our own. Thus in some

parts of France it is known as Vicaire, or Cur(5

while it is called from its spadix Buttant de

Clode, or Chandelle; Chou poivre, or Pepper

Cabbage, is another of its common French

names." In the neighbourhood of Frankfort

it is called Aaron's-wort, and its relative abun-

dance or scarcity is regarded as an indication

of the fruitfulness or sterility of the ensuing

season.

In Hertfordshire, the handsome spotted

foliage is called " Our Lord's Leaves," and is

associated with a tradition that the plant grew

at the foot of the Cross, and was stained with

the drops of the Saviour's blood which fell upon

it. A similar tradition is connected with other

spotted-leaved plants, as with the Purple Orchis

(O. mascula), which is called in Cheshire

" Gethsemane ;" and the idea is not pecuUar to

England, as it is applied in Belgium to a spotted

leaved plant, called in Flemish Roodselken,

because it stood under the Cross ;
this grows

in Flax fields, but we have been unable to

identify it from the meagre description given.

With regard to the Arum, the superstition is

probably widely spread in England, although

we have no other names which are connected

with it. It was familiar to Mrs. HemanS, who,

speaking of the spots on the leaves, says :—

" These deep unwrought marks

The villager will tell thee (and with voice

Lowered in his true heart' s reverent earnestness)

Are the fiowers' portion from the atoning blood

On Calvary shed. Beneath the Cross it grew ;

And in the vase-like hollow of its leaf.

Catching from that dread shower of agony

A few mysterious drops, transmitted thus

Unto the groves and hills their heahng stains,

A heritage for storm or vernal winds

Never to wait away."

Those who are interested in tracing out the

employment of plants in the sculptures of the

middle ages should not omit to consult a little

brochure, by Dr. WoiUez, entitled Iconographic

des Planies Aroides. He enumerates and

figures a large number of examples of sculpture,

in which he considers Aruin maculatum to have

been employed, and enters at some length into

the symbolical sense which they were intended

to convey. We are inclined to think that in

some, at any rate, of the instances which he

cites, no aroideous plant is intended ;
but the

paper is evidently the result of careful study and

investigation, and demands attention. He also

regards some aroideous plant as having origi-

nated the fleur-de-lis of France—that much

debated emblem, which has already been traced

by different authors to crosses, bees, toads,

halbert-heads, and yellow Iris !

Regarded simply from a utilitarian point of

view, the Arum has considerable claims to our

consideration. The thick fleshy farinaceous

roots yield a pure white starch, which was at

one time in great repute, and which f xpla ns

the name Starch-wort which was applieil to the

plant by Gerarde and other herbalists. For
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many years, and, indeed, until a comparatively

recent period, a preparation similar to arrowroot

was sold in shops under the name of " Portland

Sago," or " British Arrowroot." This was chiefly

manufactured in Portland Island, where the

Arum was very abundant ; the root was crushed
in a mortar, and then stirred in water, which
was afterwards strained off. The remainder
was then again washed and dried, the yield

being about four pounds of flour to a peck of

corms. The repeated washing was necessary

in order to dispel the acridity of the root, which
is very considerable, and not removed by several

hours' boiling. Some advocate the drying and
subsequent grating of the root, the water in

which it is subsequently soaked being strained

off, as in the previous method. According to

Pallas, the flour from the Arum roots enters

largely into the food of the Lapps and Finns.

At one period the collecting of Arum roots for

the London dealers was the regular occupation

New Garden Plants.
Iris (PoaoNiRis) rubro-marginata, Baker, n. sp*

This is a well-marked new species of the fugacious-
flowered vernal Irises, cultivated in the collection of
Herr Leichtlin, from the neighbourhood of Scutari,

where it was gathered by M. Barbey, of Geneva,
the son-in-law of the distinguished botanist, Boissier.

The specimen from which these notes were made was
sent by him to me by post in the first week of April
of the present year. In its long tube, and the shape
of its two rows of perianthial segments, it is most like

Iris pumila, but in other respects (the size of its

flowers, and the fact that there is a pair of them, one
following the other in expansion) it agrees with
pseudo-pumila and nudicauUs. The flower, though
large, is not at all handsome, and in all these the
flower is too fugacious for them to be general
favourites, when there are so many other species in

which it is fairly persistent. The most striking note
about it, from the horticultural point of view, is the
red edge of its leaves and spathe-valves.
Whole plant, when flowering, not more than

4 inches above the surface of the soil, quite glabrous.

Leaves ensiform-falcate, not at all glaucous, green.

viously had an opportunity of seemg them. In colour
they vary from purple to greenish white ; many of the
latter flowers are sprinkled with pink dots (fig. loS),
which give a very striking appearance to the flowers.
Some of the sepals are fringed, while in other flowers
the tubular petals (formerly called nectaries), instead
of being in a single row, are in two or three series.
The flowers then show a tendency to become double,
and we may predicate, from the results before us, the
introduction of a new and distinct race, valuable for
their beauty and botanical interest.

ODONTOGLOSSUM PR/-ENITENS, n. sp.*

This is a most mteresting addition to our knowledge
of Odontoglossa. The flowers are smaller than those
of O. triumphans ; the petals very wavy, both sepals
and petals beautifully shining, of a bright yellow
colour, with much more sulphur and less orange than
the above-named species, and with a few large maroon
spots. The claw of the lip is white, its anterior part
bright yellow, with a cinnamon bilobed spot in the
centre. Accustomed as we are to see natural mules, I
had to see whether I could find any traces of such de-
scent ; I presumed O. triumphans and tripudians
might be the parents, but nothing would have then- ex-

Fig. 108.—hybrid hellebore.

of some of the Portland islanders. As recently

as 1797 the Society of Arts granted a gold

medal to the preparer of a sample ot starch from

the tubers of the Arum. The powdered root

also formed an important ingredient in the

French cosmetic called Cypress powder, which
was said to be both harmless and efficacious

;

and Ray mentions the use of a lotion for similar

purposes prepared from the roots. In severe

winters the handsome scarlet berries are eaten

by birds ; and White, of Selborne, says that

thrushes will even dig up and eat the roots.

!f The Arum is almost exclusively a European
plant, being widely distributed throughout the

Continent, and extending into Algeria. The
structure of its flower is at first sight puzzling,

but a little investigation renders it easily intel-

ligible. A considerable development of heat in

the spadix'at the time of expansion is one of
ihe more remarkable phenomena presented by
the Arum ; in our British species it does not
exceed from seven to nine degrees that of the
surrounding atmosphere, but in some foreign
members of the order the development of heat
is much greater. B. M.

with a distinct red edge, 2—3 inches long at the
flowering time, J inch broad. Flowers two to a
root, one expanding after the other. Stem absolutely
none, the ovary being placed direct on the crown of
the root-stock. Spathe-valves lanceolate-navicular,
reaching quite to the top of the tube, 2.^—3 inches
long, I— i:[inch broad, green andalmost herbaceous
in texture, acutely keeled, and both keel and edges
with a distinct red-purple line, like the leaves.
Ovary oblong, green, 4 inch deep ; tube 2 inches
long, green, tinged with lurid purple in the upper
half; limb 2—24 inches deep, a uniform lurid
purple ; segments of both rows oblong-spathulate,
the falls with a reflexed limb as long as the claw,
which is I inch broad, eroso-dentate at the tip, and
bearded down the lower half of the face with a row
of purple hairs ; the standards erect, an inch broad at
the middle ; stigmas an inch long, the same colour as
the perianth, the recurved points deltoid, small, and
little-toothed. J. G. B.

New Hybrid Hellebores.
M. Heinemann, of Erfurt, has sent us a box of flowers

of crossed seedling varieties of Hellebore raised by
him. These were first mentioned in our columns in

1874, vol. i., by Professor Koch, but we have not pre-

^ Iris [Posoniris) ruhro-margmaia. Baker, n. sp.—Vernalis,
acaulis, foliis parvis ensiformjbus viridibus rubro-marginatis

;

floribus geminis t perfecte sesstlibus ; spatha: valvis magnis
lanceolato-navicularibus rubro-marginatis et carinatis tubo

plained the novel shape of the hp, recalling the old
Miltonia cuneata. Hence I must give up any sus-
picion about the loyal descent of the plant. It

may prove as good a species as O. nevadense. The
shining clear colours are very meritorious. This
plant was collected in New Granada by Mr. Gustav
Wallis for Messrs. Veitch, who kindly sent it for

inspection. A young bulb has two peduncles, just as
O. luteo-purpureum has. H. G. Rchb. f,

Anthurium Patini, sp. noi',-\

A handsome Anthurium, with dark green lanceo-
late leaves and erect flower-stalks, bearing spreading

sequilongis ; ovario oblongo sessili : tubo bipollicari, limb,
segmentis luride violaceis omnibus oblongo - spathulatis
exterioribus facie barbatis, interioribus erectis reliquis
iatioribus.

* Odontoglossum ^rtEuitais, Rchb. f, n. sp.—Pseudobulbis
oblongo-triangulis ancipitibus, medio tandem tricostatis ; folio
terminali ac foliis fultientibus ligulatis acutis ; racemo pluri-
floro : sepalis tepalisque oblongis acutis : labello basi utnnque
angulato ungue linear! subito in laminam hastato-rotundatam
denticulatam crispam dilatato ; carinis geminis apice acutis basi
conffuentibus a basi in discum ; callis acutis geminis extrorsis
utnnque ; columna trigona medio angulato, alls rhombeis.—New Granada.

t Anthurium Fatini, Mast., sp. nov.—Caulibus caespitosis,
assurgentibus ; foliis vaginantibus lanceolatis basi apice que acu-
talis, i-nerviis

; pedunculis folia sequantibus vel superantibus
;

spatha aperta patente oblonga longissime acuminata albida
nervo medio virldi percursa : spadice erecta cylindrata intra
spatham persistentem breviter stipitata eaque breviore ; floribus
6-mtT\?,.—A}Uhuniim PatiiU, hort. Williams ; Columbia ubi
legit Patin.
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oblong acuminate white spathes, traversed by a green

midrib. The spadix is shorter than the spathe, and
densely covered with green-tipped flowers.

The contrast of the dark foliage and green striped

spathe is very striking, and the greenish spadix is also

noteworthy. Remembering what a poor thing A.

Scherzerianum was on its first introduction we venture

to anticipate that this plant (lig. 109), striking as it

already is, will become more so as the plant gels more
cultivated. It is, we believe, a native of Columbia,

whence it was introduced to Mr. Williams' nursery by

M. Patin.

The stems are tufted, about 2 feet in height. The
leaves are provided with stalks about 6 inches in

length, the lower portion being sheathing and mem-

cells dehiscing longitudinally, pollen elliptic; ovary

truncate, oblong 3-sided, with a sessile cushion-like

stigma, 4-celled, with I (or 2?) erect anatropous

funiculate ovules, arising from the base of each.

The 6-parted flowers are unusual. The walls of the

ovary are remarkable for the numbers of very largo

branching cells which they contain, similar to what are

found elsewhere among Aroids, but so far as we have

observed not to the same extent. M. T. M.

THE LANCASHIRE OPERATIVE
BOTANISTS.

In the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle on two

or three occasions some particulars have been pub-

man whose acquaintance, thirty-five years ago, it was

a pride and delight to possess. The Whitefield

Society is possessed of a good library and herbarium.

In addition to the fifty well-established societies, there

are many smaller associations, less methodically con-

stituted, but the members of which are as active as

their brethren, and finil, in their simple field botany,

recreation at once permanent and substantial. As lar

as can be distinctly ascertained, it is now rather more

than ninety years, s.ay close upon a century, since the

original society, the Adam of all the existing ones,

was set on foot. It was established at Eccles shortly

after the publication of that famous old book. Dr.

Withering's Arraiisiment of British Plants, now
nearly forgotten, but in its time inestimable, and

Fig. lOf.—ANTHURIUM PATINI.

branous at the edges, the upper portion is com-
pressed sulcate, provided at the top with a short

thickened geniculus. The blade of the leaf measures

about 6 by r\ inches, is sub-membranous, glaucescent,

lanceolate acute at both ends, midrib prominent be-

neath secondary lateral nerves distant, tertiary nerves

smaller, closer, all arching from the midrib to the mar-
gin. Peduncle as long or longer than the leaf, erect,

slender, sub-compressed, spathe 2\ by f inches and
upwards, flat spreading, persistent, sub-coriaceous, ob-

long, acute at the base, acuminate at the apex, and
traversed by a green midrib j spadix shortly stipitate

within the spathe, l\ inch long, cylindric obtuse, as

thick as a swan-quill, densely covered with hermaphro-
dite, 6-merous flowers ; perianth segments oblong
truncate, hooded at the top, whitish beneath, green

above ; stamens opposite the perianth segments, fila-

ments flat whitish, anthers whitish, with two parallel

lished respecting the Lancashire botanists in humble
life, and their long-standing and earnest love of plants.

Much remains to be stated, alike as to their beneficial

inRuence upon horticulture and upon the temper of

the particular communities in which the various

societies have their centres. The devotedness of these

men is not only interesting in itself, it has been
remarkably efficacious as an example to others. In-

credible as it may appear, there are at this moment in

the Manchester district no fewer than fifty independent

societies definitely organised and holding regular

meetings. Among the chief of them are the societies

at Ashton-under-Lyne (sixty members), Tyldesley
(forty members). Miles Platting, Padiham (sixty mem-
bers), and Whitefield, near Prestwich, the meetings of

which last are held at Besses o' th' Barn, once the abode
of the celebrated handloom weaver, John Horsefield, for

many years the leading botanist of the county, and a

which incited thousands to the study of our native

flora. As with many other societies, in course of time
the old Eccles Club was succeeded by a progeny of

younger ones, several of which may be considered the

immediate parents of the confederacies now existing.

Botany since 17S0 has moved forwards in -South

Lancashire like the concentric ripples on a sheet of

smooth water. In those beautiful undulations we
have the truest picture this world affords of growth
from small beginnings.

Curious is it to note at the same time how the

manufacture of Cotton, and the botanical and horti-

cultural tastes of this neighbourhood have advanced
pari passu, since it was only in 1770 that American
Cotton was first brought to England, and only in 1789
that a steam cotton-spinning engine was first erected

in Manchester. The expansion of the love of

plants in and about Manchester, asi mqst people in-
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terested in horticulture are aware, has not been con-

fined to the artisans ; it has shown itself, with corre-

sponding conspicuoasness, among the wealthier, though
not more zealous clashes. The tuodus opera7idi of the

societies is simple enough. They explore every nook
and corner of the adjacent country, hunting out its

productions, determining the species with minute
accuracy, and learning the names, but not attempting

much in the way of physiology, except when incidental.

As a rule they appear indifferent to the lower Crypto-
gamia. But in mosses and Jungermannias the know-
ledge of many of the members is often astonishing.

For ready reference in the matter of plant names
there was printed at Ashton-under-Lyne, many years

ago, '* A Little Guide to Botany," price one penny.

In addition to Withering, the patriarchs of the societies

made considerable use of old Galpine, the volume
being more portable, and of another once celebrated

English Flora, the guide compiled by Dr. Hull, him-
self a Manchester botanist. Being constituted of

harmless, peaceful, and consistent men, bent only on
plant-finding, the societies very generally have the

privilege granted them by the large landowners of

traversing moors and other portions of property pre-

served for game, and to which no one else can obtain

access. Hence, whenever a gentleman desires to

visit some particular spot forbidden to all, with the

object of seeing some rarity or curiosity in its natural

habitat, he is glad to seek the kindly aid of some
member of the local society, whose passport will go
anywhere, and neutralise the most terrible of keepers,

though these, upon the whole, are friends rather than
foes. The excursions, of course, are controlled by cir-

cumstances, and are generally made by parties of only

three or four. In addition, from time immemorial,
there have been regular monthly indoor meetings,

held upon Sunday atternoons, or more generally,

perhaps, on Sunday evenings.

No doubt it would be more in harmony with the

established theory of the Sabbath, if the meetings took
place on week days. But witli 999 out of every 1000
working-men, to insist upon this would be to put a

stop to the meetings altogether. Beginning work at

5 or 6 A.M., exhausted when they finish, and probably
soiled from head to foot, they are in no very fit state

of preparedness for the enjoyment of science on week-
days. Sunday is the only time when these worthy
men can assemble, either with comfort to themselves
or with nervous energy enough to do one another
good ; and it is no little credit to them, as well as a

compliment to botany, that they decline to approach
the Lady Flora except in their Sunday clothes. Silly

and degrading and vicious entertainments, and the

public-house, do not require that a man shall be

either clean or intellectually receptive and communi-
cative : noble and commendable pursuits require

that body and mind alike shall be unfatigued. Besides,

only the very prejudiced would make objections to the

reverent study of God's works on the Sabbath. Were
the Sunday meetings to be forbidden by law there

cannot be a doubt that botany would disappear from
among the Lancashire operatives, their wholesome
and kindly influence would die clean out, and the

change would certainly have a bad moral effect.

They are no worse than reading a Monday morning's
newspaper, the editors and compositors of which have
had to stay away from church in order to get it ready.

Being held on different and specific Sundays the

meetings allow of much pleasant reciprocal visiting,

and brotherly fellowship is constantly encouraged. The
aggregate number of meetings in the course of the

year, including the annual meetings, amount to little

short of 700, the total quantity of work done must
therefore be immense. Every one who attends a

meeting brings what he considers curious or novel.

At a fixed hour it is the duty of the pre-

sident to name the plants exhibited, and the

remainder of the time is spent in conversation. Many
of the members of the different societies have little

gardens, crowded with rare plants, chiefly British.

From some of these it is that there are sent for sale in

vhe Manchester flower-root market such uncommon
plants as Veronica saxatilis, Ajuga alpina, Draba
aizoides, Antennaria dioica, Meum Athamanticum,
my first acquaintance with all of which, and with
many more of the kind, was first made at the stalls of

these rustic cultivators, or at all events at those set

out by their fathers. Rare herbaceous exotics are also

extensively cultivated. In the Manchester root-market

years ago I saw for the first time and purchased con

amore, Ramondia pyrenaica, Ranunculus amplexi-

caulis, Hordeum jubatum, and a score of others of

kindred description. The gardens are owned chiefly

by men who earn their livelihood in or in connection

with cotton mills. It must not be supposed, how-
ever, that there are operatives of no other class

in the societies. Collieries, foundries, and other

scenes of hard and subduing toil furnish their

contingents j one of the most distinguished of the

present generation of Lancashire botanists is em-
ployed at a dye-works, another of rare promise is a

journeyman painter, and a third—an honoured old

leader, formerly engaged in a mill—is now the village

postman. Many of the societies are united in a kind

of loose federation—once a year endeavour is made to

have a grand gathering of representatives of the whole.

Subordinate annual meetings are likewise held of the

local federations, and one of these it was, held in

Ancoats, a suburb of Manchester, on the nth inst.,

which suggested the writing of the present sketch.

The report on this occasion, duly read by the secre-

tary, consisted simply of arecordofquiet, painstaking,

and industrious effort ; of rising at daybreak so as to

secure a ramble without trenching on the time for

earning wages, and of the successful '* finds" of the

season. The cash account lay in a nutshell. Honest,

straightforward, faithful in every particular, the

unanimity and whole-heartedness displayed from
beginning to end were most delightful. Would that

the same could be said of every other annual meet-
ing ! t?., Manchester^ April 16.

A REVIEW OF THE PROGRESS
OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY IN 1874.

{Continued froj/i p. 494.)

The Colouring Matters of Plants.

The last important work on the constitution of

chlorophyll was published by M. Krauss in 1872 :

he inferred the existence of two colouring principles

—

xanthophyll and cyanophyll, which, by their mixture,

produce the green colour we are familiar with. This

hypothesis was partly based on the fact that super-

position of the spectra of these two substances repro-

duces the spectra of chlorophyll with its characteristic

absorption-bands.

M. Pringsheim has been studying the subject, and
has arrived at somewhat different results. He affirms

that the colouring principle of chlorophyll is single,

cannot in any case be divided into two, and only

undergoes certain transformations, according to the

conditions of illumination. This theory is mainly

based on the fact, that in thedifferent solutions—yellow,

blue, or green—the author always found all the bands
of absorption that are characteristic of the chlorophyl-

lian spectrum. It is only necessary to employ liquid

layers of suflicient thickness and concentration.

Examining, e.g., the alcoholic extract of etiolated

plants (which, according to M. Krauss, contains only

xanthophyll), M. Pringsheim has found in it, quite

distinctly, the seven spectral bands. Only while a
layer 94 m.m. thick of the green solution (normal
chlorophyll, mean concentration) was sufficient to

yield them, the band HI. (the least visible of all) ap-

peared in the yellow solution only with 370 m.m.
thickness of liquid. The same with fluorescence,

which M. Krauss denies to his xanthophyll, but

which M. Pringsheim has observed quite clearly. If

we retain the theory of co-existence of two colour-

ing principles, it will be necessary, in order to ex-

plain these observations, to suppose that a certain

proportion of cyanophyll had already been developed
in the darkness, and that the action of the light was
limited to modifying the proportions of the mixture.

But none of the means indicated for producing dissocia-

tion of the chlorophyll had the least effect on the yellow
solution; moreoveraslight difference in the position of

the first bands would oblige one to conclude that the cya-

nophyll of the etiolated plants is not the same as that of

normal plants. In view of these contradictions M.
Pringsheim considers the other hypothesis much more
probable. He tliinks, then, that the colouring prin-

ciple of etiolated plants is only a modification of nor-

mal chlorophyll, to. which he proposes to give the

name etioline.

In his attempts to separate the green solution into

a blue and a yellow [e.g.f by means of benzine), M.
Pringsheim says he has found it impossible to prepare

a yellow solution, which, examined in suitable con-
ditions, did not present all the absorption-bands, and
therefore no longer contained chlorophyll. It was the

same with a blue solution. Further, if cyanophyll be
a substance really existing in the green matter of

leaves, how is it that a green, very dilute, alcoholic

solution (or employed in thin layers) does not give

all the absorption-bands, but only those which are

specially attributed to xanthophyll ?

The differences between the blue and yellow solu-

tions may be explained by the degree of afllinity of

each solvent for the colouring matter, by the degree
of purity of the solvent itself, &:c. In every case each
of the two solutions contains true chlorophyll, and
not merely one of its elements. i

The colouring principle of yellow plants (antho-

xanthine) is closely allied to etioline ; solutions em-
ployed in layers sufficiently thick give the absorption-

bands. It is not a principle uniform in all flowers,

but rather a series of substances, the first of which is

closely related to chlorophyll, whereas the last is

considerably removed from it ; still the band I. is

always found most characteristic of all. The autumnal
yellow colour of leaves is also derived from chloro-

phyll, as its spectrum proves, which is, however,
distinguished by a marked weakening of certain rays

(xanthophyll).

M. Pringsheim, then, considers chlorophyll as a

unique colouring principle, beside which there are

three other principles of similar constitution, etioline,

xanthophyll, and anthoxanthine ; the first precedes the

appearance of chlorophyll, the second succeeds it
;

they are perhaps also found sometimes mixed to-

gether, and then the green solutions may indeed

contain a yellow principle, but this is not a con-

stituent part of chlorophyll.

M. Wiesner had already taken a step in the same
direction as M. Pringsheim, in suggesting the idea

that the cyanophyll of M. Krauss is no other than

chlorophyll, of which it has all the important

characters. The same author has shown that benzine

is not the only neutral substance which may be
employed for these observations, but that others,

such as sulphuret of carbon, chloroform, and castor

oil give quite similar results.

M. Wiesner has also studied the action of light in

conservation and destruction of the colouring prin-

ciple. He has brought forward two interesting

considerations. i. Etiolated plants become green

more quickly when they are exposed to the more
refrangible rays of the spectrum than when they only

receive the bright rays. This may be explained by
supposing that the plant is always the scene of a double
action

;
production of green matter and its destruc-

tion, which advances equally with the phenomena, of

assimilation. It is the yellow and adjoining rays that

preside over the latter operation. The green colour

which we see in plants is only the difference between
these two opposite actions, and when the blue rays,

which have hardly any action on carbonic acid, act

alone, the coloration of the tissues progresses more
quickly. 2, The destruction of the colouring prin-

ciple of chlorophyll is always connected with the

presence of oxygen, and is only effected by the lumin-

ous rays which act at the same time in the decompo-
sition of CO... It is natural, then, to think that a

part of the oxygen which the assimilation of carbon
has set at liberty serves for oxidation of the grain of

chlorophyll itself. The phenomena, of which the

latter is the scene, are very complex, and it is not

correct to conclude directly from the quantity of oxy-

gen eliminated to the nature of the organic substance

produced.
M. Chautard has for some time been engaged in

researches as to the modifications of the spectrum of

chlorophyll under certain agents, such as alkalis,

sulphurised substances, &c. These modifications are

all reduced to the appearance of new lines or the

decomposition of characteristic lines, and though very

interesting as regards chemical analysis of solutions of

doubtful origin, they have no very direct bearing on
vegetable physiology, properly so called.

M. Filhol some time ago indicated a method for

obtaining in the alcoholic solution of chlorophyll a

precipitate by means of hydrochloric acid. This pre-

cipitate collected on a filter is almost black, while the

liquid is yellowish brown. Renewing these observa-

tions, the author has remarked that the chlorophyll of

dicotyledonous plants gives a pulverulent amorphous
precipitate, while that of monocotyledons gives one

that is crystalline. The crystals take the form of

small needles gathered into tufts. Their solution varies

in colour ; it is brown-yellow in ether or benzine,

yellow and fluorescent in sulphuret of carbon, and
violet in chloroform. The absorption-bands are similar

to those of chlorophyll. This fact is entirely new;
hitherto observations have concurred in showing the

perfect identity of chlorophyll in all plants, and the

subject deserves to be thoroughly investigated.

We have still to notice some interesting observations

on chlorophyll considered in living plants. M. Krauss

has studied the winter coloration of evergreen plants ;

he has not arrived at any general conclusions, but

enumerates the following cases :— I. In the Graminere

the state of things appears to be the same in winter as

in summer, 2. In herbaceous plants (Bellis perennis,

Stellaria media, &c.) the grains of chlorophyll of

palissaded cells accumulate irregularly in the middle

of the cell ; the others do not change their places.

3. In plants in which the cell contains in winter

small masses of tannin, the grains of chlorophyll ac-

cumulate irregularly along the walls ; in the palissaded

cells they occupy the inferior half of the cavity (leaves

of Mahonia, Ledum, bark of branches of Oak, young
Elm, Lime tree, ^c, ) 4. In branches, the cortical

part of which does not contain tannin, the chlorophyll

is grouped round the nucleus (Ribes, Lonicera, Sam-
bucus). 5. Lastly, in certain isolated cases, the

grains are scattered in the cells without apparent

order (branches of Ash, leaves of Lavender). These
modifications are directly due to the influence of the

cold ; all the movements of the grains of chlorophyll

were eflected in four days—from November 7 to II,

1S73—at the time that the frost appeared.

M. Batalin has studied the festival discoloration of

certain plants. The Conifers especially are remark-
able in this respect. In many of them, under the

influence of a too ardent sun, the branches grow
yellow, and the cells of the leaves come to contain

only yellow grains of chlorophyll surrounded by
colourless protoplasm. This effect is quite local, and
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wliile the upper face of a branch bears yellow leaves,

the lower, withdrawn from the sun, will remain

quite green. Sheltered some days by a screen, the

leaves will resume, if the temperature be sufficiently

high, their normal colour. The yellow colour may
persist during the whole summer, and tlien during

winter the temperature is too low for greening to be

possible ; it does not appear till spring. The same
leaf may be discoloured several times without suffer-

ing. It is especially exotic Conifers that have pre-

sented this phenomenon (Cham;\:cyparis obtusa is the

subject most /avourable for the observation) ; but the

author also observed it in several indigenous species

(Juniperus communis, Picea excelsa). It is to be

remarked that the branches which have reached

autumn without having recovered their green colour

are much more apt to suffer from frost in winter.

Lastly, M. PriUieux has studied the movements of

chlorophyll in Selaginella exposed to the sun. S.

Martensii, in particular, presents, in the cells of the

superficial layer of its leaves, an amorphous chlo-

rophyll which uniformly covers the upper wall. Under
influence of the solar rays a white spot presently

appears in the centre of the cell ; the protoplasmic

mass is set in motion, goes along the walls, and
finally is applied to the lateral wall, leaving the

upper face completely free. The general colour of

the leaf then diminishes in intensity.

In Eiotlea canadensis the grains of chlorophyll

accumulate similarly at one point of the wall, under
influence of the solar rays. M. Prillieux does not

think that their transport can be attributed to proto-

plasmic currents that one observes in the cells ; these

he considers accidental, and due to the disturbance

produced in section of the leaf.

PLANT GOSSIP.
Cultivators of Celosia pyramidalis and its

varieties are frequently found complaining that the

young hearts are apt to throw a small comb, and this

leads them to infer that the strain is bad, and they

throw the plants away believing them to be unworthy

further trouble. Bat it must not be supposed that

because the plants develope the small and insignificant

comb in the young state, they are not worthy a

farther attempt ; and if for the future the growers

would content themselves with pinching out the

small combs, and encourage the plants to make a

vigorous growth, they will be surprised at the result

and at the quality of the strain. It is a fine decora-

tive plant for late summer, and the wonder is it is

not more generally cultivated. If the seed be sown
in April on a gentle bottom-heat, and treated as one

would the Balsam, the result will be satisfactory. One
greit point in the cultural process is to occasionally

stop the other shoots by pinching them back, so as to

produce bushy plants of vigorous growth. The Celosia

is a Cockscomb that has shot up and producing heads

of elegantly feathered plumes, and of these the yellow

carmine, crimson, and silver are very attractive.

In order to appreciate the decorative beauty
of the new race of Fancy Polyanthuses, they
should be seen growing at Castle Ashby, Northamp.
ton, the seat of the Marquis of Northampton, in

many semi-wild spots and woodland ways. Mr.
Beech, the gardener at Castle Ashby, makes spring
gardening a prominent feature during the spring
months, and the gardens have a high reputation for

this feature of modem gardening. But, in addition
to the ordinary flower-beds, there are many nooks and
corners profusely aglow with floral life in March and
April, in which the free-blooming Polyanthuses play
an important part, with some charming common
Primroses bearing them company. They are planted
out in big clumps and patches in cool and inviting
spots, and, flourishing in a congenial soil, they grow
vigorously, and send up very strong flower-stems,
surmounted with umbels or trusses of immense high-
coloured flowers. Numbers of these flowers are in

constant requisition for decorating the dining-room
tables at Castle Ashby, and, in addition to their

aflording bright and attractive hues of colour, they
emit a most agreeable and sweet perfume.

A GOLDEN-LEAVED form of VALERIANA,
probably a sport from N. officinalis, is now a very
showy and striking object in one of the hardy peren-"
nial borders at Chiswick. It is also very telling at

South Kensington, where Mr. Barron employs it

along the Rhododendron beds in the Royal Horticul-
tural Gardens. It is a plant worthy the attention of
spring gardeners, as its foliage assumes its best tint in

early spring, and retains it up to May, when it turns
green. It is a good subject for the mixed bojrder, be-
cause the golden foliage blends well with the spring
flowers ; and it blossoms in June and July, thus afford-

ing a second period of decorative service.

A fine example of the Chusan Palm (Cha-
mrerops Fortunei) can be seen growing in the open

ground at Gunnersbury Park, Acton, the residence of

Baron L. de Rothschild. It is thought to be one

of the finest specimens to be found planted in the

open air in this country, as the dimensions of the

plant are remarkable. It occupies a somewhat moist

position on the south-west side of the mansion, and
below the level of the ornamental water. It is pro-

tected during the winter by a tent of mats, and now it

is uncovered it presents no trace of injury from the

severity of the past winter.

• On the rockwork at Kew several plants of

Primula cortusoidk.s are producing a lively effect.

The rose-coloured flowers are very pretty, and quite

distinct from the reputed varieties, which, thuugh
much larger, should not be permitted to drive the

species from alpine collections. P. nivea, sometimes
known as P. nivalis, is also in flower, and is one of

the most beautiful and easily cultivated of all.

P. carniolica is now very attractive. It is interesting

lo see, after the past winter, that the delicate and rare

Omphalodes Lucili;^ is alive, and commencing to

grow.

The charming Violet, which has on two or

three occasions come before the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society as an improved form
of Devoniensis, and which was shown by Mr. C.

Turner under the name of I-ady Hume Campliell,

is so nearly, at least, identical with one known as

Marie Louise, that it cannot be recognised as a dis-

tinct variety. Several who are growing the latter

unhesitatingly pronounce it to be the same. It is a

beautiful variety for flowering at this season of the

year ; the blossoms are large, very double, lavender-

blue in colour, with a white centre, and are produced
with great freedom. It is a continuous flowerer, and
has a close and compact tufted habit of growth.

Prunus triloba makes a great display

every year on one of the walls at Kew, and this

season is, perhaps, more beautiful than ever. The
tree on every twig is studded thickly with fine double
flowers like little Roses, and being in different stages

a variety of colour is presented—the younger buds
are dark pink, and the older buds almost white. It

is best to manage the tree by allowing some of the

shoots to retain the natural position of their growth,
and to defer the final pruning to a week hence ; there

is then the greatest possible display of bloom. It is

one of the best of its allies to force for the con-

servatory.

The great freedom with which Primula
INTERMEDIA flowers at this season of the year com-
mends it to the attention of all lovers of hardy
Primulacea?. We have seen a plant scarcely more
than 3 inches across, growing in a 48 pot, bearing
eight trusses of its deep-hued rosy-purple flowers, two
or three of the trusses carrying as many as sixteen

individual pips. It may be said to immediately suc-

ceed P. nivea, and, like that species, if kept in the

shade, the flowers will last for a considerable time.

It is a plant that should be allowed to well establish

itself when grown in pots, top-dressing it from year

to year, until the size of the plant requires more
roomy quarters in which to develope itself.

—— A fine plant of Fuchsia Dominiana can be
seen in one of the greenhouses at Chiswick House,
originally planted out for the purpose of training it

over the interior surface of the roof. Mr. Edmonds
states, however, that the training process appeared to

be so distasteful to the plant that it did not flower.

It was then*allowed to grow at will, spreading out its

branches freely and in any direction that suited it.

The elifect was remarkable ; it blooms with great

freedom on the untrained shoots, and it may be said

to be never without flowers, though they are only
sparingly produced at this season of the year, as might
be expected.

Glancing over the herbaceous collection at

Kew we observe the following that deserve mention :—Sanguinaria canadensis, the Blood-root, is in

great beauty, from the profusion of its large, pure
white Anemone-like flowers, and is indispensable to
the spring collection. Muscari botryoides pal-
lidum exhibits a pale porcelain-blue, forming a fine

contrast with the darker blue and pure white forms.
Among the Ervthroniums are E. americannm,
with flowers of golden-yellow, and E. giganteum,
with creamy-white. The leaves of the former some-
what resemble those of E. dens-canis, for which it is

a good companion plant.

A good useful single yellow Hyacinth,
named Alphonse Karr, pure in colour, and forming
a good spike, is much grown by Mr. A. F. Barron,
at Chiswick, for decorative purposes. Good as it

appears to be, it does not seem to have found its way
into the bulb catalogues of this country. It is culti-

vated by Messrs, E. H. Krelage & Sons,

CARNIVOROUS AND SENSITIVE
PLANTS.

In the hard frost which we experienced in the past

winter there was something to be learnt of the be-

haviour of certain plants under its influence. In the

hoar-frost, the exposed edges of the evergreen leaves

had an elegant fringe of lace added, not niggardly, but

profusely, as if the new year had made himself a

nuptial robe worthy of the occasion. Every twig and

thorn had holiday attire, and the long bare shoots of

the autumnal Roses seemed to fringe their shrouds

with silver, grand even in decay. But it is not to the

beauties of the plants thus clad that I would now beg

leave lo direct attention, but to the movements of

the Rhododendron leaves, suiting their position to

the action of the weather. When the hard frost

comes on, instead of the leaves stiffening where they

stand, they do just the reverse, and every one with

supple joint drops some 50* or 60", thereby exposing

the smallest surface to the storm, just as a skilful

general would command a drop, that the enemy's fire

might go harmlessly overhead. But this is not al), for

as soon as the thermometer shows a rise in the tem-

perature, the Rhododendron leaves take notice of the

fact, and raise themselves up to meet the thaw, just

as they had dropped to receive the frost, and all the

while the earth was a lump of ice where the roots of

the plants were locked up. We wonder to see the

Mimosa drop its pinnae first, and then its footstalk,

and raise them again at its leisure ; but we do not

give the Rhododendron its due, for who would call

such a shrub sensitive? Vet here is the evidence

of its rising and falling, and that by a power
and an influence exerted contrary to the natural

law, which renders the foliage exposed to frost rigid.

If we take a Cabbage leaf, and bend it in frosty

weather, it will break short ; but who would have
imagined, a priori^ that the leathery leaf of such a

shrub as the Rhododendron would have behaved in

this way by having its petiole hinged so as to rise or

fall full 50' to meet the emergency ? Many alpine

plants seem to be improved by a mantle of snow, and
as soon as the snow has disappeared the green

cushion shows its lovely contrast to all the death and
ruin around ; and many succulent plants, such as the

Houseleeks, that one would expect to find in ruins

after a visitation of frost and snow, seem to be pre-

served equally contrary to the natural law which
should have ruptured every watery leaf that was above-
ground, just as we see to our cost that tender shrubs

are ruptured and killed.

I see that we are promised a monograph on
the insectivorous plants—Sundew, Venus' Fly-trap,

Pinguicula. It may be as well to prepare the

reader for this coming storm—this trial by jury,

where certain plants, hitherto of fair reputation, have
to be acquitted or condemned for carnivorous pro-

pensities. Now, without forestalling my superiors in

their argument, let me hint that 1 have known all

these plants for at least thirty years, and their natural

irritabilities and power to draw themselves up when
tickled, and I have grown Sundews under glass in

the sphagnum on which Orchids were planted, and I

have sent by post many Droseras from the peat bogs
around Manchester, where I have seen thousands of

all ages, in flower and in leaf, evidently in the best of

health ; and having plenty of peat soil, water, and
sphagnum, they grew, flowered, and seeded, leaving

nothing to be desired.

But, some one will say, did you never see any of

these plants more robust than their fellows, with their

arms full of the wings and legs of departed flies ?

Gentle reader, "Carrion and coarse fare did not

please them full as well," and I should just as soon
have looked for a condor eating flesh on Carrington

Moss as the elegant Sundew. There is a class of plants

that have not till lately been blamed for feeding on
insects, but which are beyond all doubt treacherous

?Vaughterers, and these are the Sarracenias and all the

Pitcher-plants : only look into their pitchers and you
will find them fair enough without, but dark and
dismal within, and many a score of ants, some in their

agony and others dead and far gone in decay. When I

first saw the subject of the Sundew being carnivorous

mooted, 1 considered it a sensational ruse, and made
light of it, supposing the author to be rather pressed

for point to his pamphlet, but able hands seem to have
taken up the cause, and would fain convince us that

in the fair face of Flora there is a pit for dead flies,

and, in short, that such fly-tiaps are guilty of pre-

meditated cruelty : for what else could they mean by
opening their jaws to catch the unwary insect, and
worry it at their leisure ?

Far be it from me to hinder the birth of new. ideas,

especially those which are said to throw light u^un
the relations of the animal and vegetable kingdom,
for it is a law with ve'ry few, if any exceptions, that

the animal kingdom has always been the aggressor

on the vegetable—not, as is now sought to be set
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up, by confusing irritabilities with accident, that a

plant which is perfectly passive has become all at once

an active butcher. Now, if science is to be exact, and

this is never more necessary than in botany, we ought

to have no romantic ideas introduced like those we have

happily left, such as the efficacy of the Fern seed

gathered at the wane of the moon, or the marvels

done by the forked roots of the Mandrake. Many
plants are of no known service to either man or beast,

and many that I could name seem only created to

confound our ideas and foregone conclusions, for

many plants are playful, as it were, and others are

grotesque. Thus we can see no reason for the heads

and tails of many Orchids, the monkey's face in the

Cocoa-nut, and the two sham outlets beside the real

one for the milk to flow out of. [If our correspondent

had studied the ovary or unripe seed-vessel, he would
have seen the meaning of this. Eds.] The agency of

insects in the fertilisation of flowers, upon which so

much stress has been laid, is only one more example

of the fitness of the machinery by which the work of

the world is done. Where a mere shake in the wind
will fertilise, as in grasses, nothing else is provided

;

but where a carrying process is required from the

male to the female flower, then there is a winged

messenger provided to carry the dispatches, and a sop

in the shape of honey to pay him for his pains.

But although this is a general law, it is by no

means universal, for some like the Fig have a mode
of impregnation after its own kind ; while some

have the male and female organs on different plants,

as if they had made an unhappy marriage, and

gone through the Divorce Court. No one disputes

these ideas, because they are borne out by facts and

every-day observation ; but who can say with truth

that a Drosera could pick a bone like a yard dog and

digest the carrion ; Dionjea may still be Venus'

fly-trap without being her charnel-house ;
and as for

Pinguicula doing that kind of business, judging from

its locality, it would seldom have the chance, and
would always lack the ability. When the leaves of

some succulents are put in a saucer of sand to strike

as cuttings, some small pebbles are sometimes put to

keep them in their places, and they will curl up
towards the pebbles, but no one supposes that they

mean any harm to the stone that holds them down.

Alex. Forsyth.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XVI.
John Webster.

Our gallery of portraits of British Gardeners is this

week enriched by that of Mr. John Webster, the talented

gardener to the Duke of Richmond at Gordon Castle

in the North of Scotland. Mr. Webster, in his auto-

biographic notes, informs us that he was born on

December 8, 1S14, at Blanerne, a small and beautiful

estate on the banks of the Whiteadder, one of the

lower tributaries to the Tweed in Berwickshire, where

his father was then gardener to General Balfour, the

proprietor. " In the autumn of 1817," he continues,

" my father went to Manderston, about 3 miles distant,

as gardener and general manager on the estate, in the

service of General Maitland, father of the present Earl

of Lauderdale. I received my education at Dundee,

and having early formed a taste for gardening, was

placed shortly after I was thirteen years of age to do

light work in the gardens for three or four months

during summer, when I again returned to school. I

continued to do this until I was sixteen, when I

went into the gardens for regular employment, and

with the object of making horticulture my profession.

As a proof that gardening was pretty well up at Man.

derston at that date, I may mention that several

prizes for Grapes, &c., were gained at the shows of

the Caledonian Horticultural Society in Edinburgh,

the awards consisting of tea-pot, creamjug, and silver

spoons, with inscriptions upon each, and which

are still heirlooms in the family. I left home about

the age of eighteen, and went to Dalquharran Castle

in Ayrshire, as journeyman, under Mr. David Dick,

and remained there until November, 1S33, when I

went to Whittinghame, in East Lothian, under Mr.

William Rintoul. The place was then in high keep-

ing, and had a good range of vineries. Peach- houses,

Pine-Stoves, Pine-pits, &e. X derived considerable ad-

vantage during my services here from my having to

assist in the laying-out of a new flower garden, of

which I had the principal superintendence. I was

three years at this place, the last one as foreman, and

then took my departure in November, 1S36, going to

Claremont, in Surrey, as foreman in the houses of the

fruit department under Mr. C. Mcintosh, author of the

the Practical Gardener, who was then in the service of

King of the Belgians. From Claremont all the Grapes

and Pine- apples had to be sent during the summer

and autumn months for the supply of the Royal table

at Laeken.

"In the month of February, 1838, I went to

Eartham, Sussex, as gardener to the Hon. Mrs.

Huskisson, widow of William Huskisson, Esq., M.P.

for Liverpool, who was killed at the opening of

the Manchester and Liverpool Railway. My employer

was a great admirer of Orchids, and during my
long stay there, which was upwards of twelve

years, 1 had an opportunity of getting together a

choice collection. I was here successful in getting

that shy- flowering Orchid, Renanthera coccinea, to

produce fine large flower-spikes for a number of years

in succession. On November 5, 1844, 1 was awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal for one sent to the Horticul-

tural Society's meeting in Regent Street ; while on
November 3, 1846, I had again a similar award for

another spike, which was one of five borne on the

plant at the same t me. I am also in possession of a

Gold Banksian, received for six Orchids shown at

Chiswick on June 19, 1847, having been placed first

out of seven competitors. These were the only occa-

sions on whicli I competed in London.
*' I then engaged with the late Duke of Richmond

to take charge of the gardens and forests at Gordon
Castle ; and I also undertook to lay out for the

Duchess a new flower garden in the Italian style,

which had at that time been commenced. I came here

on November 30, 1850. While carrying out the work of

the flower-garden in an altered design, and completing

it in its present form, which was the work of a number
of years, I had the assistance of the late Sir Joshua
Jebb, C.E., and also the guidance of the good
taste of the Duchess, in deciding upon plans for

the balustrades, fences, fountain, and ornamental

work. The balustrading springs from each end

of the Castle, which is 540 feet in length, and en-

closes a space 300 feet in breadth. The ornaments

(U^^ /y?^^^^;^

on the principal piers are large classic dogs, and on

others are deer in a standing position, while on all

the intervening piers are placed vases of different sizes

and forms. The central beds are raised and panelled

with Portland cement, while to the right and left of

these are two fountains, with walks 15 feet wide run-

ning towards each at four different points. The central

walk, 22 feet wide, runs through the garden to a dis-

tance of 1 150 feet, and is furnished at each side with

a broad margin of grass, on which are placed alter-

nately large Portugal Laurels in tubs, and large

tazza vases on pedestals. This walk, which is nearly

on a level, is terminated by a flight of stone steps of

the same breadth, and margined by a stone balustrade

fence, the design being different to that of the one

that surrounds the flower-garden, which, although

distant, may be said to be within it."

CARPET BEDDING.
Where hardy plants are used this is perhaps the

easiest, certainly the cheapest, and possibly the laziest

style of gardening. I would wish to raise a warning

voice to amateurs on the subject, having felt the

demoralising effect of the last superlative in myself,

and therefore I can speak from experience.

I will not own how many seasons the following

arrangement of a border and beds has stood. As all

looked as well as possible, uninjured by any weather

or season, we were thankful to let them stand, having

in our small way always more trials, experiments, and

work on hand in the garden than we can get through ;

and to have a border that required no digging, no
manure, no time or labour, and yet to be filled with

increasing and flourishing plants, is a temptation diffi-

cult to resist.

The border is 86 feet long and 5 feet S inches broad,

exposed to the full sun, which is reflected oft a low
wall at the back, and trees beyond the wall, which

intercept rain, dew, and frost, and whose roots

below the wall eat up all nourishment in the soil. In

short, a very hot, dry and exhausted border, and suit-

able therefore for succulents, hoary and variegated

plants. The whole is a carpet of Sedum acre aureum,

margined at the back with a row of Sempervivum
tectorum, and in front with S. calcareum, a narrow

band of Sedum lydium forming a green line between

the grey Houseleeks and the Sedum acre when it has

got its yellow growth on. A line of purple Crocuses

within the bottom verge completes the border in front,

and behind the native Houseleeks is a row of Rose-
mary, which when first planted admitted of a varie-

gated Pelargonium between each plant in summer, or
a white variegated Kale in winter. Now, in spite of
constant cutting for the inmates of the Royal Infirmary
and the Blind Asylum, the Rosemary this winter will

bear nothing between, so it is simply an aromatic spiky
edge. In the carpet of gold Sedum are cut out sixteen

circles of grey Sedum or Saxifrage, alternating with
small Houseleeks, as Sempervivum montanum, &c.,
the object being that these rings show out of the
carpet by colour or form, either when it is green or
yellow. The circles are filled in summer with bright-

leaved Pelargoniums which cannot have too much
sun, and in winter with purple and lilac variegated

Kale. In the flat piece of groundwork between each
circle is a single good-sized plant of variegated tree

Ivy, Cineraria acanthifolia, Yucca, or Aloe.

In summer a tuft of blue Lobelia was dotted at the

four comers of the flat piece of gold Sedum, which
in winter is replaced by Carexjaponica variegata. Snow-
flakes, and Scilla bifolia. The Leucojum are in

flower while the Sedum is still green, and the blue
Scillas tell when it turns gold. This arrangement
certainly requires the minimum of time, trouble, and
expense, for the good effect it has. Some fresh soil

of course is required before planting the summer
plants, and the Sedums are cut into shape in spring,

where they have encroached on rings or margins.

When the plants on the wall—Roses, Chrysanthe-
mums, Clematis, Smilax, Jasminum nudiflorum, Am-
pelopsis Veitchti— require pruning, training, or to be
gathered, careful, steady footsteps do the Sedums no
harm, rather otherwise, and weeds can hardly make
their way through the consolidated groundwork.

The soil is so utterly dry and ash-like that Verbenas
and Pelargoniums have stood the whole winter, and I

have an idea that we might venture to leave out
many a plant (or even plunge them for the winter in

such a border) that would suffer or be killed in

properly dug and worked ground, and this I fancy

is the great advantage of the carpet-bedding, and one
that admits of progress and experiment ; at the same
time the mere saving of trouble is such a temptation,

and indeed so much of a necessity in many cases, that

a warning voice must be raised, or it is possible that

this fashion may end in a standstill—worse, as far as

progress is concerned, than even the summer bedding
when carried to excess led to.

The centre beds consist of a Yucca or variega ed

Aloe, centre plant, the Aloe replaced in winter by a
Phillyrea or Box ; groundwork of the common grey

Sedum dotted with Carex japonica variegata, a ring of

variegated Ivy, and edged with Crocuses. A few

scarlet Tulips on the grey groundwork finishes off for

spring. The groundwork of the opposite bed is the

dark-leaved Ajagaorientalisfol. purpureis, dotted with

Sedum spectabile, edged also with Ivy and Crocuses
;

and another pair of " lazybeds" are composed of a

tender Cupressus(?) replaced in winter by a hardy

evergreen and the Ajuga groundwork, dotted with

Euonymus japonica aurea, and edged with Euony-
mus radicans variegata and Crocuses : when the dark

blue flowers of Ajuga were in bloom these were
charming little beds. The gold Euonymus has stood

the winters of 1S71, 1S72, and 1S73 ; it suffered in

1S70, and my belief is that the dr^^ing effect of the

groundwork has both kept up bright variegation

(only one plant of fifteen having sported a branch

back to green), and so checked gross growth that in

spite of the late and wet season the plants were in a

condition to resist the 13° of frost we had here last

winter. We find a Sedum groundwork (a solid sod)

saves us fully 6" of frost in the soil. We are near the

sea, which often means no frost at all, and we can

carry on our winter bedding work in such beds when
we are stopped on uncovered ones. The roots and
neck of the dotted plants are very considerably pro-

tected, and I think something useful and improving

might be gained by experimenting on this system.

One other disadvantage of a Sedum groundwork,

and I have done. A neighbouring walk (not much
used) was so hopelessly dotted with the gold-tipped
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Sedum that any hoeing or hand-picking merely broke

and spread it, and we had to skin the whole walk,

and have a complete new coating of fresh yellow

ballast ami thorough and repealed rollings. We
flatter ourselves we are safe until next year. Such an

accident can lie avoided by using this inveterate

Slonecrop on beds on grass, not on a border with

gravel-walk.

It is our intention to lift and rearrange our litttle

succulent border next spring, and collect there all our

treasures in that department. The manure required

to keep that border cool, and to feed plants of decent

growth, would have gone far to supply us with

Cauliflowers.

It is a wise plan to turn one's disadvantages into

advantages, and there is no end of study, variety.

A beautiful perennial species of Convolvulus or

Ipomcca, common in the gardens of Algiers, climbs

up the two nearest Palms in the sketch, and its pro-

fusion of large blue flowers renders them very gay.

The effect of this unique and magnificent grove is

very striking to European eyes, especially when viewed

with the blue Mediterranean at the northern end, and

never fails to astonish and delight the visitor.

The grove is crossed at right angles by an avenue

of Bamboos of similar length, equally fine, and form-

ing, from their dense umbrageous canopy of foliage, a

striking contrast to the graceful feathery character of

the Palm grove. Many of the canes, which grow in

clumps, are very large, measuring 6 inches in diameter

4 feet from the ground, and .<vre not less than 30 feet

long. W. /.. B.

The crops sown during the first rainy season are har-

vested in the succeeding dry season, when the ground
is at once ready to receive a second crop. The splen-

did climate and fertile soil of Hai'ii produce a luxu-

riant and gorgeous vegetation, which is famed even
in the West Indies for the beauty and variety of its

forms. The vast primeval forests which clothe the

mountains and valleys contain some of the noblest

products of the vegetable world, and the countless

gay flowers and blooming shrubs which stud the

savannas attract no less by their extreme beauty than

by the fragrant odours with which they fill the air.

So little of the surface of the island is actually culti-

vated that it may be divided into two parts, forest

and savanna. The lofty mountain ranges, which tra-

verse the island from east to west, and the broad

Flo III —PALM GKOVE IN THE JARDIN D'ESSAI, ALGIERS.

beauty, and interest, in a succulent border, easy to

grow, difficult to know, and quite distinct from mere
lazy carpet bedding. F. f. Hope, Wardie Lodge.

A PALM GROVE.
The Palm grove which my sketch (fig. iii) illus-

trates, forms the central avenue of the Jardin d'Essai,

or Botanic Garden, of Algiers. It is 1500 feet in

length and about 30 feet wide. The Palms (Phoenix

dactylifera) are fifty in number on each side, and are

about 30 feet high ; many of them are fine specimens,

but some appear to have suffered a good deal from

winter storms. Between every two there is a Draccena

Draco and a Livistonia borbonica alternately ; the

former are very fine, the trunks being nearly a foot in

diameter before branching, and some of the Livis-

tonias are also fine plants.

Jforeip Currtspnkiice.

Notes on HAin.—The island of Haiti occupies

an area of about eighteen millions of acres, and con-

tains one million of inhabitants, or scarcely one-

twentieth part of the population it could actually

support. The surface of this island is irregular and

mountainous, and beautifully diversified by hill and

valley, forest and savanna, lake and waterfall. Along

the coverts and in the valleys the surface soil is a

deep black alluvium, with a subsoil of hard red clay

or chalk. Upon the hills and mountain slopes a

reddish clay prevails. The climate is damp and in-

tensely warm in the lowlands, but in the highlands it

is mild, equable, and more healthy than in any other

country within the same degrees of latitude. The

year consists of the two usual seasons of the tropics,

viz., the rainy and the dry, both of which occur

twice in the year, so that vegetation never ceases.

valley?, which intersect it in all directions, are

clothed with dense forests full of magnificent timber

and ornamental trees, whose value is scarcely known,

much less utilised. The savannas resemble in many
respects the prairies ol North America, but, being

studded with clumps of trees, and broken by low

green hills, are less tame and monotonous, and have

more the appearance of an English park. There are

few native grasses, and the savannas are chiefly

covered with Guinea-grass (Panicum maximum) and

Bahama-grass (Cynodon Dactylon). The former,

which was introduced by the French colonists in

1744, makes excellent fodder, and is generally cut

three or four times in the year. The Bahama-grass

forms a close, smooth turf, quite as beautiful as that

of our lamed northern pastures. The loveliest part of

the savanna is unquestionably that which borders

upon the forest. Here the foreground consists of an

open grassy sfaca carpeted with gorgeous flowers,

and dotted with clumps of flowering shrubs, such as
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Oleanders, Myrtles, Magnolias, and Laurels. Palms,

isolated or in groups, meet the eye on every side
;

here is the beautiful form of the Royal Palm (Oreo-

doxa regia), with its ever-rustling leaves ; there is a

beautiful group of Dwarf Palms (Bactris minor), and

here is the Cocoa (Cocos nucifera), with its slender

trunk and handsome crown. Here and there lofty

Ceibas (Bombax Ceiba) lift their lofty crowns high over

the surrounding trees. Singular Tree Ferns alternate

with elegant Bamboos (Bambusa vulgaris and Guadua
latifolia). On every side are fruit trees, too various

to enumerate, and either covered with gay blossoms

or laden with luscious fruits. In the background

towers, dark and gloomy, the primeval forest with its

massive trunks, dense foliage, and deep solitudes.

Gorgeous insects and birds of bright plumage enliven

this charming scenery. Swarms ofparrots shriek and

flutter in the outskirts of the forest ; beautiful doves

coo in the lofty tree-tops ; wood-peckers, in search of

grubs, hammer loudly upon the trunks ; and from the

depths of the forest comes the shrill cry of the mock-
ing-bird. Gaily-coloured colibris swarm around the

blossoms, and magnificent butterflies sport in the

balmy air.

Few of these savannas are of great extent. One
of the most beautiful, and at the same time best culti-

vated, is the Vega real, which is situate in the north of

the island. It is a rich alluvial plain, about 25 miles

long by 10 broad. The view from all parts of this

plain is extremely beautiful. It is bounded upon the

north and south by lofty mountain ranges, which rise

in wooded terraces to a height of 5000 or 6000 feet.

The higher regions of these mountains are clothed

with magnificent forests of evergreen Oaks and Pines

(Pinus occidentalis and P. religiosa). The value of

these forests for ship-building is manifestly immense,

but, owing to the want of roads, and the indolence

and ignorance of the people, many years will doubt-

less elapse before they are utilised. Great Britain pos-

sesses only three species of Oak, but in Haiti there

5ire fourteen species, all of which differ considerably

from our British Oaks in the form of their foliage and

fruits. The value of the Oaks, Firs, and Pines at

present growing in Haiti is estimated at pfSoo.ooo.ooo

sterling. Upon the south-west of the Vega real is

visible the lofty peak of Loma Tina, which, with its

forest-clad sides and snow-capped summit, forms an

imposing and picturesque object in the landscape.

This peak, which is the highest in the island, is

10,250 feet above the level of the sea. Oaks are

found upon its sides only to an elevation of 7S00 feet,

but Pines (Pinus religiosa) extend as high as 9500
feet. Some of the most important trees upon the

lower terraces and plateaus are :—Cypress (Taxodium
distichum), Ironwood (Xanthoxylon Pterota), Log-

wood (Htematoxylon campechianum). Fustic (Madura
tinctoria) Mahogany (Swietenia Mahagoni). Guai-

acum ol^cinale, Homalium racemosum, and Dipholis

nigra. The natives, however, are so far from endea-

vouring to utilise these valuable treasures that the

boards employed in house-building, even in the in-

terior of the island, are imported from the United

States. In 1863 only 583,347 tons of wood, chiefly

Mahogany and Logwood,' were exported, and in

1S73 the exportation did not reach one half of this

amount.

The Haitians bestow little care upon the culture of

fruit trees, and are content merely to plant a few of

different kinds in the immediate vicinity of their

dwellings. Prominent amongst the cultivated trees is

the Banana (Musa), the fruits of which form the prin-

cipal sustenance of the poorer inhabitants. This use-

ful plant, of which there are two species and numerous
varieties, was introduced into Haiti, in 15 16, from

the Canary Islands. Almost every part of the Banana
is utilised. The fruits are juicy, well- flavoured, and

nutritious ; the young shoots and marrow are also

eaten, and the wood, fibres, leaves, and roots are

employed for various purposes. The Banana lives

and bears fruit for fifteen or twenty years. One
acre planted with Bananas yields as much food as

44 acres planted with Potatos. The Breadfruit tree

(Artocarpus incisa) ranks next to the Banana. TIris

handsome and valuable tree was brought from Tahiti,

in 1793, to the island of St. Vincent, whence it has

spread over all the West Indian Islands. It is a tree

of very rapid growth, and in seven years frequently

attains a height of 40 feet. It is at maturity when
sixty years old, and has then a massive, erect trunk,

from 70 to 80 feet high, and from 3 to 4 feet in

diameter. The branches are long and slender, and
form an imposing and picturesque crown. The leaves

are large, smooth, and dark green . The male and female

flowers grow in catkins upon the same tree ; the former

dependupon long hairy peduncles from the angles made
by the leaves with the twigs, whilst the latter grow at

the extremities of the twigs. The fruits ripen from

November to July ; they are of a greenish yellow

colour, and weigh 4 lb. or 5 lb. The Mamey (Mam-
mea americana) is indigenous to Haiti. The trunk

of this tree is 60 or 70 feet high, and the crown
closely resembles that of the common British Oak
(Quercus Robur). The wood is close-grained and

durable. The fruits, which are about the size of a

swan's egg, are sometimes angular and sometimes

oval in shape. The flesh is yellowish, and very

luscious. The Melon tree (Carica Papaya) is also

indigenous. It has an erect, branchless trunk, about

20 feet high. The crown is composed of a large

number of hand-shaped leaves of a greenish yellow

colour, and furnished with very long petioles.^ The
blossoms are yellow, and grow upon the trunk imme-

diately beneath the leaves. When ripe the fruits are

yellow, and contain a large number of black seeds.

The leaves of this tree are used as a substitute for

soap, and it is said that tough meat, if hung amongst

them, soon becomes tender. The Guava tree (Psi-

dium pomiferum) is a native of the island. It is a'

comparatively small tree ; the trunk is low and

crooked, the branches few and slender, and the bark

smooth ; the leaves are ovate in form ; the fruits are

yellow, and resemble an Apple in shape. Another

species (Psidium pyriferum) bears a Pear-shaped fruit,

about the size of a hen's egg. The Coco Plum
(Chrysobalanus Icaco) is a small, handsome shrub,

5 or 6 feet high. Its fruits are acid, but very juicy,

and are eaten with sugar. Amongst the other fruit

trees may be mentioned the Sugar-apple (Anona

squamosa), a small tree, with handsome fragrant

leaves, and greenish cone-shaped fruits ; the Sour-

sop (Anona muricata), whose acid fruits frequently

weigh 3 lb. each, and are covered with weak prickles ;

and the Sweet Sapote (Achras mammosa). Lemon,

Orange, and Coffee trees are generally planted for

fences.

The population of Haiti is composed of 600,000

negros, 390,000 mulattos, and 10,000 whites. Both

physically and intellectually the negros of Haiti are

superior to the negro races of the other islands, and

they are a great improvement in every respect upon

their African ancestors. Almost the whole population

is engaged in agriculture, but each family produces

little more than what satisfies its own demands.

There is a lamentable want of co-operation and divi-

sion of labour ; and it is to these causes, as well as

the partition of the island into two independent States

with republican forms of government, rather than to

the indolence or ignorance of the people, that the present

wretched condition of the country is to be attributed.

Ruins are one of the most characteristic features of

Haiti. Everywhere throughout the green savannas

and quiet valleys of the island the traveller perceives

ruined villages and crumbling mansions, surrounded

by deserted fields, and overgrown with wild and

tangled vegetation. The magnificent mansions which

were once scattered over the island are now piles of

crumbling ruins ; the gorgeous saloons, in which

beautiful Creoles and gay planters lounged, are be-

come the lairs of wild beasts ; the plains once waving

with golden Sugar-canes, or fragrant with the rich per-

fume of Coffee plantations, are now covered with a

dense growth of trees and shrubs, with here and there

the miserable wooden or mud hut of the native ; and

the deep silence, which broods over the ruined fac-

tories once echoing with the busy tread of hundreds

of slaves, is broken only by the scream of the Haitian

bat, or the harsh shriek of some bird of prey. J. D. IK

Forestry.

It not unfrequently happens that what we ourselves

know and are familiar with, we conclude, or rest satis-

fied, that others know equally as well as ourselves. I

was forcibly reminded of this the other day, on having

some queries put respecting the propagation and

culture of the Larch in its early stages of growth, and

which have led to the production of this article at the

present time.

First, respecting the seed of the Larch, I would

say, always endeavour to procure the heaviest and

soundest ; and it matters little whether it is home-

grown or foreign, so far as respects the future ultimate

growth of the trees in the forest, or even in the

nursery, beyond a few years. That is, plants grown

from foreign seed, and those from seed collected at

home, become so like each other after a few years

that no person could distinguish them. After twice

transplanting the difference is generally quite extin-

guished, nor is it ever again practically traceable in

the history of the trees.

The seed imported from the Tyrol is generally

larger and plumper than that of home growth, and

consequently produces plants both in themselves

stronger and earlier in the season than home-grown

seed does.

The greatest disadvantages that I know of arising

from the use of foreign seed are the earliness of the

growth of the plants in spring, and their protracted

growth in autumn, thus exposing them at both seasons

to frosts from which plants from home-grown seed

are exempt.
The price of seeds, both of home and foreign

growth, vary greatly according to scarcity or abund-

ance, being sometimes as low as 91/. and sometimes as

high as 3^. per lb. ; 2s. may, however, be regarded

as a common price. Foreign seed is in general

cheaper than home-grown, owing to the expense of

labour and the difliculty in procuring the latter, which

want of space forbids my describing.

2. The preparation of the soil and its quality are

matters little less important than those respecting the

seed. It is very difficult to describe soils so as to be

properly understood, and so this description must be

plain. The soil for seedling Larch should rather be

over-poor than over-rich, light rather than heavy,

and the situation should be well exposed, rather than

sheltered.

Stimulating manures should be avoided, and to do

this it is best to sow upon ground that had been

manured the previous year, and cropped with Peas,

Tares, Cabbages, or Turnips. Very rich black loam

can only be rendered fit for seedling Larch by first

putting it under grass for two or three years, and dig-

ging it down in the autumn previous to sowing, observ-

ing to turn over the ground sufiiciently deep to cover

the grass, which is done by digging it two spades

deep. If, however, the ground cannot be prepared as

above, but must be dug and manured the same season

it is sown, then leaf-mould or very old rotten manure
should be used. When the soil is at all stiff, it should

be well exposed to the frost, so that it may pulverise

under the rake, and form a very fine mould.

3. Sowing in the North of Scotland should be done

about the last week of April or first week of May, and

in the South about ten days earlier, observing, how-

ever, that the state and condition of the soil is of

greater importance than a few days difference in the

time of sowing.

4. The seed-beds may be of any convenient

length, 4 feet wide, with an alley i foot wide between.

The seed after being steeped in water, in bags or tubs,

twenty-four hours, is taken out and spread upon a

floor 4 inches deep, and regularly turned every day

for eight or ten days, sprinkling it with water and
keeping it covered with sheets to keep it moist, when
it may be sown ; but in order to prevent small birds

from picking up the plants when they appear above

ground, the best means I know of is to dust over the

seeds, while they are wet, with red lead in the

powdery state.

As the formation of seed-beds is so well understood,

I need not describe the operation, beyond stating that

the seed should be very lightly covered with about

half-an-inch of fine earth.

If the weather is moist and warm the plants will

appear above ground in from fifteen to twenty days,

and if the seed is what is considered good, about 40
to 50 per cent, of the seeds will produce plants, and

the crop will stand at about 2000 plants per lineal

yard of bed. Though many more plants are frequently

grown, it is not advisable to do so, as to give abund-

ance of room in the seed-bed is the first proper step to

take in the culture of the Larch. If the plants grow
well they should be from 4 to 8 or 10 inches high the

first season, and should either be well thinned out or

entirely lifted from the bed, and run out into nursery

lines in the form of what is termed bedding. If left

in the seed-bed they should be well stirred up with a

fine-tined steel fork, so as partially to check the top

and encourage root growtli, the object more fully

attained by lifting and bedding.

The following are the prices at which the plants

are sold this season in the North of Scotland, seed-

lings being very scarce :—One-year seedlings, 2s. to

3J. per 1000 ; two-year seedlings, 6s. to 7j. per 1000 ;

bedded plants, Ss. bd. to \as. per 1000 ; one-year

seedlings one year transplanted, los. 6</. to \2s. 6d.

per 1000 ; two-year seedlings one year transplanted,

15J. to 20s. per 1000. C. Y. Michie, Cullen, April 12.

Apiary.
Work to be attended to in April.—

Hitherto we have been very idle, and allowed our

favourites to have their own way, thinking there was
plenty of time before the worliing or busy season

commenced, but now it is high time, if we have not

yet done so, to awake out of sleep ; for, if we are un-

willing to give them a little attention, or carelessly

suffer them to set about their work as they like, we
may before long repent of this apathy, and incur losses

that cannot afterwards be repaired.

I. Do not forget to encourage your weak stocks by
rather liberal feeding every warm evening. You will

soon learn when they have sufficient food, for when
honey can be gathered your sugar will be left un-

touched. By neglecting to feed in this month I

have, when I first commenced bee-keeping, lost many
large stocks. They appeared to be very healthy and
lively up to April, when all at once they died—yes,

died of actual starvation. Nothing causes the kind

bee-keeper so much sadness in his bee pursuits as this,

because the thought will constantly arise in his mind,
" Well, I might have saved the poor things, only I

was careless."

Recollect, this is the most dangerous month in the

year. Be as active as your bees. A little attention

and care bestowed upon them now, will be amply

repaid by your industrious subjects.

Floor, or bottom boards, should be scrupulously
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cleansed ; if it is not attended to now, on some nice

sunny afternoon, it is probable you will never do it.

Cut away all the little bits of comb which the bees

last season fastened to the floor-board ; they are only

in the way, and will cause the inmates much annoy-

ance and inconvenience in the busy season now
rapidly approaching. I give all the straw sleeps in

my apiary either a new board, or, at all events, one
which was well washed in the summer and laid by until

the next spring to sweeten, so that it is equnl to a new
one. If you have no new ones at hand be sure you
scrape the old ones with an old knife, and make them
as clean as your own dinner-table. Do not for one
moment think it is useless your doing so, a waste of

time, labour, tSjc. Try thediderence—clean one hive-

board well, and leave the other hive to fight its own
way uncared for— then another year you will remember
our homely advice.

^Ffl/^r.— Observe your bees flying and humming
lazily about the water-butts, pump-trough, and the

little pools of water about your premises ; when they

alight watch them eagerly drinking, then flying off to

their homes with joy. Tiees are all wafer drinkers, so

every teetotaler should be a bee-keeper. Perhaps in

April and May, water is more needed than in any other

month during the whole year. A friend has a square

tin vessel, about 3 inches deep, placed opposite the

stands, in which, when nearly filled with water, he
places a quantity of moss ; the bees seem to appreciate

this contrivance, for they have no fear of death by
drowning when running over the moss fronds. I

am sorry to find that even thousands of my neigh-

bours' bees are now {Aptil 2) to be seen drowned in a

water or rain tub, reared against his house. The
water is rather low in the tub from the late drought,

the bees have, therefore, been unable to make their

escape, in fact they are veritable death traps. How-
ever, my bees seldom leave the garden if water is

placed conveniently for them. It is surprising how
soon they all learn whereto go for the supply of water,

for their young brood and cell-building.

Another matter should be attended to this month,
although it does not exactly come within the bee-

master's scope, yet if he studies the welfare of his

stocks he will keep a sharp look out for Queen
lFas/>s, which now begin to put in an appear-

ance. The vicar of our parish, an enthusiastic

apiarian, every spring encourages the boys belonging
to his large day school to destroy these insects, and
gives a penny for each wasp brought to his residence.

Tliis has been found to work well, for we have
now but few wasps* nests in the district. Remember
each queen wasp commences and sustains a new
colony ; they are more independent and vigorous

than the queen of the hive, so every queen de-

stroyed in April, in reality destroys a whole nest,

or what would be a nest later in the season. It is not

uncommon for one queen to rear a nest of 50,000.

These thieves can soon eat a few pounds of your best

honey, not to mention the immense number of work-
ing bees which they murder in the fields. Let war to

the bitter end be at once and for ever declared against

the>;e villainous-looking insects. Look out for

JvoM'ers and Thieves,—We dread the light-fingered

gentry about our houses and homes, but hive-robbers

are far worse to deal with. "We have just mentioned
a thief who is dressed in yellow livery. We are, how-
ever, informed in the good book that a man's foes are

they of his own household. In respect to bee-houses
this is a fact, for the little busy bee's foes, which it

evidently dreads most of all, are bees from a neigh-
bouring hive, often on the same stand, where several

hives are placed close together. Every warm after-

noon, if you can spare a few minutes, walk gently

round your stocks, and note the entrance of each
hive

; you will easily detect friend from foe. The
thief is buzzing about ; when it alights at the mouth of
the hive it first peeps in to see if the coast is clear,

then, with a quickness not observed in the inmates,
he darts into the hive, but often, or we might say
always, if the stock is strong, as quickly darts out
again, pursued by several bees. If robbing is actively

going on, the sooner the hive is removed to a new
stand the better. Sometimes it is well to remove
them to a new locality, unknown to the robbers ; it is

only by this means that the stock can be saved. If

it has only just commenced, enable the bees to defend
their own by narrowing the entrance, so that only one
or, at most, two bees can pass and repass each other
at one time. I have always found the last remedy
the best ; and in several instances I have known those
stocks which have been sadly weakened by robbers
increase and become most valuable, simply by narrow-
ing the entrance and liberal feeding. R.

Natural History.
ASPIDIOTUS CONCHIFORMIS (MuSSEL ScALE) ON

Ai'i'LE.—Before the advancing growths on the Apple
trees make it almost an impossible matter to attend
to the state of the bark without much injury to the

young shoots, a little attention would be well be-

stowed on clearing away the mussel scale where it

exists in any great quantities.

These scale insects, scientifically known as Aspi-

diotus conchiformis, are distinguishable by their

resemblance to a mussel shell in miniature, sometimes
curved to one side, sometimes to the other, at the

smaller extremity, and sometimes straight. The
length is about the sixteenth of an inch, the texture

hard and shiny. The scale is transversely wrinkled,

attenuated at the head end, and rounded at the other

extremity, and adheres with great firmness by means
of the white filmy substance beneath it, which leaves a

very permanent mark on the bark when the scale has

been removed. The colour is deep rich brown, but

much paler, and of an orange tint at the head end.

Beneath the shell, and free from it, is the female

and her eggs, and at present the scale will be found
filled for tlie chief part with eggs

—

thirty or upwards
in number—white, and of various irregular forms of

oval, the extreme irregularity in the shape observable

just at present being presumably merely the alteration

sometimes noticeable when the insect egg is on the

point of hatching.

From the minute size of the scales, and their cor-

respondence in colour with the bark on which they
are fixed, they attract little observation, and are apt

to be passed over till they have increased into a

settlement not easily got rid of. They appear to

exercise some kind of choice in the selection of the

spot on which to change from the more active con-
dition of their early existence to the immovable state

in which the females pass the latter part of their

lives, preferring seemingly the dampest side of the

tree, and the smoothest part of the bark, and also

some special varieties of apple.

In my own garden, where, under previous owner-
ship, the trees seem to have been little attended to,

these scales have established themselves in myriads,
and show at present in numbers far beyond anything
I have ever met with elsewhere, appearing mostly on
the Wellington and a kind of small Ribston Apple,
and in the greatest quantities on the north side of the

S CONCHIFORMIS,

trunks and the under side of the branches, as if shrink-

ing from direct exposure to sun-heat.

The position of the scales is not as generally (or

often) the case with other cocci, with their heads
pointing in one direction ; the mussel scales point
vertically or horizontally or in any direction indif-

ferently, and on one of the trees are so numerous as

literally almost to cover the trunk (excepting a strip

up the sunny side) from a little way above the ground
to the fork of the branches, about 5 feet above, the
lower part of the branches being thickly infested also.

A little later in the season (probably in the course
of May) the eggs contained beneath the little mussels
that form the scale-like covering of the female
Aspidiotus will hatch into temporarily active little

cocci, which, whilst their legs and the power of using
them remain, will spread overthe more juicy branches,
and provide themselves with a living by means of
their rostrum, at the expense of the tree.

Just now is a good time for attack, before the young
insects have begun to spread. The means especially

recommended are, scraping off the bark and burning
it with the infesting insects, or crushing the scales

with a wooden knife on the tree, and rubbing the sur-

face with gas-tar ; but as far as my own experience
goes, the most effective plan seems to be to wait till

a wet day, and then with a large, fairly sharp pruning
knife, held upright, to scrape the bark just firmly

enough to bring away the scales, which come ofT

easily under these circumstances. The curved shape
and smooth edge of the knife gather the creatures ofit

thoroughly and rapidly, where a rougher treatment
might fail or do more injury to the bark, and the wet
short moss, scales, and dirt generally make a kind of

plaister together on the knife which can be easily

scraped off and destroyed, whilst the same operation
in dry weather would probably let many of the scales

fall to where the eggs might hatch in safety.

When the young cocci are in the act of hatching
(which may be made out by examining the infested

parts with a common magnifying glass) a band
of any kind of soft woollen rag well soaked in

Gishurst Compound, or any other fluid prejudicial to

insect life, and tied round the boughs above the scale-

infested part, would probably check the advance of

the young insects towards the more tender parts of the

tree ; but where the Aspidiotus is found in great

numbers it is desirable to get rid of it as soon as

possible, as, though of little consequence when in

moderate numbers, where allowed to gain possession

it often causes much injury. O.

Hntias of §00Ks.
Fungi Britannici exsiccati. Lditio secunda curi

M. C. Cooke. Fasciculus I. London : Williams

& Norgate. 1S75.

This is a great improvement on the former series, the

quarto form being much more convenient, and the

specimens more neatly disposed. There is, how-
ever, a feature in the publication which makes it

peculiarly valuable. Dr. Cooke, who is certainly

indefatigable, has, in a large proportion of the speci-

mens, figured the spores under the camera lucida,

and has appended figures to the specimens. This is

indeed not an entire novelty, for in the Pinnies CryptO'

games du Nord Desmazi^res adopted this very useful

plan, but not to the extent in which it is carried out
in the work before us. We only wish that Dr. Cooke
had added in every case the microscopic measurement,
and we should then have little left to desire. Four
specimens appear on each page, in such a manner,
however, that they can be readily divided if it should

be thought advisable to intercolate them in the general

herbarium. We wish Dr. Cooke every success in his

laborious undertaking.

©txtuarg.
We sincerely sympathise with our Belgian friends

in the severe loss they, and horticulture generally,

have sustained in the sudden death of M. Edmond
DE GllELLlNCK DE Walle. This gentleman was
known to a large number of our own horticulturists

as the able, courteous, and hospitable President, since

1S70, of the Royal Horticultural and Agricultural
Society of Ghent, in which capacity he presided with
much tact and with splendid hospitality at the last

quinquennial exhibition in that city. We owe to M,
Oswald de Kerchove de Denterghem the following
particulars concerning his distinguished townsman.

"Death has robbed us of a friend who took the
highest rank as an amateur, and who was justly

esteemed throughout Belgium. He died on the day
following one of his greatest successes, when he had
maintained the ancient reputation of Ghent at the
neighbouring city of Antwerp, and obtained fresh
honours in the contest. As a member of the jury
he had fulfilled his duties with the delicate tact

and kindliness of heart characteristic of him. On
his return from this exhibition symptoms of his fatal

disorder first made their appearance. The news of
the dangerous condition of the President spread with
rapidity, and excited consternation in the minds of
his friends and of all those concerned in the advance-
ment of horticulture. In his vast conservatories at
Wondelghem he had accumulated collections of
Palms, Ferns, Drac^^nas, Sebginellas, and Aroids,
which were well known to amateurs. His fine Azaleas
gained him the prize wherever they were exhibited.
His Cycads were notorious, and many were the
foreign visitors who begged permission to see the
splendid specimen of Encephalartos Gaffer, which, as
many of your readers will remember, formed one of
the main objects at the last quinquennial in 1S73.
It is needless to add that this permission was always
freely granted, and the cordial reception accorded by
M. Ghellinck de Walle to strangers showed that

the traditions of Flemish hospitality were in him
associated with the high breeding and refined feel-

ing of the nobleman. The important services which M,
de Ghellinck de Walle rendered to horticulture were
acknowledged in 1S73, when the King conferred on
him the Cross of Chevalier of the Order of Leopold,
By the votes of his fellow-citizens he was elected es
their representative in the provincial Council of East
Flanders, and the Government nominated him as
Chairman of the Committee of Visitors {Conseil de
Surveillance') of the school of horticulture connected
with the University of Ghent. As President of the
Royal Agricultural and Botanical Society of Ghent,
and of the " Cercle d'Arboriculture," he had won the
good opinion of all the members of those bodies.
Impartial and just, active and devoted, retiring and
well informed, M. Ghellinck de Walle exercised his
delicate duties with a tact and a courtesy which will
remain in the memory of all with whom he was asso-
ciated. Indeed, his goodness of heart was only
equalled by the modesty with which he disclaimed
the favourable verdicts which were his due. His name
will remain for ever associated with horticulture and
the city of Ghent, less perhaps for the love he had fcr

plants than for the tclat with which he presided over
the quinquennial exhibitions which took place under
his auspices; and his memory, justly honoured, will

survive those of his venerated predecessors still hel4
in honour by the Society."
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1S75.

May,

1 to 10, inclusive.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park.
Mr. William, Paul's Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums,
&c.

•I to 24.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Special Exhi-
bition of Clematis, by Mr. G. Jackman.

7 and 8.—Exhibition of Plants and Flowers in the Kibble Con-
servatory and Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow. Manager,
Robert Bullen.

12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's

Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.

Manager, Bruce Findlay,

17 and 18.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road,
West Hill Park.

20,—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

dartoOT'fllltrirmtk*
SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
r Sale of Bruce's Nursery, Kingston, Surrey,

Monday, April 36-^ at the Mart, Tokenliouse Yard, E.C., by
t Protiieroe & Morris,

r Auricula Sltow at the Town Hali, Man-

Sale of a Collection of Minerals, at Stevi

Wirn,jTT«nAV Anrll-a.' Jiotanic Society's Garden, Regent's Park.WEDNESDAY, Apr.J.8<
5^,,^ j,f j-^j, ^^f^^^^ Orchids, at Stevens'

( Rooms.
r Sale of Imported Orchids from Messrs.
{Veitch & Sons, at Stevens' Rooms,

Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants at

Tanners' End, Edmonton, by Jackson &
Son. of Hertford,

r Opening of the Alexandra Palace.

I
Special Exhibition of Clematis at Regent's

SATUEDAY, May I-j
Mr.^V.'p'aul's'' Special Show of Roses, Pe-

1 largoniums, &c., at Regent's Tark (until

LIKE many other expressions in general use

the term " double flowers " covers several

totally distinct conditions. We will not affirm

that under the title " double " things as different

as chalk and cheese are included, but we may
fairly say that double flowers are far more
different in their essential nature one from

another than are the several varieties of cheese.

We do not propose at this time to descant

upon this subject at length. The reader desirous

of ascertaining what are the principal varieties

among so-called double flowers will find them
enumerated in a paper in the Proceedings of

the London Botanical Congress, iS66. At this

time we may confine ourselves to Double
Narcissi, pleading as our apology for so doing

the interest which is felt in these beautiful

flowers. It needs but a glance to see that these

double Narcissi include very different changes

in different cases. Some are comparatively

simple, others very complex in organisation.

In the single flowered varieties we have a

perianth of si.>; pieces, separate above but in-

separate below, where they form a tube invest-

ing and inseparate from the so-called "inferior

ovary " or immature seed-vessel. From the

throat of the perianth springs the crown, or

corona, or cup, or trumpet, or nectary— for it

has been called by all these names, and by

some others which we need not stay to cite.

Probably we shall not be misunderstood if we

use the term " corona," which is perhaps a

little more definite than some others, and which,

at any rate, does not convey any misleading

idea as to its nature.

Within the corona, and springing from the

flower-tube, are the six stamens, while quite in

the centre is the style, proceeding as a single

thread from the top of the ovary. Such is in

general terms the structure of a single Narcissus

flower. The most interesting peculiarity about

it is the " corona," and many have been the

discussions as to what this is. If the ordinary

observer saw a wing proceeding from the

shoulders of a man, he would be somewhat

surprised ; and if he were a man of intelligence

and of a scientific turn 'ol mind he would not

rest satisfied till he had made out what that

wing was and why it was there. So in the case

of the Narcissus. The flower is " complete "

in a botanical sense without the " corona."

This latter is neither fish, flesh, fowl, nor good
red herring—that is, it is neither sepal, petal,

stamen, nor pistil ; and it is the business of the

botanist to settle what it is. It would take us

too far out of our track to enter here into this

discussion. It may suffice to say that while

some—most, now-a-days—consider it a mere
excrescence or outgrowth from the perianth-

segment, others look upon it as a series of dis-

guised or abortive stamens. Double Narcissi,

as we shall explain presently, throw some light

on this question, though the evidence derived

from this source must not be taken by itself,

but requires to be"checked by evidence derived

from other quarters.

All this by way of preface to double Narcissi,

but really it is a question whether the preface

here is not the most important part of the whole
;

at any rate, it is certain no one can understand

a double Narcissus unless he is first of all con-

versant with the structure of the single one.

The double Narcissi are, as we have said,

very varied in their construction, but their

varieties admit of being classed under two
primary categories—increase in the number of

parts, and change in the nature of those parts,

or, in other words, substitution of one [part for

another.

The increase in the number of parts takes

place in different manners ; the mutation or

substitution of parts is equally varied. These
changes occur together or separately, in slight

or in excessive degree.

To illustrate these changes we must advert to

some of the double Daffodils. First of all let

us take the one concerning which there has been
so much written lately—the double Daffodil, the

double form of the wild Daffodil of our copses,

the one we figured last week at p. 500, the
" Narcissus pseudo Narcissus Anglicus flore-

pleno," of Parkinson, in whose Paradisi in

sole Terrestris it is well, though somewhat con-

ventionally, figured, and where also it is called

Gerrard's Double Daffodil. In this we have

first of all a condition analogous to the " hose-

in-hose" condition in the Primrose, i.e., the

perianth with its corona is repeated twice or

oftener ; then within that the stamens are more
or less changed into perianth segments, and
probably increased in number.

Mr. Shirley Hieberd sends us a form
almost exactly like this, but more than twice the

size, and which we take to be the N. Pseudo-

Narcissus hispanicus flore-pleno, or Parkin-
son's Daffodil, which he says is " of mine own
raising." We cannot distinguish with certainty

the double forms of N. Telamonius and N.

major. We are not now, however, concerned

with the question what this is—that is, to what

species or variety we are to refer it ; enough for

us that it is structurally the same as the true

double English Daftbdil of Gerrard and Par-
kinson. Mr. Barr sends us flowers of N.

cernuus and moschatus, which are changed in

the same general way. It wiU be remarked that,

in these hose-and-hose Daffodils the flower-

tube and the corona are not more divided than

in the single flowers, or but slightly so.

The ordinary double Daffodil of cottage

gardens, and which is now so largely grown
between the Gooseberry bushes under the Apple

trees in the London market gardens, presents

but a slight structural, though to all appearance

a great difference from that just described.

Parkinson called this, or a very nearly

allied form. Master Wilmer's Great Double

Daffodil. Who was M,T.ster Wilmer ? But

all this is beside the question : reveitons ^ nos

Narcisses. This great double Daffodil differs

structurally from the smaller one first men-

tioned, in the circumstance that the flower-tube

is much shorter, that is, the perianth seg-

ments are separated one from the other to a

much greater extent than usual ; the corona,

which in the former case was trumpet-shaped,

and only divided at the edge, is here apparently

split into distinct segments, or rather, the seg-

ments were never united as they are usually ;

moreover, the stamens and the style are in-

creased in number, and variously changed, some
being quite petaloid, others half petal half sta-

men, and so on. Among the specimens obligingly

communicated by Mr. Barr the following

belong to this type, that is, so far as their

doubleness is concerned—" the large double

Daffodil, N. Pseudo-Narcissus lobularis plenus,

and N. odorus plenus." We may remark

that the lemon-and-gold Daffodil belongs to

this section, and we may further add that the

perianth segments are often of a green colour

while the coronal segments are yellow.

A still more exaggerated form of double

Daffodil is that resulting from prolification or

branching of the axis or stem of the flower ; so

that in place of one centre, three to six or more
" centres " or rosettes—each representing one

flower—are found within one common envelope.

The parts of these supplementary flowers are

multiplied and changed as in the former cases.

An illustration of this latter change is afforded

by Mr. Barr's " Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus

grande plenus." We may as well say, en passant,

that we believe this " prince of Daffodils " to be
" Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus aureus Anglicus

maximus sive Roseus Tradescanti " of Parkin-

son. Good reader, we appeal to you, e7i paren-

thise, do you not think Linn.-eus did good service

when he made the rule that plants should have

but two names—one the family or surname,

the other the specific name ? And do you not

agree with us that it is a mistake to go back to

pre-Linnasan prolixity of appellation, as some

are inclined to do ?

In some other forms the perianth segments

and the corona remain unchanged, but the

inner parts of the flower—the stamens in par-

ticular—are increased in number, and more or

less replaced by petals.

In all the preceding forms we have seen that

the corona, whether changed or unchanged,

plays an important part in the flower, often by

its deeper colour serving to give a quasi-striped

or parti-coloured appearance to the flower.

We have now to speak of a form of doubling

in which the corona is entirely absent, and

where the perianth segments are multiplied by

equation or outgrowth one from another, so as to

produce a star-shaped flower, with the segments

laid over one another in strictly regular order.

In these flowers the segments do not alter-

nate one with another, as is the usual rule in

most flowers, one segment coming between two

others, but the segments are placed " opposite "

one another, one immediately in front of another,

like a pile of books, or like the leaves of a book.

In this form, which is of high botanical interest,

the corona is absent, or, if present, of the same

colour as the perianth segments. To this form

belongs the " N. capax " of Mr. BARR, the Ajax

eystettensis of Herbert, figured long before

under a long name by Parkinson.

The double forms ofNarcissus incomparabilis,

poeticus, odorus, Jonquilla, montanus, all come

under one or other of the preceding heads. It

would be tedious to pursue the matter further ;

suffice it to say that the forms were recognised by

the older botanists. Parkinson, in particular,

figures several of them, and he was quite aware

of the difference between a flos duplex or multi-

plex, i.e., a hose-in-hose condition, and the flos

plenus arising from the multiplication and trans-

formation of the stamens.

We may fittingly add a postscript to this

article by announcing the publication of a
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volume on the flower of the day

—

The Nar-

cissus* by Mr. F. W. Burbidge, copiously

illustrated, and of which it will be our duty and

our pleasure to make further mention hereafter.

It is a rather disheartening thing to see so

many lamentable examples of the inability, first,

to observe properly, and, next, to weigh evid-

ence, or reason correctly on what has been

observed. We had occasion to allude to this

lately (sec p. 112), and we should not have

referred to it again were it not for a discussion

which took place at a recent meeting of the

Society of Arts, as reported in the Agn'ciil/ural

Ga:e/tc. The subject of discussion was the

utility and proper method of conducting experi-

ments for agricultural purposes ; the speaker

was Professor Wrigiitson, the Chairman Mr,

crop of Wheat. In other cases. Barley and

Rye had been the result. It was only Oats,

however, which thus varied—other grain always

reproducing itself"

We have quoted this verbatim lest we should

be accused of ridiculing a very estimable man.

Seriously he might as well ask us to believe

that, by keeping an ass shaved all the winter,

and keeping it in the stable, it would in the

spring develope into a horse. The one thing is

not more preposterous than the other.

However perverted these statements may be

—

however erroneous the interpretation put upon
them—yet they generally originate from some
fact or condition not obvious in the sequel,

though possibly they would be so in the begin-

ning. The business of an intelligent man, if he

hfive it in his power to do so, is, not to tak?

mittee were naturally desirous that their exhibition

should take place at South Kensington about the time
of the Fungus Show. Certain proposals were made
to the Council by the committee, but they did not

meet with the response reasonably looked for, and
the promoters had to abandon their intention of going
to the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Negotiations were
opened with the executive committee by Sir Edward
Lee on behalf of the Alexandra Palace Company,
and these were so comprehensive in scope and liberal

in character that the committee closed with them,
and the exhibition has been fixed as above stated.

The sum of ^JO has been placed at the disposal of

the committee by the Alexandra I'.ilace Company,
as special prizes ; and it has been arranged that this

sum shall be given in the leading class of twenty-four

varieties of Potatos in prizes respectively of ^8, £6,
£^, and £2, the balance to be added to the 1st prize

in the form of a handsome silver cup. The show will

extend over two days, and the committee have an-

nounced their intention of paying the prize money
before the close of the e.xhibition. On the evening

FtG, 113 —view IN NAGASAhl, JAPAN.

Clare Sewell Read, M.P. We may find

occasion in another issue to make some com-
ments on Professor Wrightson'S paper. Our
object now is to express our astonishment that

the Chairman, unless by way of badinage,

could ever have uttered such nonsense as is

attributed to Jiim. " Speaking to an audience, the

majority of whom,"said Ihe Chairman, "probably
were more gardeners than farmers, he would

suggest that there were experiments which could

be conducted on even a very small piece of

ground ; one in particular of a very interesting

nature was the following :— If Oats were sown,

and kept constantly cut as they grew, it would
be found next year that they produced, not Oats,

but something else. He knew an instance

wliere this had been tried in a garden, the

Oats being kept cropped with a pair of shears,

and covered from the first with a little straw in

the winter, and the next spring they produced a

these marvellous stories and old wives' fables

for gospel, but to test them for himself—to ascer-

tain what is the real basis of the story ; or, if he

cannot do so himself, at least to withhold his

assent till some one with the requisite know-

ledge and care has done so. We are quite

certain that neither Messrs. Lawes and
Gilbert, nor Professor WRiGHTSON,noranyof
the many observers at the German Agricultural

Stations, ever witnessed anything so marvellous

as that of which Mr. Read "knew an instance."

When a person in Mr. Read's position makes
such astonishing statements, we cease to wonder

at the belief and faith of the electors for Stoke

and their fellow-thinkers.

It has now been definitely arranged that the

International Potato Show will take place at

the Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, on Wednesday,
September 29, and Thursday, September 30. Re-
garding the Royal Horticultural Society as the head-

quarters of practical horticulture in London, the com-

of the first day the committee, judges, exhibitors,

and others, will dine together at the Alexandra Palace,

under the presidency of Mr. Alderman and Sheriff

Ellis ; and at noon on the second day a conference

of Potato cultivators and others will be held, which,

if well carried out, is likely to prove of an instructive

and interesting character. It is hoped that collectioiis

of Potatos for comparison, if not for actual competi-

tion, will be forthcoming from Ireland, Scotland, the

United States of America, France, Germany, and

Belgium, as the committee are exerting themselves to

give this exhibition a truly international character. The
exhibition will take place in the commodious concert-

room, which can be shut off from the remainder of the

building, and securely locked by night. The comfort

and convenience of exhibitors will be studied as much
as possible, both by the committee and the managers

of the Alexandra Palace Company. Schedules of

prizes are now ready, andean be had of the Hon. Sec,

Mr. Peter McKinlay, 23, Upper Thames Street,

London, E. C.

Amongst recent additions to the Kew Mu-
seums may be mentioned a fine collection of the

Cones or Fruit Heads of Pandanus from

Mauritius and Seychelles, gathered and sent home by
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Mr. HoRNE. These fruits will prove a very valuable

aid in working up the Pandanacere for the Flora of

Mauritius, upon which Mr. J. G. Baker is now en-

gaged. A large series was sent to Kew by Sir

Henry Barkly some five years since, but the fruits

having apparently been too ripe at the time of gather-

ing, and not having been sufficiently secured before

placing in fluid, they fell to pieces before reaching

their destination. Mr. Horne seems to have ob-

tained his specimens at the right age, and though they

were well secured, each one being sown up separately

in canvas before being consigned to its barrel of rum,

the separate drupes hold firmly together into a solid

compact head. Out of about two dozen of these

cones, one alone upon being unpacked showed any

tendency to collapse, and this was the largest of the

whole series—an immense fellow from the Seychelles

—measuring more than a foot through, and weighing

some 25 lb. It was, however, speedily enveloped in

a net and preserved in its original form. It will pro-

bably prove to be a new species.

Mr. Mechi sends us the following appeal on
behalf of the Royal Agricultural Benevolent
Institution :—

" Believing, as I think we must all believe, that the

art of producing human food is the first, the most im-

portant, and the most imperatively necessary of all the

arts, I felt surprised and grieved that for those farmers

engaged in that most important business (and they

number in Great Britain 560,000, and in Ireland 600,000),

there was no charitable institution for the relief of those

among them on whom Dame Fortune had not

smiled, I therefore, as a labour of love, but, as may be

supposed, at considerable personal anxiety and cost,

succeeded in i860 in originating the Royal Agricultural

Benevolent Institution, for the relief of decayed farmers,

their widows, and orphans. It has pleased God so far

to bless my efforts with success, assisted ably, as I have-

been, by our Council, officers, and honorary secretaries
;

and we have now several hundred recipients, receiving

about j^Sooo annually. But, large as this sum may
appear, it is totally inadequate to supply the rapidly

increasing demands for its aid. Nor can we wonder at

this, when we consider that the farmed area of

the United Kingdom, according to the Board of Trade
statistical returns, covers 47,000,000 of acres, farmed,

as I have said, by more than a million occupiers, possess-

ing a tenant's capital of ^1^300, 000,000 sterling. There
can be no doubt that many good men have often and
long since desired to promote such an institution, but it

was impossible to succeed with the enormous rates of

postage formerly existing, when that which now costs

only a penny then, in many cases, cost Irom Si'. to Si'.

Thanks to Sir Rowland Hill and railways that impedi-

ment to the current of charity has been removed, and I

look forward to the time when our present income shall

have been many times multiplied. I well know how
wide and how bountiful are not only the wealth, but the

hospitality and charity of that noble city in which I have

passed nearly half a century of my now fast declining

years. His Royal Highness the Prince of WALES has

kindly consented to preside orj Saturday. June 5, at our
Fifteenth Anniversary Dinner, and I need hardly say

how happy I should feel to hear it announced that many
of your readers have contributed to its much required

funds. Jok}i Joseph Mecki."

Mr. Peacock's ' collection of Cacti and
Agaves is the subject of an amusing article, from the

pen of Mr. Frank Buckland, in Land and Water

of the 17th inst. This is what Mr. Buckland has

to say of the Agaves :
—

"Agaves are generally called American Aloes. They
consist of strong-bladed leaves, the tips of which are

surmounted with sharp bayonet-like thorns. The sides

of the leaves are also armed, and, strange to say, many
of them—a fact hitherto unknown to Mr. Peacock—
have these side armaments exactly in the shape of

sharks' teeth. Thus in the Agare Peacockii, the spines

are almost an exact model of the teeth of the ' oak
kettle,' a large cod-eating shark, found off the coast of

Iceland. In Agave Regeli macrodonta the spines are in

the shape of the teeth of the Beaumaris shark (see

specimens in my fish museum, South Kensington). For
some reason or other Nature seems suddenly to have
changed her plan, for in Agave schidigera. the ' needle-

and-ihread plant," the spines exist no longer, but, on
the contrary, are converted into thin silky-like threads.

A good name I should propose for this plant would be
' Eve's Huswife.' I wish also to mention Agave Gil-

beyi, named after the well-known wine merchant. This
specimen is the only plant of the species in England.
There is also a curious Agave like the 'horned frog of

Mexico,' a curious spine-covered insect-eating lizard.

Perhaps this case will do for Mr. Darwin as 'adaptive

mimicry.* The Agave ensiforme took my fancy very

much ; it is just like an angry porcupine. The queen of

the collection, however, is Agave acquiedens [?], a magni-
ficent plant, which is throwing up a spike 4 feet

long and as thick as a man's wrist, the spike

being surmounted with a broom exactly resembling the

feather that used to be worn in the bearskin caps of my.
old regiment, the 2d Life Guards, at about the time
of Waterloo. This is the first plant of the kind that has
ever flowered in this country."

The Kulnische Zeitting of March 25 reports

that a new glass has been invented by Herren
LasiscH and Riederer, in Count Solm's glass-

works, Andreashiitte, near Bunzlau. This new glass

is called Metal Glass, and is so hard that if a

pane of it is laid on the ground, and a leaden ball of

40 grammes weight is allowed to fall upon it from a

height of 12 feet, it is not the least injured. Nor is it

the least affected when dipped whilst red-hot into

cold water. It is, therefore, practically unbreakable,

and will be very useful for glazing greenhouses, &c.,

as well as for lamp chimneys and other articles of

domestic use.

We received lately a large quantity of Tulip
Bulbs in a Strange State of Disease. Some
were a mass of corruption, never from the first

having been able to germinate ; others were in every

intermediate state, from the first growth to the ex-

pansion of the flower, but all in a very weak and
wretched condition. Every bulb was carefully dis-

.'^ected, on the possibility of finding the larva of some
Diptera like that which attacks bulbs of Narcissus

;

but there was nothing of the kind, while, on the con-

trary, in every case there was the peculiar brown
tissue, in patches of greater or less extent, which is

indicative of the disease which Montagne called

Tacon, a translation of whose memoir appeared in the

foztj'ftal of the Royal Horticultural Society. Corms
of Crocus and Gladiolus are very subject to the dis-

ease, and the intensity is just proportionate to the

position which it occupies. If it is situated near the

disc from which the roots are given off, the whole
mass is sure to perish sooner or later, and the vegeta-

tion cannot proceed to perfection. Where the dis-

ease was extensive at first the bulbs decayed, but
according to its virulence very various degrees of per-

fection were obtained. Unfortunately no remedy is

known, and the existence of disease is seldom ascer-

tained before its effects are too prominent to remain
unnoticed. M. J. B.

Patent Papered Wood Hangings, as

they are called in the advertisements, have long been
known in America, where they were first introduced,

and from whence they have appeared in England,

though their use with us at present is, we believe,

rare. Since their first introduction in America, some
years back, many improvements have been made in

them. At first the shavings, for such they are, were
thick compared with what we now find them. They
were, as now, removed from the trunk, by a kind of

gigantic planing machine, in lengths of several feet ;

these sheets, however, it was found, were very liable

to crack in the grain of the wood, and so it became
necessary to cover the sheets on one side, or line them
with thin but strong paper. By adopting this means of

strengthening the sheets the shavings themselves have
been reduced very much in thickness, indeed, to

quote a brief description of these wood hangings, sent

out by a firm in Boston, which deals largely in them,

we may have in these wood-shavings "Nature's own
production in her most attractive form : a pearl bird's-

eye Maple, one two-hundredth of an inch thick."

Applied to a plastered wall in the same manner as

ordinary paper-hangings, and finished off in oil, wax,
or varnish, they not only have an elegant appearance,

but are also very durable, as heat and damp are said to

have no effect upon them, the colours of the wood
being perceptibly improved by age, and moreover
the walls can be washed as often as required. The
cost is said to be no more than that for good graining,

which, however well done, can never equal the real

wood. These veneers are also applicable for the

larger articles of furniture, such as pianos, organs, &c.

Woods of all kinds are treated in this way, amongst
them being Walnut in all its varieties, such as plain,

curly, blistered, striped, French, &c. ; white, brown,
Hungarian, and Circassian Ash ; bird's-eye, blistered,

and curly Maple ; red, white, and curly Oak ; yellow

and silver Birch, plain and figured Cherry, Pine of

various kinds, besides Rosewood, Mahogany, Satin-

wood, Red Cedar, &c. To fix these wood-hangings
to the walls it is necessary to damp both the wood
and paper sides, allowing the wood sufHcient time to

swell out evenly and smooth before fixing to the wall,

which is done with flour-paste, as in ordinary paper-

hangings.

• The Annual Exhibition of the Central
Horticultural Society of France will be held

this year in the Orangery at theTuileries Palace, from
May 29 to June 6. All letters should be addressed

to the President of the Society, Rue de Crenelle,

Saint Germain, 84, Paris.

A very old subscriber has kindly shown us an
interesting chart of the weather of December, 1829,

and January and February, 1S30, as noted at Tours.

On December 28, 1S29, the thermometer was as low

as— 15° C. ^ 5" F., and on February 3 it was as low

as 6" F. We presume the record is of extreme not

mean temperature.

From Cologne we learn that great prepara-

tions are making in the Flora Garden for the forth-

coming International Horticultural Exhi-
bition. In addition to plants there will be exhi-

bitions of implements, buildings, vegetable products,

fossil plants, objects of art. Altogether there are

923 classes, arranged in eight divisions.

The next meeting of the Institution of Surveyors
will be held on Monday evening, April 26, when a
paper will be read by Mr. W. L. Huskinson, en-
titled Large Estates and Large Farms v. Peasant
Properties. The chair to be taken at 8 o'clock.

VIEW IN NAGASAKI, JAPAN.
Of late years there has been an immense progress

in general acquaintance on the part of foreigners with

all regions of the country of Japan ; and, although the

original rule is still in operation by which no
foreigners, with the exception of ministers and their

suite, are permitted to travel in any part of Japan
outside of the treaty limits, yet, owing to a variety of

circumstances, foreigners of one or other nationality

have, in fact, visited nearly every province of the

Mikado's dominions. Among others, Sir Rutherford

Alcock, Sir Henry Parkes, Mr. De Long, and Dr.
Willis, are among the modern explorers of an empire
which so recent an author as Dean Swift coupled

with the visionary regions of Lilliput and Brobding-

nag. But of all the travellers who have visited Japan
none have contributed more to the advantage of the

European horticulturist than the late Dr. Siebold

and the well-known Robert Fortune, who published

a charming narrative in 1863, and who first trans-

ferred from the Japanese islands so numerous
examples of those trees and shrubs which produce
such charming sylvan effects in the distant Oriental

landscape.

Thanks to the Wardian cases, our parks and gardens

have been enriched with many beautiful exotics,

which, but for this admirable invention, would never

have been seen beyond those countries in which they

are indigenous. Among Conifers we may mention

the beautiful Parasol Fir (Sciadopitys verticillata),

Thujopsis dolabrata, Retinospora obtusa, and R. pisi-

fera, Nageia ovata, and several new Pines, Cypresses,

and varieties of almost all these species having varie-

gated leaves. Amongst shrubs are the charming Eurya,

with its broad Camellia-looking leaves, variegated

Daphnes, Privets, Vews, Hollies, Box, and Ferns,

sweet-scented Skimmia, Welgelas, and Chrysanthe-

mums, &c. ; nor should we omit the Aucubas and the

Osmanthus aquifolius, and many others, all either

"pleasant to the eye" or *'good for food."

The engraving on the previous page (fig. 113) re-

presents a portion of one of the numerous temples

which are scattered on the hillsides in and about

Nagasaki, which are much in the same condition

in which Kcempfer found them 200 years ago.

Fortune describes his pleasure at finding the names

of K^mpfer and Thunberg carved on a large rough

rock in the island of Desima.

Nagasaki is a town containing about yOjOOO in-

habitants, and situate at the head of a long picturesque

harbour surrounded with wooded hills. One marked
feature of the people of Nagasaki {indeed throughout

Japan) is their enthusiastic love of flowers and trees

and ornamental shrubs, and they zealously follow out

their favourite pursuits of gardening and floriculture

to the extent of their means. The Buddhist temples,

of which the engraving is a specimen, are placed

in the best situations on the terraced hill-sides

behind the town ; the view over the town, the bay,

and the distant hills is most charming, and well repays

the visitor for the toil of the ascent. Camphor trees

of great size are common about these temples
;

some of them are of great age ; the Pinus

chinensis or P. Massoniana are also common,
and attain a good size. Higher up are ceme-

teries with tombstones of past generations. Ob-
serve the supports under the limbs of the Pine tree

on the terrace, which tree has been deliberately

planted in front of the centre of the steps beyond with

a view to its picturesque effect.

An English surveyor, Mr, Macvean, is now employed
in making an accurate survey of the Japanese do-
minions with a qualified staff of assistants, and Capt.

Douglas, R.N., has established a hydrographical

department under the Japanese Government.

Western civilization is making rapid strides through-

out Japan, and it is now almost as unusual to meet in

Vedo a Japanese noble wearing the two swords as it is

to meet a gentleman in London attired in the Highland
costume. Mr. R. G. Watson, late Charge d'Afifaires,

read a most interesting paper on the progress of Japan
not long since at the Royal Geographical Society in

London, and in the Illustrated London Ntivs lately

there was a capital sketch representing the European
costume as adopted by the Japanese dandy. Our
illustration is from a drawing by Capt. S. P. Oliver,

of the Royal Artillery.
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Jome Correspnknce.

The Broomesbarrow Yew.—This maRnificent

tree which grows on the site of the old British camp

that crowns Concygre Hill, in the parish of Broomes-

barrow, Gloucestershire, ami which has sullerert

terribly by the growth and encroachment of surround-

inc trees, has now had them cleared away from around

it. This clearance, which took place about five years

ago by order of Osman Ricardo, Esq., the owner of

the property upon which it grows, not only enables

the spectator to survey the magnificent proportions of

the tree, but will enable itself to recover its pristine

health and vigour. A full history with particulars of

the Broomesbarrow Yew will be given in the Kector

of Pendock's (the Rev. W. Symonds) forthcoming

volume, RccoyJs of the Slo„es of the Valley, which will

contain geological, topographica ,
historical, and

natural history notices of the Worcestershire and

adjoining districts of the Severn valley. The approx-

imate girth of the Broomesbarrow \ew is 25 eet,

and it is to be hoped proprietors of similar sy van

veter,ins, whether Yews or other trees, will follow

Mr. Ricardo's example, by taking steps for the preser-

vation of natural objects of so great historical and

scientific interest. J. D. H.

The True Double Daffodil.—The identification

of this plant is a matter of some importance, because a

quite distinct and much more showy form is usually

regarded as the true double Daffodil. I enclose a

flower taken from a plant growing wild in a meadow

adjoining my garden. You will see that it is the

same as you have figured at p. 500 [No], but ifyou will

bestow a little extra care upon it, the manner of the

doubling will be apparent, and will perhaps throw a

doubt on the accuracy of Mr. Worthington Smiths

drawing. To find fault with one so much accus-

tomed to the observation of the niceties of plant struc-

ture, is, of course, not agreeable, but it will not harm

his reputation much if I point out the deficiencies of

his figure. Emerson says that an artist cannot draw

a tree until he becomes a tree, and Mr. Smith may

justly plead that he has not yet become a perfect

Daffodil. The doubling process is variously accom.

plished in different kinds of flowers. In the

Fuchsia the petals are multiplied, and petaloid

stamens appear to augment the massiveness of the

flower. The doubling oi the Composites is pretty well

understood, for the nature of the process is plainly illus-

trated by the comparison of a single with a double

flower. Now I wish to point out that the doubling

of a Narciss is not by the multiplication or interchange

of the several parts of a flower, but by the endeavour

of the plant to develope a number of flowers within

one spathe ; and if an artist has not noticed this, he is

not likely to make an accurate drawing of a double

flower. In the sample sent with this the tube or

crown contains a complete flower, and you may

discern the outer segments as distinct from the tube

or crown though these several parts are compressed

within the tube to a mere bunch of wrinkled and,

to casual observation, quite indistinguishable segments.

As the words " true " and "false" afford but little

help in discussing a matter of this kind, I propose to

speak of the true double Dafi'odil as the double

Daffodil of the fields. The distinctive character

of this form is that the tube or crown is intact,

the doubling taking place within it. But a

better known plant is the double Daffodil of the

gardens ; there are, indeed, many such, but the pre-

vailing kind is well known, and as it is now in per-

fection, it may be examined to advantage. Here

instead of a distinct tube containing a second imper-

fect flower, we have a large, closely-packed rosette,

and this rosette consists, precisely as in the former

case, of a number of flowers within one spathe, but

the tube is gone ; each of the several centres has a

tube and perianth of its own, and the brevity and

compressing make a confused mass of a number of

parts that have a certain symmetry of arrangement,

and strictly agree in plan with a single flower of, say,

Narcissus major. I have had many flowers drawn by

men of ability and experience, and have frequently

observed that primary elements of structure were

neglected by them for the sake of general eflect. As

they had not become Daffodils, they could not draw

Daffodils ; and the common bunchy rosette flower is

undoubtedly a difficult thing to make out, apart

altogether from the reproduction of its form in black

' and white. Having a collection of about 130 kinds of

Narciss, that have, for the most part, been established

some years, I have ample opportunity of observing

them critically, and I never fail to make cut the

structure of the rosette or bunchy kinds, which as

remarked above, consists in the production of a

number of short, imperfectly developed flowers withm

one spathe. It is a matter of interest that the stems

on which these multiple flowers are borne show

no signs of fasciation. It is not the less

interesting that the flowers do not produce

seed. And it would be very interesting were they

some day to begin to produce bulbils, as I feel confi-

dent they will- a stride forward I fear I shall not live

to see. But I have seen the promise, and perhaps

the beginning of this, in the form of mmute scales at

the base of the multitude of pieces of which a rosette

Narciss consists ; and were their flower stems eafy as

those of Lilies are, and an approximation made hereby

to articulations, I feel confident that they would pro-

duce bulbils, as many of the Lilies do not within

the spathe, but on the stem. But should they ever

attain to the capability of reproduction in the way of

the Garlic or Tree Onion, we must expect the bulbils

to be formed within the spathe, so as to take the

place of seed. That this will hapiien I have no doubt

whatever. Shirley JIMerJ, Slote Neiomslon. [The

specimen sent w.as not, in our opinion, the true wi.d

double Daffodil, but a folio edition of it which is not

N. major flore-iileno, but very close to it. Eds.J

; I fear that the habitat of my double DalTo-

dils is by no means " unexceptionable." They grow

at the end of a copse close to the garden of an old

building, which for two centuries was the manor

house of the Bettesworths, and there is no doubt that

it either was, or stands upon the site of, an ecclesias-

tical edifice prior to the Reformation ;
the garden

has therefore, existed from time immemorial. J; or

years past I have known of a patch of the same kind

in a hedgerow at some distance from any house ;
but

now that the others have come to light, U seems

probable that they may have been carried there with

manure. H. K.

Double Daffodils.—I enclose two double Daflo-

dils the larger from a field, the site of an old garden,

near Cumbolow Green, in this county, where it grows

in the greatest profusion. This does not seem to be

exactly the same as the ordinary form of N. major-

at least, as it occurs in the same neighbourhood in

gardens, or as an escape. The smaller flower was

taken from a cottage garden at Hitchin. Both were

strikingly beautiful when fresh. A'. A. Pryor.Aprilix.

fThe larie flower we believe to be the citUrjaicd form

of the double wild Daffodil, which runs so closely

into the double form of N. major that no arbitrary

line can be drawn between them. N. major we be-

lieve to be to the same species as our wild English

Dafl'odil, but larger and more luxuriant, owing to

the more propitious climate of the South of Europe,

where it is a native. The small flowers sent by you

are those of N. incomparabilis flore-pleno. Eds.]

Nemophila insignis and Cats.—I should feel

much obliged if any fellow-sufferer could tell me a

good working method of preserving Nemophila

insignis from cats. Till this spring I have never

noticed that they had any peculiar taste for this plant

but being partial to it myself, I have sown a good

many patches, and every one of these is successively

rolled flat, so eftectually that, at first, I thought that

for some reason or other the gardener had beaten the

plants down into the ground with his spade. The

performance seems to be simply rolling, presumably

to enjoy the smell of the bruised plants, and no other

of the innuals are meddled with, and the aggressor is

certrinly a cat, as it has left plenty of tabby hair on

the scene of action. No common preservative

measures are of any avail : the stout garden pegs seem

only (like the nails in the telegraph posts to the

buffalos) to add to the pleasures of the operation ;
and

a moderate supply of prickly shoots, stuck in above

the young plants, hardly answer better. If any of

your correspondents could tell me of some powder

which I could scatter to keep these most objectionable

garden-rollers away, I should feel greatly obliged. A
Suburban Rendent. [Try pepper, or Pooley s tobacco

powder. Eds.]

Natural Phenomenon.—A somewhat unusual

phenomenon was observed here on the mornmg of the

13th inst. The previous night had been clear, and in the

early morning there was a sharp white frost ;
later on a

mist arose and the frost went off ;
shortly after 9 A.M.

the sun gradually broke through the mist, and imme-

diately the earth began to give evidence of the sun s

presence by emitting vapour in all directions :

gradually this increased in volume, and in a short time

as far as the eye could see, over pasture, arable, and

market garden, nothing was to be seen within a few

feet of the earth but a complete shroud of white

vapour This, however, soon passed away, and the

earth regained its ordinary appearance. I have not

seen the exact resemblance of this phenomenon since

the break up of the memorable severe weather in the

winter of lS6o-6i. I well remember that the change

took place during a Saturday night in January, and on

the Sunday morning the temperature had risen so high

that on going into the open air from that of the cold

house it seemed like enteringanother climate—the snow

was rapidly disappearing and all Nature was involved

in a steamy vapour. I have noticed but few thaws since

so rapid as that one. Alex. Dean, Bedfonl.

Double Cinerarias.—Having read glowing re-

ports of a new double Cineraria, which had been

introduced by a German house, I obtained seed which

produced me eighty plants; these, however, I may

mention, were of inferior habit, but I looked forward

to being compensated for this in a brilliant show of

fine double flowers : the result is as follows—out of

eighty plants there was only one that produced -

blooms having any claim to be called double ;
the

remainder are in flower, and I forward you a few

average specimens of the blooms, which I ihmk you

will admit are perfect rubbish. [Yes. Ens.] I

should be glad to know if any of your corre-

spondents have been more successful than myself.

IVUliaiii Chester, Abbots' Wood, Furness Al'lhy.

[We have not heard of any one having been

more successful than yourself. We do not know that

it is necessary to defend the "glowing repr>rjs, but

we m.ay say that the plants shown al South kensing.

ton, and last year at Florence, by the German house

in iiuestion, were perfectly d.iuble, and the strain worth

having, with a view to improving. We can only speak

of what we see. Messrs. IC. G. Henderson .V Son

exhibited some of these double Cinerarias at South

Kensington on Wednesday last, and some few of

these were as double as those originally sent from

Erfurt. Eds.]

Araucaria imbricata.—We have some fine speci-

mens of Araucaria growing here, two of which look in

bad health and bleed in different places up the stem,

and some of the under branches are turning brown.

The soil is a good deep loam free of lime or chalk ;

the trees have not been wounded. I should like to

know what is the cause. The Gardener, Greenfields.

(When the Araucaria imbricata bleeds much and

exudes what forms small masses of a white resinous

substance on its main stem, it indicates something

seriously wrong ; the cause is not always easy to dis-

cover often very difficult. Low temperatures, such

as we have had during the past winter, often cause

this, and it is to be observed most frequently on those

trees which grow in low situations. Uncongeniality of

soil has often to do with it, as also a damp retentive

subsoil. I have often seen this effect produced when

the Araucaria had been planted in made earth, stand-

ing on a wet subsoil, so soon as the roots fairly pene-

trated the subsoil. I have also observed it on a plant

which was growing in a poor thin soil on a gravelly

subsoil abounding with oxide of iron. Unless the

bleeding has been caused by the severity of the winter,

carefully examine the roots, tracing them into the soil

and subsoil ; if the conditions are not favourable they

too will show an unhealthy appearance : if so, renew

with light rather than heavy loam— if the trees are

large, lifting only about one-third of the roots now, or

if moderate sized plants one-half, and the remainder

in one or two more years, putting in at least 3 feet

deep of fresh soil. If the subsoil is wet dram

thoroughly, as the Araucaria, although at certain

seasons it 'rejoices in a great deal of moisture, cannot

endure stagnant water. A. Fo-.oler.]

The Prince of Wales Plum.—I have read

with intense interest Mr. Barron's article on the

death of the Prince of Wales Plum trees.^ My old

Orleans Plum tree, of the same race, has just died.

It appeared to be welLwhen I pruned it, but as soon

as the east wind and hot sun set in it died. I have

had it for many years. It died, no doubt, from the

effect of the severe winter frosts. The other four

trees next it, on a west wall, ascanted by the north,

appear to be well. They are Diamond, Dove Bank,

Belle de Septembre, and Mitchelson. They all

cropped last season wonderfully—quite a sight—inso-

much that I took people who came to see the Roses,

and Peaches and Nectarines—my two hobbies-to

see them. Mr. Barron and Mr. Dancer combmedly,

I think, touch the causes of the death of the trees.

Mr. Barron says it may be from "constitutional

defect, or with a constitution such a? renders it

peculiarly liable to certain exigencies." No doubt

the great annual crops tend to weaken the trees. Mr.

Dancer attributes it to the spring frosts, which I know

are very severe in the flat country near London. I used

in my Harrow days to stop at Hounslow, where

I arrived at half-past 4 A.M., and I recollect the fog

from the hoar frost. The death takes place by injury

to the skin or rind, which in some trees is tenderer

than in others ; and probably the cells and sap-vessels

suffer also. When the sun comes out powerfully the

skin and sap-vessels dry up, and the tree goes out like

the snuff of a candle. This last winter was extra

severe, but I have observed always that the old

Orleans had more dead wood than the other trees.

Diamond is a wonderful cropper, and a noble Plum.

I recommend it to Mr. Dancer, if he has not got it

;

it is of good constitution, and crops WeW annually.

The four trees were Mr. Rivers' selection. Mitchelson

is an admirable cropper, but a smaller Plum. Mr.

Francis Rivers, some time back, spoke in his letter to

me highly of Prince Englebert, which I have not got.

The Cherry trees (pyramids on the Mahaleb stock)

give wonderful promise, but I do not think the Plum

crop will be great. At one time I thought some of

the other named Plum trees would die, but at present

they look well. Frosts, either in winter or spring,

are the main causes of the disaster, together with the
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weakening of the constitution of the trees by inordinate

annual cropping. The sliin or rind is important.

The leaves are the first lung, and the skin or rind is

the second lung, and both have stomata. It is plain,

therefore, if the stomata in the rind—through which

the tree breathes till the second lung (or leaf) is

developed—are injured, the leaf, or first lung (first,

not in time), must in due time suffer ; and by these

two injuries the tree must die. The tree may live on

for some little time, but ultimately dies from an

inadequate supply of sap. I have only five other

Plum trees, all the gift of Mr. Rivers. They are

pyramids, 6 feet in advance of my south Peach wall.

Their names are— Rivers' No. 4 Seedling, Reine

Claude Rouge, delicious ; Royale de Eranau ; Vio-

lette de Galopin, most delicious ; and the Late Black

Orleans, a most valuable October Plum, either for

dessert or culinary purposes. I specially recommend
this last Plum to Mr. Dancer. Of all the Plum trees,

culinary or dessert, here, the Late Black Orleans has

stood the winter best, and looks best now. W. F.

Raddyffe, Okcjord-Fihpaine, April !•].

The destruction of the leaves and young

shoots of the staple market Plum, Prince of Wales,

mentioned at p. 494, seems to me to be due to

the night frosts of May, rather than to any of the

other causes assigned. That the older wood should

equally suffer argues a tender habit, which does not

appear to have been before noticed. If no re-

tarding stock or more sheltered position be possible

for the Plum orchards (and these would detract from

the precocity of the produce) recourse must be had to

some kind of protecting material. The large scale

needed makes this very difficult to effect, and I am
disposed to suggest a trial of newspapers, with light

pliant rods pasted into them at intervals, and twine,

as needed also, and that only the upper portions of

the trees should be covered with these, as sky radia-

tion would thus be arrested. Nets or tiffany would

be dear, and as difficult to apply, besides being far

more so to extricate, while newspapers would per-

fectly defend the leaves and fruit for the short time

needed, and be cheap to buy and easy to place. A
trial of these "paper protectors" for early Potatos

has perfectly succeeded in the Channel Islands during

the severe winter, and their use is likely to be general

:

why, then, should not a portion of the trees be equally

and similarly defended ? If even a few trees here and

there were so treated, some insight into the real

nature of the injury would be gained should these be

safe and their neighbours ruined. T. C. Briliaut. [Has
the protection of the main stems and branches by
hay-bands, or any similar covering, been tried? Eds.]

Terrestrial Orchids and their Odours.—Some
time since Orchis mascula was somewhat strongly

recommended for pot and bed culture, and for room
decoration ; but many of the readers of the Gardtners'

Chronicle must at the time have well known of the

insuperable objection generally taken to this plant, on

account of its potent scent of the cat ; this scent is

intermittent, generally given out at dusk, and often so

powerful as to be quite insufferable in a living-room.

It does not appear to be generally known that Orchis

tephrosanthos and O. pallens are both possessed of a

similar odour, and one more powerful of the quint-

essence of the tom-cat than O. mascula itself. For six

days I have had flowering plants of the two former

ornamenting my work-room, and during the first five

of these days the plants were quite passive, but on the

evening of the sixth day they were both suddenly

taken with ecstatic fits, and discharged such a volley

of otto of tom-cat that the room became simply

unbearable, and the plants had to be removed. This

odour, it will be observed, also resembles the habit of

the cat in being more active at dusk. The cultivation

of 0. coriophora is proscribed, owing to its smell of

bugs. I have seen O. hircina grown in pots, but its

fcetor of the he-goat is so horrible that it is insuffisrable

in a living-room ; Dr. Hooker tersely says of it

(Students' Flora, p. 354), "scent detestable, hircine."

The same odour pertains to Odontoglossum Lindley-

anum, but in a less degree. IV. G. S.

Leek Bulbs.—A year ago I made a note on Leek
bulbs. Now is the time for those who want a supply

to take measures to secure them. Leeks that remain

in the ground are now of little use, and will soon

throw up flower-spikes, and run to seed if allowed.

The rule is to pull them up and destroy them, as from

this time worthless, unless seed is required, in which

case, of course, it is a very simple matter to allow

them to produce seed, as they will do in great plenty.

It is, however, a fact of some importance that these

worthless plants that are usually destroyed will, if

allowed, produce a crop of elegant and delicious

underground bulbs, and those who wish to obtain

such bulbs have but to do as will be advised to ensure

complete gratification. In the first place, clean the

ground and hoe the surface to admit the showers to

the roots, and cut the tops of the flags, but not

severely. In the course of a short time the pointed

scapes or flower-heads will appear. Pinch them out

the instant they can be got at, for not one must be

allowed to rise. This pinching out will have to be

done again and again, for scapes will show themselves

to the last. When the flags begin to wither lift the

roots, and you will find that the old bulb (or Leek
proper) has perished, and in its place are two or three

silvery bulbs of the size and shape of the largest

Tulips, attached to the shrivelled stem. These under-

ground bulbs may be kept some time, and may be
useful in the place of Onions. But the way to under-

stand their real value is to stew them in gravy, and
eat them hot with butter and pepper. S. H., in

Gardeners^ Magazine.

Aerides cylindricum.—With the accompanying
illustration (fig. 115) of a two-flowered spike of the

singular Aerides cylindricum, which flowered lately

in Lord Londesborough's rich collection, at Norbilon,

we give the following remarks on the plant, from the

pen of Mr. Denning :
— " This plant would not, at

first sight, be taken for an Aerides, but would appear

to belong to that section of Orchids which includes the

great Vanda teres ; indeed the plant in question, in

both growth and form of flower, bears great resem-

blance to the above-named species. The flowers of

A. cylindricum are pure white, and last a long time

in full beauty, but, unfortunately, owing to its slow
growth and apparent scarceness, we are not likely

to soon see a large mass of it in bloom. From the

comparatively large size of the individual flower, and
its very striking form, with its purity of colour, it is a

plant that would become a general favourite if it

could be procured in any abundance. This plant

requires to be grown in the East Indian-house, and
prefers a long slender block, on which to attach its

roots ; the block should be bare, as the roots perish

quickly if covered with any moss or other substance.

Unless the atmosphere is very moist the syringe should

be plied daily."

A Spring Barrow.—Yromthe Bulletin d'Arbori-

culture we extract a notice of a newly invented spring

barrow (fig. 114), which seems likely to be useful in

saving fatigue. The application of springs to the

barrow is described as an important invention both
for the gardener, the objects that he moves, and for

the barrow itself. The common barrow has not only a
more or less injurious effect on the spinal column,
but the continual shocks to the arms, shoulders, and
head considerably increase the fatigue of the work-
man. The spring barrow saves much of this incon-

venience, and enables objects to be transported with
comparative ease over roughly paved streets, at the

same time that the barrow itself is more durable than
the ordinary vehicles. The barrow is made in five

sizes, and has been patented. The cost is from £1
to £^ S-f- It '''^y 1^2 obtained of H. Renette, of

Louvain.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Afril 21.—W. Burnley

Hume, Esq., in the chair. In the absence through
illness of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley [Of whom we are

glad to have subsequently heard better reports. Eds.],

Professor Dyer announced the awards made by the

committee, and briefly commented upon several sub-

jects alluded to in our reports below.

Scientific Committee.—Andrew Murray, Esq.,

in the chair.

Colorado Beetle. — Mr, Smee again raised the

question of the Colorado Potato beetle, and elicited

from the Chairman a renewal of his assertion that he

had seen thousands upon thousands of the beetle, full

grown insect and larva, on the haulm of the Potato

and of the Tomato in Canada West (London, Ontario)

The question was raised owing to statements that had
been made that the insect would not live in the climate

of Canada.
Peziza lanuginosa.—Mr. 'Edmonds, the Gardens,

Chiswick House, sent a basket of Peziza lanuginosa

from this locality, one of the very few where this

handsome fungus is known to grow. The peculiar

bird'snest-like appearance of the fungus attracted

great attention.

Seed of Encephalartos Attacked l>y an Insect.—This

was referred to M. Murray, who will report further

on another occasion.

Female Flfftcers of Yeio Destroyed by an Acartts.—
Prof, Dyer showed specimens of the female flower

entirely destroyed by a mite. Dr. Masters suggested

that it might have been destroyed by the same insect

that produces the peculiar tufted growth on the ends
of the shoots of the Yew.

Primroses, Oxlips, &'c.—The Hon. and Rev. J. T.
Boscawen showed flowers of many-coloured varieties

of Primrose, together with the Oxlip, &c., gathered

in plantations and woods in Cornwall, which raised an
interesting discussion among the members as to the

varieties of Primrose, Oxlip, &c. Dr. Hogg was of

opinion that there were at least three so-called Oxlips

—one a hybrid between the Primrose and Cowslip, one
the umbellate Primrose, and one the Bardfield Oxlip,

Diseased Peach Shoots.—Dr. Masters showed shoots

of Peach trees received from a gardener who, to re-

move scale from them, had thickly painted them with
colza oil, and allowed it to remain while the shoots

were exposed to the sun under glass. The result was
that the plant was suffocated, and the shoots died.

Elm Buds.—Dr. Masters brought specimens of

Elm buds, and elicited a discussion on the cause of

the peculiar downward curvature of the young shoots

in this tree, as also in the Hazel and Lime.
Dr. Masters stated that while the outermost scales

were arranged on the
\

plan, the succeeding ones
were arranged on the -\, or distichous plan, the lower-

most leaves had but a single stipule, while the suc-

ceeding ones had two oblique stipules, one of which
in the very early stage was much larger than the

other. It was suggested that possibly the change in

leaf-arrangement, and the organic obliquity of growth,
might account for the downward tendency. The
similar downward tendency ot coniferous leaders and
other plants was alluded to by various members, and
the suggestion broached that it might be a provision

for throwing off rain-drops, or melting hoar-frost, so

as to prevent injury to the young bud.

Early St. John's Cabbage.—Mr. W. W. Saunders
communicated the following note on this Cabbage :—

" Among the seeds distributed by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society in the spring of last year was a Cabbage
called Early St. John's. I sowed the seed the latter end
of April ; it vegetated freely, and when the young plants

were suiUciently strong they were placed at once from the

seed bed into an open plot in the garden, where by the

end of August, notwithstanding the dry summer, the

plants formed heads very regularly, and a series of white,

solid Cabbages, not very large (the largest not exceeding
6 inches diameter), was the result. A more uniform bed
of Cabbages it would be difficult to conceive, and the

regularity with which the plants all came to perfection at

the same time was much admired by those interested in

such matters. The Cabbage proved excellent when
cooked. There is nothing, perhaps, very unusual in this

little history so far, but a change soon took place, and in

this manner. When the bed of Cabbages was about at

its best, a long, warm, very dry period was succeeded by
much rain and a very growing state of the atmosphere.

The sudden impulse given to vegetation by this state of

things soon caused the solid heads of the Cabbage to

burst, and in a few days a series of smaller, well-shaped,

rounded, compact heads were formed from the central

axis of growth, closely touching each other, and backed
up by the leaves of the original head, which remained
green and full of sap. The number of these smaller

heads varied from three to six in each Cabbage, and
proved equally excellent when cooked as the original

heads. In the drawings, carefully made from nature,

one shows a head of the Early St. John's Cabbage
before bursting ; another a cluster of smaller heads
originating from a very well-formed head before it

burst open during the damp weather. There were six

well-formed, small, rounded heads, but only five are

shown, the other being hidden by the head. These
details of the history of a Cabbage may be of some
interest, as showing the effect of atmospheric changes

on plants. I am aware that Cabbages often burst in

wet weather and spoil, but here the bursting was rather

to the advantage of the grower, I think, than otherwise,

and the regularity of the process was remarkable,

W. W. S."

Grafted Potatos.—VroS. Dyer read a communica-
tion transmitted by Mr. Darwin, being an abstract

from the Sitzungsbericht der Gesellschaft Mature

Jorschender Freunde su Berlin ioi T>io\. 17, 1874, in

which an account was given by Magnus of the pro-

duction of graft hybrids in the Potato by Renter, the

chief gardener at Potsdam, in 1S74. He used the

white long Mexican and the dark grey black kidney,

both of which sorts had been introduced from America
by the Novara Expedition. A wedge-shaped piece

ot the former, bearing an eye, was grafted upon the

latter. The graft hybrids exhibited an intermediate

character in form between the parents. They were
broader and thicker than the long thin Mexican,

longer than the black kidney. One of the Potatos

also exhibited a blending of the colours. The two
ends were red, and the middle zone a greyish yellow.

The dark grey colour of the black kidney is produced

by the intense red sap in a layer of cells covered by
the corky rind. In a subsequent communication
Magnus mentioned similar experiments which had
been made by Dr. Max Heimann, and communi-
cated to the botanical section of the Schlesischen

Gesellschaft 'ra. i)ae Sitzungsbericht for Nov. 19, 1872.

Magnus described similar results obtained by Dr.
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Neubert, of Stuttgart, by herbaceous grafts of the

stems.

In the discussion which followed doubts were ex-

pressed as to the possibility of Potato grafting, where*

upon Dr. Masters stated that in his opinion it was not

creditable to the Society that so simple a matter as

this should not be set at rest by being subjected to

the lest of experiment under proper supervision at

Chiswick, and suggested tliat the committee should

make a representation to this efiect to the Council,

which was adopted.

Smiling //fll€bores.—T)t, Masters called attention

to some varieties of seedling Hellebores, received from

M. Heinemann, of Erfurt, and first brought to his

notice by Professor Karl Koch. These are elsewhere

alluded to.

Seville Long-pod Bean.—In allusion to this Tlean,

which was stated by some not to produce seed freely

at Chiswick, Dr. Hogg reported that a whole quarter

had been sown at Chiswick with seed gathered in the

previous season in that garden.—The meeting then

adjourned.

Early Rhododendron Snow.—We quote the

official title for our heading to this paragraph, though

almost anything else would be quite as appropriate.

We are sorry to have to sav it, but the fact cannot be

of Masdevallia Linden!, with fifteen flowers ; Odonto-

glossum luteo-purpureum, with two spikes, and
twenty-five flowers in the aggregate ; Dendrobium
nobile, 2 feet through, well-flowered and very fresh ;

(Montoglossum Phala;nopsis— a well-maiked variety,

with four flowers ; Cypripedium villo.sum, with about

sixteen flowers ; and Camarotis purpurea, a pretty

diminutive Orchid, seldom seen at exhibitions. The
present specimen had a dozen spikes of its pretty

little lilac, rosy-tipped, wax-like flowers. A group of

nine Cinerarias, the only one shown, calls for no
special comment ; but the hardy spring flowers shown
by Mr. Parker, of Tooting, and Mr. R. Dean,

of Ealing, were particularly attractive. The former

was 1st with beautiful examples, amongst others, of

Doronicum austriacum, yellow ; Triteleia uniflora,

white, and its lilac flowered variety ; Scilla italica,

lilac, a fine mass ; Primula elatior. Early Admirable,

deep purple velvet, yellow centre ; Cardamine trifoUa,

white, and very dwarf; Iberis linifolia, white
i
Mus-

cari raceinosa pallens, violet-blue ; Ranunculus am-
plexicaulis, white ; Orobus cyaiieus, rosy lilac ; Dielytra

spectabilis. In the collection from Mr. Dean, the

most conspicuous were Myosotis dissitiflora ; bedding

Violas Royal Blue and White Swan, both fine in

form and very free ; Primula cortusoides amccna, and

its variety grandiflora ; Aubrletia purpurea, well

foliage, but that is not an object of much considera-

tion where flowers for cutting only are wanted.

The large contribution to the show from the

Society's garden at Chiswick consisted of Azaleas,

Palms, Ferns, Acacias, a few Orchids, Clematis,

Cytisus, Richardias, alpine Auriculas, Narcissus,

Solomon's Seal, and Spirxa japonica, and it was
fortunate that so many plants in flower were at hand
for the purpose.

There were only two competitors in the class for

Black Grapes, and the 1st prize went to Mr. Bones,

gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park, Romford,
who showed nice bunches of new Black ilamburghs,
good in berry, and well coloured for the season, Mr.

J. Ridout, gr. to W. S. Brown, Esq., Woodhalch
Lodge, Reigate, took the 2d prize with Alicante, fine

in bunch, berry, and colour, and admirably pre-

served. Of two brace of Cucumbers, the best was of

Tender and True, shown by Mr. J. Lane, gr. to

Major-General Fytche, Pyrgo Park, near Romford.
The nicest brace of Marquis of Lome we have seen
were stained by Mr. W. Rapley, gr. to R. Hudson,
Esq., Clapham Common.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in the

chair. First-class Certificates were voted to Messrs.

Veitch & Sons for Dracrena hybrida, a broad-leaved

Fig. 115.—AERIDES CYLINDRICUM,

disguised, that this was, as regards extent, the poorest

show that has been seen at Kensington for some con-

siderable time, and had not Mr. Barron promptly
come to the rescue with a large collection of excellent

decorative stuff from Chiswick, the result would have
been even more deplorable. The schedule consisted of

twenty-three classes, and the sum total of the money
prizes offered was £']<, Js., or, deducting 50 per
cent., £^y i^s. 6d. The subjects of seven classes

only were represented, and ten was the total number
of exhibitors. The prizes awarded amounted to

;i^S 7^-. 6ti. ; and, allowing ^^5 odd for the misccl-

laneous class, shows a clear saving of about ^60 ;

but at what a sacrifice !

Messrs. Lane & Son's twelve forced Rhododen-
drons— the only group exhibited—were admirable
in every respect. The plants were well-furnished

with foliage, from 3 to 4 feet through, and splendidly

bloomed. Amongst the varieties represented were
Blandyanum, bright rose ; Limbatum, white, edged
with crimson ; Nero, dark crimson, maroon spots ;

Queen of the West, shaded rose, chocolate spots
;

Auguste Van Geert, dark purple, nicely spotted ;

Etendard de Flandre, white, edged with rose

;

Towardianum, rose, with carmine spots; fastuosum
flore-pleno, double, pale lavender, and chocolate

spots ; Minnie, white, with brown spots ; Impcratrice,

rose, with chocolate spots ; and Sir Isaac Newton,
rosy carmine, with dark spots. The ist prize was
awarded. The six Orchids shown by Mr. B. S.

Williams, which were awarded the 1st prize, consisted

flowered ; Lithospermum piostratum, a lovely blue ;

the new white quilled Daisy, White Globe ; crimson-

flowered Bellisaucuba?folia, Polyanthus Black Knight,

very dark crimson, &c.

In the miscellaneous class the pride of place must
be given to three boxes, each containing thirty-six

magnificent blooms of the Marechal Niel Rose,
shown by Mr. J. Walker, nurseryman, of Thame,
Oxon. In a small group of plants from Mr. B. S.

Williams we noticed a good specimen of the South
African Toxicophlcea spectabilis, showing numerous
clusters of its white flowers in the axils of its leaves

;

a small specimen of Dendrobium pulchellum nicely

flowered ; a plant with one fine flower of the

white variety of Odontoglossum Roezlii ; the

pretty Warscewiczella discolor ; and of Palms
nice young specimens of Plectocoma Andersoni,
Cocos Weddelliana, Calamus montana, Areca Ver-
schaffeltii, &c. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son
showed a selection of plants of their strain of double
Cinerarias, many of them poor, as might be expected

for the first break, but affording good evidence that

double Cinerarias are not a myth, but a thing of sub-

stantial reality, and which must become popular where
cut flowers are always in demand. Experience this

season of German seeds of double Cinerarias leads one
to doubt the advisability of trusting to that method of

raising a stock, and common prudence recommends
one to get hold of the plants and propagate them by
division. None of the double varieties we have seen

have been remarkable for the abundance of their

type, the older leaves of which are of a dull green,

margined with crimson of various degrees of inten-

sity, and younger or crown leaves, greenish white on

the upper side, and pale rose beneath ; to Mr. H.
Bennett, Stapleford, SaHsbury, for Hybrid Perpetual

Rose Captain Christy, a large full flower, with pale

pink outer petals and flesh-pink centre—in the way of

Duchess of Edinburgh, but lacking the fine perfume
of that flower ; and to Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, for his new
double quilled white Daisy, White Globe, which
produces large and perfectly quilled flowers—a wel-

come companion to the double quilled red form. The
thanks of the committee were awarded to Mr. R. P.

Barr, Tooting, for a large and fine collection of cut

blooms of Narcissi ; and to Mr. Stevens, gr. to the

Duke of Sutherland, Trentham, for a large specimen

with about three dozen spikes of flowers of the variety

of Ccelogyne cristata known as Lemoniana, which has

longer and narrower bulbs, longer leaves, and comes
into flower from three weeks to a month later than the

typical form. From Messrs. Veitch & Sons also came
a small group of Orchids and other plants, including

Masdevallia Veitchii, Phalrenopsis grandiflora with

seven very fine flowers ; several varieties of Odontoglos-

sum Alexandra?, Dendrobium Bensonre, Phal^nopsis

Liiddemanniana and its variety, ochracea, in which the

petals and sepals are shaded with soft yellow ochre
;

Odontoglossum prxnitens (see p. 524)1 with medium
sized flowers, of a greenish yellow ground colour,

heavily spotted and barred with chocolate ; and
Saccolabium ampuUaceum, with eight spikes, a very
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pretty specimen, &c. Mr. Kinghnrn, Sheen Nursery,

Richmond, again sent a flowerinjj specimen of the

interesting Fuchsia procumbens ; and Mr, B. S.

Williams showed Franciscea magnifica, with large

lavender-blue flowers. From Mr, H. Bennett,

Stapleford, came a large box of very fine cut blooms
of his new pink H.P. Rose Duchess of Edinburgh;
and Mr. Bull had flowering specimens of TiUandsia
musaica, and Anguloa Turneri. From Mr. T. W.
Bond, gr. to G. A. Smith, Esq., The Beeches, Wey-
bridge, came nice specimens of IBrassia maculata, and
Oncidium altissimum ; and from Mr. William Paul

two new H.P. Roses named Villaret de Joyeuse
and Amelia Hoste.

Fruit Committee.^— H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. A Cultural Commendation was awarded to

Mr. J. W. Bond, gr. to G. A. Smith, Esq., for two
plants, fifteen months old, of Foster's Seedling Grape,
carrying about 4 lb. each of ripe fruit ; and the

thanks of the committee were voted to W. Terry,

Esq., Peterborough House. Fulham, for eleven fine

pods of Vanilla aromatica, ripened in his garden ; to

Mr. Sydney Ford, gr., Leonardslee, Horsham, for a

small collection of well preserved Apples and Pears,

including, of the former, Dumelow's Seedling, Royal

Russet, Norfolk Paradise, Spanish Pippin [?], and
Alfriston j and to Mr. John Munro, Potter's Bar, for

Keens' Seedling Strawberries, Cucumbers, and early

Grapes.

Amsterdam Horticultural Exhibition.—This
exhibition is held annually in a fine building called the

Grand Palace of Industry, and which is well adapted

for the purpose, being of large size and well lighted.

Adjoining are two or three smaller halls, which are

very useful for arranging collections of various kinds

which would not make so good an appearance in the

large building. The exhibition was opened by the

Queen of the Netherlands, who was conducted round
by the committee, amongst whom were some of the

principal gentlemen of the country who take delight

in horticulture—Mr. J. A. Willinck, Mr. C. A.

Dudok de Wit, and several others. The tout enu}7ible

had a very pretty effect, as the arrangements of the

different collection of plants were good : they were
arranged in the form of beds on which was placed soil

for the pots to stand on and a deep edging of turf

round them, giving the plants the appearance of grow-
ing in a garden. This was all completed after the

judging was over, by the Messrs. Groenewegen and
Mr. J. C. Krook, with a staff of men under their

supervision. I must give these gentlemen great credit

for the taste displayed : I never saw a show better

arranged, or the plants made more of than they were

here, especially as the season was cold and late, and
consequently the plants could not expand their

beauties to the full extent. The Azaleas, Roses, and
hard-wooded plants were well backed with foliage

plants : the building is large and the effect produced,

viewed from the galleries, by the blending of the

various flowering plants with the Tree Ferns, Palms,

&c., was grand. The sides and centre of the Palace

were well arranged : in the latter was a large bed,

in which was a collection of ten Tree Ferns from Mr.

C. A. Dudok de Wit, consisting of Dicksonia antarc-

tica, C. fibrosa, Alsophila australis ; some good heads

of Cibotium princeps, with their graceful fronds ; those

of the rare Angiopteris Willinckii, and Alsophila

contaminens.

In front of these were some fine collections of

Azaleas, greenhouse plants, Roses, &c. In the four

corners were some fine standard Bay trees. In the

next bed was a collection of Rhododendrons in full

bloom, exhibited by Mr. Groot, of Utrecht. These
always make a good display. In the two following

beds were fine collections of Palms, Cycads, &c. I

also noticed some fine plants of Cham?erops, Arecas,

Seaforthias, and other fine Palms. Then came a

collection of Camellias and standard Roses : arranged

in beds, these produced a good effect. The Cinerarias

formed a nice feature arranged in clumps at the sides

of the building. There were some very fine Acacias,

such as A. JDrummondii, a large specimen ; also

A. ovata, A. pulchella, with its showy flowers; and
A. grandis, &c. At each end of the building were
grand clumps of Dracaenas, Palms, Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, Epacris, Camellias, and that charming old

plantwe seldom see—Metrodsideros—commonly called

the Bottle-brush plant, with its showy scarlet flowers.

At the sides were fine collections of Agaves, Conifer^e,

Orange trees, and a host of other showy plants, all

tending to make a good display. Mr. Krelage, of,

Haarlem, exhibited a fine collection of Phormiums,
which were very attractive. Leaving the grand hall

a large room was entered, in which were arranged

many fine collections of plants that require a warmer
temperature. Some of the pots were hidden with

moss, and the tables were covered with green moss :

the effect produced by this was very pleasing, and
showed great taste, for which thanks are due to Messrs.

Groenewegen and Krook. One may learn a great deal

as regards arrangement and taste in decoration by
visiting these shows. The first object that attracted

my notice was a well arranged basket of Lycopodium,

from Mr. J. A. Willinck, In it the different species

were so well grown, and such taste displayed in putting

them together, that no one could pass them unob-
served. Near this, from the same exhibitor, was a

kind of cushion formed of Lycopodium, in which were
placed different kinds of cut Orchid blooms, amongst
which were Cypripedium viUosum, many flowers of
the beautiful Cattleya Skinneri, with its dark mauve
flowers ; near these the fine Dendrobium fimbriatum,
then rows of the flowers of Vanda suavis. At the out-

side edge of this floral cushion were flowers of Anguloa
Clowesiana and Lycaste Skinneri; near this was a

good specimen of Anthurium Scherzerianum, also

belonging to Mr, Willinck, with about twenty of its

bright orange-scarlet flowers of a large size. There
was also another grand plant of the same shown by
Mr. J. J. Kluppel, with about the same number of

blossoms. The collections of Dracrenas were very
good, especially those exhibited by Mr. C. A. Dudok
de Wit. Dracaena magnifica was a grand showy plant,

D. Baptistii a fine variety, and D. striata, which is

one of the best coloured kinds ; D. amabilis formed a

good contrast, with its light foliage. The next best

collection of Dracaenas was from J. Van Leuwen, of

Leyden. The D. amabilis was very fine, also limba-

tum, Guilfoylei, and D. striata were of a good colour.

The Echeverias were shown well by Mr. J. C. Krook :

amongst them were fine specimens of E. metallica,

E. pulverulenta, with its white powdery leaves ; E.

globosa, E. de Smetiana, anew and distinct kind ; and
E. agavioides, a splendid plant. Besides this collec-

tion there was also another very good one shown.
The collection of Lycopodiums made a good feature.

Mr. J. Van Leuwen, of Leyden, exhibited a grand
collection of twenty-five variegated plants in fine con-

dition, consisting of Ficus Parcellii, the new Aphe-
landra fascinator, with finely variegated foliage ; also

well coloured Pandanus Veitchii, &c. Messrs.
Groenewegen also exhibited a good case of variegated

plants, consisting of Crotons, Pandanus, Cyanophyl-
lums, Tillandsias, &c. Twelve Crotons were also

shown in a glass case by Mr. C. A. Dudok de Wit
;

they were fine healthy, well coloured plants, consisting

of C. majesticum, C. spirale, C. volutum : these three

are new and very distinct ; also C. Youngii and multi-

caule were well grown. Messrs. Groenewegen also

exhibited Crotons, but the plants were small ; a col-

lection of tropical plants of great interest, and many
other good collections of plants. I also noticed some
fine Pelargoniums, and a stand of cut Liliums, very good
for so early in the season. Spirceis also formed a

part ; Todea superba, and many other plants, which
gave great credit to their owners. I hope in a year

or two hence to see a grand international show in

Amsterdam ; the present committee have all the tact

and energy required for carrying such an exhibition

into good effect. Many of your readers can bear
witness to this from their success on a former occasion.

{From a Correspondent.')

^\t ^^eatljcr.
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growth possible through the season by keeping them

in a warm stove and syringing daily. As soon as

tlic stools have broke turn tliem out of the pots,

shake all the soil from them, remove tlie bottom

portion of the main root, which, if turned the opposite

end up to that in which it has grown naturally, and

potted, will soon make a plant. Place the stools in

pots no larger than just sulTicient to admit the roots.

O-s/OTW.— Cuttings of these, in a much Isvrger state

than would succeed with most plants, will strike

freely without losing their le.aves if kept close and

hot until they have a good amount of roots. Shoots

9 or 10 inches long of the varieties anguslifolia,

varu'i^atiini^ pictum^ undulatutn, and the newer kinds,

sucli as Weismtinni, majtstidim, xni. spirale(\.\\Q. latter

tluee sorts from their elegant habit are well adapted

forthe purposes under consideration), when rooted and

encouraged to push growth, in a few months make
beautiful small decorative plants. The elegant Fern-

like Cupania fdicijolia is one of the most beautiful

table subjects. A strong plant that has become bare of

leaves at the bottom and requires heading down, will

break up a number of shoots ; when these are 4 or 5

inches long, if taken off with a heel they will strike

in a moderately close place in a brisk heat, after

wliich gradually inure tliem to bear more air : but

with these care must be taken that the leaves which

tlie young plants already possess do not get injured, as

the loss would spoil their appearance. The tops of

Aralia rctkulala and VeilchU (the last named variety

is one of the most elegant small decorative plants

grown), if taken off 10 inches in length will root, if

tbey are placed in a brisk heat and moist atmosphere.

When struck inure them gradually to more air. The
stems of the plants lower down, so far as they are not

too hard, will make cuttings, a couple of eyes to

each ; the harder bottoms of the stems will break,

which shoots take off with a heel, placing them

singly in small pots, in sand. When all the

cuttings that can be got are taken off, the stools

may be turned out of the pots ; some of the roots

if made into cuttings an inch long, inserted in sand,

and kept warm, wdl make plants. These partially

disrooted plants should then have most of the old

soil removed, and be replaced in smaller pots.

Terminalia elegam is a good companion for Aralia

Vcilchii, with narrow lanceolate leaves, beautifully

marked. It requires similar treatment in every way
to the Aralias above named. Asparagus deciimbens is

a good plant for this kind of decoration, with finely-

divided leaves. As that most elegant of Palms, Cocas

IVi.ldelliana, gets more plentiful, it cannot fail to be

in general request for table and room embellishment.

There are few plants equal to Palms, when small, lor

table decoration, and it is surprising how some of

naturally large growth can, by suitable treatment, be

kept for a very considerable time in a small state, and

yet quite fresh and healthy in appearance. The fol-

lowing may be kept in 6 or 7-inch pots for a couple

of years, making so little growth as not to get over

large, by keeping them during the summer, when not

doing duty in the dwelling, in a temperature not

higher than an ordinary greenhouse, and in the

winter at about 4S'' ; but as they are moisture-loving

plants, the soil must never be allowed to get quite

dry ;

—

Latania yiibra, Hyophorbe indka^ Kcntia aus'

trails, K, Caiiterburyana, K. saplda, Llvlstonla

auslralls, Areca VerschaffellH, Dumonorops fissus,

Thrlnax degans, Areca rubra, A. lulescens,

C/mmairops excelsa, and C. humllls. As these get too

large for table decoration they come in for halls and
similar places.

Camellias.— Few growers of these plants like

potting them in the spring, on account of their not

liking their roots disturbed, even in the least, at a

time when growth is about to commence. When in

good healthy condition the roots of Camellias always

begin to grow before the buds swell—a natural pro-

vision, doubtlessly made to have in readiness the

supply of nutriment required in the formation of their

large quick-growing leaves. Any disturbance of the

roots in the spring generally interferes with the setting

of their flower-buds, except in the case of plants in a

more than ordinarily vigorous state ; consequently it is

better with those of considerable size to defer their

potting until the ilower-buds are just formed, but with

small growing stock that are suffering for want of root-

room, and which would be still further cramped if not

moved until the end of the growing season, it is better

to pot them now, not disturbing the roots any more
than j ust removing the crocks from the bottom. Good
fibrous loam imparts a greater disposition to flower,

but they grow much faster in peat, and always have
deeper green colour in the leaves ;

pot quite firm, and
give plenty of moisture over-head as well as at the

roots whilst the growth is being made. T. Baines.

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The planting

of all kinds of evergreens should now be pushed on,

so as to bring this work to completion before the young
shoots advance sufficiently to suffer injury. The late

severe winter will have proved fatal to many ever-

greens that were transplanted in the autumn, and has

shown the necessity of deferring such work till this

season of the year, when root-action is encouraged by

the daily increasing warmth and genial showers, which

to newly planted shrubs are very beneficial. Unless

large plants are required for immediate effect or other

special purpose, it will be found more satisfactory to

plant sucli as are of medium size, as they are sure to

succeed. If large plants are to be operated on, the holes

for their reception should be dug of sufficient size and

depth to take the respective plants previous to their

removal, so that they are not kept out of tlie ground

longer than is alisolutely necessary for their transit

from place to pl.ace. After planting, see that all are

securely staked, to prevent tiiem from blowing to and

fro, or the roots will be straineil. Give a good heavy

mulching of half rotten litter, and the plants will

require but little after-attention. The hardy fernery

is perhaps the most interesting department of a garden

during the months of May and June, as at that season

the young fronds vie with each other in the display of

their lovely rich tints of delicate green. No place

of any pretensions can be considered complete with-

out an appendage of this kind, as here may be

associated a very interesting class of plants, that

cannot be cultivated so well, or look so much at

home in any other portion of the grounds. Such
things as Daphne Cneorum, Aubrietias, the lovely

Lithospermum prostratum, Omphalodes verna, hardy

Geraniums and Anemones, and a whole host of beau-

tiful and interesting subjects, may here find a suitable

home ; while the m.argins of walks should be crammed
with the different wild flowers, such as Orchis, Blue-

bells, Primroses, Anemones, and such like shade-

loving plants.

The old fronds of Ferns should now be cleared away,

as the young growth will soon be protruding, and,

as they spring up quickly, they may suffer injury.

The plants will be greatly benefited by a top-dressing

of fresh peat and loam, or, failing the former, some
thoroughly decomposed leaf-mould in lieu of it.

Woodwardia radicans and Cyrtomium falcatum make
grand plants in the hardy fernery, and only require a

slight protection during the winter. The latter stands

out as distinct among hardy Ferns as the Holly

among evergreens, and those who are not cultivating

these striking species should add them to their col-

lection. Struthiopteris germanica and Onoclea

sensibilis are equally desirable, and should be in

every fernery.

Herbaceous Plants may still be divided, and any half

hardy varieties wintered under protection should now
be planted out. Lobelias of the fulgens type, are

a very interesting class of plants that have long

been esteemed for their brilliant flowers. To grow
these to perfection they should be potted on till the

middle of May, and be then planted out where they

can obtain plenty of moisture at the root.

Most of the annuals are too weedy and ephemeral

in their character to render their use at all desir-

able in the modern flower garden, but there are

some that are very showy and durable, which

should have a place somewhere in the grounds. The
double Zinnias, Asters, Stocks, and Phlox Druinmondi,

stand foremost among these, and are almost indis-

pensable. Zinnias, on account of their somewhat
tender nature, should be sown in gentle heat, and

kept under glass till the middle of May, or later,

according to the state of the weather. The following

may be named as showy varieties, deserving cultiva-

tion :

—

Diaiitlms Heddewigii, and its many varieties,

both double and single, are very beautiful and lasting.

Codetia Whitneyi, with its vivid-coloured, crimson-

spotted flowers, is very striking and showy. The
Helichrysums, Nemopkllas, Colllnsias, Clarkias,

Marigolds, and Rhodanthes should all be grown ; and
for hot, sunny places Portulaeas, both single and

double, are just the thing. The whole of the above,

except Portulaca, should now be sown thinly, under

the protection of hand-lights or old frames, in fine

silted leaf-soil and loam. J. Sheppard, IVoolverstone

Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Promptitude in ventilating Pine-houses,

particularly those in which high temperatures are

maintained, at this season is indispensably necessary ;

the cold nature of the nights renders a liberal supply of

fire-heat absolutely necessary in certain houses, as in

the case where fruit is progressing towards maturity.

Although the circulation through the hot- water pipes

may be stopped, still there is a considerable radiation

of heat going on from them which, with sudden out-

bursts of powerful sunshine (such, for instance, as

we have experienced during the present week), would
render matters in thisdepartment very precarious, ifven-

tilation were at all neglected. • In those houses where

large planes of glass are employed, and the pants are in

close contiguity to them, a slight shading should be

applied under these circumstances during the hottest

part of the day ; but in such as are glazed in the old-

fashioned way, with small s<iuares of glass, it will

scarcely be required in the ordinary way, as the laps

provide a circulation sufficient to prevent the sun's

rays from scorching the plants. For summer use the

old-fashioned sashes are admirably adapted to swell

Pine-apples off well, but the reverse is the case during

winter. Attend to ordinary requirements in regard to

management as before indicated in the Calendar.

Scarcely too much moisture can be employed about

the houses in which fruit is swelling off. As
the fruits get ri|ie, if they be in pots, remove

both plant and fruit to a cooler place. They
will keep sound for a longer period at this season than

at any other, which is an advantage when other kinds

of fruit are scarce. As the suckers of fruiting plants

become large enough to handle, screw out the hearts

of those which will not be required for stock ; one

sucker, or two at most, is ample to retain, unless the

stock is to be largely increased. G. T. Miles, IVycombe

Abbey Gardens.

ViNEs.^A very desirable change in the weather

took place on the 14th, since which date there has

been sunshine in abundance ; consequently Vines have

made rapid progress, and for a time it will be difficult

to keep pace with thinning, pinching, tying, and

regulating the shoots ; but as it is important that all

such work should be done at the proper time, a push

sliould be made to accomplish it. Thinning ought

always to be done in the evening or early morning,

both for the greater comfort of the operator, and as a

safeguard against rust, which is sure to take place if

the berries are handled or rubbed with a sweating

hand. Take off or pinch out the points of all lateral

growths regularly. It is bad management to let them
get so long that they have to be cut off wholesale,

which gives a severe check to the Vines. Where
Grapes are ripe, and the foliage is good, the

lateral growths should also be kept pinched quite

close, and the house kept at as equable a tem-

perature as possible, with just sufficient moisture to

keep the foliage healthy. If spider makes its appear-

ance, sponge both the under and upper sides of the

leaves with clear water; there is no other remedy
half so effective. Inside borders of Vines that are

swelling their fruit or near the colouring process

should be examined, and if at all dry give a thorough

drenching of manure-water, and as this watering will

be a final one till after the Grapes are cut, give a sur-

face mulching of either soil or dung to prevent

evaporation. Air should be freely given in suitable

weather; a "crack "left on all night is a beneficial

aid in the laying on off beautiful bloom and colour,

the two great characteristics of high finish. Late Vines

are now breaking freely, and should be encouraged in

every possible way to make rapid growth. Our sea-

sons are too short for the thorough maturation of late

kinds of Grapes. In insufliciently heated or unhealed

houses—and in such structures they should never be

planted—Barbarossa, Gros Colman, West's St. Peter,

Trebbiano, and Lady Downe's all require plenty of

fire-heat in September and October to fully ripen

them. No matter how elaborate the preparations for

keeping them may be, they will not keep if unripe :

ripeness alone ensures success. We have a quantity

of Lady Downe's that were ripe in September, and cut

from the Vines on January 12, and at the present date

(April 19) they are as plump as on the day they were

cut—-a circumstance attributable to perfect matura-

tion. Young Vines intended for next year's planting or

fruiting in pots should be shifted on as soon as their

roots have well filled the small pots they are now in. As
a rule, lo-inch pots are quite large enough, both for

those intended for planting out and fruiters, as gener-

ally the latter are placed on a bed of mould, into

which the roots find their way out of the bottom of

the pot, and are allowed to ramble at will. They
should be carefully tended in the matter of watering

and syringing. IV. IVildsmit/i, Heckfield.

Melons. —The last few sunny days have wrought
wonders in the progress of Melons, and the first batch

are now nicely swelling off. Every ray of sun that

shines must for the present be secured to them.

While observing a drier condition of both the roots

and atmosphere during the setting period, do not omit

to dust a modicum of flowers of sulphur amongst the

foliage and on the side walls, as an antidote to red-

spider. Water liberally at the root in hot weather

plants not yet in flower, as well as those which have

set their fruit, and provide plenty of atmospheric

moisture. In regard to plants growing in pots or

boxes, it is not improbable they may require to

be watered twice a-day this weather Attend regu-

larly to the setting of the female blossoms, and
cease to use the knife during thd setting period

;

afterwards use both the knife and the linger and
thumb freely, to remove all superfluous growths.

Fairly strong plants shoul carry at least six fruits

each : remember that large size is not a desideratum.

Use but a small amount of stimulants to plants

before they have set their fruit ; afterwards feed them
liberally till almost ripe. Maintain a night tempera-

ture of 72°, day ditto, 85° to 90°, with sun. The
cultivator must exercise both skill and ingenuity to

provide a continuous supply, and to make the best

use of the structures at his command. We have

many times grown very good summer crops in houses

wherein were forced the earliest pot Vines ; Strawberry

houses and general purposes forcing houses may be
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turned to account in like manner, the arrangements
for the preparation of which are of course subservient

to the requirements and means of the individual

establishment. For pits and frames carry out previous
suggestions, and see this week's Cucumber Calendar.
Thos. Simpson.

Cucumbers.—We have been troubled a good deal
lately with wireworm and woodlice, and the best

method I know of extirpating these pests is to catch
them. The method we are adopting, with success,

is to cut thick slices of Turnip and Potato, and press

them gently into the surface of the bed, and these
the wireworms seek greedily. These baits are ex-

amined every other day, and the enemy disposed of.

For woodlice we fill a quantity of 48-sized pots three-

parts full of hay, and place them about the house in

such manner as to allow their ingress through the

bottom hole, through which they enter readily. These
we examine every day, and have destroyed hundreds.
Both these pests are terrible enemies to the young
rootlets. The progress of Cucumbers during the past
sunny week has been great, and plenty of energy and
attention is required to train and tie out the growths,

or they will so interlace each other as to render the

operation a most tedious and difficult task. We have
not yet had recourse to shading ; still the blinds

are in readiness to be rolled down for an hour if the

sun should prove overpowering. The sun-resisting

power of the Cucumber depends wholly upon the

condition of the roots ; it these be healthy and abun-
dant, very little shading is necessary. Do not permit
flagging, at the same time shade as little as possible.

Maintain the same temperatures as advised for Melons.
Water abundantly in houses, and keep plenty of

moisture in the atmosphere all day long. Syringe
the foliage gently about 3.30 P.M., at the same time
close the ventilators. Whilst the days are very warm,
the nights are very cold and frosty ; be careful, there-

fore, in pits and frames, that the foliage becomes dry
before night. Husband a good sun-heat by closing

the lights early, and still employ a good thick night

covering. A good bottom-heat must also still be
maintained. Keep young seedlings near to the glass,

and gradually harden off ridge varieties. Thomas
Simpson^ Chelmsfo7-d,

inquiries.
He iJiai qitesiiotieth much shall learn mjtch.—Bacon.

47. HoYA Paxtoni Fruiting.— Can any of your
readers inform me if Hoya Paxtoni has hitherto borne
fruit in this country? I have succeeded in fruiting a
plant this season, which, I believe, is of rare occurrence,
and shall be obliged if any of your correspondents can
enlighten me on the point. Charles Turner, gr. to R, C.
Lindley, Esij., Eastwood Hall, Notts,

48. Mulberries for Australia.— T". F. R. would
be greatly obliged to any correspondent for information
as to the best way of exporting the Mulberry tree to
Australia. Whether it would be best to send young
trees, or by cuttings ; and, in either case, how should
they be packed, to make the experiment successful ?

49. Aucubas : Budding of the Male Plant.—
May I ask "J. H. N.," of Tenterden, in reference to his

remarks at p. 504, what season he chooses for budding
the male plant on to the common Aucuba ? J. F. M,

Answers to Correspondents.
American Aloe : T, Dobson. The plan you propose
would answer very well. The plants grow from 12
feet to 20 or 25 feet high, according to their bulk and
vigour, and the infioresence generally attains 4 feet to
6 feet in width. The space you propose to provide,
therefore, would be ample ; and possibly the lights,

removed in the first instance, if they gave height
enough, would, with canvas on the other side and at
top, provide sufficient protection. The growth is very
rapid when it sets in.

Apple : An Old Subscriber. Rhode Island Greening.
Blue Polyanthus : J. M. Yes. It is the plant that
was known many years ago as the Blue Polyanthus,
but, as you say, there is more lavender than blue in
it.

Couch Grass : H, N. It is simply a case of perse-
verance. There is no other way of getting rid of it

than by frequent forking, and picking out the roots.

Daffodils : F. G. L. The flowers you send are not
those of the true double wild Daftodil, although we
beheve they may have originated from it, and have
become enlarged by cultivation. Your Anemone is

probably A. apennina.
Dahlias : y. B. Tibbits. Twenty-four good show

Dahlias :—Acme of Perfection, Alexander Cramond,
Arbitrator, Charles Backhouse, Cremorne, Edward
Purchase, Flag of Truce, Herbert Turner, Her Majesty,
Tames Service, John Standish, J. H. Keynes, King of
Primroses, Lady Gladys Herbert, Leah, Memorial,
Mrs. Stancomb, Ovid, Princess, Queen "s Messenger,
Sir G. Smythe, Toison d'Or, Vice-President, and
Willie Eckford. Twelve good fancy Dahlias :— Butter-
fly, Carnation, Egyptian Prince, Fanny Sturt, Flora
Wyatt, Harlequin (Keynes), Letty Coles, Monarch,
Mrs. Saunders, Parrot, Prospero, and Richard Dean.

Double Cineraria: J. IV. Your seedling double
Cineraria "Gaiety" is a good one, and almost identi-

cal with one shown by Messrs. E. G. Henderson &
Son at Sout 1 Kensington on Wednesday last.

Germander : E. P. O. This name is applied to a
species of Teucrium, T. chamssdrys. The Water-
Germander is T. Scordium ; and the Wood-Ger-
mander, T. Scorodonia. Which of these do you
mean ? They are all British plants.

Hedaroma ; H. Only one crop of flowers is de-

veloped in a year, but they last a long time in bloom,
and produce the buds for the following year before the

old flowers are all gone.
Mesembryanthemums : IV. B. Paxtons Botanical
Dictionaty enumerates over four hundred species or

varieties, but how many of these are now in cultiva-

tion we are unable to say.

Insectivorous Plants : A. Ramsay. These may be
obtained from any of the large nursery establishments.

Names of Plants : C, Rye. 2, N. Pseudo-Narcissus
(the true wild double Daffodil)

; 3, N. Jonquilla ; 5,

Muscari racemosum ; 6, Tulipa silvestris. The other

two numbers were misplaced. One (single) is a large

form of Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus ; the other (double)

is N. incomparabilis, double var,

—

J . Webster. Mus-
cari comosum, var. monstrosum, a very old plant.

—

T. T, We cannot tell what your plant is from the
leaves only. It is probably of South American origin.

—

P. IV. y. Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus var. passing
into the form called major.— H^. M. Crinum orna-
\Mm.—R. T. C. Freesia Leichtliniana.

—

Scott. Helle-
borus fcetidus.

—

B. T. W. Aerides crispum.

—

J. B. E.
Epimedium macranthum.

—

Rhoderick Dhu. Tillandsia

stricta.— P. H, G. Dendrobium cumulatum, Lindl.

—

A. D. Rhododendron barbatum, Wall, {leaves with
hairs at their base) ; R. arboreum, sm. var. (leaves

without hairs). The Oak we cannot determine without
the acorn.— C. G. H. i, Enkianthus quinqueflorus

;

2, Primula erosa
; 3, Sparmannia africana.—W

.

Marshall. The mosses sent are :— A, Hypnum
fluitans ; B, H. filicinum.

Peach Shoots Killed : J. W. Your Peach shoots
are evidently killed by the colza oil. Prior to the

development of the leaves the tree has no means of

breathing except through the rind of the young
shoots. It has not then indeed much need to breathe,

but if you prevent that little, the result, as in your
case, is sure to be fatal.

Peaches : C, W. The leaves of your Peach trees are

being eaten and destroyed by the larvae of the Peach
saw-fly, Tenthredo populi. Look over your trees

carefully, and you will see the leaves before they are
fully expanded fastened together ; open them care-

fully, and you will catch the Httle grub at its work, or

destroy the eggs, which usually lie together on the

point or edge of the leaf, and so prevent the leaves

from being consumed.
Peaches, Disbudding : H. The knife ought not to be

used at all. Pinch the young points out with your
thumb and forefinger.

Pear Shoots Bored: M. Sullivan. The caterpillar in

your Pear shoot was that of the Wood Leopard moth,
Zeuzera tesculi.

Weeping Deciduous Tree : J. G. B. Populus
tremula pendula is an elegant and rapid-growing

weeping tree. Weeping Ash and Weeping Beech are

both bolder in character, but somewhat slower in

growth.

1^^ Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post
Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time.

Catalogues Received.—Boulton & Paul (Rose Lane
Works, Norwich), Catalogue of Greenhouses, Boilers,

Hot-water Pipes, &c.

Erratum. — At p. 498, for "H.P.Madame Christy,"

read " H.P. Madame Lacharme."

Communications Received: — A. B.—A. F.—H. W. W.—
J. Murdock.—W. Tillery.—A. R.—T. T. (thanks for the
newspaper cutting).—G. Syme (next week).—J. R. P. (next

week).—G. Wallis.—X. Y. Z.—Victor.

larKets.
COVENT GARDEN, April 22.

We have to report a moderate supply, and a slight

improvement in the demand. Continental produce is

coming very good, comprising Asparagus, French Beans,

Peas, young Carrots and Turnips, Artichokes, and the

usual varieties of Lettuce and Endive. Natural Rhu-
barb is now becoming very plentiful, and has diminished
the demand for culinary Apples

;
good dessert sorts are

chieflv Reinettes, New Town Pippin, Nonpareil, and
Golden Knob. Thos. Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

Among the choicest products in the retail

market we may note :—Figs, •2.\s. per doz. ; English

Grapes, i8j. to 24J. per lb. ; and Strawberries, \is. to

i6j-. per lb. A few Tomatos and Peaches have also

made their appearance.

Cut Fi

Azaleas,
Camelli;
Carnations, 12 blooms 16-30
Cineraria, p. bunch.. 09-16
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 02-06
Deutzia, per bunch.. 06-10
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 16-60
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50
Heliotropes,i2sprays 06-10
Hyacinths, per bunch 09-16
— Roman, per 12

s.d. s.d.

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

sprays . . ..16-30
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Narcissus, per doz... 06-16
Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 09-10— Zonal, do. . . 06-10
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 09-16

Roses, indoor, p. doz, 20-60
— French, do. . . 10-26

Spirsa, 12 sprays .. 20-40
Stephanotis, 12 sprays 9 0-15 o
Violets, per 12 bun.. . o 6- 3 o

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 o
Begonias, do. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do. .. g 0-18 o
Cineraria, do. ..6 0-15 o
Cyperus, do. .. .. 6 0-12 o
Deutzias, do.

_
..8 0-18 o

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis, per doz, 12 0-24 o
Ficus elastica , . 16-76

Apples, per %-su
Grapes, Englis

— foreign, do.

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

N Pots.

s. d. s. a
Hyacinths, per doz. 6 0-18 1

Lily of the Valley,
12 sprays, about .. 16-3

Mignonette, do. ..60-9
Myrtles

_ . . do. q o- Q
Pelargoniums, dble.

,

— Scarlet, do. 60- 9'

6-26

Vegetables,

Oranges, Malta, pei

Pears, p. doz.
Pine-apples, p. lb. .,

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each .

.

Strawberries, per oz
Walnuts, p. bush. .

,

Artichokes, Fr. , doz. 4 c

Asparagus, English,
per bundle ..50— French, p. bund.20 c

Beans, French, p. 100 4 c

Beet, per doz. .. i c

Cabbages, per doz. .. i c

Carrots, p. bundle .. o t— French, do. . . 2 e

Cauliflowers, per doz. s c

Celery, per bundle . . i (

Cucumbers, each . . i c

Endive, per doz. .. i (

Herbs, per bunch . . o ;

Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 (

Potatos :—Early Shaws,
160^. ; Early Dons, i

Leeks, per bunch .. o 2- (

Lettuces, per doz. .. 16-
Mint, per bundle . , i 6-

,

Mushrooms, per pott, i o- :

Onions, young, bun. o 4- i

Parsley, per bunch., o 9- :

Parsnips, p. doz. ..09-
Peas, per quart , . S o-
Radishes, per bunch, o 2-

1

Seakale, per bundle 1 o-
Shallots, per lb. . . o 3-
Salsify, per bundle ..16-
Sprue, French, bund, i 6-
Turnips, per bundle, o fi-— French, p. bund. 2 o-

Recents (early), 120^, ; be

.nd Victorias, i6&r. per ton.

SEEDS,
London: April 2.1.—A fair seasonable demand still

prevails for agricultural seeds. For red Clovers the

orders which come to hand are executed at full rates,

notwithstanding the season being rather advanced.
Stocks remaining unsold in London are, in fact, too
light to permit of a reduction in value. Of choice
American red the supply appears quite exhausted. For
Alsike, white Clover, and Trefoil seeds, there is a
steady sale. Rye-grasses and foreign Italian are also in

good request. Some arrivals of Sainfoin have just taken
place from France. Quite a strong inquiry has con-

tinued for spring Tares ; for the very few now left in

London an advance of sj. to 35. per qr. is easily ob-
tained. A good amount of business is passing in sowing
Mustard and Rape seed, fine samples of both kinds
being exceedingly scarce; Mustard must be noted 6£^.

to 9</. per bushel dearer, and Rape seed 'zs. to 3J. per
qr. An attempt has been made to still further raise the

price of C anary seed. Hemp and Linseed keep
firm. yohn. Shaw 6^ Sons, Seed Merchants^ 37, Mark
Lane, E. C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the market was dull, and

prices were generally heavy, English Wheat was from
xs. to 2J. per qr. cheaper than on Monday se'nnight

;

the decline in the value of foreign Wheat exceeded xs.

per qr. Barley met with little inquiry, and receded

in prices to some extent. Malt was lower when
pressed for sale. The supply of Oats was not of very

good condition, so that prices became irregular. Sound
corn was purchased at 6d. reduction. Maize was a trifle

lower. Beans and Peas had a slight downward tendency.

Flour was in hmited request, and prices gave way
occasionally.—Dulness characterised the trade on Wed-
nesday, and prices remained weak. Wheat was in good
supply, and factors made a further slight concession in

some instances. Barley was cheaper when pressed for

sale, and scarcely any inquiry prevailed for malt. Oats

were rather heavy in price. Maize was not so firmly

held, and the value [of Beans, Peas, and flour had a
downward tendency.—Average prices of corn for the

week ending April 17 :—Wheat, 435. 4^. ; Barley,

40J. 6d. ; Oats, 30J. For the corresponding week last

year :—Wheat, 6oj. 6d. ; Barley, 48J. srf. ; Oats,

28J. yd.

HAY.
At Whitechapel there has been a good supply, but

trade was steady, and sales were slightly higher, prime

Clover making looj. to 130J. ; inferior ditto, 85^. to 95^.

;

prime meadow hay, goj. to 124J. ; inferior ditto, $$s. to

75^.; and straw, 35?. to 40j'. per load. Cumberland
Market quotations: — Superior meadow hay, 1265. to

132J. ; inferior, 90J. to iioj^. ; superior Clover, 126s. to

134J-. ; inferior, iosj'. to ii2j-. ; and strav/, 40^. to 465.

per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields markets we learn

that supplies on sale have been moderate, and the trade

slow, at the subjoined currency :— Regents, 8oj'. to 125J.
;

Rocks, 65J. to 755. ; Flukes, 115^. to 145^. ; Victorias,

105J. to 135.5^. per ton.—Last week's imports into London
consisted of 261S bags and 902 tons from Dunkirk.

13,647 bags from Antwerp, 90 pkgs. from Lisbon,

20 barrels Malta, 102 bags Ghent, 709 bags from
Boulogne.

COALS.
The market was firm on Monday, and house coals

advanced is. per ton. There was a steady business on
Wednesday, but no further advance was recorded.
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Mangel Wurzel Seed,

BOLTON AND CO. beg to call attention to
iheir fine slock of MANGEL WURZEL. They p:irti.

rulaily rccoiiuiitn.l lliuh-
V\\ \MIMo\' \'l'l.l inv GLOBE.
(' ilM

1 Ml 1. ' i\ HIKE YELLOW GLOBE.
Ill ri. 'inn ni 1 \IOLLOW GLonE.
:\l,\ vl .1' n N

i . I .1, lU'll.

l.Ml'l;^ A l.lj IJ.Ii i.LUHE.
(WLUliN. FLESHED TANKAUD.

Ail at moderate prices, to be h.aU OLi application.
liOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green,

London. N.

To Propagators and Plant Growers.
The most nscful material fur the attaiiinient of successful and

rapid culture is

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Price IS. per bushel, or 6(/. per bushel for quantities of

20 bushels and over.
DAGNALL and TILHURV. Steam Cocoa-nut Fibre Works,

Farm Lane . Walham Green, S. W.

Fibrous Peat for OrcWds, So.

BROWN FlliROUS PEAT, best quality for
OrchiJs, .Sinv,. Pl;n,ts, (tc.

Azalcts,BLACK I'l

caths, Ni-

BROWN

\l\ for Rhododendrt

T

\t Iv ri AT, for general purposes,
ueuvcrcil niir.iH ,il l;l,(c kwaler (Soutli-Eastern Railw.ay), or

Farnborough [South- Western Railway), by the truck lo.ad.

Sample sacks, 55. 6</. each.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough St-ation, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of a SUPERIOR
quality delivered at the Blackwater or Barnborough

Stations for 17^. a ton. .'Vpply to
W. TARRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(EsTAm.I5HED lS40)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—

•

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H AT E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
«<!(>««!«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Maiuisitis Director—]ky['E.% ODAMS.
Suh-Mmmger and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

MILLER AND JOHNSON
(ESTA.1LISUED .855)

Manufacture the highest quality ofARTIFICIAL MANURES
For ROOT, CORN, and GRASS CROPS.

36, Mark Lane, London. E.C.

ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
ly of the I,.!;.,, (.ul.n.i, u,,,- 1 H'/j, against Red
ldew,Tliii|' .<li

,

ii' 11' ii-i
1 .1 1.;lit, m solutions

o 2 ounce-. : t
1

:i i. and of from
II

:
1 I > I , .u,J Fruit Trees.

G
of from 1 to 2 OUnuc-. : t

Has outlived many ijil-|i.ii.iUuii^ hilculIui

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ix., 3,^., and 10.J. dd.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS,&c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6v. Supplied to Seedsmen

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlkv.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at \s. 6,/. per bottle— ts. xod. per bottle, if packet!
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

M-ARENDAZ AND FISHER, Russia Mat
Manufacturers of TWIl
9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
" ~ large quantity of Tanned NETTING for Fruit

Trees, &c stock.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
ARCHANGEL and PETERSBURG, for Covering

and Packing—Second sized ARCHANGEL, looj. : PETERS-
BURG, dos. and 805. : superior close Mat, 45^., 501., and 55J.

;

PACKING MATS, 20.1., 30s., and 35s. per 100; and every
other description of MATS at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

RU SSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of everv class of I^at, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. 'ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—

A

Protection for the Bloom of Wall Trees from Frost, and
for Shading Plants under Glass from the Sun. Sold by Nursery-
men and Seedsmen. Prices and samples on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenhays, Manchester.

SHAW'S TIFFANY and ELASTIC
NETTING for Shading and Protecting. Sold by all

respectable Seedsmen. For Circulars and Prices apply to
JOHN SHAW AND CO., Tiffany Manufacturars, 29, Oxford

Street, Manchester.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, id. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, S:c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiflany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by
C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street. E.C, late 376, Strand, W.C_

NETTING for FRUIT TREES
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frofit,

Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide yi. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J

4 y.irds wide, dd. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suitcd for any of theabove pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, hd. per yard ; 4 yards
wide. \s. per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
'I'IFKANY, 6s. 6d. and -js. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6& 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

HARRY B U N Y A R D
supplies :

—

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., 2 yards wide, arf."

4 yards, 4it. per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.
SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, 3^. and 6d.; 2 yards,

^d. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller
quantities at an advance.

TE^fTS. Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.
Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable .at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,
o( £2 --'

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGl DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c. , &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . i j. lod. per yard run,
3 yards wide ,, .. 3^, per yard.
4 yards wide . . . . 3^. loti. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Dorao,
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3. CANNON STREET, CITY

Frlgl Domo.
fyO BE GENUINE every length will be
J- Marked " E. T. ARCHER'S FRIGI DOMO," with the
Trade Mark. An infringement will meet with legal proceedings.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO

71, Cornhdl, London. E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,
The perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAlfY HAVE PUECHASED lERELITH'S VIMYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Pi.tns and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE COVS^AN PATENTS COMPANY LIMITED
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W. '

'
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PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had. of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Eenthall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SltnTH,The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

To Gardenera and Nurserymen.

THE CELEBRATED CAERGWRLE
SILVER SAND, admitted to be the best in this country

or Potting and Propagating Plants. Large stocks of the various
qualities always kept ready for despatch in any quantity.
Samples free by post.

From RonEKT P. Ktk & Su.N', Liverpool.
—" We have for

many years used Caergwrle Silver Sand, and have found it well
adapted to the growth of both hard and soft-wooded plants

—

both stove and greenhouse."
Sole Agent: ALEXANDER DEAN, S, Dutton Street,

Liverpool.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

'for KITCHEN GAR- '^^gS^'

DENS, as they harbour no yjag^
Slugs or Insects, take up ^

_ .

>

little put
furthe

.

labour or expense, as do '

^

'

grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and ui great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES: also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c. , from

3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly e.xecuted by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),O Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from a to
30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green : EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, -jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

WE S T
^
BROTHE R S

,

garden''' edgTng' tiles,
n various patterns,

11 Blue Terro Me-
illicTcria Cotta,

nd Glazed Stone-
are. Warranted
nperishable.

White and other Fancy GLAZED TILES for Wa
Hearths, &c. ; Ornamental PAVING TILES for Halls Con-

servatories, &c,, &c.
I

also Manufacturers of FIRE CLAY
LUiMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatings, &c.,

to any pattern. Drawings and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works. Church Road, Battersea, S.W.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

1873-

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of IMessrs. J. E. BROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers iu Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge.

Sic, a& if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are the

Sole MANUFACTirRER.q.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suRgest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

90, Cannon Street, London, E.C.—March 12.

THOMAS' PEA andTEEDTuARDS^"
Reduced Prices for the remainder of the

Season.

J feet long 6 inches w ide, 6 inches lii^h

Price 9s. per dozen.
I end-pieces included with each dozen,

re Stock of the utm'o. Orders ...« he e.xcciited

o„ reccipi.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qii::ditics, of

BETHAU & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by 16-in., 111 16 oz. and 21-oz

1875.

Eead & Co.,

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Fumps, and Syringes.

" Few things are of more importance in Gardening than good

Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had e-vperier

many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more eff

instruments than those made by Messrs. Re.-vd, of R
Circus."- -Gardener^ Chronicle.

• of

lilnstraied Catalogue/re

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Illustrated Price Lists' free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14. Tich-
irne Street. Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

iltural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY H O 1^ E
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Rirmingham. Established A.n. 181S.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

SSr The E.itensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Rjyal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Tie Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe in tlie World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fi.xed as the common pipes, and are much superior : may be

rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily

unjointed and refi.ved at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard 3^- ^V^d.
3-inch Pipe, per yard ^s. S^d.
2-inch Pipe, per yard .

.

.

.

. . zs. Bd.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on -application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-water Engineers,

Loughborough.

To Horticulturists, Hob Growers, Flockmasters,
GRAZIERS. &c.

BROOK'S LIQUID CARBOLIC SOAP
Destroys all Parasitic Insects on Plants and Animals—

a

universal boon. For full particulars apply to

The Clydesdale Company. Imperial Works, Three Mill Lane,

Bromley-by-Bow, London, E.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOiMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very

trilling cost. jManufactured Solciv and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours. „ „ „ , , . „
For particular.s and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The Britisli, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the NobUlty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &c.. &;c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOB WOBK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold ill all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

HORTICULTURAL TOOLS^ &c.

DEANE&CO.
~

46, King William St.,

London Bridge.

Lawn Mowers, from 2ij.

Garden Barrows ,, S2S.6cf.

Garden Rollers ,, 34^.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c.

Syringes and Pumps.
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Flower Stands and Vases.

Iron Hurdles and Fencing.
Wire Netting, Arches, &c.GABBEN ENGINES, from 63^.

LAWN MOWERS,
Shanks', Green's, Archimedean, &c.

HOT-WATER FITIINGS FOR GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES. &c.

Dtanes New Illustrated Horticultural Cataloguefor 1875, postfree.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £^.

DEANE A^TD CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.
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Ransomes' automaton Lawn Mowers.

^^e:zt^

HTEN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
J- These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Cro(|uet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the heiijhl of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or " plain " front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. .\ pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to tlic principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a month's trial allowed. Orders e.vccutcd on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

BeelilveB.—Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEKIHIIOUR and SONS .it the P.iris Kxliiliilion of

1867. Thf only English KvhiLilors «ho olitaim-J a Silver

Mi(l:il foi Htfliivcs,

Ni-:u;hiu)ur'.s improved cottage
MKKIIIN'K. as originally introduced l)y Gboiiop.

Nin.mini K .^ SnNs, workint^ llirL-c l)cll-gl.isscs, is neatly and
si ;;ly iii.uk> i.f slr.iw ; it luis three windows in the lower

Hive. This Hive will be
found to possesf; many
practical advantages, and

easy of manage-
any other Kee-

I'rice, complete {.i 15 o
Stand for tiilto 0106
The MGURIAN or

HALIAN A1.I> HKK
I.L-inc much in repute,
(1, N. ,^ Sons; supply a
S,', ,iMn..f Ilees with genuine
I1..I1.111 i.iiiecn, in the Ira-

],i..v._.! Cottage Hive, at

U. Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions fur

uniting to Black Stocks,

15J. each.

KNOLISH DEES.— Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as

heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. NElCHBoun. SJ. ,
postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,
made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOURand SONS, 127, HiKhHolbort^W.C.
or 149, Regent Street, London, W.

Important to Msirket Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

effeaive litlle implement meetb a lun^ felt »ant It cuiisists of one
light but strung sIlcI slmvcl, foi iii-irking out ruws to plant, or fur loosening up
the ground after the phnts are up Albo a small Steel Plough, to be used for

hilling up the ru\ss when desired, and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground-. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enable!? the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes. Cz zs.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.

y^^ S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITrrRIARS STRFET, LONDON, EC

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self acting Apparatus which \sorks

to any height or distance w ithout cost for labour or
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments,

;7. DEEP WEI.E PUMPS for Horse, He
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Do

nd, Steam, or other Power.

ible or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [G.iidens. &c.

No. 46,7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49,;. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 541;. F.^RM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic andWATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c , &c. Particular! taken in any part of the 6

day and night without needing attention, will raise water
motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

:
No. 54^ THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the K.irl of Ess«.n.

No. 44. WROU(3HT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON G.\RDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MALNS,

Wintry. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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GREEN'S PATENT"SILENS MESSOR"
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winner of Ever^- Prize in all cases of Competition.

j This can be be worked by One \
\ Man on an even lawn . . J

Can be worked by a Man and Boy 8

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines on application.

Carriage Paid to all the principal Raihvay Stations
in i/ie United Kingdo7n.

The "SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a world-wide
reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market.
They will cut either short or long grass, bents, &c., and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal

Gardens and Parks throue^hout the Kingdom.
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

including all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-

tion and have prompt delivery.

GREEN'S PATENT " ROYAL'
MOWER is a far superior Machine of it:

Lawn Mower extant, and it will cut either short 01

bents, £:c., and wet as well as dry.

LAWN

35.1. 35^- 50^.

2 inches
|

4 niche;

8cw.

mches

Delivered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations

and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Everj'

Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the " Royal " Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS,

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

The above can be had from all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the United Kingdom ; or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the

United Kingdom,
Descrittive lUustmtei Price List Free on afplication.

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS,
j

200 FRAMES AND LIGHTS IN STOCK,

GLAZED AND PAINTED READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The best seasoned xaaterials only.

PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE KINGDOM.

JAMES WATTS & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,
353, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

TIE THAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PBIZE MEDAL AWARDED at the NATIONAL CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS.

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX

BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners

Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER

(Birmingham, 1872),

PATENT " EXCELSIOR

BOILER (1871).

WITLEY COURT BOILER

(Silver Medal, 1872)

TRENTHAM IMPROVED

BOILER, with Waterway

End and Smoke Consumer

TUBULAR ind every other

Boiler of known merit 01

excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on apphcation ; or, SLv Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

THE " INVINCIBLE
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER iTsm Prize. .^^^*^ winner

GOLD MEDAL.
GOLD MEDAL

AT THE

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

Tlie Wood Boilers can be ustd either at iht Front o> at the Back of tnt Cutttts It will do all that any other Lawn
Mower can do, ofwhatsoever make or description.

6 in. 8 in. lo in. 12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 18 in. 20 in.

Frices, 2Ss. 60s. 70a. £4 loa. £5 los. £6 5s. £7 £8 lOB., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN [CROWLEY & CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.
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WH. LASCELLES, Horticultural
• Builder, Fmsbury Steam Joinery Works,MESSENGER & COMPANY,

CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inform i; i
:.!. i'aiiDn.s imd tin- PnMir !;L-Tici\Uly, that since the recent disastrous fire they have

erected new, more exteni^ive, and commodious works, titled with the best steam-power machinery, for the construction of

Horticultural Buildings in wood or iron, plain or ornamental, of any required dimensions. T. G. Messenger & Co.
are now, therefore, in a position, from their great facilities and experience, to carry cut with dispatch and in the best

manner, at moderate cost, the orders with which they may be entrusted. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's Patent

principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, light, elegant; perfect efficiency {qx

purpose intended '\^ guaranteed : are economical in cost and maintenance. Hot-water engineering in all its branches.

Messenger's Patent Hot-water Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many
thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.

Plans and Estimatesfonuarded. Ladies and Gentlemen ivaited upon. Tlie Plans ofArchitects and others carried out,

A richly Illustrated CATALOG-UE forwarded Post Free on receipt of 33 Stamps,

%

No Bent Glass Used.

FLETCHER, LOWNDES &, CO.,
PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS of WOOD and IRON CONSERVATORIES,

^'INERIES, Sec, Constructed on their

PATENT TUBULAR RIB SYSTEM;
ALSO OF THE

PATENT VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS.

1 3 A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR FENCE.

'mrn'm^'mm^^mm^rmRT^mm^Tmrm

(1 n (I
fi

R. HOLLIDAY, HORTICULTURAL IRON and WIRE WORKS,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
W.\TER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs.

BunhllRov London E C

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, De: r.ptic

AVELING & PORTEB,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.; and q, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS
AvELiNG & Poktcr's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained
the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their 10-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of three

and one-fi/th pottitds ofcoal-p^x horse-power per hour.

JON ES'S T\\TF.NT "DOUBLE L"
SALU'l.i; l;^ ULF.R.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements— viz. : the water space at
back and over lop of saddle increases the heating surfece to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilersare simple in construction, and being made ofwrought L
are not liable to crack. They s

' --'•
t made of the following ;

Sizes.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Jh-ad line i:ltargcd as two,

4 Lilies ..• ...io 3 o , 15 Lines .. . . ^o S (

4 6

5 o

5 6

7 6

aid two shillings for every additional five lines.

t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page •
. . ;J9 o o

Half Page 500
Column 350

Advcriisctnents for the current week MUST reach t/ie 0_^ce
by T/iursday 710011.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Oflice.W.C.
to W. Richards.

W.C.
r, CovENT Garden,

Window Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, So.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufactukers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

OSEPH MEREDITH, Landscape Gar-
DENER and HoRTici'LTURAL and Garden Architect,

&c., begs to inform his numerous Friends and Patrons, as well

as the Public generally, that he can be CONSULTED at his

new Offices, Central Chambers, South Castle Street, Liverpool.

N.B.—His new Book, on The Cnltivation of the Vine, will

shortly be published. -

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Co\iples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS,' LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

£^ 105.; one year and under twelve, £i i^s.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

Heat your Horticultural Buildings Free of Cost
for FUEL by using

THE ORIGINAL COLLES' LIMEKILN
BOILER and HEATING APPARATUS.

No expense for Fuel, and in some places a clear profit made
on the Lime while heating Vineries, &c., to any extent. Send
for particulars, information, plans, and estimates of the System
—which is much superior to any other — to

Mr. ALEXANDER COLLES, Millmont, Kilkenny. Ireland,

where this System has been many vears at work, and can be
seen at all times; or to MAGUIRE and SON, Heatint;
Engineers, lo, Dawson Street, Dublin.

ICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

N combined with complete
They are forwarded, ready

glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars. enclosing stamp, to W. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON

. ____^_______
PIPING BULLFINCHES—a quantity of

these beautiful pet birds, at from £t lo Zs each ;

GERMAN CANARIES, loi. M. to 51 j.; youns GREY
PARROTS, =oi.; all kinds of FOREIGN AVIARY BIRDS
and CAGES : SEED for feeding the above, 6d. per lb., gd. per
quart: GOLD and SILVER FISH, and everv requisite for

the Aquarium; many thousands of FERNS and PALMS, at
from 6d. to Five Guineas each ; all kinds of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, EVERGREENS, and CLlMIiERS, in pots.

GI^EEN'S, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden Market,
W.C— N.B. Up the Steps.

Notice.
{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,
59, Fleet Street, E.C.

Now ready, super royal Svo, with forty-eight beautifully
coloured plates, 325.,

THE NARCISSUS: its History and
Culture, with Coloured Plates and Descriptions of all

known species and varieties. By F. VV. Biirbidgk ; and a
Review of the entire Genus, by J. G. B.MvER, F.L.S.
L. REEVE .\ND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Price 6d. monthly, copiously Illustrated,

THE VILLA GARDENER.
Edited by D. T. Fish.

Specially designed for the guidance and information of Ladies
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WANTED, a MAN, to Grow Mignonette,
Stocks, iinJ Roots for Market.—H. CHILUS, Florist,

65, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.

WANTED, a sober and industrious MAN,
to Grow Greenhouse and Hedtling Plants and General

Nursery Stoek. — Apply, statiui; aye. wages required, and
references as to character, to EDWARD THOMAS, Harold
Nursery, Sittinghourne, Kent.

ANTED, TWO or THREE good
NUKSKRY HANDS-such as can use the knife well,

and make themselves useful. I'erinanent situation. Stale
gesand reference to R. .^nu F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, &c.,

>rth.

Warehouseman.

WANTED, as SECOND \VAREHOU.SE-
MAN, an active, industrious Man, who is thoroughly

ni.ister of tile work, in a Seed Warehouse to Superintend
Pickers. Straggle Pea Crop, i^c. Wages. 30.V. per week. —
HENRY CLARKE ani> SONS, 39, King Street, Covent
Garden. London. W.C.

WANTED, as HEAD SHOPMAN, a Man
of e.vperience—preference given to one having a know-

ledge of plants.—Applications by Tetter, stating age, experi-
D SUGDEN, 12, King Street,

WANTED, in an old-established Seed and
Nursery Husincss, a competent SHOPMAN, SALICS-

MAN, .nnd CLERK; he would he required to Wait on
Customers, Keep the Books, and make himself tiseful ; must be
well up in the Seed Trade, and have a Knowledge of Plants and
their Value. 'I'he situation * ill be permanent and comfortable.

—THOMAS liUNYARD .vnd SONS, Maidstone, Kent.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a steady
youn- INL'iN for the Jobbing Tr.ade in a small Nursery :

one who would not otiject to make liimself generally useful.

—

J. FOEARD, 18, Maida V.ale, W.

WANTED, an intelligent YOUTH, or a
young MAN who has had one or two years* experience,

to Assist in the Houses.—C. FAIRNINGTON, 4, Elm Tree
Road, St. John's Wood. London. N.W.

w
WANTED, a respectable young MAN, for

the House : one from a Nursery preferred. Permanent
situation.—JAMES WALTON. Horn Park Nursery, Lee
Green, S.E.

ANTED, a strong Youth as an
APPRENTICE ill a Gentleman's large Garden, where

lie cnn karn the profession in all its branches. A small Premium
required.—J. S. , The Gardens, Highnam Courf. Gloucester.

WANTED, as SHOP PORTER, an active,
industrious Man, who has had experience in a Seed

Shop or Warehouse. Wages 305. per week.—HY. CLARKE
.\ND SONS, 39, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

WANTED, a MAN, to attend to Cows and
other Farm-work. Three small rooms and firing will

be provided, consequently a Man and Wife can be accommo-
dated, but no children.—Apply, by letter, giving full parti-

culars of previous occupation, age. why leaving, and wages
required, "to G. B., Stone Hall, Oxted, Surrey.

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send I'uU particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time seveI.^l very e.xcellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
e.\perience and trust are required. 13. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
grevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
aradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Heatl Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for F.rst-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying

Gardeners and Under Gardeners,

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they ha\ e at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFIC-VITONS, whose ch.aracters will bear
the strictest inquiry. -'\ny Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, Loudon, N.

GARDENER (Head), where not less than
four are kepi-—Age 27: thoroughly experienced, Good

references.—W. POPE, Holmbush. Horsham. Sussex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept. —Age 29, married, two children ; twelve years'

experience in Forcing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Ve.i;e-

tables, also good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Good reference
lo late employers.—Y. Z. , Cooksbridge Nursery, near Lewes,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—.Age ;;5 ; understands the Management of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, and
Kitchen and Flower Gardening. A good character can be had.
—R. C, Mr. Lev's Royal Nursery, London Road, Croydon.

G^ARDENER (Head), to any one requiring
a trustworthy competent Man, where several others arc

kept.—Age 40, married. Nine and a-h.ilf years' first cla^-.

character, and highest testimonials from former and present
employers.—A. B., Broom Hall, Oswestry, .Salop,

fifteen/^ARDENER rHEAD).—J. Mason, fiftdV vcars Head Gardener lo the late Jesse Watts Riiss.

Ksq., Mam Hall, SlalTordshire, is ,at liberty to engage « '
'

NohleTii.in or Gentlein. in requiring a practical and per:
Man. Ham. Ashbourne, 1 1, rbysfiire.

G
~~

ARDENKK niiMi^, a^

Stands Vines, in
pericnce, E.vm ::

to marry.—T. K id.up.

GARDENER (Head), married.—JoHN
Debricutt, over nine years Gardener to the late

Robert Hannay, Esq., is now open to an engagement in a fir-st-

class Establishment. Reference to late employer's brother,
also to previous employers, if required.—The Gardens, Spring-
field, Ulverstone, Lancashire.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more are kept.^Age 25. married ; thoroughly

experienced in all liranches ni the profession. Five and a-half
years" guod character.— H, T., Northgate Nursery, Chichester,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 26,
married, no family : understands Early and Late Forcing.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener.—E. GEEVES, 3, Albert Road, Belvedere, S.E.

GARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Age 30,
married, two children ; thoroughly understands the pro-

fession in all its branches. Three years' good character,

—

\ . Z.,

Mr. Broomfield, Roehampton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married, one child ; thoroughly understands all branches

of the profession. Has first-class characters.- H. H., Post
Office, Henley-on-Thames.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36,
^^ married ; ha'^ a thorough practical knowledge of the pro-

fession. Will be shortly dUengaged.—THE GARDENER,
The Lodge. Sompting, Worihmg, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 37,
married ; has a thorengh practical knowledge of tlie

profession in all its branches, and Land and Stock. Three years"

good character.—M. W., Mr. Wood, Heaver, near Edenhridge.
Kent.

(^ARDENER and BAILIFF, — Age 40,
V-^ married ; has hnd twenty-three years' experience in the
cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches. Melons, Mushrooms,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing. Has also a thorough practical knowledge of Farming,
the Management of Stock, and Buying and Seifing. Wife can
superintend Dairy, and thoroughly understands Poultry.

—

J. B., Messrs. Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells,

GARDENER. — Age 36, married, three
children ; e.vperienced in Kitchen and Flower Gardening

;

no objection lo small quantity of Glass, or Pony and Trap.
Good reference.—J. G., 3, Wandle Terrace, Merlon, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed or
otherwise).—Married, respectable ; understands the pro-

fession. Management of Stock, or Nursery Work, and Jobbing
Out. Good reference. — FOSTER, Gardener, Essendon,
Hatfield, Herts.

FOREMAN m a large Establishment, or
HEAD GARDENER where three or more arc kept.--

Age 26, married. Nine years in first-class places. Highest
references.—W. E., j6, Derby Street, Burton-on-Trent.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment,-

-

-\ge 26. Eight years' experience in good Establish-
ments. Good references.- H. B., 20, Vorley Road, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

FOREMAN, in a good Place, or SECOND
in the Houses in a large Establishment.—Age 24. Two

years' good character.—E. W., The Gardens, St. Audries'
Court, near Bridgewater.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
Garden.^Age 22 ; well up in Forcing, and P'lower and

Kitchen Gardening. Highest references can I>e given.

—

C. CROCKE'lT, Copped Hall. Totteridge.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden. — Age 21. Highly respectable.

Two years' good character.—B. G. , Mrs. Bluck, East Acton,
London, W.

GARDENER (Under), or PLANTSMAN,
in a first-class Garden.—Age 25 ; ten year's practical

experience. Good testimonials or reference.—A. R, Post Office,
West Dulwich, Surrey.

G^ARDENER (Under).—Age 20, active and
obliging. W.ages £,i weekly. Eighteen months' good

cliaracter.—A. F., Mr. Green, Bookseller, North Finchley.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 2.1; has had
.six years' experience under Glass. Two and a half years'

good character.—R. M., 144, Southampton Street, Camberwell,
S.E.

GARDENER (Under), a good Foreman.—
Age JO : has a knowledge of Orchids. Fruit and Plant

Growing. Good references. State particulars.—F. C, Wray
Mill, Reigate.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.—
Has had five years' experience in the profession. .Ac-

customed to Greenhouse and Conservatory Work. Bothy
preferred.-R. H,, Post Office, Cuckfield, SOsse.v.

NURSERY FOREMAN.— Married ;
well

up in Fruits, and (oinpetent to take entire Charge o*

them ; can Execute Orders, and Writes a good Hand.—Can be
recommended by THOMAS IIUNVARI) AND SONS, Maid-
stone Nurseries, to whom apply.

PROPAGATOR. — Soft-wooded Grower'for
Exhibition or Market, if required. First-class character

- C. C, I, Lordship Ro.id, .Stoke Ncwington, N.

TMl'ROVER, or UNDER GARDENER, in
.L a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 18. Four years' experience.

cr. — D. W.,

IMPROVER, under a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Gardener. --Age 20; has been brought up to

Gardening. A Premium will he given.—H. S., Mr. Surman,
Florist. High Street, Witney, Oxon,

ROSE GROWER, in a small Nursery.—
Age 21. Five years' experience, both in and outdoor.

T O HORTICULTURISTS and
FLORISTS. -The Friends of a re^pcctable Youth wish

to place him in the above 'i'radc, to reside with the Principal.
He is nearly i6 years old, willing and industrious.—B., 519,
Cambridge Road, London, E.

TRAVELLER and CORRESPONDENT.—
Thoroughly acquainted with the Wholesale Seed Trade,

and m;iny years' experience on the Road, with good connection.—S., 44, Devonshire Road, Holloway, N.

'T1RAVELLER, or C LE R K ^ITd
-L TRAVELLER.—A young Man ; thoroughly up in the
trade. Highest references.—A, B., 8, Albion Place, Lower

UHOPMAN (Junior), — Youn^. Has had^ considerable experience at Counter and Warehouse-work
:

also fair knowledge of Plants.—A. Z., 12, Elsworlh Street,
Vnrk Street, Cheetnam, Manchester.

SHOPMAN. — Age 28 ; has had fourteen
years' experience in all branches of the Retail Trade.

Four years' reference from last employers.- HORTUS, Post
Office, High .Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

SALESMAN, or FURNISHER, in the
Market or out. Well known in the Trade. Thirty years

experience.—H. B., 8, Heron Road, Camberwell, S.E.

FOREMAN or SALESMAN to a Market
Gardener.—C. B., Post Office, Ealing, Middlesex.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

PURE AERATED WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Cbvst.m. Si'KlNGs-Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT. Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R. tLLis and SON. ruthin." and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of EcLls S: Son-, Ruthin. N. Wales London Afent •

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq!

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

*' By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-
cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured
beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is
by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution
may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us, re.vly to attack wherever there is a weak point We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified
with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article
in the Civil Seniice Gazette.

Made simply with boding water or milk.
Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :—

JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.

Works ;— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London N W
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public, LEA ami PERRINS

have adopted a >'

Label, bearing tl

Signature, thus

—

which will be placet
every bottle of WOR-
CESTERSHIRE SAUCE,
none is genuuie. —Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester ';

Crossk&Blackwei.l, London: .and Export Oilmen generally-
Retail, by DealersinSauces throughout the World. Nov., 1874.

ueceive ine I'UOlic, Lty\ and J

on dCCa^i)^7i-^''^-iTTt-r^^^

J^INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The bei

Headache,
for delicate Con;
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172
W.

I
and of all Chemists through;

:dy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,
d Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
itutions, especially adapted for Ladies,

pURES of OLD STANDING ASTHMA,
V->' COLDS, ,<Lc.. by Dr. LOCOCKS PULMONIC
WAFERS. -/•>•<.<« Mr. Robinso.n, Chemist. Triuily Street
Hull.—" In all aflTections of the Chest, (_)ld Standing Asthma'
and neglected Colds, they seem to act like a charm." In Asthma,
Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, and Rheumatism,
they give instant relief.

Sold at \s. jj^d., 2S. g<f., 4s 61/., and li^. per box by all
Druggists.
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c cTHE "ARCHIMEDEAN"
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN AWARDED

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

NOTE.—The "Archimedean" was specially selected from the Mowers exhibited at Vienna for constant use in the Exhibition Grounds, and gave

great satisfaction ; and we have pleasure in calling attention to the following Testimonial, received from the Inspector of the Royal

Gardens, SchSnbrun, Vienna :—
" Your 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time past at tlie Imperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure in stating that they have given perfect

satisfaction. Their quick and good work prove them to be the best and most efficient machines of the kind."

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,
And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &.c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as maybe desired.

TESTIMONIALS.

From A. F. Baeeon, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society^ Chiswick Gardens, H-,

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archi-

medean' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the iesf and mojl

efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. Geoege Wyness, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace.

" Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your

Patent ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma -

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it haa given

every satisfaction, as it does lis work well and quickly."

From the Rev. J. H. White, Hemingford Grey,

St, Ives, Hants,

"I am much pleased With tho working of your

' Archimedean ' Mowing Machine. 1 think it superior

to others which I have used in previous years.

"

"The quickest, most simple, and mo3l efficient Mower

ever U5^."~ Gardeners' Chronicle.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
"Far superior to any of ours."

—

The FicU,

" Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardeners' U
"We feel bound to recommend If to our readers as

one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-
ance with."—/"/t?r(2/ World.

EVERY MOWEE IS WARRANTED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION",
And ij not approved of ntay be returned within a Month, and the amount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES.
14-inch, Suitable for a Mail .. .. .. .. .. ..£5 5
16 ,, ,) ,, on Level Lawns 6 6
18 „ ,, „ and Boy 7 7
20 ,, ,, ,, ,, 8 8

a-inch. Suitable for Small Grass Plots , . .. .. ..£110
8 ,, ,, „ „ S 2
10 ,, ,, a Lady or a Boy 3 3

13 „ „ ,, „ .. 4 4

Grass Boxes, 6-inch, i^. ; 8-inch, 5.?. ; 10 and 12-inch, is. 6d. ; 14, 16, iS, and 20-inch, lar. each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
NO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the
Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling
I
JOHN G. ROLLINS k CO., Old Swan Wfiarf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. -(Selling

Agents I WALTER GARSON & SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.G.; and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. J Agents

Editorial Communications sliould be addtessed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters m " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, WelUngton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, .It the Office of JVIessrs. Bradbury, Agnew, &Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said WILLIAM Richards, at the OfKce, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, April 24, 187s.
Agent for Manchester—John Heyvvood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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The " Gardeners' Cliroulcle " In America.

THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including posuge to thft United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. B. K. BLISS akd SONS, Seed
Merchants. 34, Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO.. Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton

County, Georgia : and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street. Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park. S.W.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, in the Gardens, from
MAY 5 to MAY 25. Sundays excepted. GEORGE JACK-
MAN AND SON. of the Woking Nursery. Surrey, beg to

announce that their Exhibition of Clematis will be on view (as

above) daily.

G
and 8

LASGOW ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDENS—EXHIBITION of PLANTS. MAY 7

. For p.irliculars apply to ROBERT BULLEN.

GRA

N

dI^AtTbNAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION. 1875. MAY 14 to 11. — SPECIAL

NOTICE to EXHIBITORS of HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS. S;c.—A limited quantity of covered space for

the exhibition of the above. For terms apply to the undersigned

""fi'oUni'cGarfYns,- Manchester.
^RUCE FINDLAY.

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHL

BITION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the
Grounds of Colville House. Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to

Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars

may be had on application to

CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec.

PALDING HORTICULTURALr &c.,
SHOW will take place on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,

July I and 2. and not June 30, as originally advertised.
Schedules of Prizes on application to

GEO. F. BARRELL. Hon, Sec.

HE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingham. JULY 1, 2. 3. and 5, for the benefit
of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from H. G. QUIETER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park. Birmingham.

THE OUNDLE FLQ-WER and POULTRY
SHOW will be held on WEDNESDAY. July 14.

Special Prizes for STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
FERNS and ROSES. Schedules of

ALFRED KING, Sec, Oundle.

MID-SOMERSET HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The FIFTH ANNUAL SHOW will be held at Glastonbury,
on THURSDAY, August 19. TWO HUNDREiD POUNDS
will be given in Prizes. For SCHEDULES, &c?, apply to

Rev. E. HANDLEY, Battonsborough, Glastonbury.

CHARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 187s, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants. New Rosei. &c.. is now ready, and may be had free on

application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

PAUL UE SCHRYVER, Nurseryman,
42. Boulevard Lousbergs, Ghent, Belgium (formerly

Jos. VjiRVAaNE & Co.). can supply_^first-das^^noveltii

T
LINDEN'S Establishment for the

• Introduction of New and Rare Plants. Ghent. Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-

ive Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c.. post free.

Agents — Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Great Tower Str , E.G.

Double Pyrethrnins.

A DMIRABLY ADAPTED for PLANTING
Xi^ in Borders, flowering profusely during summer and
autumn. The cut blooms are most useful for table decoration.

Strong healthy plants in pots, in choicest named varieties, at

'"FRANas"' & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, The
"Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

THOMAS S. WARE'S Illtistrated

CATALOGUE of NEW, RARE, and CHOICE
PERENNIALS for 1875 is ready, and will be sent on
application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, London. N.

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10 to IS feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,

CEDRUS DEODARA, 10 to 15 feet high,
all prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

May be planted with safety up to the middle or end of May.
WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries. Bristol,

To tlie Trade.

TROP^OLUM SPECIOSUM, in pots, at
201. per 100. POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIE-

GATUM. at i6s. per loo.

HOWDEN and CO., Inverness Nurseries. N.B.

ORCHARD-HOUSE
Fruiting in PoW.—Peachei

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merch;

Worcester.

TREES,
Pears, Apples,

H To the Trade.
URST AND SON can offer PEAS and
SCARLET RUNNERS to the Trade. Quotations on

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

F
Scarlet Runners.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS. io6. Eastgate Street. Chester, can offer the above

the Trade 1 applil Price very moderate.

SCARLET RUNNERS.—A few bushels of
tbe above to dispose of. Home-grown, first-class sample,

at 25J. per bushel, cash with order.

G. CUTTS. Seed Grower, Kelvedon.

DRUMHEAD RED CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, at 35. i^d. per 1000, cash price,

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonetsh Nursery, Guildford.

Buttons' Recl-skln Flourball Potato.HAND F. SHAKPE have a surplus stock
• of the above, which they are prepared to offer at a

low figure to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

XTRA EARLY VERMONT POTATO.—
To clear off remainder of stock of above we offer at very

low quotations, which may be had on application. The Seed
offered is English grown, from last year's importation, and is

therefore free from any risk of Colorado Beetle,
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldlield Nursery, Altrincham.

WANTED, one dozen extra strong Plants
of LADY SCARBOROUGH GERANIUM, Please

C, WHITEHOUSE. Brereton Nursery, Rugelcy.

WANTED, about 200 Scions of DAPHNE
INDICA, for Grafting: also CAMELLIA STOCKS,

THOMPSON AND SON, Nurserymen, Doncaster.

WANTED, PINE PLANTS (Black Jamaica
and Providence)—one dozen Fruiters and one dozen

Succession Plants. State price.

W. WELCH, Highgrove Gardens, Reading, Berks.

ANTED, regular supplies of C U T
FLOWERS and choice FRUITS in variety.

Y, Z,, i)i. Regent Street, West Clifton, Bristol.

w

Now Ready,

CARTER'S PLANT CATALOGUE for

1875, containing a beautifully coloured Engraving of the

new Coleus, Duchess of Edinburgh. Post free, dd.
;
gratis to

Purcli.asers,

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High
Ilolborn, London, W,tJ,

PELARGONIUM, QUEEN VICTORIA.—
The most handsome Pelargonium in cultivation. Good

Pla

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.—A fine, well-
grown stock of autumn-struck plants, in 4-inch pots, of the

choice new varieties of last year. Also, an immense quantity of
the best Bedding Pelargoniums. Tricolor, Gold, Silver and

il. LISTS of sorts and prices on applic

W. G. CALDWELL and SONS, The Nure , Knutsford.

VESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 strong
plants, from single pots, loj. per loo, 85,?. per 1000,

package included. Terms cash.

WILLIAM BADMAN, Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Verbenas. Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose Verbenas—good Plants

from single pots, 11s. per icxj ; rooted cuttings, clean and
healthy, 6r. per 100, 50J. per 1000, package included. Terms
cash. Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
Purple, Pink, Crimson, Rose and other mixed sorts, good

strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at 6i, per 100, 50^.

per 1000, package included. Cash to accompany all orders
from unknown correspondents.

Islington Nursery. Park Street. Islington. N.

VERBENAS.—Strong healthy plants of
Purpla King, Melindres splendens (fine scarlet), Boule de

Niege (best white). Sunny Thoughts (good rose), ts. per 100,
fr.e to «ny address on receipt of Post Office Order.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

"yERBENAS.-PURPLE KING is still the
y belt yariety extant, strong, healthy, without a spot of

diisaie. Well rooted excellent stuff, 6j. per joo, 505. per 1000.
Carriage free to any address for cash.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery, Chester.

DENDROBIUM DEVON I AN UM.—
Having received a large importation, Mr. William Bull

makes special offer of this handsome and favourite Orchid, at
£,}, per dozen. Special quotations by the 100.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King"i Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Fine plants of this
hardy Primrose may be had, at 15J. per 100, of the

Rev. T. B. NORMAN, Whitchurch Rectory, Edgware,
London, N.

pLEMATIS ROOTS, fit for immediate
V,^ Working, Price, 3J. dd. per 100, or 305, per 1000,
THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseri«!i, Tunbridge

Wells, Kent,

pVPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM. — This lovely
Vy ipecies, charming either for Cultivating in Pots or for
Cut Flowers, 6 guineas per dozen,
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

E RTO L O N Y
A
~VAN HOUTTEI.

Trade price on application." iculturist, Ghent, Belgium.

B
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Ho

aiR GARNET WOLSELEY, — The bestO new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the Floral
Ma^aaine for April, Strong plants now being sent out, price

To the Trade, &c.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,
New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in' Pots (best sorts

only). CATALOGUES free,

EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich,

G
Roses, coming Into Flower.

EORGE GRAY AND SON begs to offer
.plendid plants of the above, in pots, of best known
s, at moderate prices.

Nurseries, Bro.x, Cherlsey, Surrey,

WOOD AND INGRAM'S New Descriptive
SPRING CATALOGUE of FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE, HERBACEOUS, and
BEDDING PLANTS, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free
on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

WJ. LEEFKENS, Flower Root
• Grower, formerly at Oegstgeest, near Leyden, has

removed to Meer-wijk, Beverwijk, near Haarlem, Holland ;

and requests that from this date Letters, Circulars, Prices
Current, and all Horticultural Catalogues, &c., be sent to his
new address.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Preliminary Notice ofFORTHCOMING SALES,

by PROTHEROE and MORRIS.
MAY 15.—WOOD GREEN. N. The Vineries. Nightingale

Road. Important Sale of 30.000 Bedding Plants, &c.

MAY 19.—SYDENHAM, KENT. Kirkdale Nursery.

Clearance Sale of the whole of the Greenhouse and Bedding
Plants.

MAY 30 and 21.—WEST DULWICH, S.E. An important

Sale of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants ; also some choice

Camellias, Azaleas, &c,
MAY,—TOOTING, S.W. By Order of Mr. R. Parker.

Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.G. : and Leytonstone, E.

WARWICKSHIRE (2017).—In a first-class

locality, a genuine and thriving NURSERYMAN
and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS, to be Disposed of, under

advantageous circumstances. Comprises a comfortable Dwell-

ing-house, spacious Premises and Shop for doing an extensive

Seed Trade : 66 acres of Land (32 of which are under stock, the

remainder Arable and Pasture), Glass limited. Probable amount

of capital required for Stock and Utensils-in-Trade, ;^2,5oo.

SOMERSETSHIRE (2006). — An Old-
Established NURSERYMAN and SEEDSMAN'S

BUSINESS to be Sold ; about 12 acres in extent, not fully

stocked : excellent deep soil ; Cottage, six Greenhouses, ample

Outbuildings : newly-built Shop and large Ornamental Conser-

vatory in the Town. Aggregate rental £ziM per annum, on

a long lease. Stock-in-Trade at a Valuation.

MIDDLESEX (2018).—In a rapidly rising

neighbourhood, close to a Railway Station, and twenty

minutes' ride by train to the City, a flourishing FLORIST'S
BUSINESS. Comprises an Eight-roomed Residence, nine

newly-built Greenhouses (heated on modern principles). Lease

sixteen years. Rental ;£45 per annum. Price for Tenant's

Fixtures on application. Stock optional.

SURREY (2005).—^In a high-class neighbour-
hood, three minutes' walk from a Railway Station, and

twenty-five minutes' ride from Waterloo, a capital FLORIST
and MARKET GROWER'S BUSINESS. Comprises a

Brick-built Detached House. 3 acres of Land, Eight Green-

houses. There are two leases, thirty-nine and six years unex-

§ired, rental £62 per annum. Interest in Lease, Glass,

beds, and Nursery Stock by valuation. Capital required

about ,1^600. Indoor stock optional.

More detailed particulars of the above Nurseries will be

found in PROTHEROE and MORRIS' HORTICUL-
TURAL REGISTER, to be obtained, gratis, at 98, Grace-

church Street, City, E.G.

Speclmeii Plants—Important Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 3, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of Specimen PALMS, FERNS,
ALOES, AGAVES, and other Plants, being duplicates from

a well-known old Collection, and comprising many very rare

sorts : an importation of 200 lb. of SEED of CEDRUS
DEODARA, several small Collections of Established

ORCHIDS, and an importation of Dendrobium Falconeri.

D. crassinode, D. formosum, Saccolabium curvifolium, S. gigan-

teum and many other choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

PerlocUcal Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, May 4, at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, 300 Pens of choice POULTRY and

PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts of well-known breeders

and exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

EstabUBbed OrcMds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY. May 5, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, including, amongst many others, the following :—

Phalxnopsis, several plants supposed to be Pontei ; Cattleya

exoniensis, Dendrobium bigibbum, D. Devonianum, Oncidium
leopardinum, Zygopetalum rostratum. Cypripedium Parishii.

C. Harrisianum, Masdevallia Harryana, M. Lindeni, Odonto-

glossum Bluntii. O. triumphans, O. Pescatorei, O. Alexandra;.

Angriecum caudatum, &c To be Sold in consequence of the

owner going abroad.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

EstabUshed and Imported OrcMda.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 6, at half-past

J2 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Rollisson & Son,

Tooting, an Importation of ORCHIDS just arrived from Moul-

mein. comprising fine masses of Dendrobium formosum gigan-

teum, D. Fytchianum, D. lituiflorum^ D. Farmeri, Aerides

affine : a small Collection of Established Orchids, and a Con-

signment from M. Roezl of Oncidium tigrinum, Epidendrum
nonchanense. Cattleya citrina, Odontoglossum Insleayi var.

leopardinum, Oncidium Cavendishii, O. Barkeri, Lajlia 2

nabs. Odontoglo!.. , „ ^ nebulosum. &c.. and 5000 BULBS of

LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from Japan, many of them
1 good condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Specimen Stove and Greennouse
PLANTS, removed from Albury Park, Guildford.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on FRIDAY. May 7. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, SPECIMEN STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, British and Exotic FERNS, formed for

Exhibition purposes by William Kemp. Gardener to His Grace

the Duke of Northumberland, at Albury Park, Guildford, who
is giving up exhibiting plants. They consist of well-grown

specimens of Azalea indica. Cape Ericas, Epacris, Genetyllis.

Aphelexis. Phtenocomas. Chorozemas, Dracophyllums. Boronias.

Adenandras, Acrophyllum venosum. Polygalas. Hibbertias.

Stephanotis. Allamandas, Clerodendrons, Francisceas, Ronde-

letias Combretums. Pandanus, &c. This well-known Collec-

tion has taken numerous Prizes at the London and Provincial

Shows—viz. . Regent's Park, South Kensington, Crystal Palace,

Reading, Guildford, Tunbridge Wells. Godalming. &c. Also

two EXHIBITION VANS, with good spnngs and patent

axles. The whole for Sale without reserve.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 6, a very

large quantity of RARE and FINE ORCHIDS collected by
Mr. B. Roezl. in Western Mexico, just arrived in excellent

condition, amongst which will be found the beautiful Oncidium
tigrinum. Oncidium Barkeri. Odontoglossum nebulosum.
Odontoglossum Insleayi leopardinum, Stc, nearly all of them
adapted for growing in cool houses.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Llllum auraturn.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. May 6, 5000

BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from Japan,
many of them in very good condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists, Builders,
PROPRIETORS of PUBLIC GARDENS, and OTHERS.
PRELIMINARY.—COMPLETE CLEARANCE SALE,

Lee's Nursery, Albion Gardens, Hammersmith, W., near
Shaftesbury Road Station.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. W.
Lee (in consequence of his relinquishing his London

Nursery to clear the Ground for Building purposes) to SELL
by AUCTION, at an early date in MAY NEXT and following

days, at i o'Clock each day, on the Premises as above, in suit-

able lots, twenty-one well-built span-roof PROPAGATING and
GREENHOUSES, from So feet in length : RANGES of PITS
(all heated with improved apparatus and pipesabove and below),

SADDLE and other BOILERS. PATENT VALVES,
SPRING VAN and COVER. HAND and other BARROWS,
WATERING POTS. SYRINGES, TOOLS, and various

IMPLEMENTS in TRADE ; upwards of 200.000 PLANTS,
all well grown and intended for Market, suitable for bedding-

out, and including among other fine varieties, Lee's reputed fine

selection, Scarlet and Fancy Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Lobelia

(various). Begonia, Coleus, Heliotrope, Fuchsias, Fairy Roses,

splendid Balsams, &c.
May be viewed, and Catalogues, when ready, to be obtained

on the Ground, and of the Auctioneer, 58, King Street, East

Hammersmith, W.
* * The LAND to RE LET on RnilHin^ T *-n<:"c.

Specimen Stove and Greennouse Plants, Ferns,
PALMS, FRUITING PINES, VINES, &c., mostly the

Property of a Nobleman, removed for convenience of sale.

MESSRS. OLIVER, NEWBOLD, and
OLIVER, have received instruction to SELL by

AUCTION, as above, at the Mile Ash Nurseries. Duffield

Road. Derby, on WEDNESDAY, May 5, at n o'Clock. The
Collection comprises, in part, seven handsome specir«en

Crotons. 2 to 4 feet ; Dracsenas, Marantas, and other fine Stove

Plants : thirty splendid specimen Azaleas, 3 to 5 feet, beauti-

fully trained and full of flower-buds : 100 Camellias, including

some fine specimens, 6 to 10 feet high ; magnificent specimen

Palm (Latania borbonica), 6 by 12 feet; large Orange and
Lemon trees : specimen Rhynchospermum, Musa Cavendishii,

6 feet: Pandanus utilis, s feet: Davallia ele^ans, 4 feet

through : thirty-eight Fruiting Pine Plants, Fruiting Vines,

and a large quantity of smaller Camellias, Azaleas, and general

Greenhouse Plants, all of the choic -:-:-- --j - -l

Bexley Heatli.—Freehold Farm, consisting of about

To MARKET GARDENERS and OTHERS.

MR. E. BENTLEY HAYNES is favoured
with instructions (by Order of the Executrix of Mr.

William Smith deceased) to SELL by AUCTION, at the

Mart Tokenhouse Yard, E.G., on THURSDAY, May 6, the

highly cultivated MARKET GARDEN FARM, known as

Woodlands, for very many years in the occupation of the owner,

now deceased. The Farm is situate near the main Dover Road,

and is well placed for conveying produce to the London markets.

The premises comprise a capital Dwelling-house. Stables.

Sheds. Piggeries. Barns, &c. The property is situate in Church

Road Bexley Heath, about \% mile from Bexley Station, and

a miles'from Abbey Wood Station on the South-Eastern Rail-

way. The tenant will show the property.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale can be obtained at the

principal Inns in the neighbourhood ; of W. VANT.^Esq

In Llauldatlon.—GuUford Nursery, WMtfleld, near
DOVER.

CLEARANCE SALE of the entire FLORIST'S STOCK,
GREENHOUSES, PLANT FRAMES, HORSE and
VAN, &c.

MR HENRY HAYWARD has received
instructions from the Trustee of the Estate of Mr. C H.

Burbridge (in liquidation by arrangement), to SELL by
AUCTION, at the Nursery, on TUESDAY. May 11. com-

ncing punctually at 11 o'Clock. the whole of the choir-

FLORIST'S STOCK, including several thousand pU

in or just coming into Ijloom, viz.. Acacias, too choice Azaleas,

two magnificent White Camellias, about fifty other Camellias,

fifty pots of Lllium auratum and lancifolium. Creepers for

baskets, Alpine Plants, 500 choice Exotic and British Ferns,

five large and valuable specimen Ferns, several Palms, two

large Stephanotis and other Stove Plants, too dozen Pelargonium

Geraniums, thirty choice E-xhibition Tricolor Geraniums, and

twenty Zonal ditto, ro.ooo healthy Bedding Plants, 1500 Roses

and Shrubs in pots, five large Greenhouses, ten Plant Frames of

various sizes. Horse and light Spring Van. Water Barrel on
Wheels. Garden Engine, Wheelbarrows, and Tools, 10.000

Flower Pots. &c. ,.,_,,
On view the day previous to and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues to be had on the Premises
:

or of Messrs.

WORSFOLD AND HAYWARD. Auctioneers and Surveyors.

New Bridge. Dover, and 12, Queen Victoria St., London, E.G.

The NURSERY to BE LET, inquire of the Auctioneer.

Calrnfortli House, Moorgate, RotUerham.
TWO DAYS' SALE—WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,

May 12 and 13, commencing each day at 11 A.M.

MR. ROW^LARD WARD, of the Central
Repository, Sheffield, is favoured with Instructions

from George Brown, Esq., to announce that a SALE by

PUBLIC COMPETITION will take place, as above, of very

choice PALMS, CROTONS, TREE FERNS, Specimen
ALLAMANDAS, CLERODENDRONS, DIPLADENIAS,
BOUGAINVILLEAS, TODEAS, PHORMIUMS : also a

variety of choice ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.
For days to view, prior to Sale, see Catalogues (6i/. each), to

be had of Mr. H. ALBITSON, Gardener, Cairnforth Lodge,

Moorgate, Rotherham : and of the Auctioneer, Central

Repository, Castle Hill, Sheffield.—April.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY, FLORIST, and
SEED BUSINESS—about jo acres of Garden in capital

cultivation (various Soils), Greenhouse, Pits, and Side Lights :

the Residence if required. Stock comprises Roses, Fruit Trees,
Forest Stuff, Evergreens, Flowers and Plants of descriptions.

A few minutes' walk from a railway station (Mid-Sussex).
Apply to CHALLEN and SON, Stowington. PuUborough.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Feirmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from lis. to sor. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feedmg
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars
respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT \V. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W., Architect to the Estate.

To Nurserymen and Otliers.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, with
immediate possession, on the South Coast and near to the

fashionable and rapidly rising town of Worthing, the unexpired
LEASE, for fourteen years from September 29, 1872, of the
SALVINGTON NURSERIES, where a good trade has been
earned on for many years, the whole containing 14 a. 3 r. 2 p., a

Seat portion of which is in cultivation as a Nursery and Market
arden. The Land is well sheltered by intersecting hedges of

Beech, Laurel, and Hornbean. A good roomy House is

attached, with Seed-shop, Barn, Stables, Cart-sheds, Piggeries,
three convenient Glass structures, and Propagating Houses, all

thoroughly heated by hot water, with Pits, Frames, and Hand-
lights. Annual rent ^83, together with all the Stock-in-Trade,
Horse, Carts, and Effects in and about the said Premises.
Incoming about ^600.

For further particulars, and for Cards to view, apply to Mr.
RICHARD HOLMES. Solicitor, Arundel ; or Mr. CHEALE,
on the Premises.—April 28.

To Practical Men wltli a little Caultal.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a FIELD of
excellent MARKET-GARDEN LAND, capitally situated

midway between the two important towns of Ramsgate and
Margate, and about a quarter of an hour's drive from each.

These two towns and adjacent coast contain a resident popula-
tion of 40,000, increased during four months of the year to more
than double, so that the Market for Garden Produce is very
large, and a Man who understands his Business could not fail of
success. About i% acre of the Land has been planted with
Apple and Bush Fruit, and a handsome eight-roomed Villa has
been erected, but the house need not be taken unless wished.
The price of the Freehold altogether is ;£io8o, or without House
and Grounds (about 100 perches) ;C44o. Two-thirds of either of
these sums may remain, if wished, at 4J^ per cent. Apply to

Mr. R. ALLSOP. Manston. near Ramsgate.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN-
SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

President : The Right Hon. EARL BROWNLOW, Lord-
Lieutenant of the County.
The ne.vt EXHIBITION will be at Grantham. JULY 7

and 8. Schedules of Prizes (^200-two Silver Cups) are now
ready, and may be had of Mr. LYNE, Bookseller, Grantham.

OTTINGHAIVI 1^ M i U LAN D
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on THURS-
DAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9. and 10. The
Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk Honorary
Secretary. Schedules in the course of preparation, and may be
obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

THE READING HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY will hold their SHOWS on THURSDAY,

May 27. and on THURSDAY, August iq, when Prizes to the

value of TWO HUNDRED and THIRTY POUNDS will be

offered for competition Prizes for eight Stove and Greenhouse
Plants— 1st, 1% ; 2d, ;C6 : Ll>^, U-
Schedules may be obtained of the Hon. Secretary.^

10, Forbury, Reading. FRANK PETTY.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will be held at the ALEXANDRA

PALACE. Muswell Hill, on WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY, September 29 and 30. 1875. under the Presidency of Mr.
Alderman and Sherift Ellis, when Prizes exceeding X)NE
HUNDRED POUNDS in value will be awarded.

The SCHEDULE is now ready, and may be had on applica-

cation to Mr. P. McKINLAY, Hon. Sec.

23. Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

PatraK—S.is.i!i Majestv the Queen.
Presiil€iit—'il\s Grace the Dukk of Richmond.

Allowances t© Pensioners.

Married Ao per annum.
Male ;£26

Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters £20

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-

nd Donations will be thankfully received.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

"h.R^H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 215.. application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be bald at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY. June 16. at ri o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an

Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution

—

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London. S.W.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA—too
cuttings sent post free for 2s. 6d. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced : quite hardy,

b H. CANNELL. New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower

eed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.
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NOVELTIES FOR 1875.

Tames Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE NOW PREPARED TO SEND OUT

THE UNDERMENTIONED SPLENDID NOVELTIES.

ADIANTUM SEEMANNI.
Though not a new name amongst our garden Ferns this is in reality a new garden Fern, and

is described by Mr. Moffre in the Gardeners Chronicle of March 37, 1875 (p. 396). as " a noble

species of the Maidenhair Fern, for which we are indebted to Messrs. Veitch & Sons, who gave

us fronds from their specimen plant which are fully 2 feet long, with fertile pinna;, 3 inches long

and 3 inches broad at the base, while some of the sterile pinna: are nearly 4 inches long and aj^

inches broad. They have a comparatively slender glossy black slipe, bare at the lower part,

and bearing towards the top from four to eight of the magnificent pinnx already noted, which

are attached by a slender petiole an inch long." It received a Certificate at the Royal Botanic

Society's FSte in June, t874, under the name of A. Zahnii, but the above has been proved to be

identical with the Maidenhair described by Sir W. Hooker, so long since as 1851, as A. Seemanni,

the plant previously sold under this name being A. Wilsoni.

Price \os. 6d.

ADIANTUM SPECIOSUM.
A very elegant Fern, of semi-scandent habit, with large tripinnate fronds, which frequently

attain a length of 36 inches, with a width of 21 inches, the pinnules of which are % to i inch

across, the lobes cuneate, aruncated, soriferous at the apex. The whole of the pinnules are

covered with dense short hairs, giving the foliage a woolly feeling when touched. This beautiful

plant is very distinct from any Adiantum we have previously sent out, and has the peculiarity of

being deciduous. It formed one of our collection of si.x new plants with which we won the First

Prize at the Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society. June 4 and 5, 1873, and it has also

received a First-class Certificate from the Royal Botanic Society.

Price 2IJ-.

AMARYLLIS (KIPrEASTBTTM) LEOPOLDI.
A magnificent species introduced by us from Peru, through our Collector, the late Mr. Pearce.

It is more robust in its growth, and bears larger flowers than any other Amaryllis in culti-

vation. When sending it home Mr. Pearce described it as the finest of all the Amaryllis he had

met with—a description which it has fully realised. The leaves are broadly strap-shaped, and the

scape stout, supporting two flowers which each measure fully 7 inches in expansion, and consists

of si.\ broadly obovate perianth segments, the lower half of which is a clouded crimson colour,

while the tips are of a creamy white. The base of the shallow tube is also greenish white, and

from this a bifid white bar passes upwards into each of the segments, forming a ten-pointed star.

This fine novelty was named, by permission, in honour of the King of the Belgians, on

of his visiting a flower show at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, in rSog, on which

exhibited the plant for the first time. It has received a First-cla-ss Certificate and a Special

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, also a Certificate of Merit from the Royal

Botanic Society. An excellent representation of the plant will be found in the Gardeners'

Clironicle for 1870, p. 733, and it is figured in the Floral Magazine, 1870, pp. 475, 476.

Price 42J., dy. and 105J.

BEQONIA HYBBIDA "MODEL."
A seedling raised at this Nursery, the result of intercrossing B. Pearcei, E. Veitchii, and

B. Sedeni. The plant is of neat and robust habit, and very free blooming, with medium-sized

green foliage. The flowers arc the finest formed yet obtained, in colour a delicate rosy blush.

Price 10J-. 6<^.

*» EXCELSIOR.'*
The plant is robust in hab

BEGONLA. HYBBIDA
A cross between B. Chelsoni and B. cinnabarina.

sized green foliage; the leaves are more acuminate than those of B. "Model." A very free

blooming variety, with large flowers of the form of B. Chelsoni, with the colour of B. cinnabarina.

Pr'ice IQS. 6d,

CBOTON COOPERI.
A fine and distinct variety of this popular class of stove plants. It has large oblcJng slightly

wavy leaves, conspicuously veined and blotched with yellow, the markings as the leaves

get older changing more or less to red, the stalks being also red. It is of free growth, and will

prove an excellent decorative kind. It has been frequently exhibited, and received a Certificate

of Merit at the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition, June 34, 1874.

Price 2\s.

BIEFFENBACHIA BBASILIENSIS.
A very handsome plant, with the well-known D. Bausei style of growth. Its leaves average

18 inches in length by 8 to 9 inches in width. The variegation is very striking, the ground

colour of the leaf being deep green, and the whole surface beautifully marked and mottled with

smallish blotches of greenish yellow and white. It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, June 4, 1873, also a Certificate of Merit by the Royal Botanic Society,

July 1872. Price 2is. A fetv extra-sizedplants^ 105J.

DRAC-ffiNA LEVANGERII.
An interesting variety, from the islands of the Suuth Pacific Ocean. The plant is free growing,

with the distinctive symmetry of the genus ; the leaves are ovately lanceolate and acuminate, from

iz to 14 inches long, with a width of from 2 to 3 inches at the broadest part, very gracefully

curved, the lower ones stronely marked, but not uniformly so, with deep rose, almost crimson, the

colour becoming more distinct as the foliage Increases in age, thus giving a pleasing variety in the

same plant. It is an improvement on D. impenalis, and will prove a useful addition to our decora-

tive plants. Price z\s. A few extra-sized plants^ %\s,

BRAC^KA BALMORIAKA.
Another interesting and attractive variety, from the same region. The leaves of this variety

differ both in size and form from D. Levangerii, being shorter and more broadly ovate, but not

less gracefully curved. The foliage, as It Increases in age, has a metallic lustre, some leaves being

conspicuously marked with rich rose-coloured stripes of variable length and width, while others

show but a slight crimson tinge on the metallic surface. The nerves of the leaves are beautifully

distinct and regular. It Is altogether a very distinct plant, and cannot fall to be received with

favour. Price 2 1 J. A few extra-sizedplants^ (^'},s,

DRACiENA HYBRIDA.
This is a very distinct seedling, raised at our Chelsea Nursery, and the first hybrid which

has been offered to the pubUc. It is a cross between D. magnifica and D. albicans. The plant

is of medium growth, with leaves averaging from 10 to 12 Inches In length by 3 inches in breadth

They are of a deep green colour, which, as the plant attains age, becomes entirely suffused with

deep rose and creamy white, the older leaves being margined with bright rose. The variegation

shows itself whilst the plant is quite young, and from its graceful habit and beautiful colouring it

cannot fail to be exceedingly useful for all decorative purposes. It has been frequently exhibited,

and received Certificates of Merit both in London and at Birmingham during the last year.

Price 63J.

SIASDEVALLIA DAVISII.
A charming Orchid, from the Western Cordilleras of South America. We cannot give a better

idea of it than by quoting Professor Reichenbach's description of it in the Gardeners' Chronicle

for 1874, p. 710 :

—"This is a beautiful thing, much like M. Harryana and M. Veitchlana, bu

differing in its very narrow fleshy leaves, by a straight tube of the perigonl, by the lateral sepals

not being gradually tapered to the point, but oblong and with suddenly abrupt short tails, as well

as by the outline of the upper sepals, the petals, and the lip. The lube appears to be whitish

yellow, with a blackish violet eye-spot on each side. The other parts of the flower are yellowish,

white outside, and of the deepest splendid orange inside, so that it gives a most welcome contrast

placed in a group of the scarlet, vermilion, and white Masdevallias."

Price lis. and upwards.

NEPENTHES ALBO-MARGINATA.
A dwarf-growing species, with peculiarly narrow leaves ; pitchers, 2 to 23^ Inches in depth,

of elegant shape, greenish below, reddish-green above ; around and below the rim is a mem-

branous-looking marginal white ring, a distinctive characteristic of the species.

Price 42^.

NEPENTHES INTERMEDIA.
A very distinct hybrid, raised at this Nursery, and obtained by our foreman, Mr, Court, from

N. Rafflesiana, and an unnamed species with small spotted pitchers. The plant is of robust and

free growth. The pitchers, which are produced very abundantly, are somewhat similar in shape

to those of N. Rafflesiana, but longer, and are densely spotted and flaked reddish brown. This

novelty will prove an excellent companion to the well-known N. Rafflesiana and Dominiana. It

received a First-class Certificate from the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultuwil Society,

January, 1875. PriCC ^2S. tO \0^S.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will shortly be ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

CATALOGUE OF BEDDING PLANTS FOR THE SEASON NOW READY.

EOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Per packet.—^. d.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new =6
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
„ finest alpine varieties .

.

.

.

. . .

.

..10
BALSAIM, Williams' superb strain .. .. ij. &£. and 1 6

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new i 6
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. id., is. 6d.,

yi. 6d. and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, ij. 6d.,

2j. ad,, 35. 6d. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, li. 6d., =1. td..

3J. 6d. and s o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties . . 16

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. ..16
NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new ..16
PANSY, from finest English show varieties is. and 2 6

POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed .. .. .. is. 6d., 2S. 6d., 3J. 6d. and 5 o
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new ..16
„ East Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6

VIOLA CORNUTA. Admiration, new . . -zs. bd. and 3 6

WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety, i o

,, new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger .. 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported,
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

CANNELL begs to draw
• the attention of the Public to the

COLEUS "CHAMELEON," which is

\ \^IWift
unquestionably by far the most attractive

/ \ \ IHHL ^nd tbe greatest acquisition in Coleus ever

f \\ i^HHL s^"t out ; even the most accurate descrip-

/ ^ \^^^^H '^''^" conveys but a very inadequate idea of

1 v\\*\l^^^^B "^ beauty. The entire Horticultural Press

\ Xv^l^^^^V speak of it in the most eulogistic terms.
The following is the report of the Editors

of the Gardeners' Chronicle (May 16,

1874)-.-
" We have received from Mr. Cannell

specimens of a new type of Coleus, of great

beauty, and very distinct from those already in cultivation.

Sometimes the leaf is mainly of an intense velvety maroon,
flushed with bright rose, giving a kind of shot-crimson hue. the

edge being just banded with green. In other cases half the leaf

is of this character, while the other half is mostly of a deep rosy

crimson with golden beaded edge, and sometimes the rose-tint

and the maroon-crimson are variously streaked and blended.

The flush of rosy crimson appoaring in the maroon gives a

remarkably velvety richness, which must be seen to be

appreciated. With this superb and varied colouring the plant

must be exceedingly effective."

This variety has received First-class Certificates wherever

shown. Post free, 25. td. each.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E,

MAUE.ICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready^ and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERjE.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &o.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.xisting Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GGDALMING.

Francis &ARTHUR

Dickson s Sons.
106EastgateSt.&|^
TheUptori'Nurseries \jU. !< O 1 JLll.

Illttstfated Catalogue of

yegetahle'©. Flower Seeds)

V Quality#;urisurpassed;j

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, ij to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY "WATEREB,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING. SURREY.

NEW NASTURTIUM RUBY KING
(With dark-coloured foliage), per packet, Is, 6d.

A setdhng variety of that type of Dwarf Nasturtium origin-

ated by us—viz., the dark-foliaged or King of Tom Thumb
section—the popularity of which is now universal, from the fact

of their brignt colours contrasted with dark foliage, compact
habit, and duration of bloom, rendering them quite equal in

effect to bedding Geraniums. The colour of the new variety
now offered is quite unique and distinct— pure pink shaded with
carmirie—and forms an effective contrast with the vaxietitK

already in cultivation.

ĈkA^ljDui

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
"LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the
above GERANIUM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated variety yet offered. Its dwarf and free

habit, and broad clear white margin, will make it invaluable as
a bedder for edging or panel-work. Price 2j. bd. each, 24J. per
dozen. The usual Discount to the Trade.
A Post Office Order, payable at Sissinghurst, must accom-

pany all orders from unknown Correspondents.
Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

To Gardeners. .

Gardeneri are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON & MAYOS
Have this Season to offer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring-flowering Plants— all

established in single pots, and thoroughly
hardened—comprising :

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colours.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,
&c.—a Collection of all the best kinds.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
will beforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Near HEREFORD.

DAHLIAS.

John Keyn es
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by ECKFORD
now ready.

Dalillaa will be sent out the first week in May.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.

Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.—April 2, 1875.

TREE FERNS. W^
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. '^^^

V^^ILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ;

also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 6, a very large

quantity of rare and fine ORCHIDS, collected by Mr. B. ROEZL, in Western Mexico, just arrived

in excellent condition, amongst which will be found the beautiful ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM,
ONCIDIUM BARKERI, ODONTOGLOSSUM NEBULOSUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM
INSLEAYI LEOPARDINUM, &c., nearly all of them adapted for growing in cool houses.

On view the morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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DRACAENAS— PRIZE-AVINNERS.

Mr. William Bull
Offers a dozen Specimen Plants, probably the most handsome in Europe, in twelve varieties,

embracing the newest and most distinct kinds in cultivation. Apart from the value of these

Dracaenas for winning prizes wherever and whenever exhibited, the Plants are pictures in them-

selves for ornamental and decorative purposes.

AN INSPECTION IS INVITED.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

TDALM SEEDS of splendid quality.

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, 1000 grains, 36s., 10,000 Rrains,

LA'CANIA rubra, genuine, germinating, 100 grains, 36J.

I'ANDANUS AQUATICUS, fruits comamitig 8 to 15 sprigs

ASTROCARVUM TUCUMA, 100 fruits, yx.
LIVISTONA RAMSEVI. a beautiful, newly-discovered

Palm. The same was discovered last fall by Mr. Ramsey,
of the Sidney Museum, and named after him by Haron von
MUller : it is smaller than Corypha australis, but just as
hardy, with larger fronds, and a rapid grower ; certainly

more beautiful than the well-known Corypna. 10 grains, +!.,

50 grains, i8j., 100 grains, 30J.

All doubtful Pahnseed returned directly after receipt, postage

free, are retaken at the charged rates.

J. C. SCHMIDT, Erfurt, Prussia.

ROSES IN POTS.
MANY THOUSANDS TO SELECT FROM. INSPECTION INVITED.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

William Wood & Son
Have now the honour of offering a Magnificent Stock of ROSES in POTS, consisting of CHINA, TEA,

NOISETTE, CLIIMBING and other Kinds.

The Plants offered are exceedingly robust and healthy.

Trom 9s., 12s., to 18s. per dozen, and Established in 6-inch Pots at 24s. to 30s. per dozen.

CATALOGUES READY. TRADE PRICE ON APPLICATION.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free Sid.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

C H O ICE O R C H IDS.
Hugh Low & Co.

Have on hand a very large Stock of CHOICE ORCHIDS, which they are prepared to offer on the

most reasonable terms. Amongst recent importations, may be named :—

•

DENDROBIUM CHRYSANTHUM,
„ CRASSINODE,
„ DALHOUSIANUM,
„ DEVONIANUM— (this lovelyspeciescan

be offered by the loo at a very low price).

„ FARMER!,
„ FALCONERI,

DENDROBIUM MARMORATUM,
„ PARISH!,

„ PIERARDI,
„ PRIMULINUM,
„ thrysiflorum,
„ transparens,
„ wardianum,

VANDA CATHCARTI,
„ CCERULESCENS,
„ CRISTATA,
„ BENS0NL«,
„ bicolor,

SACCOLABIUMS in variety,

THUNIAS, two distinct species.

The Stock of Established Plants of PHALyENOPSIS, consisting of AMABILIS varieties, SCHIL-
LERIANA, LUDDEMANNIANA, and GRANDIFLORA, is very large.

AMATEURS ARE RESPECTFULLY INVITED TO INSPECT THE PLANTS.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.
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NEW CLEMATIS, to be sent out by JOHN
STANDISH AND CO. on May 10 :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each

;

colour, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers

the wnole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.

xos. f>d. each.

MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

los. 6d. each.
The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every

collection. Orders are now being booked for them.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

NEW PELARGONIUM, " DUCHESS of
EDINBURGH."—This splendid new Pelargonium re-

ceived First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Society,
May 13, and at the Royal Botanic Society, May 20, 1874. It

is of dwarf compact habit, and a most profuse bloomer : we have
, the present time (April 12) in 48-pots, with forty

bio The
flowers,

white blotched with purple. It is without doubt the best

decorative variety ever offered. See the Opinions of the Press
in the Gardeners' Chronicle, the Garden, and the Gardeners'
Magazine of May 16, 1874.

To be sent out May i. Price One Guinea each.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
G. BRAID, Nurseryman, Winchmpre Hill, Middlesex.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1875, containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, 11.. 2j. 6i.,and ss- per pkt.

CINERARIA, IS., 2s. 6d., and 5s. per packet.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, ai. 6i. and 5i. per packet.

„ „ RUBRA FL0RE-PLENA,2j.6i<'. and ss.perpacket.

„ „ ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet.
AURICULA, IS. and is. 6d. per packet.
CARNATION, 21. 6d. and 51. per packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, is. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
PINKS, IS. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
MIMULUS, IS. per packet. I PETUNIAS, 6d. and is. p. pkt.
JANSIES, 6d. & IS. 6d. pkt.

|
VERBENA, 11.&2J. 6</.p.pkt.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is. per packet.

,, from named flowers, is. and 2S. 6d. per packet,
AMERICAN TUBEROSE, double flowered, large roots, 20s.

LILIUM AURATUM, 12s. per dozen, good flowering size ;

extra size, of full growth, at higher prices.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Felarganlums, Fuchsias, Bedding and other Plants,
all Established in Single Pots. Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM

beg to offer :

—

PELARGONIUMS, Show, Spotted, and Fancy, fine flowering
"plants, in 5-inch pots, good named sorts, 50s. per 100, 8s. per

CALCEOLARIA. Herbaceous, Nell's superb strain, extra fine

plants, in 5-inch pots, ^r. per dozen, is. each.

FUCHSIAS, named, in 5-mch pots, 40s. per 100, 5J. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM, double white. Aline Sisley, 4s. per dozen.

„ single Zonal, Huntingdonian, the finest white, 6s. per doz.

„ „ Harry King, 30s. per 100, 4s. per dozen.

,. „ Master Christine, 25s. per 100, 3s. 6d. per dozen.

,, „ Salmon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colour,

OS. per dozen.

,, Golden Tricolor, Miss Batters, 9s. per dozen.

„ ,, J. D. Bassett, gs. per dozen.

,, ,, Peter Grieve, 15s. per dozen.

„ ,, Mrs. Dunnett (Carter), 6s. per dozen.

,, Silver Tricolor, Lass o' Gowrie, 9s. per dozen.
VERBENAS, Scarlet, Purple, and Crimson, 14s. per 100,

2S. per dozen.
ADIANTUlM CAPILLUS-VENERIS,in4;^-inchpots, 9s. per

dozen.
ECHEVERIA SECUNDA, i8s. per 100.

„ „ GLAUCA, 20s. per 100.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, los. to i6s. per 100.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, 12s. per 100.

IRESINE HERBSTII, 14s. per 100.

,, LINDENI. 14s. per 100.

HELIOTROPES, to name, i6s. per 100.

NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS, 14s. per 100.

LEUCOPHYTON. Brownii, 161. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, to name, 20s. per 100, 3s. per dozen.
STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, 12s. per 100.

'The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

FAND A. SMITH'S unrivalled Collection of
• the above is NOW in BLOOM, and will continue so

for some time. Inspection is respectfully solicited, or flowers

will be sent on receipt of two stamps. New Seed, in is.,

2S. 6d. and 5s. packets.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

Exhibition of Azaleas.

FAND A. SMITH'S splendid Collection of
• the above is NOW in BLOOM, which consists of the

well known superb varieties raised at their Nurseries, and also

of newer kinds introduced by Continental Growers. Inspection

invited. The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

Lobelia Blue Stone.

FAND A. SMITH offer the above, from
• cuttings off the original stock raised in their Nurseries,

and which variety was planted last year in Hyde Park, being

the finest dark blue in commerce.
The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

Bedding and Other Plants.

FAND A. SMITH can supply large
• quantities of the undernamed, in well-established

plants, at moderate prices

AJUGA, reptans rubra
AGERATUM, of
CENTAUREAS
FUCHSIAS
GERANIUM, Zonal, the best

COLEUS
DAHLIAS
HELIOTROPES
PETUNIAS, Single
Double

chc'olourforbedding
;

PHLOXES [plenum
„ Zonal, the best for con- I

PYRETHRUM, imbiicatum
servalory, in all shades of STELLARIA, gramineaaurea
colour ' VERBENAS.
Also a fine stock of full-grown PALMS and DRAC^NAS,

n great variety, very suitable for decorative purposes

BROMPTON STOC K.—SMITH'S
SCARLET KING is the finest m cultivation, with mag-

nificent spikes of blossom, iS to 20 inches in length. This will

prove a gem to admirers of this good old-fashioned flower.

LAXTON'S NEW PEAS.—
Each of the following 5s. per quart :

—

WILLIAM THE I SUPERLATIVE.
FIRST. LAXTON'S No. i.

OMEGA. POPULAR.
DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers, Norivich.

Pelargoniums for the MllUon.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
TION of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties, strong

Plants, distinct sorts, at 40s. per 100; 25s. for 50 : or 15s. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9s. and
las, per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Cro\vn Nursery, Reading.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have to offer SEED saved from their celebrated strain

of CINERARIAS, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. per packet. Also,
PRIMULA SEED, as. 6d. and 31. 6d. per packet. Post free
on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks,

TDYRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEI.— Plants
-L of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fnut, now
sending out, price 21s. each, usual discount to the Trade.

Illustration sent on application. See Gardeners' Chronicle,
1874, i. 757, ii, 740 ; and the Florist and Pomologist for March.

WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Unrivalled 'Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

GEORGE S M I T H, 61, Penrose Street,
Walworth, S.E., begs to intimate that his VERBENAS,

&c.,are very strong: in single pots from 2S, per doz. GOLDEN
FEATHER GEM, double white-flowered, 2s. per dozen.
PETUNIA, Crystal Palace, striped, extra fine, 2s. per dozen.

LISTS free.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.
THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY

(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at
Edinburgh.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' Mixture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the FINEST and dwarpest EVERGREEN GRASSES, and is

very superior to mixtures generally offered, quickly forming a
close velvety turf. For New Lawns sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre.
To Renovate Old Lawns sow 10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price
IS. per lb. Orders over 2as. Carriage Free.
The Old-Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Easlgate Street,

CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — loo
Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor,

Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

los.
, 50, 5S. 6rf. , 25, 3s.: 24 F.incy Pelargoniums, 3s. (yd., 12, 2s.:

24 Clirysanthemums, 2S. 6</., 12, is. 6(/.: 24 Pompons, 2s. 6rf.,

12, IS. bd.; 24 Fuchsias, 2s. 6rf., 12, is. f>d. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns, Enfield.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing : ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place. Manchester.

Choice Tricolor and Bronze Geraniums.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE can supply, at per
dozen:—Acme. 5s.; Florence, 4s.; Howarth Ashton, 6s.;

Lady Cullum, 3s. ; Mrs. Dunnett, 5s; Mrs. Rutter, 6s. ; Prince
of Wales, 9s.; Peter Grieve, 9s.; Sophia Cusack, 3s.; Sala-
mander, 9s.; Lass o' Gowrie, (iS.\ Mrs. Colonel Wilkinson, 7s.:

Miss Pond, 12s.; Black Douglas, 3s.; Earl of Rosslyn, 4s.:

Rev. C. P. Peach, 5s.; Reine Victoria, 4s. Terms cash. A
LIST of other varieties, post free.

Boston Park Road Nurseries, Brentford, Middlesex, W.

New Pink Geranium " Mrs. Haliburton.

"

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much
pleasure in again offering this favourite \'ariety, sent out

by him last season, and which gave such general satisfaction.
On three occasions it has received the highest commendation
from the Floral Committee at Chiswick, associated with all the
best varieties grown there for trial. Good plants 95. per dozen.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, 2S. f>d. per

100. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense
usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2S. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

Strong plants, in s-inch pots, 305. per dozen.

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAYOS. King's Agre Nurseries,
Hereford,

LOBELIA "LADY MACDONALD."—Pure
white, deeply edged with ultramarine-blue, in the way of

" Paxtonii," with flowers four times the size; unrivalled as a
bedding or pot plant ; one of the greatest novelties introduced
for years. This beautiful variety was twice submitted for the
opinion of the judges at two of the Exhibitions of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society, Edinburgh, last summer, and
on both occasions was unanimously awarded a First-class
Certificate.

Plants first week in May, zs. 6d. each,
DOWNIEand LAIRD, i7,South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Vines.—To the Trade.

SBIDE can still supply good strong
• PLANTING VINES, in Pots, of the undermentioned

varieties, at 301. per dozen (a special price for a large quantity
will be given on application) :—Tynningham Muscat, Madres-
field Court, Black Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
Lady Downe's Seedling, Burchard's Prince, SeacliflFe Black,
Frankenthal Hamburgh, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Black Morocco,
Primarai's Frontignan, Black Barbarossa, Sweetwater, Troveren
Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, White Nice,
Duchess of Buccleuch, Rasm de Calabre.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

Carnations, Flcotees, and Flnlcs.

TSAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
-L announce that they have this Season a very fine and
e,\tensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now ready for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,
together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.
Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS,

&c., contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of
choice Show Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.
Half of the above quantities, lis.

" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland.
" February is, 1875.

" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation
and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like another dozen of either the same or other varieties."
ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Nu

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at per dozen for cash;- Golden

Tricolors : Mrs. Dunnett, 3s. 6d. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs.
Pollock, 3s. 6d. : Sir Robert Napier, 3s. 6d. ; Sophia Dumar-
esque, 3s. Silver Tricolors ; Miss Burdett Coutts, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs.
John Clutton, 3s. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3s. 6d.; Bronze
Beauty, 3s. 6d. ; Kentish Hero, as. 6d. ; Roi de Siam, 3s. 6d. ;

Waltham Bronze, 3s. 6d. Baskets and packing, 6d. per dozen,
or 3s. 6d. per 100 extra.

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

LIMES. Ttoof""- ='"" S'own.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weepinu. 6 to lo feet items, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2% to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

Cheap Plants!

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS. Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, 2s. per dozen, 12s. per 100 ; rooted
cuttings, i^. per dozen, 6s. per 100, 50J. per 1000.

LOBELIA, speciosa (true), from cuttings, 3.?. per 100, 201. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding, i^. per dozen, 6s. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUMS, fine dark varieties, u. per dozen, 6s. per

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, blue, makes a fine bed, is. per
dozen, 5^. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

IRESINE, Lindeni. crimson leaf, fine, is. per dozen, 6s. per 100.

COLEUS, VerschaflFeltii, is. per dozen, 6j. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,
4J. per 100, 30S. per 1000.

PELARGONIUMS, Silver edge—May Queen and Flower of
Spring, 2S. per dozen, 15J. per 100.

,, Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, 2s. per dor., 15s. per 100.

,, Tricolor—Mrs. Pollock, 23. 6d. per dozen, i8j. per 100.

Terms cash, package included.
Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

Verbenai for Sale.

SBIDE can now supply, for cash, Verbenas,
• spring-struck, strong, and free from disease of any kind,

including Purple King, Scarlet, White, Pink, and many other
varieties (of which a list may be had on application), at Zs. per
100, package free. PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of
the best varieties, 40J. per 100. GERANIUMS, plain-leaved
and zonal, strong autumn-struck plants, 10s. per 100; Mrs.
Pollock, in single pots, zoi. per 100; Crystal Palace Gem, in
single pots, 20s. per 100. COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII.
1-2S. per 100. IRESINE LINDENI. los. per 100: IRESINE
HERBSTII. los. per 100. CENTAUREA CANDIDIS-
SIMA. struck last autumn, and well established, in large 60
pots, 40s. per TOO. AUREA FLORIBUNDA and other CAL-
CEOLARIAS, Sj. per 100. HELIOTROPES, light and dark.

S. B. would particularly wish to draw the attention of his
numerous customers to his fine stock of VERBENAS for this

season, which are the admiration of all who see them ; and
would request that all orders should be sent to him as early as
convenient, as he was unable to supply many who applied late

last season—general satisfaction bemg expressed by all those
who favoured him with their orders.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.
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NEW PLANTS.—The three best new plants
recently sent out are :

—

CROTON MAJESTICUM,
DIPLADENIA EREARLEYANA,
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price Two and Three Guineas each.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS, &c. Plants indigenous to Australia, New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX, S:c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents, Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay,
Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursers', Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

Silver-margined leaved Geranium, "Laura."
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much

pleasure in offering this superior variety, being a strong
grower, with very large trusses of pale scarlet flowers, freely
produced. Suitable for centres oi beds and back rows in

borders. Received the highest commendation (a First-class

Certificate) from the Floral Committee at Chiswick in 1873.
which was again confirmed in 1874, Plants 5^. each, seven
for 30J. Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

Carpet Beddlne, Carpet Bedding.ALTERNANTHERAS.—30,000, all good,
strong, bushy plants, pricked off in store pots, in four

varieties, at 8^. per too—amabilis, paronychioides, parony-
chioides major, magnifica tricolor.

GOLDEN THYME. 5s. per 100: ECHEVERIA CALI-
FORNICA, 61. per too. Package .ind packing free. Terms

C. ALLEN. Stone Hills Nursery, Helgham. Norwich.

Adlantum Farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate exhibition. They are in 16

and z2-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown
specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM, fine plants, 18

inches through, in 8- inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

"XltTTVI. POTTEN has now to offer strong
VV healthy plants, in single pots, of GERANIU.MS,
VERBENAS, Imperial Dwarf AGERATUM, IRESINES,
ALTERNANTHERAS, MESEMBRYANTHEMUM cord,

var.. Double and Single PETUNIAS, HELIOTROPES.
LOBELIAS, COLEUS, ECHEVERIAS, &c. Price LIST
on application.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

Vie seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
1 housaiti Plarits, from i to lo and 12 feet high, of the finer
Gold, Silver, and tjrcen-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size
and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in
Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies g acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 1$ feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

FuchBla procumbens (true).

FRANCIS R, KINGHORN is now sending
out the above novelty in Fuchsias, which obtained a

Botanical Certificate, and was named and figured in the
Botanical Magazine of December last, where Dr. Hooker states

that Mr. Blackett's plant is not the same as above ; but after

my freely publishing the stock by plates, circulars, and adver-
tisements, I find, at the eleventh hour, a neighbouring firm
announcing Mr. Blackett's plant as Fuchsia procumbens,
thereby endeavouring to reap a benefit at my expense. I am
convinced the Public and Trade generally will believe that I

have the certified stock, and all orders entrusted to me shall

have my prompt and careful attention—thanking those friends

who have already favoured me with their orders, which I hope

Strong established pla

reduction where six or tv

to compensate for carriage. All orders delivered free in London.
" I can now state with confidence that this plant has proved

hardy here on rockwork during the late severe winter."
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

American Plants without Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest Hardy English and Continental RHODO-

DENDRONS, with Belgic and other AZALEAS, at 3M. per
do^en. ^10 per 100.

The Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed
and elevated situation, and will thrive m any soil free from
Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bushes of the Ponticum and
Catawbiense varieties, 4 to 5 feet high and as much through,
60.V. per do7en. April and May is the best time for planting.

The Nurseries. Bristol.

New Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.

TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON'S
*f CATALOGUE of the above, for 1875, may now be had
on application. It contains many new or rare species, of great
interest and beauty, in addition to the general collection of
a|iprovcd kinds, with Dcscriptinns and Ciiltiir.ii Notes.

Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants.

JAMES BACKHOUSE AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of these for the present season is also

ready, and will be sent to all applicants. The Collections of
Orchids, Palms, and Ferns will be found specially rich and
worthy of notice. Nurseries, York.

ORCHIDS.— Being a large importer of
Orchids direct from their native habitats, Mr. WI LLIAM

BULL can make special offer of the following, at the extremely
low prices annexed :— Each.—.?, d. s. d.

Odontoglossum Alexandra; .. 15 o .. 3 plants at 10 6
Bulbophyllum auricomum .. 50.. 3 ,, at3 6
Limatodes rcsea .. .. .. 36. -3 ,, at26
Odontoglossum hastilabium . . 10 6 . . 3 ,, at 7 6
Houllelia chrysantha .

.

. . 10 6 . . 3 ,, at 7 6
Dendrobium Devonianum .. 7 6. -3 ,, atso
Calanthe vestita .. .. .. 5 o .. 3 ,, at 3 6
Acineta Humboldtli .. .. 36.-3 ,, at 2 6
Epidendrum vitellinum majus 15 o .. 3 ,, at 10 6
Cypripediiim niveum .. ., 15 o .. 3 ., at 10 6
Broughtonia sangumea.. .. 10 6 . . 3 ,, at 7 6
Odonto. Insleayi leopardinum ig o .. 3 ,, at 10 6
Aerides crispum .

.

.. 10 6 .. 3 ,. at 7 6

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), -^d. per bushel, 20.J, per 100 bushels, 45.S. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea. S.E.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — Five
^^ hundred trucks, for Gardening and as manure for Heavy
Soils, as supplied to J. Wills. Esq., florist to the Royal Family

;

Messrs. Dickson & Sons. Chester; Messrs. Ewing & Co.,
Norwich ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos. Hereford, and South-
port Winter Gardens ; 50 bushels at ^d., 45J. per truck, free on

Fibrous Peat for OrcUtls, iso.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. New Holland Plants.
BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough (South-Western Railway), by the truck load.
Sample sacks, 5J. td. each.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—A few hundred tons of a superior
quality delivered at the Blackwater or Farnborough

Stations for 17^. a ton. Apply to

W. TARRY, the " Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
CAjirwtan—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Dirrctar—iPCiAY.'S, ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Offici!— 109, Fonchurch Street, London. E.C.
Whstkrn Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

BrandetJ on every Castin

Macfarlane's Castings,
Architectural, Sanitary, and Artistic,

FOR ARCHkTECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,

Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c..

Railings; Balconies; Verandahs; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;

Arcades ; Winter Gardens ; Covered Ways ; Saloons ; Semi-enclosed Airing

Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towers

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbours, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of

every description for Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets,

Railway Stations, Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, &c.

FOR HOME a EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates for special Designs
on application.

Fossilpark, GLASGOW; and 84 Upper Thames St., LONDON.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established i8<o)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, Sic.

6, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

GUANO, first-class Peruvian, carefully pre-
pared, ready for use, with directions: 7 lb, 2j., larger

quantities at a less rate.

BLO()D MANURE (powerful), for Roses, &c., 7 lb. ij. 6rf.

PEAT (prepared for use), f)d. per bushel.
LOAM (prepared for use), ^d. per bushel.
SHELLS for PATHS, is. per bushel.
GARDEN MATS, i.t. each.

Carefully packed to all parts,

H. LAMB, Ashburnham Cottage, Cremorne Road, Chelsea,
London. S.W.

G^~fSHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leaduig Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrtps, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ts., 31,, and lar. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER,
15. id. per lb., in not less quantity than 14 lb., 90J. per

cwt.
; 95^. per cwt. cut in % inch strips, in not less quantity

that % cwt, : for cash only. Apply
The MANAGER, Tobacco Paper Manufactory, i, Orrisdale

, Cheltenham.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

M
for

ILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
11 antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most
6d. per bottle

—

is. lod. per bottle, if packed

I CO.. Norwich.

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

ARENDAZ AND FISHER, Ru.ssiA Mat
Merchants, Importers of RAFFIA FIBRE, &c.,

M.anufacturers of TWINES, TIFFANY, NETTING, &c.,
9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
N.B.—A lirge quantity of Tanned NETTING for Fruit

Trees. &c. stock.

T3USSIA MAT S.-A large stock of
-Lt Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.
Second sized Archangel, roof. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ;

superior close Mat, 45.^., 50.?., and 555.; packing Mats, 20s.,
30s., and 35.J. per 100 ; and every other description of Mats at
equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HE S S I A N S and SCR IMS for
COVERING.

4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to sd. per yard, advancing ^(/,
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, ^d., i%d., ^d.,^%d., and ^^d.
72 ,

,

,

,

,

,

4 %d. ,

5

%d.
,
6d. , 6]4d. , and upwards.

D SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and
aiid 5, Wormwood St., London, E.C.

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—

A

Protection for the Bloom of Wall Trees from Frost, and
for Shading Plants under Glass from the Sun. Sold by Nursery-
men and Seedsmen. Prices and samples on application to

CHARLES BROWN. Greenbays, M^^nchester.

i|i T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
-^ • Patronised by Her Majesty the (Dueen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J, Paxton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c., &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION fi-om COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
s yards wide .

.

. . is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 35. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3^. lod. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"

Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London. S.E.: and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3, CANNON STREET. CITY.

Frlgl Domo.

TO BE GENUINE every length will be
Marked " E. T. ARCHER'S FRIGI DOMO." with the

Trade Mark. An infringement will meet with legal proceedings.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, Sc.

'TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, &c., a yards wide ^d. per yard, or 100 yards, 2or.,

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suited for anyofthe above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide. 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide. IS. per yard : ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and -js. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavement* for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.
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CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

Sutton^ Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

duritig Sumjner and Auttann.

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail . . ^2 2 o
No. 2 Collection

,, ,, .. ., i 11 6
No. 3 Collection

,, ,, ,, .,110
No. 4 Collection ,, ,, ,. .. o 15 o
No. 5 Collection „ ,, .. .. 010 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be laa, from
2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Buttons
Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

" STJTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
The most practical work on gardenin^yct published, beau-

ttfully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price IS, , Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

BUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

Which forms a close velvety

turf in a very short time. For

makinff New Lawns or Cro-

quet Grounds 3 bushels or 60

pounds is required per acre,

or I gallon to every 6 rods (or

perches) of ground.

For improving those already

turf, 20 pounds should be

y March, April, and May a

the best months for sowing.

Price Is. per lb. ; 20s. per
bushel.

Front Mr. J. Merrick, Gar-
dener to S. Forster, Esq.,

" The Seed you sent me
last year turned out uncom-
monly well. Several gentle-

men who came to Le Court

"^yvj>^'^ " ''°"''^ scarcely credit, from

I ^ ' the appearance of the lawn,
that it was only sown in May. In August it was as fine and
thick as I have seen some lawns that had been laid down for

three years."

Instructions on the Foi'maiion andImprovement
of Gai'den Lawns and Croquet Grounds

Gratis afid Post Free.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
OF LONDON.

SECOND SPRING EXHIBITION.
April 28, 1875.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING, j

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
LARGE SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for twelve
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for nine Roses

Mr. George Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., St.
John's Lodge, Regent's Park, for si.x Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. Charles Turner, for si.t Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. J. Ward, for si.'i Early Flowering Stove Plants.
Mr. Charles Turner, for Collection of Roses in pots.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. J. Ward, for sii Heaths.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, Herts, for twelve

Rhododendrons.
Mr. J. James. Gr. to F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth,

for si.x Greenhouse Azaleas.

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for six Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. J. James, for nine Cinerarias.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Early Flowering Stove Plants.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

HoUoway, for Collection of Plants.

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, for Collection
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Orchids.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, for twelve Hardy

Herbaceous Plants.

Mr. Harborough, Gr to C. Keiser, Esq., Broxbourne, Herts,
for six Amaryllis.

Mr. John Walker, Nurseryman, Th^ne, Oxon, for four boxes
of Cut Roses.

Mr. G. Toms, Gr. to H. Wetenhall, Esq., Seven Sisters' Road,
lor Group of Plants.

Mr. W Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham Cross, for four Boxes of
Cut Roses.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Heaths.

Cutbush & Son, Nurserymen, Highgate, for twelve

Me:
Rhododendn

^
Dobaoii & Son, "Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, for s

Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for six Dielytras.

Messrs. Dobson & Son, for nine Cinerarias.

Mr. T. Barnes, Or. to A. Chancellor, Esq., The Retreat, Rich-
mond, for six pots of Mignonette.

Mr. Charles Turner, for Collection of Auriculas.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for Collection of Plants.

iMessrs. J. Standish & Co.. Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks, for
Collection of Cineritrias.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. P. Wheeler, for twelve Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

Mr. G. Toms, for six pots Mignonette.

CERTIFICATE.
Messrs. J. Cutbush & Son, for Collection of Plants.

Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. ^Vhitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall,
Word, for one basket Primula amccna.

Mr. J. Douglas, for Collection of Alpine and Stage Auriculas.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
The New Plant and Bulb Company, Colchester, for Frcesia

Leichtliniana.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St.

John's Wood, for Sonchus clegantissima.

Mr. Louis Van lloutte, Ghent, Belgium, for Bcrtolonia Van

Mr. Louis Van Houtte, for Bertolonia Miranda.
Mr. W. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, for Crinum brachynema.
Mr. W. Bull, for Typhonium Brownii.

Mr. W. Bull, for Odontoglossum Roezlii album.
Mr. W. Bull, for Draca^na insignis,

Mr. W. Bull, for Dracajna Candida.

Rlr. W. Bull, for Dracaena clegantissima.

Mr. W. Bull, for Tillandsia musaica.
Mr. W. Bull, for Metroxylon lUare.

Mr. W. Bull, for Ptychosperma robusta.

Mr. W. Bull, for Thrinax nobilis.

Messrs.
J. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea, for Croton

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Croton tortile.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Croton appendiculatum.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Draca:na elegantissima.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Draczena hybrida.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for Gloncria jasmini-

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Odontoglossum Roezlii.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Metro.vylon filare.

HORTICULTURAL CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Mr. W. Carmichael, Gr. to H. Trywell, Esq, Crowe Hall,

Bath, for Azalea William Carmichael.

Mr. W. Carmichael, for Azalea Mrs. Carmichael.

Mr. Charles Turner, for Hybrid Rhododendron Countess of
Dudley.

Mr. Charles Turner, for Auricula Gertrude Knight.
Mr. Charles Turner, for Auricula (Alpine) National.
Mr. Charles Turner, for Auricula (Alpine) Iron Duke.
Mr. William Paul, Nurseryman, Walthara Cross, for Rose (New

Hybrid Perpetual) Peach'Blossom,

ESTABLISHED 35 YEARS.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
PAISLEY,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

WOOD or IRON,

Manufacturers of Hot-water Apparatus

Heating Hothouses, Churches, Mansions, Public

Buildins;s, Harness Rooms, Gr'c.

Our Works being situated within a few miles

of Glasgow, we are enabled to forward Mate-

rials at the Lowest Rates, by Rail or Water,

and to compete, on equal terms, for Contracts,

in any part of Great Britain or Ireland.

Having extensive Sawing o.tid Moulding

Mills, employing skilled workmen in all

branches of the trade, and giving our whole

attention to this business, we can execute any

orders entrusted to us with economy and

despatch, combined with tasteful and substan-

tial workmanship.

OUR WORK MAY BE SEEN AT:-
Hatlield, Herts.

Haydon Hall, Pinner, Middlesex.

Ashfield, Edgbaston, Oaklanks, Harborne.

Cardiff Castle, South 'Wales.

Togerddan, Aberystwith.

Thornton-Ie-Street, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Sea-'View, Sunderland.

Browtop, Keswick, Cumberland.

Newbattle, Dalkeith.

Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

Auchmore, Perthshire.

Inverary Castle, Argyleshire.

Rawcliffe Lodge, Glasgow.
" Kibble Crystal Palace," Glasgow.

Duart Castle, Mull.

Powerscourt, Co. "Wicklow.

Lismany, Cregclare, and Garbally, Co. Galway.

Ashford, Cong, Co. Mayo.

Rathmore, Belfast
;

And in most parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

Illustrated Circular Post Free.

As we are overwhelmed with Orders at

certain seasons of the year, muck disappoint-

ment would be prevented by our Friends giving

us longer Notice of any Work they intend

having done.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS,

PAISLEY, N.B.
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NEW PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the following New Plants arc

now being sent out :
—

CTNNAMOMUM SERICEUM.
A bninclung cveigrecn greenhouse plant, native of J.ioan,

and liaving a well-marked individuality of character. The
ynung branches are tetragonal, bearing opposite or sub-opposite

obovate-cuneate leaves, which are three-nerved, smooth, and of

a daric opaque green on the upper surface, whitish and silkv

beneath, from 1% inch to 2 inches long, and about an inch

wide. It is an interesting plant^ with something of the aspect

of a Ceanothus, the leaves having a strong
-" "

DALECHAMPIA ROEZLIANA ALBA,
A perfectly distinct form of the well-known Dalechampia.

discovered by M. Roezl, and sent by him to Europe. Like the

type, the plant has an upright stem, with little tendency to

branching, and rather large obovate-spathulate nearly sessile

leaves, which are toothed at the margin, but It differs in that

the two leaves of the involucre are pure white instead of

coloured. This will make a very interesting companion plant

for the other

DRAC^NA GEMMA.
One of the smaller-growing forms of Dracs;na, elegant in

character, and useful for decorative purposes. The leaves are

stalked oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, recurved, more or less

undulated and twisted, the surface partly dark green and

partly bronzy-tinted, with a distinct and often broadish edge of

rosy crimson. The small size and dwarfish habit, together with

the peculiar curvation of the leaves, give to it a very distinctive

character. One guinea.

DRACiENA RUBELLA.
A fine ornamcntal-leavcd stove plant of the rosy tinted series.

It has erecto-palent, oblong-lanceolate, sharply acuminate

leaves, which are dark green in colour, edged with crimson, the

brightly coloured portion being broadest towards the base of the

leaf, where the bordering is a quarter of an inch wide, and of a

fine rosy crimson hue, the midrib and veins being flushed with

the same colour. It appears remakable amongst the red varie-

gated scries for its erect and finely pointed leaves. The petioles

are 4 to 5 inches long, with a red convergent margin. It has

been obtained from the Fiji Islands. One guinea.

GONIOPHLEBIUM GLAUCOPHYLLUM.
A very distinct and interesting stove Fern, well suited for basket

culture. It has widely creeping rhizomes, which are clothed

with scales on the younger portions, and from which spring the

simple coriaceous oblong-lanceolate fronds, \yhich are from 6 to

10 inches long, with a stipe of from 2 to 6 inches more.
_
The

\,u\«^B IS a deep glaucous green on the upper surface, silvery

phlebium glaucophyllum is a West Indian and South American
species, wnich has been imported by Mr. Bull from New
Granada. An illustration of this plant was given in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for July 4, 1874. 10s. 6d.

LAPORTEA SCHOMBURGKII VERSICOLOR.
A very remarkable stove plant, obtained from the South Sea

Islands, and sent to me from Australia by Dr. Schomburgk. It

has thickish stems, which are quite fleshy while young, and
bear large alternate deep green leaves, irregularly mottled with
greyish green, and variegated with patches of creamy white,

and having at their base deciduous herbaceous stipules. The
petioles are fleshy, 1% \.o 1 inches long, deep wine-purple,

which colour is continued along the midrib and the principal

side veins. The leaves are elliptic-oblong oblique from being

larger on one side of the midrib than on the other, indistinctly

three-nerved, slightly rounded at the base, acuminate at the

apex, and irregular on the margin, the irregularities being

occasioned by slight depauperation of the white portions.

Sometimes the creamy white marking covers the whole of the

leaf surface on one side of the mid-vein. One guinea.

PANAX OBTUSUM.
A neat-habited stove plant, of dwarfish growth, with an erect

stem, furnished towards the top with a crown of rather crowded
bipinnate leaves, the leaflets of which are roundish oblique,

dark green, and furnished at the edge with irregular pallid spiny
teeth, which are more or less incurved. The terminal leaflets,

of which there are two, often take on a singularly one-sided
development. It has been introduced from the East Indies.

One guinea.

NEW PLANTS.
FOR NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS, AND PRICES OF—

Acalypba marglnata, Curmerla Roezlll,

Maranta leopardlna, Croton chrysophyllum
Cycas Normaubyanai Daemonorops ornatus,

/ 'iilc page 523 of last week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

Rbeum noblle, Rbeum ofBcinale,

Rheum palmatum tanghutlcum,
Aatrocaryum argenteum, Aatrocaryum fllare,

Antliurluin candldum.
Vide page 491 of the Gardeners^ CJironiele for April 17, 1875.

New Double-flowered Ivy-leaved Felargoulum,
" Pelargonium Laterlpes Ebnlg Albert,"

New Nosegay Pelargoniums,

New Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums,

New Ivyleaved Pelargoniums,
Vide page 459 of the Gardener!,' Chronlclelox April 10, 1875.

New Fuclislas and Chrysantliemums,
New Zonal Pelargoniums,

New Zonal Pelargoniums wltb Variegated Flowers,

Vide page 427 of the Gardeners' Chrojticle for April 3, 1875.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

SATURDAY, MAY i, 1S75.

MAY FLOWERS.
" March winds, April showers,

Bring forth May flowers
"

SAYS the old rhyme, which has its exact

equivalent in French, German, and Span-

ish ; and, whether the March winds have any-

thing to do with it or not, there can be no doubt

that May is par excellence the month of flowers.

In seasons like the present, indeed, the begin-

ning of the month may be somewhat less

flowery than usual ; but when a week or two

has elapsed the meadows will become " fields

of the cloth of gold " in their thick embroidery

of Buttercups ; the woods will be carpeted with

Bluebells ; and the hedges white with Haw-
thorn, the special flower of the season, which in

its very name of " May " is so intimately con-

nected with the month. " Welcome as flowers

in May " is one of our prettiest proverbial

expressions ; and many of our wild flowers bear

in their popular titles a reference to the season.

Thus the Lily of the Valley (Convallaria maia-

lis) not only recalls the month by its Latin

specific name, but was formerly called May
Lily and May Blossom, just as the Germans

now-a-days term it Maiblume. The Marsh Mari-

gold (Caltha palustris) is in many places called

May-blob or May-flower, which latter name is

frequently applied also to the Lady's Smock
(Cardamine pratensis). Maianthemum is a

genus which owes its name to the month ; the

Germans call M. bifolium Maiblume, as they

do also the Caltha and the Hepatica.

In North America the Podophyllum is called

May-apple, and the fruit of Passiflora incarnata

May-hops ; while in New England the beautiful

little Epigrca repens is known as the May-flower.

In these columns for May 13, 1S71, p. 611, will

be found an account of the enthusiasm with

which this plant, which is the floral emblem of

Nova Scotia, is sought for each year at the

beginning of May ; and we are reminded in

reading it of the old days of England when
"going a Maying" was the almost universal

occupation of both great and small—when the

Eton boys were wont to rise at four o'clock to

gather May branches, and when kings and

queens — notably Henry VIII. and Queen
Catherine—sallied forth with their courtiers

to take part in this diversion.

The Hawthorn or Whitethorn (Crataegus

Oxyacantha) has been known as the May-bush
since the time of Gerarde, and the traditions

connecting it with May-day, which, before the

adoption of the " new style " was twelve days

later than it is at present—are numerous. In

Suffolk farmhouses it was customary to give

the servant who brought a flowering branch of

Hawthorn on May morning, a bowl of cream

for breakfast. Scott speaks of the hanging up

of Whitethorn gathered on the ist of May as a

protection against witches, and Aubrey mentions

a similar custom as occurring in Germany. In

some parts of Switzerland it is considered un-

lucky to bring May-blossoms into the house,

and the same superstition obtains in certain

parts of England—notably in Essex, as the

present writer can testify. Langham tells us

in his Garden of Health that " the White-

thorne is never stricken with lightening ;
" and

a similar belief is still general in Normandy.
It is said by a French writer that tree-worship

still retains its hold in a modified form in some
parts of France, and that women may be seen

praying before a Hawthorn tree.

The abundance of Hawthorn blossoms is said

in ICngland to presage a severe winter, just as

the Scotch say

—

" Mony haws
Mony snaws."

And the French in the Dordogne district—

" (Juand le buisson blanc entre en flours

Crains toujours quelque fralcheurs."

The popidar history of the Hawthorn de-

mands indeed a more lengthy notice than the

present, but two or three other May-flowers yet

remain to be noticed.

The Whitethorn shares its name of " May
with certain other trees. The Lilac is called in

Cornwall May-flower, and in Devonshire, May ;

and the Sycamore-flowers (Acer Pseudo-

Platanus) are so called in Cornwall—indeed, in

that region the natives appear to apply the term

in a very wide sense. The following extract

from Once a Week for 1S70 relates to the use of

the Elm on May Day :—" At Looe, in south-

east Cornwall, every devout worshipper of Flora

goes early into the country on May-day morning,

plucks a sprig from a ' narrow-leaf ' Elm tree,

having the leaves well open, and places it on

some conspicuous part of his or her dress, that

it may be obvious to the world. This is known

as ' May,' and will be of great service to the

wearer throughout the day. It is perfectly

allowable to perform'one's devotions by deputy :

in other words, whilst it is indispensable that it

be worn by every one, it is not necessary that

the wearer should have gathered it. Any one

may distribute it to whomsoever and to as

many as he pleases. All that is insisted on is,

that it was without doubt gathered on May-day,

and that it is the narrow-leaf Elm. Should it

be known to have been gathered the day before,

it is indignantly torn from the wearer, and de-

nounced as 'April-May,' whilst the 'broad-

leaf Elm is simply laughed at as ' horses'-

May.' To wear April-May is a sham in the

way of religion, and a crime ; whilst the exhi-

bition of horses'-May is a display of botanical

ignorance and a useless blunder. Even the

garlands carried through the streets must have

on them a sprig of the narrow-leaf Elm." The
object in wearing May is as a protection from

the attacks of the town boys, who by long-

established custom have obtained the right of

"dipping" those who do not possess it. This
" dipping" is performed with a " dipping-horn "

—the point of a bullock's horn sawn off, with

the end of a stout stick, about 4 feet long, in-

serted into the aperture : this was filled with

water, and its contents discharged upon the

unlucky being who had no " May."

The Auricula seems to have been a popular

May-day flower. The refrain of an old Lanca-

shire May song runs

—

" And the Baziers are sweet in the morning of May."

Baziers is a corruption of Bear's Ears, the

old name for the Auricula, which was similarly

called in Latin Auricula ursi, and in French

Oreilles d'ours.

May poles, May songs, and May queens are

somewhat beyond our province, but we may
just refer to a passage in Hillyard's Practical

Fanning and Grazing in which the phrase

"gone a-Maying" is somewhat curiously

applied. He says :

—"The generality of the

crops of Wheat look yellow in the month of

May ; this is called Maying. If a blade of

Wheat be pulled up in April there wiU be found,

at the root, a part of the seed-grain, from which

the root is receiving some nourishment. If it is

examined in May it will be found that the whole

of the seed has been absorbed, and that the

root has then the earth only for its nourishment

;

thus being deprived of its parent support the

plant feels its loss for a time, and shows, by the

blade looking yellow, that it is not in so vigorous

a state as it has been. This is only given as a

supposition." This phenomenon was treated
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rather more scientifically by Mr. Robert Holland

in the Liverpool Naturalists^ Jotirnal for

November, 1S67. He there tells us that the

Cheshire farmers say of Wheat in this condition

that it is " being weaned," and " pining for" or
*' feeling the loss of its mother." B. M.

New Garden Plants.
ODONTOGLOSSUM TETRAPLASIUM, It. ij>*

This appears to be a new type among Odonto-
glossa Isanthia, only to be compared to O. Weirii,

a species lately described (p. 461). The panicle is

widely diffuse, and the flowers are equal to those of a

very good O. odoratum, I guess they were white and
blue. It was discovered in Peru by Mr. Davis, and
will, no doubt, soon appear in the establishment of

Messrs. Veitch. B. G. Rchh. f.

Stenospermatium Wallisii, Masty sp. nov.\

Under the provisional name of Spathiphyllum
Wallisii Messrs. Veitch have lately exhibited one of

the most remarkable and beautiful stove Aroids known
to us, and which was introduced from Columbia by
Mr. Wallis. It is, we believe, new alike to science

and to gardens, and forms a new member of a genus
including only three or four species, from Peru,

Columbia, and the Amazon district. As a decorative

plant (fig 117) its points are, its Cordyline-like habit,

thick rich green leaves, and more especially its slender,

whip-like, erect peduncles, bent over at the top, and
bearing a nodding spathe of ivory-white colour, like

an open shell, and with an oblong spadix, which bears

the same relation to the spathe that the clapper does
to a bell.

This very beautiful and novel Aroid may be thus

more fully described. Stem ascending, 2—3 feet high,

terete, glabrous, of the thickness of the thumb, often

provided with aerial roots which proceed from the

nodes. Leaves crowded, each with a tightly con-

volute amplexicaul sheath, with membranous edges

and about 34 inches long, surmounted by a petiole of

about I inch in length, compressed from side to side,

and slightly channelled on the upper surface. The
blade of the leaf measures about 6^^ by 2\ inches,

spreads more or less at right angles, is coriaceous,

dark shining green above, paler beneath ; in form it

is obliquely lanceolate, or ovate lanceolate acuminate,
with the midrib depressed on the upper surface,

prominent beneath, the veins and venules obscure, ap-

proximate, arching from the rounded subcordate base

of the leaf to the margin. Peduncle slender, erect,

somewhat compressed, longer than the leaf, from

whose axil it springs, reflexed at the summit. Spathe

4* by 2i inches, widely spreading, slightly coriaceous,

ivory-white, boat-shaped, acute, ultimately deciduous.

Spadix about 2 inches long, nodding, shortly stalked

within the spathe and wholly detached from it,

cylindric-oblong, obtuse, densely and wholly covered

with hermaphrodite flowers. Perianth absent

;

stamens 4, filaments flat, ribbon-like, membranous,
with a dilated base, connective deltoid ; anthers

2-celled, cells widely divergent at the base, and ulti-

mately confluent into a reniform, sub i -celled anther,

opening by a longitudinal chink at the top. Pollen

grains whitish, elliptical or sub-spheroi^, smooth,

large, mixed with prismatic and polyedral crystals.

Ovary oblong truncate, 4—6 sided, with a cushion-

like stigma in the centre, 2-celled within, at the

base (the upper portion of the ovary solid, cellular,

and with numerous very large cylindric cells, tapering

at the ends, and sometimes more or less branched).

Ovules 4—6 in each cell, anatropal, erect, attached

to the base of each cell by means of a long slender

funiculus. Fruit, probably baccate (not seen).

The crystals mixed with the pollen-grains, and the

peculiar *' closter"-like cells in the ovary, are worthy
of notice ; the latter are, however, not uncommon in

other Aroids, as in various species of Anthurium. This

plant is doubtless fertilised by insects, the large

spreading white spathe serving to attract them. The
flowers are also protandrous, /.e*. , the anthers and
pollen are mature before the stigma of the same
flower, a very common provision for ensuring that the

flowers shall not be fertilised by their own pollen,

but by that of some other flower. This is a fact that

should always be borne in mind by those desirous of

obtaining "crosses" by artificial fertilisation. Another

point easily seen in this plant, though of course it is

* Odonioglossum tetraplasium, Rchb. f,—Panicula ampla
diffusaj muitiflora, ramis primariis validia ; bracteis spathateia

oblongis acutis ; ovaria pedicellata dimidia a3t|uantibus ; sepalis

tepahsque linearibU3 acuminatis, crispulis, basi cuneatis ; labclli

carinis basilaribus oblongis acutis serratis ; cafinulis interjectia

geminis, carina mediana prosiliente discum labelli versus

;

falculis geminis utrinque superadditis ; lamina oblonga acuta

uidulata velutina : columna clavata, labelli tertiam non sequante.

t Steno&permatiuiH, Schott, Prod. Syst. Aroid. (i860), p. 346.

—^. Wallisii, Mast., sp. nov.— Caudice assurgente ad nodos

radices emittente ; foUis approximatisbasi vaginantibuSj oblique

ovato-Ianceolatis ;
pedunculis folio sufFultiente longionbus gra-

cilibus erectis apice recurvis. spatha spadiceque nutantibus

sWxidi?,.'—spathiphyllum IVallisii, Hort. Veitch.—Columbia,
Wallis.

no uncommon occurrence, is the fact that the petiolar

portion of the leaf lags behind, in its development,
both the sheath and the blade.

The details in fig. 116 are :—A, spathe and spadix,

natural size, showing the brown stain on former where
rubbed by the point of pendulous spadix, and tlje

transparent indentations of spathe caused by the pres-

sure of flowers when in the bud state ; B, c, D, top,

side, and longitudinal section of flower, enlarged 4
diam. J E, stamen, enlarged 8 diam. ; F, pollen, en-

larged 1 60 diam. ; G, the cellular tissue, long vessels,

and two varieties of raphides found in walls of ovary
and elsewhere, enlarged 40 diam. M. Zl M»

SALLET.
Few branches of kitchen gardening have more

curiosities, in proportion to their importance, belong-

ing to them than salads. Their antiquity partly

accounts for this. Of all food, uncooked vegetables

are the simplest and the most primitive ; for however

carnivorous or piscivorous may have been the tastes

of pre-historic man, necessity, we may believe, would

occasionally drive him to a diet of green leaves and

(Menage derives the word from the Latin, salata^ or

jfl/, salt ; others from salcedo ; Du Cange from

salga7na, which is used in Ausonius and Columella in

the same sense) ; some add mustard, hard eggs, and

sugar ; others, pepper and other spices, with Orange

peel, saffron, &c. Some define sallet more generally as

a composition of plants and roots of several kinds, to

be eaten either raw or green, blanched or candied, by
themselves or mixed with others, and even occasion-

ally boiled, pickled, or otherwise prepared and dis-

guised, to render them more grateful to the palate. But

this definition includes potherbs, &:c., which the

generality of authors deny to be any proper salleting.

The principal sallet herbs, and those which
ordinarily make the basis of our English sallets, are

Lettuce, Celery, Endive, Cresses, Radish, and Rape,

&c. ; along with which, by way of furniture or

additionals, are Purslane, Spinach, Sorrel, Tarragon,

Burnet, Corn-sallet, and Chervil.

The different tastes of mankind will not allow any
certain mixture of these to be prescribed as most
agreeable ; but still, in mixing them, the relish of the
several herbs is to be considered—those, for instance,

Fig. 116.—spathe and structural details of stenospermatium wallisii.

uncooked roots, which he would strive to render as

palatable as possible by the teachings of traditional or

hereditary experience. In pictures of pastoral enter-

tainments, they naturally form part of the bill of

fare. Milton must have meant salad at the repast

" Where Corydon and Thyrsis met,
Are at their sav'ry dinner set

Of herbs and other country messes,
Which the neat-handed Phyllis dresses."

Hermits, too, have been supposed to live on

" Cresses from the brook and water from the spring
;

"

the date, however, of those vegetarian habits is con-

veniently vague. To approach a more determinate

epoch, Evelyn's Acelarza, or Discourse of Sallets^

should be known to most of our readers, at least by

repute. A more restricted number would be cognisant

of the account of sallet given by Dennis de Coetlogon,

in his Universal History of Arts and Sciences (1745),

which we therefore give for their enlightenment, as

the salad season is fast approaching. Here, singularly

enough, gardening or horticulture is treated of only

as a branch of agriculture*

Sallet, or salad, is a dish of eatable herbs ordinarily

accompanying roast meat, composed chiefly of crude

fresh herbage, seasoned with salt, oil, and vinegar

which are most hot and biting, as Cresses, Mustard,

Celery, Tarragon, Chervil, &c., with those that are

more cool and insipid to the taste, as Turnips, Rape,
Spinach, Lettuce, Corn-sallet, Purslane, &c. By this

means the herbs may be so judiciously mixed that the

too strong taste of one kind may not overpower all the

rest, and the insipid kinds be directly used to moderate

and qualify the heat and pungency of the others, as

the season of the year is more hot or cold, so as every

sallet may not only be agreeable to the taste, but also

physic to the body.

The gardeners call small herbs in sallets those which
should always be cut whilst in the seed-leaf, as

Cresses, Mustard, Radish, Turnip, Spinach, and
Lettuce : all which are raised from seeds sown in

drills or lines, from the middle of February to the end
of March, under glasses or frames, and thence to the

middle of May, upon natural beds warmly exposed,

and during the summer heats in more shady places;

and afterwards, in September, &c., as in March, &c,,

and lastly in the rigour of the winter in hotbeds. If

they chance to be frozen in very frosty weather putting

them in spring water two hours ere they be used

recovers them.
In gathering small herbs, the best way is to pull

them up by the roots from the hotbed. If the roots

be left, and a second crop of salleting sown on the

same bed, it will not prosper. In sowing second

crops it is to be observed that seeds of the same kind
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be not sown in the same place ; but the ground is to

be eased by varying its burden, putting hot seeds

where cold ones grew before, &c. Another rule is,

that no iilant be placed in the same spot where the

same kinds have grown before.

Winter sallets are greatly improved by blanched

Celery, which is a hot herb of a very rich flavour,

raised from seed sown in March and April, in a well-

exposed place, and transplanted six we:ks after its

first appearance into beds, where it remains till the

middle of June, and then planted in trenches, 8 or 10

inches wide and as many deep, first pruning off the

tops and roots. As they grow large they are to be

earthed up, within 4 or 5 inches of the top, which is

repeated several times, till they be tit for use. h'.ndivc

blanched is much used in winter sallets, tliough it have

neither taste nor flavour ; it is cultivated mucli after

the manner of Celery. Of Lettuce there are various

kinds, the best are the Roman, Dutch Brown, Impe-

rial, and Silesia kinds, all which cabbage well.

wanting ; it is a cordi.al herb, though not the most

agreeably tasted, yet a few leaves, or three or four of

the tender tops, give the sallet a good relish ; it is

propagated from slips, taken from the root, and
planted in March. Note, in the spring, Dandelion,

blanched, which is gathered in almost every ploughed

field, makes an excellent sallet, mixed with other

herbs. Some, likewise, gather Violet flowers. Cow-
slips, and blossoms of Uurrage, as part of the sallet

furniture : others, Fennel and Parsley.

Dressing of Satkts.—The Celery and Endive are to

have their hollow green stem or stalk stripped of all

its outside leaves, and sliced in the blanched part,

cutting the root into four p.arts. The other ingredient

herbs, being exipiisitely culled and cleansed of all

faulty leaves, iVc, are washed rather by sprinkling

than sobbing them in spring water, laid to drain off

all superfluous moisture, then shook and squeezed

together gently in a coarse cloth, to dispose them to

receive the seasonings, viz., the salt, vinegar, oil, &.C.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
I KEAR we are very ignorant of arboriculture, of the

theory of vegetation, and of the phenomena of plant

life. We do not study and observe. To see a thing

is not necessarily to observe it. "Observation" is

intellectual sight. Locke has truly said, "We know

a little, suspect more, and jump to a conclusion."

People should not only observe but " read, mark,

learn, and inwardly digest."

Peaches and Nectarines are my special hobbies,

and I have studied them since 1852. I have now
twenty of them under glass, and 124 outside of it.

They are in fine condition ; and though they are so

exposed, there is not a single blistered leaf on the

trees. Sir W. Marriott and Mr. Mansel Pleydell

called on Friday, April 23, and I pointed this out. I

have not disbudded the trees at all. Probably this

Fig, 117.—stenospermatium wallish.

They are commonly sown with other crops in March
for summer sallets, and in August to be transplanted,

or September to stand the winter, either to be cut for

winter sallets or to cabbage early next spring for

seed.

For the additional, or secondary sallet herbs,

Burnet is a cool perennial herb, whose tender leaves,

mixed with other herbs in the winter, give tlie agree-

able flavour of a Cucumber. It is propagated by
seed, sown in March. Corn sallet, raised at the

same time and in the same manner, makes a good
winter sallet furniture. Purslane, an insipid yet

cooling herb, is admired by some in winter sallets ; it

is raised by seeds, sown in March, in a warm place.

Sorrel is chiefly used in the spring, when the young
leaves are very agreeable ; it is raised from seeds,

sown in March, usually in drills or rows. Spinach
is a necessary ingredient in raw sallets, to be cut in

a young state ; but it is better for boiled sallets in the

winter or spring ; it is sown in March, April, or May,
and again in August, in a place well exposed to the

sun, that the leaves may be large enough for boiling

in winter, Tarracon, of all other.i, should never be

The oil Wot to be yellow or high coloured, but ol a

pale olive-green, without either taste or smell ; the

vinegar perfectly clear, neither sour nor pallid ; the

salt to be the best ordinary bay salt, clean, bright,

and dry. Some, indeed, recommend the essential

salts and spirits of vegetables, or those of the alcali-

zate and fixed kind, extracted from the calcination of

Balm, Rosemary, Wormwood, tSrc, and affirm that,

without eating the gross sallet herbs themselves, we
might have healing, cooling, generous, sallets wholly

out of the salt-cellar.

Note, in the proportion of salt, pepper, and vine-

gar, regard is to be had to the season, constitution,

&c. ; the two first being best for cold, the second for

hot stomachs and seasons. For a moderate sallet

vehicle, to three parts of oil put one of vinegar, or

lemon, or orange juice, and in the mixture steep

slices of Horse-radish, with a little salt ; occasionally

add a little Guinea pepper and mustard, with the yelks

of two eggs boiled, squeezed, and bruised into a

mash therein
;
pour the whole on the herbs, stirring

and mingling them till they be thoroughly imbibed.

E, S. D.\

would not be seen in any garden in England. I think,

therefore, a few observations, only as far as my ex-

perience goes, may be acceptable. I never write

what I have not experienced. I look to the trees all

the year round. It is impossible for a gentleman's

gardener to do the same. He has generally too many
things on his hands, too few labourers, and too few
pumps : the great deficiency in our English gardens is

water-power. One word on the management of the

trees. The trees should be kept as far as possible

equally balanced. The prosperity of the trees de-

pends in a great measure on the equalisation of the

sap throughout all the branches. This would probably

be the case if the trees were left to themselves. The
rush of sap is to the upright upper branches, next to

the upper horizontal branches, so that the lower

branches get less sap and move more languidly than

those at the summit. If a tree is unbalanced by being

strong on one side and weak on the other, the

strong side only should be cropped and the weak
side should be totally disfruited ; in this case the

strong branches should be inclined, without twisting

the branch, for that would cause gum, and the weak
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side branches elevated and allowed to have all their

leaves, which will draw the sap, and as many of the
leaves on the strong side as could be spared should be
taken off or cut in half. Over-fertilisation produces
non-fructification. Small well-ripened wood about
the size of a slate-pencil is the wood that bears fruit.

The slower the circulation of sap the smaller and
riper the wood will be, and greater will be the prospect
of fruit, as the wood will be smaller and the fruit-buds

more numerous. After a frosty night be careful not
to remove the shading suddenly ; if the sun comes out
powerfully it will wither the blossoms before they
have time to " set." In choosing Peach and Nectarine
trees see that they are good at the point of union
between the scion and the stock. This is most
important, for if the trees are bad there they never
can be good. Short pruning out-of-doors is more
likely to produce good crops than long pruning, for

they depend greatly on the ripening of the wood ; and
if you cannot ripen shoots 4 or 6 inches long, how can
you ripen shoots 16 or 24 inches long? I am a short
pruner for that reason. I disbud but little, and pinch
the shoots mainly to two, four, or sixjfuU-sized leaves

;

consequently I have many trees out-of-doors and
under glass supplied almost wholly with bouquets de
Mai. I have one Royal George under glass, well
fruited all over, upon bouquets de Mai, How pretty
such trees look when in flower.

hisects are now very busy, and should be looked
after. Methylated spirit is the best remedy for scale.

Dip a feather into it and touch them with the spirit

:

it kills them instantly. Mr. Rivers told me of it.

Syringe the trees for aphis. Stand sideways (not in
front) and syringe first one way and then the other.
If the edges of the leaves are curled you must pull them
off, squeeze, and burn them ; syringing will not get
them out of the curled leaves. Open the leaves and
you will see a colony.

Disbudding.—I disbud but little, and never till the
leaves are fully expanded. I can then select, taking
off bloated leaves, if there are any. The bloated
leaves are the effect of evaporation, cold, cutting
winds, and heat. Trees should be supplied with
water, which will enable them to keep up a supply of
moisture equal to the evaporation.

Leaves and Skin are the first and second lungs, and
both must be kept clean. If the foliage is bad or scant,
the fruit will not begood. There must be aleaf collateral
with the fruit or beyond, or the fruit will be flavourless.

Over-cropping and Over-wooding.—Neither of these
should be done. Three fruits in a square foot on a
strong tree is as much as it should have. Freshly
planted or weak trees should not have more than one
fruit in the same space. Probably it would be best to

let them have much less. If a sort is good, the bigger
the fruit is, the better is the quality and flavour. You
had better have one large Peach than two small ones.

In this case you have only one stone, and in the latter

two. Over-cropping estops flavour, and is injurious

to the next year's prospect, because the rush of sap is

to the fruit, and the tree cannot form bearing wood
for the next season. Disfruit the trees at several
times, and also disbud them at several times.

Gum.—This is the worst form of disease of all. It

is occasioned by tight ligatures, by straining the
branches, and by curbing the shoots all over the tree

at one time. Disbud and stop the shoots at several
times, or you will disturb the economy of the tree too
violently and produce gum. If gum oozes out scrape
it off and score the rind with your knife—an "empty
house is better than a bad tenant."

Canker.—This is usually attributed to the soil here ;

but it is a disease externally caused by violations of the
skin and rind, the roots have nothing to do with it.

The Ribston Pippin and Moorpark Apricot are much
given to it. Generally, but not always, it takes place
at the knots. I imagine the rains lodge there, and
the frost bites sharp where there is most moisture.

Ties and Nails.—I use matting, and not shreds, with
cast-iron nails. There is, therefore, no occasion for

drawing the nails, which leave holes for vermin. Give
the matting a twist, so as not to let the twig touch the
nail, and be sure not to tie too tightly or the shoot
above the tie will die, and gum will ooze out beneath.
Cast-iron nails are only 6^. per \ cwt. When they are
in the way a slight tap with the hammer will break
them off and leave the holes stopped up. I usually

leave them in their places and simply cut off the
matting. Just imagine the havoc long pruners with
shreds and nails must make in a wall !

Pointing Walls.—I have just had mine done, and
it cost me a great sum, but the winter made it neces-
sary. I used with the mortar Portland cement and
blacksmith's ashes, and the work is famous. Our
Dorset lime is not strong enough ; the best lime is the
Bridgewater lime. The winter has, indeed, been
severe, but now we have passed the rubicon

—

'

' For now the sullen winter 's past,

No more we fear the northern blast

:

Hark ! the birds melodious singf,

And sweetly usher in the spring.

"

W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford-Fitzpaine, April 26.

A PLEA FOR MOSSES.—II.

The drying winds of March have told on those

mosses that grow on trees, walls, or among grass,

but our own in the glass dishes look as fresh as ever,

and in damp woods and on moors they are still very
beautiful. Many species are now in fruit, which
renders the distinguishing of them much easier, and
as it is always more satisfactory to note from plants

growing in their natural positions, I shall try to

describe those collected during the last week of

March.

Bartramia pomiformis is lovely now, completely
dotted over with its bright green erect Apples, and
forms a great contrast at present to the other dried-up
mosses on the stone dykes, but I observed its tufts

were generally close up to the top of the retaining
wall, thus getting shade and shelter from the over-
hanging dead grasses.

Bryum capillaris (greater matted Thread-moss) is

also in beautiful oblong nodding fruit ; the capsules
are very transparent, and set on reddish orange setre

—all the fresher when growing among the two little

wall Ferns, Asplenium Ruta-muraria and A. Tricho-
manes. A 5-inch saucer with this pair of common
mosses in, is at present a most " dainty dish " of fruit.

Little curled up dark green tufts of Orthotrichum
crispum (curled Bristle-moss) with its minute ter-

minal capsules, catch the eye on trunks of trees ; it is

a very distinct moss—the tufts are usually about the
size of a halfpenny. On a stone wall, among the
bright orange patches of that commonest lichen,
Parmelia parietina, was the minute Grimmia Doniana
(Donian Grimmia), the whole plant of which does not
exceed an eighth of an inch in height, and is of a dark
brown ticked with gold capsules ; G. pulvinata looks
quite a large moss beside it, with its pale yellow
seed-vessels safely buried among its leaves (fur would
be a fitter word to use, and very like mice are the
grey cushions of this moss !) Walking down a burn
course (the little streams are nearly dry) one com-
mands both moss-covered banks and the hollows
under the roots of trees, where one is sure to find
finer specimens of the beautiful Bryum ligulatum than
those got in January. It might pass for the favourite
Killarney Fern, Trichomanes, or some exotic filmy
Fern.

On the stones which water should cover are both
the large and small Fontinalis j F. minor (Lightfoot)
has its capsules "growing out of the ends of the
lateral branches, which is the most material distinc-

tion " between the two. It grows three or four inches
long, while F. antipyretica (great Water-moss) is in
waving dark masses of 8 or 10 inches. Hypnum
dendroides (tree-like Feather.moss) is a great beauty ;

growing among the grass and rushes it catches the
eye at once by its thick top of rich velvety green
standing erect on a bare stem, tree-like—it seldom
fruits : and in complete contrast to this Hypnum is

H. undulatum (waved Feather-moss), distinct in its

young and full grown state, when the flattened and
almost white branches are seen trailing down a damp
bank. I did not find it in fruit ; it reminded me
almost of a Lycopod. In fine fruit on trees and
walls was H. rutabulum (common rough-stalked
Feather-moss); the little bright brown capsules thickly
dotted over the large masses of this most common
British moss make it very attractive, and common
also is H. prcelongum (very long Feather-moss), not in
fruit, but, as I found it, distinct from its very fine,

almost hairy appearance, and hght green, though it

is a variable species. One great stumbling-block to
the beginner is the very different situations the same
moss will be found growing in, and of course its

character altered accordingly. On the wet moor just
now Polytrichum commune is the most attractive
plant, 6 inches high, with clusters of its stalks termi-
nated with a kind of " rosaceous cup " of a bright
red colour, and on a dry bank is the same
"common Hair-moss," too short to be plucked
by the fingers, and requiring to be poked out with the
point of the knife ; true, its bright red cup and well
known capsule are the same. " This cup is looked
upon by Linnceus as the female flower of this moss, but
Heller is of opinion that it is only the germ or origin of
anew stalk, which frequently rises from the centre,"
and which again becomes sometimes proliferous ; and
this is the opinion of botanists of the present time.

Then again, in a young state mosses, like Ferns, give
little indication of which species they are, and treasures

turn out the most common Hypnum or Bryum, or
perhaps no moss at all, merely Conferva, like the
pale green mould one skims off soil anywhere, every-
where. A lens, possibly, would prove the fact of a
seedling moss, but I am sure, for amateurs, learning
first without such aid is best : it will be many a year
before they exhaust what should be known and seen
by the naked eye. Linnaeus, we read, to the last

seldom used a microscope
;
possibly this was a little

weakness or boast of the great botanist, but there is

no doubt the less paraphernalia the young student
begins with the better. The want of this and that as

excuses for ignorance are far oftener cloaks for laziness
and want of application, and we amateurs will learn
more by teaching our own eyes to observe and
see, than we shall from erratic poring through
a lens. The ground in an open wood, prin-
cipally of Fir trees, is covered with large clumps
of the dark green velvet Bryum hornum (Swan's-
neck Thyme—Thread-moss), attractive in its young
state, fitting tight to the soil, and when the hand-
some pendulous capsule is, as at present, in perfec-
tiont, the fruit-stalk, though tall, is so slender that the
eye catches the bright green seed-vessel and misses the
seta. Polytrichum juniperinum (Juniper-leaved Hair-
moss) likes the damp wood also, and is distinct with
its arrow-head-shaped capsule standing erect. No
bright-coloured gemmje did I find on this Polytri-
chum. Close by on the sides of the wide open drains
were patches of Hepaticse. No greenhouse pots
can be kept free from the Hepatic moss—Marchantia
polymorpha—a real pest, which forms a tight green
cake on the surface of the soil, most detrimental to
the legitimate plant in the pot ; and M. conica is of
darker green, and grows in larger patches—a most
peculiar-looking plant. Tall transparent foot-stalks
(some I measured were above 3 inches long) rising
from the flat leaf-like surfaces, some with a black
bead-like head (nothing so like them as the horns and
eyes, commonly so called, of snails), and others burst
with a yellowish four-sided open sort of flower—hardly
possible to hft the patches without breaking the pale,
clear foot-stalks, so very short-lived are they when
taken home. Although not mosses, it was impossible
not to be attracted by these Liverworts, nor, spreading
out my booty on a felled Birch so as to select the
best specimens, could I resist collecting the various
lichens on that single trunk—tight-fitting circles of
Pertusaria communis, light round the edge, of darker
grey in the centre ; Parmelia olivacea, greenish in
colour, growing the same way, and both requiring a
slice of the bark to come off with them ; large frizzly

tufts of Usnea barbata (Tree Hair), and of Ramalina
farinacea, with flat fronds like stag's horns ; Cladonia
deformis, mealy white horns growing among the
others, all so utterly common that thinking of a damp
climate and ill-drained land at once brings before one
these particular grey lichens. On an Oak stump were
layersjupon layers of Polyporus versicolor (Cock of the
Woods), a very common woody fungus—according to
age shaded in half circles of many colours, from pale
lilacs, greys, fawns, browns, to almost black ; and
growing close to it were tufts of the black and grey
homed Hypoxylon vulgare (Candlewicks, as they are
commonly called). After Mr. Smith's " confession,"

p. 398, funguses are not likely to be studied by the
many ; still they will come up among mosses to attract

one's attention and interest as well as the lichens ; and
while passing among trees it is impossible not to know
or to escape from the green dust of that invisible

fungus, Chlorococcum—that silent witness against tree-

climbing, bird-nesting, fruit-stealing boys. F. J. Hope,
JVardie Lodge^ April.

THE CLEMATIS AS AN
EXHIBITION PLANT.

That the modem varieties of Clematis admit of

being grown into specimens will be readily admitted
by those who saw the plants exhibited by Messrs. G.

Jackman & Sons, of Woking, at South Kensington
last year, or who witness the exhibition which opens
to-day in the Regent's Park. Those, indeed, who
avail themselves of this latter opportunity of seeing

the first Clematis exhibition of any importance which
has yet been held in public, will meet with a floral

treat of which they can probably form no conception.

If, however, the imagination can paint the effect

which will be yielded throughout the month of May
by upwards of 400 well-grown plants, in splendid

condition as to health and vigour, and bearing a crop

of over 20,000 flowers, then some idea may be formed
of the display which is provided by the Messrs.

Jackman in;the gardens of the Royal Botanic Society.

To Mr. G. Jackman must certainly be accorded the

credit, not only of first directing attention to these

plants by raising C. Jackmanni, but also of showing
the public how the Clematis ought to be grown in order

to take position as an exhibition plant. His first

essays were made with the late summer-flowering
varieties, which required a totally different treatment
to that accorded to those now about to be exhibited

;

in the former the cultivation proved to be a kind of
struggle against the weakening influence of pot or
tub culture upon plants which naturally strike their

roots deep into the open soil, and ramble far and
wide, blossoming as they go. To get plants of this

habit to furnish with vigorous blossoms the necessarily

ample space over which they had to be trained was a
feat requiring considerable knowledge of the wants
and habits of the plants, and was thoroughly

'
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well accomplished, as the displays at the London and

provincial shows of the last few years have borne

full testimony. Last {year Mr. Jackman sought for

new laurels in another field, and won an easy victory,

as many of the plants then shown at the Crystal

Palace, at South Kensington, and at the Regent's

Park, furnished sufficient evidence. This year the

exhibition, being arranged for the month of May,
will naturally consist mainly of the spring- flowering

and early summer-flowering varieties, but to these,

for the s:ike of the contrast of colour they afTord, will

be added a selection of the late kinds brought forward

by.forcing.

the occasion of the visit of His Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of Russia, with the Duchess of ICJinburgh

and suite.

The plants were placed in- what is called the

(Jueen's Corridor, right and left of the principal

staircase leading to tlic Roy.al box, and one of these,

leading to the Imperial ban(|ueting-room, in which

the specimens of Clematis were shown intermixed

with other plants, is represented in fig. 119. Of the

plants themselves we need only say that their massive

star-shaped blossoms of various hue were most effective

in this combination, and elicited marked admiration

from the Imperial party. The other and smaller

features of the floral decorations. This is sufficiently

well shown in the illustration.

No one who cares for flowers, and certainly no one

who cares for the Clematis, should fail to see this

grand exhibition, upon which no small amount of

skill and trouble have been expended by Mr. Jack-

man and his very efficient stafT. It will, as we have

already &aid, remain open nearly throughout the

month of May—from May i to May 25—and in its

successive stages will be well worth visiting as often

as opportunity may permit, on account of the suc-

cession of varieties which will be brought forward as

they come into blossom.

Fig. iiS.—staircase leading to the royal box, crystal palace, decorated with clematis.

With what success the plants have been treated

will be apparent when we state that the larger

specimens, which form considerably over half the

number of those prepared for the show, cover a

balloon-shaped wire trellis, measuring about 2 feet

high, and nearly as much across, and that these carry

flower-buds which average fully seventy per plant,

and which in a large proportion of the plants mount
up to upwards of 100 flowers each. Some of the

later kinds indeed run up to 140 or 150 blossom-

buds. One of these plants fully blown will therefore

be, of itself, quite an exhibition.

We are able to give some idea of the effect pro-

duced by the Clematis when grown as an exhibition

plant, by means of two engravings (figs. 118, 119) from
photographs taken at the Crystal Palace last year, on

sketch (fig. 118) shows two of the plants which were
honoured with a prominent position in the decoration

of the staircase above referred to—a point which
proved to be very difficult to set off to advantage, but

which the happy thought of draping with the bold

flowers of the Clematis, hit off exactly ; the selected

plants had flowers of a pure white and deep mauve
colour respectively, and the admixture of these

two colours proved exceedingly telling. Our figure

represents these plants, after they had been taken off

the trellis on which they had been grown, and had
been trained around a thick iron column, which is

one of the mainstays of the structure at this point,

and which when covered with the blossoms of the

Clematis in the manner indicated, instead of being an

eyesore, was converted into one of the most attractive

Jome C0rrespn:bente.

The Lambton Castle Vines.—The paper on Vine
growing by Mr. Hunter in the Gardener s Chronicle

at p. 499 is most interesting. Whatever a man writes

on the culture of a fruit which he has brought to

greater perfection than any man has ever done before,

not only deserves but demands attention. The only

question of interest to me is, To what part of his treat-

ment is his great success owing ? We cannot suppose

the situation favourable, at any rate. Land of such a

nature that it was necessary to build vineries on pile?,

is hardly the situation one would choose for a garden.

Then, again, though in such a place a hard and im-

penetrable surface on which to lay a Vine border
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might be and probably was a necessity—and granting
the necessity, we see the arrangements for drainage
were all that could be desired—still few would
attribute Mr. Hunter's success to concrete under
his Vine border. Many of us would say that
though such an arrangement may be necessary in many
places, yet it is always to be regretted. An impene-
trable subsoil is a thing no one covets when farming,
a substratum made artificially so impervious as to cut
off all capillary attraction is not what one would
choose as the foundation of a Vine border. Then,
again, the soil or rather compost prepared for Mr.
Hunter's Vines differs little from what is gener-
ally recommended. Situation, soil, climate—there
is nothing in any of these to prepare us for expecting
bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes more than
20 lb. in weight. To what, then, must we attribute
his astounding success ? Is it to the fact that he every
year disturbs his Vine border with steel forks ? I
should say his success is a proof how carefully the
operation of forking has been performed and how
good-natured a plant the Vine is, but I for one
cannot look upon this practice as being good in itself.

We know that old Vines are greatly benefited, when
from improper management their roots have all left

the surface of a Vine border, if the soil destitute of
roots is carefully removed, and fresh turfy soil placed
over the roots to a moderate depth. We also know
that Vines may be carefully transplanted into a fresh
border and receive little check the first season, and with
advantage in future years ; but that an annual disturb-
ance of the roots of a Vine would be beneficial is what
we should be hardly prepared to expect. If such treat-
ment proves to be beneficial, then we may be glad that
Mr. Hunter's groundless fear of wireworm has led
him to the discovery—for I am quite sure his fear was
groundless. Growing, as I do, thousands of pot
Vines in fresh green turf, just cut from the field
(full of wireworms, as a matter of course), eithei

called a natural soil ; what are these growing in .'

If also the nature of the soil from which the turf was
procured had been stated, it would have been more
satisfactory. It surely must have been a very heavy
soil to bear one cartload of lime scraps, one of charcoal,
and one of burnt clay, besides manure and bones, to
only six cartloads of turf. J. R. Pearson, Chikodl.

Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Castle Gardens, has
once or twice drawn attention to the light rainfall in
his neighbourhood, in connection with his successful
Grape growing (see p. 499) ; but it is perfectly clear,
in his case, that the rainfall may mean anything or
nothing. Whether the water falls from the skies or from
a watering-pot is of no consequence. The question is.

How many inches of water did his Vine borders receive
from all sources during the season ? It is stated that
14,280 gallons have been given to one vinery by
the watering-pot, from March till July; but as neither
the length nor the breadth of this border is given,
these figures give no exact information. Perhaps Mr.
Hunter will kindly supply this omission, and then
your readers can judge for themselves. Emjuirer.

Doronicum caucasicum for Ribbon Borders.
—This plant helps to form one of the most effective
ribbon borders imaginable. We have used it for that
purpose for years, as well as for bedding, &c. At
this time we have a walk 100 yards in length, with a
ribbon border on each side, both being filled alike,
and as follows :—The back row Doronicum, then a
double row of Anemone coronaria, next a line of
variegated Arabis, followed by one of Aubrietia
purpurea, and a beading of Golden Pyrethrum about
3 inches wide next the Box, c&c. I have not seen
anything to surpass the above arrangement. J. Grey,
Normanton, Stamford.

The True Double English Daffodil.—I am

wireworm before this ; but neither have we seen roots
of Vines injured, or, indeed, the roots of any tree or
shrub, though every gardener knows how injurious
those insects are to many plants and vegetables. Mr.
Hunter may rest assured the wireworms were feeding
on the roots of grasses in his turf soil, though they
preferred his rape-cake, and would have been glad of
a sweet Apple, a piece of Carrot, or even a Potato.
Had they any taste for his Vine roots his Vines
would have stood a poor chance indeed. According
to my ideas we still have to look for the cause of Mr.
Hunter's success ; and I should be inclined to think
it was chiefly attributable to ventilation and abundant
supplies of water and manure-water. The more arti-
ficial any culture is the greater necessity there is for
close attention ; and we all know what a mess some
people make of Vine culture in pots, or in heated
borders, or planted altogether inside houses, or on
beds of concrete. In such cases the requirements of
a Vine must be furnished by the cultivator, as little is

left to Nature. Mr. Hunter's paper shows his heart
is in his Vine culture ; the careful ventilation— the
record of temperature taken four times a day—proves
this.^ The strong points of his culture seem to me
ventilation and watering. Strong, healthy foliage
made under the influence of fresh air and a growing
temperature would have a very different appearance,
and would feel to the touch very different to foliage
produced in an atmosphere more fitted for Ferns than
Vines. Then, again, he must have the command of
plenty of water and the means of readily warming it,

seeing that he can put on 5000 gallons of water at a
time in a tepid state. When we remember the ample
drainage provided below his border, and that fully one-
third of the materials of his compost was lime scraps,
charcoal,_and burnt clay, it is quite clear he could
hardly give too much water ; and nothing is more
certain than that Vines generally get too little. Again,
strong, healthy foliage, on which air plays freely, in a
warm atmosphere, must take up and give off an
enormous quantity of moisture ; and when this water
has passed through rich soil, or has been charged
with guano, it must leave much behind in the wood
and foliage of the Vines. When the results are so
astonishing we must all be anxious to know to what
they are due. There can have been no bad practice :

the thing to know is, what there was so much better
than that of acknowledged good cultivators as to
produce Grapes twice as large as most of the best
growers can show us, with all their skill. There are
several pomts not very clear in Mr. Hunter's paper.
He says, " After getting a cement and brick bottom
to my satisfaction, some 4 feet in depth "—I should
suppose he means 4 feet from the surface ; if so, what
depth of soil is there in the border, and on what
principle has he made 4 feet of it below the surface ?

He can hardly mean he has provided a mass of con-
crete 4 feet thick. Then, again, the size of the house
is not given, or the size of border to which the water
was applied. Again, what are we to understand by
" I had a small house of Vines planted, void of natural
soil, except a small quantity which was used to sur-
round the newly-planted Vines," &c. ? The compost
used on a large scale by Mr. Hunter can hardly be

^wwiiua, as ci iiiaiLcr ui course), eitner my of.-.,M ,i,«,. ht c\,- i tt-i , t, , .- .
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yself must have seen a root injured by ^f'^^''!'!'^'
Mr. Sh.rley Hibberd'sdefimtion of this plant--"-'

. . . .
' ' I at p. 535 will be rather apt to mislead, and, judging

from his remarks, I cannot help thinking that he had
never seen the true variety, or he would not have
doubted the accuracy of Mr. Worthington Smith's care-
ful engraving at p. 500, which represents one phase of
the true double-flowered English Daflbdil very cor-
rectly. Mr. Hibberd at p. 535 says :—"The distinc-
tive character of this form is that the tube or crown
is intact, the doubling taking place within it." But
unfortunately, this definition is insufficient, inasmuch
as the corona frequently bursts open or is slit into
irregular segments, and then the result is a Rose-
shaped flower. On the other hand, the common double
Spanish Daffodil frequently has the duplicate segments
confined inside the corona, just as shown in Mr.
Smith's figure, but then the flower is much deeper
coloured and larger. The difference between the true
double English Daffodil and the common double of
gardens, fields, and orchards is very apparent when
both are seen together, but the main distinctions of
size and colour are difficult to define by descriptions.
The true double English Daffodil is little more thanhal'f
the size of the common double, the perianth segments
being pale sulphur, and the coronal segments clear
chrome-yellow. In the common Spanish double, on the
other hand, the perianth segments are chrome-yellow,
greenish behind, while the coronal segments are of a
deep orange-yellow. When Mr. Barr rediscovered
the true double English Daffodil last spring (1874), he
kindly brought me two flowers to sketch . One of these
flowers was rose-shaped, and composed of sulphur-
tinted perianth segments, amongst which were dis-
persed the deeper yellow coronal divisions. The other
form had the corona intact, the duplication of coronal
and perianth segments being confined within its radius,
and six of the perianth segments were quite normal
and in their proper position. It is curious to note
that the duplication of the true double English Daffo-
dil in Mr. Barr's collection this year is confined to
coronal segments only, as shown in Mr. Smith's
engraving

; but last year they had duplicate perianth
segments also developed. I believe Mr. Hibberd
is quite right when he refers to some of the
monstrous many-centred flowers of N. Pseudo-
Narcissus var. grandi-plenus as being in reality
fused or coherent umbels on normal scapes, and
I can quite understand that in some of the
more plethoric flowers there are traces not only of
depauperated foliage, but also of incipient bulbs.
This state of things, however, is confined to the
grandi-plenus form of N. Pseudo-Narcissus v. major,
and the double-flowered form of N. (Philogyne)
odorus, which also occasionally produces flowers
having two or three centres, but then it is conjunctive
with the metamorphosis of stamens into coronal
segments, and often a multiplication of the perianth
divisions. This extreme subumbellate state of dupli-
cation is never shown in the true double English Daf-
fodil, or, if so, I have never seen examples. Double
Fuchsias are very different to double Daffodils, for in
the majority of cases they have eight stamens, and
the style quite normal, and often bear perfect seed as
freely as the single kinds ; indeed, if my memory
serves me rightly, I believe one old purple-flowered
variety, named Sir Colin Campbell, having duplicate

petals, fruits very profusely. This I believe is never
the case with double Daffodils, and some of the single
flowered species never fruit naturally, and can rarely
be made to do so by artificial means. It must not
be forgotten that both the plants here alluded to are
but double-flowered varieties of N. Pseudo-Narcissus,
not separatespecies ; so no one need feel surprised if

they are found to slide into each other eventually,
just as is now the case with the single forms, from
which they have in all probability originated.

Hardy Varieties of Broccoli.—In the midland
counties Broccoli in general has been severely tested
this winter, and some varieties have succumbed to the
severe frost in the last week in December. Osborne's
Winter White was the tenderest with me, being nearly
all killed, but in the same plot Snow's Winter and
Backhouse's Early, with Dilcock's Bride, have stood
well

; but their coming in has been very irregular and
much later than usual. In December I had all their
heads laid down to the north close to the ground, and
a wisp of dry hay put on the head of every plant.
This was done before the severe frost occurred, on the
last days in December, and it saved them from being
much injured. Where dry Fern fronds can be pro-
cured, these are still better than hay, as they are not
so liable to be blown about by high winds. A nice
break of Watt's Excelsior, the Leamington, and
Cooling's Matchless Broccolis was done in the same
way, and they are now coming in and showing nice
white heads, but not so large as last year, and at least
two weeks later. All the above varieties are excellent,
and may be reckoned on as quite hardy, where a little

attention is paid to preserve them in severe winters.
The later sorts of Broccoli, such as Carter's Champion
and Cattell's Eclipse, have not been laid down nor
covered in any way here, and they have stood the
winter quite uninjured, and will produce a good
supply in May and June. Kenna's Late White and
Lauder's Late White Goshen are likewise two very
late and hardy Broccolis as grown here this year.

'

William Tillery.

The Prince of Wales Plum.—I believe the
chief cause of the frequent losses of Prince of Wales
Plum trees arises from their having been grafted on an
improper stock. The stosk best suited to it is the
common Plum, which I think is the scarcest of all
Plum stocks, and perhaps the most difficult to propa-
gate. Consequently the Mussel, Brussels, or Brompton
are used, and these are obtained from suckers taken
from old-established trees, and m.iy be of mixed kinds
and quite unsuited to the longevity of the Prince of
Wales Plum, although it grows more vigorously upon
these than on the common Plum. I am inclined to
think the very fact of the robust growth tends to
shorten its life. The Mussel stock is the least inju-
rious of these improper stocks, but the only safe stock is

the true common Plum. I cannot reconcile to my
mind any of the causes assigned for its failure in the
several letters that have appeared in your columns.
Mr. Brehaut's plan for covering the trees with paper
in spring is simply ridiculous, when the great extent
of land covered by this favourite Plum is considered.
It would be an impossibility, and I believe it would
at the same time be quite useless. I am more in-
clined to put my trust in the discovery made by Mr.
Barron, of Borrowash, some years ago, in the matter
of the dying out of the limbs of Apricot trees, which
he fully convinced me was caused by October Irosts
catching the sap either before it had descended or
before it became consolidated and the wood ripened.
In the case of the Apricot, although the branch is
struck in October it does not show the defect till the
following summer, when the leaves are expanded and
the fruit is about half an inch long, when the sun
calls upon the tree to support the fruit, which it can-
not do, but dies of apoplexy. It may be argued that
if one branch is struck by frost why should not others
suffer ? To this I reply that frost always makes its

own selections, and I believe it will be found that the
most robust branches are affected first. And so it

may be with the Prince of Wales Plum, from its being
excited into excessive growth by a stock that lures it

on and then destroys it. That Cherry trees are thus
affected in October I have not the least doubt, espe-
cially if the October frosts have been accompanied by
wet weather. My observation goes to show that we
do not attach sufficient importance to the destruction
of vegetation by October frosts, and if protection is

to be given to trees, October is the time to give it.

Many a farmer can tell of the enormous loss the
country suffered about eight years ago from the de-
struction of the Mangel crop by an early October
frost : many a pit did I see opened the following
spring showing a mass of putrefaction. C. Lee,
Hoinislffio,

Mulberry Trees for Australia.—In your last
issue a correspondent asks for information as to how
he can best send the Mulberry to Australia—whether
as cuttings or plants. At the present season neither
mode would be successful, as the buds are just burst-
ing ; the best time to send the young trees is the month
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of November, and any nurseryman would pack them

suitably. If catlings are sent they should be taken

from well-ripened shoots of the year's growth, tied

in small bundles, and both ends dipped in softened

pitch or resin, and then packed in a case with layers

of crushed charcoal between the bundles and cuttings.

They should be sent from England in the month of

November or December, and the case may be either

soldered down or secured with a lid fitting rather

closely. I am not aware of any useful variety of

Mulberry not already in the Australian colonies ; and

it is just possible your correspondent may be giving

himself unnecessary trouble and expense in sending

out plants of which the colonists have an abundant

stock. If your correspondent is desirous of sending

out something useful to his friends or to those im-

portant colonies, I shall be happy to afford him

information as to plants not very well represented

at present in the Australian colonies. W. Cliirson,

Hayes, Kent.

Picea concolor.—I h.ave been much interested

from first to last in Mr. Murray's remarks on Picea

concolor, or, as he would call it, P. grandis, var.

concolor, and the reasons he assigns for considering

it so related. He informs us that he grounded his

opinion on having seen P. grandis in its native Rocky
Mountains with all the characters that this species

presents; and he adds that he found "very great

differences in the habit of trees of P. grandis growing

side by side. One would bear its leaves scattered

thin and sparingly, and wide apart ; another would

have its foliage twice as thick ; one would have long

leaves, as in lasiocarpa and Lowiana ; another quite

near it would have them only half the length. And
even in colour a great difference was constantly to be

seen ; one would be of a darker green, another

yellowish olive, a third nearly white, and so on."

We who have been accustomed to look upon plants

raised from seeds sent home from the Pacific coast and

Vancouver's Island, have seen in them no such varia-

bility. In holding the opinion that this form of Picea

is a variety of P. grandis Mr. Murray differs from

Dr. Eiigelmann and M. Koezl, both trained botanists

in the field, who, having seen it in its native habitat,

consider it a distinct species ; and M. RoezI at

least thinks it more closely related to P. lasiocarpa of

I looker than any other known species, which opinion is

certainly strengthened by all that I know of this

Conifer. I have about fifty fuUy-mitured leaves of

it whicll I selected from among the seeds disposed of

by the Messrs. Sander ^v: Co., St. Albans, and they

certainly indicate close relationship to P. lasiocarpa,

but differ from its leaves in having almost the entire

upper surface from edge to edge dotted with stomata,

whereas the band of stomata that runs along the

middle of the upper face of the leaves of lasiocarpa

occupies not more than one-half the leaf-surface, the

remaining portion on either side being of a light

green. But this is not the case in P. concolor, the

whole leaf-surface, upper and under, being covered

with a whitish mealiness. Now I know that Mr.
Murray has elsewhere {^Proceedings of the Royal Horti'

cnlliiral Society, No. 5, vol. iii.) expressed great faith

in the number of lines of stomata as a specific cha-

racter, and, taking him at his word, I now ask him
whether this new form of Picea, with almost the entire

upper surface of its leaves dotted and striated with

stomata, together with their length, shape, and dis.

position on the branches, comes not nearer to P.

lasiocarpa than it does to P. grandis with its channelled

leaves destitute of stomata in the upper fice? Besides

these leaves I have within easy reach a dozen or more
two-year-old seedling plants of P. concolor that differ

from P. lasiocarpa (Parsonsiana or Lowiana) of the

same age, mainly in the way that I have already

indicated, and in showing no signs of a channel

on the upper face, and in being bluish white

instead of pale green, as in P. lasiocarpa. The hun-

dreds of seedlings that we have of this new Conifer,

now in the seed leaf, also differ from those of P. lasio-

carpa growing alongside of them in that they have
from five to seven seed-leaves (P. lasiocarpa having
from six to eight), and in being of a beautiful bluish-

white colour, certainly very distinct from any Picea

that has ever before been raised in England. It

matters not to the botanical world whether this Picea

is more closely related to P. grandis than to P. lasio-

carpa ; but the case is dilferent with those who are

interested, pecuniarily and otherwise, in the culti-

vation of Piceas. To them a bluish-white form of

P. grandis would certainly be an acquisition and a

plant to be desired ; but how much greater an acqui-

sition, and how much more desirable, would be a

hoary or bluish-white form of the already highly orna-

mental P. lasiocarpa, I leave them to answer. And
now, just a word as to the probable hardiness of this

Picea. The two-year-old plants that I have already

referred to have, in company with a number of plants

of other species of Picea, been wintered in a cool

house, but for the last four weeks or so they have
been subjected to a little artificial heat, and the con-

sequence is, that the plants of P. concolor are now
bursting their buds, and exhibit about the same
degree of advancement that P. magnifica, notably the

most tardy of known Piceas, exhibits ; while others,

such as Piceas Pindrow, Webbiana, and firma,

similarly circumstanced, have made from 2 to 3 inches

of growth, so that cultivators of this Picea need

have nothing to fear from spring frosts. George

Syine.

Horticultural Shows at South Kensington.—
There seems to be some misapprehension among ex-

hibitors as regards the 50 per cent, reduction on the

prizes. Some are of opinion that it applies to the

whole of the shows during 1S75. whilst others be-

lieve tliat it does not include May 12, June 2, and

July 7. This is a matter that ought to be clearly

understood, seeing the effect that the fifty of( has had

already. The Society must now be saving money.

Last Wednesday's schedule offered ^'72 15.1., and

according to the awards only ,^8 7J. dd. was given,

so that we may conclude that the Society will not

only soon be able to pay last year's prizes, but have a

good balance at their bankers. W. B.

Araucaria imbricata.~We have not succeeded

in growing a single plant to perlection in our botanic

garden, which is situated upon a chalky gravel. They
grow tolerably well for a few years, but then the

white resinous substance begins to form amongst the

leaves at the end of the stem or branches. It extends,

and the plants gradually die off. My idea is, that

the chalk in the soil is the cause, but I should much
like to know the experience of others. Several of

the Pine tribe 'will not grow in our soil. C. C. Balling-

Ion, Cambridge.

A Perpetual Flower Garden.—Would any of

your correspondents favour me with their experience?

We have three windows commanding a small plot of

ground in front of the house, facing west. I wish to

keep this always supplied with plants in flower,

especially in the spring months, and propose making
a single tier of rockwork, so as to have pockets which

will have some protection from sun, wind, and driving

rain ; a few of these, would have fixtures in the shape

of small evergreens, such as Skimmia japonica.

Ledums, Gualtheria procumbens, the dwarfest Retino-

sporas, &c. ; the others would have empty flower-pots

fixed in them ; in these, plants in pots, bloomed else-

where, would be placed and renewed as required. I

should think that by this means a constant succession

of pretty flowers could be kept up as in a conservatory

without very much trouble, and that the partial pro-

tection of the rock pockets would sufficiently pro-

tect from weather to prevent them becoming much
draggled except from very hard frosts. If any of your

correspondents have tried anything of the sort, and
would communicate the results in your columns, I

should be much obliged. George F. Wilson, Heather-

bank, Wcybridge Heath. [The empty pots might be

plunged in cocoa-nut refuse with advantage. Eus ]

The Past Winter.— I think we may now venture

to reckon up the gains and losses of the past winter,

which I consider to have been one of the most try-

ing that we have had for many years. I therefore

send, according to promise, a list of plants of whose
hardiness I was doubtful, with the results of the winter

upon them. All have been equally unprotected,

except that some may have been in more sheltered

spots than others. The following, I fear, are dead :—

Eucalyptus obliqua

,, amygdalina
,. corynocalyx

Callitris ciipressiformis

Convolvulus Cneorutn
SlatiM echioicjei

Salvia tarax. rifolia

Fuchsia Domini.lna
Boykinia occidentalis

Modiota geranioides
Cheiranthus mutabilis
Hypericum balearicum
Heuchera himalayensis
Erigeron glaucum
Solanum jasmtnoides (ii

open border).

The following are all alive, though some of them have

been more or less injured :

—

Callirhiie iiivolucrata

Orchis foliosa

Tritonia aurea
Tulbaghia alliacea

Habranthus pratensis

jasminoides (against Tricyrtis macropoda
Saxifraga Fortuiici

\ aithiopica ,, mutata
Cyrtomiiitn Fortune!
Margyricarpus setosus

Mandevilla suaveolens Geum capense
Lastrea atrata
Psoralea Pourcei
Kniphofia caulescens
Eccremocarpus scaber

I purpurt
Xlphic
Vallut.-

Umliilicus Libanotis

Pterostyrax hispidulum

Iris fimbriala
Pelargonium Endlicheriai

Cyclobothra pulcbeila

1 Hulke,
I I.enlisc

Peni Pain
pilo:

Diplacus glutmosus
Hypericum Coris
Rubus australis

Globularia nana

Beliis rotund, co^rulescens

Eupatorium ageratoides
Eulalia japonica

Arisarum vulgare
Leuzea conifera
Polygonum filifolium

Philesia buxifolia

In this list I should like to dr

Mutisia decurrens. My plant

was very doubtful about leaving it out ; but the winter

has not only had no bad effect upon it, but the plant

has been actually growing slowly but steadily all the

winter, so that it has now shoots of this year's growth

' special attention to

IS a small one, and I

of more than 8 inches. The plant may, therefore, be

highly recommended as a hardy climber. Its flowers

are very handsome, an<l its leaves very curious ; their

shape is very quaint, and each leaf is terminated by a

long double tendril. I am .so much pleased with the

plant, that I would try the beautiful M. ilicilolia if I

could meet with it, but I fear it is very scarce. There

are many plants that have not yet sufficiently declared

themselves to he placed in either of the above lists j

but I can send you a supplemental list if you so wish.

I hope others will send you similar lists. Henry M.
Jillacombc, Bitton Vicarage, Gloucestershire.

Primroses Changing Colour.—What is the

cause of the common Primrose turning pink ? In my
shrubbery borders this spring a large proportion of

the plants have produced pink flowers, having hitherto

produced yellow flowers. Many old plants have half

their flowers yellow and half pink ; some flowers

appear to be in a transition state. The yellow and
piirk flowers on the same plants differ in shape, the

pink being thinner flowers, with larger intervals

between the petals. I gave the border which contains

them a dressing of riddled garden heap, chiefly leaf-

mould, in winter. I have often noticed the pink

variety before, both wild and in cultivation, but have

never observed a similar transition. I have not the

same doubt about this transformation as I had about

that of the Daffodils. C. ]V. D., Eton.

Horticultural Exhibitions.- -At a time when
the metropolitan and neighbouring societies are offer-

ing prizes at their exhibitions which, with the single

exception of the Royal Horticultural Society's prin-

cipal summer show, are of such paltry value as to

produce nothing better than the mere shadow of what
these exhibitions once were— and, to make matters

still worse, in some cases the arrangement of the

different classes such as to effectually prevent many
exhibitors from showing— it is refreshing to point to

what is being done elsewhere. Take Leeds, for

example : the liberality of the prizes which the Society

offers, and other inducements which they hold out to

exhibitors, deserve especial mention. For twelve

Roses in pots, .£20, 2^12, £% ; twenty Roses, pots,

not over 9 inches, l,\o, £6. £i,\ twelve stove and

greenhouse plants, ^^20, £12, £?>; twelve show
Pelargoniums, /12, ;^8, £e,

; twelve Orchids, £\2,
£S, £4 ; Azaleas, Ericas, Ferns, hardy and exotic

;

fine-foliage plants ; Zonal, Fancy, Bronze, and
Variegated Pelargoniums; Fuchsias and other popular

plants ; numerous classes for cut Roses and other

flowers, with fruit both in collections and single

dishes, for all of which most liberal prizes are offered.

In addition to which the Society finds horses free of

charge to draw exhibitors' vans to and from the railway

stations, and good roomy vans for those who convey
their plants in railway trucks. This matter of horses

and vans is a real advantage to exhibitors, who are too

often victimised by the exorbitant charges imposed
upon them when not in a position to resist it. When
horticultural exhibitions, which ought to be repre-

sentative, are carried out in a niggardly spirit, the

money expended is simply so much thrown away, as

they do little to advance the pursuit of horticulture,

and the display never being sufficient to attract

the public in numbers, a loss is generally involved,

T. Baincs. [Leeds, and Manchester too, set a good
example in this matter. Eds.]

Camellia reticulata.—This magnificent Camellia

is now grand in the Camellia conservatory at Chis-

wick House. It has been literally sheeted with its

gorgeous blossoms, but the requirements of Marl-

borough House are constantly denuding the tree of its

large and rich blossoms. Planted by Mr. C. Edmonds
in 1829, this tree has grown up under his constant

supervision to the present moment, and probably he

was never before so proud of it as he is this season.

Size is always a main feature of the blossoms of this

species. This year, notwithstanding the wonderful

profusion, the flowers are of great size, and richly

coloured—a striking hue of warm, red rose. The
diameter of the flowers is really surprising, but the

broad, bold petals— generally three and four deep

—

and the large bunch of golden anthers in the centre,

require space to develope themselves. One turns

with something like relief from the symmetrical

blossoms of C. imbricata alba with their almost

geometrical outline, and other compact flowering

varieties, to the bold rugged grandeur of those of C,

reticulata, and admires them all the more for decora-

tive purposes. The plant at Chiswick House has

outgrown the space allotted for it, and it seems to

turn and twist itself in the hope of finding larger

quarters in which to make free growth. Its neces-

sarily contracted abiding place, though it spoils the

beauty of the tree, does not in the least degree affect

its freedom of flowering. It is difficult to imagine

that a plant could bear more blossoms than that in

question. Would that a new house could be built

over it, with ample space in which to develope itself

without restraint. It deserves it ; and let us hope
that Mr. Edmonds may live to see his favourite plant

flourishing under freer conditions, and yearly building

up a yet more distinguished reputation, /i, D.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

May.
12.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Pot Rose

14 to 21.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society's
Annual National Exhibition, at the Garden, Old Trafford.
Manager, Bruce Findlay.

17 and iS.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition. Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road.
West Hill Park.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson
26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec. W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.
31.—Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural

Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, :i. Portland Terrace, Lower Ford St., Coventry

31 to June 4.—Bath and West of England Society's Exhibilion

I and 2.—Royal Western Horticultural Society's Exhibi-
tion at Plymouth. Hon. Sec, F. B. Bond. 16, Penrose
Street, Plymouth.

2.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Friiit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Great Summer
Show.

9, 10. and II.—Leeds Horticultural Society's Twelfth Annual
Summer Show. Sec, James Birbeck, Delph Lane,
Woodhouse, Leeds. *

10.—South Esse.x Floricultural Society's E.\hibition at Leyton
Sec, G. E. Cox. Leyton.

16.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.
Midsummer Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, i67,Canning
Street, Glasgow. £ . / ^

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

i7andi8.—Lee and Blackheath Horticultural Society's E.\:hi-
bition. Sec. C. Helmer, 5, Boones Road, Lee.

-Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at Edinburgh. Sec,

SATURDAY, MAY r, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
r opening of the Alexandra Palace {iHis day)
I Special Exhibition of Clematis - "

Saturday, ^

C Meeting of the Entomological Society, at

Monday, May 3-< c ^ ^
"^rV- ai a ^ i _. r,'

\ ^^'^ *'' Ferns. Aloes, Agaves, Orchids, fi:c.,

( at Stevens' Rooms.
Tuesday, May 4!^^'^ of Poultry and Pigeons, at Stevens'

Wednesday Mav < \ ^^'^ °*^ ^ Collection of Established Orchids,
'

\ at Stevens' Rooms.
' Meeting of the Linnean Society,

;

s
') Exhibition of I'

(. Kibble Conserv

Established

1 Stove andSale of a Collection of Speci
bouse Plants, at Stevens' Kooms.

lams and Flowers in the
atory, Glas{;o\v (two days).

THE Spring Garden at Belvoir is

always a thing to be seen witli pleasure,

and, if it be possible, this year more than
ever. The long, dreary winter, the laggard
spring, and continuous east winds, have irritated

us to weariness. For such a feeling no more
potent antidote could be found than a visit to the

wooded slopes of Belvoir, enamelled as they are

with a lavish flush of beauty, framed by noble
trees in the tender hues of first opening buds.

This year, too, the extensive additions which
Mr. Ingram is making begin to tell, and,

beautiful as they now are, give promise of a yet
more delicious prospect in years to come. In

the old spring garden, which has so often been
mentioned in these columns, the flowers are

grown in more or less symmetrical beds on fiat

terraces, environed by fine trees, and, as it

were, nestling beneath the terrace walls of the
Castle, which in general aspect and in site pre-

sents no slight resemblance to Royal Windsor.
The beds are " carpet beds " or " bouquet beds,"

and well deserve the latter name, for from the end
of winter, or even earlier, till early summer,
they are a dense mass of varied bloom. The
variety is one of the chief points of interest

:

almost every day, certainly every week, some
fresh flower opens, and, it may be, gives an
entirely new aspect to the whole.

So thickly studded and so varied are the in-

habitants of these beds, that enumeration would
be wearisome ; suffice it to say, that the general

principle in planting them is to have a centre of

some striking foliage plant, such as a low grow-
ing Yucca or a Veratrum—this last, by the way,
a noble plant for such a purpose, giving a quasi-

tropical aspect eminently bold and effective.

The edging is of Euonymus radicans variegatus.

Ivy, the purple-leaved Heuchera lucida, or the
Golden Thyme or what-not. Between the
centre and the edging, so constructed, is the
" carpet "—and a rich carpet it is, satisfying the
eye with a soft richness of colour, and a rain-

bow-like gradation of hues and tints utterly in-

describable, but as different from the harsh
glare of the eternal scarlet Pelargoniums as a
sketch of Raffaelle's is from the gaudy tinsel

of a Roman Catholic church in the country
towns of France.

The staple of the " carpet," the material of
the " bouquet," consists of Aubrietias, Arabis,
Primroses of all hues. Erica mediterranea and
carnea, Myosotis dissitiflora, the yellow Doro-
nicum austriacum, Golden Thyme, various
Sedums, bulbous plants, Scillas, Hyacinths,
Tulips, Pansies, Daisies, and many more.
We shall have something to say at

another time as to certain special plants
we noticed, and as to their fitness for special
purposes ; we shall have to note once more
the compact strain of Wallflower with
which Mr. Ingram's name has become
associated—and a variety of novel seedlings, in

particular a lovely Iris in the way of pumila
;

but we must not stay now to enter into details.

We would prefer now to comment on the con-
trast between the spring beds on the terraces
and the new development of spring gardening
now in progress. Exquisitely beautiful and
exceedingly interesting as the terrace beds are
there is still a trace of formality about them—

a

soiipfon of " bedding out," which somehow does
not seem to associate well with spring flowers.

Still more pronounced was this feeling on view-
ing the "ribbon borders." Whether the same
idea has occurred to Mr. Ingram or not, we
know not ; at any rate, by the Duke's permission,
he has evolved a spring garden on a scale and
of a form which will put all similar attempts
into the shade. Imagine the side of a steep
and lofty hill scooped out like the combes on
the South Downs ; further imagine that an
overpowering torrent has swept the side of the
combe, laying bare the rocks, and exposing
their stratification, which projects in bold
masses ; fill every cranny and every nook with
spring flowers, with alpines, with Ferns, with
Sedums, or what-not—with striking plants, such
as Yuccas, Arundo conspicua, double Gorse,
Arundinaria falcata—clothe the hilltops with
noble trees, and set the whole in a framework
of forest scenery, with peeps of distant land-

scape and a lake at the foot of the hills, and you
have some idea of what is being done at Bel-

voir. The idea is admirably carried out ; the
site is, as it were, made on purpose, the rocks
are disposed as only a man with at once an
artist's and a geologist's eye could arrange them

:

they have, in fact, the supreme charm of truth-

fulness. A cascade, were it only a tiny moun-
tain rill falling from rock to rock, seems alone
wanting to complete the illusion.

All this has been done by simply clearing

away from the steep escarpment a quantity of

old crowded shrubs and trees, and by artistic-

ally placing blocks of stone here and there

—

helping Nature, as it were. Deep pockets
between the blocks, reminding one of the " pot
holes " of the chalk, are filled with soil, and in

this the plants are grown. " Only a rockwork
on a large scale," some one will say ; true, but
what a rockwork ! It is a Swiss hillside pas-

ture transferred to the midlands, and with the

flowers multiplied beyond measure in the trans-

fer. If such be the impression now, when the

work is new and unfinished, what will it be in

the course of a few seasons when the plants

become established ? We must, perforce, con-
tent ourselves now with this general notice,

reserving comment on certain details till another
occasion.

Professor Newman and the members of
the Vegetarian Society are making great

efforts to proselytise and make converts to their

peculiar doctrines. Let us say at once that to a
large extent we sympathise with them. We
believe that among the upper classes a great
deal more animal food is eaten than is at all

necessary or desirable. On the other hand, the
poor and the labouring classes get, as a rule,

far too little. We admit, too, that it is quite

possible to live and thrive upon a pure vege-
table diet. We know that whole nations do
so. We admit and lament that our working-
classes neglect or ignore forms of vegetable
food as palatable, much cheaper, and as nutritious

as any they get. We have seen dock labourers
in Genoa, artisans in Florence and other
Italians towns, making hearty nutritious meals
off Lentils, Peas, and Pulse, nearly as nutritious

weight for weight as meat itself, and very
palatable, and have lamented that our own
people should not have availed themselves of
fare so excellent and cheap. Over and again,

too, have we urged in these columns the

increased production and consumption of fruit,

and advocated the giving to cottagers a few
perches of garden ground to provide his own
family with vegetables. But, admitting so much,
we cannot concede all that Professor Newman
asks. We acknowledge that the slaughter of

animals is cruel, and that it behoves us all to do
what we can to reduce that cruelty to a mini-

mum ; but the inevitable cruelty does not show-

that meat is not a proper Ibod for man. If the

vegetarians pushed their theories to their utmost
limits they would neither eat nor drink nor

breathe. Let them take all the care to exclude

animal food they can do, the next tumbler of

water they take may contain inore animal life

than they would care to measure. They can

hardly draw a breath in some places without

unconsciously inhaling minute forms of animal
as well as of vegetable life. Fruits, Pulse, Flour,

Sugar, and most vegetable substances are apt

to teem with minute animals, and the vegetarians

in strict logic should not eat them. True
they may say that cooking destroys them,
but what is the cooking but cruelty? Again,
cooking is not always certain to destroy

them. It may be said that all this is mere
quibbling, that it is pushing matters to an
extreme ; but if so it is the vegetarians who
compel us to present them with this reductio

ad absurdum.

Let us put the matter in another point

of view. Vegetables of all kinds have been
necessarily scarce and dear this winter. If

the use of meat were entirely abandoned,
even supposing enough vegetables could be
produced or imported, the price would be so

high that we doubt whether the poor man would
be at all the better in purse did he confine his

meat to vegetables. Our country friends, and
those with large garden establishments to draw
on, will, we expect, be surprised to see the prices

paid to a suburban greengrocer at the end of
March and beginning of April ; and they will

agree with us, we think, that with such prices

it would not be practicable to feed a family of
hungry children on vegetables alone at econo-
mical rates, even if the fresh vegetables were
supplemented, as they would have to be, by
farinaceous foods of various descriptions.

Rhubarb, is. the small bundle ; dish oi

Turnip-tops, (>d. ; small Broccoli, each, /^i.
;

small bunch of Turnips, ^d. ; Celery, per head,
dd. ; Beetroot, each, ihd., id., or -^d., according
to size ; small bottle of dried herbs, 6d. ;

Oranges, each, i^. ; small bunch of Parsley
(withered), \d. ; dessert Apples (very small),
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id. ; stick of Horseradish, ^d. and 2d. ;
Potatos,

ts. the bushel
;

pudding Apples, id. each ;

Lemons, each, 2d. ; Carrots, about three for

"d Onions, rather cheaper, but very variable
;

dish of Broccoli Sprouts, (>d. ;
a pickling

Cabbage, c)d. ; Savoys, each, yl

In this, as as in so many other matters, use

with discretion and thankfulness is better than

abuse, which is always indiscreet and un-

grateful.

On April 16 a meeting of botanists, from

various parts of Scotland, was held in Perth to hear

the report of the committee appointed at the lungus

Show at Aberdeen, in September last, to orgam-ie

a Cryi'Togamic Society of Scotlanp. Ihe

Exhibition of 1S76 are numerous, and of a satis-

factory character. In consequence, however, of

arrangements recently communicated by the American

authorities, whereby the time for Foreign Com-

missions to make definite application for amount of

space required is extended, it will be possible for the

British Executive to receive applications from intend-

ing exhibitors, addressed to 5, Craig's Court, Charing

Cross, London, up to May 15 inclusive.

In the fine collection of OnciiiDS at Whit-

church Rectory, the property of the Rev. J. b. NOR-

MAN, are at present in bloom some fine varieties of

Odontoglossum Andersoni, a Masdevallia ignea, with

over forty flowers ; one of the finest varieties of Vanda

suavis Veitchii we remember to have seen, with two

spikes of fifleen nowers each ; Vanda gigantea, with

The standard shape seems to be best suited to the

purpose.

The fourth summer exhibition of the Gran-

tham AND South Lincolnshire Horticultural
Society will be held on July 7 and 8, at the Cricket

Ground, Grantham.

Those interested in the fertilisation of the

flowers of the female AucuuA would do well to pay

a visit to the Royal Horticultural Gardens at South

Kensington, and there examine the results obtained

where plants of the male variety have been placed in

juxtaposition. Immediately at the top of tlie broad

walk on the Exhibition Koad side of tlie gardens is a

block of shrubs bordered with fine female Aucubas.

Exactly at the angle of this block is placed a small

Fig. 119.—the queen's corridor, crystal palace, decorated with clematis, etc.

V

Society was then duly founded, and the following

office-bearers appointed for the present year :—Pre-

sident, Sir T. Moncrieffe, of Moncriefle, Bart. ; Vice-

President, Professor Dickie, Aberdeen ; Secretary,

Dr. Buchanan White, F.L.S., Perth ; Treasurer, Rev.

J.
Stevenson, Glamis ; members of Council, Rev. J.

Fergusson, Fern, near Brechin ; Rev. M. Anderson,

Menmuir; Rev. J. Keith, Forres; Mr. J. Roy,

Aberdeen ; Colonel Drummond-Hay, of Seggieden,

Perth ; Professor Ogilvie, Aberdeen ;
and Mr. C.

Howie, Largo. It is proposed to have a show of

Fungi, &c., every year, in different dislricts of Scot-

land, in rotation ; and arrangements were made for

the show this year, to be held in Perth on October i.

Persons desirous of further information regarding the

show or the Society should communicate with the

Secretary.

The applications for space in the British

section of the Piiilauelthia International

two spikes 18 inches long and with sixteen flowers

each ; two plants of Aeridss Fieldingii, with each

two spikes 24 feet long ; and a very beautiful variety

of Dendrobium Wardianum. Orchid growers will

find this collection well worthy of a visit.

Among forced flowering plants the Lauurnum
takes a prominent position, though it is not so

generally seen grown in this fashion. Mr. George

Buck, the gardener at Castle Ashby, finds it invalu-

able in early spring, and his forced plants yield him

splendid wreaths of yellow flowers, which are much

prized for house decoration. Late in autumn the

plants are lifted from the open ground, and the roots

thrust into suitable sized pots sans chcmonif ; but the

plants flower well when introduced into heat, notwith-

standing the summary character of the potting process.

After they have done flowering they are planted out

in the open ground for the summer, and in the autumn

again potted and placed in warmth as stated above.

plant of the male variety, just now in full bloom. The

effect of the previous season's fertilisation is seen in

the beautiful crop of berries borne by the female

plants, and these, in spite of the proverbial London

smoke, are robust, and look exceedingly ornamental.

It is noticeable that the plants nearest to the male

variety have the greatest quantity of berries. The

crop is thinner in proportion to distance. All who

have female Aucubas should plant male Aucubas near

to them, if they wish to possess the additional orna-

ment of a nice crop of berries.

The RossENDALE Floral and Horticul.

TURAL Society will hold an exhibition on the 7th

of next August.

Messrs. CoLE Brothers, Holly Nursery,

Hundley, Spilsby, Lincolnshire, inform us that a

specimen in their nursery of Magnolia conspicua,

i6 feet high and 33 yards in circumference, has now
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some thousands of blooms upon it. This plant is

flowering most freely this year, and amongst other
good specimens we have seen is a fine tree in Sir
Henry Peek's garden at Wimbledon House. We
also saw a splendid specimen, as large as the above, in
full bloom, a few days since, at the Goldsworth
Nursery, Woking.

A schedule of prizes offered for competition
by the Croydon Horticultural Society at the
exhibition of flowers, fruit, and vegetables, to be
held on Wednesday, July 14, has just been issued.

The recent mention of the fine specimen
Chusan Palm, at Gunnersbury, naturally leads to a
renewed notice of the very fine pair of the same
Palm growing in the pleasure grounds at Heckfield

;

but these receive no protection of any kind, and have
come through the trying ordeal of the past winter
quite unscathed. These plants are about 9 feet in

height, and the same in diameter, and promise to de-

velope into the finest pair of outdoor Palms in the
kingdom. Peculiar interest attaches to this pair as,

although not the slightest knowledge as to their

sex existed when planted, yet, singularly enough,
they now prove to be a veritable pair—male and
female. Both of them flower annually, and the
female produces seed that is found to ripen, and to

germinate freely. A knowledge of these facts may
lead to a wider planting of these Palms in sheltered

parts of our large gardens.

The Nottingham and Midland Counties
Grand Rose and Horticultural Exhibition
will be held on July 8, 9, and 10, instead of on July 9
and 10, as previously announced.

The Disease of the Lemon and Citron
Trees in Sicily is spreading very fast, as we are
informed by M. Heritte, in the Bulletin de la

SocUt^ d^Acclimaiatioii, and threatens to destroy the
whole of the plantations. The writer thinks that the
growers are to blame in the matter, because they have
induced an unnatural degree of fertility, and dis-

regarded the conditions under which these trees

flourish in a natural state. He states that the trees

are plantedj very thickly, are very highly manured,
and are permitted to bear enormous crops of fruit year
after year ; hence the decay of constitution. Be this

as it may, the destruction of the plantations is a very
serious affair for the inhabitants, as they have long
been the principal source of their wealth and pros-
perity. M. Heritte says that it has been an
exceedingly profitable industry, and the fortunes it

has made are incalculable. There is far less risk of
loss from decay than there is in the Orange trade, as

the Lemon is a firmer fruit, and thus bears pressure,

and keeps longer than the Orange. The only remedy
known is to graft healthy scions of the Lemon on the

bitter Orange, which has been done to a considerable
extent during the last few years, and so far appears
likely to succeed. But as the trees do not begin to

bear until they are eight or ten years old, a long time
must elapse before the old trees can be replaced.

The first annual exhibition of the newly-
formed Richmond Horticultural Society will

be held on July S, and about /^200 will be offered in

prizes. The subscription list is rapidly increasing,

and there is good prospect that a first-class suburban
society will be established.

The golden-blossomed Berberis Aqui-
FOLIUM is just now in the height of its beauty. The
inflorescence of the present year is remarkably strong
and abundant, and the shrub, whether seen in fine

specimens or in masses, can hardly be exceeded in

beauty and effectiveness. At all times a handsome
foliage plant, it has now glorious heads of yellow
flowers that will presently be succeeded by bunches
of rich purple berries that are exceedingly ornamental.
This shrub is so hardy that it makes capital cover, and
its fruit presents the choicest of food to wild birds in

the autumn ; it is not over particular as to soil, and
thrives alike in clay, loam, gravel, or peat. Few
shrubs present in a mass of seedlings such singular
varieties of foliage, for not only are hues of colour
numerous, but the character of the leafage is most
varied.

We learn, from an abstract in the Bullelin

of the Botanical Society of France, xxi.
, p. loi. Rev.

Bibl., that M. Franz Krasan has published some
observations on the Geographical Distribution
of certain plants, with a view to ascertain the reasons
why they are capable of living in various very different

climates. Allium ochroleucum, in fact, grows on the
high Alps with Saxifrages, and equally well in the
vicinity of the Olives and Figs of the Mediterranean
district. Our gardens supply very numerous illus-

trations of a similar pliability in plants. M. Krasan,
in his endeavours to elucidate the matter, remarks
that while in the Alps the plant above-named flowers
in August, it is not till September that it is found in

bloom near Gtirz. M, Krasan remarks that water at

a temperature of 4° C, absorbs as much as five

volumes of carbonic acid, while at 15° C. it only
absorbs one volume. Carbonate of lime is much more
easily soluble in the cold water of the mountains than
in the more temperate water of the Mediterranean.
The humus, so abundant in mountain districts, has
moreover a much greater capacity for absorbing and
retaining heat than the purely mineral soils—a circum-
stance which obviates the ill-eftects of oscillations of
temperature. M. Krasan has further cultivated
Colchicum autumnale on the mountains and in
the hotter regions. The plant, as is well known,
thrives equally well in both situations, and
flowers about the same time in both. It becomes
then a matter of interest to know how this plant can
escape the influence of the heat; of the plains, which
one would suppose would hasten its growth. The
peculiar mode of vegetation accounts for this : at first

the plant is purely foliaceous, and remains so during
the formation of the young corm, which period is pro-
longed till the end of July. During this time the
heat of spring and of summer has not much effect on
the development of the flower. With regard to the
expansion of buds in spring, M. Krasan remarks
that the intensity of the winter's cold—short, of course,
of actual destruction—has no influence in delaying the
expansion of buds when a favourable season does
occur ; a conclusion supported by common ex-
perience.

Mr. Newman, Devonshire Square, Bishops-
gate, sends us specimens of his Paper for Drying
Plaxts. From many years' use we can thoroughly
recommend this as the best drying paper with which
we are acquainted.

The South Essex Floricultural
Society's next exhibition will take place on
June 10, at Leyton.

M. Gillekens, in the Moniteur Horticole,
ridicules the idea of planting Fruit Trees along the
roadsides, as there is little or no shelter in such situa-
tions. As to the scheme for planting the railway
banks with fruit trees, the same writer points to the
insignificant results along the line from Brussels to
Louvain, or Marchiennes to Baume, where hedges of
this kind have been planted without due preparation
of the soil beforehand.

A new Cooling Apparatus for Liquids,
such as water, wine, milk, beer, &c., and which is

claimed to be most efiicient and convenient, and at
the same time among the cheapest, has been recently
patented in Vienna. It consists simply of a tube,
most conveniently made of tin, with a tight-fitting

cover, which is rapidly packed, by aid of a wooden
stamper, with pounded ice and salt, either mixed or
in alternate layers. This tube thus charged is to be
plunged into the liquid that is to be kept cool.

We do not remember to have seen the fine

Pyramidal Pear Trees in the Royal Horticultural
Society's garden at Chiswick clothed so lavishly wiih
flowers as they are at the present time, every branch
carrying such a profusion of pearl-white blossoms as
they have never borne before, and which is the more
surprising when we consider the great strength and
robustness of the branches. Many of these trees have
never carried a full crop of fruit, and that such a
great promise of abundance may not be blighted by
frost is a consummation devoutly to be wished.
When the orchard was given up some four or five

years ago, many of these pyramids were cut back and
grafted with such varieties as it was thought desirable
to perpetuate in this way, and it is most pleasing to
note how satisfactorily they have grown since. The
Apple trees are not yet in full bloom, but the show is

equally fine. The trained pyramid Plum trees have
also flowered magnificently ; but the sharp frost of
Sunday morning last killed great numbers of the
blooms both on them and the Cherries. The small
bush Pear trees, the upright cordon Cherries, and the
lateral cordon Apples in Mr. Rivers' suburban
garden, show a like abundance of bloom ; and,
indeed, it is most gratifying to look upon the fruit

trees in all parts of the garden decked with such a
profuse inflorescence. Of the lateral cordon Apples,
three years worked on the true French Paradise
stock, none are more beautiful than Braddick's
Nonpareil, which seems to adapt itself to this style of
training better than any other English variety—its

pretty rosy blossoms being evenly and freely produced
through the entire length of the cordons.

We have comparatively few Ornamental
Trees with Pinnate Leaves, and therefore the
acquisition of another species of that class will be hailed
with delight by amateurs. In 1865, M. Carrii^re,
the editor of the Revise Horticole, published in that

journal what he then called a new species of
Ailantus, to which he gave the name of flavescens.

He described it as closely resembling the common
species, which doubtless was the cause of little notice
being taken of it at the time, especially as it is well
known that M. CARRiiRE avowedly gives names to

slight varieties, and calls them species. After a period
of ten years, however, he has discovered, he says,
that the tree in question is the Cedrela sinensis, of
JussiEU, a perfectly hardy subject, from North
China. In a recent number of the Revue Horticole
he gives a figure representing a specimen of it grow-
ing in the Jardin des Plantes of Paris, upwards of
25 feet in height. It may also be seen in some of the
French nurseries around Paris. We are told that it

has not suffered the slightest injury, even from the
most extreme colds, and we may therefore expect it to
prove quite hardy in the climate of London. It has
large, unequally pinnate leaves, resembling those of
Ailantus glandulosus, small flowers, and a five-celled
woody seed-vessel, differing in this particular very
materially from Ailantus. Indeed, it belongs to a
different family.

The Southgate Horticultural and
Cottage Garden Society's Show will be held in
the grounds of Southgate House on July 3, by the
kind permission of W. J. Armitage, Esq.

The cultivation of the Red Cedar, Juniperus
virciniana, is being tried on a considerable scale in
Bavaria, North Germany, and other parts of the
Continent. No other wood, except the still rarer

J. bermudiana, has been found equal to it in the
manufacture of lead pencils, and as the consumption
for that purpose is very large some of the makers
have recommended their Governments to attempt its

cultivation. Faber, one of the largest manufacturers
on the Continent, has already planted upwards of
5000 on his own estate. In North Germany it has
been planted in the forests, and on the waste ground
by the side of the railways. We have not heard of
its being planted in this country for commercial pur-
poses, but there is no doubt it would succeed very
well, especially in the South. It will bear the wind
well, and flourish on the sea coast, and certainly de-
serves to be more generally planted than it is.

, According to the American Naturalist, if you
wish to get rid of Ants, Flies, and other trou-
blesome Insects, you have only to cultivate some
plants of Azalea viscosa, whose clammy flowers hold
prisoner all that once alight upon them. The more
they struggle to free themselves the more hopelessly
they become fixed in the fatal glue. The experiment
may easily be tried, but as the flowers do 1°' i",""-

long, and not all insects would be so imprudent as tO

visit them, this fly-trap is more interesting than useful.

For a long time it was generally believed in

America that the Flowers of Wistaria sinensis
were fatal to Bees ; but Mr. Meehan, who has
been investigating the matter, thinks the death of
numbers of bees frequently found lying around this

plant must be attributed to some other cause. He
says that he has himself often seen hundreds of dead
bees under this shrub, and formerly shared the
popular idea that the flowers contained a secretion
that poisoned them ; last year, however, he ob-
served that bees eagerly visited the flowers without
the least apparent injury,

The Tobacco Harvest in Algeria last

.

year was very productive ; the quantity delivered to
the State being 4,850,000 kilogrammes, or about
10,704,170 lb., which brought the growers 3,530,607
francs, or about £ia,\,i2\, or nearly double that of
the previous year. From 1S47 up to last year the
French Administration had received about 68 millions
of kilogrammes of tobacco from the European and
native planters, for which 54 millions of francs were
paid. The profits realised by the State on manufac-
tured articles during the same period amounted alto-

gether to a sum of 493, 360,000 francs, or ;,i'i9, 734,444.

A paragraph in the Times a few weks ago,
appealing for presents of flowers for the Home of
Industry, Spitalfields, and Mildmay Park, seems to

have given some benevolent people the excellent idea
of collecting spring and other flowers, and sending
them to the hospitals for the patients. "We (British
Medical Journal) believe a Flower Mission has
been started with this view, which hails from Commer-
cial Street, Spitalfields. Children are employed in

their playtime to gather the flowers in the woods,
fields, or gardens, as the case may be, and then the
vicar of the parish sends them in hampers to the hos-
pital. Guy's has been the fortunate recipient of
several hampers of flowers during the week, and the
Home of Industry has sent ico bouquets, in flower-
holders, tastefully surrounded by appropriate texts,

for the patients. If the clergy will take the matter
up warmly, ' The Flower Mission' will be the means
of cheering many a poor sufferer, and we hope all

who have flowers to spare will send them to some one
or more of the London hospitals. We assure our
readers that a ward at Guy's Hospital, after the
arrival of one of these hampers of flowers, was indeed
a pleasant and cheering sight. The poor patients

seemed to take a new lease of life from the freshness

of the flowers, and bright, happy, contented faces
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were to be seen on all sides after its advent. Will

anybody refuse to aid the * Flower Mission,' or deny

these poor sufferers so cheaply purchased and yet so

inestimably valued a pleasure as a buncli of fresh,

sweet, radiant tlowers? We hope some will be sent

for the sailors of the old Dreadnought, Greenwich."

• The Journal de Rouen takes the Bulhtin

FrancaiSy the cheap official journal, to task, for the

nonsense it talks about Waterckesses. While con-

firming the fact that four millions of francs' worth

(^160,000) of Watercresses are annuallysold in Paris,

the Bulletin repeats the ridiculous statement that the

culture of Watercresses in France is only fifty years

old. If we are to believe this ana, their cultivation

was imported from Erfurt to Paris by a surgeon of the

French army during the First Empire. Both the

journal de Rouen, the Magasin Pittoreujue, and other

publications, have already corrected that error. In

the first, it was proved that the existence of cresson-

nitres— Cress-beds, or cresseries—was authentically

demonstrated, 220 years ago, at St. Martin-du-Vivier.

At Cltres, and at Cailly, the culture of Watercresses

had been practised at a still earlier date. Vai.mont
DE ROMARE, an inhabitant of Kouen, in 2. Dicdonnaire

d^Histmre Naturelle, printed more than a hundred
years ago, speaks of the excellent Watercress grown
at Cailly. Richelet, under Louis XIV., also men-
tions Watercress as an excellent salad. In "Rabelais,"

under Francis I., Watercresses are eaten. And is not

the family name of the Lacressonikres aproof of the

antiquity of cresseiies in France? In truth, Prussia

herself, to whom the invention is attributed, is less

ancient than some of the French Cress-beds. The
Bulletin Francais is, therefore, advised to give no
further currency to so absurd a fable. Nevertheless,

people might eat Watercresses, and even gather them
from Cress-beds, which were not artificially or inten-

tionally planted.

The whole of the Floral Decorations
AT THE Albert Hall on the occasion of the

installation of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
as Grand Master of English Freemasons, on
Wednesday last, were supplied by Brother J.
Wills, of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow
Crescent, W. The Prince's room was very tastefully

decorated with a choice collection of handsome
foliaged and flowering plants, which were very
juaiuiuusiy arranged in groups about the room, the
great feature of the decoration being the table usually

in the centre, the surface of which was entirely covered
with undulating banks of Lycopodium, on the raised
portions of which were hillocks surrounded by graceful

Palms, and appropriately interspersed with the

beautiful Odontoglossum Alexandrx'. The ground-
work below was embellished with Lilies of the

Valley, arranged naturally as if growing on mossy
banks. These were relieved by masses of Marcchal
Niel roses, Gardenias, Stephanotis, and various other
sweet-smelling flowers. On the four corners of the

table were placed Masonic emblems ; in one the square
and compass, arranged with Lilies of the Valley and
light blue Cinerarias, the opposite corner being
occupied by the square, the centre of which was com-
posed of blue Cinerarias, with a margin of Lilies of

Valley ; in the other two corners the plummet and
compass were similarly depicted. On a raised terrace

in the centre of this lovely plateau the following

initials were placed—'* II. R.H. A. E., M.W.G.M.,"
wrought in dark blue Cinerarias. Right and left of

the stairs leading to the dais were handsome groups
of plants, consisting of Palms, Draccenas, Azaleas,
and many other flowering and foliage plants, the
whole being surrounded by an undulating bank of
Isolepis and Lycopodium, the surface of the dais
being covered with crimson cloth. Brother Wills
had arranged a margin of yellow Genistas beneath a
canopy of graceful Palms, which imparted to the eye
the appearance of a charming prism, the whole being
in complete harmony with the other decorations of this

noble hall. Brother Wills was ably assisted in the
above arrangements by Brother A. F. Barrun,
Superintendent of the Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens at South Kensington and Chiswick.

The large show-house at the Pine-apple
Nursery, Maida Vale, is just now particularly

attractive, an excellent display being made of a fine

lot of Azaleas, Acacias, Cinerarias, a few late

Camellias, Lily of the Valley, Cytisus, show Pelar-

goniums, Spirxas, Heaths, Deutzias, &c. Some pots
of Narcissus Bulbocodium and Muscari racemosum are

very beautiful, and so also is Amaryllis Harrisoni.

Erica Victoria, a very showy variety, is well repre-

sented, and a standard bushy plant of Acacia grandis
forms a striking object backed up with the dark foliage

of large Camellias and handsome Tree Ferns. The
furnishing of floral decorations and bouquets forms a
branch of the operations of this establishment of no
mean importance, and Mr. Bester, the courteous
manager, has gathered around him a considerable
quantity of suitable materials for this work ; and we
are bound to add that the ordinary nursery stock has
greatly improved under his superintendence.

OATS AND WHEAT.
1 AM surprised to see that Mr. Read has taken up

the exploded idea that Oats may by constant cutting

be changed into Wheat. Of course I never believed

it to be a fact, although positively stated to be one by

credible persons. A few years since the idea was

prevalent in this neighbourhood to such .in extent

th.at a supposed new variety of Wheat was sold as

thus obtained. A former curator of our Botanic

Garden {Mr. Stratton) and I determined to try the

experiment, and[although I mention the result almost

every year in my lectures, I believe that it has never

been published.

We obtained from a first-rate seedsman clean

samples of the best kinds of Oat. We took one or

more of these samples, and divided them into two

parts. One of these parts was sown as it came from

the shop, the other was spread out on a table, and the

grains passed individually under our eyes. By this

examination we discovered that even in what seemed

a very clean sample there was a considerable number

of seeds of weeds. After cleaning it thoroughly, this

part of the sample was also sown. According to the

directions given to us by the gentleman who sup-

posed that he had obtained Wheat from Oats, we cut

the young plants five or six times in the course of the

year, so as effectually to prevent them from flowering,

and allowed them to remain through the succeeding

winter. In the second year as many as survived were

allowed to grow unchecked. Of the part which we
had thoroughly cleaned only one or two plants sur-

vived, and they produced Oats. Of the other part

many of the plants had borne the treatment, but most

of these were Brome-grass {Bromus mollis, or com-
mutatus), and not a single instance of Wheat appeared,

nor anything of which we had not seen abundance of

the seeds in the part of the sample thoroughly cleaned

by us. Of course many other weeds came up as well

as; the Brome-grass, but they were not grasses, and
did not affect the question.

We came to the conclusion that Oats would not

bear this treatment, but that the Brome-grass, a

native weed, would do so, and flourish under it ; also

that it was dirty seed that had been used by those
who attained the Wheat, for we took many grains of
Wheat out of the sample of Oats before cowing it.

It appears to be next to impossible to clean a large

quantity of seed quite perfectly ; and I must add, to

the credit of the seedsmen, that this seemed to be an
absolutely clean sample until we examined it grain by
grain.

Of course we communicated the result to our cor-

respondent, and I am afraid that I need hardly add
that he was not convinced of his error. He had no
idea of the great care requisite to obtain results of any
value from experiments of this kind.

I am reminded whilst writing this, that Mummy
Wheat is still sold and believed in, although a careful

examination of the evidence of its origin was made by
my respected predecessor, Prof. Ilenslow, and traced

to Sir Gardner Wilkinson, who himself said, in

answer to a question, that he obtained it in Egypt,

but not in such a way as to render its origin certain.

All the real mummy grain which has been examined
is found to be totally deprived of vitality by the pro-

cess to which it had been submitted by the embalmers.
I venture to think that in these cases we have an

evidence of credulity which was hardly to have been
expected in the present day, when experimental

research is so common, and, when properly conducted,

so trustworthy. C. C. Babin^ton, Cambridge.

After your severe criticisms upon my state-

ment at the Society of Arts, I deem it right to furnish

you with some authority for what I said. I don't

think it at all likely that those half-dozen sharp and
most respectable men of business would be deceived,

and I am positive they would scorn to deceive others.

There is a new variety of Barley extensively grown in

Norfolk which is called Oat-Barley, and if it would
interest your readers I am assured that the same posi-

tive proof of this Barley having been produced in like

manner to Mr. Colman's Wheat will be forthcoming.

I was a long time before I could believe what appeared
to be an utter impossibility ; nor should I now credit

the evidence if it was not corroborated by the indis-

putable testimony of so many unimpeachable wit-

nesses. Clare Sewell Read^ The Farmers^ Club, E,C.,
April 28.

'' East Harling, April 27, 1S75.

"C. S. Read, Esq., M.P.—Dear Sir,—The assertion I

made in conversation with you respecting Wheat being
produced from Oats I am positive is correct. The Oats
were planted in the presence of half-a-dozen persons—
my neighbour, Mr. John Everett, for one. I am sur-

prised the writer in the Gardeners" Chro7iiclc is not con-
versant with the fact, as I think I can refer him to others

who have produced Wheat in the same way.— I am, dear
sir, faithfully yours, Timothy Colman.

" I enclose Mr. Everett's note."

"Harling, April 26, 1875.
" Dear Mr. Colman.— I beg to return the Gardeners*

Chronicle of the 24th. The article at page 533 has an
esptxial interest for both of us, as the strange fact has
been 'observed properly' and the ' weighed evidence"

so positive as to convince us and others that the Oats,

planted in our presence, cropped and covered during the

winter under our direction, and reaped during the fol-

lowing season, produced a sample of red and white

Wheat, and from which very sample James Barnes
secured his prize Wheat, now so extensively grown and
approved. I think it due to our worthy member, Clare

Sewell Read, that you should by evidence help toconfirm

his remarks, which the Editor calls 'nonsense,' His
remarks as to the 'utility and proper method ot conduct-

ing agricultural experiments ' are so appropriate that I

feel surprised, when so carried out, that he should think

the ass and the horse a happy illustration.— I am, my dear

sir, yours very faithfully, "J. Everett."

[IIo\y many grains of Wheat were there in the

"covering of straw," which, it appears, was applied
*' from the first" ? Why was the covering made. use

of? Eds.]

MAIZE.
I HAVE waited until the time for planting the

Maize has nearly come in the hope that some one better

versed in this affair than the writer would have come

forward and given us his experience on the subject.

I see, from the agricultural papers, that Maize accli-

matised is for sale in bulk for farmers to try in the

best parts— that is, the southern parts of the country

—

but, strange to say, the vendor objects to supply seed

for mere gardening experiments; and this is just what

is wanted, viz., a supply of seed to start half the

cottagers in the kingdom growing green Maize, not

to mention starting also all the great and good

gardeners in the same race. Surely America can

vouch for the free-growing qualities of this corn, and

it is also cultivated in the Old World as well as in

the New, and is even at our doors in France. And
when we see the word "acclimatised" used in the

advertisement in reference to this grain, there ought

to be no hitch in having green Maize along with green

Peas this very summer, and ripe ears in autumn.

About the year 1S50 I grew Kean's Forty Day
Maize in Devon, and not only had the green corn,

but also the ripened ears, yielding mature seed for

future sowing.

Most people are alarmed at Maize when they see

some lall kind 12 feet high that could not be sup-

ported, and could not be ripened for want of more
heat and longer summers. Kean's Maize was all that

it professed to be, an early dwarf-growing variety,

and mine did not rise higher than 3 to 4 feet. The
ground was laid double in depth and richly manured,
and the seed was not dibbled or planted until the

middle of May, when the May bug was to be seen.

This natural barometer and thermometer was to

be the cultivator's guide as to the time of sowing or

planting. These instructions, and some others, were
sent along with the small bag of seed corn bought for

experiment.

Another item was to the effect that it was not to

be grown in pots and turned out as bedding plants

are treated, as Maize is said not to bear transplanting

well. I followed the instructions given, and, favoured

by a southern climate and being near the sea level, the

experiment was satisfactory ; and if seeds could only

be distributed now to the growers everywhere, we
should have data to guide us in this highly important

affair for future years. Of course premiums should be

offered to cottagers, to get them to compete for the

prize, and the honour of being able to grow green

Maize and to eat of the fruit thereof. A. F.

THE PLANTAIN AND BANANA.
The Plantain and Banana, which are l<nown in

this country only in tropical plant-houses, producing

fruits wliich are considered a delicacy rarely to be

obtained, are so common throughout the tropics that

in many countries they form quite the chief food of the

natives. The two plants are very similar to outward

appearance ; the fruits, however, of the Banana

(Musa sapientum) are usually more round and plump
than those of the Plantain (M. Paradisiaca).

Numerous varieties of both plants are known, the

difference in the fruits being one of the chief

characteristics.

The Banana fruits, as ripened in our stoves, are of

a yellow colour, somewhat Cucumber-shaped, but
slightly angled longitudinally. They are of a rich

mellow flavour, almost melting in tlie mouth. The
whole of the fruit, excepting the thick rind, which
easily peels off, is edible, the pulp being of a similar

consistency throughout, and the fruits being without

seeds. The flavour varies somewhat in the different

varieties. In some countries Plantain fruits are dried

and reduced to a meal, and stored away for future use.

In the Calcutta bazaar some four or five distmct
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varieties of edible Plantain fruits are known, which
are again divided in sub-varieties, as follows :

—

Variety Kanchkalla :—
1. Kanchkalla proper,

2. Bhoosna, greenish fruit with white bloom.

3. Loombee, yellow fruit.

Var. KantalUe :—
1. Kantallee proper.

2. Chinee Kantallee, This often has seeds.

3. Bichee Kantallee. A variety with seeds.

4. Kalleeban.

Var, Martaban :—
r. Martaban proper ; large fruit.

2. Sabree ;
medium.

3. Chatun ; small.

Var, Champa

:

—
r. Champa proper.

2. Chinee Champa ; smallest.

3. Kanai Banshee ; Khrishma's Fiute. Fruit often

15 inches long.

Besides these there is the Dacca Plantain or Girto

Kauchau, and the Kamkela, a red-fruited kind.

Few of the above, it will be seen, bear seeds, but
seeded Plantains, Dr. King informs us, are common
in Bengalee villages, and are often to be bought in the

bazaar in Calcutta ; the only reason why they are not
always to be seen there, is that they sell for so little.

Two varieties of these seeded Plantains are distin-

guished. The first, known as Bichee Kalla, is described

as having a scanty pulp and numerous seeds, a thin

stem, the central part of which is eaten. The inflor-

escence is boiled whole, and the flowers eaten with salt

as a vegetable. The entire fruit is cooked as curry by
poor people, and the pulp is also eaten by such raw.

It is moreover taken as a cooling remedy by dyspep-
tics, and the seeds are medicinal.

The second is the Dayrea or Daura kalla. In this

the seeds are less numerous than in the last, and the
pulp correspondingly larger. It is best distinguished

from the last by its very much thicker stems and
larger inflorescence, the pulp is sweet and is eaten, and
is of a cooling nature, the entire fruit is also cooked,
and is eaten as curry. The central part of the stem is

also edible, as are the flowers similar to the last, and
the seeds are medicinal. Both are common on waste
ground—neither is cultivated. The central part of
the stem is brought into the Calcutta bazaar to the
amount of half a ton to a ton daily, and is largely
eaten by the fishing population after being boiled.
The fruit is occasionally to be had in the bazaar,
but is hardly worth bringing to market, y. R. y.

BUDS.
The accompanying illustration, whicli we owe to

the skilful pencil of Mr. Fitch, may suffice to call the

attention of amateur landscape gardeners, and especially

of young gardeners, to the great importance of making
themselves acquainted, ere the season be too far ad-

vanced, with the different forms and appearances of

buds.

To the lover of Nature, at this season of the year in

particular, no such recommendation is needed—there

is a charm and a freshness of enjoyment in watching
the unfolding bud that is quite unique. We need
scarcely add that, as throughout Creation, the more
closely observed the more fully studied, the greater the
beauty and interest revealed. Theskilfulpruner ofPeach
trees knows full well the varying form, position and
arrangement of the buds, and;directs his course accord-
ingly. The Rose-grower is not less keenly alive to

the way in which the buds grow on the shrub which
claims so much of his attention. We are inclined to
think that the woodmen, and those who have to deal
with growing timber, are, of all classes of the garden-
ing community, those who most neglect the teaching of
the buds. Of course we do not intend to make broadcast
imputations, but common observation will, we think,

bear out our opinon of the matter. This neglect is

the more unfortunate as the buds are the very founda-
tion of the tree, and upon their due development and
proper position depends not only the symmetry and
beauty of the tree, but also its value for timber pur-
poses. All the text-books go into greater or less

detail as to these organs. They tell of leaf-buds and
flower-buds, of mixed leaf and flower buds, of scaly
buds and naked buds, of side buds and terminal buds,
buds definite in position and station, and buds that

are adventitious in this respect. Gardening books
tell us how these buds are developed into shoots, or
spurs, or laterals, or what-not. In the case of fruit-

trees there is a wealth of terms expressive of the
dififerent appearance and mode of development of
buds. The French gardening language is specially

rich in such terms, as might be expected from the
variety and neatness they show in their methods of
pruning and training fruit-trees. Though it is quite

possible our neighbours are over-nice, and sometimes
show unnecessary refinement in their manipulations,
yet it cannot be denied that their practice is a logical

sequence of their more thorough knowledge of the
buds, and of their mode of growth.

Mr. Fitch, in his study of buds, fig, 120, has had

an artistic purpose in view rather than a practical one.
But this artistic purpose is precisely what the land-
scape gardener also aims at. What rounded, billowy
masses the Horse Chestnut buds make at this season
with their downfolded leaves, not yet strong enough
to float horizontally in mid-air ; how the Elms
seem studded over with little green balls, while the
Poplar shoots are tipped with sharp lances, and still

more so the slender, graceful shoots of the Beech.
The forked Sycamore boughs end in broad-ended
clubs ; the Oaks are thick-set with clusters of stout,

sturdy, egg-shaped buds ; the Hawthorns bear in.

verted pyramids of clearest green foliage ; the Ash,
only a day or two since a mass of thick black knobs,
has burst into a blurred, confused mass of black,
which in another day will spread out into an open,
feathery mass of bloom. Each tree, in fact, has its

own mode of budding, and, when the times are pro-
pitious, each day makes a notable difference in their

appearance. The accompanying sketch shows us how
these general outlines, such as we have just been speak-
ing of, are made up. Multiply by thousands the Horse
Chestnut bud shown m the figure ; raise them on a
trunk, and the mind will have no difficulty in realising

what the entire tree was like when that spray was
drawn. The rounded form of the spray is easily
accounted for when we remember that the centre of
that bud is a mass of flowers, an inflorescence whose
power of lengthening in a direct line is limited. Com-
pare it with the narrow lances of like buds of the Poplar
or the Beech, and there will be no difficulty in under-
standing the different form of the framework, if we
may so call it, of the respective trees.

Now, too, is a good time to see on the Hazel, the
Elm, and specially the Lime, the curious downward
bend which the young shoots present just as they
merge from the buds, and the explanation of which
is not easy.

Lastly, not to cumber with detail an article which,
like the sketch itself, is intended to be merely sug-
gestive, we may call attention to the beautiful series

of transitions which may be met with between the
rudimentary leaf in the shape of a bud-scale and the
perfect organ. The Horse Chestnut, the common
Maple, the Currant and the Rose, not to mention
others, afford admirable illustrations of this, and are
a source of genuine satisfaction to those who like to

know how things are made and why.

Florists' Flowers.
The Cineraria.—I have recently been favoured

with an opportunity for a critical inspection of the
fine strain of the Cineraria grown by Mr. James
at Redlees, Isleworth. A small group of a dozen
plants staged at some spring show offers but an
indifferent chance to note the merits that exist in

a large collection of several hundreds. Moreover
there is room for suspicion that the pick of the strain

only are sent, whilst the poorest samples are kept at

home. Now the great merit of Mr. James' strain is

this obvious fact, there is not an indifferent flower to

be found in the whole collection. One is struck
with the general evenness of height that pervades all

the plants, the breadth and evenness of the heads of

bloom and the size of individual flower-heads, com-
bined with breadth and substance of the florets,

their excellent form, and varied hues of colour.

There were many "blooms" so large that when
a half-crown piece was laid on them there was
a margin nearly a quarter of an inch in width
still visible all round outside the com, and these
not starry blooms but of good form. Nothing op-
pressed me so much as the difficulty experienced in

describing the hues of colour found in many
of the flowers. Florists are producing such com-
binations that this is a growing diihculty,

and although any one flower is not a chameleon
in possessing the power to change its colour,

yet it is probable that there are many flowers

of which a dozen observers would pronounce diverse

opinions as to its colour markings. Here are a few of
the colours that struck me as effective. One has a white
disk, and the florets rich violet-rose. Another has a
white disk, and the florets are of a bright rosy crimson.
Then comes a new colour, a flower having a grey disk
and rosy magenta florets. Another is in colour rich

reddish-crimson, then rich rosy-maroon, violet-cerise,

and deep mdigo-blue. Most of the self-flowers have
white disks, except the blue, and these are invariably

dark. Although deep-coloured flowers preponderate,
there is yet a considerable admixture of those that have
light markings, and I especially noted two extremely
fine flowers having black disks encircled with broad
rings of pure white, and margined with wide bands of

in one case deep reddish-crimson, and in the other
rosy-violet. Mr. James has received several certifi-

cates for seedling flowers, to which names have been
given, but these are used by him solely for exhibition

purposes, and he grows no other named kinds ; indeed,

so reproductive of its best forms through seed is the

Cineraria, that seed of a good strain is certain to give
a fine lot of flowers equal to ordinary named kinds,

and in great variety of markings. The Cineraria

still retains a high position as a decorative plant, and
so much has it been improved of late years that its

growth is not likely to show any signs of decadence
during the present generation. A. D,

Natural History.
Adders, Toads, and Snakes. — Having read

Mr. Rust's remarks (p. 463) under the above heading,
and being a subscriber to and constant reader of your
paper, I venture to give my experience on similar
subjects. In my younger days, now some fifty sum-
mers since, I remember seeing many snakes' eggs,
which I believe were strung together by the outer
skin, in a manner very similar to that in which
wc see sausages ; these were deposited in and about
some old manure-heaps, and left there to be hatched
by the heat of the sun. On one occasion only
did I see the young adders run down the parent's
throat, and she escaped with them ; this occurred
on my jumping over a hedge and coming suddenly
upon them, but, so quick were their movements,
that in my fright, having nothing in my hands in
readiness to strike, they escaped. Some years after

this, being at Mitcham Grove, the then seat of
the late Sir John Lubbock, on a very boisterous
day, when many small branches were strewed on
the carriage drive, at some distance from me I saw
what appeared to be a naked stick twisting about,
and curiosity led me to go and see what it was, when,
to my surprise, I found it was an adder struggling to
cross the gravel drive, and I noticed, some distance
down the body, a slight projection, similar to the
knuckle on the finger. Much as I dreaded such
things, being in the open I had the courage to take
it up by the tail, when it twisted all manner of ways
to get at my hand, but could not ; when, to my utter

dismay and astonishment, its mouth opened, as though
the head was turning inside out, a pair of claws ap-
peared, and down dropped a frog, extended to an
extraordinary length, the front legs being in advance
of the head and the hind legs in the opposite direc-

tion, and he immediately drew himself up and
hopped, the only perceptible injury being the skin a
little torn on one hind leg. The adder in the meantime
turning his head up to my hand, I dropped it and
killed it with my boot, leaving poor froggy to

escape into the shrubbery. This, I think, proved,
without doubt, that with the frog exten<^»<i "' ^^^

Inside the adder could not bend his body, and there-

fore he disgorged him to attack me. With reference

to toads, my gardener always encouraged them in

his Cucumber-house and other places. I remember
well a very large one that he christened, and which
would come from his hiding place when called by
him. A. B.

H0tu£S of §ooks.
The Narcissus : its History and Culture, &^c.

By F, W. Burbidge ; to which is added a Scien-

tific Review of the entire Genus, by J. G. Baker,

Reeve & Co. Svo, pp. 95, tab. col. 48.

Very opportunely, considering the revived taste for

these beautiful border flowers, Mr. Burbidge has

issued the work whose title is above given. The
contents of the book comprise the history of the culti-

vated Daffodils, the poetry of the Narciss.us, notes on
the propagation and culture of the plants, observa-

tions on the diseases and insects to whose attacks they

are subjected, a full descriptive list of all the species

and varieties, together with miscellaneous informa-

tion concerning them ; and, last not least, forty-eight

coloured plates, in which a large number of the species

and varieties are figured, including several which are

not in cultivation, and which, in consequence, Mr.
Burbidge has drawn either from dried specimens or

from other illustrations not readily accessible to the

ordinary reader. In the literary portion of his volume
Mr. Burbidge has culled from various sources a large

amount of valuable or interesting information ; but he
appears sometimes not to have given himself sufficient

time to digest or revise his material, hence we find

occasionally that the paragraphs do not fit well toge.

ther, but show signs of hasty workmanship, while the

misprints give here and there evidence of inadequate

revision. Perhaps the desire to have the book issued

before the Narcissus season was over for the year, has
had something to do with this.

These, however, are but trifling blemishes in what
is likely to prove a very useful book. So far as the

arrangement and description of the species is con-

cerned, Mr. Burbidge has reproduced the monograph
which first appeared in these pages from the pen of

Mr. Baker, who has revised it for the purpose. This
circumstance, together with the abundant correspond-

ence which has appeared in the gardening journals

on the subject of this genus of late, a good deal of

which is incorporated into the volume before us,

relieves us of the necessity of saying much in the way
either of criticism or elucidation of the text. We
may only note in passing the careful manner in
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which Mr. Burbidge has cited his authorities when
he has had occasion to malce use of their materials,

setting in this wise an excellent example to

other authors and compilers. After all it is the plates

which give the special value to this treatise ; they are

numerous, and, generally speaking, faithful to Nature.

There is no attempt at exaggeration or distortion

for the sake of effect, but an honest attempt in every

case to represent the flower as it is. Here and there

there are to our eyes errors of perspective or colour-

ing, which are not to be wondered at when the diffi-

culties in the way of the artist are considered. Colour

indeed is very much a matter of individual appre-

ciation.

In any case it is no slight boon to have in so

accessible a form so large a series of illustrations. In

many cases it is almost impossible by words to convey
an accurate idea of a particular variety or of its dis-

tinguishing characteristics, but a faithful figure makes
apparent to the eye niceties of character which words

alone are insufficient to define. Again, for strictly

botanical purposes it is a great advantage to have

place as the standard reference book for .advanced

pupils in anatomical and physiological botany. In

any case a good translation will prove of great service.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Botanic : April 2S.—Favoured with one

of the brightest days we have had since last year, a

fair complement of good flowering plants and cut

flowers, and a good attendance of visitors, the Royal

Botanic Society may be said to have altogether had a

very successful exhibition on Wednesday last. .Stove

and greenhouse plants were shown in fair numbers.

Mr. J. Ward gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esci., Leyton,

had liis superb variety of Anthurium Scherzeranium,

Odontoglossum hystrix, with four fine spikes ; Tre-

mandra ericifolia, 2 feet through, well flowered ;

Cypripedium viUosum, well flowered ; Odontoglossum
Pescatorei, with two line branched spikes ; Erioste-

mon intermedium, well flowered, &c. A nicely

flowered group also came from Mr. G. Wheeler.

very nicely flowered group came from Mr. G. Ward ;

and in the class for nine Cinerarias the best came from

Mr. James, Messrs. Dobson & Son being 2d. Mr.

Parker, Tooting, contributed a fine group of flon-ering

herbaceous plants, including, as well as many shown
at Kensington last week. Anemone nemorosa rubra

flore-pleno, very pretiy ; and the beautiful little Viola

Uelabordei, a close tufted dwarf species, with pink and
lilac flowers.

The miscellaneous class was rather a large one, and
comprised fine groups of new plants from Mr. B. S.

Williams, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, and Mr. Bull

;

admirable collections of Auriculas from Mr. Turner

and Mr. Douglas ; four boxes of very fine cut Roses,

two of them being of Marcchal Niel, from Mr. J.

Walker, of Thame, Oxon ; a basketful of splendidly

bloomed plants of Col. Champneys Auricula, from Mr.

Turner ; a fine basketful of flowering plants of Primula

amoena [Sieboldii], from Mr. J. Douglas ; a collection

of Cinerarias from Messrs. Standish & Co,; a choice

collection of stove and greenhouse plants from Messrs

Cutbush & Son ; four boxes of excellent cut Rose

Fig. 120.— A STUDY OF BUDS.

such a series of varieties as Mr, Burbidge has given

us in the case of N. Tazetta, brought together so

as to be seen at a glance, and compared one with the

other.

We have not scrupled to allude to what we think

are the deficiencies of the work, but at the same time

we should be very sorry to convey any other general

impression to the reader than that this is a very

serviceable piece of work, useful and trustworthy,

and one for which all Narcissus growers owe their

hearty acknowledgments to the artist. We may
add, in conclusion, that this is one of a series of

works on cultivated plants which it is proposed

to issue ; and, judging from^the specimen before us,

the utility of such a series will be so great, that we
hope the publisher will receive every encouragement
to proceed, and authors and artists be stimulated to do
their best to secure fulness and accuracy.

The publication of the translation of Professor

Sach's Lehrbuch of Botany by Messrs. Macmillan is

announced. The translation has been made by Mr.
Alfred Bennett, who has been assisted by Professor

Dyer. It is expected that this book will take its

Azaleas were well shown by Mr. Turner, who staged
six very finely bloomed standards, with bushy heads,
from 3 to 4 feet through. The varieties shown
were Etendard de Flandre, Comtesse de Flandre, Reine
des Fleurs, Due de Nassau, Madame de Cannart
d'Hamale, and Cedo NuUi. Nicely flowered groups
of six also came from Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Mr.
G. Wheeler, and Messrs. Dobson & Son.

Mr. Turner was the only exhibitor in the class for

nine Roses in pots, and he showed beautifully flowered
specimens, from 3 to 4 feet through, of La France,
Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Le Mont Blanc,
Edward Morren, Duke of Edinburgh, Celine Forestier,

Madame Therese Levet, Paul Verdier, and Juno. A
capital group of plants was also shown by the same
exhibitor in the miscellaneous class. Forced Rhodo-
dendrons were excellently represented by a dozen
specimens from Messrs. H. Lane & Co., the varieties

being much the same as those shown at Kensington
last week. Six finely grown cone-shaped speci-

mens of Mignonette came from Mr. T. Barnes, gr. to

A. Chancellor, Esq., The Retreat, Richmond ; and a

group of Amaryllis from Mr. Harborough, gr. to C.

Keiser, Esq., Broxbourne, Of Heaths a small but

:' rom Mr. William Paul ; flowering plants of Primula
mollis, a very distinct species from Bhotan, with
flowers resembling a Lychnis, and produced in tiers

like P. japonica, shown by Mr. Chambers, Westlake
Nursery, Spring Grove, Isleworth ; a stand of Pansies,

from Mr. Hooper, of Bath ; a basketful of the Duchess
of Edinburgh Coleus, from Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co. ;

seedling double Cinerarias, standard specimens of

Lithospermum fruticosum, and several varieties of

Pelargoniums, from Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son ;

and a nice group of flowering and fine-foliaged plants,

Orchids, &c. , from Messrs. RoUisson & Son.
New plants were exhibited in fair numbers, and the

following awards were made :—Botanical Certificates

to Mr. William Bull for Crinum brachynema, Ty-
phonium Brownii, an Aroid with three-lobed leaves,

and a broad, dark, bronzy brown spathe, a plant of
dwarf stature ; Odontoglossum Roezlii album, Dra-
caenas insignis, Candida, and elegantissima ; Tillandsia

musaica, in flower ; Metroxylon filare, the handsome
Palm figured at p. 497 ; Ptychospcrma robusta, a
strong clean-growing Palm, in the style of a Sea-
forthia ; and Thrinax nobilis, a very distinct Fan
Palm. To Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Crotons
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Disraeli, tortile, and appendiculatum, and Dracaenas
hybrida and elegantissima, the latter being a narrow,
dark-leaved form from the South Sea Inlands. To
Mr. B. S. Williams for Gloneria jasmiuiflora, a
Brazilian plant of a Daphne-like habit, with short
terminal racemes of white flowers ; and the Me-
troxylon filare, and Odontoglossum Roezlii album
before-mentioned. To the New Plant and
Bulb Company, Colchester, for Freesia Leicht-
liniana, a pretty bulbous plant, with flowers of a
primrose-yellow colour tinted with orange. To
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Sonchus elegant-
issimus, an exceedingly fine-leaved graceful foliaged

,
plant. To M. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, for Berto-
lonia Van Houttei, a most superb plant, in which the
venation of the leaves is distinctly delineated in bright
sparkling rose ; and for Bertolonia Miranda, a cordate
leaved form, the leaves being evenly but thickly spotted
with minute rosy dots. And to Mr. R. Parker, Tooting,
for Saxifraga aretoides primulina, a small dense
growing species with primrose-yellow flowers—quite
a little gem in the alpine class. Floral Certifi-

cates were awarded to Mr. Turner for Rhododen-
dron Countess of Dudley, a very fine hybrid, with
pure white flowers, of good substance, and measuring
4 inches across,—the flowers, which are delicately
scented, being produced in trusses of three or four, and
having a grand appearance ; for Auricula Gertrude
Knight (Turner), a green-edged show variety with dark
purple ground ; for Alpine Auricula National (Turner),
glowing velvety purple, with pale lemon centre, rhe
pips measuring i| inch across ; and for Alpine Auri-
cula Iron Duke, a smaller-flowered variety, almost
black in colour, and tipped with purple. To Mr.
Carmichael, gr. to W. Tugwell, Esq., Crowe Court,
Bath, for Azalea William Carmichael, a hybrid between
A. amcena and A. Flag of Truce, with bright rosy
flowers ; and for Azalea Mrs. Carmichael, a hybrid
between A. amoena and A. Stella, with rosy purple
flowers. Azalea amcena was the male parent in both
cases, and the general habit of the plants partakes
most of the character of this parent ; they are stronger
growers, however, and flower most profusely. To
Mr. William Paul for his new Hybrid Perpetual Rose
Peach Blossom, a globular-shaped flower, very well
named as to colour.

The Metropolitan Floral Society offered
prizes in several classes for Auriculas, and though the
exhibition was only a small one, it was much better
than any the Society has had before. Mr. Turner was
1st for twelve show varieties with the following :

—
Grey-edged, Competitor (Turner), Robert Traill

(Lightbody), John Waterson (Cunningham), George
Lightbody (Headley), and Colonel Champneys (Tur-
ner); green-edged, Lovely Ann (Oliver) ; white-edged,
Alderman Wisbey (Headley) ; Charles Perry (Turner),
violet-purple self; Blackbird (Spalding), black self;

and three varieties not named—a very nice, even and
refined lot. Mr. James Douglas, gr. to F. Whit-
bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, was 2d, with
stronger plants of Colonel Champneys(Turner), Robert
Traill (Lightbody), Lancashire Hero (Cheetham),
Unique (Dickson), and Competitor (Turner), grey-
edged ; Lovely Ann (Oliver), Duke of Wellington
(Dickson), Apollo (Beeston), and Admiral Napier
(Campbell), green-edged ; Mrs. Sturrock (Mar-
tin), purplish claret self; and Meteor Flag
(Lightbody), a bluish purple self. Mr. J. James, gr.

to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, came in 3d, and
the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, 4th. In the amateurs'
class for six show varieties Mr. Douglas came in 1st

with Prince of Wales (Ashton), green-edged ; General
Neill (Traill), green-edged ; Master Hole (Turner),
black self ; Mary Ann (Fletcher), grey-edged ; Lord
Clyde (Lightbody), crimson-maroon self ; and Colonel
Champneys (Turner), grey-edged. Mr. James and the
Rev. H. H. Dombrain were 2d and 3d respect-
ively.

The best selfs were Charles Perry (Turner), deep
violet-purple, shown by Mr. Turner, 1st ; Master
Hole (Turner), black or bluish black, shown by Mr.
Douglas, 2d ; and Blackbird (Spalding), almost
black, shown by Mr. James, 3d. In the class for
white-edged flowers, Mr. James was 1st with Countess
of Wilton, Mr. Turner 2d with Favourite (Turner),
and Mr. Douglas 3d with an unnamed plant. The
Rev. H. H. Dombrain's Richard Headley(Lightbody)
was the best in the grey-edged class, followed by Mr.
James' Colonel Champneys (Turner), and Mr,
Douglas' Alderman Charles Brown (Headley) ; while
amongst green-edged varieties. Alderman Wisbey
(Headley), shown by Mr. Turner, and Lady Richard-
son (Gairn), shown by Mr. Douglas, were respectively
jst and 2d.

The best twelve alpines also came from Mr.
Turner, and consisted for the most part of seedlings
unnamed, the only named ones being John Gair, Iron
Duke, and National, the two latter also gaining Floral
Certificates. Mr. James came 2d with Diamond,
Mr. Reeves, Spangle, Miss Colvin, Miss Andrews, F.

Watts, Dazzle, Beauty of Redlees, Mercury, Queen
Victoria, Dolly Varden, &c. ; and Mr. Douglas was
3d with Mercury, Favourite, Brilliant, Elcho, Minnie,

John Leech, Sydney, King of Crimsons, Edgar, Miss
Reed, and two seedlings.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

:

April IT.—In the present unhappy circumstances of
the Royal Horticultural Society, Manchester has cer-

tainly stolen a considerable march on South Kensington.
One of the small meetings of the Manchester Botanical
and Horticultural Society was held on this occasion,
and, both in the extent and value of the subjects
staged, it certainly equalled, even if it did not tran-

scend the early Rhododendron show at South Ken-
sington on April 21. Then there was the added
attraction of the National Auricula Society's exhibi-
tion, and the two combined filled every available part
of the spacious Town Hall ; while the company was
so numerous, owing to the fine afternoon, which
followed a somewhat unpromising morning, that
locomotion was almost impossible ; and there was no
band to stimulate visitors to put in an appearance.
These meetings—so happily conceived and so suc-
cessfully carried out—appear to have become a neces-
sity to Manchester, and will have to be continued as
a part of the programmeo of the Botanical and
Horticultural Society.

One of the most conspicuous features was a fine

bank of pot Roses, staged by Mr. Charles Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slough, and to which the Gold Medal
of the Society was awarded. This included capitally
grown and flowered plants of C61ine Foresier, Mdlle.
ThiJrSse Level, Madame Victor Verdier, La France,
Madame C. Joigneaux, Edward Morr:n, Dupuy
Jamain, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Marie Baumann. A
First-class Certificate was awarded to Mr. C. Turner for

Azalea Apollo, one of Verschaffelt's newer seedlings,
the flowers white, slightly striped with carmine, very
large and of excellent form. In addition, Mr. Turner
had Mdlle. Leonie Van Houtte, Comtesse de Beaufort,
and the fine old Charmer in grand condition. A
First-class Certificate was awarded to E. G. Wrigley,
Esq., for a capital example of Dendrobium macro-
phyllum, bearing three spikes of flowers, one having
as many as fourteen fine blossoms. The same exhi-
bitor had D. Pierardi major, D. thyrsiflorum, D.
crystallinum, Odontoglossum citrosmum and its variety
roseum, O. Pescatorei, with a finely bloomed spike of
forty flowers ; Cattleya Mendeli, Vanda ccerulescens,
Masdevallia Lindeni, and M. Veitchii. From Mr.
Geo. Toll came Odontoglossum hystrix, bearing a
fine spike of flowers ; O. naevium majuc, O.
Eluntii, Cypripeatum Crossii. From R. Aders, Esq.,
came Dendrobium Dalhousianum, Cypripedium
Dominianum, and a small plant of Odontoglossum
vexillarium, with one large flower of fine substance.
A First-class Certificate was awarded for Rhodo-
dendron Countess of Derby, partaking of the
character of R. Edgworthi, with very large pure white
flowers of great beauty and substance, flowering very
freely even as very small plants : this came from
Mr. Isaac Davies, of Ormskirk. Messrs. G. & W.
Vates, of Manchester, contributed a large group of
plants, consisting of Palms, Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
greenhouse-flowering plants, &c. Some charming
bouquets were furnished by Mr. Thos. Studd ; H.
Martindale, Esq., sent a box of fine blooms of Gloire
de Dijon Rose ; and Messrs. E. Cole & Sons got up
a box of cut flowers, comprising Acacia longifolia

magnifica, Richardia jethiopici, Vanda suavis, Musa
coccinea (very fine). Magnolia conspicua, Phajus
Wallichii, the showy Scutellaria Mocciniana,
Franciscea calycina major, and Brugmansia grandi-
flora. A First-class Commendation was awarded to
Mr. Richard Dean, Ealing, W., for a stand of twelve
bunches of cut fancy Polyanthuses, vphich appeared to

find much favour among the Auricula cultivators.

In the way of fruit there was a capital basket of
President Strawberries, from J. Rylands, Esq.

;

while from E. Lever, Esq., came three bunches of
Lady Downe's Grapes, cut from the Vines about two
months ago, and kept in water. The berries were
fine and plump, and covered with a beautiful bloom.
The exhibition of the National Auricula Society

fell somewhat short of the expectations of the pro-
moters, both in point of numbers and general average
quality of the flowers ; on the other hand it must be
admitted that some of the flowers were as perfect in

the matter of superb finish as Auriculas could well be.

The Town Hall is not adapted to show offAuriculas to

the best advantage ; it is too dark to bring out the
exquisite marking of the finely-finished examples of

this "beautiful arid fascinating flower"; and the
judges, owing to the gloom which prevailed in the
early part of the day, had to carry the flowers to the
light in order to give them that searching examina-
tion required in the circumstances of such a spirited

competition. The regulation which requires that all

the trusses must be shown free from all artificial pack-
ing and support, is not calculated to show oil the
flowers to the best advantage ; they get a hangdog
appearance—large trusses are apt to overweight the

stem, and they bend over, even to the danger of snap-
ping asunder ; it also tends to encourage small rather

than bold trusses. Exhibitors at a distance are allowed
to turn theu: plants out of pots, shake out a portion of

the soil from the roots, bind them up in damp moss,
and in this way a good number of plants can be closely
packed in a small space. Pots and soil are provided
at the place of the exhibition, the plants are repotted
previous to staging, and the soil is covered with damp
moss, which is not as a general rule laid en in a neat
and tidy manner. The space at the service of the
Auricula growers in the Town Hall was circumscribed
in space, and the plants were huddled together, giving
them a confused appearance. These matters are set

forth, not in a captious spirit, but merely as indicating
defects that might be remedied ; still it must be borne
in mind that such an exhibition as that of the National
Auricula Society is intended mainly for the fanciers of
the Auricula, and they prefer to see the plants in all

their naked loveliness of pip and truss, apart from all

attempts at enhanced attractiveness.

The blue riband of the exhibition was undoubtedly
the 1st prize in Class A. for six dissimilar varieties of
show Auriculas, one at least in each of the classes
being required. This was won by the Rev. F. D.
Horner, Kirkby Malzeard, Ripon, the premier
amateur cultivator of the day, and a formidable oppo-
nent to practised growers like Mr. Charles Turner.
He staged excellent examples of Regulator and
S nailing Beauty, white-edged, the last very fine;
Prince of Greens, green-edged, a very fine flower

;

Complete, and George Lightbody, grey-edged, both
very fine, the latter especially so ; and Pizarro, a very
fine maroon silk with a pure white paste. Mr. C.
Turner was 2d with Cygnet, white-edged

;

Alderman Wisbey, green-edged ; Robert Traill,

Colonel Champneys, and George Lightbody, grey-
edged, all very fine ; and Charles J. Perry, a very
fine deep violet-red, with a clear white paste. Mr.
H. Wilson was placed 3d with George Lightbody,
grey-edged ; Favourite, white-edged ; Colonel Taylor -

and Imperator, green-edged; Pizarro and Othello,
selfs. Mr. S. Cooper, who was 4th, staged John
Waterson, A. Smith, and Lovely Ann, white-edged

j

Imperator, green-edged ; and Mrs. Sturrock and
Metropolitan, selfs. Four collections only were
staged in this class. In that for four dissimilar varieties,

one in each class, Mr. C. Royds was 1st with Im-
perator, green-edged, bearing six fine pips ; Smiling
Beauty, white-edged , Conqueror of Europe, grey-
edged, a very fine example, with seven splendid pips ;

and a fine dark self, named Mrs, E. Lancaster, raised
by Mr. Pohlman, paste and body colour beins •i-no^i-

perfect. The Kev. F. T). Horner was 2d with
General Bolivar, grey-edged ; Smiling Beauty,
white-edged ; Charles E. Brown, grey-edged ; and
Mrs. Sturrock, self. Mr. S. Cooper, who was 3d,
had Imperator, green-edged ; Conqueror of Europe,
grey-edged ; Taylor's Glory, white-edged ; and Pi-

zarro, dark self. Mr. C. Turner came 4th with
Alderman Wisbey, green-edged ; Privateer, grey-
edged ; Arabella, white-edged ; and Blackbird,
self. Class C. was for pairs, the ruling con-
dition being that the plants be dissimilar both
in variety and class. Mr. C. Royds was again
1st, having self Mrs. Lancaster in splendid condition ;

and Imperator, green-edged, with five fine pips. The
Rev. F. D. Horner was 2d with Walker's George
Levick, a very fine but scarce grey-edge of splendid
quality ; and Prince of Wales, a fine green-edge.
Mr. E. Elliott, who was 3d, had General Bolivar,

grey-edged, and Pizarro, self. Mr. R. Lord, Tod-
morden, was 4th, with General Taylor, grey-edged

;

and Stapleford Hero, white-edged. There were seven
pairs competing in this class.

Next came the classes for the premier flowers in the
four sections, viz., green, grey, and white edges, and
the selfs. Here, as might be expected, the compe-
tition was numerous and exciting. In the green-
edged class, out of some thirty flowers, the judges
selected for the premier prize a finely finished ex-
ample of Colonel Taylor, furnished by Mr. R. Lord.
Next in order came Imperator, shown by the Rev,
F. D. Horner ; Lady Ann Wilbraham, Beeston's
Apollo, Lovely Ann, Traill's Anna, Lancashire Hero,
and Prince of Wales. The premier grey-edged were
Alexander Meiklejohn (Kay), shown by the Rev.
F. D. Horner, a fine flower of great beauty ; next
came George Lightbody, Complete, Chas. E. Brown,
Robert Traill, Alexander Meiklejohn, Alma, Con-
queror of Europe, and Ne Plus Ultra. The Rev,
F. D. Horner also exhibited Robert Traill in fine

character. The premier white-edged was Catherina, and
the same variety took second honours also ; then came
Omega, bearing a fine truss, Smiling Beauty, Richard
Headley, the next two unnamed, Robert Traill, and
the next unnamed. There were forty-two grey-edged,
and about twenty white-edged flowers competing in

these two classes ; but selfs were much more numer-
ously represented, no less than seventy being staged.
The best was a fine dark self Othello, staged by the
Rev. F. D. Horner; next came Pizarro, Charles
Perry, thebody colour very fine ; Topsy, Lord of Lome,
a bright deep red self, very attractive ; Garibaldi, True
Blue, Lord Clyde, and Meteor Flag.

Alpines were divided into two groups, those with
yellow and those with white centres, and they were
shown singly for premier honours. The best was
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Bessie Ray, a splendid new form, from Mr. C. Turner,

the body colour dark maroon, edj;ed with very bright

pale orange red. Then in order came Nimrod, Ovid,

Alice, Diadem, Dolly Varden, Bronze <^ueen, John
Leech, and Evening Star. The premier Alpine with

a white centre was Mauve Queen, pale mauve body
colour, very pretty indeed ; ihis was shown by Mr.

R, Gorton ; then came Georye Lightbody, fme velvet

ground colour ; Beatrice, Constance, and others.

Polyanthuses were poorly shown— it was said that

the severe winter tested their endurance severely.

Such fine old varieties as Exile, Lord Lincoln, George
the Fourth, President, and Chesliire Favourite, put

in appearance, being shown as pairs, as also in the

class for premier honours.

All the plants exhibited in the " pans "

—

i.e.^ a class

re(|uiring two and more examples—must have not less

than five expanded pips. Those in the premier classes

must carry not less than three.

After the judges had done their work, a large

number of exhibitors and fanciers met them at dinner,

under the presidency of Mr. Samuel Barlow ; and
when dinner was over a liberal subscription list was
started towards holding the exhibition in 1S76, It is

due to the Council of the Manchester Botanical and
Horticultural Society to state that they give liberal

encouragement to the Auricula, Tulip, Carnation, and
Ptcotee cultivators, and that this support is doing
much to increase the interest attaching to these exhi-

bitions. The Tulip show will take place at the

Botanical Gardens, Old Trafford, during the third or

fourth week in May, and the Carnation and Picotee

show at the same place during the second or third

week in August.

%\% iilla iarkn.
Bedding Plants.—In another week or two we

shall have reached onwards to that time when plans

for filling the flower-beds must be laid down, and

the plants intended to fill them must be got together.

In large gardens, where from five to fifty and sixty

thousand subjects are wanted to fill the flower-beds,

it is necessary that the work of preparation com-

mence quite early in the year, and already thousands

of plants are established singly in 60-pots ready
fui ".o-i^cViaUing in columns, groups, and divisions at
the opening ol tne summer noral campaign. Suuh a
task needs much forethought and nice calculation ;

the gardener must be constantly looking ahead, and
something very nearly allied to genius—even if it be

not that sublime quality— is required to plan the em-
bellishment of a large flower-garden, and arrange all

its details in a complete and symmetrical manner.

The Villa gardener has no such weighty cares on
his mind. Stilt the task of filling his beds, even if

they be small, is one requiring thoughtful care. Our
floral competitions are by no means confined to flower

shows ; the development of modern gardening has
given birth to pleasant local rivalries; neighbours
vie with each other in the perfection of their floral

displays ; neighbours who are not personally acquainted
instinctively compete in this way—it gives a zest to
gardening, and creates a larger interest in it.

Now many bedding plants have been wintered in

boxes and large pots—placed there as cuttings in

August and September last, and wintered on the
shelf of a greenhouse, in cold frames, and in lofts

and store-rooms. In this way Pelargoniums, and
Calceolarias especially, Echeverias, the varie-

gated Mesembryanthemum, dwarf Nasturtiums,
Petunias, Verbenas, &c., are annually wintered in

quantities, and with more or less success. It has
been an unfortunate winter for amateur gardeners,
however—many and complete are the losses sustained ;

but then the winter was unusually severe and pro-
longed, and continuously wet. Any plants wintered
in this way should be potted offsingly into small pots,

if it has not already been done, to admit of their

becoming established somewhat before being planted
out in the open borders for the summer display.

What to do with these when they are potted off is

a matter of considerable importance with many whose
accommodation for plants is limited. Those who have
a greenhouse or conservatory can store them away on
upper shelves, where they will do well provided they
are kept watered. Some who have no house can
place the plants in a cold frame, which can be kept
close for a time, till the plants make growth and
should have air. But what of those who have neither
house nor cold pit, who yet winter a few plants in

some such way as that mentioned, and who, now they
are potted off", want more space in which to stow
them away ? To such we tender advice of this

character. Select the warmest and cosiest spot in the
garden, and there dig out a pit a foot or so in depth,
the diameter according to the number of the plants to

be provided for ; put a layer of cinder ashes or slates at

the bottom, then add about 4 inches of cocoa-nut
fibre, which can be obtained anywhere almost, and at

A small cost, and plunge the pots in it thickly together.

Next put a fence of old boards or something similar

round the pit in the form of an outside wall, but on
the ground level (this fence should be a foot or

so in height) ; then lay some cross pieces

from one side to the other, and cover with
mats, Frigi Domo, pieces of old sacking, and other

materials. In this way considerable protection can

be given to half-hardy plants ; and if covered by
night, and opened by day, the plants will become
gradually hardened off by the last week in May. If

it is inconvenient to dig out a pit, then stand the pots

on the ground level ; but the protecting fence should

be at least a foot higher than in the case of the

sunken bed. The weather is now warm and bright,

leaves are rapidly unfolding themselves, the cuckoo is

heard in the woods, and the full flow of summer
life is at hand, but it must not be assumed that the

summer season is so near as it now seems. May is a

precarious month ; sometimes it is very cold and
stormy. Nature may have exhausted its store of

wintry forces for the present—it may be that on-

wards, till the summer closes, the weather will be all

that is desired—but a careful gardener will not ven-

ture to halloo till he is out of the wood, and the

time of egress may be yet distant.

Succulents, such as hardy Sempervivums and tender

Echeverias, are now much in request, together with a

few close growing Sedums, for small flower gardens.

They have the great advantage of being wintered with
comparative ease ; and they grow from small to large

plants with considerable rapidity in early summer.
Many offshoots of Echeveria secunda, and the glau-

cous variety also, have been wintered in shallow
boxes, pricked in thickly in August and September,
and now growing into charming rosette-like plants.

These want room. They don't require potting, as they

are well able to take care of themselves, and what we
would suggest is that a bed of fine soil be made up
under a warm wall, and the plants placed out there in

rows, giving each a little space to grow in. Unless the

weather should come in very badly—cold hail-storms,

snow, rain, and frost—no protection will be needed,

and a net thrown over them at night will keep them
quite secure. If much wet weather comes in, and
cold with it, so raise the mat over the surface of the

bed as that it will form a kind of sloping roof, and
the rain will then fall away on either side, Sedum
glaucum, silvery-grey, and S. lividum, deep bright

green ; Sempervivum californicum and S. mon-
tanum, and those two charming grasses, Festuca
viridia and F. glniica. are perfectly hardy,
and they can be planted out ready for use
by-and-by, in neat beds, in lines a little

way apart. If it has not already been done,
sow a pinch of Golden Feather Pyrethrum on a
warm spot ; it will soon come away if kept watered
in dry weather. It is not well to have this too early.

Early raised plants throw up their flowers at mid-
summer, when they are not wanted.

The charming Mesembryanthemum cordifolium
variegatum, one of the best variegated-leaved bedding
plants of recent introduction, is a difficult plant to

winter, requiring a dry heat. Hundreds of plants

have died for want of requisite warmth during the
past winter. Those who have succeeded in wintering
a store plant or two, or who can obtain them now,
should place it in a greenhouse or in a sunny window,
and as the young growth is put forth make cuttings
of it and place them thickly in shallow pans in a light

sandy soil ; they will soon strike on a warm shelf in a
greenhouse, or on the inner sill of a window. Villa
gardeners should include this plant among their indis-

pensable summer bedders, and it^ things are better
suited for suspending either in pots or baskets to
enliven a sunny window.

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

[The subjoined directions are intended to supply
general information, and must, of course, be adapted
to the peculiar circumstances of each locality. Other
departments of the garden will be treated on from
week to week in succession, according to the require-
ments of the season. Special directions for the
management of " The Villa G.arden " will be found in
the preceding columns.!

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhuuse H.\rd.wooded Pl.\nts.—Epacriscs

for winter flowering are much more useful in a com-
paratively small or moderate size, than when allowed
to get large ; by keeping them somewhat limited in
their dimensions, they do not individually occupy
so much room in the forcing pit when being brought
on into flower in the autumn, which is an advantage,
as it admits of more variety. The nature of the plants,
in bearing without injury closely cutting in, favours
their being kept for years in a comparatively small
state, yet withal healthy. Plants that have been
flowered in succession through the spring will in

many cases have had their shoots reduced in length
by removal for decorative purposes in the shape of

cut flowers, yet they are not cut so close in as to prevent

their increasing in size more than may be wanted ;

wliere such is the case they should at once be short-

ened back before any shoots that may have already

broken out have grown much. In this shortening back
the operator should be guided by the size he desires his

plants ultimately to attain ; they will bear very well to

be thus reduced to within 4 inches of where they were
cut back to last year. Although they will make
their growth well with ordinary greenhouse treat-

ment, yet where the object is to have them early in

flower this will be much accelerated by now keeping

them a little warm, closing the pit or whatever struc-

ture they occupy early in the afternoon, syringing over-

head at the same time. Acacia Drumtnomiii, A. ar-

Mata, and other varieties of moderategrowth; Genistas,

lIabrotha?nnns eUgans, grown bush-fashion in pots,

and similar plants that have flowered through the

spring, should also now be cut back as far as retiuired.

These are better not cut in so closely as advised for the

Epacriscs, but, like them, will be much benefited by
a somewhat closer atmosphere and by being damped
overhead in the afternoons. If this is carefully done,

so as to get the water well to the underside of the

leaves, it will not only accelerate growth, but keep
them free from their summer pest—red-spider. Pre-

vention in this way is much easier than the necessity

for recourse to more decided means when the insect

has established itself upon the plants.

The small Otaheite Orange, so useful for winter
flowering, should, when out of bloom, have its growth
pushed on in a little warmth. This plant is subject to

scale, and before any young growth is made they should
be thoroughly cleansed with insecticide, using the
sponge in preference to the brush, the latter being

liable to scratch the leaves. Plants of varieties of

large growth that have flowered should be similarly

treated. Oranges of all kinds, whilst making their

growth, must be well supplied with water, especially

overhead, and be also slightly shaded from the sun.

The Orange is a plant of comparatively easy growth,
and naturally able to withstand a good deal of bad
treatment without being killed outright ; and to this, no
doubt, may be attributed the indifferent condition in

which they are often seen. When in a bad state the

roots are generally few, and almost dormant at a time
when they should be ramifying in all directions ; when
thus stunted and unhealthy the best course is to turn

them out of their pots, reduce the balls considerably,

put them in smaller pots, and place at once in

moderate heat with a close moist atmosphere until the
roots ore unmistakably active and the growth is made :

plants in such condition will be much benefited by
a moderate bottom-heat of about 70°.

Coprosma Baueriana z'aricgata is a very useful con-
servatory plant, its shiny variegated foliage being
eflfective amongst flowering subjects, but through the
winter it is liable to get bare of leaves, when it

becomes unsightly. When in this state, it should now
be cut back and kept a little warm in a moist atmo-
sphere until it pushes growth ; the points of the shoots
thus cut away will at the present time strike much
more freely than further on in the season—they will do
either singly in small pots, or several placed round
larger ones.

Azaleas.—In time plants of these sometimes get
somewhat large and straggling in their branches,
having a thin open appearance, or they get too large.
In either case they may at the present time be cut
back, but this must not be carried too far, or to the
extent that it would be safe to go with Camellias in a
similar state ; neither must the cutting back be at-

tempted if the roots are not in good condition. If the
plants are large theymay with safety have their branches
shortened a foot or so all round. They must then be
placed in a close, warm atmosphere, syringed twice a-
day overhead, keeping the soil rather dry until they
have made an inch of growth.

Deiitzia gracilis that has been forced through
the winter and has done flowering will now be
pushing growth. The best way of treating this

plant, and by which it may be kept in a healthy,
useful condition for a number of years, is to cut
out the old wood after it has flowered, depending
for next year's bloom upon the young shoots that push
up freely from the collar when the plant has plenty of
roots. To ensure its blooming satisfactorily every
year when forced it should, after flowering, be kept in
a little heat, such as a vinery at work, until the growth
is made and flower-buds formed. If in small pots
give them a moderate shift ; if they do not require
more room they will whilst growing be benefited by
manure-water twice a week or so. Hardy shrubs, such
as Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons, the double Piuniis,
Lauruslinus, &.C., that have been used for conserva-
tory decoration, should, when done flowering, be
placed for a few weeks in a cool house, instead of, as
too often seen, turned out-of-doors and neglected

;

if allowed to harden a little before being exposed
they may be induced to flower again next winter,
T. Baines.

Orchids.—At the present time, and for four
months to come, most of the plants will be in a grow,
ing state. The temperature should now be increased
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in the East Indian Iiouse to from 70° to 90° by day,

and to from 65" to 70° by night. Tlie Cattleya-house

should be from 65° to 75" by day, and from 60° to

65° by night. The Odontoglossum-house should be
60° to 70° by day, and 55° to 60° by night.

Should there be any plants that are not growing satis-

factorily, ascertain at once the cause of it, and apply
a remedy ; the roots must be examined, and if it is

found that any part of them are decaying—?>., rotting

—which is frequently the case if they are kept too

wet, the parts should be cut away to prevent the

disease being carried into the plant. If the plant can
be turned out of the pot without damaging the healthy
roots, so much the better ; the roots can then be
washed, and repotted into moderately dry material,

of a kind suitable to the plant which is to be operated
upon, and very little water should be given until new
roots, are formed. It should be borne in mind that

air-plants do not require a large mass of material to

root into. Shading will l^ecome more and more
necessary as the season advances ; at the same time
air will be required. It often happens that when the
blinds are rolled down the air is excluded from the
house, except that entering by way of the bottom
ventilators. Where sliding top-lights are in use, and
the canvas is allowed to lie close down on the glass,

it effectually prevents the escape of heat. This does
not so much matter in the case of many East Indian
Orchids, but to the majority of pseudobulbous
plants it is very injurious. When the sun is

sufficiently powerful for the plants to require

shading there should be a free circulation of
air, and to allow of this the canvas must be
kept off the glass. The most easy way to do this is

to raise the lath on which the canvas is nailed on
3 inch blocks of wood screwed firmly on the top of
the rafter : a piece of quartering 3 inches by \\ inch
should be screwed on each rafter, or where rafters are
not used the ends may be made fast to the top and
bottom rail of the house, at distances of about 5 feet

apart. It is necessary to nail thin laths about 3 feet

apart to prevent the canvas "sagging" on the glass
when wet ; thus the roller and blind will be kept
3 inches above the glass, which will allow a free

circulation of the air. Plants hanging very near the
glass will be especially benefited, for when the sun is

shining brightly the glass becomes much hotter with
the shading lying upon it than when there is no
shading at all. Some of the Mexican Orchids will be
found to succeed better in the greenhouse for the next
four months. Lalia majalis should be grown in the
full sun and air ; if grown ia a shaded bouse it is a

shy bloomer. The Sianhopeas should be examined
frequently, and if found at all dry should be well
soaked in tepid water : any that are starting into

growth may be repotted. Zygopdalum! may now be
repotted. A general routine will now and for some
time to come be required in the matter of watering
and syringing. G, Baker, Clapham Common,

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

The Parterre and Mixed garden. — Eryt/tri-

nas, which make very effective plants for the centres

of large beds, should now be started with a view to

forwarding them for planting or plunging out in

May ; and if desirable to increase the stock, a portion
of the young shoots when formed may be taken off

with a heel and be inserted in heat, where they will

soon strike. Any Cannas not yet started should at

once be placed in gentle heat. Any old half-spent

hot-bed, containing a few rotten leaves on the surface,

will do admirably for the purpose of plunging them
in and will save potting. Caladium escidenitim, Aralia
pafyrifera, and many other fleshy-rooted plants used
for bedding out, may be treated in the same way, and
by so doing space, time, and labour in potting may
be saved. Seed of the fast growing subtropical
plants, such as Zea, Riciims, Beta Cicla, Amaraiithus,
&c. , may now be sown, and these will be found far

more satisfactory than others of the same varieties sown
at an earlier date. The different Solanums, Chanut-
teuce, Uhdeas, Acacias, Ferdinanda, and such like

subjects, advised to be sown in February or March,
should be potted on and nursed in gentle heat to get
them large and strong. Coleiis, Attcrnanihera, /resine,

and other tender quick-growing plants to be used for

bedding purposes may still be propagated, as there is

ample time to grow them to a good size by the first

or second week in June, which is quite as soon
as it is safe to venture them out. As soon as

struck, such things as the above, together with
Lobelias, Verbenas, dwarf Agcratums, and many
other fast-growing bedding plants, should be
pricked out in frames prepared for the purpose.
If planted in leaf soil, or old spent Mushroom
dung, they lift with large balls without a check, and
treated in this way it saves a large amount of time and
labour in potting, watering, &c., and is far preferable

in every way. It will now be necessary to transfer

from the houses to cold pits and frames all the hardier

varieties of bedding plants that may be standing under
the shade of Vines, Peaches, &c., so as to gradually

harden them off and inure them to the sun and air.

Ivy-clad walls and buildings should now be gone
over with the shears, and be closely clipped in, so as

to shave off all the old leaves of last season. Their
appearance will not be of the most desirable kind
for a week or two, but they will amply repay any
little loss of effect for the time by clothing them-
selves with lovely fresh green foliage, free from dirt or
discoloration. J. Sheppard,

FRUIT HOUSES.
The Orchard-House.—The present spring has

been remarkably backward, and this circumstance has
of course operated upon fruit trees in unhealed struc-

tures, such as orchard-houses, as well as upon those
in the open air, but with no injurious results, as far as

can be at present perceived, and the prospects of the
fruit crops of all kinds are all that can be desired.

Apricots are now fairly set, and where they are in

very great abundance they should be at once slightly

thinned out. At the same time that this is being
done, strong or superfluous shoots should be rubbed
off or pinched back, so as to secure symmetrical deve-
lopment of the trees, which are also about this time not
unlikely to be attacked by a small caterpillar, which
preys upon the young shoots and leaves ; these are
easily discovered by the leaves being drawn together,

and when this is observed they should be carefully

unfolded and the caterpillar removed, or it may be
effectually destroyed by gently pinching the leaves

enclosing it. The trees should also at this stage be
abundantly supplied with water, whether they are
growing in pots or planted out; well diluted manure-
water should also be given about twice a-week.
This is more particularly necessary as regards trees

in pots, which may also about this time have the
surface-dressing renewed. If they are carrying a
heavy crop of fruit, the pots being full of roots—which
may be supposed to be case—should the soil become
very frequently dry the bricks on which the pots
are placed may be withdrawn, allowing them to rest

upon the surface of the prepared border of soil,

into which the roots may be allowed to travel freely

for a time ; and should any undue luxuriance be the
result of this treatment, it.can readily be checked by
raising the pot and severing a portion of the roots
which may have entered the border.
The fruit of the Peach and Nectarine, although less

forward than that of the Apricot, will now be
set, and as such trees are seldom at this stage
altogether free from aphis, the garden engine must h>p

brought into active upciatlon about 7 o'clock on
the morning of every day which promises to be fine.

Should these syringings fail recourse must at

once be had to fumigation, and this should be
done during calm evenings, when the trees are

perfectly dry. In cases, however, where only a few
trees are infested with green-fly, these may be cleaned
by the use of quassia water, prepared by boiling

quassia chips, after the rate of an ounce of chips to a
quart of rain-water, for ten or more minutes ; and
adding to this while cooling an ounce of soft

soap. This when cold should be applied to the in-

fested trees with a soft painter's brush, or the trees

may be well dusted with Pooley's tobacco powder,
during any still evening ; and this, together with the

dead or paralysed insects, will be washed off by the

engine on the following morning. About this time
mildew sometimes attacks Peach and Nectarine trees,

and whenever this occurs no time must be lost in

applying sulphur (the only known remedy) in some of
its forms—either dusting the trees well with flowers of
sulphur well dried, or syringing with Ewing's Infallible

Composition, which is the'most convenient and effectual

remedy which can be applied to fruit trees suffering

from mildew. Abundance of air is necessary to induce
Cherry trees under glass to set their fruit freely, and
they are also exceedingly liable to be attacked by the
black or Cherry fly, which it is somewhat difficult to

destroy, but which will, nevertheless, generally succumb
to the incessant use of the syringe or garden engine, or

repeated fumigations. Should the fruit set in great
abundance it may, in some cases, be necessary to thin

it out, and this should be done carefully, using for

the purpose Grape scissors. Fig trees, in pots or
otherwise, are now swelling their fruits rapidly, and
should be abundantly supplied with water, as if

they are even once allowed to become too dry the
check they will sustain will be likely to cause the
young fruit to drop off. Ventilation must now be
very carefully attented to, and the ventilators should
be opened every morning about 7 or 8 o'clock,

unless during the prevalence of very cutting north-east

winds, &c., when it may be necessary to keep the

ventilators closed, or nearly so, and for some time to

come it will be advisable to close them at about 6p.m.;
but whenever frost, or a very low night temperature, is

apprehended, they should be closed somewhat earlier,

in order to enclose a considerable amount of solar

heat. No danger need be apprehended from a
somewhat high sun temperature during the latter

portion of the afternoon, and by this means an undue
depression during the night or early morning may, to

some extent, be prevented. P. Grieve, Culford, Bury
St. Edmunds,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Amongst other matters which will soon demand atten-

tion here will be the thinning out of the various kinds of
spring-sown crops of roots, such as Onions, Parsnips,
and Carrots. This operation is best done before the
plants become large, and therefore it should not be
unnecessarily delayed much beyond the time when
they can be properly handled. A large supply of
what are termed Button Onions are generally wanted.
Instead of sowing seeds specially for this purpose,
replant into drills thickly those which are drawn from
the main crop when thinned out. These give the
requisite supply of such, and of Spring Onions also,

without necessitating any interference with the regu-
larity in appearance of the chief beds. These matters
are of importance where appearances are studied,

which should always be the case in every garden of
any pretensions. Parsnips should be thinned out at

once finally to about 9 inches or a foot apart, as
the nature of the soil or circumstances require.

In thinning out Carrots, as many more as those which
will ultimately be required should be left, in order
to give a supply of them in a young state. These can
be obtained in this way by judicious thinning, without
detriment to those which are left for the main crop,
which should finally be left at from 9 inches to a foot
apart for long varieties, and 6 inches for the shorter
kinds. Set out Chicory to about 9 inches or a foot
apart, and leave Scorzonera ^.Xi^Salsify at about 6 inches
from each other. Plant the main crop of DwarJ
French Beans and Scarlet Runners ; the former should
include that remarkable variety, Canadian Wonder,
and among the latter Carter's Champion should be
grown, as being fine for exhibition purposes, and
equally as prolific as the common variety. In both
cases plant the Beans in single rows about 6 inches
asunder; there is no advantage in having double
rows, as but two side surfaces can be fully exposed to
the operating influences of those elements which are
the essence of success with this subject. The anti-

quated practice of planting double rows of Scarlet
Runner Beans has not yet become obsolete at many
places. Experience in practice will, however, soon
convincingly demonstrate its futility, and cause its

abandonment. The cultivation of this vegetable can
be varied according to circumstances in well enriched
and prepared soil. Where long sticks are employed
the rows should be 6 feet apart ; at a less distnn/-o

with shortpr =tiokc, by otopping ti»o pi.nis whcn thcy
reach the top ; and where sticks are not procurable, it

will do exceedingly well without them planted in rows
about 3 feet apart. Surface heat, with plenty of
moisture at the roots, are the elements which are most
suitable to Runner Beans, therefore places possessing
these advantages should be selected for them. We
plant in drills 3 inches deep ; in heavy soils 2 inches
will suffice. After the Beans are up in light soils,

raise the soil about 3 inches on either side of the
row about iS inches wide, slightly inclining the fall

towards the row ; this will arrest the penetrating

power of the sun's rays until the sticks are
placed, when an addition of from 4 to 6 inches

of mulching material should be applied. This
when well saturated will preserve the equability of
moisture which is so desirable. Encourage growth
by frequently stirring the surface soil between the

rows, and, if necessary, by watering the Spanish
section of Onions which were sown last autumn.
These will now be coming in, and supplying the lack

of old Onions, which now are becoming soft. The
Early White Naples and Giant White Tripoli are

much esteemed by cooks generally, and by French
ones particularly, because of their whiteness. Care
should be exercised in removing those for use, so as

to leave some of the most promising in appearance, if

fine examples are likely to be required. Take ad-
vantage of suitable weather to surface hoe the
quarters, and wherever weeds are likely to be found.

Use such available places as those between Peas
which are being sown now for the sowing of Spinach,

Lettuce, or similar subjects. Look over Caulijloioer

plants, and remove those which have buttoned, and
replace them with plants from the late sow-
ing. Keep up plentiful supplies of salading,

which, to be tender and good, will require

liberal supplies of water in hot dry weather. As
Potatos protrude, draw the soil lightly up round them.
At the beginning of May make a sowing of Broccoli
for late use ; this will also be a good time for making
another sowing of Saz'oys, and the newly-intro-
duced dwarf varieties, such as King Koffee, Tom
Thumb, and Early New, are decided improvements
on the large section both in regard to quality and
usefulness.

In the glass department continue to give constant
attention to stopping, tying, and watering early-fruiting

Tomatos ; shift on into 5-inch pots those which are
to be placed against the walls outside. Prepare
Gherkin and ridge Cucumbers for planting out under
hand-lights or otherwise, and likewise Vegetable
Marrows. Liberally supply Carrots with water, and
sprinkle the surface of them every morning. G, T,
Miles, Wycombe Abbev,
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Cut Flowers.

Azaleas,
Camellias, 12 blooms a o- 6
Carnations, 12 blooms 16-30
Cineraria, p. bunch., o g- 1 6
Cyclamen, 12 blooms 02-06
Deutzia, per bunch. . 06-10
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 16-60
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50
Heliotropes,i2sprays 06-10
Hyacinths, per bunch 09-16— Roman, per 12

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12
sprays

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Narcissus, per doz...

Pelargoniums, 12 spr.— Zonal, do.
Primula, dbl., p. bun.— single, do. .

,

Roses, indoor, p. doz.— French, do. .

.

Spirsea, 13 sprays .

.

Plants in Pots.

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 i

Begonias, do. ..6 0-12 (

Bouvardias, do. ., 9 0-18 (

Calceolarias, do. . . 9 0-18 (

Cineraria, do. . . 6 0-15 (

Cyperus, do. .

.

. . 6 0-12 (

Deutzias, do. ..8 0-18 (

Dracaena terminalis— viridis, per doz.

Fuchsia, per doz. .

Gardenias, do.
Heaths, in var. , doz.

16-76

Hyacinths, per doz. 6
Lily of the Valley,

12 sprays, about .. i

Mignonette, do. . . 6
Myrtles ., do. 3
Pelargoniums, dble.,

— Scarlet, do. . . 6

Solanums, do. , . 6
Spiraea, do 12
Stoak, do 6

SEEDS.
London : April 28.—A fair retail demand still pre-

vails for Clover seed ; stocks remaining on hand being
almost unprecedentedly low, prices for all varieties keep
very firm. For Lucerne seed there is a good inquiry.
Sainfoin is cheaper. A large business at the recent great
advance in values has been doing in white Mustard and
sowing Rape seed. Spring Tares must be quoted u. to
3J. per quarter higher on the week ; some shipments of
this article are being made to France. For Hemp and
Canary seed the tendency of currencies is upwards.
White Millet keeps in slow request. English Linseed is

exceedingly scarce. John Shaw 6" Sons, Sad Mer-
chants, 37, Mark Lane, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday English Wheat sold steadily

at last Monday's prices. Barley was in very poor re-
quest, and malting descriptions were generally offered at
a slight decline. Grinding produce supported the rates
of Monday sennight. Malt was in excess of the demand,
and occasionally lower. Sound Oats improved from 31/.
to 6d. per quarter. Maize was easier to purchase. Beans
and Peas were without appreciable alteration. Flour was
difficult to move, even on rather lower terms. — On
Wednesday the market was dull, the fine brilliant
weather and a change in the wind favourable to the
vessels homeward bound naturally creating caution on
the part of buyers. Wheat was slightly cheaper than on
Monday, so also was Barley, but Oats maintained the
advance established on that day. Maize was flat, and
the quotations for Beans, Peas, and flour had a down-
ward tendency.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending April 24 :—Wheat, 43J. 4<;. ; Barley, 41J. id.

;

Oats, 29J. grf. For the corresponding week last year :

—

Wheat, 6ar. ; Barley, 49J. iirf.; Oats, 28^. iid.

CA TTLE.
At the Metropolitan market on Monday choicest

quality beasts were not very plentiful, and were readily
disposed of Prices generally were rather improved,
although inferior kinds did not move off quickly. In
sheep there was a cheerful demand for all kinds at rather
higher rates. Choice lambs and calves were in request,
but second-rate met with a dull sale. Quotations ;

Beasts, y. Sd. to 4;. 6d., and 5^. 6d. to 6s. ; calves,
4.1. 6d. to ss. Sd.; sheep, 31. 2d. to 5^. 6d., and 51. Sd. to
6s. 4d. ; lambs, ys. 4d. to -js. Sd.

;
pig, 4.5. ^d. to ^s. 6d.—Trade in beasts was dull on Wednesday ; choice

qualities, however, made nearly Monday's prices. For
sheep the quotations of the previous market day were
pretty well maintained throughout. Choice lambs and
calves were in good demand at fully late rates.

BAY.
The Whitechapel report states that, with moderate

arrivals and a steady demand, the value of all kinds of
fodder has been maintained. Prime Clover, 100s. to
I30i. ; inferior ditto, 85^. to gy. ;

prime meadow hay, 90J.
to I24J. ; inferior ditto, 35^. to 731.; and straw, 35^. to
40J. per load. Cumberland Market quotations : —
Superior meadow hay, 120s. to 130^. ; inferior, 92J. to
II2J. ; superior Clover, 126s. to 133J. ; inferior, zoos, to
Txos. ; and straw, 40J. to 45j. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that sound

Potatos command a ready sale and rather higher prices,
but inferior sorts, of which the supply principally con-
sists, are dull and cheaper. Quotations :—Regents, 93.^.

to 130J. ; Victorias, looi. to 140^. ; Flukes, iioj. to 130J. ;

Rocks, 63J. to Sas. per ton.—Last week's imports into
London comprised 20.694 bags from Antwerp, 2126 bags,
8330 sacks, and 471 tons from Dunkirk

; 361 bags,
336 sacks Boulogne, 535 bags Harlingen, 120 tons
Ghent, 117 boxes Lisbon, 331 sacks Malta, and 10 casks
from Madeira.

COALS.
There was an active demand at market on Monday, at

last prices. Dulness characterised business on Wednes-
day, and house coals gave way is. per ton ; Hartleys,
however, advanced 6d.

Sfiidfor a Price List of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING
HYDRAULIC RAMS

For Raising "Water for tlie Supply of
'

VUlagea, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions.
Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Po-iver, which is obtained from the

Stream of Waterpassing through the Rams.
NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED,
Made in Sizes to raise from 100 to too 000 Gallons per day.

This Ram will raise part of the same water that works it ; or,

whilst worked by a stream of impure water will pump clean
water from a well or spring, and force it to a height of 400 feet.

Rams on this principle can also be supplied to force to a height
of 1500 feet. Patterns vary with the different sizes.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. L. Hanmer, Deanwater, IVilmslow, Nov. 20, 1873-
Dear Sir,—In answer to your inquiries respecting the Hy-

draulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to
state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect
order, sending up to the top of the house 3000 gallons of water
in twenty-four hours, whereas you only contracted to deliver in
that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason to be
well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had a
Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a
single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the "distance required—namely 120 feet. But yours
is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.

From Col. Hargreaves, Maiden Erleigh, Reading
Dec. 10. 1873.

Sir,—In reply to yours of the 8th, I am glad to say that
the Hydraulic Ram which you put down for me at Townhead
is a perfect success. It raises upwards of 7000 gallons a day
to my cistern in the field above the house 133 feet, but as I do
not require so much as that I regulate it to raise about 4000 to
^500 per diem.

From Mr. Thomas Mason, Alkiticoates Hall, Colne

Sir,—Your Self-acting Hydraulic Ram gives me entire satis-
faction. It has been at work about fifteen months, and has only
been seen once during the last six months. It is forcing about
1400 gallons per day of twenty-fours to a height of 194 feet.

From ilie Exors. of John Hargreaves, Coal Proprietors.
Burnley, May, 1869.

Dear Sir,—In answer to your inquiries respecting the
Hydraulic Ram you supplied us with, I have pleasure in
stating that it is working very satisfactorily, and forcing 15,480
gallons per day to a height of 66 feet.

(The above is a No. 10 size.)

From Mr. John Pennington, Emmott Hall, ?iear Cohte
Dec. 21, i8«8.

Sir,—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with
nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives
water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces
3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,
exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-
wheel and force-pumps which it has displaced. I ts cost is small,
it occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical
detail is simplicity itself I have much pleasure in recommend-
ing it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water.

JOHN" BLAKE,
OXFORD STREET WORKS. ACCRINGTON

LANCASHIRE.

strongly made of

BeeMves.—Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver
Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

KT o.
sot^-s^ working three bell-glasses, is neatly and

has three windows in the lower
Hive. This Hive will be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and
is more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has been intro-

Price, complete £,\ 15 o
Stand for ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,
G. N. & Sons supply a
Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

U, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full '

uniting tc

Stocks and Swarms may

Black Stocks,

! obtained ;ENGLISH BEES,
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour, s^., postage i,d.

A newly arranged Oitaloguc of other improved Hives, with
Drawings ajid Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
AgenU for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, HighHolbom^W.C.
or 149, Regent Street, London, W,

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbury Steam Joinery Works

BunhiU Row London E C

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

Silver Medal. 1874.
^HE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—

First-class Certificate. 1867 • Highly Commended, 1873.

The follow mg Letter from Mr. Wm. Thompson needs no
comment:

—

" Tweed Vineyard, March 21. 1873.
*' Dear Sir,—I have now had your Terminal Saddle Boiler

heating two large Span-houses. 21 feet wide and 15 feet high,
containing 1484 feet of 4-inch pipe, and it does its work to my
entire satisfaction. In fact I know of no Boiler of the same size
and cost that will do the same amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel. It is an excellent Boiler. You should adver-
tise more than you do, for it deserves to be better known than
it is.—Yours truly, Wm. Thompson."

Illustrated Circulars, post free.
THOMAS JONES. Temple Street, Manchester.

S T T' V E TC S

'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple. Y''-'"

-i-ai.

Effectual, ^..a Liisiing Boucr cxi^i.l , .>.^tiii.iy much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works. Newcastle. Staffordshire.

WEST BEOTHEBS,
GARDEN EDGING TILES,

in various patterns,

in Blue Terro Me-
tallic. Terra Cotta,

and Glazed Stone-
ware. Warranted
imperishable.

White and other Fancy GLAZED TILES for Walls,
Hearths, &c. ; Ornamental PAVING TILES for Halls, Con-
servatories, &c., &c. ; also Manufacturers of FIRE CLAY
LUMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatings, &c.,
to any pattern. Drawuigs and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works, Church Road. Battersea, S.W.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1HE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited
'for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, asthey harbour no

take upSlugs
little

„ itly beine much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for
FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trad« supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates Cements &c

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station, Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.
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HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDjNGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

Tlic perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE^COIPAIY HAVE PTJECHASED lEEEDITH'S YBEYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

TtTE COVv^AN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITJiHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & CO.), NORWiCH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS. __^^.

Now Ready, our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, conta.nmg upwards of 60 Engravings with Prices of conservatories.

Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c.. Free by Post for 12 stamps.

I aitd Ground Vitt.

A VIKERY.
to be byfar the best and mostAS A LAWN CONSERVATORY. FOR PLANTS OR VEGETABLES.

The Judges at the Royal Horticultural Society's Great Meeting lately held at Birmingham, protwmued tluse Patent Plant Presert'

use/ul articles 0/ the kind they ever saw. and aiyarded them Mf ONLY PRIZE.
, ,

with hinffes to the frame of each light

Instead of having to remove or sHde loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach the glazed lignts (21 oz.) wim 5 . , _ ^ „.

thereby doing away with continual breakage of glass and loss of time. Two men can instantly remove a com
portable. They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of lengths, if set in a continuous row

Cash Prices carriage paid to any Station in England on Orders

pllteffnlth, iTfl br/ft. wide; tlus proving them to be really

in a continuous row.

ting to 60J. and upwards.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide

Lawn Conservatories,

Price. Ends per pair e:

nth Glass sides and ends, ! feet long by 4 feet wide, ;^7 55.

6 feet long by 4 feet wide

:2 feet long by 4 feet wide

:2 feet long by 5 feet wide

2 feet long by 6 feet wide

feet long by 5 feet wide, (fi IS^-

4 4

12 feet long by 6 feet wide,

Ends per pair extra.

8i. bd.

8j. (,d.

los. 6d.

I2S. od.

£10.
i^awn t_onservaiories, wiiu oia^b biues. aiiu eriui, 12 leei long oy 4 it-et wiuc, ^/ i,j. ,

x^ itci i^jug uj ^ — v
,
^- ^

. .

Cucumbers Melons
PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick WaUs, for use as Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, rowing

strated List post free.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
. ^ ,, tvi,,w„„vh.

and if any :

to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners,

ce can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst
uld appear that they too are not ignorant of their great value. "

—

Gardeners'

" The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages i

factured by W. S. Boulton & Co."— Floral World.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.

All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

ij inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Olazed wltli 21-oanoe.

unquestionably that

cvhich they may be

iticipate a very larg<

is provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and

firmly fixed and puttied-an essential point. They ar«

theyar. received. &c."—The Garden.

Cash Prices, carnage paid to any station

when orders amount to 60s. and upu

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light

8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights

12 feet long by 5 feet wide, 3 lights

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights

20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights .

Two-thirds\llowed for Packing Materials when returned free

10 our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with

tranfimi&sion of all fiTBt orders.

mplete and

England
is.

£1 17 6

350
4 17 6
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Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55. Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

m" The E.xtensive Ranfies of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment.

A R R Y B U N Y A R D
NETTING for FRUIT-TREES, Sc, 2 yards wide, id.,

4 yards, ^d. per yard—in pieces 50 yards each.
SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, ^d. and ed.; 2 yards,

7(/. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller
quantities at an advance.

TENTS. Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.
Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,
on amounts of ;^2 and over,
HARRY BUNYARD. Manufacturer, 63 and 64. Tooley

H

:t, S.E.; and 11, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

THOMAS'S
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING

BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

Superior Quality. Reduced Prices.

Mesh.

2 inches

^ per luteal yard^ 24 inches wide.

Light. Medium. Strong. Ex. strong.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

o 3^ .. o 4 .. o 5i .. o 6\

o 9

9

1 8

J „ .. I o^ .. I 2j .. I 5 .. I ro

Usual Widths kept in Stock, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 48 inches.

All Widths charged at Proportionate Prices.

SOFT GALVANISED TYING WIRE, Zd. per lb.

CUTTING NIPPERS, is. 6d. per pair, very useful for Cutting
Wire Netting, S:c.

Buyers are invited to purchases sample roll of our Galvanised
Wire Netting and compare with any other, when they will find
that they can have, at a reduced price, an article not to be
surpassed by any in the market.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on Wire
Netting amouiuing to 20s. and upwards. Special quotations

for larger quantities.

THOMAS'S POULTRY FENCING,
6 feet high., 6s. Gd. per yard.

lith Dolt^ and Nuts

One Doorway supplied with every 12 yards.

Can be fixed or removed by any labourer without e.\tra cost.

Thomas's Improved Portable Poultry

Houses with Runs complete.

For Prices and full information see Illustrated Lists,

w/iieli will heforwarded on application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

15 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON. W.

Illustrated and Priced Catalogues of every description

of Horticultural Wirework.

MESSRS. FRASER and BENTON,
Horticultural and Agricultural Auctionerrs

D Valuers, Romford and Grays, Essex.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &o.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham
• & Blackith, Co.i's and Hammond's Quays, Lower

Thames Street, London, S.E. —Forwarders to all parts of the
World.

Window Glass, Slieet Lead, Faints, So.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

M Wood Engraving.
W. G. SMITH, Artist and

Wood, rs, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS.
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

^5 loj. ; one year and under twelve, ;^2 15J.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street. S.W.

ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR PENCE.

^ H fJ fl

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING H ILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS andWATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CATALOGUE qf Designs.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

"TEN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
J- These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

ia first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either ''corrugated" or " plain " front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriagepaid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction^

and a montKs tried allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

Important to Maxket Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This effective little implement meets a long-felt want,
light but strong steel !,hovel, for marking out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for

hilling up the rows when desired ; and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, £i is.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.
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CONSERVATORIES
DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH ANY STYLE OF ARCIUTECTURE, TO SUIT ANY POSITION,

IN WOOD OR IRON, OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH MATERIALS.

Ormson's Perfect Arrangements of Fruit and General Forcing Structures for Kitchen

Gardens fitted up with practical regard to their ultimate uses.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,

And other Structures, guaranteed to give the greatest satisfaction.

APPROVED FORMS OF WROUGHT IRON BOILERS KEPT IN STOCK.

HENRY ORMSON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE (( INVINCIBLE
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM

July 8, 1874.

The Wood RoUers <\u

6 In. 2 n

Prices, 25s. OOa

First Pejze.

GOLD MEDAL.

Moucr can do t/ ^/ jtwc cr

70S t,i 10s £5 lOS

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

' h.. ruft.-n. II wilt do all that any other Lai,
ake or description

.

16 in. iS in. TO In.

£6 6s. £7 £8 lOs., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS;
JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

TIE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET, LONDON. S.E.,
SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED at the NATIONAL CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874.

HOT-WATER
BOILERS, c:

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX"

BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners'

PIPES,

CONNECTIONS.

Chr icle.

"GOLD MEDAL" BOILER

(Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR "

BOILER (1871).

" WITLEY COURT " BOILER

(Silver Medal, 1872).

"TRENTHAM IMPROVED"

BOILER, with Waterway

End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other

Boiler of known merit or

excellence.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

'I'he great reputation .ind success of Messrs. J. B. BROWN
AND CO. '3 VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such were the same in qviality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are the
Sole Manufactukebs.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and
one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact me.isure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

go. Cannon Street, London, E.G.—March 12.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles.
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies
It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, (fee,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON.

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patlern.s.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing',
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and

'

the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and wiil be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —
1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, Cornhill, London. E .C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

^187^^

I^EAD & Co.,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

The Oku

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Pumps, and Syringes.

Few things are of more importance in Gardening than good
Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had e.tperience of
many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more efficient

instruments than those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent
Circus."

—

Gardeners' Cfironicle.

Illustrated Cataloguefree on application.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

TX/" PARKAM'S"system of GLAZING
T ? • WITHOUT PUTTY, Securing Freedom from Drip and

Breakage of Glass, is rapidly superseding all other methods.
"WILLIAM PARHAM. Patentee,

Northgate, Bath ; and 280, Oxford Street, London, W.
CATALOGUES two Stamps. See Specimens at either address.

Also at the Manchester Horticultural Exhibitions,
May 14 and 21 ; and other principal Shows.

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

THE " LONDON " TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES, SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtamed in all sizes and qualities, of

BSTHASI & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 30-in. by
i2-in., zo-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., ui 16 oz. and 21-oz.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King WUliam Street,
London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate
Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colotirless,
and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street. London, E.G.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The Brltlsli, Indian and Colonial Governments,
8000 of the NobUlty, Gentry, £ind Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours,

2 cwt. free to all Stations.
Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTTDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agents.

Notice.
- (By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society )

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.G.

WANTED, GOLD and SILVER FISH, in
large or small quantities ; also RUDD. Apply to

Mr. TANTON, F.R.H.S., Seed Merchant, Borough End,
London Bridge, S.E.

PIPING BULLFINCHES—a quantity of
these beautiful pet birds, at from ;^i to ;^5 each

;

GERMAN CANARIES, los. ed. to -zis.; younjj GREY
PARROTS, 20s.; all kinds of FOREIGN AVIARY BIRDS
and CAGES ; SEED for feeding the above, 6d. per lb., i^d. per
quart; GOLD and SILVER FISH, and everj- requisite for

the Aquarium ; many thousands of FERNS and PALMS, at

from 6d. to Five Guineas each ; all kinds of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, EVERGREENS, and CLIMBERS, in pots.

GREEN'S, Bedford Conservatory, CovenC Garden Market,
W.C.-N.B. Up the Steps.

RALPH WALLER and CO.,
45, Dale Street, Manchester. MANUFACTURERS of

all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c.

The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost

has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of provid-
ing some Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blos-
som in its earliest development be but slightly weakened by
frost, the vitality of the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit

lost. In this climate, on the average of a century, there is not
more than one year in nineteen when the protection is unneces-
sary. Many fabrics have been tried for this purpose of protec-
tion, with more or less success ; and we may now say, without
fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manufacturing
the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this pur-
pose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and docs not impede the action of light and due circula-

tion of air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the
vitality of the tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the
three Kingdoms can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior
to any other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability,
standing, as it does, all weathers.

Testimonialfrovt Robert Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for

eighteen months, and I find it now in very good order, and
likely to last as many more months, and I intend to use it on
all my houses in future, being well satisfied both as to its lasting
qualities and also as to the shade it gives, which is sufficient to
prevent burning, and yet not thick enough to keep out the light,

as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do ; indeed, it is suitable
for shading any kind of plants."

—

Broonifield, Feb. 13, 1871.

TI FFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and
SHADING, in pieces 30 yards long, ij^ yard wide. TIFFANY.

pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, &c., apply

Price 6a'. monthly, copiously Illustrated,

THE VILLA GARDENER.
Edited by D. T. Fish.

Specially designed for the guidance and information of Ladies
and Gentlemen who take an interest in the work of their Gar-
dens. Queries on all subjects connected with eardenins r.c*!wo
prompt otLtiiiluii, Speuiineii copy torwarded to any address by
the Publisher on receipt of dd. in postage stamps. A new
volume began with the April number. The May "Villa Gar-
dener " contains the following among other articles ;

—
Villa Architecture : Rustic Huts and Arbours.
Outdoor Gardening :—Some Charming Hardy Spring Flowers,

by Richard Dean—A Few Hints on the Arrangement of
Spring Plants, by William Ingram—Narcissus poeticus

—

The Art of Grafting—Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, by
Robert Bullen.

Flower Garden :—Summer Flowers—Humea elegans purpurea
—Pansies for Spring Bedding—Plans for Villa Gardens.

Fruit Garden :—The Villa Vinery.
Vegetable Garden ;—Asparagus.
The Shrubbery :—Garrva elliptica.

Greenhouse and Hothouse :—Crotons—Phormium tenax.
Conservatory :—The Double Chinese Primrose.
Parlour Gardener :— Buttonhole Bouquets,
Correspondence :— Questions and Answers.
Trade Catalogues.
The Work of the Month.

Offices, 13. Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
The Trade supplied by Messrs. SIMPKIN. MARSHALL,

AND CO., London.

Books for the Garden.
Now ready, New and Revised Edition, withadditional Woodcuts,

crown 8vo, izj.,

ALPINE FLOWERS for ENGLISH
GARDENS: How they maybe Grown in all parts of

the British Islands. With Illustrations of Rock Gardens,
Natural and Artificial. By W. ROBINSON, F.L.S., Founder
and Editor of The Garden.

By the same Author.

THE SUB-TROPICAL GARDEN ; or,
Beauty of Form in the Flower Garden, with Illustrations

of all the finer Plants used for this purpose. With Illustrations,

Small 8vo. 7.1. ^d.

THE WILD GARDEN ; or, Our Groves
and Shrubberies made Beautiful by the Naturalisation of

Hardy E.\otic Plants. With a chapter on British Wild
Flowers. With Frontispiece. Small 8vo. 6j.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BUEVENICH, E. PVNAEKT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of indui,try and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-
cluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

'or twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

nnHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
-- SATURDAY. May i.

Contains

—

Original Articles on Tillage—Wheat-Hoeing—Clay Burning
—Farm Calendar for May—Impure Water for Live Stock-
On Breeding Animals and Birds—Primula japonica (Illus-

trated)—The Use of Agaves—Flower Shows—Sugar Beet-
Agricultural Statistics—The Two Thousand Guineas-
Cricket—Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated)—The Supply
of Horses—The Shorthorn Society—Shorthorn Sales—
Ballycarrew Fair—Farm Weeds (Illustrated)—Settlements
and Entails-The Influence of Manures on the Germination
of Seeds—Shorthorn Breeding—Old Acquaintances : a
Reminiscence of Farm Labourers, S:c.

ME AND Foreign Correspondence on the Hiring of
Agricultural Servants—Cautions for the Dairy Factory in

Hot Weather—Mangel Cultivation—House Scavenging—
The Disposal of Sewage—Ploughing Up and Down the
Slope—Boards of Guardians —Twenty Years of Steam
Cultivation—An Emigrant's Experience of Queensland

—

Two Sides to the Emigration Question, &c.

Reports of Societies, Markets, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also—
The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—Garden of the Farm-

Weather Charts for the Week—Reports of Markets, &c.

Price 4^/. : post free, A,%d. Published by William Richards,
t the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Just published. Price Twopence, post free

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S
REFERENCE CATALOGUE to the best Modern

Works on Agriculture, the Aquarium, Birds, Bees, Botany,
Brewing, Cookery, the Dog. Ferns, Game, Gardening, Fish and
Fishing, the Horse. Natural History, Poultry, and other Works
of Utility, also Works for the use of Ladies. 12 Illustrations

RICHARD HORNE and CO., Booksellers, 50, Edgware
Road, London, W.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. FotJNTAiNE,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a liew
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the fournal ofHorticulture
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.C; or to the Author.

REVUE de VHORTicuLi URE BELGE
et fiTRANGfeRE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cr^pin,
Comtc dc Corner, De Joiige van Ellomeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. -Rodigas!
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van HuUe, j
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.—One year,

loj. , payable in advance.
Publishing Office : r42. Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, gS, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

T SEEDSMEN and NURSERYMEN.—
A young Gentleman, e.-cperienced in the above, is open to

Engagement or Partnership, in or near London, where his
aces and ^500 would produce a moderate return.—X. Y. Z..

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W. C.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
single Man, of good character, desirous to improve in

best branches of Gardening ; must be able to Milk when
necessary, and one able to wait occasionally at Table preferred—R. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER (married). He
must be a successful Forcer of Fruits and Vegetables

and a good Working Man ; there is one Under Gardener kept!
The Wife to Manage the Poultry.—Apply or address, with full
particulars, to Mr. J. BESTER, Pine-apple Nursery Maida
Vale, W.

WANTED, a GENERAL NURSERY
c ,

FOREMAN, well up in Plant Growing, both Hard and
Soft-wooded Plants, Propagating, &c.—State where previously
employed, tune, experience, wages, &c., to T. GILBERT
Nurseryman, Hastings, Sussex.

*

WANTED, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN :

T T one used to Growing Vegetables for Market preferred
Wages 2ii. per week, and commission.—H. DICKINSON
Market Gardener, Shardlow, near Derby.

'

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR. — Apply,
giving references and stating terms to THECOWAN PATENTS COMPANY. The Vineyard, Garston

near Liverpool. '

T\7'ANTED. as INDOOR PROPAGATOR,
» t a Man well up in the profession, who can take charge

01 and increase a lar^e Stock. Liberal wages to a good Man —
State, in the first instance, age family, wages, and where
employed, to A. -• Gardeners' Chroriicle Office, W.C.
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WANTED, a MAN, to take Charge of

Houses in which Palms, Fenis, Azaleas, &c., are

Grown and Flowers Forced—with a Nursery training preferred.

— DRUMMOND li ROT HERS, LarWield Nursery,

Eduiburgh.

WANTED, ONE or TWO HANDS, for

a Market Forcinj; Garden, near London. Wages
i6j. per week.—Apply, stating age and reference for character,

to C. W. ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth,

Surrey, S.E.

WANTED, a married MAN, who under-
stands Making and Maintaining Live Fences, to live in

lodge, and his Wife to attend to the Gate. There is a large

garden. Wages 161. a week.—Mr. SCOON, Hafodunos,

Abergele.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, first-class
FURNISHERS — steady and trustworthy Men.

Good wages.—Apply, by letter, to B. BAYNHAM, Florist

and Nurseryman, 74, Wigmore Street, W.

FISHER, HOLMES, and CO. are in want
of a competent SALESMAN for Outdoor Nursery Stock ;

must he active and strictly sober. He would be requi«ed to take

the Charge of a Collection of Roses, &c. A good dwelling

house on the premises. Applicants to state^age^ experience.

wages required.—Handsworth Nu , Sheffield.

Notice.

WANTED, a first-rate HAND for Building
and Arranging Rockeries, Waterfalls, &c. No

employment will be given.—Apply to J. WILLS, Royal Exotic

Nursery, Onslow Crescent, London, S.W.

WANTED, TWO or THREE active voung
MEN for the Plant Houses. Also a PACKER.—

Address, with full particulars, E. P. DIXON, Nurseryman,

Hull.

WANT PLA CES.
Garileners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state

that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS (Qualifications, whose characters will bear

the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application

would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,

wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with evi., .._r.j,.„„ .,,^...1 .....ge,;.. ...a p™,.tical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutlcmd Park Nuiscricj, FuieiL Hill,

London, S.E.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
grevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
aradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

To Gardeners tn Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept. —Age 29, married, two children ; twelve years'

experience in Forcing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-
tables, also good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Good reference

to late employers.—Y. Z. , Cooksbridge Nursery, near Lewes,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 25, married ; understands Gardening in

all branches. Good character.—R. R., Post Office, Kingston,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 30 ; fourteen years' experience In Forcing

all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, also good Flower
and Kitchen Gardener. First-class character,—W, H. M.,The
Gardens, Aberaman Park, Aberdare, South Wales.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept
(or Single-handed),—Age 29 ; ten years' experience in

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.—G. A.,
Mr. Savage's, West Wickham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.— Age 35, married, one child ; thoroughly

practical ; fourteen years' experience, gained in three Noble-
men's places. Four years' good character in present situation.

—J. SMITH, Marshall's, Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a good practical

Man.—Age 30, married ; understands the Growing and Forcing
of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good references as to

abilities, &c.—J, WILSON, AUington Hall Gardens. Grantham.

GARDENER (Head).—In the prime of hfe,
married, Scotch ; is at present open to an engagement

with any Nobleman or Gentleman req^uiring the services of a
thorough practical man. Has lived m some of the leading
places in Scotland. England, Wales, and Ireland. -P. H.. 10,

Baker Place, Edinburgh,

4^ARDENER (Head), in an extensive place,
VJ where good Gardening is required. Age 34, married,

two children; Scotch.—W. E. Barry, Esq., wishes to recom-

mend his Gardener, who has been in his service five years, as

above. Sixteen years* experience in large establishments.

Character strictly good.-A. DONALDSON, Gardener, The
Cedars. Norwood Green. Southall.

GARDENER CHead).—J. Mason, fifteen

years Head Gardener to the late Jesse Watts Russell,

Esq.. 11am Hall, Staflford shire, is at liberty to engage with any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a practical and persevermg

Man.—Ham, Ashboume, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (Head).—J, W. Laurence,
Gardener to the late Right Rev. Bishop Sumner, F.irn-

ham Qistlc, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced Man.—
Prospect Cottage, Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married;
understands Gardening in all its branches. Sober and

persevering. Excellent character from late employer. — J.,

20, Mountash Road, Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
family: well skilled in all branches of the profession.

—

"
. . ™- ii^, Gloucestershire.W. B.. Mr. Roache'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
understands the profession in all its branches. Three

and a half ye.irs in last situation.-W. HUME, Seedsman,
It, New Road, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married, no
incumbrance ; thoroughly understands every branch of

Gardening, also Land and Stock. Three years' good character

from the Gentleman he has left.—J. J., Mr. Pitts, Holmesdale
Road, Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly under-
Stands the profession in all its branches. Good testi-

monials from late and present employers. — T. M., Mr.

Bindley's, High Street, Burton-on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more are kept.—Age 25, married : thoroughly

experienced in all branches of the profession. Five and a-half

years' good character.—H. T., Northgate Nursery, Chichester,

Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,

married ; thoroughly understands all branches of the

profession. Good character from last and previous places.

—

A B. C, 18, Newcomcn Road, St. John's Road, Tunbridge

Wells.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married, one child (6J4 years) ; thoroughly understands

all branches of the profession.— H. H., Post Office, Henley-on-

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 38,
married, no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands the

profession in all its branches. First-class references.—W. T.

,

Northgate Nursery, Chichester.

GARDENER(Head, W0RKING).-Married;
thoroughly understands Vineries, Greenhouses, the Grow-

ing of Melons, Cucumbers, and Fruit, and is a very good
Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Twenty-two years' experience ;

over seven years as Head Gardener with his late employer,
from whom first-class references can be had for sobriety and
efficiency. &c.—Address, slating wages, with all particulars, to

W. F., Bucks HiU, near Rickmansworth. Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 25, married ; good practical knowledge of Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Forcing, &c.—X. X., Mrs. White's,

Wells Lane, Streatham, Surrey.

GARDENER, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden, under a Foreman.—Age 21. Two years

and seven months' good character from present situation.

—

F. R., New Hall, Bodenham, near Salisbury, Wilts.

GARDENER, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden, under the Foreman, where he is desirous

of improving his knowledge of plants, &c., in the houses.

—

Age 23. Good knowledge of Outdoor-work. Three years in

present situation.—A. H., The Gardens, Upper Gatton Park,

Merstham, Surrey.

GARDENER, age 33, married, three
children.—A Gardener wishes to recommend a sober,

honest, industrious, and trustworthy Man, or to take charge of a

place where help is given. No objection to a Horse or Cow.

—

D. B.. Wembley Park, Harrow, Middlesex.

GARDENER, age 35, married, two children.
—Mr. Fox. Steward to Edward Leigh Pemberton, Esq.,

of Torry Hill, Sittingbourne, Kent, would be glad to recommend
the above to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the

;

sober, industrious, working Man.

GARDENER (good Working). —Age 30,
married, two children ; understands Flower and Kitchen

Gardening, and is willing to make himselfgenerally useful. Six

years' good character,—J. BUTLER, Foulmire. Cambs.

ARDENER and ESTATE BAILIFF.—
Age 46, married ; thoroughly good practical Gardener in

every Department, and well up in the Management of Woods
and Plantations, and the general Superintendence of Estate

Repairs of all kinds. Grass Land, Stock, &c. Seven and a-half

years' good character. — C. D., Mr. Savill's, Manor Farm,
Clavering, Bishop Stortford.

GARDENER and BAILIFF. — Age 40,
married ; has had twenty-three years' experience in the

cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Mushrooms,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-

ing. Has also a thorough practical knowledge of Farming,

the Management of Stock, and Buying and Selling. Wife can

superintend Dairy, and thoroughly understands Poultry.—

J B Messrs. Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent!

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establiihment. Good character from last and previous

places. — W. R., 18, Newcomcn Road, St. John's Road,
Tunbridge Wells.

G

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 25 : well up in Early and Late Forcing,

also the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Good
reference. -H. E., The Wilderness Gardens, Whiteknight Park,

Reading.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Age 2:t Seven years" experience in all branches of the

profession. Highest references as to character and ability.—

W. S.. 5. Mill Place, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or

Gentleman's Garden. — Age 19. Two years^ good

character ; has also gained
Garden.—J., Ratcliffe House,

GARDENER (Second), in the Houses,_
under a Foreman.—Age 22, respectable. Two years'

good character.—A. B. C, The Olivers, Painswick, Gloucester-

shire.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden Preferred. — Age 20, sober and in-

dustrious ; has a thorough knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, &c. Good char.acter. — State wages, &c., W. W.,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N. ^___^^

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; has a
good knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

Good rec'imraend.ation.—J. L. , Broad Oak, Milstead, Sitting-

bourne, Kent.

ARDENER (Under). — Understands
Housework in all its branches.—B. A., 6, Victoria

Chambers, Luke Street, Finsbury, London, E.G.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.
—Age 23. Good references.—J. DOWE, The Gardens,

WnrVsop Minor. Worksop, Notts.

PRUPAGATOR (Hard-WOODED).—Success-
ful Grafter. Will be shortly disengaged. First-class

reference as to character and ability.—X. Y. Z., 55, Ludlow
Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester.

PLANT GROWER (Exhibition), in a first-

class Establishment in the Trade or otherwise, where
Plant Growing is gone into with spirit.—B., Pine-apple Nursery,

Maida Vale, W.

ROSE GROWER. — Age 26. Six years'
experience, both in and out-door. Good reference.

—

J. WILLIAMS, Mr. H. Bennett's, Manor Farm Nursery,

Stapleford, Salisbury. ^^_

To tlie Seed Trade.

MANAGER, or HEAD SHOPMAN. —
Thoroughly understands the business. First-class

references.—C. C. C, Gardeners' ChrotiicU Office, W.C.

MANAGER, or TRAVELLER. — Twenty
years' experience. Tho roughly competent and prac-

tical. Has Travelled England, Scotland, and Ireland, in the
Trade.—B. S., i6, Tenant Street , Derby.

TRAVELLER and CORRESPONDENT.—
Thoroughly acquainted with the Wholesale Seed Trade,

and many years' cvperience on the Road, with good connection.
— S., 44, Devonshire Road. Holloway, N.

HOPMAN (Head), or MANAGER.—
Age 35 ; thoroughly acquainted with the Seed Trade in

all Its branches. Twelve years with one of the leading Whole-
sale and Retail Houses in the above capacity. Can take

occasional journey, if required. Four years' connection on
road in the Midland Counties and North of England.—H. W.
3, Staflford Terrace, Britannia Road, Fulham, London, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Head), or TRAVELLER.—
Has had upwards of twenty years' experience ; knows the

Midland Counties, Lancashire and Yorkshire, North of England,
South of Scotland and Ireland, and is well known amongst
Gardeners, Stewards, &c.— B. D., Gardeners \Chronicle Office.

INAHAN'S . LL . WHIS K Y.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, ao. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Grateful—Comfortlng.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern
the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appli-

cation of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast-tables with a delicately flavoured

beverage, which may save us many heavy doctors' bills. It is

by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating

around us, ready to attack wherever there is a weak point, We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified

with pure blood and a properly nourished frame." See article

in the Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Sold in packets (in tins for abroad) labelled :~
JAMES EPPS AND CO., HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,

48, Threadneedle Street, and 170, Piccadilly, W.
Works :— Euston Road, and Camden Town, London. N.W.
Makers of Epps's Glycerine Jujubes for Throat Irritation.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

s
the

D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,

Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR" & "ROYAL,"
Or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winners of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

On numerous occasions,

And most of the Nobility, Clergj-,

H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, The KING of the BELGIANS,
The Late EMPEROR of the FRENCH,

The EMPEROR of RUSSIA,
nd Gentry in the United Kingdom.

Upwards of 75,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

Tliev have been submitted to numerous practical tests in Public Competition, and in all cases have carried offevery Prize that has been given.

The following are their advantages over all others :

—
1st. Simplicity of Construction—every part being free of access, sd. They are worked with far greater ease than any other. 3d. They are the least liable to get out of order.

4th. They make little or no noise in working. 5th. They will cut either long or short Grass, and wet as well as dry.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cu!: 8 inches 2 10 o
Can be woiked by a Lady.

Can be worked by one Person.

14 „ 5 16 o

£ s. d.

To cut iS inches S o o
Can be worked by a Man and Boy.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

900

9 10 o

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines including Patent Self or 1 Bo\ Croas stay complete ; suitable for attaching to

Ordinary Chaise Traces or Cig Harness ;

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches .. .. .. .. ^^15 o o

HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches ;^22 O O

30
Leather Boots for Donkey ............ 100.

,, ,, Pony .. .. .. ., ., .. 140 !
Leather Boots for Horse .. ,. .. 190

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ; and as the Machines make little noise in working, the '

spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging tJ*» Mc^winoo.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN MOWER.
The special features of this Machine, which recom-

mend it for universal adoption, are its novel construc-

tion and its extreme simplicity. It is composed of the

smallest number of parts of any Lawn Mower extant.

The Framework is cast all in one piece, and, there-

fore, is not liable to be twisted, or by any means get

out of order.

The Cutters are fit in the cylinder without wedging or

wiring, and yet they are so firmly fixed that they cannot

be shaken, or in any way become loose.

The Fixings or Caps of the Cylinder are fitted together

by two bolts and two screws only ; and the cylinder

itself can be adjusted or removed by the most inex-

perienced person in two or three minutes.

WITH SINGLE
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

T^O RE I GN SUBSCRIBERS
-t are PARTICi LARLV REQiESTED, wftsK soulin^ Post Office

Orders through tJu PoH Office, to Advise tlie PublisJier that

they luive done so, (Sig'ied)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Office Orders sluyiild be made payable at the KUtg

Street Office, Covent Garden, Londo7i, W.C.

The " Gardeners' Clironlcle " in America.

THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including pOJlage to 'h= United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :- Messrs. B. K. BLISS .\nd SONS, Seed

Jlerchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York :
Messrs. M. COLE

AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 8r4, Chestnut

Street. Philadelphia : through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

F^lOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
t South Kensington, S.W. - NOTICE. - SHOW of

ROSES in POTS. ^'tc. FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEETING, on WEDNESD.W NEXT, May
12 at II o'clock. General Meeting at 3 o'clock. Admission

3s. 61/ , or by Tickets bought before the 12th by Fellows

only. 2J. kd.

r>OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
t Regent's Park, S.W.
EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, in the Gardens, from

MAY 5 to MAY 25, Sundays e.iicepted. GEORGE JACK-
MAN AND SON, of the Woking^ Nursery, Surrey, beg to

nil be

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the

Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to

Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars

may be had on appli
CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sei

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingh.am. JULY i. 2, 3. and 5, for the benefit

of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from H. G. QUIETER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park, B irmingham.

F'
"ROME ROSE^SHOW is POSTPONED

to THURSDAY, July 3. For Schedule apply to

Mr. A. R. BAILY, Honorary Secretary, Wi llow Vale, Frome.

O T T I N G H A M and M I D L A N D
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, Nottingham, on THURS-
DAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9. and 10. The
Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk Honorary
Secretary. Schedules in the course of preparation, and may be
obtained on application to

ALFRI:D kirk. Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

ALTRINCHAM and BOWDEN UNITED
FLORAL, HORTICULTURAL, and ROSE

SOCIETY, Cheshire.
The Exhibition this year will be held on FRIDAY and

SATURDAY, July 16 and 17. when TWO HUNDRED
POUNDS will be offered in Prizes. Several classes of Roses
open to all England. Schedules on application to

JOHN HAMS, Secretary.

Now Eeady,

CARTER'S PLANT CATALOGUE for

187s, containing a beautifully coloured Engraving of the

new Coleus, Duchess of Edinburgh. Post free, bd. \
gratis to

Purchasers. ,,. ,

CARTERS, The Queen's Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

c HRISTMAS ROSES.—Extra strong
crowns, with from one to four breaks, gs. per loo.

SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers. St. Albans.

G
Roses, coming into Flower.

EORGE GRAY and SON beg to offer

splendid plants of the above, in pots, of best known
moderate prices.

Brox, Chertsey. Surrey.

To the Traae, &o.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,

New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pols (best sorts

onlv). CATALOGUES free.

EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

SIR GARNET -WOLSELEY. — The best
new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the Floral

Ma^dzme for April. Strong plants now^being sent out, price

7^. td. each. Th.

CRANSTON
Hereford.

BERTOLONIA VAN HOUTTEI.
Trade price on application.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Horticulturist, Ghent, Belgium.^

YPRI PEdIuM NIVEUIL— This lovely
species, charming either for Cultivating in Pots or for

Cut Flowers, 6 guineas per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—̂ ine plants oFthis
hardy Primrose may be had, at 15^. per 100, of the

Rev. 1'. B. NORMAN, Whitchurch Rectory, Edgware,
London, N.

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM.—
Having received a large importation, Mr. William Bull

makes special offer of this handsome and favourite Orchid, at

£,\ per dozen. Special quotations by the loo.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Plcoteea.—To the Trade.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO. have surplus
stocks of about thirty choice varieties of the above to offer,

in strong, healthy plants._
_
Price on^appli

er< t Yarmouth N

VIOLA LUTE A, bedded plants, from
ODcn ground, %s. per 100 : VIOLA, Blue Perfection,

very fine. lot. per 100 ;
GOLDEN THYME, strong, loj. per

roo; AGERATUM. Imperial Dwarf, 5s. per 100. Terms
cash. Package free.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery. Chester

CAMELLIA for SALE, large Double White,
stands 9 feet 6 inches high and is 6 feet through : in

splendid condition^nd symmetrical in form, in 2 feet square
'

nodei -ith.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,

Purple, Pink, Crimson, Rose and other mi-\ed sorts, good

strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at 6s. per 100, 5oy.

per 1000, package included. Cash to accompany all orders

from unknown correspondents.

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N
.

ERBENAS.—PURPLE KING is still the
best variety extant, strong, healthy, without a spot of

Well rooted e.xcellcnt stuff, 65. per 100, 50J. per 1000.

FfELD BRiirHF.l
;ash.

.'in Road Nursery, Chester

Verbenas, Verbenas,

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose VERBENAS, strong,

healthy, well-rooted cuttings, at 6j. per 10c, 505. per 1000,

package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

VESUVIUS.—Special offer. ioo,ooo plants,

from single pots, 10^. per 100, 85.?. per 1000, package

included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gr.avesend.

PELARGONIUM "QUEEN VICTORIA."
The most handsome Pelargonium in cultivation. Good

plants at 105, 6^. each.

Mr WILLl.AM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

TtaTceolariaaurea floribunda.
\j —Strong amumn.struck plants, 75. per 100, including

package. CaJh to accompany order.
, , „

WILLIAM MEADMORE. Nurseries, Romford. E.

TELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo

cuttings sent post free for ts. id. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bedding plant ever introduced :
tiuite hardy.

H. CANNELL, New Florists Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

WILLIAM POTTEN can still supply strong
BEDDING PLANTS, as offered in Gardeners'

Chronicle^ May i,

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

F
Cheap Bedding Plants.

W. cooper has this year a fine stock
of the above. CATALOGUES post-free on applica-

ion to F. W. COOPER, Florist, ic, Huntingdon,

LI N DEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-

ive Plants of all kinds, Camelluas. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great To rStri ,

London, E.G.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

HARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border

Plants, New Roses, &c., is now ready, and may be had free on
application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

WJ. LEEFKENS, Flower Root
• Grower, formerly at Oegstgeest, near Leyden, has

removed to Meer-wijk, Beverwijk, near Haarlem, Holland :

and requests that from this date Letters, Circulars, Prices

Current, and all Horticultural Catalogues, &c., be sent to his

new address.

WOOD AND INGRAM'S New Descriptive
SPRING CATALOGUE of FLORISTS' FLOWERS,

STOVE and GREENHOUSE, HERBACEOUS, and

BEDDING PLANTS, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free

on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

TUBEROSES, Italian Double. — About
20eo extra large bulbs, surplus stock, for sale, no better

in the Trade, £,s per 1000. Apply to

J. R. LLOYD, Cut Flower Salesm.an, 5 and 6, New Flower
Market, Covent Garden, W.C.

EDRUS DEODARA, lo to 15 feet high,
all prepared for safe transplanting, in large pots, price

YEWS.—Many thousands, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
to to 15 feet. All recently transplanted.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting, in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
R1CH.\RD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

PYRUS, or CYDONIA MAULEI.— Plants
of this hardy ornamental and useful new Japan Fruit, now

sending out. price 21s. each, usual discount to the Trade.

Illustration sent on application. See Gardeners' ChrO'ticlCt

1S74 i 757 ii 740 ; and the /^/(?r/5^ <i«rf /'(j;«t7/<T^/5^ for March.
WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol. •

FOR SALE, thirty-three Fruiting QUEEN
PINES, .and seventy-six Succession do., in good sized

pots. Apply to

R. WILSON, Leigh Park, Havant, Hants.

EbFs~NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours; AURICULAS, both Single and Double;
with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

AX T O N '^ NEW PEAS.—
Each of the following 5^. per quart :

—

WILLIAM THE I SUPERLATIVE.
FIRST. LAXTON'S No. r.

OMEGA. I
POPULAR.

DANIELS BROS., Seed Growers. Norwich.

CARLET RUNNERS. — New home-
harvested. Sample fine. Price very low.

SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

L

S

W VIRGO AND SON can still supply the
• following CABBAGE PL.\NTS at 3s. per 1000,

packing included :

—

Robinson's Drumhead I Early Enfield Market
Red Drumhead

|
Early Battersea

Woncrsh Nurseries, near Guildford.

Buttons' Red-sklu FlourbaU Potato.

AND F. SHARPE have a surplus stock
of the above, which they are prepared to offer at a

lire to effect sales.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

ly/TR- J. C. STEVENS will SELL byXTLL AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, KinE Street
Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, May jzf at half-
gjst 12 o'clock precisely, a great variety of BEDDINGLANTS, ROSES in pots, HERBACEOUS PLANTSGARDEN HURDLES, LAWN MOWERS, RUSTICGARDEN WORK, &c., and a quantity of GLADIOLI

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

ly/TR- J- C. STEVENS will SELL by
r . ^rJ^?''"^;, ?.' •'^ °'"' Rooms, 38, King Streef,
Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 15 an

<^^vif\°^
of '.'11= BLUE-FLOWERING DISA, D. HER-oCHELLI, received in good condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum Alexandrje.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 13 300 good
plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR^. These have
been recently imported, many of them breaking freely, and arem the best possible condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New Masdevallla.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W,C, on THURSDAY, May if, a few
plants, all breaking strongly, of the magnificent MASDE-VALLIA MACRURA. This is the largS-flowered species
yet introduced. Individually the flowers are 11 inches long
colour orange, with red rays. The growth is very strong anti
robust, very much more so than any other species in cultivation
(faee drawing to be exhibited at lime of sale.)

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establislied OrcMds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street

Covent Garden, WC, on THURSDAY, illy ,3, at^alfpas;" "Clock precisely a small COLLECTION of ESTAB-
LlbHij,D ORCHIDS, including some fine specimens of Phala:
nopsis Schilleriana, Odontoglossum ve.xillarium, Odontoglossum
Roezlu Cattleya Dowiana, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, andmany other rare kinds

; also a large quantity of Dendrobiiim
Uevonianum and Pleiones, imported from India, in excellent

On> / the ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Stove ana GreenhouBe Plants, Bedding Plants, &c
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, South Bank .Surbiton
about the END of MAY, the Collection of STOVE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS formed by J A Barton Esq
consisting of Camellias and Azaleas, Stephanotis, Clerodeii'
drons, BougainviUeas, Anthuriums, Crotons, a few OrchidsKC, also a good lot of Bedding Plants Roses in Poi« nMOWING MACHINE, Two WATERBARROWS FourTWO-LIGHT BOXES, HAND-LIGHTS, &c'

Catalogues will be ready one week prior to the Sale.
Auction Rooms and Offices, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C

Wood Green, N,
IMPORTANT SALE of 30,000 aiitumn-slruck BEDDING

PLANTS.
TVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

L
a'S.ii'strucled to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve

on the Premises, The Vineries, Nightingale Road. Wood
Green, N., on SATURDAY, May ij, a°t for 2 o'Clock

Si^.'Sfc "''""f ?°'°°? "-emarkably well-grown BEDDINGPLAN IS, consisting of the best Tricolor. Zonal, Scarlet, and
Double Geraniums, and the usual miscellaneous assortment
On view the day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch St., E.C.

Upper Sydenlam, S.E.
CLEARANCE SALE of choice BEDDING andGREENHOUSE PLANTS &c

"lYfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
rTfrTT?.^

"'"™<^!=t' ^y Mr. George Selley to SELL byAUCTION on the Premises, Kirldale Nursery, Upper
Sydenham, S.E., on WEDNESDAY, Mayig, ati for 2 o'Clock
precisely, without reserve, the Land being sold and immediately
ll?3!i;„

''" °'"='" purposes, the whole of the well-grownBEDDING and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, "ompSg
thousands of Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, &c., a few
Camellias, Azaleas, and other Greenhouse Plants.
Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the 'Premises, and

of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch St., E.C.

West Dulwlch, S.E.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE STOVE GREEN-

M HOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS. &c.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Messrs F & A Smith

to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve! on the ftemhes
the Nursery, Park Road, West Dulwich, S.E. on THURs'DAY and FRIDAY, May 20 and =,, at ii for J, S'Clock pre-
cisely, a large quantity of beautifully-grown STOVE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS, including many handsome speci-
niens, numerous selected Palms and choice Orchids, a consider-
able number of fine double Camellias (many of which are well-
furnished plants of the old true double white), also quantities of
Azalea indica, together with a large and rich assortment of
40,000 GERANIUMS and other plants for bedding out pii?'
po.ses.

On view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises and of
the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of a large quantity of extra stock of

choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS the whole
of which aie in a very healthy and thriving condition con-
taining some New and Rare Plants

; also some selectedORCHIDS, quantity of EXOTIC FERNS, several valu-
able PALMS, together with a fine assortment of Sucn.leni
and Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS HardvCLIMBERS in pots, &c.

^" 1^ l a, ilardy

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. R. Parker 10SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises Exotic

Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W., on MONDAY, Mky 04 .-,,

12 for I o'clock precisely. " '

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
ghurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Edmonton, N.
To NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS

BUILDERS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will include in their next PERIODICAL SALE ofPROPERTIES to be held at the Auction Mart. Tokenhouse
Yard, City, on MONDAY, May 31, at 12 for i o Clock aboutFOUR ACRES of highly productive LAND, situate in the
Hyde Road, Edmonton, five minutes' walk from the station
and immediately available for Building purposes • or a portion
could be advantageously utilised for Nursery and Market
t.jaraen purposes.

''''S'^K^'.T """X ''^ obtained of Messrs. PROTHEROE
AiiD MORRIS, 98,J3racechurch Street, City, E.C.

In Liquidation.—Guilford Nursery, WUtfield near
DOVER.

CLEARANCE SALE of the entire FLORIST'S STOCKGREENHOUSES, PLANT FRAMES, HORSE anti

TV/TR. 'HENRY HAYWARD has received
^'J- instructions from the Trustee of the Estate of Mr. C H
furn-rJf^i*"" ''3"'l?"°n by arrangement), to SELL byAUCTION, at the Nursery, on TUESDAY, May n com-

FLORfs-?''4"'.jTn?^^^'-",
°^''^'°'=''' *=,

Y''°''=
°f ""= '<=''''':=

ri-,Ut<lbl b ijlOCK. including several thousand plants, now
in or just coming into bloom, viz.. Acacias. 100 choice Azaleas
two magnificent White Camellias, about fifty other Camellias'
hity pots of Lihum auratum and lancifoliura. Creepers for
baskets, Alpine Plants, 500 choice Exotic and British Ferns,
five large and valuable specimen Ferns, several Palms two
large Stephanotis and other Stove Plants, 100 dozen Pelargonium
Geraniums, thirty choice Exhibition Tricolor Geraniums and
twenty Zonal ditto, 10,000 healthy Bedding Plants, 1500 Roses
and bhrubs in pots, five large Greenhouses, ten Plant Frames of
various sizes. Horse and light Spring Van, Water Barrel on
Wheels, Garden Engine, Wheelbarrows, and Tools 10 000
Flower Pots, &c.

'

On view the day previous to and morning of Sale, and
Catalogues to be had on the Premises or of Messrs;WORSFOLD AND HAYWARD. Auctioneer and SurveyorsNew Bridge. Dover, and 12. Queen Victoria St London F C
The NURSERY to BE L^T. inquire of the Auct"'

Caimfortli House. Moorgate, Rotberliam.
TWO DAYS' SALE-WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
MMay 12 and 13. commencing each day at ham '

R. ROWLARD WARD, of the Central
.Repository, Sheffield, is favoured with instructions

Irom George Brown, Esq.. to announce that a SAT F hvPUBLIC COMPETITION will take place as above of very
choice PALMS. CROTONS, TREE FERNS SpecimenALLAMANDAS, CLERODENDRONS, DIPLADENIAS
BOUGAINVILLEAS, TODEAS, PHORMIUMS a so a
variety of choice ORNAMENTAL PLANTS

For days to view, prior to Sale, see Catalogues [id. each) to
be had ofMr^ H. ALBITSON, Gardener, Cairnforth Lodge°
Moorgate, Rotherham

; and of the Auctioneer Central
Repository, Castle H ill, Sheffield.—April.

MHammersmltli, 'W.-Flne Nursery Stock.
R. J. A. SMITH will SELL by

Road
^UCTJON. at Mr. Herridge's Nursery. FulhamKoad. near Hammersmith Broadway, on MONDAY May 17

at I o'clock, about 25,000 plants, in first-rate condition 'includinir
.=,000 GERANIUMS, of the best kinds- 2ocS AUREA anHGOLDEN GEM, 4000 LOBELIAS? virioT- Ihous^nds ofHELIOTROPES, FUCHSIAS, PELARGONIUMS Ic
all 01 the most approved selection.

'

ofyhrA5c'tlont''r,TammSsm'irW.'"'' ™ "" P-"--""

Lee's Hurseiy, Albion Gardens, HanunersmltH. "V

M COMPLETE CLEARANCE SALE
'

R. J. A. SMITH will SELL by AUCTION
A f ,

on .the Premises as above, on WEDNESDAY, May ,0
.and following days, at i o'Clock each day, to clear the site for

S'J!,Ti=!'J"''"'J'"°"'=
''P^"-"''''fROPAGATINGand green-

s' rnvc-D' =!PP"f"S„5omplete to each ; SPRING VANand COVER, various IMPLEMENTS in TRADE, upwards
of 200,000 fine GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS
'4?„j;°'"? ""ost of the best and many special varieties COM-
WP^NC ''m?h'*7*."'^h^-'^,'

GIRdIrI, LEAD^and IRON
PIl^ING, LIGHIS, and otiier elTects.
View day prior to Sale. Descriptive Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneer. Hammersmith W
*.' The LAND to BE LET for Building.

T
To Florists.

O BE LET, for a term, to a tenant who
„f r aMn'''"'^'^'-SH5-'''"f,°!''=' "P''^' CORNER PIECE
of LAND, opposite Kew Bridge Stations. Frontage to theW ii-°",-,n\\?"' '^S.f 'J "l"

Wellesley Road loo feet. Apply toW. E. ORAM, I, Wardrobe Place, Doctor's Commons E C
fpo BE LET, a NURSERY, FLORIST, and
-L. SEED BUSINESS-about.o acres of Garden in capital
cultivation (various Soils), Greenhouse, Pits, and Side Lights

;the Residence if requu-ed. Stock comprises Roses, Fruit Trees
lorest Stufl', Evergreens, Flowers and Plants of descriptions.'A tew minutes walk from a railway station (Mid-Sussex)
Apply to CHALLEN and SON, Stowington, Pullborough.

T
Crown Lands, Stagsden. Bedfordshire.

O BE LET by TENDER, from October lo
next, on Lease, WICK END FARM, in the Parish of

Stagsden in the occupation of Mr. Philip Henman, comprising
about 318 acres, .and situated about ^\i miles from the town of

?''''j°''''\,^''o°'"
^sS^cres .are Arable, and 57 acres Meadow

Land. Mr. Samuel Odell, of St.agsden, the Woodreeve will
point out the Farm.

Particulars and Forms of Tender may be obtained on aoolica-

"°w^•,'^^PS7
CHARLES GORE, Office of Woods,'^&c.,

I, Whitehall Place, Westm nster, S.W or to Mr lOHNGLUTTON, 9, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S W '

Tenders must be delivered on or before Saturday. May 29.

"POR SALE, an Orchard and Plant-housei
,

SPAN-ROOF RANGE, length 6; feet, width =4 feet
heiglith 13 feet, with 29 feet heating pipes and valves. Iron
Katchet-worked Ventilators. Shelves and Stages all in excellent
condition. Inquire of
Mr. WOO KEY, Heybtidge Garden, near Maldon. Essex.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and

F
OTHERS.

INE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from i=i. to 501. per

acre. Grass m its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. 1 or PAMPHLET containing full particular!
respecting this Property, apply to

«> f

To^?''^v^2\•*°'^ v^'""
''S'A.. M, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.
J 1 .

o XFORD ROSE SHOW.— Prizes
amounting_ to ONE HUNDRED and TWENTY

C. R. RIDLEY, Hon. Sec.
POUNDS are offered.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will be held at the ALEXANDRA

PALACE, Muswell Hill, on WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY, September 29 and 30, 1875, under the Presidency of Mr.
Alderman and Sherift Ellis, when Prizes exceeding ONEHUNDRED POUNDS in value will be awarded. ^ ^ ^

The SCHEDULE is now ready, and may be had on applica-
ontion to Mr. P. McKINLAY, Hon. Sec.

23, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.

"ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
J-V LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed
Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

J'a/roii—HE.R Majesty the Queen.
Presideut—'Ris Grace the Dl'ice o:

~

Allowances to Pensioners,
Married
Ma
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters .^20 ','

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
„„„ LENT INSTITUTION.-The FIFTEENTH ANNI-VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,
will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June s at
o o Clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.
Dinner tickets, zii. , application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

"DOYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
^rH'J^FiSS'

INSTITUTION.-The ANNUAL GENERALMEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms St lames's onWEDNESDAY, June 16, at ,t o'Clock pr'ecisely and theELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in
each year

; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution-

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

Hollies and Rhododendrons.
(^EORGE FARNSWORTH has to offer
V-* i-yr. and 2-yr bedded HOLLIES, at 2Sj ner 1000R.HC5D0DENDR0NS. 3-yr. seedlings, Hybrid and PontS'
mixed, at 5s. per 1000 ; 3-yr. and 2-yr. bedded, 20J.

; 3-yr. anti
3-yr., 28i. i extra tran.splanted. bu.shy. 6 to 10 inches, fas.- 8 to
12 inches. Soi. per 1000. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA 2-vr
31. per 1000. Also other NURSERY STOCK. Samples o'li
application at The Nurseries. Matlock.

pERNS for SALE, fine specimens.—Fifty
-1- Todea superba, 3 to .) feet through ; fifty do. , 1 to 2 feet
through

:
fifty Todea pelucida, 2 to 3 feet through ; fifty Todea

pelucida and superba, 1 foot through. These plants are superb
perhaps the finest specimens in Britain, and will be sold at
very reasonable prices for cash, as the house they are growingm IS wanted for my Cut Flower Trade. Apply toPETER McKENZIE, Nurseryman and Florist, i. Garden
Street, Glasgow, and Bellfield Nursery, Paisley. N.B.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated^eranium,
"LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the
above GERANIUM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated variety yet ofl^ered. Its dwarf and free
"»bit and broad clear white margin, will make it invaluable as
a bcdder for edging or panel-work. Received a First./class
Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society. August 29,
tS74. Price 2S. 6(/. each. 24^. per dozen. The usual Discount

A Post Office Order, payable at Sissinghurst. must accom-
pany all orders from unknown Correspondents.

Camden Nursery. Sissinghurst. Staplehurst. Kent.

Bedding Roses.
CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

V--^ strong plants, in 5-inch pots. 30^. per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED. CHINA. NOISETI'E, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, gr. to 15^. per

No'
Chir

V IS the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scei
Roses, and Hybrid Perpetnals, on their own root

MAYOS. King's Acre N

ited and

NEW CLEMATIS, to be sent out by JOHN
STANDISH AND CO. on May lo ;-

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each

;

colour, a fine azure-blue
; it throws a profusion of flowers

the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.
10s. 6d. each.

MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all
the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit,
10s. 6d. each.

The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every

EG. HENDERSON AND SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1875. containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and froni
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, is., is. 6d. and ss per okt
CINERARIA, zs.. 2.. 6.1, and ^s. per packet.'

^ ^ ^

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain. J.6d. and 51. per packet.
„ „ RUBRA FL0RE-PLENA,2i. 6,/. and 51. per packet.
.. .. ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 2i. 6</. and sj. per packet.

AURICULA. IJ. and 21. 6rf. per packet.
CARNATION. 2s. 6d. and 51. per packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. is. and 2s. M. per packet.
HOLLYHOCK, ij. and 2i. 6rf. per packet.
PINKS, IS. and 21. &d. per packet.
MIMULUS, IS. per packet. I PETUNIAS, td. and ir. p. pkt.
PANSIES, td. & li. id. pkt. VERBENA, 1S.&2S. 6rf.p.pkt.
SWEET WILLIAM. Perfection, is, per packet.

. .
from named flowers, is. and 2S. 6d. per packet.

AMERICAN TUBEROSE, double flowered, large roots, 20s.

LILIUM AURATUM, i-s. per dozen, good flowering size ;

extra size, of full growth, at higher prices.
The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.
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GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, zs. btt. per

100. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense

usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, is. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

New Fink Geranium " Mrs. Hallburton.

"

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much
pleasure in again ofTering this favourite variety, sent tnil

by him last season, and which gave such general salisfacliun.

On three occasions it has received the highest commendation
from the Floral Committee at Chiswick, associated with all the

best varieties grown there for trial. Good plants ()S. per doxcu,

50 for 33s. , 100 for 58J. Extra-sized cut-down plants, is. each.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS.

andRHUliARI!, extra strong, for forcing; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 23, Market Place. Manchester.

CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — loo
Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor,

Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

\os.. 50, 5 J, 6*/,, 25. IS.: 24 Fancy Pelargoniums, 3i". 6rf. , 12, 2j.

;

24 Chrysantlieniums. is. 6d., 12, is. 6d.; 24 Pompons, 2j. 6(/.,

12, IS. 6rf.; z4 Fuchsias, is. M., i2, IS. 6rf. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS, The Ferns, Enfield.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' Mixture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the FINEST and DWABFEST EVERGREEN GRASSES, and is

very superior to mixtures generally offered, quickly forming a
close velvety turf. For New Lawns sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre.

To Renovate Old Lawns sow 10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price
IS. per lb. Orders over 20s. Carriage Free.

The Old-Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Spring Planting.

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES, and SHRUBS, a large stock at moderate prices.

CATALOGUES free on application.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY COMPANY
(Limited), 106, Southwark Street, London, S.E., and at

Edinburgh.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

ESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
to offer SEED saved from iheir celebrated strain

of CINERARIAS. 2^. 6<f. and 3s. 6,^. per packet. Also,
PRIMULA SEED. 25. 6^. and 3s. td. per packet. Post free
on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders.

Roval Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

M

Pelargoniums for the Million.

TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-O TtON of Show. French, and Fancy Varieties, strong
Plants, distinct sorts, at 40s. per 100; 25s. for 50 ; or 15s. for 25.
Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9s. and
I2S, per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free on application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

Strong Vertienas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from single pols :-
PURPLE KING
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white
GEANT DES BATAILLES, crimson
LADY COWLEY, rose, fine bedder

AH healthy good stuff, is. td. per dozen, los. per 100, 80s. per

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Slock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upwards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in
Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 1 5 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Cheap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, is. 6it per dozen, lo.?. per loo

;

rooted cuttings, -is. per dozen, 6s. per loo, $os. per looo.
PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet—Vesuvius and Jean Sisley, is. 6cl

per dozen, lo^. per loo.

., White—Madame Vaucher, is. 6d. per dozen, lo^. per loo
„ Pink — Blue Bell, Mrs. W. Paul, Maid of Kent, &c.,

IS. 6d. per dozen, los. per loo,

„ Crimson — Waltham Seedling, fine bedder, is. 6ei. per
dozen, los. per loo.

,, Rose—Master Christine, 2S. per dozen, iss- per loo.

LOBELIA, speciosa (true), from cuttings, 2^- per loo, 205. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding, from stores, is. per dozen,
6s, per 100 : strong plants, 121. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUMS. finest dark, rooted cuttings, is. per
dozen, 6s. per 100 : strong plants, \s. 6d. per dozen, los.

I golden edging plant, i.y. per dozen.STELLARIA,

PELARGONIUMS, Silver-edge—May Queen, &c., 25. p.

., Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, 25. per dor., 15s. per 10
ALTERNANTHERA, magnifica, fine, also paronychioidc:

good plants, IS. per dozen, 125. per roo.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravescnd.

ilJdmJo(m
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

FREE BY ro.sr OR RAIL.

Sutton^ ColltLtions €f Choice Flower Seeds^ to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

during Summer and Autumn^

No. I Collection, Free by Post or Rail • • j^2 2 o

No. 2 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i 11 6

No. 3 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i i o

No. 4 Collection ,, ,, ., ..0150
No. 5 Collection ,, ,, .. .. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also be had, from
2s, 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instructions as to the Cultivation of Suttons

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

*'STJTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"
Tht most practical work on gardeningyet published, beau-

tifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price IJ., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

SUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

Which forms a close velvety

turf in a verj' short time. For

making New Lawns or Cro-

quet Grounds 3 bushels or 60

pounds is required per acre,

or I gallon to every 6 rods (or

perches) ofground.

For improving those already

in turf, 20 pounds should be

March, April, and May are

the best months for sowing.

Price Is. per lb. ; 20s. per
bushel.

From Mr. J. Merrick, Gar-
dener to S. Forster, Esq.,

L,e Court.

" The Seed you sent me
last year turned out uncom-
monly well. Several gentle-

men who came to Le Court

could scarcely credit, from

the appearance of the lawn.

In August
lawns that had been laid i ^vn for

Instructions on the Formation andImprovement
of Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

Gratis and Post Free.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Verbenas for Sale.SB I D E can now supply, for
• cash :—

VERHENAS, spring-struck, strong, and free from discflse of

any kind, inclviding Purple King, Scarlet. White, Pink, and
many other varieties (of which a list may be had on applica-

tion), at 8s. per lOo, package free.

PKLARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of the best varieties,

40.r. per loo.

GKKANIUMS, plain-leaved and zonal, strong autumn-struck

.. Crystal Pal.ue (jcm, in single pots, los. per loo.

Cdr.F.US VERSCHAl-'KEi;ril, loi. per loo.

IRK.SINE LINDENI,8j. per loo.

,. HERIiSTII, 8i. per loo.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA, struck last autumn, and
well established, in large 6o-pots, 40s. per 100.

AUREA FLORIBUNDA and other CALCEOLARIAS, 8j.

oRCHIDS.—-Being a large importer of
Orchids direct from their native habitats, Mr. WILLIAM

HULL can make special offer of the following, at the extremely
|iiw prices anne.\ed;— E.ach.—j. d. s. dj
Odontoglossum Alexandra; .. 15 o .. 3 plants at 10 6
Bulbophyllum auricomum .- 50. .3 ,, at3 6
Limatodes rosea . . .. .. 36.-3 ,, at z 6
Odontoglossum hastilabium .. 10 6 .. 3 ,, at 7 6
Houlletia chrysantha -. -- 10 6 -- 3 ,, at 7 6
Dendrobium Devonianum -- 7 6 .. 3 ,, at 5 o
Calanthe vestita -- -- -- 5 o -- 3 ,, at 3 6
Acineta Humboldtii -- .. 3 6 .. 3 ,, at 2 6
Epidendrum vitellinum m.-ijus 15 o .. 3 ,, at 10 6
Cypripedium niveum .. .- 15 o -- 3 ,, at 10 6
Broughtonia sanguinea-. -. 10 6 -. 3 ,, at 7 6
Odonto. Insleayi leopardinum 15 o .. 3 ,, at 10 6
Aerides crispum . . .. .. to 6 .. 3 ,, at 7 6

ESTABLISHMENT f .r NEW .and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road. Chelsea, London, S.W.

New Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.
TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON'S
O CATALOGUE of the above, for 1875, may now be had
on application. It contains many new or rare species, of great
interest and beauty, in addition to the general collection of
approved kinds, with Descriptions and Cultural Notes.

Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants.

TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON'SO CATALOGUE of these for the present season is also
ready, and will be sent to all applicants. The Collections of
Orchids, Palms, and Ferns will be found specially rich and
worthy of notice. Nurseries. York.

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Bedding and other Plants,
all Established in Single Pots. Wholesale Prices.WOOD and INGRAM

beg to offer :—
PELARGONIUMS. Show, Spotted, and Fancy, fine flowering

^plants, in 5-inch pots, good named sorts, 50s. per 100, 8s. per

CALCEOLARIA. Herbaceous, Neil's superb strain, extra fine
plants, in 5-inch pots. ^s. per dozen, is. each.

FUCHSlAS, named, In 5-mch pots. 405. per 100, 5^. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM, double white. Aline Sisley, 41. per dozen.

,, single Zonal, Huntingdonian, the finest white, 6s. per doz.

,, ,, Harry King, 30J. per 100, 4^. per dozen.

,. ,, Master Christine, iss. per 100, ^s. 6d. per dozen.

,, „ Salmon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colour
9^. per dozen.

,, Golden Tricolor, Miss Batters, gs. per dozen.

,, ,, J. D. Bassett, gs. per dozen.

,, ,, Peter Grieve, rsj. per dozen.

„ ,, Mrs. Dunnett (Carter), 6j. per dozen.
,, Silver Tricolor. Lass o' Gowrie, gs. per dozen.

VERBEN-\S, Scarlet, Purple, and Crimson, 14J, per 100,
25, per dozen.

ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS, in 4K-inchpots, gs. per

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA. r8j. per 100.

,. ,. GLAUCA, las. per 100.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM. to.t. to 161. per too.

AGERATUM. Impeiial Dwarf, 11s. per too.

IRESINE HERBSTII, 14s. per 100.

,, LINDENI. 141. per too.

HELIOTROPES, to name, 161. per roo.

NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS, 14J. per 100.

LEUCOPHYTON, Brownii, 16s. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, to name, 10s. per 100, 3s. per dozen.
STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, 12s. per roo.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias, cinerarias.

FAND A. SMITH'S unrivalled Collection of
• the above is NOW in BLOOM, and will continue so

for some time. Inspection is respectfully solicited, or flowers
will be sent on receipt of two stamps. New Seed, in 15.

IS. 6d. and 5J. packets.
The Nurseries, West Duhvich, S.E.

Exhibition of Azaleas.

FAND A. SMITH'S splendid Collection of
• the above is NOW in BLOOM, which consists of the

well known superb varieties raised at their Nurseries, and also
of newer kinds introduced by Continental Growers. Inspection
invited. The Nurseries, West Dulwich. S.E.

Lobelia Blue Stone.

FAND A. SMITH offer the above, from
• cuttings off the original stock raised in their Nurseries,

ind which variety was planted last year in Hyde Park, being

West Dulwich. S.E.

Bedding and Other Plants.

FAND A. SMITH can supply large
• quantities of the undernamed, in well-established

plants, at moderate prices :

—

AJUGA, reptans rubra ' COLEUS
AGERATUM, of sorts DAHLIAS
CENTAUREAS ; HELIOTROPES
FUCHSIAS

I
PETUNIAS, Single and

GERANIUM. Zonal, the best ' Double
ofeachcolourforbedding ' PHLOXES fplennm

,, Zonal, the best for con- ' PYRETHRUM, imb.icatum
servatory, in all shades of STELLARIA, gramuieaaurea
colour I VERBENAS.
Also a fine stock of full-grown PALMS and DR.ACENAS

in great variety, very suitaole for decorative purposes.
The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.
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Variegated Bedding Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at psr dozen far cash :-GoMen

Tricolors; iMr5. Dunnctt, 3^. 6</., Louisa Smith, 35. 6d.; Mrs.

Pollock. 3^-. 6d.\ Sir Robert Napier, ^s. 6d.; Sophia Diimar-

esque, 3s. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutls, 3s. 6d.; Mrs.

John Glutton, 3J. Golden Bronze:^ Auric, zs.^6d.\ Bronze

Beauty, y. 6ii.; Kentish He ' ' " ' "

Waltham Bron2e, ' ' "

Carnations. Picotees, and Pinks.

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO." beg to

announce that they have this Season a very fine and
extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now readv for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS.
Sic, contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve

choice mi.xed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.

Half of the above quantities, iis.
" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland.

" February 15, 1875.
" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation

and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like another dozen of either the same or other varieties."

ISAAC BRUNNING and CO., Great Yarmouth Nurseries.

OBELIA "LADY MACDONALD."—Pure
white, deeply edged with ultramarine-blue, in the way of

" Paxtonii," ^nth flowers four times the size; unrivalled as a
bedding or pot plant ; one of the' greatest novelties introduced
for years. This beautiful variety was twice submitted for the

opinion of the judges at two of the Exhibitions of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society, Edinburgh, last summer, and
on both occasions was unanimously awarded a First-class

Certificate.

Plants first week in ^lay, 2^. 6d. each.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, 17. South Frederick Street,Edinburgh.

Choice Tricolor and Bronze Geraniums.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE can supply, at per
dozen:—Acme. 55.; Florence, +r. : Howarth Ashton, 6^.;

Lady Cullum, 35'. ; Mrs. Dunnett, 5s ; Mrs. Rutter, 6s. ; Prince

of Wales, gs.; Peter Grieve, gs.; Sophia Cusack, ^s.; Sala-

mander, gs.; Lass o' Gowrie. 6s.; Mrs. Colonel Wilkinson, 7^.;

Miss Pond, 12^-.; Black Douglas. 3^.; Earl of Rosslyn, 45.;

Rev. C. P. Peach, s^-: Reine Victoria, 4J. Terms cash. A
LIST of other varieties, post free.

Boston Park Road Nurseries, Brentford, Middlesex, W.

Adiantum farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate exhibition. They are in i6

and 22-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown
specimens of ADIANTUiM GRACILI.IMUM, fine plants, i8

inches through, in S-inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

NEW PLANTS.—The three best new plants
recently sent out are :

—
CROTON MAJESTICUM.
DIPLADENIA BREARLEYANA,
CROTON SPIRALE.

Price Two and Three Guineas each.

Jlr. WILLIAIM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS AND KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the 'Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be fiurnished at
low prices ;

—

LIMES. 7 to Q feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, mduding

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to lo feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELTilS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated. and cork-barked.
BIRCH. 8 to 10 feet.

PHIIADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to S feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fina.

ROSES, Standard and Halt-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS. Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS. 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2K to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries. Canterbury.

New, Choice, and Eare Plants.
TOHN LAING'S ANNUAL CATALOGUE
O is replete with all the Novelties of this Season in STO^'E
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS. FLORISTS' FLOWERS,
ROSES, VINES, &c., and will be forwarded, post-free, to

inttrnding purchasers.
Part I, contains New Antirrhinums. Chrj'santhemums, Coleus.

Dahlias. Fuchsias, Gloxinias, Pansles, Pentstemons. Petu-
nias, Pelargoniums (Golden Bronze, Golden Tricolor,

Double and Zonal), Phloxes, Roses, and choice Stove and
Greenhouse Plants (pp. i to 11).

P.^RT II. comprises General Collections of Florists' Flowers,
Pansies (Show and Fancy), Bedding Pansies, Bedding
Violas, Hollyhocks, Dahlias (Show and Fancy), Pelargo-
niums (Show, French, Fancy, Golden Bronze, (jolden Tri-

color, Ivy-leaved, Zonal, &c.), Fuchsias, Phloxes (Early and
Late), Chrysanthemums (Japanese, large -flowering, and
Pompon), Cinerarias, Petunias, Verbenas, Pentstemons,
Antirrhinums, Carnations. Picotees, Pinks, Mimulus. Cal-

ceolarias, Delphiniums, PyTethrums, Paionies (Tree and
Herbaceous), and Miscellaneous Bedding and Herbaceous
Plants (pp. 12 to 43).

Part III. consists of Select Lists of Stove Plants. Stove
Climbers, Caladiums, Coleus (Golden), Gloxinias, Palms
(Stove and Hardy), Ferns (Stove and CJreenhouse, Hardy.
Exotic, and British), Greenhouse Plants, Greenhouse
Climbers, -Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Epacris, Clematis,

Hardy Climbers and Shrubs, Strawberries, Vines, Figs,

and a useful assortment of Requisites for the Garden, Park,

and Pleasure-ground (pp. 44 to 64).

Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

IiOndon, S.E.

TREE FERNS. "^p
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. '*^^

W^ILLIXM bull, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gcntrj' to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

EST.\BL1SHMENT FOR NEW AND R.^RE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEAV BEDDING AGERATUM

" COUNTESS OF STAIR."
This variety is without doubt a decided advance upon any other Ageratum yet ottered.

There is not a shoot but throws up a head of dense blossoms, beginning a few inches from the

ground, and only ending when its entire height of 6 or S inches is attained, when the whole top of

the plant is one mass of fragrant lavender-blue blossoms. It was raised by Mr. Fowler, of Castle

Kennedy, where it has been bedded out for five or six years with great success, withstanding, as

it does, the heavy rains better than most bedding plants. Being] of such compact habit and free-

flowering qualities, it cannot fail to recommend itself for flower-garden purposes.

Price 3J. 6d. each, 30J. per dozen. Special price per 100.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEVv^ FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS.
T. Jackson & Son

Have much pleasure in introducing this exceedingly interesting Novelty^ which they have
purchased from the Gardener of T. C. Blackett, Esq., of Thorpe Lea, seeds of which he received
from New Zealand. It is of a shrubby trailing habit, producing freely at the axils short erect
flowers with orange-yellow tube and violet-black sepals.

Strong Plants ^s. each, free by post 5^. dd.j extra strong ditto, 10s. 6d. each.

A LARGE KEDUCTION BY THE DOZEN OR HUNDRED.
N.B. A Plant of the above has been by us presented to the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, where it may be seen

in flower bearing the name of F. procurabens.

NEW DOUBLE PETUNIA "MRS. WILSON.'
The above is a fine Double Crimson variety, striped and edged with white, very fine and distinct,

It received three First-class Certificates last year.

Good Plants, now ready, y. 6d. each, post free 3J. 9^,

A LARGE REDUCTION BY THE DOZEN OR HtTNDRED.

T. JACKSON AND SON, THE NURSERIES, KINGSTON, SURREY.
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THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

^OAytDlJ^t NEW COLEUS,
!_- ^ "DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CEUTIFICATKS:-
Royal Horticultural Society, June 17, 1874; Royal Botanic Society, June 20, 1S74.

The foliage of this distinct and beautifid variety has margins of purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of hriRht crimson-
magenta, forming a superh contrast to tlie green-leaved section of Coleiis, by reason of its daz/ling brilliancy of colour.

Professor Tmnmu, in the American AgriciiUnrht says :—" It is the most beautiful roliajje plant lliat has ever been exhibited."

Price 3s. 6d. each. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each. Post Free 6cl extra.

See Cartel 's Illustrated Plant Catalogue with beautifully coloured Engraving of above. Price dd.

,

Post Free, Gratis to Customers.

CARTER'S ^t^^r), 237 and 238,irrGH HOLBORIm, LONDON, W.C.

f DWARF ROSES IN POTS FOR BEDDING,
At gj. to \zs. per dozen; or, 70s. to 8oj. per 100.

Rose.s by the dozen, 100, or 1000. Man)- thousands to select from.

Splendid Plants. Inspection invited.

Wm. Wood & Son.
WOODLANDS NUESEEY, MAEESFIELD,

NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRA.

M R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 13, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 300 good plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E. These have
been recently imported, many of them breaking freely, and are in the best possible condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 13, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a small Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including some fine

specimens of PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM,
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, CATTLEYA DOWIANA, EPIDENDRUM VITELLINUM
MAJUS, and many other rare kinds. Also alarge quantity of DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM
and PLEIONES, imported from India, in excellent condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

NEW MASDEVALLIA.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 13, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a few plants, all breaking strongly, of the magnificent MASDEVALLIA
" MACRURA." This is the largest flowered species yet introduced. Individually the flowers

are 1 1 inches long. Colour orange, with red rays. The growth is very strong and robust, very

much more so than th.it of any other species in cultivation. A Drawing of this handsome
Masdevallia will be shown at the Sale.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

\//.
To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited

to Visit

-THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONUON, W.,

_ ^^ Where it is anticipated they will be

^'^^^^\ highly gratified.

JOHN HKSTER. Manager.

DAHLIAS.

John Keynes
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

DaUlaB now being Bent out.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.

Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.

CHEAP BEDDING P LANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON k MAYOS
Have this Season to offer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring- (lowering Plants — all

established in single pots, and thoroughly
hardened—cofnprising :

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colours.

GER.-\NIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,

&c.—a Collection of all the best kinds.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS,
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
will heforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Ne.ir HEREFORD.

TEADE NOTICE.
PRIMULA PRINCE ARTHUR.

First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural
Society.

First-class Certificate Manchester Botanic
Society.

F. PERKINS,
REGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON,

In reply to numerous enquiries, begs to

announce that he will SEND OUT SEED OF THIS

SPLENDID NOVELTY in Sealed Retail Packets,

at 2^. 6</. and 5J-. each, on and after the 15th

of July next, and orders will be executed in

rotation.

F. P. has arranged with Messrs.
'

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO.,

Seed Merchants, Southwark Street, London,

For the Wholesale Distribution,

who will quote Trade Price on application.

PRINCE ARTHUR PRIMULA
Is described by the Press as " an exqjtisite cam

double variety" of pyramidal fonn and X'igorous habit, a
profuse bloouter, and admirably adaptedJor n dinner-table

plant. It covies quite trtiefvm ferd.
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MAURICE YOUNG'S
N£W DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may ie had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS Ti^EES

and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &o.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

HCANNELL begs to draw
• the attention of the Public to the

COLEUS "CHAMELEON," which is

unquestionably by far the most attractive

and the greatest acquisition in Coleus ever

sent out : even the most accurate descrip-

tion conveys but a very inadequate idea of

its beauty. The entire Horticultural Press

speak of it in the most eulogistic terms.

The following is the report of the Editors

of the Gardeners' Chronicle (May i6,

1874) :

—

" We have received from Mr. Cannell

specimens of a new type of Coleus, of great

beauty, and very distinct from those already in cultivation.

Sometimes the leaf is mairily of an intense velvety maroon,
flushed with bright rose, giving a kind of shot-crimson hue. the

edge being just banded with green. In other cases half the leaf

is of this character, while the other half is mostly of a deep rosy

crimson with golden beaded edge, and sometimes the rose-tint

and the maroon-crimson are variously streaked and blended.

The flush of rosy crimson .appearing in the maroon gives a

remarkably velvety richness, which must be seen to be
appreciated. With this superb and varied colouring the plant

must be exceedingly effective."

This variety has received First-class Certificates wherever
shown. Post free. 2^. ^i. each.
New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERI
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Per packet.—

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new
AURICULA, finest show varieties ..

„ finest alpine varieties

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain ..

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new .

.

8ALCE0LARIA, Williams' superb strain, i.

ES,

CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extra choic

CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain.

I J. f>d.,

6d. and 5

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping \

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. .. :

NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new . . ;

PANSY, from finest English show varieties is. and :

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain :

PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed xs.6d., ss. 6d., 3s. 6d. and
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new .. :

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white

VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new . . 21. 6d. and
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvolr Castle variety .

,, new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger
Imported GERMAN ASTERS. BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS. STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, j

free, on application.

Francis &Arthur

Dickson s Sons.
106EastgateSt.&p
TheUptori Nurseries vUli O 1 LiX.

Illustrated Catalogue of

Vegetable & Flower Seeds,
'^"j^Fost^ee otvApfiUcatiorv. ]

* Quafityj^nsurpassed.^

American Plants without Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest H.ardy English and Continental RHODO-

DENDRONS, with Belgic and other AZALEAS, at 30J. per

dozen, j^iQ per 100.

The Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed
and elevated situation, and will thrive in any soil free from

Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bushes of the Ponticum and
Catawbiense varieties. 4 to 5 feet high and as much through,

60s, per dozen. April and May is the best time for planting.

The Nurseries. Bristol,

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, \\ to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England.

Many of these are Raised from Layers, and better Plants of their

height cannot be desired or obtained.

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY -WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough (South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks, 5s. td. each.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

poCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — Five
V^ hundred trucks, for GardeniiiE; and as manure for Heavy
Soils, as supplied to J. Wills. Esq., f'lorist to the Royal Family

;

Messrs. Dickson & Sons. Chester; Messrs. Ewlng & Co.,
Norwich ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, Hereford, and South-
port Winter Gardens : 50 bushels at 3^^., 45s. per truck, free on
to any rail.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick
Lane, London, E.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
V_-^ made), 3<f. per bushel, los. per 100 bushels, 45.?. per 300
bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.E.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/m;>;«««—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Managing Direcior~1K'^XY.% ODAMS.
Suh-Manager and Sccretary—Z. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109. Fcnchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

:6, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER. Secretarj'.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1859, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, is., 3^., and id. td.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, ts. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

MILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. C*The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at i^. i}d. per bottle— is. \od. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

TOBACCO PAPER—TOBACCO CLOTH
—TOBACCO CORD-TOBACCO JUICE.

The above, of the very-best quality, can be obtained of

POOLEY AND CO.. Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C. Prices on application.

N.B.—Catalogues of Garden Requisites sent post free on
receipt of Trade Card.

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—

A

Protection for the Bloom of Wall Trees from Frost, and
for Shading Plants under Glass from the Sun. Sold by Nursery-
men and Seedsmen. Prices and samples on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenhays, Manchester.

Window Glass. Sheet Lead, Paints, &c.
THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,

Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of
PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceeding

forty years of age, with or without children, and Single Men
and Women not e-xceeding thirty-five years of age. being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS,
and FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of
the following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty,

;C5 ro.r.: one year and under twelve, j^z 155.
For further information apply to the Agent-General,

3, Westminster Chambers. Victoria Street, S.W.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, Russia Mat
Merchants, Importers of RAFFIA FIBRE, &c.,

M.anuracturers of TWINES, TIFFANY, NETTING, &c.,
9, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
N.B.—A large quantity of Tatmed NETTING for Fruit

Trees, &c., in stock.

T) USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
J-t Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are
the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application,
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

TJUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
J-t' Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.
Second sized Archangel, looj. ; Petersburg, 6ar. and Zos. ;

superior close M it, 45.?., 50?., and 55^.; packing Mats, 10s.,
30S., and 35^. per 100 ; and every other description of Mats at
equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS
COVERING.

4-4 Scrim, from ^d. to %d. per yard, advancing K^^,
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, -^d., sJ^rf., ^d., 4^/d., and ^l^d.
72 .. ., ., dl^d.^^Ad..6d..6"

'

J. BLACKBURN .

for

;Ma 11 factu nd s. Wormwood St., London, E.G.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Pa.xton, and the
late Professor Lindley, &c., &c.

MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

*' FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide '.. .. is, lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3^, per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3J. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S. E.; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET. CITY.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, i^^. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost. Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street. E.C. late 376, Strand. W.C.

TANNED NETTING, for Protecting Seeds
and Fruits from Birds, in all widths, at lowest prices.

Wholesale Priced List sent, post-free, on receipt of Trade Card.
POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush

Lane, Cannon Street, E.C.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

'

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO. , Benthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AKD CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

HARRY BUNYARD
supplies :

—

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, S:c., 2 yards wide, 2d.,

4 yardfi, ^d. per yard — in pieces 50 yards each.
SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, zd. and 6d.; 2 yards,

jd. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller

TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

on amounts o( £^ and over.

HARRY BUNYARD, Manufacturer, 63 and 64, Tooley
Street, S,E,; and 11, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

RICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION combined with COMPLETE
PROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, caiTiage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars,enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO.. Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.
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PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

\

Price 3d., Post Free 3id.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

efl'ecti\e little impltment meets 1 loiij felt want
light but strong sloel shovel, for marking out ro'vs to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for
hilling up the rows when desired : and a Cutter for extermmating weeds, and
Kake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if reqiiired, to a depth of sij inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large ntlmber have been
sold. : giving I

nplel and Rakes. £.-2

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,
TIic perfect Success of every Appnratiis erected guaranteed.

THE SV.STEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAIY HAVE PHECHASED lEEEDITH'S YIMYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED
TO SUPPLY

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY bedding:

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE CO^VAN PATENTS COMPANY LIMITED
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY

AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

John Wills, f.r.h.s.,
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS AN INSPECTION OF HIS UNRIVALLED

COLLECTIONS OF HANDSOME FOLIAGE PLANTS, TREE AND OTHER FERNS,

ORCHIDS, NKAV PLANTS, &c,,

At his various Establishments, as under :
—

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN, ONSLOW CRESCENT,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON, S.W.

lU.

THE MELBOURNE NURSERY, ANERLEY ROAD, NORWOOD,
(NEAR THE CRYSTAL PALACE).

At this Establishment are to be seen the finest Collection of Dracaenas, Crotons, and various New Plants in the country ; Pitcher Plants, Ferns, &c.,

in endless variety ; cultivated by Mr. F. Pause, J. Wills' skilful i\Ianager.

IV.

NURSERY FOR ORCHIDS, PALMS, ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, &c., LEWIS PLACE,
FULHAM FIELDS, S.W. And

THE BOUQUET GROTTO, EXHIBITION ROAD, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.,
Where Specimens of Rustic \^'ork, Waterfalls, and Rockeries ma)- be seen.

THE MOST MODERATE PRICES, IN ALL INSTANCES, ARE CHARGED FOR PLANTS AND DECORATIONS.

The most extensive FLOKAL DECORATIONS in LONDON are ARRANGED under J. W.'s PERSONAL SUPERINTENDENCE.

J. W. is also extensively engaged in the Arranging and Planting of Conservatories, the Construction of Waterfalls, Rockeries, &c., in all parts of

the country, and may be consulted in any part of the Kingdom. References are kindly permitted to many large and important

Works already carried out. A large Staff of most reliable Workmen are kept.

WILLS' CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE PLANTS, PELARGONIUMS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, PALMS,

ORCHIDS, &c,, sent Post Free on application,

WEDDING AND OTHER BOUQUETS, CHOICE CUT FLOWERS, &c., CAREFULLY PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY
ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.

The Floral Decorations •which formed so charmiiig afeature ofthe ceremonial picture presented by the Albert Hall on the occasion of the Prince of Wales' instalation as

Grand Master of the Freemasons were supplied by Mr. John Wills, of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Onslow Crescent. The royal reception rooms were a marvel of decorative taste

and floral beauty, Mr, Wills not only knows how to grovi /lowers, but hi shffws arlistic taste in his combinations offortn and colour,— Vide The Hornet, May 5.

n,^. JOHN ^VILLS, F.R.H.S.,
' ARTISTIC FLORAL DECORATOR, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, and FLORIST,

ROYAY EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN, ONSLOW CRESCENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.,

NEAR THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
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NEW PLANTS.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the following New Plants are

now being sent out :
—

ALOCASIA. ROEZLII.
A hanJsome-foUaged stove perennial, with the habit of ^

Calailiiini, furnished with tuberous root-stocks, and having
broad peltate leaves, upwards of a foot in length. The leaf-

stalks aic leretc, greenish, mottled with purple; the blades arc

sagittate-ovate in outline, acute or shortly acuminate, the two
basal lobes being slightly divergent. The colour is a dark
bottle-green, variegated with grayish or silvery angular spots

and blotches. The foliage is not only eflfectively marked, but
quite dissimilar in appearance to any of the Alocasias at present
in cultivation. It was discovered by Mr. RoezI, in the United
States of Colombia. 1 guinea.

CATAEIDOZAMIA HOPEI.
A remarkably fine new Cycadaceous plant, introduced from

Queensland. It has an ovate trunk clothed with thick broad-

based scales. The leaves are of a dark green colour, somewhat
recurved, with a stout petiole and rachis, and very thick leathery

crowded leaflets, llnear-lanceoiate in form, bluntish, with an
apiculus, slightly recurvo-falcate, and having a broad flattened

decurrent base, those situated near the base of the leaf being
more or less convergent. It is a distinct and well-marked pbnt.

5 guineas.

COLOCASIA AKOYRONEURA.
A bold-habited ornamental-leaved stove perennial, with a

tuberous root-stock. The leaves are attached to erect, solid,

pale green glaucous petioles. The blade is large, bright green,

with a marginal rib, the base of the costa and the principal

veins pale'^ yellowish or watery green, the lines either inosculat-

ing, or continued straight across, nearly to the margin, which
green throughout. A distinct and bold Aroid, introduced

from Colombia. . ^d.

MARTINEZIA LEUCOPH^US.
A handsome dwarf Palm, discovered in New Granada by Mr.

Roezl, very ornamental and distinct. In young plants the leaves

are cuneate at the base, bilobed at the apex, each lobe being
obliquely truncate, with the truncate portions unequally eroso-

serrate, the basal portion entire, and with a few marginal hairs.

The petioles and the basal part of the costa behind are furnished

with needle-shaped deflexed dark brown spines. As it acquires

size the leaves become prettily undulated at the margins. 15.?.

PAULLINIA OCEANICA.
A stove plant of slender and much-branched habit, introduced

from the South Sea Islands. It has dark-coloured pubescent
stems, furnished with scattered lenticels. The leaves are alter-

nate, slender, linear in outline, pinnate, wi:h a brown downy
rachis, and ,rather distant pinnx, which are sometimes simple,

small, ovate", inciso-dentate, less than an inch long, sometimes
ternate with a larger terminal and two smaller lateral leaflets,

all of them inciso-dentate. The leaves are also sometimes
equally, sometimes imequally pinnate ; and there is a slight

wing developed upon the rachis, near the insertion of the upper
pinna:. From its light elegant foliage this plant Is a charming
object for decorative purposes, ij.^ guinea.

SABAL CCERULESCENS.
This is described by the collector as a remarkably bold and

handsome Palm. It has been sent from the United States of
Colombia, but is only known here in the young seedling state.

These young plants have the leaves of an elongate linear-

lanceolate form, with a plicate surface, and a bluish or glaucous
tinge of green, which is very strongly marked on the under

SCHEELEA IMPERIALI3.
A fine Colombian Palm, which in the young state has simple

linear-lanceolate elongate arching leaves, of a bright green
colour, with a plaited surface. In the mature state the leaves

are pinnate. The Scheeleas are unarmed Palms of the group
Cocoinesc, closely related to the genus Attalea, los, 6d.

NEW PLANTS.
FOR NAMES, nF.SCRIPTIONS, AND PRICES OF—

Clnnamomum sericeum,

Dalechampla RoezUana alba,

Dracaena gemma, Dracaena rnbsUa,
Laportea Schomburgkil versicolor,

Goniophleblum glaucopiiyllum, Panax obtusum.
/V'/f page 557 of last week's Giij-ifcncrs' Cltyoniclc.

Acalypba marginata, Curmerla Roezlil,

Maranta leopardlna, Croton chrysopbyllum
Cycas Normanbyana, Dsemonoropa ornatus.

Vide page 523 of the Gardeners' Chronicle for April 34, 187s.

Kheum nobile, Elieum officinale,

Rlieum palmatum tanghutlcum,
Aatrocaryum argenteum, Astrocaryum fllare,

Anthuriiun candldum,
I'idc page 49r of the Gardeners^ CJironiele for April 17, 1875.

New Double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,
" Pelargonium Lateripes Kdnig Albert,"

New Nosegay Pelargoniums,

New Bronze and Oold Pelargoniums,

New Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,
Vide page 459 of the Gardeners' Ciironiclelor April 10, 1S75.

New Fucbsias and Chrysantbemums,
New Zonal Pelargoniums,

New Zonal Pelargoniums wltb Variegated Flowers,
) 'ide page 427 of the C,irde:iers' C/iro„i,/e for April 3, 1S75.

SATURDAY, MAYS, 1875.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE KOYAL ACADEMY.

IT is more than probable that the pleasures

of our flower shows are relished with a

much keener zest by practical horticulturists

than by the ordinary public, because practical

growers of flowers know the points to be
observed, the difficulties of production, and
the successes gained, better than any out-

sider. Any one who has been over a large

nursery knows how the pleasure is enhanced

if one is accompanied on his round of the

houses by one of the firm. It is the same
with pictures and painters : an artist takes

a deep interest in the works of all other artists,

he glories in well beating inferior men, and he

should take it with good grace when he is well

beaten by somebody better than himself. The
opinion of a man who knows the difficulties of

drawing and painting, and has striven and
beaten others and been well beaten himself,

should always be worth hearing. It is from

this point of view that the following notes on
some of the natural history and plant pictures

in this year's Royal Academy are penned.

Passing by Nos. 7 and 16, " Chilworth Pond,"

C. Collins, and " A Quiet Spot," W. S. Lloyd—
both small, but remarkably clever and natural

pictures of a pond with boat and a lane with

stick-gatherers—we come to 25, "The Right of

Way," F. Walker, A., which is in every way
one of the best pictures in the Academy : it is

unlaboured and sketchy, but every touch of the

brush shows that the artist had definite ideas

in view. The picture represents a pasture in

spring with a meandering brook and a sheep

and lamb disputing with a child the path by the

brookside : observe how the folds of the

woman's drapery have been studied, the leaden,

watery April sky, and the flowers in the meadow.
The latter are mere touches of the brush in a

small picture, but one sees at a glance that the

pasture is dotted all over with Ranunculus

Ficaria, and that the plants by the brookside

are not the lesser Celandine but the Primrose.

40, ''Apples," F. R. Stock, is a remarkably

well-painted picture. 56, " Anne Page and

Slender," C. W. Cope, R.A, : in this (of course

a figure subject) are various flowers, as Tulips,

Pink Primula, Camellia, Geranium, a Fern, a

Tulip in the flower-bed, S:c. ; they are not well

done, but in the next picture, 57,
" Tell Him,"

C. E. Perugini, are an India-rubber plant and a

Polyanthus Narcissus uncommonly well-painted.

63, "Old Neighbours," C. Green, is one of this

artist's best pictures, irrespective of the figures :

how remarkably well the Crocuses and the

denuded branches of the trees as seen in early

spring are done.

In 66, "Wild Roses," Miss F. Tiddeman,

we have a poorly painted child's portrait

with wild Roses in front as unlike wild Roses as

possible. 73, " Gainsborough's Lane," E.

Edwards, a notable and well executed paint-

ing of trees, all the tree stems slant-

ing in a certain direction (so driven by

the prevailing wind). 74, " The Fringe of

the Moor," J. E. Millais, R.A., a bright picture

of moorland, hills, distant heather, cattle,

bushy foreground, with wild Roses in fruit,

and fencing—a painfully true and staring pic-

ture, undoubtedly real, but with the naturalness

of photography. 99, "Azaleas," M. A. Lang-

dale, the flowers very poorly painted, but the

vase perfect. 103, " Fruit and Still Life," E.

Ladell, a picture of Walnuts, Grapes, Currants

Plums, Raspberries, a Peach, and a glass of

hock, is in its way perfect—every object is

worthy of study : observe the effect of the rich

green curtain beside the white Grapes. 105,
" Where the Ferns Grow," E. Parton, appears

to us monotonous, sunless, and dull. 118," On
a Voyage of Discovery," J. L. Pickering, is a
well-paintcd picture of swans in a body of still,

weedy, and overgrown water. 119, " Nemo me
impune lacessit," J. MacWhirter, a roughly-

painted picture of Thistles and Brambles, very
bold, and well done, with a very rich general

effect throughout, but the leaves of the Thistles

are unsatisfactory and without perspective, and
the flowers of Campanula rotundifolia are much
too dark. It is no easy piece of work either to

draw or paint a Thistle well. 123, "On the
River Mole," Birket Foster : every one knows
this artist's exquisite transcripts of Nature, but
this picture, though thoroughly natural, is

singularly quiet and flat. Compare it with

Walker's rougher work, No. 25. M. Stone's

powerfully painted " Sain et sauf" (130) should
be well noted. 140, " Hopwas Wood : Winter,"
A. W. May—a picture of snow melting away
amongst Birches—impresses us as iiot being
very natural. 147, " Blenheim," John Faed, a
very unpleasant subject, with a human
skull obtruded in a most ghastly manner
in the centre of the picture. 153, "Too
Good to be True," W. Q. Orchardson, A.
The colour in this delightful picture, in

which is an abundance of vegetables and fruits,

is a perfect study ; omitting all notice of the

well-painted figures we would call attention to

the rich effect of colour in the Oranges and
Letnons, the Carrots, Onions, Apples, Vegetable
Marrows, and Broccoli, and how these objects

are so disposed in reference to each other as to

produce the happiest effect of colour. 155,
" Charles Darwin, Esq., F.R.S.," W. W. Ouless.

We think the friends of Mr. Darwin will con-
sider this a most successful portrait of their

leader, it is eminently natural and well-painted :

the light and shade is thoroughly worthy of

study.

In 159, "Evening," Birket Foster, we
have a lovely picture of the country, with
figures and a purple evening sky, but, like

123, it is dull ; in both pictures Mr. Foster in-

troduces the white dead Nettle, Lainium album,
in the foreground. 166, " The Jolly Post-Boys,"

H. S. Marks, A. This figure subject, from its

perfect drawing and colour, is one of the most
notable in the exhibition. Without describing

the subject, we will refer to the colour and back-
ground of flowers. The three post-boys who are

sitting at the table are dressed in bright blue
;

now to produce rich and harmonious colouring

orange must be freely introduced : see how the

artist has done this by painting a good back-
ground of Sunflowers in full bloom ; observe

also the effect of colour in the glass of ale upon
the table, and the yellowish pan on the right

of the picture, and the red handkerchief and the

waxed ends of the pipes, all trifles light as air

in themselves, but how reverse of "jolly " the

post-boys would be without all or any of them.
This picture also includes some well-painted

double Poppies. 169, " The Little Epicure,"

H. H. Couldery— kitten and fish, green leaves

and a lobster—deserves special mention on
account of its exact reproduction of Nature

;

nothing could be better than the group of fish.

170, " Nature and Art," J. Medland. The small
vase which represents "Art" is well done, but
" Nature," in the shape of Roses, Pansies, &c.,

in this picture, is very poor ; it is much
easier to paint a pot (however elaborate)

than a flower, because the former is always the

same, whilst the latter is ever changing in

aspect. 182, "A Path of Roses," G. H. Bough-
ton. This is an excellent figure subject, but of

the Rose bushes which are introduced the less

said the better, a rosarian would look on such
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Roses with strong aversion ; the other plants in

this picture (though large) represent nothing in

particular. 1S5, " A Lady and her Daughters,"

S. Sidley : one daughter is furnished with a

pair of gardening scissors ; the effect of the

flowers in this picture is good, bold, and life-

like : the same, however, cannot be said for

either iSg, "Flower Girl," G. E. Hicks, or

195, " The Daughters of the Hon. James Bain,"

D. Macnee. In 191, " The Early Post,"

J. Sant, R.A. (a portrait group), are Azaleas and

Crocuses, but they are not well done. 196,

" School Revisited," G. D. Leslie, A. This is an

excellent figure subject, thoroughly well-drawn

and painted, but the Honeysuckle and white

Roses on the walls are very poor ; observe, how-

ever, the happy effect of colour in the bunch of

Roses on the green seat. 199, " Convent Life,"

Mrs. S. Anderson, a picture of an interior of a

conventual establishment, with a laughing coun-

try girl presenting a wreath of Orange blossoms

for copying to an old abbess who is naturally

and preferably engaged on the embroidery of a

pattern of terrible dragons. The wreath of

flowers is particularly well painted, as is the

languishing young girl in the rear. 203, a pic-

ture by F. R. Pickersgill, R.A., illustrative of

some lines by Tennyson, includes a large life-

sized plant ofLiUumlongiflorum,with an Orange

behind, remarkably well done.

"The Crown of Love," 214, J. E. Millais,

R.A., a picture notable for its perfect draw-

ing and rich bold colour. The original idea

for this painting was published by Messrs.

Bradbury & Evans in Once a Week, De-

cember 31, 1S59, p. 10. 222, "Miss Eve-

leen Tennant," J. E. Millais, R.A. There

is no other picture in the exhibition pos-

sessing such bold and startling colour as this,

indeed very few painters would venture on such

tints. Notice the effect of the black hat and
the deep crimson dress with a black belt, the

blue necklace, and the black velvet zone round

the lady's neck appearing to cut her head clean

off ; the Oak leaves and the Ivy and Ferns

in the basket are all well painted. 232,
" H.M. Ship Devastation" E. W. Cooke,

R.A., is a picture well worthy of study for excel-

lent sky and sea ; the latter is perfect as a

study of water, bold and dashing, yet all the

details of waves and wavelets worked up with

the most truthful delicacy. 233, " The Festival,"

E. J. Poynter, A. This is a decorative paint-

ing, purposely kept low in tone, and containing a

number of Roses, but neither well-drawn nor

painted. Observe the happy effect of the

orange and lemon-coloured band at the right

hand of figure. 234, " The Children of Robert
Barclay, Esq.," C. BauerM. In this Buttercups,

Daisies, and Blue Bells are introduced, but they

are all very queer to the botanical eye. 246,
" Reposing on God's Acre," T. S. Cooper, R.A.,

a churchyard subject, with a capitally-painted

Yew tree, but the spades and pickaxe in the

foreground are disproportionately small. 250,
" Les Coquettes, Aries," P. H. Calderon,

R.A., a figure subject remarkable for its

rich and harmonious colour. Observe the

studied and fine effect of lemon, white, and
black in the central figure, and the effect of the

long, straight line of the scissors string. 256,
" Wise Saws," J. C. Hook, R.A., is also notable

for intensely rich colour. How true is the dark
rich green of the river-side pastures, and how
bold and striking the effect of the black raven
on the white reflection in the water. 262,
" No !

" Millais. Remarkable for its rich colour.

265, A ruinous garden landscape, by Millais,

illustrative of a few graceful lines by Campbell.

277, " Deserted," J. L. Pickering, is worthy of a
notice in passing to 2S1, " Spring," S. Sidley, a
group of pretty children with Primroses and
Bluebells—Bluebells and young unfolding Ferns
conspicuously figure in the distant early spring
landscape.

{To be coniitmcd.)

New Garden Plants.
PnAL/liNOPSIS CASTA, Rchb. f.'^

Take leaves of a thinly spotted P.- Schilleriana, the

spots finally disappearing in the oldest leaf, a flower-

spike of P. amabilis, with the lip having the charac-

teristic callus, and have the bases of the upper sepals

and petals tinged with purple. This would be our plant

:

quite distinct from any P. Veitchiana, leucorrhoda, or

intermedia, by its callus. I believe it is a natural

mule \ but if somebody should tell us it was a

variety of P. amabilis with wrong roots, spotted

To my taste, this plant bearing the splendid white

of amabilis, with a little tint of blushing purple, is

quite unrivalled in its chaste beauty. And we know
only of two existing specimens, about which I will give

prudently chronological statements. I saw this plant

March 26 at Mr. Low's, and March 28 at Mr. Bull's
;

and I said farewell to the first-named specimen on

April 8. Both plants are decidedly the same, though
the roots of Mr. Bull's plant are a little rounder.

H. G. Rchb. J,

Masdevallia heteroptera, Rchb. f.'^

This is a most remarkable new type, and a very pretty

Fig. i2r.—freesia leichtlinii.

1 of flower and ovary twice real size ; the two spathaceous bracts of flower four t

leaves, and purplish paint on the-£ower, we could,
indeed, not gainsay him by proofs. There can be no
doubt that the days will come when there will be
much more horticulture in the Orchid trade than
now-a-days—viz., when the few remaining showy
Orchids in Europe will be used for getting seedlings

of the species, not only for obtaining new hybrids, as
is now done at a very few places ; then we — or

those who come after us—will get much better views
about constancy of character than we can possibly
have now-a-days.

* Phalamofisis casta, Rchb. f.—Radicibus rotundatis paulo
ancipitibus, rare asperis ; foliis P. Schillerianse, floribus P.
amabilis, Lindl, ; calio ejusdem; sepalo summo ac tepalis basi
purpureis ; sepalis lateralibus basi punctatis.—A A/'hrodttc-

little thing, though by no means a grandiose plant.

The chief feature is that the flower is totally open, and
the upper sepal totally different from the lateral ones.

The upper sepal is oblong, with a strong middle keel

outside, yellow, with numerous blackish purple trans-

verse narrow bars. It is extended in a yellow tail that

is very different in length, shorter than the body in the

* JL7sd€Ta//uz heteroptera, Rchb. f.- Pcdimculo_ iinifloro ;

flore omnino aperto ; sepalo siiperiori oblongo ciliato in caudam
breviorem seu jequalem teretem attenuate ; sepalis inferioribus

basin usque fissis ligulatis apice in caudam teretem attenuatis ;

laminis retrorsum tubuloso-convolutis, muriculato-asperulis

;

tepalis cuneato-rhombeis apice obtuse bilobis, angulo superior!

gibberoso ; labello optime mobili, a basi oblongo subito angus-
tato, ligiilato, obtuse acute ; carinis geminis augulatis in^arte
anteriori, limbo antico minute crenulato ; columna trigona

apice acuta.—New Granada.
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fresh (lower I saw, equal to it in some dry specimens.

The lateral sepals are much narrower, blackish

purple, revolute, into a tube ! with yellow tails of

different lengtlis. The small petals are white, with

purplish dots. The lip is blackish purple. The
column is yellow, with dark spots. The upper sepal is

minutely ciliate on its borders. The lateral ones are

totally covered with small, distant hairs.

I have to thank for the inspection of this little gem
the Rev. J. 15. Norman, Whitchurch Rectory, Edg-
ware, London, who kindly informed me that the plant

grows in a dense tuft, has I-llovvered flower-stalks, and

cuneale oblong leaves. When I saw the little neo-

phyte I knew I had seen it before, though not pub-

lished. And so it is. I find flowers of it, gathered

in the environs of Medellin by Mr. Patin, the

young Belgian traveller ; and Mr. Norman's plant,

too, may be of Patinian origin. I have with the

flowers a dried plant with stalks bearing four flowers,

all fallen off. Vet the bracts look different. It is

much to be regretted that such assiduous travellers as

Mr. Patin and Messrs. Klaboch, the modern Czechian

discoverers, never take care to separate, by placing in

a separate cover, what belongs to each species. I

once put many such specimens, just forming one mass,

in the fire, to avoid the most ridiculous confusion.

H. G. RM. f.

Aerides Vanuarum, Rchb. f. {Card. Chron. 1S67,

p. 997)-

I lately obtained a beautiful specimen of this rare

plant from Mr. Kdwin G. Wrigley, Broadoaks, Bury,

Lancashire, It is the Aerides cylindricum oi Bot. Mag,

1S57, t. 49S2, and it was well figured in the

Ganiaiers' 67;ram-/^ (No. 69, p. 537). The true A.

cylindricum, Lindl., may be seen in Wight's /i:o»«,

v., 1744. It has a totally different lip, with short side

laciua;, a blunt ridged middle lacinia, a short spur, and

shorter leaves. I felt much pleased when I saw that Mr.

Denning shared my feelings : he alluded to its being

like a Vanda ; I named it " Vandarum."
There is no doubt that the Editors of the Gardeiieis'

Chronicle have made a grand progress in making

the Gardeners' Chronicle a store of good represen-

tations of plants taken from fresh specimens. I may,

however, be forgiven for wishing that only such

things may be illustrated which have not been repre-

sented well before. This plant has already been so

well figured in the Botanical Magazine that its very

good new representation is totally superfluous. There

are so many thousands of plants waiting with

ambitious impatience for a good representation, that

it is a misfortune to see these passed over in order to

introduce once more an old acquaintance to our

notice. H. G. Rchb. f.

ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Although Orange blossom has, for an indefinite

time in this country, been highly prized for its

fragrance, still by many the Citrus family have hitherto

been grown more as decorative plants for their fruit

than their flowers ; but of late years, with these as

with flowers in general for cutting, the demand has

been greatly on the increase. Time was when Orange

blossom was simply associated with a bridal wreath or

bouquet, but now, even in some private establish-

ments, it is in general request. In bygone years the

Orange, as a decorative plant, held the highest place,

as is evident by the first efforts in the erection of plant

structures in this country, with any pretensions to a

decorative character, being principally confined to the

orangery ; these places, as is well known, being more

of a protective nature for winter, than for the growth

of the plants.

The Orange, under artificial cultivation in glass

structures, when making its growth enjoys a moderate
amount of shade from the direct rays of the sun, never-

theless, as may be supposed from the countries where
it succeeds altogether in the open air, it is a light-

loving plant. Neither, by any means, are the Citrus

family difficult subjects to grow, rather, it may be

said, they are, as compared with many things we cul-

tivate, difficult to kill—to this may be attributed the

indifferent condition in which they are often met with.

For it is a common occurrence to see plants that will

bear a good deal of bad treatment subjected to so much
of it as to prevent the possibility of their succeeding

well. As to soil, good fibrous loam, such as Camellias
will grow in, does well for the Orange, or it will succeed

in peat, or a mixture of peat and loam ; the foliage is

more ample and o( a darker hue in peat, but the dis-

position to flower not quite so great.

In preparing the soil for Oranges^as for all other

plants of an evergreen character which, from the

amount of leafsurface they possess, evaporate a

good deal, and require a correspondingly large quan-

tity of water— it is necessary to mix a liberal amount
of sand with the sod, to keep it sufficiently open
and porous, after the fibrous matter contained in it

has become quite decomposed ; want of attention

in this respect frequently causes the trees to get into

a bad condition. Healthy roots in quantity are the

first essenthals, the next thing of importance is, after

the plants have flowered, to treat them so as to

induce a good free growth ; without this it is useless

to expect anything approaching a satisfactory crop of

flowers. When Orange trees get in bad condition at

the roots it is almost impossible to bring them round

without a good bottom-heat, and plants that are in a

healthy condition equally enjoy it, although these will

do without it if kept in a genial temperature, with a

moder.ately moist atmosphere. The plants should

have, whilst making their growth, enough air to keep

them stout and strong ; any deficiency in this matter

will not be made up for by giving an unlimited quantity,

with a drier atmosphere, after they have formed the

wood, although they require this in plenty to ripen it

and induce a disposition to flower freely.

After the season's growth is complete, the plants

may be placed in a cool house, so as to keep them
back until the time they are required to flower. One
essentia lin their cultivation is to keep them clear of

insects. They are much subject to scale, especially the

brown species. If this insect is allowed to increase

upon them to a considerable extent they cannot do

well, for not only does it live upon the vital juices of the

pUints, but the coating of dirt it deposits upon the leaves

and bark clogs up the pores, preventing them from

performing their wonted functions. The continued useof

the sponge and syringing with Fowler's insecticide, at

4 oz. to the gallon, will, if persevered in, free them.

The leaves of the Citrus tribe cannot bear so strong an

application of any insecticide as some plants, and the

above strength will not kill the large insects, but such

as are young it wdl, and thus, if the dressing is repeated

often enough, the pest can be got rid of. Large trees

with this, as with other things, produce the greatest

quantity of flowers ; but for keeping up a supply

smaller plants are preferable, as they can be brought

on in succession, and do not occupy so much room.

Messrs. J. Standish & Co., the Royal Nurseries,

Ascot, who grow large quantities for their London

trade, use comparatively small plants, placing some in

heat every fortnight through the winter and spring, to

keep up a supply. The variety they use is one ex-

tensively grown about Paris ; its name I have not been

able to ascertain, but it is a much more profuse flowerer

than the common sort usually met with in gardens.

T. Baines.

FREESIA LEICHTLINII.*
This is a beautiful and sweetly-scented bulbous

plant (fig. 121), native of the Cape of Good Hope,

with a fibrous-coated bulb, crowded linear lanceolate

glabrous leaves, sheathing at the base, and a central,

somewhat angular spathe, bearing a one-sided curved

spike. The flowers are funnel-shaped, white when
they first open, buff-coloured subsequently. The full

description is given by Klatt, the monographer of the

Iridere, in the Gartenflora. The plant was exhibited

at the last meeting of the Royal Botanic Society, by

the New Plant and Bulb Company, of Colchester,

who have forwarded us the following particulars

concerning it :
—

"It is of very easy culture, potted in a mixture of

two-thirds peat and one-third loam, with plenty of coarse

sand. Our plants in pots were potted in October, and

stood out-of-doors, with the protection of a hand-light,

till the end of November. They were then removed to

a cool house, where they have been flowering most pro-

fuselv for the past month. The flowers, which are of

great substance, are on their first opening quite white,

with the two lower petals marked with orange streaks,

.'lifter a few days they assume a primrose tint, and the

orange markings become deeper in colour. They emit a

very grateful perfume, which pervades the whole house

—

in the opinion of some like that of the Primrose and

Auricula, but to our minds most like that of the Tea
Rose. Our plant, which was exhibited at the Royal

Botanic Society's show on Wednesday last, and obtained

a Botanical Certificate of Merit, was composed of three

bulbs. These bulbs had twelve spikes of bloom, four on

each. We have others planted out in the open air

during the winter, which are now just appearing above

ground, from which wc expect to gather bloom in June
or July. We are of opinion that it will prove to be per-

fectly hardy."

THE CLIMATE FOR DORY-
PHORA.

I AJI personally acquainted with the Colorado

Potato beetle, and I think he has been a little mis-

represented. The Tribune expresses the idea that

the insect would rather enjoy the temperate climate

of England, and also that excessive heat is prejudicial

to it. Now, on the latter point you are certainly

mistaken, for wdien the weather is rather cool their

eggs mature very slowly ; they do not hatch in so

many days, like hens' eggs, but remain without any

perceptible change for weeks, and the old bug is as

i G.irtcu/lara, 1S74, tab. 8«3=

dumpish as a hedgehog. But when the weather is

very hot—and the hotter the better for them—the eggs

will hatch in a few days, and the old ones are as busy

as bees from morning till night, and when the ther-

mometer tells 95° to 100" in the shade we frequently

sec them flying, which they seldom, if ever, do in

cold weather. Among Potatos planted adjoining a

timber lot, where it is sh.aded a part of the day, they

will not lay their eggs. This I have seen repeatedly;

they want the hot sun from morning till night to

hatch them. D. L. Garver, Oceana Co., Mich.

Comments isv Professor C. V. Riley.—All
insects breed and develope most rapidly during the

hotter seasons of the year. But rapidity of develop-

ment is not necessarily a sign of thrift and well-

doing ; and a pretty extensive experience with Dory-

phora has convinced me that it will enjoy the compa-

ratively temperate clime of Southern England, and

that, indeed, it will thrive in any part of the world

where the Potato thrives. The native home of the

insect is sub-alpine rather than tropical, and it has

proved more injurious in the more Northern than in

the more Southern States, and while it thrives best

during a warm, dry summer, extremes of either heat,

dryness, or moisture are prejudicial to it. Excessive

heat, when combined with drouth, causes the death

of the pupa in the ground ; excessive dryness causes

the eggs to dry up—an occurrence so constant 8000

feet above the sea level that Potatos are not affected

by the insect above that level in the Rocky Moun-
tains ; excessive moisture drowns and rots the insect

in all stages. It is argued by others that on the con-

tinent of Europe our Doryphora would not thrive if

introduced, and, in a recent letter, received from M.
Oswald de Kerchove, of Ghent, Belgium, author of

an interesting pamphlet on the insect, that gentleman

says, " I do not think that the Doryphora, awakened

by our early warm weather, could resist the effects of

the late cold which we are apt to have in these

European countries."

The idea that the climate of North America is less

extreme than that of Europe is rather novel to us of

the Cisatlantic, and from a sufficiently long residence

in England, France, and Germany, I am decidedly of

opinion that they delude themselves who suppose that

Doryphora could not thrive in the greater part of

Europe, and that to abandon all precautionary

measures against its introduction on such grounds

would be the height of folly. An insect which has

spread from the high tableland of the Rocky Moun-
tains across the Mississippi Valley to the Atlantic,

and that flourishes alike in the States of Minnesota,

Wisconsin, and Connecticut, and in Maryland, Vir-

ginia, and Texas— in fact, wherever the Potato suc-

ceeds—will not likely be discomfited in the Potato

growing districts of Europe. Some few, again, have

ridiculed the very idea of the insect's passage to

Europe in any state, arguing that it is an impossibility

for any coleopterous insect to be thus transferred from

one country to another. Considering that half the

weeds of American agriculture, and a large propor-

tion of her worst insect pests, including two beetles,

viz., the Asparagus beetle (Crioceris asparagi), and

the Elm-leaf beetle (Galeruca calmariensis), in the

very same family as our Doryphora, have been im-

ported among us from Europe, there would seem

poor foundation for such argument. Moreover, a

number of other insects, among them some beetles, of

less importance, may be included in the number of

importations, and the Rape butterfly (Pieris rapre),

whose progress westward has been simultaneous with

the Doryphora's eastward, and whose importation

dates back but a few years, bears witness to the fact

that insects more delicate, and with fewer chances of

safe transport, than Doryphora, may succeed in getting

alive from one country to the other, and in gaining a

foothold in the new home. Neio York Tribune.

ROCKWORK FOR ALL
SEASONS.

During the last half year I have been trying much
such a plan for a small rockery for succession of plants

as Mr. Wilson (at p. 563) requests experiences of ;

and though my own is intended more for common
garden favourites than for choice and delicate plants,

it is possible he may like a note. The position is a

border in front of a wall facing south, and I have

endeavoured to give in the arrangement the suggestion

of a low rocky bank with the plants appearing in it as

they would group naturally.

The only materials at hand for the solid part were

the masses of injured brick known near London as

"burrs," which seem singularly well suited for this

kind of work, the porous texture taking down air and

water in turn into the substance of the b.ink in a way
which suits the plants admirably, and, picturesquely

considered, the dark purple, or yellow ochreous

masses, and the varied shapes, can be grouped artisti-

cally so as to contrast with the vegetable forms and

colours, and to suggest (even in the small scale of a
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thing of this sort) the lines of geological formation,

rather than a row of lumps set down side by side to

keep the plants together. The plan of forming
*' pockets," as Mr. Wilson so aptly terms them, seems
exactly to suit the plants, the little clilTs rising just a

few inches above them, sheltering the growing leaves

and keeping a damp atmosphere round ; and beneath,

for their roots, I have placed a thoroughly good supply

of garden mould and partially decayed leaf-mould,

and here and there (in places where the roots might
presently find it, or at present benefit by the water
washed through it) a supply of ordinary farmyard
manure.

In forming the rockwork, I began at one end,

placing some earth and burrs, and then (taking what-
ever seemed suitable) planted it with the greatest care

where it might show picturesquely, as if in its natural

habitat ; and when this was satisfactorily arranged went
on with burrs, earth, and plants alternately, building

up the rockwork and its inhabitants together, and so

insuring (by the section being exposed) that all beneath
each plant was as wished. For picturesque effect I

endeavoured to arrange the brick masses so that, be-

sides the cavities, there should be little lines like

health. Meanwhile, though the few yards of rock-

work have nothing to boast in the way of rare flowers,

it answers the purpose fairly of a pleasantly grouped
mass, with some point of constantly renewed interest

and varied colour to catch the eye on its passage to

the more general grouping of the garden. O,

THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE
DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

The remains of Dangan Castle (fig. 1 22) stand in

the centre of what wassometliree-quartersof a century

ago a richly-wooded parlc, the undulating surface of

which gives evidence of its former beauty. It con-

sists of the ruins of a modern mansion, incorporating

the old tower of Dangan, which has lost much of its

original character in consequence. All are now
totally ruined, and this, combined with the denuded
surrounding demesne, are sad mementos of the

decadence of Ireland. Yet here was born, on May i,

1 769—when the Castle of Dangan was in its palmy

characteristic of the little lonely oceanic spot previoug
to man's first visit there.

This most wonderfully curious little flora, which
has been aptly termed " a fragment from the wreck of
an ancient world," was made a prominent subject in

a very able and highly interesting lecture upon
Insular Floras, delivered before the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science at Nottingham in

l865. In that lecture Dr. Hooker, in reference to

St. Helena with its indigenous flora, says, "When
discovered about 360 years ago it was entirely covered
with forests, the trees drooping over the tremendous
precipices that overhang the sea. Now all is changed,
fully five-sixths of the island are utterly barren, and by
far the greater part of the vegetation that e-xists,

whether herbs, shrubs, or trees, consists of introduced
European, American, African, and Australian plants.

The indigenous flora is almost confined to a few
patches towards the summit of Diana's Peak, the
central ridge, 2700 feet above the sea."

The destruction of the Madeira forests, you will
remember, was by fire. A much more insidious
agency has operated with tenfold greater effect in St.

Helena, viz., goats. These were introduced in 1513,

Fig. 122.

—

dangan castle, co. meath, birthtlace of the late duke of Wellington.

miniature terraces, down which the plants should run
as on rock ledges to the grass beneath, and in this

way the common white Arabis makes a beautiful show,
running, as it were, in little white streams, till it

spreads itself in a little snowy lake below. The purple
Aubrietia just now looks very pretty as a cap on the
burr, with lines of Forget-me-not ; and Foxgloves,
which I moved as large plants in the autumn, have
thriven perfectly (their delight in water making them
of easy management), and are now throwing up strong
flowering stems in the background. The single blue
Hepatica also thrives better in a ** pocket," with
plenty of vegetable mould, than I have ever seen it

elsewhere, even in the cottage gardens of the West of
England, where it grows in great luxuriance ; and such
other matters as the little Cheddar Pink, the Erica
camea, some of the Saxifragas, and other favourites,

all prosper.

The Clematis montana also promises well to mask
the wall at the back, and for present succession where
room was left I have put a/ew annuals. As summer
advances, if the various rooted inhabitants do not give

sufficient brilliancy, a few greenhouse plants, in or out

of their pots, in the upper pockets would bring as

much colour as is wanted ; and plentiful watering,

which the bricks absorb and gradually impart during
the heat of the day, keeps the plants in excellent

days, " bosomed high in tufted trees," with its

terraced gardens and broad lakes and wide encircling
park—the great Duke of Wellington, whose grand-
father, Richard Colley, succeeding to the possession
of the Castle and estate in the year 1 72S, by bequest
from his cousin Ganet Wellesley, took the name of Wel-
lesley, and was created, in 1746, Baron Momington.
Dangan Castle was sold by the Marquis Wellesley

to Colonel Burrowes, by whom it was sublet to a
Mr. Roger O'Connor, during whose tenancy it was
destroyed by a fire supposed to have been not altogether

accidental. It stands about two miles from Summer-
hill, Co. Mealh.

ST. HELENA.
A MOST interesting subject for investigation is

afforded by the botany of the island of St. Helena.

The plants growing there at the present time number

about X04S ; for the presence of the larger portion of

these it is not difficult to account, they having followed

through a period of 372 years in the track of man and

civilisation ; but a most interesting question as to

their origin is dictated by the remaining seventy-

seven species which form a remnant of that flora

and multiplied so rapidly that in 1588 Captain Caven-
dish states that they existed in thousands, single flocks

being almost a mile along.

In 1709 trees still abounded, and one, the native

Ebony, in such quantities that it was used to burn lime
with. At this lime, however, the Governor of the

island reported to the Court of Directors of the East
India Company that the timber was rapidly disappear-

ing, and that the goats should be destroyed for the
preservation of the Ebony wood, and because the
island was suffering from droughts. He received the
laconic reply, *

' The goats are not to be destroyed,

being more valuable than Ebony."
Another century elapsed, and in iSlo another

Governor reports the total destruction of the great

forests by the goats, which greedily devoured the young
plants and killed the old by browsing on their leaves

and bark, and that fuel was scarce. Still even then
so great was the amount of seed annually shed, so rich

the soil and so rapid the growth of native plants, that

the Governor goes on to say that if the goats were
killed and the island left to itself, it would in twenty
years be again covered with indigenous vegetation.

About this time the goats were killed, but another
enemy to the indigenous vegetation was at the same
time introduced, and which has now rendered it in all

probability impossible that the native plants will ever
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again resume their sway. Major-General Beatson,
then Governor, an active and sagacious ofllcer, pro-

posed and carried out the introduction of exotic plants

on a large scale, and from all parts of the world.
These have propagated themselves with such rapidity,

and grown with such vigour, that the native plants

cannot compete with them.
The struggle for existence had no sooner begun

than the issue was pronounced ; English Broom,
Brambles, Willow, and Poplars, Scotch Pines and
Gorse bushes, Cape of Good Hope bushes, Australian
trees, and American weeds, speedily overran the
place, and wherever established they have actually
extinguished the indigenous flora, which, as we have
said before, is now almost confined to the crest of the
central ridge.

Napoleon I. died on the evening of May 5, 1S21,
at Longwood Old House, a«d he was interred in a
pretty green verdure-clad valley below Hut's Gate,
somewhat more than a mile from his residence. It is

said that when alive he frequently resorted to this

secluded spot, and from a clear little spring of water

admirable monograph lately published by Keeve &
Co., of Covent Garden. This work, entitled
S(. IMciia, gives a full and complete physical, his-
torical, and topographical description of the island,

and is, moreover, well illustrated by Mr.s. Melliss, the
wife of the accomplished engineer, John Charles
Melliss, the author of the volume.
The accompanying sketch was made on the spot by

Captain S. P. Oliver, Royal Artillery.

PLANT GOSSIP.
In describing a superb portrait of the Tea

Rose, Catherine Mermet, given in a recent

number of tlie Florist and Pomologist^ Mr. Postans
remarks that

—

" In a recent election of Roses, Catherine Mermet was
placed by a large majority of electors amongst the best
twelve Roses known ; and that it is one of the very finest
varieties we have there can be be no sort of doubt,
probably, if all the good qualities it possesses are taken

Tea section. Madame M.;rfird maybe shortly described
as an improved Gloirc dc Dijon, which is not saying a
little in her favour. Madame Camille is sometimes ex-
tremely fine, but it is a somewhat uncertain variety ; if it

could be always depended on, it would run Catherine
Mermet very close. Perhaps one of the most distinct
new Tea Roses wc have had for some time is Madame
F. Janin, a small Rose indeed, but most beautiful ; in
colour it is deep orange-yellow, inclined to coppery; in
habit it is robust and healthy, and it is most florifcrous

;

as a button-hole Rose it \^ facile princeps."

The inspection of a fine series of varieties of
Eakly-fi.owerinc Rhododendrons, from the
garden of the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, is

extremely suggestive of the desirability of growing
these fine sorts for our spring exhibitions, since they
may be had in splendid bloom by merely placing them
under glass, instead of needing the forcing which is

necessary in the case of later kinds. They furnish,
too, the most gorgeous tints of colour to be found in
the whole family, and as such are magnificent objects
for the decoration of cool conservatories, requiring

Fig. 123.—vale of the tomb, st. Helena.

which bubbled up through the moss-covered bank had
the water for his own use carried up to Longwood,
and that in accordance with his own expressed wish
it was selected for his grave. On October 15, 1S40,

the late Emperor's body was exhumed, taken from
the peaceful little " Vale of the Tomb," of which a
view is given (fig. 123), and, amidst military funeral

honours, placed on board La Belle Poule frigate, and
carried to France.

The tomb where his body rested is, together with
the little spring of clear water, carefully railed round
and guarded, so that no ruthless hand now, as

formerly, hacks and chops away the remains of two
old Willow trees, which still hang over the tomb
itself. These trees, although descended from, are

not the original Willows ; and it is commonly
rumoured that more than one or two generations have
been carried away piecemeal by visitors as relics. For
more information about St. Helena, with its shady
lanes lined on each side with bright yellow blossoms of
Gorse, brilliant scarlet Pelargoniums, and the deeper
tints of the Fuchsia mixing with the bluer foliage and
orange blossoms of the Buddlea, its rich meadows,
sunny hayfields, and bounded with bare, precipitous

volcanic cliffs, we must refer our readers to the

into consideration, it will be acknowledged to be the best
of all the Teas. It is large, of the finest form, constant,
and floriferous. As a pot plant it is a good healthy
grower, and makes sufficiently strong though not large
wood. Probably it would be a more robust grower in

the open, budded on the Briar, which suits most Teas
better than any other stock. Though the blooms vary
more or less in depth of colour, the prevailing tint is

flesh-coloured rose, with a dash of yehowish buff. On
the whole, Catherine Mermet is, as the catalogues say,

a ' superb ' Rose, and ought to be in the most choice col-

lection. There have been several fine additions to the
Tea-scented section within the last two or three years.

The cream of these are probably comprised in the follow-

ing :—Amazon, Anna Ollivier, Catherine Mermet, Ches-
hunt Hybrid, Duchess of Edinburgh, Madame Btfrard,

Madame Camille, and Madame F. Janin, Amazon does
not seem to be much known, but it Is a good and distinct

flower, with a long pointed bud, which opens well, and
is fine, bright, clear yellow in colour ; it is a good healthy
grower as a pot Rose, and flowers freely. Anna Ollivier

is a first-rate flower, of good size ; the petals are creamy
white, their base deep rose ; it is most distinct and
pleasing, and is a healthy grower. Cheshunt Hybrid
and Duchess of Edinburgh are dark red Teas ; the first

has the better form, the Duchess is rather brighter in

colour, but both are good and valuable additions to the

simply the protection of a glass roof in order to secure

the most perfect development of their flowers, and
which, produced under such circumstances, are much
more durable than when exposed to the vicissitudes of

our climate.

The names of the common Milkwort, Poly-
GALA VULGARIS, as given in the old herbalists, are

good examples of the class which sprung from some
connection of a plant with a religious ceremony.

These names—Crosswort, Gangflower, Procession-

flower, and Rogation-flower, as well as the old Latin

title, Ambarnalis flos—were bestowed upon it, as

Gerarde tells us, ** because it doth specially flourish

in the Crosse or Gangweeke, or Rogation weeke ; of

which flowers, the maidens which use in the countries

to walke the procession, do make themselves garlands

and nosegaies." The Rogation days still hold their

place in the prayer-book as the three days pre-

ceding "Holy Thursday," or Ascension day, which
we have just passed ; but the religious processions

with which they used to be accompanied do not now
exist, except, perhaps, in the form of *' beating the

bounds," a ceremony which in many places takes

place on the last-named day. It would appear that in
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old times the streets through which the procession

passed were ornamented for the occasion. Gerarde

speaks of the branches of Birch being employed in

*' beautifying the streetes in the Crosse or Gang-
weeke." Coles is inclined to believe that the Wood-
sorrel received its name of Alleluia because it was met
with by the people whilst taking part in the Easter

processions; although Gerarde's explanation, that it

blossoms at the time "when Alleluia is wont to be

sung in churches," is probably the correct one,

A recent number of the Revite Horticole con-

tains a figure and description of an Agave Ameri-
cana which flowered at the age of fourteen years,

but, what is more remarkable, each of the lateral off-

sets which the plant produces when flowering also

produced small panicles of flowers. What could have
induced this extraordinary tendency to produce flowers?

The plant was grown in the open air, the only heat

being derived from dung.

M, Eaillon, in a paper read before the French
Association of Sciences at Lyons, in 1873, a copy
of which has only recently reached us, made some
interesting remarks on the Bulb-like seeds of some
Amaryllids, It is now generally admitted that these

bulb-like bodies, as in Crinum, for instance, are true

seeds with their seed coats excessively swollen, but in

Calostemma Cunningharai, according to M. Baillon,

the ovules are actually transformed into bulbils. In

this plant the ovules are at first ordinary pendulous
anatropal ovules ; presently, however, the base of

the ovule itself lengthens into a radicle, and on cutting

through the ovule vertically a small conical bud is

seen projecting in the interior from the base of the

ovule—this lengthens into a shoot, which passes out

of the micropyle and then developes leaves. Here,
then, we have the substance of the ovule itself de-

veloped into a bud, which produces a root and a

shoot. Usually what happens is that within, and
comparatively independent of, the ovule an embryo
plant is formed, which forces its roots through the seed
when it germinates, but here the substance of the

ovule itself is developed into a bud. This is a curious

confirmation of the theory of the essential identity of

buds and seeds, M. Baillon, however, does not
tell us whether the change from an ovule into a bud
is the result of fertilisation or not. We rather expect
not, and that if the ovule had been fertilised by the

pollen in the ordinary way an embryo would have
been produced as usual. Any reader having ripe

seeds of Calostemma Cunninghami would oblige us if

he would kindly forward some for

^— The Tulip Disease, of which mention was
lately made, seems to be prevalent to a degree which
renders the case extremely serious. The bulbs are

sound when planted, but sooner or later rot. At pre-

sent we know nothing of the history and progress of

the disease, we merely see its miserable result. Per-
haps some of our Dutch friends may have watched its

progress, and may be able to give us some informa-

tion,

M. Andre de Vos, in recent numbers of the

Bdgique Horticole^ has given a systematic enumera-
tion of all the new or interesting plants described or
exhibited in 1S74, and mentioned in the various Conti-

nental and British horticultural periodicals. The
usefulness of this enumeration, which is of no botanical

but purely of horticultural value, would have been
greatly enhanced by affixing numbers to the plants

described, and especially by appending an alpha-
betical index to the genera at least. Surely Campsi-
dium chilense does not belong to Aurantiacex.

It is proposed at the congress of botanists and
horticulturists, which is to meet next year at Brussels,

to discuss a plan for compiling a Hortus Eitrotieus^

or systematic Catalogue of Garden Plants. The
notion broached by M. E. Morren to the Federation
of the Belgian horticultural societies is to allot parti-

cular orders to those botanists most conversant with
them, and to leave the collation and editing of the

lists so furnished to the Federation under whose
auspices the catalogue would be published. We
should gladly welcome any well-devised scheme of
the kind, but we think a preferable course would be
for the authorities at Kew to give us a new Hortus
Kewensis, The facilities at that establishment are

greater than any private individual could hope to

command, and the reference to authentic wild speci-

mens, so extremely important in a matter of this kind,

could be better made at Kew than in any other estab-

lishment of the kind at home or abroad.

ROMANZOFFIA SITCHENSIS and R. UNA-
LASCHENSIS are now in flower on the rockwork at

Kew. The former is a native of North-West
America, and was figured in the Botanical Magazine
of July last year. It has a lax spreading habit,

reaching a height of about 6 inches, is very succulent,

and light green ; the leaves are orbicular-reniform,

and the flowers white and very Saxifraga-like.

R. unalaschensis is closely related ; it is, however,

smEj.ller, with reddisji stenis and petioleSj g,nd dr^rk

green leaf-blades, with the lobes pointed. It is a

native of Unalaschka, in Russian America. The genus
belongs to the order Hydroleace^o, and "is closely

allied to the majestic Wigandia," a relationship that

could not be detected from a cursory glance. Both
are well adapted for rockwork cultivation, and may
be recommended to those who grow a select few.

They are yet rare.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

{Continncdfrom f. ^^^.)

VIII.—On the Distribution of Atmospheric
Moisture,

All over the earth, the more largely where its

beams reach the surface with the least diminution of

heat, the sun is continually engaged in evaporating

moisture from all exposed surfaces of water ; this

remains suspended in the atmosphere, and is carried

about by the winds in the form of impalpable vapour

or of clouds, till the point of saturation is reached,

and the moisture falls again to the earth's surface in

the form of rain, or snow, or hail. Air becomes
lighter, and consequently expands and ascends when
it grows hotter, and becomes heavier and falls with

cold. The hotter it is the more moisture it is able

to hold in solution. Between the equator and the

poles there is a difference of 80° of average annual

temperature. In the torrid zone the light warm
vapour-laden air is ascending continually to the upper

regions of the atmosphere, and there flowing outwards

north and south towards the poles, and the cold heavy

air from the polar regions comes rushing along the

surface to fill its place. As the seasons change, the

line of the greatest heat in the world gradually moves
its position. At the equinoxes of spring and autumn
it runs along the actual equator, or near it. In
winter it lies south of the earth's equator, about mid-
way between the equator and tropic of Capricorn.
Not more than half as much of the tropic of Capri-
corn as of the tropic of Cancer runs over land, and this

makes a material difference, because the more sea the

more the intense heat is deadened and absorbed. In
summer the great continental area traversed by the

tropic of Cancer, a long line of which is removed from
the ameliorating influence of the sea, becomes exces-
sively heated, and from the great African Sahara,
through Nubia and Arabia to the north of India, runs
a tract of intense heat, in which the July average in

the shade rises to 90".

Zone of Periodic Winds and Rains.—It is to this

changing line of the greatest heat that the main cur-

rents of wind are directed. Within a zone extending
for about 30" on each side of the equator the winds
blow with great regularity. When they leave the

polar regions the tendency of the surface currents is

due north and south, but in their course they become
deflected longitudinally in consequence of the earth's

motion, and reach the line of greatest heat as north-

east and south-east currents. The tropic of Capricorn
has its air rarified by heat in our winter, and this pro-

duces within the torrid zone what is called the north-

east trade wind or monsoon. The tropic of Cancer
has its air still more rarified by heat in our summer,
and this produces the south monsoon. Through these

causes this central belt of the world has its winds and
rains perfectly steady and regular, and within it there

falls the greatest quantity of rain which there is in any
part of the world. The rainy season begins some time
before the sun reaches the zenith of a place, and con-

tinues for some time afterwards. In a belt near the equa-
tor there are two rainy seasons, the main one, which lasts

three or four months, beginning when the sun, in its

progress to a vertical position, has crossed the equator,

and a shorter one, which lasts four or six weeks, when
the sun is coming again from the tropic to the equator.

Nearer the two tropics the countries have only one
rainy season, which begins when the sun approaches
the tropic, and one dry season, the year being divided

between the two. The rain pours down in torrents

in a way of which we can form no notion from our
experience in temperate countries. Our London rain-

fall is 2 inches a month, but in the tropics an inch a-

day is not an uncommon average for the whole rainy

season. On the banks of the Rio Negro Humboldt
collected as an ordinary rain i^ inch in five hours. In
Cayenne Admiral Roussin collected, between the 1st

and 24th of February, 12^ feet, and in one night,

between 8 p.m. and 9 a.m., measured lo^ inches. In
the Himalayas of Khasia as much as 600 inches are

said to fall in a single year. The rain, however,
does not commonly pour down without intermission

night and day, and day after day, as is sometimes the

case in the English lake country. The ordinary suc-

cession of atmospheric phenomena is as follows :

—

The sun rises in a cloudless sky. Towards noon some
faint clouds appear on the horizon, which increase

rapidly in density and extent, and are soon followed

by thunder and violent gusts of wind, accompanied by

heavy rain. Towards evening the rain abates, the
clouds disappear, the sun sets in a serene sky, and
during the night no rain falls. The annual quantity
of rain which falls upon any particular place depends
greatly upon local circumstances, just as it does in the
temperate zones, and is greatest where hill ridges are
placed so as to catch the clouds, and smallest in tracts

that lie to landward of such ridges. To take our
illustrations from India, where the south monsoon
blows laden with the copious vapours raised by the
equatorial sun from the broad expanse of the Indian
Ocean, we find that in the Eastern Himalayas the
rainfall varies from 200 to 600 inches a-year, and that

at Mahabaleshwar, where the clouds drift against the
high ridge that lines the west side of the peninsula,

it is 248 inches, but that at Courtallum it is only
40 inches, at Bangalore 35 inches, at Cape Comorin
30 inches, and at Bellary in Mysore 22 inches, which
is as low as in any part of England.

Zone of Periodic Wiitds without Rain.—Outside the
zone of periodic winds and rains comes a double belt,

one girdling the world in the northern, and the other
in the southern hemisphere, the breadth and area of
which is greatly modified by local circumstances,
within which no rain ever falls. These belts are esti-

mated to include altogether an area of 5,000,000
square miles, but it is impossible to make any
calculation that is at all precise, because round
the tracts that are entirely rainless are regions
in which rain falls but rarely, which again
pass gradually into the two rainy zones, through
countries like Southern Palestine and the Gangetic
plain, which, though usually rainy, are liable at in-

tervals to years of drought. These belts of rainless

land near the tropics contain some of the most hope-
lessly dreary country which the world can show.
Beginning with the west of the old continent we have
along the tropic of Cancer in Africa, the Sahara or
great desert, on the southern border of which the
rains cease at 16° north latitude, and begin again on
the north at 28". Passing further east the southern
rains cease in the countries on the banks of the Nile
between 18" and 19^, and the northern begin between
27" and 28°. Passing into Asia, there is a great rain-

less tract in Arabia of which we do not know the

exact bounds, and it reaches through Beloochistan over
into the delta of the Indus, where it does not cover
more than 4** of latitude. From this point the rainless

zone turns to the north-east and extends to 30" north
latitude. Crossing the great Himalayan chain it

includes the high tableland of Tibet, but does not
appear to reach into the Chinese empire. In South
Africa there is a sandy desert rainless tract on the

north of the Orange River, between 24^ and 28° south,
latitude, and a great part of the interior of Australia
seems to be nearly or quite rainless. In North
America the rainless belt includes the Californian
peninsula, and extends round the northern end of the

Sierra Madre chain past Chihuahua and Monterey to

the shores of the Gulf of Mexico between latitudes
24'^ and 26°. In South America it includes between
latitudes 23" and 27° the northern province of Chili,

and, through an extensive low tract in the interior

of the continent belonging to the territory of the
Argentine Confederation, rain is very unfrequent and
small in quantity.

Zone of Variable Winds and Rains.—From about
latitude 30" on each side of the equator to the poles
extends a region of ever-changing and variable winds,
and of rain that is irregularly distributed throughout
the whole year. Sometimes in these middle latitudes,

in Britain, for instance, we fall within the sway of the
south-rushing polar current deflected to the east by the
earth's rotation, and sometimes within that of the
north-rushing current from the equator, deflected to

west by the rotation which it shared with the earth
at the zone from which it started. In Britain this

south-west wind comes to us laden with vapour
from the great mass of the Atlantic, and makes Ire-

land and our western shores unusually damp and
rainy. The relative temperatures of sea and land in

the temperate zones are continually changing with the
seasons. In summer and autumn the Atlantic is

colder than the European continent, and this has a
tendency to produce a west current at the surface.

In winter and spring the Atlantic is warmer than the
continent, and this has a tendency to produce an east

wind. Sometimes one of these varying tendencies
gains the predominance and sometimes another, and
the result is constant and often rapid change and
variety. The heat and moisture which the wind brings
with it depends entirely upon where it comes from,
and what it has passed in its way. A west wind
blows to us from the Atlantic, and usually brings
rain ; an east wind brings up the fog of the German
Ocean ; and in winter and spring the prevalent north-

easter brings the cold and often the snow of Russia
and Norway. At the seaside, unless it be overpowered
by a general current, there is a breeze from off the sea
during the day, and a breeze from off the land during
the night. The quantity of rain that falls in this zone
at different points is extremely variable, and depends
upon the position of a place with regard to mountain
masses and the seas from which the vapours come.
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In England the rainfall is greatest in the west side of

the island and smallest on the east. The difference

within a short distance is sometimes very striking.

There are 140 inches a year at Borrowdale, in the

lake district, and not more tlian 20 inches at Shiehls

and Sunderland, whicli are directly opposite on the

east coast. But the habit».al humidity of the atmo-
sphere often varies but little between places the rain-

fall of which is very difierent. The number of days
upon which more or less rain falls, varies in England from
100 to 300, but in the Mediterranean region the number
of days is fewer, the quantity is smaller, and there is an
almost regularperiodofentirelydry weather in summer.
Taking the north temperate zone as a whole, there is,

ns a rule, least rain in places away from hills in the

interior of continents, and most in insular and moun-
tainous situations. The following list gives the annual
rainfall in inches at the places mentioned :

—

Zone of Periodic Rains.—Singapore, 97; Kandy,
52 ; Sierra Leone, S6 ; Madras, 44 ; St Helena, 45 ;

Rangoon, 84 ; Bombay, 75 ; Calcutta, 76 ; Rio
Janeiro, 59 ; Havannah, 91 ; Poonah, 25 ; St.

Domingo, 107 ; Mahabaleshwar, near Bombay, 254 ;

-Cherra Pongee, Khasia, 592.
Zone of Variable Rains: Insular Climates.—

Charle&tovvn, 54; Madeira, 27; Coimbra, iiS;
Seathwaite, Borrowdale, 141; Cahircivecn, Kerry,

59 ; Westport, Galway, 46 ; Isle of Man, 37 ;

Dublin, 29; Oxford. 26 ; Washington, 41 ; London,
24 ; Bergen, S8 ; Edinburgh, 24 ; Rotterdam, 22

;

Palermo, 22 ; Toulon, iS ; Marseilles, 23 ; Padua,

36 ; Sitka, 87 ; Manchester, 36 ; Montpellier, 32.

Zone of Variable Rains : Mountainous Countries.—
St. Bernard, 58; Geneva, 31; Berne, 46; Milan,

3S ; Lausanne, 40.

Zone of Variable Rains: Continental Climates.—
Ilobart Town, 18; Pekin, 26; Tiflis, 19; Paris,

22; St. Petersburg, 17; Upsala, 18; Prague, 14;
Cracow, 13; Coblentz, 22; Nertschinck, 16; Got-
tingen, 26 ; Stockholm, 20.

THE GOVERNMENT GARDENS,
HONG KONG.

The colony of Hong Kong, which is an island of

about 15 miles circuit, situate off the mouth of the

Canton River, was ceded to Great Britain by the

treaty of Nankin in 1S42. It possesses one of the

finest harbours in the world, and, looked upon as a

naval and military station, it dominates the whole

coast line. "Public administration and private

enterprise," it is said, " have done much to convert

what a few years since was little better than a barren

and unhealthy rock into a beautiful and salubrious

city. As neither the one nor the other, however,

avail much without something more material to depend

upon, that support is found in the commercial im-

portance of the colony as the depot of foreign trade

with China, and the head-quarters of the mail services

of Great Britain and France, the United States and

India." Hong Kong is, in short, the market of

Canton, frequent and regular steamers plying between

Canton and the island, which carry from Soo to 1200

passengers daily. Besides this traffic manufactures to

some extent are carried on, a sugar refinery on a large

scale, with all the modern appliances, having been

established, which draws its supplies of sugar from the

mainland of China.

Hong Kong has its civil, military, and naval esta-

blishments, with a govemoi; and commander-in-chief
at the head, and it has likewise its Government or

botanic gardens, in which are some fine plants and
trees, many of which, however, were destroyed, and
others severely injured in the typhoon of September
last. Amongst them were one or two large Banyans
(Ficus indica), some Casuarinas, some good trees of

Poinciana regia, a Sophora japonica, and some fine

trees of Pinus sinensis.

Our engraving (fig. 124, on p. 597), which is copied
from a photograph taken in these gardens, shows in

the foreground on the right-hand side a fine plant of
Rhodoleia Championi, a splendid shrub or small tree

belonging to the natural order Hamamelidaceai?. It

is remarkable, however, in having its flowers, which
measure about 2\ inches in diameter, surrounded by
several rows of imbricating sepals or bracts of a red-

dish yellow or brownish yellow colour, while the
petals, which are rose-coloured, are arranged around
the circumference in a double row, the sepals and
petals thus forming a kind of outer and inner involucre.

The stamens number from thirty to fifty in each
flower, and have large brownish-yellow anthers. The
leaves are bright green, similar to those of Camellia.

Each flowering branch bears from six to eight or more
flowers. The plant is a native of Hong Kong, and
seeds of it were first received from Captain Champion,
who discovered it in 1849, and he describes it as the

handsomest of Hong Kong flowering trees. It is

described in vol. Ixxvi. of the Botanical Magazine for

1850, and is figured at t, 4509 of that volume. This

figure, however, as will be seen from the engraving,

as well as by comparison of original specimens, does
not convey an idea of the size of the foliage and conse-

quent habit of the plant. The tree shown in the

engraving was about eight years old at the time the

photograph was taken.

Thinking that anything relating to gardening
in such a distant part of the world as China might
interest some of your readers, I beg to send you
pliotographs representing the third annual flower

show of Hong Kong, which was held on one of the
terraces in the Government gardens on the iglh and
20th of February last. The first horticultural show
in Hong Kong took place in P'ebruary, 1873, and
was organised chiefly for the purpose of encouraging
the growth of foreign kinds of vegetables for the sup-
ply of the market. Previously to 1S73 foreign kinds
of vegetables were scarcely procurable in the market
at any price, but now, I believe owing to the influence

of the horticultural shows, most of the kinds of vege-
tables which are desired by the foreign residents can
be procured during the cold season at moderate prices.

The cultivation of pot plants has also been encouraged
by the flower show committee, and consequently the

plants which have been exhibited have shown some
improvement in cultivation, but the Chinese gardeners
are very far indeed behind British plant growers as

regards high cultivation, although they certainly ex-

cel in growing the dwarfed plants which they value
so highly. I also send you a photograph of the rare and
beautiful Rhodoleia Championi, taken from a tree in

flower growing in these gardens ; the tree is about
10 feet high. Charles Ford^ Supej-intendent of Govern-
ment Gardens, Hong Kong, March 17.

Ilottrcs of aSoohs.

The contents of the last part of the yournal of
the Linnean Society (botanical section) include notes

on Indian Garcinias, by Dr. Hooker ; on Aristolochias

and DurioneiK, by Dr. Masters ; and on Asparagea?,

by Mr. J. G. Baker. In the latter paper, of which
only the commencement is given, we observe that

most of the brightly- coloured garden Dracaenas now
so common as decorative plants are considered to be
varieties of Cordyline terminalis ; D. erythrostachys

of gardens is C. Banksii, Hk. fil, in Gardeners^

Chronicle, 1S60, 792 ; C. Haageana is retained
;

Dracaena lineata, Cordyline lentiginosa, and Draccena

Veitchii of gardens are all referred to Cordyline aus-

tralis ; Charlwoodia congesta is referred to C. stricta,

and C. violascens to C. rubra.

The March number of the Gartenflora con-

tains a coloured figure of Musa velutina, a species

with beautiful pink bracts ; of Primula algida var.

cuspidens, and of Parnassia caroliniana, and some
diagrams illustrative of the distribution and cultiva-

tion in the open air of Agave americana and Amygda-
lus communis.

• The April number of the Belgique Horticole

contains a coloured figure and description of a new
Malvaceous plant, Pavonia Wioti (Ed. Mn.), with an
epicalyx of numerous linear pink bracts, which give a
very striking appearance to the flower, and link the

plants producing them together. It is a native of

Brazil, whence it was introduced to the nurseries of

MM. Makoy iS; Co., of Liege, and received the ist

prize for a new plant at the recent exhibition at

Antwerp.

The Florist and Pomologist for the present

month contains a coloured plate of the flowers and
fruit of the French Paradise Apple (Pommier de
Paradis) which fruited last year at Chiswick, and a

beautifully coloured illustration of the tuberous-rooted

Begonia Model, which has large bright rose-coloured

blossoms, remarkable for their perfection of form, and
which was raised by Messrs. Veitch & Sons who
gained a First-class Certificate for it in September
last.

We have to announce with pleasure the long-

looked-for publication of the fourth edition of Dr.

Hogg's Fruit Manual. We shall take an early

opportunity of commenting upon the contents of the

work, which is much larger and more comprehensive
than the last edition, published in 1866,

Florists' Flowers.
The large cultivators of the Dahlia—those who

require great quantities of plants—will, by this time
of the year, be in tlie very full swing of their Dahlia
propagation ; and already hundreds of nicely struck
cuttings will be undergoing the hardening process
in close cool frames. The rule of the trade is

to send out new Dahlias on the first day of May

—

March and April are, therefore, busy months, when
large quantities of Dahlias are required. There is

notliing like having the use of a low lean-to house
against an east or north-east wall, and if the floor of
the house is beneath the outside level of the ground,
so much the better. A gangway along the back
leaves space for a bed between it and the front of the
house, with a tank beneath it, through which hot-
water pipes pass ; or without a tank, for the matter of
that. In such a house the bed will be up pretty near
to the glass. The bed should allow of four or five

roots being placed across it in lines ; but the width of
the beds depends in great measure on the size of the
house. Tl\e tubers must be just or nearly buried in

the soil, but leaving the collar clear. There should
be at least 6 inches of a good, free, rich soil for the
tubers to root into, and the soil must be kept well
moistened, so as to give every encouragement to the
growth of the tubers. Here, then, the young wood,
out of which cuttings are made, is forced into growth.

Meanwhile, hot dung pits are also necessary to

strike the cuttings after they are placed in the cutting-

pits. These, in order to utilise and economise the
heat of the dung as much as possible, should be sunken
brick pits, so that the lining round them can be
renewed as required, with holes in the brickwork
through which the heat can pass to the cavity beneath
the bed. Sunken pits of this character should
be permanent erections ; and as the manure is, to a
great extent, below the ground level, there is not that

evaporation going on that there is in the case of beds
built up on the ground level, that are exposed all

round to the drying action of the sun and the cooling

influence of the wind. The interior bed is formed, in

the first instance, of fermenting material, and over
this is placed a layer of leaves, tan, or soil, in which
to plunge the cutting-pots.

The cuttings are taken off when they are 3 or 4
inches in length, and are cut through nearly, but not
quite, close to the tuber, and just beneath a joint.

They are then put somewhat thickly into well-drained
pots, firmly pressed, but not too deeply planted, in a
rich, free soil. Each variety, if more than one be con-
tained in a pot, is separately labelled ; and the pots
are then plunged nearly to their rims in the dung
frame, and kept close. They soon strike roots and
are as quickly as possible after potted firmly and singly

into thumb-pots, and are then placed in another warm
frame to become established, when they are removed
to a cool close frame, and then gradually hardened off.

This gives, in general outline, the propagating process

applied by those who have to furnish Dahlias in large

quantities. It may, however, be stated that the roots

employed to produce cuttings are what is known as

ground roots that flowered the previous year, and were
lifted in October and November, and kept in a cool,

dry place duiing the winter. The roots are lifted with
some soil adhering to them, and stored away without
shaking it oft. Some break freely into growth and
yield a large number of cuttings, others break only
sparingly ; a few will sometimes scarcely yield a
cutting.

The amateur who every year raises a few cuttings

does not need such elaborate arrangements to do what
is requisite on his part. He has recourse to an ordi-

nary dung fsame, and in constructing this the dung
should be well mixed, and turned and shaken out two
or three times before it is finally put together, or there is

danger of a foul atmosphere resulting, which is at

all times detrimental to the well-being of the cuttings.

When the dung-bed is made up, and the frame placed

on it, a bed of soil 8 or 9 inches in depth must be laid

over the manure ; and when the tubers are placed in it

care should be taken that there is suflicient soil

between them and the soil forming the bed to keep
the roots from coming into contact with the dung of

the bed, as it is apt to rot them.

If there is a brisk bottom-heat to such a bed, in a

short time there will be plenty of cuttings to take of?.

The heat can be maintained by placing some fresh

dung round the bed when the temperature begins to

fall off, and a brisk moist heat is indispensable to the

well-being of Dahlia cuttings. If there be another

frame at command, a second hotbed should be made
up, so as to receive the cuttings taken from the first

bed ; and these should be put in pots, as before men-
tioned. Four inches of soil should be placed over the

second bed, and on this the cutting-pots should be

stood, having previously made the surface level. By
standing the pots on the soil—not plunging them in it

— the cuttings are brought near the glass. A 4-inch

pot is the most convenient size to use ; the cuttings

should be firmly inserted round the edge of the pot,

about an inch froni each other. R. D,
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

Mav.

17 and 18.—Halifax Floral and Horticultural Society's Annual
Exhibition, Sec, Leonard Kershaw, 20, Gladstone Road,
West Hill Park.

20.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Early Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 2S, Westland Row, Dublin.

22.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec. F. W. Wilson.

26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec. W. Sowerby.
26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.
31.—Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural

Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, ^, Portland Terrace, Lower Ford St., Coventrj'.

31 to June 4.—Bath and West of England Society's Exhibition

at Croydon.

I and 2.—Royal Western Horticultural Society's Exhibi-

tion at Plymouth. Hon. Sec, F. B. Bond, 16, Penrose
Street, Plymouth.

2.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Great Summer
Show.

9, 10. and II.—Leeds Horticultural Society's Twelfth Annual
Summer Show. Sec, James Birbeck, Delph Lane,
Woodhouse, Leeds,

ID.—South Essex Floricultural Society's Exhibition at Leyton.
Sec, G. E. Cox, Leyton.

16.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-

tion. Sec,W. Sowerby.
16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Midsummer Exhibition, Sec, F, G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow,

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

17 and 18.—Lee and Blackheath Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition. Sec. C. Helmer. 5, Boones Road. Lee.

18.—Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at Edinburgh. Sec,
W. M. Welsh, I. Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

19.—Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec, F, W, Wilson.

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1875.

Wednesday, May 12^

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Clearance Sale of Florists' Stock, at Guil-

Tuesday, Mayii-{ ford Nursery, Whitfield, near Dover, by
I Mr. H. Hayward.
r Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken-

sington : Pot Rose Show, and Meetings of

the Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Corn-

Sale of Hardy Plants snd Bulbs, Wire

I

Garden Hurdles, Lawn Mowers, &c., at

1 Stevens' Rooms.
L Flower Show at Bath.

THURSDAY, May 13 {
^^^^

stev^S Kooml^"'^
Imported Orchids,

C
Manchester Botanical anti Horticultural So-

Fridav, Mayi4-( ciety's Annual National Exhibition at Old
I Trafford (until 21st).

(• Sale of Bedding Plants at "The Vineries,"
Saturday, May 15-j Nightingale Road, Wood Green, by

t Protheroe & Morris.

THE fortunes of the Royal Horticul-
TURAL Society must surely have arrived

at their lowest ebb. It is scarcely possible to

imagine that they can sink lower. The new
Council, which came into office with such vehe-

m ent promises, especially as to financial matters,

has been obliged to humiliate itself by deferring

payment, even of the prize money fairly won in

the last season. Some have even gone so far

as to attribute to the governing body the inten-

tion to repudiate their obligations. This, how-
ever, we believe to be a mistake. A little

chanty toward a great Society fallen into mis-

fortune sh ould have prevented such an insinua-

tion. We feel assured that the Fellows of the

Society, to say nothing of the Council, will not

allow so dishonourable and damaging an
insinuation to remain long without practical

refutation ; whether or no, it will be more pro-

fitable to look forward to the resuscitation of

the Society on a more secure basis than to in-

dulge in vain and irritating recriminations.

Better to admit at once that all parties are

more or less to blame—the local Fellows for a

narrow selfish policy, which would degrade the

Society into a sort of better tea-garden ; the

horticulturists for a want of unity of purpose

and an equally selfish desire to use the Society

for their own ends rather than the advance-

ment of practical and scientific horticulture.

The Society was founded purely and simply

for the latter purpose. The wider it has

diverged from it the more signal has been its

loss of influence, the deeper its humiliation.

Is it possible to rescue the old Society from the

slough ? Some throw up their hands in despair

at the thought. Such is not our view. We

believe that the reorganisation of the Society,

heavily burdened as it is, is still possible.

In the first place, we have a Society which,

whatever its present low estate, has grand tra-

ditions. No Society of a similar kind has done

so much—nay, even now, not one does so much
pure horticultural work of the best character.

Where will you find a Society whose officers

and committees include so picked a body of

practical and scientific members ? Nowhere.
Is it, then, likely that such a Society can entirely

fall to pieces ? It is incredible.

Other Societies, we doubt not, nay, we know,

can and do get up as good and better flower

shows. The provinces take the lead in this

particular. But is this all ? Are flower shows
the be-all and end-all of horticulture ? Unques-
tionably not. It is comparatively easy to get

up a good flower show, but it is not an easy

matter to create an organisation which
shall promote the higher interests of horticul-

ture. Such an organisation exists still in

the Royal Horticultural Society. It has sur-

vived the disputes and misfortunes of the last

few years, and this makes us confident that it

will survive yet longer, and be the means of

lifting the Society to its proper position. But
how ? To this we answer, by going back to

first principles. The Society dates its present

low fortunes from the time when it left its own
proper sphere to pander to the fashion of the

day. The Commissioners for the Exhibition of

1851, or rather their predecessors, the partners

of the Society, as we are often told, were—not in-

tentionally of course^the primary source of the

troubles of the Society. They contented them-
selves with being the most indulgent of land-

lords ; they did not, as might perhaps have
been expected from a body expressly consti-

tuted, if we appreciate the matter rightly, to be
the promoters and encouragers of art and
science—they did not actively foster the

higher interests of the art and science

of horticulture. They stood by and allowed

the Society to drift into a mere airing

place for Kensingtonian nursemaids and a

lounge for West End Dundrearies. At the best

they looked upon the Kensington Garden as a

pleasant dHassement from the galleries of the

annual exhibitions. The higher work of the

Society at its several committees, and at

Chiswick, received little or no countenance or

support from the sleeping partners. It may be
that, if they had done so, they would have ex-

posed themselves to some accusation of inter-

ference, which might have been resented. It

may be so, Taut, even if it be so, that would have

been better than the underhand influence which
people suspected was somehow or another exer-

cised in the name, or under the shelter of the

Commissioners' authority. Be this as it may,
circumstances have made it apparent that, if the

Society is to remain the Royal Horticultural

Society, its persistence—shall we say its reha-

bilitation?—depend now upon the goodwill and
active assistance of Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners. They have the power—and, from all we
hear, they have the will—to free the Society from
its present desperate condition. As trustees

for the public they cannot favour any sectarian

party, be it local or be it commercial ; but they

would, we believe, actively help a Society which
was true to itself^which was, before all things,

horticultural.

To maintain a garden which is horticultural

only in name, to divert the funds and energies

of the Society to stock a conservatory which
could probably be as well and more cheaply

furnished by a contractor, to continue bands,

to establish a skating rink—these are things not

absolutely blameworthy, but they should be
entirely subsidiary, if they must be tolerated at

all, to the real work of the Society. The real

work of the Society, as we understand it, should

be to maintain and improve the work now done

by the committees ; to develope Chiswick into

an experimental horticultural garden worthy of

the age ; to institute a school of practical and
scientific horticulture which shall rescue us as a

nation from the disgrace of being beaten by
Belgium, by Germany, by America ; to hold

exhibitions which shall be something more than

trade advertisements—something which shall

not tempt the less scrupulous amongst growers

to indulge in something very like gambling ; to

raise the status and secure the proper position

of gardeners ; in a word, to promote the highest,

most catholic interests of horticulture, and
of horticulture only—such as we have the full-

est reason to know was the intention of the

enlightened Prince who formerly held the Presi-

dential chair.

To do all this some arrangement must be
made whereby the burden of the Kensington
garden and its conservatory, and of the de-

benture debt, may be lightened, and the funds

now expended on them spent in a manner more
beneficial to the nation at large. The Royal
Horticultural Society is, or should be, the

national representative and embodiment of

horticulture. It is impossible it can be so all

the time it is kept simply as an appanage

to the houses of the residents in South
Kensington. We believe the Commissioners

now recognise this truth, and we have suffi-

cient confidence in them to believe that, taught

by the lessons of the past and the dismal facts

of the present, they would now willingly help

the Society out of the mire. If they do not do
so it will, we believe, be the fault of the pre-

sent Council, or of the "local Fellow" element

in it, and they must be prepared to bear the

whole responsibility attaching to the fall

and degradation of a great Society if they

persist in their present exclusive and non-

horticultural policy.

Quite recently (pp. 176, 276) we have re-

vived the subject of landscape gardening,

with more especial reference to the peculiar

characters of different Trees and their Em-
ployment IN Forming Picturesque and
Harmonious Scenery. Too little attention is

given to the study of the varied beauties of trunk,

mode of branching, foliage and flowers presented

by the numerous species of hardy trees where-

with a bounteous and inexhaustible Nature has

supplied us. Books devoted to the consideration

of hardy trees and shrubs are not wanting, but

they are, almost without exception, limited to

mere technical botanical descriptions. A tree

may be designated as noble, majestic or grace-

ful, its foliage as handsome or elegant, and its

flowers as brilliant or fragrant, but beyond this

those who write for practical purposes rarely go.

Poets, it is true, never tire of singing the praises

of the forest and the field ; but something
between the dry descriptions of botanists and
the fancies of the poet, is needed to awaken an
artistic enjoyment and appreciation of the

peculiar beauties and the proper use of different

trees in landscape gardening.

No one, probably, possesses a more extensive

knowledge of hardy trees and shrubs than Pro-

fessor Koch of the University of Berlin, and
few persons have had better opportunities for

studying landscape gardening as carried out

in different countries. During the past autumn
and winter the author of the Dendrolo^ie has
been supplementing that descriptive work by a
course of lectures on the history of landscape

gardening as a plastic art, and the history and
spread of the various styles in vogue at different

periods. In these lectures the tree element is

the main feature developed, and, judging from
the condensed reports which alone have as yet

reached us, the veteran Professor has handled

his subject in a masterly style. We are glad to

learn that they are to be printed in full, and we
have the author's consent to make what use of
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them we please for the benelit of our readers.

We anticipate a profitable and pleasurable

addition to our literature on this subject, and,

in the interest of diffusing as widely as possible

a more correct taste in planting, we shall give

them as much space as they deserve. In

Berlin, these lectures at the University soon

became so popular and so numerously attended

that Professor KoCH was induced to accede to

a request to repeat them in a hall open to

ladies and the general public ; and the pulilic

class proved equally successful. We have little

doubt that a similar course of lectures would be
equally well supported in this country, and we
heartily wish our horticultural societies would
take up the subject in a popular spirit. Prizes

pressed his gratilication with the details of the

Muskau Park— regarded as one of the finest

specimens of modern landscape gardening in

Germany, but as a whole considered it to be
wanting in the higher flights of imagination.

But Prof. Koch observes that he thinks the

Latin races will never fully comprehend the

merits of the German style. This is doubtless

true ; moreover it is very desirable that each

nation should develope its own artistic genius.

As specimens of the first order in Germany the

parks of Branitz, IVIuskau, Sans-Souci,Glienecke,

and B.ibelsberg are cited. Those of our readers

who have visited some of these places will better

understand the force of the observation. Among
collateral topics touched upon by Prof Koch

for its peculiar root-hairs, which are short, thick,

bristly, of equal length, and of a lustrous metallic

brown colour. The spores of the Gleicheniaceoe ob-
served are of an almost sulplmr-yellow colour, and may
tiiereby readily be distinguished, even without a lens.

Among the Marattiacea?, also, only one representative

was raised from spores, namely, Maraltia latifolia.

From the day of sowing until the appearance of tlie

prothallium a month elapsed, and another month
passed before tlie planllets were sufficiently large that

it was possible to prick them out. The first frond

did not show itself for a period of six to eight months,
and in some cases even a longer period was consumed.
In this Marattia the prothallium is very large, and an
experiment was tried to propagate some of them by
cutting up. On each portion one of the deep sinuses

was left, as the first fronds are usually produced in or

near one of them. Tiie experiment was perfectly

successful, nearly all of the pieces producing fronds in

Fig. 124.—RIIODOLEIA CHAMPIONI, IN TIIE HONG-KONG BOTANIC GARDEN.

are sometimes offered for designs for flower-

gardens, but they are so inadequate to the
labour involved, that the result is usually worse
than useless. Without entering into any details

here, we may reinark that we are not credited

by Professor KocH with progress in the

art of landscape gardening in the natural or

picturesque style, though it may be said to have
originated and generally flourished in Britain.

There may be a difference of opinion on this

point, but he claims, as we have previously
mentioned in this journal, an advance and an
improvement of the " English" style in Germany.
He confesses, however, that of the numerous
foreigners conducted by him in 1869 through
some of the most attractive of German gardens,

few appeared to fully appreciate the peculiarly

German features. Barillet Deschamps ex-

are landscape painting, and its influence on
gardening, town planting, and more particularly

the laying-out of public parks and the opening
of private ones in the vicinity of large towns.
Here we leave the subject until we receive the
full report of these interesting and instructive

lectures.

In the February number of the Garlenflora

M. E. Mayer, Inspector of the Carlsruhe Botanic
Garden, gives the results of a series of experiments, ex-

tending over several years, in Raising Ferns from
Spores, more particularly the Gleicheniacece, Marat-
tiacea, and Hymenophyllaceie. He has succeeded
in raising one species of Gleichenia, G. dicarpa, in

large numbers ; but, in the absence of spores of any
other species, he could not extend his experiments.

From the first beginning of the development of the

prothallium until the appearance of the first frond,

exactly five months were consumed. The dark green

prothallium of Gleichenia dicarpa is nearly circular,

and about half an inch in diameter. It is remarkable

a much shorter time than those imported. Every
attempt to raise any of the Hymenophyllaceas from
spores proved fruitless, even although the spores were
sown directly. The first stage of germination or

vegetation of the spores of this group of Ferns takes

place in the spore-cases before they are detached from
the plant, and the shortest interruption in the vegeta-

tive process seems to be fatal to the vitality of the

spore. Cultivators of Ferns, even those of some ex-

perience, are frequently perplexed with the results of

their attempts to raise Ferns from spores. M,
Mayer, in the article from which we have taken the

preceding notes, treating of Ferns generally, points

out some of the chief difficulties and the best means
of surmounting them. The principal aim should be

to exclude the spores and germs of other Ferns, Liver-

worts, &c., but this is no easy task; in fact M.
Mayer, in the course of his experiments, found it im-

possible to do so altogether. The only thing is to

abate the evil as much as possible, destroying the

animal as well as the vegetable life contained in the

compost used. This is most effectually done by boil-
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ing or baking it for a short time, and using it imme-

diately afterwards. But the greater danger is in the

Fern-house itself, where there are spore-bearing plants

of some of the exceedingly fertile species of Pteris,

Gymnogramme, fi:c., the spores of which penetrate

every nook and corner, and, being of much more

rapid vegetation than many others, they take posses-

sion of the pots or pans, and effectually choke the

species sown. The operation of sowing, then, should

be conducted in a place where there is the least pro-

bability of the spores of other species being present

floating about in the air. There is also a risk in sow-

ing several different sorts at the same time, and in

spite of every precaution intruders will make their ap-

pearance. The frame, or whatever they are put in,

should be thoroughly purged with scalding water, and

tobacco-smoke is as effective as anything in driving

away insects and other noxious animals. Twenty
years is about the limit, so far as M. Mayer's ex-

perience goes, up to which the spores of some of the

freer-growing Ferns will germinate.

With reference to the project, at present

visionary, of holding an International Horticul-
tural Exhibition, in 1S78, in London, like that

of 1S66, we are reminded that in that year the quin-

quennial exhibition at Ghent will take place. We
merely notify the fact, for, in the present disturbed

state of the Royal Horticultural Society, it is prema-

ture to speculate on what may be.

The following information for intending

English exhibitors at the forthcoming International
Horticultural Exhibition at Cologne, to be

opened on August 25 next, has been sent to us for

publication. The Netherlands Steam Navigation

Company and the Belgian Company, whose steamers

ply respectively between London, Rotterdam, Dover,

and Ostend, as well as the Rhenish Railway Com-
pany, have reduced the freight on goods to be sent to

the Exhibition by 50 per cent., and no duty will be

charged on such objects unless they should be sold in

the country.

Tacca artocarpifolia is flowering in the

new Victoria-house at Kew, It combines the interest

of the curious inflorescence of its ally, the Ataccia

cristata, with foliage of a different type, and of very

ornamental character. This specimen is growing in a

9-inch pot, and has four leaves, with petioles 5 feet in

height, measuring about 4 feet across. The blades

are trisected, and the stalked segments pinnatifid to

nearly the base, with the pinnules opposite or alternate,

fiveorsix on each side. Theyare i^ inch in width, and
taper to long points. The scapes, two in number, are

over 6 feet in height, and bear many flowers, which
in themselves are of more interest than ornament

;

some are passing into fruit, and from, their similar

form remind one forcibly of Luffa acutangula. The
inner leaves of the involucre arch upwards, and form,

as it were, a canopy over the young buds ; the sterile

pedicels are numerous, about 12 inches long, and
pendulous. It was contributed to the Royal Gardens
by W. W. Saunders, Esq., and flowered for the

first time last year, when it was figured in the

Bota7iical Magazine. We there learn that it is a

native of Madagascar and Johanna Island, whence
there are excellent specimens in the Hookerian Her-
barium from Mr. Justice Blackburn, Dr. Lyall,
and W. T. Gerrard. It is further said no doubt to

be as full of starch and as wholesome as its nearest

ally, T. pinnatihda, which yields the South Sea arrow-

root, used as food in the form of puddings and cakes,

and said to be the best of all in cases of dysentery. So
far it has proved of evergreen habit, is easily culti-

vated, doing well with ordinary stove treatment ; and
by division is readily increased.

As an instance of the fluctuation of trade, we
give the substance of two notes which lie before us on
the cultivation and traffic in Canary Seed (Phalaris

canariensis). Both notes were furnished by one of ihe

principals of a firm dealing largely in the seed. The
first, dated May, i860, says :

— " Canary seed is culti-

vated in some parts of England, chiefly in the Isle of

Thanet and the county of Essex. It was formerly

shipped from Spain, but has recently been neglected

in that quarter. Holland exports large quantities of

this seed, and very lately large shipments have been
received from the Mediterranean, the Sea of Marmora
having formed a new source of supply. The Greeks

have purchased it in small lots from the surrounding

districts, and from the activity of their collection

they have succeeded in shipping to this country alone

within a few months something like 12,000 bushels.

As much as 10,000 quarters of this seed are annually

consumed, principally by caged birds and chiefly in

the manufacturing districts of Yorkshire and Lanca-
shire ; of this bulk England produces by far the greatest

portion." In the second note, which bears date

April 23 of the present year, we are told that there

are no official statistics with regard to the traffic in

Canary seed, but it may be safely assumed at 200,000

bushels annually. Of this quantity probably more
than nine-tenths are derived from Barbary and Turkey;

Holland and a few only of the English counties fur-

nishing the remaining quantity. During the last

eighteen months an unusual demand has sprung up
from the United States, and this, coupled with an

utmost total failure of the 1874 crops of both Barbary

and Turkey, has created a scarcity almost unparalleled

in the history of the trade. Prices in consequence

have advanced to about 240^-. to 250J-. per quarter,

the average price during the previous twenty years

having been about 52J-. per quarter. Its chief use is

still for feeding birds, the great consumption in York-
shire and Lancashire being attributable to the custom
amongst the factory hands of keeping pet birds.

Prior, however, to the advance in price Canary seed

was used to a limited extent in the food of highly

trained race-horses, its effect being to form muscle

and not fat, the seeds being free from oil.

Some additional special prizes are announced

by the promoters of the International Potato
Exhibition, to take place at the Alexandra Palace

on September 29 and 30. Messrs. B. K, Bliss &
Sons, of New York, offer special prizes for three

varieties of new American Potatos, distinct, that have

been oflered in commerce for the first time in the

years 1S74-75, nine tubers of each ; and Mr. John
COUTTS, Potato salesman, Covent Garden, offers

special prizes, also, for three varieties of English

seedling Potatos, distinct, not yet in commerce, nine

tubers of each. The sum of five guineas is given in

each case. This recognises the claim of English seed-

ling Potatos to consideration, while it also gives an

opportunity of exhibiting the newer forms of American
production. A supplementary schedule containing

these prizes is now in course of distribution.

The following Special Prizes for Essays
are offered by the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society :

—

For the best essay upon the Culture and Varieties of

Roses ; to be read during the Rose Exhibition, Thurs-
day, June 17—25 dols.

For the best essay upon Grape Culture in gardens

and on buildings, with a list of varieties best adapted to

such purposes ; the essay to be read on Saturday,

October 92—5 dols.

For the best essay upon the Culture of the Cauli-

flower and other vegetables of the Cabbage family

{Brassica oleracea) ; the essay 1 be read on Saturday,
November 62—5 dols.

For the best essay upon the principles of Landscape
Gardening as applied to small suburban estates ; the
essay to be read on Saturday, November 27—25 dols.

The essay upon Rose Culture must be submitted by
the first .Saturday in June ; all others at least one
month before the day for the reading of the essays.

All essays must be in sealed envelopes directed to

the Committee on Publication and Discussion, Horti-

cultural Hall, Boston, and must be unsigned, but
must be accompanied by the name of the writer in a
sealed envelope. These prizes are open to general

competition.

At a recent meeting of the Central Horticul-

tural Society of France, Dr. Boisduval, uninten-

tionally, no doubt, does us the injustice of stating that

we reproduced his observations on the new Potato
Disease in Algeria, alleged to be produced by a
moth, without giving him credit for them. If Dr.
Boisduval will turn to our columns for the present

year he will find at p. 82 that we give chapter, verse,

and author's name. We may add that some doubts are

expressed by our entomologists as to the correctness of

M. Boisduval's views.

In the current issue of the yournal of Botany
Dr. H. F. Hance has a paper on some Mountain
Plants from Northern China, from which we
gather that at the commencement of last summer Dr,

Emil Bretschneider paid a visit to a celebrated

mountain named Po-hua-shan, or " Mountain of a
Hundred Flowers," situated three days' journey west

of Peking, in the midst of the hill country, which is

believed to extend westward as far as the Yellow
River. Some idea of this " Mountain of a Hundred
Flowers " may be gathered from the following

extract :
—

'

' The mountain itself is separated from the neighbour-
ing elevations by a deep and rugged valley, formed by a
small tributary of the Hun-ho, which bounds it on the

north, the west, and the south, whilst to the east, where
also the descent is exceedingly steep, another tributary

of the Hun-ho rises. Po-hua-shan is thus almost entirely

isolated from the surrounding mountains, which it ex-

ceeds in height. Its actual elevation has not yet been
determined, though Dr. Beets.CHNEIDEK took barome-
trical observations ; but he estimates it as between 7000
and 8000 feet above the sea level. The mountain appears
fully to deserve the poetical name it has received

—

' Nainque hie per frondes redolentia lilia pendent.
Hie rosa cum violis, hie omnis gratia florum.'

Repodani, Concub. Mart, et Ven., 41.

The Chinese report that in July and August it is in its

full glory, teeming with blossom ; and it is then visited

by the Peking herbalists, for the purpose of gathering

the medicinal plants for which it is famous. It is wooded
throughout to the very summit, the forest consisting of

Betula (sp. 3), Populus (sp. pi.), Castanea, Juglandacese,
Quercus, Acer, and many other trees, mingled with a
thick underwood, and towards the foot—that is, still at

an elevation of between 3000 and 4000 feet above the sea

—masses of Syringa, exhaling a most delicious fragrance,

are met with,. whilst all the rocks are resplendent with
the brilliant rosy blooms of Rhododendron."

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A., and Dr.
Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S., have been elected

Examiners in Botany at the University of London
for the ensuing year.

We are informed that the Horticultural
Club will be opened for the use of members on
Wednesday next, May 12. Dining, drawing,
smoking, reading, and billiard-rooms, will be at the

disposal of the members. The situation is central,

and occupies one of the best sites in London, viz. , Adel-
phi Terrace, overlooking the garden on the Thames
Embankment, close to Charing Cross Station,

Nothing now is wanting to complete success but an
accession of new members. The entrance fee is fixed

for the present at two guineas, wi'.h an annual sub-
scription of two guineas. All communications should
be addressed to the Hon, Secretary, 3, Adelphi
Terrace, Strand, London, W.C.

The Moniteur Ilorticole recommends the
following twelve Pears as pyramids on the Quince,
on the ground of hardness of bloorri, vigorous consti-

tution, and ascending branches :—Ananas de Courtrai,
fruit very good, ripe August and September

;

Beurre Dumont, excellent, October ; Louise Bonne
d'Avranches ; Conseiller a (not "de," as so often

written in this country) la Cour ; Duchesse d'Angou-
leme, Beurre Durondeau, Soldat Laboureur, Doyenne
du Cornice, Thompson's, Sceur Gregoire, Passe
Crassane, and Bergamotte Esperen. We do not
doubt the propriety of the selection made by our
contemporary ; we would, however, remind the
amateur of the enormous differences that local cir-

cumstances make in the quality of Pears, so that a
selection applicable to one site or one soil is far from
being appropriate to another even close by,

According to M. Duchartre, France has
not much to fear from the introduction of the Colo-
kado Beetle, inasmuch as she exports Potatos
largely and imports very few. Last year, we are told,

France exported 110,000,000 quintals, and imported
only 9,000,000 quintals.

In many parts of Japan where the Tea
Plant is cultivated, a very great deal of care and
attention is given to the proper manuring and irri-

gation of the ground. For the finer kinds of Tea the
leaves are gathered from the shrub when it is in what
is known as the three-leaf stage, namely, when the
three leaves at the ends of the branches are young and
tender. When four or more leaves appear they get
harder and drier, and, consequently, make Tea of an
inferior quality. The finest, however, and most
esteemed amongst the Chinese is what is known as

Powder Tea ; and this is a great luxury. Though the
produce of the same plant as ordinary Tea, it is

described as being cultivated in a different manner,
*'thus developing a leaf different in consistency and
flavour." Two kinds of this Tea are known, one
under the name of *'koicha," and the other as

*' resucha ;
" both are made from the leaves of very

old shrubs selected from the best grounds or plantations.

These shrubs are described as being very freely

manured some ten times in the year for "koicha,"
and some six times for "resucha." "About the end
of March or beginning of April," it is stated, "they
are surrounded on all sides, in addition to being
covered with a Bamboo screenwork, so as to protect

them from frost. This screenwork is removed as soon
as summer has well set in. After the leaves have been
picked they are steamed for about half a minute,
spread out on matting, and cooled. Then follows the

same process as with ordinary Tea, namely, firing

—

first over a quick then over a slow fire, the only differ-

ence being that the leaves are turned about with a
stick, and not with the hand. When about half dried

the leaves are placed on trays, and dried gradually
over a light fire, after which they are passed through
Bamboo sieves ; finally they are spread out on sheets

of paper, each leaf being picked out singly. Great
care is shown in the mode of storage of this particular

kind of Tea. The leaves are placed in tin or white
metal jars, which again are enclosed in wooden boxes
and packed with a certain quantity of common leaf.

This preserves the scent and flavour for a long time.

When about to be used for drinking, a sufficient quan-
tity is taken out of the metal jar, placed in a small
hand tea-mill, and slowly ground into a very fine

powder. This powder is then removed with a feather

and placed in an air-tight jar. Boiling water is then
got ready, and when just at boiUng point about one
quarter of an ounce of Tea powder is put into a tea-

cup and boiling water poured on to suit taste. The
whole is then rapidly stirred with a Bamboo stick

especially made for the purpose, until a good froth is

produced, when the Tea is fit to be drunk, much cere-

mony being observed in its drinking."
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Somt Correspnbence.

Transmutation of Wheat into Brome (pp.

112, 115, &c.).— I have been anxiously hoping that

Mr. Meehan would kindly communicate to your paper

some account of tlie "trick" by which so many scien-

tific Americans were " taken in," and for so long a

period. It would be a useful contribution to our

knowledge, and would be the means of protecting

young gardeners and others from being deceived in a

similar manner. I intended to wait a little longer,

hoping that the information would have found its

way into your journal without any suggestion from

me ; but your notice of Mr. Clare Sewell Read's

remarks recalls my mind to the subject, and induces

me to beg of Mr. Meehan to tell us what he knows
about it. I remember, when the subject was last dis-

cussed in your columns, it was stated, with respect to

the other popular beliet as to snakes swallowing their

young (Jan. 23, 1S75, p. 115), that Professor Goode's

authority consisted of "replies from over eighty persons

residing in twenty-four different States and Territories,

all being written by farmers and persons in rural lile, of

sufficient intelligence to subscribe to an agricultural

journal." Now, Mr. Clare Sewell Read occupies a

far higher position than this. He is a " farmer," it

is true, and he is "a person in rural life of suffi-

cient intelligence to subscribe to an agricultural

journal;" but he is far more than this—he is

a most intelligent man, and one who would be

found not only subscribing to an agricultural journal,

but contributing to its columns valuable papers on

agricultural subjects with which he was practically

acquainted. Mr. C. S. Read has earned such a

character for intelligence that he has been sent by

his brother tenant-farmers to represent their interests

in the Commons' House of Parliament. He is,

moreover, a prominent member of the Central

Chamber of Agriculture and the London Farmers'

Club, and whenever he makes a speech on any sub-

ject within the limits of his own personal experience

he brings to it an amount of strong, shrewd common
sense, which makes it a delight to read and study his

most valuable observations. Mr. Read is reported to

have said, "If Oats were sown and kept constantly

cut as they grew, it would be found next year that

they produced, not Oats, but something else. He knew
an instance where this had been tried in a garden, the

Oats being kept cropped with a pair of shears, and
covered from the first with a little straw in the winter,

and the next spring they produced a crop of Wheat.
In other cases. Barley and Rye had been the result.

It was only Oats, however, which thus varied— other

grain always reproducing itself." But although Mr.

Read is reported to have said all this, and that "he
knew an instance " ot Oats treated in the above

manner having produced Wheat, I will venture to

say that if he uttered the phrase at all it was used in a

very loose sense, and that Mr. C. S. Read will not

tell the scientific world that he made the experiment

himself, nor that the experiment, if made by anybody

else, was conducted with that amount of care which is

requisite in a critical investigation of so much import-

ance, involving, as it does, the well-settled belief of

scientific men in the stability of our common cereals.

I may add that the recent experiments by Mr. A. S.

Wilson on Wheat and Rye hybrids (referred to in your

number for the 17th inst, p. 496), afford no support

to the transmutation hypothesis, but, so far as they

go, make directly the other way. W. Marshall,

Ely, April 36.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—It would be

interesting to know on what grounds Mr. Burnley

Hume based his belief when, acting as chairman of the

meeting at South Kensington on the 2ist ult. , he

stated that at the next show, on May 12, " they hoped

to put before the Fellows a fine display of pot Roses."

Certainly, if Mr. Hume really hopes so much, he

must have greater faith than is possessed by most

mortals. If the March show was a comparative failure,

that of April 21 was a lamentable fadure ; and judging

by what is seen as well as by what is heard, it seems

probable that the May show wUl be, "to use a

stronger adjective," a miserable failure. And such

will be all the remaining shows of the year—as far as

the Society's schedule is concerned—unless some
change in the present mode of doing business is speedily

made. Are the Council aware that many of the

principal exhibitors have resolved not to exhibit for

half prizes, and that many others are equally resolved

never again to exhibit until the Society's financial

engagements towards them are discharged ; whilst the

few that do exhibit do so only at considerable loss,

and are moved to show only from motives of pity, lest

the exhibitions should utterly collapse ? It is dis-

heartening to be told, in excuse for the non-payment
of the previous year's prizes, " that the Fellows are so

behindhand with their present year's subscriptions,"

as this is a tacit avowal that the prizes of the past year

are to be met out of the present year's income. The
acknowledgment is alike discreditable to the Council

and to the Fellows. In your report of the recent

show, you allow a margin of ,^5 for extra prizes. It

is most probable that 20s. or less will pay these,

as it is notorious that when at the March show
several of our leading nurserymen .staged very

fine collections of plants, to which extra prizes (silver

medals, according to the prize cards) were awarded,

these prizes were by the Councd converted into cheques

for 15.;. each—a display of meanness so extreme as

to be almost beyond belief, but which received com-

plete verification on the 2Ist, as neither of the firms

in (Question sent collections of plants on that occa-

sion. I believe now that things have advanced so far

at South Kensington as to be absolutely beyond

reform. The Society is drifting on rapidly to destruc-

tion, and not a hand will be stretched out to help it.

The horticulturists are either indiflerent or antagonistic,

and a strong power, in the siiape ot the outside

public, is beginning to inquire as to the right of the

Commissioners of the Exhibition of 185 1 to dispose

of the site of the Horticultural Gardens for its present

exclusive and comparatively useless purposes. It is

rumoured that the Council and the Commissioners

are gradually coming to terms, but that sheds no ray

of hope. Doubtless 'twere better that the Society

should expire, if a new and rejuvenescent one could

arise like the Phrcnix from its ashes. Hortus.

Notes on Stapelieae.—Having just completed

the examination of a small collection of Stapeliecx' pre-

served in spirits of wine that were sent to Kew partly

in June, 1S74, and partly in March last, by Sir Henry
Barkly, the Governor of the Cape of Good Hope, I

now make these few notes upon them in hopes they

may prove interesting to some readers of this paper.

Among them are several new species, and some of

those rare and almost unknown forms discovered by

Francis Masson about eighty years ago, A few of the

specimens were collected in Namaqua-land by Sir

Henry Barkly, the rest are from various parts of South

Africa. The most noteworthy species among them
are Stapelia pulvinata, Masson, remarkable for its

very lai-ge central cushion of soft hairs ; two curious

Piaranthi, one of which is very like Piaranthus puUus,

Mass., but the angles are bolder, the spines more
robust, and the flowers differently coloured ; the other

species appears to be a variety of P. incarnatus, Mass.

A new species of Huernia ; an Obesia, which is pro-

bably O. decora, Mass. ; Tridentea moschata. Haw.

;

and a curious new and small species of the same sec-

tion, with greenish yellow flowers, the edges of the

corolla lobes being turned back, as in Obesia and
Stapelia Asterias ; also the interesting and strange-

looking Caruncularia pedunculata, Masson (not of

other authors). But the most remarkable of all is a

new species of Stapelia, that seems to be a natural

hybrid between a true Stapelia and Haworth's genus

Orbea, to which S. normalis, bufonia, &c., belong.

The stems are like those of an Orbea, but having the

pubescence and stoutness of a Stapelia ; the flowers

are about 6 inches in diameter, and coloured some-

thing like S. hirsuta, L. In the centre is a raised

orbiculus, as in Orbea, but thicker and more fleshy ;

the outer corona resembles that of Stapelia, the inner

corona being intermediate between Stapelia and Orbea

;

the orbiculus at its base, both outside and inside, is

fringed with long reddish hairs, as are also the corolla

lobes, a character which specially belongs to Stapelia.

P^rom the above it will be seen that the characters

belonging to the two sections are pretty equally com-

bined in the present plant. This interesting species

was discovered by the Rev. Mr. Morris in Little

Namaqua-land, and a living plant of it is, I believe, in

cultivation at Kew. Besides the above mentioned there

is a very curious abnormal specimen of what I believe

to be Stapelia (Orbea) marginata, Willd., in which the

peduncle has become fasciated, and bears two flowers

that are much contorted. Premising that the normal

number of parts in each whorl in any Stapelia is five,

I will call the flowers A. and B., and contrast the

number of parts in each whorl of the two flowers :
—

A. B.

Caly.v—6-parted C.ilyx—6-parted
Corolla—6-lobed Corolla—7-Iobed
Orbiculus—6-aiigled Orbiculus—7-angled

LigulEe (outer corona)—

3

Ligulse (outer corona)—

6

Inner corona, consisting of the Inner corona, &c.—6. 5 nor-

2-horned processes called mal, and the sixth with two
rostra and ala:—5, but all rostra and two aljc

the rostra have a tendency
to be doubled

Stigma—pentagonal Stigma—hexagonal
Pollen masses— 5 pairs Pollen masses—6 pairs

N. E. Brown, Kew.

Covering Primula Seed.—How often do we
hear complaints about the inferiority of Primula and
other seeds, and the blame thrown on the nursery-

men, who are often subjected to the annoyance of

letters complaining that such a packet of choice seed

they had supplied had never made its appearance,

when I fear that the fault often rests with the sower in

the mode of covering the seeds. Take Primula sinen-

sis for instance, and what a number of failures we see,

and how often the sowing has to be repeated, causing

loss of time and cost of extra seed—no mean item when
you may give 5^. for a packet that will lie in the hollow

of your hand, I have trjed a great nttmber of materials

for covering, but have found nothing better than to

make the surface of the soil in the seed-pan smooth,

sowing the seed and covering with freshly-gathered

moss. Tlie merit I claim for moss over peat or sand

is that it does nut bake hard and hot, and so destroys

the vitality of the seeds before they can germinate,

but keeps the seeds cool and moist until germination

takes place, as will be seen by gently moving the moss

a few days after sowing ; the seed, too, will be up in

half the time that would be taken if covered by soil.

I sowed two packets of seed in the end of March.

Placed in a Cucumber frame they began to germinate

in a week, and in another I moved the moss and gave

them a top-dressing of fine soil, and they look now, to

use the words of some gardeners that saw them, like

pans of Mustard and Cress. I do not believe one

seed was lost. Joseph Murdoch, The Gardens, Green

Heyes, IVariuick,

Nemophila insignis and Cats. — I find an

effectual mode of protecting Nemophila beds from

being rolled by cats is to surround them with rabbit

netting when sown in the autumn. Being rather dis-

figuring, I have it removed when the plants are coming
into bloom, as at the present time, and find the cats

do not attack it so violently as when more tender.

The netting is also useful when protection from frost

is needed during the winter, A. Grubb, Glcnam.

Sweet Nancy.—At p. 471, in the paragraph

about "Sweet Nancy," " B. M." speaks of an
ancient provincial name of Narcissus as " Lanstibi,"

and questions its meaning. I think it has been a

misprint for " Laus tibi," judging from the analogous

name, " Gratia Dei," given to some medicinal plants,

particularly (as mentioned in the Nenj English Botany)

from its being possessed of properties making it useful

for medicinal purposes. A. Rawson, Bromley.

Strawberry Culture in Pots, &c.—Most people in

possession of a garden devote part of their time to the

cultivation of the Strawberry, and the few remarks
which I am about to offer are intended for the in-

formation of amateurs, and are based on my own
experience. For early forcing Black Prince and
Keens' Seedling are the best. Sir Charles Napier,

Sir Joseph Paxton and President, make a very good
succession, and are put to work in the order named.
The first runners that show should be layered in pots

(6o's) filled with good loam (for the Strawberry

delights in a stiff soil), and plunged to the rim to

prevent them drying up too quickly, and a stone
placed upon each runner to prevent them being blown
off; when dry they receive a watering, which should be
repeated when necessary ; and when the pots have
become partly filled with roots, they should be detached
from the parent plants, and the Black Prince shifted

into small 32's, and the others into large 32's and
24's. The pots should be well crocked—say 2 inches

of crocks. We use our best loam with a little road-

sweepings added. Previous to potting, the plants

should get a thorough soaking, for be it understood

that if potted when dry the chances are that they
remain so for several weeks afterwards, that is, until

the whole soil has become one mass of roots. In

potting the soil should be well pressed by a rammer ;

they should then be placed in a situation fully exposeci

to the sun (we find the Vine border walls to answer
admirably), but not too closely together, for if otherwise

placed they would become drawn. This done they

receive a watering, after which a little judgment will

be required in the application of water until they have
caught hold of the soil. When the pots get pretty

well filled with roots liquid manure may be applied

in a diluted state three or four times a week. But at

no time while growing should they be allowed to suffer

for want of water, and all runners should be kept

pinched off during their growing season. When the

plants have completed their growth by making nice

solid and well ripened crowns, theyshouldbeputto rest,

and the earlier in the season this can be accomplished,

the more satisfactory the results, which, with proper

treatment, may be anticipated in early forcing. With
regard to the time to commence forcing the Strawberry
much depends on circumstances, but there is not much
use in putting them into heat before the turn of the

day, but we always try, and therefore put a batch into

our first early vinery, which we start on November I.

Sometimes we are successful, and manage to gather a

dish about the middle of February. But much
depends on the weather, for in the absence of bright

weather, when the Strawberry is in flower, it is diffi-

cult to get them to set. Night temperature from 50°

to 60° ; day temperature, with sun, from 85° to 90°.

From the time the berries are set we use saucers,

which every Strawberry forcer knows the value of, as

they retain part of the water that passes through the

pots, which the plants ultimately absorb. So soon as

the fruits are set, they thould be thinned out, and not

allowed to remain for a week or more before doing so,

as is too often the case ; ten or twelve berries (much
depends upon the size and condition of the plants),

and those as near the same size as possible, will be

sufficient to leave on each plant, and which will weigh

as much as if thrice the number were left on the plants.
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The reason for leaving so many berries of equal size

on the plants is that each batch of plants in their

respective stages ripen their fruits at one time, when
they can be gathered, and the plants turned out-of-
doors or into some pit to be hardened off before they
infect the other plants with red-spider, whicli would
be the case were each batch of plants allowed to ripen
a successional crop. These plants should be placed as
near the glass as possible where they can have plenty
of air and sun—the former to set, and the latter to
ripen and give flavour to tlie fruit. Liquid manure
in a diluted state should be applied three or four
times a week, from the time the berries have set until

they begin to colour, when it should be withheld,
and clear water used. We force 1400 pots of Straw-
berries every year, and of these, when forcing is over,

we make a fresh plantation every year, destroying an
equal quantity of the old plants. These plants bear
a good crop the first year after planting, and after the
third year they are destroyed. The ground should
be trenched and well manured previous to planting,

when they should be planted in rows 2 feet apart, and
at the same distance in the rows. They should get a
thorough soaking the evening previous to planting.

H, W. Ward, Longford Caslle, Salisbury,

Apple Stocks.—I send you by this post specimens
of early flowering Apples, for the purpose of showing
their resemblance to one another, as well as to

prove that the sort marked Scott's Poramier de Para-
dis is earlier in coming into flower than the sort

marked as having been received from Mr. Barron,
of Chiswick Gardens, as their earliest flowering Para-
dise stock. I wish to call your attention to the
difference between the two as to earliness, as at

p. 541 of the Gardeners^ Chronicle, 1S74, it was
stated that the Chiswick variety was the earliest and
best stock. [It was so there. Eds.] It may have
been the earliest at Chiswick, but it is very different

here. I possess all the sorts of Paradise stocks that

are obtainable, and have plenty of Apples growing
upon them all, but I fail to find amongst them any
one sort that is equal in all respects to what I call

Scott's Pommier de Paradis. [This at Chiswick is much
given to develope knots or burrs, which the French
Pommier de Paradis does not. Eds.] I send a piece of
a branch cut from the Apple called Flower of France,
to show you how well and how strongly Apples
succeed upon my stock. There is no Apple in my
collection, numbering 1400 sorts, that flowers earlier

than my Paradise excepting the Irish Peach, but the
Oslin comes out nearly as soon. You will be able to
note the similarity of the sorts sent. I looked over
my collection this morning to see how many sorts

were in flower, and excepting the kinds sent to you
there are none else expanded, although several kinds
are fast advancing. Our Apple orchards, as a rule,

will hardly be in full flower before the middle of May.
Our Pears, Cherries, and Plums, are a sight worth
seeing. I never have seen such a sight, and I suppose
shall never see such another. Should May prove
propitious fruit will not pay for gathering, such is the
present appearance of the trees in this part. We had
a mild winter and warm summer, and now a cold dry
spring with but little frost in April, from 3° to 5° on
three nights during the month, and this did little

damage ; altogether the season has been a favourable
one as far as it has gone, but now a good rain would
much accelerate things. J. Scott, Merriott, April 28.

Fruit Prospects.—So far as the season has ad.
vanced we have every reason to expect a heavy
return. For many years past we have not experienced
such congenial weather during March and April.
Occasionally for a few days we had cold biting winds
from the north and north-east, but fortunately the
atmosphere was dry, and consequently no damage
occurred. Compared with the spring of 1S74 the
state of vegetation in 1S75 is at least two weeks later

—an advantage, as the increase of solar heat will, to
a great extent, counteract the effect of the May frosts.

It does not follow that an escape in one place or
locality is a guarantee that the fruit crops are every-
where safe. There are intervening circumstances
which bring about very different results— such as
altitude, a cold subsoil, or an excess of water. Water,
as most of us know, stands at the head of all radiating
substances, and consequently solar heat penetrates
through it very slowly ; while on the contrary, where
water passes off too freely, the damage is equally
severe during the warmth of summer, which reduces
the size of the fruit and deteriorates the flavour. The
quantity of Apple blossom is great, giving promise of
an abundant crop, and the same maybe said of Pears.
Peaches and Nectarines have set well, so much so
that at least three parts must be removed. Apricots
are a moderate crop. For this we cannot blame the
weather ; owing to some cause which I do not quite
understand the flowers were feeble and small, pro-
ducing a slight amount of pollen. As a rule Apricots
have never succeeded well with us, so much so that a
large part of the wall has been covered with glass.

Under protection the Moorpark, Hemskirk, Large
Red and Kaisha fruit freely, while the Royal is a shy
setter and guilty of dropping its fruit, still it is an ex-

cellent kind, and very desirable where Apricots suc-
ceed on the open wall. The crop of Plums will be,

unless by some mishap, excessive. Cherries are by
no means out of danger ; they are sometimes difficult

to manage, even on the open wall, as the crop is fas

often lost by a blazing sunshine as by too much cold
and wet. The prospect of small fruit is very en-
couraging—beyond what we usually experience.
Alexander Cramb, Tortworth,

The Past Winter.—Mr. Ellacombe's interesting

list of plants which have withstood or succumbed to

the severity of the past winter, tempts me to send you
a note of what I have experienced in a small way. It

must be remembered that my garden is at least 700
feet above the sea, the soil wet and sticky, and many
of the plants not well established. All things con-
sidered I have lost wonderfully little, though perhaps
the damage done is not yet fully discovered. I hope
Mr. Maw and others will give us a similar list of gains
and losses, as they are of great value to all gardeners
in this country. Plants alive, mostly uninjured, though
some are killed to the ground level :

—

Eomarea acutifolia Libertia pulchella

Bouvardia Rauwolfi=Leontice Xiphi
Chrysogonum Iris Keempferi (many

Bambusa Mctak6 quite unhurt, oniy
Aspidistra lurida (protected two killed)

with a Httle straw) ,, iberica

Cistus laurifolius „ acutifolia

„ albidus

,, corboriensis (foliage and
young wood mostly killed,

but plants breaking well)

„ lusitanicus (foliage and
young wood mostly killed,

but plants breaking well)
Primula erosa

Ceanothus Veitchii (against a
wall)

.

Fremontia californica (against
a wall, somewhat injured,
but breaking well)

Bignonia radicans

,, grandiilora (somewhat in-

jured, but breaking well)
Abelia rupestris

Akebia quinata
Smilax aspera
Cupressus orientalis (seedlings
brought in a bottle from
Smyrna last year).

Leontlce leontopetalon (per-
haps only dormant, as it must
be certainly able to stand

Iris tectorum.

Tricyrtis macropoda
Ophiopogon spicatus
Ornithogalum arabicum
Oxalis cernua

Plants apparently killed :

—

Eryngium broma;Ufolium
Callirhoe involucrata
Iris sinensis = fimbriata
Solanum jasminoides (on a wall,

not established)

Ophrys and Orchis, many species from Southern
Europe, though in a frame and covered with cocoa
fibre and mats during frost, have lost all their foliage,

and are probably dead. This is, I believe, solely the
result of frost, as all those I brought into the house in
November are well and flowering splendidly. N. y.
Elwes, Miserdine House, Cirencester.

Wireworm and Vine Roots.—I should be glad
to believe, if I could, with Mr. Pearson, that the
wireworm will not attack the Vine. Hitherto I have
had a conviction that it did, at certain stages at least.

One year I lost a few young Vines, just when coming
away from eyes. I did not find the wireworm actually

at work, but something had bored into the soft neck
of the young plants, just at the eye, and otherwise so
eaten into them that they died ; and in breaking up
the pieces of turf in which the eyes were inserted I

got the wireworm in the vicinity of the roots, and
thought the evidence sufficient to convict. That
season the turf we used was very much infested with
the worm. I have little fear, however, of it attacking
Vine roots after they get woody ; but when Vine eyes
are just beginning to grow, and those soft callosities

which are the forerunners of roots are forming round
the edges of the bark where the knife has passed
through, I think it will be found destructive enough.
7. S. iV.

Erythronium giganteum.—This distinct and
charming Dog's-tooth Violet forms quite a gay feature

in the herbaceous grounds at the York Nurseries. It

has been in full flower for some weeks past, and, to

all appearance, will continue so for ten or fourteen
days longer. As many as five flowers are frequently
produced on one stem. In its native habitat it is said

to produce as many as nine flowers on a stem. They
resemble the flowers of Liliumcolchicumincolour. The
form of the flowers, and the way in which they hang
upon the stem, suggest a miniature form of the beauti-
ful Lilium excelsum. The plants are growing in deep
spongy peat mixed with sand. This Erythronium
when cultivated in pots is very handsome, as the
plants can then be elevated so as to cause the flowers

to be seen to greater advantage ; for when the flowers

are merely looked down upon a great portion of their

beauty is lost, the centre of the flower being particu-

larly beautiful. H. P.

Paper Protectors.—I think it a pity that what I

did say respecting the trial of paper protectors over
the tops of a few trees should have been misunder-
stood by Mr. Lee of Hounslow, and I object to the

use of the words " simply ridiculous " as being beyond
the subject, which I thought was the discovery of

the reason why the Plum trees in question should
suffer such losses in shoots and leaves. We may
differ in opinion without being uncourteous. What

I attempted to'advocate was the greater use, or rather
the introduction, of paper as a protecting material of
immense power, as is well known in Japan for in-
stance. The difficulty of application "is obvious—
but here was a case where a few trees could have had
stout paper applied only to their tops. This would
have tested both the value of the protector, and done
sometliing to ascertain whether spring frosts—I am
no believer in October frosts as capable of injuring a
tree at its best time for defence—were the real cause
of injury. After all, if the Plum in question is tender,
there are others which are not so. I have at this
moment, on the lawn, three valuable specimen trees
of fair size, just planted, which, from having been too
long coming here, are looking very miserable. These
I have covered with stout newspapers sewed together,
and I hope to save the trees yet. Neither the wind
nor the rain has, as yet, damaged the paper. We had
no trouble whatever in winding this long roll of paper
round the trees, nor did it tear in so doing. What I
desire to call attention to is the use of this material,
as yet untried, for horticultural subjects. A little ex-
perience will modify all our ideas on this, as it has on
many similar things. It is also certain that the
original communication in the Gardeners' Chronicle,
recommending its use for early Potatos, has been
copied into many other journals, so that Mr. Lee will
find himself in a minority as to his idea of its value.
T. C, Brchaitt.

Co-operative Gartlening.—I read many years ago
in a horticultural magazine an account of a co-opera-
tive garden for gentlemen. The plan seems well
adapted for this place, and I should be much obliged
if any of your readers could aflford particulars of any
similar system in actual practice. About ten or fifteen
gentlemen purchased an acre or more of ground,
towards which each'contributed his quota, say; ;£'loo
apiece. The ground was then walled, leaving a
slip all round, a lodge for gardener built at the
main (south) entrance, and a conservatory at the top ;

walks were laid out and the inner portion lotted into
as many plots as there were proprietors. The gar-
dener protected and swept the garden, for which he
had the use of the lodge and slip, and also earned
money by managing the plots of those disposed to
engage his services. IV. If., Brighton.

The Double White-flowered Cherry.—Here-
with I beg to send you a spray of double flowers from
a Cherry tree 25 feet high, which may now be seen in
this square, covered to its very top with these lovely
white flowers. Horticulturists will appreciate the
sight when they are informed that this tree has not
been worked or grafted. Gardeners have greatly
admired this large specimen, nor do they lose sight of
the taste displayed by the late Sir Joseph Paxton in
mapping out the garden, which for its undulating
grass and serpentine walks remains unsurpassed in
London squares. F. J. B., Atnflhill Square, N. W.

May-Day in Cornwall.—Will you allow an old
Cornish woman to say a few words on the subject of
May-Day and its former observance in that county ?

In " the part which fetches furthest west " it was kept
in times long past as so entire a holiday that any
thrifty person who on that day attempted to pursue
his usual calling was subjected by his neighbours to

various ludicrous penalties. "About the springing
of the day" the younger members of every family and
of all degrees set forth in large parties to *' bring
home the May," thereby meaning the Hawthorn, if it

was to be found. But as Nature did not always
choose to send forth that lovely blossom so early, they
were obliged (as I suppose) to give the name in that

case to some other plant, and used instead to gather
the clear red shoots of the Sycamore, not the flowers.

Our name for the Lilac is Prince's Feather ; in

Devon only have I found it usurping the place of the

true May. Perhaps it may be worth while to add, in

reference to a late discussion, that I brought a few
plants of the exquisite Narcissus poeticus in its single

form a few years ago from a Cornish garden into a
light and most productive soil, and that being planted
in a clayey loam they are quickly becoming double,
fat, and heavy. Cotmnelina.

The Primrose Changing Colour.—Ihaveformany
years carefully observed the behaviour of the common
Primrose in the cultivated and half-cultivated state,

and have the strongest doubt, though I concede the
possibility, of any artificially produced change of
colour in this plant where the individual was born a
real pure primrose-coloured or white Primrose. This,
however, I know, that coloured blood, so to speak,
can exist, and remain latent in a normally coloured
cultivated subject, only showing its presence occa-
sionally in a purple streak, or more strongly in a
petal, or even an entire blossom. Old women, old
gardeners, intelligent, too, in their way, declare that

the wild Primrose treated with cow-dung in its

strongest and freshest state will produce the change,
but none of those with whom I have conversed ever

came well out of a properly conducted cross-exami-

nation. I may add, that the last witness I examined
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was a believer, and, according to his own account,

an eye-witness of the adder phenomenon. Would
your Eton correspondent kindly say how lonjj he had
known his Primroses in the uncoloured stale ? Also,

whether he cultivates coloured ones in his garden or

in the vicinity ? Also, again, whether ihe coloured

individuals are old plants (judging from habit and
appearance), or seedlings flowering for the first time

this spring ? The Primrose intercrosses naturally as

freely as the Brassicas ; it will also breed as

freely with the florists' Polyanthus, which seems
from this to be a strain, though a distinct and
remarkable one, of the species in question. I

have resumed the cultivation of my old nice strain of

this plant, and have made, I hope, a little advance
this spring. Among other things, I have at last suc-

ceeded in reproducing the curious *' blue Primrose," a
little less distinct in colour but of good form, and in

all probability fertile. I have also raised a fine double
lilac one, stalked. As I distributed both plants and
seeds to various friends a year or two since, I hope
they, by the aid of their own breeds and that of mine,

will soon raise this very charming plant to the rank of

a practicable florists' flower. R. T. Clarke^ North-
amptoHj May 2.

Duke of Edinburgh (Daniels') Cucumber.
—This is truly a magnificent Cucumber, so far as size

goes. To-day I have cut several from plants growing
in i2-inch pots, the largest of which measured 27
inches long, 7^^ in circumference, and weighing 5 lb. I

do not know whether this is an unusual size for this

variety to attain (with several growing on the same
plant) when grown in pots. I may state that they

were watered with liquid manure, as well as having

the pots top-dressed with short dung. Last year I

cut one of the Marquis of Lome Cucumber, which
was grown in the same-sized pots, and which received

the same treatment as above stated, which measured

27 inches long, and weighed 4^ lb. The skin of the
" Marquis " is more spiny and finer than that of the

"Duke;" the appearance of the latter is rather coarse,

but, nevertheless, it is a fine Cucumber. //. W.
Ward

J
Longford Castle^ Salisbury^ May 3.

International Potato Exhibition : a Sug-
gestion.—Many Potato-growers are very much
pleased to see that the "noble tuber" is now likely

to be raised to the position it deserves, thanks to Mr.
McKinlay and the other gentlemen who have framed
the liberal and complete schedule of the exhibition to

be held at the Alexandra Palace in September. There
can be no doubt but the show will meet with the

encouragement it deserves, and that it will be con-

tinued yearly with such alterations as may be found
necessary. Could it not be managed to have a medal
struck in commemoration of this the first show devoted
entirely to Potatos, and let one be awarded to the

exhibitor of the best dish of round, and another to the

exhibitor of the best dish of kidney Potatos in the

whole show, to be picked out of the exhibits in all the

classes, the medal to have the Alexandra Palace on
one side, and on the other a wreath of Potato haulm,
with the name of the exhibitor, and also the name
and native country of the Potato—thus : Awarded
to A. B. for American kidney Potato Snow-
flake, or to C. D. for English round Potato
Model ; and to give the show more of an international

character, in the event of the best dish in either class

being an American variety, let us pay the cost of the

medal, but if an English variety, let our American
cousins pay for it, and as they are now enthusiastic

Potato growers they would readily do so. If this

was done every year it would show at once the best

round and the best kidney Potato in cultivation [Not
necessarily, if they are judged by form, which is no
guide to flavour ; and beside?, the tubers which may
make up the handsomest dish on an exhibition table

might perhaps be selected from a second-rate cropper.

Eds.], and stimulate the rivalry in the production of

improved varieties (between the Fenns, &c., on this

side and the Bresees, &c., on the other side of the

water), which has been a chief reason for getting up
this international Potato exhibition. C. R.

Primula denticulata. — In the garden attached
to the residence of Mr. Samuel Barlow, Stoke Ilill

House, Chadderton, Manchester, and where there is

a constant battle going on between the smoke de-

posits on the one hand and bright flowers on the

other, one of the most surprising of several pleasant
features was a line of Primula denticulata, growing
in the open border, and fully exposed as the other
hardy flowers about it. Nice established tufts of it,

planted out two and three years, bore from seven and
eight, to thirteen, and even sixteen trusses of bloom,
and was even striking in front of a line of smoke-
begrimed evergreens. Mr. Barlow states that though
he lives some eight miles from the centre of Man-
chester, he has considerable difficulty in getting the

common Primrose ,to exist in his garden, while this

Nepaulese species, amid surroundings one would
imagine of a very different character to those of its

native mountains, flourishes unprotected, notwith-
standing that noxious deposits of sulphuric and

muriatic acids are constantly being made from the
great chemical works that surround Manchester.
R. D.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XVIL
Anthony Parsons.

In Mr. Anthony Parsons, whose portrait we now
publish, we have one of the comparatively few profes-

sional horticulturists who, to a thorough knowledge of

practical gardening in all its departments, adds a well-

trained acquaintance with the culture and merits of

florists' flowers. In consequence of this extended range

of information, no less than for his uncompromising and
unswerving integrity, his services are much sought for

and appreciated as a censor at the metropolitan exhibi-

tions. He was born in 1810, at Merton, in Surrey,

his father, whom it was his great misfortune to lose

while he was yet young, being a small farmer, and
carrying on also the business of a hay and corn dealer.

"To a passion for flowers, which possessed me
from my very earliest days," writes Mr. Parsons, "I
trace the impulse which caused me to follow horticul-

tural pursuits to gain a living. I used to save up my
pence to jiurchase Primroses, Daisies, and such plants.

As I grew my ambition increased, and, among other
things, I purchased a Pelargonium called Commander-
in-Chief. This purchase I shall never forget, my
delight in its possession was so great that it deter-

dyi^-^r^^-i^

mined me in my future career. Shortly after this

period a friend of the family, Mr. Lee, entered the
service of the Earl of Chichester, at Stanmer Park,
near Brighton, as gardener, and, knowing my desire,

he oflered to take me into the gardens. I read ily accepted
his offer, and was duly installed in the office of kitchen
boy, filling up my spare time in the houses under the

late James Cuthill, who was foreman. After two years'

service I left, and shortly after entered the employ of

Mr. Charles Robinson, of Thames Ditton, where I

worked hard, and learned much. I remained here
one season, a considerable part of which time I was
employed in the houses. I left Thames Ditton to

accept a situation offered by Mr. Hugh Fenton, gar-

dener to J. Berens, Esq., Keventon, St. Mary's Cray.
At this place there was a very fine collection of herb-
aceous plants, made by the former gardener, Mr. R.
Sim, now of Foot's Cray, and I used to spend hours
of my spare time in studying these plants, and learning
their names. While here I first took an interest in

British Ferns, in search of which I made frequent
excursions about the neighbourhood, where in those
days many fine species as well of Ferns as of British

Orchids were to be found. Here, also, I made myself
acquainted with the Kentish system of Filbert and
bush pruning, there being many hundreds of acres of
these under cultivation in the locality.

"I left Keventon in 183 1 to take the foreman's
place at the Retreat, Battersea, where I stayed but
six months, when I left to take charge of the gardens
of J. Ricardo, Esq., in whose service I remained until

his death.
" My friend, Mr. William Andrews, Pine and

Grape grower, of Vauxhall, then recommended me to

A. R. George, Esq,, of Ponder's End, into whose
service I entered in February, 1S33. The experience I

had been gathering up now began to bear fruit, and I

exhibited for many years with great success at Chiswick
and the metropolitan shows, Pines, Grapes, Rose.=,

and many other things. I also turned my attention

to the improvement of various florists' flowers, one of
my first achievements being to raise the Dahlia known
as Metropolitan Wonder. Great numbers of Pansies
raised by me were introduced to the l)o[icultural

world by May and others. The Verbena Enfield
Scarlet was another of my productions ; and I also

had considerable success in raising new varieties of

Petunias. Later on I made Hollyhocks my chief

study, with very satisfactory results—letting out, through
Mr. Chater, twelve fine varieties in one season, 185 1.

My employer died in August of this year, and my un-
bloomed seedlings passed into the hands of Messrs.
Paul, who, I believe, found them to be a very fine lot.

" From Ponder's End I came to D.anesbury, where
I now am. Since I came here I have had to carry
out improvements in the pleasure-grounds, involving
the making of new roads and of a new kitchen
garden, and I have also had to make a hardy fernery,

which now contains a m.agnificent collection of British
Ferns, and is well known to many admirers of these
truly lovely plants. The Grapes, Peaches, and fruits

grown here have always been of first-rate quality. Nor
have florists' flowers been altogether neglected by me
since I came here, although I have had much besides
to occupy my attention. My later experiments have
been with Achimenes, in which I have been eminently
successful, having obtained among others Mauve
Queen, Aurora, Williamsii, and Fire-fly, which are
not yet approached by the production of any other
raiser. Besides thus devoting my attention to the
improvement of flowers, I have found opportunities
from time to time to attempt the amelioration of
vegetables, several of which I have had the satisfac-

tion of improving."

Reports of Societies.

Horticultural of Newr South Wales : Feb. 24.—We abstract from the Sydney Morning Herald the
following particulars of the autumn exhibition of this

Society, which took place on Feb, 24 in the Botanic
Garden, The weather was delightful, a fresh breeze from
the sea moderating the warmth of the sun, and afford-
ing a delicious coolness. The exhibition was thrown
open at I o'clock, and during the afternoon it was in-

spected by a very large number of visitors, most of
whom were ladies, A great improvement was notice-
able in the appearance of the gardens, the late rain
having imparted a freshness to everything around.
The exhibition of plants was good, but little support
was given by the growers of fruit and vegetables.
One of the principal objects of the Society should be
to encourage the introduction of new and valuable
products in this department, and to promote a high
degree of culture ; but the prizes awarded do not ap-
pear to tempt growers. The plants shown were not
so numerous as on some former occasions, but, as a
whole, they were better grown ; and the collection
from the Botanic Garden was about the best and most
attractive which has been shown for some years. On
the stage opposite the entrance were placed twenty
plants grown by Mr. Brown, whose plant of Alocasia
metallica was the best yet shown by an amateur,
and whose specimens of Hibiscus Guilfoylei were well
grown and richly coloured ; an Ixora covered with a
magnificent head of reddish flowers, and the pretty

purple spikes of the variegated plant called Ophio-
pogon Jaburan variegatus were much admired, as

were the Croton Mortii and Dracaena Baptistii, both
well known to frequenters of flower shows. The plant
of Cyrtoccras reflexum was well worthy of remark.
In another collection, shown by the same exhibitor,

Croton undulatum appeared to be the best ; while
the double-flowered white Azalea secured attention,

for it is an unusual thing to get these beautiful spring
blossoms in autumn. Among the other plants exhibited
by Mr. Brown were three good Crotons, some of them
new ; three Marantas, and a specimen of Angelonia
grandiflora, whose numerous spikes of light purple
flowers make it a valuable addition to any outdoor
collection at this season of the year. Mr. Joseph
Graham's collection of Dractenas, Crotons, and mis-
cellaneous plants challenged admiration by the diver-

sity of their colours and the beauty of their form.
.Some of the Dracaenas were new to the colony ; but,

irrespective of that, Queen Victoria will be generally
esteemed the best. Of the halfa-dozen Crotons, C,
volutum was the only one named ; two were long
narrow-leaved varieties, in one of which light green
and yellow predominated, the foliage of the other being
dark green blotched with red. The dark variety of

Phyllanthus has its variegation richly developed, and
the habit of the plant was good.

The exhibition of plants from the Botanic Garden, if

not the most numerous was certainly the best collection

shown from that establishment for some years past.
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The specimens, taken as a whole, were splendidly

grown, and we should have hardly thought that such
magnificent growths could have been housed with the
very inferior accommodation at command. The
collection consisted of about eighty plants, the top-

most row comprising some very handsome Palms.
The clear bright yellow flowers of the different

varieties of AUamanda were very conspicuous ; but
not more so than the massive richness of a new twisted
leaved Croton, from Fiji, the upper portion of which
is pure yellow, the foliage at the base being dark
green, mottled with red. The halberd-shaped Croton,
named Disraeli, which was first shown by Mr.
Macoafee, improves on acquaintance, and with age
has developed a richness and variety of colour which
could scarcely have been anticipated. The Fijian

Croton liarwoodianum was also another admirable
variety, and nothing could well exceed the vivid tints

of gold and crimson which illuminated the midrib and
veins of the leaves. Among other Crotons of great

merit, C. undulatum was much admired on account
of the richness of its bronze and crimson markings.
The Marantas in this collection included several old
favourites ; we may name M. Porteana, M. zebrina,

and M. regalis as being the largest and best grown
specimens which have been exhibited for some time.

M. pulchella, similar in habit to M. zebrina, though
of smaller growth and lighter foliage, was much
admired. The collection of Dracaenas included two
new sorts from Samoa ; and of the Palms, two of the
most interesting were an unnamed one from the
Royal Gardens at Kew, and Pritchardia Martiana.
Caladiums are always a principal feature in the
autumnal exhibitions of the Society, and those exhibited

this year possessed great beauty if they lacked the
charm of novelty. There were some new introductions,

but none which surpass the old favourites. In this

collection was a nice little plant of Erythrina Parcellii,

or E. picta, whose golden midrib and veins make the
foliage of this South Sea Island Coral-tree so rich

;

and the bronze-coloured Passillora-shaped foliage of
the new Fig, Ficus Cannoni, introduced by Mr.
Walter Hill, of Brisbane, is another admired curiosity

from that vast field of vegetable wonders—the South
Sea Islands. There were some very beautiful Ferns in

this collection, among the rest Adiantum farleyense
(which is quite new here) and A. concinnum, which
is but little known, and whose graceful habit and per-
fect development make them coveted.

Mr. Graham showed three of the new Allamandas,
two of which were well flowered ; a specimen of
Begonia carminata, which, although not new, is still

far from common, and as seen on this occasion a
show plant of rare excellence and beauty. Mr.
Graham was also great in Caladiums. The collection

of plants from Jlr. Piper included some interesting

exhibits. The light-coloured Phyllanthus was a very
pretty shrub. Mr. Kippax showed great skill as an
amateur ; and an exceedingly interesting collection

of Palms and Ferns were sent by Captain Broomfield,
who at former exhibitions has earned a reputation for

the rarity and excellence of his Carnations and other
spring flowers ; they were all grown in a bush-house,
and many a professional might well envy the wonder-
ful success which has rewarded Captain Broomfield's
horticultural efforts.

Mr. Piper was almost the only exhibitor of fine-

foliaged Begonias, but he well filled up this section,

and among his miscellaneous plants we would call

particular attention to the specimen of Coprosma
Baueriana variegata, which will form a very handsome
shrub for the border.

Near the centre was placed a large and very interest-

ing collection of novelties, many of which were the
fruit of Mr. Charles Moore's visit to Europe, and
although the plants had as yet attained only a small
growth they were all shown in fine condition, and will

be much sought after for greenhouse decoration.
Among many others we may enumerate Eugenia
Ugni variegata and Daphne elegantissima, which will

be very valuable for outdoor cultivation ; Curmeria
picturata, Phyllotrenium I.indeni, Kcempferia Ros-
coeana, Iligginsia macrophylla, Maranta orbifolia,

Aphelandra nitens, Campylobotrys discolor, Mar-
tinezia granatensis, and several handsome Alternan-
theras and Ferns.

Lady Robinson exhibited a number of very beautiful
Ferns, as well as choice specimens of Sanchezia,
Diplazium esculentura, Rhapis flabelliformis, and
Musa vittata, a plant quite new to the exhibition.

In the collection of Mr. Woof, gardener to Henry
Prince, Esq., there were some excellent exhibits of
Croton, Caladium, Dracaena, Maranta, /Echmea ful-

gens, Lilium speciosum, Marattia, Cissus discolor

(Java), and a number of very handsome Lycopods.
The exhibits of the Hon. T. W. Smart included a
choice lot of Ferns ; Areca sapida, a fine Palm ; the
very pretty Maranta tubispatha, Dicksonia squarrosa,
a fine Tree Fern ; Hypolepis tenuifolia, Cyathea
dealbata, and Alocasiamacrorrhiza, the last mentioned
being especially good, and of large and perfect

growth. Mr. R. Piper, gardener to the Hon. Henry
Moore, exhibited a fine collection of Ferns and cut

flowers ; the latter consisting principally of Verbenas

and Gloxinias of fine form and careful nurture. Mr.
Saxby's cut flowers included some pretty Zinnias,

Verbenas, Antirrhinums, Asters, and Phloxes ; those
of Mr. Brown, some finely formed Dahlias and
Verbenas. Mr. Brown also exhibited some large

and remarkably well grown Figs.

Royal Botanic.

—

Messrs. Jackman's Clematis
E.XHIBITION.—In this exhibition, which was opened
on Saturday last in the glass corridor leading to the
large conservatory in the Royal Botanic .Society's

Garden, Regent's Park, we have one of the most
novel displays that has been seen for a very long
time, and which is truly of surpassing excellence. All
who have attended the spring shows of this Society
will know that the larger exhibits are placed on a
somewhat elevated stage running the length of the
back wall, some 200 feet long, and the dwarfer grow-
ing subjects and cut blooms on a lower stage of the
same length in front of the glazed side. To give
an idea how the Messrs. Jackman have arranged
their show, we may mention that all the staging before
alluded to has been removed, and a temporary struc-

ture along the back 'wall has been substituted, this

being arranged in three tiers, the highest of which
does not carry the plants above the line of sight. The
tallest plants are placed at the back, and the smaller
ones in front, according to their size, the outside row
of plants, about iS inches high, completely hiding the
staging. Some 350 plants are thus dealt with, and,
with few exceptions, these, consisting of the varieties

named below, and a host of unnamed seedlings,

are in nice flower, but not yet quite at their best. The
bright coloured are relieved here and there by suit-

able-sized specimens of Retinosporas and other choice
Conifers, pyramidal Hollies, &c., the whole furnish-

ing a floral tableau of sparkling brilliancy and rare

interest.

The varieties in flower of the patens type during
the past week are : —Fair Rosamond, blush-white, with
a somewhat indistinct wine-red bar, and very promi-
nent rosette of stamens—a very fine flower, with the
additional attraction of beingdelicately scented ; Lady
Londesborough, deep mauve or bluish lilac, with a
purplish red bar ; Albert Victor, deep lavender, with
pale bar ; Miss Bateman, white, with chocolate-red
anthers

; patens floribunda, French-white ; Sophia
plena, lilac-purple, double under ordinary cultivation,

but, being forced for the purpose of this display, the
flowers have very singularly all come single ; Stan-
dishii, light mauve-purple ; Mrs. S. C. Baker,
French-white, with claret bar, very fine ; the Queen,
pale lavender, or mauve-lilac, and primrose-scented,
very fine ; and Stella, deep mauve, with well-defined
reddish plum-coloured bar. AH the above are more
or less well known.
The following new varieties, not yet in commerce,

and belonging to the same type, are also represented :

Miss Crawshay, eight-sepalled, 6 inches across, deli-

cate rosy pink, a novelty as regards colour, and a free

grower ; Edith Jackman, blush-white, with a purplish
rose or wine-red bar, which is not shown in plants
that have been forced ; Lord Derby, eight-sepalled, 5
inches across, pale lavender or bluish mauve, very
fine ; Lord Mayo, 5 inches across, deep rosy lilac,

darker towards the base, and especially down the bar,

sweet scented, and very fine ; Countess of Lovelace,
double, with bluish lilac guard sepals, and a rosette-

like deep lilac centre, in the style of John Gould
Veitch, but a' much superior flower, and a more
vigorous grower ; Maiden's Blush, eight-sepalled,

delicate blush-white, bright rosy lilac at the base of
the bar, and marked by a creamy stain ; Vesta, dead-
white, with a creamy tint over the central bar, form
very fine, the best white yet raised ; Ada, lavender-
blue, with mauve edges, flowers 4 to 5 inches over,
and very freely produced ; Aureliana, a Continental
variety, scarcely distinguishable from Standishii ; and
Sir Garnet Wolseley, rich plum colour, with a shaded
red bar, distinct, and a very free bloomer. The
florida type is represented by the well-known C.
Fortunei, Lucy Lemoine, a very great improvement
on the first-named ; and John Gould Veitch.
Of the lanuginosa type we noticed only the fol-

lowing new varieties :—Princess of Wales, deep bluish
mauve, seven-sepalled, and about 5 inches over ; it

has good foliage, is a very free grower and flowerer,

and remarkable for the great depth of its colour

;

Robert Hanbury, six-sepalled, mauve-lilac, shaded
red up the bars, a very fine flower of good substance
and grand foliage ; Morikata Oke, bluish lilac, with
a well marked deeper coloured margin, pretty, and
very free ; and Angelina, eight-sepalled, 4—5 inches
over, bluish lilac, with edges of a deeper colour, very
fine, and free blooming.
Three only of the Jackmanni type are represented,

viz , Lady Stratford de Redcliffe, eight-sepalled, 6
inches over, of a delicate and peculiar tint of mauve
colour. Rubella, rich claret-purple ; and a new one,

not yet sent out, named W. E. Essington, six-

sepalled, of a reddish violet hue, deeper towards
the base. This is a great acquisition, the plant

flowering twice during the year, and though it be-

longs to the summer and autumn blooming sec-

tions, it comes into flower naturally with the patens
type.

Thomas Moore, pucy violet, with white stamens, is

the only member of the viticella type yet in flower.

Mr. William Paul's Rose Show.—Mr. Paul's
annual display of pot Roses, &c., which was last

year held at the Crystal Palace, and the year previous
at the large exhibition tent at South Kensington, has
this year been transferred to the well-known Rhodo-
dendron tent in the Royal Botanic Society's garden at

Regent's Park. As at South Kensington, Mr. Paul has
had to fight against the difficulties incumbent upon the
want of accessories in the way of bold clumps of dark-
foliaged trees and shrubs to relieve or set off' the bright
colours of the grand blossoms on his giant Rose trees.

At South Kensington the plants, though very fine, were
dwarfed to an appreciable extent by the height of the
structure, and their thinness on the ground. This
defect Mr. Paul has attempted to remedy at Regent's
Park by planting, in the more conspicuous points of
view, suitable clumps of pictorial trees, such as the
variegated Acer Negundo, the golden and silver-leaved
Elder, the Purple Nut, the Sea Buckthorn, &c.; but
the fates have been against him, and, the season being
late, the planted trees have refused to clothe them-
selves in their parti-coloured foliage, and, instead of a
striking and efi'ective display, which the ground
favoured, there is nothing to catch the eye but blossoms
upon blossoms of Roses, and the result from a pic-

torial point of view is disappointing, Horticulturally
speaking—that is, from a grower's point of view—Mr.
Paul's Roses, as usual, leave nothing to be desired ; they
are there in hundreds,' old sorts and new ones, and
in all sizes, from those in an S-inch pot to trees 6 feet

high and 4 feet through, and all superbly flowered.
It is needless to repeat the names of the varieties

which Mr. Paul shows, for he shows all that are worth
growing, and, excepting the newer ones, the names
are familiar enough. Tiie new Star of Waltham is

shown very fine, as also are Princess Christian, Prin-
cess Beatrice, Marie Van Houtte, Madame Hippolyte
Jamin, Captain Christy, Marquis de Castellane,

Catherine Mermet, Madame Lacharme, and Peach
Blossom.

Forestry.
Now is the time to prosecute with all diligence the

peeling or tan-flaying of Oak, Larch, Alder, Willows,

and all other descriptions of wood and timber, whether
for the sake of the bark itself or in order to improve
the wood by making it more suitable for a variety of

rustic and other purposes. At one time it was believed

that if Larch trees were peeled in the growing position,

and allowed to stand six or eight months before cut-

ting down, the timber of such trees would not, on
being manufactured and seasoned, warp or twist, as it

is liable to do when cut in the usual way. Experience

has, however, proved that such is a false belief, and
now the dangerous and expensive mode is departed

from both as regards Larch and other timber.

According as the price of labour increases and day
wages rise, the tendency on the part of employers is to

resolve as much work as possible into contract or

piece-work, and the peeling or tan-flaying, which at

one time was invariably done by day-work, is now
almost universally done by contract, at least upon all

properties of large extent where such work is exten-

sively carried on.

It is imperative that all curious, fancy, and fantastic

growths, whether roots, stems, boughs, or branches,

which are intended for careful preservation in their

natural nude state, should be peeled on the first rise

or flow of the sap, or at least before the cambium has
begun to form into alburnum ; otherwise, when the

latter operation takes place, the transparency of the

wood is destroyed, the fine, delicate convolutions
and intricate network is obscured, and the smooth
glossy surface abr.aded in such a way that no subsequent
manipulations of art can restore it to its original

beauty and elegance. For the sake of those, how-
ever, who are more engaged in plain practical work
than fancy, ornamental and artistic kinds, I would
give the following direction as the result of my
own experience in different parts of the kingdom.

In the North of Scotland the following transaction

took place ini 866 ;—The plantations thinned were from
eighteen to thirty years old, composed principally of
Larch, with a small mixture of Scotch Fir and Norway
Spruce, together with a few hard woods, chiefly Oak,
Elm, Sycamore, and Birch. The trees were all

marked by the forester previously, and shown to the

contractors in the usual way, and the conditions were
— I. To cut and peel all the Larch trees (except such
as were bark-bound). 2. To carry all the bark
out of the plantation, erect stages, and dry it there-

upon. 3. To chop, bag and put upon trucks at

railway station.

The whole quantity of bark peeled was 27 tons,
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which realised £,%^ 2s.—;^3 Us. 6J. per ton delivered.

The various items of expense stand thus—
jC S. ,1.

Cutting trees, peeling nnd carrying bark .. .. 26 3 1

Chopping and putting iiUo bags .. .. .. 9 5 11

CartiHR to railway station, from i to 3 miles .. 700
Railway carriage to market, about 50 miles.

.

.

.

1982
Incidental expenses .. ,. ,. .. 1 13 o
Discounts .. .. .. .. .. 2129

'I'otal expenditure .. .. ^66 411

The clear profit is thus £20 i^s. !</., which would
have been considerably greater but for the distance

and expense of conveyance to market—an item essen-

tially variable.

Amongst other experiments I have found 50 cubic

feet ofmedium-size Larch trees yield 16 stone imperial

of green bark, equal to 9 stone 7 lb. dry. One super-

ficial foot of Larch bark, taken o(T one foot above-

ground, gives I lb. 14 oz. green, or i lb. 4 oz. dry;

one superficial foot of Larch bark from middle of tree

gives I lb. 3 oz. green, or 12 oz. dry ; one superficial

foot of bark from top of tree, i lb. 2 oz. green, or 15

oz. dry.

The operation of Oak-barking begins in the

South of England about the middle of April, and

in Scotland about the middle of May. Some
localities, and also some trees, are much earlier than

others, and it requires the practised eye of the forester

to discern when tlie trees are in the most proper state

for operating upon, the size and form of the bud being

the principal index to such a state.

In Sussex the operation of tan-flaying, as it is there

termed, is much in advance of any I have seen in any
other part, nor can any better evidence be sought or

given of the superior management, and specially the

harvesting of the bark in England as compared with

Scotland, than the fact of its commanding lOs. or

20J-. per ton more in the market.

In contracting for peeling Oak it usually lets at

about yos. per ton, including felling the trees, dry-

ing or harvesting, 2s. per ton extra, and 9^. per ton

for chopping and putting into bags. Wood mer-

chants make a calculation of 4^/. worth of bark to

each cubic foot of Oak timber, including the bark

upon the branches, up to 2 inches diameter.

The following extracts from my note-book are

taken as they occurred at random in Scotland :—

A

man in one day peeled 6 cwt. of green bark, equal to

3 cwt. 6 stone dry. Fifty cubic feet of Oak timber pro-

duces 8 cwt. green bark, equal to 5 cwt. 4 stone dry.

One superficial foot of bark taken from the trunk of

the tree near the ground weighed, when green, 3^ lb.,

and when dry, 2 lb. 4 oz. One superficial foot from near

the middle of the tree weighed 2 lb. green, and

I lb. 4 oz. dry. One superficial foot of bark taken

from a large branch weighed i^ lb. green, and 12 oz.

dry. Young fleshy bark is the best and most valu-

able, but loses most in weight during the harvesting.

Care should be exercised in stripping the bark to take

it off in lengths of 3 feet, and as broad as possible
;

and no mallets should be used if possible, as thereby

the tanning properties of the bark are much deterio-

rated. In harvesting, the bark should be set on end
in long double ranges, and not laid or built upon
stages as is generally practised, to its very serious

detriment and depreciation of value. C. Y. Michie^

CiiUen, May 4.

%\% iilla iarkn.
Watering.—Dry weather is a visitation that per-

plexes the soul of an elementary Villa gardener, and

after two or three days of bright sunshine he com-

mences watering, at all hours and at all times, as if the

act were as essential to his own existence as to that of

his plants. He rarely waters wisely or effectually, and

he had a great deal better not do it at all. But you

cannot force him to take your advice, and it is very

difficult to persuade him he is wrong. Still it is well

to reason with him, and in doing so let us observe

that though the soil may be dry on the surface it is

yet nice and cool and moist about the roots of the

plant ; and though the action of the noon-day sun

may cause a plant to flag, the refreshing dews of the

evening will soon bring it right again. If our Villa

gardener will note a \^\<i of his plants, he will find,

notwithstanding the apparent drought, which gives

him so much uneasiness, that they gradually attain

size and make a vigorous growth. Let him set him-

self to stir the surface soil about the plants, not

descending deep enough to disturb the roots, for in

dry weather there is nothing like a loose soil frequently

stirred on the surface to mitigate the effects of drought.

He will be certain to demur to this, and deem it para-

doxical, but it is a fact notwithstanding.

Only a few days ago we observed a neighbour, who,

without being a very intelligent, is at any rate a most

assiduous gardener, taking advantage, as he thought,

of the cool of the evening to water his garden, and he

was casting about him in every direction a fine spray

from a rose watering pot, as if he, at least, enjoyed

it. He watered nothing thoroughly, but he moist-

ened everything in his way. As the evening advanced

the air grew chilly and cold, the wind had the east-

ward position, and the early morning saw a while

frost, and the sun rising bright and clear over the

blossoms on which it was deposited, last night's

sprinking having assisted the mischief. One or two
very simple principles will serve to explain how water-

ing in such a way at such a time may do mischief.

The temperature about the blossoms was fast falling

as the shades of evening came on, and the application

of the water at that time only served to augment the

cold. The moisture deposited on the flowers tvas

seized on by the frost, and converted into ice, and a

greater body of cold was thereby created, and there

was a heavier deposit of frost. The lighter the deposit

of frost on the flowers, the less danger is there when
the rising sun strikes it ere it is thawed. Thus it is

that gardeners, when they are calculating the chances

of frost overnight, say, '* Well, the air is nice and dry,

and so it may not do much harm after all." Then
the sprinkling given to the soil about the trees only

served to cool the surface, without descending to the

roots and moistening them. Heat was thus drawn
from the soil that it were better should have been
retained.

And there is another point worth bringing out a

little more clearly, for we have already slightly

touched upon it. It will often happen that, when
the soil about the roots is damp enough to keep the

plants doing well, that they will flag under the efiects

of a bright sun following close, cloudy weather.

Roots and leaves alike have been acting in perfect

harmony in promoting the well-being of the plants,

when a bright hot sun breaks out suddenly, and, to

put a physiological effect into plain words, *' the

quickened activity of the leaves in evaporating cannot

at once be met by the action of the roots, though
moist enough, and flagging and signs of distress

follow." Those who are not well informed on
the matter at once proceed to pour water over the

soil that was moist enough the night before, and
which leaves it afterwards much too wet. As that fine

gardener, the late Mr. Robert Fish, put it, "the
result is that the soil is cooled inordinately by evapo-

ration, and thus frequently pailful after pailful of

water is used without redressing the evil, when a few
quarts thrown as a sort of mist over the foliage would
prevent all the mischief and most of the labour, and
leave the soil in a more healthy condition. In a

bright sun the leaves would soon dry, and therefore

no danger would ensue from the foliage being left in

a damp state at night. Such a slight syringing will

most commonly be required during the forenoon. A
slight shading would often answer equally well."

This last sentence contains a wholesome truth. When
we see a plant with drooping leaves our practice is to

invert a flower-pot over it for the sake of shade ; or if

it should be too large for the pot, then it is shaded
by Slicking a few sprigs of an evergreen shrub

about it.

Now let us apply this matter of watering to the

greenhouse also, for it applies with as much point

there as to plants in the open ground. During sunny
bright weather, especially if it be accompanied by a

breeze, plants in pots dry rapidly under glass. Our
Villa greenhouse is open to the south, and the sun

shines on it for several hours during the day. We
have a tank in a sunny corner, and thus the water is

to some extent chilled. Now, as a rule the water
should be as nearly as possible as warm as the atmo-
phere about the plants. If there is no water in the

house, use rain-water ; but if rain-water is not at

hand, then let that used, whether from pump or

cistern, have the benefit of the sun shining on it during
the day. The Villa gardener should have a tub placed

in the open air in a sunny place during the summer
months, so that the water may become warmed before

it is applied to the plants. To take cold hard water
from a pump and apply it at once to plants is inju-

rious, and it is a practice that should be avoided.

In cloudy, dull weather plants do not dry nearly so

rapidly as in sunn)', drying weather, therefore less

water at the roots is required. Our practice is to look
over our plants every morning before breakfast, and not

to water any unless the soil on the surface is beginning
to dry or has become dry. If the plants are strong

and growing vigorously apply water two or three

times, if weakly only once. If the day is hot and
sunny, some will want water again in the evening.

We also syringe occasionally during the day, or dis-

tribute a fine spray through the fine rose of a water-

ing-pot over the foliage of the plants, and even the

flowers, unless it is something whose flowers might be
injured. W^hen thus syringed in sunshine there is

always a free current of air passing through the house
;

and we never realise among our plants, though we
cultivate a rather miscellaneous collection, those evils

of burning, spotting, and blotching of the leaves,

which are so much enlarged upon as the consequence

of the sun shining on damp foliage.

STATEOF run WEATHER AT BLACKIIEATJl, LONDON

t

For the Week ending Wednesday, Mav g, 1875.
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of an inch at Bradford and Hull, The average fall

over the country was two-tenths of an inch. At
Bristol, Birmingham, Norwich, and Nottingham no
rain fell.

The weather during the week was fine, bright, but
the sky cloudy at times. Showers of rain fell gene-

rally on Saturday, May I.

In Scotland the extreme high day temperatures
ranged from 67^° at Aberdeen to 59|° at Glasgow,
the general average being ^t^. The extreme low
night temperatures varied between 41^" at Dundee
and Aberdeen, and 34.^° at Paisley ; with a general

average of 38°. The mean of the extreme ranges

of temperature in the week was 25°. The mean tem-
perature of the air for the week was SOj", being half

a degree lower than that of England, and a quarter

of a degree higher than the value for the corresponding

week in 1S74 ; the highest in the week was at Dundee,
5o|°, and the lowest at Paisley, 49 i°. Rain fell at

Glasgow to the amount of seven-tenths of an inch, at

Paisley one-tenth only was measured ; the average fall

over the country was four-tenths of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 65A*, the

lowest was 36^°, the mean 52^°, and the rainfall

0.67 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.— Gloxinias are amongst the most

useful summer decorative plants we possess, standing

for weeks in a conservatory that is kept a little closer

than an ordinary greenhouse, but to make them of

use in this way they must not be grown in their early

stages too hot, or where they receive an insufficiency

of air and light by being crowded amongst plants of

larger growth. To prepare them for removal to cooler

quarters as the season gets further advanced they

should now be kept where the night temperature is

not much over 60°, with plenty of air, and on a shelf

either up to the front lights, or, still better, over the

paths, with their tops a few inches from the roof glass.

The flowers of these plants are very useful for decorat-

ing the base of March's stands or similar appliances

when grown as above indicated, but, as often seen, they

are so soft and flabby as to become bruised with the

slightest touch, and so are comparatively useless, for no-

thing in its way can be more objectionable than bruised

or flagging flowers, a very few of which completely

destroy the appearance of what otherwise would be a

pleasing arrangement. AcJmjienes and TyditaSj in

either pots or baskets, should be similarly grown
where required for decorating cooler houses during

the summer ; by being so treated their duration in

flower will be double that of weakly soft-grown

plants, to still further prolong which, as soon

as they show bloom give them manure-water, not too

strong, once or twice a week : applied at this time it

will be found much more effectual than if withheld

until the plants are partially exhausted by flowering.

Neriums (Oleander) now in heat must be plentifully

supplied with water, to enable them to open their

flowers. They are profuse rooting, water-loving

plants, that cannot endure to become dry. They
are not so much grown as from their easy culture

and general usefulness they should be. Where pre-

pared in 6 or 8-inch pots in sufficient numbers they

will furnish a succession for many weeks, and are

equally useful for general decoration, in the shape of

blooming plants, or for cutting. For the latter purpose
they are little inferior to Carnations, especially the

white varieties.

Nepenthes will now be commencing to grow freely
;

they should be kept quite close to the glass, slightly,

but not too much, shaded, with abundance of

water at the roots, giving it to them once a day,

and syringing overhead in the afternoons. This is

necessary, as if any thrips, especially the small yellow

species, exists, it will establish itself upon them, injur-

ing both leaves and pitchers, so as to cause their

decay long before their allotted time. Any that require

more root-room should be potted without delay,

but on no account overpot, or the soil will be

liable to become sour—a condition from which

they rarely recover. They do well in an

equal mixture of chopped sphagnum and good
fibrous peat, with all the earthy matter sifted

out ; add to this a fifth part of crocks or charcoal,

broken small, and a sprinkling of sand. When in

active growth weak manure-water twice a week will

benefit them.
Ardisia crenulata and A^ a-enulaia alba should

now be in a nice growing temperature, with sufli-

cient light to keep them short-jointed and stout.

When in flower they must not be kept too hot and
moist, or their berries will not set freely, which so

much reduces their value as decorative subjects.

These Ardisias are much the most useful in a small

state, with single stems, in 6 or S-inch pots. If not

already done seeds should now be sown in well-

drained pans, filled with fine sandy peat, covering the

seed with a fourth of an inch of soil, and placing in

heat. When large enough to handle pot them singly

in thumb-pots, in similar soil to that advised for sow-

ing the seed in. The highly-perfumed Clei-odendron

fragrans will now be pushing up its flowers, as also

C. fallax and C. K(E7npferi. These should be
liberally supplied with manure-water. With quick-

growing plants of this description, that will bear, at

the time of potting, much of the old soil removing, it

is not necessary to use nearly such large pots as they

are often grown in, providing they are regularly fed

with manure-water after their flowers are formed. This

treatment has the effect of producing a larger head of

bloom, proportionate with the size of the plants, than

if all the manurial sustenance they receive were put

in the soil at the time of potting ; it also has the

desirable effect of restricting the size of the leaves in

such plants ; which if potted in rich soil with a deal

of root-room are apt to get too large. Amaryllis that

have done flowering and require more root-room may
now be potted ; this should be attended to as soon as

the flowering is over, for if the young growth has
made much progress it will not derive the full benefit

of the new soil. Do not over-pot, as they are notplants

that need a deal of room ; they cannot endure over-

light soil or light potting. Good yellow loam, to

which add a little sand, more or less according to the

quantity it contains naturally, is the best soil to grow
them in ; soil of this description will require that the

pots be well drained, for if it gets at all sour the bulbs

will decrease in size instead of getting larger. These
beautiful decorative plants do not like their roots dis-

turbed, and should never be potted or in any way
interfered with unless they absolutely need it. As the

solar heat increases and recently potted plants get

better furnished with roots, they will be benefited by
a corresponding rise in the temperature of the house.

T, Baines,

FLOWER GARDEN, Sc.

Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Lawns will

now require constant attention in sweeping, rolling,

and mowing. Grass grows rapidly at this season, and
it will be necessary to use the machine over it at least

once a week, as a close-bottomed velvety turf can

only be had by keeping it closely cut. Coarse weeds
will show themselves in a manner too conspicuous to

require much looking after, and nothing tends to dis-

figure a lawn so much as these. Daisies especially

are most troublesome, as they are in bloom again a

few hours after the machine has passed over them,
and are a great disfigurement : but by a little perse-

verance they may soon be got rid of. There is no
better or more expeditious way of effecting this than

by grubbing them entirely out, and this is easily

accomplished by using a sharp spud-like tool for the

purpose. Should their removal cause any disfigure-

ment to the turf, a slight top-dressing of soil contain-

ing a few seeds of Dutch Clover and fine grasses,

rubbed into the holes with the back of a rake, will

soon set matters right. Any verges or grass edges

that have not yet been trimmed with the edging knife

should now receive that attention. After rain the

turf will be found in a soft state, when the operation

can be performed in a neat and satisfactory manner.
Verges generally squeeze out under the roller, and
extend sufficiently during the year to allow of a

small portion being taken off every spring ; and
by so doing the edges can be gone over much
more expeditiously with the edging shears during

the summer, and always look sharp and
well defined. Gravel walks soon become sadly

infested with weeds at this season if not fre-

quently looked over, and time spent in their

removal now will be very profitably employed, as if

left they will soon get into a seedy state, and lead to

endless labour hereafter. Choose showery weather

for extracting them, as then the gravel is in a com-
paratively soft state, when they can be easily up-

rooted and much time saved. Any walks that are

showing a discoloured surface, or that contain too

many small weeds to be removed by hand, may with

advantage be broken up with a hoe to the depth of

an inch or so, and have the surface kept stirred occa-

sionally with a rake during dry weather. This will

effectually destroy any moss or seed weeds, and has a

very cleansing and brightening effect on the gravel,

in some cases equalling in appearance a fresh top-

dressing. After being well exposed to the sun and

dry air for a time, carefully rake over, and take advan-

tage of rain to roll down again. Recently trans-

planted shrubs will be greatly benefited by a slight

syringing overhead, should the weather set in dry, so

as to counteract the exhausting effects of rapid evapo-

ration. See that all have a good mulching, and are

securely staked, as this is of the greatest importance.

The great business of the past month or two has

been to increase and multiply all kinds of plants to be

used for the summer's display, and all glass structures

in most places will now be full to overflowing. It

will be necessary to transfer most of these from

the warm atmosphere of houses to cold pits and

frames, and other temporary places, in order

to gradually harden them off". Many of the hardier

varieties may now with safety be placed under walls

or other sheltered places where they can receive tem-

porary shelter, so as to set glass room at liberty to

receive such things as Colens, Iresine, Allernantheras^

and other tender things that will require that kind of

protection for some time longer. These should all be

turned out of their cutting pots, and planted thickly

in old rotten leaves or spent Mushroom dung, in

which they grow rapidly, and lift with large balls.

Lobelias^ Verbe?ias, Heliotropes, and indeed most of the

fast-growing bedding plants, conform to this treatment

readily, and make far better plants than they would
do in pots, without taking up the same amount of room
or involving a third of the labour. The beautiful

little Mesembryantkemiwi cordifoliu?n variegatum is a

very indifferent thing to transplant, and should not be

attempted in this way, as it makes but little fibre.

Roses will now require watching, to prevent that

insidious little enemy, the Rose maggot, from
destroying the bloom-buds. They should be looked

carefully over, and any leaf that looks at all likely,

from its curled appearance, to contain one of these

destructive pests in its folds should have a slight

squeeze between the thumb and finger. This will be
found quite as effectual in ridding the plants of their

presence as opening the leaves and picking them out,

and is not so likely to injure the young growth. The
Rose maggot in its young state is a very soft insect,

and a slight pressure suffices to rupture its skin and
destroy it. The cold weather has greatly retarded the

growth, and insect pests are sure to be rife and more
troublesome on that account. Greenfly is the most
troublesome of these that the Rose-grower has to con-

tend with, and all sorts of insecticides are brought

into requisition. These require much care in their

use, as such tender foliage as that of the Rose is easily

injured. Tobacco-water is, perhaps, the safest and
best, and as soon as the shoots are of sufficient length

they should be dipped in this to save waste. Pooley's

tobacco-dust is quite a boon to gardeners and all who
are engaged in horticultural pursuits, as it is easily

and quickly applied by using one of the distributors,

and it is very destructive in its effects if used while

the leaves are damp, as occurs on a dewy morning.

J, Skeppardf Woolverstone Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Melons.—It is presumed that both the amateur

and the student as well as the young beginner are

diligent readers of what is advised from time to time,

not only in this, but in every department of the

Calendar, which will save the trouble and cost of much
needless repetition. That being so, I may refer to

the last Melon Calendar as expressing nearly all by
way of cultural detail that is requisite to be done just

now. To secure a full crop of fruits remember what
has been advised in regard to securing a number
of fruits on individual plants of a simultaneous

stage of growth. After the fruits begin to swell off

give them a good earthing-up with a rather strong

rich compost, ramming it down fairly tight, at the

same time place a little freshly slaked lime round the

collars to guard against canker. The first batch of fruits

are becoming heavy beneath the trellis, and are being

supported by means of tables, 6 inches square, made
of half-inch deal, with a goodly-sized hole bored

through each corner, through which is passed two
pieces of string from the top, and coming underneath

are then passed again through to the top, and finally

are looped up to the trelliswork in such positions as

will carry the fruits and relieve the vines of their

weight. The weather is now nearly all that can be

desired for plants setting their fruits. Do not shade

for the present. Sow for succession and pot off as

occasion requires. Train out the growths in pits and
frames, one leader towards the back, one towards the

front, and the laterals at right and left angles from

them. Use but few pegs until after the final earth-

ing-up, which should be directly the fruits .begin to

swell off, and avoid overcrowding the growths. Still

maintain a good bottom-heat by means of good
linings. T. St?npson.

Pines.—Be cautious in applying new materials to

fermenting beds at this season, as the heat in such is

quickly stimulated. Unless absolutely required, any
interference with them should be avoided beyond
adding new materials, when it is necessary, to the

surface, or between the pots, as the case may be. As
the roots of all Pine plants should now be very active,

and consequently in a very tender state, it is neces-

sary to beware lest too much heat should affect

those vital parts, and thereby materially check the

progress of the plants. If the space cannot be spared

to afford accommodation to the stools after the fruit is

cut, they should be removed to a light or two else-

where, keeping the suckers on them until about the

end of the present month, when, with the small ones

already in reserve from last March, potting should be

started. To hold over suckers on the stools in this way,
and then starting them in moderate succession at suit-

able times, facilitates and simplifies matters in this

respect considerably, and is far preferable to inserting

them in pots in twos or threes, as the case may be,
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when the fruit is cut, entailing as it does attention

to almost individual requiiements, and necessitating

niso in a corresponding manner a constant scries of

potting. Fixed dates for starting these may be disre-

garded, but defined periods are reasonable. Those
which we have proved to be most suitable for the

jiarpose of obtaining a constant supply of ripe (luit

'liroughout the year are about March, June, and
September— the plants of course being subject to

the condition of treatment as from time to time
indicated lor them in the Fine Calendar, to

which reference will again be made. Under such
favourable conditions as those which are now
afforded by natural means, the progress of Tine

plants will be rapid, providing the roots be in a

proper state. Sec that no check results from inatten-

tion in the way of watering
; go over the plants at

least once a week, and plentifully supply weak guano-
water in a tepid state when it is required. Syringe
tlie plants overhead two or three times every week at

the time of closing the house, and take every advan-
tage of solar heat, attending to the ventilation^ &c., in

the manner before advised. Geo. T/ios. Milesy Wycombe

Vines.—The weather during the past three weeks
has been all that Vine-growers could possibly desire

;

and truly they have benefited by it, for foliage which,
previous to the advent of sun, was looking a sickly

yellow, and akin to tissue-paper in texture, is now a
healthy green, with much more substance in it. Now
that we have sunsliine, the most should be made of
it, first by increasing the ventilation which it allows,

and, secondly, by closing early, not only to econo-
mise fuel, but to prolong the health of the Vines.
Excessive filing is most injurious in several ways, and
not unfrequently ends in a full crop of red-

spider and a thin crop of Grapes. The remarks
and directions as to thinning, disbudding,
stopping, and tying, in last fortnighi's Calendar, are
still applicable. Especially let all superfluous
bunches be cut ofl as soon as the number to be left

on a Vine is decided, for every hour they remain is

just so much loss of benefit to the bunches that are to
ripen. Where the Grapes are ripe, the dung, leaves,

and litter that were put on outside borders for warmth
may be removed, leaving sufficient to serve as a
mulching in dry weather, for though the Grapes are
ripe, attention to the welfare of the Vines ought to go
on as usual, remembering that next year's crop
depends in no sh^ht degree on the treatment given
from now untU the fall of the leaf. Stop laterals just
the same as on Vines in earlier stages of growth,
unless they have become infested with spider or
thrips, and then it is desirable to let them
remain, in lieu of which, the worst infected old
leaves may be picked off, and as soon as the fruit is

cut thoroughly wash the Vines with the garden engine.
Examine the borders of succession houses at least
once weekly, and water copiously when dry. Inside
borders if well drained will take almost any amount
of water at this season of the year, and, the A'ine being
a gross feeder, manure-water should be given every
alternate watering. Having had a good rainfall since
the beginning of the year, outside borders, if well
mulched, will not yet require artificial watering.
Newly planted Vines should be closely watched, that
they do nut suffer from over-dryness. Usually these
are planted in close contact with hot-water pipes, con-
sequently are dried up quickly. In tiaining ihem let

all the wood and spray remain that can be exposed to
light, but supernumeraries intended for fruiting next
season should be closely pinched and confined to one
rod. W. IViIdsmith, Heckjidd.

Figs.—The earliest forced in pots will now be
ripe, and when so, watering at the roots and syringing
overhead must now be gradually diminished to secure
flavour. For the colouring process a free circulation
of warm air is required, and the top ventilators may
be left a little open at night as the weather gets
warmer, the highest coloured fruit being the best
flavoured at this early period. As soon as the first

crop is gathered commence again to syringe the trees
twice a-day, watering also at the roots with weak guano-
water, which will enable the trees to produce a more
vigorous second crop. If the second crop of fruit
shows very abundantly, they must be thinned out so
as not to over-tax the trees for early forcing next sea-
son. The trees in the houses where they are per-
manently planted out in the borders, will still want
constant attention in pinching out the tops of the
young shoots, and thinning out the too rampant un-
fruitful ones to prevent the fruit from being shaded
much from the sun and air. Attend daily to
syringing the trees, and water their roots twice or
thrice a-week with manure-water, especially when
the borders are circumscribed, and the trees of a gocd
size \ and more air must be given as soon as the fruit
shows signs of maturation. It'i/iiam Tillery,

Cucumbers.—The importance of maintaining a
clean growth cannot be over-estimated, and if green-
fly makes its appearance fumigate at once. Red-
spider, however, is the greatest enemy we have to
ccntend with, and it is jutt at this season that it may
be^expected to put in an appearance, Directly it is

perceived, take it as a bull by the horns, and remove
it forthwith. I have no faith in sponging, for, besides

being a very tedious task, the construction of the

Cucumber leaf is of such a nature as to render it

almost or quite impossible to penetrate all the inter-

stices without much injuring the leaf. It is better,

therefore, to remove it entirely. I have ever striven

to enforce the necessity of a close and regular atten-

tion, for the Cucumber is of so jealous a nature, that

if it be neglected it will speedily exhibit a bad temper
in the shape of stunted fruits and many other evils.

Remember what was said in the last Calendar
about maintaining a good root-action. An old

adage says that if you take care of the roots the head
will take care of itself, and the adage is true so far as

it goes. The blinds will now rec[uire to be rolled

down for an hour or two at mid-day on liouses having
a southerly aspect, houses facing east or west, how-
ever, will not re([uire shading. Little or no fue-heat

is now requisite by day ; the valves should be shut off

about 8 A.M. and opened again about 5 r.M. Keep
plenty of moisture in houses all day long. Maintain
previously advised temperatures, and sow for succes-

sion. As fast as pits and frames become cleared of

bedding stuff and the like, let them be turned to

account lorthwith ; a fair bottom-heat should first be
secured. Keep a good degree of warmth in pits and
frames wherein the plants are already established, and
beware of canker at the collar, and of slugs. Prepare
to turn out ridge varieties under handlights as soon as

they are well hardened and the ridges ready. T. S.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Where Apricots have been duly attended to, suffi-

cient foliage has been made to efficiently protect the

fruit, which is generally abundant, and the coverings

may now be removed except in low or damp situa-

tions, where it may be necessary to continue it on a

few days longer, but in such cases it is well to un-

cover in fine days so as to harden the trees previous

to final exposure, otherwise it is possible the foliage

may be injured by sudden exposure to bright sun-

shine. Thinning the fruit where necessary should

also be attended to in good time ; we have already

commenced on a warm wall, and hope to gather a

considerable quantity during the next week. Where
the trees are young and healthy the fruit may be
thinned to 9 inches apart, but if old or unhealthy a

larger number should be left until the stoning process

has fairly commenced ; otherwise during this period

a portion may fall oft, and so render the crop lighter

than intended. The great evil in the cultivation of

the Apricot is allowing the trees to carry too much,
and too late, in fruitful seasons ; the consequence being
that they are so much exhausted as to be unable
to perfect the bud for the following season, and
the result is a state of barrenness every alternate season.

If thinned early the young fruit is available for many
culinary purposes, and that remaining on the trees is

both fine and well-matured, and, what is still more
important, the trees are enabled to perform annually

their functions in due season without loss of crop or

impairing the vigour of the tree. Pcac/ics and Necta-

rines are now fairly set. The trees being generally

clean at present here, the coverings may be left on a
little longer, but advantage must be taken to uncover on
fine days, and at the same time to partially disbud the

more forward growths, so as not to check the action

of the sap by disbudding the whole of the tree at once.

This is an operation requiring some little care and judg-
ment as to properly supplying the tree with young
shoots for next season, it being borne in mind that

the Peach and Nectarine bear principally upon the

growth of the previous season only, and that conse-

quently it is necessary to replace the bearingwoodof this

season by the young growth for the next, the most
important point being to retain a well-placed bud at the

base of the bearing shoot, and another at its extremity,

in order to secure to the fruit the full benefit of the sap
action. The latter growth above the fruit may be
stopped when a few inches long, unless required to

txtend for filling up the wall, as in the case of young
erees, &c., so as to allow more space for the growth
of the shoot from the base which will replace it next
season. Very little aphis has yet made its appearance,
but it must be watched for, and the usual remedies
applied as soon as possible. W. Cox,

©tttuarg.
We greatly regret to hear of the death of the excel-

lent botanical collector, M. Endres. We are promised
an account of his career from Prof. Reichenbach.

Answers to Correspondents.

Bridgk: T. E. Cover the arch with a layer of asphaUe
made of lime, gravel, and coal tar, and then put a
layer of gravel over all.

Decomposing Leaves: J. O. Turn them over fre-

quently, and well water, so as to get them to heat
;

and to assist in this mix with them the grass mowings,
stable litter, or even soil,

Fk; Tkef.s : /. O. We are of opinion that you would
succeed better with young plants. Take up the old

stools, and secure some of the suckers with roots,

which plant. They ought to fruit in about three

years if properly attended to, Confine the young
plants to one stem— /.^., allow no suckers to be pro-

duced. Ihe trees will fruit wirlier and better when
grown so,

FUNrjus : W. Af., Ely. The substance sent is merely a
mycelium, common on old boughs cut up for firing.

It may belong to some Polyporus, as P. igniarius, but

we have never been able to trace it to any perfect

plant.

Golden HAMituuGH Vine: R. T. T. The flowers

arc not properly fertilised, otherwise set
;
you must do

this artificially with a small caniel's-hair brush, or

dniw the hand gently down the bunch on a bright

day, when the Grapes are in flower.

iNskCTS : J. P. M. Your small beetle is Malthinus
bigultatus. /. O. W. — J. G. The soil in which you
planted your pot koses must have been swarming
with the eggs or white maggots of the beetles, found
upon the trees after dark, of which you have killed as

many as 300 in one night. Lay down a white cloth

under the trees, and search for the insects as before,

with a light, which frightens them, and causes them to

(all to the ground. /. O. W.
Melons: A Subscriber, The leaves are affected by

scald.

Names of Plants \ R, P. A garden variety of

Anemone hortensis. — W''. Ltwin, A%ke. Lathrsea

squamaria. Not particularly rare.

—

Cor. The num-
bers were unfortunately shifted before we received your

plants. The Narcissus with white flowers and a
yellow cup is N. Tazetta, var. lacticolor ; the pure

white, sweetly-scented Narcissus, is N. papyraceus ;

the onion-scented violet-coloured flower is Triteleia

uniflora.— /*. W. J. Ctaytonia perfoliata. It is an
introduced plant, which has become partly wild.

—

Edward Stepney. Sparmannia africana,

—

A. D. Rho-
dodendron Thomsoni, a Himalayan species.

—

A. B.

Odontoglossum triumphans. — Ignoramus. Rubus
spectabihs. — Clarke. Alonsoa incisasfolia.

—

J. Pal-

coner. Primula verticillata, and Sedum lydium.

Pelargonium Leaves : J. K. The leaves are

affected by spot, the result of disturbed root-action,

probably arising from excess of moisture in the soil.

PnoRMiUM tenax : W. P. G. The flower stem will rise

to a moderate height above the leaves, and will be an
interesting subject for your local show. Probable

duration, two or three weeks.

•#* Correspondents are specially requested to addres?,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any member of the

statT personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible- Letters relating to Advertiseme7its,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher^ and not to the Editors,

ConiMUNicATioNS RECEIVED. — Westbury. — E. Gilman. ^
"W. M., Ely.—R. D.—W. H. F.—F. L. & Co.—Camjee—
G. Smith.—A Constant Subscribei-.—J. G. B.—L. H. G.—
R. D.—J. B.—W. B. H.—W. C. T.—A. R. M.—C. P.—
J. A. n.-W. Sowerby.

[arkets.
COVENT GARDEN, May 6.

Early produce is now being consigned, and also

brought to market in very considerable quantities,

Asparagus from the open ground becoming very general.

Broccohs and rougher goods m fair demand. The
bright sunny weather has also had a marked influence on
such produce as is raised under glass ;

Gooseberries and
Rhubarb have now almost closed the demand for kitchen

Apples ;
good dessert varieties, however, stiU command

a fair price. Thos. Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

The choicest descriptions of fruit and vegetables

in the retail markets may be quoted as follows :
—

Tomatos, 6^. per doz. ; Peaches, 42J. and 63^. per do2. ;

Grapes, los., 15J., and 20J. per lb. ; Figs, 18-r. per doz.
;

Strawberries, loj-. to i6j. per lb. ; Gooseberries, is. 6d.

per quart ; Apricots (green), 2s. per punnet ; Peas,

2s. 6d. to 4i. per quart
;
Potatos (new), 6d. to 2s. per lb.

Apples, per i^-sieve

Grapes, English,

— foreign, do.

Lemons, per 100 ..

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. ..

Oranges, p.

Tan-ic e, do

Oranges, Malta, doz.

Peaches, per doz. ..

Pears, p. doz.
Pine-apples, p. lb. .

.

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each ..

Strawberries, per oz
Walnuts, p. bush. .

.

Asparagus, English,

per bundle . . 50-6
— French, p. bund. 4 0-15

Beans, French, p. 100 26-..
— broad, p. J^-sieve 10 o- .

Beet, per doz. .. i o- z

Cabbages, per doz. .

,

Carrots, p. bundle .

.

— French, do.

Cauliflowers, per doz,

Celery, per bundle .

,

i

Onic

:ks, per bunch
tuces, per doz,

It, per bundle
slirooins, per pc

Herbs, per bunch .. o :

Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 1

Potatos :—Early Shaws,

young, bun.
Parsley, per bunch..

I o- z o ' Parsnips, p. doz.

1 o- z o Peas, per quart
06-09) Radishes, per bunch.
2 o- . . I Seakale, per bundle
20-60 Shallots, per lb.

16-20 Salsify, perbundle ..

I o- z 6 Sprue, French, bund.

I o- z o Turnips, per bundle.

o 2- ry A — French, p. bund.

Regents (early).

160s. ; Eatly Dons, lior. ; and Victorias, i6oy. per ton.
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Can
! blooms
!blo

. bimch.
Cyclameii,"i2 blooms 02-06
Deutzia, per bunch, . 06-10
Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
Euphorbia, 12 sprays 16-60
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50,
Heliotropes,i2 sprays 06-10
Hyacinths, per bunch 09-16
— Roman, per 12

Plants

6-30 Mignonette,

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. <:

Primula, dbt., p. bun, t— single, do. .. c

Roses, indoor, p. doz. :

— French, do. . . :

Spiraea, 12 sprays .. :

Stephanotis, 12 sprays .

Violets, per 12 bun.. . :

N Pots.

Azaleas, per dozen.
Begonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Calceolarias, do.

Cineraria, do.

Cj-perus, do. .

.

Deutzias, do.

Hyacinths, per doz,

Lily of the Valley,
12 sprays, about ..

Mignonette, do.

Myrtles
Pelargoniun

per doz.

— Scarlet, do.

Roses, do. ..

6-76 Solanums, do.

6 0-18 o Spirsa, do. ..

!4 0-60 o Stock, do. ..

3 o-iS o
dble.,

SEEDS.
London : May 5.—The consumptive demand for

Clover seeds appears to be drawing to a close. Occa-
sionally orders for small quantities drop in, which are

executed at full prices. It is a long time since, at the
close of the season, the stocks remaining on hand have
been so light as they are now. Spring Tares continue
in some request at the extraordinary high rates now
reached. Agricultural Mustard and Rape seed meet an
active inquiry at enhanced currencies. The impression
prevails that a large demand will be experienced for

these descriptions. Good samples of either sort are

scarce. In Canary seed a further movement upwards
must be noted of fully loj-, per quarter. Hemp seed is

also dearer. White Millet and English Linseed keep
steady. John Shaw ^ Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday trade was influenced by the

fine weather and the satisfactory condition of the crops.

For Wheat previous prices were obtained. Barley was
very slow of sale, and in some instances rather cheaper.
Malt was difficult to move, and easy in value. For Oats
the demand was quiet, and prices were hardly so firm.

Maize was slightly lower. Beans were dull, as were also

Peas. Flour barely maintained the rates of last Mon-
day. Canary seed was scarce and considerably dearer,

the quotation being 110s. to 250^'. per quarter.— On
Wednesday the market was quiet. The show of English
Wheat was small, but that of foreign rather large, and
factors had again to submit to some reduction in many
of the sales effected. Barley also was slightly easier in

some instances, and little inquiry prevailed for malt.

Oats were steady, and late rates were about supported
for Maize, Beans, and Peas, Flour was rather weak.

—

Average prices of corn for the week ending May 1 :—
Wheat, 42^. lod, ; Barley, 38j-. lod. ; Oats, 30J. For
the corresponding week last year :—Wheat, 625. \d.

;

Barley, 461. 6(/. ; Oats, 295. \d.

CA TTLE,
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was a

fair demand for beasts at last Monday's quotations.

Trade in sheep was not very brisk, but prices advanced
for all kinds. There were a lew more calves, and a
demand for them at fully late rates. Choicest lambs
were freely sold, but second-rate met with a dull sale.

Quotations :— Beasts, 3J. 6d. to 4-^. 6d., and ^s. 6d. to

6s. ; calves, 41. 6d. to 51. Bd. ; sheep, 5^, to 5^. Bd., and
6s. to 6s. 3d. ; lambs, js. ^d. to Ss. ^d.

;
pigs, 41. ^d. to

5^. 4d. — At Thursday's market trade in beasts was
active, and Monday's quotations were well maintained
throughout. For sheep the demand was good, and
prices were not lower. Choice lambs were scarce, and
rather dearer. Quotations for calves remained unal-
tered. For milch cows business was more active, at

somewhat higher rates.

BAY.
Whitechapel Market reports a moderate supply of

fodder, which changed hands steadily on former terms.
Prime Clover, looj-. to 130^. ; inferior ditto, 85^. to 95^.

;

prime meadow hay, gos. to 126^.; inferior ditto, 55J-- to

75i. ; and straw, 3^1. to 40s. per load.—Cumberland
Market quotations ;—Superior meadow hay, 120s. to

130J. ; inferior, 90J. to 110s. ; superior Clover, 126s. to

135-f- ! inferior, 1055. to 114J, ; and straw, 40J. to 44J.

per load.

FOTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets report fair sup-

plies on sale, and the trade as slow at the subjoined
currency :— Regents, 75^. to 125J. ; Victorias, 105J. to

145^, : flukes, iios. to 155^. ; rocks, 65J. to 75^. per ton,

—The imports of foreign Potatos into London last week
amounted to 17,896 bags from Antwerp, 5328 sacks

and 1218 tons from Dunkirk, 1052 barrels and casks from
Malta, 149 tons from St, Valery, 734 bags from Boulogne,

33 barrels and 4 boxes from Gibraltar, 52 cases from
Valencia, and 22 packages from Lisbon.

COALS.
In the market on Monday house coals gave way is.

per ton. On Wednesday the top price for best coals was
unchanged, but a clearance was effected at 6d. per ton

ower.

CONSERVATORIES
DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH ANY STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE, TO SUIT ANY POSITION

IN WOOD OR IRON, OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH MATERIALS.

Ormson's Perfect Arrangements of Fruit and General Forcing Structures for Kitchen

Gardens fitted up with practical regard to their ultimate uses.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,
And other Structures, guaranteed to give the greatest satisfaction.

APPROVED FORMS OF BOILERS KEPT IN STOCK.

HENRY ORMSON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer.

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE THAIES BAIK lEOI COMPAM
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards

of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
HOT-WATER BOILERS, CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1Z74. PIPES, CONNECTIONS

NEW PATENT "CUM i^V BOILER (1874). See " WITLEY COURT " BOILER (Silver Medal 1872)

p 666, 1874, Garduien Chronick

" GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1871).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

THE "INVINCIBLE"
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER ^iRST Prize. JT^"^ winner

GOLD MEDAL.
GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874. '

The Wood Rollers can h

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

f used either at the Eront cr at the Back of the Cutters It utll do all that a?iy other Lawn
Alouer can do, ofuhatsoezer make or description

10 in 12 in 14 in i6 m i8 in 20 in.

I. 70s. £4: lOS. £5 10s. £6 6B. £7 £8 10s., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY & CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.
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Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufecliired Solely and Only by the Silirale Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns ol Colour.s, apply

to THOM.'VS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE silTcate ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURli DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE SIONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trilNng cost. Mantifactiired Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, K.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Kailway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UN.SKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours,

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

Oil Paint no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S liLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires.no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor

Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the

Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials

have been received, which Hu.i, & Smith will forward on

application.

bold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6tl. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or i^. Stl. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Un?;OLICITED TESTIMONIAL.
" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £3 5s., amount due to

Messrs. HiLi. & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one

of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks

Dudley; and 118, Quee '"
" " '

'
^ ^

whom only it can be obtained,

CAUTiON.-It having lately come to the knowledge of Hill
& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are bemg
offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction

they would specially dr

London, E.G., from

the fact that every cask

of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and address,

le is genuine. ^^_^_^_^^.ithoitt which r

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

No Agents.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &.C.,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &o.

DEANE & CO.,
46, King William St.,

London Bridge.

Lawn Mowers, from 21s.

Garden Barrows ,, 22s. 6d.

Garden Rollers ,, 34J.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c.

Syringes and Pumps,
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Flower Stands and Vases.
Iron Hurdles and Fencing.
Wire Netting, Arches, &.c.GARDEN ENGINES, from 63s.

LAWN MOWERS,
Shanks', Green's, Archimedean, &c.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS FOR GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.

Deane's New Illustrated Horticultural Cataloguefor 1875, postfree.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £q..

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

CONSERVATORY FLOWER STANDS.

. HOLLIDAY, HORTICULTURAL IRON and WIRE WORKS,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and

a\TER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs.

f^ REEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR"
vX or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875-

The Winner of Every Pri/e in all ca-^es of Competition.

i can be be worked by One )

Can be worked by a ^Ian and Boy 800

24

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines on application.

Carriage Paid to all the principal Railway Stations

in the United Kingdom.

The "SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a world-wide

reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-

ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market.

They will cut either short or long grass, bents, &c.. and
wet as well as dr>', advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and

d.iily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal

Gardens and Parks throuehout the Kingdom.
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

includinH all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-

tion and have prompt delivery.

G.REEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior Machine of its kind to any
Mower e.xtant. and it wilt cut either short or long grass.

I'iic, , and wet as well as dr)'.

6 inches I S i

Rjlal MjlIii

ches

35-!-

uithes

SOT

nche:

80J

__;d carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations

and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.
_
Every

Jfachine is warranted to give entire sa ' '

approved of, may be returned at one
any expense to the purchaser.

Our reason for bringing out the " Royal " Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing

public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, CHEAP.

N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,

where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staflF of

workmen is kept at both places.

REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for

LAWNS. DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS.
CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.

Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

The above can be had from all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the United Kingdom': or from the Manufacturers.

THOMAS GREEK & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS_ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations In the

United Kingdom.

Descriptive Illuitrated Price Liit Free on application.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

Designed, Built, and elBcleutly Veutilated aud
Heated.

Estimates given to Architects' Plans and Specifications,

or to Ro igh Sketc/ies tli pi tu t rs ofsue form,
and st ie of I if g fcj red

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Are the simplest and cheapest, being" easily fixed, and

removed again, if required, by any local carpenter.

A Handbook of vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation.
New edition. Post free, i^d.

HEREMAN AND MORTON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS,

w: H LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

Bunhili Row London E C

Beelilves.—Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

Neighbour & Son.s, working three bell-glasses, is neatly and
strongly made of straw; it has three windows in the lower

Hive. This Hive will be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and
- "lore easy of manage-

t than any other Bee-
that has been intro-

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

G. N. & Sons supply a

Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

£^, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

uniting to Black Stocks,

15J. each.

ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour. 5^., postage ^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS. 127, High Holborn, W.C.

,

149, Regent Street, London, W.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT : 72, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE. PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES
;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of t/trce

aM OKI-fifth poimds ofcml pet horse-power per hotm

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street. P,irmingham. Established A.D. :8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

eS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens. Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, Sec.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, S:c. , 2 y.ards wide ^d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20^.,

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard ; 4 yards
wide. IS. per yard : ?^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is, 6d, per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. td. and 7.1. 6a'. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS
200 FRAMES AND LIGHTS IN STOCK,

GLAZED AND PAINTED READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The best seasoned materials only.

PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE KINGDOM.

JAMES WATTS & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,
353, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

*•

cj J^-n

No Bent Glass Used.

FLETCHER, LOWNDES &, CO.,
PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS of WOOD and IRON CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES, Sec, Constructed on their

PATENT TUBULAR RIB SYSTEM;
ALSO OF THE

PATENT VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS.

1 3 A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

'T'EN THOUSAND IN USE, GI\ ING 1 ULL bA 1 Ibl^ACTION.—
X These Machines leave no Ribs in the Gntss, And are unsurpassed foi keepnig i Law n or Crociuet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit tlie height of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or "plain" front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inclies. Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a month's trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES* SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.
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eead & Co.,
The Oru INV

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Pumps, and Syringes.

" Kew things are of more importance in Gardening than good

Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had experience of

many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more efficient

instruments than those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent

Circus."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

ninstrnted Calaloffiiefree on a/i/^licntlon,

REGENT CIRCUS. PICCADILLY, LONDON, \V.

WEST BROTHE E S

,

GARDE n"' E CiGl'

N

g' TI LE S,

tallic.Teria Cotta,

and Glazed Stone-

ware. Warranted
imperishable.

White and other Fancy GLAZED TILES for Walls,

Hearths, &c. ; Ornamental PAVING TILE.S for Halls, Co,^

servatones, &c., &c. : also Manufacturers of HRE CLAY
LUMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatmgs, &c.,

to any pattern Drawings and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works, Church Road, liattcrsea, S^W^

2 RosUer's Garden Edging Tiles.

as®

THE above and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great dur.ability. The plainer

s are especially suited

KITCHJ;N GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
.Slugs or Insects, take up
'

'e room, and, once put
n, incur no further

labour or expense, as do ' *

" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S-E.: King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conser\'atories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. S:c., from

2S. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, wilh prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, Stc. Grooved and other St.able

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

o

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

STEVEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Tlio Royal Pottery, Weatoa-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
ff Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
IJORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and

do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. Sec specimens

in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, jd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

The Moat Perfect Hot-water Pipe In the World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINIEU HOT-WATER PIPES arc as cheap wheu

fixed as the conunon pipes, and are much superior ; may be

rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily

iinjoiiited and refixcd at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard 3^. 4M^- '

3-inch Pipe, per yard .. .. .. s-t. %%,'f-

2-inch Pipe, per yard . . . . . is. 8d.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-water Engineers,

Loughborough.

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. : the water space at

back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a " PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the

same quantity of fuel : the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilers are simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,

are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale o{ Charges for Adyertlslcg.
Head line diarged as two.

.. £0 3 o 15 Lines .. .. {,a

7 «

And
If set a

Pag.

Advcriiseiitejits for tlie citrreitt week MUST reach the Office
by TJnirsday noon,

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office.W.C.
to W. Richards.

shillings for every additional five lines,

columns, the lowest charge will be 30^,

l9 " o
Half Page 5 o o
Column 350
and others, wanting places, 26 words ij. 6(/., and 6d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,

Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the Jonrual ofHorticulture
Office, 171, Fleet Street. E.G.; or to the Author.

T3EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
J_y et fiTRANGi^RE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cr^pin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. RIoore,

C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

n Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.— One year,

zos., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru.\elles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Ofifice. Ghent.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQU.ATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PL.AYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NE\VS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Sutisoription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, \d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which nmst be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL ;—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, go, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 13, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous& Co., IS, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers,

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 40.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac,

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly
DisJ>atch,];^xi.^i,iZ7S-

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac,' which deals with
matters of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition."

—

Lloyd's, }an. 17, 1S75.

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."
— The Field, }a.n. 16, 1875.

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize 2J)\m3.\s."~Glo7tcestcrshire
Chronicle.

'
' This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily use."

—

Farmer's Herald.

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races, &c. , space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto
almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the 'Agricultural GdLZ&XX.G."'—Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-
ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly
taken from photographs."

—

Dezvsbitry Chronicle. .

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and
the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the
notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-
ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which
forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."

—

Grantham Jo. aL

" To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-
hood ' The Agricultural Gazette Almanac ' for 1875, price

3^^. , will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended
to serve."

—

Halifax Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome; as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agriculture, it is to be
commended. In addition to the usual calendar it contains a
diiiry, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-
tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of
both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-
ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must
recommend itself to every agriculturist."

—

IVestem Daily
Mercury.

" Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875,

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,
owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased
by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of

prize cattle, implements, &c. , are a valuable feature in the

A\m?^n2Lc"—Prcscot Reporter.

"Considering the valuable information for the farmer and
stock breeder to be found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
' Cricket in the Counties in 1S74,' and alphabetical lists of the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably
illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.

—

East Anglian
Daily Times.

"It contains a lot of information useful to farmers and
breeders."

—

Cornish Times.

" It contains a mass of information which will be found ex-

ceedingly useful to all who are engaged in agricultural pursuits.

In addition to this there is a capital portrait of H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales, and several other engravings." — Glo'ster

Mercury.

" It is a wonderfully-good threepennyworth, containing, as it

does, in addition to the calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, some of the beautiful portraits of stock which have

appeared in the columns of our contemporary within the last

year and a- half. Among others, there are portraits, from photo-

graphs, of Telemachus, 10th Duchess of Geneva, Nectarine

Bud, and the Prince of Wales' Champion Shorthorn Heifer—
among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait of a Jersey

cow. There are also illustrations descriptive of noteworthy

American ' wrinkles ' for farmers."— iV(?rzf:c-/j Mercury.

" It contains much interesting matter for the farmer, who
may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion. As may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely

farming interest, such as rotation of crops, manures, and imple-

ments. These are worth consulting, the advice they contain

being sound and practical."

—

Land and Water.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, Mav 8,

Contains

—

GiNAL Articles on Summer Stocking—Swine—Parasitic
Diseases of Stock (Fesh Worms) (Illustrated)—Value of

Poultry Shows—Cooking Eggs—Agricultural Machinery

(Illustrated)—Newmarket and Chester Races—Cricket

—

Agricultural Holdings Bill—The Case of Luke Hills-

Windsor and its Shorthorns (Illustrated)— Agricultural

Stai
, &c.

iME AND Foreign CoRREsroNDENCE on a Walkover Mr.

Mechi's Farm—Codlin or Short ?—Deep Ploughing in

Sussex—Oats Turning to Barley or Wheat—Valuation of

Steam Culture—Rabbit Preservation—Farmyards—Plough-
ing Across the Slope—Notes from France on Agricultural

Shows, Guano, and the Phylloxera—Notes from America on

Feeding Cows on Indian IMeal Alone, S:c,

Far

Reports of Societies, Markets, Proceedings in Parliament, &:c.

Also—
The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—Garden of the Farm

—

Weather Charts for the Week— Forestry. &c.

Price ^d. ; post free, i^Y^d. Published by Will;
L the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

This day is published the May number of

THE GARDENER: a Monthly Magazine
of Horticulture and Floriculture. Edited by Da\id

Thomson, author of "Handy Book of the Flower Garden,"
&c. Price 6^/., or 7^. per annum, free by post.

WM. BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Ad'
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, %d. per square inch. Translation in^

eluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months

for twelve months, if paid in advani
Address. The Editor of the Cultiv.

20 per cent. Discount

St. Michael's, Azores,

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHEiRE. a monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
Burvenich, E. Pvnaert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid xqs. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

This day is published, in 8vo, price ^s.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the CUL-
TIVATION of the GRAPE VINE. By William

Thomson, Tweed Vineyard. Eighth Edition enlarged.
WM. BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

With Coloured Plates and Wood Engravings, large 8vo, cloth,
price 31^. 6a'.,

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT:
Practical and Scientific. A Guide tu lLc Fouiiaiiou and

Management of the Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden, and
the Cultivation of Greenhouse and Stovehouse Plants. By
Robert Thompson, late of the Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens.
"The best compendious treatise on modern gardening."

—

Daily Telegraph.
London: BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings, E.C

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The
Structure. Classification, and Uses of Plants.

Illustrated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo,
cloth, price 25J., with upwards of 500 Illustrations,

Extract from the Author's Preface..
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity

of plants of no known importance to man, various useful species
employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of
domestic ceconomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or
which, from their great Importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,
where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the I 'egetable
Kingdom of the author, with the sequence of matter departed
from in a few instances, when it was believed that the conveni-
ence of younger students would be consulted by doing so. The
author trusts that this selection will be found to have been made
in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably extensive
means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic Gardens,
may furnish the larger part of the species which are mentioned.
A small selection was Indispensable ; firstly, because a greater
work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of pur-
chasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

By the same Author.

TNTRODUCTION to BOTANY. Fourth
-JL Edition, greatly enlarged; with six Plates, and numerous
Wood Engravings. Two Volumes, Svo, 24^.
*,* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially in
what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology', that the
present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a new
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PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease ot
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meetin? with a person possessing

moderate capital, who woidd be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, g8. Oracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an UNDER
GAR[)KNER (not under 20 years of age). Must

understand Hothouses and Lawn-mowinc. Wages i8j. per

week.—HEAD GARDENER. Cranford Hall, Kettering.

T LAING is in WANT of a young MAN

WANTED, a young MAN, thoroughly
experienced in Growing Soft-wooded Plants for Covent

Garden Market. Must have testimonial from present or late

employer as to qualification required. None need apply unless
having filled a similar situation. Liberal w.ages ofiercd.

—

Application personally at the office of Mr. WRIGHT, Dacre
Road, Lee, S.E.

WANTED, a sober and industrious MAN,
to Grow Greenhouse and Uedding Plants and General

Nursery Stock.—Apply, stating age, wages required, and
references as to character, to EDWARD THOMAS, Harold
Nursery, Sittingbourne, Kent.

Isle of Man Lunatic Asylum.

WANTED, as GARDENER ATTEND-
ANT, a strong, active, and willing JLan, well accus-

tomed to Kitchen Gardening. Wages to commence at £2'^ a
year, with uniform, and board and lodging in the Asylum. Also
an ATTENDANT, with a knowledge of Flower Gardening.
W.ages to commence at .^24, with luuform, board, lodging, i^tc.

-Dr. HARRISON, as above.

WANTED, a MAN used to Budding,
Grafting, Training, t'v.-c, and to make himself generally

useful in a Small Nvirsery, Liberal wages to a steady Man,

—

HIRAM SHAW, Richmond Hill Nursery, near Sheffield.

OSBORN AND SONS are WANTING a
first-class PACKER, preferring one accustomed to Fruit

Trees. — Particulars of experience, references, &c., to be
addressed to The Nursery, Fulham, S.W.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, without
children, to take Charge of House, and Grounds of

two acres. Woman must be first-rate Housemaid ; Man, active

Gardener. Wages, ^40 to Man, ^24 to Woman. Only first-class

references accepted.—Apply by letter only to A, C, Frederick
L. May & Co., Advertising Agents, 160, Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, a respectable MAN, to Milk a
Cow and Work in the Garden.—G. WHEELER, St.

John's Lodge. Regent's Park. N.W.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER, to represent
an extensive and well-known Provincial House in the

Nursery and Seed Businesses. A thorough practical knowledge
of both departments indispensable, and one who has held a
similar appointment preferred. None need apply who cannot give
thoroughly satisfactory references as to character and ability.

—

Apply by letter to D. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

OSBORN AND SONS are in WANT of a
BOOK-KEEPER, and will give a liberal salary to a

thoroughly competent Man,—Testimonials and particulars of ex-
perience, &:c., to be addressed to The Nursery, Fulham, S.W

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, in an olc"-

established Business, an OUT-DOOR ASSISTAN I'

in the Seed and Corn Trade. Would be required to Assist in

the Shop and Keep the Books ; must be thoroughly trustworthy.
To take the place of a Son who is leaving home. Apply in own
handwriting, stating age, experience, and salary required, &c.,
to J. C. ANU SON, Seedsmen, 133, High Street, Cheltenham.

Junior Cleric

ANTED, a young MAN as above, with
good references from last employer.—CLARK BROS.

D CO., Seed Merchants, Carlisle.

w
WANT PLACES.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
e.vperience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that wouM
prevent unnecessary corresponde'nce and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

T"
"h e"' p I n e -a p p l^'e n u r' s'e°r y
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London. W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state-

that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application

would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

/^ARDENl
Esq., liam ll.il

Noblcmrm.,, < ;, ,

Man.— Ham, A-lil

1 1 1; \ I >)•—J. Mason, fifteen
I ihe late Jesse Watts Russell,

1,1. at libertj' to engage with any
IHiMii^^a practical and persevering

, Derbyshire.

/^ARDENER (Head),—J. W. Laurence,
VJ Gardener to the late Right Rev. Bishop Sumner, Farn-
hain Castle, is .it^ liberty to engage with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced Man.

—

Prospect Cottage, Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.— Age 35, married, one child ; thoroughly

practical
; fourteen years' experience, gained in three Noble-

men's places. Four years' good character in present situation.

-J. SMITH, M.arshall's. Romford, Es.sex.

GARDENER (Head) where two or three
others are kept.—Age 33, married. A Gentleman can

recommend the above to any one requiring a competent Man.—C. J. F.. Esq., Redcliffe, New Brighton, Cheshire.

(^ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman,
^•^ Lady, or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly
experienced Man (married).— D. J., Post Office. Ulverston.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
a Second is kept.—Age 30, married : has had good

practical experience in all branches. Good character from
past and previous employers.—J. WILSON, High Street,
Orston, Nottinghamshire.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married, three children : thoroughly understands the

Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, &c. Good Superintendent of Stock,
Land, &c. Long and good character. Shall be disengaged in
three weeks.—B., 73, Hampden Road, Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER (good Head, Working), to
any Nurseryman or Market Gardener requiring the

services of a good practical Man.—Age 25. Ten years' expe-
rience in all branches.—A, B , i, Keswick Villa, Hither Green
Lane. Lewisham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 25, married ; ten years' experience in large

gardens. Good references.-H. A., Post Office, Streatham,

GARDENER.—Thoroughly conversant with
Gardening in all its branches : would undertake Game

Preserving. Excellent references. Five and a half years in
last situation. Perm.anent place desired.—GARDENER. Mr.
Sim, East Surrey Seed Warehouse, Croydon, S.E.

GARDEN ER.—Age 47, married, no children
;

practically understands Garden Work in all its branches,
is a first-class Grape Grower, and would Superintend a Farm.
Wife could take care of a Dairy. Good testimonials and
references.—C. M., ^^, St. John's Wood Terrace, N.W.

To Clergsrmen.

GARDENER (Single-handed).— Age 52,
one boy (age 12): steady, experienced : well up in mixed

Farming. Good testimonials and references. Wages, if with
board and lodging, 8i. per week.—J. DOWNS, Thedle, near
Wells, Somerset.

FOREMAN, m a good Establishment.—Age
24. One and a half years in last situation —V. Z., Mrs.

Southern, 31, High Street, St. John's Wood. N.W,

GARDENER (Second or Third), in a
Gentleman's Garden, where four or five Men are kept.—

Age 23. Three years' good ch.-u-acter from present employer,
and five years' previous. State particulars.-J. LITTLE, The
Gardens, Valentines, Ilford, Essex.

r:<ARDENER (Under)
V>^ premises, and to assist in the
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THE ARCHIMEDEAN'
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN AWARDED 3

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873. ^

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

NOTE.—The "Archimedean" was specially selected from the Mowers exhibited at Vienna for constant use in the Exhibition Grounds, and gave

great satisfaction ; and we have pleasure in calling attention to the following Testimonial, received from the Inspector of the Royal

Gardens, Schonbrun, Vienna ;

—

" Your 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time, past at the Imperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure in stating tliat they have given perfect

satisfaction. Their quick and good work prove them to be the best and most efiicient machines of the kind."
.

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER BIPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,
And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKlMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS,

lLWJ'5'*ilH'"A/'JUl.T»"*UlU'lt k,

From A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultunil

Society^ Cfiiswick Gardens, W.

"Gentlemen,— We have now had your '-Archi-

medean' Lawn Mower in use for several months, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the best and vtost

efficient implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. GEORGE WVNESS, Royal Gardens,

Buckingham Palace.

'' Gentlemen,—I be^ to say that we have had your

latent ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifjing that it has given

every satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

1
From the Rev. J. H. WHITE, Hemingford Grey,

//
I St, Ives, Hants,

U " I am much pleased with the working of your

OT ' Archimedean ' Mowing Machine. I think it superior

taiui KSli»!mtM9y«,'tiai»«iO!>/in'"''. to others which I have used in previous years."

" The quickest, most simple, and morst efficient Mower

ever M.'izd,."— Gardeners Chronicle.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
' Far superior to any of ours."

—

The Field,

' Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardeners' Mag.

" We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as

one of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-

ance with."—i^Aira/ World.

EVERY MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
A ltd ij not appro%ied of may be returned within a Month, and the amount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES.
14-inch, Suitable for a Man £5 5

16 ,, ,, ,, on Level Lawns 6 6

18 ,, ,, ,, and Boy 7 7

SO ,, ,, ,, ,, 8 8

6-incli, Suitable for Small Grass Plots .£110
8 ,, ,, ,, ,, 2 2

10 ,, ,, a Lady or a Boy 3 3

IS „ „ „ ,, 4 4

Grass Boxes, 6-lnch, 4^. ; S-inch, 55-. ; 10 and 12-inch, ys. 6d. ; 14, 16, 18, and 20-inch, 10s, each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
NO CHARGE FOR PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of the Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the

Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS k CO. (Limited), IVlanufacturers and Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling (JOHN G. ROLLINS & CO., Old Swan Wtiarf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.G. \ Selling

Agents I WALTER CARSON k SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.G.; and 21, Baclielor's Walk, Dublin, i Agents

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office: of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, May 8, 1875.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Hkywood. A.sjents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Sale this Day of 50,000 Autumn-struck Beading

PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL the above on the Premises, The Vineries,
Nightingale Road, Wood Green,N.,THIS DAY, SATURDAY,
at I for 2 o'clock precisely.

Upper Sydenliam, S.E,
CLEARANCE SALE of choice BEDDING and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. George Selley to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Kirkdale Nursery, Upper
Sydenham, S.E. , on WEDNESDAY, May ig, at i for = o'clock
precisely, without reserve, the Land being sold and immediately
required for other purposes, the whole of the well-grown
BEDDING and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising
thousands of Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, &c., a few
Camellias, Azaleas, and other Greenhouse Plants.
Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98. Gracechurch St. . E.C.

West Dulwlcli, S.E.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE STOVE, GREEN-
HOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Messrs. F. & A. Smith

to SELL by AUCTION, wilhout reserve, on the Premises,
the Nursery. Park Road, West Dulwich, S.E., on THURS-
DAY and FRIDAY, May 20 and 21, at 11 for 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, a large quantity of beautifully-grown STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including many handsome speci-
mens, numerous selected Palms and choice Orchids, a consider-
able number of fine double Camellias (many of which are well-
ftu-nished plants of the old true double white) : Fruiting Viiies
in Pots : also quantities of Azalea indica, together with a large
and rich assortment of 40,000 GERANIUMS and other plants
for bedding-out purposes ; also a Mowing Machine.
On view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises and of

he Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch St. , E. C. , and Leytonstone, E.

Leytonstone, Essex.
IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of about i; 000
GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, &c

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

"can Nursery. Leytonstone, Essex, adjoining the Railway
n, on SATURDAY, May 22, at 2 o'Clock precisely, about
GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS of the

On view day prior to Sale. Catalogues a
and may be had at the Nursery, and of the A
gS, Gracechurch Street. EC.

Tooting, s.'W.
IMPORTANT SALE of a large quantity of extra stock of

choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the whole
of which are in a very healthy and thriving condition, con-
taining some New and Rare Plants : also some selected
ORCHIDS, quantity of EXOTIC FERNS, several valu-
able PALMS, together with a fine assortment of Succulent
and Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS, Hiirdy
CLIMBERS in pots, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr R Parker to

SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, Erotic
Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W., on MOND-AY, May 24, at
12 for I o'clock precisely.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.C. , and Leytonstone, E.

Hornsey, N.
IMPORTANT S.ALE of about 40,000 unusually wel'-orown

GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Hornsey Nursery, Hornsey, Middlesex, N., close to Hornsey
Station. Great Northern Railway, on TUESDAY, May 25,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. M. Cleall, with-
out reserve, about 40.000 GREENHOUSE and BEDDING
PLANTS, in rich assortment, and beautifully grown, consisting
of 20,000 Geraniums, the whole of which are wintered plants,
including Vesuvius, Madame Vaucher, Crystal Palace Gem,
Christine, and many other leading sorts ; 1000 Mrs. Pollock,
Lady Culluni, and other choice new Tricolor and Bicolor
varieties

; 3000 Calceolarias, of sorts ; and the usual miscel-
I.tneous^ assortment, together with some choice Greenhouse
Plants in bloom, comprising Azalea indica, Spirseas, Pelargo-
niums, Fuchsias, Ferns, Intermediate Stocks, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 08, Gracechurch
Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Stamford HUl, N.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Allen's
Buildings, Manor Road, Stamford Hill, N. , on WEDNESDAY,
May 26, at 12 for i o'clock precisely, by order of Jlr. M. Allen,
about io,ooo well-iissorted BEDDING PLANTS,

Freehold and Leasehold Properties.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will include in their PERIODICAL SALE, to take

place at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Y.ard, E.C, on MON-
DAY, May 31, at i for = o'Clock, the undermentioned
properties ;

—

DULWICH.—Eligible Freehold Building Land, situate in the
Underbill Road.

LEYTON.— Three Superiorly Built Freehold Residences,
known as Nos. i, 2, and 3, Fairlight Villas, Vicarage Road ;

also five Plots of Freehold Building Land in the rear ot
same : and three other Plots situate in the Vicarage Road,
and one in the Boston Road, Mark House Common

LEA BRIDGE ROAD.—A substantial Brick-built House,
known as No. 2, Amberley Road, Lea Bridge Road Levton.

LEYTONSTONE ROAD.—Five Brick-built Cottages, being
Nos, 5 to 9, Newmarch Terrace, Victoria Road. Leyton-
stone

;
also five other Cottages, known as Nos. 6 to 10,

Amos Terrace, Victoria Road.
FOREST HILL.—A Brick-built Semi-Detached Freehold

Villa Residence, known as Malmsbury Villa, St. Germain's
Road

:
also a modern and well-built Family Residence,

known as Auckland Cottage, Ravensbourn Road, Stanstead
Road.

WALTHAMSTOW.—A valuable Plot ot Building Land,
situate in the Grosvenor Road East.

Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to announce
that their NEXT PERIODICAL SALES of PROPERTIES
will take place on JUNE 7 and 2S,

Edmonton, N.
To NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS,

BUILDERS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will include in their ne.xt PERIODICAL SALE of
PROPERTIES, to be held at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse
Yard, City, on MONDAY, May 31, at 12 for i o'Clock, about
FOUR ACRES of highly productive LAND, situate in the
Hyde Road, Edmonton, five minutes' walk from the station,
and immediately available for Building purposes ; or a portion
could be advantageously utilised for Nursery and Market
Garden purposes.
Cards to view maybe obtained of Messrs. PROTHEROE

AND MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C.

Highly Important Sale of Imported OroJiids,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY, May 20, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely. New and Rare ORCHIDS, collected by
order and for account of Mr. R. Roezl, comprising a few plants
of the new and beautiful Bollea ccelestis, Reich. : also some
plants of the magnificent Eatemania Burtii var. Wallisii. Reich.

;

Odontoglossum Roezli : and an importation of ORCHIDS from
Mr. Roezl, collected in Western Mexico, mostly adapted for
cool houses, such as Oncidium tigrinum, Cattleya citrina,
Odontoglossum Insleayi var. leopardinum, Oncidium Barkeri,
&c.: an importation of ODONTOGLOSSUMS from New
Granada ; a consignment of SARRACENIA PURPUREA,
and other hardy North American Plants ; an importation of
ORCHIDS from Moulmein ; an importation of immense masses
of L^LIAS from Mexico ; several small collections of Estab-
lished ORCHIDS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Specimen Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, South Bank, Surbiton,

on FRIDAY, MAY 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, con-
sisting of Camellias, Azaleas, Ferns, well-grown Heaths,
Palms, Eucharias amazonica, Anthuriums, Crotous, Marantas,
a few lots of Orchids, a quantity of Bedding Plants : BELL-
GLASSES, MOWING MACHINE, WATER-BARROW,
Four TWO-LIGHT and One SINGLE-LIGHT FRAMES,
&c., the property of J. A. Barton, Esq.
On view the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues

had on the Premises, and of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Auc
'

and Valuer, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

'Vine Cottage, Lee Park, ElacMieath, S.E.
GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS, FERNS,
CAIMELLIAS, AZ.ALEAS, and BEDDING PLANTS.

MR. DYER has received instructions from
]\Ir. Saville to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises

on THURSDAY NEXT, May 20. at 2 o'clock punctually, a
choice Collection of GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS;
Specimen FERNS, comprising Dicksonia .antarctica (8 feet
across), Loniaria gibba (8 feci oinches .irross). Selaginella, Also-
phila, Adiantums, Asiil. 'nin!-. hiilli.is. Gymnogrammas,
Nephrolepis, Nothocli: ''

1:, Pteris, and other
Ferns : specimen Cam..i;i , I rom 9 inches to S feet
in height : fine trained -^f m n I'.! v

1
'1 .spermumjasminoides,

5 feet high ; trained Euphorbia lu ilijwer, j feet high ; Gardenias,
Stepbahotis, Eucharis amazonica. Gloxinias to name, Ficus
elastica, Roses in pots. Palms in varieties; several thousand
Bedding Plants of the most popular and choice kinds, and
numerous other plants.

May be viewed the day prior and morning of Sale, and Cata-
logues obtained on the Premises, at the Estate Exchange,
Auction M.art, Tokenhouse Yard, E.G., and of the AUC-
TIONEER, Blackheath. S.E.

Summit Road, 'Walthamstow, E.,

Five minutes' walk from the Hoe Street Station.

MESSRS. GREEN -WD SON will SELL
by AUCTION at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, by order

of the Mortgagees, on FRIDAY, May 2t, at i for 2 o'Clock,
the valuable FREEHOLD LAND withDWELLING-HOUSE
and GREENHOUSES situate in Summit Road, Walthamstow,
which have for many years been occupied by Mr. Sherman as
Florist and Nurseryman. The premises are well adapted for
the business, the land is also valuable for building purposes,
having a frontage to the road of 128 feet and a depth of 152
feet. Possession will be given on June 24 next.

Particulars of Messrs. ELWES and SHARPE, Solicitors,

3, Furnival's Inn, E.C. ; at the "Nag's Head," Walthamstow,
E. ; and of GREEN and SON. 10, St. Swithin's Lane, E.C.

Magnificent Specimen and Other Plants.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE
^
are instructed by Messrs. Fellon & Sons (who are

declining exhibiting large specimens this year) to OFFER
by AUCTION, at the Midland Counties Repository,
Moseley Street, Birmingham, on WEDNESDAY, May 26,
at I o'clock prompt, a splendid SELECTION of EXHIBI-
TION PLANTS, in the finest possible health and every
leaf perfect, including Pandanus Veitchii, 5 feet by 4 feet,

leaves upwards of 4 feet long—a noble plant : Maranta Veitchii,

4 feet bj' 4 feet : Maranta Makoyana, 2 feet by 2 feet : -Areca
Baueri, 8 feet high—a noble Palm ; Cocos Weddelliana, 5 feet

;

Djemonorops melanochaites (true), 6 feet : Kentia Forsteriana,

5 feet : Kentia Ealmoreana, 5 feet : two extra fine Curculigo
lecurvata variegata, 4 feet bys feet ; Dracaena Baptisti, 3 feet ;

D. Mooreana, 3feet (a splendid pair) : D. gloriosa, 3 feet : D. ama-
bilis. very fine(three plants) ; Dendrobium nobile. i feet by 3 feet,

with 500 open blooms ; Vanda insignis (in bloom), a very first-

class v.ariety : Crotons (new). Orchids, large Tree and other
Ferns, Anthurium crystallinum. seven leaves, 2 feet by 18 inches,
very fine ; Caladiums (new). Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c. :

choice new Camellias to name, and a few lots of very excellent
Bedding Plants.

The collection of Plants (of which the above form only a
portion) are of the rarest varieties, and are, as described, in the
most perfect health, and ready for successful exhibition at

any Show.
Catalogues may be obtained gi-atis on application to Messrs.

FELTON AND SONS, 23, High Street ; the Oflices of the
Midland Ccnnties Herald ; or from the Auctioneers, i, Moseley

'Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

EINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 125. to 505. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars
respecting this Property, apply to
ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,

London, W., Architect to the Estate.

FOR SALE, an Orchard and Plant-house
SPAN-ROOF RANGE, length 65 feet, width 24 feet,

height 13 feet, with 297 feet heating pipes and 4 valves. Iron
Ratchet-worked Ventilators, Shelves and Stages, all in excellent
condition. Inquire of
Mr. WOOKEV, Heybridge Garden, near Maiden, Essex.

fyHE FREEHOLD for SALE, or to be LET
-1- on LEASE a NURSERY doing a large Trade in

Cut Flowers with the principal London Florists. Valuation
about ;^500. Address by letter only,

Mr. DICKSON, Centre Avenue, Covent Garden, W.C.

Crcwn Lands, Stagsden, Bedfordshire.

TO BE LET by TENDER, from October lo
next, on Lease, WICK END FARM, in the Parish) f

Stagsden, in the occupation of Mr. Philip Henman, comprising
about 318 acres, and situated about 4!^ miles from the town of
Bedford. About 258 acres are Arable, and 57 acres Meadow
Land. Mr. Samuel Odell, of Stagsden, the Woodreeve, will
point out the Farm.

P.articulars and Forms of Tender may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Hon. CHARLES GORE, Office of Woods, &c.,
I, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W.; or to Mr, JOHN
GLUTTON, 9, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W.
Tenders must be delivered on or before Saturday, May 29.

WANTED to PURCHASE, a small but
well-established FLORIST'S or NURSERYMAN'S

BUSINESS, within 15 miles of London. Nothing entertained
that will not bear the strictest investigation. Address, with
price and fullest particulars, to

A. R., I, St. Stephen's Road, Lewisham, S.E.

NOTICE.
Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith,

MESSRS. J. AND C. LEE beg to GIVE
NOTICE that

Lees Nursery, Albion Gardens, Hammeysmilh,
where a Sale is advertised to take place.

Is In no way Connected witli tMs EstaWlshment.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Tark, S.W.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, in the Gardens, from
MAY 5 to MAY =5, Sundays excepted. GEORGE JACK-
MAN AND SON, of the Woking Nursery, Surrey, beg to

announce that their E.xhibition of Clematis will be on view (.as

above) daily.

pRYSTAL PALACE.—The GREAT
V^ FLOWER SHOW of the Season will take place on
SATURDAY, May 29.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY, embracing Richmond, Twickenham, Isle-

worth, Mortlake, East Sheen, Kew, Petersham, and Ham,
Under the Royal and Distinguished Patronage of H.R.H, the
Duchess of Cambridge, H.R.H. the Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge, Duchess of Teck, H.R.H. the Due d'Aumale, &c.
President—M.^M. the Duke of Teck, G.C.B., President

of the Royal Botanic Society.
The FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION ot PLANTS,

FLOWERS. FRUIT, and VEGETABLES, will take place on'
THURSDAY, July 3, and will be held in the Old Deer Park,
Richmond (entrance from Richmond Green). Special Prize,

oftered by Messrs. James Carter & Co., The Queen's Seedsmen,
High Holborn, London, W.C. -a SILVER CUP, value Five
Guine.as, for the best Collection of Vegetables (unforced), to

comprise eighteen dishes and not less than twelve ciistinct kinds.

Schedules of Prizes, with the Rules, Regulations, and other

particulars, may be obtained of the Honorary Secret.ary.

Subscriptions and Donations will be received by the London
and Provincial Banks (Richmond and Twickenham); by Mr.
BENNING, Collector, 7, Eton Street, Richmond ; or by
ALBERT CHANCELLOR, F.R.H.S., Honorary Secretary,

I, King Street, Richmond, Surrey,
May, 1875.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SHOW of ROSES, AZALEAS, &c.—MAY 12.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class 2.-6 ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. J. Herrington, Gr. , Larkbere, Thornton Road,
Clapham Park.

Class 5.—12 ROSES, Cut Blooms, distinct. (Amateurs./
1st, Mr. J. Herrington.

Cla

1st, Mr. J. Herringtoi

2d, Mr. W. Coles, Gr. to W. K. Wigram, Esq., The Chestnuts,

St. Margaret's, Twickenham.

Class 8.-9 CALCEOLARIAS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. Dobson & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Islewortll.

2d, Mr. A. Clark, Gr. to W. Shuter, Esq., 66, Belsize Park
Gardens, Hampstead.

3d, Mr. J. Hetherington.

Class o-—18 HARDY PERENNIA.LS in FLOWER,
distinct, in pots not exceeding 12 inches in diameter. (Open.)
ist and Silver Medal, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, The

Niu-series, Tooting.
2d, Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting.
3d, Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing.

Class 10.—9 Bunches of HARDY PERENNIALS, Cut
Blooms,

ist, Mr. R. Parker. | 2d, Mr. R. Dean.

Class 12.—6 ALPINE or FANCY AURICULAS, distinct.

(Open.)
ist, Mr. R. Dean. | 2d, Messrs. Dobson & Son.

MISCELLANEOUS.—EXTRA PRIZES.
Messrs. James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, for

Group of Tree Mignonette in flower, and Basket of
Coleus Duchess of Edinburgh, Silver Medal.

INIr. V/. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, for Collection

of Cut Roses, Silver Medal.
IMr. S. Coulter, Gr. to L. J. Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall, East-

cott, Middlesex, for Group of Tree Mignonette in flower.

Silver Medal.
Messrs. Dobson & Sou, for Group of Azaleas in flower. Bronze

Medal.
Mr. F. Barnes, Gr. to A. Chancellor, Esq., The Retreat, Rich-

mond, for six pots of Mignonette in flower. Bronze Medal.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for llie relief of decayed

Kuniers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron— \iv.^ Majksty TlIK QuKtiN.
rmident—YlK Gkace tiiu Duke 01' Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married Ctfi per annum.
Male l^i
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters £^20 „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-

scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

R^
OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LKNT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in .aid of the Funds of the Instuution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June s, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. Tlje PRINCE OF W.'iLES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 21J. , application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16, at ii o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an

Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Omces of the Institution—

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

rnlrm—UsR Most Gr.\cious Majesty the Queen.
J'reMiitt—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Founded i860.

For the Relief of Decayed Fai-mers and their Widows, and
for the Maintenance and Education of their Orphans.

The FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid

of the Funds of the Institution, will t.ike place at WILLIS'S
rooms. King Street, St. J.ames's, W.. on SATURDAY,
June 5. at half-past 6 o'Clock—

H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Prclimiiuvy List of Stewards .•—

His Grace the Duke of Buck- Sir Edward C. Kerrison, Bart.

ingham and Chandos lohn Baldwin, Esq.

His Grace the Duke of Man-
,
Frank Battcock, Esq.

Chester Thomas Beddall, Esq,

The Most Noble the Marqu:
of Ex

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Hertford

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Huntly

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount
Eridport

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Dunmore

The Rt. Hon. Lord E.?erton
of Tatton

The Rt. Hon. Lord Fitzwalter
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Hardwick

The Rt. Hon. the Earl Spencer,
K.G.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Mahon,
M.P.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Malmesbury

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Nor-

TheRt. Hon. Lord Rivers
The Rt. Hon. Lord Sondes
The Rt. Hon. Lord Vernon
The Rt. Hon. Lord Walsing-

Sir William Basge, Bart.,M.P.
Sir Edward Hulse, Bart.

John B. Brandram, Esq.
William Cunliffe Brooks, Esq.,

M.P.
J. W. Bro%vn, Esq.
Chas. S. Cantrell, Esq.
George Cavendish Bentinck,
Esq. M.P.

John Collins, Esq.
Joseph Druce, Esq.
JohnFloyer, Esq., M.P.
J. K. Fowler, Esq.
Abraham Garrett, Esq.
A. H. Johnson, Esq.
Colonel Kingscote, M. P.

Hanslip Long, Esq.
John Marten, Esq.
John J. Mechi, Esq.
William Adam Mundell, Esq.

,

Q.C.
Mr. Alderman Naish
Albert Pell, Esq., M.P.
Clare Sewell Read, Esq., M.P.
B. B. Hunter Rodwell, Esq.,

Q.C, M.P.
George Russell, Esq.
Thomas Cowille Scott, Esq.
Charles Shaw, Esq.
Abel Smith. Esq., M.P.
William Vivian, Esq.
Thomas Wagstaff, Esq.

Dinner Tickets 21^. , application for which should be made to
the SECRETARY, at the Offices of the Institution, 26, Charles
Street, St. James's, W. , not later than May 22.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' MLvture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the finest and dwarfest EVERGREEN GRASSES, and is

very superior to mi.xtures generally offered, quickly forming a
close velvety turf. For New Lawns sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre.

To Renovate Old Lawns sow 10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price
\s. per lb. Orders over 20J. Carriage Free.
The Old-Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
jointed and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,

and RHUBARB, extra strong, for forcing ; ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Priced Descriptive CAT.\LOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON and ROBINSON, 21. Market Place, Manchester.

New Plnlc Geranium, " Mrs. Hallburton."

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has much
pleasure in again ofteriiig this favourite variety, sent out

by him last season, and which gave such general satisfaction.

On three occasions it has received the highest commendation
from the Floral Committee at Chiswick, associated with all the
best varieties grown there for trial. Good plants gj-. per dozen,
50 for 33?., 100 for 585. Extra-sized cut-down plants, is, each.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
Purple, Pink, Crimson, Rose and other mixed sorts, good

strong spring-struck cuttings, well rooted, at bs. per 100, 50^,

per 1000, package included. Cash to accompany all orders
from unknown Correspondents,

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

FERNS for SALE, fine specimens.—Fifty
Todea superha, 3 to 4 feet through ; fifty do., i to 2 feet

through ; fifty Todea pclucida, 2 to 3 feet through ; fifty Todea
pelucida and superha, i foot through. These plants are superb,
perhaps the finest specimens in Britain, and will be sold at
very reasonable prices for cash, as the house they are growing
in is wanted for my Cut Flower Trade. Apply to
PETER McKENZIE, Nurseryman and Florist, i, Gordon

Street, Glasgow, and Bellfield Nursery. Paisley, N.B.

Cauliflower Plants.

HI. UARin' begs lo say he has a few
• "it„.n.rn..i'. ..f (ho above lo otTer at a very mederntc

pricf. Ill 11 uLi N. wcU-yrowii, strong, and healthy, and

have In . ,,,,1,1 I h>.in the seed-bed and well established.

C;ii 1 u Railway Station in England for -zos.

wortli. I
. hi.ncc. P.0.0. made payable at "Bures."

Apply to

11. J. HARDY , Stonr Valley Seed Grounds, Bures, Essex.

RARE SEEDS, just arrived from
California :—

DRAC;i'".NA STRICTA.
PINUS INSIGNIS.
CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA.

The advertiser has received a few ounces of each ol the

above, and will part witli the same to the highest offer.

THOS. H. APPLEBY, i. Lancaster Road, New Barnct,

Herls.

To tbe Trade ana Others.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.—A large
Oiiantity In liispose of. About 10,000 e.\tra strong

ALTEUNANTHER.-V of sorts, 6000 of them in single pols :

1000 Double LOBELIA : 6000 Bedding GERANIUMS of

sorts; 7000 ECHEVERIA, and 2000 MESEMBRYANTHE-
MUiM CORDI FOLIUM. To be sold in large quantities, at

a very !<»w price. Address,
\V. BIRMINGHAM, Gardener, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

Hollies.

ANTHONY WATERER respectfully invites
the attention of Holly buyers to the very fine Stock to

be seen growing at Knap Hill. It comprises upw ards of Thirty
Thousand Plants, from 3 to 10 and 12 feet high, of the finer

Gold, Silver, and Green-leaved kinds, affording a choice in size

and variety such as can be met with in no other Nursery in

Europe. Every Plant has been recently removed, and will be
guaranteed.
The Stock of Common Green Hollies alone occupies 5 acres of

land, and Purchasers will find them in large numbers of all

heights up to 15 feet.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

NEW CLEMATIS, to be sent out by JOHN
STANDISH A,ND CO. on May 10 :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each ;

coloiu-, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers

the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.

IOJ-. f>d. each.
MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower,

'

; it is the largest, sm
and a very free blooi

105. td. each.
The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every

collection. Orders are now being booked for them.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks,

Bedding Boses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 30^. per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA. NOISETTE, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and s-inch pots, gj. to 151. per

Now is the hest time for bedding-out the Tea-scented .tnd

China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetiials, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and IMAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
' LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the
above GERANIUiM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated v.ariety yet offered. Its dwarf and free
habit, and broad clear white margin, will make it invaluable as
a bedder for edging or panel-work. Received a First-class

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, August 29,
1874. Price 2J. ef/. each, z\s. per dozen. The usual Discount
to the Trade.
A Post Office Order, payable at Sissinghurst, must accom-

pany all orders from unknown Correspondents.
Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Strong Verbenas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN of=(ers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from single pots :—
PURPLE KING
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white
GEANT DES BATAILLES,
LADY COWLEY, rose, line bedd<

All healthy good stuff, \s. dd. per dozen, i

1000, package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursety, Gravest

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S SEED
« CATALOGUE for 1875. containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, 11., 2S. 6a'.,and 51. per pkt.
CINERARIA, is.. =.t. e,/., .and 5s. per p.acket.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine slritin, zs. 6d. and sj. per packet.

„ „ RUBRA FLORE-PLENA,2j.6a'. and 5J. per packet.
,, „ ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 2s. 6d. and %s. per packet.

AURICULA, ij. and 2J. 6rf. per packet.
CARNATION, ar. 6d. and 51. per packet.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, is. and 2i. 6d. per packet.
HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2j. 6d. per packet.
PINKS, \s. and 2s. 6rf. per packet.
MIMULUS, II. per packet. I PETUNIAS, 6d. and 11. p pkt.
PANSIES, 6d. & ij. 6rf. pkt.

I
VERBENA, 1J.&21. 6<r'.p.pkt.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, ij. per packet.
, , from named flowers, is. and 2s, 6d. per packet.

AMERICAN TUBEROSE, double flowered, large roots, 20J.

LILIUM AURATUM, i:,t. per dozen, good flowering size;
extra size, of full growth, at higher prices.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

American Plants without Peat.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to offer the
choicest Hardy English and Continental RHODO-

DENDRONS, with Belgic .and other AZ.ALEAS, at 30J. per
dozen, £zo per 100.

The Plants are grown in a stiff Loamy Soil, on an exposed
and elevated situation, and will thrive in any soil free from
Lime, Iron, or Chalk. Large Bushes of the Ponticum and
Catawbiense varieties, 4 to 5 feet high and as much through,
60s. per dozen. April and May is the best time for planting.

The Nurseries, Bristol.

Adiantum farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDLSH AND CO.
have a nuniljcr of maBnifi.:enl siiccimcns of the above

splendid KERN, lit for immodiate e-thibilion, They are in 16

and 22.inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown

specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILMMUM, flne plants, 18

inches through, in S.iiich pots.

Further p:irt!culars anil prit

Choice Tricolor and Bronze Geraniums.
'"piIOiMAS I'ESTKIUGE can supply, at per
.1. dozen;—Acme. 51.: Florence, 41. ; Howarth Ashton, 6j.:

L;idy Cnllum, 3^.; Mrs. Dunnett, ss : Mrs. Rutter. 6s. \ Prince

of NS'ales, (js.; Peter Grieve. 91.: Soph'ia Cusack, is.; Sala-

mander, 95.; Lass o' Cowrie, 6j. ; Mrs. Colonel Wilkinson, ^s.',

Miss Pond, I2S.; Black Douglas, 3s.: Earl of Rosslyn, 4s.;

Rev. C. P. Peach, 51.; Reinc Victoria, 4J. Terms cash. A
LIST of other v.arietics, post free.

Boston Park Road Nurseries, Brentford, Middlesex, W.

Verbenas for Sale.

Q BIDE c.tn now supply, for

VERBENAS, spring-struck, strong, and free from disease ol

any kind, including Purple King, Scarlet, White, Pink, and
many other varieties (of which a list may be h.id on applica-
tion), at Bs. per 100. package free.

PELARGONIUMS, show and fancy, of the best varieties,

40s. per 100.

GERANIUMS, plain-leaved and zonal, strong autumn-struck

.. Crystal Palace Gem. in single pols, 20s. per 100.

COI.EUS VERSCHAFFELTII, 10s. per 100.

IRESINE LINDENI. 8j. per 100.

., HERBSTII, 81. per 100.

CENT.\UREA CANDIDISSIMA, struck last autumn, and
well established, in large 60-pots, 40s. per 100.

AUREA FLORIBUNDA and other CALCEOLARIAS, 8j.

"DALM SEEDS of splendid quality.

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, 1000 grains, 36s., 10,000 grains,

L.«'ANIA RUBRA, gen
PANDANUS AQUATICUS, fruits .

each, 10 fruits I2y.

ARECA CATECHU, 100 fruits, 30J.

DESMONCUS HORRIDUS, 1000 grains, 75s,, 100 grains,

ASTROCARYUM TUCUMA, roo fruits, 30s.

LIVISTONA RAMSEYI, a beautiful, newly-discovered
Palm. The same was discovered last fall by Mr. Ramsey,
of the Sidney Museum, and named after him by Baron von
MUller ; it is smaller than Corypha australis, but just as
hardy, with larger fronds, and a rapid grower ; certainly
more beautiful than the well-known Corypha, 10 grains, 4s.,

50 grains, 181., 100 grains, 301.

All doubtful Palm seed returned directly after receipt, postage

Cheap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, is. 6d. per dozen, los. per "loo

;

rooted cuttings, is. per dozen, 6^. per lOO, $os. per looo.
PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet—Vesuvius and Jean Sisley, is. 6d.

per dozen, los. per loo.

., White—Madame Vaucher, i^. 6d. per dozen, los. per loo.

„ Pink — Blue Bell, Mrs. W. Paul, Maid of Kent, &c.,
IS. 6d. per dozen, los. per loo.

„ Crimson — Waltham Seedling, fine bedder, is. 6d. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding, from stores, is. per dozen,
6s. per IOC ; strong plants, 12s. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUMS, finest dark, rooted cuttings, is. per
dozen, 6s. per 100 ; strong plants, is. 6d. per dozen, 10s.

per 100.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, blue, makes a fine bed, i*. per
dozen, $s. per 100

;
good plants, from single pots, is. 6d.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, \s. per dozen,

PELARGONIUMS, Silver-edge—May Queen, &c., 2J. per
dozen, 15,7. per 100.

,, Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, 2s. per doz., j$s. per 100
ALTERNANTHERA, magnifica, fine, also paronychioides

good plants, 2s. per dozen, i2j-. per too.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Bedding and other Plants
all Established in Single Pots. Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM

beg to offer :—•
FUCHSIAS, named, in 5-inch pots. 40J. per 100, ^s. per dozen
PELARGONIUM, double white. Aline Sisley, ^s. per dozen.

,, Side Zonal, Harry King, 4s. per dozen.

,. „ Master Christine, 25s. per 100, -^s. 6d. per dozen.

,, „ Salmon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colour
as. per dozen. _

,, Golden Tricolor, Miss Batters, 9.?. per dozen.

,, ,, J. D. Bassett, gs. per dozen.

„ ,, Peter Grieve, 15J. per dozen.

„ ,, Mrs. Dunnett, 65. per dozen.

., ,, Mrs. Pollock, SOS. per 100; 35. 6d. per dozen.
,, Silver Tricolor, Lass o' Gowrie, as. per dozen.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII, 20s. per loo- 3s. per dozen
,, „ SPLENDENS, 20s. per 100: 3.f. per dozen.

DAHLIAS, Bouquet, to name, 305. per 100; is per dozen.
GAZANIA SPLENDENS, iSs. per 100 ; 2s. ei/Tper dozen.
VERBENAS, Scarlet, Purple, and Crimson, 145. per 100,

2S. per dozen.
ECHEVERIA SECUNDA, iSs. per 100.

„ „ GLAUCA, 20s. per too.
SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, los. to 16^. per 100.
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, 12s. per 100.

IRESINE HERBSTII. 14s. per 100.

,. LINDENI. 14s. per 100.

HELIOTROPES, to name, 16^. per 100.
NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS, 14^. per roo.

LEUCOPHYTON, Brownii, i6s. per 100.
PENTSTEMONS. to name, 20s. per 100, 3^. per dozen.
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Variegated Beddins Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at p^r dozen for cash:- Golden

Tricolors; Mrs. Dunnett, 35. 6./.. Louisa Smith, 35. 6</.; Mrs.
Pollock, 3^. 6rf. ; Sir Robert Napier, 3^. 6rf. ; Sophia Dumar-
esque, -^s. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Coutts, 3^. td. ; Mrs.
John Glutton, 3^. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3^. (yd.; Bronze
Beauty, 3^. 6if.; Kentish Hero, is. 6d.: Roi de Siam, 35. 6d.

;

WaUham Bronze, 35. 6^. Baskets and packing, (id. per dozen,

or 3^. (3d. per 100 extra, ''

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,,

Where it is anticipated tliey will be
highly gratified.

JOHN B ESTER. Manager.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free),

B, S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new i 6

AMARANTHUS HENDERI. new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16
„ finest alpine varieties ..10

BALSAM, Williams' superb strain .

.

. . is.td and 2 6

BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, ri. td., 2s. 6d.,

2S. 6d. and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, is. 6d.,

2S. td., 3s. (id. and 5 o

CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. CW., 21. f>d.,

3s. dd. and 5 o

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 16
,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. ..16

NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new ..16
PANSY, from finest Enelish show varieties is. and 2 6

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed .

.

.

.

. . xs. 6d., 2S. dd., ^s. 6d. .-uid 5 o
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Erompton, new ..16
„ East Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. Admiration, new . . is. id. and 3 6
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety . i o

,, new autumn and winter-flowering, Harbinger .. 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON k MAYOS
Have this Season to offer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring-flowering Plants — all

established in single pots, and thoroughly
hardened—comprising :

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colotirs.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,

&c.—a Collection of all the best kind.s.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLI.'VS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
will beforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Near HEREFORD.

Francis & Arthur

\ Dickson g Sons.
106 Eastgate St.& (irj^^rr.^^
TheUptori'Nurseries Vlllj O 1 HiIY.

Illustrated Catalogue of

'Vegeta])le & Flower Seeds,

V Quality -unsurpassed.

TRADE

First-class Certificate

Royal Horticultural Society.

NOTICE.

First-class Certificate

Manchester Botanical Society.

PRIMULA PRINC E ARTHUR.
F. Perkins,

EEGENT STREET, LEAMINGTON,
In reply to numerous enquiries, begs to announce that he will send OUT seed OF this splendid

NOVELTY, in Sealed Retail Packets, at is. 6d. and 5^'. each, on and after the 15th of July next,

and orders will be executed in rotation. F. P. has arranged with

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, & CO.,

SEED MERCHANTS, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
FOR THE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION, WHO WILL QUOTE TRADE PRICE

ON APPLICATION.

PRINCE AETHUE, PRIMULA
Is described by the Press as " an exquisite carmine-crimson double variety," of pyramidal form

and vigorous habit, a profuse bloomer, and admirably adapted for a dinner-table plant. It comes

quite true from seed.

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Noljilhv aiul Gentry to an inspection of llie .ibove ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
.'\dapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

DWARF ROSES IN POTS FOR BEDDING,
At ()S. to \2s. per do:^cn; or, Jos. to %os. per 100.

Roses by the dozen, 100, or 1000. Many thousands to select from.

Splendid Plants. Inspection invited.

Wm. Wood & Son,
WOODLANDS NUESEEY, MAEESEIELD,

NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

Highly Important Sale of Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, May 20, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, New and Rare ORCHIDS, collected by order and for account of Mr. K.

ROEZL, comprising a few Plants of the new and beautiful BOLLEA CCELESTIS, Reich. Also

some Plants of the magnificent BATEMANIA BURTII, var. WALLISII, Reich. ; ODONTO-
GLOSSUM ROEZLI, and an Importation of ORCHIDS from Mr. Roezl, collected in Western

Mexico, mostly adapted for Cool Houses, such as ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLEAYI, var.

LEOPARDINUM; ONCIDIUM BARKERI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STR^EET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

NEW COIjEUS,
"DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS LKKTI I'lCAl ICS :—

Royal Horiiciilliiral Society, June 17, 1874; Royal
Botanic Society, yune 20, 1874.

The foliage of this distinct and ijeautiful variety has margins of
purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of bright crimson-magenta,
formmg a superb contrast to the green-leaved section of Coleus, by
reason of its dazzling brilliancy of colour.

Professor Thuder, in the Aiitcrkau Agriculturist, says :—" It is the
most beautiful foliage plant that has ever been exhibited."

Price 3s. 6d. each. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each.
Post Krec, erf. e.\tra.

Sec Carter' s Illustrated Plant Catalogue wltk beautifully
coloured Engraving of above.

Price erf, Post Free, Gratis to Customers.

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW^ PLANTS.

Mr. William Bull's
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

Containing Descriptions and Prices of New Plants, is just issued.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KINGS' ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

NEW FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS.
T. Jackson & Son

PLANTING SEASON.

RHODODENDRONS
In Fifty of the most Popular and finest known

Hardy Kinds,

Sturdy, Bushy Plants, li to 2 feet high, at

£10 per 100,

Carriage Free to any Railway Station in England,

A Descriptive Catalogue free on application to

ANTHONY WATEBER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING. SURREY.

DAHLIAS.

Have much pleasure in introducing this exceedingly interesting Novelty which they have
purchased from the Gardener of T. C. Blackett, Esq., of Thorpe Lea, seeds of which he received
from New Zealand. It is of a shrubby trailing habit, producing freely at the axils short erect
llowers with orange-yellow tube and violet-black sepals.

Strong Plants i,s. each, free by post <^s. 6d.; extra strong ditto, los. 6il. each.

A LAUGE REDUCTION BY THE DOZEN OR HUNDRED.
N.E. A Plant of the above has been by us presented to the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, where it may be seen

in flower bearing the name of F. procumbens.

NEW DOUBLE PETUNIA "MRS. WILSON."
The above is a fine Double Crimson variety, striped and edged with white, very fine and distinct.

It received three First-class Certificates last year.

Gooa Plants, now ready, 3^. bd. each, post free y. ga,

A LARGE REDUCTION BY THE DOZEN OR HUNDRED.

T. JACKSON AND SON, THE NURSERIES, KINGSTON, SURREY.

NE^^^ BEDDING AGERATUM
"COUNTESS OF STAIR."

This variety is without doubt a decided advance upon any other Ageratum yet offered.

There is not a shoot but throws up a head of dense blossoms, beginning a few inches from the

ground, and only ending when its entire height of 6 or 8 inches is attained, when the whole top 01

the plant is one mass of fragrant lavender-blue blossoms. It was raised by Mr. Fowler, of Castle

Kennedy, where it has been bedded out for five or six years with great success, withstanding, as

it does, the heavy rains better than most bedding plants. Being of such compact habit and free-

flowering qualities, it cannot fail to recommend itself for flower-garden purposes.

Price y. 6d. each, 30J. per dozen. Special price per 100.

John Keynes
Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

Dahlias now being sent out.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.
Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.
MAURICE YOUNG'S

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Is . > ready^ and may be had on application.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the
best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other cUmbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.
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SPECIAL PRIZES FOR NEW PLANTS.

William Bull, f.l.s.,
HAVING OFFERED THROUGH THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

ONE THOUSAND POUNDS
FOR NEW PLANTS OF HIS OWN INTRODUCTIONS, ANNOUNCES THAT THE THIRD ANNUAL SERIES OF PRIZES

AMOUNTING TO i;26o, WILL BE lUSIKIijl II D I\ sin 1 1 CUPS THIS YEAR, AS FOLLOWS:—

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.

ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value , . ^^15 15

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value .. j^io 10

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value •• £ d 6

FOR NURSERYMEN.

1st Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^15 15 o

d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^10 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value ., £ 6 6 o

The above Six Silver Cups will be given at

the principal Show, to be held at Kensing-

ton, in 1875.

At the Provincial Show of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society in 1875, the following

Silver Cups will also be given ;

—

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.

ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value

.. ^10 10

FOR NURSERYMEN.

1st Prize, a Silver Cup, value

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value

• £iS IS

.. /lo 10

•£6 6

A SERIES OF SILVER CUPS,

as follows, will be given to those not having

previously won any of

Mk. WM. BULL'S SILVER CUPS:

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.
1st Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^15 15 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value .. ^10 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value ., £ 6 6 o

FOR NURSERYMEN.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . £ic, 15 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . j^io 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value *. £ 6 6 o

The above Six Silver Cups will be given at

the principal Show to be held at Kensing-
ton, in 1875.

In each and all cases the above Prizes to

be offered for Twelve New Plants of Mr, W.
Bull's introduction?, and sent out for the

first time since the commencement of 1872.

The Plants available for the Prizes to com-
prise only those announced in Mr. W. Bull's

Catalogues as sent out by him for the first

time. The Catalogues can easily be referred

to, or a List of the Plants had on application*

In each and every entry the names of the

Twelve Plants to be exhibited must be sent

with the entry. Exhibitors can only compete

for one Prize at a time in each class.

The Twelve Plants must be twelve distinct

species or varieties, but each may be com-
posed of one or more individual plants, if

grouped in one pot, pan, or vase,

lu addition to the above, Mr. William Bull will give the following PRIZES this year, for 13 NEW PLANTS of his introduction
sent out since the commencement of 187S ;—

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.
Manchester, Silver Cup, value /"lo 10
Manchester, Silver Cup, value /" 6 6
Blackburn, Silver Cup, value ^^lo 10
Blackburn, Silver Cup, value ^66

The above Prizes are cofifined to

growers in Lancashire.

PRIZE CUP.
Specially Designed by Messrs. Elkinqton & Co. , to be awarded for

Mr. William Bull's New Introductions.

At the Provincial Show of the Royal Hor"
ticultural Society in 1875, the following

Silver Cups will also be given :—

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^15 15 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value ., £\a \a o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^ 6 6 o

FOR NURSERYMEN.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value ,. ,^15 15 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . ^10 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . j^ 6 6 o

In each and all cases the above Prizes to

be offered for Twelve New Plants of Mr. W.
Bull's introductions, and sent out for the

first time since the commencement of 1872.

The Plants available for the Prizes to com-
prise only those announced in Mr. W. Bull's

Catalogues, as sent out by him for the first

time. The Catalogues can easily be referred

to, or a List of the Plants had on apphcation.

In each and every entry the names of the

Twelve Plants to be exhibited must be sent

with the entry. Exhibitors can only compete

for one Prize at a time in each class.

The Twelve Plants must be twelve distinct

species or varieties, but each may be com-

posed of one or more individual plants, if

grouped in one pot, pan, or vase.

Leeds Silver Cup, value £6 6
York Silver Cup, value £G 6

Tlie abovs Prizes are conjined to

growers in Yorkshire.

Taunton. . . .Silver Cup, value £(i 6
The above Prize is cofifined to groovers \

Devon, Somerset, Dorset atid Gloucestershir

Glasgow..,. Silver Cup, value Xio 10
Glasgow .... Silver Cup, value £^66

T/te above Prizes are confined to
growers in Scotlaftd.

Plants of Mr. W. Bull'

by hi

Dublin ....Silver Cup, value £\o 10
Dublin ....Silver Cup, value £6 6
Belfast ... .Silver Cup, value £6 6

Th£ above Prizes^are confined to

growers in Ireland.

In each and all cases the above Prizes to be ofTered for Twel
for the Prizes to comprise only those announced in Mr, W. Bull's Cataloi
In each and every entry, the names of the Twelve Plants to be exhibited must be sent with the entry Exhibi
distmct species or varieties, but each may be composed of one or more individual plants, if grouped in one pot, pan,

o
I'

Manchester, Silver Cup, value /"lo 10 o
o

I

Manchester, Silver Cup, value _,^ 6 6 o
The above Prizes are confined to

!
growers in Lancashire.

j
Leeds Silver Cup, value £660

« York Silver Cup, value £660
'

,
The above Prizes are confi7ied to

o I groovers in Yorkshire.

I

Taunton ..Silver Cup, value ^^ 6 6 o
The above Prize is co7tfined to growers in

I
Devon, Somerset, Dorset and Gloucestershire.

. introductions, and sent out for the first time since the
for the first time. The Catalogues can easily be referred

only compete for one Prize a

FOR NURSERYMEN.
Glasgow.... Silver Cup, value _;^io 10
Glasgow. . . .Silver Cup, value £66

The above Prizes are confined to
growers / " "; Scotland.

Dublin .. ..Silver Cup, value ^^xo 10 o
Dublin ....Silver Cup, value /6 6 o
Belfast .... Silver Cup, value £660

The above Prizes are confitted to

growers in Ii-ela?td.

872. The Plants available
a List of the Plants had on application.

tie. The Twelve Plants must be twelve

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW

MR. WILLIAM BULL
Intimates that the followhis New I'lants arc

now being sent out :
—

AUCUBA JAPONICA LUTEO-PICTA.
A very faelymarkej and lwnd».„i.= variety of lire Japair

Laurel, the leaves of which are large, sixinnsjlyloothej of a

deep greeit colour, marked iu the centre with a broad and tolei-

ably constant blotch of pale creamy yellow, irregular as to size

and form, but usually most developed towards tlie base of the

leaf, and estendine in a narrower form nearly to the apex. This

blotchins is sometimes confined to one side of the costa. lOJ. tit.

ERANTHEMUM ATEOPURPUREUM.
An erect-Erowiiii,. sl-ivc plant, with the stems and eaves

wholly of a dark huid purple colour, «hich in the young eaves

takes a deep sanu'u.nous hue. They arc ovate, entire, salked

Ld opposite.and :>o|""v ..uh.r a large sue, so that the plant ,s

idinted to take- ;i very iir,.mn»;nt position amongst ordinary

dSativL s"ve i,l,uul',l._ a.ep wine-purple colour of the

leaves contrasting Hotly « ii!i ilie ordinary green of most other

plams. loj. e.r',

ERANTHEMUM MOOREI.
A stove plaift of distinct and interesting character. 1 he stem

is slender, the leaves opposite decnrved oblong-ovate acuminate,

rather large, with mottled-green centre and a broad yellowish

margin, which gives the plant a very lively appearance. Ihe

edges of the leaves are somewhat undulated. lar. 6it.

ERANTHEMUM RETIOULATUM.
A very pretty-leaved branching-stemmed stove plant ot erect

habit. The leaves are opposite, ovate-lanceolate, acummate ;

they are of a light green colour, and veined throughout wim

golden yellow, the marking very much resembling the variega-

tion of * Lonicera .aureo-reticulata." ^s.

ERANTHEMUM VERSICOLOR.
A very free-growins slovo pl.int. of somewhat similar character

to the E. man,,.., ..,n, ,„ ..nl by me last year, but q.ule

different, bein.,::' M,,,b.t. .and having much ar|e

leaves. E, vc, '
:

l
- > nodose stems, furnished with

opposite leave.. «!:, i m,-,,i1p-, hirge long-st.alked. pvatc, or

oblong-ovate, nanoucj 1... ll.c L.ise, and irregularly sinuate .at

the edge. The ground colour, of which very little is apparent,

is a delp green, splashed or smeared over with grayish green

and a yellowish green in broad patches, and here and there

becoming pure creamy white at the edge, where an irregular

sinus is formed from the imperfect development of the tissue.

''
'

The four above-named Eranthemums were imported by

the director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. by whom they

have been distributed : they have not yet bloomed, and there-

fore the names are provisional.

HIBISCUS (ROSA SINENSIS) VIVICANS.
A line free-flowering and exceedingly showy stove plant ot

vigorous habit, with ovate, coarsely but shallowly toothed

stalked leaves, and remarkably large flowers, ^% to 5 inches in

diameter, full double, the centre being completely filled up with

broad, more or less convolute petals, having tufts of stamens

intermixed. The colour is a brilliant crimson scarlet. The

outer petals reflex, so that the blossoms become globular in

outline, the surface being "pockety," as in some Hollyhocks,

and the stamens sometimes projecting. It is a very showy

variety, and was imported from the South Sea Islands, los. 6a.

TODEA INTERMEDIA.
A charming New Zealand Fern, intermediate in character

between the equally charming Todea superba and T. hymeno-

phylloides (pellucida). In the former of these the frond is lance-

shaped, tapering to the base, and the segments bristle up like a

dense frill on the upper surface, while in the latter the fronds

terminate abruptly at the base, and the surface is plain.

Amongst the numerous slight variations which occur in the wild

plants is one tolerably well marked, which is called Todea

intermedia, in which the fronds, while less abrupt below than in

hymenophylloides, are not feathered to the base with the

gradually shortening pinna: which occur in superba, and the

surface, though not quite plain, like hymenophylloides. is much
"

less bristly with erect segments than in superba. It is a most

beautiful Fern, having the same pellucid texture and deep

green coloury.hichare characteristic of its allies. 2 and 3 guineas.

NEW PLANTS.
FOR NAMES, DESCRIPTIONS. AND PRICES OF-

Alooasla Roezlll, Catakldozamia Hopei,

Colooasla argyroneura, Martlnezla leucopliaeus,

Paullinia oceanlca,

Sabal coarulesoens, Scheelea Iraperlalis,

i'ide page 589 of last week's Ganieiicrs CItronicU.

Cinaamoiiiuiu sericeum,
Daleohampla RoezUana alba,

Dracasna gemma, Draoseaa rubella,

Laportea SobomburgWi versicolor,

Gonlopblebium glaucophyllum, Panax obtusum,
r/*p.age557ofthe G.^rJencri C/irjHicL- hr U:\y 1. 187;.

Aoalyptia raargluata, Carmeria KoezUl,

Maranta leopardina, Croton chrysopbyllum,

Oyoas Norraanbyaua, Dsemonorops ornatus,

r/.j'.;pai;e 523 of the <;an/,'>n-rs' ChraukU for April =.(, iZr-,.

Rheum noblle, Rheum offlolnale,

Rheum palmatum tanghuticum,

Aatrocaryum argenteum, Astrocaryum fllare,

Anthurium cauiUdum,
I'ide page 491 of the Cardi-ucrs' Chrjnkl^ for April 17, 1875.

New Double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,
" Pelargonium Laterlpes Kiinlg Albert,"

New Nosegay Pelargoniums,

New Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums,

New Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,

Vidl page 459 of the CanU-iuri C/irouid^ for April 10, 1875.

New Fuchsias and Chrysanthemums,
New Zonal Pelargoniums,

New Zonal Pelargoniums with Variegated Flowers,

yide page 427 of the Gardeners Chronktc for April 3, 1075.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
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DOUBLE DAISIES.

ABOUT Daisies there has been a diversity

of sentiment. From the " wee, modest,

crirason-tipp6d llow'r," of Burns, to the bleating

ditty "I'd like to be a Daisy, if I could bo a

flow'r," making the most of the matter at cv'ry

passing show'r, poets and poetasters have taken

kindly enough to the Daisy. Too sensitive

Keats, at the approach of death, felt the Daisies

growing over him. On the other hand, high-

finishing gardeners use every effort to exter-

minate every Daisy from their lawns, treating

them as plants in the wrong place, i.e., weeds ;

whilst to the lovers of country strolls is there

anything more charming than a meadow in May

brightly spangled with Daisies ? The Germans

calt the Daisy das Marlieh or die Massliebe, the

Measure-love, doubtless from the popular prac-

tice of girls' repeating, as they pluck off the

florets one by one, " He loves rae," " He loves

me not "—the last floret indicating the state of

the lover's feelings. Perhaps it is an apprecia-

tion of the wisdom of those girls that the Daisy

is also called die Gdnseblume, the Gooseflower,

unless its simultaneous appearance with gos-

lings be. the reason. The German catalogues,

however, make compensation, by announcing

it as Tausendsclwii (thousand times beautiful),

fine double sorts in great variety, twelve named

sorts being to be had for so much, besides the

double white and double red aucubasfolias—

a

slight misnomer, because the leaves of the

Aucuba are spotted, whereas those of the Daisy

are veined with yellow. A Pearl, in Latin, is

Margarita, in Italian also ; in which latter

language, Margherita and Margheretiiia are

Dafsies. The French call them Paquerettcs

(Easter flowers), and Petites Marguerites or

Margueritelles, China Asters being Reine

Marguerites, or Queen Margarets ; and as both

those nations clafm to be of the Latin race, we

may assume, if there be anything in etymology,

that they regard the Daisy as the pearl of the

meads. The English Daisy is the day's-eye-

a term more pleasing than that bestowed on

the 0.\-eye, although amongst Homer's epithets

"ox-eyed" is especially indicative of beauty.

Loudon's Eiieyclopa-dia of Gardening simply

admits the Daisy into the list of perennial

flowers, white and red, which bloom in Feb-

ruary and March ; Glenny does not even allow

it a place amongst the flowers which have a

right to " properties." I must confess to think-

ing that it merits floral rank as much as the

Pansy and the Polyanthus. And now, after

having been long abandoned to cottage and

farmhouse patronage exclusively, .it is being

promoted to the spring gardens of the nobiUty,

perhaps even of royalty itself.

Bellis perennis is a hardy perennial ; never-

theless some of its double v.arieties are delicate,

disappearing without giving warning. From

the time of their ceasing to bloom to the date

of their flowering again they are mostly, for-

gotten, and left to take care of themselves,

during which interval they are apt to go off,

through drought, or frost, or wet, or unsuitable

soil, or slugs. When they are looked for in

early spring they fail to answer to the roll-call

;

their place is vacant, or simply marked by the

presence of a few weakly, lingering survivors ;

and people are surprised that they have

perished. Who would have thought that any

care was needful for the cultivation of a Daisy ?

But the occasional scarcity of some of the sorts

—of,;the' quilled^ crimson,'lfor.iinstance—provtis

that' something more than mere neglect is

rctiuircd to have Ihcm in ornament.'il and thrifty

condition, and that these little beauties resemble

Eve, " who would be woo'd, and not unsought

be won." The cjuilled white cannot be called

a common border flower ; the same of several

other choice old varieties. The commonest, in

consetiuencc of its superior robustness, is the

double pink.
, .

If we could be content with this last, it is

always to be had in quantity, but a diversity of

hues is most desirable, and the others, less

certain to propagate themselves unaided, may
soinetimes not be ready to hand. 1 would,

therefore, suggest a mode of obtaining double

Daisies, in various shades of colour, which is

not often practised, I think, in private gardens,

namely, by seed. Last spring, more with the

hope of obtaining some one pretty variety than

with any expectation of getting quantity, I sowed

seed in earthen pans, had the seedlings pricked

out in a bed in summer, and bestowed on them

no further care than weeding and watering

when necessary. In autumn they began to

flower; the first blooms were encouragmg.

They continued to show themselves all winter

long, stopping when the frost compelled a halt,

and starting again as soon as a thaw allowed

them. This spring the effect of the bed, seen

from a little distance, was brilliant. On nearer

inspection, the number of singles was small, and

we turned them out as soon as they showed

themselves ;
semi-doubles were more numerous,

some of them so pretty that it cost us much to

suppress them. Would it be worth whde to

save seed of such ? Of doubles, or of flowers

remaining so until their last moments dis-

closed a latent eye, we had a sufficient

number to plant a long border. As the whites

greatly predominated, I had them planted

a white root alternately with some shade of

pink, with a result which we think very cheer-

ful and sparkling. Amongst the seedlings we

have no dark crimsons and no quilled varieties,

which probably depends on the plants whence

the seed was obtained ; but we have some of

the Hen-and-Chickens type, some narrow-

petalled having a sort of fluffy agpearance, and

others with the underside of the petal of a dark

pink and the upper surface light pink or white,

giving a kind of marbled or shot-silk effect as

the flower is seen in different positions. Your

impartiality would prevent my naming the

house from whom I procured the seed, and it is

the less necessary to do so as double Daisy

seed is oflered in the catalogues of most of the

British seedsmen. The soil best suited for

Daisies would seem to be their natural wild one

—a good alluvial loam, well drained. Heath

mould or leaf-mould alone are too light and too

easily penetrated by drought ;
clayey soils are

too retentive of wet. Separating and replanting

the tufts every second year, or even every year,

may be judicious treatment, but should my
readers discover amongst their seedhngs any

real crem, a true Margarita, 1 venture to advise

thenrnot to be too much in a hurry to propa-

gate it by division. The new variegated-leaved

sorts, as well as several others, make exceed-

ingly neat and pleasing pot plants for window

sills and balcony gardens, while their eariy and

long-continued blooming insures their hold on

popular favour. E. S. D.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
(Continued from p. 590.)

What could be more wearisome than a

o-arden with one flower, or a concert with

one tune, or a book or man with one idea, or

a dinner with one dish ? These notes on the

Royal Academy pictures would be a little flat if

entirely confined to a review of floWers, fruits,

and vegetables ; if, therefore, clouds, sea, rocks,

and figures with their varied forms and colours

are at times here adverted to, it is because all

beautiful forms and hues are so intimately

allied with each other that it is almost impos-

sible to appreciate and review the beauties ot

one natural object without equally appreciating

and noting the beauties of one and all.

Returning to Gallery No. IV., No. 284, St.

Cecilia," is by Miss A. M. Lea. .St. Ceciha has
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a ring on her finger, and touches a sharp or

a flat of a piano ; the white Lilies in the

saint's hand are very poorly given. 289, "Eve-
line, daughter of Evan Lees, Esq.," one of

Millais' series of portraits : this is a brown-eyed
child with naked feet and a white dress, with

a background of Ferns ; Vinca minor is intro-

duced in this picture, which is well worthy of

study in its entirety. 2S6, " Ca' the yowes to

the knowes," R. W. IVIacbeth, another landscape

by one who is professedly a figure artist, good
in itself but not to be compared with the land-

scapes by Millais or Walker. 293, " Gracia,

daughter of Evan Lees, Esq.," another of

Millais' child portraits : the child (judging from

the presence of Iris Pseudacorus and Lychnis

flos Cuculi, both roughly indicated) must be
kneeling in a very damp place. 296, " An
Enemy in the Path," F. E. Cox, is a lovely

picture of a child with Daffodils—the Daffodils,

be it observed, set off to their utmost advantage

by the child's blue dress. 298, " Returning with

the Spoils," F. P. .Shuckard, is a picture of a

pretty little girl with a basket of flowers— all of

a dubious nature. 300 and 305, " Near Trout-

beck" and "The Homestead," both by A.
Hague, and both curious and dull, not to say

unnatural. 309, "Autumn," T. E. Cox, a
picture of a well-painted Apple orchard ; girls

heavily laden with Apples, and scampering
ducks. 310, "Peonies," W. J. Muckley, is

apparently a well-painted picture of Paeonies,

Roses, Delphiniums, Rhododendrons, &c. It

appears to be well painted, rich in colour, and
correct, but unfortunately it is placed at the top

of the room. 314, "Woods and Forests,'' J.

Linnell, sen., is one of this well-known painter's

masterpieces. It represents old Oaks, distant

country, woodmen and vagrants, and is full

of rich colour. 317, "Miss Margaret Stuart

Wortley," A. Stuart Wortley. In this capital

portrait there is a life-size group of Calla tethio-

pica, well and correctly painted, with the flower-

spathes kept yellowish-grey in colour (pure

white would be far too obtrusive in the middle
of a picture). 319, "Toujours Fidele," P. H.
Calderon, R.A., an excellent figure sub-

ject, and a study of colour. Observe
the black dress, white sleeves, and yellow
" immortelles." 324, " How Sweet !" B.

Amiconi— a girl with her head thrown back
smelling a monthly Rose in a flower-pot. 338,
"A Doubtful Greeting," Miss R. Brett—a semi-
humorous little picture of a bird and snail, but
not very well done. 343, " Neglected," W. C.

Symons^ Pompon Chrysanthemums, unt'ortu-

nately at the top of the room. 346, " Clirysanthe-

mums," A. Parsons : the vase is well painted, as

is the background ; the prevailing colours are

slate, white, and yellow, low in tone but good ;

the flowers, however, will prove unsatisfactory

to those who know what Chrysanthemums are.

352, "Gardening," C. E. Perugini : this is a
charming picture, and is in its way perfect ; it

is full of floral detail, and represents an old-

fashioned garden abounding in old-fashioned
plants. Passing by No. 344, noticeable for its

wretchedly conceived rendering of "Ophelia," by
A. Elmore, R.A., we come to 345, " Little

Fatima," by F. Leighton, R.A., a rich study of

colour—a girl with a magenta and mauve cloak

on a black background : the broad flat gold mar-
gin of the frame considerably adds to the beauty
of this picture with its purples and jet black.

353-6-7, "A Palm Fan," "A Flower Walk,"
and " Pansies," all by A. I\Ioore, are decorative
figure subjects, low in colour. 369, " Sandy
Cove : Tide Flowing," E. W. Cooke, R.A., a
magnificent picture of sea, piles, huge rocks,

and Scotch Firs, full of good drawing and
colour, bold, yet every detail of rock, sea and
trees well made out. 381, "Queen Lily and
Rose in One," E. H. Fahey, a picture of an old-

fashioned garden, full of flowers, especially white
and yellow Lilies and Poppies ; the painting is

full of carefiil detail, and the plants are correctly

painted. 391, " Cottage Window," Miss D. M.
Mutrie. This is a masterpiece of drawing and
colour as applied to flower painting, and repre-
sents a group ofPrimulas, Cyclamens, Tulips, &c.,

in a cottage window ; the colours are extremely
brilliant and the drawing is good, for without
perfect drawing colour is worse than useless.

Observe the shining deep blue vase in which
the Tulips are placed, with the light upon it, as

contrasted with the opaque flower-pot in which

the Primulais grow—the single fallen white

floweron the table, which could not be dispensed
with, the lemon-coloured Apple, the blue saucer

just touching it, and the old Bible marked with

a thread of red worsted ; the position and
colour of every trifling object shows the con-
stant thought and design of the painter.

(To hi continued.)

New Garden Plants.
ADIANTUM ^tACR.OPHYLLUM GLAUCUM.*

Though undoubtedly a form of Adiantum macro-
phyllum, this Fern has at first sight quite a dis-

tinct appearance. It is, as our figures (126, 127)

show, a very oriiamental plant, the specimen repre-

sented being upwards of 2 feet broad in the spread of

the fronds. The fronds are from 18—20 inches

high, simply pinnate, with a dark-coloured shining
stipe and rachis, and furnished with five or six pairs

of opposite sessile pinnre, which in the perfect

fertile fronds assume a remarkable form, the anterior

base being straight and parallel with the rachis, while
the posterior is cut away obliquely, but in a straight

line, and the two sides, again forming nearly straight

lines, converge in the somewhat acuminate apex. The
terminal pinna is equally cut away on both sides in

an oblique manner, and in about the same degree as

the posterior base of the lateral pinna?. The sori are

continuous, nearly or quite as long as the pinnae.

As compared with the cultivated forms of A.

found in the Gartenflora of last year, as quoted. It is

a native of Georgia, and was discovered in the district

of Baku, near the Persian border, by the collector

whose name it bears. The specimen from which my
notes were taken was grown by Max. Leichtlin, Esq,

,

at Carlsruhe, and flowered at the end of April of the

present year. I have not heard of it in England yet,*

but no doubt we shall have it soon, and, like Tulipa

Greigii, which will appear shortly in the Botanical

Magadne, it will prove a general favourite. Its general

character will be best conveyed by saying that it is

intermediate between T. suaveolens (the Due Van
Thol) and T. Oculis-solis or prajcox. It has the downy
stem and very glaucous leaves of the former, combined

with the tall stature and very distinct black basal

blotch, with a yellow border, which is the most striking

characteristic of the flowers of the two latter. It is

still nearer the Greek T. bcetica, but that is not yet in

cultivation with us, and probably would not be

hardy.

Bulb ovoid, with brown membranous tunics, which
are slightly hairy inside upwards. Scape, including

the peduncle, a foot and a half high, glaucous, terete,

clothed throughout with distinct short spreading

pubescence. Leaves two or three to a stem, the upper-

most placed about its middle, lanceolate, narrowed

gradually to a long point, glaucous, obscurely pubes-

cent on both sides, very fleshy in texture, ascending,

the lowest S—9 inches long, i\ inch broad at the

middle. Peduncle erect, 8—9 inches long, con.

spicuously pubescent. Perianth 3 inches deep, cam-
panulate, the erect segments bright crimson, with a

black deltoid blotch on the face at the base, which

Fig. 126.—ADIANTUM MACROPHYLLUM GLAUCUM (FERTILE PINN/E AND FRUIT).

macrophyllum, this plant appears at once and abso-

lutely distinct by its glaucous green colour, which is

very pronounced, and by the narrower pinnee, which
have always a strong tendency to be straight-

sided. The opposite pinnce look almost like some
tropical butterfly with expanded wings, from the

parallelism of the anterior sides, and from tlie evenly-

balanced obliquity of their posterior base. Altogether

it is a very desirable plant for decorative purposes,

and quite an acquisition to our collections of Ferns.

This Fern has been imported by the Messrs. Veitch

& Sons both from Peru and New Granada, the two
forms being undistinguishable. Our illustrations have
recently been drawn from plants cultivated in the

Royal Exotic Nursery, at Chelsea. The young fronds,

as in A. macrophyllum itself, are of a fine red colour ;

but the bright green of the normal A. macrophyllum

is thoroughly distinctive and contrasting, and a first-

sight character of which cultivators may avail them-

selves when making use of either or both for decora-

tive uses. T. Moore.

TuLiPA EiCHLERi, Regel, Gartenflora, 23, p. 193,

tab. 799.t

This is a well-marked new species of Tulip, of which

a full description by Dr. Regel and a figure will be

• Adiantum macropliyllnm, Swartz ; var. glancum, Mo
—P innae narrower than in the type, dis

straight-sided, the terminal one pyi

cuneate equal-sided base.

t TutipdEichleri, Regel.—Bulbo ovoideo tunicis intus superne

pilosis ; caule sesquipedali glauco conspicue puberulo : foliis

2—3 infra medium caulis impositis lanceolatis acuminatis

utrinque glaucis obscure pubescentibus ;
pedunculo elongate

recto unifloro ;
perianthii tripoUicaris segmentis splendide

coccineis basi macula nigra magna deltoidea flavo-cincta prffidi-

tis : interioribus obovatis obtusis cuspidatis :
exterioribus

oblongis acutis : staminibus nigris pevianthio triple brevioribus

;

is \ inch deep, with a distinct yellow border, the

inner segments obovate-cuspidate, l,^ inch broad above
the middle, the outer oblong-acute, an inch broad at

the middle. Ovary i| inch long, glaucous green,

cylindrical, the ear-shaped deeply channelled downy
stigmas little broader than the ovary itself. Anthers

\ inch long, both anther and filament black, polished

and glabrous, y. G. Baker,

Vanda bicolor, Griff.\

The reappearance of an old plant lost some thirty

years is as a grand fete for us. The lamented Griffith

discovered this Vanda on trees on the banks of the

Monass River, in Bhootan, at the elevation of 2300 feet.

And lately, April 8, at Mr. Low's grand sale, when a

Dendrobium Wardianum fetched 100 guineas, a few
plants of this Vanda came under the hammer. My
reason for my statement is simply this, that Mr. Boxall

dried (!) a single flower of this Vanda, which Mr. Low
kindly sent me ; and this flower is that of Vanda bicolor,

Griff., itself. It is very near, as Mr. Low well sug-

gested, both to Vanda Bensoni and V. Denisoniana,

yet the anterior part of the hp distinguishes it at once.

The flowers are rather larger than those of V. Bensoni,

at least equalling those of a good Denisoniana, they

antherls filamento glabro Kquilongis ; ovario cylindrico : stig-

mate parvo profunde sulcato.
* Since this was written I have had a fine specimen from Mr

Elwes, grown and flowered at Cirencester.

t I'anda bicolor. Griff,— Foliis ligulatis apice bidentatis

:

pedunculis porrectis exsertis plurifloris ; ovariis pedicellatis

elongatis : sepalis oblongis obtusis basi cuneatis, sepalo summo
superne squaliter diLatato, sepalis lateralibus inaqualibus,

latere interno revolutis, submajoribus ; tepalis bene ligulatis

medio obtusajigulo hastatis : labelli auriculis ovatis, lamina
hastatotriangula, apice obtuse dilatata, bifida sen biloba.angusta:
callo bicarinato in ima basi, calcari brevi conico, — Vanda
bicolor, Griir. Not, 354, Ic, Plant. As. CCCX.XX. (execrabilis

icon !), Lindl, Folia i,, Vanda. No, 11,
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have been yellowish inside, with numerous dark tes-

sellations, white outside. The lip is stated to be
lilac by Dr. Griniih, whose indications as to sepals

and petals are coincident with what we see. Are there

any ridges on the lip .'* It seems so, but we cannot
well judge on the (jueslion before we have seen living

flowers, for which I recommend myself to those who
may happen to flower the plant. The basilar auri-

culae of the lips afford an excellent mark of distinction

from V. Bensoni. I am sorry to add that Dr. Lindley
himself appears to have been misled by the execrable
representation, when staling '* labello linguceformi

emarginato "—which is decidedly wrong ; and accord-

ing to this I should have had to give the plant a new
name, if I had not known the type. H. G. Rchb.f,

Fritillaria (Monocodon) acmopetala, Boiss.

Dia^n. vii. 104; Baker., in Linn. Journ. xiv. 262.

Besides a new Snowdrop and a new Crocus we
owe to the excursion of Mr. Elwes to Asia Minor
last spring a couple of Fritillarias, which are new to

cultivation. As I have lately given a full diagnosis

of this in the Journal of the Linnean Society^ I need

not repeat it here. The bulbs were procured by
Mr. Elwes in Lycia, in the Dembra gorge, whence we
have dried specimens at Kew, gathered long ago by

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN
BOTANICAL GEOGRAPHY.

(Continuedfrom p. i<)S-)

IX.

—

On thf. Botanical Characteristics of
THE Zones of Moisture.

As, in speaking of heat, we have had to speak of
four groups of plants which have a special constitution

in respect to the amount of heat they require, so now,
in speaking of moisture, we have to separate plants

into three groups, according to their needs as regards
atirial humidity. These groups are, 1st, Xerophilous
plants, which can live in climates in which the air

contains habitually very little moisture; 2!, Hygro-
philous plants, which can only live in climates in

which there is habitually a great deal of atmospheric
moisture ; and, 3d, Noterophilous plants, intermediate
in constitution between those of the other two groups.

Broadly stated, the grand influence which the dis-

tribution of moisture over the earth's surface exercises

upon the distribution of plants is, that the earth is

girdled round, in and near the borders of the two
rainless zones, which run like a belt round the earth

near the two tropics, and separate the region of the

periodic rains from the region of irregular rains, by

Gum Acacias, and Acanthosicyos ; 6th, shrubs with
small hard rigid leaves, as Fabiana, Proteacece,

Larrea, Epacris, Bruniaceivj
;

7th, leaves, and often

also branches, gland-dotted, as Myrtacea;, Kutacecc,

and Psuralea, or yielding gummy exudations, like

myrrh and Irankincense ; Sth, flowers protected by an
excessive development of scariose bracts, as in Heli-

chrysum, Gomphrena, and Barleria
;

9th, dense
hairiness or scurfmess on the leaf, bract, and other

foliar organs, as shown in Kochia, Eriocephalus,

Aerua, and Dalea ; loth, in the development of a
tuberous root, large out of all ordinary proportion in

comparison with the stems and leaves that come from
it, as shown in Iloarea, Seymouria, Diposis, Oxalis,

and Brachystelma.

In Monocotyledons we have the Xerophilous type
represented in two very characteristic /orms, the large

thick fleshy-leaved type, as illustrated by Aloe, (ias-

teria, Ilaworthia, Fourcroya, Agave, and Bulbine
j

and the familiar bulb type, to which so many of our
most beautiful open-air garden flowers belong—Lilies,

Tulips, Hyacinths, DafToiUls, Crocuses, Colchicums,
Ixias, plants which mostly inhabit, not the heart of
the rainless tract, but its borders, where rain comes
but seldom and sparingly, and which push up into

leaf and the flower in the brief season of fertility, and

Fig. 127.—adiantum macrophyllum glaucum.

Professor Edward Forbes. The species, which is

exclusively oriental, maybe roughly described as a com-
promise between F. Meleagris and F. pyrenaica, with

the tall habit and narrow leaves of the former, and the

dull coloured untessellated flower with a great deal of

green in its composition of the latter. So that it is

by no means a beauty, not half so handsome as our

common English Meleagris, nor, for that matter, either

is our other novelty. Boissier has separated a Fritil-

laria Lycia from F. acmopetala, and if the two be
distinct our plant is doubtless the former ; but after

examining a pretty good set of dried specimens, I

cannot make out any satisfactory character between
the two.

Bulb like that of F, Meleagris. Stem above a foot

long, slender, glabrous, mottled with glaucous and
purple. Leaves 5—6, all linear, scattered, rather

glaucous, acuminate, the lowest 4— 5 inches long,

\ inch broad. Flower solitary, cernuous. Perianth

13— 14 lines long, the segments untessellated, green,

only bordered with purple ; the nectary obscure,

purple, oblong, placed a little above the base, the outer

oblanceolate-oblong, \ inch broad, the inner obovate-

oblong, I inch broad above the middle, deltoid at the

tip. Genitalia about half as long as the perianth.

Ovary clavate, 4 hnes long ; style as long as the

ovary, with three forks, reaching half-way down.
Oblong yellow anther, 2 lines long, half as long as the

very downy filament, y. G» Baker.

two broad belts of country in which the Xerophilous
plants predominate more decidedly than they do in

any other part of the world, and that they run out
from these belts into the interior of the continents,

both towards the equator and the poles, avoiding the
insular climates.

The concomitants in plant form of the Xerophilous
type of constitution are as follows :—In Dicotyledons
— 1st, leaves becoming thick and fleshy, with pulpy
inner and leathery outer layers, in which the air-

passages and stomata are few, and the cells either

small or their walls thickened by secondary deposits

of cellulose, as shown in Mesembryanthemum, Sedum,
Cotyledon, and Sempervivum ; 2d, the stem con-

densed into a single central unbranched barrel-shaped
or top-shaped mass, which is either leafless, and
armed only with spines, as in Mammillaria, Echino-
cactus, and various Euphorbias, or without spines,

and bearing fleshy or rigid leaves, as in Cycads, Wel-
witschia, and Vitis Bainesii and V. macropus ; 3d,

branching fleshy or hard stem-types without proper
leaves, but in which the main stems or petioles put
on a leafy appearance, as in Opuntia, Phyllocactus,

Colletia, and the phyllodineous Acacias ; 4th, much-
branching shrubs with copious whip-like branches
without either leaves or prickles, as Ketama, Ephedra,
Rhipsalis, Cassytha, and Euphorbia Tirucalli

; 5th,

much branched wiry herbs or shrubs with an exces-

sive development of prickles, as Fagonia, Alhagi,

' spend the rest of the year in the form of an under-
ground mass of dry or fleshy leaf-scales, in the axils of
some of which new plants are formed by a process of
vegetative reproduction which enables them to hold
their ground even if no seed be ripened.

One of the most remarkable points about these
Xerophilous plants is the extraordinary way in which
many familiar groups of plants which are distributed

through different climates are modified in form in the
Xerophilous belts. We have an excellent instance of
this in Euphorbia, which is a genus of 700 species,

spread over all parts of the world, all the members of
which coincide in the extremely peculiar structure of
the flower. About 600 of the species are annual or
perennial herbs, several of them widely-spread garden
and cornfield weeds, with slender unarmed stems and

I a copious development of scattered entire sessile

simple leaves. About a hundred species inhabit the
' specially Xerophilous region, and these, whilst re-

taining absolutely their floral structure, become so

extremely modified in habit that they are usually taken
1

for Cactuses by inexperienced visitors to our living
' collections. I can only indicate roughly the general

appearance of two or three, taken at random.
Euphorbia canariensis is a shrub 20 feet high, with a
general shape like a chandelier, throwing out from the

, main stem copious firm, fleshy, ascending branches a

\
couple of inches thick, without any leaves, each branch

I furrowed so as to have five angles, and each angle
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armed with a row of pairs of hard, pungent prickles,

which spread from the ridge at an angle of 45°.

Euphorbia Tirucalli is a tall bush, with copious slender

round rod-like branches, j

—

\ inch thick, without any
leaves, furrows, or prickles. The Cape Euphorbia
polygona has simple fleshy cylindrical stems about a

foot high, like those of a Cereus in habit, grooved
vertically into a dozen deep furrows, each sharp ridge

between the furrows armed with a row of close large

simple horizontal prickles. The Cape E. meloformis
is a top-shaped leathery tuberous mass, 3 or 4 inches

high and thick, without either leaves or prickles, with
eight ridges and eight grooves radiating from a central

umbilicus, and carried down the sides.

The large floras of decidedly Xerophilous type are

five in number—two in the Northern and three in the

Southern hemisphere, and are as follows :

—

1st. The Desert flora, extending from the Canaries,

through the Sahara, and through Egypt and Arabia
to the Indus delta. This is not so rich in large groups
and large genera of decidedly Xerophilous type as

some of the others, but it is the largest arid tract in

the world, and has a great many endemic genera and
species. In the Canaries, in striking Xerophilous
types, we have .l''onium, Greenovia, Monanthes,
Kleinia, Ceropegia, and the Euphorbia canariensis

just described. In the continental portion ot its area
occur several Cactus-like Euphorbias, a few Stapelias

and Mesembryanthemums, Aloe socotrina, Ketama,
Boswellia, Balsamodendron, Nitraria, Seltzenia, Mil-

tianthus, Reaumuria, Anastatica, many erect shrubby
Convolvuluses and prickly Acacias, Prosopis, Mlltui,
Sphrerocoma, Fagonia, Balanites, Francoeuria,

Peganum, Crotalaria arenaria and thebaica ; and
amongst bulbs Ornithogalums, Scillas, Urgineas,
Xiphions, Trichonema, ICrythrostictis, and Dipcadi
serotinum. This passes at its eastern end into the
little known flora of the Tibetan plateau and heart of
Asia, the great home of Astragalus, Allium, Arte-
misia, Calligonum, Halimodendron, Galatella, and
Cousinia, but it is completely broken up and dissi-

pated in the eastern half of Asia near the tropic by
the Himalayas.

2d. The flora of Southern California, New Mexico,
Texas, and North Mexico, running out northward to

Utah and Kansas, but stopped in a southern direction

by the Mexican Andes. This is the exclusive home
of Agave and its allies Fourcroya and Beschorneria,
and of the rigid-leaved tree Liliacex, Yucca, Hesper-
aloe, Dasylirion and Beaucarnea, and it is the great

centre of the Cactuses. Of other marked -Xerophilous

types, it possesses Dion, Echeveria, Claytonia,

Spraguea, Talinum, Lewisia, Larrea, Eriogonum,
many spiny Mimosere, many fleshy-leaved Portulacetc

and Chenopodiacf :^ ; and in bulbs, Calochortus, Milla,

Androstephium, Tigridia, Rigidella, Ferraria, and
several Alliums.

Turning now to the Southern hemisphere, we
have—

3d. The flora of Southern Angola, stretching down
the coast to the mouth of the Orange River, and across

the Kalihari Desert and Cape Karroo to Kafiirland.

This is the great home o( Aloe (of which one huge
arborescent species is said to reach 150 feet in the
spread of its branches), Gasteria, Ilaworthia, Stapelia,

Mesembryanthemum (of which latter genus alone
there are said to be not less than 400 species of ex-

tremely varied habit), and of the Cactus-like

Euphorbias. This is the richest Xerophilous flora in

the world ; and, besides the types already mentioned,
possesses Kalanchoe, Cotyledon, Portulacaria, Rbip-
salis, Bulbine, a great variety of Crassulas, Wei-
witschia, Acanthosicyos, Encephalartos, Prionium,
Augea, Sisyndite, Sarcocaulon, a great number of
Helichrysa, Vitis macropus and V. Bainesii, Anacamp-
seros, many tuberous-rooted Pelargonia, Oxalises and
Asclepiads, Kleinia, Othonna, Adenium, Pachy-
podium, Testudinaria ; in rigid and dotted leaved

shrubs, crowds of Proteace^e, Diosmei^, Cliftortia,

Cluytia, and the Karroo genera of Composite? ; and
in bulbs Massonia, Lachenalia, Drimia, Ixia, Gla-
diolus, Babiana, Tritonia, Morcoa, Androcymbium,
and the very curious climber Bowiea.

4th. The flora of Central Australia, including the
Swan River territory, and reaching on the north to

the tropic, and on the south to the Victorian alps.

Here there are no Cactuses, Stapelias, Agaves,
nor Aloes, and Crassulaceii: is only represented by
Bryophyllum. The fleshy-leaved dicotyledons are

represented by Zygophyllum, Calandrinia, two or

three species of Mesembryanthemum, and several

Chenopodiacea; ; and the fleshy endogens by Bulbine.

Of the phyllodineous Leguminos.': there are Brachy-
sema, Jacksonia, and not less than 270 species of

Acacia. In petaloid monocotyledons there are

Stypandra, Patersonia, Cx'sia, Thysanotus, Tricoryne,
and other Antherice;x;. In Cycads there are Cycas
and Macrozamia, and a very peculiar endemic mono-
cotyledonous type of similar habit in Kingia and
Xanthorrhcea. The dicotyledons with large scariose

bracts are represented copiously by Helichrysum and
Gomphrena, and there is a similar endemic monoco-
tyledonous type in Borya and Laxmannia. The
most abundant type of all is that of bushes with rigid

and gland-dotted leaves, very abundantly represented
here in Boroniea:, Leguminosae, Myrtaceo:, Epa-
cridaceiB, and Proteacea;.

Sth. The flora of the Chilian province of Atacama,
which extends on the west side of the Andes from the
borders of Bolivia to 28° or 30" south latitude, and in

the heart of the continent of Catamarca, Tucuman,
Cordova, Mendoza, and other provinces of the Argen-
tine Confederation. Here there are no Agaves, Aloes,
nor Stapelias, and scarcely any Crassulacea;, but a
good many Cactuses and the Cactus-like Euphorbias
are represented by one, and Mesembryanthemums by
two or three species. Amongst its characteristic

Xerophilous types are Calycere;i;, an order confined
to this tract ; Loasace^e, which pass up the Andes to
the Rocky Mountains ; Larrea, Diostea, Fabiana,
Pintoa, Plectrocarpa, Bulnesia, Calandrinia, Tetra-
gonia, CoUetia, Discaria, the phyllodineous species of
Baccharis, Diposis, Grahamia, Silveea ; and in bulbs,

Leucocoryne, Milla, Botherbe, Placea, Stephano-
lirion, and the very peculiar tribe, GilliesiK. North-
wards this passes into the dry tract of Central Brazil,

the home of Barbacenia, Vellozia, Lychnophorese,
Microlicieix;, the Cassias of the Chamoscrista group,
and a group of Cactuses, Mimosece, and erect Con-
volvuli.

The concomitants in plant form of the Hygrophilous
type of constitution are luxuriant growth, erectness, and
great size of the timbertrees, the presence in the tropical

zone of abundant climbers and epiphytes, the absence
of prickles, whether adventitious or stipular, or formed
by indurated branchlets, leaf-borders, or calyx-teeth,

the absence of hair or matting from the leaves, bracts,

and other foliar surfaces, the abundance of flowers

with large delicate corollas, and the organisation of
the leaves, which are planned by air-channels,

stomata, and the arrangement and structure of the
cell-layers, so as to favour copious evaporation.
Within the 20,000,000 square miles that make up the
tropical zone, it is the absence and presence of plants

of these two opposed types of constitution that give
their characteristic tone to the different floras, except
so far as this depends on purely geographical con-
ditions. As I have already indicated which are the
luxuriant characteristically Hygrophilous floras of the
tropical zone I need not repeat them now. Amongst
the most characteristically Hygrophilous plant-types
of the tropics are the woody climbers (Lianas),
Peppers, Gingers, Dractenas, filmy Ferns, Cyatheas,
Laurels, Marattiacece, and Anonacece.

The distribution of Eerns in general illustrates ex-
tremely well how the presence and absence of plants
of these two types affects the general character of the
tropical floras. Taking Ferns as they stand, as regards
species limitation, in the first edition of our Synopsis
FHiaim, out of 2228 known species, 1901, or 85 per
cent., occur in the tropical zone, and 1437 species, or

65 per cent, of the order, are confined to it ; but of

the genera there are at any rate three—Cheilanthes,
Pelliea, and Nothochlcena, including together 125
species—which cannot be considered Hygrophilous.
But neglecting these as not materially affecting the
result, because many of them are also not tropical,

we find practically that the number of Ferns in any
tropical or sub-tropical flora furnishes an excellent

test of the moisture or dryness of the climate of the
country. To take first the continents :—There are

944 species in tropical America, 863 in tropical Asia,
and 346 in tropical Africa. To take next countries
with an insular climate, there are 320 in the Hima-
layas, 118 in Japan, 153 at the Cape, 113 in New
Zealand, 160 in Australia, 213 in the Mascaren Isles,

about 200 in Ceylon, loo in Formosa, 400 in the
Polynesian, and 650 in the Malayan islands. Con-
trast these with the number of species in continental
climates—Asia Minor, 25 ; Algeria, 24 ; Spain, 39 ;

Banda, 7 ; the Punjaub, apart from the hills, 1 1
;

Italy, 40 ; Arabia Felix, 19. In Egypt the only
known Fern is Adiantum Capillus-Veneris. In Nubia
there are five, the same Adiantum, NothochlDsnavellea,
Onychium melanopus, Actiniopteris radiata, and
Ophioglossum vulgatum. In the neighbourhood of
Pekin there are five—Adiantum Edgeworthii, A.
Capillus-Junonis, Cheilanthus argentea, Asplenium
japonicum, and A. pekinense.

In Brazil we have the two kinds of flora displayed
side by side under the fame latitude—the Hygrophilous
type in the Regio Dryadum of Martius, which belts

the coast from the province of Santa Catherina,
through Rio Janeiro and Bahia, to Pernambuco ; and
the Xerophilous type in his Regio Oreadum, which
occupies a large tract in the interior of the empire in

the provinces of Goyaz, Minas Geraes, and St. Paulo.
A great many species and genera are restricted to one
of the two districts, but there are also a great many
other groups and genera, which are represented by a
large number of species in both, a5, for instance,

in orders Malpighiaceo;, ConvolvulaceK, and Big-
noniacea?, and in genera Eupatorium, .Vemonia,
Mikania, Vitis, and Echites and its allies. The
species of these are mostly distinct in the two tracts,

and put on so different a type in their vegetative

organs, that though, of course, where there is generic

identity there is no sensible difference in flower-

structure, yet, in nineteen cases out of twenty, it is

easy to see from which tract the plant comes, by a
mere glance at its texture and general aspect, the
rigidity of th» leaves or their hairy coating, t^e
shortened petioles, the diminished flowers, the con.
gested inflorescence of all, the erect stems of the Mai.
pighiaceK and Bignoniaceje, the vanished tendrils of
the Vines, the greater quantity and rigidity of the
pappus-bristles of the Compositje, marking the Oreads
from the Dryads.
Even within the compass of Britain we have the

two types contrasted to a certain extent. Out of the
606 species which in Britain are gradually lost in
passing from the south to the north of the island, Mr.
Watson has separated seventy which belong by pre-
ference to the west side of the island, and constitute
what he calls the "Atlantic type of distribution;"
and 127 species which belong by preference to the
east side of the island, and constitute what he names
the "Germanic type of distribution." In Britain, as
we have already explained, the west side is more
insular, and the east side is more continental in its

climate ; and difference in atmospheric climate is in
this case intensified in its relation to plant-stations by
the nature of the subjacent rocks, the chalk and other
dry rocks of calcareous nature being mainly concen-
trated in the eastern half of England, between
Hampshire, Sussex, and the Tyne. There can be
little doubt that a principal cause of one set of these
plants affecting the east, and the other the west, side
of the island is the more Xerophilous constitution of
the Germanic, and the more Hygrophilous constitu-
tion of the Atlantic group—the two types here, as
elsewhere in extra- tropical latitudes, corresponding in
the main to the groups which, in their relation to
temperature, I have called the warm-lovers and cold-
fearers.

In the North of England, and especially in my
native Yorkshire, we have masses of these dry rocks
of calcareous constitution, with great belts interspersed
between them of strata of other kinds. There are a
certain number of plants which follow the dry rock
from area to area, and avoid the intermediate belts.
In the North Riding of Yorkshire I found that sixty-
seven species, or one in thirteen of the indigenous
plants, did this more or less decidedly. As instances
of such plants, I may mention the common Colum-
bine, the Lily of the Valley, the Fly Orchis, Bee
Orchis, Helianthemum vulgare, Geranium sanguineum,
Sesleria ccerulea, Acttea spicata, and Brachypodium
pinnatum.

In the heart of the Continent there are two great
hill-masses of different lithological constitution, the
granitic Vosges and calcareous Jura. The late M.
Thurmann, who investigated the subject very care-
fully, has given an account of the species which are
peculiar to each range ; and we find that many
species (such as Betula alba, Sarothamnus scoparius,
Galium saxatile, Hypericum pulchrum, and Stellaria

Holostea), which in Britain are the common product
of strata of all kinds, and grow freely upon these same
limestone hills to which the insect Orchises and wild
Columbine are restricted, upon the Continent are
absent from the calcareous Jura, and restricted to the
granitic Vosges. It would seem that under the more
insular climate that these plants could grow freely on
soils which they avoid under the Continental climate,

that in this way the moisture of the air in its relation

to plants is modified by the character of the soils in

which they grow, and the nature of the great masses
of rock beneath the immediate surface, y. G. B.

SCARLET RHODODENDRONS
AT KEELE HALL.

The notice of Mr. Boscawen's Cornish specimens
of early-flowering Rhododendrons has served to recall

to our recollection the magnificent masses of these

plants growing at Keele Hall, and of which, thanks

to the attention of Mr. HiU, we have been furnished

with numerous trusses of flowers. They consist mostly

of shades of rosy scarlet, some lighter, approaching to

a carmine hue, others tending in various degrees
towards crimson or purplish- rose, but all brilliant in

the extreme, and such as must render that part of the

extensive and varied pleasure grounds, in which they
are situated, resplendent with tlieir floral trusses.

Keele Hall has been for many years a place of hor-
ticultural celebrity, thanks in great measure to the
munificent encouragement given to the gentle craft by
the former proprietor, Ralph Sneyd, Esq., and which
is continued by the present worthy possessor, the Rev.
Walter Sneyd. The fine old place stands on a well-
sheltered hill of the new red sandstone formation, a
soil which is particularly favourable to the growth of
the Rhododendron. The late Mr. Sneyd was fortu-

nately led, some forty-five years ago, to plant freely

some of the earlier crosses of Rhododendron arboreum,
and he lived to see and enjoy the rich effect they
produced.

In low damp situations, it is true, this breed of
early-blooming varieties, having a large intermixture
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of the arboreum blood, are comparatively useless,

since they are generally frost-smitten, and the beauties

they are known to possess are but seldom fully

developed ; but this is not the case in elevated and
sheltered localities, where, if the soil is suitable,

they are well worthy of being planted, even in

the pretent day, though the materials available for

this purpose are so ample and so various. A month's
gain in the earliness of the blooming season is wurth
risking something for, if there is any hope of occa-
sionally realising it.

The Rhododendron grounds at Keele Tlall are, so

far as our memory serves, exceedingly well sheltered,

and at this season are usually to be seen sparkling and
ablaze with their rich flower tints—all the richer for

having at that season no floral rivals with which to

compete. Some of them are olten really grand. One
group, of about 20 yards by 10 yards, is now covered
with bloom. They are all on their own bottoms, and
were supplied by Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool. They
vary in height, the higher coloured ones not being so

vigorous as those with more purple in their flowers.

Mr. Hill informs us that, during the Iwenly-five years

he has known them, they have never been so

fine as this year. They have the scenic advantage
which is imparted by the grand tree-like masses
which these original crosses from R, arboreum take on
in a very marked degree. A conespondent, writing

in one of our past volumes respecting the grand
appearance these trees present, observes truly that

although it is not an uncommon sight to see fine

masses of ponticum and catawbiense varieties from 1

2

to 15 feet high, yet it is not by any means common to

see in the open garden masses of scarlet and crimson
Rhododendrons, iS to 24 feet high— "Utile moun-
tainc, spangled and sparkling from top to bottom,
wiih their rich inflorescence laughing the lingering

east winds to shame, and proclaiming the reign of the

goddess once more. " Long may they flourish. M.

BEERSCHOTEN, DRIEBERGEN,
UTRECHT, HOLLAND.

This place, the seat of J. A, Willinck, Esq., is

wiihin easy reach of Amsterdam. It is beautifully

situated on the side of the high road a few miles from

Utrecht, and is reached by a pleasant drive through

avenues of fine trees, along which there are many
noble mansions on each side almost hidden by the

fine specimen trees that surround them. After a

journey over flat open country, such as one meets with

generally in Holland, it is a relief to find a place of

this description to remind one of the well wooded
districts of England, where our wealthy merchants

generally build their residences. The Dutch are a

persevering race, and, amongst other pur.iuits,

gardening seems to be well kept up. Most of their

residences are a short distance from the road, and

have well kept lawns in front of them, and gardens

that present a very neat appearance. There is gene-

rally a lake in these grounds, with sloping banks, on

which are planted deciduous trees, intermixed with

good Pines and other ornamental trees and shrubs.

We now arrive at Mr. Willinck's domain, situated

near the main line of railway leading to Amster-

dam, and near the station which is next to Utrecht.

Alighting from the train the visitor walks a short

distance until the fine avenue of trees that leads to

the entrance is reached. The main road divides the

estate, the park being on one side of it and the

mansion and pleasure grounds on the other. In the

carriage-drive are some fine trees j on the right are

deciduous trees, such as Chestnuts, Oaks, Elms, &:c

The mansion, which is a well built one, with a fine

verandah in front of it, overlooks a well-kept lawn,

sloping down to a lake in front, which winds round

the pleasure-grounds ; it has a mound rising in the

distance, well planted with trees, and grassy banks

slope down to the water below. There is a fine view of

the park from the front of the house, where you can see

the fine spotted deer basking in the suru In bad
weather they are well cared lor also, for there is an

ornamental building for them to take shelter in ; there

is also a fine view of the surrounding country. The
grounds are not of great extent, but are laid out with

good taste and to much advantage ; indeed, it might

be imitated by many who have such places to lay out

and make the most of. It was originally a flat sur.

face, but the rising ground at the end of the lake has

been formed years ago, and the trees being of a large

size they have by their appearance evidently been well

looked after. The lawn is laid out with beds for

ornamental foliage plants, which are much used on

the Continent. Bedding Pelargoniums are in great

variety, and many other plants which, when in full

beauty, must produce a charming effect. It is

really one of the prettiest places I have seen in

Holland.
After leaving the ornamental department we come

to the useful, namely, the kitchen garden, which we

enter .^oon after leaving the pleasure-grounds through
a short avenue of trees. In it are well-planted fruit

trees and excellent vegetables. The trees on the
walls, such as Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c., pro-
mise well for fruit. The next thing that attracted my
attention was agood range of fruit-houses, the Grapes
being well grown, and the crops very promising.
There are several houses of this fruit, all in different

stages of development. Next came Peach and
Nectarine-houses, all giving promise of good crops.

.Strawberries are also well culiivated, and forced
early. The pits were well filled with Lettuce and
other salads. Mr. Willinck has a good and attentive

gardener, who has been with him for a number of
years. After leaving the fruit-houses we crossed the
kitchen-garden to a well-built range of plant-houses,
all of which have been erected within the past few
years, and their structure has been well considered
according to the requisitions of the plants. The
centre house contains fine specimens of Ferns, such as
the rare Cyathea contaminans, 12 feet high, with its

graceful fronds. Next this was ihe silver^Tree Fern,
Cyathea dealbata ; the noble C. princeps, with its

light green drooping folia;;e. Then there is a fine

collection of Marattias, perhaps the finest in Europe.
I noticed a very fine one named after Mr. Willinck—

a

good and noble kind ; also a good specimen of M.
elegans and M. cicutcefolia. Cibotium regale was a
fine plant ; associated with this was the rare Also-
phila subaculeata, with a stem 5 feet in height ; also

the rare Ilemitelia integrifolia. There are, as well
as those mentioned, many other fine Ferns grown in

this house. In the adjoining house was a fine plant
of Khopala corcovadense. Orange trees, Geranium?,
and many other greenhouse plants. The Orchid-
house is of a large size, and in it there are many grand
specimens, especially such as Vanda suavis, 5 feet

high, with many branches, and well-blooined ; V.
tricolor, also a good plant, and many others about the

same size. Cypripedium Veitchii was also well-

grown ; C. villosum, a grand plant, and well-

bloomed ; C, Lowii, in great beauty. Aeridcs crispum
was a good plant ; Odontoglossum citrosmum has
grown well, and showed well for bloom ; the si owy
Dtndrobium aggregatum was finely flowered ; Sacco-
labium giganteum and many others were worthy of
notice. Mr. Willinck is a great lover of Orchids and
Ferns, of which there are a number grown for cutting

to supply the town house in Amsterdam, where Mr.
Willinck resides in winter.

The next house was filled with Marantas and other
decorative plants. I noticed a fine specimen of

Platycerium grande, also the new P. Willinckii, which
was figured in the Gardeners Chronicle of this year,

from the Messrs. Veitch ^K: Sons. I noticed in one
of the houses a rare Lycopodium, a plant of very
curious habit. Pines are also grown here, and a
good collection of Begonias, Tillandsias, Selaginellas,

such as Wildenovii, caesium arboreum, and the
beautiful T. Galeottianum, &c. After leaving these

houses we enter another fruit garden, which leads

back to the mansion. We then started on our way
back to Amsterdam. I must say that I never spent
a more pleasant afternoon than I did at this place,

which Mr. Willinck spared no pains in showing me,
and gave me a most kind reception. Any one
visiting the Netherlands, and fond of horticulture,

should devote some of his time to visiting this well-

kept place, where, I have no doubt, he would be
equally well received. B. S. Williams,

OATS AND WHEAT.
In reply to your inquiry, "Why was the covering

made use of?" I answer, to protect the plants from the

severity of the frost, which I should have imagined any

one who conducted such an experiment would have con-

sidered necessary after the Oats had undergone such

exceptional treatment. Your Cambridge correspondent

did not take this precaution, and, consequently, only

one or two of his plants survived the winter, and
therefore I cannot think his experiment was properly

conducted. But one experiment, or, indeed, one

hundred that failed, would not disprove the fact that

Wheat had been produced from Oats when treated in

a peculiar manner. Difference of variety, of climate,

of soil, of culture, and sundry other matters, might
alter the results ; and, as the experiment is so easily

tried, and next month is the best time for sowing the

Oats, let me advise some of your numerous readers to

make a few trials, rather than allow the dogmatic
opinion of even a clever man, who made one slovenly

experiment, "to settle the exploded idea," You will

see that the covering ol straw was not "applied from

the first," but I had better give you Mr. Colman's own
words :

—

'* East Harling, May 4, 1C75,
" I planted clean Freesland Oats about the middle of

June, cut them down, I think, four times during the
summer and autumn. When the frost came in the
winter I covered them up with the straw I had, which

was clean Wheat straw, to protect them from the frost,

and cleared it off again in the spring. Some few of the
Oats in the rows died off, and till the remainder came
into ear there was a great speculation what they would
be—whether Oats, Barley, or Wheat. They came early,
very rough, long ears of coarse Wheat, and there were
a very few cars of coarse inferior Oats with it Mr. D.
K. Emson, of Wimbush, Essex, saw some of the ears,
look them home, rubbed them out carefully with his
hands, and planted the seed, one kernel in a hole, in his
garden. The following year I was visiting him, just
before the harvest, and, to his great surprise, we found
one ear of very coarse Oats amongst it, all the rest were
very large ears of red and white Wheat."

I also enclose a letter, addressed to Mr. Mcchi a few
years ago ; and some observations which were made
by that experienced agriculturist an I most careful

obi-trver of all farm plant>, the late Mr. Hudson, of
Castleacre :

—

{Copy.-]

" Thelnt'tham, Hariinj^, Norfolk, Nov. 20, i863.
" Mr. Alderman Mcchi, itc.

"Dear Sir,—As regards the transmutation of 0,i*s
into Wheat, enclosed is a specimen of Wheat and ear.
T he stock was given to me two years ago by Mr. No.-
nmn, who planted in a garden of Mr. T. RubJnson's, of
Hopton, Suffolk, a sample of best white Oats in Mdv,
and, just before the ear blossomed, he cut all the first

cars, then the second, and so on. down to October,
taking care to leave the leaves and straw entire. In
October he took all the plants up and separated the
young offsets carefully from the old roots, which he re-
planted in fresh ground, taking care to place over the
plants a slight shelter (.such as a few leaves or straw
placed over a few bushes during very sh irp weather).
Next spring they had a, miserable appearance, scarcely
discernible from the Rrotmd. After cleaning it in Apri',
and giving them a little liquid manure, soot and ashts,
they quickly recovered their growth, and were allowt d
to ear, which proved to be Wheat, with a few Oat eas
still. Thtn he selected two of the best ears of Whe; t

for another crop, which he planted in a well manun d
garden, with luiuid manure, soot and ashes, taking caie
to put only one kernel in a hole. The plints tillered ve'y
much, and the straw was like reeds. The produce he
gave to me, of which, after two years' cultivation by me,
the enclosed is a fair sample, grown on light land. 'I o
set the matter at rest I should recommend you to seh ct

a small plot of ground and follow the enclosed instruc-

tions, and you can satisfy yourse f by the result.^Yours
faithfully, *' HENRY Button."

From the Norfolk Chronicle, May 23. 1863.

"Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre, states the iollowing
freaks of Nature :—' Last year I grew a (ew acres of
what is called Oat-Barley, viz, Barley produced by a
gentleman in Huntingdonshire from Oais being sown
and not allowed to produce seed the first year, but
stood till the following year, and then the produce was
Barley with a very stiff straw. I liked it so tnuch that 1

have sown 30 acres of it this year. Last year my brother-
in-law, Mr. Thomas Sewell Moore, of Wareham, nej;r

Holkham, ploughed up a piece of land that had been
plantation for a great many years, and drilled it with
Oats. It produced a very fine crop of O-its ; two or
three bushels were shed down when ripe, and ploughed
in immediately after the last harvest, and the land drilled

with Tares. The whole came up well ; there is a large
crop on the ground, but, instead of being Oats and
Tares, as expected, it is now Rye and Tares in full ear,

and not an Oat to be seen.'

"

It would appear that Wheat may be produced in

another way, which is recorded by my friend, Mr. J.
Chalmers Morton, with whom you are, no doubt,
better acquainted than I am :

—

From the Cyclopttdia of Agriculture, edited by
John C. Morton, 1855.

" Trifiaim vulgai-c (common Wlieat).—Within the
last yew years, however, the expenmenis and observa-
tions of M. Esprit Fabre, of Agde, in the South of
France, seems to prove a fact which had been more
than once suggested, but almost always scouted, that
our agricultural Wheats are cultivated varieties of a set

of grasses common in the South of Europe, which
botanists have uniformly regarded as belonging to a dif-

ferent genus named >-E^ilops. The principiil characters
by which the latter genus had been distinguished, con-
sisted in the greater fragility of the ear, and in the
glumes being generally terminated by three or four, and
Ihe pales by two or three, points or awns. But M.
Fabre has shown how readily these characters become
modified by culiivation

; and wide as is the apparent
difference between .i^gUops ovata and common Wheat,
he has practically proved their botanic identity, for,

from seeds of the .'Kgilnps, first sown in 1838, carefully
raised in a garden soil and resown every year from their
produce, he had. through successive transformations, by
the eighth year (1846) obtained crops of real Wheat as
good as the generality of (hose cultivated in his neigh-
bourhood."

Clare Stwell Read, Farmers' Cliih, K. C, May 6.

[Mr. Read does not now tell us whnt precautions were
taken ngainst the presence of Wheat grains in the
Wheat-straw used, and to which our former note
mainly referred. We are afraid, moreover, that he has
not sufficiently weighed the evidence he puts before
us. Even supposing that Wheat had originated as
a hybrid from some /Egilops (which we cannot admit
as an established (act), it would not prove that Oats
would, by the treatment he mention^, or by any oihey
treataient, be changed into Wheat. LiJS.

]
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THE PRIMROSE.
While everyone knows the common Primrose and

the Cowslip, it is not every one who knows the Oxlip.

The truth is, that while several separate plants have

been termed Oxlips, there has been no such confusion

,in the case of either Primrose or Cowslip. Every

one admits that the two plants we have named are

distinct species, that is, as species go in the present age

of scepticism as to the existence of any such thing. In

any case they are well-defined types, at opposite ends

of a long train of intermediate forms. Of these inter-

mediates some are nearest to the Primrose, others to

the Cowslip, while those in the middle of the series

are so cunningly blended that it is difficult to say

whether they are most like to the one or the other.

No words of ours are needed to describe the

common Primrose or to point out its differences from
the Cowslip—still less are words needed in eulogy of

this real "heart's delight " among flowers. The illus-

thought that led Mr. A. Dean to cross the crimson

I

Auriculc>;flora on to the pale lilac Primrose grown as

I

Primula altaica, for the progeny, after two or three

generations had been flowered, has yielded some
charming varieties, and seedlings from Auriculceflora

! alone have proved equally good. Then by crossing the

best of the seedlings we have gradually been supplied

with the fine varieties which have recently been exhi-

bited. It was a work of time to obtain flowers rich in

colour, stout in substance, circular in form, and with
bold and striking and well-defined golden centres

;

but it has been done, and tloriculture is the richer

for the gain. Gem of Roses, Lilacina, Crimson
Banner, the Fairy, Queen of Violets, Rosy Morn,
Splendour, Sunrise, Violacea, and Violet Gem, all

attest the beauty and value of the new single Prim-
roses.

Primroses can be usefully employed in various ways
as decorative agents ; it will suffice to mention two.
One is to cultivate them in pots for flowering under
glass in mid-winter. If nice established tufts are

lifted in October, and potted in some good soil in

48-pots, they come into bloom in December, in the

figure in Blume's work, below cited ; and by a
coloured figure in the Flore des Sei'res, copied from a
Japanese drawing. It is no wonder that on looking
at the latter drawing some may have considered it a
somewhat imaginative production on the part of the

Japanese artist. Recently, however, the New Plant
Company of Colchester have succeeded in flowering
the plant from which Mr. Worthington Smith's draw-
ing is made (fig. 129), and which, though in a faded
state, was exhibited on Wednesday last at South
Kensington. We are obliged to admit that some
injustice has been done to the Japanese artist.

The rhizome is creeping, flexuose, the thickness of a
quill, beset here and there with scales, and emitting
numerous roots. The stems are erect, terete, shaggy,
about a foot high, bearing two nearly opposite plicated
truncate leaves about the centre, just as in Listera ovata.

The shape of these leaves is very peculiar, and is suffi-

cientlyshown in the illustration. The flower is terminal,

protected by a lanceolate bract ; the flower segments
are lanceolate, greenish, sprinkled with reddish dots,

the lip is whitish, suffused with pink. As the plant is

so singular, and as this is the first time that it has

Fig, 128.—"A PRIMROSE EY A river's brim."

tration (fig. 128) is the result of a visit to Mr. Fitch's

studio, where we met with a water-colour sketch

of a ** Primrose by a river's brim," so charming in

its truthfulness that we begged the artist to re-

produce a portion of his sketch on wood, not onl^

for the sake of its artistic merits, but because it illus-

trates one marked difference between the Primrose
and the Cowslip as to locality—the Primrose, as a rule,

frequenting woods and hedge-banks, the Cowslip, as a
rule, luxuriating in open meadows. Nevertheless, in

Derbyshire, a week or two since, we met with a
meadow full of Primroses without a single Cowslip ;

and we know of copses in Middlesex full of Cowslips,
with scarce a Primrose visible. We may have more
to say on this matter in a subsequent number, when
we propose to illustrate the Oxlip (or one of the
forms so-called) and the Cowslip.

The common single Primrose has proved itself so

susceptible of improvement, and that so far in the

direction of the qualities of form, substance, and
colour, that it is now practically admitted among the

florists' flowers. It is now included with the

Auricula,' Polyanthus, and others of the great Primula
group. We should like to get at the history of that

fine variety known as Auriculseflora. It was a happy

first instance from the ripened crowns of the previous
summer's growth ; and they give another lot of
flowers in March and April from the spring growths.
A cold frame or cool greenhouse suits them well, and
when grown in this way the individual flowers are
very fine. They should be planted out in a shady
moist place during summer and potted in the autumn.
The next use to which they can be put is to plant

them out in woodland walks, and in shady nooks and
places on the fringes of shrubbery borders where the
wild Primrose abounds. The result would be the ad-
mixture of flowers of darker hues, thus affording a
striking and pleasing contrast. One fact deserves
recording—the richest and most striking varieties are
the earliest to flower.

CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM.'*
This very singular species has up till lately only

been known to us by the imperfect figure in Thun-

berg's Icones Pla7tt. Jap.^ dec. i., tab. i ; by the

* C. japonicuni, Thunberg, Flora Japon, (1784), p. 30

;

Blume, Collect. Orchid. Archip. Ind. et Japon (1858), i., p. 169,

tab. 59 (ubi synonymiam hujusce speciei insignis inveniea)

;

flowered in British gardens, we hope even Professor
Reichenbach will forgive us for placing this represent-

ation before a much larger circle of readers than would
have ready means of seeing the other illustrations.

We add some remarks with which we have been
favoured by the introducers,

"We have very little to say respecting Cypripe-
dium japonicum, except that it is of very easy cullure.

We have tried it in various soils, but that which we
find most suitable is a light sandy loam, giving the
plant plenty of water when it commences growth,
and keeping it rather dry during the winter. This of
course has reference to pot culture. Our collector in

one of his letters writes that he found a ''Bamboo
wood full of it," and that they "grow best in moist
Bamboo groves." This led us to try the cultivation of
it in pots, but not wishing to place all our eggs in one
basket we selected a suitable spot in our grounds
nicely cool, and prepared a border for this and other

Flore dcs Serres, xx. (1S74X t. 2064.
—" C. foliis suboppositis,

rhombeo-ovatis, acutis repando-undulatis plicatis ; bractea
laiiceolata acuminata ovario longiore ; perigonii phyllis acumi-
natis ; labello brevioribus, inferioribus subfelcatis intus villo-

sulis ; stamine sterili cucullato-cordato subbicarinato. "—Blume,
loc. supra cit.
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Fig. 129.—CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM (NAT. size; front and side view of column twice NAT. SIZE).
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Cypvipediums from America. Here we placed several
hundreds : those in pots were put into our New Zealand
Tree Fernery, a lofty structure, with plenty of shade,
and in a temperature where the thermometer rarely
exceeded during the winter 40°, and at the present
time 60° ; the result has been that the plants have
done well, and flowered nicely. But although these
have done well, we believe the plants in the border
will beat them in point of strength and colouring of
flower, for not only have tliese—the Japanese Cypri-
pediums—thrown up well, but so also have the Ameri-
can loims, some having already attained a heifiht of 3
to 4 inches, and bid fair to bloom freely. We may,
however, mention that this border was never allowed
to get dry diirmg the monihs of March and April,
when we supposed their growing season about to com-
mence. We do not pretend to say that ours is the
correct mode of treatment, but we do think that any
one having found any difiiculty in growing these beau-
tiful plants might try this. The New Plant and Bulb
Company.

"

THE HOME OF THE COCOA-
NUT.

In its peculiar style of beauty, says Sir Emmerson
Tennent, nothing in the world can exceed in loveli-

ness the road from Point de Galle to Colombo ; it is

literally an avenue of Palms, nearly 70 miles long,

with a rich undergrowth of tropical trees, many of

them crimson with flowers and over-run with Orchids

and climbing plants—such as the Gloriosa superba,

with its splendid red and amber blossoms—whose
tendrils descend in luxuriant festoons. Birds of

gaudy plumage dart amidst the branches, gay buttei-
flies hover over the s-hady (oliage, and insects o'
metallic lustre glitter on the leaves

There is no quarter of the world in which the
Cocoa-nut flourishes in such rich luxuriance as in this

comer of Ceylon. Here it enjoys a rare combination
of every advantage essential to its growth—a loose.

friable soil, a free and genial air, unobstructed solar
heat, and an atmosphere damp with the spray and
moisture from the sea, toward which the crown of
the tree is always more or less inclined ; this ten-
dency, causing its fruit to drop in the water, appears
to account for its marvellous extension to the innu-
merable islands and atolls to which the nuts are
floated by wind and tide. Of late years its cultiva-

tion has been vastly increased. Some idea may be
formed of its importance from the fact that at the
time when the English took possession of Colombo,
it was estimated that the single district lying between
Doudera Head and Calpemyn contained ten millions
of Cocoa-nut trees, and such has been the increase
since that the total number in the district cannot be
less than twenty millions.

All that has ever been told of the Breadfruit, or
any plant contributing to the welfare of man, is as
nothing compared with the blessings conferred on
Ceylon by this inestimable Palm. The Singalese, in

the warmth of their affection for their favourite tree,

avow their belief that it pines when beyond the reach
of the human voice, and certainly the Cocoa • nut
grows more luxuriantly in the vicinity of human
dwellings ; but then it finds there a soil artificially

enriched, and it is never found wild in the jungle.
Every particle of the substance of the Cocoa-nut
the Singalese turn to account— for instance : The
leaves for roofing, for mats, for baskets, torches or
chules, fuel, brooms, fodder for cattle, manure. The
stem of the leaf for fences, for pingoes, or yokes, for

carrying burdens on the shoulders, for fishing rods,
and innumerable domestic utensils. The cabbage, or
cluster of unexpanded le.ives, for pickles and pre-
serves. The sap for toddy, for distilling arrack, and
for making vinegar and sugar. The unformed nut for
medicine and sweetmeats. The young nut and its

milk for drinking, for dessert ; the green husk for

preserves. The nut for eating, for curry, for milk,
for cooking. The oil for rheumatism, for anointing
the hair, for soap, for candles, for light ; and the
refuse of the nut, after expressing the oil, for cattle

and poultry. The shell of the nut for drinking cups,
charcoal, tooth-powder, spoons, medicine, hookahs,
beads, bottles, and knife-handles. The coir, or
fibre which envelopes the shell within the outer
husk, for mattresses, cushions, ropes, cable, cordage,
canvas, fishing nets, fuel, brushes, oakum, and floor
mats. The trunk for rafters, lalhs, railing, boats,
troughs, furniture, firewood ; and, when very young,
the first shoots, or cabbage, as a vegetable for the
table. Dr. Thwaites, the well-known curator of
Peradenia, has enumerated fifteen species of the Palm
tribe as indigenous to Ceylon, viz. : — Areca, 4

;

Caryota, I ; Calamus, 5 ; Borassus, i , Corypha, i
;

Phcenix, 2 ; Cocos, I. The road from Galle to
Colombo crosses three estuaries of rivers, which are
bridged. The scene of one of them, the Gindura River,
is here represented (fig. 130), and shows the curious
canoes, hollowed out of single trees, with a peculiar
wash-boafd sewed to the gunwale by coir-yarn, so
that no iron or any other metal enters into the con-

struction. Their characteristic peculiarity is the
balance-log of very buoyant wood carried at the ex-
tremity of two elastic outriggers. These canoes are
manned by the Oroo, or certain classes of the fisher
caste, or KarAwe, who form the most numerous
section of the coast population. Thus there are the
Madell KarAziie and the Baroodell, who cast nets ; the
Datidu, who carry the rod ; the Kisbai, who catch
turtle ; and the Gode Kawoolo, who fish from the
rocks. The small houses, on little islands and piles
in the water, remind one of the ancient Swiss lake
dwellings, and the pre-historic cranno^a of the
Tuatha de Danian, in Ireland. The euuaries on this
coast also supply small but delicious oysers, which
many a wearied traveller has enjoyed at the charm-
ing half-way rest-house of Bentotte, of which the pre-
sent writer recalls pleasing associations. [Our illus-

tration of the home of the Cocoa-nut, on p. 629, was
prepared from a sketch made by Captain S. P. Oliver,
of the Royal Artillery. Eds.]

Apiary.
Work for the Month of May.—This, the

merry month of May, generally opens with joy to all.

The bee-keeper looks forward to this flowery and
happy season with joy, because he expects his bees
now to become profitable. Weak stocks may and
ought still to be encouraged with a little feeding, but
this is the exception, not the rule. The spring some-
times witnesses the prevalence of east or north-east

winds, evidenced by the late appearance or backward-
ness of vegetation ; the bees, if this should occur, are

unable to glean much honey, and we have known
what are called hungry swarms leave the old stands to
seek a better home elsewhere.

Hungry Siuarms.—What an ominous name ! nay,
we cannot recall it to memory without shuddering at
the thought that our favourites are actually starving
when there should be plenty of food within reach, but
forgotten by the careless apiarian, so that they are
compelled to seek shelter in some more hospitable
locality, where their wants will receive attention.

Hmu to begin Bee-keei>in^.—We turn now to a
more delightful theme. Those of our readers who
purpose making their fortunes from the happy occu-
pation of bee-keeping should begin to keep a
sharp look- out. Making their fortunes ! say some
of our readers with an incredulous smile. Yes,
you may smile, but we just mean what we say. An
old schoolmaster told his pupils to shoot at the moon,
if they did not succeed in hitting the mark they would
be none the worse for the attempt. So say we, by all

means begin bee-keeping
; you know it is a honey-

making concern, and honey in its turn makes money.
Never mind the district you live in, your bees will
make their way, never fear ; and if you do not make
;^I000 per annum, you may probably in time clear
£200 each year. We are running away from our
subject, of course, thinking of the number of persons
who have become rich by bee-farming, only we cannot
tell you where they are now living. But begin (what-
ever you do, take our advice upon this one point) first

with a single swarm, the earlier the better ; if you
intend making a start, look around the cottage apiaries
in the district in which you reside, and engage with one
of them to sell you a May swarm. The better to secure
your object leave with them the hive in which you
wish them to be carried home ; you will seldom be dis-
appointed. You have by this time learned the old
rhyme, by whom composed we cannot state

—

Punch
thinks it was first given to the world by Solomon,
because it contains much wisdom

—

** A swarm of bees in May,
Is worth a cartload of hay.
A swarm of bees in June,
Is worth a silver spoon.
But a swarm of bees in July,
Is not worth a butterfly."

It would be well if our village bee-keepers would follow
it more faithfully, instead of hiving, as separate
colonies, the often worthless third swarms, or, more
correctly speaking, "casts." If we purchase a May
swarm we have this confidence about it, that it is

genuine. At this early period we could not well be
deceived—casts are far more rare thanswarrasjust now.
Above all secure a swarm as early in the month of

May as possible, and remove them on the evening of
the day on which they are hived to the stand you
intend them to occupy permanently. On warm, quiet
afternoons watch the mouth of your hives for the
appearance of the fat and lazy gentlemen bees, com.
monly called

Zi?-oK«.—" Early drones early swarms," say our
farmers' wives ; this saying, every other thing being
favourable, is correct. We have known drones to be
hatched in April, but this was caused probably from
the hive being filled with drone-comb—he is a poor
bee-master who will allow too much of this to exist in
any hive. It is a necessary evil, but take care they

meet with it in those hives you are reserving for the
purpose of supering, cut it out without delay.
A sign beheld with delight and pleasure by most

bee-keepers is to observe the busy, active workers
carry in great quantities of pollen the early part of this
month. Nearly all ouf bee-keepers in the northern
counties believed, about twenty years ago, that it was
wax, or what was intended to be employed in comb-
building ; but it is astonishing what a change has
taken place since that time in the knowledge and
opinions of people : very few can be found now to
adhere to the old doctrine—three-fourths at least know
it is pollen, from the anthers of flowers, and is used to
feed the young brood in the cells.

In this month of all others in the year have an eye
to the farmer's

Enemy, who is also far from being a friend to the
beehive and its industrious occupants—we refer to the
bird found everywhere in this island, the common
sparrow. You may laugh and make merry at the
thought that he should prove to be an enemy, but,
laugh or cry, such is the fact. When first we were
informed upon this subject, we were inclined to make
light of it. though after experience has taught us
wisdom. Very early in the dewy morning, when the
bees are flying about rather slowly (from the impedi-
ment of watery particles adhering to their hairy bodies
probably), the bird is on the watch not very far away,
often on the ground beneath the stand, watching its
opportunity

; suddenly, and in much less time than we
can write the account, it darts upon the prey, and
bears it triumphantly to the neighbouring slates, from
thence to its nest. It has been supposed that this
game is not sought except in the breeding season ;

'

whether this is so or not we cannot positively assert,
all we know is that throughout May and June, though
seldom in the after-part of the day, the war is carried
on. The best thing to be done is to protect the
entrance—a rabbit net thrown carelessly over the
entire hive is a capital plan ; the bird seems to think
it is a snare to be avoided, and accordingly so long as
it continues it is cautiously shunned. This enemy
may be unknown in village apiaries—we are speak-
mg more of the outskirts of our towns, where insect
food may not be so plentiful, therefore they may be
compelled to some extent to seek it in the apiary. R.

Importance of Hoeing.— The recent rains,

while they had the effect of nicely moistening the soil,

also served to beat it down and cake it on the surface,

and as hot sun and drying winds followed, quite a hard
crust has formed itself on all garden ground. This
requires loosening at once. Observe the London
market gardener, how persistently he applies the hoe
among his crops, chopping up weeds and loosening
the soil at the same time ; and the various plants he
cultivates, how rapidly they grow for the treatment.
His two main principles are—plentiful manuring, and
constant deep hoeing. Both are equally important to
the Villa gardener ; the first need not be discussed
now, the second must be insisted on as an important
part of the weekly round of gardening duties.

All young plants that are making growth are much
benefited by having the soil about them stirred after
raiiis ; it breaks up that incrustation of the surface
which prevents the atmosphere from reaching the
roots. A loose stirred surface is not so much burned
by sun-heat as a caked soil at the top. Thus it is

that nurserymen and others encourage deep hoeing at
times of drought.

Potatos are rapidly pushing their way through the
soil, and they will be much benefited by hoeing, stir-

ring the soil round and about them, and between the
rows. The same holds good of Peas, Broad Beans,
Scarlet Runners, Dwarf French Beans, and other
kitchen garden crops. In hoeing, guard against
drawing the hoe too near the plants, so as to cut them
off. A careful gardener with the hoe does not chop
with it in an awkward downward fashion, but by a
rather gentle, careful stroke he brings down his hoe
into the soil in a slanting direction, and then draws
it towards him. It is a study to watch a market
garden labourer hoeing ; he does it in quite an artistic
manner— thoroughly, rapidly, and with a minimum
amount of exertion.

The soil should be drawn up to Peas and Beans on
both sides as soon as they are sufficiently advanced in
growth. This is of great assistance to them ; but the
bank of soil on either side should not be allowed to
bake hard, as when rain comes it is thrown off;
therefore they should be occasionally stirred with
the hoe. Potatos and Dwarf and Scarlet Runner
Beans are very tender, and a little frost soon disfigures
them, and gives them a serious check, even if it does
not destroy their growth. If the nights turn cold, as
they frequently do in the month of May, it is a good
precaution to draw some soil up to or slightly to cover

are not allowed to manufacture too much. If you ' the plants. It is a capital protection,
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manner the surface soil of llower bsds should be

stirred, as recommended for the vegetable garden.

Even if the process were not a beneficial one, it is to

be commended on the ground of imparting to the beds

a tidy appearance. Beds of double Daisies are jasl

now at the height of their beauty, and it is a good

plan to go over them occasionally, and pluck ihe

decaying flowers. Beds of Pansies require going

over in the same way, so that no seed-pods be allowed

to form. If the plants have to turn their strength to

the production of seed, less energy will go to the pro-

duction of flowers. We have seen some very charm-

ing beds of mixed Pansies on several occasions this

spring, and have been much pleased with them. We
have now in our own garden a bed of mixed Violas,

mainly seedlings from a pale lavender-coloured variety

named Princess Teck, but there are white flowers and

rich purple ones also among them, with many inter-

mediate tints, and the eflect is charming. We have

just top-dressed the bed, to the manifest advantage of

the plants. Immediately after the rain the surface-

soil was stirred, and then there was added about an

inch of refuse potting soil, laid evenly over the sur-

face. The young growth eats into it, and derives

strength from it. What charming posies these Violas

make ! A bunch of them will pleasantly perfume a

sitting-room.

Hyacinths, &c., Out-of-Doors.—Some persons

with limited garden accommodation are at a loss to

know what to do with the Hyacinths and Narcissi

that have gone out of flower. They don't like the

idea of throwing them away, and they are dis-

figuring in the greenhouse. Two or three courses

can be recommended : one is to open a trench

in any spare corner of the garden, and plant

them in it, turning the balls of earth out of

the pots without disturbing the roots, and simply

remove the crocks ; or if the roots have bound them-

selves about them, they can remain. Some fine mould

should be placed about the ball.=, and the soil put back

and firmly pressed about them. Treated in this way
the Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, &c., will ripen

their bulbs and growth, and come in very use-

ful next autumn for planting out in beds or

borders. They will, however, need to be watered

in dry, hot water. Another good mode is to open
holes along the fringe of a shrubbery border, almost

beneath the lowermost branches, and plant out

for permanent effect. In such a spot they

come into flower early in the spring, and I hey are

sufficiently out of the way not to interfere with

the summer planting, if the margin of any shrubbery

border admits of its being done.

We are now making use of our cool ash-bed for

any choice spiing-flowering plants that, having gone

out of flower, it is desirable to preserve in pots. It is

under a north wall in a cool shady position. Species

of Crocus, Primroses, Violets, Triteleia, Narcissi, and

such like, are plunged here, to ripen their growth,

previous to the period of rest. It is a most useful

spot, very little water is required, and the plants

thrive well. So many Villa gardeners are now tum-
mg their attention to the culture of a few choice

hardy plants in pots, especially those which bloom
early in the spring, that any suggestion for keeping

their plants through the summer v/ill be gladly wel-

comed by ihem.

The Fruit Manual, &c., by Robert Hogg, LL.D.,
F.LS., &c. Fourth edilion. Joiiriml of Horti-

culture On"ice. Svo, pp. 600, and cuts.

It is rarely that we find it necessary to do more than

announce the publication of a new edition of a book,

especially if it be a fourth edition, but in the present

case the additions are so extensive as almost to con-

stitute a new book rather than a new edition. As we
are going to recommend the book warmly to all

interested in fruits, and to tell them that this edition

is a great improvement on its predecessors, and an

indispensable tenant of their book-shelves, so we shall

feel no compunction in first of all alluding to sundry

shortcomings. In the first place, so far as we have

seen, there is no further attempt at classification than

there was before. The novice who is ignorant of the

name of any given fruit would be wholly at a loss in

his attempts to discover what it was from the book

before us. It is possible that the present state of

pomology does not admit of this being done, but at

least it would have been practicable to have esta-

blished definite if arbitrary rules for distinguishing

leading classes, such as, among Apples, for instance,

Pearmains, Pippins, Russets, Codlins, &c. , or some

attempt might have been made to group Apples accord-

ing to their form : thus, there is the depressed

spherical form, as in the Quarrenden, the globose,

the ovoid, the obovoid types, &c. Doubtless

it would be wholly impracticable to make a clas-

sification without including very numerous excep-

tional or transitional forms, but that difficulty occurs

throughout all Nature ; while, for the sake i f begin,

nets, any classification is better than none. Again, it

would have been better if some definite standard

of si«had been given instead of such terms as" large,'

"very large," "pretty good size," "medium," and

so forth.

Among Apples, too, we find no mention in the

work before us of the " Stock " Apples, of which a

colUction was got togther at Chiswick, which formed

the subjects of a notice in our columns last year, and

one of which— the French Paradise— is figured in the

Florist for the present month.

Of course, it is not to be expected that even now
all the varieties of fruit should find a place in this

volume. Many volumes would be needed for this,

while many of the varieties would be better entirely

ignored ; still we are surprised to find so fine a Necta-

rine as the Welbeck Seedling omitted, and to find no

mention whatever of the numerous new varieties of

Filberts, for which pomologists are indebted to

Messrs. Rivers and Webb, and many of which were

well illustrated in our columns in 1872, by the skilful

pencil of Mr. Worthington Smith. Our last com-

plaint is anent the cuts, which are mere sectional out-

lines, not always characteristic, and which might

more profitably have been replaced by a smaller

number of well-drawn types, specimens selected as

types of form, or as illustrations of superior varieties.

Now, having alluded to what we consider the de-

ficiencies of the book before us, it is time we said

something as to its good qualities. These much out-

weigh any delects there may be. The present edition

is a great advance in all ways upon its predecessors ;

it is fuller in detail, more scientific in method and

description, and in all ways more satisfactory.

As an illustration of the additions that have been

made, we may give the following table, showing in

round numbers the number of varieties mentioned in

the last and in the preceding editions. Thus, while

the list of Almonds remains the same, no less than

313 more varieties of Apples are included, and so on.

Additions
! to Fourth

Edition.

Almonds
Apples ..

Nuts and Filh.

Apricots
Berberries
Cherries
Cliestnuts
Crabs .

.

Cranberries
Currants
Figs
Gooseberries

Medlars"
Mulberry
Nectarines
Peaches

Plums .'.'

Quinces

Strawberries
Walnuts

19
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

26.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec.W. Sowerby.

26.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meetinp
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees.

39.—Crystal Palace Great Flower Show. Sec. . F. W. Wilson.

29 to June 6.—Annual Exhibition of the Central Horticultural
Society of France, Paris. Sec, A. Lavallee, 84, Rue dc
Crenelle.

31.—Coventry and Warwickshire Floral and Horticultural
Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, 1, Portland Terrace, Lower Ford St., Coventry.

31 to June 4.—Bath and West of England Society's Exhibition

June.
^

I and 2.—Royal Western Horticultural Society's Exhibi-
tion at Plymouth. Hon. Sec, F. B. Bond. 16, Penrose
Street, Plymouth.

3.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Great Summer

9, 10, and II.—Leeds Horticultural Society's Twelfth Annual
Summer Show. Sec, James Birbeck, Delph Lane,
Woodhouse, Leeds.

10.—South Essex Floricultural Society's Exhibition at Leyton.
Sec, G. E. Cox, Leyton.

16.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.

Midsummer Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

17 and 18. —Lee ^nd Blackheath Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition. Sec, C. Helmer. s, Boones Road, Lee.

18.—Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at Edinburgh. Sec,
W. M. Welsh, I. Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

32 and 23.—The Kingston and Surbiton Royal Horticultural
Society's Eleventh Exhibition, at Norbiton. Sec, J. Kirk,
2, East Villas, East Road, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-
Thames.

33.—Fareham and South Hants Horticultural Society's Show.
Sec, Harry Smith, Fareham.

24.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Great Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row. Dublin.

26.—Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec, F. W, Wilson.

(iHrtom'#rTOttk»
SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Halifax Floral and Hon

Mav \n\ Annual Exhibition (two"'' ''i Continuation Ito 21st) of
( licultural Exhibition at

f Clearance Sa
"

.M^^H !;'pp:?'s?;

( Morris.

the National Hor-
Mancbestcr.

Sale of Bcddinitand Greenhouse
the Kirkdale Nursery-,

'dcnhatn, S.E., by Protheroe &

Thursday, May zo\

I
Sale of Stove, Greenhouse and Eeddin/j

s, at "The Nursery," Park Road,
Dulwich, S.E., by Protheroe &

I

Morris (two days).

Sale o£ Imported Orchids, collected by
L M. Roezl, at Stevens* Rooms.
Sale of Specimen Stove and Greenhouse

South Bank, Surbiton, by
(•Sale

i:i\\ rial

I Mr.

MR. HUTCHINSON, of Carlovvrie, in an

excellent paper lately read before the

Botanical Society of Edinburgh, has pointed

out various features of resemblance between two
winters of unusual severity—those of iS6o-6i and

1S74-75. The Frost-Marks on Vegetation
have in a good many cases been almost identical.

Shrubs and trees of different sorts that have

seemed to hover on the border land of per-

fect hardiness, have suffered very much in the

same way and almost to the same extent during

this winter as in that. Even the barl< and bodies

of hardy trees have been rent and split in the

same way. This is one of the most serious

injuries inflicted by severe frosts. It is ofien

not noticed at the time. On felling some Beech

trees this spring the timber split, and flew into

pieces as the bole touched ground, almost as a

tube or rod of glass might be expected to do.

On examining into the cause of this extreme

brittleness it was found that old rents, obviously

made by the severe frosts of 1860-61, penetrated

the timber in various directions, and caused it

to fly into fragments by the concussion of fall-

ing. In the eastern counties the bark-splitting

of Planes and old Banksian Roses has been

carried further than in the year 1S70-71. The
latter, too, are more severely injured, whilst the

old Buddlea globosa and Triomphe de Rennes

Rose on its own roots seemed killed to the ground,

and the Mar(5chal Niel Rose is likewise very

severely hit. But the shrubs and trees seem far

less hurt now than then. In fact the Laurustinus,

Arbutus, and evergreenOaks,killed by wholesale

throughout the frosts in 1S60-61, are hardly

touched now ; and Laurels, Hollies, &c., in

favourable localities, are scarcely hit by the

frost. Roses, too, and Araucarias, killed by
wholesale then, have escaped now. But the

greatest contrast is to be found in the fruit trees.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots were killed

by a wholesale slaughter in the memorable
winter of fourteen years since—they have
passed through this long and severe season with

almost perfect impunity.

Whence the striking difference ? The chief

cause can hardly be one of temperature. Several

times during the past winter the thermometer
has hugged zero very closely, and even sunk
within a few degrees as far beyond it as during

1S60-61. Mr. Hutchinson registered only a

difference of 2° to S'' below zero this winter, and
10° below zero during that. This difference

between the two has been more marked in the

South. But that difference is not sufficient to

account for the marked disparity in the effects

of cold in the two cases.

The fact is—and it cannot be too often re-

peated—the effects of frost on plants is as much
and more a matter of condition as of temperature.

Vegetation was, upon the whole, in fair condi-

tion this winter to bear frost with impunity.

During the winter of iS6o-5i the frost hit vege-

tation in a crude and unfinished state or condi-

tion of growth ; the previous summer had been
wet and dull, and the winter caught growth be-

fore it was consolidated, and easily wrecked it

by wholesale. The crude state of plants let the

frost in, and the result was seen in the destruc-

tion of thousands upon thousands of plants.

Frost-bitten branches, and even trunks of trees

on walls, proved alike their weakness of

resistance, and the severity of the attacks of

the frost. This year the well-ripened wood
bore the attacks of the frost almost without

injury, and the walls were pinked over with

Peach, or whitened with Apricot blossoms in

unusual numbers, and of almost abnormal
strength and vigour.

The lesson to be drawn from the contrast of

the two winters is obvious. We cannot make
nor sensibly influence the climate, but we may,

we can, we do mould conditions to a large

extent. By the skilful choice of sites, by drain-

age, and skilful cultivation, we may so deter-

mine the rapidity and character of growth,

and the measure of its maturity, as to either

give it up into the power of severe cold, or

enable it to resist it. Site alone largely deter-

mines conditions. To place a garden in the

bottom of a valley, is to invite the destruction

of all the plants with which it is furnished or

enriched. To place it there for the sake of so-

called shelter, or to be near the water, is like

placing an army within range of the enemy's

guns, that they might be out of the wind, and
near to their drinking-fountains. The frost

must hit such gardens hard, for the site

chosen is not only the coldest during frost, but

that most favourable for the development of

gross and, consequently, frost - susceptible

growth. Place the garden higher up, and a

more solid, hardy growth will reward the

wisdom of a better choice of a site, and the

cold air will also roll past without affect-

ing it, bent on concentrating its destructive

force on what it can find in the bottom of the

valley. Drainage, again, by keeping the base of

the root-larder dry, likewise favours growth

adapted for endurance with impunity. The
wood is no longer gorged with stagnant water,

the roots only taking up what the plant can

assimilate or convert into firm, durable, hardy

tissue. Drainage also moderates the energy

of cold by checking surface evaporation

and covering the surface with a layer of

mellow earth. This conserves heat, for a

mellow surface performs the same functions for

the earth's tilth that a warm great-coat does

for ourselves. All the water that is passed
through the soil by drainage, that would other-

wise have been lifted off the surface by evapora-

tion, becomes a source of warmth or a conserver

of heat ; and either way it creates a local atmo-
sphere superior in temperature to the general

mass of the air.

Finally, skilful cultivation promotes a sound
and healthy condition in plants. The greatest

bulk in the least time may end in giving up
plants a sacrifice to the first severe frost. Skilful

culture conserves vigour of constitution, and
promotes that measure of robustness that enables

plants to meet and resist frosts and other evils

most successfully. For instance, growths of

medium strength are mostly the most tho-

roughly ripened, and the strength of growth
can be regulated well-nigh at pleasure. It is

largely a matter of soil, food, pruning, training,

cropping, &c. Again, transplantation, by check-

ing the supply of sap, strengthens the power of

plants to resist cold. This is the sound theory

that underlies the old-fashioned practice of heel-

ing our Broccoli in the autumn. The greater

part of the roots were disturbed, and the plants

slightly wilted in consequence ; hence the

frost could gain little or no hold upon them.
Doubtless, too, part of their immunity arose

from their prostrate position. With their heads to

the north and closely hugging the ground, the

slightest snow covered them, and the sun could

not hit their crowns. But the conservative

power against frost is also seen in the safety of

transplanted Cabbages, Lettuces, Cauliflowers,

Stocks, Wallflowers, and hardy annuals ; while

the same plants that have not been disturbed,

on the self-same ground, side by side, are often

cut down. .

Root pruning becomes a means of resisting

the frost from a similar cause. Less fluid is for-

warded to the plant or tree when fully stored

with juice or sap, and hence it passes without

injury through weather that would half kill trees

in a more spongy or watery state or condition.

The chief aim of all autumnal cultivation

should be to perfect maturity and keep the

fluids at rest or at a minimum amount for the

winter. Growth will be all the better in quality

for the rest through the danger period in a dry

condition.

It is necessary that those liesirous of building

up a really National Society devoted to Horticulture

—and horticulture only—should be vigilantly watchful

at present, and ready to act at the right moment.
Matters at the Royal Horticultural Society are

at present so extremely critical, that a false move or a
failure to act at the right time would imperil the

existence of the Society. Every one admits that a

thorough reconstruction is absolutely essential ; but

thorough reconstruction and utter annihilation are

two different things. The latter would, in our

opinion, be a geat misfortune, and would most

seriously injure the prospects of horticulture as

a science and as an art. We presume the

Fellows will shortly hear what the Council intend to

do, and in the event of their explanations being un-

satisfactory, it may be well to consider the propriety of

addressing Her Majesty, and respectfully requesting

her to nominate a commission of inquiry. Mean-
while, no time ought to be lost in paying the arrears

of prize-money to the exhibitors, and in carrying out

the original terms of the schedule for the year. The
present state of things is not only a disgrace to the

Council, but it is a humiliation to the Fellows at

large ; and if no other means be forthcoming, the

required sum should at once be raised by private sub-

scription. What the exhibitors think was shown by
Wednesday's proceedings. Into what low estate

the Society has fallen was shown by the fact

that six pot Roses, and six only, were shown,

and these of quite indifferent quality. That the

judges should have awarded a first prize, and so

cast another stone at the Society and lowered it

still more, is to our thinking a most lamentable and
untoward proceeding. The horticultural Fellows, at

least, are probably not aware how low the Society has

fallen in public esteem—so low that we observed lately

in one of the numbers of the Queen that the Kensing-

ton garden was so little in favour with the fashion of

the town, that it was quite urmecessary to describe the
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toiletteB of the ladies ! ! This is a cruel stab for poor

Horticulture.

We are informed that it has been arranged to

hold an Internationai, Fruit and Flower

Show at the Alexandra Palace on September

2, 3, and 4 next. A liberal schedule of prizes will be

issued in a few days.

The "Wars of the Roses" in pots is

near at hand, and, judging Irom what we saw at the

Royal Nursery, Slough, a few days ago, somethmg

very tine will be seen this season. One magnificent

plant of Noisette CL-line Forestier contained no less

than 250 flower-stems, many of them bearmg twm

blossoms ; and a huge example of H. P. Paul Perras

stood S feet in height, measuring from the base of the

pot and was 74 feet in diameter. It, too, was

literally loaded with fine blossoms. The Cheshunt

effect is sadly injurious to the landscape, once so

lovely. The same authority mentions, in reference to

the removal of old trees on historic sites, that a con-

siderable number of the once noble Kims in Gray s

Inn gardens have been, of necessity it is presumed,

cut down. Limes, or similar trees, have been planted

in their place. We may add that the "apparent

necessity" may be very real ; large Elms, even when

apparently sound, have an awkward habit of castmg

their branches without warning, and all of the Elms

in question had long past their maturity.

. Some fine old plants of Aloysia citrio-

DORA are to be seen in one of the plant-houses at

Gunnersbury. Mr. Richards estimates them to be

at least thirty years old, and they look like Goose-

berry bushes, with stout, strong main stems. In their

pruned state—and they are cut back to the old wood

hard every year— they measured z\ feet in diameter ;

difficulty, and so lays the foundation of great good.

We hope tlie example may be generally imitated, for

few greater boons to the rural districts, nay, to the

nation at large, could be conferred. We would further

suggest that the local societies should depute some

competent gardener to show the cottagers how to

manage and prune their trees.

The Times states that a re-arrangement of the

Judicial Bench has been rendered necessary by the

lamented death of Baron Pigott. The new Judge

is Mr. Lindley, (J. C, heretofore one of the leaders m
the Court of Vice-Chancellor Hall, and author of a

treatise on the Law ofPartnershif. He will go to the

Common Pleas, where the presence of a judge with a

knowledge of equity is desired by the Court, especially

in view of the new judicial arrangements, the

Exchequer having already that advantage in the

presence of Baron Amphlett. In order to enable

Fig. 130.-RIVER scenery: west coast of ciylon (the home of the cocoa-nut).

plants are said to be grand this season, and so the first

meeting this season (probably at Manchester) of the

two champion cultivators, Messrs. Paul & Son and

Mr. Charles Turner, will be looked forward to

with more than ordinary interest.

— Among the most beautiful of the spring

flowers in use at Belvoir is a seedling Iris with the

habit of I. pumila. The "falls" are transparent

white, with a violet disc and a yellow fringe, the petals

and styles white. It is one of the most delicate and

charming Irises we know, and it has the merit of being

among the very earliest.

The Athmceum states that a large portion,

probably thirty or forty stalwart trees, of the noble

line of Elms which extended from near the bridge

at Kew to the commencement of the open view and

low wall of the gardens, have been destroyed. This

apparently unnecessary operation has laid bare the

brick wall in front of the old lodge in the gardens,

lately occupied, we believe, by Sir A. Helps. The

and when their full summer growth is on them they

are considerably larger. They are found of great

value both for conservatory decoration and for cuttmg

from.

Pelargonium Triomphe de St. Maude,

a fine variety, of Continental origin, promises

to make a splendid forcing variety. The flowers are

of a deep crimson hue, very large, and trusses of an

enormous size, very bright in colour and extremely

effective • habit good, and a profuse bloomer. It has

recently been distributed by Mr. Charles Turner,

and it can now be seen in fine condition at the Royal

Nursery, Slough.

An admirable scheme is carried out, or on the

point of being so, at Granthaoi, in connection with the

district Horticultural Society, viz., the distribution

among the cottagers of varieties of Fruit Trees suit-

able for the district. The ordinary cottager has prac

tically no means of knowing what to plant, or of pro-

curing it it he did know. The Society meets this

this arrangement to be made, Mr. Justice Huddle-

STON has consented to transfer his services to the

Court of Exchequer. Mr. LiNDLEV, as may be

known to many of our readers, is the only son of Dr.

LiNDLEY, one of the founders of this journal, and is

not only known as a sound and successful lawyer, but

in his early days lent his aid in the instruction of the

garden pupils at Chiswick.

A huge example of ArAucaria excelsa has

been successfully wintered in the open air at Gunners-

bury by placing it near some trees, by which it was

somewhat sheltered, and by covering the top with a

canopy formed of mats. The plant was thus kept dry

and it appears to have passed through the ordeal of

the severe winter without being in any way injured.

It is remarkable to note how some once

popular plants fall away, as it were, from cultivation

and become quite rare, though once very plentiful.

This is very true of the old double yellow Auricula,

wljjch was once grown in large quantities in that note-
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worthy Aurirula district, Middleton, near Manchester

;

for here died very recently Robert Lancashire,
who, as his memoiiai card states, '* was a thorough
florist, and raised from seed that fine Auricula,

Lancashire Hero." Mr. Samuel Barlow states

that this yellow double Auricula was much grown in

the Middleton gardens for the Manchester market,
but it has now died out. It is well worth reviving,

being deserving alike of pot and border culture, as the

trusses are large and bold, and the individual flowers

of a lasting character.

From the 'Yournal of Boiany we learn that

Dr. John Anderson, the naturalist to the recent ex-

pedition to South-Eastern China, which met with so

much opposition from the natives, and resulted in the

death of Mr. Margary, has returned to Calcutta,

and is now on his way to England. He succeeded in

escaping with his life, but lost all his property, in-

cluding his collections and apparatus.

The same journal also intimates that Mr.
CiiARLES B. Plowright, of King's Lynn, has pre-

pared for publication a second )asciculns of his

SpHj^riacei Britannicl One hundred species are

comprised in the fasciculus^ the price of which is;^i,

One would scarcely expect to find Camellias
flowering out-of-doors in Leicestershire

;

nevertheless in the beautiful woods of Belvoir a

scarlet Camellia was in full bloom towards the end
of April.

•—^ The varieties of Trollius now in bloom at

Kew indicate its value either as a hardy border plant,

or for cultivation and exhibition in pots. Trollius

altaicus has large semi-double flowers that are quite

globular, as are those of the other kinds ; they are

borne on stems about 12 inches in height, and in

colour are pale yellow. T. europreus is less robust,

but the colour of its flowers is deeper, whilst Trollius

laxus is still dwarfer, and has flowers in colour pale
sulphur.

Chance combinations and arrangements are

often more effective than planned devices. The other

day at the Sheffield Botanic Garden we saw a very

graceful arch formed of Dacrydium cupressinum,
which had grown over the path of the house, and been
adapted by Mr. Ewing in the way mentioned. In
the conservatory at Woriley, Mr. Simpson has trained

Henfreya scandens over wire arches, and when we
saw them the plants were short*jointed and full of

flower. This is a plant not often seen now, but amply
deserving of more attention.

-—- In consequence of the lateness of the season,

the Crystal Palace Rose Show has been post-

poned from June 19 to June 26.

At the Sheffield Botanic Garden lately we
were shown by Mr. Ewing a Cross between
Primula verticillata and P. japonica. The
leaves were in shape like those of the latter plant, but
covered with the grey mealy powder of the former.

In the herbaceous ground at Kew is now in

flower Viola tubescens, a native of North America.
The flowers are purplish mauve in colour, and larger

and rounder than those of Lee's Victoria Regina ; the

foliage is thin and small ; the plant blooms very freely

and is a beautiful species. It would look well as a

pot plant, and charming in the herbaceous border.

Close by are several varieties of Viola cucullata ; all

have a compact habit of growth and plenty of foliage

;

the blooms in size and colour much resemble those of

the Russian Superb ; but in several of the kinds the

flowers are beautifully splashed and flaked with white.

These latter especially are exceedingly pretty, and
deserve wide cultivation. Viola obliqua is another

variety that has mottled flowers, but is not so showy as

are the preceding kinds.

Standing up boldly in the new spring garden
at Belvoir is a notable Standard Portugal
Laurel, one of the largest in the kingdom. The
trunk is 5 feet 1 1 inches in girth at 3 feet above the

ground ; the trunk is 10 feet clear from the surface to

the first branch, and the spread of the branches

42 feet.

The following communication, dated April 26,

1875, has been received by the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society with reference to the Cologne
International Exhibition :

—

"Gentlemen,—A letter from Lord Odo Russell, the

British Ambassador at Berlin, under date of i6th inst.,

informs us of your having courteously intimated that the
Council of your esteemed Society would be ready to act

as a committee on behalf of British exhibitors at our
forthcoming International Exhibition, and that it would
also send a representative to the same.
**Wenow take the liberty to address you direct on

this subject, and before all we beg to state that we shall

be very happy to accept your kind offer, by which you
will be putting us under great obligations, and that we
shall thank you to inform us of the names of those

gentlemen who will kindly take the matter in hand, so

that we may insert them in the catalogue to be issued,

as forming the English special committee, in the same
manner as we shall publish the committees formed in

other foreign countries.

"We are sending you by book-post general pro-
grammes, as well as the special regulations of our exhi-

iDition. If you should require any more of these, they
will wiih pleasure be at your service,

"We do not at the same time send you application

forms for entries, because we should first like to hear
from you whether you will undertake to attend to this

matter, or direct to us any exhibitors applying for the

same, which we suppose would be more convenient to

you.
"In our opinion it is especially desirable to see the

English manufacturers of objects relating to garden
architecture, machinery, &c. (divisions iii., iv., and v. of
our programme) entering competition ; and we beg you
will kindly draw also their attention to our undertaking.
Further there are fossil plants and their fruit stands (see

special programme, vi. c) of which we should be highly
pleased to get a collection sent from your country.

These latter are no doubt abundantly found in the coal

and turf pits of Wales, &c., and perhaps there are col-

lections of this kind in the Royal museums which Govern-
ment might be induced to send to our Exhibition.

" Our undertaking, which already thus far promises to

take very large dimensions, has found ready subvention
on the part of the different Governments, as well as from
the public in general. Most of the railway and steam
navigation companies have reduced the freight on goods
to be sent to the exhibition by 50 per cent., and there is

no duty to be charged on such objects unless they should
be sold here and remain in the country.
" For English exhibitors it will be of special interest

that the Netherlands Steam Navigation Company, and
the Belgian Company, whose steamers ply respectively

between London and Rotterdam, and Dover and Ostend,
as well as the Rhenish Railway Company, are of those
who have granted the before-mentioned reduction.

B. Edward Oppenheim, Secretary."

Responding to this application, the Royal Horti-

cultural Society have appointed a committee, consist-

ing of W. Burnley Hume, Esq., W. B. Kellock,
Esq., Robert Warner, Esq , and Dr. Hogg.

Veronica pectinata is one of the prettiest

spring-flowering plants at Belvoir. Its close habit,

regularly disposed leaves, and deep blue flowers are

very engaging. The habit alters as the plant grows
older.

At Belvoir granite-dust is found an admirable
soil in which to grow Vines, while the hunter sand-
stone, deflcient in lime, is valued for Camellias.

HEATING.
The arrangement of the boiler and water-pipes in a

hothouse is one on which gardeners, as well as the

mechanics who fit them up, have strong notions about

the necessity of having the boiler at the lowest point

of the flow, so that the water shall on no occasion

have to rise to get into it. I was building a fernery

last year, and, being my own architect and clerk of

works, I found it convenient, in order that the pipes

should pass a doorway without obstructing it, to

require the boiler to be a foot above the floor, while

the return pipes passed under it, and had to ascend

about 2 feet to be connected to the boiler.

The off-let pipe from the boiler had to rise some
5 feet, and then cross above that same door and
descend on the other side of it, to the system of -pipes

that were laid round the house.

My bricklayer, who was a candid, experienced old

fellow, told me that it would never work. My gar-

dener thought the same, but was a younger man, and
expressed himself less confidently.

I said, " Well, I don't see what law of fluids we
are contradicting, and we shall try it." When the iron-

monger came to fit up, he backed up the opinion of

the others, and, in fact, I know that I was quietly

being laughed at by all, and the same opinion took
possession indoors in my household. I must be
wrong ; these people whose business it was to do
those things said so, and they must be right. To this

I replied, "Well, it may be so, but I will try it;

we can sink the boiler when beaten, meantime we will

have some instructive experiments that will be worth
all the money."
Well the work was carried out. The house was

about 30 feet by 14 feet by 12 feet high. For this I

had a double coil of 3-inch pipes connected to the

boiler at each end by a few feet of 1 4-inch wrought
iron tube. We made a trial and it was a lamentable

failure—the water would not circulate. An air-pipe

had been put in at the highest point, viz., where the

delivery pipe crossed over the top of the door; another

had been put in at another high point, viz. , where
the pipes began to dip where they commenced to

return to the boiler ; even two sniff-cocks had been
put in at another place, just by way of extra security

that there should be no hitch.

These air-pipes were of f-inch iron tube, and they

were carried up 10 feet above the roof of the house. A

temporary water supply was rigged up on top of the

house, or say 8 feet above the boiler, or say 4 feet

above the highest point the warm water from the

boiler had to pass over. All those details were done
in strict conformity with all our opinions. The only

one point on which we differed was the position of

the boiler. I stayed at home from business a day to

watch the matter and interrogate Nature.

Once we got the water to circulate ; it took a long
time—several hours—but we got the water warm
throughout the whole length of the pipes, and sceptics

began to think that we should succeed after all. How-
ever I said, ** At this rate of heating we should be all

adrift in a frost; urge the fire, and let us see what we
can do." In a very short time the return-pipe began
to get colder. Shortly a volume of steam poured
forth from the air-pipes, the water was rising and
sinking in the supply cistern. It was clear the fluids

had all gone astray ; they were not circulating. We
had to draw the fire to save the boiler, and begin and
think anew.
There was a variety of opinion ; one thought the

boiler must be lowered, another thought the feed cistern

should be put higher to give it more force ; and the

fitter thought that we should have an enlargement of

the return-pipe close to the boiler, to act as a recep-

tacle for air, which he would let off by another
air-pipe.

I replied, "Let all be done, save lowering the boiler,

for that will cause me to disturb ray tesselaled paving."

We heightened the tank that supplied the water

3 feet. The fitter erected a 6-inch pipe, like an orna-

mental column, to look nice, and to comply with the

physical wants he saw apparent, and in a few days
we were ready for another trial. We made it, and
we failed again. While we worked the boilers with a
slow fire all was well, but when we urged the fire to

do what would be necessary in a cold winter night,

the circulation ceased—forces arose that balanced
each other, and stagnation was the result.

During these trials I had noticed that if we worked
slowly all went well ; here I found Nature endorsed
the principle of construction : why, then, couldn't we
work quickly ? Why, because sufficient outlet had not
been provided for an off-let for that air which is ex-

panded and developed in volume when water gets to

a high temperature. Instead, therefore, of asmall |-inch

pipe at the highest point, I said, " Cut away the pipe,

and put an iron water-cistern there to form part of the

line of pipe, and let the air or steam that accumulates
fly off" from its surface." This was done, and from
that time all has gone merrily as a "marriage bell."

During these contretemps I never lost faith, but it often

occurred to me how necessary it is not only to have
a theoretical but also a practical knowledge of the

operation of the laws of Nature, for, as it turned out,

it was not only I that was at fault in the latter, but
the practical men knew no better, and the nostrums
which they proposed were not a cure.

The season for building plant-houses that require

fire, or the alteration and improvement of those

that exist, is now at hand, and it may be a con-

solation to some of your gentleman readers to

know that it is an accomplished fact that you may
raise or lower your pipes in relation to the boiler

as suits your taste or convenience, and you need not
sink your boiler where it will be drowned in winter,

nor need you close off a doorway, or dispense with
pipes along a side of your house where you know the

heat is necessary ; but that you may sink under or go
over doorways as suits your need, while you keep
three things in view—water supply at sufficient height,

heat sufficient to propel the water, and ample space

wherein to let off air or steam. And that others may
profit by my troubles is the sole reason why I ask

you to give place for these remarks in your jour-

nal, George Anderson, Rlversdale Loii^e, Hanworthi
Middlesex, May 4.

Some Cflmspiibeiu'e.

Botanical Collectors.—For a long time I felt so

disgusted with Mr. Linden's remarks (see Gardeners'

Chronicle^ No, 61, n. s., p. 279, and his Illustration

Horticole, January, 1875) that 1 disdained to make any
reply ; I am, however, urged by many friends to do so.

The best lean do in my defence is to let Mr. Linden
speak for himself, and reproduce some extracts from
his letters. Those who take a special interest in me
or Mr. Linden may consider themselves entitled to ask
for judicial proofs, unless they prefer to see them in

my hands at the next International Exhibition at

Cologne. What was the reason that aroused Mr,
Linden's unbounded ire ? Nothing but my plain and
harmless protest not to bear his conduct any longer,

for he not only concealed my name when speaking of

my discoveries, but he even substituted that of other

travellers in place of mine. Mr. Linden himself wrote,

under date of May 27, 1865 :
"—revint aprfes un fiasco

complet dii exclusivement a son indolence et i son
incapacite. Toutes mes esperances se concentrent

done sur vous et avec d'autant plus de raison, que vous
m'avez donne les preuves les plus manifestes, que vous
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eles un vi'ritable voyageitr bolaniste et qui je puis me
reposer en toute confiance sur vous." Mr. Linden,

when engaging me to travel on the Amazon River,

had the advantage of finding me there, without

loss of time or money, and surely not so
'

' unknown and

forsaken" as he now asserts. I had then travelled

about two years on my own account, and under

the most flattering auspices of persons some of

whom I may Vie allowed to name here. The late

celebrated Brazilian traveller, Von Martiu<;, who

had recommended me to the Embassy at Paris ; the

late Director Schott, from Schonbrunn, with on offer

for collecting ; the celebrated traveller, Freihcrr v.

Tschudi ; the General-Consul Sturlz, in Berlin ; the

Brazilian statesman, De Capanema ; the Brazilian

minister, Cansanzon de Sinimbri, and even His

Majesty the Emperor of Brazil himself. Exactly in the

same way as Mr. Linden did, I founded a horticultural

establishment in Rio de Janeiro, on behalf of which I

undertook to explore equatorial Brazil under the

special protection of the Brazilian Government. The

non-continuance of this arduous task was unavoidable

by me, and was caused chiefly by the unexpected bank-

ruptcy of my partner. Under such splendid auspices

it was, of course, most probably a mistake on my part

to accept the ofTer of Mr. Linden, quite captivated as

I was by the style of his letter.", and because I was so

desirous of continuing my travels in the immense and

interesting Amazon valley. Had his words been

equalled by his deeds then I should never have left

my patron. Had I not been his collector I should

have travelled for some one else. I could also have

accepted lucrative appointments, offered afterwards to

me—as, for example, from the learned Archbishop

Antonio Macedo da Costa, who repeatedly tried to get

me to establish a botanical garden in Para, the capital

of Lower Amazon ; then a good offer was made me as

a botanical attach/ by a Peruvian captain on an ex-

ploring man-of-war ; then to go to Lima, to accept

the direction of the Botanical Garden there. But

once engaged with Mr. Linden I refused all, as I was

too conscientious to accept any offer to his prejudice.

Now, the good effects of so much self-denial are un-

doubtedly my work. I beg permission to call atten-

tion to several testimonials spread throughout the

press for six or more years now. As for example-
Mr. Forissenne (whom I have not the honour to know
personally ) said on one occasion in the Bdgique HorticoU

(1S69, p. 228) :—" Pendant toutes ces excursions il

n'a ces£6 d'exp^dier un grand nombre de plantes en

Europe. Lors de I'Exposition Univeiselle de Paris,

M, Linden remporta, giace aux belles decouvertes de

M. Wallis, le grand prix pour les plantes les plus

nouvelles et les plus remarquables. Depuis lors, on a

encore en I'occasion au CongiSs de St. Petersbourg,

d'admirer ses heureuses importations." 1 need not add

here that the same triumph occurred at the grand

International Exhibitions held in Hamburgh, Vienna,

and Florence, as well as formerly in Amsterdam

and London. Professor Morren expresses him-

self, among other terms (see his Plantes des Serres,

Rapport du Jury Internal., l867,p. 67) :— " A cote de

ce memorable voyage les auires explorations sont un

peu efl'iCL-es, bien que leurs services ne puissent dtre

amoindris." Many letters of Mr. Linden are full of

the highest acknowledgments of my feu saerl. Even

Mr. Linden, in the remembrance of the former state

of his establishment, declares in a letter dated Sep-

tember 28, 1867 :
— " Vos importantes decouvertes ont

consolide la r.^putation de mon ^tablissement comme
elles ont fait voire reputation." Thus the reader will

admit that what Mr. Linden means by "ingratitude

et mauvais proc(5d(is," &c., is incomprehensible. As
to Mr. Linden's assertion of guiding me step by step

through the immense Amazon territory, which he

never saw with his own eyes, this has been the cause

of the most continual disagreement, since he expects

one to do in four weeks what cannot be carried out

in four months. Nothing equals my disdain of Mr.

Linden's pretensions of having directed and assisted

me by his experience, whilst it is he who has learned

and profited by me. His letters during the time of my
travels arc surely more admissible than his assertions

of to-day. Since he seems to have forgotten all,

he will allow me to call them back to his memory.

September 23, 1861:—"I leave your itinerary to

your entire liberty, but I should like you to spend

some months on the Rio Negro river." Besides,

it is true he indicated to me several desiderata,

found formerly by Warscewicz and others, and to

be re-collected by me, after having travelled already

four years for him. But my best plants, Mr.

Linden will admit, were found when following my own
itinerary, even respecting to New Granada, visited

by Mr. Linden. Another letter, dated October 12,

1865, says:—"Je vous lais^e compl^tement libre

de retourner par I'Amazone ou par Panamd." The

same as in regard to the itinerary, I went my own
way also in regard to packing, and, as may be stated ;

—June 14, 1865: "GrSceivLtre emballage intelli.

gent tout s'est bien conserve et m'a occasionn^ la plus

grande joie." Mr. Linden will not have forgotten

that here are meant plants that were seven months on

their way to Europe, in consequence of a shipwreck.

October C, 1865:—"Your method of packing is an

excellent one ; what a pity it is that you did not

go instead of 1" May 3, 1868:—"Le plus

ing^iiieux de tout ce que vous avcz fait, ce sont les

caisses 51—53. De I'Odontogl. Phal^nopsis il n'y a

pas une seule plante morte." . . . "Si ces plantes

arrivent bien, je vous proclamerai roi des voyageurs."

May I, 1868 :
— " Honneur done i votre grande

activity, et i I'energie que vous avez dt'ployee malgru

les contrariifii'-i de toute nature." In regard to Mr.

Linden's most singular assertions, that my many dis-

tinctions of gold and other medals (perha[)S llie nomi-

nations of several societies as extraordinary member,

too ?) are for his and not my merits. I must frankly

tell him th.it seventeen years before I knew him, in

the year 1852, I obtained three silver medals at an

exhibition at Munich (or several horticultural objects,

though foreigners, properly speaking, were not ad-

milted to competition. In comparison with my suc-

cessful voyages, I admit only that difference with

Mr. Linden's "scientific expeditions," on which he

was chiefly helped by his step-brother Schlim and by

Funck, that I had to stand on my own feet and to do

my chief work myself, and that I had a lucky eye for

making the most interesting discoveries. I even fully

admit that those plants discovered by him in New
Granada may be found again blindfolded, as he said.

However, I am proud to state that such an easy method

of refinding would not be the case with my discoveries.

Having done with his pretended classical ground,

where I rejoiced to find out also Odontoglossum neva-

dense, O. Wallisii, the splendid Tillandsia musaica,

and resuming my own ways, as so many times before,

I had the pleasure to discover a long series of the

finest plants, as for example, Masdevallia Lindeni, M.

ephippium (Trochilus), Odontoglossum vexillarium,

Cattleya gigas, Aphelandra fascinator, Curmeria

picturata, Anthurium crystallinum, Maranta hierogly-

phica, and many others. Mr. Linden cannot deny that

he knows New Granada much better since I made my
travels therein, and since I followed my own itinerary ;

and how much he liked this country thereafter will

be proved by the fact that he sent another traveller

there three times, notwithstanding his having said

(Dec. II, 1867): "Keep in mind this is the last

exploration in New Granada ; I shall not send any

other traveller there." It has always been regarded

a point of honour for each nurseryman to give due

honour to the collector of any plant, and I may quote

Messrs. Veitch, who have always done full justice,

among others to Messrs. Pearce and William Lobb,

even a long time after they had left them. Localities,

indeed, have usually not been given too clearly

;

neither would I have Indicated any, if Mr. Linden

had not offended my sense of justice by omitting my
name when it was his duty to have given me the

credit, or even by putting the names of others in

my place. The trip Mr. Roezl made for him was

intended to profit by my discoveries, which I could

not take advantage of, since when at MedclUn and

Trontino I was totally broken by fever. Mr. Linden's

assertions that a traveller is no more than one of his

garden people, is one of his choicest revelations !

If Mr. Linden had not had me, where would

his name be now? He would even now boast

his Begonia Rex. And if Mr. De Craan, then

his excellent gardener, had not understood how to

treat my plants so well, they would neither have

appeared in the trade "to make a noise," nor have

won honours upon honours. Now, as to the asser-

tion of my having left him clandestinely, and of col-

lecting the same plants for the profit of others, all

this shall now be explained. I was neither satisfied

with Mr. Linden's payment for my many years' ser-

vices and sacrifices, nor had I found experience in

the slightest degree of what he had so often called

his generosity. Nevertheless, I decided to go once

more for him, as I felt too much influenced by the

desire to see my discoveries all together united in the

same hands and place. Mr, Linden supposes here

the effect of a "remorseful conscience." When going

over to Messrs. Veitch I told them conditionally :

"Send me wherever you like, except where I tra-

velled for Mr. Linden, unless you should wish me to

do so after three or four years." I left Mr. Linden

a first and a second time for valid reasons, but surely

in neither case " clandestinely," as may be proved.

First desertion, Nov. 10, 1S69.—"Dans une de mes

prec(^dentes lettres je vous avals demande de me
donner dans tons les cas la preference a conditions

cgales." (Mr. Linden referred to a letter written

about two months before my starting, December 10,

1869.) Second desertion.—When Mr. Linden saw

all his endeavours to make me go a third time for

him were in vain (he now calls it a faihlesse to have

me engaged a second time) he wrote, Dec. 6, 1S72 :

— "Bref a quoi bon de precher dans le desert !"

Thus, and not otherwise, is the story of my " clandes-

tinely leaving him." After my second leaving him I

did really recollect some plants formerly discovered

for others, but then matters and circumstances had

entirely changed, principally by my own conscience-

stipulated period of four years having passed, and

then I felt too much disinclined for any further

regard. I have tried to be as short as possible, but

if Mr. Linden should not be convinced I shall have

great pleasure in producing further proofs. C, Wallis.

(Those further proofs must be sent to M. Linden.

We cannot occupy more space with what seems merely

a matter of business arrangement with M. Linden and

M. Wallis. Eds.]

Fruit Crops in North Staffordshire.—With

regard to our fruit crops, there is a fine show of every-

thing, and the trees appear to be unusually healthy.

From what 1 hear the Uamjon crop is likely lobe good.

Apples with us are now in full bloom. Pears a fine set.

Apricots with us (all under glass) as thick as hail ; all

small fruits the same. Cherries in full bloom—stan-

dards quite a sight. Morellos on the Mahaleb stock

(River.-) very fine—the best way of growing Morellos ;

no Scone Palace training required, easily netted, and

always ripen a crop even in North Staffordshire—not

altogether a favourable climate for outdoor fruits.

IV. Hill.

Defective Sense of Smell.—Some time ago I

read a very interesting paper or papers on " Colour

Blindness," showing how many there were per cent, un-

able to identify or distinguish between certain colours,

the number of those so incapable beingperfectly astound-

ing. With your kind permission I would now direct at-

tention to a deficiency I myself labour under in a kin-

dred sense—namely, in an inability to appreciate cer-

tain odours. Seeing in the Botanical Magazine (tab.

6046) a figure and description by Dr. Hooker of the

beautiful new Boronia megastigma, which he described

as having a fragrance resembling nothing known to him,

as being " most delicious, and, though not overpower-

ing, as soon filling a large room," and having at that

time myself young plants coming away from seeds I had

from King George's Sound of this odorous novelty,

you may judge of my surprise when these came lately

into flower with me, and flowered profusely, I failed

to detect the faintest trace of any odour whatsoever ;

but to every one else to whom I submitted them Dr.

Hooker's description was fully realised, and, though

all were charmed with it, no two gave the same

account of its perfume, some thinking it resembled the

scent of Lemons, some the scent of Peaches, and

some the scent of Sweet Violets. Judging from my
own defect, I would regard those who likened it to the

odour of Sweet Violets as nearest to the truth,

for I am fully impressed with the scent of Lemons
and Peaches, but of Sweet Violets, as of this new
Boronia I utterly fail to detect odour of any kind,

good, bad, or indifferent. I am still more unfortunate

with that universal favourite. Mignonette, for instead

of the sweet perfume everybody lauds it for, it exhales

to me a smell truly heavy and disagreeable ; from

which I infer that it may possess a double or com-

bined odour, the heavy smelUng portion of which is

alone perceptible by me. [The odour of Mignonette

is unpleasant to many.] Though there are other

flowers which withhold from me their sweets, it may
suffice, for the present, to instance the above .as types

of those in various tribes which I might put down in

the same category. Now, on the other hand, I am
very far from being insensible to the perfume of

flowers generally. I may only instance a few : Roses

of all kinds and characters, where perfume is at all

present, are to me delicious, excepting an Ayrshire

climber named " Splendens," to me most fcetid. And
no less delicious to me are the common Hawthorn,

many Acacias, many Rhododendrons ; all the Chei-

ranthus, Dianthus and Thymus tribes ; in short, every-

thing having the Heliotrope, Mentha or aromatic

odours. My case may be singular, for I don't remem-

ber having found any, save one gentleman, devoid as

I am of any pleasurable odour from the things I have

named above, viz., Mignonette, Boronia mega-

stigma, and Sweet Violets. Yet, though the Pansy

tribe be so near to the last, I feel its pleasant fra-

grance however faint. I hope that the publica-

tion of this letter may bring forward others similarly

affected, or unaffected, and stating how and by what

plants they are so affected. H.

Paper Protectors.- -I can assure Mr. Brehaut

that I had no intention of being uncourteous to him

in ray remark upon paper protectors for Plum trees ;

I merely intended to convey that if his scheme were

successful it could not be carried into practice on acres

of trees. C. Lee, Hounslnv, May 12.

Primula cortusoides amcena.—In Mr. Smith's

nursery, Wilton Road, Salisbury, I have to-day

(May 8) seen a grand bed of this charming spring-

flowering plant, which is of a bright magenta colour.

The bed in question is 4 feet wide and 15 feet long,

and on an average each square foot contains from

twenty-five to thirty trusses, each truss having from

nine to ten blooms, which on an average measure

if inch each in diameter. The effect which this bed

produces is " simply magnificent," and, as I have seen

it, it "only needs to be seen to be admired." It is

of very easy culture, and is perfectly hardy. The
plants were bedded-out two years ago, and the only

protection which they received was a surface-dressing

of leaf-mould. I consider no spring garden is com-
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plete without this variety. I have also noticed in the
same nursery a very fine seedling tree Carnation

;both in habit and colour it resembles that of the
Souvenir de la Malmaison, but the blooms are much
larger and sweeter than that variety; one which I
measured was 4 inches in diameter, and it is to be
hoped that ere long Mr. Smith will introduce it to the
public. There is, too, in front of Mr. Smith's house,
in a ribbon- bed, a very nice arrangement of spring-
flowering plants in double rows of the following sorts,
VIZ., Silene pendula compacta, Arabis saxatile com-
pacta, Myosotis dissitiflora, and dwarf double Wall-
flowers—the whole making a very pleasing display.
H. W. W., Salisbury.

Railway Rates for Nursery Stock.—In refer-
ence to the following extract from a circular of ours,
sent out in February last, we have the pleasure to
inform you, and, through you, all interested, that the
several railway companies have agreed on and after
June I next to reduce their rates to what they were
last year, which will be a benefit :

—

" Dear Sir,—You must be aware of the very largely
increased rates for transit of our nursery goods that has
taken place since January i last on the railway systems.
Here we have personally waited upon the goods
manager, who promises to represent the same at head-
quarters, so that the old rates—which were high enough
"-may be adopted. We think if all interested will take
the trouble of promptly urging their several goods
managers on the subject, the result may be worth while
to the nursery trade. Last autumn's rate to London
from this was, for trees, at old rates, su. Sd., now it is
70J., other places in proportion. Of late we have sent
several lots of goods to England, the carriage of which
comes to more than our invoice cost."

7ohn Stewart &' Sans, Dundee, May 7.

The Dry Earth Systein.—Independently of the
approval of the dry earth system expressed in the
letter and extract which I enclose, there is something
peculiarly interesting to me, and doubtless it will be
so to your readers, in the fact of a Bengali studying
British farming in East Lothian. In a more recent
letter he informs me that he has been there six
months

; that he intended to remain another sue
nionths

; then, before his return to Bengal, spend
three months more in seeing things interesting to an
agriculturist. Before that return I hope he will visit
me, and that I shall be able to give him much infor-
mation that may be of service to the people of India,
and which, made known by a native of such manifest
intelligence as his two letters in the Ti/nes prove
him to be, will spread far more rapidly than if set forth
by Europeans.

"Traprain, East Lothian, March 26.

,7" r','''~^^"'^'°^''
twenty-four stamps for your National

Health and Wealth, Part I., and thank you very much
for your excellent letter. You will observe that I am a
Bengalese, staying just now in East Lothian, to acquaint
myself with British farming. Whether the dry earth
closet system is applicable in this country or not you
are the better judge ; but so far as I can understand I
think It would be a great blessing to India if this system
were adopted, and (in towns) enforced by the municipal
authorities. The water-closet system has been introduced
in some large towns in India, but it has been at such an
enormous cost that I think it has not any chance of
success. In a letter which was published in the Times
of January ra you will find me highly approving of your
system. I am glad to find that the Duke of Argyle, who
was lately Secretary of State for India, is anions vour
subscribers. Would you think it advisable to send a few
copies of your book to the high officials in India? I may
here nienlion a few Indian papers that you may send
your book to. They are all published in Calcutta •-
I, the Enghslnnan; 2, the Hindoo Patriot: 3, the Indian
Mirror,- i, the Friend ofIndia ; and j, the Indian Daily
News. When I go back to India I shall try my best
to spread among my fellow countrymen the knowledge
of your very simple contrivance for utilising house and
town refuse.— I am, sir, yours truly, Srinath Data."
I append an extract from the letter referred to in
the preceding letter ;

—

"... Besides these there is another source to which
I am particularly an.\ious to draw your attention. It is
nightsoil. In very few places in India has the system of
draining nightsoil by water been yet adopted. Before
this expensive system is further extended in a poor
country hke India I should think it would be wise to
give a fair trial to the system of earth closets or ash
closets as advocated in his National Health and
Wealth* by the Rev. Henry Moule, Fordington Vicar-
age, who tried them and found them successful. This
system has the recommendation not only of its requirino-
no expense and making the work of the methars (ni^ht"
soil carriers) less disagreeable, but also of doing what
hquid-drainage has not done, and perhaps cannot do
namely, preventing the production of highly infectious
gases, and at the same time supplying the nation with
a source of easily portable manure, which will increase
with the increase of population."

Henry Moule, Fordington Vicarage.

3J. (>d. packet of seed in the spring of 1874, which
produced some sixteen plants, but only one which
produced double flowers. That one, however I
must say, was greatly admired by all who saw' it
For four weeks the plant occupied a prominent placem my employer's drawing-room; at length it was
sent out, and after a little rest it commenced flower-
ing again, from which I enclose a specimen that has
been fully expanded as it is at present for the last
three weeks. I may here state that all the other
plants from the same packet were much inferior to
Weatherill's ordinary strain, which proved a great
success with us this season. R. Russell, Gr. to 'Joseph
y. Murphy, Esq., Old Forge, Belfast.

_

A Chinese Wheelbarrow.—I have read with
interest the account in your issue of the 24th ult. of a
new spring barrow, which is doubtless an improvement
on the common barrow, but which is still open to
the great objection that a large portion of the weight
IS thrown on the workman. I enclose a photograph of
a Chinese wheelbarrow, showing how these practical
people place the entire weight on a large central wheel
(ng- I3i)- In Shanghai thousands of these vehicles ply
for hire m the streets, much as cabs do in this country,
the usual load being two persons, who sit on the
wooden platform on either side of the wheel, resting
one arm on the framework above the top of the wheel
and placing one foot in a stirrup made of rope. It is
by no means uncommon, however, to see as many as
four .persons conveyed without any particular effort
(the ground being level) by a stalwart coolie. The
fare is from 2d. to 4d. per mile, according to the
load. Garden and farm produce is transported in the
same way, and even live stock : the Chinese farmer
being much too sensible to attempt to drive his pigs
to market, the barrow is often seen laden with a live

Fig. 131.-shanghai wheelbarrow.

fat hog on either side of the wheel. I cannot con-
ceive why the Chinese barrow has not long since been
adopted in England ; with the barrows now used we
task the strength of those who use them more in pro-
portion than we do our horses, for who would tolerate
a cart that threw half the burden on to the back of
the horse? Thomas Hanbury, Ashburlon House,
Croydon, May 5.

The Double Cineraria.—Having read nearly all
the reports respecting the double Cineraria, and find-
it a general failure

, allow me to state that I bought a

* Published fourteen years ago.

Prince of Wales Plum.—The state of the
accompanying young shoots, taken from Prince of
Wales Plums in the neighbourhood of Isleworth, may
possibly be of interest just at the present with regard
to the effects of weather on this variety. The trees
are of considerable age—one trained on a wall with a
north exposure, the other in the open bed, trained as
an espalier, rather more than the width of a common
garden walk, to the north of the same wall. The
tree trained on the wall has healthy foliage (of which
I send a specimen) till just the top of the wall, but
there, where the leaves are more exposed, they are
yellowish, wrinkled in large patches, and with a
generally unhealthy appearance. In the espalier,
which is necessarily much more exposed, this differ-
ence in the state of the foliage is still more striking,
a large proportion of the upper parts of the tree
having the unhealthy development, and the lower and
consequently more protected shoots being for the
most part healthy. Whatever other causes there may
be for the disease to which this fine variety of Plum
is liable (which must be far better judged of by those
whose experience is based on the superintendence of
much greater numbers than can be observed in a
private garden), still the present state of my own trees
seems to point so surely to spring frosts as one cause
of evil to the trees, that I venture to note the cir-

cumstance as of interest in the present circumstances. 0.

Fruit Prospects in Derbyshire.-Summer-like
weather has come at last, and fruit trees of all kinds
are fast pushing into bloom. Standard Pears and on
walls are now a blaze of beauty, and many already

have set ; and we look forward, should the weather
prove favourable, for an abundant crop. Cherries are
one mass of flowers

; Plums are also quite as
promising. Apples : many of the later varieties arenow in bloom, while the early kinds will not be in
flower for a few days hence. Apricots a moderate
crop

;
as a rule, they do not thrive very well in this

cold climate. Peaches and Nectarines have set an
enormous crop, and are free from blight. Small fruits
of all kinds promise well for a good supply. Straw-
berries will soon be in bloom, and are strong and
healthy. The Damson orchards in this district arenow one mass of bloom. I do not remember ever to
have seen the gardens and orchards in this district look
and promise better for an abundant supply of fruit in
the coming summer. E. Gilman, Woolton Gardens,May 5.

'

Strawberry Culture in Pots : Sods v. Saucers
—Having read Mr. H. W. Ward's interesting
remarks on the above subject, I beg to say I cannot
agree with him when he says—" From the time the
berries are set we use saucers, which every Strawberry
forcer knows the value of, as they retain part of the
water that passes through the pots, which the plants
ultimately absorb." This is contrary to all my prac-
tice and experience in Strawberry forcing, and I think
the opinion of Strawberry forcers generally is well
worth asking on this important question of saucers or
sods. I have always found when the pots are kept
in saucers until the fruit is ripe, that, compared with
those grown on sods, the former are soft, watery and
insipid, while the latter are firm, and with colour and
flavour usually as good as if they were grown out-of-
doors—a thing of great importance to those who have
to send them long journeys by rail. The plan we
adopt here—and we force 5000 annually—is : On our
shelves, made of wire, we place thin sods, grassy
side downwards, then put the plants on, and in a
few days they are rooted through the bottom of the
pots into the soil. When watering we sprinkle some
over the sod to keep it damp, and, as the grass grows
through the shelf downwards, it has both an oma-
T/")'^'

^'?'} '^^"e'icial effect. J. Mclndoe, Hutton
Hall, Cuisborough, Yorks,

International Potato Exhibition.—Permit me
to assure " C. B." that to stimulate a rivalry between
the Potato raisers on both sides of the Atlantic has
not been a "chief reason" for getting up the Inter-
national Potato Exhibition. The real merit of the
conception is due to the great show of Potatos held
at Manchester in September, 1873 ; and the impres.
sion then made on myself, Mr. McKinlay, and other
groivers, was that a great Potato exhibition was both
possible and desirable in the metropolis. Added to
this we believed that the Potato had now become
both commercially and socially an article of such
national importance that it was at least as deserving
of a special exhibition as cats, dogs, Pelargoniums
and even fungi. That the production of iml
proved kinds is very desirable, is without doubt
universally accepted; but the committee did
not feel justified in making special classes for
seedlmgs, because their appearance on the show
table offers no verification as to table quality or
productiveness. Moreover, the work of testing new
kinds IS so admirably performed at Chiswick, that
It would be folly to attempt to supersede it.
As to medals, I am heartily sick of them; their
constant intrusion upon our notice is in execrable
taste, and if I became possessed of the finest medal
ever offered I would not retain it a moment
longer than necessary to convert it into hard cash.
\\ith reference to the new class inserted in the
schedule 'oy the liberality of Messrs. Bliss & Co., of
New York, for three varieties of American Potatos
sent out in England in 1874-75, would it not be
well, as the sorts included are so few, if the committee
would state exactly which they are, so that no mistake
might be made ? I take them to be Snowflake, Alpha,
Eureka, Thorburn's Paragon and Carter's American
Breadfruit—that is all the new American kinds that I
know of. Perhaps Mr. Hooper will kindly make an
authoritative statement in the matter. With regard
to Mr. J. Coutts' valuable prizes for English seedling
Potatos, I should assume that "English" means
raised in the United Kingdom. I would also recom-
mend that with each variety the names of the imme -

diate parents and the year when raised should be
given. Alex. Dean.

Notes on a South Shropshire Garden.-Since
my notes made on January 20 we have had a long
period of cold weather. The month of February was
a very trying time both for gardeners and for those
troubled with sensitive lungs, and frequent sharp
frosts prevailed all through March ; but fortunately
they were dry, and did not injure the blossom of the
Apricots, which began to open on the i6th. There
was very little genial weather till quite the end of
April, but now

" Solvitur acris hiems, grata, vice veris et Favoni ;
"

and all rejoice in the grateful change that blesses the
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country. Swallows made their appearance on the Sth

of last month, but they must have had a bad time of

it for the first three weeks. The cuckoos were heard

on the 20lh. The thrushes now pour out their varied

song in every tree, blackbirds {sad thieves) charm us

with their rich contralto notes, and garden warblers

on every side pour out their mellifluously happy
voices—all Nature seems radiant with happiness and

promise. The woods around are hurrying on their

summer garb, still fresh and bright with the tenderest

greens of early spring ; the Hawthorns, Larches,

Elms, and Oaks suffused with their respective tints,

and the Spruce pouring forth a cascade of green

at every branch. The Horse Chestnuts are now
glorious with their tlowers, and in the gardens

and orchards Lilacs, double Gorse, Rhodo-
dendrons, Pears, Apples, and Cherries, charm the

senses at every turn. The promise of wall fruit, now
well set, is wonderfully great, and the blossom of the

Pears, Cherries, and Apples, equally so. Every

spring in turn seems more beautiful than the last, and

the older we 'grow the more we enjoy the loveliness

with which the earth is closed by Him who governs

all [for good. In our garden we are busy making
preparations for the summer campaign. Our Mrs.

Pollocks have disappointed us this time, and we hear

the same complaint in other quarters. We have had
to buy at a high price, in order to make up our required

show ; our Crown Imperials have been, as our double

yellow Tulips are, gorgeous ; Wallflowers, Narcissus,

Globe Ranunculus, Auriculas, Polyanthus, Gentians,

white and yellow Alyssum, and Iberis saxatilis,

have kept us gay during the past and present

month. Pieonies, Azaleas, and Rhododendrons,
will carry us on to June, when the summer beds will

be coming on with their blaze of colours. In the con-

servatory our Cinerarias are over, and the Azaleas

which followed are waning away. Roses now reign

sweetest and loveliest ; our old friend, General Jac-

queminot, onQ of the freest as well as one of the

handsomest, still holds sway. Safirano, before her

buds have expanded, delights us with her constancy ;

we have a plant from which we have been able to

gather at least one Rose during every week through-

out the year. Then we have our Passion-flowers—
Van Volxemi, very beautiful, with its crimson star-

like flowers dangling from their long thread-like

peduncles. The Manicata, a flower from which our

friend Dr. Hooker figured last year in the Botanical
Magazine^ we cut back, but it has made vigorous

growth, and will no doubt be as brilliant as before.

Pelargoniums are at hand ; then will come Fuchsias

till the autumn. Rhododendron Dalhousii and Gib-

soni ought to be in every well-regulated house ; the

one with its sulphur, and the other with its pure

white flowers, are very pleasing. We are busy build-

ing a new stove, which is to help us over many diffi-

culties, but as we are to make one boiler do the work
of all the houses, the alterations necessary have inter-

rupted the work of forcing the Vines, consequently

these are not yet even in flower, but they promise
well, and in another week or ten days we shall begin,

and in time, we hope, for the Muscats ; if so, we shall

have no reason to regret the delay. No salmon have
yet made themselves apparent in the pool, but we do
not expect them before June ; the river has been lower
than last year, owing to the long-continued absence of

rain. In the kitchen garden our Peas are nearly in

flower ; the Potatos planted before Christmas are

breaking through the earth satisfactorily ; the ground
for Celery is made ready ; Strawberries are in full

bloom and profiting by the welcome showers, and
notwithstanding the cold season we are quite as for-

ward as we could wish, i*,. May 10.

On the Transmutation of Grain.—It is curious

to observe how theories in plant growth are revived

from time to time, and statements made with regard to

them as though they were proved and admitted truths.

Some few years since a statement went the round
of the scientific papers to the effect that the transmuta-

tion of Oats into Barley had been effected, the process

consisting in sowing Oats in June or July, cutting

them down from time to time, so that they should not

flower in that season, when, lo ! at harvest of the

following year all the Oat plants that had survived

the rigors of winter and other accidents, instead of

producing a panicle of Oat seeds, were said to have
been transmuted into even and regular spikes of two-

rowed Barley. There was no mistake about it. No
intermediate states could be shown, nor were they

even mentioned, as the matter was made out to be so

complete ; and the experiments were so often repeated

with the same results that we are assured that no ex-

perimental results with regard to grain have more
thoroughly taken hold of the bucolic mind, or are

more implicitly believed. Well, the subject is again

revived from week to week ; we have had to chronicle

notes upon this very subject, and, strange to say, only

a fortnight since we were interrogated at market by
an intelligent friend in the following strain :

—
"Mr. , did you ever sow Oats in June, cut thera

down from time to time, and next year they came up
perfect Wheat ?" Ourself :

*' No, noryou." Reply :

'* Yes, but I have, and done it more than once too ;

and if you will do it I will answer for its success."

Observe that in this case the transmutation is into

Wheat, but the general notion is that the change
is into Barley. Now it so happens that we have ex-

perimentcd upon this very subject, but in no case have

we seen even an approach to the changes so confi-

dently predicted. We have also repeated M. Fabre's

experiments with thegenus /Egilops, and feel convinced

from absolute results that this genus is the parent of

the different forms of Wheat ; and, again, our experi-

ments with the wild Oat show us most conclusively

that if the Avena fatua is not the parent of our com-
mon cultivated forms it is in itself a degenerate form

from the cultivated type. We are then prepared for

extraordinary results in experimenting upon grasses as

these founded on experiment, but we cannot subscribe

to the belief so confidently affirmed of the transmuta-
tion of Oats into Barley, or Wheat either, as the results

of experimental trial or as a matter of scientific proba-

bility. It is, however, interesting to observe how the

farmer is impressed with the truth of these assertions;

and perhaps this is due to the fact that, although he
of all men claims to be the most practical, he is yet most
unpractical, from his usual want of scientific know-
ledge. How often have we heard it asserted that *'it

is dangerous to sow Italian Rye-grass, as it is sure to

turn into Couch "—and this by men who have tried it

and proved it over and over, as they most confidently

afllrm. Now we do not express our opinions upon
this subject with a view to discourage experiments in

the matter—as, on the contrary, we would rather

encourage them—but still we cannot help thinking

that if the change from Oats to either Wheat or Barley

can take place, there should be some intermediate

stages, which it will become the experimenter to

accurately note. B.

R eports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : May 12.—W, Burnley

Hume, Esq., in the chair. The usual preliminary

business of the meeting, including the election of

several Fellows, was transacted, and Professor Dyer
called attention to several objects exhibited before

the various committees, which are more fully alluded

to below.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in

the chair.

Imect Attacking Seeds of Cycad.—The Chairman
said that the insect attacking the seeds, as referred

to at the last meeting, was Antharhinus signatus, con-
cerning which the Chairman handed in a note, which
will appear, with illustrative woodcuts, in a subse-

quent number.
Transmissio7i of Seeds.—A discussion ensued as to

the best method of transmitting seeds to India, in

the course of which it was stated that Araucaria seeds
shut up in a tin can in which paraffin oil had formerly
been contained, failed to germinate. The general

opinion was that close soldering was bad, but on the

other hand it was mentioned that Mr. Bull had suc-

ceeded in procuring the germination of seeds of
Shorea which were coated with wax.

Galls on the J^rc.—The Chairman made a com-
munication on this subject, the publication of which
is unavoidably deferred.

Malformed IVallJloxvers.—Mr. McLachlan exhibited

a malformed Wallflower, on which Dr. Masters pro-

mised to report at the next meeting.
Plymouth Strazuberrv.—Dr. Masters mentioned that

he had recently seen this plant, styled by Dr. Hogg a

vegetable Dodo, in the garden of Mr. EUacombe,
near Bitton. The interest attaching to the plant was
purely historical and morphological.

Phylloxera.—-Dr. Masters showed specimens of the
galls on the leaf produced by this insect.

Galls on Leaf of Achillea Millefolmtn.—Vxof. Dyer
called attention to a paper of Dr. Franz Low's on this

subject, translated in the Annals of Natural History
for the present month. The nematoid worm pro-
ducing it is analogous to that producing the excres-

cences on Cucumber roots, and is called Tylenchus
Millefolii.

Effect ofCotton Wool as a Filler.—Prof. Dyershowed
three flasks^which contained Pasteur's solution, all three

of which had been subjected to boiling and shaking.
The neck of No. I flask, treated on March 3, 1S75,

was plugged, while the contents were still boiling, with
cotton wool, and the fluid remains clear and unaf-

fected. In flask No. 2, otherwise similarly treated,

but without any plug, so that access of air was
allowed, and of spores in the air, there was a dense
growth of mould (Penicellium). In No. 3, boiled on
Sept. 30, 1S73, but in which the plug was removed
for five seconds only on Oct. 15, 1S74, a dense mould
had also occurred, and putrefaction had taken place.

The meeting then adjourned.

The Pot Rose Show !—Again we adopt the

Society's nomenclature for the exhibition (save the

name !) of Wednesday last ; and again we have to note

a deplorable failure—a more complete one indeed than

any we have seen before, and one so depressing in its

effects upon those who came to witness the spectacle

as to create a decided impression .among regular

habitues that the end cannot be far off, and the suoner

it comes the better, rather than that horticulture

should be made to cut such a pitiable figure as the

blundering policy of the Council has brought about.

The schedule included three classes for Roses in

pots, and two for cut blooms ; but the total number
of plants staged was six, and the total number of cut

blooms twelve—and such blooms, such specimens of

Roses in pots, that they could not possibly get a

prize anywhere else, though the 1st in each case was

awarded to them on Wednesday—a proceeding which
we protest against on the ground that if such plants

and cut blooms are to be shown to the public as

worthy of first prizes, the said public will soon not

know what really are good plants, and when we go
to shows at South Kensington we shall have to forget

what we see elsewhere, and carry our ideas of plant

growing twenty or thirty years back. So much
for the Rose Show. The greenhouse Azaleas,

of which several groups were shown, were not quite

so bad as the Roses, but altogether so poor as to call

for no further notice from us. Of herbaceous Cal-

ceolarias there were three exhibitors, but Messrs.

Dobson & Sons had no difficulty in coming in 1st

with nine fair-sized specimens, in which the special

qualities of size of blooms, brightness of colour, and
perfect form, were remarkably conspicuous beside the

prevailing dusky brown tlowers from their rivals. It

was too late for show and alpine Auriculas, and con-

sequently none of the former were represented, and
only two groups of six of the latter— 1st and 2d prizes

being awarded to very poor things.

The class for eighteen hardy perennials in flower

was an exceedingly good one— in fact, the only

redeeming feature of the show. There were three

competitors, and most people were surprised to see

Messrs. RoUisson iS: Sons, of Tooting, come forward

and beat their neighbour, Mr. Parker, for the ist

place—the latter gentleman, so far as we can remem-
ber, never having been beaten before since the revival

for these charming plants set in. Frequenters of

metropolitan exhibitions must be well acquainted with

the admirable manner in which Mr. Parker turns out

his plants, so that when we say Messrs. RoUisson had
the best plants all round, the style of their productions

can be easily imagined. Theirgroup included a pot with

twelve flowers of Iberis iberica, a telling plant in such

a collection ; the pretty blue-flowered and mottled-

leaved Pulmonaria sibirica, Gentiana acaulis, very

fine ; and the exceedingly pretty Gentiana verna ;

Primula cortusoides amcena, in grand profusion and
superbly coloured ; P. cortusoides lilacina, also fine ;

Trillium grandiflorum, better flowered and finer in con-

dition than is generally seen ; Iberis Garraxiana, fine

white ; Phlox setacea and Nelsoni, Dielytraspectabilis,

&c. In addition to the ist prize, we believe Messrs,

RoUisson & Sons were awarded a Silver Medal for

the excellence of their plants. Mr. Parker's best

plants were of Phlox divaricata, very distinct ; Iris

nudicaulis, Scilla nutans and its variety rosea,

Orobus vemus, &c. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, was
3d, his best specimens being of Lithospermum
prostratum. Pansy Sulphur Queen, a fine yellow ;

Aubrietia Eyrei, warm rosy purple, a fine form
in the way of A. CampbeUi ; and a large potful

of plants with a dozen flowers of the scarce Irish

Butterwort—Pinguicula grandiflora. This was, we
think, the most interestmg plant shown, being re-

markably " well done," as Mr. Dean observed, "by
simply letting it alone," and on account of the interest

which Dr. Hooker and Mr. Darwin have created con-

cerning its carnivorous propensities.

Floral Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair.

But very few things came under the notice of the

committee to-day. From Mr. Charles Green,

Botanical Nursery, Holmesdale Road, Reigate, came
a plant with two flowers of the singular Senecio macro-

glossuSj'an evergreen greenhouse climber from South
Africa, which, while having composite yellow ray-

flowers, is in foliage and habit in all respects almost

identical with some of the commoner forms of Ivy.

It is figured in the Botanical Magazine^ t. 6149, and
has been growing up one of the rafters in the succulent-

house at Kew for several years past, flowering in

mid-winter. It is well recommended for "domestic"
culture, and for covering trellises. A Botanical Cer-

tificate was awarded. M. Louis Van Houtte sent a

specimen of the splendid new Bertolonia Van Houttei,

which we have before alluded to, and which to-day

gained a First-class Certificate. A similar award was
also voted to Mr. William Paul, Walthara Cross, for

his very fine new hybrid perpetual Rose, Star of

Waltham, which has been shown before.

Masdevallia amabilis—no great beauty—was shown
by Mr. Gray, gr. to H. Smithies, E>q., Laurie Park,

Sydenham ; and a box of fine cut blooms of Clapham's

strain of Mimulus came from Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.

Pelargonium Duchess of Edinburgh, a white-flowered

show variety, of great decorative value, which was
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certificated here last year, was again staged in fine
condition by Mr. Braid, of Winchmore Hill, and
was awarded a Cultural Commendation. Mr. J. Laing,
Stansted Park, Forest|Hill, showed Caladium Madame
de la Derausage, a broad-leaved form, of a creamy
white colour, with dark green venation and a narrow
green margin. Pinguicula grandiflora, in flower, was
shown by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, together with Iris
florentina, a well-known strong-growing large white-
flowered species, whose roots yield the Orris-root of
the perfumers. Mr. B. S. Williams gained a .Second-
class Certificate lor Azalea Flambeau, intense crimson-
scarlet in colour, a very free flowerer, and remarkably
firm in substance, likely to be very useful for decora-
tive work. Mr. W. Miles, West Brighton Nursery,
Brighton, showed a nice group of well-flowered
plants of a dwarf strain of Mignonette, to which the
committee voted a Cultural Commendation. A
Pelargonium marked "cucullatum flore-pleno," shown
by Mr. J. Woodward, and in the style of the old
semi-double Copenhagen, but with deeper-coloured
flowers of a bright rosy purple, was well worth grow-
ing to cut from.

Fkuit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq., in the
chair. Mr. J. Batters, gr. to Mrs. Willis Fleming,
Chilworth Manor, Romsey, sent six varieties of forced
vegetables ; and Mr. Sydney Ford, gr. to W. E. Hub-
bard, Esq., Leonardslee, Horsham, contributed eight
dishes of well-kept Apples—both gentlemen receiving
the thanks of the committee for their productions. A
fine bundle of Connover's Colossal Asparagus came
from Francis N. Dancer, Esq., Little Sutton, Turn-
ham Green ; and another good bundle of the ordinary
variety was sent by Mr. Allen, gr. to Lord Suffield,
Gunton Park, Norwich. A ripe fruit of Stephanotis
floribunda came from Mr. Welsh, gr. to R. T.
Coombe, Esq., Taunton ; and very large examples of
the Morel, Morchella esculenta, were sent by Mr. J.
Barclay, The Durdans, Epsom. This delicious fungus
seems to be very plentiful this season.
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May 6.—Fine, bright, cloudy throughout. A very little

— 9.—Fine, partially cloudy, but bright. A little

In tlie vicinity of the metropolis -the reading
of the barometer at the level of the sea increased from
29.91 inches at the beginning of the week to 3003
inches by the morning of the 4th, decreased to 29. 59
inches by about noon on the 7th, again increased to

29.88 inches by noon on the 8th, and was 29.83 inches
at the end of the week. The mean reading fur the
week was 29.89 inches, being 0.22 inch lower than
that of the preceding week.

The highest temperatures of the air at 4 feet above
the ground varied from 694° on the 5ih to 55.|° on the
yth, with a weekly mean value of 63}°. 1 he lowest
temperatures of the air ranged between 451° on the
3d and 52.^° on the 6th, the mean value being 481".

The mean daily range of temperature in the week was

'Si°i varying from 23.^° on the 5th to 81° on the 7ih.

The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the de-

partures from their respective averages, were as

(oliows:—2d, 51°. 6, + I°.S ;
3d, 55°.4, -|- 5°

; 4ih,

54''.7 -f 4°; 5th, 56°.9, -h s'.g; 6tb, 57°.2, -f 6°;

7:h, 49°. I, — 2°.2; 8th, 55°, t 3°.6- The mean

temperature for the week was 54°.3, being 3^.4 above
the average as deduced from sixty years' observations.
The highest readings of a thermometer with

blackened bulb m vacuo, placed on grass in sun's
rays, were 128' and 135° on the 3d and 5th, but the
highest reading on the 7th was 803 '. The lowest
readings of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb fully
exposed to the sky, were 41^° and 42° on the 3d and
4th, but on the 8th 49° was the lowest reading. The
mean for the week ol the low readings was 44!°.
The general direction of the wind was S. W., and

its strength very gentle.

The weather from the 2d to the 6th was fine and
bright, but on the 7th and Sth it was dull, cold, the
sky overcast throughout, and frequent rain fell.

Rain fell on five days ; the amount collected was
0.58 inch.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged between 724° at Leicester, and (>},%' at Brad-
ford, with an average value over the country of 67.^°.
The extreme low night temperatures varied from 461°
at Liverpool, to 34^° at Nottingham, the general
average over the whole country was40.i°. The mean
of the extreme ranges of temperature iii the week was
27r. the greatest range being 375°, at Nottingham,
and the least 20°, at Liverpool The mean high day
temperatures varied between 67j° at Leicester and
6oj° at Liverpool, the general average being 63^°.
The mean low night temperatures ranged from 48}°
at Blackheath and Truro, to 40^° at Hull, with a
general average of 455°. The mean daily range of
temperature in the week was 17" ; the greatest daily
range being at Hull, 24^°, and the least at Truro, I2J°.
The mean temperature of the air for the week was
521", being 9.^° higher than the value for the corre-
sponding week in 1874 ; the highest happened at
Leicester, 545°, and the lowest at Hull, 51°. Rain fell

on three or four days in the week at most stations and
the amounts varying from one inch and four-tenths at
Truro, to one-tenth of an inch only at Newcastle-on-
Tyne and Sunderland. The general average fall over
the country was five-tenths of an inch.

The weather during the first five days of the week
was fine and the sky nearly cloudless ; but on the last
two it was dull, the sky was overcast throughout, and
rain fell on both days.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures ranged from
66i° at Aberdeen and 62l° at Greenock, the general
average being 64^°. The lowest temperatures varied
between 424° at Leith and 4oJ° at Aberdeen, with a
general average ol i,\)/. The mean range of tempe-
rature in the week was 22|°. The mean temperature
for the week was 5l|°, being 7],° above the value of
the corresponding week in 1874 ; the highest in the
week was at Paisley, 52'/, and the lowest at Aber.
deen, 5o.l°- Rain was measured at each of the above-
mentioned stations, the amounts ranging from five-

tenths of an inch at Dundee and Greenock to four-
hundredths of an inch at Aberdeen. The average fall

over the country was two- tenths of an inch.
At Dublin, the highest temperature was 69}°, the

lowest 36J°, the mean 55.!°, and the rainfall o. 1 1 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Variorum.
Ced.vr.—The stocks of Cedar on December 31

were quite excessive (4100 logs against about 2600 logs
in 1873, Cuba and Honduras), and the landings much
above the demands of the year, except as concerns
pencil Cedar, which has been consumed more than up
to the imports. While upon the subject we may men-
tion that there were twenty-six lots of Mexican Cedar,
comprising 1040 logs, put up to public sale recently,
but all were bought in or withdrawn, bidding being
about id. to 3}(/., and not very spirited, for no one
seemed to want the stuH, although the selling broker
gave them plenty of time. But there is a suggestion
about pencil Cedar which we think is worthy of atten-
tion, although we are not prepared to vouch for the
success of such an experiment. The large firm of
pencil makers, A. W, Faber, has been in the habit of
paying high prices for pencil Cedar imported from the
United States. Upon the subject of growing the wood
for their own use, M. Johann Lothair Von Faber
writes as follows :

—" Having previously drawn the
attention of the Bavarian Government to the
usefulness of the Florida Cedar (Juniperus vir-

giniana), on account of the importance of the
tree for the pencil manufacture, which is carried
on more extensively in Bavaria than in any otlier

State, and having referred to the fact that the wood
of this tree is also used for many other purposes, and
that higher prices are paid for it than for that of any
other tree growing in our forests, we determined to

import for ourselves from Florida (which, as is well
known, has furnished as yet all the Cedar-wood for

the pencil manufacture) the seeds to raise plants, and
to hold them afterwards at the disposal of the Govern-
ment for cultivation in the public forests. On my
own farm I have already raised more than %(XX> plants,
with the best success. In consequence, and by my
suggestion, planting of the Virginian Juniper has

already taken place in several parts of North Ger-
many, along railroad dykes as well as in forests."
The last quotation of prices in England for pencil
Cedar was 2J. to 3^. per foot cubic, and it may be
quite possible that it would pay better in Bavaria to
grow Cedar than here, but the Florida tree, so far,

seems to thrive in Europe. Timber Trades Journal.

Sparrows and Crocuses.—When calling in at
Mr. B. S. Williams' nurseries, HoUoway, a short time
back, the Crocuses there were in full bloom, and were
tremendously and deplorably torn to pieces by sparrows.
The long line of flowers bordering the main walk had
been mercilessly attacked, so that the ground was
strewn with petals, and the untidiness was positively
unsightly. Many times I have seen Crocuses treated
in this way, and many times have complaints against
the sparrows as flower destroyers reached me ; some-
times in a tone of reproach, as if I were responsible.
On the morning of my visit to Holloway I saw in my
own garden a good display of Crocuses, al.io a good
display of sparrows, but not one of my Crocuses has
been touched by the winged marauders, and I am
bound to say, in illustration of the subject, that, dur-
ing the many years that I have had about me plenty
of Crocuses and plenty of sparrows, I never have seen
a single Crocus of mine injured. Now, why should
the sparrows destroy Crocuses in one garden and
leave them wholly untouched in another ?

The answer is not to be found in a sentiment or a
fancy ; it must be somewhere and somehow wrapped
up in a fact. Now, the fact, in my opinion, is one
that all can understand—it is hunger ! It is no re-
proach to people whose Crocuses are injured by the
sparrows, that they do not feed them, but I am satis-
fied that if food were at hand, and the sparrows were
not hard pushed, they would absolutely despise the
Crocuses, as they appear to despise mine. I am not
particularly partial to sparrows, for they plunder me
beyond reason. They are always crowding abjut ihe
poultry yard, and there they obtain more food at my
expense than I am willing to allow them. But that
is the reason they take no notice of the Crocuses, and
that, I think, suggests how the Crocuses might be pro-
tected. The flowers, we will say, are just beginning
to expand ; there should be in readiness for the
occasion a peck or two of the cheapest grain obtainable—say, half barley and half Indian corn ; this should be
very sparingly scattered on a piece ofground some dis-
tance from the Crocuses, and on a spot somewhat
secluded if possible. About three scatterings daily
would sufiice to keep all the sparrows of the district
on a hungry look-out. Then when the expected
bounty came they would have to spend a little time in
fighting and searching for the grain, and having eaten
all the barley they would try to swallow the maize,
and this ridiculous performance would occupy them
until the time arrived for another feed. By managing
this business adroitly, a very small expenditure of time
and money would suffice to save any number of
Crocuses. It may be that when they hack the
flowers to pieces they get nothing for their pains ; but
it certainly is a fact that where they have a kind of
open kitchen, the organisation of which, as to hours
and dishes, they perfectly understand, they do not
trouble themselves to prey upon Crocuses. S. H. , in
" Gardeners^ Magazine."

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

[The subjoined directions are intended to supply
general information, and must, of course, be adapted
to the pecuUar circumstances of each locality. Other
departments of the garden will be treated on from
week to week in succession, according to the require-
ments of the season. Special directions for the
management of " The Villa Garden" will be found in
the preceding columns.

1

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard wooded Plants.—If the

houses or pits that contain hard wooded plants in agrow-
ing state are very light, it will encourage freer growth
to use a little shade in bright weather, but it, on the
other hand, they are deficient in light, it would be a
mistake to shade at all, and under no consideration
should it be used except when the sun is powerful ; even
then it ought to be removed early in the afternoon.
There are a few plants that require shade more than
the rest ; all the Pimeleas are benefited by it, as also
by being kept more moist at the roots as well as over-
head by syringing. Acrofhyllum vcnosum will not
bear continuous full exposure to the sun in a very light
house. This is a somewhat difficult plant to man-
age, as evidenced by its being so seldom met with in a
large healthy condition—the best examples generally
being found in rather dark, or what for most plants
would be considered indifferent houses ; it will also do
further from the glass than many plants, and likes
plenty of moisture in the atmosphere. Eriostemons,
C/ijrozemas, Durdjynias, Boronias and most other
hard-wooded plants, when in flower, even in a smal}
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state, aie very attract! /e for conservatory decoration,

and if allowed a moderately light situation, and

removed to their growing quarters as soon as their

blooming is over, they will not receive injury by being

used in this way. ft is a mistaken idea that this

family of plants will not bear removal, even for the

time of their tlowerirg, from the houses in which they

are grown, and no doubt deters many from cultivat-

ing them. Their presence in a conservatory gives

variety, and if fairly treated whilst there they will not

sulTer by being so used.

Azaleas. — t\-i these go out of flower let the seed-

pods be at once picked olT; if allowed to remain upon

the plants, even for a couple of weeks, they take a

good deal to support them that would be better

directed to the season's growth. Attend to such as

are coming into bloom, either for home decoration or

exhibition. If in cool north houses, as they show
colour they should be removed to where they can be

kept a little warm, and the atmosphere closer and

containing more moisture, syringing overhead in the

afternoon until the flowers are fully expanded ; this

will much increase the size of the blooms, adding a

lustre that is always wanting when they open in a dry,

ungenial atmosphere : this treatment is also conducive

to their well-being for the coming year, by assisting

the young growth. When Azaleas are placed in the

conservatory during the time of their flowering they

should not be put under, or in contact with. Camellias,

or other plants that are infested with scale, espe-

cially the white species ; they are not subject to these

insects, nevertheless the different species of scale will

live upon them, and are very difficult to eradicate.

Soft-wooded Grkenhouse Planis.— 7"«fo™«,

as required, should be brought on into flower. There

are few subjects with which new beginners in their

cultivation more often fail than with this most fra-

grant plant, the cause generally being traceable to

watering before they have formed roots. At the

time of potting the soil should be a little but not too

moist, after which they should never be stood upon

dry shelves, as in such a place the soil will evidently

soon become dust-dry—a condition adverse to the forma-

tion of roots, necessitating the use of water before

these are produced, which the plant so much dislikes.

After potting they ought to be placed in a house or

pit with an earth floor, or on some moisture-holding

surface, that will impart a little moisture to them.

With this more than most plants it is essential to have

the roots in advance of top-growth; this is best secured

by plunging the pots in a little bottom-heat, at the

same time keeping the top cool. A gentle hotbed,

with air on night and day until the pots are well-

filled with roots, is the best position to insure success ;

after this they may be removed to a house or pit

where they will receive more warmth, giving plenty

of water at the root, and keeping them near the glass,

by which means they will not become so drawn as often

happens. Calla athiopka.—Plants that have flowered

through the winter and consist of several crowns

to each, may now be divided and planted out-of-

doors singly, in a moderately sheltered place ; so treated

they make much nicer plants, and are less trouble than

when grown during summer in pots ; lift and repot

any time about the end of September. Pelargoniums

of show and fancy varieties will now require the assist-

ance of manure-water ; this is not only necessary for

such as are required for exhibition, but even more so

where the plants are wanted for conservatory decora-

tion, and are useful in proportioa to the length of time

they remain in flower. To impart the strength neces-

sary for a succession of bloom they should receive

manure-water from the time their first flowers are set.

Young plants of zonal varieties intended for flower-

ing after the show kinds are over, should be encouraged

to make growth by potting if they require it, the use

of manure-water, and the removal of flowers as they

are formed. T. Baines.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Mulching, by means of surface-dressing about 3 or 4

inches thick, of partly or wholly decomposed mantire,

at this season, is certainly a commendable practice,

inasmuch as it, in a great degree, regulates the force

of atmospheric influences, and preserves an equality

of moisture at the roots of plants which in this depart-

ment is generally so desirable. It is also undoubtedly

the best mode of applying such manure during the hot

months of the year, particularly under the condition of

the soil which is to be found in most gardens which have

been established a series of years, and which through

high-class cultivation becomes triable and more sus-

ceptible of the operating force of those elements which

exist at the period referred to. We contrive to pro-

vide the necessary materials in quantity at this season,

and apply them in this way annuall/ with the most

beneficial effects to such subjects as Runner and

other kinds of Beans, Peas, Globe Artichokes, Cauli-

flowers, or any other crops, where it can be properly

done. By this time Colcworts and Cabbage will be in

abundance, and likewise spring-sown Spinach, therefore

the stems of old plants of Brassicas and of the latttr

should be removed, as their presence tends greatly to

impoverish even the best soil. At this season let

these vacant plots be turned up with despatch, so that

they may be benefited by such rains as have lately

been so acceptable. Make preparation for sowing late

Peas, selecting a well enriched piece of ground, and

sow them about the middle of this month ; but few

varieties excel for this purpose Ne Plus Ultra and

British Queen. Seed-beds of winter stall and

Broccoli will require constant attention to prevent

the ravages of the Turnip- fly, which is very trouble-

some this year. Dust the plants when moist with

wood ashe.«. Continue to thin and prick out the re-

quired quantity of these plants as they become fit. As
Broccoli and Caidijlo-.ver fur autumn use usually

occupy plots to themselves, the intervening spaces

between the foremost plants may be filled up for trans-

planting elsewhere. If it be needful to make a supple-

mentary sowing of Parsnips or Carrots, it should be

done now. Sometimes those which are sown early in

very rich soils do not keep so well as those of Liter and

less exuberant growth. Make preparations for the

most advanced portion of Celery plants, which

should be planted out at once if they have

been somewhat hardened beforehand. Early Cab-

bage ground will be a suitable place for this

planting. As the later planted Polatos advance

in growth keep the soil drawn up to them, and if

necessary, which it will be on heavy land, fork be-

tween the rows where these spaces are made available

—for instance, between the rows of early kinds—for

Brussels Sprouts, &c. : these should be planted there

as soon as they are fit for the purpose. After the

Potatos are soiled up make successional sowings of

Turnips : attend to dusting when required, water

well whenever they become dry, to accelerate their

season of usefulness ; and apply the same treatment to

all advanced crops which are situated in warm
positions. Great efforts are always needful at this

important period to maintain everything in proper

condition and order. About the end of the month

make a sowing of Endive, and in the case of Lettuce

it will be advisable after this time to sow in drills

and avoid transplanting. Borders having northern

aspects are now suitable places for such subjects as are

improved by cool moist places. Cutting Asparagus

will be an operation which will now require to be

attended to almost daily. Where any portion of the

beds will be required for forcing, and it becomes

necessary to have rec jurse to cutting these now, it

should not be continued for a long period, or the roots

will be too much weakened thereby to render them

fit for very early work next season. We cut every

description of the " grass " until a certain period, and

then let all up together. Continue to liberally water

Carrots in frames, and draw out at the earliest period

when ready every alternate one, so as to afford the

rest every advantage. Harden Tomatos and similar

subjects by degrees in cold frames, preparatory to

planting them out-of-doors. As early crops of Polatos

are removed from frames or pits, these should be

occupied with Cucumbers, &c , for summer use.

G. T. Miles, IVycombe Abbey.

Answers to Correspondents.

Arum in EssKX : A Constant Subscriber. The plant

you allude to is no doubt .\rum Uracunculus, pro-

curable at most nurseries.

DouDLE Cinerarias: 'J.
Mdnd.e. Much better than

many that have been sent to us.

Di'KE Of Edinhukgii (Daniels') Cucumber ; In my
note at p. 601 the figures should have read as follows—

29 inches long and gj mches in circumference, instead

of 27 inches long and j\ inches m circumference.

H. W. Ward, Lorg/ord Castle, Salisbury.

Fasciatkd Ash : S. W. B. Such a case as yours is

commonly seen
;

generally speaking, it results from

over vigour.

Insects: N. S. S. Please send specimens: we can-

not answer your questions without.— Camj'ee. The
beetle found at the root of your Vine is a common
species of water beetle, Acilius sulcatus. It may have

come out of your water-tank, or have fallen when on

the wing, as these water beetles occasionally take

flight and fall on glass, which they mistake tor water

when in the air. /. O, W.
Mokel: W. a/., Eh: Yes.

Names of Plants : Ejford. Scolopendrium vulgare

marginatum lobatum.

—

G. Wallis. Aristolochia rin-

gens, not new to gardens. —O. W. D. Senebiera

coronopus.— Westbury-oii-Trym. Oncidium -sphcgi-

fenim.— W. S. i, I<hododendron Palconeri ; 2, R.

glaucum.—/\ E. C, Rhododendron Falconeri.

—

Victor. Trillium erectum var. ?lbum.

—

J.S.. C/ieslir,

Alchemilla alpina.—y. H. Sandemaa. The Wey-
mouth Pine, and Photinia serrulata.

Packing Strawberries, &c. : B. C. Wrip the fiuit

in tissue-paper and pack in single layers with cotton

- wool above and below them, in trays fitting into an

outer box, so that they may be just held firmly without

squeezing them. The smaller the trays the better,

as it is the movement from loose packing, and from

packing in bulk, which does most injury. Flowers

travel best in Chapman's lioxes, but failing these,

pack on the same principle as in the case of the fruits

—only they will require deeper trays. If they are

quickly closed up they will not suffer much from

flagging, but some subjects travel much better than

otiicrs.

Poi.vANrilusES : P. Grieve. They are bold, showy
border flowers, but of no special merit ; nor do we
find in them any trac; of the influence of Primula

japonica. No. 2 is the best.

Salt : .•(. W. We cannot recommend you anything

safer than salt, and it will not act as a niinure if

you will apply it scalding hot, in. the form of brine.

It must be done well lobe cHicaciuus.

Variegated Celekv : T. Simpson. Interesting

amongst other variegated subjects, but not very

striking, judging from the samples sent.

Vine Disease :• /. K. Your Vines arc attacked by the

Phylloxera in a strong form, and you did wisely in

burning the plants. We should be glad to have a few

more leaves, if you still have any.

•»• Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the "Editors," and not to any memtjer of the

stair personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to the supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

I^S" I'OREIGN Subscriders.-We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post

Office Orders, to be good enough to write to the

Publisher at the same time.

Catalogues Received.— Dicksons & Co. (i, Water-

loo Place, Edinburgh, and Leith Walk, Pilrig,

Redbraes), Catalogue of Florists Flowers.—Messrs.

Carter & Co. (237 and 238, High Holborn, London),

Illustrated Catalogue of Plants, &c. — Messrs.

EUwangerS Barry (Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester,

New York, U.S.A.), Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue

of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Flowering

Plants, &c.— B. S. Williams (Victoria and Paradise

Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London), lllustr.ated

Catalogue of New Plants, &c.—Dick Radclyffc & Co.

(129, High Holborn, London), Illustrated Catalogue

of Plants, Garden Implements, Decorations, &c.—
John Harrison (North of England Rose Nurseries,

Dariington), Descriptive Catalogue of New Roses,

Dahlias, Fuchsias, Bedding Plants, &c.—J. Dickson

and Sons (Newton Nurseries, and 108, Eastgate Street,

Chester), Catalogue of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Bedding-out Plants, &c. ; also their Catalogue of

Herbaceous, Alpine, and Bulbous and Tuberous

Rooted Plants. — Mr. Wflliam Bull, F.LS., &c.

(King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.), Illustrated

Retail Catalogue of New, Beautiful, and Rare

Plants.

..MMiKicATloNS RECEIVED: B. S. W.-J. Mtl. (ttiank>).—

1;. S. D.— H. I.. & Co.—Constant Rrader.-J. H., Keswick.

-J. J.— (1.— !. P. M. M.—A. M- R.—A N uung Cardener.
- W. Manle & Sons (plca,e send better specimen,), -J. C.

larKtls.
COVENT GARDEN', May 13.

We have to report a free supply of open-air produce,

especially Gooseberries and Asparagus ; of the latter

there is still a considerable quantity imported, and we
notice among the dealers Apricots and Cherries in boxes

from the south of Europe. Apples are now a very slow

sale, except for a few of the good late sorts. Some good
St. Michael Pines are again in the market, from a recent

arrival ; English have been in moderate request. Tkos,

Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market.

Kkuit.

Apples, per J^-si

Apricots, per box
Cherries, psr box
Grapes, Engli:

— foreign, do.

Lemons, per 100
Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

0-40 Oranges, p. loo

0-70 — Malta, per doz..

o- 3 o Peaches, per doz. ..

Pine-apples, p. lb. .

o-io o Pomeloes, each
6-40 Shaddocks, each .

0-12 o Strawberries, per oz

o- ..o Walnuts, p. bush. .

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr.. doz. 40-..
Asparagus, English,

per bundle .. 50-61
— French, p. bund. 4 t>-i5 <

Beans, French, p. 100 26-..
— broad, p. Jj-sievc 10 o- .

.

Beet, per doz. .. i o- 2 <

Cabbages, per doz. . . 1 o- 2 <

Carrots, p. bundle .. 06-01
— French, do. . . 20-..

Cauliflowers, per dor. 20-6'
Celery, per bundle . . 16-2'
(."uciimbers, each . . 10-31
Endive, per doz. .. 1 o- 2 <

Herbs, per bunch . . o i- o ,

Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-5'
Potatos, old :— Early Shaws,

best, 160J. : Earlv Dons,
ton. New : Lisbons, i6j

Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Lettuces, per doz. .. 16-..
Mint, per liundlc .. i 6- ..

ftlushrooms, per pott. 10-20
Onions, young, bun. o 4- o fi

Parsley, per bunch . . 09-10
Parsnips, p. doz. ..09-10
Peas, per quart , . 40- . -

Radishes, per bunch. 02-04
Seakale, per bundle 10-16
Shallots, per lb. .. 03- ..

Salsify, per bundle ..16-..
Sprue, trench, bund. 16-..
Turnips, per bundle.
— French, p. bund.

, fy-

Dj. ; Regents (early). i2oj-. ;

T. ; and Victorias, 160J. per
;ns, i6j. to iSj. per cwt.

Plants in Pots.

Deutzias, do. . • 8 *^*8
Draca;na (erminalis 30 0-60
— viridis, per doz. \z 0-24

ths, per doz. 6 0-18 1

6 0-12 o 1 Lily of the Valley,

g 0-18 o 13 sprays, .nbout .. 10-31
c) o-i3 o ! Mignonette, do. .. 60-91
6 0-15 o

I

Myrtles .. do. 3 c^ 9 <

6 0-12 o Pelargoniums, dble.

,

8 0-18 o I
per dor 6 0-12 1

— Scarlet, do. . . 6 o- 9 <

Roses, do. . . . . 13 0-60 I

6- 7 6 1 Solanums, do. .. 6 0-18 <

. 6 0-18 o Spirsa, do. .. ..12 0-24 1

.24 0-60 o
I

Stock, do 6 o- g I
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Azaleas, p. 12 sprays o 6- :

Camellias, 12 blooms 2 o- (

Carnations, 12 blooms i 6-
;

Cineraria, p. bunch. . o 9- ]

Cyclamen, 12 blooms o 2- t

Deutzia, per bunch., o 4- :

Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 o-i:

French Lilac, p. bun. 3 6-
i

Heliotropes, 12 spr. o 6- ]

Lily-of-the-Valley, 12
sprays . . . . o 6~ :

Mignonette, 12 bun. 4 o- (

Myosotis, per bunch o 4- c

Narcissus, Phcasant's-
eye, per doz. . . (

— do., double, doz. i

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. <

— Zonal, do. . . <

Primula, dbl., p, bun. 1

Ranunculus, p. bun. i

Roses, indoor, p, doz. :

— French, do. . . :

Spirsea, 12 sprays .. :

Stephanotis,i2sprays :

Tulips, per bunch .. c

Violets, per 12 bun. . . :

SEEDS.
London : May 12.— Our Clover seed season being

now virtually at an end, the attendance on Mark Lane
is, in consequence, very limited, and the business pass-

ing almost nil. There is still some small inquiry for

spring Tares ; stocks having got quite exhausted, the

last prices made were the highest of the whole season.

In agricultural Mustard and Rape seed a fair business

has been doing at full rates : a brisk demand for these

descriptions is expected later on. In Canary seed a still

further remarkable advance must be noted. To-day's

price is £iJt to ,^15 per quarter—a quotation almost

without precedent. Hemp seed also goes in favour of

holders. Of English Linseed the supply offering is

short. Blue Peas have likewise got into narrow com-

pass. John Shaw &> Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, E. C,

CORN.

At Mark Lane on Monday dulness was the character-

istic. Wheat, Enghsh and foreign, declined, in some
instances is. per qr. Barley was inanimate and cheaper

when pressed for sale. Malt was disposed of with diffi-

culty on rather lower terms. Oats were in limited

request, and fully 6d. lower on the week, the supply

being ample. Maize was weak, and from 6d. to zs.

per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas were quiet at about

late rates. The flour trade was inactive, and prices

were in buyers' favour.—On Wednesday Enghsh Wheat
was in short supply, but sales could only be effected at

some reduction from Monday. Barley had a drooping

tendency, so also had malt, while the sales for Oats were

with difficulty maintained. In Maize, Beans, Peas, and

flour there was little business transacted, and prices in

one or two instances favoured buyers.—Average prices

of corn for the week ending May 9 :—Wheat, ^2s. 8d. ;

Barley, $gs. ; Oats, 30J. For the corresponding week

last year :—Wheat, 625. 2d. ; Barley, 47J. $(/. ; Oats,

30J. lod

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday prices for

beasts were on tlie average better. Choicest qualities of

sheep were very scarce, and in a few instances the top
quotation was exceeded. Choice lambs and calves were
also scarce and rather dearer. Quotations :—Beasts,

3^. 8d. to 4s. 8d., and 5^. 8d. to 6j. 2d. ; calves, 4s. 6d.

to 6^. ; sheep, 5J-. to 55. 81/., and 6s. 2d. to 65. lod.
;

lambs, ']s. ^d. to 8.t.
;
pigs, 4s. ^d. to 55. Zd.—The hot

weather prevailing made buyers cautious at Thursday's
market, but choicest quality beasts held their own

;

sheep, however, were lower on the average. Choice
lambs were in demand, but trade generally was dull.

Calves were plentiful and lower. "Trade was dull for

milch cows.

HA\,
The Whitechapel market report notes the supply on

sale as being rather in excess of the demand, but rates

remain firm, prime Clover making loos. to 130J.; inferior,

85J. to 955. ;
prime meadow hay, goj-. to r26j. ; inferior,

55^. to 755.; and straw, 35J. to 40^. per load,—Cumber-
land Market quotations :—Superior meadow hay, 1235.

to T32J. ; inferior, 90J. to 112^. ; superior Clover, 123^.

to 132J. ; inferior, <^'^s, to ii2j. ; and straw, 40J. to 44J.

per load.

POTATOS,
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports note that

Potatos arrive in moderate quantities, but the demand
seems chiefly confined to the better descriptions, the

quotations for which remain firm—Regents, 8oj. to 130J.

;

Victorias, nor. to 150J. ; Flukes, 120J. to i6oj.; Rocks,

65J. to 95i. per ton. Last week's imports comprised

12,915 bags from Antwerp, 5384 sacks and 234 tons from
Dunkirk, 849 sacks from Boulogne, 2046 packages from
Lisbon, I basket from Oporto, 69 boxes 39 barrels from
Gibraltar, and 11 boxes 233 caks from Malta.

COALS,

There was an advance of &d. per ton in house coals at

Monday's market, but a corresponding decline in Hart-

leys. On Wednesday house coals gave way 6d. per ton,

and the following were the general quotations :—West
Hartley, 20J. yl. ; Eden Main, 19^. ; Walls Ends—
Hawthorn,'.i8i. 9tf. ; Lambton, 2\s. ; Pittington, i8j. 9./.;

* South Hetton, 21J. dd.; Tunstall, i8j. grf. ;
Hartlepool,

20s. 6d. ; East Hartlepool, 21s. 3^. ; South Kelloe,

19J. &d. ; Tees, 21J, "^d.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

Sutton^ Collections of Choice Flower Seeds, to

produce a beautifiil and coniinuotis display

during Summer and Autumn.

No. 1 Collection, Free \jg Post or Rail •• £^ 2 o

No. 2 Collection ,, ,, .. .. i 11 6

No. 3 Collection ,, ,, .

.

. . r i o

No. 4 Collection ,, ,, .. .. o 15 o

No. 5 Collection ,, „ .. .. o 10 6

Small and Useful Collections can also Ibe had, from
2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. Free by Post.

Complete Instractions as to the Cultivation of Buttons

Choice Flower Seeds will be found in

"SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE,"

The most practical work on gardeniti,^yd published, leau-

tifully illustrated with 300 engravings.

Price IS. , Post Free. Gratis to Customers,

TO OBTAIN THE

Best Garden Lawns and Croquet Grounds

sow

SUTTONS'
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE,

Which forms a close velvety

turf in a very short time. For

making New La^vns or Cro-

quet Grounds 3 bushels or 60

pounds is required per acre,

or I gallon to every 6 rods (or

perches) ofground.

For improving those already

turf, 20 pounds should be

March, April, and May a

the best months for sowing.

Price Is. per ID. ; 20s. per

bUBliel.

From Mr. J. Meerick, Gar-

deiter to S. Forster, Esq.,

Le Court.

" The Seed you sent me
last year turned out uncom-
monly well. Several gentle-

who came to Le Court

could scarcely credit, from

the appearance of the lawn,

In August it was as fine and

lawns that had been laid down for

Instructions on the Formation andImpj'ovement

of Garden Lawns and Cj-oqtiet Gro7inds

Gratis and Post Free.

To Planters and the Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at
low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to lo feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH. 8 to ID feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, aj^ to 4 feet.

E.xotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

TolUngton Nursery, Hornsey Road, London, N.
NEW PLANTS.

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in
offering the following new Hybrid and Zonal PELAR-

GONIUMS, raised by Mr. George, of Putney HeaCh, who has
been one of the most successful raisers of this beautiful class of
flowers

;
and those of last year are far in advance of any of the

fine varieties previously offered.

George Smith especially recommends them to Friends and
the Public.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (H.N.).—Crimson upper petals,
shaded purple ; large bold flower of great substance and
very large truss. Received a First-class Certificate, South
Kensington, July 15, 1874. 5^-. each.

GEORGE FREDERICK (Z).—Orange scarlet; large flower;
extra fine form ; zoned foliage. 3^. 6d. each.

BLACK PRINCE (H.N.).—Very deep glowing scarlet ; very
large truss ; good habit and distinct.

CELEBRITY (Z.).—Lustrous orange-scarlet flowers
; pip stout

and circular : large showy trusses ; plain foliage.

BELLE of SURREY (H.N.).—White, with large distinct
carmine centre ; fine truss, and distinct.

ROSE UNIQUE (H.N.).~Lively salmon-rose hue, flushed
with orange ; fine pip ; noble truss.

ENCHANTRESS (H.N.).-Crimson, margined with deeper
colour, flushed with purple ; very fine bold truss, and

PAR EXCELLENT (Z.).—Fine bright scarlet; white eye;
large pip ; very fine form ; extra large bold truss.

NERIESIS (George Smith).—Nosegay ; very brilliant scarlet ;

large pips ; immense truss, of compact form ; and a grand
flower for exhibition. 5^. each.

All zoned foliage except "Celebrity." Those not priced
35, 6rf. each. Now ready for distribution.

George Smith has a few packets of the most choice Zonal
GERANIUM SEED, grown and selected by himself.at 2^. 6d.
and 5-r. per packet. Also, INTERMEDIATE STOCK,
Scarlet. White, and Purple, of the most superb kinds, 2s. 6rf.

per packet.

Post Oflice Orders, payable at Hornsey Road, to accompany
all orders from unknown correspondents.

New, Cliolce, and Bare Plants.

JOHN LAING'S ANNUAL CATALOGUE
O is replete with all the Novelties of this Season in STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FLORISTS' FLOWERS,
ROSES, VINES, &c., and will be forwarded, post-free to

all applicants.

Part I. contains New Antirrhinums, Chrysanthemums, Coleus,
Dahlias. Fuchsias, Gloxinias, Pansies, Pentstemons, Petu-
nias. Pelargoniums (Golden Bronze, Golden Tricolor,
Double and Zonal), Phloxes, Roses, and choice Stove and
Greenhouse Plants (pp. i to 11).

Part II. comprises General Collections of Florists' Flowers,
Pansies (Show and Fancy), Bedding Pansies, Bedding
Violas, Hollyhocks, Dahlias (Show and Fancy), Pelargo-
niums (Show, French, Fancy, Golden Bronze, Golden Tri-

color, Ivy-leaved, Zonal, &c. ), Fuchsias, Phloxes (Early and
Late), Chrysanthemums (Japanese, large - flowering, and
Pompon), Cinerarias, Petunias, Verbenas, Pentstemons,
Antirrhinums, Carnations. Picotees, Pinks, Mimulus, Cal-
ceolarias, Delphiniums, Pyrethrums, Peonies (Tree and
Herbaceous), and Miscellaneous Bedding and Herbaceous
Plants (pp. 12 to 43).

Part III. consists of Select Lists of Stove Plants, Stove
Climbers, Caladiums, Coleus (Golden), Gloxinias, Palms
(Stove and Hardy), Ferns (Stove and Greenhouse, Hardy,
Exotic, and British^, Greenhouse Plants. Greenhouse
Climbers, Azaleas. Camellias, Ericas, Epacris, Clematis,
Hardy Climbers and Shrubs, Strawberries, Vines, Figs,

and a useful assortment of Requisites for the Garden, Park,
and Pleasure-ground (pp. 44 to 64).

Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

HCANNELL begs to draw
• the attention of the Public to the

COLEUS "CHAMELEON," which is

unquestionably by far the most attractive
and the greatest acquisition in Coleus ever
sent out ; even the most accurate descrip-
tion conveys but a very inadequate idea of
its beauty. The entire Horticultural Press
speak of it in the most eulogistic terms.
The following is the report of the Editors

of the Gardeiiers' Chronicle (May 16,
1874) :

—

" We have
specimens of a

beauty, and very distinct from those already in cultivation.

Sometimes the leaf is mainly of an intense velvety maroon,
flushed with bright rose, giving a kind of shot-crimson hue, the
edge being just banded with^een. In other cases half the leaf

is of this character, while the other half is mostly of a deep rosy
crimson with golden beaded edge, and sometimes the rose-tint

and the maroon-crimson are variously streaked and blended.
The flush of rosy crimson appearing in the maroon gives a
remarkably velvety richness, which must be seen to be
appreciated. With this superb and varied colouring the plant
must be exceedingly effective."

This variety has received First-class Certificates wherever

f
Ne'

Woolwich, S.E.

Post free. is. td. each.
Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
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Carnations. Plcotees, and Pinks.

'SAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to

clini. H 1. ,., iwelve piiits of Show i'inks, and twelve
tti"! II ,!i ions and Picotees for borders.

I .1 kj^e free on receipt of Post Office Order.

ll.arul ihc .iliu,^ 4u.inlities, III.
" lielgiove, Queenslown, County Cork, Ireland.

Febru.ary 15, 1875.
" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton h.is this day received the Carnation

and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would
like another dozen of either the saino or other v.'u'ieties."

ISAAC BRUNNlNt; .\M) CO., Great Yarmouth Nurseries.

Tree Ferns.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
h.ivinj; received large importations. Tree Ferns need no

longer he considered a luxury. They can be had in all sizes

and in a fine growing condition, from io.r. ^d. each. Detailed

Lists of sizes and Prices, just published, free on application.

FILMY FERNS, LO MARIAS,
rOI.Y.STirilUMS. and other FERNS from New

inls.

ORCHIDS are being constantly received in

splendid condition in fine pieces. We respectfully invite

Cultivators of these to send their Names and Addresses, that

Eaniculars of consignments, as to condition and quality, may
e forwarded from time to time, as all are sold at a moderate

profit. For present consigiimenls, see Lists, free on applicaticn.

AMARYLLIS.— Hundreds of these now
throwing up fine flower-spikes.

CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM.--See Catalogue.
FREESIA LEICHTLINIANA. — For particulars of this

grand bulbous plant. ?,e&Gardeners' ChyottUh', May 7.

LILIES:
lei

-Am ailed cjl-

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made), jrf. per bushel, 205 per 100 bushels, 45^. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Ealtersea, S.E.

T

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — Five
^^ hundred trucks, for all Gardening purposes, nutritious for

Beds in summer especially, as supplied to Mr. J. Wills. Florist

to the Queen and Royal Family ; Messrs. Dickson & Sons.
Chester ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos. Hereford : Southport
Winter G.ardens ; Colonel Lloyd Lindsay. M.P. ; Colonel
North, M.P., &c. Within reach of all at the following rates :

—

Delivered free on to any rails or within 3 miles, 20 bushels,

65. 8(/. . 50 for lis. 6d. ; large truck holding 330 bushels. 455.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick
Lane, London. E.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough {South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks. 5^. 6d. each.
WALKER .\ND CO.. Farnborough Station. Hants.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Dw ready for delivery, in fine dry condition^
CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA. SULPH.-iTE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO. &c.

116, Fenchurch Street- E. PURSER. Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P H A T E and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-F<armers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/miV«m«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Managing Director—iA.t.l'E.I, ODAMS.
Std)-Managcr aiid Secritary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, E-xeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

KELWAY'S MILDEW POWDER, for the
Destruction of Mildew on Grape Vines, or any plants or

trees infested with that fungus : to be applied with an ordinary
distributor. Instructions for use attached to each packet,

as. per lb., ready for use.

KELWAY'S APHIS (GREENFLY)
LIQUID, for the Destruction of Aphis on Hops, Fruit

Trees, Roses, or any plant : also for the Destruction of Grubs
on the Gooseberry. To be applied with a syringe. Two
gallons of water to be added to one gallon of the liquid. 4^. 6d.

per gallon. Special price given for large quantities for Hops, &c.

The above compositions are used by many leading horti-

culturists, and may be obtained of most Seedsmen in Town or

Country, or of Messrs. KELWAY AND SON, The Royal
Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.
Wholesale Agents : Messrs. CORY and SOPER, Sh.ad

Thames, London, S.E.

GISHURST COMPOUND.'— Used by
many of the leading G.irdencrs since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Grecnlly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from 1 to 3 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.

Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Reuail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 11., 31., and loj. 6-/

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

MILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at u. 6</. per bottle— is. md. per bottle, if packed

for travelling, of the Manufactt
EWING and CO.. Norwich.

TOBACCO I'.VI'I.R

POOLEY and CO
,
Mil

,ane. Cannon Street. EC. I

N-B.—Catalogues of Garden Kequii

eceipt of Trade Card.

TiiBACCO CLOTH
' il:.\CC0 JUICE.

IV. can be obtained of

;i il Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
cs on application.

RUSSIA MAT S.-A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, loos. ; Petersburg. 6oj. and 805. :

superior close Mtt, 45J.
,

50s.. and 55s.; packing Mats, 2o.v..

30^., and 3SJ. per 100 ; -and every other description of Mats at

equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRI MS for

COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from zd. to ^d. per yard, advancing l:((/.

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3^., 3H(/., ^d., 4)4d., and ^]4d.

72 .. ,. ,,
4J4rf.,3j4tf.,6(/.,6H'^.,andupw.ards.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and
Canvas Manufacturers, 4 and s. Wormwood St., London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

slzQ of every class of I\Iat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.—

A

Protection for the Bloom of Wall Trees from Frost, and
for Shading Plants under Glass from the Sun. Sold by Nursery-

men and Seedsmen. Prices and samples on application to

CHARLES BROWN. Greenhays. Manchester.

TANNED NETTING, for Protecting Seeds
and Fruits from Birds, in all widths, at lowest prices.

Wholesale Priced List sent, post-free, on receipt of Trade Card.

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesraen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c.
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . is. lod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . is. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3^. lod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and
of all Florists .and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTICE.—REMOVEDfrom3.CANNON STREET. CITY.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide 3^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20i.,

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20^.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2yards wide, 6(/. per yard; 4 yards

wide. IS. per yard : 5^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

TI FFAN Y. 6i. dd. and 7^. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

HARRY BUNYARD
supplies :-

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., 2. yards wide, 2d.,

4 yards, ^d. per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.

SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, id. and 6d.; 2 yards,

jd. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller

quantities at an advance.
TENTS. Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooiey Street,

S.E.. from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

on amounts of £,-2 and over.

HARRY BUNYARD, Manufacturer, 63 and 64^ Tooiey
Street. S.E,; and 11. Bermondsey Street. London. S.E.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Planted Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on
application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO.,

71, Cornhill. London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

WPARHAM'S SYSTEM of GLAZING
• WITHOUT rUTTV, sccuriug Freedom from Drip and

Breakage of Glass, is rapidly superseding all other methods.
WILLIAM PARHAM. Patentee,

Northgate, Bath ; and 280, Oxford Street, London, W-
CATALOGUES two Stamps. See Specimens.at either address.

Also at Stand 228», Bath and West of England Agricultural

Show, at Croydon, May 31 to June 4.

M
Wood Engraving.

W. G. SMITH, Artist and
iravim; on Wnoi). 15. Mildniay Grove. London, N.

Window Glass. Sheet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
iMiouTi.RS and Manufacturbrs. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, llislinpsgale Street Without, E.C.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages will be provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single

Men and Women not exceeding thirty-live years of age, being

FARMERS. MECHANICS. MINERS, LABOURERS, and

FEMAI.l', In iMI'^ II I SERVANTS, inashiptobedespatched

in July. •. 1
': fullowing rates:—Twelve years and

notexcc'j!. .; one year and under twelve. X2 15X.

For fiiti , 1 111 III lull apply to the Agent-General,

3, Weslmi.i,icr t ii,ui,u.-.s. Victoria Street. S.W.

fpiNG BULLfTnCHES- a quantity of
these beautiful pet birds, at from £i 10 £,5 each ;

GERMAN CANARIES. los. 6d to 11s.: young GREY
PARROTS. 2oi.: all kinds of FOREIGN AVIARY BIRDS
and CAGES : SEED for feeding the above, id. per lb., gd. per

quart ; GOLD and SILVER FISH, and ever}' requisite for

the Aquarium : many thousands of FERNS, PALMS, and

ORCHIDS, at from 6d. to Five Guineas each: all kinds of

ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREENS, and

CLIMBERS, in pots.

GREEN'S. Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden Market,

W.C.-N.B. Up the Sleps.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Cl.ark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham. Established A.D. t8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each.

tS" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

RALPH WALLER AND CO.,
45, Dale Street. Manchester, MANUFACTURERS of

all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c.

The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost

has proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of provid-

ing some Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blos-

som in its earliest development be but slightly weakened by
frost, the vitality of the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit

lost. In this climate, on the average of a century, there is not

more than one year in nineteen when the protection is unneces-

sary. Many fabrics have been tried for this purpose of protec-

tion, with more or less success ; and we may now say, without

fear'of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manufacturing

the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this pur-

pose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circula-

tion of air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the

vitality of the tree altogether. .Almost every large grower in the

three Kingdoms can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior

to aiiy other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability,

standing, as it does, all weathers.

Testimonialfrom Robert Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for

eighteen months, and I find it now in very good order, and

likely to last as many more months, and I intend to use it on

all my houses in future, being well satisfied both as to its lasting

qualities and also as to the shade it gives, which is sufficient to

prevent burning, and yet not thick enough to keep out the light,

as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do ; indeed, it is suitable

for shading any kind oi^\z.a.\.^."—Broomfield, Feb. 13, 1871.

TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and

SHADING, in pieces 30 yards long, i^ yard wide. TIFFANY,
in pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, &c., apply

to the above address—
45, Dale Street, Manchester.

Rosber's Garden Edging TUes.

THE above and many other PATTERNS
ai'e made in materials of great durability. The plainer

t^^ -ffav w iriHT-^-JABSft.
sorts are especially suited jrr rT-T-r.TOTCOTaB^»

^...^im^^mSS^ {qt KITCHEN GAR- ^TK<^^^
DENS, as they harbour no >->!^J?^
Slugs or Insects, take up '^ y.^ ^

expense, as do ^^-^
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER and CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies. &c.. from

3^. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cements. &c.

F. ROSHER . — " ' '
'

""' '• -—

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as

desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway

Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Femenes.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO. -Addresses see above.

N.B,—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.
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PAXTON^S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardi

and flowers have been corrected by the substitiition of thi

of those which were mentioned in the first edit

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practica

and so deservedly appreciated, thai any special

Counties Hc7-ald.

id the lists of vegetables, fruits,

pproved modern kinds, in place
and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

satise ; but it has been so long before the public,

nmendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland

cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

—

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and sreofa
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

"We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper 'two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' Wc
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow) this little book
broadcast."— G(iri/j«i'?-j'' Ma^tizijie.

Price 3d., Post Free 3Ad.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

.a.^^g S. Owens & Co.,
_i HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

,, ,, ,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

\i w. ^A'

THE mPEOVED SEjlF ACTIWG HYDRATILIG BAM
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, ul ch works day and n ght w thout needinf' attention will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying PubUc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs,

No. S4*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.

No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49a. GALVANISED SWING" WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 543. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.'dble Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, Sec, comprising PUMPS, TURBINES
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.ATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in ajiv part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

Th s effectne little implement meets a long felt wint
light bit strong steel sho\el for marking out ro vs to plant or for loosening up
the giound after the plants aie up Al o a small Steel Ploueh to be used for

hilling up the ro\\s ^vhen desired and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been

'
i, and are giving unqualified satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, £,^ M.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.
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HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

The ici-fcct Success pj every Apparatus erected i^Haraiiteed.

'! THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS, \

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIJCS, &c.

THE^COIPAIY HAVE PTJEGHASED MEREDITH'S VIIEYAEH,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

IVELL-KNOWA STOCK

at Garston.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

L.IMITED,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE COVv^AN PATENTs"COMPANY,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

BOULTON & PAUL (late W. S. boulton & CO.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Now Ready, our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, cont.iining upwards of 60 Engravings with Prices ot conservatories,

Greenhouses, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c., Free by Post for t2 stamps.

It' ,
- '- -L--=---

AS A LAWN CONSEKVATOKY FOR PLANTS OR VEGETABLES. AS A VINERY.

The Judges at the Ro) a Hctiadtnral i,c uty s Or -.it Meeting latdy luM at Birmmgliam, frououMei these Patent Plant Pr:ser-,>s a,id Ground J- imnes to be byfar the best and most

useful artu-Us of tfu. kind thty ever saw, ajid awarded them tlte oalM VKIZ^
!,,» fromo .^f oa/.li licrht

Instead of having to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach the glazed hghts (21-ozO ™*„
. "gf,^'°^'|)f„J^"p„ f„ b" reluv

thereby doing away with continual breakage of glass and loss of time. Two men can instantly remove a complete length, '* ^" ' * "" " ' * ""^ Tir,^vincr em

portable. They are made i

6 feet long by 2 feet 1

12 feet long by 2 feet i

6 feet long by 3 feet 1

12 feet long by 3 feet

"

One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of lengths, if set in a continuous

> ft. by 4 ft. wide ; thus proving them to be really

paid to any Station

Price. Ends per pair e.\

j{^I 5 O ., 5J. od.
2 ro o . . 3^. od.
I r5 o . . ys. od.

js. od.

England on Orders amounting to bos. and upwards.

£^
Prio

Lawn Conservatories, with Glass sides and ends, 13 feet long by 4 feet wide, ,^7 y.

6 feet long by 4 feet wi

12 feet long by 4 feet

12 feet long by 5 feet

12 feet long by 6 feet „.-.- • - ^ ^ r . -j r
; 12 feet long by 5 feet wide, £Z ly- : 12 feet long by 6 feet wide, £.„

i Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumb.

Ends per pair ei

is. bd.

Zs. bd.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
to which such frames can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners,
ce can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst
uld appear that they too are not ignorant of their great y^\x^."—Gardeners,'

advantages \t. unquestionably that manu-

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back. 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

i^ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed wltti 21-ouuce.

" Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known. -Gardeners

provtd e time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and

The'Ela's'sli Krmiy fixed and puttied-an essential point. They are complete and

?eady for use the moment they are received, &c."—The Garden.

Cash Prices, carnage paid to any station in England
when orders amount to bos. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, I light .. ^i 17 6

8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights .. . ^

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights

20 feet long by 6 feet wide, s ''gli's

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights . .

Two-thirds allowed for Packing Mae«rials when returned free

to our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with

transmission of all first orders.
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GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSOR"
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winner ofEvery Prize in all cases of Competition.

Can be \\oiked by 0\\^ Person 4 ]

5 :

( Tills can be be worked by One ) ^
1 Manonane^enHw.1 } ^

Can be worked by a iMan and Boy 8

.. 24 „ „ „ ,, ,, ,, Q 10 o

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines on application.

Carriage Paid to all the principal Raihvay Statiofis

in the United Kingdom.
The "SILENS MESSOR" Blachines have a world-wide

reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market,
They will cut either short or long grass, uents, &c., and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal

Gardens and Parks throu§;hout the Kingdom.
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

including; all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-

tion and have prompt delivery.

KEEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior Machine of its kind to any

Lawn Mower extant, and it will cut either short or long grass,

bents, &c. , and wet as well as dry.

2 5J. 35^- 655-. So^.

Delivered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Every
iMachine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the Ro> -xX Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchising
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine che\p
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments
where they will have prompt attention as an efficient stitF of
workmen is kept at both places

REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS. DRIVES BOWLING GREENS

CRICKET FIELDS, and GI^WLL PATHS
Suitable for Hand oi Horse Power

The abovercan be had from all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen infthe United Kingdom' or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations n the

United Kingdom.
Descritiive Illvstia'ed Price List Free on appUcatioii.

CONSERVATORIES
DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH ANY STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE, TO SUIT ANY POSITION,

IN WOOD OR IRON, OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH MATERIALS.

Ormson's Perfect Arrangements of Fruit and General Forcing Structures for Kitchen

Gardens fitted up with practical regard to their ultimate uses.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,
And other Structures, guaranteed to give the greatest satisfaction.

APPROVED FOBMS OF BOIIiEBS KEPT IN STOCK.

HENRY ORM SO N,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE
LAWN

WINNER

GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

" INVINCIBLE "

MOWER (S.

First Prize

GOLD MEDAL.

EDWARDS'^ATENT).
""^ WINNER

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

The Wood Rollers cm le used either at tlu Front or it the Back of the Cutters. It will do all that atry other Lawn
Moi er I in do, of oh itsoejer male or description.

6 in 8 in 10 in. 12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 18 in. 20 in.

Prices, 253. 60s. 703. £4 103. £5 lOa. £6 5s. £7 £8 103., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

THE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COMPANY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET-

LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards
of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
HOT WATEK BOILEES, CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM. 1874, PIPES, CONNECTIONS

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). i

p. 666, 1874, Gardetiers' Chronicle.

'• GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1B71).

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on apphcation ; or, SLn; Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have alw.iys a l,ir[;u Slock in London of 20-in. by
=.in., =o-in. by i4-iii., 20-in. by 16-in., 111 if. oz. .-ind 2.-0Z.

QIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-O HOUSES for the MILLION are

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadr.tnt, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Eneineers.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

HTEN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
-L These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit tlie height of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or "plain" front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a montJi^s trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &c.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO
OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inform their Publ c generally tint since tl e recent disastrous fire they have
erected new, more e\ ensi\ f tted with the best steim power machmery for the construction of

Horticultural Luildings in wood or iron, plam or ornamental, of anj required dimensions. T. G. Messenger & Co.
are now, therefore, in a position, irom their great facilities and experience, to carry out with dispatch and in the best

manner, at moderate cost, the orders with which they may be entrusted. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's Patent
principles are, owing to mechanical arrangements, very strong, moit durable, light, elegant; perfect efficiency iox

purpose intended '\^ guaranteed ; are economical in cost and maintenance. Hot-water engineering in all its branches.
Messenger's Patent Hot-water Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes and Valves, are now in use in many
thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.

Plans andEstimatesfonoarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans ofArchitects and others carried out,

A richly Illustrated CATALOGUE forwarded Post Free on receipt of 33 Stamps.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

Aflcr loHR e\perience, lias proved the most Simple, Economical,
KiTectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.
For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Beehlves.-Two Silver Medals awarded to
GEO. NEIOHl'.OUR am. SONS .a iht. Paris I'.xlnbitinn of

1S67. The only English E.\hi1>itois wlio oblained .n Silver
Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by Gkokge

NiMGHRouH ii Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly and

be

ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks

THE APIARY. By A. Ne
A newly arranged Catalogue
irawings and Prices, f

windows in the low
This Hive wil

found to possess n' ^
practical advantages, and
IS more easy of m.-»nage-
mcnt than any other Bee-
liive that has been intro-

duced.

Price, complete l^ 15 o
Stand fur ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,
G. N. & Sons supply a
Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in t]ie Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

X^4, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

uniting to Black Stocks,
15^. each.

d Swarms may be obtained as

:ghbour. 55., postage ^d.

of other improved Hives, with
ceipt of two stamps.

, for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers
made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holbom, W.C.
or 149, Regent Street, London, W.

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121 EunhiU Row, London, E C
w.

EeaD & Co.,

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Fumps, and Syringes.

" Few things are of more importance in Gardening than good
Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had experience of

many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more efficient

instruments than those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent
Circus."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Illustrated Cataloguefre applicatio.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

O L E M A N AND M R T O N'S
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.C

Ev.

For Use m Gentlemfn s Gardens and Grol nds.

The delivery valve can be worked it the outlet when filling

a watering pot It holds 35 gallons The Spreader, for
watering lawns, &c., can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader .

.

. . ji^6 o o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine S o o

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the

London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.
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VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION to"" buyers
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of Messrs. J. B. BROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are the

Sole Manufacturers.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

90, Cannon Street, London, E.G.—March 12.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles,

And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest

Commendations of the leading Agrictiltural Societies.

It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &C.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

" Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, "Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which

form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and

the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. St Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,

and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE—

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission oi the

Hon. Board of Customs.

THE " LONDON " TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.

TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES, SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E.

THOMAS'S
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING

BY IMPROVED MACHINERY.

Superior Quality. Reduced Prices.

Prices tier lineal yard, 24 inches wide.

Mesh. Light. Medium. Strong. Ex. strong

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

2 inches .. o 35 .. o 4 .. o Si . . o 6,^

li „ .. o 4 .. o 5 .. o 5-| .. o 7Z

li „ .. o 4^ .. o 5^- .. o 7^ .. o 9

Usual Widtlis kept in Stock, 12, iS, 24, 30, 36, and -^8 inches.

All Widths char'{ed at Preportio7iate Prices.

SOFT GALVANISED TYING WIRE, Sd. per lb.

CUTTING NIPPERS, u. 6d. per pair, very useful for Cutting
Wire Netting, &c.

Buyers are invited to purchase a sample roll of our Galvanised
Wire Netting and compare with any other, when they will find

that they can have, at a reduced price, an article not to be
surpassed by any in the market.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on Wire
Netting amounting to 20J. and upwards. Special quotations

for larger quantities.

THOMAS'S POULTRY FENCING,
6 feet high, 6s. 6d. per yard.

Iron Staiidards every 2.feet apart, with Bolts and Nnfs
included.

One Doorway supplied with every 12 yards.

Can be fixed or removed by any labourer without exti'a cost.

Thomas's Improved Portable Poultry

Houses with Runs complete.

Fol' Prices and full information sec Illustrated Lists,

wliich will heforwarded on application.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

28s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.

Illustrated and Priced Catalogues of every description

of Horticulttu-a! Wirework.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns oi Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, sgA, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to T H OMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

Oil Paint no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

., is fully attested by its constantly mcreasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the

Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials

have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or is. 8^. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £1 5^., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & S:\iith, and he considers the Black Varnish one
of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C, from
whom only it can be obtained.

Caution.— It having lately come to the knowledge of Hill
& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are being
offered by unprmcipled dealers at a slight reduction in price,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every cask

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the NohUity, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., Inc.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOGE V^OEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.
Prices, Patterns, aud Testimonials sent Post Free.

"WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LtTDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.'

''

No Agents.

WEST BEOTHEES,
MANLIFACTI'RERS OF

GARDEN EDGING TILES,

Whit

s pattei

in Blue Terro Me-
tallic. Teria Cotta,
and Glazed Stone-
ware. Warranted Ŵ^\
imperishable.

Dther Fancy GLAZED TILES for Walls,
Hearths, &c. ; Ornamental PAVING TILES for Halls, Con-
servatories, &c., &c. ; also Manufacturers of FIRE CLAY
LUMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatings, &c..
to any pattern. Drawings and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works, Church Road, Battersea, S.W.

Under the Patronage ot the Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPROVED METALLIC
O. • LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory
Stratford-on-Avon.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.')

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et jSTRANGfeRE tBelgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andr<!, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cr^pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kicks, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesraael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloiued Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom.—One year,

lo.r., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru-telles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
IMonthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8if. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Ed itor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, Mav 15,

Contains-

Okiuinal Ak i iLLiis on Root Land— Folding—Soiling—Agi-iciil-

tnial Holdings Bill-Manchester Horse Show-Agricultural
Machinery (Illuslratcd)-Old Hens for Sale—The Cottage
Garden— InturiKUional Exhibition, 1876, with portrait of

Agricultural Uiiilding—Society Meetings in 1875—Agricul-
tural Eikicalidu— Cricket, of the week—Ayrshire Cattle

(Illustrated) — Recent Investigation in Agricultural

Chemistry—Mr. James Odams (with Portrait and Memoir)
—The Tenant's Compensation Bill—Cirencester Expe
ments, &c.

Home and Foheign Correspondence on " Oats Turning
to \Vhcat "—Irish Tenant-Right-Burying the Plant

-

Onion Couch—The Tenant-Right Bill—Last Year's Mangel
— Fresh Butter—Cock-fighting—Lameness in Hampshire
Downs—The Weather and Labour in Canada—Hungarian
Agricultuial Notes—Emigration to Canada—Ontario Farm-

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Markets, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also—
Garden of the Farm—Notices of Books—Weather Charts for

the Week— Forestry—Miscellaneous, &c.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine.

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the youynal 0/ Hcrticnltnre
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.C.: or to the Author.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
^ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

E. Pvnakrt, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

t at Ghent. Post paid lai. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

To Horticultural Societies and Otbers.

FOR SALE, Forty-seven Volumes of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL

GAZETTE, i8.|i— 1S71, bound; all in capital condition.
Price ^.o xos.

I. MILLER, Basing Park, Alton, Hants.

PARTNERSHIP.— wins: to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or
a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of
Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Koyal Masonic Institution for Girls, St. Jolin's Hill,

BATTERSEA RISE. S.W.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, without
children-the Man to act as Gardener .and to make

himself generally useful : the Wife to take Charge of the
lnfirm.ary, and otherwise assist in the Establishment, if re-

quired. Age not to exceed 35. Joint wages .^40 per annum.
Board, lodging, fuel, and light provided. Written applications
to be brought personally to the Secretary, at the Office, on
TUESDAY, the iSth instant.

R. WENTWORTH LITTLE, .Secretary,
Office, 5, Freemasons'Hall, Great Queen St., W.C.—Mayi3.

ANTED, a GARDENER, where another
is kept. Must be able to give satisfactory references as

to character and ability. Wife to attend to the Lodge. More
than two children objected to.—Mr. YEO, Drayton House,
Ealing (Castle Hill Station).

ANTED, a GARDENER, thoroughly ex-
perienced in allb.-anches. One man under him. Must be

,ed. Wife required as Laundress.—Box No. 16, Mansfield.

w
WANTED, as GARDENER, a young Man,

who understands Stove Plants, Vines and Kitchen
Garden. A good personal character required,—Apply by letter,

slating all particulars, to S. 12, Messrs. Deacon, Leadenhall
Street, City, E.G. .

WANTED, as GARDENER, a thorough
practical Man, fully understanding Kitchen Gardening

and having some Knowledge of Flowers. Wages iSj. to 201.

per weelc, and lodge.—Apply by letter to C, 18, New Bond
Street, London, W.

WANTED, a good WORKING
G-'VRDENER, and to attend to Horse .and Stock.

Youth kept to help. House and G.arden found. Liberal wages
-A., Post Office, Winchr : Hill. Middle!

WANTED, a FOREMAN for the House
Department ; he must have a good knowledge of Plants

and their Cultivation. Wages 24^. per week.—W. B. LATHAM,
Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a FORE-
MAN, for Houses only—Peaches, Vines, and Flower

Forcing. Age not under twenty.— For terms, address HEAD
GARDENER, St. Audries, Bridgwater, Somerset.

WANTED, a SECOND FOREMAN, who
has had some experience in Groundwork, He must be

able to Manage forty or fifty Men, and be able to Prepare
Plans and Work to the same. Wages to commence at 22^. per
week.—Mr. 0. A. SIMS, Steward to Baron Ferdinand de
Rothschild, Waddesdon, Aylesbury.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, an
industrious and intelligent Youth, to Assist in the

Houses. Also, a yoimg MAN. wc-ll up in Growing Housk
CucumbLTs.-Mr. JAMES SAUNDERS, Hanworih Road,
Sunbury-on-Thames, M iddlesex.

WANTED, a MAN, used to Budding,
GrafiinE, Training, ^z and to make himself useful in

a General Nursery. Liberal wages to a steady Man.—
ALLMAN'S Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

WANTED a respectable MAN for a
Florists' business ; one who understands the furnishing

department and filling boxes preferred.—Apply, 2, St. George's
Terrace, South Kensmgton, S.W.

'\1/"ANTED,_ a youn^ MAN, thoroughly
» » experienced in Growing Soft-wooded Plants /or Covcnt

Garden Market. None need apply unless having filled a similar
sitnalion. Liberal wages offered.—Apply personally at the
Office of Mr. WRIGHT. Dacrc Road. Lee. Kent. .S.K.

WANTED, TWO or MORE steady MEN,
accustomed to Nursery and Outdoor Jobbing work.

Wages 20I. per week.—H. POTTER, The Nurseries, Sutton,

WANTED, TWO young MEN wishing for
experience under a Propagator.—CHARLES NOBLE,

Bagshot.

WANTED, a YOUTH, who writes a good
hand, and has had some experience in the Nursery and

Seed Trade, and willing to make himself useful in Nursery
Office or Seed Shop.—Apply, stating age, experience, and
sniary expected, to WILLIAM HENDERSON, 86, Hamilton
Street, Birkenhead.

WANTED, as LABOURER, a steady
active single Man, not under 30 years of age ; one who

has been accustomed to Kitchen Gardening. Wages i6j-. per
week, with lodgings and vegetables found. State experience,
and to whom reference is to be made for character.—Apply
under A. Z., Box No. 68. Post Ofiice, Chester.

To the Seed Trade.—Head Counterman.

WANTED, an active and intelligent Man as
principal SALESMAN in a large Retail Establishment

in the North of England ; must have good address and appear-
ance, and a thorough knowledge of the Seed and Plant Trade
indispensable. Also, an ASSISTANT, well acquainted with
Ihe Execution of Vegetable and Flower Seed Orders.—State lull

)\Titicu!ars, where last employed, age, and salary expected, to
D. Y., Mr. Robert Cooper, Seed Merchant, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

WANT PLACES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-i^te character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for Fil-st-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London, S.E,

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c. , so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN HESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London. W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filUng of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Age 30, single ; fourteen years' experience.

Highly recommended by present employer.—G. J., Post Office,
Halfway Street, near Eltham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly prac-

tical Man.—Age 36. Can be well recommended. Abstainer.
-T., The Nursery, Upper Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentle-
man requiring the services of a good practical Man.—

Age 38, married, no incumbrance ; understands the general
requirements of a good Establishment

; can undertake the
Management of Grass Land, Stock (as Cows, &c.). if required.
Good references.—X. Y. Z., Northgate Nursery, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head).—J. W. Laurence,
Gardener to the late Right Rev. Bishop Sumner, Farn-

ham Castle, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced Man.

—

Prospect Cottage, Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).— Has had good
practice in the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, Peaches,

IMelons and Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and
well acquainted with both Kitchen and Flower Gardening and
the general Management ofa Gentleman's place.—H, NORRIS,
7, Warsill Street, Battersea Park, S.W.

aARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,
married : has a good knowledge of the profession,

half years' good character.—T. W., J. Cooper,a nail years
/indon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 35,
married ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. Well experienced in Land, Stock, &c. Shall be
disengaged in a fortnight. Long and undeniable cliaractcr.

—

IS., 73, Hampden Road, Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged, married, no family, Scotch ; has had thirty years'

experience both in England and .Scotland in every brancri of the
profession. Can be well recommended. — A. U. C, Carter's

Crystal Palace Nurseries. Forest Hill, S E.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,
married ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of all kinds

of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, also good Flower and
Kitchen Gardener. Can have the highest testimonials as
regards character from last and previous places.—A. B. C, Post— - . .. <^^,|g_Onice, E ridge, r Tunbridge '

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 38,
married.—William Hr.KDERSON, for the last four and

a half years Gardener to R. R. Robinson, Esq., Henley Park,
Henley-on-Thames, is at liberty to treat v/iih any Lady,
Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
practical Man, who well understands the Early and Late Forc-
ing of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the
Management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens, Wife,
having no family, is qualified to take Charge of Gentleman's
Residence daring the employer's absence. Characters will bear
investigating.

GARDENER, in a good Single-handed
Place, or otherwise.—Age 23, single ; has had nine years'

experience in Nursery and Gentleman's Garden. Good reference

given.— E. W., Mr. Newcomb, Stationer, Boston.

aARDENER, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden, under the Foreman, where he is desirous

of improving his knowledge of plants, &c. ; in the houses.—
Age 23. Good knowledge of Outdoor-work. Three years in
present situation,—A. H., The Gardens, Upper Gatton Park,
Merstham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Foreman),—Age 23. Seven
years' experience in Forcing Vines, Peaches, Straw-

berries, &c.. Plant Forcing, and Kitchen Gardening. Good
reference. Two years in last place.—J. C, 3, Henstridge
Villas, St. John's Wood, N.W.

FOREMAN in a Gentleman's Garden, or
as general foreman.—Age 28, single. First-

class references can be given. Two years in last place. —
C. C, Stanley Bridge Post Office, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

FO R E M A N.— Thoroughly understands
Growing Fruit and Plants for Market.—W. SHORTEN

Rabley Gardens, Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 23 ; has been
accustomed to good places. Character will bear strict

investigation. —Post Office, Stanley Bridge, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

^ARDENER (Second), or under a Foreman
V>^ in a good Establishment.—Age 20. Good references.

—

T. C, Post Office, Forest Hill, Oxford.

ARDENER (Under), as IMPROVER.—
Age 20.—M. CHARLTON, Havelock Street, Barnsley.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23 ; has been
accustomed to Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables for the last

eleven years. Four years' good character from last place.

—

W. B., Post Office, Alphington, E.veter.

PLANT GROWER (Exhibition), in a first-

class Establishment in the Trade or otherwise, where
Plant Growing is gone into with spirit.— B., Pine-apple Nursery.
Maida Vale, W.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded), and
grower in a large Nursery.—Age 34; married. First-

class references. ~C. T., Thornton Street, Heaton Moor,
Stockport.

To NURSERYMEN.—A respectable young
Man, with a knowledge of general Greenhouse Work.

Excellent character from the Nurseryman he has just left.

West of England preferred. — F. PARRY, Kingswear,
Dartmouth.

SHOPMAN (Head), or TRAVELLER.—
Has had upwards of twenty years' experience ; knows the

Midland Counties. Lancashire and Yorkshire, North of England,
South of Scotland, and Ireland, and is well known amongst
Gardeners, Stewards, &c.—M. D., Gardeners' Chronicle Office

To the Wholesale Seed Trade.
rPRAVELLER, CORRESPONDENT, &c.
-'- —J. S. Hau.xwell is open to an engagement as above.
—44, Devonshire Road, Holloway, N.

K

D

INAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL" Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,

W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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WINTER GARDENS for Home or Export.

CONSERVATORIES in iron or Wood.

GREENHOUSES from 10 ft. in length upwards.

FORCING PITS for all purposes,

CLASS PORCHES, Ornamental or Plain.

WE ALSO UNDERTAKE

HOT-WATER HEATING WORKS
OF ANY MAGNITUDE,

And Manufaclure the

MOST EFFICIENT AND MOST ECONOMICAL

HOT-WATER BOILERS,
REQUIRING NO BRICKWORK AND SKILL IN FIXING;

ALSO THE BEST FITTED AND CHEAPEST

THROTTLE VALVES
AND

HIGH-PRESSURE STOP VALVES
IN THE TRADE.

T. H. P. DENNIS &, COMPANY,
Works—CHELMSFORD. Show Rooms—MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

OUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.-—The only Firm having Show Rooms of full-sized Greenhouses in the City.

T. H. p. Dennis & Co. will exhibit their Manufactures at the Manchester Horticultural Show, May 14 to 21 ; at the Croydon Show,
J

Bath and West of England Agricultural Society, May 31 to June 4 ; and at other Shows during the Season.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W-*
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Important Notice to Foreign Subacrlbers.

pO R E I G N SUBSCRIBERS
•^ are particularly REOUESTHn. whin sending Post OJfice

Orders through tjte FoU Office, to Advise lilt Publisher titat

tliey have done so, (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Post Offie

Street Office, Cove

Tie " Gardeners' Cbronlcle " In America.
rpHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. B. K. BLISS and SONS. Seed
Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. ir, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton

County, Georgia : and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
i REGENT'S PARK. S.W.

The FIRST SUMMER EXHIBITION of PLANTS and
FLOWERS will take place on WEDNESDAY. May 26.

Gates open at 2 o'Clock. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens
only by Vouchers from Fellows of the Society, price 5^ ; or
on the day of Exhibition, -js. 6J. each. Schedules of Prizes,

&c., on application.

LINNEAN SOCIETY,
Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.

The ANNIVERSARY MEETING of the LINNEAIJ
SOCIETY of LONDON will be held, as above, on MON-
DAY, the 24th of this month, at 3 o'Clock precisely, for the
Election of a Council of Officers for the ensuing year.
May 12. FREDERICK CURREY, Secretary.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The TWELFTH ANNUAL GREAT FLORAL

FETE, Horticultural Gardens, Woodhouse Moor, WEDNES-
DAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, June 9, 10. and 11, 1875.
Prizes:—FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS and TWO SILVER
CUPS. SCHEDULES and Forms of Entry on application.

JAMES BIRBECK, Secretary.
Address—Delph Lane, Woodhouse, Leeds.

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the
Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to
Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars may
be had on application to CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingham. JULY 1. 2, 3. and 5, for the benefit
of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from H. G. QUILTER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham.

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIHITION (open to all Enghnd)
will be held at the NOTTINGHAM ARBORETUM, on
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9, and
10. The Mayor of Nottingham President : the 'Town Clerk
Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to ;£75o. Prizes
for Roses upwards of JC240. Schedules are now ready, and
may be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

To tbe Trade, &c.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities.
New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pots (best sorts

only). CATALOGUES free.

EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. — The best
new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the Fiorat

Ma^azitte for April. Strong plants now beuig sent out, price

w Tea-scented Cblna Roses in Pots.

ILLIAM FLETCHER can offer the
above, good strong Plants of all the best
1 application.

Ottershaw Nurseries. Chertsey.

DWARF ROSES in Pots, for Bedding, at
9^. to \-2S, per dozen ; or, 70J. to 8ar. per 100. Roses by

the dozen, 100, or 1000. Many thousands to select from.
Splendid Plants. Inspection invited.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,
near Uckfield, Sussex.

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM. — This lovely
species, charming either for Cultivating in Pots or for

Cut Flowers, 6 guineas per dozen.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.W.

Double Pyrethrums,
DMIRABLY ADAPTED for PLANTING

Rorders, flowering profusely during summer and
imn. The Cut Blooms are most u.scful for Table Decorntion.
ng healthy plants in pots, in choicest named varieties, at

per dozen.
The

A

Pelargoniums for the Million.

TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLEC-
O TION of Show, French. id Fancy Varieties, strong
Plants, distinct sorts, at 40J. per 100 ; 25J. for 50 ; or 15J. for 25.

Hamper and packing included. Extra strong plants at 9.1. and
12J. per dozen. Cash. CATALOGUES free 00 application.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — lOo
Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor.

Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

lor., 50, 5^. 6^., 25, 3i. ; 24 Fancy Pelargoniums, 3^. 6</,, 12,25.:

24 Chrysanthemums. 2f. dd., 12, \s. 6d.; 24 Pompons, 2j. 6d.,

12, is, 6d.; 24 Fuchsias, 2s. 6fi., T2, ir. 6d. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns, Enfield.

'Verbenas, 'Verbenas.—To the Trade.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
Purple, and other mixed sorts, good strong plants, well

hardened, in thumb-pots, at r^. 6d. per dozen, package included.
" accompany all orders from unknown Correspondents.

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington. N.
Casht

'Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can still supply Purple King,
. White, and a few other varieties of VERBENAS,

good strong, well hardened plants, at Ss. per 100, for cash,
package free.

SAMUEL BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

'Verbenas, 'Verbenas,

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose VERBENAS, strong,

healthy, well-rooted cuttings, at 6s, per 100, 50s, per 1000,

package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

VESUVIUS.—Special Offer.— 100,000 plants,
from single pots, jos. per 100, 85s. per 1000, package

included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have to offer SEED saved from their celebrated strain

of CINERARIAS, 21. 6d. and 31. 6d. per packet. Also,

PRIMULA SEED, 2j. 6d. and 31. 6d. per packet. Post free

on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

AND A. SMITH can now supply NEW
SEED from their unsurpassed Collection of the above

useful decorative plants, in is., 2J. 6d., and 51. packets.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

F
STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA— loo

cuttings sent post free for 2S. td. This is quite distinct

from Golden Feather, and certainly the best yellow carpet-

bcddinc plant ever introduced ; quite hardy.
H. CANNELL, New Florists' Flowers and Florist Flower

Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S.E.

To the Trade.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.— The
remaining portion of a consignment from Australia of

SEED of the above valuable Gum-tree will be Sold cheap, to

clear out.

JOHN WILSON, Seedsman, Whitehaven.

" Tbe Rhododendrons at Knap Hill."

ANTHONY WATERER begs to announce
that the American Plants at this Nursery are now in

bloom, and may be seen daily, Sundays excepted.
They promise to be unusually fine this season.

Knap Hill Nursery, near Woking Station, Surrey.—May 22.

Exhibition of Azaleas.

FAND A. SMITH'S splendid Collection of
• the above is NCJW in HLOOM, which consists of the

well known superb varieties raised at their Nurseries, and also
of newer kinds introduced by Continental Growers.

The Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.

R C HA R D - H O U S E^ TREES,
Fruiting, in Pols.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

and Seed Merchant,

O

DAHLIAS (Show)—200 of the best kinds to
select from, 3J. per dozen and upwards.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

wILLIAM POTTEN can still supply strong
BEDDING PLANTS, as offered in Gardeners'

Chronicle, May i.

Camden Nursery. Sisslni^hurst. Staplehurst, Kent.

Cheap Bedding Plants.

Tj^ W. COOPER has this_ year a fine stock

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
» Introduction of New and R.aie Plants, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-
tive Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUT BUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, &c., should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

HARLES TURNER'S PLANT CATA-
LOGUE for 1875, containing full collections of all Florist

Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Bedding and Border
Plants. New Roses, &c. , is now ready, and may be had free on
application. The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

ODD AND INGRAM'S New Descriptive
SPRING CATALOGUE of FLORIST.S' FLOWERS

STOVE and GREENHOUSE, HERBACEOUS, and
BEDDING PLANTS, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free
on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Conservatory Plants.
ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE .and FLOWERING.

FAND A. SMITH ofter the above, in fine
• condition. Prices low. Catalogue, with List of Seeds

and Vines upon application.

Th. Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.
Established 40 years.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours : AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

VIRGO AND SON can still supply the
• following CABBAGE PLANTS at 3s. per looo,

packing included :

—

Robinson's Drumhead I Early Enfield Market
Red Drumhead

|
Early Baltersea

Wonersh Nurseries, near Guildford.

lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, 2f. kd. per

too. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense
usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 21. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Now Ready,
pARTER'S PLANT CATALOGUE for
V^ 1875, containing a beautifully coloured Engraving of the
new Coleus, Duchess of Edinburgh. Post free, 6(/.: gratis to
Purchasers.
CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen, 237 and 23S, High

Holborn, London, W.C.

ALTERNANTHERAS — magnifica
paronychioides, good plants, from store pots, at

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery. Farnham. Surrey.

and

WANTED, for the Rabley Nursery, a large
quantity of VINES—cut down, .and for planting,

Hamburghs and late varieties. State lowest price to

EDWARD BENNETT, Hatfield, Herts.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Tooting, S.W.

IMPORTANT SALE of a large quantity of extra stock of

choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the whole
of which are in a very healthy and thriving condition, con-

taining some New and Rare Plants : also some selected

ORCHIDS, quantity of EXOTIC FERNS, several valu-

able PALMS, together with a fine assortment of Succulent
and Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS, Hardy
CLIMBERS in pots, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Mr. R. Parker to

SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises, Exotic
Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W., on MONDAY, May 24, at

12 for I o'clock precisely.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Grace-
church Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Homsey, N.
IMPORTANT SALE of about 40,000 unusually well-grown

GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Homsey Nursery, Hornsey, Middlesex, N., close to Hornsey
Station. Great Northern Railway, on TUESDAY, May 25,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. M. Cleall, with-
out reserve, about 40.000 GREENHOUSE and BEDDING
PLANTS, in rich assortment, and beautifully grown, consisting
of 20,000 Geraniums, the whole of which are wintered plants,

including Vesuvius, Madame Vaucher, Crystal Palace Gem,
Christine, and many other leading sorts ; 1000 Mrs. Pollock,
Lady CuUum, and other choice new Tricolor and Bicolor
varieties

; 3000 Calceolarias, of sorts ; and the usual miscel-
laneous assortment, together with some choice Greenhouse
Plants in bloom, comprising Azalea indica, Spirseas, Pelargo-
niums, Fuchsias, Ferns, Intermediate Stocks, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Stamford Hill, N.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Preniises. Allen's

Euildings, Manor Road, Stamford Hill, N., on WEDNESDAY,
May 26, at 12 for i o'Clock preciselv, by order of Mr. M. Allen,
about 10,000 well-assorted BEDDING PLANTS.

Edmonton, N.
To NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS,

BUILDERS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will include in their next PERIODICAL SALE of
PROPERTIES, to be held at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse
Yard, Citv. on MONDAY, May 31, at 12 for 1 o'Clock. about
FOUR ACRES of highly productive LAND, situate in the
Hyde Road, Edmenton, five minutes' walk from the station,
and immediately available for Building purposes ; or a portion
could be advantageously utilised for Nursery and Market
Garden purposes.
Cards to view maybe obtained of Messrs. PROTHEROE

AND MORRIS. 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.G.

Magnificent Specimen and Otter Plants.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE
are instructed by Messrs. Felton & Sons (who are

declining exhibiting lar^e specimens this year) to OFFER
by AUCTION, at the Midland Counties Repository,
Moseley Street, Birmingham, on WEDNESDAY, May 26,

at 1 o'clock prompt, a splendid SELECTION of EXHIBI-
TION PLANTS, in the finest possible health and every
leaf perfect, including Pandanus Veitchii, 5 feet by 4 feet,

leaves upwards of 4 feet long—a noble plant ; Maranta Veitchii,

4 feet by 4 feet ; Maranta Makoyana, 2 feet by 2 feet : Areca
Baueri, 8 feet high—a noble Palm : Cocos Weddelliana, 5 feet

;

Dsemonorops melanochsetes (true), 6 feet ; Kentia Forsteriana,

5 feet : Kentia Balmoreana, 5 feet ; two extra fine Curculigo
recurvata variegata, 4 feet bys feet ; Dracaena Baptist), 3 feet ;

D. Mooreana, 3 feet (a splendid pair) ; D. gloriosa, 3 feet ; D. ama-
bilis, very fine (three plants) ; Dendrobiumnobile, i feetby 3 feet,

with 500 open blooms ; Vanda insignis (in bloom), a very first-

class variety ; -Crotons (new). Orchids, large Tree and other
Ferns, Anthurium crystallinum, seven leaves, 2 feet by 18 inches,

very fine ; Caladiums (new), Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c. ;

choice new Camellias to name, and a few lots of very excellent
Bedding Plants.

The collection of Plants (of which the above form only a
portion) are of the rarest varieties, and are, as described, in the
most perfect health, and ready for successful exhibition at

any Snow.
Catalogues may be obtained gratis on application to Messrs.

FELTON AND SONS, 23, High Street ; the Ofiices of the
Midland Counties Herald; or from the Auctioneers, i, Moseley
Street, Birmingham,

WorceBtershire, in the far-famed Vale of Evesham.
PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE and GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, in

JULY NEXT, in consequence of the death of the Proprietor,
unless in the meantime an acceptable offer be made by Pri-
vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of
240 Acres, known as " Seaford Grange." situated at Peopleton,
within \% mile of the Pershore Station on the,Great Western
Railway.
A considerable portion of the above has been laid out as Fruit

CJardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their
prime, the produce finding a ready sale at Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor.

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COTTAGES, there is a very comfortable and desirable
RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion
of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a
FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent quality.
A Balance-Sheet, sJiowing the profits for the lastfive years,

has been prepared, and vtay be obtai?ted of tlie 7inderfnentzoned
Referees.

Further particulars and plans will be issued in due com-se,
in the meantime further information may be obtained of
H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate
Agent, both of Worcester; or to the Auctioneers. Messrs
CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street, Birmingham.

TO BE SOLD, a small FLORIST'S
BUSINESS. Eighteen years' Lease. Price, including

Stock, &c., £150.
T. P., The Race Horse, Elm Grove, Brighton, Sussex.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmeis and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12^. to 505. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Filzroy Square,
London, W., Architect to the Estate.

FOR SALE, an Orchard and Elant-house
SPAN-ROOF RANGE, length 6s feet, width =4 feet,

height 13 feet, with 297 feet heating pipes and 4 valves. Iron
Ratchet-worked Ventilators, Shelves and Stages, ail in e.xcellent

condition. Inquire of
Mr. WOOKEY, Heybridge Garden, near Maiden, Essex.

THE FREEHOLD for SALE, or to be LET
on LEASE a NURSERY doing a large Trade in

Cut Flowers with the principal London Florists. Valuation
about ;^5oo. Address by letter only,

Mr. DICKSON, Centre Avenue. Covent Garden, W.C.

Window Glass, Sbeet Lead, Paints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Importers and Mandfacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

NOTICE.
Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith.

MESSRS. J. AND C LEE beg to GIVE
NOTICE that

Lee's Nursery, Albion Gardens, Hammersmith,
where a Sale is advertised to take place.

Is In no way Connected with tMs Estal)llsliment.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—K^K Majesty the Quern.
President—'His Grace the Duke of Richmond,

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married . . . . ,;^4o per annum.
Male .. .. _ £26
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters ^20 „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 21^., application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16. at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution

—

No. 26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

Pa/rmi—Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.
President—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Founded i860.

For the Relief of Decayed Farmers and their Widows, and
for the Maintenance aud Education of their Orphans.
The FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid

of the Funds of the Institution, will take place at WILLIS'S
ROOMS, King Street, St. James's, W., on SATURDAY,
June 5, at half-past 6 o'Clock—

H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Preliminary List of Stewards

.

His Grace the Duke of Buck-
ingham and Chandos

His Grace the Duke of Man-

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Exeter

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Hertford

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Huntly

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount
Bridport

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Dunmore

The Rt. Hon. Lord Egerton
ofTatton

The Rt. Hon. Lord Fitzwalter

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Hardwick

The Rt. Hon. the Earl Spencer,
K.G.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Mahon,
M.P.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Malmesbury

The Rt. Hon. the Earlof Nor-

The Rt. Hon. Lord Rivers
The Rt. Hon. Lord Sondes
The Rt. Hon. Lord Vernon
The Rt. Hon. Lord Walsing-

Sir William Bagge, Bart.,M.P.
Sir Edward Hulse, Bart.

Edward C. Kerrison, Bart.

John Baldwin, Esq.
Frank Battcock, Esq.
Thomas Beddall, Esq.
John B. Brandram, Esq.
William Cunliffe Brooks, Esq.,
M.P.

J. W. Brown, Esq.
Chas. S. Cantrell. Esq.
George Cavendish Bentinck,

Esq., M.P.
John Collins, Esq.
Joseph Druce, Esq.
John Floyer, Esq., M.P.
J. K. Fowler, Esq.
Abraham Garrett, Esq.
A. H. Johnson, Esq.
Colonel Kingscote, M.P.
Hanslip Long, Esq.
John Marten, Esq.
John J. Mechi, Esq.
William Adam Mundell, Esq.,
Q.C.

Mr. Alderman Naish
Albert Pell, Esq., M.P.
Clare Sewell Read. Esq., M.P.
B. B. Hunter Rodwell, Esq.,
Q.C., M.P.

George Russell, Esq.
Thomas Cowille Scott, Esq.
Charles Shaw, Esq.
Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
William Vivian, Esq.
Thomas WagstafF, Esq.

Tickets 21^,, application for which should be
the SECRETARY, at the Ofhces of the Institution, 26, Charles
Street, St. James's, W., not later than May 22.

Alteration of Date,

THE EXETER ROSE SHOW will be
held on JUNE 18, instead of JUNE 25, in consequence

of the alteration of the Crystal Palace fi.\ture. Prizes offered,

^^125. Schedules on application.

T. W. GRAY, Hon. Sec, Exeter.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park, S.W.

EXHIBITION of CLEMATIS, in the Gardens, from
MAY 5 to MAY 25, Sundays excepted. GEORGE JACK-

SON, of the Woking Nursery, Surrey, beg toMAN
announce that their Exhibition of Xll

above) daily.
fill be .

ALEXANDRA PALACE.
—The GREAT ROSE SHOW will take place on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, June 24 and 25. Last day of
Entry, Thursday, June 17.

Note.—Rule No. 7 of Schedule will be altered, making the
time for Specimens to be ready 10 o'Clock instead of o'Clock.
SCHEDULES of PRIZES, &c., may be had on application

to A. McKENZIE, Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, N.

HE HORTICULTURAL CLUB is NOW
OPEN for the use of Members. Dining, Drawing,

Smoking. Reading, and Billiard Rooms will be at the disposal
of the Members. The situation is central, and occupies one of
the best sites in London, vii. , Adelphi Terrace, overlooking the
Thames Embankment, and close to the Charing Cross Station,
The Entrance Fee is at present Two Guineas, and the Annu:il
Subscription Two Guineas. Many of our leading horticulturists
have already joined.

All communications to be addressed to the HONORARY
SECRETARY, 3, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, W.C.

Cauliflower Plants.

HJ. HARDY begs to say he has a few
• thousands of the above to offer at a very moderate

Erice. The Plants are well-grown, strong, and healthy, and
ave been pricked out from the seed-bed and well established.
Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England for 20s.

'^
' sference. Post-office orders made payableworth. Cash i

at " Bures." Apply to

H. J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds, Bu

Adiantum farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate exhibition. They are in i6
and 22-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown
specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILEIMUM, fine planls, i8
inches through, in 8-inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Lawn Grass Seeds.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS' Mi.xture of LAWN SEEDS is composed only of

the FINEST and dwarfest EVERGREEN GRASSES, and is
very superior to mixtures generally offered, quickly forming a
close velvety turf. For New Lawns sow 60 lb. to 80 lb. per acre
To Renovate Old Lawns sow 10 lb. to 20 lb. per acre. Price
1J-. per lb. Orders over sos. Carriage Free.
The Old-Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street,

Chester.
> .

S

,
Cheap New Roses from Paris.

T EVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, &c.,
J—J Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to state that they have, in

strong and healthy plants, all the new sorts of 1S74, 1875, and
the following, at per 100 :—Hyp. Jamain, Diana, Amelie Hoste.
Ant. Mouton, Bernard Verlot, Marie Sisley, Jean Ducher,
Casimir Perier, C. F. de Serenye, and others (75 sorts). Also, at
per 100 of each. Captain Christy, Madame Louis L^vfeque, and
Perle de Lyon, at low rates. Prices on application.

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 301. per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA. NOISETl'E, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, gs, to 15s. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

NEW CLEMATIS, to be sent out by JOHN
STANDISH AND CO. on May 10 :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each

;

colour, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers
the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit,
105. 6d. each.

MRS. QUIETER.-—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every
collection. Orders are now being booked for them.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
having received large importations. Tree Ferns need no

longer be considered a luxury. They can be had in all sizf^

and in a fine growing condition, from los. 6d. each. Detailed
Lists of sizes and Prices, just published, free on application.

FILMY FERNS, LO MARIAS,
POLYSTICHUMS. and other FERNS from New

Zealand, all suitable for a Cool Fernery, for planting o'ut, or pot

culture, shortly to give.effect, at the pr-ices of ordinary pot plants.

ORCHIDS are being constantly received in

splendid condition in fine pieces. We respectfully invii .'

Cultivators of these to send their Names and Addresses, th;u

particulars of consignments, as to condition and quality, may
be forwarded from time to time, as all are sold at a moderate
profit. For present consignments, see Lists, free on applicatien.

AMARYLLIS.— Hundreds of these now
throwing up fine flower-spikes.

CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM.—See Catalogue.

FREESIA LEICHTLINIANA. — For particulars of this

grand bulbous plant, see GardeJiars' Chronicle, May 7, 1875.

LILIES and other BULBOUS PLANTS.—An unrivalled col-

lection. Lion Walk, Colchester.
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VINES, extra strong leading^ sorts, close-

lointcd and well ripened ; SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS,
and RHUBARB, extra stronR. for forcing : ROSES, FRUIT,
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. &c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROIUNSON. 23, Market Place. Manchester.

Strong Verbenas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from sinple pots :—
PURPLE KING.
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet.

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white.

GEANT DES BATAILLES. crimson.

LADY COWLEY, rose, fine beddcr.

All healthy ^ood stuff, \s. 6d. per dozen, los. per 100, 80J. per

Variegated Bedding Geraniums.

ALFRED FRYER offers the following
GERANIUMS at per dozen for cash :— Golden

Tricolors : Mrs. Dunnett, 3J. 6H. ; Louisa Smith, 3^-. 6*/. ; Mrs.

Pollock, 3J-. 6c^. ; Sir Robert Napier, 3^. 6d.\ Sophia Dumar-
esque, 3S. Silver Tricolors : Miss Burdett Cotitts, 35. 6d. ; Mrs.

John Clutton. 3^. Golden Bronze: Aurie, 3^-. 6d.', Bronze

Beauty, 3J. dd.: Kentish Hero, 2.F. 6dr. Roi de Siam, 3J. 6d.
;

Waltham Bronze, 3^. 6d. Baskets and packing, td. per doien,

or 3^. (>d. per 100 extra.

PRICED LISTS post free.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

HCANNELL begs to draw
• the attention of the Public to the

COLEUS "CHAMELEON," which is

unquestionably by far the most attractive

and the greatest acquisition in Coleus ever

sent out : even the most accurate descrip-

conveys but a very inadequatt
The
the

its beauty.

The following

of the Garden.

1874)

icultural Pre

nost eulogistic terms,

the report of the Editc
s' Chronicle (May i

' We have ived from Mr.
type of Coleus,

from those already in culi

.inly of an intense velvety
beauty, and very di

Sometimes the leaf

flushed with bright rose, giving a kind of shot-

edge being just banded with green. In other cases half the leaf

is of this characti;r, while the other half is mostly of a deep rosy

crimson with golden beaded edge, and sometimes the rose-tint

and the maroon-crimson are variously streaked and blended.

The flush of rosy crimson appearing in the maroon gives_ a

remarkably velvety richness, which
appreciated. With th]s superb nd varied colouring the plant

xceedingly eifcctive."

This variety has received First-class Certificates wherever

shown. Post free, 2s. 6d. each,

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E.

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated tliey will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

Pelargoniums, Fuolislas, Bedding and other Plants,

all Established in Single Pots. Reduced Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM
beg to offer :

—

FUCHSIAS, named, in 5-inch pots, 351. per 100, 4^. per dozen.

PELARGONIUM, dovible white. Aline Sisley, 41. per dozen.

„ Single Zonal. Harry King, 4^. per dozen.

„ „ Master Christine, 25J. per too, ^s. 6ci. per dozen.

„ „ Salmon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colour,

gs. per dozen.

„ Golden Tricolor, Miss Batters, gs. per dozen.

„ „ J. D. Bassett, gs. per dozen.

„ „ Peter Grieve, 15J. per dozen.

„ „ Mrs. Dunnett, 6s. per dozen.

„ ,, Mrs. Pollock, 305. per too; 35. 6d. per dozen.

,, Silver Tricolor. Lass o' Gowrie, gs, per dozen.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII, 20J. per 100: 31. per dozen.

,. „ SPLENDENS, 201. per 100; 3J. per dozen.

DAHLIAS, Bouquet, to name, 30J. per too; 45. per dozen.

GAZANIA SPLENDENS, i8s. per 100 ; 2j. 6rf. per dozen.

VERBENAS, Scarlet, Purple, and Crimson, 125. per 100.

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA, 14^. per 100.

„ ,. GLAUCA, i6j. per 100.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, loj. per too.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dw.arf, 141. per 100.

IRESINE HERBSTII, 121. per 100.

,, LINDENI. 121. per 100.

HELIOTROPES, to name, 141. per 100.

NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS, 121. per 100.

LEUCOPHYTON. Broiv-nii, 141. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, to name, i8i. per 100.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, los. per 100.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON will place
• in commerce, for the first time, the following NEW

PLANTS, full descriptions and prices of which are given in

their NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which will be
immediately forwarded on application :-

Amaryllis Hende:

„ Henry Little

Asplenium nobile
Armcria ccphalotes alba
Ageratum cordifolium
liegonia Orange Boven

,, Dr. DolRnger
„ White Queen

niandfordia flammea elegans
Douvardia bicolor

„ multiflora

Cantua corymbiflora
Coleus Duke of Edinburgh
Chrysanthemum Golden Mme
Domngc

Cyclamen Pcakeanum
Convolvulus mat

uleu
at-

Crowea angiistifolia

Dracxna Duflfii

Epigyniun acuminat
Ilarmanthus Rooperi

Fuch:
Lobelias (I

greatly improved
I'lumeria bicolor

Petunias (eight

Pelargoniums (f<

PentslemonsCse.
Sonerila Hendet
„ „ argents

varieties)

quality)

.)

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

SPECIAL PRIZE OF £10.

MR. H. BENNETT offers the above Prize,
through the Royal Horticultural Society, at the

Show to be held at South Kensington, on July 7, 1875,
for the best SIX CUT BLOOMS of Hybrid Perpetual
ROSE, "DUCHESS of EDINBURGH."

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON & MAYOS
Have this Season to oiTer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring -flowering Plants— all

established in single pots, and thoroughly
hardened—comprising :

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colours.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,
&c.— a Collection of all the best kind.s.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULLIS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
will beforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Near HEREFORD.

DAHLIAS.
John Keynes

Has the finest Collection of Dahlias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

DaMlas now being gent out.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.
Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.

NE^?^ PLANTS.

Mr. William Bull's
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

Containing Descriptions and Prices of New Plants, is just issued.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

NEW .^^^^^jROSES.

wiluam'paul
Respectfully solicits Orders for Plants of his

two New Hybrid Perpetual Roses, now ready
for delivery :

—

STAR ofWALTHAM.—First-class Certificates
from the Roy.-il Horticultural and Royal Uotanic Societies.

Colour, deep crimsoiij very rich and effective ; a magnificent
flower of immense size, very fragrant, very double, and
for form, substance, and smoothness of petal unequalled;
foliage very large, without being coarse, of a rich dark
green colour, forming a beautiful contrast with the flowers.

Nice plants in pots, los. Cd. each.
" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have seen this

season." Gardeners' Chronicte.
*'A noble Rose, with great substance of petal, good

colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, delicious

perfume." Journal of Horticulture.
"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Ro«e." The

Garden.
" A grand Hybrid Perpetual." Gardeners* Maf^azhie.
*' Large, full, lustrous in colour, and superbly beautiful.

'

Floritt.

QUEEN of WALTHAM.—Colour beautiful
rosy cherry, very distinct and lovely : in sunny weather the
circumference of the flower becomes darker than the centre,

proving a novel and strikingly beautiful feature. It is im-
possible to convey by a description any idea of the
exquisitely charming tint of colour predominating in this

variety, A large and full flower, in form and build perfec: ;

growth vigorous, and foliage fine. Nice plants ui pois,

los, 6d, each.
" Star and Queen of Waltham are splendid examples in

their colours.' The Quern.
• Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham, really gems,

of which every rosarian ought to possess representatives.
'

Tfte Country.

W. P. has also a large stock of the following of

his former introductions, which are now too

well known to need description :

—

DIANA (H. P.). 2i-. 6rf. each.

PEACH BLOSSOM (H.P.). First-class Certi-
ficate Royal Botanic Society. 2J. (d, each.

PRINCESS BEATRICE (H.P.). u. Gd, each.

FIREBRAND (H.P.). 25. 6d. each.

ST. GEORGE (H.P.) First-class Certificate
Royal Botanic Society. 2J. 6d. each.

PRINCESS CHRISTIAN (H.P.). ij.6^.each.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1S75.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varieties. 2J. dd. cacb,

a+f. per dozen,

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1S74.-
Good plants, in pots, ^s. each, 21s. per dozen.

OLDER ROSES, good plants, in pots, loj. 6d,
to lis. per dozen, £i 15.1. to £j 10s. per 100.

Just published. New and Enlarged Edition, post free, 10s. 6d ^THE ROSE GARDEN.
By William Paul. F.R.H.S.

" An indispensable work for the shelves of earnest

;

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" The most comprehensive book on all that relai

Rose." y»urnal of Horticulture.

NEW GERANIUMS for 1875.
r-Ieaved Bedding

LADY JANE GREY, i QUEEN ELIZABETH,
QUEEN ELEANOR, I PRINCESS of THULE,

RHODANTHE.
Price 5J. each ; 205. the Set of Five Varieties.

The following Six Varieties are especially

recommended as worthy of a place in the most
limited collections :

—

LORD BURLEIGH.—Leaves green, broadly
edged with pure white ; flowers white, with carmine eye :

fine shape and fine truss. Price yr. 6d. each.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE. — Leaves green,
broad white edge ; flowers deep bright pink, with white

eye ; very beautiful. Price 7^. dd. each.

EDWARD I. — Flowers crimson, slightly

shaded with purple ;
good white eye, a fine truss, and

flower large, round, and smooth ; leaves zoned. 3^ . td. each,

MASTERPIECE. — Flowers rosy scarlet, of
great size and substance ; form perfect, truss and habit

good ; leaves zoned. Price 3^. 6t/. each.

THE GENERAL.—Flowers fine bright scarlet,

large white eye, good shape and substance ; free bloomer
;

fine dark zone. Price 3J. bd. each.

WALTHAM CROSS.— Flowers deep bright
pink : truss and habit fine ; of great promise as the deepest
pink bedding Geranium known. Price 7^. dd. each.

The following comprise the first pick from the splendid

Seedlings of Mr, George—several have received First-class

Certificates :

—

A. F. BARRON, I VIRGIL,
TERENCE, MRS. J. GEORGE,
LUCRETIA, 1 HORACE.

Price 12^. the Set of Six Varieties.

Also a large general COLLECTION of GERANIUMS,
New and Old varieties. Priced Catalogue, with full deecription,

post free on application.

PAUL'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.
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MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may he had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other cUmbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for

Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastem Railway), or

Farnborough {South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks, 55. td. each.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE. — Five
hundred trucks, for all Gardening purposes, nutritious for

Beds in summer especially, as supplied to Mr. J. Wills. Florist

to the Queen and Royal Family ; Messrs. Dickson & Sons.

Chester ; Messrs. Cranston & Mayos. Hereford : Southport
Winter Gardens; Colonel Lloyd Lindsay, M.P. ; Colonel

North, M.P., &c. Within reach of all at the following rates :—
Delivered free on to any rails or within 8 miles, 20 bushels,

ts. Zd., 50 for I2S. 6ct; large truck holding 330 bushels, 45^-.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

Lane, London, E.

DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H ATE and
GDAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),

consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000
Acres of Land.

C/M;VOT<tx—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Maim^iiis-Uirectiir—]AMES ODAMS.
Suh-Matiager and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

' Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.
^

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

J 16, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from 1 to 2 oimces to the gallon of soft water, and of from

4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.

Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, 15., 35., and 10s. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CXANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

T

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

TOBACCO PAPER—TOBACCO CLOTH
—TOBACCO CORD-TOBACCO JUICE.

The above, of the very best quality, can be obtained of

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane. Cannon Street, E.C. Prices on application.

M.B.—Catalogues of Garden Requisites sent post free on

receipt of Trade Card.

MILDEW.—Swing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at i^. Sd. per bottle— 1^. lod. per bottle, if packed

for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Nor^vich.

KELWAY'S MILDEW POWDER, for the
Destruction of Mildew on Grape Vines, or any plants or

trees infested with that fungus ; to be applied with an ordinary

distributor. Instructions for use attached to each packet.

2S. per lb., ready for use.

KELWAY'S APHIS (GREENFLY)
LIQUID, for the Destruction of Aphis on Hops, Fruit

Trees, Roses, or any plant ; also for the Destruction of Grubs

on the Gooseberry. To be applied with a syringe. Two
gallons of water to be added to one gallon of the liquid. 4^- 6d.

per gallon. Special price given for large quantities for Hops, &c.

The above compositions are used by many leading horti-

culturists, and may be obtained of most Seedsmen in Town or

Country', or of Messrs. KELWAY and SON, The Royal

Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

Wholesale Agents : Messrs. CORY and SOPER, Shad
Thames, London, S.E.

Russia Mats, Garden Nets, &c.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of Archans;el

and St. Petersburg Mats, have a large stock of MATS,
TANNED NETTING, TIFFANY, RAFFIA FIBRE, &c.,

at Wholesale Prices.

"RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
-Ct Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, fonvarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

RUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, looi. ; Petersburg, 60s. and Sos. ;

superior close Mit, 45^., 50s., and 55J.: packing Mats, 20s.,

30i., and 355, per 100 ; and every other description of Mats at

equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for
COVERING.

4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to sd. per yard, advancing Hd.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3d.,y,id., 4/;, i'/id, and s}4d.

'j. BLACKbURN".
Canvas Ma: '

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, Slc, 2 yards wide 3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s.,

4 yards wide. 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, aos.

NEW TANNED NETTING,suitedforanyoftheabovepur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard : 4 yards

wide. IS. per yard : 3>^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, js. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, i\d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, z, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiflany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Nettmg, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, 29, Lime Street, E.G.. late 376, Strand. W.C.

TANNED NETTING, for Protecting Seeds
and Fruits from Birds, in all widths, at lowest prices.

Wholesale Priced List sent, post-free, on receipt of Trade Card.

POOLEY AND CO.. Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C.

T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c.
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and
Forcine; Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . is. xod. per yard run.

3 yards wide . . . . 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3.^. lot/. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest Hill, London, S.E. ; and
of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London,
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 3,CANNON STREET. CITY.

HARRY BUNYARD
supplies :—

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., 2 yards wide, 2d,,

4 yards, ^d. per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.

SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, zd. and 6d.: 2 yards,
•jd. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each- Smaller
quantities at an advance,

TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

_

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

on amounts of j^2 and over.

HARRY BUNYARD. Manufacturer, 63 and 64. Tooley
Street, S.E.; and n, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

The Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe in the World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fixed as the common pipes, and are much superior ; may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily
unjointed and refixed at any time,

4-inch Pipe, per yard . . .

.

. . 3^. /^%d.
3-inch Pipe, per yard .. .. .. 2^. t%d.
2-inch Pipe, per yard .

.

.

.

, . xs. Sd.

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-water Engineers,
Loughborough.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Comhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

TREE FERNS.
TH£ LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

\^^ILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening*.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BERTOLONIA VAN HOUTTEI
(Price £2),

Will be sent out on June i, in Strong Plants, same size as those exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society,

South Kensington ; Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park ; at the Royal Dublin

Horticultural Society ; at Glasgow, &c.

First Prizes at the Royal Shows at Antwerp, Brussels, Li^ge, Lille, Ghent, Tourriay, &c.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE,
EOYAL NUKSEEIES, GHENT, BELGIUM.
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TUB Eoyal Pottery, WeBtou-Buper-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
O Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES. FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES. STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 1 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior qu.ility, withstand frost, and
do not become green : EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, ^d. each.

JOHN M.\TTHE\VS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Rosber's Garden Edging Tiles.

UIE above and many other PATTERNS
materials of great durability. The plainer

sorts are especially suited i—,-..,

for KITCHEN GAR- -.SJi;
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, t.ike up

furtlie

expense. do
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artifici.al Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. KOSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S P.ATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c., from

35. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements. &c.
F. KOSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO. -Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

BeeUveB.—Two Silver MedalB awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS .at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

ATEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE,
iiiouR & Eon

strongly made of has three windows in the lower
Hive. This Hive will be
found to possess m.any
practical advantages, and

easy of manage-
th-an any other Bee-
tluat has been intro-

for

N. & Sons supply
of Bees with genuir

- -- Q,u< .
' -

proved Cottage Hiv<

X4, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Q
with full directions

uniting to Black Stocks,

ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as

heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour. 5s. ,
postage 41/.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holbom, W.C,
or 149, Regent Street, London, W.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c7,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in., ?o-in. by i6-in,, in 16 oz. and 21-oz.

WEST BKOTHBES,

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages will be provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single
Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS, and
FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, inashiptobcdcspatchtd
in July, on payment of the following rates ;— Twelve years and
not exceeding forty, C% loj. : one year and under twelve, £2 15^.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S. W.

Metallic HotbouBe Builder to Her MajeBty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER .and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Est.ablishcd a.d. i8i8.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

£W The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Roy.al Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

1875.

The Oku
Eead & Co.,

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Pnmps, and Syringes.

" Few things are of more importance in Oardciiing than good
Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had experience of

many, but we presume it would be difficult to find more efficient

n those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent
"

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Illustrated Cataloguefrc application.

GARDEN EDGING TILES,
patterns,

- TO Me-
.„ _ Cotta,

and Glazed Stone-

ware. Warranted
imperishable.

White and other Fancy GLAZED TILES for Walls,

Hearths, &c. : Ornamental PAVING TILES for Halls Coii-

servatories, &c., &c. ; also Manufacturers of FIRE CLAY
LUMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatmgs, &c.,

to any pattern. Drawings and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works, Church Road, Battersea. S.W.

3S, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a ^Vhite Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory
Stratford-on-Avon.

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

The perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAIY HAYE PTJECHASEL lEEEDITH'S VINEYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,
FROM THE

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE CO^VAN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.
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New Dwarf SUver Variegated Geranium,

"LITTLE TROT."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the

above GERANIUM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated variety yet offered. Its dwarf and free

habit and broad clear white margin, will make it mvaluable as

a bedder for edging or panel-work. Received a First-class

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, August 39.

1874 Price 21. id. each, 241. per dozen. The usual Discount

to the Trade.
c- ., .

A Post Office Order, payable at Sissinghurst, must accom-

oany all orders from unknown Correspondents.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

To Planters and the Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown. .,.,,.
THORNS, of sorts, Standard and Pyramid, mcludmg

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilmar-

ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntmgdon,
fastigiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.

, Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS. Black.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2!^ to 4 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall Nurseries, Canterbury.

TolllQgton Nursery, Horusey Boad, London, N.

NEW PLANTS.

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in

offering the following new Hybrid and Zonal PELAR-
GONIUMS, raised bv Mr. George, of Putney Heath, who has

been one of the most successful raisers of this beautiful class of

flowers ; and those of last year are far in advance of any of the

fine varieties previously offered. „ . . .

George Smith especially recommends them to rrienda and

t le Public.

.SIR GARNET WOLSELEY (H.N.).—Crimson upper petals.

shaded purple ; large bold flower of great substance and

very large truss. Received a First-class Certificate, South

Kensington, July 15, 1874- 5i- each.

GXORGE FREDERICK (Z.).—Orange scarlet ; large flower;

extra fine form ; zoned foliage. 3^. id. each.

BLACK PRINCE (H.N.).—Very deep glowing scarlet ; very

large truss : good habit and distinct.

CELEBRITY (Z.).—Lustrous orange-scarlet flowers ; pip stout

and circular : large showy trusses ;
plain foliage.

BELLE of SURREY (H.N.).—White, with large distinct

carmine centre ; fine truss, and distinct.

ROSE UNIQUE (H.N.).—Lively salmon-rose hue, flushed

with orange ; fine pip ;
noble truss.

ENCHANTRESS (H.N.).—Crimson, margined with deeper

colour, flushed with purple ; very fine bold Uuss, and

distinct.

PAR EXCELLENT (Z.).—Fine bright scariet ; white eye;

large pip : very fine form : extra large bold truss.

NEMESIS (George Smith).—Nosegay ; very brilliant scariet ;

large pips ; immense truss, of compact form ;
and a grand

flower for exhibition, sr. each.
. .. ^ . .

All zoned foliage except "Celebrity. Those not priced

as. bd. each. Now ready for distribution.
^ . ^ ,

Geokce Smith has a few packets of the most choice Zonal

GERANIUM SEED. gro%vn and selected by himself, at 5j. 6d.

and 5/ per packet. Also, INTERMEDIATE STOCK,
Scarlet, White, and Purple, of the most superb kinds, 2J. M.
per packet.

ti j
Post Office Orders, payable at Hornsey Road, to accompany

a 1 orders from vmknown correspondents.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

ALONSOA LINIFOLIA, new 16
AMARANTHUS HENDERI, new 26
AURICULA, finest show varieties 16

,, finest alpine varieties .. .. .. .. ..10
BALSAM, Williams' superb strain . . . . ij. 6d. and 2 6
BLUMENBACHIA CORONATA, new 16
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, ij. id., as. id.,

3S. id. and 5 o
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, ij. id.,

2J. id., 3s. id. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. id., 2s. id,

3s. id. and 5 o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 16

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. ..16
NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new ..16
PANSY, from finest English show varieties is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed .. .. .. \s.id.,ts.id.,is.id.2i^A 5 o
STOCK, WUliams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new ..16
„ East Lothian . . per collection of tliree colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new . . 2j. id. and 3 6
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety, i o

,, new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger . . 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c, in collections

as imported.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Cliolce Tricolor and Bronze Geraniums.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE can supply, at per
dozen:—Acme, 5s.; Florence, ^s.; Howarth Ashton, 6.J. ;

Lady Cullum, is.\ Mrs. Dunnett, 55.; Mrs. Rutter, 6j.; Prince

of Wales, gj.; Peter Grieve, 95.; Sophia Cusack, 3^.; Sala-

mander, 9.1.; Lass 0' Gowrie, dr.; Mrs. Colonel Wilkinson, ^s.,

Miss Pond, izj.; Black Douglas, 3^.; Earl of Rosslyn, 4^.;

Rev. C. P. Peach, 5^.; Reine Victoria, 4^. Terms cash. A
LIST of other varieties, post free.

Boston Park Road Nurseries, Brentford, Middlesex, W.

THE LAW80N NURSERIES,
EDINBURGH.

Evergreen Shrubs for Present Planting.

Bhododendrons, Ivies in Pots, &c., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Bedding-out Plants
in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magnificent specimens, perhaps the

finest ever imported.

CLEMATISES in POTS—a large Collection
ef all the leading varieties, including the splendid

flowers raised by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq , viz. :

Henryii, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana, los. id. the set

of three plants.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1875, containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from

which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, IJ..2J. 6i.,and 5s. per pkt.

CINERARIA, IS.. 2j. id., and 5s. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, 2s. id. and ss. per packet.

„ „ RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, as. id. and 5s. per packet.

., „ ALBA FLORE-PLENA, ss. id. and ss. per packet.

AURICULA, IS. and as. id. per packet.

CARNATION, 2s. id. and 5s. per packet.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, is. and 2s. id. per packet.

HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2s. id. per packet.

PINKS, IS. and zs. id. per packet.

MIMULUS, IS. per packet. I PETUNIAS, id. and is. p. pkt.

PANSIES, id. & IS. id. pkt. | VERBENA, is.&as. id.p.fkt.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is. per packet.

,
, from named flowers, is. and 2S. id. per packet.

AMERICAN TUBEROSE, double flowered, large roots, 20s.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Carnations, Plcotees, and Finks.

TSAAC BRUNNING and CO. beg to
-1- announce that they have this Season a very fine and
extensive Collection of the above to offer, strong plants of which
are now readv for sending out. LIST of Varieties and Prices,

together with Illustrated SEED CATALOGUE, on application.

Our ONE GUINEA COLLECTION of CARNATIONS.
&c., contains six pairs of choice Show Carnations, six pairs of

choice Show Picotees, twelve pairs of Show Pinks, and twelve
choice mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders.

Carriage and package free on receipt of Post Office Order.

Half of the above quantities, iis.
" Belgrove, Queenstown, County Cork, Ireland.

^' February 15, 1875.
" Mr. W. E. Gumbleton has this day received the Carnation

and Picotee Plants, with which he is much pleased, and would

Clieap Plants.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
plants for present potting :

—

VERBENAS, Purple, White, Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose, good
plants, from single pots, 15. 6tt per dozen, 10s. per icw

;

rooted cuttings, is. per dozen, 6s. per 100, 50s. per 1000,

PELARGONIUMS, Scarlet—Vesuvius and Jean Sisley, is. 6<f.

per dozen, los. per 100,

,, White—Madame Vaucher, 15. 6et per dozen, 10s. per 100.

„ Pink — Blue Bell, Mrs. W. Paul, Maid of Kent, &c.,

i^. 6d. per dozen, 10.9. per 100.

„ Crimson — Waltham Seedling, fine bedder, is. 6d. per

CALCEOLARIA, Yellow Bedding, from stores, is. per dozen,

6s. per TOO : strong plants, 12;. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUMS, finest dark, rooted cuttings, is. per

doz., 6^. per 100; strong plants, is.6ci. perdoz., loj.perioo.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, blue, makes a fine bed, is. per

dozen, 5s. per 100 ; good plants, from single pots, is. 6d.

per dozen, 10s. per 100.

STELLARIA, aurea, new golden edging plant, is. per dozen,

&c.,PELARGONIUMS, Silver-edge—May Qu

,, Gold leaf—Crystal Palace Gem, is. per doz., is^. per 100,

ALTERNANTHERA, magnifica, fine, also paronychioides,

good plants, 7s. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

A^OAytDtil

NEW COLEUS,
"DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES:—

Royal Hortieultural Society, June 17, 1874; Royal
Botanic Society, June 20, 1874.

The foliage of this distinct and beautiful variety has margins of

purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of bright crimson-magenta,

forming a superb contrast to the green-leaved section of Coleus, by
reason of its dazzling brilliancy of colour.

Professor Thuber, in the Amerkan Agriculturisl, says :—" It is the

most beautiful foliage plant that has ever been exhibited.
'

Price 3s. 6d. each. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each.
Post Free, id. extra.

See Carter's Illustrated Plant Catalogue with beautifully

coloui-ed Engraving of above.

Price id.. Post Free, Gratis to Customers.

CARTERS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W,C.
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^Mrru/o
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,

FKE-E BV POST OR RAIL.

Sutton^ Conditions of Choice Flower Seeds, to

produce a beautiful and continuous display

durino Summer and Autumn.

No. 1 Collection,

No. 2 Collection

No. 3 Collection

No. 4 Collection

No. 5 Collection
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ing out. 415, " Hoppers on the Road," one of

W. Linnell's gorgeous landscapes, with road and
precipitous banks. 438, " The Path by the

River," G. D. Leslie, A.—low in tone but
nevertheless a perfect picture : observe the pros-

trate trunk and the reflections in the water.

439, " The Samphire Gatherer," J. C. Hook,
R.A. This is an excellent painting of a rosy-

cheeked girl with a basket of Samphire on the

top of a cliff : the view of the distant sea and
breaking waves below is beautiful, and the

Samphire in the basket is the true plant.

443, " The Mountains and Plain of Den-
derah on the Lybian bank of the Nile,

Doum and Date Palms, Sont trees, &c.," E.

W. Cooke, R.A. This is, altogether, one of the

most beautiful landscapes and studies of rich

colour in the exhibition. The sky is suffused

with various shades of purple, green, orange,

gold, and scarlet reflected from the setting sun.

Against these tints the dark trees stand out in

bold relief, and are reflected in the rippling

water. The trees are uncommonly well worked
out, and correct. Notice the glariness of the

water under the trees near the shore. 444,
" Winter," H. R. Robertson. This is in strong

contrast with the majority of the landscapes of

this year's Academy. An old woman in a black
dress and red hood is sawing by the side of a
ruinous hovel and equally ruinous dog-kennel.

The distance is market-garden-like, and the sky
is slate-coloured, with a white streak on the

horizon. In the foreground are Cabbages. Mr.
Robertson has painted several pictures from Mr.
Smee's garden at Hackbridge, but Mr, Smee, we
are sure, would decidedly disapprove of these

apocryphal Cabbages. What, however, can be
expected from the gardening of an old woman
who is a sawyer as well as a horticulturist .' 456,
" Sunset on the Moors," J. T. Linnell : a richly

coloured stormy sunset. In 463, " At Ashfordly,

near Melton Mowbray," J. M. Barber, we have
another well painted river-side picture, with
yellow Water Lilies, and the foliage of the Giant
Coltsfoot. 478, " Among the Birches," A. J.

Lewis, is a beautiful picture of woodland scenery,

which only requires a group of the Birch-loving

Agaricus muscarius to make it perfect. 481,
" The Fallow Field," J. W. Oakes, is a spring

landscape of the greatest beauty, with showery
sky, and the sun lighting up a valley in the

distance— Primroses and flowering Blackthorn

in the foreground : observe the effect of the deep
shadow over the distance on the left, and the

sun just glancing over the field, as shown by
the shadows cast by the distant trees. 489,
" The Crofter's Moss," T. Graham, is a power-

fully painted mountain subject. 503, by J.

MacWhirter, and 513, "Loch Scavaig,"

Vicat Cole, A., are both magnificent studies

of mountain and flood. 507, " Farewell

Summer," Miss A. F. Mutrie, is a picture

of Pompons, Roses, " modern antique," fan

of peacock's feathers, &c., and is one of this

artist's masterpieces ; every part of the pic-

ture is worthy of close study : observe the

effect of the sweet amber colour of the glass

beside the deep purple and blue jar. 517, " The
Gloom of Glen Ogle," J. Smart, is a most im-
pressive painting of huge masses of slate-black

rocks and heavy dark sky. 520, illustrative of

some lines by Kirke White, H. H. Cauty, is a
lovely picture of a pleasant sylvan walk and
sandy path, beside a wooden park fence and
overhanging trees : observe the position and im-

portance of the black dog in this subject. 526,
" Near Torquay," C. Simms, is a pretty little

picture of a shady walk, but the attempt to paint

the sunlight on the grass is hardly a success. 533,
" Early Spring," E. Earle, is a charming wood-
land picture, with sloping banks covered with

Primroses. 554, "Wild Water," B. W. Leader,

is a picture of woodland and stormy flood ; the

water with the light upon it from the opening
clouds is a masterpiece of painting. 566,
" Twilight," P. Graham, a moorland scene,

with black tempestuous clouds sailing over the

picture. 585, "A Ferry on the Upper Thames,"
H. R. Robertson. This we esteem as one of

this artist's best pictures ; the effect o( the even-
ing sunlight on the piles, trees, and rippling

water, is very pretty, and the plants of Centaurea
nigra on the right are very good ; the picture is

less low in tone than other works by this painter.

613, " La Charge des Cuirassiers Fran^ais k

Waterloo," Philippoteau, is notabje ^s a suc-

cessful battle piece after the many dismal
failures of former years. 615, " Isabel ; a Por-

trait," Val. C. Prinsep, is a picture of a lovely

girl (with a very pale face') carrying a bird's-

nest in a large branch of Hawthorn, the latter

rather carelessly executed.

According to the sequence of numbers the
water-colour room is now reached. 635,
" Magnum Bonum Plums," J. Sherrin, is a
masterpiece of manipulation, after Hunt's style.

642, " Trentham Wood from the Garden," John
O'Conner, is a beautiful garden sketch, with a
great deal of sky. 663, " Primulas," Miss
Isabella Green, is a neat little drawing, but not
specially good. 674, " A Beech Forest," J. M.
Fergusson, is an excellent picture of gigantic

ruinous Beeches, such as one sees at Burnham.
684, " Hyacinths," 701, " Hyacinths," both by
S. J. Whiteford, the first a white and a purple
Hyacinth, but without any special excellence

;

the latter a white and a pink Hyacinth and
Camellia bud in an old earthern pot, well

painted and brilliant. 712, " Snowstorm on the
Glydders, North Wales," J. J. Cwmock ; this is

a magnificent water-colour of mountains and
mountain streams, with an approaching storm
of snow. 714, "In the Canterbury Meadows,"
C. Earle, is a good river-side picture,

but to us a little unsatisfactory. 720, '• The
Chestnut Avenue, Cowdray Park, Sussex," T. J.

Soper, fails to give us a true idea of Chestnuts.

738, " Chrysanthemums," Miss C. Philip. In
this the work is imperfect and laboured, with
the leaves unnatural and out of perspective.

780, " Green Gages and Apricots," P. Dolan,
seems up to the average, but the picture is

towards the top of the room. 793, " Primroses,"
Miss M. Naftel, is very good, and in the style

of Hunt, but really one has seen so many water-
colours of Primroses in this room that the very
name of " Primroses " seems to predispose one
against them. 798, " Gum Cistus and Sweet
William," J. J. Hardwick, is a pretty and
brilliant bit of drawing and colour, and a relief

from its freshness of subject. S08, "The Thames
at Bolney, near Henley," W. Gosling, is a very
fine piece of water-colour painting of trees and
water ; the horses and oxen, as seen lit up by
the sun through the opening in the trees, is very
pretty. S22, " Plums and Apples," W. Hough

—

Apples, Plums, Cob-nuts, and fruits of the wild

Rose : our remarks on 635 exactly apply to this

picture.

We now come to the remaining paintings in

oil. 834, " The Baron's Dessert," W. Hughes :

this is a picture painted in Lance's style, with
a huge salver, bunches of Grapes, Nuts, and
Pears (or Quinces), all well done, with a sombre
background and the never-failing glass of hock.

846, " The Ornithologist," J. H. Hague, is an
excellent picture, which includes, besides birds,

fishes and other animals ; it is a study of good
drawing and colour : observe the tint of the sky
as seen through the window as contrasted with
the coat on door, and the colour of the orni-

thologist's nether garments, and the dish of rosy
Apples on the ground. 853, " The 28th Regi-
ment at Quatre Bras," by Miss Elizabeth
Thompson, deserves a word of notice in

passing to S60, " Gaffing a Salmon," J.
Docharty, a Black Pine forest on the banks
of a rocky stream. 1157, "Fruitful Boughs,"
W. Hughes, represents large branches of Plums
and Apples, perfectly painted. 11 58, "Great
Sport," P. H. Calderon, R.A.—an altogether

excellent and pleasant picture of two children

in a flowery meadow, one with a net catching
butterflies, the other with a basket to preserve
them in when caught : the happy children are

up to the waist in grasses. Mullein, Lychnis,
Dog-Daisies, and Dandelions. 1191, "A Good
Bargain," H. Woods. A country huckster driv-

ing a bargain in a country garden, in the beds
in the foreground of which and in pots are

flowers boldly and well painted and thoroughly
true to life. 1 193, " On the Banks of the

Thames, A.D. 200," G. D. Leslie, A. An excel-

lent picture of (judging from the seat, tesselated

pavement, &c.) a Roman lady ;
growing in

the deep bed of the Thames is the white
Water Lily, and on the seat may be seen
blooms of Camellia japonica. Such a lady

as this must have had a very improving
effect on the naked natives, who (if the

Commentaries are truthful) were in the habit

of painting themselves blue at the time when

Julius Caesar's soldiers crossed the Thames.
We presume, after all, it must have been Septi-
mus Severus who introduced Camellias from
China to our forefathers in blue, and helped
them to put up their first flues and boilers.

1199, " Summer Days for Me," A. W. Hunt.
There is an unpleasant chalkiness pervading
this landscape, which is otherwise well painted.

1213, " Summer Noon," Vicat Cole, A. This is

one of the most finished and perfect landscapes
in the Academy. Observe the admirable dash-
ing drawing and perfection of colouring in the
group of Ferns in the foreground—one of the
most difficult of all botanical subjects either to

draw or paint well. 1215, "Lever's Water,
Coniston," S. R. Percy : another highly-finished

picture of mountain, rock, and water. Notice
how uncommonly well-painted are the lowering
clouds and the deep blue of the distance under
the cloud on the right and just above the huge
jutting rock. 1218, "The Disputed Toll,"H.
Hardy, is a picture abounding in quiet humour,
and should be examined before leaving the
room, if only to notice the placid, contented
face of the elephant with its little twink-
ling, watery eyes. 1222, " Flowers, Fruit,

and Vases," J. Robie, is the most highly finished

and elaborate of all the fruit and flower pieces
at Burlington House ; the objects, both animate
and inanimate, are the things themselves.

1235, "Daffodils," W. J. Muckle, is an un-
usually good picture, and includes Azaleas,
Violets, &c. ; the colour is thoroughly studied

:

observe the intense purple Azaleas at top, the

sulphur Daffodils below, the blue jar to the left

and the pale rose-coloured Azalea on the right.

Any one of the pictures above adverted to

would look much better removed from the walls,

for a picture always requires some sort of

isolation to bring out its qualities. The neigh-

bouring pictures of a gallery always have an
influence for good or bad on each other.

New Garden Plants.
Macrozamia Plumosa, Hort. Bull.*

Among Mr. Bull's rich collection of Cycads is one

of great beauty, introduced from Queensland, and
called by the garden name of M. plumosa. Although
it is a very unsafe thing to attempt to identify certain

species of Cycads from small specimens, especially

when cones are absent, yet it seems probable

that the plant of which we give a figure is the

Macrozamia Paulo-Gulielmi of Mueller's Fragmenta,
i. 87 (1S58), Bentham's Flora of Australia, and
other works. M. plumosa is a peculiarly graceful

plant, with a marked spiral twist in the leaves,

the slender linear pinna; of which are also in many
cases spirally twisted. This is well shown in Mr.
Worthington Smith's drawing, where also a plan of

the spiral arrangement is given. The pinnfe spring

from the edges of a flattened rachis, and are quite

glabrous, 6—S inches long, \ inch wide, channelled

along the upper surface, and with a more or less

prominent midrib, the lower surface is marked

• Macrozamia Paiilo-GuUelmi, F. v. Mueller, Fragment.
i., p. 86: ii., p. 179. — Trunk scarcely raised from the ground,

covered with the woolly imbricate bases of the old petioles :

leaves otherwise glabrous, i— 3 feet long, the rachis narrow, but
often flat on the top ; pinna: numerous, very narrow and often

almost terete, contracted and sometimes callous at the base, the

longer ones 6—8 inches long and i—rj^ line broad, thick and
obscurely veined ; cones on woolly peduncles of i—3 inches, the

males oblong-cylindrical, scarcely above 3 inches, the scales

about 4 lines broad, somewhat thickened at the apex, with a

short point : fruiting cones about 4 inches long, 2 inches thick,

the larger scales about i inch broad and rather thick, those of

the lower part of the cone narrower and thicker, the apex almost

rhomboidal with a very short point. (Benth. Flor. Austral, vi.

251 : A. D.C. Prod, xvi., sect, ii., p. 536, 1868, Queensland and
New South Wales). To this species probably belong M. tenui-

folia, Hort. Bull. CM. tenuifolia, Hort. Bull., appears to us not

to belong to this species. Eds.], and M. plumosa, vide supra,

M. spiralis, Miq. Mon. Cycad. 36, t. 4, 5.—Trunk short

:

leaves glabrous, 2—4 feet long, the rachis usually more or less

raised longitudinally on the upper surface between the two rows

of pinna: ; pinnae numerous, flat, straight, or slightly falcate,

the larger ones 8—10 inches long and 3—4 lines broad, marked
on the under side with longitudinal parallel veins, slightly con-

tracted and callous at the base, inserted longitudinally, and the

lower margin slightly dccurrent, the lower pinna: much smaller,

and sometimes passing into a few small teeth, a gland-like

callosity at the base of the pinnae on the upper side, sometimes
prominent, sometimes very obscure ; male cones 6—10 inches

long, ij^—2 inches thick, the scales much flattened, the apex,

however, thicker than in M. Preissii, about J4 inch broad,

tapenng into an incurved point, very short on the lower scales,

y^ inch long or more on the upper ones : fruiting cones varying
much in size, but usually shorter and thicker than the males,

the apex of the larger scales i— iJ4 inch broad, and usually

3—4 lines thick, with an incurved point usually short. Benth.

Fl. Austral, vi. 251 (1873); A. D.C. Prod, xvi., ii. 535 (1868).—

Zamia spiralis, R. Brown, Prod. 348 ; Encephalartcs spiralis,

Lehm. Pugillus, 6.—Of this species Bentham admits as varieties

—I , var. corallipes, Bot. Mag. . t. 5943 ; 2, var. secunda : 3. yar.

cylindracea (a garden name for a form with the narrow foliage

of M. Paulo-Gulielmi, but with a glabrous trunk and more terete

rachis) ; 4, diploraera.
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wilh several loiigiiudinal nerves. The segments

or pinnre are very numerous, and some of

them are deeply bifurcated, as in the variety of M.
spiralis called by F. v. Mueller M. spiralis var.

diplomera. It is probable also that the peculiar

spiral twist of the foliage is to a large extent peculiar

to the young plant, though according to F. v. Mueller

not wholly so. In any case we have in this plant one

of the most elegant of this noble family. The very

slender elongate leaf-segments give the plant a very

graceful appearance, and render it a very valuable

It is only necessary to caution the reader against con-

founding the Encephalartos Friderici Guhelmi of

Lehmann, now referred to IC. cycadifolius, and a

native of South Africa, with the Macrozamia I'aulo-

Gulielmi of Queensland. /)/. T. M.

X Odontoolossum Mukrellianum.*

Nulla diis iim liiica ! If not "dies," let us

modestly say "hebdomas." There is, indeed, no end

to our learning in 1 irchidology, getting wider, clearer

views, having answers for old questions, and new un-

with a light tinge of purplish violet and with ^somc
such darker blotches distributed wilh tlic greatest

irregularity, and put on the base of the thrce-lobed

narrow lip those lamelliform toothed calli of O. Pes-
catorei of the most splendid yellow and before some
yellow calli of O. na^vium, and give to the column
oblong touthlctted wings and some purplish violet

and yellow blotches. To show to excess the hybrid
nature, there was no candicula, no glandula, and the
pollen masses themselves were not waxy but soft.

This lovely plant, unique, as far as we know, has

Fig. 132.—macrozamia plumosa, hort. bull (paulo-gulielmi?).

plant for decorative purposes, Mueller describes the

stem of M. Paulo-Gulielmi as subterranean, the number
of pinnx as nearly eighty. M. pluinosa differs from
M. spiralis in the raches andleallels, in addition to the

cones. The seeds of some of the allied species are col-

lected by the natives as food. M. Paulo-Gulielmi

was first found by Mr. W. Hill, near Moreton Bay,

and afterwards by Grej^ory in the *' Expedition Range
Mountains." The trunk is said by both gentlemen
not to be visible above ground, whereas in Mr. Bull's

plumosa there is, as seen in the sketch, a short but

well marked trunk.

We append in the foot note an extract from
Bentham's Flora Auslralieiisis^ whicli may be service-

able to those not in possession of the original work.

solved questions arising from those answers ever

teaching us how much Is to be learned. Here is

once more such a lovely novelty as one could scarcely

have imagined. Take a raceme of a good, Odonto-
glossum noeviura, but with blunter sepals, petals and
lip, not wavy at all ; imagine all those organs washed

"^ XOdonto^lossuui Murrellianuin, H. G. Rchb. f.,n. hybr.—
Raccmo laxifloro : scpalis et tcpalis lanceolatis .iculis plaiiis ;

labello ab ungue lati: Wil n.ir > ti iliil- , l'''i- l.ni i ,lIi1>ii [iiiovatis

denticulatis, loboant, i

.
i i

i i- ^upra

lobos laierales iiui. ii
i i .

i ilUs

duobus oblongisileriLii i
-. - nm . n n,,, m. .Ii.m.i ml

(
|
. ii i

-, carina

forcipata anteposi

Floi

culal (Odontoglossum nobile IPescatoreiJ na:

/iolaceo-purpureo lavati maculis irregiil

iolaceo-purpureis. Calli labelli pulcherrima
albi

c Nov. Granada i

just flowered in the garden of Mr. W. Burnley Hume,
so well known for his having flowered the first Balc-

mannia Burtii. The plant, a small thing, quite like

a plant of O. Pescatorei, was observed with a lot of

that species. The lucky possessor wished it to be
named in honour of his gardener, Mr. Murrell, who
appears to be very successful from llie copious

splendid inflorescences I once saw under glass bells in

Mr. Burnley Hume's drawing-room, arranged wilh

artistic skill by Mrs. Hume. H, G. Rchb. J.

FRITILLARIA (AMIUJRION) DASYPIIYLLA,

Baka'y n. sp*

This is the Asia Minor plant joined with Caucasian

' Fritillaria {Ainbiirion) dasyphylla. Baker, u. sp.—liulbo
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tulipifolia in my monograph upon the examination of

imperfect dried specimens. Now upon the study of

the livinj^ plant and a fine stock dried by Mr. Elwes
in Asia Minor, I have no hesitation in separating it.

The leaves are more numerous than in the Caucasian
plant {which is well figured in Botanical Magazine^
t. 5969), and not at all glaucous. The flower is much
less purple, and the stamens considerably shorter in pro-

portion to the perianth. The station where it was
found by Mr. EUves is in light sandy soil over serpen-

tine between Moolah and Aidin, 2000 feet above the

sea level. Both this and the other flower in England
in the latter part of April.

Bulb globose, under 4 inch thick, with membranous
tunics. Stem 3—9 inches above the soil, bearing
6— 12 fleshy green leaves, the lowest oblong, i?.—

2

inches long, \
—

% inch broad, the upper close, linear,

1
1—2 lines broad, mostly all scattered. Flower droop-

ing, usually solitary, broadly funnel-shaped, under an

inch long, pale purple on the outside, yellowish

within, quiteuntessellated, the nectary oblong obscure,

greenish, the outer divisions oblong, \ inch broad at

middle, the inner obovate-cuneate, 4 lines broad above
the middle, with a puberulent tip. Stamens 5—

6

lines long ; anther oblong, obscurely pointed, less

than half as long as the pubescent filament. Ovary

% inch long, clavate, deeply 6-sulcate in the upper
half. Style filiform, as long as the cvary, falling

decidedly short of the perianth-segments, quite entire

and filiform, with a capitate stigma. J. G. D,

THE HANDSWORTH
NURSERIES.

A FEW miles from the smoky busy town of Sheffield

are situated the very extensive and noteworthy nur-

series of Messrs. Fisher, Holmes & Co. An ordinary

observer would be apt to think that one large nursery

must be very like another, but though there is neces-

sarily a considerable similarity there are always

special points of interest arising from local circum-

stances, or from the tastes and acquirements of the

proprietors. Such is the case in the present instance,

but although we were prepared from the repute of

this old established firm to find large collections of

hardy ornamental trees and shrubs, especially Hollies

and Rhododendrons, we did not expect to see such

complete collections in other departments, nor were

we prepared to see such a display of clever manipula-

tion and successful propagation as is here apparent.

The least little scraps of variegated Conifers are

made to strike. Such things as *'mifry" subjects,

or such adverse conditions as "damping off," seem
not to vex the souls of the proprietors—their root-

grafted Clematis, their grafted Daphnes, their layered

Lapagerias throwing up a shoot from every "eye,"
and a hundred other subjects, evince the extreme
neatness and success of the operators. Out-of-

doors our attention was principally attracted to the

fine show of early Rhododendrons (time, end of

April), many of them in fine specimen plants, not

a few—the original types, as a botanist would say

—

raised in the nursery. These Rhododendrons are

growing in a stiffish loam, and some hundreds of

varieties are kept in stock. Among those we noted
as most remarkable at the time of our visit were

—

Venus, with very fine blooms, flushed with pink ;

Cathcart, Sebastopol, Paxtoni album, a fine variety
;

Brightness, crimson ; Handsworthianum, a variety

now of thirty years' standing, but still holding its own
by virtue of its compact trusses of lilac-pink flowers

;

strictum, an old white variety ; Blanche, various
forms of arboreum and argenteum, some of which
proved tender in i86o ; other varieties referable to cam-
panulatum. One of these latter, named Robustum,
has very large leaves, covered beneath with the rich

orange-brown pubescence of campanulatum, and with
large lilac flowers. R. Falconer! also stands out-of-

doors here.

Hollies form another speciality of this nursery, Mr.
Fisher having for years taken great interest in select-

ing the seedling varieties. Consequently we find

here noble specimens of varieties well known to lovers

of these plants, such as Sheplierdi, at least 20 feet

high, and well furnished to the bottom ; platyphylla,

Golden Queen, Wliittingtonensis, Handsworthensis,
and one in particular like I. camellia?folium, but with
a loose habit, rapid growth, and producing abundance
o' fruit on the old wood. It was interesting to see on
one variety, with leaves with a silver central blotch, a
sport producing leaves with a green disc and a golden
edge ; and equally curious to see the great variation in

size and appearance in seedlings of the same age,

parvo globoso tunicato ;
caule -^—g-pollicari sKpissime unilloro

;

foliis 6—12 viridibus infimis oblongis vel oblanceolatis ^uperiori-
bus linearibus omnibus sparsis vel ravo siiprcmis vel infimis

oppositis ; perianthio late infundibulari 8—9 lin. lon-^o Jlavo-

purpureo hand tesselato, foveolis oblongis obscuris, segmentis
exterioribus oblongis, interioribus obovato-cuneatis ; staminibus
perianthio triente vel svibduplo_ brevioribus ; stylo filiformi

antheras superantc ovario Kquilongo ; stigmate capitate. —
F. tulipifolia var. dasyphylia. Baker, Lion. Journ. xlv. 266.

taken from the same tree and grown in the same seed-

pan. Ornamental Conifers are represented here in

quantities, amongst others is a fine variety of Deodar
with foliage so dense and compact as to give the

branches the appearance of a clipped lawn. Another
Deodar of forty years or more was hardly recognisable

from a Cedar of Lebanon. Golden Yews in abun-
dance and variety are to be found, and among them a
new variety of Taxus adpressa called aureo-marginata,

with neat compact habit and very bright golden edge

—

a decided advance on any similar variety known to us.

The Parsley-leaved Bramble is grown here in con-

siderable quantities. Trained to an arcade of wire,

its foliage is ornamental, and it produces an abundance
of large juicy fruits. As may be expected in so old-

established anursery, fine specimens and old " stools"

that rejoice the heart of a propagator are to be seen

here in plenty. Among others we noticed a Japanese
Maple some 12—14 feet high and between thirty and
forty years old. This nursery was also the birthplace

of the very elegant and free- flowering x Berberis

stenophylla, the parents of which are said to have
been B. Darwlnii and B. empetrifolia. For this

alone gardeners owe their gratitude to the firm. We
must leave the reader to imagine the acres of forest

trees and hardy shrubs, tli-^ endless quarters of fruit

trees, the thousands of Roses, and we must pass with
the mere mention the collections of herbaceous
plants.

In the houses a very large general collection of

stove and greenhouse plants is got together. The
object is, not to grow specimen plants, but to secure a

large and healthy stock, and this is effectually done by
the aid of the clever propagators, whose art is so con-

spicuous in this nursery. The houses themselves are

light and serviceable, many of them built by
Messenger of Loughborough, and all provided with
that very handy latch introduced by Mr, Simpson of

Worlley. To enumerate the contents of these houses

would be to write a list of the best Orchids, the best

Ferns, the best and popular stove and greenhouse

plants of the day. Seedling Echeverias are raised

here in quantities, and indeed there seems to be a

general tendency hereabouts to make use of succulent

plants for bedding purposes. Among Azaleas Lizzie

Tillery is noticeable as a free-flowering variety with

salmon-pink flowers laced and edged with white.

Lycopodium Lyallii and Actiniopteris, plants that do
not succeed well with all folks, are here growing away
vigorously. Aralia Veitchii is propagated by being

worked on A. reticulata, and such is the skill and
economy practised that a single eye and a leaf are

found sufficient. Daphne elcgantissima is also propa-

gated largely, as its value as a hardy variegated shrub

is likely to be great. This nursery has served as the

training school for some who are now among our lead-

ing nurserymen, and when we see the extent of the

establishment, and the business-like way in which it is

managed, we are not surprised at the progress of the

pupils.

Those who have the opportunity should not fail to

visit tliis fine establishment, where they are pretty

sure to find much to interest and not a little to instruct

ihem, especially if they should have as a cicerone the

head of the firm. Such, at least, is the experience of

A Rambler^

GREYA SUTHERLANDII.
Among the many important contributions to

botanical science for which it must ever be indebted

to the amiable and lamented Dr. Harvey, his /7(?r«

Capensis, or " Plants of South Africa," is not the least

important. While engaged in its preparation he was

one day sitting in his rooms in College with some dried

specimens of South African plants lying before him.

With one of these, as Dr, Moore, of Glasnevin,

happened to call on him, he just then appeared to be

specially occupied. Handing the specimen to him,

coupled with the remark that some eminent botanists

with whom he had been in communication with

regard to it were puzzled as to the order to which it

should be referred, he asked Dr. Moore to look at and

say where he thought this interesting nondescript

should be domiciled. Having examined the speci-

men carefully. Dr. M. returned it, confessing at the

same time that he was a good deal puzzled, but that

he thought, if not actually belonging to, it came very

near Saxifragena. '* Good,'' repliedDr. Harvey ; "it is

exactly there I have placed it." While they were

speaking Dr. Moore noticed something like seed or a

seed capsule, we are not sure which. This was

promptly laid hold of, carried home to Glasnevin,

sown, and the result was, raising in that establish-

ment—for the first time in Europe—plants of Greya

Sutherlandii, than which we believe a more telling or

more sensational subject has been or could be taken

in hand by the intelligent and high-class plant grower.

For the first time in Ireland this remarkable plant has

quite recently flowered at Glasnevin, This and once

at the Chelsea Botanic Garden are the only occasions
on record, we believe, of its flowering in Europe.

This very striking and beautiful shrub, though
existing in several parts of Cape Colony, was first

made known by the dried specimens forwarded thence
by Dr. Sutherland to Dr. Harvey, and was named by
the latter and Dr. Hooker in honour of Sir George
Grey, K C.B., who was at the time Governor of Cape
Colony, and who, in the words of Dr. Harvey, in-

variably took "a warm interest in developing the
natural history of South Africa." Bat hold. Plants-
men, to whose special notice we are anxious to

commend it, will care more to know what our plant
is like than to be told of its whereabouts in system
or little episodes in its history. Well, then, let them
fancy an overgrown Pelargonium of the woody or
"show" section—not Zonal or variegated—rather

long-jointed, and having smooth glossy leaves, exactly

resembling those of a Pelargonium, clustering mostly
towards the points of the branches. Instead,

however, of Pelargonium-like flowers rising from
their midst, we have a glorious, dense, many-flowered
upright spike, or raceme, several inches long,
composed of brilliant crimson flowers, bristling not-

ably with the remarkably elongated white-anther-
tipped stamens. Each flower has twenty of these
arranged in two rows, those of the outer row are
abortive, and are exceeded by many times in length
by the inner or fertile ones, whose prominence and
appearance add not a little to the general effect of the
magnificent flower-spikes. We do not know a subject
we should rather see taken in hand by the successful

and enthusiastic plantsman than this. It may be
objected that it is, as seen at present, somewhat leggy
and bare in hjtbit, but we all know what has been
done in getting over these in the case of Poinsettta,

Cyrtanthera, and other less promising subjects; and the
man who can subdue this magnificent South African,
and will be the first to place it in similar form as we
now see these on the exhibition stage, will produce a
sensation and effect something to be proud of. Well
might the lamented and rarely-gifted Wm. Henry
Harvey write—"A more interesting addition to our
conservatory shrubs has not been made for many
years." Irish Farmers' Gazette.

USES OF THE COMMON RUSFI.
In previous numbers of the Gardeners'' ChroiiicL'

(1871, p. 740; 1S74, ii., 3S5, 417) attention has been
directed to the uses of the common Rush, and other

points of interest connected with it in our own country.

Dr. Ilance publishes in the current number of the

yoiirnal of Botany some notes upon its employment
among the Chinese which contain some interesting

facts supplementary to those which we have already

recorded. The pith is sold in Canton in little bundles

folded longitudinally, and then secured by the ends,

being wrapped round spirally, just as one might make
up a hank of twine, the whole forming a cylinder

about 4 inches long and half an inch in diameter. The
pith thus prepared is employed in Chinese domestic

medicine, being simply boiled in water, and the water

drank ; it is said to be "of sovereign efficacy in febrile

affections." The use of "rushlights" among our-

selves is paralleled by the employment of this plant

for lamp-wicks among the Chinese. "The ordinary

light is a saucer, or a lamp like a candlestick, but
with no aperture for the reception of a candle, the top

being slightly excavated to hold oil, and the pith wicli

laid across this, and one of the ends lighted ; or some-
times oil is poured into a glass half filled with water,
the wick being held in a spiral tube of wire, with three
hooked arms to attach to the edge of the vessel." So
extensively is the Rush employed in this manner
that it is cultivated for the purpose in one district of
Canton, the pith being extracted by women, who run
a blunt needle along the stem, splitting it up, and
stripping off the pith entire. The species used is

our common soft Rush {[uncus effasus) ; the Sinpus
capsularis of Loureiro, which he describes as being
similarly employed both in medicine and for domestic
purposes, is no doubt the same plant ; a Cantonese
name signifying "lamp-wick grass " is common to
both.

But perhaps the most important use of the Rush
is in the manufacture of sun hats, of which Dr. Ilance
says :

—" I had always been under the impression that

these hats were manufactured from rice-paper (Fatsia

papyrifera) ; but the dissection of a hat at once dis-

proves this. In making these hats the modus operattdi

appears to be as follow?. The interior shell is first

formed of pasteboard, then four or five pieces of pith,

in lengths of between 2 and 3 inches, are taken and
rolled up in a piece of the extremely tough paper
always used by the natives for deeds and other legal

documents, and which is made from Broussonetia.

These rolls are packed in the shell until the required

thickness is attained, the outer case is added, and the
whole covered with silk or cotton," Dr, Hance says

that these hats are almost universally worn in summer
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by foreigners in the East, and suggests that it would
be worth while for our English manufacturers to

utilise this very common plant in the same manner,
as the manufacture is easy, and the demand for such
light and effective sun-protectors would probably be
very extensive.

It may be noted here in connection with the paper
upon ** Rushdsearing," which appeared in our last

volume (p. 3S5), that the practice of strewing the

floor of Nonvicli Cathedral with Rushes upon great

festivals is not at present maintained. For this in-

formation we are indebted to the Dean of Norwich,
Dr. Goulburn, who has not been able to ascertain the

date of its discontinuance. As the statement that the

custom still exists is copied from one book to another,

as if true of the present day, this note may be of

interest.

UrTON HOUSE, DORSET.
A QUARTER of an hour's ride from the Bourne-

mouth west railway station brings us to the town and

port of Poole, from whence a walk of less than an

hour will bring us to Upton House, known only

before as a pretty house and estate in Dorset, but now
of world-wide notoriety, thanks to "Sir Roger,"

Trudging along, enjoying the fresh and verdant

beauties of the surrounding scenery, we come to the

borders of the Canford estate at Hamworthy ; and

here we pause awhile to notice the model cottages

built for the labourers on his grounds by Sir Ivor

Guest, Bart., the wealthy proprietor of the splendid

manor. Neat and comfortable looking dwellings,

with pretty flower gardens in front, they form a

charming contrast to the "Dorset hovels" of which

we have read so much, and strike us as a redeeming

feature in the ugly picture lately drawn in which land-

owners, farmers, and labourers have figured so boldly.

Arrived at the lodge gates leading into the beautiful

park at Upton, we get a peep through the railway
arch of a pretty landscape picture, into the charms
of which, however, we must allow neither our steps

nor our pen to wander to-day. The drive from the

lodge gates to the house is nearly half-a-mile long,

bedded on each side with plants and evergreens,

serving to screen the railway embankment running
parallel to it on the one side, but on the other to in-

tercept some pleasing views of Toole Harbour and
the surrounding country. The park contains Spruce,
Larch, Birch and Scotch Firs, the latter of which
emit a perfume not unlike that which greets the olfac-

tory nerves of the visitor to our unique and pretty
watering-place, and similar to that of the Eucalyptus
globulus, a native of New Holland, which is found to

be hardy also at Bournemouth.
Under the umbrageous shelter of the fine trees that

stud the ground we would fain linger, but Time says
"pass on," and proceeding through the kitchen
gardens and pleasure-grounds we arrive at the fine

old mansion, which is in the Grecian style of architec-

ture, and tastefully covered on one side with trellis-

work. The house contains about fifty rooms, having
a large entrance-hall, handsome dining and drawing-
rooms, with a library, the doors of which are unique
in their construction, so closely resembling the
crowded bookshelves as to deceive the eye, and leave
the stranger a prisoner until a spring is touched by a
more practised hand, and the doors swing back.
There is also a pretty little chapel for family service.
From the upper windows of the house we can see that
the beautiful lawn below is extensive ; and raising the
eyes we find spread out before us, over the tops of the
trees, splendid views of the surrounding country miles
away. We are informed that the pleasure-grounds of
the mansion spread over 13 acres, and an hour's
saunter through them reveals to us a superb collection
of Roses, fine specimens of the Magnolia purpurea,
and a splendid mass of Rhododendron Cunninghamii
40 yards in diameter and 15 feet high, in a blaze of
scarlet bloom. Here, too, are a couple of large plants
which claim especial notice—the Araucaria brasiliensis,
which appear to be quite hardy, as also the
three varieties of the Cedrus—atlantica, Deodara,
and Lebanon. And now we stand in the
shade of one of the finest Virginian Cedars
we have ever met with—a magnificent fellow,
standing about 45 feet high, and measuring some iS
inches through the stem. Mr. Newton, the eminent
landscape architect, at present superintending the lay-
ing out of the winter garden for Bournemouth, and a
man of great experience in his profession, says of this
tree that it is the finest stem he has seen out of Vir-
ginia, and recommends the planting of it, not only for
ornamental purposes, but for profit in this district.

Passing on we find some Junipers, averaging 40 feet
high and 18 inches in diameter, and a number of large
Purple Beeches that form a pleasing contrast to the
eye. To the right of these is a beautiful little

geometrical flower-garden, laid out in grass and sur-
rounded by some choice specimens of Silver F'irs. A
path from this leads us again into the kitchen-garden
at the entrance to which stands one of the finest

Camellias we ever saw, trained to spread over the

garden wall. Mr. Crabb, the head gardener, to whose
courtesy we acknowledge our indebtedness, informed
us that this tree had been planted before his time, and
he reckons thirty-nine years on the estate. It covers

400 feet of surface, is perfectly hardy, and in full

bloom. The Camellia-house is also well- filled with
choice blooms, and wc noticetl a remarkable specimen
of the Wistaria sinensis, which in another week or so

will be well worth seeing. The kitchen-garden is

well-stocked, and the walls are covered with Pear,

Apricot, and F"ig trees, foremost amongst which
stands a splendid Marie Louise Pear, BouritcmotUh
Observer.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XVIII.
Daviu T. Fish.

Mr, D. T, Fish was born in the year 1822, at Old
Scone, Perthshire, and was educated in the parochial

school of New Scone, where sound instruction was
imparted, including mensuration, land surveying,

mathematics, and the ability to read Latin. His first

school of horticulture, he tells us, was the garden of

the Earl of Mansfield, Scone Palace, Perthshire,

then under the able management of Mr. James
Dodds, who, during the three years of his apprentice-

ship, was assisted by three most efficient foremen

—

Mr. W. Purday, who succeeded to the curatorship of the

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, and died some years agoj

Mr. Alex. Blackie, of Revesby Abbey ; and Mr. John
Lamont, of Dickson & Company, Edinburgh—a trio

of worthy men who did much by their own enthu-

siasm in botany, floriculture, and kitchen gardening,

to evoke similar qualities in the young men under

their charge. Mr. Dodds was also able and energetic,

seldom giving direct instructions, but rather teaching

by example, and now and then by a pregnant saying,

such as was addressed to him one Saturday, when
working hard to clean the long range of houses, "That's

right, Davy ; cleanliness is the parent of health"—

a

sentiment that was soon made the common property

of all the lads and men on the place.

No doubt, as Mr. Smith has observed. Scone was
a good school for the learning of the art of gardening
as a handicraft. Work was not only plentiful, but had
to be well done. It mattered not whether it was
mowing from 5 to 9 in the morning, hoeing, digging,

raking, nailing, no "scamping" was ever allowed.

Those marvellous Morello Cherries adverted to by
Messrs. Smith and Ward were looked up to with a
sort of veneration, and the honour of being allowed to

nail them was coveted as much as a senior wrangler-

ship at a university. The curriculum for apprentices
was also a useful and an unvarying one. One year
{the first), fires and houses ; the second, serve the

kitchen ; and the third, work in the flower garden.

Custom generally gave a fourth as a journeyman, to

establish more perfectly *' 'prentice hands " by prac-

tice in all departments before changing to another
place, or going into an Edinburgh nursery.

" Fortunately," observes Mr. Fish, "a better open-
ing than either of these was made for me by my
brother, Robert Fish, for many years gardener
at Putteridgebury, Luton, Beds. I arrived there

in the middle of November, 1S42, and remained
at Putteridge as second and first foreman till the

spring of 1S45. These years were among the

busiest and happiest of my life. They were dis-

tinguished by hard work, harder study, warm
brotherly and sisterly sympathy—for my sister, Mrs.
Erskine, then kept my brother Robert's house at

Putteridge—and wise help. In the garden Robert
was a strict impartial master—no favour to any one ;

his Spartan rule wasto get the most work in the shortest

time, of the highest quality, from every man and boy
in the place. Out of the garden no man could have
had a more affectionate brother, nor a truer friend.

At Putteridge the far-reaching issues of gardening as

a science began to unfold themselves, and assumed
new and higher aspects. Chosen at first from a mere
youthful love of llowers, and a romantic desire to

tread in the footsteps of my two brothers, Robert and
John, and the distinguished botanical collector David
Douglas—all of whom graduated in Scone gardens
under Mr. Beattie—gardening now revealed itself as

a fine art, on a level as a means of culture and in

ennobling influence with poetry, music, or painting.

The flower-garden at Putteridge first suggested the

idea of a beautiful poem without words. From the

moment these high ideals took possession of the mind,
gardening was pursued with the ardour of a passion ;

no labour was accounted too severe, no study too

hard, no application too unwearied, to master its

principles or carry out its details. The one
thought and purpose was, not how to make gar-

dening of use to me, but how best to qualify my-
self for serving it. Thought and work were the more
obvious modes of service ; and in these easy-going

times, when so many young men seem to have made

up their minds to glide on to success and win fame
on the lazy steeds of indolence or indifference, it may
be uscfid to cut out the plan of an evening's study
from my note-book of those times.

"Firstreading, then writing, composition, and finally

drawing. I'he reason for this order was that reading,
being less of a mental elTbrt than writing, sooner led
to drowsiness. As soon as that came on tlie book was
exchanged for the pen, copying firstin a book extracts,

then direct composition, which acted as a powerful
stimulant, and drove away sleep. The final remedy
was found in drawing, which was done standing, and
not till sleep mastered me with compas.=es in hand
were the studies relinquished. This course may be
looked at as an example in two ways— to be avoided as

well as imitated. But such was the sort of voluntary
forcing to which I subjected myself at Putteridge, and
doubtless it had its influence in calling out the en-

comium from my first mistress— ' an old head on
young shoulders.'

"From Putteridge to Knight & Perry's nursery was
indeed a change. The spring of 1S45 was so .'severe

that we had to take turn about up all night with the
fires ; and to fortify (so it was thought) us youngsters,
the man on night duty went in at 11 r. M. to Mr.
Perry to report temperature, and drink up or carry
forth with him an enormous glassful of brandy and
water— a sure recipe for stupidity or the sleep of
insensibility to duty to those who drank it off. Mr.
Knight's manner with young men was a useful model.
He never let an opportunity escape of giving them a
word of reproof, instruction,- or correction, if need be.

He gave me my first lesson in the application of
closet sewage to pot plants at an old pump behind
the orangery, and, seeing how distasteful it was,
supplemented it by a useful lecture on the uses made
of such materials in the culture of Orange trees and
Camellias on the Continent. ' Old Joe,' as we all

called him, gave me many a sly smile as he passed
the pits of young Camellias that were duly liquored by
me twice a week from that date, stopping to point out
one day how much darker green the foliage was since

the rich food had been given them in their liquor.

"This incident led to the studyof the sewage question

and to the conclusion, though rather a novel one at

that time, that the only possible solution of it was the

conversion of dead matter into living, and to change
poison into food, through the ministry of plants and
the cleansing agency of the earth. The sanitary powers
of plants and the ability of the earth to deal with the
residuum of life, labour, combustion, decomposition,
have now been practised, tested, and proved sufficient

for nearly a quarter of a century. The nursery is a
most useful school for young men, and all ought to
pass through it. A fuller knowledge of men, business,

and plants can be gleaned in nurseries than in private

gardens. The mental culture and intellectual advance-
ment of the men in the nursery were also stimulated
and cared for at that time, and in the prizes of books
for drawings of hothouses (Price on the Picluraque
was won by Mr. Manders while I was in the nursery),

the establishment of the study, &c., we had the germs
of those more perfect arrangements that have been
made by the Messrs. Veitch and others for the intel-

lectual culture and physical comfort of the men in

their employment.
"The West London Gardeners* Association was then

in full vigour, under the able presidency of Mr. John
Caie, then of Bedford Hill, and now for many years
lost to horticultural literature in the far north gardens
of Inverary Castle, Argyllshire. Mr. Caie welcomed
me for my brother's sake, and at that time Messrs.
Keen, Gray, Mitchell, Peel, Doran, and many others
gave life, animation, and great usefulness to the
meetings held at Parson's Green, Fulham.

"Amid all these engcigements time sped swiftly, and
with the middle of the summer came the offer of a
head place. This offer proved my first great pro-
fessional trial. From the summit of my ideal I
was brought suddenly down to the lowest level of every-
day life by the offer of a situation at £y::> per year,

with board, and the half of a footman's room for

lodging. Hardly had these terms escaped 'Joe's'
lips, when my indignation blazed forth, much to the
good man's amazement. ' Why,' I asked, ' couple
the knowledge and culture of professional men with
the rewards of a livery servant?' Joe, with all his

knowledge and tact, could not answer that question ;

and it may be added that notwithstanding all that has
been said and done since it still needs an answer.
Rewards should bear a closer relation to qualification,

service, and character, than they yet do in horti-

culture.

" In this first struggle, which was partly successful,

was laid the germ of those efforts which I have never
ceased to put forth for the bettering of the condition

of gardeners.

"About July I, 1S45, I entered the service of Sir

PhUip Broke, Bart., of Broke Hall, Nacton, Ipswich,
a near relative of Sir Wm. and Lady Middleton, of
Shrubland Park, Ipswich. At that time Mr. Beaton
was in his prime, and it must be recorded to the
honour of his memory, that from the time of my entry

into Suffolk until his death he treated me as a father.
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and delighted to pour his rich stores of knowledge and
fertilising streams of practice into the young man who
was all ear to listen and afterwards to learn. If

James Dodds and his staff of assistants had some hand
in hammering the school-boy into a shapely workman,
Robert Fish and Donald Beaton finished the horti-

cultural man for his best work. The discipline of
Broke Hall was also useful—new houses had just been
built, and the first businesswas to plant them with Vines
and Peaches. No sooner was this done than advice
gratis poured in upon Sir Philip from all quarters,

and being a novice in gardening he not only wished
to take it all, but actually asked for more from every
possessor of a garden in the neighbourhood. There
were, in addition, the usual contests between Sir

Philip and Miss Broke, his sister, who was fond uf

plants and looked upon the new houses as a means of

wealth to her greenhouse and drawing-room, t^c.

Sir Philip, a post-captain in the navy, also wished to

control temperature on the same principles as he
ordered the steering of his wooden walls, and to this

end furnished the houses with indexed thermometers,
and carried the key or magnet for setting them in

his pocket ; this, with a programme of temperature
framed by myself, he held, and used the whip-handle
without mercy. Within about six months I had talked

and grown myself out of all these and other difficul-

ties. The critics were silenced by results, the magnet
was lost, the confidence of employer won and kept
till the last. Difficulty only sharpened diligence and
strengthened the determination to succeed ; never
were Vines, trees, or plants nurtured as these were.
No hand touched them but my own. Air, water,
food, heat, were all dealt out as if life and death
hung upon the issue. Baskets of sweet decomposing
manure were held in reserve throughout the even-
ing, to be changed and turned in the vineries to

charge the atmosphere anew with ammonia at every
visit. Whole hours were passed in study under the
Vines, that the respired carbonic acid might add
to their strength. And the reward was won when,
not only Sir Philip and his friends, but the late Sir

Wm. and Lady Middleton, and, better than all,

Donald Beaton, came over—saw—praised, and were
satisfied.

" Broke Hall, though a good start, hardly afforded

elbow-room enough ; and Glevering Hall—then one of

the finest places in East Suffolk—becoming vacant, I

(one of sixty applicants, so it was said) obtained that

situation. Broke Hall was left with much regret,

after writing to London for a successor j and as illus-

trative of the terms on which I left, and the

kindness of heart of my first master, who has

now been dead many years, it may be stated

that, on his first visit to Glevering after my
arrival, he left his carriage at the front door

and walked straight into the garden to seek and find

his young Scotchman, and to wish me success and
happiness in my new- place, where he hoped I would
find sufficient scope for my abilities. Sir Philip's

visit was more expressive than words.

"The chief characteristics of Gleveringwereits large

kitchen garden and shrubberies, lawns and flower

gardens, extensive ranges of vineries, plant stoves,

large conservatory, and choice collection of Pears

on walls, and a nice lot of Orchids. Unfortunately

about six months after my removal to Glevering the

late Mr. Arcedeckne's father died, and the place was
let, and likely to continue so, and this led to my
leaving it. About this time, too, an offer was made
to me by Mr. Nesfield to lay out his plans at

Bylaugh in Norfolk, and had not certain delays

occurred in regard to the prosecution of this

work, I should possibly have devoted the re-

mainder of my days to work of this kind, which
is, perhaps, my favourite branch of gardening.

But, weary of waiting, I accepted a situation,

previously offered by Mr. Weeks, of Chelsea, to

go to Kirkleatham Hall, near Redcar, the seat

of Mrs. Newcomen. This was the easiest situation

I ever filled. Having lived about ten years in

housekeeper's rooms, I left on account of some diffi-

culty in the way of getting a home of my own.
Living in the house, if one is perfectly sober—a total

abstainer— is not without its advantages. One learns

the wants and ways of households, and young men
lose the rawness of garden life, and take on a little

polish from the men and maidens with whom they are

brought in contact. And though gentle manners will

neither make men nor gardeners, they add grace

and smoothness to everyday life, and render gardeners

more agreeable to their employers—a point which
even such a great statesman as Lord Palmerston was
keenly alive to, for we find him in his biography com-
plaining that his new gardener was a much less

pleasant companion than his old one.
*' Arrived in London one of my first calls was upon

Dr. Lindley, at 21, Regent Street, then the head-
quarters of the Horticultural Society of London. His
eye looked me through and through as he was in-

formed who I was, and what I wanted. In an instant

he called me a fool point blank for staking a com-
fortable situation on a matrimonial venture, but re-

lented instantly, and added that were I only one-tenth

as clever as my brother Robert I was fit to fill tlie

best place in England. Nothing, however, came of
the formal registration in the books, and again my
attention was turned to landscape gardening, and
while engaged in such work a letter was received from
Lady Cullum, offering me my present situation. It

seems that kind friends in East Suffolk had not for-

gotten their old neighbour, and, hearing of a vacancy,
Iiad recommended me to Sir Thomas and Lady Cullum
while I was yet ignorant of the place being vacant.

The novelty of the offer, coupled with the presenti-

ment, which had grown into a firm conviction from the
time of first seeing Hardwicke, perhaps ten years
before, that I should one day live there, made the way
to an engagement easy.

"I find that I arrived at Hardwicke on April 2,

1S55, over twenty years ago. The late Sir Thos.
Cullum, who died before my arrival, was a great planter

and an accomplished horticulturist. Lady Cullum was
also devoted to gardening, and distinguished by refined

and highly cultured taste. Hardwicke is largely their

creation, and in its planning and furnishing they were
ably assisted by the late Rev. Frederick Cheere and
some good practical gardeners—Mr. Smy, who is just

dead, my immediate predecessor, and Mr, Saml. Barret,

still land steward at Hardwicke. Of my own doings
here it would ill become me to write, or to say more
than that all the changes and extensions have been
planned and executed with a view to preserve the

old beauties of the place while adding new ones to

them, and, in a word, to endeavour to fill the garden

and glasshouses with plants, and adorn them with

beauty all the year round.
** How far I have succeeded or failed in this ideal it

is not for me to record ; suffice it, that through all

these years I have been able to give pleasure and
satisfaction to an employer who long since merged the

authority of the mistress in the kindness of a friend
j

have added somewhat to the beauties of a place not

destitute of natural and artificial charms j have formed

and boldly expressed my convictions on all public

questions j have continued to advocate in public

and in private all measures tending to the ele-

vation of horticulturists and the advancement of

horticulture ; to diffuse among all classes a deeper

love and a truer knowledge of gardening as one of the

strongest antidotes to debasing pleasures and sweetest

allurements to virtue j and to be, in a word, in some
humble means worthy of a profession that is allied to

all that is beautiful in Nature and skilful and refined

in Art, that condenses the vegetable wealth and plenty

of the world into the limited areas of gardens, em-

bodies the revelations of science, the scintillations of

genius, and the results of the most successful prac-

tice into profusely illustrated poems of stately measure

and well-balanced rhythm, or weaves them into

finished pictures flushed with beauty and filled in

with plenty—an art that, in fine, affords to all its

votaries, of whatever rank or station, some of the

purest and most satisfying pleasures that fall to the

lot of man."

Since the above was written, some months since,

Lady Cullum has died, and Mr. Fish, writing of

this, says, **The sun of Hardwicke seems put

out."

MASDEVALLIA POLYSTICTA.
This plant was introduced by M. Roezl from

Northern Peru in the spring of 1874, in company with
two others, viz., M. caloptera and M. melanopus, all

of which were described and named by Professor
Reichenbach in the Gardeners' C/ironkkiot March 14,
1S74 ; since then we have had the pleasure of seeing
it flower, and it is, as M. Roezl described it, "a little

wonder." It is very distinct from all other known
Masdevallias, as it produces several developed flowers
on the same spike at one time ; the colour of the
flower is pure white, thickly covered with a quantity
of purplish brown spots ; the tails are bright yellow.
This is a very free-flowering species, and, therefore,
cannot fail to recommend itself to all lovers of Orchids.
The plant here figured (fig. 134) flowered with Mr. B.
S. Williams, of the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries.

Jfflwip Ol^flrresgonkirte.

The Adelaide Botanic Gardens.—These gar-
dens are situated on the banks of the River Torrens,
which flows between the two great divisions of the
city of Adelaide, and is a portion of the park lands
surrounding the city on all sides, which for extent and
natural beauty are not surpassed, and which contribute
in no small degree to the health of the citizens.
Thiswise provision made in laying out the city will be
felt with greater force by each succeeding generation
as population increases in number and density. The
course of the river is from east to west, and the
gardens are on the south side. The surface is of an
undulating character, falling gradually from the level
of the elevated plateau on which the larger and most
important portion of the city stands to the level of the
valley of the river. The grounds comprise about
50 acres of rich chocolate loam, with a substratum of
limestone on the higher grounds to alluvial on
the flats. A creek runs through the grounds,
on the course of which some fine sheets of water
have been formed, covering about 6 acres. The main
entrance to the gardens is near the north-east angle of
the city. The entrance-gates are of ornamental cast-
iron. From thence the main walk, which is 20 feet
wide, leads in a straight line through the gardens. It
is intersected by a fine sheet of water about the middle
of the grounds, over which it is intended to erect a
handsome bridge. The walks which intersect the
grounds in diflerent directions are all laid out in the
highest style of landscape and artistic gardening. The
walks are beautifully made, and the curves are perfect
lines of beauty. The edges to the walks and borders
and the lawns and flower beds are all kept in the
highest order. The trees, shrubs, plants, &c., are all

arranged with the best possible effect. Statuary,
fountains, and rockwork, adorn the grounds, and
meet the eye of the visitor in every turn in the walks,
and the skilful distribution of the trees renders the
gardens eminently interesting. The great object in
laying out a public garden, not to compel visitors to
crowd together too much in one place, but to
disperse and meet again as their inclinations may
direct, has been attained. The visitor has choice of
three routes on entering the gardens, either by the
centre avenue, or to the right by the Pine grove and
arboretum, or to the left, which leads to the green-
houses, stoves, conservatory, fernery, &c.

The Director's residence is to the left of the entrance,
and is a handsome two-storeyed house. The lower
storey is covered with trelliswork, over which climbers
are trained of the rarest sorts. The Doctor's library is

here, and comprises all the newest works on botany
and floriculture, &c. Here also are a number of fine

chromolithographs of scenes and incidents in the
Doctor's travels on the Orinoco with his late brother.

Sir Robert Schomburgk. The grounds surrounding
the house are very tastefully laid out as a flower garden
and shrubbery. From thence we pass on to the green-

houses, stoves, conservatory, fernery, &c., which
altogether form a very handsome and extensive range
of glasshouses.

In the greenhouses we noticed a magnificent dis-

play of Camellias, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Gloxi-

nias, Primula sinensis. Fuchsias, and other showy
greenhouse plants, all in splendid order. We might
particularise some remarkably fine Begonias, seed-

lings, grown by Dr. Schomburgk, and far superior

in size or beauty of flowers and foliage to the old

varieties. The plant-stoves and conservatory contain

a magnificent collection of plants, and are in the very

highest order, both as regards luxuriant growth and
handsome appearance. The plants are too crowded,
however, but the Director will remedy this as soon as

the very magnificent Palm-house about to be erected is

finished.

In the conservatory we particularly noticed some
very fine Tree Ferns, amongst others Alsophila excelsa

and A. Cooperii, Dicksonia antarctica ; also some
fine Strelitzias, and fine collections of Palms,

Dracaenas, and Crotons. Amongst single plants we
noticed Tillandsia splendens, the beautiful Bornean
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Fig. 134.—masdevallia polvsticta (nat. size).

Cypripedium Lowei ; also a magnificent specimen of

Calanthe veratrifolia, Theophrasta imperiali?, Pan-

danus Veitchii, Randia macrophylla, Rhopala mag-

nifica, Cycas revoluta, Cochliostema Jacobianum

—

a most superb stemless monocotyledonous plant with

masses of beautiful flowers, which issue from the base

of the leaves in large racemes ; /ICchmca Maria:

Regin;r, a stove Bromeliad with beautifully-coloured

bracts. In the Orchid-house there is a fine display of

beautiful and healthy plants. In the early attempts

to grow these it was found that the dry hot winds did

them much injury in spite of all that could be done to

keep them in a congenial atmosphere during their

continuance, and the Director hit upon the happy

expedient of placing all the plants in moss (sphagnum),

which is imported, as our native mosses were after

trial found unsuitable. There is here a fine collection

of Cypripediums, amongst which may be noticed C.

caudatum, niveum, and Ilookeria: ; Miltonia specta-

bilis, &c. ; Stanhopeas, Oncidiums, Catlleyas, Den-

drobiums, Epidendrums, &c. In the houses at the

rear of the conservatory there are many rare

and beautiful plants. Amongst otliers there are

some very fine Gloxinias, also a nice collection of the

genus Ixora ; a good Pitcher-plant (Nepenthes distil-

latoria) ; Dieffenbachia Pearcei, picta, and Weirii ; a

very beautiful plant of the Yam family (Dioscorea

metallica), with splendid bronze- like leaves ; a species

of Coffee (Coffea Uberica), which the Director believes

will grow well in Port Darwin ; a new Peperomia,

very fine ; and Godwinia gigas, new. Tliere is a fine

collection of Achimenes, and we saw tome m baskets

which looked really splendid. In ihe Fern-hcuse

there are some magnificent specimens of the beautiful

genus Adiantum. The following genera are well repre-

sented :- Alsophila, Aspidium, Rlechnum, Dick-

sonia, Lycopodium, Polypodium, Pieris, &c. On

the whole nothing can exceed the beauty of the

arrangement, and the fine healthy appearance of the
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plants. Adjoining the fernery there is a

The building is of rusticwork, and is, we believe, an

exact model of the Pantheon of Athens. It is open

to the public, and contains a splendid collection of

upwards of 2000 specimens of vegetable products used

in the arts and sciences and in domestic economy,
including dye-stuffs, resins, gums, medicinal products,

drugs, and beautifully-prepared sections of woods from

different countries ; also samples of the first prize

Wheats from the late London and Paris Exhibitions,

and a large collection of beautifully-executed models

of fruits, all neatly arranged under glass and correctly

named.
We must also notice the aviaries, which form quite

an ornamental adjunct to the range of glass-houses,

and which give quite a pleasing variety to the gorgeous

floral display ; nor must we forget to notice as we pass

along the beauty of the close green turf of the lawns,

the beautiful masses of flowers artistically arranged in

beds on the lawn, the fountains and rockeries, and the

single specimens of ornamental trees and shrubs

which dot the lawn here and there, and show off their

full proportions on all sides to the visitors.

Proceeding from the glasshouses we pass some fine

trees, amongst which may be noted Sterculia acerifolia

;

Arbutus Unedo, var. coccinea ; Bauhinia purpurea,

a magnificent plant, in full flower, which looks at a

little distance like a huge Rhododendron ponticum ;

it seems perfectly hardy, and is growing with great

rapidity. We now reach the large lake, which lies to

the right of the walk we are upon. Here the banks
of the lake are margined with magnificent Weeping
Willows, which afford a delightful shade for visitors.

Seats are liberally distributed throughout the garden,

and may be found under every tree affording shade.

Here are some fine vistas. On looking over the lake

glimpses are to be obtained of the gardens beyond.

A most beautilul effect is produced by an island in the

lake, on which there is a magnificent display of Ver-

benas, artistically arranged as to colours. Here also

may be seen the Bamboo (Bambusa arundinacea),

upwards of 40 feet high, and several other types of

oriental vegetation, which, with statuary peeping out

from amongst the foliage, gives to the place a charm
and novelty not often to be met with. On the banks

of the lake, in addition to the magnificent Weeping
Willows, we noticed a very fine Poplar (Populus alba),

also the Alder (Alnus glutinosa), and Betula alba var.

pendula.

Passing on we reach the open space which has been

set apart for the magnificent Palm-house about to be

erected. The building will be 100 feet long by 35 feet

wide. The dome will be 40 feet high, and the wings

25 feet. Double glass walls will be provided. It

will be the finest structure of the kind in the southern

hemisphere, and like the one recently erected in

Bremen, of which it is an exact model. We observe

that the contract for the building is now let, and in a

few months we may hope to see it finished. It is

estimated to cost ^iSoo, which will include the cost

of the structure and the completion of the earthwork

of the raised terrace, formation of parterres, walks,

&c. Adjoining this is the class ground, about 2 acres

in extent. Here all the families of the vegetable

kingdom are well represented, comprising about 130

orders in the two great divisions of Monocotyledons

and Dicotyledons, occupying respectively the centre

compartments and the outer borders. It is laid out in

oval form, with walks dividing it into an inner and

outer circle, with others intersecting, and in the

centre is a handsome cistern with fountain intended

for five orders of water plants. Here the student,

with Balfour, Lindley, or Wilson in his hand, may
soon acquire a practical acquaintance with the Jus-

sieuan system of classification, which has now com-
pletely superseded tlie Linnean. The plants through-

out the garden are all correctly labelled, having the

generic and specific names and the natural order to

which the plant belongs, together with its native

country, neatly painted on. Dr. Schomburgk had

considerable difficulty with the labels in his early

experience. He has now, however, discovered a

method of preparing them by brushing over the iron

with a chemical preparation, on which a coat of

black paint is applied. When dry the name is

painted on in white ; it is then coated over with fine

white sand while the paint is still wet. These when
dry effectually resist the action of the weather, and

are beautifully distinct and clear to the eye. Near
here is a fine shady walk, having a row of Pinus

insignis on each side. They have been planted nine

years, and are now quite 50 feet high, and present a

perfect picture of symmetrical beauty and regularity.

Here are also some noble trees on the lawn—Ficus

spuria, very fine ; Cedrus Deodara, a very large and
handsome tree ; Hymenosporum flavum, a very fine

specimen, in full flower. At this point we notice

various cages and enclosures for animals, most taste-

fully arranged, and all in perfect keeping with the rest

of the garden. We here cross the main avenue at a

point midway between the lake and the boundary

between the gardens and the park. It is here lined

on each side by the Moreton B.ay Fig (Ficus ma-
crophylla), which for luxuriance, symmetry, beauty

of fcliage, and regularity of growth cannot be
excelled. They stand about 15 feet high, and have
only been planted eight years. A little to the right

of this point is the rosery, which contains about 400
varieties. They are nearly all grown as standards,

arranged in amphitheatre form, the dark varieties at

the back, and shaded down to the lighter-coloured in

front. As you approach the rosery the first thing

that attracts attention is the magnificent show of pillar

Roses. These are trained to cast-iron pillars, 12 feet

high, with festoons, 20 feet in length, between the

pillars. The season for Roses was nearly over when
we visited it, but some i<i'^ of the late sorts were in

full bloom, and amongst these Aimee Vibert shone
conspicuous. The large clusters of pure white
flowers were really gorgeous, and the delicate per-

fume was delightful. Everything here as elsewhere is

in the highest order. The spaces between the stan-

dards were planted with double-flowering Stocks;
when these go out Globe Amaranth and Zinnia elegans
will take their place. Portulaca (double) occupy the

space round the edges of the borders, and the whole
is surrounded by a low hedge or edging of the dwarf
China Rose (macrantha). A fine bronze equestrian

statue of the Amazon occupies the centre of the rosery,

with fountains on each side, all of which assist in ren-

dering this portion of the beautiful gardens a real gem.
Proceeding onwards towards the north-east we pass

through a portion of the arboretum. Here are a large

number of trees from all parts of the world growing
side by side, and all appearing as luxuriant as if in their

native climes, and this is one of the most marked fea-

tures in the garden. We noticed Phytolacca dioica,

a native of South America, which measures 2 feet in

diameter at the base of the main stem, and 25 feet

high, and is only three years planted ; the Umbrella-
tree of Queensland (Brassaia actinophylla), doing well

;

Pisonia grandis, doing well ; Sophora japonica pen-
dula, Cytisus Laburnum pendulum, Liriodendron tuli-

piferum. These form handsome trees for lawns, and
present a striking contrast to the upright growing
species.

Amongst a number of other specimen trees and
shrubs we noticed the following :—Macadamia terni-

folia, Leucadendron argenteum, Paulownia imperialis,

doing very well; Argania Sideroxylon, doing well.

Seeds of this were imported by Sir Henry Young
when Governorof this colony, from the neighbourhood
of Marocco, where it is a native, and produces a large
nut, which is much relished by cattle. These seeds
were then distributed to numerous persons throughout
the colony, but we believe few succeeded in raising

plants from them, and this is the first we have seen of
it. Lagunaiia Patersoni, Platanus acerifolia, three
years planted and 15 feet high; the weeping
Elm, Ulmus fulva var. pendula ; and a large col-

lection of Eucalyptus, including E. marginata, ma-
culata, calophylla, 25 feet high ; E. Risdoni
cornuta, in bloom ; tetragona, &c. The clump of

Eucalyptus globulus at the lower end of the garden
are magnificent trees, and must be at least 70 feet

high, with straight, tapering trunks, 30 or 40 feet long,

without a branch. G. M'Ewen, in " South Austral-
asian Reciter"

Text Book of Botany, Morphological and
Physiological. By Julius Sachs ; translated and
annotated by Alfred W. Bennett, M. A., assisted by
W. T. Thiselton Dyer, M.A. Clarendon Press

(Macmillan). Large Svo. Pp. S5S.

This book is issued in a form and manner worthy of

the Oxford University Press, and consonant with the

esteem in which the original work is now held in

Germany as the text-book of physiological botany.

Its publication in an English guise is, we thinlc,

opportune. English botanists have become of late

somewhat dissatisfied with the position which their

science occupies in this country. While great pro-

gress has been made in systematic botany, in classi-

fying and cataloguing the plants of various countries
;

while important additions have been made to our
knowledge of the geographical distribution of plants

;

and while—thanks especially to Mr. Darwin, and the

immense impulse he has given—certain departments

of the life-history of plants have been studied with zeal

and excellent result ; yet in other departments, espe-

cially in those connected with minute anatomy,
pure physiology, and the application of physics and
chemistry to the unravelling of the problems of

vegetation, British naturalists have in the main lagged

far behind their German fellow-workers. One great

reason for this is that, with few exceptions, this great

country is absolutely destitute at once of competent

teachers, and of physiological laboratories and appli-

ances suitable for the use of students in vegetable

physiology.

The ordinary courses of lectures at the several medical

schools, till lately the only places where anything like

systematic instruction in botany was given, naturally

include those portions of the science only which can

be most readily demonstrated. For want of time,

and particularly for want of means and appliances,

vegetable physiology, properly so called, has been
most ineffectually and imperfectly taught. Latterly

there have been indications of the rise of a better state

of things. In the School of Science and Art at South
Kensington, under the superintendence of Professor

Dyer, special classes have been formed for direct

practical instruction in physiological botany ; and the

manner in which those classes have been conducted
and the pupils made to teach themselves, instead of
trusting merely to lectures or books, has been, so far

as we have had the opportunity of seeing, admirable.
In the older Universities—as at Oxford— we are glad

to learn that a similar plan is about to be adopted
by Professor Lawson and Mr. Ray Lankester.
Immediately such classes are established and profes-

sors have to work with, and not merely talk to, their

pupils, then immediately will be felt the want of some
text-book embodying all the most important facts that

German patience and ingenuity have brought to light

of late years. None of our English text-books, good
as some of them are in their way, are fully up to the
mark in this particular. On these grounds, then, and
in the interest of professors and of advanced pupils,

we cordially welcome the present work, which has
evidently been laboriously and carefully edited and
translated. Several notes have been added, and ad-
vantage in many cases taken of the important annota-
tions made by Van Tieghem in the French edition.

From a morphological point of view we are sorry
Professor Sachs has not more boldly grappled with
the evils at present arising from the use of misleading
terminology. We have in these pages the old term';,

cohesion, and adhesion, applied, as is customary,
where there is neither the one thing nor the other. It

is true that an attempt is made to give the correct

explanation of the apparent cohesions and adhe-
sions, but the attempt is not always very successful.

It would require an advanced student, we expect,
to understand without difficulty such an explanation as

this :
— '* Coherent perianth-whorls are produced after

the formation of the distinct foliar structures at the
circumference of the receptacle, by the common zone
of insertion of these distinct structures being raised up
by intercalary growth as an annular wall, and forming
as it continues to develope the part common to the

whole whorl of floral leaves." This is rather ail

obscure way of stating that the tube, whence the several

parts of the perianth spring, gradually emerges from
the axis which bears it.

The necessity for a clear understanding of what
these "cohesions" and *' adhesions " really mean is

more than ever urgent since the upspring of Darwinian
principles. These latter, based as they are to a large

extent on genealogical considerations, and on the

adaptation of particular parts to fulfil certain offices,

demand, on the part of morphologists, the most
careful inquiry into the history and mode of develop-

ment of the plant or animal. The inquirer now-a-days
cannot rest satisfied with ascertaining that the structure

and arrangement of parts is so-and-so—he must know
why, how, when, under what circumstances, and to

what purpose all the varieties of conformation he
meets with are present.

The more perfect our knowledge of the mode of

growth and of development—their arrest, their per-

version, their exaltation—the more easy will be our
investigations into the history (using that word in its

widest significance) of living beings, the more complete
our appreciation of the office they fulfil.

It is, however, with the physiological portions of

the book that our readers will probably be most
interested ; and they will feel it, as we do, a great

boon to have the views of a master condensed into so

small a compa.ss. Those who have the opportunity

will still, we imagine, prefer to make use of the same
author's Handlmch der Experimental Physiologies of

which a good French translation was published a i^vf

years since by M. Micheli ; but, for many reasons, the

present volume will be specially looked up to as the

standard reference book on the subject of vegetable

physiology. This, moreover, if we except certain

special departments, is one of the branches of science

that has been too much neglected in Great Britain. It

is, in particular, a great misfortune for agriculture

and horticulture that we have so few prac-

tical cultivators who are at the same time

competent and disposed to undertake physiological

experiments—men, for instance, of the stamp of

Thomas Andrew Knight, men who would do for other

departments of physiology what Darwin has done in

those which came within his allotted scope. The
TheoryofHoyiieitliure, in which our gardeners still place

implicit confidence, is thirty-five years old, and what
a vast difference that period makes in the history of

vegetable physiology. The want of such a man, too,

is specially felt, when we come to look into special

subjects, on the true solution of which the gardener's

practice should depend. Let us take a single instance.

Ask any gardener whether plants absorb water or

watery vapour by their leaves, and he will, of course,

tell you Yes. He regulates his proceeding accordingly

—he syringes, "damps down," waters overhead, and
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the like ; and his practice, whatever the explanation

be, is unqueslionably right. Ou the other hand, ask a
physiologist whether leaves absorb water or watery
vapour, and he will give you a negative, or at best an
uncertain answer. Sachs, in the work before us,

p. 613, asserts that they do not, except to a limited

ilcgree. In this he follows the opinion of Unger,
Duchartre, Prillieux, and many others. Indeed in

those cases wliere the cpiderm is coated with wax,
it is diflicuU to see how absorption could take place.

Knop, Laillon, Bonnet, Caillctct, de Lanessan, and
others, seem to prove that plants can absorb water by
their leave?.

Now here is a matter which one would have sup-

posed easy of determination—one of great importance
to cultivatois, but one upon which skilled experi-

menters are diamttrically opposed. The truth appears
lo be that waltr, or watery vapour, is absorbed
sometime?, and at other times not, according to

ciicumstances not yet fully known. The wisest thing

for the cultivator, in that case at any rate, is to con-
tinue to follow the practice which experience and
general usage have told him is the best to follow, and
lo await the proper explanation till the physiologists

have come to a definite conclusion. Then, most
likely, he will be able to learn something to his ad-

vantage, as he may do already from the researches of

Darwin, Lawes, Gilbert, and other experimentalists.

We have adduced the above illustration to show the

need that exists in this country of a physiological

laboratory or laboratories, with competent chiefs, and
attached to some experimental garden, where such
really vital questions as that we have alluded to could
be investigated. The book before us, and which has
suggested these remarks, would form, and is likely to

do so for some time to come, the best reference book
for advanced pupils; and we cannot biing our re-

marks upon it to a close without expressing our thanks
to all concerned for the production in an Kiiglish

dress of so valuable a woik of reference.

A new journal, devoted especially to music
and the sister arts, has just been started, under the

title Concordia, Judging from the prospectus, and
still more from the contents of the first number, we
shall have a journal of high merit and interest, not so
conventional and narrow as musical and artistic re-

views are apt to be. The present number, in addi-

tion to articles interesting specially to professed
musicians or skilled amateur?, contains several which
may be read with profit and pleasure by those who
can make no pretensions to such acquit ement. A high
standard of criticism will be aimed at, and means
taken to secure early and full reports on all matters
connected with music and the drama. Messrs. Novello
S: Co., of Berners Street, are the publishers of this

new venture, to which we heartily wi^h every success.

The Botanical Magazine for the present

month contains plates of Crocus chrysanthus, a
yellow-flowered, sweet-scented species, re-introduced

from the Levant by Mr. Elwes ; Odontoglossum
Warscewiczii, Rchb. {.,\nGartfi'ners' Chronicle^ 1^75,
p. 270, a charming species flowered by Messrs.

Veitch, and allied to O. vexillarium and O. Phal^-
nopsis ; Hemichona frulicosa, a yellow-flowered

Mimulus-like undershrub from Guatemala ; Dichoris-

andra Saundersii, with flowers prettily variegated with
white and violet ; Galanthus Klwesii, a fine species,

evidently nearly allied to G. pHcatus. It was introduced

from the mountains north of Smyrna by Mr. Elwes.

The last issued part of the Transactions of
Ih^ Arhoricjiltiiral Society contains Dr. Cleghorn's

inaugural address, an interesting article on the litera-

ture of Scottish arboiicultuie by Mr. Hutchison of
Carlowrie ; Mr. Gilchrist contributes a paper on
forestry in Aberdeenshire, Mr. Bayne one on draining

plantations by open or curved drains, Mr. Hutchi-
son one on the conservation of old and remarkable
trees in Britain—a very suggestive and valuable paper
on the method of aveiting decline and promoting
vigour in trees ; Mr. McKenzie treats of the use of

steam power in forestry ; Mr. Gorrie on the advan-
tage of planting in groups ; lastly, Mr. Buchan supplies

a report on meteorological observations in Lanarkshire
and on the influence of forests on climate and rain-

fall. Among the results obtained it was found that

during the annual rise of temperature in the spring
and summer months, the highest temperature of the

day inside the wood was 1°—2° higherthan that outside

the wood ; and during the annual fall of temperature
in autumn the highest temperature of the day inside

the wood was on the mean about half a degree lower
than that outside the wood. In spring and early

summer the air inside the wood is warmer and moister
than that outside, but during the fall of the year it is

colder and damper.

The first part of M. de Tchihatchef's transla-

tion of Professor Grisebach's Vegetation dcr Erde has
been issued by Theodore Morgand, Rue Bonaparte,

Paris, under the title of La Vegetation dit Globe suivant
ies Climats. This will be a great boon to those to

whom the original is as a sealed book.

TETRANYCHUS TAXI (?).

In 1S69 Professor Westwood described and figured

in the pages of this journal (p. S41 of that year) a

mite, which was then and has been since very injurious

to the young buds of the Currant. It is in the young

state that it does its chief mischief, and Professor

Westwood's description was mainly devoted to that

stage. A similar and allied species {also doing its

mischief in the young stale) has recently been brought

under my notice, which I now propose to describe,

and it may be convenient, for comparison with it, that

Professor Westwood's figures should here be repro-

duced.

Fig. 137.—mites from

At arecent meeting of the Scientific Committee ofthe
Royal Horticultural Society, Professor Thiselton Dyer
drew the attention of the committee to the species I

refer to. He found it apparently causing considerable
damage to the hedges of the Yew trees in the Society's

garden at South Kensington by injuring the buds,

many of which were going back and decaying without

any obvious cause. On examining the buds great

numbers of a minute Acarus were discovered in

their folds. They were all of the same four-

Icf^ged type figured by Professor Westwood, and are,

no doubt, the young of a six-legged, or possibly an
eight-legged, species. Professor Westwood was of

opinion that tht-y probably belonged to the genus
Tetranychus, and, in the absence of any other informa-

tion; I am quite satisfied to follow him as a guide,

who very rarely fails to lead us right. The accom-
panying woodcut (fig. 137) represents the insect* taken

from the Yew buds, in different aspects, and it will be

seen that, although in general appearance it is very

similar to the Currant species, it yet differs in some
material respects. It does not taper so much towards

the head, and the body, instead of being covered by
minute transverse strix, is smooth and glossy, which
in certain lights enables us to see the segments of

which it is composed. I make out the head, then two
large segments, followed by six smaller ones, which
are no doubt the abdomen. The two anterior seg-

ments of the body contain a curdy milkiness, which
obscures the interior, but the abdominal segments are

without it. The creature is fleshy, milky-white, and
translucent. It has no eyes, neither had Prolestor

Westwood's. He was unable to detect the parts of

the mouth, and I have not been more fortunate—the
difllculty in observing the parts of such minute crea-

tures being that when the animal is dead the parts

become shut up, and cannot be defined at all, and,

when living, they may in the first place not be dis-

played, or if displayed they are in constant motion,
it being impossible to keep the creature still, so that it is

only a passing momentary glance that one can get

—

too instantaneous to allow any confidence to be reposed

in it. t Professor Westwood considers that the structure

of themouth will doubtless "consistof a centralsucker,

defended on each side by an articulated palpus or

feeler."

At the tail of Professor Westwood's figure (fig. 136)
will be seen two bristles, which he believes to be the

rudimental fourth pair of legs. I hesitate to adopt this

view, because the terminal penultimate segment of the

body (to which the bristles are attached) does not

seem a part from which we could expect limbs to be
developed. Professor Clapaiede, in his Stiidien an
Acariden (Leipsig, 1S6S), shows that in the develop-

ment of the limbs the two anterior legs belong to

the head segment, the two next to the pro-sternum,

the two next to the mesosternum, and the two last to the

metasternum, which of course leaves the whole of the

abdomen behind the last pair, and in conformity with
this so far the anterior pair here certainly seem to

spring from the cephalic segment, and the next pair,

which is very close upon them, springs from the

prothoracic segment. In the present species

the bristles seem to belong to the termination of
the penultimate segment, and it is to be remembered
that in very many Acari in the perfect state two
strong bristles stick out, one on each side of the
end of the abdomen, next to the anal segment.
These briules, no doubt, assist the insect in locomo-
tion, but the tail itself is used as a sucker for this pur-

pose. A common attitude of the insects is to raise

themselves upon their tail and wave the fore-part of
their body about, reminding one of the manners
of the Falkland Island seal at the Zoological
Gardens. When in this position the tail seems at times
to expand on either side, like a flap, which may pos-
sibly have given rise to the statement made to Pro-
fessor Westwood by one of his correspondents, that

besides the bristles and legs one of them had two
projecting appendages at the termination of the

abdomen.
The progress of the Currant mite has been traced

onwards at least one stage further, and in its next
stage has been found to be a six-footed creature ; it

remains yet to be seen whether further development
converts it into an eight-footed species. Whatever
may be its course of growth, we may be pretty sure

that that of the Yew-bud species will be the same ;

they are obviously too closely allied for us to expect
any material difference in this respect.

Dr. Masters mentioned, at the meeting of the

Scientific Committee, that he had been informed by
Mr. Albert Miiller that the curious abnormal tuft of

leaves (fig. 135) at the endsof the shoots which may not
be unfrequently seen in the Yew tree, was the result of

an injury inflicted by a species of Cecidomya, and
he suggested that the mite referred to by him might
be the species now in question. I have been unable
to trace the species named by Mr. Miiller, but it

seems very possible that this may be the insect he
alludes to. Andreio Murray.

^ I hope no systematist will take exception to my calling an
Acarus an insect. I do it not in ignorance ox per inciiriam, but
deliberately, because, according lo my view, the spiders and
mites have been separated from the insects on insufficient

grounds.

t It must be remembered that these creatures are so minute
that, if brushed off from the bud upon a slide of glass, the
unaided eye often fails to delect them. We may see the tiniest

suspicion of an atom of dust such as may dance in a sunbeam,
but it is only when we bring the glass to bear upon it that we
find the apparent speck of dust is an animated mite.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

May.

31.—Coventry and Wai-wickshire Floral and Horticultural
Society's First Show of the Season. Sec, Thomas
Wigston, 1. Portland Terrace, Lov/er Ford St., Coventry.

31 to June 4.—Hath and West of England Society's E.xhibition

June.

I and 2.—Royal Western Horlicultural Society's Exhibi-
tion at Plymouth. Hon. Sec, F. B. Bond, 16, Penrose
Street, Plymouth.

2,—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Great Summer
Show.

9, 10. and II.—Leeds Horticultural Society's Twelfth Annual
Summer Show. Sec, James Birbeck, Delph Lane,
Woodhouse, Leeds.

10.—South Essex Floricultural Society's Exhibition at Leyton.
Sec, G. E. Cox, Leyton.

16.—Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.
Midsummer Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, 167, Canning
Street, Glasgow.

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

17 and iS.—Lee and Elackheath Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition. Sec. C. Helmer, 5, Eoones Road, Lee.

iS.—Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at Edinburgh. Sec ,

W. M. Welsh, I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.
18.—Exeter Rose Show. Hon. Sec, T. W. Gray, Exeter.
22 and 23.—The Kingston and Surbiton Royal Horticultural

Society's Eleventh Exhibition, at Norbiton. Sec, J. Kirk,
2. East Villas, East Road, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-
Thames.

21.—Fareham and South Hants Hortlcuhural Society's Show.
Sec, Harry Smith, Fareham,

24.—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Great Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin.

24.— Bristol, Clifton, and West of England Rose and Strawberry
Show at Clifton.

?4 and 25.— Great Rose Show at the Alexandra Palace.
Manager, A. McKenzie.

?6.~Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson.
30.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Exhibition of

Fruit and Cut Flowers. Sec, W. Sowerby.
30.—Wisbeach Rose Show and Horticultural Exhibition. Hon.

Sec. Charles Parker. Wisbeacli.

dlmulmerH'iliriTiiicfe,

SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
iversary Meeting at

Parker's Nurserj',
' rroiiicroe & Morris.

^ I Saleol JleddiiiR Plants, &c., at the Hornsey
-5| ^ Nursery, Ilornscy, by I'rotheroc & Morris.

icty, Regent's Park

:

Wedni-sdav, May 26

Satuudav, May 29-

{Linnean Society: Annivi

Sale of 'stock at Mr. R.
'lootiuK, by Proilicroef

I Saleol JleddinR Plants, &
I Nursery, Ilornscy, by P
/ Rnval P.otanic Society,
'\ Fir.t Summer Exiiibitio
C Crystal Palace : Great Flower

J Annual Exhibition of the Cen
\ lural Society of France, a1

( ]une6|.

Central Horticul-
(until

A SPECIAL MEETING has been called by

the Council of the Royal Horticultu-
ral Society, to be held on Tuesday next, at

South Kensington, at 3 P.M., for the purpose of

receiving a communication from the Council

respecting the future prospects and condition

of the Society.

We are not in a position to state what the

nature of that communication may be, but we
have good reason to fear that it will not be of a

satisfactory nature. It behoves those, therefore,

who are interested in the Society to watch very

narrowly what is done at that meeting, and if it

be not possible to devise then and there some
scheme of reorganisation, at least to secure the

adjournment of the meeting.

It is a question whether, in the event of the

communication of the Council being unsatisfac-

tory, it will not be a wise step to nominate an
independent committee of inquiry into the

affairs of the Society.

The first thing to do is, at least, to endeavour

to vindicate the now tarnished honour of the

Society by taking immediate steps to keep faith

with the exhibitors and prize-talkers. For this

purpose a subscription must be organised

among the Fellows, if no other means be forth-

coming. The re-organisation of the Society

is the next step, and that upon the basis of hor-

ticulture only. We have had enough of adven-
titious assistance and outside aid. See what it

has come to : Horticulture is nowhere—the

South Kensingtonian party want to keep the

manger to themselves, and won't even furnish

the corn and hay to stock it with. The horti-

culturists—those among them who are not dis-

gusted with the whole affair—have no cohesion

among them, and are the tools of whomsoever
will manipulate them most effectually, and Her
Majesty's Commissioners look on waiting till

they can find somebody who can or will treat

with them on reasonable terms, fearing the

while to take any overt step, lest they

should prejudice themselves in the eyes of the

public.

We believe, nevertheless, if they would take

more decided action they would earn the grati-

tude of the Fellows of the Society. Meanwhile,
the question to be solved, as it has been for a
very long time past, is, what is to be done ?

The present Council, in spite of its ardent pro-

tests, has done no better than the former one.

We do not believe any Council will do better

which is not composed of working horticulturists

—amateur and professional ; and we do not be-

lieve in the regeneration of the Society unless

some manager is placed at the head of the admi-
nistration who is horticulturist enough to know
personally what are the proper functions, horti-

cultural and botanical, of a horticultural society,

and what is the best means of fulfilling them.
For this purpose a first-rate man should be
selected and a first-rate salary paid him. Yes,

but where are the funds? is the question that

will be asked. Well, let the financiers consider

these two points— i, that a very large part of

the income of the Society is now diverted,

perverted we would rather say, to purposes
only very remotely connected with horti-

culture—and this will continue to be the

case all the time the Council and officers of the

Society are to a large extent non-horticultural

;

2, that at Sheffield last year, at a flower show
in the Botanic Garden, there were taken, as we
are assured, on one day, in sixpences, more
than seven hundred pounds. This week, too,

has shown what Manchester can do of a like

character. Assuming, as we have every right

to do, that these statements are substantially

correct, we see in them two prominent reasons

of the Society's decline and sugestions as to

the means for its regeneration. It will be well

if horticulturists would ponder these facts, and
meet together to discuss them on Monday
next, at 3 p.m., at the Horticultural Club, 3,

Adelphi Terrace, Strand—the rooms of which
will, by permission of the Committee, be open
for that purpose. It may then be possible to

consider what are the best steps to be taken at

the general meeting of the Society on the fol-

lowing day.

Some of our readers may have been amused
at the revival on the part of Mr. Clare
Sewell Read of the old story of the possi-

bility of, or rather of the actual Transmuta-
tion, under given circumstances, of Oats into

Wheat. Far be it from us to deny the possi-

bility of the occurrence. Many things as

strange, and seemingly unlikely to happen,

have happened, and will happen again. But
while admitting the possibihty we must, with

all deference to a man deservedly so highly

esteemed by his fellows, confess that we are at

present utterly sceptical that any such change

really has happened. Until some more satis-

factory evidence is put before those competent

to judge in the matter we are likely to remain

so. Of course we shall receive, and we .have

received, letters more or less supporting

the assertion ; but up to this time we have

heard nothing but opinions and assertions,

often at second-hand, without confirmatory

evidence of any value. Knowing the great

difficidty experienced in many cases by trained

observers rightly to interpret facts, we can

readily understand how easily untrained

observers may be deceived and arrive at false

conclusions. We have had but too many
illustrations lately, and some of a very glaring

character, of this inability, even on the part of

intelligent upright men, who would shrink from
conscious falsehood or misstatement, to appre-

ciate evidence. Some one says such a thing
without the least intention to deceive, and some
one else believes the assertion because he has
heard it " on good authority," and so the state-

ment comes to be accepted as true without
inquiry or investigation. The worst of it is that

even if inquiry or investigation be systematically

made, there is still a large class of people who
prefer what they call " the evidence of their own
senses " to any evidence which other people can
offer. Suppose, for instance, some competent
botanist were to pronounce after due examina-
tion that this Oat-Wheat of which Mr. Read
speaks was not Wheat at all, the class of whom
we are speaking would hesitate to accept any
such verdict ; to them it would be Wheat,
whatever the professor might say. The only

hope in such a case is that they may feel interest

enough in the matter to investigate for them-
selves, and then it is possible, but not certain,

that the fallacy would be detected, and the real

explanation of the alleged fact be arrived at.

It is the occurrence of such cases as these
which leads us to doubt the benefit of farm
experiments in difl'erent counties, such as

Professor Wrightson advocated in the lecture

before the Society of Arts, which elicited the as-

sertion of Mr. Read. Unless such experiments
can be initiated, watched, carried on, and com-
pleted by some competent experimenter—some
one provided by Nature and experience with the

requisite knowledge, skill, patience, and ability

to observe and reason correctly—their value is

likely to be but slight. They will have a value,

no doubt, and by their multiplication errors

may be eliminated ; still, on the whole, we do
not think the results likely to be obtained by
the average farmer are likely to be very trust-

worthy.

The problem to be solved is a far more com-
plicated one than it appears to be at first sight,

and we are at present destitute of many data

absolutely necessary for its accurate solution.

The application of a certain quantity of

manure to a given area of ground carrying a

certain crop might seein a simple matter enough
;

Ijut even the admittedly rough experiments

made for practical purposes only, and cited in

Professor Wrightson's paper, show, by their

varied results, that it is not so. We are getting

a better knowledge of the chemical history of

manures ; analysis of the soil and of the

crops teach us much that is valuable.

Meteorological investigations show us, at least,

how much heat and how much water our crops

have received in any given period, and how
much on the average they are likely to receive

in a similar period. But averages fail when
applied to individual cases ; no two individual

plants are alike in all points ; no plant is ever

subjected precisely to the same conditions as

its fellows ; assuredly no plant is ever sur-

rounded by precisely the same " environment

"

as its predecessor. Where our knowledge is at

fault is in the history of the chemical and phy-

sical changes which take place in different soils

when manures are added. No doubt some-

thing is known, but not sufficient ; we want

especially comparative investigations upon this

point upon soils of different characters and
water-holding power. But if our knowledge of

the mutations which take place under different

circumstances in the soil is defective, still more
so, or rather would we say still more profound,

is our ignorance of the mutations which occur

in the plant. We know that certain manures

stimulate the plant ; we see their effects in their

increased vigour and size, in their enhanced

colour, in the yield of the crop. But when we
come to inquire how all this is brought about ?

—what is the reason of it ?—how these actions
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are carried on or modified ?—we are met with an

obstacle ignorance—that physiologists have as

yet only very imperfectly overcome.

What makes the matter more difilcult is the

fact that plants (wo confine our remarks to

plants, though the same holds good in the case

of animals)— that plants evidently very closely

allied are yet affected very differcnlly by the

same conditions.

There are two grasses very common in most
meadows— Poa trivialis and I'oa pratensis.

These two grasses are so much alike that it

requires a practised eye to discriminate them,

and yet the effects of manures on them, as

proved year after year in the experimental plots

in Mr. Lawes' park at Kothamsted, are (wc

speak in general terms) diametrically opposite.

Several instances of a similar character have

been observed at Rothamstcd. Again, in some

RovAi. HoinicuLTURAt, SuciETV, South Kensing-
ton, fixed for the 26Lh inst., has been postponed on
account of that d.iy licing Derby Day, The next

meeting of these committees will take on Wednes-
d.iy, June 2.

On Wednesday afternoon last the open space

lying between the Bethnal Green Museum and St.

John's Church was declared open and dedicated to the

public for ever by the First Commissioner, Lord
Henkv G. I.iiNNOx. The site of the new garden,

which is about 2 acres in extent, together with the

ground on which the Museum stands, was originally

the site of the old green, a browsing-ground for

donkeys, kept up in accordance witli the terms of a

will of some benevolent testator, a receptacle for the

dead members of the canine and feline races, and a

perfect disgrace to the neighbourhood. In 1S68 the

local parochial authorities purchased the rights of

those who claimed the privilege of grazing under the

terms of the before-mentioned will, and handed the

ground over to the Government on condition that it

should be kept only as ornamental ground. Some eight

local boards. Mr. I'"oRiisT, the churchwarden of St.

John's, having briefly welcomed his lordship, Sir An.
TONio liKAUY and the Rev. Septimus Hansaiuj
had each something handsome to say on the accom-
plishment of so good a work, and t)ie good results

likely to accrue from it ; and Lord IIiiNKY Lennox,
alter a happy speech, which was enthusiastically

applauded, proceeded to the main gales, and opencil

them to an immense crowd, who at once took pos-

session of every available part.

Crasi'kdia UiciiEA is flowering in the
herbaceous ground at Kew. It is a curious member
of the Compositce, with ornamental globular ycllow-

llowered capitules, elevated on stalks a foot high.

The foliage is not unlike some species of Gnaphalium.
The lower leaves are spathulate, lanceolate, and
petiolate, gradually becoming smaller and sessile up
the stem. It is described as an annual, but is at least

sometimes a biennial, and in either case deserves

cultivation. The capitulc is composed of a number
of lesser capitules, stalked and involucellate, though
the head is so close that it cannot be observed without

Fig. I sS.— street scene: tartak crrv, i-ekin.

cases the two halves of the same experimental

plot, treated to all appearance and intention in

identically the same manner, vary considerably

in the results they yield. We mention these

instances to show the difficulties in the way
of arriving at correct results, and to show the
necessity for carrying on experiments with
greater care and supervision and less risk of
the introduction of sources of fallacy than are
likely to be met with, except in very exceptional
cases, by farm experiments such as those advo-
cated by Professor Wkightson.

A Special General Meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society will be held in

the Council-room, South Kensington, on Tuesday, the

25lh inst., at 3 o'clock, p.m., for the purpose of
receiving a communication from the Council respect-

ing the future prospects and condition of the Society,

and to receive an answer to proposals made by the
Council to Iler Majjsty's Commissioners,

We are requested to state that the meeting of

the Scientific and Fruit and Floral Committees of the

years elapsed before the Government in power could be
induced to carry out their engagements, and it was not

until the present First Commissioner came into oflice

in 1874 that the work was set about in good earnest,

with the result that in much less than two years that

has been completed which it look eight years to begin,

and the East-enders have now, in addition to the beauti-

ful Victoria Park, the free use and enj oyment ofa recrea-

tion ground which, we are sure, when the trees shall

have grown up, will prove a fitting ornament to any
locality. The ground is almost square, and has been
levelled, laid out, and planted under the direction of

Mr. McIntyre, the Superintendent of Victoria Park,

who, thoroughly appreciating the wants of the im-

mense population of the district, has given as much
grass and as many good broad paths as it was possible

to afford in consistence with the development of

his general plan, which we hope shortly to place

before our readers, wilh details of the planting, &c.

The opening ceremony, which was of an extremely

modest character, took place during a drenching
downpour of rain, in the presence of the members for

the Tower IIamleti;SirAntonio Brady, whose deep

interestin all that concerns the welfare of the F.ast iMid

is highly appreciated; the Rev. Septimus Mansard,
and a number of gentlemen connected with various

dissection. "This is one of the many remarkable

genera of Composite: peculiar to Australia." The
present species has a wide geographical range, being a

native of Tasmania and South-eastern Australia, and

it is also recorded from the Swan River.

. We understand that Mr. W. A. Lindsay
has resigned the post of Secretary to the Royal

Horticultural Society, from his inability to concur in

the policy of the Council. We believe that it would

be most advantageous to the .Society if some paid

officer were selected to fill his place—such officer to

be highly paid, and to be, not only a thorough ad-

ministrator, but one conversant by practical experience

with horticulture and garden.botany—able to appreciate

their requirements, and influential enough to fulfil

them.

SaxifragA peltata is in flower on the strip

of rockwork devoted to the genus in the herbaceous

ground at Kew. From its peculiar and distinct

character, combined with a considerable amount of

beauty, it must find favour with cultivators, though

not strikingly ornamental. The leaves are just appear-

ing, and of the known species of the genus this is the

only one in which they are peltate, requiring for it
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the sectional distinction of peltophyllum. It is one of

the largest in habit. The rhizome creeps on the

ground, partly buried. The petioles are erect, from

I to 2 feet high, supporting a peltate blade 6—12
inches in diameter, 6— 10 lobed, laciniated and toothed,

depressed in the centre. The scape is erect, as long

or longer than the petioles, and the flowers are pro-

duced in dense subcapitate branching cymes, with a

diameter of from 3— 9 inches. The colour is usually

pale pink. It is a native of California, where it is

known as the " Umbrella Plant." The best treatment

is that given to subaquatics, although it will succeed

in a comparatively dry position.

In Mr. Ingram's experience at Belvoir,

Blacic Hamburgh and Alicante Vines do not

inarch with successful results. The Alicante is,

indeed, improved in quality, but its maturity is

hastened and its keeping powers deteriorated.

On Tuesday evening last the Annual
Flower Sermon was delivered at the church

of St. Catherine Cree, Leadenhall Street, by the

Rev. W. M. Whittemore, D.D. The occasion

was the twenty-third since the institution of the

service, which is intended wholly for the young ; and

all attending it are requested and expected to carry

with them a bouquet of flowers. The preacher, after

some introductory observations, announced as his text

a portion of the eleventh verse of the sixth chapter of the

Song of Solomon—"I went into the garden to see

whether the Pomegranates had budded." His con-

gregation knew, he said, that on these occasions he

nevertookanynoticeof grown-up people. Manygrown-
up people who ought not to be there had smuggled

themselves in. The church doors were open, and

could hardly be closed against them, but this service was

especially intended for boys and girls. He thanked a

friend who for the past twenty years had on these occa-

sions sent him a nosegay to set in the pulpit as a text for

his flower sermon. Twenty-three years ago he had

resolved to have a garden wherein in place of flowers

and fruit he would train children, and on this especial

day he had ever since come down to see how the

young plants grew and developed—he came down
into the garden to see whether the Pomegranates

budded—whether his plants gave in the youthful

flower of their habit and inclination any promise of

future piety and usefulness. In the course of his in-

troductory remarks the preacher lamented that, owing

to the old-fashioned and box-like form ol the pews, it

was impossible for the flowers borne by the youthful

members of the congregation to be seen, and expressed

a hope that by the lime at which the next flower

sermon came to be preached a donation of ^500
would have put it in his power to modernise llie

internal arrangements ot the church."

Among others in flower on the rockwork at

Kew are the following :—Chlorogalum Leichtlini,

long erroneously known as Camassia alba; it is rather

handsome, with tall racemes of Camassia-like flowers.

A splendid plant of Phlox divaricata evidently delights

in the shade here afforded ; it is about i foot high,

and covered with lilac-purple coloured blossoms.

P. setacea var. violacea is also very showy ; it is

similar in habit to P. frond osa, and the much darker

flowers recommend it for the same purpose of spring

bedding ; why called violacea, if this is the plant

intended, it is difficult to see. A good tuft of An-
drosace imbricata has its dense silvery foliage almost

hidden by the pure white flowers which from tlie

shortness of their stalks appear sessile. The rare and

choice Erysimum pumilum isveiy beautiful, and looks

a diminutive of Chciranthus alpinus, itself a small

plant, except that the leaves are in greater subjection

to the flowers.

At Belvoir recently we saw an ingenious mode
of forming a Hedge with Lilac Bushes at intervals.

The hedge was of Privet, and every here and there

Mr. Ingram had grafted on to the Privet a Lilac.

Any one on a first glance would have thought the

Lilacs were standards on their own roots.

The large exhibition lent in the Botanical

Garden at Old Trafford, Manchester, is to be planted

at the termination of the present exhibition with an

assortment of Rhododendrons from Messrs. II. Lane
& Son's nursery at Berkhampstead, where, it will be

remembered, they are grown in pure loam. Some
1500 plants have already arrived in the gardens, and

they give every indication of a fine display of blossoms,

which may be expected to commence opening at the

end of the month.

We understand that Mr. Bennett has

resigned his appointment as gardener to the Marquis

of Salishury, Hatfield House, Herts, and has taken

the Rabley Nursery, near Barnet, which contains

some very extensive ranges of glasF. Here, after

June 6, Mr. Bennett will offer his services to the

public as a consulting gardener and garden arclsitect,

and carry on the business of a florist, seedsman, &c.

Mr. Bennett has for many years been well knowp to

the gardening world, and has been a highly prized

contributor to our columns for the past twenty-four

years, besides having held some of the best places in

the country, and taken a very active part as censor

at various exhibitions. We trust that success will

attend his efforts in this new sphere of work.

Dr. As.\ Gray has recently published, in the

tenth volume of the Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, a conspectus of the

North American Hydrophyllace-E. We observe

that among the cultivated species Ncmophila atomaria

and N. discoidalis are referred as varieties to N.
Menziesii. Eutoca viscida of Bentham is Phacelia

viscida of Torkey, Whitlavia grandiflora of Harvey
is Phacelia Whitlavia of Gray, Eutoca divaricata and
Wrangeliana are both referred to Phacelia divaricata.

In the same publication Mr. Sereno Wat-
son has published a useful revision of the genus

Ceanothus, of which he admits twenty-eight species,

all American.

Azalea linearifolia, the most remark-
able of the genus, is flowering in the temperate-house

at Kew. It is beautiful as well as peculiar, and
though one of the choicest plants for a botanic garden,

deserves still further cultivation. The leaves confer

individuality from their extreme narrowness; they

are about 3 inches long, ciliated, and light green.

The lobes of the corolla are divided nearly, if not

quite to the base, are very long, and, being also narrow,

seem to assume the leaf form. The colour is pale

rose. Suitable cuttings are easily rooted. It is a

native of Japan, whence it was introduced by Messrs.

Standish. a figure is published in the botanical

Magazine of iS6g.

Some time since we had occasion to speak of

some tinned Cranberries which were forwarded to us

from America. Lately we received other samples in

bottles from the New Jersey Cranberry Association,

upon which we can report even more favourably than

of the first consignment. We have no doubt that,

when better known in this country, they will be in

request as affording a pleasant variety to our fruit

diet. It is hardly necessary to add, that Cranberries

so grown and prepared are totally different from what
we usually get in this country. It is obvious, too,

that there are Cranberries and Cranberries even in
\

America ; and we would suggest to our Transatlantic

friends to turn their special attention to the thin-

skinned varieties.

As an edging plant, EuoNYMUS radicans
variegatus is most valuable from its free but low
growth and blight appearance. It is much used for

the purpose indicated by Mr. Ingram, at Belvoir.

. We are informed that Mr. Anderson, of

Meadowbank, has had a splendid bloom of Amaryllis
this season. The seedlings have turned out particularly

good, being specially fine in regard to variely of

colouring, as well as highly meritorious in regard to

form and substance. We believe that Messrs. Veitcil
have also something good in this way, of which the

public will learn in due time.

• Ihe managers of the Alexandra Park have

made arrangements with the Messrs. John Waterer
it Sons, of Bagshot, Surrey, for a display of their

Rhododendrons. They will be exhibited beneath

a large tent prepared expressly for their reception, and
from the celebrity of the firm for this magnificent class

o( plants, a grand treat may be expected throughout

the month of June.

Deep Planting, we are told, in a recent

number of the yoitrnal dc la Soci^te Centrale d^llorti'

culture dc France, has been generally accepted as a

necessary condition to ensure the success of Apple
and Pear Trees in the south of Fr.ince and in

Algeria, in order to enable them to escape the fatal

effects of heat and drought. But experiments made
with several thousand young trees at llamma, in

Algeria, have fully demonstrated the fallacy of this

idea. At a meeting of the above-named Society, in

February last, Mr. A. RiviiiRE exhibited a number
of vigorous specimens of young Apple and Pear trees,

whose roots were all near the surface, to establish this

fact. We have so oflen seen the bad effects of deep
planting, and we have repeatedly pointed them out,

but it is still practised to a great extent, partly to save

the trouble of staking, but more frequently under the

mistaken notion that the trees are more likely to

flourish. We certainly should plant a trifle deeper in

a light sandy cr gravelly soil than we should in a stiff

loam or clay, but not more than 3 or 4 inches,

Mr. RivliiRE reports {Bulletin de la Sociill

d'Accli?naiation) on the plantations of Eucalyptus
IN Algeria, and the beneficial results gained from a

sanitary point of view. Indeed, he affirms that certain

places formerly noted for thek unhcalthiness, arising

from miasmatic exhalations, have become compara-
tively salubrious ! In 1S6S and 1869 the Socicli

Gincrale Algcrienne planted about 30,000 Eucalyptus

on the borders of Lake Fezzara, where they thrived so

exceedingly well that it was decided in 1S70 to

increase the number to 100,000. Previous to 1868

there was no woody vegetation in this locality, which
at that time was almost uninhabitable. Now the banks

of this lake are covered with a little forest of Eucalypti,

those planted in 1S70 having attained a height of

20 to 25 feet, and, what is more, the unhealthy exha-

lations have almost ceased. This is a double success,

and doubtless much unproductive land in Africa will

in this way be reclaimed from the desert waste.

It is stated that Lady Smith, widow of Sir

James Eda\ ard Smith, the President of the Lin-

nean Society, on Tuesday entered her 103d year.

Lady Smith is in perfect health.

M. DE Lanessan has recently presented

some observations on the Absorption of Water by
Leaves to the Linnean Society of Paris, and which go
to show that leaves do absorb water if they are pre-

viously flagging from excessive evaporation. A branch
of Lysimachia nummularia, for instance, weighing 30
centigrammes when in a fresh condition, was immersed
in water for twenty-four hours without any aug-

mentation in weight. The same branch was allowed

to become withered by exposure to the air for ten

hours, at the end of which time it weighed only

20 centigrammes. It was then placed again in water,

and when taken out after twelve hours' immersion it

weighed 30 centigrammes, as it did at first,

We are informed that the number of visitors

to Kew Gardens on Whit-Sunday was 21,536, on
Whit-Monday 60,619, and on Tuesday 25,070. We
are further gratified to learn that not a plant indoors

or outdoors was damaged. This intelligence is emi-

nently satisfactory, and is creditable to all concerned,

The Poplar Weevil, Crytorhynchus lapa-
thia, appears to continue very destructive in seme
parts of France and Germany. It not only attacks

the Poplar, but likewise the Alder and Willow and
other trees that grow in wet places. In a plantation

at Val d'Vcvre, of about 50 acres extent, the loss has
been 500 trees a year. The larva of this insect

devours the pith of ihe tree from the collar of the root

upwards, and the slightest wind blows down the in-

jured tree. Various remedies have been suggested,

most of them too tedious to be practicable or in-

jurious in themselves. One writer recommends the

application of a coating of coal-tar before planting

young trees, from the roots upwards, about 5 feet of

the slem, or higher if there are any traces of the

presence of the insect. Care must be taken, he adds,

not to put any on the roots or branches, for it will

inevitably kill them. We do not like ihe remedy,
and doubt its efficacy, but it would be difficult to find

an easy and cheap method of destroying a burrowing
insect.

Mr. Eaensby, director of the Botanic Garden
of Tours, has been trying the relative Hardiness of

different species of Eucalyptus. The species planted

were E. rostrata, gigantea, colossea, and globulus, the

first of which appears to be the hardiest. In nearly

every case the stems were killeel to the ground, but

the plants threw up again from the base. They with-

stood the winter of 1S73-4, and during the past winter

they have been subjected to I4°.4 Fahr. of frost. In

Vendee, E. globulus has stood eight winters without
any injury. According to Baron Mueller, E. ros-

trata thrives equally well in the latitude of Melbourne
anel within the tropics, and it certainly is one of the

handsomest of the genus, as the figure lately given in

the Botanical Magazine will testify.

Mr. Barr has sent us an interesting bunch of

SciLLAS, including as extreme forms S. nutans and S.

campanulata, with divers intermediates, such as

patula, belgica, &c., of various colours. With them
came flowers of two little-known Narcissi—N. gracilis

and N. triandrus.

The Revue Horticole having described the

flowering of the offsets of Agave americana (to which
we referred at p. 594, of May S), it is interesting to

place on record a similar case which occurred at Kew.
In the Palm-house, about two years ago, was in

flower a fine specimen of A. JACQUINII, and after

the central panicle had flowered, the suckers (two ?)

also threw up panicles, which did not exceed the

height of the leaves. It was an unusually fine speci-

men of the species, but the age was unknown.

A new Turf Plant for hot, dry countries,

LiPPIA /EGYPTIACA, is very favourably spoken of by
Mr. QuiHOU, the head-gardener to the Acclimati-

sation Society of Paris. Mr. Delchevallerie, a

gardener in Egypt, was struck with the verdure of a

plot of this plant met with on one of his excursions,
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and he transferred some of it to the gardens under his

care. The result was highly satisfactory, and it has

since been tried in France. It spreads rapidly, rarely

flowers, and it is of a beautiful dark green. It is

hoped that it will prove valuable fur forming a turf

in the south of Fr.ance and Algeiia, where grass lawns

are scorched up and sometimes killed outright during

the summer. It will be good news to many if this

little Verbenaceous plant should fuini these expecta-

tions, for nothing is more depressing than to see the

grass of a lawn all burned brown, notwithstanding

all the pains taken to preserve its verdure.

There is notliing more showy and attractive

in the herbaceous department of the Royal Botanic

Society's garden, Regent's Park, at the present time

than a nice patch of Aubrietia Campbellii. Compared
with A. purpurea growing beside it, CAMPiUiix's

' Aubrietia is a much superior thing, being a stronger

grower or "abetter doer," as gardeners say, and having

larger flowers of a violet-purple colour, and which

are thrown up in abundance. It produces a brilliant

bit of colour whenever seen.

A STREET SCENE: TARTAR
CITY, I'EKIN.

O.v October 13, 1S60, the Anting Gate (the northern

entr.ance to Pekin) was surrendered to the European

allied forces, and at last the interior of the mysterious

city was revaled.

Some idea may be formed of the size' of the town

when it is appreciated that the wall extends over 16

miles in circumference. These walls, which exceed

in size the famous walls of Babylon, are upwards of

50 feet in breadth, very nearly the same in height,

in excellent repair, and paved on the top, where, with

a little management five coaches and four could drive

abreast. This causeway is broken at intervals by

large massive fortresses at each gateway. These gate-

ways, one of which is shown at the end of the street

(in fig. 13S, p. 661), are defended with several tiers of

cannon, but many of the embrasures are only occupied

with make-believe dummies. Besides the fortified

gateways there are also bastions at intervals.

The Chinese city, which lies to the south of the

Tartar town—from which it is divided by a wall and

fosse— is much cleaner than the Manching city,

the streets broaler and better paved. It is the

Paris of Pekin, and here are all the theatres, parks,

merchant's houses, wealthy shops. The main streets,

one of which is here depicted, in the Tartar portion

are broad and straight, but can hardly be termed

handsome. The centre or highway is much broken

and full of ruts and holes—a mass of mud when wet

and deep with dust when dry. This centre way is

flanked by two roads on either side close to the houses,

which are low and mean. Observe in the foreground

the monocycle wheelbarrow—a clever contrivance,

on the same principle as that mentioned by Mr.

Hanbury at p. 632. These huge wheelbarrows, so

constructed, carry very heavy loads, and as colli-

sion with them would be serious, the coolies who
wheel them make a wonderful noise, bawling at the

people in their path.

The covered carts, too, remnants of the original

nomad customs of the Tartars, are strongly made, and

look not unlike oblong boxes on wheels. They are

covered over so as to aflord protection from sun and

rain, and it will be observed that the tilt is extended

in front to shelter the mule or horse which draws the

conveyance. There are regular stands of these carts

in Pekin.

The shop fronts in Pekin are quaint and picturesque.

Three, four, or more poles divide the front of the

shop into equal parts. At a convenient height from
the ground a signboard fills up the space between the

poles, and has magnificent characters upon it, giving

the title and calling of the trader. The tops of the

poles are higher than the roof of the shop, and are

srrmounted with carved and sometimes gilded orna-

mentation.

Vegetables and fruits are abundant, whilst Grapes
and Peaches are plentiful and fair in season. Pears

are very common, although Fortune noticed that the

most highly-flavoured and melting species of Pears were
unknown in Tientsin, 70 miles to the east.

The nursery gardens of Pekin are to the south-west,

in the suburbs, at some distance from the walls, in

which direction the whole country is covered with
thein. As elsewhere in China and Japan the nursery-

men, like the other trades, have lormed themselves

here into a community or guild. Among the hardy
plants here propagated will be found the Jasminum
nudillorum, Prunus triloba, the Judas-tree, Weigela
rosea, Honeysuckles, and the Banksian and other

Roses. S. P. Oliver.

THE PROTECTION OF POLLEN.
A GREAT many plants, it is known, are fertilised

by tlie agency of the wind, whicli carries the abundant,

fine, diy puUen from one plant to tlic female llowcrs

of another of ihc same species at a distance. The
lightness and the large (|uanlity of pollen in such

cases insures the occurrence of a good fertilisation. In

another large class of plants the fertilisation is done by

means of insects, which carry away the pollen from

one plant to the llowers of another, which they visit

in search of nectar. In such cases the pollen must

wait till the insect visits the llower, and must be kept

intact for that event, and so it retiuires special means

of protection at once against premature removal and

the injurious action of the weather. The arrange-

ments met with in Nature for this end form the sub-

ject of a recent investigation by M. A. Kerncr, from

whose paper in the Archives des Sciences the following

information is taken :

—

The reproductive organs themselves are often

charged with protection of the pollen. Thus in Iris

the stigmas are developed into large petaloid plates,

which are turned towards and meet the parts of the

perianth. In this way they, enclose the stamens
perfectly in a kind of narrow canal, through which
the insect must violently force itself to collect ihe

nectar, but to which neither rain nor wind can
penetrate. In the genus Aspidistra the flower takes

the form of a widely open cup, at the bottom of which
the stamens are very short. The stigma is developed
into a large disc situated about lialf-way u[) the flower,

and quite closing it, protecting the anthers, and
leaving only a narrow passage for insects. In the

Oleander, &c. , the stamens have at their point a sort

of prolongation in the form of a spoon, and the style

is surrounded by a band of long hairs. The combi-

nation of these two organs forms a perfect roof for the

pollen. In the Compositre the tube which arises from
the union of the stamens, and within which the pollen

lies, is a protection till the insects come.

Often the protective covering is afforded by the

perianth. A large number of plants have a part of the

top of the flower developed into a true roof over the

pollen. This peculiarity of organisation characterises

some very important families—Labialre, Scrophu-

lariacece, Orobanchea?, Gesneriaceo^, Utricularice,

Polygalex, Violacece, many Papilionacece, some
UanunculaceK, &c.

In other cases, the upper portion of the petals of the

corolla remains united during the first part of the deve-

lopment of the flower, and so protects the filaments and
the style ; or, as in Trollius, the flower-leaves, very

concave inwards, unite at the top of the flower. In

other cases the tube of the corolla which incloses the

stamens is so narrow that the water cannot penetrate,

the air can find no exit, and remains behind as in a

liladder, keeping the pollen dry ; or {what is more
frequent) the entrance of the tube is closed by hairs,

scales, &c.

The spathes of many Aroidece, and the leaves of

certain Musace.x, and of the Linden, often cover the

flower like a true umbrella.

If any part of the flower is not constructed in such a

way as to be capable of protecting the stamens against

external injuries, the result sought is attained either

through periodical movements of the perianth, or

through bendings of the axis.

In tiie first category we find, especially, all so-

called ephemeral flowtrs, the flowering of which lasts

only a day (Villarsia, Tradescantia, Convolvulus
tricolor, &c.). The anthers open, and let the pollen

escape into the bud ; this, on the other hand, opens
only in the hottest hours of the day, when the sun is

bright, and the insects swarm from all sides ready to

efiect the fertilisation. The flowers which present a

like structure, but whose complete development lasts

several days, are ruled by similar laws ; they close in

the coolest hours, when the dew might injure the pollen,

when the weather is rainy, and when there is little

activity of insect life. Some among them love the

twilight only ; they open a little before sunset, closing

in the evening. Their usual visitors are naturally the

insects of twilight, and to attract these, they assume
lively and shining colours. Others have quite dull

colours, but their presence is manifested by a pene-

trating odour unobservable by day (Pelargonium
trisle, Itesperis tristis, Nyctanthes arbor-tristis).

Cut these cases are quite exceptional, and the very

large majority of flowers with periodic movements
j

open in the brightest hours of the day ; this is the

time when, in gardens and meadows, the flowers of

Gentian, Crocus, Anemone, Ranunculus, many Com-
positie, lie, are brightest.

The flower-leaves resume, when they close, the

position they had in the bud, and so bring the fila-

ments and anthers quite under cover.

When fertilisation is insured through curvature

of the flower axis, the perianth forms a protective

roof over the organs of reproduction; its form,

and also the degree of bending, depend naturally, in

great measure, on the length of the filaments. When,
as in the Lily of the Valley, they are quite short, a

little developed perianth and a simple bending to one

side is sufficient to attain the desired end. Where, on

the other hand, as in Fuchsia, the anthers are on long

filaments, the perianth is much more expanded radially,

and the flower is ([uite pendent.

For the rest, there are all degrees of curvature in

Nature ; sometimes 'the phenomenon Is observable

from the bud, sometimes it appears only at the

moment of expansion. When fertilisation is com-
pleted the young fruit mostly turns backwards, at least

where it is not fleshy, and so too heavy to be again

moved by the elasticity of the peduncle.

It sometimes occurs that the bending of the axi'--,

like the closure of the perianth, is periodical; this is

the case with the flower of (Jxalis AcetoscUa, which
during the day is directed quite upright, forms an

arc of more than lOo" at sunset, and at length is bent

quite towards the ground. The periodic changes of

elasticity in the tissue of the peduncle, which this

motion indicates, is shown in many other plants under

inlluence of an external stimulus, and many flowers

that usually stand erect, sink to the earth and so

protect their anthers, if they are shaken by the wind
or by the fall of raindrops.

Lastly, in the Boraginea: and some other families

whose infloresence is scorpioid we find the develop-

ment of the flowers successively in all kinds of posi-

tions to the horizon ; they mostly open in such a way
that at the moment when the pollen would be exposed

to injury the opening of the flower is directed towards

the ground, and the rain may hit it without doing

damage.
Such are the various peculiarities of organisation,

which all have the special object of facilitating the fer-

tilisation of the flowers, inasmuch as they protect the

pollen against what might injure it, without, at the

same lime, preventing the free entrance of insects

which aid in this function. Of course these various

means are often combined, and where, c.s^t a flower

which closes every evening leaves an opening at the

point, it isfound on a stalk that is more or less curved.

In general it may be said that the pollen is more
perfectly protected the less abundant and coherent it

is, the more absolutely the fertilisation depends on in-

sects the shorter the time of complete opening of

the flower, and the more unfavourable the climate.

The Orchidece present, perhaps, the most perfect

combination of all means of protection; which fully

agrees with the nature of their pollen and the small

number of their flowers. In the Pomacece and the

Amygdale.-e, on the other hand, the anthers are very

numerous, and the flowers are so abundant that, if only

the half were developed to fiuit, the tree could not

carry its load. Accordingly, in this case the means
of protection are very rudimentary.

A superficial glance, even, at the flora of a country

will generally show an intimate relation between
the character of the climate and the structure of the

most largely distributed families. A cold and damp
region, where the fertilisation must always be difBcult,

where the flowers must sometimes wait several days

for a sunshine favourable to the excursions of insects,

will not fail to exert a remarkable influence on the

character of its flora. Thus on the Alps, where the

dew is very heavy, and persistent clouds cover the

mountain summits for days together, the prevailing

species have all perfect means of guarding their

pollen (Gentiana, Primula, Andromeda, Soldanella,

Pedicularis, Campanula, Euphrasia, Veronica). There
are here no plants with ephemeral flowers ; the

anthers never rise much above the crown of the

flower. If we compare the flora of South Australia

(a region where during the whole flowering season not

a drop of rain falls), the Mimosx, the Myrtacepe, the

Proteace;^?, which are here so abundantly distributed,

have all stiff flowers with very short perianths, and very

long stamens, whicli leave the pollen quite exposed.

Some apparent exceptions confirm, on closer ex-

amination, the above rules ; and in those cases in

which there is an unprotected though dependent

pollen the injury to fertilisation thus rendered possible

is compensated by an enormous quantity of the pollen

and a, very long time of persistence of the flower.

A. ]V. M.

FLY-TRAPS.
As this is a time when certain plants .are on their

trial for their carnivorous propensities, it may be

worth while, on the score of fair play, to hear counsel

on both sides. Not that I am prepared to measure

weapons with the advocates on the other side, but I

think that certain statements of facts, well known to

plantsmen, should be put in, in time to save the repu-

tation of the plants in question ; lor not only are they

charged with slaying their victims, but also with

devouring them, and, finally, with digesting them. As
I have been familiar with these plants for some thirty

years or more, I may state their behaviour under my
own observation.
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The Sundews (Drosera rotundifolia and D. longi-
folia) abounded until lately in all the bogs round
Manchester, so that I could send specimens by post
to distant friends, who admired these curious tiny
herbs

; but the hot summer some years ago burnt up
all the Sundews of our mosses, and since that time I
have had to go far a-field for specimens. The pretty
little Pinguiculaof our moist moorlands is also blamed
for eating flesh ; but the most notorious offender in
this way is the Venus' Fly-trap (Dionrca muscipula),
whose machinery when set in motion is quick as
thought in securing its prey. The Side-saddle plants
(Sarracenias) are clumsy pitchers, holding dirty water
for ants and flies to drown in ; and the same may be
said of the true Pitcher-plants (Nepenthes). Now, if
any one goes into an Orchid-house he may see
shallow shrimp pots with treacle and water in the
bottom, and thousands of ants, some in good health,
tempting their fate, some dying, and thousands dead ;
but the shrimp-pot has no digestive powers; it is
simply a fly-trap, and differs in nothing from the
vegetable traps of Nepenthes and Sarracenias, with
their thimblefuls of water, and half a pitcherful of dead
ants and flies, usually ending in the destruction of the
ornamental pitcher instead of manuring the plant.

In Dr. Drummond's First Stcfs in Boianv he men-
tions a shrub found at the Cape called the Flag-bush,
whose botanical name he gives as Roridula dentata
[A near relative of Drosera. Eds.], and whose leaves,
he says, are furnished with glandular hairs, so that
people keep it in their houses to catch flies, as we do
twigs smeared with birdlime. This plant ought to
stand at the head of the class of fly-catchers. I
counted 200 dead flies on a piece of treacled paper less
than a foot square in my own kitchen in this year of
grace, and it was due to the clammy coating, and to
nought else, that the feet of these 200 flies got fast,
and their life was sacrificed. There was nothing to be
laid to the score of acrimony or impalement, as in the
case of the Sundews, whose clammy secretions are
said to be deadly, which they need not be, as the
pretty globules at the tips of their hairs are viscous
enough to hold the fly, and it could hardly escape
coming in contact with half-a-dozen red bullets when,
feeling entangled, it began to struggle. Out of the
thousands of Sundews, however, that I have seen
when young, and in flower and in seed, I have never
seen one with a fly half-digested, or with any other
mark by which one would suspect it of carnivorous
proclivities; and as the plant grows in wet bogs,
usually in company with living Sphagnum, the carcase
of a fly could be of little avail in such a case, where
clean water, or water tainted with peat, was the chief
dietetical element. As this tiny British plant has no
protection against storms and heavy rains, two things
become evident—the one, that the rain would wash
off anything like dust or dirt from the foliage thus
fully exposed to it, and the other, that the rain never
docs wash off the transparent globes at the tip of
every hair ; thereby proving that this clammy sub-
stance is not of the nature of dew. The "vertues "

of this plant are set down in books as a perfect cure
for warts, and powerful enough to blister the skin

;
it may be so, but many such "vertues " in Herbals,'
&c., are rank quackery.

It is well for the Sensitive Plant (Mimosa pudic.i)
that nothing of this kind can be laid to its charge, for
its leaves have only to be lightly touched, even with a
single hair, to droop as if fainting ; and not only do its
leaflets drop one after another before one's eyes, but
the footstalk follows suit, as if the soft infection ran
through its too delicate tissue. This has amused
children greatly. The movements among plants are
far more common than most people think, for we find
in the flowers of the common Barberry that when its
filaments are touched on the inside they suddenly con-
tract, and impregnate the flower by striking the
anther against and so depositing the pollen on the
stigma. The tendrils of the Pea feel their way all
round for a support, like a blind man groping for his
staff. In frosty weather the Rhododendrons hang
their leaves as if dying, like the Sensitive Plant, but
they veiy soon get starched up again as soon as mild
weather comes. The daily opening and closing of
flowers is a slow process, but not the less sure, nor the
less marvellous, for the heat and the light do not
always explain the mystery. Thus we find the night-
flowermg Cereus (Cereus grandillorum) blooming in
the dark, and the night-scented Stock (Mathiola
tristis) giving out its grateful odour only when the sun
goes down [for the benefit of night-flying insects].
The Broom (Spartium scoparium) and the Gorse
(Ulex europanis) sow themselves, for the pods burst
open with a loud crack and fling the seeds on to
fresh soil, yet few wonder at the deed or praise the
design. It seems, however, evident that the still
life of the vegetable kingdom was not to exist alone
for we find that the impregnation of many flowers
could not be well done without the aid of insects that
move as well as live. Hence the beautiful fitness of
the honey-bee for its work, and of the peat-clad
mountain with its square miles of blooming Ileatlier
and its honey to attract the bees, whose disturbing
movements were wanted to get fertile seed ; and the

wonderful impregnation of the Orchids as explained
in Darwin's works only shows the fitness of the tropi-
cal insect for the wants of the tropical plant, just as
the bee of Britain is for the Heather of that ilk.

I have often wondered whether the Northern national
music of the bagpipes with its drones and chanter, had
been borrowed from the humming song of the honey-
bee—for when bees are about to sting they give you
their music in quite another key, their battle-cry being
sharp and shrill as compared with their airs when
gathering honey. Therefore much of the charm to
Scottish ears of the Highland bagpipes may He in the
sound being so like that of the bee on his native hills.

Whoever would study the habits of Pinguiculas
should traverse the Scottish moors and fens, where
Heather of various hues and floods of water meet
like friends, and deck each other's charms.

It is unfortunate that all the plants blamed for this
vice of eating their visitors are rare. The Dionajas,
Nepenthes, and Sarracenias are all rare exotics, and I
have already stated how" scarce Sundews have become
in our bogs, and as for Pinguiculas Smith gives them
a habitation and a name—P. vulgaris in swamps and
fens, and P. grandiflora in Irish bogs, rare.

I do not dispute any of the facts adduced. I have
shown that movements in plants, flowers, and seeds
are no arguments in favour of plants impaling insects,
or of eating them, still less of digesting them, when
applied, as they must be, at the wrong end ; for plants
feed by their roots [and by their leaves also], and as
for their " inward digestion " that is not yet a settled
question

; but is it not upon the small mole-hill of the
impregnation of an Orchid that we are to place the
lever that is to overturn the world ? Verily we must
not then despise small matters. Alex. Forsyth.

P.S.—A very exalted personage lately made the
remark that he sympathised with learned men and
bore with their errors, because, he said, their dear
good heads were so filled with learning that they had
no room for "common" sense. Some years ago I
had the misfortune to spoil a good theory of a very
learned man. A light fall of snow lay over the land
of South Devon in April, or, as the almanacs have it,

"thereabouts;" and toads, which wereon their way to
their spawning-beds, left a curious track in the snow
as of some animal with a hoof. The print of the hoof
was figured in the papers, and reports poured in from
all quarters. In one case the animal had come to a
haystack, and the track was seen beyond it, and the
question was how did this animal get over the stack.
Worse than all, it was traced to the water's edge, and
here it took to a navigable river, reminding one of the
lines

—

"He stayed not for brake, and he stopped not for stone,
He swam the Esk river, where ford there was none."

To cut the matter short, the learned Professor gave
it as his opinion that the badger put one foot before
the other when he walked straight forward, and it

could only be the track of a badger ; but I found on
the high road the same track—a toad's, and also his
bruised and mangled body crushed by a cart-wheel.
There were no further tracks of this humble traveller
beyond that spot. So it is sometimes wise to wait for
facts before we jump at conclusions. A. F.

Some Cffrrespnknce.
The Fruit Manual.—I thank you for the favour,

able notice you have given of my book in your last

week's number, and at the same time I ask permission
to be allowed to make some explanations in reply to
what your reviewer calls " its deficiencies." I have
used my best efforts to make systems of classification
by which the names of fruits might be ascertained,
and in this I have succeeded in all cases except in
Pears and Strawberries. The arrangement of Apples
which I have discovered is based on characters so
fixed and natural (or at least as fixed and natural as
arrangements usually are) as will, I believe, serve the
purpose intended ; but I have not been able as yet to
place the numerous varieties in their proper divisions,
from some of the characters upon which the system is

based not being found in the published descriptions of
the fruits. In such a case as this the pomologist has
difficulties to contend with which the botanist has not.
The latter has merely to make use of the many well-
stored herbaria which are so easily accessible,
whereas the pomologist must wait patiently for times
and seasons to supply him with materials for his work.
The basis of classilication which my reviewer suggests
to me are not what I should have expected to have
been proposed by a man of science, such as I believe
most of your reviewers profess to be. What his ideas
of "Pearmains, Pippins, Reinettes, Codlins, &c.,"
are he does not explain. [That is for those who
use or adopt the terms to do. It is the ordinary
practice for an author to specify the sense in which he
uses certain terms ; but we find no such definitions in
the Fruit Manual.^ In former days I had some
crude notions on the same subject, but I have failed
to mould them into anything that I considered credit-
able to my own ingenuity or useful to the study which

it has been my object to promote. Five and twentyyears ago I published a classification of Apples muchon the plan of the "definite if arbitrary rules " Xchthe writer suggests, but they were not definite enoughT

and soli^ '""''
,''''J.'"S

'^'^''=*> I sometimes usedand sometimes abused this classification, I gave it upas a delusion and a snare. I must therefore ask myreviewer and the beginners for whom he pleads,"o

S^iT'oV '?r^"l"Tfr''
='' they require fo? the ^re"

" dl'fin^ -J i?^"^""
',?"' °"" "'""Js dictate as most

definite if arbitrary to satisfy their wants. [Whyask a beginner to do that which should bedone for him by the hand of experience?] Suchsystem may suit very well for nurserymen's catalogues,
but ma work ivhich makes some slight pretension to
scientific claims it would be as great an anachronism
in the present day to adopt such classification as my
reviewer proposes, as it would be for a botanist to
classify plants on the system of Cresalpinus or of any ofthe old herbalists. Another deficiency in the book com-
plained of IS that no mention is made of the " stock "
Apples of which there is a collection at Chiswick.

w J
''^ \^^ ^""'?' °"'y o"'^ 0"t of that collection

has borne fruit m the garden, and as it is not on
record that the whole collection has been fruitedri do
not quite see how is was possible for me to eive a
description of them. If the knowledge is in posses-
sion of the writer, he will confer a favour on manywho are interested in the subject if he will publish
the description with figures in next week's Gardene,-s'

JeZZf'- ^^^^\ '^^'f' ™'- '- P- S4I, where the
general characters, apart from the fruit, are
given.] ihe French Paradise, which is the only

"t after the first 150 pages of my book were printed ;and to show that I was neither negligent nor ignorant
of the fact, the fruit was figured and described by mem my Gardma-s' Year-Book last November, within
two months of the time when it was produced. There
are many "fine Nectarines" I dare say about the '

country which are not mentioned in the new edition
of the Fruit Manual, besides the Welbeck Seedling.
1 have many " fine" fruits of all kinds sent me from
time to time, which are not new, though they may be

ff ,,?^['
In saying this, I do not attempt to depreciate

the Welbeck Seedling, which I know nothing about.
It has never been submitted to me, nor, I believe, to
the I'ruit Committee; or, if it was, it received
no approval; neither am I aware that it has
met with the approval of any competent autho-
rity. It may be one of those seminal productions
'°'',3"gnt I know, which so frequently occur, and of
which an exam pie was given in the extract taken frommy book on Grosse Mignonne Peach. Mr. Rivers
throws away dozens of "fine Nectarines " every year,
which he has raised from seed, knowing that they are
not required, and which, if named and cultivated,
would only swell the pages of the fruit catalogues
without adding to the value of our collections. As to
the omission of any notice of some of the Nuts figured
and described in your pages for 1S73, I can only say
you must excuse my criticising that article. If I had
thought that it contained any contribution to pomolo-
gical science, I would have asked your permission to
make use of it ; but as I conceived that it did not, and
that all that is of any importance in it was already
contained in the Fruit Alanual, I saw no need for
loading my pages with matter which was not needful.
[Thjit IS for others to determine. Eds.] In con-
clusion, let me again thank you for the commen-
datory terms in which you have spoken of my
book; notwithstanding which it contains a mistake
which the eye of my critic has failed to detect. As it
is an important one, I shall be glad if you will give it

publicity. In describing President Strawberry I have,
through an error of my informant, ascribed the merit
of raising it to Mr. Bradley of Elton Manor, whereas
I have learned since the book was published that it
was raised by Mr. Green, a gardener at High Cross,
near Ware, and that it was first exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, by Mr. Hill, gardener
to Robert Hanbury, Esq., of Poles Park, Herts.
Robert Hogg.

Primula Parryi.—A few months ago I wrote you
a few remarks for insertion in the Gardeners' Chronicle
respecting the Rocky Mountain Primrose, Primula
Parryi. lu examining the flowers to-day at the York
Nurseries, where it is now in full flower, I discovered
that my former statement respecting the inflorescence
was incorrect. When I wrote in the winter my
remarks were entirely from recollection, haviiin- seen
the plant in flower at York the previous summer. I
believe, when speaking of the inflorescence, I said the
flowers were produced on a one-sided spike, whereas
they form a terminal umbel, much in the same way as
in Primula involucrata. The individual flowers are large
(about I inch in diameter), firm in texture, and very
handsome. The plants are much more vigorous and
finer this season than they were last. The leaves are
entire, strap-shaped, and of a deep glossy green. For
the successful culture of this high alpine Primrose, it

should be planted in deep, rather stiff loam, with a
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slight admixture of peat, taking care to select a shady

part of the border or rock garden. It should be

liberally supplied with water : I find it does well when

planted near the water's edge. H. J'.

Cypripedium japonicum, &c.—After reading

the notes of the New Plant and Bulb Company on

Cypripedium j.iponicum pciluilis you will let me say

that of our few plants bought from them the two

planted in the rock border seem to grow the strongest.

The order of flowering here of the hardy Orchises is

Cypripedium pubescens, almost over ; C. arietinum,

small, but very pretty, fully out ; C. japonicum, in

large bud ; C. spectabile, not yet showing bud.

Cypiii)cdium japonicum seems a valuable introduc-

tion, ,is, in addition to the llower, the leaves are

curious .ind quaint. Van lloutte's A/,.^lea mollis is

in great beauty on the rockwork ; three plants, buff-

rose, rose-bulT, and orange-buff, each with from

twenty to forty large trusses of their great flowers,

have a fine elfect. Erythronium giganteum in the

rockwork has been beautiful ; lour large llowers on

a stem ; in colour a very pale primrose, with bright

yellow centre. Ci-d/'i'c F. IVilion, Ihathcibank, Wty
brid^i Hmth, May 17.

Strawberry Culture in Pots : Sods v.

Saucers.—Thanks to Mr. Mclndoe (p. 632) for

calling the attention of Strawberry forcers to the

above subject, and which call, I trust, will be answered

satisfactorily to those interested in the culture of this

delicious fruit ; and no doubt most gardeners (myself

included) will give a decided preference to the mode of

standing the pots on sods ; that is, where it is found

practicable to do so, which is not so in every place. For

instance, How would sods answer on wooden shelves

suspended one above the other from the ralters or

otherwise ? and what about getting new shelves made

when the old ones get worn out, which assuredly they

would do in " double quick time " were they to have

wet sods upon them for two, three, or more months

in the year. I think, too, there will be found some

gardeners who, at least, will not condemn the saucers

without saying a word in their favour. Saucers have

been for many years associated with the experience

and practice of Strawberry forcers, and of the hitter I

think there must be few who cannot say that they found

the saucers very useful, and that they have been of

great advantage to the fruits when they were swelling

off. Moreover, they are very useful when a care-

less "chap" has charge of the Strawberries, or at

least whose duty it is to water them—and how often

does this man only surface-water them ; but, however,

it runs through the pots into the saucers, where it

remains until the plants absorb it—say for ten or fif-

teen minutes. During bright sunny weather like that

which we had during the last week there is not much

fear of the water remaining long in the saucers, and

should the weather be dull the saucers should be

emptied once a day, otherwise the fruit is sure to be

soft, watery, and insipid—which would be no wonder

if left standing in stagnant water day after day. //. W.

Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury, May 18.

Birds and Crocuses.—In reading "S. II. 's"

description of sparrows destroying Crocuses in

page 634, his plan of feeding the birds upon more

favourite food so as to divert them from the Crocuses

seems very likely to succeed ; but when " S. H."

asks "Why should sparrows destroy Crocuses in one

garden and not in another?" &c., he answers it as

occasioned by want of food. I do not think that the

real reason of the outrage. I have observed with

both birds and animals that, like ourselves, they are

apt to be led away by evil example. Some forty years

ago I lived at Epperstone, in Notts, where every

kind of bird food abounded, but where it was impos-

sible to grow a I'rimrose or Polyanthus in consequence

of the green linnets invariably picking the flowers to

pieces before development for the sake of the young

seeds. This extended for several miles round the

neighbourhood, but when the charmed circle

was left not a plant was touched, and through-

out Notts and Derbyshire I never could find

any depredation committed by these birds.

Again, I was, some years after, looking over what

ought to have been a kitchen garden in Cheshire, and

I lound the game destroying everything except

Potatos, it being situated in the midst of a large

preserve. I suggested a 2 or 3-feet wire netting ; and

some time after my friend thanked me for the sug-

gestion, and found it perfect, even against pheasants.

A neighbour of his situated in exactly the same
circumstances was so pleased with the netting that

he got some from the same shop, and surrounded his

garden in an exactly similar manner. At eventide

he sat down at his drawing-room window to see the

result, as his friend had often done, with much amuse-

ment, to watch the puzzled look of the hares. In the

latter instance, however, after being completely posed

for some half-hour, a wickedly disposed hare took a

running jump over the wire, and all the rest followed,

and continued playing at leap-frog till dark. In this

case the wire netting seemed to add to the enjoyment

of the hares, while years after the first g^"^Je" "<=

maincd secure from their attacks, and as far as I

know, is still so. In my part of Cheshire I found

the Thousand-headed Cabbage never touched by

rabbits, where they abounded. A friend was delighted

on observing this, and planted them largely near

Congleton, 12 miles olT, but there the rabbits cat it

voraciously. I could give many more such instances.

I remember a flower-garden near a large pond, where

for years the Crocuses were never touched by the

water hens which abounded ; but at last some bad

bird found them out, and none could after be grown,

as they devoured all the corms. ]V. D. F.

Clematis montana for Spring Decoration.

-

In our report of one of the recent meetings at South

Kensington it w.as mentioned that Mr. liarron had

brought up from Chiswick some nicely bloomed small

plants of the old Clematis montana, whicli proved to

be extremely useful in this form for the decoration of

the greenhouse and conservatory about March and

April. The sketch annexed (fig. 139), shows one

form in which the plant was grown ; two or three

branches of young wood were tied up to a short

flower-stick, little more than a foot in height, the ends

of tlie branches being allowed to hang rather loosely,

and these formed the prettiest little standards imagin-

able, and, as will be seen from our illustration, were

covered with blossoms. Though not large, the pure

white flowers, being numerous, were very attractive and

ornamental. Another form in which the plants were

grown, and one equally well adapted for decorative

uses, was that of a small cone or pyramid. In this

Fig. 139.—clematis montana.

case the young shoots were longer, and they were
coiled around a trellis composed of a few slender

flower-sticks stuck into the pots, and brought together

to a point at the apex, the trellis thus formed being

about a couple of feet in height. These being also well

bloomed were equally eiTective. Such plants are

easily grown, and in the case alluded to were bloomed
in 6-inch pots. What is particularly necessary is to

get the young wood well ripened, as it is from this that

the flowers are put forth. T.M.

Rot in Onions.—Year after year my spring Onions
take what is known as the "rot at the roots," and in

the hot days of May become in patches tjuile withered
and decayed. The disease seems to be owing to some
kind of fungus. Perhaps some of your correspondents

could suggest a remedy, unless, indeed, it is incurable,

like the Potato disease. Change of ground seems of

no use. y. S.y Ilenwick^ Worcester.

Maize.—If "A. F." (p. 567) alludes to the Maize
or Indian Corn now being offered to agriculturists by
Mr. William Cobbett, I am in a position to say some-
thing with reference to its qualities, as during the past

year Mr. William Cobbett was my next-door neigh-

bour. Cobbett's corn was some years since quite a
rage, although it soon died out. The elder Cobbett
was notoriously opposed to the Potato, and he hoped
that his Indian Corn would ultimately supersede the

famous esculent ; but in this belief he was miserably

deceived. The original Cobbett's corn is extinct,

whilst the Potato is universally grown. My former
neighbour terms his corn an "improved variety;"
and if its true character was developed here last sea-

son, then it deserves all that is said in its favour.

When Mr. Cobbett came to reside in liedfont some
two years since he brought with him a small stock of

the seed, but where it had been grown previously I

cannot say. This first summer, the garden of the

cottage he then occupied sufficed to grow his stock,

and this all ripened tiioroughly, and when he came to

reside close to mc the fullowing spring he had a suffi-

cient quantity of seed to plant, not only his own
garden of 40 rods uf ground, but also about 2 acres in

a field not far off—that in the garden being sown in

rows where it was to stand, and that grown in the

field being first raised in a seed-bed, and afterwards

transplanted. This latter course was necessitated

because the ground could not be got ready sulliciently

early to enable the corn to be sown in drills as usual.

That grown in the garden was sown in drills 4 feet

apart, the ground having been first ridged and lightly

rolled, as is commonly the case with Mangel Wurzel.

1 did not think that the 4 feet interval was
a necessary one, and in good garden soil I believe that

equally satisfactory results would be obtained in drills

2 feet apart, still in 4 feet drills it would be possible

to grow an intermediate crop of dwarf Peans, Let-

tuce, or some other vegetable. The lime for sowing
is about the middle of April, and in drills about the

depth usually given to Peas. The corn should be
sown thinly, and ultimately thinned out to 6 inches

from plant to plant. Just as the corn is coming
through it proves exceedingly tempting to the birds,

and therefore it should be carefully watched until it is

out of danger. I have a vivid recollection of the

exertions of Mrs. Cobbett as a '* bird-starver," as

that lady gave the feathered thieves little chance to

despoil her precious crop. As the plants grow they

should be deeply stirred about the roots with the hoe,

and when from 12 inches to 15 inches in height be
well earthed up, to give them all possible support.

During the summer the plants will throw up suckers

from the base of the stem j these should be cut or

pulled away, as they only serve to strain the plant

without adding to its productiveness. These few
directions constitute most of what it is necessary to

know as to garden cultivation. In field culture a
greater width between the rows is necessary, as the

hoeing and earthing must be performed by horse

labour ; and where sown in a seed-bed and afterwards

transplanted it simply requires to be done with an
ordinary dibble in showery weather to make the work
successful. I cannot now give the exact lime when
Mr. Cobbett's corn was ripe, but I think the earliest

cobs were ready about the end of August ; certainly

from sowing to ripening the time occupied was from
three to four months. Of course all the cobs do not
ripen at once, but that is of no consequence, as the
crop can be gone over twice or thrice and the
cobs gathered, or, if thought desirable, the
whole crop can remain until all is ready to

harvest ; and there is this merit attached to the Maize,
that it is not affected by wet or frost, and may be
harvested at any time when the weather is dry, as the
leathery sheathing in which the cobs are encased
keeps the corn quite dry and clean. Mr. Cobbett
strongly impressed upon me the fact that, with a crop
of his corn, the grower was quite independent of a wet
harvest. The average height of well-grown plants of
this variety is 3;^ feet, and a good plant will produce
from four to six cobs. I think the latter number to

be nearest the mark, but all depends on the cultiva-

tion. As evidence of the productive character of
this corn, I may say that 1 counted the corns on d
large number of fair-sized cobs, and found them to be
usually eight rows of thirty each, thus giving a total

of 240 to each cob, or from 1000 and upwards, from
one corn—certainly an enormous produce. Well-
ripened clean cobs are of a rich golden bright yelluw,

and very handsome. I am growing some myself this

year, and there is some being grown elsewhere in the

village, so that any one curious as to its qualities may
see for themselves about the end of August, Mr.
Cobbett was very eulogistic as to the extremely deli-

cious nature of the green cobs when properly cooked,
and served as a table vegetable, characterising it as a
dish for an epicure ; but of this I cannot write with
authority. Perhaps "A. F." has had some experi-

ence of it in this state, and would say whether the

green cobs are a delicacy or not. At any rate,

Cobbett's corn will afford them in abundance ; and if

such is the case, surely this corn should be found in

every well-appointed garden. As to its value in a
ripened state, I presume that would depend materially

as to the ease with which it could be discobbed and
ground ready for domestic use. DIscobbing machines
arc to be had, and no doubt hand mills for grinding

are to be had also ; and, granted these things, a real

delicacy in the shape of pure corn-flour becomes at

once both possible and easy of production. Alex.

Dean, BeJfont, IK

International Potato Exhibition.—In Mr.
Dean's letter, inserted in your is.sue of last week,
reference is made to the additional prizes offered

through us by our friends Messrs. Lliss & Sons, of

New York, and a desire expressed that the sorts
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should be indicated to wliicli their prizes would be

awarded. It was the intention of Messrs. Bliss to

offer prizes for the best dishes of Alpha, Snowflake,

and Eureka, but tlie previous resolutions of the com-

mittee prohibited any prizes being offered for sorts

specially named. In order, therefore, to be consistent

with this resolution, we authorised the alteration of

their offer to its present form, and consequently any

really American variety which was not sold in Eng-

land before the spring of 1874 is now admissible.

Competitors cannot do better than adhere to the sorts

for which Messrs. Bliss intended their prizes—viz.,

Alpha, Snowflake, and Eureka. Hooper &' Co,

Potherbs.—Some thirty years or more ago the

gardener at Chiswick House, the then residence of the

Uuke of Devonshire, was noted for his management

of potherbs, and for vapour baths medicated by the

use of herbs. The leaves of the various potherbs

were picked from the stalks just as we read of the Tea
leaves being gathered from the bushes, and when thus

collected they were pressed into thin cakes of the

shape and siae of a flue tile, say 12 x 12 inches by

\\ inch, and dried by fire-heat, and finally packed

in paper and stored for use. This was a great

improvement upon ancient usage, when the herbs

were harvested like corn in small sheaves and hung

up in sheds to dry as best they might, and when after-

wards they were awkwardly handled the leaves, that

form the only useful parts, would drop off and the

naked stalks, more or less dusty, would finally be the

form that potherbs would take in winter for the

supply to the kitchen. The Chinese had taught us

how to dry leaves, and we had only to imitate our

betters in this respect to have our potherbs preserved

in perfection. I was agreeably surprised the other

day to see in ray own house potherbs in bottles,

neatly got up, not a stalk to be seen, but the leaves

as neatly dried as any Tea leaves ever were, and that,

too, at a very reasonable price, about Id. per half-pint

bottle, and these were supplied by the regular traders

in preserves (Crosse & Blackwell), thereby saving any

trouble to the housekeeper. When I had to keep up

a supply of potherbs for the use ol a large family, I

got the tinman to make me canisters and to get the

name of each herb put on in inch letters, and following

in the wake of Mr. Lindsay, the gardener at Chiswick

House, I had the potherbs carefully picked and dried

by fire-heat, but instead of pressing them I packed

them into the tin canisters, from which they were

supplied as wanted, precisely as tea would have been

served out. This was duly recorded in the gardening

periodicals of the day, and, therefore, I may claim for

Mr. Lindsay and myself the credit of keeping pot-

herbs clean and sweet : at all events we were pioneers

in that line. I was one day shown througli the

propagating department of a London nursery, and the

propagator claimed the credit of striking cuttings

between two flower-pots, the inner one plugged at the

bottom with a lump of clay and kept (uU of water.

He little tlioughc that he was paying his unknown
visitor a compliment, for I had had that in print long

enough before he had practised it. I have also a

recollection of detailing the working of a dry earth

closet on the premises of Mr. George Robinson,

millwright, Gerard Street, Aberdeen, some twenty

years before the thing had been mooted in England.

Mr. Robinson used the wood ashes of the waste

wood, sawdust, and shavings of the workshop, and as

wood ashes of themselves are excellent manure, the

system was better worked by him than it could be in

ordinary hands. It certainly helps an inventor a good

deal when he finds anything fully detailed for him to

copy. Alex. Forsvth,

Watercress Beds.—Can any of your readers give

me any information as to the proper way to make a

Watercress bed ? I have choice of field between two

brooks or some shaded streams. Tlie latter would

be least trouble, but are very much shaded by high

banks and trees. Would this be against it ? What
soil is best for the bottom ? Does it need manure ?

How deep should the water be kept ? What size

beds are best? And how many yards does it take to

grow one hundredweight ? Aqua. [See Gardeners'

Chroniele, 1S66, pp. 193, 416.]

Apiary.
Italian Bees.—Englishmen have a great rage for

novelties. This was the case some few years ago in

regard to the Italian, Alp, or Ligurian bees, for by all

these names they have been recognised, but somehow
they have not gained the popularity which their first

appearance foretold. INIany bee-masters after a brief

trial gave up keeping them, and perhaps one cause of

this failure was the difficulty in keeping the breed

pure, in consequence of the frequent hybrids, and

wherever any black drones exist within li or 2 miles

they will seldom be preserved very long in a pure

state, or as a pure race. Also many apiarians do not

believe they are superior in any point to our hardy

black bees. It is difficult when any prejudice of this

kind exists to convince persons to the contrary. We

will try briefly to lay before our readers a little expe-

rience, not shared solely by ourselves, but gained by

years of study by some of tlie most practical, as well

as scientific, bee-keepers in the North of England.

A friend states as follows :
— " I have kept Ligurians

now for twelve years. I first saw them at the

exhibition working beside a black stock ; the latter

was much stronger as a colony, but I fancied the

Ligurians were far more active. Whilst watching

them a shower of rain fell, which had the effect of

detaining the black bees prisoners, not so the hand-

some Alp bee, which worked bravely through the

rain. I have since kept them, and am convinced they

are much belter honey-collectors than our black bees."

Their superiority consists in ;—
1st. They are far less sensitive to cold and

moisture,

2d. The queens are remarkably prolific. We have

known stocks of these bees started as artificial swarms
with but few workers, and which in a short time have

become powerful and strong colonies.

'^'^. They swarm earlier and far more frequently.

This is a consequence of the prolific queens.

4th. They are excellent honey gatherers. We
have gleaned more super honey from the Alp bee than

could have been gained by the black breed. In bad
seasons they have proved most valuable.

5th. They are more courageous and active in self-

defence. We have never known a stock destroyed by
robbing, which is commonly witnessed in apiaries of

the common bees. They are also more active on the

wing. We confess they have one bad quality—they

are notorious thieves. Sooner than be deficient of

their winter supply of provisions they will attack their

neighbours without the least scruple of conscience.

My bees have robbed and destroyed stocks half a mile

from their own hives. Many of my neighbours have

complained bitterly of the strange yellow bees in this

case. I had to keep silence about the ownership of

the wasp-bees, so-named by the cottagers.

6th. They are handsome bees, and are most worthy

of a place in the ornamental garden, where bees are

kept only to make the spot more home-like.

The difference in appearance consists in the first

rings of the abdomen, except the posterior edge and

base of third, being of an orange colour instead of a

deep brown. These coloured parts are transparent

when closely examined with the sun shining on them.

All Alp bees have the same distinctive marks if pure

—

the two orange-red girths ; some are lightert hanothers

;

a dark queen will, however, produce just as well as a

light one. The drones differ from workers in having

the upper half of their abdominal rings black and the

lower half an ochry yellow, thus causing the abdomen,

when viewed from above, to appear annulated.

We have now briefly brought before our readers a

few noteworthy characteristics, wherein the Ligurian

differs from our common bees ; these views are firmly

believed by Langstroth and f^whrby, the two foremost

apiarians of America. We merely state, in conclusion,

if you have a long purse and are wondering how you

must spend all your spare cash, invest a little in the

"yellow bees ;" they will yield you a good return in

the shape of innocent pleasure if nothing more. But

we advise the farm labourer and working gardener,

who in many instances have to smoke their

evening pipe surrounded by a little family of nine or

ten children with an income of less than £1 per week,

to leave the study of the yellow bees to others,

and keep only the black stocks, for these will gather

honey perhaps equal to the Ligurian, both in quantity

and quality ; and this is the chief thing to be attended

to in bee-keeping. R.

Reports of Societies.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

May 14 to 21.—The annual Grand National Whitsun-

tide Exhibition of this Society opened in the Botanical

Gardens at Old Trafford on the 14th inst., and closed

last night, and whatever may have been the result

financially, it was—as a display of practical horticul-

ture—perhaps the best of the series which the Society

has ever had. The well-known glass pavilion was an

exhibition in itself, so thoroughly good were its con-

tents. The stove and greenhouse plants were a grand

lot, especially the flowering and fine-foliaged plants

contributed by Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, of Withing-

ton, and Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham, and the fine-

foliaged plants by Mr. B. S. Williams. Orchids,

though not so well represented as last year—the show

being quite a fortnight earlier—were still exceedingly

fine, while the Ferns, hardy and exotic, call for our

special commendation. A specimen of Gleichenia Spe-

lunca;, 6 feet high, and, as near as we could judge,

from 7 to S feet through, and grandly furnished, was

a sight to behold with admiration, so rarely is such a

noble specimen seen. T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq.,

Preston, was the fortunate exhibitor. The much-

talked-of " war of the Roses," fought out between the

rival champions of Slough and Cheshunt, will long be

remembered, to the credit of both exhibitors, so noble

were the specimens and se even the contest. New and
rare plants came in formidable numliers from Mr. John
Wills, Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton, and Mr.
Williams, of Holloway ; and among other striking

features of the exhibition we must not omit to men-
tion a charming group of Clematis from Messrs. G.

Jackman & Son.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—What may
not inappropriately be called the champion class

in the exhibition, since £^1 in prizes were devoted

to it, was the one for twenty plants, ten fine-

foliaged, and ten in flower. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons
staged a grand collection, and came in a good 1st

in front of Mr. J. Cypher and Mr. Herman Samson,
of Bowdon, the other competitors. We noticed in

the Messrs. Cole's group Eriostemon scaber, from

4 to 5 feet over, a sheet of white blossoms ; Azaleas

Conqueror, Iveryana, and Due de Nassau, all of

immense size, and well flowered ; Erica tricolor

Wilsoni, 4 to 5 feet over and full of bloom ; Croton

pictura, about 5 feet through, finely furnished with

superb foliage ; Erica Lindleyana, first-rate ; Pimelea
mirabilis, a large specimen, well flowered ; fine Palms
and Cycads, and a noble Phormium tenax variegatum.

In the< group from Mr. James Cypher, which stood

2d, were some capital Azaleas, a specimen of Erica

ventricosa coccinea minor, 4 feet over, splendidly

bloomed ; Bougainvillea glabra, about the same size

and equally well flowered ; Genetyllis fuchsioides, also

good ; Tetratheca ericoides hirsuta, 4 to 5 feet in

diameter, and grandly flowered—a most meritorious

specimen ; fine Palms, Tree Ferns, &c. For ten stove

and greenhouse plants in flower IMessrs. E. Cole& Sons
were unapproachable, and the 1st prize of ;^20 was
easily judged to be due to the Withington firm, who
staged Azaleas jNlagnificent, white, and Trotteriana,

bright purplish rose, about 6 feet high and from

7 to 8 feet through—veritable mountains of blossoms,

and recalling to our mind the palmy days of this

flower, when Mr. Turner and Messrs. James Veitch

& Sons so stoutly fought for victory in a long series of

encounters which culminated in that grand horticul-

tural encounter—the London International of 1866.

Besides the Azaleas, which gladdened our eyes, the

Withington growers had a very fine example of Erica

Princess Royal ; Anthurium Scherzerianum, 3 to 4
feet through, well furnished with good spathes

;

Genetyllis tulipifera, about 5 feet through, and
thickly studded with its large richly-coloured, bell-

shaped involucres ; Erica affinis, very large and good ;

Boronia pinnata, from 4 to 5 feet over, and thickly

flowered ; Clerodendron Balfourianum, about the same
size, and well-flowered, &c. The best eight specimens

contributed by amateurs came from Edward Pilgrim,

Esq., Cheltenham, who had good examples of Boronia

pinnata, Franciscea calycina major, Clerodendron

Balfourianum, Genetyllis tulipifera, Pimelea specta-

bilis rosea, and Anthurium Scherzerianum, &c.

T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., was 2d. Fine-foliaged

plants were well represented by six from Mr. B. S.

WUliams, which included Croton longifolium, fine in

size and beautiful in colour ; a fine Latania borbonica,

Croton pictum, very large j and Maianta Veitchii, also

exceedingly fine ; and by fine groups from T. H.
Birley, Esq, Pendleton, and T. M. Shuttleworth,

Esq. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons had the best Ericas,

which were not shown in any numbers, and also the

best eight Azaleas—Mr. Turner having[the best twenty

small plants, nicely flowered. In the nurserymen',-;

class for ten DracEenas the competition was confined

to Mr. John Wills and Messrs. Rollisson & Son, the

former winning easily with a splendid lot of plants,

which included D. Mooreana and D. Shepherdi, 4
feet high, and smaller specimens in proportion of D.
Chelsoni, Weismanni, Voungii, Baptisti, regina, &c.

Mr. Wills also contributed a remarkably well-grown

group of Dracaenas, which gained an extra prize.

Okciiids.—The Orchids were a fine feature in the

show, though, as we before observed, the display was

not so good as last year. The whole of the 1st prizes in

the amateurs' classes went to O. O. Wrigley, Esq., of

Bury, the competition for 2d honours lying between

Dr. Ainsworth, of Lower Broughton, Mrs. Leech, of

Staleybridge, and Mr. James Broome, of Didsbury ;

while in the corresponding classes for nurserjmen

three 1st prizes went to Mr. B. S. Williams, and one

to Mr. R. S. Yates, of Sale. The specimens from

Mr. Wrigley's famous collection were of the highest

order of merit, which makes us the more regret having

to complain of the total disregard (on the part of him-

self or his gardener) of article 2 ol the regulations,

which stipulates that " every article must be legibly

labelled." In Mr. Wrigley's 1st prize collection of

sixteen were Cypripedium niveum with twenty

flowers and buds ; Anguloa Clowesii, a very fine

specimen with about thirty flowers ; Saccolabium

ampullaceum, very fine ; Odontoglossum vexillarium,

two spikes of five flowers each, very beautiful ; an

immense pot of Odontoglossum Phal^nopsis, con-

sisting of twelve finely- flowered plants, a glaring case of
" making up," which the wording of the schedule

ought to prevent. Dr. Ainsworth, who was 2d, had

Oncidium sphacelatum majus with twenty-one very
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f,ne spiUes-a noble plant ; Lxlin llrys.ana, with

llvteen (lowers, rcmarkahlc for the rich colourm^ of

he lip
• Deud^obiun: Warcliani.m. with about fifteen

spikes Veitch's variety of VanJa suav.s, «'!> ^'='

snlendi^Ll spikes ;
Saccolabium prLvmorsum, wUh four

so kes • Cattleya Mossi.o superba, with from two to

See dozen Qowers ; Vanda snavis, a plant from 4

oTfee" hiiih, with four spikes ;
Ucndrobmrn Ben-

son^o with nine spikes, one of them havmg nearly

Wrt; flowers ; 'pendrobium l.tu.llorum, fi een

sokes, very fine ; and I,a:Ua purpurata. a very Urge

phnf with sixteen llowcrs. Mr. Wr.gley's s.x eon-

Sof Masdevallia Uarryana, with fourteen Rower

a niee I'hala^nopsis araabilis, Aer.des roseum, fou

spikes, very pretty; ^"B"!^,^ ,<r'°«"',';
^

^'^'^

skteeA fiowers; Calanthe yeratr.foha, wth fifteen

snikes &c. The 2d pri/e group, from Mrs.

Leech contained a specimen of Cattleya Mendel,,,

with nine beautiful flowers; Dendrobunn Ben-

TonK> with six spikes, two of them specially fine ;

0,"ddiuT,plaeelatum sixteen spikes, a plant about

4 f"et thror^gh ;
Thalconopsis L-hleman,ana three

spikes ;
Cattleya Moss,a^

T-'^'^^-^'^^^Tv jbams'
Dr Ainsworth was 3d. In Mr. B. fa. \V,ll,ains

i; p^ze collection of sixteen in the nurserymen s

classes, we noticed Cattleya Mossi.x-. 3 feet through,

am well flowered ;
Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum

with two fi,ie spikes; O. nebulosum four sp,kes ,

V nda tricolor superba, two spikes; Cattleya fa k,n-

neri four very fine spikes, one having seven flowers,

alio splendid colour; Cypripedium barbatum su-

nerbum, from 2 to 3 feet through, and well flowered ,

C cau^atum, with twenty-one very fine flowers

Catt'eya intermedia, &c. In Mr. W.U.ams' group of

^x were Dendrolnum thrysifiorum, with fourteen fine

spikes Cypripedium barbatum Warner., with seven-

een flowers ;
Odontoglossum sceptrum, with two long

spikes &e. while a specimen of Cypripedium

Xum, wi'th between twentyfive and thirty flower

was the best single specimen. Mr. K. fa. ,i ates 01

Sale, was l^t for ten, with a nice collection mdud.ng

Sob;alia macrantha superba, Aendes Fielding.., with

three fine spikes ;
Odontoglossum eitrosmum with one

dn/en soike« &c. In th.s place rather than m me

mTseellaneous class to which {hey belonged honourable

mention must be made of a coUect.on of about twenty

well flowered plants of Cattleya Moss.ce, from Pete.

Spence, Esq., of Whalley Range.

The Fern'= taken as a whole, were an exceedingly

fine lot, and to T. M. Shutlleworth, Esq., is due the

credit of being the most successful exh.bitor. In h.s

group of eight stove and greenhouse Ferns which beat

^ good collection from O. O. Wr.gley. l^^q-
•

^fj^
tlnec Gleichenias which will not readily be lorgotten

_G. Spelunca., 6 feet high, and from 7 to S fee

tl.i-ough, and grandly furn.shed ; O. rupest.ib, .aio

G flabellata, but slightly inferior in size, and none m
quality. Davallia elegans, 5 feet over, was also a

magnificeiit specimen; Leueostegia immer.a, of the

sar^e dimensions ; and noble specimens of Cyathea

prineeps, C. Dregii, and C. medullar,s, were very eon-

soicuous In Mr. Wrigley's group there was the

a^gest xample of the elegant Uavallia Mooreana we

have seen. Mr. Shuttleworth also took the 1st prize

for six Adiantums, with very good specimens ot A.

farleyense, A. cuneatum, A. CapUlus-Veneris Daw-

oni A. assimile, A. formosum, and A. tenerum.

The' same gentleman was also 1st for twelve hardy

Ferns, with a charming group, which was well

seconded by specimens shown by Miss Pearson, of

Prestwich. The best group of Filmy Ferns and the

best pair of Tree Ferns, came from Mr. B. fa.

NeTInd rare plants where shown in great numbers,

especially by Mr. John Wills, of Sussex Race, Old

Brompton, and Mr. B. S. Wdliams, of Holloway.

In the competition with twelve the last named gentle-

man came in 1st with nice examples of Dracrcna

Biptisti, .Echmea Mari?, Reginx-, Croton Weis-

manni Aralia Veitehii, Anthurium crystallmum

Kentia Moorei, Dracaena Chelsoni, Adiantum gracil-

hmum, Croton majesticum, Dracrena amabdis,

Abutilon Sellowianum marmoratum, Draccena Hen-

derson!, Calamus viminalis. Azalea Flambeau and

the white show Pelargonium Duchess of Edinburgh.

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons came in a close 2d witli

capital examples of Croton Coopen, D.effenbach.a

brasiliensis, Maranta leopardina, rhyllota-nuim

Lindeni DracKna Hendersoni, Abutilon Sellowianum

marmoratum, Reedia glaucescens, Anthurium crystal-

linum, Campsidium filicifolium, Drac^na amab.lis,

D Baptist!, Diefl"enbachia nobdis. Mr. John Wdls

was 3d. The group ofnew and rare plants contributed

by the last named exhibitor was a large and most

meritorious one—perhaps the finest miscellaneous lot

ever seen at Manchester—and was awarded the 1st

prize in the miscellaneous class. Mr. Williams was

also a large exhibitor in this department. Amount
amateurs the leading exhibitor of new plants was i.

M. Shuttleworth, Esq.

The contributions of Roses in pots made by Mr.

Turner Messrs. Paul & Son, and Messrs. Id. Eane

& Sons' were a host in themselves, while in the ama-

teurs' classes the examples shown were of the poorest

description. The competition between the two first-

named exhibitors in the class for twelve was an

irnmense source of interest, and the judges had a diffi-

:Sk to'ay which was the >'"^.-^ "';- ' "^^f
was eventually made m favour of the ^' K P^"'^'

able critics were not wanting to question le deusion

Manvweie of opinion that they were " = .''e^t P"

R„ es Tver seen, but we are of those who believe tliat

a, reg "ds the foliage and flowers the >:pee.,nens fmm

J'he same growers shown at South Kensington la t

year we e not equalled on this occasion, but as regards

I^e the present plan's certainly had the advantage

ami splendid examples they' undoubtedly wee As

rerrnrds the judges' awards, it may sately^ oe

Tvlrred that kd equal 1st f^'^^^J^
(Tcneral satisfaction would have been felt, u. they

Sd served it. Mr. Turner had a sbght adva.Uage

in position, his plants occupy.ng the face "f
^
^He.

Mess.-s P.aul & Son filling a large circular led on

Mie flat opposite. The varieties staged by Mr. 1 arner

were Edward Mor.-en, Madame WiUermoz, V.ctor

Verdier, Paul Verdier, Charles I.awson, Celine

Fore tier, Paul Perras, La France, Anna Alcxielf

Madame de St. Joseph, Beauty of Waltham, and

Souvenir d'un Ami.' The average measurement

l£/°s^^bSiir^^™s^/wrfS
Mess" . Paul & Son's plants were scarcely so large all

thro lU. but had splendid foliage, and we think the

creates number of first-class blooms. Their varieties

l^erejuno Dr. Andry Princes Mary of Cambridge

Charles Lawson. Madame Victor Verliei, Anna

Alexiefl, Celine Forestier, Marechal Valiant

Souvenir d'un Ami, Horace Vernet, Elie Morel, and

Victor Verdier. In the class for forty Roses in pots

^o more than 9 inches across, Messrs. Paul .V .Son

rurneTthe tables on their rivals, and came in 1st with

^remarkably well-flowered group, though Mr.

Tu ^r^'id^'llessrs. H. Lane & Sons foUowed them

verv closely in the order of merit given. T he last-

nan'^ed al o exhibited a group of about a hundred

small plants with very fine blooms, which were much

""

Amongst subjects which may be grouped under the

miscellaifeous heading may be mentioned fine pairs of

Yucca filamentosa-a popular plant m this neighbour-

hood-from Mrs. Gray, Withinglon, and Mr. Broome,

DWsbury Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting were

Tstlor eighty alpine and herbaceous plants in b-ineh

pots in competition with Messrs. G .VW. \ates.

Market Street, Manchester; the combined effect of

both groups, with a background of Rhododendrons,

be ,,g exceedingly good. For six variegated Japanese

plants Messrs. T. Standish & Co., of Ascot, were I.t,

with large and well-coloured plants of Euonymus radi-

Tans aufeus variegatus, Thujopsis dolabrata yariegata

Acer polymorphum pectinatum rubrum, A. ruhnuve,

Juniperusjaponica alba variegala, and Aucubajrpo-

nica marmoiata aurea variegala. A pair of standard

Bays shown by Messrs. Caldwell & Sons, ^""tf^d

were very fine, and another good pair was contributed

by Messrs. H. Lane & Son A g™up of twenty

plants ot Messrs. G. Jaekman & Sons C e-

Latises, principally unnamed seedlings, were

amongst the most admired things m the slow,

their rich and effective colours being very telling.

A smaller group from Messrs. J.
Standish & Co.

also came in for considerable praise. >hodo.

dendrons were fairly well shown by Mr.J
ates,

Sale, and Messrs. J.
Standish & Co who e Star of

Ascot is a decided novelty, being white with a vvell-

defined deep claret or almost black blotch : it pro-

duces a good truss, and is very distinct. From the

Ascot firm also came a choice group of>P^"^^f
^cers.

A quantity of cut blooms of Marechal Niel Rose

and show Pansies, came from Mr. Coohng, of Bath

and from Mr. Hooper, of Widcombe 11,11, near the

same town, came a capital lot of Ranunculuses

Pansies and Tulips. Some very gofdJ^f^P'f
°f

Strawberry culture in pots were contributed by Mr.

Upjohn, gr. to the Earl of Ellesmere, the variet.e

represented being Vicomtesse Ilericart de Thury and

President. A nice group of small plants suitable for

table work came from Messrs. Dicksoii & Kobi..5on,

Market Place, Manchester. Show and Fancy i elai-

goniums were not particularly good as a class, though

very creditable specimens were shown by Mr. Charles

Rvlanee of Ormskirk. Tricolor Pelargoniums, some

3 or 4 feet over, came from Mr. J.
Grestry, gr. to

James Kershaw, Esq , Cheetham Hill ;
but, though

well furnished with good leaves, they were very dull

in colour.

In an exhibition which is made up of some seventy-

one classes it is impossible for us to notice every-

thin<J but we think we have stated sufficient to show

thatlhe display was one of no ordinary merit
;
and

we are glad to hear that it has ministered to the e.ijoy-

ment of some 50,000 visitors. We are not likely to

see such another this year ; and in conclusion we

heartily congratulate Mr. Findlay, the energetic

manager, on the great success which has attended

his labours, and which we hope may long continue.

Glaseow Botanic Garden : May S and 9 -The

Kibble Conservatory, so useful for many P^rfosesai

anexhibition.room, where the P"''I'= "" P^';™^"f

«

with some degree of comfort was on tins oeeasion se

apart for a floral display, and there can be « Jo"'''

that it is in every way adapted for showing plants to

advantage, froin the elegance and lightness of .ts coi^

struction and from the ample space ,at disposal, bt

has this drawback, that there is such an eUent 01

Superficial feet of glass for the rays ol the sun o play

upon, that at thnes it becomes inconveniently hot

.Some capital plants were exhibited, and there was also

considerable iariely. We do not remember to have

seen so cood a general lot of plants from so few exhi-

bitors ''The exWhitions, in truth, are falling into few

hands, and but for the nurserymen there would be a

sparse display. The quality, however, of such con-

Sbutions'ascome from A. R
"^^^^'^'-'X^l^^Z'-

cUITe Lodge, Langside ; J.
Fnrdlay, Es.i.. M^-y/ieW -

J C. Wakefield, Esq., and a few others, are highly

meritorious. By far the best lot of plants in their

various groups on this occasion came from Mr.

Stewart, whose ornamental-leaved plants were

superb-better exhibited than we have hitherto

seen them, and reflecting the highest credit

on Mr. Todd, the gardener. The sing.i ar ser-

rated linear-leaved Dasylirion glaucum, the 1 h..;nico-

phoriums and Pandanus Veitehii, were pictures, and so

was every plant in the group In lahns the same

exhibitor had a magnificent Cocos Weddebana, one

of the foremost of pinnated-leaved Palms, so clegan

in its outline, and the pinna- beautifu ly cut ;
as well

as many others. In Ferns, his Gleicheiiia flabellata

and Mendelii were highly cultivated plants and well

merited first honours. The flowering plants were

.also fine, particularly the Clerodendron Lalfounanum,

with its white calyces and crimson corollas, and the

Eriostemon, with its multitudinous flowers, as well

as the Flamingo plant, which is a fust favour-

ite at all shows. The plants shown for Mr W. Lull s

Cup were well contested, but it would have taken much

to have beaten Cyathea Burkei, the handsomest weep-

ing fronded Fern in cultivation, and the pearly white

Odontoglossum Roezlii, one of the newest and best of

Orchids. Mr. Findlay, who ran Mr. Stewart very

closely, had also a fine group-the Daimonorops

peiiacanthus being in splendid condition, and, indeed,

one of the finest specimens in the country. His

Azileas, too, especially Iveryana and iKOsy Litcle,

were much the best exhtbited, being one sheet of

mauve and white blossoms, and well staged by Mr.

Bevcridge. Mr. Wakefield had flower,ng plants, the

best of which was Azalea Roi Leopold. The indi-

genous Ferns were in good groups.

The nurserymen weie in strong muster, and their

productions as a whole were exceedingly creditable.

By far the largest lot came from Messrs. J. and R.

Thyne who decorated the centre-piece with capital

croups of Palms, Tree Ferns, Rhododendrons, and

suchlike plants. The efl-ect was striking, although

the plants were too thinly scattered over the surface.

The same exhibitors had a splendid lot of twelve new

plants for Mr. Bull's Cup; the Dracaana Fraseri,

Phyllanthus nivosus, several Crotons of the first water,

and Encephalartos villosus standing out prominently

among their neighbours. The same exhibitors were

also successful in taking first place for the collection

of miscellaneous plants suitable for hall, window, or

table decoration. In this group were Palms,

Dract-nas, and a miscellaneous assortment ot

nondescript plants, bordered with Hydrangeas,

Fuchsias, Spiraeas, Ferns, &c. Mr. James An-

derson, of Meadowbank Nurseries, Uddingston,

had a fine miscellaneous assortment, prominent

among which was one of the best examples of Erica

Devoniana (a yard across) that has ever been

exhibited, and which was bristling with scarlet-tubed,

white-tipped flowers ; then several finely-flowered

Everlastin'^S and some very superior Amaryllis,

among whTch was a fine crimson of great substance

and perfect form, named Andromache ; La Belle

Blanchefleur, the best white m cuUivation ;
and

several seedlings of the first quality. These again

were interspersed with Cycads, Palms, Pandanaas,

Maidenhair Ferns, Azaleas, and Flamingo plants m
small and in larger sizes, and fringed with Azaleas

and Ferns and other miscellaneous plants, making a

most eflective group. Mr. Peter Mackenzie took

the leading position for forced hardy plants with a tine

lot of Roses and other plants suitable for city

sales. This exhibitor had a very good miscellaneous

nroup, among which were some fine Todeas,

both superba and intermedia, some of the

latter vei'y distinct. Messrs. Smith & Simons had

also a very good lot, the New Zealand Flax (Phor-

mium tenax variegala), and others too numerous to

mention being among them. Mr. Wm. P.aterson

had a very fine group, suitable for general pur-

poses, filling a considerable space with his exhibits.

Among detached groups we iiiust single out the

Orchids from Mr. Todd as worthy of special notice,

the Moth Orchid and the pendulous tooth-tongued

Orchid being among the most effective. The F am-

in^o plant from Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan,
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which received a medal for highly meritorious culture,
was the best variety we have seen exhibited in Scot-
land. The Kertolonias (under bell-glasses), from M
Louis Van Iloutte, of Ghent, Belgium, were mar-
vellously pretty things in their markings, being
reticulated with roseate crimson and spotted with
crimson They were considerably marred in appear-
ance by long transit, but there were was sufTicient of
them to show that they were gems. The whole aiTair
was under the able superintendence of Mr. Bullen the
curator of the Botanic Garden, who had an onerous
task imposed upon him. (From a Conespondetit.)

®l3(tuar|?.
The sudden death of M. Thuket, of Antibes, of

which we have received intimation, will be received
with profound regret by botanists and horticulturists.
M. Thuret was a botanist of the first rank in his own
department, and was the discoverer of points in the
reproduction of seaweeds which will suffice to give
him a most honourable place in the history of science
so long as science is cultivated. In addition, M.
Thuret was an enthusiastic gardener—the Wilson
Saunders of France. In no other establishment have
we seen so magnificent and extensive a collection of
plants m the open air. The illustrations which we
have been privileged to give from time to time will
exemplify our statement. We learn that M. Thuret's
death was wholly unexpected. Universal sympathy
will be (elt for his faithful friend and coadjutor.
M. Hornet.

STA TB OP THE WEA THER A T ELACKHEA TH. LONDON,"
"^ Week ending Wednesday, May 19, 1875.
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coal>ashes thrown over it. The plants grown in pots

were in the 32 and 24 size, and the crowns, selecting

some strong ones, were potted up in the autumn in a

rich soil, using plenty of leaf-mould, fibry loam, some
sand and moisture. This is better than potting in the

spring, as we find by experience that the roots lay

hold of the soil during the winter and get established,

and when growth sets in it is made strong and
vigorous. The pots were housed in the conservatory

during winter, which, however, did not prevent them
from being frozen hard occasionally. They were kept
in, the house till the strong shoots began to appear
above-ground, then they were removed to the open
air, and the pots plunged up to their rims in coal-

ashes. The plants were freely watered as required,

and when the buds began to show colour the pots

were removed to the conservatory, and during hot

weather liberally supplied with manure-water ; the

flowers were superbly coloured, and as decorative

agents unsurpassed. It is a plant to be enthusiastic

about, for it is the most brilliant, as it is also the

freest and enduring of all the hardy Primroses. It is

murdering this showy plant to keep it in a warm
house during the time it is making its growth, getting

it drawn up and half-starved, in which condition its

flowers are necessarily very poor. In a warm house
with a dry atmosphere the foliage gets affected with
red'Spider, which seems to be fond of attacking it

;

but when the growth is vigorous this pest seldom puts

in an appearance, or, if it does, is comparatively
innocuous in a moist atmosphere. This is so essen-

tially a plant for Vdla gardeners that these cultural

notes must not be deemed intrusive. Then its varie-

ties—lilacina, grandiflora, and alba—all quite distinct,

and very charming because so distinct, are now get-

ting somewhat plentiful, and should be grown. They
require similar treatment, and it is so sure a plant that

it can hardly fail. Our plants, having done flowering,

are now plunged again in the ashbed, there to ripen

their seeds, and there is much hope of the shyest

seeder, amoena, ripening some pods this season. We
attribute this to a great extent to the generous course

of treatment afforded it.

How shall we describe this plant as it now appears
in the open ground in our cool, forecourt garden ?

Of the passers-by many are attracted by its brilliancy

of colour, and wonder what it can be. When told

that it is a hardy Primrose they become sceptical, and
pass on their way with an injured air. Growing in

good soil, and having a Iree drainage, it is brilliantly

coloured in the open air ; with the shade cast over
them they have a blood-crimson hue. Scarcely less

attractive is the variegated-leaved double crimson
Daisy growing near it ; a large tuft, in a moist cool

spot, is now in splendid condition, the variegation

beautifully displayed, the flowers large and superbly
coloured. It also illustrates the great advantage of

being generously treated.

Primula JAPONICA.—This fine Primrose, at first

lauded to the skies as something almost unparalleled in

beauty, and then denounced as an impostor, if not so
good as it was pronounced to be, is certainly not so bad.
Like P.cortusoidesamcena,it must begenerously grown,
whether in pots or in the open air. It is a fine plant

for Villa Gardens, only let it be treated as its excellence

deserves. Grow it generously and feed it well, therein

lies the secret of success ; the leaves will be robust
and of great size, the flower-stems stout, and bearing

even the traditional three or four whorls of blossoms
at one time.

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—Celosia pyramidalis is a most use-

ful autumn flowering plant, either for use as a con-
servatory subject or for cutting. Few tilings will

keep fresh so long when cut as these. Cehsias, last-

ing as they do up to the end of the year, are almost
indispensable where there is a large demand for

flowers. To have them in succession it is necessary

to sow at different times ; by early sowing it can
be had during the summer, but it is for the autumn
and winter that I should more particularly direct

attention to its growth. Seed put in now, and again
in the course of a month, will come in at a time when
flowers are not plentiful ; it should be sown in a gentle
heat, and does not need keeping so warm as an ordi-

nary Cockscomb, although in its early stages it is

benefited by moderate heat. When the plants are up
and large enough to handle, pot them off singly in

loam, well enriched, and keep rather close until they
get strong, after which they require little above an
ordinary greenhouse temperature. Keep them near
the glass so as to induce short growths, and syringe in

the afternoons to keep down spider. Ixoras will now
be fast throwing up their flowers ; any that will be
required for placing in the conservatory about the

middle of next month should now be prepared for

the cooler treatment they will there be subject to by
having all the light possible, with a moderate amount

of air, and by not being kept too hot, especially during
the night. /. coccinai and /. aurantiaca are the best

to use for this purpose, and if properly prepared and
placed whilst in the conservatory away from draughts,

they will stand for some weeks. Allarnandas can be

used in the same way, but when these are intended for

removal to the conservatory they need not be kept

so warm in the early stafjcs of their growth as Ixoras

require to be. SUphaiiotis is also well adapted for

this purpose when not started too early in the spring,

and brought on slowly its flowers will last much
longer in a cool house than if kept in heat, hou^ain-
viUm glabra, similarly treated, will stand in flower in

a cool house for two months— its blossoms in such a
situation being much more highly coloured than when
in strong heat. This plant when required for conser-

vatory use should be moved from the stove before the

first flowers have attained their full size and have
expanded, as they are liable to drop off prematurely.
Ttibcrous-rooted Begonias that have been started in

heat should be treated so as to prepare them for

cooler quarters. They are the most useful grown in

small pots, 6 or 7 inches in diameter, being large

enough for standing on front shelves and similar

places, where they are the most suitable. For large

stoves some of the Mitsas are very eflective ; although
these large free-growing plants are seen to the best

advantage when planted out, yet they may be grown
in large pots or tubs so as to make them most telling

objects. The flowers of M. coccinea are very distinct

from the generality of the other occupants of the stove,

whilst the noble foliage of such varieties as M. Ctmning-
hamii and M. EmtU contrast well with things of
smaller growth. They grow freely in turfy loam,
with enough sand to keep the whole in a healthy
open condition—the large quantities of water re-

quired by these plants when in full growth making
this provision imperative. Tabcrnctmontanas will

now be making free growth. These fine plants are

not so much grown as at one time, no doubt on
account of the disposition they have to drop their

buds when kept too hot. They may with advantage
be grown in houses where there is not sufficient heat
kept up for some things. They are impatient of
being too wet at the roots, and never require water in

such quantities as some stove plants of stronger
growth. The easily-grown Vinca alba, oadata, and
tosea, although almost continuous flowerers through
the summer season, are the most useful in the autumn.
To have them in nice condition, then, the shoots,
instead of being allowed to flower now, should be
stopped, which will cause several to break in place of
one.

Ferns.—Many of the plants will now be making
active growth, to assist which an application of
manure-water once a week will be of great service.

When Ferns are freely supplied with this they will do
for years in much smaller pots than are often
used. Such species as Dicksonia antarctica and
Cyathea dealbata throw up their fronds a num-
ber at a time, and when they have completed
their growth are for a time at comparative rest.

When plants of these and similar species are
moved during the summer season to decorate houses
where the temperature is cooler and atmosphere
drier than the fernery, advantage should be taken
to move them when this first growth is complete, for

although many Ferns that get the character of requir-
ing heat will grow during the summer in a greenhouse
temperature, yet if moved from a moist close atmo-
sphere when the fronds are in an immature state they
never attain their full size. Adiantum cuneatitm,
A, pubescens, PUris serrulata, and Lomaria gibba
should be grown in quantity for conservatory, table
and room decoration : these if prepared in numbers,
by potting on such as come from spores self-sown in
the fernery, are most useful. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough to handle place them in thumb-
pots, and let them have a place near the light, where
they will make stout growth ; by attending to this

two or three times during the year there will
always be a stock of small plants ready for shifting on
into 48's—which is the most useful size to have them
in for use. T. Baines.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—A continuance of bright sunshine during

the past fortnight has wrought wonders in the con-
dition of Vines in all stages. Very little fire-heat will

now be necessary if the houses are closed early.

With sun-heat and plenty of atmospheric moisture the
thermometer may run up to 90°— 100°, and will do
more in one day to advance the crop than a week's
firing in dull weather. Of course these remarks
apply only to Vines in full growth, as those that are
ripe, or nearly so, will be better if kept cooler. Give
air very early in the morning, or the moment the sun
shines on the glass, as the sun coming in contact with
the condensed moisture formed on the foliage during
the night previously causes scorching, unless air has
been previously given. Late Vines will now be about
coming into flower, and to insure a good set of such
sorts as Royal Vineyard, Muscats, and Lady Downe's
Seedling, maintain a minimum temperature of 70°,

and shake the rods several times daily, which will

distribute the pollen and thereby assist fertilisation.

Whilst in blossom, pinching or stopping of lateral

growths should be discontinued, but as soon as the
fruit is set pinch out the points as previously directed,

as it is ruinous to allow the laterals to extend and
afterwards be compelled to remove them by the
barrow-load. Keep houses of ripe fruit cool and
airy, and have regard to the preservation of the
foliage by never allowing the atmosphere to become
arid or parching. A little moisture at this season will

not injure the Grapes. Red-spider having made its

appearance in our earliest house, I had the foliage

carefully sponged with clear water, and thereby a
cure effected ; and to all thus pestered I would say,

go and do likewise—for whatever may be said against

the tediousnesj of this operation, it certainly is the

only thorough remedy. Vines struck from eyes in

February and March, and grown on in pols or turves,

may now be planted out ; after which give a soaking
with water at a temperature of 100°, and mulch the

border with a couple of inches of soil to keep in the

heat produced by the warm water. Keep up a humid
atmosphere, and shade during bright sunshine till the
Vines are established. With proper management a
good crop of fruit may be had next season. W.
Wildsmith.

Fi(;s.—The ripening fruit on the early forced trees

must now have plenty of air and sunshine to improve
their flavour. The fruit of early forced Figs are com-
paratively insipid if not ripened under the most
favourable circumstances as regards a free circulation

of dry air and warmth. On purpose to effect this, if

the nights are cold, the temperature must be kept
from 65° to 70°, and in the day from 80° to 90° by
sun-heat. \Vhen the ripe fruit is all gathered from
the pot plants another mulching of well rotted manure
may be added to that formerly put on the surface of
the pots, and this will encourage root action and
help the trees to perfect their second crop. The
syringing daily must be again attended to, as red-

spider may have gained a footing on the foliage during
the dry period of the ripening of the first crop. The
young Fig trees struck from cuttings will soon want
their second shifting into the fruiting pots. These
pots need not be of an inconvenient size, for I find if

they are about 12 inches in diameter at the top that

size is sufficient to grow and fruit Figs well in.

They must be well drained, and the soil used that

formerly recommended for the first shifting from
the cutting pots. Still attend to the stopping,

thinning, and regulating the shoots of the trees

where they are permanently planted out, and
ply the syringe daily till the fruit begins to ripen. If

the borders can be mulched with some well decom-
posed manure during the summer heats, it will

encourage a more vigorous growth of the surface-

roots. William Tillery.

Melons.—Continue to growing crops the directions

given in both the last and previous Calendars. Plants

ripening their fruit, however, as the first batch will

shortly be, need a change of treatment. So far as my
experience goes, there is only one modus operandi to

be adopted to secure a highly finished fruit. By the

term "highly finished" I mean a richly- flavoured

fruit, and which is, or should be, the great aim of all

Melon growers. A Melon devoid of this latter quality

is a Melon in name only, and can afford no credit

to the grower or pleasure to the consumer. The
best means of securing this desideratum is simply
this—that directly the fruits begin to change colour
or to manifest the least signs of ripening, observe

a dry condition of both the roots and atmosphere,

and in the case of very early or very late crops increase

the temperature by 3° or 4° if possible ; the foliage

must at the same time be fairly thinned out to

admit the sun, the great flavour-producing agent.

The weather has been for the last ten days all that

can be desired for Melons. Keep a vigilant watch for

"cracked fruits," which are, for the most part, pro-

duced by a superabundance of moisture, together with
a sudden rise in the temperature. Directly any are

perceived, therefore, be sparing in the supply of water,

and insert a pinch of freshly-slaked lime into the

affected parts ; at the same time dust a modicum of

flowers of sulphur amongst the foliage, and on the

walls and pipes, as an antidote to red-spider. Beware
of canker at the collar, too, as well as in the old

growths, the cure for which is also freshly-slaked lime

pressed well in between the thumb and finger. Be
careful to observe a dry condition of both the roots

and atmosphere in pits and frames, wherein the fruits

are setting. After the fruits have attained the size of

a bantam's egg, let them be raised on pieces of tile,

after previously giving the roots a good earthing-up,

and afterwards keep the growths well thinned out.

T. Simpson, Chelmsford.
Cucumbers.—There is little or nothing fresh to be

added under this heading just now ; the great and
principal work is, as has been previously pointed out,

to secure a clean growth at whatever pains or labour.

See that the busy bedding-out season does not inter-

fere with this. The weather for the last fortnight has

been such as to v/arrant the disuse of fires both day
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and night—two or three nights excepted, when the

external thermometer fell to 42" and 44° respectively.

With a change in the weather to-day, however
(May 17), we shall still continue a little fire-heat by
night, to prevent too great a disparity between the

day and night temperatures, which is productive of a
plentiful crop of yellow and stunted fruits. Still keep
plenty of moisture in houses all day long, and be care-

ful not to allow the plants to flag much. At the same
time shade only as much as will prevent flagging for

a couple or three hours at mid-day. Sow for succes-

sion, and continue to utilise pits and frames as fast as

they become cleared. A little bottom-heat is still

recommended. T. Simpson, Chelmsford,

Answers to Correspondents.
Coltsfoot : A Co?ista/it Reader. Persistent hoeing
and forking is the only thing we can recommend you
to adopt.

Gooseberry Trees Attacked by ^cidium :

A. AI. R, The leaves and fruit of your Gooseberry
trees are attacked by -i^cidium Grossularise, a para-
sitic fungus. It seldom occurs in such quantities as

to be of any importance. No remedy is known for

these vegetable pests. M. y. B.
Insects : J. P. MacM. Malthinus biguttatus of Lin-

nasus is in the catalogues both of Stephens and Curtis.

It is distinct from M. biguttutus. /. O. W.— Constant
Reader. Your Apple trees are attacked by the young
larvae of some kind of moth. We know no other or

better remedy than hand picking, except fumigating,

if the trees are sufficiently small. /. O. W.—J, C. R.
The beetles which attack your Vine leaves are the

common weevil, Otiorhynchus sulcatus. Hunt for

them with a light after dark, having laid white cloths

or newspapers on the ground beneath the trees. The
insects are alarmed at the light, and fall down and are

easily killed. /, O. IV.— G. Af. A. Your Beech leaves

are infested by an aphis {A. Fagi). Both syringing

violently and burning weeds to windward of the trees

lor several days may be partially effectual. /. O. W.
MiMULUS : E. G. Henderson 6* Son. Very large, very

beautifully marked, and very varied in the style of

colouring.

Names of Plants : Clovtr. a, Sophora tetraptera

(Leguminos^) ; b^ Abies canadensis (ConiferEe) ; t,

Juniperus, sp. indeterminable without fruit (Coni-

ferae); d, Benthamia fragifera (Cornacete).

—

John
Fryer. Staphylea pinnata (the Bladder-nut). —
C. IV. D. Scleranthus annuus and Alyssum caly-

cinum.— F. Valeriana dioica ; the larger flowers are

male, the smaller female, the plant being dioscious.

—

P. IV. y. Carex glauca.

—

Mrs. Rowland, Valerian-

ella olitoria.— W. M,, Broomford Manor, x, Listera

nidus-avis ; 2, L. ovata.

—

J. F. A Gaultheria, but

which we cannot say without a better specimen.

—

F. Prunus Padus {the Bird Cherry).

Parsley : James Carter 6^ Co. Your Fern-leaved

Parsley is very finely cut and beautifully crested, and
will be an excellent variety for garnishing purposes.

Peach Trees : Young Gardener. Blister, caused pos-

sibly by a chill which has crippled the young leaves.

The wire trellis, if at all away from the wall, would
increase the evil. Observe if it still goes on now the

weather is warmer.
Pear Leaves Blistered. — IP'. />. Your Pear leaves

are blistered by a very minute Acarus, which is ex-

tremely difficult to detect except when the pustules are

first formed.

—

A. B. The same remark applies to your

specimens. The affection appears to be very common
this year. The fruit as well as the leaves is sometimes

attacked. M. J. B.

Pines : G. R. F. Cut them over, and give them a
fresh start ; that is the plan generally followed now in

such cases as yours, and with very good results.

Primroses : F. J. H. The flowers were too far gone,

but the white seems a desirable form, and that with a

leafy calyx is interesting.

Warts on Vine Leaves : A. B. It is difficult for us

to say what is the exact cause in your case, but we
should think that cold chills had more to do with it

than heat. The leaves do not appear to be badly

covered, so that you have not much to fear as regards

injury.

Erratum : In our report of the Scientific Committee of

the 12th inst. occurs an error which should be
corrected. The general opinion of the Committee was,

not that close soldering of the cases containing seeds

for transmission to India was bad. On the contrary,

it was stated, as we are informed by a member of the

Committee, that the whole of the large export trade in

seeds to India is carried on with soldered tin cases.

Communications Received:— Zit.—W. C.—L. H. V.—Dol-
seran Hall, Dolgelly.—L. H. G —Galloway.—C. V. M.—
J. M.—T. S.—W. S.—J. S.—C. S. Read.—G. T. M.—

COVENT GARDEN', May 20.

A moderate amount of business current this week ;

supplies rather beyond the demand. Hothouse fruitj

now comprise Pines, Grapes, Strawberries, Peaches,

Nectarines, and Figs. There have been a few EngUsh
Peas in the market, but there is no promise of any quan-

tity yet. Late Apples are scarcely saleable now unless

very good. Tkos. Taylor^ Wholesale Apple Market,

Among the choicest descriptions of fruit we may
quote :—Melons, 10s, to i$s, each ; Cherries, 6s. per
box ; Strawberries, 5^. to los. per lb. ; Peaches, loj. to

2aj. per doz. ; Nectarines, do. ; Figs, los. to 155. per
doz. ; Grapes—black, 5^., 8j., and los. per lb. ; white,

loj. to lar. per lb. ; Pines, 6s. to 8j. per lb. A few
Apricots are also making an appearance.

Fruit.

Apple:
s. d.

per %-s.v

Apricots, per box . . 4 <

Cherries, per box ..3c
Figs, per doz. . . 6 t

Grapes, EngUsh, lb. 4 <— foreign, do. . . i (

Lemons, per 100 ., 8 <

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. ..21

Oranges, p. xoo
— Malta, per doz..

Peaches, per doz. ..

Pine-apples, p. lb. .

,

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each .

Strawberries, per 02
Walnuts, p. bush. .

Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr,, doz.

Asparagus, English,

— French, p. bund.
Beans, French, p. 100
— broad, p. J^-sieve i

Beet, per doz.
Cabbages, per dor. .

.

Carrots, p. bundle .

.

— French, do.

Cauliflowers, per doz.
Celery, per bundle .

.

Cucumbers, each .

.

Endive, per doz. ,.

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.

Potatos, old :

Flukes. i2or. t

New : LisboQS,

Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Lettuces, per doz. .. 16- ..

Mint, per bundle .. 04- ..

Mushrooms, per pott. 10-20
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch., 09-10
Parsnips, p. doz. ..09-10
Peas, per quart ..26-..
Radishes, per bunch. 02-04
Seakalc, per bundle 10-16
Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
Salsify, per bundle ..16-..
Sprue, French, bund. 16-..

Turnips, per bundle, o fi- .

.

— French, p. bund. 20-..
; best, 160J.

;

.60s. per ton.

. per

Cut Flowers.

Azaleas, p. la sprays 06-16
Carnations, la blooms 16-30
Cineraria, p. bunch., o g- 1 6
Deutzia, per bunch.. 04-10
Eschficholtzia, labun. 30-60
Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
French Lilac, p. bun. 36-50
Heliotropes, 12 «pr. 06-10
Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

sprays . . ..06-26
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Myosotis, per bunch o 4- o g
Narcissus, Pheasant's-

eye, per doz. . . 02-06'

Narcissus, do,, dble.,

per doz. .

.

. . (

Nemophila, 12 bun. . i

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. c— Zonal, do. . . t

Peonies, 12 bun. ,. (

Primula, dbl., p. bun. t

Ranunculus, p, bun. (

Roses, indoor, p. doz. :— French, do. . . :

Spiraea, 12 sprays . . :

Stephanotis,i2 sprays :

Stocks, 12 bun. .. (

Tulips, per bunch .. c

Plants in Pots.

Azaleas, per doze
Begonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Calceolarias, do.

Cineraria, do.

Cj'perus, do. .

.

Deutzias, do. . . a o-iB o
Dracsena terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis. per doz. 12 0-24 o
Ficus elastica .. 16-76
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 0-18 o
Gardenias, do. ..24 0-60 o
Heaths, in var., doz. 12 o-^o o
Hyacinths, per doz. 6 0-18 o

Hydrangeas, per doz. i:

Lily of the Valley,
12 sprays, about .. :

Mignonette, do. .. <

Myrtles ., do.
Pelargoniums, dble.,'

—
^ScaHet. do.

'.'.
I

Petunia, per doz. . . 1

Roses, do I

Solanums, do. .. 1

Spiraia, do i

Stock, do I

SEEDS.
London : May 20.—Our seed market is now scantily

attended, and there is scarcely any business passing. The
sowing Idemand for Clover seeds is, of course, at an
end ; and, in the absence of any speculative transactions,

are exceedingly limited both in number and extent.

There is some inquiry for agricultural Mustard and Rape
seed, and values of both descriptions keep very steady ;

fine samples of either kind do not offer freely. Canary
seed, in consequence of its present unparalleled price,

moves off very slowly ; the extravant rates demanded for

it now materially diminish its consumption, and Millet,

Hemp and Rape seed, as substitutes, are in increased

demand. Linseed shows no change. Johri Shaw 6*

Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, F. C

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Wednesday business was quiet ; there

was a good attendance of millers, most of whom seemed
indisposed to operate unless at some reduction from
Monday last. The fresh supply of English Wheat was
small, and that of foreign was not extensive, but factors

were not generally averse to offers of less money. Barley
had a drooping tendency, so also had malt, Oats, and
Maize, but there was no change in Beans, Peas, or flour.

Average prices of corn for week ending May 15 :

—

Wheat, 42J. 2d. ; Barley, 371. 4d. ; Oats, 30J. 7^/. For
the corresponding week last year ;—Wheat, 62s. id.

;

Barley, 475. ^d. ; Oats, 29^. 2d.

BAY.
The market at Whitechapel has been quiet and mode-

rately supplied with fodder, the value of which was rather

lower, prime Clover making from 100s. to 126s.; inferior

ditto, 85 J. to 955. ;
prime meadow hay, gos. to 120s.;

inferior ditto, 55^. to 75J. ; and straw, sss. to 39^. per

load.—Cumberland Market quotations :—Superior mea-
dow hay, 128J. to 134J. ; inferior, looj. to 114^. ; supe-

rior Clover, 126s. to 134^. ; inferior, 105^. to 115J". ; and
straw, 40J. to 44J. per load.

COALS.

The market on Wednesday was a firm one, and house

coals obtained a rise of xs. per ton.

GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR"
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Wiimer of Every Prize in all cases of Competition.

inches Can be woiked by a Lady . ..£21

,, Can be worked by One Person .

.

41
.. 5 :

J This can be be worked by One ) ^" ( Man on an even lawn . . J

,, Can be worked by a Man and Boy 8

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines on application.

Carriage Paid to all tJie principal Railway Stations
in tfte U7titcd Kijigdotn.

The ;'SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a worid-wide
reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market.
They will cut either short or long grass, bents, &c., and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal
Gardens and Parks throughout the Kingdom.
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

including all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-

tion and have prompt delivery.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
JIOWER is a far sm)erior Machine of its kind to any

-^ '* " ~ ' either short or lon^ grass.

=5S. 3SS. 501.

141 16 inches
Zos.

Delivered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations

and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Every
Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the " Royal" Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS,

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

The above can be had from all lespcctable Ironmongers and

Seedsmen in the United Kingdom ; or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN 45 SON,

SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS ;

And 54 and 55, ELACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the

United Kingdom.

Descriptive lUvHrated Price List Free on application.
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CONSERVATORY FLOWER STANDS.

For Conservatories fitted up 1 luwci Stand, see Lal.ilugu

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILI. GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. Sci Illustrated CATALOGUE a/ Designs.

TIE TIAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,

LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards

of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874.HOT-WATER BOILEES,

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See

p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

•• GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT EXCELSIOR " BOILER {1871).

PIPES, CONNECTIONS

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

'TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit
or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

HOBTICTJLTPBAIi TOOLS, &o.

DEANE & CO.,
46, King William St.,

London Bridge.

Lawn Mowers, from 21J.

Garden Barrows ,, 22J. 6
Garden Rollers ,, 34J.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c,

Syringes and Pumps.
Garden Seats and Chairs.
Flower Stands and Vases.
Iron Hurdles and Fencing.
Wire Netting, Arches, &c.GARDEN ENGINES, from 63^.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS FOR GREENHOUSES,

LAWN MOWERS,
Shanks', Green's, Archimedean,

CONSERVATORIES, &c.

Deane's New Illustrated Horticultural Cataloguefor 1875, postfree.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

C OLE MAN AND MORTON'S
HAND WATER-CART .md GARDEN ENGINE.

For Uoi^iii Gi,:-aLL:.ii,:.'^G..i.i.i::.:...ud Gk'junds.
The delivery valve can Ijc worked at llic outlet when filling

.1 watering pot. It holds 35 Rallons. The Spreader, for

watering lawns, &c., can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader .. . . ;C6 o o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine 800

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the

London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

Oil Falut no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and it&

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a "host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the
Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials
have been received, which Hii.l & Smith will forward on
application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon, at
ihe Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon catrlage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27,1873.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for ^3 5^., amount due to
Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one
of ihe most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street^ London, E.C., from
whom only it can be obtained.
Caution.— It having lately come to the knowledge of Hill

& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are being
offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in price,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every cask
Varnish is legibly marked with their name and address.

i-ithout which r 5 gen

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT,
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A. King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c,. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS

CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

Tlie Brltlsli, Indian and Colonial GoTeriunentE,

8000 of tlie NoblUty, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &;c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMFO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSOlSr & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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w.

IR J. PAXTON^S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION are

, Cheap, and Portable,
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich-
borne Street, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-
cultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121. Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. : the water space at
back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilers are simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,
are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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CONSERVATORIES
DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH ANY STYLE OK ARCHITECTURE TO SUIT ANY POSITION,

IN WOOD OR IRON, OR A COMBINATION OK BOTH MXTERIALS.

Ormson's Perfect Arrangements of Fruit and General Forcing Structures for Kitchen

Gardens fitted up witli practical regard to their ultimate uses.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,
And other Structures, guaranteed to give the greatest satisfaction.

APPROVED FORMS OF BOILERS KEPT IN STOCK.

HENRY ORMSON,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-»aler Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS
200 FRAMES AND LIGHTS IN STOCK,

GLAZED AND PAINTED READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE.

The best seasoned materials only.

PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE KINGDOM.

JAMES WATTS & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,
353, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

THE "INVINCIBLE"
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

GOLD MEDAL
AT THE

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

First Prize.

GOLD MEDAL.
WINNER

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

FROM

Sept. 17, 1873,

TO

Sept. 24, 1874.

Tht Wood Rollers can be used either at the Front or at the Back of the Cutters. It will do all that any other Lawn
Mower can do, of whatsoever make or description,

6 in. Sin. 10 in. 12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 18 in. 20 in.

Prices, 26s. COs. 70s. £4 10s. £6 10s. £6 6B. £7 £8 10s., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY & CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of Mes.srs. J. B. BROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Bkown & Co. are tub

Sole Manufacturers.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

go, Cannon Street, London, E.G.—March 12.

THOMAS'S
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING

l:V IMPKUVED M.\CinNERY.

Superior duality. Reduced Prices.

Mesh.

2 inclies

i| ,j

Prices ptr lineal yard, 24 inches wide.

Lisht. Medium. Strong. Ex. strong

O 4^ O 7k

% „ .. r o^ ., I 2^ .. I 5 .. I 10

Usual Widths kept in Stock, 12, 18, 24, 30. 36, and 48 inches.

Ail Widths char<^ed at Proportionate Prices.

SOFT GALVANISED TYING WIRE, 8-/. per lb.

CUTTING NIPPERS, i^, U. per pair, very useful for Cutting
Wire Netting, &c.

Buyers are invited to purchase a sample roll of our Galvanised
Wire Netting and compare with any other, when they will find

that they can have, at a reduced price, an article not to be
surpassed by any in the market.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on Wire
Netting amounting to nos. and upwards. Special quotations
for larger quaiitities.

THOMAS'S POULTRY FENCING,
6 feet high, 6s. 6d. per yard.

One Doorway supplied with every 12 yards.

Can be fixed or removed by any labourer without extra cost.

Thomas's Improved Portable Poultry

Houses with Runs complete.

For Prices and full information see Illustrated Lists,

which will beforwarded on application,

3. J. THOMAS & CO.,
PADDINGTON WIREWORKS.

38s and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
Illustiated and Priced Catalogues of every description

of Horticultural Wirework.

S T E VEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the r

Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ;

Simple, Economical,

..^^s,„..jc. «..v. ^ .
jcently much improved.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering

and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.
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RICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS have the most

PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined with COMPLETE
PROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingddtft.

Apply for particulars, enclosing sta;mp, to W. RICHARDSON
AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT

: 72. CANNON STREET,
LONDON, E.G.: and g. AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of three

and one-fifth pojLnds ofcoal per horse-power per hour.

Notice.

\By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines.

id Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

Agents,

A

To Horticultural Societies and Others.

FOR SALE, Forty-seven Volumes of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL

GAZETTE, 1841—1871, bound : .all in capital condition.

Price £ia los.

J. MILLER, Basing Park. Alton, Hants.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the Journal ofHortic^iUnre
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.C.; or to the Author.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHfiRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BURVENICH, E. PvNAEKT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azore?.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.
Head line cjiargcd as ivjo.

3 6

6 o
6 6

7 o

7 6 =4

8 6

9 o

9 6

3 6

Old two shillings for every additional five li

t across columns, the lowest charge will be 3ar.

Page ,;^9 o o
Half Page 500
Column .

.

.

.

.

.

• • 3 5 o

5, and others, wanting places, 26 words i^. t>d., and ^d.

for every additional line, or part of a line.

reach the Office

PostOffice.W.C.

, Covert Garden,

Advertisements for the current week Ml
hy Thursday 110071.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King St:

Office—41, Well
London, W.C.

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 4d.

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated Agricultural Almanac.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-
pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably
executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

IVeekly
Dispatch, Jan. 31, 1875-

" The ' Agricultural Gazette Almanac,' which deals with
matters of interest to farmers, has reached a second edition.'

—

Lloyd's, Jaru 17, 1875.

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."

—The Field, JTin. 16, 1875-

" In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,
we have here useful information to the farmer, as to stock
and crops, with illustrations of prize animals."

—

Gloucestershire
Chronicle.

"This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and
adapted for daily yx%^''—Farmer s Herald.

"The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,
races, &c., space for diary and memoranda by the side, and
various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Oxford Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac" is a cheap quarto

almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and
a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and
Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette.'"

—

Bath Express.

" To farmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture, this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of
information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous
matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken from photographs."—iJ^w^^urj' ChroJiicle.

W. RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ]fiTRANG£:RE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burrenich, F. Cr^pin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GlUon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudln, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Huile, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and r

EnEjravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom ;

io,r., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post Office, Ghent.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Jonmal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and IMINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has awide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Anniim.
Single Copies, 4<f, ; Stamped, $ij.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

EWGLAWD.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which nuist be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London ..,, Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.G.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.G.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insiu-ance

Buildings.

Edinburgh . , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers,

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruits,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

To all such who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

—

Lloyd's.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having' small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful
work."

—

Sell's Messenger.

" We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow] this little book
hro:idcast."— Gardeners' Magazine.

Price 3d., Post Free 3|d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, Mav 22.

Contains

—

Original Articles on Turnip Kly—Transformation of Cercala

—P.-irasitic Diseases of Stock (Round Worms)— Foot and

Mouth Disease—Agricultural Machinery (Illustrated)

—

Training Servants ~ Agricultural Dietary— Everlasting

Flowers (Illustrated)—Farm Weeds, Coltsfoot (Illustrated)

—Patent Law Reform—Tenant's Compensation Bill

—

Digging—Th« Derby—The Cricket of the Week—Common
Law for Farmers—The Aylesby Herd of Shorthorns-

Ayrshire Cattle—The Agricultural Holdings Bill-Mr.

John Downing's Shorthorn Heifer, Veronica-(with Portrait)

—Catch Crops—Dairy Notes—Underley Hall (Illustrated).

HoMH AND Foreign Correspondence on Noteworthy Agri-

culturists. Mr. Odams—Pasture v. Arable—Malt for Cattle

Food—Crops between Bury St. Edmunds and Manchester

—Oats Turning to Wheat, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Markets, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also—
Garden of the Farm—The Veterinarian—Weather Charts for

the Week—Forestry—Recent Fairs—Miscellaneous, &c.

\ Richards,Pi-*ce 4^. :
post free, ^'%d. Published by Will

at the Office, 7, Catherine Street. Strand. W.C.

New and Enlarged Edition. This day is published, price 5^-.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the
CULTIVATION of the GRAPE VINE. By William

Thomson, of Tweed Vineyard, Galashiels. The Eighth Edition,

enlarged.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and

London.

Price \s., by post, \s. "zd., with 116 Engravings,

rpHE VILLA GARDENER'S MANUAL
JL and AMATEUR'S GUIDE ; specially adapted for

Ladies and Gentlemen who manage their own Gardens.

Calendar of Indoor and Outdoor Work for the whole year.

Plain Instructions for Laying-out a Garden.

Hints on Digging, Manuring, and Improving the Soil.

Formation of Lawns.
Laying-out Flower Beds.

Seed Sowing.
Grafting Made Easy.
Propagation of Plants by Cuttings and Layering.

Budding—Disbudding—Pruning.
List of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables for Villa Gardens.

Construction and Healing of Greenhouses.
Tools and Implements specially adapted for Villa Gardeners.

And a variety of Useful Information.

On receipt of i j. -zd. in postage stamps a copy will be forwarded

to any address by the Publisher.

Villa Gardener Office, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E C :

at Messrs. W. H. SMITH and SONS' and Messrs. WILLING
andCO.'S Railway Bookstalls. Trade supplied by SIMPKIN.
MARSHALL and CO., London.

w

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

ANTED, a HEAD GARDENER,
married, no family : must thoroughly understand

Vineries, Hothouses, Fernery. &c. Small cottage in the

Grounds. Good character indispensable. Also a SECOND
GARDENER, who must understand Glass and the arrange-

ments of a Conservatory, and make himself generally useful.

—

Apply: by letter only, to S. J. R.. care of Messrs. Howcroft &
Watkins, 14, Tavistock Row. Covent Garden. W.C.

ANTED, a GARDENER, to take the
Management of a small Garden (Greenhouses and

Gardener's Cottage about to be built).—A married man, whose
Wife would take household washing, preferred.—Apply, stating

wages, to T. H. B.. Redcar, Yorkshire.

ANTED, as GARDENER, at Bounds
Green, by Wood Green, N., a thoroughly competent

Man who understands the Cultivation of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables, to take charge of an Amateur's Garden and Green-

house, and to give Instruction in every branch of Gardening,

This is a capital opportunity for one who, being already engaged,

may have two or three hours' leisure either early in the morning
or at eventide. No one need apply whose character will not

bear the strictest investigation.—Apply, stating full particulars

and wages required to GARDENER. W. H. Smith & Sons.

Wood Green Station, N.

ANTED, a GARDENER (SINGLE-
handed), who understands the Management of Vines,

Kitchen and Flower GardeninR, and willing to make himself

generally useful. -Mr. SMALLPIECE, Kinglield, Woking.

WANTED, Two UNDER GARDENERS,
and also Two GARDEN LABOURERS. Wages lis.

t0 2+r. -Mr. CARTER, Nursery, Keighley, Yorkshire.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENERS,
several young Men, for good places.—State wages

required, age, and where last employed, to DICKSON,
BROWN, AND TAIT, Seed Merchants, Manchester.

WANTED, an active intelligent MAN as
NURSERY FOREMAN and GENERAL PROPA-

GATOR. Character must bear the strictest investigation.

WANTED, a FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR, for the Outside Department. Liberal wa^es

will be given to a competent and steady Man.—Address, with
references, &c., to E. B, HAYNES, Penge Nursery, S.E.

WANTED, several smart, active, industrious
young MEN, accustomed to General Nursery Work.

State age, experience, wages expected, and to whom to apply
for character, to FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS, "Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

To tbe Seed Trade,—Head Counterman.

WANTED, an active and intelligent Man as
principal SALESMAN in a large Retail Establishment

in the North of England ; must have good address and appear-

ance, and a thorough knowledge of the Seed and Plant 1 ra<le

iudispensahlc. Also, an ASSISTANT, well acquainted with

the Execution of Vegetable and Flower Seed Orders.—State lull

particulais, where last employed, age, and salary expected, to

D. Y. , Mr. Robert Cooper, Seed Merchant, Fleet Street,

WANTED, a YOUTH, who writes a good
hajid, and has had some experience in the Nursery and

Seed Trade, and willing to make himself useful in Nursery

Office or Seed Shop.—Apply, stating age, experience, and
saLary expected, to WILLIAM HENDERSON, 86, H.™ilton
Street, Birkenhead.

WANTED, for Spring Hill College, a MAN
who imderstands plain Gardening, and the care of

Forest Trees. Lodge provided, to be attended to by his Wife.

—Apply, by letter, to Dr. SIMON, Spring Hill College,

Moseley, Birmingham.

Seed Trade—Traveller and Shopman.

WANTED, an experienced MAN as
TRAVELLER, to do a journey in the summer and

to Pack Shop Orders in the winter. Must be of good address,

energetic, and well up in the business.—Apply, stating amount
of experience and salary required, to L. M., Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, W.C.

T

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

lOSn CHARACTERS WILL BEAR STRICT INVESTIGATION.

HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN liESTER. the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London, W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear

the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application

would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,

wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great

experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the fillmg of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park .Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

GARDENER (H E ad).—Messrs. Wm.
CuTBUSH & Son have in their Nurseries a thoroughly

practical Head Gardener, whom they can confidently recommend
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a steady persevering

Man.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—J. W. Laurence,
Gardener to the late Right Rev. Bishop Sumner, Farn-

ham Castle, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring the services of an experienced Man.

—

Prospect Cottage, Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentle-
man requiring the services of a good practical Man.

—

Age 38, married, no incumbrance ; understands the general

requirements of a good Establishment ; can undertake the

Management of Grass Land, Stock (as Cows, &c.). if required.

Good references.—X. Y. Z., Northgate Nursery, Chichester.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady, Noble-
man, or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly

practical Gardener.—Age 31, married; understands the profes-

sion in all its branches, having had sixteen years' experience
both in England and Ireland.—HORTUS, 92, Denmark Road,
Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married;
James McCracken, Head Gardener for the last four

and a half years to the Bradford Corporation at Lister Park, is

in want of a situation where the services of a first-class practical

Man are required. Is thoroughly up in the Laying-out and
Planting of Grounds, and is an excellent Florist and Fruit

Grower. The highest testimonials as to character and ability

from the Mayor and Town Council of the Borough of Bradford.
—6, Buxton Street, Victor Road, Manningham, Bradford.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 40, single;
understands the Management of Fruit and Flower

Gardens. Good character,—A. F. , 6i, Durham Road, Seven
Sisters Road, Holloway, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), where assistance is

given.—Age 30, single; thoroughly understands the
profession in all its branches. Four years' good character from
present employer, where staying till suited.—C. D., Mrs.
Brown, The Hollies, Eltham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), or MANAGER of
small Estate,—Age 33, married, no family ; understands

Repairs and Sanitary Matters. Eleven years in present place.

Wife (age 38) could take a first-class Housemaid's situation,

having filled the present one twenty-one years.—A, B., Messrs.
Saltmarsh & Son, Nurserymen, Chelmsford.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more arc kept,—Age 35, married, no family ;

experienced in all branches of the profession. Seven years'

good ch.iractcr.— M.S.. 126, Grove Lane, Camberwell, Surrey, S.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31,
married, one child ; well experienced in the cultivation of

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. The highest re-

Midations as to character and ability from present

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 38,
married.—William Hrnderson, for the Last four and

a half years Gardener to R. R. Robinson, Esq., Henley Park.

Henley-on-Thames, is at liberty to treat with any Lady.
Nobleman, or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
practical Man, who well understands the Early and Late Forc-

mg of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the

Management of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Wife,

having no family, is qualified to take Charge of Gentleman's
Residence during the employer's absence. Characters will bear

investigating.

GARDENER, or STEWARD and
gardener (married, one child, Protestant).-Adver-

tiser requires a situation in Ireland ; he thoroughly understands
the profession in all its branches. Has held first-class situa-

tions in Ireland, as his certificates will show. Is a sober, hard-
working, and trustworthy Man.—HORTUS, 1.17, Great Bruns-
wick Street, Dublin.

GARDENER (Under), in a large Garden,
or foreman inasmall one.—A Gardener can recom-

mend a sober, honest, industrious young Man (age 22) as above.
-D. n., Dolley's Hill, Kilburn, N.W.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Establish-
ment, —Age 20; has a knowledge of Vines, Plants,

Cucumbers, Melons, &c. Five years' character. Good refer-

ences.— F., Post Office, Brixton, Plympton, Devon.

G^^ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER,
in the Houses.—Age 19. Five years and nine months'

good character from present situation.—A. D. , Mr. Chandler,
Dood's Road, Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), as IMPROVER.—
Age JO.— M. CHARLTON. Havelock Street, Barnsley.

Landscape Gardening.
SUPERINTENDENT.—Age 47, married,

no family ; thoroughly practical in all branches of Gar-
dening, the Building and Heating of Hothouses, Laying-out
New Grounds, Planting. Draining, &c. : also Ferneries and
Rockwork in the best of style.—G. GOOD, Mr. Buttersfield,

Little Heath, Potter's Bar, N.

To Nurserymen and Landscape Gardeners.

FOREMAN.—Can Prepare Plans, and Lay-
out from same.—H., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, W.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Experienced in all kinds of Forcing and Plant Growing.

First-class references.—A. B., Mrs. Edmonds, 26, Land Street,
Croydon, Sune y.

PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN in a good
Establishment.—Age 22. Four very good references as

character and abilities.—A. S., Mr. Stacey, 5, Whitehall
Street, Tc . N,

To Nurserymen and Florists.

ORDER CLERK or GENERAL
NURSERY ASSISTANT, with SALESMAN. -Age

25. In a London Nursery preferred. Good character, with
other references.—ALPHA, I, Masbro' Road North, Hammer-
smith, W.

To tlie Wholesale Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER, CORRESPONDENT, &c.

—J. S. Hauxwell is open to an engagement as above.
—44, Devonshire Road, Holloway, N.

TRAVELLER, SALESMAN, or CORRE-
SPONDENT.-The Advertiser has a thorough know-

ledge of every department of the Nursery and Seed Trade,
having had many years' experience.—G. P. R., Post Office, St.

James' Road, Croydon.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London,
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

URE AERATED WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal Springs—Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS and SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son, Ruthin, N. Wales. London Agent

;

W. BEST AND SONS. Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE, which are
calculated to deceive the Public, LEA and PERRINS

have adopted
Label, bearing their

Signature, thus

—

which will be placed on
every bottle of WOR- _
CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, .after this date, and without which
none is genuine.—Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester ;

Crosse & Blackwell, London; and Export Oilmen generally;

KetaU,by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.- -Nov., 1874.

cc^a^c)^:^-^'"^c-n^f^tMa
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THE ARCHIMEDEAN"
AMERICAN LAWN MOWER

HAS BEEN AWARDED

GRAND DIPLOMA of HONOURABLE MENTION, Vienna, 1873.

SILVER MEDAL, Vienna, 1870. SILVER MEDAL, Hamburgh, 1869.

NOTE.—The "Archimedean" was specially selected from the Mowers exhibited at Vienna for constant use in the Exhibition Grounds, and gave

great satisfaction ; and we have pleasure in calling attention to the following Testimonial, received from the Inspector of the Royal

Gardens, Schonbrun, Vienna :

—

" Your 'Archimedean ' Lawn Mowers have been used for some time past at the Imperial Gardens, and I have great pleasure In stating that they have given perfect

satisfaction. Their quick and good work prove them to be the best and most efficient machines of the kind."

PATRONIZED BY
HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY,
THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,

THE VICEROY OF EGYPT,
And many of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.

CHIEF ADVANTAGES.

They are extremely LIGHT IN DRAUGHT,

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION, WELL

MADE, and NOT LIKELY TO GET

OUT OF ORDER.

They cut LONG or SHORT, WET or DRY

Grass, and do not clog.

They have no ROLLERS in FRONT of the

Cutters, and therefore cut the Grass as it

GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They work well on SLOPES, STEEP EM-

BANKMENTS, UNDER SHRUBS, and

close up to Trees, &c.

They can be USED either WITH OR WITH-

OUT GRASS BOX, as may be desired.

TESTIMONIALS.

From K. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural

Society^ Chiswtck Gardens, W.

"Gentlemen,— We have now had your 'Archi-

medean' Lawn Mower in use for several monlhs, and with-

out hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most

efficUnt implement of the kind we have ever used."

From the late Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens^

Buckingham Palace.

*' Gentlemen,—I beg to say that we have had your

Patent ' Archimedean ' Lawn Mower at work in Her Ma-

jesty's gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given

every satisfaction, as it does its work well and quickly."

From the Rev. J. H. White, Hemingford Grey,

St. Ives, Hants.

*' I am much pleased with the working of your

'Archimedean* Mowing Machine. I think it superior

lo others which I have used in previous years."

' The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower

r used."'^ Gardeners' Chronicle.

OPINIONS OP THE PBESS.
' Far luperior to any of ours."

—

Thg Field,

' Remarkably easy to work."

—

Gardeners* Mag.

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as
one. of the best Mowers we have as yet made acquaint-
ance with."

—

Floral World.

EVERY MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE AMPLE SATISFACTION,
And ij not approved of may be r(turned within a Month, and the amount paid be refunded.

LIST OF PRICES.
6-mch, Suitable for Small Grass Plots £X X \

14-incli, Suitable for a Man £5 5

8 „ „ ,, ,, 2 2 1 16 ,, ,, „ on Level Lawns 6 6

10 „ ,, a Lady or a Boy 3 3 18 ,, „ ,, and Boy 7 7

12 „ „ ,, „ 4 4
I
20 ,, ,, „ „ 8 8

Grass Boxes, 6-inch, 4J-. ; 8-inch, 5^. ; lo and i2-inch, 7^. 6d. ; 14, i5, iS, and 20-inch, ioj-. each.

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE AT ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
NO CHARGE FOR 'PACKING CASES, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during Winter.

Before purchasing a Lawn Mower send for Catalogue, containing Opinions of tlie Press and Testimonials from Gentlemen of high position in the

Horticultural World, Noblemen, Clergymen, and others.

WILLIAMS k CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees, 33, King William Street, London, E.G.

Selling NOHN G. ROLLINS k CO., Old Swan Wharf, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. -^Selling

Agents t WALTER CARSON & SONS, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.C. ; and 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin. J Agents

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Cbvent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's^ Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, May as, 1875.

Agent for Manchester—John Hsywood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

r^OREIGN SUBSCRIBERS
J- arc PARTlct LARLY REQUESTED, ivliett Sending Post office

Orders through the Po\i Office, to Advise the Puhlisker that

tluy have done so. (Signed

i

\V. RICHARDS, Publisher.

T
Tbe " Gardeners' Chronicle " in America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :- Messrs. B. K. BLISS A.vn SONS, Seed

Merchants, 34, Biu-clay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta. Fulton

County, Georgia : and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia : through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIEY,
South Kensington, S.W.—NOTICE.—GREAT SUM-

MKR SHOW. FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES'
M E E T I N G. on W E D N E S D A Y NEXT, June 2. at

n o'clock. General Meeting .at 3 o'clock. Band from
4 o'clock. Admission 75. 6d., or by Tickets bought before

the 2d, by Fellows only, 5J.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The TWELFTH ANNUAL GREAT FLORAL

FETE, Horticultural Gardens, Woodhouse Moor, WEDNES-
DAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, June 9, 10, and ri, 1875.
Prizes :~FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS and TWO SILVER
CUPS. SCHEDULES and Forms of Entry on .application.

JAMES BIRBECK, Secretary.
Addrcss-Delph Lane, Woodhouse, Leeds.

I)OSE SHOW at LYONS.
t —A great and special Exhibition of Roses will be held

in Lyons on JUNE II, 12, and 13 NEXT.
The Jury will be composed of the principal European

English Rosarians are invited to send their New Seedlings.
JEAN SISLEY, General Secretary.

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION will be held on ^VEDNESDAY, June 30. in the
Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to
Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars may
be had on application to CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec,

FT
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 31, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an Importation from Burmah of a large
quantity of the h.andsome DENDROBIUM THYRSI-
FLORUM, also DENDROBIUMS FALCONERI and
WARDIANUM, rarious Dendrobivims supposed to he new,
VANDA CCERULESCENS, Sc. At the same time will be
Sold a number of fine established plants of PHAL^NOPSIS
SCHILLERIANA and P. AMABILIS, a quantity of
ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E, and various choice
ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establisliecl Orcblds.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 31, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a small COLLECTION of ESTA-
BLISHED ORCHIDS, including a few plants of the beautiful
new Ma-sdevallia macrura, Anguloa Turneri, Oncidium cheiro-
phorum, O. sarcodes, Odontoglossum Roezlii, Cattleya

M

Dowiana, ;

On> / the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Impoitant Sale of Fbalsnopsls.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 31, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, a large Importation, from Manilla, of fine

plants in splendid condition of PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHIL-
LERIANA, many of them with leaves upwards of a foot long :

and an Importation from the Tambelan Islands of the beautiful
PHAL^NOPSIS GRANDIFLORA AUREA. also an
Importation of many hundreds ofCYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establlelied Orcblds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his
SALE at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY. June 3, a small COLLEC-
TION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, by order of Messrs.
Rollison& Son, of Tooting.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues h.ad.

Imported Orclilds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, June 3, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, an Importation of FIRST-CLASS
ORCHIDS from India, in the finest condition, comprising
Vanda cojrulea, Dendrobium Devonianum, D. Farmeri,
D. densiflorum, D. chrysotis, D. Falconeri, and D. Wardianum
and others ; also Pleione maculata and Wallichii, in fine masses ;

Cypripedium hirsutissimum ; Saccolabium gutlatum. and Cym-
bidium eburneum or Mastersii, and some choice Established
Orchids.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Edmonton, N.

To NURSERYMEN. MARKET GARDENERS,
BUILDERS, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will include in their next PERIODICAL SALE of

PROPERTIES, to be held at the Auction Mart. Tokenhouse
Yard, Citv. on MONDAY, May 31, at 12 for i o'Clock. about
FOUR ACRES of highly productive LAND, situate in the
Hyde Road, Edmonton, five minutes' walk from the station,

and immediately avaikible for Building purposes : or a portion
could be advantageously utilised for Nursery and Rlarket
Garden purposes.

Cards to view may be obtained of Messrs. PROTHEROE
MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street. City, E.C

'Wlllesden. — Clearance Sale of Choice Store,

GREENHOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Owner to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Haslesden House, within
five minutes' walk of Willesden Junction, Middlesex, on
WEDNESDAY, June 9, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, the
whole of the well-grown STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising many fine specimens ; also about 12,000
BEDDING PLANTS, consisting principally of Wintered
Geraniums, including 1000 Mrs. Pollock ; also a large number
of other leading kinds. Lobelias, &c.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents,

98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C, and Leytonstone, E,

Worcestershire, In the far-famed 'Vale of Evesham.
PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE and GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, in

JULY NEXT, in consequence of the death of the Proprietor,

tmless in the meantime an acceptable offer be made by Pri-

vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of

240 Acres, known as " Seaford Grange," situated at Peopleton,

within zYz mile of the Pershore Station on the Great Western
Railway.

A considerable portion of the above h.as been laid out as Fruit

Gardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their

prime, the produce finding a ready sale .it Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor.

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COTTAGES, there is a very comfortable and desirable

RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion

of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a

FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent quality.

A BiilaHce-Shcit, sfurwittg the profits for the lustfive years,

has been prepared, and may be obtained of i/te utidermeiitioitcd

Referees.

Further particulars and plans will be issued in due course,

in the meantime further information may be obtained of

H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate

Agent, both of Worcester : or to the Auctioneers, Messrs.

CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street, Birminirham.

The Flumstead Park Estate, Flumstead, Kent.
About 16 acres of FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, to be

sold at the upset price of ;{ii8oo for the whole Estate, or in

si.t lots at the respective upset prices of ;£38o, ;^i8o, ;^2So,
.^180, ;£i8o. and ;C8oo. The Land is of a very undulating
and park-like character, and presents several splendid sites
adapted for the erection of Public Schools, Hospitals, and
other Institutions.

MESSRS. RICE BROTHERS are instructed
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, on FRIDAY,

June 18, at 3 o'Clock precisely, in one lot, at the price of ;Ci8oo,
or if not sold in one lot then in six lots at the above upset prices,
the very valuable FREEHOLD BUILDING ESTATE, com-
prising about 16 acres, delightfully situate upon a commanding

:, and embracing most extensive views over the Thames
inding country, and within easy access of Londt

Particulars, with plans, may be had at the principal taverns i

the neighbourhood ; of WILLIAM HORSLEV, Esq., Solicitoi

2, Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street, City, E.C; at th
Mart : and of the Auctioneers, 2, Adelaide Place, Londo
Bridge, City, E.C.

'Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12^. to 50J. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurp.-issed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars
respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W.. Architect to the Estate.

To Gardeners and Florists.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE and GOOD-
WILL of the BEQLAH CRESCENT NURSERY,

New Thornton Heath, situated in the centre of a crescent near
the Crystal Palace, surrounded with Villas, containing i acre
of ground, with about 4000 feet of Glass thereon.

For further particulars apply on the Premises.

Freehold- 28 Miles S.W.

TO BE SOLD, a beautiful ESTATE of
240 acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

Gravelly Soil, fine views, and extensive frontages, free from
tithe and land-tax. Two thirds on mortgage. The Furniture
may be taken at a valuation.
A Plot of about 50 acres, planted with fine Evergreens, Fruit,

and other trees, would be Sold separately ; also a Plot of
25 acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailiff, "Golden F.armer," Bagshot, Surrey.

To Florists. -'Walthamstow.

TO BE LET on LEASE, in Summit Road,
Walthamstow, a small compact NURSERY GROUND,

with COTTAGE and Three Large GREENHOUSES, one
of which is 80 feet in length by 14 feet in width, and is heated
by hot water. Possession can be had in about a month.
For particulars, apply to

Mr. HOUGHTON, 15A, Saint Helens Place, London, E.C.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession,
the GUILFORD NURSERY, Whitfield, near Dover,

comprising. Residence, Stable, and Outbuilding, with 7 acres
of fiist-class Land. Rent .£60. The Vinery, Greenhouse,
Stove and Fern Pits, together with some Nursery Stock, to
be taken by valuation or arrangement. Apply to

Messrs. WORSFOLD and HAYWARD, Auctioneers, New
Bridge, Dover.

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND
SOCIETY (Established 1777) and SOUTHERN

COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.
Patron—n.'R.W.. the Prince of Wales, K.G.

President—'R\CHj^Ra Benvon, Esq., M.P.

GREAT EXHIBITION of

LIVE STOCK, POULTRY,
MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS,
WORKS of ART, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SPECIMENS
at CROYDON, on MAY 31 and

JUNE 1.2, 3. and 4.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LEN-l- INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—Hkk Majestv the Queen.
President—nis Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married £^o per annum.
M.ale .. .. £26
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters .£20 „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid of the Funds of the Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.

H.RH. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, zij. , application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later th.an May 22.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16, at n o'Clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed p.ayable on January 1 in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in .arrear.

Offices of the Institution—

26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

aS.
Nei

REAT BIRD SHOW.-
GRAND YORKSHIRE GALA, York, JUNE 16, i;

. Entries close June 5. Schedules on application to
Street, York. Mr. WILSON, Secretary.

THE LEE and BLACKHEATH
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold its

ANNUAL EXHIBITION, in the Grounds of John Penn,
Esq., The Cedars, Lee, on JUNE 17 and 18. Special Prizes,
open to all England :—48 Cut Roses, distinct, jOi, £,^, £^ ',

8 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in flower, {,\, £1 loj., li loj.
Schedules and forms of entry may be had on application to

5, Boones Road, Lee. Kent. Mr. C HELMER, Sec.

LEXANDRA PALACE.
—The GREAT ROSE SHOW will take place on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, June 24 and 25. Last day of
Entry, Thursday, June 17.

_
Note.—Rule No. 7 of Schedule will be altered, making the

time for Specimens to be ready 10 o'Clock instead of 9 o'Clock.
SCHEDULES of PRIZES. &c.. may be had on .application

to A. McKENZIE, Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, N.

SPALDING HORTICULTURAL, &c.,
SHOW will take place on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,

July 1 and 2, and not June 30, as originally advertised.
Schedides of Prizes on application to

GEO. F. BARRELL, Hon. Sec.

AIDSTONE ROSE SHOW, JUNE 30.
Prizes open to all England for forty-eight single blooms— TSt, Cup value Five Guineas, with £t in money added ; 2d,

£,», ', 3d, L'2. For Schedules apply to

Mr. HUBERT BARSTED, Maidstone.

HOW of^ HO RT I C U L T U R A L
BUILDINGS, GARDEN FURNITURE, IMPLE-

MENTS, APPPIANCES, &c.. at the MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
to be held at the Lower Grounds, Birmingham, JULY i, 2, 3,
and 5. Intending E.xhlbitors should apply at once for a
ScheduleofPrizes, &c., to
Mr. H. G. QUILTER, Lower Grounds, Aston Park,

Birmingham.

EST KENT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

President—The Right Hon. the Easl Sydney, G.C.B., &c.
The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society will be held

on SATURDAY, July 3 ne.xt, in Camden Park,.Chislehurst.
The Schedule includes Prizes in considerable value and number,
open to all England, for Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruit, &c., and
also for Dinner-table Decorations.

ENTRIES CLOSE, JUNE 19.

Applications for information, and for copies of the Schedule,
to be addressed to the Hon. Sec, H. NEVILL, Esq., Chisle-
hurst, Kent.

G~
RANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN^

SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
President—'R\^\\l Hon. Eakl Brownlow, Lord-Lieutenant

of the County.
The NEXT EXHIBITION will be held on JULY 6 and 7,

instead ofJULY ^ and 8, as previously advertised."
Schedules of Prizes (/220—Two Silver Cups) may be had of

Mr. LYNE, Bookseller, Grantham.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY, embracing Richmond, Twickenham, Isle-

worth, Mortlake, "East Sheen, Kew, Petersham, and Hara.
Under the Royal and Distinguished Patronage of H.R.H. the
Duchess of Cambridge, H.R.H. the Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge, Duchess of Teck, H.R.H. the Due d'Aumale, &c.
President—H.SM. the Duke of Teck, G.C.B., President

of the Royal Botanic Society.

The FIRST ANIsfUAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS,
FLOWERS, FRUIT, and VEGETABLES, will take place on
THURSDAY, July 8, and will be held in the Old Deer Park,
Richmond (entrance from Richmond Green). Special Prize,
offered by Messrs. James Carter & Co., The Queen's Seedsmen,
High Holborn, London, W.C-a SILVER CUP, value Five
Gumeas, for the best Collection of Vegetables (unforced), to

comprise eighteen dishes and not less than twelve distinct kinds.
Schedules of Prizes, with the Rules, Regulations, and other

particulars, may be obtained of the Honorary Secretary.
Subscriptions and Donations will be received by the London

and Provincial Banks (Richmond and Twickenham) ; by Mr.
BENNING, Collector, 7, Eton Street, Richmond; or by
ALBERT CHANCELLOR, F.R.H.S.. Honorary Secretary,
I, King Street, Richmond, Surrey.
May, 1875.

6 TTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM. NOTTINGHAM, on
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9. and
10. The Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk
Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to ^750. Prizes
for Roses upwards of £-z^o. Space will be allotted for the
exhibition of Horticultural Implements and Garden Furniture.
Certificates of Merit a^varded. Schedules are now roady, and
may, with particulars, be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Omces. Nottingham.

The Autumn Show of 1875.

THE STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S GREAT SHOW of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

FRUITS and VEGETABLES, will jje held on SEPTEMBER
15 and 16 NEXT, in Burghley Park, in connection with the
Northamptonshire Agricultural Society's E.xhibition. _ £-ip(.

Prizes for Desserts of Fruit ; j^io, £^, and £2 First Prizes for

Collections of Potatos, and 300 other Prizes in proportion, in-

cluding .^100 for Cut Flowers. No entry fees. Schedules
may be had on application t

HENRY JOHNSON, ) „ c
THOS. LAXTON, J

^^o"- ^ecs.

PELARGONIUMS— Queen Victoria,
Captain Raikes, Marie Lemoine, best three Pelargoniums

ever"offered to the Public ; one plant of each, free by post, 5^. (xi.

FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS, u. ed, each. Herbaceous
PHLOXES, best varieties, 1874, es. per dozen. Double
PYRETHRUMS, flowering plants, 6s. per dozen, 40J. pe-- 100.

GERANIUM, Happy Thoughts, 6s. per do«n. PANSY,
Blue King, best blue bedder, 3^, per dozen, 205. per 100. Trade
price on application.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

Leamington.
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Altemantberas, AlternantlieraB.

THOS. S. WARE can oiler the above, of
sorts, in qunnlily, fine plants, strong, in 60-sizc pots, also

from stores. Price and sample, if desired, on npplit

Hale Fa 1 Nn cnha
.
N.

FARMERS are INVITED to INSPECT
the GrowinR Crop of an early variety of ACCLI-

MATISED AUSTRALIAN WHEAT, now (May 24) in ear
. n HILL FARM, Lolworth, CamljridKesliire.

Full information will be Riven by CHARLES PLUMH, the
Il.uliir, to whom Orders for Seed may be addressed.

RICHARD DAIN TREE, Jun.

pUTTINGS of GERAN I UMS,~&c. — roo
V^ Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor.

I iold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

loj., 50, 5J. kd., 25, 3X.; 24 Fancy Pelargoniums, 31. 6rf., i?,2.t.;

24 Chrysanthemtims, 2j. kd., 12, ij. ixt.; 24 Pompons, 2j. 6*/.,

12, \s. 6(/. : 24 Fuchsias, 2f. (ai., 12, ir. dd. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS, The Ferns, Enfield.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best
that money can procure, all certain to grow, 2j. dd, per

100. This delicious vegetable does not require half the expense

usually incurred in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S
SEED LIST for 1875.

Extra strong SEAK.'VLE, 2j. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Wright's Grove and Giant Celery Plants.W WRIGHT offers strong, healthy, trans-
• pl.anted GROVE RED and GROVE WHITE

CELERY plants, is. bd. per 100 : also his New GIANT
WHITE CELERY, at 21. per 100, cheaper by the 1000. Cash
accompanying Orders will have prompt atteiition.

The Nurseries, Retford. Notts.

Adlantiun farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANUISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent .specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate exhibition. They are in 16

and 22-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown

specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM, fine plants, 18

inches through, in 8-inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERII
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ALONSOA I.INIFOI,I.A,nrw
AMARANTims HKNIIERI. ne

AURIfln \, !"' 1
I" v.M.iics

fin

BALSAM, w-l u

BLUMENI; \( II I \ I

CALCEOLARIA, Willi

-tr.iin .. .. II. &/ and
NATA, new
superb strain, \s, dd., 2s. 6d.,

3s. 6d. and
CINERARIA, Weatherill's extra choice strain, 11. 6d.,

is. dd.
,
3s. 6d. and

CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. (d..iis. M.,
2S. 6d. and

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .

.

,, saved from the finest erect varieties ..

NASTURTIUM, Tom Thumb Ruby King, new
PANSY, from finest English show varieties 15. and
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize strain

PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed li. 6f!'., 2f. 6rf., 31. 6rf. .and

STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new
,, E.ast Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

pvirple, scarlet, and white

VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new .. is. 6,i. nnd
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety .

„ new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, BALSAMS, LARK-

SPURS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS, &c., in collections

as imported.
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be h.ad,

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Royal Botanic Society
OF LONDON.

FIRST SUMMER EXHIBITION, MAY 26, 1875.

MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.
Messrs. Thomas Jackson & Sons, Nurserymen, Kingston-on-

Thames, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for :o Stove

and Greenhouse.

GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Chcshunt, for 9 Roses in

Mr. J. Ward, for 9 Pelargoniums.
Mr. W. Chapman. Gr. to J. Spode, Esq., Hawksyard Park,

Rugeley, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

LARGE SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

Mr. E. Morse, Original Nurseries, Epsom, for 12 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for 9 Roses in

Mr. A. Ratty, Gr. to R. Thornton, Esq., The Hoc, Sydenham
Hill, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking Nursery, Dorking, for 6 Green-
house Azaleas.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.

SMALL SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J. Child, for 6 Greenhouse Azale.is.

Rlessrs. Dobson & Sons. Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, for

9 Pelargoniums.
Mr, Robert Parker, E.xotic Nursery, Tooting, for 12 Hardy

Herbaceous Plants.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. Paul & Son, for 6 Roses in Pots.

Mr. Charles Turner, for 20 Roses in Pots.

Mr. E. Morse, for 12 Heaths.
Mr. E. Morse, for 6 Heaths.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Heaths.
Mr. J. Weir, gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, for

6 Pelargoniums.
Mr G. Wheeler, for 6 Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

Mr. Robert Ritchie, Gr. to R. H. Prance, Esq., Frognal,
Hampstead, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

Mr. R. S. Williams, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

Mr. W. Chapman, for 6 fine Foliage Plants.

Mr. J. James, for 12 Calceolarias.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for group of Fine-foliage and Flowering Plants

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, fur 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. E. Morse, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. E. Morse, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Messrs. H. Lane &: Son, Great Berkhampstead, for 6 Green-

house Azaleas.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Carr, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

Mr. Carr, for 6 Fine-foHagc Plants.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. Ratty, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

Mr. W. Coppin, for 12 Calceolarias.

Messrs. H. Lane it Son, for Collection of Azaleas.

Messrs. Paul & Son, for Collection of Roses.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATE of MERIT.
Mr. J. Croucher, Gr. to J. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury House,

Hammersmith, for Agave Bessereriana major.

Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Veitchii.

Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Beaucarnia.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave marmorata.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Pilgrimii.

Mr, J. Croucher. for Agave polyacanthus.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave pubescens.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Fourcroya TariegatR.

Rlr. J. Croucher, for Dasylirion longifotium glaucum.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Sons, Kingston-on-Thames, for Athyrium

Fiiix-foemina Jacksoni, Garden variety.

Messrs. T. Jackson is: Sons, for Phegopteris Dianae St. Helena.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Kings Road, Chelsea, for Vanda

Parishii.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Cattleya tricolor.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Cypripedium sellieerum.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Nepenthes albo-marginata.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Abutiion Darwinii.

Messrs James Veitch & Sons, for Agave Salmiana foliis aureis
variegatis.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Adiantum Hendersoni.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Platycerium alcicorne

Wallichii.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Odontoglossum vexlllariuni

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Acalypha marginata.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Agave marmorata.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Alsophila Williamsii.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Geonoma gracilis.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Platycerium W.-tllichii.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Dictyogramma japonica variegata.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Polystichum lepidocaulon.

Rlr. E. G. Henderson, for Sonerila Hendersoni.
Mr. E. G. Henderson, for Dracaena Princess I'eck.

Mr, E. G. Henderson, for Sonerila Hendersoni marmorata.
Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, for Dendrobiuni Wardi;.-

Mr. W. Bull, king's Road. Chelsea, for Blandfordia princeps.

Mr. W. Bull, for Athyrium Fili.x-fcemina apicale.

Mr. W. Bull, for Osmunda obtusifniia.

Mr. W. Bull, for Sadleria cyathoides.

Mr. W. Bull, for Cibotium glaucum,
Mr. W. Bull, for Nephrodium truncatum,

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Messrs. Jackman & Son, Woking, for Clematis all.a magna.
Messrs. Jackman & Son, for Clematis Mrs. Hope.
ftlessrs. Jackman & Son, for Clematis J. P. Gassiott,

C, B. Forster, Esq.. ,Clewer Manor, near Windsor, for Pelar-
gonium Sappho,

C. n. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Flirt.

C. B. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Magician.
C. B. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Eclipse.

C. B. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Revenge,
C. B. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Edith.

Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for Fancy Pelar-

gonium Mrs. Porter.

Mr. Charles Turner, for Fancy Pelargonium Countess of
Dudley.

Mr. Charles Turner, for Forcing Pink Derby Day
Mr, \V. Bull, Chelsea, Pelargonium Beauty of Oxton—awarded

for Decoration,

FERNS for SALE, fine specimens.

—

Fifty Todca suoerbn, 3 to 4 feet through ; fifty do.,

I to 2 feet through : fifty Todea pelucida, 2 to 3 feet through ;

litiy Tu.h-a pehicida .iiid sup.-rb.i. i foot ihrouch. These
|il itit :ni n|M rl. jv r!. .]. tti'' liii-- .t Specimens in Britain, and

'I '

! I 1
I

I '
ii !

;
: r fi)r cash, as the house they

,1 M ' .11 MowerTradc. Apply to

11 11,1 .1 !.i ... 11 . .,in;in and Florist, i, Gordon
Mic'-i. i.A.i. g:.--.'. . .Mi.i |:'-lh'..|..i ...u...jiy. Paisley, N.B,

Bedding Roses.

pRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

V--' strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 30i". per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISEITE, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and s-inch pots, (js. lo 15J. per
dozen.
Now is the best time for bedding-oul the Tea-scented and

China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAVOS. King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranliun,
" LITTLE TR(jr."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the
above GERANIUM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated variety yet offered. Its dwarf and free

habit, and broad clear white margin, will make it invaluable as
a bedder for edging or panel-work. Received a First-class

Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, August 29,
1S74. Price zs. 6d. each, 245. per dozen. The usual Discount
to the Trade.
A Post Office Order, payable at Sissinghurst, must accom-

pany all orders from unknown Correspondents.
Camden Nurserv. Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

NEW CLEMATIS, now being sent out by
JOHN STANDISH and CO. :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers arc considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals eacli

;

colour, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers
the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit,
ictf. €xi. each.

MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

tos. 6d. each.

The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every
collection. Orders are now being booked for them.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

T30DGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO. have
-i-

V

to offer, in good plants, as follows :—
ARALIA SIEBOLDII, i\< to 2 feet, iZs. to 245. per dozen.
BAMIiUSA METAKE, 12J. to i8j. per dozen,
CHAM.'KROPS HUMILIS. 18^. to 245. per dozen.
DASYLIRION LONGlFOLlUM,3J. 6rf'..5J.,and yj.e^/.each.

MIMULUS, extra fine varieties. 7S. ed. and 35. 6rf, per dozen.
MUHLENBECKIA COMPLEXA. the most elegant ever-

green hardy climbing plant in cultivation. Slender shoots
and small foluage, giving the plant the appearance of a
Maidenhair Fern : 12J. to r8j, per dozen.

SEMPERVIVUM ARBOREUM RUBRUM. 1% to 2 feet,

15^. to 24.9, per dozen.

„ BOLLI. 20J. per 100, 3^. 6d. per dozen.

,. TABULA;F0RME, 505. per loo, 8^. per dozen,
YUCCA ALOIFOLIA PURPUREA, X7.s., i8.t., .ind 24J.

„ ANGUSTIFOLIA, iK foot, 30J, per dozen,
ALOYSIA CITRIODORA, 2SS. and 405. per 100.

64, Hill Street, Newry.

TP G. HENDERSON and SON will place
XLi% in commerce, for the first time, the following NEW
PLANTS, full descriptions and prices of whic
iheir New PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which ^

iimediately forwarded on applic

Amaryllis Hendei

„ Henry Little

Asplenium noblle
Armeria cephalotes alba
Ageratum cordifolium
Begonia Orange Boven

,, Dr. DoUinger
,. White Queen

Blandfordia flammea elegans
Bouvardia bicolor

,, multiflora
Cautua corymbiflora
Cyclamen Peakeanum

Large Coloured Illustratio

forwarded for twelve stamps each.

Convolvulus mauritanicus

Crowea angustifolia
Dracsena Duffii

Epigynium acuminatum
Haemanthus Rooperi *'

Ne:
Plumeria bicolor
Sonerila Hendersoni

"

,, „ argentea

Yucca stricta, &c.

9 of the kinds marked

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1875. containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, ts.,is. 6</.,and 5^. per pkt.

CINERARIA. II., IS. U., and 5s. per packet.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, 2s. 6d. and ss.

„ „ RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, 2s. dd. and 51.

., .. ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 2s. dd. and 51.

.AURICULA, IS. and 2s dd. CARNATION, 2t. dd. and 51.

c \ CLAMEN PERSICUM, ij. and 21. dj.

HULI.VHOCK, IS. andas. dd. PINKS, is. and 2S. dd.

MI.MULU.S. IS. PANSIES, dd. and is. dd.

PETUNIAS, dd. and is. VERBENA, is. and 2s. dd.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is.

,, from named flowers, is. and 2S. dd.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

To the Trade.

DAHLIAS.—Fine strong plants of all the
leading exhibition kinds, at 25s. per 100.

FUCHSIAS. — Fine named sorts, all good
plants, from single pots, 25s. per 100. Cash to accom-

pany all Orders. CATALOGUES m.iy be had on application.

THOMAS MILNER, Nurserym.in, Bradford.

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM —
broad-leaved variety. Seedlings from Mr. E. Salt's

line plants, 2S. dd. to los. dd. each.

"DANSIES.—Good plants of finest named

THOMAS MILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford.
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To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

NEW ENGLISH EOSES
STAR ofWALTHAM.—First-class Certificates

from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies.

Nice plants in pots, los. ^d. each.
" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have seen this

season." Garderters' Chronicle.
"A noble Rose, with great substance of petal, good

colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, delicious
perfume." Jounial ofHorticulture.
"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Rose." The

Garden.
" A grand Hybrid Perpetual." Gardcneis' Magazine.
"Large, full, lustrous in coloui-, and superbly beautiful."

Florist.

QUEEN of WALTHAM. — Nice plants in
pots, loj. 6(/. each.

" Star and Queen of Waltham are splendid examples in

their colours." The Queen.
" Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham, really gems,

of which every rosarian ousht to possess representatives."
The Country.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1875.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varieties, 2S. 6d. each,
245. per dozen.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1874.-
zs. each, iZs. to zis. per dozen,

OLDER ROSES, a splendid stock, in pots,
10s. 6d. to 21.J. per dozen, ^3 15^. to £-j los. per 100.

Priced Descriptive Cata Post Free on application.

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS.

THE LAW80N NURSERIES,
EDINBtTBGH.

Evergreen Shrubs for Present Planting.

Bhododendrons, Ivies in Pots, &c., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Bedding-out Plants
in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magnificent specimens, perhaps ihc

finest ever imported.

CLEMATISES in POTS—a large Collection

©f all the leading \"arietie3, including the splendid

flowers raised by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., viz. :

Henryii, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana, los. dd. the set

of three plants.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.

^S TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

^VILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

^OAyteJlJ^/a

THE FINEST COLEUS EVER IMTRODUCED.

NEW COLEUS,
"DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

Th.

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES;—

Royal Horticultta'al Society^ June 17, 1874; Royal Botanic Society^ June 20, 1874.

foliage of this distinct and beautiful variety has margins of purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of bright
lofColeithe green-leaved £

Agriculturist , says :—" It is the most beautiful foliage plant that has ever been exhibited.'

Price 3s. 6d. each. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each. Post Free 6d extra.
See Hlustration in "Gardeners' Chronicle^' May 22, aJid also Cartel's Illustrated Plant Catalogue with heautifnlly

coloured Engraving of above. Price 6(/., Post Free, Gratis to Customers.

CARTERS a\?smr), 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 31, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an Importation from Burraah of a large quantity of the handsome DEN-
DROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM ; also DENDROBIUMS FALCONERI and WARDIANUM,
VANDA CCERULESCENS, &c. At the same time will be sold a number of fine Established

Plants of PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA and P. AMABILIS ; a quantity of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM ALEXANDRA, and various choice ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

IMPORTANT SALE OF PHALiENOPSIS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, May 31, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a large Importation from Manilla of fine plants, in splendid condition, of

PHAL.'ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, many of them with leaves upwards of a foot long ; and an

Importation from the Tambelan Islands of the beautiful PHAL^NOPSIS GRANDIFLORA
AUREA ; also an Importation of many hundreds of CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

BERTOLONIA VAN HOUTTEI ... •• Price 40s.

BERTOLONIA MIRANDAEI „ 24s.

BERTOLONIA MARCHANDI ... „ 12s.

Will be sent out, in Strong Plants, on June i.

The above three Bertolonias have been exhibited at the principal Shows in Belgium, and were rewarded

with First Prizes. The first two were also shown at South Kensington, the Regent's Park, the Horticultural

Society, Dublin ; at Manchester and Glasgow ; and commented upon in the HorticuUural Journals.

Trade Pride, Four for Three.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE,
BOYAL NUESEETBS, GHENT, BELGIUM.
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M
To Planters and tlio Trade.

ESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the altcntioii of Planters and the Trade to

Mr stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

LIMES. 7 to Q feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH. Weeping. 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.

WILLOWS, Weeping, American, Babylonian, and Kilniar-

ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,
fastigiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK. Scirlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSIOS. Slamiarrf and Half-Standard.
,, Dwarf, on Manctti.

CURRAN IS. lll.ack.

C,0(.)SE1]ERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 t > 5 feet.

2 feet.

Exotic and Vauxhall N

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

Messrs. CRANSTON & MAYOS
Have this Se.ison to offer an immense Stock of

BedtJing and Spring -flowering Plants — all

established in single pots, and thoroughly
hardened—comprising :

—

VERBENA.S, ail the leading colours.

GERANIUM.'^, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,

&c.—a Collection of ali the best kinds.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEiMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
will beforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Ne.ar HEREFORD,

AH tUe Best Bedding Plants in Cultivation.

C A N N E L L,
' F.R.H.S,. begs to in-

1 the Public generally that
stock of the above is in the

possible condition, and at

the very lowest prices consistent
:ith quality and i

TRADE MARK.

CATALOGUE sent Free for

two stamps. Special quotations
for large quantities.

The grandest, new, and distinct

feature that can be added to the
flower g.-irden is by planting LOBELIAS LUSTROUS and
BLUESTONE. Price per dozen, 100, or 1000 on application.

To TOWN COUNtflLS, &c. - H. Canne[.l begs to

announce that he had the honour of supplying the Bedding
Plants for the decoration of the Town Gardens at Brighton last

year, which elicited such eulogistic remarks from all who saw
them. H. C. would be glad to negotiate for supplies for

similar purposes.
New Florists' Flowers and Florists' Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E.

VINES, extra strong leading sorts, close-
joinlc.l and well ripened; SEAKALE. ASPARAGUS,

and RHU1!AR11,.-Mra strong, for forcing; ROSES, FRUIT.
FORESr, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. S:c.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 2-!, M.arket Place, Manchester.

DAHLIAS.
John Keynes

Has the finest COLLECTION of Daiii.ias in the

World, Old and New.

Amateurs will be treated most liberally.

CATALOGUES NOIV READY.

The NEW VERBENAS raised by Eckford
now ready.

Dahlias now being sent out.

A VERY SELECT LIST OF THE NEW ROSES.
Plants now ready.

SALISBURY.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

h idy, id may he had on ajiflhalio

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and E.xisting Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE (newly
made). 3(/. per bushel, 20J per 100 bushels. 45^. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.E.

Fibrous Peat for OrcUds, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough (South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks, 55. 6d. each.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

QIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,O ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6j. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(EsTAnr.isiiF.i) .840)

Have now ready for delivery, in line dry condition

—

CORN MANIIRF,. for spring sowing,
VUKV IHV'iul vv:i) HONES.
PUI; .1 ( . r( .M MANURE.
pur II I

. I TURNIP MANURE.
sun .'I'll II . TE.
NlTKiii'll'i .I'll \ I IC.

NITR.VI-E of SOIIA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,
Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufictured by the N I T R O - P H O S P If A T E and
OU.^MS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (LiMiTitu),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/<fl/«//ir«—ROBERT LEEDS. Castle Acre. Norfolk.

Managing /)iV«/o/-—JAMES ODAMS.
Sul>-Managcr and Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
WESTEKtJ Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

(^ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
V>< many of the leading Gardeners since rSso, against Red
Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, ij., 3J., and lox. fid
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limitedl.

KELWAY'S MILDEW POWDER, for the
Destruction of Mildew on Grape Vines, or any plants or

trees infested with that fungus ; to be appUed with an ordinary
distributor. Instructions for use attached to each packet.
IS. per lb., ready for use,

KELWAY'S APHIS (GREENFLY)
LIQUID, for the Destruction of Aphis on Hops, Fruit

Trees, Roses, or any plant ; also for the Destruction of Grubs
on the Goo,seberry. To be applied with a syringe. Two
gLilions of water to be added to one gallon of the liquid. 4^. 6(/.

per gallon. Special price given for large quantities for Hops, &c.

Thi ; are used by many leading horti-

ained of most Seedsmen in Town or
KELWAY AND SON, The Koyal

Langport, Somerset.

Wholesale Agents : Messrs. CORY and SOPER, Shad
liames, London, S.E.

coinposi
culturists, and may be
Country, or of Mes

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at 15. 6</. per bottle— 15. loi/. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

TOBACCO PAPER—TOBACCO CLOTH
—TOBACCO CORD-TOBACCO JUICE.

The above, of the very best quality, can be obtained o(

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bu»h
Lane. Cannon Street, E.C. Prices on application.

N.B,—Catalogues of Garden Requisites sent post free on
receipt of Trade Card.

LAWN SWEEPING and ROLLING
MACHINE, Patented—to the hand Besom what the

Mowing Machines have been to the Scythe.

Messrs. SINCLAIR AND CLAYTON, Ripley, Leeds.

WPARHAM'S SYSTEM of GLAZING
• WITHOUT PUTTY, securing Freedom from Drip and

Breakage of Glass, is rapidly superseding all other methods.
WILLIAM PARHAM, Patentee.

Northgate, Bath ; and 28a. Oxford Street, London, W.
CATALOGUES two Stamps. See Specimens at eitheraddress
Also at Stand 228*. Bath and West of England Agricultural

Show, at Croydoii, May 31 to June 4.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEIV AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruits,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers. Sic, who possess a garden.

To all such who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

—

Lloyd's.

Pi-ice 3d., Post Free 3id

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our re^idcrs who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

work."

—

Bell's Messenger.

" We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper * two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow, this little book
broadcast."— (^ar(/^«L-/-i' J\/.i^>icine.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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SPECIAL PRIZES FOR NEW PLANTS.

TWELVE SILVER CUPS (the third Annual Series), will be given by

William Bull, f.l.s.,

On WEDNESDAY NEXT, June 2, at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition.

ENTRIES SHOULD BE SENT AT ONCE TO Ma. BABRON, ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Particulars of these Prizes are given at p. 19 of the Schedule of the Royal Horticultural Society, which can be had on application at South

Kensington, and at p. 193 of Mr. William Bull's New Plant Catalogue for 1875. They are as follows :

—

FOE, PRIVATE GROWERS.
1st Prize, a Silver Cup, value /15 15

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, vnlue . . .. .. .. ., .. j^io 10

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value j^' 6 6

FOR NURSERYMEN.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value ^13 15

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value .

.

., .. ., ., ,, ^10 10

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value , L^ ^

The following Silver Cups luill be given to those not having previously won any of Mr. William BulVs Silver Cups:-

FOR PRIVATE GROWERS.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value £\-^ 15 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value .. ., £10 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value ,. ,. ..^660

FOR NURSERYMEN.
ist Prize, a Silver Cup, value , ^1515 o

2d Prize, a Silver Cup, value . . j^io 10 o

3d Prize, a Silver Cup, value .. .. ., .. ,, ,,^660
In each and all cases the above Prizes to be oftered for Twelve New Plants of Mr. W. Bull's introductions, and sent -out since the commencement of 1872. The Plants

available for the Prizes to comprise only those announced in Mr. W. Bull's Catalogues as sent out by him for the first lime. The Catalogues can easily be referred to, or a

List of the Plants had on application.

In each and every entry the names of the Twelve Plants to be exhibited must be sent with the entry. Exhibitors can only compete for one Prize at a time in each class.

The Twelve Plants must be twelve distinct species or varieties, but each may be composed of one or more individual plants, if grouped in one pot, pan, or vase.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW plants /::M?lfe^^K FOR 187 5.

B. S. Williams
Begs to intimate that he is now sending out his New Plants, the whole of which he can confidently recommend as being far superior to any hitherto

offered in their respective classes, prices and particulars of which will be found in large advertisement, p. 490, April 17.

B. S. W. begs to invite an inspection of his Houses just now, which are very gay with large specimen Azaleas, Ericas, and other Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, as well as Orchids, which are always a speciality of this Nursery. Also, his large and varied stock of Ornamental Plants suited

either for the Stove or Conservatory, consisting of matchless specimens of Palms and Tree Ferns.

A long Range of New Houses have lately been added to this Establishment, which is being made a special feature, and already contain some
New Plants of rare excellence lately received from his Foreign Correspondents.

The NEW PLANT CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be sent, Post Free, to all applicants.

B, S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N,

CHOI C E OR G H I D S.

Hugh Low & Co.
Have on hand a very large Stock of CHOICE ORCHIDS, which they are prepared to offer on the most reasonable terms. Amongst recent

Importations may be named :

—

DENDROBIUM CHRYSANTHEMUM, DENDROBIOM FARMERI,
I

DENDROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM
„ CRASSINODE,
. BARBERIANA.
DALHOUSIANUM,
DEVONIANUM— (this lovely species

an be offered by the loo at a very low

FALCONERI, „ TRANSPARENS,
MARMORATUM, „ WARDIANUM—(of this most lovely

PARISHI, and hitherto rare species plants of
PIERARDI, unusual size are offered),

PRIMULINUM, PHAL.ENOPSIS LOWI,
price),

'
'

'
I » SUAVISSIMUM,

\ ,, MANNI,

The Stock of Established Plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS, consisting of AMABILIS varieties, SCHILLERIANA, LUDDEMANNIANA, and
GRANDIFLORA is very large. Also just to hand, an extensive Importation of the Borneo Variety of PHAL^NOPSIS GRANDIFLORA—they

can be supplied by the dozen or 100. A quantity of ODONTOGLOSSUMS from New Granada, just received by R.M.S.S. Tasmanian.

VANDA CATHCARTI,
„ CfERULESCENS,
„ CRISTATA,
,. BENSONI/E,
„ BICOLOR,

SACCOLABIUMS in variety.

THUNIAS, two distinct specie:

AMATEURS ARE RESPE CTFULLY INVITED TO INSPECT THE PLANTS.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, E.
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, . Cheap New Roses from Parts.

T EVEOUE AND SON, Nurserymen, &c.,
J^-J Ivry-sur-Seiiie, near Paris, beg to state that they have, in

strong anii heahhy plants, all the ir-w smts of 187.1, 1875, and
the following, at per too :— Hyp. [.hillin, Iii.ui.. Anlelic Hoste,
Ant. Mouton, liernard Verlm/M

,
! [^..-m Ditcher,

CasimirPerier, C. !'. deSereiiv. 1 ' -ns). Ako, at
per loQ of each, Captain ChriMv, I . ...' I ". l.Jv&pie, .-ind

Perle de Lyon, at low rates, I'l 1. . . ,,11 .n.|.li. .iiuui.

Strong Verbenas.— Special Offer.

WILLIAM ISADMAN offers the following
VKKKENAS. strong plants, from single pots --
PURl'I.E KING.
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet.

I.K GRAND nOUI.E DE NEIGE, finest white.
GF.ANT DES HATA1LI.ES, crimson.
LADY COWLEY, rose, fine bedder.

All healthy ^ood stulT, \s. bii. per dozen, los. per 100, Soj. per

THE NEW PLANTand liULU COMPANY
liaviiig received l.ir^e impitiiatioiis. Tree Ferns need no

longer lie considered a luxury, 'i'liey can be had in all sizes

and ill a fine growing condition, from los. (mL each. Detailed
Lists of sizes and Prices, just published, free on application.

FILMY FERNS, LO MARIAS,
POLVSTICHUMS. and other FERNS from New

Zealand, all suitable for a Cool Fernery, for planting out, or pot
culture, shortly to give effect, at the prices of ordinary pot plants.

ORCHIDS are being constantly received in
splendid condition in fine pieces. We respectfully invite

Cultivators of these to send their Names and Addresses, that
particulars of consignments, as to condition and quality, may
be forwarded from time to time, as all are sold at a moderate
profit. For present consignments, see Lists, free on application.

AMARYLLIS.— Hundreds of these now
throwing tip fine flower-spikes.

CYPRIPEDIUM lAPONICUM.—See Catalogue.
FREESIA LEICHTLINIANA. — For p.articulars of this

grand bulbous plant, %tci}ardeners' Chrouictc, May 7, 1875.
LILIES .and other BULBOUS PLANTS.—An unrivalled col-

lection. Lion Walk, Colchester.

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Bedding and other Plants,
all Established in Single Pots. Reduced Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM

beg to offer :

—

FUCHSIAS, named, in 3-inch pots, 35J. per 100, 4J. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM, double vyhile. Aline Sisley, ^s. per dozen.

,, Single Zonal, Harry King, 4^. per dozen.

,, „ iMaster Christine, 25^. per 100, ^J. 6t/. per dozen.

,, „ S.almon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colonr,

S\S.
per dozen,

den Tricolor, Miss Batters, gj. per dozen.

„ ,, J. D. Bassett, 95. per dozen.

,, ,, Peter Grieve, 15J. per dozen.

,, ,, Mrs. Dunnett, 6j. per dozen.

,, ,, Mrs. Pollock, 30^. per 100: 3s. td. per dozen.
,, Silver Tricolor, Lass o' Gowrie, us. per dozen.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII, 20s. per 100: 31. per dozen.

,. „ SPLENDENS, 20J. per 100: 31. per dozen.
D.^HLIAS, Bouquet, to name, 30.J. per 100: 45. per dozen.
GAZANIA SPLENDENS, 181. per 100: is. U. per dozen.
VERBENAS, Scarlet, Purple, and Crimson. 121. per too.

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA. 14s. per 100.

., „ GLAUCA, x6s. per 100.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, loi. per too.

AGERATUM, Imperial Dw.arf, t4i. per 100.

IRESINE HERBSTII, 121. per 100.

,, LINDENI. I2J. per 100.

HELIOTROPES, to name, 141. per 100.

NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS, 12J. per too.

LEUCOPHYTON. Brownii, us. per 100.

PENTSTEMONS, to name, i8s. per

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

PiUron—HtLK Most Gs.tciofs Maje.stv the Queen.
fn-siJral—Uls Gh.\ce the Duke of Richmond.

Founded i860.

For the Relief of Decayed Farmers and their Widows, and
for the Maintenance and Education of their Orphans.

The FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid
of the Funds of the Institution, will take place at WILLIS'S
ROOMS, King Street, St. Jamess, W., on SATURDAY,
June 5, at half-past 6 o'Clock

—

n.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Lis/ of Stewards :—
His Grace the Duke of Buck- Sir Edward C. Kerrison, Bart.

ingham and Chandos John Baldwin, Esq.' "
: the Duke of Man- Frank Battcock. Esq.

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Exeter

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Hertford

The Most Noble the Marquis
of Huntly

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount
Bridport

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of

The Rt. Hon.
of Tatton

The Rt. Hon. I

The Rt. Hon.
Hardwick

The Rt. Hon. th
K.G.

The Rt. Hon.
M.P.

The Rt. Hon.
Malmesbury

Lord Mahon,

the Earl of

: Rt. Hon. the Earl of Nor-

The Rt. Hon. Lord Rivers
The Rt. Hon. Lord Sondes
'i'he Rt. Hon. Lord Vernon
The Rt. Hon. Lord Walsing-
ham

Sir William Bagge, Bart.,M.P.
Sir Edward Hulse, Bait.

Dinner Tickets 21s., applicat
the SECRETARY, at the Offi.

, W. , not later than May a

Thomas Beddall, Esq.
John B. Brandram, Esq.
William Cunliffe Brooks, Esq.,
M.P.

J. W. Brown, Esq.
Chas. S. Cantrell, Esq.
George Cavendish Bentinck,

Esq., M.P.
John Collins, Esq.
Joseph Drnce, Esq.
John Floyer, Esq., M.P.
J. K. Fowler, Esq.
Abraham Garrett, Esq.
A. H. Johnson, Esq.
Colonel Kingscote, M.P.
Hanslip Long, Esq.
John Marten, Esq.
John J. Mechi, E.s<i.

William Adam Mundell, Esq.,
Q.C.

Mr, Alderman Naish
Albert Pell, Esq.. M.P.
Clare Sewell Read. Esq., M.P.
B. B. Hunter Rodwell, Esq.,
Q.C. M.P.

George Russell. Esq.
Thomas Cowille Scott, Esq.
Charles Shaw, Esq.
Abel Smith, Esq., M.P.
William Vivian, Esq.
Thomas Wagstaff, Esq.

m for which should be made to

of the Institution, 36, Charles
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EOYAL OAK DAY.

By
tliis name Ihe 29th of May is still

known in many parts of the country
;

though almost everywhere the event which
it commeiTiof.T.tes has fitllen into oblivion

in the popular mind. There is nothing like

some readily obtainable and easily recog-

nisable symbol for making an event remem-
bered ; and, if the emblem be a floral one, it

seems to be particularly fortunate. Where is

the Irishman, for instance, whose eye will not

kindle at the sight or sound of the Shamrock,
albeit the well-known story of its use by St.

Patrick does not appear in any of the lives of

the saint, and rests entirely upon tradition.

Most countries, indeed, have their floral badge,

or one in some way associated with a particular

plant and tree ; and for ourselves, besides the

Roses, which gave the name to one of our most
serious and disastrous civil wars, and which are

especially emblematic of England, we have had
the Broom plant (Planta genista) furnishing

a name for one of our lines of kings ; while on
this day the Oak boughs commemorate the

preservation of another monarch, and the resto-

ration, in his person, of another of the dynasties

which have ruled our country.

It seems to be generally supposed that the

Oak is worn on May 29 to commemorate the

concealment of Charles II. in the branches of

that tree upon the date in question. But a little

reflection will show that by this date the leaves

of the Oak would scarcely be sufficiently fully

expanded to furnish a shelter ; and it is clear

from history that the hiding of the king in the

branches must have taken place at the begin-

ning of September. The battle of Worcester,

which was so disastrous to the Royalist cause,

was fought on the 3d of that month ; and it was
on the following day that the Boscobel tree

earned the title of "the Royal Oak," and the

services of "trusty Dick Penderell" were

brought into requisition. The following year,

however, Charles entered London upon the 29th

of May, which was also his birthday, and the

Oak was then conspicuously displayed in the

streets by his sympathisers ; it thus served the

double purpose of commemorating his birth-

day and his restoration.

In some parts of England the custom of

wearing Oak branches or twigs on May 29 is

still very general, as in Derbyshire and
Cheshire, where the carters and their horses

display them prominently in their hats and
harness. The large soft Oak-galls, or " Oak-
apples," which are often conspicuous at this

season, are sometimes gilded and worn on this

day. In London the custom was, even in

recent times, pretty general among the lower

classes, but it is now dying out. Gilded " Oak-
apples " and twigs are nevertheless still ex-

posed in Covent Garden Market about this

time. The " Chelsea pensioners " used to be
conspicuous in old days for their display of

" Royal Oak," and the statue of Charles II.

which stands in the grounds of Chelsea College

was decorated with Oak-boughs until very re-

cently on May 29, and, perhaps, is so still.

The statue of Charles I. at Charing Cross was
similarly adorned until a comparatively recent

date ; and at one tiine the tomb of Richard

Penderell (" Trusty Dick," by whose means the

king was preserved), in St. Giles' churchyard,

was strewed with Oak branches on the same
anniversary.

In Northampton Restoration Day was a day
of special observance. Miss Baker says :- " On
this day it was formerly the custom for all the
principal families in the town of Northampton
to place a large branch over the door of their

houses, or in their balconies, in remembrance
of the restoration of Charles II. The Oak
boughs are gradually disappearing ; but the
corporate body still goes in procession to All

Saints' Church, accompanied by the boys and
.trills of the different charity schools, e.ich of

them having a sprig of Oak, with a gilt Oak-
apple placed in the front of their dress ; and
should the season be unpropitious, and Oak-
apples be scarce, small gilded I'otatos are sub-
stituted. The commemoration of this day has
been probably more generally and loyally

observed in this town than in any other place,

from a feeling of gratitude to that monarch who
munificently contributed 1000 tons of timber out

of Whittlewood Forest, and remitted the duty

of chimney-money in Northampton for seven
years, towards the rebuilding of the town after

the destructive fire in 1675. The statue of the

king, which is placed in the centre of the

balustrade on the portico of All Saints' Church,
is always enveloped in Oak boughs on this day.

.Some of the villagers in the country notice the

day by decorating their houses with branches of

Oak, or by children carrying them about in

their hands."

Brand tells us that about Newcastle the boys
who wore Oak leaves in their hands used to

taunt those who were not so adorned, by the

rhyme—

•

" Royal O.-ik,

The Whigs to provoke ;

"

and that some in opposition wore the leaves of
the Plane tree, and retorted

—

In Hertfordshire, according to Mr. Timbs, the
29th of May was called " Shig-shag day," the
origin of which name is not obvious. It was
not, however, always safe to manifest Stuartian
sympathies in this manner, as Brand says that
two soldiers were whipped almost to death and
turned out of the service for wearing boughs in

their hats on May 29, 17 16.

As to the Royal Oak itself at Boscobei, that
has long ceased to exist, having fallen a victim

to that passion for relics which is so character-

istic of the popular mind. Fragments were
removed by visitors, and the tree, although at

length enclosed by a brick wall, did not receive

this protection in time to save its life. A young
tree from the same Oak, however, still occupies
its place. Charles himself visited the Oak
during the latter part of his reign, and took from
it some acorns, which he planted in St. James'
and Hyde Parks, and used to water with his
own hands. One of these still remained as
lately as 1859. It will be remembered that the
special service commemorating the Restoration
was removed from the Book of Common Prayer
in 1858. B. M.

New Garden Plants.
Dendrobium cr.\ssinode Barberianum, k. var.

The Dendrobium crasslnode of Mr. Low's kit
grand sale appears to be a highly improved
variety of the original species, whose typical speci-
mens are in my hands, provided the new plants are
all like what I have just obtained, as I hope they may
be, to the benefit of the possessors. The flowers are
much larger, and of firmer substance. The colours
are much warmer. The violet-purplish spots at the
ends of both sepals and petals are so much larger and
deeper, that the first impression of the flower is totally

novel, though one cannot fail to think immeiiialely of
D. Wardianum. The whole of the anterior part of
the lip is tinted with the same beautiful violet-

purplish, which is a great success ; and the hairs of
the lip are larger and stronger. Can there have been
some cross between D. crassinode and Wardianum ?

The affinity of those Dendrobes, with the same colours
in different development, and such diflereiU stems, is

exceedingly tiresome for a monographer, though they
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would not much trouble one of those ruthless book-
compilers, who describe their ten species in one day,
quiie penetrated with their infallibility, and never
return to their steps, ever wandering from one family

to another. After all, if the plant is difficult to the

botanist, it is most attractive to the loving amateur.
It has just flowered with Mr. John T. Barber,
Spondon, Derby, the very successful possessor of a

splendid collection of Orchids, who observed that it

was very sweet-scented. I have to thank Mr. Low
for the flower. Let us not forget that the flower

travelled as a bud : what then will be the flowers of

a full-grown, well-managed plant ? //. G. Rchh. f.

DkNUROBIUM RHOI.n.>PTERYGtUM, ;/. Sp.*

A Moulmeinese novelty, much in the way of the now
well-known D. Parishii. The pseudobulbs are much
longer, and erect. There is also something that reminds
one of bulbs of D. Bensona-, Mr. S. Low writes. As to

the flowers, they have much more the colours of those

of D. macrophyllum, Lindl. (not A. Rich.); they
want totally those two dark blotches on the lip, but
have half a dozen purplish streaks both sides of thebase.
The disk of the lip is only covered with very short

little warts in lieu of the velvet hairs so conspicuous
in D. Parishii. I have to thank for it Mr. Stuart

Low. H. G. Rchb. f.

ONCIDIUM DACTYLOPTERUM.f

A small Oncid with pyriform bulbs, linear-lanceo-

late leaves, and a small panicle of yellow-brown
flowers, also with such abortive ones as are met
with in the "Heterantha." The chief merit of the
small plant consists in its having nice bipartite wings
to the column, the partitions with small lobes. It

comes from Ocaiia, and is no doubt one of Mr. Bruch-
miiller's discoveries. I have to thank Mr. Bull for it.

B. G. Rchb. f.

MESSRS. JACKMAN'S
CLEMATISES.

Messrs. Jackman & Son's popular exhibition at

Regent's Park has now been brought to a close, and

we may fittingly call attention at its termination to

some of the charming novelties which it has been the

means of introducing to our notice. Amongst the

later novelties of the patens group were Miss Craw-

shay, a handsome and distinct variety, with large pink

flowers passing off to pale flesh colour, and con-

trasted with pale brown anthers. Baroness Burdett

Coutts, also a pink, but paler than Miss Crawshay,

and with a tendency to develope a second row of

sepals. Prince Alfred of Edinburgh, a very attractive

variety, selected by the Dachess of Edinburgh ; it

had delicate mauve flowers, with a paler bar becoming

white, and was very free-blooming and showy. Mrs.

George Jackman, a large, broad-sepaled white, of

great beauty and excellence. Early Purple, a plum

colour changing to purple, the sepals flushed with the

two colours, after the style of Sir Garnet Wolseley
;

it is likely to be extremely useful as an early-blooming,

dark-coloured variety of this section. Lord Derby,

which was in flower at the opening, lasted almost

throughout the whole period, and proved one of the

most free-blooming and attractive sorts of this section.

Several fine novelties of the lanuginosa set were

added during the later days of the show, and among
them the following :—Princess of Wales, with very

broad sepals, which are slightly recurved, giving

the flower a distinct outline. In this and several

other varieties of the same cross the sepals are so

broad that the four inner ones meet, so as to produce

of themselves a close flower. The colour in this case

is a deep, smooth-looking satiny mauve, and the whole

character of the plant is regal. Mrs. Plope is another

eight-sepaled satiny mauve, but paler in colour than

the foregoing. Blue Gem is a third, with the same
general character and refined appearance, the colour

being a distinct but delicate shade of mauve. William

Kennett, a variety of the same section, is very showy, and
similar to the foregoing in colour, but by comparison is

* D. rhodopu-ry^uiit. n. &p,—Omliino afliiie D. Parishii.
Pseudobiilbis ercctis elongatis gracilioi-'ibus ; sepalis Ugulato-
triangulis, tepalis ciineato-oblongisacutis : tabello oblongo antice
retusiusculo lato ; limbo antico velutino ; disco non pubeiulo,
sed minutissime asperulo

:
callo baseos bisulcato : mentoobtus-

angulo.—Moulmein, Boxall, Colonel Low.

\ Oncidium dactyhpterum, H. G. Rchb. f. — Pseudo-
bulbis pyriforniibus bene attenuatis rugosis, mono-
phyllis seu dipliyllis ; foliis Uneari-lanceis acuminatis bene
coriaceis ; panicula pauciffora, heterantha ; sepalis tepalisque
paiilo latioribus oblongo-lanceis acutis ; tabello basi utrinque
minute obtusangiilo, auriculis baseos obtusangulis dilatatis,

isthmo angusto, lacinia antica reniformi paulo angustiorj,
carinis quaternis in basi ; papulis geminis antepositis ; columnar
alis bifidis, lacinia utraque bis seu tricrenata, tabulae infrastig-

maticse alis papyraceis ; rostello rostrato.—Flores flavi brunneo
guttulati.—Militat inter Basilata Heteroptera. Ab omnibus alis

columnse fissis recedit. Ocafla.

coarse and rough. Robert Hanbury, on the other hand,
is a line full and rather concave flower, but of a smooth
texture, and a bluish shade of mauve. J. P. Gassiott
is of a pale shade of mauve, with rich purple bar, sepals
6—S innumber, and very broad. One of the finest of the
novelties, however, was alba magna, of which we give
a woodcut representation (fig. 140). This has the
leaves either simple and cordate or ternate with ovate
leaflets, and woolly ; and six to eight-sepaled flowers,

the sepals being exceptionally broad, fully 3 inches
across, roundish ovate in outline, apiculate, necessarily

very much overlapped ; the flowers are quite 8 inches
across, and of a pure white, without a dash of the
purple tint which so often soils the purity of these
white flowers ; the anthers are purplish brown, and
the buds woolly and erect. It appears to us to be the
finest of all the whites yet raised, and the most perfect
flower, as regards shape, which has yet been obtained.
The Scotch varieties, Lawsoniana and Symeana,

were blooming, but we were greatly disappointed in

the latter, the flowers, though large, being composed of
elongate elliptic sepals, which very slightly overlap
and do not therefore form a well-filled flower. As now
shown, Duke of Richmond appeared to be of the same
type ; indeed, being rather paled by the forcing
process, its flowers were exceedingly near to it both
in shape and colour. Doubtless they would all come
better under more natural conditions of growth. The
Duchess of Teck, which belongs to this same group
of lanuginosa, is a remarkably fine white, with very
broad overlapping sepals, and must share with alba
magna the precedence amongst the whites of this

group; it is very fine in colour, with a fine satiny
surface, and of superb form.

In regard to form two comparatively small flowered
sorts of the lanuginosa group, named after two
Japanese visitors to England, Morikati Oke and
Samuel Moulson, are the most perfect we have met
with—indeed they are in this respect models ; their

flowers are about 44 inches across, and they have
eight somewhat concave sepals, and these fit together
so closely and perfectly as to leave nothing to be
desired in this respect. They are of different shades
of lilac, and are very free-flowering.

One thing has been clearly shown by this exhibition,
and that is, that the late summer blooming sorts of
the Jackmanni and Viticella sections, are spoiled by
such an amount of forcing as is required to induce
them to bloom in May. Hence the plants of the
varieties of these groups were not exhibited in their

true character, and without this caution as to the
cause they might lose favour in the public estimation.
They are not, however, surpassed as outdoor plants,

in their proper season, and at that time the varieties

which have afforded this novel display will be out of
flower and resting for another spring. Hence, as the
colours of the early varieties runs rather upon mauves
and lilacs and whites, all charming but delicate tints,

the value of such dark plum-coloured early-flowering
sorts as Sir Garnet Wolseley, Early Purple, W. E.
Essington, and one or two others to grow in contrast
with the paler coloured sorts.

We may dismiss Mr. Jackman's Clematis exhibi-
tion with the assurance that it has been not only a
novel sight, captivating to the eyes of the thousands
who have witnessed it, but that it has also been of so
high an order of cultural merit that one might justly
sing peans in its praise. T. M.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

I SHALL be much obliged if you will allow me to

state, with reference to the remarks which fell from
Mr, Kellock at the meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society (to the effect that it was bad taste on
my part to attack the Council), that my resignation

avowedly proceeds from a difference of opinion as to

the proper manner of directing the Society's afifairs.

I am, therefore, bound to express that difference of

opinion. I particularly requested the Council to

place my resignation on the agenda for Tuesday's
meeting, but they declined to do so, and I was much
surprised at the announcement of it by the President

—an announcement wholly irregular, as it was not on
business for which the meeting was summoned. It

was made probably for some reason not stated. I

have avoided bringing personal matters before the

Fellows, but I think it right to say, in answer to Mr.
Kellock, that I conceive want of good taste to lie else-

where than in me, and if any Fellow care to examine

so worthless a question, I shall be happy to show
him the correspondence. With regard to my
reference to a provincial show, and the flat

contradiction with which Mr. Kellock met me, I beg

to say that before leaving office I had put matters in

train for a show this year in the Winter Garden at

Southport. A meeting of directors had been sum-
moned to consider it, and a very strong feeling existed
in favour of the show. The place is admirable, the

gardens fashionable, and the finest aquarhim in

England would have been added to the attractions.

But after my resignation the Council postponed the

whole plan, on the ground of "want of time," which
in my opinion meant *' want of energy." In conclu-

sion, I have to say that I am so far wrong with
regard to the debt that one item has been compounded
for a less sum than was due, but, inasmuch as for the

last two years the expenditure has been greater than
the receipts, it is impossible by any twisting of figures

to prove any reduction of debt during that period.

W. A, Lindsay^ 17, Cromwell Road, South Kensing-
ton. May 26.

The Parthian arrow discharged by the Pre-
sident of the Royal Horticultural Society at the

meeting on Tuesday, took the Fellows by surprise.

They could not very well realise the idea that they
had put in the hands uf the Council the power to

terminate their existence at their absolute will, or that

the Council could so abuse the power entrusted to

them as, without authority or consultation with the

Society, to snuff it out by a fiat of bankruptcy. They
could not make out what it meant. Was it an act of

spite ? Were they saying

—

" Why should we not, had we the heart to do it,

Like to the Egyptian thief at point of death,
Kill what we love—a savage jealousy
That sometimes savours nobly" ?

Or was it a piece of deep diplomacy, a sort of bridum
fulmen to frighten the Commissioners, like the boy
in Punch who exclaims, "Now then, granny, I've.

eaten the plums, and if you don't give me sixpence

I'll swallow the stones " ?

It is clear that if the explanation given by the Presi-

dent be the sole and the true one, it is a melancholy
confession of incompetence on the part of the Council,

Their estimates for the year are only three months
old ; none of the serious expenses of the year have
been incurred—no disappointment in their antici-

pated receipts has been experienced—and already

they are beaten to a standstill. No new light has

come upon them. If a storm be coming on, they

knew it as well twelve months ago as now, and,

knowing it, should have made preparations to meet
it. In such a plight a man in ordinary business

would have seen his creditors, ascertained who would
not wait and who would agree to be postponed

—

would have applied to his friends and relations for

help, and would not have thrown up the sponge until

he had done his best and failed. Our Council have
taken no such pains. They do not seem to care

whether we live or die. They seem quite prepared
to put the world aside, and talk of going through the

Insolvent Court with as much indifference as if it

were a Saturday's promenade. It is, indeed, only

what might be expected from a new Council that has

no heart in the interests of the Society, and no feeling

for its aims or traditions. What a contrast with the old

Councils ! On such an emergency then every member
that could afford it put his hand in his pocket and lent

material help. If I recollect rightly, when I joined I

found that four members had so contributed a loan of

;i^3oo each. They had their hearts in the prosperity

of the Society, and were not afraid of a little respon-

sibility. But our present Council have no such feel-

ings. How should they ? They have not had time

to acquire them. They are, however, distinguished

by a plentiful lack of courage. They would not try a

provincial show because they had no guarantee. The
Council they displaced did not shrink from that

responsibility when they started these shows. They
ran the risk personally for the first year, and then

found no difficulty in getting guarantees. Our new
men start at shadows, and on the first scratch fancy

they are stabbed to the heart, and order the under-

taker. But oh ! if they were determined to die, could

they not have died decently—could they not have
covered the face of this grand old Society with their

mantle ? Was there no place to die upon but the

dirty floor of a County Court? Why did they not

defend us from so great a shame ?

The apologies for the infliction of this ignominy
are most flimsy, and transparently unsound. The
treasurer tells us that he would rather cut off his right

hand than sign a cheque for the debts sued for, as

that would be giving a preference. Passing the fact

that giving a preference only means incurring the

risk of having to repay the preferred payment out of his

own pocket—passing that, I should like to know, if

paying these debts be creating a preference, what he
has been doing but creating preferences ever since he
entered on the office of treasurer? His colleagues

maintained to us on Tuesday, and he did not correct

or dispute the statement, that the Society was in no
worse financial position now than when the present

Council took office. If so, why is it creating a pre-

ference to pay prize money in 1S75, when it was not so

in 1S73 or 1874. The truth is that the statement

made was erroneous. It is only in a Pickwickian

sense that the financial position is unchanged, and the

only apology for suspending payment, in order to

avoid giving preferences, is the fact that the
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Fig. 140.—clematis alba magna, nat. size, colour pure white (see p. 6S4).

I

financial position is much Wofse. But then it

is no worse now than it was at the beginning
of this year, and surely some payments have
been made since then — nay, we learn from the

Council's report that an old debt of twenty years'

existence had been compromised, and ^"600 paid out

of last year's receipts, thus giving it a preference over
the poor exhibitors who had helped to raise the means
by which this payment was made ; and the Council
actually plumed themselves on having settled this

debt, and cast an implied reflection on the old Councils
for having ignored it (as they had good reason to do,

at least until every one else was paid) ; and now they
are of such strictissiniijuris that the treasurer flourishes

about cutting off his- right hand rather than sign a

cheque giving payment to the exhibitors, who have
been prevented receiving their prize money by his

application (or, as they will call it, his misapplica-

tion) of the funds, which by rights should have

gone to pay them. Be these thy men of business,

Kensington !

I say nothing on the negotiations with the Com-
missioners, in deference to their deUcate position and

to the request of the President ; I say nothing as to the

means of extrication from our present position, which
our Council alone fails to see or refuses to adopt ; but

1 cannot keep silence on the unwarrantable attempt

to hurry the Society to an act of felo de se, and the

ignominious manner in which the act is attempted to

be carried out. Andrew Murray.

PHALyENOPSIS VARIATIONS.
It is somewhat remarkable that for many years our

importations of Orchids were confined to certain type

forms, which reappeared with very trifling variations,

but that latterly the plants sent home by collectors

have become considerably "mixed," and the varia-

tions are frequent and striking. Some two or three

months since we saw at least half-a-dozen distinct

forms, none of them referrible to any named kind,

blooming, as part of one importation made by Mr.

Bull, and of these the following are notes made at the

time. As it is not desirable to apply even garden

names to them, we notice them under numbers.
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1. This has terete roots, and short oblong leaves,

flushed with wine-red, most distinct on the younger

leaves. The scape is spotted, reddish. Flowers
medium-sized, white, compact in form ; lip, with the

stalk-like base, cross-barred with purple, the broad
white incurved side lobes with two or three bold bars

of red-purple extending for half an inch from behind
the yellowish crest, whicli is marked with tawny red

spots ; the two contiguous edges of the front and side

lobes slightly tingedwith yellow, the front lobe itself

terminating in long curled cirri.

2. The roots compressed, but scarcely flattened,

the leaves elongate oblong, purplish beneath when
young. The scape purplish, spotted. Flowers
large, the sepals and petals white, the lateral ones

tinged with yellow ; lip long stalked, mottled, with
reddish purple behind the crests, the marking extend-

ing up the posterior side of the lateral lobes in streaks

breaking up into spots, which are conspicuous ; crest

yellow, with tawny red spots ; base of front lobe and
anterior side of lateral lobes deeply flushed with
yellow, the margins purplish in the sinus ; front

lobe cirrose.

3. The roots terete, the leaves oblong, green. The
scape greenish, slightly mottled with red. Flowers
large, pure white ; lip long stalked, the crest yellow,

dotted with red ; the base transversely blotched with
red-purple, running out behind the crest into one bar,

and numerous dots of red-purple, the spotting of the

crest continued in a short line dov.'n the base of the

middle lobe, the two contiguous edges flushed with
yellow, that of the front lobe with a red line at the

edge ; front lobe cirrose.

4. The roots terete, the leaves oblong, green, the

young ones flushed with red. Flowers medium-
sized, the base of the lateral sepals spotted, lip

transversely blotched at the base, the marking ex-

tending laterally up the side lobes, a bold bifurcate

band in front, and spotting behind of rich wine-
purple ; crest white, spotted with red ; edges of

lobes very slightly tinted with yellow, that of the
front lobe red-edged ; centre of the front lobe with an
oblong patch of spots half an inch long, the point

5. The roots compressed ; the leaves large, oblong,

green. Flowers large, the sepals and petals white,

the lateral sepals slightly spotted on the anterior edge
;

lip cross-barred at the base, with one bold line, and
behind (his several boldish dots up the side lobes,

the front edge and base of the middle lobe strongly

tinted with yellow, the centre of the base of the latter

slightly flushed with purple, the crest white spotted
with red, the point of front lobe cirrose.

6. The roots flat, compressed ; the leaves short,

oblong, stained behind, even in age, with purple.

Flowers small, the lateral sepals flushed with yellow,

and spotted with wine-purple on the anterior side ;

lip cross-barred at the base, with four to five distinct

lines running up the lateral lobes, and without dots,

the front side yellow ; Iront lobe yellow at base, with a
flush of purple dots in centre and cirrose ; crests

taller, white with yellow tops spotted with red.

These all belong to the leucorrhoda type. The
flowers of P. leucorrhoda itself, as compared with the

foregoing, are smaller ; while the markings on the
lateral lobes are red, forming short lines. The crest

is very yellow, and there is much yellow at the base
of the front lobe, and on the contiguous edges of that
and the lateral lobes. The lateral sepals are spotted,
and the cirri shorter. The leaves are marked
with transverse bands, and the roots are flat. The
flowers of P. leucorrhoda grandiflora are more open
and more distinctly marked at the base of the front

lobe, where there are red dots j the lateral markings
are lines of short bars, and the cirrhi are longer and
finer at the points. M.

THE TULIP.
We gather the following interesting details relating

to the history of the Tulip from a biographical sketch

of Ogier-Ghislain de Busbecq, published by M. Ed.

Morren in the last number of La Bcls^ique Horticch

:

—
After having stopped at Adrianople for a day we

went on towards Constantinople, which was our
destination. It was near these places that we saw
great quantities of flowers—Narcissi, Hyacinths, and
those which the Turks call Tulipan. It was with
great pleasure that we saw these flowers in the middle
of the season so injurious to them. Greece abounds
in Narcissi and Hyacinths, which have an agreeable
odour, but, when agreat many flowers are together, this

15 apt to give one a headache. Tulipans have very
little scent, if any, but these plants have instead great
variety and diversity of colour. The Turks cultivate

them largely, and, although not very lavish, they
sometimes go to great expense to get beautiful ones. '^^

De TEcluse and de Busbecq met at Vienna, where they

* A. G. Bitslcqidi oiiiiiia qu<.- extant, 1633, p. 47; trans-
lation by Ch. Morren in Hut. des Tulipes, &c. , 1842, p. 9. The
translation by De Foy, Paris, 1748, t. i., p. 73, is faulty and

stopped together. The identity of nation and of

tastes brought the two men together, and the

friendship soon ripened into intimacy. Many
points of resemblance may be discovered be-

tween them. Charles de I'Ecluse treats of the

Tulip in the Sth chapter of the second volume of his

Rariorum Plantariim Historia. At the end of this

chapter he explains himself thus:—"Before ending
this chapter, I think I ought to add what I have myself
observed of the Tulips grown from seeds sent from
Constantinople. Augier de Busbecque had received

some with certain ocher bulbous plants the same year that

I came to Vienna (1573), and having to go to France
the following year he left them with me. These seeds

were old and withered, and little thinking they would
grow, I planted them in 1575 and 1576. A great

number came up, and had in the following years

flowers remarkable for their diversity of colour. I

was thus able to obtain yellow, red, white, and purple

Tulips, or sometimes these colours were combined ;

that is to say, variegated with yellow, red, white, or

purple. The greater part were of the species called

prcecox (T. precox), but on examining them more
closely I found some that may be referred to the late-

flowering species (T. serotina)."*

The preceding documents do not positively ascribe

the discovery of the Tulip and its introduction into

European gardens to Busbecq. We might suppose
that this culture dates from the beginning of the six-

teenth century, but, however, this is not so. It was
while Busbecq was collecting plants at Constan-
tinople, and sending them to his friends in the west
that Tulips made their appearance in European
gardens and in botanical works. Thus no mention
is made of them in any book before 1561 ; for

example, in the first works of Dodoens, or in CHis-
toire des Planies, translated by Charles de I'Ecluse, in

1557, even though Lilies, Hyacinths, Narcissi, and
other bulbous plants are there spoken of.

The first description of the Tulip is given by
Conrad Gesner, in a memoir published in I56l.t
Gesner had seen it in bloom in April, 1559, at Augs-
burg, in the garden belonging to Jean-Henri Ilerwart,

who told him he had received the seeds from Byzan-
tium. Gesner says no more, but when we remember
that Busbecq was then in Constantinople, that he had
been struck with the beauty of the Tulips, and that

he had sent some plants and seeds to Austria, it may
reasonably be supposed that the Tulips which bloomed
in the garden of the citizen of Augsburg in 1559 were
of Busbecq's discovery. But the discovery of this

flower was like that of America : the name of
Americus Vespucius was given to the new world just

as Linna:us has given the name of Gesner's Tulip
(Tulipa Gesneriana) to Busbecq's flower. Gesner
introduced it to science ; he praised the beauty of the

flower, and gave an engraved representation of the

plant ; but we see in reading the description and
looking at the engraving that the Tulip was scarcely

known then. The engraving is coarse and faulty, the

description is full of uncertainties and inaccuracies; he
had not seen the root, and was not quite certain

whether it was bulbous or not.

The Tulip spread rapidly, and was soon figured in

all the botanical books which, by the way, at that

time appeared in great numbers. We see it, for

example, in the Florum et Coronarium Historia de Do-
doinrus {Anvers, 156S), p. 197, and is generally men-
tioned in all the works of the second half of the six-

teenth century. Clusius brought out in 1576, while
living in Vienna, his History of Spanish Plants^
Pariorum aliquot stirpiu?n per Hispanias observa -

torum Historia—printed at Antwerp by Christopher
Plantin. In an appendix printed at the end of this

celebrated work he treats of some strange and
elegant plants which come from the east, especially

from Roumelia, and which are chiefly bulbous plants.

Anemones and Ranunculus ; at the head of them is

found the Tulip, well-figured and exactly described
for the first time. Clusius there (p. 514) relates a
pleasing anecdote, which shows how the Tulip was
introduced into the Netherlands. "It is doubtful,"
he says, "whether we know the name by which it

was known to the ancients. However, some savants
think that it is better to refer it to the Satyrion of
Dioscorides, which is designated also under the name
Trifilon, and it is certain that the description agrees
upon certain points. As to knowing if it is gifted

with the same properties as Satyrion, I do not know
if any one has proved it by experience. Some
years ago a merchant of Antwerp was able to

pronounce an opinion upon the cause. He had
received from one of his friends in Constantinople
some bales of cotton amongst which was a great number
of Tulip bulbs, and thinking they were Onions he
had some cooked for supper in the ordinary way with
oil and vinegar. He had the rest planted in the

garden amongst Cabbages and other vegetables, where
if neglected they would soon all have perished if a
Malines merchant, A^'an Rye, a lover of botany, had
not saved a certain number ; by his care and know-

ledge he soon obtained admirable flowers of the most
beautiful variety."

C lusius reproduced the same account in his Hisioire

G t'nerale des Plantes de 1601 (p. 150), but fixed belter

the date of the introduction of Tulips into the Nether-
lands, which took place in 1 571, and gave a detailed

account of this species and of its varieties.

The comparison of the succeeding editions of the
Commentaries of Matthioli is instructive on account
of the history of the Tulip. We will look at the

1 55th chapter of the 4th book, which treats of Narcissi.
Now, in the edition of 1554, mention is only made
in that chapter of Narcissi and Snowdrops; in the
edition of 1 565 (p. 1244) we see under the name
of Narcissus v. a coarse figure of the Tulip, incorrect

as to foliage, and we find nothing in the text about
the subject of the picture. It is evident that but httle

was known of the Tulip at this time. In the large

edition of 159S, published by C. Gesner, with the
complete works of Matthioli, we find at last a good
figure of the Tulip with the fruit and seed, and in the
text (p. S59) the particulars concerning this Nar-
cissus v.

The Narcissus v. of Matthiole and of the florist of
Lyons is the Tulip, of which there are several sorts

known by the colour of the flower, but which can be
divided into three principal groups, one for the
spring-flowering species, the other for the late-flower-

ing species, and the third for those doubtful ones
which flourish in the interval ; forty-seven species are
thus classed by de I'Ecluse. The most common are
yellow, white, or purple. We still to this day re-

ceive them from Constantinople—the spring-flowering
ones under the name of Cafe lale, and the late-flower-

ing ones under that of Cavala lale, from the localities

from whence they were first introduced into Constan-
tinople. Thus lalti signifies flower ; Caffa is a town
pn the Taurida peninsula, between the sea of Mar-
mora and the Black Sea ; Cavalla is a maritime town
of Macedonia. As to the name of Tulip, it is taken
from the resemblance of the flowers to the Dalmatian
bonnets or turbans which these people are in the habit
of wearing on their heads. Some give it to the Anemone
Limonia of Theophrastus, others to the Crinorrhoden
of Pliny, and some to the Satyrium erythracium ; it

seems, however, to be like the Trvfmva of Theophras-
tus. It is called Tulipa Turcarum by C. Gesner {de

Hortis, 1561), and Tulipa by Clusius, Lonicer (1569),
Durand (1585), &c.
The Tulip was introduced into England in 1577 by

James Garnet, and into France by Peiresc, who cul-

tivated it in 1610 at Aix, having received it from
Toumay.
The taste for Tulips has increased, and their bulbs

have become an article of commerce : it was carried

to a ridiculous extent when the Tulip was the object
of a celebrated memoir, and the Tulip mania reached
its apogee in Holland from 1634 to 1637. Tulip cul-

tivation in Haarlem does not date further back than
this.

' C. ClusiiRar. PI. Hist. j6oi, pp. 142-143.
t Valcrii Cordi Simesjisii, Aiinotatwues, &*c. C. Gesner

collecta, 1561, p. 213.

TRANSFORMATION
CEREALS.

OF

" An enemy hath done this," was the ready reply

of the master in the striking parable of the Tares and
the Wheat. Good Wheat had been sown, and lo !

—

Tares had sprung up ! It is in no irreverent spirit

that we apply the above to a controversy at present

waged overan alleged transmutation ofOats into Wheat.
Singularlyenough the Tare element is not entirely want-

ing, for "South Norfolk" informs us [Ag7-icultural

Gazette^ p, 622] that it was in a field of Tares that he grew
Rye produced from Barley. Had some of our leading

agriculturists been practising their art in the locality

where, and at the time when, the discovery was made
that Wheat had "turned to Tares," they would doubt-

less with commendable consistency have refused to
believe in the work of the "enemy," and would have
procured and continued to grow their " Wheat-Tares"
or "Tare-Wheat" just as they now grow their "Oat-
Wheat." Surely credulity has no bounds, or here it

would find them. The law of reproduction is that

" like begets like," a law long since laid down in the

statement that the earth brought forth grass, herb,

and beast, each " after its kind." Men who turn with

horror from the thought that man himself may by
process of long cycles have been evolved out of a

lower form of being— out of some lower animal form
—are content to believe that Nature should be no
more true to herself than at once to change Oats into

Wheat. But why into Wheat ? Why not into some-
thing betwixt and between ? Is it Nursery, Talavera,

Chiddim, Rough Chaff, or what sort of Wheat ? Is

it a new variety, and if so, a fixed one ?—or is it a
reproduction of some extinct simple form, which
might possibly be viewed as a primordial type, from
which both Wheat and Oats came? Surely it is too
^surd to believe that Nature in a sportive mood
would give us a Wheat quite like other Wheats,
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rather than a compromise between Oats, Wheat, and
Barley, all perhaps supported on a Bean stalk. This

we could understand. We have at this moment a

field of Tares, in which Oats were sown, as is cus-

tomary, and we can vouch for the fact that the

Vetches have grown up mixed with Wheat. The ex-

planation is not difficult, and is not worth makinf;.

Those agriculturists who believe that Oats will turn

into Wheat, should know that they have given their

opinion on a subject which would require proof far

stronger than they are prepared to give. Have they

considered B.-isteur's rigidly conducted experiments,

after all open to doubt, as to the possibility of spon-

taneous generation even in the case of the lowest

forms of life? They proclaim an absurdity which

they have taken no pains to prove ; for what proofs

of such a momentous fact are the statements of a

dozen men "whose words are truth." They were

very probably not competent to carry out the requisite

isolation of external interruptions, the sifting of the

soil, the protection from birds, and likewise from the

practical joker, who of all birds would most

keenly enjoy securing the success of the experiment.

Agriculturists appear to be particularly liable to such

hallucinations. It is not long since one sent us a

box of "lop" (Bromus mollis) with a letter gravely

assuring us that the best seed Oats had been sown,

and that the mysterious plant, the name and nature

of which were evidently unknown to the sender, had

come up instead.

At the present moment there is a field, within 2

miles of us, bearing a full crop of this same "lop,"

while probably the farmer who occupies it is confident

that he sowed the very best Italian Rye-grass. In the

North of England we have heard farmers contend

that Rye-grass and bent " turned to couch," and it is

a matter of belief with many most intelligent farmers

that weeds grow out of the soil without the interven-

tion of seeds. We have ourselves seen large fishes

the size of ordinary perch in newly-formed ponds into

which they had never been introduced by man, and

yet it never struck us that they had developed spon-

taneously. The fact of their presence simply proved

that they had been brought, but whether by water-

spout, reptiles, or birds was a matter of secondary

importance. So if Wheat appears either after Oats

or before them, it is a proof positive that a Wheat
seed had been deposited there. If we come to any

other conclusion we had better resign ourselves to

magic, spiritualism, and table-turning ; but while we
maintain our respect and belief for science, we must

refuse credence to such improbable absurdities as the

transformation of Oats into Wheat. Agricultural

Gazelle.

THE GENUS CEANOTHUS.
[We subjoin a complete synopsis of all the species

of Ceanothus, many of which are cultivated in British

gardens. The synopsis was drawn up by Mr. Sereno

Watson, and published in the Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.]

§ I. EuCEANOTiius.—Leaves all alternate, 3-nerved

or pinnately veined, glandular-toothed or entire ; fruit

not crested.

* Leaves ^nervedfrom the base.

•(- Erect shrubs, the branches not rigidly divaricate nor
spiny : inflorescence thyrsoid ; leaves usually
large, serrate except in (5).

a. Low (1— 3 feet high) ; flowers white, or some-
times light blue in (=5).

1. C. americanus, Linn. More or less villous-

pubescent ; leaves thin, ovate or oblong-ovate,

I.^— 2?2 inches long, on short petioles 2—6 lines long;
peduncles elongated. From the Atlantic to Winnipeg
Valley, Iowa and Texas.

2. C. ovatus, Bigel. Nearly glabrous or pubescent

;

leaves narrowly oval or elliptic-lanceolate, i— 2 inches

long ;
peduncles usually short ; otherwise like the

last, into which it seems to pass. Range the same.

3. C. sanguineus, Pursh. (C. Oreganus, Nutt.)
Becoming glabrous or nearly so ; leaves thin, ovate,

I—4 inches long, on slender petioles 6—
1 5 lines long ;

peduncles very short ; older branches reddish. From
North-western Montana to Washington Territory,

4. C. velutinus, Dougl. Stout, usually glabrous

;

leaves coriaceous, broadly ovate or elliptical, 14—

3

inches long, resinous and shining above, sometimes
velvety beneath, glandular serrulate

;
petioles stout,

6 lines long
;
peduncles usually short. Abundant in

the mountains from Colorado to the Columbia and
Northern California.

5. C. integerrimus, Hook, and Am. Glabrous or

soon becoming so, rarely pubescent ; branches terete,

usually warty ; leaves thin, bright green, ovate to

ovate-oblong, i—3 inches long, entire or very rarely

slightly glandular-serrulate, on slender petioles 2—6
lines long ; thyrse often large and open, terminating

the slender branches, or axillary and rather shortly

peduncled, mostly white-flowered. Frequent in the

mountains from Central California to the Columbia
River. This will include C. californicus and neva-
densis of Kellogg.

Var. ? parviflorus. Of very slender habit, wholly
gl.rbrous ; leaves much smaller, about \ inch long,

shorl-pelioled ; flowers light blue, in rather short

simple racemes. In the Sierra Nevada from the

Yosemite Valley northward.

b. Tall shrubs or small trees, 6— 15 feet high
;

flowers bright blue ; leaves oblong to oblong-
ovalc, r.alhcr thick.

6. C. thyrsiflorus, Esch. Subglabrous ; branches
strongly angled ; leaves usually smoolh and shining
above, canescent beneath, glandular-serrulate, I— I.^

inch long ; flowers in dense subcompound racemes,
terminating the usually elongated and somewhat leafy

peduncles. In the Coast Range, California, from
Monterey to Humboldt County, and popularly known
as the California Lilac.

Var.? macrothyrsus, Torreyin />W. Wakes' Explor.
ExfeJ. 263. This is described as having terete

branches; leaves I

—

2\ inches long, greyish tomen-
tose underneath and somewhat silky-villous on the

prominent veins, entire, on petioles 3— 5 lines long
;

flowers in elongated, interrupted somewhat leafy

panicles. It was found on the banks of the Umpquo,
Oregon, and is probably distinct.

7. C. azureus, Desf. Pubescent ; leavesdensely rusty-

tomentose beneath, smoothish above, i—2 J inches
long; thyrse more open. Mountains of Mexico from
Tepic to Guatemala.

+- -f- Low, the branches not rigidly divaricate nor spiny
;

flowers in short simple racemes or pedunculate
clusters ; leaves small.

a. Eastern species ; flowers while.

8. C. microphyllus, Michx. Erect, nearly glabrous
;

branches numerous, slender, leafy, yellowish ; leaves
thick, very small, i—2 lines long, fascicled, oblong-
elliptic to obovate, entire or sparingly toothed, on
very short petioles ; flowers in small terminal clusters.

Pine forests of Georgia and Florida.

9. C. serpyllifolius, Nutt. Decumbent, glabrate
;

branches slender, brownish ; leaves less rigid and not
fascicled, 3—6 lines long, oblong, serrulate, somewhat
hairy beneath ; flowers in small clusters on slender
axillary peduncles. Southern Georgia.

b. Western species ; flowers blue.

10. C. dentatus, Nutt. Erect, hirsutely pubescent,
rarely nearly glabrous ; leaves \— i inch long, usually
small and fascicled, obovate to oblong-elliptic or
lanceolate, acute at both ends or obtuse at the apex,
glandular-serrate, the margin becoming strongly un-
dulate or revolute ; flowers in small roundish clusters,

on naked terminal peduncles about an inch long

;

fruit resinously coated and somewhat triangular, the
valves being obscurely costate. On dry hills in the
Coast Range.

11. C. decumbens. Slender, trailing, hirsutely
pubescent with spreading hairs ; leaves rather thin,
flat, 4—14 inch long, elliptic-oblong, somewhat
cuneate at base, obtuse or acutish, glandular-serrate

the greenish glands usually stipitate ; flowers in short
dense shortly pedunculate racemes, about i inch long
or less. Frequent in the mountains of Central Cali-
fornia, from the Mariposa Grove northward.

-I- -H -!- Erect shrubs, the branches usually rigid, divari-
cate, or spinose

;
flowers in simple racemes

or clusters ; leaves rather small.

a. Rarely or never spinose
; leaves glandularly

serrulate
;
flowers mostly blue, racemose.

12. C. hirsutus, Nutt. (C. oliganthus, Nutt.)
Silky-pubescent with soft subappressed or spreading
hairs, or sometimes hirsute, the branches rather rigid

and said to be sometimes spinose ; leaves ovate to
oblong-ovate, usually subcordate or rounded at base
and acute at apex, 4— ij: inch long, not smooth
above ; flowers blue, in simple axillary and terminal
racemes i—3 inches long, or rarely thyrsoid ; fruit

unknown. Dry hills about Santa Barbara and in the
Santa Susanna mountains.

Var. ? glaber. (C. sorediatus, var. glaber, Watson
in King's Rep. S, 51). Glabrous throughout or nearly
so ; leaves sometimes entire ; flowers white. East
Humboldt Mountains. Nevada.

13. C. sorediatus. Hook. Nearly glabrous, the
inflorescence pubescent ; leaves smooth above, more
or less tomentose beneath or rarely nearly glabrous,
silky on the veins, oblong-ovate, 4~l4 inch long,
subcordate or rounded or often acutish at base, acute
or obtuse at the apex ; flowers blue, in shortly
peduncled simple racemes, \— 2 inches long ; frait

unknown. From San Diego to the Sacramento.

b. P,ranches mostly spinose, greyish ; leaves sub-
coriaceous, usually entire ; flowers mostly white,

14. C. divaricatus, Nutt. Nearly glabrous ; leaves
oblong-ovate to ovate, 3— ij inch long, rounded at

base, acute or obtuse above, not tomentose beneath
;

flowers light blue or white, in subsimple often
elongated racemes 1—4 inches long. California, from
San Diego northward.

15. C. incanus, Hook. Leaves hoary bene.^th,

with a very minute tomentum, broadly ovate to

elliptic, j—2 inches long, cuneate to cordate at base,

acutish or obtuse at apex ; flowers in short racemes ;

fruit over 2 lines in diameter, resinously warly. Santa
Cruz to Lake County, California ; "a large straggling
shrub on the banks of creeks."

16. C. cordulatus, Kellogg, Proc. Calif. Acad. ii.

124, f. 39. Hirsutely pubescent, with short erect or
spreading hairs ; leaves oval-elliptic, 4— \\ inch long,

cuneate to subcordate at base, usually rounded and
sometimes serrate at the apex, the serratures scarcely

ghiuclular ; flowers in short simple racemes, an inch

long or less ; fruit snialler, not resinously dotted. In
the Sierra Nevada, from the Yosemite Valley north-
ward.

17- C. Eendleri, Cjray. Silky pubescent; leaves

narrowly oblong to elliptic, 4— 12 lines long, usually

small, somewhat narrowed and cuneate at base, obtuse
or acute above ; flowers in short terminal racemes.
In the Rocky Mountains from Colorado to New
Mexico.

c. Spinose ; leaves serrate ; flowers in small sessile

clusters. Mexican.

iS. C. buxifolius, Willd. Nearly glabrous, branches
slender ; leaves rather thin, elliptic, A inch long or
l;ss, h.airy on the veins beneath, sharply serrate

;

flowers in axillary clusters, the colour uncertain.

Mountains of Central and North-western Mexico.

19. C. depressus, Benlh. Stout and very tigia,

tomentose ; leaves thick, densely tomentose beneath,
elliptical, \— :] inch long, mostly rounded at each
end, glandular-serrulate ; flowers in mostly terminal
clusters ; colour uncertain. Central Mexico.

* * Leaves piiiiialely veined. (Forms of C. dentatus
might be referred to this group.)

20. C. spinosus, Nutt. Becoming a small tree,

20—30 feet high, branchlets ligid and somewhat
spiny, glabrous or nearly so ; leaves subcoriaceous,
entire, oblong, 9— 15 lines long, obtuse or refuse, sub-
cuneate at base, on slender petioles 2—4 lines long;
flowers deep blue, in a thyrse or in simple racemes,
very fragrant ; fruit 24—3 lines in diameter, resinously

coated. From Santa Barbara to Los Angeles.
21. C. papiilosus, Torr and Gray. More or less

subhispidly villous or tomentose, 4—6 feet high

;

leaves glandularly serrulate, the upper surface glan-
dular-papillose, narrowly oblong, obtuse at each end,

I—2 inches long, on slender petioles ; flowers blue,

in close clusters or short racemes terminating slender

naked peduncles; fruit i4 line broad, not resinous.

Coast Range, from Monterey to San Francisco.
22. C. floribundus. Hook., Bol. Mag., t. 4S06.

Pilose scabrous ; leaves small, 3— 4lines long, oblong,
acute, glandularly denticulate and undulate, shortly
petioled ; flowers blue, in dense globose clusters ses»

sile at the ends of the short branchlets. Known only
from the figure and description in the Botanical Maga-
zine ; raised from Californian seeds, and closely related
to C. dentatus.

23. C. Veilchianus, Hook., Bol. l^Lag., t. 5127.
Glabrous nearly throughout ; leaves thick, obovate-
cuneate, rounded at the apex

; glandular-serrate,

smooth and shining above, minutely tomentose beneath
between the veinlels, 6—9 lines long, on short stout

petioles ; flowers bright blue, in dense crowded
clusters at the ends of the leafy branches. Likewise
known only from figures and descriptions of speci-

mens cultivated in gardens,

§ 2. Cerastes.—Leaves mostly opposite, i-ribbed,
with numerous straight parallel veins, very thick and
coriaceous, spinosely toothed or entire ; flowers in

sessile or shortly pedunculate axillary clusters ; fruit

larger, with three horn-like or warty prominences
below the summit. Rigidly branched or rarely spiny
with small leaves ; stipules mostly swollen and warty.

24. C. crassifolius, Torr. Erect, 4— 12 feet high,

the young branchlets white, with a villous tomentum
;

leaves ovate-oblong, 4— i inch long, obtuse or retuse,

more or less tomentose beneath, rarely entire and
revolutely margined, the petioles very thick ; flowers

light blue or white, in dense very shoitly peduncled
clusters. In the Coast Range from Mendocino County
to San Diego.

25. C. cuneatus, Nutt. Erect, 3—12 feet high,
less tomentose or nearly smooth ; leaves cuneate-
obovate or oblong, rounded or refuse above, on
rather slender petioles, entire or very rarely few-
toothed ; flowers white or occasionally light blue, in

rather loose clusters. F'rom the Columbia Ixiver to
Santa Barbara.

25. C. Greggii, Gray. Closely resembling the last,

but more tomentose, and the leaves not cuneate at

base ; 5 feet high. From Northern Arizona to New
Mexico and Northern Mexico.

27. C. rigidus, Nutt. Erect, 5 feet high, the
branchlets tomentose ; leaves 2— 5 lines long, cuneate-

oblong or usually very broadly obovate, often emar- *

ginate, few-toothed above, very shortly petioled

;

flowers bright blue, in sessile clusters. About Mon-
terey and Oakland (?}.

28. C. prostratus, Benth. Prostrate, nearly gla-

brous ; leaves 3— 12 lines long, obovate or usually
oblong-cuneate, spinose usually only at the apex, on
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short slender petioles ; flowers bright blue, the clusters

on stout peduncles. Frequent in the mountains from

Humboldt County and the Upper Sacramento to

Mariposa County,

THE HAWTHORN.
Mr. Selby in his History of British Forest Trees

has apologised for the introduction of the Hawthorn

or Whitethorn (Cratregus Oxyacantha) among them,

on the ground of its being *'so long accustomed to

rank as a mere hedge plant ;" and people in general

no doubt associate the Hawthorn chiefly in its humble

though useful capacity of forming quickset hedges.

Yet, as Selby further remarks, in natural or wild

situations he has known it to have *' attained a timber

like size ;" and this must be the experience of all

those who have wandered about waste woodland

tracts or neglected declivitives of hills, such as the

sides or ** bottoms" of the broken-backed Cottes-

wolds in Gloucestershire, the Monmouthshire hills,

or in sequestered parks where the axe is seldom

allowed to intrude, and where the Hawthorn, left to

grow unmolested, entwines it thorny branches in an

impervious labyrinth 40 to 50 feet high, and with a

bole that is either of considerable size in itself or

made up of a number of conjoined ones that separate

in old age, and give the tree the aspect of a little

grove.

An association of Hawthorn bushes, as generally

called, on a hill-side just beyond the limits of culti-

vation, as may be seen in many parts of the midland

counties, is an exhilarating sight in the month of June,

and proclaims that our fickle summer has fairly set in,

and haymaking is drawing nigh. "The milk-white

Thorn that scents the evening gale," as Burns has

depicted it, is then as beautiful a sight as the country

can produce, and may well call up poetical ideas and

remembrances of the search for the flowering Haw-
thorn on May Day, its flowering at that time giving

it the name of the month in which it first appears.

An old Thorn is by no means an unsightly object in a

park, its dense bushy umbrage contrasting with other

trees of greater height ; but its natural position is on
hilly declivities, where it spreads a dense array of
thorny branches in accordant companionship with the

prickly golden Gorse, equally iond of the sides of

hills. When allowed to grow in a congenial soil and
favourable position, the Hawthorn will as a tree

attain a considerable height, and I have depicted

Sir T. Dick Lauder in commenting on Gilpin's re-

marks, objects to his ideas, and having, as he says,

seen many fine Hawthorns, he designates it as a

"beautiful tree." It progresses into the far North
with undiminished charms ; for Mr. Selby says :

—

"In this northern district it is one of the greatest

accessories to the beauty and scenery of our denes and

deep ravines, and few that are at all wooded but

owe a great portion of their interest to the presence of

FORD, WORCESTERSHIRE (9

this tree." It must be acknowledged that a young
Hawthorn is too slim in figure and scant of foliage to

be an object of beauty except in its flowering state,

and it is only when it survives to old age that it

attains a remarkable and even imposing aspect, more
especially when its bole divides, as age comes on,

into separate columns, as represented in the sketch of

an aged Hawthorn in the grounds at Garnstone,

split up into eleven divergent stems. This aspect
denotes great age, and Mr. Jesse considers the Bushey
Park Thorns to have been in existence more than two
centuries ago. This division, however, does not
always occur, as in some cases the bole, though
divided into sections, still keeps conjoined, as in an
old memorial Hawthorn standing at Upper Wyck,
near Worcester, and which I have been told is men-
tioned as an old boundary Thorn in writings apper-
taining to the estate on which it grows more than two
centuries ago. It is lo feet in girth round the con-
joined boles, and is still a vigorous tree (see fig. 143).

But if an old Hawthorn becomes hollow in its

decrepitude, it does not divide into subsidiary boles,

but declines towards the ground from the weight of
its numerous entangled branches, and then presents a
picturesque aspect, as in an old Thorn that I have
noticed growing on Apley Terrace, a romantic height
on the side of the Severn above Bridgnorth, Shrop-
shire. This hollow Thorn is 8 feet in girth at a yard
from the ground, and its branches spread 30 feet from
the base of the tree (see fig. 145). • When drawn
up and growing too lofty and thin the Hawthorn, if

unable to support itself against equinoctial gales, is

upset, as in an individual now lying prostrate, yet
alive, being not quite uprooted, in Downton Park,
Herefordshire, evidently of considerable antiquity, as
shown by its decayed bole. As laid down it proves
to have been over 50 feet in height (see fig. 146). Even
thus overthrown it maintains a precarious existence,

though its foliage is but scanty, and recalls to mind-

alluded to by Wordsworth.
Occasionally old Thorns are to be met with that

have become so hoary, distorted, and thorny, their
branches stunted from an unfavourable position in the
shade, that though alive, the functions of vitality are
almost in abeyance, and only a scanty foliage is pro-
duced, without either flowers or fruit. Such a scathed
hoary veteran I have observed in Richmond Park, the
very semblance of blasted desolation. How old such
a tree may be it is difficult to say (see fig. 144).
Wordsworth has well described such an old decrepid
Thorn located on the mountains of Cumberland :

—

" There is a Thorn— it looks so old,

In truth you'd find it hard to say
How it could ever have been young,

It looks so old and gray.
* * * * #

It stands erect this aged Thorn,
No leaves it has but prickly points,

It is a mass of knotted joints,

A wretched thmg forlorn :

Fig. 142.—OLD MANY-EOLED HAWTHORN, GARNSTONE, HEREFORDSHIRE :

II FT, IN GIRTH. (ENGRAVED ON HAWTHORN WOOD.)
Fig. J43.—old hawthorn, wyck, near Worcester

(lo FT. girth).

one at Lenchford, near Shrawley, Worcestershire,
not far from the river Severn, which had been
favoured with a protective mound around its base,
and whose topmost branches reached 60 feet from the
ground. It measured 9 feet in girth, and, like many
other old Thorns, had many tufts of Mistleto nestled
among its boughs (see fig. 141).

Gilpin in his Forest Scenery speaks unfavourably
of the Hawthorn as having "little claim to picturesque
beauty," and even thinks its bloom, which is so at-

tractive, "spread over it in too much profusion." But

Herefordshire (see fig. 142), which measures 11 feet

round the separated stems. Mr. Jesse has remarked
this of the old Thorns in Bushey Park, and says of

them :
— '* As they increase in age they have the pro-

perty of separating themselves into different stems,

some having four or five, or even six, which as they
separate become regularly barked round, forming to

appearance so many distinct trees close planted
together." This I have frequently remarked in old

Hawthorns, and I have noted an instance in Bushley
Park, Worcestershire, in which the original bole had

It stands erect, and like a stone
With hchens it is overgrown."

The Hawthorn varies much in its growth and
increase of size, according to situation and the soil in

which it grows. Mr. Selby mentions a Hawthorn
planted in 170S, and now therefore 166 years old,

that a few years since measured round its trunk S feet,

and the diameter of the circle overspread by the

branches was nearly 50 feet. But, on the other hand,
Hawthorns growing on the side of the Malvern Hills,

some of which were cut down, and which I examined
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at the time, showed more than 300 rings of annual

growth, though their boles scarcely exceeded a foot in

diameter. However quick it may grow at first, there

can be no doubt that the Hawthorn increases very

slowly in age, and being thus a long-enduring tree

may exist many centuries, though certain proof as to

an old Hawthorn being extant at some particular time

in past years, and then remarked as standing, and

noted, seems to be wanting. Evelyn has regretted

that reliable notices of trees in particular places were

not made in olden times, "that the ages to come may
have both the satisfaction and encouragement by more
accurate and certain calculations." This is now better

attended to.

The largest and oldest Hawthorn in England of

which there is any record appears to be the Hethel

Thorn in Norfolk, which st.-inds in a field adjoining

Hethel Church, the property of Hudson Gurney,

Esq. , and of which Mr. Grigor, in his Eastern Arbore-

tum, says :
—" In looking upon it one would suppose

it had been here for thousands of years ; and, indeed,

if the common tradition of the place is to be relied

upon, it must be acknowledged to be in a high degree

patriarchal." He gives its dimensions at i foot from

the base of the trunk as 12 feet i inch in circum-

ference, and (as it swells out) .at 5 feet high it is

14 feet 3 inches, and the space over which the branches

spread is 31 yards. "Its trunk is reduced to a mere

shell, and, though somewhat divided, it has none of

that shattered appearance which we sometimes observe

in the Oak. The branches at the top form a thick

grotesque mass, most curiously interwoven. It is

covered all over with lichens, and crowned with

Mistleto, adding still more to the effect which age

confers upon such objects." Mr. Grigor was told by
the owner of the land on which the Hethel Thorn is

located, that the late Sir Thomas Beevar asserted that

he was in possession of a deed bearing date early in

the thirteenth century, in which this old Thorn is

referred to as a boundary tree. Though the deed

itself may not be now .accessible, yet from the endur-

ance and vitality of old Hawthorns it may well be

believed that trees of this character and aspect, and

known as old Thorns to those who have lived in the

vicinity from infancy, have existed, at a fair calcula-

tion, from 700 to Soo years.

It may be noteworthy, to use the phraseology of

the day, that the Hawthorn more than any other

British tree has been represented by poets as the tryst-

ing place of lovers. Herrick calls upon his Corinna

to come to a bower "made up of Whitethorn neatly

interwoven." Goldsmith, too, in the adjuncts of his

Discrkd Villase, tells of—

" The Hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade.

For talking age and whispering lovers made."

Burns, also, in his fervid words describes the bliss of

a youthful, loving, happy pair, who

—

" In other's arms breathe out the tender tale,

Beneath the milk-white Thorn that scents the ev'ning

May games ; and to go " a-maying," to gather the

(lowering I hawthorn on May-day, was formerly an

institution devoted to mirthful pleasantry and rural

dancing round the May-pole. This, like many other

ancient observances, has fallen into disuse, and,

indeed, the alteration of the style in the middle of the

last century, by taking eleven days from the Calendar,

was unfavourable for the appearance of the Ilawtliorn

llowers on the new May-day, so that it is not often

now that " May " can be g.athered on the May-day

of the amended calendar.

I may here mention a rustic superstition in con-

SCRAGGV THORN, RICH-

Pollok,

depict

—

his Course of Time, takes occasion to

nection with this tree, which bears the name of "the
Speechless Hawthorn." The observance consists in

a damsel gathering a flowering branch on some even-

ing, and taking it to bed with her without speaking a

word to any one, which would break the spell. The
branch being thus taken to bed "speechless," the

girl who has thus so managed is certain to see her

future husband presented to her view in a dream ; so

I have been told by the initiated. Except as places

for rustic resort and gathering May at the vernal time,

old Thorns are not objects of much consideration in

England ; but Mr. Johns informed the author of

bore branches of Hawthorn in their hands. In

memory of this it is said that the altar of Hyrnen was

lighted with torches made of the wood of this tree,

which also formed the flambeaux that lit up the

nuptial chamber.

In connection with the Hawthorn the peculiarity

.attached to tlie Glastonbury, or " Holy Thorn," as

commonly denominated, requires to be mentioned. It

only diflers from the ordinary form in producing a

second crop of flowers, either about Christmas or

early in the new year. The old legend was that

Joseph of Arimathea, on his arrival in Britain to

preach Christianity, on ascending Weary-all Hill, near

Glastonbury, stuck his staft in the ground, which

happened to be a Hawthorn stick, and it vegetated

forthwith, thenceforth producing flowers on Christmas

eve—the time at which it was planted. Abandoning

the legend, the fact remains that on the said Weary-all

Hill the monks of Glastonbury Abbey had a Haw-
thorn in their keeping which produced a second crop

of flowers about Christmas-tide, and was declared to

unfold them precisely at 12 o'clock on Christmas eve.

The tree remained at the spot after the dissolution of

monasteries, and, still flowering at Christmas, as

before, branches of it were gathered at that time, aiid

sent to various places lor sale to the curious. But in

the troubles of Charles I.'s time the original Glaston-

bury tree was cut down as superstitious. Various
" Holy Thorns," however, yet exist in different parts

of England, and it is said that all these are the result

of grafts from the original Glastonbury Thorn, but

this seems rather dubious. Two Hawthorns, how-

ever, do still exist at Glastonbury, and these may be

the progeny of the original tree. But the "Holy
Thorn," not sympathising with the alteration of the

calendar, now produces flowers about the middle of

January, or, as it is stdl affirmed, at old Christinas. I

know of two of these " Holy Thorns," both in gar-

dens, one at Snokley, in Worcestershire, and another

in Bromyard Down, Herefordshire. From these I

have received half-expanded flowers in Janu.ary several

times, but the flowers soon wither, and no fruit is pro-

duced from them. The trees flower again at the usual

time.

With regard to the alleged fact of a Hawthorn staff

or stick really growing when thrust into the soil,

though we may disbelieve in Joseph of Arimathea,

yet it is not improbable that this may have formerly

happened accidentally, and then by a pious fraud of

the monks made miraculous, and ascribed to a Scrip-

ture celebrity, to whom their Church was dedicated.

Sir T. Dick Lauder, in his edition of Gilpin's Fortst

Seeneiy, states that a forester of veracity assured him

that he had once driven a stake from a dead (?) Haw-
thorn hedge into the ground, " which, to his astonish-

ment, rooted spontaneously, budded, and put forth

branches," becoming a thriving tree, as shown to the

baronet himself at Fountain Hall, Haddingtonshire,

North Britain.

A similar instance to this occurred in my own gar.

den, where a few years since Mrs. Lees inserted a

Whitethorn stick as a support to a tall liliaceous

plant, and this stick rooted, budded, produced leaves

the year after it was stuck in the soil, and is now a

Fig. 145.—old HAWTIiORN, APLEY TERKACE, SALOP. Fig. 14C.—old prostrate hawthorn, downton park, Herefordshire.

" A hermit Thorn, that on the rising hill

Had seen a hundred flowery ages pass.

This ancient Thorn had been the meeting-place

Of love."

Here a lover, on his return from abroad after long

absence, "with glory crowned," finds his affianced

beauty kneeling at "the sacred Thorn to memory
dear," where he had parted from her. Both in the

"good old times," as well as in modern days, the

Whitethorn has always been associated with the

month of May, and It thus became connected with

Forest Trees in Britain, published by the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge, that " old Thorns

are numerous in Ireland, and are greatly venerated.

They are sometimes found in fields in crop, but in

ploughing care is taken not to approach the roots

lest injury should be done. I have seen old Thorns

near wells almost covered with garments, particularly

in the South of Ireland." In ancient times Evelyn

says that the Hawthorn "was accounted among the

fortunate trees," but gives the curious reason that the

Romans who forcibly carried off the Sabine women

tall tree that produced this year a most abundant crop

of flowers, succeeded by ripe haws. It has not,

however, as yet shown symptoms of progressing to

Glastonbury fame in having Christmas flowers. Apple

and Pear trees occasionally produce autumnal flowers,

and I have seen the same on the Elder and Dogwood,

though not advancing into the dead of winter. Edwin
Lees, F.L.S., Green/til! Summit, IVoreester.

Postscript.— 1\i& Garnstone Hawthorn (fig. 142),

and the Wyck Hawthorn (fig. 143), are engraved on

Hawthorn wood. For the purposes of engraving
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Hawthorn is the best of all the woods we have experi-

mented upon ; it is quite as good as ordinary Box,

and possesses a far better colour. The best Box cuts

a little smoother, and it consequently has a somewbat

closer grain. W. G. S.

Sachs' Text-Book of Botany. -In your

review of the English edition of Sachs' Te.xt-Book of

Z*!?/!?;;;' your criticism is principally directed to two

points, on which I trust you will allow me to make a

few observations, as each raises a question of some

theoretical interest. Your reviewer remarks that

" we have in these pages the old terms cohesion and

adhesion applied as is customary where there is

neither the one nor the other." Now the term used

by Professor Sachs, " verwachsung," is probably not

so much open to criticism on the ground taken by

your reviewer as that which we have adopted as being

the one current amongst English botanists. For the

use of cohesion the translators and not Professor

Sachs are responsible. And for my own part I am
prepared to defend it. It is quite true that if it leads

a student to suppose that in a gamopetalous flower a

number of distinct petals are produced and are then

glued together into a single piece, such a misconcep-

tion is to be regretted. But it is one which a little

practical investigation would speedily correct, and it

would be soon understood that the term "cohesion"

is to be employed in a technical and conventional

sense. I am aware that the term "inseparate" has

been proposed as a substitute for "coherent." It ap.

pears to me that it is open to precisely the same kind

of objection, and as it is extremely undesirable to alter

accepted terminology without some clear gain I prefer

to stick to cohesion ; for surely, if to speak of flowers

with coherent petals implies that they were first free

and then united, inseparate implies that they were

first united, and that Nature's scissors were arrested

in their snipping. Your reviewer appears to hint

that the use of the term cohesion is incompatible with

Darwinian principles. I cannot of course imagine

that he has not observed the prominence which all

through his text-book Professor Sachs gives to the

"doctrine of descent." But apart from this I main-

tain that the fact is quite the other way. On Dar-

winian principles I apprehend that flowers with

coherent whorls are derived from ancestral types, in

which the parts were not coherent but distinct. In

such consolidations I only see examples of which the

instances are innumerable, of the '* integration," which

is an essential feature of all organic evolution. If we
compare a myriapod with a crab there is in the

cephalo-thorax of the latter the same confluence or

cohesion of separate segments that there is in the

corolla of a Bell-flower. It is no reasonable objection

that the tube of the corolla of a Bell-flower never

does consist of separate parts at any period of its

development; for, integration once effected, we know
from numerous other instances that it reaches

backtothe earliest stages of development. With regard

to the absorption of water, whether in the liquid or

gaseous state, by leaves, there is not, I think, much
more to be done. It is tolerably clear that the business

of leaves in this matter is to give off water, not to

take it in. That they may do the former to an inju-

rious extent if the air be too dry is a thing of every-

day experience, and I presume the main reason of

syringing, watering over head, and the like, is to

take advantage of the foliage of plants as evaporating

surfaces, and in this way rapidly moisten the air. If

a gardener waters in his accustomed way because he

believes plants take in water by their leaf surfaces, I

can only say that he does the right thing for the.

wrong reason. I may add, that, if I recollect rightly,

Bonnet's experiments demonstrated the dlfierent

function of the upper and lower surfaces of leaves,

but I conceive they did not demonstrate their capacity

for absorbing water, Lanessan's mode of procedure

must have been open to a serious source of

error from the water which would mechanically

adhere to the outside surfaces of the fragments of

plants which he immersed. W. T. Thisellon Dyer.

[We seem to be agreed as to the meaning to be put

on the terms *' cohesion "and "inseparation," the illus-

tration of which latter by our correspondent is, we
think, happy, if by "united" he means not yet "in-
tegrated." As to the compatibility of the term
"cohesion" with Darwinian principles, our corre-

spondent has misapprehended our meaning. We
were not concerned with the question whether that

particular term or any other was compatible with
Darwinian views or not. We simply meant that for

the full appreciation of those views or of any other

professing to give a rational account of the building

up of structures, a terminology in accordance wiih

the present state of our knowledge is essential. For
catalogue-making the acceptance of conventional

terms with an arbitrary meaning is necessary on
the grounds of expediency, and there would be
a preponderance of loss over gain in making a change
—at least at present. It is far different when questions

of lineage, degree of kinship, or even of physiological

office are concerned. Whether ihe ancestral types of

our present " coherent whorled " flowers had "sepa-
rate " parts or not, is a question we believe to be quite

insoluble at present. The last question, as to whether
leaves have, under certain circumstances, the power of

absorbing water or watery vapour, is one on which we
join issue with our correspondent. We think there is

still a great deal to be done before the matter can be
considered settled, and as it is of the highest conse-

quence to gardeners, we trust that much more will be
done in order to arrive at some definite rules of
practice, and some intelligible reason why. Eds.]

The Past Winter-—Having seen the interesting

notes on this subject in your paper, I now enclose the

results in this district—Merionethshire, North Wales.
According to annual custom I paid a visit to Aberia,

the beautiful residence of Lewis Davis, Esq., near
Port Madoc, which has long been celebrated for its

fine collection of trees and shrubs. I found ihe place
had undergone great alterations and improvements,
under the hands of Mr. Shortt, the landscape gar-

dener, one of the best hands we have among rocks and
mountain scenery. He has introduced a great number
of new and rare plants, many of them in quantity ; so

that in a i&'ft years this will be one of the best places
in Wales for seeing rare hardy plants in perfection.

The following have stood without protection, some of

them of large size :

—

1 Campho:

Castanen clirysophylla
Benthamia fragifera

coming into tlower)

Magnolia Campbell]
Acer palmatum rubrurr

)-margi-

tifolia variegata
Ligustrum lucidumvariegatuiT:
Cupressus macrocarpa varie-

gata
Catalpa synngKfolia aurea
Eucalyptus robiista

Edwardsia grandiflora

)phylla

Holboellia latifol

Embothrium
""

' puniceus
Diospyros Kaki
Grevillea juniperoide;
Pinus australis

Pittosporum Tobira
Desfontainea spinosa

C. y. IK Williams^ Penrhyndendreath.
The following plants have withstood the effects

of the last winter at Tyn-y-coed, the residence of
David Davis, Esq., 7 miles from Dolgelley, North
Wales :—Ceanothus roseus spectabilis. Magnolia
Campbelli, Olea europrea, Quercus glabra, Pinus
australis. Eucalyptus robusta, Viburnum Sieboldii,

Dicksonia antarctica, Aralia Sieboldii, Eriobotrya
japonica, Eugenia Ugni, Raphiolepis ovata, Acer
palmatum atropurpureum, Catalpa syringL"efolia aurea,
Primula luteola, Goodyera pubescens, Gunnerascabra,
Gunnera manicata. Thomas Short/.

Sheffield and Horticulture.—In a leader in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of last week the following pas-

sage occurs: "At Sheffield last year, at a flower
show in the Botanic Garden, there were taken in

one day in sixpences more than seven hundred
pounds." You must have been wrongly informed, for

although there is a society in Sheffield which is termed
the Botanical and Horticultural Society, it never holds
an exhibition for the promotion of the object for

which i( was established, and it is a lamentable fact

that in order to draw a company in the beautiful

gardens at Sheffield all sorts of low and degrading
means have to be resorted to. You have uncon-
sciously paid Sheffield a tribute which is not its due.
The Royal Florticultural Society would be doing
good service if they would hold their next provincial

meeting in a locality which is sadly in need of some
refining influence, for in these days of exhibitions it

is a remarkable fact that, in a large district like

Sheffield, not a single horticultural exhibition is held
from one year's end to another. A. B.

Roses at the Manchester Show.—Isee, from your
report of the Manchester Show, that in the competition
between Messrs. Turner and Paul for the premiership
to the Queen of Flowers, " the judges had a difficult

task to say which was the best, and when the award
was eventually made able critics were not wanting to
question the decision." And also, "It may safely be
averred that, had equal ist prizes been given, general
satisfaction would have been felt, for they well de-
served it." Allow me to remark that, in adjudicating

between the merits of two collections, which seem at

first sight, or upon a general survey, to be equal, it is

the duty of a censor to scrutinise every plant circum-
spectly, that is, all round; that no critic who had not
examined the specimens from within as well as from
without was qualified to quesdon the award ; and that

if equal 1st prizes had been awarded an injustice

would have been done, unless I have grown Roses (in

pots and out) for thirty years in vain. S. Reynolds
Hole^ Caunton Manor, May 26. [Our reporter and
the " able critics" he alludes to had the same means
and opportunities of scrutinising all the plants circum-

spectly, that is, all round, as our correspondent, who
surely does not claim to be the only man capable of
judging a Rose. Eds.]

Pearson's Golden Queen Vine.—When I first

saw this fruiting at Chilwell in a pot, I felt sure it

would turn out a really valuable Grape, for any Grape

that will do well in a pot may be depended upon for

doing better planted in a good border ; and I believe,

after a good deal of experience, that no better test can

be applied to a new Grape than to ask to have it

fruited and brought before the Fruit Committee in a

pot—say a 12- inch one. At the time I saw it, I told

Mr. Pearson I hoped it would repay him for the large

expenditure of time and money he had incurred in

raising seedling Grape Vines. Having seen it in fruit

each year since that time, my opinion has been con-

firmed, more and more ; indeed I have thought more
highly of it each time I have seen it in fruit, and am
more than ever convinced it is a real gardener's

Grape. The strong, healthy foliage ; the hard, wiry
wood—which, even in quite a young state assumes a

red tint and a ripened appearance, and when ripe is

of the colour of cinnamon—the abundant show of

blossom, many times more than is required for a crop

—

all attest its fine constitution and vigorous habit,

whilst none can set better or produce more even-
sized berries. Considering its fine golden colour and
rich flavour, and good habit of growth, there is no
doubt it will give general satisfaction ; and having
stood godfather to it by giving it a name, I am glad to

find it has proved as good as I expected. Mr, Pearson
told me several years since that if he found it had any -

faults he would destroy it, but none of the numerous
persons who have seen and tasted it have suggested
one, so it is to be sent out this season ; and unless I
am a very bad judge, it will give general satisfaction.

T. Speed, F.R.H.S., The Gardens, Chatszvortk.

Gloriosa superba.— This beautiful old plant,

generally considered a stove plant, is perfectly hardy,
and where well grown a great acquisition to the open
border. It succeeds best in a deep rich peat ; the
Rhododendron bed is a good situation, as it there
finds support from the shrubs, and shows its flowers

to great advantage. In cold and damp situations the
foot of a north wall is advisable, all that is requisite

being a dry bottom in winter, and sufficient depth to

be secure from frost. Thomas Shortt.

Roses.—I have this year grown in a cool conserva-
tory, from two Rose trees about four years' old, the one
a Mar^chal Niel, the other a Cloth of Gold, upwards
of 100 Roses, which have been generally pronounced
a wonderful show. On measuring one, a Cloth of
Gold, which I cut the other day, I found it to measure
6^ inches in diameter. I have never in my experience
seen so large a Rose from so young a tree grown in-

doors. 7. y., The Grange, ElUsrnere, Salop.

The Welbeck Seedling Nectarine.—As the
raiser of this variety perhaps I may be permitted to

explain briefly its history. It was a seedling raised

between the Balgowan and the Elruge, being the
only one I selected out of a batch of seedling fruiting

Nectarine trees in pots. I have since it has been
planted out in a Peach-house fruited it now for three

years, and last year, the fruit being particularly high
and of fine colour, the Editor of the Florist and Pomo-
logist was kind enough to figure it. Last year I should
have sent a dish of it for the Fruit Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society to report on, but I was so

much annoyed in 1S73 by the way in which a dish
of fine Barrington Peaches was passed over by
the chairman of the day, who explained that

although Barrington Peaches grew very large, they
were of very inferior flavour. I shall be very glad to

take Dr. Hogg's opinion of ray seedling Nectarine's
merits this year by sending a few fruits of it for his

inspection in September, as it fruits in a late Peach-
house. If approved of, it may then worthily appear
in the next edition of his excellent Fridt Mannal. I

cannot, however, understand his saying (p. 664) that

the Welbeck Seedling Nectarine "may be one of

those seminal productions, for aught I know, which so
frequently occur, and of which an example was given in

the extract taken from my book on the Grosse Mig-
nonne Peach." Now I do not know how new varieties

of Nectarines can be raised except by seminal pro-
duction. IVilliam Tillery.

Onion Rot. — I have pleasure in informing

*'F. S,,"that this disease is curable. By applying

gas-tar, at the rate of 2 gallons to I pole, to his land

which he intends for next year's sowing, he will have
the satisfaction of raising a good sound crop of Onions.
This may be done, the ground being vacant, any time
between now and January—the above-mentioned
quantity applied at twice, the first dressing well forked
in, say three or four days after the application ; the

second slightly pointed over with a fork. Double
this quantity is an excellent dressing for Carrot beds.

It completely eradicates all insects, and hence the skin

of the Carrot is perfectly clean, y. M,, Tusmore,
Bicester.

Tulipa boetica.—This pretty species is perfectly

hardy in England. More than two years ago I re-

ceived a bulb from my friend Mr. Gambleton, of
Belgrove, to whom it had been sent by M. Max
Leichtlin, of Baden, I planted it in autumn in the

open border, where it flowered well the following
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jpring. It was attacked wilh mildew last summer,
after it had died down and been taken up, and, 1 re<;ret

to say, perished. This species has also fioweved well
with Major Trevor Clarke at Welton Place, near
Daventry, and I believe he still has it in cultivation.

It has much more pointed petals, and is, I think, a
prettier species than T. ICichleri, which I was much
pleased to see in bloom a fortnight since in Mr. Klwes'
most interesting garden at Miserdine House. I was
much delighted this spring with Tulipa Boissieri var.

pulchella, which I succeeded in blooming for the first

time. It is a very small and dwarf species, with
narrow leaves and an almost stemless llower, pale
pink, the centre white, shaded with purplish-black.

The bulbs were sent me by M. Max Leichtlin two or
three years ago. //, Ilaifitr-Crcivc^ Drayton-
Beauchamp Rectory^ Tthi^.

Some Lancashire Orchids.—Calling at the rebi-

dence of R. U. Dodgson, Esq., of Blackburn, Lanca-
shire, a few days ago, I was much jileased to find a
ratiier extensive collection of Orchids in a very
healthy and satisfactory condition. About twenty
specimens were at the exhibition that was being held
in the immediate neighbourhood under the auspices
of the Blackburn Floral and Horticultural Society, so

that we were prepared for the comparatively small
number of plants in llower. In the East India house
one of the first to claim attention was a fine plant of

Vanda Lowii, nearly 5 feet high, with leaves down to

the pot, and three breaks just starting from the base
of the stem. This plant, rare in itself, is even more
rarely seen in the health and vigour of the specimen
under notice. Its dark-green leaves without a spot, its

stout stem and massive roots and the perfect form of
growth the plant has taken, constitute this, as I should
say, one of the finest specimens of this Vanda to be
met with in cultivation. There may be some taller

(Mr. Rucker's old plant is a proof of what it will do),

but I question whether there are many plants that are
in every respect so faultless as this. A fine plant of
V. Cathcartii, 3 feet high, with the spike ends of last

year showing in the axils of the leaves, gives good
evidence that the strong light these plants receive is

certainly favourable to the development and perfection

of their flowering capabilities. The white V. Deni-
soniana was flowering very nicely, as also were fine

specimens of Cypripedium Icevigatum, which had
thrown up a very strong spike with three flowers, and
had another spike just starting away. This plant has
several leads to it, and being so rare will be very
valuable, Cypripedium Dayi, Veitchii, Lowii, &c.,

were well represented ; Cymbidium eburneum in this

house was also in fine condition. A grand specimen
of Aerides crassifolium, grown in a pan suspended
from the roof, was doing remarkably well. This
plant has flowered several times under the care

of Mr. Whitehead, and it certainly is one of the
finest and most desirable of this very attractive genus.
In the Cattleya-house we noticed a fine piece of Lajlia

anceps Dawsoni breaking strongly ; the growth of
last season was very fine, the plant having matured a
bulb 4 inches high, and &tout and plump in propor-
tion. Dendrobium crassinode was doing well
suspended in a pan, whilst on a block plunged in a

pot was a very strong plant of the true Cattleya Schil-

leriana, its short, stout bulbs, and almost round,
chocolate- coloured leaves, giving good proof that it

was enjoying the strong light in which it was growing.
Here also were a quantity of Cattleya Warnerii, and
also C. Mendelii, throwing up a fine lot of spikes of

bloom. C. lobata, with five flowers on a spike, was
also coming on very nicely. Cattleya gigas and IvX-Ua

Jonghii were well represented, both plants breaking
very vigorously. In the Odontoglossum-house we
noticed a fine plant of O. ncevium majus ; also a nice

plant of Oncidium PhaliT^nopsis, doing freely. Tri-

chopilia fragrans is well represented, one plant we
noticed having a quantity of leading growths coming
away very strong. A fine collection of stove and
greenhouse plants, flowering and foliage, are also

grown, many of which were away at the exhibition.

I cannot conclude without mentioning the very cordial

manner in which we were received by Mr. Dodgson,
who, though still very weak from a recent severe ill-

ness, kindly went all through the houses with us in the

absence of his gardener, Mr. Whitehead, who was at

the exhibition, and many times expressed his pleasure

at seeing his pets throwing up their flowering spikes.

W. Swati, Mav iS.

Strawberry Culture : Sods v. Saucers.—At
this place we have great accommodation for forcing

the Strawberry, having 400 yards of forcing shelves

from I to 2 feet from the glass, without inter-

fering with other crops, and 1 may state that our
success in fruiting them is according to our accom-
modation. With proper attention, we much prefer

the plain shelves to either sods or saucers. I have
not now used sods lor many years; where forcing

in quantity has to be carried out they are a nuisance,

in transferring pots from one temperature to another.

Of saucers I still use a few ; they save a little

watering, but if not attended to when the fruit

is finishing off the flavour of the Strawberry is spoiled

from over-wateuing. The sorts which wc force arc

my selected Keens' Seedling for our first batch
(although this season I have had tjuecns nearly as

soon), Sir C. Napier, and La Constante. I use a 6
and 7 inch pot, where we can pull and come again.

Thinning the blossoms is about as tedious a job wilh
us as thinning Grapes ; and out of three do/.en set

blooms it is diflkult to calculate correctly what
number of fruit each plant will bring to a respectable
si/e for the dessert-table ; for exhibition purposes (of

fifties) less fruit must be left. J. Miller, Clitmkr.
I send you a fair sample of Strawberries of the

variety called Black Bess, which has been grown on
the bare shelf, which I think will demonstrate the

fact tliat both sod and saucers are of no possible use.

We grow here 2500, and from March 10 we have had
a daily supply—from the 7lh of this month to the 15th
we gathered 25 lb. of good useful fruit. We have no
Strawberry-house proper, but grow thum in vineries,

Melon-houses, and Pine-stoves. Immediately they
are coloured we put them into cold houses to flavour,

and just now we have about 200 flavouring in the early

pot vinery. If sods were used, shifting them would
not be practicable, and as to emptying the saucers in

dull weather, as practised by Mr. Ward, it would
take up more time than can be spared here. A'.

Gilbertf Burg/ihy, Stamfo)ii.

Camellias Flowering Out-of-Doors.—Toprove
that Camellias will bloom out-ofdoors much further

north than Leicestershire, I may note that one of the

old single scarlet has stood many winters here (West
Cumberland), being about 24 feet in circumference

and 4 feet high, and has hundreds of flowers on it

annually. It is growing in a light sandy soil. An-
other plant, growing in a sandy soil inclined to peat,

is nearly the same in circumference and about ^\ feet

high. It is a double variety, with the most luxurious

dark bright green foliage, as you will see from the

enclosed. I may also state that the Hesfontainea
spinosa and the Fabiana imbricata have stood out

unprotected for many years, and flower with us pro-

fusely. Azalea sinensis is also just coming into bloom
outside. Cumbrian.

Hydrangeas. — An early walk through Covent
Garden has taken the conceit out of many a gardener,

and has caused him to deeply ponder as to how such
perfectly even and finished specimens can be pro-

duced ; and it requires a visit to the manufactory, as it

may be called, and see them in process of manufac-
ture to realise the amount of skill and industry ex-

pended on the different things grown for market—and
the best are not always produced in the most preten-

tious establishments. I have been led to the above
remarks by a visit to Mr. Plimley's little place at

Acton, where the Hydrangeas are now in splendid

condition, and it will not be unfair to say they are

generally acknowledged to be the best in the market.

The stock consists of about 3000 plants, in three

stages of forwardness. The first batch is now in full

bloom, and such bloom ! Each plant bearing from
one to four heads, each head from I foot to 16 inches

in diameter. They are all in 5-inch pots, called in

the trade 40's, and grovm in a low, narrow, span-roof

house, and fully exposed to the full blaze of the sun,

resulting in a perfectly even mass of flower from end
to end of the house. Mr. Plimley is also equally suc-

cessful with the old Crassula coccinea, of which he
has hundreds at present in cold frames, and every

plant throwing up strong heads of bloom. These
results are not attained without the most untiring

assiduity, and thorough knowledge of the subject.

y. IV. Lawrence, Farnham.

Natural History,
Wasps. — A large number of wasps has been

noticed flying about the gardens here for some time
past. I was very anxious to get as many of them
destroyed as possible, and offered my men id, each for

all they could catch, and by that means thirty-one

were secured. I was fortunate enough to destroy

twenty-three, making a total of fifty-four. As, no
doubt, many of them were queen wasps, so, probably,

the construction of a large number of nests has been
prevented. Robert Smith, gr. to Colonel Maklfis,

M.P., Fairfield Court, Henley-on-Thanies, Oxon.

We have a plant trained up our garden
cottage of the Cotoneaster microphylla. I have never

seen so many queen wasps this year. I went out

the other evening at S o'clock and in half an hour
I killed eighteen, and wilh the help of my boys, &c.,

have killed over sixty. If a queen produces a nest

we must have done a great amount of good for the

fruit. Perhaps some of our kind friends, the entomo-
logists, will tell us why the above plant proves so

attractive to the wasps, for dozens have been fortunate

enough to escape. I may state that the plant is just

coming into flower, and they seem to go to the flowers.

They are very large. I enclose a couple for you to

see that there is no doubt about their being queens.

Noah KnelieTj Malshanger, Basingstoke,

Antmariiinus sicnatus, Scii.—The tribe to

which this insect belongs is distinguished by one of
the sexes having a remarkably long and slender
straight proboscis, simulating a good deal the ap-
pearance of the Brenthidiu. It does not belong to

them, hov/evcr, but it is a true curcuUonid, and is

placed by Lacordair in close proximity to our
Centorhynchi, which also have a slender but curved
rostrum, one of which (C. assimilis) causes the galls

so frequent on the Cabbage roots in the neighbour-
hood of London. The Antliarhini would appear to

have no such habit. It is a South African genus, and
four or five species have been described (by Schonherr,
vols. iii. and v.), but only two of them seem to be
good species. These are— i. A. Zamhe, which is

stated by Schonherr to be found in the cones of Zamia
Caffra in Caffraria. The species described under the
names of brunneus, rectirostris, coriaceus and Dregei
ajipear to be synonyms of this, the chief difference

being in size. 2. The present species (A. signatus),

which was brought under the notice of the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
by Professor Thisselton Dyer as having been
found dead in numbers in the empty kernels of
the seed of a species of Encephalartos. There
the dead beetles lay flat between the skin of the

kernel and the shell, for which their very com-
pressed form, as flat and as thin as a sheet of paper, is

well adapted. Very great variation existed in their

size, some being twice or three times as large as

others, thus confirming the view that the small indi-

viduals, which differ from Zamicc only in size, such as

Dregei and coriaceus, are merely varieties of that

species. The colour also varied considerably in inten-

sity. It is normally of a rich burnt sienna-brown,

with paler shoulders, and a pale band behind the

middle of the elytra.

We have no information as to the adaptation of the

remarkable structure of this insect to its habits. It

no doubt will be something similar to that of our

Fig. I.}7.— ANTLrARHlNUS SICNATUS.

Balaninus nucum, which is one of the beetles that

feed on the Hazel-nut, and is provided with a snout

proportionately as long as that of the Antliarhinus,

only curved instead of straight. There is, however,

this important difference—in Balaninus both sexes

have the snout long, although that of the female is a

little shorter than that of the male ; but in Antlia-

rhinus one of the sexes only has it, and it is supposed,

from other peculiarities, that, contrary to what usually

occurs in insects, it is the female that has this very

long apparatus, while the male has only a very short

one. It is not improbably, therefore, a structure

having some bearing upon the reproduction of the in-

sect. Unlike Balaninus, it would appear to complete

its metamorphoses in the seed it has been born in, not

coming out as a full-fed grub to undergo its metamor-
phoses in the ground.

As they have utterly destroyed the imported seeds

of the Encephalartos in which they were found, they

are entitled to a place in our gallery of insects inju-

rious to man. Andrr^u Murray.

Tetranychus Taxi.—Since writing the notice of

this species, which appeared in last week's Gardeners^

Chronicle, I have had the advantage of referring to

Mr. Miiller's description of the insect mentioned in

my closing paragraph as brought to my notice by Dr.

Masters, as the maker of the gall of the Yew bud, and
which on the spur of the moment I thought might
possibly be the mite I was describing. It turns out

to have nothing to do with it. Mr. Miiller's insect is

a midge named Cecidomyia Taxi, and I have also had
the means of verifying the accuracy of his observation

by since examining some of the young bud-galls of the

Yew in which already the gall maker has passed into

the pupa state (a bright orange-red insect). His paper

will be found in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1S73,

p. mo, and I certainly ought to have been aware of

it, Andrew Murray.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

June.

9, 10, and ir.—Leeds Horticultural Society's Twelfth Annual
Summer Show. Sec, James Birbeck, Delph Lane,
Woodhouse, Leeds.

10.—South Essex Floricultural Society's Exhibition at Leyton.
Sec, G. E. Cox, Leyton.

II, 12, and 13.—Rose Show at Lyons. Gen, Sec, Jean Sisley.

16.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society.
Midsummer Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, i67,Canning
Street, Glasgow.

16,—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

ijandiS.—Lee and Blackheath Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition. Sec, C. Helmer. 5, Boones Road, Lee.

18.—Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at Edinburgh. Sec,
W. M. Welsh, I. Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
r Coventry and Warwick Horticultural Sa-

ciety's Show,

Monday, May 31 \
B«f«.an<i West of Encland Society's ExI

• J .J I bition at Croydon (until June 4).

t
Sale of Orchitis and Lilium auratum,

f Royal W
Tune i^ ''''''''°'
J"""^') Sale of 1

1 Plymouth.

J
Sale of Poultry and Pigeons, at Stevens'

( Rooms.

f
Royal Horticultural Society's Summer Show.
and Meeting of the Fruit, Floral, and

of the Horticultural
L Club, at 6, JO PM.

THiin^:n«v Ti.nA-,1 Meeting of the Linnean Society, at 8 P.M.
1 HURSDAV, J une 3 i Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.
PR,nAv Ti.nn , J Adjoumed General Meeting of the RoyalFRIDAY, June4| Horticultural Society, at 3 P.M.

"/^^UOS Deus vult perdere prius dementat"

\si is an aphorism which seems peculiarly

applicable to the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, or at least to certain

members of it. By their inconceivable want
of tact they have done more in one short half

hour to extinguish a great society, and to dis-

gust the few who still take interest in its affairs

than years of feeble bewilderment or downright

mismanagement have done. We all know that

it has been found advisable, perhaps necessary,

to postpone the payment of certain debts of

honour, and we could sympathise with the

Council in the difficult and humiliating position

in which they were placed in having to make
that announcement. We believe, however, that

this is not the only Society which is obliged to

postpone the payment of its obligations.

Still, we should have supposed that a body of

right-minded business men would have found

means to meet this temporary difficulty ; or, if

this had not been practicable— which we
altogether dispute—to have made some arrange-

ments with the prize-winners, and induced them
to wait till tardy Fellows had discharged their

obligations to the Society, or till other means
had been forthcoming to supply the funds

necessary to raise the comparatively small

amount required for this purpose. At any rate,

we should have supposed that it would have
been deemed imperative that the Davis Prize

money, which we believe is trust money, should

have been paid before now. We are convinced,

moreover, that, had a proper application been
made to the Fellows at large, sufficient might
have been raised at once to enable the Council
to keep faith vvith the exhibitors, and to have
spared the Society the unspeakable humiliation

inflicted on the Fellows of seeing the Society
" County-Courted."

We are certain that, had the Council made
overtures in a proper spirit to the leading

exhibitors they, or a large majority of them,
would, in the interests of the Society and
of horticulture, have sunk any personal griev-

ance they may have had, and come to

the rescue of the Society, and made an
exhibition on the last occasion, as well as made
another on Wednesday next. This is no sur-

mise of ours, we know it as a fact. It was even
stated so publicly in the room on Tuesday last. I

A little wise generalship, a little proper courtesy
and conciliation, and the present difficulties

would have been met,and that good feelingwould
have been secured which is so necessary as a
basis for any future reconstruction of the Society.

Instead of that, it will scarcely be believed

that the two leading members of the Council,

the President and the Treasurer, seemed
to try and outvie one another which should
most deeply insult and wound the sus-

ceptibilities of gentlemen-exhibitors and their

gardeners. We do not suppose that every
individual, either in the one case or the other,

is wholly immaculate. We would strenuously
uphold the Council in any legitimate attempt to

maintain the moral standard of exhibitions, and
to discountenance any practice repugnant to a
fine sense of honour. But that is a very dif-

ferent matter to running a-muck among exhi-

bitors and gardeners in general, and insulting

the whole body on account of alleged misdeeds
on the part of some— allegations, moreover,
publicly proclaimed without the slightest evi-

dence set forward in corroboration, and which
we are assured, in one case that has been
brought under our notice, are utterly untrue.

No objections would have been offered to an
adjournment, however inconvenient it may be.

Most people came prepared for such a delay.

Most people attended the meeting with an
honest desire, not to embarrass the Council, but
to aid them by their support in any reasonable
attempt they may have made, or be making,
with Her Majesty's Commissioners. Even if

they had failed, every allowance would have
been made for them. They would have failed

where others had no greater success.

But now things are different. What possible
confidence can we place in a Council which
allows its leading exponents to indulge in such
vagaries ? It has been hard enough to put
up with a Council the leading and more
active members of which have shown them-
selves utterly ignorant of horticulture and
its requirements, and, worse still, incapable of

appreciating the nature of their duties. By
force of circumstances, and the mistakes of
our predecessors, horticulture, so far as
the Royal Horticultural Society is con-
cerned, has been starved, its energies wasted,
its means dissipated, and its position lowered.
It is a cruel thing, indeed, that its chosen pro-

tectors should now put the finishing strokes by
directly insulting horticulturists, by flourishing a
threat of insolvency, and by allowing a great

and noble society to be dragged through the
mire of the law courts. Of course all this arises,

not so much from wilful wantonness, however
much it may seem to do so, as from down-
right ignorance of and utter want of sympathy
with horticulture. That being the case, it is

clear that no effectual re-organisation of the
Society as a horticultural society is possible so
long as the leading spirits and the main officers

of the Society are non-horticulturists. We do
not deny the rights of the South Kensington
party—as we would maintain our own so we
can respect theirs,—but we do say, if

the unhappy partnership with them is to

be continued it must be on such a basis
that each shall have its own department allotted

to it, and in that department each must be
free from the interference of its neighbour.
Horticulturists, in fact, must undertake the
horticultural work of the Society without let

or hindrance from those who have shown
themselves utterly incompetent to reign over
them. There are many who think a whole-
sale secession of horticulturists the proper
course to follow—we do not adopt that view

;

but if there is one thing more than another
which would justify such a course it is the
recent utterances of the President and Treasurer.
Between this and the adjourned meeting it is

to be hoped that wiser counsels may prevail, and

that if the Society is to continue to exist, the

Council may bo able to come to some reasonable
and equitable terms with Her Majesty's Com-
missioners, by virtue of which each section of

the Society shall have free use of such portions

of the Society's property as they may respec-

tively want, and each portion have a propor-

tionate share of the income of the Society in-

alienably set apart for its own purposes. It

may thus be possible for both sections to work
harmoniously together, and if they are to be
tied together it is obviously advantageous that

they should do so ; but no harmony will be
possible if to ignorance and incapacity to appre-

ciate horticultural matters be added gratuitous

insult to its professors.

Knowing the difficulfy of organising a new
Society we should prefer, so long as there is a
shred of hope, to maintain and reorganise the
old one ; but if it should so happen that the old
Society really falls to the ground, the responsi-
bility for the fall will rest with the present
Council, who have shown by their mismanage-
ment of an old society that they are incom-
petent to organise a new one.

In the House of Commons on Monday last,

Mr. COWEN asked the Home Secretary whether he
had had his attention directed to the Opening of the
Zoological G.a.rdens, the Botanic Gardens,
THE Horticultural Gardens, and other places of
public resort, on Sundays ; and whether such opening
was contrary to the provisions of the Act 21 Geo. III.,

under which the Brighton Aquarium had recently been
closed ; and, if so, whether he would take the neces-
sary steps to secure uniform compliance with the law.
Mr. Cross said in reply that his attention had not been
specially directed to the opening of the Zoological
Gardens, the Botanic Gardens, and the Horticultural
Gardens on Sundays. As to the latter part of the
question, it was impossible for him to state what
might be the opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench,
or any other Court, as to a state of facts with which
he was not thoroughly informed But, as far as he
could obtain any information on the matter, he had no
reason to believe that the judgment in the case of the
Brighton Aquarium would be the same as in that of

the Zoological, the Botanic, or the Horticultural

Gardens, because he was advised that they stood on a
different footing. Therefore, he had no intention

whatever to interfere in the matter,

It is believed that the Oldest Eucalyptus
Tree in France is in the nursery of Messrs.

HuBER & Co., at Hyeres, though there are several

larger specimens in the same neighbourhood of less

age. Is is the E. globulus, and was sown in 1857,
and is now 65 feet high, with a circumference of
nearly 7 feet at a yard from the ground. Another tree

of the same species, two or three years younger, also

at Hyeres, is nearly 90 feet high, and still growing
very rapidly. A very remarkable specimen, about

65 feet high, may also be seen in the beautiful grounds
belonging to the Duke DE LuYNES. At the age of
two years it was accidentally broken off about 2 yards

from the ground, where it gave origin to three main
branches, and has since grown most vigorously, form-

ing at the present time a majestic tree. Mr. Nardy,
who gives the foregoing details in the Journal de la.

Sodele Centrale d^Horticulture de FraJice^ goes so far

as to say that this species, and some others of rapid

growth, are preferable as shade-giving trees to the

Plane, Chestnut, &c., in the Mediterranean region,

where they are perfectly hardy. He also recom-
mends them as foliage plants for the sub-tropical gar-

dens in a climate similar to that of London. For this

purpose they should be treated in the same manner as

some gardeners adopt for the Paulownia imperialis,

that is, cut down every winter, and they will doubt-
less make as great a show of foliage every season as

the Paulownia, though of a very different nature. It

may interest those who care to try their cultivation

in the warmer parts of the kingdom to know which
are the hardiest species yet tried. Mr. Nardy enu-

merates the following :—E. fissilis, Gunnii, cornuta,

leucoxylon, and cornigera. This list does not in-

clude the hardiest species known to us, namely, E.

polyanthemos, which has not been seriously injured

by frost at Kew to our knowledge within these last

fifteen years.

The Stamford Floral and Horticul-
tural Society proposes to hold a great show of

plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables on September
15 and 16, in connection with the Northamptonshire
Agricultural Society's Annual Show, to be held in

Eurghley Park. A well-arranged and liberal schedule

will shortly be issued ; meanwhile an effort will be
made to increase the number of special prizes, amongst
which, received up to the present time, may be men-
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tioned one of ^20, for twelve stove and greenhouse
plants in or out of bloom, given by the Marquis of
Exeter, to which are adJed 2d and 3d prizes,

respectively of £\o and /5, by the Society;
and £\o as the 1st prize in a class for

a dessert of twelve kinds of fruit, including not
more than three varieties of Grapes, not more
than two Pines or Melons, nor more than one kind of

any other fruit, given by the Marchioness of Exeter.
For a collection of twenty-four dishes of Potatos, dis-

tinct, nine tubers of each, three prizes are offered, of
the value of ;^io, ^5, and £z respectively.

Nothing can compete with the common large-

leaved or luisir I\'Y, when employed to cover spaces

beneath trees where grass will not grow. ICven a

dense shade suits it, such as that cast by the spread-

ing branches of the Cedar of Lebanon. The wood-
land walks at Chiswick House, and the grounds
surrounding Baron Rothschild's mansion at Gun-
nersbury, furnish many illus-trations of this fact. Turf,

Periwinkle, St. John's Wort, and other agents have
been tried, but with indifferent results. At Gunners-

fringed and llaked with rose : this is very pretty and
distinct. Valeria is something like Portia, but tlie

colour is deeper on the surface o( the fringed petals ;

it also is novel .and very pretty. Kairy is a very
pleasing variety ; delicate mauve at back, almost
pure white on the surface, the segments also hand-
somely fringed. Olivia is tinted with pale rosy

mauve at back, the surface while, the segments stout,

broad, and flat, and, as a whole, having much more
substance than grandillora. Octavia is in the way of
Olivia, but has less colour at the back of the seg-

ments, which are very broad and stout. Cordelia,

though in the same way, is decidedly better than
either of the foregoing ; the flowers are very large
and fine, delicate mauve at back, segments very
broad and sttnit. Another group is represented by
Diana .and Ophelia ; the former is peculiar in hue,
being much paler than amoena, with large broad seg-

ments, but thin in point of substance ; it is yet pretty
and attractive. The latter is a decided advance
towards a purple amoena ; the surface is rosy purple,
the reverse pale rose, the flowers stout, and of good
form and substance. Mr, Allkn is to be congratu-

Bristol, 5420 into Ljndon, 197 into Liverpool, and
1212 into Hull.

CHRYSANriiEMim Catanan('iik, a new
species, and a ciioice alpine, is flowering on the rock-
work at Kew. Speaking from a horticultural point
of view, il is one of the best of the plants sent home
by the Maroccan expedition. In general appearance
it much resembles Santolina alpina, though far

superior from its ornamental flowers. It branches
freely, forming a dense tuft. The leaves have long
petioles, are about 2 inches in length, variously cut
into linear acute divisions, and covered with silky hair.

The scapes are erect, bearing a single head 2 inches in

diameter, with rays of creamy yeflow, maroon at the
base, forming a ring of colour round the disc. The
involucral bracts are scarious and transparent, with a
green midrib, so much resembling Cat.ananche as to
have suggested the specific name. It was figured in
the Botanical Magazine of last year, where it is said
to be " one of the most beautiful plants of the Greater
Atlas." It was found at elevations of 7000 to 9000
feet, forming large silvery-green patches on the slopes

Fig. 148,—a fashionable Qt;ARTER 01 \edo

bury the spaces beneath the great Cedars are all

covered with this Ivy, and a dense green carpet,

healthy and robust in appearance, is the result. Mr.
Edmu.nds is now largely using it in the same way,
and as a fringe to shrubbery and woodland walks,
and the results are equally successful with those at

Gunnersbury.

We have been favoured with a sight of some
of the later seedling forms of Primulas Mr. James
Allen, of Shepton Mallet, has raised from P. cortu-

soides lilaclna and grandiflora. They show not only

a considerable but a pleasant variation, and the result

points to what appears now to be an ascertained fact,

that this fine hardy Primrose can be made to produce
as much variety as P. sinensis has displayed in recent

years. Crosses with P. japonica, if actually made,
which is a matter of considerable doubt, do not ap-

pear to have produced definite results, so far, in the

case of attempts put forth by Mr. Allen. One of

Mr. Allen's happiest results is the production

of flowers with fringed petals, which decidedly en-

hances the appearance of the flowers as decorative

agents. One of these he has provisionally named
Portia ; it has the tint of amcona at the back of the

flowers, with a white upper surface, the segments

lated on what he has achieved, and seedlings from
the flowers just described will in all probability, as

far as analogy warrants the prediction, show yet

greater advances in variety, size, substance, and
breadth of the segments.

A finely grown and handsomely variegatedplant
of PiiORMiUM tenax variegatum, growing in the

large conservatory at Castle Ashby, Northampton,
the residence of the Marquis of Northampton, has

thrown up a fine spike of flowers, some of the forward

buds of which will be expanded in the course of a few
days. The flower-stem issues from the centre or heart

of the plant, and from the rim of the pot to the tip of

the spike it is some 9 to 10 feet in height. Mr. Beech,
the gardener at Castle Ashby, states this is the

first time in his experience that the plant has

flowered.

From the Azores journal, O CuUivador, we
find that, between October, 1S74, and March, 1875,
there were despatched from the Azores to various

ports, chiefly English, 133,306 cases of Or.ange3, ex-

cluding T.ingierines. Of these 14,446 were sent to

Bristol, 56,965 to London, 4315 to Liverpool, and

29,333 to Hull. Of Pines 1 1S9 were imported into

exposed to the sun, and in rocky valleys. Though it

will doubtless succeed best on rockwork, it submits

well to the confinement of pot cultivation. It is in-

creased easily by division.

• The new Rhododendron garden in the Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, which is equal in extent

to the one in the Royal Botanic Society's Garden in

the Regent's Park, and to the old one at South Ken-
sington, is, now that the plants are in full bloom,
particularly worthy of inspection. In adding this

new feature to the attractions of their well known
establishment, Messrs. Paul & Son have had the

laudable object in view of showing the value of

American Plants for the decoration of Villa
Gardens. As regards the Rhododendron we may
remark, that in the suburbs of Manchester it is much
more largely grown in small gardens than is the case

in the neighbourhood of the metropolis, where the

climate is surely more in its favour.

A new conservatory for the Adelaide
Botanic Garden is in course of erection. It was
constructed in Bremen, after the plan of one already

built in that city by Mr. HoPER. The cost of the

house, with glass and all necessary requirements,
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delivered in Bremen, will be £ 10S7. Tlie weight of

the iron and glass will be 48,0001b., and the cubical

measure is 750 yards. The size of the house is as

follows .-—Length, 100 feet, and width, 35 feet. The
height of the rotunda is 37 feet, and that of the

wings, 23 feet high. To ensure the good effect of the

building, it is necessary that it be built on a terrace

5 or 6 feet high. The house will be surrounded

by a broad walk and a grass margin, adorned with

flower-beds, statues, and fountains, and four separate

stairs will lead to it.

We extract the following from Dr. Schom-
burgk's report on the condition of the BOTANIC
Gardens, Adelaide, for 1874 :

—

" Notwithstanding we have had one of the driest

seasons, the rainfall having been a little more than

17 inches—the minimum on record being 14 inches—yet

as the rains fortunately fell in genial times for the deve-

lopment of the Wheat plant, we have been blessed with

one of the most abundant harvests on record— a proof

that in a dry season, if only the rain falls in proper time,

we may also expect an abundant Wheat crop. Since

the month of September the fall of rain has only been

I inch, which is altogether insufficient for the orchards

and gardens ; and the setting in of very hot weather in

the middle of January, the thermometer ranging from

105° to rrr°in the shade, and i6r° in the sun, would

have proved very injurious to our young plantations,

especially in the park, where about 4000 trees have

been planted, had not the early planting, the

attention paid to them, and the supply of water

enabled us to save them nearly all ; and I consider the

loss of this season's planting—about 3 per cent.—a very

low percentage indeed, considering the very dry summer

—

the trees from cooler climates, as New Zealand, Europe,

and North America, having been generally the greatest

sufferers. I understand the loss of trees planted by other

public bodies this season is very material ; but I consider

this is their own fault. If a tree when planted is properly

watered, so that the water carries the soil among the

roots, it will become imbedded in it, and will withstand

great dryness, which is impossible when the tree is

planted without watering ; the roots are then left hollow

in the soil, and so dry up very soon. If trees are watered

the first year it will secure their growth and safety, This
fact may be observed at the Park, where all the trees are

in a healthy growing condition. By neglecting the

watering of new planted trees, thousands are lost

annually, as may be noticed in a good many public

places, where the planting has been repeated many years

without success.

"

The anniversary meeting of the Linnean
Society was held on Monday last, when the follow-

ing gentlemen were elected members of the Council :

—J. D. Hooker, M.D.,C.B.,J. G. Jeffreys, LL.D.,
Major-General Scott, C.B., R. B. Sharpe, Esq., and
Charles Stewart, Esq., in the room of John Miers,

Esq., F. P. Pascoe, Esq., Major-General Strachey,

and Henry Trimen, M.B. The officers are G. J.

Allman, M.D., President; J. G. Jeffreys, LL.D.,
Treasurer, and Frederick Currey, Esq., and St.

George J. Mivart, Esq., Secretaries. The financial

condition of the Society is very healthy, and in no year

has more been done in the way of publications. The
loss of members by death has been serious so far as

the attainments and position of the deceased members
are concerned, but in point of numbers the new
members more than compensate for the old. Some
discussion arose as to the method of rendering the

evening meetings more generally interesting, and then
the President delivered an address on the history and
development of the Infusoria, in the course of which
he showed that the tendency of modern research was
in favour of the descent of all existing animal forms

from two separate types. It was also shown that par-

ticular structures are common to the whole of the

members of each group, and that though not

necessarily present in the adult stage they were so

at some stage or another of the creatures' existence.

The address will be printed in full.

We believe that Parliament has sanctioned

the appointment of an Assistant-Director to the
Royal Gardens, Kew, and that Professor W. T.

Thiselton Dyer has been selected to fill the office.

From the tried ability and known energy of the

Assistant-Director, we may hope not only that the

Director's heavy labours will be materially lightened,

but also that great advantage may accrue to botany
and horticulture.

At the anniversary meeting of the RoYAL
Geographical Society, held on JNIonday last, the

President presented the Founders' Gold Medal,
awarded by the Council, to Lieutenant Weyprecht,
of the Austrian Navy, for the enterprise and ability

displayed in the command of two expeditions between
Spilzbergen and Nova Zembla ; also the Patron's

Gold Medal, to M. Julius Payer, for his sledpe

journey and discoveries along the coast of Franz Josef 's

Land. A presentation gold watch was also handed to

Colonel T. G. Montgomerie, of the Trigonometrical

Survey of India, for transmission to Mr. W. II.

Johnson, the explorer of the Verren Lun and Khotan.
The annual Geographical medals offered by the Society

to the chief public schools were then presented to the

following successful competitors : — Physical Geo-
graphy : gold medal, Henry Alexander Miers,
Eton College ; bronze medal, Archiiiald Edward
Garrod, Marlborough College. Political Geography :

gold medal, Sidney H. B. Saunders, Dulwich
College ; bronze medal, Wm. C. Graham, Eton

College. It was announced that the next subject for

competition would be the forthcoming Arctic Expe-

dition.

Messrs. Barr & SuGDEN have favoured us

with the following reply from a Dutch firm to a com-
munication of theirs respecting the Tulip Disease (see

anle, p. 534) :—
'

' The misfortune you described about the Tulips of

your lady friend is not a disease of the roots, but the

fault lies with the soil the roots have been planted in.

If she removes the soil, and puts fresh soil in, she will find

the disease gone. We have observed the same soil in

this country in some localities, although not frequently.

It is what we call " ' koss' in the ground" in this country,

and the quality of the bulbs has nothing to do with the

mischief, which, however, is very disagreeable to ex-

perience."

This explanation seems to us to be open to question.

The Inaugural Dinner of the Horticul-
tural Club will be held at the Club house,

3, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, on Wednesday next,

June 2,at 6.30,P.M., the Hon. andRev.J. T. BoscA-
"\VEN in the chair. As members of the Club have the

power of admitting visitors, it is hoped that a large

and representative gathering may be present. The Rev.

H. H. DOMERAIN, Westwell, Ashford, Kent, is the

secretary, and to him communications should be
addressed.

A Rose Show, the jury at which will be
composed of the principal European rosarians, is to be
held at Lyons on June 11, 12, and 13. Enghsh
rosarians are invited to send their new seedlings.

We have received the following letter from

the gentleman who has distributed the so-called Oat-
Wheat. We are glad to give him the opportunity

of making his statement, of which we do not for a

moment contest the good faith ; but we repeat, after

Mr. Everett's letter, and after inspecting the sample
he has sent us—which is a good sample of Nursery
Wheat—that not a shred ofproof has yet been adduced
in confirmation of the statement. It is, moreover,

one so extremely improbable that any evidence brought
forward in support of it should be correspondingly

strong.

" After your severe criticism of Mr. C. S. Read's
remarks at the Society of Arts respecting Wheat being
grown from Oats, I cannot let this opportunity escape
without bearing witness to the truth of Mr. Read's
statement. I was present at the planting of the Oats
(which were Freeslands) in the spring of 1862 ; they were
cut down three times in the course of the year so as to

prevent them flowering, and protected during the winter
with a covering of clean wheat straw to prevent the frost

killing the plants. The straw was removed in the fol-

lowing spring, and the crop harvested in the month of

August, 1863, producing a fine sample of red and white
Wheat, mostly the former. I have grown the stock ever

since, and consider it the best Wheat in cultivation, being
a red Wheat with white chaff, large ears, very stiff in

the straw, suitable for strong lands, and an extraordinary

casting \Vheat. I beg to enclose sample for your un-
believing eyes to behold. I have sent this 'Oat-Wheat*
to all parts of England for seed, and it has always given
satisfaction. By inserting these remarks in next Satur-

day's publication you will greatly oblige, yours faith-

fully, F. H. Everett, Sudbourne, Wickham Market,
A/ay 2$."

Appended is a public advertisement of the Wheat in

question :

—

SEED WHEAT! SEED WHEAT!
OAT WHEAT,

GROWN FROM OATS.

A RED WHEAT, white chaff, very stiff in the
straw, suitable for strong lands. The best Wheat

in cultivation. Price, 54J. per Quarter, on rail, sacks
included. Samples forwarded on application.

Mr. F. H. EVERETT,
SUDBOURNE, WICKHAM MARKET.

The Bedding Tansies and Violas at
Ciiiswicic are just now coming into profuse flower,

and will be for the next few weeks well worthy of

inspection. Mr. Barron has planted up with them
the whole of the thirty-one beds that border the right-

hand side of the entrance broad walk, the sorts grown
being those selected by the Floral Committee last

year as worthy of a further trial. Nearest the. entrance

the beds are planted with yellow kinds, then follow

blues, purples and whites—all the best old sorts and
many good new kinds being represented. Then in

six of the large beds at the lower end of the lawn are

growing, in quantities of four or more plants, some
other forty-six kinds ; many of these are not yet in

commerce, whilst others are but recently introduced.

There is an entire total of at least eighty varieties, and

as the plants are doing well and have been top-
dressed with cocoa-nut fibre refuse, they promise to
make a display at once novel and effective.

A correspondent on whose judgment we can
rely recommends, as a sure Insecticide, a saturated
solution of Camphor in methylated spirit mixed with
soft soap to the consistence of cream ; mixed with
warm water this may be used with the syringe. The
proportions of the insecticide to the water will natu-
rally vary according to the nature of the plant, but for

soft-wooded plants a table-spoonful to a gallon of
warm water is about a fair proportion. Experience
must determine the matter.

A FASHIONABLE STREET
SCENE: YEDO.

The fair city of Yedo extends for many miles along

the shores of a lovely bay in the form of a crescent,

and the collection of innumerable houses, temples,

and gardens extends far inland, A wide river,

spanned by large bridges, runs through the town and
empties itself in the bay.

In the Daimio's quarter the streets are wide,
straight, and cleanly kept, and have altogether quite

a different appearance from the ruinous, ill-kept

streets of Pekin. Good drains are carried down each
side to take off the superfluous water. All that can
be seen of the houses are the outer walls, the grated
windows, and the massive looking doors, many of
them decorated with the armorial bearings of their

owners. The buildings are low, their foundations of
massive stonework, and the upper part of wood and
chunam. At the back of the houses are gardens,
and on advantageous eminences various temples,

whose precincts are well planted with Pines, Crypto-
merias, Salisburia, Podocarpus, &c. ;and in the gar-

dens are Maples, Azaleas, Camellias, Plums, and
Willows, &c. At certain distances, at the intersec-

tion of the long streets, are barriers and a guard-room
for police, whilst also at intervals are fire alarm
stations. These are provided with bells, and the

manner in which these bells are tolled informs the

people whether the fire be near or afar off ; whether
they ought to come to render assistance at

once, or hold themselves in readiness to come on a
second warning. Beyond the eastern suburb of Yedo
is Dang-o-zaka, celebrated for its nursery gardens,

fish-ponds, and tea-houses. The most curious objects

here are imitation ladies, made up out of the flowers

of the Chrysanthemum. Thousands of flowers are

used for this purpose, and as these artificial beauties

smile upon the visitors out of the little alcoves and
summer-houses, the effect is rather startling. The
Japanese gardener understands the art of Chrysanthe-
mum culture better than we do, and produces blooms
of wonderful size, by allowing only one or two blooms
to be perfected at the end of a shoot. The favourite

flowering Plum-trees are planted in groups and avenues
in all parts of the garden, while little lakes and
islands of rockwork add to the general effect. The
Tea plant is commonly used as an edging, and kept
clipped it has a pretty appearance. At Su-mac-yah,
also a suburb of Yedo, the whole country is covered
with nursery gardens

j
perhaps nowhere in the world

are such large numbers of plants cultivated for sale.

Each nursery covers 3 or 4 acres, and generally the

proprietor's house is in the centre, up to which a
winding path leads, bordered on either side with
specimens of the many hardy ornamental trees and
shrubs of the country, many of which are dwarfed
or clipped into round table forms. The beautiful

little Yew (Taxus cuspidata) which Robert Fortune
introduced into Europe from China occupies a pro-

minent place among these dwarf shrubs. Then there

are Pines, Thujas, Retinosporas, and the handsome
Sciadopitys verticillata, all duly represented. Plants
cultivated in pots are kept near the house enclosed in

a fence of bamboo-work. Instead of glasshouses

the Japanese gardener uses sheds and rooms with

shelves, into which are huddled all the tender plants

for shelter during the winter months. Here the

Acorus is cultivated in pretty Nanking square por-

celain pots, with a little rock of agate, crystal or other

rare stone, which produces a novel and striking effect.

Altogether, Yedo, with its temples, watch-towers,

and wooded hills, its hedges of Camellia and Rose,

its flowering Plums and Cherries, forms a more
picturesque city than any other throughout the

world.

The population of this fine city has been estimated

at about 2,000,000 of souls. The extent of the ground
covered by Yedo and the main part of its suburbs
has been stated to be about 16 English miles long,

12 miles broad, and 50 miles in circumference. When
Robert Fortune was at Yedo, the highway of Yedo
was a way of death to the foreigner ; now the

foreigner can ride in a railway carriage there in safety.

In one short generation the Japanese have achieved a
position in the civilised world that the foremost

nations of Europe took centuries to accomplish. The
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legitimate monarch has thrown aside the imperial

seclusion, and, with his dynasty, has entered the

comity of nations. The feudal system and its san-

guinary domineering oligarchy have been swept away,
and constitutional government on a foreign basis

placed in its stead. The hated foreigners, their com-
merce and religion, are no longer debarred from the

body polilic, but are employed in the State ; and last,

not least, Vedo has now telegraphic communication
with England within fifty hours. In the midst of

these gigantic and revolutionary changes we trust the

Japanese will lose neither their architectural nor their

horticultural arts. S. P. Oliver.

THE COWSLIP.
This is one of the most popular of spring flowers

—

a favourite not only with country children, who
delight to make from it the fragrant *' Cowslip-balls,"

the manufacture of which is so charmingly described

by Miss Mitfotd in Our Village^ but even with the

upside down will become a Polyanthus. Wild Cow-
slips, which approach the Polyanthus in colour, and
to a certain extent in form, are not so very unfrequent.

We know besides, that Buckinghamshire is cele-

brated for its red Cowslip?, and in the liritii^h

Museum herbarium are some scarlet Cowslips from

Northumberland, and a black one from Dr. Abbot,
who wrote to Sir J. K. Smith that it was not un-

common in Worcestershire, in old rich pastures, at

the edges of brooks and in orchards, and had also

been found near Bedford. In this form the calyx is

cleft almost to the base, a condition which is some-
times observed injordinary Cowslips.

Cowslips, indeed, offer many aberrant forms of con-

siderable interest. Not to mention the handsome,
large-flowered variety, which is sometimes known as

major, there is sometimes noticeable a tendency to

produce a second umbel of blooms, the axis being

prolonged, as it were, through the first, and terminat-

ing in a second bunch of flowers. The interest of

this phenomenon, which is not so very uncommon,
lies in the connection which it ^hows between the

is much to be wished that the cultivation of the

Tulyanlhus were more extensively carried out ; it is

sufficiently evident that the plant is one which varies

to an indefinite extent, and would fully repay any
trouble which might be expended upon il. The
readiness with which the plant is propagated, whether
by seeds or by roots, renders it additionally easy to

experiment upon ; and some of the really fine forms

at present in cultivation would doubtless be capable

of still further improvement.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural Society,— Last Tuesday

afternoon a special general meeting of the Koyal
Horticultural Society was held in the Council-room,
South Kensington, for the purpose of receiving a com-
munication from the Council respecting the prospects

and condition of the Society, and to receive an answer
to proposals made by the Council to Her Majesty's

Commissioners.

Fig. 149,—the cowslit.

town-bred little ones, to whom it is familiar as one
of the prominent members of the street flower-

seller's collection. But to be really enjoyed, the

Cowslip must be taken en masse in its native haunts.

Just as Mr. Richard Swiveller proclaimed that beer

could not be tasted in sips, so a solitary Cowslip gives

no adequate idea of the beauty of the plant when seen

in quantity ; and this we say in spite of Mr. Fitch's

admirable drawing which accompanies these remarks

(fig. 149). Cowslips, likesomanyotherbeautifulthings,

are common enough in most districts of England ; there

is, indeed, a tradition that they are not to be found in

Devonshire, but this has been disproved, as have the

statements that the Mistleto and nightingale are also

absent from that county. It was formerly stated to

be very rare in Scotland, but this also is inaccurate,

as a reference to our columns for January 24, 1S74,

will show, although it seems unfrequent in the west

of that country, while it is also very uncommon in the

north and north-west of Ireland.

So common a plant needs no description, but one
or two poims o' interest in connection with it may
receive a passing notice. Such, for example, is the

lact il at it is the parent of the garden Polyanthus,

with all its forms and varieties; and that there is a
j^t neral belief in England that a Cowslip planted

Cowslip type of the genus Primula and that vertioillate

arrangement of flowers which characterises the now
well-known Primala japonica. The Cowslip some-
times varies in just the opposite direction ; that is, the
scape is suppressed, and the blossoms grow singly in

long pedicels from among the leaves, just as
do those of the Primrose. The development
of the calyx-segments into leaves in some of
the forms of Polyanthus is also curious ; these
are known in cottage gardens by many
quaint names, such as "Dick in Green Doublets,"
and "Charles in the Oak." Parkinson figures one
which he calls the " Franticke or Foolish Cowslip, or
Jacke-an-apes on horsebacke." A glance at the

varieties of Cowslip figured by this author in his

Paradisus shows that the cultivation of the Polyanthus
must have advanced very considerably since his time,

as his examples approach neither in size nor colour the
commonest forms now grown in cottage gardens. He
includes, however, a double Cowslip, on the authority

of Gerarde, and a "double green feathered Cowslip,"
in which the blossoms consist entirely of small green
leaves; besides the still common " hose-in-hose

"

Cowslip, and another with a large jagged calyx, which
"somewhat resembles men's hose that they did weare,

and tooke the name of Gallegaskins from thence." It

The chair wai taken by Viscount Burj', President

of the Society, and the room wai crovvded with a

lar^e number of Fellows, many ladies being aUo
present. Amongst those who sat at the Council
Board were Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., Mr. Dobree
(Treasurer), Colonel Davenport (Assistant Secretary),

the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, Mr. W. B.

Kellock, Mr. Henry Little, Mr. Henry Webb, Mr,
Campion, &c. The proceedings appeared to excite a

large amount of interest, and at times were particularly

noisy.

After the preliminary business had been disposed

of, the Chairman said : The first announcement
which I have to make you is that of the resig-

nation of our late Honorary Secretary, who sijs

in the letter I hold in my hand that, having
taken a very great interest in the Society, and
adopted the best steps he could to improve its

position, it was v/ilh deep regret that he could not

agree with the policy of the Council or with the

views of the President, and therefore he thinks it

"best for all parties for him to resign." Now,
ladies and gentlemen, I have to ask from this meetini^

a confirmation of the resignation placed in our hands

by Mr. Lindsay.

The motion, to the effect that the resignation of
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Mr. Lindsay should be confirmed, was put, and carried

unanimously.
The Chairman on rising to address the meeting

upon the subject which brought them together said :

I have now to explain the position in which we are

at this present moment, and my task, I very much
regret to say, is an extremely easy one. It will be

discharged in but a very few words, and the result of

it is to tell you that the Council—and it is a matter

of regret to them and to me—feel that it will be

necessary to adjourn this meeting for ten days. On
the last occasion you confided to us a certain trust,

which was to make arrangements with Her Majesty's

Commissioners for the future carrying on of the

Society, and to submit to the Fellows a scheme for

the future guidance and government of the Society.

That, gentlemen, was the position in which we stood,

and we had hoped to be prepared with such a scheme

to lay before you, but I regret to say time has been

against us. The meeting to which I have referred

—

that is, the meeting adjourned from the annual

meeting—was held on March 9, but it was not

until April 16 we were able to obtain a first interview

or meeting with Her Majesty's Commissioners. As I

have said, that meeting was obtained on April 16, and

at it propositions were submitted by us which we
had hoped, and which we thought, with good reason,

would have been acceptable to Her Majesty's Com-
missioners. However, these propositions were not con-

sidered satisfactory by Her Majesty's Commissioners.

We amended our propositions on that occasion and
on subsequent occasions, and at last we felt that it

was our duty to submit to you—to you, the Fellows

of the Society, the circumstances in which we found

ourselves placed. I may say that we were certainly

under the impression that a definite "yea" or "nay"
would have been received from Her Majesty's Com-
missioners, and then we should have been able to

assure you thatwe had either entered into an agreement

with Her Majesty's Commissioners, or that we had
failed so to do. If it should have happened that the

latter were the circumstances, and that we had failed

to enter into an arrangement, we should have felt it

our duty to say that, under the circumstances, it was
due to our own honour to resign into the hands of the

Fellows of the Society the trust they had committed
to us, and beg of the Fellows to appoint in our stead

those who might perhaps be more fortunate in their deal-

ings with Her Majesty's Commissioners. It was under
these circumstances we summoned the present meeting,
believing as we did, that before the meeting was held

a definite reply would have been received from Her
Majesty's Commissioners to our last proposal, which
I may say was one of six. I do not now enter into the

subject, so far as it refers to the refusal of Her
Majesty's Commissioners to accept our proposals

—

that is a question which will come up for discussion

hereafter ; and in making these observations I merely
state the facts without prejudice to either party, and
without imputing blame to any one. We thought we
should have been in a position to give you what I

may call definite information as to the future main-
tenance and conduct of the Society at the present

time, and it was under that impression that we con-

vened this meeting. In the meanwhile I may say we
have received what we considered a definite answer
from Her Majesty's Commissioners.

A Fellow asked his lordship when the answer had
been received?

The Chairman : It was about seven or eight days
ago that we received it, but shortly afterwards, in that

outside intimate conversation in which, as we all

know, business is more often transacted than in more
formal meetings, we found that the Commissioners did
not fully apprehend the meaning of a part of our last

proposal, and that it was not at all probable that they
could come to any decision. General Scott was good
enough to attend the last meeting of our Council,
which took place a week ago, and we then found the
opinions of the Commissioners as to our last proposal
were such as that it would be very possible that a
little longer time would bring us face to face with
Her Majesty's Commissioners. I offer no opmion
upon this, but I should feel more pleased if my
honourable friends sitting here at the Council and
myself could say we had done all we could, and
that we resigned our trust into your hands. But
the circumstances of the case being as they are

—

the Commissioners having before them the explana-
tions we thought it our duly to submit to them, and
as we have not as yet received an answer to our com-
munication—all, ladies and gentlemen, we can ask of
you is to adjourn the present meeting. We are of
opinion that ten days from this time will be ample for

us to receive a definite reply from the Royal
Commissioners. - In justice to Her Majesty's Com-
missioners I must point out that during the Whitsun-
tide holidays one man was probably "gone to his

farm," while another man had "gone to his mer-
chandise," and hence it was not quite possible for the
Commissioners to assemble together. So, as far as
that goes. Her Majesty's Commissioners cannot be
said to be in fault. Nevertheless, I cannot refrain

from saying that it is very unfortunate for the Society

that its Council should be, as it were, " hung up " in

suspense ; and I now speak for my colleagues here
and for myself when I say that, should we be so un-
fortunate as not to be able to announce to you that a
definite arrangement with the Commissioners has
been come to, we shall feel it our duty to place our-
selves unreservedly in your hands and ask you to take
such action as to you may seem fit. I do not think I

have anything further to add, with the exception of

this, that if on this occasion you will take my advice
—and it may be that it is given on the last occasion,

but in any case it is given after due deliberation and
consultation with my colleagues on the Council—you
will refrain from any discussion at our present meeting
on the position in which the Society now stands. It

cannot possibly further the objects we all have in view
to raise discussions which, in all probability, might be
difficult to answer at this moment ; and I therefore
ask you to pass sub silentio the motion with which I

shall conclude—that the meeting be adjourned for ten
days. There is another observation I ought to make,
and that is, our financial position has been greatly
exaggerated. When we took office our debts—and I

will not now enter particularly into figures—were very
much larger than they are now. The amount of our
debts has been steadily diminished under our exer-
tions ; but I regret to tell you that very unpleasant
action has been taken against our Society by
persons from whom, I think, our Society ought
to have looked for better treatment. Every one
here is aware that our funds have been falling off

during the last two or three years, and every one
is equally aware we have been obliged to postpone
the payment of the prizes granted in former years—of course I mean, as you can well understand,
in last year. Well, certain gentlemen having made
arrangements with their gardeners that part of the
wages of these men should be whatever prizes they
could make out of the pocket of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, and their gardeners not having re-

claimed those prizes, actions to recover them have
been brought in the names of the gardeners, but in

reality on behalf of gentlemen who ought, I think, to
show greater consideration for our Society. We have
now been placed in the position either of having to
pay these prizes, or to be cited in the County Court
for them. We choose the latter alternative, for this

reason, that although we have funds in our hands,
and more than sufficient, to pay those prizes, yet our
entire debts at this moment are rather larger than the
funds at our present disposal. We think, therefore,
that to pay the gardeners under their threats of actions
before us would be, under the circumstances I have
described, an objectionable form of preferential pay-
ment. We (the Council) thought we ought not to pay
at all under these circumstances—under threats

—

unless we could pay twenty shillings in the pound
to all, which we can nearly do. But we thought it

would be very unfair to our tradesmen if, because
these gentlemen—for whom I have very little com-
passion—choose to press us in an indecent manner,
we did not reserve the rights of those who have treated
us with consideration. Our tradesmen have not
pressed us, as they know very well we shall have
ample funds from which every one shall have his due.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, at the worst we do not
owe half a year's income, and I should like to ask. Can
any one, or can most people say they are not half a year
in advance of their income ? I know I may say a
great many people who consider themselves extremely
—indeed, remarkably—fortunate when they are no
worse offthan that. I merely mention this circumstance
here because between this and the time of our
adjourned meeting you may see reported in the news-
papers proceedings in the County Court which may go
against us, and in that case, in order to carry out our
principle, we shall have to file a declaration of in-

solvency to protect our other creditors. I hope,
however, we shall in a short time be able to make
such a statement respecting an arrangement between
the Commissioners, the Council, and our own Fellows
outside, as will place us in ample funds. But it is

well it should be borne in mind that, of all these
liabilities we are the inheritors, not the causers.

Take my own case as an instance. It was
not until after the vote which displaced the
late Council that I was induced to become a
member of the Society. After that vote I was asked
to become a Fellow of the Society, and to do the best

I could to place the Society in a better position than
that in which it then was placed. I acceded to the

call, but I did not consider I should be made re-

sponsible for the state of things which then existed.

In common with other members of the Society, I

regretted that such a state of affairs should exist, but
we did not consider ourselves responsible for it. I

am prepared, and my friends of the Council around
me are prepared, to enter fully and minutely into the

circumstances of the Society. We are prepared to

submit to you a scheme which we believe will land
this society in a prosperous position among the great

societies of the country, but, under the present circum-
stances, you see my lips are sealed, and the lips of

my colleagues are also sealed. I hope you will

take our advice, and not further discuss the position

of the Society. We regret that many of you should
have been brought from a distance to attend this

meeting in order to aid the freeing of the Society from
its difficulties. We, as a Council, are not responsible

for the present position, and we anxiously hope and
expect you will give us, after I have made this ex-

planation, your undivided support.

Mr. S. H. Godson asked if the Council had any
guarantee that Her Majesty's Commissioners would
entertain their proposals between this and the expira-

tion of the ten days spoken of by the Chairman ?

The Chairman : We have no guarantee whatever.

Mr. W. A, Lindsay wished to say that he was of

opinion that if the meeting wished to adjourn for ten

days, it would be consistent with the duty the Council

owed to the Society to state to the meeting what the

nature of the proposals is which Her Majesty's

Commissioners had under consideration. The schemes
brought before the Commissioners, when he had
a knowledge of these matters, were such as neither

this meeting nor any other meeting of the Fellows
would entertain ; and if the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society was in a position to say

Her Majesty's Commissioners had accepted them,

it would be for the meeting to negative them,

which he had no doubt they would do. It was highly

important that this meeting, which was now asked to

adjourn, should know exactly what the nature of the

proposals before Her Majesty's Commissioners were.

More than that, it was particularly important that the

meeting should have the knowledge of the nature of

the proposals, and be able to say whether they were

such as they could or could not accept. So much for

that part of theaddress of the Chairman, and he should,

in the interests of the Society, ask the Fellows to

weigh the matter carefully before they gave their vote

upon this question. With regard to a statement of

the Chairman he desired to say that as far his own
knowledge went it was not perfectly correct to say

that the debts of the Society were less than they had
been when the present Council came into office. He
believed that the debts of the Society were at present

larger than they had been. Well, the debts were
smaller in one sense, no doubt, but if they were
smaller it was because the assets of the Society had
been applied by the Council to the payment of the

Society's debts. There was one other point

in his lordship's speech to which he should

allude—it was that with respect to the prizes.

As regarded those gentlemen who had obtained the

prizes, he felt bound to say that those of them
to whom his lordship in the chair referred have
very strong reasons to resent the way in which they

had been reflected upon. He never knew a gentle-

man who made the prizes his gardener obtained a
portion of his wages, but there were a great many
gentlemen who said to their gardeners that if they

chose to exhibit these things at their own cost they

might exhibit that which had been grown at their

cost and expense. Acts of that description were very

common, and he did not think it right to say that

gentlemen who acted in this way were conducting
themselves in an ungentlemanly manner. These very

gardeners who had been spoken of by his lordship

were out of pocket according to the extent to which
they exhibited, and the result of the present position

of affairs with respect to the Society was that the

gardeners who had exhibited not only did not receive

the honours to which, as the prize winners, they were
entitled, but, in addition, were out of pocket, and los-

ing money which was their own hoyid fide property.

Under these circumstances he did not think it justifiable

to say the actions in the County Court were being taken

in reality by the gentlemen and only ostensibly by the

gardeners. He sincerely hoped these gardeners would
succeed in their actions. The real reason why the

funds of the Society had fallen off was through the

neglect of provincial shows, but that was not the fault

of the Council but of the general public. The Council
might have held a show, and a good show, in the

North this year. In conclusion, Mr. Lindsay said he

was of opinion that the Chairman ought to state the

grounds upon which an adjournment of the present

meeting was asked for, and why it was necessary.

Mr, Kellock said that as regarded the gardeners

and the loss of their prize-money, Mr. Lindsay really

knew nothing at all about the matter. With respect

to holding a meeting in the North, it was perfectly

impossible to do so. There was no prize-money to be
got up there, and it would have cost the Society
2^2000 in money prizes to go to Wigan at the least.

Mr. Lindsay : I ask you, have you any authority

for that statement ?

Mr. Kellock ; Indeed I have. You were on the

Council at that time, and you know all about it.

Mr. Lindsay : What is your authority for that

statement?
Mr. Kellock : It was Wigan that you referred to,

and it is unfair for any person to make such ungentle-

manly and intemperate remarks. You only retired a

few weeks ago from the Council, and if you had either

good manners or good taste you would not to-day

have spoken as you have done.
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Sir Alfred SlAde, Bart., observed that there

could be no doubt any one would have thought that

the late Secretary of the Council would or could have

spoken with some authority. With respect to that he

had exactly the same source of information that Mr.

Lindsay, the late Secretaty, had, and therefore he

altogether objected to the principle laid down by Mr.

Lindsay that the proposals of the Commissioners

should either be disclosed to or discussed by that

meeting. He had understood it was the expressed

wish ot the annual general meeting, and of the ad-

journed meeting of Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society, that all the?e negotiations between this

Society and Her Majesty's Commissioners should be

entrusted to the Council of the Society. If Mr.

Lindsay were in the Council now he would be the very

last man to make the speech he had just delivered.

Mr. Lindsay said it was untrue the debts of the

Society were less than what they were when he first

sat at the Roard, but in the report presented that fact

was stated, and that report was drafted by Mr.

Lindsay himself, so that when on the Council he was

one who assured the Fellows that he laboured con-

stantly to reduce the debts of the Society. He (Sir

Alfred Slade) could assure the meeting that he had as

much confidence in the present Council—now that he

sat amongst the Fellows—as he had when he sat at

the Council Board.

Sir Alexander Gordon remarked that there

was one observation he wished to make, and it was
this, that it would be most unfair were they to declare

their approval of any proposals or arrangement in the

meeting without consulting the 5000 Fellows of the

Society, Verbal communications had been stated to

be sufficient for adjourning the meeting, but he took

verbal communications to be most unsatisfactory and
dangerous to act upon. He should like to know
whether the proposals made to Her Majesty's

Commissioners were in writing, and whether they

were to be taken into consideration at a future time

by the Society?

Mr, GUEDALLA asked that the Council should

withdraw the plea of insolvency, and pay the claims

put forward in the County Court. It must be repug-

nant to every gentleman present, especially when it

was considered their society was a *' Royal " one, to

have a plea of insolvency entered on their behalf.

Why, he asked, should the Council file a plea of in-

solvency or a declaration of insolvency, as the Chair-

man told them ? Let the Council pay every claim to

the last farthing, and they would be supported by the

Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society.

The Chairman desired to call the speaker to

order for one moment. He (the Chairman) did

not say the Council was going to file a declaration

of insolvency, but he said that if the cases went on,

the Council would rather do so, than pay what they

considered preferential claims.

Mr. GuEDALLA thought they should pay what was
due to the prize-holders. Why should they be

obliged to pay by compulsion ? Let them pay away
as far as they could, and, when they had paid all

they had got, then let them fall back upon the Fellows.

He was sure it must be repugnant to every member
of the Society to do such a thing as that proposed by
the Chairman.

The Chairman : I trust the subject will not be
pressed further. We are ready with our schemes.

There are two of them in my hand, and I could read

them to you, and tell you everything that has taken

place between ourselves and the Royal Commis-
sioners. We are perfectly ready to explain, but we
spy it is not for the benefit of the Society that we
should do so. Addressing to the meeting questions

like that which Sir Alexander Gordon put will simply

place the Society in the very position I deprecate.

Sir Alexander Gordon : I will only put this

question—Whether the fact of asking if the proposals

made by the Council of this Society to Her Majesty's

Commissioners are in writing, can place the Society

in an embarrassing position ?

The Chairman : Of course the whole corre-

spondence with Her Majesty's Commissioners is in

writing, and the only reason we do not bring the

correspondence before the meeting is that we have
not received an answer in writing from Her Majesty's

Commissioners. We certainly expect an answer from
Her Majesty's Commissioners within ten days, and
then we shall be glad to lay the whole matter before

you.

Sir Alexander Gordon : Yet you may declare

yourselves insolvent before the next ten days.

The Chairman : We will, as a matter of course,

defend the actions. What 1 said was put by way of

illustration. What I did certainly say was that it

would be better lor us to declare ourselves insolvent

than to pay any preferential claim.

Mr. DoBKEE (Treasurer) : If the Fellows really

want to support the Society they ought to pay up the

amount of subscriptions they owe : they come to a
very considerable amount.
A Fellow : How much ?

Mr. Dobree : £\'2.^o is due from Fellows on this

year. Why do not these Fellows pay up theur sub-

scriptions ? If they did so, they 'would materially

assist us in carrying on the business of the Society.

We have done all we can do, but we cannot get on
without money.
A Fellow : How much would put the Society on

a sound financial footing ?

Mr. Dokree: If we could only get ;^5ooo or

^6000 dropped into our mouths wc should be all

right. Supposing wc suspended payment to-day, we
should have at the bank about /"2000. We owe for

prizes ^^1400, and, if I were to pay these rabid prize-

men, we should come to a dead stand. I will rather

cut my hand off than sign a cheque to pay these

prizes. By paying them we should give an undue
preference to those men who won prizes at their

masters' expense, because those very men who win
the prizes win them at the cost of their masters' fuel,

hothouses, &c. The thing is ridiculous. 1 have here
one of the most ungentlemanly letters I ever read from
a man named Wilkins about his gardener.

A Fellow : Read the letter.

Mr, DoDREE : No, we will not read it. Then
to go on as to our financial position. We owe sundry
accounts up to December 31, and some up to

March 25, amounting to £\z\^ 14-f. *^d. We owe
our accountant 52 guineas, and we owe a member of

our Council, who put his hand in his pocket to pay
for the die of the Lindley Medal, between ;^6o and
£10. That brings up our liabilities to a sum of

;i^2703. Then there are current accounts amounting
to say ^200 or ^^300, making us owe, supposing we
stopped to-day, rather more than ^3000. Against

that we have in our banker's hands /"2000, and that

we intend to protect ; and if judgment is given against

us in these County Court cases, the best thing we can
do is to file a declaration of insolvency, and bring

matters to a crsis. (A Voice :
" We will find funds.")

What are we to do if these men get judgments against

us? Are we to pay all or some of them? (Cries of
" Pay, pay," and " Order, order.") Well, you may
take my place as treasurer of the Society, but I will

not sign a cheque to pay these prizes.

Mr. P. Barr : Then some one else must.

Mr. DoBREE : So you may, but I will not. As
the treasurer of the Society, I am bound to protect

the Society, and hence I will pay no preferential

claims. If you insist on my doing it, you will have to

find another treasurer. We owe about /,3000, and
against that you have ;i^2000 in hand. That will pay
a very handsome dividend. Your Fellows owe
;i^i200, and we have a claim against Her Majesty's

Commissioners for rent, &c., of between £,*^oq and
j^iooo. Still, all that won't enable you to get along
to the end of the year. You will want a large

sum to enable you to get along to the end of the year.

Dr. Denny and Mr. Godson rose to address the

chair, but the latter gave way.

Dr. Denny observed that the Treasurer had stated,

whether rightly or wrongly he would not say, that

they should declare themselves insolvent if judgment
went against them. Well, they would be insolvent if

judgment went against them previous to next meeting.
Now he (Dr. Denny) asked what was to become of
the Society's show after the statement made to-day
that the prizes would not be paid ? Would they have
any show whatever on June 2? Would it not be
better for them to close their doors? Let them not
turn swindlers and take ^s. 6d. for admission and
yet have no show. Let them keep up the Society
as honourable men, and, even if the Society must fall,

don't let them open their doors and charge 7j. 6ii. for

admission and have no show whatever. Let them
pay their prizes, because if they went further and they
declined to pay their prizes they would not have a

single exhibited plant in their tent on Wednesday,
June 2. All he could say was, that it was a very
serious matter to take the public in.

The Chairman said the Council did not propose
to take the public in. On the last occasion they did
not consider the show sufficiently good to warrant
them in charging the prices fixed, and they altered

the admission to one shilling.

Dr. Denny : Very good so far, but what is to

become of the Society, my lord ?

The Chairman : Perhaps you will find the way
to put it straight.

Dr. Denny : Had we not better wind it up.

The Chairman : I say wait for ten days, and for

God's sake wind it up then.

Dr. Denny : You actually propose to do it before
then,

Mr. A. Murray observed that the Society was not
altogether insolvent, because they had a large amount
of stock at Chiswick, and various matters at Kensing-
ton which would bring in considerable sums of money.
They had a large number of subscribers and Fellows,
and these prizemen, if they were asked, would be
only too glad to postpone pressing their claims.

Mr. S. H. Godson said that one-and-twenty years

ago they were in a position similar to their present

one, and what did they do? They did not listen to

the cuckoo-cry uttered not only by the present

but by the former Council. Why did not the

Council and the Fellows put their hands in their

pockets? He (Mr. Godson) was ready to put down
;^20 and ^"5 towards the prizes. Let one hundred
others say the same and the whole business would be
easily settled. If the present Council or the Royal
Commissioners could not give their time to the

business of the Society, let a Committee of Investigation

be appointed the same as ihure was twenty years ago.

At that time they paid everybody. Let them all

now jiay as honest men, and let every Fellow put
down his name for a certain sum. What had the

Society done ? They had induced people to come
there and go to the expense of exhibiting various pro-

duce for prizes. Let them be honest at all events,

even if they took the coats off their bacVs. If, how-
ever, a Commission of Investigation were appointed
he should be able to show that the Commissioners owed
the Fellows some ^^9000. Well, it was the question
now whether they would pay or would not pay.

A Fellow : Pay of course.

The Chairman : I now formally move "that this

meeting do stand adjourned for ten days."

Mr. Andrew Murray seconded the motion,
which was put from the chair and carried, about half

a dozen hands being held up against it.

Mr. W. Bull said he wished, before the meeting
separated, to say, that while he sympathised with the

Council, he was anxious to know was anything being
done about the show announced to take place next

week. They had not heard a syllable as to what was
being done to carry out that show. He thought
some scheme should be adopted by which prizes

could be got. Why did not the Council take some
action with those who were the friends of the Society?

The prize money would amount to some j^Ooo or

;i^7oo, and what was to prevent a number of the

Fellows making up the amount? It was a most
humiliating thing to see the Society in such a position

as it was. In the concluding part of his remarks,
Mr. Bull was understood to say that he should be
glad to put down ;!^I00 towards the prize money.
The Chairman assured Mr. Bull that his sugges-

tion would be duly considered.

The meeting, which began to break up as soon as

the motion for adjournment was carried, then closed.

With reference to the statement made by the

President, that part of the wages of the gardeners of

those gentlemen who exhibit at the Society consisted

in the prize money the gardeners might happen to

obtain, we are requested by Mr. F. G. Wilkins to

state that that statement is, as regards himself, utterly

untrue. We are further requested by him to state

that he has brought no action against the Society,

and has nothing to do with any steps that may have
been taken in the matter by his gardener.

Royal Botanic : May 26.—The first summer
show at Regent's Park, held on Wednesday last, was
a marked improvement on many of its predecessors,

and as the day was a fine one, though the wind was
rather chilling, there was a fair attendance of fashion-

ables, despite the counter attractions at Epsom. The
stove and greenhouse flowering plants were, as usual,

the chief features of the display, and the palm of
superiority may fairly be awarded to Mr. J. Ward,
gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, who contributed

the finest group in the exhibition to the amateurs'

class for ten. Most noticeable in his collection were
Statice profusa, a plant about 4 feet over, well
flowered, and very telling in colour ; Erica Caven-
dishiana, of gigantic proportions, and well done,
reminding us of Messrs. Cole's famous old plant ; a
fine Dracophyllum gracile, with large flowers, and
perfectly fresh ; Azalea indica sinensis, 4 feet through,

with a rich profusion of bright orange flowers,

charmingly combined with its fresh green foliage
j

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, also very fine, but
will be better yet ; capital examples of Azaleas Louise
Margottin and Due de Nassau, and a fine Anthurium
Scherzerianum. In the same class the 2d prize col-

lection came from Mr. W. Chapman, gr. to J. Spode,
Esq., Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, and it contained,

amongst others, an attractive specimen, some 4 feet

through, of Ixora Dixiana, and which bore quite a
profusion of trusses of its orange-red flowers ; Erica
eximia superba was also finely represented ; while the

next good things in the group were Ixora coccinea
and Pimelea mirabilis. Mr. J. Carr, gr. to P. L.
Hinds, Esq., Weybridge, Mr. G. Wheeler, gr. to Sir

Francis Goldsmid, and Mr. G. Toms, gr. to W.
Wettenhall, Esq., Seven Sisters' Road, Holloway,
were also competitors. For six, the two leading prizes

were also taken by Messrs. Ward and Chapman, in

the order named. The first-named exhibitor put up
his very fine variety of Anthurium Scherzerianum,
now distinguished as variety Wardianum, and which
bore seven immense spathes ; together with another

good example of Azalea indica sinensis, a large and
fine Erica Cavendishiana, and a beautifully-flowered

Erica florida, some 4 feet over. Mr. Chapman had
Ixora Williamsii, in fine flower and foliage, some of

the trusses measuring quite 6 inches across ; and
Aphelexis macrantha rosea, very bright in colour, and
most attractive by its freshness. In the nurserymen's

class for twelve, Messrs. Jackson & Son, of Kingston
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took the lead, followed by Mr. B. S. Williams and

Mr. E. Morse, of Epsom. In Messrs. Jackson's fine

group were Erica depressa multiflora, from 3 to 4 feet

through, and finely flowered—a very telling plant ;

Dracophyllum gracile, large and nicely flowered ;

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, over 4 feet through

;

a good Anthurium Scherzerianum, Statice protusa,

and Pimelea Henderson!, both well done, &c.

Mr. B. S. Williams followed, with a large

and finely flowered Azalea Baron de Pret, a

good Hedaroma tulipiferum, and capital speci-

mens of "Erica Cavendishiana, E. tricolor Wil-

soni, Aphelexis rupestris rosea, and an Anthurium

Scherzerianum with some thirty spathes. In a group

of six from Messrs. Jackson & Son the most notice-

able examples were of Clerodendron Balfourianum,

and Phajnocoma prolifera Barnesii, though all were in

fine condition.

Fine-foliaged plants were not represented in any

numbers. Ihe best six amongst amateurs came from

Mr. G. Legg, gr. to S. Ralli, Esq., Claphara Park,

who put up some young plants remarkably well

grown, including DracKua Baptistii, from 3 to 4 feet

high, and possessing most perfect foliage ; Croton

Weismanni, a cone-shaped plant, about 5 feet high,

finely furnished with foliage, but hardly in so fine

colour as it will be presently ; a fine Geonoma
pumila, a good Dieffenbachia nobilis, and a very fine

Croton Youngii. Mr. W. Chapman was 2d, with

good examples of Croton angustifolium, Latania bor-

bonica, Croton variegatum, Corypha australis, a fine

Dxmonorops, &c. In the corresponding class for

nurserymen Mr. B. S. Williams was 1st with two fine

Crotons, a very fine Livistonia, Cycas revoluta, Glei-

chenia semivestita, and Pandanus Veitchii.

The Orchids were few in numbers, but very fair in

quality for a metropolitan show. The most attractive

plant of the whole was one of Odontoglossum vexil-

larium, with three spikes upon one bulb, the total

number of flowers being seventeen, and all magnificent

in size, and most charming in colour. This, with a nice

Odontoglossum Phatenopsis, a Cypripedium villosum

with about thirty flowers, Phalrenopsis grandiflora with

seven branching spikes, &c., came from Mr. J. Ward,

and took the 1st honours in the amateurs' class for six.

Mr. J. Child, gr. to Mrs. Torr, Garbrand Hall,

Ewell, was 2d in the same competition with Den-

drobium Farmeri having six good spikes, Laslia pur-

purata superba, Oncidium ampliatum majus, Aerides

Fieldingii, &c. Mr. B. S. Williams took the lead

amongst nurserymen with a fine Cypripedium villosum,

Lcelia purpurata, with seven spikes of five and six

flowers each, richly coloured ; Cattleya Mossia; with

seventeen flowers, a fine mass of Cypripedium bar-

batum superbum, and nice examples of Vanda

tricolor insignis and Aerides odoratum maj us. Messrs.

Jackson & Son stood next with Vanda suavis, bearing

a dozen spikes ; Cattleya Mossiffi superba, with

twenty flowers ; Dendrobium macrophyllum gigan-

teum, &c. Mr. E. Morse, Epsom, was 3d.

Azaleas were plentifully represented as to numbers,

but, generally speaking, they were rather poor. In

the amateurs' class for six in 12-inch pots, a neat group

of well flowered cone-like plants, some 3 feet high,

came from Mr. Child, and took the 1st prize ; Mr. G.

Wheeler being 2d, and Mr. Ratty, gr. to R. Thornton,

Esq., Sydenham IliU, 3d. The last named exhibitor

had 'the best six amongst amateurs, all being large

specimens, and the best, a flat-headed plant, about

5 feet over, of Striata formossissima. Mr. Child was

2d. The corresponding class for nurserymen brought

out a group from Messrs. J. Ivery cS: Sons, Dorking,

which though only of medium size, were unsurpassed

by anytliing for finish, profusion of bloom and richness

of colour, and the 1st prize was awarded to them ;

Messrs. B. S. Williams being 2d, and Messrs. H.

Lane & Son 3d. For a dozen plants in 12-inch pots

the Messrs. Ivery & Son again came insist, followed

by Mr. Turner and Messrs. H. Lane & Son, the latter

of whom were also awarded a bronze medal for a

small group.

Heaths were capitally represented as to numbers, but

the plants ran small all through. Mr. Ward and

Messrs. Jackson & Son took the 1st prizes in the

amateur and trade classes respectively. Mr. Ward's

specimens of E. tricolor impressa, elegans, ventricosa

magnifica, eximia superba, and ventricosa coccinea

minor, were very nicely bloomed. Messrs. Jackson's

best were of E. depressa, a fine plant, and E. ventricosa

coccinea minor. ISIr. Morse came in 2d with, amongst

others, well bloomed plants of E. Westphalingia and E

.

mirabilis. The last two exhibitors also took the

prizes in the same order in the class for twelve, while

in a corresponding competition among amateurs Mr.

Ward and Mr. G. Wheeler took the lead.

Of exotic Ferns there were but a few, and the best

of these came from Mr. Ritchie, gr. to R. H. Prance,

Esq., Frognal, Hampstead ; his specimen of Davallia

Mooreana, the only plant calling for any particular

notice, is certainly a grand plant, surpassing in its

dimensions Mr. Oswald Wrigley's specimen alluded

to in our last. This fine Fern promises to become
one of the most popular for exhibition work. Mr.

Williams had the best six amongst nurserymen.

The competition with Roses in pots was confined to

Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Turner, the first-named

firm being 1st for nine and for twenty in 8-inch pots,

Mr. Turner being 2d in both cases, while he was 1st

for six, with the Messrs. - Paul 2d. Amongst the
examples from the latter firm we noticed highly-

finished specimens of Celine Forestier, Vicomte
Vigier, Madame Alice Dureau, Victor Verdier, and
Camille Bernardin ; and Mr. Turner's best were of
Miss Ingram, Madame Margottin, Mardchal Vaillant,

Juno, Victor Verdier, all fresh and well bloomed.
The show Pelargoniums, as a whole, were an

improvement on last year's plants, and made a capital

display. Mr. J. Ward occupied his old position in

the show as well as in the prize list, and his speci-

mens, though good, will yet be better in a few days.

The varieties he staged were Rose Celestial, Alabama,
Rob Roy, Maid of Honour, Desdemona, Lady Can-
ning, Warrior, Mary Hoyle, and Royal Albert. Mr.

J. James was 2d, showing a better-finished group of
plants than we have seen from him before ; Messrs.
Dobson & Sons being 3d. Mr. James was also 1st for

six, wilh a neat group.
Herbaceous plants were particularly well repre-

sented in a dozen specimens from Mr. R. Parker,
most noticeable amongst which were Pinguicula
grandiflora, with nineteen flowers, very fine ; Hyacin-
thus amethystinus, porcelain-blue, very pretty

;

Orchis foliosa, with eleven strong spikes ; Spirasa

palmata ; Lupinus polyphyllus magnificus, Pyrethrum,
P:eonies, &c.
New plants were shown, as usual at the summer

shows here, in considerable numbers, by Messrs.
Williams, Veitch, Henderson, Bull, and others ; and
Botanical Certificates were voted to Mr. Croucher for

Agaves Bessereriana major, Veitchii, Beaucamei, mar-
morata, Pilgrimii, polyacantha, pubescens, Fourcroya
variegata, and Dasylirion longifolium glacum. "To

Messrs. Jackson & Son for Athyrium Filix-foemina

Jacksoni and Phegopteris Diana;. To Messrs.

Veitch & Sons for Vanda Parishii, Cattleya tri-

color, Cypripedium selligerum, Nepenthes albo-

marginata, Abutilon Darwinii, Agave Salmiana
foliis aureo-variegata, Adiantum Hendersoni, Platy-

cerium Wallichii, and Odontoglossum vexillarium

album. To Messrs. Jackman & Son for Clematis
albam agna (see p. 685), Mrs. Hope and J. P. Gassiott.

To Mr. B. S. Williams for Acalypha marginata, Agave
marmorata, Alsophila australis Williamsii, Geonoma
gracilis, Platycerium Wallichii, Dictyogramma japo-
nica variegata, and Polystichum lepidocaulon. To
Messrs. E- G. Henderson & Son for Sonerila Hender-
soni, and Draccena Princess Teck. To Messrs. Low &
Co., for Dendrobium Wardianum var. To Mr. Bull for

Blandfordia princeps, Athyrium Filix-fceraina apicale,

Osmunda obtusifolia, Sadleria cyatheoides, Cibotium
glaucum, and Nephrodium truncatum. Floral Certi-

ficates were awarded to C. B. Foster, Esq., Clewer
Manor, for Show Pelargoniums Sappho, Flirt,

Magician, Eclipse, Revenge, and Edith. To Mr.
Turner for Fancy Pelargoniams Miss Porter and
Countess of Dudley ; and for forcing Pink, Derby
Day. To Mr. Bull for Pelargonium Beauty of Oxton.

Blackburn Horticultural : May 17, 18, and tg.

—This flourishing Society held its annual show on
the above dates. Notwithstanding the sunless season

we have had and the exhibition being held a fortnight

earlier than usual, the show was a good one. Stove
and greenhouse flowering plants especially were pro-
duced in such numbers, and so profusely flowered,

as to evidence the close attention that had been be-

stowed upon them. Orchids were forthcoming in

good condition, but there was not so much variety as is

possible a little later on. Exhibitors of Pelargoniums
put in any appearance in numbers and made a fine

display, as also was the case with variegated and fine-

foliage plants. Mr. Bull's handsome cups brought
out three competitors, showing a dozen plants each.

Mr. E. Whitehead, gr. to R. B. Dodgson, Esq.,

Bearwood, Blackburn, was 1st, with a very good
collection, the best of which was Croton majesticum,

large and well grown, Vriesia reticulata, and Dracaena
Baptistii ; Mr. J. Eyes, gr. to John Tattersall, Esq.,

Quarry Bank, Blackburn, 2d, with a smaller group.

For ten miscellaneous plants, in 10 - inch pots,

not less than five in flower (the prizes given by Mr.
B, S. Williams), Mr. Eyes took 1st honours, with a

nice fresh lot, noticeable amongst which was a fine

plant of Lxora Prince of Orange, and Dendrobium
DeVonianum. Mr. Whitehead, who was 2d, also

staged an interesting collection. In the class for ten

large mixed flowering and foliage plants (Orchids

excluded) there was a keen competition, all the com-
petitors staging well grown examples of both flower-

ing and foliage subjects. Mr. Eyes was 1st ; his

Hedaroma tulipiferum, H. fuchsioides, Clerodendron
Balfourianum, and Ixora Williamsii were beautifully

flowered : amongst his foliage plants were good speci-

mens of Cocos Weddelliana and Phormium Veitchii

variegatum. Mr. R. Goodall, gr. to John Thompson,
Esq. , Bank Villas, Blackburn, was 2d ; and conspicu-

ous amongst^hisblooming subjects were a beautiful ex-

ample of Acrophyllum venosum, a very large and well

flowered Anthurium Scherzerianum, the bright red
Erica ventricosa grandiflora, and Azalea Due de
Nassau. In this lot was a good specimen of the
rush-leaved Buonapartea juncea. Mr. Walton, Edge
End, near Burnley, was 3d, exhibiting amongst
others a well bloomed Chorozema cordatum splen-
dens, and a fine specimen of Cycas revoluta. For
six stove and greenhouse plants in flower Mr.
Whitehead was 1st, his best plants being Anthurium
Scherzerianum, with some forty large well-coloured
flower-spathes, a highly coloured Bougainvillea glabra
and Dracophyllum gracile ; Mr. Goodall, who was
2d, had a nice example of Adenandra fragrans,
Clerodendron Balfourianum, and Epacris Eclipse.
In the class for four stove and greenhouse plants in
flower Mr. Goodall came in 1st, showing a well-
flowered Anthurium Scherzerianum, and Erica ventri-
cosa magnifica.

For six Orchids Mr. Whitehead took both 1st and
2d prizes, with, amongst others, a well bloomed
Cattleya Mendelii, the lovely Vanda teres Ander-
soni, with four good spikes—a scarce plant, which
few succeed in flowering well ; Dendrobium densi-
florum with thirty spikes, D. Schroderii bearing
eleven spikes, and Aerides virens in beautiful condi-
tion, many of its spikes branching. Mr. J. Perrin,
gr. to W. Bury, Esq., Accrington, was 3d, his plants
being smaller than Mr. Whitehead's, but well grown
and very fresh—the best were Masdevallia Lindeni,
and Aerides Fieldingii. Mr. Whitehead was again
1st for four Orchids, his collection containing a
very good Cattleya Wameri ; Mr. Goodall 2d,
Mr. Perrin 3d. For six fine-foliage plants Mr.
Whitehead was 1st, having amongst others a very
fine Livistonia altissima and Maranta Veitchii
Four fine-foliage plants : Mr. Eyes 1st, showing a
good example of Zamia Lehmanni, Anthurium crys-
tallinum, and others ; 2d, Mr. Whitehead, his best
being Macrozamia spiralis eburnea, and Pandanus
Veitchii. Fine-foliage plants, in 8-inch pots, were
collectively well shown : ist, for eight, was Mr.
Eyes, his Aralia Veitchii, Croton Weismanni, and
Curculigo recurvata variegata were remarkably
well done. Mr. Walton and Mr. Whitehead were
respectively 2d and 3d. Mr. Goodall had the best
six Azaleas, his finest plants being magnificans and
Juliana. For four Azaleas Mr. Goodall was here
again Ist, Mr. Eyes 2d.

For Twelve exotic F'erns Mr. Eyes was 1st,

showing amongst others Gleichenia circinata glauca,
G. Speluncje, Davallia Tyermannni, and D. Mooreana ;

2d, Mr. Whitehead. Six Ferns : 1st, Mr. Eyes. In
the class of ten and also six British Ferns, Mr.
Whitehead was ist, with nice evenly matched plants.

For six show Pelargoniums, which were well shown,
Mr. Eyes was 1st. In the tricolor class Mr. Faragher,
gr. to William Thompson, Esq., Clerk Hill,

Whalley, and Mr. Newsham, gr. to W. F. Calvert,
Esq., Accrington, were equal 1st. In Zonals and
Bronzes Messrs. Goodall and Faragher took 1st prizes
respectively.

Mr. Eyes exhibited half-a-dozen very good pot
Roses clothed with healthy foliage, and well flowered.
Mr. Rylance, nurseryman, Ormskirk, showed a good
collection of Pelargoniums ; Mr. B. S. Williams a
varied and interesting group of miscellaneous plants ;

as also did Mr. Walton, of Edge End Nurseries,
Burnley ; and Mr. Bury, nurseryman, New Mills.

Mr. Matthews, of the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-
Mare, had a very extensive assortment of vases, pots,
and Orchid baskets. (From a Correspondent.)

(For the Ensijikg Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants. — Small

plants of Aphelexis that it is desurable to grow on
quickly will be much benefited by the removal of
the flowers as soon as open ; so treated they will
make double the growth through the season that they
can be induced to do if the blooms are allowed to
remain long upon them. The bright flowered Com-
fholobium polyTttorphum splendens and G. barbigerum,
C/iorozemaSf Dillwynias^ and Pimeleas must not be
allowed to remain without shade when in bloom, or
the colour of the flowers will be much inj ured, and
their duration shortened. Specimen plants of all the
above, and also Etacris, Polygalas, Boronias, Aero-
phyllums, and any others of similar character required
for exhibition later on must be shaded from the sun
more or less, according to the time they will be
wanted, but whatever is used in this way must not be
too thick so as to darken them too much, neither
should it ever be allowed to remain over them when
not absolutely required. Light the plants must have,
or they will suffer in health, as also in the quality of
the present season's bloom : plant that are thus
placed in retarding houses are much cooler than such
as are in houses that the sun comes full upon, and
if tliey are shaded make little progress at the root,

and require to be watered with care, letting the soil
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get drier before watering than would be advisable with
plants whose roots were in a more active state. Young
hard-Vk'ooded stock that was potted early, and whose
roots have now got well hold of the soil, should receive
more water.

It is a very common but obvious error to suppose
that only stove plants require the water they receive

to be at a temperature something like the atmosphere
of the house they are in. In this way greenhouse
subjects often liave water applied to them many
degrees colder than the air they exist in ; this naturally

cools tlie soil and chills the roots, and at no time in

the year is it so injurious as during the spring, when
both roots and leaves are in a growing tender state.

Water used for plants of this description should stand
in the house where they are grown. Provision should
be made for this by a cistern, large tub, or anything
that will hold enougJi for at least a day's supply ; if in

a small cistern, this should not be sunk in tlie earth
within the house, or the surrounding soil will keep
the water much colder than the air in the house, espe-

cially when the quantity held is small and has to be
replenished from day to day. Neither is water from
large underground tanks, wherein is collected that

which falls from the roofs, always fit for any, even the

most common plant—if, as often seen, such tanks are

insufficiently ventilated, emitting a putrid bad smell.

Plants watered continuously with such water cannot
be expected to keep in a healthy condition.

Camdlias.—The plants that flowered late, now
making growth, will, if iheir pots are well filled with
roots, be benefited by the use of manure water, which
may be given regularly to them until the buds are set.

Those that bloomed early and were at once started

into growth so as to have them in bloom by the end
of October and through the close of the year, will by
this time have set their flowers. The buds in some
cases having attained considerable size the plants must
not be allowed to remain in heat too long or they may
possibly open their flowers before the time they are

wanted. The rate of progress they make after being
removed from heat will all depend upon the aspect of

the house they are kept in. Should there ever be
signs through the summer of Camellias coming into

bloom too early, a north house, if such is available,

will be the proper place to put them in, or behind a

north wall with a temporary covering of loose lights
;

this means, if taken in time, wUl effect the desired

object. Camellias should never, if avoidable, be placed
out fully exposed, for although they require a deal of
water whilst making their growth, the soakings they
get during thunderstorms, when in the open air after

their growth is completed, during what may be termed
their dormant season, often has the effect of doing
serious injury by causing the buds to fall later on,

although this may occur at a time so far after as not
to be always attributed to the true cause.

Azaleas. — Plants that have flowered some time
back will now be making growth, and such as require

more root-room should be at once potted. It is not
well to shift Azaleas before the growth has made
some progress (as is done with most other hard-wooded
plants), through the fact of their not beginning to

root until after flowering and some progress made in

growth. Do not over-pot, as they do not require

so much root-room as many things. Shade for a few
weeks after potting, and keep the house close and
moist. Keep a good look-out for thrips, especially

on any plants that were much affected last year.

As has frequently before been advised, washing with
tobacco-water is the safest remedy, as fumigation is

always liable to injure the leaves, and more so whilst

they are in a young and tender state. T. Baiiies.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Strong suckers which were potted last

March should by this time be in the fmiting pots, and
those of lesser size should likewise be already advanced
a stage towards that condition. If this be not the

case with regard to the plants in question, no further

delay should be tolerated, as even under most careful

attention, to retain such plants for a prolonged period

in small pots at this season will prove to be both
debilitating and detrimental to them. Recently
potted plants should have a regular temperature of

from S5' to 95^ at the roots, and be thoroughly
watered after being repotted. If there is a period at

which more care than usual should be exercised in

this matter, it dates from this time onwards until new
roots have taken firm hold of the new soil j much
care, therefore, is necessary, and the state of indi-

vidual plants should be first ascertained before its

application. All young stock should now be making
rapid progress ; every necessary rec[uirement should,

therefore, be attended to with regularity. By all

means allow such plants liberal space ; nothing is

more inimical in the formation of sturdy plants than
crowding them thickly together at this stage of

growth ; slightly ventilate the structures early in the

day at 75° or So°, so as to withdraw from the foliage

of the plants condensed moisture before powerful sun-

shine comes in contact with them ; its frequent

presence will have by this time sufficiently inured it

so as to withstand its effects without injury ; therefore,

shading should be discontinued to successional plants,

but in the case of fruiting ones, with the crowns in close

proximity to the glass, it will be prudent to continue
it. Continue to alTord every encouragement to plants
with fruit swelling off, as before advised. Where too

many fruits are ripening at one time, and it is

desirable to somewhat retard that period, remove
the plants to a cooler place after the colouring process
has commenced. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

TlIK ORCitARi) \Ui\ii\'..—Apricol trees in this

structure should by this time have had their fruit

carefully thinned out. In nearly all instances this

fruit has this season set in abundance. Strong grow-
ing shoots should also be stopped or pinched back in

order to give increased strength to more weakly ones,
and by this means secure if possible a uniform deve-
lopment of the trees. Peaches and Neclariiies will
now likewise require similar attention as regards
pinching in of strong shoots and thinning of fruit.

And this may also be necessary in the case of Cherries,

Plums, and Pears, as a moderate crop of fine well-

ripened fruit is much to be preferred to a larger crop
of inferior quahty. Fi:;s have also set plentifully,

and all strong shoots sliould now be slopped, and
weak and superfluous ones rubbed off. All trees

in pots may now be benefited by weak manure-
water, applied at intervals, say about twice a week,
in order to encourage the swelling of the fruit.

In cases where Peach and Nectarine trees are planted
out in prepared borders of soil, the surface of the same
should be kept well mulched with partially rotted
manure, as this encourages the roots to remain near
to the surface, and tends also to check undue evapora-
tion, and to render less water necessary. It also pre-

vents the water when applied from running off, or
forming channels for itself, which it is very likely to

do should there be the least inequality in the level of
the surface of the soil ; consequently, portions of the
borders are not unfrequently left quite dry, the water
having merely flowed over the surface without having
had time to sink into and tlioroughly moisten the

earth. P. Griive, Culfonl, Bury St. Edmunds.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tender things, comprising the following subjects,

if properly hardened by gradual exposure, will be in

a fit state for planting out, and should forthwith have
attention. Capsicum, Sweet Basil, Allotted Marjoram,
and Summer Savory, will do well planted in individual
rows at the base of a wall having a south or eastern
aspect, at about 9 inches or a foot distant apart, or
otherwise on warm, sheltered borders in rows about
15 inches asunder. For Vegetable Marro'us choose
a piece of ground which is fully exposed to sunshine,
which abounds with manure, and where water can
readily be supplied whenever it be required. If hand-
glasses — " those from early Cauliflowers being
generally available in private establishments for this

purpose "—can be afforded for a short period it will

be an advantage.

Tomatos.—These plants delight in well-enriched
soil, and which, if prepared for the purpose, should
consist of two parts strong loam, with one part
decomposed manure, to which, under any conditions
of cultivation, about j inches more of the latter should
be added as a suiface mulching. The earliest fruits

of this useful esculent ripen tolerably well in the
southern and midland counties generally. This,
however, is not the case in all parts of the country,
and even where it is so, quantities are cut annually in

the autumn in an immature state, and consigned in

bunches, or laid out singly on shelves, in glasshouses
or elsewhere, to be ripened in an unnatural manner.
Under such a conditions the fruit cannot be expected
to obtain that degree of perfection which is to be
found, both in regard to colour and flavour, in those
which are perfectly matured on the plant ; therefore,

where means are at command to cultivate them
entirely under glass, the practice is worthy of com-
mendation. Our chief supply is obtained in this way.
The conditions under which we have secured the best

results, have been in places where a free circulation

of air is provided, a somewhat dry, atmospheric state,

keeping the fruit entirely free from moisture, but sup-
plying it liberally with an admixture of guano at the
roots.

Celery plants in an advanced state should also

be put out in trenches
; single rows are preferable

now, because in that way it is not so likely to get
drawn, and become piped. In the preparation
of trenches, a plentiful supply of well-decomposed
manure is requisite. This should be dug in in a
moist state, and be kept so constantly, leaving from
4 to 6 inches of soil on the surface. The rain we
have recently had has already produced marvellous
effects on vegetation, and so far the condition of
things generally is such as to prognosticate the pro-
mise of abundant fruitfulness. The early crops of
Peas, &c., which were mulched, will now withstand
drought. The occasion was timely for all thinning
operations, and for such purposes was doubtless
made available, and for planting out advanced
crops of Caulijlowcr, Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts,

Savoys, &.C, At all seasonable times keep the sur-

face soil, when it is exposed, well stirred about all

growing crops. Stake Scarlet J\unner Beans before

the bines are much advanced in growth, using strong,

stout stakes for this purpose if they are obtainable.

If rcquiiile, another sowing of Dwarf and Kunner
.6V(iH,t should be made at the end of this month. Well
ventilate late crops of French Beans in frames, and
kee[) them and Carrots also abundantly supplied with
water. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Variorum.
TO AN EMINENT POMOLOGIST-

)NE 01- TUU JuncCS AT THE CRYSTAL PaLACK CaT SiIOW.

Forsaking Apple, Plum, Grape, Pear and berry,
Tlie pips of (.)uinces and the stone of Clicrry,
Pomaceous Doctor what arc you at
To leave your Pippins—all to jud^c a cat !

Whether this Tom was heavy, ihat one light,

Whether that Tabby would stop out all niglit.

To find why Toms are all so fond of outing,
And whether IVIanx's tails had ta'en to sprouting—

Why blue-eyed cats are deaf, Angoras fat,

And kittens blind arc born as any bat.

Is it that Codlin Cat-heads led the way,
Or solely was it honour had the day ?

Has the great Crystal Palace, like a stove.
Forced you from Malic pleasures far to rove?
Did animal delights tempt you away
To furry cages on the Cat-show Day

—

From garden joys as straight as is a pea-line
To quiz those " cats-heads " from a fellow feline I

STA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, May 26, 1875.
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rays, were 133^1;° and 135.1° o^ ^^ ^^^ ^""^ ^7^^
respectively, but on the 20lh it did not rise above
96;^^ The lowest readings of a thermometer on
grass with its bulb fully exposed to the sky, were
394" on the 17th, and 40.}" on the 20th, but on the

i6th 49° was the lowest reading recorded by this

instrument. The direction of the wind was mostly
from the S.W., and its strength gentle. The weather
was fine throughout with the exception of the 20th,

which was dull and overcast. Lightning was seen on
Monday night, and a thunderstorm occurred on Wed-
nesday afternoon, accompanied by heavy rain and
hail. Rain fell on four days to the amount of 0.30
inch.

In England, the extreme high temperatures observed
by day ranged from 77° at Manchester to 68** at

Liverpool and Hull, the general average being 7^°*

The extreme low temperatures observed by night

varied between 44° at Truro and 36° at Manchester
and Hull ; the general average over the whole coun-

try was 39!,-\ The mean of the extreme ranges of

temperature in the week was 3X4°, the greatest range
being at Manchester, 41°, and the least range at

Liverpool, 25.^°. The mean high day temperatures

ranged between ^(i\° at Manchester and 594° at Liver-

pool, with an average value of ^'}i^°. The mean low
night temperatures varied from 484° at Truro to 42°

at Eccles and Hull, the general average being

44^°. The mean daily range of temperature
in the week was 19.^° ; the greatest range

was at .Sunderland 23.1° ; and the least at Liver-

pool, 14^". The mean temperature of the air for the

week was 524°, being 3^^ higher than the value for the

corresponding week in 1874 ; the highest occurred

at Blackheath, 55^°, and the lowest at Eccles, 50^°.

Rain fell on five or six days in the week at most
stations, the amounts collected at the various places

varying from one inch and six,-tenths at Sheffield, and
one inch and three-tenths at Manchester and Eccles, to

two-tenths of an inch only at Norwich ; the average
fall over the country was eight-tenths of an inch.

The weather was fine and bright throughout, ex-

cept on the 20th, which was dull, and overcast

throughout.

Lightning was seen on Monday night, and a
thunderstorm occurred on Wednesday afternoon.

In Scotland the highest temperatures ranged from
67° at Perth and 59° nt Paisley, the general average
being 63°. The lowest temperatures varied between
40° at Glasgow and 38° at Perth, with a general

average of 39.^^. The mean range of temperature in

the week was 23^°. The mean temperature of the

air for the week was S^l"* being 24* above the value

of the corresponding week in 1S74, the highest being

at Leith and Dundee, 52^°, and the lowest at

Glasgow and Paisley, both 50"^. Rain was measured
at each of the above-mentioned stations, the amounts
ranged between six-tenths of an inch at Glasgow and
two-tenths of an inch at Dundee, the average fall

over the country was four-tenths of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 71", the

lowest 34% the mean 5X5°, and the fall of rain

0.45 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Answers to Correspondents.
AdiANTUM : J. 5. The variety magnificum is one with

very large pinnules, rather thickly placed, so that the

fronds look well filled. What you send does not

appear to be this, but a somewhat vigorous growth of

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris.

APplf, : L. H. V. We are unable to name it. It is too

late in the season to name such fruits with any degree
of certainty.

Blue Bedding Pansy : C. P, Try Viola Blue Bell.

We cannot say whether it comes true from seed.

Calceolarias : F. Gf S. The flowers sent represent a
very good strain of the yellow ground spotted series.

Currant Shoots Injured: A Northern Subscriber.

The materials you have sent are scarcely sufficient to

enable us to give an answer. From the poor develop-
ment of the only bud, and a peculiar appearance about
the impoverished shoot, we suspect that your Currant
tree is attacked by the little mite which is so de-
structive, and which has been so often described in the

Gardeners' Chronicle. If you will send next year some
buds from the same bush just ready to be developed,

and packed so as to arrive in a fresh condition, we may
possibly be in a condition to answer the question.
iM. 7. B. *

Daisy; G, M, Wemyss Bay. Your seedling quilled

red Daisy is certainly worth growing on account of its

rich deep blood-red colour. The conical form of the
flower, too, is very peculiar.

Insects : Ch. Van G. The insect sent, found upon a
plant of Euonymus angustifolius, is a species of Coccus
closely allied to, if not identical with, the common
Vine fretter, C. vitis. The eggs are deposited beneath
the body, and as they increase in number and size

they raise up the body of the parent {which gradually
assumes the appearance of a scale), and are enveloped
in the waxy cotton-like material so common in these
and allied insects. /. O. W.

Monstrous Apples: H. Morgan and G. Cannon.
You send us double Apple blossoms in which the
true fruit, the core, is not formed, and wherein the

petals are increased in number. Such productions are
more common on the midsummer shoots than on the
earlier ones.

Names of Plants : John Fryer. Pavia rubra. You
ought to be able to get it at any tree nursery.

—

F.
Solaniim jasminoides.

—

Zit. i, Tilia europasa, var.

laciniata ; 2, -^sculus flava
; 3, Lonicera alpigena

;

5, Cornus.-y. A. P. Allium subhirsutum.— //. H. C,
Yours is the true Viola pubescens, Ait. The plant
mentioned as being in flower at Kew, p. 630, under
the name of V. pubescens, was incorrectly named. It

is V. cucullata, Aii.— Galloway, i, Anchusa semper-
virens ; 2, Corydalis lutea

; 3, Phlox procumbens
; 4,

Symphytum tuberosum
; 5, Pulmonaria officinalis ; 6,

Epimedium alpinum.

—

G. E. Daphne Cneorum.

—

N. C. I, Vaccinium corymbosum
; 2, Staphylea pin-

nata
; 3, Halesia tetraptera. We shall be obliged for

the sketches you propose sending.

PnoRMiui^r TENAX FOLiis VAKiEGATis: \V. Brown.
This plant is not often seen in bloom. The flowers of
P. tenax are bright orange tipped with red, and pro-

duced on* a long panicle.

Royal Horticultural Society ; We inadvertently

omitted to mention in our report of the last meeting of

this Society that Messrs. James Carter & Co. were
voted a silver medal for a nice group of plants,

including some excellent pot specimens of Mignonette,
and their richly coloured new Coleus, Duchess of
Edinburgh.

Wireworms : Amateur. There is no more efficient

method of getting rid of wireworms than by turning
the soil over several times and hand-picking them.
As the space you have infested with them is so limited

this would seem the easiest and best way to deal with
them. Other remedies are to mix a little gas lime or
spirit of tar with the soil, freely turning it over subse-
quently ; or mix pieces of linseed cake and Potatos
with the soil.

Catalogues Received.—Louis Van Houtte (Royal
Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium), Illustrated Catalogue of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Cactuses, Pelargoniums,
New Roses, &c.—E. G. Henderson & Son (Wellingion
Road, St. John's Wood, London), Illustrated Spring
Catalogue of Stove, Conservatory, and Bedding Plants.

—Messrs. Paul & Son {The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt),
Catalogue ot New Roses, and Dahlias, Delphiniums,
Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.

Communications Received. — Beta. — J. S., Updown.

—

J. A. S.—J. B. D.-R. S. H.—J. S.—J. D.—R. D.—R. T.
~T. L.~N. B.—J. B.—W. P.—J. G. B.—W. P.—A. D.—
P. L. S.—J. C—J. Ce.

larKets,
COVENT GARDEN, May 27.

A TREE supply of outdoor produce, and better attend-
ance at market ; that from under glass does not at pre-

sent come up to the usual standard. Gooseberries and
Ashleaf Potatos are a dull trade, at considerable reduc-
tion, the consignments being very large during the

week. We have notice of a fresh arrival of St. Michael's

Pines, most probably will be sold by this time. Thos,

Taylor, Wkolesale Apple Market,

Cut Flowers.

2 sprays 1Azaleas,
Carnations, 12 blooms 16-3
Cineraria, p. bunch.. 09-16
Deutzia, per bunch.. 04-10
Eschscholtzia, 12 bun. 30-60
Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
Heliotropes, 12 spr, 06-10
Lily-of-the-Valley, 12

sprays .. ..06-26
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Myosotis, per bunch o 4- o g
Narcissus, Pheasant's-

eye, per doz. . . 02-06

Nemophila, 12 bi

Pelargoniums, 12— Zonal, do.

12 bu
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 09-1'
Ranunculus, p. bun. 04-11
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-61
— French, Moss 20-41

Spirsea, 12 sprays .. 20-41
Stephanotis,i2sprays 20-61
Stocks, 12 bun. .. 6 0-12 i

I Tulips, per bunch . . 04-11
Plants in Pots.

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 <

Begonias, do. .. 6 0-12 c

Bouvardias, do. .. g 0-18 <

Calceolarias, do. .. 9 0-18 i

Cineraria, do. .. 6 0-15 (

Cyperus, do.

.

, do.

Fuchsia, per doz. .

.

Gardenias, do.
Heaths, in var., doz.

. I 6-"? 6

Hydrangeas, perdoz. iz 0-24 i

Lily of the Valley,
12 sprays, about . . 10-31

Mignonette, do. .. 6 o- g 1

Myrtles .. do. 30-9"
Pelargoniums, dble,,

per doz 6 0-12 <

— Scarlet, do. . . 6 o- g 1

Petunia, per do
Roses, do.
Solanums, do.

o-^o o . Stock, do.

Vegetables.

per bundle
— French, p. bund.
Beans, French, p. 100
— broad, p. J^-sieve i

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, perdoz. ..

Carrots, p. bundle ..

— French, do.

Cauliflowers, per doz.

Celery, per bundle .

.

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz.
Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.

Potatos, old : — Regents (early), 8or. to 12a
Flukes. i2or. to 130.1. ; and Victorias,

New : Lisbons, x6s. to i8i. per cwt.

50-60 Mint, per bundle .

.

Mushrooms, per pott.

I Onions, young, bun.
I Parsley, per bunch..

j

Parsnips, p. doz.

I

Peas, per quart
Radishes, per bunch.

I Shallots, per lb.

I

Salsify, per bundle ..

I

Sprue, French, bund.
Tomatos, per doz. .

.

Turnips, per bundle.
I
— French, p. bund.

Apples, per ^-sieve.
Apricots, per box ..

Cherries, per box .

.

Figs, per doz.
Grapes, English, lb.— foreign, do. ...

Lemons, per 100 ..

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. .

.

Oranges, p. 100
— Malta, per doz.

Peaches, per doz. ,

Pine-apples, p. lb.

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each
Strawberries, per
Walnuts, p. bush.

SEEDS.
London : May 27.—Our markets are now, as might

be expected, very thinly attended, with scarcely any
business passing. The sowing demand for Clover seeds
is now, of course, at an end, and for the small stock of
seeds remaining unsold no speculative demand has yet
sprung up. An unusual and larger inquiry is shown for

spring Tares, which are" v^'ith difficulty met with ; the
supply being all but exhausted, long prices are easily

obtained. For agricultural Mustard and Rape seed
quotations remain steady. There is a good sale for

blue boiling Peas. The unparalleled rates demanded for

Canary seed (now about six times the average) are
beginning to materially diminish its consumption, and
other kinds of seeds, such as Millet, Hemp, and Rape-
seed, are being used in its place. Hemp seed must be
noted js. per quarter cheaper. Linseed unchanged.
John Shaw &' Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane,
E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the supplies of English

Wheat were hmited, and of foreign the quantity offering

was moderate. Business opened very quiet, and at the
close English gave way is. under the rates of Monday
fortnight ; common quotations of foreign, ij-. to zs.

Flour was neglected, and drooping in value. For French
malting Barley there was some inquiry, but rates were
rather under those of a fortnight back. Grinding sorts

sold slowly, at is. lower on the week. Beans were zs.

per qr. lower, but Peas £old at the extreme of late quota-
tions. For Oats the market has given way gd. since

Friday. iVIaize was 6d. to 9^/. lower on the week.—On
Wednesday business was without improvement, and
rates had a downward tendency. The supply of English
Wheat was small, while that of foreign was moderate,
and dealings in both descriptions were made on rather

lower terms than on Monday. Barley was weak, so also

was malt, and less money was taken for Oats in most
cases, the supplies offering being considerable. Maize
also was flat, but there was no material change in the

value of Beans, Peas, and flour.—Average prices of com
for week ending May 22 :—Wheat, 42^-. ; Barley, 38^. 3^. ;

Oats, 3rj. 3^/. For the corresponding week of last year ;

—Wheat, €>'2s. a,d. ; Barley, 455. iid. ; Oats, 30J. id.

CA TTLE.
In the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday the

previous advance in beasts was not fully upheld, but
there was an improvement in the prices obtained this

day week by "zd. to ^d. per stone, making 6j-. 4^^. the

fairly current top rate. The sale of foreign stock was
adversely affected by arrivals, and Dutch were the turn

lower, say 5^'. ^d. to 5J. 6rf. for best. In sheep prices

went back to about those current on Monday week. We
quote 7J-. as the top price for very choice sizeable Down
wethers, but ds. lod. was, perhaps, a more general price

for best qualifies. On the foreign side also prices receded

to last Monday's level, but the pens cleared pretty

readily at the reduction ; 6^. 2.d. to 6j-. js^d. were con-

sidered the topping rates for sheep and 6s. 8d. for tegs.

Lambs hardly exceeded 8s. 6d. for the prime. Calves

were in short supply and dear, prime realising 6s. ^d.

Pigs were not much in demand.—On Thursday choice

beasts were freely disposed of, but trade for other kinds

was dull. The increase in the supply of sheep and
lambs was extraordinary

;
prices were considerably lower

for all kinds—a large proportion remaining over unsold.

Calves were plentiful, and lower in price. Trade was
dull for milch cows.

HAY.
The Whitechapel market report states that there was

a large supply of fodder, which sold with difficulty on
rather easier terms. Prime Clover realised from looj. to

126J. ; inferior ditto, 85^. to 95^. ;
prime meadow hay,

90J. to iiSj.; inferior ditto, 55J. to 75J.; and straw, 35J.

to 39J. per load. — Cumberland Market quotations :

—

Superior meadow hay, i26,r. to 134J. ;
inferior, looj. to

II2J. ; superior Clover, 120J. to 12.BS. ; inferior, 95^, to

I12J. ; and straw, 40J. to 44^'. per load.

POTATOS.
The demand at the Borough and Spitalfields markets

has been quiet, and principally limited to the better

descriptions, the arrivals of which were proportionally

small. The quotations were :—Regents, Soj. to 1205.;

Victorias, 115J. to 140?.; flukes, 110s. to 155^.; rocks,

65J. to 75^. per ton. The imports of Potatos into London
last week consisted of 1315 tons, 10,527 sacks, and 361

bags from Dunkirk ; 10,612 bags from Antwerp
;

2038 packages and 1943 boxes from Lisbon
; 577 sacks

Boulogne, 653 bags Brussels, 292 casks Rouen, 145 tons

HarUngen, 576 bags Bruges, 60 bags Rotterdam, and
I bag from Jamaica.

COALS.
There was a good demand for best house coals at

market on Monday, at an advance of is. per ton ;

Seconds remained unaltered in value. Even the "Derby"
affects coals, for, Wednesday being " Derby Day," there

was no attendance at market.
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EVERY HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT

WEEKS'S
WEEKS'

S

WEEKS'S
WEEKS'S
WEEKS'S
WEEKS'S
WEEKS'S
WEEKS'S

CONSERVATORIES,

PLANT HOUSES,

ORCHID HOUSES,

EXOTIC STOVES,

CUCUMBER HOUSES,

FORCING HOUSES,

PROPAGATING HOUSES,

SYSTEM of VENTILATION,

INTRODUCED IN

WEEKS'S FERNERIES,

WEEKS'S VINERIES,

WEEKS'S PINERIES,

WEEKS'S ORCHARD HOUSES,

WEEKS'S MELON HOUSES,

WEEKS'S PEACH HOUSES,

WEEKS'S GLASS WALL COVERINGS,

WEEKS'S HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

ALL OF WHICH ARE OF THE VERY BEST DESCRIPTION.

Book of Designs, \ith enlarged Edition, loith npimrds of 50 Engravings, sent post free on applieation to

J. V/EEKS & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS and PATENTEES,

KING'S EOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Seedsmen to

THE CEOYDON MEETING
OF THE

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Seedsmen to

tlie Prince ofWales.

SUTTON S' ROYAL MUSEUM
(Shed 50, Stand 373)

rS-O-TTOH &, SONS

OF GRASSES, SEEDS, ROOTS, MODELS, HORTICULTURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE,
which has been especially honoured with visits from Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen and their Royal
Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales and other Members of the Royal Family, will be found in a

most prominent part of the Show.

SUTTON & SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, READING.
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RUSSIA MAT S—A large stock of

Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, lOos. ; Petersburg, 6ai. and Soi. ;

superior close Mit, 45s., 50s., and 55s.: packing Mats 20s.,

301., and 351. per too ; and every other description of Mats at

equalIylowprices,at ,

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack

Warehouse, 4 and s, Wormwood Street, E.G.

H E S S I A N S and SCRIMS for

COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from srf. to srf. per yard, advancing l^rf.

51-inch Hessian and Scrim, yl., siid., ^d., Md., and sj^rf.

,' 4J^rf.,5j<rf.,6<;.,6J^rf.,andupwards.

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS. Sack and Bag Makers, and

Canvas Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood St., London, E.C

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C. ^
Russia Mats, Garden Nets, &c.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Coveut Garden, W.C, Importers of Archangel

and St. Petersburg Mat£, have a largi^_stock^of_^MATS,

TANNED NETTING, for Protecting Seeds
and Fruits from Birds, in all widths, at lowest prices.

Wholesale Priced List sent, post-free, on receipt of Trade Card.

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.G.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES^,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c., 1 yards wide 3</. per yard, or too yards, 2or.,

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above pur-

po-ses, or as a Fence for Fowls, z yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards

wide, \s. per yard :
^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 75. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle and Frogmore Gardens, the late Sir J. Paxton, and the

late Professor Lindley, &c.
MADE of PREPARED HAIR and WOOL.

A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fi.ved

temperature where it is applied. A good covering for Pits and

Forcing Frames.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—
2 yards wide . . . . js. jod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3^. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3s. jod. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, only Maker of " Frigi Domo,"
Stanstead and Brockley Ro-lds, Forest Hill, London, S.E.: and

of all Florists and Seedsmen. All goods carriage paid to London.

NOTlCE.-REMOVEDfrom3,CANNON STREET, CITY.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on
application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO..

jr, Cornhill. London, E.C. : aud Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

Roslier'3 Garden Edging Tllea.

mE above and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The plainer

^ Insects, take up
little room, and, once put

labour or e.\pense, as do
" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEW WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies, S:c., from

3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or nioro

elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

M
Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and
ENGRAvruR on Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove, London, N.

Window Glass, Slieet Lead, Faints, Sc.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
Impouters and Manufactuhers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Oovemment Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages will be provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single

Men and Women not e.xceeding thirty-five years of age, being

FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS, and

FEMALE DOMESTICSERVANTS,inashiptobedespatched
in July, on payment of the following rates :—Twelve years and

not exceeding forty. £5 Jos.; one year and imder twelve, £2 Z5S.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER and CO. --Mdresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

PIPING BULLFINCHES, £2 to £s each ;

young GREY PARROTS, 20s., each ; every requisite for

the Aquarium ; many thousands of FERNS, PALMS,
ORCHIDS, and EVERGREENS in pots, from 6d. to Five

Guineas each.
GREEN'S, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden Market

W.C—N.B. Up the Steps.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

43" The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

TTARRY BUNYARD
NE'lTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., 2 yards wide, 2*/.,

4 yards, 4^. per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.

SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, 2d. and 6J.; 2 yards,

yd. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller

quantities at an advance.
TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

_

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

on amounts of £2 and over.

HARRY BUNYARD. Manufacturer, 63 and 64. Tooley
Street, S.E.; and 11. Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at id. per square yard,

or in quantities of 250. 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS are

the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most

elegant and capacious.
EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 69 years have main-

tained their celebrity as the best.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind of

NETTING.
Be particular—FREDK. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick

Cloth, &c., Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road,
London, >.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for

Sale, Cheap.

1875.

EEAD & Co.,
Thb ORiiiiNAi, Patentees and Inventors dp

GARDEN WATERING MACHINES,
Garden Engines, Pumps, and Syringes.

*' Few things arc of more importance in Gardening than good

Syringes and Engines. We have seen and had e-vperience of

many, but we presume h would be difficult to find more efficient

instruments than those made by Messrs. Read, of Regent

Circus."

—

Garde7ters' Chronicle.

Illustrated Catalog:uefree on application.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,

Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant : recently much improved.

For Illustrations with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering

and Boiler Works. Newcastle, Staffordshire.

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the

Hon. Board of Customs.

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES.

LONDON, S.E.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
g, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. S: S. have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by
i2-in., 2Q-in, by i4-in., 20-in. by 16-in., ni 16 oz. and 21-02.

WEST BROTHERS,
GARDEN EDGING TILES,

imperishable.

White and other Fancy GLAZED TILES for Walls,

Hearths, &c. : Ornamental PAVING TILEb toH2"s!, Con-

servatories, &c., &c. ; also Manufacturers of FIRE CLAl
LUMPS and TILES for Furnaces, Flues, Boiler Seatmgs,M.,

to any pattern. Drawings and Prices to the Trade on application.

Delph Works, Church Road. Battersea. S.W.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

The BrltlBli, Indian and Colonial Oovernmenta,

8000 of tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, CollierleB, Iron-

masters, &c,, ficc.

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Soli in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, aud Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTEE, CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD.

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No Agents

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns ol Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours. .rtr /-\i\* a.c
For particulars and Testimonials, apply to IHUMASi

CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

Oil Paint no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

"^itators is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by :,...., .,= aj.^....^ .., .... ordinary labourer, requires no mmnS or

thiiining, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor

Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of ttie

Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials

have been received, which HlLL & S.MiTH wilt forward on

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6rf. per gallon, at

ihe Manufactory, or is. %d. per gallon cairiage paid to aoy

Station in the Kingdom.
Unsolicited Testi.monial.

" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.
" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £,1 5s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one

of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brieriy Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.from
whom only it can be obtained.

-It having lately c to the knowledge ot Hill
of this Varnish are being

offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in pnce,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every cask

of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and address,

without which none is genuine.
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BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & co.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Now Reiily our NI W II I US I 1( \1LU CAIAI OCiUI of IIOR TICUI.TURAI. nUILDINGS, containing upwards of Go ICngravin^s with Prices of Conservatories,

Grcenliouses Peach I louses, I'orcing Houses, So., Free by Post for 12 stamps.

The "Jiulsc

LAWN CONSERVATORY,
at tlu- Rnyal Horlicultiiral SocicI, s ami Grotiml I

";

A VINERY.
la Iv liy/ar the i •st aitd most

I Great Meetini; lately luld at Iht ntin^haiil, /reuouiued these I'ateul Plant l>,

use/id articles 0/ tlie /.iiid they e-eei saw. ami awanled them tlwi,m.\ rmzK.
r , , ,

Instead of having to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach the glazed lights (21-oz.) with lunges to the frame of each light,

thereby doing away with continual breakage of gla^s and loss of time. Two men can instantly remove a complete length, 12 ft. by 4 ft. wide ; thus proving them to be really

port.^ble. On pair of ends is sufficient for any number of lengths, if set in a continuous row.

iagc paid to any Station in Eilglaiid on Orden amounting to das. and upu irds.

£t
e. Kiijs per pair extra. ,

O .

,

5J. od.
I

o .. 5J. od.

o . . 7J. od.

! feet long by 4 feet wide, £7 5s.

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick Walls, for

I a variety of other thinss too numerous to mention. Write for New Illustrated Libt post free.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide .

,

6 feet long by 3 feet wide . . . . . , i i

12 feet long by 3 feet wide . . .

.

. . 3
Lawn Conservatories, with Glass sides and ends,

,vide

Price

£2 6
ICnds per pair ex

Bs. 6d.

8j. 6d.

10s. 6d.

6 feet long by 4 feet \

12 feet long by 4 fetit wide
12 feet long by 5 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide .

.

.

.

. . 700 . , 12s, od.

:
12 feet long by 5 feet wide, £Z i$s. ; 12 feet long by 6 feet wide, j^io.

Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

"The uses to which such frames
and if any notice can be taken of th

teurs, it would appear that they
C/i Hh\

can be put are fully recognised by practical gardeners,
great demand arising for such contrivances amongst

JO are not ignorant of their great \a.\\xG."—Gardeners'

The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages
factured by W. S. Iloulton & Co."- Floy.tl World.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.

All sizes (glazed with 21-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

i^ inch thick ; hghts, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed Willi 21-ounce.

unquestionably that 1

"Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may b«

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become generally known."— f?(ir</f«frf'

Magasine.
*' Every convenience is provided to save time In cases of removal, planting, watermg, and

giving lir The gl-iss ib firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
read> for use th-^ nnment they ar« received, Si.c."—-T/ic Garden.

Cask Prices, carriage paid to any station in England
when orders amoujit to tos. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i light .. £1 17 6

iJ feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights

12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights

16 feet long by 6 (eet wide, 4 lights

20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights , .

Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

T/ie perfect Success of every Apparcitits erected gitaraiiteeii.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAIY HAVE PTJECHASEL lEEEDITH'S VnEYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL- A'A' IVjV STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Pl.ins and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

COV/AN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

LIMITED,
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VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING. THE THAIES BAIK lEOI COIPAM
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards
of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

CAUTION TO BUYERS
Of WIRE NETTING.

The great reputation and success of Messrs. J. B. BROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING seem to

have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such were the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co. are the

SoLH Manufacturers.

Messrs. Bbown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the me&h may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the

the respective quaUtThis

Netting.

go, Cannon Street, London, E.C.—March

5 of the

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer: J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory
Stratford-on-Avon.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies.

It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, Wicket, and Gaiden Gates
In Great \auety of Paltenis.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER S.W.

HOT-WATER BOILERS,

PRIZE MEDAL A WARDED A T THE NA TJONAL
CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874. PIPES, CONNECTIONS

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

"GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1871).

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1S72).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

nppN TIIOUS\ND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
-L These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either ''corrugated" or " plain " front rollers can be supphed at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the bo.v—the neatest plan—or deUvered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. - Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to tlie principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a montli's trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR PENCE.

i^m;m^m, '!!m^iT^m^^W^ni

d d ^ fi

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration, See Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs.
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CONSERVATORIES
DESIGNED TO HARMONISE WITH ANY STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE, TO SUIT ANY POSITION,

IN WOOD OR IRON, OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH MATERIALS.

IR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSKS for the MILLION are

PLa, CunAi*. and Portable.
IllMslralcd Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tich.
itreet, Regent Quadrant, W., Horti-

_ 1 Huilde rs and Hot-water Engineers.

LASCELLES, Horticultural
Finsbury Sle-jm Joinery Works,
Bunlnll Row London E C

Ormson's Perfect Arrangements of Fruit and General Forcing Structures for Kitchen

Gardens fitted up with practical regard to their ultimate uses.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES PREPARED.

HEATING APPARATUS FOR HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

MANSIONS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,
And other Structures, guaranteed to give the greatest satisfaction.

APPROVEB FORMS OF BOILERS KEPT IN STOCK.

HENRY ORM SO N,
Horticultural Eiulder and Hot-water Apparatus Engineer,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE "INVINCIBLE"
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

( DNM KVAIl

GOLD MEDAL
AT THE

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

The Wood Rollers 1

1

EiRST Prize.

GOLD MEDAL.

Beehives Two Silver Medals awarded to
CEO NFHHlOUkA 1. bON'S It the Pans Exhibition of

1867. The only Engllsli Exhibitors who obtained a Silver
Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

/orking'lhree bell-glasses, is neatly and
has three windows in the lower

Hive. This Hive will be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and
IS more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has been intro-

duced.

Price, complete jCi 15 o
Stand for ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,
O. N. & Sons supply a
Swnrm of Bees with genuine
It.ilian Queen, in the Im-
ptnved Cottage Hive, at

.i,(. Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen.
with full directions for

uniting to Black Slocks,

155. each.

Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as

icr tan do, of ix.h ifsoetti

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

TO

Sept. S4, 1874.

; ilo all that any other Lawn

£S i6b., Carriage Fald.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY & CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

ENGLISH BEE
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour. 55,, postage ^d.
A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, wit

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Super-

made by James Lee, at his prices,

GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn.W.C
i4g, Regent Street, Londo

,
W.

c OLEMAN AND MORTON'S
H.^ND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

For Use
The tlelivery valv

a waterinR pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Sort , .,

watering lawns, &c., can be removed at pleiisure
Price, with Spreader .. ..^600
Price, fitted with Garden Engine 800

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the

London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

felt want It

stophnt.frf,
II Steel Plouth,the ground after the plants are up Also a small Steel Plouih, to be used" foV

h.llmg up the rows when desired; and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and

„,'^l,.^k?" '!!"!'"! *" S™"'"!. These pieces are made separate, and attached
" " * by means of a simple fastening. Its construction

.}dily and easily through the ground, stirring the
:ceedingly light, strong, and

detached
enables the user to push
earth, if required, to a depth of sii inches.
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number "have'been
sold, and .are giving ungualified satisfaction

lomplete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes,

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Dutton Street Works, MANCHESTER.
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ScaJe of Charges for Advertising.

Head line char^^ed as tiuo.

.090.096

066, 22 o .2 o

12 070 23 O 12 6

13 076; 24 , ° '3 ?

.4 ,; .. .. o 8 o ! 25 „ .. .. o 13 6

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page £>9 o °
Ha'lf Page 500
Column .

.

.

.

. . • 3 5 "^

Gardeners, and others, wantmg places, 26 words rj. id., and td.

for every additional line, or part of a Imc.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE TRE-PAID.

Advertisement! for the current week must readt the Office

by Thursday noon.

P.O.O. to be made payable at the King Street Post Office.W.C.

to W. Richards.

Office—41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.

Second Edition, Price 3d., Post Free 4a

Agricultural Gazette Almanac,
1875.

The best Illustrated As.rkultttral Almanac.

Notice.

(Dy Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

A DAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
-Li. ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

Price dd. Monthly, copiously Illustrated,

THE VILLA GARDENER. Edited by
D. T. Fish.

Specially designed for the guidance and information of Ladies

and Gentlemen who take an interest in tlie work of their

Gardens. Queries on all subjects connected with Gardening

receive prompt attention. Specimen copy forwarded to any

address by the Publisher on receipt of fid. in postage stamps. A
new volume began with the April number. The June " Villa

Gardener " contains the following among other articles :—

Thoughts on Spring :—The Economy of Plant Force.

Outdoor Gardening :—Concerning the Double Daisy, by R.

Dean ; Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, by Robert Dullen ;

Old-fashioned Flowers.

Flower Garden -.—Double Cinerarias from Seed r The Auricula ;

Some beautiful Hardy Flowers.

Fruit Garden :—Fruit Trees as Ornaments in Small Gardens :

Aspects for superior Wall Fruit.

Vegetable Garden :—The Cultivation of Cucumbers.

Villa Gardeners' Pests : Alders and their Foes

Greenhouse and Hothouse :—Plant Stoves for Villa Gardens.

Conservatory ;—Primula sinensis.
^ _ t.- ,

Parlour Gardener : — Floral Decorations for Fireplaces in

Summer. „ . . ^ t
Science for Villa Gardeners :—The Reproductive Organs of

Plants.
Correspondence :—Questions and Answers.

Trade Catalogues.

The Work of the Month.
Our Note Book. ^ , , t. ^

Offices, 13. Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

The Tride supplied by Messrs. SIMPKIN, MARSHALL,
AND CO., London.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHilRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Burvenich, E. PVN.IERT, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J; Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belslnm^

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or, THE
Structure, Ci.a.ssification, and Uses of Plant,s.

Illustr.ated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo,

cloth, price 25^., with upwards of 500 Illustr.ations.

Extract from the Author's Preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity

o( plants of no known importance to m,in, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic oeconomy. The principal part of those which can be

brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or

which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the

earlies't subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the Vegetalile

Kingdom of the author, with the sequence of matter departed

front in a few instances, when it was believed that the

ence of younger students would be consulted by doing so. The

author trusts that this selection will be found to have been made

in such a way that all teachers who possess re-i-sonably extensive

means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic Gardens,

may furnish the larger part of the species which are mentioned.

A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a greater

work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of pur-

chasers : and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,

require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon

a limited number of objects."

By the same Author.

INTRODUCTION to BOTANY. Fourth
Edition, greatly enlarged ; with six Plates, and numerous

Wood Engravings. Two VohimesSvo 24.1.

», It has been the Author s wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added

so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially in

what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that the

present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a new

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie

Sueet, E.C.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" It is an excellent and useful work for farmers and all inte-

rested in rural pursuits. Beyond the matter usual in such com-

pilations are many good serviceable hints on fattening cattle,

growing of root crops, &c. The illustrations are admirably

executed, many being engraved from photographs."

—

Weekly

Diipatch, Jan. 31, 1875.

" The ' Agricultural Gazette Almanac/ which deals with

matters of interest to farmers, has reached a. second edition."'

—

LloydS, Jan. 17, 1875.

"It is a very cheap threepennyworth of information of inte-

rest and utility to farmers, and contains numerous illustrations."

— The Field, Jan. 16, 1875.

*' In addition to the usual matter to be found in an almanac,

we have here useful information to, the farmer, as to stock

and crops, with illustrations of prize ^mxaaXs."—Gloucestershire

Chrenicle.

" This is a cheap and useful almanac and diary, well illustrated.

Its contents will be found interesting to the agriculturist, and

adapted for daily use."

—

Fanner's Herald.

" The Calendar contains all the fixtures for cattle shows,

races. &c., space for diary and memoranda by the side, and

various useful information of an agricultural character."

—

Ox/ord Times.

"The 'Agricultural Gazette Almanac' is a cheap quarto

almanac, comprising information on agricultural topics and

a series of portraits of the Prince of Wales, Dr. Voelcker, and

Viscount Bridport, and engravings of different prize cattle, re-

produced from the ' Agricultural Gazette.' "—-Bath Express,

" Tofarmers, cattle dealers, and others interested in agricul-

ture' this work will be found invaluable. It contains a deal of

information relative to cattle, crops, land, and miscellaneous

matters, and is profusely illustrated with engravings chiefly

taken from photographs."—Ve7usi>ury Chroiiicle.

" This almanac, which appears to be carefully compiled, and

the contents judiciously selected, may be commended to the

notice of agriculturists generally. It is issued at a low figure,

and contains a large variety of information. There are numer-

ous illustrations, and the likeness of the Prince of Wales, which

forms the frontispiece, is especially deserving of mention."

—

Grantham Journal.

"To all persons interested in agriculture in this neighbour-

hood 'The Agricultural Gazette Almanac' for 1875, price

3^., will be worth obtaining. It contains a fund of information,

as well as a variety of advertisements on topics especially con-

nected with the portion of the community which it is intended

to serve."

—

Halifax Guardian.

" Although this almanac comes rather late it is none the less

welcome; as containing a mass of information, both interesting

and valuable to any person connected with agricultur

commended. In addition to the usual calendar it

diary, supplies us with authentic portraits and verbal descrip-

tions of prize cattle, sheep, and pigs, a list of the members of

both Houses of Parliament, another of the Chambers of Agricul-

ture, another of County Agricultural Societies, besides hints as

to practical farming. Such a combination of information must

recommend itself to every agriculturist."— //Vj/c?'" Daily

Mercttry.

•' Though it is rather late to be noticing an almanac for 1875.

we make an exception in favour of the one before us, which,

owing to its great merits and low price, ought to be purchased

by every agriculturist in the kingdom. The illustrations of

prire cattle, implements, &c., are a valuable feature in the

Almanac."—/'rwct?/ Reporter.

" Considering the valuable information for the farmer and

stock breeder to be found in this publication, no wonder the first

edition has had to be followed by a second. In addition to

treating of farming matters, it contains a good paper on
• Cricket in the Counties in 1874.' and alphabetical lists of the

members of the Houses of Parliament. It is besides admirably

illustrated with notable prize-winning stock. The diary is well

adapted to the requirements of agriculturists.—£rtj/ Anglian

Daily Times.

" It contains a lot of information useful to farmers and

breeders."

—

Cornish Times.

"It contains a mass of information which will be found ex-

ceedingly useful to all who are engaged in agricultural pursmts.

In addition to this there is a capital portrait of H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales, and several other engravings." — Gldster

Mercury.

*' It is a wonderfully good threepenny^vorth, containing, as it

does, in addition to the calendar specially arranged for agricul-

turists, some of the beautiful portraits of stock which have

appeared in the columns of our contemporary withm the last

year and ahalf. Among others, there are portraits, from photo-

graphs, of Telemachus, loth Duchess of Geneva. Nectarine

Bud, and the Prince of Wales' Champion Shorthorn Heifer—

among the Shorthorns, and a lithographed portrait of a Jersey

cow. There are also illustrations descriptive of noteworthy

wrinkles ' for i3.xm^x:s."-Nonuich Mercury.

A Work which Every One should have who has a Garden.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A Handy Manual of Improved Culture of all Vegetables.

By William Earlev, author of" How toGrow Mushrooms,"

Sic in crown Svo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 4s. 6rf.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., 9, Bouverie

Street, E.C.

New and Enlarged Edition. This day is published, price 5^.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the
ex. CULTIVATION of the GRAPE VINE. ByWiLUAM
Thomson, of Tweed Vineyard. Galashiels. The Eighth Edition,

enlarged.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and

London.

HE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vmery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked iii_ a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated.

Free by post for seven stamps to the Journal ofHorticulture
Office, 171, Fleet Street, E.G.; or to the Author.

R"
EVUE drrHORTTcULTURE BELGE

et fiTRANGERE ^Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andrd, C. Baltet, T. Buchctet. F. Burvenich, F. Cri-pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GlUon, A. M. C.

Jongklndt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8V0, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :— One year,

loi'., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru.\elles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

To Horticultural Societies and Others.

FOR SALE, Forty-seven Volumes of the
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL

GAZETTE, 1841—1871, bound ; all in capital condition.

Price ^10 T.QS.

J. MILLER, Basing Park, Alton. Hants.

H E CULT IVATb R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of everjr article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; ao per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

" It contains much interesting matter for the farmer, who

may get many a wrinkle from this unpretentious little publica-

tion. As may be imagined, the notes relate to matters of purely

farming Interest, such as rotation of crops, manures, and imple-

ments. These are worth consulting, the advice they contain

being sound and practical."

—

Land and Water.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SO UTH WALES ADVE RTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE. PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

RICHARDS, 7, Catherine Street,

Strand, W.C.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New i^ealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Pubhshing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Roj'al Insurance

Buildings

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... 'W. Porteous & Co., IS, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE'
SATURDAY, May 2.;,

Ork.inai. Akm. I
I . >, \ M,,n.. MS of Practice ill Swede Sow-

ing— lUus iM II ;
I W.iy with Hutler—The Dairy

Cow -Kiit;^ .Ml I 1
1

I 1 Management of Laying Hens
— Royal Hdin. nlint il s i iciy—Agricultural Macliinery
(niustr;itcJ)-Thi: Aiiiicultural Holdings Bill—Labourers
Meeting at Hoxne—The Derby—Summer Rowing at tbe
University—The Cricket of the Week—Cattle Portraits-
Six Months Notice to Quit—On the Value of Manures
from the Feeding of Animals, S;c. A Portrait and Memoir
is also given of

Mr. CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON. F.R.S.

HOMR AND FoRinUN CORRESl'ONDENCE ou Six Months'
Notice to Quit in West Sussex—Steam Cultivation—The
Weather—Oats Turning to Wheat— Hiring Fairs in the

North-Ayrshire Cattle—Results of Steam Plouching
Notes from the Stales on Fruit Growing, and a Personal
History—Emigration to Canada, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland.

Reports of Societies, Markets, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also—
Tlie Veterinarian-Poultry Yard-Dairy Notes—Garden of the

Farm—Notices of Books—Obituary—Weather Charts for

the Week- Forestry—Miscellaneous, &c.

THE
Culti

known Spec

New WorKs Now Ready.
NARCISSUS; its History and

re, with Coloured Plates and Descriptions of ail

cs and Trincipal Varieties, by F. W. BUROrDfil! ;

;ific Review of the Genus, by J. G. Bakek, F.L.S.
Super royal 8vo, 48 Coloured Plates, 32;

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Figures
and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants. By Dr. J. D.

H<>oki:r, C.K., Prcs.R.S. Monthly with 6 Coloured PLates,

3J. 6,/. RE-lsstri- of the Third Series in Monthly Volumes, 451.

each : to subscribers for the entire series, 36^. each.

THE FLORAlT^MAGAZINE. New Series.
Enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the

choicest new Flowers for the Garden, Stove, and Conservatory.

liy W. G. Smith, F.L.S. Monthly, with 4 beautifully

Coloured Plates, royal 410, 3J. dd.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HE FLORIST and FOMOLOGIST
for JUNE, price li., contains the following Illustrations

and Articles :
—

Echevcria Peacockii (coloured plate).

The Condor Peach (coloured plate).

Culture of Wall Fruits, Chapter III. By Mr. John Cox.

Lantanas. By Mr. M. Saul.

Chamserops excclsa (with Illustrations).

Hogg's Fruit Manual.
Notes on Auriculas. By Mr. J. Douglas.
Tying-down Vine Shoots. By Sabina.

Two New Fuchsias (with Illustrations).

Garden Work for June. By Mr. G. Westland, Mr. J.

Powell, and Mr. W. Earley.

Tenacity of Life in a Vine Stem. By Observer-
Gordon s Pinetum.
Blumenbachia coronata (with Illustrations).

Show Auriculas, and how they are shown. By Mr. R.

Late Keeping Apples. By Mr. W. Tillery.

Burbidge's The Narcissus.

How to Grow Portulacas. By Mr. W. Earley.

Garden Gossip.

Publishing Office : 171, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the E.\ecutors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER, to take the
Management of a small Garden (Greenhouses and

Gardener's Cottage about to be built).—A married man, whose

, to T. H. B.. Redcar, Vorksl
Img

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER
for Flower and Kitchen Garden of about a quarter of :in

acre ; he will also be required to undertake the Management of

a Cow, Pigs, and Fowls. The highest character for sobriety,

trustworthiness, and capacity will be required.—Address, stating

what wages required, Hon. R. CAPEL, Little Cassiobury.
Watford, Herts. _^ __^

W~ ANTED,^ OUTDOOR FOREMAN,
a good practical Man ; he must well understand ihe

work. Also one as INDOOR FOREMAN. Wages to com-
mence with, each, 25^. per week.—GEO. COOPER, Rose Hill

Nursery, Derby.

WANTED, a steady young MAN for the
Houses, under the Foreman, and competent to take

charge diirint; his absence.—State age, experience, &c. , to

E. J. WOO I.LETT, Nurseries, Caterham, Surrey.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER in
the neighbourhood of Richmond : one who takes an

interest in his business. Wages 21J. per week,—Apply by letter

to B. B., Mr. F. T. Cook. The Library, Richmond, Surrey.

ANTED,a good SECOND GARDENER,
married, without family : will be required to live at the

lodge, and Wife to attend to Gate.—State age, references, &c.,
to H. S., Warfield Hall, Bracknell, Berks.

ANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN
(Indoor); must be well up in all kinds of Grafting,

Vine Growing, General Propagation and Growing of Plants.^
JOHN KELLETT, Wellington Nursery, Heaton Chapel,
Stockport.

ANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN,
to take the Management of a large Market Garden

;

small quantity of glass. Single or married.—J. BRAMLEV,
Cherry Orchard, Bestwood Park, Arnold, Nottingham.

HCARRINGTON, Nurseryman, Stock-
• port, is in WANT of a young Man as OUTDOOR

rKOI'.\(;ATOK .and successful BUDUER and GRAI'TIOK.-
Apply by letter, with reference, and wages required.

WANTED, a ROSE PROPAGATOR ; one
accustomed to Showing and Outdoor Gardening pre-

ferred. A good house and constant employment.—State wages
ul ,,ual,lii i to ZETA. Ca ' Chr iV/f Office, W.C.

TirANTED, an UNDER GARDENER or
V T OARDEN LABOURER for the Kitchen Garden,

with knowledge of Milking Cows. Wages 15^. or ids. per week
and milk. -Apply with references as to character, Jtc, to

WM. RUMSEY, Waltham Cross, N.

wANTED, ONE or TWO steady HANDS,
.ed to the general work of a well-kept Nursery.—State

imed, %v.iges, experience, reference. Kc, THOMPSON
SON. Merchants and Nurserymen, Donciister.

WANTED, in a Nursery, a MAN, to Grow
Drac-cnas, Palms, Ferns, &c., in large quantities. No

objection to a foreigner.—Apply, by letter, with references, to

V. G.. CardcNtrs' Chronicle Office. W.C.

WANTED, for Spring Hill College, a MAN
who understands plain Gardening, and the care of

Forest Trees. Lodge provided, to be attended to by his Wife,
— Apply, by letter, to Dr. SIMON, Spring Hill College
Moseley, Birmingham.

WANTED, in a small Nursery, a young
MAN, who thoroughly understands Growing Ferns,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants. No one need apply whose cha-
racter will not bear the strictest investigation.—Apply, by letter,

WM. ICETON, Hefstern Nursery, Barnes, Surrey.

WANTED, a MAN, used to Budding,
Grafting, Training, &c. , and to make himself useful in

a General Nursery. Liberal wages to a steady Man.—
ALLMAN'S Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

Berks County Asylum, Moulsford, WalUngford.

WANTED, as ATTENDANT, an active
young Man, accustomed to plain Garden Work.

Wages to commence at £,is a year, with board and lodging.

—

Letters of application, containing a statement of age, height,
and present or previous occupation, to be addressed to

Dr. GILLAND, Medical Superintendent.

Isle of Man Lunatic Asylum.

WANTED, as GARDENER ATTEND-
ANT, a strong, active, and willing Man. well accus-

tomed to Kitchen Gardening. Wages to commence at ^£25 a
year, with uniform, and board and lodging in the Asylum. Also
an ATTENDANT, with a knowledge of Flower Gardening.
Wages to commence at ;C24i with uniform, board, lodging, &c.
-Dr. HARRISON, as above.

WANTED, a young MAN, to assist in
Looking-up Orders. — Personal application to Mr.

WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S,W.

WANT PLACES.
EG. HENDERSON AND SON

• recommend practically experienced and skilful

Gardeners, variously qualified, and of approved character.

—

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
e.xperience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men, of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
London. S. E.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly st,ating the duties to be undertaken,
w.ages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to stiitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London, W.

/^ARDENER
V>^ which he has sp
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GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR" & "ROYAL,"
Or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winners of Every Prise in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN

On numerous occasions,

And most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentry

H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, The KING of the BELGIANS,
The Late EMPEROR of the FRENCH,

The EMPEROR of RUSSIA,
1 the United Kingdom.

Upwards of 75,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

They have been subinitted to nuinerous practical tests in Public Competition, and in all cases have carried oj"every Prize that has been given.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

ist. Simplicity of Construction— every part being free of access. 2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other. 3d. They are the least liable to get out of order.
4lh. They make little or no noise in working. 5th. They will cut either long or short Grass, and wet as well as dry.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.
£ s. d.

To cut 8 inches ... ... ... 2 10 o
Can be worked by a Lady.

... 3 10 o
Ditto.

4 15 o
Can be worked by one Person.

14 „ 5 16 o

„ 16 ,, 6 17 o
Can be worked by one Person on an even Lawn.

£ s. d.

To cut iS inches 800
Can be worked by a Man and Boy.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

a 10 o

goo

9 ID o

Lioss stay complete ; suitable for attaching toPrices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, including Patent S li 111 I

Ordinary Chaise Traces or Liig Harness :

DONKEY AND PONY MACHINES. HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches ^^15 o o

] To cut 30 inches £1
.. 28 " 17 o o

1 ,, 36 ..
2'

4i! ., 3
48Leather Boots for Donkey .. .. .. ., ,, ., 100

II , , Pony 140 I Leather Boots for Horse
The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, the 30 inches by a Pony, and the larger sizes by a Horse ; and as the Machines make little noise in working, the most

spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machines.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN MOWER.
The special features of this Macliine, whicli recom-

mend it for universal adoption, are its novel construc-

tion and its extreme simplicity. It is composed of the
smallest number of parts of any Lawn Mower extant.

The Framework is cast all in one piece, and, there-

fore, is not liable to be twisted, or by any means get
out of order.

The Cutters are fit in the cylinder without wedging or
wiring, and yet they are so firmly fixed that they cannot
be shaken, or in any way become loose.

The Fixings or Caps of the Cylinder are fitted together

by two bolts and two screws only ; and the cylinder

itself can be adjusted or removed by tlie most inex-

perienced person in two or three minutes.

WITH SINGLE
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

fpo RE IGN SUBSCRIBERS
-* are farticularlv requested, ivhoi sctuiing Post Office

Orders lltrcugh the Poit Office, to Advise the Publisher that

they have done so, (Signed)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

Past Office Orders should le made payable at the King
Street Office, Covciit Garden, London, W.C.

T
The " Gardeners' Chronicle " In America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 2S cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. n. K. BLISS and SONS, Seed
Merchants. 34. Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. MAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

THE LINDLEY CLUB (late the Horticul-
tural Club).—The attendance of all interested in Horti-

cultural pursuits is requested at an AGGREGATE MEETING
of HORTICULTURISTS, convened by the above Club, to

be held at the Charing Cross Hotel, Strand, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, to

consider the present position and prospects of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. The Chair will be taken by A. F. Godson,
Esq., M.A.
The Club will dine at 6.30 P.M., and any friends desirous of

dining are requested to communicate their wish to the under-

^W"^"'- RICHARD DEAN, Secretary.

Ealing, London, W.—June a.

GRAND FLORAL FfiTE, YORK, JUNE
16, 17. and 18.—Prizes nearly ^550. Entries close June 9.

Schedules, &c. on application to

13, New Street, York. JOHN WILSON, Secretary.

THE LEE and BLACK HEATH
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold its

ANNUAL EXHIBITION, in the Grounds of John Penn,
Esq., The Cedars, Lee, on JUNE 17 and 18. Special Prizes,

open to all England ;—48 Cut Roses, distinct, £,-i, £1, £,\ ;

8 Stove or Greenlouse Plants, in flower, {.^, £2 los., ii 10s.

Schedules and forms of entry may be had on application to

5, Boones Road, Lee, Kent. Mr. C. HELMER, Sec.

LEX ANDRA PALACE.
—The GREAT ROSE SHOW will take place on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, June 24 and 25. Last day of
Entry, Thursday, June 17.

Note.—Rule No. 7 of Schedule will be altered, making the
time for Specimens to be ready 10 o'clock instead of 9 o'clock.

SCHEDULES of PRIZES, &c., may be had on application

to A. McKENZIE, Ale.iandra Palace, Muswell Hill, N.

ALTRINCHAMandBOWDON UNITED
FLORAL, HORTICULTURAL, and ROSE

SOCIETV, Cheshire.

The Exhibition this year will be held on FRIDAY and
SATURDAY, July i6 and 17, when TWO HUNDRED
POUNDS will be offered in Prizes. Several classes of Roses
open to all England. Schedules on application to

JOHN HAMS, Secretary.

WAKEFIELD HORTICULTURAL
SHOW and f£TE.—The SIXTH ANNUAL

EXHIBITION will be held on SATURDAY, August 28.

Prizes of upwards of J^'2=,o ^ill be given for Plants, Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables. Schedules may be had of

ABRAHAM HOLMES, Secretary.

XHIBITION of RHODODENDRONS,
at the "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, one mile from the

Cheshunt Station of Great Eastern Railway.
Messrs. PAUL and SON respectfully invite an inspection

of this unique Exhibition, which in its arrangement is an entire
departure from the Rhododendron Shows in London.

Kow Ready,
CARTER'S PLANT CATALOGUE for

1875, containing a beautifully coloured Engraving of the

new C'olens, Duchess of Edinburgh. Post free, 6d.
;
gratis to

Purchasers.
CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen, 237 and 23S, High

Ilolborn, London, W.C.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &o.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late liETHAM
• & Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower

Thames Street, London, b.K.— Forwarders 10 all parts of the

World.

To the Trade, &c.

OSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,
•lew and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pots (best sorts

ly). CATALOGUES free.

R
EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk N Norwich.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. — The best
new Rose of the season. See coloured plate in the Floral

Magazine for April. Strong plants now being sent out, price

71. 6</. each. The usual discount to the Trade.
CRANSTON and MAYOS, Nurseries, King's Acre, near

Hereford.

NEW FRENCH ROSES.—Twelve of the
best varieties of New French Roses for the present

season, in very vigorous plants, sent cafViage and package paid
to any Railway Station in the United Kingdom, on receipt of a
post-office order for 2-]s. 6</.

EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Ni ' "'

DWARF ROSES in Pots, for Bedding, at
gs. to 12s. per dozen ; or, -jos. to Bos. per loo. Roses by

the dozen, loo, or looo. Many Ihotisauds to select from.
Splt-ndid Plants. Inspection invited.

WM. WOOD .^ND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,
near Uckfield, Susse.v.

SARRACENIAS.—The Subscribers have just
received an mportation of S. flava and purpurea in splendid

condition. Price 55. each.
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE.-Four fine
specimen Pl.ints, grown in 8-inch pots, for Sale. Price

2 guineas each, or 7 guinea.s for the four. Apply to

JAMES TRINDER, Florist, Cirencester.

CYPERUS LAXUS and ADIANTUM
FARLEYENSE, in 6o's and 4S's, at low rates.

H. B. SMITH, E.aling Dean Nursery, Ealing, W.

DAISIES.—Strong plants of the following
varieties ; best Red, best Crimson, best White, and the
Golden Variegated, at 10s. per looo.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIEGATUM, fine for
summer bedding, Zs. per dozen.

HENRY HOLMES, Five Bells, Folkingham, Lincolnshh-e.

ERBENAS.— Strong Plants of the best
sorts, to name. Trade Price on application.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Verbenas, 'Verbenas.—To the Trade.

JOHN SOLOMON offers White, Scarlet,
Purple, and other mixed sorts, good strong plants, well

hardened, in thumb-pots, at is. <kl. per dozen, package included.
Cash to accompany all orders from unknown Correspondents.

Islington Nursery, Park Street, Islington, N.

Verbenas for Sale.

SBIDE can still supply Purple King,
• White, and a few other varieties of VERBENAS,

good strong, well hardened plants, at 8s. per 100, for cash,
package free.

SA.MUEL_BIDE^AIma_Nursery, Famham, Surrey.

Verbenas, 'Verbenas,

WILLIAM BAD.MAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and Rose VERBENAS, strong,

healthy, well-rooted cuttings, at 6s. per loc, 50s. per 1000,
package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Calceolaria Kay's florlbunda,

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN can offer
the above, in quantity—cheap, line, healthy, and

thoroughly hardened plants, in 6o-sized pots. Price on apphca-
tion. Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

G E R A N I U M S— Vesuvius, Christine,
Vaucher, and the leading varieties, from l6j.: AUREA

FLORICUNDA, VERBENAS, and General Collection, 10s.

and iz.t.
;
DAHLIAS, finest varieties, lis. per 100. The above

may still be had in quantity of
W. F. AND H. BOFF, Northampton Park Nursery, Canon-

bury, Islington, N.

pUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — loo
\J Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor,
Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for
loi., 50, SJ-. 6d., 2$, 35.; 24 Fancy Pelargoniums, 3^. 6rf., 12, 2s.;

24 Chrysanthemums, 2s. C>d., 12, is. (>d.; 24 Pompons, 2s. 6d.,

12, IS. 6d.; 24 Fuchsias, 2s. dd.. 12, ly. 6</. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns, Enfield.

Nertera depreesa,

ROBERT T. VEITCH offers several
hundreds of this beautiful and exceedingly attractive

plant, all well bcnicd. Price on application^
The Nursery Exeter.

Dutcli Bulbs.
Uefore ordering HYACINTHS. TULIPS, S:c., for the ensuing
season, Nurserymen and the Trade generally should send for

T3 VAN WAVEREN (JUN.) AND CO.'Si • (Hillegom, Haarlem, Holland) WHOLESALE
CATALOGUE. It may be had free on application to

Messrs. R. SILLERKAD and SON, 5. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, '^.C

" Tbe Rliododendrons at Knap HUL"
ANTHONY WATERER begs to announce

that the American Plants at this Nursery are now in

bloom, and may be seen daily, Sundays excepted.
I'hey promise to be unusually fine this s

Hill Nur • "
"

r Woking Station, Surrey.—May 2

Hyaclntlis, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, &c.
Ue»t Roots Only, and at Moderate Prices.

BUDDENBORG BROS.' (Hillegom,
Haarlem, Holland) WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of

DUTCH BULBS now ready, .and may be had free on
application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, EC.

Best Seeds Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS, GLADIOLI, Sec. should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

J LINDEN'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids, New, Rare, and Decora-

tive Plants of all kinds. Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents— Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

ALEXIS DALLIERE, Nurseryman,
Ghent. Belgium, begs to announce that his GENERAL

CATALOGUE for 1875 is now ready, and may be had free on
application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.C.

Adlantum farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN S-TANDISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate exhibition. They are in i6
and 22-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown
specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUjM, fine plants, i8
inches through, in 8-inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting, in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-man and Seed Merchant,

Worcester.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have to offer SEED saved from iheir celebrated strain

of CINERARIAS, zs. 6d. and 35. 6d. per packet. Also.
PRIMULA SEED, 2s. 6d. and 3^. 6d. per packet. Post free

on receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Berks.

O BE DISPOSED OF, a number of
ELM. OAK and ASH TREES, together with a

quantity of TURF, at B.nlham. Apply to

Mr. STOCKER, 24, Eilliter Street, E.C.

RANGE TREES, of all sorts and sizes
under 10 feet, good bearers of good fruit, grafted, from

imported trees, by the owner, who is overstocked. LEMON
CITRON TREES, and other Plants, may also be had.

CLERICUS, Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

EITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT and
WALCHEREN CAULIFLOWER PLANTS.—Good

Plants of the above now ready at ss. per 100, or 500 for 75. 6d,
Cash with order.

W. H. CUTTS, Seed Grower, Kelvedon, Esse.\-.

Wright's Grove and Giant Celery Plants.W WRIGHT offers strong, healthy, trans-
• planted GROVE RED and GROVE WHITE

CELERY plants, is. 6d. per 100 : also his New GIANT
WHITE CELERY, at 21. per 100, cheaper bythe 1000. Cash
accompanying Orders will have prompt attention.

The Nurseries, Retford. Notts.

FARMERS are INVITED to INSPECT
the Growing Crop of an early variL'ty of ACCLI-

MATISED AUSTRALIAN WHEAT, now (May 24) in ear
on HILL FARM, Lolworth, Cambridgeihire.

Full information will be given by CHARLES PLUMB, the
BaililT, to whom Orders for Seed may be addressed.

RICHARD DAINTREE, Jun.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS :

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of

different colours ; AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application,

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Wlllesden. — Clearance Sale of Cbolce Stove,

GREENHOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

are instructed by the Owner to SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, on the Premises, Haslesden House, within
five minutes' walk of Willesden Junction, Middlesex, on
WEDNESDAY, June 9, at 12 for i o'clock precisely, the
whole of the well-grown STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising many fine specimens; also about 12,000
BEDDING PLANTS, consisting principally of Wintered
Geraniums, including 1000 JMrs. Pollock ; also a large number
of other leading kinds. Lobelias, &c.
Way be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents,
98. Gracechurch Street, City, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Very Choice Orcliias from New Granafla and tlie
EAST INDIES.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, June lo, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, 200 strong selected specimens of
ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR^Ii (BLUNTI). unusually
fine both as to size and condition : strong imported plants of
MASDEVALLIA HARRYANA. ODONTOGLOSSUM
GLORIOSUiM : strong growing plants of DENDROBIUM
WARDIANUM, FALCONER!, and CRASSINODE ; PHA-
L/ENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA, P. LOWII, VANDA
CATHCARTI. PHAL^.NOPSIS LUDDEMANNIANA,
one P. LEUCORRHODA, one P. CASTA, the plant recently
described in the Gardeners' Chrouicle ; also strong imported
plants of SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI var. DAY! Tand thirty-

New Plialaenopsls.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. on FRIDAY, June ir. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, SEVERAL NEW PHAL/ENOPSIS,
including a fine strong plant of P. casta. This beautiful variety
was fully described by Professor Reichenbach at p. 1590 of the
Gardeners' Chronicle. Only two plants of it are Icnown to
exist. Also a good plant of the new Phalaenopsis leucorrheda,
described by Professor ReichenKach at p. 366 of Gardeners'
Chronicle for March 20 ; and si.x very distinct varieties of
P. amabilis, as described at pp. 685 and 686 of the Gardeners'
Chronicle for May 29 ; a plant of the new Phalajnopsis fuscata ;

also a quantity of plants of Phala:nopsis Schilleriana and
Phalaenopsis grandiflora aurca.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bstabllsbed Orcblds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, June 11, at lialf-past
12 o'clock precisely, a small Collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, including Oncidium curtum. This is e,Ntremely rare,
and one of the handsomest Oncidiums known ; a plant of it in
flower will be exhibited at the Sale. At the same time will be
sold ti.e rare Oncidium concolor in flower ; also Pescatorea
Dayaiia candidula in flower, Cypripedium Dominianum C
laivigatum, Laelia elegans Andersonianum, one of the hand-
somest Lxlias known ; Vanda Denisoniana, Angraicum sesqui-
pedale, Odontoglossum sceptrum, Cattleya aurea. C. Mendelii,
C. gigas, Dendrobium crassinode, and various other rare
species.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, June 11, at half-past I2
o'clock precisely, a large importation of ORCHIDS from New
Granada, including several hundreds of Masdevallia Harryana
and its handsome varieties, many of them in very fine masses,
and some good plants of a new Sobialia. It has large pure
white flowers, with yellow centre, the labellum attractively
margined with purple, and, the Collector writes, " so deliciously
fr.agrant, that the air is completely perfumed where it grows" ;

Cypripedium Schlimii, Odontoglossum triumphans, Anguloa
Clowesii, Odontoglossum coronarium, O. hastilabium, Cattleya
Triana; ; also an importation of Orchids from Burmah,
including several new Dendrobiums.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Worcestershire, In the far-famed Vale of Evesham.
PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE and GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, in

JULY NEXT, in consequence of the death of the Proprietor,
unless in the meantime an acceptable offer be m.ade by Pri-
vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of
2JO Acres, known as " Seaford Grange." situated .at Peopleton,
within \\< mile of the Pershore Station on the Great Westeni

-A considerable portion of the above has been laid out as Fruit
Gardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their
orinr- the produce finding a ready sale at Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor.

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COT'IAGKS. there is a very comfortable and desii.able
RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion
of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a
FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent qualitj-.

A Balance-Sheet, showing the profits for the lastJive years
has been prepared, and may be obtained of the HTtdermentioned
Referees.

Funher particulars and plans will be issued in due course,
in the meantime further information may be obtained of
H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate
Agent, both of Worcester : or to the Auctioneers Messrs
CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street. Birmingham. '

Freehold- 28 Miles S.W.

TO BE SOLD, a beautiful ESTATE of
240 acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital St.abling,

Gravelly Soil, fine views, and extensive frontages, free from
tithe and land-tax. Two thirds on mortgage. The Furniture
may be taken at a valuation,

A Plot of about 50 acres, planted with fine Evergreens. Fruit
and other trees, would be Sold separately ; also a Plot of
25 acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailift", " Golden Farmer," I'agshot, Surrey.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from r2j. to 50s. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle, For PAMPHLET containing full particulars
respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W, EDIS, Esq,, F,S.A,, 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W, , Architect to the Estate,

O BE DISPOSED OF, a small
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, with Garden, Greenhouses,

and Dwelling-house, Most desirable for a young Man, Can
be viewed any day, except Sundays, by applying

G, M, THURSTON, Hertford Road, Edn
. N,

TO BE LET, about lo acres of MARKET
GARDEN GROUND, with some good Cottages on

it. at Fulham, No agent need apply,
BETA, Mr, Young, Confectioner, near the Station, Putney, S,W.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession,
the GUILFORD NURSERY, \Vhitfield, near Dover

comprising Residence, Stable, and Outbuilding, with 7 acres
of first-class Land, Rent £60. The Vinery, Greenhouse
Stove and Fern Pits, together with some Nursery Stock, to'

be taken by valuation or arrangement. Apply to
Messrs, WORSFOLD and HAYWARD, Auctioneers, New

Bridge, Dover.

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

EITION will be held on WEDNESD.4Y, June 30 in the
Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to
Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars may
be had on application to CHARLES PARKER, Hon, Sec.

SHOW of HO rticultITral
BUILDINGS, GARDEN FURNITURE IMPLE-

MENTS, APPPIANCES. c^c. at the MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
to be held at the Lower Grounds. Birmingham, JULY 1, 2, 3,
and 5. Intending Exhibitors should apply at once for a
Schedule of Prizes, Sc, , to
Mr. H, G, QUILTER, Lower Grounds, Aston Park,

WEST KENT horticultural
SOCIETY.

President—•Y\iit Right Hon, the Earl Sydney, G,C,B,, &c.
The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society will be held

on SATURDAY. July 3 next, in Camden Park, Chislehurst.
The Schedule includes Prizes in considerable value and number,
open to all England, for Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruit, &c,, and
also for Dinner-table Decorations,

ENTRIES CLOSE, JUNE 19.
Applications for inform.ation. and for copies of the Schedule,

to be addressed to the Hon. Sec, H. NEVILL, Esq., Chisle-
hurst, Kent,

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to .all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM. NOTTINGHaSi onTHURSDAY, FRIDAY, and S-ATURDAY, July 8, 9. and
10. The Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk
Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to .^750. Prizes
for Roses upwards of £,%io. Space will be allotted for the
exhibition of Horticultural Implements and Garden Furniture,
Certificates of Merit awarded. Schedules are now ready, and
may, with particulars, be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Oflices. Nottingham.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION,—A Grand Horticultural Exhibition will

be held in the magnificent Quarry Grounds, adjoining the town
of Shrewsbury, on the same days as the Agricultural Society's
Meeting, viz., JULY 29 and 30 NEXT. The Band of the
Coldstream Guards will be engaged for the occasion.

Prize Lists will shortly be ready, and may be had on appli-
'^""°°'°

H. W, ADNITT
I Hon

Shrewsbury, June 2,
WALTER W, NAUNTON i Sees!

Bedding Plants for the MiDion,
JAMES HOLDER can supply the following

Plants:— Aiternanthera. Alonsoa, Ageratum, Calceolaria,
Campanula. Cineraria maritima. Coleus. Dahlias, Echeveria.
Fuchsia. Geraniums (Scarlet, Variegated, and Ivy-leaved).
Cazania, Heliotrope, Iresine, Koniga. Lobelia. Mesembry-
anthemum variegatum. Pentstemon, Petunia, double, Pyrethrum,
Salvia, .Stachys. Sempervivum californicum, Tropa:olum,
Verbena, &c. Eight dozen for 2oj, ; or four dozen for loj, 6d?.,

PELARGONIUMS— Queen Victoria,
Captain Raikes. Marie Lemoine. best three Pelargoniums

ever off"ered to the Public ; one plant of each, free by post. '^s. 6d
FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS. is. 6d. each. HerKaceous
PHLOXES, best varieties, r874, & per dozen. Double
PYRETHRUMS, flowering plants, 6s. per dozen, 40s. per 100
GERANIUM, Happy Thoughts, 6s. per dozen. PANSY,
Blue King, best blue bedder, 3^- per dozen, 20^. per too. Trade
price on application,

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent' Street,
Leamington.

JOHN PERKINS AND SON beg to ofifer
tP the following strong plants, established, in single pots :—
VERBENAS—Ariosto Improved, Blue King, Purple King,

Sunny Thoughts, at 12s. per 100.
HELIOTROPE. Miss Nightingale. 12s per 100.
CALCEOLARIA, aurea floribunda and Prince of Orange.

AGERATUM. Dwarf, lai. per roo.

LOBELIA, speciosa. Ss. per 100.

52, Market Square. Northampton,

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS,
SHRUBS. &c. Plants indigenous to Australia, New

Zealand, and Fiji, including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS,
variegated FLAX, &c. Orders may be left with our London
Agents,_Messrs^ C. J.BLACKJ'TH and CO., (;ox's Quay,

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
REGENT'S PARK, N.W.

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

T/ie following Awards of Prises were
acciiieiitally omitted in the List of Awards
published in the Gardeners' Chronicle
for iMay 29.

EXHIBITION, MAY 26.

large SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Wiird, for 12 Heaths in i2-lnch pots.
Mr, James, for 9 Pelargoniums,
Messrs, Jackman & Son, Nurserymen, Woking, for 12 Clematis

SILVER-GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Charles Turner. Nurseryman, Royal Nurseries, Slough for

6 Roses in pots,
'

Messrs, Paul & Son, for 20 Roses in pots.
Mr. Ward, for 6 Heaths,
Mr, Legg. Gr, to S. Rallie, Esq., Cleveland House, Cliipham

Park, for 6 Fine-foliage Plants,
Mr, Williams, lor 6 Fine-foliage Pkants,
Mr, James, for 6 Pelargoniums,
Messrs, Jackson & Son, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Messrs, Jackson & Son, for 12 Heaths in rz-inch pots
Messrs, Jackson & Son, for 6 Heaths in rz-inch pots.

SMALL SILVER-GILT MEDAL,
Mr. Toms, Gr, to H. Wetenhall, Esq,, Seven Sisters Road, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Mr. Carr, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr, Chapman, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Mr. Child, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Williams, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas
Mr. Turner, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr, Ratty, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr, Child, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. Wheeler, for 12 Heaths in 12-inch pots.
Messrs. Jackson, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

O Y A L A G R I C U L T U rTl
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

Patron—fiRV. Most Gracious Majesty the Queen
President— His Grace the Duice of Richmond K.G.

Founded i860.
For the Relief of Decayed Farmers and their Widows and

for the Maintenance and Education of their Orphans
The FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL, in aid

of the Funds of the Institution, will take place at WILLIS'S
ROOMS, King Street, St, James's, W,, on SATURDAY
June 5. at half-past 6 o'Clock—

'

H.R.H, the PRINCE of WALES. K,G., in the Chair.

List of Stc-ioard! ,'—

William Bagge, Bart.,M.P. Sir Edward C Kerrlson. Bart.

R

John Baldwin, Esq.
Frank Battcock. Esq,
Thomas Beddall, Esq.
George Cavendish Bentinck,

Esq,, M,P,
John B, Brandram, Esq.
The Rt. Hon. the Viscount

Bridport
William Cunliffe Brooks, Esq,,

His Grace the Duke of Buck-
ingham and Chandos

Chas, S, Cantrell, Esq.
John Collins. Esq.
Joseph Druce, Esq.
The Rt, Hon. the Earl of
Dunmore

The Rt. Hon, and Rev, Lord
Dynevor

The Rt, Hon, Lord Egerton
ofTatton

The Most Noble the Marquis
of E,xeter

The Rt, Hon, Lord Fitzwalter
John Floyer, Esq,, M.P.
J. K. Fowler, Esq,
Abraham Garrett, Esq.
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Hardwick

The Most Noble the Marquis

Colonel Kingscote, M.P,
Hanslip Long, Esq.
The Rt, Hon. Lord Mahon,

of Hertford
Sir Edward Hulse, Bart.
The Most Noble the Marqui

of Huntly
A, H. Johnson, Esq.

Dinner Tickets 21:

the SECRETARY,
Street, St. James's,

'

M.P,
The Rt, Hon, the Earl of
Malmesbury

His Grace the Duke of Man-

John Marten, Esq,
Sir Heron Maxwell, Bart,
John J, Mechi, Esq.
William Adam Mundell, Esq,.
Q.C

Mr. Alderman Naish
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Nor-

Col. Windsor Parker, M.P,
Albert Pell, Esq,, M,P,
Clare SewellRead, Esq,, M P.
The Rt, Hon. Lord Rivers
B. B. Hunter Rodwell, Esq.,
Q,C,.M,P.

George Russell, Esq.
Thomas Scott, Esq.
Charles Shaw, Esq.
Abel Smith, Esq,, M,P.
The Rt. Hon. Earl Spencer,

The Rt, Hon. Lord Sondes
V. F, Bennett Stanford, Esu..
M,P.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Vernon
William Vivian, Esq,
Thomas Wagstaff, Esq.
The Rt. Hon, Lord Walsing^
Sir Alexander Wood. [ham

application for which should be made to.

the Offices of the Institution, 26, C:harle&

THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
having received large importations. Tree Ferns need no"

longer be considered a luxury. They can be had in all sizeii

and in a fine growing condition, from 10^, 6d. each, Detailedl
Lists of sizes and Prices, just published, free on application,

FILMY FERNS, iToMARIAS,
POLYSTICHUMS. and other FERNS from New

Zealand, alt suitable for a Cool Fernery, for planting out, or pot
culture, shortly to give effect, at the prices of ordinary pot plants.

ORCHIDS are being constantly received in
splendid condition in line pieces. We respectfully invitt

Cultivators of these to send their Names and Addresses, that
particulars of consigiiments, as to condition and quality, may
be forwarded from time to time, as all are sold at a moderat-e
profit. For present consignments, see Lists, free on appUcation.

AMARYLLIS.— Hundreds of these now
throwing up fine flower-spikes.

CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM.—See Catalogue.
FREESIA LEICHTLTNIANA. — For particulars of this

grand bulbous plant, see Gardeners' Chronicle, May 7, 1875. •

LILIES and other BULBOUS PLANTS.—An unrivalled coU
lection. Lion Walk, Colchester.
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ROSES—New Varieties.
RAISED AT THE ROYAI, NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

Charles Turner
Is now sending out and can can willi great confidence re-

commend the following new lands. They have been very

successfully exhibited and much admired during the past

season, having received First-class Certificates at Lon-

don and Provincial Shows.

HYBRID FEKPETUALS.

JOHN STUART MILL, bright clear red,

large, full, and beautiful form, fine shell-like petal, of great

substance, well adapted for exhibition purposes: being also

a Rose of strong constitution and free-flowering habit. It

fornrs a beautiful variety for general garden purposes ; quite

distinct. Received First-class Certificates as follows :—

Royal Bot.anic Society, June 54, 1874; Oxford Horticul-

tur.al Society, June 16, 1874 : Oxford Amateur Rose Show,

June 25, 1874.

Stioits /'liiitis, in /tots. TS. 6,1. each.

MISS HASSARD, beautiful delicate pinkish

flesh colour, large, full, and fine form, very sweetly scented
:

free autumnal bloomer. -A. first-class Rose either for exhibi-

tion or general garden purposes, having the strongest and

best h.abit of any Rose of similar colour; quite distuict and

'Strongtlants, m pots, \os. ful. each.

REV. J. B. M. CAMM, very bright rosy pink,

most pleasing colour, large, very full, and fine globular

form ; a magnificent show flower, very sweet, constant and
thoroughly distinct, growth vigorous. Received First-class

Certificates as follows : — 0-\ford Horticultural Society,

June, 1873 : Royal Botanic Society, June 10, 1874.

Strong plants, in pots, los. fid. each.

ROYAL STANDARD, beautiful soft satiny
Rose, large, very full, and exquisitely formed, somewhat in

the way of Emile Hausburg, but a larger llower and much
better grower. Received First-class Certificates as fol-

lows ;—Royal Horticultural Society, July 2, 1873; Royal

Horticultural Society, July 15. 1874.

Strongplants, in pots, 71. 6rf. eoch.

The above set of Four Varieties for 30b.

CH.\RLES TURNER, The Royal Nun

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

1$ idy, and m.iy tc hai on apptii

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFER.'E.

HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for PUinting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEG.ATED
PLANT'S for Winter Bedding, &e.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING,

To Gardeners.

Gardeners are most respectfully Invited
to Visit

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
MAIDA VALE. LONDON, W..

Where it is anticipated they will be
highly gratified.

JOHN B ESTER," Manager.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

NEW ENGLISH EOSES
| ^^^^^^^ CRANSTON & MAYOS

STAR ofVVALTHAM.—First-class Certificates

from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies.

Nice plants in pots. icw. 6^/. each.

" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have seen this

season." Gtirdcners' Chronicle.

"A noble Rose, with great substance of petal, good
colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, delicious

perfume.- Journal of Hori,culture.

"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Rose. rite

" A grand Hybrid Perpetual," Gardeners' Magazine.
" Large, full, lustrous in colour, and superbly beautiful."

FloHsU

QUEEN of WALTHAM. — Nice plants in

pots, 10J-. ^d. each.
" Star and Queen of Waltham are splendid examples in

their colours." The Qticcn.
*' Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham, really gems,

of which every rosarian ought to possess representatives."

The Country.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1875.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varieties, is. 6d. each,

24s. per dozen.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1S74.-
2S. each, i8j. to 21^. per dozen.

OLDER ROSES, a splendid stock, in pots,

lOi. f>d. to 215. per dozen, £i 155. to £7 105. per 100.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue Post Free on application.

WILLIAM PAUL,
P.AUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS.

Have this Season to offer an immense Stock of

Bedding and Spring -flowering Plants — all

established in single pots, and thoroitghly
hardened—comprising ;

—

VERBENAS, all the leading colours.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Tricolor, and Variegated,
&c.—a Collection of all the best kinds.

CALCEOLARIAS, all the best Bedding Varieties.

DAHLIAS, Show, Fancy, and Bedding.

FUCHSIAS.
PETUNIAS.
HELIOTROPIUM.
PHLOX.
MIMULUS, all the best varieties.

PYRETHRUMS, of sorts.

LOBELIA, of sorts.

PENTSTEMONS.
PANSIES.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ROSES, Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual, for

Bedding, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues are now published, and
•will ieforwarded on application.

THE NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE,
Near HEREFORD.

NEW CLEMATIS, now bein^ sent out by
JOHN STANUISH and CO. :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers arc considerably larger than
Jackmaiini, and are well shaped, containinK six petals each

;

colour, a fine aziire-bliie ; it throws a profusion of tlowcrs
the wliole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.
xos. ad. each.

MRS. QUIL'l'KR.—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

the whiles, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

los. 6d. each.
The above .are derided acquisitions, and should be in every

collection. Orders are now being booked for them.
Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Berks.

New Dwarf Silver Variegated Geranium,
" IJTTI.E TROT."

WM. POTTEN is now sending out the
above GERANIUM, which is the best and most dis-

tinct silver variegated variety yet offered. Its dwarf and free
habit, and broad clear white margin, will make it invaluable as
a bedder for edging or panel-work. Received a First-class
Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, August 29,
1874. Price 2^. 6d. each, 2\s. per dozen. The usual Discount
to the Trade.
A Post Odice Order, payable at Sissmghurst, must accom-

pany all orders from unknown Correspondents.
Camden Nurserv. Sissin>;hurst, Slaplehurst, Kent.

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER:
stron" plants, in 5-inch pots. 3or. per dozen.

TEA-SCENTED. CHINA. NOISEITE, and HYBRID-
PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, gs. to 151. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpeluals, on their own roots.
Address, CRANSTON and MAYOS, King's Aci e Nurseries,

Hereford.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS and KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at
low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to g feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Pauls new Double Scarlet.
ASH. \Veeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock,
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilmar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, 5 to 7 feet, uicluding Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.
BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet,

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS. BL-ick.

GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to s feet,
AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to 2 feet.
CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, j54 to 4 feet.

E.xotic and Vau.\hall Nurseries, Canterbury.

CHOICE SEEDS,
FROM PRIZE STRAINS.

Per packet.—J. li.

Prize ALPINE AURICULA .. , «
Prize BEGONIAS. 12 sorts, each .. .. " "

, 6
Prize BEGONIAS, mi.ved sorts .. "26
Prize CALCEOLARIA, Herbaceous . " "

- 6
Prize CARNATION .... '"26
Prize CINERARIA " "26
Piize COCKSCOMB .. .. " "10
Prize COCKSCOMB, v.ariegated .. •

"
^ r

Prize COLEUS. mi.xcd sorts " "26
Prize CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, mixed "26
Prize MIMULUS , s
Prize PANSY "26
Prize PELARGONIUM. Gold and Bronze .. "26
Prize PEL-iVRGONIUM, Zonal .... 26
Prize PETUNIA "26
Prize PICOTEE "26
Prize POLYANTHUS .. .. " "

, 6
Prize PRIMULA SINENSIS, red and white, each ". i i
Prize PRIMULA SINENSIS. 6 new sorts each 2 6
Prize PRIMULA SINENSIS, fern-leaved, red and

white, each ...... -.6
Prize VERBENA '.'.'. '.'.

I 6

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S W.

NEW PLANTS FOR 1875

B. S. Williams
Begs to intimate that he is now sending out his New Plants, the whole of which he can confidently recominend as being far superior to any hitherto
offered in their respective classes, prices and particulars of which will be found in laige advertisement, p. 490, April 17.

B. S. W. begs to invite an inspection of his Houses just now, which are very gay with large specimen Azaleas, Ericas, and other Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, as well as Orchids, which are always a speciality of this Nursery. Also, his large and varied stock of Ornamental Plants suited
either for the Stove or Conservatory, consisting of matchless specimens of Palms and Tree Ferns.

A long Range of New Houses have lately been added to this Establishtnent, which is being made a special feature, and already contain some
New Plants of rare excellence lately received from his Foreign Correspondents.

The NEIV PLANT CATALOGUE is now ready, and will be smt. Post Free, to all applicants.

B. 8. WILLIAMS, VICT0R|IaND~PARADI8E1|UR8ERIE8, UPPER ffOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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Strong Verbenas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from single pots ;—
PURPLE KING.
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet.

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white.
GEANT DES BATAILLES, crimson.
LADY COWLEY, rose, fine bedder.

All healthy good stuff, \s. fid. per dozen, icj. per loo, 8of. per
1000, package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

PelEtrgoniiuns, Fuchsias, Bedding and other Plants,
all Established in Single Pots. Reduced Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM

beg to offer :

—

FUCHSIAS, named, in 5-inch pots, 35^. per 100, 4^. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM, double white, Aline Sisley, 41. per dozen.
„ Single Zonal, Harry King, 4J. per dozen,

„ „ Master Christine, 255. per 100, 35. &d, per dozen.
,, „ Salmon Clipper, the freest flowerer of its colour,

65. per dozen.

„ Golden Tricolor, Miss Batters, ts. per dozen.
„ ,, J. D. Bassett, 95. per dozen.

„ ,, Peter Grieve, 15J. per dozen.

„ „ Mrs. Dunnett, 6.r. per dozen.
., ,, Mrs. Pollock, -is, 6d. per dozen,
„ „ Miss Watson, 6s. per dozen.
,, Silver Tricolor, Lass o' Gowrie, 6s. per dozen.

COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII, =os. per 100; 31. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, Bouquet, to name, 3J. per dozen.

,, Show and Fancy, fine varieties, to name, as. per dozen.
CINERARIA CANDIDISSIMA, 12J. per roo.
„ MARITIMA, loj. per 100.

ALYSSUM VARIEGATUM, 12s per 100
SALVIAS, Scarlet, 161. per 100.
ALTERNANTHERAS, in variety isj. per 100
ASPLENIUM TRICHOMANES, 41. per doz.'n.
„ MARINUM, 8s. per dozen.

GAZANIA SPLENDENS, zis. per loo
VERBENAS, Scarlet and Purple; 121 per 100
ECHEVERIA SECUNDA, 12s. per 100

„ „ GLAUCA, 12s. per 100.
SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, loj. per 100 So! perAGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, i4i. per too fiooo
IRESINE HERBSTII and LINDENI i-s per 100HELIOTROPES, to name, 14^ per 100
NIEREMBERGIA GRACILIS; i2i per 100LEUCOPHYTON, Brownii, 14^. per 100.
PENTSTEMONS, to name, i& per 100
STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, is. per lob.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ..
^" packet.—

i
d

,. finest alpine varieties .. ..
.'." "10

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. 6d., =j. 6d'.,

CARNATIONS, in 12 superb varieties ..
^\^"'- ""'^

\
°

,, mixed IS. and = 6
CINERARIA, WeathcriU's extra choice strain, ij, 6d.,

2^ 6d., -is. 6d. and s o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strai]>, is. td., is. td.,

rt» ^\r 1.
3^" ^'^^ ^^^ 5 °

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 16
,, saved from the finest erect varieties 16

HOLLYHOCK, in 12 splendid

PANSY, from finest English show
PICOTEES, in 12 superb varieties

."

4 o
„ mi.ved js. and z 6

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. 10
PRIMULA, Williams'^ superb strain, red, white, or

'"'-''ed .. .. . . IS. 6d.,^. 6d.,^.6d. and ? o
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton, new .. i 6
„ East Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

. purple, scarlet, and white 2 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new . . 2j. 6d and 3 6
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety . i o

,, new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger .. 10
B. S. W's Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

THE UW80N NURSERIES,
EDINBURGH.

Evergreen Shrubs for Present Plmitmg:

Bhododendrons, Ivies in Potis^ &e., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and BeddJrrg-out Plants
in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magfiificent specimens, perhaps the
finest ever imported,

CLEMATISES in POTS—a large Collection
sf all the leading varieties, including the splendid
flowers raised by I. Anderson-HciuTf, Esq , viz. :

Henryii, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana, loj. 6d. the set

of three plants.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.

IMPORTANT SALE OF PLANTS OF MUSA ENSETE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY NEXT, June lo,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a number of vigorous young Plants of the above magnificent

MUSA—hitherto rare and expensive, but well known to be unequalled as a " Sub-tropical" or

grand foliaged Plant, and withal of easy culture.

On view the mornmg of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

VERY CHOICE ORCHIDS from NEW GRANADA and the EAST INDIES.

IWTR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
iVl Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, June 10, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, 200 strong selected specimens of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR.^
(BLUNTI), unusually fine, both as to size and condition ; strong imported plants of MASDE-
VALLIA HARRYANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM GLORIOSUM, strong growing plants of

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM, FALCONERI, and CRASSINODE ; PHAL/ENOPSIS
GRANDIFLORA, PHAL^NOPSIS LOWII, VANDA CATHCARTI, PHAL^NOPSIS
LUDDEMANNIANA, one PHAL.«NOPSIS LEUCORRHODA, one PHALvENOPSIS
CASTA, the plant recently described in the Gardeners' Chronicle; also strong imported plants of

SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI var. DAYI ; and thirty-six plants of MUSA ENSETE.
On view the morning- of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, June n, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a small Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, including ONCIDIUM
CURTUM. This is an extremely rare and one of the handsomest Oncidiums known; a plant of

it in flower will be exhibited at the Sale. At the same time will be sold the rare ONCIDIUM
CONCOLOR, in flower; also, PESCATOREA DAYANA CANDIDULA in flower; CYPRI-
PEDIUM DOMINIANUM, CYPRIPEDIUM L^VIGATUM, L^LIA ELEGANS
ANDERSONIANUM, one of the handsomest Laslias known; VANDA DENISONIANA,
ANGR^CUM SESQUIPEDALE, ODONTOGLOSSUM SCEPTRUM, CATTLEYA
AUREA, C MENDELII, C. GIGAS, DENDROBIUM CRASSINODE, and various other rare

species.
Q^^ ^^^^ ^^^ morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

NEW PHAL^NOPSIS.

MR> J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, June ir, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, SEVERAL NEW PHAL^NOPSIS, including a fine strong plant of

PHAL^NOPSIS CASTA. This beautiful variety was fully described by Professor Reichenbach

at p. 590 of the Gardeners' Chronicle. Only two plants of it are known to exist. Also a good

plant of the New PHAL/ENOPSIS LEUCORRHODA, described by Professor Reichenbach

at p. 366 of the Gardeners' Chronicle for March 20 ; and six very distinct varieties of

PHAL/ENOPSIS AMABILIS, as described at pp. 685 and 686 of the Gardeners' Chronicle

for May 29; a plant of the New PHAL/ENOPIS FUSCATA; also a quantity of plants of

PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA and PHAL/ENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA AUREA.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

IMPORTED ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at hig Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, f/n FRIDAY, June ir, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a large importation of ORCHIDS fiom New Granada, including several

hundreds of MASDEVALLIA HARRYANA and its handsome varieties, many of them in very

fine masses ; and some good plants of a new SOBRALIA (it has large pure white flowers with

yellow centre, the labellum attractively margined with puiple, and so deliciously fragrant that the

air is completely perfumed where it grows) ; CYPRIPEDIUM SCHLIMII, ODONTOGLOSSUM
TRIUMPHANS, ANGULOA CLOWESII, ODONTOGLOSSUM CORONARIUM, ODON-
TOGLOSSUM HASTILABIUM, CATTLEYA TRIAN.E ; also an importation of ORCHIDS
from Burmah, including several new DENDROBIUMS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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To the Trade.

DAHLIAS.—Fine strong plants of all the
leading exhibition kinds, .if -•^s. per loo.

FUCHSIAS. —-Fine named sorts, all good
plants, from single pots, 25J. per 100. Cash to accom-

pany all Orders. CATAH)GUES may he had on application.

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM —
broad-leaved variety. SeedliiiKS from Ux. E. Salt's

fine plants, ns, dtl. to 105. 6</. each.

"pANSIES.—Good plants of finest named

THOMAS MILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford.

FERNS for SALE, fine specimens.—
Fifty Todea snperba, 3 to 4 feet through ; fifty do.,

: 10 2 feel through ; fifty Todea pcllucida, 2 to 3 feet throuRh ;

fifty Todea pellucida and snperba, i foot through. These
plants are superb, perhaps the finest specimens in Britain, and
will be sold at very reasonable prices for cash, as the house they
are growing in is wanted for my Cut Flower Tr.ide. Apply lo

PETER McKENZlE, Nurseryman and Florist, i, Gordon
Street, Glasgow, and Belfield Nursery, Paisley, N.B.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE-nutritious
for liu.k

; as supplied by H. Wright to Herr Schmidt,
FiT I!, T'lM

, ,.]ip.)lnted Florist to His Imperial Majesty the
' '", it, and to 1200 Nurserymen and Gardeners.
I'ii ill .

:i Inn Smiles or on to any rail. Twenty bushels,
'li. '

I,
I i II ill 1 .. i2.r. 6ii.\ 330 bushels, 45J.

Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick
, London, li.

THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

NEW COLEUS,
"DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

^ei^€tt>t0/a

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES:—

Royal Hortiadtural Society^ June 17, 1874; Royal Botanic Society^ June 20, 1S74.

The foliage of this distinct and beautiful variety has margins of purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of brigh
magenta, forming a superb contrast to the green-leaved section of Coleus, by reason of its dazzling brilliancy of colour.

Professor Thuber, in the American Agriculturist, says :—" It is the most beautiful foliage plant that has ever been exhibited."

Price 3s. 6d, eack. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each. Post Free 6d extra.

Sec Illustration in ''Gardeners' Chronicle" May 22, and also Cartel's Illustrated Plant Catalogue with beautifully
coloured Engraving of ahn-c. Price 6d.^ Post Free, Gratis to Customers,

CARTERS raster), 23^7 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

TREE PERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

W^ ILL IAM BULL, F.L.S.,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspecuon of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,
"•*• ...

GRAPK VINES.

Thomas Methven & Sons
Beg to intimate that their VINES are now in fine order for Summer-planting, and can be

carefully packed and sent to any part of the kingdom.

Xst Size, 7s. 6d. each ; Sd Size, 5s. each,

T. M. & Sons had the honour of supplying to the Gardens at Glamis Castle the Vines which

have succeeded so admirably under the management of Mr. Johnston, and their present Stock is

raised from Eyes taken from those famous Vines.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

Fibrous Peat for Orohlda, So.

BROWN KlISROUS PEAT, best quality for
()n)n.|,, SlMV,- PlriilCS. &r,

liLACK IIHI'.ul^ I'EAT, for Rhoilodendrons, Azaleas,
Heallis. N- „ II , I, ,

I i';,.,iis.

lIK<t\\ . Ill 1:1 \i
I I'l'.AT, for general purposes.

^Deliviir I J I I' kwater (South-Eastem Railway), or
"^

'
'\- i.jiii Kailway), by the truck load.

Sample s.ieks, 5,,. i

WALKER I ) CO. , Farnborough Station, Hants.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALT. CROPS.

Manufactured liy the N IT R O- P H O S P H ATE and
OUAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/m/>/;m«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Director—^KU ES ODAMS.
Sni-Managcr anU Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Cmisi' OlTlcii— 109, Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO. &c.

:6, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6j. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions

of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, li., 3J., and zos. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. (''The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. 6d. per bottle^u. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

KELWAY'S MILDEW POWDER, for the
Destruction of Mildew on Grape Vines, or any plants or

trees infested with that fungus ; to be applied with an ordinary
distributor. Instructions for use attached to each packet.
2X. per lb., ready for use.

KELWAY'S APHIS (GREENFLY)
LIQUID, for the Destruction of Aphis on Hops. Fruit

Trees, Roses, or any plant ; also for the Destruction of Grubs
on the Gooseberry. To be applied with a syringe. Two
gallons of water to be added to one gallon of the liquid. 4,1. 6d.

per gallon. Special price given for large quantities for Hops, &c.

The above compositions are used by many leading horti-

culturists, and may be obtained of most Seedsmen in Town or

Country, or of Messrs. KELWAY and SON, The RoyalKELWAY /

;, Langport, Somerset.

Wholesale Agents : Messrs. CORY
Thames, London, S.E.

SOPER. Shad

J. L I N D E N'S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW AND RARE PLANTS,

52, KUB DU CHAUME, GHENT, BELGIUM.

CATTLEYA ELDORADO SPLENDENS.
J. L. has much pleasure in informing his esteemed Correspondents that he now offers this admirable

Cattleya, in well-established Plants, at comparatively low prices.

Several of the Plants have just flowered, and prove that they are of the same variety as the one which

had so great a success, and which at once placed this Plant as one of the most beautiful of species.

Good Plants, witk 6 fine Bulbs 42s.; 4 Plants, 126s.

Very fine Plants, with 10 to ISifine Bulbs 84s. ; 4 Plants, 252s. ..
.»

MASDEVALLIA POLYSTICTA.
Plants that have flowered and in splendid culture, with 5 Leaves, each 42s. ; 4 Plants for 126s,

,, „ ,, 8 „ 63s.; 4 ,,
189s.

PACKING AND CARRIAGE TO LONDON GRATIS.
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SUMMER SHOW, JUNE 2, 1875,

AWARDS OF THE JUDG-ES.

Class 6.—12 ORCHIDS, distincL (Amateurs)

1st Mr T Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford

Hall, Ilford. E.

Cl.ass 8—9 ORCHIDS, distinct. (Open,)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas.

Class 10.—ib NEW PLANTS (Orchids excluded), in or out

of commerce ; those in commerce sent out in 1873, 1874, or

1875. (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Bull, King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.
=d, Mr. B. S. Williams, The Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Class 11.-8 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct.

(Nurserymen.)

ist, Mes.srs. J. Ivery & Son, Dorking, Surrey.

Class 12.—6 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct.

(Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. A. Ratty, Gr. to R. Thornton, Esq., The Hoo,

Sydenham Hill, S.E.

Class 13.—15 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct, in pots

not exceeding 12 inches in diameter. (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Bull.

2d Mr J. Wills, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, S.W.

3d, Mr. J. Aldous, Gloucester Road, South Kensington, S.W.

Class 23.-6 LILIES, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. W. Bull.

Class 24.-12 HARDY PERENNIALS, in pots not ex-

ceeding 12 inches, in flower, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooling.

2d, Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.

Class 23.-9 FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS, distinct.

(Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. J. Wills.
I

3d, Mr. J. Aldous.

Class 29—4 TREE FERNS, large. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Mr. J. Wills.

Class 31.— 12 PALMS, distinct, in pots not exceeding 8 inches

ist, Mr. W. Bull.

Class 46.—12 HARDY FERNS, d

Class 32.-6 PALMS, distinct, large. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Mr. J. Wills.

Class 34.-6 CROTONS, dlstmct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. W. Bull.

I
2d, Mr. J. Wills.

1st, Mr. W. Bull, for Odontoglossura Roezlii alb.a.

Class 38.—NEW PLANT, in flower. (Open)

i5t, Mr. W. Bull, for Blandfordia princeps.

Class 41.— 2 DASYLIRIONS. (Open.)

Class 42.-2 BEAUCARNEAS. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Croucher.

Class 43.-6 YUCCAS, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Croucher.

J. Ivery & Soi

(Nurserymen.)

:d, Mr. R. Parker.

Class 48.-2 SMOOTH CAYENNE PINE-APPLES.
(Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey,
High Wycombe.

Class 49.—1 PINE-APPLE, any other kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. A. Grant, Gr. to J. E. Glegg, Esq., Withington Hall,
Congleton.

2d, Mr. G. T. iMiles.

Class 50.—3 Bunches of BLACK HAMBURGH or
FRANKENTHAL GRAPES. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas.
2d, Mr. G. Brush, Gr. to Lady Hume Campbell, High Grove,

Pinner.
3d, Mr. 'i'. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, Blithfield Hall,

Rugeley.

Class 53.-3 Bunches of MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA
GRAPES. (Open.)l

ist, Mr. W. Bones, Gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park,
Romford.

2d, Mr. J. Douglas.
3d, Mr. J. Stephenson, Gr. to F. C. Barker, Esq., Leigh House,

Class 54.-3 Bunches of BUCKLAND SWEETWATER
GRAPES, (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas.

Class 55.-3 Bunches of GR-APES, any other white kind.

(Open.)

I

3d, Mr. W. Bones.

Class 57.-6 PEACHES, any kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles.

Class 58,-9 NECTARINES, any kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles,

Class 60.-9 FIGS, any kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles.

2d, Mr. ;. Pottle, Gr. to Sir R. Wallace, Bart. . Sudbourne Hall,
Wickham Market.

Class 61.-50 BLACK CHERRIES, any kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles.

Class 62.-S0 WHITE CHERRIES, any kind. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles.

Class 63.-25 STRAWBERRIES, of the British Queen or

Dr. Hogg type. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas. | 2d, Mr. J. Pottle.

3d, Mr. W. S. Stevens, Gr. to J. B. B.Elliott, Esq., Chesterford

Park, Essex.

Cuss 64.-25 STRAWBERRIES, of the Sir J. Pa.xton or

Sir C. Napier type. (Open.)

1st, Mr. I. Douglas.

2d, Mr- J. Ridout, Gr. to W. S. Brown, Esq., Woodhatch
Lodge,'Reigate.

3d, Mr. J. Pottle.

Class 65.—i MELON, Green or Pale-fleshed. (Open).

1st, Mr. R. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley

Class 66.—1 MELON, Scarlet-fleshed. (Open.)

Mr. R. Gilbert.
|

2d, Mr. W. S. Stevens.

Prizes Offered by Mr. W. Bull.

(Cr.A?;sEs 67 to 70.)

Class 67—12 NEW PLANTS introduced by Mr. Bull, and
sent out for the first time since the commencement of 1872.

(Amateurs.)

ist, jMr. J. Croucher, Silver Cup, value ^^15 is^-
2d, Mr. G. Legge, Clevedon House, Thornton Road, Clapham

Park, Silver Cup, value ;£io xos.

3d, Mr. E. Pilgrim, Fern Lawn, PitviUe Crescent, Cheltenham,
Silver Cup, value ^6 65.

Class 68.-12 NEW PLANTS introduced by Mr. Bull, and
sent out for the first time since the commencement of 1872.

(Nurserymen.)

ist, Messrs. J. i^ R. Thynne, Great Western Nurseries, Glas-
gow, Silver Cup, value ;£i5 151-.

2d, Mr. T. W. Wimsett, Silver Cup. value Ito los.

Class 69.-12 NEW PLANTS introduced by Mr. Bull, and
sent out for the first time since the commencement oi 1872.

For those not having p^e^'iously won any of Mr. Bull's Silver

Cups. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. G. Legge, Silver Cup, value £15 1$^-

2d, Mr. J. Coomber, Gr. to Lieut.-Col. Wilkinson, Southamp-
ton Lodge, Fitzroy Park, Reigate, Silver Cup. value

3d, Mr. E. Pilgrim. Silver Cup, value £6 6s.

Class 70.—12 NEW PLANTS introduced by Mr. Bull, and
sent out for the first time since the commencement of 1872.

For those not having previously won any of Mr. Bull's Silver

Cups. (Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. H. Wright, Lee, Kent, Silver Cup, value £15 15s.

2d, Mr. W. E. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, Silver

Cup. value ^lo io.r.

3d, Mr. J. Cypher, Queen's Road Nursery, Cheltenham, Silver

Cup, value ^6 6s.

Prizes offered by Messrs, J. Carter & Co,

Class 71.—For 6 Dishes of PEAS, to include Carter's Extri!

Early Premium Gem, Maclean's Blue Peter, Carter's First

Crop, and Carter's White Gem.

1st, Mr. W. G. Pragnell.Gr. toG. D. W. Digby.Esq., Sherborne
Castle, Dorset, £2 is.

2d, Mr. G. Brown, Gr. to E. McKenzie, Esq., Fawley Court,
Henley-on-Thames, £,1 is.

Prizes offered by Messrs, Sutton k Sons,

Reading.—(Classes 72 and 73.)

Class 72.—For the best 6 Dishes of PEAS, to include Suttons
Emerald Gem, Suttons' Ringleader, and Suttons' new early
dwarf wrinkled Pea, Bijou.

ist, Mr. W. G. Piagnell, Silver Medal and £1 2i.

Class 73.—Four sorts of MELONS, and four sorts of
CUCUMBERS, one brace of each, to include Suttons' new
Scarlet-flesh Hero of Bath, Read's Hybrid Scarlet-flesh, .ind

Suttons' Royal Horticultural Prize JNIelons, and Suttons'
Duke of Connaught and Marquis of Lome Cucumbers.

ist, Mr. J. Read, the Gardens, Arley Hall, Northwich,
Cheshire, Gold Medal and £^ 3^.

Davis Competition Prizes.

Miscellaneous.—Extra Prizes,

Mr. J. Wills, for large Group of Foliage and Flowering Plants,

Gold Medal.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Group of Foliage and Flowering Plants,

Silver Medal.

Mr. J. Laing, The Nurseries, Forest Hill, for Group of Foliage
Plants, Silver Medal.

Mr. J. Wills, for Group of Dracaenas, Silver Medal.

Messrs. Kelway & Son, The Murseries, Langport, for Cut
Blooms of Pyrethrums, Bronze Medal.

Mr. J. Harris, Gr. to Mrs. J. H, Vivian, Singleton, Swansea,
for One Smooth Cayenne Pine-apple, Bronze RIedal.

Mr. G. T. Miles, for One Dish of Tomatos, and One Dish of
Chilies, Bronze Medal.
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MR. WILLIAM BULL is now sendiiiR out
the follo%ving new FUCHSIAS ;-

ADMIRATION. — A bcavuifiilly formed flosver ;
tube and

sepals rich crimson, tlie latter completely recur%'cd :
corolla

well expanded, and of a purplish crimson colour 1
a showy

and attractive variety. 105. bd.
_

BARONESS.—A very pretty and attractive Power, with long

white tube, white sepals well reflexed, and violct-rose

corolla ; an extremely pleasing and distinct colour. loi. M.
CALYPSO.—An extremely fine v.iricty, with large well-formed

flowers ; tube and sepals rich crimson ;
sepals completely

reflexed ; large expanded bell-shaped cololUi, of a rich

crimson-purple colour. 10^. dd.

CHARMER. —A magnificent v.ariety, producing fine large

flowers with extremely rich and bright reddish crimson

tube and sepals ; tube short, and sepals immensely broad

and well reflexed ; fine rich purple-plum corolla
;

the

blossoms are of excellent quality and wonderful substance.

nEf)RGE ' FREDERICK. — Tube and sepals rich scarlet-

crimson • tube short ; .sepals broad and thick, and nicely

reflexed
'

laree stout corolla, of beautiful form, rich purple-

crimson 'colour : a fine and handsome variety, of free

branching habit, and a profuse bloomer,
^'f:''^-

HIGHLANi) CHIEF. -Tube and sepals bright crimson,

tube short, sepals elegantly reflexed leaving completely ex-

posed the large bell-shaped corolla, which is ot a deep

purple colour : expands as the flower acquires age, and

retains its deep colour to the last ; the plant is a free

bloomer and of good habit, zos.td.
.1.. I,„„

NVSA. — Bright sc.arlet-crirason tube and sepaLs. the latter

beautifully recurved ; corolla of a rich purplish crimson

colour ; very fine. lor. 6(/.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON will place
• in commerce, for the first time, the following NEW

PL.A.NTS, full descriptions and prices of which are given in

their NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which will be

'mmediately forwarded on application

Amaryllis Hende (t)

, —- (t)

,, Henry Little

Asplenium nobile

Armeria cephalntes alba

Ageratum cordifolium

Begonia Orange Boven
,, Dr. Dollinger

„ White Queen
Blandfordia flammea elegans

Bouvardia bicolor

,, multiflora

Cantua corymhiflora

Cyclamen Peakeanura (t)

Large Coloured Illustnition;

forwarded for twelve stamps ea

Those marked (t) have been

Convolvulus
rocoeruleus

Crowea angustifolia

Dracjena DuRii
Epigynium acuminatum (t)

Hjemanthus Roopcri (t)

Ixora Fraserii (t)

Nerine rosea
Plumeria bicolor

Sonerila Hendersoni ' (t)

gentea (t)

Yiiccastricta. &c. . with other

New and Florist Flowers,

of the kinds marked * will be

arded First-class Certificates.

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S SEED
. CATALOGUE for 1S75. containing over soo Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from

which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, is., 21. (,d.,s.n& 51- per pkt.

CINERARIA. IS., 2s. 6(/.. and 5s. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, ss. 6d. and ss.

RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, is. ed. and 5s.
" " ALBA FLORE-PLENA. 2s. 6d. and 5s.

AURICULA, IS. and 2s. 6d. CARNATION, 2t. 6d. and ss.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, is. and 2s. 6d.
, , ,

HOLLYHOCK, is. and js. 6rf. PINKS, is. and 2S. 6d.

MIMULUS. IS. PANSIES, td. and is. 6d
PETUNIAS, 6d. and is. VERBENA, is. .and 2S. 61/.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is.

,
, from named flowers, is, and 2s, 6,/.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

RODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO. have
to offer, in good plants, as follows :—

ARALIA SIEBOLPII, iJ< to 2 feet, i8s. to 24s. per dozen.

BAMBUSA METAKE, I2.t. to i8s. per dozen.

CHAM/EROPS HUMILIS, i8s. to 24s. per dozen.

DASYLIRION L0NGIF0LIUM,3S. 6rf..3s.,and 7s. S,!". each,

MIMULUS. extra fine varieties. 2s. (,d. and 3s, 6d. per dozen.

MUHLENBECKIA COMPLEXA. the most elegant ever-

green hardy climbing plant in cultivation. Slender shoots

and small foliage, giving the plant the appearance of a

Maidenhair Fern : 12s. to i8s. per dozen.

SEMPERVIVUM ARBOREUM RUBRUM. i]i to 2 feet,

15s. to 24s. per dozen.

„ BOLLI, 20S. per 100, 3s. 6d. per dozen.

.. TAEULyT.FORME, 50s. per 100, 8s. per dozen.

YUCCA ALOIFOLIA PURPUREA, 12s., iSs,, and 24s.

per dozen.

„ ANGUSTIFOLIA, \M foot, 30s. per dozen.

ALOYSIA CITRIODORA, 25s. and 40s. per 100.

64, Hill Street, Newry,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Pitirmi—Her Majesty the Qiieen.

Pr/sidtuf—Hls Grace the Duke op Richmond.
Allowances to Pensioners.

Married £i° per annum.
Male £16
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters £20 „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-

scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The FIFTEENTH ANNI-

VERSARY FESTlVAL.in aid of the Fundsof ihe Institution,

will take place at Willis's Rooms on SATURDAY, June 5, at

6 o'clock.
H.R.H. The PRINCE OF WALES, K.G., in the Chair.

Dinner tickets, 21s,, application for which should be made to

the Secretary not later than May 22.

EOYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on

WEDNESDAY, June 16, at 11 o'clock precisely, and the

ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 1 1 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution—

26, Charles Street, St. James's, London, S,W.

SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 1875.

MAITEANK.
THIS somewhat strange-looking word has

for the last few years appeared about this

season in the windows of some of the more

enterprising of the London and Liverpool

restaurants, and has no doubt puzzled many
passers-by. The name, which is simply the

German form of " May-drink," is applied to a

beverage which is very popular in Germany at

this season , and of which the Woodruff (Asperula

odorata)—surely one of the most charming

among our wild flowers—supplies the charac-

teristic feature. German manners and customs

— albeit unpopular with a few—are undoubtedly

in general favour just now ; and it is probable

that some of our readers may like to experiment-

alise for themselves in the manufacture of

Maitrank. Its preparation is by no means diffi-

cult ; it consists simply in throwing the young

shoots of Woodruff into any of the light Rhine

wines, and allowing it to remain there for a few

hours, when it will be found that the plant has

communicated its hay-like'fragrance to the wine.

We are told that " a tablespoonful of young

shoots, about an inch in length, will be sufficient

for a bottle of wine ;" and it is recommended

that the shoots should be picked clean, so as to

avoid the necessity of washing them. The

above simple process is that by which the

genuine Maitrank is prepared ; some, however,

consider the addition of sugar, or the juice of a

Lemon or Orange, as an improvement. " It is

generally made in a bowl and served in green

glasses, allowing the herb to remain in the fluid,"

says a genial writer in Notes and Queries :
" if

bottled, the drink has to be strained through

muslin."

The use of Woodruff in beverages is by no

means a new one in England. Gerarde and

Parkinson mention it, although the latter seems

to regard it as a German custom : and Lang-

ham in his Garden of Health says that, " being

put in wine, it rejoyceth the heart, comforteth

the diseased liver, and so it doth being sodden

in wine," besides being useful in divers and

sundry (liseases. Its pretty old German name
of Hertfreydt, or " Heart's delight," which is

given by Gerarde, probably refers to this

cordial property. Miss Pratt tells an amusing

story regarding the Maitrank, which is only

equalled by that of the gentleman who, being

on his travels, came across a common glowing

with furze in full blossom, and on his return

home at once told his steward to order a large

supply, oblivious-of the fact that it abounded on

portions of his own estate. He says :
—"A

gentleman, known to the author, was travelling

with a friend in Germany, when, stopping at

a hotel, this May-drink was brought as a

refreshment to the travellers. They inquired of

what the pleasant beverage was composed, and

were informed that sugar, Rhine wine, and

sweet Woodruff were the ingredients. Ne.vt

morning, at breakfast, the gentleman missed

his companion, and was, some hours after,

amused to see him returning to the hotel,

accompanied by a peasant laden with a basket

of the roots of the sweet Woodruff, which he

had patriotically determined to transplant to

the woods of his native land, that Englishmen

might henceforth enjoy the delicious May-drink.

It was not without some disappointment that

he heard from his friend that his early morning

labour was wasted, and that he had only need

to walk into some woods within a mile of his

own house to find the plant as beautiful as in

those of Germany. " Let us hope that the

readiness with which the plant could be obtained

did not depreciate its value in his eyes.

Among ourselves the Woodruff was one of

the favourite plants for church decoration, and

entries "for Rose garlands and Wood rove gar-

landis on St.Barnebc's Daye " occur in accounts

of the reign of Edward IV. At Rheimsberg,

in Prussia, a feast which takes its name from

this plant, which figures prominently in its

observance, is annually celebrated on the Sun-

day after Ascension Day. It is known as the

Miiske-fest, MiJske being a local German name
for the Asperula. In old times the festival

simply consisted of the going into the woods of

the children of the town to gather the Woodruff,

with which on their return they decorated the

altars and pillars of the church. But in 1757,

by a coincidence, the news of the victory of the

Prussians in the battle of Prague reached

Rheimsberg on the Sunday of the Moske-fest,

and the festival has been kept more generally

ever since.

The peculiar hay-like fragrance of the Wood-

ruff, which is shared by the Melilot, Anthox-

anthuni, Tonquin Bean, and other plants, is very

remarkable in recently-dried specimens of the

rare and beautiful Orchis purpurea. It is due,

as most of our readers will be aware, to a

fragrant principle called by chemists coumarin,

and the scent of the Woodruff so exactly re-

sembles that of the Tonka or Tonquin Bean

(Dipterix odorata) that we have heard it called

by the latter name in London gardens. Gerarde

tells us how in old days it was customary to

hang up bunches and garlands of Woodruff in

houses to " attemper the aire, and coole and

make fresh the place, to the delight and

comfort of such as are therein."

This custom still prevails in Germany, espe-

cially in the northern districts, although it is

said that if a great quantity be kept in a bed-

room it will produce sickness and other dis-

agreeable symptoms. These wreaths and

bunches are even regarded as weather indi-

cators, their scent being much more powerful in

damp weather.

The name Woodrufl", which is the generally

received title of the plant in England, demands

a brief notice. It is usually understood as refer-

ring to the whorls of leaves, which Turner, as

long ago as 154S, speaks of as representing

" certain rowelles of spores " (spurs), and as

having been originally Woodrowel. Woodrowe is

Gerarde's name for it, It has been suggested,

however, that Woodruff is rather a corruption

or modification of woodreeve, the steward of the

wood, in allusion to the large patches which it

forms in Beech and other woods ;
and the

common German name for the plant, Wald-

meister, as well as the French ReinedesBois in a

lesser degree, tends to support this theory. Its

name forms an old-fashioned puzzle, in conse-

quence of the number of double letters which it

may be made to contain. Thus :

—

" Double u, double o, double d, e,

R o, double u, double f, e."

New Garden Plants.

FrITILLARIA (MONOCODON) MACRANIIRA, Ba/ter,

». Sp.*

This is another Fritillary, brought by Mr. Elwes

from the East last spring, which proves to be an

entirely new species. It is a native of the island of

Syra, in the Levantine Archipelago, and was flowered

by him at Cirencester in May of the present year. It

comes nearest the Greek F. conica of Boissier, a plant

' Frltillarm (MonocodoiC) macratidrn . Baker, n, sp —
Caule unifloro semipedali : foliis 5—6 omnibus sparsis vindibus

ascendentibus inferioribus magnis oblongn-lanrcolalis, supe-

rioribus linearibus ;
perianthii infundibulans semip'^ licaris

segmentis dorso purpureis glauccscentibus facie llavidi, i.hscure

foveolatis nullo raodo tesscllatis. exterionbus m.ijf.ribus

obovato.oblongis, intetioribus anguslioribus oblongo-lanccolalis :

staminibus perianthio vix brevioribus, antheris magiiis dis-

tincte cuspidatis filamentis glabris acquilongis ;
pistillo peri-

anthio triente breviore ; stylo dimidio superiore trifido.
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which I know from description alone. In habit and

leaf it looks like F. tulipifolia and dasyphylla, but

these belong to the section Amblirion, which has an

entire style and a capitate stigma.

Bulb like that of F. Meleagris, but larger in propor-

tion to the size of the plant. Stem half a foot high,

single-flowered. Leaves 5— 6, beginning a little below

the flower, and extending within a short distance of

the ground, all scattered, green, fleshy, ascending,

lowest oblong-lanceolate, 3—4 inches long, an inch

broad at the middle ; upper linear, under an inch

long, \ inch broad. Perianth half an inch deep,

funnel-shaped, the divisions purple with a glaucous

tinge on the outside, yellow with green lines quite

untessellated on the face, the foveole round, greenish,

very small, placed near the base, the tips incurved and

yellowish green, the outer three obovate-oblong, \ inch

broad, the inner three lanceolate-oblong, 2 lines broad.

Stamens nearly as long as the perianth ; anthers

2^- lines long, oblong, with a very distinct cusp,

as long as the glabrous filaments. Pistil reaching to

the base of the anthers. Style as long as the ovary,

slit halfway down into three slender connivent subulate

branches. J. G. B.

Eriospermum calcaratum, Bakery n. sp*

A new species, well marked by its peculiar bracts ;

sent by Mr. Bolus, in 1873, from Graaf-Reinet to the

Kew collection, where it flowered in June, 1S74, the

leaf not being produced till the end of August.

Corm large, fleshy, just like that of E. latifolium.

Leaf sessile, lanceolate acute, 2 inches long, 5—6 lines

broad, glabrous on both sides, marked with two
longitudinal depressed lines. Scape terete, half a foot

long, slender, glaucous. Raceme laxly 20— 30
flowered, 3—4 inches long when fully expanded,

under an inch broad. Pedicels ascending, cemuous
at the tip, the lowest \ inch long. Bracts minute

deltoid, furnished with a very large spur (i^—2 lines

long). Perianth 2i lines long, the segments oblanceo-

late obtuse, white with a green keel, a line broad, the

inner three rather smaller. Stamens nearly as long as

the perianth ; filaments deeply perigynous subulate,

twice as long as the oblong anthers. Style as long as

the oblong ovary ; ovules many in a cell, J, G. B,

Eriospermum albucoides, Baker^ n. sp.\

A new species from Cape Colony, which came to

Kew amongst a quantity of bulbs gathered by Mr.
Thos. Cooper. It flowered for the first time in July,

1873, the leaf not being developed till October.
Corm oblong, grey, irregular, an inch thick. Leaf

round-cordate, bright green, fleshy, glabrous on both
sides, 2 inches long and broad, with a petiole i— i inch

long. Scape half a foot long, very slender. Raceme
laxly 10— 12 flowered, when expanded 2—3 inches

long, l^ inch broad. Pedicels erecto-patent, 6— 10

lines long. Bracts deltoid, very minute. Perianth
2 lines deep, the divisions yellow with a green keel,

the outer oblanceolate-oblong obtuse, the three inner

shorter, conniving permanently like those of an
Albuca, obovate-spathulate with a cucuUate apiculus.

Stamens half as long as the perianth, the outer three

lanceolate, the inner three shorter and broader, not
more than half a line long. Style as long as the

ovary. Ovules biseriate, several in each of the three

cells. 7. G. B.

THE OXLIP.
Dr. Prior has shown very conclusively that the

"Primrose" of former days was not our Primula vul-

garis, but the Daisy ; and our American cousins apply

the name of the Cowslip to our Marsh Marigold

(Caltha palustris) ; but in spite of this there are few

plants which are more generally recognised as distinct,

both in popular nomenclature and in gardening, than

the two which we nowadays call respectively Primrose

and Cowslip. They may both be forms of one species,

as Linnceus believed, and as many modern writers

suppose ; but they are sufficiently distinct for all

practical purposes.

This, however, cannot be said of their near ally,

the Oxlip ; indeed, there are few plants which have

been more confused, or have caused more confusion

among botanists. The popular observer, indeed, is

able to solve the matter by applying the name indis-

* Eriospermum culcaraium. Baker, n. sp.—Cormo magno
difformi ; folio unico post scapum producio sessili lanceolato
acuto glabro lineis duabus longitudinalibus percurso ; racemo
laxe 20—30 floro

;
pedicellis perianchio sequilongis; bracteis

minutis deltoideis conspicne calcaratis ; perianthio campanulato
2j4 lin. longo. segmentis oblanceolatis obtusis atbis viridi

carinatis ; staminibus perianthio paulo brevioribus, filamentis
conformibus subulacit;.

t Eriosf>er7num albucoides. Baker, n. sp.—Cormo magno
difformi ; folio unico post scapum producto petiolato rotundato-
cordato ntrinque glabro ; racemo laxe lo—12 floro; pedicellis
erecto-patentibus perianthio multo longioribus ; bracteis
minutis deltoideis; perianthio 2 lin. longo; segmentis fiavis

viridi-carinatis ; exterioribus oblanceolato-oblongis obtusis

;

interioribus conniveniibus oblongis cuspidatis ; staminibus
perianthio dupio brevinribus, tribus exterioribus lanceolatis.

)ribus brevioribus la'

criminately to any plant with yellow Primrose-like

flowers, which form an umbel at the top of a scape ;

but when it is desired to trace the origin of such plants

the difficulty of such a task is apparent. Mr. Fitch

has at fig. 150 represented one form which appears to

be the umbellate variety of the common Primrose
j

but the name Oxlip is applied to at least three, or

perhaps four, distinct plants, only one of which can
claim specific rank, while the origin of the other

three is in each case different.

To begin with the true Oxlip, as botanists often

call the first of these, which is better known to them
as Primula elatior of Jacquin, but not of many other

authors ; indeed, until 1842 it was confused with the

hybrid Oxlip hereafter to be noticed. In our columns
for February 20 (p. 239) we called attention to this as

a desirable garden plant, and each season convinces

us of its importance for horticultural purposes. At
the page referred to will be found the more obvious
characters by which this plant is distinguished from
the other Oxlips, such as the drooping flowers, more
erect leaves, and peculiar scent. Dr. Boswell-Syme
points out that it differs from its ally the Cowslip **in

the leaves being generally less contracted at the base,

though in some specimens they are quite as much so,

in the flowers being less drooping, the calyx-teeth

longer and much acuminated towards the apex, which
is acute. The corolla has the limb usually larger than
in the Cowslip, and widely funnel-shaped, not saucer-

shaped, and of a pale buff-yellow, without any con-

traction at the throat, being quite destitute of the

bosses which are present in the Primrose and Cowslip
[this character is most important] ; the segments of the

limb are also narrower. The capsule is much longer

in proportion to the calyx. The pubescence is longer

and more shaggy." The plant is distinct enough,

not only from a botanical but from a gardener's stand-

point ; and we can only repeat our advice to those of

our readers who live in Suffolk, Cambridge, or

Essex— the three counties in which this Oxlip occurs

—or who have correspondents in those counties, to

secure a good supply of specimens for cultivation. It

seeds freely, and is easily grown from seed.

The second Oxlip on our list is a not very common
variety of the Cowslip, which is sometimes called

Primula veris major. This is a plant which is at once
recognisable as belonging to the Cowslip type, but the

limb of the flower is flat or nearly so, as in the Primrose,

although darker in colour, and is also much larger

than in the Cowslip. This form is alluded to in

the Flora Londine>isis, and is probably the original of

some of our Polyanthuses, of which more anon.

The most common representative of the Oxlip has
yet to be considered, and this is the plant most fre-

quently cultivated under that name. It is usually

regarded as a hybrid between the Cowslip and the
Primrose, and doubtless has this origin in many
cases ; but it seems at least probable that a developed
form of the Primrose is also so called. We have
often found this Oxlip among Primroses, and
at a considerable distance from any Cowslips ; and
when it is remembered that in the common Prim-
rose the flowers are really umbellate, although the

scape is not developed, it is easy to see that an acci-

dental development of the scape would produce a
very good Oxlip. In the Flora LondinensiSy indeed,

(where there is a beautiful figure of this plant). Sir

W. J. Hooker states that he "found that the flowers

almost regularly appear with the common scape im-
bedded in the ground, so that they would be con-
sidered as growing altogether single." Dr. Syme
says that the hybrid Oxlip usually differs from P.

elatior, Jacq., in its large flowers on much longer
pedicels, triangular calyx-teetb, and in the limb of
the corolla being brighter coloured, more spreading,
the segments much broader and rounder, and the

throat somewhat contracted with five bilobed bosses,

as in the Primrose and Cowslip ; while others approach
the latter more closely, and in a third form the Prim-
rose type is more prominent. He is of opinion that

in all cases this Oxlip is a hybrid ; but this we are
inclined to doubt. We have found a plant in which
Oxlips and Primroses grew from the same root. If

the hybrid theory, however, be accepted in every
case, the plant which we have referred to as Primula
veris major, is probably only a form in which the
Cowslip predominates over the Primrose type.

The statement at p. 695, that the Polyanthus is

derived from the Cowslip, was written currente calamo,
and requires some modification. It is probably true

in some cases, but it is more likely that the Oxlip last

described has given rise to the majority of the kinds
of Polyanthus. Miller considers that the Primrose,
Oxlip, and Cowslip have each produced Polyanthuses,

which he says in his time were so much esteemed
in some parts of England as to sell for a guinea a root.

A writer in Science Gossip for 1867 (p. 137), states

that he has raised Cowslips, Oxlips, and Poly-
anthuses, but no Primroses, from the seed of a garden
Polyanthus. The original Polyanthus appears to have
been a red-flowered variety. When the name first

appeared in books, we have not yet been able to
ascertain definitely. Rea, in his Complete Florilege

(1665), does not give it, although he appears to have

been acquainted with the plant, as he says ** the red
Cowslip or Oxlip is of several sorts, all of them bear-

ing many flowers on one stalk, in fashion like those of

the field, but of several red colours, some deeper,

other lighter, some bigger, like Oxlips, others smaller,

like Cowslips." He also says he had "five distinct

diversities" of ** the red Cowslip hose-in-hose,"

which differed in size and colour. Miller in the

Gardeners* Diclionary (1752), mentions the Poly-
anthus by name, and gives full directions for its culture

;

it appears to have attained its greatest popularity

about this period.

RICHLY-COLOURED AVENUES.
An avenue plantation over 200 yards long, of six

rows of leaf-coloured ornamental trees, has recently

been planted on either side of a gravel walk in our

Isleworth Nursery, and I was so much struck with the

brilliant effect produced by the rich contrast of foliage

so early as the middle of May, that I resolved to give

you some idea of the effect that may be obtained by

the judicious selection of trees, whose colouring will

either contrast or blend with each other. I do no

mean to say that the avenue above-named is planted

quite in the manner I am about to describe, but it

contains short lines of most of the kinds named below,

which serve to illustrate my meaning. For the use of

planters, I will now give lists of twelve lines to be

planted on each side of a broad road : the width

between the lines should be increased from 5 feet

between the first and second lines, up to 10 or 15 feet

between the eleventh and twelfth lines ; and the

width from plant to plant from 3 feet in the first line

increased gradually to 10 to 15 feet in the twelfth

line. The number of lines may be increased or

reduced at the pleasure and convenience of the

planter.

li/ List. He
Deutzia gracilis

Golden Splraa
Purple Oak .

.

Robinia colutseoides

Golden Oak .

.

Purple Beech
. Golden Catalpa
Silver Elm .. .. i

, Acer colchicum ru-

,
QuercusTauzasplen-

Alnus cordata . . i

Ligui
chir

vulga
Heisht.

2. Golden Elder

3. Purple Barberry .

.

4. Silver Negundo
5. Purple Filbert

6. Tilia filicifolia

7. Golden Elm
S. Purple Beech
9. Tilia argentea

10. Betula platyphylla
11. Purple Elm..
12. Ailantus

These trees can all be kept within bounds by
judicious winter pruning and occasional summer stop-

ping, the height of each row remaining the same as

indicated for many years with increasing vigour and
effect. I have inserted a good many green-leaved

varieties, that the lines may not appear too much
painted up, and these different shades of green may be
increased at pleasure. I am frequently asked at what
period of the autumn the colouring of the foliage of

trees is at its best, and I can only reply that autumn
tints are never so conspicuous in England as they are

in America. This arises from two causes. One is

that many American autumn-tinted trees do not

abound in England, and the other, the want of intense

sun-heat to ripen the wood to produce the colouring

before leal-fall.

The merit, however, of our leaf-tinted trees is that

they are in beauty throughout the summer, and so

allow us the advantage of planting them in contrast to

trees of various shades of green, and they thus far

surpass in utility those which yield only the short-

lived tints of autumn. Not that I do not appreciate

the richness of such of the latter as we possess in this

country, but every climate has its peculiar treasures ;

and as I believe we shall never have the opportunity

of enjoying autumn tints to the extent our cousins

rightly glory in, let us be satisfied that we can enjoy

throughout the summer of our moderately warmed
climate a goodly display of leaf colouring that is

yearly increasing in number and interest, and which
the intense heat of America would so far injure as to

render them objects anything but enjoyable.

I think I ought to say a few words about some of

the shrubs and trees in my two lists.

First List,—No, I is of a lovely green, and among leaf

tinted trees may well be excused for giving out its

snowy flowers in May ; 2, is very showy in early

spring
; 3, is a rare and beautiful Oak : Quercus nigra

is the best coloured variety, but it is a slow grower
and is often obliged to give place to Q. purpurascens,

which, though not quite so dark, is still effective. 4,
is well known as of silvery whiteness ; 5, is of an
exquisite light green ; 6, is the glory of the plantation ;

7, is too well known to need description ; 8, is simply
a magnificent sheet of brown gold ; 9, is a bright

silver variegation and is very elegant and effective ;

10, II, 12, form a rich background, but they must
not be allowed to grow so high as to cast a shade
over the golden trees.

Second List.—No. I is an elegant Privet of a lively
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pale green, and ought to be more known ; 2, if I

have said the Golden Oak is the glory of the planta-

tion, surely this Elder is the glory of the shrubbery,
and deserves extensive cultivation

; 3, is of a soft,

light purple tint
; 4, who will deny to Negundo

variegata the title of Queen of the silver trees ? 5,

here we have a real gem, fit to occupy a place in

every shrubbery ; 6, an interesting Lime, of elegant

habit and neat foliage
; 7, of the Kosseel's Golden

Elm I cannot speak loo highly, it is simply a moun-
tain of the richest gold ; S, is inserted here to form a
contrast in colour and habit to 9, which is a truly

magnificent tree ; 10, 11, 12, will form a good back-
ground, and the latter has quite an oriental appear-
ance.

The above lists might be varied according to taste

by the substitution of such trees as Alnus glutinosa

imperialis and A. iiicana laciniata, two beautiful cut-

leaved trees ; Fagus ferruginea latifolia and F. ma-
crophylla, F. filicifolia, Juglans nigra (true Hickory),

J. regia laciniata, Liquidambar, whose leaves are

scarlet in autumn, as are also those of Quercus coc-

Simpson speaks well of the Rivers' Victoria Nectarine
as a good bearer that may always be depended on.
For forcing purposes Mr. Simpson sets great store on
Vicomtesse lli5ricart de Thury Strawberry. Pines are
but little grown, the improved quality of the Pines
introduced from the Azores to a large extent obviating
the necctsily of growing lliem here. For first-rale

quality, nevertheless, an English-grown Pine is still

unsurpassable.

The edgings in the kilchen-garden here are made
of pressed asphalle, which is serviceable and very
durable. For bedding purposes great use is made of
Pachyphytums, Echeverias, Kleinias, and other succu-
lents. Mr. Simpson has adopted one of the handiest
and most efficient latches for the doors of his houses
that we have ever seen. The handle which raises the
latch is curved like the letter CO, so that to raise the
latch from the one side of the door the handle is

raised, while it is lowered for a similar purpose on
the other side. So simple and efficient is this fasten-

ing that we observed all the houses in Messrs. Fisher
& Holmes' nurseries were provided with this style of

Such a monster would form an excellent substitute for

a "trespassers beware" notice-board, but a similar
purpose is now filled by some American bisons, which
it is not prudent to approach too closely. Wharn-
cliffe has other associations than those connected with
grand natural scenery or questionable legend. It was
the residence of the be.-iutiful and willy Lady Mary
Worlley Monlagu, the brave woman who was the
first to introduce inoculation into lirilain, a boon we
can hardly estimalc, now that it has been superseded
by the far more valuable and less dangerous practice
of vaccination. At Worlley there is a portrait of this

clever though fierce lady, whose charming "Letters"
and bitter encounters with Pope and Swift give her
no mean place in the literature of the last century.

ATTHE AMERPCAN PLANTS
KNAP HILL.

" Your English gardens are greatly indebted to

us," observed an American tourist recently while sur-

Fig. 150.—THE oxLip.

cinea and Q. nobilis. Among other fine Oaks I may
name Q. Cerris variegata and Q. pannonica, Fraxinus
aucubn^folia, very effective this season ; the golden
Acacia, the colour of Australian gold ; the Tulip
tree, Sophora, Tamarix japonica, the most elegant

of its class ; and many others too numerous to meniion.
I must now add a caution to planters of the golden-

leaved portion of these trees, and that is, they
demand being planted in the fullest exposure to the

sun. If they are over-topped by other trees, or the

rays of the sun are not directed fully upon them, they
will only prove miserable failures. Charles Lee^

Nouiislow, May 29.

WORTLEY HALL.
Mr. StMPSON of Wortley, of whose skill as a fruit

culturist we had evidence lately, when visiting the
gardens under his charge, has to contend with a cold
bleak situation, and a thin poor soil in the midst of a
coal and iron district. Even Apples do not ripen to
perfection at Wortley. It is, therefore, in the forcing-

houses that Mr. Simpson has fairest play, and there
he well sustains his reputation as a Vine grower. At
the end of April we noticed some leaves of Black
Hamburgh 14 inches across and in fine health. Mr.

latch, in the immediate vicinity of Wortley are
Wharncliffe woods and crags, the former well peopled
with noble Oaks, remnants of the old Sherwood
forest, the latter consisting of a lofty wall of rock,
reaching from the high table moorland to the valley

of the Don, and thickly bestrewn wilh magnificent
rock-masses of millstone grit, between whose crevices

stunted trees struggle for existence, while wherever
shelter is afforded the Ling, the Bilberry, and
other moorland plants thrive to perfection. From the
lofty and exposed situation the trees are frequently
blown over, and it is then surprising to see how little

anchorage they have, the hard rock being so close to
the surface that such things as tap-roots have no
chance of going down. The view from hence is very
magnificent ; the air fresh and invigorating. It is no
small boon to the Sheffield folk that Lord Wharn-
cliffe allows free access to these romantic woods and
crags on certain days of the week. The dragon of
Wantley has long since departed this life, which is not
remarkable, seeing that

" Houses and churches
Were as geese and turkeys

;

He ate all, and left none behind,
Save some stones, dear Jack, which he could not

crack,

Which on the hillside you will find."

veying the floral treasures of the Knap Hill Nurseries.
"I meet with 'our' Rhododendrons, 'our' Azaleas,
•our' Kalmias and Andromedas, wherever I go." It
is true we are indebted to the Land of the West for the
originals of these plants, but our Transatlantic cousins
greatly overstep the mark when they thus lay claim
to the results which have followed from the applica-
tion of horticultural skill and science on the part of
our English cultivators. Even enthusiastic Americans
are at last obliged to confess, that America herself
cannot produce such a display of what she claims as
her own plants, as we can do in such establishments
as that of Mr. Waterer of Knap Hill, and that, in this
respect at least, she cannot claim precedence of
"all creation."

Seldom of late years has the season been so
favourable for the flowering of the American plants
at Knap Hill as it has been the present year. The
Rhododendrons and Azaleas are now in glorious
bloom, and those who desire a feast of flowers such as
we venture to say is nowhere to be equalled, should
at once seek Mr. Waterer's permission to inspect them.
It is well-known that on these moist, low-lying
grounds the spring frosts often damage the floral

display, but this year the fates have been propitious.

There is something peculiarly enchanting in a fine

display of these so-called American plants. The very
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air is redolent of the perfume of the Azalea flowers,

which in every lovely shade of scarlet, rose, pink,

orange, yellow, and white, together or combined,
cluster on every twig, so that the individual plants are

liberally masses of blossoms, just relieved, in many of

the newer sorts, by the tender green of the peeping
young shoots, which it has been an effort of years, in

this establishment, to secure at the same season as the

flowers. Then the Rhododendrons, with their persis-

tent dark green leaves and tender-coloured flowers of

every hue, spreading out as they do over acre after

acre, far as the eye can trace them—here forming huge
bushes sheeted with bloom, there noble standards,

decliedwith choicest floral gems—these are indescrib-

ably lovely. A walk through the grounds, one
straight drive in which is at least a mile long,

confirms this, for in passing down it the visitor

finds Rhododendrons to the right, to the left, in

front and behind ; hosts of bedded stock plants,

furnishing their quota of flower trusses ; border after

border of specimen plants whose value runs high
up the golden scale ; and everywhere dotted about
tree-like examples with noble heads, waiting for

removal to the pleasure-ground of some spirited

admirer of flowers. Besides these, there are other
marshalled hosts of well-grown plants, less generally

attractive perhaps, but of great interest to the pro-

prietor, being seedlings, which at this season are

closely scanned, day by day, the search being every
now and then rewarded by the discovery of some
novelty hitherto unattained, or of some improvement
upon types already existing, not before realised, occa-
sionally but less often than might be expected by the
acquisition of a gem of the first water.

Still one of the best of the Rhododendrons for grow-
ing in the tree form is an old sort called roseum elegans,

a soft pleasing shade of rosy lilac, and one of the
hardiest of the whole race, a certain bloomer, and
one which always forms a close well-furnished head
somewhat pendulous at the extremities. Some
varieties cast off their old leaves too readily, and
become mere scarecrows ; these are not at all

adapted for standards, nor indeed are they fit for grow-
ing as ordinary bushes, since they have a starved
and miserable appearance when not in bloom. It

has in consequence always been an object at Knap
Mill to breed from close-habited bold-leaved sorts,

which to the sterling quality of fine showy flowers
might add the "all-the-year-round " character of a
well-furnished evergreen.

To attempt an enumeration of even the choicer
varieties would be tedious. Those who are interested

in these had better go and see them. We noticed
amongst the coming sorts some fine purples ; some
witli liglit centres, giving the appearance of a stripe

down the middle of each segment ; and many with
fine rich spotting. Some of these will doubtless in

due time be introduced to the public as trade plants,

others will be used merely for breeding purposes, as

starting points for the acquirement of new gains.

Considering the care with which all the seed sown is

fertilised, the percentage of really fine flowers obtained
is not very encouraging ; and then as it takes long to

work up anything like a stock of a new sort, it is no
wonder that good novelties are somewhat tardy in

making their appearance.

We cannot refrain from mentioning what is believed

to be the finest standard Rhododendron in the world,
a noble stem bearing a magnificent head. It is a
grafted plant of the variety called Scipio, a deep rose-

coloured flower with conspicuous dark spots. This is

one of the best of all varieties for standards, as it

clothes itself so completely with bold handsome
foliage, and is also very prolific ot flowers. This
specimen is worth at least fifty guineas. Old standard
plants which have become thin, or any of the sparse-

foliaged sorts, might be beneficially grafted with this

variety, which on a healthy stem would in this way
soon form a vigorous and well-furnished head.
The soil and situation at Knap Hill appear to suit

Lilium auratum perfectly, and immense numbers are

grown, both from seeds and scales, the result being
the production of much more vigorous and healthy
bulbs than those which have had to travel from Japan.
We have only space to add that the Cupressus

Lavvsoniana erecta viridis, the merits of which we
were amongst the first to point out (and which, by the

way, we are surprised to see relegated to the supple-
ment in the new edition of Gordon's Finetum), im-
proves, if that be possible, on longer acquaintance

—

the reason, no doubt, being that it is only after the
plant has gained some size that its remarkably refined

style of beauty is fully brought out. The young
nursery stock, such as we sometimes meet with second-
hand under pot culture, though pretty and spruce
enough, is wanting in character, and therefore ineffec-

tive ; but when the plants get to 4 or 5 feet high their

elegant outline and slender tapered shapeliness begin
to tell upon the eye, and from that size upwards every
succeeding year adds new beauties. It is undoubtedly
tile very choicest and most exquisitely beautilul of aU
hardy evergreens—green as a Leek, hardy as a Yew,
and surpassing in refinement of habit and elegance of
growth every other conical-habited evergreen at

present known in our gardens. T, M,

BOILERS AT MANCHESTER.
The most noticeable features among the several

boilers shown were what may be termed coal-saving

contrivances. Small stoves or boilers, such as "Watson's

Masterpiece and Ezerd's gas-pipe or boiler, aimed at

securing this object by the placing the whole heat-

ing surface within, the house to be heated. Practical

difficulties might arise on attempting to do this with

large heating apparatus, though it does seem a

tremendous waste of coal and caloric to thrust our

heat worker wholly outside of the houses to be warmed.
It ought to be an easy task for mechanical genius to

expose so much boiler surface as would be con-

sistent with the safety of the plants, and also so to

arrange the stoking and fire arrangements as to keep

all smoke and gases out of the air of the plant-houses.

Now, notwithstanding we have just passed through a

coal famine, more heat is lost in thousands of stoke-

holes than would heat many a whole range of glass.

In order to utilise this waste heat we must either

partially expose our boilers into the houses to be

heated, or enclose the furnace in a sort of Polmaise

chamber, in which the dry air may be vaporised and
then admitted within the glasshouses.

Most of the boilers shown at Manchester seemed the
indirect products of the coal famine. Hardly one of
them but had some special contrivance to get a double
supply of caloric out of the fuel before the products of
combustion were discharged into free space. For
instance, Mr. John, of Manchester, exhibited a useful-

looking saddle boiler, with check-back and water fire-

bars. There is a very general impression abroad in

favour of saddle boilers. There can be no doubt they
heat well, and just as little that saddle boilers of the
ordinary kind are wasteful of fuel. Of course the
check-end and the water-bars under the fire absorb
more heat, and a gentleman who had used this boiler

for some time assured us that he was afraid to put
much fire on, for fear of excess of heat—a comfortable
condition to be in during the last severe and pro-
tracted winter. Mr. Mees' patent duplex action heat-

ing apparatus is another coal saver that can be applied
to any existing boiler without much labour or expense.
It may be described as a series of wrought-iron hot-

water pipes, let into a water-box at each end. This
forms the base, front, and back of any furnace. A
saddle, tubular, or any kind of boiler may be set over
it, thus obtaining a compound or duplex action. The
bars and ends may also be used alone, and form a
simple and efficient boiler. In that case, however,
there ought to be at least two sets of water-pipes.
Mr. Mees exhibited his duplex contrivance under a
saddle boiler, and there cannot be a question that the

bars and ends would absorb much heat that would
otherwise be lost.

A practical detail or two in reference to these boilers

was also worthy of notice. The pipes forming the
base of the furnace could either be corked in the usual

way at front and back or screwed, and the front part

of the water-box is made to come off, so that a pipe
might be easily replaced if an accident happened, and
any sediment removed from the bottom pipes. To
facilitate this the water-bars are set with a rake to

the front instead of level, as usual ; and this position

was held to quicken the circulation, as well as to

facilitate the removal of sediment.

Mr. Peake, of Altringham, carried the principle of
coal saving still further. Not content with using
check-plates and water furnace-bars, in the same way
as Mr. Mees, he thrusts another set of hollow water-
bars into the crown of his saddle boiler, just leaving

room for the fire to play freely through among them
before it hits the arch of the saddle. The upper series

of bars is well placed for heat, as the strength of the

fire invariably flies upwards, and spends its chief

energy on the crown of the boiler. It is impossible to

doubt, on looking carefully into Mr. Peake's boiler,

almost half full of iron hollow water-tubes, that these

additions must perforce utilise much of the heat that

would otherwise be wasted. The heat from all these

different sources unites in the crown of the boiler,

where the currents meet, and speed on in one stream
into the flow-pipe. It might be advisable to have
them made entirely separate and independent by
means of a few extra connections and stopcocks, so

that if a fire-bar gave way or a joint sprung a leak, the

boiler itself might still be safely worked, and a tubular

bar or common furnace-bar put in on an emergency by
means of Mr. Mees' removable front plate.

There were several other boilers displayed, all ex-

hibiting coal-saving expedients, and proving that the

lesson, which has been hammered at by the Press for

years, has now been taken to heart in good earnest by
inventors—viz., that it is cheaper far to buy iron in

almost any quantity once than coal every year. The
idea of accumulating heating force by the vertical

multiplication of boilers one within or on the top of

another, which was the chief feature of Cannell's

boiler, is now being generally adopted, The majority

of boilers shown at Manchester might have been justly

labelled ingenious iron traps to catch and to hold
caloric until its heat gets exhausted in the circulating

water. Hence we saw plate above plate, water-

pipes for furnace bars, water-jackets for back or

front of furnaces, and water-pipes for the flames to

play through before they spent their last force and ex-

hausted their heating power on the boiler proper
which enclosed all these supernumerary sources of
beat.

We are yet very far from getting the amount of

heat we ought to obtain from the quantity of fuel con-
sumed. Our very dissatisfaction, intensified by the

coal famine, is the best sign and surest precursor of

improvement. The boilers shown at the great Whit-
suntide exhibition are attempts at satisfying the just

and legitimate demands of horticulturists for cheaper
heat. Heat, as one of the most potent factors of pro-

duction, is always the heaviest tax on cheap production.

We cannot do without it, and as the demand for

luxuries increase—and it is increasing rapidly—yet

more and more heat will be needed to meet and satisfy

that demand. Boiler makers are all endeavouring to

save coal at rates varying from 20 to 50 per cent.

And the Scientific Industral Society's Exhibition that

opened on the same day as the flower show has also its

fuel-saving contrivances of various sorts. Dr. Anderson
in his eloquent opening lecture on tools, thus speaks of
force and fuel :

—"We know nothing offeree itself only
by its effects. The force of our factories, locomotives,

steamships, comes from the sun ; but the knowledge
brings us no nearer to an answer to the great question,

What is force ? Bat we have this force at our disposal,

and our simple duty is to turn it to the best account. The
one man that has done most for the economy of force

and fuel in our day is Dr. Joule of Manchester. The
effect due to the discovery of Dr. Joule's equivalent of
heat and working, both now and in the future, are in-

calculable. For one thing, it has removed our self-

sufficiency and made us dissatisfied with the amount
of work done by our steam-engines with a given
quantity of fuel. This is a healthy condition to be
in. The 10 lb. of fuel per horse-power per hour
which pleased our fathers, is already reduced in some
steam-engines to 2 lb. ; still we are dissatisfied, and
thousands of earnest seekers, scattered over all civi-

lised countries, are at this moment trying to lift the

corner of their veils to discover one other of

Nature's secrets, so as to enable another pound
to be saved, and it is more than probable
that before the year 1975 comes round the fuel

required for steam-engines will be reckoned by
ounces." We want also a Dr. Joule in the placing

and setting of a new boiler that will save something
like four-fifths of the fuel in horticultural furnaces.

Hot-water heating is all very well, but our modes of
getting the heat out of the fire into the water, and
utilising the whole of the heat by linking it to our
only object in consuming the fuel, the work of heating

our glass-houses, are still most defective and unsatis-

factory. Too much fuel is consumed for the equiva-

lent of work rendered, and the sooner horticultural

engineers turn their whole energies tj the matter of

getting more heat from the coal the better for their

own interest and the future prosperity of horticulture.

Dissatisfaction merges into impotency unless it

becomes the pioneer of improvement. We gladly

welcome all that has been done, and the much more
attempted, but our cry is yet for cheaper horticultural

heat. n. T. Fish.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

There are few who have ever been in any way
connected with this Society, or who take an interest

in its welfare, but must feel deeply grieved that the

direction of its affairs should have fallen into the

hands of individuals who are either so ignorant, or so

oblivious of the interests of the Society, as to give'

utterance to such words as are reported to have fallen

from the President and Treasurer at the meeting held

on May 25. Nothing less than sheer ignorance of

the relative position that the Society holds to horti-

culture at the present time, or a disposition to wreck

the ship they are incapable of steering, could have

induced any member of the Council to have indulged

in such an unwarrantable attack upon gentlemen who
allow their plants to be exhibited at the Society's

shows, and the gardeners who show them, as was then

made. Time was when the Society might be said to

be mdependent of either exhibitions or those who
make them, but it is not so now. It may by some be

a matter for regret that the Society's sphere of useful-

ness in the advancement and promotion of horticul-

ture has, by force of circumstances, over which it

could have no control, become much narrower than it

wasatone time. By the introduction and distribution of

new plants it in past years filled a most important mis-

sion ; private enterprise has supplanted it here, and in
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this, as in all things of a similar nature, will outstrip

the action of any corporate body, no matter how great

its resources may be. Chiswick, with its present

limited area, as an experimental garden, cannot pos-

sibly be much more than the name, especially when
its talented and energetic superintendent is cramped
in every way lor means j moreover at the present day
every well-appointed private establishment in the

country is more or less an experimental garden, the

results of which are far more conclusive for its own
immediate locality than anything of a similar nature,

however well carried out, in a distant place, can pos-

sibly be. Hence, so far as the promotion of practical

horticulture is concerned, tlie Society has little scope
except through the inlluence of its exhibitions, especially

those it holds in the provinces. At all events, except

to those who live sufficiently near the garden at

Kensington to use it as an airing-ground, the Society

has little to offer to its Fellows in return for their sub-

criptions but the shows ; and I have never met with a

Fellow, residing in a distant part of the country,

but who expressed himself satisfied with these, and
looked upon them as a legitimate return for his money,

so long as they really were what they ought to be.

It might have been supposed that the Council col-

lectively would, ere this, have learnt that it is the

gentlemen who permit their plants to be shown who
virtually make these exhibitions, yet the President

and Treasurer take advantage of the oftice they hold

to flagrantly misrepresent and grossly insult the whole
body. From a lengthened and intimate acquaintance

with the gentlemen and their gardeners who for many
years have been, and are now the principal exhibitors,

I am in a position to state positively that the insulting

statements made by the President are not true. Men
who can grow plants up to the high point of excel-

lence required for exhibition at the present day, are

comparatively few, and command high wages. I speak

advisedly when I say that the gentlemen whose plants

take the principal prizes pay very much higher wages

to their gardeners than they would have occasion to

do did they not grow such plants. There are none who
disinterestedly contribute so much towards the support

of the principal horticultural societies throughout

the country as the gentlemen who, at considerable

risk to plants of great value, allow these to be seen

by the public at the exhibitions. By a certain class

of people an ungenerous construction may be put upon
exhibiting as being simply a means of gratifying a

feeling of pride in taking honours. This might in some
cases apply to beginners, but the time comes when
the highest round in the ladder is reached, when there

is no more to conquer, no higher honours to be gained
;

and yet it is no uncommon thing even after this point

is attained for gentlemen to allow their plants regu-

larly to appear at the principal shows. Take, for

instance, the splendid collections of Orchids, stove

and greenhouse plants. Heaths, and Pelargoniums

shown by Mr. Wilkins* gardener, of Leyton. These,

at the present time, are regularly first at the London
shows—for the simple reason that there are none pro-

duced that can successfully compete with them, con-

sequently were they absent the exhibitions would be

so much the worse
;
yet their owner is the gentleman

whom the Treasurer, in his extreme courtesy, speaks of

as *'a man named Wilkins," complaining that he had
addressed to the Council an " ungentlemanly letter,"

but the Treasurer forgot to inform the meeting that this

letter from Mr. Wilkins was in answer to one received

byhimfrom the Council, and also refused to substantiate

his assertions by reading the letter to the meeting.

Possibly it might have disclosed something more than

would have been convenient. Mr. Wilkins is one of

a number of gentlemen who for years have regularly

supported the Society's shows by their contributions

of first-class plants. Is it likely, I would ask, that

they will continue to help a society, the principal

representatives of which scatter broadcast such impu-

tations ?

The gardeners also come in for a full share of

invective. Let us look into the actual position

they hold as exhibitors of their employer's productions.

They are spoken of in a way that implies their being

under an obligation to the Society for the prizes they

have so dearly earned, and accused by the President of

pressing the Council in an indecent manner. Have
those who thus speak any idea of the expense the

gardeners are put to in exhibiting collections of large

plants ? Mr. Ward, one of those who is thus accused of

thus pressing for his prize money, had to pay for vans,

horses and men, at the Society's June show at Kensing-

ton last year, no less than £1^^, although residing at a

comparatively short distance from London. Exhi-

bitors coming from a greater distance, necessarily, must

be under heavier expenses. When in the capacity

of a gentleman's gardener myself, living in North

Cheshire, I was for years in the habit of exhibiting

once in the season at the Royal Horticultural or other

of the London shows. On these occasions my expenses

were never less than £2^ or over, which was a clear

sacrifice on my part of a very considerable sum, as

each time I came to London it prevented my exhibit-

ing somewhere else nearhome, where the expenses would

not have been more than half as much, and in most

cases the prizes much larger. For a number of years

back there have been many more important shows than

the leading exhibitors could attend. I believe I was
the first to moot through the horticultural press the

advisability of the Society holding yearly exhibitions

in the provinces. I exhibited largely at each place

the .Society visited on every occasion (except when the

show was held at Manchester, and consequently near),

doing so at a direct sacrifice, through the cause above

named.
I simply mention these matters for the information

of those who may happen to be under the impression

that the prize money gardeners win is all clear gain,

and also to m.ike it distinctly understood that the

councils and committees of the various societies are

quite as much obliged to those who exhibit at their

shows as the exhibitors are to them for the prizes they

offer. This is a fact that the authorities connected

with the different metropolitan societies would appear

never to have been able to realise, hence their

decadence. The promoters of the leading provincial

societies fully understand it, and to acting thereon may
in a great measure be attributed their success

—

meeting exhibitors in the most liberal manner, in

addition to offering handsome prizes. To illustrate

this I may mention one—the Bishop Auckland—second

to none for the successful position it holds ; this

society, besides ofiering liberal prizes, pays the

carriage of plants coming from distant places. Gar-

deners who exhibit plants grown up to the highest

cultural standard receive many more applications

from the committees of the principal provincial

societies to show their plants than they are able to

comply with.

Ten years ago the Lindley Medal was instituted.

It is looked upon as the highest award that can be

made to cultural skill, and as such is undoubtedly

esteemed accordingly. It is now over nine years since

the first was awarded, others from time to time

since, up to the last, which has now been due over

two years. Not one of these medals has yet reached

the should-be recipients. Of course the present

Council is not to blame for this, albeit the flourish of

trumpets they made a short time ago has as

yet come to nothing. Seven out of the nine to

whom the medals have been awarded were gardeners

in private places, and belong to the class whom the

Treasurer designates in such gentlemanly terms as
" rabid prizemen 1" Although such a length of time

has elapsed since many of these medals have been

awarded scarce a murmur has been raised at the delay,

not by any means through a feeling of indifference

about them. Speaking for myself, I would much
rather have the Lindley Medal that has been awarded
to me than a far greater value in money, and I have

reason for saying that I have no doubt the same feel-

ing actuates others who are in the same position. If

it is true that "all things come to those who wait,"

there is yet hope. But still there is a limit to the

patience of even those who are blessed with that virtue

in the highest degree. T. Baines,

Master and Gardener.—With other exhibitors I was
much interested in the resultof the specialgeneral meet-

ing of the Royal Horticultural Society—hoping against

hope that somehow something would arise out of the

meeting that would place the old Society once more
upon a firm foundation, whereon we could all work
together for the furtherance of the art for which the

Society has been established. However, our expecta-

tions have been once more doomed to disappointment.

Probably this will always be so until the Council are

advised to consult the leading horticulturists as well as

the general body of Fellows when they are in any
difficulty. About five or six years ago, when it was
thought desirable to amend the schedule, all the ex.

hibitors were summoned to a meeting convened by
the Council by circular ; and His Grace the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry did not think it deroga-

tory to his dignity to preside over that meeting, sup-

ported by the late lamented Bishop of Winchester. I

was present as an exhibitor, and had an opportunity of

stating my views on the matter with other gardeners.

Major-General Scott, the late Honorary Secretary, was
also present, and everything was arranged to our entire

satisfaction. Now if a meeting of this kind had been

arranged at the time the Council determined to make
the 50 per cent, reduction on the schedule of this

year, the exhibitors to a man would have supported

them in whatever arrangement it was thought

desirable to adopt. Unfortunately the men who
are now in power prefer sledge-hammer argument

to any system of conciliation. This was fully proved

in the unwarrantable attack made by Lord Bury and
the Treasurer of the Society on gardeners and their

employers. Now it is entirely the fault of the Council

that the Fellows have to bear the humiliation of being

dragged into the County Court ; and I wish to

state here that I do not approve of the action

taken by exhibitors. Although one of the largest

creditors amongst them, andhowevermuch I disapprove

of the way the Council have managed their business

this year, I have too much respect for the honour

of the Society ever to be prevailed upon to take

action against them, Another reason—fortunately

I am not one of "those men "who receive part of

their wages out of the prize funds. My kind employer

pays large sums of money annually to support the ex-

hibitions, and never has inquired how or when I

receive the prizes ; he was kind enough to say, when
I thought it my duty to ask who was to receive

them, " Vou, of course;" and that is all that has

ever passed between us about them. Then as to wages,

an employer might say, " My gardener is making a

good thing out of his prizes ; it will not be necessary

for me to raise his wages, as I would have done if he

had not been competing." This could hardly be said

to be paying the gardener out of the prize-money,

but it would amount to the same thing.

It has not been so with me ; my employer naturally

supposed that, as his gardener was able to carry off a

very large proportion of first prizes, he must be a

good gardener and worthy of encouragement, and my
wages have been much increased in consequence. I

would rather, much rather, have refrained from enter-

ing into the subject of personal relations between master

and gardener, but if there is any impropriety in doing

so the blame rests with Lord Bury In the first place ;

and his lordship either ought to say who are the men
who pay their gardeners partly out of the prize-money,

or, if he cannot do this, make ample apology for the

expressions he has used. The stigma at present lies

at the door of all of us. I am personally acquainted

with nearly all the exhibitors, have had intimate rela-

tions with the most prominent of them for years.and

never yet heard any gardener say that part of his wages

was paid out of his prize-money. If reckless, unproved

statements continue to be made at meetings by mem-
bers of the Council, and bitter feelings are thereby

engendered, the reconstruction of the Society on a

satisfactory basis will be impossible, y. Douilas, gr.

to Francis IVhMourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, IIford, E.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XIX.
Alexander Cramb.

" I was born in 1810, in the parish of Scone, about

four miles from Perth," writes Mr. Cramb, " and

educated at the parish school. I was apprenticed in

the gardens of Lord Gray, at Kinfauns Castle, then

under the superintendence of Mr. Robertson. The

principal ambition among gardeners at that period was

not plant cultivation as we now find it, but rather to

bring together the greatest number of genera and

species. Kinfauns was then famous for its extensive

collection of herbaceous and alpine plants, among

which I spent every spare minute, preparing a horlus

siccin, a much more difficult task then than now.

Botanical books were both scarce and dear. We had

no Gardeners' Chronicle to consult or reply to ques-

tions. The decoration of the flower garden was then

in its infancy ; Grape and Pine-apple culture was, in

the majority of cases, in a sorry condition ; had any

gardener produced such specimens of either as we now
see, the county would have risen en masse and pre"

sented him with an annuity.

" At the expiration of my apprenticeship I went as

journeyman into the gardens of the EarlofKinnoul, at

Dupplin Castle, under Mr. Shilllnglaw, an excellent

gardener and British botanist. Here my love ol

British plants was incieased, and it has clung to me
through life. Owing to the Castle being burnt to the

ground I remained here only ten months, as the hands

were reduced to two men. Next I moved on to

Edinburgh, and found employment in one of the nur-

series, at wages insufficient to pay for food and

lodging. Still I do not regret the many hardships I

suffered, as I gained considerable knowledge of

nursery routine, which I have found very useful.

" My next appointment was in the gardens at

Tarbert House, now the property of the Duchess of

Sutherland, under Mr. Henderson. There was little

or nothing to be learned here, so after a term of

eighteen months I started for London. One thing I

may notice, which is rather unusual in that northern

county—the Fig and Apricot ripen thoroughly on the

open wall of the kitchen-garden.

"My first place in England was in Essex, where I

remained a year ; and then went as foreman in the

garden of Lord Portman, under Mr. Rogers, an

excellent Grape and Pine grower. After remaining

three years I returned to London, and then to Scot-

land, owing to domestic matters. Subsequently I

found employment in the nursery of the late Mr.

Cunningham, at Comely Bank, near Edinburgh, then

famous for new plants, and fortunately was placed

in the houses, where I secured a knowledge of

propagation, in which at this time Mr. Cunningham

had few equals. Heaths were struck by thousands

by a very simple and unpretentious plan. I may

hereafter describe the system, if thought to be useful,

[Please do.] Here I remained for eighteen months,

and left to lay out a villa garden in the neighbour.
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hood of Edinburgh. The entire space was devoted
to pleasure-ground and plant-houses. During the

winter months I attended the evening classes at the

School of Arts—chemistry, natural philosophy, and
architectural drawing—and have ever found the infor-

mation I gained of essential service. Our lectures

were in every scn?e practical, each fact being proved
by direct experiment. For instance, we were told

that boiling steam and boiling water are, according

to the test of our ordinary thermometers, exactly of

the same temperature—212°; but that this is incorrect,

as boiling steam is very many degrees in advance,
containing what is frequently called latent caloric

(insensible or hidden heal), as may be clearly proved
by converting the vapour into a fluid by introducing

the steam through a tube into a body of cold water.

Another experiment I may mention is possibly more
beneficial to gardeners, and clearly shows us that we
should never trench or dig into the ground frozen

earth or snow. In proof of which a piece of ice was
placed at the bottom of a glass tube and covered to

a considerable depth with hot water. Here it

remained for a very long time before being dissolved,

as heat descends slowly. But reverse the experi-

ment and the ice quickly disappears.

" Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture, which was
published at this time, raised horticulture almost to

an exact science, providing us with a knowledge of
the natural action of plant life and its requirements,

and so demolishing that huge monster—empiricism.
" I remained at Comely Bank five years, and after a

short space went as gardener to II, G. G. Ludlow,
Esq., at Heywood House in Wiltshire. I found the
garden in a sad condition, the fruiting Pine plants

without a live root, and the foliage from top to bottom
covered with white scale. Any remedial measure
would have been useless. The young stock was
nearly as bad, but easier managed, owing to its small
size. It was evident they must undergo a cleansing
process, and for this purpose I made a liquid of solt

soap and turpentine, and thickened by soot ; I had
each plant dipped singly in the solution, keeping up a
continuous temperature of 150", which proved effec-

tual, as not a scale was seen afterwards. All the
heating material was cleaned out, and the pits white-
washed in case of infection. The Vines were not a
whit better ; the young growths were not stronger than
a good-sized Oat-straw, and they had scarcely any
roots, so I had no alternative but removal, remaking
the borders, and planting a young stock. The Peach
trees on the open wall were sadly out of order ; very
few fruit had been produced for many years past.

And how could they be productive ?—the border was of

a heavy clay without drainage, so that the yearly pro-
duce was strong watery wood, less or more destroyed
during winter. During the last week in September I

had them carefully removed and planted on a pre-

pared border, and merely fastened to the wall. So
soon as the buds began to push in spring, the gross

wood was removed or cut back to a couple of eyes to

fill up vacancies. This plan had the effect of bring-

ing the trees into a sound and fruitful condition.
Every other department, as time would permit,
received its full share of attention ; and even now I

have to thank Mr. Ludlow for his kind and unvarying
support.

" On leaving Heywood, after a residence of over nine
years, I entered the service of Earl Ducie, who had a
new kitchen garden in progress. The majority of the
fruit houses had been built. The additions since that
time consist of three Melon-houses, two Fig-houses,
a greenhouse, an Orchid-house, and an intermediate
house, principally lor Ferns ; as well as several ranges
of pits. Latterly 100 feet of an Apricot wall has been
cased with glass, as a mere protection against spring
frosts, which has the effect of securing heavy crops
yearly. The Vine borders had been made and planted,
but in no instance were the crops satisfactory ; I fought
on with them for years without the least amendment,
the Muscat of Alexandria oflering the most resistance.

As a last resource I had the Vines lifted, and made a
change from calcareous soil to that of the new red
sandstone, and ever since they have expressed their
gratitude. When planting the fruit trees in the kitchen
garden I have invariably grouped every kind by itself,

which in several instances is a convenient arrange-
ment, enabling me to protect in the smallest compass
against spring frosts, wasps, and birds.

" The greater part of our walls are built a foot deep
upon a dry foundation, which keeps them warmer by
preventing the ascent of moisture by capillary attrac-
tion. No Apples are grown in the kitchen garden

;

the whole of the borders by the walk sides, with the
exception of a few Plums, are occupied with dwarf
trained Pears worked upon the Pear stock. Here, as
elsewhere, every fruit is correctly named, the names
being impressed on lead by steel types.

"Our collection contains over fifty varieties, and
the selection has been made with much care. The
entire kitchen garden was, in the first instance, trenched
30 inches deep—a refuge for the roots of both vege-
tables and trees during the late dry summer. Just on
the outside, 3 acres of ground have been set apart as an
Apple orchard. This is of a variable texture, the soil

of one part is light and brashy, and the other a heavy
marly clay, and well drained. On the former the
trees are subject to canker, particularly the Ribston
Pippin, whereas on the latter it is quite free, and
yearly bears heavy crops of excellent quality. We
cultivate about seventy kinds, which give an abundant
supply so long as Apples are useful. As a late dessert

fruit, none equals Sturmer Pippin, which is juicy and
crisp to the last.

" In every instance our fruit trees are dwarf,
trained, as the blossoms and fruit are afforded more
protection, and more particularly on high situations.

A few years ago we had an immigration of the Ameri-
can bug, which at one time threatened to do us con-
siderable damage. We have, however, by persever-
ance and the use of paraffin oil, been able to kill the
major part. It is sometimes said that this oil is

injurious to the tree, but it is really not so. I suspect
this pest came from some of the neighbouring farm
orchards.

"For more than eleven years I have regularly

devoted one evening weekly for the instruction of my
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young men who chose to attend, taking up such subjects
as were likely to benefit them hereafter. With some
this was a pleasant task, and with others it proved a
continued struggle to fix their attention. In the case
of the majority the sight of a book, particularly if

requiring tlie exercise of any mental effort, was about
as palatable as a dose of bitter aloes.

" The flower garden, arranged purely in the geo-
metric style, is situated on the south side of the Court,
bounded by terrace walls, and overlooking the lake.

The pleasure-ground is extensive, and planted with
choice trees and shrubs, botii deciduous and evergreen,
which in the course of time will produce a striking

feature throughout the place. Tortworth possesses an
extensive collection of Conifera:, but no attempt has
been made to form a pinetum ; the different species
have been planted on a variety of soils and situations,

to prove which is best adapted to their requirements.
Some kinds, indeed the majority, dislike the lime-
stone, while none refuse tlie red sandstone ; the
Wellingtonia treats the greater part with indifference."

ROTHAMSTED.
The name of this estate has become, as it were, a

household word with agriculturists and men of science

all the world over. Its reputation is modern, and
wholly due to the ability, zeal, and munificence of the

present proprietor, J. B. Lavves, Esq. Though, as

our engraving shows, the mansion is a large and pic-

tural example of Elizabethan architecture ; though its

contents comprise much which forms the admiration
of connoisseurs ; though it stands in a park with many
noble trees—Sycamores, Limes, Beeches, &c.—yet it

is little known for any of these things. It has some-
how almost entirely escaped the notice of the compilers
of county histories and guide books. This is certainly

somewhat surprising, as among a hundred that would
appreciate the charm of this fine mansion and its sur-

roundings, there would probably be not more than

one who could appreciate at anything like their value

the extensive series of experimental researches which
have made Rothamsted famous.

It appears that we have to thank Philip of Spain
and his sanguinary lieutenants, not only for this

picturesque mansion, but also for the experiments to

which we have just alluded. The connection is

remote certainly, but the contrast between the narrow-
minded tyranny and oppression of the Spanish mon-
arch and the free spirit of inquiry and liberality

evinced by the present proprietor of Rothamsted is

such as to invite comment. In any case, the fact is

noteworthy that the ancestors of Mr. Lawe5 fled from
Ghent for conscience sake during the prosecutions of
the Protestants in the reign of our Elizibeth ; that

they settled at Rothamsted, and that to one of them
is due the erection of the present mansion. Whatever
historic associations may pertain to this Hertfordshire
manor, they are, however, entirely eclipsed by
the researches which have made Lawes and Gilbert

names of renown throughout the civilised world.
We have, therefore, thought that it would be of
interest to a large number of our readers to see the
representation of this classic place. Our illustrations «
tell their own tale ; there (fig. 153) is the old gabled M
mansion with its finely-kept sward in front, a pictural fl
bit of architecture, to describe which would demand
the pen of a Dickens, and there, hard by (fig. 152), is

a glorious row of Limes, whose arching branches
rooting in the soil, and then uprising in a dense
tangle of young shoots, form leafy corridors, the
charm of which is best appreciated on a hot and
sunny summer day when the air is heavy with
the perfume of the blossoms.

Part of the park is fenced off for the purposes of
the experiments on permanent pasture land, some
three or four-and-twenty plots being divided off,

and to each a different combination of manures is

applied, two being left as test-plots unmanared. The
results of these experiments, carried on now for nearly
a quarter of century, and most fully and carefully

noted, are very extraordinary.

Not only is the general character of the herbage as
to vigour, colour, date of ripening, &c., materially

modified, but the composition of the plot is entirely

altered. In the unmanured plots there are, for in-
stance, a large number of plants of different species,
but no one markedly predominating over the others.
On the several manured plots the case is widely
different. Some species are, as it were, banished,
others encouraged, according to the description of the
manures employed ; and thus it happens that in the
plots to which ammoniacal manures are added the
herbage consists almost entirely of grasses, sometimes
of particular species of grasses, to the exclusion of
others, while in those plots to which a purely
mineral manure is added Clovers and other legu-
minous plants prevail. We cannot now enter
more fully into this matter. It must suffice
to say that the difference in the vegetation
of the several plots here indicated is very
conspicuous to the eye in spring and early
summer, owing to the bands of different colours which
the plots present. One plot will be covered with a
yellow sheet of Buttercup blossoms, while its neigh-
bour scarcely has one. Another plot will be white
with flowers of Anthriscus, while the next plot has not
a single plant of this species ; and so on. It will be
seen that these experiments are interesting, not only to
the farmer, but to the gardener who has the manage-
inent of lawns ; while every fruit grower who appre-
ciates how much the quantity and quality of his crop
are affected by different manures may derive sugges-
tions without end from an attentive survey of those
experimental plots. We cannot now do more than
allude to similar experiments on the farm-land on
the growth of the various cereals, of Beans, Turnips,
Beetroot, Clover, &c. We shall probably take another
opportunity of alluding to these matters, and to the
opposite tendencies shown by certain orders, such as
grasses and leguminous plants, and sometimes even
between two species of the same genus. In the mean-
time we may say that no one can form an idea of Ihe
magnitude and infinite detail of these experiments
who does not visit Rothamsted for himself. This
visit, owing to the liberality of Mr. Lawes, is not a
difficult matter—more difficult is it to grasp the scope
of experiments made on such a scale and under such
varied circumstances.

A laboratory, presented by the farmers of England
as some acknowledgment of Mr. Lawes' services
to agriculture, stands on the verge of the estate, and
the museum attached to it is filled with the evidences
and (proofs resulting from the experiments in ques-
tion. Not to speak of the elaborate experiments
on the feeding of animals, and confining ourselves
merely to certain prominent matters interesting alike

to horticulturists and agriculturists, we may briefly
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Fig. 152.—the lime walk at rotiiamsted.

indicate some of the more remarkable researclies

which have been carried out here by IVIr. Lawes

and Dr. Gilbert. First, we may mention, the

coup de grdce given to the mineral theory of Liebig,

who, contrary to the practice of all cultivators, main,

tained that, provided the mineral ingredients in the

soil were sufficient and available, no organic manure

further than that contained naturally in the soil

was necessary. The proofs that plants do not

absorb free nitrogen from the atmosphere
^
were

gained here. Here, too, were made the series of

experiments on the evaporation of water from the

surface of leaves which constitutes one of the most

valualjle contributions to vegetable physiology and

practical horticulture. These researches—we shall

surprise some of our readers, who look upon horti-

cultural societies as merely associations for the

promotion of ilower-shows — are contained in the

Journal of the Royal Hortimliural Society. The ex-

periments with the various manures have necessitated

I

thousands of analyses, the results of which are

I

all duly recorded and classified, and the products

]

kept for future examination and comparison. In

I addition to all this there are the experiments and

; investigations on the amount of rainfall which

I penetrates to different depths of soil under

various conditions. But the mere enumeration

i
of what has been accomplished and what is still being

done at Rothamsted would occupy more space than

we can now afford. We must not, however, omit to

mention Mr. Lawes' splendid munificence in providing

for the future continuance of the laboratory, and of the

experiments we have alluded to. Nor has he been

unmindful pf the welfare of the labourers on the

estate. For them allotment gardens are provided

and a working man's club, managed by the men

themselves, and which proves an admirable boon to

the men, by supplying them with all the comforts and

recreation they could get in a public-house, without

the risk of excess and demoralisation, which is so

serious an evil in the latter case. In any other country

than England, Mr. Lawes' splendid services to his

country would have received some national acknow-

ledgment. The Royal Society, as the fountam of

scientific honour, has been more mindful of its obliga-

tions to Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, but, to the wonder

of foreign scientific men and agriculturists, successive

Ministries come and go, and no national acknowledg-

ment of the greatest services hitherto rendered to

agriculture by British men of science has yet been

made.
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Pruning, Grafting, and Budding Fruit Trees.

By D. T. Fish. (Country Office, 32, Wellington

Street, W.C.)

This is a small shilling brochure of some fifty-two

pages. The author is well known as one of our best

practical gardeners, is a ready writer, i.nd consequently

well able to impart a deal of useful information on
such subjects as this. We cannot say that the result

is quite equal to our expectation. A plain practical

manual on pruning fruit trees, &c., would be desirable

;

but the one now before us can lay little claim to such

a title. The part devoted to pruning and training is

chiefly eulogistic of the author's pet theory about
" root pruning," which we take almost entire excep-

tion to. "Modern pruners," our author tells us,

"merely take fruit trees gently in hand by the roots

and lead them into fertile ways. The top cannot be

cut into fertility, but the roots can be led with ease

and certainty in that direction." To this we would
remark that for the production of fruit, simply root-

pruning is scarcely ever necessary, and is never resorted

to by great fruit growers. They let root and branch

both grow, and reap abundant crops. Where trees

are trained to some particular form and restricted to

certain limits, it is sometimes necessary to resort to

root-pruning as a last resource, but to do it habitually,

as our author recommends, is absolute folly.

Tlie chapter on grafting is illustrated with a great

many, we will not say impossible, but very fanciful

methods of performing this simple operation, and,

strange to say, the most common and simple, whip or

slice grafting, is not shown at all, or not in the manner
usually practised. Moreover, our author is not very
clear about the performance of the operation when
he speaks about selecting scions and stocks of about
the same diameter, so that the same parts of the scion

and stock should be brought together. **To place
the scion in the centre of the cut portion of the stock
would be, in casesof diversity of diameter between the

two, to invite failure." We say, not so ; the diameter
of the stock is of no consequence : the author should
have here explained that the union only takes place

along the edges of the inner bark, so that, having the
scion prepared, all that is required, whatever the
diameter of the stock may be, is to lay bare a cor-

responding space of wood on the stock and the inner

bark of the one will fit that of the other. All those
hackneyed expressions of "hark to bark, wood to

wood, cambium to cambium," are confusing and at

the same time erroneous and misleading. It should f

ever be remembered that no union ever takes place
between the wood or the bark. Whilst finding these

general faults with this little work, we would add
there are many good passages in it that may repay its

perusal. I

We have received a copy of Mr. Serjeant
Cox's inaugural address to the Psychological Society
of Great Britain (Longmans), a society established to

investigate the most tremendous problems that can be
conceived of by human intelligence, and most of which,
according to the general belief of mankind, are not
only unknown but unknowable. This, however,
should not prevent honest reverent scientific inquiry,
which is sure to be beneficial in some way even if it

fall far short of its aim. To show the nature of the
questions the Psychological Society seeks to study
the President boldly sets out by answering the ques-
tion. What is Matter ? by saying it is a collection of
molecules (themselves composed of atoms in definite
combination). Our senses can only take cognisance
of molecular matter, but this is only an infinitesimal
part of the universe, which it is not within our power
to conceive of. Similarly and in alliterative style Mr.
Serjeant Cox defines a man to be "All that our senses
can perceive is a marvellous mechanism of molecular
structure, admirably adapted for existence upon a
world also structured of molecules. This mechanism
is subject to all the forces that control matter. But it

is subject also to certain other forces that appear
specially to control organic matter. " It is with these
"other forces" that psychology has to deal. We
suspect that in taking up this ground the psychologists
will embroil themselves with the theologians, and for
the prevention of acrimonious dispute it would be well
to map out the territory each should occupy. This,
however, is not our business. It must suflice for us
to state that in the opinion of the psychologists the
science of mind can be based on as many facts and
phenomena, and therefore on as secure a basis, as any
of the physical sciences. Elsewhere in the essay
before us we have some other definitions, such as
" science is proof ;

" proof " is the best evidence the
nature of the subject will permit." "Facts, to be used
as the basis of science," must have their verity estab-
lished by evidence, which, if not always amounting to
positive demonstration, shall be such proof as the
unbiased judgment may reasonably accept. But in all

cases the evidence must be the best evidence pro-
curable that the nature of the case will permit. A
I.ict is anything, or any state or condition of any-

thing the existence of which can be proved by
evidence. Absolute truth being unattainable, we must
content ourselves with such a measure of relative
truth as we can, with our present organisation of
mind and body, take practical cognisance of. All
this is reasonable enough. The real difficulty lies
with the varying corporeal and mental endowments
of diflerent men. The evidence of a fact may in
itself be good enough, but the power of receiving and
appreciating that evidence, and still more of reason-
ing correctly from it, may be, and, as we have daily
illustrations, are often feeble in the extreme, even
among educated persons. The Psychological Society
will do good service if it can in any degree amend
this state of things.

• Dr. Pfeiffer's elaborate Nojiimdator Botanicus
is now conipleted (Williams & Norgate). It forms
two very thick Svo volumes, containing the names of
the genera, tribes, and orders of plants as published
up to 1S58. The name, reference to authorities,
dates, synonyms, and frequently the derivation of all
the genera of flowering and flowerless plants are given
in these bulky volumes, which are indispensable in a
reference library. We even notice in some cases that
evident errors of transcription, which are so common
in the case of garden plants, are included—f.^.

,

Swanalloia, Hort., which is Juanulloa of Ruiz and
Pavon.

lame Cffmspitkitce.
Early Peas.—Although the winter has been long

and the season rather a late one, Peas are now making
up for lost time. Of the sorts we shall pull in rotation,
according to present appearances, the first on the list
is Laxton's Alpha, dwarf and well podded, with from
three to five Peas in each pod, and will be fit to gather
by the endof theweek. Easte's Kentish Invicta follows
next, if indeed it be not equally early, and is rather a
stronger grower, containing about the same number of
Peas in its pods ; and close upon the two previous
sorts are Laxton's Prolific, somewhat similar to
Sangster's No. i, but a little longer to all appearancem the pod. Next, as to quantity of pods, is Dickson's
First and Best, and Sangster's No. i ; a little later is
Laxton's Popular and Laxton's Dr. Hogg—a wonderful
early sort with nine Peas in a pod, and rather a taller
growing variety than any of the above. Laxton's
Supplanter and Fillbasket are just coming into flower—both hardy looking sorts of the Maclean "ilk."
Maclean's Best of All is barely showing flower; it was
sown at the same time and upon the same north
border, and, although strong and vigorous, will be a
fortnight, if not three weeks, behind the others.
Around Worksop, a great Pea-pulling district, the
Peas in the fields are looking well and are white with
bloom. When I lived at Worksop Manor, and had
sown my first batch of Peas in December or January,
and with all the shelter and "codling" of a soutli
border, the field growers would pull their first dish
quite as soon as I could, although six weeks later in
sowing

; one thing in their favour being that they had
a larger field to go over. J. Miller, Chwiber.

I gathered this day (May 24) a good dish
of Peas from Suttons' Ringleader and Laxton's Alpha,
sown November 9, on a south border—the latter
quite as forward as Ringleader, R. Thain, IVortley
Park, Winchesler, Hants.

The Accounts of the Royal Horticultural
Society.—While the pecuniary position of the Royal
Horticultural Society is before the Fellows, will you
allow me to draw their attention to the manner in
which the accounts of the Society have been issued
for the last two years, and also to point out a "slight "

error of some ^^500 in the balance. I find it almost
impossible to get a word in edgeways at the meetings,
so must ask you to kindly find me space in your
columns. In the first place, the statement of accounts
for 1S73 was never audited, or certainly was never
signed, by the auditors of the Society, as required by
bye-law 121, they having been previously appointedm conformity with bye-law 99 ; and secondly, those
for 1873 are only signed by one of them—Mr. Lig-
gins. Did the other two gentlemen object ? If so, I
think we ought to know why. Mr. Liggins used some
very hard words in reference to the manner in which
the late Council kept their accounts—"scandalous and
disgraceful " were, I think, some of the minor phrases
used in reference to them ; let us see whether he has
been absolutely immaculate in those which he cer-
tainly has authorised. I must begin with the account
for 1873. On the creditor side I find the following
figures :—Balance of provincial show account at
bankers, ^268 19^. %d. ; less owing to Royal Horti-
cultural Society for hire of tents, ^200; leaving
£(& igj. %d., which, added to the amount loaned to
the Society, makes /186S igr. %J. Now, I must
explain that after the Society's show at Birmingham,
the Society took the canvas that had been used at
It at a valuation, in part payment of the balance of
profits accruing from that show, and consequently the
canvas stands to the credit of the provincial show ac-

count, and every time it is used that account should
be credited with the hire of it ; so that at Bath, instead
of deducting this /200, it ought to have been added
to the balance, which would then stand at/'226S igj.So'.
Now, let us follow this account into the balance-

rl\o "^'''^- ^" ">« '^73 account it has
^IS68 19r. %d. to its credit. In the 1874 account it
has increased to .^1900. May I inquire how ? There
was no provincial show that year, and if the amount
could be altered at all, a certain sum ought to have
been charged for deterioration of the canvas ; but this
IS nothing compared to the next item. Finding,
from information that they had received," that a

mistake had been made in the previous year, the gen-
tlemen who make up the account try to put it right
but how? By again deducting the ^200 from the
unfortunate balance, and thus reducing it to ^1700
when It ought really to appear as above—namely,
^,2268 igj-. 81/. ; and yet, after all this, the accounts
are balanced. If this is explainable, I for one shall
fcel much obliged to Mr. Liggins if he will give the
I'ellows of the Society what seems to me to be a very
necessary explanation. W. Marshall.— ?.'S,. In your
report of the last meeting of the Society I see Mr
Kellock tells Mr. W. A. Lindsay that he really knows
nothmg about the gardeners and the loss of their
prize money

; but on referring to his (Mr. L.'s) speech,
I am of opinion that he does perfectly, and beg, after
a number of years' experience amongst exhibitors, to
bear him out in what he says entirely. The gardeners
ate really out of pocket until their prize money is
paid

; and, considering the shows would be nothing
without the plants, I really think the prize money
ought to be paid within a month at the latest ; and I
must also express my surprise that a gentleman in
Mr. Kellock s position does not know more of the
subject,

Brome and 'Wheat.—Mr. W. Marshall (p. 599)
expresses disappointment at not hearing further from
me. I was on the point of leplying, but desisted—
first, because I had promised a distinguished
botanical friend, who thought the matter getting too
personal, and would be of no benefit to science, to let
It drop

; and secondly, to be candid, because I thought
Mr. Marshall's letter indicated the " attorney for the
prosecution," rather than the spirit of judicial fair-
ness, with which only I have time to discuss. In
spite of my own protest, Mr. M. insists on other
meaning to my language, and when the words were
so plain that they could not possibly be misconstrued,
he can find no better explanation than that I "must
have asked the reference of the specimen to the
microscopical committee in a spirit of bravado" (I
quote from memory). I think no American would
enter on a scientific discussion on such terms as these

;
and, if it wasexpectedofme under such circumstances,'
I beg pardon. With due respect, I would suggest
that Mr. Marshall's present letter does not indicate a
very earnest desire for information. In one of ray
first letters I gave the references to Professor Goode's
paper, and even took the trouble to find out wherem England the paper could be seen, and named these
places

; yet it is evident from the references in this
letter that he has not taken the trouble to read it, as
they do no j ustice to Professor Goode's facts, which I am
sure any unbiassed person would regard, as I said in
my first letter, as furnishing "overwhelming evi-
dence." Though from these circumstances I have
little expectation that Mr. Marshall will read the
paper after I have referred him to it, not to seem
wanting in courtesy on my part, I beg to say that the
report of the chairman of the microscopical section of
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,
Dr. J. Gibbons Hunt, to which committee— "in
bravado," I am told— I asked to have it referred, is
given in full at p. 163 of the mX'imeai Proceedings {ot
1874. The whole trick is very ably and lucidly de-
tailed, and I am sorry that I have not a copy to send
you. The volume is, however, in all the leading
scientific libraries in Engknd. Thomas Meehan, Phila-
delphia, U.S., May iS.

Referring to the Gardeners' Chronicle of
May 8, at the beginning of p. 599, I beg to resent, as
a groundless, and therefore offensive assumption, the
remark of Mr. Marshall, that in the " trick " played
upon Mr. Meehan and others "so many scientific
Americans were taken in, and for so long a period."
Apart from Mr. Meehan, who may speak for him-
self, I would ask Mr. Marshall how he knows that a
single scientific American was taken in, even for an
hour ? I know of none. A. Gray, Botanic Garden,
Cambridge, Mass., May 20.

Spring-Blooming Phloxes.—I am making a
small collection of these pretty hardy plants, but am
a little bothered in getting the correct names of some
of them. I can make no mistake about P. verna, as
it is an old acquaintance, and makes a beautiful mass
of rosy red colour in the spring garden. Phlox
divaricata resembles P. verna in habit and foliage,
but the flowers are rather looser, and in colour are
pale blue

; indeed the trusses of bloom much resemble
those of Plumbago capensis. Phlox Nelsoni, some-
times called nivalis, is well known by its pure white
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masses of flowers and small poinled foliage. Of the

same species is Phlox frondosa, pale rosy pink, and I

am in doubt whether this variety is, or is not, the same
as setacea, which it at least closely resembles. Phlox

subulata oculata only differs from frondosa in having

flowers that are rather deeper in colour and with a

darker eye. P. setacea violacea, as growing at Kew,
would be more correctly named setacea rubra, as the

' flowers are of a deep rich colour. Lastly, I have one

of the same species that has llowers in colour very

pale blue. Would that be setacea violacea? Al,-x.

Dean, Bedfont.

Late Frosts.—How about the effects of frosts?

With the common kinds of shrubs here the autumn
and winter frosts made great havoc. The shrubs

generally, a short time ago, presented a most miserable

appearance, but now, after a visit from our late

** friend Frost," they look wretched, the young growth

being completely shrivelled up. The downcast look

of the cottagers tells too plainly the destruction done

to Potatos, Beans, and every other tender thing above

ground, as also some of the orchard crops. As it is

our lot to be situated on the lovely banks of the

River Dove, "which wends ils way from the

enchanting spot, Dove Dale," we expect a late frost ;

but this year it seems later still, leaving a blight on the

eager expectations of the inhabitants of this locality.

A. Bradska',ii, Caknich Abbey Gardens, June I.

Transmutation of Grain.—This idea of trans-

mutation would appear to spring up in the agricultural

mind somewhat periodically, or at intervals of a few

years, in much the same way as vast crops of certain

weeds, such as Charlock or wild Mustard, occasionally

develope themselves upon cultivated land, while the

cause of their unexpected and undesired reappearance

is unknown. A good many years ago, it might be

about the year 1863 or 1S64, Barley was sold in the

various markets ot this neighbourhood for seed at a

very high price under the name of " Oat-Barley," and

was reported to be an improved variety, and to have

been raised from Oats. Very considerable interest

was taken in the matter about this time, and without

having any decided opinion upon the subject

I gave the thing what I considered a fair trial,

although upon a very small scale. I procured

about half a pint of good white Oats, which

appeared at first sight to be tolerably clean, but on

close inspection a few grains of Wheat, Barley, and

Rye, were discovered in ihe sample ; so all were

scattered upon a table, and some two or three hun-

dred grains of Oats picked out individually. These

were then sown upon a piece of land which had

long been used as nursery ground, the sowing taking

place during the month of April. This land had not

for a very long time, if ever, had the benefit of stable-

yard manure, or borne a grain crop of any kind—so

there was no likelihood of its containing vital seeds of

any of the cultivated cereals. The seeds sown soon

germinated, and in accordance with the prescribed

formula I cut the plants down three or four times

during the summer, and, the land being light and

dry, and the spot sheltered, they all, or nearly

all survived the ensuing winter without having had

any protection or covering of any kind. During the fol-

lowing season the plants came into ear, and the result

was that every one of them proved to be Oats. This

experiment, with its result, I think I communicated to

the Gardeners' Chronicle at the time. I have no

doubt whatever of your correspondent of last week

(p. 694) obtaining Wheat from his experiment, and

distributing the produce of the same as a distinct and

improved variety—and this, too, in good faith with

the public, for such it might really be, as I believe

that most of the improved varieties of cereals in cul-

tivation have been obtained by selection. But it

appears pretty clear that the Oats had much
less to do with this result than the clean

Wheat straw with which they were covered

up during the winter, which, by excluding

air and engendering damp, would be .sure to prove

fatal to them ; while the cleanest of Wheat or other

straw is seldom so very clean as noc to retain at least

a small percentage of grains, some of which might

very naturally, by aid of their gravity alone, find their

way to the surface of the soil where the unfortunate

Oat plants were being smothered, might establish

themselves there, and thus become the progenitors of

the celebrated Oat-Wheat, which your correspondent

says " has been sent to all parts of England for seed,

and has always given satisfaction." P. Gritve, Culford,

Bury St. Edmunds.

Bedding Pansies.—All lovers of spring flowers

will rejoice to hear that the comparative merits of our

bedding Pansies and Violas are to be tested at the

Chiswick Gardens this year. I hope the committee

will make their report public as early as possible, to

enable gardeners and others interested to add their

experiences to the common stock, and thus some
reliable information generally applicable may be

obtained. I paid a visit to Mr. T. S. Ware last week,

and was delighted with his beautiful display of these

very useful gems. It is Mr. Ware's aim to produce

good individual flowers, as well as a profuse flowering

habit. A new variety, named by him Ccerulean, is an

illustration of this. It is as floriferous .as Blue King or

Blue Bedder, while the individual flower is as great an

improvement upon each of the foregoing as they were

upon the earlier and now well-nigh forgotten varieties.

Cloth of Gold (Ware) and Cloth of Gold (De.an) are

now so well known that it seems superfluous to refer

to them ; but seeing them side by side, my verdict is

decidedly in favour of the former. The rleep blotch

in the centre, at the base of each petal, makes the

rich golden hue more effective and brilliant than is the

case with Mr. Dean's variety, which is only pencilled.

Could Mr. Dean succeed in eliminating the dark

pencilling his would be a splendid variety, as the

habit is all that could be wished. By the way, what
a pity it is that our nurserymen will adopt the same
names for their productions ; it causes no end of con-

fusion and trouble. The foregoing is a case in point.

Viola lutea Grievei, sulphur, shaded with clear yellow,

is a very acceptable addition, where masses of bloom
are required ; viewed, however, as a florist's flower,

it is simply nowhere. Buttercup (Ware), golden-

yellow, with large deep purple blotch, is a desirable

acquisition. The flower is very large, and of good
form and substance ; the only defect appears to be

the compact habit of the plant. If, however, it is

planted closely, as at Tottenham, the effect is very

beautiful. I saw no better purple than the old Clive-

den variety. White varieties were only indifferently

represented, and appearing quite up to the genersj

standard. S. B. D.

Fruit Prospects and the Plague of Wasps.

—

Ilave any of the numerous correspondents of the

Gardeners' Chronicle noticed a greater number of

these pests than usual this spring ? I never remember
to have done so, for from the end of February

until May I have killed over two dozen, and others on
the place have slain an equal number, and still they

come. (Ine afternoon this week I saw half a dozen

in a fruit-house where I had a lot of ripe Straw-

berries, for which I suppose they had come: only two

of them was I able to place hors de combat, the rest

making good their escape through the ventilators. I

attribute the presence of so many to the rich aroma
rising from the Strawberries, which they scent from

afar. Strawberries are not the only attraction, for

they were here before they were ripe. The next in-

ducement is two bee-houses that we have in the

garden, and around which ther-e is often some of the

robbers hovering. There seems to be an enormous

crop of fruit set almost everywhere in this locality.

Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines are very good and

quite as forward on the south wall as in the orchard

house. In the open orchard we have a good set of

Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries, and of bush

fruit I never remember to have seen the trees so

loaded ; but what will it avail if we are to have a swarm
of these pests in the autumn at every turn ?—for we all

know what short work they make with a Jargonelle

or a Marie Louise Pear—their two especial favourites.

Last year I saw large fruits of each attacked and

demolished to nothing but the shell in two hours.

Joseph Murdoch, The Gardens, Green Hiyes, War-
wick.

Fruit Prospects. — The charming weather we
have been having during May has brought on all

kinds of vegetation at a rapid rate. Trees that

showed but slight signs of returning vitality a few

weeks back are now clothed with foliage that has

not received a single check in its development. The
respective tints are of the richest and most delicate

description, and it is seldom one sees them in such

splendid array as they are at the present moment, as

it is only in seasons like the present that such results

can be produced. All kinds of flowering trees or

shrubs are, or have been, laden with a profusion of

bloom, and the thinning of fruit will be a serious

item in the labour account, as most of it appears to

be setting. Apple orchards were, perhaps, never

more gay than at present, and with such ample foli-

age to protect and shelter the bloom, there is at this

late season little or no danger to be apprehended

from frost ; while the maggot, often so destructive

during a period of slow growth, will stand little

chance of committing his usual depredations. Peaches

and Nectarines have not been in such a satisfactory

state for many years past, as they have set abundant

crops, and are making healthy, quick growth that keeps

well a-head of green-fly. As to blistered leaves, I do

not think it would be possible to find one showing

the slightest tendency that way. Sudden transitions

of temperature are sure to produce this by acting on

the tender tissues, but this year they have fortunately

escaped any great variations that way. The frosts

in April affected the young wood of Apricots, and

cut off a good deal of the bloom where the spurs were

long and projected far from the wall, but even with

this the "set" was so good that at least two-thirds

of the fruit will have to be thinned off. Pears on the

Quince have been laden with bloom, most of which

has set, and thinning will be a work of some labour.

Those on the Pear stock have been rather thin, except

Passe Colmar, which has been very full. Cherries

and Plums have set full crops, and the former have
nearly got safely through the stoning period—a time

when a low temperature often proves fatal. Alto-

gether the fruit prospects are most cheering, as with

the season so advanced, danger from frost is scarcely

to be apprehended. J. Sheppard.

The Fruit Manual.—As I had previously

published the Orchardist, a somewhat similar work,
containing three times more matter than the Afanual
does, I could not help looking at the tabular statement

in your review of this hook of the nunrber of sorts

said to be described in this new forrrth edition without

surprise. I procured a copy of the work and counted

the sorts described, and I now send you a tabular

statement of the numbers of each kind which I find

actually described, with a column added of the

number described in the Orchardist. I do not think

that any one has worked harder or done more to

advance practical pomology in this country. My
collection of Apples now comprises 1500 sorts, my
Pears number 2200 sorts, and other kinds of fruit in

proportion, gathered from all quarters of the earth

where such fruits are grown. The kinds, being largely

distributed, will remain a legacy to the country long

after I am no more, and I shall be satisfied that in my
calling I have done my country some good. The
Orchardist, if it ever sees another edition, will contain

authentic descriptions, made by myself, of every kind

grown by me, and not from single specimens, but from
a dozen of a sort, laid on the table before me, so that

all their characteristics can be seen ; this is the only

true way to describe fruits, and not from single or

adventitious specimens, such as are often exhibited,

but which do not give a true notion of the general

orchard crop. .Several of these overgrown sorts of

Apples are described in the Manual, such as Annie
Elizabeth, Dumelow's Seedling, bothgenerallymedium
sized ; Galloway Pippin, Grand Duke Constantine :

this is always medium to small, and the author

has mistaken Grand Richard for it. With me
the first grows small, the second large : see the

two sorts as figured and described by M. Leroy in

the Dictionary of Pomology, pp. 335 and 336. But to

Ihe main purport of this letter— the tabular statement.

Before giving it. let me ask the reviewer whether he

considered all the synonyms equal to true sorts? If

so, his table is right ; but I should think it strange if

any one offered me the Brown Beurre Pear under its

thirty different names as thirty distinct sorts, or the

Belle Angevine with its twenty synonyms as twenty

distinct varieties. J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset, Mav 24.

[We have not space to include Mr. Scott's table in

full, it must suffice to say that he claims that 1568

more varieties are described in the Orchardist than in

the fourth edition of the Manual. Eds.]

Strawberry Culture in Pots.—The all-sufficient

remedy for a good supply of water to Strawberries in

pots is a simple wooden trough-shelf. During my
fifty years' practice as a gardener, I have invariably

found the trough-shelf the best, and in the end quite

as cheap as sods or saucers. The wooden shelves for

Strawberries or early French Beans, if converted irito

shallow water troughs by bradding on the sides strips

of half-inch board, to hold water three-quarters of an

inch deep, will be found to answer the purpose. A
half-inch hole and plug, or tap, will be very useful to

draw oft stagnant water ; besides there will be a great

saving of labour : the " careless chap " whose duty it

is to water them will not have occasion to surface-

water very often, for he merely stands at one end and

pours in sufficient water to fill the trough from end to

end. Wooden trough-shelves I have had in use for

eight years, and they require no repairs excepting an

occasional coat of paint. IK P.

Natural History.
Queen Wasps are certainly more abundant this

year than they have been for many seasons. Mr.

Kneller, in the Gardeners' Chronicle o{ May 29, speaks

of their now frequenting the Cotoneasters which are

in bloom. They certainly do so ; and though I have

watched them carefully on the plants, I have noticed

that they rarely touch the blossoms, appearing to be

more attracted by some gumminess on the bark. I

have taken two dozen in a couple of hours off this

shrub. The best plan to catch them is with an ordi-

nary butterfly net, and about an hour before sunset.

They then appear to be half-stupid, and rarely fly

more than a few yards, settling again, so that if you

miss them the first time you get another chance. Ivy

or Laurel screens, walls with a westerly aspect, or

Scotch Firs, if not too high, are sure places to find

queen wasps any evening when the sun is shining.

Whether it is a fact or not that for each killed a nest

of 50,000 is prevented, it is certainly as well to get

rid of as many as possible. The incentive to boys of

a penny, or even a halfpenny, for every queen brought

in before the end of May will produce many dozens.

If your readers doubt this, let them try it next spring.

y. M., Southgate.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875,

16.—Royal Botanic Society. Regent's Park. Summer Exhibi-
tion. Sec, W. Sowerby.

16.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society
Midsummer Exhibition. Sec, F. G. Dougall, i67,Canniuff
Street, Glasgow.

16.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Jleetin"
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees.

17 and 18. —Lee and Blackheath Horticultural Society's Exhi-
bition. Sec, C. Helmer, 5, Boones Road, Lee.

18.—Scottish Pansy Society's Exhibition at EdinburEh. Sec
W. M. Welsh, I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh

j8.—Exet»r Rose Show. Hon. Sec, T. W. Gray, Exeter.
22 .nnd 23.—The Kingston and Surblton Royal Horticultural

Society's Eleventh E,xhibition, at Norbiton. Sec. J Kirk
2, East Villas, East Road, Richmond Road, Kin'gston-ou-

23.—F.areham and South Hants Horticultural Society's Show
Sec, Harry Smith, Farehani.

24,—Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Great Summer
Exhibition. Sec, A. Balfe, 28, Westland Row, Dublin

24—Bristol, Clifton, and West of England Rose and Strawberry
Show at Clifton.

24 and 25.— Great Rose Show at the Alexandra Palace
Manager, A. McKenzie.

26.—Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec, F. W. Wilson
30.—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Exhibition of

Fruit and Cut Flowers. Sec, W. Sowerby.
30.—Wisbeach Rose Show and Horticultural Exhibition. Hon

bee, Charles Parker, Wisbeach.

I and 2.—Spalding Horticultural Society's E.\hibit Hon.
Sec, George F. Barrell.

1, 2, 3, and 5.—Horticultural Exhibition at the Lower Grounds
Aston. Birmingham. '

3.—'The Tunbridge Wells Horticultural Society's Exhibition
Sec, E. F. Loof, The Parade.

2.—Thirty-second Anniversary Festival of (he Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution.

3.--Southgate Horticultural and Cottage Gardeners' Society's
Exhibition. Hon. Sec, J. Mills, Esq., Southgate, N.

3.—West Keiit Horticultural Society's Exhibition in Camden
Park, Chislehurst. Hon. Sec, H. Nevill Esq

7.— Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensington Meetinir
of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Cut Rose Show

7 and 8.—Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horticultural
Society s Exhibition at Grantham. Sec, Thomas Lyne
Jun. , Grantham. '

8.—Frome Rose Show. Sec , A. R. Baily, Frome
S anil 9.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society

Special Evening FSte and Exhibition of Roses, Floral
Decorations. &c Manager, Bruce Findlay

S, 9, and .o.--Nottingham and Midland Counties' Grand Rosebhow and Horticultural Exhibition, at the Arboretum

THE
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mo.MDAV, June 7/ '^^F^'"^ of the Entomological Society of

TUESDAv, Jun

Wednesday, Jun

Thursday, June

Friday, June

Minerals, Fossils, Shelli

.

ural Society's Annual Show

f South Essex Floricultural Society's Show
J

at Leylon.
( Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms
C
Rose Show al Lyons (till mil).

I .
Q.'

Established and Imported Orchids,
t at btevens Rooms.

'"PHE time at which we are obh'ged to go to
-L press prevents us from giving in the present
number a report of the proceedings at the ad-
journed meeting of the RoVAL HORTICULTU-
RAL Society on Friday afternoon ; indeed, our
publication must necessarily be made a few hours
prior to that meeting. We are not, therefore,
in a position to comment to any useful purpose
on what should be done on that occasion. We
may, however, say that the intemperate lan-
guage of the President and Treasurer has
brought us a pile of correspondence greater
than we can publish, and that while all our
correspondents are justly indignant at the in-
sulting language used by the officials alluded
to, some are disposed to rejoice at it as pro-
moting the downfall of a Society which they look
upon as effete and mischievous to horticulture.
These gentlemen advocate the entire with-
drawal of the exhibitors and of the horticul-
turists from the Society, and propose to leave
the local Fellows in their glory at Kensington.
It appears to us that those who advocate that
view are not fully aware of the manner in which
the horticultural part of the Society is inextric-
ably entangled wiih Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, with life Fellows, debenture holders
and local Fellows. Cut the Gordian knot and

be free, say some ; and then start a new Society.
Well, where is the knife that will cut such a
knot ? The process recommended by our corre-
spondents would only sever a few strands. In
other words, though individual Fellows might
terminate their existence as Fellows, the Society
could not be so brought to an end. That
would still exist. It is almost impracticable to
kill a chartered Society outright, especially
when there are so many Life Fellows who might
object to their privileges being destroyed at a
swoop. Bad as things are, and advantageous
as in many respects an entirely new start would
be, we do not think it would be practicable.
We must not desert the old ship ; we must
make the best of a bad bargain, from which
there is no possibiUty of ridding ourselves.
A new Society, even if it were called into

existence, would in all probability be a mere
flower-show Society, and the higher functions,
even now at least partially carried on by the
Society, would be unfulfilled.

As we have said so often, there is relatively
no difficulty in getting up a flower-show. The
proceedings last Wednesday confirm our
remarks. At first sight it would have seemed
as if the insulting tone of the President and
Treasurer a few days before must have pre-
vented any one from e.xhibiting, and that no
show would have been held worth the name

;

and if it had been so the South Kensington
party would have rather rejoiced than not.
Fortunately for the Society, however, Mr. Bull
was tied by previous engagements, and, thanks
to him and one or two others, one of the most
interesting exhibitions we have seen for a long
while was held.

We cannot at the time of writing venture to
predict what will happen at the ensuing meet-
ing

; but if it results in the entire eUmination of
the local Fellow element from the Council we
should heartily rejoice. The horticulturists on
the Council have been placed in an unfortunate
position

: they have necessarily had to bear the
brunt of attacks intended, not for them, but for
others with whom they are associated, and with
whom the necessities of their position compelled
them to act. Great thanks are due to those
gentlemen for what they have done, and we would
fain hope they will find their reward in an
accession of strength and influence. It is
quite possible that the horticulturists maybe
altogether ousted, and the South Kensingtonians
largely reinforced by Sir Alred Slade and
his friends. The cup would then surely be full.
But these remarks may be rendered meaning-
less by the events of the meeting, which we
await with no little anxiety.

finest variety, A. cosrulea alba, is growing on the
rockwork. The bed of Aquilegias evidently needs
re-naming, as a dark blue is named Aquilegia glan.
dulosa alba

; a reddish peach kind, A. Whitmanniana
alba

;
and A. blanda azurea alba is the purest white

in the whole bed.

The annual exhibition of the West Kent
Horticultural Society will be held on Saturday
July 3, in Camden Park, Chislehurst.

One of the most beautiful trees of the West
Indies is Calliandra Saman — a leguminous
tree, often known as laga Saman. It grows to a
height of about 60 feet, and not only bears its flowersm great profusion, but also ripens its fruit in enormous
quantities, producing large crops of Beans, which are
very nutritious as cattle food, and of which cattle are
very fond ; indeed, in Trinidad they are said to form
the principal sustenance of the cattle during the dry
months. The timber also is very useful. So much
IS the tree valued in the West Indies that it has been
introduced into the East in the hope of its proving as
valuable there. Many other species of Inga, as I.
vera, I. spectabilis, &c., are worthy ol more general
cultivation, not only for the ornamental appearance of
the trees themselves, but also on account of the sweet
pulp which IS contained in the pods and surrounds the
seeds, and 15 constantly eaten as food in the West
Indies and South America.

—- Large quantities of Chicory, it is stated, are
annually imported into New Zealand for uses similar
to those to which we put the root. The cultivation of
the plant to supply the home consumption is strongly
advocated in the colony, as is also that of the Beet-
root for the purpose of sugar making. The soils of
the plains, especially around Otago, are said to be
eminently suited for its culture, experience having
shown that the roots grown there are most abundantm saccharine matter.

A Public Meeting to consider the position and
prospects of the Royal Horticultural Society
Will be held at the Charing Cross Hotel on Wednes-
day, June 16. The chair will be taken at 4 o'clock
precisely by S. H Godson, Esq. This meeting is
convened by the Lindley Club, which, of course wiU
bear the attendant expenses, and regulate the order of
procedure. The object is to have an open discussion
on the state of the Royal Horticultural Society and
the possibility of restoring it to a respectable position
After the meeting the members of the Lindley Club
will dine together, and will be glad of the comp.my of
horticulturists who may wish to join them.

^

-— In the herbaceous ground at Kew there is now
in bloom the pretty herbaceousSAPONARIA ocymoides
MAJOR. It has a close, creeping habit of growth
and the flowers resemble those of the Vinca, but are
much smaller, and are borne freely at the extremity
ot the shoots

; these are in colour pale pink. The
plant IS evidently well adapted for pot culture, or for
rockwork. One of the gems of the gardens justnow is the Silene maritima flore-pleno. It has
a close dwarf creeping habit, Dianthus-like foliage,
and large double flowers, pure white in colour, and
as big over as a penny piece, that are borne singly on
slim, wiry stalks. It is a true herbaceous plant.
Wear the latter is Silene maritima var. rosea, a single
lorm, with pale rose cup-shaped flowers ; it is, how-
ever, much less efl'ective than the double kind. There
is a large collection of Aquilegias in flower, but the

The report made to Lord Derby on TheTimber of Honduras by Mr. J. F. Debrot
Vice-Consul at Omoa and Puerto Corles con-
firms statements as to the value of the 'woods
which have hitherto been regarded with some suspi-
cion. 'The Vice-Consul gives a long list of woods
produced in the country, most of which are, as the
shareholders of the Inter-Oceanic Railway will be glad
to hear, admirably adapted for railway sleepers. The
dye-wood fustic is described as nearly imperishable,
as superior to Oak, and a substitute for Teak in ship-
building and especially valuable for the knees of
ships. There is a tree from the bark of which exudes
the gum called dragon's blood, and Pitch Pine grows
in great abundance. The majority of the forests are
owned by the Government, though large tracts of land
belong to private persons. The extent of timber-
producing lands is estimated at about 5000 square
miles, including a tract on the Atlantic coast extend-
ing 50 miles towards the interior, and about 500
square miles on the Pacific coast. On the Atlantic
coast, where the principal forests are, the rainy
season lasts from nine to ten months, while
elsewhere it is only six months in duration. In
this thinly.populated country, with a rich and virgin
soil, the life of the planter is a struggle against the
encroaching vegetation, cleared patches in the forests
sending forth spontaneously a new growth of trees,
and the quantity of timber which might be cut in a
year, not only without permanent injury, but with
benefit to the forests, which in many parts are im-
penetrable, would be from 20,000,000 to 30,000,000
superficial feet. The annual quantity actually cut is
from 7,000,000 to 8,000,000 feet, of which all but
1,000,000 feet are exported. In the last ten years
45,000,000 superficial feet more or less have been
shipped, at a value of about ;£'70o,ooo ; and of this
quantity one-fifteenth went to the United States and
the Continent, the rest to Great Britain. The
woods exported comprised about 37,000,000 feet of
Mahogany, 5,000,000 Cedar, 1,000,000 fustic,
1,000,000 Brazilwood, 500,000 rosewood, and
500,000 other woods. Exact statements cannot,
however, be obtained, "as the continued revolutions
and changes ol Government prevent the compilation."
After this it is not surprising to learn from Mr.
Debrot that the capital employed in cutting and ex-
porting timber is very small in comparison with the
capacity of production. There are no Acts of the
native Legislature on the subject of the forests.

In some notes on Brazilian Drugs in a
recent number of the Pharmaceutical Journal, a root
is mentioned as being used, in the form of infusion,
extract^ and powder, in chronic hepatitis, dyspepsia,
^c. This root IS known by the name of Blitua ; its
botanical origin, however, is not proved, but Mr.
Holmes, the author of the paper in question, states it
to be almost identical in appearance and taste to the
true Pareira Brava root, which Mr. Hanbury has
shown to be derived from Chondodendron tomen-
tosum, R. et P. The most remarkable thing con-
nected with this root is, that m a manuscript list
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accompanying the specimens which were sent to the

Museum of the PhannaceiUical Society, occurs tire

following passage:— "This root has a l>asic salt

which unites with sulphuric acid, is white, &c.,

almost like that of Cinchona. It is exported to

Europe in great quantities to adulterate (|uinine." On
this point we have the authority of Mr. J. Moss,
F.C.S., who has examined the salt, that he proves it

to be sulphate of quinidine. This matter is one of

interest, which some of our readers may be able to

throw more light upon.

An interesting feature in the Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, is a trial of Hyiirid Perpetual Roses
AS Pillar Plants, and it may be of some service if

we mention wliich sorts Messrs. Paul & Son have
proved to do the best. Judged by its beautiful pyra-

midal habit of growth, the best of all pillar Roses is

Madame de Trotter, but it has the disadvantage of

not continuing to flower very late in the autumn.
Marechal Vaillant is quite in the front rank, fme in

form, and a mass of buds. Next comes Madame
Victor Verdier. Cheshunt Hybrid, only planted two
years, has made a fine growth, and is very free-

the crimson heads of the brilliant Trifolium incarnatum.

What may be termed the Orchid swindle was in great

force somewhat earlier in the season—roots of Orchis

mascula being conspicuously labelled Bee, Spider,

Uulterlly, or Fly Orchis. The worst feature of this is

that the vendors are clearly cognisant of the deception

they are practising.

—— The sixth annual exhibition of the Wake-
FiELTi Horticultural Society will be held in

the Grammar School grounds, Wakefield, on Saturday,

August 28.

The planting o( some of the I.oNiioN

Churchyards is a comparatively recent improve-

ment of some importance. Those of St. Sepulchre

and St. Andrew in Ilolborn, especially the former,

are quite gay this year with spring llowers, autl the

space in front of St. Mary-le-Strand is occupied by

some Rhododendrons in nice bloom, and a good thick

Ivy border, which seems doing very well, as well as

by other shrubs and plants. After the handsome front-

age of some of the Paris churches—such, for example,

at that of I.a Tiinilr, such ornamentation seems but

some of our readers can suggest appropriate additions

to this list.

Messrs. Paul & Son have acquired a large

collection of the so-called Hardy I3a.miioos, princi-

pally from Algiers, and we are glad to state that Ihc-y

all stood out through the past winter, at the Cheshunt

Nursery, without being the least injured, and are now
making capital growth,

The Horlkulliiral Cakiuhir for March, pub-

lished by Lang & Co., of Melbourne, relates the

hardships occasionally suffered by Ini-erior Gar-
deners, or men with no right to the title at all,

seeking and gaining positions which their attainments

and professional position do not warrant :
—

" In order, however, th.it employers might be assisted

in their choice, and in order that gardeniMS might
occupy their true positions, we would respectfully point

out that the gardeners have a remedy in their own
hands, and if they want to be in a better position

they must help themselves, ' Who would be free

himself must strike the blow.' Let them institute

a Board of Examination, composed of two or three

recognised leaders of the profession—men of whose

ir

Fig. 153.—rotuamsteu, the residence oi' j. 11. lawes, esq. (see p. 720.)

flowering, while at the same time it has grand foliage ;

Climbing Victor Verdier is very fine, flowering from
the very bottom ; Madame Theiese Levet is rather a

slow grower, but fine when once established ; Mon-
sieur 'Boncenne is a fine old dark Rose, and splendid

habit ; Madame Clemence Joigneaux has very fine

foliage, and a capital style of growth ; Coup de

Hebe, Anna Alexieff, and Glory of Waltham, are

amongst the best. For the same purpose, Paul Ver-

dier, a Hybrid China, and Noisette La Biche have ex-

cellent characters ; while for covering arches, nothing

in Mr. George Paul's experience beats the old

Felicite Perpetual. As regards the selection of Roses

for covering pillars we may mention, as a useful hint,

that according to Mr. George Paul's experience, all

Roseswhich by their style of growththe best adapt them-

selves to pot culture always make the best pillar Roses.

Some of our common BRITISH Plants are

appearing in Covent Garden this year in unusual force

for employment in bouquets. I'he elegant grasses,

Melica nutans and Milium effusum, have been pro-

minent ; and the Woodruff, and even the O.xeye

Daisy, appear to have found favour in the eyes of the

bouquelists. The latter is indeed a strikingly hand-

some plant, and, were it not so common, would be

generally admired. We also noticed a large bunch of

small, yet it is a step in the right direction, and if

the heavy railings which surround St. Mary's could be

removed, the effect would be very good. We noticed

the other day that the turi in front of the British

Museum is composed in great measure of the Swine's

Cress (Senebiera Coronopus).

Ib the Cheshunt Nurseries may be seen a

small group of small Conifers, which, on account of

their neat habit and slow growth, are recommended

by Messrs, Paul & Son as the most suitable sulijects

for planting on graves. Most nurserymen have now
and then to answer such questions as " What can you

recommend me to plant on a grave ? " and we think it

a happy idea of the Messrs. Paul to get together a

group of Grave Plants, consisting for the most part

of Retinosporas, such as R. plumosa alba, R. obtusa

nana aurea, R. plumosa argentea, R. leptocladon,

R. obtusa gracilis, and the true R. pisifera

aurea, which has brighter golden variegation

than the form generally cultivated under that name ;

Thuja occidcntalis recurva nana, Cupressus Law-

soniana nana, and C. Lavvsoniana alba spica nana.

C. Lawsoniana lutea will also be of value for the same

purpose, if it does not prove to be too quick a grower.

Thuja pygmcea is highly desirable on account of its

very dwarf habit and pretty form of growth. Perhaps

integrity, impartiality, and skill there is no doubt.

It is a vital point that the right men should be on
this Board, or the whole scheme would be of no avail.

No forward, blowing, presumptuous knaves should

be allowed to force themselves into the Board, but

educated gardeners, of sagacity and experience and
honesty, should be sought out and placed there. To
this Board of Examination let all gardeners submit
themselves as to their professional education and their

professional skill alone. It is not a matter of moral

character that is to be here determined, it is simply a
matter of professional skill or ability. Let there be four

classes, and when a gardener applies for examination
let him say in which class he wishes to be placed ; let

him furnish the Board with the necessary information,

such as where he served his apprenticeship, where he
was journeyman, where he was head g.ardener, &c. It

will be found that there are men amongst us who have
held positions in noblemen's gardens in Europe, who
are acquainted with gardening in all its highest details,

such as the cultivation of the Grape and Pine-apple and
tropical (runs in hothouses, who have had charge of

conservatories, and are thorough plantsmen, and who
can design and lay off extensive grounds

;
let these men

get first-class certificates. Then, there are many most
excellent gardeners who have not had opportunities of

growing Grapes, Pine-apples, or tropical fruits, or of

designing plans for grounds, but who, nevertheless, can

carry out designs on the ground according to plans, who
are thoroughly acquainted with the cultivation of all
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outdoor fruit trees, who understand how to grow
in the best manner all sorts of outdoor vegetables,
who are well acquainted with the details of the flower
garden, and can cultivate greenhouse plants. Let these
good men get second-class certificates. There are also
many gardeners who have not had so much experience
as the last class, who have hitherto been journeymen
merely, who have a general know-ledge of kitchen-
gardening and flower-gardening, but who would not
pretend to be men of thorough experience and skill. Let
these men apply for and obtain third-class certificates,

and when their knowledge and experience extends, let

them apply for admission into the ranks of the higher
class. Next let it be the aim of the Board to establish a
fourth class of good useful men—men who would be able
to dig, rake, hoe, and sow seeds, who could groom
horses, or milk cows, or clip the wings of hens : men
who pretend to nothing more, and to whom a certificate

from the Board would be of service, and let it be the
duty of the Board to exclude from this class men who
have no experience and no intelligence."

We have been requested to publish the fol-

lowing communication relating to the statement made
by the President of the Royal Horticultural Society
at the meeting on May 25 :

—" As the solicitor for

the gardeners who commenced actions and obtained
judgments against the Royal Horticultural Society
I beg to deny the statement of Lord Bury that the
actions were brought by the masters of the gardeners
in their names. I was solely instructed by the
gardeners, and I have paid the amounts recovered to
them ; and I have not, directly or indirectly, had any
communication with their employers. S. y. Robinson."
[With reference to this communication we may state

that a rumour, which we believe to be well founded,
is prevalent to the effect that by the private munifi-
cence of one of the Councillors of the Society these
claims have been settled. Such a sacrifice on the part
of a member of Council should not be expected. Eds.]

The following plants are now in flower in
Mr. J. T. Peacock's rich collection at Sudbury
House, Hammersmith :

—

Cereu5; pectinifera

"„ Mallissoni

,, leptopiis

., fl.igeIliformis.

Echinopsis Schelhaussii

>, oxygona

Mammillaria palygo
„ villlfera

e^araiitha
hysl

abllis

„ Fischei
_

,, pyrocephala
Phvllocactus, many SOI

Echinocacms miiltinon

,, Wanderayii

:eph.ila

myr

The inaugural dinner of the newly-establi=,hed

HoRTICULTUR.\L Ct.ui! took place at the Club-
house, 3, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, on Wednesday
evening last, Mr. John Lee presiding, in the absence
of the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, who was un-
fortunately prevented from attending till late in the
evening. The dinner was well attended by a tho-
roughly representative body of horticulturists, amateur
and professional. We are informed that the prospects
of the Club are very satisfactory, and it certainly
seems likely to form a very suitable and central meet-
ing place for horticulturists. It may be well to remark,
as a different impression prevails, that the Club, as a
Club, has no politics, horticultural or general. It is

intended solely to afford a meeting place for horticul.
turists, with the usual conveniences of a London club,
at a very moderate rate.

Forestry.
At this season of the year there is generally

greater danger of woods, plantations, and forests
being destroyed by fire than at any other, and there
is scarcely any rural calamity, apart from the sacri-

fice of human lives and the destruction of dwellings
so deeply to be deplored as that of a fine young,
or indeed any plantation being devoured by fire.

Any one who has beheld the disagreeable spectacle
of a recently burnt plantation—the bare scorched
surface of the ground, the charred skeletons, trunks,
and limbs, and the red, brown, and half-devoured
branches and leaves, can testify to the sad and
depressing feelings produced thereby, not to speak of
the loss to the landscape, loss of shelter, and money
loss, cS:c. It is often with a feeling of mingled
delight and fear that I look upon some splendid
woodland, knowing that a spark from a passing
railway engine or lucifer match carelessly thrown
down may in one brief hour lay all the leafy honours
in one grim mass of ruins.

The maxim, " Prevention is better than cure," is

strikingly applicable here, hence every precaution
should be used to prevent fires occurring ; and as
many of them originate through neglect and care-
lessness strict attention and caution well-directed
might prevent them. The most common ways by
which woods are set on fire are by sparks from railway

engines, throwing down burning lucifer matches,
persons lighting fires at peat mosses for boiling water,
&c., and children at play making miniature fires in
imitation of what is done at home.

In order, therefore, to prevent such fires occurring
by these or any other ways every available means
should be employed. Teachers in schools should
instruct their pupils in regard to the dangers of fire-

raising. Parents and guardians should be faithful in
pointing out the risks and dangers attending it.

Employers, and especially foresters, should on all fit

and proper occasions seek to impress upon those
under them the absolute necessity of exercising care
and caution in the use of pipes in smoking, &c. In
spite, however, of all due precautions fires will occa-
sionally take place, and when they do so every prompt
effort should be made to extinguish them. On most
well-regulated estates cottages are erected on specially
chosen sites, where a proper view can be commanded
of the surrounding district and woodlands, in which
cottages workmen employed on the estate reside.

The watchmen in the cottages make it their special
duty to look out in all dangerous seasons before going
to bed, and also during the night as occasion requires.
A private arrangement should always be made

between the forester and his men, and all others
specially interested in the estate, both as to how com-
munication is to be made amongst them, and what
action is to be taken to extinguish the fire. Unless
these are clear and well defined, so that each may
know his place and authority, time may be lost, and
thereby a wood be burnt, which otherwise might be
saved.

One way of lessening the evils attending a burning
wood or forest, is to prevent the fire from spread-
ing, which is usually done by means of long bushy
switches, the best of which ate young Birch trees, or
long branches, used like flails in the threshing out of
grain.

Trenches are sometimes dug where a sufficient staff

of hands is at command ; clearances by cutting down
the taller growths and baring with the hands the
lower surface growths, such as grass, Ferns, and
Heath, &c.
The most eflectual, and frequently the only practi-

cal way of arresting the progress of the flames of a
furiously burning wood, is to advance a considerable
distance ahead of the fire and take advantage of the
nearest roadway, footpath, ditch, water-run, dyke,
or other breakage or opening through the wood.
Draw a match, ignite a tuft of heath, or grass, &c.,
and run along that side next to the advancing flames.
Care must be taken on lighting that the fire does not
cross to the opposite side, otherwise the evil would
be increased rather than cured. The newly lighted
part burns on towards the advancing fire, slowly no
doubt as it is burning against the wind, and when the
two advancing fires meet, like hostile armies in the
battlefield, death is the speedy result.

A fire newly lighted burns with much less force
than it afterwards does when the air becomes heated,
after which I have heard it rush and roar like a mighty
torrent, the flames leaping from tree to tree in

maddened, wild, but terrific grandeur.
Every forester, and those who act with him in

case of fire, should know thoroughly every part of
the ground— roads, ditches, drains, fences, swamps,
ravines, cSic, so as to be able to go to any part,

whether by night or day, and do what under the cir-

cumstances is considered best. After a fire has
occurred, it should be diligently watched, even after

the external appearances of fire have disappeared,
and no attempt should be made to cover up and
smother the burning embers, but, on the contrary,
every part suspected of concealing a single spark
should be dug out and watered. In some cases,

when peaty soils occur, or old tree roots exist, the
extinguishing process is both tedious and expensive,
but it must not on these considerations be given up,
especially with the prospect, or at least hope before
us that a copious shower of rain will terminate the
ills. C. Y. Michie, Cullen.

BURRS.
Most of our readers must be familiar with the

enormous "burrs" which are so common on Elms,

and which are found also on other trees. They con-

sist of a huge swelling of the woody tissue, and an

enormous increase in the number of buds. These
buds lengthen into shoots, and thus produce a most
singular appearance. The exciting cause of these

formations is not known in most cases, but it is very

probable that it is connected with insect agency.

In the specimen which we figure (fig. 154) a

chaffinch had built its nest amid the branches. We
suppose Mr. Miles, who kindly forwarded us the burr,

has rather more birds than he wants, else we could

have wished he had left the nest undisturbed. Nay,
we are not sure, with a view of preventing the dis-

figurement of his trees, it would not have been the
best policy to have preserved the birds.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural : June 2. — W. Burnley

Hume, Esq., in the chair. The Rev. M. J. Berke-
ley announced the awards made by the Fruit and
Floral Committees, and called attention to the more
interesting subjects brought under notice, and amongst
them some fruit of what was called the Improved
Orleans Plum, and which was well recommended for
pot culture. A nice dish of Peaches had also been
received, but without a name, and it was very difficult
to say what it may be in the absence of shoots or any
information as to the size of the flowers. The same
observation applies equally to Plums as to Peaches.
It is necessary to see the young shoots and leaves, and
more especially of Peaches, where the flowers vary so
much in different varieties, and where the presence or
absence ofglands in the leaves is of so much importance.
The Fern-leaved Parsley shown by Messrs. James
Carter & Co. would, he thought, be most useful
as a bedding plant, as well as for garnishing purposes.
Mr. Webb, the chairman of the Fruit Committee,
had brought some young Pears destroyed by the grub
of some dipterous insect, but in the absence of an
eminent entomologist from the meeting of the Scien-
tific Committee they had not been able to determine
what it was. Mr. Berkeley also brought up himself
specimens of Apple-shoots destroyed by an oidium,
and which could only be cured by the application of
sulphur, as in the case of the well-known Vine
mildew. Another subject he might mention at the
same time was that a caterpillar sometimes joins
the petals together like a sort of cupola, about the
time when they ought to drop off, and the crop
would certainly be destroyed if such flowers
were not picked off as soon as they are found.
He (Mr. Berkeley) had had an opportunity of quietly
going over the gardens at Chiswick on the previous
day, and he had never seen them in a more
flourishing condition. They were now doing with the
Onions what they had last year done with the Potatos.
The crop of fruit on everything outside was unprece-
dentedly heavy ; the orchard-house had a good and
regular set ; the same was experienced with the
oblique cordon Peaches in the glass wall, and at the
present time the trial of bedding Pansies and Violas
was most interesting.

Scientiiic Committee.—Dr. J. D. Hooker,
C.B., Pres.R.S., in the chair.

"Albino" Leaves of Te/fairia peda/a.—The Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, alluded to some specimens sent to
a previous meeting by Dr. Moore of Glasnevin, and
which, in addition to other changes, had some small
white spots on them which Mr. Berkeley stated were
caused by a species of Depazea. Mr. Berkeley had
also found a common mould, Cladosporium herbarum,
on the leaves, but this was a consequence not a cause.

Gails on Yrtos caused by TctrnnvcJms Taxi,— Pro-
fessor Thiselton Dyer mentioned, with regard to Mr,
Murray's communication on Tetranychus Taxi, printed
in the Gardeiters^ Chronicle^ May 22, p. 659, that his
acaroid did not, as far as he had observed, attack the
ordinary buds, but only those containing the female
flowers. They appeared to feed on the ovule and the
ad jacent scales, while the external scales became brown
and withered. He had also found the same mites on a
large J Vew at Kew, and as this also bore the curious
so-called "galls" alluded to by Dr. Masters, he
thought it not impossible that these replaced the
female flowers which had been destroyed. Properly
speaking, they were not galls, although they might
be regarded as shoots abbreviated in their growth by
the action of the acarus, but only tufts of leaves in
which a spiral instead of the usual distichous arrange-
ment obtained. The question was whether these tufts

had anything to do with Mr. Miiller's galls? He
might venture to correct Mr. Murray with regard to
the minute transverse striae. In the examples he had
met with, these striK were quite as evident as in the
Currant bud mite.

Dr. Masters ii^guired if it were an ascertained
fact that the female plant was alone affected, and
stated that after all the arrangement of the leaves was
not essentially altered. The normal arrangement is

spiral, and it is only by torsion of the leaf or of its stalk

that the leaves appear to be all in one plane, in the
case of the Yew. In the so-called galls the leaves are
not twisted, but each developes in the same plane as
that in which it originated.

Leaf Galls of Sycamore, Pear, cSfc.—Mr. Berkeley
showed specimens of galls on Sycamore leaves, and
on the variety called Leopoldi. These galls were
produced by a four-legged acarus of the genus Volvu-
lifex. In the case of the Pears the galls were pro-
duced by a very minute acarus, but another species
(Tylodromus sp.) was also found on the same leaves,

and occasionally entered the cavity made by the first.

Hypoxylo7i oslracettm.—Mr. Berkeley showed speci-

mens of this, which has been supposed to be a fungus,

and was figured by BuUiardi, t. 444, fig. 3, as such.

It had been referred by Fries to Lophium mytilinum,
but was really, as Sowerby was aware, the cocoon of
a midge. Mr. Berkeley has forwarded to Professor
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Westwood two similar cocoons, one found on a fungus,

Lactarius deliciosus, and of wliich he had seen the

perfect insect, and tlie other on dead decorticated

wood. Professor Westwood is understood to be pre-

paring a memoir on the three.

Oidium on Apple Blossom.—Wi. Berkeley showed

specimens in which the petals and other parts were

distorted by the presence of a white mould (Oidium).

Apdaknis Lychnis.— '^\x. Berkeley also showed

flowers of the common Lychnis diurna in which the

petals were abortive.

Griih in Pears.—'X'he same gentleman showed Pears

destroyed by the larva of a dipterous fly.

Fruitini; of HUnscus rosa j;««j«.— Professor Dyer

showed fruits of this species obtained by artificial

fertilisation by Mr. W. Gorrie, The Gardens,

Mauldslie Castle, Carluke. This is the more in-

teresting as in India and China the plant is not known

to produce ripe fruit, and is always propagated by cut-

tings. In Barbados, on the other hand, in the garden

of General Munro, the plant produces its capsules.

On the Packing 0/Living Plants for Transport.—Ut.

Murray read the following paper on this subject :—

" I have hesitated whether to make my present com-

munication to the Floral Committee, or to this com-

mittee. The members of the Floral Committee are un-

doubtedly better qualified to pronounce upon its practical

merits than we are, but whether wisely or not, they seem

to prefer to deal with results rather than processes, and

as these generally depend upon some scientific principle,

it is perhaps quite in rule th.it they should be taken up

by this committee. I have been led to bring the subject

under vour consideration by finding that the mode of pack-

ing for transport adopted in Japan is quite different from

ours, and as it is successful, it appears to me desirable

that we should examine it with the view of ascertaining

whether it embodies any hint that may be adopted with

advantage by ourselves. I am not at all challenging

the excellence of our present practice. All that I say is,

that if it can be improved we should try to do it. I

have seen a bundle of plants a fortnight on the way

arrive not much the worse, but I have also seen them

arrive utterly destroyed, and I presume all nurserymen

must be familiar with reclamations from their customers

for injury sustained by these packages not being de-

livered in time. Now if by any new plan we could

make them keep for twice as long uninjured I imagine

it would be a great boon to these gentlemen. This is

what the Japanese do, and their process is to shake the

earth entirely from the roots of the plants, and then to

envelope them carefully in a kind of stuff seeminglv a

mixture of dust, saw-dust, fibres, and dHris, ot which

I exhibit a portion, and which keeps the roots from injury

and from the air during the transit.

" The way in which I happen to know about it is

this : I have a brother in San Francisco who, as per-

haps some of the committee know, is something of a

horticulturist. Last season he imported some young

livins; plants of certain species of forest trees from Japan.

They arrived in perfect health, packed in the material I

have just shown. Struck by the success of the plan, he

immediately repacked a portion of the envov in it and

despatched it to my sister in Edinburgh. When they

reached her most of them were unmistakably dead, but

some two or three still showed signs of life, and it is only

now, some months subsequently, that she has given up all

hope of bringing them through. They also are dead.

Now the committee will remember that the distance from

Yokohama to San Francisco is 5573 miles, which, at the

rale of 300 miles a day, is about equal to twenty days.

The breadth of the Atlantic between New York and

Liverpool is only 3080 miles, and including the transit

across the continent from St. Francisco takes twenty-

three days. The plants thus kept well for twenty days,

and if they had remained unpacked there seems no reason

to doubt that they might have done so for some days

longer. Nurserymen will be able to say how far the

degree of success here indicated is worth pursuing

and experimenting upon. Our business, I apprehend, is

rather to look at the physiological principles required

for success, and say which plan seems best to

accord with them. The Japanese and European culti-

vators will both start from the same point, viz., shaking

the earth from the roots. This, undoubtedly, is sound.

Tliere is nothing equal to earth for growing plants in.

nothing worse for transporting them in. I do not speak

of tranlplanling with a ball of earth or in earth still

attached to the roots. The object of that is to prevent

disturbance, breakage and exposure, and where plants

can be transported to their destined place of growth so

protected, whether with a bound up ball of earth, or in

a flower-pot, no one would propose to improve upon it

by shaking off the earth, but where they .are to travel

not so protected and for such a distance or time that the

earth will dry up and crumble and break away, it can

serve no purpose but to injure the more delicate parts of

the roots by rubbing against them.
" It is in the next stage that the difference between

the Japanese and European packing takes place. The
European ties the roots up tightly, puts moss about them

(often moistened with water), and then wraps them up

carefully with matting. The Japanese handles the roots

more gently, fills up the interstices with his padding,

and then covers them with matting. I do not know for

certain whether he moistens his padding at starting or

not— I believe not. There is no appearance of it ever

having been wet—no adhesion—no portions sticking

together, and I apprehend that the more correct and

better plan in all cases, except where we can calculate

on the plants arriving before the moisture has evapo-

rated, is to give no moisture. Moisture about the roots

is not an absolute requisite for the survival of plants.

In dry summers we have plants living with the earth

about their roots as dry as a bone for a foot down. It

is the exposure to the air that does the mischief—not the

want of water, l-ivery cultivator knows that a plant left

with its roots bare will sustain molc damage in a couple

of hours than another with them covered will in a week.

The great secret of successful transmission of plants

with the roots out of the e.arth is the exclusion of .air

from them, and in my judgment the Jap,ancse plan does

this more effectu,ally than our European practice, besides

injuring the rootlets less."

In the discussion which followed. Dr. Hooker

stated that nothing was so objectionable as packing

plants both loosely and moistly. Mr. Smee stated

that he was in the habit of sending plants packed dry

but firmly in India-rubber bags. Dr. Masters spoke

favourably on the plan of packing firmly with dry

sphagnum, where the size of the plants permitted.

Coccus on Trichopilia.—'\\\. Murray showed speci-

mens of an undescrilicd coccus on the leaves of a

Trichopilia, on which further remarks will be made

on another occasion.

Larch Disease.—XKtimm^ to this subject, brought

before the committee by Mr. Murray at a recent

meeting, Piofessor Dyer called attention to a paper of

Dr. Moritz Wilkomm, entitled " Der Rinderkrebs

der Larchenkrankheit" (the bark-canker of the

Larch disease). Dr. Wilkomm refers the disease to

a fungus which i
reys on the young layers of wood,

and which he calls a species of Corticium, but Mr.

Berkeley stated it to be Peziza pulchella.

Dr. Hooker stated that Larix Griffithil was entirely

killed by v\

Mr. Murray believed the disease was due to climatal

changes rather than to the fungus, which he considered

to be a consetiuence, not a cause.

Rev. M. J.
Berkeley considered there were two

diseases—one the " pump disease," the other which

originated when the roots arrived at a hard " pan

which they could not penetrate. Mr. Berkeley had

only seen the fungus in the latter class of cases.

Mr. Murray thought they were not two separate

diseases, but merely stages of one.

Great Sum.mer Show. — It was not to be

expected, after the extraordinary remarks upon gar-

deners and their employers which fell from the Pre-

sident and Treasurer at the late special general meet-

ing, that the large tent usually called into requisition

at the June show would be wanted on this occasion,

but we were not quite prepared for so excellent a dis-

play as Mr. Barron was enabled to place before the

Fellows in the arcades, thanks to his own exertions

in the matter, and especially to the liberality ol Mr.

Bull, whose prizes for new plants brought out a splen-

did competition, and who himself had a glorious

innings in the matter of prize-winning, besides having

the honour of showing perhaps as cood a dozen new

plants as were ever staged, and which will be found

more fully alluded to below. A word of praise is

also due to Mr. Barron for the admirable manner

in which the show was arranged. There is no place

more difficult to deal with artistically than these

arcades, yet by the judicious grouping of the fine-

foliaged plants, of which there was a decided pre-

ponderance, and by the regular dispersion amongst

them of the groups of flowering plants at his command,

he certainly extracted more beauty out of the situation

than we have beeia in the habit of seeing.

Fine-foliaged plants were very well represented,

not by the large plants we usually see, but by young

and fresh examples of the more recent introduc-

tions. Mr. Wills had the best six amongst nursery-

men—a very effective group. Mr. Bull had a dozen

fine young specimens in the open class, including the

very distinct Acanthorrhiza Warscewic/.ii, Verschaf.

fellia splendida, Geonoma pumila, Oncosperma Van

Houtteanum, Divmonorops palembanicus, Cocos

Weddelliana, &c. The best couple of Beaucarneas

were contributed by Mr. Croucher, gr. to J. T. Pea-

cock, I'.sci,, and the same exhibitor also came in 1st

for six distinct Yuccas, with fine specimens of Y.

Mooreana, ICylesii, aloifolia variegata filifera, aloi-

fulia quadricolor, &c. Mr. Bull and Mr. Wills each

contributed very pretty groups in the class for twenty

fine-foliaged plants, and the prizes went in the order

we have given above. Croton Veitchii, Pandanus

Veitchii, Paullinia Ihalictrifolia on a flat wire trellis,

Geonoma Seemanni, Cycas imperialis, Croton Weis-

manni, Da-monorops cinnamomeus, and Aralia

Veitchii were superbly shown by Mr. Bull
;
while

the smaller examples of various Dracrenas, Cycads,

Pandanads, Dieffenbachias, and Palms, &c., from

Mr. Wills, were most creditable. A group of twelve

Palms from Mr. J.
W. Wimsett, King's Road,

Chelsea, and which took the 1st prize, were also very

effective—not large, but very handsome. For six

Cycads Mr. Bull came in 1st, with a particularly fine

group, including plants of Encephalartos inajesticus,

Cycas revoluta, Macrozamia spiralis, with grand

trunks, and handsome specimens of Encephalartos

Brownii and E. villosus. Handsome specimens of

Dasylirion longifoliurn glaucum and D. acrotrichum,

shown by Mr. Croucher, gr. to J. T. Peacock, Esq.,

were the best in their class. The class for Dracaenas

and Cordylines was an uncommonly good one, the

competition being very strong between Mr. Bull and

Mr. Wills. The former was 1st with very fine, well-

coloured and very fresh specimens of Baptistii,

Regina, Mooreana, Shepherdii, Rex, triumphans,

Chelsoni, Fraseri, and Goldieana, the latter being

over 2 feet high, and a very striking object, so

distinct is its foliage and variegation. In Mr. VViUs

2d prize collection the most noticeable were Knur-

kiana, Youngii, Shephetdi, amabilis, Mooreana,

Regina, and Macleayi—a nice specimen of a plant

difficult to grow.

In the Davis Competition the 1st prize went to the

only exhibitor, Mr. W. Kemp, gr. to the Duke of

Northumberland, Albury Park, Guildford, who had

very nicely flowered half specimens of Aphelexis ma-

crantha purpurea, Darwinia tulipifera, Boronia serru-

lata, Acrophyllum venosum, Erica Cavendishiana

with wonderfully bright flowers ; Clerodendron Bal-

fourianum, &c.

In the amateurs' class for six greenhouse Azaleas,

Mr. Batty, gr. to R. Thornton, Esq., Sydenham

Hiil, came in 1st with large and generally well-

flowered examples, the best being of Burlingtuni

and Iveryana. The premier award in the nur-

serymen's class for eight went to Messrs. Ivery

& Son, Dorking, for a showy group ; and the same

firm also took another 1st prize with a capital

group of fifteen.

There was no competition in the amateurs classes

for nine and twelve Orchids, Mr. Douglas, gr. to F.

Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, being the only ex-

hibitor in both cases, and 1st prizes were awarded

to him. The North American Cypripedium specta-

bills was nicely shown with four flowers ;
Masde-

vallia Harryana had six very finely-coloured flowers ;

Cattleya Warneri, La:lia purpurata, Dendrobium

Farmeri, D. Bensona:, and Oncidium phymatochilum,

&c., were represented by nicely-flowered plants.

Hardy Ferns were remarkably well shown by

Messrs. Ivery & Son and Mr. R. Parker, the former

gaining the first position with an exceedingly well

grown lot, including Lastrea Filix mas cristata

Iveryana, L. F'ilix-mas grandiceps, L. Filix-mas Bol-

landk-e, Athyrium Fllixfo^mina Fieldio;, A.

Filix-fcemina corymbiferum, &c. Mr. Parker had

Adiantum pedatum, A. CapiUus-Veneris, Scolopen-

drium vulgare crispum, Athyrium Filix-fismiiia

Moorei, Lastrea Filix-mas paleacea cristata, &c., in

very fine condition.

There was only one group of six Lilies, and to these,

which came from Mr. Bull, the 1st prize was voted :

the forms represented were auratum, pyrenaicum,

davuricum erectum, Szovitzianum, " tigrinum " splen-

dens, and bulbiferum umbellatum, and all were nicely

flowered. In herbaceous plants Mr. Parker was again

to the fore, with grand plants of various Pa^onies,

Pyrethrums, Thalictrum rubrum, Lupins, Iberis,

Spinx-as, &c. The 2d prize went to Mr. R. Dean,

Ealing, with a neat group, including the bedding Pansy

Othello and Viola Mulberry, Sedum lydium, Scdla

peruviana alba, Campanula garganica, Polemonium

coeruleum, &c. Mr. Dean also showed cut spikes of

the Giant White Bromp:on Stock, deliciously scented

hke the Clove.

For twelve new plants (Orchids excluded) Mr.

Bull was 1st, with a magnificent group, which in-

clltded grand specimens of Aralia Veitchii, 5 feet
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high, Croton majesticum, 3 feet high and the same
through, finely coloured ; Anthuriutn crystallinum,

with capital foliage ; Kentia Moorei, very fine ; Dra-

crcna Hendersoni, Phyllotrcnium Lindeni, a Caladium-

like plant, with very boldly marked white venation—
a specimen 4 feet over ; Croton imperiale,

Pritchardia grandis, a grand Palm ; Draccena

Goldieana, Pleocnemia Leuzeana, Dracaena Bap-

tistii, and Croton spirale, a remarkably good
specimen of a deep bronze colour. The best group of

new plants probably ever staged. Mr. B. S. Williams

was 2d, with Alsophila australis Williamsii, Cyathea

Burkei, both very fine specimens ; Zamia I.indeni,

Draceena amabilis, D. Shepherdii, D. Fraseri, Croton

majesticum, Metroxylon filare, &c. Mr. Bull was

also 1st for a new Orchid in flower and not in com-

merce, with Odontoglossum Roezlii album, and also for

six new plants {Orchids excluded), with Blandfordia

princeps, Pritchardia grandis, Draccena Goldieana,

Lomaria dobroydensis, Croton picturatum, and Dra-

crena canescens ; and also for one new plant in flower,

with Blandfordia princeps. The 1st prize for six

Crotons also went to Mr. Bull, who had charming

specimens of majesticum, spirale, undulatum, particu-

larly fine ; volutum, Weismanni, and Youngii.

A silver medal was voted to Mr. John Wills for a

large and effective group of Drac^nas ; to Mr. John
Laing for a large and attractive group of foliage and

flowering plants ; to Mr. B. S. Williams for a beauti-

ful group of stove and greenhouse plants j and a gold

medal to Mr. John Wills for perhaps the largest and
most tastefully arranged group of miscellaneous plants

ever staged. A grand lot of plants,

Mr. Bull's Prizes for New Plants. — Mr.
Bull had the pleasure of seeing a splendid competition

for his liberal prizes ; and it says much for his enter-

prise and perseverance that such a grand lot of new
plants should have been introduced by him within

three years. The 1st prize amongst nurserymen in

the class for twelve new plants sent out since the

commencement of 1872—the competition being con-

fined to those who have never won one of these

prizes before—went to Mr. H. Wright, Lee, Kent

;

Mr. W. E. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, being

2d ; and Mr. Cypher, Qaeen's Road, Cheltenham,

3d. Mr. Wright's group was composed of finely-

grown examples of Dieffenbachia nobilis, Draccena

Baptistii, D. Shepherdii, D. splendens, D. imperialis,

and D. Fraseri, Alocasia illuslris, Gymnogramma
decomposita, Plectocoma Andersoni, Croton, majesti-

cum, Da^monorops palembanicus, Maranta Makoy-
ana. In the corresponding class for amateurs the ist

prize was well won by Mr. G. Legg, gr. to S. Ralli,

Esq., Thornton Road, Clapham Park, who had
a fine specimen of Dipladenia Brearleyana, nicely

flowered, large plants of Dieffenbachia nobilis,

Dracceiia Shepherdii and D, Baptistii, Pleoc-

nemia Leuzeana, Aralia Guilfoylei, Alpinia vittata,

Croton volutum, C. spirale and C. majesticum, &c.

Mr. J. Coomber, gr. to Lieut.-Col. Wilkinson,

Fitzroy Park, Highgate, was 2d, with a capital lot
;

and Mr. E. Pilgrim, Fern Lawn, Pitville Crescent,

Cheltenham, was 3d. In the class devoted to

amateurs, without any restrictions as to previous com-
petitions, the premier award was easily won by Mr.

Croucher, gr. to J. T. Peacock, Esq., who had noble

specimens of Dxmonorops periacantha, Guilielma

utilis, Da^monorops palembanicus, and Dracaena

metallica ; also nice specimens of Aralia Guilfoylei,

Maranta Makoyana, Macrozamia elegantissima, Dra-

c^na ornata, Nidularium spectabile, and Kentia

canterburyana. Mr. G. Legg was again a prize-

winner in this class, taking 2d honours, with Mr. E.

Pilgrim 3d, In the corresponding class for nursery-

men the competition lay between Messrs. J. & R.

Thynne, Great Western Nursery, Glasgow, and Mr.

Wimsett, the prizes being awarded in the order

named. Macrozamia plumosa, M. spiralis eburnea,

DLtmonorops palembanicus, Encephalartos villosus

ampliatus, and Diaccena Shepherdii were very finely

shown in Messrs. Thynne's group. Mr. Wimsett
had the largest mass of Maranta Makoyana we have

every seen, while many of the plants named above
were neatly done here.

Fkuit.—The display of fruit for the season was
very good indeed, especially the Black Grapes and
Strawberries. The finest dish of Black liamburghs,

a nicely finished lot, came from Mr. Douglas, gr. to

F. Whitbourn, Esq., who was followed by Mr. G.

Brush, gr. to Lady Hume Campbell, High Grove,

Pinner, and Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot

;

colour and size of berry were good points in most of

these. Mr, Plarrison, gr. to Lord Derby, Knowsley,
Mr. Bones, gr. to D, Mcintosh, Esq., and Mr. J.
Lane, gr. to General Fytche, also competed—Mr.
Harrison's bunches and berries being particularly fine

for the time, but not so well finished as some of the

others. The best Muscats of Alexandria came from
Mr. Bones, gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering
Park, Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, and Mr. Stephen-

son, gr. to F. C. Barker, Esq., Leigh House,
Essex, but they were all wanting in colour, though
in other respects good; Mr, Douglas was ist,

with three bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, and
in another class for White Grapes with the Canon
Hall Muscat, fine in the berry. In the same class Mr.
Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, was 1st with first-rate

Foster's Seedling ; Mr. Earley, the Gardens, Valen-

tines, was 1st with three fine bunches of Red Fron-

tignan ; Mr. G, T. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington,

had the ist prize for two Smooth Cayenne Pines ; and
a bronze medal was voted to Mr. Harris, gr. to Mrs.

J. H. Vivian, Singleton, Swansea, for a very hand-

some fruit of the same variety. In ihe class for any

other variety Mr. A. Grant, gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq ,

Withington Hall, Chelford, was 1st with a handsome
Black Prince, Mr. Miles being 2d with a fine Charlotte

Rothschild. Read's Hybrid was the best scarlet-fleshed

Melon, and Colston Bassett the best of the green-fleshed

section—fine fruits of both varieties being shown by
Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley
Park, Stamford. Mr. Miles was rst for Peaches, with

Stirling Castle ; for Nectarines, with EUuge ; for

Cherries, with EI ton and Black Circassian ; and for Figs,

with Brown Ischia and White Marseilles, all being of

good quality. President, SirJoseph Paxton, SirCharles
Napier, and British Queen Strawberries, were also

well shown, the chief winners of prizes being Mr.
Douglas and Mr. J. Pottle, gr. to Sir R. Wallace,

Ludbourne Hall, Suffolk. In the miscellaneous class

a bronze medal was voted to Mr. Mills for a splendid

dish of the large red Tomato, and some very fine

Chilies.

Messrs. Sutton &: Sons' Prizes.—The com-
petition for these prizes was very limited. The best

six dishes of Peas, and a remarkably fine lot, came
from Mr. W. G. Pragnell, gr. to D, W. Digby, E?q.,

Sherborne Castle, Dorset, who staged half a peck of

nicely-filled pods of each of the following sorts :

—

William the First, Suttons' Ringleader, Maclean's
Little Gem, First Crop (blue), Suttons' new early

dwarf wrinked Pea, Bijou, &:c. In the same class

the only other exhibitor was Mr. Brown, gr., Fawley
Court, Henley-on-Thames, who was disqualified, on
account of his dish of Peas of the stipulated variety.

Bijou, not being of that variety. There was only one
exhibitor in the class for four sorts each of Melons and
Cucumbers—Mr. J. Read, the Gardens, Arley Hall,

Northwich, to whom the 1st prize—a gold medal and
three guineas—was awarded. His Cucumbers con-

sisted of Suttons' Duke of Connaught, Marquis of

Lome, Tender and True, and RolHsson's Telegraph
;

and the Melons staged were Read's Hybrid, Golden
Perfection, Suttons* Royal Horticultural Society's

Prize, and Suttons' Hero of Bath. None of these

were cut, so that judgment of their quality must go by
default.

Messrs. Carter & Co.'s Prizes.—Messrs.

Carter &: Co, likewise offered prizes for six dishes of

Peas, to include Carter's extra early Premium
Gem, Maclean's Blue Peter, Carter's First Crop,

and Carter's White Gem ; but the competition was
confined to the same exhibitors as in Messrs. Suttons'

class, and the 1st prize again went to Mr. Pragnell,

who had, in addition to the stipulated varieties. Lax-

ton's Unique and William the First, all of very fine

quality. Mr. Brown was 2d.

Floral Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in

the chair. A First-class Certificate was awarded to

Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells, for Clematis

Lord Nevill, mauve-lilac, with a purple bar, the

sepals possessing remarkable substance, but lacking

the refined finish which i^ so great a characteristic in

the Messrs. Jackman's most recent novelties ; a

Second-class Certificate was also voted to the same firm

for Clematis Lady Alice Nevill, a scented rosy

lilac flower, with mauve bar, and fairly good form.

The Messrs. Cripps also exhibited small plants of

Quercus striata, an Elm-like shrubby-habited plant

with golden venation, not very bright at present but will

no doubt come more decided in colour as they become
older ; and CatiEgus filicifolia, a very pretty form with

the leaves cut in a similar manner to the pinm^ of

Adiantum farleyense. The leaves as shown were of

a pale green colour, but in its natural colour, as we
saw it a few days ago in Messrs. Paul & Son's

nursery at Cheshunt, it is a charming plant. Mr. John
Webster, gr. to the Duke of Richmond, Gordon
Castle, sent a boxful of cut blooms of choice

seedling hybrid Aquilegias ; and from G. F.

Wilson, Esq., Heaiherbank, Weybridge Heath,

came a flowering plant of Lilium Hansoni,

which is the same as the L. maculatum syn. aven-

aceum of the Botanical Magazine^ tab. 6126.

According to the rules of priority the plant must now
be known as L. Hansoni, as it seems that Mr. Max
Leichtlin had it under that name before Mr. Wilson's

plant—which was bought, unnamed, in 1S71

—

flowered, and was named by Dr. Hooker last

year, A Second-class Certificate was awarded to

it. Mr. Wilson also showed flowers of L. Thun-
bergianum splendens, of a fine rich orange colour,

and large form. Messrs. Kelway & Son, Lang-
port, showed some nice Pyrethrums ; and Mr.

Bull had a First-class Certificate for Oncidium
curtum, a distinct and pretty species, with broadish

bronzy petals and sepals, and a broad, smooth,
yellow lip, edged with chocolate, and somewhat
fringed. A similar award was also made to Mr.
B. S. Williams for Polystichura lepidocaulon,
figured and described in our columns at

p. 202. From the Tweedside Vineyard Mr.
Thomson sent a remarkably fine cut spike of Vauda
suavis with nineteen flowers. A Second-class certifi-

cate was voted to Mr. Bull for Pelargonium Prince of
Wales, a useful decorative variety of a rich vermilion-
red colour with a pale centre and frilled edges. From
Messrs. Veitch & Sons came Cypripedium selligerum,

a hybrid between C. Itevigatum and C. barbatum,
partaking in a modified degree of the character of
both parents, and a fine lot of cut blooms of hardy
bulbous plants, the greater proportion being pretty

forms of Ixias. The thanks of the committee was
accorded.

Fruit Committee. — Henry Webb, E^q., in

the chair. Mr. James Batters, gr. to Willis Fleming,
Esq., Chilworth Manor, Romsey, sent a Smooth
Cayenne Pine of handsome proportions, and weighing

5} lb weight, which deservedly gained a Cultural

Commendation, being a most creditable production
for the time of year. J. J. Watts, Esq., Whistley
Farm, Devizes, sent specimens of his Improved
Orleans Plum, which is said to adapt itself admirably
to pot culture, and which also gained a Cultural

Commendation, Mr. J. Booth, gr. , Osmaston Manor,
Derby, had examples of Wright's Favourite and
Osmaston Manor Hybrid Melons, both being pale or

white-fleshed, and either not ripe or the flavour not
fully developed. Messrs. James Carter & Co.
showed admirable examples of their new Fern-leaved
Parsley—the most curled of all curled Parsley, and a

decided acquisition for garnishing. Some good
Peaches, not named, came from Mr. Gardiner, gr. to

E. P. Shirley, Esq., Lower Eatington Park ; and
Mr. Cox, Redleaf, contributed a fine specimen of
Polyporus squamosus.

Crystal Palace : Mayzg.—This exhibition proved
to be a very good one, and an improvement on
several of its predecessors. In the matter of arrange-

ment there was also a noticeable change for the

better, due to the sagacity and taste of Mr. F. W,
Wilson, the Master of the Ceremonies, while one of

the most striking features in the Palace was a large

group of Palms, Tree Ferns, and other fine-foliaged

plants, tastefully grouped opposite to the Handel
Orchestra by the Palace Company's garden super-

intendent, Mr. Thomson, under whose management
the plants in the interior of the Palace have been
greatly improved by judicious thinning. Stove and
greenhouse plants, and especially Azaleas, were con-

tributed in considerable numbers. The Orchids were
not quite so good altogether as we have seen them,
while the pot Roses were very fine, and the show
Pelargoniums, as a class, were much better than

usual. The class for groups of stove and green-

house plants arranged for effect led to a spirited com-
petition, the groups from Mr. John Wills, Onslow
Crescent, and Mr. Warren, gr. to A. Mongredien, Esq.,

Forest Hill, bemg so good that equal ist prizes had
to be awarded.

Many of the fine specimens of stove and greenhouse
plants had already done duly at Regent's Park on the

previous Wednesday, but they came out here wonder-
fully fresh again. The leading class was for twelve,

confined to nurserymen, and Messrs. Jackson & Son,
Kingston, came in 1st, followed by Mr. B. S. Wil-
liams, Holloway, and Mr. E. Morse, of Epsom. Azaleas
petunia^folia and ,Roi Leopold were very fine in

Messrs. Jackson's collection, and Mr. Williams had
AUamanda grandiflora, Clerodendron Balfourianum,
Dipladenia amabilis, Medinilla magnifica, Azalea
Criterion, (S:c., all well represented. The amateurs*

class for nine was a very good one, Mr. Ward
coming in 1st, and equal 2d prizes awarded to

Mr. B. Peed, gr. to Mrs. Tredwell, St. John's
Lodge, Lower Norwood," and Mr. W. Chap-
man, gr. to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Park.

Mr. Ward's plants were in fine condition, but as we
have mentioned them before, we must pass on to an
important addition to Mr. Chapman's group of a
splendidly flowered Ixora, Prince of Orange. Mr.
Peed had Franciscea calycina and F. confertiflora,

very finely flowered, also well-flowered specimens of

Eriostemon pulchellus, Clerodendron Balfourianum,
and Erica Cavendishiana, &:c. Mr. B. S. Williams
was the only exhibitor of twelve fine-foliaged plants,

and deservedly obtained the ist prize, while in the

amateurs' class for six the chief award went to Mr.
Legg, gr. to S. Ralli, Esq., Thornton Road, Clapham
Park, with the same group he had at Regent's Park.
Mr. W. Chapman was 2d, and Mr. W. Child 3d.

In the class for nine Draccenas there was only one
exhibitor—Mr. John Wills, and the ist prize was
awarded to him. The group consisted of very fine

examples of Mooreana, Shepherdii, Youngii, Bap-
tistii, amabilis, Weismanni, regina, excelsa, and
Denisoniana, all well coloured.

The 1st prize for nine Orchids went to Mr. J. Ward,
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who had, amongst others, nicely- flowered plants of

Odontoglossum Pescatorei, O. crispunn, Oncidium sar-

codes, Cattlcya Mossix superba, Dendroliium thyrsi-

fiorum, &c. Mr. Walter Gray, gr. to II. Smilhies,

Esq., Spring Grove, Lawrie Park, Sydenham, took

the 2d prize with a group consisting of nicelylluwered

examples of Dendrobiiim Devonianum, Cattleya Mos-
sice grandiflora, Dendrobiiim Dalhouseanum, Odonto-
glossurn crispum, Cattleya labiata, ike. The 1st prize

for six also went to Mr. Ward, Mr. Child being 2d,

and Mr. G. Budd, gr., Heathfield, Sydenham Hill, y\.

Mr. B. S. Williams had a fine group in the nursery-

men's class, and came in a good 1st, with Messrs.

Jackson & Son 2d, and Mr. Morse 3 1.

There were only two classes for Heaths, and Mr.
Ward and Messrs. Jackson & Son were the winners of

the highest prizes, Mr. Morse being 2d to the last

named amongst nurserymen, and Mr. B. Peed 2d

amongst amateurs. The four classes for Azaleas

brought out a considerable number of plants, and

some of them very good ones. Mr. Ratty, gr. to

R. Thornton, Esq., The Hoo, Sydenham, took the

1st prizes for six and for twenty, with a capital lot, in

the latter class especially, the plants averaging from

3 to 4 feet over, and well flowered. Mr. Turner was
2d for Iwenty, with a neat collection. For the six,

Mr. James Child was 2d, and Mr. G. Roach, gr. to

C. Dorman, Esq., Lawrie Park, Sydenham, and Mr.

G. Wheeler, equal 3d. In the nurserymen's class for

nine, the 1st prize went to Mr, B. S. Williams, who
had some large specimens, well bloomed, and was the

only exhibitor.

The show Pelargoniums made a fine display. In

the amateurs' class for nine in S-inch pots Mr. J.

"Ward and Mr. J. James contributed similar groups to

those staged at Regent's Park, and were respectively

1st and 2d. Mr. Turner and Messrs. Dobson u^Sons

were the competitors in the corresponding class for

nurserymen, and the awards went in the order named.
Mr. Turner had very nicely flowered specimens of

Example, Claribel, Pompey, Blue Bell, &c., and all

were noticeable for the richness of their colours. The
same exhibitors also met again, and with the same
result, in the class for six fancy varieties— Mr. Tur-

ner's examples being of Mrs. A. Wigan, Acme,
Helen Beck, Madame Sainton-Dolby, Neatness, and
Brightness. Only one group of Clematis was staged,

and to this, which came from Messrs. G. Jackman
& Sons, the ist prize was awarded. The original

plant of Alba Magna had eighteen grand flowers upon
it— a striking object.

Roses in pots were very well shown, and we are

plad to say especially well, by the amateurs. Mr.
Ellam Ellis, gr. to J. Galsworthy, Esq., Coombe
Warren, Kkigston Hill, had the best grown lot of

Roses we have seen for some time from an amateur,

and well won the 1st prize in the class for six. Mr.

J. Moorman, gr. to the Misses Christy, Coombe Bank,
Kingston-on-Thames, came in 2d. Mr. Turner had
the 1st prize for twenty in S-inch pots, showing a

capital lot ; but was beaten by Messrs. Paul & Son in

the class for nine, in which both firms were strongly

represented.

In the class for new and rare plants, whether in

bloom or not, Mr. B. S. Williams was 1st with a

fine group, including his fine Alsophila australis

Williamsii, Ficus Parcellii, over 4 feet high and in

fruit ; Aralia Veilchii, 3 feet high, a fine plant ; a beau-

tiful piece of Adiantum gracillimum, Croton majesti-

cum, fine in leaf and colour ; Croton Weismanni, also

fine in colour ; Dipladsnia Brearleyana, &c. Mr. J,
H. Ley, Croydon, was 2d.

New plants were also largely shown in groups by
Mr. Wills and Mr. B. S. Williams, and the latter

gentleman gained First-class Certificates for Phegop-
teris Dianre, Atbyrium Filix-fcemina Jacksoni,

Geonoma gracilis, Tillandsia musaica, Zamia Lindeni,

Acalypha marginata, Polystichum lepidocaulon, Dra-

caena Fraseri, D. hybrida, Pleocnemia Leuzeana,

Alsophila Williamsi, Metroxylon filare, Dipladenia

Brearleyana, and Vanda Mmbala. The same award
was also made to E. B. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor,
Windsor, for seedling Pelargoniums, Grace, Prince

Rupert, and Malcolm ; to Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

for fancy Pelargoniums, Countess of Dudley, Duchess

of Edinburgh, and Mrs. Robert Baker, and for forcing

Pink, Derby Day ; and to Messrs. George Jackman &
Sons, Woking, for Clematis alba magna and Mrs.

Hope.
Table plants w«-e a nice feature in the show, and

there was a spirited competition. The winner of the

ist was Mr. F. Lambert, gr. to H. W. Segelcke,

Esq., Heme Hill, who had four small Palms,

Dracccna gracilis and Adiantum gracillimum, and all

the pots were nicely grown over with moss. Equal
2d prizes were awarded to Mr. John Wills and Mr.
Hudson, Champion Hill, S.E,, the former having

nice little examples of Terminalia elegans, Cocos
Weddelliann, Aralia Veitchii, Croton Weismanni,

Pandanus Veitchii and Nepenthes Sedeni ; while the

latter had, amongst others, Jacaranda mimosscfolia,

two nice Palms, &c. Mr. G. Wheeler was 3d.

Amongst tho contributions to the miscellaneous

class were a particularly effective group of herbaceous

plants, in pots, from Mr. R. Parker, together with
cut blooms of twenly-ft)ur varieties of Iris germanica
and Pyrethrums. Noticeable amongst the former
were Lilium monadelphum, Lychnis viscaria rubra
flore-pleno, very pretty, and the yellow Cypripedium
spectabile. Collections of herbaceous Calceolarias,

attractive by the size of their individual blooms and
the brightness of their colours, came from Mr. C.

Satchel 1, gr. to J. W. Amsden, Esq , Lawrie
Park, Messrs. Dobson & Sons, and Mr. Waters, gr.

to A. Mongredien, I'^q., the latter having too great

a preponderance of dark-coluured flowers. Mr.
Smith, market gardener, Isleworth, showed a white
variegated fancy Pelargonium, named Alice, with
white flowers and a large bright rose blotch. Messrs.

Jackson & Son, Kingston, sent a nice group of
finely-flowered plants of Saxifraga pyrainidalis,

nnder the name of S. nepalense. Fine cut blooms
of Devoniensis Roses came from Mr. C. Taylor,
Ileadington, Oxford, and two boxes of fine

blooms of MaifSchal Niel came from Mr.
D. Chapman, Broad Street, Oxford. A dozen very

well grown plants of the pyramidal bouquet Migno-
nette, and specimens of the richly coloured Coleus,

Duchess of Edinburgh, came from Messrs. James
Carter & Co. ; and Mr. John Laing, Stanstead Park,

Forest Hill, contributed a collection of choice foliage

and llowering plants.

Royal National Tulip Society : May 29.—The
annual exhibition of this Society took place at the

Botanic Gardens, Old TrafTord, Manchester, on the

above date, the Council of the Manchester Horti-

cultural Society having extended to this the same
liberal encouragement it gave to the National
Auricula Society a few weeks since. The compe-
tition was mainly confined to the northern and midland
growers, the flowers of the southern growers having
been quite past at this date. It was thought, owing
to the prevalence of cold nights and hot days that the

show of Tulips would have been small and the flowers

indifferent, but the fates were propitious, and it is

doubtful whether a finer exhibition was ever held by
the Society, both as to the number and quality of the

flowers. In the opinion of some of the leading culti-

vators the quality of the flowers had never before been
exceeded, while ths number of exhibitors was in every

way assuring.

The Champion Silver Cup for the best stand of
twelve dissimilar Tulips, two feathered and two flamed
in each clasSj'was awarded to Mr. William Whittaker,
Manchester, who had a remarkably fine stand, the

flowers generally being of the most refined qualhy.
Hepworth's feathered byblosmen Bessie, Hardy's
flamed byblccmen Talisman, feathered bizarre

Masterpiece, and a seedling feathered rose, weie espe-

cially fine. The 2d prize was awarded to the Rev.
F. D. Horner, Kirkby Malzeard, Ripon, who had a
very fine stand of flowers, but smaller in size than the

preceding stand, owing to the backwardness of the

season in the Yorkshire district; and the day being
cold, they did not open freely. His most striking

flowers were feathered bybloemen Bessie, flamed
byblfemen Mrs. Cooper, feathered roses Modesty
and Heroine, and flamed roses Kate Connor and
Triomphe Royale. Mr. Thomas Mellor, Ashton,
was 3d, with a stand of flowers which were shown in

excellent character ; and Mr. Joshua Hagae, Stock-
port, 4th. When it is stated that eleven stands of

flowers competed in this class, furnished by growers
residing in the northern and midland districts, it will

at once be seen that there is no diminution of the
interest felt in this gorgeous flower. The best stand

of six dissimilar Tulips, one feathered and one flamed,

in each class, was also furnished by Mr. W. Whit-
taker, who had Bessie, Talisman, Sir Joseph Paxton,
Masterpiece, Nancy Gibson, and Sarah Headly.
Mr. Thomas Haynes, Derby, was 2d with Duke
of Edinburgh, Heroine, Talisman, Triomphe Royale,
Mrs. Pickerill, and Sir Joseph Paxton ; 2J, the
Rev. F. D. Horner ; 3d, Mr. Samud Barlow,
Chadderton, Manchester. The best stand in a
similarly expressed class, the competition confined

to half-guinea subscribers only, was staged by Mr. H.
Ilousley, who had good examples of Talisman, Sir

Joseph Paxton, Mabel, Aglaia, Violet Aimable, and
one unnamed; 2d, Mr, William Lee, jun., with
Madame de St. Arnaud, Heroine, Duchess of Suther-
land, Adonis, Dr. Hardy, and Demosthenes

; 3d,

Mr. Samuel Smedley ; 4th, Mr. Daniel Wooley.
The best stand of three feathered Tulips came from
Mr. Thomas Mellor, who had Lord Lilford, Ange-
lina, and Rachel ; the 2d best from the Rev. F. D.
Horner, who staged Friar Tuck, Heroine, and John
Sanderson

;
3d, Mr. W. Lea

; 4th, Mr. C. Forman.
The best three flamed Tulips came from Mr.
Thomas Haynes, Derby, and consisted of Dr. Hardy,
Duchess of Sutherland, and Triomphe Royale ; 2d,

Mr. William Whittaker, with Sir Joseph Paxton,
Maid of Orleans, and Aglaia; 3d, Mr. W. Lea; 4th,

Mr. Thomas Mellor, The best two Tulips, one
feathered and one flamed, in each class, were furnished
by Mr. Whittaker, having Masterpiece and Dr.
Hardy ; 2d, Mr. C, Forman, with Mary Plackitt

and Sir John Franklin
;
3d, Mr. T. Mellor ;

4th,

Mr. John Turner. The be^t flamed Rose was
Aglaia, shown by Mr. H. Housley ; Mr. Mellor was
2d and 3d, with Mabel and Catherine Gordon ; Mr,
Lea 4th, with La<ly O. Sparrow ; and then followed,

in the order of meiit, Mr. Alseton, Ada, Mr. Talford,

Triumph Improved, Qacen of England, and Madame
dc St. Arnaud. The best feathered bizarre was
Masterpiece, shown by Mr. W. Lea ; 2d, Mr. Whit-
taker, with Richard Yates ; 3d, the Rev. F. D.
Horner, with John Sanderson, ami 4'h with Demos.
thcnes ; and then followed Sulphurea, John Ratclifle,

Sir J. Paxton, Sovereign, seedling, and Garibaldi. The
leading flamed bizare Tulip was Sir Joseph Paxton,

shown by Mr. T. Hagae ; 2d and 3d Mr. W, Lea,

with Dr. Hardy and seedling; and 4th Mr. Hagae,
wiUi Lord Stanley, Prince of Wales, Ajax, Gany-
mede, Sulphurea, and the seedlings were also placed.

Heroine, staged by the Rev. F. D. Horner, was the
best feathered rose, and the same exhibitor was 2d
with Modesty; 3d, Mr. Whittaker, with Sister to

Rachael ; and 4th, the Rev. F. D. Horner, with Mr.
Lomax. Then followed Fanny (iibson. Lady Wil-
ton, Angelina, Mr. Lea, &c. The best feathered

byblccmen was Adonis, from Mr. Lea; 2d, Mr,
Whittaker, with Mr. Pickerill

;
3d, Mr. J. Morris,

with Queen of the North
;
4th, Mr. Whittaker, with

Violet, Aimable ; followed by Talisman, seedling.

First-rate, Majestic, seedling, and Adonis. The
best flamed byblccmen was Nimbus, shown by Mr,
Samuel Barlow ; 2d, Mr. Wiseman, with Duchess of

Sutherland
;

3d, Mr. Barber, with Talisman
; 4th,

Mr. Whittaker, with Bacchus; and then followed

Thalia, Lord Denman, Alexander Haynes, Adonis,
Queen of May, and seedling.

The premier feathered Tulip selected from the

whole of the show was Bessie, in the stand of Mr.
William Whittaker; and the best flamed Tulip, Sir

Joseph Paxton, shown by Mr. II. Housley.
Breeders were finely shown, especially by Mr.

Thomas Mellor, who had the best six, two of each
class, and the best three, one of each class. In the

first case his flowers were—Lady Grosvenor, Alice
Grey, Annie McGregor, Sir Joseph Paxton, Norval,
and one unnamed. The three best were Annie
McGregor, Ariosto, and Norval ; the best bizarre

breeder, Atlantic ; the best rose, Annie McGregor ;

and the best bybloemen, Northern L'ght—were all

staged by Mr. Mellor ; and the premier breeder was
Mr. Mellor's Sir Joseph Paxton.
A look through the winning stands gave the follow-

ing as the best flowers among the feathered bizarres :

— Masterpiece, Demosthenes, Duke of Edinburgh, Sir

Joseph Paxton, Sovereign, or Charles X., Richard
Yates, and Commander. Flamed bizarres :—Sir J.
Paxton, Dr. Hardy, and Ajax. Feathered by-

blcemens : — Bessie, Mrs. Cooper, Jemima For-
man, Adonis, and Mrs. Plackitt. Flamed by-

blcemens :—Talisman, Duchess of Sutherland, Nim-
bus, and Bacchus. Feathered roses :— Heroine,
Modesty, Mr. Lomax, Charmer, Little Annie,
Aglaia, Industry, and Whittaker's seedling. Flamed
roses :— Aglaia, Triomphe Royale, Kale Connor,
Annie McGregor, and Madame de St. Arnaud. The
best bizarre breeders were Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr.
Hardy, Richard Yates, Dr. Dalton, and William
Wilson. Among the bybloemens :—Talisman, Hardy's
seedling, and William Bentley. The best rose

breeders were Annie McGregor, Lady Grosvenor,
Hepworth's seedling, and Mabel.
The following First-cUss Certificates of Merit were

awarded to new varieties of Tulips :—Dr. Hardy's
Nimbus, Mr. Samuel Barlow's Mrs. Cooper and
Little Annie, Mr. C. Forman's Jemima Forman, Mr.
W. Whittaker's seedling rose, Mr. Thomas Haynes'
Duke of Edinburgh, and Mr. C. Forman's Mrs,
Plackitt.

After the prizes were awarded the members and
friends dined together, and held a meeting of sub-
scribers, at which it was resolved to hold the exhi-

bition for 1S76 at Manchester— probably at the
Botanic Garden, Old Trafford, Mr. Barlow to act as
hon. secretary and treasurer. Thanks were given to

the Council of the Manchester Horticultural Society
for the liberal encouragement it has given to Tulip
cultivators, and to the secretary and curator, Mr.
Bruce Findlay, for his valuable assistance. The sum
of ;i^45 was subscribed in the room towards a prize

fund for next year.

Reading Horticultural : May 29.—The first of
the two summer exhibitions of this Society was held
on the above date, and proved an exceedingly good
one, weather and all accessories being of a very satis-

factory character. The prosperity which has attended
the Society for the past year enabled the committee
to augment some of their leading classes, and this

resulted in some new exhibitors coming to the fore,

which fact materially assisted the value and attrac-

tiveness of the show. The tent, which, as has been
before stated, represents a miniature Regent's Park
ground-plan, owing to its winding walks and turf

banks, had a very bright and attractive appearance,
owing to the presence of various flowering plants,
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such as Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Ericas, Calceolarias,

Roses, &c., which were effectively distributed over
the tent.

The premier group of twelve stove and greenhouse
plants came from Mr. W. Hearing, gr. to W.
Whiteley, Esq., Guildford, and were nice, even, well-
grown and flowered plants. Among them were the
charming Adenandra speciosa, Ixora Lobbii, Bou-
gainvillea glabra, Epacris Eclipse, Clerodendron
Balfourtanum, C. Thompsoni, Polygala cordata,
Chorozema varia nana, Darwinia tulipifera, Ste-
phanotis floribunda, &c. Mr. W. Pepper, gr. to Mr.
Marsland, Erleigh, came 2d, his best examples being
Ericas ventricosa superba and alba, Franciscea caly-
cina, nicely-flowered ; Aphelexis macrantha rosea,
Clerodendron Balfourianum, Allamanda Schottii, and
Rhynchospermum jasminoides, Mr. E. Tudgey, gr. to

J. Williams, Esq., Worcester, was 3d. The best
group of six greenhouse plants came from Mr. J. C.
Higgs, gr. to Mrs. Crawshay, Caversham Park ; well-
grown specimens, but comprising nothing worthy of
special notice.

Mr. Higgs is well-known in the Reading district as
an able cultivator of stove and greenhouse Ferns, and
the fine group of twelve set up on this occasion did
him great credit, and they were much in advance of
anything in competition with them. The subjects
were Cyathea medul'aris, C. dealbata, Gleichenia
semi-vestita, Phlebodium sporodocarpum, Cibotium
regale, Dicksonia antarctica, Platycerium alcicorne,
Cyrtomium falcatum, Lomaria gibba, and Adiantum
cardiochlrena. A much smaller, but even and well-
grown group, staged by Mr. W. Pepper, was awarded
the 2d prize, and included a good Adiantum farley-

ense, Blechnum corcovadense, Gymnogramma tar-

tarea, Lomaria gibba, &c. The best group of
British Ferns also came from Mr. Higgs, all distinct
and well-grown ; and a good group from Mr. Geo.
Pile, gr. to J. Wheble, Esq., was placed 2d. As
good a group of six Lycopodiums as one could well
wish to see was staged by Mr. W. Hearing, and
awarded the 1st prize ; they were all cone-shaped,
and remarkably well furnished, as healthy and luxu-
riant in appearance as could be desired. The group
consisted of Selaginella Martensii, S. Martensii varie-
gata, S. flexuosa, S. apus, a remarkable example;
S. atroviridis, and S. involvens. A nice collection
from Mr. J. Hawes, gr. to Mrs. Rhodes, Henley, was
placed 2d, and this included S. caulescens, S. ro-
busta, S. Martensii variegata, and S. stolonifera.

Equally fine in development was Mr. Higgs' group
of ten follaged and ornamental-leaved plants, some
of them being of grand proportions, and especially
was the trio of Alsophila Cooperi, Theophrasta im-
perialis, and Alocasia Lowii, all of which were
superbly grown. The following with the foregoing
made up the group :—Maranta Veitchii, M. zebrina,
Araucaria excelsa, Latania borbonica, Pandanus
utilis, Croton variegatum, and C. pictum. Mr. H.
Elliott, gr. to J. T. Hibbert, Esq., Braywick,
Maidenhead, was 2d, with Duranta Baumgartii varie-
gata—a somewhat striking plant, where the leaves are
nicely margined with gold ; Alocasia macrorhiza varie-
gata, Cyanophyllum spectandum, Croton angusti-
folium, C. variegatum, Drac.Tna australis, &c. Mr.
W. Clearing and Mr. W. Pepper received equal
3d prizes for very creditable groups.

Flowering plants were made up of Azaleas, Pelar-
goniums, large flowering and fancy, both nicely done;
Roses in pots. Calceolarias, Gloxinias, &c. ; Fuchsias
were noteworthy for their size and the admirable
manner in which they were flowered.

Cut flowers were represented by collections of
bouquets, but which ought to be substituted by
bunches of stove and greenhouse and hardy flowers

;

some capital Roses, shown by Mr. J. Tranton, Hen-
ley-on-Thames, an amateur cultivator of some note in
the district ; bouquets, vases of wild flowers, &c.,
all materially assisting the show from a decorative
point of view ; but we missed the fine stands of
Marechal Niel Roses Mr. R. Webb, of Calcot, has been
in the habit of exhibiting at the May shows.

Fruit and vegetables were well shown, but some-
what restricted in point of numbers, as might reason-
ably be expected at this season of the year. Some
capital Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater
Grapes, from Mr. Tegg, gr. to J. Walter, Esq., M. 1'.,

Bearwood, Wokingham, obtained the 1st prize in each
class ; as also did the Peaches and Nectarines, the
latter very fine, from the same exhibitor. Capital Sir
Charles Napier Strawberries, to which the 1st prize
was awarded, came from Mr. Ashby, gr. to Mr,
Fanning, Whitchurch. Cucumbers were well repre-
sented, the best brace being Lockie's Masterpiece, a
very handsome white-spined variety, iS inches in
length, and perfect in point of quality ; this came
from Mr. T. Lockie, gr. to Lord O. Fitzgerald,
Oakley Court, Windsor. The next best was Tender
and True, from Mr. Geo. Brown. Very good kidney
and round Potatos were staged ; and in the class for
French Beans both Messrs. Higgs and G. Brown
staged Canadian Wonder, which appears to be an
excellent forcing variety. Capital miscellaneous col-
lections of vegetables were shown by Messrs, G.

Brown, W. Webb, and J. Read, the former having
everything especially first-rate. K. D.

Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticul-
tural. —This Society held its one hundred and thirty-

eighth exhibition on The Northernhay, Exeter, on
Friday, May 25. The weather was most unfavour-
able. The rain descended in heavy showers most of
the day, from which the canvas tents were but poor
protection.

The display of plants was of a superior description
;

many of the specimens were really grand, and rarely
have so good examples been staged of the Ixoras
amboinense. Prince of Orange, and coccinea.
A small but interesting example of Cypripedium

niveum was exhibited, and a small pot of Bougain-
villea speciosa, well flowered—its deep, rose-coloured
bracts giving it the preference over the better known
glabra when the secret of inducing it to flower
equally freely is got over.

Stove and greenhouse Ferns were numerous and
well grown. The collection contained fine examples
of Davallia Hoorei, Pteris scaberula, Adiantum
cultratum. A new and interesting form of Poly-
stichum angulare was shown, but I tailed to learn the
name of the exhibitor ; it was said to have been
found wild in the neighbourhood. The whole of the
pinn.-e were forked, and the top of each frond was ter-

minated with a tuft of small fronds. Herbaceous
Calceolarias were well grown, and shown in great
numbers, doing credit to the cultivator.

The season was a little too early for the general
collection of Roses, but the fine display of Marechal
Niel, Devoniensis, and Souvenir d'un Ami in separate
boxfuls was truly grand.
Much of the success of the show was due to the

local nurserymen, who competed in a very spirited
manner. J. S. T.

The Bath and West of England Society's
Meeting at Croydon.—The annual exhibition of this
Society opened at Waddon, near Croydon, on Honday,
and, taking it on the whole, it was the most complete
show the Society has ever held. Horses were very fairly

represented ; there was a good show of Shorthorns
;

an unprecedented show of the local Sussex breed

;

and as good a show as ever was seen of the Channel
Islands cattle; while, considering the distance from
their homes, the Devons and Herefords were very
fairly represented. Amongst the sheep, the South-
downs were exhibited in the greatest numbers ; Cots-
wolds and Leicesters were tolerably well represented,
while of Shropshires, Oxford Downs, and Hamp-
shire Downs, there was a fairly good show. Moun-
tain sheep, which are generally a characteristic feature
at this Society's exhibitions, were represented here
only in small numbers. The show of pigs was one of
the largest the Society has ever had, the Berkshire
classes being especially good. The poultry show also
had claims to be considered satisfactory to all con-
cerned, while the display of agricultural implements
and machinery was the most perfect that the Society
has been favoured with, and no better has been seen
in the neighbourhood of the metropolis since 1S62,
when the Royal Agricultural Society of England
pitched its tents at Battersea. The exhibition of fine

arts did not strike us as being so good as usual, and
the show of Honiton lace was very small, though
of splendid quality. Space does not permit us to go
into the details of all those departments of the great
show

; our concern is more for the horticultural
department, under the stewardship of the Hon. and
Rev. J. T. Boscawen, whose mode of conducting
flower-shows has been frequently described. Here,
too, we found a slight falhng off as compared with
the corresponding shows at Dorchester or Plymouth
—a fact which is the more surprising, considering the
close proximity of the show-ground to a centre of
horticultural establishments far greater in extent than
either of the localities we have mentioned. We had
anticipated a fine show of Orchids, but these and
flowering plants generally were not forthcoming in

sufiicient numbers to relieve the monotony of the
many good fine-foliaged plants staged. This rela-

tive deficiency may partly be accounted for by misap-
prehension of the plan on which these shows are
conducted, and by statements as to the non-
payment of gardeners for their trouble^state-
ments which, we are informed, are wholly untrue.
The principal exhibitors and their contributions
may be mentioned as follows :—The Rev. A. H.
Bridges, Beddington House (gr., Thomas Penfold),
had some fine pans of Gymnadenia conopsea, Ilabe-
naria chlorantha, Epipactis grandiflora, Aceras
anthropophora. Orchis ustulata, and other terrestrial

Orchids ; a nice lot of Begonias, Caladiums, Ferns,
Iris chinensis, exceedingly pretty ; large specimens of
Dracx'nas, Dieffenbachias, Tree Ferns, Pandanads,
and other fine-foliaged plants, with a charming hang-
ing basket of the pretty Begonia foliosa. Mr.
B. S. Williams, HoUoway, had a small group
of choice new plants, such as Adiantum gra-
cillimum, Aralia Veitchii, Acalypha marginata,
Kentia Moorei, and other Palms ; and also a group

of such Orchids as Cattleyas, Vandas, Lselias, and
Dendrobes, together with some large Tree Ferns
Cycads, &c. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, con-
tributed a considerable number of handsome fine-
foliage plants, and a magnificent specimen of Todea
intermedia, about 3 feet over, and splendidly fur-
nished. Philip Crowley, Esq. (gr., Stephen Strahan),
sent a fine lot of plants, especially fine-foliaged, and
also many good flowering specimens, conspicuous
amongst them being a plant of Erica brunioides,
3 feet through, and superbly flowered, a very good
Rhynchospermum jasminoides, &c. The fine-foliaged
plants were an especially good lot. Stephenson
Clarke, Esq., Croydon Lodge (gr., John
King), sent some fine specimens of Chamrerops
humilis and Fortunei, nice examples of Adian-
tum farleyense, various Selaginellas, Crotons, &c.
Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, contributed ten
very fine Roses in pots ; and from Mr. Noble, Bag-
shot, came three beautiful standard Rhododendrons,
a small group of Orchids, a beautiful pan of Nertera
depressD. and two grandly flowered examples of
Utricularia montana came from Sir William Marriott,
Down House, Blandford (gr., James Hill); and a
smaller collection came from W. Brymer, Esq., M.P.,
Ilsington House, Puddletown (gr., J. Salford).

^e iilla iarkn.
Forecourt G.\rdening.—This is the season of

the year when attention is turned to the embellish-
ment of forecourt gardens, balconies, windows, &c.,
with a view of having something gay and effective

during the summer months. The forecourt garden is

a comparatively easy matter, and it simply requires
plants adapted to its position and surroundings. In
those suburbs of London having open and airy streets

the forecourt garden—none very large—should be
planted with a few cheerful-looking flowers, some-
thing that will be bright and efl!ective, and last as
long as possible. On the sunny side, that mostly
open to genial southern influences, something a little

elaborate may be attempted in the way of pretty
foliaged plants, but the position must be open, light,

and airy. It is a waste of time to place border
foliage plants in low, cold, shaded spots—flowering
plants will hardly do there, but foliage plants never.

Really, however, there is not much room for choice
of subjects. As a rule the forecourt garden is over-
shadowed with trees, and there is too much shade
for flowers—but even trees are something in a street
of houses. Grass will not grow either; and the
best thing to be done is to plant some Ivy, for
that will do well beneath trees ; and if there is a
spare space or two plant some of our common Lady
and Hart's-tongue Ferns. They will grow where
flowering plants will not, and hawkers in the streets
are always presenting them for sale ; besides, they can
be got from other sources with but little trouble.
When the surface is furnished with Ivy, and the
fronds of Ferns peep out here and there, and the
deciduous shrubs and the trees overhead get into
green leaf, it is always a pleasant sight in a populated
neighbourhood, and a relief to turn the eyes from
scorched flagstones to some cheerful green of plant
and tree. An occasional sprinkling or syrmging
keeps the leaves pretty free from deposits of dust,
and Nature is assisted thereby.

When there are no trees overhead, and the fore-
court garden is open above and around, attempts at
decoration can be [made with flowering plants. A
few Pelagoniums, yellow Calceolarias or Nasturtiums,
blue Lobelias, Verbenas, and other ordinary garden
plants likely to do well, can be used, with here and
there a patch of fragrant Mignonette, Candytuft,
Virginian Stock, and a few other hardy annuals.
Nice bits of cheerful colouring could be supplied if

the planting be properly done. Therein lies three-
fourths of the success. It is no use to put planls
into old, stiff, worn out town soil ; it must be re-
moved, and something good from the nursery substi-
tuted for it, and in this the plants should be placed and
they will then have a fair chance of successful growth.
Frequent sprinklings overhead in dry weather will
greatly assist them, and occasional root waterings
when such weather lasts for a time and no rain falls.

But, leaving the circumference for the centre, and
getting into the heart of city or town, where the
fierce stream of its busy life rolls onward incessantly,
there can be found many side courts and alleys, lined
on either side by houses of somewhat remote con-
stmction, or having gardens at the back, where some-
thing can be and is done, even though gloom and
dirt appear such hostile influences. Let any one
take the train from Broad Street station to
Dalston Junction, or from Ludgate Hill to the
Elephant and Castle, and many such spots come into
view. Apparently gardening is done here under
great difficulties, but our City flower shows reveal
what cheering results follow when a real love for
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plants, and the pleasure their companionship imparts,

are the motive-powers which occasion so much atten-

tion being given to them. There must be heartiness

brought to bear on city and town gardening, or it

cannot succeed. See—and ihe illustrations are

copious—see what can be done with Sedums, House
Leeks, grass, Scarlet Runners, Creeping Jennies, and
such like. Very little flower it is true, but Iresh, bright,

green leaves, cleansed from dirt, watered and tended
because unspeakably precious to the cultivator.!

Balcony Garden.—The exposed position of this

part of the dwelling is somewhat against gardening
attempts, but in a large majority of cases plants die

speedily for want of water. Thousands of pkants die

annually in London for lack of simple attention. On
the other, that very much can be done in the way of
balcony gardening, let Portman Square, Piccadilly,

and many other places testify. What is a more
pleasant sight than a Virginian Creeper growing over

and about the balcony of a dwelling-house, and its rich

tresses hanging down from it in profusion? Vases
might be introduced in which a few suitable flowering

plants could be placed, with evergreens in tubs. At
the present moment there is a house on the east side

of Portland Crescent, Euston Road, which forcibly

illustrates how charmingly the balcony of a house can
be decorated during the summer months. Its elabo-

rateness of arrangement, no doubt, makes it expen-
sive, but it is suited to the means of the resident.

But much simpler attempts can be worked out with
no less satisfactory results. A wire trellis against the

front wall of a house is of great value, and by means
of it the wall can be "dressed in living green" and
flowers during the summer. Ivy might be used for

winter effect, but it would need to be cut out some-
what at stated seasons if other plants were employed.
The Virginian Creeper is indispensable, it is so suited

to London ; but why should not in some cases the fine

hardy Clematises be employed in connection with it?

Planted in tubs large enough to aflord sufficient root-

room, and aided by gentle stimulants when properly
established, these showy creepers would be striking

objects when in flower. The great requirement of

balcony gardening is an adequate supply of water,
and, unfortunately, the high pressure of fashionable

life during the London season causes this indispens-

sable attention to be much neglected, and balcony
gardening falls into disrepute through no failing of its

own.
Window Gardening.—Let us earnestly plead

for mercy for the poor flowers also. Of the many
hundred attempts made in the way of window garden-
ing in London how many fail for want of an adequate
supply of water. It is pitiable to see charming
flowers—possessing almost unrealised capacities for

ministering to pure pleasure—dying for lack of that

which would keep them in robust health—water, if

it were only forthcoming. Of all attempts at window
gardening nothing beats the wooden box in which the
subjects used are planted in the soil it contains.

They stand a much better chance of succeeding in the

face of neglect, whereas plants in pots succumb
rapidly and completely. A box filled with ordinary
bedding plants, affording hues of red, blue, yellow,
pink, and white, with some foliage interspersed, and
having Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums hanging over the
front, seems the best arrangement that can be
adopted. The drooping flowers of the Fuchsias are

very effective in combination with the others, but it is

a mistake to crowd the plants too much.
The areas of fashionable London residences fre-

quently afford reliable indications of the attention
given to flowers in the balcony and windows. If the
plants found there, on the window-sill, on plant-
stands, or suspending from the area railings are well
tended, they will be carefully looked after in other
parts of the house also. There are many very
pleasing illustrations of area gardens to be met with
in various parts of London. We could point to a few
where the arrangements are worked out with so much
taste, and the plants are kept in such excellent health,
that the gardener—often a woman—well deserves the
Lindley Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society.

(For the Ensuing Fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Plan r StoV Y..~Poinsdtias : Cuttings of this indis-

pensable winter flowering plant that were put in some
time ago will now be rooted, and should be at once
potted. Do not at first give them too much root-

room. Three or 4-inch pots are large enough to begin
with. They are not particular as to soil, succeeding
in either peat or loam ; but in the latter they are not
quite so disposed to grow tall or make such large
leaves, as when grown in peat. One-fifth of rotten
manure and leaf soil in equal proportions, added to
four parts good loam and a little sand, will grow them
well. The natural disposition of this plant to get
tall and leggy is aggravated by being kept very hot
and far from the glass. After the cuttings have got

well established in the pots give them a fair amount
of air, and place them as near the glass as possible.

Cuttings for successional flowering may yet be put in,

always in the case of this plant taking them off with a

good heel ; if deficient of this Iheydo not strike freely.

In the southern parts of the kingdom, in warm shel-

tered situations, the old plants may be planted

out in the open ground ; so treated they form

close compact heads, consisting of a number
of shoots that grow strong, and not more than

half the length that they attain under glass. Before

the plants are thus turned out they must be well

hardened, or they will lose the leaves they already

possess, which would much injure their appearance
afterwards. Successional cuttings of the etjually use-

ful Euf^liorbia jacquiniirflora should be potted on as

soon as they are well rooted, using similar soil and
size of pots to that recommended for the Poinsettias.

When they have got well hold of the new soil pinch
out the points, to induce them to break. The earliest

struck plants will by this time have filled thtir first pots

with roots, and should at once be moved into such as

they are intended to flower in. They ai'e spare-

rooting subjects, and must not have too much root-

room ; for ordinary purposes 7 or S-inch pots are large

enough ; they do not like much water untU the roots

have fairly taken to the soil. If a few larger speci-

mens are wanted, some of the old plants may be
shifted on into 10 or 12-inch pots. These, if well

attended to, will make fine decorative subjects for a
warm conservatory in the early spring. Keep as near

the glass as possible. Where small-sized decorative

stove plants are required Didymocar/'iis lti/Jonts\?.ytry

useful ; it can be increased readily from seed. If this

is sown now, and the seedlings potted off as soon as

large enough, and kept growing through the autumn
and winter, by the spring they will make nice plants,

and will be found suitable for standing on side stages

and in front of larger growing things. It can also

be increased by division of the crowns ; it does well

in sandy peat, to which has been added a little well-

rotted leaf-mould. Its most delicate coloured flowers

are very useful for cutting. Stove climbers with
a vigorous habit of growth, either when trained

to the rafters or grown on trellises, should, as

soon as they show flowers freely, be well supplied

with manure-water. By a timely and regular appli-

cation of this most things that possess a continuous

habit of flowering can be induced to keep on blooming
so long as desirable, or there is enough solar or fire-

heat to keep them in free growth. Such things as

AUamandas and DipladcniaSy that are looked upon
by many as summer-flowering plants, will, if liberally

fed, continue giving a succession of blooms for more
than half the year; and where flowers are in regular

demand for the decoration of shallow stands, nothing
is more useful than to have a supply of such as the

above to fall back upon, their delicate yet brilliant

coloursgiving a character to other things of a more com-
mon description ; but their use when employed in this

way is commensurate with the length of time they
will stand. If grown in a dark house at a considerable

distance from the glass in a very humid atmosphere
they are comparatively worthless, flagging almost as

soon as severed from the plant ; whereas, if produced
under the opposite conditions as to light, with sufficient

air, they will last for three or four days. Where the

flowers are thus wanted the plants should not be
trained on trellises, but on either strings or wires, so
near the glass as only just to avoid touching it.

Thunbergia Harrisii and T. laurijolia should be
similarly treated, not using too large pots for these
free-growing plants, and keeping them at the coolest

end ofthe house. Cierodaidroa Ba^/aurid/iufn^althongU
by many looked upon as only of use as a specimen
plant, is a most useful subject for cutting, its delicate

bracts associating well with any other flower ; but to

be of use in this way the flowers should be brought
on in a comparatively cool temperature, or the
plants gradually inured to a cooler atmosphere
before they open. In private establishments, where
large quantities of cut flowers are wanted, it is neces-

sary to provide a reasonable amount of variety, and
the treatment that many things require to enable them
to stand well in a cut state has of late years become
a very important matter. With stove plants the

greatest possible amount of light, with as much air

during the summer season as they will thrive with,

will be found the best means of imparting that solidity

necessary to enable the blossoms to last long when
cut. 7". Baities.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Melons.—The first batch is just coming in, and

the present sunny weather is such as will, under
proper treatment, produce a rich flavour. The nights

are for the most part, however, very cold, necessi-

tating the use of extra firing. It is the reverse of
good practice, either in Melon or Cucumber growing,
to permit a wide disparity between the night and day
temperatures. See what was said in the last Melon
Calendar in regard to flavouring the Melon, also the
cracking of the fruits and canker at the collar. Keep
plenty of moistur? in houses wherein young plants are

growing, and gently damp the foliage, the walls, and

floors, and close the ventilators about 3.30 P.M. This

is recommended for houses which have a southerly

aspect ; houses facing south-east, or south-west, must

be closed earlier and later respectively. Continue to

fertilise all female blossoms every day, observing a

dry condition of both the roots and atmosphere.

Cease to use the knife during the setting period ; the

finger and thumb should be active, however, nipping

out the growing points at one or two joints above

fruit. The plants should never be fumigated

during the time of setting ; take care, therefore, to

fumigate previously if the least signs of aphis arc

manifest. Earth up from time to time those which

have set their fruits, and continue to make further

sowings to meet the requirements of the individual

establishment. Feed liberally those plants which are

swelling their fruits in pots .and boxes, and take care

they do not become dry at the root ; ours are watered

two or three times a day this weather. If the glass

be 21 oz , of second or third quality, very little

shading will be necessary ; 16 oz. glass (Belgian),

however, should be slightly shaded for an hour or

two at mid-day. In pits and frames a fair bottom-

heat should still be maintained. T/ws. Simpion,

ClidmsJ'ord.

Vines.—The thinning of late crops of Grapes
should not be delayed a moment after they are ready

for this operation, as at this season they swell so

rapidly that, if not taken in time, they soon get too

large to be thinned quickly or nicely. In a former

Calendar it was recommended to discontinue pinching

or stopping laterals when the Vines were in flower,

but as soon as the fruit is set this should be resumed,

and the shoots tied into position. Also cut off all

badly placed, small, or deformed bunches, and crop

lightly, or according to the vigour and age of the

Vines, It is best to err on the side of light cropping

and high finish ratherthan bulk, accompanied by shank-

ing, iS:c. When watering is necessary let it be done
thoroughly, as one good watering is worth a good many
surface dribblings. To crops in the process of swell-

ing off, a little guano sprinkled over the surface of the

border previous to watering will prove of great

service. A mulching of manure of any kind,

after a good watering, will help to keep the

border moist, and prevent the necessity for a repe-

tition of it for a considerable time. Do not neglect

the borders from which the Grapes have been cut,

but if at all dry, water and mulch as for Vines in

other stages of growth, and keep the foliage clean and
healthy to the last that it may aid in the proper

development of the fruiting buds for another season.

In houses where the Grapes are ripe, keep the Vines
free from lateral growths, the atmosphere cool and
airy, and as dry as is consistent with the maintenance
of the health of the foliage. Pot Vines should have
the leading shoots pinched when about 8 feet long,

and the laterals and sublaterals stopped at one point as

produced. This applies more especially to those

intended for fruiting next season ; those intended for

planting only are better to have the laterals left longer,

or indeed not pinched at all if the Vines are intended

to be cut back to three or four eyes at planting time.

]\: WildimUh, HeckfidJ.

Figs.—Still continue to follow the directions lately

given about the ripening fruit in pots, so that whtn
the first crop is all gathered the trees may be gradually

syringed twice a day, and more water given to the

roots for the advancement of the second crop. Do not

neglect mulching the surface of the pots now that the

heat of summer is setting in, and the necessary water-

ings through the mulchings will carry vigour to the

roots. If the second crop is set too thickly on the

shoots, thinning will now be required, for the trees

should not be over-taxed with too many fruit, so as to

have them large and finely flavoured. If some of the

trees that were forced the earliest do not show to be

in a vigorous state of growth, it will be better for them
not to be allowed to ripen a second crop. When their

wood is ripened they should be placed in some warm
corner in the open air, and kept well mulched and
watered, when they will be in excellent condition for

forcing early in another year. The later started crops

will still want tying in the shoots, and stopping and
thinning them where too thickly placed, and when the

fruit begins to rip.n they must have the same treat-

ment as advised for the early forced Figs, that is,

the syringing and supply of water to the roots must
be gradually diminished till the crop is gathered.

William Tillery.

Cucumbers.—Red-spider is wonderfully trouble-

some this year in our Chelmsford district, so much
so that it almost baflles the efforts of our large

growers to prevent its becoming master of the situ-

ation. I have plenty of opporlunity of seeing

acres of Cucumbers under glass, and therefore I am
not speaking without some experience and authority

when I say that Cucumber-houses having a southerly

aspect are a mistake for summer work. Indeed, there

is no necessity for a south aspect even in mid-winter.

Let horticultural builders and garden architects take

note of this. It is in such an aspect that we suffer

most from red-spider, and that because the heat is too
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much at mid-summer. Then, again, blinds must be
employed, and that, besides being unnatural and
detrimental, is a very expensive item where large

quantities are grown, as here. I recommend, therefore,

that Cucumber-houses, lean-to's, have an easterly

aspect, and spans both east and west. There is no
necessity to shade in either of these aspects ; a very

moderate coating of thin whitewash over the middle

of the roofs might, however, be desirable in the very

hot weather. I have previously pointed to the

remedy for the destruction of red-spider. Still

employ fires by night, and keep plenty of moisture in

houses all day long. Fumigate on the appearance of

the first greenfly. Cut over the plants every week,
removing all weakly and exhausted growths, and feed

liberally with copious doses of weak liquid manure.
Earth up the roots from time to time. In pits and
frames endeavour to secure straight fruits by means of

glass tubes or other appliances. Husband a good
heat by closing the lights early, after previously

watering both the roots and foliage. Dust flowers of

sulphur amongst the foliage as an antidote to mildew
and spider. Tkos. Simpson^ Chelmsford.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The excessive crop of fruit of all kinds this season

will necessitate an unusual amount of thinning among
the more choice varieties. Apricots by this time

should have been finished, as the fruit is now of large

size. The leading shoots of these where required for

filling vacant spaces on the walls should now be tied

or nailed in, and the foreright shoots stopped by
pinching back to three or four buds, so as to induce
the early formation of short-jointed spurs, which
are essential for the production of bloom next

season. Provided the tree is otherwise well

furnished with young and healthy wood, now
is the best time for removing any barren
or projecting spurs. Grub should now be well
looked after ; its appearance is soon seen by the fold-

ing up of the foliage. When this is observed, lose no
time in having the tree carefully picked over, other-

wise this pest soon commits serious damage both to

foliage and fruit. Peaches and Nectai'mcs will now
require considerable attention. Complete disbudding,

if not already done, and thin the fruit as soon as pos-

sible. This will in large establishments be a work of
some magnitude. Here on a wall 120 yards long, every
tree is completely clustered with fruit, and many
thousands must be taken off. The trees generally are very
healthy ; in fact this season, so far, very little blight

has made its appearance in any form, but, judging
from the sudden alternations of temperature lately

prevalent, we may expect to be troubled with it very
shortly. Dessert Cherries on walls may be treated

much as recommended for Apricots. Morellos should
have as much young wood laid in as will uniformly
furnish bearing wood for next season. Should aphis

appear, the best and most effective remedy I have found
is to hand-dust the affected shoots with dry soot finely

sifted
J

this may be allowed to remain on for a few
days, and can then be washed off with a syringe or hand
engine. Some trees here badly affected were so

treated last season with the best possible results, the

fruit being finer than usual and perfectly clean, while
the trees appeared to benefit by the fertilising power
of the soot being washed down to the roots. Straw-
berries should now be mulched with straw or other

material suitable to keep the fruit clean ; we use the

longest of the litter brought from the stable-yard.

Applied in good time this becomes bleached and
clean before the fruit begins to drop. A good
soaking of water or liquid manure, if available,

should be given to each plant as soon as

the fruit is set, the mulching will then keep
the roots cool and moist during the process of
swelling the fruit. Where very large fruit are required,

either for dessert or exhibition, the trusses should be
well thinned as soon as the best swelling fruits are dis-

cernible, leaving not more than two or three fruit to

each truss. These should be tied up to small sticks,

so as to get full advantage of light and sun. Such
kinds as British Queen, Dr. Hogg, &c., are seldom
well-coloured without this attention, while the quality

of the fruit amply repays the additional trouble of
tying. W» Cox.

During the week ending Saturday, May 29, in

the vicinity of the metropolis the reading of the
barometer at the level of the sea increased from
29.92 inches at the beginning of the week to 30.34
inches by the morning of the 24th, decreased to

29.79 inches by the evening of the 28th, and increased
to 29.90 inches by the end of the week. The mean
reading for the week was 30. 15 inches, being 0.31
inch higher than that of the preceding week.

The highest temperatures of the air at 4 feet above
the ground ranged from 704° on the 24th to 55|° on
the 29th, the mean weekly value being 63!°. The
lowest temperatures of the air varied between 454° on

the 24th and 51° on the 28th, the mean for the week
being 47^°. The mean daily range of temperaturem the week was 16°, the grearest range was 254° on
the 24*, and the least, 8|° on the 29th. The mean
daily temperatures of the air, and the departures
from their respective averages, were as follows :—
23<'> 54°- 7. +o°.4; 24th, 55°.8, +2°.2; 25th, 57°, +
2°; 26th, 54°.6, — o°.6; 27th, 5i°.4, _30.9. 28th,
55 ; — o°.5; and 29th, 49°.4, _ 6°.3. The mean
temperature for the week was 54°. i, being 1° below
the average of sixty years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with
blackened bulb in vacuo, placed on grass in sun's
rays, were 120° on the 23d, and 124!° on the 24th,
but on the 29th 69° was the highest reading, the sky
being nearly overcast throughout. The lowest read-
ings of a thermometer on the grass with its bulb fully
exposed to the sky were 33° and 32f on the 26th
and 27th, but on the 29th 46' was the lowest reading.
The mean for the several low readings was 38!°.
The direction of the wind was mostly from W. S. W.

on the 23d and 24th, and N.N.W. afterwards, and its
strength brisk.

The weather was fine and bright on the first five
days of the week, but overcast, dull, and cold on the
last two, especially on Saturday the 29th.

Rain fell on two days to the amount of o. 24 inch.
In England the extreme high day temperatures

ranged between 71° at Manchester and Sunderland,
and 64° nearly at Liverpool, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
Truro

; the general average over the whole country
being 67". The extreme low night temperatures
varied from 45 J" at Blackheath to 38° at Hull, with a
general average of 414°. The mean of the extreme
ranges of temperature in the week was 26J°, the
greatest range being 32° at Sunderland, and the least,
19° at Liverpool.
The mean high temperatures observed by day ranged

from 64^° at Wolverhampton and Sunderland to 574°
at Liverpool, with an average valu» of 62j°. The
mean low temperatures observed by night varied
between 48^° at Newcastle-on-Tyne at 43° at Truro,
the general average being 45^°. The mean daily
range of temperature in the week was 17°, ranging
from 2oJ° at Sunderland to 9.^° at Liverpool. The
mean temperature of the air for the week was 52^",
being 3|° lower than the value for the corresponding
week in 1S74 ; the highest occurred at Blackheath,
54", and the lowest at Eccles and Truro, 50^° nearly.
Rain fell generally on two, three, or four days in the
week at all stations excepting Truro ; the various
amounts collected ranged from I inch at Newcastle-
on-Tyne, to three-hundredths of an inch at Truro,
which fell on the 28th ; the average fall over the
country was four-tenths of an inch.
The weather during the week (for the most part)

was fine, though cloudy and showery at times.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures of the air
ranged from 68^° at Paisley to 584° at Greenock, with
a general average of 634°. The lowest temperatures
of the air varied from 44.^° at Leith to 32° at Dundee,
the general average being 40.^°. The mean range of
temperature in the week was 23°. The mean tempe-
rature of the air for the week was 5i|°, being j"
higher than the value of the corresponding week in
1874; the highest was 53^°, at Edinburgh, and the
lowest, 504°, at Aberdeen. Rain fell at Greenock to
the amount of one inch and two-tenths, but at Dundee
one-tenth of an inch only was measured ; the average
fall over the whole country was five-tenths of an inch.
At Dublin, the highest temperature was 71°, the

lowest 37°, the range 34° ; the mean temperature of
the air for the week was 534°, and the rainfall was a
quarter of an inch.

STA TE OF THE WBA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Tune 2. 187?
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Cut Flowers.

.6-3^
Azaleas, p, 12 sprays 06-16
Canialions, 12 bloori

Cornflower,p.doz.bun. 3 (

Deutzia, per bunch., o t

Eschscholtzia, labnii. 3 <

Eucliaris, per doz. ..6c
Heliotropes, 12 sj
" "'

f-thc-Valley,

spr.

Lily-of-t

sprays . . . . I

MiRTionette, 12 bun.
Myosotis, per bunch
Nemophila,

Pelargoniums, 12 spr.

— Zonal, do.

Paonies, la bun,
Primula, dbl., p. bun.
Ranunculus, p. bun.

Roses, indoor, p. doz.
— French, Moss

Rose de Mai, doz.bun.
Spiriea, 12 sprays .

.

Stephanotis,ia sprays :

-09 Stocks,

t Peas, 12 bunch. 40-90
Plants in Pots.

Begonias, do. .. 60-1
Bouvardias, tlo. .. g o-i
Calceolarias, do. .. 6 o-io ^

Cyperus, do. .

.

.. 6 0-12 t

Dracxna terminalis 30 Q-60 (— viridis, per doz. t-? f>-^.i t

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz. .

Gardenias, do.

Heaths, in var, , doz
Heliotrope, per doz
Hydrangeas, pcrdo

Lobelia, per doz.

Mignonette, do.
Myrtles
Pelargoniums, i

per doz.
— Scarlet, do.

Petunia, per doz,

i Roses, do. ..

,

Stock, do. .•

SEEDS,
London : June 3.—Extreme inactivity now charac-

terises our seed market. In Clover seed, as might be
expected, there is nothing whatever doing. Trefoils are
held with firmness, the impression prevailing that next
season's rates will rule high. Favourable accounts come
to hand of the new crop of English Trifolium, but it is

not thought that much will be saved for seed. Sowing
Mustard and Rape seed move off slowly at unchanged
currencies : fine samples of either kind do not offer

freely. Canary seed appears to have seen its highest

:

values, under the influence of a slightly increased supply,

exhibit a drooping tendency. The same can be said of
Hemp seed. An active and remarkable inquiry has con-
tinued during the past week for spring Tares, as a result of
which extreme prices have been paid. John Shaw 6^

Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane^ E^C*

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the supply of English

Wheat was very small, but there were hberal imports
from abroad, and the sales effected in either class were
at some reduction from the rates current on Monday
last. Barley was very slow of sale, and cheaper when
offered. Malt was 'flat, but choice qualities were not
much lower than previously. Oats were less abundant

;

sound Russian advanced i>. 6d. per quarter, whUe other
descriptions were proportionally dearer. Maize was
without quotable alteration. Beans and Peas were
quiet, on former terms. The flour trade was inactive,

and the quotations drooped.—Dulness characterised the
trade on Wednesday for Wheat, and factors, in order to

effect sales, made an occasional reduction in price.

Barley was almost neglected, and very little was done in

malt of any description. Oats supported the sales of
Monday, and the alterations in the value of Maize,
Beans, Peas, or flour were not important.—Average
prices of corn for the week ending May 29 :—Wheat,
4ii'. lod.; Barley, 38J. 2>d.\ Oats, 29J. jd. For the cor-

responding week last year .—Wheat, 62s. ad. ; Barley,
47s. Qd. ; Oats, 2gs. id.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the number

of beasts was smaller than on Monday se'nnight. The
demand was good, and prices improved for all kinds.

There was a good supply of sheep, but trade was dull,

and prices scarcely recovered from Thursday's reduction.

Trade was very dull for lambs and calves at lower rates.

Quotations:— Beasts, 4s. to 5^. 4^/., and 5^-. lod. to

6s. 4d ; calves, 4^. to 51. 8d. ; sheep, 5J. to 5^. 6d., and
6s. Xo 6s. 8d. ; lambs, 6j. to js. 6d. ; pigs, 4^. ^d. to

5J. 8d.—The demand for beasts on Thursday was much
less than on that day week ;

prices consequently gave
way, without effecting a clearance. In sheep only a few
of the choicest maintained Monday's quotations, and
other kinds were lower. The lambs on offer were very
inferior, and dull of sale. Calves were plentiful and
cheaper. There was scarcely any business done in milch
cows.

BAY.
The Whitechapel report is to the effect that though

the supply was large there was also a fair amount of
activity in the trade, and prices ruled firm. Prime
Clover, I00J-. to 126s.; inferior, 85^. to 95-c.

;
prime

meadow hay, 90j-. to iiSj. ; inferior, 55-r. to 751. ; and
straw, 35^. to 38^". per load. — Cumberland Market quo-
tations :—Superior meadow hay, 126^. to 135J. ; inferior,

95i". to iioj. ; superior Clover, 120s. to i30j-. ; inferior,

95^. to I05J-.
; and straw, 40J. to 44s. per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields market reports we

learn that supplies were in excess of the demand, which
remained slow at the quotations subjoined :—Regents,
Bos. to iios.; Victorias, iioj. to 135^.; Flukes, iro-r. to

150J. ; Rocks, 6ss. to 75J. per ton.—The imports into

London last week consisted of 318 bo.xes, 3413 bags,
6486 sacks from Dunkirk

; 9533 bags Antwerp
; 3893

packages, 1940 boxes Lisbon
; 106 sacks Boulogne, and

I bag from Rotterdam.

COALS.
The market was dull on Monday, and house coals

gave way is. per ton. On Wednesday there was a
further decline of 6d. per ton in the same classes,

RICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL IJUILDINGS h.ive the most

l-FKIUCT SVSTiat of VENTILATION Combined with CuMI'l-liTR

I'HOTF.CTiON from the wbatiif.k. They aie forwarded, ready

ela/ed ;iiid painted, carri;igc paid and safe, to any part of the

United KingdtJm.

Apply for particubrs.enclosinK stamp, toW.RICIIARPSON
AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Kngineers,

DARLINGTON.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

rOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
f^ M.mufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BOREiTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green : EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens

in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of

Drawings, yd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Roy.d Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Reduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street. London. E.G.

Oil Paint no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the

Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials

have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on

application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at i^. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Ni

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £3 5^-, '•

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one

of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from

whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTiON.-It having lately come to the knowledge ot Hill
& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are being

offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in price,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every cask

of their Varnish is legibly marked with their name and address,

without which none is genuine.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

Tie British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Kallway and Canal Companies, CoUlerles, Iron-
masters, &c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOE WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, arid Testimonials sent Post Free.

•WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 2r, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No AOBNTS.

TOnACCO PAPER—TOBACCO CLOTH
-'lOllACCO CORD-TOBACCO JUICE.

Tlic .-iliovi:. of the very best quality, can be obtained ol

POOLEY ANU CO., Horticultural Sundricsinen, 23, Bush
Lane. Cannon Street. E.C. Prices on application.

N.H.—Catalogues of Garden Requisites sent post free on
receipt of Trade Card.

RUSSIA IviATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.-ANDEKSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the clieapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size iif every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoredltch,

London. E.C.

RU S .S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, rooi'. ; Petersburg, 60s. and Bos. ;

superior close Mit. 451-.. 501., and 551.; packing Mats, jat..

30J., and 351. per 100 and every other description of Mats at

equally low prices, at
. « ,

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
W.arehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HE S S I aITs and SCR IMS for
COVERING.

4-4 Scrim, from 21I. to sd. per yard, advancing ?^(/.

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3^., 3Hrf.. ^d., t'Ad; and s'A''.

7- , .,
4^fl^.,5^<//.,6(/.,6^(/.,andupwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and
Canv.is Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood S t., London, E.C.

Russia Mats, Garden Nets, &c.

MARENUAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of Archangel

and St. Petersburg Mats, have a large stock nf MATS,

E"T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle; Prince Christian for Frogmore Lodge: the Royal

Gardens, Kew ; the late Sir Joseph Pa.xton ; and the late

Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—

2 yards wide .. .. ij. lorf. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3s. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . 3s. lod. per yard

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING.
2 yards wide . . is. Oil and is. lod. per yard run.

None giitui}ic unless stamped laith Name and Trade Mark.

E. T. ARCHER. Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest

Hill. S.E.; and all Nurserymen and Florists. All goods free

Metallic Hotnouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 5s. each,

ta" The E.-itensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the

Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,

Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C._

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

HE above and many other PATTERNS
.terials of great durability. The plai

sorts are especially suited .

for KITCHEN GAR-
'

DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up
little

labour or expense, as do - 1'

" grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety ofdesign.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; Kuig's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-

land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT " ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also for

FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAME"nTAL paving TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls. Corridors, Balconies,_&c., from

3s. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements. &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See addresses above.

SILVER sand, fine or coarse grain as

desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway

Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.
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POULTRY NETTING,
strong, sound, i\id. per square yard

;

GARDEN
=5,000 yards

300 yards, in 12s. 6d., or i%,/. per yard. USED HERRING
NET, 550 yards, £3 sj., id. per square yard. TIFFANY,
ST. to IS. td. per 20 yards. ARCHANGEL MATS, 2is. :

PETERSBURGS, 181. per do^en.
M. SMITH, 6, Potter Street, Worksop.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, \\d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in i, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany. and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT. 29, Lime Street. E.G.. late 376. Strand . W.C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREESJ
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide yi. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J.,

4 yards wide, dd. per j-ard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING.suitedforanyof the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, ^d. per yard : 4 yards
wide, i^. per yard ; 5^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, \s. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY. 6^. 6d. and 7^. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6&7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

ANNED NETTING, for Protecting Seeds
and Fruits from Birds, in all widths, at lowest prices.

^\TioIesale Priced List sent, post-free, on receipt of Trade Card.
POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush

Lane. Cannon Street, E.G.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at id. per square yard,
or in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS are

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 65 years have main-
tained their celebrity as the best.

TIFFANY, SCRBI CANVAS, and every other kind of
NETTING.

Be particular—JREDK. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick
Cloth, &c.. Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road,
London, S.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for

Sale, Cheap.HARRY BUNYARD
supplies :

—

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., 2 yards wide, 2//.,

4 yards, ^d. per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.
SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, 3^/. and 6d.: 2 yards,

jd. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller
quantities at an advance.

TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

_

Samples and prices on application.

Prepajmient by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

HARRY BUNYARD.* Manufacturer, 63 and 64^ Tooley
Street, S.E.; and 11, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

MESSRS. ERASER and BENTON,
Horticultural and Agricultural Auctionerrs

D Valuers, Romford and Grays, Essex.

Wlndo-w Glass, Sheet Lead, Paints, So.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages will be provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single
Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS. LABOURERS, and
FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, inashiptobedespatched
in July, on payment of the following rates :—Twelve years and
not exceeding forty, ;^5 10.S.; one year and under twelve, ;^2 15^.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

AWN SWEEPING and ROLLING
MACHINE, Patented-to the hand Besom what the

.mg Machines have been to the Scythe.

Messrs. SINCLAIR and CLAYTON, Ripley, Leeds.

Tlie Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe In the World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

much superior ; may bepipes, and
and, by a handy Laho'

fi-ied a

rapidly put togetl

unjoiuted and refi

4-inch Pipe, per yard
3-inch Pipe, per yard
2-inch Pipe, per yartl

Connections at proportionate prit

Illustrated Price List free on applic

MESSENGER and COMPANY, Hot-w

1 be I sily

Branded on every Casting.

Macfarlaiie's Castings^
Architectural, Sanitary, and Artistic,

FOR ARCHITECTS, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,
Contractors, Builders, Joiners, Plumbers, &c..

Railings; Balconies; Verandahs; Conservatories; Shop and Warehouse Fronts;
Arcades ; Winter Gardens ; Covered Waj's ; Saloons ; Serai-enclosed Airing
Rooms, Smoking Divans, &c. ; Waiting Rooms ; Clock and Water Towere

;

Pavilions ; Bandstands ; Arbours, &c. Plain and Ornamental Castings of

every description for Mansions, Halls, Schools, Barracks, Factories, Markets,
Railway Stations, Bridges, Esplanades, Parks, Gardens, &c.

FOR HOME & EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates for special Designs
on application.

Possilpark, GLASGOW; and 84 Upper Thames St., LONDON.

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,
T/ie perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAIY HAVE PUECHASED lEEEDITH'S VnEYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price 2s.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

LN GREAT VARIE TY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price 2s,,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE CO^^^AN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.
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ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR FENCE.

(^
|1 (1 f1

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c. ; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illustrated CA TALOGUE of Designs.

Ransomes* Automatom Lawn Mowers.

HTLN illuLsWl) IV Usl
,

GlXIXCt 1 ULL .sA 1 Lsl AL 1 U )N —
-L These Mai-lmits lLa\e no Ribs in the Gr ii.i, and are iii surpissed fur keeping: --i- Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now htted with adjustable hmdles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Eitlier " corrugated oi " plain ' front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inclies. Prices from 55s.

Carnage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. U^anafiteil to give satisfaction^

and a moitth^s trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

TMl THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,

the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards
ol Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose Irom.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 187^.HOT-WATER BOILEES,

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners^ Chronicle.

• GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1871

PIPES, CONNECTIONS

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

"TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on application ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPIIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

ri O L K M A N AND MORTON'.S
yj HANI) WATKR.CAKT:inclGARDKN ENGINE.

For UsR in Gk.nti.i!MEn's Gardi
The delivery valve can be worked :

L watering pot. It hnick 35 gallor

vateriiip^ 1:mv:i': 9i' n'l 1". removed al

MS and GBOi'xns.
t the outlet when filling

',. The Spreader, for

. '}.irden Engine 800
\ ,IM I l.lgUID MANURE CARTS.
\' <: lul iiHinulars on application at the

London Ro.id Ironworks. Chelmsford.

Silver Medal, 1874.

1HE TERMINAL .SADDLE BOILER.—
, First-class Ccrliricale, 18(^7 ; Highly Commended, 1873.

The fallowing Letter from Mr. \Vm. Thomtson needs no
comment— " Tweed Vineyard, March 21, 1873.

" Dear Sir,— I have now had your Terminal Saddle Holier

heatmg two large Span-houses, 21 feet wide and 15 feet high,

containing 1484 feet of 4-inch pipe, and it does its work to ray

entire satisfaction. In fact 1 know of no lljiler of the same size

and cost that will do the same amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel. It is an excellent Boiler. You should adver-

tise more than you do, for it deserves to be better known than

it is.—Yours truly, Wji. Thompson."
Illustrated Circulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES. Temple Street. Manchester.

^ T* "R V E N S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,

Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant :
recently much improved.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineenng

and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
S iDDLE BOILER

1 he-.e Boilers pos=;ess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Poller, with the following improvements—viz. : the water space at

1-ack and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setlinR is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilers are simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,

are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—
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GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSOR"
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winner of Every Prize in all cases of Competition.

J This can be be worked by One )

\ Man on an even lawn . . f
Can be worked by a Man and Boy

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines on application.

Carriage Paid to nil the principal Railway Statioits
ill iJie United Kingdom.

The ;' SILENS MESSOR " Machines have a worid-wide
reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market.
They will cut either short or long grass, bents, &c., and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
poFisess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal
Gardens and Parks throughout the Kingdom.
_
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

including all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-
tion and have prompt delivery.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior Machine of its kind to any

tant, and it will cut either short or long grass,Lawn Ml
bents, &c., and wet

35^- 65^. So^.

Delivered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Every
Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the " Royal" Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS. DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS,

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

The above c^n be bad from all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the United Kingdom", or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And S4 and 55, ELACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the
United Kingdom.

Descriptive Illustratei Price List Free on application.

VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING. W. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121 BunhiU Row London E C

CAUTION
Of WIRE ISTETTING.

The great reputation and success of Messrs. J. B. BROWN
AND CO.'s VIENNA PRIZE WIRE NETTING
have induced certain Dealers in Wire Netting to advertise an

inferior article at reduced prices, specifying the mesh, gauge,

&c., as if such v/ere the same in quality and value as the Prize

Wire Netting of which Messrs. J, B. Brown S: Co. are the

Sole Manufacturers.

Messrs. Brown & Co. would suggest that, before ordering

quantities, one roll of their Wire Netting should be ordered and

one roll of that advertised at reduced prices. The size and

shape of the mesh may then be examined, the thickness or

strength of wire, the weight of the rolls and the exact measure-

ments, the general finish of the manufacture, and the quality of

the galvanising.

This examination will prove the respective qualities of the

Netting.

90, Cannon Street, London, E.C.—March 12.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT ; 72, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.G.; and g, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their 10-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of three

and ottC'fifth poiiitds ofcoal ^a horse-power per hour.

HOBTICTTLTUBAIi TOOLS, &o.

DEANE & CO.
46, King William St.,

London Bridge,

Lawn Mowers, from 21.J.

Garden Barrows ,, 22j. kd.

Garden Rollers ,, 34J.

Spades, Forks, Scythes, &c.

Syringes and Pumps.
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Flower Stands and Vases.

Iron Hurdles and Fencing.

Wire Netting, Arches, &c.GARDEN ENGINES, from 63.1.

LAWN MOWERS,
Shanks', Green's, Archimedean, &.C,

HOT-WATER FimNGS FOR GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.

Deanc's New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue/or 1875, postfree.

EsTABLis»ED A.D. 1700. Discount s per <=snt. fc cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS,. MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inform their numerous Patrons and the Public generally, that having erected new, more extensive, and
commodious works, fitted with the best steam-power machinery, for the construction of Horticultural Buildings in wood
or iron, 'plain or ornamental, large or small, they are in a position, from their great facilities and experience, to carry

out with dispatch, in the best manner, at very moderate cost, the orders with which they are entrusted. Only
thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's patent principles are, owing to

mechanical arrangements, very strong, most durable, light, elegant; perfect efficiency for purpose intended is

guaranteed ; are economical in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes

and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.

Plans andEstimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. ThePlans ofArchitects atid others carried out.

KicMy lUustrated CATALOaTTE post free for 33 Stamps. Illustrated CIRCULAR free.
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THE
LAWN

WINNER

GOLD MEDAL
AT THC

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874. :

The Wood Rollers can I.

INVINCIBLE
MOWER (S.

First Prize.

EDWARDS' PATENT).

GOLD MEDAL.

ss^

(her at (he rtO!i( or a( (hi Bat K of (he Cii((l} v.

Mower can do, ofluha(soever make or dcscriptii

SEVEN
First Prize IVIedals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

'
^""

Sept. 24, 1874.

// It'/// do all that any other Lawn

£7 £8 10s., Carriage Paid.

JOHN CROWLEY k CO.,

SOLE MAKERS :

Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

BeeWvefl.-Two Silver Medals awarded to
GKO. NEIGMIJOUR and SONS at the P;im Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver
Mednl fur Ilceliives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by GnOHUB

working three bell-glasses, is neatly and
has tlircc windows in the lower

Hive. This Hive wJIl be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and
IS more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has been intro-

duced.

Price, complete J^i 'S oI'rice, compie
Stand for ditt

The LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE
beinc much in repute,

O. N. & Sons supply a
Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italirin Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

U, Illvemcluded.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

uniting to Black Stocks,

1 5J. each.

ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour. 5^., postage j^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holbom, W.C,
or 149, Regent Street, London, W.

Important to Market Gardeners and Othera.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

Ihis effective little implement meets 1 long felt want It consists ot one
light but strong steel shovel for marking out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for
hilling up the rows when desired: and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold, and are giving unguallfied satisfaction.

Price, complete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, £,^ -zs.

FOLLOWS f& BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self iclmg Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No 37

No 63

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steim Po cr [Gardens, &c.

No 46? IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49«. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and $j^a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.-dble Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.
No. 54^. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39^. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS TURBINES.TER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS. BATHS. DRYING CLOSETS. GAS WORKS. Aon,™f„= w i tniTTn mamiipk- '^i=,,ih„.i„„ ftdu hi»tmS'WATER
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c.

ING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,'v^ »,. ""•>•''"'•>-'•—'• any part of tlie Country. Plans and Estimates furnished.Particulars taken i

II.I.TJSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
g, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S- have al«ays a large Stock in London of so-in. by

HOETICULTUEAL BUILDINGS

Designed, BuUt, and efficiently Ventilated and
Heated.

Esthnates given to Architects' Plans and Specifications,

or to Rough Sketclies, with particulars of size, fortn,

and style 0/Building required.

Country Works at Gloucester, Coventry (near Ulverstone),
Paisley, and Aberdeen only.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION
Are the simplest and cheapest, being easily fixed, and

removed again, if required, by any local carpenter.

A Handbook of Vine and Fruit Tree Cultivation.

New edition. Post free, iT,d.

HEBEMAN AND MORTON,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS,

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for th(

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, wit!

RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of various shapes anc
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

METAL Lie

Notice.

[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers, Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Cliarges Tor Advertisins

Head line charged as tiua.

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

set across columns, the lowest ch.arge will be 305.

Page ;£9 o o

tPostOffice.W.C.

T, CovENT Garden,Office—41, Wellin

A Work which Every One should have who has a Garden.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A Handy Manual of Improved Culture of all Vegetables.

By WiLLlA-M Earlev, author of" How to Grow Mushrooms,"
S:c. In crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price i,s. 6d.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., 9, Bouverie
Street, E.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et liTRANGKEE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review)-—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Crepin,
Comte de Comer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon. A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kick.^:, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, I.

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the rst of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Colomred Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,
10s., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142. Rue de Bru.\elles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vmery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

1 stamps t

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
. FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F
BORVENICH, E. PvNAEKT, E. RoDicAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.

H . J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Joum.al, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, %d. per square inch. Translation in-
cluded.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
or twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

INTERCOLONIAL and GENER.AL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.-
Single Copies, .\d. ; Stamped, 5c?.

ENGLAND.
The uniiermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to leceive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—

London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,

Lombard Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride

Street, Fleet Street, E.C.
Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.xchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are tiled at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Birmingham

.

Liverpool . .

.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOIV READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruits,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of
cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,
and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is wnntctssury,"—Midland
Counties Herald.

" This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c. , who possess a garden.
To all such who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—
Lloyd's.

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having s

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are
thoroughly practical nature. The__sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many ofof both fruit and vegetables :

oiu" readers who are interested in

I safely recommend this as being 3

The F

heing excellent in quality. T
Mower and kitchen gardens, we ca

work."

—

Bell's Messenger.

"We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whiff of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow_this little book
hrocidcast, "^ Gardcfiers' Magazine.

Price Sd., Post Free 3id.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, Junk 5,

A K.ill ami IlliistnUctI Keporl of llic

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND SOCIETY'S SHOW
AT CROVIION.

REPORT of tlie HOKSE SHOW
AT IHE AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON.

at Notes ;

Reports of Markets, Proceedings I Parliament, &c.

I Richards

PARTNERSHIP.—Owinjr to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old F f:iMi !u-il Nursery Business,

the E.veciitors are desirous of nif IP ih 1 ] 1 soii possessing
niodcr.ite capital, who would 1'

,

i
1

:
l.u ttie whoh

port

Me:
-AJ. roR,

,
E.G.

'"TO ESTABLISHED NURSERYMEN.—
-i- A practical Nurseryman of great experience and full

competence in Producing, Hybridising, and Growing all kinds,

of Herbaceous Florist Flowers, wishes to meet with an Estab-
lished Nurseryman who desires to extend his existing Business
by the addition of a Department for these Plants. The Adver-
tiser would only treat with a view to Partnership, and would
invest a moderate capital.— H. KELLY, Esq., Solicitor, 40,
liedford Row, London, W.C.

WANTED, as GARDENER^ aTthorough
practical steady Man who imderstands the profession in

all its branches. Unexceptional references required. Salary
^80 per annum.—Apply by letter, stating where last employed,
and if married or single, to G. COPE, Esq., Lord Nelson Street,

Liverpool.

WANTED, a GARDENER, thoroughly
qualified for Kitchen and Flower Garden, and Green-

house, with Vines. Occasional assistance given. Good cottage
and satisfactory wages. Good moral character indispensable.

—

Address, stating wages, references, and qualifications.— Rev.
H. R. UAILEY, Great Warley Rectory, Brentwood.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a hard-
working GARDENER, married; must be able to Lay

Out Grounds, Preference given to one who imderstands Stock
and Grass Land. Wages 23s. per week, with lodge to live in

but no fuel.—Address, stating age, number of family, e.xperi-

ence, &c,, to ^L STEWART, Wingfield. Banstead, Surrey.

WANTED, as WORKING GARDENER,
and to Attend to a Cow and Pony, .at Muswell Hill, N.,

an industrious Man, with good personal character. W.ages 301.

—Apply to Mr. ARNOI.U, 29, Poultrj-. Lc«don. E.G.
'

W^ANTEDTa MA N ^and wTfF E—the
former as Working Gardener, the latter as Laundress.

Both must understand their business. Wages ^loo per annum,
with good cottage and garden and laundry fitted with every
appliance, but nothing else found. Situation vacant on the 24th.

—Apply first by letter, to Dr. ARMSTRONG, Bracknell, Berks.

WANTED, an OUTDOOR FOREMAN.—
Must be an expert Budder and Grafter, and well

acquainted with Nursery Work. To a competent man liberal

wages will be given. None need apply whose character will

not bear the strictest investigation. — Apply in own hand-
writing, to ^L & K., Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

W"ANTED, I7~GARDENERr and"farm
BA I LI FF. in a Gentleman's Establishment in Hertford-

shire, a few miles from London, a good Gardener, experienced
especially in the Cultivation ot Fruit and Vegetables, capable of
taking general Charge of Live Stock, and the Management of

Grass Land ; a married Man without family preferred. An
Under Gardener and a Herdsman kept.—Apply, stating wages,
and all particulars, to A. M., Mr, J. R. Bonny, Estate Agent,

47. Old Broad Street, E.G.

WANTED, a steady young MAN for the
Houses in the Nursery, under the Foreman, and com-

petent to take Charge during his absence. ^State age, ex-

perience, &c., to GEO. J. WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Caterham,

WANTED, a BUDDER and GRAFTER,
experienced. — Apply to Mr. CANNON, Jlessrs.

Lee'i Nursery, Ealing, W.

WANTED, a MAN, used to Budding,
Grafting, Training, &c. , and to make himself useful in

a General N ursery. Liberal wages to a steady Man-—
ALLMAN'S Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

WANTED, a young MAN, used to the
Houses, in a smidl Nursery where Plants are grown

for Market.—Apply, stating wages, S:c.. to T. V. S., Grove
Nursery, Southampton Street, Camberwell, S. E.

ANTED, TWO or THREE active young
MEN for Out-door Nursery Work, &c. Also ONE

used to Jobbing.—T. MILNER, Ro.se Mount Nursery. Ilkley,

WANTED, a young MAN, who thoroughly
understands the Houses, and to assist generally,

—

D. CAMERON. Swi^s Nursery, Loughborough R,,.ul, S.W.

Working Farm Bailiff.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, with
children grown up or else without any children, to take

Charge of a Farm in the neighbourhood of Preston, with the

help of a Cowman. The Man will have to Buy Lean and Sell

Fat Cattle, and be able to judge their weight ; to work on the
Land, and look after the Cattle. The Wife to take the Dairy
and Poultry.—Address, stating wages and reference, to W. H.,
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road. Chelsea. S.W.

BOUQUETISTS, COAT-FLO~WER
MAKERS, &c.-Young LADIES required in the above

capacity.—Apply personally to T. FOX, 8, Victoria Buildings,
. Victoria Street, Belgravia, about 6 p.m.

WANT PLA CES.
Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAINCr can at present recommend
with every cnii!!.I..M —i .1 ..t,..r....n.- and practical

Men. of tested abiliM '''
i

' ' ' ' '.t Ladies and
(ientlemen in WAN I I ill I ! ,,.! BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS f.. I

,
i

.
I i: , or Singlc-hiind

situations, can be sull. . I, ml Ki.. I i!l [.u i n ul.irs by applying
at Stanstead P.ark and Rutland Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,

London, S. E.

Gstrdeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBU.SH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all times on their liooks MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the ^t^ictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To Gardeners in Want of situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For .a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London. W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENER,S upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent ininecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoHoway, London. N.

To Nurserymen.
pOMMISSION WANTED.-A Gentleman
V-^ calling on the principal Nuiserymen in the Kingdom is

desirous of obtaining a Commission to Sell a genuine Outdoor
Nursery Stock. Has a first-rate connection. Good references

and security if required. — HORTICULTURAL AGENT,
Gardeners Ckroiiule Office. W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more
are kept.—Age 30, single till suited; efficient in all

branches of the profession. Highly recommended. — G. S.

,

Post Office, Battle.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married
;

understands the profession in all its branches. Can be
highly recommended. Near London preferred.— I. T., 8, Alpha
Place, Cranford, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Hea d).— Practically
acquainted with Forcing in all its branches, well

acquainted with Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and the general
Management of a Gentleman's place.—H. NORRIS. 7,WarsilI
Street, Battersea Park, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 30, married,
one child ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. Character will bear strictest investigation.—
Address, stating particulars, to T. S., Holdenby House, North-

GARDENER (Head). — Married ; under-
stands Vmeries, Greenhouses, Flower and Kitchen Gar-

dening, the Growing of Melons, Cucumbers, Fruit, and Roses
;

can Bud and Graft. Seven years' excellent character for

sobriety, honesty, efficiency, &c.—-Address, stating wages and
all particulars, to W. P., W. Hart, Esq., Common Wood
Ho - Rickn- nsworth. He

/^ARDENER (He-ad).—Age 31, married
;^^ well experienced in Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,

and Vegetables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen
Gardens, also Stove and Greennouse Plants. Good references

as to character and ability. £,<f will be given to any person
whose influence will be the means of gettnig the Advertiser a

good situation.—X. Y. Z., 72, Flood Street, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working). -Age 29,
married, one child; thoroughly understands the profes-

sion in all its branches. Good character and recommendations
from past and present employers.—G. L., Post Office, Little

Sussex Place, Hyde Park Gardens, London, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged, married, no family ; Scotch ; has had many years'

active axperience in every branch of the profession. Can under-

take the Management of Land if required. Good character, -

W. N., 2, Verey 's Cottages, Perry Hill. Catford, S.E.

GARDENER. (Head, W< )K k
married; thoroughly understiiM.: '

i . m
,

ot all

kinds of Fruits, Flo\\ers, and VegetaM' I .\v.\ and
Kitchen Gardener. Can have the higli':-.! ! iitumil ,i ix--ards

character from last and previous places.— A. I;. (...Post LMhce,

Eridge, near Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 31,
married, one child ; well experienced in the cultivation of

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, ^^c. The highest re-

commendations as to character and ability from present

employer. — B. R., Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells
Nurseries. Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
another is kepi.—Age ^o, married, no family ; understands

Flower and Kitchen Gardenuig, Greenhou.ses. Sic. Five and a

half years' good character.—E. H., Post Office, High Street,

Tunbridge Wells. ^_^_____

GARDENER (Single-handed, or good
Second), in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 25.— State

wag(;s, i^c, F. W., 2og. High Street. Stoke Newington, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed) —Age 30,
married, no family; understands Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Eight years'

good character.—L. R., Post Office, Leyland, Preston.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 23,
total abstainer ; thoroughly acquainted with the pro-

fession in all its branches. Nme years first-class character.—

J. L., Post Office, Pinner, Middlesex.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 34, married,
hild (^y2 years) ; understands Glass well. Lodge or
rood character.—T, R., The Lodge, Bidborough,

ORKMAN, or SECOND, in a good
iblishnient.—K.\perienced in all kinds of Forcing and
iving —A, U,, 26, Land Street, Croydon, S,

GARDENER~(UNDER)^Ag7"20 ;" has had
over six years' experience. Can have good references.

State wages given. — E. JONES, Osmaston Manor, Ashbourne.
Derby.

To Gardeners.
r.J_ARDENER (Under).—Single; thoroughly
^* understands the profession. Six years good character.

—

H. II., Mr. Milnes, Stcyjiing.

GARDENER (Under)^ where he can
improve himself.—Age lo ; three years' experience.

—

A. CLARKE. Preston, ne.ar Uppingh.am.

ARDENER (Under).—The Advertiser is
anxious to recommend a young man who has been for

time in his service, for a situation in some larger Garden,
th a Nurseryman, where he may improve himself, especially

nty

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
garden.—Age 20. Two and a half years' good character

from present situation.—J. B.. Post Office, Wormley, Herts.

G

To NURSERYMEN.—WANTED a situa-
tion in a Nursery : imderstands the ^Lanagement and

Growing of Soft-wooded Plants for Market.— E. S., Mr. Hill.

7, Hardep Street, Heme Hill Road, Camberwell, S.E.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (General), or FOREMAN.

Seventeen years' good practical experience in General
Propagating, Plant Growing. &c. Good reference.—HORTUS,
Post Office, Duke Street, JLanchester Square, London, W.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Roses,
Rhododendrons, Conifera:, Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-

wooded Plants, &c. 'i'wo and a half years' good character.

—

W. M., The Nurseries, Hailsham.

TO NURSERYMEN.— SECOND (Out-
DOOR'

; understands Propagating Conifera;. &c. Expert
Budder and Grafter. First class references.—G. H., Nursery,

To Market Gardeners anil Fruiterers.

FGREiMAN or S A L E S M A N.—An
experiencedMan.—C. B. , Post Office, Hounslow.

CLERK and "SALESMAN. — Married";
knows the Nursery and Seed Trades thoroughly. Nearly

twelve years* experience. Permanent situation wanted. First-
class references. Can be at liberty in beginning of July,

—

RL W.. 5, Lambeth Road, Southwark, S.E
.

TO SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS. —
Wanted, by a young MAN (age 20), a re-engagenient ;

has been si,\ years in R. Sawyer's Seed and Floricultural
Establishment. 181, High Street, Southampton, to whom
reference can be made. R. S., being about to close his Shop,
services of Advertiser w ill not be re^juired.—S. S. , as above.

SHOPMAN or SECOND. — Experienced
;

First-class reference.—K. A., Post Office, Brown Street,
Manchester,

AND~STEWARD.—Age 48, married, no
children ; understands practically Farm Work in all its

branches, and the General Management of Stock. Would
Superintend a Garden, Greenhouse, Hot and Cold Graperies.
&c. Good testimonials and references.—E. T., 77, St. John's
Wood Terrace, N.W. „_^_^„^__
DAIRY MANAGER.—Wanted, by a~Man

and his Wife (no family), a situation to Man.ige a small
Dairy in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's family. Man can Kill
Sheep or Pigs. Wife can undertake Dairy and Poultry. Good
reference can be given.—C. H., Wakefield Farm, Stoney
Stratford, Bucks.

CARPENTER on a Estate.—Experienced in
Cottage and Farm Buildings. Twelve years' unexception-

able character from last situation.~A., Meacham, Stationer,
Lichfield.

L L . WHISKY.
delicious old mellow spirit is

KI N A H A N' S
This celebrated and m<

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot. lo. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

INNEFORD'S FLuTd MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London.
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.

PURE A E R ATE D W AT E rTs^
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal Springs—Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia.
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corks Branded " R. ELLIS and SON, RUTHIN/' and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son, R|uthin. N. Wales. Loudon Agent

:

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St.. Cavendish Sq.

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' sauce, which are
calculated to deceive the Public, LEA .\nd PERRINS

have adopted a New
Label, bearing their

Signature, thus—
which will be placed on
every bottle of WOR-
CESTERSHIRE SAUCE, after this date, and without which
none is genuine.—Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester

;

Crosse & Blackwell, London; and Export Oilmen generally;

Retail, by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.—Nov., 187-1.

:eive tne I'utjlic, ljia .\nd .

*-1f^i^-tt^^<J
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NO BENT GLASS USED.

FLETCHER, LOWNDES & CO.,
13a, great GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF'

WOOD AND IRON CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES,
And every description of HORTICULTURAL BUILDING, either Plain or Ornamental.

HOT-Vv^ATER ENGINEERS.
Messrs. F., L, & Co. would draw particular attention to their

CURVILINEAR HOUSES
CONSTRUCTED WITH THEIR

PATENT IRON TUBULAR RIB,
Which gained the GOLD MEDAL for utility, strength, lightness, and elegance, at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Show, June, 1872 ; MEDAL for MERIT at Vienna, 1873 ; MEDAL at

the International Exhibition, London, 1873, and MEDAL at International Exhibition, London, 1874.

1^" A special feature in these Buildings is that they may readily be removed any number 0/ times without the slightest injury.

ALSO TO THE

PATENT VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS,
By which perfect Purity of Atmosphere is secured, and a great saving of Fuel effected.

^- DRAWINGS AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

FI.ETCHER, LOW^NDES & CO.,
13a, great GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, 8.W.

Editorial Communicatioiis should be addressed to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul'.s, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, June 5, 1875.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh Mid Gla.'^ow.
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Important Notice to Foreign Subscribers.

TpO RE I G N SUBSCRIBERS
-^ are particularlv requested, -when sending' Post Office

Orders ihrough the Post Office, to Advise Hie Publisher that

tliey Itave dotte so. (Stoned)

W. RICHARDS, Publisher.

at tlte King

T
T&e " Gardeners' Cliro'alcle " In America.

HE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
Including postage to the United States, is $6.30 gold, to

wliich add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents e.\change—payable in advance.

Agents :— Messrs. B. K. BLISS and SONS, Seed
Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York ; Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO., Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton
County, Georgia : and Mr. C. H. MAROT, S14, Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia: through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W. — NOTICE. — FRUIT and

FLORAL COMMITTEES' MEETING, on WEDNES-
DAY NEXT, June 16, at 11 o'clock. General Meeting at
, o'clock. Admission is.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park, N.W.

The next EXHIBITION of PLANTS and FLOWERS
will take place in the Gardens, on WEDNESDAY NEXT
June 16. All Plants, &c., for competition must be in the
Gardens before half-past 8 o'clock in the morning.

Visitors' Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only by
Vouchers from Fellows of the Society, price ^s. : or on the d.ay
of Exhibition, 7s. td. each.

E
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SALES BY AUCTION.
HlgMy Important Sale of 6000 OrcWds, collected by

M. ROEZL ill Mexico.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY, June 16, at half-

past 12 o'Clock precisely, a consignment of 6000 ORCHIDS
collected by M. Roe2l in Mexico, nearly all adapted for growing
in cool houses and including the beautiful Lffilia majalis,

Oncidium tigrinum, Odontoglossum Rossii majus, Odontoglos-

sum citrosmum roseum, Oncidium Barkeri, Laelia autumnahs,,

many of the sorts in large masses and in very excellent condition ;

1000 Odontoglossums from New Granada ; a consignment' of

TREE FERNSand an importation of ORCHIDS from Brazil.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Establislied Orcliids.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on IMONDAY, June 21, at half-pas:

12 oClock precisely, a SMALL COLLECTION of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, including the following rare species ;-

Odontoglossum sceptrum
Cypripedium Roezlii

„ Harrisianum

„ Mendelii
Odontoglossum Roezlii

Masdevallia Veitchiana

Oncidium Weltoni
Miltonia Regnelli
Utricularia montana
Saccolabium guttatum

giganteu
drobium F
:oclades gi

Phalsenopsis grandifloi

„ „ Schilieriar

Trichopilia crispa

On> ning of Sale, and catalogues had.

New Oncidiums.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, y^.C, on MONDAY, June =1, at half-past

12 o'clock preciselyj an importation from the United States of

Columbia of many rare and choice species, including a few
plants of an exceedingly beautiful new ONCIDIUM, O.

CARDERI, just debcribed by Professor Reichenbach, and now
sent to this country for the first time : also a quantity of plants

of the new ONCIDIUM ROSTRANS, just described, and now
introduced for the first time ; the new Golden ODONTO-
GLOSSUM. O. SPATHACEUM, which magnificent species

produces on a single stem upwards of a hundred of its golden-

yellow richly spotted flowers ; O. N./EVIUM, a large quantity

of O. LUTEO - PURPUREUM, O. CRISPUM, ON-
CIDIUM NUBIGENUM, a few plants of the handsome
ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, described by Pro-

fessor Reichenbach at p. 396 of the Gardentrs' Chronicle for

March 27, 1875; ONCIDIUM ANNULARE, new, and
offered for the first time, and various other choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Established East Indian and
OTHER ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce
that he has been favoured with instructions from H. J.

Buchan, Esq., in consequence of change of residence, to offer

for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July 8, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, his valuable Collection of EAST INDIAN
ORCHIDS, purchased during the last eight years from Messrs.

Veitch, Bull, Williams, Rollisson, and others, and also selected

from the best private collections at the sales held at these

Rooms, comprising fine varieties of Aerides, Saccolabiums,

Vandas, Cattleyas, Lselias, Coelogynes, PhalEenopsis Lowii, P.

Schilleriana, P. grandiflora and P. amabilis, Dendrobium
Wardianum. D. thyrsiflorum, D. crassinode. D. devonianum,
and various other Dendrobes ; Cymbidium eburneum, Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum, Oncidiums, Odontoglossums, Pescatoreas,

Dendrochilums, also a number of other Orchids.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Worcestersliire, in the far-famed Vale of Evesham.
PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, in

JULY NEXT, in conseqvience of the death of the Proprietor,

unless in the meantime an acceptable offer be made by Pri-

vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of

240 Acres, known as " Seaford Grange," situated at Peopleton,

within iJ/2 mile of the Pershore Station on the Great Western
Railway.

A considerable portion of the above has been laid out as Fruit

Gardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their

prime, the produce finding a ready sale at Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor,

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COTTAGES, there is a very comfortable and desirable

RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion

of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a
FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent quality.

A Balance-Slicet, showing the profits for the lastfive years ^

has been prepared, and 7nay be obtained 0/ the uiidcrmentioncd

Referees.

Further particulars and plans will be issued in due course,

in the meantime further information may be obtained of

H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate

Agent, both of Worcester ; or to the Auctioneers, Messrs.

CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street. Birmmgham.

Freehold-28 Miles S.W.

TO BE SOLD, a beautiful ESTATE of
240 acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

Gravelly Soil, hue views, and extensive frontages, free from
tithe and land-tax. Two thirds on mortgage. The Furniture

may be taken at a valuation.

A Plot of about 50 acres, planted with fine Evergreens, Fruit,

and other trees, would be Sold separately ; also a Plot of

25 acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailiff, " Golden Farmer," Bagshot. Surrey.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 12.1. to 50J. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W., Architect to the Estate.

Surrey (Folio 2041).

Half a mile from a first-class Railway Station connected with
the Trunk lines, from whence goods may be transmitted to

alt parts of the Kingdom without change of truck ; one hour
from London.

AN ESTABLISHED NURSERY, occupy-
ing a highly imporLant position, is for DISPOSAL ; the

Nursery Stock is magnificent. The Proprietor is desirous of
leisure, and would take in a PARTNER or PARTNERS, or

DISPOSE of the WHOLE. To men of capital wishing to

embark into a good sound business, in one of the healthiest

counties in England, or to energetic men conversant with the
outdoor business, this would be well worthy of their notice.

Arrangements to meet most circumstances could be made, as a

moderate sum in cash would be accepted down, with good
security, and a large part of premium could be allowed to

remain at interest. Unexceptional references will be required.

Full particulars may be obtained of PROTHEROE AND
MORRIS, Auctioneers and Estate Agents, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G., and

*

THE LINDLEY CLUB (late the Horticul-
tural Club).—The attendance of all interested in Horti-

cultural pursuits is requested at an AGGREGATE MEETING
of HORTICULTURISTS, convened by the above Club, to

be held at the Charing Cross Hotel, Strand, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, June 16, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, to

consider the present position and prospects of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The Chair will be taken by A. F. Godson,
Esq., M.A.
The Club will dine at 6.30 p.m., and any friends desirous of

dining are requested to communicate their wish to the under-

^'S""=''- RICHARD DEAN, Secretary.

Ealing, London, W.— Jnne 2.

Last Day for Entries, Thursday next, June 17.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTUAL EXHIBITION, Lower Grounds,

Aston Park, Birmingham, JULY i, 2, 3, and 5, for the benefit

of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute,

Schedules may be had from H. G. QUILTER, Lower
Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham.

THE LEE and BLACKHEATH
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold its

ANNUAL EXHIBITION, in the Grounds of John Penn,
Esq., The Cedars, Lee, on JUNE 17 and 18. Special Prizes,

open to all England ;—48 Cut Roses, distinct, ;^3, £-z, /i

;

8 Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in flower, f,^, f,^ 105., £1 los.

Schedules and forms of entry may be had on application to

5, Boones Road, Lee, Kent. Mr. C. HELMER, Sec.

ALEXANDRA PALACE.
—The GREAT ROSE SHOW will take place on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, June 24 and 25. Last day of

Entr>', Thursday, June 17.

Note.—Rule No. 7 of Schedule will be altered, making the
time for Specimens to be ready 10 o'Clock instead of 9 o'Clock.
SCHEDULES of PRIZES, &c., may be had on application

to A. McKENZIE, Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, N.

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW,
Shire H.tll. Hereford, TUESDAY, June 29,

Entries to this Exhibition (the most varied and highest Prize

List in the Kingdom), close on FRIDAY, Juno 25.

Rev. C. H. BULMER, Hon. Sec.

Credenhill Rectory, Hereford.

WISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHL

BITION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the

Grounds of Colville House, Wisbech. No Entrance Fees to

Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars may
be had on application to CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec.

SHOW of HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, GARDEN FURNITURE. IMPLE-

MENTS, APPLIANCES, &c.. at the MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
to be held at the Lower Grounds, Birmingham. JULY i. 2, 3,

and 5. Intending Exhibitors should apply at once for a
Schedule of Prizes, &c., to

Mr. H. G. QUILTER, Lower Grounds, Aston Park,

Birmingham.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN-
SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Prt'siiknt-T\\& Right Hon. Earl Bkownlow, Lord-Lieutenant
of the County,

The next Exhibition will be at GRANTHAM, JULY 6 and 7,

and not 7 and 8, as previously advertised.

Forms of Entry and Schedules of Prizes (;C22o—2 Silver Cups)

are now ready, and may be had of Mr. LYNE, Bookseller,

Grantham.
Persons intending to compete at NOTTINGHAM on

JULY 8, &c. , will be able to exhibit at Grantham, which is within

one hour's ride of Nottingham : and every facility will be given

for leaving Grantham on the evening of the 7th, the station

being only 200 yards from the show ground. Conveyances for

the Plants, S:c., provided free.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.— President, H.S.H. the Duke of Teck,

G.C.B. Under the Royal and Distinguished Patronage of

H R.H. the Duchess of Cambridge, H.R.H. the Princess

Mary Duchess of Teck, H.R.H. the Due d'Aumale, S:c.

The FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS.
FLOWERS, FRUIT, and VEGETABLES, will be held

on THURSDAY, July 8, in the Old Deer Park, Richmond,

Surrey. Two Military Bands will attend. A Subscription of

£t js. entitles to Four Admission Tickets. Tickets and
Schedules may be had of

Richmond. Surrey.
ALBERT CHANCELLOR, Hon. Sei

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW .and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to M England)

will be held at the ARBORETUM, NOTTINGHAM, on

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9, and

10. The Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk

Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to .£750. Prizes

for Roses upwards of £-2^0. Space will be allotted for the

exhibition of Horticultur.al Implements and Garden Furniture.

Certificates of Merit awarded. Schedules are now ready, and

may. with particulars, be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municip.il Offices, Nottingham.

DURHAM COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, and CITY DOG and POULTRY SHOW.

— The THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL SHOW will be
held on FRIDAY, July 23, at Durham, when upwards o{ ^$^Q
in Money Prizes and Sliver Cups will be awarded to Exhibitors.

Prize Lists and Forms of Entry may be had on application to

Durham. THOMAS WETHERELL, Sec.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.—A Grand Horticultural E.\hibition will

be held in the magnificent Quarry Grounds, adjoining the town
of Shrewsbury, on the same days as the Agricultural Society's
Meeting, viz.. JULY 29 and 30 NEXT. Prizes to the amount
of about TWO HUNDRED POUNDS will be given. Prize

Lists may be had on applic

Shrewsbury. June g.

The Autumn Show of 1875.

THE STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S GREAT SHOW of PLANTS. FLOWERS.

FRUITS and VEGETABLES, will be held on SEPTEMBER
15 and 16 NEXT, in Burghley Park, in connection with the
Northamptonshire Agricultural Society's Exhibition. ;£300
in Prizes, 12 Silver Cups, ,£20, jCSy Zs, and Zs First Prizes for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants and Ferns : £10 and £s First
Prizes for Desserts of Fruit ; ;£io, £s, and £2 First Prizes for
Collections of Potatos, and 300 other Prizes in proportion, in-

cluding £ioQ for Cut Flowers. No entry fees. Schedules
may be had on application t

Stamford.
HENRY JOHNSON, ) „„ „ ^

THOS. LAXTON, j
"°"' ='='=*•

GREAT HORTICULTURAL SHOW in
Burghley Park, Stamford, SEPTEMBER 15 and 16.

ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in the Schedule must
reach the Secretaries not later than TUESDAY next, June 15.

HENRY JOHNSON, ) „ „
TTTnMAC T AvxriM f rlou. Secs.Stamford. THOMAS LAXTON,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
LEN'T INSTITUTION, for the relief of decayed

Farmers, their Widows and Orphans.

Patron—Rjiii Majesty the Queen.
President—His Grace the Duke of Richmond.

Allowances to Pensioners.
Married . . ;C4o per annum.
Male . . . . £-ii „
Widow and unmarried Orphan Daughters ;^2o „

Every information to be had of the Secretary, by whom Sub-
scriptions and Donations will be thankfully received.

"ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENEVO-
-L\) LENT INSTITUTION.—The ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING will be held at Willis's Rooms, St. James's, on
WEDNESDAY, June i6, at 11 o'Clock precisely, and the
ELECTION of PENSIONERS will take place on the same
day, at half-past 11 o'Clock.

All Subscriptions shall be deemed payable on January i in

each year ; and no Contributor shall vote in respect of an
Annual Subscription while the same is in arrear.

Offices of the Institution—

26 Charles Street, St. James's, London, S.W.

Strong VerUenas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from single pots :—
PURPLE KING.
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet.

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white.
GEANT DES BATAILLES, crimson.
LADY COWLEY, rose, fine bedder.

All healthy good stuff, i^. 6(/. per dozen. loj. per 100, 8&r. per

1000, package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

E W and clllTfCE FLOWER
SEEDS.

AURICULA, PANSY and POLYANTHUS, saved from a
prize collection, js. per packet.

CALCEOLARIA, saved from 120 beautiful varieties, u. and
2^. 6(/. per packet.

CINERj\RIAandPRIMULA SINENSIS, including fern-leaf

varieties. \s. and 2^, td. per packet.

None of the above can be surpassed.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON will place
• in commerce, for the first time, the following NEW

PLANTS, full descriptions and prices of which are given in

theu- NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which will be
immediately forwarded on applic

Amaryllis Hendersoni " (t)

„ ,. coccinea- (t)

„ Henry Little

Asplenium nobile

Armeria cephalotes alba
Ageratum cordifolium

Begonia Orange Boven
,, Dr. DoUinger
„ White Queen

Blandfordia flammea elegan;

Bouvardia bicolor

„ multi flora
Cantua corymbiflora
Cyclamen Peakeanum (t)

Large Coloured Illustra
'

Convolvulus mauritanicus at-

rocosruleus
Crowea angustifolia

Dracsena Duffii

Epigynium acuminatum (t)

Hsemanthus Rooperi '^'

(t)

Ixora Fraserii (t)

Nerine rosea
Plumeria bicolor
Sonerila Hendersoni *

) >i argentea (t)

(t)

Yucca stricta, &c, ; with other
New and Florist Flowers.

^ of the kinds marked * will be
forwarded for twelve stamps each.

Those marked (t) have been awarded First-class Certificates.

G. HENDERSON AND SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1875, containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA.inmLxed colours. is..2i. 6rf.,and 51. per pkt.

CINERARIA, rs., 2j. 6rf., and 5s. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, 2i. td. and 5s.

,. ,. RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, 2i. 6rf. and 51.

„ .. ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 2i. W. and 51.

AURICULA. M. and zi. id. CARNATION, 21. td. and 5i.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, u. and 2s. id.

HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2s. M. PINKS, is. and -zs. td.

MIMULUS, II. PANSIES, M. and is. id.

PETUNIAS, id. and 11. VERBENA, is. and 2s. id.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is.

,, from named flowers, is. and 2S, id.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, Loadon, N.W.
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TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

WILL I AM B U LL7, F. L . S .,
Kcs].cctfully invites the Nobilicy aiij Gentry to :m inspection of the aljove ; also of liis

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

GRAPE VINES.
Thomas Methven & Sons

Beg to intimate that their VINES are now in fine order for Summer-planting, and can be
carefully packed and sent to any part of the kingdom.

1st Size, 7s. 6d. each ; 2d Size, 5s. each.

T. M. & Sons had the honour of supplying to the Gardens at Glamis Castle the Vines which
have succeeded so admirably under the management of Mr. Johnston, and their present Stock is

raised from Eyes taken from those famous Vines.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

^/Y^hTVSr^

TRADE

First-class Certificate

Royal Horticultural Society.

NOTICE.

First-class Certificate

Mauchester Botanical Society

PRIMULA PRINCE ARTHUR.
F. Perkins,

REGENT STEEET, LEAMINGTON,
In reply to numerous enquiries, begs to announce that he will SEND OUT SEED OF this Splendid

NOVELTY, in Sealed Retail Packets, at 2J-. dd. and 5J. each, on and after the 15th of July next,

and orders will be executed in rotation. F. P. has arranged with

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS, & CO.,

SEED MERCHANTS, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
FOR THE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION, WHO WILL QUOTE TRADE PRICE

ON APPLICATION.

PRINCE ARTHUE, PRIMULA
Is described by the Press as " an exquisite carmine-crimson double variety," of pyramidal form

and vigorous habit, a profuse bloomer, and admirably adapted for a dinner-table plant. It comes

quite true from seed.

\ !^ To Gardeners.
nA/*',' ;.'- Gardeners art most respectfully Invited

\- to Visit

^THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,
'^^ MAIDA VALE, LONDON, \V.,

, ^> Where it is anticipated they will be
f***N^ highly gratified.

JOHN liESTEK, Maiuiger.

NEW ENGLISH ilOSES
STAR ofWALTHAM.—First-class Certificates

from the Royal llorlicultural and Royal Botanic Societies.
Nice plants in pots, los. (ni. each.
" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have i,ecn this

bcason." Gardeners' Chronicle.
"A noble Rose, with great substance of petal, good

colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, dehcious
perfume. ' journal ofHorticulture.
"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Rose." The

" A grand Hybrid Perpetual." Gardeners' Magazine.
" Large, full, lustrous m colour, and superbly beautiful."

QUEEN of WALTHAM. — Nice plants in
pots, los. 6d. each.

" Star and Queen of Waltham arc splendid examples in

their colours." The Queen.
" Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham. really gems,

of which every rosarian ought to possess representatives."
The Country.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1875.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varieties, 2s. 6d. eacli,

24J. per dozen.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1874.-
2s. each, iSs. to 21s. per dozen,

OLDER ROSES, a splendid stock, in pots,
10s. 6rf. to 2IJ. per dozen, £i 15s. to £7 los. per 100.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue Post Free on application.

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTH.'Mvl CROSS.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFER.E.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other cotnmon kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other cUmbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-
proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

SERRES DE PERSAN.—Manager, C. LOURY, Ex-Propagator of La Muette Gardens, Paris.

Now ready for Sale, thousands of

FICUS ELASTIC A.
From the rim
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Imported Cyoas revoluta.

SANDER AND CO. offer a fine importation,
in perfect condition, of the above, at the following very

ow prices :
—

Each.
About 2% feet high, if>

ihigh

Each.
About 12 inches high, ;^i 5 o

All orders must be Jiccompanied by cash,

and for account of a Collector.

SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Alb.11

NEW CLEMATIS, now being sent out by
JOHN STANDISH and CO. :—

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each

;

colour, a fine azure-blue ; it throws a profusion of flowers

the wlaole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.

10s. (id. each.

MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing

eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all

and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

THE NEW PLANT and BULB COMPANY
having received large importations, Tree Ferns need no

longer be considered a luxury. They can be had in all size^

and in a fine growing condition, from los. 6d. each. Detailed
Lists of sizes and Prices, just published, free on application.

FILMY FERNS, LOMARIAS,
POLYSTICHUMS, and other FERNS from New

Zealand, all suitable for a Cool Fernery, for planting out, or pot
culture, shortly to give effect, at the prices of ordinary pot plants.

ORCHIDS are being constantly received in
splendid condition in fine pieces. We respectfully invite

Cultivators of these to send their Names and Addresses, that

particulars of consignments, as to condition and quality, may
be forwarded from time to time, as all are sold at a moderate
profit. For present consignments, see Lists, free on application.

AMARYLLIS.— Hundreds of these now
throwing up iine flower-spikes.

CYPRIPEDIUM JAPONICUM,—See Catalogue.
FREESIA LEICHTLINIANA. — For particulars of this

grand bulbous plant, see Gardeners' Chronicle, May 7, 1875.
LILIES anil other BULBOUS PLANTS.—An unrivalled col-

lection. Lion Walk, Colchester.

To Planters and tlie Trade.

MESSRS. MASTERS AND KINMONT
beg to call the attention of Planters and the Trade to

their stock of the following trees, which can be furnished at

low prices :

—

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, clean grown.
THORNS, of sorts. Standard and Pyramid, including

Paul's new Double Scarlet.

ASH, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet stems, good heads. [nock.
WILLOWS, Weeping, American. Babylonian, and Kilm.ar-
ELMS, of sorts, grafted, s to 7 feet, including Huntingdon,

fastigiated, and cork-barked.

BIRCH, 8 to 10 feet.

PHILADELPHUS, of sorts.

VIBURNUM, of sorts.

LILAC, of sorts.

OAK, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet.

YUCCA RECURVA, very fine.

ROSES, Standard and Half-Standard.
„ Dwarf, on Manetti.

CURRANTS, Black.
GOOSEBERRIES, of sorts.

ABIES CANADENSIS, 3 to 5 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA. i to 2 feet.

CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, 2^10 4 feet.

Exotic and Vau.\hall Nurseries, Canterbury.

RODGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO. have
to off'er, in good plants, as follows :

—

ARALIA SIEBOLDII, 1}^ to 2 feet, i8s. to 24J. per dozen.
BAMBUSA WETAKE, 121. to iSj. per dozen.
CHAM/EROPS HUMILIS, i8i. to 24s. per dozen.
DASYLIRION LONGIFOLIUM, 31. 6rf.,5s.,and 7^. 6,/. each.
MIMULUS, extra fine varieties, 25. 6d. and 3s. id. per dozen.
MUHLENBECKIA COMPLEXA, the most elegant ever-

green hardy climbing plant in cultivation. Slender shoots
and small foliage, giving the plant the appearance of a
Maidenhair Fern : 12J. to i8j. per dozen.

SEMPERVIVUM ARBOREUM RUBRUM. z% to 2 feet,

15^. to 24^. per dozen.

BOLLI, 2ar. per 100, 3^. 6d. per dm^en.

„ TABUL^.FORME, 50s. per ioo> 81. per dozen.

YUCCA ALOIFOLIA PURPUREA, 12J., i8s., and 241.

per dozen.
ANGUSTIFOLIA, z% f[>o). 30s. per dozen.

ALOYSIA CITRIODORA, -5s. and 40s. per too.

(34, Hill Street,. Newry.

VARIEGATED DOiUBLE GERANIUM,

MES. CAEE.
A remarkably distinct variety, with large trusses of

double pink flowers (similar and equal to Marie

Lemoine). Foliage broadly margined with white ; very

free grower, and, as described in Gtinicn Oracle for

1S74, " Unquestionably the most decided novelty of the

season." First-class Certificate Koyal Horticultural

Society.

Posli

Price 21s. each.

'fficc Ordersfrom unkiiomli ccmspoiuUnii.

PELTON & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, HARBORNE UOAD,

BIRMINGHAM.

Bedding Eobcb.

pRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER:
V--^ Strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 3&r. per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED, CHINA. NOISETTE, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, gj. to 15^. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON AND MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE—nutritious
for beds ; as supplied by H. Wright to Herr Schmidt,

Erfurt, Prussia, appointed Florist to His Imperial Majesty the
Emperor of Prussia, and to 1200 Nurserymen and Gardeners.
Delivered free within 8 miles or on to any rail. Twenty bushels,
6j. S(/.

; 50 bushels, I2,j. dd. : 330 bushels, 45s.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick
Lane, London, E.

SUPERIOR TURF and MOULD for
SALE, cheap.—Large or small quantities. Two miles

from Marble Arch. — Apply by letter,

T. PEIRCE, 386, Cochrane Street, St. John's Wood, N.W.

COCOA-NUT "fibre REFUSE (newly
made), 31^. per bushel, sos. per 100 bushels, 45^. per 300

bushels. Larger quantities contracted for.

J. STEVENS, Fibre Works, High Street, Battersea, S.E.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough {South-Western Railway), by the truck load.
Sample sacks, 5^. 6d. each.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

^€ky€tDiJd

THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

NEW COLEUS,
"DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH."

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES:—

Royal Horticultural Society^ June 17, 1874; Royal Botanic Society^ June 20, 1874.

The foliage of this distinct and beautiful variety has margins of purple and creamy yellow, with a centre of bright
magenta, forming a superb contrast to the green-leaved section of Coleus, by reason of its dazzling brilliancy of coloLU",

Professor Thuber, in the American AgrkuUurist, says :

—
" It is the moat beautiful foliage plant that has ever been exhibited."

Price 3s. 6d, eacli. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each. Post Free 6d extra.

Sec Illustration i?i ^'Gardeners Chronicle," May 22, and also Carter's Illustrated Pla?tt Catalogue witk beautifully
coloured Engraving of above. Price 6d., Post Free, Gratis to Customers.

CARTERS a^irenO, 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW ZEALAND TREE AND OTHER FERNS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, June l6, a fine

Importation of the above, all of which are in a fine healthy growing condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

NEV/" ONCIDIUM S.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 3S), King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, June 21, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an Importation, from the United States of Colombia, of many rare and choice

species, including a few plants of an exceedingly beautiful new ONCIDIUM, O. CARDERI, just

described by Professor Reichenbach, and now sent to this country for the first time ; also a

quantity of plants of the new ONCIDIUM ROSTRANS, just described, and now introduced for

the first time ; the new golden ODONTOGLOSSUM, O. SPATHACEUM,, which magnificent

species produces on a single stem upwards of a hundred of its golden-yellow, richly-spotted

flowers ; ODONTOGLOSSUM N.^VIUM, a large quantity of ODONTOGLOSSUM LUTEO-
PURPUREUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, ONCIDIUM NUBIGENUM, a few

plants of the handsome ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, described by Professor

Reichenbach at p. 396 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, March 27, 1S75 J
ONCIDIUM ANNULARE,

new, and offered for the first time ; and various other choice sorts.

On vievi the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF ORCHIDS,
COLLECTED by M. ROEZL in MEXICO.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, June :6, at half-

past 13 o'clock precisely, a Consignment of 6000 ORCHIDS, collected by M. Roezl in Mexico,

nearly all adapted for Growing in cool houses, and including the beautiful L/ELIA MAJALIS,

ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSII MAJUS, ODONTOGLOSSUM
CITROSMUM ROSEUM, ONCIDIUM BARKERI, L^LIA AUTUMNALIS, ODONTO-
GLOSSUM INSLEAYI LEOPARDINUM, many of the sorts in large masses, and all in very

excellent condition ; also 1000 ODONTOGLOSSUMS from New Granada, a Consignment of

TREE FERNS, and an Importation of ORCHIDS from Brazil.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
ALMOST

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

The perfect Success of every Apparatus creeled guarauteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, S:c.

THE COIPAIY HAVE PIJECHASED lEEEHITH'S VIIEYAEH,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL'KNO WN S TOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price IS.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price 2s.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE CO^A^AN PATENTS COMPANY,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

LIMITED,

BOULTON & PAUL (late w. s. boulton & co.), NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Now Ready, our NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, containing upwards of 60 Engravings with Prices of Conservatories,

Greenhouses Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, &c.. Free by Post for 12 stamps.

LAWN CONSERVATORY.
T/,e yuJses at the Rcynt Ih

FOR PLANTS OK VEBETABLES.
td Ground Vi

A VIKEEY.
to he hyfar t/ie best and nrosicultiirnl Society's Great Meeting lately held at Birmingham, pronounced these P.xtent Plant Presen

useful articles 0/ the kind they ever saw. and awarded them the ONLY PRIZE.

Instead of having to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach the glazed lights (21-oz.) with hinges to the frame of each light,

thereby doing aw.iy with continual breakage of glass and loss of time. Two men can instantly remove a complete length, 12 ft. by 4 ft. wide ; thus proving them to be really

portable. They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of lengths, if set in a continuous row.

^land on Orders amottnting to 60J. attd upwards.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide

L^

5 10

Ends pel- pair extra.

8j. (,d.

8j, (,d.

loj. td.

Cask Prices carriage paid to any Station

Price. Ends per pair extra,

/l 5 o .. y. ad.

2 10 o . , 5J. od.

I IS o .. ^s. od.

_ . „ 3 S o .. 7J. Od!.

Lawn Conservatories, with Glass sides and ends, 12 feet long by 4 feet wide, jTj $s.
;

PATENT UNIVERSAL PLANT PRESERVERS, Large Sizes to BuUd on Brick Walls, for 1

and a variety of other things too numerous to mention. \\'rite for New Illustrated List post free.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
'

' Considering their substantial character, portability, and the many ways in which they may be

employed, we anticipate a very large demand when they become gtacTuMyVnovin."—Gardeners'

" "
'

; is provided to save time in cases of removal, planting, watering, and
; firmly fixed and puttied—an essential point. They are complete and
t they are received, &c."

—

T/ic Garden.

"The uses to which such frames can be put are fully recogpiised by practical gardeners,
and if any notice can be taken of the great demand arising for such contrivances amongst
amateurs, it would appear that they too are not ignorant of their great x^^m^."—Gardeners'
Chronicle.

" The Ground Vinery which has the greatest advantages
factured by \V. S. Boulton & Co."—Fior.il Il'or/d.

unquestionably that i

6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 5 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide .. .. .. 700 .. 12s. oa,

[2 feet long by 5 feet wide, ji^8 15J. ; 12 feet long by 6 feet wide, ^10.

ise as Span-roof Pits, suitable for Forcing, Propagating, Growing Cucumbers, Melons,

ready for

The gla

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.

All sizes (glazed with ni-oz.) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 inches ; at front, 13 inches ; sides,

i\ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick. All made of very

best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass

is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with

an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Glazed witU 21-ouiice.

Cas/t Prices, carriage paid to a?iy station

when orders amount to dos. and upwards.

4 feet long by 6 feet wide, i Hght . . £1 17 6

8 feet long by 6 feet wide, 2 lights .. 3 5°
12 feet long by 6 feet wide, 3 lights ., 4 17 6

16 feet long by 6 feet wide, 4 lights .. 676
20 feet long by 6 feet wide, 5 lights .. 7 ^7 6

24 feet long by 6 feet wide, 6 lights .. 9 7 6
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free

to our Works. Cash or reference respectfully requested with

transmission of all first orders.
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C H A TS AA^O RT H,
THE SEAT OF THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, K.G.

HTHE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" >^ June 26 zvill contain a

Special Stippkment, tmiform with those already published of Hatfield and

Windsor, and consisting ofEight Pages of Original Illustrations and Letterpress

description.

Price Fivepence ; Post Free, Fivepence-lialfpenny.

ADVERTISERS DESIROUS OF HAVING EXTRA SPACE IN THIS NUMBER
are particularly requested to communicate at once with the Publisher.

PUBLISHED BY W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

SUTTON S' CHOICE STRAINS OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS
(POST FREE).

The Finest Strain of Calceolaria.

BUTTONS SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.

This splendid strain has been most carefully selected from

the very finest collections in cultivation. The plants are com-

pact in habit, with beautiful green foliage and a profusion of

bloom. The flowers are large, perfect in form and substance,

and of every shade of brilliant colour.—Price 2^. ^. per

packet, post free.

From A. E. Russell, Esq,, Dalnabreck, N.B., Jtdy 10.

" My Calceolaria plants from your seed of last year are par-

ticularly fine, of very compact habit, and very fine in colour."

From Mr. A. Allerton, ColematCs Prittlezvell, May 8, 1875.

" Our Cinerarias this year, from your seed, are splendid ; far

surpass any I saw at the Botanic Gardens yesterday.

ROYAL BEBKSHIEE
SEED

The Finest Strain of Cyclamen. ' The Finest Strain of Primula.

BUTTONS' PRIZE CYCLAMEN.
The following varieties have been carefully selected from one

of the finest strains in cultivation, and, as they remain in bloom
from November till March, are invaluable for decorating the

conservatory or drawing-room during the winter months. The
flowers also are extremely valuable for bouquets, as they retain

their freshness for a considerable period when kept in water.

ALBUM, pure white. I ROSEUM ALBUM, whhe
MARGINATUM, rose, edged and red.

with white. RUBRUM. bright crimson.

ROSEUM, rose and carmine. | PURPUREUM, purple.

Price 5^. the Collection, post free.

From W. H. Mellersh, Esq., EversJiain Lodge,
CJteltenhavi, Feb 12.

"The Cyclamens I had from you last autumn have given me
great satisfaction."

mim^o(nu

BUTTONS* SUPERB PRIMULA.

A splendid strain, which has been carefully selected from the

largest fringed flowers of good colour. Habit robust, with

bloom thrown well above the foliage. Red, white, or mixed,

2s. 6if. per packet, post free,

SUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA.

This will be found unequalled by any in cultivation, the seed

having been saved from the finest named varieties only. Price

IS. 6d. and -zs. 6d. per packet.

From Walter Edwards, Esq., WeHingto?!, Somerset,

yan. 21. 187s.

" A more beautiful strain of Primulas than I have had this

winter, from the seed you supplied me with last spring, I never

ESTABLISHMENT,
READING
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New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WILLIAMS,
Nursorynun and Sutil Mcrclinnt.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAV, LONDON, N.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties i

,, finest nipine varieties .. .. .. .. .. i o
CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain, is. M., 2S. U..

3J. 6</. and 5 o
CARNATIONS, in 12 super!) varieties 40

,. mixed IS, and 2 6
CINERARIA, WeatheriU's extra choice strain, is. &/.,

2S. dd.t ^s. 6*/. and 5 o
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, 11. 6d.,iis.6ii..

3J. 6it. and 5 o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 16

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. ..16
HOLLYHOCK, in 12 splendid varieties 40

„ mixed 10
PANSY, from finest English show varieties is. and 2 6
PICOTEES, in 12 superb varieties 40

.. mixed IS. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain 10
PRIMULA, Williams' superb strain, red, white, or

mixed ij. 6(/. , 2S. 6</., 3s. 6(/. and 5 o
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Brompton. new .. 1 6

,, East Lothian .. per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new .. 21. erf. .md 3 C

WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety, i o
,, new aiUumn and winter-tlowering. Harbinger .. 10
IS. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N,

THE IaWSON NURS^ErTeS,
EDINBTJKGH.

Everi^rt'cii Shrubs for Present Planting.

Rhododendrons, Ivies in Pots, &o., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Bedding-out Plants

in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magnificent specimens, perhaps the

finest ever imported.

CLEMATISES in POTS—a large Collection

ef all the leading varieties, including the splendid

flowers raised by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq ,

Henryi, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana,

of three plants.

. td. the

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

lofi, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.

ROSES—New Varieties.
RAISED AT THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

Charles Turner
Is now sending out and can can with great confidence re-

commend the following new kinds. They have been very

successfully exhibited and much admired during the past

season, having received First-class Certificates at Lon-

don and Provincial Shows.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.

JOHN STUART MILL, bright clear red,

large, full, and beautiful form, fine shell-like petal, of great

substance, well adapted for exhibition purposes : being also

a Rose of strong constitution and free-flowering habit. It

forms a beautiful variety for general garden purposes ; quite

distinct. Received First-class Certificates as follows:—

Royal Botanic Society, June 24, 1S74; Oxford Horticul-

tural Society, June 16, 1874; Oxford Amateur Ro.se Show,

Jime25, 1874.

Strong plants, in pots, 7s. 6d. each.

MISS HASSARD, heautiful delicate pinkish
flesh colour, large, full, and fine form, very sweetly scented :

free autumnal bloomer. A first-class Rose either for exhibi-

tion or general garden purposes, h.aving the strongest and

best habit of any Rose of similar colour; quite distinct and

Strongplants, in pots, lor. ^d. each.

REV. J. B. M. CAMM, very bright rosy pink,

most pleasing colour, large, very full, and fine globular

form ; a magnificent show flower, very sweet, constant and

thoroughly distinct, growth vigorous. Received First-class

Certificates as follows : — Oxford Horticultural Society,

June, 1873 : Royal Botanic Society, June 10, 1874.

Strmtg plants, in pots, loi. id. each.

ROYAL STANDARD, beautiful soft satiny
Rose, large, very full, and exquisitely formed, somewhat in

the way of Emile Hausburg, but a larger flower and much
better grower. Received First-class Certificates as fol-

lows ;—Royal Horticultural Society, July 2, 1873 : Royal
Horticultural Society, July 15, 1874.

Strong plants, in pots. 7^. bd. each.

Tlio above set of Four Varieties for 303.

CHARLES TURNER, The Royal Ni , Slough.

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1S75.

PLANT LIFE.

MR. W. S. CLARK, President of the State

Agricultural College, Amiicrst, Massa-

chusetts, has published a paper, which he pre-

sented to the Massachusetts Board of Agricul-

ture, containing a record of observations on the

phenomena of plant life. About twelve months

ago we noticed the same author's lecture on the

circulation of the sap in plants. The interest

awakened by his observations concerning this

phenomenon, he informs us, rendered it impos-

sible to refrain from further investigations,

which he has carried through in conjunction

with some of the officers and students of his

College. The phenomena submitted to observa-

tion were :—The structure, composition, and

arrangement of the winter buds of hardy trees

and shrubs ; the percentage of water to be

found in the branches and roots of trees during

their annual period of rest, as well as when in

active growth ; the causes of the flow of sap

from wounds in trees when denuded of their

foliage, as well as the flow from the stumps of

woody and herbaceous plants when cut near

the ground in summer ; the structure and

functions of the bark of exogenous trees, with

special reference to the circulation of the sap,

the formation of the wood, and the effects of

girdling ; and the measurement of the expan-

sive force of growing vegetable tissue.

So wide a field of research yielded, as might

be expected, some very interesting results, but

the means employed to register the different

forces may possibly, we are inclined to think,

have led to error. True, we know very little

respecting the phenomena of plant life, but we

hope the time is approaching when some atten-

tion will be given in this country to this branch

of inquiry. We would commend this to the

consideration of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert,

who have effected so much in experimental

scientific agriculture, and who possess great

facilities for carrying out such work with the

necessary exactitude. Some of the costly experi-

ments conducted at Rothamsted may be said

to have reached a stage of refinement of ascer-

tained facts, and might well be discontinued in

favour of new ones in other directions.

We will briefly summarise Mr. Clark's some-

what lengthy but very interesting paper. Our

remark respecting the possibility of inaccuracy

in the results will be understood literally, not

as any reflection on the capacity of the observer

or his conscientiousness in the search for truth.

On this point the writer himself enlarges, and

adds, in reference to biological research, " when

we consider that, to observe the transit of

Venus, expeditions have been sent to different

parts of the earth, at a cost of more than a

million dollars, we may, at least, hope that

scientific observations upon things nearer home,

and having more to do with every-day life, will

soon be appreciated and suffered." An experi-

ment to ascertain the expansive force of grow-

ing vegetable tissue furnished results that

appear almost incredible. A fruit of the large

Pumpkin—Cucurbita maxima—was chosen for

this purpose. The plant bearing it grew in a

large bed in a propagating-house, the bed being

built above, and free from the floor. Without

going further into particulars, we may say that

all the details appear to have been conducted

with great care. In order, however, that the

reader may understand the experiment, it seems

I

necessary to explain the way in which Mr.

Clark proceeded to determine the lifting or

expansive power of the growing Gourd. The
female flower which bore the Gourd was arti-

ficially impregnated on August I, and on the

17th of the same month the fruit measured

27 inches in circumference. We will here

employ Mr. Clark's own words :
—

"Though the rind of the young fruit was very soft, it

was now determined to confine it in such a way as to

test its expansive power. In doing this great care was
taken to preserve the health and soundness of every part

of the Stfiiash (Pumpkin), and to expose at least one-

half of its surface to the air and the light. The appa-

ratus for testing its growing force consisted of a frame,

or bed, of 7-inch boards, i foot long. These were

arranged in a radial manner, like the spokes of the lower

half of a wheel, their inner edges being turned towards
the central axis. These pieces were held firmly in place

by two end boards, 12 inches square, to the lower half of

which they were secured by nails and iron rods. A
hemi-ellipsoidal cavity, about 5 inches deep in the

centre, and 8 inches long, was cut from the inner edges

of the seven boards, and in this the Squash was care-

(ully deposited, the stem and vine being carefully

protected by blocks of wood from injury by compres-
sion. Over the Squash was placed a semi-cylindrical

harness, or basket of strap-iron, firmly rivetted together.

The meshes between the bands, which crossed each

other at right angles, were about ij inch square, The
harness was 12 inches long, and the same in width, so

that when placed over the Squash it just filled the space

between the end boards. Upon the lop of the harness,

and parallel with the axis of the cylinder and the Squash,

was fastened a bar of iron with a knife-edge to serve as

the fulcrum of a lever to support the weight by which

the expansive force was to be measured."

The fulcrum and the lever both had to be

replaced by stronger ones several times, as the

weights were increased. The weight lifted by

the Gourd in the course of its development in-

creased from day to day until the experiment

came to an end on October 31, through the

breaking down of the apparatus. On August 21

it lifted 60 lb. ; 25th, 225 ; 31st, 500 ; Septem-

ber II, lioo; 15th, 1400; 30th, 2015; Oc-

tober 1 2th, 2500 ; 1 8th, 3120 ; 24th, 4120 ; and

3 1 St, 5000 lb. The last weight, although borne for

ten days, was never clearly lifted, in consequence

of the bending and final breaking of the harness.

The growing Pumpkin adapted itself to what-

ever space it could find, filling up the meshes of

the harness ; nor did it ever crack, except in

the epidermis. The lifting power was observed

to be greatest after midnight, when the growth

of the vine and the exhalation from the foliage

were least. The weight of the fruit was 475 lb.,

and when opened, the rind was found to be

about 3 inches thick, and unusually hard and
compact. The internal cavity corresponded in

general form to the exterior, but was very

small, and nearly filled with fibrous tissue, and

plump and apparently perfect seeds in about

the usual nuinber. The plant having been

grown in a separate raised bed, an examination

of its root development was practicable. Ac-

cordingly, the soil was thoroughly saturated

with water, and a few days afterwards some
holes bored in the bottom of the bed, and the

soil washed away from the roots. These were

spread out on the floor of a room, and carefully

measured, and it was estimated that their

total length exceeded 15 miles, the greater por-

tion of which was produced at the rate of

1000 feet or more per day.

A second plant of Curcubita maxima was

used for the purpose of measuring the pressure

exerted by the rising sap of a herbaceous plant.

When it was about two months old, and had a

length of 12 feet, it was cut off nearly close to

the ground, and a mercurial guage fixed to the

root part left in the ground. The maximum
force with which the root of this plant exuded

the water absorbed by it was equal to a column

of water 4S.50 feet in height. Guages were also

attached to the stumps of large plants of Indian

Corn, Tobacco, and the Dahlia, with results

similar to those recorded by Hofmeister and

others.

From observations on trees growing on and

between rocks, Mr. Clark thinks there is no

I

doubt that trees are actually lifted in such cases

by about half the thickness of their horizontal
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roots, and he describes and figures instances,

as also of trees whose roots have lifted large

slabs of rock in the course of their growth.

Mr. Clark ridicules Dr. Pettigrew's hypo-

thesis of the flow of the sap, and hopes that

he himself is adding some new facts to the

general stock of knowledge, " though painfully

conscious of the need of much more investiga-

tion before a complete and correct theory of the

circulation of the sap can be stated." He still

adheres to his former assertion, that too much
has been claimed for osmosis. On this point

he says :

—

" One of the most surprising facts to be noticed in

examining the wood of any tree with well-developed

foliage, is the entire absence of free or fluid water. A
freshly-cut surface ot the sap-wood is not even moist to

the touch ; and if a tube be inserted in the tritnk of such

a tree it will frequently absorb water with great avidity.

On June 6 last, a half-inch tube, 6 feet in length, was
attached to a stop-cock inserted into the trunk of an
Elm and filled with water. The absorption was so

rapid that the fluid disappeared in thirty minutes, and
this was repeated several times the same day. . . .

Now, the absorption was not osmotic, since the rapidity

ot it was too great, and there was no outward flow, but

apparently the result of imbibition, or the affinity of the

cellulose of the woody fibre for water. Is not this, then,

the proper name for the force which carries up the crude
sap ?

"

The writer enlarges upon this, basing his argu-

ment mainly upon the power exercised by the cel-

lulose. An experimentwasmadctodeterminehow
small a proportion ofthe sap-wood could conduct

the necessary supply of sap to the foliage of a

growing tree, and also whether the bark alone

could furnish the requisite water to prevent the

leaves from withering. A stem of Hibiscus

splendens, about 4 inches in girth, was selected

for the purpose, and the whole of the bark, an

inch in length, and all the wood, excepting a

small piece of the outside layer of sap-wood,
which was i inch long and seven-sixteenths of

an inch in circumference, were removed. The
result was that the plant remained perfectly

fresh and green for ten days, when the speci-

men was cut for the museum. Another stem
of the same plant was operated upon to test the

ability of the bark to furnish the water supply,

but the leaves drooped in an hour, and
never recovered. This leads to the remark,

"If osmosis were the cause of the ascent of the

sap it would seem that the abundant paren-

chyma of the bark, intimately united as it is with

the wood of the medullary rays, must freely

transmit the amount required in this case."

Of a counter-movement of the elaborated sap

in the bark, as generally understood, the writer

gives abundant proof in his observations on
girdling or ringing, &c., if perfectly performed.

An excellent demonstration of the transverse

diffusion of the sap was obtained in some ex-

periments performed to observe the result of

protecting girdled places on trees from the

effects of exposure. Healthy young trees, or

large branches of Elm, Chestnut, Apple, Grape,
and ^Vhite Pine were drawn through glass

tubes, 2 inches in diameter and 2 feet long, upon
either end of which were fastened short pieces

of rubber hose.

*' These tubes were placed over girdled spots, from
which the bark was removed on the 30th of the previous
May, and the rubber securely fastened with iron wire to

the tree. From all of these specimens a considerable
quantity of sap escaped, apparently in the form of
vapour, and was collected in the tubes. There was no
layer of wood formed, but the foliage of all except the
Pine was killed before autumn, apparently by the fer-

mentation of the sap and its re-absorption into the

wood."

An experiment to ascertain whether the
annual layer of wood upon trees is developed
from the outside of the old wood or from the
inside of the bark satisfactorily demonstrated
that it proceeds from the latter. Mr. Clark's

investigations into the consequences of ringing
Apple trees, &c., lead him to the conclusion that

this treatment cannot be recommended (though
it frequently has the effect of inducing fruitful-

ness), for if effectually performed the death of
the tree is almost certain.

We have only space left to mention some
experiments on the bleeding of various trees.

Contrary to popular opinion, the Grape Vine
bleeds far less than many other trees. A large

number of experiments were devised and carried

out with a great amount of labour and no little

expense. The collection and weighing of the

sap flowing from the trees from November until

the following May, formed no small portion of

it. The results showed that the Paper Birch

gave the most copious flow, amounting (from a

tree 75 feet high) in less than two months to

14S6 lb. of sap; and in one day it reached
631b. Carpinus americanus bled only 6 lb.

from April 9 to May 22. A Sugar Maple fur-

nished 566 lb. from December 16, 1873, to April

30, 1S74; and another, from April I to May i,

55 lb. ; Acer pennsylvanicum, from March 23

to May 4, 15 lb. Full tables of the progress and
results of the different experiments, as well as

illustrations, are appended ; also the names and
parts taken by the different officers and students

who assisted. Analyses of the sap collected

from different trees, percentage of water in the

wood and bark of the branches and roots of

trees at different seasons of the year, and
meteorological tables, render this set of obser-

vations exceedingly valuable. Doubtless the dis-

coveries made by Mr. Clark and his coadjutors

will induce them to continue and extend their

observations on the phenomena of plant life.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium Carderi, n. sp.*

Among all the group of the Cyrtochila "labello

elongato sepalis exappendiculatis," twelve species,

including the old Humboldtian, undulatum, and eleven

of my species, there is no one with such a pandurate lip

as this. It appears to grow just hke O. zebrinum, as I

judge from a sketch prepared by the collector. The
flowers stand in '*a most profuse " panicle. They are

equal to those of O. superbiens—"light coffee colour,

the petals half white ; the superior part of the lip

yellow, the anterior beautifully pink." Those indica-

tions are given on the discoverer's authority. I feel

certain doubts as to the brown of " coffee " colour,

since it is vei7 doubtful whether the allusion goes

towards the roasted beans, or towards that dreadful

beverage of chicory and a few coffee beans that is so

much drunk and liked (!) in England, where the trade

brings immense cargos of the noblest coffee. At all

events, we must acknowledge some brown colour, as is

the case in all the allied species. The half white petals

afford a quite novel ornament, and make one think of

a Vanda. The discovery is due to Mr. Carder, a

rising star in the firmament of collectors, to whom
the species is dedicated. May Mr. Carder be very

lucky, find many good things, and dry many speci-

mens. I have to thank Mr. Bull for the materials

—

an inflorescence and a sketch. H, G. Rchb. f,

Oncidium rostrans, n. sp.^

This is an interesting plant. It belongs to that

assemblage of " Macropetala pentapetala," whose
Lindleyan type is the old O. pyramidale. All the

other species are my children—chrysopyramis, och-

thodes, elephantotis, alcicorne. Here is the sixth

member of the company. They all have the column
very gracefully bent, with most peculiar wings and an
immense long beak to the rostellura. The numerous
flowers stand in dense clusters, and make a rather gay
appearance. The bulbs look quite peculiar, pear-

shaped, with a gray hue. It was discovered by Mr.
Carder, and I have obtained it from Mr. Bull.

H. G. Rchb. /.

SciLLA (Ledebouria) Macowani, Baker, n. sp.t

Sent by Mr. MacOwan from Somerset East in South
Africa in 1S73, to the living collection at Kew, where
it flowered May, 1875. Not a striking species.

Horticulturally it is like a reduced inferior edition of

Scilla Cooperi, Hook. fil. i^Bot. Mag., tab. 55S0), and
the flowers are greenish instead of bright purple, so

that it is what the gardening dictionaries would call
*

' only of botanical interest

"

* Oncidmin Carderi, Rchb. f,, n. sp. (Cyrtochila labello

elongato, e-vaiiriculata). " Caulescens : pseudobulbis oblongo
ligulatis comprcssis ; foliis lineari-lanceolatis acutis "

:
paniciila

amplissima : sepalis unguiculatis oblongis acutis hinc crenulato
undulatis exappendiculatis; tepalis ab ungue brevissimo
oblongis-acutis crenulatis : labello iigulato pandurato acuto
rostro retusiusculo in centro callosam ; callis appositis utrinque
ligulatis qualernis ; callo rhombeo utrinque superposita ju.xta

cajinulam parvam, carina lineari extrorsa utrinque ; columna
curva, apice valde dilatata, tabula infrastigmatica utrinque
arguta.

t Oiicidititii rpstrajis, Rchb.f ., n. sp. (Pentapetala macro-
petala.) Aff. O. pyramidali ; labello pandurato bast latiori ; lobis

anticis valde latis ; callis bis terms in basi, mediis elongatis :

colunuicC cycnicoUis alls linearibus ascendentibus apice bifidis

seu quadrifidis.

t Scilla fLtdcbouria) Macaumni, Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo
ovoideo tunicate : foliis 3—4 jsynanthiis erectis camosis
viridibus 3—4 poll, longis profunde canaliculatis dorso prope
basin purpureo maculatis ; scapo gmcili foliis Eequilongo

;

racemo denso conico parvo : pedicellis patulis pulchre rubro-
pui-pureis ; bracteis minutis deitoideis

; perianthio ciimpanulato

Bulb ovoid, an inch thick, clothed with brown
membranous tunics. Leaves 3—4, cotemporary with

the flowers, suberect, linear, green, fleshy, bluntish,

3—4 inches long, 3—4 lines broad, deeply channelled

down the face, very convex on the back, much
mottled with purple on the back in the lower third or

half. Scape 4 inches long, slender, terete, mottled

with purple. Raceme dense, conic, containing 20

—

30 flowers, \ inch broad, above an inch long when
expanded. Lower pedicels spreading, brilliant

mauve-red, ^ inch long. Bracts deltoid, very minute.

Perianth campanulate, 2 lines deep, greenish both
inside and out ; the ligulate blunt divisions falcate

when expanded from below the middle. Stamens
scarcely shorter than the perianth, bright mauve-red
except at the very base. Anthers oblong, milk-white,

with a slight purple tinge. Ovary ronnd, green,

deeply 6-angled ; style under a line long, bright

mauve-purple. J, G, B,

Odontoglossum vexillarium, Rchb.f.

I have just received a wonderfully developed
raceme of seven very grand lilac flowers. The lateral

keels of the base of the lip are toothed as in so many
Odontoglossums. The dark streaks are a very
peculiar decoration. The inflorescence comes from
7. Brunton, Esq., The Ferns, Beckenham, whose in-

telligent and able gardener, Mr. Henley, understood
so well how to manage the plant that it produced
from one growth three such grand inflorescences, one
with eight, one with seven, the last with five flowers.

Another plant has a single shoot with four racemes,

each with six blooms. This grand plant is, we see

it now, wonderfully free in its habit. Mr. Rucker,

the Nestor of Orchid growers, is repaid for his inde-

fatigable zeal by a plant of O. vexillarium with seven
spikes and thirty-five (!) blooms. These details, and
the inflorescence above alluded to, were given me by
Mr. Harry A''eitch, who may indeed easfly be under-

stood to be gratified at seeing the immense success of

the lovely plant that appeared on the European scene

as an introduction of the Royal Exotic Nursery. And
let us not forget, I say it once more, that Mr. Wallis

discovered the true locality of the plant when nearly

sinking to the grave from having worked so long, so

vigorously, and so successfully for his employer.

If, indeed, he has just been praised so much and so

well by him (see No. 72, p. 630), why should we not

praise Mr. Wallis too ? H. G. Rchb. f.

\

LARCH DISEASE.
At the meeting of the Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on December 2 of last

year, Mr. Andrew Murray "exhibited specimens

illustrative of the Larch disease in various stages, and

made a brief comment on them. He considered it

probable that the increased dryness of the climate of

Scotland from drainage might account for theprevalence

of the disease, which was also beginning to attack the

Spruce and the Pinus excelsa."

Mr. Murray's long experience in matters connected

with arboriculture entitles his remarks to great respect,

but from the examination of the fine series of speci-

mens which he has liberally presented to the patho-

logical collection now being arranged by Mr. Jackson

in one of the rooms of No. 2 Museum at Kew, I could

not help feeling that the disease of the Larch is rather

a local than a constitutional malady ; it seemed to me,

without, however, having paid any previous attention

to the subject, to be in all probability connected in

some way with the ravages of a fungus.

Quite recently in the library of the Linnean Society

I came by accident on Professor Willkomm's Die

viikroskopischen Feinde des ]Valdes. The second part

of this (published in 1S67) contains the memoir on
" The Bark-canker of the Larch, or Larch Disease,"

to which I alluded at the last meeting of the Scientific

Committee. The admirable figures leave no doubt in

my mind that this is the same thing as that which Mr.

Murray discussed. The conclusion which Professor

Willkomm arrives at with respect to the disease he

states in the following words (p. 20S) :
—"The sicken-

ing and death of the Larch is occasioned by the luxu-

riant development in the bark of the mycelium of

Corticium amorphum, which consequently plays the

part of a parasitic fungus." I have very little doubt

that this is the true state of the case.

The structural details which Professor Willkomm
has worked out most carefully show that the so-called

Corticium is not, as might be expected, a hymenomy-

cetal fungus, but that its spores are contained in asci.

Its history is extremely curious. It was first de-

scribed by Persoon as a Peziza. It was then trans-

ferred to Thelephora by Fries, and when that genus

was broken up was placed by him in Corticium,

where, in the new edition of his Hymenoniycetum
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Epiciisis, recently published, he still retains it with a

mark of interrogation. He adds, however :
—" Habit

exactly that of Corticium, but the structure of the

disk is doubtful. De Bary found it to be.ar asci ; in

specimens distributed by Mougeot, and in numerous

others from America, asci are present—often, how-
ever, they are empty."

I have searched, but in vain, for any observations

of De Bary's upon the subject, and am disposed to

think that Fries must have Iiad what Willkomm has

written in his mind. The present synonymy of the

species stands as follows :

—

Corticium' amorphiim, Fr., Summ. Veg. 333; Hy-
men. Eur. ed. alt., 64S.

ThcUphora amorpha, Fr., Elench. 1S3 ; Berk., Eng.
Fl. vi. 167.

Fesiza amorpha, Pers., Syn. 657 ; De Cand., Fl.

Franc, vi. 23.

A more recent writer—Hartig— is, however, of

SENECIO MACROGLOSSUS.*
At one of the recent meetings of the Uoyal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. Green, The Botanical Nur.sery,

Holmesdale Koad, Keigate, exhibited a small flower-

ing specimen of this very singular plant, from which

the accompanying illustration fig. 155, was prepared.

The Botanical Magazine for February last contains

a beautifully coloured plate of it, and we cannot do

better than quote the remarks which accompany it,

from the pen of Dr. Hooker ;— " A remarkably hand-

some plant, and one fitted for dwelling-room cul-

ture, its Ivy-like glossy leaves being evergreen, its

large flowers produced in mid-winter, and its habit

well adapted for a trelliswork. I have indeed heard

of either this or an allied species being cultivated in

drawing-rooms abroad, and trained round the walls

beneath the ceiling. Like most Cape plants, it wants

very careful watering and plenty of fresh air. It is the

Fig. 155.—SENEcro macroglossus.

opinion thatWillkomm'sfungus is not really Corticium
amorphum, but a species of Peziza, not identical as

Hoffmann supposed with P. calycina, but hitherto

undescribed. He gives it the name of P. Will-
kommii, n. sp. Willkomm's figures show that the

fruit has all the characters of that of Peziza. It con-

sists of small ascigerous disks from \ to \ inch in dia-

meter; these are developed from the mycelium, which
penetrates the bark, and, forcing their way through the
outer layers, make their appearance at the surface.

Willkomm points out that the disease principally

makes its appearance on plants four or five years old.

It destroys or seriously injures the bark and subjacent
cambium. This dies or forms unhealthy wood, and
although the '* ulcer" which is formed may heal over,

it frequently goes from bad to worse. A damp
situation favours the germination of the spores, which
are carried from dying or dead wood in older diseased
trees, on which the fruit matures. All this, therefore,

ought to be cleared avi'ay and destroyed. The Larch
especially demand.s abundance of light and air, and
the absence of these when the plants are grown too
much crowded togelher, by weakening their growth,
predisposes them for the attacks of the disease.

iV, T. ThiKltvn Dyer.

largest flowered species of the enormous genus towhich

it belongs, and which contains nearly one thousand

species, and the flowers remain for a considerable

period in perfection. According to the Flora

Capefisisy S. macroglossus extends from the Keis-

kamma River (west of Algoa Bay) to Natal,

but the only specimen we have that precisely

agrees with the cultivated plant was collected

by Mr. Sanderson on the Palmiet River, im-

mediately to the east of Table Bay in the western

Cape district. The specimen figured (tab. 6149) is

' ScHCcio vmcyosloss!(S. — Qn'iiQ glabrous, IucrI, shinincj.

Stems slender, twining, climbing trees for many feet, cylindric,

terete, red-brown below ; branches green. Leaves alternate,

petioled, iJ4 to 2^4 inches in diameter, triangular, acute, or

acuminate with acuminate simple lobed or toothed lateral lobes,

base deeply cordate with a narrow sinus, dark glossy green
above, pale beneath, rather fleshy, nerves palmate as in the Ivy.

Penduncles terminal and axillary, 3 to 5 inches long, slender,

green, naked, or with a few subulate green bracts. Heads
2^ inches across. Involucre i inch long; outer scales or

bracteoles spreading and incurved, narrow linear, acuminate,
as long as the inner, which are broader, acute, erect, and con-

nivent into a cylinder, tips of all green. Ray flowers eight to

twelve, very large: limb t.% incTi long, elliptic, pale yellow,

with three minute blunt teeth at the much contracted lip ; disk

flowers about forty, small. Pappus of fine soft hatra. Achene
Dlender, terete, striate.

from a plant cultivated in the succulent-house at

Kcw, where it is trained upon one of the rafters, and

forms a very ornamental feature, blossoming at Christ-

mas; it was raised from seed sent by Mr. Sanderson

in 18O8."

IIOLE.S AND CORNER.S.
In what is understood by landscape gardening the

artistic administration of a large tract of ground is

usually presumed, lawn, woodland, distant prospect,

home glades, and so on—all to be blended with the

more dressed foreground into various picturesque

effects ; even where, as in the greater number of cases,

these are not at command and the beauties of the

garden must be drawn from itself, the same principle

still holds good. It is in utilising the capabilities of

the place, making the most of each piece of sunlight

and shadow, following up the ideas suggested by the

various natural growths or groupings, the failures or

successes of special spots, that the home picture is

usually formed with the most success ; and in the very

smallest spot which can be called a garden there is

usually, besides the amount of lawn and flower-beds

—

whatever this may be—a certain amount of what may
be called "holes and corners," patches where nothing

will (or at least nothing does) grow, non-thriving and

truly described "fusty" bushes, tubs or pumps (or

whatever may be the centre of the water supplies)

with moisture running all about to no purpose save

causing a most inconvenient mess, and other miscel-

laneous "bits," perplexing and annoying in them-

selves, but which if followed up in their indications

might be thoroughly cured, and in some cases turned

to very good account.

Bushes are often troublesome, simply from being

choked below with the accumulated leaves dropped
in the course of years from their own and neighbouring

boughs, and the mouldiness from the unstirred mass

at times is both unpleasant and unwholesome. In a

Lilac (to give a single instance) the bush may be

found solidly filled up with the droppings of previous

years fully 2 feet above the ground, the mass in

different stages of progressive decay ; but near a house

other revelations will probably be found.

Where a hiding-hole exists rubbish will go in, and
here probably will be a store of all debris that no

common means will get rid of—broken china and
scraps of oilcloth, saucepan lids and old scrubbing

brushes, and similar curiosities of the most miscella.

neous sort will reward a search, and one turns from

the inspection with the reflection, "no wonder the

bushes were fusty."

If easily penetrable bushes must exist near the back
door, it is well for some member of the family to have

an especial eye to their condition, and by removing

the rubbish stores, refreshing the surface earth and
pruning the boughs as admissible, a fresh growth of

leaves and a proper state of soil is insured, which will

usually remove the unpleasant state of affairs often

noticeable. In many cases, however, some orna-

mental climber or evergreen shrub, which can be

fastened to the house—a Magnolia, for instance

—

answers every purpose, or some low shrub impene-

trable without some degree of pain as well as

difliculty, is serviceable, such as the variegated Holly,

or the double-flowered Gorse, cheerful and bright

with its golden blossoms for a good part of the year.

Another point (which seems especially adapted to get

over two horticultural difficulties together) is the bit

of ground often left half waste at the edge of country

gardens, where land is not of great value. Garden
"flowers will not prosper on the unmanured soil, wild

flowers only exceptionally thrive on the rich artificial

soil of the garden, and on a piece of ground of this

kind, and beneath the shade of a shrubbery not thick

enough to shut out all sunshine, a collection of wild

plants of the neighbourhood, both the sun and shade

loving sorts, might be made which would soon drive

out the unornamental growths too often in possession.

The Lily of the Valley, the wild Squill, and the

Bluebell all have a good effect in masses under large

trees or in a coppice. Bluebells especially, and those

who have lately seen them carpeting the ground

beneath the trees in some of the localities near Lon-

don for hundreds of feet together, with their bright

blue blossoms, will need no reminding of their beauties.

Foxgloves, again, flower well in sunshine or moderate

shade, and Chicory, evergreen Alkanet, common
Honeysuckle, and the larger Bindweed, the common
wild Broom, and countless other plants which only

need a glance round the neighbourhood to suggest

themselves for selection, would often (with a little care

in removal, so as to replace them with unbroken

fibres, and their own earth round them) give a con-

stant brightness and cheerfulness to what is apt to

look very much the reverse.

A deal of cheerful effect may also be given to bare

pieces of earth under the shade of struggling bushes

by introducing some white-leaved plant—variegated

Periwinkle, for instance, or the white-leaved or varie-
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gated Arabis ; or, if there is rough unmanageable
pras^, by placing ribbon grass in front. A surface of
black earth, with dingy black stems of Laurels, or
similarly straggling growths above, such as it is diffi-

cult to avoid in confined spaces near back doors
either in town or country gardens, is gloomy and un-
comfortable picturesquely considered, but the clean
white carpet of constantly changing vegetation at

once puts a deal of the objectionable part out of
sight, and gives the spot a bright and cared-for
appearance.

Another point where two difficulties might often

remove each other, is the spot round the garden-
pump, tub, or whatever may be the centre from which
water is supplied. In large gardens, of course, where
space and means are at command, it is presumed
such matters are only regulated by the wishes of the
proprietor, but the amateur owner of many a small
garden might often utilise the slop round the pump
basin into something very ornamental.

A dry standing place should first be secured, and
then, if it is in the kitchen garden, by simply putting
a neat row of bricks or stones to mark the limits,

and preparing the soil inside, a small bed well
adapted for Watercresses may at once be made. With
a little care, all the water running to waste may be
sent in one direction, and in the flower garden it may
be turned into the spot often wanted for moisture-
loving plants which are unattainable in any other way.
An old tree trunk for a casing to the pump, with a
square stone basin beneath, form a good centre ; and a
hole at the bottom of front or side of the basin,

with a little channel, will take the spare water where
it is wished, or give a thorough soaking when de-
sirable. In such a situation, a constant succession of
flowering plants may be kept up, including some of
the half-wild kinds, such as the rose-coloured SpirK;a
Ulmaria, and others, seldom seen in full beauty for

want of more moisture, and, with the aid of a few
masses of stone or similar material to group with,
many of our English Ferns, especially the Osmunda,
will thrive luxuriantly.

For dry banks, as well as for wet and shady nooks,
one or other of the different kinds of Ferns may
always be found to suit. The Liverwort or the
Wall Rue may fill up holes in an unsightly stone
wall, and the Blechnum, or Hard Fern, with the aid
of some good soil, if its roots are protected from the
extreme heat of the sun, will thrive in unusually dry
exposures, and with wild Thyme, and the wild white and
yellow Cistus grouped around, with some small pieces
of rock or flat stone on which they may spread their

bright sheets of colour, and trim foliage in natural
growth, will give a suggestion of heathland or rocky
moor, much pleasanter than the simple view of a dry
bank.

In the management of the main part of the garden
itself the common rules of growth must necessarily be
followed, but the exceptional bits, which in their entire

unsuitability to plants grown in the common way
give a scope for taste, and invite both groupings and
specimens of a totally different character to all about
them, may, by following out their own suggestions,

be turned to the best account as spots of interest and
picturesque beauty. 0,

ZEBRA-WOOD.
In a paper " On the Identity of Goa Powder and

Araroba," read before the Pharmaceutical Society on
April 7 last, and published in the Society's Journal
for April 10 (p. 801), Mr. E. M. Holmes, the author,

refers incidentally to the botanical source of zebra-

wood, and, quoting from Martins' Flora Brasilicnsis,

refers it to Centrolobium robustum, Bth., a large

leguminous tree bearing winged fruits very similar in

shape to those of the Maple, but very much larger.

In the discussion which ensued upon Mr. Holmes'
paper Professor Betitley took occasion to show that,

according to Schomburgk, zebra-wood is derived

from Omphalobium Lamberti, a tree of Guiana, be-

longing to the ConnaracecE. This reference to a valu-

able ornamental wood opens a question of some
interest, inasmuch as a good deal of doubt has hitherto

existed regarding the source of zebra-wood.

In Holtzapffel's Descriptive Catalogue of the Woods
Commonly Employed in this Country for the Mechani-
cal a7id Ornamental Arts, the botanical notes to which
are by Dr. Royle, zebra-wood is described as the pro-
duce of the Brazils and Rio Janeiro. Its colour is

described as orange-brown and dark brown variously

mixed, generally in straight stripes. It is considered
by cabinetmakers to be intermediate in general ap-
pearance between mahogany and rosewood, so as to

form a pleasing contrast with either of them. It is

used in cabinetwork and in turnery, and has a very
handsome appearance when polished. It is described
as being " sent in logs and planks as large as 24 inches."

No reference is made to the tree furnishing it, but
from a note we are told that "zebra-wood is also

called pigeon-wood by Browne. One kind of pigeon.

wood in Jamaica is Guettarda speciosa ; another
kind, called also zebra-wood, is described by Browne,
but he was unable to make out the genus." What
this last may have been we are unable to say, it seems
clear, however, that none of the zebra-wood of com-
merce comes from the West Indies, though Grise-
bach, in his West Indian Flora, tells us that the
name is applied to Eugenia fragrans var. cuneata.
So far as we have been able to make out, Martins'
description and identification of the zebra-wood of Rio
de Janerio with Centrolobium robustum seems correct,
and Schomburgk's identity of Omphalobium Lamberti
with that of Guiana is probably also correct, for we
are told by one of the largest importers of foreign
woods in this country that the best zebra-wood comes
from Rio de Janeiro, the next best from Bahia, which
may, perhaps, also be the produce of Centrolobium.
Honduras supplies an inferior sort, although the wood
is larger in diameter. Of the tree furnishing this

kind we have no information ; that obtained from
Demerara, which undoubtedly is furnished by
Omphalobium Lamberti, is of a poorer class than all

the preceding, a wood of a similar quality commer-
cially being produced in Nicaragua, to the botanical
origin of which we have no clue.

From these remarks it will be seen that zebra-wood
is the produce not of one tree but of several, two of
which it may be considered are pretty satisfactorily
settled, namely, that the Rio de Janeiro zebra-wood is

obtained from Centrolobium robustum, and the
Demerara sort from Omphalobium Lamberti. There
is a peculiar mystery hanging over the origin of most
of the South American woods, many of which are
highly ornamental, and are imported in large quan-
tities, considering the uses to which they are put.
Thus, for instance, a wood known in the trade as
angica-wood, which is very similar in appearance to
zebra-wood, was at one time shipped in quantity from
Parahiba and Paranahiba ( Brazils), but its origin was
never known, and its importation has ceased for many
years. John R. Jackson, Museum, Kcm.

HARDINESS OF INDIAN
AZALEAS.

In the winter of 1S73-74, on mentioning to a
friend the statement which had been made by a
writer in the Gardeners' Chronicle that Indian Aza-
leas had proved hardy in England in an exposed
situation, he said, "Take these two, and try them.
They are not good for much ; they will do nothing
in the spring ; the loss will be but trifling should they
die." So the Azaleas were turned out of their com-
fortable greenhouse and planted, with the balls of

earth from their pots, in ordinary garden soil, rather

hard, and containing a considerable proportion of
lime, on the sunny side and beneath the branches of

a Yew which serves to shade a small group of Ferns.

This was all the care bestowed on them ; they were
watered when the rain from above could reach them,
which was not always, on account of the Yew. In
the summer they put forth a few sickly flowers, then
they had that summer's drought to go through and
then the winter of 1874-75 without the slightest pro-
tection or assistance. Last December, for days and
nights together, the thermometer did not rise higher
than 25° Fahr., and one or two nights it fell as low
as 15° or even 13'. On looking at the wretched
Azaleas this spring one of them was decidedly dead

;

it had suffered quite enough ill treatment and neglect
to kill it, without the cold. If asked why I had so
forgotten it, I can only ask in return, '

' Why do
people leave undone those things which they ought
to do, and do those things which they ought not to

do ? " The other plant still showed signs of life ;

the bark adhered firmly, and the twigs when broken
were green and sappy.

Its tenacity excited admiration and pity. I had it

potted in leaf-mould, took it indoors, nursed it, and
now it is breakmg into leaf all over, not vigorously,

but with an evident determination and strong effort

to live and gain sufficient health and strength to show
itself as an Azalea which passed the December of 1874
and the February and March of 1S75 in the open
ground, without a hand to help it. It deserves to be
petted like an arctic voyager who has been to the
North Pole and come back again alive. The resist-

ance thus offered to frost by Indian Azaleas is no con-
clusive reason for advocating their culture in the open
ground, still less for diminishing in any way the pre-

sent practice of growing them under glass. Were
they ever so hardy, it is not likely we should obtain

outdoors as perfect specimens as are now produced in

greenhouses ; and as they are almost exclusively used
for indoor decoration, their earlier date of blooming
is of some importance. The Rose is hardy, and yet

who does not admire and love well grown pot Roses,

a little hastened in their flowering by gentle heat ?

Early flowering plants and shrubs, however tolerant

of frost themselves, are too much at the mercy of our
cruel springs to allow their blossoms to be exposed to

all weathers without great risk of failure. Apricot,
Peach, and Plum trees are familiar examples. But
for that the Camellia might be made a shrubbery or
border plant in many sheltered situations ; the shrub
would survive although the blooms might fail. And
nothing is gained, in an ornamental point of view, by
a plant which has to be swaddled, or thatched, or
screened with straw at the time when it is wanted to
be decorative. That pretty little shrub, the Deutzia
gracilis, has its bunches of snow-white flowers so
often spoilt beyond recovery in spring, that the only
certain and satisfatory way of enjoying its blooming
time is to grow it in pots under glass, when it proves
one of the nicest window plants we have. And yet it

is perfectly hardy in British winters, probably more
hardy than Indian Azaleas would show themselves to
be, if tested on an extensive scale. These latter will

therefore remain what they are at present—the glory
of our conservatories in spring, which is better than
being the invalids of our parterres. E. S. D.

RECLAMATION OF SAND
WASTES IN NEW ZEALAND.

At p. 726, vol. i., of the Gardeners^ Chronicle

for 1874 we drew attention to some experiments
that had been made in San Francisco in plant-

ing European and other plants for reclaiming sand
downs. The subject is one of such general import-

ance, affecting as it does coast land in all parts of the

World, that we shall again refer to the matter in intro-

ducing to our readers the substance of a paper read
before the Auckland Institute by Mr. T. Kirk,

F.L.S., "On the Plants best Adapted lor the Recla-

mation of Sand Wastes." Mr. Kirk's remarks have
special reference to the coast of New Zealand, and
consequently his first consideration is in reference to
indigenous trees, shrubs, grasses, &c. Amongst
native grasses the following are recommended :

—

Festuca littoralis, a common grass on rocks all round
the coast, and native also of Tasmania and Australia.

Of the genus Poa nine species are recorded in New
Zealand, besides which the common English P. annua
is also found on roadsides. Of the native species,

P. australis var. Irevis and P. breviglumis are recom-
mended as the best, and amongst other grasses are
Spinifex hirsutus, a common coast plant, growing also

in Tasmania, Australia, India, and the Pacific Islands.

It is so abundant on sandhills on the New Zealand
coast that almost any quantity could be obtained for

planting. Its bushy, rigid, branching habit makes it

a valuable sand-binding grass, though not equal to

the Marram or Lyme-grass. Zoysia pungens is a grass

of much smaller growth, the herbage of which rarely

exceeds 2 inches in height, but forms a dense compact
sward. It has creeping roots, and is suitable for

planting with the larger-growing species. It is com-
mon on the coasts of Australia, India, and the China
Seas, and though growing in New Zealand only to

the small size indicated above, it is very variable in

other situations, growing sometimes to a foot in

height.

With regard to naturalised or cultivated grasses,

Cynodon Dactylon, the Doab-grass of India, is

naturalised throughout the colony, and is of great

value. The well-known Marram (Psamma arenaria),

is cultivated in New Zealand. Mr. Kirk says thai

between the town of New Plymouth and the Sugar
Loaves he recently observed some dead culms of an
exotic grass, apparently belonging to this species,

and which exhibited great luxuriance, being 4 to 5 feet

in height ; he was unable to ascertain if it occurred
in other localities in the neighbourhood, or to procure
any particulars respecting its introduction ; but, from
its being found in several patches of considerable

extent, and in many widely-scattered and isolated

tussocks, it would appear that seeds were scattered on
the beach without protection.

The sedges and grasses, chiefly wiih creeping roots,

of indigenous and foreign growth suitable for sand-
binding purposes, and adapted to the New Zealand
climate, are given in a list, and number twenty-four

;

while under the head of " suffruticose and sub-her-

baceous plants, most of which cover the surface with
their foliage," are enumerated such plants as Crambe
maritima, Portulaca oleracea, Trifolium subterraneum,
Mesembryanthemum australe, M. maximum, and M.
falciforme, Tetragonia expansa, Eryngium maritimum,
Salsola australis. Euphorbia glauca. Iris germanica, &c.
Amongst undershrubs and creepers the native plants

include Hymenanthera crassifolia, Coprosma acerosa,

Olearia semidentata, and others, and the introduced
plants—Ulex europ^eus (which is naturalised through-

out the colony), Rubus discolor (likewise naturalised

in many localities), Agave americana, Opuntia vul-

garis, &c. With regard to this latter plant, it is

stated that it has been successfully employed in

reclaiming coast sands in Madras ; but it has become
so abundant that it is a serious impediment to travellers

in certain localities. It has long been cultivated in

the province of Auckland, without evincing any ten.
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dency to spontaneous propagation. In most parts of

the North Island it would prove serviceable, and the

ease with which it can be increased by cuttings, which
merely require to be laid on the surface of the sand, is

another recommendation for its use.

Several fine native trees and shrubs are included in

a list devoted to this larger-growing vegetation.

Metrosideros tomentosa, a stout much-branched tree,

30 to 40 feet high, grows on sandy and rocky coasts

in Auckland, enduring the sea spray without injury,

and producing a hard wood useful for ship-building.

Pittosporum crassifolium is a fine shrub or small tree,

sometimes growing to a height of 20 or 25 feet, and
Common on sandy and rocky coasts from the North
Cape to Poverty IJay. It produces its seed freely, and
would be extensively propagated. The several

species of Salix as well as Populus are of course

included, also the Stone Pine (Pinus Pinea) the

Aleppo Pine (P. halepensis), and the Pinus Pinaster

var. maritima : this is described as one of the best

known trees for the purpose, and one that can be

obtained at all the nurseries in the colony. *' It has

been so generally planted about Auckland and other

f)laces in New Zealand that seeds can be procured in

arge quantities." Both P. Pinea and P. halepensis

produce their seeds in the vicinity of Auckland.

7'he sand wastes in some parts of New Zealand

seem to require exceptional treatment, for it is said

" that the violence of the south-west winds is such

that it would not prevent any shrubs or trees from
having the sand blown from under them, unless it is

first protected by a sward of some grassy sort of

vegetation ;" to secure the sward it is suggested that

a plan might be adopted of using grass ropes made
of properly ripened and selected grasses which con-

tained the ears and matured seeds ; these ropes when
made are "pegged down to the sand all over the

area to be reclaimed in chequered lines." The seed

is thus enabled to germinate and take firm hold of

the sand, and very soon the whole area becomes an
uniform mass of vegetation.

Mr. Kirk concludes his paper by remarking that

—

" It would prove advantageous to the colony if a
small portion of the mouL-y now being spent on public

works could be applied to the reclamation of sand
wastes. The magnitude of the evil to be remedied is

admitted by all who have paid the slightest attention to

the subject. In several localities the natives are com-
pelled, year by year, to abandon their cultivation as the
sand-wave advances, and settlers are helpless witnesses

of the destruction of their paddocks from the same
cause. Fences, large trees, and patches of bush have
been overwhelmed within the memory of settlers of com-
paratively recent standing, and, in some cases, still more
serious injury must result unless preventive measures are

taken. The danger is not confined to any one district

or province, it is general, and demands prompt atten-

tion. It must be confessed that such localities

as the Waikato Heads, and some parts of the Kaipara
Sand hills, are calculated to produce an impression of

man's inability to cope with Nature ; but if we look at

what has been accomplished with more slender resources

than those now indicated it will be seen there is abun-
dance of encouragement. In the Gulf of Gascony
Immense wastes of trackless sand were utterly destitute

of vegetation, and during violent storms exhibited a
complete change of surface—hills becoming valleys, and
valleys taking the place of hills, the sand being gradually
carried into the interior, and covering cultivated fields,

villages, and entire forests. This process of devastation

has been completely arrested, and thousands of acres of

former sand waste now yield a handsome revenue, and
support a considerable population. To arrest the process
of destruction now to be seen in so many localities in

this colony is an object for which we may well venture
to encounter the possibility, the probability even, of

repeated failures, in the certainty of ultimate success," J.

FERNS ON THE WEST COAST
OF NORWAY.

The general run of tourists are becoming weary of

the old-fashioned Continental round, and are beginning

to look out for a new field. Thus, Norway is attract-

ing more visitors year by year.

If asked by a botanical friend to point out the best

place for a few weeks' botanising, we would strongly

recommend him (speaking from experience) to lose no

time in the neighbourhood of Christiania, where he

will probably land on his arrival, but at once proceed

by the railway to the Miosen lake, thence per steamer

to Lillehammer, The Lake Miosen is surrounded by
lovely scenery. From Lillehammer we must take up
with the primitive mode of travelling, now almost

peculiar to Scandinavia, and proceed on our journey

with a cariole and pony ; the latter are excellent little

animals, very sure-footed, and swift. It is a cheap
way of travelling, although tedious, slow, and dis-

agreeable, to be compelled to change horse and cariole

about every Norske mile, equal to 7 English miles.
From Lillehammer to Drontheim the route, or
Government road, is up the Gudbransdal valley, and
in many places en route the views are magnificent,
not to say wild and picturesque.

The best spot for alpine botanising is undoubtedly

on the Dovrefjeld, and the wisest plan is to make our

stay for about a fortnight at the station called Jerkin

(pronounced Verkin), situated at the summit of the

Dovrefjeld, and close to Snaehatten, whose summit is

clothed with perpetual snows. In this neighbourhood

a rich harvest of alpine rarities can be gleaned with a

little exertion.

Having exhausted this locality, we would urge the

visitor to retrace his steps and diverge towards the

west coast, so as to make another short stay at some
convenient station in the Sogne district. Much valu-

able lime may be saved by fixing at the outset upon
some central position, where daily walks and rides will

lead to good ground.

On the other hand, if asked by any one wishful only
to sec the grand waterfalls and huge glaciers, for which
this northern land is noted, without taking into con-
sideration the botany, we would recommend them to

leave the steamer on the Miosen (it usually stops to

land passengers about half-way up the lake) and make
tracks for the western coast. Kvery one who visits

Scandinavia for sightseeing, returns disappointed if

he has not had an opportunity of seeing the

glaciers, lakes, and waterfalls in the Bergen district

;

but if the botanist follows the above route he may
embark on the steamer at Pergen for Hull, without

again going round to Christiania,

We hope to be able again shortly to refer to this

subject and give our readers a little advice, which was
gleaned by the writer, who went to Norway as a

botanical collector, after hard experience and suffer-

ing, which he wishes others to avoid. Many tourists

look about for Ferns who do not care much for

Phrenogamous plants. It is for these that the follow-

ing notes are written, for it is well known that Scan-
dinavia is an attractive place for the Pteridologist. It

contains some of our rarest British Ferns—may be rare

with us but common or abundant on the Norske
mountains. All the undermentioned species are to be
met with on the west coast ; the Sognefjord district is

especially pointed out as being rich in these plants.

About six are unknown in the British islands, the rest

are natives in both countries.

Alhsonis crispiis, Bernh. (Parsley Fern).—This is

to be met with, in much the same situations as it

occurs in the North of England, about Justedalen,
Vig, Fjierland.

Asphnium Adiantum-nigrum^ L. (Black Maiden-
hair).—Walls, &c. , but liable to be overlooked, and
seldom as fine specimens as in North Wales,

A. Trichomanes^ L. (Centipede Spleenwort).—In
crevices of rocks, in sheltered situations, not common.
A. viridt\ Huds. (Green Spleenwort).— Rare ; I

only met with a few specimens at Vig ; it ascends
higher above the sea-level than many other Ferns.

A. septentrionale^ Sw. (Forked Spleenwort).

—

Scarce ; mountain ledges above Vig.

A. Breynii, Retz.— Loerdal, Urland, &c,

A. Riita-niuraria, L. (Wall Rue). -Walls ; often

overlooked from its diminutive character j Tun-
godden, Sulen, &c.

Alhyriiim Filix-jceynina^ L. {Lady Fern).—Aardal,
Justedalen, frequent in many places. We have often

thought of Rhoderick Dhu's men, as described in the
Lady of the Lake^ rising from beneath the Bracken at

the whistle of their chieftain. It is seldom we find

any of our Bracken sufficiently tall to screen armed
men ; but in Scandinavia the botanist is surprised to

find the Lady Fern, Pteris aquilina, and Lastrea
Oreopterls (montana), very tall—S and 9 feet is not
uncommon ; we have seen most luxuriant fronds on
the border of the Bojumsbrie's glacier, where of all

places we should not have expected them—near
melting ice.

Blechmtm Spicaitt, Smith (Northern Hard Fern).—
Common ; often seen in the valleys at a high eleva-

tion.

Boirychimn Lunaria^ Swartz (Moonwort).—Fre-
quent in fields, heaths, &:c. ; it seems very hardy, for

we found it peeping from beneath a snow-drift near
Snaehatten.

B. boreale (Northern Moonwort).—This is probably
an incorrect specific name ; we only found one speci-

men at Li^rdalsoren, and another in the Aardal
district ; it is evidently rare in its distribution.

Cystopteris fragilis, L. (Common Brittle Fern).—
Frequent, becoming more rare as we proceed farther

north.

C. dcntata (Toothed Brittle Fern).—We gathered
what we believe to be this variety in several places
near Bergen,

Lastrea Filix-mas^ Presl. (Male Fern).—Common,
Z, Oreoptcris^ Presl. (Sweet Mountain Fern).—

Frequent ; very fine specimens are occasionally
gathered.

L. dilatata^ Presl. (Shield Fern).—Perhaps not
uncommon, but liable to be confused with the follow-
ing.

Z. spinulosa, Presl. (Prickly Shield Fern).—Fre-
quent about Vig, Jordalen, &c.
Polypodlum viii^are, L. (Common Polypody).

—

Common.
P. Wf//rt?-f 7 (7C«/«w.— Christiania, &c.

P. DryoplcriSf L. (Oak Fern).—Frequent in hilly

situations.

/'. Phegoptcris^ L. (Beech Fern).—Laardal, Vig,

Lifjeld, &c.; freiiuent.

P. Robcrtianum^ IIolTm.—Rare, or passed over

sometimes in mistake for the Beech Kern ; near

Laardal.

P. rluvticum^ L.—Frequent.
Polystichum Lonchitis^ Roth. (Holly Fern).—In

mountain districts, often near glaciers, as at Justeda-
len ; a very pretty variety of this Fern is met with in

Norway,
/'. aculcatum. Roth.—Bergen,

/. angidare^ Presl.—Frequent.
Pleris aqudina^ L. (Bracken).—Common.
Struthioptcris ^ermanica^ Willd.—Aardal, &c.

I/ymenop/iy/ium IViisoni, Hook. (Filmy Fern).

—

Very rare ; by damp rocks ; Omdalsvigen.
IVoodsia liveiisisj R. Br. — Frequent in walls,

crevices of rocks, &c.
If'', glabella^ R. Br,—Occasionally met with in

walls. Ji.

ON JUDGING GRAPES.
The importance of the Grape to mankind needs no

eulogium, for it has cheered the heart of man from

time immemorial, and when we read of this great

gift of Providence having been abused, that is no

reason why such a blessing should be lightly spoken

of. The art of Grape growing under glass is now so

well understood in this country that I doubt if any

country, however favoured its climate may be, could

produce such splendid samples of perfect fruit as is

to be seen in England at our great exhibitions, and,

inferior ones being discarded we have to decide only

between good, better and best.

The immense bunches of Grapes exhibited last

year from the Earl of Durham's gardens put all pre-

vious samples into the shade, for not only were the

bunches large, but the berries were so swelled above

the normal size as to make good judges doubt of their

being the sorts which they were named. When
exhibited in Ireland they " took a rise " out of the

Irish Grape growers as well as out of those on this

side of the Channel, and the first check that they met
with was when they were shown at the Pomona
Gardens, Manchester, where the judges awarded the

first prize to some highly finished Grapes from the

Earl of EUesmere's gardens at Worsley. Now as the

character of the judges for skill and impartiality has

not been impeached it is but right to inquire how
such a case was brought about, and this more espe-

cially as the season has come round for exhibiting

Grapes.
The points of excellence in a bunch of Grapes

are these—size of bunch and berry, shape or form,

colour or being fair to the eye, and perfect ripeness

—

ripeness here meaning high flavour as tested by the

palate. Small bunches are necessarily condemned

for want of size and weight, and it would be idle to

justify them, however agreeable to the palate. Badly-

shaped bunches, having little or no resemblance to

the normal type, that is, to the outline of an equi-

lateral triangle, are objected to, on the score of form,

and although this is a weak point, an elegantly shaped

bunch, taken by itself, is preferable to one with an

outline like that of an oyster. But there is a common
sense criterion in judging Grapes that cannot be left

out of the calculation, and that is the test of the palate

to discover ripeness. The ordinary marks of maturity

by colour and by bloom on the berries may mislead,

but this test once applied by the judges places their

opinion far above that of the visitors, who can only

look at the outward signs of perfection. I have

called this a common sense criterion because Grapes

in this country are only used for table, and that not

either green or half ripe : so that there is never any

half way resting place, no" rest and be thankful"—for

it is a grave error to cut Grapes not fully ripe, whether

for table or for exhibition ; and this simple fact clearly

established would settle heartburnings between rivals

and blame to the judges, who have no choice but lo

prefer ripe to unripe Grapes.

I have a clear recollection of taking Grapes to

Chiswick, where Mr. Dowding expected to walk over

the course and win the first prize for Grapes easily,

but Mr. Wilmot came in first with bunches smaller

than Dowding's, and berries smaller also, but highly

finished ; in short, ours were not so ripe as Wilmot's,

and he " cantered " off with the medal. Now, ever

since that practical lesson was taught me, I lor one

know that the judges had the advantage of tasting

before giving in their award, and the palate would

generally clench the verdict.

There is a good deal of mystery about bloom

on various fruits of the berry type. We see

it on the Plum in the greatest perfection whilst

the fruit is still sour and unwholesome ; it is evi-

dently an ornamental epiphyte, growing after its

own fashion on the skin of certain fruits—green with

those of that hue, golden with others, and shot blue-
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black with black Plums and black Grapes. Now
although bloom is a chief test of highly finished
Grapes, yet no scientific work gives us any data of its

true character, and we all know how highly orna-
mental it is. IBloom seems independent of the fruit

that carries it, and however quaint its character may
be, it cannot be done without. It is a veil thin and
delicate thrown over a favourite fruit, as the moss on
the Rose fair and sweet, and is, like many of
Nature's gifts, the "measure heaped and running
over " given in love as a father giveth. I see now in
the shops in Manchester Muscat and Hamburgh
Grapes, but they have been rubbed in transit, and
the deceit is exposed and the value thereby lessened—in short, they were not ripe. Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes fully ripe in the month of May would tax the
powers of the best Grape grower in the best situation.

I think I hear Crabstock of the City Vineyard say

—

If a bunch of Grapes for exhibition were ever so much
rubbed in carrying from the Vine to the table the flavour
of the fruit and its nutritious qualities would not
thereby be impaired. Now, this doctrine does not
hold good, for the dish of Grapes at table is valued
not only as useful, but as being exceedingly orna-
mental ; and although the bust of a human being
would be nowise altered whether the subject had a
bald pate or a luxuriant head of hair—and it might be
open to cavil whether the hair, however ornamental,
is ever of any use, like the eyes, ears, Skz.—in the
battle of life the golden tresses of the Northern
"Blue Belle" and the raven hair of the southern
"Brunette" will be found heavy metal, and fearful
odds in favour of the side to which they belong.
And ladies, wise in their day, using this useless orna-
ment with effect in the graceful curls and more
compact chignon, with or without Rowland's Kaly-
dor, put it out of the power of man to say with any
kind of certainty, as a judge, how much of this display
is inherited and what got by purchase ; and so much
depends upon taste and usage that no one can alter,
that the bloom on Grapes, although a small affair, is

in reality vastly important. Alexander Forsyth.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

As an old, well-tried, and, as I think some of my
horticultural friends will acknowledge, not untrue
friend of the Royal Horticultural Society, allow
me to say a few words on the subject of its present
position. In the first place I would most strongly
urge the Fellows of the Society to consider what you
so truly speak of in your leading article (p. 724) as
to the fatal results of breaking up the Society. What-
ever mess the Society may be in, in consequence of
the unfortunate Kensington speculation, it still holds
a position, and must do so as long as it exists, which
no new Society could possibly acquire. The estab-
Ushment of the Fruit and Floral and Scientific Com-
mittees, and of the provincial shows, have been steps
in advance during the last few years. Of course the
blighting influence of Kensington has prevented these
from becoming what the committees and shows of the
Horticultural Society ought to be, and what, in spite
of Kensington, I hope to see them become, but be
sure that they can only become what they should be,
as committees and shows of the Horticultural Society

;

without the Society they would not be at all. From
the time when our friend Dr. Lindley sought to
turn the Society into a London Club, I have
felt very strongly that there is one ground, and only
one, on which the Society can safely build. It must
take up its rightful position as the Horticultural
Society, and as such must devote all its energies
towards promoting horticulture in all its branches
throughout England, and so enlist the support and
interest of all horticulturists in the kingdom in its

behalf. The establishment of the committees and of
the provincial shows was a step in this direction ; the
establishment at South Kensington was a step the
other way ; but the step in advance was a very small
one, and was taken somewhat timidly. For instance,
in the Fruit Committee, the establisliment of local
branches throughout the kingdom and the keeping
them up to their work has never been carried out,
and without doing this, it is impossible to have any
real knowledge of the fruits at present grown in Eng-
land, or of how to improve them. But there is no
reason why we should despair of the Society's
some day taking up its true position ; only let
us remember and be quite certain that, if the
Society be broken up, there will be no Horti-
cultural Society of England, [for he must be very
sanguine indeed who thinks that there will ever arise
another one. I do not quite see why the having
the garden at South Kensington should necessarily be
prejudicial to the Society, if only the moneys intended
for its support, and that which is subscribed for the
purpose of promoting horticulture, were kept distinct,
and under separate management. I have been a
Fellow, and have paid my subscription, for a great
many years, in the hope of some day seeing the
Society take its proper position at the head of Eng-

Hsh horticulture ; and I care nothing whatever for the
Cockney tea garden, but I do not in the least see
why those who do care for if, and who use it, should
not do so as much as they please so long as they will
pay for it themselves, and do not spend my subscription
upon it. Nor on these conditions do I see any objec-
tion to the Society managing the said garden. C. W,
Strickland, Hildenley, Mallon.

Until we have the opportunity of deliberately
perusing the whole text of the various propositions made
by the Council to Her Majesty's Commissioners, and their
replies, of which Viscount Bury read portions at the
meeting on Friday, it would be premature to discuss
them.

^
'There are, however, some collateral points in his

lordship's speech which invite comment for which no
delay is necessary, and it may be as well to clear them
out of the way at once.

In the first place allow me to express my admiration
for the way in which his lordship, at a later period of the
meeting, atoned for the little burst of petulance with
which he received the check administered by the meeting
at its commencement, when he announced his intention
to read and comment on the reply of the Commissioners
before communicating the papers to which the reply was
an answer. " I always like to add my hollo when I see
a good shot or a good blow," on whichever side it be

;

and the mixture of bonhommie and good-humoured self-

depreciation and apology with which he turned it off was
everything that could be wished. But I doubt if his
lordship fully understood the meaning of the opposition
he met. The fact was that the incautious and ill-advised
terms in which he had spoken at the previous meeting,
about tlie gentlemen and their exhibiting gardeners, had
been bitterly resented by them and disapproved by the
Fellows generally, and the meeting were in no mood to
make any allowances. When, therefore, he proposed to
begin by reading and commenting on the answer first,

the natural inference that rose in every man's mind was,
that this was an attempt to bias theirjudgment by pitch-
ing into the Commissioners on half-told premises—

a

course against which their English love of fair play at
once revolted

; and although in the ordinary course of
things they would have allowed it to pass without more
than tacit condemnation, in their present mood they
would not stand it, and so kicked over the traces.

Passing that, my next remark is upon his lordship's
statement that when his Council took office the debts of
the Society (other than debenture debt) amounted to
;^6ooo, whereas they had now been reduced to /4000.
Ihis statement or something akin to it has been made
before, but it has never been sifted. Lord Bury promised
that the Treasurer would give explanations as to this, but
the interminable length of his lordship's speech left no
time for it. We have, therefore, still to get it, and I

trust that either Mr. Dobree or his successor will be
called on to furnish it ; and that there may be no mistake
as to what we want, I shall give my understanding of it.

Everybody knows that the Society has been going to the
bad ever since Lord Bury's Council took its direction,
and therefore a statement that they had reduced the
debts by ^"2000 has been looked upon with suspicion,
and the general explanation of it has been that it

was a mere culinary operation consisting in a double
entendre of the word "debts,"—the Council under-
standing it in the sense of sums actually due with-
out regard to the money in hand to pay them, while
they meant the public and the Fellows to understand it

as the balance of debt that remained after deducting
assets; so that to say that the debts had been reduced to
the extent of ;^2ooo only meant that they had applied
the £2.000 which was standing to the credit of the
Provincial Show Fund to the extinction of debts to that
amount ; and any of the Fellows who thought about the
matter rather laughed at the pomposity of Lord Bury's
assurance at the former meeting that " when we took
office our debts (and I will not now enter particularly
into figures) were much larger they are now, but they
have been steadily diminished under our exertions," the
exertions consisting in drawing a cheque for ^^aooo,
which had been made by several years' labour and some
responsibility by the old Council. This explanation has,
as I say, been generally supposed to meet the case—the
sum of ifsooo claimed to be reduced and the ;^30oo
from the Provincial Show Fund corresponding in
amount ; so that the inference would be that,
allowing the Council credit for their exertions,
the Society was at least in no worse position than it was
in 1873. So much assets drawn out, so much debt paid,
actual balance—as you were. But Lord Bury has now
dispelled that illusion. He has entered into figures,
and the first thing that strikes one is that he states that
the debts left by the old Cotmcil were ^6000. The old
Council stated them, if I recollect rightly, at ^^3800.
How have they mounted up to_,^6ooo? I am told, I

know not how truly—but I want to know how truly—that
it has been by adding the total amount of certain dis-
puted claims to the amount of the ^3800 of admitted
debts, and treating the whole as actual debt. Now it is

.surely an unheard of mode of stating the accounts of an
estate to put the disputed debts on the same footing with
the admitted debts, and to treat them both as of equal
obligation. But if this would be deemed strange measure
while the final value of the disputed claims was still in
abeyance, what can be said in defence of it after their
value has been ascertained ? Surely then at least there is

no apology for stating them at a higher figure than their
ascertained value. And yet this is what has been done
by Lord Bury, after the claims have been settled and
actually paid.

It is for the Council now to tell us by how much the debt
has been thus overweighted. By however much that has
been done by so much must the deficiency that they
have made be increased. I have endeavoured to work

it out for myself, and what I bring it to is that instead of
the Society being /2000 in a sounder position than it

was in 1S73, it is ^2000 worse ; but I have not access to
to the figures, and it is not my business. It is the
Treasurer's—let him tell us. The settlement of these
disputed claims suggests another remark. If the Council
treated them as good just debts how came they to com-
promise them? Why did they dealwith them differently
from any of the other creditors ? The Society does not
want to take any advantage of anybody. They want to
pay every man his just due ; no doubt if they could get
the relief without the discredit that attended it they
might be willing to shut their eyes. If the Council
could or would take the odium to themselves and
leave the profit to the Society— if they would say
with Sampson Brass, " The shame, gentlemen, if there
is any, is ours ; it is better that the Society should
be spared it "—no doubt then the transaction might
be condoned, but otherwise I don't think they would
like. But neither the old Council nor the new re-
garded these as just debts. They might be legal, but
they were not equitable, and both alike without dis-
credit tried to compromise them. The old Council were
in treaty for a compromise of the principal one (of
^1200) for ^450. I'he new one did it for .^600 ; they
were less liable in this instance by ;^IS0. f find from
his lordship's speech that both you and I, Mr. Editor,
have to retract our comments in a recent number of thii
journal on the bankruptcy which, we had erroneously
supposed, threatened the Society. It is a great relief to
be assured by his lordship that the gardening papers
had quite misunderstood him. At the same time I

cannot admit that we were without excuse for our mis-
apprehension, for, on turning to the newspaper report of
his speech (which entirely agrees with my own remem-
brance of it), I find that he did say— " I merely mention
this circumstance here because, between this time and
the time of our adjourned meeting, you may be reported
in the newspaper proceedings in the County Court,
which may go against us ; and in that case, in order to
carry out our principles, we shall have to file a declara-
tion of insolvency to protect our other creditors." If
he really meant to say this, then I apprehend that
what we said was fully justified. But if he had been
carried away in the heat of speaking, and said more than
he meant or intended, then do not you think that instead
of saying that we had misapprehended him, the more
proper expression would have been that he had misled
us?

It has not much to do with the matter, but the con-
cluding farce of the proceedings on Friday was too
comical to be passed wholly over. It was a new version
of " To be or not to be." We had been already told by
Lord Bury that resignation was the only course open to
him, and those who thought with, him, consistent with
their honour and self-respect, although it appeared that
some wrong-headed individual members of the Council
could not be brought to see it in that light. Then we
had an affecting series of farewells from Lord Bury and
others

;
if, indeed, they were farewells, which after all

seemed doubtful, for like the worthy in the cart, "they
oft bade adieu and seemed loth to depart ;

" and their
last word was that they had not resigned yet, and might
not do it after all—a statement which seemed to the
meeting rather to smack of levity.

Then we had a mutual admiration testimonial, which
might have passed for a rehearsal of the reconciliation
scene at the supper in Pickwick, in which divers of the
members of the Council narrated how they had been the
most united, amiable, harmonious, and^unanimous body
that ever existed—a view which, however, it is right to
mention, was not endorsed by any of the four gentlemen
seated in the body of the hall who, Lord Bury said,
" had quarrelled with their colleagues," and successfully
seceded from the Council. Finally, we had a touching
parental admonition and blessing from his lordship

; and.
to conclude, the recalcitrant fling about not resigning. It

was very droll. Andrew Murray.

RARE CONIFERS.
PlCEA MAGNIFICA.—No species is safe from an

attack of synonym. However distinct it may be,
however clear the description and unmistakable the
illustrations, there is no security that an author will

not come who does not appreciate its characters in

the same light, and will relegate it to the limbo of
synonyms. That has been the fate of the present
species, only it has not stayed there, for its distinctness

has gradually been recognised.

And nobody that knows it, now disputes its being
a good species. Before attaining that established
position, however, it had been referred as a synonym
to at least two very diffijrent species— first to
P. nobilis, and then to P. amabilis. There was some
apology for the former. For the latter I
find none. The former error was very much confined
to practical horticulturists, who perhaps had never
seen my description of its cone and other special cha-
racters, and only judged of it by the leaves of the
plants in nurseries and gardens, which, as I acknow-
ledged lately, were so similar that I was myself unable
to distinguish them at that stage. Mr. Syme has sup-
plied a careful diagnose which, if he is correct in one
assumption, will enable any one to distinguish them
in future, viz., briefly, that the leaf of P. magnifica is

slightly tetragonal in section while that of P. nobilis is

channelled on the upper side. He has found that
this is the character of the two plants when reared from
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seed, and he assumes (I do not say unreasonably) that all

the other plants in this country that bear these charac-

ters are of similar parentage respectively ; but still this

is an assumption, for there are a great many plants in

this country which have always been considered
r. nobilis, which have been bought as P. nobilis, which
have been raised from seed sent home as P. nobilis,

which yet have telragonal leaves. I anticipate Mr.
Syme's answer to this objection, that P. magnifica has
been confounded with P. nobilis in its native country,
and that these plants with sub-tetragonal leaves are
really P. magnifica raised from seed sent home as
P. nobilis by mistake. This seems a very reasonable
explanation, and I have no doubt is a true one,
although it will not be possible to prove it

until the plants in question have borne cones.

It accords with the fact that the specimens of

there is no description like a figure
; you can skip

or overlook a description, but you can hardly skip a
picture. To atone as far as possible for the omission,
1 now give one of a small cone (fig. 1 56). That which
I described from was twice the size, and it will at

once be seen that, however similar the leaves may be,
the cones are widely different. Andrcto Mtirrav.

Forestry.
KvERv attentive forester finds enough, and gene-

rally more than enough for all his hands to do, and
while about to congratulate himself upon the near
prospect of gaining full mastery over his work for
once, some untoward circumstance, in all likelihood,
occurs, nonplussing all his schemes and efforts, and

evil and prevent its occurrence every effort should be
inade when planting ravines to extend the boundary
line backwards, even a few yards (when land is

valuable), from the top of the sloping bank, U> form
a margin or border of bushy trees to lodge tlie snow,
and prevent it from blowing into the ravine, where it

does the damage. I have at present several young
plantations under treatment, from between five and
twenty years old, some of them very much injured by
accumulations of snowdrift. It becomes a matter of
deep consideration, not only how to treat each planta-
tion efficiently and cheaply, but how and what to do
with e.ich individual tree injured.

If the tree, of whatever species, is either crushed
fiat to the ground, or in any way put off the upright
position, it should at once be set up. If the tree is

small, one or two men are able simply with the hands

Fig. 156.—riCEA nobilis. Fig. 153.—hcea nobilis, section of ieap.

P. magnifica sent home are furnished with much thicker

leaves than anything we have yet seen as the intro-

duced plants, indicating a reason for their assuming
their tetragonal form. The reader may, perhaps,
care to see the relative disposition of the resin canals,

&c., in these two species, and I therefore show them
in figs. 157 and 158. I have not complicated the cuts

with the hypoderm partly because I am not sure about
it in my sections, and partly because my faiih in it is

small. The letters A A indicate the resin canals.

There is not the same apology for confounding
P. magnifica with P. amabilis, and yet Professor
Parlatore has entered it as a synonym of that
species in his monograph. I do not think he
would have done so had he seen the cone. I re-

member when I described it hesitating about giving
a figure of the cone, and I refrained because it was
loo big to go into the pages of the Proceeiiings of the
Royal Horticultural Society, in which I described it,

and I thought a description might do instead, but

casting him with his work as far into arrears as ever.

Such is my own exact experience and position at the

present time.

Trusting to have been able to thin, prune, and
dead-wood a number of young plantations, and over-

take a considerable amount of other work too long
held in abeyance, I am sorry to find an express and
urgent call to attend to a series of disasters, the result

of last winter's snowstorms. In this, as in many
other parts of the country, heavy falls of snow
occurred, the first of them on the first day of January.
The dry state of the snow and violence of the winds
combined soon filled every hollow and sheltered place

with deep wreaths of snowdrift, and, as is generally the

case, glens, deep ravines, exhausted gravel and marl pits,

old quarry holes, and similar places inaccessible to

the plough, are such as are generally planted in agri-

cultural districts ; hence the liability of all such planta-

tions being filled with snowdrift, and the trees being
seriously damaged thereby. In order to mitigate this

to adjust it, but if large a rope must be attached, and
sufficient strength applied to bring it into its proper
position. If a hard-wood tree is too large to be
restored in this way, the top branches had better be
lightened, and the whole top of the tree considerably
reduced, which not only admits of the tree being more
easily raised, but prevents the wind from injuriously

affecting it afterwards. As all such prostrated trees

have their roots less or more forced out of the ground
on one side, they should be carefully re-established,

and a turf placed over them with the earthy side down.
The turf both covers and protects the roots, and forms
a sort of buttress to the tree. If the tree is consider-
ably large, it should be secured by means of rope-yarn
twisted and attached to a short peg or post driven into
the ground

;
generally one anchor is sufficient, but in

some cases two, and even three, in the form of a
triangle, are required to keep it secure against winds
till it again establishes itself. Small trees, if only put
upright, and a thick turf by way of a buttress firmly
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tramped against the side to whicli they incline, will

generally recover without further trouble or expense ;

but all such as are secured by ropes, wire, or other

similar means, must subsequently have strict attention

paid to them, lest the moorings give way, or the

ligatures gall or fret the bark, &c.

Some trees, both hard-woods and Coniferse, are

found in such a broken and mangled condition as to per-

plex the most skilful in the treatment of them ; indeed,

there are some cases where no alternative is left but

to remove them either by grubbing or cutting down.

Hard-wood trees, and even Silver Fir and Larch, may,

if broken at any considerable distance from the ground,

be successfully treated by cutting over below the

fracture, allowing them to produce new leaders,

which, if healthy, they soon do. All sites whence the

trees had to be removed must be left vacant till the

proper season for planting arrives, when either neigh-

bouring trees that can be spared may be lifted and

transplanted into them, or sufficiently large plants

brought from a distance to do it.

The urgent necessity for attending to trees in the

state described must be obvious to all when it is

borne in mind that if only one season's growth is

made by a tree in a prostrate or reclining position,

it is next to impossible, with even the best subsequent

treatment, to restore it to uprightness and symmetry.

C. y. Michie, Culleii, June I.

liottres of Books.

Blilthendiagramme, construirt und trldiitert von

Dr. W. Eichler, Professor der Botanik an der

Universiliit, Kiel. Erster theil, enthaltend Ein-

leitung, Gymnospermen, Monocotylen und sym-

petale Dicotylen ; mit 176 figuren in Holzschnitt.

1875. Svo, pp. 34S. [The Plan of the Flower, &c.]

(Williams & Norgate.)

A series of empirical and theoretical floral diagrams or

ground plans, illustrating the construction of flowers

and the arrangement and mutual relation of their

parts, constructed and explained from one point of

view, cannot fail to be of the greatest interest and

service to systematists and students of organogeny in

following up their investigations in whatsoever direc-

tion. This is the first work devoted wholly to an

examination of this subject, and, as might be ex-

pected, there are many gaps left to be filled up as

opportunities offer ; but had the author delayed pub-

lishing until he had himself critically examined every

family it is probable that the book would never have

seen the light. The author tell us in his preface that

it is with considerable diffidence and some misgivings

that he offers this book to his colleagues, because he

is aware that others, whom he need not name, were

better qualified for the task—an assertion we are by no

means disposed to assent to. Nevertheless, he does

not doubt that it will be welcome to many, and he is

satisfied that he has spared neither care nor pains to

render his work, as far as it goes, as complete as pos-

sible. In spite of his wishes to the contrary, he has

been obliged, however, to omit several families on

nccount of inadequate personal knowledge of their

structure, and this defect, he says, will be still more

apparent in the forthcoming volume. Respecting his

guiding principles. Dr. Eichler says that he has at-

tached great importance to the theoretical explanation

of floral structures, and in working these out he has

always employed general comparative investigations,

in which equal stress is laid upon the condition of

affairs in the perfect flower and upon the history of its

development and progressive changes.

In his introduction the author says that a general

theory of the structure of the flower might be expected

to precede the floral diagrams, which, however, he

does not feel himself in a position to offer, as there

are so many questions involved that he has had no
opportunities of personally studying.

We will take a rapid survey of the introductory

portion as best giving an idea of the manner in which

he has handled his subject.

On the Diagram.—This is, as above stated, merely

a device like a ground plan, drawn so as to show the

number and mutual relationships of the several parts

of the flower.

On the Flower.—The writer first of all reminds us

of the difficulties in the way of framing an absolute

and universal definition of the flower, and remarks

that we must be content here, as in many other pro-

blems of natural history, with a sort of compromise.

A gradual transition from the bracts to the inner floral

envelopes in the case of certain flowers will be familiar

to all who study this subject. With reference to the

axis of the flower. Dr. Eichler regards it as simple,

for, otherwise, he says, we should have no distinction

between flower and inflorescence. But yet, he adds,

it is quite clear that it is not so in cases where it bears

lateral ovules, on an axile placenta. These, he

suggests, might be regarded as lateral branches for

the purpose of reproduction, though this view is un-

tenable, because if we extend it to the staminal

growth of Euphorbia what other solution could we
give than that the entire " cy.ithium " is one flower ?

The floral axis is sometimes quite simple, as in the

Gnetaces, Piperacea;, &c., and bears only one ovule-

bud. Sometimes it bears ovule-buds in the form of

lateral shoots (Primulaceie), perhaps also sometimes

placentas, in which case the ovule buds are lateral

shootlets of the second degree. Against this notion

of the undivided nature of the floral axis we may
instance many proliferous flowers, as also those which

present what gardeners call many centres. The de-

velopment of the floral leaves is usually in harmony

with the universal rule, acropetalous or centripetal,

though there are cases which must at present be ad-

mitted as exceptions. The author thinks that some

of the numerous "exceptions" pointed out by Hof-

raeister are to be explained in the ordinary way. It

would be superfluous for us to follow the author in

his description of symmetrical and asymmetrical

flowers, cestivation, &c.

As to the disposition of the parts of the flower,

Dr. Eichler refers to the spiral whorled and other

arrangements, and discusses the relative position and

number of the parts of different whorls. Next, in

considering the parts of the flower, the author says

that nearly all disk formations are to be regarded as

outgrowths from the axis, while such parts as the

appendages on the petals of Silene, &c., and the

corona of Narcissus are to be regarded as outgrowths

from the leaf.

Bracteoles. — Under this head are discussed the

relation of the bracteoles to the floral whorls, the

insertion of the flower with regard to the axis from

which it is given off when the bracteoles are absent.

In monocotyledons there is usually one, and in

dicotyledons usually two bracteoles. In the former

the back of the bracteole is commonly turned towards

the axis from which the flower is produced, and in

the latter the two bracteoles are usually lateral or

oblique to the position of the axis. Brackets in the

diagrams denote the absence of the bracteoles

{vorlildtler). In one of the figures is shown the relative

spiral arrangement of the bracts, lateral bracteoles and

true floral envelope, and various other arrangements

are described and illustrated.

On the Inflorescence.—The author adopts in this

section the most recent views promulgated by Warm-
ing and others, which, however, are too technical for

us to do more than mention in this place.

The Nature of the Oz'ii/t-. —Eichler accepts "Brauu's

view," that it is morphologically a bud, and the nucleus

the axis of the bud. He thinks it is invariably a bud,

and that its morphological status is the same in all

cases ; that it is not to be considered sometimes as a

bud, at other times as a leaf, lobe of a leaf, or ap-

pendage. In this, as in other cases, he briefly dis-

cusses the more plausible theories that have been ad-

vanced by different writers.

Nature of the /YutvwA;.—Within certain limitations

he accepts the view that the placenta in different

plants is of different morphological value. Thus in

FrimulaceK it is an axis, while in Delphinium, Lilia-

cese, &c., it is to be regarded as the thickened margins

of the carpels.

Nature of the Stamen.—Eichler does not consider

this a settled point, but he is of opinion that a stamen

is invariably a leaf or lobe of a leaf.

Peri!>}'ny and Epi^vny.—Usually this is the result

of a cup-shaped expansion of the floral axis. Occa-

sional adhesion and cohesion of organs in gamopetalous

flowers is proved by their separation in the earlier

stages of development. No hard-and-fast line can be

drawn between the two conditions.

Under each family he gives copious references to

morphological literature, and in all cases faithfully

disclaims all credit for what is not strictly his own.

Comparative morphology, including the history of

the stages of development from the beginning to the

completed condition, must form the basis of the

botanical science of the future. The consideration of

those questions which have assumed so much import-

ance of late, viz., adaptation to particular office,

variation, inheritance, reversion, &c., must be con-

sidered from a morphological point of view ; while,

for purposes of classification, so far as that is genea-

logical, natural morphology, as opposed to what is

conventional and arbitrary, is, of course, all-import-

tant. We can imagine few greater services to classi-

ficatory science than such a treatise as Dr. Eichler has

here given us. He has most carefully and conscien-

tiously performed his self-imposed task, and although

some of his views will not pass anchallenged, the

essential value of the book cannot be affected by that

circumstance. It is a pity that it is almost useless

except to those possessing a pretty good knowledge

of the German language, especially as we fear it is

not likely to find a translator.

lome Cffmspnbetice.

A Frost in the End of May.—On the morning

of the 30th the thermometer was as low as 35" here,

but in low and exposed situations it was frosty enough

to blacken all the Potato tops as well as Scarlet

Runners and French Beans. The late Duke of Port-

land once informed me that, when a lad, he remem-
bered that the Oaks in Welbeck and Thoresby Parks,

in exposed situations, were so injured by a frost on

May 29 that when the sun shone on the trees all the m
foliage became as black as his Grace's hat. This '

shows that we are never safe from spring frosts till

May is out, and that extreme climatal changes were

the same a hundred years ago as they are now. The
rainfalls here in April and May have been much
below the average (about z\ inches in the two
months), and this deficiency, after the very dry year

of 1S74, has told upon the state of the springs,

brooks, and rivers, and caused them to be much
lower than usual. Rain is now much wanted, for the

soil is getting as hard as a board, and the hot sun

and drying north-east winds are telling every day

against a vigorous growth in vegetation. I was for-

tunate enough last year in having the kitchen garden

here thoroughly furnished with water-pipes and hy-

drants, so that we can irrigate every vegetable quarter,

as well as the fruit tree borders, and we now find great

advantanges from the system. Fruit of all the hardy
sorts have set abundantly this year, but I see the

Apples and Pears are dropping their young fruit.

I do not think this will matter very much, for some
kinds want a thinning, they having set so thickly,

yet I believe the crops of these fruits will not be so

good as is generally reported, at least in this district.

Strawberries are looking well for a great crop, and
with the hose at work every other night they will

swell their fruit out to a good size. This day (the

7i:h) although breezy, is one of the hottest we have
yet had, the thermometer reading 81° in the shade,

William Tillery,

Double White Narcissus Damping Off.

—

Can any correspondent explain why the double white

Narcissus, after attaining its full bud, so frequently

damps off and collapses into decay? I have this

season, just as I was expecting a floral display, lost

nearly every Narcissus of this double white descrip-

tion, whether planted in light and warm soil with a
south aspect, or in a heavier and cooler situation.

And I have seen hundreds of similar failures in

grounds having the same situation, at Brighton, for

which I can in no way account. \V, E. Heathfield,

Sheffield and Horticulture.—In the Gardeners^

Chronicle of May 29 "A. B." makes a sweeping

assertion which is very incorrect. He states that we
have to resort to all sorts of low and degrading means
to draw company. I should like to know what
"A, B." means by ** all sorts ?" I have seen more
than sixty galas here, but I have not seen anything

very low and degrading about them. Once a year we
have some comic singing and dancing, sometimes

performances on the trapeze, and three or four bands
of music—that is all. Some very good local flower

shows are held near this town every year, and the best

one takes the precaution of having Punch and Judy as

well as other attractions in that line of business. At
a fine flower show which is held in Derbyshire every

year, and which is patronised by a Duke and all the

country gentlemen in that neighbourhood, I have

seen jugglers, a man-fish, comic singers, dances, and

such like amusements carried on ; much to the enjoy-

ment of the thousands who were at that show, when
the flower tents were so crowded that the people

could not see with any degree of comfort and were
glad to get out into the open air and see those feats

on the stage. If "A. B." could come to our

Xi^yX gala on July 1 2, which will be got up by the

Bands of Hope, he will, if it is a fine day, hear more
than 2000 children on a stage singing beautiful hymns,

and also three or four fine bands of music. Speakers

will also deliver orations on the temperance cause, and
I should hke to know if that be degrading? When
wines, spirits and beer are sold at tlower shows I

think they are more apt to degrade some, more than

the amusements which " A. B." alludesto. y.Ewingt
Botanical Gardens^ Sheffield.

American Potatos.—In consequence of various

prizes being offered for American Potatos this season

an inquiry has arisen amongst intending competitors

as t0 which sorts of the great number of varieties in

cultivation are of American origin. In order, there-

fore, that no confusion may exist upon this point, and
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that no exhibitor may be disqualified by the presenta-

tion of sorts not American, we ask you to pubHsh for

us the following list of Potatos which have been in-

troduced to this country from America :—Alpha,

Eureka, Snowflakc, Brownell's Beauty (syn. Vermont
Beauty), Extra Early Vermont, Compton's Surprise,

Early Gem, Late Rose, King of the Earlies, Climax,

Bresee's Peerless, Bresee's Prolific, Early Goodrich,

Garnet Chili, Peachblow, Early Rose. The above
names stand about in the order of date of their intro-

duction, the newest varieties being first. Ihopcr ^
Co., Covent Garden, W.C.

Early Peas in Durham.—By to-day's post I

forward you in a box a few Peas of DiUistone's Early,

which I have selected from some gathered to-day.

These Peas were sown on February 2 ; they are the

earliest I have heard of in this neighbourhood, and it

is considered good work to have early Peas in the

third week of June here. I .am situated four miles

from Newcastle, near to the Tyne, whose banks, I

need not tell you, are literally clothed with manu-
factories, many of which are chemical ; collieries also

abound in the vicinity. The rainfall here this last

monlli has been almost a minimum ; we have had hot,

dry arid days, with the thermometer standing at 70=",

whilst at night in many cases it has fallen to 2S°, with

a cold, cutting sharp wind. B. Cowan, Gr. to Sir H.

Clava-ing, Sari., A'c-ivell Park, Blaydon, Durham.

Sweet Peas.—The advantage of sowing .Sweet

Peas in autumn, so as to get an early bloom the

following year, is hardly suliicienlly appreciated. I

have now in my garden at Binsted Wyck, in the north

of Hampshire, strong plants of Sweet Peas in bloom
which were sown towards the end of last summer,
came up in the autumn, and stood the long and severe

winter without any protection. M'ilUam IVtckham.

Strawberry Culture in Pots.—During the last

week or two I have been reading the different ideas of

your correspondents on Strawberry culture, in regard

to placing saucers underneath the pots. I have found

very bad results to take place from such a system ; in

fact, the Strawberry plant is very impatient of any-

thing like stagnation of water at the root. Lately we
have forced them here very extensively and witli con-

siderable success, having picked for some time from 6

lb. to 40 lb. in a morning. These have all been grown
on plain shelves, some near the glass and others at a

good distance from it, with a moderate supply of

water, and nothing in the way of liquid manure.

William Bo7uman, Leyhourne Grange, Kent. P.S.

—

From April 22 to May 26 we picked 319 lb.

Wireworms and Vine Roots.—I do not, as

a rule, care to answer letters on disputed subjects

when written by persons who do not sign their names
to their communications. *'J. S. W. ," p. 600,

doubts the truth of what I stated, that wireworms
never eat Vine roots, or indeed the roots of any tree

or shrub, because he had found young Vines eaten,

and knew his soil contained wireworms. If that is

the extent of his knowledge of the subject, it would be

just as well if he had not written. I have no object in

trying to make "J. S. W." believe my statement ; but

I do think it well that the minds of such as fear injury

from this insect attacking their Vines should be set at

rest. Gardeners have enemies enough, vegetable and
animal, to combat without being troubled with imagi-

nary ones, and if their plants suffer it is anything but

kindness to mislead them as to the cause. As I stated,

we grow thousands of Vines every year in green turf

abounding in wireworms—neither I nor any of my men
ever found a root injured by wireworm. *' J. S. W."
may have had greater experience, biit if so his opinion

would have greater weight if we knew his name. I

have little doubt the grub which injured his Vines was
the larVL^ of the Otiorhyncus sulcatus, which is most
injurious to Vine roots. J. R. Pearson, Chihoell.

The Old Oaks at Dallwitz I do not know
whether any account has been published of the old

Oak trees at Dallwitz, near here ; but as I have never

seen any mention of them, I think it as well to inform

you that I measured the largest one accurately, and
found the circumference at 4 feet from the ground
28 feet, and at 3 feet from the ground 32 feet. They
have all lost a good deal of top, but the stems seem as

sound as ever. They are said to be 1000 years old

—

a statement not much perhaps over the fact. A Lime
near to the Oaks I also measured ; this at 5 feet from

the ground is 16 feet in circumference. James HmvarJ,
Kanigs-villa, Carlsbad, June 3.

Seedling Primroses.—I should be glad if Major

Trevor Clarke could mention from what he raised the

blue Primrose. I am rather interested in this question

on account of the unmistakable crimson patch on the

small blue Polyanthus I sent for your inspection some
weeks ago, taken from a plant two or three years old,

made by dividing a much older one, both blue. If

his "stalked Lilac" is a Polyanthus resembling the

double lilac Primrose, it must be very fine. As to

the relation of Primroses and Polyanthuses, most of

the single Primroses I know are in the habit of throw-

ing up Polyanthus stalks occasionally (I mean, of

course, the garden sorts), and I have never considered

it anything but a sign of lavish growth. One large

seedling I know has always about an equal number
of Primrose flowers, and others collected on stalks

;

and, what is worth remarking, the flowers are all

Primroses in shape ; the Polyanthus heads are bunches

of large crimson Primroses, with yellow stars, and

perfectly flat. It is a handsome showy flower, and I

have great hopes from a very simihar white one. Both,

I believe, are hybridised seedlings of the single white

Primrose. On the other hand, I have more than once

noticed a solitary flower of the old dark double Poly-

anthus, which is a true Cowslip, and in each case the

solitary flower was a Polyanthus still, for it had the

joint in the stem. My experience, such as it is,

inclines me to agree with Major Trevor Clarke, in

supposing that the change in your correspondent,

"C. W. D.'s," Primroses is owing to "atavism," to

use a fine word, and not to manure—notably because

the wild Primrose grows chiefly in soil that is little

else than leaf-mould, and is often in the way of every

sort of animal manure ;
yet out of millions of blooms

I must have seen, I never saw but one plant which

varied at all, and then the blooms were of a somewhat

paler yellow than ordinary. I think that changeof shape

with the change of colour points to the same thing,

besides being interesting in itself. I certainly have

suspected garden Primroses of a tendency to run back,

by seedlings or otherwise, to a dull fleshy pink ; and

also I lately noticed a Polyanthus of fine and clear,

and I think rather new, colour, which could have

been nothing but simply a seedling of such a Primrose.

J. M.

The Cost of Limekiln Heating.—I read in

your number of June 5, in an article on " Boilers at

Manchester," signed D. T. Fish, the following lines:

—"Too much fuel is consumed for the equivalent of

work rendered, and the sooner the horticultural

engineers turn their whole energies to the matter of

getting more heat from the coal the better for their

own interest and the future prosperity of horticulture.

Dissatisfaction merges into impotency unless it becomes

the pioneer of improvement. We gladly welcome all

that has been done, and the much more attempted,

but our cry is yet for cheaper horticultural heat." The
enclosed balance-sheet, which Lord Cawdor has

allowed me to publish, will answer the cry for cheaper

horticultural heat :

—

Balance-sheet 0/ I.iiiieldlii erected at Stackjiole Court—
Tiuelve'Monthsfrom May i, 1S74, to May i, 1875.

May I.^Digging 272 loads stone at io(f. per load.

.

£t\\ 6 8

Hauling ditto 20 o o
52 tons culm at gj.* .. .. .. .. 23 8 o
Freight of ditto 4 11 o

25 loads coke and small coal from the

house at 55. . . G 5 o
Fifty-two weeks' attendance : half-day eaclx

day for breaking stone and charging kiln,

at 7^. 6(/. . . . . . . . . .

.

19 10 o

Hi a 3

May I.—254 loads of lime, at 71. &/. per^load .. .£95 5 o
85 o 8

Bahnce l^o ^ 1,

With this new system we get our houses heated cost free, and

a good balance to pay for repairs.

Old System : Twelve Months.

Culm and freight £2° o °

20 loads coke and small coal from the house, 55. . . 500
20 loads clay and hauling .. .. .. .. 3 10 o

20 loads firewood, at 7J. 6(/. .. .. .. .. 7 10 o

A man making balls for twelve months and attending

fires, 135. per week 33 16 o
Second man si.x months wheeling in and out culm
and ashes, cleaning stokeholes, Szc, ly. per week 16 i3 o

1C96 14 o

No returns but dust and ashes.

The expenditure under the old system is taken from an aver-

age of five years.

Charles P. Hoffman, Chairman, The Cffwan Patents

Co. {Limited), 21, Whitehall Place, S.W., June 7.

Scents of Flowers.—I have a personal observa-

tion about the scents of flowers which rather illustrates

your correspondent, " H.'s," curious case, given in

your paper of May 15. To me the smells of Migno-

nette and the sweet Violet are sometimes undistinguish-

able ; not generally in the open air, but if there is a

small bouquet in the room I sometimes have to look

to know which it is. This really does bear out the

idea of Mignonette having a double scent, one identical

with that of the Violet. At other times, in a room,

strong Mignonette grown out-of-doors seems to me to

smell like Raspberry jam ; how is "IL," I wonder,

as to the smell of Raspberries? I quite think the

partial want of the sense of smell is a very rare thing
;

colour blindness in some small degree, about some
particular colour, seems to be much more the rule than

the exception ; but the sense of smell is so intimately

connected with our choice of food, and other con-

ditions of life and health, that Nature rarely ventures

to play tricks with it. There is, of course, the greatest

difference as to general keenness of smell between one

" Culm 3^. per ton dearer than i ; before 1S74.

person and another very often, and also as liking or

being annoyed by smells, good, bad, or indifferent. I

believe the well-known Italian horror of a good smell,

as I remember a traveller savagely expressing it, to

have .something to do with the old idea of poison being

conveyed in perfumes. I think every one would agree

that the smell of the Pansy Wiis totally distinct from

that of the Violet (it is very pleasant to me) ; while I

ought to mention that that peculiar smell of Mignon-

ette, when clearly distinguishable, is to me far the

most agreeable of the stronger flower scents. It strikes

me this season, when it has been so very fine, that the

smell of Lily of the Valley has a b.isis, so to speak, of

Lemon, y. M.

iiatunxl 1i?tstov}j.

Wasps.—Like Mr. Smith we have been swarmed

with large wasps this year, and my employer wishing

to get rid of the pests gives a penny for each one killed

by the men and boys, and has done so for the last ten

years or more. The largest amount paid during any

one year of that period is 19.^. 61/., making 234 wasps.

This year they have killed nearly 700, one of the lads

having killed 140 himself. As regards their being all

queens, I believe there are male as well as female, for

one of the men was digging a piece of ground on

Monday and he dug up two nests, about the size of a

large Walnut, in one of which there were two large

wasps and in the other only one. This, I think, is

very early for them to begin. I have also observed

that they seem particularly fond of the Cotoneaster

microphylla. I should think it would not be amiss to

form a wasp club in every village, which would be

mucli better than a sparrow club, P. BenmU^ Ockendcn

House, Cuckfieliiy Sussex.

One of your correspondents has drawn atten-

tion to the number of wasps frequenting the flowers

of the Cotoneaster microphylla in his garden. I have
hud my attention also drawn to the number of humble
bees frequenting its flowers. There are three kinds,

or more properly I suppose I might say four kinds.

There is the common broad yellow and black-banded

kind ; another, a smaller bee, with narrower stripes of

the same colour ; and a third, a tawny-coloured bee,

more hairy about the body ; whilst there are a few,

very itvf, of the black bee with scarlet tail. The
plant is situated at the south-east corner of the house,

and though the flower is fully out on both sides, very

few come to the eastern side, while the southern side

is crowded. Although I have bees in the garden their

visits are very few and far between. I have only seen

two wasps as yet in all this year. I have carefully

watched the bees at a large Wistaria (blue), but I

have not been able to find a dead one near it ; I

cannot think its flowers are destructive to the bee.

y. A. C, Cleug/wadf Annan^ June i.

Moles.— The principal traps used for catching

moles are made of iron, with a steel spring, and cost, I

believe, sixpence. It is a very simple contrivance, is

easily set, and can scarcely be seen. A young fellow

caught a great many on my uncle's estates last winter,

and among them was a brown one with a light yellow

breast,—quite a curiosity. I always thought moles

were shy, timid animals, until last winter. I was out

with a couple of young spaniels when they caught

something, and kept tossing it in the air, and yelling.

Wondering what the deuce was up, I went to them,

and found they had caught a mole ; but the vicious

little animal, instead of yielding quietly, turned on the

dogs, and bit them severely about the lips, just like a

rat. On examination, I found the mole had a set of

splendid teeth, finer than a ferret's—in fact, as small

and sharp as needles. Arthur Sinythj in " Hard-
wickes Science Gossip."

The BaRNET Moth.—I should be much obliged

if any of your correspondents could tell me if there is a

larger kind of Burnet moth than the one usually seen

in the fields at this season. The kind I refer to is

2 inches across when the wings are open, and marked
in a similar manner to the common small Burnet

moth. I have seen it in a plantation of Pines here

for the last fortnight. M. D. S.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

June.

22 and 23 —The Kingston and Surbiton Royal Horticullural

Society's Eleventh Exhibition, at Norbiton. Sec, J. Knk,

2. East Villas, East Road, Richmond Road, Knigston-on-

22 and 21 —Lewisham Horticultural Society's Third Summer
Exhibition. Hon. Sec, R. Armstrong, Esq., Lansdowne

Terrace, Eastdown Park, Levrisham.

23 —Fareham and South Hants Horticultural Society s Show.

Sec, Harry Smith, Fareham. , , , , ^
24 —Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland. Great bummer

E.vhibition. Sec, A. Balfe. 2S,Westland Row. Dublin.

34.-Bristol, Clifton, and West of England Rose and Strawberry

Show at Clifton.

34 and 2S--Great Rose Show at the Alexandra Palace.

Manager, A. McKenzie.
36.—Crystal Palace Rose Show. Sec , F. W. Wilson.

30 —Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Exhibition of

Fruit and Cut Flowers. Sec. . W. Sowerby.

30 —Wisbeach Rose Show and Horticultural Exhibition. Hon.

Sec. Charles Parker. Wisbeach.
, „ .,

30.—Maidstone Rose Show. Sec, Hubert Barsted, Maidstone.

July.

1 and 2.—Spalding Horticultural Society's Exhibition. Hon.

Sec, George F. Barrell.

1, 2, 3, and 5.—Horticultural Exhibition at the Lower Grounds,

*A*ston, Birmingham.
. „ . ._,,.,..

2 —The Tunbridge Wells Horticultural Society s Exhibition.

Sec, E. F. Loof, The Parade.

2.—Thu-tv-second Anniversary Festival of the Gardeners

Royal Benevolent Institution.

a —Southgate Horticultural and Cottage Gardeners Society s

Exhibition. Hon. Sec, J. Mills, Esq., Southgate, N.
o —West Kent Horticultural Society's Exhibition in Camden

Park, Chislehurst. Hon. Sec, H. Nevill. Esq.

6 and 7,—Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horticultural

Society's Exhibition at Grantham. Sec, Thomas Lyne,

Jun., Grantham.
t- 1 •,

6 and 7.—Brentwood Horticultural Society s Summer Exhibi-

tion. Hon. Sec, R. Earthy.

7.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meeting

ofFruit, Floral, and ScientificCommittees. Cut Rose Show.

8.—Frome Rose Show. Sec, A. R. Eaily, Frome.

8 and 9.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.

Special Evening Fete and Exhibition of Roses, Floral

Decorations, &c Manager, Bruce Findlay.

8 9 and 10.—Nottingham and Midland Counties' Grand Rose
' 'show and Horticultural E.vhibltion, at the Arboretum,

Nottingham. Sec, Alfred Kirk, Municipal Offices,

q.—O.^ford Rose Show.
14,—Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park. Evening Fi'tc.

Sec. W. Sowerby.
,4,—Woodford Horticultural Society's Third Annual Exhibi-

tion Hon. Sec, S. J. Taylor, Woodford.

14.—Loughborough Horticultural Society's Show. Sec,
William Pallett, 55, Baxter Gate, Loughborough.

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOK. THE ENSUING WEEK.

TtlESDAV, JuneisfStoom,"""* '''""' '""''' " '""
r Royal Itounic Society's Suramer Exhibit

Wednesday, June i6-^ ^^^

Thursday, June 17-! Lee

Smi.'i

Sale 01
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Ex'hit
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FEW but those who have examined the

ofBcial returns of our import trade could

form any idea of the large amount we pay

annually for Foreign Fruit, raw, dried, and

preserved, &c. In the year 1873—the latest

for which we have the full details—the

computed value at entry was close upon

;^5, 500,000, and in all branches, whether fresh,

dried, or preserved fruits, the imports show a

steady increase. We will take a glance at the

trade in green or fresh fruit, although of late

years the Board of Trade officials have deprived

us of the opportunity of tracing some descrip-

tions of fruit, by lumping them all together under

one general head.

For many choice fruits requiring a high range

of temperature we are necessarily dependent

upon foreign countries, the expense of forcing

them rendering their produce too costly for

general sale to the public.

We can produce by care and attention very

fine Grapes here ; but hothouse Grapes cannot

be sold cheap, and outdoor Grapes in our

climate are seldom worth much. In the latest

year of which we have any official record (1870)

we received 142,723 bushels of Grapes, valued

at ^87,416, Thegreuter portion of these came

from Portugal and Spain, the rest from Holland

and France. The demand for Oranges in

this country has nearly doubled in the last six

years. In 1S67 we imported 1,400,000 bushels

of Oranges and Lemons, valued at ,^744,732 ;

while in the three years ending with 1873, the

average annual import was 2,400,000 bushels, of

the value of ;£i, 100,000 ; our supplies come
from Spain, Portugal, and the Azores, Italy, and
Malta. For many years the production in the

Azores was almost annihilated by the attack

of a predatory insect, which destroyed the

trees ; but of late years the plantations have

recovered, and our supplies are again larger

from this source, ranging in the past six years

from 625,000 to nearly 900,000 bushels. The
trade calculate the imports by boxes, which can

carry on an average 226 fruit. A chest of

Oranges, a box and a-half, would have 340. In

1S61 209,263 boxes were shipped from St.

Michael's, valued at ^101,287. A full-grown

tree will produce from 12,000 to 16,000 Oranges.

Although St. Michael's is the great mart, the

other western islands, Fayal, Terceira, and

St. Mary's, also grow and ship Oranges.

Of the imports of wall fruit and orchard fruit in

the season from the Continent, such as Peaches,

Apricots, Green Gages, and Plums, &c., we have

no precise details. In 1870 we imported

678,468 bushels of raw Apples, and 53,615

bushels of Pears ; whilst in some years we have

imported double that quantity, much depending

on the yield of our own orchards. In 1873 we
also imported 94,789 bushels of dried Apples

and Pears. The imports of undescribed raw

fruit is large, amounting in 1S73 to 1,324,608

bushels, valued at ^762,710. In this lump
quantity is probably included Pine-Apples,

Melons, Bananas, Cherries, and a miscellaneous

host of small items. Of Cherries we import

variable quantities, ranging from 82,000

bushels up to 153,000 bushels per annum.
Melons (Cucumis Melo) from the Continent,

and Water Melons (Cucurbita Citrullus) from

Malaga and Portugal, are other fleshy fruits

which enter into commerce to some small

extent. The latter is considered to be the

Melon of the Jews, frequently mentioned in

Scripture. The juice makes a refreshing drink,

but has not much taste. In India it is con-

sidered one of the best of fruits, and forms a

considerable portion of the food of millions of

the people. In Egypt it is used in medicine,

especially in ardent fevers ; the people collect-

ing the juice when almost rotten and mixing it

with sugar and rose water.

The Melon is grown very abundantly in

France, and quantities reach this country from

thence. One little village, Cavaillon, in the

neighbourhood of Vaucluse, often sends out for

distribution 5,500,000 in the year, which at

the rate of 2s. per 100, produce ,£5000 to the

cultivators. The Bahamas, from whence we
used to draw the chief proportion of our supply

of Pine-apples, now find more ready and profit-

able customers at the American ports. Out of

381,222 dozen shipped in the quarter ending

June, 1873, only 25,000 dozen were sent to

London.

In San Salvador there are fields of Pines con-

taining 25 to 60 acres in one block. The long

stiff leaves are so short and interwoven as to be

almost impassable except in the trodden paths,

and the rich green fruitage rear their heads

haughtily in countless numbers. In good

seasons the yield is about Soo dozen per acre.

They are raised from the sucker or slip, which

shoots out just at the base of the Pine, and comes

into bearing in 18 months. They should be

planted in rich red soil about 18 inches apart,

and weeded out every three months. Besides

the fruit exported, there is a great local demand
for tinning it, and 113,000 dozen fruit were

bought by one factory at Nassau, and preserved,

filling more than 1,000,000 cans of sliced Pine-

apples. For tinning the Pines are required fully

ripe, and average 15 inches in circumference,

none to be less than the lusual shipping sizes,

13 and 12 inches for ist and 2d cutting scarlet,

and 12 and 1 1 Inches for sugarloaf The opera-

tion of peeling and slicing is performeti on
tables in the yards of the waterside premises,

over which an awning is placed to protect the

operators from the influence of the sun. When
the cans are filled they are carried to the ware-

house on wooden trays (each containing fifteen),

to be immersed in syrup. About 20,000 Pine-

apples are peeled and 12,675 cans filled in a

daj'. The tops of the cans are then soldered

on, and they are lowered in an iron framework
—between 400 and 500 at a time—into the steam
boiling vats. After boiling the cans are per-

forated at the top, to allow the steam to escape.

They are then hermetically sealed, and spread

over the yard to cool. Each can of fruit, before

the syrup is added, weighs 2 lb.

The Pine-apple is now being cultivated with

energy in St. Michael's, Azores. The produce

of this recent cultivation having realised very

considerable profits in the English market, and
the quality having been recognised as superior

to those of foreign growth generally, conserva-

tories on a large scale are being constructed.

The Pine-apple of first quality now returns to

the grower from 16^-. to 2oj'. each, which is a
remunerative price, of 35J. to Aps. per cwt., and
some large fine specimens have been sold

for as much as 60^-. each. They attain to a

greater size than those received from the West
Indies, some weighing 12 lb. to 13 lb. having

come to hand. Great care is taken in packing

them, to secure their arriving here in sound con-

dition. The stalk is cut several inches below

the Pine, an ordinary large-sized flower-pot is

then filled with mould, into which the stalk

is inserted in such a manner that a casual

observer would almost take it to be the way it

was grown. Each Pine is then put into a

skeleton wooden case, made just large enough

to hold it, so that it can be safely handled

without the risk of being bruised or injured, the

Pine itself being frequently wrapped round with

paper as a further protection.

It is satisfactory to find that more attention

is now being given in our West Indian colonies

to the development of the fruit trade ; a good

profit might be made, and much that is now
wasted be utilised. We are somewhat too far

distant here to derive much of the benefit of

these shipments, but the Americans and the

people of British North America will take any

quantity of fruit. The Bahamas are going in

extra severely for the culture of Oranges as well

as Pine-apples. There was shipped to the

States last season from those islands about

4,000,000 Oranges. They are sent in barrels,

which hold on an average about 250 Oranges.

As yet in its infancy as a branch of West Indian

commerce, this fruit trade is capable of wide

expansion, and we may reasonably hope that

the now constant shipinents of Pine-apples,

Oranges, and other tropical fruit to London and

American ports, are the small beginnings of a

business in which the other Antilles will soon

take a large part.

The fruit trade between Jamaica and America
is satisfactorily progressing. Besides the faci-

lities for transport which are now afforded by
regular steam communication from Kingston

with New York, the trade continues to in-

crease on the north side of the island by means
of sailing vessels, and has now extended from

Portland in the east to Hanover in the west,

from which last-named place several shipments

of fruit are from tiine to time made. The value

of Bananas, Oranges, and other fruit exported

in 1S70 was but ^goi ; in 1871 it amounted to

^2736 ; and in the last few years it has been

greater still.

The fruit is chiefly, however, sent from the
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West Indies in bulk, and the heedlessness of

the picking and the subsequent handling leads

to vast waste and loss. With proper gathering

and packing, and with well ventilated vessels,

our West India colonists might secure the

whole trade of the United States in tropical and
subtropical fruit, leaving the Mediterranean, the

Peninsula and the Azores to supply their

natural market in North and Central ICurope.

There are many tropical fruits which are

never seen in this kingdom, and there is no
reason why experimental efforts should not be

made to introduce some of them into the Lon-

don market ; with the special facilities now
offered by continuous fast-running steamers

from India, the Mediterranean, the West Indies

be at once turned with advantage; and the same
remark applies to many other of our younger

possessions.

In this hasty examination wo have only

touched upon a few of the principal green or

fresh fruits entering into commerce, although

the field of description is a wider and interesting

one.*

Onck more it would seem as if the horti-

culturists—would they be but true to them-

selves and their cause— might have the ball in

their own hands, and so long as the Royal
HoRTicui.iuuAi, Society exists, this ought
decidedly to be the case ; for a horticultural

society with horticulture left out is, it must be

ing horticultural members of the Council, who
have had so trying and difficult a position to

fill. The earnest thanks of all friends of horti-

culture are due to those gentlemen who accepted
office in such times and under such circum-

stances, and who have necessarily, but very

unfairly, had to bear the brunt of blame for

matters for which they were not individually

responsible. It may be hoped now that these

gentlemen, who have so worthily borne the fiag

of horticulture through little good repute and
much ill-repute, will find themselves supported

by all the horticultural body, and that they

may associate with themselves other friends of

horticulture not fettered by any selfish desire to

keep the South Kensington garden solely as an

Fig. 159.—nymph. liA CIGANTIiA AS GROWING IN THE LAGOON IN THE BRISBANE BOIANIC CAKDI'.N.

and Brazil, West Africa, and the Cape. New
York receives Oranges even now from Calcutta.

The Horticultural Society of Victoria satis-

factorily proved at the Vienna Exhibition in

1873, that for the future there need be no diffi-

culty in sending fresh fruit from one side of the

world to the other. After having been care-

fully picked so as to avoid bruising each Apple
was wrapped in clean tissue paper and placed

in layers between dry cotton wool. The cases

which contained these specimens were placed

in the ice-rooms of the Peninsular and Oriental

steamers by which they were sent, and when
unpacked and placed in the show cases

they were, with one or two exceptions, in ex-

cellent condition. The drying and preservation

of fruits of which all sorts grow well in the

colony, is an industry to which attention might

admitted, something worse than an anomaly.
Assuming that the resignations of the President,

Treasurer, and other gentlemen of the South
Kensington party will be completed, it will then

become the duty of the horticulturists to support,

with all their influence and goodwill, the remain-

* The following is a summary of the relumed
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ceed horticulturists and horticulture will be

worse off than ever. We believe we have but

to mention the possibility of some such scheme
being attempted, to secure its frustration. The
danger is very real, but it is one not difficult to

overcome. Horticulturists must be prepared

to accept some compromise, but it must be a

compromise consistent with their own dignity,

and one which will not entail, as former com-
promises have, material injury to horticulture.

In any case we may assume that we have no
longer at our head men who take advantage of

their position to insult one of the most impor-

tant if not the very most important section of

their clients.

In the meantime the pressing business is to

complete the Council, sofarasitmaybedesirable

to do so at this juncture, by filling in the further

vacancies—for after the statements of Lord
Bury and Sir COUTTS Lindsay, and the letter

of Mr. Hume we cannot suppose either of them
would seek to remain—with gentlemen who will

be acceptable to Her Majesty's Commissioners,
and who also have the confidence of Horticul-

turists, the South Kensington interest not being
overlooked ; for we altogether deprecate the

idea of division into two sections, which can
only weaken the influence of both. We under-

stand that the remaining members of the

Council have already filled up the four vacancies

caused by the resignation a short time since of

Sir A. Slade, Mr. Chetwynd, Mr. Chambers,
and Mr. W. A. LINDSAY, by the nomination
of Lord Lawrence, Admiral Hornp-y, Mr.
A. Grote, and Dr. HoGG, all good, honest,

straightforward men—the two latter especially

acceptable as horticulturists. Lord Lawrence,
we regret to hear, declines to serve, on the
ground of delicate health, and Mr. Haughton
has subsequently been chosen in his stead.

Now that there is a prospect of matters taking
a turn favourable to horticulture (we are not so

churlish as to wish to deprive the Kensing-
tonians of their fair share of pleasure, too), the
whole body of horticulturists, amateur and pro-

fessional, should stand shoulder to shoulder in

support of their craft. Minor differences there

will and must be in any considerable body of

men, but these should be overlooked, at least,

while the effort is being made to reconstitute

the Horticultural Society on a horticultural

basis, that it may not longer remain the

laughing-stock of the country. Those who will not
thus act are not friends to horticulture, whatever
they may profess to be. As one evidence of
this union of purpose, it has been suggested
to hold a grand exhibition—the spontaneous
effort of our great nurserymen and the leading
amateur cultivators, and that, as there is likely to
be the nucleus of a good show in the exhibition
of the Pelargonium Society and the contest for
Messrs. Veitch's fruit prizes on July 21, that
day should be chosen for the united effort. We
heartily commend this proposal, since the con-
trast between the well-filled benches to be then
expected, and the recollections of the empty
ones which in the main have this year greeted
the flower-show visitors to Kensington, will read
a salutary lesson to those in power, whoever
they may be. May we suggest that the leading
exhibitors should constitute themselves a com-
mittee forthwith to carry out this beneficial idea,
which, it is to be remembered, is quite outside
the efforts of the Council, and intended as a
moral support to them, if only they will keep in
the straight path, and push forward to the
desired goal, which is that Horticulture
may Flourish—by means of its connection
both with the Commissioners and the Kensing-
tonians if possible, but at any rate that horti-
culture may flourish as it ought to do in such
a prosperous country as ours, and one so
thoroughly imbued with the horticultural spirit.

We have in preparation, to be Issued with our
number for June 26, a Si'ecial SupplilMent, con-
sisting of eight pages of original illustrations and letter-
press, descriptive of the gardens at Chatsworth, Derby-
shire, the seat of the Duke of Devonshire, K.G.

We are requested to state that June 17 is the

last day upon which entries can be received for the
Midland Counties Grand Horticultural Ex-
hibition, to be he held in the Lower Grounds,
Aston, Birmingham, on July I, 2, 3, and 5.

The June number of the Botanical Magazine
contains representations of the following plants :

—

Kniphofia Macowani, a small species best treated as a
greenhouse plant, though probably as hardy as the
other species of the genus. Crocus Crewei, a new
species with solitary flowers, with a slender tube, and
segments whitish striped with purple, and with purple
anthers ; it is a native of Syra, where it was dis-

covered by Mr. Elwes. Dracrena Smiihii, a very
handsome yellow-flowered species, cultivated at Syon
Mouse and at Kew, and presumably of African ori-

gin. Balbisia verticillata, a charming half-hardy shrub,
with opposite tripartite leaves with linear segments
and large yellow Eschscholtzia-like (superficially)

flowers. This beautiful and very interesting shrub
was introduced by the Horticultural Society in 1S25,
but, like so many other plants requiring occasional
protection to insure its continuance in the open air, it

soon was lost from out-of-doors, and, coming from a
dry cool climate (Chili), it damped off when trans-

ferred to a pit. Such plants, indeed, can be secured
only through a constant repetition by cuttings, and by
more care than is usually bestowed on plants with
unfamiliar names. When properly grown it is an
exceedingly handsome thing, flowering in August
and September, and resembles a gigantic Hy-
pericum more than an CEnothera, with which
latter it has more usually been compared.
Messrs. Veitch are the lucky re-inlroducers of this

fine shrub, which, on the strength of the illustration

here referred to, we commend to the notice of those
who have winter gardens, or'who are favoured by a
climate like that of our southern and western coasts.

Masdevallia Estradce was originally described by Pro-
fessor Reicheneacii in our columns. It is a free

flowering species, with pretty violet-spotted flowers.

It was introduced to the nursery of Mr. B. S.Williajis
by Mr. Patin. The last figure in the present number
is devoted to Viburnum Sandankwa, a hardy ever-

green shrub, native of Japan, but which has proved
hardy against a wall at Kew. The specimen figured

was furnished from the Scilly Islands by J. Dorrien
Smith, Esq., who, we are delighted to hear, keeps
up the splendid collections made by the late Augustus
Smith, Esq.

The June number of the Revue de VHorticul-
ture Beige opens with a coloured figure of the true

Spircea palmata, and illustrations of the magnificent
winter garden of M. de Kerciio\'E, lately described
in our columns by M. Oswald de Kerchove. A
good practical article on watering, addressed to ama-
teurs, is contributed by M. A. SiRAU.X.

On the 24th inst. the freehold property known
to many of our readers as Sister House, Clapham
Common, the residence of Ambrose Bassett, Esq.,

is to be sold by auction, and, as a consequence
thereof, the fine collection of plants, which has been
under the care of Mr. Georoe Baker, one of the most
successful of our Orchid growers, for the last seven-

teen years, will probably soon afterwards be dispersed

in a similar manner. Mr. Baker has, we are pleased

to learn, met with another appointment worthy of his

high character and professional ability ; and at the

beginning of July takes charge of the garden estab-

lishment of Edward Baring, Esq., at Coombe
Wood.

.
• Who is responsible for the term "English

Garden," or Jardin Anglais, as applied to a garden
arranged in a natural picturesque style, as contra-

distinguished from a formal or architectural method?
We in England never speak of our landscape gardens
as "English" gardens. On the Continent, however,
the expression Jardin Anglais is frequent. M. F.

Barillet takes us, as a nation, to task in a recent

number of the Revue Horticole for this expression.

We plead not guilty, as we do not use the term to

which he takes exception. M. Barillet claims for

a Frenchman, Dufresny, the origination of this

method, stating that Dufresny preceded Kent
by thirty-six years ; but we suspect that M. Barillet
would have to go very much further back, and into

the eastern hemisphere, to find the precursor of our
landscape garden.

Mr. Bateman has forwarded to us examples of

the Cytisus Adami, which had been sent to him as a

"curious Laburnum," from the gardens at The
Grange, Congleton. The tree is a fine one, having
reached a height of 20 feet, and is this season full of

flowers, the blossoms being described as alternately

yellow ana pink, the former colour predominating

—

all growing from one stock, which does not appear to

have been grafted. With these were also sent

"specimens of another flower growing on the same
Laburnum tree," which proved to be Cytisus pur-

pureus. This very remarkable plant, commonly

called the Purple Laburnum, has been frequently
mentioned in our columns, and is certainly a very
interesting and to some extent mysterious member
of the vegetable kingdom. It is supposed to be a
sport or a graft-hybrid (for the accounts of its origin

vary) between Cytisus Laburnum or alpinus, and the

dwarf shrubby Cytisus purpureus. Whatever its

origin, it is by no means uncommon to see trees, such
as that above referred to, bearing the golden racemes
of the common or Scotch Laburnum (as the one or

other may happen to have beenused as a stock), thepur-
plish racemes of the Purple Laburnum, and tufts of the

Cytisus purpureus, all mixed up together, and cer-

tainly produced without special grafting—one branch
being of one colour and another of the other, with
the tufts of C. purpureus sitting amongst them like
" witches' besoms " ; sometimes fragments of the

same branch, bearing the two sorts of Laburnum, in a
thoroughly capricious manner, are to be met with.

In fact, it is impossible to predicate what part of the

tree may bear purple and what part yellow blossoms.

M. CARRIiRE describes in the Revue Hor-
ticole a variety of Robinia Pseud-Acacia, remarkable
for its free flowering qualities and long continuance in

flower, and to which he therefore applies the epithet

semperflorens.

Botanists of the present day admit very few
monotypic natural orders, and therefore a genus which
still maintains its title to that dignity is of more than
ordinary interest, and all plant lovers will be glad of

an opportunity to see a living specimen of CoLU-
mellia sericea, one of two or three species con-

stituting the genus Columellia and the order Colu-
melliacece. The plant in question is now in flower in

the winter garden at Kew, and a portrait of it will

probably soon appear in the Botanical Magazine.

The name Columellia, or one very similar, has been
applied by different writers to species of Pisonia,

Pavonia, Vitis, and Nestlera, with none of which has
the Columellia of Ruiz and Pavon any relationship.

It is remarkable in having only two stamens, the

nature of which has been variously explained, but

having had no opportunity of examining them our-

selves we can give no opinion. We believe, however,
that Mr. Bentiiam considers the nearest affinity of

the genus to be with the Gesneraceee, near which it

will be placed in the forthcoming part of the Genera
Flantarum. In general appearance this Columellia

resembles some of the Australian Hibbertias. It is a

dwarf apparently evergreen shrub, with small opposite

simple leaves, and solitary terminal yellow flowers,

about an inch in diameter ; and although not wanting
in beauty, it is of more interest on account of its

peculiar floral structure. We are not quite sure at the

present moment whether it has ever before flowered

in this country, but we think not.

We learn from the Revue de I'Horticulture

Beige, that Professor Edward Morren, of Liege,

the editor of the Belgiaue Horticole, has been appointed

a Chevalier of the Order of LEOroLD. We congratu-

late our conjr^re on the attainment of a distinction to

which nothing analogous is open to British men of

To guard against the possibility of causing Ihe

spread of the Phylloxera, it has been decided to

exclude Grapes and Grape Vines from the forth-

coming International Exhiljition at Cologne. If it be
necessary to exclude the Grapes as well as the Vines,

our fruit shows will be deprived of one of the chief

points of interest. Perhaps this precaution is justifi-

able in the case of an International Exhibition.

A plant of the most perfect symmetry of

Fremontia californica is splendidly in flower at

Kew on the west side of the herbaceous ground wall.

It has the appearance of being studded over with

gigantic buttercups, and, having very neat foliage, is

one of the choicest shrubs introduced.

The Temperate FIouse at Kew is now in

a condition of much interest from the number of good
things in flower. Greya Sutherlandii is one of the

most important, blooming in one of the octagons. It

flowered for the first time in the kingdom at the

Chelsea Botanic Garden about two years ago, and
more recently at Glasnevin. We reprinted an inter-

esting article concerning it from the Irish Farmers^

Gazette in our issue of May 22. To flower the plant

it will doubtless be found essential to secure well-

ripened wood. Agapetes buxifolia is very handsome,

flowering along the old wood up to the young growths.

This was imported from the eastern frontier of Bhotan,

where it grows epiphytically on trees, but in culti-

vation it forms a good shrub grown in a pot. The
flowers are produced in great profusion for several

weeks, the corolla is tubular, I inch long, and scarlet.

Streptocarpus floribundus is productive of a good
display, from the large number of its lilac Gloxinia-

like flowers. Fine specimens are formed by having

three or more plants in a pan. Of Fuchsia

splendens there are two fine plants beauti-
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fully in flower, one more than 12 feet high. Cordy-

line australis, near the centre of the house, is bearing

a fine panicle. It stands the winter out-of-doors at

Edinburgh and other places, and possibly by hybridis-

ing a valuable series of hardy forms might be pro-

duced. Bossia?a linophylla is represented by a most

beautiful specimen. An idea of its appearance may
be obtained by imagining a plant 6 feet high of

Eutaxia myrtifolia, with extremely slender branches,

weeping to the pot in graceful masses. Passillora

cinnabarina is covered with flowers, of a colour indi-

cated by the name, seeming to be a valuable green-

house climber. A fine shrub of Magnolia fuscata

perfumes a considerable space in the house with its

delicious Melon-like odour. Kuscus androgynus is in

great beauty, near one of the staircases, reaching from

the ground to the gallery. The pinnated branches

are considerably more than 2 feet long, and the

flattened branches are densely margined with

flowers. Michelia lanuginosa has just flowered,

perhaps for the first time in the country. The leaves

are oblong acute, S inches long and woolly on the

under surface. The flowers were large, pale yellow,

with many flimsy petals, and sweetly scented. It is a

native of Nepaul, where it forms a tree 60 feet high.

I'hilydrum glaberimum is hand some thoughnot very

showy. It is a new plant, figured in the Botanical

Magaziiiiof 1S73. It forms a tuftofensiform dark green
leavesabout 3 feet high, the flowers are white, and small,

densely disposed in panicles, with spicate branches.

The introduction of this by Mr. \V. BuLI, makes a

third species for the order PhilydreK. It is supposed
to be a native of the Pacific Islands. A large tree of

Eucalyptus globulus is in flower, and can be seen well

from the gallery. The buds before opening might
easily be mistaken for seed-vessels ; they have a blue

glaucous appearance, and look as if touched over with

the blue paint used in the ornamentation of the house.

Young plants have been raised from the seeds saved
from tliis tree last year.

Agave Celsian.v is flowering in the succu-

lent-house at Kew. Two other species, A. hystrix

and A, filamentosa, are throwing up vigorous scapes.

—— Dr. IvALENICZENKO has recently published,

in the Bulletin of the imperial Society of Naturalists of
Jl/oscoio, a monographic description of the species of
Crat.i:gus cultivated by him in his garden at Khar-
kow. He divides the genus into fifteen groups,

including twenty.nine species.

Mr. D. Macfarline, late of Warnham
Court, Sussex, is appointed to the management of the

extensive gardens of Thomas Pilkington, Esq.,

Knowsley Cottage, Prescott, Lancashire.

A remarkable instance of the provisions of

Nature to ensure the propagation of a species is

recorded in the Monthly Notices of Fafi.-rs and Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania for I S73.
Under ordinary conditions the Chili Pine, Araucaria
itnbricata, does not bear cones until it has attained a

considerable size and age, and the sexes are usually (?)

on separate trees ; indeed until recently it was believed

to be strictly dicecious. However, a plant in the

Botanic Garden at Hobart Town, Tasmania, about
8 feet high, but of stunted growth, produced two
cones, from which about one hundred seedlings have
been raised. The fact is very interesting, not only on
account of the smallness of the plant, but also because
the sexes are often separated. In this case we have a

small isolated plant producing [apparently] both sexes,

and ripening its seed. Is this a fact, may we ask, or

is it possible that it was fertilised by pollen from
another species? The seedlings will furnish the
answer to this question in time. It is supposed that

is the first instance of this species bearing fertile cones
in the Australian colonies.

Alister Murray, residing at Durie, Fife,

was recently charged before Bailie Howden, at the

Edinburgh Police Court, with Stealing Fifty
Alpine Plants or slips from the Botanic Garden,
Inverleith Row. The accused pleaded guilty, and
was fined /'5, with the alternative of fifteen days'

imprisonment, and ordered to procure .^"10 caution

or suffer other fifteen days' imprisonment.

The executive committee for the Inter-
national Horticultural Exhibition at Co-
logne informs us that the work is progressing steadily

in the Exhibition grounds ; the great flower and fruit

hall is almost completed, and the hall for machinery

will be ready in a short time. "The foundations for

the glass houses—eight of which have been already

announced—are nearly finished. The ground has

been prepared and beds cut out for the Roses,

flowers, and plants in general in the Exhibition

ground adjoining the Flora. Some of the ground
has been already planted, and we are happy to

state that the plants are flourishing. The grass seed

has been furnished by the well-known London firm of

James Carter & Co. The Government railways have

agreed to a reduction of 50 per cent, on the ordinary

rates of freight, as have also almost all rail and steam
navigation companies. Much interest has been taken

in the exhibition of fossil plants. Contributions have

been offered from all sides—from Government, pri-

vate and public associations, and from mine owners.

Dr. AuuRAE, Professor in Bonn, is at the head of

this department."

• M. IIoLZNER has lately detected an insect

closely allied to Aphis and Phylloxera, which attacks

the Roots of Aiues halsamica and A. Fraseri.
The disease ceases when the insect is destroyed, but if

the insect returns the disease reappears.

We learn from the Journal of Botany that the

botanical collections of the late Rev. R. T. Lowe are

to be divided between the herbaria of Kew and the

British Museum, the former taking any uniques. These
specimens are important as containing the types of

Mr. Lowe's (unfortunately incomplete) Manual Flora

of Madeira. The same journal also understands that

a somewhat similar bequest of his collections was
madebyMr. IJ. Hanbuky. He also left by will ;{,'ioo

each to the libraries of the Linnean and Pharmaceu-
tical Societies.

BRISBANE BOTANIC GARDEN.
Lagoon in front of Parliament Houses.

Amongst the several botanic gardens belonging to

our colonial possessions, none are administered with

greater ability or with more satisfactory results than

those of Australia. We have often had occasion to

refer to work done in the promotion of botany and

horticulture by the botanic gardens of Sydney, Mel-

bourne, Brisbane, and Adelaide, the reports of whose

directors have furnished notes for our columns, and

photographs taken in the gardens at Adelaide have

been reproduced by us. We now engrave from a pho-

tograph a view taken in the liotanic Garden, Brisbane,

showing a lagoon in front of the new Parliament Houses

(fig. 159, p. 757). This lagoon measures 206 feet in

length and 144 feet broad, and is thickly planted with

the native Water Lily (Nymphrea gigantea), the flowers

of which are either blue, purple, or pink, and when

fully opened they produce a wonderful effect, forming

a great attraction to visitors. The species is figured

at t. 4647 of the Botanical Magazine, and Mr.

Bentham thus speaks of it in the Flora Anstraliensis

:

—"The species is apparently confined to Australia,

unless it be really a modification of the Asiatic and

African N. stellata (WiUd.), as appears to have been

the opinion of Brown. It varies exceedingly in size.

The larger specimens have the leaves about iS inches

across, with much raised reticulations underneath, the

flowers 12 inches across, with exceedingly numerous
petals, and above 200 stamens ; the smallest have

leaves of 5 or 6 inches, not reticulate, the flowers

3 or 4 inches across, and the petals and stamens

much fewer but always more numerous than is usual

in N. stellata, to which F. Mueller is disposed to

refer several specimens. This Indian species

may also be distinguished by the connection lengthened

beyond the anther cells into a very prominent ap-

pendage, and it appears to me that Caspary {Notes in

Herb., Hooker) is right in considering all the Aus-

tralian specimens as forms of N. gigantea. In Kew
Gardens the flowers and leaves are very small in the

early part of the season, and larger and larger ones

are developed as the season advances. F. Mueller

also distinguishes the seeds in size and shape, smaller,

more ovoid, and more completely enclosed in the

arillus in those he refers to N. stellata than in the

true N. gigantea, but in the true N. stellata the

seeds are nearly globular, and usually marked with

raised longitudinal costa; not mentioned by F. Mueller."

Such is Mr. Bentham's testimony with regard to the

affinities of the Australian Water Lily, the represen-

tative in that great continent of a large and widely

diffused genus belonging to a very attractive family,

the members of which, from our own Nympha;a alba

to the splendid Victoria regia, are universal favourites.

As economic plants the Nymphreace.e are, perhaps,

of very little importance, nevertheless the rhizomes

and the fruits of many of them are eaten, and the

species under consideration, N. gigantea, furnishes

food to the Australian aborigines. With regard to

the Brisbane garden itself, as we shall have occasion

to refer to it in future numbers, we will content our-

selves with noting the popularity of these lakes or

lagoons. Mr. Hill in his last report says that not

only is the lake a source of great attraction to visitors,

owing to the water plants, but that much interest is

taken by the public in the fish with which the present

lagoon is well stocked—they include the Fitzroy

perch, the mullet, and other species. These lakes

also help to drain the grounds, and so with the co-

operation of the water-fowl and fishes to eflectually

dispose of the numerous frogs with which some parts

of the grounds abound. John R. Jackson.

Jforcign Comsponbtntc.

TiiE AnELAiDE Botaneg Garden (continued from

p. (J5S).—The experimental garden is a most interest-

ing part of the grounds to persons engaged in agricul-

tural or pastoral pursuits. The experiment is simply

a test of the suit.ability of particular plants useful to

the agriculturist and grazier, or in the arts and manu-

factures, and the value of these experiments is of great

importance to the colony at large. Dr. Schomburgk
has earned a reputation for his unwearied efforts to

benefit the colony, as well by his pen as in the intro-

duction of various useful and economical plants.
^
The

garden contains upwards of one hundred varieties of

grasses, and amongst these the Director in his last

admirable and exhaustive report particularly mentions

the following, which have stood tl;e test of our arid cli-

mate :—The Bunch-grass, the Guinea-grass (I'anicum

maximum), the Prairie-grass (Bromus unioloides),

Phinips'-grass(Panicumspectabile), theCat's-tail-grass

(Phleum pratense), the Oat-grass (Avena elatior), the

Falling-awn grasses (Piptatherium Thomasii and P.

multiflorum). Millet-grass (Milium multiflorum), the

Panic-grasses (Panicum tomentosa, P. teneriffic, and

P. crus-galli). Amongst the fodder plants may be

noticed the Pentzia virgata, a plant from the Cape of

Good Hope, which is highly prized in that colony as

invaluable for sheep ; the Plantains or Rib-grasses

(Plantago major and lanceolata), the Burnet (Poterium

sanguisorba), and the Clovers. Amongst fibrous and

dye plants we saw the Esparto-grass, which is grow-

ing most luxuriantly, and stands our summers well,

and no doubt will prove a valuable addition to our

list of agricultural productions ; the Madder (Rubia

tinctoria), which is doing remarkably well ; the

Teasel (Dipsacus fuUonum), the American Broom,

Millet, and many other useful plants, including medi-

cinal, all doing remarkably well. The experimental

garden is laid out in parallel borders, with paths

between, leading out from the main walk which runs

through the centre. The plants are neatly arranged

and labelled, so that the visitor has no trouble in

finding any particular plant. After leaving here we
pass some very pretty cages for birds and animals :

they are from designs by Dr. Schomburgk, and are

after the Chinese, Swiss, and Italian styles. We
now reach the gem of the garden, the Victoria regia

house. The centre of the house is occupied by a

large oval cistern of 36 feet by 26 feet, and 6 feet

deep. The house is 60 feet long by 40 feet

wide, and l5 feet high. One single plant of this

superb and most magnificent Water Lily in the world

fills the centre basin, with the exception of three or

four Nymphieas, which occupy the few spaces amongst

the salver-shaped leaves of the Victoria regia. The
one now growing was planted six weeks previous to

our visit, and the leaves were then 3 feet 6 inches in

diameter, and will shortly reach a diameter of 6 or 7
feet ; flowers I foot diameter. The iron pillars sup-

porting the roof are covered with the bark of the Fern

tree, on which has been placed slender growing Ferns,

and these seem to thrive in the moist hot atmosphere,

which ranges from So° to 85° Fahrenheit. Here also

is a most magnificent collection of leaf plants, amongst

which may be mentioned Curculigo recurvata variegata,

with large green leaves banded with pure white stripes

;

Maranta Baraquinii, M. cinerea, M. Legrelliana, M.
Makoyana— all magnificent foliage plants. There are

fifty varieties of Caladiums, and some of them are very

fine, particularly Prince Albert Edward and the

Princess of Wales ; Pavetta borbonica, Dieflenbachia

Bausei, Baraquiniana, Weirii—all most striking and

beautiful. There are several very fine climbers, which

add very much to the beauty of the whole, amongst

which may be mentioned as deserving of special

notice, viz , AUamanda nobilis, a most splendid free-

flowering stove plant ; Vanilla planifolia, which pro-

duces the vanilla of commerce ; Aristolochia galeata,

Dachartrei, labiata; Combretumgrandiflorum, Camp-
sidium valdiviana, Passiflora odorata, Dioscorea chry-

sophylla, D. melanoleuca. We saw here also some new
beautiful plants lately introduced, viz., Phyllotoenium

Lindeni, Curmeria picturata, Maranta hiero-

glyphica, Anthurium crystallinum, floribundum,

andhybridum; Dieffenbachiaimperialis, latimaculata

;

Philodendron daguense, P. melanochrysum ; Cyrto-

deira fulgida, and the new magnificent Acanthacea,

Aplielandra fascinator. The Orchids here are also

magnificent, and all the plants in the house are so

arranged as to produce a pleasing eflect on the

visitor. The Victoria regia house stands on a raised

terrace, which is tastefully laid out as a flower garden,

with fountains and statuary. Here we observed a

very fine collection of Gladiolus, which were in full

flower, and were really magnificent. There is also

here a fine collection of Preonies, which were nearly

out of flower when we saw tthem. Amongst shrubs

we noticed Aralia reticulata, in flower, very fine;

Boronia elatior, in flower, also fine ; Hydrangea horten-

sis, japonica vars. argenteo-variegata, and aureo-varie-

gata, Strophanthus capensis, &c. Twelve varieties

of the Mulberry form a fine background on one side

of this garden, and beyond this, still following round,
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we reach another portion of the arboretum and Pine

grove. The majority of the Pines have been planted

six years only, and the growth they have made is

really wonderful ; many of them are now I J to 20

feet high. The Californian Pines are doing remark-

ably well, and would doubtless succeed well

in our mountain districts as forest trees.

Amongt these we noticed Pinus Coulterii, P.

Sabiniana, P. grandis, P. Massoniana (Japan), P.

Smithiana (Himalaya). Altogether, there are between
60 and 70 distinct species of the genus Pinus in the

gardens. The Junipers are also well represented ;

amongst others we note the following :—Juniperus

Oxycedrus, bermudiana, splendens, drupacea, and re-

curva, &c., and the beautiful Thuja Lobbii. Near
the eastern end of the gardens is a fine statue of Niobe.

It stands on a commanding eminence, from whence
are to be obtained some fine views of the gardens.

Descending from here we proceed onwards by paths

leading through grass lawns dotted with specimen
trees and shrubs, with here and there flower borders,

fountains, statuary, and cages for animals and birds,

while on the lake numerous aquatic birds of different

varieties give a charm to the whole scene, which
is truly delightful.

Here are some fine Araucarias, which seem to

and the plant really deserves its name, for the

heads resemble both in roundness and for compact
growth and regularity a ball, and are really very
fine. We noticed here a fine specimen of Ficus
spuria ; a splendid tree of Pinus insignis, 50 feet

high and only seven years planted ; also a magni-
ficent Cedrus Deodara, and a Clematis with dark
purple flower (Clematis Jackmanni) ; also Clematis
Fortunei and Viticella, all good. Near here is a
fine trellised walk covered over with beautiful

climbers, which afford an agreeable shade in hot
weather.
We observed here a fine obelisk erected in memory

of the late Mr. Francis, the first director of the
garden, and who died in 1862. He was a gentleman
of high literary and scientific attainments ; and he
displayed much taste and artistic skill in laying out
the older portion of the garden, and was highly

respected by all who had the pleasure of knowing
him.

We here turn to the right, and follow round the
margin of the large lake, where there are some fine

Weeping Willows.
We then turn up the main avenue towards the

entrance-gate. Here are some fine statues and
fountains, ribbon flower-beds, and grass lawns dotted

addition has been made to the gardens, and named
the Botanic Garden Park. This consists of about So
acres of beautiful land lying between the gardens and
the River Torrens. A carriage drive about a mile in

length goes through the grounds. The main walk of
the Botanic Garden is carried right through the park
to the Torrens. It is 10 feet wider, however, and is

planted on each side with two rows of avenue trees.

Midway in this walk, has been formed a circle for the
purpose of concerts, flower shows, &c. This has
been planted with shade trees. Two broad walks
lead from the circle as promenades, ending in half-

circles, also planted with shade trees. At the end
of the main avenue there is provision made for a car-

riage-stand. The carriage drive—66 feet wide—is

lined with two rows of umbrageous trees on each side.

Between these, curved and winding walks lead in

different directions through the grounds. Seats will

be provided, from which magnificent views of the
grand ranges of hills which surround Adelaide can be
obtained; also different parts of the city and
suburbs. The Director planned the whole of the

walks and drives ; and he has this season put out
upwards of 3000 avenue and shade trees, which
he placed ready for planting with his own hands.

The trees are all doing remarkably well, and

CnmLridge Heath Road,
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Fig, 160.— liETHNAL GREEN MUSEUM GARDEN. (SCALE ABOUT 94 FEET TO AN INCH.)

thrive as if indigenous to^the colony, and are magnifi-

cent objects. Araucaria Cunninghamii is a splendid
tree, being upwards of 50 feet high, Araucaria
Cookii, very fine, 35 feet high ; A. Bidwillii, 35 feet

;

and A, Cunninghamii glauca, A. excelsa, and A. im-
bricata, all doing remarkably well ; Dammara aus-

tralis, twelve years planted, and 40 feet high. Speci-

mens of the beautiful Palm-like genus Dracana adorn
the lawns. Cupressus torulosa var. elegans is a noble
tree, upwards of 35 feet high ; its greatest diameter is

at its base, gradually tapering to a thin point.

Schinus Molle is a fine tree from Brazil, and is doing
well. The Red Cedar (Cedrela australis) is growing
most luxuriantly. One tree we saw measured 4 feet

round the stem, and 30 feet high. Dr. Schomburgk
has experienced great difficulty in procuring seeds of
the Cedar— in fact, they are not to be got ; but the

Doctor will soon be independent of supplies from the

other colonies, as this tree we observed was just

coming into flower. Here we noticed a fine collec-

tion of the genus Philadephus, consisting of upwards
of twenty varieties. A very fine specimen of Ficus
Roxburgh! stands on the lawn here ; also Pinus
halepensis and P. verticillata, both very fine, and 50
or 60 feet high. The beautiful little Biota aurea is

the finest plant for a lawn of small dimensions we
know of, and may here be seen in perfection. The
Ball Acacia (Robinia Pseud-Acacia var. inermis) is a
most beautiful plant for lawns. It is grafted on
stocks of the common Robinia, about 6 feet high,

here and there with choice trees and shrubs, standard

Roses, &c. On the sides of the avenue there are

placed, at regular distances apart, cases with open
glass roofs, made to shut down in cold stormy
weather, and containing a large collection of the

genera Mammillaria and Echinocactus, the Nipple
Cactus, and the Hedgehog Cactus, and we believe

that the gardens possess the finest collection of this

order of plants in the Southern Hemisphere, numbering
600 species. The collection of plants, as a whole, is

very large, upwards of 9000 distinct species ; in addi-

tion there are also nearly 2000 varieties of florists'

flowers, and ihe collections are constantly receiving

additions from nearly every botanical garden in

Europe, East and West Indies, America, &c. , with

all of which Dr. Schomburgk is in correspondence.

It will not be saying too much if we ascribe to Dr.

Schomburgk the very highest attainments as a botanist

and a gentleman of refined taste and versatility of

genius. It was fortunate for the colony when the

Doctor consented to leave his beautiful estate on the

banks of the Gawler, and assume the directorship of

the gardens. The colony owes him much for the

source of enjoyment he has conferred by the skill and
taste he has displayed in designing and laying out

such a beautiful garden, and for his unwearied en-

deavours by his pen in pointing out the many sources

of wealth we have in the vegetable productions suited

to our soil and climate. May he long be spared to

occupy his present position of usefulness. A fine

in a few years will have attained a magnitude
which will render them real objects of beauty, if we
measure their growth by those in the garden.
Nothing, however, has been done to the avenues or
walks except laying them out and paring the grass off,

the director's object being to get as many of the trees

planted out as possible, evidently imbued with the

same idea as the Laird of Logan when he gave the

counsel to his son, " Aye be stickin' in a tree, Jock ;

it '11 be growin' when ye're sleepin'." The creek
which runs through the grounds, and was in ils

natural state a most unsightly object, the banks in

many places being then precipices from 20 to 30 feet

high, has undergone a wonderful transformation.

The banks for a considerable distance have been
sloped, hollows have been filled in, leaving charming
nooks for choice plants, and the slopes have been
planted in with Mesembryanthemum tegens, which is

of low dwarf habit, and forms a pretty surface resem-
bling at a little distance grass sward. Operations
were begun on the park in the beginning of winter,

and the amount of work which has been
accomphshed by twelve men is really asto-

nishing. Much requires doing yet, however, and i":

is hoped that the Legislature will vote a liberal

sum to complete what may with justice be termed a

national work. The Botanic Garden Park is only an
instalment of what will eventually be done to the

whole of the park lands surroundmg the city. The
annual grant to the garden is ^3000—a small sum
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compared wilh the results attained, not only in the

excellent order in which the grounds are kept, but in

the buildings and extension of tlie garden which this

annual grant accomplishes. The Director does the

whole of the clerical work, occupying much time,

and which is of considerable importance. He has an

invaluable head gardener in l\lr. Rankine, who has

charge of the propagation-houses, Orchid-house, and
the Victoria-house

J
also in Messrs. Humphries and

Johnson, who have charge of the stoves and green-

houses. In addition to these there are four practical

gardeners, eight labourers, and two keepers of

animals, a carpenter, and a painter and plumber.

Altogether the colony has just reason to be proud of

these fine gardens, which are acknowledged by com-
petent authorities to be the finest in the Southern

Hemisphere. C. M'Ewen, in "South Australian

Kisiitir."

THE NEW GARDEN AT THE
BETHNAL GREEN MUSEUM.

The opening of this new "lung" in the East End
of London on May 19 was announced in our columns

at p. 661, and we have now, thanks to the kind

co-operation of Mr. Mclntyre, the pleasure of placing

before our readers a plan of the grounds as that

gentleman has laid them out (fig. 160), together with

an indication of the subjects used in planting the beds

and the shrubbery borders surrounding the grounds,

which will no doubt interest many of our readers as

showing what a man of Mr. Mclntyre's experience

considers suitable subjects for such a soot-begrimed

atmosphere as that of Bethnal Green,

In general planting the following trees and shrubs

are employed :—Ailantus glandulosa, Acer erio-

carpum, A. platanoides, A. monspessulanum, A. col-

chicum rubrum, A. Lobelii, Planera acuminata,

Robinia fastigiata, R. inermis, Populus canadensis, P.

canescens pendula, P. nivea, Platanus macrophylla,

P. hybrida, Alnus cordata, Pavia humilis, P. atrosan-

guinea, P. Lyoni, Pyrussalicifolia pendula, Cotoneaster

frigida, C. baccilaris, C. afllnis, C. Simonsii, &c.

,

Catalpa aurea, C. syringrefolia, C. Krcmpferi, Ribes

aureum, R. sanguineum fl.-pleno, R. atropurpureum,

Ulmus cordata, U. rugosa pendula, Rhus altissima, R.

Cotinus, Fagus purpurea major, F. pendula, F. salici-

folia, Ptelia triloliata, Cornus masculavar., Carpinus

quercifolia, Caragana Chamlagu, C. Altagana, Cera-

sus Padus, Liquidambar, Phillyrea latifolia. Ever-

green Oiks in variety, Thorns in variety. Laburnum
in variety. Lilacs in variety, Hypericum in variety,

Broom, Ligustrum in variety. Guelder Rose, double

Peach, Purple Filbert, Arbutus Unedo, double Furze,

Spiraea in variety, Rosemary, Laurustinus, Aucuba.

The references to the plan are—A. Beds of variegated

Holly and Yucca recurva, edged with Euonymus radi-

cans. B. Dwarf beds with burrs, edged with Ivy and
Periwinkle, and filled with the hardier succulents,

alpines, Cotoneaster, Skimmia, &c. C. Bedded Hollies,

Aucubas, Euonymus, Box, &c., mixed with Delphinium,

edged with Golden Chickweed. D. Weeping Lime,

Ash, Poplar, and Elm. E. Entrances. F. Majolica

fountains. H. Hollies : standard variegated, weeping,

and pyramidal. I. Ivy borders round fountain. P.

Planes, surrounding ground. H. Rhododendrons, with

white Lily, edged with Cerastium. s. Seats. Y. Yuccas
gloriosa and recurva. x. PubUc path.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural Society ; June 4.—The
adjourned special meeting of the Fellows of the Royal

Horticultural Society was held in the Council-room,

South Kensington, under the presidency of Viscount

Bury. Amongst the members of the Council present

were Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., Mr. Little, Mr.

Kellock, Mr. Webb, Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen,

Mr. Warner, Mr. Campion, Mr. Dobree (Treasurer),

&c. There was a large number of Fellows present,

and the proceedings, which lasted nearly three hours,

were exceedingly animated.

The President rose a few minutes after three

o'clock, and said :— I think, ladies and gentlemen,

that the best way to commence the proceedings of this

meeting is to read a letter which has now been re-

ceived from Her Majesty's Commissioners in answer

to the proposals made by us. You will remember
that our meeting was adjourned ten days ago until

this day, in order that we might consider the answer,

if one was received, of Her Majesty's Commissioners.

We were not then in possession of the views Her
Majesty's Commissioners entertained upon the pro-

posals of our Society, and, having heard what the

Commissioners have to say, it will be my duty to

briefly review the position of the Society, to tell you
how it stands with Her Majesty's Commissioners,

and then to exchange with you some deliberations,

and take counsel as to what our future action with

regard to the Society is to be. I will now call upon the

Secretary to read the reply of Her Majesty's Commis-
oioners.

Mr. Shirley Hiuhkrd: I think it would be de-

sirable to have the proposals of the Society read first.

The Chairman : I am in the chair, and will do the

best I can to conduct the business of the meeting.

Sir Ai.p;xANDER Gordon moved that the proposals

of the Society be read, and this having been seconded,

was agreed to.

The Chairman : Well, I will now make a state-

ment which I thought might be advantageously done
after the letter of Her Majesty's Commissioners was
read. The letter begins—" Office of Her Majesty's

Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1S51,— I have to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of May 10."

Mr. S. H. Godson : First read the proposals. I

beg to move that the proposals first be read.

A Fellow : I second that with pleasure.

The Chairman : If Mr. Godson's motion is carried

I shall resign my position in the chair. I shall make
the speech and adopt the course which seems to me fit.

Sir A. Slade wished to ask a question, but he was
unable from the confusion of voices to put it.

Mr. GUEDALLA made some observations which
were scarcely intelligible, but he thought that the

proposals ought to be read.

When order was somewhat restored.

The Chairman said : If you believe the critical

statement I have to make is to be made at the dicta-

tion of any person you are very much mistaken.

Mr. Shirley HinnERD said there was no dictation

whatever—why not let the Fellows have the proposals

before the reply ?

The Chairman : Then perhaps you will make my
speech.

Sir Alfred Slade : I must say, although I agree

it is desirable the proposals should be submitted to the

meeting, and that if any gentleman chooses to read

the reply to them first in the course of his speech, it

would be so much the worse for his speech, still it is

unusual to interrupt a gentleman in making a speech,

even if he puts the cart before the horse, as in

this case.

Sir Coutts Lindsay: We have done everything

we could to come to an arrangement with the Com-
missioners. There are six schemes, and not one, and
Lord Bury thought we should take them in sequence.

If you think right, it is competent for you to see all

the schemes, and really the Chairman is anxious you
should see all the schemes we have brought forward.

(Cheers.).

Mr. W. A. Lindsay : Let them be read.

Sir Coutts Lindsay : Let them be read in due
course and in proper order.

Mr. W. A. Lindsay : May I venture then to

suggest that you will read the substance of the letter

instead of reading it verbatim? (Here several Fellows
cried " No.")
The Chairman : I must say that in all my experi-

ence of public meetings, it has never been my fate to

find a meeting at which the person who was elected

to preside over its proceedings was not allowed to

make his statement just as he wished to make it. I

beg respectfully to say I shall make the statement in

my own way, and as I think best, or I shall leave the

chair. (The Chairman here took up his hat as if to

carry out his threat.

)

A Country Fellow : Let the Secretary read all

the letters.

Mr. Guedalla : The Chairman can embody them
in his speech.

The Chairman : That is the very thing I proposed
to do. If you do not let me make my speech in my
own way, how am I to make it at all ? I assure the

meeting they would be in possession of the whole case

if I were allowed to go on.

Mr. Haughton said : All we object to is the

reading of the reply before the proposals. The corre-

spondence ought to be placed before the meeting in

proper order.

The Chairman : Well, then, ladies and gentle-

men, if the meeting chooses to say that, I will do the

best I can. I wish to state that Her Majesty's Com-
missioners have refused the proposals made them. I

intended to place before you the way in which they

have done so, but I honestly confess this interruption

has fairly scattered the course of my thoughts, and
although I should like to present to you as well and
as briefly as I can the position of the affairs of the

Society, rather than observe upon an attempt made
by ex-members of the Council who, having quarrelled

with the Council, could not remain in it, to

Sir Alex. (Gordon asked whether this had not

been better avoided ?

The Chairman ; Very well. I deprecate the

course taken without hearing any of the facts discussed

on the one side or the other, and I think it very

unfortunate. Honestly, ladies and gentlemen, I con-

fess my ideas are so scattered, I very much doubt

whether I can make the satisfactory statement I

could have otherwise made to you. I will, for the

moment, content myself with a brief review of the

position of the Society at the present moment, and
then in a few words give a parting counsel to the

Society. I say a "parting counsel," for if I had
been allowed to read the letter, it would have been

observed that the way in which our negotiations had
closed wilh Her M.ajesty's Commissioners led conclu-

sively in my mind and in the minds of several of my
colleagues to the opinion that we could do no
further good for the Society in resuming negotiations

with Her Majesty's Commissioners. It is quite

possible that others who may succeed and replace us

may be more fortunate in establishing good relations

between Her Majesty's Commissioners and the Royal
Horticultural Society ; but, for myself and colleagues,

I can only say, with all respect for the Society, I shall

decline to resume or continue these negotiations.

Therefore, I and some of my colleagues propose to

resign into your hands the trust you were good enough
to give us some time ago, and we ask you to select

others who may have better fortune in dealing with

Her Majesty's Commissioners than we have had. I

should like to go back for a few moments to the

origin of the Society. After the Exhibition of 1851,

the Commissioners of that Exhibition, with the great

and illustrious Prince Consort at their head, found

themselves in possession of a very large sum of what
was in fact public money, and it occurred to His
Royal Highness the Prince Consort that the surplus of

the funds arising from the Exhibition could

not be better applied than in promoting science

and art in every way attainable. Hence the

gardens scheme was inaugurated. This South

Kensington estate was bought and vested in trustees

on behalf of Her Majesty's Commissioners of the

Exhibition of 1851 for the promotion of science and

art for ever. The place in which we now sit, and

the gardens we now have under lease, was at the time

wild waste ground. It is now surrounded by houses

of great pecuniary value, and, moreover, it is of great

value as one of the lungs of the metropolis. There

are two things essential to the consideration of this

part of the question, especially to the whole of the

West End of London, that this shall not be built over,

but shall be preserved as an open space for ever ; and
another is, that the Royal Horticultural Society has,

by means which I will explain to you or rather sketch

to you, become possessed of a very large interest in

this plot of land. His Royal Highness the Prince

Consort desired that this wild land should be beauti-

fied and adorned according to a plan which His Royal

Higness himself designed, and he set about carrying

out his design for the furtherance of science and art.

He turned to a Society then pursuing the even tenor

of its way at Chiswick, doing great service to horti-

culture, but not, as I believe—for it was not in my
time—in the enjoyment of a large revenue. His Royal

Highness asked the Society to accept a charter and
become tenants of this part of the grounds under
certain conditions, and these conditions were, that

the Royal Horticultural Society should expend at

the outset ;^ 50,000 on the decoration of the grounds

of which they became possessed. Money must be

obtained for the purpose somehow. The gardens

were already mortgaged to Chelsea Hospital, and

therefore could not be made available for the re-

quirements of the Society. That statement rests

upon the authority of my predecessor in this chair

—the Duke of Buccleuch. (The Chairman read

an extract from the speech of the Duke of

Buccleuch at a meeting held March 29, 1S73. ) Well,

continued the Chairman, I was not aware the grounds

were mortgaged, but I may take the fact as being sub-

stantially correct. The gardens being thus heavily

mortgaged, what security could be given to anybody

who would step forward and find the money for the

beautification of these gardens. I hold one of the

original debentures issued under the control of

Her Majesty's Commissioners. Any one who
is fortunate enough to possess such a document,

will see that he has not obtained any security

on the gardens, but upon the receipts. Now,
we must consider the attitude of mind the Commis-
sioners and his late Royal Highness were in. The Ex-

hibition had succeeded beyond any one's expectation.

It was expected that a new Eldorado, a new Fortu-

natus' cap, had fallen upon the Commissioners. It

was thought we should have made so much money,

that when the .!f2400 rent was paid, and the

debenture interest was paid, there would be a large

surplus to be divided. This was the enormous

estimate which then existed in the minds of the late

Prince Consort and of his advisers, when the deben-

tures were issued. The debenture holders, no doubt,

shared in the sanguine expectation of his late Royal

Highness, and believed the garden receipts would be

ample to pay the interest, and in part the capitah

International Exhibitions, however, were held in

Paris, New York, and St. Petersburg, and the

Eldorado was found to be a limited one—one
having small boundaries. International Exhibi-

tions became a drug in the market ; and then

we had, from the Exhibition of 185 1, the bathos

of the annual exhibitions held in the raUway-like

sheds at the head of South Kensington. Great results

were expected from these exhibitions, but people

were deceived, and the result was that it was found

the debentures rested upon no solid foundation. I

nevertheless believe the debenture holders will receive
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their money. But why ? Because of the great names
upon the security of which those funds were supplied
•—because no part of those funds has been devoted
to the uses of the Royal Horticultural Society itself,

the whole property being at this moment vested in

the landlords—and because the whole profits have
been acquired and used by the Royal Commissioners.

It is for this reason, I say. Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners cannot, and public opinion would not, allow
them to let these debentures go unredeemed. That is

our security for the payment of these debentures. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, I am obliged unreservedly to

express my views about these matters, and tell you
frankly we are not responsible for these debentures or

the way in which they were raised, and which are

such a heavy charge upon us. Fifty thousand pounds
of debenture bonds, with their interest, forms the

main liability of this Society ; but it is because we
look to the way in which these debentures were raised

that the Council which has now the honour of address-

ing you through me, and because our lease is ter-

minable at any moment, and that the whole usufruct

of that money goes into the pockets of the Commis-
sioners, that we think they are the people to whom
the debenture-holders must turn. The interest of the

debentures the Society will pay as long as we can,

but the Commissioners should assist us in some way,
so as to provide for the satisfactory payment of the

debenture debt. With that view, whenever we
approached the Commissioners we invariably assumed
that they should take over the interest, at

least, of the debenture bonds. I have detained

you not too long, because it is a matter of

the most vital importance respecting the de-

benture debt [of the Society. And now I come to

the time when, as I said, the International Exhibition

had given place to the annual exhibitions in those

rows of sheds upon these grounds. By that time the

principal power of Her Majesty's Commissioners was
exercised by the gentleman who has done so much to

advance science and art—I mean Sir Henry Cole. I

believe the result of that man's remarkable and mag-
nificent scheme over the way will remain an everlast-

ing monument to his genius, but parents are rather

fonder of their own children than of other peoples
bantlings, and Sir Henry Cole, I think, treated the

Royal Horticultural Society rather hardly. When an
arrangement was being come to in 1S63, the proposal
he framed was that every interest connected with the

Royal Horticultural Society should be vested in the
Commissioners of the Exhibition, and not in the

Society itself, I was not then a member of

this Society, not even a subscriber. I was
not a member when my honourable friend. Sir

Alfred .Slade, organised the opposition to the then
existing Council, which procured its resignation ; but

after that resignation was effected my friends and
myself were called in as financial doctors of the

Society ; and 1 beg to assure you, in this my farewell

address, that we, with entire singleness of purpose,

have devoted ourselves to the interests of the Society.

I found, upon first joining this Society, that it was
believed that the Society was divided into two arms
—the horticultural body pure and simple, and the

South Kensington residents. I fought against the

belief, but I confess I was vanquished by that belief

that the Society is divided into two sections, and it

is to be regretted. I am sorry to say I know little of
botany, but I consider myself the representative nowof
the Royal Horticultural Society in its entirety. I have
said this much to show that we have had to face a
remarkable state of things immediately after our
accession to office. Myself and colleagues were called

upon to make the best we could of the circumstances,

and I shall be able to show you that we resign our
trust into your hands in a better, or at least as good
a condition as when we took possession of it. The
debts of the Society on January i, 1S73, were ^^6273,
and on January i, 1S75, they were ^^4887. Our
total liabilities are not above a half-year's income of
the Society, while the assets far exceed our liabilities

;

so much so that we could get on very well. Although
we may have to starve our Society in a great
many necessary things, still we are paying our way
at this moment, and will pay it until the
end of the year. The prizes won at our last show
will be paid this or next week. Prizes for future
shows will be provided, and though, like honest men,
we are narrowing our expenditure to the lowest limit,

we are still paying our way. It is quite true that we
owe a debt of ;^5000, and unless it is paid we shall

find ourselves in financial difficulty. That debt was
not incurred either by this or the last Council, and,
with respect to the debts of 1S73 to 1S75, I challenge
any one to say whether we have not discharged our
part well. We have been made the successors of a
debt placed upon us. Now, gentlemen, I come to
the point when we took office. At that time, the
scheme proposed between the Commissioners and
our Society having failed, it was our duty to find other
bases of schemes which would be acceptable to
them, and enable us to live in amity with them.
At that time the great position of Commissioner was
accepted by a most active individual, Sir Henry Cole,

Well, the International Exhibition child must be fed
and kept up at any cost. Sir Henry Cole looked after

his own offspring, and we were to go to the wall. We
were not wanted, but our grounds were wanted for

the International Exhibition, and that is the long and
the short of it. We found it impossible to approach
the Commissioners, and hence the Council could do
nothing. The Council was told the sin of illegitimacy

was upon them, but two years afterwards the Council
received an intimation from the Comissioners, that
having found the Council were now in a legitimate
position, they should be happy to deal with them.
What brought about the change. It was that Sir
Henry Cole had ceased to be a Commissioner—that
the annual exhibitions had ceased—and the reasons
why the grounds were desirable had passed away
from the Commissioners' minds. It was quite
easy to see that it was from that moment the
interest of Her Majesty's Commissioners to be
on good terms with the Council. We were
secure in the possession of the gardens. If we
were turned out the Commissioners would either have
to build upon the gardens—which public opinion
would not sanction—or the Commissioners must de-
vise some scheme to support the gardens. Were
they to find the money out of the revenue of the
Royal Commission ? The gardens are unproductive
—the annual subscriptions of the Fellows and the
entrance money being the only means by which the
gardens can be made productive. We have several
means of keeping the gardens. We have a large
organised body of 3000 or 4000 Fellows, we have a
great machinery at the disposal of Her Majesty's
Commissioners, and we keep up the gardens for

the benefit of the Commissioners. If we were
removed from them the Commissioners would
have to find from ^2000 to .^3000 a year to keep
them up—or at lesst a considerable sum—and that, I

believe, does not suit the books of Her Majesty's
Commissioners, who, if report is true, are not in the
possession of very much ready money. Under all

these circumstances we approached Her Majesty's
Commissioners with considerable confidence. It was
not, however, until the early part of this year we
received an intimation they were ready to treat with
us, just after the time of our annual meeting in
February. We were ready at a moment's notice.

When Her Majesty's Commissioners said they recog-
nised the legitimacy of your Council, we told you we
had received an assurance from Her Majesty's Com-
missioners which led to the highest anticipations, and
we said to you we hoped soon to arrange a plan by
which the Society would be relieved of its difficulties,

and placed in a good financial position. I pledged
myself to meet the Commissioners, and to come to

you at a meeting to be called for the purpose, with
some such plan. It was decided that it would be
better for two of the members of our Council—Sir
Coutts Lindsay and myself—should discuss the basis

on which we could form negotiations. That meeting
was held, and has been since treated less as a private
meeting than was our original intention. At that
meeting three alternative proposals were made by Sir
Coutts Lindsay and myself. These proposals I will

summarise. We said we would abandon the lease on
this condition— first, that we should pay rent. That
was at a preliminary and informal meeting held on the
part of Sir Coutts Lindsay and myself, representing
the Council, to arrange the business to be afterwards
decided by the Council This was not to be binding
on the Society unless it was approved of by you.
Now, we said we would pay a rent of ^215 per year
and keep up the gardens, and that it would be better
than to pay a rent of .^2400 every five years. Our
lease was to be terminable in the year 1S79, or at any
time that we did not pay the rent. Another proposal
we made was, that the payment of the £i^ix> should
be made or the forfeiture of the lease take place ; and
we also said if the Commissioners did not like that,

we had two other proposals—one, that we would
surrender the lease to the Commissioners if they
would give us twenty days for exhibition in each year,

and uVidertake our debenture debt. Another proposal
was that Her Majesty's Commissioners should give us
leave to make the skating rink, give us possession of
the leasehold property of the Society, and allow us to

use the French annexe ; our idea being to make an
aquarium for the study of pisciculture, to enable us to

do the best we could with our property. These pro-

posals having been made, we were afterwards in-

formed that the Commissioners, having deliberated

upon them, found that the first was the only one
which was in any way admissible, and that, without
approving of it, they would be prepared to receive
further details of the scheme. Upon that I wrote a
letter to Lord Granville, embodying the details of
the first scheme.—I may now say, as I see a repre-

sentative of Messrs. Prince present, that in our
negotiations with those gentlemen we invariably
received the most handsome treatment at their

hands ; in fact, they looked more to the interests

of the Society than they did to their own. How-
ever, as to the first scheme, the Commissioners
found fault with our statement of income and

expenditure, and made their own statement of our
financial position, with which we could not agree,
and the Commissioners then wrote that on this
ground, and on other grounds, the inquiry committee
regretted they could not recommend the Commis-
sioners to agree to the proposals, but that they desired
that the Council would make other proposals. In
answer to that, the Council wrote that they believed
the Commissioners were quite willing to help them.
They had made other proposals, had shown their
position, and if the Commissioners could tell them how
to mend their proposals, the Council would be willing
to make such as they thought would be acceptable to
them. We therefore asked the Commissioners to tell
us what proposals they would accept; and to that
the Commissioners answered, that it was not their
business to make proposals—that the Council might
try again, but they could not tell us what proposals
would be acceptable. Now comes a very difficult
part of the task, because, as you are aware, private
negotiations often tend to more business conclusions
than more public negotiations. I, as President, felt
bound to try and ascertain what proposal would be
acceptable to Her Majesty's Commissioners. Well,
as a detective would say, " On account of information
received," we presented another statement, and, I
regret to say, the proposal met with non-acceptance
on the part of Her Majesty's Commissioners. You
know, ladies and gentlemen, that there are always
two parties to a bargain, and that you may bring a
horse to the water but you cannot make him drink

;

and so you cannot make an arrangement between
two parties who are not anxious to enter into
it. We regret that the Commissioners refused
our propositions—we do not blame them, but
think them in the wrong. They said they were not
satisfied with the statement of our financial position,
and said they would not enter into negotiations with
us uiiless we could show we were in such a pecuniary
position as would enable us to carry on swimmingly
the business of the Society. We drew up a statement
to show what the financial position of the Society
would be if our proposals were accepted. In order
that there should not be any difference of opinion as
to the sum at which we were to put down our lia.
bilities, and our means as well, we invited General
Scott, accompanied by Mr. Richards, to meet Mr,
Dobree, accompanied by the Assistant Secretary."
These gentlemen arrived at the result that the facts
we placed before them were not in error and not
in dispute. We did everything we could to satisfy
the Commissioners, and at last we submitted to them
this proposal, which I shall ask Sir Coutts Lindsay to
read.

Sir Coutts Lindsay read the proposal, as
follows ;^

" That the Royal Horticultural Society would hope to
be placed in possession of that part of the French annexe
which is built on ground now leased to the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, and that the Society should be allowed
the joint use of the orchard-house entrances.
"If the proposal be adopted by Her Majesty's Com-

missioners the Council anticipate that an increase in the
Society's income would follow large enough to balance
their income and expenditure, and to enable them with
due economy to offer still greater advantages than here-
tofore to scientific horticulture.

" The skating rink would bring in by way of rent
^irooayear besides many new P'ellows (it was one of
the provisions of the agreement lately stopped and still
open for acceptance by the Royal Horticultural Society
that all members of the skating rink were to be Fellows
of the Society before being eligible for becoming mem-
bers of the skating rink). A considerable augmentation
of income under this last head is confidently expected,
though there is no data whereon to form a basis of
estimate. If the funds of the Society would admit of it,

as they probably would in the event of these propositions
being accepted, the Council would use every effort to
afford aditional advantages to horticulture, with respect
to the exact nature of which it is their intention to confer
with eminent members of the horticultural world.

The Chairman, in continuation, said the pro-
posal was enclosed in a letter, and in that letter we
stated that the Council could not admit the accuracy
of the figures stated in the letter of the Commis-
sioners ; that they were not in possession of the views
of the Commissioners, and that as they had a sincere
desire to "hit" their views, they enclosed an alter-
native scheme, and that if the Commissioners would
only tell us they approved of the one or of the other,
or admitted one or the other, then the Council would
propose a scheme to the Fellows at the adjourned
meeting of the Society, It was under these circum-
stances our meeting was held, but upon the day of the
meeting no answer had been received. The second
or alternative scheme was :

—

'

'
That the purely horticiUtural Fellows of the Society

shall take the entire control and management of the
Chiswick Gardens, and that the South Kensington
residents should charge themselves with the maintenance
of the said Kensington Gardens, and have the control of
those gardens. The amount of subscriptions in each
case, and the apportionment of the burdens of the
Society's debts, being left to be fixed by a committee
chosen out of the general body of the Fellows, and repre-
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senting the Royal Commissioners, the Horticultural

Society, and tlie resident Fellows ; shows and exhi-

bitions 10 be held at South Kensington as heretofore.

This scheme would leave the scientifto horticulturists in

possession of Chiswick for their operations, and would give

the management of the South Kensington Gardens to

those who paid for them, and would yet retain to the

Royal Horticultural Society the use of the gardens for

shows and similar purposes.
" To carry out this it is proposed that there should

be two rates for subscription— (ir) one of which shall

admit to the South Kensington Gardens alone under

certain restrictions, hereafter called South Kensington

Fellows ; («) tlic other shall admit to Chiswiclc and the

Royal Horticultural Society's shows, hereafter called

Chiswick Fellows,

"The subscription a to be fixed at such a sum as

shall be deemed sufficient to keep up the South Ken-

sington Gardens (permanent buildings and a portion of

rates and taxes excepted). Subscription b shall be fixed

at such a sum as shall be deemed sufficient to keep up

Chiswick G.ardens, and to pay the expenses of the

shows. The profits of the shows held at South Ken-

sington to go to Chiswick. The Council of the Society

to be increased and divided into two permanent com-

mittees, one for the control of the interior economy of

South Kensington, the other for the sole control of

Chiswick, and a central Council composed of members

from each committee to regulate the general afiairs of the

Society."

The other conditions of this scheme, summarised, are

as follows :

—

"The gencr.al funds of the Sociely to be fairly

divided between the two branches of the Society. An
agreed portion of the funds to be kept by the central

Council for the payment of the debenture debt and

general debts of the Society. Her Majesty's Commis-

sioners to be asked to keep the permanent buildings at

South Kensington in repair. Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners to sanction the erection of a rink."

Then the third scheme was as follows :—

"The Fellows' two guineas subscription to be raised

to three guineas, and the four guineas subscription to

six guineas for a period of say three years. The tickets

to be transferable. All entry fees to be abolished. Per-

sonal tickets of one guinea each to be issued to persons

iOT(<><ff belonging to the gardening profession, and to

other persons resident without a given radius from Lon-

don, giving the Fellows the privilege of attending all the

exhibitions and Wednesday committee meetings of the

Society. To ask the Commissioners to lend the Society

the sum of j^6ooo at 4 per cent., to enable the Society

to pay off outside current liabilities. The increase of

income under these new rates of subscription would be

about /3991, which, added to the other estimated

income, would give a total income of ^^13,091. All

entrance lees to be abolished." A letter from the Assistant

Secretary covered these proposals.

That makes six schemes which we have proposed to

Her Majesty's Commissioners. I now come, ladies

and gentlemen, to the letter of Her Majesty's Com-
missioners, which we will read, and here I take the

opportunity of apologising for any warmth of manner

which I displayed at the earlier part of our pro-

ceedings. Now I shall read for you the letter of Her
Majesty's Commissioners refusing our proposals. It is

this :—

"Office of Her Majesty's Commissioners for the

"Exhibition of r85i.—June i, r87S.

" Sir,— I h.ave to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of May 10, wherein, after referring to the non-

acceptance by the Special Inquiry Committee of Her
Majesty's Commissioners of the proposals made on
behalf of the Royal Horticultural Society by Lord Bury
and Sir Coutls Lindsay, certain further propositions are

submitted by the Council of the Society for the con-

sideration of the committee. I have also to acknow-
ledge the receipt of your explanatory letter of May 20.

In reference to the passage in your letter of May ro. in

which you state that the Council cannot admit the accu-

racy of the figures given in my letter of May 5, I am to

state that the whole of the data made use of in review-

ing the financial prospects of the Society (with the

exception of the statement for repairs) were furnished by
the deputation. But since the difference between the

amount of the liabilities now given by you and that stated

by the deputation is not so important, compared with the

total deficit, as to have influenced the committee in

coming to a decision, conveyed to you, this question

need be no further debated.
" The committee regret that they must decline the

further proposals made to them in your letter of May 10.

The Commissioners are still desirous to assist the Society

as far as they can do so consistently with their duty, but

the committee, having in view their responsibility as

trustees of the public funds, cannot recommend that they

should consent to contribute towards the maintenance

of the Society in the modes specified. It is not apparent

to them that the concession even of the large assistance

requested would be productive of advantage to horti-

culture, or in any way benefit the public. In the final

paragraph of your letter of May 10 the Council ask the

committee what propositions they could recommend for

adoption by the Society in the pure interests of horticul-

ture. I am instructed to reply that the Commissioners
do not think it to be for the advantage of the Society

that they should interfere with the management of its

concerns further than absolutely needful. The com-
mittee have had their attention called to the proceedings

of the general meeting of May 25, and they observe with

much regret that serious differences still continue to

exist within the body of the Society. Tlic committee

direct mc to state in conclusion that before rcconimcnd-

ing any proposition from the Society for assistance by

the Royal Commissioners, they will feel it incumbent

upon them to satisfy themselves that the differences

between the various sections of the Society have been com-

posed, that the advancement of horticulture will in

future be made the chief object of the Society, and that

steps will be taken to put the Society financially on a

more satisfactory footing.— I am, sir, your obedient

servant, Hr.NRV Y. U. Scott, Major-Gencral.

" The Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society.''

With reference to that letter, it closed our negotia-

tions with the Commissioners. I may remark, how-

ever, that the Commissioners still say it is their wish

to ofler some aid to the Society if they can do so. For

my own part, I shall be quite willing to accept the

assurance, provided some other member of your body

is the negotiator. I hope my successor may be more

fortunate in his negotiations with Her Majesty's Com-

missioners than I have been. With regard to the

remarks made as to the meeting of the 25th of last

month being marked or distinguished by considerable

discussion, I should like to tell Her Majesty's Com-
missioners that if they think a body of 3000 men are

to possess a unanimity never known in the whole

world, and that if they are to wait until we shall have

that unanimity they must really expect that

the lion will lie down with the lamb. Unless

they are of that opinion, the "composing" of

the differences they speak of is a long way off. I

think some differences of opinion must exist amongst

the members of the Commission themselves—because

they are always saying they are willing to give us

assistance, but the motive power in General Scott's

hand is stronger than the large amount of sympathy

they bear with the Royal Horticultural Society. It is

to be hoped our successors will find themselves better

able to " compose " the differences between the two

bodies than we have been. I may say at once, I am
afraid we should not be able to frame any scheme

which would be acceptable to Her Majesty's Commis-

sioners. Still, I am willing to accept the statement

that they are willing to do what they can. I am also

willing to say the Council have done all they could

to frame such a scheme as they thought would be

acceptable to Her Majesty's Commissioners. I now
come to a matter somewhat personal. Four members

of Council—Sir Coutts Lindsay, Mr. Dobree, Mr.

Hume, and myself, consider we should be only acting

in the interests of the Society, with a due regard to

our own dignity and position, and also to the trust

which you have reposed in us, by surrendering into

your hands the trust ; and to persuade you, if we can do

so, as I trust I have done, that we have not been

either wrong or remiss with respect to your interests,

and that we have done all we knew how to do. We
feel the only honourable course is for us to give the

opportunity to others to do what they can. We
will help you as well as we can, and all minor

differences shall be sunk. We will do all we can to

relieve the Royal Horticultural Society, as far as it

rests in us, from its difficulties, but we consider it

our duty to resign our offices. I resign—Mr. Hume
does so, Mr. Dobree does so, and Sir Coutts Lindsay

does so. I have to thank those members of the Council

who do not agree with us in this for their support.

Now I have never found in my life a more active or

unanimous Council, or one more devoted to the duties

of their office. Some of my colleagues do not think

it their duty to resign their offices, because, as I

believe, they think they were appointed by one

section of the Society, and do not think they ought

to resign until that section takes the power out of

their hands. The horticultural Fellows have been

in the majority, and therefore these gentlemen do not

feel it their duty to resign. I will, if you will permit

me, give you a parting word of advice. My own
belief is that the only way to save the Society is that

you should divide the two bodies—the pure and

simple horticulturists and the Kensingtonians, as they

are called. Let the Chiswick Gardens be put in

possession of a purely scientific body ; the funds re-

quired would get still smaller. Then I think the Fellows

who live around these gardens ought to pay for their

maintenance. Let us divide for the common good.

Let the scientific horticulturists go to Chiswick and

keep the "Kensingtonians" at South Kensington.

That is a scheme you can carry out without the

sanction of the Commissioners, and by reducing

your expenditure you can keep within your

income. I do trust whatever course you pursue may
be for the benefit of the Society, for its relief from the

embarrassments which lie upon it, from its difficulties

which are by no means insuperable. Pay your rent

next year and then you can keep possession. I must

say before I close that what the horticultural papers

stated was not altogether fair. It was never intended

that, by anything which fell from me, the idea that

the Society was insolvent should be conveyed. In

the first place, if I said so it would not be true. I

may say that the claims brought against us have been

paid. I beg now to conclude this statement with a

hope that you will find our retirement conducive to

the benefit and honour of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

TheCiiAiRM.\N, resuming, said he wished to state

that many members of the Society had expressed their

wish to subscribe money to relieve the Society from its

embarrassments. Mr. Ricketts promised ^25, Mr.

Godson ^2% Mr. Paul £\ao a year for ten years on

the condition that nine others would do the same, Mr.

Bull promised /lOO in aid of our show, which he

hoped might stand good, and Mr. Dobree said he

would give £\oa. That was an encouragement.

Mr. Kellock observed that as a horticulturist he

did not feel it his duty to resign his seat at the Council.

Neither do the other horticultural Fellows on the

Council think it their duty to resign. They respected

the South Kensingtonians, but literally they had

nothing to do with them. On that ground the horti-

cultural members of the Council did not tender their

resignations.

Dr. Denny remarked that the meeting ought to

thank the noble lord for his able statement, and it

could not be without regret that they heard it. The
Council had come in as a Kensingtonian Council,

and as a horticultural Council they had failed ; for

it must be admitted upon all hands that the

horticultural part of the Society was not in the

position it w.as when the present Council took

office. The horticultural Fellows were becoming dis-

gusted, and were leaving the Society wholesale, and,

more than that, the attendance at the gardens was

falling off. In fact, under present management, the

Society would fall to pieces in a few months. The
Council might say they were paying their present prize

money, but why ? Because no one was exhibiting.

The present Council took office in opposition to the

Royal Commissioners ("No"). Why, the Council

turned out Royalty— they turned out Prince Arthur.

A Fellow : No ; Prince Arthur resigned.

Dr. Denny : Well, he could not remain in office

under the condition of affairs. I think our thanks are

due to those members of the Council who do not

resign their seats.

Mr. GUEDALLA. believed the dead-lock was entirely

due to the shuflfling conduct of Her Majesty's Com-
missioners. They kept the Society in a fix for upwards

of twelve months, and then in the month of February

they came down and said they were ready to come to

an arrangement. The Council had placed most ex-

cellent plans before the Commissioners, and what

right had the Commissioners to indict their acts? The
last plan proposed was the only one to work any real

substantial good, and that was to separate Chiswick

from South Kensington. He was extremely sorry to

see these members of the Council resign, but it was

really the only manly course open to them as honour-

able men.
Sir Coutts Lindsay begged, before he left his

seat on the Council, to express his extreme satisfaction

at the way in which he had been met by all the

members of the Council and by the Fellows generally.

He quite endorsed what Lord Bury said with respect

to the Society. As to the charge brought against the

Council of not having fostered horticulture, the answer

was that the Council had neither money nor means.

Lord Bury had very ably shown them the misfortune

under which their Society laboured. They never had

funds to meet the expenses placed upon their shoulders

by the Commissioners, and so the Society had been

brought to a position, if not of bankruptcy, of great

impecuniosity. It would be better, after all, to divide

the two interests which existed in the Society. Let

those who took most direct interest in horticulture

take its management in their own hands. As regarded

the resignations, he might say that he believed every

gentleman on the Council acted to the best of his

judgment. Mr. Hume, who w.as not able to be

present, had written a letter, which he would read.

He (Sir Coutts Lindsay) could say, with entire sin-

cerity, that those who retired did so with no feeling

of soreness, and with the belief that they had at all

times received the support of their colleagues and

of the Fellows in general.

Mr. Dobree begged to express his thanks for the

support he had received from all connected with the

Society. He was sorry his time had not been of more

use to the Society than it h.ad been, but he could not

afford to give any more time as he was engaged in

commercial pursuits. Mr. Hume much regretted he

could not attend that meeting as he had to be present

that day at a School Board in Norfolk.

Sir Alfred Slade wished to say that, according

to the 1 6th Bye-law no business except that for which

the adjournment was made could take place. There-

fore the meeting was incapable of accepting the resig.

nation of the members of Council or to appoint their

successors. He regretted very much that there should

be any reason for the resignation of the members of

the Board who had tendered it.

The Chair.man : No doubt Sir Alfred Slade is

right. Another meeting will have to be called to

deal with the resignations. That is quite in accord-

ance with the bye-law quoted. The simple fact is, we
shall have to call another meeting. I and my col.
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leagues have not yet resigned, and perhaps we
shall not.

Mr. W. A. Lindsay wished to say he regretted
having made some remarks at the last meeting which
created or introduced a feeling of bitterness. AH he
could do was to express regret for these expressions.
Without going into any further matter, he wished to
say that he believed the state of the Society was
perfectly sound, and he felt it could be re-organised,
but only by reverting, both actively and mentally, to
the past represented by the picture over the Chair-
man's head, painted at a time when this Society was
renowned for its science but not for its local fashion.
The Chairman : Well, ladies and gentlemen, I

have nothing further to say than that the meeting is

at an end for the present.
Mr. Shirley Hdiberd asked if the Chairman had

really taken his farewell of them, and this was met
with cries of "No." Mr. Ilibberd then said the
Chairman had made his farewell speech, and, as he
had done good hard work, they ought to thank him.
He begged to move a vote of thanks to the Chairman.
Mr. W. A. Lin dsay said he had much pleasure in

seconding the vote so appropriately moved by Mr.
Hibberd.
The motion was carried unanimously, and the

Fellows, who had been kept at the meeting an un-
usually long time, rapidly dispersed.

On June 6, at Ragste.id, Worthing, Mary Anne,
wife of W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in
the seventy-fourth year of her age.

STA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, June 9, 1875,
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]iresent a weedy appearance, as neitlier plants nor

Howers will come to their proper size and develop-

ment.

Now that the busy season of bedding is fast

drawing to a close, labour will be ?et at liberty for

other work that is apt to fall in arrear at most places.

Neatness and order should be the first consideration,

and suitable weather chosen to wage war with weeds,

and for the several other operations to bring about

this desirable end. Much time and labour may be

saved by taking advantage of the state of the weather

in most of the work connected with gardening, and
when favourable for certain operations a good
general will then marshal his forces, and concentrate

his strength in certain quarters instead of frittering it

away when conditions are adverse to rapid progress.

Herbaceous borders will now require constant atten-

tion in staking and tying the various kinds of plants

as they advance in growth. The practice of

bundling them up, by just running a piece

of matting round, is very objectionable, as they

are never seen to advantage, and the stems

become drawn and attenuated, and many of the

principal leaves destroyed from want of light

and air. If only one stnke is employed for the

purpose of support, the different branches should be

looped up separately so that the plants may have

breathing room, and present an easy natural appear-

ance. The hoe and rake should be run frequently

over the ground to destroy weeds and keep the sur-

face neat and tidy, wiihout which much of the effect

an 1 pleasure is lost. Before staking the plants will

lie much benefited by having the greater portion of

the weakest shoots removed, so as to concentrate the

strength in those remaining, and induce them to send

up fine heads of bloom. Rnses are now fast swell-

ing their flower-buds, and will be greatly benefited by
liberal applications of liquid manure. The beds

should previously receive a mulching of rotten dung,

so as to prevent any escape of this through evapora-

tion.

Ranunculus beds can scarce be over-watered at

this season, and as they come into bloom a slight

shade will be necessary or the beauty of the flowers

will only be of short duration. The stock of plants

used for spring bedding will now require attention,

to insure a good supply of bloom when the

season arrives, and this can only be effected by
growing the plants well now instead of leaving

them uncared for in the reserve garden. Nothing is

more beautiful for spring blooming than the old Gen-
tiana acaulis, and yet one seldom sees it in quantity.

A few old plants obtained now will divide easily, and
soon make a large stock, if planted in favourable

situations. 7. Sheppard.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard House.— //:j-£'r/j- of various kinds now be-

gin to be troublesome, and in order to keep them down
it will be quite necessary to syringe the trees every

night, and if this fails to keep them perfectly clean, as it

sometimes does, then recourse must at once be had to

fumigation. The young shoots of Cherry trees are

often sadly infested by the black-fly, which fasten

themselves upon the under sides of the leaves, and
water thrown by the syringe or garden engine, with

whatever force, has but little effect upon them. They
can also withstand a considerable amount of tobacco
smoke. Although they will generally succumb to

repeated and powerful applications of this narcotic,

still in large structures there is frequently much difh-

culty in applying this sufficiently strong, and merely
dipping the infested shoots in tobacco-water, however
strong, is seldom effective, as the insects are protected

by a glutinous substance which has the effect of
throwing off the water, so that they remain uninjured.

The most effectual method, however, is to gently rub
the infested leaves with the fingers, which should be
well and repeatedly wetted with tolerably strong

tobacco-water. This should be done during the even-

ing, and early on the following morning the trees

should be well washed with the syringe or garden
engine. During fine weather the ventilators may be
allowed to remain open by night as well as by day,

taking care to close them during the prevalence of

high winds. P. Grieve, Ctilford.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The Rosette Cole^oort is a subject which is worthy of

extensive cultivation in gardens generally, and espe-

cially so in those which are required to furnish a

supply ol hard blanched Cabbages for soups or other

purposes through the winter months. Its cultivation

is also to be recommended on account of its produc-
tiveness, and requiring so little space for that purpose,

and also because of its hardy constitution and capa-

bility of withstanding the effects of severe weather
better than any other variety of Cabbage. It is, how-
ever, in this case very importnnt to sow the seed of it

at the proper time, which we have by experience
found to be about the 20th of the present month.
Prick out the plants as soon as they are sufficiently

advanced to be done; this must be attended to in

order to secure sturdiness in habit. When they are

fit for transferring to the quarters or elsewhere, plant

them out 15 inches apart every way. Wc appropriate

for this purpose ground which has been occupied with

an(umn-sown Onions, The cutting of another portion

of the beds of Asparai^us should be discontinued at

once, and this operation should not be prolonged on
the others longer than it is absolutely required, as it

is very important that the plants have sufficient time

allowed them to perfectly develope a natural growth,

in order that the buds for the forthcoming season's

supply may be perfectly matured. In exposed situa-

tions it is advisalde lo secure the top from being broken
off by means of stakes, or liy placing these at dis-

tances apart, and running string from one to the other.

J\as are now coming on rapidly. Amongst early

varieties William the First is pre-eminent as an early

variety— combining, as it does, earliness with ])roduc-

tiveness and quality ; as such it is at present unsurpassed.

We have also another promising early sort in Dr.
Ilogg, which apparently is one that requires but little

time comparatively in attaining perfection. Copious
supplies of water should be given to those in a bearing

state, and also to advancing crops. When the seed

in later rows are too thickly placed, thin out to about

2 inches apart. These should be mulched with either

litter or manure, and stacked as soon as fit, and apply

the same means in the case of late rows of Scm-ld
Runners. Take advantage of favourable oppor-

tunities to plant out, as ground becomes vacant,

successional crops of Broccoli^ Winter Greens^

Cauliflowers, Savoys^ &c. Maintain successional

supplies of Turnips, by occasional sowings as

required, as also of Lettuces, Radishes, and Endive,

which should at this season be constantly, "when
necessary," supplied with water to insure fine quality.

Transplant Endive "before it gets too much ad-

vanced in rrrowth,'' about 15 inches apart every way.
Plentifully supply water at the roots of Celery in all

stages of growth ; earth up that which was planted

out early
;
plant out for a succession, and prick out

from outside seed-beds for late supplies. Prepare
trenches for these, and make available the space

between them for crops of Lettuce or Endive by sow-
ing them in drills there, or for summer Spinach.

Attend with regularity to the requirements of Gherkins,

Cucumbers, and Vegetable Marrows, which are planted

out in hand-lights ; as soon as the bines begin to run
elevate the handlight to allow them to pass out
underneath. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Answers to Correspondents.
Insects : 7. T. Jl The small galls of the size of Peas
on the male flower-stems of the Oak (see fig. 161), are

known by the name of Currant galls, and are formed
by Cynips Quercus petioli. /. O. W.—A. C. Your
Larch, Nordmanniana, and Silver Fir, are attacked by
the common Chermes laricis. Repeated fumigation
to windward, and syringing with lime-water and soap-
suds, may be used ; but Nature is already taking steps

to diminish the mischief, one of the sprigs sent being
cleared by an Aphis-feeding larvas of one of the two-
winged Syrphidos, nearly full-grown. /. 0. IV.—Afi
Old Subscriber. The wild bees sent are the Andrena
cineraria. All the numerous species of this genus
burrow in the earth. /. O. IV.—M. S. The Olive
trees in the South of Europe are attacked by the
scale, Coccus olea, which is often very injurious, and
even destmctive to them there. Washing the stems
with tlie ordinary fluids for the destruction of the
scale is the only remedy. There are numerous treatises

on the insect by Bernard, Olivier, Bompar, Costa,
Risso, Bayle Barelle, Gremalde, Passerini, &c. /. O. IV.

Action of Manures : S. B. D. Your questions would
require a small volume to answer them fully. Some
are absorbed unchanged from the soil, others (most)
are changed in the plant itself; others again, as you

say, act on the soil, and render some otherwise

insoluble ingredients available as plant food.

Ciiiswicic Garden: E. A. Mayuard. Any Fellow of

the Society can give an order of admission.

Fkncino : L, y. You do not say whether you intend

the fencing to be permanent or not, hence wc cannot

answer you to the point. Presuming that you only

want a temporary fence, we would recommend that

strong Oak posts, pointed and charred, be driven into

the ground in squares of four, six, or even eight.

Drive them in sloping outwards, and fix four rails to

them horizontally, those near the ground being the

closest together.

Fkuit Show at South Kensington: We are re-

quested to correct an error which crept into our report

at p, 728, col. <i, with reference to the fine Black Ham-
burgh and Foster's Seedling Grapes shown by Mr.

Harrison, gr. to the Earl of Derby, Knowesley.
These were entered " not for competition " conse-

quently it was an error to say, as we, have done, that

they did compete, though we saw no notice to that

erfect on the exhibition table.

Names of Plants : ^. //., Ipswich. Phyllocactus

crenalus.

—

A Subscriber. 2, Trollius curopasus
; 5, may

be Jasminum revolutum, but we cannot be sure with-

out flowers. All the other specimens are not sufficient

to name. The variegation of the Rose leaves is cer-

tainly unusual.

—

J. C. fr* Co. Clypeola cyclodontea.

—

A. J. O. Lysimachia nemorum.—C E. G. 1, Hehan-
themum mutabile, var. roseum ; 2, Hehanthemum
hybrid

; 4, Veronica incana
; 5, Catasetum luridum

;

8, indeterminable. The others next week. Please do
not send more than six another time,—^w. C. M.
Slirub, Lonicera Xylosteum ; tree, Pyrus Aria.—£. G.

The large leaved plant is Viburnum Leotago ; the

other Leucotlioe axillaris.— A^. M. Trewia nudiflora.
—M. J. I, Cordyline australis ; 2, Fraxinus Ornus

;

3, Cotyledon umbilicus.

Pink Laburnum : Laburnum. Only the well-known
Cytisus Adami. See a note respecting it on p. 758.

Rose: An Amateur. The old Persian Yellow, we
beheve. The other plant was too much withered.

Catalogues Received ; James Cocker & Sons (Aber-

deen), General Spring Catalogue of Bedding and
other Soft-wooded Plants.—Rollisson & Sons (The
Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.), General Catalogue

of Stove, Greenhouse, Hardy, and Bedding Plants.

—

James Veitch & Sons (Royal Exotic Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea, S.W.), Illustrated Catalogue of New
and Beautiful Plants.—Messrs. M. C. Alkemade &
Son (Zeestraat, Noordwijk, Binnen, near Haarlem,
Holland), Catalogue of Flower Roots, Bulbs, &c.

lebsur rariaiurc—/\. w. u.

—

j. u. ±j.— i*. j. *.

Rchb. f.—A. F,—J. Scott.—All Old Subscriber (ne

please be more moderate in your requests anothe:
'/. Smith.—J. V. & Sons (next week).—J. Miller.—J. McI.,
Handsworth.-P. W. J. -J. J. B.-H. K. M.—T. T.—
Nomenclature. — \V. W.— f. Dimmick. — A. B. —James
Harvey.—R. A. P.

iarhds.
COVENT GARDEN, June lo.

Heavy consignments from the Continent, Including

Strawberries, Cherries, and Apricots, arrive daily.

Strawberries from the west of England are also largely

in bulk, selling at 2J. to 4;. per dozen lb., but they are

very common goods. Peaches and Nectarines have im-

proved, but English Pines have made very little progress

in 'size and quality ; 10,000 are announced from the

West Indies as first arrival. Thos. Taylor, Wholesale

Apple. Market.
Cut Flowers.

Carnations, i3 blooms
Cornflower,p.doz.bun. 3 0-60
Deulzia.per bunch.. 04-10
Eschscholtzia, 12 bun. 30-60
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Heliotropes, iz spr. 06-10
Lily-of-the- Valley, 12

sprays .. ..06-26
Mignonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Myosotis, per bunch 04-09
Nemophiia, 12 bun. .16-30

Pelargoniums, 12 spr, 1

— Zonal, do. .. 1

P^eonies, 12 bun. ,. ,

Primula, dbl., p. bun. (

Ranunculus, p. bun. 1

Roses, indoor, p. doz.
— outdoor, 12 bun. ,

— Moss. 12 bun. .. I

Rose de Mai, doz. bun.

;

SpirEca, 12 sprays . . :

Stephanotis, 12 sprays :

16-76

Begonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Calceolarias, do.

Cyperus, do. ..

Dracsena terminalis
— viridis, per doz.

Ficus elastica

Fuchsia, per doz.
Gardenias, do. ..12 0-60
Heaths, in van, doz. 120-10
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 o-is
Hydrangeas, perdoz, 12 0-24

Apples, per K-sieve
Apricots, per box .

.

Cherries, per box ..

Figs, per doz.

Grapes, English, lb.

Plants in Pots.

s. d.s. d.

Lobelia, per doz,

Mignonette, do.

Myrtles
Pelargoniums,

— Scarlet, do.

Petunia, per doz
Roses, do.
Solanums, do.

Spiraea, do. ..

Stock, do. ..

Oranges, p. 100
— Malta, per doz...

Peaches, per doz. .. i

Pine-apples, p. lb. .

.

Pomeloes, each
Shaddocks, each .

.

Strawberries, per lb.

Walnuts, p. bush. ..]
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Vegetables.

Artichokes, Fr., doz.
Asparagus, English,

per bundle— French, p. bund.
Beans, French, p. loo
— broad. p. J^-sieve
Beet, per doz. .

.

Cabbages, per doz.

Celery, per bundle .

.

Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz. .,

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.

Potatos, old : — Reg.
Flukes. _i2or. to

New : Lisbons, i

finished.

. d. ,

4 o-

60-..

6- ..

Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, per doz.
Mint, per bundle .. o 4- ..

Mushrooms, per pott, i o- 2 o
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..

10-20 Parsnips, p. doz. . . o g- i o
10-20' Peas, per quart , . 16-..
16-.. Radishes, per bunch. 02-04

Shallots, per lb. ..03-..
[6 0-18 o

I

Salsify, per bundle ..16-..
I 6- z o Sprue, French, bund. 16-..
10-26. Toniatos, per doz. . . 40- .

.

10-20' Turnips, per bundle. 10-16
o 2- o H : — French, p. bund. 16-..
30-50 Veg. Marrows, doz. 60-..
;nts (early), 80^. to i2oi'. ; best, i6oj. ;

130.S-. ; and Victorias, i6oi'. per toiL

65. to 18^. per cwt. Old Potatos nearly

SEEDS.
London : yune 9.—Our agricultural seed trade, as

might be expected, is now so inactive that it affords
scarcely any subject for remark. Occasional export
orders for Clover seed drop in, but at present there is no
speculation in the article. It does not seem probable
that much Trifolium will be saved in this country for

seed ; the offers of Trifolium which now come to hand
from France are made at a considerable advance on
those of a few weeks since. For spring Tares there is

still some inquiry, but the supply is almost nil. Mustard
and Rape seed are without quotable variation. Canary
seed, having apparently seen its highest, and the demand
having sensibly diminished, is now drooping in value.

Hemp seed is firm, and white Millet, being scarce, is

dearer. John Shaw &* Sous, 37, MarM Lane, E. C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane, on Monday, the small quantity of

English Wheat on the market prevented any pressure to
sell, and, whilst purchases were very small, late rates had
to be paid. The same remarks apply to foreign Wheat.
Flour was very unsaleable, and American barrels rather
easier to buy. Barley was without quotable change in
value, and Beans showed an occasional reduction of zs.

per quarter. The late extreme rates for white Peas were
not maintained, as supplies are coming to hand. Oats
remained the same as on last Friday week, with a quiet
trade. Maize was cheaper on the week, but met with
very few buyers.—Wednesday's market was poorly
attended, and little business was done in any class of
produce. The supply of English Wheat was small, of
foreign large, and sales could only be effected at some
slight reduction. Barley was nominally unaltered, as
also was malt ; while Oats, Maize, Beans, and Peas were
rather cheaper than otherwise. Flour remained dull.—
Average prices of corn for the week ending June 5 ;

—
Wheat, 4i.f. \\d.\ Barley, 36J. 91/.; Oats, 30J. ^d. For
the corresponding week last year:—Wheat, 6is.8d.

;

Barley, 455. Bd.; Oats, 29J. iid.

CA TTLE.
The trade in every department at the Metropolitan

cattle market on Monday was exceedingly dull, and
lower prices had to be taken in most instances to effect

sales. In the beast market the reduction was quite 2d,
to 4</. per stone, the middling qualities being the most
depressed. For the best the rates could not be quoted
over 6^. as a current top price. On the foreign side a
similar decline was noticeable, and also a slow dragging
trade. The demand for sheep was extremely dull, and
at a similar reduction to that quoted for beasts. Sales
were difficult to close on the English side. 6s. ^d, to
6s. 3d, were extreme rates current, and on the foreign
side 6s. was the top quotation. Lambs sold badly, and
at 4(/. to 6d. per stone decline. Calves were almost
unsaleable, and prices were very irregular. Pigs met
little or no inquiry. — Trade in beasts on Thursday was
very dull, prices were lower, and a clearance was not
effected. For sheep and lambs rates were lower, and a
considerable number remained unsold. Calves sold at
fully late rates, choice making rather more money.

/JAV,
The Whitechapel report states that with a small

supply trade was firm, and rather higher rates prevailed
for hay. Quotations :—Prime meadow hay, gas. to

120J. ; inferior ditto, 55^^. to 751. ;
prime Clover, iooj.

to 126s. ; inferior ditto, 85^. to 95^. ; and straw, 35^. to
38J. per load. — Cumberland Market quotations : —
Superior meadow hay, 126s. to 1355. ; inferior, loos. to
iioj. ; superior Clover, i2oj-. to 132^. ; inferior, 90J. to
iioj, ; and straw, 40s. to 44J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that

supplies were large and much in excess of the demand,
so that prices were flat. Quotations : — Regents,
Soj-. to iiS-f. ; rocks, 60s. toyos.; Victorias, 8oj. to 125^.;
flukes, 120s. to isos. per ton.—Last week the imports of
Potatos into London consisted of 2962 bags from Ant-
werp, 4673 sacks and 731 tons Dunkirk, 1227 boxes
Lisbon, 99 boxes Valencia, 67 casks 93 baskets Malta,
50 bags 40 packages Hamburg.

COALS.
The market on Monday was firmer than in the pre-

ceding week, previous prices being fully supported. On
Wednesday house coals advanced 6d. per ton. Quota-
tions :—Bebside West Hartley, igs. 311'.; Percy do.,
i8i. 3^.; West Hartley, igs. -^d.; Walls Ends—Lambton,
21s.; South Hetton, 21J. 6d.\ Kelloe, 19J.; East Hartle-
pool, 21s. ^d.

^HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.
16, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T RO- P H O S P HATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 130,000

Acres of Land.
C/iairf}m?i—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Majtaging Director—}A.'^IY.S ODAMS.
Sub-Manager a/td Secretary—C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Bkanxh-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

ISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1850, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from I to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, i^., 3^. , and lar. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earley.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at js. tid. per bottle

—

t.s. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING and CO.. Nonvich.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT offers his well-known preparation
• to Fruit Growers at is. gd. and 2s. gd. per bottle,

post free, on receipt of stamps. No one who has fruit to
grow should be without it. May be obtained through all

Seedsmen, or direct from
JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

N. B, Beware of spurious imitations.

TOBACCO PAPER—TOBACCO CLOTH
—TOBACCO CORD-TOBACCO JUICE.

The above, of the very best quality, can be obtained ot

POOLEY and CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, E.C. Prices on application.

N.B.—Catalogues of Garden Requisites sent post free on
receipt of Trade Card.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

SCOTCH SILVER SAND
FIBROUS PEAT.

Silver Sand and Fibrous Peat, of the finest quality, same
as supplied to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh ; Rlessrs.

the Lawson Seed & Nursery Co., Limited ; Downie, Laird &
Laing, J. & R. Thyne, Austin & McAslan, and all the princi-

pal Nurserymen in Scotland.

The Sand is one of the finest samples of the purest Silica,

without any admixture of earthy matters whatever, and is

allowed to be superior to the best English. It is invaluable for

Propagating or General Purposes. The Peat is from a thin
layer lying on the Silver Rock, and has a considerable propor-
tion ot clear Silver Sand in its natural te.\ture. Admirably
adapted for Heaths, Azaleas, &c., and the choicer portions for

Orchids.

In Sacks, for Amateurs, &c., at is. 6d. each, sack included.
Price per ton on application to

George McLaws &. Co.,
GREENFOOT S.'^ND QUARRIES, AIRDRIE, N.B.

WPARHAM'S SYSTEM of GLAZING
• WITHOUT ruTTV, securing Freedom from Drip and

Breakage of Glass, is rapidly superseding alt other methods.

CATALOGUES two Stamps. See Specimens at cither address.
Also at the iSIidland Counties Grand Horticultural Exhibition

at Aston Park, Birmingham, July i to 5 ; and at the Royal at

Russia Mats, Garden Nets. &c.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C., Importers of Archangel

and St. Petersburg Mats, have a large stock of MATS,
TANNED NETTING. TIFFANY, RAFFIA FIBRE, S:c,,

at Wholesale Prices.

"PUSSIA MAT S.—A large stock of
-M-\) Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.
Second sized Archangel, loos. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ;

superior close Mat, 45,1., 50s., and 55s.; packing Mats, -zos.,

3&r., and 35^. per 100 ; and every other description of Mats at

equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

E S S I A N S and SCR IMS for
COVERING,

rim, from 2d. to yi. per yard, advancing J^(/.

h Hessian and Scrim, jd., 3^^., 4^., ^%d., and $%d.

H

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoredilch,
London, £.C>

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle ; Prince Christian for Frogmore Lodge ; the Royal
Gardens, Kew ; the late Sir Joseph Paxton ; and the late
Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

PROTECTION firom the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—

2 yards wide .. .. i,j. loii. per yard run.

3 yards wide ,. .. 3,?. per yard.

4 yards wide .. .. 3^. lot/. per yard

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING.
2 yards wide . . i^. 6d and is. lod. per yard run.

None genuine uidess stamped "with Name a7id Trade Mark.
E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest

Hill, S.E.; and all Nurserymen and Florists. All goods free

to London.

Oil Paiat no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an e.xcellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the
Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials
have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon, at
the Manufactory, or is. 8d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
" Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £3 5s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one
of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Streetj London, E.C. .from
whom only it can be obtained.
Caution.— It having lately come to the knowledge ot Hill

& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are being
offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in price,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every cask
_f .u„:„ 17 1_ :_ .. . ?L. i__j .-.L .!__-. ^ ^^^ address.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns ot Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION, To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c., from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Coloiu-s.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD. Manager, 39A, King William Street, London. E.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MaTkers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c,
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

LAWN SWEEPING and ROLLING
MACHINE, Patented—to the hand Besom what the

Mowing Machines have been to the Scythe,
Messrs. SINCLAIR ,\ND CLAYTON, Ripley, Leeds,

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street. Birmingham, Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each,

d^ The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this

Establishment,

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SOPER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E.
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Seedsmen to spprisTYiflTi tn

|aj THE ROYAL COUNTIES (HANTS AND BERKS) AGRICULTURAL

&mS!> SOCIETY'S MEETING AT PORTSMOUTH,
the Queen. .

the Prince of Wales.

JUNE 15, IG, 17, 18.

BUTTONS' ROYAL MUSEUM
SHED fff%\ - SHED

7, (* C J) FBY .".P POi NTMrN~ 7

SUTTON &.SONSI ^ READING BERKS
SI Vli t qc

~
C t- p J r ju

I

STAND
Hp|#f- pr ^M^^^ ^^ ^^^ -r [r^

I

STAND
99. \3y L^'^ b-t-'E-I^L-- 'u:|i I ^j^^ . ^ L

-J:^^^-:: 99.

OF GRASSES, SEEDS, ROOTS, MODELS, HORTICULTURAL & AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE,

WHICH HAS ]!EEN ESPECIALLY HONOURED WITH VISITS FROM

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND THEIR ROYAL HIGHNESSES THE PRINCE
AND PRINCESS OF WALES AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY,

Will be found in a most prominent part of the Show.

EVERY HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT
INTRODUCED IN

WEEKS'S CONSERVATORIES,

WEEKS'S PLANT HOUSES,

WEEKS'S ORCHID HOUSES,

WEEKS'S EXOTIC STOVES,

WEEKS'S CUCUMBER HOUSES,

WEEKS'S FORCING HOUSES,

WEEKS'S PROPAGATING HOUSES,

WEEKS'S SYSTEM of VENTILATION,

WEEKS'S FERNERIES,

WEEKS'S VINERIES,

WEEKS'S PINERIES,

WEEKS'S ORCHARD HOUSES,

WEEKS'S MELON HOUSES,

WEEKS'S PEACH HOUSES,

WEEKS'S GLASS WALL COVERINGS,

WEEKS'S HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

ALL OF WHICH ARE OF THE VERY BEST DESCRIPTION.

Book of Designs, lyh enlarged Edition, with -upwards of 50 Engravings, sent post free on application to

J. V/EEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS and PATENTEES,

KING'S EOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

every Agricultural County in Enc^iand.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO..
71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

For Park, Farm, and General Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles.
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies.

It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm,

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing',
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and
the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.'s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,
and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE —

1, DELAHAY ST., WESTIVIINSTER. S.W.

OLE MAN AND MORTON'S
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.c

For U I 111 Ci 1 11 1 ( lis md Grounds.
The deli\cii \ tl\ l ui Le u iK 1 a tlit, <nitlet when filling

1 watering pot It hulds 35 gillons Ihe Spreader, for

rt-atering lawns, &c., can be removed at pleasure.
Price, with Spreader . . . . ,^^6 o o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine 800

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the

London Road Ironworks. Chelmsford.

M w.
Wood Engra'Ting.

G. SMITH, ARTIST
; on Wood, 15, IMildmay Grove, Loud'

Window Glass, Sbeet Lead, Faints, &c.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
iMroRTERS and Manufacturers. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages will be provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single
Men and Women not exceeding thirty-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS, and
FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, inashiptobedespatched
in July, on payment of the following rates :—Twelve years and
not exceeding forty, £i icr. ; one year and under twelve, ^-z 15s-.

For further information apply to the Agent-General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOE ESTIMATES TO
OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

ORNAMENTAL ROSE SCREEN OR FENCE.

TOM'^mjmmmmmmmnammmmm

(1 fi C (1

R. HOLLIDAY, horticultural iron and wire works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING H ILL GATE, LONDON, W.

Manufactures—FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, TRELLIS for Creepers, ESPALIERS, WALL WIRING
for Fruit Trees, ARCHWAYS, COVERED-WAYS, ROSERIES, WIRE FENCING, &c.; FOUNTAINS and
WATER CONDUITS for Garden Decoration. See Illintrated CATALOGUE of Design!.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This effective little implement meets a long-felt want. It consists ol one
light but strong steel shovel, for mai'king out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for

hilling up the rows when desired ; and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction

enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the

earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been'"'•-

'ictlon.

, and Rakes, £2 2s.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTER.
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TIE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards

of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose Irom.

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM, 1874.HOT-WATER BOILERS,

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 665, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle,

" GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1873),

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1871).

PATENT ..-.fTl-^ N"a54/ri

PIPES, CONNECTIONS

"WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

" TRENTIIAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

(PATENT ', -.111..,:' .OILER.)

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

•yEN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SAilSEACTION.—
-i- These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping t. Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either '' corrugated " or " plain " front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the box—the neatest plan—or delivered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction.,

and a montli's trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

THE INVINCIBLE"
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER First Peize.

GOLD MEDAL.
GOLD MEDAL

AT THE

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

SEVEN
First Prize Medals,

FROM

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

Thi Wood Rollers can be used eitlur at the Front or at the Back of the Cutlers. It will do all that any other Lawn
Mower can do, ofwhatsoever make or description.

6 in. Sin. loin. 12 in. ,4 in. 16 in. iS in. rain.
PrioeB, 26s. 50b. 70s. £4 10s. £6 10s. JE6 6s. £7 £8 IDS., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS:
JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

C::l.REEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSOR"
*^ or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winner of Every Prize in all cases of Competilion.

., 18 ,, Can be worlced by a Man and Boy 8

.. 20 „ ,. ,, 8 10 o
" =^ " ' .. ,1 900
. "4 ., ,, „ „ „ ,, g 10 o

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Macliines on application.

Carriage Paid to all the principal Railway Stations
in the United Kingdom.

The I' SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a world-wide
reputation for their superiority and e.\cellcnce, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market.
They will cut either short or long grass, dents, &c., and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mower.s
possess. They arc the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
dally nse in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal
Gardens and Parks throughout the Kingdom.
A stock of 590 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

inchidinE all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-
id have prompt delivery.

GREEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior Machine of its kind to any

Lawn Mower extant, and it will cut cither short or lon^ grass,
bents, &c., and wet as well as dry.

6 inchei

Prices of the K >

35^

2 niche

80J

chcs

Dehvered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations
and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Every
Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not
approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.
Our reason for bringing out the " Royal " Mower is to meet a

want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efiicient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments.
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
workmen is kept at both places.

REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

Seedsi
; : ble Ironmongers and

theLi ii<-
1
Kin

1
in r fr m the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON,' S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the
United Kingdom.

Descriptive Illustrated Price List Free on application.
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w. H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121 BunhiU Row London E C

j^jAJ>>^^^^^^^
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, June 12,

iciNAL AK-rrcLiis on the Water Supply of tlic Country—

H;iy and Haymaking— Implements tX Croydon (Illus-

trated)— Irish Tenant-Right—Bedroom Furniture (Illus-

trated)—Epsom and Ascot—Cricket—Cattle at Croydon

(Illustrated)— The Agricidtural Holdings Bill— Wheat

Grown from Oats—Common Law fur Farmers—Rotham-

sted (IlUistrated)—Ayrshire Cattle—Value of Manure from

the Feeding of Animals—A Short Ramble in Sussex-

Common Diseases of Farm Horses, &c.

)ME AND Foreign CoRRnsroNDENCE on Failures and

Successes—Concrete—Farming under DirPtculties— Hamp-
shire Downs (Illustrated) — Oat-grown Wheat — Horse

Breeding — Minister of Agriculture— Oats Running to

Bailey—Heer during Harvest— Hungarian Agriculture—

The Weather, Wheal, and Labour in Canada.

AND Memoranda from a large

1 Great Britain and Ireland.

RTS of recent Meetings of Agricultural Societies, Mar-

cLs, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also—

Veterinarian— The Household— Garden of the Farm—
^-nices of Books—Weather Charts for the Week— Forestry

-Miscellaneous, &c.

Price \d. \ post free, 4 J^f/. Published by William Richards,

L the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH^RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, E. Pynaekt. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid \os. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vinery,

Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated.

EEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ISTRANGEEE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andri, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet. F. Burvenich, F. Crc5pin,

Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GlUon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Saudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van VoLvem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

105., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

A Work which Every One should have who has a Garden.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A Handy Manual of Improved Culture of all Vegetables.

By WiLl.lA.M Earlev, author of" How to Grow Mushrooms,"
&c. In crown Svo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 45. ^ci,

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., 9, Bouverie
Street, E.C.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing
moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address, EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, where two others .are kept to assist. I\Iust

thoroughly understand the profession in every branch, be willint;,

active, industrious, sober, and honest. None other need apply.

A total abstainer preferred. Personal character required. Wages
25J. per week, with a two-roomed cottage and vegetables.

—

X. S. H., Mr. Earle, Baker, Acton, Middlesex. W.

WANTED, a GARDENER and WIFE
(without children), the Man to act as Gardener and

make himself generally useful : the Wife to take Charge of the
Infirmary and otherwise assist in the Establishment, if required.

Age to be stated. Joint wages £,a,o per annum, board, lodging,

fuel, and light provided. Written applications to be sent, by the

15th instant, to R. WENTWORTH LITTLE, Secretary,
R.M.I.G., 5, Freemason's Hall, Great Queen Street, W.C.

WANTED, near London, an energetic
SINGLE-HANDED GARDENER, able to Manage

Bedding out Plants in small House over winter, and who under-
stands Kitchen Gardening thoroughly. Wages 245. per week.
—Apply, by letter only, with full particulars, to " G.," Nash
& Teuton, 4, Saville Place, Regent Street, London, W.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-
handkd), to manage a compact Httle Garden, with

help when required. Must understand management of Vinery,
Orchard-house, and general Cultivation of Greenhouse Plants.
Apply by letter, stating wages, and giving reference from last

place, to R. M. C.Mr. Hine, 18, Store Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.C.

THE Directors of the Crystal Palace District
Cemetery Company require a WORKING GARDENER

who is competent to Lay-out, Plant, and attend to the

Grounds, &c. Applications to be in the writing of the appli-

cants, and must state age, qualifications, wages re(iuired, and
contain references to two persons who can speak to character

and ability. Residence in tlie lodge while in the service of the

Company. Letters to be sent (postpaid) not later than June 17,

addressed to Mr. J. TAYLOR, 107A, Fenchurch Street,

London, E.C.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER, by
a Gentleman living ne.ir Lon<Ion. Must be about 22

years of age. and have a thorough knowledge of Flov

\ Vegetables. Wages :ck. Also a LAD about

16, used to a Garden.—Apply by letter, with full particul;

personally between the hours of II ai

London, N.E.
126, Houndsditch,

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, without
incumbrance, the former .is Under Gardener, the latter

as Laundress. Both must understand their business. Wages

Asylum, Pr<

WANTED, a Practical WORKING
FOREMAN for a small Nursery, to Grow Plants and

Cut Flowers for the Market. Must be of strictly temperance
principles.—Address, with full particulars, X. Y. Z., Post Office,

Manchester.

WANTED, TWO young MEN—one to
assist the Foreman in the Houses, i<:c. ; other to Hud,

Graft. Train, &c., outdoors. Must liave had considerable

e.vpcrience, and produce good character. Wages about i6.f.

per week. -EDWI N H ILLIER, Nurseryman, &c. , Winchester.

ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a good
GRAPE THINNER; wages 30^. per wetk. Also

a LAD about i6 as Improver; wages 15.?. per week. Married
man without incumbrance could have house accommodation in

consideration of part services of wife.—D. WAKEFIELD, on
the Premises, Aldborough Hatch, Ilford, Essex, E.

ANTED, a TRAVELLER, to represent
an extensive and well-known Provincial House in the

Nursery and Seed Businesses. A thorough practical knowledge
of both departments indispensable, and one who has held a

similar appointment preferred. None need apply who cannot give

thoroughly satisfactory references as to character and ability.—

Apply "by letter to D.C, Gardejurs' Chronicle Office. W.C.

Warehouseman.
WANTED, as SECOND WAREHOUSE-

MAN, an active industrious Man, who is thoroughly
master of the work in a Seed Warehouse— to S\iperintend

Pickers, Str.aggle Pea Crop, &c. W.ages, 30J. per week.

—

HENRY CLARKE and SONS, 39, King Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.

Working Farm Bailiff.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, with
children grown up or else without any children, to take

Charge of a Farm in the neighbourliood of Preston, with the
help of a Cowman. The Man will have to Buy Lean and Sell

Fat Cattle, and be able to judge their weight ; to work on the
Land, and look after the Cattle. The Wife to take the Dairy
and Poultry.—Address, stating wages and reference, to W. H.,
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea. S.W.

W' ANTED, a Man to do PAINTINCf'ai^d
GLAZING. Must fill up spare time in the Garden.

Wages iSj. per week with cottage, or iis. without.—Mr. JOHN
MARTIN, The Gardens, Lollingstone Castle, Dartford, Kent.

WANT PLA CES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMPANY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to
Mr. JOHN BESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale. London. W.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time several very excellent GARDENERS upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. E. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that
the filling of the situation should be left with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay,—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state
that they have at all limes on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters will bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application
would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several ener-etic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS,
or GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand
situations, can be suited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park ffurseries. Forest Hill,
London. S.E.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept. -Age 29, married, one child. Good character

and lecommedations from past and present employers.— X. V.,
Rhind & Tutt, Little Sussex Place. Hyde Park. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married,
one child : experienced in all branches of the profession.

Good character from past and present employers.— R. W. .The
Cottage, Tadworth Street, Kingswood, Epsom.

GARDENER (Head), where Gardening is
carried on with spirit.—James T. Matthews, late

Gardener to General Lord Strathnairn, Newsells Park, is open
to an engagement as above. Good references.—TAMES T.
MATTHEWS. South Street, Ponders End, N.

rri ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
VJ Gentleman in want of an experienced Man.—Age 32,

married, two children ; can be highly recommended.—T. C.

Kersal Moor Nurseries, M.mchester.

GARDEN' l-'.P, rHr-AD), to any Nobleman,
Lady. Ml (. r ing the services of a thoroughly

practical M. Ill \ li. Can be highly recommended.
-II. M., I, 1.1 . 1, n..i In \ ,d, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married,
no family; well experienced in all branches of the pru-

fir-iMon. No single-handed place accepted. —W. R. Mr
Roaches. Twyning. Gloucestershire.

i":j.ARDENER (Head), also a Second,
VJT where three or four are kept ; a father and son. Wife a
first-class Laundress and Dairywoman. Excellent reference.

—

HEAD GARDENER, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

G;<
ARDENER (Head), man or boy under.

^ Age 28, married, 2 children. Good character from la:it

employer.—C. R. , Mrs. Fancourt, Great Slanmore, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head, Working), in a
Nobleman's or Gcntlcman-s Family, where two or more

arc kept.—Age 28 ; practical experience in Early and Late
Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Can be highly
recommended.— K. P., 5, Pont Street, Uelgravia, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
married, two children: understands Stove and Green-

house Plants, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Forcing. &c. Good
Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardener.— U. J., 20, Mountasli
Road. Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, WpRKiNG).~Age 31,
married, one child ; well experienced in the cultivation of

Vines, Peaches, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening, &c. The highest re-
commendations as to character and ability from present
imployer. — B. R., Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tunbridge Wells
Nurse
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WINTER GARDENS for Home or Export.

CONSERVATORIES in iron or Wood.

GREENHOUSES from 10 ft. in lengtli upwards.

FORCING PITS for all purposes.

GLASS PORCHES, ornamental or Plain.

WE ALSO UNDERTAKE

HOT-WATER HEATING WORKS
OF ANY MAGNITUDE,

And Manufacture the

MOST EFFICIENT AND MOST ECONOMICAL

HOT-V^ATER BOILERS,
REQUIRING NO BRICKWORK and NO SKILL IN FIXING;

ALSO THE BEST FITTED AND CHEAPEST

THROTTLE VALVES
AND

HIGH-PRESSURE STOP VALVES
IN THE TRADE.

T. H. P. DENNIS &. COMPANY,
Works—CHELMSFORD. Show Rooms—MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—The only Firm having Show Rooms of full-sized Greenhouses in the City.

T. H. p. Dennis & Co. will exhibit some of their Manufactures at the Koyal Agricultural Society's Show, Taunton, July 12 to 16

;

Royal Counties Show, Portsmouth, June 15 to 18 ; at the Lincolnshire Show, Great Grimsby, July 21 to 23 ; at the Yorkshire Show,

Driflfield, Angust S to 5, &c.i

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " Tlie Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covcnt Garden, London. W.C.
Prmted by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbukv, At;NE\v, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Pubhshed By the
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CHATSWORTH,
The Duke of Devonshire, K.G.

'THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
fir NEXT SATURDAY, Jitiic 26, will wn-

tain a SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT, unifirm with

those already ptttlished of Hatfield and Windsor,

and consisting of Eight Pages of Original Illustrations

and Letterpress Description.

Price, sd. \ Post Free, s|tf.

Cv/ics may he ordered of all Booksellers and News Agents,

Published by W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Strand, W.C.

The " Oardeners' Chroalcle " In America.

rriHE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
iHcludlng postage to the United States, is $8.30 gold, to

which add premium on gold for U.S. currency at the time,

and 25 cents exchange—payable in advance.

Agents :- Messrs. B. K. BLISS and SONS, Seed

Merchants, 34, Barclay Street, New York : Messrs. M. COLE
AND CO.. Drawer No. 11, Atlanta Post Office, Atlanta, Fulton

County, Georgia ; and Mr. C. H. IMAROT, 814, Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia ; through whom Subscriptions may be sent.

RYSTAL PALACE. — GREAT ROSE
SHOW on JUNE 26. ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 19.

Schedules of
F. W. WILSON, Natural History Department.

LeTxANDRA~PALACE^^^he^GreAT
ROSE SHOW will t.ake place on THURSD..\Y and

FRIDAY, June 24 and 25.

DISPLAY of ROSES in pots and STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, SATURDAY, June 26.

Note.—Rule No. 7 will be altered, making the time for

specimens to be ready 10 o'clock instead of 9 o'Clock.

HE MIDLAND COUNTIES GRAND
HORTICULTUAL EXHIBITION. Lower Grounds,

Aston Park. Birmingham, JULY i, 2, 3, and 5, for the benefit

of the Building Fund of the Midland Institute.

Schedules may be had from Mr. H. G. QUILTER, Lower
Grounds. Aston Park, Birmingham.

EST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW,
Shire Hall. Hereford, TUESDAY, June 29.

Entries to this Exhibition (the most v,aried and highest Prize

List in the Kingdom), close on FRIDAY, June 25.

Rev. C. H. BULMER, Hon, Sec.

CredenhiU Rectory, Hereford.

ISBECH "ALL ENGLAND PRIZE"
ROSE SHOW and HORTICULTURAL EXHL

BITION will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 30, in the

Grounds of Colvllle House, Wlsbecli. No Entrance Fees to

Exhibitors. SCHEDULES of PRIZES and all particulars may
be had on application to CHARLES PARKER, Hon. Sec.

HE OUNDLE FLOWER and POUL'TRY
SHOW will be held onWEDNESDAY, July 7. Special

Priies for Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Roses.
Entries close July 7. SCHEDULES of

ALFRED KING, Secretary, Oundle.

UNTINGDONSHIRE HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The SUMMER SHOW wiU

be held on WEDNESDAY, July 7. Two Silver Cups for

Roses, open to all England.
Schedules and information may be obtained of the Honorary

Secretarj', JOHN OLDMAN, Esq., Huntingdoa.

Now Beady,
CARTER'S PLANT CATALOGUE for

1875, containing a beautifully coloured Engraving of the
new Coleus, Duchess of Edinburgh. Post free, 6d.: gratis to

Purchasers.
Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High

To the Trade, &o.

ROSES.— Now ready, in great quantities,
New and Tea and Noisette Roses, in Pots (best sorts

onlyl. CATALOGUES free.

EWING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. — The best
new Rose of the se.ason. See coloured plate in the Floral

Mat^aziite for April. Strong plants now being sent out, price

7^. 6rf. each. The usual discount to the Trade.
CRANSTON AND MAYOS, Nurseries, King's Acre, near

Hereford.

NEW FRENCH ROSES.—Twelve of the
best varieties of New French Roses for the present

season, in very vigorous plants, sent carriage and package paid
to any Railway Station in the United Kingdom, on receipt of a
post-office order for 27J. 6(/.

EWINO AND CO.. The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Nonvich

Fzlmulas, Primulas, Primulas.

WILLIAMS' SUPERB STRAIN.—Strong
seedling Plants fit for potting mto 3-inch pots, is. (xi.

per do2cii ; los. per 100. CINERARIAS of best quality same
price, package and carriage free. The above are quite equal to

lho.se distributed by John Stevens in previous seasons, and for

which he has numerous testimonials.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries, Coventry.

" La Belle " Carnation.

FRANCIS &ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS
beg to offer strong and extra strong Plants in pots of

this desirable free-flowering, sweet-scented, pure white. Climb-
ing Carnation, at \2s., 185. to^oy. per dozen and upwards. Trade
supplied. " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

Verbenas, Verbenas.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White,
Scarlet, Crimson, and I^se VERBENAS, strong,

healthy, well-rooled cuttings, at 6^. per loc, 50^. per 1000,
package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery. Gravesend.

Bedding Plants for tbe Million.

JAMES HOLDER can supply the following
Plants ;—Alternanthera, Alonsoa, Ageratum, Calceolaria,

Campanula. Cineraria maritima, Coleus, Dahlias, Echeveria,
Fuchsia, Geraniums (Scarlet, Variegated, and Ivy-leaved),
Gazania, Heliotrope, Iresine, Koniga. Lobelia, Mesembry-
anthemum varieeatum, Pentstemon, Petunia, double, Pyrethrum,
Salvia, Stachys, Sempervivum californicum, Tropaeolum,
Verbena, &:c. Eight dozen for 2qs. ; or four dozen for 10s. 6d.,

basket included, cash.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

CUTTINGS of GERANIUMS, &c. — loo
Geraniums, in forty choice varieties, including Tricolor,

Gold and Bronze, Variegated, Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, for

10^., 50, 5J. 6fl., 25, 3s.: 24 F.ancy Pelargoniums, 35. 6d.. 12, 2^.

;

24 Chrysanthemums. 2s. td., 12, \s. 6d.: 24 Pompons, zs. 6d.,

12, IS. 6d.; 24 Fuchsias, 2s. 6d., 12, is. 6d. All post free.

CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS, The Ferns, Enfield.

Dr. Denny's Third Set of Zonal Pelargoniums.

JOHN COPELIN begs to announce that the
Orders he has received for the above will be executed on

July 1. Subsequent favours in rotation as received.
Descriptive CATALOGUES forwarded on application.

Tyssen Street Nurseries, Stoke Newington, N.

Puchsla " procumljens."H CANNELL begs to announce that he
• can now supply the above in nice Plants post free for

18 penny stamps. It has received^ First-class Certificates from
the Royal Horticultural and Botanic Societies of London, and
is said to be of great value for decoration.

New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
Woolwich, S.E.

FOR^^ALE, 1000 ALTERNANTHERAS
PARONYCHIOIDES MAJORand MAGNIFICA,very

dwarf and bushy, in splendid condition.

JOSEPH GREEN, Garforth Nurseries, near Leeds.

PYRUS MAULEI.—The hardiest and most
beautiful New Fruit (from Japan) ever introduced to this

countrj'. Established plants, in pots, now Bending out at 215.

each. Trade as usual.

\Vm. MAULE .\ND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS,
and other PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS.

LISTS of these varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ;

also Plants of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of
different colours r AURICULAS, both Single and Double ;

with every sort of Early Spring Flowers. LIST on application.
Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

ANTED, SEEDLING FERNS, choice
good useful sorts. State sorts and price per quantity.

\V. ARMITAGE AND SON, Nursery, Primrose Hill,

Huddersfield.

EXHIBITION of RHODODENDRONS,
at the "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, one mile from the

Cheshunt Station of Great Eastern Railway.
Messrs. PAUL AM) SON respectfully invite an inspection

of this unique Exhibition, which in its arrangement is an entire
departure from the Rhododendron Shows in London.

o RC HARD-HOUSE TREES,
Fruiting, in Pots.—Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples,

Worcesle:

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
• Belgium, begs to intimate that he has just published a

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST of NEW and RAKE PLANTS
for 187s, which may be had free on application, either to himself
or his Agents,

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.C.

Dutcli Bulbs.
Before ordering HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c., for the ensuing
season. Nurserymen and the Trade generally should send forPVAN WAVEREN (J UN.) and CO.'S

• (Hillegom, Haarlem, Holland) WHOLESALE
CATALOGUE. It may be had free on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C,

Byaclntbs, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, &c.
Best Roots Only, and at Moderate Prices.BUDDENBORG BROS.' (Hillegom,

H.iarlem. Holland) WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of
DUTCH BULBS now ready, and may be had free on
application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

OWNIE AND LAIRD, Royal Winter
Gardens, Edinburgh, beg to call the attention of Florists

and others to their splendid Collections of PANSIES and
VIOLAS, which are now in full flower, and may be seen any
day, Sunday excepted.

DIANTHUS BARBATUS IVIAGNI-
FICUS. — This beautiful new double dwarf Sweet

William is now in perfection at the Hale Farm Nurseries,
Tottenham, as well as many other leading features of the
establishment, including Herbaceous and Bulbous Plants, the
whole forming a display which will well repay a visit

THO.MAS S, WARE.

Alternantlieras.WILLIAM B A D M A N offers
ALTERNANTHERAS — amocna. magnilica, and

paronychioides, from single pots, is. fid. per dozen, loi. per 100,

ALEXIS DALLIERE, Nurserym.an,
Ghent. Belgium, begs to announce that his GENERAL

CATALOGUE for 1875 is now ready, and may be had free on
application to

Messrs. R. SILBERR.AD and SON. 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.C.

JL I N D E N'S Establishment for the
• Introduction of New and Rare Plants, Ghent, Belgium.
CATALOGUES of Palms, Orchids. New. Rare, and Decora-

tive Plants of all kinds, Camellias. Azaleas, &c., post free.

Agents — Messrs. _R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
, London, E.C.

Best Seeas Only.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of SEEDS. GLADIOLI, &c,, should

be had by all Gardeners and Amateurs purchasing really first-

class goods at a moderate price. Post-free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Adlanttun farleyense.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a number of magnificent specimens of the above

splendid FERN, fit for immediate e.xhibition. They are in i6
and 22-inch pots, and of perfect form. Also a few well-grown
specimens of ADIANTUM GRACILLIMUM, fine plants, 18
inches through, in 8-inch pots.

Further particulars and price on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

F,
cinerarias. Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

AND A. SMITH can now supply NEW^^^^ f '

surpassed Collection of the aboveSEED from theii

Jecoratn
The N We

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have to offer SEED saved from their celebrated strain

of CINERARIAS, 2S. dd. and 31. bd. per packet. Also,
PRIMULA SEED. 2J, 6rf, and 31, 6d. per packet. Post free
on receipt of Stamps or Post Otifice Orders.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot. Berks.

WrlgM's Grove and Giant Celery Plants.W WRIGHT offers strong, healthy, trans-
• planted GROVE RED and GROVE WHITE

CELERY plants, is. id. per 100 : also his New GIANT
WHITE CELERY, at 2s. per 100, cheaper by the 1000. Cash
accompanying Orders will have prompt attention.

The Nurseries, Retford, Notts.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Establislied Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, June 21, at half-pas:

12 o-CIock precisely, a SMALL COLLECTION of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, including the following rare species

Od.....^ -,.

Cypripedium Roezlii

,, Harrisianu
Pescatorea cerin:

Cattleya Dowian
„ Wagneri

Masdevallia Veitchi

On^

sceptrum Oncidium Weltoni'
Miltonia Regnelli
Utricularia montana
Saccolabium guttatum

,, giganteum
Dendrobium Falconeri
CEceoclades guineensis
Phalscnopsis grandiflora

,. „ Schilleriana

Trichopilia crispa

&c. , &c.

the morning of Sale, and catalogues had.

New Oncldiums.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on MONDAY, June 21, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an importation from the United States of

Columbia of many rare and choice species, including a few
plants of an exceedingly beautiful new ONCIDIUM, O.
CARDERI, just described by Professor Reichenbach, and now
sent to this country for the first time ; also a quantity of plants

of the new ONCIDIUM ROSTRANS, just described, and now
introduced for the first time : the new Golden ODONTO-
GLOSSUM, O. SPATHACEUM, which magnificent species

produces on a single stem upwards of a hundred of its golden-

yellow richly spotted flowers ; O. N^VIUM, a large quantity

of O. LUTEO - PURPUREUM. O. CRISPUM, ON-
CIDIUM NUBIGENUM. a few plants of the handsome
ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, described by Pro-

fessor Reichenbach at p. 306 of the Gardeners' Chronicle for

March 27, 1875; ONCIDIUM ANNULARE, new, and
offered for the first time, and various other choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Imported East Indian Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY. June 22, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, very choice EAST INDIAN ORCHIDS,
including the best variety of the lovely Saccolabium ampulla-

ceum, strong plants of S. curvifolium, S. Blumei majus, Dendro-
bium eburneum, D. formosum giganteum, D. capillipes, D.
dixanthum, D. senile, D. crystatlinum, D. thyrsiflorum, D,
ciliatum, D. secundum, Aerides crassifolium, A. affine roseum,
Vanda bicolor, V. Parishii, &c. ; also strong established plants of
Phalaenopsis Schilleriana, P. amabilis, and P. Luddemanniana.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Establislied East Indian and
OTHER ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce
that he has been favoured with instructions from H. J.

Buchan, Esq., in consequence of change of residence, to offer

for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July 8, at half-past

la o'clock precisely, his valuable Collection of EAST INDIAN
ORCHIDS, purchased during the last eight years from Messrs.

Veitch, Bull, Williams, Rollisson, and others, and also selected

from the best private collections at the sales held at these

Rooms, comprising fine varieties of Aerides, Saccolabiums,

Vandas, Cattleyas, Lalias, Coelogynes, Phalsenopsis Lowii. P.

Schilleriana, P. grandiflora and P. amabilis. Dendrobium
Wardianum, D. thyrsiflorum, D. crassinode, D. devonianum,
and various other Dendrobes ; Cymbidium eburneum, Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum. Oncidiums. Odontoglossums, Pescatoreas,

Dendrochilums, also a number of other Orchids.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Most Important Sale.—Liverpool.

MESSRS. BRANCH AND LEETE will

SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY, June 30,

and two following days, at n o'Clock each day, in the South
Shed of the Windsor Ironworks and Foundry, Spekeland
Street, Edgehill, Liverpool, the very valuable and most
extensive STOCK of IRON MANUFACTURES of Mr.
Isaac Dixon, of Hatton Garden, Liverpool, who, being about to

remove his business to the extensive premises lately occupied

by Hamilton's Windsor Ironworks, Limited, and also having
decided to relinquish some branches of his trade, has had the

stock removed to the above premises for greater facilities of

inspection and sale. The Stock comprises about 50 Galvanized
Corrugated Curved Iron Roofs, which are admirably adapted
for hay and corn sheds, and all agricultural, manufacturing, and
general purposes, and including all the materials necessary for

erection ; the spans will be from 15 to 30 feet, and lengths from

30 to 100 feet ; 15,000 Galvanized Corrugated Straight Iron

Roofing Sheets, 3500 Galvanized Corrugated States, large

quantities of Painted and Black Corrugated Iron Sheets,

Galvanized Flat and Black Flat Iron Sheets, Ridge Capping,
Eaves Guttering, Rain-water Down Pipes, 20 Heavy Cast-iron

Columns, about i ton of Sheet Zinc, Perforated Zinc, about
150 Wrought-iron Tanks, to hold from 20 to 400 gallons; 20
Galvanized Corn Bins, Pig Troughs, Cattle Troughs, Garden
Engines, Garden Rollers, Lawn Mowing Machines, about
TOO dozen Galvanized Buckets or Pails, Galvanized Chimney
Tops and Smoke Curers, about 20,000 lineal yards of Galvanized
Iron Wire Netting, Uprights and Straining Pillars, Continuous
Fencing, Galvanized Fencing Rope or Strand, Field, Entrance
and Garden Gates ; Hurdles. Tree Guards, Rick Stands, Wine
Bins, Garden Seats, Wheelbarrows, Mangers, Hay Racks,
about 40,000 superficial feet of Roofing telt. about 50 tons
Bar Iron, about 2 tons Compound Metallic Paint, casks of best

Jet Varnish, Galvanized Iron Hollow Ware of all descriptions,

and some Tools and Machinery.

The Lots will be arranged to meet the requirements of Landed
Proprietors, Agriculturists, Manufacturers, 6cc.

The place of Sale is within a very short distance of Edgehill
Station of the London and North-Western Railway, in connec-
tion with the entire railway system of the kingdom. In the
interval prior to sale Mr. Dixon will be happy to give every
possible information, and any Iron Roofs, Corrugated Iron, t'tc.

,

purchased at the Sale, he will gladly send men to erect on the
most favourable terms.

The goods will be on view on Monday the 28th, and Tuesday
the 2gth inst., and Catalogues may be had a week prior to the
Sale, post free, or on personal application to Messrs. BRANCH
AND LEETE, Hanover Street, Liverpool.

Highly Important Bale of OrcliidB, collected by
M. ROEZL in Mexico.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, June 22, a consign-

ment of ORCHIDS collected by M. Roezl in Mexico, nearly
all adapted for growing in cool houses, and including the beau-
tiful La:lia majalis, Oncidium tigrinum, Odontoglossum Rossii
majus, O. citrosmum roseum, Oncidium Barkeri, Lselia autum-
nalis, many of the sorts in large masses and in very excellent

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Worcesterslilre, in tlie far-famed Vale of Evesliam.

PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE and GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on

THURSDAY, July 15 next, at the "Hen and Chickens
Hotel," in New Street, Birmingham, at 6 o'Clock in the evening
for half-past, in consequence of the death of the Proprietor,
unless in the meantime an acceptable offer be made by Pri-

vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of

240 Acres, known as " Seaford Grange," situated at Peopleton,
within ij^ mile of the Pershorc Station on the Great Western
Railway.
A considerable portion of the above has been laid out as Fruit

Gardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their

prime, the produce finding a ready sale at Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor.

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COTl'AGES, there is a very comfortable and desirable
RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion
of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a
FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent quality.

A Balatice-Sheet, sJunving the profits for the lastJive years,
/uis been prepared, mid may be obtained of the inidcrmeniioned
Referees.

Further particulars and plans will be issued in due course,
in the meantime further information may be obtained of
H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate
Agent, both of Worcester ; or to the Auctioneers, Messrs.
CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street, Birmmgham.

Victoria Estate, Kansas, U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

FINE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
upwards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from lis. to 50^. per

acre. Grass in its natural condition unsurpassed for feeding

Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS, Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London. W. , Architect to the Estate.

Freeliold-28 Miles S.W.

TO BE SOLD, a beautiful ESTATE of
240 acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

Gravelly Soil, fine views, and extensive frontages, free from
tithe and land-tax. Two thirds on mortgage. The Furniture
may be taken at a valuation.

A Plot of about 50 acres, planted with fine Evergreens. Fruit,

and other trees, would be Sold separately ; also a Plot of

25 acres. Apply to

W. TARRY, Bailiff, "Golden Farmer," Bagshot, Surrey.

FOR SALE, a NURSERY and SEED
BUSINESS, in the West of England

; good trade and
good connections, which may be greatly increased by a Man of

experience, with a moderate capital. Everything bona fide.

Applications with good references only attended to. Address
TREBOR, Mr. Thorpe, 15, Coventry Street, London, W.C.

Beds and Hunts.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas, 1875, a
FARM of 265 Acres, with good Farmhouse, Bailiff's

House, two Cottages and two Homesteads ; about two miles

from Sandy Junction. Tithe free, Tenant has the shooting.

The Light Land, about 72 acres, is suitable for Garden cultiva-

tion. Advantageous covenants will be granted to a Tenant with

capital.

For terms of entry, rent, and full particulars apply to SMITH
AND ROBINSON. Estate Agents, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for a teim of years,
with immediate possession, the MAISON DIEU

NURSERY, Dover. Premises comprise Dwelling-house with

Shop, Grcenliouses, Forcing-houses, Potting Shed, and Garden
Ground. Rent moderate. Apply to

Messrs. TERSON and SON, Auctioneers, 27, Castle

Street, Dover. Kent.

CHARLES HADFIELD, Horticultural
Auctioneer and Valuer, 20, St. Mary's Gate,

Manchester. TREES, SHRUBS, CONIFERA, ROSES,
BULBS, and every other Horticultural requisite from all

parts of Britain and the Continent, carefully prepared for

SALE, CATALOGUED, and SOLD by AUCTION.
Very reasonable terms, prompt payments, and good prices rea-

lized. Satisfactory reference given from Nurserymen in neigh-

bourhood of Manchester, for whom large Sales have been made.

Frizes for Monro's Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber.

J MONRO begs to say that the PRIZES
• offered by him (viz., ;^3 for the best brace, C-z for the

second best brace, and £,\ for the third best brace of the above-

named Cucumber) will be competed for, by permission of the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, at South Kensing-

ton, on July 2t next, the same day as the Fruit Prizes offered

by James Veitch & Sons are competed for.

The Prize Money will be paid on the day of Exhibition, on
application to the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society.

JOHN MONRO, Potter's Bar, N.—June 16.

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER
SEEDS.

AURICULA, PANSY and POLYANTHUS, saved from a

prize collection, 15. per packet.

CALCEOLARIA, saved from 130 beautiful varieties, is. and
2S. 6{i. per packet.

CINERARIA and PRIMULA SINENSIS, including fern-le.if

varieties, ij, and 25. td. per packet.
None of the above can be surpassed.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Veovil.

BRISTOL, CLIFTON, and WEST of
ENGLAND ROSE and STRAWBERRY SHOW,

to be held in the Zoological Gardens, Clifton, THURSDAY
NEXT, June 24.

Schedules of Prizes, with Rules and Reijulations, may be
obtained of the GATE-KEEPERS at the Gardens, or by
letter addressed to the SECRETARY, Zoological Gardens,
Clifton.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY. —The ANNUAL GRAND

EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, PLANTS, and FRUIT,
will be held on FRIDAY, July 2, m the Grounds adjoining the
Calvcrley Hotel. Prizes open to all England. Special Prizes

for a single piece for Table decoration (for gardeners only), also

Cottagers' Prizes for Gardens, and increased Prizes for Garden
Productions.
Applications for Schedules to the Secretary, Mr. E. F.

LOOF, Parade, Tunbridge Wells.

SHOW of HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, GARDEN FURNITURE, IMPLE-

MENTS, APPLIANCES, &c., at the MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
to be held at the Lower Grounds, Birmingham, JULY r, 2, 3,

and 5. LAST DAY for ENTRIES, THURSDAY NEXT,
June%4.
Mr. H. G. QUIETER, Lower Grounds, Aston Park,

Birmingham.

WEST KENT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Pn-s/d'ivd'-The Right Hon. the Earl Svdnev, G.C.B., &c.
The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society will be held

on SATURDAY, July 3 next, in Camden Park, Chislehurst.

The Schedule includes Prizes in considerable value and number,
open to all England, for Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruit, &c., and
also for Dinner-table Decorations.

ENTRIES CLOSE, JUNE ig.

Applications for information, and for copies of the Schedule,
to be addressed to the Hon. Sec, H. NEVILL, Esq., CHiisle-

hurst, Kent.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. — President, H.S.H. the Duke of Teck,

G.C.E. Under the Royal and Distinguished Patronage of
H.R.H. the Duchess of Cambridge, jfl.R.H. the Princess
Mary Duchess of Teck, H.R.H. the Due d'Aumale, &c.
The FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS. FRUIT, and VEGETABLES, will be held
on THURSDAY, July 8, in the Old Deer Park, Richmond,
Surrey. Two Military Bands will attend. A Subscription of
£z I.V. entitles to Four Admission Tickets. Tickets and
Schedules may be had of

ALBERT CHANCELLOR, Hon. Sec.
Richmond, Surrey.

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all England)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, NOTTINGHAM, on
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9, and
10. The Mayor of Nottingham President ; the Town Clerk
Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to j^7So. Prizes

for Roses upwards of ;^240. Space will be allotted for the

exhibition of Horticultural Implements and Garden Furniture.

Certificates of Merit awarded. Schedules are now ready, and
may, with particulars, be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK. Municipal Offices, Nottingham.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EVENING FETES and EXHIBITION of ROSES,
FLORAL TABLE DECORATIONS, PLANTS, BOU-
QUETS, &c., in the Gardens, Old Trafford, on FRIDAY and
SATURDAY, July 9 and lo.

SCHEDULES are now ready, and may be had from
BRUCE FINDLAY, Curator and Secretary.

ALTRINCHAM and BOWDON UNITED
FLORAL, HORTICULTURAL, and ROSE

SOCIETY, Cheshire.

The Exhibition this year will be held on FRIDAY and
SATURDAY, July 16 and 17, when TWO HUNDRED
POUNDS will be offered in Prizes. Several classes of Roses
open to all England. Schedules on application to

JOHN HAMS, Secretary.

HEREFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.—Days of Exhibi-

tion, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, July
20, 21, and 22. Schedtdes of Prizes may be obtained on
application to Mr. H. EDMONDS, Secretary.

Seedsman, Broad Street, Hereford.

HROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.—A Grand Horticultural Exhibition will

be held in the magnificent Quarry Grounds, adjoining the town
of Shrewsbury, on the same days as the Agricultural Society's

Meeting, viz., JULY 29 and 30 NEXT. Prizes to the amount

Shrewsbury, Jui

WORCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting at Worcester. AUGUST lo, ti and 12.

Pnsii/fiit—The Right Hon. the Eakl oICoventev.
A Grand HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION in con-

nection with the above will be held in the Show Ground at

Worcester, when Prizes amounting to ;^200 will be offered.

Prizes arc also offered to all Cottagers residing in Worcester-

shire. Entries close July 31. For Schedules of Prizes and
Rules, &c., apply to

EDWARD T. GOLDINGHAM, Secretary, Worcester ; or

to J. S. HAYWOOD, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, 26,

Broad Street, Worcester, Hon. Sec. to Horticultural Show.

OVENTRY and WARWICKSHIRE
FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-The

SECOND SHOW of the Season will be held at Combe Abbey,
AUGUST 17. Special Prizes open to all England for best

collection of Fruit, eight dishes, £to, £s, £3 : for three bunches

of Black Grapes, £s, £' £1 for three bunches of White
Grapes, £s, £i, £\. Schedules and every information may be

had on application to THOS. WIGSTON, Sec.
3, Portland TeiTace, Coventry.
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EG. HENDERSON AND SON will place
• in mmmcrce, for [he first time, the followiiie NEW

PLANTS, full descriptions and prices of which are given in
their NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which will be
iimcdiately forwarded on appli

Convolvulus matiritaniciis

Crowea angnstifolia

Dracaina DulTii

Epigyniiim acuminatum (t

Ha^ma^thus Kooneri ^ (t)

Ne°r?„i™sea' ^'^

Piunieri.1 bicolor

Sonerila Henderson! '

(t)

.. M argeiitca (t)

iryllis Henderson! " (t)

„ „ cocclnea< (t)

., Henry Little

Asplenium nobile
Arnieria cephalotes alba
AReratum cordifolinm
Begonia Orange Boven

,, Dr. Dollinger
„ White Queen

niandfordia flaramea elegi

Buuvardia bicolor

,, multiflora

Cantua corymbillora
Cyclamen Peakeanuin (t

Large Coloured Illustrations of th« kinds marked * will be
forwarded for twelve stamps each.
Those marked (t) have been awarded First-class Certificates.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 187s, containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA.m mixed colours, 14'., zj. 6rtf.,and sj. per pkt.
CINERARIA, ij., 1!. id., and is. per packet.
PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, jj. 6rf. and ss.

„ „ RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, si. M. and sj.

„ ,, ALBA FLORE-PLENA, 21. 6d. .and sj.

AURICULA, IS. and is. id. CARNATION, 2t. M. and ss.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, 1.1. and 21. 6./.

HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2s. 6d. PINKS, is. and 2J. 6,1

MIMULUS, IS. PANSIES, 6ii. and ii. 6rf.

PETUNIAS, 6d. and 11. VERBENA, is. and 2s. W
SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is.

,, from named flowers, is. and as. 6d.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Bedding Roses.

CRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER:
strong plants, in 5-iuch pots. :10s. per dozen.

TEA-SCENTED, CHINA, NOISETTE, and HYBIflD-
PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and s-inch pots, 9s. to iss. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAYOS, King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

NEW CLEMATIS, now being sent out by
JOHN STANDISH and CO. ;-

ASCOTIENSIS.—The Howers are considerabl;' larger than
Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each ;—'-- -

= blue; it throws a profusion of flowers
long, and is of a very vigorous habit.the wdole

MRS. QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing
eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of all
the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit,
los. 6d. each.

The above are decided acquisitions, and should tic in every
collection. Orders are now being booked for them.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Berks.

Strong Verbenas.—Special Offer.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
VERBENAS, strong plants, from single pots :-
PURPLE KING.
CRIMSON KING, best scarlet.

LE GRAND BOULE DE NEIGE, finest white.
GEANT DES BATAILLES, crimson.
LADY COWLEY, rose, fine bedder.

All liealthy good stuff, is. 6d. per dozen, los. per 100, 80s. per
1000, package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

TREE FERNS. 'W
THE L.4RGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE. ^^S^

^V I L L I A M BULL, F. L . S
.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the above ; also of his

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA. LONDON, S.W.

Wc
THE FINEST COLEUS EVER INTRODUCED.

^OA^tDijd/a NEW
"DUCHESS

COLEUS,
OF EDINBURGH;

AWARDED FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES:—

Royal Horticultural Society
y
June 17, 1874; lioyal Botanic Society

^ June 20, 1874.

of this distinct and beautiful variety has margins of purpl
\v a superb contrast to the green-leaved section of Coleiis, b;

t, in the American Agriculturist, says :
—

" It is the most beautiful foli

Price 3s. 6d, each. Extra Strong Plants 5s. each. Post Free 6d extra.

See Illustration in *' Gardeners Chronicle" May 22, and also Carter's Illustrated Plant Catalogue with beautifully

coloured Engraving of abcn-e. Price 6d., Post Free, Gratis to Customers,
'

The folia;

magenta, fori

Professor Th

[ creamy yellow, with a centre of bright crimson
on of its dazzling brilliancy of colour.

ge plant that has ever been exhibited.'

f), 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ALSOPHILA ^VILLIAMSII
(THE WEEPING TREE FERN).

Jean Verschaffelt
Having a fine stock of healthy young plants of this extremely fine and novel Tree Fern, which was

imported by him, and figured and described in the Gardeners^ Clironiclc of June 6, 1S74, begs to

offer them at the following low prices, viz. :

—

Single Plants 78. 6d. I Per 25 Plants 100s.
Per Dozen Plants 60s. Od. I „ 100 ,, £12

The Plants, taken out ofpots, may be sent, per Continental Parcels E.vpress, at very little e.xpcnse'

EARLY ORDERS SOLICITED RY

JEAN VEESCHAFFELT,
THE NURSERIES, 134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, LEDEBERG'

GHENT, BELGIUM.

N.B. The folloiving PALMS can still be supplied in store pots

:

PHCENIX RECLINATA
PHCENIX RECLINATA
PHQLNIX TENUIS
PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDRA.
SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS ...

SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS ...

ARECA MONOSTACHYA ...

per 100

per 1000
per 100
per 100
per 100
per 1000

per 100

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,
V^ PRIMULA and CYCLAMEN.
The best sirains in the kingdom, including James', Waters',

and other well-known growers,
Price, per packet, is. M. ; or one each of the 4 varieties for 71. M.

CYCLAMEN BULBS for Christmas blooming,
James' Prize. 2s. 6d. and 3J. dtf. each.

HARDY PERENNIAL.S, 12 choice v.irieties, 31. post free.

THE HEATHERSIDK NURSERIE.S CO. (Limited), 59,
on. Nurseries -Bagshot. Surrey.en Victoria Stn

New and Genuine Seeds (Carriage Free).

B. S. WIEEIAMS,
Nurseryman and Seed Merchant.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NUR.SERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAV, LONDON, N.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

.6d., id..

AURICULA, nnc>

,. finest alpine v

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' superb strain,

3J. fid. and sCARNATIONS, in 12 superb varieties .. .. ..J
CINERARIA, WeatheVill's eitra Choice 'strain, 'i. 'id.,

2S. id., %s. id. and 5
CYCLAMEN, Williams' superb strain, is. id, 2S. id.

.
3i. id. and 5

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. i

.. mixed ij. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize strain , o
PRIMULA, Williams'^ superb strain, red, white or

mixed is.6d.,is.id.,,s.6d.sind s o
STOCK, Williams' Giant Scarlet Bromplon, new ..16
„ East Lothian . . per collection of three colours,

purple, scarlet, and white 2 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Admiration, new .. 2j. 6rf. and 3 6
WALLFLOWER, dwarf yellow, Belvoir Castle variety . i o

,. new autumn and winter-flowering. Harbinger .. 10
B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE may now be had, post-

free, on application.

THE LAW80N NURSERIES,
EDINBURGH.

Evergreen Shrubs for Present Planting.

Bhododendrons, Ivies in Pots, &c., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Bedding-out Plants
in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magnificent specimens, perhaps the
finest ever imported.

CLEMATISE.S in POTS—a large Collection
af all the leading varieties, including the splendid
flowers raised by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq , viz.

Henryi, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana, los. id. the set

of three plants.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.

wSurplus Bedding Plants, &c.—Clearing out.

O D AND INGRAM
offer the fullowing in fine established plants, from
ngle pots :

"

AGERATUM, Imperial Dw.arf
ALTERNANTHERA, of sorts

ALVSSUM, variegatum
AMARANTHUS, mel. ruber
ASTERS, from imported seed
CALCEOLARIA, aurea floribunda and Mrs. Burns
CERA.STIUM, tomcntosum
CINERARIA, maritima .and candidisslma
COLEUS. ofsorts
ECHEVERIA. secunda and secunda glauca ..

GNAPHALIUM. I.an.atum

HELIOTROPIUM. ofsorts
IRESINE, Herbstii
LANTANAS, ofsorts

LEUCOPHYTON, Brownii
LOBELIAS, ofsorts
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM, cor. var
NIEREMBERGIA, gracilis

CKNOTHERA, macrocarpa ..

PENTSTEMONS, ofsorts
PERILLA. nankinensis
PETUNIAS, seedling
SALVIAS, scarlet .and blue
SEMPERVIVUM, californicum
STELLARIA, graminea aurea
STOCKS, Ten-week, from improved seed
THYME, New Golden
VERBENAS, starlet and purple
PELARGONIUM, Mrs. Pollock, in 3-inch pots, per do:

,, Double-flowered Zonal, in 3-inch pots .. .,

FUCHSIAS, in great variety, in 5-inch pots ,. „
The Nurseries, Huntingdon,
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-MSife. H.....
C A N N E L L

Masses of
the best Bedding and other

Soft-wooded Plants either to be
Sold cheap or given in Exchange
for surplus Hardy Spring Bedding
and other choice Soft-wooded
Florist's Flower Plants. Any
having such are respectfully re-

quested to send particulars at

The Nurseries, Woolwich.

VARIEGATED DOUBLE GERANIUM,

MES. CAHE.
A remarkably distinct variety, with large trusses of

double pink flowers (similar and equal to Marie

Lemoine). Foliage broadly margined with white ;
very

free grower, and, as described in Garden Oracle for

1874, " Unquestionably the most decided novelty of the

season." First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural

Society,

Price 2I3. each.

Poit OJice Ordersfrom unknown correspondents.

HELTON & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, HARBORNE ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM,

MAURICE YOUNG'S

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Is now ready, and may be had on application.

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varietiej ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &o.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and

Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMINQ.

Cinerajias—Champion Strain—1875 Show Flowers.

HT. HARDY has succeeded in saving seed
. of his f.-ir-famecl Champion Strain of CINERARIAS,

which he now offers, in is., si. 6d., and 51. packets, post free,

receipt of Stamps or Post Office Orders. A liberal allow:

to the Trade. All admirers of this lovely flo'

should have this Champion Strain.

Stour Valley Seed Grounds, Bures. E:

perfection

F To Gardeners.

y|j>' Gardeners are most respectfully Invited

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY,

^==i^E^M^^^ MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.,

'"^^TN Where it is anticipated they will be
'^"^^

highly gratified.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE—nutritious

for beds ; as supplied by H. Wright to Herr Schmidt,

Erfurt, Prussia, appointed Florist to His Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of Prussia, and to 1200 Nurserymen and Gardeners.

Delivered free within Smiles or on to any rail. Twenty bushels,

6i-. 8^.; 50 bushels, 12J. 6rf. : 330 bushels. 455.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

Lane, London, E. __^_

NEW ENGLISH EOSES
STAR ofWALTHAM.—First-class Certificates

from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies.

Nice plants in pots, los, %ii. each.
" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have 3een this

season." Gardeners' Chronicle.

"A noble Rose, with great substance of petal, good
colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, delicious

perfume.'* Journal 0/Horticulture.
"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Rose." The

Garden.
"A grand Hybrid Perpetual." Gardeners' Magazine.
" Large, full, lustrous in colour, and euperbly beautiful."

QUEEN of WALTHAM.— Nice plants in
pots, jw. 6d. eadh.

" Star and Queen of Wakham are splsHdid examples in

their colours." The Queen.
" Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham. really gems,

of which every rosarian ought to posaeBO reprecentativea."
The Countr)'.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 187S.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varietien, 2S. 6d, each,
245. per dozen.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1S74.-
2S. each, i8s. to 21^. per dozen,

OLDER ROSES, a splendid stock, in pots,
10^. 6d. to 21s. per dozen, ^3 155. to jCy 10s. per 100.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue Post Free on application.

Fibrous Peat for OroMds, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for

Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastem Railway), or

Famborough {South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks. 5^. 6d. each.

WALKER AND CO., Famhorough Station, Hants.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O - P H O S P HATE and
ODAMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/4(i:>»;a«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Mnnaging Director—IPAIY.^ ODAMS.
Sui-Manager and Secretary—C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition^
CORN MANURE, for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

ILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
finest of all antidotes." Wm. Earlev.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at is. 6d. per bottle—15. lod. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of the Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

GISHURST COMPOUND. — Used by
many of the leading Gardeners since 1859, against Red

Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight, in solutions
of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and of from
4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit Trees.
Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, i^., 3^., and 10.?. 6<f.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6y. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

Large ArrivaL

RAFFIA F I B R E, for Tying. Special
quotations for quantities.

POOLEY AND CO.. Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cannon Street, London, E.C.
N.B.—Wholesale Priced List sent post free on receipt of

Trade Card.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT offers his well-known preparation
• to Fruit Growers at is. i;}d. and 2.?. <^. per bottle,

post free, on receipt of stamps. No one who has fruit to

frow should be without it. May be obtained through all

eedsmen, or direct from
JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

N.B. Beware of spurious imitations.

SCOTCH SILVER SAND
FIBROUS PEAT.

T

Silver Sand and Fibrous Peat, of the finest quality, same
as supplied to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh ; Messrs.
the Lawson Seed &: Nursery Co., Limited ; Do^vnie, Laird &
Laing, J. & R. Thyne, Austin & McAslan, and all the princi-
pal Nurserymen in Scotland.

The Sand is one of the finest samples of the purest Silica,
without any admixture of earthy matters whatever, and is

allowed to be superior to the best English. It is invaluable for
Propagating or General Purposes. The Peat is from a thin
layer lying on the Silver Rock, and has a considerable propor-
tion of clear Silver Sand in its natural texture. Admirably
adapted for Heaths, Azaleas, &c., and the choicer portions for
Orchids.

. 6d. each, sack included.

George

for Amateu
applic

;e McLaws & Co.,
GREENFOOT SAND QUARRIES, AIRDRIE, N.B.

Inaeatruotlble Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for

Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.
MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

GARDEN SYRINGES, ENGINES, and all
kinds of TOOLS, kept in stock and supplied at lowest

prices. Sheets of Illustrations, with sizes and prices, sent on
application.

POOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, BUsh
Lane, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

NE^V ONCIDIUM S.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covenl Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, June 21, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an Importation, from the United States of Colombia, of many rare and choice

species, including a few plants of an exceedingly beautiful new ONCIDIUM, O. CARDERI, just

described by ProfesDor Reichenbach, and now sent to this country for the first time ; also a

quantity of plants of the new ONCIDIUM ROSTRANS, just desctibed, and now introduced for

the first time ; the new golden ODONTOGLOSSUM, O. SPATHACEUM, which magnificent

species produces on a single stem upwards of a hundred of its golden-yellow, richly-spotted

flowers ; ODONTOGLOSSUM N.EVIUM, a large quantity of ODONTOGLOSSUM LUTEO-
PURPUREUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM, ONCIDIUM NUBIGENUM, a few

plants of the handsome ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMOSISSIMUM, described by Professor

Reichenbach at p. 396 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, March 27, 1S75 ; ONCIDIUM ANNULARE,
new, and offered for the first time j and various other choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, GOVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CP.OSS,

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF ORCHIDS,
COLLECTED by M, B.OEZL in MEXICO.

R. J. G. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, June 22, a Consignment

of ORCHIDS, collected by M. Roezl in Mexico, nearly all adapted for Growing in cool houses,

and including the beautiful hJElAA MAJALIS, ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, ODONTO-
GLOSSUM ROSSII MAJUS, ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM ROSEUM, ONCIDIUM
BARKERI, L^LIA AUTUMNALIS, many of the sorts in large masses, and in very

excellent condition. On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREETj COVEKT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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RUSSIA MAT S—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, io<w. : Petersburg, 60^. and 8oi. :

superior close Mat, 45.9., 501., and 55s.; packing Mats, 20^.,

30J. , and 35J. per 100 ; and evciy other description of Mats at

equally loiv prices, at

J. BLACKBURN .\nd SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames.—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives llie

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

Russia Mats, Garden Nets, &c.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, Importers of Archangel

and St. Petersburg Mats, have a large stock of MATS,
TANNED NETTING, TIFFANY, RAFFIA FIBRE, &c.,
at Wholesale Prices.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her M.ajesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle; Prince Christian for Frogmore Lodge; the Royal
Gardens, Kew ; the late Sir Joseph Pa.\ton ; and the late

Professor Lindley, c<tc.

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS—

3 yards wide . . . . \s. \Qd, per yard run.

3 yards wide .. .. 3.?. per yard.

4 yards wide . . . . 3^. io<^. per yard

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING.
2 yards wide .. i^. 6t/and if. io<^. per yard run.

None genuine nuless stamped with tfnme and Trade Mark.
E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead and Brocklcy Roads, Forest

Hill, S.E.: and all Nurserymen and Florists. All goods free

ANNED GARDEN NETTING, \\d. per
Square Yard, for Protecting Seed-beds, Peas, Fruit,

Strawberries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a
Fence for Fowls, in r, 2, 3, and 4-yards widths. Hexagon,
Tiftany, and other Netting, Galvanised Wire Netting, Pea
Hurdles, and Seed Protectors, by

C. WRIGHT, ag. Lime Street, E.C, late 376, Strand, W.C.

H" A R R Y B U N Y^Ir D
stipplies :-

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, &c., = yards wide, id.,

4 yards, ^d, per yard— in pieces 50 yards each.

SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, zd, and td.\ 2 yards,
^d. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller
quantities at an advance.

TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,
i of ,^2 and over.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at \d. per square yard,
or in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET .and GARDEN TENTS are
the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious,

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 69 years have main-
tained their celebrity as the best.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind of
NETTING.

Be particular—FREDK. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick
Cloth, &c. Manufacturer to Her M.ajesty, 52, Old Kent Road,
London, S.E.

A quantity of good .Second-hand Government TENTS for

Sale, Cheap.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, &c., 2 y.ards wide 3;^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J.,

4 yards wide, dd. per yard, or so yards, 2or.

NEW TANNED NETTING,suitedforanyoftheabove pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, (>d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, \s. per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, zs. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7J. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER. 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale, of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

ThB Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
O Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUN-
TAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AR-
BORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to

30 inches in diameter), of superior quality, withstand frost, and
do not become green ; EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens
in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free. Books of
Drawings, yd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

KICHARDSONS' PATENT PORTABLE
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS h.ave the most

PERFECT SYSTEM of VENTILATION Combined with COMPLETE
PROTECTION from the weather. They are forwarded, ready
glazed and painted, carriage paid and safe, to any part of the
United Kingdom.
Apply for particulars, enclosing stamp, toW. RICHARDSON

AND CO., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
DARLINGTON.

Wlndo-ff aiasB. Sheet Lead, Faints, fto.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
Importers and Manufacturers. New LIST of

87, Bishopsgni

WALES.—
luplesnot exceed-
ircn. and Single
M^ uf age. being
I'.mURKRS. and
,.iubedespatched
Iw elve years and

GoTernment Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH
Passages will lie prnvult-a r.r Mnrrlc.i Cr

ing forty yiMi'S of :^'2'-, \'.':'li -i .Mh-it! r-'iili

Men and Women ii..t '•'-< i' '' '.

[ARMERS. MF.Cin .
!

i l . I i
,

I \

FEMALE DOMK.M 1 i
i

I
,

in July, on payment uf ili.- f .il. ., in,j, r ii- -

not exceeding forty, /,s ^°^'' one yc;ir and nndor twelve, X2 15*.

For further information apply to the Agent- General,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(late Clark & Hope, formerly Clark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER.

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established a.d. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, ss. each.

^' The Extensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor and dborne, were executed at this

Establishment.

Oil Faint no Longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Vajnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested 'by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at Windsor
Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hundreds of the
Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flattering testimonials

have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon, at

the Manufactory, or i^. 8^. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

TE!U:
*' GlangAvilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

" Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for £2 5^-< amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish one
of the most useful things he ever possessed."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; and 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G., from
whom only it can be obtained.
Caution.— It having lately come to the knowledge ot Hill

& Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are being
offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in price,

they would specially draw attention to the fact that every

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zoplssa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE, &c.. from DECAY, at a very
trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colourless,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

Tbe Brltisli, Indian and Colonial Governments,

8000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-
masters, &c., &c.,

Is e.\tensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WOEK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

Sold in all Colours.

2 cwt. free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent Post Free,

WALTER CARSON «fe SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTIDGATE HILL, LONDON, B.C.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
No Agents.

gg»

Roslier'B Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE above and many other PATTERNS
"als of gre.it dur.ibilily. The plainer
re especi.nlly siiiled

KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, iis they li.irhour no

Injects, take up

' grown " Edgiiic-, ' i: ml; much cheaper.
GARDEN VASI

,
I . , I . I ,s, &c.. In Artificial Stone,

very durable and of .inlirigreat variety ofdesign,
P. ROSHER .1.1, (.li

, ..l.,.nif..ctnrers. Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E.; Kuw's Road, Chelsea, S.W.; Kings-
land Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for
FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAvFnG TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from

2S. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain or more
elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any
quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO. -Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Tbe Most Perfect Hot-water Pipe in the 'World.

MESSENGER'S PATENT FLEXIBLE-
JOINTED HOT-WATER PIPES are as cheap when

fi-\ed as the common pipes, and are much superior ; may be
rapidly put together, and, by a handy Labourer, can be easily
unjointed and refL-ced at any time.

4-inch Pipe, per yard 3J. 4%d.
3-inch Pipe, per yard 3^. 8 J^rf,

2-inch Pipe, per yard . . . , . , xs. Sd,

Connections at proportionate prices.

Illustrated Price List free on application to

COMPAN'Y, Hot-water Engiaeeis,

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING M.A.CHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.G.: and g, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEMNG & Porter's ENGINES h.ive g.ained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The Two
Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna
for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained
the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

mntion, indicated 35-horse power with a consumption of ihree

and one-fi/thfounds o/roal ^Gx horse-power per hotu:.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
0, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & S. have always a large Stock in London of so-in. by
i2-in., zo-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., m 16 oz. and 21-oz.

Under tbe Patronage of the Queen.

METALLIC

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the

Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of Various shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,

Stratford-on-Avon.

Notice.

^By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL I.MPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, .and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON. |
SECOND SUMMER EXHIBITION, JUNE 16.

MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for 12 Sto

and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. J. Ward, for 12 E.\otic Orchids,
Mr, B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, for

E.\otic Orchids.

Mes!
pots.

Mr, J, Carr, Gr. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, Wey-
bridge, for 12 Stove arid Greenhouse Plants,

Mr. Ward, for 9 Show Pelargoniums,
Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingslon-on-Thames,

for g Cape Heaths.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. Geo. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., St. John's

Lodge, Regent's Park, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants.

Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Mr, B, S. Williams, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants.

Messrs. T. Tackson& Son, for 12 Exotic Orchids,
Mr. J. James, Gr. t<> W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Lsleworth,

for 6 Pelargoniums.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 9 Cape Heaths.
Mr. J. James, for 9 Show Pelargonium.s.

Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. D. Donald, Gr. to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Knott's Green,

Leyton, for 6 Fine-foliage Plants,

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal E.\otic Nursery, Chelsea, for a
Collection of Plants.

Mr. W. Bull, New Plant Merchant, King's Road, Chelsea, for

a Collection of New and Rare Plants.

Mr. H. Heimes, Gr. to F. A. Philbrick, Esq., 3, Avenue Road,
Regent's Park, for 12 Exotic Orchids.

Mr, Denning, Gr. to Lord Londe-sborough, Norbiton, for 6
Exotic Orchids.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for 6 E.votic Orchids.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. T. Sheen, Gr. to E. Brooke, Esq., Caen Wood Towers,

Highgate, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns,
Mr, B. S, Williams, for 6 Fine-foliage Plants,

SMALL SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J, Child, Gr. to Mrs. Torr, Garbrand Hall, Ewell, for 6

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Mr. G, Wheeler, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. E. Morse. Original Nurseries, Epsom, for 12 Exotic

Orchids.
Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for 9 Show

Pelargoniums.

r. J. James, for 6 Fancy Pelargonuims.
r. G. King, Gr. to R. Feen, Esq. , Woolsey Grange, Esher,

for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums,
r. G. Wheeler, for 6 Cape Heaths.
r. Robt. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, for l8 Hardy

Herbaceous Plants.
r. B. S. Williams, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.
r. G. Legg, Gr. to S. Ralli, Esq., Thornton Road, Clapham

Park, for 6 Fine-foliage Plants,
r. B. S. Williams, for Group of Plants.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL,
r, G, King, for 6 Pelargoniums,
:, E. Morse, for 6 Cape Heaths.
•. G. Wheeler, for 18 Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
. D. Donald, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Fern.s.
•. S. Strahan, Gr. to P. Crowley, Esq., Waddon House,
Croydon, for 6 Fine-foliage Plants.

•. G. King, for 6 Scarlet Pelargoniums,
issrs. Dobson and Son, for 9 Show Pelargoniums.

SILVER MEDAL.
. D. Donald, for 6 Stove .and Greenhouse Plants.
. W. Mearing, Gr. to W. Whitley, Esq,, Rydes Hill House,

Croydon, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
. E. Morse, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
•.

J. Child, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
. J. Child, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns,
. D. Donald, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
, Chas. Turner, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
. Rob. Ritchie, Gr. to R. H. Prance, Esq., Frognal, Hamp-

stead, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.
. John Catlin, Gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, Sen., East End,

Finchley, for 6 Scarlet Pelargoniums.
. Chas. Turner, for Collection of Cut Roses.
:ssrs. Paul & Son, for Collection of small Pot Roses.
'. W. Bull, for Collection of Dracaenas.
. John Laing, Nurseryman, Forest Hill, for Collection of

Ornamental Foliage Plants.

;ssrs. E. G. Henderson, Nurserymen, St. John's Wood, for

Group of Plants.

:f srs. Veitch, for a Collection of Roses in pots, and a Collec-

tion of Cut Roses.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
. J. Carr, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.

. J. Ley, Nurseryman, Croydon, for Collection of Plants.

. Robert Ritchie, Gr. to A. Prance, Esq., for 6 Exotic
Orchids.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL,
issrs. Dobson & Son, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
. J. Herrington, Gr. to J. Price, Esq., Thornton Road,

Clapham Park, for 6 Scarlet Pelargoniums.
. A. Clarke, Gr. to W. Shuter, Esq., Belsize Park Gardens,

Hampstead. for 9 Caladiums.
. W. Bull, for Collection of Crotons.

. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, for Collection
of Pla:

, for 6 Mo:

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATEIof MERIT.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for

Asplenium ferulaceum.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Alsophila hirt.a.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Anthurium cordifolium.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Davallia Youngii.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Dracajna Taylori.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Nepenthes rubra.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Platycerium Willinckii.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Zamia Wallisii.

Messrs. Veitch St Sons, for Betula purpurea,
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Purple-leaved Peach.

Mr. W. Bull, New Plant Merchant, Chelsea, for Sibthorpia

europsea variegata.
Mr. W. Bull, for Kentia Moorei.
IMr. W. Bull, for Croton picturatum.
Mr. W. Bull, for Dracasna rex.

Mr. W. Bull, for Lomaria Dobroydensis.
Mr. W. Bull, for Dracfena triumphans.
Mr. W. Bull, for Lomaria t:apensis.

Mr. W. Bull, for Cibolium Menziesii.

Mr. W. Bull, for Draca;na rubella.

Mr. W. Bull, for Anthurium Scherzerianum album.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, St. John's Wood, for Sedum

califomicum.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for Saxifraga notata.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for Zamia calocoma.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for Dracaina Princess of Wales.

iMr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, London, N., for Pellasa

ornithopus.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Zamia Lindeni.

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for

Gloxinia Madame Patti.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Gloxinia Marquis of Lome.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Gloxinia Lis^r<? d'Argent.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Begonia Emperor.
Rev. A. Matthews, Gamley, Market Harborough, for Pelargo-

nium Andrew.
Mr. W. Bidl, Chelsea, for Double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelar-

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Golden Tricolor Pelargo-

nium Enchantress.
Mr. Charles Burley, Paradise Nursery, Brentwood, Zonal

Pelargonium Leveson Gower.
Mr. Charles Burley, for Geranium Boadicea.
Mr. Ch.arles Burley, for Pelargonium Squire of Weal.
Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for Fancy Pelargonium Miss Baker.

C. B. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, near Windsor, for Pelargo-

nium Lord of the Isles.

C. E. Foster, Esq., for Pelargonium Mountaineer.

C. B. Foster, Esq., for Pelargonium Alchymist.

C. B. Foster, Esq., for Pelargonium Viscount.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for Rose Sultan of Zanzibar.

Mr. J. Gray, Eglinton Gardens, Irvine, Ayrshire, for Viola

Lady Diana.

SUTTONS' CHOICE STRAINS OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS
{POST FREE),

The Finest Strain of Calceolaria.

BUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.

This splendid strain \\ix<- been most carefully selected from

the very finest collections in cultivation. The plants are com-

pact in habit, with beautiful green foliage and a profusion of

bloom. The flowers are large, perfect in form and substance,

and of every shade of brilliant colour.—Price a^. Ct/. per

packet, post free.

From A. E. Russell, Esq., Dalnabreck, N.B., ^uly lo.

" My Calceolaria plants from your seed of last year are par-

ticularly fine, of very compact habit, and very fine in colour."

From Mr. A. Allerton, Coleman's Priitlewell, May 8, 1875.

" Our Cinerarias this year, from your seed, are splendid ; far

surpass any I saw at the Botanic Gardens yesterday.

The Finest Strain of Cyclamen.

SUTTONS* PRIZE CYCLAMEN.
The following varieties have been carefully selected from one

ofthe finest strains in cultivation, and, as they remain in bloom
from November till March, are invaluable for decorating the

conservatory or drawing-room during the winter months. The
flowers also are extremely valuable for bouquets, as they retain

their freshness for a considerable period when kept in water.

I

ROSEUM ALBUM, white
, edged and red.

I RUBRUM, bright crimson.
PURPUREUM, purple.

Price 55, the Collection, post free.

From W. H. Mellersh, Esq., Everskam Lodge,
C^teltenhain, Feb la.

"The Cyclamens I had from you last autumn have given me
great satisfaction."

ALBUM, pure white.

MARGINATUM, ro;

with white.
ROSEUM,

The Finest Strain of Primula.

SUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA.

A splendid strain, which has been carefully selected from the

largest fringed flowers of good colour. Habit robust, with

bloom thrown well above the foliage. Red, white, or mixed,

2S. 6d. per packet, post free.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA.

This will be found unequalled by any in cultivation, the seed

having been saved from the finest named varieties only. Price

IS. 6d. and is. 6d. per packet.

From Walter Edwards, Esq., Wellington, Somerset,

Jan. 21, 187s.

" A more beautiful strain of Primulas than I have had this

winter, from the seed you supplied me with last spring, I never

EOYAL BEEKSHIEE
SEED MtCTu/o(m

ESTABLISHMENT,
BEADING.
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Paul's iiuSflkiiJ Rosea.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that the
COLLECTION of ROSES at WALTHAM CROSS

NURSERIES is now in bloom. Everybody interested in

Roses is invited to inspect the display. The Hardy Ornamental
and Pictorial Trees. Frnit Trees. Geraniums, and Camellias are

also in fine condition.

Entrance to the Nurseries from the platform " Waltham

"

Station, Great Eastern Railway. Frequent trains daily from
Bishopsgate Station, and occasionally front St. Pancras.

Blue Gum Seed.

TANi) B. GULLIVER, Australian Seed
• Cc,-i,L!aTnRs, 5:c.. bc;; to draw t!ie attention of

European Seedsmen and Nurserymen to their e.ttensive

Collections of NATIVE SEEDS and PLANTS—Australian
and Tasmanian Seeds—collected fresh every season, and for-

warded, per Mail Steamer, at most reasonable prices,

Carlton, Tasmania.

The following Prizes are offered for

MR. L A .\ T O N ' .S PEAS,
sent out by Messrs IIi^KST & Son, viz.; -

At the Royal Horticultural Society's Rose, &c., Show, on

July 7, 1875, for any Si-v Varieties, including Two of each of

those sent out by us in 1872, "73, and '74, fifty pods of each,

1st prize, £,^ : 2d prize, ;£3 ; 3d prize, C^ : 4th prize, C^. The
following are the varieties : 1874—Unique, Dr. Hogg. Sup-
planter, .md Connoisseur. 1873—Laxton's No. i .and Fill-

basket. 1872—William the First, Superlative, Popular, and
Omega.
For the following varieties, twelve plants of each, to be ex-

hibited in the green st.tte. with pods fit to gather, and root and
haulm complete, so as to show the true character of each

Laxton's No. 1 .. C^
Dr. Hogg .. I

t prize. 2d do.1st prize. 2d do.
Uniiiue .

.

.. li .. 101.

William the First t . . lof.

Fillbasket .. i .. loj.

Omega . . . . i . . jos.

The Society and Hurst & Son to be allowed to retain such of
these as may be required.

At the Midland Counties Grand Horticultural E.xhibltion at

Bh-mingham, on July i, 2, 3. and 5, 1875. for any four of the fol-

lowing varieties, viz., Laxton's No. i, Fillbasket, Superlative,
William the First, Omega, and Popular, fifty pods of each— ist

prize. jCi ; 2d prize, £2 ; 3d prize, £1.
For fifty pods each of the following varieties of i874-'73, viz. :^

ist prize. 2d do. 1 1st prize. 2d do.

Unique .. . . £1 .. los. Supplanter ..£1 .. 10s.

Dr, Hogg . I .. lof.
I
Connoisseur .. i .. IM.

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London.

New Double Zonal Pelargoniums for 1876

First cla s Certificate Rojal Horticl Itural Sot ety

Ln ly LiMo

MESSRS W AND J BROWN have again
been entrusted by Mr. Laxton with the distribution of

the following set of New Double ZONAL PELARGONIU.MS
raised by him, viz.:

—

EMILY LAXTON.— First-class Certilicate, Royal Horticul-
tural Society. The largest flowered and most rem.-irkable

Scarlet Pelargonium, either double or single, hitherto sent
out. Individual flowers upwards of 2 inches in diameter :

full, but not crowded ; truss enormous. Free (lowering and
suitable for winter work. Figured in the Floral Mcigazine
for October last. Strong plants, 15J. each.

GUIDING STAR.— I'he most shrubby and dwarf Double
Pelargonium yet raised. Foliage pale green and partaking
stimewhat of the character and habit of the Show Pelargo-
nium. Flower very pretty purplish pink and double, quite
unique and distinct. Strong plants lar. kd. each.

ILLUMINATOR.—A striking and distinct purplish carmine-
coloured variety of the Emily Laxton type, but darker in

colour, semi-double, but full : petals large and stout.

Strong plants, js. 6(1. each. The set for £i 10s.

Prizes will be off'ered for the above in 1876. Coloured Plates
of Emily Laxton post free for is. til. Electros of single bloom
2J. bd. each.

New Strawberries.
Messrs. W. & J. Bkown are also now sending out Mr.

Laxton's fine firm-fleshed New Strawberries—TRAVELLER
and EXQUISITE; the flavour of both these is distinct .-md

unequalled. Traveller has received a First-class Certificate
from the_ Royal Horticultural Society, and is undoubtedly the
most suitable Strawberry for transmission yet raised. Strong
plants of last season ;—Traveller, £\ per 25, £1 per 100. Ex-
quisite, I2i. 6(/. per 255,, £-2 per 100. Early struck runners of
each, in 60-sized pots. -js. per 25 extra. Prizes for fruits of these
will be offered in 1876. Trade terms on application to

W. AND J. BROWN, Nurserymen and Florists, Stamford.

EO R SALE, four fine Conservatory
AURACARIA, in tubs and pots .—EXCELSA, 8 feet

high and 6 feet through ; COOKII, 10 feet high and 6 feet
through; BIDWlLLll, 9 feet high and 6 feet through;
CUNN INGHAM 1 1 , 6 leet high and 6 feet through. A moderate
price will be taken for the lot. Purchaser to bear expense of
packing and carriage and risk of transit. Apply by letter to

R, G. G., Crag Wood, Rawdon, near Leeds,

SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1875.

THE WOOD SOEREL.

AMONf; the wealth of wild tlowers which

spring, however long delayed, is sure,

sooner or later, to bring in her train, it is diffi-

cult to select a special favourite. It always

seems to us as though spring flowers were fairer

than those of the later seasons. They are not

as brilliant as those of the summer months, or

as rich in hue as those which autumn brings,

but there is a freshness and delicacy of colour in

them which we do not find in the more mature

beauties of a later period, and this is enhanced

by the tender green of the new clothed trees and

shrubs. Anemones, Primroses, Cowslips, and

Violets, the wild and the barren Strawberry, are

all charming and typical ; but none have more

claim to admiration and consideration than the

Wood Sorrel (Oxalis Acetosella), to which we
will for a short space direct attention.

The Wood Sorrel may be taken as the British

representative of the genus to which it belongs

— a genus which comprises more than a hun-

dred species, mainly natives of the Cape, and

in many instances of very great beauty. Two
other species are represented in Britain, one

being the cosmopolitan O. corniculata, which is

perhaps native in the South of England ; and

the other the American O. stricta, which is by

some regarded as only a form of O. corniculata,

and which is not an uncommon garden weed

about London and in other places ; but these

can scarcely be considered as sufficiently

general to be known to every one. Our Wood
Sorrel, however, is common and widely dis-

tributed enough to be within reach of all, and,

with its delicate pink or lilac-veined flowers and

emerald leaves is, as we have already said, one

of the glories of returning spring.

One or two of the foreign species deserve a

passing notice before we settle down to the con-

sideration of our English Wood Sorrel. Among
them are certain South American species, which

are of some value from an economical point of

view. The Oca, as O. tuberosa is called in

Bolivia, produces edible Potato-like tubers, and

is cultivated on this account ; and the fleshy

roots of O. Deppei, a Mexican species, the

leaves of which are formed of four leaflets in-

stead of three, and remind us of Marsilea, are

also eaten. O. crenata was even introduced

into England as a proposed substitute for the

Potato ; but the tubers are too small to be of

any considerable importance : it is a Peruvian

species, and is cultivated about Lima for its

leafstalks, which are very acid. It is known as

Arracacha. An Abyssinian variety of O.

caprina is employed in medicine by the Abys-

sinians on account of its anthelmintic pro-

perties. Most of the Cape species are also

bulbous-rooted, and some produce bulbs in the

axils of the lower leaves. Of these O. cernua

is an example, a species with yellow flowers,

which are produced in umbels on long succulent

peduncles. This plant has become completely

naturalised in the island of Malta, where it was

first noticed in iSil. Mr. Duthie says it " has

now become almost ubiquitous, and a pest to

the farmer. Few spots appear uncongenial to

its growth, for it may be found alike in the rich

soil of the valley and by the sides of dusty

roads, and on wall-tops." It is called in Malta
" Haxixa ta I'Englisi" (the EngUsh plant),

although why it should be so designated is not

apparent.

Our English Wood Sorrel is by no means

deficient in points of special interest. The
writer of this notice in his very early botanical

days grew a tuft of it in a pot, and was thus

enabled to notice many of the plienomena
which it presents—such, for instance, as the

dimorphism of the flowers, and the ripening of

the seeds produced by the inconspicuous sum-
mer blossoms of the plant. The abrupt dis-

charge of these may fitly be termed startling

even when one is prepared for it ; and we con-

fess to having been considerably surprised when
it first came under our notice. This mode of

dispersion is very remarkable in that handsome
copper-coloured variety of 0. corniculata which
gardeners call O. corniculata rubra. If one sits

down by the side of a border of this plant, such
as is grown in " ribbon " borders, the miniature

cannonading which is carried on by the opening
seed-vessels is very amusing. The sensitiveness

of the leaves of the Wood Sorrel was manifested
very plainly in this cultivated specimen ; if they

were struck or roughly handled they would
droop and fold up—slowly indeed, but percep-
tibly ; and at night they closed with great regu-

larity. Linna;us observed that the flowers closed

before rain.

The Wood Sorrel is not one of the plants

which rests its claims to popularity on its beauty

alone ; it is also useful, as it yields the " salt of

Lemons" sold in our chemists' shops, and em-
ployed for the removal of iron-mould or ink

stains. Mr, Hardy, in an interesting paper on
this plant published in the Border Mag^aziiie

for 1863, says of this production, which is

more correctly designated superoxalate of pot-

ash, " This salt is seldom sold genuine ; it

is either mixed with cream of tartar, or

cream of tartar and vitriolic acid are substi-

tuted for it. It, or the juice of the plant in

its place, is employed to take iron-mould and
ink stains out of linen. The salt is thus pre-

pared on the Continent :—The juice is allowed

to subside, after being slightly heated, and then
clarified, by adding to it water, in which some
fine clay is suspended. This clarified juice is

next boiled, till a pellicle forms on its surface,

and is then placed aside for a month to crystal-

lise, the operation being repeated until the

whole of the salt is obtained, when it is purified

by a second crystallisation. It is an object of

commerce for several cantons in the mountains
of Germany and Switzerland. A hundred pounds
of fresh leaves, in a good year, and well treated,

can furnish five or six pounds of marketable
salt ; but the produce is very variable. Oxalic

acid, in a concrete form, is sometimes kept to

clean boot-tops, and has been frequently mis-

taken for Epsom salts, and acts as a virulent

poison." The Wood Sorrel was formerly cul-

tivated in English gardens as a salad herb, and
was also used as a sauce, in which latter capa-

city it is still employed on the Continent.

Lightfoot speaks of its use in fevers in the Isle

of Arran, a tea^being made from its leaves and
administered in such cases ; and, diluted with

milk, it is employed in Russia in similar cases.

A variety of the Wood Sorrel having dark
reddish flowers is occasionally, though not very

frequently, met with, and when it occurs seems
to be permanent. Varieties in which the whole
blossom is suffused with pale pink are more
frequent ; and a blue variety is mentioned by
some authors. The ordinary form is a plant of

wide distribution, extending throughout Europe
to the arctic regions, and found in Northern

Africa, Siberia, the Himalayas, and North
America.

The question as to whether the Oxalis is or is

not the true Shamrock of Ireland has often

been mooted, but would require too much space

to be brought forward on the present occasion.

It may, however, be observed en pn.<:sanl that it

is certainly not the plant now employed in the

Irish commemoration of St. Patrick's Day.

The names of the Wood Sorrel are both
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pretty and varied. Such, for example, is

" Alleluia," by which the plant is still known in

Spain and Italy, and which refers to the blos-

soming of the plant at a time when, as Gerarde

has it, " Alleluia was wont to be sung in

churches ;
" i.e., between Easter and Whitsun-

tide. It was called Stubwort, from growing

about the stubs or stumps of old trees ; the

shape of the leaflets has gained for it the name
of " hearts " on the Scottish border ; in Corn-

wall it is called hare's meat, and in South

Devon rabbit's meat. But its chief associa-

tion is with the cuckoo, and that not only in

England, but in other countries ; this, indeed,

is the case with many other spring flowers—in-

deed an interesting chapter might be written

upon cuckoo-flowers alone. Gerarde quotes

its old herbal name, " Panis cuculi, or cuckowes

meate," and says it is so-called " bicause either

the cuckowe feedeth thereon, or by reason when
it springeth forth and flowereth the cuckowe
singeth most ;" he adds that it is called " in low

Dutch coeckcoeck broot, in French pain de

cocu." Mr. Hardy follows the name through

various languages. " In French it is pain du

cocu, pain de coucou; in Italian, pan cuculi ; in

old German, gouches-ampfera ; in modern
German, kukucksbrot ; other German names
are gauchklee, guckgauchklee, kukugsklee

(cuckoo Clover), gauchbrot, guckgauchbrot,

guchenlauch, and gauchlin ; in Swiss, gugger-

sauer ; in Flemish, cockoucksbrodt ; in Danish
giogebrodt, giogemad, giogesyre ; in Swedish,

giokmat. It is the Anglo-Saxon gaeces-sure

and the Welsh suran-y-gog ; the cuckowes
meat of Turner's Names of Hei bs [and of his

yet earlier Libellus\. It is the English cuckoo
Sorrel, cuckoo bread, cuckoo spice, the Scot-

tish gowk's meat, the border cuckoo's meat,

cuckoo Clover, cuckoo's sourocks \i.e., Sorrel];

and the cuckoo Sorrel of the North of Ireland."

To which already long list of cuckoo names we
may add cuckoo meat, by which it is known in

many districts ; and cuckoo's bread-and-cheese,

and cuckoo's " vittles," by which last title it is

known in South Buckinghamshire. This
general connection between the bird and this

andotherplants leads to interesting speculations,

which, however, must be postponed for the

present. Another pretty name for it is the

Welsh " Fairy-bells."

It would seem that the Wood Sorrel had
formerly some religious significance, possibly

from its trifoliolate leaf It frequently appears
in the foreground of early Italian pictures, and
is thus employed by Fra Angelico in his paint-

ing of the Crucifixion. B. M.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium heeraicum, Rchb. f., 11. sp.*

A botanical curiosity, with very neatly wrinkled
bulbs, whence the name is given, since the wrinkles
may be compared to Hebrew letters. The flowers
stand in a long, slender, short-branched panicle.

They are yellow, middle-sized, with scattered, beauti-
fully dark maroon-brown blotches. The lip has a
small blotch on each auricle, and a similarly coloured
field around and before the calli, with a rhomboid
yellow field. The column is exceedingly peculiar,
very slender, with a long beaked rostellum, and under
the tabula inlrastigmatica it is stalked. The plant
came from New Granada, where it was gathered by
Mr. Coradine. I have to thank Messrs. Veitch for it

ff. G. Rchb. J.

Oncidium tectum, Rchb. /., n. sf.^

This is one of that endless herd of so-called "pluri-
tuberculata," distinguished at once by the very broad

* Oncidium {Pentapetata macropctala) hebraicum, Rchb. f.,
n. sp.—Pseudobulbis oblongis compressis superne mirifice sul-
catis et multijugosis : foliis cuneato-ligulatis acutis : panicula

- longi&sima brachyclada ; sepali? ligulatis obtusis ; isthmo valde
elongata, lacinia anrica angusta, emarginato bilnba cum apiciilo

;

callis in basi angulatis quiuis parallelis. geminis antepositis
;

columna gracillima curva. rostello ornithorrhyncho, fovea pro-
funde a laterihus exsecta. tabula utrinque tumida, medio
utrinque emarginata, alis acutis minutissimis. — E.-C Nova
Granada.

t Onciainimtectuii:, Rchb. f., n. sp.—Artif., " Basilala ;

"

natural, " plurituberculata maiza;folia." [Pseudobulbo compresso

base of its lip, so that it could likewise be placed at

the end of "Basilata" near O. pergameneum,
Lindl. Yet it appears to rank much better nearer
the O. maiztcfolium, Lindl. The pesudobulbs are

pear-shaped, ancipitous, sulcate. The leaves rather
narrow, linear, ligulate. Panicle perhaps very wide,
with many zigzag branchlets. I am sorry to say I

have only a small branchlet at hand, but succeeded in

naming it by help of an older unnamed specimen. The
flowers are yellow, spotted with rich maroon brown.
The wings of column are acute on both sides, cover-
ing totally the anther : hence the name. 1 have to

thank Messrs. Veitch for this species, discovered by
Mr. Wallis in New Granada. My older specimen is

also of Wallisian origin. Toujours Wallis ! H. G.

Rchb. f.

Batemania armillata, Rchb. /., n. sp.*

For the last five or six years we have had in the Ham-
burgh Botanic Gardens a little glaucous epiphyte, named
Ccelogyne Gardneriana, which, finally, giving but one
bulb and not more each year, brought a new shoot
and a little three-flowered raceme with green, white
tipped flowers, at least one-third smaller than those of
the old Batemania CoUeyi, the smallest yet known in

this genus. It has the genuine colour of it, and the
lateral sepals are folded inside as in nearly all species.

Though quite like B, CoUeyi it has the transverse ring
so conspicuous in all the species except B. Colleyi

—

thus giving evidence, at least for me, that they all

belong together.

There are still several Batemanias nearly unknown,
which collectors have come in contact with. A giant
species, perhaps B. grandiflora, was found by my late

friend Endres in Costa Rica. It came to England for

sale, but appears lost. There are no dry specimens.
Who knows whether it may be found before the ground
may be invaded by Coffee planters—the foes of Orchid
growers. Another species, rather a nice thing, was
discovered by Sir R. Schomburgk in British Guiana.
A third one was discovered in Ecuador by Mr.
Wallis. I have at least sketches of these two.
H. G. Rchb. f.

Epidendrum leucociiilum, Klotzsch ; see Lindl.
Fol. Orch. Epid., No. 158.

A rather tall plant, with beautiful coriaceous
oval bluntly-acute leaves, which are quite ligulate

in very young or very poor plants. The inflorescence
rises from a green spathe, being a subcorymbose
raceme ; ovary nearly 5 inches long or so. Hepals and
petals linear lanceolate acuminate, yellow or green

;

white lip trifid ; side lobes cordate oblong, middle
lobe linear acuminate. Calli of base upright, semi-
ovate, with two projecting angles. Androclinium exsect
(viz., cut out from the borders of column); column itself

very large, and, according to our taste, much too stout

for the slender sepals, petals, and lip. The smell in

the living plant resembles that of shced Cucumbers, but
I have found it horribly feline, such as I have never
experienced before, in the withered flower I have just

obtained. The four species which form our group
—viz , longiflnrum, H. B. Kth. ; lacustre, Lindl.

;

leucochilum, Klotzsch ; spectatissimum, Rchb. f.—are
all very easily distinguished by the calli and the andro-
clinium.

Dr. Lindley called this a "very fine plant." Is it

so for the botanist or for the amateur? I do not
believe it is so for the amateur, but Mr. Bockett, of

Stamford Hill, must know best, he having purchased
the plant (at a high price, I hope) at a Lindenian sale,

under the promising name of " Imperator " (viz.,

Catillus, Rchb. f. et Wcwz.). We must refer to this

enthusiastic amateur for his judgment, which may be
more easily given than that of young Paris between
the goddesses. H. G. Rchb. f.

ROOF CONSERVATORIES.
Country people, whose ground is not confined to

the few square yards of earth on which their houses

are built, would probably look with disfavour on any
scheme that might be proposed to them for placing

conservatories on the roofs of their residences ; but

with townspeople the case is very different. Many of

the latter have spent their early days in the country,

pyriformi diphyllo sulcato ; foliis lanceo-hgulatis acutis angus-
tis ; panicula ramosa ; sepalis tepalisque lineari-ligulatis obtusis
angustis ; labelli auriculis transversis triangulis lacinise anticEe
asquilatis ; isthmo bene angusto trianguli ad instar exsecto
brevi ; lacinta antica reniformi biloba, antrorsum angustata,
callo baseos velutino basi quadrilamellato, callis crenatis, anguHs
triangulis ternis antepositis ; columnae alis dolabriformibus
utrinque acutis.

'^ Baieinavia armiUnta. Rchb. f.—Pseudobulbo tetragono ;

folio cuneato_ oblongo-ligulato acuto solitario apicali ; racemo
porrecto paucifioro (trifloro) laxo ; bracteis cucullatis ovaria pedi-
cellatadimidia sequantibus ; sepalosummooblongoobtuso, sepalis
lateralibus ligulatis obtusiusculis latere interne implicitis, tepalis
oblongis obtusis; labello cuneato assurgente, dein deflexo trifido;

laciniis lateralibus parvis triangulis serratis, lacinia media ab
isthmo elliptico apiculato, apiculo reflexo

; carina minute denti-
culata inter lacinias, laterales; cokimna; androclinio denticulate ;

anthera apiculata— Flores parvuli virides. Columna et labellum
alba. Stirps elegantula originis omnino dubias in Hammonja;

and the love for flowers and green leaves acquired

there is never forgotten by them. This is exemplified

by the dusty Southernwood in the proverbial spout-

less teapot, which may be seen adorning the attic

window-sills of many a lane and back street, and now
that flat roofs are more common than they used

to be, occasionally a few tolerably well-grown

plants may be found on them ; but few have
thought of covering them with glass. For that

bold and spirited idea we are indebted to Messrs. Barr

& Sugden, who have erected on the roof of their newly-

built establishment in King Street, Covent Garden, a

conservatory 36 feet square, and in every respect

worthy of the name (see fig. 162). It has a circular roof

iS feet in height, and besides the central portion,

which is to be devoted to the growth of Palms and

other tropical vegetation, there are two side wings, in

which are to be grown bulbs and other plants that

require less heat. The heating is effected by 4-inch

pipes, connected by means of a flow and return pipe

an inch or so in diameter, with a 4^ feet saddle boiler

placed at the basement of the building. The
King Street elevation represents that of a hand-

some house in the modern Italian style, and inside

it is fitted up with every appliance requisite for the

carrying on of a large plant and seed trade j each

floor is heated by a separate coil of pipes supplied

with hot water through small pipes connecting with

the boiler just named. Taylor's ventilating apparatus

has been used in connection with the hot-water pipes

employed in the conservatory, and by means of this

air, either moist or dry as may best suit the require-

ments of the inmates of the house, can be supplied

from the outside, thus affording a constant and efficient

means of ventilation, ample facilities for which have

also been secured along the apex of the roof. The
glass used is Hartley's rough plate in straight squares

of considerable width and length ; the ribs of

the curved part of the roof are of tubular iron,

and the colour being of light stone tint relieved with

blue, the whole has a light and elegant appearance.

In a conservatory of this description all kinds of

plants may be grown, even in our dusty cities, almost

as well as in one erected in the country ; on its roof

might be trained all kinds of climbers for shade, and

even Vines might be used for the same purpose. In

short, there is no end to the uses to which such a

house may be put. It was erected by Messrs.

Fletcher & Lowndes, Great George Street, West-

minster, and is the first really good roof conservatory

that has been built in London. Let us, however,

hope that it may be the forerunner of many others of

a similar character. Joseph Newton,

I

horto botanic pcdu

THE BEDDING PANSIES AT
CHISWICK.

Allusion has from time to time been made to the

collection of bedding Pansies which has been planted

at Chiswick this season, with a view to the selection

of the most meritorious. A considerable extent of

ground was devoted to them, whole beds being appro-

priated to each sort in cases where sufficient stock was
forthcoming. On the occasion of a recent visit to

Chiswick we found them to be blooming in a very

satisfactory way, and the following is a transcript of

notes then made, the names being arranged alpha-

betically.

All the varieties described below, where not other-

wise stated, received First-class Certificates, at a

meeting of the Floral Committee held at Chiswick

on June 9, for the special purpose of examining these

plants. In several instances the certificates awarded

under less favourable conditions last season, were con-

firmed this year. The following may therefore be

regarded as a group of the best of the bedding Pansies,

selected in the main rather for their compact habit

dwarfness, profuseness and continuity of bloom, and

useful and effective colours, than for the size or shape

of their individual flowers—selected, in fact, for the

very points which give their value to Pansies as

bedding plants.

Alpha (sent by Dicksons & Co.).—A very compact-
growing, vigorous-habited, free-flowering variety

;

flowers large, bluish-purple, with a reddish flush, the

eye yellow, with a bilobed dark spot in front ; good.

Bed/out Yeliota (Dt2J\).—A free-growing, compact-
habited sort ; flowers large, bright golden-yellow,
with pencilled eye ; good.

Blue Bell (Dean).—A very showy variety, of com-
pact, spreading, and free-blooming habit ; flowers

numerous, medium-sized, mauve-purple, with a small
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yellow eye pencilled with dark lines. The individual

flowers are inferior, but the effect of Ihe mass pood,
and it is a continuous bloomer. Awarded a First-

class Certificate last year, which was confirmed on the

occasion above referred to.

Blue rerjedion (Westland).—Of compact, free-

blooming habit ; flowers medium-sized, of a deep
reddibh mauve with yellow eye ; a fine effective self-

coloured variety. The variety sent in as Purple Ter"

fection proved to be the same as this.

Dkksom' Golden Gem {Dicksons & Co.).—A variety

of dwarf spreading habit, and a free bloomer ; llowers

large, deep yellow with deeper eye, over which occur

dark pencillings ; good.
Dicksons" Queen (Dicksons & Co.).—A variety of

free compact habit, an abundant bloomer, but rather

later than some others ; llowers large, white with
yellow eye and pencilled lines. The First-class

Certificate awarded last year was confirmed.

Dicksons' Snonjlake \X)\cV?.o\iZ tS: Co.).—A mode-
rately vigorous sort, of free- flowering habit ; flowers

white with a yellow eye marked by a few faint lines.

This was awarded a Second-class Certificate.

Dr, Stumi (Stuart).—Of dwarf compact habit

;

flowers mauve-purple, with small yellow eye, sur-

flowers dark reddish plum-purple with very small
yellow eye ; the flowers are well displayed. The
First-class Certificate of last year was confirmed.

Novelty (Cocker is. Son).—A showy variety, of free-

growing habit, but getting rather tall ; flowers reddish

or pucy purple, with yellow eye, showy ; a pleasing
variety amongst the self-coloured flowers.

Queen i?/ /./VrTCj (Dicksons & Co.).—A variety of
free bold habit, forming close vigorous tufts ; flowers

reddish lilac, paler at the edge, being freely pro-

duced ; a soft neutral colour, considered to be novel
and effective, and useful for grouping.

Sovereign (Dicksons & Co.).—Of close growing
habit, dwarf, free, and prolific of blossoms ; flowers

moderate in size, bright golden-yellow, with a
pencilled eye ; very effective.

7'/ie Tory (Dicksons & Co.).—A variety of free and
vigorous growth, blossoming abundantly and con-
tinuously ; flowers large, deep bluish-purple, with
white eye, and a bilobed mulberry spot in frunt of it

;

good. The First-class Certificate already awarded
was confirmed. Under the name of Monarch was
grown a variety not distinguishable from this in the

colour of its flowers,

Tyrian Prince (Dean).—A handsome variety,

THE RADISH: ITS CHARACTER-
ISTICS AND CULTURE.

The Radish, as is well known, consists of several

sorts or kinds, varying between long, round, and

Tear or Olive-shape. The colour of the root is

even more variable, ranging from pink to rosy red,

crimson, and black. According to the sorts grown,

so, to the accustomed eye, do the leaves also vary

in size and form. The Pear or Olive-shaped varieties

generally have the leaves longer and more jagged

than the other sorts. The long-rooted varieties have

their leaves more upright and serrated, but intermedi-

ate in form between the former and the round-rooted

kinds, more commonly known as Turnip Radishes.

I am not aware whether there exists any such an

aflmily between the roots of a plant and its leaves,

but it is certain that the latter has leaves more like the

Turnip ; they are more pendent, or lie flatter over the

roots, and are perhaps also more brittle. The Pear

or Olive-shaped is the true representative of the

original garden Radish, or Raphanus sativus—the

Tr~r^ ^r^

Fig. 162.—MESSRS, barr and sugden's roof conservatory.

rounded by a narrow dark ring ; a heat and pretty

flower. A Second-class Certificate was awarded.

Lilacina (Dean).—A charming variety, of dwarf
compact spreading habit, free-growing, and very dis-

tinct ; flowers of moderate size, the upper petals of a

reddish-lilac, the lower ones bluish-lilac, with small

yellow eye ; an exceedingly pretty and taking flower,

Lily-ivhite Tom Thumb (Dean).—A clumsy name
for a very useful variety, of free compact spreading

habit ; flowers white, with yellow eye and dark pencil-

lings ; a fairly good white, but the flowers occasionally

blotch in hot weather. The First-class Certificate

awarded last year was confirmed.

Lothair (Dean).—A novel variety, with a dwarf
compact habit of growth ; flowers large, deep purple,

with small yellow eye, and broadish bronzy spot just

below it on the lower petal ; a distinct and rich-

looking flower.

Magpie (Dean).—An old, but still useful variety,

striking in appearance from the strongly contrasted

colouring of its flowers ; vigorous, and of a hardy con-

stitution, but rather tall-growing, and an abundant
bloomer ; flowers blackish-mulberry, with a large

wedge-shaped spot of white at the tip of each petal

;

the spotting sometimes runs out, when for a time it

becomes self-coloured.

Mulberry (Dean).—A dwarf-growing variety of

compact but spreading habit, and free-flowering \

awarded a First-class Certificate last year, but now
ranked Second-class ; of free compact stout-growing

habit ; flowers large, dark velvety mulberry purple,

with small yellow eye.

White Swan (Dean).—A fine variety, of close

tufted habit ; flowers of moderate size, pure white
with pencilled eye, of good substance, and very chaste

looking ; fine.

There were besides some rather striking flowers,

which from their promise may be looked for again

another season, (^f these we may especially mention
—The Shah, a dark plum purple, considered inferior

to Cliveden Purple—the latter unfortunately not in the

collection ; Dicksons' King, a free blooming purple,

but not equal to Alpha ; Princess of Teck, a large pale

lilac ; Waverley, a purple in the way of Alpha j and
Ormiston, a dwa;rf compact pucy rose. None of these

latter were successful in gaining certificates. A very

pretty variety, named Williams, which appeared to

be an improved form of Viola calcarata, or perhaps

the result of a cross with that species, seemed likely

to continue blooming for a considerable period, but

from its distinct character it scarcely fitted in with the

sorts with which it was associated. The flowers were
small, cornuta-like, mauve colour.

After the late refreshing rains the plants will

probably remain in good condition, and perhaps go
on improving, for some time to come, T. Moore*

long, small garden Radish being but a variety of the

latter, and named Raphanus radicula sativus minor.

The round or "Turnip Radish"—a term wtiich

always strikes one as having been unnecessarily applied

— is, I believe, the original Raphanus orbiculatus.

Our original garden Radish, R, sativus, is accredited

as being originally a native of China.

In regard to the merits of these distinct forms,

judged from an edible point of view, I must give the

palm to the round or Turnip-like forms ; and this be-

cause the roots are more solid, and, in consequence,

less watery or indigestible. There can be no doubt,

moreover, they are far more palatable and pleasant,

being cooler to the taste when eaten. I am aware
that our aristocracy, and those who can afford to secure

the best of everything, give preference to the long-

rooted forms. This I take to be owing to the fact

that the round ones are more easily grown, and hence

are supposed to be common. The long varieties,

moreover, are sought after on all such occasions in an
extremely small, young, and tender form, which
greatly obviates the too immediate experience of their

sharp or burning attributes. Round-rooted sorts when
used equally young are, however, pungent in a less

degree. As an edible root the Radish does not stand

very high ; though from its manifest heat it incites

the stomach, and possibly aids the digestive organs

if partaken of before or after substantial meals. They
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are, however, very indigestible wlien used along with

the ordinary staS of life, being, perhaps, more so

than meat ; indeed our oldest authorities, such as

Galen, say they are fit only for a sauce to any meat,

possessing nourishment in a very low degree only,

Pliny in his writings, and, I believe, Dioscorides,

accord to Radish-roots certain medicinal or curative

virtues, as they state that a decoction formed by

steeping the roots in water is good against an old

cold.

Coming to more modern times, we possess what

are accredited as improved forms, although I fail to

see any great advance in them. Stocks that are kept

true and select, however, require of necessity some

distinctive name, hence approval should be given to

such appellations as " Wood's Early Frame," " New
French Olive," &c., which are selections that should

be secured by all who grow the roots for home con-

sumption. Lately an innovation, in the form of a

long white-rooted kind—large and coarse in size, &c.

—has been introduced from California. As to its

origin, it is not improbable that it had been carried by

some " celestial," who had migrated from China to

those parts, and hence, that it is one of the later

improvements brought to us in a roundabout way,

from the native country of the kinds generally. I

say generally, because it is necessary to qualify these

facts, by the suggestion that it is more than pro-

bable that the black-rooted variety, known originally

as Raphanus pyriformis radice nigra, may have origi-

nated either in Spain, or from our own native weed,

R. sylvestris.

The culture of Radishes is, in a general way, ex-

tremely simple, that is, in so far as committing the

seeds to the ground and their subsequent germi-

nation is concerned. The greater difficulty consists

in the practice required to keep up a constant supply

"all the year round," to do which requires much
forethought, study, and ingenuity ; that is, in all in-

stances where the necessary frames do not e.xist, to do

so with ease and possible constancy. As a rule the

seeds may be sown with a good expectation of suc-

cessional crops quite nine or ten months in the year.

The best time for the outdoor crop, and the best crop

of the season, is during May and June, when they

grow freely and form their edible roots in the least

time possible. Indeed herein exists the whole secret

of Radish culture, which is to sow and so grow, or

let all collateral inducements be such, that the edible

part be formed of the necessary size in the least pos-

sible time. Good Radishes, amply large enough as

regards size, should be furnished for table use, with

little else beyond the cotyledons or seed leaves

having formed upon them, as the formation of the

more permanent leaves invariably superinduces tough-

ness of texture and objectionable heat. To insure

this, two important facts, too frequently overlooked,

must be borne in mind. They are these : the seeds

must always be sown on an open fully exposed aspect,

so that they have all the light and air possible ; and

they must only be sown just so thickly as to insure

to each single plant immunity from being crowded

by others. The latter, as will be seen, is but a

furtherance of the former idea of affording light, air,

&c., by insuring ample room to all. It is difficult, at

all times, to sow as thinly as is necessary for the

benefit of the future crop, owing to the need of pro-

curing from frames of limited extent as large a crop as

possible. All growers may, however, rest assured

that the largest crop of useful stuff is got by thin

sowing, and that owing to the quantity absolutely

spoilt when the plants come up too thickly. Radishes

delight in a free open soil, of a sandy nature, and

such as has been greatly enriched a few months

previously with good unctuous manure. They form

large bottoms in stiff and cool soils, though tliey take

much longer to grow, and are in such soils almost

invariably much worm-eaten, which is no trifling

objection.

For a succession there exist many contrivances,

wdiere, as we have said, no proper frames, &c., exist

to grow them in. Early sowings may be made, com-
mencing with the year, towards the end of January,

upon a warm, sunny border, a moderate layer of

new wheaten straw or Fir branches being placed over

the seed-bed as soon as sown. These must be removed
during very fine days, and be replaced during adverse or

severe weather. In time a useful crop will grow thus.

By the same means successional crops sown towards the

middle of February, March I, March 15, March 30,

April 12, iS:c., may be had according to the demand ;

the latter sowings, fitting in happily with the return of

of spring, should need no artificial protection. Out-
door sowings as above, continued in succession in

warm sunny sites, until about July 15, should subse-

quently and until about August 20 be made, if prac-

ticable, upon a moist cool site, and somewhat shaded
from the fiercer, and, as generally happens at that

date, arid rays of the sun. The border at the back of

a north or west wall would suit them well at such a

time if—and this is important—they are not sown too

thickly.

About the end of the third week in September
1 esort should again be had to the warmer site and

aspect, and a good large sowing made. Make yet

other large successional sowings about October 12 and

October 23, which, if properly looked after, &c., and
provided with such winter protection as I have sug-

gested above, should afford a supply to draw from until

such as are sown early during the subsequent year are

fit for use. Thus we band the year round.

It may scarcely be necessary to enter into facts on

forcing Radishes along with Potatos, &c. , because as

a rule they are only secondary crops, which are treated

in such a way only as the prior crop, whatever it be,

demands. One fact may be added, however—light and

air, in all possible abundance, are of the utmost pos-

sible importance, along with thin sowing, in regard to

this as with other methods, natural or artificial. The
round and Olive-rooted varieties, of whatever colour,

are far the best for winter work.

The Californian Radish—a monster, so to speak,

unfitted for sending to table whole—is useful during

winter for slicing, to use as an addition to mixed

salads, by those who appreciate salads so coarsely

made. For my part, and I have some experience of

good salads, I would never countenance Radishes in

admixture with a salad, when, by any manner of

means, I could do w-thout them. They utterly

destroy the crispness and the wholesomeness of ordi-

nary good Lettuce, Endive, Cress, Mustard, and

such like admixtures. To grow the " Californian," I

should sow only towards autumn, or following the

month of July ; by sowing earlier, not only does the

crop, where it can be grown to an edible size, become
hot and ill-flavoured, but the probabilities are that

all the plants will run to flower. By sowing, on the

contrary, between July and the end of August, a crop

may be assured of tolerably good size, and with roots

anything but hot or stringy ; this according to the

large size attained. These roots, so grown, will

subsist in the ground, fresh and crisp, throughout the

winter, and may therefore be dug, used, and appre-

ciated by all who may not be in possession of any

kindred edible root at that season of the year.

One fact of interest in conclusion. Acres of

Radishes are grown in market gardens and bunched

for market, and I believe it is a fact, needing no con-

firmation, that women "bunchers" are universally

employed, owing to the fact that they do double, and

even more "bunching" per diem, than the hardiest of

men. William Eailcy, Valentines.

A PLEA FOR MOSSES.—III.

It is not likely that mosses will be sought for by

beginners now that flowers are in abundance. I shall,

therefore, finish off on this subject for the present,

with a few that are sure to come across one's notice

even in summer. Hypnum triquetrum (triquetrous

Feather-moss), a robust.common moss, forms a most

elastic seat, growing in dry thick masses, and although

not in fruit is distinct, and not to be mistaken, from

the stems being nSuch thicker at the extremity. This

is the moss one sees at fruiterers in little bundles

dyed of a most unnatural green—it is of a yellowish

green even in winter. Possibly growing among it is

the well-known lichen, Peltidea canina (Dog's-tongue),

rooting through the moss with long fibres : in winter

the large pieces of grey leather-like substance curled

up at the edges, which are then of bright gold colour,

are very attractive—now it is dry and dull in appear-

ance. On ashes where wood has been burnt, or where

cinder-heaps for top-dressing are laid, is that interest-

ing little moss, Funaria hygrometrica (hygrometric

Cord-moss). In hot dry parching weather its

setK are curled up in a most distinct
^
manner

;

when damped, they stand erect. It is a ter-

minal moss, and the bright orange-red capsules

look well on the pale green patches, and catch the

eye when found on such burnt-up ground. On bare

damp earth in the shade Marchantia polymorpha

(polymorphous Marchantia) is now in full fruit, com-

pletely different from the conica. Its surface is studded

with stout stalked little green tables, powdered, and

with an edge around. Llypnum splendens (Glittering

Feather - moss), from its shining appearance, is

sure to attract in summer or winter ; its cap-

sules are not to be found ; it loves a degree of

shade, and is quite common, as is also H. velu-

tinum (Velvet Feather - moss), a confusing moss,

as it is so very like rutabulum t its being of smaller

growth is not a distinctive distinction. H. cupressi-

forme (Cypress-leaved Feather-moss) is another llyp-

num growing in similar situations, very common ; and

11. denticulatum (sharp Fern-like Feather-moss) which

fruits in summer and is particularly silky, and of a

beautiful light green. These last are all very common
Feather mosses, and a handful plucked up at random

off a bank may include them aU. Long study must

it have taken to be able, as I have seen Mr. Sadler

when I have handed him a tangled tuft, to draw out at

once an inch of H. splendens in its young state, and

another morsel full grown—"this is H. sericeum, that

is cupressiforme ; " I consider I have made good pro-

gress when I feel certain and free from doubt, and
that some half-dozen very similar Hypnums are any
way not the same species. And here let me acknow-
ledge my obligations to Mr. Sadler for his patient

naming of the many mosses I have taken to him in

my perplexity, and his obliging assistance, which
therefore insures the trustworthiness of the names in

these little notes.

Dicranum varium (Variable Fork-moss) and D.
heteromallum (Silky-leaved Fork-moss) have their

terminal fruit in autumn and winter. They are both
much smaller mosses than D. scoparium, and very
attractive from their close velvety appearance of dark
(varium) and bright green (tieteromallum). Didy-
modon purpureum (Purple Didymodon) is one of the

most common small mosses, and its reddish fruit-stalks

give quite a colour to the ground where it grows in

large patches. It is one of the terminal mosses, and
is in fruit now. Although so plentiful, one cannot
resist gathering it, when seen with the sun-

light through its red setre on a turf-topped wall.

Common on the wet moors is Bryum palustre

(Marsh Thread-moss), distinct from the green
tips of many of the stems ; it seldom fruits,

but summer is the time of year for its capsules. The
green gemmiK or buds give quite a character to

this Bryum, which it retains even when dyed.
Hypnum loreum (Rambling Mountain Feather-moss)
grows in long hard branches on the ground in dry
woods, mixed up with other Hypnums. Trichosto-

mum lanuginosum (Woolly Fringe-moss) one would
take for a Grimmia. I only found it in small patches
among stones, but it grows by the acre on the High-
land mountains, "forming an elastic grey carpet."

Here I will stop. Having since commencing this

paper been myself to Belvoir, to see once again the

beautiful spring gardens, and going weekly to the

rock garden at the Botanic Garden here, to try and
catch the endless collection of plants as they come
into flower, I find my own thoughts turning from
mosses, for the time, and there is no doubt winter is

the most likely season to impress a beginner with a
love of such flowerless plants. For summer, seaweeds
are perhaps the most tempting cryptogamic tribe, and
very fascinating is it to dabble in the cool rock pools,

and exciting to catch the tide as it "stands" for a
few minutes before it turns, and your chance of some
choice species to be found growing on the stalks of

the tangle is over for another fortnight ; or, possibly,

a month, until next low tide. Allow me to recom-
mend a taste of the alg:e—olive, red, and grass-green

seaweeds—during the hot months, which will prepare

for a glance in autumn at the most evanescent

branch of cryptogamia— the fungi. Such a plan

reads like a wretched smattering of all, end-

ing in nothing ; but any one plant that is gathered

with one's own hands, watched and studied, never to

be forgotten, although its name may be, is a fact

complete in itself if no further prosecuted, or a firm

stepping-stone to an endless galaxy of facts if, as is

most likely, "appetite will grow by what it fed on."

And let not the earnest amateur shrink from being

called a smatterer, but accept the title as another

certain fact at once, and for life. /". y. Hope, Wardie
Lodge, Edinburgh.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—XXI.
THEIR CULTURE AND MANAGEMENT.
Lasiandra maceantha.—There are two varieties

of this plant, L. macrantha and L. macrantha flori-

bunda, quite distinct, and both equally well worth

growing, but for totally difierent purposes. They do

not possess the intense colour of Pleroma elegans, but

the flowers are much larger and produced in greater

quantities. They are undoubtedly the grandest of all

Melastomaceous plants. L. macrantha floribunda was

introduced after L. macrantha, and is best adapted for

specimen pot culture, being naturally of a bushy habit

of growth, blooming profusely in the autumn and

winter, when flowering subjects are much in demand

and not over-plentiful. It is a free-grower, and will

flower in a very small state, even in 5 or 6-inch pots ;

its large, rich, violet-purple blossoms are not of very

long duration, like most other Melastomads, some two

or three days, but are succeeded by others, the plant

producing them in clusters from the points and axils

of the leaves of the young shoots, giving a succession

for several weeks. Young plants in 5 or 5-inch pots

are the best to commence with ; select such as have

been stopped at the second or third joint above the

collar, and are branched out into several shoots ; it is

necessary to begin with those that have been so

treated, for if they have been allowed to run up with-

out stopping it is difficult to afterwards get the base

furnished. They should be moved into pots 4 inches

larger in February, so as to make the growing season

as long as possible ; they will succeed in either peat

or loam, the latter being, perhaps, the best : mix a

fair amount of sand with the soil, as this plant with its
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ample foliage requires, when in active growth, a good

quantity of water. It will be much benefited at this

early season by placing in a house where it can

receive a little more warmth than the generality of

greenhouse plants require—45° or 48" in tlie night will

suit it well, and a little higher in tlie day. Through

the spring give them plenty of light until the sun gets

very powerful, after which, in the middle of the day,

they will need a little shade ;
give a sudlciency of air

during the early part of the day, but close the house

with a fair amount of sun-heat, syringing the plants

overhead at the same time ; do not let them go short

of water whilst in active growth, or it will have the

edect of checking root-action, which would seriously

interfere with the season's progress. Tinch oiit the

points of the shoots so as to induce the formation of

enough branches to furnish the plants well ; it is one

of the easiest managed subjects in this respect, but

must not have this stopping neglected, otherwise it

will entail cutting back of the strong upright shoots

that are formed in the centre of the plant, the removal

of which will be so much loss in size. By midsummer,

if the progress has been satisfactory, the strongest

plants will bear another shift into pots 3 inches larger,

U'ing the soil a little more lumpy, and containing as

much of the decayed roots of the grass as can be

obtained, potting quite hard where a good quantity of

this fibre exists. In soil of this description, this plant

will make rapid growth, forming a nice half-specimen

the first year. After this summer potting keep them

a little closer for a fortnight, using plenty of moisture

in the atmosphere, and continuing to damp the plants

overhead ; keep the strongest shoots well tied out so

as to balance their strength, allowing the weaker ones

to assume an upright position, which will much

increase their growth. About the beginning of August

nip out the points of any that are taking the lead
;
but

after this time do not stop any more, or it would inter-

fere with their flowering. Through September with-

hold shade, give more air, and cease syringing over-

head, to effect the ripening process in the growth and

formation of flower-buds ; by the end of the year, or

sometimes earlier, these will be apparent, when the

plant should be placed in a temperature of 4S or 50

in the night, to induce them to open freely, when they

can be removed to the conservatory, for the decoration

of which this subject is most suitable. The temperature

here should be similar to such as the plant has been

previously in, otherwise its flowers are liable to drop

before opening ; after blooming remove to a house

where they will be kept about 45° in the night, if

lower the leaves are apt to drop, seriously affecting

the roots.

About the end of February cut the plants back

moderately, if the object is not to get them large,

and place them where the temperature is a few degrees

higher which will cause them soon to break, after

which 'they should be turned out of the pots and a

small portion of the surface-soil removed, giving 3

inches larger pots, using soil similar to such as hitherto

recommended. Tie the strongest branches well out, and

treat generally as advised for the preceding season in

respect to syringing, shade, and air, with attention to

stopping any shoots that are disposed to take the lead

too much ; but this year the plants will, in all proba-

bility, not show so much disposition to make unequal

growth ; they will not require a second pot this season,

but must be subjected in the autumn to the slight

ripening process, by withholding shade and a drier

condition of the atmosphere. When the bloom-buds

begin to swell considerably give them a similar tempera-

turelothatofthe previous autumn, toopen their flowers.

The time of blooming may, if desired, be somewhat

delayed by keeping the plants in a little lower tem-

perature, but this must not be carried too far, by so

keeping them either too cool or too long, or the result

will most likely be the total loss of the flowers, for this

is essentially an autumn and winter-blooming subject,

and unless by some accident which gives it a check

or treatment out of the ordinary course, it is not dis-

posed to flower at any other season. After blooming

the plants may be again cut back and treated in every

way similarly to the preceding year, giving them a

further shift of 3 inches, and removing a little of the

old soil without disturbing the roots much. Alter

they have bloomed the next autumn it will be best

to destroy them, unless where required very large, as

young plants are in every way to be preferred and

from their quick and easy growth succession stock can

always be brought on to take their place.

The other variety, L. macrantha, when first let out

very much disappointed those who grew it, from its

straggling upright habit, which no amount of stopping

and attentive cultivation appeared capable of counter-

acting, and for this reason, in most cases, it was dis-

carded as worthless. It frequently happens that a

plant which is admirably adapted for some particular

purpose gets a bad character by reason of its rnabrlity

to conform to a process of culture opposed to its

natural habit. Thus it was with this Lasiandra : its

straggling habit, although rendering it unfit for grow-

ing into a compact bushy specimen, naturally suits it

for the purpose of training up a pillar, wall, or rafter;

grown in any of these situations in a structure, with a

few degrees more warmth in the winter than the ordi-

nary hard- wooded house, it is one of the finest flower-

ing objects in existence, blooming for weeks in such

profusion that no one, except those who have seen it

so employed, can form any idea of the gorgeous elfect

it produces, forming large clusters of from a dozen

to a score of flowers at the points of the shoots, which

keep on opening in succession for weeks together; but

to see it to perfection in such situ.ations it should not

be confined to a pot, but should be planted out in a

well-drained bed of good loam, to which has been

added a liberal admixturcof sand, with the addition

of a good sprinkling of charcoal or bricks, broken the

size of pigeons' eggs, to prevent the soil getting sour.

In thus using this plant, as in the case of manyothers,

there is frequently the mistake committed of turning

them out whilst in a small slate ; so treated the soil

becomes sour before the plant has enough roots to lay

sufl'icient hold of it. On this point it may be, and fre-

quently is, urged that plants in a state of Nature

commence their existence, even from the germination

of the seed, in an unconfined space, without the soil

becoming unsuited for their well-being ; but in the

open air the conditions of the soil, in common with

other things, are altogether changed ;
full exposure to

the air and light prevents its becoming in such con-

dition as is inevitable in the best ventilated and light-

admitting structure, and in Nature's planting it must

be borne in mind that all do not grow that come in

contact with the soil—only such as happen to be placed

under conditions of situation suitable to their require-

ments. Thus with plants that are intended to be

turned out in borders, such as the one under considera-

tion, I have always found, except in the case of

extremely strong-growing subjects, that it was much

the best way to grow them on for a time in pots uritil

they had acquired considerable strength before turning

out, with the precaution, at the time of planting, of

always spreading the roots out so as to prevent the ill-

effects of the spiral root-curve inseparable from pot

culture. For the above reason it is better to grow

this Lasiandra in a pot for the first season, treating it

in every way as to soil, water, air, and shading,

similar to what has been advised for L. macrantha

floribunda ; but in the selection of plants for this

purpose it is better to have such as have not been at

all stopped, but simply grown up with a single stem.

Do not stop them until they have attained the height

which will best adapt them for the position they are

required for, after which it will be necessary to take

out the points, so as to induce the formation of shoots

to cover sufficiently their alloted space, when they will

require nothing more than being kept tied loosely in,

with sufficient use of the knife, after flowering, to keep

them within bounds. In such situations this and

other plants frequently get weakly, through the soil

becoming impoverished, to preventwhich every spring,

before active growth commences, an inch or two of the

surface-soil should be removed and new added, with

an occasional application of manure-water during the

growing season ; so treated they will last many years.

Lasiandras are not plants particularly subject to

insects. Red-spider will sometimes make its appear-

ance if the syringe is not sufficiently used ; in such

case repeated washings with clean water will be the

best remedy, the texture of the leaves being such as

not to bear without danger or injuring them any appli-

cation of the usual insecticides. Scale, either white

or brown, will live upon them ;
yet the brown species

is usually small and puny, but in such state it is not so

easily destroyed as when upon a plant that suits it

better, and on which it is found in that peculiar fat

condition indicative of being well fed. Where it exists

upon this plant, the best way to proceed is, after

flowering, to shorten it back, cutting away all the

leaves and then washing thoroughly with Fowlers

Insecticide— 5 oz, to the gallon—repeating this two or

three times in the course of ten days ; the plant, after

this cutting in, being kept in a temperature of 50% so

as to induce it to break, for it often happens when any

plant is headed back, if kept in a temperature too low

to excite growth, that it either dies or breaks weakly—

the roots, under such condition, generally suffering

more than they otherwise would through the severance

of the branches. If affected with white scale, it will

require cutting back to the hard, mature wood, and

dressing with Abyssinian Mixture, at 7 or S oz. to the

gallon, washing the mixture well into the inequalities

of the bark, repeating the dressing several times before

the plants break into growth. 71 Baines.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

A CONI'EKENCE o[ horticulturists, convened by the

Lindley Club, was held at the Charing Cross Hotel on

Wednesday evening, to consider the position and pro-

spects of this Society. Mr. A. F. Godson presided.

'Vfter a brief introductory address, the Chairman said he

should call upon Mr. Shirley Hibberd, who had proposed

this conference, to open it by submitting proposals for

their consideration.
.

Mr. Hibberd said : In order to save the time ol the

gentlemen present he would assume that they were all

familiar with the more prominent facts of the question

before them. He would not now enter into any of the

numerous complicated arrangements that subsisted

between the Society and Her Majesty's Commissioners,

but proceed at once to sketch out a practical scheme,

the adoption of which would, he believed, render the

Society respectable, powerful, weahliy, and useful—

would, in fact, jilace it in the proud position in which

the late Prince Consort wished and expected to see it

when ho devoted his great and good mind to ils reor-

ganisation and settlement at South Kensington in the

year iSfjo. Revolutions were of necessity costly, and

Ihry were not always successful. If any section of the

Fellows entertained desperate resolves, ho would advise

them to combine their energies to make the best ot

things as they found them—that is to say, in connection

witli existing charters, covenants, and agreements—

before attempting anything so wild as a divorce of the

Society from Her Majesty's Commissioners. They were

tied lip in a scheme which had failed from the first.

But they could not sell their land to speculative builders ;

they had no available assets ; they had, in fact, abso-

lutely nothing they could carry into the open market ;

and they were bound by considerations of ordmary

prudence to ask if they had hitherto turned their

opportunities to the best possible account. In his

(Mr. Hibberd's) opinion they had not. Here

was a great open space in the most wealthy and

fashionable quarter of the metropolis, and not a space

simply, but a beautiful garden, so badly managed that

those who possessed special and peculiar facilities for

enjoying it did not contribute to the Society's funds

sufficient to completely cover the expenditure its main-

tenance entailed. The local element had of late made

itself manifest in energetic action, but it would have to

do more to acquire a title to the special consideration it

demanded in the direction of the Society's affairs. Now,

he had no quarrel with the resident Fellows. It was no

fault of theirs that the terms of membership were so

arranged that they obtained the use of a beautilul out-

door lounge for themselves and a healthy and secure

playground for their childran at the expense of the

country Fellows ; for the ^7000 per annum that this

garden cost was very much in excess of the aggregate

contributions of the local Fellows, and, in fact, it nearly

equalled the entire income of the Society. As this

garden constituted the main difficulty, it might be proper

to prove that the cost of keeping it is in only a small

part provided for by the resident FeUows. The revenue

account for the year ending January i, 1874, showed

that the keeping of the Kensington garden cost the

Society ^2707. The interest on debentures, which were

issued solely to provide funds for the formation of this

garden, amounted to ^1362. 'The estabhshment ex-

penses amounted to ^1809, of which we may fairly charge

/looo to the special account of Kensington. As a con-

siderable number of plants are grown at Chiswick for

the decoration of the conservatory and gardens at Ken-

sington, a third or more of the total of ^^209: incurred

for the Chiswick garden maybe charged to the Kensington

account—say, ^f700 more. Now, it will not be unreason-

able to charge Kensington an additional ^700 in part pay-

ment of the costs of exhibitions and other miscellaneous

matters that it is impossible now to particularise. The
result of this view of the subject is that the South Kensing-

ton gardens cost the Society ^7369 last year, and, as

the admission fees and subscriptions actually paid

(/174 6j., ^7>23i iS^-> and ^^275) amounted to only

^^ 731 there need be no further difficulty in accounting

for' the Society's financial difficulties. The total out-

goings last year for the gardens at Kensington equalled

the whole of the Society's income, and yet there was no

rent paid and no provision whatever made for those

departments which stand apart from Kensington, such

as the establishment at Chiswick, expenses of committees,

and other matters pertaining to practical horticulture.

The total outgoings in a year of injuriously smaU ex-

penditure amounted to nearly £12,000, and the current

account shows a debt of £4013- In the year 1876 there

will be due for rent, the payment of which cannot be

legally postponed, j/^2400, and if the present debt is

carried on, and a debt of a similar amount again in-

curred, we shaU close up the next year with a debt of

/"ro,426. Minute particulars cannot now be taken into

consideration. It is enough for present purposes to deal

with round sums and general results. The source of

the Society's weakness cannot be matter for doubt. The

local Fellows contribute to the general fund very much

less than their fair share, the formation and keeping of

the gardens at South Kensington constituting the prin-

cipal part of the heavy burden the Society has to bear.

In making proposals for improving the position of the

Society, I consider it of the very first importance to

honour existing covenants, to perform all duties and

labours prescribed by the charter, to make the best of

the lease, the best of the Society's relations with the

Commissioners, and the very best of the local Fellows.

I cannot recognise any possible repudiation of debt, but

I would receive gifts of money, and, indeed, organise a

fund to which the friends of horticulture might contri-

bute, for the purpose both of paying debts current and

also for the redemption of debentures. It will be observed

that in entering into any project for the future we must

speculate ; in other words, we must make sure of expend-

in <i^ money, while it will remain to be seen if the money

expended will in a reasonable time return. We have

fallen short of the great designs of the princely founder

of the South Kensington scheme : let us endeavour to

rise as nearly as we can to the height of his idea. To
do this it is certain the London garden must be kept in

the most perfect condition possible. I propose, there-

fore to increase the expenditure thereupon from ^2707,

incurred last year, to ;f35oo. Corresponding improve-

ments should be made at Chiswick, raising the expendt-
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ture from /"2091, the cost last year, to ;,^30oo. As a
matter of course, establishment expenses would have to

be correspondintjly increased, and we may raise the pre-

sent figure of ^iSog to /'2500. Last year the special

expenses in relation to horticulture were only £,7o\^ but
we must allow in our estimate at least ^2000. The cost

of exhibitions last year was ^^2401 ; the least we can
allow in future is £jx^ \ but we might allow

double that amount with perfect safety to the Society

and great advantage to horticulture. We have now
to add, for interest on debentures, j^2ooo, and rent,

^500, which is rather more than the Society is actually

required to pay. The result of these arrangements would
be an annual expenditure of^i7,ooo.

It will be observed, however, that such an expenditure
judiciously administered would render the Society re-

spectable and attractive. It would exercise an enormous
influence on the Society's status as a corporation spe-

cially charged to enliven the London season with fetes

and competitions. The question arises. How are we
to recover the increased outlay ? The answer is, by
making a reasonable charge upon those for whose
advantage more especially this increased outlay

would be incurred. I have no idea of lowering the

rates of subscription, but I have a firm conviction
that, in one respect at least, the rates of subscription are

too low to be safe, and ridiculously low as compared
with what is ostensibly provided in exchange. A
resident in the immediate vicinity of the garden may
participate in every entertainment provided by the

Council, and enjoy the free use of the garden the

whole year round, for the absurdly small payment
of two guineas annually. I propose as a condition

of Fellowship for those residing within a mile of

the garden at South Kensington the payment in ad-

vance of a subscription of not less than ;^io ioj.

annually. In the event of the removal of a Fellow
into or from the one-mile radius his subscription

should be raised or lowered accordingly. In all other

respects I would leave the rates of subscription as they

are, for the fewer changes we attempt the better.

Amongst many arguments that may be adduced in sup-
port of this proposal I shall be content to place before

you only two. In the first place, then, those who reside

in the immediate vicinity of the garden may, if they
choose, obtain an abundant return in the way of health

and pleasure for a subscription of ten guineas each.

In the second place, we have a precedent for such
a course of procedure in the case of those London
clubs that charge their town members double the rate

paid by those who reside in the country.

The question is. What would be the result of such
a change ? We must of course assume that these gar-

dens have become immensely attractive, for a yearly out-

lay of ^17,000 is to be incurred in the administration of

the Society's affairs. The raising of the subscription

would tend to enhance the value of the attractions by
restricting the enjoyment of them to a select company.
I find in the list of Fellows last published the postal

letter W. affixed to the addresses of 1049. Those in the
S.W. district number nearly as many. It may be
assumed that fully 1000 Fellows would gladly pay
ten guineas per annum, and the result would he from
this source alone considerably more than the sum-total
of all the subscriptions now received. The carrying out

of the plan I submit to you would result in raising the

Society's income from subscriptions of Fellows alone to

;^20, 000, which would leave an ample margin for

redemption of debenture debt. But we will set down
the income from subscriptions at ^^10,003 ; that is to

say, only;^2269 in excess of the total of last year. We
should have in addition the usual fifteenth of life com-
positions, ji^Soo ; we may estimate the exhibitions to

produce _^ 2000 ; admissions to the gardens, which pro-

duced last year ^594, would probably produce ^^3000 ;

and miscellaneous receipts, now amounting to ^1384,
would surely be no less ; but we need only estimate them
at j^i2oo, and we have a return in full of the expendi-
ture of ,^17,000, which appears to be the very least

necessary.

I will, therefore, conclude by remarking that as

the garden at Kensington should be made abundantly
attractive to the residents in the district, a skating
rink and an aquarium are things to be desired, pro-

vided only they can be carried out in a creditable

manner and with advantage to the revenue. Gar-
deners might be admitted as Associates for a small
subscription—say, of a guinea a year—which should
entitle them to admission to the gardens at Chiswick at

all times, and to the gardens and exhibitions at South
Kensington some time in the forenoon only. And there

might be instituted in connection with the Associates a
system of life assurance and annuities, the profits result-

ing from which would still further augment the Society's

income. For the present, however, we must find the
means to increase both the income and the expenditure

;

for while horticulture is starved the Fellows obtain
literally nothing more than vexation for their money,

Dr. Denny agreed in principle but not in detail with
Mr. Hibberd's proposal, and suggested a five-guinea

family ticket for resident Fellows. He commented on
the dead-lock occasioned by the four members of
Council, who, after intimating publicly their intention of
resigning, still continued in office.

Mr. WoosTER wished it were possible for the local

Fellows and the horticulturists to work together.

Mr. S. H. Godson suggested an appeal to the Fellows
- for the means to extinguish the debt.

Mr. HiBBERD concluded by submitting the following
resolution which was carried ve7n. con, , and ordered to be
forwarded to the Council:— " That in any scheme which
may be promoted with a view to the restoration of the
Royal Horticultural Soeiety to its original high position
the annual subscriptions of Fellows residing within one
mile of the gardens at South Kensington should be fixed

at a minimum rate of ten guineas, and that the Fellows
tickets should be used only by resident members of the
families of Fellows."
The meeting concluded with the usual vote of thanks

to the Chairman.
Allow me before relapsing into silence to say a

few words on the propositions submitted by the Council
to Her Majesty's Commissioners and their replies.

These, coupled with Lord Bury's explanatory remarks,
teach us some things which it is very important for us to

know. They tell us, in the first place, that we need be under
no uneasiness as to the ultimate payment of the deben-
ture debt by the Commissioners. They themselves have
said nothing, but it is impossible that his lordship could
have expressed himself as he has done regarding this

without having ascertained that if the worst came
to the worst they would meet it, and it is now
generally known that it is so. In the next place,

we learn that in the existing position of affairs

(both theirs and ours) the Commissioners desire

not to have to undertake at present either that

liability or the cost of maintaining the gardens.
Such a feeling supplies them with powerful induce-
ments to support the Society, and their acceptance
of the first proposition made by the Council as a
basis from which to treat is a proof of their desire
to do so. The preliminary qualification which they
annexed, that the Council should show them that if

an arrangement were come to they would be able to carry
on the Society, was surely a most natural and proper one.
To what good was it to adjust a new agreement if it was
to fall through next year? The Council admitted the
fairness of the requirement by complying with it. How
they did so we do not altogether know, for they have
not allowed us to see the estimates which they supplied
to the Commissioners. All that we know is that
they were rejected as illusory, and I do not see
how it is possible that they could be otherwise
if they showed or pretended to show that they could
carry on the Society. They have already declared in

open court that further reduction of expenditure was in-

compatible with efficiency, and we know their standard
for what they call efficiency. The present year is not half
done, and they already talk of bankruptcy. Do they ex-

pect that that announcement will have a favourable effect

upon next year's receipts? They have never told us the
number of resignations during the last two years—at

what do they estimate them for next year ? It must have
been plain to the Commissioners, if not to them, that
unless something important were done to put the
Society on a new footing it must come to an end. Its

rehabihtation was not to be effected by reduction of ex-
penditure but by increase of income, and what was
the Council's expedient for obtaining such an
increase ? Nothing but the skating rink. It is true

that after the Council had been prompted by
the Commissioners they produced two schemes for

remodelling or readjusting the payments and privileges

of the Fellows, and Lord Bury has bequeathed us a
third of his own ; but none of these contain any glimpse
of a thought or idea for imparting new hfe or attraction
to the Society, for increasing its usefulness, or for adding
to its funds, with the sole exception of the skating rink

;

and few will think that the Commissioners could hold
the Society to be in a sound condition if its existence

depended upon ^1000 a-year drawn from the uncertain
tenure of a fashionable amusement continuing in vogue.
For myself, I like the skating rink very well if it is kept
in its proper place—/.tf., an accessory relaxation or
amusement for the younger members of the Society,

which should be heard no more of, and occupy no more
important a place in our aims than croquet, although it

might occupya more important place in our accounts ; but
I utterly protest against the Society being turned from a
horticultural society with a skating ground into a skating
society with horticultural shows. Horticulture must
stand well to the front ; it must occupy the foreground,

the middle distance, and most of the background ; a
corner may be spared in the distance for croquet,

and another for skating, but that is all : and such a
view is what none of the schemes of the Council give

us. Lord Bury's own scheme, indeed, has not been
before them ; but seeing that it is a mere read-

justment of payments and privileges, without any
new and only diminished old inducements to any
one to avail themselves of them, it is wanting
in the most pressing necessity of the moment. But
even although this were provided for, and in the

way that would be most favourable to the views of
the Kensingtonians, it would not benefit them.
Suppose that separate budgets were provided for hor-

ticulture and for the South Kensington garden—that

the Kensingtonians exerted themselves, and increased

their subscriptions so as to be able to maintain the

garden—that the horticulturists did not, and that hor-

ticulture went to the wall. Could the Kensingtonians then
hug themselves in security, tell horticulture to take care

of itself, and suppose that they would be allowed to

retain the garden for the use of their section ? If that is

any part of his lordship's expectation, he has made
very little use of his opportunities of studying the Com-
missioners. If there has been one thing standing out

plainer than another in all their dealings with the

Society, it has been a straightforward determination
that the benefits of the property in their hands shall

go either to science, or the public, or both ; and
surely Lord Bury must have found out by this time
that any attempt to draw wool over their eyes is a very

hopeless speculation. He may depend upon it that in

any lease or arrangement which the Commissioners may
make they will take especial good care to insert the

most stringent provisions for the determination of

the lease the moment it ceases to be directly

used in the promotion of horticulture. I should
be sorry to do his lordship injustice, but his scheme

certainly seems open to the imputation I have sug-

gested. However, it will soon be known, for if I

am right we shall see his interest in the double
budget scheme quietly go to sleep as soon as he
finds that the Commissioners see through his proposition.

Can, then, Lord Bury and his friends do nothing to assist

the Society to recover its position? They can complete
their resignations, and dismount from their positions on
the shoulders of our poor Sinbad. It is plain that they

can do no good by remaining. His lordship has quite

misunderstood the special qualifications of his councillors.

To those standing outside, and who have not been
privileged to behold the unity in which they dwell, they

have seemed to be Ates stirring up strife. Certainly

whatever the apology may be the fact remains, that with-

out counting their own internal quarrels—which, despite

their vouched-for harmony, report says have not been few
—in the short space of two years they have alienated

Royalty, estranged the Court, fought with the Com-
missioners, and sought to pain them by ill-founded

imputations and impolitic insinuations, irritated the old

Council and their many friends by gratuitous and
objectless abuse, offended many of the Fellows by
thoughtless and overbearing behaviour, hurt the nursery-

men in their dearest interests by mismanagement, dis-

appointed and restrained the Fellows of many of their

lawful pleasures and their enjoyments, driven the gentle-

men's gardeners into open rebellion—bitterly angered
many of their masters, and generally disgusted the out-

side public and the Press by their undisguised attempts
to exploit the Society for their own interests : their

empire has obviously not been peace. Renewed popu-
larity from such a source is not to be expected, and
it is needlessly weighting the Society in this race for

it to insist on seeking it under their auspices. Let them
relieve their brethren from the odium attaching to their

proceedings, and at least give them a chance. And here
let me say that I allude only to the Kensingtonian party.

I was very sorry that Mr. Hume felt it his duty to follow

their lead. The Council once purged of all this perilous

stuff can then face the question with a better chance of

success. I have no desire to say a word in anticipation

of their decision ; I only remind the Fellows that no
scheme that does not aim at increased usefulness and
increased means will be of any good. We are not with-

out such schemes, which might be fitted on to our
present arrangements. We have Mr. Strickland's,

shadowed forth in the last number of this journal ; and we
have Mr. George Wilson's of guinea country Fellows with
country Boards and affiliated societies. Past Councils have
for long been nibbling at this idea, it falls to the present
to put it in execution . Let them take a leaf from Sir Henry
Cole's book. I remember him once saying, " I do not
take any credit for originality in this—you have all

thought of it—the credit I claim is that you have only

thought of it, but I have done it." "What will they do
with it ? " will be the next question.

The mention of Sir Henry's name leads me to add
that I have written on the assumption that the Society

is to work out its own salvation. Of course, if, as sug-

gested by him, Government could by any means be
induced to eome in like a Dcus ex machind, and relieve

us all from our difficulties by taking the gardens out of

the hands both of the Commissioners and the Society, it

would be a very pleasant and delightful solution of the

dilemma. That some such termination lies in the future

I do most powerfully and potently believe, but I am
afraid the Pear is not yet ripe. At any rate it is clear

that the more we can make our usefulness and value as

a scientific body felt and recognised, the better will our
chance be of protection and support from any Govern-
ment. Andrew Murray.

BRITISH GARDENERS.—XX.
Daniel Judd.

Tpiis worthy gardener, whose portrait is annexed,

was born at Edmonton, Middlesex, in October, 1815.

At the age of seven years his father, who was gardener

to Charles Campbell, Esq., of Bury Street, procured

for hitn from that gentleman, who was a trustee of a

grammar school founded by Edward Latimer, Esq.,

a presentation to this school, where he remained until

he was fourteen years old. During that time young
Judd's father made him spend all half-holidays—the

Wednesday and Saturday afternoons in each week,
also the Christmas and Midsummer holidays in the

garden—cleaning out stokeholes, and in doing any job

that fell in the way under any of the men, in each of the

departments, from the lowest grade unto the highest.

"Well," he says, *' do I remember how proud I was
when I could prune and nail a Peach tree tolerably

well, and build a Cucumberbed some 4 feet high at back
and 3 feet in the front, with somewhat short dung, on
which to place a three or four-light box. The dung
in those days used to be worked and turned some six

weeks before using to get it tolerably sweet, and to

be able to keep these beds upright and square was
considered a specimen of good workmanship : this

was my great aim. So particular was my father in

these matters that he would even take the fork out of

my hand and show me how to take the dung up with

it and place it on the bed so that it could not slip off,

trying to instil into my mind the utility of combining
theory and science with daily practice. He would
try to make me study angles and parallels in all my
operations, more especially when nailing and at new
ground-work. I could accomplish these jobs pretty

well before I left school"
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Mr. Judd speaks with just pride and veneration of

his father, to whose practical lessons and grounding
in the science he attributes his subsequent success as

a gardener. " It was my lamented father," he ob-

serves, "who before I left school taught me the
secret of root-pruning. Those fine Rlenheim Pippins
which the Horticultural Society had modelled in wax,
presenting him with one of the models, were grown
by the aid of root-pruning. I well remember looking
on as he told his foreman where to dig for a strong

root, and the spot—generally in the same direction

and directly under a strong branch—was generally

the correct one ; in fact, I never knew him wrong.
The trees were orchard trees, or, more correctly,

12 to 15 feet high bush trees. Ilis practice was to

cut one or two large roots every alternate year for a
ittvt years, and then to allow the trees to rest for a

time, say five or six years. So that root-pruning is of

much older date then some people imagine." There
are several communications on practical gardening by
Mr. Judd's father in the early volumes of the Trans-

actiotn of the HcrticnUural Society.

"My father," continues Mr. Judd, "was a great

admirer of the late Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.,

and Sir Josepli Banks ; and, being a Fellow of the

Horticultural Society, he occasionally would ask leave

of absence for me from school on Tuesdays, in order to

take me with him to the meetings of the society, then

held at 21, Regent Street, to see the plants, &c. , exhi-

bited, and to hear the discussions thereon. Many a

useful lesson I learned in this way ; one in particular

impressed my young brain. The great Mr. Oldacre
exhibited two Pine-apples, the one grown in a house
with a wooden roof and the other under an iron roof,

and showing how the different juices or acids under
the excessive heat produced under the iron roof

had run together. The fact was that fermentation

had commenced. This was at a time when iron roofs

were in their infancy, and ventilation but imperfectly

understood.
" After leaving school I spent six months under my

father, and was put to assist in laying-out a small

place he took charge of, and that gave me an insight

into new groundwork, in fact he made me a kind of

foreman of the job under his guidance. Honoured be
his name, for to him I owe the groundwork of the

feeble efforts I have been able to make in the pursuit

of horticulture, and in making my position in the

world as a practical gardener.

"My first start in life was to Brockett Hall, in

Hertfordshire, the seat of Lord Melbourne, at the

time he was Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment. Mr. Dawson, sen., his gardener, who was
considered in those days a ' great gun ' and a very

good gardener, was very strict, and not over consi-

derate with young men. I cannot say much for the

comforts we experienced there. The bothy was a

wretched place, situated between and joining two
stokeholes—one miserable room at the back of the

houses, and looking out on a high grassy bank about

10 feet distant, the roof covered with the old-fashioned

pantiles, without any ceiling, so that when there came
a drifting snow it found its way to us as we lay in bed.

I remained there between two and three years, and
spent many happy days with one of my master's sons

to share with me all the hardships we had to

undergo.
"The Royal kitchen garden at Kew was my next

venture ; there it was my lot to serve some three and
a-half years in the several departments. The degrees

to pass through, and the rules to observe in that place

were of a strange character, such as being chained up
before the bothy fire, and going through a process of

being branded with the letters K. G.—Kew Garden,

while the constable of the garden read over the rules

to be observed, and woe betide the young fellow who
attempted to resist the tomfoolery.

"Although there were certain stages to pass

through, such as wallman, Melon-groundman, and
day fireman, before reaching the houses and bothy, I

was not long in getting to the top of the tree ; and
when that eminence was reached, plenty of hard

work was found, also much scope for reflection for an

active mind. The style of gardening was very loose.

Forcing was carried on in the true sense of the word
^both day and night ; Pines had not time to form fruit

for want of rest—report said that some of them were

seven years old, and certain it was that I found some
there when I went, and I left the same plants there

when I left, with fine long legs and well furnished with

bug. I looked upon it more as a place of 'all work'
than a school for young gardeners. The young men
had to carry all the coals into waggons from barges

moored off Kew Bridge, and from the waggons into

the stokeholes, and make heaps of them at the back
of the houses, some 60 tons per day. I myself have

had iiS sacks on my back in one day. We also had
to dig and wheel the loam from the park across the

ha-ha opposite Sion House, that divided the towing
path from the park, into barges moored in the river,

and such adepts were some of the men at navvying

that occasionally one or two went off the plank along

with the barrows into 6 or 7 feet of water. What
would the present race of young gardeners think if

they were asked to perform such work? I fear they
would look upon it as degrading. We in those days
looked upon it as a lark, obeyed orders and were
happy over it. It is well tliat young gardeners should
know what was expected of their class in years gone
by. At the present clay their ideas appear to be that

they ouglit, to a certain extent, to be fine gentlemen,
and they fancy if they can only get into the ' houses

'

for a time they will become gardeners 'ready dressed;'

a grand mistake, for without intelligent study and
close persevering observation, they will no more
make gardeners worthy of the name than would have
been the case in days of yore.

"The one thing done well at Kew was forcing

Chenies; some fair Peaches and Nectarines were also

grown.
" My next adventure was at Gunnersbury, under the

late Mr. Mills, whom I served as foreman for twelve
months. There I got my first ideas about forcing

Figs, and which have proved a lasting boon to me
;

there also I saw the foundation laid for those famous
Providence Pines that he grew, and some of which he

cut unripe to send over to Frankfort to the then

Baron Rothschild, the possessor of Gunnersbury.
Mr. Mills was a good gardener, and his was a good
school for a young gardener,

" From this I went to the Duke of Devonshire's

garden at Chiswick, and after a time was appointed

foreman, which post I filled three years. During that

time my old friends the late Robert Fish, then of

^m^^-^:-^i^^^^,.^i:^^^

Tattersall's, Hyde Park Corner, and John Caie, then

gardener to the Duchess of Bedford, at Bedford Lodge,

Campden Hill, formed the Mutual Instruction Society

for young gardeners at Hammersmith ; of this I be-

came a member, and gathered some very useful lessons

from the papers read, and the discussions that ensued.

*'On February 3, 1S40, I entered the service of

W. H. Whitbread, Esq., Southill Park, Bedford-

shire, as head gardener, and remained with him
upwards of seven years, during which time I used all

the means in my power to make myself a gardener,
" On February 16, 1S4S, I was engaged by the late

Earl Spencer, Althorp Park, Northampton, and
remained with him ten years until his death, and with

the present Earl five years. Here my motto was

—

*' Onwards," and I succeeded in growing some Figs,

which much pleased his lordship (he being very fond

of that fruit), and took several prizes at the Horticul-

tural Society's garden at Chiswick with them, as

also with Peaches, British Queen Strawberries, Melons,

&c. But the greatest triumph I achieved at Althorp

happened in the year of the termination of the

Crimean War. On January i of that year I placed

new and old Black Hamburgh Grapes on the table

for dessert, and so good were they that the guests

{amongst whom was the late Earl Cardigan) paid me
a very high compliment, as they did not think such a

thing could have been accomplished.
** I claim no credit for this achievement further

than that of having taken advantage of Nature's

teachings. In the June of the year preceding, the

Vines in my early vinery were as bare of leaves and as

dormant as any Vines could be in mid-winter ; I

pruned them the first week in June (they did not

bleed), closed the house, and treated them exactly as

I should a spring crop. The result was, a good crop
of Crapes ; so much so, that a brother gardener who
came to see them told the late Mr. Forbes, of

Woburn, that the worst bunch in my house was
better than the best in his, he having some at the

same time which were making a great noise in the
gardening world.

" Tliis state of things was brought about by con-
tinual early forcing, which caused the Vines, as it

were, to gain a season ; and so soon as I saw Nature
determined to assert her rights I used all my efforts

to assist her. Such should be the object of all young
gardeners, and if it were we should by that means
get far better men.

*' For the present Karl, at Althorp, I laid out a new
flower-garden, a portion of which consisted of one of

those fanciful fnolish polychrome gardens, with mono-
grams, butterflies' wings, .S:c., planned by Mr.
Thomas, the landscape gardener. Certainly there is

no accounting for taste, but it is a delusion to think

that broken bricks, slates, lic, can vie with or har-

monise with the beautiful colours Nature has im-

planted in flowers, or produce such pleasing and
softening influences.

**On March i, 1S64, I entered on my present

situation—Hawkstone Park, Shropshire, and very

recently have had to lament the death of one of the

best of masters, the late Viscount Hill. He loved

Nature in all her doings, and was passionately fond of

his garden. From him I received every kindness, and
in return my utmost endeavours were exercised to pleasa

him. Learning from him that he was fond of Figs,

I lost no time in procuring him some, greatly to his

satisfaction. It has pleased the present Viscount Hill

to ask me to remain with him, and sincerely do I hope
he will prove as good a master as was his lamented
father.

" I have all through my life worked for the love

of gardening, and done my best to make others love

it ; and I hold my honoured father's name in

reverence for giving me so thorough a groundwork
and such wise counsel."

Of his practice at Hawkstone Mr. Judd has said but

little, but we may say we have nowhere seen a better

example of thorough practical gardening. Everything

is handled with the skill of a master. Amongst what
we should call the specialities of Hawkstone garden-

ing we must give the first place to the Pines, which
are admirably grown, and we should be glad to lay

before our readers an outline of Mr. Judd's practice.

Poinsettias, again, are superbly grown, and in such

quantities as are seldom, if ever, met with elsewhere;

while at the time we had the pleasure of seeing the

gardens at Hawkstone, a short time before the death of

its noble proprietor, the crops in the kitchen garden

—

the foundation of a gardener's reputation—were among
the finest we have ever met with. Celery and Broccoli

being amongst the prominent examples at that season.

We only do justice to the subject of our portrait when
we say it represents the genial face of one of the best

of British gardeners.

CEYLON.
Colombo to Kandy.—To avoid the hot season in

the low country in Ceylon all who can, leave Colombo
for the hills. For some miles the road crosses the

marshy plains that lie between the river and the sea.

So long as it runs within a moderate distance of the

sea the groves of Coco-nut trees continue to sur-

round every hamlet, but on turning more inland these

gradually disappear and are succeeded by the graceful

Arecas (A. Catechu), which are the invariable features

of the native gardens, being planted near the wells and

watercourses as they rejoice in moisture. Of all the

tribe the Areca is the most graceful and delicate,

rising to the height of 40 or 50 feet, without an

inequality on its thin polished stem, which is dark

green towards the top, and sustains a crown of

feathery foliage, in the midst of which are clustered

the astringent nuts for whose sake it is carefully

tended. Mixed with the Arecas there now appears

the Kitool or Jaggery Palm. This Palm {Caryota

urens) is chiefly cultivated for its sap, which
is drawn, boiled down, and crystallised into a coarse

brown sugar. From its pith, also, a farina scarcely

inferior to sago is extracted, whilst the black fibre of

the leaf is twisted by the Rodiyas into ropes of con-

siderable smoothness and tenacity. Half-way is the

picturesque rest-house of Ambessusse, after leaving

which the road crosses the spurs of the hills

which descend from the mountain zone, and
the aspect of the country gradually changes from

maritime plains to the ruder and less cultivated Kan-
dyan highlands. Instead of broad inundated paddi-

fields. Rice is grown in the moist crannies of the hills

and dry grain is cultivated on their slopes. The wood-

cut ((ig. 165, p. 789) represents the scenery at Kaigalle,

fifty-one miles from Colombo towards Kandy. Here
the majestic crowns of the Talipot Palm begin to
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appear near the villages, and graceful Bamboos wave
their feathery plumes in every hollow. This Talipot,

or Talpat (Corypha umbraculifera), is the most majes-

tic and wonderful of the Palm tribe, the stem of which
sometimes attains the height of 100 feet, and each of its

enormous fan-like leaves when laid upon the ground
will form a semicircle of 16 feet in diameter. The
tree flowers but once and dies. Elaborate fans

are made from the leaves of the Talpat ; but the

most interesting use to which its leaves are applied

is as a substitute for paper, both for books and for

ordinary purposes. Here and there also may be seen

the beautiful Palmyra (Borassus flabelliformis), whose
physiology, culture, and uses have been so accurately

described in Mr. Fergusson's monograph. But what
most excites the wonder of the stranger are the flower-

ing trees which adorn the landscape—the Murutu
{Lngerstrcemia regina?) with its profusion of lilac

blossoms, and the gorgeous Imbul {Bombax mala-
baricus), whose crimson petals thickly strew the ground
when making way for the oblong pods that contain

the silky cotton for which the tree is prized. The
carts by tlie side of the road are bandies, barbarous
two-wheeled waggons, with coverings of plaited Coco
leaves, in which a pair of strong bullocks will draw
from 5 to 10 cwt., according to the nature of the

country, and with this they will perform a journey of

20 miles a day on a level. The oxen thus employed,
laden with coffee from the interior or carrying rice and
stores for the supply of the plantations in the hill

country, are estimated at upwards of 20,000 on this

single road.

The forests become so dense that troops of monkeys
venture in sight, and flocks of plum-headed parroquets
{Pa!o3ornis Alexandri) romp and scream amongst the
branches.

The houses instead of groves of Coco-nuts are

surrounded with a fence of Coffee bushes with their

polished green leaves and wreaths of Jasmine-like
flowers, and everything indicates the change from the

low-country and its habits to the hills and their

hardier peasantry. We have no space to mention the
other wonders of the Singhalese flora—orchidea;,

festoons of flowering creepers (Ipomoeas and Big-
nonias), the Guilandina Bonduc, with its siliceous

seeds, the powerful liana (Bauhinia scandens), and the
yet more extraordinary climber, the powerful jungle
rope (Bauhinia racemosa) whose strong stays, resem-
bling in form and dimensions the chain cable of a man-
of-war, lash together the tall trees of the forest.

Another tree, the Del or wild Bread-fruit, is indigenous
to the forests of this province. The Del (Artocarpus
pubescens), whose leaves are prominent in the fore-

ground of the cut, affords a valuable timber not alone
for architectural purposes but also for ship-building.

Natural ?l?istorg.

Wasps.—It is true enough, as your correspondents
assert at p. 723, that queen wasps abound in plenty

this season. With tlie view of diminishing their num-
ber hereabouts, and to avoid the somewhat clumsy
process of nest taking, I offered in early spring \iL

each for all caught about our grounds, and the result,

to my astonishment, is up to this date a capture of

559. Now assuming, as we are told, that each queen
represents 50,000, we have reduced their number
prospectively 27,950,000. While paying some of
these pence the thought suggested itself to me, are

they a universal evil? I think not, for I have
n iticed them actively employed during the summer
months in clearing trees from scale and greenfly, and
also, to my great delight, busily feeding on that pest
of all pests of gardeners, the mealy-bug. y.

Your last two impressions liave contained
notices of the very large and unusual number of queen
wasps which have been seen this spring. Although
I have always noticed this as preceding an extra-

ordinary fruit crop, it is somewhat remarkable this

year, from the severity of the past winter. I have
tor years adopted the suggestion of *'J. M." and
given id. for each wasp brought to me before June i.

I think it has been stated by an eminent naturalist

that on an average one queen will produce 700
broods. My gardener last month took from a canvas
blind in my window the commencement of a nest

containing seventeen cells, H. K. Mayor, ]Vmch-
more.

So many observations have lately appeared
relative to queen wasps, or the date of the first nests,

that it may be worth observing that it is now full time
for the connnencements to be found. When the
winter sleep of the queen is terminated (which this

year happened a good many weeks ago) she has to

seek a spot for the future nest and construct its

beginning, and also wait the development, as far as I

have observed, of the eggs contained in herself from
the embryo state in which they have remained during
the winter ; but the operations are coincident, and the
nests are probably now well begun.

At present the small beginnings of comb in the light
paper shells will in all cases probably only contain the
eggs of the workers, which will assist the queen in
enlarging her dwelling, presently to contain the males
and females, whose cells are distinguishable by size

from each other and from those of the neuters.
In their later stages wasps' nests are easy of obser-

vation, requiring nothing but a little prudence and
dexterity in moving and refixing, to place them where
they may remain in safety and comfort to their owners
(whether the observed or observers), but in their early
state this is not so easy. One wasp, instead of hun-
dreds or thousands, does not give room for the
casualties likely to happen, and I have never suc-
ceeded in watching the first weeks of construction,
which would be interesting, as involving so much
removal as well as addition of material. With the
advance of summer I would recommend a wasps*
nest or two as a most interesting study, not only for

personal view of the well known minutice of construc-
tion, but for the observation of less known or excep-
tional points. With a little care, and a good magni-
fying glass, the larvre may be clearly seen spinning
themselves into their cells, and the substitution of
earth for paper (when some re- roofing is made sud-
denly necessary on a large scale in wet weather), the
papering up of obnoxious substances, and many other
applications of instinct diverted from its usual
channels, may be watched at ease and leisure. With
regard to destroying the queens in spring, as far as I
have found in a long course of years of observation,
the number of nests does not at all necessarily depend
on the number of mother wasps seen early in the year.
During the time intervening between the conclusion
of their hybernation and the formation of their new
homes, they are exposed to every sort of danger from
attack and weather, and in the course of the natural
sequences it is so very likely that what has been un-
usually favourable to their preservation during the
winter will be followed by cold, wet, or something
very much the reverse of previous influences, that the
appearance of many queen wasps in the spring gives
no certain indication of many nests in summer.

In the cases coming immediately under my notice
the destruction of the queens in spring did not appear
to affect the subsequent numbers at all, and, if I
understand rightly in the note on the subject, given at

p. 755 of your last number, in the case where queens
have been steadily destroyed for ten years they are
now more numerous than ever, the largest previous
amount noted being 234 killed, and in the present
year "nearly 700."

A great prevalence of w.asps in the fruit season is a
decided evil, and an appreciable money loss to fruit

growers, but in due proportion (as with the smaller
birds) it appears at least doubtful whether their pre-
sence is not really much to be desired. If the natural
balance is destroyed on either side, whether the scale

rises or sinks, the effect of the change has to be made
good. Where a fair supply of wasps is absent,
speaking from my own experience only, flies congre-
gate during the autumn fruit season so as to be a
perfect pest, and are sometimes as injurious and, from
their numbers, even more disagreeable than the wasps
themselves.

With the hornet, the Vespa crabro, the case is

different, the great size and deliberate fierce attacks
of these insects when irritated make them dangerous,
and also as they, at least occasionally, hybernate
close to one another and the nests are of compara-
tively rare occurrence, a well conducted search where
one queen hornet is found may destroy the whole
sisterhood which otherwise would have been an
annoyance to the neighbourhood. O.

It has been the practice here, from time
immemorial I was about to say, but at all events
for a great many years, to pay to the men em-
ployed in the gardens the sum of one penny for

every wasp or hornet they may capture up to
the end of the month of May. It has been part
of my duty for the last twenty-eight years to count the
slain, and this duty has never before been so onerous
as it has been this season, as on the first of the present
month no less than 2566 dead bodies were brought in,

and the sum of ;^io 13J. lo.i'. paid for the same.
About 5 or 6 per cent, of this number may have been
hornets, but whether all were queens, and capable,
had fate spared them, of establishing a colony of some
50,000 or thereabouts, I am unable to say ; but if so,

the advent for good or evil of some 128,300,000 wasps
and hornets has this season been prevented. The
number captured during former seasons has varied

from 500 or 600 to the unprecedented number of the
present season, I think it is to be regretted that the
practice of paying for the destruction of these insect
pests is not more general llim appears to be the case,
as, were the system adopted in most garden establish-
ments, it would certainly soon have the effect of
materially diminishing their numbers ; and this is

doubtless very desirable, as most people know how
very difficult it is to protect fruit of any kind from their
ravages as soon as it approaches to a ripening con-
dition. And whatever the mission of the hornet and
the wasp may be in the scheme of creation, one
thing is certain, viz,, that few people hesitate
to disturb the balance of the same by destroying
as many of them as they possibly can, whenever
an opportunity of doing so presents itself. The
hornet appears to be regarded with even more dread
and aversion than he actually deserves, as he is with-
out doubt a bold, fearless insect, who only con-
descends to use the fearful weapon with which Nature
has furnished him in cases of dire necessity, so that
we seldom hear of any one being stung by a hornet,
and still less are we likely to find any one who may
have had the misfortune to be so stung and who does
not retain a vivid recollection of the circumstance.
Although the hornet and the wasp appear to work
amicably enough together while engaged in the
destruction of ripe fruit, &c. , the former nevertheless
appears to prey upon the latter, and the hornet may
be frequently seen to seize upon a wasp and instantly
divide his victim in the middle, select the thorax,
which, when he has divested it of head, legs, and
wings, he carries oft with him, P. Grieve, Culford,
Burv Si. Edmunds.
Hauits of the Cuckoo.—Last year, in the

kitchen garden here, a quarter where the Gooseberries
were planted in was frequented early every morning
by some cuckoos. I afterwards found out that they
were feeding on the Gooseberry caterpillars, which
infested the bushes in legions. I therefore took caie
to disturb the cuckoos as little as possible, and the
bushes are this year, up till this period, comparatively
free from the caterpillars. One cause for this
immunity from their ravages this year may be in the
paring off the old soil below the bushes, and filling up
the spaces with old tan. This I have no doubt has
cleared away the larvDc buried in the old soil, and the
old tan would be free from them, I see, however, that
the cuckoos, having no Goosebery caterpillars to eat
this year, have taken to feed on the caterpillars which in-
fest the Oaks, In the youngOak plantations here, where
the trees are thickly planted, these caterpillars have
made some of the trees quite bare of foliage, and the
rooks, starlings, and cuckoos are feasting on the grubs
in greater quantities than I ever observed them before.
IVilliam Tilh-ry.

iiotices of BooIiS.

Twrelve Months in Madagascar. By Joseph
Mullens, D.D., Foreign Secretary of the London
Missionary Society. (James Nisbet & Co.)

Dr, Mullens and the Rev, J, Pillans were deputed
to visit the Government and churches of Madagascar
by the Missionary Society, which so many years ago
first introduced Christianity into that distant country.
These two gentlemen visited an extensive portion of
that country, seeing in all their length and
breadth the two central provinces of the island,

Imerina and the Betsibo, as well as the Sihanaka
province, and they left the island by the north-west
route and the port of Majunga, Unlike his prede-
cessor, Mr, Ellis, Dr, Mullens is more geographical
and geological than horticultural, and he has contri-

buted to science the discovery of a wide volcanic
region hitherto undescribed. Here is a piece of coast
scenery :

—

" There is no road, properly so called, along the coast
;

we just followed a path more or less broad over the
grassy glades, through patches of wood, or across the
bare sand. Cocoa-nuts, Plantains, a few Palms, the Fir
and the Pandanus, were the usual trees—familiar
friends to me of years gone by—but many trees were
quite new. Passing through the village of Hivondro,
we crossed the river, which here cuts the sand belt, and
flows into the sea. Traversing fine open glades, the
bordering banks of which were beautifully curved, we
came out upon the beach, and for a long way toiled over
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the dunes, or trotl the firm wet sand upon whicii with
ceaseless rorir the long waves poured out their hissing

foam. The coast was hned with the Filao, a Fir-tree

closely resembUng the Casunrina, which grows well in

Bengal, where it is known as the Sumatra Fir. The
Filao is, however, native to Madagascar ; its feathery
hair hangs gracefully over its gnarled and knotted
branches, and with the strong winds makes pleasant
music. Fine clumps of these graceful trees continued
all the way."

Speaking of one of the lagoons, he says :
—

'* The water was not very deep, but it was full of small
Water Lilies, the- leaves of which, on their under side,

were a crimson-pink in colour. The flower also was
crimson. [Nymphasa Lotus, var. rubra, probably.] The
water at first had a brilliant red tint, but ere long it

became deeper, and it seemed to us all as if we were
saiUng on a river of blood. As the lagoon ended, the
colour changed to a rich red gold." "Landing once
more we travelled to tl)e clean village of Vavony, over a
piece of country which had all the appearance of a
beautiful park. It contained sloping banks crowned
with Fir-trees. Here stood the Tree Fern, and there

the Bamboo Palm : here were fine specimens of the

Indiarubber tree with its glossy leaves ; there tall, thick

Badamiers with their leaves of crimson ; and there the

path was arched by the Pandanus.
" From some lofty trees hung huge black bees' -nests :

the trunks of others were adorned with the Angrcecum
Orchids with their long spray of twelve white flowers

;

and from the strongest hung enormous creepers. Fvery-
where winding in and out among the trees was the open
grassy glade, on which a fine herd of red cattle was
grazing."

•* Near Andevoranto both sides of the river have great

swamps, in which we saw growing many hundreds of the
noble Arum Lily [Colocasia ? and] the Astrapn2a
Wallichii, with its thick trunk and broad scolloped
leaves. Further inland we came upon a row of the
plants bearing the first flowers of the season."

The travellers next reached the Mahela River, "rich

with tropical vegetation. The Ferns covered the

slope of the hill in thousands, and were plants of the

finest kind. The fronds of the Hart's-tongues were
a yard and a half long. The wild Raspberry was
common, and the men gathered capfuls of the fruit."

At the capital, "Antananarivo," the weekly market,

or zoma^ is well supplied with vegetable and farina-

ceous food.

"Rice abounds of several kinds, and is sold both
cleaned and in the husk. Potatos are provided more for

the English famihes than for the natives generally, and. with
green Peas, are usually brought to their houses. Yams
and sweet Potatos are abundant, and also Indian Corn.
Green vegetables are not common ; some twelve or

fifteen kinds are known and eaten by the people, but
they do not form so decided an element in their food as
in England. Rice is all-in-all to the Malagasy. There
is a good supply of fruit in the market ; the

Bananas, large and small, are good : Pine-apples are

abundant, good and bad ; also green Lemons, large

red Tomatos, Mulberries, wild Peaches, and a little

round fruit, the Cape Gooseberry, There is plenty of

honey ; also of Tobacco, of native growth. The
Tobacco is sold in leaf, stalk, and powder—with little

snuff mulls made from bamboo ; and the people do not

smoke nor smell, but suck and eat it !

"

On the journey to Majunga on the north-west coast

Dr. Mullens relates of their most pleasant march
through the solitudes of this lone land :

" Our course

lay up long valleys, over first one pass and then

another ; or over hard clay ridges, sprinkled with

quartz gravel, and then along some clear stream
bordered with fresh green wood. The valleys were
simple and open and very green. The Rofia Palm
grew more abundant : there were varieties of the

Acacia with their pinnate leaves ; with a few speci-

mens of the Bamboo Palm ; and of the Ditbo, a coarse

Fig tree. The Bamboo cane was common with its

tall stalk from 15 to 20 feet high, and its soft white

feather at the crown ; there was the wild Citron also."

When they reached the tidal portion of the river

Betsiboka at Mahabo, " at sunset, we passed along

the east side of a large island ; wood and jungle were
rich ; the mud banks were evidently iertile ; the

Mangrove was thick with its matted roots, and again

we saw vast quantities of the Via, the great Arum
Lily, which we had admired so on the east coast."

At Mojanga, " below the Hova town, the hill is

richly covered with wood ; indeed, there is quite a

forest of Tamarind, Mango, Palm, and Cocoa-nut
trees, many of whicli are noble specimens of their

class. The Talipot* Palms also were strong and
massive, and there were ten or twelve specimens of

the Baobab. Of the great Baobab I obtained a good
photograph ; the tree is over 60 feet high, and the

trunk near the ground is 40 feet in girth."

Should the Talipot be indigenous to Madagascar as

well as to Ceylon, it would supply a missing link as

to the existence of a submerged continent formerly
connecting the two islands, and to which some
naturalists have applied the term "Lemuria.

"

It is much to be regretted that Dr. Mullens'
botanical acquirements lead him to repeat such sole-

cisms as "Arum-Lily," and leave us so often in

doubt as to what plant is really meant.

Corypha umbraculifera(?)

Apiary.
American Swakm SuiNAi..—Nothing gives us

so much pleasure as bringing before our many friends

any novelty tliat may from time to time be introduced

to the public. It may be questionable, however, if this

novelty will ever come into general use in our hlnglisli

apiaries, because in liundreds of cases it would be use-

less, for the bee-stand is often either beneath the

window or close by the door, when owned by cottagers,

so that a swarm seldom mal<cs its appearance without

being speedily noticed by one of the family. In other

instances the gardener is never very far away at the

time of day wlien swarming takes place. Our
American friends have introduced the swarm signal,

which is now placed before our readers—the illustra.

tion (fig. 164) will convey a more perfect idea of tiie in-

strument than any mere verbal description. It consists

of a wire cage, K, about a foot in length ; this, when
placed over the mouth of the hive on the edge of the

bottom-board, is lirmly held by the weight E, resting

upon a thin iron plate marked o, which is fastened to

one corner of the cage ; the signal, ic, is attached to a

string beneath the weight E. When fixing to the hive,

just before a swarm is expected, it must be so placed

that only about three-fourths of the entrance is covered

by the cage, thus not interfering with the workers
;

this can be managed by sliding the hive gently to the

edge of the bottom or floor-board. On the sliarp point

of the signal, K, a gun-cap is fixeil, and so hung that

when freed by the weight it should drop on a brick

placed beneath the signal on the ground ; when the

swarm is leaving the hive they crowd into the cage in

their haste to escape, so that by the weight of the bees

in the cage F, the signal is liberated and falls on to

the brick, thus apprising the happy bee-master of his

good fortune. Small holes are made in the cage at D D,

to allow the workers to escape, for it often liappens,

even before swarming, that many bees become
prisoners j if the report made by the explosion of the

gun-cap is not sufficiently loud to be heard, the signal

should be bored and a small charge of gunpowder
inserted to communicate with the cap. R.

The Swarming Season.—No part of the bee-

keeper's year is so much prized as the swarming
season, which ranges in England from May to July.

Not only is it prized but it is also an anxious period
;

for this reason, there seems to be no certainty as to

the exact time when a swarm will issue from the

parent hive. We have known many young bee-

masters who lost much valuable time from being

constantly on the watch, from fear lest they should

lose a stock by not being on the spot when they

left.

Although there may be much uncertainty about the

particular day when a swarm may venture fortli,

there can be none as to the part of the day when it

issues ; it is true we have had swarms from 7 A. M. to

7 P.M., but we never knew a first swarm later than

12 a.m. The first swarm is led by the old reigning

queen, and she has got too old a head on her

shoulders either to emigrate when rain is falling, or

in the after part of the day when she may have but

little time to select a favourable spot for her future

home— ;>., if the first place is unsuitable which may
have been selected by the scouts. She also takes

good care to choose a fine and warm morning. So
far as the second swarm is concerned, we may judge

almost to a day when a swarm will leave by the

peculiar piping of her majesty.

The first swarm is only rightly named "swarm,"
the second is called a "cast," and the third is

often nick-n.amed a "colt ;" whilst a fourth, by way
of distinction from the third, is called a "filly."

A swarm from a swarm is justly named a "maiden
swarm."

In many villages it is customary when swarming
takes place to make a horrid noise with tin cans,

kettles, or ringing with a key on a frying-pan. Some-
times this is carried to great lengths. It is not un-

usual to observe some half-dozen females busy as

possible, trying which can make the greatest noise.

It is, however, scarcely needful now to remind all our

intelligent readers that this is really unnecessary. If

anything will bewilder the queen, who, to a certain

extent, guides the swarm to the selected bougli, it

must be this intolerable nuisance. We have for

several years noted many apiarian customs with ex-

treme care and jealousy in this matter. We have
observed that the queen is not, in nineteen instances

out of each twenty, lost, when the tanging is dis-

carded ; but in numerous cases of ringing we have

known the swarm to return to the hive, showing us

that the queen was either lost or had never left the

hive. We have been unmercifully condemned as a

heretic and unbeliever by all the good old maiden

ladies of the village in which we reside, merely

because we have opposed tliis needless work, or rather

task of ringing the swarms, and would never allow it

to be used in our garden. In everything beside we
can gain their goodwill, but here we have failed, so

we are given to understand, by their constantly assert-

ing "your bees cannot prosper."

We now stay to inquire why it was first introduced

by our forefathers. Like many other customs, which
at first were really useful, and originally valuable for

their intended purpose, it has been corrupted, or

become useless. In days long since passed, when
stones even were quite a sufficient guide as land-

marks, and as such were honoured, bees then were far

more valuable than now, because of their scarcity.

Their owners, when swarming was perceived, at once

gave timely notice to all the neighbourhood, by tang-

ing or ringing, that the swarm was the right and

property of the person so occupied in ringing. By
thus giving notice he was allowed the privilege of

following, or what we should now call trespassing, on

his neighbour's land to claim his swarm. We also

believe they had another object in view in thus giving

notice, viz., for the neighbours to come forward, in a

friendly way, to aid him in securing the swarm. We
are aware another reason has been assigned for this

custom, which we scarcely credit as trustworthy ; it

has been slated that the tanging was intended to drive

away evil spirits, and prevent them having any influ-

ence over the bees. Church bells have been rung to

drive away thunderstorms, &c., but this can have no

connection whatever with swarming.

What is Swarming?—Why it is simply this : the

old hive becomes over-peopled by its industrious

inmates, so, not having sufficient room for storing and

breeding, they are compelled to emigrate. When the

hive becomes thus overstocked, we observe them
hanging out at the entrance in a large cluster, not

unlike an immense bunch of Grapes in appearance.

This is tlie first sign of a prime or first swarm.

Mark ! We have known them under these circum-

stances, if it should fortunately happen that the bees

observe a small opening in the floor-board sufficiently

large for them to creep through, at once commence
making combs beneath the stand, for bees do not

like being idle—they make hay when the sun shines.

Nadiring System.—Many intelligent apiarians

recommend this system, especially for inexperienced

bee-keepers. One author advises his readers to pur-

chase a large quantity of American cheese-boxes, and

after making a slight opening in the lid to place them
beneath the hive ; by so doing he, curiously enough,

intimates to all respectable labourers, who are "wise
enough" (?) to take in everything they see in print as

facts, to be sure they will make at the very least

^100 per annum. We knew one poor fellow so

led away by this reasoning as to give up a good situa-

tion to attend to his bees, quieting his better-half by

assuring her he should make a good living by it, but

the result in the autumn rather rudely shook his faith

when he found himself a heavy loser. But this

nadiring most certainly, if adopted in time—always

providing the bees take to the boxes—will stop swarm-

ing, but it is no advantage. Let us always set it

down as a fact, and we shall not go very far wrong, that

the nearer we manage our stocks so as to resemble the

operations of Nature the more profitable it will be in

the end. Some of our readers may say, " Well, you

do not advise us to ever super the hives so as to

provide a little good and pure honey." We most

assuredly have said nothing to the contrary ; we say,

"follow Nature," and Nature says bees never do so

well as when we allow them to swarm. R.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

TlTNE.

2g_-W"est of England Rose Show at Hereford. Hon. Sec,

Rev. C. H. Bulmer. Credenhill Rectory. Hereford.

30.—Royal Botanic Society, Rejjent's Park. Exhibition of

Fruit and Cut Flowers. Sec, W. Sowerby.

30 —Wisbeach Rose Show and Horticultural E.\hibition. Hon.
Sec. Charles Parker. Wisbeach.

30.—Maidstone Rose Show. Sec, Hubert Barsted, Maidstone.

JULV.

Hon.I and 2.—Spaldinjr Horticultural Society's Exhibiti

Sec, George F. Barrell.

1, 2, 3, and 5.—Horticultural Exhibition at the Lower Grounds,

Aston, Birmingham.
2.—The Tunbridge Wells Horticultural Society's Exhibition.

Sec, E. F. Loof, The Parade.
2.—Thirty-second Anniversary Festival of the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution.

J.—Southgate Horticultural and Cottage Gardeners' Society's

Exhibition. Hon. Sec, J. Mills, Esq.. Southgate, N.
3.—West Kent Horticultural Society's Exhibition in Camden

Park, Chislehurst. Hon. Sec, H. Nevill. Esq.

6 and 7.—Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horticultural

Society's E.xhibition at Grantham. Sec, Thomas Lyne,

Jun., Grantham.
6 and 7.—Brentwood Horticultural Society's Summer Exhibi-

tion. Hon. Sec, R. Earthy.
7.— Royal Horticultural Society. South Kensinston. Meeting

of Fruit, Floral, and Scientific Committees. Cut Rose Show.

7 and 8.—Leicester and Leicestershire Floral and Horticultural

Society's Show. Sec, W. C. Marris, 3, New Street,

Leicester.

SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1S75.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tuesday, J"""! ^^I Lewisliam HonicuUural Society's Sho
I

(two days).
Sale of] ndian Orchid

and Strawlierry Show at Clifton.

I Alexandra Palace : Great Rose bhow.
Saturday, June 36— Crystal Palace Rose Show.

WHAT infatuation is it that leads men of

reputed honour and position to stultify

themselves, and injure the cause they are bound

to protect ? We had an illustration of this the

other day, when the President and Treasurer of

the Royal Horticultural Society not

only refused to pay what we consider "debts

of honour," but went out of their way to

insult and abuse the men of all others

whom it was their duty, as officers of the

Society, to conciliate and encourage. We attri-

buted this at the time to infatuation, and it was

the most charitable course we could adopt. But

what are we to say now, when, after a formal

leave-talcing, a last dying speech, and an affect-

ing farewell, the Kensingtonian members of the

Council are so destitute of a sense of honour, so

blind to the equivocal position in which they

place themselves, that they, as we are informed,

refuse to carry out their expressed intention to

resign ! It is to be hoped, for all our sakes, that

we have been misinformed ; for if the statement

be true it adds another disgrace to the Society,

and intensifies the sense of weariness and dis-

gust with everything connected with it, in its

present state, that loyal horticulturists must feel.

Nothing could well be plainer than the words

in which the President, the Treasurer, and Sir

COUTTS Lindsay expressed their intention to

resign their office, while a letter from Mr. Burn-
ley Hume to the same effect was read to the

meeting. With reference to this last-named

gentleman, it must be remarked that he became
a member of the Council as the nominee of the

horticulturists ; but from the manner in which

he has identified himself with the section which

has shown itself so hostile to horticulture, we
are bound to say he has betrayed his trust as a

representative, and that in common decency he

sliould at once place his resignation in the

hands of those to whom he owed his election.

It is not easy at first to see what the motives

are which can induce men of position and cha-

racter to endanger their reputation in this way,

and it is a most invidious thing to be obliged to

discuss them. One explanation we believe to

be, as we have already hinted, that the

South Kensington section of the Council

will endeavour not to formally complete their

resignation unless they can succeed in nomi-

nating in their place others of the same view

as themselves, but even more opposed to,

or indifferent to, the objects for which the

Society was expressly founded. Again, without

wishing to be offensively personal, we cannot

ignore the fact that the Assistant-Secretary is

stated to be nearly connected by marriage with

the President, and in any case it is notorious

that when the office of Assistant-Secretary was
vacant, men of known position and capacity

for the office were passed over in favour of a

gentleman with no special competence for the

post, and whose tenure of office might possibly

be endangered were the President to resign.

It is with extreme reluctance that we mention

these matters, but a sense of duty to the

Society in the present crisis impels us to make
them public. If they are, as we believe them

to be, substantially true, they afford sufficient

ground for insisting on the resignation of a

section who have publicly confessed their in-

competence, who have insulted those whom they

should have protected, and who have shown
themselves utterly indifferent to the objects for

which the Society was founded. We cannot

wonder that the Commissioners reject proposals

put forward by such a body. Knowing what

the relations of the Society and the Commis-

sioners are, we should wonder if it were other-

wise.

It is exceedingly vexatious and dispiriting to

have to write in this strain, and to have con-

tinually to draw the attention of the Fellows to

the discords of the governing body. It might

almost seem to those at a distance that no

horticultural work was done now-a-days in the

Society, but this would be a great misconcep-

tion. Our columns testify to-day to one branch

of horticultural work very successfully—con-

sidering the circumstances — carried on at

Chiswick ; while the records of the Scientific

Committee ought to furnish a warning to Potato

growers as to the outset of a disease which

threatens to be even more disastrous than the

Potato murrain itself, seeing that it almost

entirely prevents the formation of tubers. The
investigation of such matters, and the making

public the researches and observations of its

Committees, is surely of far greater national

importance that is the maintenance of a town

garden and a fine conservatory for the delecta-

tion of the wealthy residents of the neighbour-

hood.

Whatever scheme be ultimately adopted, the

local residents, who have the almost exclusive

use and enjoyment of the Kensington garden

and its beautiful conservatory, if they would

retain these advantages, must pay accordingly.

As matters are at present they pay considerably

less than the residents in the best London

squares, which latter are destitute of the attrac-

tions furnished by South Kensington. That is

one way by which the greatest incubus of all

(so far as current expenses are concerned) may
be made to pay its due proportion of the

charges upon the Society. Another way is to

largely increase the horticultural element by

adopting a lower fee for genuine gardeners,

and by a strengthening and reconstruction of

the various committees so that they may
organise and direct the horticultural work of

the Society, insure the co-operation of local

horticultural societies throughout the kingdom,

enter into relations with foreign societies and

with the Government, and so justify the

existence of the Society as a national institution

deserving of public support. The present

South Kensington faction appear incapable of

appreciating such things. They have pro-

claimed their own incompetence. Now let

them go—and go at once.

No better situation could be selected for

studying the Distribution of Plants as
Affected by Soil than the coast between
Hythe on the west and Walmer eastward on
the Kentish shore. The upper chalk rises from
the low level land about Deal to the noble cliffs

on which Dover Castle stands. Beyond that,

going westward, the lower chalk without flints

forms a magnificent sea-wall along the coast
almost the whole way to Folkestone. At the

foot of these cliffs is a pictural waste of rugged
ground not far inferior in wildness and pic-

turesque beauty to the undercliff in the Isle of

Wight, and offering even greater attractions to

the naturalist. This wild district, where mounds
of verdure-clad chalk are, as it were, tossed
about in wild confusion, owes its peculiar cha-
racteristics to the fall of huge masses of chalk
by the action of frost, and specially to the cir-

cumstance that beneath the chalk a thick layer

of tenacious, slippery clay, locally termed gault,

exists. Beneath this gault crop out, in succes-

sive layers, the beds of greensand which form
the cliffs between Folkestone and Hythe, where
they tend inland, and are replaced seawards by
the alluvial flats of Romney Marsh. So mucli
of geological description is requisite to under-
stand the relation of the indigenous flora to the

soil ; more we need not say, unless to add that

the coast section is one of the grandest and
most instructive possible. Each formation is

full of its characteristic fossils, those of the

gault being especially perfect and beautiful,

though apt to perish on exposure. From our

point of view as horticulturists we have a dry

compact limestone soil in the case of the chalk,

sometimes (in the lower chalk especially) covered

with a thin capping of decomposed ironstone

soil, giving a glorious red foil to the white chalk

and the blue of the sea and sky ; then we have

in the gault a thick cledgy waterlogged bluish

clay, with little or no lime in its constitution
;

and in the several greensand beds we have

layers of coarse sand, large tabular masses of

ragstone intervening in more or less horizontal

layers.

The indigenous flora of this interesting region

presents, as may be expected, some marked
characteristics. On the chalk, to mention only

a few cases, the cliffs in early June were yellow

with the wild Cabbage, Brassica oleracea, and
Hippocrepis comosa and Diplotaxis tenuifolia.

The rare Silene nutans is scarcely conspicuous

enough to form a feature at a distance, but it is

noticeable from its rarity, and from the fact that

it is confined to the chalk. Iris fcetidissiraa

occurs sparingly on the chalk, as also Chlora

perfoliata. Antirrhinum majus, Cheiranthus

Cheiri, and the common Madder.

Orchids, again, are among the choicest and
most interesting natives of the chalk downs,

including the Bee, the Drone, the Early Spider,

the Late Spider, Orchis ustulata, and others.

The Sea Buckthorn, Hippophae rhamnoides, and
the Elder form large bushes, under which

Eupatorium cannabinum and other herbs thrive.

While the flora of the chalk is rich both in

species and in individuals, that of the gault is

poor. Coltsfoot, Rushes, and Equisetum abound,

but of the characteristically chalk plants, either

none are found, or so scanty in numbers as to

be by no means characteristic.

From the greensand cliffs the wild Cabbage
is absent, its place being filled by the common
Charlock, while, quite peculiar to these cliffs,

are Medicago denticulata and others of its

allies. The Thrift, Armeria vulgaris, clothes the

banks with a sheen of pink ; its near ally,

Statice Limonium, and its variety, S. bahusiensis,

do not occur off the chalk. The Stinking Iris,

to which we have already alluded as rare on the

chalk, is very abundant on these sandy cliffs.
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We do not pursue this subject further now, our

object being simply to call the attention of those

of our readers who r»ay visit this attractive

coast to sundry features which give additional

interest to a district which has so many charms

for the lovers of fine scenery, and for geologists

and naturalists. It furnishes a little bit of wild

Nature, where the battle of life among plants,

and the circumstances influencing the combat,

may most advantageously be studied, the more

so as for the most part little or no interference

has been or is likely to be wrought by human
agency. The lessons it teaches are not likely

to be overlooked by the thoughtful horti-

culturist.

We have at sundry times called attention to

various Curiosities of GRAi'TiNr,, being impelled

to do so, not only from the direct practical importance

results were duly watched. During the first year the

graft (Poirier de Charneu) grew but little, it only

produced rudimentary leaves and no flowers, but in

the course of the summer the body of its roots emitted

several (Quince buds, which attained a length of S—
10 centimetres. The slock (ISeurre d'Arcmberg), on

the other hand, grew well, llowered, but did not ripen

fruit. In tlie autumn the leaves fell at the same time

as from neighbouring trees. The exposed roots of

the graft were not at all protected during the winter,

and the graft was entirely exposed to the action of the

winter of iSOG-Cy. In the following year the stock

developed perfectly ; it flowered, but ripened no fruit.

The scion tieveloped buds, llowered and ripened two
fruits, and the ("Quince shoots produced from ils roots

attained a length of 20—30 centimetres. On four of

these (,)iiince shoots M. CarreI-et grafted four dif.

ferent varieties of Pears, of which two took perfectly

and lengthened into leaf-bearing shoots. The tree

was, therefore, thus constituted ;—Below in the soil

were the roots of the Quince stock, on this was grafted

a Beurrc d'Arcmberg ; on this again, but head down-

scented flowers render it no bad substitute for Orange
blossoms, and it appears to bear the climate of the

south-eastern coast as well as Euonymus japonicus.

Evergreen f).rk, or Tamarisk. Kscallonia macrantha

may also be named as a grand plant, both in flowers

and foliage, for walls by the sea.

In the Comities Reitdus for April of the present

year M. Prii.i.ieux has a paper on the American
Height iNSEcr, Aphis lanigera, wliich is well worth
the attention of horticulturists. The insect is described

as piercing the under side of the shoots, the woody
layers of which become, consequently, transparent

greenish, soft and pulpy. The bark at first is not

much alTected. The true wood-cells, instead of pre-

senting their usual elongated appearance, retain the

characters of ordinary cells as in the tissues, which are

concerned in the production of "gumming" in the

case of fruit trees. These cells and fibres divide and
subdivide, and the vessels become isolated and as

distinct as if macerated purposely by the anatomist.

Near the circumference of the tumour produced by the

Fig. 165.—VIEW at KAIGA.LLE on the KANDY road, fifty-one miles from COLOMBO, CEYLON.

of the subject, but also from the light they throw on

such cardinal questions as the currents of the sap, the

growth of wood, Ihe development of leaves, flowers,

fruit, &c. In a recent number of the Revue Horticok

we find another illustration worthy of being added to

the series we have already given at various times.

The facts of the case, as given in the French journal

above cited, are as follows:—M. Carrelet selected

in the spring of iS66 two four-year-old Pear trees,

both grafted on the Quince, trained spindle-wise, and

each between 5 and 6 feet in height. One of the two,

a Beurrij d'Arcmberg, was left in the ground, and

made to act as stock ; the other, a Poirier de Charneu

[Fondante de Charneu], was taken up with the

greatest care, so as not to injure the roots. It was

then grafted by approach (inarched) on the Beurre

d'Arcmberg, but in a reversed position, that is to say,

the roots were allowed to grow upwards while the

leader was directed to the soil. In this way, when
the operation was completed, there were two Pear

trees united by their leaders, but the upper one was
reversed, with the roots completely exposed to the

air ;
grafting wax was applied to the union, and the

wards, was a graft of Charneu Pear, from whose
exposed roots Quince shoots sprang, and on two of

these latter were grafted as many varieties of Pears.

We are sorry to use the past tense in speaking of this

tree, but, most unluckily, the grub of some beetle

(Scolytus) bored into the graft (Beurre Charneu) and,

as it was not at first discovered, the tree perished.

Assuming the facts as here stated to be correct—of

which, indeed, we have no doubt, as other cases of a

similar character have been previously published^
we have sufficient proof that the old notion still

religiously believed in by most gardeners, of an
ascending current of sap going up, up, up, and a

descending current going down, down, down, requires

very considerable modification to make it fit the facts.

Such a case, also, requires to be carefully considered

by those who maintain that root and stem are separate

and distinct organs ; if so their distinctiveness does

not preclude the one from assuming the properties

and fulfilling the functions of the other in case of

need.

Among evergreen shrubs that do well on the

south coast we may specially call attention to Pittos-

roRUM TOBIRA. Its lustrous foliage and sweetly-

puncture of the insects some fibro-vascular bundles

may be seen, almost intact and forming a network
over the surface. Over this network may occasionally

be seen a zone of growing tissue, which also may
become hypertrophied in consequence of the puncture

of the insects. Generally, however, the hypertrophy
of the woody system is quite local, and the bark splits,

exposing the swollen tissue which fills up the chink,

and which is thus directly exposed to the reiterated

attacks of the insects. At the end of the summer
vegetation is arrested by the cold, the young and
tender cells of the swelling dry up and perish, and
thus a deep cavity is formed which penetrates from
the exterior to the very heart of the branch. When
vegetation begins again in the spring a circular swell-

ing forms around the edges of the wound, as usual in

such cases. The young tissue thus produced is avail-

able for the food of the young aphides, which have
passed the winter in the cracks of the old tumours and
in the pits of the bark. Into this young tissue the

insects plunge their proboscides, and thus originate

fresh growths, which in the course of their develop-

ment press on, but do not amalgamate with one
another. In this manner are produced those large

swellings in the interior of which the aphides find
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shelter in the winter, while the new growths, annually

reproduced, furnish to successive generations of

aphides an ever renewed feeding-ground.

Among the contents of the Journal of Boiauy

for the present month are articles on Deidamia
Thompsoniana, the type of Brown's genus Thomp-
sonia, by Dr. Masters ; note on a new moss from

Tasmania by Dr. Lindberg, and which is stated to

be as interesting to muscologists as Welwitschia or

Raftlesia to general botanists. As it seems to be only

a lateral-fruited phascoid plant, the analogy seems

rather far-fetched, but we are promised further details

which may bring to light something more intrinsically

important than mere position. Professor Church
furnishes some useful and suggestive notes on plant

chemistry ; and Mr. Ball continues his enumeration

of Morocco plants.

Cut flowers of New Clematises have been
received within the last i^'^ days both from Messrs.

G. Jackman & Son, of Woking, and Mr, Cripps, of

Tunbridge Wells, Mr. Jackman's is a new double-

flowered sort, of A I quality. It is referred, along

with Fortunei, one of its parents, to the florida type,

and has ternate leaves, with rather small ovate leaflets.

The flowers are rather over 4 inches across, with very

much the same build and character as those of

Duchess of Edinburgh, having about eight rows of

sepals, which are obversely lanceolate acuminate,

narrowed below into a short stalk-like bare, but form-

ing a close rosette about 3 inches in depth. The colour

is a decided but exceedingly delicate mauve or silver-

grey, the innermost sepals having here and there a bar

or dash of reddish-lilac, which, however, is scarcely

apparent. A small tuft of stamens occupies the

centre, the filaments of which are white, and the

anthers cream-coloured. The uppermost or bracti-

form leaves are simple, variously formed, and more or

less coloured, as often occurs in these double flowers.

It is an exceedingly fine acquisition, and is, we
believe, to be called Belle of Woking. Mr. Jack-
man sends another flower, apparently of the

lanuginosa type, which has pale mauve or lavender-

coloured flowers, a good deal mottled throughout,

especially towards the centre of the sepals, with

bright purple, and having purple anthers. This is a

six to eight sepalled variety, measuring somewhat
over 6 inches in diameter, with ovate-elliptic acumi-
nate close sepals overlapping to the base, so to close

in in the centre. As a novelty this will be a pleasing

variation if constant to its markings, in reference to

which it is proposed to call it C. picturata. Mr.
Cripps sends a flower of Madame Van Iloutte, now
pretty well known as a large-flowered white lanugi-

nosa ; and also an unnamed seedling, which was
exhibited on Wednesday last under the name of

Grand Duchess. The flowers are reported to have
measured 10 inches across when fresh gathered, the

colour being a pale lilac on first opening, and
changing as it gets older to a still paler shade, but not

bleaching to white. These latter sorts both bear strik-

ing and handsome flowers, but we have now so many
really fine sorts in cultivation that we can afford to be
exceedingly critical, and to require fine form as well

as large size and pleasing colours. The narrow-
sepalled sorts, which do not close up in the centre,

are therefore rather at a discount. In some of the

modern eight-sepalled sorts the four inner sepals

alone suffice to meet around the stamens, and such
flowers are of course of far higher merit than those

which, however large, have narrow sepals which do
not close up. This defect attaches to Mr. Cripps'
Grand Duchess, and to others of the same type, as

Symeiana, Duke of Richmond, Gloire de St. Julien,

&c., though, leaving such critical questions out of

view, these are all fine and showy varieties.

—— The attention of the President of the General
Committee of Management for the forthcoming
International Horticultural ExiiiiiiTioN at
Cologne, having been called to a letter from Mr.
Warner, which appeared in this journal on April 17

(p; 502), he has addressed a communication to that

gentleman, the satisfactory nature of which will be
gleaned from the following extract, sent to us for

publication by Mr. Warner :

—

" I beg to tender you my best thanks for sending me
the extract from the Gardcmri Chronicle^ which I have
perused with great interest, and whose contents have my
entire approval. The committee has also partly foreseen
the grievances mentioned therein, and at its instance the
Ministry of Agriculture has put at our disposal six large
medals of State, which the jury will have to award for
the best horticultural, &c., contributions to the exhibi-
tion

;
moreover, Her Majesty the Empress Queen has

graciously promised a special prize of honour, and
undoubtedly His Highness the Crown Prince will do

_ the same,
"You would put me and the committee under great

obligation by bringing the above to the knowledge of the
British public—perhaps it will help to promote the
nterest in our undertaking."

A very curious Malvaceous plant, PAVONIA
WlOTi, is figured and described in the April number

of La Bel^ique Horticole. In habit and foliage it pre-

sents nothing different from familiar types of this

family ; it is in the flowers that we find an unusual
development and colouring ol the different parts,

approaching in some respects those of Goethea stricti-

flora. The calyculus or outer calyx here consists of

two whorls of narrow slender bright red bracteoles,

the outer whorl shorter than the inner, which equal

the closed corolla. Both the latter and the calyx are

of a dull " red-black.'' From the mouth of the erect

tubular corolla the bright red staminal column pro-

trudes about an inch, and bears numerous blue anthers.

The plant from which the figure was taken was about
a foot in height. It is a native of Brazil, and was
imported by Messrs. Jacob-Makoy, of Li6ge.

At a meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical

Society, last week, Dr. Balfour read notes of expe-

riments he had been making on DiON.iiA muscipula
and allied plants. These experiments painfully con-

firmed the suspicions entertained by Ellis, Curtis,
Hooker, and Darwin that the Dioncea is a car-

nivorous, and, it may be added, a most brutal plant.

Dr. Balfour classified the facts he had observed in

regard to it under the heads of irritability, contraction,

secretion, digestion, and absorption. The irritability,

it seems, is resident in certain delicate hairs, so placed

on the surface of the leaf that no insect can avoid

touching them in crawling over. Dr. Balfour
touched with a needle every other part of the leaf, and
no response followed ; but no sooner was the point

applied to one of these hairs than a contraction of the

leaf ensued. Chloroform dropped on a hair caused

the leaf to close like a winking eye, but vi'ater had no
such effect. It was only when the object seized was
capable of affording nutrition that the contraction

continued for any considerable length of time. A
piece of wood was soon released, and so was a

dried fly ; but when a live fly or caterpillar or spider

was enclosed the contraction lasted, on an average,

for about three weeks. The leaf at the same
time gave out a viscous acid secretion. This appeared
to be only the case when an insect was
captured, and it was always present on such occa-

sions ; but whereas with a fat spider it was abundant,

with a shrivelled fly there was very little. The notion

that any nourishment was obtained from insects so

enclosed has been controverted; but Dr. Balfour
pointed significantly to the facts, that young plants of

Dionx-a under bell-glasses had been found not to

thrive so well as those left free, and that while a

piece of leaf wrapped in another leaf became putrid,

a piece enclosed by the Diona^a remained perfectly

inodorous, but soon lost its red colour, and was
gradually disintegrated more and more till it was
reduced to pulp. This statement, showing the greedi-

ness and ferocily of the Dioncea, created quite a
painful sensation among the members of the Botanical

Society, and the Chairman, while recommending a

continuance of the experiments, wisely suggested that

they should be completed before the Anti- Vivisection

Act comes into operation, since otherwise Dr. Bal-
four may get into trouble. Pall Mall Gazette.

The committee of management of the forth-

coming Horticultural Exhibition at the
Lower Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham, on

July I and following days, announce in another

column that the time for sending in entries has been
extended to Thursday next, the 24th inst., complaints

having been made, especially by Rose growers, that

the required fourteen days' notice is too long.

We have much pleasure in calling the atten-

tion of our readers to the following liberal Prizes
for Fruit, offered for competition at the Royal
Horticultural Society's show on July 21 next by
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons. The competition for

these prizes is quite distinct from that for the "Veitch
Memorial" prizes, and is limited to the bond fide

gardeners of Great Britain. Entries are to be made,
as usual, at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South
Kensington.—On July 7 Messrs. Carter & Co.'s/'5o
cup, for the best twenty-four dishes of vegetables, will

be competed for ; and on the same date Messrs.

Sutton & Sons and Messrs. Hurst c^- Son offer

several prizes for Peas.

The Orchid-houses at Gunnersbury
Park, Acton, have been very gay with Odonto-
glossums, among them some fine examples of O, vexil-

larium. One plant bore two spikes, one of which had
nine and the other seven flowers of great size and
beauty, some of the flowers measuring quite 4 inches

in depth. A pale form of it, which might be denomi-
nated album, is very inferior in character. A young
plant of this Orchid, with two large bulbs, and throw-
ing out numerous growths all round, bids fair to

become one of the finest plants in cultivation. O.
Alexandrce, for which Gunnersbury is famous, has

been very fine also, and has shown considerable

variety. There is a very fine spike of Cypripedium
Parishii, bearing five handsome flowers ; this is

thought to be one of the finest plants in the country.

It appears to be scarcely possible that Orchids could

be in better condition than those under the care of
Mr. J. Richards. Calanthes are making a wonder-
fully vigorous growth, planted in loam and cow-dung
and a little charcoal. Mr. Richards has entirely

dispensed with peat, believing that it engenders
poverty, and causes the points of the leaves to go
brown. The genus Phalo^nopsis, represented by Schil-

leriana, amabilis and grandiflora, is in the most healthy
condition, with thick, leathery, vigorous leaves. They
are in small baskets suspended from the sides of the

house, crocks and charcoal at the bottom, and but
very little soil, and putting forth a fine root-growth
which appears to like to find its way outside the

baskets. The baskets are dipped in water about once
a day. Orchid cultivators should make a point of
visiting Gunnersbury, to inspect the fine collection of
these splendid plants.

Excellent standard plants of variegated Ivy-
leaved Pelargonium L'El£;gante can be obtained
by grafting it on to a stem of the old crimson Ivy-leaf.

Some plants of this, recently exhibited by Mr. J,
Kingsbury, Bevois Valley Nursery, Southampton,
were remarkable for the fine development of their

heads, and they prove capital objects for conservatory
decoration.

—— While cordially welcoming new additions to

garden plants, Ihe great value of some of the older
ones should not be lost sight of. As a Forcing Pink,
or as suited for growing in beds to cut from, what
can compare with that fine variety, Lord Lyons ? It is

among the earliest in cultivation, and it is so remark-
ably free of bloom that it is somewhat difllicult to

get pipings with which to propagate it. The flowers

are large, full, and handsome, of a pale rosy purple
colour, the petals having a maroon blotch on the base.

It supplies a great number of beautiful flowers. It

was raised by Mr. James Clark, Bury St. Edmunds,
who also produced that fine variety Derby Day,
recently shown by Mr, C. Turner.

The DOUiiLE PURPLE Senecio is one of the
most effective bedding plants used in the flower garden
at Gunnersbury Park, Acton—the plants raised from
cuttings, not from seed. The plants so obtained make
but a spare growth, and flower with great profusion

throughout the summer. It also supplies an extremely
pleasing and effective hue of colour.

lome Cl^flrrespnbena.

Pinguiculas.— I visited the other day the splendid

collected of alpine plants, at Todmorden, belonging
to the Messrs. Stansfield, and, after looking out the
little matter of business that I had come for, I took a
hurried glance at the rare rock plants and alpines for

which this nursery has been so long famed. Three
generations of gentleman botanists are to be seen
alive, and to these the stock is intelligible without
the name pencilled on a label. But this is not the

pomt in hand, which is, *'riave we any proof that

Pinguiculas are able to eat insects ? " Seeing some
of these plants rather dry in a cold frame I took the

liberty to ask the gentleman that conducted me about
if he had ever seen any evidence of Pinguiculas eating

anything belonging to the animal kingdom. I

paused, anxiously awaiting this experienced plants-

man's reply, and while I gazed on the plants I saw
the edges of the leaves cupped a little, as they are

reported to be when they are about to prey upon the

subjects of the sister kingdom. The dog raises his

bristles and the cat's tail gels to the form of a bottle

brush when either of them are on the point to slay,

and the Pinguiculas certainly looked threatening.

Mr. Stansfield replied, and his reply levelled the

poetic idea down to the veriest everyday prose, for,

suiting the action to the word, he rubbed off some
living Aphides from the leaves of the Pinguiculas, and
calmly said, '*I wish the insects would not eat them."
Alex. Forsyth.

Wireworms and Vines.—It may please Mr.
Pearson, and it will not affect me, to stand upon his

dignity in dealing with "persons who do not sign

their names to their communications," particularly

when his observations are called in question ; but I

may remind him that the Editors generally know
something of their correspondents, as in my own
case ; that not a few of the important original and
other articles which appear in the Gardeners' Chronicle

are by "persons "of this kind, and that in a public

journal they meet on common ground, whether on
•'disputed subjects" or not. While the writer is pre-

pared to vouch for his statements, if necessary, I do
not see that his identity is of the least consequence,

though it is often made an excuse for want of a better

argument. I related my experience candidly about

the wireworm, and in a way not likely to " mislead,"

and I may yet be able to refute Mr. Pearson's notions

on the subject conclusively. I found the wireworms
in the sods in which the Vines grew ; and in one of

the latest attacked, as indicated by the leaves flagging.
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I found the wireworm beside the eye, when the sod

was broken through by myself to discover the cause.

This may not be positive evidence, but it is equal to

that furnished by Mr. Tearson. He may be correct

in his opinion on tliis subject, and I hope he is, but

if it is not founded upon better data than his recently

advanced opinion about Vine bleeding being harm-

less, though it may go on "badly" or for "many
days," he may expect his observ.ations to be called in

question, without an apology, by those who probably

know as much about Vines as he does, and yet do not

pretend to know everything. ?. .S. W.

Spring Frosts.—There is scarcely a day in the

year I believe on which we may not in England have

a frost. 1 should almost think that Mr. Tillery must

remember a July 2 about twenty years ago ([ think that

it was in 1S54, but am not quite sure) when there

was a frost in Nottinghamshire which killed all the

branches in the park at Osberton, and no doubt else-

where, completely to the ground, C, II'. Strick-

land.

Blue Primroses.—I fear I cannot give your

correspondent a clean pedigree for my blue Primrose.

Some years ago I crossed a white-stalked Primrose,

using the pollen of the old blue, which, though itself

sterile, bears fertile pollen. The seedlings were

violet, with a decided tinge of the blue, and pre-

serving other resemblances to the pollen-parent.

They were fertile, and produced many seedlings much
like themselves ; finally, they were mixed up with

my general stock. Last year I sowed seed from the

best of my lot, and the plant in question came up

amongst them. It is just a case of old blood coming

out after many generations, hardly to be called

atavism, which is applied to another and distinct

phenomenon in the animal kingdom. The plant is

bearing seed. My new double is just the old double

lilac on stilts, but with a larger and somewhat hand-

somer flower. I shall feel happy in corresponding

with "J. M.," or in any way assisting him in such

matters.—A'. Trn'or Clarke, H'cllm Place, near

Daveniry.

The Canon Hall Muscat. — Doubtless the

Canon Hall Muscat Grape is one of the finest and

best Grapes in this country. As you observe, it is also

the worst to set in cultivation. If we examine the

organic structure of the plant, we have convincing

proof of cause and effect. One defect is prevented by

planting in proper soil. As organography shows us

one defect, so physiology brings out another ; we find

the sexual organs are imperfect. This is obviated by

horizontal training, and a careful regard to the tempe-

rature of the soil. If a few lines on the subject will

be of any service to your correspondents, I shall be

happly to supply them in time of need. Twenty-six

years ago I felt the necessity. W.Prestoe. [Please do.]

Early Peas.—Mr. Miller's remarks on early Peas

have induced me to offer a few words on tlie same

subject. I was somewhat surprised to see Laxton's

Alpha first on his list for pulling, a sort which I dis-

carded after the first trial, on account, as I thought, of

its deceptive character. The pods to all appearance

seemed ready to burst, but when opened scarcely a Pea

had formed. I may have been too hasty in my
decision, but I at once said I would never grow it

again. Eastes' Kentish Invicta has always been a

special favourite of mine, a good cropper, and quite

as early as any of them, coming in same time as King-

leader and Emerald Gem, which are the two earliest

with which I am acquainted, with one exception, viz.,

William the First—a sort perhaps not so well known,

but I think all who have given it a fair trial will

endorse my humble opinion that it is a first-class

early Pea in every point ; its productiveness is really

good, as is also its flavour— two good qualities

which most people can appreciate, but which few of

the early sorts possess. In proof of its earliness I

may say I gathered from a row sown across the open

garden on February 12, the same time I gathered

Irom Dickson's First and Best and Kentish Invicta,

sown three days earlier on a south border ; this, I think,

is sufficient to justify me in pronouncing it one of the

earliest Peas, and I am fully convinced it is superior

both in flavour and productiveness. Another excellent

Pea is Multum in Parvo, an abundant cropper and of

delicate flavour, but not quite so early. Maclean's

Blue Peter is another good dwarf Pea ; may be sown

very closely together, its average height being only

9 inches— a good Pea for small gardens. E. Morgan,

The Bulls, Harrovi-on-the-Hill.

Hailstorm.—On Friday, June 11, about mid-

day, we had a very severe thunderstorm, with heavy

rain and hail ; in a short time the hail covered the

ground to about an inch deep, causing great destruc-

tion amongst the tender foliage. In the woods the

Lime trees look as if they had been riddled with grape-

shot, and in the kitchen garden the leaves of the

trees upon the walls facing the blast are completely

riddled. Lettuce and Celery look as if a flock of

sheep had been pasturing amongst them, they are so

cut up ; and Peas fit for pulling look as if they were

well hammered. Fortunately we had no glass broken

with tliehail, but along the front of the hothouses the

liailhtones could be collected in quantity for some time

after ; and from what I can learn from a certain

distance round this locality, the farmers' field Beans

and young Turniiis have suffered severely. J. Miller,

Clumber. [We have received lettiis from different

parts of the country, complaining of the great amount

of damage done by the hailstorm on the iilh, and

especially in the neighbourhood of Dorking and High

Wycombe. Elis,]

Pedigree Seedling Potatos.- Under the head

of " Potatos from seed an antidote against the

disease," you were so good as to publish my rem.arks

in your issue of August S last, and I trust you will

allow me now to continue my observations on the

subject, acquired from practical researches and results

since then. In that communication I mentioned that

I was pursuing a system of raising annually from seed

a consecutive race of seedlings which, alter passing

through five or six generations in such way, it was my
firm belief, will become wholly free from disease, and

the progeny therefrom afterwards continue so. A
single generation, I therein stated, would not produce

the desired effect, having repeatedly tried it from an

early period, and always found the offspring as liable

to its attack as the parent. My crop last year was

obtained from the second generation of seed, and cer.

tainly it afforded me every encouragement to continue

the process, for I could not discover among the entire

crop produced, taken up in August and September,

above one or two in the slightest degree affected,

whereas several appeared so among the old sorts

grown by me ; and after they were stowed away the

lormer remained perfectly sound, while a good quantity

of bad ones were picked out from the latter. I low-

ever, I do not mean to say that these seedlings are

disease-proof. In order to try what the effect would

be if left in the ground for some time after their coming

to maturity, I allowed a row to stand undisturbed till

the end of November, at which period the earth was

completely saturated by the heavy rains that had pre-

viously fallen. When taken up the stems of all were

entirely decayed, that is to say in a hard, woody state,

and among the tubers I found a considerable portion

in various stages of corruption, some of them com-

pletely decomposed, but, so far as I was able to judge,

no indication of Peronospora was discoverable. They

were puffed up with water, and not blackened inside,

as occurs when it (Peronospora) is present. In fact,

they displayed precisely the same appearance as those

stated in my communication to you last July, p. 4S,

headed " Potato disease artificially produced," when
I also sent you a sample of the rotted tubers for inves-

tigation, relative to which you informed me that

neither yourself nor Mr. Worthington Smith could

detect any trace of Peronospora. In like manner, for

the edification of others as well as myself, I have now
taken the liberty to forward to you by rail several of

the rotted tubers before alluded to, taken indiscrimi-

nately, and shall feel exceedingly obliged by your

kindly favouring me with a report thereon, to confirm

or refute my allegation. As those formerly sent got

into such a mass of corruption when they reached you,

I have thought it better to dry what are now for-

warded, and trust my having done so will not prevent

your being able to determine the question. Assuredly

the true malady does not prevad to the same extent in

the present day as it did at first, and, therefore, the

expectation entertained by many persons at the begin-

ning, that it would wear itself out in the course of

time, may probably be realised eventually, though it

has taken so many years for its accomplishment. It

is the usual custom of nearly every grower of Potatos

to attribute to the attack of the real disease all the

tubers they find in a decomposed state among their

crop, which undoubtedly is an entire mistake,

because in unfavourable seasons a vast number more

perish from excess of wet than from it, the Potato

not being an aquatic plant ; and therefore a wet

season, I say, is infinitely more to be dreaded than the

much talked of and written about "Potato disease,"

let it be Peronospora infestans or any other ailment.

Indeed, judging from my rotted seedlings taken up in

November, and artificially aflected ones as above-

mentioned, 1 very much doubt if wet actually does

tend to increase the true disease, according to the

general opinion; but this point you can decide, far

better than I can, from the samples now sent and those

you formerly received from me. Experience has

afforded us this undeniable evidence, that it (the

disease) appears even in the finest of seasons, whereas

the wet rot does not at all exist under such circum-

stances. It may be asked, Why did not the wet rot

occur previously to 1S45 (the year the disease com-

menced) as well as in the present day? I am not

myself old enough to know, from personal observa-

tion, what happened antecedently to that period, but

an amateur gentleman horticulturist residing in this

neighbourhood, now on the verge of fourscore years of

age (who it was suggested to me in 1S70 the seed

system I am still continuing), tells me that he per-

fectly remembers the crop being frequently destroyed

by wet before then, just the same as now ; but the rot

occasioned by it not being of a hereditary character,

as he considers the Peronospora to be, it did not aflect

the succeeding crops, and, therefore, created little

notice. The year i8i6or 1S17, he says, he recollects

was a most disastrous one for cereals as well as for

Potatos, the reapers in some localities cutting the

corn in tJclober, in the midst of deep snow, and the

latter were so affected with rot that they were scarcely

worth digging up ; nevertheless, the following season

proving to be a dry one, there was not then the

slightest vestige of rot or any kind of disease among

them. Again it may be inquired. Why did not the

present prevailing epidemic appear before 1S45? That

question, of course, neither myself nor any one else

can answer. We find that both animals and vegetables

are attacked now with diseases that were formerly

i]uite unknown, and I see no reason why the Potato

should be exempt from a like visitation. In conclu-

sion, I feel quite convinced in my own mind that the

real Potato disease may be entirely got rid of by

frequent raisings from seed ; but no one, of course,

can control the weather, and therefore the crop will

always be subject to its influence, according as it may
prove to be favourable or otherwise. All danger from

frost being now apparently over, I have begun to-day

(May 28) to plant out from the pots my present year's

seedlings, these forming the third successive genera-

tion. They are fine, strong, healthy plants, with

tubers attached already the size of Peas, some of them

bigger, and will produce this season Potatos sufficiently

large for table use. The experiment is not conducted

on a very extensive scale, but amply so for the purposes

intended. After the crop has been secured, I shall,

with pleasure, give you a detailed account of the

results, should you like to receive it. J. L. Whilland,

Carmarthenshire. [We shall have something to say on

this matter in a future issue. Eds.]

Pine-apples.—-Twelve months ago, when we were

forecasting some alterations amongst our Pine pits,

the Pines in several of them were planted out to fruit

upon the " Ilamiltonian system," but unfortunately

the heating medium was sadly below par for doing

much good with fruiters during the winter months. I

selected the strongest of the suckers, and potted them
according to their size into 9 and Il-inch pots, using

a fresh sandy turf torn into pieces by hand with plenty

of half-inch bones and wood charcoal, ramming the

compost pretty firmly round the suckers into the pots.

The suckers, being short and stiff, looked pretty

much like old plants. They were plunged in leaves

and tan in slide pits, with hot-water pipes for top and

bottom heat, and during summer they soon filled

their pots with fine healthy roots ; with occasional

waterings of liquid manure the plants grew vigorously,

and by the autumn I determined to fruit them in

spring in the pots they were growing in. As the days

shortened we lessened the quantity of water for their

roots and left off syringing, and through November,
December, and January they were nearly as dry as dust,

and kept during the severe winter at a very low

temperature. In February I had an old flued pit of

thirty-six lights reglazed, the bed for the leaves

deepened and filled with best Oak leaves, and as soon

as fermentation got above 80' I selected fifty-five of the

most likely to fruit, and plunged them into one half

of the pit, the bottom-heat ranging been 85° and 90°,

the top-heat about 60° or 65°, until I perceived them

beginning to move, while water was carefully given until

the fruit was almost in sight, warmed to about 90°, with

little or no stimulant, but when the fruit came fairly

in sight rich stimulants were frequently given in

order to support their roots in the small pots. At one

time I intended to have repotted them into larger

pots ; no doubt the plants would have become larger,

and in time would have produced larger fruit, but at

the same time running the risk of being six months

longer in showing fruit. As it is, with one or two

exceptions they all showed fruit in about ten days'

time, the temperature being raised to 70" at night and a

corresponding higher temperature during the daytime
;

and now the fruit is about three parts swelled, with

shining, clean, broad pips, and looking likely to average

nearly 4 lb. each, and with very few exceptions they

appear to be going to be a very even lot. They get

plenty of air and liquid manure, and no shading.

The smallest of the plants in the adjoining division

got an extra shift into larger pots, and they look as

if they would produce much heavier fruit, but will

take longer time to do it. In various quarters it is

questioned as to the profit of cultivating Pine-apples

in this country, but as most places have a family

name, cultivators must act accordingly. On a late

occasion I had a visit from a distinguished and high

authority ; he informed me that no foreign Pine-

apples came up to a well-grown English Pine.

7. Miller, Clumber, June 7.

Judging Grapes.—In Mr. Forsyth's articles on

judging Grapes he alludes to the Grape judging at

the Pomona Palace, and wishes to know how we
came to put Mr. Hunter behind Mr. Upjohn, the
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Earl of EUesmere's gardener. I am glad Mr. Forsyth

has given me the opportunity of explaining the reason,

as many of the lookers-on might think we had not

used Mr. Hunter fairly, because he had got tlie largest

bunches, not having the advantage of examining and
testing their other merits in the same way as the j udges.

The Worsley collection was finer in berry, denser in

colour taking the collection through, with thicker and
fresher bloom and perfect ripeness ; in fact I

never tasted the Gros Colman and White Lady
Downe's so well up in flavour as those. Some of the

bunches in the Lambton Castle collection were past

their best, the interior and points of some of the

bunches were shrunk both in berry and stalk, and
were comparatively flavourless in comparison with the

other, liven allowing that the sorts where chiefly the

large coarse-growing varieties, we could only get two
points, that is, size and symmetry in bunch, over the

"VVorsley collection ; so we considered the fine qualities

of the latter were indicative of higher merit than the

large size in the Lambton collection. I always consider

perfect ripeness the leading point in judging all sorts

of fruit, and size with compactness in bunch the next

point. Colour is deceptive in Black Grapes, if they

are not tasted, for in the class for two bunches of Black
Grapes we sorted out three dishes for ist, 2d, and 3d

:

the finest in appearance were two beautiful bunches
of Gros Colman, but on being tasted they proved quite

sour and unripe, while both the Lady Downe's were
perfectly ripe, and so close a match in appearance
that we had to decide the honour by the flavour.

Not only in this instance have I found colour a

deception, but I have seen a beautiful house of Black
Hamburghs, grown without fire-heat, perfection in

appearance, but on tasting them they were as sour as

if they had been green. This is how judges are often

condemned by the lookers-on, because they have no
means beyond appearances of testing the real qualities.

Yet in judging Grapes there is one thing to be kept in

view, that a large bunch of Grapes requires a great deal

more skill to bring it to perfection than a loose open
bunch ; so that the latter should not ride over the

other because it happens to be a little better in point

of ripeness. James Smithy JVaterdah^ Si. Helens.

Primula japonica.—Some discussion appeared
in these columns some months ago as to the hardi-

ness of this fine Primula, and if it would prove suitable

for outdoor decoration. From a plant in bloom with
me in 1S72 I saved a quantity of seed, which, as soon
as gathered, I sowed. In about three months after I

had hundreds of fine seedlings ; many of these were
the spring following planted out, and have now stood

two of our cold northern winters without injury save
to the larger leaves. They are at present in fine

bloom, some of the strongest throwing up ten to

twelve spikes, and from 15 to 18 inches [high. R, F.,

FyviCy June 12.

The Elms in Windsor Great Park.—Visitors

to this magnificent park are startled to find notices

staring them in the face, warning them to avoid the

Elm-trees, because of the danger that is likely to

arise from the sudden falling of branches. The warn-
ing is thoughtful on the part of the Ranger, and
evidences of its necessity are here and there apparent,

huge limbs lying on the ground having snapped off

within a few feet of the main stem, and displaying a

weight that would have crushed human life to a
frightful death. It is well to ask whether the pro-

minent displaying of such a notice is all that the

authorities are capable of doing under the circum-

stances, and whether they are powerless to arrest the

decay and destruction that must inevitably come.
There are no grander features in Windsor Park than
the long lines of fine Elms that skirt in a quadruple

row the Long Walk, or border on each side the long
grassy glade known as Queen Anne's Ride, but if

these trees are so far suffering from decay as to have
become absolutely dangerous, it is only too certain

that unless some strong remedy is applied it may not

be many years before such gaps will have been made
as to entirely mar the beauty of these avenues, and
probably lead to their entire disappearance. Every
one acquainted with the Elm knows how deceitful is

the appearance of large trees ; apparently healthy and
vigorous externally, but too often rotten at the core.

When trees reach this stage, having reared their

enormous heads high in the air, and spread out

their immense branches to the wind, it is not to be
wondered at if some sudden tempest should hurl

branches or even entire trees to the ground with
terrific force, as their grip is but a rotten one. If a

ship under press of canvas has her masts dangerously
strained, there is no resource but to shorten sail, and
thus avoid the calamity of a total smash ; and it is a fair

illustration of what ought to be done in the case of these

dangerous trees, as if now carrying more top-hamper
-in the shape of branches than the trunk is capable of
sustaining, common sense indicates that the stems
should be relieved of much of the superincumbent
weight, and therefore, although it may seem to indi-

cate an act of vandalism, it is worthy of consideration
whether a judicious lopping of the heads of these fine

trees would not be a desirable course to adopt. If

any one will now take the trouble to compare the

terminal growth in the large branches with that

immediately beneath where a limb has been cut or
broken away, they will perceive how weak and
meagre is the first, and how healthy and robust is

the latter. If, therefore, all these fine Elms were
to be carefully headed-back—not pollarded, but the
branches simply shortened in to a reasonable length

—

there would be at once such a renewed growth as

would not only quicken root-action, but would also

endow the trees with comparatively a new lease of
life, and convert their present dangerous state into one
of robust health and comparative security. A. D.

Tropical Travelling Dress.—Herewith I send
you a photograph (fig. 166) of the travelling dress

usually worn by botanical collectors (in fact by all

travellers) in the tropics of South America. Doubtless

many of your readers will be interested in knowing the

use of such a peculiar costume. When travelling for

Mr. Bull I found a good light coloured felt hat resisted

the intense rays of the sun (the heat being something
considerable) better than the native Palm hat ; and the

cape, as here shown much superior to a coat, as the circu-

lation of the breeze (when one can get it) is more'regu-
lar over the body. The cape is, moreover, an excel-

lent shade to the shoulders and arms. The leggings

are quite indispensable, and as a rule they are made
of macintosh, but some of the skins of the wild ani-

mals, being very wide, they are brought into use, and
allow a free circulation. If in the rainy season one
is smothered with mud, which is very often the case,

the clothes can be thrown off with the greatest ease,

Fig. 166.—tropical travelling dress.

after unbuckling the bottom strap, which partly holds

up the spurs. These latter I must admit are as for-

midable and as ticklish to the mule as are the ticks

and other noxious insects to man. One of these in-

sect pests dives into your toes, and requires the use of

a lancet for its removal, and if neglected you are cer-

tain to ultimately lose your toes. E. ShuUleworih.

Conifers.—Mr. Murray has happily anticipated

my reply to the objection raised by him against the

assumption that all the plants in this or any other

country whose leaves bear the characters lately attri-

buted by me to Picea magnifica and P. nobilis respec-

tively are of similar parentage respectively. But I

cannot agree with him in thinking that the only way
left us to prove it is to wait until ** the plants in

question have borne cones;" it must be argued

out in another way. There are a few large plants

here that I know to have been raised from seeds

extracted from a cone similar in every character to

the one illustrated in your journal ; and as their leaves

are structurally different from the leaves of thousands

of plants that I know to have come from seeds ex-

tracted from home-grown cones of P. nobilis pure and
simple, I consider that these few plants of P. magnifica

will do to judge the questionable sub-tetragonal-leaved

nobilis plants by, referred to by Mr. Murray j and if

he will kindly send me leaves of a few of them, I will

have pleasure in making the comparison and in

reporting the result. The section of leaf of P. nobilis

figured in last week's Gardeners* Chronicle is evidently

from near the base of the leaf, for all the nobilis leaves

that I have seen were sub- tetragonal near their

points ; and even very old leaves—say eight or nine

years old, their extreme age—generally assume a sub-

tetragonal outline towards their base, but without

ever losing their peculiar gorge-like groove ; so that
it is highly probable that the plants referred to by
Mr. M. may be P. nobilis after all. But it is not so
much a question of angle or no angle as it is of groove
or no groove ; and I hold that the leaves of nobilis
are grooved towards their base, while those of mag-
nifica are not. George Syvie^ Elvaston Nurseries^
Borrowas/i,

Strawberry Culture in Pots.—Under the above
heading I see your correspondent "W. P." says the
all-sufficient remedy for a good supply of water to
Strawberries in pots is a simple wooden trough shelf.

I am surprised to read that a practitioner of fifty years'

standing should still recommend so cumbrous a method
of pot culture, or, indeed, anything allied to the old
and properly discarded saucer system. I read with
some interest the advocacy of some gardeners who I

thought had buried their saucers in oblivion long ago.
I can understand in some measure people who grow
say two or hundred plants in pots, and who can afford

a small pit in which to place their plants from start

to finish, imagining that there is some virtue in their

turf shelves ; but I am at a loss to understand how
people who force a couple of thousand plants in
vineries and Peach-houses could possibly adopt the
turf or saucer system. I am expected to keep up a
supplyof Strawberries from the middle of March until

fruit are gathered from the outside, without a Straw-
berry-house, and I am afraid if I adopted " W. P. 's

"

modus operandi I should very often find myself in

difficulties, if vegetable life be in any way allied to

animal life. I don't think any of us would like to be
propped up in a water-barrel to imbibe its contents

whether we wanted it or not. Long before I became a
head gardener, some of my ablest masters placed their

saucers on the shelf; this was in the days when we used
to strike Tom Thumb Pelargoniums in bottom-heat.
How, I ask, are amateurs to draw a line between
such conflicting theories as we have had propounded
in the different journals on Strawberry forcing lately ?

The sum total of my practice I will give in a very few
words. I have my own pet varieties, and take means
to procure runners as early in June as I can ; the

plants are liberally treated during the summer months.
Bear in mind they must make no second growth. In
autumn the plants are plunged amongst leaves in

small pits specially erected for the purpose before the

heavy autumn rains set in ; frames will do as well.

They must be subject to no drying off, nor stewing.

About the middle of November or the 1st of December
we start the first batch with the early vinery and
Peach-house ; they are not hurried until the fruit are

fairly set, after which time they are pressed according
to circumstances. When the fruits begin to change
colour they are taken to a cooler and drier atmo-
sphere to insure flavour. One word as to watering;
the "careless chap" is not tolerated in the forcing

houses—he gets a spade or a barrow, which he is not
likely to injure. A good 6-inch pot packed with
healthy hungry roots will want a quantity of manure-
water, but we are careful not to administer any over-

doses. All the turf trays, saucers, &c., which *'P. W."
may use, will never make up for what must be stored

up in an embryo state the previous autumn, and using

saucers is a very good plan for losing all your bottom
roots. W. HindSy Gr. to Sir Thomas Edwards, Moss
Bottomi Liverpool.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—The report

of the meeting at South Kensington on the 4th inst,

holds out a hope that the Society may be put on its

legs again, and that it is very desirable that those who
wish to see the Society take its proper place amongst
the fostering societies of arcs and science should do
their best to get the Society into a sound and healthy

position again. There are about the country many
hundreds of floral societies, who hold one or more
exhibition every year, and a great number of whom
have a good balance in hand. Connected with these

societies are invariably some who are known in the

gardening world, and if an appeal could be made to

these societies, backed up by proper local influence,

that money grants should be given from their funds in

hand or from their forthcoming exhibitions to help

the Royal Horticultural Society out of their present

temporary difficulties, I feel that something would be
done. I have just referred to the report of the first

International Exhibition, in 1S66, at South Kensing-

ton, and I find that Glasgow, Bradford, Manchester,

Coventry, Doncaster, Chelmsford, and other towns,

contributed good sums of money in support of that

exhibition. Could not a somewhat similar organisa-

tion now be put into operation to help the Royal out

of its troubles ? I think that if some of our practical

nurserymen could be on the committee—men who are

thoroughly conversant with the working of a large

business which must be made to pay—they would
soon pull the Society through. It is sheer nonsense

to say that there would be too much trade influence on
the committee, or that selfish interests would pre-

dominate. With such an offer as Mr. William Paul's,

and such liberal help as Mr. Bull's, and others who
have practically shown that they have the interests of
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the Society at heart, ought not tliese men to have a

greater voice in the management of the Society's

alTairs ? Cannot one or more great fruit and autumn
flower exhibitions be arranged for tlie Society's

benefit this year—say one in London, and another at

Birmingham, which Mr. (luilter might perhaps be
induced to take in hand, and Mr. I'indlay anollier at

Manchester? Liverpool and Leeds would be great

centres for others, if arrangements could be made
with the local societies ; and if Mr. Kerr, of Liver-

pool, and his coadjutors, took up the matter, I am
sure that success would follow. I am old enough to

remember what the Horticultural Society was thirty

years ago, in its Chiswick days, and I want to see a

"going back " to the practical doings of those days,

when the Society commanded the respect of all who
took any interest whatever in good gardening. D. IK

We cordially agree with your suggestion that

at the present crisis in the afTairs of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society "the whole body of horticulturists,

amateur and professional, should stand shoulder to

shoulder in support of their craft," and that no better

earnest of their resolve to do so can be shown than

in holding a great show, the spontaneous effort of the

whole body. We therefore shall be most happy to

co-operate heartily in carrying out your suggestion of

holding a great show on July 21 next, and we sincerely

hope that our brother nurserymen will likewise come
forward and give practical effect to the suggestion

with a unanimity that shall secure a grand success.

yantes Veitch ^ Sons.

Pyrethrum Golden Gem.—Under this name I

have now growing a new golden form of the Pyre-
thrum that has a different habit of growth from the

old Golden Feather, but I have doubts as to whether
it will ever displace that well-known variety. Seed-
ling plants of the Golden Feather flower but little the

first year, and then not usually until the autumn, when
about one pinching saves the plants for the season.

Golden Gem, on the contrary, starts off to flower at

once, and has also a loose leggy habit ; its leaves also,

although very handsomely cut, are not sufficiently

dense to produce that rich golden hue so much desired

in a bedding plant. I find Golden Gem to be simply
the variegated duplicate of a green variety common
enough in gardens, and which I should imagine must
bepinnatifidum, as the leaves are so deeply cut. The
old Golden Feather, Pyrethrum Parthenium aureum,
is the very best golden-leaved bedding plant we have,
and it will take a remarkably good thing to displace

it. A. D.

Green Maize.—I have to thank Mr. Alexander
Dean, of Bedfont, for his account ol the younger Mr.
Cobbett's experience in the cultivation of Maize in

this country. Mr. Cobbett and the writer are

evidently on separate lacks. I do not care so much
about the ripe corn as he does, for reasons which I will

name by-and-bye, but must say to every practical gar-

dener that green Maize will have to be provided for the
table of the gentleman, whether the gardener be agree-
able or not, for public opinion will not be put off with-
out giving it a fair trial, as the whole affair appears so
feasible ; but it is necessary to correct one or two
statements that have hitherto been held as guides in

the cultivation of Maize. The time of sowing, or
rather of planting Kean's Forty-day Maize, should be
about the last week in May or first week in June, and
not in April—at all events in the midland and northern
counties. The nicety in point of time, when half-

hardy plants may safely be trusted out-of-doors, has
been long settled by dearly bought experience.
Another statement, that Maize will not bear to be
transplanted like bedding plants, but must be sown
where it is to remain, is likewise "inexact," for the
variegated variety of Maize is bedded-out like any
other denizen of the flower garden. Mr. Dean, speak-
ing of Cobbett's corn, says some were dibbled like

Cabbage plants, in dripping weather. Surely, then,
gardeners may lengthen the summer by growing Maize
in pots to be afterwards planted out ; but a better plan
would be to sow the Maize in a cold frame on turf, and
cut the sods with a set on each, and thus plant them
out honestly—not with the dibber but with its modern
representative, the half-circular planting trowel,
not forgetting to give the sets a sound watering.
The small growing kinds or varieties of Maize,
as " Kean's Forty-Day Maize," and "Cobbett's Im-
proved," are the only kinds yet known to come to
perfection in our climate, and when gardeners have
got so far as to supply the table with green ears of
Maize as easily as they supply green Peas now, the
treatment for ripe corn grown in fields will not long
lag behind. Mr. Cobbett, sen., called the Potato
"the accursed root," because in his political philan-
thropy he reckoned that the peasant who could not
afford to live upon anything better than Potatos was
far too low in the social scale. No doubt he was so,

and no doubt he is so still, but the Potato, the
favourite of young and old, of rich and poor, never
had any share in the peasant's degradation. The
Maize differs from all corn plants and grasses with
which I am acquainted in the extraordinary natural

protection with which its seeds or ears are provided
which almost sets the weather at defiance ; for whilst

Wheat, Oats, Barley, and hay are all liable to be
spoiled by foul weather in harvest time, the Maize
may be delayed, but as it is done up in wrappers by
Nature, it seems designed to meet the exigencies of

our changeful climate. The advocates of fiehl cul-

ture for ripe Maize must bear in mind that Maize
meal is never likely to be relished in this country, and
that it would only rank with that of Peas or Barley,

however nourishing it miglit be ; and this fact kept
in view will help to moderate our ideas about fol-

lowing the elder Mr. Cobbett's advice to try to grow
Maize in Ireland instead of Potatos. There can be
no doubt that plants 6 inches high in pots, &c., can

be successfully planted out in gardens up to the

middle of June, and produce a crop of green Maize
for the table—a delicacy declared by good judges to

be fit for a prince. A. F. [We find that Maize never
starts growing in earnest till real summer weatlier sets

in, and then it goes away rapidly. Hence there is

no advantage in planting early. Eds.]

Frost.—Mr. Tillery complains of frost so late as

the end of May, We should be glad if May would
terminate the frost in Aberdeenshire, for now, while

writing (on the evening ofJune 12), we have had about
a half-hour of a steady hailstorm

;
ground white, and

some of the pieces three-eighths of an inch in diameter

—the largest I have seen in mid-winter. The only

damage I see as yet is the Gooseberry trees a little

thinned, and Potato leaves riddled as if by shot ; but

I am apprehensive of frost, and covering with

tiffany some of the more select jX. 6</. a lb. sorts,

because last year about this same time {June 14)

French Beans, Potatos, and a few other tender things

were blackened on that evening. Four years ago, on
June 17, the same occurred ; but upon the whole this

season has been very fine, and till now more than

usually free from frost. While speaking of Potatos, I

may mention another American sort of recent intro-

duction, and not
I
in Hooper & Co.'s list in to-day's

Gardiners' Chronide~\\z.t Compton's Nonsuch. It

is well spoken of in America, and a rich cropper, but

so recently brought over I can say little about it. R, F.,

Fyvie.

Reports of Societies.

Leeds Horticultural: June 9, 10, and 11.

—

This Society has now for a number of years stood in

the front rank of provincial societies. This, the twelfth

annual show, was the best, taking it altogether, that

the Society has had. Stove and greenhouse, flower-

ing and fine-foliaged plants, were not only produced
in fine condition, but in such quantities as to make a
grand display. Orchids were forthcoming in large

numbers and in the best possible order, occupying
the whole of one side of the centre stage of a very
large tent. The rich treat the lovers of these plants

enjoyed will be understood when we state that in

addition to the fine collections staged by Mr. B. S.

Williams, Holloway ; Mr. Dixon, Beverley ; and Mr.
Toll, Manchester, in the nurserymen's class, several

of the leading private growers from the Manchester
district mustered in strong force, including Mr.
Hubberstey and Mr. Mitchell, in addition to those
growers in the neighbourhood of Leeds, making alto-

gether an exhibition of these most attractive plants

well worth seeing. Ferns also were magnificent, the
groups staged by Mr. Hubberstey, gr. to O. O.
Wrigley, Esq., Bury, Manchester; and Mr. Thorn-
ber, gr. to T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., Howick House,
Preston, were such that it would be impossible to

match in the country ; they received deservedly equal
1st prizes. Pot Roses, as might be supposed, from
the season being so far advanced, were past their best.

Cut Roses were staged in considerable numbers and
fine condition. Pelargoniums were well shown and
very attractive, almost filling a large tent. There
was not a great display of fruit, but some of the Grapes
shown were very good.

The show was held upon the grounds of the Leeds
Horticultural Garden Company, a place well adapted
for the purpose. There are several essentials neces-

sary to the success of horticultural and kindred
societies, the two most important of which are a
thoroughly efficient committee of management, and
the attendance of the public in sufficient numbers to

afford the requisite support. Nothing short of the
determined perseverance of the committee, and the

immense numbers of the people in the northern
counties, who will go to a flower-show in anything
short of an incessant downpour, could have enabled
this Society to have held their present position under
the remarkable recurrence of bad weather that almost
yearly accompanies their shows ; the present was no
exception, for after an unprecedentedly dry period
down came the rain all the three days.

In the open class of twelve Stove and Greenhoijse
plants Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, Withington, Man-
chester, were 1st with a fresh, clean grown, and well-

flowered lot, the most meritorious of which was a

magnificent example of Erica Massoni major, 4 feet

through, in the finest possible health, and profusely

bloomed ; Darwinia tulipifera, a complete sheet of

flowers from the base to the top, 5 feet through ; a

good example of Anthurium Scherzerianum ; the

Willow-leaved Ixora, I. salicifolia ; Azalea Criterion,

finely flowered and well coloured ; and other good
plants. Mr. Cypher, (.lueen's Road Nursery, Chel-

tenliam, showed a smaller group very well bloomed,

and nicely arranged as to colour, conspicuous amongst

which was AUamanda grandiflora, Ixora WiUiamsii,

with very large trusses of flower ; Stalice profusa,

indispensable lor its colour ; Darwinia fuchsioides,

Azalea Duchesse de Nassau, the true variety of Aphe-
lexis macrantha rosea, and Stephanotis floribunda.

Mr. Stevenson, Lark Hill, Timperley, Manchester,

also exhibited in this class, and, amongst others, had

good examples of the charming while Erica obbata,

Dracophyllum gracile, a good Aphelexis, and a well-

flowered Pimelea mirabdis. In the class for six

flowering stove and greenhouse plants (amateurs) Mr.
Thornber, gr. to T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., was well

1st with large finely-grown plants. He had a good
Pimelea mirabilis, 5 feet through, beautifully coloured ;

Azalea Iveryana, and a large Erica depressa in good
bloom. Mr. P"ox, Lidgett Green, Bradford, was 2d,

with a nice well-grown lot, in which was Dracophyl-

lum gracile, Darwinia tulipifera, and AUamanda
grandiflora; Mr. H. Oxley, Weetwood, Leeds, was
3d, his best being Statice brassicicfolia, and Erica

ventricosa magnifica. Nine ornamental-leaved plants

(open) : Messrs. Cole & Sons took the lead with good
examples of Phormium tenax variegatum, a grand
Cocos Weddelliana, Cycas revoluta, large and fine,

Astrocaryum rostratum, and other well - matched
plants; Mr. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, was
2d, with smaller plants, amongst which were Panda-
nus Veitchii, Dracccna Ilendersoni, and a beautiful

Croton majesticum ; Mr. J. Sunley, gr. to J. Kitson,

Esq., Fleadingley, Leeds, was 3d. Six fine-foliage

plants (amateurs) : Mr. Thornber was 1st with an ex-

cellent collection, comprising, amongst others, a fine

coloured Croton undulatum and Cycas circinalis ; 2d,

Mr. Stevenson ; 3d, Mr. Oxley.

Orchids were in great force, all the classes

being well-filled. In the nurserymen's twelve, Mr.
Williams, Holloway, was 1st, amongst others having

a remarkably large finely bloomed Cypripedium bar-

batum superbum, Masdevallia Harryana, Saccolabium

guttatum, Anguloa Clowesii, Lrelia purpurata, large

and fine, and a good Cattleya Mossix. Mr. Dixon,

who was 2d, had Odontoglossum Alexandr.'c, O.

citrosmum, Anguloa Clowesh, Aerides odoratum
purpuratum, and A. Dayii. Mr. Toll, HuUard Hall

Nursery, Manchester, was 3d ; in his group was a

remarkable fine dark variety of Lrelia purpurata. On-
cidium Weltoni, a Cattleya Mossia; and C. Mendelii,

Six Orchids were extremely well shown by Mr. Hub-
berstey, gr. to O. O. Wrigley, Esq., his plants being

large and beautifully-flowered. Odontoglossum
Bluntii was here, with a dozen finely coloured well-

developed spikes, Masdevallia Harryana, grandly

done ; Saccolabium pra^morsum, with seven good
spikes, and Odontoglossum hastilabium, in splendid

condition. Mr. Mitchell, gr. to Dr. Ainsworth,

Broughton, Manchester, was 2d, with a smaller but

excellent six, his best being Aerides Lobbil

superbum, with five large branching spikes; Sacco-

labium guttatum, equally well done ; a magni-

ficent Aerides Schroderii, having four fine branching

spikes. Mr, Goddard, gr. to W. Hadwen, Esq.,

Fairfield, Manchester, was 3d. His most remarkable
plants were Oncidium crispum, Aerides Fieldingii, in

fine order, and Cattleya Warneri. For three Orchids
Mr. Hubberstey was also 1st, with beautiful examples
of Saccolabium ampullaceum, Odontoglossum Alex-

andra, and Masdevallia Harryana. Mr. Mitchell,

2d ; his best plant here was Aerides Lindleyanum, the

largest spike of which had three side branches. Mr.
Hubberstey also staged an extra group of Orchids,

which received an award ; amongst them was thelovely

Odontoglossum vexillarium, with three good spikes ;

two distinct examples of Odontoglossum Roezlii,

Dendrobium Benson^e, Odontoglossum Pescatorei, a
large pot of Cypripedium niveum, Masdevallia
Harryana, and a large profusely-bloomed Dendrobium
Devonianum, still one of the finest Orchids grown.
Azaleas were very poor, the principal prizes being

withheld. It is surprising how comparatively few
growers at the present day bring these easily-grown

plants out in the condition in which they are capable
of being produced.
Stove and Geeenhouse Ferns were quite a fea-

ture ; the collections staged by Mr. Thornber and Mr.
Hubberstey were grand examples of skilful plant-

growing, and were deservedly placed equal 1st : so

nicely balanced were these two lots that it is a difficult

matter to point to the best plants amongst them.
Each showed three Gleichenias, the same varieties in

both collections— G. flabellata, G. Spelunca;, and
G. rupestris. Mr. Hubberstey had besides a mar-
vellous plant of Davallia Mooreana, Cyathea dealbata,

and Nephrolepis davallioides. Mr. Thornber had
in addition to his Gleichenias a grand Cibotium
Schiedei, 12 feet across, and as green as a Leek

;
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Cyathea dealbata and Dicksonia antarctica. Mr,
West, gr. to Mr. G. Joy, Esq., Headingley, Leeds, was
2d, with a large and well-grown lot, including Tham-
nopteris Nidus, 6 feet high and as much through ; a
splendid Dicksonia antarctica, and the elegant droop-
ing Goniophlebium subauriculatum. For three Ferns,

Mr. Thornber took 1st, with Gleichenias micro-
phylla, serai-vestita, and Spelunc^e, in perfect con-
dition, averaging over 5 feet through. Jlr. Eastwood,
gr. to F. W. Tetley, Esq., Weetwood, Leeds, was
2d, with three good Tree Ferns, Dicksonia squarrosa,
Cibotium Schiedei, and Cyathea dealbata. Hardy
Ferns were well and numerously shown. For
twelve Mr. Thornber was 1st with a well-grown large

even lot; Mr. Frankland, gr. to J. Barran, Esq.,
Chapel-AUerton, Leeds, 2d, with smaller but nicely

grown plants ; Mr. Dixon, 3d. Six hardy Ferns :

Mr. Stevenson 1st, with a good six, the kinds distinct

—a point not always sufficiently considered by exhi-

bitors of this class of plants ; Mr. Thornber 2d.

LiLIUMS.—For these Mr. Eastwood was 1st, with
well flowered but pale varieties of auratum ; 2d, Mr.
T. Dale, gr., Armley Lodge, Leeds.

KoSES in pots were past tlieir best, except the
small plants. The season being too far advanced the
leading growers from the South were not able to put
in an appearance. For twelve Mr. H. May, Hope
Nurseries, Bedale, was 1st, as also for twenty in

9-inch pots ; Mr. Wright, gr, to G. Talbot, Esq.,
Leeds, 2d ; Mr. Dale, 3d. The plants in these col-

lections were nice and fresh, averaging some half-

dozen or over good flowers on each. For six in the
amateurs' class, no restriction as to size of pots, Mr,
Wright was 1st, Mr. Eastwood 2d, and Mr.
Sleightholro, gr. to Mrs. Wood, Armley, Leeds, 3d,

with fair examples of moderate sized plants.

Pelargoniums were an exhibition in themselves,
filling the centre stage (raised in tiers) of a large tent,

effectively divided down the middle by a row of tall

Fuchsias. There was a close run between Mr. May
and Mr. G. Edward, York, for twelve show varieties,

Mr. May taking 1st honours, Mr. Edward 2d. In the

winning group were finely-flowered examples of
Emperor, Captain John, Belle of the Ball, Queen of
Whites, Mary Hoyle, Perichs, and Rose Celestial.

Mr. Edward had, remarkably well done. Congress,
Royal Bride, Mrs. Harvey, Desdemona, Heirloom,
and Queen Bess. Mr. Eastwood was 3d. For six, in

the amateurs' class, Mr. Eastwood was 1st, with mode-
rate-sized, well-grown plants ; Mr, Winterbourne, gr,

to W, L. Joy, Esq., Weetwood Mount, Leeds, 2d.
Six fancies (open) ; For these Mr. Eastwood was also

1st, showing an even, well-flowered six ; Mr, Edward
2d, his plants being a few days short, or the tables

would have been turned between 1st and 2d j Mr.
Winterbourne 3d, his plants also insufficiently open.
Zonal Pelargoniums were large and profusely
bloomed, Mr, Winterbourne was 1st, with a splen-
did flowered lot, but containing too many red
kinds ; Mr. W. Winterbourne, gr. to T. Simp-
son, Esq., Weetwood, Leeds, 2d, with a better

assortment of colours, not quite so profusely
flowered ; Mr. Wright and Mr. Hodgson, gr. to

W. L. Jackson, Esq., Chapeltown, Leeds, equal 3d.

Six Nosegays : Mr. W, Winterbourne 1st, Mr. East-
wood 2d, Mr. Wright 3d. The competition in this

class was very close. Six Doubles : Messrs. H. F.
Smith & Son, Selby, 1st. Madame Michael Buchner
in this collection was very fine, bright pink, a profuse
flowerer. Six Tricolors : Mr, J, Lazenby, Apperley
Bridge, near Leeds, 1st, with large well coloured ex-

amples—equal 1st, Mr, Fox ; Mr. S. Hartley,
Flendingley Nursery, Leeds, 2d ; Mr. Edward 3d.

The plants shown in this class were well done, but
nothing new as to varieties. Six Bronze Pelargoniums:
Mr. S. Hartley 1st, with a finely coloured lot of
moderate-sized plants; Mr, Lazenby 2d, Mr, W,
Flodgson 3d.

Gloxinias, usually the most dejected-looking plants

brought to an exhibition, were here splendidly shown.
Mr. Sanley was 1st with a grand lot of seedlings,

having enormous flowers of a half-erect habit, and
fine in colour ; Mr. Eastwood 2d, Mr. Backhouse,
gr.. The Wyther, Kirkstall, Leeds, 3d.

Cut Roses were produced in considerable numbers,
and, for so backward a season, in good condition. Mr.
May was 1st for forty-eight with a very uneven lot,

containing some good flowers and some very inferior.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, 2d ; Mr, Turner,
Royal Nurseries, Slough, 3d, Mr, Turner was 1st

for thirty-six with a beautifully even collection ; Messrs,
Paul 2d, Mr. May 3d, In the class for twenty-
four Mr, Turner was again 1st, Messrs. Paul 2d,

Mr. May, 3d. Mr. Turner was awarded a First-class

Certificate, and a prize in addition, for a box of
twenty-four flowers of his fine new Rose, Miss Has-
sard, a pink, flesh-coloured variety, of great merit,

-very large, vigorous in habit, and having all the
appearance of a good grower. Messrs. Paul's new
H.P., Emily Laxton, received a First-class Certifi-

cate ; this also has, so far as can be judged from a
single bloom, the appearance of being a fine variety

—pink with a shade of violet, splendid petal, and
very full.

For six dinner-table decoration plants Mr, Thorn-
ber was 1st, with a good lot of plants, but a little too
large for the purpose ; Mr. Dixon, who was 2d, had
a smaller very nice lot ; Mr. Hubberstey was 3d, and
some of his also were too large.

Group of flowers arranged for the dinner-table :

Here Mr. Cypher was a long way ahead of the other
competitors, his exhibit being composed of good
flowers, most tastefully arranged, not overdone with
a profusion of colour. Mr. Wright was 2d ; Mr. J.
Slater, gr. to Mrs. Hill, Apperley Bridge, 3d. In
bridal bouquets there was a strong competition ; Mr.
Slater 1st, Mr. J. W. Jessop 2d. In the corre-
sponding class for ball-room bouquets Mr. House,
Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough, was ist ; Mr. Frank-
land 2d. Twelve bunches of cut flowers : These, as
always is the case when produced in quantity, were
very effective ; Messrs. Cole & Sons were 1st, with a
very fine collection, consisting of Ixoras, Heaths,
Allamandas, Stephanotis, Pimeleas, &c.

There was not a very large show of fruit. For
four dishes, Mr. Clark, The Gardens, Studley Royal,
Ripon, was Ist, showing Black Hamburgh Grapes, a
Melon, Prince Englebert Plums, and Violette Hative
Nectarines. Three bunches of Black, and three
bunches of White Grapes : Mr. Smith, gr. to W.
Blinkhorn, Esq., Waterdale, St. Helen's, was Ist ; his
Muscats were magnificent, good in bunch and berry,
and finely coloured. The Black Hamburghs accom-
panying them were also good. Mr. Wallis, gr., Kirby
Hall, York, was 2d, Mr, Smith was 1st for two
bunches Muscats, equal in quality to and larger than
those he exhibited in the class for six bunches. Lie
was also 1st for a Pine. Black Grapes, single dish :

Mr. Wood, gr. to A. Wilson, Esq., Tanby Hall,
Hull, was Ist with moderate-sized bunches, well-
coloured, and even in berry. Heaviest bunch of
Grapes : Ist, Mr. Wallis ; 2d, Mr. J. Noble, Boston
Spa, near Leeds. Dish of Peaches : 1st, Mr. Wood-
field, The Gardens, Osberton, Worksop. Nectarines
(small dish) : 1st, Mr. Westcott. Melons : 1st, Mr.
Woodfield. Cherries : 1st, Mr. Wallis ; 2d, Mr.
Eastwood, Strawberries in pots, six plants bearing
fruit : 1st, Mr, T, Watson ; 2d, Mr, Eastwood. Single
fruit tree in pot : 1st, Mr. B. Crowther, gr. to —
Feirn, Esq., Moortown ; 2d, Mr. Backhouse. Two
Pines in pots : 1st, Mr. Sleightholm. Brace of
Cucumbers : 1st, Mr. J, Clark,

Mr. Williams exhibited a fine group of new and
rare plants, for whicli he received an award. Messrs.

J. & W. Yates, The Nurseries, Heaton Norris,
l\Ianchester, also had a miscellaneous group of flower-
ing and fine-foliaged plants, which likewise received a
prize. {From a Comspondcnt.)

Royal Botanic : June 16.—This proved to bean
even better show than the last, the large show tent

being fairly filled with good things. Stove and green-
house flowering plants were perhaps in smaller num-
bers, but very good ; fine-foliaged plants very good
and plentiful, Orchids remarkably good for the
metropolis, .Pelargoniums quite first-rate, and of
new plants the show was exceedingly fine. During
the judging the rain came down in torrents, and
threatened to spoil the day as far as visitors were
concerned, but the afternoon proved fine, and there was
about the usual attendance. In the morning the Sultan
ofZanzibar and several members of his suite visited the
exhibition, and remained for some time in the tent and
grounds, with which his Highness appears to have
been highly gratified. He was especially pleased
with what he saw in the great tent, and, turning to
Dr. Badger, who, earlier in the day had been extol-

ling the beauty of Englishwomen, he said, " If your
Englishwomen are as beautiful as your flowers, this

country must indeed be a paradise," The Roses and
other cut flowers were examined with much interest,

and a grand new seedling Rose, shown by Messrs.
Paul & Son, and named in his honour that morning,
came in for a fair share of his approval. On depart-

ing he repeated, what he had said more than once
previously at other places, that he must return some
other time. It is stated that, when being driven
through the Park, he expressed his admiration of the

fine trees, but thought they would be better if they
bore fruit !

Stove and Greenhouse flowering and fine-

foliaged plants were, as usual, the leading features of
the exhibition, and as a whole they were of quite first-

rate quality, the only fault to be found being the old
one of sameness in the plants shown. Whatever may
be the case in the provmces, we in London certainly

suffer from over-doses of a certain set of plants which
it seems impossible to persuade our cultivators are

not the only things worth growing. Regularly as the

shows come round are the old familiar faces trotted

out, sometimes better and sometimes the worse for

their winter's rest, but always the same everlasting

Erica Cavendishiana (without which it would seem
that no metropolitan exhibitor considers a collection

complete), Clerodendron Balfourianum, Stephanotis
florlbunda, one or other of the common Aphelexis,
Dracoj byllum gracile, Darwinia tulipifcrn, an

AUamanda, an Ixora, an Azalea, one or two Heaths—and with these the changes are rung with un-
failing regularity, breeding a positive feeling of
contempt for plants whicli in themselves are beau-
tiful to a degree. For this the societies are the
most to blame, insomuch that they do nothing to
encourage young and rising men to enter the lists.

Lately Mr. Baines held the lead, now I\Ir. Ward
carries the trump card, and young growers naturally
ask what chance they have against such giants.
None at all, at present, but let the managers of exhi-
bitions offer liberal prizes to be competed for by men
who have never before shown in those particular
classes at their respective exhibitions—and after a man
has won, say, two or three Ist prizes, let him be
drafted into a champion class, to give those behind
him a chance—and a move out of the present dead-
lock must certainly be the result, to the decided gain
of all concerned. Unless some such scheme is carried
out the public, who are the main supporters of horti-
cultural exhibitions, must become more and more
tired of paying to see the same things, and it needs
no prophet to predict the final result. Let our readeis
compare the reports of the shows for the past
few years with those of to-day, and see what difftr-

ence they will find in the plants shown in the more
important classes. None at. all—the only dilTerence
is a slight variation from time to time in the names
of the exhibitors. Who will be the first to start a
reform ?

We must now come back to the subjects before us,
and have to state, as we have often done, that Mr.
Ward was Ist in all the classes he showed in, and well
1st, let it be said to his credit, notwithstanding the
objections before stated. In his group of twelve the
largest specimen was one over 6 feet through of Erica
Cavendishiana ; Kalosanthes Phrenix, 4 feet over, and
flowered as finely as it is possible to do it ; Erica
tricolor impressa, a large plant, nicely flowered

;

a specimen of Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, to
which the same observations apply ; Bougainvillea
glabra, a large plant, nicely bloomed ; Clerodendron
Balfourianum, &c. In a group of smaller plants from
Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., many of the
foregoing were again represented, the variations con-
sisting of Primula mirabilis and Ixora coccinea
superba, &c.

In the amateurs' class for six Mr. Ward staged
Ixora Williamsii, a grand plant with a profusion of
trusses over 6 inches across; Statice profusa. Erica
Cavendishiana, E. CandoUeana, Stephanotis florl-

bunda, all well-grown specimens. Mr. Childs, gr, to
Mrs, Tow, Ewel), and Mr, W, INIearing, gr. to W.
Whitley, Esq., Guildford, also competed. In the
nurserymen's class for six, Mr, B. S, Williams had
AUamanda grandiflora, 3 to 4 feet through, and very
well flowered ; a fine Dipladenia amabilis, and a very
large well-flowered Darwinia tulipifera, &c. From
Messrs. Jackson & Son came large and well-flowered
examples of Dracophyllum gracile, Aphelexis ma-
crantha purpurea, Bougainvillea glabra, Statice pro-
fusa, &c. Mr. Alorse also competed. Messrs. Jack-
son & Son also put up a neat lot of plants in the class

for twelve in 12-inch pots, but there was not a single
novelty amongst them.
The amateur's class for six fine-foliaged plants was

a particularly good one both as to numbers and
quality. A new exhibitor here, Mr. Sirahan, gr. to

P. Crowley, Esq., Croydon, had large and very finely

coloured specimens of Croton angustifolium and varie-

gatum ; a perfect plant of Dracaena australis, about
6 feet high ; a good Phormium tenax variegatum,
Alocasia Lowii, cS:c. From Mr. Child came amongst
others a very fine plant of the Tasmanian Gleichenia
dicarpa, and a very taking lot from Mr. Legg, gr. to

S. Ralli, Esq., included a handsome pair of pyramidal
Crotons—Weismanni and interruptum, a handsome
Geonoma pumila, and grand plants of Dieffenbachia
Bausei and Alocasia Lowii, Mr, D, Donald also

competed, with a very handsome Cycas circinalis, Cro-
ton angustifolium and variegatum, both very fine, a
a large Pandanus elegantissimus, &c. In the nursery

-

men's class JNIr, B, S. Williams staged two large Crotons,
a very fine Livistonia Cycas, Pandanus, and Gleich-
enia, all in the best of condition. Miscellaneous con-
tributions in this section consisted of an exceedingly
fine group of Dracaenas, and a smaller one of Crotons
from Mr. Bull ; an attractive group of small Palms
from Mr. J. H. Ley, Croydon, and a collection of
Caladiums from Mr. Clark, gr. to A, Shuker, Esq

,

Hampstead,

The collection of Orchids brought together was as

large and as good in quality as any that has been
seen for some time in the South of England, the bank
usually devoted to them being very well filled on this

occasion. In the amateurs' class for six Mr. Denning,
gr. to Lord Londesborough, contributed a fine group,
including a beautiful bit of Dendrobium Bensonae,
D. formc'Sum, with fourteen very large flowers

;

Oncidium Lanceanum, a very strong spike, the flowers

on which were particularly large and bright ; La;lia

purpurata, with three spikes ; Aerides crispum Lind-
leyanum, with two fine spikes ; and Anguloa Clowesii,

very fine. From Mi-. J. W.ird, gr. to F. G, Wilkins,
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Esq., came, amongst others, a plant of Masdevallia
Harryana, with fifteen brigluly coloured flowers ;

Odontoglossum Bluntci, nicely bloomed ; I'halifnopsis

amabilis, with eight spikes, iS:c. Lycaste aromatica
and Vanda suavis were nicely shown by Mr. Childs,

and Acineta Ilumboldtii, with two good spikes, was
shown in a group from Mr. R. Ritchie, gr. to K. 11.

Trance, Esq. In the corresponding class for nursery-
men Mr. 15. .S. Williams showed a grand pan of
Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Aerides odoratum
majus, with fifteen spikes, gr.icefully arranged in two
tiers ; a fine Cattlcya Mossi.c, &c. In another class

for twelve Mr. Williams contributed a strong and
nicely flowered jilant of Cypripedium spectabile.

Orchis foliosa, with eighteen spikes and prettily

coloured ; Vanda tricolor insignis, with four nice
spikes j Cattleya Mossi.e, large and well flowered

;

Lailia purpurata, Vanda Batemanni, &c. A con-
tribution to the same class from Messrs. Jackson &
^5on included a fine and well-dowered Epidendrum
crassifolium, and nice plants of the following Aerides :

—Lindleyana, odorata, Lirpent^, crispum, and
virens Dayana, iS;c. A specimen of Cattlcya lobata,

with ten good spikes of nicely-coloured flowers, came
with others from Mr. E. Morse, of Epsom. Mr. f.

Ward, Mr. G. Wheeler, and Mr. H. Heims, gr. to

l'\ A. Philbrick, Esq., Regent's Park, were the com-
petitors in the amateurs' class for twelve— the first-

named having a pretty bit of Dendrobium M 'Carthix,

a remarkably healthy plant of Epidendrum vittelinum
majus, with two spikes of brilliant flowers ; a good
Odontoglossum Bluntii, also a fine (Jncidium am-
l^liatum, Masdevallia Ilarryana, lS:c. Mr. Ileimes
h.ad, amongst others, a large and very healthy plant
of Aerides odoratum majus, with from twenty-five to

thirty spikes, but hardly yet in bloom enough ; Stan-
hopea oculata, with two large spikes ; and a small
plant of rhakrnopsis grandiflora aurea, with seven
very fine blooms.
Amongst exotic Ferns, in the amateurs' class, were

a grand specimen of Davallia Mooreana, and fine

young plants of Dicksonias and Cyatheas from Mr.
k. Ritchie, gr. to R. II. Prance, Esq. ; a nice ex-
ample of Adianlum cardiochlicna, &c. , from Mr. D.
Donald ; a very good Acrophorus immersus and nice
Adiantum farleyense, &c., from Mr. T. Sheen, gr. to

D. E. Brook, E-q., Highgate. Mr. Carr and Mr.
Child were also competitors, and Mr. B. S. Williams
was the only representative of the nurserymen with a
very fine group. Heaths were not so well represented
as usual, and as no novelties were introduced we may
only state that Mr. Ward was 1st amongst amateurs,
and Messrs. Jackson & Son amongst nurserymen.
The only collection of herbaceous plants worthy of
notice was a group from Mr. R. Parker, wliich was
really a fine display of good things.

Florists' flowers were capitally represented by show
and fancy Pelargoniums, and fairly well by Roses and
Zonal Pelargoniums. In the class for nine show
varieties Mr. Ward again came in 1st, but he was
run very close by Mr. James, gr. to W. F. Watson,
Esq., Isleworth, whose plants were not so large, but
very highly finished. The most perfectly coloured
varieties in Mr. Ward's group were Caractacus,
Ejcample, Maid of Honour, Prince Leopold, and Con-
llagralum. Mr. Turner also competed, and superbly
beautiful were the colours of such varieties as Charle-
magne, Ruth, and Imperator. Mr. James also con-
titbuted a nicely finished group to the class for six, in
which Mr. G. King, gr. to R. Feen, Esq., Esher,
also competed with very creditable examples. The
two last-named exhibitors also took the lead with
fancies, Mr. James' six plants being in all respects
most admirable, while those from hii rival were but
little inferior. The most striking varieties repre-
sented were Ellen Beck, Princess Teck, Acme,
Mrs. Graham, Roi des Fantaisies, Lucy, Mrs.
Alfred Wigan, and Madame Sainton- Dolby. In
the zonal class for six, Mr. G. King far outdistanced
the other competitors with a very well-grown lot,

which individually measured from 3 to 4 feet over,
well clothed with good foliage and nicely bloomed.
A specimen of Clipper was most attractive from all

points, its brilliant colour showing up well under
canvas. The other varieties were— Delightful, white
with salmon eye ; Lc Grand, a dark scarlet nosegay

;

Rose Rendatler, pink ; Gloire de Corbeny, salmon-
red ; and Mrs. William Paul, pink. The next best
came from Mr. Cailin, gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, Finchley,
whose hand with these plants seems to have lost its

cunning the last few year.s. Of nine Roses in pots
the exhibitors were Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt,
who had a very effective group of medium-sized speci-
men.?. The same firm also contributed a grand lot of
small flowering plants in pots, and a smaller collection
came from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, who, with Mr.
Turner, were also the contributors of some exceed-
ingly fine cut blooms.

The exhibition of new plants consi^,ted of four
splendid groups set up by Messrs. Veitch, Mr. W.
Bull, Mr. Williams, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson
& Son, and which occupied the four beds in the
centre of the tent. In Messrs. Veitch's group we
noticed Alsophila hiilo, an elegant bipinnale Tree

Fern ; Asplcnium fcruhaceum, a Columbian species,
with minutely cut fronds, the pinnules of which are
deflexed from the secondary rachides ; a vigorous-
growing New Caledonian Fern named Davallia
Voungii, possibly a species of Dennslxdtia, with the
fronds cut into very fine segments; Drac;>'na Tayloil,
a dense-habited broad-leaved form bred between mag-
nifica and Mooreana, and of a deep bronzy hue

;

Platyccrium Willinckii, described and figured by us
'It P- 303 ; Anthurium cordifolium, a shining green-
leaved species, with the basal lobes rounded and
forming an open sinus, the blade itself somewhat
elongated ; Nepenthes rubra, a dwarf and rare .species

of Pitcher-plant ; Zamia W.allisii, a species in the way
of Z. Skinneri, the one leaf having a reddish thorny
petiole and a few large lanceolate plaited pinnx'
a foot long ; the purple-leaved Peach, with dull
s<anguineous purple leaves ; lietula purpurea, .also

with leaves of a deep dull reddish purple, both
these being good shrubbery plants ; Begonia Emperor,
a very fine orange-scarlet variety of the new bulbous
section ; and three Gloxinias, namely, Liscrc d'Argent,
erect-flowered, bright crimson with white edge, very
telling ; M.adame Patti, a very large drooping flowered
red, p.ale .at the edge with purple throat ; and Marquis
of Lome, a drooping lilac-purple, with the pure white
of the throat bordered by purple. In Mr. Bull's group
the principal subjects were Kentia Moorei, the true
plant, a very elegant stout-growing greenhouse Palm,
with drooping dark green leaves ; Croton picturatum,
a curious and striking form, with the green leaves
mottled with yellow and red, and the blade some-
times interrupted, with leafy appendages, sometimes
ribbon-like and twisted, iS inches long ; Draca-narex,
a tall strong.growing erect form, with bronzy leaves,

and free coppery red variegation ; D. triumphans, a tall-

growing, narrow-leaved spreading dark purplish form,
very distinct ; D. rubella, a short pointed-leaved sort,

dark green, with broad bright rosy red edge and
variegation ; Anthurium Scherzerianum album ; Sib-
thorpia europa;a variegata, a pretty white-margined
variety, adapted for baskets ; Lomaria dobroydensis,
an elegant fern with bipinnatifid sterile and erect
elegantly toothed fertile fronds ; Lomaria capensis, a
fine pinnate tree-like Fern, in a finely developed con-
dition ; and Cibotium Menziesii, a Tree Fern of the
Sandwich Islands, with a black scaly stem, .and large
spreading bipinnate fronds, glaucous beneath. Mr.
Williams showed a group of fine things, amongst
which Zamia Lindeni, a pinnate species with the
pinna serrated near the tip ; and Pellrea ornithopus, a
dwarf evergreen Fern, with small glaucous pinnules,
were the most strikingly novel—Mr. Van Houtte's
two Bertolonias which came in the collection, having
been .already dealt with. In Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Sons' group the most noticeable subjects were
Zamia calocoma, an elegant species, with a mode-
rately thick stem, 2 feet high, and pinnate fronds
with numerous close-set narrow linear leaflets

;

Draca;na Princess of Wales, a distinct-looking,
slender, narrow-leaved sort, the leaves being re-
curved, the older ones green, and the young strongly
riiarked with a blended creamy-red variegation

;

Sedum californicum, a rosulate-growing species, bear-
ing some resemblance to Saxilraga rosularis,
the flowering stems about 6 inches high, and bear-
ing bright yellow flowers; and Saxifraga notata,
a small compact-growing rosulate species, with oblong-
toothed leaves. All the above received the Certifi-
cates awarded by this Society for novelties. The
respective groups, moreover, comprised many other
interesting subjects which we have not space to
notice, amongst them .an interesting group of
Echeverias from Messrs. Henderson, the best of
which had been previously certificated, as was the
case also with several of the so-called novelties shown
in the other groups. Some very promising Drac.-cnas
in Messrs. Veitch's group needed further develop-
ment

; indeed, these plants are becoming so numerous
through hybridisation, that it is necessary to be rather
chary before commending a new kind.
Amongst the seedling florists' flowers some Certi-

ficates were given to several Pelargoniums from Mr.
C. Turner and others, the names of which appear in the
advertised list in another column. They were flowers
of good quality, fairly up to the usual mark of excel-
lence, distinct, but not exhibiting any striking novelty
of character. .\ Rose, shown by Messrs. Paul & Son,
appropriately named Sultan of Zanzibar, in comme-
moration of his Highness's visit to the show, was re-
markable for its high colour, a dark crimson, flashing
with brighter crimson, but not over large. The new
double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, Konig
Albert, with double Idac flowers, shown by Mr. Bull,
seems to be a break in the right direction.

Royal Ploiticultural : June iC—The Hon. and
Rev. J. T. Boseawcn in the chair. The Rev. M. J.
Berkeley announced the awards made by the Fruit
and Floral Committees, and expressed his regret that
there were so few practical men present (there being
01 ly fourteen persons, including members of Council,
in the room when the meeting began), as he had some
important observations to make with reference to a

new form of Potato disease which at present seems to

be confined to the American varieties only ; and con-
cerning which he should have been glad of the
opinions of growers. In the gardens at Chiswick the
American varieties, and especially the Early Rose,
were sadly affcctetl with some form of disease com-
municated from the tuber to the haulm. He had
only been able to make a superficial examination at

present, but he thought it might prove analogous
to the " curl," a disease well known to the writers of
old works on agriculture, but which has not been
seen in England for many years past. [See report of
Scientific Committee below.]

Mr. Alexander Dean attributed the disease in the
haulm, to which Mr. Berkeley had referred, to the
fact that owing to the drought of last season there
was existing in the seed tubers much dormant
disease that had not during the winter developed into

rot, as was usually the case. These tubers when
planted, although apparently sound, had yet, when
they came in contact with the moist earth, developed
disease—had, in fact, rolled, hence the immature
haulm. In all cases where the seed tubers were cut
they were quite rotten, and, in the case of whole tubers
found under the diseased haulm, they would be found
firm, but would prove to be diseased when cut. The
appearance of this disease in the American kinds
more than in the ICnglish ones he attributed to the
fact that the American varieties produced large tubers,

which have to be cut before planting, hence the
greater mortality .amongst them. If this was a new
disease he could assert that English kinds were not
quite free from it, and it was desirable to have further

information about it before any stamping-out measures
were resorted to.

SciENTlt-lc Committee.—Andrew Murray, Esq.,

in the chair.

Conophatlus liu!li!/cr.—T:\m Rev. M. J. Berkeley
exhibited the spadix of this plant, which he had
raised among some tubers received from India. In
Burmah the stalk of this or some allied species was
eaten in place of Asparagus.

Diseased Pota/os.—A letter was read from the Hon.
Secretary of the Wiltshire Horticultural Society
relating to some diseased Potatos, upon which Mr.
Berkeley remarked that he had recently found the
American varieties at Chiswick, especially the Early
Rose, dreadfully affected with disease, communicated
from the tuber to the haulm. Mr. Berkeley had
hitherto been only able to make a superficial exami-
nation, but he suggested that possibly the disease in

question was analogous to the *' curl," a disease well-

known many years ago, but since then not noticed.

He had found in the cells of the leaf an obscure
fungoid organism— a species of Protomyces. Mr.
Berkeley promised to give a further report on another
occasion. Dr. Masters observed that he had noticed
the same disease affecting one particular plot of Potatos
growing among others in a field by the sea near P'olke-

stone. It was suggested, moreover, that Mr. Barron
be requested to report on the subject.

Paraptay Tea.—Mr. Bateman exhibited a package
of the Paraguay Tea, Ilex paragu.atnsis, together with
the gourd and strainer used by the natives in the pre-
paration of this Tea, as figured in Hooker's Journal
of Botany many years since.

Peach Blister.—Ut. W. G. Smith exhibited a
beautiful coloured drawing of the mould which is

associated with the Peach blister. The mould
(Ascomyces deformans) is apparently entirely super-
ficial, although the tissue of the leaf is much thickened
and the cells altered in shape. The fungus was clearly

ascophorous, but Mr. Berkeley suggested that the
same fungus might produce basidia.

Piist on Pear Leaves.—Mr. Murray exhibited leaves
affected with Rcestelia cancellata, the rust of which is

stated to be a stage of the orange gelatinous fungus
occasionally found on the Savin (Podisoma). The only
remedy is to pick the leaves off and burn them.

All Uiuicsirable Pool-pniner, i^c.—Dr. Masters
exhibited on the part of the Rev. H. N. Ellacombe a
portion of the root of an Apple nearly gnawn through
by the Water Vole, as already alluded to in these
columns. Dr. Masters also showed Cheiranthus
Cheiri var. gynantherus, an old and curious variety, to
show that the peculiarity was reproduced from seed.

TraJ} door Spider.—Dr. Hooker sent for exhibition
the nest of a trap-door spider, found in the bark of a
tree at Uitenhage, Port Elizabeth, South Africa,
where it was obtained by Mr. Bidwell, a member of
the Legislative Assembly of Cape Town. The nest
and the lid were so nearly like the bark itself,

that it was with difficulty the lid could be seen, and it

was with some difficulty that the lid could be raised, as
the insect was still within the nest. Mr. Murray sug-
gested that the spider had taken possession of the
empty cocoon of a molli (Bombyx), and had woven a
lid to it with silk and fragments of bark.

Larch Disease.—A letter was read from Dr. Cooke
calling attention to some remarks of his in Crcz'illea,

iii.
, p. 136, in which a similar conclusion as to

Corlicium amorphum was arrived at to that expr ssed
by Mr. Berkeley at the last meeting.
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Fkuit Committee. — Henry Webb, Esq., in
the chair. From T. Laxton, Esq , Stamford, came
examples of a seedling Strawberry named Pioneer, of
fine size and colour, and in shape lilie a pincushion.
Mr. Laxton also sent several clusters that the com-
mittee might taste them, and it was seen that only
the first fruit of these clusters came of a pincushion
shape, all the others being conical, and the com-
mittee were of opinion that there were already better
varieties of that form in cultivation. Mr. Laxton also
sent a promising seedling Pea, named Dr. Hogg,
slightly curved, about 4 inches long, and of a dark
green colour, the pods being fairly well filled. The
committee would not pass any opinion upon it with-
out tasting them boiled, and for that there was not
enough, so that it will probably be grown at Chis-
wick.

Floral Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair.
The Counter-attraction at Regent's Park drew away
all but a mere handful of things from this meet-
rg, and it was consequently of insignificant pro-
portions. First-class Certificates were awarded to
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons for Adiantum Hender-
Eoni, a very graceful Fern ; and for Begonia Emperor,
a very fine novelty, distinguished by its large flowers,
great breadth of petals, and bright vermilion colour

;

to Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamford, for a double
white or blush white Zonal Pelargonium named Wil-
frid ; and to Messrs. Cripps & Sons, for Clematis
Grand Duchess, white, delicately tinted with pink, a
large flower, but wanting in the breadth of the sepals
which distinguishes the more recent introductions in
this class, and poor beside Alba Magna. Cut flowers
of Crinum amabile came from Mr. Ross, gr. to C.
Eyre, Esq. ; and from the Society's garden at Chis-
wick came several small but well-flowered plants
of the fine scarlet Scutellaria Mocciniana. Messrs.
James Carter & Co. showed a Coleus named The
Mandarin, with large deeply cut leaves of a chocolate-
red colour margined with yellow. Mr. R. Dean,
Ealing, sent bedding Pansy Othello, almost black, of
fine form and not over large, with a neat habit ; a
sinall plant of Primula Scotica, a pretty little species,
with violet-mauve coloured flowers ; and cut flowers
of a fine strain of Canterbury Bells.

Bitterns and West End Horticultural:
fune 9.—This annual exhibition, which may be said
to take the form of a village fete, was held in the
pretty grounds of Brownlow, Bitterne, the residence
of J. J. P. Hoare, Esq. Not the least interesting of
the features belonging to this show is that the wealthy
supporters of it give the use of the grounds in turn
for the show, and among the class of society resident
in the district the exhibition takes the form of a social
reunion, and it is the invariable rule for a recherchi
luncheon to be laid out in a tent provided by the host
for the entertainment of his visitors. The annual ex-
hibition is supported with great cordiality by all
classes, and the children of the neighbouring schools
are invited to share in the floral festival.

The leading feature was the spirited competition in
the class for a group of nine plants, Mr. Cox, gr. to
Lady Glass, being 1st with well-grown examples of
Caladium esculentum, a large cone-shaped specimen
of Panicum variegatum in fine condition, Dracsena
terminalis versicolor, DieflTenbachia Bowmani, Anthu-
rium magnificum. Begonia nitida, &c. Captain Andrew,
R.N., was 2d, having nice examples of the following
Ferns :—Cyathea princeps, Croton variegatum, Tham-
nopteris australasica, Dicksonia antarctica, Dracffina
terminalis, &c. Mr. Blandford, gr. to Mrs. Hazeefoot,
and Mr. Smith, gr. to B. Ayre, Esq., were equal 3d,
having nice groups of foliage and flowering plants
combined. Mr. Blandford was the only exhibitor of
six stove and greenhouse plants in flower, having
well-grown and flowered examples of Cleroden-
dron Balfourianum, Bougainvillea glabra, Stepha-
notis floribunda, Dendrobium nobile, extra fine

;

Rhynchospermum jasmmoides, and an Azalea. Mr.
Blandford had the best six Ferns : very nice examples
indeed of Adiantum macrophyllum, A. cuneatum, A.
pedatum, and Pteris cretica albo-lineata, very clean
and finely marked, were among them. A capital
group of hardy Ferns was staged by Mr. Smith, er.
to B. Ayre, Esq.

Fuchsias, handsomely grown pyramid plants, were
nicely shown by Mr. Blandford, and consisted of
Cremorne, Wiltshire Lass, Wave of Life—the well
coloured golden leaves contrasting well with the dark
flower.s, marginala, Rose of Castile, and striata
perfecta, white tube and sepals and red corolla, which
Indistinctly striped with white.

Show Pelargoniums were nicely done by Mr. Bland-
ford and Mr. Cox, who were placed equal 1st with
six plants. The former had Pliny, Fair Ellen, Adam
Bede, Rose Celestial, Eugene Duval, and La France.
Mr. Cox's leading plants were William Bull, finely
coloured ; Adam Bede, and Bridesmaid. Mr. Cum-
mings, gr. to J. J. P. Hoare, Esq., had a capital col-
lection of variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, even in
size, well grown, and nicely coloured, consisting of
Prince Silverwings, Italia Unita, Mrs. Turner,

Beauty, Princess Beatrice, Minnie, Lady Cullum,
Empress Eugenie, and Mrs. John Clutton. Mr.
Blandford, who was placed 2d, had nice examples of
Fascination, Mrs. Turner, Princess of Wales, Lass o'

Gowrie, and Louisa Smith.
Mr. Smith was the only exhibitor of six double

Petunias, six herbaceous Calceolarias, six Gloxinias,
and six Achimenes, all well grown, and deserving a
place in any London show. The best specimen plant
was a capital Dendrobium nobile, from Mr. Bland-
ford.

There is always a spirited competition for twelve
cut Roses, and some of the amateur cultivators do
this flower remarkably well round Bitterne. Mr.
Alfred Jackson, the champion cultivator, was again
1st, having fine blooms of Maurice Bernardin,
Madame Bernardin, John Hopper, Lamarque—very
fine ; Gloire de Bordeaux, Marechal Niel, Madame
Moreau, Climbing Devoniensis, E.xposition de Brie,
Celine Forestier—very fine and full ; General Jacque-
minot, and Charles Lefebvre. Mr. Blandford and Mr.
Smith were placed equal 2d, their best flowers being
Marechal Niel, La France, Gloire de Dijon, Charles
Lefebvre, Marquis de Castellane, and Madame
WiUermoz.
A large number of prizes are given to cottagers for

flowers, fruit, and vegetables ; and the children of the
various schools are encouraged to make up nosegays
of flowers, both from the gardens and hedges, and the
results, on the whole, are quite satisfactory.

Some excellent Vines, in pots, of Black Hamburgh
and Buckland Sweetwater, bearing ripe fruit, and
trained to umbrella-shaped wire frames, were shown
by Mr. Amy, gr. to G. H. Sheriff, Esq., Netley
Castle, propagated from eyes put in in January, 1S74.
Some good Strawberries, in pots, came from the same
exhibitor. Some fruit was staged, and very good
collections of vegetables.

The only exhibitor of a group of twenty-four plants
in the nurserymen's class was Mr. J. Kingsbury,
Bevois Valley, Southampton ; and he also staged some
new Zonal and Hybrid Nosegay Pelargoniums of his
own raising, including Exquisite, very fine orange-
crimson. A double white Fuchsia named Kingsbury-
ana is very fine and showy. A strikingly variegated
Petunia, the leaves broadly margined with pale
yellow, was an attractive object.

Linnean Society.—Dr. Allman, F.R.S., Presi-
dent, in the chair.

Professor Thiselton Dyer exhibited, on the part of
Mr. Archer of Dublin, specimens of Stephanosphajra,
an Alga allied to Volvox, and having a similar
gyratory motion. The specimens were remarkable
from the extreme rarity of the species, which is found
in one small pool at Bray Head, and nowhere else in
Britain.

Mr. Miers communicated an elaborate paper on the
BarringtoniaccEe, which will probably - appear in the
Society's Transactions.

Dr. Trimen exhibited specimens of two species or
varieties new to Britain, viz., Zannichellia polycarpa,
found in the Orkneys and by most botanists considered
to be a variety of Z. palustris, and Carex omithopoda.

Mr. Moore exhibited specimens of a species of
Hibiscus with laciniated petals, found in south-east
Tropical Africa by Dr. Kirk, and which Professor
Oliver suggested might possibly be the wild form of
H. rosa sinensis, which is only known in a cultivated
state in India and China. Dr. Masters doubted
whether the specimen could be considered a normal
one, and thought it more probable it was an accidental
monstrosity. He commented on the interesting rela-

tion exhibited by the laciniated petals and the branched
stamens.

Dr. Gilbert read a paper on Fairy Rings, which
naturally occur on poor pasture land and are usually
driven out by manures. Fungi, as a class, are remark-
able for the relatively large quantities of nitrogen they
contain ; but in the experimental plots at Rothamsted,
fairy rings occur especially on those plots which are
the poorest in nitrogen and potash. An interesting
correspondence was thus manifested between these
fungi and leguminous plants in general, which though
also containing a large proportion of nitrogen are by
no means specially benefited by the application of
nitrogenous manures. Seeing that the fungi are also
not benefited by nitrogenous manures, though con-
taining so much nitrogen, it becomes a most important
question to ascertain from what sources they derive
their nitrogen, whether from the air, the soil, or from
other plants on which they may be parasitic. In
other words, are the manurial conditions favourable
to the growth of the fungi, or are these plants better
able to hold their own, under the circumstances,
than are the grasses and other plants, or have the
fungi the power of assimilating nitrogen from the air
or from the soil ?

An interesting discussion followed, in the course of
which Professor Dyer spoke of the different ways in
which fungi procured their food ; and Dr. Masters
called attention to the different conditions under which
Mushrooms were grown by the gardener, who always
supplied large quantities of nitrogenous manure.

Seemg what great differences sometimes existed be-
tween two nearly allied grasses as to their nutrition
he considered it highly probable that similar differences
occurred among different species of fungi.

Florists' Flowers.
Carnations, Pinks, &c.—We are in danger of

bemg bewildered amongst the many beautiful varie-
ties now in cultivation of some of our choice florist
flowers. In fact, when we come to examine the lists
published annually by nurserymen, we are confused
and unable to choose out of the hundreds of names of
heroes, statesmen, public singers, botanists, clergy-
men, and lots of others, given to our favourite Carna-
tions, Pansies, Roses, &c. Many botanical authors
of the lumping school have long decried the splitting
up of the Rubi, Roses, and Willows of even our
hmited British flora ; but this is nothing when com-
pared with floral varieties. However, there are
those, especially amateur cultivators, whose opinion
is far more to be relied upon than that of nurserymen,
because it is unbiassed. If our friends would come out
and help us to riddle these lists of the worthless varie-
ties, and tell us from actual observation and experience
which specimens they have proved to be valuable, and
worthy of a nook in the garden border, they would do
immense surface, as well as perform an act of kind-
ness. For my own part, having paid close attention,
during the past few seasons, to Carnations, Picotees,
and Pinks, not only in my limited collection, but to
those of several large nurseries and cultivators of
these novelties, I can honestly recommend your readers
who are about to purchase their spring plants to
secure the following varieties, which are in their way
really first-class, excellent, and distract in colour, &c.,
from all others. If the florist will supply them true
to name, no purchaser will be disappointed.

Pinks.
Elcho, Lady Craven, John Ball, Shiriey Hibberd, Per-

fection, G. Jeans, Agnes, and Mrs. McLean.

Picotees.
Bright red edge : Miss Turner, W. Summers, Ada

Mary.
Dark red edge ; John Smith, Lord Valentine.
Light purple edge : Mary, Princess of Wales,

National.

Light-edge rose : Mrs. Fisher, Maid of Clifton, Rosy
Circle.

Dark rose edge : Flower of the Day, Scarlet Queen.
Dark purple edge : Mrs. Summers, Admiration, Picco.
Perpetual flowering vars.: Prince of Orange, Ascot

Yellow.

Carnations.
Rose flakes

; John Kiel, Queen Boadicea, Lovelv
Ann.

Purple flakes : Squire Meynell, Dr. Foster, True Blue.
Scarlet flakes : Annihilator, William Cowper, Sly.
Scarlet bizarres ; Dreadnought, John Norman.
Pink bizarres

; Falconbride, Captivation, Purity,
Fanny.
Crimson bizarres : Eccentric Jack, Warrior, Earl of

Zetland, Colonel North, Lamplighter. R.

Law Notes.
Action for Damage done by Fowls to a

Garden.—At the Bloomsbury County Court on
Thursday last, before the presiding Judge, G. Lake
Russell, Esq., the case of Beaman v. Cummings was
heard, in which the plaintiff, described as a gentle-

man fond of floricultural pursuits, and residing at

53, Lawford Road, Kentish Town, sued the defendant,
residing atNo. 55 in the same road, for damage done to
the flowers in the plaintiff's garden by the trespass of
the defendant's poultry, and for money paid by the
plaintiff in respect of the following particulars

—

namely, 54 dozen of choice Carnations, costing^2 6/.,
and iSj-. lor damage done to the plaintiff's garden,
and for the gardener's time in replacing the same.
Mr. Charles Williams appeared as solicitor for the
plaintiff, and Mr. Wright for the defence. The plain-
tiff being called, stated he took great pride in his
garden, which was continually invaded by the
defendant's fowls, and he had frequently warned the
defendant to restrain his fowls, but as he (the
defendant) had taken no heed of the plaintift's remon-
strances, the present action was brought.
The plaintiff's gardener was called, who proved

that the damage sued for was done, and the amounts
charged were fair and reasonable ; he further stated
that as many as twenty of the defendant's fowls over-
ran the plaintiff's garden, that he had many times re-
paired the damage done by them, and that it was
quite impossible to keep the garden in proper order.

Mr. Wright, called the defendant, who said every
precaution had been used by him to restrain his fowls,
but even if any damage had been done, St/, each for a
common flower like a Carnation was a preposterous
price.

The learned Judge thought that this was not so,

and was of opinion that, as the defendant had not pro-
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perljf restrained his poultry from committing depreda-

tions, he must pay for the damage done.

Judgment was accordingly given for the full amount
claimed, with costs of attorney and one witness.

1\i iilla iarben.

Fruit Trees : Waterinc, Mulching, and
Syringino.—Some attention to these is now abso-

lutely necessary if the Villa gardener would have well-

matured and ripened crops of fruit ; and, secondly,

his trees prepared to ensure productiveness another

year. Fruit trees require constant attention at this

season, and on the discharge of these attentions de-

pends much of the perfection of the fruit crop. And
now for a few simple yet very necessary directions.

First, are the wall trees— Peaches, Nectarines, Apri-

cots, Plums, Cherrie?, Pears, &c.—showing signs of

suffering from the continuance of the dry weather?

The symptoms are soon apparent : the leaves curl and

get a yellow tint, the points of the shoots are brown,

and thcyseein incapable of putting forth an effort, and

the trees get a general languid appearance, as if ex-

hausted after some severe exertion. We are daily

observing trees getting into this state, where they are

planted in a gravelly soil, and it is thought it is all

owing to blight, little dreaming it arises from want of

moisture at the roots. When soils are poor and

sandy that most-to-be-abhorred pest the red-spider is

likely to attack fruit trees, and if it once gets the

upper hand the results are pitiable.

Where the drought is felt, let a trench some 4 inches

or so in depth be opened round the stem of the tree,

drawing the soil back and placing it round the open-

ing so as to form the earthworks of a bay. Then pour

in plenty of water, thoroughly saturating the roots. If

the family washing be done at home, secure all the

warm soap-suds for this purpose, and use them also

for syringing the trees. At all events syringe plenti-

fully and frequently during drought. Having poured

a good supply of water into the trench, fill it in with

a layer of manure, and pour water on it occasionally

as long as the dry weather lasts. Thorough root

waterings and the free use of the syringe soon effect a

renewal of the health of the trees, but an attentive

and thoughtful gardener will not suffer his wall trees

to get harm through dryness at the roots. Our wall

trees are all in a stiff clayey loam, in which they have

rooted deeply, and in the driest weather they do not

suffer, but we syringe freely at this time of year, and

the surface roots thereby become nicely moistened.

We invariably syringe our trees of a morning, and

that for the main reason that if done at night it

induces the snails to visit and cluster about the trees,

and they are then very apt to commence eating the

fruit when swelling into size. Where there is much
undergrowth about the trees snails will congregate,

and when a shower falls they get into motion and

make for the walls, and by examining the trees at

that time a good many are captured. Water and

mulch the trees at the roots, and syringe the branches

occasionally when the weather is dry, and healthy

trees can hardly fail to be obtained.

Summer Pruning : Stopping and Thinning.
—The common error of setting to work and cutting

out almost every young shoot made by a Peach, Nec-
tarine or Apricot tree, on the ground that there is

already enough wood in it, is one to be avoided.

It is an error too frequently committed by inex-

perienced gardeners, who are under the impression

that if the young wood be left on the tree the fruit

must suffer. A good cultivator husbands the resources

of his tree, but this plan is like calling on them almost

beyond their capacities. Don't be afraid that, because

a healthy young growth is distributed on the tree, that

therefore the fruit cannot be matured. The renewal

of a tree, /..?., the laying in of the young wood that

shall bear bud and blossom for another year, is a most

important matter, and it is done during the summer
months. The thing to be done is to lay in certain of

the shoots, either to fill up bare spaces, if any exist,

or to take the place of spent wood that should be cut

away at pruning time n;;xt winter, and it should be
laid in by fastening u to the wall with a nail and
shred or by means of a lie made to a nail in the wall,

or by fastening the shoots to wires if provided. Some-
times the main trunk of a tree, as well as its lead-

ing branches, will send out strong gross shoots, but
unless required to form a branch they should be cut

away. The young wood to be retained is that of a

moderate wiry growth ; from such fruit may be looked

for another year. All the shoots not required for lay-

ing in should be quite removed, cutting them away
close to the base. This allows the air to circulate

among the trees ; it assists in the development of the

fruit crop, and aids the ripening of the fruit-bearing

wood for the following year. A lesson or two from

a neighbouring gardener—and we have always found

them ready and wiUing to assist and instruct the

inexperienced— is of great value at this time ; it is of

more practical utility than the laying down of the

simplest rules.

Thinning out the fruit is so important a matter

when the crop is numerous, that its contemplation as

a duty carries a pang to the heart of many a Villa

Gardener. Naturally enough he wants all the fruit

he can get, and he is very loth to thin it out. He has

our warmest sympathies, but he must be taught. One
of our cleverest fruit gardeners, Mr. William Wild-

smith, of Ileckfield Gardens, writing on this subject,

says:—"Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, should

now be finally thinned ; were this always completed

before stoning commenced there would be fewer

complaints of fruit droppings at the stoning period.

It is the excessive demand for nourishment made on

the trees by the fruit at this critical period that causes

it to drop. Hence the importanceof thinning. It is,

therefore, best by judicious thinning to ensure a crop,

rather than, by leaving a large number, peril the chances

of having any at all. Young trees must not be over-

cropped ; older vigorous trees can carry more." Some
one once laid down the rule that each fruit should

have a space of at least six square inches on a tree,

and let it be remembered that it is always best to

have some fruit of large size and fine quality than a

larger number of less attractive produce, smaller in

size, and lacking quality.

Pyramid and Bush Fruit Trees.—At this time

of the year these also require attention, especially as

it has come to be a recognised fact among gardeners

that in the matter of hardy fruits, such as Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries, summer pinching is

preferable to winter pruning. Our trees are now
making a vigorous growth, and we allow all shoots

required to extend the tree in size and shape to remain,

but all others are pinched back to two and three eyes.

The swelling of the fruit is thereby assisted, while a

free circulation of air among the trees is promoted.

As our trees make vigorous growth, being in good,

deep, holding soil, we do not water at the roots ; but

when trees are planted in shallow gravelly soils they

should be mulched and watered both. In early morn-
ing we occasionally sprinkle overhead, and insects are

looked for and summarily destroyed. Hawthornden,
Warner's King, Orange Pippin, Cellini Pippin, and
other Apples are promising to be very fine on pyra-

mids this season.

Cutting Bed. —This is a most useful agency in

a garden, and it is one that can be set up in any odd
corner and turned to valuable account. We have
now in use a bed of oblong shape, the framework
made of old boards, about 6 or 7 inches in depth. At
the bottom is a good layer of brick rubbish, over that

a layer of Laurel branches, obtained in the course of

thinning out a Laurel hedge, and on these a layer of

pieces of thin turf, and on the turf at leaU 2 inches of

a good light sandy soil. We find this very useful for

striking cuttings of Pansies, Violas, double Rockets,

Cheiranthus Marshallii, Pink pipings, &c. There are

many things in a garden that it is desirable to propa-

gate, and cuttings put in pots and pans seldom do so

well as those pricked out in a bed such as that de-

scribed when set up in a cool shady spot. In a bed
of this character we find Pinks, Carnations, and
Picotee cuttings strike readily, and a good supply of

young plants can be thereby obtained.

%\t r
During the week ending Saturday, June 12,

in the suburbs of London, the reading of the barometer
at the level of the sea decreased from 29 98 inches at

the beginning of the week to 29.93 inches by the

morning of the 6th, increased to 30.20 inches by the

morning of the 8th, decreased to 29.63 inches by the

morning of the ilth, increased to 29.75 inches by the

evening of the same day, decreased to 29.66 inches

by the afternoon of the 12th, and was 29.76 inches at

the end of the week. The mean reading for the week
was 29,88 inches, being 0.14 inch less than that of the

preceding week.
The highest temperatures of the air at 4 feet above

the ground varied from 77^" on the 9th to 58.^° on the

I2th, with a mean value for the week of 69'. The
lowest temperatures of the air ranged between 55^*
on the 8th and 47^° on the 12th, the mean for the

week being 524^ The mean daily range of temperature
in the week was 16^'*, varying from 23^'^ on the gth to
104" on the I2th. The mean daily temperatures of
the air and the departures from their respective

averages were as follows :—6th, 6l*.2, +3°.7; 7th,

6I'>,I,4-3^5 ; 8th, 63^8,-1-6^1 ; gth, 62^6, +4°.7

lolh, 58".!, 0.0; nth, S2°.3, — 6"*; 12th, 5I^4,

—

7". I. The mean temperature for the week was 58^6,

being o. 7 above the average as deduced from sixty

years' oliservations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed on grass in sun's rays, were
140" and 143.I,'' on tlic 6th and glh ; on the 7th 90" was
the highest reading. The lowest readings of a ther-

mometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to the sky,

were 44" and 40^" respectively on the loth and nth ;

on the Sth 50!" was the lowest reading. The mean
for the seven low readings was 46^".

The direction of the wind was W.S.W., and its

strength brisk.

The weather during the week was fine, but showery.

A strong gale on the ilth. Distant thunder heard on
the afternoon of Wednesday, June 9.

Rain fell on three days, the amount measured was
1. 15 inch.

In England, for the week ending June 12, the

extreme high temperatures observed by day ranged
from 78!" at Cambridge to 66° at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
the general average over the country being 73.I*. The
extreme low temperatures observed by nigiit varied

between 49" at Truro and 43° at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
the general average being 45.^**, The mean of the

extreme ranges of temperature in the week was
27]', the greatest range being 34", at Cam-
bridge, and the least, 19', at Truro. The mean
high day temperatures ranged between 72^" at

Cambridge and 62,!,'' at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with

a general average of 67^ The mean low night

temperatures varied from 53-1^ ^t Truro to 48^"^

at Eccles and Cambridge, with an average value of

so}/. The mean daily range of temperature in the

week was 16^", the greatest range being at Cambridge,

23.1 ', and the least at Truro, 11", The mean
temperature of the air for the week was 57') being 1

4°

higher than the value for the corresponding week in

1874; the highest was 59", at Blackheath, and the

lowest 54.1°, at Liverpool and Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Rain fell on five days in the week at most stations ;

the amounts varied from one inch and six-tenths at

Eccles to three-tenths of an inch at Norwich and
Hull; the average fall over the country was nine-

tenths of an inch nearly.

The weather during the week was fine, though
cloudy and showery. Thunderstorms occurred gene-

rally over the country on June 9.

In Scotland the highest temperatures ranged from
Ogi/ at Aberdeen to 61" at Greenock, the general

average over the country was 64!]'. The lowest tem-
peratures varied between 45^ at Greenock and Paisley,

and 40° at Aberdeen, the general average being 43i°.

The mean range of temperature in the week was 21^^
The mean temperature of the air was 54,1^ being half

a degree above the value for the corresponding week
in 1S74 ; the highest happened at Dundee, 551", and
the lowest at Paisley, 53 1"- 1'^^ fall of ram varied

from one inch and four-tenths at Dundee, to four-tenths

of an inch at Paisley and Leith ; the average fall over
the country was seven-tenths of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 72^'', the

lowest 414"! the mean 57"; and the rainfall one-
thirteenth of an inch.

STA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON
For the Week ending Wednesdav, June 16, 1875.
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PLANT HOUSES.
Plant Stove.—The old Euphorbia splendms, that

used to be met with in almost every plant stove, is now
rarely seen ; yet a more useful subject for a private

establishment where button-hole flowers are constantly

required does not exist. Large specimens of this

Euphorbia are never out of bloom all the year round
when kept in a growing temperature. The flowers

are naturally so durable that they will last in water
when cut for a week in the dry atmosphere of a room.

Its stout leathery texture, peculiar form, and intense

colour make it most useful for mixing with white or

light-coloured flowers. It is a plant of the easiest

possible growth, and does not need a great deal of

root-room; a 15-inch pot is big enough for a large

specimen. It does well on a back wall, for which it

makes a suitable covering, occupying little space, and
not being much subject to insects. If moderate-sized

plants are procured, and, if they require it, potted on,

Ihey will soon make useful specimens, flowering con-

tinuously whilst any growth is being made, and which
will go on all the year round if in heat sufhcient

without in any way injuring the plants, provided they

get plenty of light. They do not require any shade.

EranthefHutn pttlchellum.-—This winter-flowering sub-

ject is the most useful grown from cuttings struck each
spring. Plants now in 5 or 6-inch pots should at once
be removed to others a couple of sizes larger ; stop the

points to induce a bushy habit, and give them plenty

of air.

Gardenias that have done flowering may be cut

close back ; few things are more liable to the

attacks of mealy-bug and scale. After cutting back
is the best time for thoroughly cleasing any that have
been affected, as when devoid of leaves the litools will

stand dressing with insecticide sufficiently strong to

destroy these pests. For bug, wash with iVbyssinian

Mixture at 6 oz. to the gallon; if the application

is thorougli, neither insects nor eggs will escape ; if

they are only troubled with brown scale. Fowler's
Insecticide at 5 oz. to the gallon applied at a

temperature of 95° will clear them. Return the plants

to the stove, and as soon as they have broken shake
half the old soil from the roots, which reduce a little,

and place in pots 2 inches larger. Young plants that

have been struck this spring should be well attended
to in giving them the requisite pot-room, and main-
taining a genial growing temperature. Where these

are struck each spring, and thoroughly well done all

through the season, they are preferable to old ones,

but where there is not the necessary heat kept up
to get them on, the old plants should not be
destroyed. G. inier7nedia is the most useful variety

for cutting, not producing such large flowers as

G, Fortunei, but being more manageable in size. The
small growing citron-scented variety, G. citriodora,

bears blossoms which are very useful for mounting for

bouquets similarly to orange-blossom ; the plant is

easily grown, and does not occupy much room,
requiring similar treatment to G. intei-media. This is

a comparatively slow-growing species, and will be
years before it gets too large ; after flowering shorten

the shoots back a little and repot, getting as much of

the old soil away as can be done without disturbing

the roots too much.
Bougainvilleas that have completed their flowering

should be now cut back, removing at the same time

4 or 5 inches of the surface soil without interfering

with the roots more than unavoidable, and replacing

it with new, to which has been added one-third of

rotten dung ; return the plants to the stove, and
when the roots have begun to move freely give
manure-water. Stephanotis that are grown perma-
nently on the roof, and have finished flowering, should
so far as required be cut back to the extent necessary.

To carry this will depend upon the size of the plants,

and the more or less vigorous condition they are in,

bearing in mind that whatever cutting in is required
through the year, should be done after flowering
before growth commences. Plants of this fragrant

climber that have been run on the roof whilst grow-
ing and afterwards trained upon trellises to flower,

should after blooming be placed where the young
growth as it is formed can be run upon strings close

to the glass ; this, being a light-loving subject, cannot
be depended upon to flower freely unless its growth is

made under conditions favourable to being thoroughly
solidified as it progresses. If this solidification does
not take place no amount of drying-up or punishing
the plant can be relied upon as certain to induce the
requisite quantity of flower. Specimen plants of
Medinilla magni/ica that have bloomed and are as

large as it is desirable to grow them, should be short-
ened back, and as soon as they have broken turned
out of the pots, a third or so of the old soil removed
and then replaced in the same pots, or others a size

larger. It is necessary to perform this partial shaking
out operation before the young growth has made
much progress, or much of it will be stopped from
advancing further. T. Baines.

FLOWER GARDEN, &c.

Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.— If, as

often happens, a considerable time is allowed to

elapse after flowering before Acrophyllums are pre-

vented seeding, their ability to make growth for

the ensuing year is so far impaired that it is re-

duced to not more than half the wonted amount

;

but this plant requires especial treatment in this

matter, so as to be careful that no injury is done
to the points of the shoots that grow through the

whorls of flowers that encircle the preceding year's

growth, for if these are injured the plant is very
reluctant to break back from below where the flowers

have been produced, the ripe wood being almost as

hard as whalebone. As will be evident from
this, Acrophyllums will not bear cutting back in

the least, unless in the case of such as

have thrown up a quantity of strong young shoots

from tlie collar. When this occurs, if the plants

happen to have become thin and straggling in the old

wood, it may be removed, and the young bottom
shoots will then form a plant. Clianthus pumceus.—
This remarkably distinct and fine old decorative sub-

ject, so useful for conservatory decoration, grown
either bush-fashion or to clothe a pillar or wall, would
appear to be fast lapsing into the limbo of unde-
servedly neglected plants without any assignable

reason, except that it is liable to the attacks of red-

spider. To prevent this a diligent look-out should be
kept from the time the weather becomes warm. With
this, as with all similar company, prevention is prefer-

able tp cure. Copious applications of water with the

syringe, both over and under the leaves, will keep the

plants clean. Where this Clianthus is planted out in

a narrow confined space, or has been long without

the soil being renewed, frequent applications of

manure-water will promote a free growth—a condition

that goes far to discourage this pest. The beautiful

C, Dttmpieri^ that so well deserves a place in the

most select company, will not, even when too much
confined at the roots, bear repotting after it has
attained any considerable size, it being one of the

plants that should be managed on the one- shift system
;

but where it is suffering through insufficient nutriment

in too small pots the deficiency must be made up by
watering it altogether with clear weak liquid manure.
Fuchsias that have flowered early are liable to get ex-

hausted and shabby in their foliage. If plants in this

condition are placed out-of-doors for a month, in a

sheltered situation, the flowersand seed-pods picked off,

and the wood when it has got a little hardened is

shortened one-third, and after the shoots have broken
back they are moved into pots 2 or 3 inches larger in

good rich soil and then taken indoors, they will again

flower through the autumn as late as required. Spring-

struck cuttings of these plants intended for late dis-

play are difficult to keep in a condition of free growth
after the sun gets powerful, as the heat imparts to them
a greater disposition for making flower than wood.
Continuous removal of the blooms and shading in

bright weather is the best means of counterbalancing

the inclination to present flowering, they will also be

stimulated by manure-water once a week, but in

using this with Fuchsias it must not be given strong

or it will cause the leaves, and if in a blooming state

the flowers also, to fall off.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Melons.—Further sowings must still be made

according to the wants and means of the individual

establishment. To the amateur and the small grower,

whose appliances consist of a few dung-heated pits

and frames only, I would recommend to make their

last sowing at once, which sowing will, under ordi-

narily favourable conditions, produce a supply of

good fruits during the sunny days, towards the end

of September. The large grower, however, who has

at command the most modern appliances, by way of

nice light and well-heated houses, may make further

sowings up to about the last week in July, and this

batch will continue the supply up to the end of

October, or early in November, after which time it is

impossible to have home-grown Melons of first-rate

flavour. A good bottom-heat of dung, or other ferment-

ing material, should still be secured to young plants

about to be turned out, and which will not only contri-

bute what the Melon delights in, but will also lessen

the necessity for much fire-heat—a little by night,

however, is still recommended. Continue to remove
laterals freely where the fruits are fast swelling, and
to support by means of tables (previously described)

or nets those fruits which are becoming heavy. Avoid
the bad practice of removing fruits directly they begin

to change to a sunless fruit-room. This is often done

to prolong the season of supply, and the result is

that the flavour becomes much deteriorated. Fruits

that must be cut from nearly exhausted plants to

make room for a successional batch had better be

placed in a sunny position in one of the late vineries.

Continue to fertilise all female blossoms every day in

a dry atmosphere, and for general cultural details con-

sult previous Calendars. Husband a good sun-heat,

by closing early, in pits and frames, and these, as

well as houses, might be slightly shaded for a couple
of hours at mid-day. Thos. Simpson, Chelmsford,

Jitne 15.

Pines.—Under ordinary circumstances fire-heat

should now be discontinued in most Pine structures,

excepting for the purpose of providing the requi-

site degree of warmth (80° to 90°) at the roots,

or to assist in accelerating plants with fruit in an
advanced condition of growth. Its use for other

purposes will now be no longer required, and in those

houses which contain successional stock to continue

it would ultimately prove to be more detrimental than

beneficial. In such structures the temperature rarely

falls below 65° by reason of the assistance which is

obtained from the heated beds wherein the plants

are plunged. This temperature, under such con-

ditions, is most suitable at this season for

the satisfactory development of the plants. Newly
potted plants will, as soon as the roots have
taken hold of the^fresh 'soil, make growth speedily,

therefore care should be exercised in management,
particularly in regard to the ventilation, so as to avoid

an attenuated state of growth. On sunny days admit
air in the morning at 75° or So"

;
gradually increase

this supply until the temperature reaches %^ : at this

degree a plentiful supply will be needful at the

apex and front or sides of the house as the case may
be. In like manner it should be diminished by
degrees to about 80* in the afternoon, and at finally

closing the house for the day a light sprinkling with

the syringe should be indulged daily when sunny
weather prevails. The early section of fruiting Pines

will soon be finished off. From the stock of suckers on
these plants a number sufficient in quantity to meet the

demand should be taken off and started at once, the pre-

sent time being a suitable one for coming plants, which
will fruit from this time onwards next year. These
will form a supplementary batch to those which were
started last March. The requirements of these plants

will be identical with those which were potted in

March, excepting that water should be applied to the

soil in which they are potted at once if it be at all

dry, and the shading will, under present conditions,

require to be done more effectually. The degree of

excellence to which fruit attains when cultivated

under glass depends very much upon proper ventila-

tion during the colouring process. Nothing con-

tributes more beneficially towards this object, both as

regards quality and appearance than a free circulation

of air in a suitable condition. Pine-apples are not an
exception to this rule, therefore whenever favourable

influences prevail externally this matter should have

the foremost consideration. G. T. Miles, IVycombe

Abbey.

Cucumbers.—Much of the instructions given in

this week's Melon Calendar are also applicable to the

Cucumber, and if the cultivator has taken advantage
of what has been advanced under this heading for

the last few weeks, little remains to be enforced

upon his attention just now. The weather for the

past fortnight has not been altogether favourable to

the Cucumber ; we have had cold and strong winds,

accompanied with bright sunshine, which necessitated

the giving of air, and thus admitting the winds, which

are a powerful absorbent of moisture. In such

weather, therefore, it is better to shade a little more
rather than admit too much strong wind ; more
moisture, too, both at the roots and in the atmo-

sphere should be employed. Now is a good time to

save a few fruits for seed, and such varieties as it is

desirable to retain should be fertilised with a view to

that end. As the fruits are swelling oflf it will be

easily seen which will bear seed, indicated by the

lower end of the fruit being what is termed in garden-

ing phraseology "bull ended." A piece of matting

tied round straight fruits, however, will sometimes

produce the desideratum, but not always. Strive to

maintain a clean growth and an even temperature.

Remove handlights from ridge varieties, and give

them a good mulching of rotten dung previous to

pegging out the growths. Thos. Simpson, Chelmsford.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The stopping and nailing or tying-in of wall trees

generally should now be proceeded with as fast as

possible, laying in a sufficiency of the young shoots to

fill up or extend the trees where necessary. In prun-

ing Pears the foreright shoots should be pruned to

three or four buds, as if cut-in too hard the trees will

prob.ibly start into a second growth, instead of form-

ing fruit-buds for next season. Where the fruit is

thick, and this is the case in most places where fruit

is grown to any extent, lose no time in judiciously

thinning the crop, leaving it sufficiently thin so as

to hang clear of each other when matured. Little is

gained in a plentiful season by retaining too heavy a

crop, which, ifallowed, must inevitably result in a failure

of next year's crop. The present cold and sunless

weather is unfavourable to the growth of Peaches and

Nectarines, and aphis is now becoming somewhat
troublesome. Where this is the case the affected

shoots should be dipped in tobacco-water, and alter

remaining one day the trees should be well washed

with a syringe or engine. Pyramidal or bush trees

1
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of Apples, Pears, Plums, &c., may also be pruned
in, and the fruit thinned as before directed

for wall trees. Bush fruits, as Gooseberries,
Currants, &<:., should also be stopped back when the
growth is over-abundant, but the crops of these are so
heavy that less growth than usual has taken place.

These, and also Strawberries, which are now ripening
fast, should be netted or otherwise protected from
birds, which are already very troulilesome. Where
Strawberries are required in quantity for forcing,

preparations should be made for layering runners as
early as possible, it beinj; essential to get the plants

well rooted early in July so as to give a good season
of growth. We usually plant out in the latter month
a few runners of each kind; these not being allowed to

fruit give a good supply of runners for the following
season, and with us the more forward of these are now
ready to be operated on. We use-3 inch pots for

layering in, and as soon as the layers become well

rooted they are taken otf and removed to a sheltered

spot, under a north wall or hedge, for a few days
previous to planting in the fruiting pots. The best

varieties for forcing are Keens' Seedling, President,

Sir Charles Napier, British Queen, and Sir J. Paxton,
which ripen much in the order named. Le Gros
•SucrtJe, a new and very early kind, of good size and
quality, seems likely to be valuable for this purpose :

1 hope to give it a fair trial next season. William Cox,

(EnquirtfS.
He that qtiestioneth much shall learn much.— Bacon,

[Many enquiries which reach us woutd be more suitably
answered by those of our correspondents whose expe-
rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to
lliose of tlie questioner. These we propose, in future,

to gather together for facility of reference; and as
fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would
fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a
bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-

spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting

much valuable information. Eds.1

50. ICE-iiousE.— Can any of your
respondents enlighten me as to the repairing of an ice-

house, to make it "keep" ice? I have a well about
15 feet deep, and basket-wickered round the inside, but
having no drainage excepting into the rock, through part
of which the hole is cut. A small thatched round roof
covers the top. A Willshirc Man,

51. Pyrus domkstica, — hu/i/irer asks where the
true Service Tree, I'yrus domestica, can be obtained?

—

What goes under that name in the nurseries is usually
P. torminalis, or P. Aria.

52. To Rose Growers.—Can any one offer a pallia-

tive, 1 reventive, or cure, for red-rust on Roses?—or
must It nin its course, like its new ally the Hollyhock
disease? D. T. Fish.

Answers to Correspondents.
BooivS : S. There is nothing better than the last edition

of Mr. Thomson's Practiail Treatise on the Grape
I'iiie, published by Messrs. Blackwood. — £. S.
Hooker's Studetits Flora, published by Macmillan,

Clematis : Lawson Seed Co. Unless the flowers of your
Thomas Tennent come more decidedly double than in

the example sent, it would not take a high rank
amongst modern varieties, although in itself neces-
sarily a fine showy plant. If now blooming for the
first time, we should pronounce it very promising, and
should grow it on vigorously for next year. If it fills

up better it will class with Countess of Lovelace as to
style, but, being French white, is quite distinct.

Cucumber, Daniell's Duke of Kdinburgh : H. j?.

The specimen you send us, measuring 2 feet 9 inches
in length, is a fine one of its kind ; but such large
fruits are in no way desirable for consumption.

Cucumber: Messrs. Sutton 6* Soni. Your Duke of
Connaught is a well-formed handsome fruit of the
large show type, but not equal in flavour to those of
the Telegraph type.

Heating Greenhouse : R. B. (i). The flow-pipe on
top of boiler ought to be at least i inch below tlie

lowest pipes in the greenhouse, or where they pass
imder any door or passage. This is not absolutely
necessary, but it is better for the working of the
apparatus, and more economical in the end. The
boiler may be lower if necessary for the position of
stokehole—the lower the better. (2). Three 3-inch
pipes would be sufficient to keep out frost, but there
ought to be three 4-inch ones for general greenhouse
purposes. (3). A 21-inch saddle boiler

; one of the
best is the rivetted saddle.

Insects : A. B. Your plum leaves are infested by a
small and active insect belong-ng to the frog-hopper
or cuckoo-spit family, and to the little genus Typhlo-
cyba. Syringing with strong lime-water might pos-
sibly much annoy them, or they would be dislodged
by burning weeds to llie windward. /. O. W. —
F. J . L. The beetles which ha\e gnawed the bark of
the Rhododendrons underground are the common
omnivorous Otiorhynchus sulcatus, the white grubs of
which, similar to those of the Nut-maggot, are equally
destructive. We know no better remedy than hand-
picking, carefully disturbing the earth at the roots of
the plants. /. O. W.—J. MeJ., Handsworth. We
believe your pale green caterpillars are those of the
Van moth (Geometra vanaria), and the dark coloured
ones those of the Geometra (Mfelanippe) hastata.
/. 0. vv.

lK[s: r. T. There is MO publibhed list, but Mr. lUkcr
has one in preparation, to be published in our
columns.

Lily oi the Valley: H. E. R. T. The roots are

probably starved from growing too thickly ; possibly

also from drought. Take up the crowns next autumn
after they become dormant and plant out thinly, in

small patches, on a well enriched nortli bordf*r, and
you will get stronger crowns.

Names ok Plants : VV. Withers. Orchis latifolia.

That which grows on a chalk hill will be a different

species, y. Scoft. Not a Verbascum, but Celsia

cretica, a native of Southern Europe, but naturalised

in some parts of Australia.

—

D. A'. M. Maxillaria

tenuifolia.

—

Carhoo. i, J.isminum revolulum ; 2, Sym-
phoricarpos racemosus

; 3, Deut/Ja scabra
; 4, Kabiana

imbricata
; 5, not sufficiently advanced to name ; 6,

Abies pectinata.

—

P, W. J. (i) Avena pubescens ; {2)

1, Aira caispitosa ; 2, Festuca pratensis
; 3, F. ovina,

var. tenuifolia
; 4, Teesdalia nudicaulis.

—

Nomencla-
ture. Rhododendron hirsutum.

—

J. Dimmtck. r,

Ornithogalum thyrsoides ; 2, Asclepias curassavica.

An Old Subscriber. 1, Scilla peruviana, var. glabra;

2, Alonsoa mcisaifolia
; 3, Pernettya mucronata

;

4, Pittosporum Tobira
; 7, Iris Xiphium ; 15,

Buddlea globosa ; 17, Helichrysum corditolium ;

19, Rhamnus Alaternus ; 20, Coprosma Baueriana
variegata ; 24, Stachys lanata. Please remember
in future that we only deal with half-a-dozen

at once. C, E. G. 3, Pc4ygonum viviparum ; 6, Pris-

matocarpus, new species ? 7, Chccnostoma asthiopica ?

Nos. 6 and 7 seem to be C^ape plants. Do you know
their origin? We should be greatly obliged for as

good specimens of these two as you could spare us for

the herbarium.—y. H. Goodacre. Dictamnus Iraxi-

nella.

—

G. E. C. Alstrcemeria psittacina.

Peaches : C. A. Flowers of sulphur dusted on the

affected parts is the only remedy.

Pelargonium Happy Thought : IV. W. C. This
does not belong to the group usually designated
" tricolors ;"' and therefore, notwithstanding the three

colours in the leaf, we consider it open to disqualifica-

tion if shown as such. A good deal depends on the

words used in defining the class, and of these you do
not inform us.

Rose-leaf Fungus : E. S. The fungus on Rose-
leaves is Coleospoiium pingue. The plant is impreg-

nated from spores of the previous year, and it is so

very common that the affection is quite beyond any
remedy. Every hedge will diffuse the fungus if you
could for a moment drive it out of the garden. M. J. B.

Veruenas: J. M. The leaves have been eaten up,

probably by some caterpillar.

Warts on Vine Leaves: F. Smith. A close moist

atmosphere will produce the warts on the back of

Vine leaves, and this was probably the cause in your
case. A better circulation of air will prevent its

spread.

•».* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the
staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being posted as early in the

week as possible. Letters relating to Advertisements,

or to tiie supply of the Paper, should be addressed to the

Publisher, and not to the Editors.

CO.MMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.—W. Elliot.—G. G.—E. P.—
T. Campbell.—O.-G. T. M.—A. M. C. J. C.-P. H. G.^
H. Harrison.— H. S.—C. E. M.—S.—D. T. F.—J. D.—
W. W.~R. G.—A. B.—W. Lacey.—T. L.--J. H.—W. J. K.

-E. S. D.

[arkets.

COVENT GARDEN, June 17.

A good supply of home-grown produce. Strawberries

becoming very plentiful, and the Kent goods largely

increasing in bulk, especially common early Cherries.

Green Currants are offered, but do not find buyers to

any extent. Thos, Taylor, Wholesale Apple Market,

Fruit.

s.d. s.d.\ ' '

per M-sieve 30-40 Oranges, p,

Apricots, per box ., -^ \

Cherries, per box ..2c
Figs, per doz. ..6 c

Grapes, English, lb. 4 (

— foreign, do.

Lemons, per 100 .. 8 (

Nuts, Cob, p. lb

Jranges, p. 100 .. 8 o-u o— Malta, per doz... 20-30
Peaches, per doz. .. 15 0-30 o
Pine-apples, p. lb. . . 6 o-xo o
Pomelofcs, each . . o 6- 1 tf

Shaddocks, each .. 20-30
Strawberries, per lb 06-30
Walnuts, p. bush. ..16 o- .,

Articliukes, Fr. , doz. 40-.. Leeks, per bunch .. 02-04
Asparagus, English, Lettuces, per score. . 10-..

per bundle . . 50-60, Mint, per bundle . . 04- .

.

— French, p. bund. 4 0-15 o ' Muslirooms, per pott. 10-20
Beans, French, p. 100 26-..

I
Onions, young, oun. 04-06

— broad, per bushel 50-.. ! Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Beet, per doz. ., 10-20 Parsnips, p. doz. ..09-10
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10-20 Peas, per quart ..16-..
Carrots, French, do. t 6- ., i Radishes, per bunch. 02-04
Cauliflowers, spring,

[

Shallots, per lb. .. 03- ..

per doz, .. ..30-40, Salsify, per bundle .. 16- ..

Celery, per bundle . . 16-20 Sprue, French, bund. 16-..
Cucumbers, each .. 10-26 Tomatos. per doz. .. 40- ..

Endive, per doz. .. 10-20 Turnips, per bundle. 10-16
Herbs, per bunch . . o 2- o h — French, p. bund, 16-..
Horse Radish, p. bun. 30-50! Veg. Marrows, doz, 60-..
Potatos, old :—Regents, Zos. ; Flukes. 120c. ; and Victorias,

\2os. per ton. New : Lisbons, 6j. to loj. ; Kidneys, 105.

to 12^. ; and Rounds, qs. to lor. per cwt, Old Potatos
nearly finished.

Carnations, 12 blooms i a- 3 o
— Clove, per doz . . i 6- 6 o
Cornrtowcr.p.duz.bun. 3 0-60
Deutzia, per bunch.. 04-10
KvLhschoiuia, labun. 30-60
Kuch.'iris, per doz, .. 6 0-12 o
('..iitlcnia, per doz. .. 20-60
iI..i;Mt<-ni>#.c II unr n 1^- I n

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 06-16
— Zonal, do. .. o ^- I o
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 09-16
Ranunculus, p. bun. 04-10
Roses, indoor, p. doz, 20-60

outdoor, 12 bun. 40-90

ilt^liutropes, .. .-t,.

MiK;nonette, 12 bun.

MyO!>oti«, per

Mq ( bun.

Nemophila
bun. .. 4 0-12 o Sweet

Plants in Pot;

b\m. 3 o- 9 c

Spiraia, 12 sprays .. i o- 3 c

Stephanotifi,ia sprays 2 o- 6 <

Slocks, 12 bun. .. 6 a-12 <

Sweet Peas, 12 bunch. 40-9

Kegonias, do.

Bouvardias, do.

Calceolarias, do.
Cyperus, do. ..

Dracaena
"-""

.. 6 o-i:

.^racsnu icniiiiiank 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. 12 0-24 o
Ficns elastica .. 16-76
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 0-18 o
Gardenias, do. ..12 0-60 o
Heaths, in var., doi. 12 0-30 o
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o
Hydrangeas, per doz. .9 0-24 o

Lobelia, per du/,

Mignonette, do.

Myrtles
Pelargoniums,

per doz.
— Scarlet, do.

Ro:
,
per

, do.

SEEDS.
l.iiNDON: ynne 17.—Our seed market is now most

thinly attended, with an almost complete absence of

business. In both red and white Clover seeds there is

nothing whatever passing. In consequence of the recent

rains less disposition is shown to purchase Trifolium for

future delivery. A few speculative sales have, however,

taken place. For Rape seed there is a diminished in-

quiry, but Mustard seed keeps steady. The extreme
rates obtained for Tares are bringing out the few odd sacks

remaining unsold about the country. There is still an
eager inquiry for this article. Canary seed, as indicated

last week, is falling in value. White Millet {now
largely used as a substitute fur (Janary seed) is in better

supply. Blue boiling Peas seem about used up. John
Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, E.C,

CORN,
Tlie supply of English Wheat at Mark Lane on Mon-

day was very short, the demand was firm, and an
advance of is. per quarter wa:: obtained in a few in-

stances. Foreign VVheat was also firmly held for if.

advance, but this was not generally conceded. Barley was
in moderate supply. Prices for malting were nominal

;

grinding was inactive, and malt dull and without change,

Oats ruled about the same as on Monday se'nnight.

Maize was dull, at about late rates ; Beans and Peas
were quiet and without change ; flour was inactive, but
rather firmer.—On Wednesday the market was quiet.

Wheat, being in limited supply,'was rather firmly held,

but in consequence of the good harvest prospects,

millers were not generally disposed to operate, unless at

some reduction. Barley had a drooping tendency, so

also had malt. Oats were in short supply, and little or

no change occurred in their value. Maize was rather

weak, and a dull tone pervaded the market for Beans,

Peas, and flour.—Average prices of corn for week end-
ing June 12 :—Wheat, 41J. lid. \ Barley, 34?. iid.

;

Oats, 32J. lid. For the corresponding week of last

year:—Wheat, 61s, j,d. ; Barley, 41J. 5^^. ; Oats, 30^.

CA TTLE.
On Monday, at the Metropolitan market, the demand

for beasts was chiefly directed to the primest qualities,

for which full prices were paid. In sheep prime breeds

were scarce, and prices were in consequence enhanced.

Lambs were dull of sale, and calves were quiet at late

rates. Pigs sold slowly. (-Quotations :— Beasts, 35. 4^/.

to 4J. 81/. and 5J. to 6s. ; calves, 4^. 81/. to 5i. \d. ; sheep,

3^. \d. to 5i. 61/. and 51. 8^/. to 6j. 8</. ; lambs, 6s. ^d. to

7J. \d.
;

pork, \s. -^d. to 6s.—On Thursday trade in

beasts was brisk, and the quotations (+*% to 6s. ^d.)

readily obtained, -occasionally exceeded. For sheep

the demand was good at $u to 5^. 8^/., and 6s. 4^. to

ys. In calves choice qualities were not cheaper. For

milch cows trade continues dull.

I/AV.
From the Cumberiand Market we have the following

quotations :— Superior meadow hay, 126^. to 135.^.;

inferior, loos. to 110s. ; superior Clover, 123X, to 132^. ;

inferior, looj. to lods. ; and straw, 40s. to 44^^. per load.

PO TA TOS,
Increased supplies have been on offer at the Borough

and Spi,talfields markets, new kinds coming forward

freely. The inquiry was slow, at the annexed quota-

tions :— Regents, 8oj. to looj. ; Victorias, Sos. to 120J. ;

flukes, looj. to 130J. ; and rocks, 50J. to 65J. per ton.

—

Last week's imports into London consisted of 1038 bags

from Antwerp ; 747 bags, 496 packages, and 120 casks

Malta ; 250 barrels and 35 casks Bordeaux ; 150 sacks

Boulogne
; 3471 boxes and 2706 packages Lisbon ; and

2974 sacks and 216 tons from Dunkirk.

COALS.
The market on Monday showed a steady demand for

coals at last prices. There were no Hartleys for sale.

Prices; Wallsends -South Hetton, 22s.; West Hartle-

pool, 2ir. gd.; Lambton, 21J. 6d.: Tees, 21s. gd.; New-
bottle, 18-f. 6d. : Tunstall, igs. ^d. ; Holywell Main, igs.

;

East Wylam, i9i.—0n Wednesday house coal advanced

61/. per ton, and the quotations were as follows :—West
Hartley, igs. gd. ;

Wallsends—Hetton, 22s. 6d. ;
Hetton

Lyons, igs. gd.; Kelloe, 20s.; East Hartlepool, 22s, ^d.;

Tees, 32S. ^cf.
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GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSOR"
or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and

COLLECTING MACHINES for 1S75.

The Winner of Every Prize in all cases of Competition.

To cut 8 inches Can be woiked by a Lady . . . ^2 :

,,
Can be worked b^ One Person . . 41

j This can be be worked by One ) ,

I Man on an even lawn ..f
^

„ Can be worked by a Man and Boy 8

Prices of Horse, Pony, and Donkey Macbines on application.

Carriage Paid- to all tJie prijtcipnl Railway Statio?is

in the United Kingdom.
The I'SILENS MESSOR" Machines have a ild-wide

reputation for their superiority and excellence, and the improve-
ments which have been made in them from time to time still keep
this Machine the best and most approved one in the Market
They will cut either short or long grass, bents, &c , and

wet as well as dry, advantages which no other Lawn Mowers
possess. They are the only Lawn Mowers in constant and
daily use in the Royal Gardens, and in most of the principal

Gardens and Parks throughout the Kingdom.
A stock of 500 Mowers is kept at our London Establishment,

including all sizes, from which purchasers can make their selec-

tion and have prompt delivery.

KEEN'S PATENT "ROYAL" LAWN
MOWER is a far superior Machine of its kmd to any

Lawn Mower extant, and it will cut either short or long grasSj

bents, &c. , and wet as well as dry.

16 mches

Delivered carriage free at all the principal Railway Stations

and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Every
Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not

approved of, may be returned at once unconditionally, without
any expense to the purchaser.

Our reason for bringing out the " Royal" Mower is to meet a
want which has been repeatedly expressed by the purchasing
public, to have a good, useful, and efficient Machine, cheap.
N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of

workmen is kept at both places.

REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for
LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS,

CRICKET FIELDS, and GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse Power.

The above can be had from all respectable Ironmongers and
Seedsmen in the United Kingdom ; or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations in the

United Kingdom.
Descriptive Illustrated Price List Free on application.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in

evtry Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER
71, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds

[ES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
PArmi.E BOILER,

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,

Effectual, and Lasting Boiler extant ; recently much improved.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering

and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshb-e.

HORTICUL-
TURAL IRON

and WIRE WORKS.

For CONSER

Wirework Baskets.
Wirework Trellis.

Wirework Flower

Ironwork Flower
Stands.

Balloon and other
Trainers.

Garden.

Wirework Arches
Wirework Roseries.

Wirework Summer-
houses.

Wirework Screens.

Wirework Hurdle
Fencing.

Iron and Wire
Espaliers.

Iron Gates.
Water-piping laid on

in Gardens.

Illustrated CATALOGUE of Designs.

R. HOLLIDAY, Iron and Wire Works, 2A, Portobello
Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boder, with the following improvements—viz, : the water space at
back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER" will do about twice the amount of work with the
same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably
reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these
Boilers are simple in construction, and being made ofwrought iron,
are not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—

Sizes.
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Ransomes* Automaton Lawn Mowers.

BOX REMOVED
FOR

SCATTERING CRASS

WITH BOX
FOR

COLLECTING

'

Yfll r (IIIIMMDN f"'',>
^ -I'M fU Mi

aiR _J^_ PAXTON'S HOT-
HOOSES for the MILLION are

SlMPLH, CuKAp, .ind Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON. 14, Tich-
borne Street. Regent Quadrant. W,, Horti-

cultural liuilders and Hot-water Eneineers.

w. LASCELLES, Horticultural
JRR 1 iiisbury StLim Jon try Works,

21 I unhilL Row London 1 C

T^EN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
-L These Machines leave no Ribs in the Gr.tss, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

in first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or " plain " front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the bo\—the neatest plan—or deUvered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and

hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriagepaid to the priiuipat Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satisfaction,

and a niontlCs trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

THE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Slock in the Trade ; upwards

of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS
PRIZE MEDAL A WARDED A T THE NA TlONAL

CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM. 1874. PIPES, CONNECTIONS

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardtncrs Chronicle.

" GOLD MEDAL " BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR " BOILER (1871).

'WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).

' TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-
way End and Smoke Consumer.

' TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

gly made

For Use in Gentlemen's Gardens and Groun13S,
The delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when Ailing

a watering pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, for
watering lawns, &c., can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader .. . . {,6 o a
Price, fitted with Garden Engine 800

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the

London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

BeeMves.-Two Silver Medals awarded to ~
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Pari^ Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver
Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

XT ^ Sons, working three bell-glasses, is neatly and
windows in the lower

;. This Hive will be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and

easy of manage-
,an any other Bee-

hive that has been intro-

duced.

LTGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,
G. N. & Sons supply a
Swarm of Bees with genuine
Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at
£,3,, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

liting to Black Stocks,

may be obtained e

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or, Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

ENGLISH BEES
heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. N:
vly arranged Catalogue of other

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee. at his prices.
GEO. NEIGHBOURand SONS, 127, High Holborn.W.C,

or 149, Regent Street, London, \V.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This effective little implement meets a long-felt want. It consists ol one
light but strong steel shovel, for marking out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for
hillmg up the rows when desired: and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Kake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of six inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
sold.^nd are giving unqualified satisfaction.

mplete, with Shovel, Plough, Weed-Cutter, and Rakes, i,z 2s.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Dutton Street Works, MANCHESTER,
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Scale of Charges for Advertising.

' charged ai

o 15 Lin

And two shillings for every additional five lines.

set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page ^900
Half Page 500
Column . . . . . . ..350

lers, and others, wanting places, 26 words 1^. ^d., and 6d.
for every additional Ime, or part of a line.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et iiTRANGiiEE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are ;—A. Allard,
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. CriSpin,
Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de KcrchoTe de
D«nterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GiUon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hullo, J.
Van Vol.\em, H. J. Vcitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.
This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :— One year,
loj., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bru-vdles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
t the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

A Work which Every One should have who has a Garden.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A Handy Manual of Improved Culture of all Vejetables.

By William Eaelev, author of " How to Grow Mushrooms,"
&c. In crown 8vo. with Coloured Frontispiece, price \s. 6d.

London : BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie
Street, E.C.

THE NEW METHOD of^GROWING
FRUIT .and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Founta.ni!,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vmcry,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,
illustrated.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BuitvENicH, E. PvNAERT, E. RoDiGAs, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of the
Brazils.

This Paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-
cluded.

3 per cent. Dis. Discount for six m
ths, if paid in advar

Address. The Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal).

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPUL-^R ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,
&c. It contains a large amount of infortnation on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, <,d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE-
MENTS, which must be paid in advance, for the
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY
MAIL :—
London .... Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane,
Lombard Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride
Street, Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, go, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John
Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh , , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow ,,., W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

A
Fifth Edition, crown 8vo., js. 6(i.

BOOK ABOUT ROSES:
^ow to Gkjw and Show Them. By S. Reynolds Hole.

From Reviews of First Edition.
" While it is intensely practical, it will interest general

readers by an unfailing vivacity which supplies garnish and
ornament to the array of facts, and furnishes ' ana' in such rich
profusion that one might do worse than lay by many of Mr.
Hole's good stones for future table-talk. . . . It is by the
enlivenment of pages full of solid information on the whole
subject of Rose-culture with such like quips, cranks, and comic
references, that the ' Book about Roses' earns its title to a place
in every drawing-room and XCax^xy."—Saturday Review.
"It is the production of a man who boasts of thirty 'all

jEngland ' cups, whose Roses are always looked for anxiously a
flower shows, who took the lion's share in originating the first I
Rose Showpur et simple, whose assistance as judge or atn

'

citriee is always courted at such exhibitions. Such a i

something to say worth hearing to those who
id he has said it."^Gardeners' Chronicle.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD
love the Rose,'

SONS, Edinburgh and

New Works Now Ready.

"\;\7'ARNER'S SELECT ORCHIDACEOUS
completing the Second Series,T V PLANTS. Part 1

. td.

ORCHIDS ; and How to Grow Them in
India and other Tropical Climates. By Samuel Jenk-

iNts, F.L.S., F.R.H.S. (Jomplete in One Volume, royal 1X0,
48 Coloured Plates, cloth, gilt edges, 63^.

MONOGRAPH of ODONTOGLOSSUM.
By Ja.mes Batejian, F.R.S. Imperial folio, 30

Coloured Plates, half morocco, gilt edges, Z7 7s.

A CENTURY of ORCHIDACEOUS
.

PLANTS. Selected from the Botanical Ma^azi„ir.
Edited by James Bateman, F.R.S. Royal 4to, 100 Coloured
Plates, £z 5j.

nPHE NARCISSUS; its History and Culture,
-L ^vith Coloured Plates and Descriptions of all known
Species and Principal Varieties, by F. W. Bukhidge ; and a
Scientific Review of the Genus, by I. G. Bakek, F. L.S. Super
royal 8vo, 48 Coloured Plates, 32^.

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Figures
and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants. By Dr. I. D.

HoOKEK, C.B., Pres.R.S. Monthly, with 6 Coloured Plates.
31. M. Re-is.si E of the Third Series in Monthly Volumes, 42.

ribers for the entire series, 3dj. each.

T^HE FLORAL MAGAZINE. New Series.
J- Enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the
choicest new Flowers for the Garden, Stove, and Conserv.^tory.
By W. G. Smith, F. L. S. Monthly, with 4 beautifully Coloured
Plates, royal 410, 3^, 6d.

L. REEVE AND CO., s, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

'J-HE NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE
' /or JULY will contain articles on "-THE
MODERN STAGE" by ROBERT BUCHANAN;
on •' TOWN AND COUNTRY MICE," by F. P.

COBBE ; on " AFFONSO HENRIQUEZ AND
THE RISE OP PORTUGAL," by OSWALD
CRA WFURD, H.M. Consul at Oporto : on "LORD
BUTE THE PREMIER." by the REV. F. AR-
NOLD; on '• DE QUINCEY," by tlie EDITOR; and
T-.iio Complete Tales by MRS. LYNN LINTON,
Author of " Patricia Kemball ;" and MRS. CASHEL
HOEY, Autliorof" The Blossoming ofan Aloe."

London : W.'^RD, LOCK, and TYLER, W.arwiclt

House, Paternoster Row.

i

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruits,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of
cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

" This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c. , who possess a garden.
To all such who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

—

_ Lloyd's.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

work."

—

Bell's Messenger,

" We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whifF of perfume
from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
broadcast. " — Gardeners' Magazine.

Price 3d., Post Free 3id.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C
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T HE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, JuNii 19,

Contains

—

!iGiN'Ai, Articles on Haymaking—Diseases of Farm Horses
—Ducks and Rats—Devotion of Hees to their Queen-
Agricultural Macliinery (Illustrated)— Tenant Right -

CheesemakinR in Cheshire-Horses at Alexandra Park
— The Yearling Sales at the Stud Farm, Cobham

—

Cricket—The Mi:tcorolngical Influence of an English

Summer— Mr. Stanford's Sale and the Two-year-old Hccf

Question— Herefords and Jerseys at Croydon and Ports-

mouth (with Portraits)—Ayrshire Cattle—Swede Sowing-
Guide to Taunton (Illustrated), &c.

)ME AND Foreign Corrrsiundrnck on "Baby Beef-
Deep Tillage and Water -Irish Tenant-Right—Australian
Wheat -Landlord and Tenant— Farming Disasters and

Prices in the Argentine Republic— Harvest Prospects in

France — Canadian Farming — Australian Agriculture - -

English and American Agriculture — Prospects for

EmiKrants to New Zealand -The Fisken Steam Plough

System in Hungary—Dairying in the States, &c.

Reports of recent Meetings of Agricultural Societies, R

kets, Proceedings in Parliament, &c.

Also^

The Veterinarian—The Poultry Yard—Bee Keeper—Garde
the Farm—Weather Charts for the Week—Forestr

Miscellaneous, &c.

of

Price 4</. ; post free, i,^/id. Published by William Richards,

al the Office, 7, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

PARTNERSHIP.—Owing to the decease of
the Proprietor of an Old Established Nursery Business,

the Executors are desirous of meeting with a person possessing

moderate capital, who would be disposed to take the whole or

a portion of the business.—Address. EXECUTOR, care of

Messrs. Protheroe & Morris, q8, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, where three are kept. Must thoroughly

understand Vines, Cucumbers, Wajl Fruit. 8:c. Wages aboutunaerstano vines, v^ucumoers, vvau rru

lis., with cottage.—Mr. POLLARD, Cai

WANTED, as thorough good GARDENER,
an unmarried Man, to take care of the Grounds and

Gardens of a large School with the help of a good Under
Gardener. He must understand Propagating and Forcing.

Good wages given. First-rate character required.—Rev. T. F.

FENN, Trent College, Nottingham.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER of
experience, for a Gentleman's Place, about 35 to 40,

married, without family. Also a single Man as UNDER
GARDENER, and willing to be useful. State wages required.

—M. L. M., Post Office, Richmond. Surrey.

WANTED, a young MAN, not under 22, to
look after a small Gas-house, and to fill up his time in

the Houses in a Nobleman's Establishment. None but those
who have filled a similar place need apply. Wages ^i per
week, with Bothy, and vegetables found. Good character re-

quired.—COCKS, The Gardens, Edenthorpe, Doncaster.

^l^ANTED, an OUTDOOR NURSERY
TV FOREMAN: must be a good Budder and Grafter of

Roses. S:c. Also a PELARGONIUM GROWER and general
PROPAGATOR of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Apply,
stating terms and experience, to J. POUNCE, 23, VillTers

Street, Strand, London, W.

WANTED, a young MAN to take Charge
of Houses under the General Foreman. He would

require to have a fair knowledge of the Propagation and Growth
of a good general Collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
One having had some experience in Growing for Market would
have a preference. To an energetic, industrious person this

would be a good opportunity for improvement.—RODGER,
McClelland, and CO., 64, Hill street, Newry, Ireland.

WANTED, as OUTDOOR PROPA-
GATOR, a Man used to Layering. Budding, Grafting,

&:c., under a Foreman. A middle-aged married ftlan would
find this a permanent situation. A good cottage on the ground.
—Apply, stating experience and terms, to Messrs. J. and C
LEE, Hounslow.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, a young
Man, used to Propagate Roses and Clematis, under the

Foreman. — Apply, stating experience and terms to Messrs.

J. AND C LEE, Hounslow.

WANTED, a young MAN (under the Fore-
man), who thoroughly imderstands Growing for Sale

Blooming and Uedding Plants, &c. Wages i8j. per week.

—

State experience, &c.. GEO. J. WOOLLETT, Nurseries,
Caterham, Surrey.

WANTED, several smart, active, industrious
young MEN. for general Nursery Work. Constant

employment lo suitable young Men.^State experience and
wages expected, to FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON &
SONS, ' Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED, several young MEN — good
hands at Budding Fruit Trees and Roses.—Apply,

stating wages required, to JOHN FRASER, Lea Fridge
Road Nursery, Leyton, E.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT.—
Must have been used to Counter-work.—Apply, in own

handwriting, stating age, and salary e,\pected, to B. L.
PIERPOINT, Seedsman, Horse Market. Warrington.

WANT PLACES.
Head QardenerB.

TOHN LAIN(i can at present recommend
with every confideiice several cner;;etic and practici!

Men. of tested aliility and first-rale character. Ladies and
Gentlemen in WANT of GARDKNKRS and HAl 1.1 FIvS,

or GAKDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Sinelc-hantl

situations, can be snited, and have full particulars by applying
at Stanstead Park and Rutland Park Nurseriet, Forest HiU,
London. S. E.

Gardeners and Under Qardeneri.

WM. CUTr.U.SH AN'i) SON beg to state
that Ihev h.ive at all lini-s nn their iionks MEN of

VARIOUS yUAI.U'rCATIONS, whose characters wi|l bear
the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application

^YOut^l save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,
wases offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—
Higbgate Nurseries. London. N.

BS. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• time .several very excellent GARDKNER.S upon his

Register, is desirous of placing them in Situations where great
experience and trust are required. B. S. W. would at the same
time beg to intimate that when a Gardener is applied for that

the fdhng of the situation should be loft with him, as that would
prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
COMP.^NY devote special attention to this important

matter—proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
DENER, or for a SITUATION, please send full particulars to

Mr. JOHN HESTER, the Pine-Apple Nursery Company,
Maida Vale, London. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married.
Twenty years' experience. Highly recommended as

thoroughly practical and trustworthy. Eight years' character,

—J- H. , 57, Amberley Road, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married,
one child.—Messrs. Thomas Criips & Son will have

great pleasure in recommending to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man requiring a Head Gardener, a thoroughly practical, indus-
trious, and trustworthy Man. First-class recommendations and
references,—The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where Gardening is
carried on with spirit.

—

Jame^ T. Matthew.';, I.-ite

Gardener to General Lord Strathnairn, Newsells Park, is open
to an engajenient as above. Good references.—JAMES T.
MATTHEVVS, South Street, Ponders End, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more are kept.—Married, no family, E.xperienccd

in all branches of the profession. Seven years' good character.—
M. T., 25, Grummant Road, Peckham Road, Camberwell, S.E,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 38,
single ; well up in all kinds of Forcing and general

Garden-work. Twelve years' excellent character.—A. P., Post
Office, Pinner, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentle-
man requirint; the services of a good practical Man.

—

; 36. Can be well recommended : abstainer.—GARDENER,
Kate Street, Balham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), also a Second,
where three or four are kept : a father and son. Wife a

first-class Laundress and Dairj'woman. Excellent reference.

—

HEAD GARDENER, Gardeners CliroincU Office, W.C.

GARDENER. — N. German, Gardener,
Crowhurst Park, Battle, Sussex, will be disengaged on

July I, and is a liberty to treat with any Lady or Gentleman in

want of a thorough Gardener.—Address as above.

GARDENER.—Well experienced and com-
petent in Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Cultivation, and
jtme of a well-kept Garden. — VV. L., i, Goldershill
e, Northend, Hampstead.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance ;

thoroughly practical : understands Early and Late
Forcing of Flowers and Fruits in all branches. — A. B..

15, Chcsterman Street, Southampton Street, Reading, Berks.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER.—A first-class Man, who has

had i;real LX|,eii.;nce in the Manancmcnt of Men and
general Superintendence of Noblemen's Establishments. —
B. O. A. /.., Post Office, Wotham, Diss. Norfolk.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPA-
(jATOR.—Age 34, married. Many years' experience in

•several of the large Nur.scries.—C. C, Borough Road, Norbiton,

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR (Indoor
and Out combined). - A. 11., Messrs. Russell & Son,

Devonshire Nursery, Haverstock Hill, Hampstead, N.W.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPA-

GATORdNorOuTuoniO.-Well up in Roses, Clematis,
Coniferie, Plant Growing, &c, : expert Budtlcr and Grafter.
Seventeen years' practical experience. —47, Manchester .Street,

Manchester Square, London, W.

GARDENER (SECOND, or Single-handed).
— Age 23. Good character.—W. H., Mr. Mason,

GARDENER (Under). — Has had three
years' experience under Glass.—Address, stating wages

given, to A. LANGLEY, Otterton, Budleigh Salterton, Devon.

PROPAGATOR (Indoor), of Conifers,
Roses, Rhododendrons, Clematis, and other Hardy

Shridis. Has been with present employer three years.—A. B.,
'I'he Nurseries, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20. Five
years' experience tmder Glass. First-class references.

—W. JOHN BUTCHER, Nurseryman, Stratford-on-Avon.

GARDENER (Under), where he could
improve himself in the Houses and general work of the

Garden.—Age 23, Swiss. Good reference.—HORTUS, Post
Office, Lewisham, Kent.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 20. Good testimonials.—A. B., Post Office, Riplev,

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

thevery CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot, ao. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

yC'Ti^-utM^

In consequence of Spurious Imitations of

LEA AND PERKINS' SAUCE, which are
c.ilculated to deceive the Public, LEA and PERRINS

have adopted a New ^ ^^
Label, bearing their y^ V/jV ^
wrchwdlbe^laTedon OCZO^ (A^l^r>
every bottle of WOR- I I

CESTERSHIRE .sauce, after this date, and without which
none is genuine.—Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester

;

Crossr & Blackwfi.i., London ; and Export Oilmen generally;
Ketail.by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World. - Nov., tS74.

PURE AERATED WATERS.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Crystal Spring.s—Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia,
And for GOUT, Lithia and Potass.

Corits Branded " R. ELLIS a.vd SON, RUTHIN," and
every label bears their trade mark. Sold everywhere, and
Wholesale of Ellis & Son, Rjuthin. N. Wales. London Agent

:

W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta St., Cavendish Sq.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn,

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient
or delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladies,
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London.
W. : and of all Chemists throughout the World.

D

GOOD LOOKS.

nPHE RATIONAL, NATURAL, and ONLY WAY of securing
-J. GOOD LOOKS is to obtain GOOD HEALTH

; and the first step to this is to carefully attend lo the
action of all the internal parts, and get every part to perform its proper functions. There is nothing so safe,

agreeable, and efficient, as PARR'S LIFE PILLS, which have after about fifty years of experience become the
most approved Family Medicine. Bo.xes containing 36 pills, price 11. i\d. Sold by all Chemists.
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CHATSAVORTH,
THE

SEAT OF THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, K.G.

'pHE "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE" >^ Saturday next, June 26,

ivill contain a SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT, nni/orm zvitJi those already

pttblisJied of Hatfield and Windsor, consisting of Eight Pages of Original

Ilhistrations and Letterpress Description.

Price Fivepence ; Post Free, Fivepence-halfpenny.

ADVERTISERS DESIROUS OF HAVING EXTRA SPACE IN THIS NUMBER

are particularly requested to communicate at once with the Publisher.

PUBLISHED by W. EICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND.

HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

The perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAIY HAYE PUECHASE]} MEREDITH'S VIMYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

fit. I.

THEY CAN ALSOTHEY ARE PREPARED
TO SUPPLY

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WEL-L-KNOWN STOCK

at Qareton.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price IS.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre^

-pared.

SUPPLY BEDDING
AND

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price IS.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plana and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE COW-AN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " llie Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street,' Co-Vent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. BraDeury. Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

Said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, June 19, 1875.

Ageav for MaachcsUr—Joh« JBuywopD. Agea(5 foe Scptland—Messrs. J. Mhmzibs & Co., Edinlwrsh smsl Glasgow.
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A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE AND ALLIED SUBJECTS.

No. 78.—Vol. III.{sek,1^.} SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1875.
Price 5d^

Post Free, sJr^.

^^ With this Number is issued, Gratis,

an EIGHT-PAGE SUPPLEMENT, descriptive

of CHATSWORTH, tiie Seat of tiie Duiie of

Devonsliire, K.G.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Highly Important Sale of Orcliids.

MR. T. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on WEDNESDAY, June 30, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a Consignment of ORCHIDS from
Ecuador, in fine health, comprising nine plants of the magnifi-
cent Pescatorea Roezlii, Reich.; excepting si.\ others these are
probably the only nine plants alive in Europe—for full descrip-
tion see Professor Reichenbach's report, Gardeners' Chro7iicle,

June 13, 1874 ; some fine plants of the beautiful Batemannia
Burtii var.'Wallisi, Reich., Oncidium nubigenum, and Odonto-
glossum Halli, true ; one plant of a double Odontoglossum
Cervantesi (flowers and drawings will be exhibited on the day
of Sale); also 6000 imported Orchids, collected by M. Roezl in

Mexico, consisting of large masses of Laelia autumnalis,
Oncidium trigrinum, Odontoglossum citrosmum roseum, Cattleya
citrina, Lselia majalis, Sophronites violacea, &c., all in the
finest possible condition

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
Important Sale of Establlslied East Indian and

OTHER ORCHIDS.
R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce

that he has been favoured with instructions from H. J.
Buchan, Esq., in consequence of change of residence, to offer
for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July S, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, his valuable Collection of EAST INDIAN
ORCHIDS, purchased during the last eight years from Messrs.
Veitch, Bull, Williams, RoUisson, and others, and also selected
from the best private collections at the sales held at these
Rooms, comprising fine varieties of Aerides, Saccolabiums,
Vandas, Cattleyas, LEclias, Ccelogynes. Phalsenopsis Lowii, P.
Schilleriana, P. grandiflora and P. amabilis, Dendrobium
Wardianum, D. thyrsiflorum, D. crassinode, D. devonianum,
and various other Dendrobes ; Cymbidium eburneum, Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum. Oncidiums, Odontoglossums, Pescatoreas,
Dendrochilums, also a number of other Orchids.

On% ning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

West Derby, near Liverpool.

MESSRS. BRANCH and LEETE will
SELL by AUCTION on TUESDAY and WEDNES-

DAY, June 29 and 30, at i o'Clock each day. in the Gardens
and Grounds of Broughton, Yew Tree Lane, West Derby, near
Liverpool, the exceedingly choice Collection of EXOTIC and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS of G. C. Schwabe, Esq,, who is

removing to the South of England, comprising a number of un-
usually fine standard Azaleas, on stocks from 6 to 8 feet high,
all of choice named sorts ; about 150 Pyramid and Dwarf
Azaleas, of best varieties, a large proportion of them of very
useful size—say, the Pyramids from z to 6 feet, the Dwarfs
from 18 inches to 2 feet ; about eighty Camellias, of very choice
kinds, well grown plants, in splendid condition ; several fine
Standard Camellias, a very large collection of pot Roses, some
choice Hard-wooded Plants, two fine specimens Araucaria ex-
celsa. Yuccas, Caladiums, Dracaenas, and other Ornamental-
foliaged Plants; a very fine assortment of Dendrobium nobile,
Laelias, Cattleyas, and other Orchids, both for stove and cool
treatment ; Adiantum farleyense and other fine Stove Ferns,
two very fine specimens Phaius grandifolius, some choice Ericas
and Epacris ; a small collection of Succulent Plants, large and
fine assortment of Gloxinias, Deutzias and Prunus in pots, and
the variety of plants usually cultivated in the Stove and Green-
house ; the whole in perfectly healthy and capital order.

To be viewed on Monday, the 28th inst, and Catalogues may
be had several days before the Sale from the HEAD
GARDENER, at Broughton, West Derby; or from Messrs.
BRANCH AND LEETE, at their Offices, in Hanover Street.
Liverpool.

Important Preliminary Announcement.
To the NOBILITY, GENTRY, HORTICULTURISTS, S:c.

ATTRACTIVE SALE of the Extensive and Valuable Collec-
tion of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS formed
by the late Mr. Bewley, of Blackrock, County Dublin.

MESSRS. BENNETT and SON respect-
fully announce that they have been favoured with

instructions from the Executor of the late Thomas Bewley, Esq.

,

of Rockville, Blackrock, County Dublin, to SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY, July 14,
and following days, the entire important and valuable Collection
of STOVE and HOTHOUSE PLANTS, which embraces
some of the rarest and largest specimens of Ferns and Orchids
in the United Kingdom, and for which this Collection has been
so long and so justly celebrated, bearing, as it does, an almost
European reputation, it having been formed, not only regardless
of expense, but with a highly cultivated knowledge, as well as
matured judgment and refined taste.

Full particulars will be duly announced. Descriptive Cata-
logues, price IS. each, are now in course of preparation, and will

be ready for distribution ten days previous to the Auction
(without which the Collection cannot be viewed), and may be
had only on application to the Auctioneers, BENNETT and
SON. 6. Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin.

Worcestersliire, in the far-famed Vale of Evesliam.
PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.

MESSRS. CHESSHIRE and GIBSON
have received instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on

THURSDAY, July 15 next, at the "Hen and Chickens
Hotel," in New Street, Birmingham, at 6 o'Clock in the evening
for half-past, in consequence of the death of the Proprietor,

unless in the meantime an acceptable offer be made by Pri-

vate Contract, a very excellent FREEHOLD ESTATE of
240 Acres, known as " Seaford Grange." situated at Peopleton,
within 1% mile of the Pershore Station on the Great Western
Railway.
A considerable portion of the above has been laid out as Fruit

Gardens, the Trees being of the choicest kinds, now in their

prime, the produce finding a ready sale at Liverpool, Manchester
and Birmingham, where a very lucrative business was carried on
by the late Proprietor.

In addition to a complete set of FARM BUILDINGS, with
COTTAGES, there is a very comfortable and desirable
RESIDENCE, replete with every convenience, and the portion
of the Estate not laid out as Fruit Gardens is occupied as a
FARM, and comprises Arable and Pasture of excellent quality.

A Balance-Shect, shmvtng the pro/its for the last _five years,
Jias been prepared, a}td may be obtained of tlie underrnentioncd
Referecz.

.

Further particulars and plans will be issued in due course,
in the meantime further information may be obtained of
H. G. GOLDINGHAM, Solicitor, or A. BUCK, Estate
Agent, both of Worcester ; or to the Auctioneers, Messrs,
CHESSHIRE AND GIBSON, 93, New Street, Birmuigham.

WARWICKSHIRE (2017).—In a first-class
locality, a genuine and thriving NURSERYMAN'S

and SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS to be Disposed of under
advantageous circumstances ; comprises a comfortable Dwellmg
House, spacious Premises and Shop, for doing an extensive
Seed Trade ; 66 acres ol Land (22 of which are under Stock, the
remainder Arable and Pasture), Glass limited. Probable amount
of capital required for Stock and Utensils-in-Trade, £,i<^oo.

SOMERSETSHIRE (2006).—An old-estab-
lished NURSERYMAN'S and SEEDSMAN'S BUSI-

NESS to be Sold ; about 12 acres of Land not fully stocked,
excellent deep soil. Cottage, six Greenhouses, ample Outbuild-
ings, newly-built Shop, and large ornamental Conservatory in
the town. Terms on application.

MIDDLESEX (2018).—In a rapidly im-
proving neighbourhood, close to a railway station, and

twenty minutes' ride by train to the City, a flourishing
FLORIST'S BUSINESS ; comprises an eight-roomed Resi-
dence, nine newly-built Greenhouses (heated on modern prin-
ciples).

_

Lease sixteen years, rental £,i,o per annum. Price for
Tenant's fixtures on application. Stock optional.

SURREY (2049).—Three miles from Chertsey,
in a most healthy and charming locality, occupying an

elevated and highly-favoured situation, in the midst of Seats of
the Nobility and Gentry, about 20 acres of capital LAND,
sloping principally to the south, producing remarkably early
crops of Strawberries, &c. The Land is chiefly Pasture, but
there is also a fair proportion of Arable, and between 4 and 5
acres are planted with a fine collection of the best and most
approved kinds of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which,
together with the Crops and a small quantity of Nursery Stock,
might be procured by an incomer on very easy terms. Rent
only £to per annum on lease.

ESSEX (1785).—Ten miles from London, to
be Let a small NURSERY, with a comfortable detached

Residence standing thereon, in all about 2 acres of Land, with
three large Greenhouses heated by hot water ; no Stock. Lease
fourteen years. Rent ^-^o per annum,

SUSSEX (2^8). — Two miles from the
fashionable, rapidiv rising town of Worthing, and about

10 miles from Brighton, a small NURSERYMAN'S and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS tobeSold.byorder of the Mortgagee;
about 15 acres of good sound Land (inclusive of Paddock),
cropped with a useful assortment of Nursery Stock and large
Fruit Trees in bearing condition, and Farm produce, convenient
Dwelling House, two prolific Vineries, and Conservatory, suit-
able Outbuildings. Lease eleven years unexpired. Rent,
inclusive of Glass Erections, ^83 per annum. Price for Stock
and Utensils-in-Trade, ^600.

nniGWELL (2054). — Nine miles from
V-^ London, to be Disposed of, a well-stocked and prolific
FRUIT and MARKET GARDEN. 4 acres in extent, sur-
rounded and intersected by 1000 yards of brick wall, 12 to
20 feet high, and which is covered with the choicest Fruit
Trees, over 100 old-established Standard Fruit Trees in addi-
tion ; excellent soil, in good working order ; unfailing supply
of water ; Dwelling House, Stabling, and other Outbuildings.
Lease fourteen years. Rent /50. Price for interest in Lease,
Garden, and Fruit Crops, ^£300.

More detailed particulars of the above Nurseries will be found
in PROTHEROE .k^-d MORRIS" HORTICULTURAL
REGISTER, to be obtained gratis at 98, Gracechurch

, E.C., and Leyt<

I^eelioia-28 Miles S.w.

To BE SOLD, a beautiful ESTATE of
240 acres, with elegant Swiss Villa, and capital Stabling,

Gravelly Soil, fine views, and extensive frontages, free from
tithe and land-tax. Two thirds on mortgage. "I'lie Furniture
may be taken at a valuation.

A Plot of about 50 acres, planted with fine Evergreens. Fruit,
and other trees, would be Sold separately ; also a Plot of
25 acres. Apply to

W. TARRY. BailiflT, "Golden Farmer," Bagshot. Surrey.

Victoria Estate, Kansas. U.S.—To Farmers and
OTHERS.

INE STOCK FARMS of 640 Acres and
uj)wards, to be SOLD, Freehold, from 125. to 505. p<F

itural condition unsurpassed for feeding
Sheep and Cattle. For PAMPHLET containing full particulars

respecting this Property, apply to

ROBERT W. EDIS. Esq., F.S.A., 14, Fitzroy Square,
London, W. , Architect to the Estate.

Important to Nurserymen and Otliers.

TO BE LET or SOLD, one of the
LARGEST OLD ESTABLISHED WEST END

LONDON NURSERIES. It has been doing an extensive
business for upwards of fifty years. The connection is princi-

pally amongst the Nobility and Gentry. The Establisnment
possesses every facility for doing a large profitable trade, up to

^50,000 per annum, or more. It might be advantageously carried

on by a Public Company or otherwise. The reason of its now
being disposed of is the declining health and necessary retire-

ment from business of the principal Proprietor. Part of the
purchase-money may remain on Mortgage, if desired.

For full particulars apply to Messrs. KEARSEY, SON, and
HAWES, Solicitors, 35, Old Jewry, London, E.G.

Beds and Hunts.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas, 1875, a
FARM of 265 Acres, with good Farmhouse, Bailiff's

House, two Cottages and two Homesteads ; about two miles
from Sandy Junction. Tithe free. Tenant has the shooting.

The Light Land, about 72 acres, is suitable for Garden cultiva-

tion. Advantageous covenants will be granted to a Tenant with
capital.

For terms of entry, rent, and full particulars apply to SMITH
AND ROBINSON, Estate Agents, Hemel Hempstead. Herts.

TO BE LET, on Lease, for a term of years,
with immediate possession, the MAISON DIEU

NURSERY, Dover. Premises comprise Dwelling-house with
Shop, Greenhouses, Forcing-houses, Potting Shed, and Garden
Ground. Rent moderate. Apply to

Messrs. TERSON anu SON, Auctioneers, 27, Castle

Street, Dover, Kent.

To riorists and Others.

TO BE LET, about TWO AND A HALF
ACRES of LAND, situate at Shepherd's Bush, close

on the high road, and very open. Orders to view of

J. H. GREEN, Auctioneer, 72, King Street, Hammersmith, W.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND SUMMER EXHI-

BITION will be held at the Royal Pavilion on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, July 7 and 8 next, on the same grand scale
as on former years. Schedules of which can be obtained on
application to E. SPARV, Superintendent of the Exhibitions,
Queen's Graperies ; or of the Secretary, 96, St. James' Street.
Brighton.
The AUTUMN EXHIBITION will be held on September

8 and 9. EDWARD CARPENTER. Secretary.
Brighton, June 16.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLN-
SHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Prcsuient-l:\i^ Right Hon. Earl Brownlow, Lord-Lieutenant
of the County.

The next Exhibition will be at GRANTHAM, JULY 6 and 7,
and not 7 and 8, as previously advertised.
Forms of Entry and Schedules of Prizes (^^220—2 Silver Cups)

are now ready, and may be had of Mr, LYNE, Bookseller,
Grantham.
Persons intending to compete at NOTTINGHAM on

JULY 8. &c., will be able to exhibit at Grantham, which is within
one hour's ride of Nottingham : and every facility will be given
for leaving Grantham on the evening of the 7th, the station
being only 200 yards from the show ground. Conveyances for
the Plants, &c,, provided free.

ICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. — President, H.S.H. [he Duke of Teck.

P-?,B, Under the Royal and Distinguished Patronage of
H.R.H. the Duchess of Cambridge, H.R.H. the Princess
Mary Duchess of Teck, H.R.H. the Due d'Auraale. &c
The FIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS

FLOWERS, FRUIT, and VEGETABLES, will be held
on THURSDAY, July 8, in the Old Deer Park, Richmond,
Surrey. Two Military Bands will attend. A Subscription of
£\ 15. entitles to Four Admission Tickets. Tickets and
Schedules may be had of

ALBERT CHANCELLOR, Hon. Sec.
Richmond, Surrey.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

EVENING FETES and EXHIBITION of ROSES,
FLORAL TABLE DECORATIONS, PLANTS BOU-
QUETS, &c., in the Gardens, Old Trallord, on THURSDAY
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, July 8, 9 and 10.

SCHEDULES are now ready, and may be had from
BRUCE FINDLAY, Curator and Secretary.

NOTTINGHAM and MIDLAND
COUNTIES GRAND ROSE SHOW and

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION (open to all Eneland)
will be held at the ARBORETUM, NOTTINGHAM on
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, July 8, 9, and
10. The Mayor of NottinRham President ; the Town Clerk
Honorary Secretary. Prize List amounting to ^{^750. Prizes
for Roses upwards of ;^240. Space will be allotted for the
e-xhibition of Horticultural Implements and Garden Furniture.
Certificates of Merit awarded. Schedules are now ready, and
may, with particulars, be obtained on application to

ALFRED KIRK, Municipal Offices, Nottinsham.

ORCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting at Worcester, AUGUST 10, ii and 12
PresiAitl—Thc Right Hon. the E.^RL of Coventry

A Grand HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION in con-
nection with the above will be held in the Show Ground at
Worcester, when Prizes amounting to .£200 will be offered.
Prizes are also ottered to all Cottagers residing in Worcester-
shire. Entries close July 31. For Schedules of Prizes and
Rules. &c. , apply to
EDWARD T. GOLDINGHAM, Secretary, Worcester : or

to J. S. HAYWOOD, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, 26,
Broad Street, Worcester, Hon. Sec. to Horticultural Show.

LEAMINGTON.—The GRAND HORTI-
CULTURAL EXHIBITION, under the joint manage-

ment of the War\vickshire Agricultural and Warwickshire
Horticultural Societies, will be held in the JEPHSON
GARDENS, Leamington, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
DAY, August 3 and 4 (in connection with the County Agricul-
tural Show). Prizes ;^i5o. For Schedules apply to

Mr. J OS IAH SOUTHORN, Auctioneer, 15, Upper
Parade, Leamington.

GREAT AUTUMN SHOW of 1875, in
BURGHLEY PARK, Stamford, on SEPTEMBER

15 and 16 NEXT. The following are amongst the Special

Prizes offered ;—Silver Cups, by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Royal
Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading, for Fruits : by Messrs.
Carter & Co., Queen's Seedsmen, 237, High Holborn, for

Vegetables ; by Messrs. Paul & Son, the Old Nurseries, Ches-

hunt, for Cut Roses, for Amateurs ; and by Messrs. Hooper &
Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden, for American Potatos

;

and other Prizes by Messrs. Brown, Stamford, for Vegetables ;

and by Mr. John Pearson, Chilwell,for his Bedding Geraniums.

The Rules, with Schedules, are now ready, and may be had of
JOHNSON and) ^ gT AVT-rtM f "on- oecs.

1

Stamford. LAXTON,

aURPLUS BEDDING PLANTS.
ALYSSUM VARIEGATUM, is. 6J. per dozen.

ASTERS, five best sorts, strong, 2S. per too.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA, 31. per dozen.

CHAMvEPEUCE DIACANTHA, 4s. per dozen.

HOLLYHOCKS, Seedling, 41. per dozen, 25J. per 100.

MAURANDYAS, of sorts, 4s. per dozen.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CORDIFOLTUM VARIEGA-
TUM, 21. 6rl. per dozen.

RICINUS. of sorts, strong, 3s. 6d. per dozen.

SWEET VERBENA, 21. 6d. to 4s. per dozen.

SALVIA, Blue, 2s. 6rf. per dozen.
VERBENA VENOSA, zi. 6d. per dozen.

RODGER, McClelland and CO., 64, Hill Street,

CHARLES HADFIELD, Horticultural
Auctioneer and Valuer, 20, St. Mary's Gate,

Manchester. TREES, SHRUBS, CONIFERA, ROSES,
BULBS, and every other Horticultural requisite from all

parts of Britain and the Continent, carefully prepared for

SALE, CATALOGUED, and SOLD by AUCTION.
Very reasonable terms, prompt payments, and good prices rea-

lised. Satisfactory reference given from Nurserymen in neigh-

bourhood of Manchester, for whom large Sales have been made.
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ATEW and CHOICE FLOWER
iN SEEDS.

, ,

AURICULA, PANSY and POLYANTHUS, saved from a

prize collection, ii. per packet. .-,•.• , ,„j
CALCEOLARIA, saved from 120 beautiful varieties, 11. and

•25. 6ii. per packet. „,„ . , ,. ,. , r

CINERARIA and PRIMULA SINENSIS, including fern-leaf

varieties, i^, and 2S. 6ti. per paoket.

None of the above can be surpassed.

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.

NEW CLEMATIS, now being sent out by
JOHN STANDISH and CO. :-

ASCOTIENSIS.—The flowers are considerably larger than

Jackmanni, and are well shaped, containing six petals each ;

colour, a fine azure-blue : it throws a profusion of flowers

the whole summer long, and is of a very vigorous habit.

I05. 6</. each.

MRS QUILTER.—A magnificent white flower, containing

eight petals ; it is the largest, smoothest, and purest of alt

the whites, and a very free bloomer, with strong habit.

10s. 6d. each.

The above are decided acquisitions, and should be in every

collection. Orders are now being booked for them.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Paul's ^a^^^ ROS8S.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that the

COLLECTION of ROSES at WALTHAM CROSS
NURSERIES is now in bloom. Everybody interested in

Roses is invited to inspect the display. The Hardy Ornamental

and Pictorial Trees, Fruit Trees, Geraniums, and Camellias are

Entrance to the Nurseries from the platform " Waltham

"

Station, Great Eastern Railway. Frequent trains daily from

Bishopsgate Station, and occasionally from St. Pancras.

PANSY BLUE KING, the best really blue

bedding Plant, nice Plants los. per 100 ; 8al. per 1000.

Also,

VIOLA BLUE BELL (fine), 31. per dozen.

„ DICKSON'S GOLDEN GEM, 2s. per dozen, J2s. 6<l.

PRINCESS TECK (beautiful), as. id. per dozen.

„ PRIMROSE QUEEN, 3s. per dozen.

„ LUTEA GRIEVEI, 21. per dozen, loj. per 100.

„ CORNUTA ALBA, 21. per dozen, Ss. per 100.

,, STRICTA ALBA, 2j. Sd. per dozen, 14J. per 100.

RODGER, McClelland and CO., Nurserymen, &c.,

Newry.

SEEDLING GERANIUMS.—A small
quantity of Seedling Geraniums, the seed for which has

been carefully hybridised and selected from the newest and

best of Pearson's, Dr. Denny's, and other noted raisers, and
comprise Gold and Bronze and dark Zonals, and Golden and

other Selfs, S:c.. now showing very fine colour, and cannot fail

to produce some really fir

NEW ENGLISH BOSES
STAR ofWALTHAM.—First-class Certificates

from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies.

Nice plants in pots, los. id. each.

" Star of Waltham is the best new Rose we have seen this

season." Gardeners' Chronicle.

"A noble Rose, with great substance of petal good

colour, splendid foliage, and, what is more, delicious

viftrhim^ Jtntrnal 0/ Horticulture.

"An exceedingly fine Hybrid Perpetual Rose. The

Garden.
•• A grand Hybrid Perpetual. ' Gardeners Magmme

_^

"Large, full, lustrous in colour, and superbly beautiful.

Florist.

QUEEN of WALTHAM.— Nice plants in

pots, 10s. 6d. each.
" Star and Queen of Waltham are splendid examples in

their colours." The Queen. ,,,,,, „" Star of Waltham and Queen of Waltham, really gems,

of which every rosarian ought to possess representatives.

Tfie Country.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES of 1875.—
Good plants, in pots, of all the best varieties, 2j. 6d. each,

24s. per dozen.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES 01 i874.—

2J. each, 181. to 2ii. per dozen.

OLDER ROSES, a splendid stock, in pots,

los. 6d. to 2ii. per dozen, £z 151. to fy 10s. per 100.

Priced Descriptive Catalogue Post Free on apfUcatioii.

WILLIAM PAUL,
PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS.

1 post free.

Samuel shepperson, riom
Prospect House, Helper.

nd Seedsman,

Prizes for Monro's Duke of Edlnburgli Cucumber.

J MONRO begs to say that the PRIZES
• offered by him (viz., ^3 for the best brace, ^2 for the

second best brace, and ^i for the third best brace of the above-

named Cucumber) will be competed for, by permission of the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, at South Kensing-

ton, on July 21 next, the same day as the Fruit Prizes offered

by James Veitch & Sons are competed for.

The Prize Money will be paid on the day of Exhibition, on

application to the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society.

JOHN MONRO, Potter's Bar, N.—June 16.

ALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,
PRIMULA and CYCLAMEN.

The best strains in the kingdom, including James', Waters',

and other well-known growers,

Price, per packet, 2^. 6d. ; or one each of the 4 varieties for 7,1. 6d.

CYCLAMEN BULBS for Christmas blooming,

James' Prize, si. 6d. and 35. 6d. each.

HARDY PERENNIALS, 12 choice varieties, 3^. post free.

THE HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES CO. (Limited), 59,

Queen Victoria Street. London. Nurseries—Bagshot, Surrey.

EG. HENDERSON and SON will place
• in commerce, for the first lime, the following NE\V

PLANTS, full descriptions and prices of which are given in

tSeir NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, a copy of which will be

fjrwjrded immediately on application :—

Amaryllis Hendersoni ^ (t)

,, Henry Little

Asplenium nobile

Armcria cephalotes alba
Ageratum cordifolium
Begonia Orange Boven

,, Dr. Dollinger

„ White Queen
Blandfordia flammea elegans*
Bouvardia bicolor

,, multiflora

Cantua corymbiflora
Cyclamen Peakeanum (t)

Convolvulus mauritanicus

Crowea angustifoHa

Plumeria bicolor

Sonerila Hendersoni ''

,, „ argcntea (t)

M^

OroMda.
consequence of large Importations

R. WILLIAM BULL can make special
offer of the following ;—

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM, 2S. 6d. and 31. 6d. each ;

24^. and 36s. per dozen.

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM, 2j. id. and 31. 6d. each; 241.

and 365. per dozen.

DENDROBIUM THYRSIFLORUM, 7s. 6d. and los. 6d.

each ; .£4 and £$ per dozen.

ODONTOGLOSSUM HASTILABIUM, 51. and js. td.

each : £1 ros. and /< per dozen.
, , ,

ACINETA HUMBOLDTII, y. 6d. and 5s. each; 36J. and

Sor. per dozen.

AnAcTOCHILUS DAWSONIANUS, ar. 6d. each; 24s.

per dozen.

ANGULOA CLOWESII. ss. and 71. 6<ieach; £2 los. and

DENDROBIUM PIERARDII, M. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each ; 24s.

and 365, per dozen.

CATTLEYA TRIANjt, 51. and js. 6d. each ; £z los. and £^
per dozen.

LIMATODES ROSEA, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each ; 241. and

36^. per dozen.
CATTLEYA CITRINA, 51. and 71. 6d. each ; £2

£i, per dozen.
x.id.

BENJAMIN S WILLIAMS' Superb Strain

of FLORISTS FLOWERS (post free

CALCEOLARIA, \Villianis' superb stram,

CINERARIA, WcatheriU's extra choii

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, William!

Per packet.—
s.6d.,:is.6d.,

35. 6d. and
. 6rf.,

New and Floris

Large Coloured Illustrations of the kinds marked ^ will be
forwarded for twelve stamps each.

Those marked (t) have been awarded First-class Certificates.

EG. HENDERSON and SON'S SEED
• CATALOGUE for 1S75, containing over 200 Illustra-

tions of Flowers, will be posted, free, on application, and from
which the following can be supplied, of first-class quality :

—

CALCEOLARIA, in mixed colours, ii.,ii. 6i,and 51. per pkt.

CINERARIA, IS., 21. 6d., and 5s. per packet.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, fine strain, 2S. 6d. and ss.

„ „ RUBRA FLORE-PLENA, 2s. td. and ss.

„ ,, ALBA FLORE-PLENA. 2j. 6d. and 51.

AURICULA, IS. and 2S. 6d. CARNATION, 2s. 6d. and 5s.
" CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, is. and 2s. 6d.

HOLLYHOCK, is. and 2s. 60!. PINKS, is. and ss. 6d.

MIMULUS, IS. PANSIES, 6rf. and is. 6d.

PETUNIAS, 6rf. and is. VERBENA, is. and is. 6d.

SWEET WILLIAM, Perfection, is.

, , from named flowers, is. and 2s. td.

The Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

dd., 3s. 6d. and 5

superb strain,

dd., 3s. 6d. and s

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. 1

,, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. .. I

PANSY, saved from extra choice show varieties is. and :

,, Belgian, finest mixed is. and ;

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Williams'

superb strain, red, white, or mixed, is. 6d., zs. 6d.^

3s, 6d. and 5 o

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready., and may be had on application,

IT COMPRISES:—
HARDY JAPANESE and other CONIFERS.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and

EVERGREENS.
RHODODENDRONS in fine named varieties ; PON-

TICUMS, and other common kinds for covers.

ROSES, Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf, in all the

best kinds.

FRUIT TREES.

CLEMATIS, and other climbing Plants.

Cheap EVERGREENS and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS for Planting Belts and Shrubberies.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
QUICKS, and other Hedge Plants.

DWARF EVERGREEN and VARIEGATED
PLANTS for Winter Bedding, &c.

DESIGNS, PLANS and ESTIMATES prepared for

Laying-out and Planting New Grounds, and for Im-

proving Park Scenery and Existing Shrubberies and
Plantations.

MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM (ALEXANDRA),

:

and 15s. each ; £s and £^ per dozen.
. , ,. ,

L,ELIA AUTUMNALIS, 7s. 6d. and los. 6d. each ; ^4 .and

£1 per dozen.

PLEIONE WALLTCHIANA, 2s. td. and 3s. id. each; 24s.

and 36s. per dozen.

MAXILLARIA LUTEO-ALBA, 2s. 6rf, and 3s. id. each;

24s. and 36s. per dozen.

ODONTOGLOSSUM INSLEAYI LEOPARDINUM,
7s. td. and los. td. each ; £>, and £s per dozen.

DENDROBIUM CRYSTALLINUM, 7s. td. and los. td.

each ; £\ and £s per dozen.

EPIDENDRUM VITELLINUM MAJUS, 7s. td. and
los. td. each ; £4 and £s per dozen.

HOULLETIA CHRYSANTHA, 7s. td. and 10s. td. each

;

,^4 and £s per dozen.

MAXILLARIA LUTEO-PURPUREA, 3s. td. and 5s. each ;

36s. and 50S. per dozen.

ODONTOGLOSSUM RAMULOSUM, ^s. td. and los. td.

each : £i, and £$ per dozen.

EPIDENDRUM MACROCHILUM, 7s. td. and los. td.

each ; .£4 and ^5 per dozen.

F.RIA ODORATA, 3s. td. and 5s. each ; 36s. and 50s. p. doz.

DENDROBIUM SENILE, 7s. td. and los. td. each; £^
and £s per dozen.

DENDROBIUM FALCONERI, 21s. and 31s. td. each.

PHAL./ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, 42s. and 63s. each.

PHAL^HNOPSIS GBIANDIFLORA, 31s. td. and 42s. each.

PHAL/ENOPSIS AMABILIS, 31s. td. and 42s. each.

Good selections of Orchids made at 2, 3, and 4 guineas per

dozen. By sending names of those already possessed, different

varieties can be given, and purchasers will have a good selec*

tion made for them.

Establishment for New and Rare Platlts, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

Bedding Rosea.

riRANSTON'S CRIMSON BEDDER

:

V^ strong plants, in 5-inch pots, 30?. per dozen.
TEA-SCENTED. CHINA. NOISETl'E, and HYBRID-

PERPETUAL ROSES, in 4 and 5-inch pots, 9^. to 15J. per

Now is the best time for bedding-out the Tea-scented and
China Roses, and Hybrid Perpetuals, on their own roots.

Address, CRANSTON and MAYOS. King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

VARIEGATED DOUBLE GERANIUM,

M BS. CAB Il.

A remarkably distinct variety, with large trusses of

double pink flowers (similar and equal to Marie

Lemoine). Foliage broadly margined with white ; very

free grower, and, as described in Garden Oracle for

1874,
'

' Unquestionably the most decided novelty of the

season." First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural

Society.

Price 21s. each.

Post Office Ordersfrom unknown correspondents.

FELTON & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, HARBORNE ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE LAW80N NURSERIES,
EDINBURGH.

Evergreen Shrubs for Present Planting,

Rliododenclrons, Ivies in Pots, &c., &c.

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Bedding-out Plants
in great variety.

TODEA SUPERBA — several hundreds,
among which some magnificent specimens, perhaps the

finest ever imported.

CLEMATISES in POTS—a large Collection

©f all the leading varieties, including the splendid

flowers raised by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., viz. :

Henryi, Lawsoniana, and Symeiana, loj. td. the set

of three plants.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION,

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company,
(LIMITED),

106, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
AND EDINBURGH.
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HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE OF ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, June 30, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a Consignment of ORCHIDS from Ecuador, in fine health, comprising nine

plants of the magnificent PESCATOREA ROEZLII (Reich.): excepting six others these are

probably the only nine plants alive in Europe,—for full description see rrofcssor Reichenbach's

report. Gardener!^ Cliionic/e, ]\ine 13, 1874; some fine plants of the beautiful BATEMANNIA
BURTII var. WALLISI (Reich.), ONCIDIUM NUBIGENUM, and ODONTOGLOSSUM
HALLI,true; one plant of a double ODONTOGLOSSUM CERVANTESI (flowers and drawings

will be exhibited on the day of Sale) ; also 5ooo Imported ORCHIDS, collected by M. Roezl in

Mexico, consisting of large masses of L/ELIA AUTUMNALIS, ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM,
ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM ROSEUM, CATTLEYA CITRINA, L^LIA MAJALIS,

SOPHRONITES VIOLACEA, &c., all in the finest possible condition.

On vieiu the morning 0/ Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

W. Richardson & Co.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

DARLINGTON,
Have pleasure in informing their friends that they have just completed extensive NEW WORKS, fitted up with the

most modem Steam-power Machinery, and every appliance for the Manufacture of Horticultural Buildings in Wood
and Iron.

A siding from the main line of the North-Eastern Railway being laid direct into the Works, W. R. & Co. are in

a position to deliver their Glazed Structures carriage paid to any station in Great Britain, including risk of breakage.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS are portable, thoroughly strong and
durable, and have the most perfect system of ventilation, with complete protection from the weather.

Designs and Estimatesprepared for Conservatories^ Greenhouses^ Orchard-houses^ Vineries, Peach-houses, b'c.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, portable or otherwisej fixed by experienced workmen in any part of the country,

and guaranteed.

Illustrations, Price Lists, and Testimonials free on application to the Makers.

NORTH of ENGLAND HORTICULTURAL WORKS, DARLINGTON.

MILDEW.—Ewing's Infallible Cure. ("The
fmcst of all antidotes." Wm. Earlkv.) Retail of most

Seedsmen, at \s. 6d. per bottle— li. loii. per bottle, if packed
for travelling, of tbe Manufacturers,

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

Spidci
of fro

ISIIURST COMPOUND. Used by
..t;..iiist Red
^ III Milulions

4 to i6oiiiii I
. ,1 . ,1 iMiii. I .11, »,iu • I-, I \ ,:,. ,11,1' I' mil Trees,

ll.ns oiiUivi^d iii^Miy |)r._-|,.ir:.Uiji.s im,;n(lc(l M supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in boxes, IS., is., .tlld lOS. 6d.
Wholcs;ilc hy PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMP.SON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS,&c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6f. Supplied to Seedsmen
and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILINER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT offers his well-known preparation
• to Fruit Growers at ii. (jd. and 2S. grt'. per bottle,

post free, on receipt of stamps. No one who has fruit to

frow should be without it. May be obtained through all
eedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil.
N. li. Beware of spurious imitations.

Indestructlblo Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices,
Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post free on

application ; also Patterns of OrnamenUl Tile Pavements for
Conservatories. Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

GARDEN SYRINGES, ENGINES, and all
kinds of TOOLS, kept in stock and supplied at lowest

prices. Sheets of Illustrations, with sizes and prices, sent on
application.

^OOLEY AND CO., Horticultural Sundriesmen, 23, Bush
Lane, Cai I Street, London, EC.

w. PARHAM'S SYSTEM of GLAZING
nc Freedom from Drip and

J all other methods.Breakage of Glass, is rapidly supersedi
WILLIAM PARHAM. Patentee,

Northgate, Bath : and 280, Oxford Street, London, W.
CATALtJGUES two Stamps. See Specimens at either address.
Also at the Midland Counties Grand Horticultural Exhibition

at Aston Park, Birmingham, July i to s ; and at the Royal at

Metallic Hothouse Builder to Her Majesty.HENRY HOPE
(Late Clark & Hope, formerly Cl.ark),

HOTHOUSE BUILDER and HOT-WATER
APPARATUS ENGINEER,

55, Lionel Street, Birmingham. Established A.D. 1818.

BOOKS of DESIGNS, 51. each.

SS" The E.ttensive Ranges of Metallic Hothouses in the
Royal Cardens, Windsor and Osborne, were executed at this
Establishment.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO.,

71, Cornhill, London, E.G.: and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, EC

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDKAULIC RAM
Tlis seful Self act n|, Appirat s vl h rkb diy ind n gl t w tl out need ng -ittent on w 11 raise water

to any he Efht or d stance witho t cost for Ubour or moti e power where a few feet fall can be obtained and is

suited for supply ng Public or Private Establ shments Farm B i Id ngs R i Iway Stat ons 1c

DEFP WELL PUMPS for Horse Hand Steam or other Power
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power. [Gardens, &c.
No. 46J. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
No. 49,7. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and S4a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, mth Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.'\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,Hvnpsv-rs HnQiT PTP1.-C «,„ .t.„ Patlicidars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

No 49 GARDEN ENGINES of all sizes in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Esse.i.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

HYDR.\NTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOQUES OAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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To Gardeners and Others.

MR. JOHN MURCH, Kenford, wishes the
Public to know that he still continues to send any

quantity of the best EXETER PEAT on .npplication.

Fibrous Peat for OrcMds, So.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality for

Orchids, Stove PLmts. &c.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. New Holland Plants.

BROWN and BLACK PEAT, for general purposes.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater (South-Eastern Railway), or

Farnborough (South-Western Railway), by the truck load.

Sample sacks, 5^. 6(/. each.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE—nutritious

for beds ; as supplied by_ H. Wright to Herr Schmidt,

Erfurt, Prussia, ajipointed Florist to His Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of Prussia, and to 1200 Nurserymen and Gardeners.

Delivered free within 8 miles or on to any rail. Twenty bushels,

ds. M. : 50 bushels, i2j. 6rf. ; 330 bushels, 45J.

H. WRIGHT, Steam Fibre Works, Heneage Street, Brick

Lane, London, £.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
Have now ready for deliver)', in fine dry condition—

CORN MANURE,for spring sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE,
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA,

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

O DAMS' MANURES,
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the N I T R O- P H O S P H A TE and
OD.AMS' CHEMICAL MANURE COi\IPANY (Limited),
consisting of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000

Acres of Land.
C/ja!'rwra«—ROBERT LEEDS, Castle Acre, Norfolk.

Managing Director—]AMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary—<Z. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

Large ArrivaL
A F F I A F I B R E, for Tying. Special

quotations for quantities.E

TREE FERNS.
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK IN EUROPE.

F.L.S.,AVILLIAM BULL,
Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry to an inspection of the abovi

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
Adapted for the decoration of Conservatories and Greenhouses, or suited for Sub-tropical Gardening.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

ALSOPHILA Vv^ILLIAMSII
(THE WEEPING TREE FERN).

Jean Verschaffelt
Having a fine stock of healthy young plants of this extremely fine and novel Tree Fern, which was

imported by him, and figured and described in the Gardener^ Chronicle of June 5, 1874, begs to

offer them at the following low prices, viz. ;

—

Sing-le Plants .. .. .. 7s. 6d. 1 Per 25 Plants 100s.

Per Dozen Plants 60s. Od.
I ,, 100 ,, £12

The Plants, taken out ofpots, may be sent, per Continental Parcels Express, at very little expense.

E.ARLY ORDERS SOLICITED BY

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT,
THE NURSERIES, 134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, LEDEBERG,

GHENT, BELGIUM.

N,B. The following PALMS can still be supplied in store pots :-

-Wholesale Priced List sent post fre

PHCENIX RECLINATA
PHCENIX RECLINATA
PHCENIX TENUIS
PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDR/E.
SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS ...

SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS ...

ARECA MONOSTACHYA ...
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Henry Ormson,
DESIGNER AND BUILDER OF CONSERVATORIES AND WINTER GARDENS,

EITHER PLAIN OR ORNAMENTAL, CONSTRUCTED OF IRON OR WOOD,
OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH.

Flans and Estimates for Horticultural Buildings of all descriptions to suit any Garden, large or small.

Gentlemen waited on and Surveys made in any part of the country.

Estimates given for Architects' Drawings.

BOILERS and HEATING APPARATUS of the best description.

HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNECTIONS and a variety of the best BOILERS always kept in Stock.

PRICES AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY

AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

John Wills, f.r.h.s.,
KESPECTFULLY SOLICITS AN INSPECTION OF HIS UNKIVALLED

COLLECTIONS OF HANDSOME FOLIAGE PLANTS, TREE AND OTHER FERNS,

ORCHIDS, NEAV PLANTS, &c,,

At his various Establishments, as under :

—

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN, ONSLOW CRESCENT,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W..

SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON, S.W.

III.

THE MELBOURNE NURSERY, ANERLEY ROAD, NORWOOD,
(NEAR THE CRYSTAL PALACE).

At this Establishment are to be seen the finest Collection of Dracaenas, Crotons, and various New Plants in the country; Pitcher Plants, Ferns, &c.,

in endless variety ; cultivated by Mr. F. Bause, J. Wills' skilful Manager.

Prices given for all the leading DRACAENAS, by the Do-ven, Hundred, or Thousand.

IV.

NURSERY FOR ORCHIDS, PALMS, ROSE TREES, SHRUBS, &c., LEWIS PLACE,
FULHAM FIELDS, S.W. And

THE BOUQUET GROTTO, EXHIBITION ROAD, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.,
Where Specimens of Rustic Work, Waterfalls, and Rockeries may be seen.

i

THE MOST MODERATE PRICES, IN ALL INSTANCES, ARE CHARGED FOR PLANTS AND DECORATIONS.

MOST EXTENSIVE FLORAL DECORATIONS in LONDON are ARRANGED under J. W-'s PERSONAL STIPEEINTENDENCE.

J. W. IS also extensively engaged in the Arranging and Planting of Conservatories, the Construction of Waterfalls, Rockeries, &c., in all parts of
the country, and may be consulted in any part of the Kingdom. References are kindly permitted to several large and important

Works already carried out. A large Staff of most reliable Workmen are kept.

CATALOGUES OF PLANTS, BULBS, &c., SENT ON APPLICATION.

WEDDING AND OTHER BOUQUETS, CHOICE CUT FLOWERS, &c., CAREFULLY PACKED AND SENT TO ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY
ON THE SHORTEST NOTICE.

JOHN WILLS, F.R.H.S.,
(BY SPECIAI,' APPOINTMENT NURSERYMAN, FLORIST, AND BOUQUETIST TO HER MAJESTY AND THE ROYAL FAMILY),

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY AND WINTER GARDEN,
ONSLOW CRESCENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.

June 25, 1875.
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TEADE NOTICE

PRIMULA PRINCE ARTHUR.
Is described by the Press as — " An

exquisite carmine-crimson double variety of

the Primula sinensis fimbriata type, of

pyramidal form and vigorous habit. Ad-
mirably adapted for a dinner-table plant. It

comes quite true from seed."

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS,
AND CO.,

SEED MERCHANTS,
79, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON,
Having arranged with the Raiser, Mr. F.

Perkins, of Leamington, for the Wholesale
Distribution of this splendid novelty, beg to

say they will be prepared to supply the Trade
on and after the 15th of July next.

The following Uadlng Nurserymen and Seedsmen have
already ordered.

Brunning, J., & Co. ... Great Yarmouth
Erigden, T King William Street

Barr & SUGDEN King Street, W.C.
Bailey, H. Seedsman, Feltham
Brown, W. & J High St., Stamford
Cannell, H Woolwich, S.E.

Carter Page & Co. ... 53, London Wall
Chater, W. Saffron Walden
Clark, W. Wellington, Surrey
Cooling, E Derby
Christopher, J. ... Elwell Nursery, Up-
Daniels Bros Norwich [way
Downie & Laird ... Edinburgh
Drumjiond & Son, W. .. Stirling

DURRANT, W Lowestoft

Franklin, G Bracebridge
Henderson, E. G. & Son St. John's Wood, N.
Holmes, E. Lichfield

Jones, Edward Henley-on-Thames
Joyce, W. Lincoln
Ker & Son, R. p. ... Liverpool

King, F High St., Lincoln
King, W Old Leake, Boston
Laing, J Forest Hill, S.E.
Lee, J. & C. Hammersmith, W.
Ley, J. H Croydon
LuNDY & Son Stafford

Moore, J Boston
McEWEN, D Norwich
Macintosh, R. T. ... Edinburgh
Matthews, R. B. ... Belfast

Pillinger, J Chepstow
Paul, W Waltham Cross, N.
Poulton, G Edmonton, N.
Pennell & Son Lincoln
Perkins & Son Coventry
Phippen & RoiilNSON ... Reading
Rushforth, W Leeds
Radclyffe, Dick, & Co. High Holborn,W.C.
Rowe, W. B Worcester
Samson, W., & Co. ... Kilmarnock
Standish, J., & Co. ...Ascot
Stevens, John Coventry
Stuart & Mein Kelso
Tait, W., & Co Dublin
Turner, C Slough
Veitch&Son Chelsea, S.W.
Vise, Allen Reading
Watkins, a Bishop Stortford
Williams, B. S Upper HoUoway,N.
Wilson, B. Watford
Wright, W Retford
Wood & Ingram ... Huntingdon.

A Supplemental List will be publlslied.

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1S75.

MIDSUMMER FLOWERS.

ALMOST before the spring blossoms h.ave

disappeared from our woods and fields,

and while even in our midland counties the

Hawthorn remains in nearly full blossom, the
" longest day" arrives, and midsummer is upon
us. Like many other terms, this one of mid-

summer is perhaps somewhat misleading.

Spring, in the popular acceptation of the term,

can scarcely be said to begin on March 21,

in spite of the almanac ; and midsummer,
so far as perfection and abundance of flowers

is concerned, has hardly arrived by June 24.

Yet it is with this day that many of the ancient

observances connected with flowers are espe-

cially associated ; such, for example, as the col-

lecting of fern-seed and all its legendary details,

which we have noticed somewhat at length

at p. 755 of our first volume for 1S74 ; and the

reason for this may be found, at any rate in

part, in the fact that this d.iy was held in pre-

Reformation times as a feast of considerable

importance in honour of the nativity of St. John
the Baptist—a feast which is still retained in

the present Church of England prayer-book.

The popularity of St. John the Baptist in old

times is manifested by the number of traditions

connected with his day, both regarding natural

and supernatural events. This may be partly

accounted for by the fact that he occupied in

the Christian faith a position similar to that

previously filled by " Baldur the beautiful," the

Apollo or sun-god of northern mythology. This

planting of the new faith upon the remains of a

past superstition was a thing of constant occur-

rence in the early days of the Church, and was
even literally carried out—as in the case of the

Cathedral of Chartres, the first Christian church

founded in France, which stands upon ground
anciently devoted to the rites of Druidic wor-
ship. The character of St. John was one which
naturally appealed strongly to the sympathies,

more especially of the rude northern nations,

and resulted, as a matter of course, in the col-

lection around his festival of many traditions.

Leaving on one side, however, as somewhat
beyond the scope of this journal, any such
speculations, however tempting, as are indicated

above, we will confine ourselves to a notice of a

few of the plant traditions and associations con-

nected with Midsummer Day. It may be noted

that the weather on this, as on other festivals,

is in many places supposed to exercise an
important influence upon the crops of the year.

Rain is generally regarded as likely to exercise

an unfavourable influence, especially upon nuts

and grain of various kinds ; although upon
weeds its effect is favourable, if we may judge

from an English proverb cited by Mr. Swain-

son :

—

" Cut your Thistles before St. John,
You will have two instead of one."

The St. John's Wort—by which name Hype-
ricum in general and H. perforatum in parti-

cular are generally known—naturally occurs

first to one's mind in connection with Mid-
summer Day, and this association of the plant

is both general and widespread. With us in

England, indeed, it is chiefly by its name that

this connection is recalled ; but it was formerly

the custom, as Pennant states to have been the

case in his time in Wales, to stick it over the

doors on Midsummer Eve, with a view, no
doubt, of arresting the power of witches, to

whom it was supposed to be especially obnoxious.

Mr. Conway traces its use throughout Europe

on this day. " In Sweden and Norway," he

says, " it is the central plant of the midsommars-
gvastar, the bouquet gathered on St. John's

Eve, and hung up as an antidote to witches.

In the Tyrol it was thought that if a traveller

has it in his shoes he will never get weary. On
the Lower Rhine it is placed in wreaths on the

roofs as a general protection. Its sap is

esteemed of especial potency— it being the elf's

or the Baptist's blood, and is sometimes mi.\ed

with beer. In Wales St. John's Wort is some-

times made into a tea which produces a certain

exhilaration. In France we may often see the

harvesters having their hats decorated with it.

It is held sacred by many in the Levant, where

it is a current superstition that the plague is

sure to leave a city on St. John's Day." The
supposed power of the plant is manifested in

one of its old names, " fuga da;monum," as also

in the distich

—

" Trefoil, Vervain, John's Worl, Dill,

Hinder witclics of their will."

The curiously perforated appearance of the

leaves when held up to the light, to which the

St. John's Wort owes its specific name, perfo*

ratum, is accounted for by the malice of the

devil, who, in his anxiety to injure the plant,

pierced its foliage with a needle ! In Norway
the connection of St. John with Baldur, to

which we have already referred, becomes very

apparent ; as the red markings of the root are

known both as " Baldur's blood" and the
'• blood of St. John." The rhythmical version

of a German legend relating to this plant,

which originally appeared in Blackwood's

Magazine, has been so often quoted that we
need not do more than refer to it here.

Another plant of ancient association with

Midsuinmer Day is the Orpine (Sedum Tele-

phium). As long ago as 1578, Lyte, in his trans-

lation of Dodoens, tells us that " the people of

the countrey delight muche to set it in pots and
shelles on Midsummer Even, or upon timber,

slattes, or trenches, daubed with clay, and so to

set or hang it up in their houses, whereas it

remayneth greene a long season, and groweth.''

The plant was commonly called Midsummer
Men ; and a writer in the Connoisseur refers to

it by this name, and refers to the love-divination

which was practised with it. " I stuck up two
Midsummer Men, one for myself and one for

him. Now, if his had died away, we should

never have come together, but I assure you his

blowed and turned to mine." In connection

with this, it may be mentioned that a ring,

apparently of the fifteenth century, which was
found near Cawood in Yorkshire at the begin-

ning of the present century, had for its device

two Orpine plants turned towards each other

and joined by a true-lovers'-knot.

Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) was another

plant dedicated to St. John ; a girdle was made
of it, called Cingulum Sanctis Joannis, which

was supposed to be endowed with various pro-

perties, and the plant was hung before doors

upon St. John's Eve. The most curious

point connected with it, however, was the

virtue attached to a certain marvellous
" coal,' which was found on this day only

under the roots of the Mugwort and Plan-

tain. The virtues of this coal were both

numerous and varied, and the coal itself would
take rank as a serious rival to many of the

quack nostrums of the present day. Lupton,

who appears to have believed in it, tells us in

his Notable Tilings that " it is certainly and
constantly affirmed that on Midsummer Eve
there is found under the root of Mugwort
a coal which saves or keeps them safe from

the plague, carbuncle, lightning, the quarta,n

ague, and from burning, that bear the same
about them ; " and Thomas Hill, in 1650, adds

to this list of ills which are prevented by the
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magic coal, and says that it is only to be found

upon Midsummer Eve, "just at noon." The
romance of the affair is, however, rather removed

by a writer in 1675, who says that ''they are

not coals, but old acid roots, consisting of much
volatile salt, and are almost always to be found

under Mugwort ; so that it is only a certain

superstition that those old dead roots ought to

be pulled up on the eve of St. John Baptist,

about twelve at night." Both Lupton and Hill

also mention the Plantain " coal," but it would

appear from Aubrey that its use in his day was

of less practical importance, albeit more
romantic, than had formerly been the case. He
says that at twelve o'clock on Midsummer Day
in 1694, while accidentally walking in the

pasture behind Montague House (where the

British Museum now stands), he saw there

" about two or three and twenty young women,
most of them well habited, on their knees,

very busie, as if they had been weeding.

I could not presently learn what the matter

was ; at last a young man told me that

they were looking for a coal under the

root of a Plantain to put under their

heads that night, and they should dream who
would be their husbands. It was to be found

that day and hour."

Love divinations, in fact, appear to have had
unwonted efficacy upon this day. Besides those

to which we have already alluded one or two

others claim a brief notice. The sowing of

Hemp seed, which was in many places practised

on All Souls' Eve, also took place on Mid-

summer Eve. In the Connoisseur, from which

we have already quoted, is the following :

—

" The same night, exactly at 12 o'clock, I sowed
Hemp seed in our back yard, and said to

myself

—

* Hemp seed I sow. Hemp seed I hoe,

And he that is my true love come after me and mow.'

Will you believe me ? I looked back, and I saw

him behind me as plain as eyes could see him."

The same writer gives the following custom

regarding the Rose :
—

" Our maid Betty tells

me that if I go backwards, without speaking a

word, into the garden upon Midsummer's Eve,

and gather a Rose, and keep it in a clean sheet

of paper without looking at it till Christmas

Day, it will be as fresh as in June, and if I then

stick it in my bosom, he that is to be my hus-

band will come and take it out."

The decoration of churches and houses on

Midsummer Day with boughs of Birch and

Beech, and with various other plants, was in

former times very general. Stow, in his Survey

of London, says that " on the vigil of St. John

Baptist every man's door " was " shadowed

with green Birch, long Fennel, St. John's Wort,

Orpine, white Lilies, and such like," and " gar-

nished upon with garlands of beautiful flowers."

Disbursements for Birch occur in many church-

wardens' accounts of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, often associated with Broom ; and it

was probably at this season that Coles, riding

through Little Brickhill, in Buckinghamshire,

noticed that " every signe-post in the towne

almost was bedecked with green Birch."

A few of the European plant-associations of

Midsummer Day may fitly conclude this notice.

In many parts of Germany the Hazel rod used

for divining purposes has to be cut on the mid-

night before St. John's Day. Elder berries

gathered on St. John's Night are essential to the

safety of the Styrian who would stand in the

centre of a magic circle on Twelfth Night.

" The Bohemian poacher," says Mr. Conway,
" thinks he can make himself shot-proof for

twenty-four hours by finding, on St. John's Day,

Pine cones on the top of a tree, creeping around

them, taking them home, and eating a single

kernel on each day that he wishes to be invul-

nerable. In East Prussia there is a superstition

concerning Dogwood, that its sap, absorbed in

^ handkerchief on St. John's Night, will fulfil all

wishes." In the same district wreaths of Camo-
mile are gathered on Midsummer Day, and
hung up in houses as a preservative against

storms. Even in Iceland we find a Midsummer
superstition : it is supposed that the Meadow-
sweet (Spiral Ulmaria) taken on this day and
placed in water will discover, at any rate, the

sex of a thief ; if it sink the thief is a man, if it

swim a woman. B. M.

New Garden Plants.

Albuca (Eualbuca) glandulosa. Baker, n. sp*

This is a well-marked new species of the group of

Albucas which have the three outer filaments entirely

destitute of anthers. Of the five species already

known it comes nearest A. viridiflora {Bot. Mag.,
tab. 1656), but may be distinguished at a glance by
its flowers, which are very fragrant, permanently
erect, with pure white segments having a green central

band, instead of inodorous and cernuous, with the

whole segment more or less green. Bulbs were
sent by Mr. McOwan, in 1S72, Irom the eastern part

of Cape Colony, to the living collection at Kew,
where it flowered in the month of April in the present

year.

Bulb globose, an inch or more thick, the tunics

quite truncate at the top. Leaves 2—3, cotemporary

with the flowers, linear semiterete, half a foot long,

3—4 lines broad, tapering to the point, fleshy and
somewhat fragile, deeply channelled and quite naked
down the face, bright green on both sides, with 4—5

collection at Reigate, from which these notes were
taken. From all the other species with the stamens
and style much exserted from the perianth it is-

readily marked by its leaves ; and from the numerous
varieties of A, ccesia, which in habit and leaf it most
resembles, by its different perianth, and much exserted

stamens.

Plant 7 feet high in Mr. Cooper's specimen at

Reigate, seen 10— 12 feet high in its native country,

3 inches thick at the base, half as much at the top.

Leaves crowded in a dense rosette in the top foot and
a half, ensiform, falcate, more decidedly oblique than

in any other species, 15— iS inches long, 2^- inches

broad at the base, narrowed gradually to the point

;

a uniform rather dead glaucous green throughout, not

at all marked with either spots or blotches ; flat down
tile face, rounded on the back, half an inch thick,

soft and pliable in texture ; the edge armed with

moderately close spreading green spines with a horny
border, not more than a line deep. Flowers 150, in

a dense raceme, which when expanded is 3 inches

broad, and above half a foot long. Pedicels ascend-

ing, half an inch long. Bracts lanceolate, shorter

than the pedicels. Perianth tubular, 9— 12 lines

long, gamophyllous in a short cup at the base, the

segments ligulate, much imbricated, pink before

opening, when mature whitish, with I—3 very dis-

tinct green ribs. Stamens one-third as long again as

the perianth. Anther oblong, \ inch long. Style

longer than the stamens, curved, exserted at least half

an inch from the perianth, y. G, B.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum, Rchb.f.

I have at hand a most beautiful variety of this

plant. It is conspicuous by reason of its very large

Fig. 167.

—

strawberry house at chatswortii.

distinct ribs on each side of the costa, semi-terete on

the back and finely glandular. Scape a foot long,

terete, densely glandular throughout. Corymb in

this specimen three-flowered, but doubtless producing

more flowers when the bulb gets well established.

Bracts lanceolate, 6—9 lines long, equalling or rather

shorter than the permanently erect densely glandular

pedicels. Flowers very fragrant, permanently erect,

outer divisions of the perianth erecto-patent, oblong,

4 lines broad, the central third bright green, glandular

on the back ; the two outer thirds pure white.

Inner segments rather shorter, permanently connivent,

with an incurved yellowish tip. Filaments flat, pure

white, narrowed into a haft, only those opposite the

three cucullate inner segments anther-bearing.

Triquetrous obconic style as long as the ampullreform

ovary. J. G. B.

Aloe (Pachidendron) drepanophvlla.
Baker, n. sp.^

A native of the district of Somerset in Cape Colony,

and of the Zuurberg range of mountains, where it

was discovered by Mr. Thomas Cooper, who brought

it to this country, and has now a plant in flower in his

* Alliica (Eualluca) glamluhmi. Baker, n. sp.—Eulbo
globoso apice mlllo modo fibroso : foliis 2—3 angliste linearibus

semipedalibus facie glabris dorso semiteretibus subtiliter glan-

dulosis ; scapo tereti pedali dense glanduloso apice parcecorym-

boso ; bracteislanceolatispedicellisascendentibussubsequilongis

;

floribus suaveolentibus diutine erectis
;
perianthio unciali scg-

mentis albis dorso late viridibus glandiilosis : staminibus exteri-

oribiis castratis; stylo clavato obconico prismatico ovario

scquilongo.

t Aloe (Packidendron) drepciiiophylhx , B.aker, n. sp.—Longe
caulescens ; foliis dense rosulatis falcatis obliquis sesqiii-

Eedalibus glauco-viridiblis nullo modo litieatis nee maculatis

tcie plants dorso rotundatis margine dentibus parvis patuHs

deltoideis cartilagineis praiditis ; racemo simpUci densilloro :

pedicellis ascendenttbus bracteas lanceolatas superantibiis,

perianthio 9—12 lin. longo basi brevissime gamophyllo ; seg-

mentis ligulatis late imbricatis junioribus rubro-tinctis, maturis

pallidis I—3 nervis dislinctis viridibus perciirsis
;
genitalibus

longe cxsertis.

and very dark blotches, and by the very shining

yellow on the lip. I have to thank for it Mr. Van
Branteghem, who is the pioneer of Orchidophilia on

the Bosphorus at Constantinople. H. G. Rchb. f.

HALF HOURS AT KEW.—HI.

ACACIAS.
HA\fiNO been prevented from continuing our gossip

on plants in the Kew Gardens in regular order, this

article is somewhat out of season, as most of the

Acacias are already out of bloom. Nevertheless,

there is so much that is curious and beautiful ill

the genus Acacia that we will not pass it over on that

account. In the first place it is remarkable for the

diversity of form it displays in the foliage of its

numerous species, which may be studied as well now

as at any other time ; and it is equally singular in the

uniformity in structure and colour exhibited by the

flowers of species inhabiting the most distant parts of

the globe. The number of species known at the

present time is nearly 450, dispersed over nearly all

tropical and sub-tropical regions, a few reaching the

warm temperate zones. In a recent revision of the sub-

order Mimoseffi of the Leguminosse, by Mr. Bentham,

in the Transactions of the Linnean Society, 432

species of Acacia are described, many of which offer a

great variety in their foliage, the extreme forms of

which were regarded as distinct species by some

botanists before the connecting links were discovered,

and for horticultural purposes these names are retained.

Doubtless a considerable number of species yet remain

undiscovered in the interior of Australia, and other

little explored tropical regions ; and probably forms

will be found connecting some of those now considered

as distinct. Thus, Dr. Grisebach has lately described

four new species in a small collection of plants
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gathered in the territory of the Argentine Republic.
Now a few words as to the distribution of llie species,

very few of which, it will be observed, arc common
to .separate countries, and wc may add that most of
them, especially the Australian, have a very limited

geographical area. Australia contributes 293 species,

America 61, Africa 57, Asia 19, Polynesia 4, and
the Mascarene Islands 2. A (act worth noting is

that the genus is not represented in New Zealand,
although the species are numerous in Tasmania. In
the northern hemisphere the genus is represented as

far north as Japan and the Mississippi Stales of North
America, but none appear to reach the fortieth

parallel of latitude. We will first of all say something
of the Australian species, the majority of which exhibit

a peculiarity in their foliage exceedingly rare in other
genera and in the species of Acacia inhabiting other

countries. The peculiarity is this, that the true leaf

is not developed, but in the place of this

the stalk or petiole is more or less flattened

out or lengthened, assuming a wonderful variety

in size and shape. That this is actually the case is

proved by some species in which the finely divided

(bipinnate) blade is borne at the end of the phyllode,

as the flattened leaf-stalk is termed, and the young
seedling plants of all (?) the species have pinnate

leaves. Under cultivation A. Melanoxylon, A. im-

plexa, and others, usually develope some of the true

leaves ; indeed, it would seem that generous treat-

ment favours their development. A similar thmg
occurs in the foliage of two South American species of

Mimosa, and one species of Prosopis from the same
country. Some American species of Kiophytum
(Oxalis) are likewise phyllodineous.

0( the 293 Australian species of Acacia, 271 belong
to the phyllodineous section, which numbers only
about 2S0 altogether. The extra-Australian phyllo-

dineous Acacias occur in the Pacific Islands and is

Indian Archipelago. One, A. Richii, is found as far

north as the island of Formosa, and curiously enough
the northern limit in the western hemisphere is in

about the same latitude, just within the tropics, in the

Sandwich Islands, where A. Koa is one of the largest

and most important timber trees ; from its trunk the

canoes of the natives are formed. The earliest known
species of this section was found in Amboina, and is

figured by Rumphius in the Ha-barium Amboinensey
but it has not been re-discovered. It is described as

having phyllodes 18 inches long, which is much
larger than those of any other. Praccically, the first-

known species was A. laurifolia, described as Mimosa
simplicifolia by Linnaeus, who does not appear to have
understood the nature of the foliage. This is a very
handsome species with broad, dark green, oblong
phyllodes. It is a native of the Isle of Pines, Fiji,

and other islands in the South Pacific Ocean, and was
introduced by J. R. Forster as early as 1775, but it

has almost, or quite, disappeared from our gardens.

Not much later Lamarck described a phyllodineous
species from Bourbon, under the name of Mimosa
heterophylla, a very appropriate appellation, inasmuch
as this species developes some true leaves, and fur-

nished the solution of the true nature of the phyllodes.

It was introduced into this country in 1824.

To continue the history of the discovery and intro-

duction of this group we may mention that Willdenow
{Sptries Flantarttm, 1805) includes nine species; in the

third edition of Alton's Horlus Ketvaisis (iSio) a few
more were added, but only thirty-seven were known
to Wendland {Cominentatio Acaciis aphyUis) in 1820.

After that date new species were rapidly discovered

and introduced by Drummond, Fraser, and others,

who collected in West Australia, to which part nearly

one hundred of the known phyllodineous species are

confined. By way of further illustration of the limited

area of the species, it may be mentioned that fifty

others are limited to North Australia, as defined in

Mr. Bentham's Flora Ausiraliensis. But out of

seventeen species found in Tasmania only two are

endemic, including the beautiful A. Riceana. Again,

a few species have a very wide range— such
are A. juniperina, armata, sentis, salicina, myrtifolia,

Melanoxylon, longifolia, &c. The twenty, two
species of Acacia in Australia having true leaves

are scattered all over, but are much more abundant in

the eastern and especially the south-eastern parts.

The almost ubiquitous tropical species, A. Farnesiana,

is also indigenous in Australia. Before entering more
fully into a description of the merits of a selection

of species for greenhouse and outdoor cultivation, we
may give some idea of the general appearance, uses,

&c., of the Australian species. In habit and stature

they vary as much as in the form and disposition of
their phyllodes, forming a conspicuous feature of the

vegetation on the most different soils and in the most
diverse situations. Some are mere trailing or prostrate

shrubs (A. humifusa, nitidula, &;c.), others compact,
dwarf, erect shrubs {A. armata), others stout erect

shrubs, of 8 or 10 feet or more in height (A. myrti-
folia), others elegant small trees {A. pendula), and
others lofty timber trees (A. Melanoxylon). The
flowers are almost invariably some shade of yellow,
very rarely white, and arranged in globular heads or
cylindrical spikes. In many species they are very

fragrant, and usually produced in such unbounded pro-

fusion that an Acacia scrub or forest in bloom is a
most striking and beautiful sight. Taken altogether,

the genus Acacia is more numerous in species than any
other represented in Australia, allhtmgh there are
many very large genera in that country.

The arborescent species form entire forests, and
those of shrubby growth constitute the principal vege-
tation of miles of "scrub." Among the more im-
portant for their timber, bark, gum, or other products
are A. Melanoxylon, or Blackwood, A. mollissima, or
Black Wattle, A. homalophylla, or Myall, and A.
dealbata, or Silver Wattle, but a large number of
them that have received no distinctive popular names,
yield gum and bark suitable for tanning, or handsome
hard wood suitable for the cabinet maker. The
timber of A. Melanoxylon is described in the report
on the Victorian Exhibition as the most valuable of
all colonial timbers ; it is sometimes called Light-
wood, as well as the more appropriate name of Black-
wood. It is extensively employed in the construc-

tion of railway and private carriages, as it is well
adapted both for light and heavy framing purposes

;

and in this respect contrasts most favourably with the

best of the English woods. The naves and spokes of

light wheels are often made of it ; and from its

quality of bending with facility, it is highly priz.ed

for gigs and buggy shafts, and the rims of light

carriage wheels. It also makes excellent gun-stocks,
being harder and more durable than Walnut, and not
inferior to it in beauty, It is a favourite with
cabinet-makers for furniture of every description,

and receives a very high and beautiful

polish. The Black Wattle furnishes a valu-

able wood for the cooper, and the bark is

largely used for tanning purposes. A. homalophylla,
the Myall, and several other species bearing the same
trivial name, have a hard fragrant wood which retains

its odour for years. Bennet says, in his Gatherings of
a NaUtraliit^ "I have a small cup of Myall wood
which has been in rny possession for the last fourteen

years and retains its fragrance as powerfully as ever."
For the preparation of leather the barks of the various
Wattle trees are the most useful, and the most com-
monly employed. The trees are flayed in September
and the two following months. The leather produced
by the use of the bark of the Black Wattle is charac-
terised by a reddish-brown colour, much deeper than
that communicated by Oak bark, and it is considered
to act more speedily. According to Mitchell {Tropi-
cal Australia) cattle eagerly browse upon the branches
of A. pendula j whilst the same traveller states that

the natives use boughs of A. varians to poison fishes

in their holes. The gum exuded by various species is

described as excellent eating, and Wilhelmi affirms

that the Port Adelaide tribes lived almost exclusively
during the summer months on the gum obtained from
different Acacias. Respecting the Acacia seed the
same writer observes that those of all the varieties are
collected in large quantities under the name of Nundo.
They are roasted m hot ashes, which causes them to
swell to double their former size. As a proof how
valuable these trees are to the aborigines it may be
mentioned that the Kukata tribe, living in the north-
west, and renowned as very savage and possessing
the art of sorcery, often threaten to burn the Nundo
bushes or otherwise destroy them, to harass the
inimical tribes. Various other economical applica-
tions are made of different products of this genus, but
not on a sufficient scale to have become of commercial
importance. The characters for grouping are chiefly

taken from the form, disposition, and venation of the
phyllodes and the arrangement of the flowers. In
our next we propose giving a rapid sketch of the
principal groups, selecting a few of the more curious
and interesting species for comment, and specially

noting the most desirable for cultivation. H.
{To be continued.)

HYBRID RHODODENDRONS.
As the summer nears the beauty of this excellent

group of plants wanes within-doors. Then the un-
pleasant duty devolves upon us tocrop away the remains

of what was recently brilliant in regal pomp, with

aspect enduring, free from the tint of decay, but now
shrunk and soiled masses, clinging to but disfiguring

what they once adorned. Reluctant to part with the

objects which afTorded so much real pleasure one
may be pardoned the confession of feeling a tinge of

sadness when the period of their richness has expired.

However, such sentiments soon evaporate on recount-

ing the pleasure experienced as each member of this

great family in its turn unlolded its beauty, and
lightened with its brightness the bleak and gloomy
months, even before "grim November's surly blasts"

had set in. R. Nobleanum, supported with its varie-

ties, first awakes into renewed activity, unfolding to

our senses a feast of good cheer served in piles of

ros\ scarlet cups, along with others of rose and blush

tint. Close in their train follow R, ciliatum.

a maiden of neat, compact stature, and beauti-

ful in her modest clothing of white flowers,

campanulate, lucid, waxy, of solid texture, profusely

produced. Cunningham's White may well look
up with confidence as we near the end of the first

monlii, there being none to outstrip it then. R.
multillorum furnishes its clusters of blossoms, which
taken singly might be mistaken for blooms of R.
ciliatum, but there can be no difficulty in determining
their respective difference; multifiorum produces flower

buds down the stems as well as on the points of all

its growths. This one dislikes excessive forcing, but
readily yields to a little gentle persuasion by means of
heat and moisture ; thus urged she usually puts in a fair

appearance in February and March. R. pr;ecox

ought not to be despised, although not claiming to be
one of the "fairest of the fair;" its bluish purple
flowers are useful when flowers generally are at a ran-

som value ; and even old R. atrovirens produces a
telling plant when taken out of the ground in February
and placed into very moderate moist heat ; but as a
hardy, contented, unfailing friend there is none before
R. barbatum. Exposed in a tub all the past grave
winter, without any protection whatever, stood a
splendid plant of this species, with considerably over
a hundred flower crowns on it ; this plant suffered

nothing by the exposure, excepting a few leaves which
caught the rays of the morning sun before the previous
night's frost had got out of them. Independent to

this hard usage, R. barbatum commenced to expand
its splendid trusses when we were forced to afford it

lodgings under glass, where its startling richness ex-

panded with amazing rapidity, displaying in the sun-
light which played around each cluster of ruby crim-
son a halo of its own glowing colour. Flowers cam-
panulate, medium sized, of extraordinary substance.
The flowers are closely set into a globose form ;

the leaves are long, lanciform, inclined to droop,
they are rather harsh in look, and their foot-stalks

are densely furnished with rigid hairs or barbs. I

am aware of the existence of other varieties in
commerce which go under this name, but a good test

is the presence of this tuft of barbs on the footstalks

of the leaves, which is conspicuously shown in the
true barbatum.
The forthcoming enumeration is given without any

reference to their period of flowering. They are
grouped according to prevailing colours.

White Floiuers and White Suffused Bfush.~'Y\i^
Queen is snowy white, displaying a small blotch com-
posed of orange pencillings; truss large, bold, and of
refined build

;
pips perfect in mould and substance.

Minnie has also the noble bearing of a queen, having a
truss of charming airy fulness; the individual Ilowersare
full and perfect, and so is their arrangement into great
pointed trusses ; colour blush-white, blotch conspicu-
ously large and telling, composed of dense mottlings
of chocolate. Mrs. John Clutton is generally acknow-
ledged the fairest and most accomplished member of
the white section. I know that I never shall forget
her appearance, having once seen her flowers, but I
cannot venture a description of her parts from the
remembrance of them. R. perspicuum has for prevail-
ing colour a softish white, sufl"using blush ; blotch
formed of delicate green freckles ; nice full trusses.

R. elegans is a white of superior purity, unless for the
feather-like blotch traced in canary-yellow punctures
confined to the upper petals. R. Vesta is also a lovely
blush-white, with orange markings on the superior
segments. R. Evelyn displays a beautiful truss, full,

and of superior finish ; its blossoms are models in

form, colour white, flushed with purple, more intense
around the margins of the corollas. R. album grandi-
florum has also a grand truss of excellent white flowers,
stained with a blotch of orange-yellow. R. guttatum
colorans is second to none in whatever respect it

may be judged
;
ground colour French white, pro-

fusely stained by pt-ncd touches of marn^n over ihe

entire exterior of the corolla, which is cupped ; truss

large and perfection itself. R. Jean Stern should have'
figured at the commencement ; her sterling worth
merits special description, but I cannot furnish one,
although I retain a sufficient remembrance of her to
know her when we meet.

Those Classed as Crimsons,—R. Corregio is a bril-

liant maroon-crimson, flushed with rose, upper petals
showing scattered freckles of black ; trussof neatglobu-
larform. R. Decorator has crimson flowers, with stray
punctures of black scattered over its upper petals,

and compact truss of well-formed flowers. R. John
Waterer is a showy crimson, pencilled black densely
over the lower portion of its flowers ; fine. R. Michael
Waterer is still more showy, and on the whole a supe-
rior variety, being conspicuous for the brilliancy of
its crimson, excellent larger flowers, and boldly marked
blotch of shining black pencillings ; truss unusually
large, excellent build. R. (irand Arab and Sir
Robert Peel are very much alike, but Sir Robert I

consider the best. R. Warrior is another after the
same style. The three are classed first-rate in the
bright crimson section, with black or maroon markings.

Rose Colours^ and inclining to Rose.—R. Betsy
Trotwood is a lively rose, mingling with lighter

shades, and vivid tints of dense rose prevailing aruund
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the marginal portion of the corolla, centre blush with
greenish yellow freckled blotch ; flowers of moderate
size J

truss somewhat confused, owing to the shortness

of the footstalks of the flowers, still Betsy Trotwood
may well rank high. R. splendens is after the same
style as the former, but splendens exhibits a more
closely filled blotch of ochre-yellow spots. Mrs.
John Waterer occupies a similar position amongst rose

colours to that which JNIichael Waterer does amongst
crimsons ; colour, light rose. R. Brilliant is a bril-

liant magenta, and forms an excellent truss of cupped
flowers, showing a few dim freckles of brown

;

exquisite. R. Barclayanum, another of the upper class

noted for its superior attractions, and R. Brilliant,

are very much alike ; R. Jago and R. General Cabrera
especially shine ; their marked distinction rests on
their approcahing in form and marking those of the
Pelargonium. Jago's main colour inclines to rose-

purple, while that of General Cabrera inclines

to rose-crimson ; both are marked with effective

blotches of black pencillings, and are first-rate.

R. Brayanum is the pride of the magenta order, with-
out spot or stain ; its truss is lightsome and free,

each corolla being posed so as to complete a per-
fect truss ; flowers campanulate, of firm, leathery
consistency. Brayanum is one of the most favoured.
R. giganteum elegans is a dark rose inclining to crim-
son; its blotch is closely beset with pencillings of
dense maroon. R. Madame Warner produces a
jaunty but charming truss of lively rose, toning down
to blush as the centre of the flowers is approached

;

blotch composed of brown markings ; corolla flat-

tish, but smooth and uniform. R. concessum is a
delicate and lively pink, with touches of peach in
its colour ; flowers large, flattish, and rather confused
in the get-up of the truss, still very showy. R. Earl
of Shannon is a bright rose-pink, with excellent truss,

and strongly marked blotch in freckles of maroon.
R. R. S. Field is another bright rose, showing but few
faint freckles of light brown ; flowers cup-formed,
properly built into a well constructed truss.

Flowers Purple and inclining to Purple.—R. Nero
is a worthy one to commence with. Its flowers are
purple, inclining to lilac towards the inner portion of
the flower ; blotch triangular in outline, feathered with
a strong washing of maroon, copiously filled in with
mottlings of glossy maroon. R. Schiller, another
excellent variety, is quite worthy the name it is in-

tended to honour; the truss is of exquisite build, com-
posed of medium-sized, neatly-formed flowers, with
bold blotch of varnished black. R. roseum elegans
may be rose colour out-of-doors, but it is more in-

clined to lilac under glass ; however that may be, it

has a cheerful appearance, its truss is well constructed,
and the pips creditable, showing a blotch of ochre-
yellow. R. Blatteum is a star of the first magnitude,
with truss'massive, elegantly poised on the shoots ; in

build it is difficult to surpass ; flowers deep purple,

expansive, smooth, with solid, conspicuous blotch of

triangular form, filled in by shining black spots.

R. Chancellor has rather pale purplish-lilac flowers,

which are extra large. R. Princess of Wales has a

dark purple border, the interior of the corolla is white
dyed with purple ; blotch traced by mottlings of
greenish brown ; splendid truss and flower, remarkably
distinct from all others but R. Prince of Wales, which
in every important respect resembles the Princess, but is

of a darker shade. R. Sherwoodianum produces hand-
some trusses of well-formed flowers, the petals are

well-rounded, shell-like, of purple hue, blending to

white ; blotch strikingly bold in its well-defined

markings and outline ; freckles composing blotch

maroon, exhibiting in the blotch a washing of maroon.
R. Joseph Whitworth may be designated the acme
of perfection, so far as we have seen in this class of

Rhododendrons ; its truss is faultless, as are its

flowers, with a colour unique, in short it is one
of the most imposing of them all ; colour maroon-
purple, uniting a metallic gloss, and besides, although
difficult to trace, at a distance there exists evidence of
the presence of lurid crimson in its composition

;

the interior is freckled over with minute mottlings of
glossy maroon, enlivened by a blotch, which is clearly

defined by its frecklings of the same shade. A. Kerr.

CHATSWORTH.
[See also Special Supplement.]

Fruit growing at Chatsworth is nearly

all carried on under glass, in consequence
of the great uncertainty attendant upon late

spring frosts, which are very keenly felt here.

On the 30th of May last there was sufficient

frost to cut down Yews, Laurels, Lilacs, and
other trees pushing into growth, to kill nearly

all the Apples, and an immense quantity of

Gooseberries, and all the blossoms then out on
Peas. For the last seven years Mr. Speed has
never escaped a sharp frost during the last

week in May, consequently all crops out-of-

doors are quite a fortnight later than in gardens

on higher ground. Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots cannot be depended upon for a crop
outside, and consequently none are grown. But
little is also done with Plums, which cannot be
trusted, the oldest men in the garden never
having seen a bushel of fruit gathered from out-
side trees in any one year. On the contrary.
Cherries of all kinds do grandly on the walls,

and yearly produce an abundance of fruit. Mr.
Speed attriioutcs his success with this fruit to

the fact that the borders in which they grow are
never dug, and the trees are never touched with
a knife, all the wood they make being nailed in

without much regard to the rule of thumb.
Apples are nearly always cut off by frost, and
no dependence can be placed upon them.
Pears are grown entirely upon the walls, and
the best grown here are Winter Nelis, Glou
Morceau, Jargonelle, and Beurrd de Ranee,
while some fine young trees of Louise Bonne
of Jersey promise to be equally serviceable.

Vine growing is carried out at Chatsworth
are large extent, and some sixteen houses
to a devoted to it. Thirteen of these houses
are lean-to's, with the Vines planted out, and

finds no remedy more effectual than syringing
with cold water for a night or two.

Pines are grown in pots in soil from the
magnesian-limestone formation, to the extent of
about 600 plants, 300 being fruited every year.
The varieties most favoured are Queens, Char-
lotte Rothschilds, Smooth Cayennes, and a few
Black Jamaicas, and all are plunged in leaves
in six well-built pits. For these Mr. Speed
never uses water of a lower temperature than
85°, and there is a copper handy for fur-

nishing the supply of hot water for mixing.
Mr. Speed has been unfortunate in obtaining a
bad sample of guano, which has injured rather
than improved his plants, but a change to
home-made liquid manure has done wonders in
getting the stock round to their normally fine
condition.

About 3000 plants of Strawberries are forced,
the varieties preferred by Mr. Speed for this
purpose being Underhill's Sir Harry, Reeves'
Eclipse, and Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury, the
latter being especially valuable as requiring less
light than most other varieties. For growin"
Strawberries Mr. Speed has arranged a span°

Fig. 168.—old peach trees at chatsworth.

three are handy span-roofed erections, for Vines
in pots, which are grown—and remarkably well,

too—for early work. The only sorts grown in

pots are Black Hamburgh, Fostei-'s Seedling,

and Buckland Sweetwater, and the first

cutting is generally made about the middle
of April. AH the best varieties are planted
out permanently, in addition to several of

the newer ones. Pearson's Golden Queen is well

spoken of by Jilr. Speed, while another of Mr.
Pearson's Grapes, M. de Lesseps, is valued as

ripening six weeks earlier than most others.

Dr. Hogg and the ChilwcU Alicante may also

be seen in fine condition, and Mr. Speed antici-

pates that the last named will prove a remark-
ably good acquisition. In Vine culture Mr.
Speed lays great stress on the free admission
of air, the outside borders are even covered with
loosely fitting tiles in preference to shutters, as

allovifing freer access of air. Having to produce
Grapes for a large family consumption, Mr.
Speed favours those bunches which weigh from
\\Va. to 41b., with good berries, and visitors to

Chatsworth will find an abundance of both.

We may incidentally mention that for mildew
Mr. Speed's remedy is simple and effectual, it

consists merely in drying the house and allow-

ing free access of air ; while for red-spider he

roofed pit (fig. 167, p. 814), the lights of which lift

off on either side. The pots are plunged in leaves,

and the plants are close to the glass. From
this they can be taken into the forcing-houses

and placed on the shelves to ripen. Early run-

ners being in request for pot culture, Mr. Speed
has a plan of his own for obtaining them. After

he has layered a sufficient quantity for forcing,

he takes about 200 of the next best runners of

each of the sorts in demand, and plants them
out. Then when they come into flower in the
following year, all those which do not flower are

at once pulled up, and the result of this process

of selection is, that out of his 3000 plants he has
not a single blind one.

Melons are for the most part grown in 2-peck
pots at the back of the Pine stoves, and a good
supply of excellent fruits is obtained from such
varieties as Colston Bassett, Gilbert's Scarlet-

flesh, and Gilbert's Victory of Bath. The Cape
Gooseberry is a speciality at Chatsworth, and a

roomy span-roofed house is devoted to its cul-

ture. The plants are propagated by cuttings,

and grown in pots, the shoots being trained

up the roof like a fan-shaped Peach tree. The
plants are in very fine condition, and Mr. Speed
has not been without a dish of fruit since last

November, and very delicious and refreshing
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the fruits are. Several houses arc devoted to

Peaches and Nectarines, and the principal
varieties arc Royal Ccorge, Klnigc, Violcttc
Hative, Prince of Wales, Victoria, liclle-

garde, Stirling Castle and the Royal Ascot
Peach, the last-named being considered by Mr.
Speed the finest late variety, while Prince of
Wales is esteemed by him as the best late

Nectarine, and one that stands fire-heat well. In
the Plum-hoiises the plants are grown as small
bushes planted out in the front border, and as
single vertical cordons on the back wall. In
the Fig-house—a lean-to—the beds are raised
to the height of about 3 feet, and the trees

planted out back and front, are doing splendidly.

Mr. Speed considers a \'ariety named Pallance
the best early Fig grown, and for a general
croj) Lee's Perpetual, alias Brown Turkey, is

the best. Some small plants which have been
layered only three months are now showing five

and six fruits each—a sufficient hint that this is

not the wrong way to propagate them.
Kililicn Garden. —Wc have unfortunately but

little space left to devote to the vegetable

department ; consequently, we can only indicate

as it is possible to get them. The hoe is the
principal tilMng implement in use, and the

secret of the fine growth all around lies in

its frequent use and in the application of

manure on the surface of the ground only. Peas,
lieans, and all such crops are treated in the

same manner, and starved vegetables are con-
spicuous Ijy their absence. Horse Radish is

grown to a considerable extent, and in a way
differing from that ordinarily practised. When
a new plantation is made thin roots about 18

inches long are selected, and, after having all

the side rootlets ruljbed off, arc planted in rich

soil in a slanting direction instead of vertically,

so that all parts are comparatively near the

surface; and the sticks grow frequently as thick

as one's wrist, every bit of which is usable.

THE ROYAL BOTANIC
GARDEN, BELFAST.

FiRS'r impressions have generally an influence upon

our subsequent estimate of most things ; yet if such

were invariably the case, few persons would come away

Fig. 169.—view in the rock-garden at chatsworth.

some of the more prominent features, Of the

quantities annually furnished we may mention
2000 plants of Snow's Winter White Broccoli

;

12,000 Celery, Williams' Matchless Red, and
Turner's Incomparable Dwarf White, grown in

beds of four rows each ; 6000 Endive, mostly used
as a vegetable ; i acre of Asparagus, a quarter

of an acre of Rhubarb, for forcing ; an immense
quantity of Seakale, for the same purpose

;

Kidney Beans all the year round—the supply for

ten months out of the twelve being obtained
from pot plants ; 2000 Brussels Sprouts, &c.

Mushrooms are grown in a long shed con-

structed of brick, iron and slate—an indestruc-

tible shed, in fact—and a generally abundant
supply is kept up without intermission. Mr.
Speed crops very closely, two crops being in

all cases where practicable on the ground at the

same time. The soil is a sandy loam deposit

from the grit formation, but the situation

is low, and we should suspect the subsoil is

cold, judging from Mr. Speed's disbelief in

the advantages of digging ; that the ground is

not too often dug over is certain, for here is a
plant.ation of Strawberries on ground that has
not been dug for seven years, but which carried

crops of Peas, Cabbages, &c., before the Straw-
berries were planted, and the latter are as fine

with a very favourable impression of this place, for the

wretched apology for an entrance that leads to the

garden is such as to induce a stranger to suppose he

has lost his way and in mistake got to the potting

sheds. But once fairly inside the visitor is agreeably

surprised to find the internal appearance of the grounds

so much superior to the approach. The time of my
visit was on the occasion of the great fruit and flower

show, held in the gardens during the time the British

Association met here in August last year. The first

thing noticeable to southern eyes was the beautiful,

green, close condition of the turf, as elastic to the foot

as stepping upon a thick piece of india-rubber, con-

trasting so favourably with the burnt-up condition of

the surface in the South of England ; this verdant
luxurious growth was not alone confined to the grass,

but was apparent everywhere in the shrubs, the her-

baceous and bedding plants, and particularly the trees,

especially the fine collection of Oaks, for which this

garden is celebrated. Here are some good examples of

Abies Douglasii, Taxodium distichum, T. semper-
virens, Cedrus Deodara, C. Libani, C. atlantica, and
other allied trees, doing well, the humid climate and
the proximity to the sea appearing to suit them as

well as many other moisture-loving plants, without
the stunting effect of exposure to cutting breezes.

On the left of the entrance is a wall covered with
a number of plants, most remarkable amongst which
is a Wistaria sinensis, covering over 100 yards

of its surface. In diflerent parts of the garden are

some good examples of tlie wliite-leaved Willow and
ICnglish IClms : in one corner of llie grounds are grow-
ing a numi)er of memorial trees, amongst wiiich is the

Cedrus IJeudara planted by the Duke of Abercorn,
the ])resent Lord- Lieutenant ; C. Libani, by the

Duchess of Manchester; Thuja Lobbii, by the Countess
.Spencer. The ground is undulating, and the surface

varied, altogether having a pleasing appearance. From
different parts of the elevated ground a glimpse is

caught of the surrounding country ; westward is the

high range of hills which rise. abruptly and run from
north to south, shutting out the western gales ; on the

east the eye stretches, to the left, far over the old town
of Carrickfergus, and more to the right over the River
Lagan.
At the bottom, or eastward end of the garden, is

situated the exhibition ground, noticed in the report

of the exhibition which appeared at the lime in the

Gardmen' Chroitide. This was a hollow, which Mr.
Johnson, the present able curator, converted from a
useless corner into one of the best and most effective

show grounds that have ever been made, and which,

even when stripped of its show-tide embroidery, is a

very interesting example of original gardening (see

fig. 170, p. S21). The principal posts that support

the framework, and which is covered with canvas

during the time of the shows, are draped with Ivy

and other climbing plants, that go far to do away
with the objectionable bare timber, which is still

further hid by the judicious planting of here and there

an evergreen or deciduous shrub. The whole has a

most natural and pleasing effect, without a particle of

stiffness ; it is surrounded with shrubs that are planted

so as to produce an irregular inner line.

From this end of the garden we turn westwards
towards the flower-garden, which is in front of the

principal range of glasshouses, and here the general

effect produced is good and quite different from any-

thing that I have seen attempted : there is a com-
bination of materials such as is not usually brought

together. Mr. Johnson has not been in any way
conventional. This garden is not composed of her-

baceous, subtropical, or ordinary bedding plants, but

of all combined ; the beds are large and irregular in

shape, not any of them filled with plants that give

an even surface, but differ in their height, yet

the centre plants in most of them are not of such

a close, dense description as to effectually conceal

whatever they stand betwixt and the eye, being

mostly of a light, airy habit of growth ; the beds again

are, most of them, more or less elevated irregularly, in

different parts above the level of the turf, exhibiting in

one place an even surface to suit a considerable

breadth of some particular plant adjoining to some
other distinct in habit, colour, and general outline.

Those who are fond of masses of colour can see their

ideas worked out in considerable breadths of such
things as scarlet Pelargoniums, yellow Calceolarias, or

blue Lobelias, in a broad circle, a division, or a match
corner of a bed, but in all cases divided from the

grass by a considerable breadth of some grave-coloured

dwarf edging plant, from the surface of which, in its

turn, springs here and there a plant of a character

quite different in both colour and height, so as to effec-

tually break a too even surface. By this means the

individual who admires form alone can have his fancy

gratified to the full, for there are very great numbers
of what may be called foliage plants used, as well as

some common hardy shrubs, such as small Rhodo-
dendrons, for a background for any plant that may be
improved by them. Large beds exclusively filled with

subtropical plants there are none, the great majority

of the things used are hardy, or nearly so ; in fact,

Mr. Johnson's practice has here, in a great measure,

been ruled by necessity.

To replant every year such a space as the large

beds comprising this garden would tax the resources

of the place, especially in labour, beyond the means
at command ; consequently, the greater portion of

the whole is occupied by subjects of a permanent
character. That such can be selected from the

immense storehouse of cultivated plants which we
possess is here exemplified ; one striking feature,

and most effective in its result, is that most of
the plants used for a margin or inner circle are not
confined to a given breadth all round a bed or any
portion of a bed they occupy, but are broad or narrow
as the case may be—here confined to a narrow strip,

there spreading out to greater width ; consequently

when a dull-coloured edging plant is so planted the

inner circle of something possessing more colour is

divested, not alone of its objectionable formality, but
also of an unwonted vivid glare, as hereafter will be
evident from a more particular description of the

occupants of some of the beds. Those who are fond

of strong contrasts in vivid colours, with strict iorm-

ality in outline and equality in surface, will not

meet here with much to please their taste ; neither

will those who abhor colour, and see perfection

in form alone, be satisfied ; but those who love a
garden for the diversity of form and colour in leaf

and flower which the different plants it contains

can afford, wiU here find as much to please and
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satisfy them as can well be imagined. This flower

garden is composed of sixteen large beds,—the centre

one being occupied by a large massive vase filled partly

with Pelargoniums intermixed with flowers of graver

colour well edged with drooping plants; then, next

these, planted round the base, are a combination of

Yuccas, Agaves, Bamboos, Dracaenas, and flowering

plants. The four beds that immediately surround this

centre one are raised considerably in the middle, a plant

of Arundinaria japonica occupying the centre of each,

round which are planted four large masses of scarlet

Pelargoniums. In the centre of each is a plant of Arte-

misia vulgaris variegata, rising high above the Pelargo-

niums, which are edged with Santolina incana, com-
bined with Dianthus Heddewigii and Koniga varie-

gata, the whole margined with a broad belt of

Sedum. There are two beds right and left of

these, which are raised in three tiers ; in the centre

of each is a good specimen of Dracaena australis,

with four Bamboos round at a short distance

;

these spring from a carpet of Mesembryanthemum
cordifolium. The rise of each tier is planted with
Sedums—S. acre aureum, S, rupestre, S. reflexum,

S. turgidum, and S. oppositifolium ; the two lower
tiers are planted with an admixture of Echeveria
grandiffora, E. metallica, and E. metallica glauca,

forming a carpet; Agaves, ChamDSpeuce Diacantha,

Dasylirion acrotrichum, &c., in the margin ; at some
distance apart are eight standard Fuchsias. Here
was a mixture of forms and colours that, combined,

were very effective. The remaining beds were filled

in a similar manner with such as the above and
numbers of other plants, foliage and flowering com-
bined, with a view to displaying both the individual

character of each species of plant, and the general

effect produced by the whole.

This flower garden is situated in front of the

principal range of plant - houses which faces the

south, and is 200 feet in length by 24 in width. The
houses are iron-built erection?, very substantial, and
well calculated for growing the different plants they

contain. Entering at the western end, the first is

a house devoted to greenhouse stock in general

;

in the front corner, next the door, is a remark-

able plant of Mardchal Niel Rose. It has been
planted out four years, and has now a stem

7 inches in circumference, with a head that covers

a considerable portion of the roof. Whatever may
be said of this Rose being adapted for outdoor
growth, it is evident that, so placed, it is never
half seen in the condition that it attains under
glass. The enormous quantity of the splendid yellow
flowers produced by such a plant as this, when it has
room to extend itself fully, makes it worth while to

give it all the encouragement possible. Associated

with it on the roof is a plant of Gloire de Dijon, and
another of the climbing Devoniensis ; all three are

trained thinly, so as not to shade too much the plants

underneath, and which consist largely of Camellias,

occupying the back portion of the house. These are

just the things to grow under the partial shade of the

roof-trained Roses, being benefited during their grow-
ing season by the shade—any insects likely to infest

the Rose?, such as aphides or red spider, being little

calculated to injure the Camellias, which latter are

benefited by the use of the syringe required to keep
the Roses clean. They are the best plants that can

be grown together.

The space in front of the Camellias, and on the

stage in front of the house, is filled with a mixed
general collection of ordinary greenhouse plants. The
adjoining central division is large a-nd lofty, standing

at right angles with the last, and running back a

considerable distance. It is well adapted for the

growth of the plants it contains, amongst which are

Araucaria Bidwillii, A. Cunninghamii, A. brasiliana,

Dacrydium cupressinum, Draccena australis. Rhodo-
dendron arboreum, R. Edgworthii. R. Falconeri, R,
barbatum, and R. Dalhousianum. These are all grand
plants, sufiiciently large to show their character, asso-

ciated with a number of fine specimens of Tree Ferns,

with stems from 12 to 15 feet in height, with grand
heads, and consisting of Dicksonia antarctica and D.
squarrosa, and a magnificent pair of Cyathea dealbata.

Among the Palms may be mentioned the Nepalese
Chama?rops excelsa, and the rare C. Martiana, some 10
feet in diameter ; C. Fortunei, C. Palmetto, Seaforthia

elegans, Jubcea spectabilis ; these are amongst the
finest plants in the country. In this house, under
the partial shade of the other plants, is a large case

filled with Todeas, which l\Ir. Johnson is so successful

in growing ; they consist of T. superba, T. pellucida,

and T. Fraseri ; they are in magnificent health, as

green and fresh as possible, many of them 4 feet

across. Here also are the Van Diemen's Land
Phyllocladus rhomboidalis and P. trichomanoides.
The house is nicely arranged, the surface of the large

pots and tubs being covered with moss, which much
improves their appearance.

Leading from this house, in a continuation, is the
stove, on the back wall of which is a large plant of
Cyrtanthera magnifica, flowering all the year round ;

here, also in a large tub, i^ a magnificent specimen of
Imatophyllum miniatum, full 6 feet across. On the

roof of this house is a plant of Laslandra macrantha ;

grown in this way it shows its true character, which it

never can do when the attempt is made to keep it dwarf
by stopping, which evidently is opposed to its nature,

so far as to prevent it blooming in anything but the most
meagre manner. Here it produces bunches of flowers

a foot long, with as many as fifty on the point of a
single shoot. Seen so it is certainly one of the very
finest plants in cultivation, its profusion of intense

purple blossoms showing to the greatest advantage
;

but it is well to mention here that the house in which
it grows is only kept at an intermediate heat—nearer
the temperature of a greenhouse than a stove for

growing subjects from the hottest regions. If

submitted to the great heat required by such
plants it would not flower at all, but keep on
growing. Here also are some examples of tropical

fruits, medicinal plants, iSrc. , amongst which was the

Pear-bearing Guava, Cinnamon (Cinnamomumverum),
Cinchona officinalis (bark of commerce), the Tea
plant (Thea Bohea), Sarsaparilla, the sweet-smelling
Lemon-grass (Cymbopogon Schcenanthus), and many
others usually found in botanic gardens merely
existing—the veriest shadows of living vege-

table forms—-but here much better grown.
Why cannot these plants, so interesting to the

casual observer, independently of their use to the

student, be grown more generally in a way that would
show in some measure their natural character ? As
it is, they are usually seen in a condition to excite

the commiseration of every one who has a love for

plants? Entering the adjoining house the first thing

that arrests the attention is, I should suppose, the

finest plant of Bougainvillea glabra ever seen out of

its native wilds ; it almost covers the whole roof, its

splendid mauve-coloured bracts hanging in such pro-

fusion as almost to hide the leaves. It is planted out

in pure loam. Here also is a magnificent plant of

Chama^rops Palmetto, and beside it an example of

Encephalartos caffer, 6 feet across, Cycas revoliUa,

equally fine ; and standing near it is a splendid

Ceroxylon andicola, at least 2ofeet in height. These
are a few of the most noticeable plants, many others

there are little inferior and equally well grown. At
the back of this range are a number of smaller houses
devoted to wintering, and propagating the large quan-

tities of plants turned out in the summer which require

protection in the winter, and which by rights should
have much more room to accommodate them ; but
here, as in the other departments of the place, there is

ample evidence of what may be accomplished, even
with inadequate means, where there is a fixed deter-

mination to struggle against difficulties. T, Bairns.

Jforeigit Comspiibetite.
Farms in Porto Rico.—Porto Rico, anciently

called Boringuen, is the smaller of the two insular frag-

ments which still remain to Spain of her once almost

boundless colonial empire in the New World. It is

a healthy and fertile island, and contains some of the

most beautiful scenery in the world ; its character is

essentially mountainous, and the valleys and plains

occupy scarcely one-fourth of its surface. ]-,ofty hills

and verdant valleys alternate with each other ; dense

forests of valuable trees clothe the sides and summits
of the mountains, and broad expanses of rich meadow-
land stretch at their feet ; through wide districts of

Maize and Rice fields, of Sugar-cane and Coffee plan-

tations, wind limpid streams, along whose banks, in

individual loveliness, stand the white mansiofis of

the planters or the modest huts of the peasants.

Towns and villages are rare ; there are no manufac-

tures, and the population is almost exclusively engaged

in agricultural pursuits. The rural population is six

times as numerous as the town ; the seven depart-

ments into wliich the island is divided contain five

towns and fifty-two villages. In Porto Rico there

are three classes of farms—haciendas, potreros, and

ritios. The haciendas are mostly situate along the

shores, or among the low hills and table-lands which

lie between the flat coasts and the high mountains of

the interior; these estates contain from 500 to 2000

acres, and are devoted to the culture of a single staple

product, such as Coffee, Sugar, or Cotton. The
haciendas are invariably in the hands of the owners,

who constantly reside upon them, and, with their

families, form the aristocracy of the island. The
potreros are generally situate in the highlands, and
contain from So to 400 acres ; except in rare cases

these farms are also the exclusive property of the

occupiers. The products of the potreros are of a very

mixed nature ; cattle and mules are bred and reared

upon them, and Rice, Maize, Tobacco, fruits, and
vegetables are grown. The ritios are scattered over

all parts of the island, but are chiefly placed among
the mountains; they usually contain from 5 to 15

acres. Tobacco, fruits, and vegetables are the prin-

cipal products. Comparatively few of the ritios are

the property of the occupier ; they are generally held
in perpetuity of tenure from the owners of the

haciendas. The rent varies from loj. to ^5 per acre,

according to the situation of the holding. In the

vicinity of towns the ritios are termed huertas, and
correspond to our market gardens.

The potreros are the most interesting, as well as
the most important, class of farms. The haciendas
are chiefly confined to the production of Cotton,
Sugar, and Coffee, all of which are valuable only as

articles of export, and contribute but little to the food
of the people. The same may be said of the ritios,

the principal products of which are Tobacco, Cotton,
and Oranges for exportation. On the other hand the
potreros are devoted to the production of breid-stuff^,

such as Maize and Rice ; to the breeding and rearing
of horses, mules, and oxen for agricultural purp0'=es,

and to the manufacture of butter and cheese. The
agricultural census of 1870 fixes the number of
potreros in the island at 4120, with a collective area
of 204,450 acres, of which 105,210 are arable and the
remainder in pasture. Unlike the small holdings of
Jamaica, where, by reason of estrays and trespass,

continual litigation exists among the farmers, the
Porto Rican farms are aUvays securely fenced with
strong hedges of Cacti or Agaves, which present a
formidable barrier even to the thick-hided wild bull
of the mountains. The farmhouses, which are gene-
rally situate as near the highway as possible, are
sometimes built of stone, but oftener of wood ; on
account of the frequent hurricanes and earthquakes
they never exceed one storey in height. The farm
offices are placed a little in the rear of the dwelling-
house, and usually form three sides of a quadrangle

;

the fourth side is sometimes enclosed by a hedge or

paling. Arable culture and cattle breeding are carried

on simultaneously upon these farms, and this practice,

although of comparatively recent introduction, has
already effected great improvements in the system of
agriculture. The fashion which so long prevailed

of sowing again and again the same kind of crop
upon the same ground, is being rapidly abandoned
throughout Porto Rico, and a rational system of
rotation adopted. The farmers have also begun to

see the necessity of restoring to the exhausted soil

some part of the riches extracted from it. Ashes,
lime, and the refuse of the farmyard are the only
manures employed. On the haciendas and 'potreros

the majority of the implements are of American con-

struction, and generally of good quality. The climate,

however, is very severe upon iron implements, which,
even with the greatest care, do not long withstand its

influence. Very few of the old wooden ploughs and
other primitive implements which, fifteen or twenty
years ago, were almost universal in the island, are

now to be seen except on the ritios. Another great

obstacle to the progress of agriculture and the develop-

ment of the rich resources of Porto Rico was the

almost total absence of passable roads. According to

Sotomiyor, who wrote in 17S4, the island did not
then contain a single bridge, and the roads were mere
bridle paths. This evil has now been in a great

measure remedied, and broad, well-made roads, with

stone-built bridges, traverse the country in all direc-

tions.

Rice and Maize are the only cereal products of the

Porto Rican farm, and large quantities of both are

annually grown. The Maize of Porto Rico is an in-

digenous product. It is a very fine variety of a bright

yellow colour, and yields meal of a superior quality.

It is not sown broadcast but in regular drills, four

grains being dropped into each hole ; the sowing is

generally performed by women and children. The
ploughing is done by American gang-ploughs, drawn
by two or three pairs of oxen ; the furrows are gene-

rally shallow. The Maize crop is sown three times a

year, and is harvested four months after sowing. It

requires a rich alluvial or volcanic soil, germinates

very rapidly, and yields from three hundred to four

hundredfold. The heads are usually cut off" in the

fields and conveyed to the barns; sometimes the straw

is gathered in heaps and burned, and sometimes it is

burned standing ; the ashes are scattered over the

field and ploughed in. Rice is cultivated chiefly in

the highlands, and at an elevation of 2500 and even

3000 feet above the level of the sea ; the variety cul-

tivated is that known as mountain Rice. It is sown
broadcast upon the hill-sides at the end of each rainy

season, and is harvested three months after sowing ;

the increase is about twentyfold. The stalks are

about 2 feet high, and the grains are small, hard, and
white, but finely flavoured. The Rice fields are

never watered, but manured only with vegetable

ashes, which are mainly obtained by burning the

straw. A very valuable plant is the Banana, which

was introduced from the Canary Islands in 1516. As
an article of food it occupies the same place in Porto

Rico as the Potato in Ireland. The fruits are used

both unripe and ripe ; in the former case they are

roasted and ground into meal, from which bread and

soups are prepared. Tuberous plants hold an impor-

tant place upon the farm ; they form the chief food

of the people when the other crops have suffered from

hurricanes, droughts, or other causes. The principal

are Yuccas, Yams, Cussadas, and Batatas. The
principal fruit trees of the farm are Pomegranate,

Orange, and Fig trees. Cocoa Palms, and Nutmegs ;

they are sometimes planted in the hedges, but more
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frequently in the immediate vicinity of the dwelling,
house. Neither the fruit trees nor vegetables of the
temperate zone thrive in Porto Kico.

Agriculture in Porto Kico suffers much from hurri-

canes and floods, which prevail from [uly to October;
from the ravages of mice, ants, grasshoppers, ami
other insects ; and from snakes, which infest the pas-

tures, and frequently cause great havoc amongst the

cattle. Cattle breeding is a very important branch of
farming in Porto Rico, where it is carried on with
grent success. The other West Indian Islands, and
a large part of South America, obtain their chief

supplies of cattle and mules, butter and cheese, from
Porto Rico. With the exception of the oxen and
mules employed in labouring, the animals remain in

the open fields all the year round ; there is no stall-

feeding, but milch cows receive in addition Maize and
Bananas. Guinea-grass forms the principal pasture

;

it is a rich, strong plant, and attains a height of 4 or

5 feet. The mules of Porto Rico are very handsome,
powerful, and enduring animals ; they are 3342 in

number. The horses, which number 35,000, were
originally introduced from Haiti ; they are very
inferior animals, being small and lean. The climate

of Porto Rico, as elsewhere in the West Indies, does
not seem favourable to the pig, which is a small, lean

animal, covered with thick, coarse bristles. Sheep
and goats are not favourites, and are chiefly kept by
negro squatters in the mountains. The breed of

horned cattle, although capable of great improve-
ment, is undoubtedly the best in the West Indies

;

the cows are good mtlk-givers, and the butter and
cheese are generally of fine quality. There are

270,844 head of cattle in the island. All kinds of

poultry are extensively kept, and about 3,000,000 of

eggs are annually exported. Great Britain receives

35 per cent, of the agricultural exports of Porto Rico,

and sends 10 per cent, of the imports. The area of

Porto Rico is 2,176,451 acres, divided among 19,140
landowners. The present value of the landed pro-

perty is ;i^6, 750,000, and the value of the annual pro-

duce is ^ 1,125,000 ; the amount of capital invested

in land is ;^4, 586,398. Slavery stiil exists in the

island, but it is chiefly confined to the haciendas, and
a few years will probably witness its total extinction.

The labour upon the potreros is chiefly performed by
free white men; there are 36,228 white agricultural

labourers, above sixteen years of age, in the island.

The importation of negros has entirely ceased ; there

is no inducement for the trade, as slave labour has

become much more expensive than free labour. The
average annual cost of a slave is estimated at ^20 lyj.

against ;^r5 I2j-. for a free while labourer, at \s. per
day, for the same period. The hours of work are

from half-past six in the morning until half-past five

in the afternoon, with an hour's interval at mid-day.
The houses of ihe labouring class are of the most
wretched description ; they are roughly constructed

of boards, and seldom contain more than one apart-

ment. There are 64,567 of these houses scattered

over the country. The food of the peasantry is rich

and abundant ; it consists chiefly of beef and pork,

.soups. Rice, and Maize bread, a great deal of milk,

butter, and cheese. Bananas, and fruits. The popu-
lation of Porto Rico amounts to 770,870 persons, of

whom 423,000 are whites, 281,498 coloured (:'.^.,

mulatos and quadroons), and 66,572 blacks. The
slaves are 46,200 in number. All whites are obliged

to serve on the militia, but the coloured population is

exempted. Porto Rico is the only West Indian

island which can be regarded as ripe for political

independence, y. D. JK

Florists' Flowers.
Blue Pansies and Violas.—A careful inspec-

tion of the flowers of the blue section of Violas and

Pansies now in flower at Chiswick shows, in spite of

the improvement made in recent years, how short they

all fall of the genuine blue colour. This is made

specially evident when blooms are compared with

those of the blue Lobelia, Delphinium formosum,

or that lichest of all blue flowers. Salvia patens.

Blue Violas may be said to commence with the pale

mauve Princess Teck. A hue that is somewhat in-

tensified in Lilacina is depressed in Blue Perfection,

Magnificent and Blue Bell— all of which are of a pale

purplish blue— is richer in Queen Victoria, Blanerne,

and Waverley ; and runs into a deep bluish purple in

The Tory. Beyond this darker kinds become violet

and purple. There is one variety named Royal Blue

—a seedling out of Blue Bell—that indicates a nearer

approach to the true blue colour than does any other

variety. If flowers of all these Violas be gathered

and laid side by side on a sheet of white paper in the

order given, it will be seen how the hues run into

each other, and it will better enable the observer to

decide as to what progress has been made in the pro-

duction of really blue Violas. Blue Pansies are not so

varied in hue as are the Violas, as there are none

having the mauve tints found in Princess Teck or in

Lilacina, except such as may be found in a batch of
seedlings of a German strain ; but these are all too

inconstant and flimsy to be worthy the designation of
bedding kinds. One of the very best pale blue

Pansies is Blue King, a variety that is now deservedly
popular in gardens. Following this in colour is the

old Imperial Blue, and darker still, because much
shaded with purple, is Backhouse's Celestial. A more
genuine blue is found in Bluebeard, and the richest

shade of blue in Blue Jacket. This variety will be
found to approach nearer to the ideal found in the hue
of the Salvia blooms than any other kind. The
darkest of all the blue sh.ides is In Memoriam, as it is

in colour rich violet-blue, being altogether much
richer than Viola The Tory, but it is not a good bed-
ding kind. No doubt raisers are on the right track,

and, as we have now an abundance of white, primrose,
yellow, and purple kinds, so without doubt a genuine
blue colour will eventually be obtained. A. D,

Natural History.
Cabbage Root-gall W ke

v

r l.— Ceutorhynchus
assimilis, Payk. {pleiirostigtna^ Cust.). — \ have had
an exceptionally good opportunity this season of

studying the life history of the Ceutorhynchus assi-

milis, or Cabbage Root-gall Weevil, a tiny grey

round weevil, about an eighth of an inch in length—
one of those insects whose peculiar province it is to

cause the masses of galls with which the Cabbage
roots are often injured and disfigured. In some of

the districts near London, where large quantities of

Cabbages are grown for the London market, the

beetles are very prevalent, and generally distributed.

The galls are usually situated below the ground level

on the thick part of the root, and there they may be

found in all ages of the Cabbage from the time it is

fit for planting out till, its duly done, the stem has

been drawn and thrown aside as worthless, and
throughout the whole of this time larvce are to be

found present in some of the galls.

On young plants tlie gall excrescences are often

mere rounded lumps of the same white colour as the

root on which they grow, averaging about three-

eighths of an inch in diameter, and placed singly or

joined a few together as the case may be ; on older

plants the gall masses may be found much larger, some-

times an inch and ahalf or more over, and formed

of a quantity of galls, frequently communicating inside

with each other, and with a corresponding number of

larval tenants. Commonly, however, each gall con-

tains a single larva, fleshy, much wrinkled, and leg-

less, varying in size according to age up to as much
as a quarter of an inch in length, the general colour

white, the head (or the fore-part of the head in the

specimens before me) chestnut-brown, and the jaws of

the same colour, deepening to dark brown or black at

the tips, and the eyes particularly noticeable as minute
black specks at the side of the head.

When about to undergo the pupal change, the

larva gnaws an opening in the side of the gall, through
which it passes into the earth, and by securing a

few grubs in this condition, and laying them on some
fine mould in a little box {or in anything that will

limit the sphere of action), the process of the forma-

tion of the earth cocoons, in which the change to the

perfect beetle takes place, may be conveniently

observed. The larvn^, on being placed on the surface

of some damp crumbly earth, bury themselves almost

immediately, showing considerable strength in the size

of the masses they are able to displace, and two days

after the cells may be found so far advanced as to cover

about a quarter of the grub, which apparently steadies

the progress of affairs at first by fixing the caudal

extremity to the work, as at this stage it can drag the

commencement of the earth cocoon about with it.

The cell is gradually and regularly built onwards
round the larva, as a kind of outer skin of earth, and
when completed, which it is in five days or less from

the disappearance of the larva, is from an eighth to

three-sixteenths of an inch in length, obtuse oval, or

nearly round in shape, smooth inside, and rough on

the exterior, and formed of the smallest pieces of

stone, quartz, earth, and occasionally vegetable matter,

accessible. The structure appears to be put together

merely with the aid of moisture from the mouth of the

larva, as the inside shows wet patches occasionally, as

though the grub had then exuded it in its building

operations, and is without any woven lining, so that

the whole cocoon may be washed entirely away by

the application of a little water. From the whole
process of building being conducted underground it

was difficult to ascertain the precise time occupied in

the development of the beetle ; but approximately

dating from the disappearance of the larva; the time

occupied appeared to be about eight weeks.

The weevils on development are lively and active,

and soon disposed to attack food supplied to them
(as the root of a young Cabbage) with vigour, forcing

the rostrum into it nearly up to the insertion of the

antenna?, and using it when in as a pivot to turn on,

pulling and dragging the while at the wound in the

root in a way which, where many are present, must be

very injurious to the tissues.

The galls themselves, excepting where very

numerous, appear to do little harm, but where in

great masses they must necessarily, from the misappro-

priation of so much material of growth, be bad for the

plant.

The larva appears to have great difficulty in gnaw-
ing through the gall if the outsiue is artificially

toughened, and probably any external application dis-

tasteful to it applied to the roots of the Cabbage
when planted out would have a good effect by keeping

the grub from eating its way througli the unpleasantly

tasted exterior, and so preventing the pupal change
from taking place under the natural circumstances,

Di|)ping in soot appears to answer fur this purpose,

and where the beetle exists in such a degree as to

make it worth while to attempt a remedy, probably
rolling the ground with a very heavy roller when the

Cabbages are drawn would destroy many of the

embryo beetles by crushing them, as they lie a little

below the surface in their cocoons of earth. O.

The Burnet Mutil—In your Natural History

column, at p. 755, " M. D. S." asks "if there be a

larger kind of Burnet moth than those usually seen in

the fields, &c.," and adds that the kind he refers to

is 2 inches in expansion, but 'Similar to the common
Burnet." I have no doubt he is speaking of the

Cinnabar moth (ICuchelia Jacub:ea), which although

different in form and heavier in flight than the Burnet

is similar in colour, but without the metallic lustre of

the latter. Its habitat is where the common Rag-

wort {.Senecio Jacobx-a) abounds. The larva; may
be found in the autumn feeding on that plant,

stripping it of foliage and flower?, then migrating

to other patches, and generally by the time they are

full-grown have reduced the whole to a miniature

forest of naked stems. The larva is black, with seg-

mental yellow rings. G. Gascoyne, Ncioark.

There are, according to Newman, four varie-

ties of the Burnet, all about the same size— i] inch.

The Cinnabar (Euchelia JacobxM) is very similar in

colour and markings—two crimson spots and a

crimson bar on the upper wings ; hind wings crimson.

It has been commoner than usual this year, and is

sometimes i \ inch across. E, P.

Law Notes.
Action by a Florist against the London

Parcels Delivery Qq^sx^.vhx.— Important Decision^

— Bittt V. the London Parcels Dciiveiy Compaiiy,

—This action was heard at the Shoreditch County

Court on the 22d inst., in which the plaintiff,

a florist of Stoke Newington, sued the company

to recover the sum of 34X. for eight packets of

assorted plants delivered to the company to be sent

to Twickenham, and which were lost in transitu.

The plaintifl's solicitor, in opening the case, stated

that a large assortment of plants and flowers had,

in May last, been delivered at one of the local

booking offices of the company to be sent to one
of the plaintifl's customers at Twickenham, out of

which consignment the eight packets were found
missing on the arrival of the consignment

at its destination. The company had been
written to, and having denied their liability, the

present action was brought. The plaintiff, having
corroborated his attorney's opening, called the bjok-

ing clerk who received the goods, and who forwarded

them to the chief office in Rolls Buildings, from

whence they were forwarded to the Chelsea branch,

for transmission to Twickenham. Charles Ded-
man, the manager of the company's Chelsea

branch, stated that the package when it reached

that office did not appear to have been tampered

with, and was dispatched in the same condition as it

arrived. Mr. Cockell, of Twickenham, to whom the

package was consigned, was called, who, with another

witness, proved that the package was not in accordance

with the invoice when it arrived. This evidence com-
pleted the plaintiff's case, when the solic-tor for

the company urged that the party to whom the goods

were consigned was the party liable, and not the

company ; which objection being overruled by the

Judge, the booking-clerks at the various offices were

called to prove that the package was in a sound con-

dition when it reached their respective offices, and
this evidence completed the case for the defence. The
Judge, in reviewing the facts of the case, considered

he could not disbelieve the evidence of the plaintiff

and his witnesses ; and looking at all the probabiUties

of the case, and finding the number of clerks and

drivers through whose hands the goods had passed, it

appeared to him that the company were liable. It

was well known that Messrs. Pickford had been so

extensively robbed by their employe, that the prosecu-

tion of several of their men had been rendered neces-

sary. It behoved companies like the defendants to

be very careful as to the characters of the men they

employed, and to keep a strict surveillance over them.

Looking at the facts of the case by this light, he

should give judgment in favour of the plaintiff, with

costs of attorney and witnesses.
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HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, 1875.

6 and 7,—Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horticultural
Society's Exhibition at Grantham. Sec, Thomas Lyne,
Jun., Grantham.

6 and 7.— Brentwood Horticultural Society's Summer Exhibi-
tion. Hon. Sec. R, Earthy.

7._RoyaI Horticultural Society. South Kensington. Meeting
of Fruit. Floral, and Scientific Committees. Cut Rose Show.

7 and 8.— Leicester and Leicestershire Floral and Horticultural
Society's Show. Sec, W. C. Marris, 8, New Street.

Leicester.

7 and 8.—-Brighton and Sussex Horticultural Society's Summer
Exhibition. Sec. Edward Carpenter.

8.—Richmond Horticultural Society's First Exhibition. Hon.
Sec, A. Chancellor, Esq., Richmond.

S.—Frome Rose Show. Sec, A. R. Baily, Frome,
8 and 9.—Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society.

Special Evening FSte and Exhibition of Roses, Floral
Decorations, &c Manager, Bruce Findlay.

8, 9, and 10.—Nottingham and Midland Counties' Grand Rose
Show and Horticultural Exhibition, at the Arboretum,
Nottingham. Sec, Alfred Kirk, Municipal Offices.

9.—Oxford Rose Show.
14.—Royal Botanic Society, Recent's Park, Evening F(5te.

Sec, \V. Sowerby.
14.—Woodford Horticultural Society's Third Annual Exhibi-

tion Hon. Sec, S. J. Taylor, Woodford.
14.—Louehborough Horticultural Society's Show. Sec,

William Pallctt, 55, Baxter Gate, Loughborough.
14.—Croydon Horticultural Society's Exhibition. Sec, H.

Coppin, Rose Nursery, Shirley,

14.—Exhibition of Flowers, Fruits, Vegetables, and Poultry at
Oundle. Sec, Alfred King.

14 and 15.—Wimbledon and District Horticultural and Cottage
Garden Society's Annual Exhibition. Hon. Sec, P.
Appleby. 5, Linden Cottages. Wimbledon.

15.—Colchester and East Essex Horticultural Society's Show.
Sec, W. Harrison, Colchester.

16 and 17.—Altrincham and Bowdon United Floral, Horti-
cultural, and Rose Society's Exhibition. Sec, John

ai.—Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington. Meet-
ing of Fruit, Floral, land Scientific Committees. 2onal
Pelargonium Show.

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1875.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
I West of Eneland Rose Show at Hereford.

TUESDAY, June sg-j Sale of a Collection of Shells, at Stevens'
I Rooms.
r Wisbeach Rose Show and Horticultural

Exhibition.
Maidstone Rose Show.

Wedkesday, JuneSQ-, Sale of 4C0 Lots of Orchids, at Stevens'

hibit

f Spalding 1

) (two dij

\ Horticuir
( Ground
i Tunbrid;:e Wells
) Exhibition.
"1 Gardeners' Royal
( Anniversari- Pesi

C Southgate Horticultural

, , ) deners' Exhibition.
July 3-< West Kent Horliculturi

t bition in Camden Park,

July

1 Tunbrid;:e' "Weils' Horticultural Society's

, . I Exhibition.
July 2-^ Gardeners' Roval Benevolent Institution:

1 and Cottage Gar-

l1 Society's Exhi-
Chislehulst.

WHILE alarm is being felt in some quarters

as to the appearance of a new scourge in

Potatos, brighter prospects appear in store forgar-

deners in others. It was a great thing for horti-

culture when, owing to the removal of vexatious

and burdensome imposts, the price of glass was
lowered and its use increased tenfold. Now a

further boon is promised, in the shape of Har-
dened OR Toughened Glass—glass strong

enough to resist, without breaking, any blow or

force to which glass vessels or glass structures

are ordinarily exposed, and this without any

diminution of translucency. Glass of this charac-

ter was known to the Romans, who were even

acquainted with flexible glass, but the art of pro-

ducing it was lost. Recently, however, a French

gentleman, M. de la Bastie, has devised a

process for depriving glass of its brittleness,

which, judging from what we have seen, bids

fair to be of the greatest importance to all who
have to use glass in any shape or form, and
particularly to gardeners and greenhouse
builders, &c. The principle of M. DE LA
Bastie's method, as we gather from a lecture

by Mr. NuRSEY, recently pubUshed in the

yournal of the Society of Arts, is to temper the

glass by plunging it while hot into a bath of

oil," wax, tallow, and other similar ingredients

mixed in certain proportions.

" The physical change which glass thus treated under-
goes is no less complete than remarlcable. Its extreiTie

brittleness is exchanged for a degree of toughness and
elasticity which enables delicate glass articles to be
thrown indiscriminately about the room, and more

substantial ones to resist the impact of heavy iron

weights, falling from considerable heights — watch
glasses, plates, dishes, and sheets of glass, both
coloured and plain, were thrown across a large room,
and fell spinning on the floor. Water was boiled m a
tempered glass saucer for some time over a brisk fire,

and the sattcer was quickly removed to a comparatively
cold place, and stood on iron, but was in no way
affected by change of temperature. A small piece of
plate glass was held in a gas flame until the corner
became very hot. The glass proved a bad conductor
of the heat, which did not e.'ctend any appreciable
distance beyond the point of contact with the flame,
neither was the glass cracked from unequal expansion,
nor was it damaged by sudden immersion in cold water.
In order to judge of the comparative resistance offered
by untoughened and toughened glass to the force of
impact, a piece of the former, measuring 6 inches by
5 inches by \ inch thick, was supported in a frame about
half an inch from the floor. A 2 oz. brass weight was then
dropped upon it from 12 and 18 inches respectively
without damage, but on the height being increased to

24 inches, the glass was broken into several fragments.
A piece of toughened glass of the same size, but
rather thinner, was then treated in the same way,
at heights increasing i foot at a time, up to
10 feet, but without producing the slightest visible

impression. Finding the 2 oz. weight to make no
impression, an 8 oz. iron weight was substituted, and
was dropped on the glass from a height of 2 feet, and
then of 4 feet, without fracturing it. On the height
being increased to 6 feet, however, the glass broke with
a distinct report. But here another phenomenon pre-
sented itself ; instead of the toughened glass being
broken into some twelve or fifteen large angular pieces,
as was the ordinary glass, it was literally reduced to
atoms. There were, it is true, some pieces about half
an inch square, but these were traversed in all directions
by delicate lines of fracture, and on being gently touched
crumbled into small pieces, and many of these small
pieces were easily reduced by gentle pressure into mere
atoms, so thorough and so complete does the disorganisa-
tion of the entire mass appear to be. A similar result is

produced by placing a piece of toughened glass flat on the
table, with a corner projecting over, and endeavouring to
chip the corner off with a hammer. The corner will,

after a series of smart blows, be broken off, but the whole
mass will be at the same moment disintegrated and
reduced to atoms. Another peculiarity about toughened
glass is, that the fragments are by no means so sharp,
and therefore so capable of piercing the flesh, or of
causing incised wounds, as are those of ordinary glass.

''One important point of difference between M. DE
LA Bastie's toughened glass and Prince Rupert's
Drops is, that although the skin of the former may be
scored through with thediamond, thebody cannot even then
be broken through by ordinary force, much less does the
mass fly to pieces and disintegrate, as in the case of the
Rupert Drops. Still wider will this difference appear
when I state that toughened glass is readily susceptible
of a high degree of polish, and it can be cut by the
wheel for lustre-work and such-like. The glass can like-

wise be engraved, either by hydrofluoric acid, or by Mr,
Tilghman's elegant sand-blast process."

These statements are so remarkable that

some scepticism might be permitted. We can,

however, bear out from ocular evidence the cor-

rectness of the assertions, having been witnesses,

through the courtesy of Messrs. Rey Bros.,

of Mincing Lane, the representatives of M. DE
LA Bastie, of several experiments of a similar

character. Objections have been raised to this

glass on the score that it is hardened but not

elastic, and for roofing purposes elasticity is very

important ; but this objection is, we believe,

scarcely tenable. It is also stated that it cannot

be cut with a diamond, but this is an objection

which could be obviated by other means, as by
manufacturing sheets of glass of certain sizes.

In any case we hope it will not be long ere this

toughened or hardened glass be put to a prac-

tical test by our greenhouse builders.

The new Potato Disease, which has

been lately observed at Chiswick, and which

was commented on by Mr. Berkeley at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, has very naturally given rise to some
alarm. We are far from wishing to say that

the alarm is not well founded—what we have

seen at Chiswick, as also near Folkstone, and
what we have learnt as to the experience of

other people,leads us to the belief that the danger

is really great. At the same time, before we talk

of " stamping out," even if such a process were

possible, we think that more information is

needed. At present we know only of the exist-

ence of the disease, we know nothing of its

origin, or of the circumstances which favour

its production. We hope shortly to be in a
position to give the results of Mr. Berkeley's

examination, and we trust that the recommend-
ation made by the Scientific Committee—that a
full report on the disease as observed at

Chiswick be drawn up—may be acted on
without delay. When these documents are

before us we shall be better able to judge of the

propriety of attempting to " stamp out " the

disease, or whether such a course be possible.

It is well to give an alarm, but it is still better

to observe and investigate ; but these latter pro-

cesses have as yet only been very superficially

accomplished.

We learn from the committee of the Inter-
national Horticultural E.xhibition in
Cologne that great activity has been displayed in

the exhibition grounds. The halls for the finer kinds
of garden ornamentation, vases, statues, &c., as also

the two wings in which garden literature and artificial

plants and flowers are to be exhibited, are now
finished, with the exception of the towers. The large
restaurant is far advanced ; the water conduits, aque-
ducts, &c. , together with the fountains and ponds, are
almost completed. The ponds from which the
centrifugal pumps are to receive water will be exe-
cuted in a new cement composition, together with the
large central fountain, by the well-known firm of

J. F. ESPENSCHIED, Mannheim. The large hall for

machinery requiring to be exposed under cover is

immediately adjoining the pond. Numerous announce-
ments have been made in this department from
Belgium, England, America, &c. A hothouse in

three compartments is being built by the firm of
Rahles & LiMBACH, of Cologne. A hothouse is also

being constructed by RoDER Brothers, of Magde-
burg, opposite the hall erected on a small elevation, in

which American drinks are to be furnished. The
plantations are progressing favourably. We need only
mention here that two large Dahlia beds have just

been laid out. The number of sub-committees and
agents engaged in promoting the exhibition has been
considerably augmented.

Chance Combinations of Flowers are fre-

quently more effective than those in which arrangement
has been more carefully studied. Such a case is before us
in a few flowers thrown together heedlessly by a child.

The flowers are Devoniensis Rose, pale cream colour

;

a deep orange-coloured variety of Azalea mollis with
its foliage, and a bud or two of the common monthly
Rose, The combination is charming.

We have been favoured with the following
proposal for a NEW COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL
Horticultural Society ;

—

President—TYiS Right Hon. A. S. Ayrton.
Vice-Presidents (specially selected as being dis-

tinguished literary characters)—The Rev. H. H. Dom-
brain, Mr. George Glenny, jun., Mr. William Earley,

and Mr. George Abbey.
Treasurer—Baron Albert Grant.
Honorary Secretaries—Sir Henry Cole, and Mr.

Shirley Hibberd, who, in the event of his appointment,
will retire from the editorship of the Gardeners'
Magazine, and be succeeded by Dr. Hogg.

Assistant Secretary.—Sir Alfred Slade, Bart.

Coiincil-'Dt. Denny, Dr. Kellock, Mr. S. H. Godson,
Mr. G. F. Wilson, Mr. H. G. Quilter, Mr. T. Baines,

and, in order to impart a little loquacity and vivacity to

the proceedings of the Council, the following gentlemen
to be added :—Mr. H. Guedalla, Mr. E. Bennett, Mr.

J. R. Fetch, Mr. P. Barr, Mr. R. Gilbert, and Dr.
Kenealy— the last in special consideration of the great

success he has achieved in cultivating the flowers of

rhetoric.

Botanical Director and General Expositor of the

Policy of the Council—Ur. D. T. Fish.

Pomotogical Director—Mr. Joseph Meredith.
Floral Director— Mr. John Wills.

General Superintendent (with unlimited and Irrespon-

sible power)—Mr. A. F. Barron.

We can only regret that place has not been found for

Mr. LiGGiNS and the London correspondent of the

Irish Gardeners' Record,

From a recent report to the Foreign Office

by Mr. A. Graham Dunlop, on the Forests of
Cuba, we obtain the following notes on useful Cuban
trees. There is the hard and compact Mahogany

;

the softer Cedar, "one of the most precious trees, and
everlasting in dry places ;" the light violet Acana, a
very hard wood ; the Sabina {Sabicu— Lysiloma
Sabicu), "everlasting, and good for all uses;" the

Ramon (Trophis americana), a great resource in

drought for feeding cattle with its leaves ; the bluish-

green flexible Majagua (Lonchocarpus sericeus), the

best wood known for gun-stocks, carriage poles, and
ship knees; the quick-growing Lanero, " bearing an
abundant fruit, which encloses an enormous quantity

of silky fibres, from which great advantages might
be derived in industry;" the Yaba, a hard wood, fit

for shipbuilding, it being " indestructible under water
and under ground," but it is poisonous, " the smoke
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produces blindness, and the bark is used to destroy

worms." Cuba produces an immense variety of

coloured woods for cabinet-work. Mr. Chapman,
the representative in Cuba of a large Enj^lish

engineering house, makes mention of a floor in a room
he has seen, inlaid with fifteen or sixteen kinds of

beautiful hard wood?. The fustic wood of this part

of the world "resists the action of water better

than any other wood known, and house • posts

made o( it have been found sound and fresh after

being in the ground for a century." Almost all the

forest land in Cuba belongs to private persons. The
Government forests have been neglected, aad left to

chance and plunder ; and there has been no attempt

to control the misuse, and waste and wanton destruc-

tion of forests. Immense quanlities of trees have
been felled by the breeders of cattle and swine to

make enclosures, wliat was not required being burnt,

and no regard being paid to leaving valuable hard

timber. The planters find sugar can be made cheaply

in wooded districts, and the remains of the forests are

burnt and destroyed. But still there is a vast amount

of valuable timber, and Mr. Duni.op states that, if

The Potato Diseask, to which the Rev.
M. J. BerIvELEY made allusion at the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society on June 16, has

manifested iiself among the collectiim grown by Mr.

Pf.tlr McKinlay, Woodbine House, Beckenham,
Kent, and in a form which may serve to throw a little

fresh light on the subject. It is confined entirely to

American varieties grown from home-grown seeds.

All grown from seeds imported direct from the

United Slates are as perfectly healthy as Potatos

could well be; and this holds good oftheKnglish varie-

ties also. In all cases there is the arrested paralysed

growth, the leaves unhealthy and curled, and covered

above and beneath with numerous small dark spots.

A good number of the plants were lifted and the roots

examined, and in only two cases had the seed tuber

rotted, and in almost every case the cut sets had been
planted with all but one eye taken out. The sets

were cut in two, and in no case was there the slight-

est evidence of disease in the tuber causing immature
and diseased haulm, as stated by Mr. A. Di;an at the

meeting above noted. At the point where the shoots

grew out from the eye it appeared to be as healthy as

plants are grown in pots is very dwarf and dense.

Its white variety—turbinata alba—should not be over-

looked also, and some seedlings, showing considerable

variation in colour, are finding their way into cultiva-

tion, and finding much favour among cultivators of

hardy plants.

The thirty-second anniversary festival of the

Gardeners' Royal liKNiivui.EN i' Institution
will be held at the London Tavern, liishopsgate Street,

on July 2, when the Master of the Fruiterer's

Company, RoiiERT Broadwater, Esq., will take

the chair. The list of stewards contams some of the

leading horticulturists, and it is greatly to be hoped
that they may be supported by a large gathering of

the craft, and, still better, by a large subscription list.

There is on these occasions a good opening for those

who from whatever cause may be unable to contribute

from their purses, to contribute in kind by sending

flowers and fruits, and thus insuring the success of an
institution whose objects must commend themselves

to all connected with horticultural pursuits. Seventy-

two pensioners are now on the list, and it is much to be

Fig. 170.—show grounds in the Belfast botanic gardens.

the fellings were properly regulated, the export of

timber from Cuba might be very large, even though
the Government should not insist on **replantings."

3,000,000 square feet of Mahogany, 5,000,000 square

feet of Cedar, and 2000 tons of fustic wood would be
ready for the axe every year. Mr. Chatman
observes that in the last century forty-two ships of

war were built in the Royal Arsenal of Ilavannah,

chiefly with Cuban wood, and some of them still

exist as hulks ; and ships of excellent quality were
built in Cuba not very long ago. But complaint is

made now of the forests not even attracting rain

enough for the crops in the plains, although with
proper management there would have been produced
sufficient timber for the navies of several Powers,

Co.mpton's Surprise, one of the newer
American Potatos, ungainly in shape and rough in

appearance, is yet a remarkably fine variety, keeping
well till April and May, making little growth, boiling

mealy, and full-flavoured ; but it should be grown on
light and somewhat early soils to do it full justice.

Compton's Surprise, Model, and Paterson's Victoria

are in all probability the three best late-keeping Pota-

tos in cultivation. The former should be grown only

by those who can keep it over till the spring and
early summer.

could well be desired ; but at the distance of from

I to 2 inches from the set the stem of the foliage was
rotted through to the centre, and so thoroughly was
the centre rotted in some instances that it suggested

the question whether the malady arose in the inte-

rior of the stem and came outwards. In two or

three instances the diseased leaves appeared on the

growth of tubers that were left in the earth at the

time of digging and had come up among others

planted in the spring. Here, also, the seed tubers

were found to be perfectly sound.

We are informed that M. le Comte de
Kerchove de Denteeghem has been elected Pre-

sident of the Royal Agricultural and Botani-
cal Society of Ghent, in place of the late M. de
Ghellinck de Walle.

Campanula turbinata deservedly ranks

high in a select collection of hardy perennials, and is

a most striking object in a border. It is not a whit

less valuable as a pot plant, and we have lately seen

some pretty little tufts in 6o-pots, bearing no less

than from six to eight large, erect, bell-shaped flowers,

of a bright lilac-purple colour. The size of the indi-

vidual flowers contrasts in a remarkable degree with

the diminutive growth of the foliage, which when the

hoped that the amounts awarded to each, as well as the

number of recipients, may soon be largely augmented.

It is clear this cannot be done unless the institution is

largely supported by the gardening class. As things

are at present, outsiders constitute the most important

body in the Society. This ought not to be. The
present affords a good opportunity for amendment,

and the treasurer, Robert Wrench, Esq., London
Bridge, E.C.; the bankers, Messrs. Gl.'n, Mills &
Co., Lombard Street; or the secretary, Mr. Cutler,

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, would very

willingly grant absolution on easy terms. We would

by no means advocate either the sale or the purchase

of indulgences, but we may, with the greatest truth, say

that no means are more effectual in procuring a con-

tented frame of mind than successful efforts to promote

the well-being of others less fortunate than ourselves.

The publication of Mr. Darwin's new work
on Insectivorous Plants is announced for the

present week,

The charming Latiiyrus sativus, though a

very old plant, representing a tint of blue rarely found

among annuals, deserves cultivation because of its

free dwarf growth, and profusion of flowers. It is

far superior to many annuals generally cultivated,
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but it is very rarely met with. A few blossoms,

backed up with a green leaf, make a pretty button-

hole, only it is said that button-holes are now becom-
ing quite unfashionable ! and the lawgivers of fashion

have ceased to sport them,

Dr. DE LA Savinierre is about to undertake

a botanical exploration in Celebes, and will prepare

dried specimens of the plants of that island for distri-

bution among subscribers. So little is known of the

flora of this island that is to be hoped that M. de la
Savinierre's enterprise may meet with ample sup-

port. Applications should be made to the General
Secretary of the Botanical Society of France, 84, Rue
de Crenelle, Saint Germain, Paris.

That fine H.P. Rose, Louts Van Houtte,
is said by Rose cultivators to be wanting in vigour of

habit—that it is, in fact, what they term a *'bad
doer." We have lately seen it in most vigorous

growth, worked as a dwarf on the seedling Briar, and
growing in a somewhat free gravelly loam. The
growth is remarkably vigorous, and large full flowers

of a rich shaded crimson hue are produced. Etienne
Levet, Richard Wallace, and Marie Baumann, were
scarcely more vigorous in habit than Louis Van
Houtte.

We learn from the daily papers that H.R. H.
the Duke of Edinburgh will visit Edinburgh at the

time of the International Fruit Show in September
next.

We have received from Messrs. C. J.
Blackith & Co., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, several samples of Garden Labels and
Training Sticks, which we can commend to the

notice of our readers. They are hand-made, very
regular in size, and sold at an exceedingly cheap rate

in bundles of 100 each. The sticks are made from
I to 5 feet in length, the longer ones being propor-
tionately thicker, and the labels from 4 to 18 inches.

Mr. J. Smith, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-

on-Avon, has also submitted to us a specimen of a
new permanent Rose tree label, and a sample of his

permanent labels for Conifers, of a much larger size.

Both are made of a white metal, and the names are

raised from the surface. Both are admirably adapted
for the purpose intended, and cheap in price, con-
sidering their imperishable nature.

Mr. Robert Sowerbv, gardener, late of
Newburjjh Park, Yorkshire, has succeeded Mr.
Alfred Fames, as gardener to the Earl of
Macclesfield, Shirbum Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon.

We have not yet heard that the South Ken-
sington members of the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society have carried out their

publicly expressed intention to resign. As they have
shown themselves quite incompetent to appreciate the
higher aims of horticulture, and the circumstances
which render a society worthy of national encourage-
ment, every day that they delay to fulfil their volun-
tary promise does but add to the legacy of mischief
which they will leave behind them, while any scheme
for the reconstruction of the Society on a horticultural

basis must necessarily be frustrated by the continuance in

office of these obstructives. Under such circumstances
we would suggest to the exhibitors whether it would
not be better to defer the proposed demonstration on
July 21, except in so far as they are tied by the
schedule or other previous engagements, till such a
time as the prospects of the Society are more favour-
able. An additional reason for postponement may
be found in the short time available for the purpose
intended. As the end draws very perceptibly nigh,

and reconstitution and reconstruction become inevit-

able—for we scout the idea of annihilation—we would
impress on those interested the absolute necessity of
keeping broad general principles in mind, to remem-
ber that the chief object is to advance the science

and practice of horticulture, and that exhibitions,

however useful, are only one means, and that not the
most important, of advancing an art, the practical

utility of which is rather apt to be overlooked and
made subordinate to flower shows and promenades.

We learn that the time for entries at the Not-
tingham and Midland Counties Grand Rose
Show and horticultural exhibition has been extended
until July i.

We invite the special attention of our readers
to the fact that in pursuance of the new postal regu-
lations adopted by the GENERAL International
Postal Union, and which come into force on July i

next, the postage of letters to most parts of Europe
and to the United States, is fixed at 2\d. per half
ounce. Post-cards \\d. each will be available for the
same countries, and, what is of special importance to
our foreign readers, newspapers will be henceforth
transmitted at a uniform rate of \d. for4 oz. Printed
papers, patterns, and circulars (not of the nature of
private letters) will be charged at the rate of \d. for

2 oz. The only important exception is in the case of
France, and of letters, &c., sent through France, in

which country the above regulations will not come
into force until January next.

— The quantity of rain which falls in

England is very carefully noted in various parts of
the kingdom, and the result of the observations is

published far and wide, but, says the Times, the
amount of OUR SUNSHINE is not so well known. It

is not out of season at this time to notice that in

Scotland the Registrar- General regularly reports the

number of hours of sunshine with which that country
is favoured, as shown by the mean of returns from

55 stations of the Meteorological Society of Scotland.

The hours of sunshine in a year in that country most
frequently range between 1650 and 1750; but in

1S74 they reached the large number of 1815, and these

were distributed as follows :—74 in January, 103 in

Februsry, 13S in March, 179 in April, 170 in May,
277 in June, 239 in July, 188 in August, 145 in Sep-
tember, 140 in October, 78 in November, and 84 in

December. The average was above nine hours a day
in June, and not quite 2.}^ in January.

With the present number we give a Special
Supplement, with numerous original illustrations

from the pencil of Mr. W. G. Smith, of the gardens
of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., at

Chats worth.

Notes of a South Shropshire Garden.—The
rain that has fallen somewhat copiously during the

last week has made our lawns green, our bedded
plants thrive, and the weeds grow apace, but the
winds that have accompanied the welcome moisture
batter our Roses, and break the tender shoots of the
Rhododendrons. Our Roses promised a splendid
show of bloom, but they have not opened so kindly
as we hoped, the outer petals being in many cases

damaged by the weather ; still we have some remark-
able specimens. One standard, that bears a head that

is 8 feet high and 40 feet in circumference, and almost

a perfect hemisphere, carries at least 2000 flowers,

fully or all but fully opened. A Gloire de Dijon near

it, 10 feet high, has more than 500 well-formed

flowers, and the shyer Marechal Niel has over 200.

This garden is favourable to all kinds of Roses. A
hedge of Sweet Briar, planted four years since, has

grown to goodly dimensions, making the morning and
evening air delicious with its refined fragrance. A
bed of orange-yellow Lilies, many of which were
bought at one of Mr. Stevens' sales last year as

Lilium Ilumboldtii, and the rest supplied from
Holland as scarlet Martagons, from both of which
species they are, however, very far removed, has been
one of the gayest objects during the past week, and
these are contrasted well with a bed of Delphiniums,
delightful in their blue brilliancy. I wonder why this

beautiful plant is not more frequently made a feature

at this season. The bed in which it grows is a mass
of colour in the early part of the year, yellow, blue,

dark and pale, and white with Crocuses. Of these

we planted about looo bulbs, alternating the colours

so that when the sun shines upon them during their

time of flowering the circular bed looks like a splen-

did window of painted glass. Next year we intend

to plant it with Forget-me-nots that will follow the

Crocus, then will come this Larkspur, and after the

Delphinium comes on a growth of the old-fashioned

Fuchsia coccinea that will last till late in the autumn.
These three, viz.. Crocus, Delphinium, and Fuchsia,

in no wise interfere with each other's growth, and they

keep up the interest we always feel in watching the

changing but recurring beauties of the year. In the

house the Pelargoniums are just now the chief show,

but a Tacsonia Van Volxemi and a Clematis Jack-
manni are great attractions. In the vinery we look

well, although, in consequence of building a new
house and making alterations not yet completed, we
have been unable to use heat, the bloom has setjvery

well ; even the Muscats, which are usually supposed
to require a high temperature, will not disappoint us.

In the kitchen garden we gathered our first green

Peas on the lolh inst., and new Potatos a few days
before, being about the usual date, and showing that

summer easily makes up for the time lost through the
cold of early spring. Until to-day the river has been
very low, but the rain that has fallen lately has caused

it to rise, and for the first time this year a salmon was
playing in the pool. ^., June 15.

Synonymy of Marantas. — We have lately

received some Marantas, introduced into commerce
by Mr. W. Bull, and among them we find sone
species already previously introduced by u?, and
described under other names by Professor Morrer,
Thus, Maranta pinnato-picta {Hort. Bull) is our
Calathea applicata, Beli^ique IIoriicoh\ 1S74, 228

;

M. prasina (Hort. Bull) is our C. medio-picta, Bcl^,

Nort., 1874, 228. These two plants were exhibited
at Ghent on June 28, 1874, and at Liege, July 5,

1874^ Maranta bella {Hort. Bull) is identical with our
M. Kegeljani, exhibited by us at Antwerp in April,

1875, and described in the Belgiqiie Horticole, 1875,
133. We think, then, we are justified in claiming
the priority. In fact, Mr. Bull's catalogue, in which <
these novelties are announced— 1S75, No. iio, p. 7

—

was published at the end of April this year, and it

does not appear that the plants have been described
elsewhere. In any case the public should be apprised
of the identity above stated. L. Jacob-Makoy h^ Co ^

Li^ge^ Belgium.

Strawberry Forcing in Pots.— I see there is a
dispute going on in your columns about woodtn
troughs, pans, and turf shelves for Strawberry forcing,

but \ do not see any reference made to Mr. Ward's
old-fashioned plan of layering the runners in small
pots— a point, in my estimation, of equal if not more
importance than the other, considering it has to be
done at one of the busiest seasons of the year. I
allude to layering the runners into the fruiting pots.

I cannot boast of the thousands we force, but I can
assure you of our perfect success in fruiting the plant."?,

and of the great saving of time and labour efl'ected by
layering the runners into the fruiting pots at once.

The method is so simple as compared with the other
as to need no description. E. Bayt/iattf The Gardens^
Holmbiiry, Dorking.

The Pinguicula.—Mr, Forsyth has scarcely

acquainted himself with the habits of the Pinguicula,

or he would have known that it does not catch insects

by cupping its leaves ; and I have never heard that it

has been so reported of. If any unfortunate insects

should pitch upon its leaves they are, if small enough,
seized by the minute hairs that cover the upper surface

of the foliage, or glued to it by the gummy secretion

that is so easily distinguished if the foliage be moistened
or rubbed with a wet finger. When thus captured
there is no hope of escape, and, as in?ect life is

specially evanescent, they soon die. The disappear-
ance is, however, not so rapid as has been indicated

;

and I believe that such minute bodies would disappear
PS rapidly under any other conditions after death.
Whatever may be the nature of the Dion^ea, I feel

sure that further observation must exonerate the
humble Pinguicula from the charge of being in-

sectivorous ; the same designation might be with
equal validity applied to the Petunia, as at

times during the summer the foliage of plants

growing in the open air are, owing to the
resinous secretion with which it is covered,

often much infested with the bodies of dead insects,

especially just after a strong wind has been blowing.

It may be that in the case of the Pinguicula the

gummy secretion on the leaves is an attraction to the

insects, and the smaller ones, when once in contact

with it, are unable to get free again. I have to-day
placed a number of the green aphis on my plants, and
these, as long as they kept their legs, seemed un-
injured ; but if by chance they got on their backs,

they were irrevocably fixed. I found also that the

bodies of these were still sound eight hours afterwards.

This would indicate that the digestive process, if any,

was not very rapid. Mr. Forsyth rather astonished

me when he wrote about plants of the Pinguicula being
infested with greenfly. If anything could indicate

that the plants in question had been grown under un-

natural conditions, that would do so. Certainly they

had no business to be dry, and should not be kept in

a frame. A cool, shady place in the open air, and
plenty of moisture, are its requirements during the

summer ; and if at Todmorden the aphis were preying

upon it, instead of the plant eating the aphis, the

mode of cultivation was to blame. A. D.

Mr. Laxton's Peas and Strawberries. — In
your report of the meeting of the Fruit Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, on the i6th inst., it

is stated that a seedling Pea named Dr. Hogg was
exhibited by me, and that the committee would not

pass any opinion upon it without tasting them boiled,

and that it would probably be grown at Chiswick.

You appear to have overlooked the fact that this Pea
has already been tried at Chiswick, received a First-

class Certificate, and is now in the hands of ths

public. The pods were merely sent to the committee

to show how quickly such a richly flavoured Pea may
be brought in, the Peas from which the ripe pods

were gathered having been sown on March 18. It

would also appear from the report that I sent some
dusters of j'ioneer Strawberry for testing. These
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were merely sent to show the bearing character of the

plant, and agreat many of them were necessarily unripe.

I regret, howeverj to state as a fact that the committee
did not eat the fine and ripe specimens sent to be tested.

Pioneer was submitted to the committee as a large,

highly flavoured, very early Strawberry, which comes
in close on the heels of Black Prince, and consider-

ably before Keens' Seedling and Vicomtesse llcricart

de Thury ; and I know no other Strawberry of its

size and flavour which comes in so early. The fir^t

fruit was gathered and tasted by Mr. (Gilbert, of

Uurghley, from plants grown in the open ground here

on the 4th in=it,, the same day on which May Oueen
and Black Prince also ripened. May I therefore trust

to your usual courtesy to explain this in your next

issue? Thomas Laxton, Slamford, 'Yune 21.

In your report of the meeting of the

Fruit Committee of June 16, published in last week's

paper, you state that "Mr. Laxton also sent a

promising seedling Pea, named Dr. Hogg," and thas

the committee would not **pass any opinion on it

without tasting them boiled, and for that there was
not enough, so that it will probably be grown at

Chiswick.*' I do not know where your reporter could

have gained this piece of information. It forms no

part of my "minutes" of the meeting. Your reports

of these meetings are generally so ably and so accu-

rately given, that if a grave mis-statement like this is

left uncontradicted your readers will naturally imagine

that the Fruit Committee was in the arms of Morpheus.
Dr. Hogg Pea is well-known to the committee, was
grown at Chiswick in 1S72, and awarded a First-

class Certificate, and has been noticed in your own
columns frequently since. It has been sent out this

present season by Messrs. Hurst & Son, and is un-

doubtedly one of the best and handsomest early green

marrow Peas in existence. The few Peas in question

were exhibited by Mr. Laxton simply to show how
early it could be produced, the seeds having been
sown on March iS. A. F. Barron, Secretary to the

Fruit Committee. [Our remarks were based upon the

statement oflicially made at the general meeting.

Eds.]

Spring Frosts.—On referring to the registers of

the weather kept here, I find that it was on July 2,

1856, when the frost occurred in North Notts men-
tioned by Mr. Strickland on p. 79t. The thermo-
meter here that morning was as low as 34^ on the

grass, and in a note it is stated that the Fern in ex-

posed places was blackened in the park. There is

always a lower temperature at Oaberton, Clumber,
and Thoresby, than at Welbeck, owing to their situa-

tion ; and I perfectly remember the injuiy done to

tender vegetables in the gardens of those places in

that July, as well as to the Oaks and Spanish Chest-

nuts in the parks. WiUicim. Tillerv.

Leafing of the Ash and Oak.—A number of
paragraphs appeared in the pages of the Gardeners'

Chronicle last year upon the great dissimilarity which
then existed between the time of coming into leaf

of these two trees. As the season proved a very
dry and warm one, weather prognosticators who are

inclined to believe in the vacillating leafing of these

rival trees as foreboding the weather for the summer
months, would have their faith somewhat strengthened.

Those who are accustomed to watch the opening
foliage of forest trees will have observed how much
more simultaneously these two sorts have expanded
t'Kir flowers this spring. The lact is the more
remarkable, as the winters and spring months, as

regards temperature, were so entirely opposite, and
would seem to favour the idea that the retarded flow

of sap in the case of the Ash may be owing to some
imperlect development of the wood and buds of the

previous autumn. Some trees which were unusually

late attracted my notice last year, and the dates of

coming into leaf were noted down. This year I find

there is fully five weeks' difference, being that much
earlier after a severe winter and a cold backward
spring. The crop of seed on some of these trees this

season is immense, and must tend to weaken their

growth considerably. All forest trees show well for

flowering and seed-bearing this year, and the foliage

and growth generally is healthy and strong in this

northern locality, y. Webster^ Gordoti Castle.

Early Peas.—I am astonished at Mr. Morgan's
opinion (see p. 791) of Laxton's Alpha early Pea.

To be despised is nothing to be wondered at now-a*
days, but for him to discard one of the best Peas in

cultivation is a great matter of surprise. Independently
of what I have said of Laxton's Alpha, as to its

earliness, I find that it has been the earliest outdoor
Pea amongst my neighbours this season ; and from
what I can see of William the First, it appears to

be a fine early dwarf Pea, following upon the heels

of some which I named in a former article. With this

I send you samples of Laxton's Alpha, Eastes' Kent-
ish Invicta, and Dr. Hogg. They are all remark-
ably well-filled pods, particularly, as you will observe,

Laxton's Alpha—it is as tight as a drum, and well
filled with meat instead of wind ! Invicta the same,

but to all appearance a week younger ; and Dr.

Hogg, a much larger pod with finer Peas, is

as ripe as Kentish Invicta, with no deception as

to the fulness of the pods, and I may state it is the

best and earliest Pea of the large sorts that I have

hitherto grown. Several of the Peas sent still bear

the marks upon their pods of the peppering wliich

they received from the late hailstorm. The above

Peas were all grown in a south border. Early last

week we pulled twenty pecks at one pulling of

Dickson's First and P.est and Sangster's No. i Pea^,

sown the middle of January upon a border with a west

aspect ; and the same border is now being cleared to

plant Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower. J. Miller,

Clumler. [The samples received fully bear out our

correspondent's statements. Ens.]

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—Permit me to call the attention of your readers,

and of my brother gardeners in particular, to the

proximity of the thirty-second anniversary festival of

tne Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, which is

to take place at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate

Street, on Friday next, July 2, under the appropriate

presidency of R. Broadwater, Esq., Master of the

Worshipful Company of Fruiterers. I say appro-

priate, for who is there that can value more truly at

their proper worth the great services rendered by
gardeners to the community than the fruiterers, and

who therefore are better able to infuse an earnest and
generous feeling of support into those they may come
in contact with, and thus nurture the necessary fruits

of a practical sympathy? In looking through the

long list of stewards—about seventy in number— I am
struck with the many familiar names of persons who
year by year give their valuable time and support in

this way to this invaluable institution. Forcibly does

it bring to view the fact that a "charity which begins

at home," and which nurtures so many aged and in-

firm entirely of its own, still goes on prospering,

and which thus brings back to its originators

and supporters that proverbial return of good and
charitable deeds—the '"measure of fulness even to

overflowing "— is deserving of every individual's

support. Gardeners have the power to aid this

festival by inducing their employers to send fruit and
flowers to enliven the display, and thereby to increase

the pleasure of those who assemble to aid former or

future aged and infirm growers of such by their

material subscriptions. And, to say nothing of the

sympathetic support directly accorded by so doing,

they will thereby save the funds by supplying such

necessaries as would otherwise have to be bought for

the occasion. Finally, let me most earnestly ask every

non-subscribing brother gardener not to lay this appeal

down without deciding to become a member of this

true federation of gardeners. The simple guinea per
annum can surely be spared, if there is the will, even
from what I confess with painful feelings are in far too

many cases wretchedly low salaries. Such a guinea will

never be really missed by any one, and it might some
day become to any of us, however unexpectedly, a

jewel of increased weight—to solace old age, infirmity,

and the adverse visitations of Providence, and to

which the highest, as well as the most lowly, are

liable. Apart from this, whilst any hesitate and
delay, they impair the guarantee which is the

personal right of every fifteen years' subscriber

—

namely, to receive the aid of the Institution, or him-
self or his wife, should either require it. All packages
should be addressed to Mr. E. R. Cutler, G.R.B.I.,

London Tavern, Bispopsgate, on Thursday, July i, or

not later than the earlier trains on the morning of

Friday, July 2. Let all who will aid, therefore, be so

kind as to write to the Secretary as soon as possible.

William Farley, June 23.

Eucalyptus colossea.—At pp. 23S and 239
{February 20) the question is raised—What is Euca-
lyptus colossea? and gratuitously it is added, "It is a

peculiarity of Baron von Mueller that he rarely sends

out specimens or seeds of plants without provisional

names," &c. I had to read over this sentence several

times before I could make myself believe that " with-

out" had been substituted in error for "with." Wdl
your correspondent cite the numerous "provisional

names?" No phytographic worker has ever been
more careful in adopting correct names than myself.

I can fairly state that I have reduced thousands of

useless synonyms of other writers on Australian plants

first, to their real names ; instance Calythrix tetra-

gona, to which I reduced correctly seventeen species

of acknowledged high authorities ; and if on rare occa-

sions I, like my compeers, have adopted provisional

names, there was full reason for it, which must be
apparent to the meanest understanding. Even in so

difficult a genus as Eucalyptus—in which first of all by
myself sound principles for specific demarcation were
established—nearly all the species (about half a

hundred) established by me have stood the test of

comparison with original specimens of species pre-

viously known and mostly ill-described before my
time. That in such a genus an occasional duplicity

may occur (as in similar instances with Cupressus
macrocarpa and Lambertiana) can readily be compre-
hended ; so it is yet an unsettled point whether the

E. fissilis should be separated as a species or as a

variety from E. obliqua ; the wood and bark of both

arc very distinct to the woodsplitters, builders, and

commercial dealers. Thus it was for a very long time

uncertain when this, my E. diversicolor—one of the

fifty called Blue Gum tree of West Australia—was
identical with the famous Karri tree ; and this iden-

tity I was only able to establish when I visited

West Australia personally in 1S57, after the name E.

colossea was adopted for the Kirri-wood in our locality,

and also in several foreign industrial exhibitions. When
this identity was made out, I informed M. Ramel and

many other correspondents o( the fact. It seems

almost beneath one's dignity to spend time in refuting

attacks, such as the one in your number of Feb. 20 ;

but the baseless attacks of traducers have brought

an lionourahle departmental position to the dust

(while under the Civil Service regulations of this

colony I could not defend myself ), and no one in Europe
seemi to care to aid in rebuilding it, so far as I

can perceive. Whenever in my writings E. colossea

was mentioned it was coupled with the vernacular

name " Karri," hence there could be no great diffi-

culty in finding out what it was, and even that difficulty

could have been easily removed by a letter to myself.

There are still several Eucalypti about whose exact

specific position I am uncertain, and to avoid con-

fusion temporary names have to be adopted for them.

Even after many centuries of the study of plants in

your own country the controversy about the British

Oaks in not yet brought to a close—/>., whether you

have one species with two varieties, or two species.

Cannot then some allowance be made for 150

Eucalypti? Surely, therefore, a little more charity

might have been shown in this instance to a distant

foreign worker, who would fain have hoped that he

had struggled here against illiberality and envy for

a quarter of a century not altogether in vain. Ferd.

von AJueller, Melbourne.

Culture of Strawberries in Pots.—Your corre-

spondent, Mr. W. Hinds, p. 792, seems sadly put out

with my remarks concerning the watering of Straw-

berries. It was the last of my thoughts to disturb the

equanimity of any one, or to lead Mr. Hinds astray,

or even to invite him to test my old-fashioned

practice ; I would much rather leave him alone in his

glory and his liquid manure, also his shelves, plunging

pits, and plunging material. It is one and all too arti-

ficial and expensive for the age we live in— permanent

trenches, plants naturally grown, fruit receiving a full

current of fresh air, nine months wet out of twelve,

nothing short of this will satisfy " W. P." " W. H."
makes funny remarks about striking Tom Thumb Pelar-

goniums in bottom-heat, which prove him to be thirty

years behind in these matters. If " W. H." will take

the temperature of his soil in any part of his garden

during July or August, he will find it at about 60" to

65^ and what is this but bottom-heat ? More of this

anon. I would ask Mr. Hinds to bear in mind it is

Strawberry culture we have in hand, not only from

March to the end of August, but every month in the

year. " W. H." may keep his "pet varieties" to

himself, but old gardeners will not give up Keens'

Seedling, Cuthill's Alice, President, Due de Malakoff,

Sugar Ball, Sugar Loaf, and a few others. Straw-

berries as a table fruit are none the better for being

monstrously large. The middle-sized, well-ripened,

subacid and good flavoured fruit are wanted, and
these supplied with pure rain-water. What, grow
Strawberries artificially, regardless of expense !—train

the fruit over the side of the pot as a show off, allow

them to ripen and imbibe the fumes of nasty

liquid manure I—away with this. All gardeners well

know stagnant water, of any kind, is injurious to plant

lile. U'. P.

Kniphofia Macowani.—Referring to Kniphofia

Macowani, Baker, figured in the Botanical Magazine

(tab. 6167), my attention has been called to the fact

that this pretty novelty was raised by Mr. Green from

seeds sent by Mr. Macowan to W. Wilson Saunders,

Esq., and was subsequently flowered by Mr. Green
at his nursery at Reigate, and by whom the flowering

specimen was sent to Kew. In so far as I am aware,

it has not been flowered elsewhere, and the statement

that Mr. Macowan has sent roots to Kew is erroneous.

7. D. Hooker, Keiv, June 15. '[We believe that

Mr. Green intends to distribute this plant in the

autumn. Eds.]

Treatn:ient of Ornamental Trees,—It may be

worth while to state the great success I have had in

a mode of treatment of large old and ornamental trees

on a lawn and area of ground adjacent to a residence,

where it is a great object to preserve such trees in a

state of vigour to guard against the commencement of

decay. It is desirable to state in the outset that where
leaves are annually removed in order to keep a place

in nice condition, trees are deprived of their natural

nourishment, but even when not removed they are

blown about so as to render them of little or no avail

in affording food and nourishment to the roots of the

trees. It is also clear that these trees have been

grown for lOO to 150, or a greater number of years, and
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where the soil is not perhaps very good it must neces-

sarily be exhausted and inrpoverished. Therefore after

a long period has elapsed, it is not to be wondered at

—on the contrary it is to be expected—that time will

tell on the trees, and that they should show symptoms

of standing still in their growth—of a stationary condi-

tion at least in the first instance, and subsequently

of the commencement and advance of decay. These

considerations attracted my attention years ago, and

created a desire to arrest such downhill progress,

and devise a remedy, at the same time to steer clear

of any experiments which might prove injurious.

One of the symptoms I observed, especially on Lime
trees, was an increasing smallness of the leaf and a

shortness of the annual shoots. I set to work some
fifteen or eighteen years ago to give some safe treat-

ment to the trees. Without stirring the existing surface,

I began to lay on around the stems of the trees, and

at least as far round as a circle with a circumference

rather beyond the extremities of the branches, a coat-

ing of good earth with which some lime had been

mixed. The compost, which was laid on about 5 inches

thick when loose, gradually became solid, and re-

mained about 3 inches thick. There was no difficulty

in giving this amount of compost to a small number
of trees; but it was obvious that earth could not be

found within a moderate distance to apply the same
treatment to a large number, and that the cartage,

even if it could be found, would be a large expense

it twenty or thirty cartloads were to be applied to a

large number of trees. But as regards the trees to

which this treatment was applied, the result was most
satisfactory. The earth being laid on in the winter and
spring no effect was visible in the first summer ; but in

the second summer the leaves were double their former

size, with quite a new vigour ; in the third year the

leaves, which had before been little bigger than half-a-

crown, were four times that size, and some of them
almost as large as dessert plates, on thick and succulent

shoots. Toa certainextent similar results were attained,

but on no tree was the difference so great as on the

Lime tree, as all the fine fibres of the roots pushed up
into the new soil and nutriment. But I was desirous

to see how a similar result might be attained by a less

expensive and laborious process, so that the effect

might be kept up and extended to a greater number
of trees. I bethought myself of a very simple and
cheap process, which I have now practised for a

succession of years with most satisfactory results.

The leaves of the whole of the trees must be cleared

at all events, in order to keep the place in nice order,

and the practice I have followed is to rake all the

leaves off a certain^area round the stumps of about

one-third of the whole number of trees within a

certain space, and to place a coating of leaves about

7 inches thick in a circle from them to a circum-

ference as far as the branches extend. This will

gradually sink down to a coating of 3 inches of solid

and decaying leaves ; and thus there is created a coating

of decaying leaves or leaf-mould—the most appropriate

food of trees. Into this coating the root liljres push

and are sure to find their best nutriment, the

youth of the tree is renewed, and a new lease of life

seems to be given to it, with all the vigour of youth

and the strength and magnitude of manhood. If a

little earth or vegetable rubbish can be laid over the

leaves it secures their not being scattered by the wind,

and a few branches of trees will assist in this object

—

these can be removed when the leaves are somewhat
consolidated. I can state with truth that on a mass

of large trees which I have had thus treated, I see

an increase in the size of the trees and quite a

new vigour in their growth. It is my intention to

repeat the treatment once in three years, to keep the

gentle action of the nourishment of the trees in

the wood and outlying trees to which I mean to

apply it. I consider that the leaves will afford the

means and necessary supply once in three years to the

whole of the trees. Much more might be said, but

already this statement is too long, and persons who
may take an interest in the subject will readily think

for themselves, and see how simple a matter it is to

confer a benefit on favourite trees. T, F, P.

Vanda suavis.—I understand that Mr. Thomson,
of Clovenfords, exhibited recently at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting a spike of Vanda suavis

with nineteen flowers ! Was this a monstrosity, or was
it an ordinary spike ? It must have been of considerable

length—so I thought, at least, until Mr. Dunn, who
saw it before it was cut, told me that its length did

not strike him so much as the closeness of the flowers

upon the raceme. Now this is so unusual an oc-

currence that it deserves more than a mere passing

notice. The late Mr. James Veitch, with whom I had
many a pleasant chat on Orchid culture and Orchid
lore, thought, along with myself, that no Vanda suavis

was capable of producing more than sixteen flowers to

a spike. That number both of us had several times

upon several plants, but I never knew of more until,

by the way, I saw Mr. Dunn's variety at Dalkeith last

year, which bore seventeen flowers. But when we
come to hear of nineteen it certainly excites some
surprise, and possibly Mr, Thomson may tell us, if

this should meet his eye, if it is an unusual variety of

the species that he has got hold of, or if it be one of

the ordinary type and the production of flowers due
to cultivation. I certainly should be very thankful to

hear more about it. James Anderson, Meadowbank
Nurseries, Uddingsion, N,B.

Curved Roof Conservatories. —It may not be
known to your correspondent of last week that the

house he describes as erected by Messrs. Barr &
Sugden is not the first that has been put up in London.
I believe I may lay claim to the credit of anything

that belongs to this innovation. In building my new
offices in 1872, I covered the whole of my roof with a
curved conservatory of wood bars, bent on my patent

principle. It was noted in the papers at the time,

and you will see that Messrs. Barr & Sugden's
is very much like it. Mr. Barr, with his architect,

visited my place previous to the erection of his con-

servatory, and my building was shown, and the

principles of its construction explained by IV. D,
Lascelhs, 121, Bunhill Rffin, Fiiisbury, E.C. [Loudon
was one of the first to advocate these house-top

greenhouses. Eds.]

Root Pruning by Water Voles.—Our illus-

tration (fig. 171) shows how a tree may be destroyed

by the persistent nibblings of a water vole. The tree

in question grew in Mr. Ellacombe's garden, and

Fig. 171.—root pruning extraordinary.

has been repeatedly mentioned in our columns, but as

considerable interest attaches to the subject, we now
give an illustration which may serve to put others on
their guard against what has been well styled an un-

desirable root-pruner.

Fancy Pelargoniums at the Botanic Show.

—

I think many of your readers will share with me
the surprise I have felt at the account you give of the

Fancies exhibited by Mr. James and myself at the Royal

Botanic last week, in which you say, " Mr. James'

plants were in all respects most admirable," while you

describe mine only as being "but little inferior."

[Your plants were not fully in flower, while Mr.

James' were at their best : only in this sense infe-

rior. Eds.] That my plants were strikingly superior

to any six plants in the exhibition was so gene-

rally admitted by other exhibitors, that astonish-

ment was widely expressed at Mr. James' six plants

being bracketed with mine ; and Mr. Frost, the

well-known Pelargonium grower to Mr. Turner,

of .Slough, said that mine "were the most even and

best class of Fancies he had ever seen staged." And
here I must ask you to allow me to notice an article

by Mr. James in the Gardeners^ Magazine for May 20

last, in which he says, after speaking of the "igno-

rance " of other writers on the subject, " one of the

most important steps to take in the cultivation of

Fancy Pelargoniums for exhibition purposes is to

begin with grafted plants ; " adding, " if on their own
roots, they are liable to die off during the winter

season when several years old, and just becoming

large enough to produce a good effect." Now, the

plants I exhibited last week were only twenty-seven

months old, and measured from 3 feet to 3 feet

6 inches in diameter—being, I believe, a greater size

than those exhibited by Mr. James ; while for com-
pactness, fulness, and evenness of bloom, there was
nothing to desire. Yet these were all planted on
their own roots, and some of them gained the 1st

prize, bracketed with Mr. James' plants in the
previous year, when of course they were only fifteen

months old, and even then measured 2 feet 6 inches

to 3 feet in diameter. Such facts will dispose of the

theory that Fancies should be] grafted, and not grown
on their own roots ; the main secret of their successful

cultivation being referrible to the soil selected, and
to the avoidance of all needless watering. George King,
The Gardens, Wolsey Grange, Esher,

Alderney Covirs.—Now that Alderney cows have
so risen in price many of your readers will, perhaps,
gladly hear that a cross almost equal for milk to the

pure animal may be had between a Kerry or Welsh
heifer and an Alderney bull, with the advantage
of being much more easily disposed to fatten. It

would be worth any one's while to breed a number.
They are quite docile. Z.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, as most fittingly representing the large

exhibitors in the trade, have pronounced in favour of

the suggested great show on July 21. Allow me
to state, as one of the small exhibitors, that I will do
my very best to assist in making up an exhibition

worthy the name and traditions of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. I have already supported the Society

during the present year, despite the nonpayment of

the prize money of 1874 and the absurdly reduced
prizes of 1875 exhibiting something at almost
every one of the meetings. Can Mr. A. F. Barron
convene a meeting of exhibitors at which a plan of

action can be agreed upon and carried into effect on
July 21 ? Richard Dean, Ealing, W,

The Cedar of Lebanon.—On recommending the

Cedar of Lebanon to friends discussing the selection

of ornamental trees on home grounds, a common
objection has been at once made as to the slowness of

their growth. Now, that your younger readers may
not be discouraged from planting this beautiful tree at

a sufficient distance from the dwelling-house, I send

you the inclosed particulars respecting the growth of a

Cedar, which, on laying out the grounds about my
new-built house in the year 1S2S, I planted a mere
shrub about 3 feet high— less, unfortunately, than 20
yards from the house. As mensuration is one of the

many items of instruction at our College, and superior

instruments abound, the Principal, Mr. Constable, at

my request, kindly attended with some of the students

to make an accurate admeasurement of the girth,

height, and the superficial extent of ground over
which the branches extend. The most striking feature

in the growth of this tree is the great extent of the

branches from the bottom to the top, bearing in mind
that it does not exceed about forty-eight years' growth.

I inclose copy of the report as worked out at the

College, which shows that the " circumference at

4 feet from the ground is 10 feet 8 inches ; at 5 feet,

8 feet 10 inches ; height, 51 feet 6 inches. The tree

covers about the sixteenth part of an acre." Charles

La-Mrence, The Querns, Cirencester. [Thanks for the

photograph. Eds]

Canterbury Bells.—I send you with this a box

of flowers of Canterbury Bells, which may be said to

represent quite a new strain. In the seedling bed I

have counted no less than fourteen distinct varieties,

double and single. Some are very double, others

semi-double, and a few of the flowers are of enor-

mous size, as you will perceive by the examples sent.

They are a great improvement on the old forms of

the Canterbury Bull, with their small flowers and

somewhat pointed petals. The bed of seedlings, now
in full bloom, is a remarkable sight at my seed

grounds at Bedfont. Richard Dean, Ealing, Loudon,

W. [They are a very fine strain indeed, remarkable

for the size of the flowers and their variety of colour,

Eds.]

Reports of Societies.

Alexandra Palace Rose Show : June 24 and
25.—It is our pleasant duty to record that the first

horticultural exhibition held at the Alexandra Palace

since the re-opening was a very good one ; and as a

Rose show we must say that, with the exception of a

few awkward details in the arrangements, which will

no doubt be altered with experience, it reflected great

credit alike on the exhibitors and the Palace Com-
pany, whose schedule of prizes was certainly a most

liberal one. The exhibition was held in the large

concert-room, the staging being erected in two parallel

rows down either side, with large and well-filled

baskets of plants down the centre of the room, and a

row of ornamental foliaged plants down the centre of

each of the side-tables. On either side of the

orchestra Mr. B. S. Williams had fine collec-

tions of large fine-foliaged and flowering plants, and
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in the centre, under the conductor's seat, a collection

of smaller specimens of new and rare plants were fur-

nished by the same exhibitor. Looliing towards the

orchestra the effect was very good. The nurserymen's

classes for Roses were particularly well contested, and
a fine lot of blooms were staged all round. The com-
petition in some of the amateurs' classes was very

strong, a large number of stands being put up, but

there were a greater number of poor blooms than we
like to see.

Taking the nurserymen's classes first, we have that

for seventy-two distinct blooms, in which there were
six competitors, and the competition very close.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, came in 1st ; Messrs.

Cranston & Mayos, Hereford, 2d ; Mr. li. R. Cant,

Colchester, 3d ; and Mr. Turner, Slough, 4th ; an
extra prize being awarded to Mr. John Keynes, Salis-

bury. The 1st prize stands contained an exceedingly

fine lot of blooms, not particularly large, but well

finished and perfectly fresh. The best blooms struck

us as being those of Charles Rouillard, Charles

Lefebvre, Edward Morren, Centifolia Rosea,

Madame Caillat, Alfred Colomb, Madame Berard,

S. Reynolds Hole, Uuc de Rohan, Baroness Roths-

child, Beauty of Waltham, Elienne Levet, Maniuise

de Castellane, Annie Wood, and Madame Nachuary,

a pretty rosy-pink flower. Looking through the other

stands we noticed especially fine blooms of Niphetos,

Madame Crapelet, Madame Laurent, Fran9ois Miche-

lon, Devoniensis, Paul Ncron, Duke of Edin-

burgh, Madame Hippolyte Jamin and CIcmence
Raoux. In the next class, for forty-eight Roses, three

trusses of each, there were five exhibitors, and so good
were the flowers that prizes were awarded to each, in

the following order :—Mr. Turner, Messrs. Paul &
Son, Mr. Keynes, Mr. Cant, and Messrs. Cranston

& Mayos. The best blooms in Mr. Turner's stand

were of Xavier Olibo, Francois Michelon, Madame
Clemence Joigneaux, Climbing Devoniensis, Etienne

Levet, Souvenir de Monsieur Boll, La France,

Boule de Neige, Antoine Ducher, Baroness Roths-

child, Elie Morel, Edward Morren, Marcchal
Niel, La Fontaine, Oxonian, Souvenir de la Mal-

maison. Marquise de Castellane, Marguerite de St.

Amand, and Madame Therese Levet. The same
varieties were more or less conspicuous in the other

groups, which were very fine. There were ten com-
petitors in the class for twenty-four blooms, and the

awards were made to Mr. Keynes, Messrs. Cranston
& Mayos, Mr. Prince, Oxford, Mr. Cant, and Messrs.

Davison & Whitten, Hereford—the two last-named

being equal 4th. All the stands were of considerable

merit, but the space at our command does not permit

us to name more than the best dozen flowers selected

from the whole. These were, Etienne Levet, Marie
Baumann, Fran(;ois Michelon, Nardy Frcres,

Madame Clemence Joieneaux, Marquise de Morle-
mart, Madame Lacharme, Princcss Beatrice, Horace
Vemet, Due de Rohan, Madame Hippolyte Jamin,
and Marechal Niel. Again in the class for twelve
Tea-scented and Noisette Roses the competition was
very close, and extra equal 4th prizes had to be
awarded, the result in the end standing thus :— 1st,

Messrs. Paul & Son ; 2d, Mr. Prince
;
3d, Mr. Cant

;

and equal 4th, Mr. Keynes and Messrs. Davison &
Whitten. In the corresponding class for amateurs
the awards of the judges were given in favour of the

Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Captain Christy, T. Laxton,
Esq., and Mr. Pulling. The varieties best repre-

sented throughout both classes were—Celine Forestier,

Madame Villermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, Devoniensis,
Marechal Niel, Madame Capucine, orange, shaded
with bright crimson, and delicately scented ; Cheshunt
Hybrid, Souvenir d'Elise, Marie Van Houtte,
Niphetos, Perle de Lyon, and Belle Lyonnaise.

The other classes, confined to amateurs, were for

forty-eight, thirty-six, twenty-four, and twelve blooms
respectively. There were five collections of forty-

eights, and the blooms generally were very good
indeed, and especially those of CamiUe Bernardin,
Mdme. Marie Rady, Alfred Colomb, Marie Baumann,
Francois Michelon, Annie Laxton, and Centifolia

Rosea, in the 1st prize lot, contributed by Mr. Baker,
Heavitree, Exeter. The other awards went to Miss
Penrice, Norwich; Mr. G. Rushmore, gr. , Tendring
Hall, Colchester ; and T. Laxton, Esq. No less than
thirteen lots of thirty-six were staged in competition,

the result of the j udging being that Mr. Baker was again
placed 1st, Mr. Curtis, of Chatteris, being 2d ; Mr.
Cavell, of Oxford, 3d ; and Mr. John Mayo, Oxford,
4th ; the Rev. J. B. M. Camm securing an extra

award. Seventeen collections of twenty-four blooms
were put up, and, as might have been expected among
so many, there were a considerable number of inferior

blooms, but generally each stand contained a few
exceptionally fine samples. Six prizes were awarded
here, viz., 1st to Mr. H. Atkinson, Brentwood ; 2d to

Mr. A. J. Bloxham, Oxford
; 3d to Mr. T. Jowitt,

Hereford ; equal 4Lh to Mr. Curtis and Mr. Baker,
and an extra to Mr. J. Mayo. All the before men-
tioned varieties were more or less represented in these

classes, and it is useless to repeat their names. The
best twelve came from Mr. Baker, and equal 2d prizes

went to Rev. A. Cheales, Reigate, and Mr, Taylor,

The best twelve blooms of new Roses of 1S73,

1S74, or 1875, came from Mr. Turner— Messrs. Paul

& Son coming in 2d, Mr. Cant 31I, and Mr. Keynes
4th. Tlie varieties shown in tlie best condition

generally in this class (made up of ten exhibitors),

were Captain Christy, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Cheshunt
Hybrid, Antoine Mouton—Large and very full, a

well built pink Rose ; Caroline Kuster, pale straw-

yellow, fine in the bud ; Oxonian, Beauty of Slough,

a fine rosy scarlet colour ; Mademoiselle Dumain,
and Mons. Claude Levet. Eighteen trusses of

English raised Roses in commerce where shown by

two exhibitors, Mr. Turner and Messrs. Paul &
Son, who took the awards in the order named.

The finest flowers were of John Stuart Mill,

John Hopper, Lord Napier, Climbling Devoniensis,

Beauty of Waltham, W. Wilson Saunders, Annie
Laxton, Duke of I'idinburgh, and Bessie Johnson. In

the open class for twelve distinct blooms, Mr. J.

Walker, Thame, was 1st.

Prizes were also offered for the best twelve blooms
of certain varieties specially named, a feature which

may be commended to the notice of other managers

on account of its usefulness in bringing out more
prominently the faults or good qualities of a Rose.

The best Alfred Colombs came from Mr. Turner,

Mr. Baker, and Messrs. Paul & Son ; while appro-

priately enough Messrs. Paul & Son showed the Duke
of Edinburgh to the best advantage, Mr. Turner

being 2d. Out of four lots of Baroness Rothschild

the best came from Mr. Baker and Mr. Prince ; and

Mr. Baker and Messrs. Paul & Son had the best of

the competition in a good class of La France. Mr.

Curtis and Mr. Baker contributed the best examples

of Marie Baumann, and Mr. Cant and Mr. Walker
of Marechal Niel ; while Mr. J. House, Peterborough,

sent the best specimens of Princess Beatrice and

Edward Morren. The much-abused Madame La-

charme was exceedingly well-shown by Mr. Cant and
Messrs. Paul & Son.

Dwarf Roses in pots, to the number of fifty in each

collection, were exhibited by Messrs, Paul & .Son

and Mr. Turner ; and vases of cut Roses, set up with

Rose foliage only, came from Miss Money, of the

Alexandra Palace, and Mr. Gardiner, gr. to Lady
Gamier, Southgate. Miss Williams, IloUoway, had

two elegant vases of Roses set up with Fern fronds

and other accessories of a graceful character.

Messrs. Barron & Son, Elvaston, showed several

small plants of the golden Cupressus Lawsoniana
elegantissima, and Retinospora tetragona aurea. Mr.
Turner showed two new seedling Roses, named
Oxonian and Mrs. Baker, the first-named being the

most promising. It is a cupped Rose, very full, and
of a cerise shade of rose with darker guard petals.

Pinks and new Pelargoniums were also staged by Mr.
Turner. Two boxes of seedling Roses came from Mr.
William Paul, and amongst them Firebrand, a rich

crimson cupped Rose ; Peach Blossom, and Queen of

Waltham, bright rose, were the most conspicuous.

From Mr. Laxton also came a box of seedling Roses,
including Mrs. 'Laxton, crimson-scarlet ; Emily Laxton,
deep rosy pink ; and Dr. Hogg, very dark claret.

Mr. T. S. Ware had numerous samples of a new
double dwarf Sweet William. It grows to the height

of 12 inches, and the flowers are of a blood-red
colour.

Glasgovir and West of Scotland Horticul-
tural : Jujie 16.—The midsummer show, under the

auspices of the above Society, was an unusually excel-

lent one. The plants, generally, were of better

quality than we commonly see, particularly those con-

spicuous for their blossoms. The glow of colour was
particularly attractive, enhanced as it was by the presence

of many rare and beautiful foliage plants. Unfortu-

nately there were {^'^ there to see and admire. How
it is that these periodical flower displays bring out so

few sightseers, in comparison to others of a similar

nature south of the Tweed, it is difficult to imagine.

Amongst the most meritorious productions exhibited

we must first point out those shown by Mr. A. B.

Stewart, of Rawcliffe Lodge, Langside, and of Mr.
Thomas Coats, Ferguslie—the one showing for the

coveted prize of the season, the directors' silver cup,

the other for purely exhibition purposes. Certainly

Mr. Stewart's plants—although the field was left com-
pletely to himself—would have graced any exhibition

stage in the three kingdoms ; and there seemed to be
no end of his treasures, for they met one upon
nearly every table. This gentleman has entered

into the spirit of horticulture with zest, and he appears
to be ably seconded in his efforts by Mr. Robert Todd,
his gardener. His plants undoubtedly were superb.
The centre line was decorated with such fine Palms as

Livistona rotundifolia and Phccnicophorium, having
the character of fans in outline of frondage ; and some
beautiful pinnated-leaved sorts, such as Da;monorops
palembanicus, filled in with a huge Azalea Chelsoni,
like a tree for size, and literally covered with flowers.

Then there were, besides. Erica Cavendishiana, the fine

cut-leaved Gleichenia, and the extraordinarily slender
Maiden-hair Fern, Adiantum gracillimum, mixed with
the choicest of Orchids, fine Ixoras, the handsome

Medinilla, and quantities of the Princess of Wales
Odontoglot, than which a finer or more beautiful

flower is scarcely to be seen, Mr. Coats sent from

his very rich collection o( plants an extra well arranged

lot, the Orchids being wonderfully beautiful, the pink

racemes of the Aerides and Saccolabiums standing well

out among their fellows. These and the pure white

Dracophyllum gracile, the Flamingo plant, the unique

Blandfordia with orange and scarlet tubular flowers,

and many other flowering plants, looked all the

better for the magnificent silver Fern, Cyathea
dcalbata, D^ernonorops, and Cibotium—plants of

such a size as give dignity to a collection, and draw
forth no end of encomiums from lingering promen-

aders. Then came the miscellaneous groups, which

were in splenilid condition, and the Heaths, the Ferns,

and the Palms, which were shown in quantities and
in a fine state of cultivation. As usual, along with

Mr. Stewart were associated Mr. James Findlay, Mr.
ICadie, and Mr. J. C. Wakefield, and in addition Mr.
Kidston, Newton House, who exhibited by far the

best specimens of flowering plants in the hall. Indeed
much praise is due to Mr. Craig, the gardener, his

Cattleya Mossi.T: and Everlasting plant being about the

most superb flowering plants exhibited. Nor was
Mr. Fleming, or Mr. Beveridge, or Mr. Chapman
very much behind in examples of merit. So long as

we have such specimens exhibited, so long will the

interests of horticulture in the West of .Scotland

be maintained. For nurserymen there were no
special prizes offered, but as usual their plants were
well exhibited, the principal collections being those

of Messrs. Austin & McAslan, and of Mr. Anderson,

Meadowbank. In the Meadowbank collection was a

very choice variety of Vanda suavis called Pescatorei,

with three very fine spikes ; a particularly choice

Phal[Bnopsis amabilis, as perfect in the flower as could

be well produced ; some good examples of Clero-

dendron Balfourianum, full of flower in small-sized

plants ; a new Stephanotis floribunda, with much
larger flowers than the normal form, and flowering

profusely as a medium-sized plant ; and an excellent

Amaryllis called Princess Alice—one of the choicest

of the Meadowbank seedlings, after the character of

Pardina, being, we understand, a cross between that

variety and Ackermanni pulcherrima, but of the

deepest shaded crimson suff-ised with white. Messrs.

Downie & Laird had a fine stand of fancy Pansies,

Miss McNutt being one of the showiest and best.

Messrs. J. & R. Thynne sent a choice lot of plants,

which have been named and described already, and
which have taken first honours in the metropolis.

These were all creditable groups, while the Heaths,

Rhododendrons, and other miscellaneous plants from
Coplawhill were all neat, and generally good.

The Orchids are becoming greater favourites every

year, and the plants are well shown by many ex-

hibitors. Mr. Kidson had an excellent Aerides, full

of flower, a Cypripedium, and an Orange-lipped

Cattleya Mossia; ; while Mr. Todd had a grand
Cattleya Warneri and other beautiful varieties. The
Ferns, particularly those from Mr. xV. Stewart, Cross-

myloof, merit mor? than a passing remark. The
Adiantum cuneatum was about as perfect as it was
possible for plant to be, and quite 4 feet across ; and
Davallia Mooreana and the handsome Pteiis scaberula

were equally good. The variegated Pelargoniums
from Mr. N. Campbell were better than we ever

remember to have seen them ; and similar plants

from Mr. J. Hogg were first-rate. The cut Roses
were beautiful, distributing their fragrance all around.

The bouquets were a good exhibition, and so were
the Rhododendrons and Pansies, and other cut

flowers. The amateurs had a praiseworthy lot, Mr.
Edward Boyes, Uddingston, taking, as usual, the best

position for specimen plants.

Fruit was limited in quantity, but of good quality.

Mr. Crerar sent excellent Black Hamburgh Grapes
from Sir James Lumsden's garden, and good Peaches
came from Mr. .Smollett's, well put up by Mr,
McConnachie. Strawberries were good, but we
expected a larger display. The whole exhibition was
highly creditable to the Society.

©ijttuarg.
We have to record, with much regret, the death o

Mr. George Edward, of York, which took place
on the loth inst. Mr. Edward has for many years
been known as an enthusiastic florist and seedsman,
exhibiting florists' flowers, such as Pelargoniums,
Dahlias, &c., with considerable success at the great
shows of the North of England. He was in his

59th year.

• We have also to record, with deep regret,

the death of Mr. William Rollisson, of the well-
known and highly-respected ancient firm of William
Rollisson & Sons, of Tooting, Surrey—a nursery
establishment which during the lifetime of the elder

Mr. Rollisson, father of the gentleman now deceased,
acquired great reputation for the numerous first-rate

varieties of Cape Heaths raised and sent out from
thence. As cultivators of Orchids and importers of
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new plants, the Messrs. Rollisson, father and sons,

at one time stood pre-eminent amongst the London
nurserymen—for Tooling, though in those days a

country hamlet, is, in fact, but a suburb of London
;

indeed, the Tooting establishment in those days stood

in the fore-front of the London trade, and was espe-

cially famous as a plant nursery. Mr. W. Rollisson,

the younger of the two brothers by whom the

business has been carried on for many years,

died on the iSlh inst., at his residence, Springfield,

Upper Tooting, in his 73d year. He was a genial

unassuming man, kind and considerate towards all

about him ; and, though advancing years had shut

him out from taking an active paVt in business matters,

he will pass away amidst the keen regrets of a wide
circle of friends.
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rootlets. With such things as Calceolarias, Verbenas,

Violas, and such-like moisture-loving plants, mulching

becomes a necessity, and to attempt their cultivation

without it is only to court failure.

At this season it will be found necessary to run the

machine over the grass at least once a week, but should

dry weather set in the cutters may with advantage

be set a trifle higher, so as not to cut too hard.

Straggling bents and tufts of grass will lie found to

escape the machine, and are a great disfigurement,

but by using the scythe they may be quickly brushed

ofl. Maintain everywhere the most perfect neatness

and order, as far as means will permit, as much of the

jileasure of a garden depends on the style in which it is

kept. Take advantage of every shower of rain to roll

walks, so as to keep them firm and smooth ;
their ap-

pear ance may be greatly improved and a saving of

labour etfectcd for the rest of the year by givmg them a

good sprinkling of salt. By doing this now all moss

and small weeds will be destroyed, and the walks will

present a clean, bright appearance for many months

to come. The salt should be sown durmg settled

weather as it is not effectual if washed immediately

by heavy rain, and care should be taken not to sow it

within 6 or S inches of the grass or other live edging,

as it would spread and injure the same. Box is very

srsceptible of injury in this way, and where it is

grown as an edging plant the use of salt
,
is attended

with great risk, and should be avoided.

Push on the propagation of spring flowering plants,

such as Arabis, Aubrielias, Violas, Daisies, &c., accord-

ing to reciuirement, and sow Walljlmtvrs and Stocks of

the Brompton, Giant, and Queen varieties, for blooming

next spring. Late sown annuals should be freely thinned

out so as to leave plenty of room for full development.

Choice Carnations should now be layered in fresh sandy

loam, and pipings of the same and /"mX-xputin under

hand-lights on a shady border. Novelties, or new

things in the bedding way, should at once be placed

under trial in the reserve garden, so as to prove their

merits and capability for decorative purposes before

risking them in the general arrangement, or propagat-

ing them in quantity. Continue to supply Koses

liberally with manure-water, and remove all faded

blooms before the petals begin to fall and strew the

place. Give choice Rhododendrom plenty of water,

to assist them in completing their growth and form-

ing bloom- buds, and, where time will allow, remove

all seed-pods at once. Prune evergreens, where it is

desirable to keep them to any particular shape, and

clip all evergreen hedges, as by so doing they will now

make sufficient growth to take off that stiff shorn

appearance which is so objectionable. J. Sheppard,

Woolvcrstone Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Figs —The first crop will now be nearly all

Gathered, and the trees will want generous treatment

afterwards by giving them at times liquid manure at

the roots, and syringing twice a day to keep the red

-

spider in check. Thin the second crop where thickly

set before they get to the size of Walnuts, reserving the

largest fruit near the base ol the shoots. In the latest

house, where the first crop is beginning to ripen,

maintain a free circulation of warm, dry air, on pur-

pose to give the fruit flavour, and tie in and regulate

the shoots, so as to get the benefit of all the light and

sunshine possible for the same purpose. The trees in

pots, and intended for forcing early next year, niust not

be neglected at this stage ; syringe them overhead as

often as possible, and supply them with liquid manure

in the shape of a handful of guano put into the water

occasionally. When the trees have fully matured their

shoots in the forcing pits or houses where they have

been grown, they may be placed in the open air m
some sunny corner to ripen their wood. IVtlliam

Ttllery.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The superiority of the Tripoli section of Onions for

spring "and early summer use is too well known to

need any comment on that point. As preparations

will soon be needful for the purpose of sowing seed

for the subsequent year's supply, it is well to note the

fact so that such an important crop may have due

consideration beforehand. The Onion tribe, being

deep-rooting subjects which delight to luxuriate in

deep rich soil, regard to these matters is indispensable

if fine bulbs are desired, and positions embracing such

qualities should be selected for the crop, and the

sowing be effected at about August 10 in drills about

1 foot apart. The rotation of cropping diR'ers con-

siderably in practice : we usually employ ground

which was well manured, trenched deeply and fallowed

last winter, on which spring Cauliflower plants are set,

which come off in time to be succeeded by Tripoli

Onions. Peas of the earhest character will by this

time be over. No unnecessary delay should elapse in

effecting a clearance of the ground, which should be

forked over, and occupied with such subjects as are

most required amongst Broccoli and winter stuff.

As the gathering of succeding crops is completed and

cleared off, it can be appropriated in quantities

required for late Celery. Rosette Coleivorts :
a large

breadth of this excellent little Cabbage should be

planted, and a reservation made for that most useful

and excellent vegetable— /(-"/"/^r Ji/)/«(i<-/;. In many

places it is customary to leave a breadth of the

Caliba!;e stumps, to give an additional supply

of young heads tfuring the autumn months. Where

this plan is not already adopted it should be,

as affording better results than those obtained by

planting out young plants at the period required

to provide fur the same purpose. Towards the middle

of next month sow the main crop of Endive; we

prefer the moss curled variety to those of more

straggling habit and larger growth. At about the same

time a liberal sowing of Lettuce should be made, as

many of these plants will be retiuired for lifting into

frames or elsewhere for late autumn use. No variety

excels for this purpose the true old Black-seeded

Brown Cos. If not already done sow Parsley at

once, and when the plants are ready they should be

planted out in single rows, some of which should have

sheltered sunny positions, such as at the base of

a wall, where, if necessary, a slight protection

can be easily afforded, should it be required next

spring. For the present, small sowings of Turnips

occasionally will suffice, and another of French Beans

may be made, if desirable, in a warm place. Take

up Shallots as soon as they indicate ripeness, and store

them in bunches or otherwise. Plant out Leeks either

into prepared trenches or in drills : in the latter put

them in deeply. Attend to nailing and tying up

Tomato plants as they advance in growth. Remove

all side shoots when the requisite number of fruiting

shoots are obtained. Train, thin out, and stop as

needed. Gherkin and Ridge Cucumbers. Keep the

surface soil stirred about crops which are not mulched,

and maintain the strictest order in this department.

G. T. Miles, IVycombe Abbey.

was full of quiet humour, and told many a good story

to his intimate friends, among whom I was delighted

to be reckoned to the day of his death. I was one of

the mourners at his burial at Kensal ( irecn, when this

illustrious man had but a few old friends to pay the

last honours. " Journal of Botany.

(Enquiries.

lie that iiiieslitmctk much shntt learn )««/>.—Bacon.

[Many enquiries which reach us would be more suitably

answered by those of our coirespondents whose expe-

rience or requirements are, or have been, similar to

those of the questioner. These we propose, in fulure,

to gather together for facility of reference; and as

fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind, so we would

fain hope that this enquiry column may serve as a

bond of sympathy and good-will between our corre-

spondents and readers, and be the means of eliciting

much valuable information. Eds.1

53. Snails anu Slugs.—How can snails and slugs

best be caught, and what is the most merciful way of

killing them ? A/. M.

Variorum.
Is DANDELION A CULTIVATED ROOT ? — On

Monday, 2 1st inst., at the Bury Petty Sessions, two

young men, Robert Bridge and John Howarth, were

summoned by Mr. Geo. Ormerod for having stolen

certain cultivated roots used for the food of beasts

and for medicine, to wit, a quantity of Dandelion

growing in a field at Chamber Hall. Mr. Crossland

appeared for the complainant, and Mr. Anderton for

the defendants, and the issued raised was whether

Dandelion is a cultivated root according to the

24th and 25th Vict., cap. 43, sec. 37, under which

these proceedings were taken.—Mr. Anderton con-

tended that Dandelion was not a cultivated root.—

Mr. Crossland said grass was cultivated with manure,

and they could not cultivate the grass without culti-

vating the Dandelion at the same time.—Mr. T.

Wrigley (presiding magistrate) took it that if the

meadow was properly manured, which was stated to

be the fact, the Dandelion would progress and improve

like the other grass.—Mr. Dodds (one of the magis-

trates' clerks) said Dandelion was a weed.—Mr. An-

derton submitted that Dandelion in its wild state was

not a "cultivated root" as meant by the Act. The

magistrates, as classical scholars, would know that the

word " cultivated" was derived from the Latin co/ff,

to till or manure. To cultivate a root or plant signi-

fied a specific preparation, and he held that Dande-

lion, growing promiscuously in a field unprotected and

liable to the pasturage of cattle, could not be con-

sidered a cultivated plant. Mr. Wrigley said he and

his brother magistrate were quite agreed that Dan-

delion was one of the plants belonging to the proprietor

of the meadow, and that the defendants had no busi-

ness to take it. It was a natural grass [herb], cultivated

amongst other grasses, and amongst other grasses it

was no doubt valuable.—Mr. Crossland said that for

several weeks parties had gone trespassing in this

field, damaging the fences, and forking up the Dan-

delion. Some pounds' worth of damage had been

done altogether.— Mr. Wrigley said it was desirable

it should be known that people must not take such

liberties. The defendants must pay the damage, Ts.,

and a fine of 2s. 6d. and costs each.—Mr. Anderton

asked for a case on a point of law (as to Dandelion

being a cultivated root), and the Bench granted him

one. Manchester Courier.

Robert Brown.—The late Sir R. J. Murchison,

writing late in life about the early part of his scientific

career in London, from 1826 to 1S3S, says:—"I must

specially dwell on the great botanist, Robert Brown,

who was chiefly to be met with at the Sunday break-

fasts of Charles Stokes, in Gray's Inn, and who pro-

voked my impatient temper because he never would

pronounce upon the genus—scarcely even upon the

class—of a fossil plant. Profound in his acquaintance

with living plants, he knew too well the fine liniits

and subtle distmctions to be observed ; these being

generally obliterated, and the fructification being

barely visible, he paused and looked again and again,

and came to no conclusion. Lindley, on the other

hand, being of a less cautious temperament, often

dashed oft an opinion, and therefore gratified geolo-

gists. Robert Brown, though a quiet, sedate mar,

Answers to Correspondents.

Red Rust on Roses ((iy. 52. P- 799) : The best and

only remedy for red rust on Roses is to remove and

burn every leaf or part of a leaf as soon as any signs

of the fungus appear, taking care to avoid scattering

the spores ; it generally appears on spots where it has

existed in previous years. I had it amongst my Roses

in considerable quantity about three weeks since, but

by careful and determined removal, it appears to bj

nearly exterminated. Thomas Laxlon.

Aralia: Hellebore: Clo-oer. To your first question

about Aralia Sieboldii, we say cut off one of the

leaders if you wish for a symmetrical plant. To the

second, the white Hellebore powder used to destroy

caterpillars is poisonous, and therefore should be

washed off the fruit, but a better remedy is to hand-

pick the caterpillars.

Calceolarias : D. Your plants have been attack's

by the well-known Calceolaria disease, which seems to

kill the roots first. We believe that but little is known

as to the cause, and still less as to the cure.

Cucumber Daniell's Duke of Edinburgh :

G. Taylor. The brace of fruit sent, jneasuring respec-

tively 24 and 25 inches in length, are the most hand-

some and serviceable we have seen of this variety.

Cottager : G. Hall. Yours, which is not a horticul-

tural question, would be much better settled by your

committee, which must know all the circumstances.^

Doubtless the schedule intends by the word ' cottager
"

to designate that class of persons who live in cottages

and gain their livelihood by daily labour, but as it does

not express this we see nothing to prevent the person

referred to exhibiting in either class. The omission

should be rectified another year.

Fancy Pansies : J. Doivnie. A splendid batch, the

flowers large, richly-coloured, and extremely varied.

The distinctly bordered varieties were very telling.

Fencing : L. J. i. Sloping out at an angle of 7 inches

in 70 ; 2, rS inches from the base of each tree
; 3,

6 feet, if horses are included : 5i feet will suflice for

horned cattle only ; 4, we know ol none that has been

proved effectual by practice. Slightly point the stakes,

char them well by burning around their base, and

drive them in so deeply as to insure their stability

against cattle rubbing.

Fungi : H. S. Your Quince leaves are attacked by a

parasitic fungus, Rcestelia lacerata. One form of

fructification appears on the upper surface, another on

the lower. If the fungus wa.s less abundant we should

recommend gathering all the affected leaves and

burning them, but this seems, in your case, imprac-

ticable. M. J. B.

Greenhouse Stage: J. R. C. Much depends on the

kind of plants you wish to grow in your small lean-to.

If dwarf subjects, like Pelargoniums, requiring mucll

light, we should recommend a stage rising by steps, so

that the back plants may be raised sufficiently near the

glass. If a mixed collection, containing large and

small plants, a flat stage will be better, and this should

be close boarded, with a fillet around the edge, and

covered with a layer of coarse sand or fragments of

spar, sufficient to retain moisture about the plants in

the growing season. Hence roughly sawn timber,

fitted close, will be best. Consult Mr. W. Paul's Rose

Garden, or a shilling book by the same author, entitled

Roses and Rose Culture.

Greenhouse : 5. 5. B. We see no reason why you

should not put up the house in the position indicated.

You must not expect to be so successful as under more

favourable circumstances, but such things as Ferns,

Camellias, &c., would do well in it.

Insects : H. H. Your Pears have been attacked by a

two-winged fly, Cecidomya nigra. I found the larva

of one, but the rest have escaped, and wait in the

ground for development ne.xt year. It is said that a

coating of cocoa-nut fibre refuse under the trees is

a remedy. It is too late to take any other step now,

but should the Pears be attacked next year, they

should at once be gathered and burnt, while full of

the little maggots, which you will easily know by their

appearance. SSL J. B.-R. G. Your Vine leaves are

covered along the ribs with the very young larva; of

the Vine scale. Coccus Vitis, most of which have

already assumed the scale state. They are hatched

from the myriads of eggs enveloped in the white

matter which you seem to have mistaken for a spider.
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Clear off and burn all the infested leaves, or your Vine

will be destroyed. /. O. W.—Hcddon. Your friend's

Vine is infested with the common Coccus Vitis. It

must have been carelessly kept to be allowed to get

in such a state. The masses of white matter must be

carefully picked off and burnt, or the myriads of eggs

will hatch and soon destroy the tree. See preceding

answer. /. O. W.—l. IV. The two insects are the

males of the wood-boring Sire.x gigas. They were

reared within the timber-posts, and have not made the

holes from the outside. /. O. W.—Camjce. Your

Roses are eaten by the green larvae of one of the

many small species of bell moths, Tortrices, which

prey on Roses. We will endeavour to rear the moth,

and then give its name. /. O. W.
Names of Plants : C. if D. Bryophyllum calycinum.
— T. Cripfs &" Sons. Two forms of Lilium Washing-
tonianum var. purpureum, one with unspotted and
the other with spotted flowers, the latter exactly

matching Regel, Gartenflora, t. 710. J. G. Baker.—-

P. P. Selaginella Poulteri, and Polystichum aculeatum

lobalum, but the latter specimen insufficient.

—

J. W.
Achimene longiflora {leaves purple below), and A.

grandiflora. — Arthur. Iris Xiphium and Lonicera

chinensis.

—

R. G. Layia heterotriche (California).

—

P. H. G. Mahernia pinnata, L., var. The Oncidium
is O. hastatum var. atratum, but with yellow instead

of white basal lobes to the labellum. It does not

belong to the same section as O. tigrinum.

—

C. B.

I, Sedum se.xfidum ; 2, Hippocrepis comosa
; 3,

Silene bicolor ; 4, Geranium Endresi, apparently

;

the specimen sent was too poor to be certain.

—

C. T.

I, Abelia floribunda ; 2, Asplenium Veitchianum,

often called A. Belangeri.— S. K. Athyrium Filix-

fcemina in a small state.

Pelargoniums : J. Ck. Your Pelargonium leaves have

the common spot, which arises first from drought and
then from over-watering. M^hen the roots are healthy

we believe that it rarely, if ever, occurs. M. J . B.

I^" Foreign Subscribers.—We are requested by the

Publisher to desire Foreign Subscribers sending Post

Office Orders, and which are to be paid at the post-

office, King Street, Covent Garden, London, to be

good enough to write to the Publisher, at the office

of this paper, 41, WeUington Street, Covent Garden,
at the same time.

Erratum.—In the report of the Leeds show, for smalt

dish of Nectarines, read single dish. Mr. T. Watson
is stated in error to have won the ist prize for Straw-

berries in pots. The prize was won by Mr. Thomas
Newton, The Gardens, Campsall Hall, Doncaster,

who has also talsen this prize for the last five years.

Catalogues Received. — A. E. Barnaart & Co.

(Vogelenzang, near Haarlem, Holland), Catalogue of

Dutch Flower Roots, &c.—Auguste Van Geert (Ghent,

Belgium), Priced Catalogue of New Plants, &c.

Com: CATIONS Received.—T. B.—M. S.—Victor-
S.—T. P. W.-Anxious-G. F. F.—J. C—J,

B. K.—K.—W. H. K,—W. M.—T. R.—Madeira.

-A. D.
F. R.

[arkls.
COVENT GARDEN, June 24,

Supply larger, and business somewhat better— out-

door Strawberries being well in, and the hothouse pro-

duce sufficient for the general demand. Thos. Taylor^

Wholesale Apple. Market.
Among the choicest descriptions of fruit in the

retail market we may note :— Strawberries, xs. 6d., 2,r.,

and 3^. per lb. ; Melons, yj., ioj., and 155. each;
Peaches and Nectarines, i8j-., 24J., and 301. per doz.

;

Apricots, 6j. per box; Figs, i8j. per doz. ; Pines, lOJ.

to I2J. per lb. ; Grapes, 5^., 8^., and 12s. per lb. ; Cher-
ries, IS, to 2J. per lb. A few ripe Currants and Goose-
berries are also coming in.

Cut Flowers.
s.d. s.d.

Carnations, 12 blooms 10-30
— Clove, per doz . . 16-60
Cornflower.p.doz.bun, 3 0-60
Deutzia, per bunch.. 04-10
Eschscholtzia, 12 bun. 30-60
Eucharis, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
Gardenia, per doz. . . 20-60
Heliotropes, 12 spr. 06-10
MiRnonette, 12 bun. 40-60
Myosotis, per bunch o 4- o g
Nemophila, 12 bun. . 16-30
Pseonies, 13 bun, .. 4 0-12 o

Pelargoniums,
— Zonal, do. '.

.

0^-10
Primula, dbl., p. bun. 09-16
Ranunculus, p. bun. 04-10
Roses, indoor, p. doz. 20-60

Mo

)
0-18 I

Begonias, do.
Bouvardias, do.

Calceolarias, do.
Cyperus, do 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o— viridis, per doz. 12 0-24 o
Ficus elastica .. 16-76
Fuchsia, per doz. .. 6 0-18 o
Gardenias, do. ..12 0-60 o
Heaths, in var, , doz. 12 o-^o o
Heliotrope, per doz. 6 0-12 o
Hydrangeasjperdoz. g 0-24 o

Apples, per J^-sieve
Apricots, per box ..

Cherries, per box .

.

Figs, per doz.

Grapes, English, lb.— foreign, do. .o

Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Rose de Mai,doz.bun. 3 o- g o
Spiraea, 12 sprays . . 10-30
Stephanotis, 12 sprays 20-60

N Pots.

s.d. s.d.

Lobelia, per doz. . . 40-90
Mignonette, do. ..40-90
Myrtles

_
.. do. 3 o- g o

Pelargoniums, dble.,
per doz 6 o-iz o— Scarlet, do. . . 40-90

Petunia, per doz. .. 60-90
Roses, do. .

.

. . 12 0-60 o
Solanums, do. .. 6 0-18 o

Oranges, p. 100 ..8 c

— Malta, per doz... 2 c

Peaches, per doz, .. 10 c

Pine-apples, p. lb. . . 6 c

Pomeloes, each .. o <

Shaddocks, each ..2 c

Strawberries, per lb, o (

WaluutSj p. bush. ..16 (

Artichokes, Fr., doz.

Asparagus, English,
per bundle . . 5— French, p. bund. 4

Beans, French, p. 100 2
— broad, per bushel 5

Cabbages, per doz. .. i

Carrots, French, do, i

Cauliflowers, spring,
per doz.

Celery, per bundle

Endive, per doz.
Herbs, per bunch
Horse Radish, p. bi

Potatos, old :—Regents, So^. ;

120s. per ton. New : Lisb.

to 12^. ; and Rounds, js.

nearly finished.

4 a-

3 o- 4 (

3 o- 5 <

I.,eeks, per bunch . . 1

Lettuces, per score.. :

Mint, per bundle . . 1

Mushrooms, perpott.
Onions, young, bun. >

Parsley, per bunch.. 1

Parsnips, p. doz. . . <

Peas, per quart
Radishes, per buncK
Shallots, per lb. . .

Salsify, per bundle ..

Sprue, French, bund.
Tomatos, per doz. .. .

Turnips, per bundle, 1

Veg, Marrows, doz,

SEEDS,
London: June 2^.—Our agricultural seed trade, as

might be expected, is now without any leature of in-

terest, no speculation in Clover seeds (as is sometimes
the case in the interval between the spring and autunm
seasons) having yet developed itself. A few samples of

new French Trifolium have come to hand from France,

but values are not at present definitely fixed. It is

thought that, owing to the recent beneficial rains, there

will be no very great demand for this article during the
approaching fall. Sowing Mustard and Rape seed are

in moderate request at about late rates. Occasional
orders drop in for spring Tares. The prices made for

the few cotchels forthcoming are almost without pre-

cedent. Canary seed shows no pause in its downward
course

;
present currencies are from 5oj-. to 60s. per

quarter under the top price. Millet and Hemp seed are

in steady request. Linseed is easier. Shaw bf Sons,
Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, E.C,

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday English Wheat was scarce,

and about is. per quarter higher on the week, while the
rates of last Monday were well supported for foreign.

Barley was cheaper in the majority of sales effected.

Malt sold at prices ruling in buyers' favour. In Oats the
quotations gave way 6d. per quarter. Maize was offered

occasionally at some reduction, without attracting the
attention of buyers. Beans were from 35^. to 4J. per
quarter lower than on Monday se'nnight, while a similar

fall occurred in Peas. In flour English descriptions rose
6d. to xs. per sack. American barrels were rather dearer.

—Trade on Wednesday was dull. English Wheat
realised the rates of last Monday ; but a few sales in

foreign Wheat were effected at some reduction from that

day. Barley was very weak, and the tendency of Malt
was downwards. Oats changed hands slowly, at about
late rates ; and Maize further receded to some extent.

Beans and Peas were depressed, and no improvement
took place in the value of flour.—Average price of corn
for the week ending June ig :—Wheat, 42J. 31/, ; Barley,
39J, 6d. ; Oats, 30J. d<d. For the corresponding week
last year ;—Wheat, 6oj-. 8^. ; Barley, 42J. ; Oats, 30J. ^d.

CATTLE.
The demand for beasts was good at the Metropolitan

Market on Monday ; consequently, prices advanced.
Trade for sheep was brisk, at rather higher rates ; for

lambs it was slow, at a reduction in price. Calves were
more plentiful, but choicest qualities were not much
cheaper. Quotations:—Beasts, -jj. td. to $s. 6d., and
6s. to 6s. 6d. ; calves, 4J. 6d. to 55^. 4^/. ; sheep, 55, ^d.

to 6s., and 6s. ^d. to js. ; lambs, 6s. ^d. to js. 8d.
;
pigs,

4s. 6d. to 5s. ^d.—On Thursday prices for beasts were
lower on the average, and it was difficult to effect a
clearance. For sheep trade was slow, but there was not

much reduction in the price of choice qualities. Lambs
were dull of sale at lower figures ; and as the average
quality of the calves on offer was very middling, choicest

English maintained their value.

HAY,
From Whitechapel we learn that the supplies of fodder

have been very short, with a good trade at firm prices.

Prime meadow hay, 90J. to 130J. ; inferior, 55J, to 75J. ;

prime Clover, loos. to 132J. ; inferior, 85J, to 95^, ; and
straw, 35i. to 38j-, per load. —From the Cumberland
Market we have the following quotations : — Superior
old meadow hay, 132^. to 140J. ; inferior, 105J. to 114-J.

;

new hay, 8oj. to 95J. ; superior Clover, 128J. to 135^. ;

inferior, looj. to i\2s. ; and straw, 40J. to 44J. per load.

POTATOS,
The Borough and Spitalfields markets report a large

supply of old Potatos on offer, the demand for which
was very slow at irregular prices. Quotations :— Regents,

Soj. to loor. ; Victorias, jos. to iioi^. ; Flukes, 90J. to

120J. ; Rocks, 45^, to 6oj. per ton,—The imports into

London last week consisted of 2878 sacks and 575
baskets from Dunkirk, 1758 bags 5 baskets Antwerp,

1399 packages Lisbon, 14 barrels 13 packages Guernsey,

and 192 bags 592 baskets Rotterdam. A large quantity

of new Potatos arrived at Southampton from the Channel
Islands.

COALS.
On Monday house coals were in good demand, at pre-

vious prices. Wednesday's market was firm, without
change in prices, which were as follow :—West Hartley,

igj. ^d. ; Weardall, unscreened, i6j. -^d. ; Wallsend
Harton, 19^. <^d. ; Wallsend Lambton, 22s. ; Wallsend
East Hartlepool, 22s. 3c/. ; Wallsend Tees, 22s. 2^^

BEST AND CHEAPEST
INSECTICIDES.

Duty Free, under Permission of the
Hon. Board of Customs.

THE "LONDON" TOBACCO POWDER.
" HORTICULTURAL" TOBACCO JUICE.
TOBACCO PAPER, CLOTH and CORD.

Particulars on application,

CORRY & SO PER,
BONDED TOBACCO STORES. SHAD THAMES,

LONDON, S.E.

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IIMPROVED METALLIC
LABELS.

The above Labels—which have just been adopted for the
Royal Gardens at Windsor—are made of a White Metal, with
RAISED BLACK-FACED LETTERS, and are of vatious shapes and
sizes. Samples and Price List free.

Sole Manufacturer : J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory,
Stratford-on-Avon.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
Q, LOWER THAMES STREET LONDON, E C

B. & S. have ahviys i hrt^e Stock in Londnn of 20 in by
i2-in., 20-in. by 14-in 20-111 b\ 16 in m 16 cz -ind <

STEVEN S'

TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,
After long experience, has proved the most Simple, Economical,
Effectual, and Lasting Boiler e,\:tant ; recently much improved.
For illustrations, with full particulars, apply to the Sole Makers,

F. AND J. SILVESTER, Castle Hill Foundry, Engineering
and Boiler Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire. __^
For Park, Farm, and/KreneraL Enclosures.

Is in use over many thousand miles,
And has been awarded the Silver Medals and Highest
Commendations of the leading Agricultural Societies,

It forms the most efficient strained iron fence known.

ORNAMENTAL

IRON ENTRANCE GATES, &c.,
IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON,

Designed for the Mansion, Villa, or Farm.

Field, Wicket, and Garden Gates
In Great Variety of Patterns.

ORNAMENTAL and FIELD HURDLES,
With Round or Flat Bars.

Continuous Bar Iron Fencing,
Fitted with F. M. & Co.'s Patent Self-locking Joints, which
form a continuous rigid brace from end to end of the Fence, and

the most perfect system for securing its efficiency.

F. M. & Co.-s New Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready,

and will be forwarded on application.

LONDON OFFICE—
I, DELAHAY ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.
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THE MOST VALUABLE VEGETABLE PRIZE OF THE YEAR
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

JAiUES CARTER &r' CO. luuh- the plf.asure lo announce that, by s/iecial permission of the Royal

Iloiticitlliiral Soeiety, the Competition for the

CARTER CUP, value FIFTY GUINEAS,
WITH THIRTY POUNDS IN MONEY PRIZES,

WILL TAKE PLACE AT

THE GARDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON, on JULY ^tli.

PRIZE SCHEDULE.
FIRST PRIZE-THE " CARTER CUP," value FIFTY GUINEAS, to become the absolute property

of the Employer to -whom the Prize may be awarded ; also Ten Guineas for the Gardener.

SECOND PRIZE-Seven Guineas. THIRD PRIZE -Five Guineas. FOURTH PBIZE-Three Guineas,

THE BEST COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES, 24 DISHES,

; peck Carters' Early Premium Gem Pea
\ ,, James" Prolific Pea.

I „ G. 1''. Wilson Pea.

.V ,, Carter's Blue Peter Pea.

\ peck Carter's Commander-in-Chief Pea.

,, Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Bean.

,, Carter's White Advancer French
Bean.

peck Carter's New Mammoth I.ong-

pod Bean.
Best Curled Parsley, and Utile

Heath Melon.

FIRST PRIZE-Two Guineas, SECOND PRIZE-One Guinea, for 6 DISHES of PEAS,

(^ peck of each variety) to include

—

Carter's G. F. Wilson, James' Prolific Marrow, Carter's Hundredfold or Cook's Favourite, Carter's Commander-in-Chief.

CONDITIONS, &0.—All VegetableB to be grown by tiond fide Gentlemen's drdeners or Gentlemen Amateurs, and in tbe open_ Ground,

excepting Cucumbers and Melons.—Tbe following to comprise dishes: Of
Cucumbers, i brace ; Beet, 3 ; Potalos, iS ; Cauliflower, 3 ; Parsnips, 6 ; Cele French Beans, 24 pods.

This Magnificent Cup to become the

Absolute Property of tlie Winner.

SPECIAL NOTES-ALTERATION OF SCHEDULE.
Any variety of Parsley is eligible for Competition. Eighteen pods instead of half pecks of Beans of all kinds enumerated.

In consequence of the past unfavourable season it has been decided to make the dish of Carter's Champion Runner Beans optional

in the Collection.

^
FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY TO

'dA^tDtJ^ THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
LONDON, W.C.

237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN,

M Wood Engraving.
W. G. SMITH, Artist and

3RAVEH Oil Wood, 15, Mildmay Grove. London. N.

Window Glass. Sheet Lead, Paints, &o.

THOMAS MIT-LINGTON AND CO.,
JmroRTERS and Manufactureks. New LIST of

PRICES, very much reduced, on application.

87. l!ishops;!ate Street Without, E.G.

Government Emigration.

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.—
Passages are provided for Married Couples not exceed-

ing forty years of age, with or without children, and Single
Men and Women not exceeding thirCy-five years of age, being
FARMERS, MECHANICS, MINERS, LABOURERS, and
FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS, on payment of the
following rates :—Twelve years and not exceeding forty, £,i \os.

;

one year and under twelve. £,1 15s.

For passages by the ship "Samuel Plinisoll " (her third

voyage), to embark Passengers at Plymouth on August z, and
further information, apply to_the Agent-General, 3, Westn

'

^:?^. SIR J. PAXTON'S HOT-
HOUSES for the MILLION .ire

JiMPLE, Cheap, and Portable.
Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON 14 Tich-
lorne Street, Regent Quadrant W Horti
ultural Builders and Hot water Engmeers

Chambei . S.W.

Russia Mats, Garden Nets, &;c.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James
Street, Covcnt C.irden, W.C, Importers of Archangel

and St. Petersburg Mats, have a large stock of MATS,
TANNED NETTING, TIFFANY, RAFFIA FIBRE. &c.,
at Wholesale Prices.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden
Frames—ANDERSON'S TAGANROG M.-VTS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the
size of every class of Mat. forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch,
London, E.C.

U S S I A MAT S.—A large stock of
Archangel and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing.

Second sized Archangel, 1005, ; Petersburg, tos. and 8oj. ;

superior close Mat, 45^., 50^-., and 55J,; packing Mats, los.,

3oi., and 35J. per 100 ; and every other description of Mats at
equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack
Warehouse, 4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

T. ARCHER'S "FRIG! DOMO."—
• Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen for Windsor

Castle ; Prince Christi'an for Frogmore Lodge ; the Royal
Gardens, Kew ; the late Sir Joseph Paxton ; and the late

Professor Lindley, &c.

MADE of PREPARED WOOL and HAIR.
A perfect non-conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed

temperature where it is applied,

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS-

2 yards wide ,

.

. . is. zod. per yard run.

3 yards wide .. . . 3.?. per yard.

4 yards wide .

.

. . v. loo'. per yard.
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING.

2 yards wide . . xs. (>d. and zs. xod. per yard run.

No7iegenuine nnlcss stamped ivith Name and Trade Mark.
E. T. ARCHER, Stanstead and Brockley Roads, Forest

Hill, S.E.; and all Nurserymen and Pbrists. AH goods free to

London.

mE above and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durabilitj 1 he
plainer sorts are especiallj j^
lited for KITCHEN -^
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects
ake up little room, and

further labour or expense
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., m Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior linish. and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingstand Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for

FOXLEVS PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c.,

from i,s. per squaie yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of plain
or more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds, Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See addresses above.

o

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as
desired. Prices by Post per Ton or Truck Load, on

Wharf in London, or delivered direct from Pits to any Railway
Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly e.Necuted by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
BARNARD, BISHOP & BARNARDS

NORFOLK IRONWORKS, NORWICH.

TANNED GARDEN and POULTRY
NETTING.-I. : iH''- per square yard, in r. s 3, and

4-y.ard widths, not less 100 yards; 500 yards. £2 131. 6(/. II. .

450 yards, 10 yards wide. £2 3.t. 6rf. III. : 5SO yards, 12 yards

wide, ;J2 3s. 6rf. TIFFANY, cheap.

M. SMITH, 6. Potter Street, Worksop.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide id. per yard, or 100 yards, 201.,

4 yards wide. 6d. per yard, or 50 yards, 20J.

NEW TANNED NETTING. suited foranyof the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard; 4 yards

wide, i^. per yard : ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. td. per yard.

TI FFANY. 61. td. and 71. td. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at \d. per square yard,

or in quantities of 250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS are

the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most

elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 69 years have main-

tained their celebrity as the best.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind of

NETTING.
Be particular—FREDK. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick

Cloth, &c., Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 32, Old Kent Road,
London, S.E.

A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for

Sale, Cheap.

HARRY BUNYARD
supplies :

—

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, Stc, 2 yards wide, 2rf.,

4 yards, ^d. per yard — in pieces 50 yards each.

SHADING CANVAS, i yard wide, zd. and 6d.: 1 yards,

rid. per yard—only in pieces 140 yards each. Smaller

TENTS, Garden and Cricketing. CRICKETING NETS.
MARQUEES and FLAGS on Sale or Hire.

Samples and prices on application.

Prepayment by Post Office Orders, payable at Tooley Street,

S.E., from unknown Customers, ensures goods, carriage paid,

on amounts of ;^2 and over,

HARRY BUNYARD, Manufacturer, 63 and 64, Tooley
Street, S.E.; and it, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.

Notice.

{By Appoiyttmeni to t/ie Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL ' IMPLEMENT MAKERS,
NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT
ADVERTISEMENTS in all Newspapers. Magazines,

and Periodicals. List of London Papers on application.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents,

59, Fleet Street, E.C.
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Beehives.—Two Silver Medals awarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS at the Paris Exhibition of

1867. The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver

Medal for Beehives.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE
BEEHIVE, as originally introduced by George

!& Sons, working three bell-gia

has three windows in the lower
Hive. This Hive will be
found to possess many
practical advantages, and
is more easy of manage-
ment than any other Bee-
hive that has been intro-

duced.

Price, complete ;^i 15 o

Stand for ditto o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE
being much in repute,

G. N. & Sons supply a

Swarm of Bees with genuine

Italian Queen, in the Im-
proved Cottage Hive, at

^4, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen,
with full directions for

uniting to Black Stocks,

15s. each.

ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as

heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A. Neighbour. 5s. ,
postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other improved Hives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers,

made by James Lee, at his prices.

GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holbom, W.C,

,

or 149, Regent Street, London, W,

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL
Builder Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

121 Bunhill Row London E C
w.

Keduced Prices.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC
PAINT. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply

to THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street,

London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA
COMPOSITION. To CURE DAMP in WALLS,

and PRESERVE STONE. &c., from DECAY, at a very

trifling cost. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company, Colonrjess,

and in all Colours.

For particulars and Testimonials, apply to THOMAS
CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

Oil Paint No Longer NecesBary.

HI L L AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNIbH foi Preser\ing Iionwork Wood or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many hun-
dreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most flatter-

ing testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will

forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. dd. per gallon,
at the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carraige paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
"Glangwilly, Llanpumpsant, Carmarthen, Nov. 27, 1873.

'' Mr. Lloyd Lloyd encloses cheque for .63 ^s., amount due to

Messrs. Hill & Smith, and he considers the Black Varnish
one of the most useful things he ever possessed."

Apply to HILL and SMITH. Brierly Hiil Ironworks,
Dudley ; and 118, Q
whom only it can be obtained.

Caution.— It having lately

St Smith that spurious imit;

offered by unprincipled deal
they would specially di

Street, London, E.C, from

to the knowledge of Hill
of this Varnish are being
a slight reduction in price,

1 the fact that every cask

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
CONTRACTORS, MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH,

Beg to inform their numerous ratruiis and the rublic generally, that having erected new, more extensive, and
commodious works, fitted with the best steam-power machinery, for the construction of Horticultural Buildings in wood
or iron, plain or ornamental, large or small, they are in a position, from their great facilities and experience, to carry

out with dispatch, in the best manner, at very moderate cost, the orders with which they are entrusted. Only
thoroughly well-seasoned timber used. Glasshouses erected on Messenger's patent principles are, owing to

mechanical arrangements, very strong, Ttiost durable, Ught, elegant; perfect efficiency for purpose intended is

guaranteed ; are economical in cost and maintenance. Messenger's Patent Boilers, Flexible Jointed Hot-water Pipes

and Valves, are now in use in many thousands of instances, with the greatest success. Particulars on application.

Plans arid Estimates forwarded. Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon. The Plans ofArchitects and others carried out.

Richly lUustrated CATALOGUE post free for 33 Stamps. Illustrated CIRCULAR free.

No Bent Glass Used.

FLETCHER, LOWNDES &, CO.,
PATENTEES and MANUFACTURERS of WOOD and IRON CONSERVATORIES,

VINERIES, &c., Constructed on their

PATENT TUBULAR RIB SYSTEM;
ALSO OF THE

PATENT VAPORISING AND VENTILATING HEATING APPARATUS.

13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

THE "INVINCIBLE"
LAWN MOWER (S. EDWARDS' PATENT).

WINNER

GOLD MEDAL

NATIONAL

LAWN MOWER
CONTEST,

BIRMINGHAM,

July 8, 1874.

The Wood Rollers can b.

PiRST Prize

gold medal.
SEVEN

First Prize Medals,

Sept. 17, 1873,

Sept. 24, 1874.

It will do all that any other Lawn

Prices, °26s. BOs. 7o'b.' £4 103. £6 lbs. JVbs.
"
f?' £8 lOs., Carriage Paid.

SOLE MAKERS :

JOHN CROWLEY k CO., Meadow Hall Ironworks, near SHEFFIELD.

;//t/ / Ju n n( > ifthLPnk if th. Cutters.

Mo-wer can do, ofwhatsoezer make or dtscripii
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HEATING AND LIGHTING BUILDINGS
AI.MOSI'

ENTIRELY FREE OF COST OF FUEL,

The perfect Success of every Apparatus erected guaranteed.

THE SYSTEM IS SUITABLE FOR HEATING GREENHOUSES, MANSIONS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, FACTORIES, &c.

THE COIPAI^Y HAVE PURCHASED lEEELITH'S VHEYAED,
At Garston, near Liverpool, which will be at once Heated on their System.

THEY ARE PREPARED

POT VINES FOR PLANTING,

WELL-KNOWN STOCK

at Garston.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price is.,

^Vith Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THEY CAN ALSO

SUPPLY BEDDING

OTHER PLANTS

IN GREAT VARIETY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,
Price 2s.,

With Full Particulars, will be sent on

application, and Plans and Estimates pre-

pared.

THE COV/AN PATENTS COMPANY, LIMITED,
21, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

ESPALIER WALKS,
FOR NEATLY TRAINING FRUIT TREES,

Of which figure No. 107 is a representation, and which is adapted to the Training of .-XpFles, Pears, and other l<inds of Fruit Trees, such as Raspberry, Currant, &c. The
Fruit is much improved both in size and flavour by this treatment, deriving the full benefit of sun and air. As a Division for each side of a Kitchen Garden Walk, for Screening
the Plots of Vegetables, especially where visitors have to pass through, their adoption is highly recommended. The Wire suitable for this purpose should be Rope or Cable
Wire, on account of its neat appearance. The same being about nine inches apart, attached at each end to a strong wrought iron post, each Wire having a separate winding
ratchet, can be tightened with the greatest ease when required.

.c„ for the Eipalier Work , '.ipt of lengths requ

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAIi FOR GARDENS AND CONSERVATORIES.
ron and Wire
ron and Wire
ron and Wire
ron and Wire
ron and Wire^ R. H. beg

Work—Arches
Work—Rose Fence or Screen
Work —Roseries
Work—Summer Houses
Work—Temples

Iron and Wire Work—Covered Ways
Iron and Wire Work—Garden Fencing (Rabbit

proof)

Iron and Wire Work—Espaliers

Iron and Wire Work—Trainers

Iron and Wire Work—Verandahs
Iron and Wire Work—Flower Stands

Iron and Wire Work—Aviaries & Pheasantries

Wire Work— Baskets

Wire Work—Trellises

most respectfully to solicit the favour of Gentlemen or their Gardeners who are contemplating making Alterations in their Gardens, to apply for one of his

"NEW ILLUSTRATED C.\T.'\LOGUES of DESIGNS," suitable for Gardens aud Conservatories.

R. HOLLIDAY, Horticultural Iron and Wire Works,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, W.
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In One Vol., 4to, price 2J. 6(/., by post «. %d.. Illustrated by
upwards of fifty Engravings,

CH A T S W O R T H ; by Llewellynn
Jewitt, F.S.A.

" Those of our readers who would learn niore of the Palace of
the Peak, its beautiful gardens and unrivalled art-treasures,

will do well to consult Mr. Llewellynn Jewitt's admirably
written and charmingly illustrated monograph, published by
J. C. Bates, Buxton."—A'o^k-^ of the Visit of H.RM. the
Prince of Wales to Chatsworth in the " Graphic" Deccm-
/vy 28, 1872.
" It is well written, and is sure to be the favourite book of

reference for all who can appreciate a scholarly account of one
of the noblest mansions in Great Britain. We heartily thank
Mr. Jewitt for this contribution to the literature of Derbyshire."

—

Derby Mercury.
" This is an elegantly got-up book, in small quarto, with up-

wards of fifty engravings, by a writer of well-known ability, and
possessing special facilities granted for the purpose of publica-
tion, "

—

Sheffield Independent.

Also, uniform with " Chatsworth," in One Vol., 4to, price 2j. 6^'.,

by post 2J. ^d.-, Illustrated by upwards of fifty Engravings,

XTADDON HALL: an Illustrated Guide and
-L-L Companion to the Tourist and Visitor, with Notices of
Buxton, Bakewell, Rowsley, Matlock, Bath, and other Places
in the Neighbourhood. By S. C. Hall, F.S.A., and
Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A.
"At length Haddon Hall has had justice done it."

—

Reliqua7y.
" A popular account of the Hall and its neighbourhood."

—

AtJientEum.
" One of the most desirable works of the kind with which we

are acquainted."

—

Midland Counties Herald.
"This little book should find many readers in this populous

district."

—

Manchester Exaviiner and Times.
" The book is pleasantly written and profusely illustrated."

—

M.I.-/Chester Courier.
An "admirable mono^am." * * * " Our American

cousins are held by their countrymen to have ' done ' England
imjjerfectly, if, when visiting the old country, they omit to make
a pilgrimage to Haddon."

—

The Graphic, Jamiary 4, 1873.

"Chatsworth" and "Haddon Hall" may also be had bound
together, price 5^., by post 5^. 4c/.

Bux-ton : J. C. BATES, Advertiser O^z^.

BOTANICAL WORKS for SALE, price
moderate :

—
PAXTON'S MAGAZINE of BOTANY, 7 vols., half-

morocco, gilt.

LAWSON'S PINETUM, magnificent work, in parts as issued.
MILLER'S GARDENERS' DICTIONARY, 4 vols, best

edition,

FLORA ROMANA, 7 vols., 700 coloiu-ed Plates, &c.

Apply to X., Gardeners' Chromcle Office, W.C.

New Works Now Eeady.

WARNER'S SELECT ORCHIDACEOUS
PLANTS. Part 13, completing the Second Series,

lor. 6rf.

ORCHIDS ; and How to Grow Them in
India and other Tropical Climates. By Samuel Jenn-

ings, F.L. S. , F. R. H.S. Complete in One Volume, royal 4to,

48 Coloured Plates, cloth, gilt edges, 635.

MONOGRAPH of ODONTOGLOSSUM.
By James Bateman, F.R.S. Imperial folio, 30

Coloured Plates, half morocco, gilt edges, £^ -js.

A CENTURY of ORCHIDACEOUS
PLANTS. Selected from the Botanical Magastnt.

Edited by James Bateman, F.R.S. Royal 4to, 100 Coloured
Plates, is SJ.

THE NARCISSUS; itsHistory and Culture,
with Coloured Plates and Descriptions of all known

Species and Principal Varieties, by F. W. Burbidce ; and a
Scientific Review of the Genus, by J. G. Baker, F.L.S. Super
royal 8vo, 48 Coloured Plates, 32J.

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Figures
and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants. By Dr. J. D.

Hooker, C.B.,Pres.R.S. Monthly, with 6 Coloured Plates,

31. 6d. Re-issue of the Third Series in Monthly Volumes, 421.

each : to subscribers for the entire series, 36s. each.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE. New Series.
Enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the

choicest new B'lowers for the Garden, Stove, and Conservatory.
By W. G. Smith, F.L.S. Monthly, with 4 b&autifully Coloured
Plates, royal 4to, -3,$. 6d.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TIE THAMES BAIK lEOI COIPAIY
(Successors to Lynch White),

OLD BARGE WHARF, UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON. S.E.,

SURREY SIDE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
Have the largest and most complete Stock in the Trade ; upwards

of Twenty Thousand Pounds' worth to choose from

PSIZB MEDAL AWARDED AT THE NATIONAL
CONTEST, BIRMINGHAM. 1874.HOT-'WATEE BOILEES, PIPES, CONNECTIONS

NEW PATENT "CLIMAX" BOILER (1874). See
p. 666, 1874, Gardeners' Chronicle.

" GOLD MEDAL BOILER (Birmingham, 1872).

PATENT " EXCELSIOR BOILER (1871).

" WITLEY COURT" BOILER (Silver Medal 1872).
" TRENTHAM IMPROVED " BOILER, with Water-

way End and Smoke Consumer.
" TUBULAR," and every other Boiler of known merit

or excellence.

(patent excelsior boiler
)

HOT-WATER APPARATUS ERECTED COMPLETE.
PRICE LIST on appUcation ; or. Six Stamps for DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 4th Edition.

Ransomes' Automaton Lawn Mowers.

^^2^

nPEN THOUSAND IN USE, GIVING FULL SATISFACTION.—
A These Machines leave no Ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping a Lawn or Croquet Ground

i n first-rate order. They are now fitted with adjustable handles, to suit the height of the person using the

Machine. Either "corrugated" or " plain " front rollers can be supplied at pleasure. A pair of short side rollers

is sent with every Machine, to replace the usual front rollers when cutting long grass. The grass can be either

collected in the bo.\—the neatest plan—or deUvered at the back of the Machine and left on the lawn, to prevent the

grass burning in dry seasons. These Machines are fitted with the best wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and
hardened steel points and bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations in England. Warranted to give satis/action,

a7id a month's trial allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

Write for Illustrated Price List to

RANSOMES, SIMS and HEAD, IPSWICH.

Important to Market Gardeners and Others.

THE PATENT HAND GARDEN PLOUGH.

This effective little implement meets a long-felt "

light but strong steel shovel, for marking out rows to plant, or for loosening up
the ground after the plants are up. Also a small Steel Plough, to be used for

hiJling up the rows when desired ; and a Cutter for exterminating weeds, and
Rake for pulverising the ground. These pieces are made separate, and attached
or detached in a moment by means of a simple fastening. Its construction
enables the user to push it readily and easily through the ground, stirring the
earth, if required, to a depth of sL\ inches. It is exceedingly light, strong, and
tasty, and fully adapted to the purposes designed. A large number have been
„^ij -„j ...^ giving ungualified satisfaction.

FOLLOWS & BATE, Makers, Button Street Works, MANCHESTEK.
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A Book ivhich every Gai-dener, every one tv/io has a Garden, and all 20/10 are interested in a Garden

sJionld have.

HIGH CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A HANDY MANUAL OF IMPROVED CULTIVATION Ol- ALL VEGETABLES.

By WILLIAM EARLEY.
Author of " How to Grow Mushrooms," &c., &c., &c.

A handy Crown 8vo volume, with Coloured Frontispiece. Price 4s. 6d.

In this volume Mr. Earley has directed attention to a portion of our soil which is frequently overlooked, and at the best of times gets but scant

attention—namely, the Kitchen Garden. Everything which is wanted in a Kitchen Garden would well repay any amount of care which is bestowed

upon its cultivation, and even the commonest of Vegetables might be vastly improved if a small portion of the labour which is devoted to the Flower

Garden were transferred to them. Mr. Earley's work gives detailed instructions for the growing of all kinds of vegetable produce—a subject upon

which he has been for some years past a recognised authority.

A Work zuhieh should be at every Gardener's right hand, and which should have a place in every

Country Gentleman's Library.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY.
COMPRISING THE NAMES, HISTORY, AND CULTURE OF ALL PLANTS KNOWN IN BRITAIN,

TOGETHER WITH A FULL EXPLANATION OF TECHNICAL TERMS.

In Sledium 8vo, strongly bound in Cloth. Price 25s.

Works on Botany for those desiring a Knowledge of the Science.

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF PLANTS.

By MAXWELL T. MASTERS, M.D., F.R.S.

With upwards of lOO illustrations. Elegantly bound in Cloth. Price 3s. 6d.

SCHOOL BOTANY.
By Dr. LINDLEY.

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF RUDIMENTARY BOTANY FOR STUDENTS.
With 400 carefully drawn and accurate Illustrations. Strongly bound in Cloth. Price 6s.

SPORTING WORKS, WITH JOHN LEECH'S ILLUSTRATIONS,
ON WOOD AND STEEL (HAND COLOURED).

Handley Cross, or Mr. Jorrock's Hunt, with 17 Coloured Illustrations and numerous Woodcuts,
Price i5j.

Sponge's Sporting Tour, with 13 Coloured Illustrations and numerous Woodcuts. Price i^s.

Ask Mamma; or. The Richest Commoner in England, with 13 Coloured Illustrations and
numerous Woodcuts. Price 14^-.

Plain or Ringlets .^^ with 13 Coloured Illustrations and numerous Woodcuts. Price i^s.

Mr. Romford's Hounds, with 24 Coloured Illustrations.

A new and improved edition of this series of Sporting Works is just published, iJiinted on a larger paper, having the illustrations printed from
the original blocks, and bound in a handsome uniform cloth binding.

The price of the Five Volumes, in Clotk, is £3 12s. ; or, in Half Morocco, &i. 10s.

LONDON
: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., 9. BOUVERIE STREET, E.C
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THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE,
SATURDAY, June 26,

Contains

—

Original Articles on the Summer Management of Sheep-
Common Diseases of Farm-horses—Bedroom Furniture-

Salt and Butter—Machinery from Messrs. Gwynne's (Illus-

trated)—Agriculture in Hayti—Tenant-Right—Implements
at Croydon {Illustrated)—The Middle Park Yearlings-

Cricket—Guide to Taunton—The Four-Course System—
Cheese-making in Cheshire—Judging at Croydon—Mr.
Scott's Angus Bull " Bluebeard " (with Portrait)—Recent
Investigations in Agricultural Chemistry—A Parish Show

—

Her Majesty the Queen's Shorthorn Cow " Coldcream the

4th " (with Portrait)—The Earl of Leicester on Tenant-

Right—Summer Crops for a Flock under the South Downs
—The Hop Plantations, &c.

Home and Foreign Correspondence on an " Improve-

ment in Cheese-making "—Weeds as Water Purifiers—Bind-

ing Corn by Machinery—Box or Shed Manure v. Guano—
" Baby Beef"—Why Covered Sheds do not Sometimes
Answer—Concrete—The Fly Season—Younger Sons as

Emigrants—Indian Corn in America— Improving the Feet

of the Farm Horse, &c.

Farm Notes and Memoranda from a large number of

Counties in Great Britain and Ireland,

Reports of recent Meetings of Agricultural Societies, Mar-

-Weather Charts for

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING
FRUIT and FLOWERS. By the Rev. J. Fountaine,

Southacre, Brandon, being a practical combination of Vmery,
Orchard House, and Conservatory, as now worked in a new
house erected for the purpose at Chiswick. Fourth Edition,

illustrated.

A Work which Every One should have who has a Garden.

HIGH-CLASS KITCHEN GARDENING.
A Handy Manual of Improved Culture of all Vegetables.

By William Earlev, author of" How to Grow Mushrooms,"
&c. In crown 8vo, with Coloured Frontispiece, price 4J. dd.

)., g, Bouverie

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE, de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHfeRE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Burvenich, E. Pvnaekt, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at C3hent. Post paid \os. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et fiTRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andr.^, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Crispin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon. A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, P. Olivier, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. Van Geert Son, H. J. Van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Wesmael, and P. Wolkenstein.

This Illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

10^., payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 142, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post Office. Ghent.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO FOREIGN SUBSCRIBERS.

REDUCTION OF POSTAGE.

TN consequence of the "GENERAL POSTAL UNION"
-L ARRANGEMENTS, which come into force on the ist of July next, Foreign Subscriptions

to the Gardeners' Chronicle from that date will be at an uniform rate of

£1 6s. FOR TWELVE MONTHS, INCLUDING POSTAGE,
Excepting those sent •viCt France.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for

JULY, price i^., contains two finely-coloured Plates and
various interesting articles on Gardening subjects, as follows :

—
The Sultan Plum (coloured Plate). By Mr. T. Moore.
Preserving Grapes after they are Cut. By Mr. W. Thomson.
Lagerstroemia indica. By Mr. W. Miller.

Hardiness of Clianthus magnificus. By Mr. J. Webster.
Vines and Vine Culture, Chap. viii. : Thinning the Fruit (with

Illustrations). By Mr. A. F. Barron.
The Bedding Pansies at Chiswick. By Mr. T. Moore.
Covering Peach-borders. By Mr. ]M. Temple.
Garden Work for July : Flowers. By Mr. G. Westland.

Fruits. By Mr. J. Powell. Vegetables. By Mr. W.
Earley.

Garden Lilies, Chap. viii. (coloured Plate). By Mr. T.

Moore.
Late Pears. By Mr. John Cl.-irk.

Pentsfemons. By Mr. M. Saul.

Euphorbia fulgens. By Mr. A. Henderson.
Hybrid Hellebores (with Illustration). By Mr. T. Moore.
Influence of Soils on Pears. By Mr. A. Cramb.
Fruits : Which shall we Grow, Sweet cr Acid ? By Mr. D. T.

Fish.

Notes on Auriculas. By Mr. R. Dean.
Protection of Fruit Trees in Blossom. By Mr. P. Grieve.

Garden Gossip.
London : 171, Fleet Street. E.C.

THE CULTIVATO R.—A Portuguese
Monthly Agricultural Journal, which circulates in

Portugal and her Possessions, and in the Principal Towns of

he Brazils.

This Paper ofter an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation in-

cluded.
Ten per cent. Discount for si.\ months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

'T'HE NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE
-' for JULY will contain articles on "-THE
MODERN stage:' ty ROBERT BUCHANAN;
on ' TOWN AND COUNTRY MICE" by F. P.

COBBE ; on " AFFONSO HENRIQUEZ AND
THE RISE OF Portugal:' try osw^z.d
CRA WFURD, H.M. Consul at Oporto: on "LORD
BUTE THE premier:' h the REV. F. AR-
NOLD,- on " DE QUINCEY:' by the EDITOR : and

Two Complete Tales by MRS. LYNN LINTON,
Author of ' Patricia Kemhall :" and MRS. CASHEL
HOEY, Author of The Blossoming ofan Aloe:'

London : WARD, LOCK, and TYLER, Warwick
House, Pd temost er Row.

Price bd. iMonthly, copiously Illustrated,

THE VILLA GARDENER. Edited by
D. T. Fish.

Specially designed for the guidance and information of Ladies
and Gentlemen who take an interest in the work of their

Gardens. Queries on all subjects connected with Gardening
receive prompt attention. The July Number contains the
following among other articles :

—

In the Green Woods in July.
Outdoor Gardening :—A Plea for the Hazel ; Water Rice as

an Ornamental Plant : The Garden of the Future, by W.

Flower Garden :—Rose Culture in Pots, by the Editor ; Bedding
Violas, by Richard Dean.

Fruit Garden : — Cultivation of the Melon, by the Editor;
Green Fig Growing in the Open Air, by the Editor.

Vegetable Garden ;—Late Peas, by the Editor ; Runner Beans,
by the Editor.

Greenhouse and Hothouse :—Coleus, by the Editor.
Conservatory :—The Indian Azalea, by the Editor.
New and Rare Plants.

Garden Requisites.
Correspondence :—Questions and Answers.
Novelties at the Nurseries.
The Work of the Month.
A New Volume began with the April Number. Specimen

Copy forwarded to any address on receipt of dd. in postage
stamps by the Publishers, Messrs. VIRTUE and CO.. Ivy
Lane, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

Communications for the Editor and Advertisements to be
ssed to the Villa Gardener Office, Salisbury Squ.-ire

,

Fie. : Street, London, E.C.

Work on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants.

Illustrated upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo,
cloth, price 255-., with upwards of 500 Illustrations.

Extract from the Author's Preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity

of plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic osconomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or
which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,
where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the Vegetable
Kingdo7n of the author, with the sequence of matter departed

' en it was believed tha'

/doir The
author trusts that this selection will be found to have been made
in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably extensive
means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic Gardens,
may furnish the larger part of the species which are mentioned.
A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a greater

work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of pur-

chasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a Imiited number of objects."

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW and CO., Bouverie
Street, E.C.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.

NOW READY, A NEW AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
Originally Compiled by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" We are quite glad to see this useful little tookonce more, and it is like a whiff of perfume

from the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
broadcast."— G(Zr(i'tfK£-ri-' Magazine.

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a

thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

. work."

—

Bell's Messenger.

" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the liets of vegetables, fruits>

and flowers have bten corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

and so deser\'edly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

CoiiJities HeraJd.
—Midland

" This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c. , who possess a garden.

To all such who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

—

Llo:}'d's.

Price 3d., Post Free SAd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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PARTNERSHIP. — W. BRO\yN, Florist,

Weybridge, Surrey, is desirous of meeling with a person

willing to enter into Partnership with him with a view of enter-

ing into other branches of the trade (either sleeping or working).

Capital required about /400.— Apply at the mir
jMr. JENKINS, Solicitor, ; ick Street, Strand, W.C.

)ARTNERSHIP.—OwinR to the decease of

the Proprietor of an Old i 1
'l!i I" I n' '

- I'm. mess,

Me ,. Protheroe & Mo

WANTED, a MANAGING PARTNER in

an old-established Nursery, Seed, and Florist liusiiiess

in the Midland Counties, through the death of one and the

illness of the other Partner. About 7000 feet of Glass. A good

opening for a competent person with moderate capital.—C.

SMALE AND SON, Lawn Cottage Ni
Nottingham.

Ilkeston,

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER, where two others are kept to assist : must

thorougllly understand the profession in every branch, be

willing, active, industrious, sober, and honest : none other need

apply. A total abstainer preferred. Personal character required.

Wages 25J. per week, with a two-roomed cottage and vegetables.

—H. A. S^I1TH, Chepstow, Monmouthshire.

WANTED, a GARDENER, without incum-
brance, for Devonshire, to undertake Fruit. Kitchen,

and Flower Gardening, Vines, and Forcing, and to Milk a Cow.

One Man's help allowed. Wages iZs. to 20^., with cottage and

E.arden. Wife as Laundress.—Apply by letter to DICK
RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, High Holborn, W.C.

WANTED, an active Man as GARDENER
in a Midland County ; he must thoroughly understand

the Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens, the

Cultivation of Vines, and a small quantity of Land. A married

Man required (no children), his Wife to Manage Poultry.—

H. W. N. , Post Office, Bridgnorth.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a married
MAN, without Children. He will have to occupy a

Lodge, and attend to Vinery .and Greenhouses, as well as

Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Two Under Gardeners are kept.

—Apply, by letter only, stating age, qualifications, references,

&c. , 184, Midland Counties' Herald Office, Birmingham.

WANTED, a practical WORKING
FOREM.\N. who understands Layering, Budding.

Grafting, &c. , and who is able to undertake the Slanagement
of Men. — Apply, stating wages required, &c., to J. C.

DUNCAN, The Nurseries, Calne, Wilts.

WANTED, for a Provincial Nursery, a
FOREMAN who understands the profession in all its

branches. Must be a good Propagator, Budder, and Grafter.

—

Apply, by letter, to T. K. B. , Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leaden-
Iiall Street, London, E.C.

To Propagators of Hardy Plants.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
are in WANT of a PROPAGATOR for their N...'"p-

at Coombe Wood.. H- —- <.-r''-^<:-A l„rf P„p>gation m
all lis Dranches twith the e-xception of Roses, which is a sepa-

rate department), including that of all kinds of Ornamental
Shrubs, Conifera;, Rhododendrons, S:c. Liberal wages offered.

—Application to be made, by letter, giving references as to

ability, character, &c., to Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a good
ROSE GROWER. Must be a quick and successful

Budder.—Apply, stating wages and experience, to GEORGE
COOLING, Nurseryman, Bath.

WANTED, a young MAN for a New
Nursery ; must have had considerable experience in

Budding, Grafting, Training, and the Propagation of Hardy-
Stuff, Wages 2ii:. per week.—Mr. J. LUFF, St. Helen's
Nursery, Hastings.

WANTED, a young MAN, who thoroughly
understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Unex-

ceptional references as to ability, &c., required. Wages 23J.

per week. Also an OUTDOOR MAN, for Flower and Pleasure
(frounds, including general Groundwork. Must be a good
Mower. Wages iis. per week.— F. HILL, Gardener to H.
Taylor, Esq. , The Poplars, 2o,Avenue Road,Regent's Park, N.W.

WANTED, in a country Nursery, where a
good collection of Plants is grown, an active, intelligent

young MAN, anxious to improve himself.—Apply in own
writing to K., Nutting & Sons, 60, Barbican, E.C.

To Budaers.

WANTED, shortly, TWO good ROSE
BUDDERSfora few weeks.—Address, stating terms

to GEO. BOLTON, Wyddial, Buntingfoid, Herts.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, in
August or September ; he must have a thorough

knowledge of the Seed Trade in all its departments.—Apply,
staling age, e.vperience, and wages e.xpected, to THOMAS
KENNEDY a.n-d CO,, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dumfries,

Farm Manager Wanted.

BOROUGH of BEDFORD URBAN
SANITARY AUTHORITY.—The Sanitary Authorhy

for the Borough of Bedford are prepared to receive, from persons
possessing a competent knowledge uf Market Gardening, appli-
cations for the oflice of Manager of their Irrigation Farm. The
salary will be ,^100 per annum, with i per cent, on the gross
returns of the produce of the Farm. The gross return for the
year 1874 was about ^2500. The Manager will be required to
devote the whole of his time to the duties of the office. Further
information may be obtained of the Town Clerk. Applications
for the office, stating the age and qualification of applicants must
be made to me before July 12.—THEED WM. PEARSE,
Town Clerk.—Bedford, June 17.

WANT PLACES.
To Gardeners In Want of Situations,

nT^rE "^I'Yn E-Xl" P l'e'"n''u''r S E R Y
JL COMPANY devote special attention to this important

in.uter proper Men to suitable Situations. For a GAR-
IIENRR, or fur a SITUATION. plc.a.sc send full particldars to

the I'lNE-AI'PLE NURSERY COMPANY, Maida Vale,

Londo n, W.

.S. WILLIAMS, having at the present
• ilni. . v.i.d very excellent GARDENERS upon his

r, I

.' , .us of placing them in Situations where great

, .
I

,
. ,

'

I 1 ,1 arc required. B. S. W. would at the same

I ;. 1 ,,ie that when a Gardener is applied for that

tl.c lillui„ul til.; iiluation should be left with him, as that would

prevent unnecessary correspondence and delay.—Victoria and

Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. Vi.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state

that they have at all times on their Books MEN of

VARIOUS QUALIFICATIONS, whose characters wiU bear

the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman making application

would save time by clearly stating the duties to be undertaken,

wages offered, &c. , so that suitable Men may be selected.

—

Highgate Nurseries, London, N^

Head Gardeners.

JOHN LAING can at present recommend
with every confidence several energetic and practical

Men. of tested ability and first-rate character. Ladies and

Gentlemen in WANT of GARDENERS and BAILIFFS.
GARDENERS for First-rate Establishments or Single-hand

1 have full oarticulars by applymg
, Forest Hill,

London. S. E.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 28 ; under-
stands Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Vines and Pines,

also Planting, Levelling, and Laying-out of Grounds ;
could

Measure a Tree, and Writes Shorthand fluently. Has worked

in London, Liverpool, and New York. Can give good testi-

monials.—JOHN SHAW, 28. Hethpool Street, Hall Park,

Paddington, Londc

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; has
a thorough practical knowledge of all branches. Five

years' character.—R. C, J. Hoggins, New Wandsworth
Railway Station, S.E.

GARDENER (He-\d).—Age 31, married,
one child.—Messrs. Thojias Cripps & Son will hav<

great pleasure in recommending to any Nobleman or CJentle

man requiring a Head Gardener, a thoroughly practical, indus

trious, and trustworthy Man. First-class recommendat---- "-'

references.—The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (He.\d).— Age 33, married,
two children. Seventeen years' practice in Fruit,

Flower, and Vegetable Cultivation, and the routine of a well-

kept Garden.—J. H., Vale Nursery, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34 ; energetic
and practical in all branches. Of tested ability and

une.vceptionable character. Six years in last situation.

—

G. PHILLIPS, 6, Longford Cottages, Feltham, Middlesex,

G
Good

ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
woll skilled in all branches of the profession.

:. -W. B.
, 7, Barton Road, Tewkesbury.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; has a good
knowledge of Fruit and Flower Gardening. Good cha-

racter. — A. F. , 61, Durham Road, Seven Sisters Road,
Holloway. London, N.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept,—Age 24, married ; thoroughly practical in all

branches of the profession. Six years' good character.—H. S.

,

Bishop's Hall Gardens, near Romford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), where two more
are kept.—Age 26, single ; has had good practical ex-

perience in all branches of the profession. Good character from
past and present employers, — H. PLUMB, East Street,

Sleaford, Lincolnshire.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 32, married, two children. Will be well

recommended by the Gentleman whom he has lately left, with
whom he has served in the above capacity for the last six years ;

also by Mr. Stalker, Gardener to the Right Hon. Gathorne
Hardy, M. P.. Hemsted Park, Staplehurst, Kent.—H. MAND Y,
Albion Cottages, West Hill, Epsom, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where more are kept.
—Age 37, married, no children ; understands Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, Vines. Melons,
Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years'

good character.-J. W. BINT, Forest Gate, Windsor Great
Park, Berks.

GARDENER (Head), where Gardening is

carried on with spirit.—James T. Matthews, late

Gardener to General Lord Strathnairn, Newsells Park, is open
to an ent^agement as above. Good references.—JAMES T.
MATTHEWS. South Street. Ponders End. N.

GARDENER (Head). ~ Understands the
profession in all its branches. Good references.—A. B.,

Post Onice, .'shenley, near Barnet. Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married ; understands Forcing, Fruit, Flowers, Veget-

ables, and Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Twenty years'
experience. Good character. — Address, stating wages, to
W. S., Mr. Allen, Baker, Lee Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36,
married, no children; thoroughly practical and hard-

working. Understands the profession in all its principal
branches. First-class recommendations. — Mr. RAINBOW.
The Lodge, Harpenden Road, St. Albans.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept. —Age 35, married, one child : experi-

enced in all branches of the profession. Five and a half years'
good character. — J. H., Post Oifice, Castle Hedingham,
Halstead.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more arc kept.—Married, no family ;

expcn-

enced in all branches of the profession. Seven years good

character. - M. S.. 35, Orummant Ro.ad, Peckham Road,

Camberwell, S.E.

GARDENER^ Ihe^adT'Working), where
four or live are kept.—A^e 27, single. Good references. -

Slate wages and all particulars to R. R., Betsfield Gardens,

liowness, Windermere.

/GARDENER (H'icad, or good SlNGLE-
VX MANiinn).—Age 27; understands Vines, Cucumbers,

and Stove and Greenhouse Plants.-A. W,, 4, Back Lane,

1 1 ampste.ad. N.W.

GARDENER. — N. German, Gardener,
Crowhurst Park, Battle, Sussex, will be disengaged on

July I, and is a liberty to treat with any Lady or Gentleman 111

want of a thoiough Gardener.— Address as above.

GARDENER.—Married, no incumbrance ;

thoroughly practical ; understands Early and Late

Forcing of Flowers and Fruits in all branches. — A. B.,

IS, Chcsterman Street, Southampton Street, Reading. Berks.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER.—A first-class Man, who has
had great experience in the Management of Men and

general Superintendence of Noble
B. O. A. Z., Post Office, Wotham, Dis:

ARDENER (Working, or Single-
handed).-Age 30, married, no family; experienced.

Good character. Can look after a horse and trap, if required.

— H. C. . 8, Addington Place, Queen's Road, Mortlake, Surrey.

OREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR.—Age 34. married. Many years' experience in

•
"'

C. C, Borough Road, Norbiton,ral of the large N

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.

—

Age 25 : ten years' good practical experience in all

branches of the profession. Will be disengaged the first week
in July.—H. S., Ringwood Gardens , Chesterfield.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
nran's Establlishment.—Twelve years' experience in good

places.— H. J., Gardener, Halstead, near Sevenoaks, Kent^

ARDENER (.Second, or Single-handed).
—-\ge 25, single ; experienced. Good character.—

G. J., 15, Collins Street, Blackheath, S.E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 26, single
;

well experienced in the houses. Good references can be

-S. G., Post OfSce, Usk, Monmouthshire.

GARDENER (Second), or under a Fore-
man, in the Houses.—Age ig. Good character.

—

Z V. X , The Grove Nursery, Southampton Street, Camber-
we ll, S.E.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20; lately

employed in a large Fruit Garden. Near London pre-

ferred. Six years' excellent ch.aracter from present situation.

—

F. P., The Vicar, Ilford, Essex. _^
GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's

Garden.—Age 20. Has a good knowledge of Green-
houses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two years' good
ch.aracter.—J., Ratcliffe House, The Newlands, Peckham
Rye, S.E.

GARDENER (Under), where he could
improve himself in the Houses and general Work of the

Garden.-Age 18.—A. M., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,

London, W.

GARDENER, under a Foreman in the
Houses, in a Gentleman's Establisment.—Age 20. Good

character from last situation.—A. B., 18, Well's Place, South
Street, Camberwell, Surrey.

GARDENER (plain Kitchen).—Married,
no incumbrance ; no objection to a Pony and Trap.

—

H. H.. Sidmonth Lodge, 75, Tulse Hill, S.E.

JOURNEYMAN, under a good Foreman
(Houses preferred).-Age 20. Good character. State

w.ages.—A. E. B., The Gardens, Easton Lodge, Dunmow,
Essex.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden, where Gardening is carried on systematically and

with spirit.—H. L,, Messrs. Daniels Bros., Seed Growers,
Norwich.

To Nurserymen.
ASSISTANT, in the Houses. — Age 28,

-i-~i- single. Well up in Plant Growing, Bouquet-making,
and other Nursery-work, —THOS. CULLUM, Mrs. Lofts,

Walker Gate, Beverley, Yorkshire.

SEED, BULB,"and NURSERY TRADE.
—Wanted a Situation by a young Man well up

above. -S. M., Post Office, Newport, near Barnstaple.
the

TO NURSERYMEN. — Wanted to
APPRENTICE a YOUTH for three years indoors, to

be treated as one of the family, within 15 miles of London.—
J. B., Hadley Post Office, near Barnet, N.

KINAHAN'S . LL. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is

the very CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than
the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the Red Seal, Pink Label, and
Cork branded " Kinahan's LL " Whisky.
Wholesale Depot. 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, AV.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach. Heartbur

Headache, Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperie.

for delicate Constitutions, especially adapted for Ladie
Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO.. 172. New Bond Street, Londo
W. ; and of all Chemists throughout the World.
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GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS WIESSOR" & "ROYAL,"
Or NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES for 1875.

The Winners of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY ^i^J^'m H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES, The KING of the BELGIANS,
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN J^^^^^^ The Late EMPEROR of the French,

On numerous occasions, ^^^^^^^^ The EMPEROR of RUSSIA,
And most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentry in the United Kingdom.

Upwards of 75,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

They have been submitted to numerous practical tests in Public Competition, and in all cases have carried off every Prize that has been '•ivcv.

ist. Simplicity of Construction-
4th. They malie little or no noise

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

^ry part being free of access. 2d. They are worked with far greater ease than any other. 3d. They are the least liable to get out of orde""
'

' ' '
'

' ing. sth. They will cut either long or short Grass, and wet as well as dry.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut S inches
Can be worlied by a Lady.

Can be worked by one Person.

14 „ 5 16 o

„ 16 „
Can be worked by one Person on an t

To cut iS inches ... 8 o o
Can be worked by a Man and Boy.

6 17 o
n Lawn.

Ditto.
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MANY circumstances invest Chatsworth

with a special interest. Its lovely situa-

tion, its palatial character, its treasures of art

and literature, its historic associations, the pro-

minent position which the family of Caven-

dish have always held as patrons of art,

literature, and science, the discovery in 17S6

of the composition of water by an ancestor

of the present Duke ; all these circumstances

contribute to give Chatsworth a foremost

place among the mansions of England. In

addition to these points of general interest,

it has particular attractions for horticulturists,

not only from the completeness and good keep-

ing of its garden establishment, but from the
enlightened liberality of, and the services to

horticulture rendered by the former and by
the present Duke, and also from its asso-

ciation with the memory of some of whom
the gardening fraternity have good reason to

be proud, [in particular the late Sir Joseph

CHATSWOKTH HOUSE FROM THE DERWENT.
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Paxton and , his pupil, John Gibson, not to

mention others still among us.

Cliatsworth came into the possession of the

Cavendish family in the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, but the present mansion was not finished

till 1702, under the auspices of the first Duke of

Devonshire, while the long annexe, which some-

what spoils the symmetry of the whole, was
added in the time of George IV. by Sir Jeffrey

Wyattville. It is placed in the valley of the

Derwent, on a slight eminence overlooking the

river, and backed up by superbly wooded hills,

through breaks among which glimpses may be

obtained of the barren Derbyshire moors.

It is a question which is the better way to

approach Chatsworth— whether from Rowsley
station, when the tourist passes through a few

miles of the most delicious park scenery

the rich library, the collection of pictures and
drawings by the old masters, Landseer's pictures

—these are among the most noteworthy features

of this treasure-house. Our business, however,
lies with the setting of the casket—with the
glories of park and pleasure-ground, the treasures

of the conservatories and the stores of the fruit

houses. For the same reason we can only
mention that ruined moat-encircled tower which
formed, so it is said, the prison of Mary Oueen
of Scots for thirteen long years.

In indicating some of the more remarkable
features of so vast an establishment it is a diffi-

cult matter to know where to begin, and where
our space is too limited to do justice to the
whole it is equally difficult to decide what to

select and what to pass over unnoticed. The
fact that the principal features have repeatedly

in length by 16 feet 6 inches in width. Among
its contents may also be mentioned a magnifi-
cent crystal of quartz and a noble marble vase.
A long glazed corridor, extending almost from

the mansion to a point near the Orchid-houses,
is filled with fine specimen greenhouse plants
trained against the back wall, among which we
mention a noble plant of Camellia reticulata,

another of the old double white Camellia, and a
large assortment of other kinds. At the time
of our visit the Camellias were in free growth,
and all abundantly set with flower-buds, though
started in February. They are all grown in

drift loam, and receive enormous quantities of
water. Escallonias, Correas, Fuchsias, Myrtles,
Roses, and such-like plants are also grown
here, while Gloire de Dijon Rose furnishes an
inexhaustible supply of flowers.

r\Ti RiuR MI w or nil ( I I n JNSI I \ \i I \

possible, with the winding river on his right

nearly the whole way, and occasional glimpses

of the model village of Edensor on his left ; or

whether he arrives from the direction of Shef-

field, crossing the bleak moorlands, very charac-

teristic if not exactly beautiful, and descending
through

" Pastoral dales thin set with modest farms,"

into the richly-wooded and well stocked deer

park. Tastes will differ upon this point ; our
advice is, try both.

The general appearance of the " Palace of the

Peak," as seen from the opposite side of the river,

is shown in the illustration on the front page. Of
its contents we propose to confine ourselves to

the mere mention. The sculpture gallery, with

its grand examples of the art of Canova and
Thorwaldsen, and the chapel and other rooms
with their fine specimens of the art of Gibbons;

been described in these columns, particularly in

our volume for 1S73, pp. 1175, 1238, relieves us

of the necessity of going into detail, while the

division of the garden establishment into two

main portions—viz., the flower garden with the

pleasure-grounds, and the kitchen-garden with

the forcing-houses—in some degree facilitates

our task.

In the former are the Orchid-houses and the

great conservatory ; in the latter are the Am-
herstia-house, the Victoria house, the vineries

and other fruit growing houses, and the resi-

dence of Mr. Speed, who has charge of the

whole.

Beginning our survey of the garden, we have
first to call attention to the Orangery, adjoining

the mansion, and which contains some very

fine specimen greenhouse plants, particularly

Camellias and Oranges. It is about i to feet

Orchid Houses, &c.—On a terrace near

the mansion are three span-roofed houses side

by side, with a transverse- one crossing them at

one end. These houses are light and roomy,

and seem adapted not only for growing, but for

showing plants to advantage. The one chiefly

destined for growing Orchids is divided into

three compartments, maintained at different

temperatures, according to the particular needs

of the species grown in them. In one of these

at the time of our visit in spring were a number
of specimen plants of Sarracenias, with pitchers

rivalling in size those with which Mr. Baines

was wont to astonish us, though the plants them-

selves were smaller. Mr. Speed prefers the

pitchers formed in the autumn, as being finer

and more durable.

Here, too, is a truly magnificent collection of

Orchids, including most of the well-known

species as well as others of great rarity, but all
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cultivated with a skill and degree of success

that has made the Chatsworth Orchids noto-

rious. It is Mr. Speed's object not only to grow

a grand collection of Orchids but to grow them

well, and to furnish very large supplies of

their flowers for decoration. Large plants, and
plenty of them, arc, therefore, rec|uircd : in illus-

tration of which we may record that of Dcndro-

bium nobile upwards of 2000 spilces were cut in

the season ; of Vanda suavis, 160 spikes ; of

Phaius grandifolius, fifty spikes in one day. The
Vandas are specially remarkable for their size

and robust vigour, while they are well furnished

with leaves to the bottom, the spikes numbering
as many as thirty on the same plant. The genus

is represented by almost all the known species

and varieties, including Vanda cosrulcscens and

the more common V. teres. Dendrobiums are

grown in quantities ; among them we note D.

fimbriatum, Dayi, Dcvonianuni, Farmeri, and

others. The collection of Aerides and Sacco-

labium rs equally coinplete and remarkable.

wonderful growth. Mr. Speed attributes much
of their robust vigour to the practice of syring-

ing thcni pretty freely overhead.

The plants are grown on slate stages covered

with spar, others on blocks, and, as a general

rule, Mr. Speed finds that moss or any sub-

stance which prevents the free access of air to,

or retains stagnant moisture around, the roots

of Orchids on blocks, is injurious, and certainly

the difference in the growth of the roots where

the moss was dispensed with, as compared
with that in which it was present, was very

marked.

In this house also were some of the more
ornamental and curious Ferns, among which

we may cite Lindsica Portei, which Mr. -Speed

succeeds in propagating by pegging the stems

down ; Adiantum gracillimum, that most deli-

cate of Adiantums, and which does not, as

was feared by some, lose its misty veil-like

aspect as it gets older ; and Athyrium Gorin-

gianum pictum, a Fern with whose beauties

of the old and new styles without the bad ones

of cither. The one great advantage of such a

garden is the infinite variety of which it is

capable. At all seasons of the year it may
be made interesting, and every day will reveal

something fresh and novel to the plant lover,

which is a good deal more than can be said of

the modern style of bedding out. Overlooking

this garden is an old conservatory, containing

some fine specimen Camellias, S:c.

The Rock Garden.—Huge masses ot

brownish millstone grit piled irregularly here

and there on undulating ground, with paths

winding about among them—a cascade splashing

noisily over one giant boulder called the Welling-

ton Rock, and losing itself in the ravines below

—

dark funereal Yews, relieved in the blooming

season by gorgeous masses of Rhododendrons
and brilliant groups of Berberis Uarwinii—such

are the main features of this, the most extensive

and most ambitious rock-garden made by the

rUli .MUSA AVENUE, U.NSERVATUKV.

Angra:cum eburneum, with magnificent foliage,

and a fine specimen of Miltonia virginalis, prob-

ably the best in the country, also demand special

notice. It is worth noting here that many of our

finest Orchids, such as Dendrobium Devonia-

num, Vanda teres,and others, were introduced to

Chatsworth and to Europe by the late John Gib-

son. Of Calanthe Veitchii the quantities grown
are enormous, the bulbs being plump and so large

as to suggest the idea of Mangel Wurzel rather

than of Orchids. The tops of these bulbs are cut

across and struck as cuttings. Of Ccelogyne

cristata there are truly magnificent specimens,

and the bulbs cover the pots like so many small

Potatos. Mr. Speed finds this species does not

do so well on blocks as in pans. C. Lemoniana
is found useful as coming in later, though it is

scarcely so fine as the typical C. cristata.

C. pandurata and the rare C. Parishii are also

to be seen here, the latter with green flowers

springing from the top of the pseudobulb.

Pleiones were not in bloom at the time of our

visit, but their foliage was as vigorous as that

of Lettuces. In one of the cooler houses were
some plants of Disa grandiflora making really

most gardeners are conversant. We cannot

stay to mention more of the contents of these

houses. The general reader, who is familiar

with the enormous demand made now-a-days

for cut flowers and for decorative plants, will

understand that a very large collection of stove

and greenhouse plants must be grown for the

purpose. We must not, however, omit to mention

a plant of Hypocalymna robusta, an elegant

myrtaceous shrub, which is not so often seen

now-a-days as it should be.

The IfALiAN Garden.—^'ery quaint in

appearance is the garden known under this

name, and of which the figure on p. 7 gives an

illustration. It is a garden of the old style,

maintained as nearly as possible in the same way
and planted with the same plants as were in

vogue at the time of its formation. It is thus a

most interesting relic, and at the present tiine

may be advantageously contrasted with more
modern efforts. At the same lime it is easy to

see how, by a judicious selection and furnishing,

such a garden might, without materially altering

its lines, be made to combine the good qualities

hands of man that is known to us. As might
be expected, alpine and rock plants find here

congenial homes, but not in such numbers or

diversity as might be looked for ; truly there is

room for representatives of the whole flora of

Switzerland or the Pyrenees. Up on the hill-

side, not far off, under some gnarled Oaks, is a

glorious wilderness of fallen rock and boulders,

and, did circumstances permit, a little judicious

planting there would produce an even finer"

effect than does the existing rock-garden, but
then it would be comparatively inaccessible,

while one charm of the present rock-garden

consists in this—that you may pass abruptly

from smooth dressed garden to this pictur-

esquely undulating spot, with its rocking stones,

nicely poised stone doors, and other surprises,

not forgetting the " water tree," so fascinating

to the Sheffielders ; and again, still more sur-

prising, you pass under a rocky arch, and find

yourself suddenly face to face with the great

conservatory— a grand structure, so cleverly

hidden that you would scarce suspect its exist-

ence were it not for an occasional glint between
the trees.
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The Great Conservatory.
—Long unrivalled as the great

conservatory of the kingdom,

still second only to the Palm-

house at Kew in dimensions,

and superior to it as to the

arrangement of its contents

—

this fine structure may serve as

an appropriate monument to the

skill of its designer, Paxton. It

is placed on a sunken platform

bordered by Wellingtonias, one

of which is remarkable for its

elegant drooping habit. The
general appearance of this mag-
nificent house is well shown in

the illustration on page 2.

It is some 300 feet in length,

145 feet in width, and 65 feet

in height, and covers an acre of

ground. The roof is curvilinear,

and surmounted by an upper

storey of the same shape. For

details of its construction we
may refer to our volume for

1S45, p. 839. Its plan is very

simple, consisting merely of a

central nave and two side aisles ;

a gallery runs round the build-

ing between the main structure

and the lantern, and a broad

walk—broad enough to admit a

carriage being driven through-
traverses the building from end

to end. In the centre a smaller

path, called the Musa Avenue
(see p. 3), crosses this at right angles.

Almost all the plants are planted out, and
thus unsightly tubs and contrivances for rais-

ing this or lowering that specimen are dis-

HANGING BASKET IX THE C0NSERV.\TORV.

pensed with. A stage for pot plants runs round
the sides of the building. A large mass of

rockwork concealing the steps leading to the

gallery occupies one corner of the building.

and is laved at the base by a
serpentine streamlet of water
(see p. 3). Overhead are mag-
nificent hanging baskets of

Ferns, of Achimenes, of Epi-
phyllums, in various combina-
tions. The basket of Adiantum
cuneatum shown on p. 5 is

about 6 feet through, and has
a grand appearance in its posi-

tion over the entrance door.

The basket shown in the accom-
panying illustration is a com-
bination of Platyceriums and
other Ferns, and Epiphyllum,
and measures 10 feet through.

Such are the main features

of this glorious plant-house : the

plan is simplicity itself, the effect

proportionately grand and ma-
jestic. As it is not an object to

grow a collection, but rather a
selection of the best and most
effective plants, each plant is

allowed plenty of room to de-

velope itself, and thus the tang-

led confusion inevitable where
an immesse number of diffe-

rent plants have to be grown
together is avoided. The Palm-
stove at Kew may be more im-

posing as to its contents, but
Chatsworth presents the more
grace and elegance, and is des-

titute of many eyesores which
are unavoidable where other

considerations beyond mere beauty and elegance

have to be attended to ; scarcely a single de-

ciduous tree or shrub, for instance, finds a place

at Chatsworth in the Palm-stove. It would be

INTERIOK OF THE VICTORIA HOUSF,
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tedious to attempt the enume-
ration of the contents of this

Palace of Palms. Wc must con-

tent ourselves with alluding to

a few only.

How grand the view on enter-

ing from either end is may be

gleaned from Mr. Worthington

-Smith's illustrations. Almost
equally effective is the transept,

which forms a veritable grove

of Musas— iM. Cavendishii, M.
sapientum, M. coccinea, &c. It

matters not in which direction

the eye is turned, something

grand or elegant meets the view
;

but if we suppose the visitor

entering by the door nearest to

the mansion, and passing first

round the aisles and then up the >^

centre, we shall be enabled to

indicate, in something like order,

some of the more prominent

objects of interest.

First of all, after feasting on

the grand vista of the central '

avenue, the hanging baskets

before alluded to will attract

attention, not only from their di-

mensions, but from their beauty,

richness and variety of furnish-

ing. A Dicksonia, one of the

first imported, is one of the first

plants that demands notice.

Near it is a group of giant

Agaves, looking grander and
finer here, in all probability, than in their

native country, where no fostering care prevents

them from injury and disfigurement. The side

stages at the time of our last xisit were largelv

HANGINIl BASKET IN THE CO.VSl'.RVATURV.

occupied with Epiphyllums, of which Mr. Speed
makes great use for decorative purposes, and
other flowering plants. From this side walk a

view is obtained of a remarkable plant of Rc-

nanthera coccinea, one of the

features of Chatsworth. It is

attached to a birch stump, and
is now as high as the top of the

column near which it is placed
;

it has bloomed for six years in

succession, the remains of the

old inflorescences being left on
the plant to satisfy the doubts
of the incredulous . Crinums, in-

cluding the deliciously scented
C. Elphinstoni, occupy the fore-

ground, while in the background
Beaucarneas, Uraca;nas and
arborescent Yuccas rear aloft

their long leafy tresses. A glo-

rious mass of Bamboo, with

leaves of richest green, the secret

of which was rendered patent

to nose and eye at the time of

our visit, in the shape of copious

applications of rich manure,
forms an arch over one end of

the central avenue, passing by
which we come to masses of

Sugar-cane, to a Cinnamon
bush, with its tender unfolding

leaves of a lovely pink colour.

Near here is a fine specimen of

the Looking-glass tree, Heritiera

macrophylla ; and then crossing

the end of the Musa transept

we come to a clear pool (see

p. 3), bordered with Colocasias

and Papyrus, Richardias and
Pontederias, and other aquatic

plants, and backed up by a giant rocky mass all

overgrown with countless Begonias and seed-

ling Ferns, Dicksonias and Adiantums chiefly,

and between whose crevices noble specimens

liliVATOKV.
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of Monstera, with their grand foliage, entwine

themselves, and, as it were, bind the stones

together. Near here is placed a rugged branch

of many arms, thickset with Elk's-horn Fern

—a striking picture in itself Having now com-
pleted the circuit of the house, we may pass up
the central avenue, noticing on the left fine

specimens of Pahns, including Phoanix dactyli-

fera, Sabal, Corypha australis, about 50 feet in

height ; ChamEerops Griffithii, Arenga sacchari-

fera, and Ceroxylon andicola. Dracaena Draco
and Araucaria brasiliensis are also represented

by large specimens.

On the opposite side is one of the finest plants

of Lataniaborbonica in the kingdom, and near it

are good examples of Sabal Blackburniana, Cory-

pha umbraculifera, Borassus flabelllformis, and
Seaforthiaelegans ; the last-named was bearing

its beautiful clusters of lilac flowers at the time of

our visit. Some little time since the fruiting of

Hedychium Gardnerianum was observed by
Mr. Bennett at Hatfield, and a representation

air, copious supplies of water, abundance of

manure, and as free exposure to light as is

possible.

The whole of this conservatory is heated by
two flues and four rows of pipes, the boilers

being situated in the basement. It is of wood
and glass chieily, and with a ridge-and-furrow

roof which furnished the pattern for that of the

Great Exhibition of 185 1 and of the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham.

The Fountains, &c.-High up on a plateau

on the hill-tops, embowered in trees, are several

vast reservoirs which receive the rainfall from
the adjacent hills and moors. These reservoirs

supply the water for the cascades and fountains.

One comes straight down from the hill-top in

a rather stiff formal manner, now bounding over
roci-cs, now splashing over steps, now foaming
over a water-temple, the whole imposing from its

magnitude and height, but too artificial to be
pleasing. The Wellington Rock is laved by

autocrat should do—he brooks no peer nor rival
near him—and a glance suffices to show that he
is worthy the position, and that it would be an
impertinent intrusion for minor potentates to
approach too closely. The magnitude of this
fountain may be judged when it is stated that
when playing it lowers one acre of water a foot
in the course of an hour.

The Pleasure Grounds.—Some idea of
the extent of this portion of the grounds may
be obtained from the fact that there are at least

7 miles of broad walks to maintain in condition,
and 104 acres of dressed ground to keep in order,
including 50 acres of grass to mow. A portion of
this latter is set apart as an arboretum, and in
the following notes we shall not confine our-
selves strictly to locality, but mention a few of
the finer or more interesting trees to be found,
either in the park or in the pleasure-grounds.
It may then be excusable to mention here the
avenue of clipped Tulip-trees leading to the

VlliW I.N iUL rilE AMUERSri

of it was given in our pages. It was therefore

with some interest that we observed the plant

to be also fruiting in the conservatory here,

where -it has not previously been known to

fruit. Access to the gallery is obtained by a
stone staircase in the rockery, and from it may
be obtained a splendid bird's-eye view of the

house and its contents. The symmetrical forms
of the Ceroxylon and other Palms may, from
this vantage ground, be seen to great perfection,

and as each plant has room to develope itself,

the magnificence of the prospect may readily be
imagined.

As we have already remarked, almost all the

larger specimens are planted out, only those
on the side stages, with few exceptions, being
in pots. To feed these giants manure is liberally

forked in the borders and water supplied with
no niggard hand, the hose being kept running
on the borders at the roots of the Palms for

three months at a time during the day-time.

Indeed, in every department Mr. Speed carries

out the principle, with modifications according
to special requirements, of affording abundant
food to his plants in the shape of plenty of

another stream, which, falling into a pool at the

foot of the rock, thence meanders through the

rock-garden, to which it contributes a large

share of beauty.

But the fountain of Chatsworth is, of course,

the "Emperor" (see p. 8), and it deserves the

name. It was constructed in 1844 (see Gar-

deners^ Chronicle of that year), and rises from
the centre of a basin near the terrace flower

gardens as a simple jet to the height of 296
feet, thus overtopping in its airy grace the

highest trees in its vicinity. It is difficult to

imagine anything more beautiful in its way than

this simple jet. Of course, its noble propor-

tions have much to do with the effect, but

setting them aside, what a contrast does it

present, in its elegant simplicity, with the dol-

pliins and mermaids, the sea-sick monsters, and
meaningless squirts that constitute what so

many people understand as fountains. The
great fountain at the Crystal Palace may
challenge comparison as to size, but the effect

of that is impaired by the dozens of minor jets,

the artificial water temples and the steps in its

vicinity. The Emperor stands out alone, as an

principal entrance of the mansion—an avenue

we believe to be as unique as effective.

Mention may also be made of a fine weep-

ing Ash, of about 50 feet in height, which some
years since was moved from a distance when
already of such a size that turnpike gates and

other obstructions had to be removed to allow it

to pass. In the park are some grand Limes,

Beeches, and Hornbeams, while among the

rough rocks by the hill-side—rocks which recall

the famous Wharnclifte crags—fine old Oaks

abound. Conifers have been planted among

the woods, but some, such as Araucarias, have

suffered from frost.

In tire arboretum proper are groups of special

genera, such as ^sculus, Acer, Populus, &c.,

and numerous fine specimen Conifers, some of

which are so remarkable that we are surprised

that they have not obtained a wider repute. In

particular there is a very fine Abies Douglasii,

fine enough to suggest a comparison with

the grand tree at Dropmore. Of Picea nobilis

there is also a very fine example, and another

which is remarkable for a series of longitudinal

cracks in the bark, passing somewhat obliquely
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down the trunk, but not continuous one with the

other, nor yet completely encircUng the trunk.

It is surmised that these cracks may be due to

excessive sun-heat. Picea grandis is also repre-

sented by a splendid specimen.

Amonf others we may cite Pinus monticola,

P. Beardsleyana, P. excelsa, P. pumila, P. Bank-

siana, Abies Morinda and A. Menziesii alba.

Specimens of Abies orientalis and A. nigra are

remarkable for their habit, which in the former

case is very neat, while in the other it is remark-

able for the pyramidal growth of the central

trunk and the circumstance that the lateral

branches have taken root, and in their turn sent

up clustering pyramids of foliage around the

central one. It may be well, also, in passing,

in these days of Larch disease, to note how

well the Larch thrives in the plantations here.

that entry and exit are easy. It is nearly

TOO feet in length by 26 feet in breadth, 13

feet 6 inches in the lowest and 15 feet in the

highest part of the back wall, while in front

the height is respectively S feet 6 inches and 10

feet. The construction of this house is described

in Paxton's Magazine of Botany for 1836. At

present it is used for growing ordinary green-

house plants—Acacias, Camellias, Fuchsias,

and contains some fine plants of Rhododen-

dron Gibsoni, arboreum, &c., and many of the

original specimens of plants introduced by

Gibson but now familiar in most gardens.

At the back is a north house, devoted to

Ferns, among which we noticed fine speci-

mens of Nothocla:na lanuginosa, a newly-intro-

duced Fern, Ccterach aureum, &c.

The AMHiU'tSTlA House.—When, in 1S36,

might almost imagine the plant conscious of the

consideration paid to it.

To our readers it is not necessary to give any

more full description of a plant of which many
must have seen the flowers, and more read. As
becomes a plant of such exalted rank, it is not

easy to multiply it. Nevertheless, cuttings do

occasionally succeed, of which we saw an

instance in tlie nursery of Messrs. Fisher,

Holmes & Co., near .Sheffield. On the shelves

around the Amherstia-house is grown a fine

collection of Pitcher-plants, which thrive in the

damp moist heat, which is maintained in

imitation of the climate of Martaban. The
Pitchers serve as veritable insect - traps,

and from one we saw the half-decayed body of

a gigantic cockroach extracted. Draccnas,

rntons, Marantas and other heat-loving

HIE 1T.\H.\.N

Fruit and Vegetable Garden. — This

department of the Chatsworth establishment is

situated, like the mansion, in the valley of the

Uerwent, and three quarters of a mile distant

on the Chesterfield side of the park. The ground

fenced in is about 12 acres, divided into four

compartments, with a wide slip all round,

and within the boundary are situated the gar-

dener's residence— a handsome stone structure,

erected for Sir Joseph Paxton (see p. S)

—

the Amherstia and Victoria houses. Vineries,

Peach-houses, Fig-houses, Pine-pits, &c., ad in-

finitum.

The Ridge-and-Furrow Greenhouse,
close by Mr. Speed's residence, is one of the

earliest of Paxton's ridge-and-furrow erections,

having been erected about 1S34. It is of wood

and glass, and has a sloping roof, thrown into

ridges and furrows. This house has no doors,

but the side sashes slide in double grooves, so

English plant lovers first became acquainted,

mainly through the writings and illustrations

of Dr. Wallich, with the Amherstia, it became

an object of ambition with the late Duke of

Devonshire to possess and cultivate a tree

described as " one of the most superb objects

imaginable, with large pinnate leaves, and large

scentless flowers, of a bright vermilion colour,

diversified with three yellow spots, and disposed

in gigantic ovate pendulous bunches." To
secure this plant the Duke despatched the

late Mr. Gibson, who subsequently became

known as the creator of Battersea Park, to

Burmah. How Gibson succeeded, and how he

contrived to send over to his employer many
Orchids and other choice plants before alluded

to, need not here be told ; suffice it to say, the

Amherstia has now the place of honour in a

polygonal house with a curved roof (see p. 6).

I
Planted out in the centre of the house, one

plants, find a congenial home in this house.

Here, too, is a fine example of the lattice-leaf

plant, Ouvirandra fenestralis, which Mr. Speed

succeeds in growing to great perfection, attri-

buting much of his success to frequent syringings

overhead. Some of the leaves we found to

measure 12 inches in length and 6 inches in

width ; and at present the plant has two flower-

spikes.

The Victoria House.—This was one of the

earliest structures built for the reception of

the Queen of Water Lilies, and it remains quite

one of the best, if not, indeed, the very best

in the country. It was fully described and

illustrated in our columns in 1S50, p. 548, and

again in 1S73, pp. 1175, 123S.

It is a square structure, with ridge-and-furrow

roof (see p. 4), a circular tank in the centre for

her nymph-like majesty, and other smaller tanks

in the corners and sides of the building for her
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courtiers. The water in the central tank is

kept in gentle motion by two small water-wheels.

A good collection of Nymphzeas, Nehimbiums,

and other aquatic plants is here maintained,

and when one sees how beautiful they are it is

a matter of surprise that they are not more
frequently grown.

Here, it may be remembered, the Victoria

first flowered in November, 1849. The fine red

variety of Nymphjea Lotus, called N. Devoni-

ana, was also raised here. The effect of this

house is considerably enhanced by placing

Palms, Colocasias, and other fine-foliage plants

in pots around the edges of the tank. Over-

head are some hanging baskets filled with Achi-

menes, and which, measuring some 5 and 6 feet

through, are now perfect globes of blossoms.

In terminating this necessarily very condensed

account of Chatsworth, we cannot forbear from

making passing allusion to Paxton, who went

to Chatsworth from Chiswick in 1S26, roseto

be superintendent of the whole Chatsworth

estates, suggested the design for the E.\hibition

of 185 1, and of the Sydenham Crystal Palace,

who was knighted by Her IWajesty, and who
became M.P. for Coventry. He was one of the

founders of this journal, and a full account of

his career will be found in our columns soon

after his decease in 1S65. At present the garden

is under the management of Mr. Speed, and all

the departments under his charge testify to his

skill and excellent management. A portrait and

brief account of Mr. Speed's gardening career

is given at p. 7S3, vol. ii., 1874, while some

notes on the fruit-houses and kiichcn gardens,

for which we have no space in this supplement,

will be found in the pages of our present issue.

Lastly, we must record our thanks to his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, to whose court-

eous permission we .are indebted for this oppor-

tunity of bringing under the notice of our

readers a horticultural establishment second to

none in the kingdom, and one which has never-

failing attractions for the gardening fraternity

as for the general public to whom these attrac-

tions are made available by the ungrudging

liberality of the Duke. To Mr. Speed and his

assistants our thanks are also due, for the

facilities so cordially offered us in inspecting

and noting some among the many treasures of

Chatsworth.

IHE GARDENFR S HOUSE.
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